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NataKe - m
Neekaai - - 345

New Yachts.

Rex

Page,
j

. . . .235

....370 I

Romola (Sans Peur) 84, 278 <

Semiramis 235, 278, *369, 521

Sheerwater , i ,
345

J

Valiant. 476

Vamoose 301, 476 I

Yankee Doodle 301
|

Yosemite Collision 128 '

Zeta ••
279

j

CANOEING.
American Canoe Association:

Meet *193- **8, 566

Reforms in the A. C. A 39, 84, 128, 192, 215, 237v

258, 280, 281, 30S, 345

Atlantic Division I72

Eastern Division 500

Avis
*m

British Canoes 236, 390. 456, 500

Bucket Wells 369

Canadian Canoe—Wicksteed's Design *434

Canoe Yawls 150, 369, 456-'

Cruises:

Away Up North *368, *390, *412-

An Interrupted Cruise 171

Frankie .16. 40, 61.

Potomac, South Branch 107

South Platte 171

Future of Canoe Sailing .412

Holden.J. T 39, 128,281

Howard's Challenge 456, 500, 523, 543, 565

Kauri Pine

Knappe, E. C 566

Milwaukee I28

Obituary:

W. M. Carter 10Q

S. T. Fairtlough 500

W. T. Nargrave i7

Rudders, Stephens vs. Laker *215, 281

Shenandoah 16. 40, 61

Toronto C. C. House
* 17i

Traveling Canoe
*434

Wicksteed's Design *434
!

CLUBS AND RACES.

Chicago 566

Cincinnati 523
j

Connecticut River C. C 51

Newton B. C 128, 237

!

Palisade •

Puritan

Red Dragon ..334

Royal 4561

Springfield 34&

Toronto ,
237

Western Canoe Association 84, 5235
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THE VIRGINIA DEER.

Of the wild animals of North America none is better

known than the common deer. Its range is as wide as

the continent, and in one or other of its slightly varying
forms it is found from Canada far down into Mexico.

Unlike many of our best known species of wide distri-

bution, the deer has but few common names. In most
sections it is known simply as deer—the only deer. But in

the books and in cases where there is a possibility that it

may be confused with other species—as in the West—it is

known as Virginia deer or white-tailed deer. By the old

trappers and explorers, and by the voyageurs of the
Northwest, it was called the jumping deer or long-tailed

deer, to distinguish it from the mule deer and the elk,

which last was in the Northwest called red deer.

Every boy knows more about this deer, its habits and
the modes of hunting it than we have space to print here,

but perhaps every one does not know of the persistency

with which the species clings to oldtime haunts, no mat-
ter how much they may have been encroached upon by
settlements.

In 1877 Judge Caton, in his work on the "Antelope and
Deer of America," said: "It may be found to-day in

every State and Territory of the United States. It

inhabits alike the dense woodlands and open prairies, the

high mountains and the lowest valleys, the arid plains

and the marshy swamps." Almost the same thing is true

of this deer to-day. While there may be no deer in Dela-

ware and only an occasional stray or some introduced

deer in Rhode Island and Connecticut, there is probably
no other political division of the United States, except
the District of Columbia, where this species does not exist

in the wild state; and this notwithstanding the fact that

the game is persistently hunted by men and dogs wherever
it is found.

How it may have been in the beginning we do not
know, but it is certain that to-day the Virginia deer is the

wariest and most cunning of any of his tribe, and while
hundreds of these animals are annually killed by novices

and picknickers with the aid of boats, dogs and jacks,

there is no task of greater difficulty than to take up the

track of a whitetail deer and kill it by fair stalking.

There is a wide range of individual variation in this

species. The deer of the Adirondacks are much larger

than those of North Carolina, while those of Florida are

smaller still, and a still smaller form is found in Mexico.
On the other hand, those of the northern plains and the
northern Rocky Mountains are often very large, but not
invariably so. We have killed in the Rocky Mountains
on the same day two bucks, one of which a man could
readily lift on to his horse's back alone, while the other

taxed the strength of two strong men to put in the same
position.

Albino specimens of this deer are by no means uncom-
mon. Individuals are quite often killed that are more or

less spotted with white, and occasionally those that are

pure white. As is well known, the young are always

spotted, and we once killed a giant buck which had run-

ning the length of his back on either side of his spine a

row of dappled spots about as large as a nickle five cent

piece. The effect was given by a circle of black-tipped

hairs about the spots. We have heard of one or two
similar individuals, killed, we believe, in Montana.
A number of specific names have been given to forms of

this deer, the characters being usually based on size or

the length of the tail. There is no doubt that there

are well-marked geographical races. To this species

apparently belongs the so-called gazelle or fan-tail deer

of which the hunter in the northern Rocky Mountains

hears now and then. This supposed variety is said to be

characterized by small size, small but massive antlers,

with many points, and a long and wide tail. It is not

known to naturalists, though firmly believed in by many
intelligent hunters.

The supplement which we print to-day gives an
admirably faithful picture of the male and female Virginia

deer.

THE BILTMORE FOREST.

It seems a singular thing that, although for a dozen

years past so much theoretical interest has been taken

in forestry in this country, no practical application of

the principles of forestry has ever been made by Gov-
ernment or individual until within a very short time.

Notwithstanding all that has been written on this sub-

ject, notwithstanding the establishment of a Bureau of

Forestry in Washington and of similar bureaus by a

number of the State governments, absolutely nothing

has ever yet been done in this direction.

It was left for a private citizen to take up this sub-

ject and to apply these principles to a nearly ruined

forest. This gentleman is Mr. George W. Vanderbilt,

who recently purchased an extensive estate near Ashe-

ville, N. C. Its area is over eleven square miles, or, in

acres, 7,282, and of this somewhat more than one-half

is woodland, and constitutes Biltmore Forest. Up to

the time of its purchase by Mr. Vanderbilt, this forest

was owned by a number of different individuals, who
treated it in the usual American farmer's way. They
cut all the timber that was salable either for saw logs,

fence rails or cord wood, and turned the cattle into the

forest to graze, often burning the wood over for the

sake of the pasturage. The evil results of such a course

are sufficiently obvious, and the woodland—never in its

best days very good—grew steadily worse.

The timber which grows in it is composed for the most

part of deciduous trees, the white oak outnumbering other

species, and there being much inferior oak, short-leafed

pine, chestnut, hickory and other trees. There are about

seventy species of trees growing naturally on the estate.

This forest was put in charge of Mr. Gifford Pinchot, as

consulting forester, and in a little pamphlet printed in

Chicago, in 1893, he gives an account of the treatment of

the forest and the result of the first year's work. This

first year's work began to be planned in February, 1892,

but the first actual cuttings took place in May, 1892. An
account was kept with the forest and the statement of

receipts and expenses for the year, running from May 1,

1892, to April 30, 1893, shows a loss of less than $400 out of

total expenditure of $9,900. This, while perhaps the least

interesting part of the story from the forester's point of

view, is given in order to show how nearly the work of

reclaiming this forest was made to pay for itself, even in

the first year when expenses would naturally be largest

and receipts light.

Two plans for the improvement of the forest have been
undertaken at Biltmore, one of them the regular high
forest system, by which greater returns are to be had in

the future, but nothing immediately comes back, and the

other a selection forest system which entails more labor

and less satisfactory ultimate results but quicker returns.

For the details of the way in which Mr. Pinchot has
treated this forest the reader must be referred to the

pamphlet which accompanied Mr. Vanderbilt's forestry

exhibit.

In addition to the forestry work done at Biltmore, a
very interesting collection of trees and shrubs has been

made under the direction of Mr. Frederick Law Olmstead

with the intention of planting them when the proper

time shall have come, along the line of a road five miles

in length which will run through some of the most beauti-

ful portions of the estate. There are already at the

nurseries at Biltmore more kinds of trees and shrubs

than there are in the botanical gardens at Kew, and the

number is constantly being increased. A record of the

treatment given to each species is being kept and a forest

botanical library to aid in study is being formed. It is

also intended at a later day to make considerable plant-

ings of forest trees, in order that something may be
learned of the silvicultural character of American and
foreign trees, a subject about which little or nothing is

as yet known.
On the whole the forestry work at Biltmore is being

carried out in the most intelligent and broad-minded
manner, and it is a matter for congratulation that Mr.
Vanderbilt has become so interested in this subject as to be
willing to make experiments, and to carry on work which
promise to yield results of the utmost value to the general

public. |

SNAP SHOTS,

If that rabbit relief scheme, originating in the large

heart and ever fertile brain of our Chicago staff corres-

pondent in chief, shall be carried into effect, the grateful

beneficiaries may fittingly give voice to their feelings in

the well known rabbit rhymes of Jonathan Swift. The
Dean had been invited to dine with two elderly maiden
ladies, who having been told that their guest was fond of

rabbits; served up the dish to him in generous variety of

forms. At the conclusion of the repast Swift gave thanks:

Rabbits young and rabbits old,

Rabbits hot and rabbits cold,

Rabbits lean and rabbits tough,

I thank the Lord I've hs J enough.

If the shooters to whom Mr. Hough's suggestions are

specifically directed shall show the dexterity and deadli-

ness displayed by Emperor William in a hare hunt in

Prussian Saxony, the other day, we may look for immense
train loads of rabbit meat rolling into Chicago. In this

hunt, the dispatches report, the Emperor had a detach- .

ment of troops to serve as beaters, and six men followed
him handing him loaded rifles as required. In two hours
he scored 385 hares, an execution at the rate of three per
minute.

A million of them. That is the estimate the Secretary

of the State Board of Agriculture makes of the Mongolian
pheasants in Oregon, sprung from the eleven birds im-
ported by Judge Denny. A trifle exuberant perhaps, but
it is enough to know that the birds are past computation
in the Northwest, and that they are making their way
wherever put out, West or East. The latest report of suc-

cess with them comes from a point on Long Island, only

a few miles from this city. The Wyandanch Club, which
is the new named Brooklyn Gun Club, with preserves at

Smithtown, procured in the spring of 1893 five pairs of

pheasants and a number of eggs. The original eggs and
those laid by the birds were hatched under bantams, and
the stock at the end of the season numbered 150. Last
month, in December of the same year, forty-two cocks

were turned out on the club's 800 acres, on a Tuesday, and
on the following Saturday the members had their first

pheasant shoot, twenty birds being brought to bag. The
magnificent plumage of the game and its size and flight

aroused much enthusiasm among the participants; and
the result of the club's enterprise demonstrates anew the
ease and certainty with which a district may be stocked
with the imported species. In our game columns to-day,

Dr. W. O. Blaisdell, of Illinois, tells an instructive story of

his experience with the chuckor partridge, and suggests

that from India may be brought this and other species

which would thrive in American covers.

The first installment of Secretary Doyle's official report

of. the Coast Fishery Conference is given to-day. It will

be followed by the remainder in our issues of January 13

and 20. This full presentation of the proceedings will be
welcomed ; and the papers and remarks are likely to con-

stitute a mass of testimony for reference in all future dis-

cussions of the subject.

The paper of Mr. Madison Grant, printed to-day, shoula
be read in connection with his interesting illustrated arti-

cle on the Moose, in the January Century Magazine^
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A NEW YEAR'S GREETING.
The Forests are leafless, the Streams in their flow

Are fettered and bound in a mantle of snow,

The Storm King comes down with a howl from his lair,

While the cold wintry landscape is naked and bare.

We heed not the tempest, as cozy and snug,

We sit by the Are, our feet on the rug,

Our pipe 'tween our lips, and recall like a dream,

Our many bright hours by Forest and Stream.

For close on our table, in reach of our hand,

Where its many bright columns are readily scanned,

Lies a Fobkst and Stream, which at once can recall,

The verdure of Springtime, the glories of Fall.

We roam through its pages, no need of a guide,

By the torrent's swift rush, up the mountain's steep side,

And join in our hearts with the comrades unknown,
Who have thus made the pleasures of Nature our own.

Then to one and to all, who our moments thus cheer,

Here's "the best of good luck" and a "Happy New Year 1"

And a health, in a bumper of rosiest gleam,

To all readers and loveisrdf Fobest and Stbeam.
Von W.

PADDLING DOWN THE PATUCA.

A Story of Travel in Honduras.

My Paya guide halted beneath a giant mahogany, on
the edge of a high bank. He slipped back from his
wrinkled brow the band of tuno bark that held up the
bag of clothing and blankets which he bore on his broad
brown back. His fellows followed his example, and let

their burdens drop to the ground, and I gladly allowed
the butt of my rifle to rest on the damp leaves that
carpeted the forest; for, while in the morning that gun
was as a suckling pig for weight, long before we stopped
it had become as a prize porker. Its HUba. bore heavily
on arms and shoulders it had made sore the very first day.
When I carried the gun in my hands it seemed likely to
pull my arms from their fastenings. It made the miles
tremendously long and the hills steep. It made the steady,
even pace of those Indians villainously, cruelly fast. And
the worst of all was that I could not swear at them, not
even suffer a word of complaint to escape me, in face of
the fact that those brown rascals had serenely jogged on,
with heavy packs on their backs, hour after hour over
wooded hill and through somber hollow, with manifest
determination to wear out the white man.
Behind us lay full fifty miles of blind trail through a

tropical forest. Before I took that little walk I shared
with millions the belief, inspired by story tellers like

Captain Mayne Reid, by book-taught geographers and by
untaught writers, that all forests in tropical America are
dense and steaming jungles of bush and. vine, of bamboo
and thorny palmetto, through which a path must be
laboriously hewn whenever any one would go anywhere,
reeking breeding grounds of deadly fevers wherein ven-
omous serpents and poisonous tarantulas, centipedes and
scorpions vie with the ferocious jaguar and the panther
to give zest to life.

But I found those great tracts of virgin forest as cool
and clean, as open and easy to traverse, as healthful and
as free from snakes and as safe as are the woods of our
Northern States. It is true that giant grasses and tangled
vines, thickets of bramble and bush wall the banks of the
waterways wherever sunshine warmly falls to force to
profuse growth. And so they do in our Northern States.

But where tall trees shade the ground in the tropics, the
undergrowth is small and scattered, and the forest is as
open as are our own maple and our beech woods.
Nor is it true of the hill country alone. I have ridden

many a mile through cool and fragrant avenues, roofed
by lofty arches of bamboo and of palms in countless
thousands rooted in alluvium of unsurpassable fertility,

where there was no sign of a road. In those vast wilds
every passing gust sends whirling down from trees that
are forever green showers of the leaves that are forever
dying, to join those that carpet all the ground.
From where my Payas stopped that afternoon we

looked down on the mountain stream, the valley of
which we had followed ever since we sat to eat our 11

o'clock breakfast on the clean rocks, polished by centur-
ies of its rushing floods. Here it widened into a pool
wherein the bathing might have been more delightful
had not the name of the stream—El Lagarto—been so
suggestive. At our right was a broad and placid river.

It was the Blanco, the end of our tramp through the woods.
"Well, here we are; what next?" I asked.
"Make watla now and sleep. To-morrow find pipanti

perhaps," replied the elder of the Indians.
"Very good. But let one of the men hunt the canoe

to-day. Two can get the dinner. See, it is only 3 oclock."
A few minutes later I was swimming in the Lagarto and

keeping watch for the ripples that would mark the ap-
proach of an alligator and give me notice to quit. A fire

had been started and my hammock was slung between two
trees. Three grass stalks about five feet long, tied together
near their tops, made a pyramidal frame over the fire. A
foot or more above the coals three other stalks were
lashed horizontally from one to another of the first three,
and made a triangular frame on which rested other stalks,

and on these lay roasting pieces of the big black monkey
that I had shot that afternoon. The Indians squatted
around the fire. Each held close to the coals a bit of the
monkey, spitted on the end of a sharpened stick. The
drawn arms and shriveled hands were most repulsive to
me, for I had then never eaten of monkey flesh; but the
odor was most appetizing, for I was hungry, and my sup-
ply of frijolitas and tortillas had soured, and I had noth-
ing else to eat but crackers. Crackers do not of them-
selves make a completely satisfactory diet.

The guide came toward me. He held a stick on which
was spitted a thigh of the monkey. The other Indians
grinned cheerfully as they watched. Their faces said
plainly, "Here is one of a race that thinks itself mighty
smart, and you will see that he doesn't know a good thing
when he sees it."

"Shall it be said that these illiterate, these savage
children can do a thing that a Yankee can not do? Perish
the thought!" And I took the stick and ate the meat. I

have never since failed to pot a monkey when in woods
where that delicacy is to be found. I am not prepared to
say now that tender babies are entirely safe when left

alone with me about dinner time.
A loud yell came from somewhere up the river while

we were eating. "Boy find canoe," remarked the guide.
In a minute or two the boys ran the bow of the canoe

on the sands at the foot of the bank and said a few words
to the guide.
"Boy says that the owner of the pipanti wants two

pesos," said the old man, turning to me.
"Two pesos. Well, you agreed to take me and my

trastos from Dulce Nombre to Pau for twenty-five cents a
day for each man. If you pay the two dollars out for the
use of a canoe, that is your mal negocio, not mine," I de-
clared positively.

This was manifestly not to the taste of the old man. He
spoke earnestly to his fellows, in the Paya dialect, then
said to me:
"We will make a balsa. To make a balsa takes much

time, much."
"How many hours?"
"Hours! It is days, two days, no less."

The old fellow had me there. Making a balsa would
cost more than the hiring of the canoe, and it would take
a week to float to the Patuca, if the raft didn't go to pieces
on some rapid—as it doubtless would. Therefore 1 re-

marked with an air of indifference:
"Very good. We will sleep now; we can talk better

after sleeping."

In the morning one of the men cut from a bamboo a
piece some seven feet long and six inches in diameter.
With his machete he split one side of this, then flattened

it on the sands. It made a sort of board, glossy on one
side, downy and white on the other, and full of cracks
like those in an old-fashioned split lathing. This was laid

on cross pieces fitted across the canoe, and made a floor

four or five inches above the bottom of the boat.

On that floor our baggage was piled and made a rest for
my back as I sat with my legs stretched out before me.
It made a more or less comfortable lounge on which I

could lie and dream the sunny hours awaywhen we were
not making portages or shooting rapids, which was five

hours of every six.

The steersman sat perched on the broad stern that sloped
slightly upward over the water. Forward of the pile of

baggage the three Payas who were to do most of the pad-
dling sat on little round sticks, cut to a length that let

them wedge in between the sides of the pipanti, six or
eight inches from the bottom—a torturing seat for one not
used to it, and not too luxurious for those whose tough
hides are accustomed to rough treatment.

I had cut a joint from a hollow tree, the wood of which
is as light as cork, and to it fastened one end of a piece of
fish Hue 20ft. or more in length. The other end I tied to

my rifle. Then we were all ready to begin our canoeing.
Nothing of interest happened in a long time—fully an
hour. I was sound asleep when the guide poked my foot
with his paddle. I opened my eyes.

"Tilba, senor, vaca de montafia," he whispered.
"Mountain cow, eh? Where?" I asked softly, rolling

over and picking up my gun.
He uttered no word and made no motion, but his glit-

tering eyes showed the way. It was enough. I slowly
twisted around in my seat. There he stood, half his

slate-colored body hidden by the tall grass that walled
the river in. His long, flexible nose twisted about as if

he was searching with it for our "wind." I raised my
rifle as he turned away and the bullet struck behind his

shoulder. He stopped, staggered, then broke through the
thick wall of grass behind him.
The Payas had sat as still as stones, but with the crack

of the Marlin they yelled like fiends. They dug their

paddles into the water as though they would tear the
river from its bed. They slapped the surface of the
stream with the broad blades of their paddles and yelled
again. The heavy canoe grated on the sand, but it

scarcely touched before we were on the shore. The
Indians ran through the grass, which was higher than
their heads. I tried to do so, too, but it was easier to

walk. In a moment came another shout that told me
that the tapir was saved.
He lay on the ground gasping his life away. The .45

had passed entirely through him and torn a big hole in
the side that was furthest from me when I fired the fatal

shot. Yet he had run fully twenty rods before falling.

Now that I had murdered the poor beast there came
the question; what use is it to me now that I have killed

it? But the Payas knew very well what use it would be
to them and promptly cut off a hindquarter. I bethought
me then that people in these woods might think the
flesh of the tapir good to eat and I had the men cut out
the loin. The old guide cut off the head and stowed it in

the canoe, and we started on our way.
We soon reached a rapid where the river was widely

spread among smooth boulders of black granite. A nar-
row channel, a mere gutter, had been made by rolling

aside the boulders, and across this the men laid stiff poles,

eight or ten feet apart, the ends resting on the stones on
each side. The canoe was unloaded and dragged down
the rapid, the poles serving to keep its bottom from
touching the rocks. There was in no part of the gutter
water enough to help the pipanti down the rapids.

Toward evening a loud, discordant yell echoed through
the forest. Again the howl sounded, and was at once
answered by another like the first.

"Rain," ejaculated the guide. "The monkey cries be-
cause it will rain to-night."

We landed on the first sandbarwe came to, and the men
hurried to make a big and thickly thatched roof—a watla.
Two of them cut down and stripped of their leaves an
armful of stalks of grass. They were ten or twelve feet

in length and two inches in diameter at the butt. An-
other man had cut two poles having crotches at the end.
These he stuck deep into the sand, and in the crotches
laid another pole. From this the grass stalks sloped to the
ground. Then all hands brought armfuls of the big leaves
of the platanio and with them thickly covered the sloping
frame, and our shelter was complete.
While the others gathered firewood, made a fire and set

themselves to broiling tapir steaks, the guide was digging
a hole in the sand near the camp-fire. When it was a foot
deep he paved it with small stones. Then he coolly raked
from under the roasting pieces of meat the best of the
glowing coals, and on them built a big fire in the pit.

While it was burning he split the head of the tapir,
' scraped and washed it well, clapped the halves together

again and wrapped them in layer after layer of the platanio
leaves. The whole he tied together with a thin liana
pulled from the nearest tree.

When they had eaten their supper they raked most of
the coals out from the pit, put a layer of green leaves on
the few embers that remained, and placed the tapir's head
on them. The coals, with those from the pit, were
pushed back into the trench and covered by big leaves.
Then a fire was started over all. The men squatted about
the light, and were still murmuring in soft, liquid tones
when I fell asleep on my blankets spread out on my ham-
mock lying on the sands.
At 6 o'clock I awoke after a sleep of 11 hours. Sun-

shine brightened the tops of the trees; three of the Payas
were lazily stretching and yawning around the ashes of
the camp-fire, while the fourth knelt and with his hands
scraped away the sand and ashes from the pit where the
tapir's head lay buried. The layer of leaves, toughened
by the steaming, lifted what sand he could not scrape off.

The bundle was lifted out and opened, and our breakfast
lay steaming before us on the leaves. The proboscis was
cut off and offered to me, as being the daintiest bit of the
dish. I gave half of it back to the guide and ate the rest.

It was tender, gelatinous and altogether good to eat. The
Indians offered some of the brains, but I did not want
anything better than I had.
Scarcely an hour passed before we started down the

river before a soft whistle from one of the men instantly
stopped every paddle. Every eye intently searched the
river banks, but mine could see nothing to call for such
attention, even when the guide whispered, "Tigre! Tigre
negro!"

I could see no sign of the presence of the jaguar that
had come to the river for a drink after a night out. I
earnestly wished to see him. In fact the one animal of
all others I wanted to see just then was a black tiger,
biggest of the cat kind in all the Americas. 'Twas a good
time for such a meeting. My rifle was ready in hand, we
were a safe distance from shore, my crew could paddle
away faster than any jaguar could swim, and no cat often
takes to the water to follow foe or prey.
But peer as I might, I could see no sign of the tiger,

not even when the men pointed at the very spot where he
stood. What I did see was dim flecks of sunshine amid
the dark leaves of low bushes on the sloping bank; and
when those yellow spots turned to bound up the bank it

was too late to do more than send a bullet humming after
them.
My men were disgusted. What earthly good can one

expect of a man who can't see a tiger when it stares him
in the face? What good can reasonably be expected of a
white man, anyway? He can scarcely see, and often he
can scarcely hear; he can't find his way without a guide,
he can't carry a score or two pounds of trastos for him-
self; he can't smellawaree even when it is near enough to

hit with a stone from the hand ; it may even be doubted
whether he really knows enough to come in out of the wet
—when the canoe turns over?

I confess that I was ashamed of myself. But I declare
that the spotted skin of that deceitful brute was so like

flecks of sunshine falling on the leaves that I could not
distinguish between them before it was too late, and he
had left me with my disgruntled crew.
They were polite enough to say little about the matter.

What they did say was in Paya tongue, but I felt that it

was severe criticism. I was relieved when we came near
to a place that demanded all their attention. The river
ran head on against a wall of rock, the base of a high hill,

and disappeared. That it went somewhere was shown by
the fact that it did not come back, and by the dull roar
that filled the air.

V/e landed at the head of the pass. The crew scram-
bled to the top of the rocks to survey the stream. I

followed to see what we were coming to. I saw a river
whirling and boiling around a sharp bend, then pitch-
ing down a steep slope where the rocks hardly cared to

keep themselves hidden. At the lower end of the rapids
the stream was choked into a narrow passage, below
which was a broad and placid pool shining in the morn-
ing sunlight. Pathway beside the stream was impos-
sible.

The Payas steadfastly gazed at the rapids for a full

minute. I saw their eyes took in every yard of the way,
and dwelt a little on the head of the narrow passage at
the foot of the rapids. We returned to the pipanti and
they took their places while I took off shirts and shoes,
tied long pieces of stout fishline to them and to my bag
of clothing, which also held my ammunition, and to the
other end of each cord fastened a bit of dry wood. The
Indians nodded approval, which may have meant that
they thought it was well for me to be ready to go in
swimming suddenly.
The guide uttered a single word. The men bent for-

ward, their paddles poised in air. The bow of the pi-

panti swung out a little, and we closely skirted the pol-
ished granite. As we neared the point I held my breath
in fear lest the current might seize the canoe and slam
it against that solid wall upon which the waters had
vainly beaten through the ages.

The bow shot beyond the end of the rock. The men
before me dug their paddles deep into the stream and
strove to swing the canoe around the point, Behind me
the guide labored to force the stern out into the channel.
They succeeded, and we were flying down through the
Ojo de las Aguas—the Eye of the Waters.
Boiling eddies caught at the pipanti, surging waves

slapped at it, and cross currents dragged at it, to hurl us
on the rocky shore. Green hillocks smoothly rose before
us, to drop into boiling pits beyond the hidden rocks.

Black heads of granite reached above the surface here and
there.
Possibly a quarter of a minute passed while we were

rushing down that rapid, toward the narrow gate, but to

me it seemed to be an hour. I had time to think that it

would have been far better if a whole day could have
been used in making the passage. Such haste tended to

give a sense of discomfort. There was a lack of repose, a
positive hurry that was not well bred, if it was not actu-

ally vulgar.
The whole volume of the torrent poured through the

narrow crack in that rocky dam. Near its head the sur-

face of the river became almost smooth. In the contrast

with the rush through the tumult above one might have

i

imagined that the boat was standing still, but such fancy
would have been changed by one glance at the wall of

rocks slipping swiftly past.

Every Indian before me sat like lifeless bronze, his pad-
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die held ready above the water. Each knew perfectly

his duty, and each was ready to do it as perfectly when
the moment for action should come. I sat as still as they
and wondered which one of us would crawl out. beyond
that tumbling wall of white, under which the smooth
green steep of water plunged.
Our canoe seemed to me to pause an instant at the

crest—then down we went. I had no more than time to

note that the surface of the water beside me was marked
by fine parallel lines, and that the wind made no ripples

on its face. There was a smother of foam, a canoe full

of water and empty of men.
It was early for breakfast; nevertheless I thought that

it would be better to go ashore at once. Three Indians
started to help me as soon as we came to the surface, but
they turned to the canoe when they saw me pull for the
shore. Fully an hour passed in drying our things, before
we were paddling down the river again. The men jested

and laughed, and 1 felt better satisfied than when I

looked down on that rapid from its head.
Many a time I stepped overboard and waded among the

boulders beside the many rapids in that wild stream,
while the men took the pipanti to the dpeper water below.
As the craft was of solid mahogany, 30ft. long and nearly
3ft. wide, the task took a deal of what an Orkney sailor I

know calls "Scotch navigation—main strength and
stupidity."
When traveling on wild rivers was new to me, I used

to step gingerly from the canoe to the stones at the head
of the portage, particularly early in the day, and then
pick my way along from stone to stone until my foot

would slip, a bucketful of water, more or less, would
shoot up my legs and fill my shoes. After that I did not
wait to make a landing, but at once stepped into the
the river and waded ashore when portage was to be made
that day. Later I gave up all thought of keeping my
feet dry, and found that my comfoi'twas much enhanced.
This is easier in the tropics, where the water in rivers is

seldom below 74° F. in temperature, than it might be
where the water is colder, and rheumatism tugs at one's legs.

Toward nightfall one day one of my Payas lifted his

voice in a loud yell and another fired a gun. Then I knew
that we wore approaching a house, for these signals were
but the ringing of the bell, the sendiDg of a card to

announce callers, that the ladies may have time to dress

for company. Our paddles stopped and we idly drifted
while the men put on their cotten blouses, which were
their dr^ss suits. From down the river came the melo-
dious notes of a conch shell and we soon after rounded
a bend.

Before us spread the broad Rio TJampu. On the high
bank at the junction stood half a dozen leaf-thatched
huts without a sign of walls. Before them the ground
was clean swept, packed smooth and hard by the passing
of bare feet of generations. Beyond the houses was a
patch of banana, of yucca and of pineapples, which was
a blessed sight for one who had become tired of a diet of
tapir and turkey, of lizard and of monkey, and longed
for fruit and vegetables.
An old woman stood knee-deep in the river at the em-

barcadero, her back toward us. She pretended to be too
old, and wise and dignified, or too well bred, to notice
us. With the juacalita, which is a little bowl made of
the half of a calabash shell, she showered water over two
or three blankets spread on the sands to bleach in the
brilliant sunshine. They had been beaten out from the
bark of the tuno, that tree from which a gum is drawn
to adulterate the India rubber which these people gather
thereabout and sell to innocent traders for stuff that
they call rum, for slazy cottons from English looms and
for sheet iron shotguns from Birmingham. Each of the
old woman's blankets was adorned by a curious device
drawn with red coloring of some kind that resisted the
bleaching action of water and of sunshine.
As I climbed the bank a group of considerably more

than half-naked boys and girls scurried away to various
hiding-places, from which to peer curiously at the white
stranger. Younger tots, as naked as eels, but lighter than
eels in complexion, peeped from behind their mothers'
skirts—not skirts exactly, perhaps, but guayapins that
reached from hips to knees ; such garments as their
ancestors made of the tuno bark, or of cloth woven in
primitive looms from such cotton as even now grows on
perennial trees in those regions. The guayapin is now
often nothing more than a couple of yards of denims
wrapped about the hips.

A white-headed patriarch shook open the best of the
hammocks that was swung from post to post across the
house. I accepted the mute invitation and seated myself.
His buxom young wife, plump, smiling and shining with
a fresh rubbing of oil, dipped from a great clla of red
pottery a calabash full of yucca. With widespread
fingers she raked from the bowl the woody fibers of the
root and squeezed them out, then handed the bowl to me.
Surely it could not have been seasickness that I felt as I

looked at the milky liquid, but a qualm from some other
cause. But rejection of that drink offering would have
been a hurt to the hostess, if not a distinct declaration of
unfriendliness to the whole household. Down went the
drink, and I lived unhurt after. The thin white gruel
was slightly acid, cool, refreshing and nutritious.
A bare girl of three or four years—one cannot say sum-

mers where all the year is like our Northern June—peeped
from behind her mother's guayapin. I untied from about
my neck a gorgeous triumph of the weaver's art, a turkey
red kerchief of cotton nearly a yard square and tendered
it to the baby. She was too shy to offer to take the
tempting gift from the stranger and far too timid for any
white man to approach nearly. So I handed the present
to the mother. She promptly and proudly draped it about
her darling. That assured me a welcome in every house in
that tribe.

A dainty damsel of ten years or thereabout crossed the
room before me three or four times before I noticed her
particularly. Men are stupid. But I won her forgiveness
of my masculine obtuseness by praising the elegance of
her dress, the skill shown in her beadwork, the jetty,
glistening beauty of her heavy, wavy t air and shining
eyes—so like those of her mother. I nxed the good im-
pression by giving to the girl a lovely round mirror that
was nearly 3in. across, framed in a zinc case that had a
loop of bright, brass wire to hang it by. It was a gift
that she will proudly treasure, perhaps until she is old
enough to marry. Mayhap it will even help to secure
for her a wealthy husband, and she'll need such a pro-
vide^ for she was a dressy, extravagant coquette when I
knew her, and she was but a child,
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Then she wore a splendid guayapin, and that was an
extravagance, a puttin' on of airs, for a miss of her
years should have been content with a palpura of calico

at most, or even one of soft bark, if she could not go
clad in her native modesty alone, as children of five or
six commonly do in her home. But no. She must boast
a guayapin that would at once declare her high social

standing and wealth of her family, and plant bitter envy
in the hearts of all the rest of her tribe.

Her guayapin was a broad yard of cotton from a loom
in Yankee land. From the middle of it a glowing golden
sun shot its rays to the farthest corner of the red field by
which it was surrounded. Around each arm, near the
shoulder, and about each leg, just below the knee, was
wound a long string of beads of various colors. They
were so strung that when wrapped around her plump
brown limbs the different colors formed simple devices or
patterns.
On her brow orange-colored pigment made a crescent

and two stars. Similar designs were on the brow of the
mother, but she had on her cheeks crosses and waving
lines that were not on the cheeks of her daughter. Pos-
sibly the mother's extra adornments were insignia per-
taining especially to the family of her husband.
Dinner was served. After Iliad eaten of the ripe plan-

tains fried in the sweet fat of the black monkey, of yucca
roots pearly white and mildly acid, black frijolitas or
beans that are better than any other beans, pineapple of
vast size and exceeding sweetness, aud inguana, white,
sweet and tender, I was ready for business. The Indians
were astonished. Why one should attend to business after
eating dinner and before sleeping was more than they
could understand. But perhaps that is the custom of
those Americans of the North—anything may be expected
of such a strange people. They do not seem to have
learned that "manafia es otro dia," and since to-morrow
will be another day there is no need of hurry, which is

undignified.
But I called my crew of Payas and to each of the four I

counted out one twenty-cent piece for each day we had
been on the way. Each counted his coin, the whole
neighborhood generously assisting. I asked each in his
turn, "Is it enough? Is it as much as I agreed to pay?"

"Si, sefior; it is all," each replied, while the chief of the
Sumo wagged his snowy head in approval, and his wife
wagged her tongue in gentle approbation and broadly
smiled on all ; for she was a good-natured woman and
most motherly in spirit.

Then I opened a bag that had wrung sweat out of one
of those Payas on many a hillside, back there in the
woods. Out of the bag I took a kerchief for each of the
men. Broad grins spread over—around, to be more ac-
accurate—their shining brown faces as they bashfully took
the goods. The spectators commented volubly on my
generosity, and looked envious. I took from the bag a
prodigious wealth of pretty beads, and to each of the
crew presented a string, and told him it was for his wife;
whereat the women laughed delightedly, and joked the
two who had no wives. But when to those bounteous
gifts I added a round mirror and a coarse comb—I knew
that they needed fine combs far more—a gasp of amaze-
ment went through the spectators, while the crew were
overburdened by gratitude, and astounded that they had
not before suspected that their passenger was a person of
such boundless wealth; a man who could squander riches
with so prodigal a hand. And that they were sincerely
grateful I had ample evidences many a time afterward.

D. E. Veras.

"FOREST AND STREAM" AT THE FAIR.
The reproduction of World's Fair photographs pub-

lished in Forest and Stream bring vividly to mind the
vanished beauties of the wonderful "White City," and
some of them, such as the "Indian" and the "Cowboy,"
many recollections of long past days in the Indian nation
never to return. I have not learned what is to be the
final disposition of these statues, or of those of the game
animals which formed such prominent and attractive
features on the grounds, but I hope that they may be
placed where I can renew my acquaintance with them
some day.

I also rejoice that "Billy" Hofer's model lounge has
been secured by the Forest and Stream representative.
I liked that lounge. It was roomy and comfortable, and
took me back to the regions and habitations where the
choicest boudoirs are furnished exclusively—or nearly so
—with raw or dressed hides. I hope again to lunch on
that lounge when I go to Chicago and trust that no
objection will be raised if "the neighbors" send in the
luncheon.
Yes, the hunter's cabin was a good thing, and I have

just begun to get at the true inwardness of that old rifle

business. When I first entered the cabin there was in
authority therein only a Columbian guard. I asked for
Crockett's rifle and was shown a weapon which leaned
against a saddle banging on the wall. I poised the gun
and said promptly: "That's not Davy Crockett's rifle,

neither the one which was given him in Philadelphia
nor that which he took on his memorable and fated trip
to Texas." The guard supposed that it was, however, a
relic of Davy, and, indeed, I was afterward told by one
who thought he knew that this rifle was Crockett's and
had been sent as such by Mr. Roosevelt. It now appears
that it probably belonged to Kit Carson, which is likely.
I have seen and handled scores of such weapons in Car-
son's time. The Villalonga rifle was in its time a very
elegant weapon and did good service in its owner's hands.
Ah, well. Time flies, yet I seem to hear the notes of

the marimba under the trees of Costa Rica, and to see the
ladies sitting about over their coffee among the Forest
and Stream representatives, with the mountain hat of
Billy Hofer conspicuously in the midst. (Those city
editors didn't seem to mind that hat any more than they
did my thick boots.) And Billy was a treasure. I came
upon him one day in the forest when he was in the act
of offering assistance to a distressed wcod nymph. He
told her that the hunter's cabin could supply the means
to meet any emergency, and proved it; for she departed
radiant and happy, having been offered a choice of elk
sk n or buckskin "whangs." or of more prosaic threads
for the renovation of her damaged robe, and I observed
that she accepted the loan of Billy's hunting knife to
sever the whang, or thread, at the conclusion of her task.

I am glad to see that some among those of us who for-
gathered at the Forest and Stream's exhibit are giving
the less fortunate readers of the paper some of their im-
pressions Of the Fair. I had thought to try it myself be-

a

fore this, but illness prevented me, and indeed while at
the Exposition I was scarcely in condition to see it to
good advantage.

I have been surprised that in no journal save one (and
that last spring), have I seen reference made to the very
remarkable collection of ancient arms and armor (not to
mention many other articles of interest), which was
shown in the German village. Had it been practicable I
could have passed days in these rooms without being
weary of the sight. There are larger collections in
Europe, but few if any better selected, and many of the
specimens are, I believe, unique.

I passed along the grim array of knights and men-at-
arms, gazed on the numberless weapons of other days, of
strange and fantastic ornamentation, wondered how men
could do good fighting while burdened with such weight
of iron; and as the light grew dim I fell into a dreamy
mood, and as I departed I seemed to hear "the straining
harsh of each crossbow," the "burr" of the wheel-lock
petronels and the sound of the great curved trumpets, of
which

"The Kites knew well the long stern swell

That bade the Romans close."

Kelpie.

HUNT OF THE CATAWAMPUS CLUB.
What lover of the woods does not carry in his mind

the fixed resolve that at some time in the not very distant
future he will take a vactionin the time of the year which
best suits him, and, putting aside the worry and cares of
business, will live for a time in closer communion with
nature? And how many of us see the years pass in ever-
quickening procession, carrying us rapidly toward the
time when our capacity for enjoying an outing must
necessarily be less, and our pet dream never realized?
Unmindful of the words of the poet, "Labor with what
zeal we will, something still remains undone," the worker
puts off his going till he has nothing else to do, and, as a
rule, he never goes. The only way is to fix a date for the
vacation and make other circumstances conform to it.

I do not wish it understood that I have fared so very
badly for little seasons of relaxation. I had three very
enjoyable canoe cruises on the St. John in the summers
of '87, '88 and '89 respectively. In July '91 had a four-day
cruise in a tight little canoe-yawl, and in November of the
same year four of us cruised in canoes over a large por-
tion of the middle St, John, and got in quite a seasoning
of duck shooting. But most of all I enjoy an autumn
outing in the big woods, and years had passed since I had
had that pleasure. Therefore, last fall, when I received
an invitation to join a few congenial spirits on their an-
nual camp-hunt, it did not take me a minute to make up
my mind that I would go.

How the club comes to be written of under the present
name will appear later. It is an offshoot from the,Fred-
ericton Gun Club and includes all the rural members of
that body.
Moore, genial, broad-shouldered and energetic, was the

leading spirit of the party, and he kept it in very good
order. Sometimes when he got a little "top-lofty" two
of the junior members of the expedition would endeavor
to take him down and sit on him for a while, but being
of a build that made him an ugly one to ' 'pick up for a
scrimmage" it sometimes ended by said juniors getting
amalgamated with the dust themselves. The balance of
the male members of the party were known respectively
as Will, David (the man who pulls the second trigger
first) and W. H. Into the outing was introduced what
might very properly be called an innovation. Many of
us believe that the purity of language and politeness that
were markedly characteristic of the crew of H. M. S.

Pinafore were, in a great measure, due to the presence
of the "sisters, and cousins and aunts" in the party. But
it was rather with a view of introducing a new and in-
teresting feature in our camp life than as a precautionary
measure against loosenf ss in conversation that two of the
party took their wives and one bis sister on the hunt.
Thus it was that we had three ladies in our party, whom
for the sake of brevity we will know individually as
Annie, Ella and Bertie, and collectively as "the girls."

In the matter of objectionable habits our crowd came
near being a model one Neither liquor nor tobacco had
any place in our outfit. But one of the boys, owing, no
doubt, to a temporary aberration of mind, has the habit
of periodically expunging from his escutcheon the cherry
tree and little hatchet, usually emblazoned there, and
substituting therefor a bow of prodigious longitude. At
these times his speech varies through all gradations
between mild hyperbole and aggravated Munchausenism.
In this chronicle I shall deal generously with him. So
far as possible I shall conceal his identity. But in the
interests of strict accuracy, I regret to say it will some-
times be necessary to speak of him as.the Prevaricator.
We had four dogs. Moore had a pair of red spaniels

—

excellent grouse dogs—while David had another of the
same kind that was one of the best retrievers from water
I ever saw. Then there was a nice liver and white cocker
puppy that we called Scott Act, because his owner, a
genial boniface, had been disciplined for violating [a law
so entitled.

We had a large A shaped wall tent for a general assem-
bly room, a smaller octagon wall tent for the ladies, and
a little oiled cotton A tent for a "calamity house," under
which we could store supplies of all kinds.
Moore shot a heavy 10-gauge Ithaca hammerless and

W. H. a 12-gauge of the same make and kind. David and
Will shot English made hammer guns, the one a 10 and
the other a 12.

On the eastern side of Passamaquoddy Bay, which bor-
ders on the State of Maine, there empties a small river,

perhaps seventy-five miles long, known as the Magagua
davic (Mag-a-da-ic), but more frequently spoken of in the
vernacular of the country as the "Mac-a-davy." It has
its source in a chain of lakes. The first pair of the series,

Pequagamus or Lily, and Mud lakes, are discharged by
Stony Brook, into Second Lake, which in its turn is

emptied into the Big Magaguadavic Lake, from which
the river flows in a southerly direction. On the eastern
side of Mud Lake and separated from it by a little kame,
or horseback, from 20ft. to 100yds. wide, is a lake of per-
haps twenty acres extent, called by us Catawampus, but
so far as we know unnamed , and not even marked on the
plans at the Crown Land Office. At the northeast end of
this little lake, in a grove of hemlocks, we proposed to
make our camp.
Queer specimens of lakes are bothMud and Catawampus,

The water is rarely more than ?ft, deep, and over tbg
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greater part of their area not more than Sin. A canoe
propelled across either turned with her bow a furrow as

clearly defined as if made with a plow. Both lakes are

practically bottomless. Moore pushed a 25ft. sapling

down its entire length into Mud Lake without meeting
the slightest resistance.

On Oct. 8, a beautifully clear, cold morning, we started

from Scotch Lake, on the eastern side of the St. John,
on our 18-mile drive to Mud Lake. We had a pair of

good, stout horses hitched to a lumber wagon, and our
impedimenta, with a week's rations for man and beast, in

a hay rack. There had been a hard frost the evening
before, and the ruts in the road were frozen hard enough
to make the driving very rough. We were to pick David
up on the road near the western shore of Scotch Lakp.
While he was awaiting the arrival of the wagon a rare

piece of luck came to him. A flock of bluebills went
whizzing by in the uncertain light of the gray dawn, and
with a lightning right and left he dropped a bunch of

them into the lake. Three were retrieved. One fell so

far out that he could not make the dog see it, and a native

got in a whole forenoon's shooting on a pair of cripples.

Moore drove the team and the rest of us worked any
likely patches of cover that lay near the road. We added
one grouse to our bag before we reached Bear Island, the
point where we were to cross the St. John. The name,
Bear Island, has a gamy sound that harmonized well
with our experience there. The outfit crossed the river

on a large scow propelled by sweeps, and all the while
little bunches of mergansers, with their black, white and
cinnamon feathers shining in the morning sun, sailed by
within easy range. It was useless to shoot at them, as,

owing to the rapidity of the current they could not be
retrieved.

A few hundred yards np the Bear Island shore we saw
three Canada geese. We drove the team within 70yds.

,

and as they arose, a perfect hail of No. 1 followed
them. A snowstorm of feathers flecked the surface of

the water, and David called to the scowman to gatner
them as they came down to make him a pillow. The
geese flew across the river, when one let go and fell on a
bar. A settler picked him up and he doubtless furnished
the base of an excellent meal. Our feelings were akin to

those of the man who betteth his money on the bob-tailed

nag, when the bay with the blazed face and white heel
captureth the race; and raketh in the spoils. Alas! that

Moore's big 10-gauge was securely corded up in the center
of a blanket roll,

The channel, on the western side of the island, was dry
save for a few ponds. Scanning these with a glass, we
saw in one of them a flock of black ducks. Our party
divided, W. H. and I taking the highland side of the chan-
nel, while David and Will approached them from Bear
Island way. We thus sandwiched them between two fines

of guns, and if they did not rise straight in the air some
one was reasonably sure of a shot. We ran into a flock of

grouse in a strip of woods a little distance from where we
left the wagon, and killed a pair. At length W. H. and
I found ourselves looking down on the ducks from the top
of a 40-foot bank. This was a new point of view for both
of us, and looking at the broad backs of the birds, we ad-

judged them to be only 40yds away when they really

were 60. When they flushed, W. H. gave them one bar-

rel before he took in the situation. Then they swung to

the other boys, who received them with a volley. But
this was one of the occasions on which we sowed liberally

and harvested not. However, Will and David added
somewhat to their stock of natural history lore. They
saw a mink, like the smooth, polished shyster of civiliza-

tion, evidently intent on securing a victim. The ducks
did not seem to be troubling themselves much about him;
but all the same, they took precious good care not to let

him get too near. Sometimes he would slide out on a
rock and make a spring at the nearest bird, but the latter

would generally manage to be two or three feet away
when he alighted.

David thought there was less of the fool about these

ducks than about some men. Our road now lay at right

angles to the course of - the St. John, aid as the team had
to climb a steep hill all of the boys jumped out and
walked on ahead. A young fellow with a light express

and pair soon overtook us, and we all got on board and
rode several miles, till, at last, as we came to good bits of

cover, one by one the rest got out and left me alone with

the driver, a lad of about sixteen. He proved to be, like

most boys of his age, a regular traveling interrogation

point, and bad I not laid myself out to give him as little

information as was consistent with civility, he would
have known our names, ages, occupations and how much
money we had if persistent cross-questioning could have
elicited such facts. He looked slightly askance at me
when, in response to his request for David's name, I ex-

plained to him that his father died when he was very
young and did no leave him any name. His mind seemed
not entirely frae from doubt, when an inquiry as to the

part of the country from which we hailed, brought him
the information that it was the part where all the best

men and women were reared. When, however, I made
a practical application of the homeopathic principle,

"Like cures like," and poured the questions in on him
thick and fast, dodging a return here and countering

there, a hopeless resignation seemed to settle over him,

and he answered in a dull, mechanical way that might
have indicated a broken sprit. It is strange how inquis-

itive the average citizen is. The question, "What might
your name be?" is nearly as common as the salute, "Good
morning," but as a rule I never impart the information it

calls for. It is not good policy to repel it with a snub.

Good-natured chaff, judiciously applied, will stave it off

better than anything else I know of.

The Prevaricator says that a request for his name,
prompted simply by idle curiosity, invariably brings the

reply that it is Smith. He says that there are enough black

sheep in the Smith family to preclude all possibility of

your disgracing the name, and yet there are sufficient

illustrious persons connected with it to make it no dis-

honor to its owner, and lastly, and best of all no one will

undertake to unravel your pedigree. When it was
pointed out that this plan involved a flagrant disregard of

fact, he retorted: "Doesn't the Prince of Wales travel

under an assumed name sometimes, and do you expect me
to have more regard for fact than he? And haven't I as

good a right to an incog, anyway? And don't they in-

sert the aliases of a burglar in his indictment, thus recog-

nizing his right to all of them? And has a reputable

citizen fewer rights than a criminal?" It is no use to

reason with a man who talks that way.

At length the paths of the teamster and myself diverged,
and about a half mile further on I overtook Will and
David. On our way through the old Magundy road we
had up several birds, but only scored on one. Will killed

that. We crossed the Poquiox, and its tributary, the
Magundy, the last of the St. John waters, when, as it was
nearly noon, we deemed it expedient to wait for the
wagon. It came along in about ten minutes. In less time
than it takes to tell it the kettle was boiling, and three
birds were skinned, drawn and in the frying pan. The
style of cooking drew out several healthy protests from the

girls.

That dinner by the roadside is one of the pleasantest of

memories. ,What spirits we were in! What appetites we
had! What a mellowing influence on the soul had the
surrounding scenery, bathed in the yellow light of the
midday autumnal sun!
Dinner over, every one was in motion in five minutes.

David and W. H. whistled up the dogs, and started up
the valley of the Magundy. Some skirmish line firing a
little later proclaimed trouble for the grouse family, and
when they rejoined us, two miles on the road, they had
three birds. Will and I saw a snipe alight in a field near
by, and started over to gather him in. We marked him
by a little bush, and bore to the windward to get him just

right as he arose. But he had not been idle in the mean-
time. He had run 40yds. right across our line of advance,
and finally rose behind us, which same was a scurvy
trick. We each got in one barrel, and the snipe got in

some mighty good work. He flew over to the wagon,
and, as if to show his contempt for the whole outfit, took
a look at the rest at about 10ft. distance; and then rising

high in the air, struck out for Magaguadavic.
The dogs got up a bunch of grouse in a little wood at

the foot of Blaney Ridge, but we failed to reduce any to

possession.

Near the outlet of Mud Lake is a large, wild meadow.
An astute settler of Blaney Ridgo purchased the block of

land on which it is situated at nominal figures, and
worked a rough road through from the settlement by
which he could haul out the hay. It thus happened that

we had a not very passable, but a tolerably "jackassable,"

road to within a half mile of our camping ground. At
Black Brook, the first of the Magaguadavic waters, there

is a poor bridge, and just beyond it a slough. The latter

is capable of giving an immense amount of trouble in

wet weather, while the former compels the unhitching of

horses, and hauling the wagon over by hand. I was
obliged to make a journey almost back to the settlement
to recover the bean pot and frying pan, which had
dropped from the wagon. The girls and W. H. waited
for me. In this way it happened that tent pitching was
well under way before I arrived at the place that was to

be our home for the next week. On our way in Frisk,

David's dog, put up a Canada grouse, which W. H.
harvested.

We left the team on the lake shore, near the outlet, a
half mile from camp, and the details of gathering hem-
lock for bedding, fuel for the night and making the horses
comfortable, occupied till 9 o'clock, when we had supper
and turned in. There was then a faint drizzle which did
not amount to anything, and in the morning the clouds
showed signs of lifting.

During the night, what the novelists term an "eldritch

screech," in the woods by the shore of the lake, had at-

tracted the attention of the campers. Some, like myself,
were asleep, and but dimly conscious of the sound; while
others were wide awake and heard it in all its hair-raising

distinctness. Around the breakfast table, speculation was
rife as to the manner of animal that was the cause there-

of. The Prevaricator took no part in the discussion until,

at length, in a moment of thoughtlessness one of the
ladies asked his opinion. "Oh! that?" said he, as if his

train of thought on some other subject had been suddenly
interrupted, "that was a catawampus. " When pressed

for a description of the beast, he proceeded to evolve from
the recesses of his imagination a truly remarkable creature,

built on the same general line as a panther, but (like a
liar) with more jaw-power. According to this veracious

authority, no menagerie had ever been able to keep one
of these animals, on account of their propensity for eating

up the steel bars of the cage. But the crowning glory of

the brute was its tail, which was long and tapered to a
point like a buggy whip. On the edge was a cartilage

something like that on the elephant's trunk. This the
brute could snap with a report like a pistol. When simply
amusing itself its favorite pastimes were yelling and grind-

ing its teeth; but always just before springing on its prey,

it cracked its tail. Whether this was to paralyze its quarry
with fear, or simply to urge itself forward, deponent
could not say. You all know how little it takes to make
one laugh in the woods. The burst of merriment at this

clumsy little recital was quite general. Ordinarily it

would have been the subject of joke for the remainder of

the day, and that would have ended its life. But we
were destined to hear from the catawampus again—ex-
tensively and loud.
The forenoon was occupied with getting wood, ferrying

dunnage over from the wagon and getting the team into

camp. Moore an* David rode the horses around the

little lake and Will put up a very good apology for a
stable. I ferried the hay over in a boat.

After dinner Will and Moore landed W.H. and David at

the upper end of the lake and then proceeded to build some
blinds for flight shooting in the evening. I struck out

through the woods, and spent the afternoon hunting
phantom partridges, sneaking up to the little coves to

surprise ducks that never materialized, and exploring

well-worn deer paths. I picked a few bog cranberries.

Once a fine osprey attempted to settle on the top of a
dead tree, and a charge of No. 4s from my left barrel

laid him out. This looks like wanton murder, but it was
not. Will is a taxidermist, and I knew he wanted the

bird for his collection. At last I came to a little point

that extended out into the lake. On the extreme end a
huge pine measured its length in the water. I walked
out into the top of this and sat down. Something might
come along and I would get a shot. A kingfisher let go
his policeman's rattle as he went by; a bluejay rustled

around among the treetops, tolling his bell semi-occasion-

ally; a whisky-jack flitted from tree to tree as noiselessly

as a ghost; but nothing in the line of game came. Some
puffs of smoke, followed by quick reports, showed that

the boys at the head of the lake were getting in a "grand
rally." A bunch of yellowlegs flew by the blind Moore
was building. There were, two reports in quick succession

and the survivors flew by my stand out of range, Regard-

less of the confidence game I attempted by the most se-

ductive notes I could command.
I signalled Moore and Will with an owl call to come

ashore after me and thought I saw a hand waved in reply.

But I did not find out my mistake till too late to get into

the evening shooting. They mistook the call for the gen-
uine article. This was flattering. But I saw the flight

come in and had almost as many, birds as the rest.

The ducks were mostly of the black or dusky species.

There was none of the preliminary circling before alight-

ing so characteristic of the wary bird, but as each little

bunch came in high over the lake thpy set their wings
and went down with a noise as of the tearing of strong,

new cotton. Moore named them "cotton tearers." Now,
here is the problem that confronted t l( e shooters; a bird

going through the air 100ft. a second and falling 40ft. the
same time. It requires a mathematical nicety of calcu-

lation to beat a combination like that. When the boys
came in they were pleased at having seen so much game,
though baffled in having secured any to speak of.

The grand rally that I saw W. H. and David get at the
head of the lake was at shelldrakes, otherwise "Jacoby
canvasbacks." The Prevaricator called them "Friday
birds," because, he said, they were nothing but fish, pure
and simple, and could be eaten in Lent, and on Fridays
and fast days, without violating the canons of any
church in existence. He said that when he shot one he
always asked the pardon of the rest of the party, because
the bird ranked as game and as such had to be eaten,

but the shooting of one was really purchasing a moment's
pleasure at the expense of an hour's torture of the others.

The next morning Will took the boat and went out on
the lake. W. H. and David set out to find Lily Lake,
while Moore and I, after doing the chores, were to build

new blinds for the evening's shooting. The cheerful

"rattlety-bang" right and lefts of Will's old gun announced
to the stay-at-homes that he had "made a strike," and
it turned out that he cleaned up an entire flock of broad-

bills by a sort of bunco game, which enabled him again
and again to get within shooting distance before the birds

took wing.
Moore and I had a visitor. A man from the settlement

dropped in on us and we entertained him as best we could.

Thewomen cooked him the finestdinner the camp afforded.

When he thought the rest of us were not looking, Will,

with a Chesterfieldian bow and a smile that for blandness
would throw that of Bret Harte's hero completely in the.

shade, presented him with a pair of the "Friday birds"

the boys got the day before. Still he seemed loath to de-

part. Moore and I were anxious to get to work at the

blinds we were to make. We were getting fidgety. At
last the thought struck me that he was lingering in the
hope that, as a sort of crowning grace to our hospitality,

a little whisky would be forthcoming. Now, one of our
ladies is an inveterate foe to the essence of corn. Waiting
till she was present, I remarked incidentally that we had
forgotten to bring any with us, whereupon she observed,

with such evident sincerity, that to such omission the

presence of the women was undoubtedly due, that I

congratulated myself on the neatness of the turn. A
minute or two later our guest shouldered his "Friday
birds" and left us. W. H. saw him two days later, and it

took him some time to convince him that I did not extract

a part of my joys from the "ov-rflowingbowl." The lady

mentioned above says the moral of this is: "He who would
not be taken for a whisky drinker should not talk like

one."

We had little trouble in locating our blinds. We built

bases on the soft marsh of dry cedar ran i -pikes, and con-

cealed them with dead grass which we cut with our
knives. We had scarcely finished our work when W. H.
and David arrived on a catamaran they found on the other

side of the lake. They bad failed to reach Lily Lake, Out

had found another small one that discharged into Mud.*
Their bag for the day was one broadbill, which they shot

after they embarked on the raft.

Before sundown we took our places for the evening's

flight shooting. Moore and I occupied a double blind m
a bunch of odd-looking weed, that the Prevaricator

named, the "Jimmy-rose-mary patch." Will shot from
the boat, two gunshots to the south of us, while W. H.
and David held forth on the catamaran, about the same
distance to the north. The stands proved to have been
well selected. Will made a better showing than did any
of the rest either then or subsequently. He shot about a
60 per cent. gait. David made all his kills with the

second, after missing with the first. Moore was fortunate

enough to secure a male summer duck in full plumage,
which he had set up after he went home. W. H. made
only one hit. I failed to do even that.

There was joy in the camp that night, either real or

well counterfeited, when the Prevari, ator learned of the

disposition Will had made of the Friday bin's. He said,

no doubt it was unmanly thus to rejoice at the misfortunes

of the poor settler; but it was the way of the world to lose

sight of the sorrows of others in our own joys. "Willuin,"

said he, "you shouldn't waste your talents taxy-didymus-
in' birds; you should go into politics. No politician who
had properly learned to give away only that for which he
had no use, ever made a failure." WiJl retorted: "Some
people might have had the cheek to give the man a pair

of mean, measly-looking broadbills, and those large, fine-

looking shelldrakes hanging there in plain sight, but I

haven't. I am not anxious to earn the reputation of a

hog. I gave him the best-looking birds on the string."

Some days after when the Prevaricator was asked of

which of the camp scenes he would prefer to have a
photograph, he replied without hesitation: "Willum
a-presentin' the Friday birds to the settler."

The next morning, much to the sorrow of the women,
Will took his departure. He could do anything there

was to do around camp. When he wasn't working he

generally had his eye out for a job, and it is needless to

say that he often verified the proverb, "Seek and ye shall

find." We were indebted to him for many little conven-

iences, among which I may mention a table, some seats, a

gun rack and a washstand. Besides all this, he is one of

the kind that it is good to have around.

Soon after he left there was a little episode. All hands
were around the fire. It struck David that it would be a

good time to sort over bis cartridges and separate those

containing different sizes of shot. He found one 12-gauge,

and addressing W. H, who was just across the fire, he

said, "Here is one of your cartridges," and drew back his

hand to throw. Seeing what he was about to do I uttered

*We have since discovered that this little late has no visible outlet.
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the warning, "Look out." He checked the motion of his

hand, but too late, and the cartridge landed in the middle
of the fire. With the exception of David, every one went
as he looked. He grabbed a stick and tried hard to

throw it out of the fire, but it was not to be found. Then
all hands awaited the explosion at a safe distance. Like
many another expected calamity, it was a long time
coming, and nothing much after it had come. It was a
full minute before the fire burned into the powder,
whereas none of us thought it would take five seconds.
Any one three feet from the fire would have been per-
fectly safe.

The excitement had barely suhsided when a newcomer
arrived in camp. Mr. Judson Burke had been invited to
be one of our party, but through a miscarriage of the
notice of our starting, in the mails, he failed to connect
with the procession, as it were. However, he got around
just in time to keep the original number good.

L. L Flower,
[to be concluded next week.]

A NEW ALASKAN PIKA.

Mr. E, W, Nelson has published in the Proceedings of
the Biological Society of Washington, a description of a
new species of pika or little chief hare from Alaska
which he calls the collared pika on account of the broad
collar of dull iron-gray separating- the yellowish-shaded
areas of the head and back.
The range of this hare, according to Mr. Nelson,

extends from the "mountains south of Fort Yukon, about
the head of the Tanana River, to the Chigmit Mountains,
near the head of Bristol Bay." The usual habitat of the
animal is above timber line and its habits appear to be
identical with those of the "Little Chief" ha,re of the
mountains of the West. In size, it scarcely differs from
its southern relative, the average length of dried speci-
mens studied by the describer being about llin.

The northwest limit of the collared pika coincides with
the same limit of the mountain gnat and trenches upon
the southern part of the range of Dall's mountain sheep.
A peculiarity of this Alaskan pika is the very long pelage,
especially in specimens from south of Fort Yukon, which
have the long dorsal hairs averaging nearly lin. in length.
The pikas, chief hares, crying hares or conies are

curious and interesting little creatures, and have been the
subjects of a vast deal of writing. They live in colonies
in the western mountains from New Mexico and Arizona
nearly to the Arctic Circle, frequently the highest ranges
in the South and descending farther in the North. Their
"favorite haunts are the masses of rocky debris at the
heels of cliffs, where the animals find safe hiding-places
among the boulders, and sometimes congregate in large
numbers, making known their presence by squeaking
notes which seem to issue from under ground and are
very deceptive as to distance."
"Though timid, they are unsuspicious of danger and

may frequently be seen perched upon the rocks, uttering
their peculiar crying notes, or foraging quietly in grassy
spots for their food, of which the provident creatures lay
up great stores in their rocky granaries." Owing to their
diminutive tails, short legs, squatting attitude, jerky
movements and squeaking notes they are among the
curiosities of animal life of the West. T. H. B.
Washington, D. C-, Dec. 23.
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THE MOOSE OF MATTAWA.
It is quite possible that the moose, now comparatively

numerous around the upper Ottawa River, in Canada, are
the lineal descendants of those that once abounded in the
Adirondacks. Of course, this can never be definitely
proved, but there are many reasons that lead me to be-
lieve that such is the fact.

Moose are, perhaps, of all the deer tribe, the most im-
patient of the presence of man, and invariably retire
before him, except in those instances where their haunts
are shut in on every side by settlements, as is the case
now in Maine, where the St. John River is dotted
with farms and hamlets, and so cuts off escape to the
north and east. The result is that those moose that still

inhabit Maine have been hunted back and forth until they
find escape impossible, and have become much less restive
than their Canadian km—in some instances they have
yarded in the immediate vicinity of railroads, where they
must hear daily the rattle of the passing trains. For this
reason the Maine or New Brunswick hunter need not be
so wary in chopping wood or building fires, for the
harassed animal has long since abandoned the idea of
leaving the country, for, whichever way he goes, fresh
human tracks, or tne sound of distant gun shots await
him. But in Canada, with the vast half-explored North-
land to retire to, he is under no such restraint. When
his sense of smell or hearing is offended, the slighted ani-
mal moves off with dignity and quickness. Northward,
ever northward, he is moving, until at no distant day he
will penetrate the stunted forests which grow beyond the
Height of Land and reach the range of the barren ground
caribou. There he will stand at bay, until the ever-rising
price of timber makes even those, his last strongholds, too
valuable to be kept from the spoiling hands of the lum-
berman, and some day, amid the stumps and wreckage
of primeval woods, a solitary moose—last survivor of the
grandest deer—will turn on his pursuers in sheer despair.
They will go slowly one by one—not in herds like the

buffalo or elk, but scattered over a vast extent of country
and with even their present wariness increased many fold
by a grim process of natural selection, they will long defy
the most persistent hunter, long, but ultimately in vain.
This is what happened in the story of their exlermination

in the Adirondacks, and this is what perhaps the next
generation will see in Canada.
The moose in the Adirondacks disappeared, with indi-

vidual exceptions, in the early fifties. At that time the
sudden diminution of their numbers was so great that it

cotdd not be accounted for by any theory of ordinary ex-
termination—migration alone could have been the cause,

From the natural difficulties of crossing Lake Champlain
and the north parts of Vermont and New Hampshire,
then fairly well settled, as was the strip of Quebec imme-
diately north of the border, it is improbable that they fled
eastward into the moose country of Maine, but rather
into Ontario by simply crossing the St. Lawrence and
pushing north into Muskoka, and the neighboring country.
At that time (in the fifties) moose abounded in that sec-
tion of Ontario, but soon the settlements came and the
moose left, going always north, until at the end of the
sixties they reached Mattawa and the surrounding
country on both banks of the Ottawa. Not that they
were unknown there—for there have always been a few
in that neighborhood—but they arrived at that time in
numbers, and ever since the best moose hunting has been
found at this point. This i-emarkable fact of their sud-
den arrival around Mattawa is widely known among the
older settlers.

At the present day they are leaving in turn Mattawa
and passing Lake Temiscamangue on their northward
march. An Indian this fall described to the writer the
astonished wonder with which some twenty-five years ago
the local Indians listened to the tale of one of their num-
ber who had found a moo»e track on the east bank of
Temiscamangue, The excited trappers gathered round
the speaker with eyes glittering at the prospect of moose
coming into their country, but still incredulous of the
good tidings. But the news bearer told the truth, and
this was the first known appearance of moose on that
lake in recent times. At the present day the Little Beau
Cheae Lakes are about the center of moose population.
Every year finds them further north, at first stragglers,
then more and more until the main body has passed, and

NEST OF BUFFED GROUSE.

From photo by A. C. Mclntyre.

then one by one they vanish. In the van are ever the
largest bulls, whether because the persistent hunting for
large horns prevents the bulls in the center and rear from
attaining their full growth, or whether the old bulls are
driven out by the younger or more vigorous ones, like the
rogue elephants in Ceylon. Be the reason what it may,
the fact remains, and this year on the northern limit of
moose near Lake Kwingwishe, northeast of Keepawa, the
writer saw_ the largest tracks of moose that have as yet
fallen to his lot to gaze upon. These patriarchal moose
are far from being the most successful fighters, for their
size and the complexity of their antlers render th^m un-
wieldy and unable to cope with young bulls with snarper
and less elaborate horns. The occasional moose which is

found dead sur le champ cThonneur after one of these
duels is nearly always an immense beast with sweeping
antlers, which had proved poor defenses against what the
tracks about show to have been a mere three or four-year-
old stripling.

Cows, too, are sometimes killed by fighting bulls, fren-
zied by a general row all round, as happens when three or
four come together.
The relative merits in such a duel of ranger moose and

swamp moose—the two sub-varieties—it would be inter-
esting to learn; but this and many other facts about this
fast-vanishing animal will, I fear, remain unsolved.

So, too, will the precise question as to how far moose,
caribou and Virginia deer will intermingle when abso-
lutely undisturbed. In Maine and New Brunswick all
three live in the same district, but this may be the result
of the diminishing size of the forests and not the natural
state of things. The caribou is a migratory animal, com-
ing and going without apparent cause, while moose fre-
quent a given district, -as do deer. Bull moose, of course,
travel a great deal in the rutting season, but they never
move off in a body like caribou.
In the west of the Province of Quebec the three animals

have practically separate ranges—intermingling in places,
but for the most part well asunder. Deer move to and
fro in consequence of the movements of the wolves, which
are ever on their trail, and which sometimes force their
victims into the moose countries to the north. Whether
the moose drive out the wolves, as the Indians believe, or
whether the deer do not like proximity of moose, the
former soon work south again and leave the moose in soli-
tary possession. So we have on the south the Virginia
deer, then next in latitude the moose, then the woodland
caribou, a scarce animal in this part of Quebec, and last of
all, beyond the Height of Land, the barren ground cari-
bou The center of abundance of this little-known animal
is near the headwaters of the Ungava River.
In the Keepawa country, some thirty or forty miles

north of Mattawa, Hay Bay, the northernmost arm of
Lake Keepawa, is occasionally visited by caribou of the
woodland variety, and they are now sometimes seen in
the country to the east. They were formerly quite
numerous in the country around the Bois Franc and
Kast-nan Lakes, but either the presence of lumbermen
or the advent of the moose has occasioned a migration
beyond the headwaters of the Ottawa, viz.: Lakes Quinze,
Expanse and Grand. At the present day in this part of
Quebec they live between these lakes and the Height of
Land, and it is almost impossible to find any caribou in a
trip from Mattawa without immense effort,

It is a pity that some -record has not been preserved of
the migrations of the- different members of the deer
tribe in the past—for beyond the above facts, nearly
everything is obscure, but the evidence given and other
instances of the migration of moose, inclines the writer
very strongly to the belief that the moose of Mattawa is a
direct descendant of the moose of New York, and the
splendid antlers that now come from that country had
once their counterparts hanging in the cabin of the first
white hunters of the Adirondacks. Madison Grant.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR AMERICA.
Macomb, 111., Dec. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

read with much interest the account given in your valu-
able journal of the sportsmen of Maine meeting at Lewis-
ton, called to take into consideration the feasibility of
introducing the foreign game birds into Maine. I have
had a little experience with foreign game birds, and per-
haps I may be able to give this association information
that will be interesting to them.
In 1890 I ordered five pairs of the Francolinus vulgaris

or black partridge, of Rutledge & Co., Calcutta, India.
These birds were cooped in a small shoe box with a small
dish that would not hold over half a teacup of water; and
the result was that all died before reaching me, with the
exception of two males and one female, which arrived
here safely. They were placed in a, large wire cage. One
of the males soon killed the other. The pair went
through two of our cold winters in good order and stood
the climate well The female one day became frightened
and flew so hard against the cage that she broke her
wing and died. The other male died this winter from
cause not known.
These birds were twice as large as our native quail and

truly a beautiful game bird, and would eat anything that
a common barnfowl would eat. My object in introduc-
ing so small a number was to test them and see if they
could stand our climate. I am confident that they can
stand any climate that our native qnail can stand, and
properly introduced into this country would do well.
The cost of these birds was $50 here.
In February, 1893, I ordnred five pairs of the Caecubis

ehukor, or chuckor partridge, through the Hon. James
Currie, U. S. Consular Agent at Karachi, India. Every
bird arrived here in perfect health and condition after
being on the water and land forty-seven days while mak-
ing the trip. I fully intended to turn these birds loose on
their arrival here and have a law passed protecting them
for five years, but our governor not being friendly to
game laws vetoed the bill. Therpfore we had to keep
them in confinement and during the long, hot, dry sum-
mer they all died but one pair, which is in fine condition
and doing well. This hen laid eighty eggs before she
went to sitting. The most of these eggs were hatched
under bantams and the little spotted beauties would live
till ten days old and fall over and die. We could not find
any food that would agree with them. The old bird
hatched out seven in September and all died in the course
of two weeks with the exception of one, which we fed
on grasshoppers till he was several weeks old. As soon
as the cold weather came and killed the grasshoppers we
put him on to other food, but he soon died. I believe
that had these birds been turned loose where they could
have roamed at will, and have bad a chance to live on
worms, ants, bugs and insects, they would have lived
and done well. They are a fine game bird about the
size of our ruffed grouse. These is no question in my
mind but what these birds would flourish in this country.
They cost 50 cents apiece in Karachi, the coops $6. the
freight to New York $20, the express from New York $20.
India seems to be the home of these game birds and has

a larger variety than any other country on the face of the
globe. This is the home of the Pavo cristatus, common
peacock. Thousands and hundreds of thousands of these
beautiful birds are found there in a wild state. The
^ terocles arenarius, sand grouse, the most beautiful
plumaged game bird of India, would do well in the South
and the far West.
The Mongolian or Chinese pheasant that was imported

from China to Linn county, Oregon, by Judge Denney
twelve years ago, have become so numerous in that State
that it looks as if they had come to stay like the EJnglish
sparrow. Twelve years ago eleven of these pheasants
were turned loose in Linn county. The secretary of the
State Board of Agriculture of Oregon writes me that he is
safe in saying that there are a million in his State now
sprung from the eleven, and they are fast spreading into
California and Washington. Quite a number have been
introduced into Missouri, Illinois, Iowa and Michigan,
and as far as I have been able to learn they are doing
well. Mr. Simpson of Elexis, this State, turned seven
pair loose a year ago last fall. They went through the
winter well and last summer they could be seen in the
cornfields and meadows with large flocks of young. They
have introduced these birds into Millon, Vt., and I under-
stand they are doing well in a wild state, living on birch
buds, mercury 33° below zero. They are strong and
hardy, and would stand the climate of New England. I
hope our Eastern sportsmen will make a move and intro-
duce this beautiful game bird. W. O. Blaisdell.

Willing but Useless.

I have a young hen, healthy, joyous, sleek and with
comb and wattles ruddy as the summer rose, but she is a
grand anomaly in the gallinaceous world. For about six
weeks she has gone daily to her nest, in which is a plaster
nest egg, has come off it cackling with apparent perfect
satisfaction but without leaving the sign of an egg. It is
the only case of the kind I ever observed. In speaking
of it to a lady friend she said she had a hen like this and
that for her uselessueps she consigned her to the pot.

N, D. Elting,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

Chicago Wants the Rabbits.

Chicago, III., Deo. 23.—Last week I put forward ten-
tatively the idea that the shooters of the country would
be doing a charitable and useful thing, and one not in-
jurious to themselves, if they should send in to the relief
association of Chicago all the rabbits they killed, the
same to be used in feeding the unemployed poor of the
city. It was stated then that the gravity of the situation
could not be over-stated, that thousands of men with
families were out of work and hungry, and that whole-
some food of any sort would be most welcome to them.

This week we may go further, and announce definitely
that the idea is no longer an experiment or a mere pro-
ject, but a welcome and accepted proposition; that the
Central Relief Association of Chicago has heard it, passed
upon it, and received it gladly; in short, that Chicago
wants those rabbits—not at the serious expense of any
local game supply, but all the rabbits which the shooters
of America think they can spare, and which they are
willing to go out and kill. Chicago wants judgment used
in this of course, but if there can be utilized here a source
of food supply which otherwise would be left untouched,
then Chicago asks that it may be given to the poor now
suffering in her streets. Chicago wishes that sportsman-
ship be not injured in the least of its privileges, but that
the sportsmen of the country shall give as they think
they ought to give. A day which will afford fun to the
shooter may afford happiness and relief and comfort and
thankfulness to more than one family in this big city,
where so many are now knowing the despair of an honest
and hopeless destitution.
Therefore, take down the guns, and get ready for the

biggest rabbit hunt that was ever known, the Forest and
Stream rabbit hunt for charity. Don't kill all the rabbits
in the covers, but kill some, each of you, in Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Winconsin, Missouri, everywhere, and
ship them here for charity. No side-bunts, no competi-
tions, no general slaughtering, but a conscientious saving
of every rabbit killed, and a conscientious shipping of
every rabbit saved. We will show that the sportsmen
have no war with the people, and that no man's heart is

larger than the sportsman's. Get ready for the hunt.

Ship to 82 Market St., Chicago.
When you kill a rabbit, pull off his head and eviscerate

him at once. This makes a lighter weight to carry, and
it makes a lighter freight or express rate, a very impor-
tant thing. Please remember this; then the relief asso-
ciation will not be paying tariff on what it cannot use.
Of course, thoroughly cool or freeze the rabbits, if pos-
sible, after sewing up in gunny sacks. Mark the tag as
follows: "Central Relief Association of Chicago, Mr.
Wilmeroth, Agt, 82 Market st., Chicago.—Cuarity."
Also please give the names of the senders and the point
from which the rabbits are shipped. Do not kill squir
rels, birds, or any other sort of game. Be sure to take
off the heads and clean the rabbits. The shipping charges
will be paid here by the association. If the shipping
agent doubts this, show him Forest and Stream and the
following letter:

H. N. Higinbotham, Treasurer. Robert Greek, Manager.

"MEMORANDUM."

LAKESIDE FREE KITCHEN,
FOOT OF RANDOLPH ST., AT VIADUCT.

Contributors will please send regular Bill or Invoice with each, lot of
goods furnished, and state on same, "Contribution."

Please state quantities, prices and total value, in order that proper
credic may be given.

Cash contributions by Check to order of H. N. Higinbotham. Treas-
urer, or by enclosure addressed to him; receipt will be given by
R. Greer, Manager.

"Dec 22.—Forest and Stream: I am of the opinion that
any number of rabbits that sportsmen would be likely to
shoot could be used by the suffering poor of Chicago this
winter. Mr. Wilmeroth, of No. 82 Market street, is in
charge of the supplies—both receiving and distributing—
on behalf of the Central Relief Committee, and I am quite
sure he would be willing to cooperate with you. I will
take in 500 if they can be sent in one or two lots, and will
pay the transportation if not over one-half cent per
pound, or if the express companies will transport the
stuff free, so much the better. Yours truly,

"Robt. Greer, Mgr."

What Will the Express Companies Do?
There has not been time as yet to see the managers of

the different express companies, yet I have no doubt that
they would carry free any contributions which they were
satisfied were to go to the relief association. Of this more
later on. As to the managers of the railways, no less
should be expected of them, for their liberality has been
tried in similar exigencies before to-day.
Out in California they have jack-rabbit drives, and

sometimes kill 5,000 hares in one day, which will average
81bs. each. Two carloads of good meat in one day. They
let it he, or bury it. Now, |I know Mr. W. F. White,
the general traffic manager of the Santa Fe Railway, to be
this sort of a sportsman: He would, if the relief associa-
tion wished it, say a word to the freight department of
his road which would bring a carload of those big hares
across the continent free to the Chicago association, if the
California men should see fit to put them on the cars. Mr.
P. S. Eustis, general passenger agent of the OB & Q.

;

Mr. Jas. Barker, general passenger agent of the Marion
route; Mr. C. L. Stone,, general passenger agent of the C.
& E. I. Railway, are all sportsmen, and would intercede
with their freight associates. Mr. Marvin Hughitt, presi-
dent of the Chicago & Northwestern road, is a sportsman,
and he would do as much for sport or charity as any. But
of this also later. It is not necessary now. You can ship
your rabbits now, not prepaid unless you like, and they
will be thankfully received. Mr. Greer thinks 500; he will
get ten fold that this winter. He does not yet know
Forest and Stream and the men who support it.

Let us not talk of waste of game. In my days of shoot-
ing I have seen rabbits killed and left hanging up in the
bushes, "until we come round this way again, you know,"
enough to make a hundred families happy for a week.
Do not let us talk of wasting game. If necessary, only
carry to the wagon the rabbits you otherwise would have
left on tops of stumps or hanging in the forks of saplings.
If rabbits are scarce in your neighborhood, don't shoot
any at all for this purpose. In many localities they are so

abundant as to be a pest and a nuisance. It is to these
localities that I wish the invitation to apply.

The Hunt Has Already Begun,
Yesterday morning some young men came into the

office and wanted to know where to go rabbit shooting.
I told them to go to De Motte. or almost anywhere in the
scrub oak thickets along the Kankakee marshes. Then I
asked them to bring all their rabbits home and give them
to the hungry people. They said they would. "There is

some sense in that," they said. They are now absent on
their trip.

This morning I got a note from Mr. J. A. Balmer. of
Vincennes, and he says:

"I notice your suggestion in Fobest and Stream about
killing some rabbits and sending them to the hungry
people in Chicago. We will act on your plans, and try
and get up a rabbit hunt at Bicknell. Will report on the
results later,"

Will Mr. Joe Freeman and Mr, John Mayfield, at Bick-
nell, aid Mr. Balmer in this? They are all right in the
center of a great rabbit countiy. I have seen two wagon-
loads of rabbits lying in one heap by the railroad track at
Bicknell. We want one load here, for charity. This is

the Forest and Stream charity ball. Will the gentlemen
choose their partners?
Will Mr. Chas. Irwin, at Warsaw, Ind., manage a little

hunt and send us a few rabbit-? Will the gentlemen of
the great rabbit country at Vandalia, 111., send us some
rabbits? I have known of a wagon load being killed there
in a day. Will Charlie Parent, of Marshall, Mo., attend
to his section? Will Joe Irwin, of Little Rock, Ark., see
that his State is repres?nted? Charity, gentlemen. While
it's fun, this is in earnest.

:No. 82 Market Street. Chicago.
Remember the addi-ess, 82 Market street, Chicago, and

the Central Relief Association also must go on the tag.
This address I learned yesterday during my visit to the

Lakeside Free Kitchen, down under the Randolph street
viaduct. Mr. Greer, the manager, who so generously
gives free his own time and the use of the great cooking
plant with which he has fed armies of m^n at the Worlds
Fair and elsewhere, was at the time absent, but Mr. Cox,
his assistant, kindly showed me through the rough but
clean place where Chicago's unemployed are fed. There
were long rough benches, covered with strong table
ware, and back of these great steaming vats, large as
hogsheads, in which were simmering hundreds of pounds
of meat. There were bins of vegetables, and heaps of
bread. Over all rose a steamy, meaty, but not unwhole-
some smell. Outride the doors stood groups of men, idle,
idle, and unhappy. Of these I would rather not talk, but
I know how they feel, for I have been broke myself,
though never quite hungry. It's tough to be idle when
you want to work. There is nothing worse in this world.
But let that go.
"Could we use some rabbits?" said Mr. Cox smiling

quietly. "I should think we could. We fed 5,000 men
here yesterday. It takes a quantity of food to keep that
up. Our ration is three of these long slices of bread with
a good piece of meat, and a bowl of coffee or broth.
Rabbits would go well in these big kettles, don't you
think?
"We serve only two meals a day, at 7 in the morning

and i in the afternoon. No man can now get a meal
here who does not have a ticket showing that he has
worked on the streets for the city. Three hours' work
entitles a man to two meals and a bed. Tramps and
those unwilling to work are now turned away unfed.
The charity is applied as well as we know how, it being
first before our minds that when a man is honestly
hungry he should be honestly fed. We are doing the
feeding and letting others do the scheming. We charge
nothing and want nothing in reward, but we can't have
too much by way of good supplies. Mr. Greer will write
you. All supplies should go to the storerooms of the
Central Relief Association, 82 Market street. I am sure,
I think, your idea a good one and I thank you for com-
ing. There has been a great response all over the coun-
try. The American people are generous. I am sure none
are more generous than the sportsmen. If they help us
their gifts will not be misapplied. Their food will go to
the hungry, to the unemployed, and only to such as are
willing to work when work is afforded. Go with me on
the streets and I will show you noble looking men at
work. Some of them have families at home. If they
could take a rabbit home they would be glad. They are
good workers, too. I pity these men."
So will the hearty shooters of this country pity them.

Let this pity be the excuse for any failings or short-
comings in this project as viewed from a sportsman's
standpoint.

Prom the Orient.

From a glance at the Japan Mail of Nov. 2, printed at
Yokohama, Japan, it appears that the enterprising dog
man has penetrated even into the land of flowers. One
of the advertisements offers for sale "An English pointer
dog, two years old, thoroughly trained." No pent-up
Utica confines the sporting interest.

It is in Japan, by the way, that a certain young Chicago
enterprise has its extreme roots. Many shooters have
seen the grass suits for duck shooting advertised by Frank
Lawrence, of Chicago—really a very excellent article

—

but not so many will know that these suits are all made,
every one and in every particular, away over in Japan.
The peasantry use them for waterproof garments, and
they are sometimes called "Japanese rain coats." The
native workmen employed by Mr. Lawrence's firm are
very expert in making them. There is nothing of the
sort made in this country at all. Mr. Lawrence says it
takes him three months to write and get an answer from
the Japanese factory. He has improved the coat, applied
for patent and is now awaiting the latest returns from the
far-away factory in the land of squint-eyed idols.

Dame Bang Still Lives.

Last week I wrote a vpry nice little obituary about a
pointer dog. This week the said dog can have the pleas-
ure of reading her own obituary, and I hope it suits the
lady. Dame Bang, reported by Mr. Barker to be dead,
deceased and departed, is still very much alive and in
evidence, I am glad to say. Mr. Dubois writes me from
Cincinnati thereon as follows;
"John Barker, John Balmer and E. Hough are all

wrong about Dame Bang, and I am sorry (for your sake)
that the announcement of her death appears in this

week's Forest and Stream. Dame is at this moment
well and hearty in the kennel of Mr. Peabody, at Madi-
sonville, O. It appears from a tetter I received from Mr.
Balmer, that Mr. Barker confuted Dame with Winno-
wing, another dog that ran at Bicknell. I wrote to Mr.
Balmer, correcting his mistake, and here I see her
obituary again. Is she to get her next death thrust from
Bro. Waters? You have killed off Dame Bang on paper,
bat her 'harnt' still walks."
Well, now, we have here the evidence of three men

against the unsupported testimony of one. Therefore,
according to the statutes, it rests entirely with us whether
Dame Bang is dead or not. If we three choose to have
her dead, aye, and buried, and blackberries growing on
her grave, we can do so, and no one can say us nay. In
this case,_however, we will let it go, and I beg Mr. Pea-
body to present my apologies to Dame—if he is satisfied
in his own mind that he has the real dog and not a
"harnt." To-day I have further advices from Bicknell
that it was Winnowing that died.

Ducks in Montana.
Mr. J. C. Haskell, of this city, is lately back from a

trip to Montana. He was to have joined his brother, W.
H. Haskell, and party, for a big-game trip in the moun-
tains, but arriving at the Leiter mine, near Sheridan,
Mont., he found that the party had outfitted and gone in,

so he lost his trip. He remained and shot along the
streams near the mine, doing most of his shooting along
the Ruby Valley. He he got excellent shooting at ducks,
and he describes the style of the sport, jumping ducks
from the willows, as being easy and pleasant in the ex-
treme. This was in the middle of last month. Mr.
Haskell says that is a great country for wildfowl, and
that the birds st ly there very late, resorting to the open
places in the streams.
Mr. J. W. Schultz, a well known Rocky Mountain

guide of Piesran, Montana, who stopped at the Western
office of Forest and Stream for a while on his way
West this week, confirms much of what Mr. Haskell says
as to the ducks in Montana. Mr. Schultz says that he
has killed thirty-nine canvasbacks in one afternoon in a
small lake not far from his place. He did not know what
they fed on, but found they ate a white, insipid-tasting
root, which was not the wopato of the Coast couutry.
Mr. Schultz says he never saw a redhead in his country,
though canvasbacks were often there in numbers.

Wants Fur Country.

Mr. O. Goode, of Chicago, writes as follows:
"Can you kindly inform me in next week's paper how

hunting and trapping for fur bearing a/nimals is in the
counties of Taylor and Price, Wisconsin. Also how the
land lays.

1 cannot answer the above question. Can any Wiscon'
sin man?

Will Stay in America.

Mr. H. J. Sprengle, who so ably represented the W.W.
Greener gun exhibit at the Fair, will not return to Eng-
land, but will hereafter show the gun over the counters
of Henry C. Squires & Son of New York, for which ser-

vice no one could be better qualified. Mr, Sprengle has
been little in England since his connection with the
Greener gun, having been assigned the charge of foreign
exhibits very often. He spent some years in St. Peters-
burg, Russia. A bit of a linguist and an expert in his
line, he can talk gun to the Queen's taste. Mr. Sprengle
tells me that this week will see the last of his goods clear
of the customs and on their way to New York, where Mr.
Squires will have them. The American gun exhibits
were all packed long ago, but the English exhibits were
long delayed here, and the boys in Chicago have groaned
in spirit over the enforced wait.

Died.

Last summer I mentioned the call at the Forest and
Stream exhibit of Hon. James Crow of Crystal Lake, 111.,

and stated that he was one who had read Forest and
Stream from its first number. The Hon. James Crow
died a week ago, full of years and honors. He was one of
the early settlers in his locality, and a man much re-

sppcted and beloved.
Gen. Dutus E. Coon, who was accidentally shot and

killed by a friend while they were out hunting together
near San Diego, Cal., a week ago to-day, was one of the
early Iowa editors, a prominent officer in the late war,
and admired by many friends as a good sportsman and
worthy friend.

Fable of a Duck.
Once, upon a Time there was one high in Authority, the

same being the Manager of a Newspaper, and he had
many Slaves. Verily, said all the People, he had a Cinch.
Now a person in a far Country sent to this man a Good
Thing, to wit, a Canvasback Duck, and the Duck was
passing Fat. But lo! one of the Slaves fell upon this Duck,
and took it Home and Ate it. And he was Glad, and so
were all the Little Slaves. When the one high in Author-
ity learned that his Good Thing was Gone, he said ro the
Slave, "Where is my Duck?" And the Slave said, "What
Duck?" "Marry," said the one high in Authority, "Come
off, also go To, Sirrah. If you eat any More of my Good
Things, you will make yourself Persona Non Grata to my
Sight. Therefore, have a Care." Then the Slave bowed
upon the Ground. But when he went Home, the Slave
gathered all the little Slaves about his Knee, and he said,

"My children, in View of the Uncertainties of Human
Life, let me call your attention to one Fact, namely, that
it is Better to eat your Good Thing first, and then to look
for the Shipping Tag afterward." And the Little Slaves
laid"this to their Hearts, for lo! it was very Wise.

The Wabash Farmer.

"Git out o' there! Git out, blank you! • What ye doin'

there; say, you, git off'n that land!" called the bottom
lands farmer to a shooter who was following his dog
through the corn on the other side of the road.

The shooter paid no attention and the farmer called

again, "Say, y' hear me! Git out o' that!"

The shooter turned, came on across the road to where
the farmer stood and said, pleasantly:

"Good morning."
"Mornin'."
"How are you this morning, sir?"

"Middlin'."
"Am I on your land, sir"'

"Nope,"
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"Is that so? Well, was I on your land when you called

to rne?"

"Nope."
"Why, I thought you ordered me off."

"Did."
"Well, don't you own any of this land?"

"Nope."
"Where is your land?"
"Haint got none. D' ye take me fer a millionaire?"

"Oh, perhays your neighbors own that land?"
' No they don't neither. Don't none o' us own no land.

On'y man 'at owns any land hyur is Jedge Jinkins, an' he
lives in Injunaperlis."
"Oh, then you rent'that land across the road?"

"No I don't, neither. What makes ye think thet?"

"Why. you ordered me off."

"Seems like you take a good deal fer granted. So you
thought I owned that land?"

"It looked that way."
"Er rented it?"

"Well, yes."
"Humph. Don't none of us own no land 'round hyur,

'n I don't rent thet land ercrost the road, 'n I don't rent

this neither. I just live hyur, don't never pay no rent."

"Well, then, what in the world do you mean by order-

ing me off that land?"
"Oh, I was jest a-hollerin'."

"Oh, you were?"
"Yep. I was jest a-hollerin' to be a-hollerin'. Seems

like a feller ought to hev some rights in this world."

"Well, you haven't any right to order me off from land
you don't own or control."

"Haint, eh?"
"No, you haven't."
"Humph! Say?"
"Well."
"I've just come out of jail."

"You have?"
"Yep. Was in jail six months. Tuk a shote, V they

proved it on me. Was you ever in jail?"

"No, I can't say I ever was."
"Then you don't know a blame thing erbout it?"

"No."
"You liable to be in jail soon?"
"I hope not."
"Then you a'mt liable ter know nothin' erbout et?"

"No, I guess not."
"Lemme tell you."
"Well."
"It's mighty lonesome in jail."

"That so?"

"Yep. Nothin' to do, you know."
"I suppose not."

"Nope. 'N then everybody's bossin' ye round all the
time."
"Yes?"
"Seems like they kind o' look down on a feller 'ts in

jail."

"Well, yes."
"Like they wus bettern he wus."
"Yes?"
"So a feller kaint have no good times at all, not in jail,

et's so lonesome, you see."

"Yes, I see."

"He kaint boss nobody round, not in jail."

"No, I presifme not."
"Humph! Well, now, when a feller gits out o' jail,

when he hez been in fer stealin' a shote, fust thing he
thinks of is whur he kin find ernuther shote."

"Yes?"
"Yep. 'N next thing is, whur he kin find some one to

boss erround."
"Oh, I see.

'

"Yep, You see, my wife she left me when I went to

jail."

"Too bad."
"Oh, I don't know erbout that. But ye see, me a-bein'

hyur all erlone, cookin' fer merself, cuttin' all the wood
alone, you see—now, hyur I am, 'n I sees you over thur,
en thinks I, I'll just holler at thet feller, 'n maybe he'll

thiuk I'm boss."

"Oh, I see now very well."

"Yep. Well, why in blank didn't you fall inter line,

then?"
"Well, you see, that is

—

"

"Oh, it is, eh? Say, you, you know what I'd do, if I

c'd see my way cl'ar to et?"

"No."
"Well, I'd lick you, right now, ef 'twasn't fer goin' to

jail agin."
"You would, eh? Well—"
"Yes, thet's what I would. But you see, et's so lone-

some in jail."

"Yes, I see."

"Er I'd show you who was boss."
"I think I'd better be going."
"Well, good mornin'. Sorry you got to go. Seems like

some fellers kain't git no sort o' chaince on earth.
Reckon I'll go over to Bill Johuson's this afternoon. You
know why?"
"No."
"He's got a boy 'at hes the rickets so' s 't he kaint

hardly walk. I 'low I'll lick that boy. I'll shorely show
these yer folks erround hyur who's boss." E. Hough.
900 Security Building, Chicago.

Preserving the Quail.

Mr, S. N. Ayers of Blue Mountain, Misr,., writes as fol-
lows concerning the manner in which he induces the
negroes to refrain from robbing the nests of quail. It is

well known that they are very fond of the eggs. He says:
"I promised some time ago to give my plan of keeping
negroes from robbing quail's nests. I give them a doz n
and a half of hen eggs tor every nest they find and report
to me, providing the shells are left as proof of the hatch-
ing. I have been doing this for two years, and I have had
nine nests reported, three last year and six this year. All
hatched except one. If every shooter would offer some
reward, I am satisfied that there would be twice as many
quail left every year where darkies are numerous. Quail
plentiful here this season. There are twice as many as
there were last year. The hatching season was just right—dry. I have seen some bevies numbering between thirty
and forty. * * * One day this season a friend and I
killed forty-two quail, though we shot poorly."

B. Waters.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
Nature does not always favor the game, and it is

pretty certain that the last of the open season in Maine is

proving disastrous for moose, deer and caribou in the
New England woods. Reports speak of snow 2$ and even
3ft. deep in northern Maine, and covered with a crust in
some sections. Will the deer suffer? Ask thelumbermen
who are disposed to have a supply of venison. Happily
they are not all so disposed. Ask the native who has a pair
of snowshoes and knows where there is a herd of deer.
There are several reports in the air that the snow is so
deep and crusted that the deer cannot run through it;

that "they give right up!" Alas, for the herd of deer
that some men get into! All the reasonable hunters are
declaring that the law ought to cover crusting and
slaughtering deer in the deep snow at any time. But
who is going to be there to enforce it? The Maine papers
are complaining of the shooting of fawns this season.
One paper remarks that "the hunters ought to be ashamed
of shooting the little deer calves. Many of these little

deer—not larger than sheep—are seen on board the railway
trains that lead out of the hunting regions." They ought
to be ashamed. But are they? Burglars ought to be
ashamed of breaking into houses and frightening innocent
women and children. Massachusetts hunters who will go
down the South Shore gunning, and in the absence of
ducks and other large game birds, come back with their
belts dangling with the smallest of the woods sparrow
family, cannot be trusted in the Maine woods where there
are fawns, even if they are not a month old. Alas, for
the desire to kill something! The open season on Maine
big game ends Jan. 1, and who is not glad of it? It has
been a season most remarkable for the amount of game
killed, and it is to be hoped that the breeding stock has
not been reduced. Reports indicate that in some sections
there are deer enough left, while other sections have been
most severely hunted. To look at the matter reasonably,
it would seem that only the extreme southern or south-
eastern range of the deer in Maine had been severely
hunted this season, though the number taken has been
remarkably large. Estimates vary, while there is little

doubt but what 4,000 deer have been taken during the
open season in Maine this fall. As for moose, following
the reports would indicate at least 100 taken, though the
killing of a moose is told of so many times that the
reports are a good deal mixed. Of caribou, the number
taken must be at least 200, and it would seem that this
noble game is on the increase in the wilds of Maine. One
has recently been taken by a party of Boston hunters,
stopping at Billy Soule's beautiful camps up the Cup-
suptic. Tnis is explained by a gentleman well aquainted
in the section to be the first instance of the taking of a
caribou on the Cupsuptic for several years. One or two
have also been taken north of Andover, according to
reports. The lucky hunters to get the caribou at Billy
Soule's were R. C. McQuillen, J. S. Clark, Jr., R. A. Davis
and H. B. Callender, members of the Massachusetts
Yacht Club. It seems that the caribou was shot on the
ice in front of the camp3, several members taking part in
the shooting. The distance fired, the first shots, was
700yds. by measurement. At this long distance the
caribou was wounded, and afterwards finished in the
woods. It was a tine buck, and the head will be mounted
for the club. The party is also reported to have killed
twelve deer. Another most remarkable record, and one
that speaks volumes for what protection of game has
done in that State.

It is hoped that game protection will again be alive in
Maine this winter. Game Commissioner Wentworth, of
Bangor, is highly spoken of, and he is reported to be
greatly interested in continuing the work so ably begun
hy Commissioner S tilwell, now deceased. Commissioner
Stanley says that the border will be carefully looked after
this winter. This border is looked upon as one of the
best sources of game supply; a great breeding ground,
from which the game will gradually drift south and
toward the settlements. It is a section that cannot be
much injured by sportsmen, on account of its remoteness,
but it is the paradise of the skin hunters from over the
Canadian border, who operate during the deep snows of
winter. It is proposed to cover with extra service a
fifty mile section of the border in the Allegash region;
another of equal length in the region of Baker Lake and
also another at Moose River. During the deep snows of
February, and earlier if need be, two wardens will be put
on guard in each of these sections. Beside this protection
the Megantic Club will take Care of a large section with
its own men. It now looks like a winter of remarkably
deep snows, such as have not prevailed for several years,
and it is not proposed to allow Canadian or other skin
hunters to destroy the moose, caribou and deer when the
snows are so deep that they cannot escape. Indeed it is

mentioned as undoubtedly one reason that big game has
been so plenty the past season, that the past two or three
winters have been noted for light depths of snow, and
hence the game has wintered safely. It is not proposed to
allow this good feature to be destroyed by the greed of a
few hunters who care for nothing but pelts.

A curiosity in Boston market during the Christmas
trade was the carcass of an immense bear. The meat
alone weighed 250lbs., and it is estimated by Mr. Wheeler,
of the firm of Hyde & Wheeler, where the fellow was
shown, that alive he must have weighed 3001bs. He was
as fat as a hog, and as long as a good-sized steer. He was
shipped from Anson, Me. Bears have also been remark-
abJy plenty in Maine this fall. A gentleman, Mr. Charlie
Keyo, who has a brother in the Rangeley region, who has
lately been on a visit to some of the lumber camps, says
that his brother writes that it is the common remark of
hunters and lumbermen that on the first snows the follow-
ing of deer tracks was almost sure to end in the finding of
a big bear track. This latter track has usually set the
hunters wild, and they have taken up the following of
bruin, seeking his winter quarters. A hunter is reported
to have come upon the tracks of a big bear in the Cup-
suptic region, some days ago, which he decided to follow.
He kept on a while, though it was drawing near night-
fall. Soon he came upon the bear and shot him. It was
a big one. Standing over his fallen game and meditating
what to do next, as there was but little time in which to
get back to camp before dark, he suddenly saw another
hunter coming on the trail in hot pursuit. Soon he saw
that it was the indefatigable Billy Soule. When Billy saw
the fallen bear he exclaimed, "I'm glad you've shot him;
it has saved me a night in the woods. I had made up my
mind to camp on the old fellow's tracks. You will find

where I hit him, I think. Sure enough; examination
showed that the bear had already been hard hit by Billy,
who had taken a running shot. Now Billy will pardon
me if this yarn is not exactly as it happened, since it was
given to me second-hand, and all I care about is the fact
that they got the bear. Special.

THAT ,22 QUESTION.
Providence, R. I, Dec. 23.—Editor Forest and Stream;

"Diamond Walt" wants to know where "Tode" is. Right
on deck with both ears open, and saving up his pocket
money for his bets on that coming match between our
Western brother and Mr. Fellows. I am "not in it" with
the experience of others who have given their testimony
in regard to the .22 short, and hardly thought my few
notes would bring forth such a torrent of recommendation
and comdemnation in reference to the little cartridge.
My little Stevens has been lying idle for the past few

weeks, and if the experiences of those who so highly laud,
the range and penetration of the .22 short are true, I shall
hardly dare to use the little gun on the practice range, let
alone taking it out "into the open air" as "Diamond
Walt" suggests, in this thickly populated State.
However, I acknowledge to a certain extent, that I am

somewhat surprised at the range of the .22 short. Thanks-
giving Day several of us went out for target practice, and
I took along both a .38 and ,22. At 100yds. good shooting
could be done with the . 22 short, with no wind blowing,
but as for its penetration, some of those wonderful stories
must he discounted. In several instances the upright
posts that held our targets, were hit, but not penetrated.
These were of hemlock stuff, about 2iin. through.
A short time ago two gentlemen went squirrel shooting,

one using a .22 and the other a .32-40. In several instances
squirrels were hit hard with the .21 several times, but lived
until brought down by another shot, while those hit with
the .32-40 came down at once. Of course, in such shoot-
ing a smaller caliber is the best, for if the ball does not
strike in the head or shoulders the game is practically
worthless, as the larger bullet tears the flesh so badly,
still if I were after game and wanted to get it, a larger
caliber rifle would be more to my style.
There is no doubt but that if one should hold a .22 high,

that the ball would travel several hundred yards, as was
shown in the account of Mr. Von Iffland, but this will not
do for accurate work.

If "Diamond Walt" comes east to settle his account
with Mr. Fellows, I think that silk hat will get the best of
it. Of course we know nothing about "Diamond Walt's"
ability with a rifle, but are simply discussing the accuracy,
range and penetration of the .22 cartridge.
"Diamond Walt's" prairie dog must have been an

exceedingly slow one. Those who have tried to kill them
with guns that get there quicker than a .22 know that the
dogs will dodge at the flash of the rifle, and a .22 ball with
so little powder behind it travels pretty slowly as com-
pared with the larger bores. When we were using the
Stevens in practice at 1 00yds., as cited above, we could
distinctly hear the "spat" of the ball against the paper
target, while in using the Winchester .38 we could not
hear the ball strike.

A prairie dog sitting up at 303yds. is a pretty small
mark for a rifle with the rear sight thrown up to the last
notch, with coarse open sights, and with a charge so
light as the .22 short, with a ball traveling so slowly, I
should be inclined to think that prairie dog in ninety-nine
cases out of a hundred would be perfectly secure. Are
you sure, "Diamond Walt" that it was not such a case as
was illustrated some few months ago, where one of our
correspondents made a rattling good shot on a wood-
chuck, only to find that he had been stuffed and set up
by some of the shooter's friends? Why I wouldn't risk
a .22 short on our stupid bull-headed Rhode Island wood-
chucks here, let alone I could hit one at such a distance.

Citing the instance of the man from the East who
went out after grizzly with a .22, which I referred to in
my first notes, "Diamond Walt" says he wouldn't take
back water if he should run foul of a bear with a . 22.
Excuse me. I doubt il a man could "hold a gun right"
with such odds against him. A bear has got to have a
pretty big hole bored through him to make him sick. A
number of years ago Jim B. had a sheep ranch out in the
Western country and for a number of weeks the bears
had taken it into their heads to dine on lamb at the ex-
pense of my friend Jim and his partner. They built up
a big corral of heavy stuff, but one big fellow climbed the
stockade several times, until Jim got mad and said he
would get him. He and old Jack (the hunter I mentioned
in my first batch of notes) took up their station one night
and waited for his highness. He came. Jim's .44 and
Jack's big .45 Winchester opened the ball, but the grizzly
grabbed a lamb and started over the stockade. It was so
dark they hardly dared go after him, but the next morn-
ing tracked him up and found him full of holes. On the
inside of the corral where he had climbed over Jim
swears there was a trail of blood and matter a yard wide.
Now what would a man with a .22 do? Probably climb a
tree if he coidd get to one, same as our friend from the
East did.

No, sir. Oive me the little .22 for home practice, a .38
for target work and deer, and that's as far as I want to go.
We took a .45 down in Maine a few years ago, thinking
possibly we might come across bear; if we had taken
down a .22 the boys would have left us at the last settle-
ment.
Now I trust our Western brother will take no offense

at my remarks. I want to see that match between him
and Mr. Fellows in the near future, but I don't know,
after all this talk, whether it will be safe for me to appear
or not. Tode.

Game Notes from Illinois.!

JerseYVTLiiE , 111., Dec, 18.—A party of our sportsmen,
consisting of Judge P. D. Cheney, Hon. T. S. Ferns, J.
D. Perrings, Moses Collenberger and J. A. Davis, are
down on Red River, Arkansas, in quest of game. Word
just received from there announces the fact that game is
plenty, such as geese, ducks and turkeys, while a few
miles from their camp deer and bear can be found in fair
numbers. Quail have been quite plenty with us in this
vicinity this season and fair bags have been made. The
season now closed leaves plenty of birds, in fact more
than for several years, for next season's stock, if the win-
ter is anything like favorable for them. From some un-
known cause, rabbits are scarce. L. S. Hansell.
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BILL CHADWICK'S BOOK.
"The General" sends us this cutting from the New York Recorder,

which will interest those who, in the good old days gone by, used to
resort to the famous Jersey shooting headquarters:

I BELIEVE it was the quaintest, most old-fashioned
house I have ever seen in my life. It originally consisted
of a little hovel of three rooms, and the connecting places
of the new additions that had been added during the three
succeeding generations were plainly visible. As it stood,
with the old-fashioned porch running almost around it

close to the ground and the ruddy glow of red hot stoves
and open fireplaces shining on the window-panes, it pre-
sented anything but an uninviting aspect, and we went in.

While my companions were making the necessary ar-
rangements for the. gunners and guides and stowing away
in them (the guides) the necessary amounts of applejack
to bring them in touch with the shooting expedition,
which brought us to the Jersey coast, I was attracted by a
big, well worn book at the upper end of the bar.

"That's my register," said -'Uncle Bill" Chad wick, who
stood near me. "I guess it's nearly as old as you are."
He was pretty nearly right, for the first entry was made

in the winter of 1863. It runs as follows: "Gilbert Davis
visited this house for the first time in 1833 and continued
to come till the present time. On his first visit he shot 200
good duck and nine geese. Elijah Cornell and John
Tborne were also pioneers in 1833."
Under the date of Dec. 19, 1869, there is written: "The

steamer Circassian came ashore this evening abreast this
house. Mrs. Ellis, the captain's wifp, and passengers were
brought ashore by William Chadwick in a life car in one
hour from the time she stranded."
A week later there was another wreck when "Capt.

G-eorge G. Wallace, of Philadelphia, was saved by a
miracle from the schooner B. C. Scribner, which came
ashore here and went to pieces. Two men were
drowned."

I turned to "Uncle Bill" for further particulars. "There
was a high sea at the time," said he, "and the captain and
his men were washed overboard before the vessel struck.
The men went down and the captain grabbed a floating
timber and was washed ashore. He was nearly dead
when we picked him up."
Some of the early comers were not content with merely

writing their names so they affixed their professions, call-
ings and addresses. Here are samples: John Bates, Indian
doctor, Flemington, N. J.; Castro De Haven, artist in
colors, New York; Charles Smith, mason, Toms River;
George C. De Marini, 9 East Seventeenth street, New
York; Fred Goodridge, 239 Fifth avenue.
Following the names of three men who arrived Aug. 2,

1870, there are these notes: "Killed 377 large birds in ten
days; 74 were martin and curlew. Best day's bag was 72
at 'Uncle Sammy's.' " "Uncle Sammy" was the name of
one of the guides who controlled good shooting grounds
near by.
"Horace Greeley goes away to-day with a happy heart

and a full stomach, and he got it at Chadwick's, and don't
you forget it." I stared in amazement as I read this, and
calling my host's attention to it, ran it over again.
"Was he the editor?" I asked.
"Yes, that's him." was the reply. "He signed his name

there and one of his friends told, him he ought to write
something more. He laughed and said nobody could read
it if he did write anything. One of the men who was
with him said he would write what Mr. Greeley wanted,
and that's what he said. He came down here to rest
awhile in the spring of 1871."

Here are some of the scores: "Charles T. Jackson,
Francis Endicott, New York, wind N.E. A little more
apple juice than necessary, butwe get there just the same.
Killed 60 large birds, middle stand, Sept. 15, 1873.

"Dec. 15, 1873.—Lord William E. D. Vyse, London,
England, Crofton Manor, West End. Thomas E. D. Pow-
son, Antonio Raines, George Weber, Thomas A. P. Vyse
kdled 212 ducks and Id geese in five days."
An honest confession is shown in this record : ' 'Nov.

28, 1874.—J. H. Spellman, R. K Buckman, P. G. Sanford,
New York, killed 32 ducks iu two davs, canvasbacks and
rednecks. Any one reading this would think we were
corkers. We cannot tell a lie. Our gunners (guides)
killed 27 of the 32 in two days—broadbills, black duck
and hell divers. The other five dropped dead from
fright."
In the spring of '75 the first fish story was put in black

and white. Three men during one. day caught 138 blue-
fish, amounting in weight to 8601bs. The fish weighed
from 5 to 12lbs. each. Then as I turned over the leaves 1
came upon a yarn that set me thinking.
"May 29, 1876.—S. M. Blatchford accomplished the

wonderful and unprecedented feat of catching with rod
and reel on one hook and at one cast 13 dogfish, the largest
weighing 19flbs. This was witnessed by William Chad-
wick, F. Endicott, W. Fleming and R. D. Offerby, who
affix their names as a token of honesty, good faith and
truth."
"Why, it's impossible," I said.
"Truu as gospel."
"How?"
"Well, you see, it happened like this. After a big strug-

gle he landed the biggest dogfish. The brute had swal-
lowed the hook and had to be cut open. Twelve little
dogfish flopped out. They were put in the water and
swam away."
Here is a man who certainly was a thorough sport, and

wanted to be "in it" at all stages. He took up half a page
to write these lines:

NOTICE.
Telegraph to

William A. Day,

38 West 29th street,

New York City,

Whenever the flight of snipe commences, or. there is a good run of
bluefli-h; or canvasbacks evince a desire to be shot. Sure] Sure:!
Sure!!]

The next man inscribed the following on one full page:
ON THE AFTERNOON OF THE

3d of June, 1876,

AT ABOUT HALF FLOOD,

THERE DIED
at the foot of the bridge

A STRIPED BASS
Weighing 4? pounds,

KILLED BY
F. ENDICOTT,

with rod and reel l his usual elegant manner.
Wi nesses signed: William Chadwick, R. D. Offerby, W. A. Day.

On Sept. 17, 1876, the register was again used for a log,
when the following note was made: "During a fearful
northeast gale the bark Magdalena Griffin, from Angas-
tora, B, A., for New York, came ashore five miles south
of this point. All souls saved. The vessel lost."

There is a good one under the date of Aug. 29, 1877

;

"The Lazy Club was inaugurated to-day. Bill Chadwick
too lazy to join. Jim Lilly voted president; Deacon Berg,
secretary; Gil Chadwick, messenger boy."

I looked askance at "Uncle Bill," who stood hy my
side. "Yes, that's right," he said. "There was no fish

running then, and for want of something better to do
they started the Lazy Club, Any man found moving
faster than a walk had to pay a fine of $2 or else stand
treat three times in succession. If any one talked loud
he was fined $1, and any one who showed any signs of
feeling or liveliness, or talked about work had to buy on
the minute."
The next entry of interest encountered was on Sept. 15:

"P. R. Jones landed a 52lbs. whip ray, 7ft. oin. long,with
rod and reel this day. Tide ebb. He was almost pulled
in the water, and in landing the gaff was broken."
Of course there were several names signed to this as

responsible witnesses. Not a story of this kind in the
book for that matter was without attests and signers.
Again the log book keeper shows his hand: "Oct. 2,

1879. Steamer Charles F. Mayer, Captain Seth Hand,
Boston to Baltimore, came ashore here, 17 souls aboard,
all saved."
A few passages further the following appeared: "Col-

lector Cook, of Asbury Park, the well-known sport, this
day attempted to kill a bushel basket thrown in the air
by Gen. Patterson. He missed the basket and wounded
Bill Chadwick's only cow. He received one day's notice
from the angry citizens to leave, and he left!

"

Harry B. Wilson.

DEER AND TURKEY IN WEST VIRGINIA.
Meadville, Pa.—I take great interest in your paper,

and I never read an article from any one without first

noticing the name of the author and wondering what his
personality may be. Thinking that other readers of your
paper may feel the same, let me introduce myself. I am
a teacher and have been for over forty years. Were it

not for the benefit I have derived from the many hunting
and fishing excursions and outdoor exercise, I would not
now be living to pen these lines. I am an all-around
hunter, but fox hunting and wild turkey shooting are my
favorite amusements. Though only an ordinary shot with
both rifle and fowling piece, I am generally very success-
ful, simply because I have made the nature and habits of
the fox and wild turkey a life study. I am passionately
fond of music and am something of a musician, but the
sweetest music to my ear is the deep baying of my hounds
when on the trail of a fox, and the pee, pee, pee; conk,
conk, conk in the deep forests of his majesty, the king of
all game birds—the wild turkey.

For many years past during the month of November or
December I have alone or with some of my friends taken
a few weeks off hunting wild turkeys in the wilds of
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Michigan and other places,
so last month Messrs. A. M. Gundaker, H. A. Johnson,
Clate Kelso and myself arranged to spend a week or two
in the mountain wilds of West Virginia hunting deer and
wild turkeys. Messrs. Gundaker and Kelso went at the
appointed time to locate a place and wrote us from
Romney. On our way to Cumberland, Md.,wemeta num-
ber of hunting parties, among: them one from Washing-
ton, Pa., the leader of which was the veteran hunter and
presiding elder of the Methodist Conference, Rev. J. F,
Core. I think he was the most genial gentleman I ever
met—full of fun and good stories. He is a fine looking
man and true sportsman. He had by far the finest Win-
chester rifle I ever saw, and it is said that he is a dead
shot.

From Cumberland we took a branch road to Romney,
arriving there at 10 o'clock A. M. At Romney we en-
gaged a livery rig to take us to George H. Johnson's, six
miles up the Potomac River, arriving there about noon.
Gundaker and Kelso had gone out deer hunting, and did
not get in till evening. Johnson's is the headquarters of
all the hunters in that region, and the Johnson planta-
tion is one of the largest and best known in that part of
the State. Mr. Johnson is a true type of the Southern
gentleman, and hospitable, a skilled hunter and a good
shot. He has three sons, chips of the old block, all stal-
wart men and sportsmen. Each carries a Winchester
and knows how to use it.

The country is very mountainous—a chain of the Alle-
ghanies, and at that place the mountains are from 2,000
to 3,000ft. high, and the surface is covered with a kind of
lava or stone, and it is almost exactly like walking on the
slag used on railroads. It is extremely hard to walk on
and very destructive to shoe leather.

The game, both deer and turkey, is found on the moun-
tains, and to reach the hunting grounds we had to climb
at least 2,000ft. All game is on the benches or the extreme
top. The hunting grounds are either very open or very
thickly covered, and turkeys are found in the former and
deer in the latter places. To hunt to any advantage one
must use a long-range gun, a rifle and shot for turkeys
and a Winchester for deer; and unless he is a good shot
and knows something of the nature and habits of deer
and turkeys he has no business there.

There are two seasons of the year best adapted to turkey
shooting. The first is at the opening of the shooting sea-
son, the first of October, while the leaves are on the
trees, and the flocks are together, before they are hunted
and become scattered and wild; and the other is after the
snow falls, about the first of December, till the shooting
closes, Jan. 1. After the leaves have fallen, about the
first of November, till the snow comes, is the poorest
time in the year for hunting owing to the extreme dry-
ness on the mountains, causing the leaves to rattle so a
person can be heard walking nearly half a mile. We
went too late for the early and too early for the late
shooting. I knew this, but as some of the party could
not go at any other time we took our chance-, and had
pof»r success, bringing home only one deer and two tur-
keys—small game does not count.
There are many methods of securing a shot at a turkey,

but by far the most successful one is to call them up.
There are several ways of doing this. The best I have
ever tried is to take a bone from the wing of a small tur-
key. This bone is about as large as a pipe stem and say
three to four inches long. Cut off both ends, leaving it

hollow; put one end in the mouth, clasp both hands around
the other end; suck the air through vigorously at quick
intervals; manipulate the third and fourth finger of the
left hand. When closed tightly around the bone the soft
notes pee, pee, pee, axe, made, then throw them open,
bringing out the louder notes, conk, conk, conk. This pro-
duces exactly the same sound that a turkey makes, and
will deceive the oldest and smartest gobbler living. The
Indians use a piece of hard board, mortised by burning,
and the noise is made by rubbing their tomahawk handle
on it. A knife and a board six inches square, with nails
driven into the edge, makes a good call. A patent call re-
sembling a cigar holder is used by many. Any blind
nearest at hand when the hunter gets an answer to his
call—a log, tree, stump, rock, or even a pile of brush, any-
thing for concealment, till the turkey -comes within
range. The hunter must shoot promptly or the game is

gone, as the wild turkey is the sharpest-eyed game bird
in existence.
The trouble with deer driving is the hunter who is for-

tunate enough to bring down the game has no more
claim to it than every member in the party, so the game
must be divided or some one purchases the others' shares;
thus a hunter often has to buy his own game at a good
round price.

Both deer and turkeys are quite plentiful still in Vir-
ginia. On one drive that I participated in we routed
seven deer and a flock of turkeys so close to Romney that
a bnllet fired from the bed of the deer or roosting place
of the turkeys would have crashed through a window of
the court house if aimed at that building.

I found many things of interest while roaming through
the wilds and over the mountains, among which were in-
dications of the rebellion. One day I came upon a fort
remaining just as it was left 30 years ago. Then the
ground around it was perfectly cleared away; now it is

covered with a thick growth of trees nearly a foot in
diameter. The embankments of the fort and the rifle

pits were almost perfect.
Excepting a little jealousy on the part of the local

hunters, the people were very kind. A. W. Smith.

Out of the Log Into the Dog.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 22.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The following remarkable incident occurred in
Smithfield Canon in the early autumn of the present year,
and while it may sound "fishy," even to the readers of
Forest and Stream, the truth of the story is vouched
for by three young men whose veracity is unquestioned
by those who know them: My brother and two com-
panions were in the canon after logs, and were accom-
panied by a large dog of the every-day variety, which
soon found amusement in barking at a timber squirrel
treed by him. Fearing the dog would injure his vocal
organs, the boys decided to assist in getting the squirrel
out of the tree, but no sooner had they succeeded in doing
this than the little fellow took refuge in a hollow log open
at one end. At this aperture the dog took up his position,
and continued his noisy, but harmless attack. One of the
boys, with axe in hand, commenced the task of cutting
the log in two, while his companions stood in full view of
the open end of the log, wmich was not much larger than
the dog's wide, gaping mouth. No sooner had the cut-
ting commenced than the squirrel, becoming alarmed,
bounded out of his hiding place and disappeared down
the dog's capacious throat, who gave two or three convul-
sive gulps, and the squirrel was no more. "His dogship"
showed no signs of dis'tress after partaking of his unusual
dinner. A. H. Woodruff.

Michigan . Winter and the Game.
In a note dated Dec. 12 and published in your paper, I

am made to say that two feet of snow was a greater depth
than we have had here for some years. It should have
read "at that date." Our snows for the last half dozen
years have not lain as deep as formerly—seldom exceed-
ing two feet at any time. Just now we have a thaw, with
heavy rains. Kelpie.

Will Dry Out.
"The Hannaford Ventilated Rubber Boots, which I nought in

December last have proved as represented. They keep my feet -warm,
but do not sweat them. I have put these boots on with my socks wet
through, and after going over my route found that my socks were
dry " Respectfully, Geo. M. Wolff,
—Adv. Carrier Boston Post Office.

Bcrh's Gunoleum is a new preparation for use on shotguns, rifles,
revolvers, and all metals, and is warranted to prevent rust oh iron,
steel, copper, brass and nickel. It is not affected by heat or cold, and
is thoroughly waterproof against salt water. It is conveniently put
up in tubes similar to those used by artists, and so can be carried and
applied with great ease and handiness.

—

Adv.

ANGLING NOTES.
Kamloops Salmon.

A few weeks ago Mr. J. M. Buxton, of Vancouver,
B. C, wished for information about landlocked salmon,
and it not being clear in my mind whether he referred to
the fish called ouananiche in Canada and landlocked
salmon in Maine, where it was originally found—in other
words the Salmo salar that has not been to sea, or the
newly discovered landlocked salmon, allied to the Pacific
salmons, found in British Columbia, I wrote him about
both species.

In reply he sent me the following interesting letter,
from which I quote:
"The fish I mentioned to your brother is not the ouan-

aniche which I think is found in several of the lai-ger
lakes of British Columbia. I have come across at least
two distinct species of what I consider were once land-
locked salmon, and which I have never seen above l^lbs.
in weight. One, I believe, is the same as the 'sockeye
salmon' (this is the red salmon (O. nerka) which Bean
says is called 'Sawqui' or 'Sukkegh') and the other is tbe
exact counterpart of the humpback salmon. The land-
locked salmon referred to in the Forest and Stream as
caught in Kamloops Lake, is not a landlocked flsh. The
writer of the article must have been either joking or
ignorant of the fish in British Columbia.
"lhave caught the same fish all the way from the salt

water itself, in the tributaries of the Frazer, to some
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hundred miles beyond Kamloops Lake. It is one of our
commonest fish. Millions of all kinds of salmon pass
through Kamloops Lake every year on their way to the
North Thompson and the tributaries of the Great Shus-
wap Lakes. This fish, the so-called Kamloops landlocked
salmon, rarely goes over 41bs., and gives one excellent

sport with the fly.

••The two species of fish I mentioned above are never
seen except at spawning time, and are fouod in lakes to

which salmon have access as well as those that are inac-

cessible. I will, however, send you a specimen of each, in
spirits, next year."
As to the ouananiche being found in the lakes of Brit-

ish Columbia, I think Mr. Buxton must be mistaken, un-
less they have been planted artificially, for there is no
evidence that the Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), for that
is what the ouananiche really is, was ever found in the
Pacific coast waters. But he does not make a point of this

as he does that the Kamloops Lake salmon is not land-

locked, and upon this subject he speaks from his personal
familiarity with this fish and the waters where it is found.
Who the writer in Forest and Stream may be that is

referred to I do not know, but Jordan described and
named the fish in Forest and Stream Nov. 10, 1892,

although it is not likely that he is the man. Jordan, it is

quite apparent, has no'personal knowledge of the habitat
and habits of the fish, for he quoted the information fur-

nished him on these points, but as to his classification, it

will require a brave man to question it successfully.
Tne same issue of Forest and Stream that contained

Jordan's description of this new Kamloops salmon has an
article with the caption "Salmo Kamloops," but it sheds
no light upon the subject in question. It is possible that
the small landlocked salmon mentioned by Mr. Buxton
may be Bean's O. kennerleyi, a landlocked salmon found
in British Columbia and Washington, and reaches a
weight a little above a pound. When the promised speci-

mens arrive next year they will undoubtedly aid to solve
all difference of opinion on the subject that may now
exist as to the identity of species.

Sturgeon Eggs.

Dr. Bashford Dean writes me, supplementary to his

paper on "Spawning Conditions of Sturgeon," printed in

Forest and Stream Dec. 16, as follows: "The fish were
all brought in by fishermen—in poor condition, out. of
water several hours, and in most cases probably stunned
at time of capture. The fertilization, nevertheless, was
readily accomplished. The eggs are easily taken from
the spawning fish and the name ,given these locally,

'runners,' shows the fluid manner of egg extrusion.
"Several estimates were made of the number of eggs

spawned, and it is safe to say that 2,000.000 is perhaps the
average. In three fish I think they ran 2,300,000, 1,880,000
and 1,950,000."

I have not had any extensive experience with sturgeon
fishing, but in the little that I have had, which was lake
fishing, the fishermen, as the net was lifted and the
sturgeon's head came within reach, gaffed the fish with a
short-handled gaff like a meat hook—oftentimes two men
gaffed the fish at the same time, and then proceeded to be-
labor it over the head with a club until it was dead, when
it was thrown into the bottom of the boat to remain for
several hours perhaps before the boat even returned to
shore. I have often wondered if under such conditions
the vitality of the spawn was destroyed, and judging
from Dr. Dean's letter that I have quoted from, it is not.

The Howietoun Fishery.

I think that it will be admitted generally that at the
Howietoun Fishery, Sterling, Scotland, of which Sir
James Maitland is the proprietor, fishculture is conducted
as carefully, thoroughly and scientifically as in any sim-
ilar establishment in the world. I have recently received
the circular of the Howietoun Fishery for the season of
1893 and '94, and upon comparing it with the circular of
1892-3 I find a marked change in the language used when
that w as issued.

Speaking of trout for stocking or restocking waters: "If
there is any depth of water, big two-year-olds will always
be the safest and the speediest mode of stocking, but in
many lakes, and in some rivers, the quantity of fish re-

quired is so large that, in the interest of due economy,
time must be sacrificed, and some mode of stocking
cheaper than by two-year-olds resorted to. If there are
many small, gravelly streams suitable for young fry from
alevinage to six months old, and clear water in abundance,
their ova-sown in redds is undoubtedly the best method; if

there are small streams feeding the water to be stocked,
but not sufficiently clear to insure the success of ova sown
in redds, then three-month-olds fry are to hs recom-
mended; but our experience is that there is no half-way
house between ova sown in redds and three-month-olds
fry. Younger fry are too risky: they may do, but only
where ova would do as well, and at half the cost." It
may be well to say in this connection that "redds" are
not unlike spawning beds, artificially prepared, in which
the eyed ova, at the point of hatching, is planted. The
circular continues: "Yearlings are, par excellence, the
size for general purposes. They are strong enough to find
their own food, thus avoiding the principal cause of mor-
tality among fry, namely, starvation; they are easily
carried, and stand the journey well; they accommodate
themselves with the greatest facility to new water, and
they thrive so fast in ponds that they will be found a very
profitable investment."
These are excellent reasons why yearlings should be

used for planting, and I have faith that it will not be
very long before those who now advocate the planting of
fry the moment the umbilical sac is absorbed will be con-
verted to the use. of yearlings.

I see that fish are cheaper in England than in the
United States. Native English trout, fario. cost as year-
lings, delivered at the railway station, §50, and two-year-
olds cost $125 per thousand each. In this country our
native trout are held, as yearlings, at $65 per thousand,
and as two-year-olds at $150 per thousand.

Pennsylvania Fish Commission.
In a personal letter from Fish Commissioner Demuth,

of Pennsylvania, occurs this paragraph: "Our hatcheries
are in good shape this year. At Allentown and Corry we
have 1,600,000 eggs each in process of hatching, and we
expect to have at least 3,000,000 trout fry for distribution
in the spring of 1894. We also intend to build a hatchery
for shad on the Delaware River, and be ready to operate
it on the spring run of fi3h. We will have trouble with

our applications for fish this season, as the Legislature

passed an act making it necessary for all applications to

be signed by a member of the House or Senate before

going to the hatchery. We have always endeavored to

give every applicant fish, without regard to location, if

the waters were suitable." This is a strange provision on
the part of the law makers, and smacks too much of

politics and "pulls," and that sort of thing. Even New
York has not got to that point, although it was once
advocated by one of the superintendents some years ago,

and I understand he tried to put this method in practice.

Fish Commissioners are appointed for the purpose of

making the very best use of all the fish raised by the

State, and it is for their own interest and to their credit to

make the fish go as far as possible in stocking the suitable

waters of the entire State, and to a man up a tree it

would appear that the whole matter of fish rearing and
fish planting could be left in their hands, without inter-

ference on the part of a middleman to approve of appli-

cations, who in the very nature of things is not supposed
to know as much about proper waters for certain fish as

the men to whom the applications would otherwise go
direct. A. N. Cheney,

Mississippi Fish Slaughter.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 23.—The Dubuque (Iowa) Trade
Journal prints the following in its November issue. Will
the present or incoming Fish Commissioners of Iowa
please copy into his hat:
"Vandalism in regard to the fish in the Mississippi

River at Dubuque is on the rampage. Seiners are drag-
ging the stream to the complete destruction of the life

therein. Cartloads of the fish appear in the market, of

all sizes, from the largest down to five inches in length,
the latter weighing probably two ounces. Smaller fry
are thrown on the bank to perish. All kinds of game
have been exterminated in this region, and the fish in the
noble river seems similarly doomed. And this, too, not-
withstanding the fact that it is understood that the Gov-
ernment has to some extent been restocking the water. Is

there no way to"stop this wholesale slaughter of the finny
tribe? Wisconsin has taken the matter in hand and those
draggers of seines and owners of nets are liable to penal-
ties as far as its shores extend. Iowa ought to copy its

laws, if not, make more stringent ones, and sportsmen
and others ought to see that they be enforced." E. H.

Jfidmtlfure and Jfwh $joteciion.

THE COAST FISHERY CONFERENCE.

Proceedings of Conference Held to Consider
the Subject of the Exhaustion of

Coast Line Food Fishes.

OFFICIAL REPORT BY SECRETARY E. P. DOYLE.

The conference was held pursuant to the following

CALL.
New York, Nov. 15, 1893.

DEAR Sir—The growing scarcity of edible fishes along our
coast line, from Maine to Virginia, is a matter of importance
that should not be overlooked by the States interested. The
cause or causes of this diminution should be ascertained, and
some remedy, if possible, should be applied at once by the
enactment of simple and uniform legislation in all of the sea-
hoard States, before the now reduced supply becomes further
exhausted. With this object in view, and with a desire for
a full, impartial and thorough examination of the whole
subject, we, the" undersigned citizens of the State of New
York, have deterrnineu that some effort should he made to
obtain a conference of the Commissioners of Fisheries, as well
as other citizens of the seaboard States interested, who have
made the matter a study, in order that some plan of action
be adopted to secure the protection and preservation of food
fishes. We, therefore, invite you cordially and request that
you will personally invite such citizens of your State as may
feel sufficient interest in this matter, to attend a conference
to be held at the office of the Commissioners of Fisheries of
the State of New York, at No. 53 Broadway, New York city,

Wednesday, Dec. 13, 1893, at 10 o'clock A. M. This invitation
or request will be extended to all members of the Commis-
sions of Fisheries of the States of Maine, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Dela-
ware and Maryland, and the Commissioners in addition will
be requested to invite such citizens of their States as would
be likely to take sufficient interest in the matter to attend
such conference.
We sincerely hope that your State may he represented by

you, as well as by other citizens, at this conference, and that
the results may prove of benefit to all the seaboard States.
Please acknowledge the receipt of this communication as

promptly as possible, and give such expression of your senti-
ments on the subject as you may entertain, and advise us
whether you will be present at the conference. We remain
yours very respectfully,

Austin Corbin,
Henry W. Bookstaver,
Henry P. McGown,
Robert B. Roosevelt,
H. C. Fahnstock,
John L. Hil,
W. C. Harris,
Charles E. Whitehead,
Henry S. Wilson,
W. B~. Williams,
Albert E. Cochran,
James E. Hulshizer,
Edwin M. Felt,
Thos. N. Cuthbert,
T. B. Williams,
James W. Beers,
Silas C. Force.
I. F. Parker,
George H, Penniman,
Jenkins Van Schaick,

William K. Vanderbilt,
Calvin E. Pratt,
Phineas C. Lounsbury,
Wm. P. Clyde,
W. Bayard Cutting,
Richard V. Hartnett,
Charles B. Reynolds,
George G. DeWitt,
Alex. Taylor, Jr.,

Wm. M. Fleiss,
Samuel F. Prentiss,
John S. W. Thompson,
Timothy L. Woodruff,
Paul Worth,
H. A. Craft,

,

S. W. Doubleday,
Fred Mather,
Ezra S. Connor,
Watts T. Miller,
P. Howard Worth.

.Arthur M. Hunter,
L. D. Huntington, T
W. H. Bowman, Commissioners
David G. Hackney, \ of Fisheries
Robert Hamilton, State of New York.
A. Sylvester Joline, J

The convention was called to order at 10:30 A. M. Wednes-
day, Dec. 13, 1893, in the reception parlor of the Gerlach,
55 West Twenty-seventh street, New York city. William H.
Bowman, one of the Commission of Fisheries of the State of
New York, was elected chairman, and Edward P. Doyle, sec-

retary and engineer of the same Commission, was elected
secretary. Tlie following delegates were present: Bushrod
W. James, Philadelphia, Pa. E. A. Brackett, Commissioner

of Fisheries, Massachusetts. Leonard Hulitt, Asbury Park,
N. J. D. T. Church, Tiverton, R. I. Sylvanus Smith,
Gloucester, Mass. David Banks, 10 West Fortieth street,

New York. B. T. De Butts, Boston, Mass. H. B. Joyce, Bos-
ton, Mass. Atkins Hughes, Truro, Mass. J. M. R. South-
wick, Commissioner of Fisheries, Newport, R. I. A. Wal-
ling, Jr.. Keyport, N. J. James F. Edge, Asbury Park, N. J.

Caleb Haley,'Fulton Market. New York. George M. Vail,
Orient, L. %., N. Y. J. O. Lewis, Wickford, R. I. Luther
Maddocks, Boothbay, Me. George N. Bliss, East Providence,
R. I. Parker W. Page, Commissioner of Fisheries, Summit,
N. J. Robert D. Foote, Commissioner of Fisheries, Morris-
town, N. J. James B. Church, Tiverton, R. I. John T. Han-
gard, New York. James F. Church, Bailey's Island, Me. A.
W. Rowe, Philadelphia, Pa. A. E. Potter, New York.
Edward G. Wbitaker, New York. Alfred Hand, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Charles F. Chamberlayne, Bourne, Mass. Nelson
Lockwood, North Long Branch, N. J. S. M. Johnson, Bos-
ton, Mass. Henry C. Ford, Philadelphia, Pa. H.O.Wilbur,
Philadelphia, Pa. John F. Sudler, Commissioner of Fisher-
ies, Maryland. C. H. Augur, New York. A M. Spangler,
Philadelphia, Pa. B. L, Douredoure, Philadelphia, Pa. Jas.
H. Miller, Philadelphia, Pa. Cyrus S. Detre, Philadelphia,
Pa. Harry W. Quick, Philadelphia, Pa. Wm. Thompson,
Philadelphia, Pa. George Coe, Bay Shore, L. L, N. Y.
Edward Thompson, Northport, L. I., N. Y. George T. Moon,
New York. I. C. Young. Long Wharf, Boston, Mass. Wm.
Findlay Brown, Philadelphia. Pa. Henry A. Reeves, Green-
port, L. I., N. Y. Robert B. Chalker, Saybrook, Conn. I.

Spieer Learning', Cape May City, N. J. Colonel Mar-
shall McDonald, United States Fish Commissioner,
Washington, D. C. Dr. Bashford Dean, Columbia, S. C.
Robert F. Walsh, New York, Fred Mather, Cold Spring
Harbor, N. Y. Dr. John D. Quackenbos, Columbia College,
New York. Edward Sternfeld, New York. Robert E.
Follett, Commissioner of Fisheries, Connecticut. Judge
Henry P. McGown, New York. Edwin R. Kelsey, Connecti-
cut. Col. John Gay, Commissioner of Fisheries, Pennsyl-
vania. Joseph Belser, New Haven, Conn. L. D. Huntington,
Commissioner of Fisheries, New York. W. H. Bowman,
Commissioner of Fisheries, New York. Robert Hamilton,
Commissioner of Fisheries, New Y

T
ork. David G. Hackney,

Commissioner of Fisheries, New York. Edward P. Doyle,
Secretary Commission of Fisheries, New York. Albert E.
Cochran, New York. Robert B. Roosevelt, New York. Dr.
William M. Hudson, Hartford, Conn. Mayor Frank L. Ten
Broeck, Asbury Park, N. J. Alvin P. Hildreth, Riparian
Commissioner, New Jersey. William T. Fox, New York.
Watts T. Miller, New York. Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, Wash-
ington, D. C. Sakaye Sawatari, Japan. Frank J. Amsden,
Rochester, N. Y. Isaac Smith, Staten Island! M. F. Collins,
Staten Island. M. Fitzgerald, Staten Island. M. Fitz-
gerald, Jr., Staten Island. J. Warren Pond, Chief Game
and Fish Protector, Malone, N. Y. C. B. Reynolds, New
York. John A. Githens, Asbury Park, N. J. Robert Potter,
Long Branch, N. J. A. Val. Woodruff, Brooklyn, L. I.,

N. Y. F. R. Jorgensen, Gravesend, L. I., N. Y. Julius
Nelson, State Geologist, New Brunswick, N. J. John Hen-
nessey, North Long Branch, N. J. J. W. Adams, Boston,
Mass. M. C. Lohrens, Belford, N. J. Pulaski Benjamin,
Fulton Market, N. Y. J. R. Reed, Boston, Mass. Owen E.
Houehton, D. D. S., Brooklyn, L. L, N. Y. A. A. Adams,
199 Fulton street, New York. L. P. Streeter, Morristown,
N. J. Louis Streuher, Commissioner of Fisheries, Harris
burg. Pa. W. F. Round, New York. W. B. Williams, New
York. Alexander Taylor, Jr., Mamaroneck, N. Y, James
Allen, New York.
Mr. W. H. Bowman, on taking the chair, stated the ob-

ject of the meeting, and said that there was no purpose in it

other than to learn the truth as far as possible, and to ascer-
tain the reasons for the complaints of the scarcity of food
fish for hook and line men and anglers; that this interest,

and the invested capital on a large scale, if found to conflict

with each other, should endeavor so to adjust their relations
toward each other as to remove friction in order that all

might enjoy fishing privileges, and at the same time the
food fishes of the coast be preserved by some efforts to he de-
vised toward that end, should it be found that a depletion is

going on.
At the suggestion of Mr. Roosevelt, the representatives of

the various firms and interests in attendance upon the con-
ference had their names and the names of their principals
recorded.
Mr. James M. R. Southwick (Rhode Island) criticised the

call as heing "upside down." in that he construed it as he-
ginning with a statement that there is a scarcity of fish and
concluding with requesting an investigation.
The Chair said that the object of the call was to get an

assemblage of those competent to speak, and that there was
no thought of pre-judging the merits of the matters that
were to be discussed, that it was earnestly desired that every
one should have the fullest opportunity to express his views,
and if the necessity presented itself to the minds of the
majority, the example occasionally afforded in politics could
be followed, and they could "repudiate the platform and go
the man. "

Me. Southwick (R. I.) said that he represented no partic-
ular class of fishermen; the interests of the hook and line
fishermen should be considered as well as the interests of the
net fishermen, and he thought the objects of the conference
would be better expressed by the following, which he of-

fered:

Resolved, That the purpose of this conference is to inquire into the
general condition of the coast fisheries and to consider what, if any-
thing, can be done to improve them.

Me. George T. Moon (N. Y., Fulton Market) said that it

seemed to be a waste of time to discuss shades of meaning;
it was clearly enough expressed as to the object of the con-
ference. An expression of opinion was the thing wanted as
to whether there is a diminution of fish supply on our Atlan-
tic Coast, and if so, would legislation, and what legislation,

protect the interest of the people. To arrive at a satisfactory
conclusion statistics were necessary, and he hoped that gen-
tlemen were prepared with facts and figures and that the
meetingwould proceed to the business in hand with the least

possible delay.
Mr. Cyrus S. Detre (Philadelphia) said it had been his

privilege and pleasure for years to go a-fishing six months of
each twelve along the New Jersey coast, and lately he had
been on the coast of North Carolina; that he had noticed
frequently the operations of the menhaden steamers. He
said that it is his experience that the supply of game fishes is

rapidly disappearing from the Atlantic seaboard, and while
the menhaden industry as carried on does great havoc, he
was convinced that the pound nets are far more disastrous.
It seemed to him that the menhaden are disappearing
rapidly, and he thought that by reason of their exhaustion
the evil would regulate itself "in the menhaden affairs, for
the business would not pay. But the effect would be also
felt on the food fishes supply, especially in the case of the
bluefish, which, if they could not find bunkers, would feed
on other tribes of food fish, such as weakfish and striped
bass, which would also be deprived of the food supply that
they had heretofore found in the menhaden. He did not
speak with bias, nor as an uncompromising and out and out
rod and reel man, but as an observer. There is no question
that the food fish areheing depleted, anditis true of the North
Carolina coast. He had been told by net fishermen there that
the two last successive seasons had been bad; that they are be-

ginning to recognize the evil of what they are doing, and his
informant said to him, "I will take up my pound if my
neighbor will take up his." But I want to speak especiallyof
the pound nets along the New Jersey coast. I understand
there are about 28 pound nets between Barnegat Inlet an<J
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Sandy Hook, or around Sandy Hook. Thes? pound nets a
few years ago did not do the damage that they are doing
now, for the reason that they did not extend far enough into
the sea. But within the last few years they have put on an
extra leader that leads out into another pocket, and that
pocket goes out to the bar and over the bar. We all know,
or ought to know, that fish in feeding up and down the coast
run in and out the inlets, especially striped bass, and feeding
fish sometimes run along the bar, and over the bar, and
between the bar and the shore. Therefore, fish that years
ago used to escape by keepiug a little further off are now
picked up—all sorts of fish are picked up, all sizes of fish

are picked up. These pounds are put out early in the season.
Sea bass are caught with spawn and shad are caught with
spawn, that destruction goes on all summer and immense
numbers of weakfish are caught. I have seen 30,000, 40,000,

50,000, 60,000, 80,000, I20,0001bs. of fish taken out of one pound
in one day. Fishing will have an end if that destruction is

continued year after year. They used to tell us that the
buffalo could not be exterminated, nor the salmon. I do
not know much about mackerel, but they tell me that they
are disappearing. In addition to the destruction in the early
summer and id the spring, the baby fish are caught iu the
fall, and in the nets a great many, large and small, are
crushed, especially the small ones. So many fish are some-
times thrown overboard that they become a nuisance on the
shore. There is no question that the shore fish are dis-
appearing.
Mb. Caleb Hales- (N. Y. Fulton Market) called for papers

and statistics.

A member of the conference inquired What method could
be employed for taking fish for market were the pound nets
to be taken up.

, Mr. ChAMBEHLATSE (Mass.) moved that the resolution
.that had been offered by Mr. Southwick be laid on the table
and that a call be made for papers.
Mr. A. Wallmg, Jr. (Keyport) offered as a substitute the

following:

Resolved, That this conference adopt as the basis of its action the
declaration oE its chairman that the object of the meeting is a full and
free consideration of the matters within the general ^purpose of the
call, and that a general expression of views be invited.

This substitute was accepted, and the question being put
it was carried.
The following gentlemen then indicated their purpose to

present papers: D. T. Church, Rhode Island; J. M. R. South-
wick, Rhode Island, Chas. M. Vail, Orient, L. I.; Chas. F.
Chamberlayne, Massachusetts; Henry C. Ford, Pennsyl-
vania; E. A. Brackett, Massachusetts; Henry A. Reeves,
Long Island; Robert F. Walsh, L. D. Huntington, W. T.
Fox, W. T. Miller, Albert E. Cochran, New York.
Mr. Wm. Findlay Brown (Philadelphia) suggested as a

time-saving expedient that the, papers be read under a call
of States, but this proposition was deferred for the present,
and the conference acquiesced in the motion made by Mr.
Roosevelt that the paper of Mr. Huntington be first read.
Mr. Huntington being temporarily absent, Mr. Daniel T.

Church was heard. [Mr. Church's paper was given to a re-
porter, and up to time of this report going to press a dupli-
cate had not been secured.]
MR. D. T. Church went on to say as follows: In Holland

they tried for 300 years to do with their fishing what these
gentlemen are trying to do with our fishing, and as a con-
sequence their fishing industry was almost destroyed. But
now they let it alone, and since they have had "free" fish-
ing they have been prosperous. A restriction interfering
with fishermen and their apparatus is against public policy.
Now, as to mackerel. Iu 18S4 they were as plenty as they

were ever known before. The porgy in 1890 made its appear-
ance on the coast of Rhode Island, and between Buzzards
Bay and Sandy Hook that fish since 1890 has been as plenty,
or plentier, than ever before known in the history of the

- fishing business. In 1881 sea bass appeared from Virginia to
Buzzards Bay, all about one size, and in 1884 more sea bass
was on the coast of the United States than has ever before
been known in this century. As to striped bass, seven or
eight years ago there were more striped bass on the coast of
New England than had been known before in the last fifty
years. In the year 1892 tautog were plentier than ever
before known in the last forty or fifty years, as Fulton

iMarket fishermen can show you. Menhaden in 1887
were as scarce as we ever knew them; but in the
year 1838 there were more menhaden between Penobscot
and Sandy Hook than has been known in a century. The
firm that I represent, in 1887 had twelve fishing" gangs
fishing from the commencement to the end of the season,
and all we caught was less than 140,000 barrels of fish. In
the year 1888-9 one gang of fishermen got more than twelve
gangs in 1887, one of the best illustrations of the constant
fluctuations of fish. As to weakfish. Men put themselves
on record that weakfish are scarce. Not in the history of the
business has there been as many weakfish present on the
coast of the United States between Buzzards Bay and New
Jersey as there has been this year. The water has been
literally jam full of them. There have been thousands and
thousands of barrels lying idle, left in the nets, for the reason
that it would not pay to ship them. Gentlemen think they
can always catch fish when they are on the water. In Narra-
gansett Bay there is no question that there have been more
weakfish than ever before known, and on inquiry among fish-
ermen I have yet to find oneman who has caught two weakfish
with hook and liue, out of this immense number present. The
fish were so thick that at some places you could take a gaff
and haul them ashore for hours at a time. Fulton Market
men will all tell you that there are thousands and thousands,
many thousands of barrels of weakfish shipped into Fulton
Market that do not pay for the freight and ice and barrels
and usual expenses. It makes no difference whether man
catches them, or not; it is only a short time when they are
going to be scarce. When tautog were plenty in 1892 not one
m a million was taken, of course. But in 1893 there was not
One tautog in the water where there were a hundred before.
That scarcity is bound to come, and man is not to be figured
in those periods of scarcity. We are prepared with any
amount of statistics and facts to make that plain to every-
body. I say to these sportsmen of wealth and leisure that
we are not your rivals, we are not in any way interfering
with you. When fishing is good, it is good for all; and when
there are no fish, there are none, and the fisherman is "notin
it" in any way or shape. If you knew the facts you would
stand on our side, and do all you could for us to help us
along, instead of driving us. We are only 200 years old, or
300, as a country, and our fishery industry as a rule is pros-
perous because it has been free. But if you restrict us, and
drive us out, we shall be the same as fishermen on the other
side of the ocean.
Mr. Huntington's paper was then read as follows:

EXHAUSTION OP COAST LINE FOOD FISHES.

The Cause for this Exhaustion and the Neces-
sary Remedy.

$ By E D. Huntington, President Com. of Fisheries, State of New York.

The growing scarcity of edible fishes along our coast line,

from Maine to North Carolina, is a matter of importance
that should not be overlooked by the States interested. The
cause or causes of this diminution should be ascertained,
and some remedy, if possible, applied at once by the enact-
ment of simple and uniform laws in all the seaboard States,
before the now reduced supply becomes further exhausted.
Such were the convictions of the signers of the call for this
conference, and this I feel assured is the honest conviction,

not only of those here assembled, but of every citizen along
the coast of our seaboard States that has given the subject
his consideration, excepting some of those whose vocations
are such that their pecuniary interest in fish, either directly
or indirectly, makes them indifferent to the supply of the
future. This growing scarcity may be more pronounced at
some given points of our extensive coast line than at others.

I am pleased to see that we have here with us gentlemen
representing a good portion of our coast liue, and well ad-
vised upon this important subject, especially so as to their
section, who I feel assured will indorse as a fact the growing
scarcity of edible fish.

So far as the waters of our bays, estuaries and along the
shores of the State of New York go, there can be no question
in my judgment, formed from observation and experience,
that there is a growing scarcity, especially so for the last
decade, accepting as a fact that the edible fishes have greatly
decreased. The two important questions then are: First,
the cause or causes. Second, a remedy.
What are the causes? There are probably a number.

Possibly in certain prescribed waters, sewerage, the refuse
from oil and gas works, and the discharge of other deleteri-
ous matters, might account for the fish not now frequenting
prescribed waters wherein they were formerly abundant.
If it were not for the fact that in adjacent waters entirely
free from such causes, we find a growing scarcity, our
migratory fish varying as to their abundance, some years
more, some years less, they nevertheless, with possible ex-
ception, as well as our local fishes, show at every decade a
decrease, we might name the above as the sole cause.
There may be other local causes suggesting themselves to

those who have given this subject careful attention, especi-
ally in localities other than I mention.
Gentlemen, there are two real causes that are responsible

for the growing scarcity. The first cause (which is a natural
one) hailed to the second, which is susceptible of remedy.
The first cause I refer to is the fact of iucreased population,
consequently iucreased consumption of fish food, thereby in-
creased demand. This iucreased demand has called forth
the ingenuity of man to invent improved methods of cap-
ture, whereby he can take more fish with less labor than
with former apparatus. Therefore, of late years we see the
purse net and the pound net in use in our bays aud estuaries
and along our shores, and the indiscriminate use of nets in
general and of the purse net and pound net in particular,
with no restrictions as to size of mesh or mode of use, is, to
my rniud, without doubt one of the principal causes for the
growing scarcity of our edible fishes along our seaboard.

It is a well-known fact that our coast shore is literally
lined with pound nets, many of them extending a great dis-
tance from the shore, taking all kinds of fishes that attempt
to pass them or feed near them. There can be no doubt but
what the pound net, to the extent and in the manner used, is

the cause of the destruction aud wanton waste of large quan-
tities of valuable food fishes yearly.
Further, that it is the cause of driving off from our shores

(at least along this section of the coast) large quantities of
fish that follow the shores to enter our bays aud estuaries,
not only for the purpose of food, but for the purpose of repro-
ducing. As evidence af this, I might cite Baruegat Bay, the
Great South Bay and west end of Long Island Sound. The
two bays mentioned, until within a few years past, were
noted for their abundance of such valuable food fish as the
striped bass, sheepshead, bluefish, weakfish, kingfish, etc.,

while at the west end of Long Island Sound there were to be
found striped bass, bluefish, weakfish, kingfish, etc. For the
past few years these favorite feeding and spawning grounds
of all these valuable food fish have been deserted by them,
and the thousands of men of limited meaus who have made
an honest living by taking these fish in moderate quantities
within these waters, coupling with it the famishing of boats
and bait for the thousands of anglers, are compelled, from
no fault of their own, to seek some other vocation to earn a
livelihood for themselves and families, and I have no doubt
but what this applies to a good portion of our coast shore
equally with Baruegat, the Great South Bay and west end of
Long Island Sound and waters adjacent thereto.
It is claimed that the use of the purse net along our shores,

in our bays and estuaries, is in no way responsible for the
growing scarcity of our edible fishes. I have heard it said
by those interested in the menhaden fisheries that the purse
nets do not take edible fish enough to supply the hands on
board the boats using the nets. To any person at all familiar
with the purse net as used for taking menhaden, this state-
ment cannot for one moment be credited, as it is impossible
to use this net, as the menhaden fishermen do, in waters
that do not exceed the depth of the net used, without taking
all fish which the net surrounds when set, unless they be so
small that they escape through the mesh, or so strong that
they break through the net.

I submit for consideration the following problem: Let a
purse net, say 1,500ft. long (there aremuch longer ones used),
beset in a circle with the ends meeting (as they always are).

You then nave a flexible wall from the surface to the bot-
tom, inclosing a circle of 500ft. in diameter, or containing
an area of some four and one-quarter acres. The net is then
pursed along on the bottom until it is closed, thus forming a
big scoop-net. Now, how do the food fish that are in this
iuclosure of four and one-quarter acres escpae, and how are
the menhaden only taken?

I herewith submit for your consideration some valuable
evidence upon tbis point in the evidence of Capt. Nathaniel
B. Church, one of the firm of Church Bros., of Tiverton, R.I.,
before the Senate committee in 1882. (Report 706, p. 7):

Q. Now, if you have caught food fish, state to what extent ? A. We
have caught so very few that we have not caught enough to eat,
really. On this trip of 2,000 barrels we brought in yesterday, we
caught one bluefish; that is all in the whole lot. We caught probably
a hundred sharks, and for the last six weeks we have been fishing off
the Capes of Delaware; there, in the body of menhaden, we have not
caught fish enough to eat; nowhere near enough We catch some-
times a bonita, half a dozen bluefish, a weakfish or two. We caught
three Spanish mackerel for the year, and three sheepshead. We
caught very few mackerel in the spring. We always make a point
to pick out all the food fish we can.

Q What do you mean, throw them back? A. No, sir; throw them
on deck, to eat.

Q. You take in your fish by steam power, do you not? A. Yes, sir,

Q. I suppose it is impracticable to make any careful selections? A.
Yes, sir. The fish coma iu in quantities of five barrels in the net.
They go down the same as on this floor, and they spread out. Of
course you would not have time to see the whole.

, ,Q. How are they deposited in the vessel? A. In bulk.

Q. What in? A, In a hold made on purpose. The compartment
holds auywhere from 500 to 1,600 and 1,700 barrels.

Q. And as the fun are brought in in the landing net, they are thrown
into that? A. They are dumped down right into the box; the same as
this room, exactly.

Q. What is the depth of the hold? A. The depth of my boat is about
8ft.

Q. How much square? A. It hold 1,600 barrels. It is 38 or 30ft.

long, about 20ft wide, and 3ft. deep, I think. I do not know the exact
uiuensions; that is as near as I can guess.

Q. If you capture sufficient you throw them into that until you fill

it? A. Yes. sir.

Mr. Oscar O. Friedlander, seven years a Menhaden fisher-
man, before the same committee (p. 23), testifies on this point
as follows:

Q. Have you ever seen bluefish as large as that caught in your
seines? A. An odd one here and there, sir; a straggler.

Q. The seine is unloaded into the hold of your ship pretty rapidly, is

it not? A Yes; they unload about a thousand a minute; quicker
than that even. They have steam hoisters on board the steamer, and
hoist them out,

Q. And the opportunity to see what kind of fish they are is to see
them as they are thrown out into the bins? A. Yes, sir.

Q. They are never examined afterward, are they? A. Well, we see
them at the factory as they come in.

The testimony of Samuel B. Miller, of Brooklyn, N. Y., a
fish dealer, before the same committee (p. 39), is in interest-
ing contrast:

Q. The captains of four or five of the menhaden fish steamers have
testified that they rarely catch food fish of any kind; it Is an exep-
tional fact if they take them.' Have you any knowledge in regard to
that? A. 1 have knowledge that I received TO.OOOlbs. from one of
Daniel Church's steamers within the last thirty days.
„ Q. What fish? A. Weakfish.
Q. Do you remember the name of the captain? A. His name is

Church. . I think he is one of the brothers.
Q Which brother? A. I do not know any one by name except

Daniel.

Q. Well, Daniel does not fish? A. He does not now; has not for a
number of years. I have been acquainted with them since they were
very young; they are very nice men. He claimed that they thought
they were a school of bunkers.
Q. That is, menhaden; they claimed to have taken them by mistake?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And they were put on the market? A. There were 10,0001bs. of
them put on the market.
Q. What was done with the balance? A. Barren Island. That is

the load I spoke of. I should think there was T0,000ibs. weight.
Q Do you recollect how long ago it was? A. It was within thirty

days. It is not much more than two weeks ago. I sent a check to
Daniel at Tiverton for what he had sold here.
Q. With that exception, what knowledge have you, If any, as to their

takmg food fish? A. I have no knowledge of their takiDg food fish,
other than they have sent to market. They have had mackerel and
sent them up to market to be sold in the market.

Q. What market? A. Fulton Market; but I have no knowledge of
their taking any that they sent to be tried out, except those that were
unfit for sale. They sent these to market, but they could not be dis-
posed of there.

Q. They describe the hold of the ship as a bin 20ft. wide, 25 or 30ft.
in length and 3ft. in depth; and I should judge from their descrip-
tion that they put fish in there at the rate of about a thousand a
minute; they estimate their scoop will take a thousand, and say they
can throw a scoopful every minute into the hold of a vessel that
way. I suppose food fish, if thrown in that way, would not preserve
long in a condition fit to use? A. They throw them right into the
hold of the vessel. It is heated. The whole steamer is heated. Then
they turn water in on them to cover them.
Q. That is new to me. A. And when it has lain there some time they

blow it out.

Q. Blow the water out? A. Yes, sir. If he catches any food fish,
which he does in the spring, fine mackerel, he generally sends them up
to me and we dispose of them.

Q. What captain do you speak of? A. Daniel; all his captains.
These fish were very fine indeed; some they dressed on deck coming
up. I took out enough to make 10,0001bs. It was night; too late to
take care of them, and those down in the hold were heated. Next
morning there were none taken out; they were unfit for sale; the
captain came up to see me and I told him to haul right out.
Q I want to inquire, to be general, if food fish are caught with raeit-

haden in their mode of taking fish, whether they would be kept in con-
dition for use as food fish? a. Put in the way they put in menhaden,
[ do not think that those that were caught Sin. below the surface
would be fit in three hours. I think they would heat in less time than
that.

Q. The extent to which they take food fish, if they take them at all,

is not, I suppose, within your means of knowledge? A. No, sir.

Q, How many have you purchased of menhaden boats this season?
A. I had a smack come up with a load that she took from ooe of the
menhaden steamers, dressed them and put them below and iced them.
She was down there and had her ice in. They were brought for
market.
Q. Give an estimate of the cargoes you have purchased this season?

A. She must have had 15,0001bs.

Q- From the menhaden boats? A. Yes, sir; they were in pretty
good condition.

Q. Do you mean in addition to the 70,0001bs. you mentioned? A.
Yes, sir.

Q. "What description of fish? A. Weakfish.

the
been
from any of these menhaden fishermen.

The evidence of Maurice Cresse, of Cape May City, is to
the same effect (p. 154):

Q. Now, you know something of the habits of the fish. Wherever
a school of menhaden is found and surrounded by a purse net is not
it a necessity that whatever food fish are pursuing them are taken in
with them? A. Oh, yes. I have fished a purse net myself.
Q. For the purpose of oil and fertilizers, the catching of menhaden

and other fish, I suppose, is a valuable industry to the peeple? A.
Yes, sir.

Q. Which do you regard the most valuable, that or the right of the
people to have food fish? A. I regard the right of the people to have
the food fish, and the destruction is very great Now, 1 never saw
them, but if they should catch a vessel load of what we call bluefish or
weakfish, they would put them into the general cargo and br>U them
up. They would not get much oil. but they would get the refuse, the
fish scrap, which is worth $20 a ton.

The evidence of Mr. Eugene G. Blackford is confirmatory
(p. 48):

Q. Please state in your own way what your judgment is as to the
effect of the menhaden industry upon the quantity of food fishes, and 1

the reasons for it ; I would like to get your theory upon it? A. My
attention was called to this fact from parties calliug upon me to make
complaint to me, as Commissioner of Fisheries, that the menhaden
fishermen were catching food fishes and- carrying them to their fac-
tories to oe made into oil and scrap. I replied to all those parties that
my position as Commissioner of Fisheries gave me no authority what-
ever; that there was no law to prohibit that, and that no interference
would be made with the business. I have noticed, of course, as I have
with everything connected with the fish questions coming up
from time to time, that the menhaden interest up to within
two years was a growing and expanding interest; that' the
number of boats was increasing year by year; that our coast
was fished from Maine to North Carolina persistently from the time
the menhaden made their appearance until the cold weather; that
those points where the fisheries were commenced and most act ively
prosecuted seemed to be exhausted after a few years—I speak more
particularly of the coast of Maine, where it is called porgy fishery.
They call them porgy, which is a different fish from what we know as
porgies. It is the menhaden there, and that, from my own knowledge,
every year those fishes which feed upon menhaden grow more scarce'
The quantity diminishes most notably in the striped bass, and the
present year has been one of very marked scarcity in this, one of our
choicest fishes. It is not scarce in one particular point, but it is scarce
all along the coast, where it is usually found. There have been several
instances which have been spoken of here, of my own knowledge,
where the menhaden vessels have taken large schools of food fish and
have brought them to market. This very large catch of 1881, about a
year ae-o, just about this time of the year, was principally of weak-
fish. Some four or more vessels came up to Fulton Market with a
cargo, a quantity of at least 200,000lbs., nearly all weakfish, and out of
that 200,0001bs., about one fourth of it was marketed.
Q. Where, had they been taken? A. They had been taken probably

not over five miles from where we sat, right along this coast nere, the
coast of Long Island.

Q. The outer coast of Long Island? A. As I recollect, it wa3 right
in the vicinity of Kockaway they were taken. About one-fourth of
those fish were in good condition—fit for food. These are fish that
were lying upon the top layers, so to speak. The fish had been taken
and dumped into the holds of the vessels, aud it being very warm
weii her, heated of course where they lay packed in underneath with
the weight of those on top and men were put to work discharging the
fish, distributing them to every dealer who would take them on con-
signment to sell. They were sold as low as one cent a pound. There
was an effort for immediate distribution of the fish because of the
warm weather aud they needed immediate attention to keep them any
time. The balance of chose cargoes were sent to the factories. The
vessels steamed away with them, and they were rendered into oil aud
scrap.
Q. Do you know to whose factory they went? A. No, sir. That is

the most notable instance. That all the menhaden fishermen would
rather bring their food fish to market than to put them into oil and
scrap is a self-evident fact, if they were provided with proper facili-

ties for the care of the fish; if they were fitted for market fish.

Q. Yes, I understand that they are not a desirable fish to manufac-
ture? A. No, but you take a bluefish in the fall of the year and it is

very fat.

Q. Now the other part of my question, as to the effect of the men
haden fishery upon the food fish aud the reason for it; can you state
that? A. In my opinion the effect of the great amount of fishing mac
is carried on for menhaden all along the coast breaks up the schools
of rish which are followed by the striped bass and bluefish, aud has a
tendency to make those fish seek other feeding grounds. I speak more
particularly with regard to the striped bass, as that is a voracious fish

on the menhaden. The striped biss ten years ago were found in more
or less quantities during the entire summer and late in the fall. Verv
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large catches were taken on the Long Island coast, as many as 20,000
per day coining to Fulton Market. That quantity has been steadily
diminishing year by year, and this vear the scarcity is more marked
than ever before.

The evidence of Thomas J. Horner, a fisherman of Atlan-
tic City, N. J. (Report 706, p. 170), bears internal evidence of
truthfulness:

Q. Has the supply of the fish used by the people for food increased
or diminished during your experience? A. They have decreased, They
have also increased in these last four years. Previous to that they di-
minished. When I first followed fishing if we did not catch a hundred
fish a day and come along the street with less than that the old fisher-
man's song was sung to us. I think it is seven or eight; years ago that
father and I built the first fish factory that was ever built on the coast
of New Jersey.
Q. You mean a menhaden factory? A, A menhaden factory. It

was built for a man that belonged in Connecticut. We were the con-
tractors to build the house. The first load of fish that came to that
factory was a load of menhaden; the second load was a load of weak-
fish, food fish, a full load. The next load that came to that factory
was a load of drumfish. They were thrown into the waste heap as
the weakfish were. 1 said to my father then, "Father, we have done
something we ought not to have done. We have done something that
we thought was going to benefit the community whiub will uever
benefit it." 4

: Why," he said, "boy, how you talk." "Well," I said, "it
is so. In less than three years irom now in our little village where

p we used to get fish given to us for nothing, we will pay ten cents a
pound for them." In less than three years we could not catch a fish
unless we pulled it out from under a 80d where he had hidden himself.
Then myself and others tried to get a law through the Legislature of
New Jersey, which we did. and to day, since that law has been passed,
you can catch all the fish in our channel you want. We ask uo better
fishing than we have got in Atlantic City now, from the fii'6t day of
June until the first day of September, and the veryT instant they cast
those nets in these waters then our fish are gone again, and we can-
not catch them unless we go outside.

To the same effect is the evidence of George Hildreth, of
New Jersey. (Report No. 706, p. 150):

Q. You spoke of catching great quantities of different kinds of fish
when you were fishing for menhaden. What proportion of food fish
would you catch iu drawing your seine for menhaden? A. Sometimes
we caught a good many food fish, and another time we caught a very
few.

Q. Well, on the average would there be a considerable quantity of
food fish? A. There sometimes would be quite a number ot food fish
among them, and other times would be very little; whatever there
was within the bounds of the net.

Q. There is nothing in your experience to justify the theory of
some of these witnesses, that the menhaden were always found by
themselves exclusively; that they were not largely intermixed with
the food fish? A. On that I can only tell you my experience. 1
seldom ever made a haul but what 1 always caught a cenain quantity
of food fish. I seldom made a haul but what I caught more or less
drum.
Q. Did you fish in shallow water? A. I calculated to fish in ten

fatnoms if I wanted to make a haul.
Q. Did your net reach the bottom? A. Yes, sir; the net was sixteen

fathoms deep.

In a statement of Prof. G. Brown Goode, before the Inter-
national Fisheries Exhibition, London, England (quoted in
79 Con. Bee, p. 47SS), he says:

There can be no doubt that the extensive fisheries prosecuted by
menhaden steamers iu the Gulf of Maine were prejudicial to the shore
fishermen by driving bfie fish they formerly caught for bait out to sea
and beyond the reach of their nets.

The reason is also furnished by the same gentleman (Misc.
Docs. 49, 2d Sess. 45th Cong., p. 117):

The purse seine is doubtless more effective than any other fishing
apparatus ever devised. By its use a school of almost any size can be
secured without, the loss of a single fish. The enormous demands of

.
the oil factories can be met only oy fisheries conducted on the grand-
est scale, and the purse seine is used by the factory fleets to the exclu-
sion of all other nets.

Mr. S, L. Boardman, of Augusta, Me., in an interesting
report to the State Board of Agriculture, of which he was
secretary, (1875, p. 60). states the facts as follows:

Parties engaged in taking menhaden now go off 10 or 20 miles from
shore, whereas they formerly fished near the coast, and now they find
the best and "most profitable fishing at that distance." This fish is in-
cluded among ihe shore fishes described by Prof. S. F. Baird as having
suffered "an alarming decrease" along the in-shores of the United
States, owing partly to excessive fishing throughout their spawning
time m order to supply the oil factories.

Prof. G. Brown Goode, in his "Short Biography," says:

.
In estimating the importance of the menhaden to the United States

it should be borne in mind that its absence from our waters would
probably reduce all our other sea fishes to at least one-fourth their
present extent.

For various evidence to the same effect, see Misc. Docs. 49
2d Sess. Cong., p. 75. In the same document, Prof G Brown
Goode states this fact at p. 144:

Constant fishing on the Northern coast has driven the menhaden
out to sea, though in the South their habits are much the same as
of old. In New England the menhaden fishery has become to a cer-
tain extent sea fishing and is prosecuted on the grandest scale.

In Misc. Docs. 4S, 2d Sess. 45th Cong., p. Ill it is said by
Prof. Goode:

It is the commonly received opinion that purse-net fishing is des-
tined evidently to destroy all the menhaden in our waters * * *
The same may be said regarding pound-net fishing. It is doubtless
true that the Usher les in a given locality may 'deplete litie Immediate
region in which they are prosecuted. Toe cod and halibut may be
fished for upon a single bank until the local supply is exhausted.

From the report of the United States on menhaden fish-
eries I find the following as to the habits of the menhaden:
They prefer the shallow places along shore and some years crowd

in great numbers into the brackish sounds and inlets, and ascend
some of the larger rivers for a long distance, until the water becomes
too brackish for them.

Prof. Goode says (Misc. Doc. 49, 2d Sess. 45th Cong., p. 70):

They seem particularly fond of shallow waters protected from the
•wind, in whicn, if not molested, they will remain throughout the sea-
son, drifting with the tide in and out of the shallow indentations of
the shore and into the mouths of creeks and rivers, on the surface of
ithe water; but the gill nets will take them long after, and they have
been so taken as late as New Year's, when they are quite plenty This
shows that they are not gone at that time. Who knows but what thev
are close by all winter? J

"As to their habits, "I would say that while they were generally cred-
ited with being an off shore spawner, U. S. Commissioner McDonald
informs us that he bad their habits investigated along our coast dur-
ing the season of 1892, and from evidence so procured, he has no doubt
of their being an inshore spawner, and that they seek the shallow
brackish water along our shores, bays and estuaries for the purpose of
spawning."

This fact of itself, without taking in consideration the
destructiou and waste of edible fish, warrants the prohibition
of the use of the purse net for the purpose of taking this fish
along our shores, at least during the spawning season.

I desire to call your attention for one moment to the words
of Prof. Baird. iu relation to the spawning habits of fish and
its importance to future supply. In his Report of 1871 he calls
attention to extermination or decrease of fish by ticking
thereby reducing their reproduction, as follows:

As most fish require from three to five years' growth before they
are capable of reproduction, and iu many cases remain in the open sea
until this period is reached, it will follow mat for several years after
the establishment of an exhaustive fishing the supplv may appear to be
but little interfered with, since there are several successive crops of
fish to come on at the annual intervals, and not until the entire round
has been compleied do the injurious agencies begin to present the evi-
dence of their severity. It is easy, then, to understand why, after
five or ten years' fishing, the supply of fisti in a given bay or along a
certain strip of coast will be reduced to a very considerable degree.

Prof. Baird, in his report of 1871 (Misc. Doc. No. 61, 2d
Sess. 42d Congress, page 2S), says:

It is not a sufficient argument in reply to this (the danger of fish ex-
termination) to point to the enormous number of eggs laid by a single
fish in each season, amounting in some instances to perhaps from
five thousand to hundreds of thousands or even millions, since the
immense fecundity is an absolute necessity to preserve the balance of
life under water. The eggs and the young fish furnish the appointed
jood to an immense variety of animals, many species of fish as weil
as crustaceans and other animals depending" entirely upon them for
support, Among the particular enemies of the egg's and the young
fry may be enumerated the small minnows, cyprinodonts. the athe-
rinas, silver sides or friars, the cunners or chogset, the young of
many larger fish, the different kinds of crustaceans, including also
the lobster, etc. These were not interfered with to any material
extent by any form of net, as they are too small to furnish profitable
employment in their capture, and they pass readily through the
meshes of any nets that would be set for other purposes. Although,
therefore the amount of spawn and of young fish may be materially
less than a previous average, the predacious animals just referred to
will probably still destroy as many as ever, since they have every op-
portunity for picking up their prey at all times; and whatever the
scarcity at first, they are likely to get all they require.

Prof. Baird, in his Report of 1871, at p. 18, also says:

In all discussions and considerations in regard to the sea fisheries,
one important principle should be borne in mind, and that is that
every fish that spawns on or near the shores has a definite relation-
ship to a particular area of sea bottom; or, in other words, that as
far as we can judge from experiment and observation, every fish
returns as nearly as possible to its own birthplace to exercise the
function of reproduction, and continues to do so, year by year, dur-
ing the whole period of its existence. * * * It is an established
fact that salmon, alewives and shad, both young and old, have been
caught on certaiu spawning beds, andafter beingproperly marked and
allowed to escape, have been found to reappear in successive years
in the same locality. * * * The principle is rather more difficult
to establish in regard to marine fishes, but experiments have been
made by competent men on our coast and elsewhere, which prove
the existence of the same general principle in relation to them.

There were in use, during the year 1880, 82 steamers and 366
sailing vessels employed in taking menhaden. Now, let the
82 steamers average three hauls per day and the sailing ves-
sels average but two hauls per day during the season of say
160 fishing days with a purse net of average length of 1,200ft.
This would be 978 hauls per day, each haul covering an area
of 2% acres would be 2,639 acres per day—430,240 acres of our
waters along our coast strained every year of all the fish that
happen at the time to be in it.

Gentlemen, can this be done yearly without decreasing the
food fish along our coast? My figures are low estimates.
A small portion of the hauls may be made in waters deeper

than the net used, in which case there is possibility of the
edible fish escaping. Now, what is the effect of the constant
use of this net upon those edible fish fortunate enough to
have escaped it, when hauled in the shallow waters along our
shores, in our bays and estuaries—the feeding and spawning
ground of many varieties of our most valuable fish—but to
drive them to deep water away beyond the reach of those
who for a livelihood fish with hookand line, those who angle
to obtain the fish food for their families, as well as those who
augle for recreation, health and for pleasure?

It has been my privilege to listen to the same arguments
used by those interested in a pecuniary way in taking fish
with nets for market, as well as for oil and guano, also tho?e
who have a pecuniary interest in handling them after they
are taken, as we are likely to hear at this conference; and
right here, gentlemen, allow me to suggest that if I or you
were so pecuniarily interested it is possible that we, too,
would want no restriction whatsoever, regardless of waste
and destruction of valuable food fishes, to in any way inter-
fere with our making the last dollar possible, and that right
now, regardless of the supply for the future. There are those
so interested who claim that this important question is only
a conflict or controversy between the rod and reel angler on
one side, and, as they term it, the commercial fishermen on
the other side. Thereby, while masquerading as men of com-
merce, they ignore altogether the existence of a large and
worthy class of citizens, from Maine to North Carolina,
whose individual capital invested, it is true, is but small and
very often consists of all they have of this world's goods, but
who in numbers as well as iu aggregation of capital exceed
by far that of either the menhaden or the pound net fisher-
men, or botli. I refer to men, who in a small way, generally
with hook and line, mostly supply local demands with their
moderate catches, as well as procure bait, care for and hire
boats to the anglers. Many of this worthy class of hard-
working citizens are no longer able, by the growing scarcity
of edible fish in the shoal waters along our shores, to make a
living, and are thereby compelled to seek other vocations.
There is another class, and they are poor people, but

numerous, who, when not employed, angle for tbe purpose
of securing food for their families, and there are those
termed anglers, who, for the love of the sport, as well as for
recreation and health, prefer to catch their fish from the
garter rather than at tbe markets, with a zealous eye to the
supply of edible fishes for the future as well as the present
they make honorable efforts to protect the fishes from de-
struction, wanton waste and thereby depletion.
Instances are well known where very large catches of

edible fish have been made by menhaden fishermen where
the quantity taken at a single haul was so large as to induce
the fishermen to take them to market, the incentive being
that they eould realize more money for so large a quantity
by selling to the market than by manufacturing them into
fertilizer.

Having lived near the water at the west end of Lone
Island Sound for nearly sixty years and resorting to the
water very frequently each year, I have had opportunities
for a full observation of the use of the purse net, and I can
say that I have seen biuefish, sea bass, butterfish, porgies,
lobsters and oysters in the nets of the menhaden fishermen
when hauling for menhaden, and could produce citizens of
my locality in numbers who have seen various species of
edible fishes in their nets, only in moderate or limited
quantities, for the reasou that edible fish in the waters of
tbe west end of Long Island Sound are not abundant and
are getting scarcer year by year.
Alter a full and exhaustive discussion of the subject at

the annual meeting of the American Fisheries Society in
May, 1892, the following resolution was unanimously
adopted:

Resolved, That the purposes and aims of this society are in direct
antagonism with any business which leads to the depopulation of the
waters to enrich the land, and we therefore condemn purse seining of
menhaden or any fish food or food fish for the purpose ot grindW
the same into guano or oil, within three miles of the shore at low
water mark.

Prof. Huxley is often quoted by the purse net men, as well
as by some of the fish dealers, those wlio look first to the
percentage of gain from tbe fish caught and handled, regard-
less of the destruction and waste caused by the manner of
catching. These people tell us that Prof. Huxley once said
that "man was not a factor in the increase or decrease of sea
fishes." This opinion was expressed by Prof. Huxley on sea
fishes. Much use has been attempted to be made of it, but ic
fails to apply to the object of this conference, as expressed
in the call, which limits the scope of our inquiry to the shal-
low waters along our shore, in our bays and estuaries, and to
the fish therein destroyed and wantonly wasted.
Fishes which seek tbese waters as their natural feeding

and spawning grounds, and, with one exception so far as
their habits are known, remain near the sbores, are the
fishes which this conference was called to consider.
The deep sea fishing, as referred to by Prof. Huxley, is, in

its entirety, a subject wholly under control of nations, while
tbe .-bore fishing, the object of this conference, is wholly
under the control of individual States.
Before leaving the subject of Prof. Huxley and his often-

quoted opinion. I would like to refer to another remark

made by the same eminent scientist. This remark, not
quoted as often by fishermen as the other, was to the effect
that no class of people know as little about the habits of fish
as the men who catch them.
Many here present will recollect the efforts of the men-

hadeu purse-net fishermen in 1892 to have Congress enact a
law (known as the Lapham Bill) giving the purse-net fisher-
men the right to use that net for catching menhaden and
mackerel in all waters along our coast, limited only by tide
and navigable water—the laws, habits or customs of any
States to the contrary notwthstanding. Strenuous efforts
were made to secure this law, but fortunately it failed, and
its failure saved the trouble and expense of testing its con-
stitutionality.
The impression prevails that the menhaden fishery is an

oil and guano industry, whereas it is a guano and oil industry,
the value of its product of guano being larger than its pro-
duct of oil. I will submit a few figures taken from the
United States Report of Fish and Fisheries, Sec. 5, Vol. 1.
This report gives credit to the oil and guano association for
the figures as used, the figures being for the year 1890, the
only year for which full figures are furnished in the TJ. S.
Reports, although from partial figures given for the years
from 1872 to 1882, the year 1880 appears to have made the
largest, or best showing. The capital invested was $2,362,841;
value of product, $2,110,887; n umber of fish taken, 776,000,000;
steamers employed, 82; sailing vessels, 366; number of men
employed in fishing, 2,543; in factories, 1,092; total 3,635. The
number of gallons of oil products, 2,035,000; number of tons
of guano 71,000. The value of the oil products, $733,424, and
the value of guano, $1,362,866; tbe percentage of the value of
products being, oil 35%, guano 65$.
There is another important matter to be considered in con-

nection with the use of the purse nets along our shores, and
that is the taking and driving therefrom of the menhaden,
the natural food of the biuefish and the striped bass. The
habits of these fish are to seek this food. A further serious
effect upon our supply of edible fishes along our coast from
the use of the pounds and purse nets is wrought by driving
and preventing fish, those fortunate enough "to escape tbe
nets, from their spawning grounds, thereby preventing to a
great extent reproduction, which, it must be admitted, is
the foundation of our future fish supply.
As I have (qualifiedly) mentioned net men and fish dealers

as being indifferent to and at least in part responsible for
the growing scarcity of food fish along our shores through
their desire for gain of the dollar, still there are very many
honorable exceptions, and I trust the good work looking to
the future supply of edibre fish will "receive their earnest
support.

1 would respectfully suggest the following remedy for the
preservation of the supply of edible fishes along our coast:
First—That the use of any net in the tide waters of the

coast with mesh less than about l^in. bar be prohibited
under a penalty of say $100, with destruction of net.
Second—That no portion of any pound net, or other

known device of the kind, shall be allowed to extend more
than 500ft. from the main shore, or shore of any island,
beyond the ordinary low water mark, with a penalty of
say $100 for violation of its provision, and destruction of
net.
Third—That no purse net, or like device, shall be used

in any waters along the coast within one or two miles of the
shore, or the shore of any island, from ordinary low water
mark, with a penalty of say $100 and destruction of net.

In my judgment, if this remedy in substance could be ap-
plied by being made a law in all of our seaboard States
trom Maine to North Carolina, it would do no injustice to
any interest, but would in time work a benefit to all.
I will but briefly refer to the growing scarcity of the

lobster, not because it is of no great importance, but because
I have reason to believe that there will be those present at
this conference who are thoroughly competent to and will
speak a good word for this valuable Crustacea.
The demand through increased consumption and by the

numerous canneries along the Eastern coast has become so
great that they are extensively caught and used at so small
a size as to greatly interfere with reproduction, which
seriously threatens the already depleted supply. To remedy
this evil and preserve this valuable food is a matter of very
great importance, and as with the edible fish along our
coast line, requires the united action, to a reasonable extent,
of a number of our seaboard States to prevent the taking,
killing, or possessing lobsters less than at least lOin. long
from nose to tail.

Mr. E. G. Whitakee (N. Y.) said: There is no portion of
the policy of the State so little understood and so greatly
misconstrued as its policy of fish protection. It is looked
upon by a large number of people as favoring one class to the
exclusion of another. This is in no sense true. It has a
semblance of truth arisingfrnmthefact thatthelegal restric-
tions on taking fish afford sport and healthful recreation,
advantage of which is taken by people of means and leis-
ure. But the matter of amusement in no sense whatever
enters into the spirit and reason of the law, which only tries
to protect the fish in order that the food fish supply may not
be diminished. It is a mere coincidence that the au-
thorized methods afford sport, for they are the only ones
consistent wish fish preservation. The authorized methods
inure to the benefit of all, without distinction, It is not for the
delectation of those who enjoy hook and line fishing that the
use of nets is prohibited in inland fresh waters,.and their use
in salt waters regulated. It is because such prohibition and
regulation are necessary in order to avoid absolute depletion
of the waters. It is not for the delectation of the hook and
line fisher that the use of hooks and lines is permitted; but
simply because that is the only means that does not materi-
ally diminish or injure the steady supply of fish. I want to
assure every member of this conference that the Fish Com-
mission of New York is not engaged in an attempt to pre-
serve fish in order simply that hook and line fishermen may
find sport. It is moved simply by a desire to preserve the
fish for the benefit of all the people, in order that they may
get fish food at the lowest possible price. But fish are in-
tended for food, and no class of business is justified in mon-
opolizing a food article for private gain in the manufacture
of fertilizer.

Mr. Daniel T. Church rose to reply to the paper submit-
ted by Mr. Huntington. The net fishermen might seem to
be inconsistent when they admit the taking of one 100 or 200
barrels of food fish after having denied that they take any
food fish. But there is no inconsistencv. When one looks
over a field he sees that horses are in one body, that cows
keep by themselves; each species keeps bv itself. So it
is with fishes; the menhaden go in schools; the mack-
erel, the weakfish, the striped bass, each in its own scucol
and rarely are they mixed. But once in a while two
or three kinds will be caught at once. This will explain
tbe incident of the lot of fish at Sandy Hook that had
been referred to. But while a barrel containing 2001bs
of menhaden were worth about $1, a barrel of 2001 bs. of food
fish would be. worth 2 cents, 4 cents, 5 cents and sometimes
12 cents a pound. Occasionally, in the 20 or 3u years that we
have been in the business, we have caught food fish in
quantity and sold them for a good sum "of money. Such
catches are not carried to the factory, but to market, and
that is a matter of common sense. Now, if it can be proven
that there is no diminution of supply, and that the public
are getting 20 fish where years ago they got only one, it must
be that we are on the side of the public, and not their enemy.
MR. A. M. Spangler (Philadelphia) inquired how long

such a catch would remain in marketable condition, and
what preparations had they on hand for the purpose of keep-
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HOPS (Salter's Mike—Salter's Romp).

ing the fish in proper condition nntil they could be taken to
market.
Mr. Church said that a chance catch of 200 or 300 barrels

of food fish would not long remain fit for marketing, but as a
rule they did not make those catches; and such catches were
matters of accident; in the twenty or more years of their
being in the business, and the millions on millions of barrels

of menhaden that they had taken, he did not think they had
put into the market more than half a dozen times. We do
not catch food fish because we want them. In 1SS1 sque-
teague were as plenty as they have been this year, millions
and millisns of them, and they could hardly be sold for
enough to cover freight, barrels, and other incidental ex-

penses. One of our captains this year caught 60 barrels in
Narragansett Bay, and thought he had a prize. I said "Don't
do it."

fennel.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.}

Clubs and Handlers.

The interests of a field trial club member in his capacity

as such are entirely different from the interests of a profes-

sional handler, yet many field trial clubs accept field trial

handlers into their membership. In their anxiety to get a
membership and a revenue, tbey do not consider that they
are accepting members whose interest in connection with the
club's affairs is not the club's interest.

A handler who is a competitor has his own personal busi-

ness interest to consider as a handler, and his bread aud
butter or his business advancement will be always of more
importance to him than the club's interests. In his partici-

pation in the club's affairs his voice will not be tuned, in all

probability, in full harmony with the club's best advance-
ment. There is always a po'ssibility that he may have some
personal advantage in what he advocates.
All handlers might not do so, in fact, I know some whom

I firmly believe would not. But whether they would or not,

the principle is wrong. It is an injustice to other handlers,

who are not club members, to compete with a handler who
is a club member. The handler-member has a voice in all

the club affairs. He can be heard on the amount and con-

ditions of the purses, the time and place where the trials will

be held, the rules under which they will be run, the stakes,

who will be judges, etc. Other handlers, who are not mem-
bers, of course have no voice in such matters. Thus there is

the incongruity of a competitor in a public stake competing
under conditions which he had a part in arranging, while
other competitors had no such part. That is not just in

principle. Members who are interested from love of sport

are thus brought in contact with members who are inter-

ested for business r*e.asons.

It is the same old professionalism appearing in another
form. Among club members, whose interest is in promoting

sport, it is sure to be as disastrous in the end as it is to the
amateur in competition. The best business interests of the
handler in his capacity as a competitor for the club's prizes
are not the club's best interests as a promotor and supporter
of sport and the best advancement of the dog.
I have heard a handler denounce in unmeasured terms the

judgment of the judge who was not so favorable to one or
two of said handler's dogs as said handler thought he ought

I am not writing against handlers as handler*. There are
some whom I know and esteem highly for their gentlemanly
qualities and love and observance of fair play. It is only of
those to whom these remarks are applicable that I write/and
of abuses which are growing stronger and more harmful If,
on calling the roll, there are none to whom these apply I will
admit error.

The Unpleasantness of Judging.

In this connection a few words in respect to clubs, judges
and handlers may not be amiss.

It is constantly becoming more and more difficult to secure
judges. The invitation of a club is not accepted now with
the pleasure and promptness of a few years ago, It requires
the pressure of personal influence or the prospect of a liberal
money payment, in most instances, to secure desirable
judges.
Why is it so? I believe that it is due largely to the offen-

siveness of some handlers aud some owners. Some handlers
are blatant, obtrusive and malicious "kickers." They make
offensive remarks, regardless of time or place, if the judges'
decisions do not fit their own ideas of what is just and proper
in respect to the merits of their own dogs. Some "kick" out
of pure, chronic ill-temper. They delight to make remarks
which will be offensive enough to excite the applause or
wonder of their admirers. Some will scold and rant within
earshot of the judges purposely, so that their remarks will
be overheard. Once in a while one will interview the
judges, sometimes honestly to get information in regard to
his dog's performance, oftener to get an opportunity for argu-
ment and a vent to his resentment, afterward recounting the
details of his insolence under the mistaken idea that he had
been commendably courageous.
In the evening it is not an uncommon sight to see a large

circle of handlers discussing in the most public manner all
the peculiaritiee of the judges, their mistakes, their charac-
ters, their histories, all with more or less acrimony, vituper-
ation or censure. Their integrity is questioned, their judg-
ment condemned, and their merits - are generally bandied
about till there is little left of them to discuss. The noisiest
and most offensive generally conclude with the assurance
that they will never agaiu appear at those trials or under
such and such a judge; yet there they are as big as life when
the cycle of time has brought the trials and judges around
again.

IVIeum et Tuum.
I have always believed that it would be better for sports-

manship and field trials if such discordant elements would
really fulfil their threats and stay away. The little support
they give in the way of entry fees is trifling in comparison
tothe harm they do by their malevolence.

I have often, too, been surprised at the cheerfully stupid

JINGO (Mainspring—Queen II,).

to be, thus fomenting a most unseemly quarrel, one which
nearly disrupted the club, the handler at the same time being
a member of the club for which said judge was acting. The
handler also was a competitor for the club's prizes.

The judge was under the club's protection, and courtesy
and respect were due him from every member, but the said

handler's private interests entirely obliterated all nis mem-
bership responsibilities and courtesy, although from any
point of view there was nothing to justify the conduct.

MAID OF KENT (King of Kent—Hops).

manner these same men will thus quarrel with their bread
and butter. The bombastic threat to injure the sporting
world by remaining away from it means only direct injury
to themselves. When a handler or owner sends his entry
fees to a clnb with the threat that unless such or such a
judge is dismissed or some other one appointed, or that he
will never run again under such a club, as has been done
several times, he is losing in the long r . in, though he may
have some idea of immediate advantage. Clubs have per-
mitted themselves to be sandbagged too much by this threat
to withhold support or influence.

This agaiu brings up the question why a man will quarrel
with his bread and butter.

_
If a handler succeeded in de-

stroying a club against which he had a grievance, and an-
other handler succeeded in destroying another club, etc.,

there wouldn't be a club left in existence. If every judge
against whom there was an alleged grievance or grievances
were rejected there would be no judges available. Who
would be the loser? The gentlemen who paid certain dues
every year to maintain the club and its competition, who
made themselves responsible for debts of deficits, that is,

the members, would not be harmed, for they are in it from
love of sport. They, from a purely economic standpoint,
would be gainers in time, peace of mind and money. There-
fore, to do anything tending to destroy the organization,
even if it wholly destroys it, works no material loss to the"
members.
But to the handlers it is a loss, a serious loss. It means

that a large sum of prize money will not again be theirs

—

money distributed by men of whom they never gave a
thought of commendation. It means less advertising of the
merits of their dogs in the reports of the details of the com-
petition. It means less sales because they are cut off from
meeting the assemblage of sportsmen who attend field trials

often with a view to make purchases, and it means a falling
off in general interest and a decline in prices. It means that
they have had a quarrel with some inoffensive bread and
butter and were victorious. It means that pure sport can
take care of itself, while pure business as a sport can not, It

means, too, that if handlers do not show more civility and
appreciation they will accomplish these results Gentleman
get wearied of banding together, putting up 81,000 or 83,000
in prizes, inducing a judge to act, and in return suffer round
abuse from those directly participating. Abuse of a judge is

directly abusing the club which he represents. He. is the
embodiment of the club's confidence; he is acting by the
club's appointment—insult to him is insult to the club.

I remember, last month, while at a field trial, observing
two gentlemen, residents of the town at which a field trial
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was held, who were standing in the office of the hotel where
a number of handlers were gathered in a circle. As South-
ern gentlemen habitually do, they had called to welcome the
-Strangers and make their stay pleasant. Their hearing ami
manner proclaimed them to' be gentlemen. The handlers
were engaged most fluently in airing a choice, ancieut stock
of grievances, sometimes two or three talking at a time, eanh
one clamorous to be heard. The gentlemen stood iu the
middle of the floor, amazement depicted on their faces, i
never saw them again. In fact, now that I think of it, no
town ever passed resolutions of esteem or admiration for the
sayings of the handlers.

From the Sportsman's Standpoint.
The competitive element never has had a full exposition

from the club member's standpoint.
The professional, having strictly a business interest, is

apt to take for granted that the club and its interests are
also purely from business motives and from a business
basis. The following excerpt from a letter recently received
from Mr. Thomas Johnson, of Winnipeg, will explain the
matter in a few words better than I have in many lines. It
'has the ring of true sportsmanship. He says: "I am quite
willing to give my time and a little money—a thousand dol-
lars a year for the past seven years would not reimburse
Ijhe—for the advancement of field trials, or anything else
[that comes under the head of sports. I would* encourage
professional handlers to run their dogs, but would not be
subject to their insolence. The reason I intended to abandon
any participation myself as a competitor was so that there
should be no cause for a cry of judges to favor me."
Referring to a letter from Mr. Brailsford, of England, in

which he says-' "One thing I am delighted at isthat our
good friend Wells has got to the top of the fence, and with
the bitch you thought so highly of on your prairies."

,
Oil this point, Mr. Johnson remarks: "His allusion to Mr.

Wells's victory at Chatham shows the spirit that should pre-
vail in field trials."
While in Canada, I observed among resident sportsmen a

much more gentlemanly acceptance of the judge's decisions.
They do the judge the honor of considering that he is com-
petent. If they differ, they are civil, talk it over quietly

CONSCRIPT (King op Kent-Hops).

- give, you my opinion before asking yours. The trouble seemsamong themselves, and retrain from being offensive or dis- & me to be in most part that breeders and exhibitors do not
courteous to the judge The unpleasantness m times past see enough of each other at shows, and therefore the wholem Canada m reference to the judges has been started by tMng is looked upon simply as a question of business by
parties frrom this side of the line. I hope that the Canadian 1

manV aud b otLers of getting the best of the. award, and
sportsmen will have the good sense not to copy us, which

|
thenhome to get, something ready for the next show, and so

there is little danger ot their doing. In fact, we are far be- 0£u iustead 0f business, pleasure 'and good fellowship, corn-

lb

w

COSSET (King of Kent—Hops).

hind the English in these respects. Their competitions are
friendly, sportsmanlike assemblages of competitors, and not
an aggregation of rampant savagery. There are some more
point-; I desire to touch on before beginning the manner of
handling at field trials, but there have been some hints
herein which may indicate room for improvement in the
handlers themselves. If their traditions and usages of the
jfeast are unalterable, they need not look for any wide or
rapid improvement in field trial interests in the future.

The U. S. F. T. Club's Trials.

The date fixed for holding the United States Field Trials
Club's trials has been changed from Feb. 19 to Feb. 12, thus
following immediately after the Southern trials. As pre
viously fixed, there was a week intervening between the two
trials, which, if the date had not been changed, would have
occasioned a loss of time and extra expense to the owners and
handlers.

bined with a strong desire to have another chat on the favor-
ite type of the breeds they fancy.
Now in my mind the simplest way of attaining these

much-to-be-desired ends is for the large clubs which have
annual shows to exert themselves a little more than they
have been doing to bring exhibitors, etc, in fact all in-
terested, closer together.
Take the late. Toronto show for an example. Every dog-

man who has visited Toronto knows that it is a pretty poor
place to spend an evening after the show closes. Exhibitors
have to content themselves with their room at the hotel, and

there they split up into little parties. Certain of them think
they have a grievance, and what they don't say about Brown
they say about Robinson, etc.
Now, if instead of this arrangement the Toronto manage-

ment (headed by the genial Stone, who, although he rolls
quite a lot looking after the comfort of all hands, still finds
time to gather some moss) would engage a large private
room for show week, where all could get together and have
a sociable smoking concert and a plain soda (dogmen seldom
want anything stronger), a sociable evening would be
spent, and who knows what sores would be healed, what
friendships renewed and cemented under the benign in-
fluence of "Auld Lang Syne" and similar ditties.
How often you hear the saying, "We don't have the jolly

times we used to have." Now, what are the good times re-
ferred to? Take Syracuse, Buffalo, London, Albany and
other shows of a few years ago and remember the quiet
evenings spent at those never-to-be-forgotten shows. If New
i ork, Boston, Philadelphia, Toronto and others would trymy suggestion, and, at their shows the coming year, arrange
tor some place where the boys could get together and spend
a sociable evening, I am certain the close of the coming year
would see a return to the times I have referred to, and in-
stead of a wordy newspaper war over every little trifle, a few
words at the reunion while the iron is hot would settle the
whole business amicably.

|

Now let us have your views on the subject, Mr. Editor, and
• why not ask for correspondence on the subject from your
j

readers? A letter from that prince of superintendents, Mr.
j

Mortimer, would do much to give the idea a boom, for every-
body knows that though years may come and years may go,
he will always be with the boys. Solus:

United States Field Trials.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The date of starting this club's field trials at Grand Junc-

tion, Tenn., has been changed by request of many of the
club s members and patrons from Feb. 19 to Feb 12 This
change will enable handlers to reach Grand Junction from
the Southern trials in plenty of time, as their trials will be
finished about Feb. 9.

The Grand Junction trials will be judged by Dr N Rowe
Mr. W. W. Titus and Mr. Royal Robinson, with Mr J a'Balmer m reserve With such an array of talent in 'the
saddles we hope to have a very pleasant meeting.
The annual meeting of the club will be held in ChicagoMarch 15. p. T. MADISON, Sec'y-Treas
Indianapolis, Ind.. Dec. 29.

, ,
Tlie well known poodle champion Dexter has been sold bv

Mr. E. H. Morris to Mr. A. A. Cobb of Wilmington, Delwho intends taking up the breed.

On Wednesday last the Fanciers'1 Journal Publishing Comade an assignment to Mr. V. M. Haldeman for the benefit
of its crditors. Mr. Haldeman will sell off the copyright
good will, fixtures, etc., at public sale within a couple of
vyeeks. It is rumored that Mr. C. T. Thompson will buy out
the concern. J

The auction sale of the Cumberland Kennel Co., Nash-
ville, Tenn., Dec. 21, resulted as follows: Mr. Frank Sea-
right bought Melac for §475; Minerva, $135; Phcebe, $150:
Cumberland Flora, §35; Cumberland Queen, $20. Mr. P.
Hager, Nashville, bought Zella for §170 and Norman for $55.
Mr. H. L. Goodman bought Jennie for $70, and Victoria and
Xotta, Italian greyhound bitches, for $10 each. Another
party bought the Italian greyhound dog Prince for 812.50.
The kennel fixtures, including horse, harness and wagon,
sold for §172; total §1,224.50. A delay in receiving the letter
containing the above, information made it too late for last
Week's issue,

B. WATEKS.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

A New Year's Time Suggestion.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Beading over notes of shows held from the year 1886 to

1890, and those from the latter date to the close of this year's
fall circuit, I could not help but remark a contrast.
The good feeling that seemed to actuate dogmen, with few

exceptions of late, seems to have changed into one continual
snarl. Jealousy, ill feeling and abuse are rampant iu dog
circles, and instead of breeders, exhibitors and judges woik-
mg together for the good of our four-footed friends, as one
united brotherhood, all the good old feeling and friendly
rivalries seem to have passed away and little else remains in
the hearts of many but the wish to run down the other fel-
low aud his dog.
I Why is this? And where are we to find the cause of this
much to be regretted state of things iu dogdom? and is
there a remedy and a cute for these evils? are the questions
I would ask you, Mr. Editor, and to put it properly, I first RIP RAP (King of Kent—Hops).
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Jan. 16 to 19,—Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club, at Saratoga, N.
T. L. "W. Clute, Ballston Lake. N. Y„ Sec'y.
Jan. 23 to 26.—New Orleans Fanciers' Club, at New Orleans, La. G.

W. Sentell, Jr.. Sec'y.
Feb. 20 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. James

Mortimer, Superintendent.
Feb. 27 to March 2—Columbus Fanciers' Club, at Columbus, O. G.

F. Mooney, Sec'y.
March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy

D. Welton, Sec'y.
March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, Dl. J. L.

Lincoln, S«c'y.
March 20 to 23.—St. Louis Kennel Club, at St. Louis, Mo.
April 3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.

Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21 —Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. W.

Orear. Sec'v.
May 15.—Portland Kennel Club, at Portland, Ore. D. L. Williams,

Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Jan. 15.—Pacific Coast Field Trial Club, at Salinas, Cal. J. M. Kil-

garif, Sec'y. San Francisco, Cal.
Feb. 1.—Blue Ridge Futurity Stakes, at New Albany, Miss.
Feb. 5—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta. Ga.
Feb. 12—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

Saratoga entries close Jan. 6, with Lyman W.
Clute, Ballston Lake, N. IT.

DOG CHAT.

Huber vs. Schell.

The case of Huber vs. Schell has been exciting considerable
interest among fanciers on the Pacific coast. The case was
decided Dec. 4 at a meeting of the officers of the Pacific Ken
nel Club. The trial lasted from 8 P. M. till 12 o'clock, and
was conducted with the utmost fairness on both sides. Both
men were represented by counsel. The cross-examination of
Schell resulted in much exposure of prevarication, contradic-
tion and admission of falsehood on his part, finally admitting
that he knew that the pointer pup Joker, which he had sold
to Mr. P. C. Klein, was not by Duke of Vernon, as he bad
stated at the time of sale. This was the principal charge
against him. The other was in counection with the St. Ber-
nard bitch Lady Gladys, Mr. Schell having told several
people that he had bred this bitch to both Duke of Edin-
burgh and Judge. As it was not proven that any one saw
the service, this latter charge fell to the ground. Further
evidence will, however, probably be forthcoming in this case.

The P. K. C. officials decided to hear Mr. SchelPs charges
against Mr. Huber before giving their verdict in the first

case, so on Dec. 11 another meeting of the club was held, and
again both men were represented by counsel as before The
charge against Mr. Huber was that he had sold several pups
out of Sally Brass II., though only one lived. Mr. Huber
completely exonerated himseif by proving that he had sold
five pups out of Sally Brass II. and five out of Bella T., and
proved satisfactorily, by his own testimony and that of bis
witnesses, the death of the rest of the litter. The meeting
lasted from 8 P. M., Dec. 11, to 2:30 A. M., Dec. 12, and the
following verdict was unanimously given:

San Francisco, Dec. 12, 1893.

The committee on the matter of the charges preferred by Mr. Henry
Huber, a member of the Pacific Kennel Club, against Mr. E. P. Schell,

also a member of the Pacific Kennel Club, decide on investigation
that Mr. Schell was and is guilty of having sold to Mr. C. Klein the
pointer puppy Joker, giving the pedigree of said Joker as being sired
by the Duke of Vernon, which pedigree was proven to be false. We
therefore declare Mr. Schell to be guilty and unfit to be a member of
the Pacific Kennel Club and hereby txpel him from the Pacific Kennel
Club.
In the case of Mr. Henry Huber, a member of the Pacific Kennel

Club, against whom counter charges were brought by Mr. E. P.

Schell, we find that there is no proof of Mr. Huber's having deceived
any one in the sale of dogs, or of having given any false pedigrees
whatever. We therefore exonerate Mr. Huber and declare him not
guilty of the charges preferred against him.

[Signed.] E. W. Briqgs, President,
F. R. Webster, Vice-President,
H. W. Obear, Corresponding Secretary,
C. A. Haight, Treasurer.

Our Pointer Pictures.

It has always been Mr. Edward Dexter's ambition to pro-
duce a kennel of pointers of a certain build and of uniform
type combined with the best field trial qualities. In this he
has been ably seconded by Capt. McMurdo, who with C. E.
Buckle attends to the training and developing of the dogs of
the Charlottesville Field Trial Kennel. That Mr. Dexter has
succeeded to a great extent in carrying out his views may be
seen by a glance at the portraits of several of his dogs which
we publish this week. The Charlottesville Kennels struck a
happy nick in the King of Kent—Hops union, and few ken-
nels can boast of having had two such handsome and intelli-

feht field performers as Kip Rap and Maid of Kent. There
ave been others resulting from this union, who,, while they

lived, performed well in public. Hops has passed away, but
this kennel has plenty of the blood to carry on the strain.

To Mr. Dexter are due the thanks of pointer men in general,
for blow hot or blow cold, he has persistently run his pointers
against the setters and thereby done no little toward creating
a confidence that led others to persist and which no doubt
directly results in the good showing which the pointer made
in open competitions this year and last.

Mr Sehallenberger, of Alma, Neb., whom we had the
pleasure of meeting at the Chicago show, in writing us of
the sale of the St. Bernard Aristocrat, says he has a new dog
for the open class in Alton III., a litter brother of the well-
known Altoneer. He is said to be very like Altoneer, though
much larger, and Mr. Schallenberger's friends think he is

the best dog be ever owned. This gentleman found, upon
his return, that his Valkyrie, by Watch—Betty S., had
whelped a litter to Aristocrat, and Columbiana, by Sir
Bedivere—Columbia Venus, had whelped to Saladin. fie re-

marks further, incidentally putting in a word for Nebraska:
"My dogs never were in better health. The weather here is

delightful. I have worn no overcoat since my return, and if

one works at all outside he must lay aside his coat.

Nebraska against the world for fine climate."

The prices received for the Cumberland Kennels' great
Danes must be considered good according to the idea that
prevailed among great Dane men at the Chicago show, as it

was thought that Melac, considering the circumstances
under which the sale was held, would not bring more than
$200. Melac is a good, stroDg, active great Dane and should
be well worth the $475 paid for him.

Boston Terrier Club Meeting.

The regular meeting of the Boston Terrier Club was held
at Young's Hotel, Boston, Dec. 26. Meeting called to order
by President W. A. Power. After the regular routine of
business had been disposed of the treasurer made his report,
showing that the club is entirely free from debt with a bal-

ance in the treasury of $82.01. The secretary reported that
the silver medals of the club had been offered at all of the

leading exhibitions throughout the country, and had been
duly delivered to the winners. Regarding the petition of H.
Clay Glover, and others, of New York, relative to the abro-
gation of certain rights, etc., heretofore existing between the
manufacturers and dealers in dog specialties, it was voted
that as the B. T. C- does not hold exhibitions this matter is

outside of their jurisdiction. In regard to the application of
J. A. Boutelle, and others, of Providence, R. I ,

regarding
the formation of a club iu that city, it was voted that the
secretary be instructed to suggest that they name the club
the Boston Terrier Club of Providence, R. I., and to extend
every possible courtesy to them; also that he be instructed
to offer them the use of the club's standard and constitution
and to encourage them in every possible way. The next
meeting of the club will be held the fourth Wednesday in
January. Mr. G. H. Huse is the secretary,
The rumors of dissention in this club are evidently without

foundation, and friends of this smart little dog will doubt-
less feel pleased to hear that the club is on such a sound
basis.

A meeting of the Philadelphia Kennel Club will be held
Tuesday night, Jan. 9, at the Aldine Hotel, Philadelphia,
and will probably have important results. It is expected
that the show committee will report and the club come to
some decision as to whether they will hold a show this com-
ing spring or not It is said there is some difficulty in getting
a suitable hall. Mr. James Watson stated last week that
while nothing definite had been done.it was probable that
the Keystone Kennel Club would hold a show as usual. Two
shows will not go in Philadelphia, that is certain, and the
Keystone Club might well rest on their laurels for a year
and let the older club try once more. Although not a mem-
ber of the A. K. C, the P. K. C. has many friends of the
fancy among its members, and would be sure*o poll a good
entry with a proper prize list.

It is by no means certain that the doctor who cauterizes
the wound made by the bite of a dog suspected of rabies,
and then orders the dog shot, ought not to be shot himself
for making two such cardinal professional blunders.—Even-
ing Telegram,

Controversies.

The tradition that "Peace and good will toward all men"
should reign at this season evidently does not obtain in the
mindsoftwokennel editors on the Pacific slope. Surely these
gentlemen, who control the columns of the only kennel jour-
nals on thecoast, should set a better example. The playful
terms which they apply to each other are not calculated to
elevate dogdom on the coast. Such personal squabbles are
of no earthly interest to any but themselves, and "Nam-
quoit" has rubbed shoulders with dogmen long enough to
know better, and we would draw his attention to a sentence
from the pen of Joseph Cairn Simpson on "Controversies,"
in his own journal of Dec. 23: "It is quite true that when
controversy degenerates into unseemly wrangles, when
arguments are forsaken and personalities take the place of
logic, when the amenities of debate are thrust aside and ill-

temper, violent rudeness, perhaps disfiguring nearly every
sentence, it is time to condemn. But opposite views, con-
veyed in terms which do not offend the most polished reader
without exhibitions of vulgar passions, are not out of place;
in fact, controversies of that kind are potent educators.
With only one side of a question presented there would be
small room for improvement." There is a lot of "horse sense"
in those remarks.

The St. Bernards that Mr. Thomsen brought over from
Switzerland for the World's Fair show and which were
afterwards exhibited on the "Midway," have been taken to
San Francisco and will be exhibited at the Midwinter Fair.

A building is now being erected for their accommodation.
Mr. Thomsen has only succeeded in selling one of his team,
but one cannot but admire his pluck after meeting with so
many disappointments.

The white poodle Pretty, owned bv Mr. Elmore, sporting
editor of the Toronto Mail, died Dec. 25. Pretty was a
great favorite with his owner and, we are told, had won
several prizes.

A writer in the Toronto Globe, takes a serious view of our
recent comment on Mr. Jarrett breeding white collies, and
in alluding to the fact remarks that among all tin3 cockers
bred in the Province memory recalls but two white ones,
one bred by a Belleville breeder not long ago, and another
that Mr. Geo. Bell bred which died when a puppy. "Uncle"
Dick" says he can breed a black spot anywhere you want it

on a white dog, why not try for the other oddity—a white
cocker?

Preparations are being made to make the Boston show a
record one this year. Boston is always a good show town
and somehow there is a sentiment attached to the show
among exhibitors that is equalled only, though in a different
ight, by that surrounding the W. K. "C. show. The club has
some good fanciers at the helm, and they deserve every
support.

We regret to learn that Robber Chieftain, almost as well
known to show-goers as his renowned sire, had one of his
legs fractured recently. The limb has been set, but it is

doubtful if he will appear on the bench again.

Pointer men will be sorry to hear that Mr. J. H. WT
inslow's

pointer Admiration died of blood poisoning one day last
week. This dog has won several prizes this year, and was
imported by his late owner. Mr. Winslow, one of our most
popular fanciers, has not had the best of luck with his dogs,
but good luck or the reverse will scarcely make much differ-

ence to this whole-souled fancier, and he will probably last as
long as any other.

Bob.

Mr. C. A. Sumner, secretary of the Southern California
Kennel Club, has written a very amusing and interesting
book in the form of an autobiography of his foxhound Bob,
who came originally from Mr, Belmont's kennels. On every
other page we find a half-tone depicting some scene in Bob's
happy life. These pictures were "snapped" by Mr. Sumner
and are really the best and most realistic studies of dog life

that we have yet come across, "Bob, You're a Father," "In
Disgrace— 'I Killed a Hen'," "I Made a Rush for the Water
and She Played a Hose on Me," "On a Sunday Afternoon
We Rested," "Run to Earth," "At Drill, J Gave the Word of

Command— Attention!'" "And Then — 'Left Dress!'"
"Homeward Bound We Rode; I Took a Corner and Jim the
Other, With the Three Girls in the Middle," "Who's There"
and "Coming, Sir?" are among those that are especially
good, and our thanks are due to the author for giving us
such a treat. We suppose the book will be for sale. Mr.
Sumner's address is Los Angeles, Cal.

Mastiff Brampton Beauty.

Since we published the fact that the celebrated mastiff
bitch Brampton Beauty had been purchased by Mr. W. Nor-
man Higgs for exportation to America, it has been a matter
for considerable discussion as to who had purchased her.

Mr Winchell kept his peace, but now we learn that this
crack bitch is on her way to this country and will enter Mr.
Winchell's kennel at Fairhaven, Vt. Brampton Beauty will

no doubt take the place of C. O. D. in the estimation of mas-
tiff men. Although only a little over two vears old she
has won at the largest and principal shows. First in novice
and open classes and special for best in open classesat Cruft's
show; first open class at Preston, first and special at Shef-
field and cup for best mastiff in the show; first and special
for best in show at Darlington and the same at Gloucester as
well as the O. E. M. C. cup (breeder's prize); first and special
at Edinburgh; first and three specials at the Crystal Pal-
ace, as well as the O. E. M. C. breeder's prize; first and cup
at Birmingham and first in challenge class at Cruft's show
in 1893 is the record that stamps this mastiff as one of the
best of the day—she holds an unbeaten record. These prizes
she won when yet unmatured. The appearance of such a
bitch on our show benches will certainly create an interest in
mastiffs that is very much needed. Brampton Beauty has
been sent out here 'for exhibition and for sale. With Mr.
Winchell's Beaufort's Black Prince and this bitch on exhi-
bition admirers of the mastiff have a treat in store. With
such kennels actively represented as those of Dr. Louget,
Mr. Winchell, Dr. Glazier , and Mr. Bunn a class of mastiffs
will soon appear at our shows that will go far to bring these
dogs into popular favor again and make them the favorites
they were when such breeders as Dr. Perry, Winlawn Ken-
nels, Mr. Moore and others of that class were seen at our
shows with the best they could breed or buy.

A Sporting Match.
Some dog breeders or owners will consume yards of paper

and quarts of printers' ink in showing how not to make a
match; others will talk together five minutes and the thing
is done. Such a match was made the other eveuing between
two well known pointer breeders for $200, that Hempstead
Luck (Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game) cannot heat Chan-
cellor (Lad of Kent—Lass of Kent), John Davidson to be
judge and the match to take place the first week in. May.

New Orleans Show.
The premium list of the New Orleans Fanciers' Club's

show wa« received too late for review in our last issue. The
show will be held Jan. 23 to 26 in a good hall in the heart of
the city and convenient to hotels, etc. The list is well
arranged and the prizes are worth trying for. Challenge
classes are made for mastiffs, St. Bernards (each breed), great
Danes, greyhounds, pointers, all setters, Irish wrater spaniels,
cocker spaniels, collies, bulldogs, fox-terriers and pugs; the
sexes compete together with the exception of pointers, where
they are separated; the prizes are $10. In open classes $10 and
$5 are given to all breeds excepting toy terriers, whippets,
toy spaniels. Italian greyhounds, Dandie Dinmont, Skye,
Yorkshire, black and tan terriers, dachshunds and poodles,
which get $5 and $2 50, while Chesapeake Bays, Newfound-
lands and Russian wolfhounds get $10 and $15, sexes com-
peting together. Kennel prizes of $20 are given in mas-
tiffs, St. Bernards, great Danes and Newfoundlands; and
with the exception of St. Bernards, which require four, five

dogs must be shown. Other kennel prizes of $15 are given
for the same number of dogs in the most important breeds.
They also devote $200 to the handlers. The one who has the
largest number of dogs in his care wins $125, but he must
show at least fifty dogs; second $50, and third $25. Dogs l

handled are to be named on the entry blanks. These prizes
are not open to local competition. The entry fee for mastiffs,
St. Bernards, great Danes and Newfoundlands is $3; for all
others except toy terriers, pugs, toy spaniels, Italian grey-
hounds and whippets the fee is $3 50, and for thosementioned
$2. If the fee for Newfoundlands is put on the same basis
as that for mastiffs, the prizes should be the same, with sexes
divided.
There is one objectionable feature however in this praise- i

worthy schedule, we refer to the rule that is becoming too
general now-a-days—that, if there is only one entry in any
class, one-half of the prize money will be withheld. Show
committees should disolay a little more prudence in this
matter. It is not likely a handler will bring a big string of
dogs, with this rider attached to his possible winnings. If a
club cannot afford to stand by its prize list and take the risk <

of entries being large and small, they should either reduce i

the prizes or not hold a show at all. There has recently been
much dissatisfaction on this score among exhibitors. The
latter risk enough as it is to make shows possible, without
asking them to partake in a chance game. The show is un-
der A. K. C. rules, and Mr. John Davidson will judge all

classes. The Adams, Wells Fargo, Pacific, United States,
American and Southern express companies will carry dogs
under the usual conditions. Entries close January 15, with
G. W. Sentell, Jr., 190 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.

We learn from Mr. H. F. Peck, secretary of the Akron
Poultry and Kennel Club, that he is getting together a good
team to take to New Orleans show.

Saratoga Show.
The D. & H. C. Co. sets a good example in offering to

carry all dogs free to and from Saratoga show. The Ash-
mout trophy will be offered if the club secures 400 entries.
Additional specials are $20 for best four fox-terriers, $5 for
best beagle. Railroad and hotel rates havebeenreduced and
the prospect for a good show is flattering.

Col. Ridgway, Francis S. Brown, William Ridgway and
John S. Leisinring have leased 5,000 acres of land in North
Carolina for shooting purposes, and intend building a club
house, shooting lodge, with quarters for servants and dogs.

Mr Jarret is well pleased with his recent trade in collies,

and Chesterford Marvel will be re-registered and known as
Marvel. Mr. Roberts's Donna, of Chicago, and Mr,
Frank Carswell's Lady Moll have already been bred to
Marvel. The pointer bitch, Bessie Girl, by Graphic III. ex
Bessie Wyant, which Mr. Jarrett bought from T. G. Davey
at the Chicago show, he has sold to Mr. C. M. Lea, of Phila-
delphia.

A Kennel Club for Maine.

Again we hear rumors of a kennel club being formed in
Maine, This time it is thought that a State kennel club will
be organized. The Bath fanciers are very eager to see some-
thing done, and if the other towns do not take hold they will
form a club in that city and hold a show the week after
Boston. Mr. T. B. Catland, of Lewiston, and Mr. Wm.
Ledyard, of Bath, are the active movers in the affair, and
they are trying to bring the other towns into line. There Is

no reason why a good strong club should not be organized in
Maine, as the State has many dogmen, several good pointers
and spaniels hailing from the Pine Tree State.

W. K. C. Show Judges.
Theke has been considerable anxiety lately among dog-

men as to who would be the judges at the Westmister Ken-
nel Club show, to be held Feb. 20 to 23. Although the list is

scarcely complete there is little doubt but that those invited
will accept. As we go to press we learn that mastiffs will
be judged by Francis T. Underbill, Oyster Bay, L I ; St.
Bernards, Newfoundlands, Miss A. H. Whitney, Laucaster,
Mass.

;
great Danes, basset hounds and dachshounds, G. Muss

Arnolt, Tuckahoe, N. Y.; bloodhounds, Russian woLfhouuds,
deerhounds, greyhounds, English retrievers, Irish and Gor-
don setters, beagles and miscellaneous class, John Davidson,
Monroe, Mich.; pointers, Chas. Heath, Newark, N. J.; Eng-
lish setters, American foxhounds and Chesapeake Bay dogs.
Major J, M. Taylor; Lish water spaniels, Clumber, field and
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cocker spanies, A. Clinton Wilmerding, New York city;

collies, Dr. L. C, Sauveur, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.;
black and tan, white. English and toy terriers and Italian
greyhounds, Dr. H. T. Poote, New Rochelle. N. Y.: poodles,
Irish, Dandie Dinmont, Scottish, Skye, BedHngton and
Yorkshire terriers and toy spaniels, Dr. M. H, Cryer, Phila-
delphia, Pa ; wire-haired fox-terriers and old English sheep-
dog, R. P. Mayhew. New York. city.
Those invited, but who have not yet accepted are Trenor

L. Park, New York citv, for bulldogs; C. Albert Stevens.
Hoboken, N. J., for bull-terriers, and Lewis L. Rutherford
for smooth fox-terriers.

It makes but little difference who judges at New York, so
far as entries go. as everybody that has a dog worth anything
will show. The adaptability of most of the judges for
their breeds can be explained. Dr. Poote, Dr. Sauveur and
F. T, Underbill are the only untried ones, and are identified
with the breads they will adjudicate upon. The selection of
Dr. Cryer, who has been identified only with pugs, to pass
upon such now important breeds as poodles and the different
rough terriers, is scarcely treating the breeders with due
consideration. It is to be hoped that Messrs. Park, Stevens
aud Rutherford will accept, as they have all owned Food
ones. Mr. Heath knows -a pointer well, and should be well
indorsed by his fellow-breeders. The others have faced the
music before many a time.
The premium list will be issued shortly and will not mate-

rially differ in the amount of regular prizes from that of last

year.

St. Bernards at Providence.

That a mistake has evidently been made somewhere in
the awards of the mastiff and St. Bernard classes at the last
Providence show is very evident from the following letter.

We may here remark that Forest and Stream awards were
identical with those reported by Mr. Fellows, the judge, in
Ft t-v dor's Journal:
Editor Forest and Stream:
I noticed the correction in Forest AND Stream in regard

to the mastiff and St, Bernard clases at the Providence show.
But you make the corrections under protest, I should infer
by your letter to me, and I don't much wonder when you
come to look at the reports in all the other papers, and
especially the judge's report in Fanciers 1 Journal. In this
report you will notice a discrepancy in the criticisms which
follow the list of awards, Mr. Fellows does not seem to
find but two dogs iu these classes to criticise, that is, the
mastiff Abe, which really was Philip, and the St. Bernard
Eulalie, which was Abe, the St. Bernard. The judge did not
see Eulalie after awarding first to her in the puppy class on
the stage, as his report was made after the classes were »U
judged. To assist in convincing you further that my version
is a correct one, I would say that Abe won second at the
Pawtucket show a year ago to Mr. Moore's well-known
Melrose, first, and if you refer to Forest AND Stream of
Jan. 5, 189&, you will certainly experience a revelation, as
your own criticisms of Abe then are in the main identical
With the reports on Eulalie as per Forest AND Stream and
Fanciers Journal last week. We all had a good time at the
Providence show, but somebody got mixed. Who you think
it was? . G. W . Patterson.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions i-elating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

C. W. B., Trenton, N. J.—You had better advertise for English
hares.

M. H. L., Williamsporfc, Pa.—There is no such breed as English
waterfronds.

S. H. S , Cleveland, O—Yes, the article on bulldogs has been well
received, but we do not recommend breeders. Consult our advertising
columns or advertise for what you want.

J. D. C , Concord, N. H.—I have a foxhound two years old, and the
enamel is coming off his teeth, chiefly around the base ol the teeth,
and his breath smells very badly. He seems to feel well when out
hunting and eats well, keeping in good condition. Have treated him
for worms and I do not think be has any. Did you ever hear of the
enamel coming off from the teeth of so young a dog? Ans. The
enamel only becomes diseased after distemper and then only in
patches. From your description I think it is only an accumulation of
tariaronthe teeth. Remove this tartar, and the offensiveness will
disappear—apply the following wash to the gums:

IJi. Acid carool m.x.
Tr. card 3ss.
Tr. myrrh 3 ii.

Alum exotic grs.x.
Aq. ad 5iii.

Mix. Ijotio.

H. J. H., Seattle. Wash.—Two weeks ago my bull-terrier bitch Bess
in a short fight received a wound extending from the inside of the
lower lip to the outside of the opposite jaw, passing below the skin
and under the points of the jaw. A few days later while standing
with her forefeet on a bench (J had shortly before dressed the wound
and was then sponging her mouth as she slobbered a great deaD, she
slowly tui ned half round on her hindfeet and fell unconscious. She
recovered in a few minutes sufficient to move around very slowly.
This occurred in a very warm room. Last Thursday morning while
she was following a cable car on a steep grade and having only gone
120yds , the last part very slowly, she reared up and again fell sense-
less. When I reached her she had recovered somewhat, but her
tongue was a bluish color. Previous to receiving the wound she was
very lively and strong, but now is quiet and mopish. She is now de-
veloping a case of distemper. Her age is 16 months and her puppies
are 4 months old. She nas been cut very badly in other fights, but has
been all right till now. A half-brother has fallen in convulsions
several times, both while walking aDd running. A neighbor has a
Better pup between four and five months old. whose hindlegs appear
to be pai aly zed. His appetite is good and he is otherwise in good con-
dition. Ans. The bitch may have simply fainted or may have had a
fit. Keep her quiet. Allow no exercise. Dress the wound daily and
give the following mixture:

Quimnesulph ....grs.xxiv.
Acid hydrobrom. dil 3ss.
Ferri phos z i.

Aq. ad J vi.

Give one teaspoonful three times a day.
For the setter puppy treat for worms. Give the following pills:

B. Ergotine. grs.xii.
Ext. nucis vom grs ii.

Mix and make 1 a pills. Give one twice a day for 10 days and then
three times a day. Give milk after meals. H* there is no improve-
ment after this use galvanism.

G-oodland, Kan., is located about 175 miles east of Denver,
on the. Rock Island road. A special railroad rate has-been
applied for, and will be made. The hotel accommodation is

good; the grounds are ideal, and hares strong. Water ex-
cellent. Saddle horses and teams plentiful, and can be hired
at very moderate prices. Any further information will be
given by the secretary, Sam W. Vidler, Colorado Snring«,
Col. Intending nominators are requested to notify Mr
Vidler as soon as possible, as another purse will be made up
if entries warrant.

FIXTURES.
Jan. 15.—Brunswick Fur Club's winter meet. Bradford S . Turpin,

Secy

Altcar Coursing Meets.
There is evidently a poetical sentiment abroad in the

[Altcar Coursing Club, for we find the following old couplet
at the head of their programme of the coming meeting:

"Say thou wilt, course; thy greyhounds are as swift

As breathed stags, ay, fleeter than the roe."

,
The inaugural meet of this club will be held at Goodland,

Kan., on Feb. 20 and following days. The judge will be
Wm. Green, and slipper Ralph Taylor, as previously an-
nounced. The Altcar Stake will be run, for 33 or more all-
aged greyhounds at $10, winner 50 per cent, and S115 added;
runner-up 85 per cent, and $45 added; third and fourth, 12K
per cent, and §10 each

• • • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

"Mr. Thos. Hitchcock, Jr., will hunt the country round
Aiken, N. C, three days a week dur'tna: the winter, having
taken a pack of fox-hounds down with him. The country is

good and foxes plenty, so excellent sport is expected.
• • *

On Dec. 27 the West Chester, Pa., hunters had a novel ex-
perience. Dropping a fox at a point north of the town, ten
couple of bounds were laid on and the fun commenced.
After running a short time revnard turned from his line at
ritrht angles, and entered the town of Wmt Chester at West
Gay street, and ran its entire leneth into West Goshen. By
this neat move the fox saved bis brush, as the hounds lost
the scent, and the fox e:oing away toward Frazer made good
his escape, hounds and hunters being entirely at fault.

• • • •

The English courser George Gregson still follows the hare
and the hounds, though be is SO years of age. He was the
owner of Roaring Meg, the Waterloo Cup winner of 1862.

• • • •

The winter meet of the Brunswick Fur Club will com-
mence at Freeport, Me.. Jan. 15, and continue one week.
Headquarters will be at the Harra«eeket House. Frppport is

on the Maine Central Railroad, with thrpe trains daily from
Boston. The club meetine will be held Jan. 15 at, 8 P. M.
Fox-hunters will be heartily welcomed. A standard for
judging foxhounds will be submitted.

• • • •

Mr. S. S. Howland will hunt the Annapolis hounds this
winter two or three days a week. The pack has been
strengthened by twenty couple of srood hounds from Eng-
land. Foxes gray and red are plentiful in that country, and
the soil is sandy and freezes onlv on rare occasions. The
fields are of good size and fenced with rail and snake fences.
The farmers are in sympathy with the sport and will join in
the fun themselves. The meets will he arranged so as to
afford sportsmen in Baltimore and Washington every oppor-
tunity to participate.

• • • •

Mr. S. C. Bradley, so well and favorably known in field
trial circles, has returned from the South to his place at
Greenfield, Conn. He writes us that foxes are plentiful in
his neighborhood and he can have a ran almost any day.

• • • •

The best fox hunt of the season took place Dec. 25, at the
Three-mile House, Lancaster township, in which a large
number of huntsmen participated. Reynard had a start of
fifteen minutes and gave the horsemen a run of fifteen miles
before be was pulled down. During the run he circled
Chestnut Hill, eonv'ng back to the starting point with
hounds in full view but evading them by a cunning trick
finally crossed Little Conestoera Creek. Nearing historic
Wheatland, the home of President Buchanan, the hounds
ran into him, Mr. Hambright beiug the only rider in at the
death.

§xcJ(iittg.

So much has been said in American papers concerning the "ballast

crew" of Vigilant, that it is rather extraordinary to find an English

paper, and above all the Field, attempting to depreciate the value of

this sort of shifting ballast. As applied to Vigilant rather than to an

imaginary vessel, the Field's assumption is that the two tons of bal-

last, if not carried on the deck, would h' placed below the present

keel: but a much more plausible assumption is that the designer has

already disposed the bulk of his lead at the lowest desirable point, and
that if his two tons of crew were denied him by the committee, the

weight would necessarily be made up by inside lead, stored (as we as-

sumed in our consideration of the subject) above, and not below, the

existing keel, and hence less effective.

In comparing the effect of ballast in various positions, several

methods of invesigation are possible, but in all the controlling factor

is the horizontal separation of the various weights and the center of

buoyancy, and the most direct is by a simple comparison of the hori-

zontal distances within the ordinary sailing angleof such a wide vessel.

Of course the height of the weight has an effect on the result, but in

the case in question, of Vigilant at her ordinary sailing angle, it is too

little to he worth considering. Even admitting that the general

method employed by the Field is correct and applicable, any man
who has sailed a wide b<mt in summer weather with both fixed and
live ballast in turn will deny the accuracy of a calculation which seeks

to prove such an extremely low value for live ballast on the weather
rail as compared with the same weight of lead stowed below.

The New York Herald of Dec. 24 contained an excellent article on
stability and the metacenter, by Lewis G. Nixon, late naval construc-

tor in the U. S. Navy and now with the Cramp Shipbuilding Company.
Mr. Nixon is an expert, and his clear explanations are in strong contrast

to the many blunders that the Herald has lately made in treating on
naval matters.

A Cheap Cruise.

(Concluded from Page 57k.)

Finally I found myself at St. Nazaire, a dreary little port on the
great, shallow Loire, and by the next day 1 was scudding under a fresh
N. E. wind westward ho! again. That night I anchored off Eenoiet,
having done one hundred miles in fourteen hours. But it was anxious
work among all those rocks, For from the lie de Groiz, off Lorient,
to the Quimper River there are miles of rocks; and well lighted as the
dangerous coast is, yet every danger cannot be provided against, and
the old pilot who came off to see me next, morning declared I must
have crossed a very dangerous patch called the Basse Jaune, near the
Glennan Islands. I don't believe I did, for there was no water on it

when I passed, but I have no doubt I went very near. One gets used
to an intimacy with rocks off the coast of Brittany which would
startle a stranger.
The return journey to England was a little ticklish, as the crew had

cut his foot and I had to do all the work. The wind was ahead all the
way, and very strong at times, so much so that I had to lie to and
strike the topmast during a heavy thunder squall. But the old boat
comes out well under these circumstances, and it is then one appre-
ciates her great b am. We were two days and two nights crossing.
After a short si ay in Falmouth, v. e took a run up to Cowes in time

for the regatta week, and then returned westward. By the middle of
August I was back at Falmouth, and my freckled one siid he wanted
to go home. He had sailed many miles, and was anxious to play the
.hero to his father's customers. Besides, he did not wish to go round
Land's End. I now had to find another crew.
At Fowey I picked up a capital man. He was hunchbacked, but

very strong and willing. He agreed to go round to Aberdovey in N.
Wales for 35s. a week, finding himself, or £2 10s. the trip. I found he
thought we should be a fortnight or three weeks over the voyage.

We started at 8 on Saturday morning, Aug. 2f>:bvl0 that night we
were off the Longship Light off the Land's End, and bv 4 the next
afternoon we s-ere entering Padstow Harhor in a strong breeze from
N N.E. The sea was heavv outside, and it looked like worse coming.
I had never been round on the west coast before and found the sea in
the Bristol Chanuel as had as I had been led to expect.
Padstow is a wild harbor to make for. One has to so so close to the

cliffs on the west side that there is a notice board put up telling- mar-
iners to kepp close in. I can't say T had much time to read this, as the
wind was nearlv dead aft. and a heavy sea running, aud it took tor all

I could do to prevent gybing. There are no buoys to mark the chan-
nel, and the anchorage off Padstow is limited in "snace as well as shal-
low. Next dav, as the wind had lulled and shifted to the S.E I started
early. By 1 o'clock I could just see Ltmdy Island away on our star-
board beam, and by 10 o'clock at night the Smalls Lighthouse was vis-
ible bearing N. by W. The wind had been playing about all day and
had finally settled down right ahead. 3
We had sailed over 100 miles, however, since 7 that morning.;
All that night we made little wav. The tide was sweeping out of

the Irish Channel and the breeze was with it.

By daybreak next morning I could ju=it make out what I took to be
St. David's Head, looming like an extinct volcano against the crimson
and eold of the coming sun.

All that day we had a hard breeze right ahead. By nightfall we
were 7 miles to the north of Port Cardigan and well into Cardigan
Bay. By dint of a most, unjustifiable bit of audacity I had cheated the
tide race off Strumble Head and slipped into Fishguard Bay, thus
saving three hours' rough and tumble on the edge of the tide. The
coast is very fine here and I had the first idea of the coming glories of
the Welsh scenery.
As for the Breton coasts there is nothing strikingly pretty or grand

after passing the. neighborhood of Brest. The most, striking part is

the rocky nature of the coast, but that is what I tried to avoid. Here
the coast was mountainousf Imost; splendid headlands and wild cliffs,

deep bays and narrow inlets, rock-studded and tortuous, opened up
rapidly a«s we sned along the Cardiganshire coast.
When night shut down we were nearly becalmed in the very center

of the great Bay which has St. David's Head on its south and Bardsey
Island on its north for its limits.
We made perhaps 14 miles that night. I was afraid we might pass

Aberdovev in the dark, for T had never been here before, and had not
even a chart of the coast after leaving Padstow. AH I had was the
index sheet of 'he Admiralty charts, which was about as useful as the
map of a railway time table.
When day dawned I found we were approaching a hilly shore. Smoke

and mist, bung over a dark patch in a valley, and I judged we were
coming to Aberystwith.
As the day grew the wind freshened. In another hour we were otvno-

site the town which I took for granted was Aberystwith, and sped on
toward a large indentation some 0 miles ahead.
This might he the Divev estuary and these ridges are the Welsh

Mountains, so T settled in my mind while I searched about for an
opening in the long line of sand heaps which formed such a brilliant
contrast to the purple mountains behind, rising ridge on ridge to a
rugged peak which towered over all. There was no doubt about the
beauty of the sc°nery; I was looking upon Cader Idris and some of
the loveliest districts of Wales.
By sounding I soon found we had every need to be careful. The

coast was verv shoal about here. The estuary I was approaching
was a bar harbor and the sandbanks which hedged it round were
evidently a little bewildering. However, hy dint of great caution, and
with the rising tide, I found myself anchored off an old village, a busy
quarry where a few coasters were loading slates, and a heather-
covered ridge of steep hills: I was in the so-called shelter of Aberdovey.
Later on I had reason to find out that unless we had very strong
moorings properly laid there was little comfort or safety in this pic-
turesque river.

It had taken us four days to sail round from Fowev and we had
sailed over 400 miles to get to Aberdovey, but we had the wind ahead
all the way. I was glad I had agreed to pay by the week instead of
the trip. However, my hunchbacked one left me here to join his
shin for the winter season.
For a fortnight I was captain and crew of my old vessel once more.

Finding, however, that I must either lay down expensive moorings or
clear out before the next spring tides came on. and having explored
the lovely scenerv all round, I decided on putting to sea again. A
tall, delicate-looking young fellow said he would like to go with me
for the same wages he had received on his last vovage. He frankly
said he was not, a spama", but then I had been used to that, provided
he would do what I told him that was all I wanted. So the bargain
was struck and we set sail with a falling glass and head wind.
Cardigan Bay with a strong westerly wind and during the strongest

spring-tide can be nasty. I beat over to the shelter of the long promo-
tory which juts out from the Sunodon district and ends in the wild
headland of Braich-y-Pwll (don't ask me to pronounce in. There, by
dint of dodging round some islands callpd St. Tudwells Islands, I man-
aged to keep ourselves from harm, and then took the first chance of
making for Holvhead. We spent five davs in dodging the gale, but
reached Holyhead in a day's sail from St. Tudweii Roads. The wind
was ahead as far as Bardsey Round. Then it fell calm. Then it blew
hard and we flew across Carnarvon Bay to be tossed wildly in the
fierce race off the Saulterstack Lighthouse until the final shelter under
the magnificent breakwater of Holvhead was reached bv midnight.
Here we remained for three days while the gale blew itself out.

when I decided to set sail for Dougla=, Isle of Man. After three days
I started again northward, and by midnight I found myself anchored
in Loch Rvan in Wigtonshire. but the seventeen hours' sail from
Douglas had been a very stiff one AH went well until we were fairlv
across from the Isle of Man to the Mull of Galloway. Then a black
and very fierce squall came down, and amid the fury and darkness of
it the old ship was driven out of her course. When the miserv was
over a black rock was close to us on our lee, the Mull of Oalloway
was away to windward, and we were headed into the great inlet called
Luce Bay.

It was a dead beat to windward, with a strong tide against us; for
two hours we made little progress By dark we were four miles to
the north of the Mull, and from that time onward it took me all my
sailing to judge where we were It was black: I could see no light
except the masthead light of many steamers, for we w°re right in the
track of the Liverpool and C'yde traffic. I knew the shore was close
on our lee, but I could see nothing of it. However, all worries have
an end sometime and sompfiow. We reached Loch Rvan in safety by
midnight and anchored off Stranraer Harbor in three fathoms.
At Stranraer I experienced the first taste of Scoth cleverness. I was

induced to go inside the harbor for the purpose of scrubbing. The
tide never fell low enough to do it and the harbor master wanted to
make me pav 10s harbor dues and 10s. for scrubbing. I have since
found that the able character of the harbor master is well supported
by the rest of his countrymen with whom I have had dealings.
Leaving Stranraer we had a splendid run up to the Isle of Arran,

past the well-known Ailsa Crag, and anchored in Lamlash Ray. Of
course it rained hard and blew strongly most of the time: it would not
have been Scotland if it had not, but the scenery between the squalls
was beautiful.
From Arran I took the old ship through the Kvles of Bute, up Loch

Ridon and down to Rothesay, passing between the narrowest channel
of the Burnt Islands. Here I had a little fright. The wind shifted
just as I was entering the very narrow ditch—for it is nothing more

—

and blew strong right ahead. I had no room to wear an'1 was obliged
to work through. The tide wa= against me, too. By dint of hauling
over the boom to windward and much care I got through without
touching, but I could have touched any one of the four beacons easily
with my hand. I have never been in such a tight place before.
I did not like Rothesay. It blew a gale from the S.W. and I came

away under the trysail and flew up Lnugh Long. At one moment the
old boat was nearly gunwale under, even under her trysail; the next
she was bolt upright and all the sails limp and motionless. At one
time the ensign blew out from the S.W., while the burgee was flying
stiffly from the N.E. At this period I was not calm.
Loch Long is most picturesque. The yachtsman anchors against

the mountain side. As I was anchored half'-wa« up it I got out and
climbed to the top. I think I saw all over Scotland. Anyhow, I saw
the Ailsa Crag and Wigtonshire one way—the Firth of Forth and the
east coast another way, and Ben Nevis and the Grampians the other
way. There is not much more of Scotland to see, I don't think.
It is not often a yacht takes you half up a mountain.
From Loch Long I came down to the Gare Lock, where the old ship

will try and spend the winter. But it can blow and it does rain.
Now, I have tried to make all this as short as I could, but there were

a great many places to be touched upon. Of course one does not do
all these miles in a yacht almost single-banded without many adven-
tures and risks. I had my share, and if the yachting editor would
allow me space I could spin a good many yarns which might point a
moral a"d adorn a sail. But that is not the objpet of mv writing this.
What I am driving at is to show how very cheaply and comfortably

a man may visit some of the most delightful, out of the way, pic-
ture.-que or famous places in the Old World, simply by paddling one's
ovvn canoe. Such a sailing vessel as I am writing "this paper in offers
every comfort. There is no "pigging" it. I have carried my house
with me down the Bay of Biscay, into every Breton nook and corner,
among the most unsophisticated of the French peasantry, where Old
World Ideas of religion, of custom, of habit, of thought, still linger,
where the memories of Lancelot du Lac, of Du Guesclin, of Anne of
Brittany, of the Chouannerie of La Vendee are still realities.
From the heather and rocks of Brit'any to the heather and rocks of

Cornwall, that kindred land, to the cultured world of latest fashion
and most fin de siecle life, the Isle of Wight in Cowes week. Back
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again along thesunny southern shore to the rugged Land's End, across
the turbid waves to the rolling uplands and lonely peaks of the Welsh
Highlands, where fairy legend and Bardic mystery hover round the
summits of Sunodon and Oader Idris, or linger in the shades of Han-
horis and the Vale of the Mawddwy.
From Welsh loveliness to Scottish highlands, to the land of loch and

moor and mountain fell, I have sailed my course. Free from hotel
bills, saved from lodging hunting, at ease and comfortably I have had
a holiday which has covered four playgrounds of the tourist world and
at what cost? Six months for sixty pounds. This has covered crew,
insurance of the yacht and every expense, and has paid the journey of
over 3,000 miles. Why don't more people doit? By the way, I have
never employed a pilot; chart, lead and common sense have been my
only guides. Nomad.

.

Shifting and Fixed Ballast.

The Field of Dec. 9 indulges in a rather severe criticism of our
remarks on the value of shifting ballast, and in an effort to justify its

original assumption of the small value of the big ballast crew carried by
Vigilant, it goes still further into the mathematics of the question.
We might dispute the accuracy of the Field's calculations, but,
assuming that the figures are correct as far as they go, in our
opinion the question is one that can only be thoroughly consid-
ered from the practical point of view of the man who has sat
well outside the planksbeer of a yacht with his lap full of sandbags,
rather than from the theoretical standpoint, of the naval architect.

We reprint the Field's remarks, as the calculations may interest our
readers.

In the issue of Forest and Stream for Nov. 25 there is an attempt to
criticise our demonstration of the relative effect of weight on deck and
weight on the keel on stability. We say attempt, because the writer
displays an unacquaintance with the most elementary laws of statics,

and the conclusions arrived at from the illustration given are not only
misleading, but might also be dangerous. The writer says we intro-

duced the height of the center of gravity in the question, which need-
lessly complicates the matter; but the fact is the "matter" cannot be
explained without introducing the center of gravity, even by aid of a
quasi geometrical illustration such as given in Forest and Stream.
The statement made by this paper is as follows:
"In a wide, flat boat, at least, the height of the center of gravity need

not be considered, and, the real question being the advantage of a cer-
tain weight at 4 (Fig. 1), on the weather deck, or stowed as low as
practicable inside, the actual conditions are nearly as shown in the
following diagram.

FlGl.

"While this section is not correct, it represents quite nearly enough
that of Vigilant, and the angle of heel shown, 15 degrees, is about that

at which such a model will do its fastest sailing. The advantages of

live ballast depend so much on the type of boat that we have, in the
diagram, attempted to represent as closely as is possible the true
section of Vigilant, the position of her lead, the amount of freeboard,
and the angle at which she is at her best. The lead keel is shown by the
solid black, the center of buoyancy in the upright and inclined posi-

tions is indicated approximately, the weight of the crew on deck is

shown at 4, and that of the same weight of lead stowed as low as pos-
sible by the shaded section at 6.

"In its first position, at 4. this weight is at a distance of about 12ft.

from C. B. 1, while in the position 6 it is about 4ft., its righting power
being measured in the onp case by the lever arm 12 and in the other
by the arm 4, or a gain of 3 to 1."

Now as a matter of fact the "lever arm 12 and the other arm 4" no
more discloses what the effect of the different positions as-igned to the
two tons has on the general stability of the vessel than it does the
name of the captain's wife. Obviously, as the heeling of the vessel

increased the lines drawn through 4 and 6 would approach each other
until at last when the vessel became heeled to forty degrees, they
would coincide, as shown in Fig. 2, and then the distance from the

vertical line through the center of buoyancy would be the same for
both, and the 3 to 1 be thereby extinguished; wheras the actual effect

of the weight on the statical stability is exactly the same for either

condition of heeling. To again demonstrate what does actually take
place by having a crew or equivalent weight put on the deck of a

FIC.3.

yacht, we will choose a somewhat different form of illustration, which
more approaches the ABC of the problem. In Fig. 3 the general

center of gravity of the vessel and all she contains, including crew,

will, it is assumed, be at a and also that this is the location of the

center of buoyancy, as this will simplify matters. Then, if a weight
be placed on the deck at 6 the center of gravity will be raised, and the
distance can be determined by the equation

WXF
D

where W the weight fat 6), F the vertical distance it is above the cen-
ter of gravity, and D the total weight or displacement of the vessel,
including the weight at b. If the weight is 2 tons and the distance 8ft.

,

and the weight of the vessel 150 tons (including the 2 tons on deck at
6), we have

2 X 8 Q 1flm
150

the distance the center of gravity is raised. Next, supposing the 2
tons, instead of being placed on deck, is put underneath the keel at c,
lift, below a, and increasing the draught by 3in. or 4in., then by the
same equation the center of gravity would be lowered 0 147.

But in continuation, we will consider that the weight at b has been
shifted 12ft. out to d; then by this movement the center of gravity
will be shifted horizontally in the direction of the arrow 0 16ft,, the
common result of the two movements (putting the weight at b and
shifting it to d), being that the center of gravity of the vessel is moved
in the line a d, say, to e, and the vessel would heel until the center of
buoyancy again came in the vertical line of the center of gravity at e.

It should be noted that the new position of the center of gravity could
be found by the equation by putting in it the distance a d instead of
F, but this method in the end would be more complicated.
The net result on the stability will be next determined. In Fig. 4

FIG. 4*

it is assumed that the vessel is heeled to 15°, and that her meta-
centric height is 7ft. As the vessel heels the center of buoyancy at a
shifts to some point, as at/, and the distance a /is the length of the
righting arm on which the weight of the vessel acts, in a downward
direction, through a, and the equal force of the buoyancy in an
upward direction, through/.
The intersection m is termed themeta center, and in this illustration

we have assumed it to be 7ft. above a (the center of gravity.) If the
metacentric height is 7ft., (hen the length of the righting arm at an
inclination of 15° will be 7ft.xsineangle=l 813ft.

If the center of gravity is raised, by putting 2 tons to b, then the
metacentric height will be diminished by 0-107ft., or, say, 6-893ft., and
the righting arm af will be reduced to 1 '785. If. on the other hand,
the weight is lowered to c, then the metacentric height will be in-

creased to 7'147ft., and the righting arm to 1 -851ft.

Finally, if the weight on deck is shifted to d, the righting arm of
l-785ft. (for the weight in the position 6) would be increased to (1-785

X-16) 1 945ft., or a net gain of -132ft. of sighting arm; and a net gain
of 094ft., on the righting arm which would exist if the 2 tonshad been
put on the keel at c instead of on deck at b.

The advantage, therefore, for the deck position at 6 would be as
•132 to -094, or, say, as 1 4 to 1.

As to the Field's criticisms, the maiD question is not of the effect of
the movable traction of the ballast on the -'general stability" of the
yacht at all angles, but only within such a very limited angle as is

essential to speed, if not safety, in a shoal wide boat. There is no
need of figures to prove to the .catboat sailor that the center of gravity
is so far to windward that if caught, aback, his crew and sandbag's
will capsize the boat; ncr that, once heeled beyond a certain angle to
leeward, her crew must swim as certainly as her sandbags will sink.
The case of Vigilant, with so larger proportion of her ballast on the

keel and so little on the weather deck, is quite different in degree from
that of an open sandbag boat or a sliding seat canoe, but a man with
any practical experience of the immense gain in lying out over the
water instead of sitting upright on the deck edge, or of edging himself
out another half inch on his sliding seat, will be very slow to believe
that, even in the case of Vigilant, the benefits of live ballast to wind-
ward over the same weight, of lead in the keel can be as insignificant as
the Field's figures assume to prove.

Editor Forest and Stream;
I was much interested a few weeks ago to see in your paper the

representation of an approximate section of the Vigilant, with calcula-
tions of the effect on ner stability of the weight of her extra large
crew carried well to windward on deck, and a comparison of this effect
with an equal weight stowed on top of her other ballast. I felt much
interest in this, as no doubt did many yachtsmen of the calculating
sort, and this interest was increased because I had previously seen an
attempt in the Field to deal » ith the same problem. There was a
wide difference between the results given in your paper and those
shown in the Field, and I was impressed with the much greater accu-
racy and also by the greater simplicity and necessarily greater cer-
tainty of your method.
This arose from the fact that, allowing that the midship section

shown was approximately a correct one, the factors entering into
your calculation were practically known quantities. The center of
buoyancy and the two positions treated of for the weight with iheir
relations to the center of buoyancy and with each other could be
shown without danger of serious error, and the value of these
weights as righting forces, at any defined angle of heel in the vessel,
could be very readily and very clearly estimated.
By the Field method unknown quantities were introduced, as it ap-

pears tome, quite needlessly, the gravity of the vessel, and its common
center, and tne effort was made to show the relative effectiveness of
the movable ballast through its modifying influence on the position
of the latter, instead of by a comparison of the moments of the
movable ballast in the positions in question, acting on the vessel's
center of support (C, B).

S (Now, it must be evident to a novice even that neither the gravity of
the vessel nor the position of its renter can be satisfactorily assumed,
and that an error in locating it position would seriously affect the
result of any computation sue' • j that under consideration, and make
of little value any conclusions : armed through such assumption.
For the purpose which your article of Nov 25 had in view, that of

showing the relative effectiveness of two tons of ballast used in either
of two positions at an angle of 15°, it appears to me that your method
was simple, easily comprehended and correct, and that its conclusions
might be accepted, as it dealt only with practically known quantities.
With the Field it appears to me the case is otherwise.
I was therefore somewhat surprised in looking over the last number

received here of that journal to see that its yachting editor comments
unfavorably upon the method you have employed and the conclusions
arrived at.

I cannot, however, find that he anywhere points out an error in your
statement, though there is a plain inference from his remarks that you
have somehow made such; and there is some asperity shown in the re-
mark, "Now, as a matter of fact, the lever arm, 12, and the other arm,
4, no more discloses what the effect of the different positions assigned
to the two tons has on the general stability of the vessel than it does
the name of the captain's wife." I do not derive from your interest-
ing article that your purpose was to show what the effect would be
upon the stability of the Vigilant of two tons of ballast placed near
the weather rail if she were inclined 40° or 50°, or at some impracticable
sailing angle; but that your purpose was to correct the misleading
conclusions of the Field's article, and to show how much more effec-
tive in a beamy yacht is two tons of billast placed well to windward
than would be any like weight placed near to the keel when such a
vessel is sailing at a practicable angle of about 15°. For this purpose,
it appears to me, your method is correct, while that of your aniuiad-
verter, for reasons which have been stated, is correct only to the ex-
tent of the accuracy of his assumptions; and it is, moreover, as it

appears to me, for your limited and express purpose, about as ill-

adapted as is a deep-sea lead to take soundings in a duck pond.
New York, Dec. 53. Bobstay.

Alga, cutter, owned by the late Chas. Longfellow, has been sold to
R. F. Perkins.

New Yachts.
Mr. N. G Herreshoff is now at work on an improved Dilemma

for his own use, emplojing a spare fin and bulb made for the 36-foot
Drusilla, Mr. Gielow has an order for a schooner similar to Loyal,
the dimensions being: over all 70ft., Iwl. 58ft.. beam 17ft. 7in. , draft 8ft.
She will be built of wood. He has also an order for a steam launch
for Robert Shoemaker, Jr.. of Philadelphia, to be 47ft. 7in. over all,
45ft. 9in. Iwl., 7ft. 4in. beam, 2ft. 4in. draft. Several yachts of about
20ft. of the Cape Cat and "knockabout" types, are building about
Boston.

^
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Columbia.
The new steam yacht Columbia, designed and built by the Cramp

Shipbuilding Co., for J. H. Ladew. made a trial trip on Dec. 19, run-
ning from Larchtnont to New London, 80.3 miles, naut., in 4h. 43m. 57s.,
an average speed of 17.35 knots.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The opening lecture of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. was giv. n

at the town club house on Dec. 22, the lecturer being Dr. Frederick A.
Cook, of Brooklyn, and his subject being Greenland and Eskimo life.
Dr. Cook was a member of the first Peary expedition, and also made
a second trip last summer in a small schooner to the shores of Green-
land, and his remarks were specially directed to such Arctic work as
may be safely and comfortably done in any well-appointed yacht.
There were present three natives brought last summer from Green-
land, a girl, a boy and a dog. The interest of the lecture was greatly
increased by a large number of lantern views made from photos made
on both expeditions.

At the annual meeting of the Harlem Y. C. on Dec. 21 the following
officers were elected: Com., Walter A. Boody; Vice-Corn., John Wim-
mer; Rear-Com

,
Henry Soch; Fleet Captain, W. Seardafleid; Fleet

Surgeon, Dr. H. M. Cox; Meas., W. D. S. Hyer; Treas., T. C. Allen

-

Fin. Sec. H. B. McAllister; Rec Sec, P. Macy; Cor. Sec, F. W
Creegan ; Stewards, M. L. Gretz and J. C. McCarthy ; Board of Direct-
ors, D. Ryan, J. F. Lalor, F. J. Fitch, W. Towner, E. M. Griffiths, F
Davis and A, G. Austin.

Mr. Clarence L. Burger, Larchtnont Y. C, is still working for the
passage of the bill prepared by him last winter for the protection of
the distinguishing flags of yacht clubs and steamship companies. The
bill passed the House last year but was too late for the Senate.
The annual meeting of Oak Point Y. C. was held on Dec. 19 the fol-

lowing officers being elected: Com., John Corbett; Fleet Captain R
D. Lenge; Vice-Corn., John Lee; Treas., J. W. Wakeling- Rec Sec'
George Gent; Fin. Sec, Nicholas Schmidt; Cor. Sec., R. A. Blank-
Steward, Morris Deutsch; Meas., John Fraser; Sergeant,W Newbeck :

Board of Directors, R Freeman, Chairman; O. Stenheimer J E Bax-
ter, C. Durlfet, T. Hagarty; Regatta Committee, V. Roz. Chairman;
V. Clark, B. Carry.

Natalie, steam yacht, after sailing from Port Jefferson on Dec 1 in
charge of Captain Win. Kirk, has not yet been reported. The yacht
which had been purchased by strangers, was nominally bound for
Philadelphia. Rumor connects her with ihe Brazilian troubles.
El Chico has been sold to Willard E. Case of Auburn, N. Y., and isnow being fitted with a larger cockpit and prepared for shipment,

under the direction of Mr. J. Beavor Webb.
In answer to various inquiries about ice yachts, we would call atten-

tion to the advertisement of F. Weslaw on another page Mr Weslaw
is prepared to furnish the boats complete or the separate parts.
The Christmas number of the Yachtsman has been greatly delayed

in the home post office, but arrived with the New Year in New York.
Capt. Haff, who has been in Gen. Paine' employ since 1887, has been

re-engaged for this year. Last spring, before Gen. Paine decided to
build, he transferred Capt. Haff 's services to Rear Com. Rogers for
Colonia, and later on engaged Capt. Barr as the sailing master of the
new Jubilee.

Mr. Watson has an order for a 10-rater from Messrs. R. G and S.
Allen, of Glasgow, to race against Mr. Henry Allen's new Herres-
hoff 10.

A correspondent asks the address of a builder of the Barnegat sneak-
box; possibly some of our readers may be able to aid him.

THE LOG OF THE FRANKIE.
The '92 Cruise of the Shenandoah C. C.

BY THE COMMODORE.

(Continued from Page $75).

We landed at the spring below the falls a few miles further down
(which we easily passed by means of the boat channel around the left
hand end) for a drink and a smoke. The "Pig Path" rapid or fall
was next successfully negotiated, and around the next turn to the
right the mill and dam at Bixter's was sighted. There proved to be an
open shoot in the dam, over near the mill, but as it was a perpendicular
cataract some 4 or 5ft. high, with no depth below it, the fall comine
upon the rocks without sufficient depth for the bows of the canoes to
go down below the surface, as is the case at the big shoot at Goode's
dam, George and I promptly declined it.

Lacy, however, who was in a reckless mood, and who hadn't had asmuch experience in shooting dams as he acquired a few minutes later
insisted on taking it, so, as there was no reasoning him out of it we
removed the foot log which barred the top of the shoot and let him
go. His canoe made the plunge gallantly, but her bow brought up
with a crash among the rocks at the bottom just as we told him it
would, and there she hung in the shoot—bow on the rocks below and
stern on the dam above. She heeled until be was all but spilled out
while the water rushed in a sheet several inches deep over his decks'
and around his waist into the cockpit until the canoe was full He
finally, by vigorous shoves with his paddle, managed to tree his canoe
from the bottom of the chute, when she dropped on over into the
swift, race-like channel below, down which she shot like au arrow for
some 50yds., finally bringing up high and dry on the rocks at one side
of the channel, with her bow and stern projecting out into space like
Noah's Ark on Ararat.
There was nothing left for Lacy to do but disembark and lift her

down off the rocks, which he did, first unpacking his kitchen ware
until he got hold of a bucket, with which he dipped most of the water
out of her. He then ran her ashore a short distance below the mill
and unpacked her and made a careful investigation to see how much
damage she had sustained, and was most agreeably surprised to find
that she had escaped with no more serious injuries than a smashed
nose, her stout oak stem being smashed into splinters at the bow iust
above the waterline, where she struck on the rocks.
In the mean time George and I, after finding that Lacy needed no

assistance from us, easily p rtaged our canoes by gettiug out of them
and after tightly closing the hatches and fastening the aprons, letting
them drop easily down over the shoot, which they did safely after
being lightened of our weight.
We then went into an early camp by the roadside a hundred yards

below the dam, by a clear spring in the bank, where we fixed ourselves
quite comfortablf for a stay of a night and a forenoon, for it is our
intention to stop here until to-morrow afternoon. George and I fished
a little at dusk this evening. I took one nice bass, while George didn't
get a rise.

Sunday, Aug, 7, 1S92.—Morning dawned with a fog so dense that an
early start would have been out of the question, even had it been con
templated. I got up ahead of the boys and let them sleep on without
disturbing them, and pottered around the camp with divers and sun-
dry little duties until they awoke. I put a new seat on my camp stool
as the old one was broken down, shaved, wrote up my log etc until
in due time they crawled out of their snug little cabins and we pro-
ceeded to prepare and stow away an elegant breakfast of bacon, fried
potatoes and onions, fresh bass and hot coffee and biscuits.
We had a lazy, comfortable forenoon of it, idling around m the shade

by the side of the beautiful river, whose musical murmur sounded a
ceaseless soothing lullaby in our ears. We read, wrote letters etc
and put out all of our things for a good hot sun bath, including some
small washing m which we all took a hand. An occasional day, or
even half a day, in camp is a great convenience; in fact, almost a
necessity for things will need attention and overhauling.
We lunched at 1 and by 2 everything was packed and we were

again afloat for a short cruise of eight miles to Menifee's. Quite a
little crowd collected on the bank to see us off. This is a capital
camping place, but being so close to the ferry and ford is rather too
public, and I am afraid our tents were an annoyance to more t nan
one driver of skittish horses.

.
We had a most pleasant afternoon cruise to Menifee's, where we

found, as I knew before hand, a fine spring in the reefs that put out
from the high, steep bank into the river, affording an excellent camp-
ing place. We enjoyed the afternoon run exceedingly, although a
heavy rain caught us in the reach below the mouth of Hawksbill
Creek,,which we rode out dry and comfortable clad in our rubber
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capes, or coats, and with hatches closed and waterproof aprons drawn
well up under our rubbers.
The river is exceedingly beautiful down in this narrow Page Valley,

with the colassol walls of the Massanutton Range towering ever
above us close at our left as the river winds in and out along its base.

The cruise was so short that we were not tired; the weather was not
so offensively hot, owing to the rainstorm, and we arrived at our des-
tination in good time for an early camp.
As Menifee's house stood immediately above us on the river bank,

scarce a stone's throw from the canoes, we did not like to squat on
his land without permission ; so I wralked up to the house and asked it.

Mr. M. was away from home at the time and his wife seemed a little

distrustful of us, evidently not being favorably impressed with my
rather disreputable appearance, to say nothing of that of the rest of
the party, but did not object to our making camp ; so we were soon in

position "and supper merrily sizzling away, sending up a fragrant and
appetizing odor of bacon and coffee from' the indispensable and invalu-

able little camp stove, which I had placed on the rocks alongside of
the spring, which I could reach with my cup without moving from
my seat.

A. large two story farmhouse occupied a commanding position on
the side of the mountain spur a short distance away across the river,

and we soon observed that our camp was attracting some attention
over there, and presently two young men and as many young ladies

were observed wending th<=ir way down the hill from the house toward
the river. when they soon appeared on the bank.
One of the young men halloed lustily for some one to come and

ferry them across, but as no one appeared from the house on the bank
above us George good-naturedly pushed off in Mr. Menifee's big
wooden scow, which lay stranded near us and poled it across the
river, whence he presently returned with the party in question,
who made aD inspection of the camp and then departed across the
river as they came.
A little later Mr. Menifee came riding down the path to the water,

hearty and hospitable and glad to see "us, in spite of the fact that he
had considerable difficulty in getting his horse down among our tented
canoes. I went up to the house while the boys were cleaning up the
supper utensils, to get Mrs. Menifee to bake us a few dozen biscuits in

the morning, and sat on the porch and talked with Mr. M., who, after
he had eaten his supper, in which he invited mo to join him, which in-

vitation 1 declined as I had already stowed away one hearty supper,
came down to the camp and chatted with us until 10 o'clock.

I dare, say the old gentleman has not been up so late for a long time,
but the advent of strangers in isolated communities is generally a wel-
come event, bringing, as it does, new faces and new subjects of inter-

est and conversation, and making a little break in the monotony of
the little daily round of events necessarily circumscribed in isolated
farm life.

Monday, Aug. 8.—To-day's run was a record breaker, and when we
finally dropped wearily ashore at Bunchbottom Ford at 6 o'clock and
went into camp after a really terrible day's run of only eighteen miles
it was with the decision to abandon the cruise at Riverton and not
finish on to Harper's Ferry.
The day was most intensely hot and we suffered severely with the

heat, and when we reached Overall's at i P. M., thirteen miles below
our camp at Menifee's, and stopped for luuch, I was so overcome that
we had to lie by for nearly three hours, and the two boys were not
much better off.

We got an early start from Menifee's this morning—the old gentle-
man sitting on the ro< ks and watching us off—and in ten minutes were
threading the mazes of the miles of reefs constituting Bucngardner's
and Keyser's Falls. The boat channels saved us an endless amount of
trouble in these peculiarly intricate, rough places. We were much
disgusted and disappointed, on reaching Goode's dam, to find the
famous shoot closed on account of low water, thus depriving us of a
most exciting plunge. A portage was easily made, however, and we
slipped easily over the 4ft. fall below, at that ugly reef where George
broke his paddle last year, by going in close to the bank.
We paddled leisurely by the old Cedar Point camp ground about

11:30, without stopping, although the heat began to make itself felt

severely along here, and it would have been the part of wisdom to
have laid by in the shade until 4 o'clock instead of pushing on as we
did, but we were bent on making Harper's Ferry, and in order to get
through this week in time to get back home on Saturday it is neces-
sary to puah straight ahead at least twenty miles a day, so on we
went.
The cruising is not nearly so good as it was last year, as we had a

few inches more water then, which makes all the difference in the
world, as the current flows much swifter with a little more water.
Last year in the eddies or still reaches of the river, the water moved
steadily and swiftly along, while this year there is little or no current
in these reaches, in many of them absolutely none, as it was in '88,

consequently the cruising is much more tedious, laborious and slow.
We had an interesting run through the clustered groups of islands in
the bend below Cedar Point, and down the long rapids below, with
its massive ledges looming darkly above the surface of the water,
and one exciting plunge over the almost perpendicular 6ft. fall at the
foot of the rapids.
We were suffering severely for water, and we scanned the rocky

bank closely as we shot along down the boat channel, hoping to find
a spring, and we hailed with delight a little trickling rill in the face of
the massive overhanging cliff a mile above the Golden Rocks, along
whose base we were skirting, and a landing was quickly made to
slake our thirst from the clear, cold little stream which came out of
the face of the rock somewhere above and trickled down the preci-
pice through the moss, and we filled our cups by holding them under
the little stream instead of dipping up the water from a pool, as is

usual.
We partook of a preparation containing lemon in it, while here,

after I had gone to an endless amount of trouble and half unpacked
my canoe in the effort to find the necessaary lemon, the process end-
ing finally in my losing my temper and pitching hatches and things
overboard, much to the amusement of the boys, who snickered
covert ly around a projecting buttress of the cliff.

This spring is just at the terminus of the gigantic S formed by the
river in its sinuous course and extending back up for six miles, which
is the totem or emblem of the Shenandoah C. C, and which is em-
broidered in white on our little red silk pennants which fly from the
after decks of the canoes.
After a short rest here and a smoke, during which we fully appreci-

ated the force of the scriptural reference to the shadow of a great
rock—for no shade seems as cool—we proceeded, and in an hour had
reached Milford or Overalls, where, as before stated, we lunched and
laid by for several hours in the scant shade of the 200ft, high iron
viaduct which here soars over the gorge through which Overalls
Creek finds its way down from the Blue Ridge to the river, for there
is no good shade here.
Our short afternoon run was spiriiless and dull, as we all felt so used

up by the intense heat. The falls and rapids were numerous and
interesting, but gave us no trouble, as by this time we are well
acquainted with the river and know where to find the best water.
Our camping place at Brushbottom Ford was a good one, barring the
fact that water was some distance away across the fields and poor.
The river murmured past us, broad, swift and beautiful, and the flat,

sloping gravel bank upon which our tented canoes reclined was com-
pletely overhung by tbe spreading branches of the great sycamore
trees that lined the bank above us. We had a hasty supper of bacon
and eggs and hot coffee and turned in early, as we were all completely
used up.
Tuesday, Aug. :-}.—Profiting by yesterday's uncomfortable experi-

ence, we made uo forced, all-day cruise to-day, but took things easy,
and wheu evening found us in camp again, we were not nearlv so
tired and played out as we were the night before. We had a finefish
breakfast this morning, the results of George's catch yesterday ffor
he keeps his rod strapped to the deck of his canoe and fishes "likely
places as he goes along). We made an early start and had a com-
fortable and enjoyable forenoon's cruise, barring the fact that an hour
after we starred Lacy snagged another hole in the stern of his canoe
ia shooting a tail, and an unpack and lie-by of an hour to repair dam-
ages was thereby rendered necessary. The falls and rapids were easily
run and we landed about the middle of the forenoon at old man
Foster's little place on the bank of the river for a rest and a cool
drink of water.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
At about 5:15 P. M., on Dec 7, Woodward T. Norgrave, for many

years captain of the Red Dragorf CO, was instantly killed by stepping
in front of the Newtown express at Newtown station on the German-
town branch of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad. Capt. Norgrave
has had a somewhat remarkable career, having served through the
rebellion, enlisting at the age of 10 years, returning honorably dis-
charged. Immediately follow ing his return from the war he served
a 8 mate to his father, who was captain of a merchantman, and sailed
over a great portion of the navigable, globe. He became identified
with canoeing in 1S76, and was an ardent advocate of the sport; he
was known as one of the first to introduce a modern canoe upon the
Delaware River and as the oldest canoeist on the river. He was a
follower of tbe "old school" of modern canoeing, being a persistent
cruiser and imbibing all the pleasure derived from the sport. Every
Saturday he left the club house during cruising weather for his weekly
cruise, and in consequence there was not a sequestered spot upon the
Delaware. River below Trenton that was not familiar to him. In dis-
position he was kind and generous, always ready to assist a brother
sportsman when in trouble and giving his experience when requested,
lie was a total abstainer, and was always courteous and observing.
His craft was the neatest in the club, everything being in perfect order.

Being a wood-worker his services were frequently sought. His funeral
took place oh Sunday, Dec. 10, from his late residence, 1.023 Tioga
street. A large representation from the club paid their last respects
to their late captain. He leaves a wife and four children. Immedi-
ately after the funeral a special meeting of the club was held at the
residence, of Wm. Hamilton, 2,300 Tioga street, when action was taken
upon his death. A committee was appointed to draw up suitable res-

olutions expressive of the sentiments of the club, to have the same
engrossed and presented to his sorrowing family.—F. O. G. (Philadel-
phia, Dec. 24).

The annual Executive Committee meeting of the Western Canoe
Association will be held at the Hotel Pfister. Milwaukee, on January
13, at 2.30 P. M. The Mahnawauk Canoe Club will entertain the visi-

tors at dinner the same evening,

A. C. A. Membership.
Central DrvisiON: H, V. Backus, Rochester, N. Y.

fange mi 0zthrg.

The Rifle in California.

San Franctcco, Cal , Dec. 21.—Editor Forest and Stream: Upon
my recent return from a few weeks' outing I found considerable stir

among our local riflemen. The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein's pro-
gramme for the International mid-winter Fair shooting festival was
just out, a copy of which I herewith inclose.
The general opinion is that it is a very liberal [programme, consider-

ing that we are so far away from the great shooting centers even of
our own country. Upon looking into its details 1 find that the Verein
makes itself liable for cash prizes to the amount of $2 500 together with
expenses for markers, secretaries, music, etc., which will amount to
probably SI,500 additional. Prizes of silverware, jewelry and other
merchandise presented by the large brewing companies, wholesale
merchants and friends of the Verein will undoubtedly reach a large
aggregate value. One object alone, already donated. I am informed,
is valued at over $250. Of course the "Golden Gate" medals will de-
mand in addition to the foregoing the outlay of $2,500 or more.

I do not fully approve of the methed of disposing of the kingship of
the festival. It savors too much of the commercial spirit. Only a
man of considerable means can venture into the contest for this honor
with any hope of winning. As a considerable number of our best
local shots are men of small means they will practically be debarred
from making a serious fight for the king medaL Send some of the
valiant Zettlers to make the contest interesting.
The distribution of shooting days could not have been made more

unsatisfactory for visitors from abroad. I am informed, however,
that a number of days' continuous shooting will be arranged for if the
patronage will justify it. Even the Chicago system (Sunday and
Monday) was better than that adopted by the local Verein (Sundays
and Wednesdays). The latter days were chosen, I am informed, to
please local shooters, as of course the chief patrons of the festival
will be from our own midst. However, I am in no sense antagonistic
to the festival. On the contrary I shall cheerfully drop a few dollars
into the treasury of the Verein and hope to drop a few bullets within
the charmed 25-rin:

from the New Yor
It is rumored that quite a delegation is coming

Independent Schuetzen Corps, as well as a num-
ber of prominent riflemen from other Eastern organizations. There
is one thing quite certain, namely, that the San Francisco Schuetzen
Verein has the ''will" and the "way" of entertaining visiting riflemen.
I can, moreover, assure our Eastern friends that everything in con-
nection with t he shoot will be done on the square.
At the monthly medal shoot of the California Schuetzen Club, held

on Dec. 3, A. Strecker made the highest score of the year (449 rings,
20 shots, ho reentry), thus winning the diamond medal for the year,
unless tbe score is beaten at the "consolation" shoot next Sunday, an
event not likely.

Two interesting military matches will be shot in Sacramento, our
capital city, next Sunday. Thirty men of Co. C, 1st Regiment,
N. G. O. of San Francisco, will shoot a similar team of the Oroville
Company of N. G. C, of Oroville, Cal. Also thirty men of Co. B, 1st
Regiment, of San Francisco, will, at the same time and place, shoot a
similar team of the Marysville Company, N. G. C, of Marysville, Cal.
These are some of the crack shooting companies of our State.
The Rifle and Pistol Club of San Francisco held its monthly medal

shoot at Shell Mound Park yesterday. The weather conditions were
not good at the 200yd. range. Scores, medal shoot for members only,
200yds., standard American target, 10 shots, no reentry:
DrLORodgers 8 8 8 8 10 9 8 10 8 9—1
J Baumgartner 9 9 7 7 6 8 10 10 7 8—81
P Bohr 6 10 1 8 7 10 10 9 4 9-79
Hellberg 78. A. Mocker 78, G. Ungerman 77, F. Gehret 76, A. Gehret 72,
A. Heeth 72. F. O. Young 72. Mr. Fay 63.

Scores, all corners, 10 shots, 200yds., standard target, reentry: Dr.
Rodgers 88, F. O. Young 81, P. Bohr 78. W. Glinderman 78, Mr. Fay 78
G. Ungerman 76, A. Gehret 75, L. C. Babin 71.

'

Pistol medal scores, for members only, 50yd's , Standard American
target, no re-entry, champion class:
F O Young 9 10 10 10
Col S I Kellogg 10 9 10 10
Capt Klein 8 9 9 9
E Hovey 10 8 9 10
Mr Daiss 10 10 10 10
Tlr Rodgers 9 10 7 7
H Heeth 5 6 9 7
First class:

A Heeth 10 8 10 8
F Gehret 9 10 6 9
Second class and unclassified:

Baumgartner 10 10

G Ungerman 8 9
PBohr 9 7
A Gehret 9
D Zimmerman 8
G Banks 66 L C Babin
Scores of 30-shot pistol match for championship, open to all comers -

E Hovey 87 88 88-263 F Gehret 85 87 82—254
ColKelleg 80 87 84—251 Anthony Johnson. .73 82 79—234

ROEEL,

6 9 9 9 10 10—92
7 8 9 9 10 10—91
9 10 8 10 9 9-88
8 10 8 10 9 6-88
7 8 7 8 7 0-86
6 10 7 8 9 10-83
8 9 10 8 10 8—SO

9
9

9
7 10 7
4 8 10

4 10 10 5
8 8 4 9

9 10
6 6

6 10 9-90
9 9 8-81

4 10 9 10 7-83
8 9 6 7 6—77
7 8 6 8 9—76
6 10 7 8 6—75
8 5 5 6 7—68

Chicago Rifles.

INTERESTING MATCH BETWEEN JUVENILES.

Chicago, 111,, Dec. 27.—Yesterday evening it was my fortune to wit-
ness a little match which was as closely contested as nervily shot, and
as enthusiastically received by the spectators as any I ever attended.
Indeed, I have seen many a pigeon or rifle or pistol match involving
large sums of money which fairly fell flat on the public as compared
to this one. The fact that the contestants were both ten years old
boys did not detract from the match, and neither did it detract from
the skill and pluck displayed, for the scores were such as many men
could not equal. That the boys, one of them on his first appearance
in public, should do such work was matter of the greatest sur-
prise, and the large crowd of onlookers applauded them to the echo.
• Chicago had for sometime been without a first class target gallery
until Mr. L. G. Ingersoll and his sons, Fred, and L. F. Ingersoll, opened
their 50 and 75ft. ranges, at 310 State street. With good lights, plenty
of room, plenty of perfect weapons and all the proper appliances,
this gallery has at once sprung into first rank as the meeting place of
the lovers of the small-bore house gun, and bids fair to give the indoor
shooting interests of Chicago a much-needed chance to grow\ AVitness
the recent organization of the Chicago Rifle and Pistol Club, with a
membership already of" a couple of dozen and a prospect of goodly
growth.
Tuesday evening the Messrs. Ingersoll announced a little attraction

in the shape of an exhibition shoot by Mr. J. E. Long and his ten year
old son Clarence, of Lafayette, Ind., and the gallery was well
crowded. Master Clarence, stripped down to shirt, medals and
knickerbockers, showed to be a short, hearty looking lad, apparently
altogether unconcerned and unconscious of the skill he possessed with
the rifle. He broke composition balls with the rifle upside down,
sidewise, from right or left shoulder, overhead or between his knees,
bending over backward or standing on his head, his work being
practically without blunder. He then put out a burning match held
m his father's fingers, cut a card held in the same way, snuffed a
cigar held in his father's hps, and finally cracked a bit of broken ball
about the size of a quarter out from between the thumb and finger of
the same trustful individual. The boy seemed to have no nerve and
no interest in the business at all, and his shooting was swift and con-
fident, though not animated. Mr. Long followed him with an exhibition
of angle shots executed by means of a mirror attached to the rifle
stock. Both he and Master Clarence used Colt's sliding action guns,
specially made and very handsome arms.
When Master Clarence removed his overcoat his bright shirt and

medals were gazed on with admiration and awe by Master Alfred Bis-
son, a ten years old Chicago boy who weighs 551bs. or so, has a timid
Iook, and has legs about as big as lead pencils. Master Bisson ha I

bee i shooting an the swinging target and ringing it with surprising
rtgulurity. He had also been breaking a good many of the ru nnin

<

glass balls on the 75ft. range, three balls at a time being suspended oo
a diag frame which traveled on a wire the full length of the range —

a^device common in "galleries, and providing shooting quite puzzling
enough, as there is not only rise and fall to be provided for in the
shot, but also side motion from the wobbling of the frame. It was
suggested that the boys shoot a. race at these moving balls, and the
little fellows quietly agreed.

THE BOYS WERE PLUCKY.

Naturally, under the circumstances, the boys should have been
nervous and excited, as it was a novel match and one to be shot under
considerable pressure, as th<» talk in regard to the merits of each hoy
was very general in the crowd. The boys, however, were plucky as
any two shooters who ever faced a score, and if their anxiety affected
their shooting, one could not tell where it happened, for the work was
really skillful. The weapons were .22 rifles, both Colts, and the range
anywhere past the shooting boundary of 25 feet, the shot allowable
going and coming, all three balls to be broken off the traveling frame
before a new ball was put on, each to shoot at 15 flying balls.

Master Clarence shot first and broke 12 out of his 15. He then went
over and played with the swineing lion, though there was a faint
smile on his face when be saw that Master Alfred had only broken 11

out of his 15. The performance of the latter, however, was so good
and plucky, he being only an amateur and unused to public 1 hooting,
that the spectators clamored for another race between the two. The
boys were silent, but game, and they went again with the following
result:
Master Clarence Long 011111011111100-11
Master Alfred Bisson 111101110101111—12
Great applause met the win of the least of the little fellows, and the

surprise was general at the evenness of the gait shot by both. There
had been no fluking and no nervousness and no Irregular spurts, but
both were rpally doing skillful work. The interest was well nigh ex-
citement as the youngsters stepped up to shoot off their tie, with re-
sult as below

:

Master Clarence Long 111010111101111—12
Master Alfred Bisson , . . ..110110111110011—11
Master Clarence thus won the series, but with oue shot difference

out of the 45, and one dusted ball not scored by Master Alfred, the
event was such a near thing that to lose was no disgrace. This was a
real, genuine, out-and-out race, and no faking. I would go a long
way to see these boys shoot again, and so would many others.
Master Bisson is a very delicate, looking boy, but he seems to be a

natural shooter. He is said never to have shot a ride in his life

before last September. In his competition with his more experienced
rival he furnished us all an evening highly enjoyable and long to be
remembered.

A HARD GAME.

I always like to know where there is a hard shooting game of one
sort or another against which I can run outside shooters who are
panting for trouble, and I think if any one is looking for that sort of
thing in the .22 target rifle line, at 50 or 75ft., he can find what he wants
at 310 State street. The. two Ingersoll boys, L. F. and Fred, exception-
ally quiet and nice young fellows, too, will shoot a team race
with any two men for $50 to $500, 100 shots to the man. Probably one
of them would shoot any single comer on the same terms. They do
some very close work, and dozens of their targets are on the possible
line right along. It is a trifle dull in trap lines just now. Will any
one be good enough to tread on the tail of the Chicago coat as to
smallbore rifle shooting? E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

Greenville Rifle Club.
On Christmas afternoon a bakers' dozen of riflemen made up from

the Greenville Club and their friends, assembled in Armbruster's
Schuetzen Park for the purpose of participating in sweepstake and
pool shooting. The day was the warmest Christmas known to the
oldest inhabitant, and the assembled riflemen took advantage of the
occasion by putting in a fine afternoon's sport. Capt. Hansen, of the
Excelsior Club, was present and assisted in making the shooting
interesting. Only four entered the 50-shot sweep, Messrs. Hansen,
Chavant, Plaisted and Collins. Tbe match developed a pretty race
between three of the four engaged in it. At the finish Plaisted led
Chavant one point and Hansen 9 points. Collins brought up the rear
with a total of 1,003.

The other shooters not engaged in the 50-shot match filled in the
time shooting off 3-shot pools.
All hands kept up the fusilade at the bullseye until the ammunition

was exhausted, when an adjournment was taken to the hotel dining
hall, where Mrs. Armbruster had prepared a fine turkey lunch with
all the necessary fixings. With the clearing away of the lunch came
a pleasant hour of social intercourse in which rifle shooting interests
and match shooting predominated. It was agreed upon by those pres-
ent to meet again on New Year's afternoon and shoot off a fifty-shot
match, half winners and half losers, handicap rules. The members
of the Greenville Club hope to see many of their brother shooters
from our local clubs present on that day to participate in the day's
sport. Scores:

Plaisted, .38-50-330 lub. Bal 14 23 23 20 21 23 19 24 24 24—215
22 20 23 21 21 24 22 23 20 24-220
20 20 21 23 19 22 23 19 23 21—211
25 23 14 22 20 21 22 20 23 22-212
23 19 23 22 22 21 18 23 23 23—217—1075

Chavant, .38-55-330 lub. Win 25 21 16 22 24 25 23 19 23 21-219
22 23 23 22 21 24 21 22 21 24-223
19 24 15 20 17 22 18 24 18 24-201
20 22 16 22 20 23 24 22 24 25-218
19 23 21 20 25 21 20 18 23 23-213—1074

Hansen. .32-40-165 Schalk 18 21 22 25 19 16 24 19 22 24—210
21 23 22 17 20 22 24 23 23 17—212
19 22 22 19 20 21 25 22 22 22—214
25 18 23 25 23 18 22 21 20 23-218
23 18 17 19 21 23 "2 24 21 24-212-1066

Collins, .32-20-115 Bal 24 11 23 18 22 19 21 19 16 22-190
19 17 22 21 20 21 21 16 21 20-208
21 22 17 20 14 23 23 .25 18 25-208
17 20 23 21 16 21 20 20 18 19—195
17 20 20 24 16 21 18 25 24 13-202—1003

Pool Shooting.
First. Second.

Hansen 22 25 18- 65 777.. . .

.

Chavant 23 19 25-65 24 19 23-67
Plaisted 20 24 24-68 21 24 25-73
Collins 16 24 22—62
Robidoux 23 18 23 - 04

Purkess .24 19 20-63 24 20 20-64
Seheeline 19 J 4 20 -53 24 15 22- 61
Graef 0 10 22-32
Mang 16 20 25-61
Bischof 21 23 38-62 16 10 17-43
Bayer 12 9 15-36
C Boag , 22 18 15- 55 20 18 16-54
JBoag 23 14 19-56 21 15 19—55

Third.

Vi 17 19—58
22 23 18-63

23 a4 18—65
21 21 19-61

14 23 23-60

The weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Club on Dec. 29 brought
together nineteen niembers in competition for the class prizes. Dorrler
and Plaisted led the race with scores of 241 each. The scores: Dorrler
211. Plaisted 241, Robidoux 235, Seheeline. 234. Collins 234, Purkess 2-J2,
O. Boag 231. J. Boag 228, Gothardt 226. Chavant 221, Graef 218. Spahn
215. Hill 215, E. Wuestner 215, Becker .207, Agneau 206, Sauer 191, F.
Wuestner 179, Daniels 161.

Zettler Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery shoot of the Zettler Club on Tuesday night of

last week did not have its usual attendance, but the few regulars who
were on hand succeded in making good scores. The competition for
the champion medal resulted in a tie between President Walther and
Henry Holges, each making 245 points. The honors for the high score
for the night, were divided between Messrs. Busse, Holges and Ross,
each having 248. The good work of Holges at the. last three meetings
puts him in the lead for first position on the prize list ; his lead, how-
ever, is only such as to stimulate his competitors to renewed exertions,
and from now on to the end of the season the race will be decidedly
interesting. The scores:
Champi >n medal, one entry: Walther 245, Holges 245, Ross 243, L.

Flach 242, C. Zettler 242. Busse 239, F. F. Schmidt 239, B. Zettler 237,
Plaisted 237, Krauss 235, Muller 225, Engel232.
Best score, five entries: Holges 248, Busse 248, Ross 248, Zimmer-

man 246, Walther 245, Flach 246. B. Zettler 246, Engel 244, Muller 242,
Krauss 242. P. F. Schmidt 240.

Palisade Rifle Club.
The Palisade Rifle Club of West New York held its first medal prize

shoot at Geo. Schlicht's range to-day. The scores are appended.
Tickets three shots, two best to count, distance 75ft.

:

G Dorr 72 73—145 F Esperer 65 62—127
A Ahles 72 72—144 FKrubatsch 65 01—126
R Glaser 72 70—142 A Ahles 62 57—119
H Rose 70 70—140 W Ahles 61 56—117
O L Aufder Heider 69 69—138 F Miller , .... 59 57—llf
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Empire Rifle Club Prize Shoot.
Thb two days1 trallery prize shoot of the Empire Rifle Club was

brought to a successful close at a late hour on Monday night—Christ-
mas. The programme put up by the club called for twelve prizes,
rantring from $25 down to Si. Tickets three shots each and three
tickets for SI, two tickets to count. Many of our expert eallery
shooters were on hand and struggled hard for the first position'on the
prize list. The cheapness of the shooting was an inducement to the
contesting shooters to try, try again, and the re-entries were many
and often. The closing honrof the shoot found Messrs. Dorrler, Flach
and Holges a tie for the first three prizes, each having a total of 146
points out of a passible 150, The scores:
L Flach 72 74-146 0 Hutch 71 71—142M Dorrler... 73 73-146 B Zettler 71 71—142
HHolger 73 73-146 CO Zettler ...68 72—140
BZahn 73 73-145 L Busf 60 71-139
WRosenbaum 72 73-145 CBoag 65 71—136
F C Boss 73 72-144 C Zettler, Jr 67 69-136

Schlicht Rifle Club.
. The Scblicht Rifle Club held its weekly gallery shoot Dec. 25 on the

214, E. Burning 213. J Endars 210, S. Graver 209, J. Graver 802 0
Greek 215, C. Schlicht 187, L. Dorr 182, A. Deubline 189, P. Man 174. '

'

RIFLE NOTES.
The fact that the Miller Rifle Club should abandon its advertised

Christmas Day prize shoot, without giving the New York shooters
previous notice of such action on its part, has created a feeling of dis-
satisfaction in the minds of those riflemen who went to the trouble
of packing their rifles over to Hoboken, only to find that there was no
shoot on, that will take a long time to overcome. Clubs, like indi-
viduals, to be successful must meet their obligations, or at, least give
due notice of their inability to do so.

The greeting of the. California shooters to the eastern brotherhood
will prohablv result in a delegation of New York riflemen making a
visit to the Pacific slope, in March. Poor business and the hard times
will no doubt tie up many of our experts. There, is no donbt that
those who do find it possible to make the visit will meet with a royal
reception from the California Schuetzen.

During a meetine of the members of the Zettler Club at their weekly
gallery shoot on Tuesdav night of last week, there was considerable
talk upon the subject of individual match shooting, and the outcome
was that the proposed match between Messrs. Ross and Dorrler was
pushed along the path leading to a final adjustment. Whilethis inter-
esting sub jec t was being ventilated two other members of the club
present. Messrs Busse and Plaisted. locked horns over their respective
ability as shooters, and the consequence was that the two were
matched to shoot a 100-shot race on Jan. 12 for $50 a side. Busse,
winning the choice of ground, named Washington Park, so while the
boys are waiting for the two experts to develop their proposed con-
test, they can fill in the time canvassing the merits of Busse and
Plaisted.

§£™$=Shooting.
FIXTURES.

Jan. 4.—Union Gun Club's live bird tournament, at Springfield, N. J.
Jan. 9.—New Jersey vs. Kings county, team shoot, on Al. Heritage's

grounds. Marion, N. J.

Jan. 16 18.—Grand live and artificial bird shoot, $1,000 guaranteed,
by the Hamilton Gun Club. J. E. Overholt, Sec'y.

Jan. 23.—Open shoot at 25 live birds, $25 entry, on Erb's grounds,
Newark, N. J. Entries close Jan. 22.

Feb. 22 —White Plains (N Y.) Gun Club tournament,
Feb. —. Reading Shooting Association tournament; two days

targets, one day live birds, at Three-Mile House, Shillington, Pa.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
One of the greatest live bird contests ever shot in this country, one

which will be "fbr blood,' 1 with no dropping for place, will take" place
on the Marion grounds of Al Heritage, n'-xt Tuesday. It will be the
long talked of contest between teams of twenty men each, represent-
ing New Jersey and Kings Countv, N. Y , arranged by " Uucle Jake"
Pentz of the Newark Gun Club. Each man will shoot at 15 live pig-
eons, under modified Hurlingham rules. The " consideration " will be
$10 a man and the price of the birds. The contest will begin at 9.30
A. M This contest should be on to attract an immense crowd of spec-
tators, as it is almost sure to be closely contested. Al Heritage prom-
ises to have on hand as good a lot of birds as money will buy, and the
handling and retrieving will be carefully attended to. The composi-
tion of the teams has not been finally decided upon, but the following
names have been submitted by the managers and from this list the
teams will be selected : New Jersey team, Samuel Castle, C. M. Hed-
den, R. H. Breintnall, Ehenezer Francis and Ferd Vanhlyke of New-
ark. Justus Yon I.engerke of Orange, John Riggott of Rockaway,
William Sigler of Montclair, Fletcher Walters of Arlington, Charles
Smith of Plainfield. James L. Smith of Hackettstown, M. F. Lindslev
and Ed. Collins of West Hoboken, A. W. Money and N. G. Money of
Oakland, James Van Brackle and George Cubberly of Long Branch.
T, W Morfey of Patterson, E. D. Miller of Springfield. Oscar Hesse of
and E. M. Cooper of Red Bank. Kings County team: Mort. Van Brunt,
Samuel Northridge, A. A Hegeman, Dr. Van Sile, Fred'k Pfaender,
Garry Cropsey, Henry Balzer. D. C. Bennett, James Bennett. D Dea-
con, George Nostrand, Richard Monsees, Lee Helgins, Richard Pfister,
Charles Wingert. C. E. Morris, C. Ferguson, Jr., Charles Plate, L. T.
Duryea, J. D. Voorhees, Dr. W. AYynn, Charles Dettlefsen. In the list

of New Jersey men appear the names of several men who, in our
judgment should not have been included, while on the other hand we
were rather surprised to see that the names of Wm. H. Green of Har-
rison, J. W, Hoffmann of Orange Valley, and Dr. P. J. Zeglio of War-
renville were omitted- Green is. without doubt, one of the most relia-
ble team shots in the State, while Zeglio and Hoffman are far safer
than some of the men chosen. Still there is not a really weak shot on
the list, and the team will make a good showing. The Kings County
team is comprised of fairly good shots, but here too are included the.
names of some who are without doubt weaker than others who are
left off. To reach th« Marion grounds, where the contest will be held,
take the Pennsjdvania railroad to Marion station, where stages and
hacks will be in waiting. There will be plenty of lunch on the grounds
and the coffee will be kept boiling all day.

Putney, Vt., Dec. 21. -The Putney (Vt.) Rod and Gun Club will open
up its season about April 1, and will probabl v hold an open tourna-
ment in May, with big inducements for shooters from other Staces.
Putney is a town of about 1,5"0 inhabitants, pleasantly situated in
southern Vermont, on the Connecticut River, and is quite accessible
by rail. Our club numbers about twenty shooters, has fine grounds,
pleasantly located near the principal hotel, a good shooting house and
a set of expert bluerock traps and pull, and we are out of debt, A
club has been organized at Townsbend, Vt., about 12 miles from Put-
ney, which will without doubt make a good showing during the sea-
sou of 1894 if properly managed; One sad event has occurred this
fall which cast a gloom over all our club members as well as the rest
oE the community, the death of Mr. L. L. Crosby, the captain of our
club and one of our best shots. While huutiug with two companions
about a month ago he separated from them, and taking his dog started
after partridges alone. A few hours afterward his dog came to the
other hunters; and as Mr. Crosby failed to returnat nightfall asearch-
ing party started out, but at 1 o'clock in the morning were obliged to
return with no tidings of the missing man. At daylight fully 125 men
started out, and after a short search found his body lying in a small
s ream. He had evidently just shot once at a bird, and while attempt-
ing to cross the stream had fallen in such a manner as to discharge
the remaining barrel, the contents passing through his left leg, be-
tween the knee and hip, severing the main artery and inflicting a
wound from which he bled to death. This sad accident touched ah
tho members of our club deeply, and his loss will be felt by the whole
community.—W. E. Ayer, Sec'y.

The Buffalo (N. Y.) Courier tells the following good one on genial
Jacob Koch, one of the leading shots of the Union Gun Club of that
city: "Years ago before Jacob Koch was recognized as champion of
the city, he was always on the alert to find out where the leading
sportsmen went field shooting, and how many birds they bagged. One
day George Stauber and Arthur Combs went out to Eden and killed
eight English snipe. Coming home, Arthur suggested that Geon e
take them ail to his place of business, as Jacob was certain to be tnei e
on time. Pretty soon Koch came tripping into the place as light as a
feather. He went to the icebox, and his eyes stuck out like onions as
he looked at the 8 beauties. 'You didn't kill 16 of 'em, did you George?
'No, 8.' Jake looked worried, and Stauber knew it was only a matti r
,-;t' few nict.rTn-.--: he would be 'legging it' down to Combs's

,

so he quietly dispatched a messenger with the birds for Arthur's
p ace, with strict orders to make haste. Combs smelled the mouse,
in came Koch a moment later, puffing like a porpoise and nevei
Itopping to say good morning until he had his grip fastened on the
stiob to the icebox door. 'What luck to-day Arthur? ' 'Eight beauties
kr,1 was the response, which seemed to come from the bottom of the

Englishman's heart. Jake yanked open the door, and, true enough
there they were, 'Well, by thunder,' he roared, fully convincpd that
1b snipe had been bagged by the two, and to this flay he doesn't know
the difference. But time has changed the scene. It is Koch who dot s
the shooting now, and the other fellows like to peek into his ice-box."
Allegheny, Pa., Dec. 22.—The annual meeting of the Eagle Gun

Club was held yesterday. Samuel McCartney was elected President;Wm. Yellowly, Vice-President; George Whorrell. Secretary; E. Brown,
Treasurer, and Wm. Kline, Captain. The directors are: A. Garloch,
E. Zuerner and G. Farrand. The club has been in existence Ave years
and has a membership of 40. It has made remarkable progress during
the last two or three years and has held some of the most prominent
clay-bird shoots in western Pennsylvania. The club has an excellent
bank account and a very large stock of live birds The club is a mem-
ber of the State Sportsmen's Association. The first members of the
club were Wm. Yellowly. H. Sander, Wm. Schnaebie, E. Spencer.Wm.
Parker, E. Parker, G. Whorrell, R. French, R. Billard and J. Hillard.
The first shooting ground of the club was on the bar just ahead of
Brunot's Island, and some time ago the club made excellent grounds
on Marshall avenue. The club has four principal shoots each year,
viz., Decoration Day, July 4, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day.
In response to a request from several of the prominent trap shots

of this vicinity there has been arranged a contest at 25 live birds, $25
entry, to be shot Jan. 23 on the famous -'Old Stone House" grounds
of John Erb on Bloonifield avenue, Newark, N. J., beginning at 10
o'clock A. M. This contest will be open to the world, and invitations
have been sent to a large number of experts of New York, Pennsyl-
vania and New Jersey. A first-class lot of birds will be furnished and
there will be no favorites played. The rise will be 30yds, and nothing
larger than a 12-bore allowed. If the entries do not exceed seven
there will be two moneys; eight to fourteen entries, three moneys;
fifteen or more entries, four moneys. Hurlingham rules to govern
except as to boundary. Entries aloDg with a forfeit of $10 will be
received up to Jan. 22 by C. H. Townseud, trap editor Forest and
Stream, 318 Broadway, New York.
Perth Amboy, N. J., Dec 23.—A shooting match at live birds took

place to-day on the grounds of the Perth Amboy Gun Club, between
William F. Hartmann. of this city, and Leo B. Campbell, of the River-
side Gun Club of Red Bank. The stake was $100 a side. Thev shot at
25 birds each, find trap and handle for each other; one barrel and one
trap. Considerable money was wagered on Hartman to win. who. on
Thanskgiving Day, made clpan scores in the four sweepstakes at live
birds. Campbell was favored in the betting by a number of the mem-
bers of the Midway Club. He won by one bird. The pigeons were
strong and fast, and many of the kills were warmly applauded. The
score was 16 to 15.

The Orange Rod and Gun Club held its first shoot under its new
management on Christmas on its grounds on Watching Mountain,
West Orange. There were 14 members present, and both live birds
and targets were used. In one event at 5 live birds George Fisher
killed 5, Samuel Schwab 4 and C. Jacobs 4. Wm. Farnham was scorer.
After the shoot the member discussed a Christmas dinner at Dunn's
Llewellyn Park Hotel. This club held a meeting on Dec. 19 and reor-
ganized, electing the following officers: President, Chas. C. S. Young;
Vice-President, Frank B. Storms; Financial Secretary, Hamilton Mil-
ler; Corresponding Secretary, Samuel Schwab; Treasurer, William P.
Dunn.

Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 22.—The annual meeting of the Iroquois Rifle
and Gun Club was held yesterday, and the following officers were
elected: President, C. D.Duetz; Vice-President. L. G. Graul; Secretary,
A. C. L. Hoffmeister; Treasurer, James P. Zoeller; First Shooting
Master, A. F. Hoffmeister; Second Shooting Master, Henry Eglesdorf

;

First Field Captain. August Goldstrom; Second Field Captain VV. J.
Udick; Rifle Shooting Committee. Aug. F. Hoffmeister, Henry Egles-
dorf, William Miller. Aug. Goldstrom; Gun Shooting Committee, W.
G. Udick, Aug. Goldstrom: Board of Directors, Aug. F. Hoffmeister,
Albert C. L. Hoffmeister. William Miller, Fred. Miller, Aug. Goldstrom
On Elmwood avenue, in Irvington, N. J., where the Myrtle Park Gun

Club hold forth the bang of the shotgun was heard uearly all of
Christmas Day, although the attendance was light. Although one of
the youngest this club is also one of the strongest clubs in the State,
and on any other clay would have attracted a good list of entries. The
sport comprised Ave events at ten targets each and the results follow:
Event No. 1, Smith 10, Young 9, Osborne 8, Momm 7. No. 2, Baldwin
9, Momm 9, Smith 8. Osborne 8. No. 3. Smith 8, Osborne 8, Young 6,
Baldwin 6. No. 4. Smith 10, Young 10, Osborne 6, Momm 4. No. 5,
Young 9, Smith 8, Baldwin 7, Osborne 7, Momm 5.

Arrangements have been perfected for the organization of the
PecoDic Gun Club, which will be situated at Jamesport, Suffolk
County. The prime movers in the matter are Edward J. Carey and
James J. Noonan, who are connected with the Long Island Railroad
Company. It is intended to lease and fit out a clubhouse near the
shore of Peconic Bay, and, y, ith that end in view, the men above
named will shortly go down on the island and select a suitable loca-
tion. At a meeting held on Dec 18 last. The following officers were
elected: President, Edward J. Carey; Vice-president, James J.
Noonan

;
Secretary and treasurer, I. Clark.

The New York Tribune of Dec. 26 did a grave injustice to the South
Side Gun Club, of Newark, by publishing an item stating that on
Christmas Day, when the club held a live bird shoot, two boys were
severely injured by stray pellets. There was no shoot on the above
grounds on Christmas Day, and moreover, live birds are never shot
there, the club devoting its grounds exclusively to target shooting.
The two boys in question were shot at Wiedenrnayer's Park, on Ham-
burg place, while trying to flush lazy hirds, They were severely stung
about the back and shoulders, but their injuries are not thought to be
serious.

The Brighton Gun Club, an enterprising organization of East Or-
ange, N. J., held a shoot, on its North Park street grounds on Christ-
mas Day, targets being used. The attendance was fair and the

man 9. A 10-target shoot, which ended the day's sport, resulted as
follows: O'Mealey 7, Badgeley 8, Canfield 8, Gower 6, Baldwin 6,
Kutcher 5, Ackerman 4. The scoring was done by Mayne Potter.

Rapidly the months are passing by, and the passing of each one
brings us closer to the dates selected for the great big tournament of
the Knoxville Gun Club. With $1,000 in solid cash added to the purses
during the three target days, and a day's live bird shooting to follow,
it ought to be a big shoot. And it surely will be a big one, with at
least 100 entries in the target events. This is a very high figure to
count upon, but then high prizes will always draw the shooters. You
must watch our columns for the programme which we ars sure to
publish several weeks ahead of our esteemed contemporaries.
There is a rumor afloat that J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, Mo., is

desirous of meeting John L. Brewer in one or more matches. While
willing to concede to Mr. Elliott credit for being a rattling good
marksman, we still incline to the belief that he has no business in
a contest with Mr. Brewer if the latter is in anything like his own
form, and that on first-class birds Mr. Brewer could defeat him in
seven out of ten contests. We have no doubt of Mr. Brewer's wil-
lingness to meet the Kansas City man at any number of birds or
for any amount of money.
An interesting affair, and one that would attract an immense crowd

of spectators, would be a contfstwith the four Woing professionals
pitted against four of the" best shots of the leading clubs around New
York, eech man to shoot at 100 first-class birds under American Asso-
ciation rules. It would seem that in the trap-shooling ranks of the
Riverton, Westminster, Carteret, Hollywood and Larchmont clubs
there could be found four men who could well sustain themselves in a
shoot against a quartette chosen from Brewer, Elliott, Budd, Fulford
and Cla-.s.

An elaborate programme and one which should attract a big entry
list, is that published for the fourth annual shooting tournament of
Hamilton (Ont.) Gun Club, on January 16th, 17th and lSth. The great
event on the first day will be at 20 live birds, $10 entry, with fourteen
moneys, ranging from $200 down to glo. On this day there will be one
15-target and two 20-target events. On the second day there will be
two 10 and two 20-target events. On the third day a live bird, miss
and out event, at 10 live birds, two 15-target events and one at 20
targets.

The appended list of officers have been elected by the Frankford
(Pa.) Gun Club: Edward Beck, President; Benjamin Bourne, Vice-
President; David D. Mercer, Secretary; H. Longhead, Treasurer;
Elmer Betson, Field Captain; E. Beck, Assistant Field Captain; John
E. Crowther and Benjamin Bourne, Trustee. Tne grounds' of this
club are on Orthodox street, below Frankford.

The White Plains (N Y.) Gun Club claims Feb. 22 (Washington's
Birthday) for a live bird and target tournament, and hope to see a big
turnout of New York and New Jersey shooters. Shooting will begin
at 9 A. M. and continue until eandle-lUht. The grounds can be reached
in forty minutes from the Grand Central Depot, m New York city.

The Harrison (N. JO Gun and Fishing Club held their second shoot
for a silver loving cup on Christmas, each member shooting at 15 blue-
rock targets. J. Crawley, who won the first contest, was again suc-
cessful In getting the top score, breaking 11; W. Crowley broke 8. O.
Sanford 7, \V~. Coyle 5, J. Kosmer 4, J. Purcell 2, Harry Wardell 0,

At the medal shoot of the Riverside Gun Club at Red Bank. N. J.,
on Dec. 22 each man shot at 25 targets, Ivins breaking 24, E. Cooper
19, E. Throckmorton 17, J. S. Hoey 16, Little 18, L. Dayis 5, Cornwall
14, Hesse 21, John Cooper 21, Chas. Throckmorton 11,

Wm. H. McQuoid of New York and David C. Roe of Middletown,
N. Y.. shot a match at ten live birds each near Middletown on Christ-
mas Day. McQuoid won by one bird. The stake was $50 a side.

The annual shoot of the Hamilton (Ont.1 Gun Club will he held on
Jan 16. 17 and 18, and will attract a big attendance. In the live bird
contest there are usually from 75 to 100 entries.

The Clyde (N. Y.) Gun Club has elected the following officers: Pres-
ident, James H. Streeter; Vice-President. G. D. Barrett; Secretary-
Treasurer, Anson C. Burnett.
The San Antonio (Texas) Gun Club, which shoots twice a week ex-

cept during the open season, used over 100,000 targets during 1893

Go to Marion next Tuesday and see the great match between the
New Jersey and Kings County teams.
• Hurry in your entry for the25-bird sweep to be shot at Erb's Jan. 23.

J. A. R. Elliott expects to attend the Hamilton shoot.

C. H. Townsend.

Birds and Targets at Dexter Park.
Louis Miller's annual Christmas and New Year's shoots are. always

looked forward to by his patrons with that sort of inward anticipation
that is likened to the good boy who sees the first preparations in the
family kitchen for the opening of the mince pie season. So when
Louis s notices for his Christmas shoot went out some days ago. his
patrons said, "Hullo, here comes our annual feast of birds, targets
and turkey again." As the days advanced the regulars began their
preparations for the anticipated pleasures of Christmas, 1893. Christ-
mas morning opened mild and pleasant, lackiug nothing in its April
appearance but the song of the. amphibious frog. Many of the expect-
ant shooters were on the grounds at an early hour getting the lay of
the tend in a few preliminary shots at the ta'rgets. The day's sport was
divided into three divisions. The first was devoted to targets, the sec-
ond to turkey, and the third to live birds. The programme devoted to
targets was divided into four events.^ §tst'

at ten Targets, had nine entries. Short and Kneeble, Jr.,
tied with seven and divided first money.
The second event called for 10 targets, with twelve entries. W.

Levens took first money with nine, Schortemeier second with eight,
Short third with seven.
The third event was at fifteen targets, with twelve entries. Fessen-

°^n
- I3 ' ^S1

'
La^ens 12, second; Kheeble and Schortemeier ll, third;

Wright 9, fourth.
'

The fourth event, at ten targets, had eight entries. Lions, Wright,
Fessenden, Schortemeier first, with six. Short second with five.
The second or intermediate stage of the dav's sport having arrived,

an adjournment was taken to visit Mrs. Miller's department and dis-
cuss the turkey question. Having settled this matter to the satisfac-
tion of all, then came the third, last and most interesting part of the
shooting programme, the live bird events.
The first was at 5 birds, with eight entries. The birds were Al, and

made lively sport for the contestants in their efforts to stop them
Within the boundary. Schortemeier was the only man to kill his 5
straight. Bowen, Fessenden and Osterhout tied with 4.
The second event, at 5 birds, had eleven entries. Schortemeier,

Bowen and Kraft tied for first money with 5 each.
The third evei.t, at 5 birds, with fourteen entries, developed some

fine shooting at lively birds. Dr. Little, Kraft, Schortemeier and Lair
tied with full scores of 5 kills each
The fourth and last event of the day called for 3 birds, with six

entries. Schortemeier, Lair, Hopkins and Bi'amwell killed 3 each.
Scores:
No. 1, 10 targets:

Levens 1010110110-6 Smyth 0001010000-2
Kneeble, Jr 1110111001—7 Jones 0100100001-3
ghort HOQOlllll—7 Jones. Jr 0000101010-3
Frank 0000100001—2 Schortemeier. . . .1 110111011-8
Wright 0111010011-6
No. 2, 10 targets:

Wright 1000101110-5 Smyth 0010111000-4
Short 0110111110-7 Frank 0110100000-3
Kneeble, Jr 0000001111-4 Jones, Jr OloOOOOOOO—

2

Schortemeier 1111011110—8 Jones 1000100000-2
Gleer 0101000000-2 Brenner OtlOOOlOOOl—

1

Levens 1111111101.-9 Bright ..'ollOtil 1-4
No. 3, 15 targets:

Lyons 001000110010101— G Fessenden 111100111111111—13
Short 000011011001011— 7 Peterson 000001010001UOO— 3
Levens 101111110111101—12 Jones HWWOiOlUOOlh— 0
Kneeble, Jr 111001011111110—11 Jones, Jr 101QII 000000010— 5
Writshc 101001100101011— 8 Frank OOOIOOKIOOOOOOO— 2
Schortmeier.... 11 1110111100101—11 Small 001100C01000000— 3
No. 4, 10 targets:

Wright lOlllOnoil—6 Jones 1000100100—3
Fessenden 11 1000101 1—6 Peterson 0000010000—

1

Schortmeier 1000111101—6 Frank: 0000000000- 0
Short 0010101111—5 Lyons 0100111011-6

m T . No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.W Lair 00011—2 21220 4 21111-5 121—3
Kaltenstroth 10110—3 02212-4 20011—3
Wright 2L0O0—1 02102—3 22011-4
L H Schortemeier 22222—5 2222a- -5 22222-5 222-3
Lyon 22020-3
Bowen „ 211»2—4 12111-5 20222-4 220-2
Fessenden 21202—4 01221—4 11200—3 ..."•„

Osterhout 21202- 4 20121—4 20100—2 . .

DrVanOrd 21120-4 21011—4
CGlier 20110—8 00221—3
J Kraft 12222-5 12212-5
HBramwell

, 11010-3 01112—4
Jones, Jr , 10000—1
Br Little 12111—5 202—2
Hopkin 02112-4 122-3
Keller 01220-3

Phoenix Christmas Day.
Pt. Dover, Ont., Dec. 27.—We inclose herewith scores made by the

Phoenix Gun Club on their Christmas Day shoot. Owing to a perfect
gale blowing at the time of the shooting, and from right behind the
traps, the scores are very good, and better than was expected.
No. 1, 12 bluerocks:

Fick 011001010001—5 Ansley 110100000110- 5
Lawrie 110000111110—7 Watts OOOw
Barrett 101100110101—7
No. 2, 12 bluerocks:

R Skey 010100010111— 6 Barrett 100110001C01— 5
ESkey 00001 1100000— 3 Lawrie 011011101010- . 7
H D Williams.,,.,, 100110011001- 6 Fick 111111101101—10
CScoefield 111110111101—10 Ansley. OOOOHOOOIOO— 3
No. 3:

Ansley 0111111111—9 Fick HOlOw -3
ESkey 110111111—8 R Skey Ollw —2
Scoefield llOlllw —5 Williams llw —2

A. W. Lawrie, Secy.

Springfield Christmas Shoot.
Springfield, O., Dec. 20.—The Springfield Gun Club celebrated

Christmas with a successful shoot at its range. The day was an ideal
one for the sport. It was so warm that there was no need for a fire
in the club house. Following are the scores:

First, 10 singles: Hughes 9, Barton 5, Bimmel 3. Shell 7, Strong 10,
Hutchins 8, Downs 9, Young 9, Tibbets 5, Elder 6, Fleming 6, Less-
ner 6
Second, 15 singles: Hughes 11, Strong 12, Shell 9, Bimmel 2, Hutchins

5. Barton 9, Downs 10, Jenkins 0, Young 14, Tibbets 4, 'Lessner 11,
Neff 2.

Third, 10 singles: Shell 6, Strong 9, Hughes 6, Bimmel 4, Barton 5,
Williams 7, Young 10, Lessner 8, Fleming 6. Elder 9, Downs 5, Hughes 7.

Fourth, 4 singles and 3 pairs: Hutchins 5, Bimmel 1, Shell 3, Foley 1.
Williams 6, Barton 3. Downs 7, Hughes 5. Fleming 5, Tibbetts 6, Strong
10. Lessner 4, Young 7.

Fifth, 15 singles: Foley 4. Hutchins 10. Lessner 12, Strong 12, Shell 7.
Tibbetts 9, Downs 12, Young 12, Barton 5, BimmeJ 9. Lessner 11,
Shell 5.

,

j. a. Reid, Sec'y.

Vernon Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Vernons at Dexter Park on Dec. £9

brought together only eight members in the club event. The Ver-
nons are another of the few clubs who have adopted the old Long
Island rules. Toey shoot at 7 birds, handicap distance. Dr. Little
was the only member to kill 7 straight. Osterhout lost his fifth bird
on account of his gun being abovo the elbow. Scores:
Wischerth 1101211-0 Spadoue 0211210-5
Dr Little 1112121—7 F Thompson 0.22121 -5
Osterhout 1121 »2 1 -6 Collet .0200100—2WH Thompson 1112011-6 Brown 1031021—

if

Hall Beats Bogardus.
Springfield, III , Dec. 28.-G. T. Hall of Loami, 111., and Capt. A. H.

Bogardus shot a pigeon match on the Fair Grounds to-day which was
won by the former. He killed 72 birds out of 98, while Bogardua only-
killed 64. They shot at the circular boundary of their earlier race
15ydg. rise.

*
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Chicago.
TRIALS OF GEORGE HOLDEN

Chicago, HI., Dec. 23.—Once upon a time, a long while ago, George
Holden, of this city, otherwise known as "Husky" Holden, was by
some mischance elected secretary of a gun club here. Somehow or
other his name got into the grooves of time, possibly through some
published list of gun clubs, and since then George has been a man the
world will not willingly let die. He can't make the public believe that
he is no longer the secretary. To the contrary, though he has long
since gone into private life, he still gets all sorts of letters from all

sorts of people and all sortB of places, wanting him to do all sorts of
things. I have earlier described how a man once wanted him to buy
two ring-tailed monkeys because he once was a secretary. This was
only one of the trials. Yesterday he hove in sight with care on his

brow and bathed in a perspiration induced by wrath and grief. "Now
what do you think of this?" he said, as he slammed down a letter with
a vicious bang.
The letter came from New Jersey, from a place which we will call

Macedonia, because this was a sort of call from Macedonia, and it was
signed by one whom we will call for short. It read:
N. J., Nov. 11.—Mr. Geo. Holden, Secy. Dear Sir: Enclosed please

find one of our posters, which will explain our motto. Will you kindly
read this letter to your club members, and see if they would like to
help us out. We have just started, and we are trying to get on our
feet. Would you, as brother sportsmans, take a ticket to help us out,
and place us so we can help ourselves. Secy.
The poster was about a yard long, and in very black faced type. It

announced that "on Dec. 25, a new double breech-loading gun, valued
at $40. would be shot for, the price of ticket for the gun to be $2.50,

including S live birds." Would Mr. Holden please take a ticket, and
get his friends to take some, for the sake of the struggling Jersey
Club?
Of course, Mr. Holden did not take any tickets, and he did not

answer the letter. He classed it as only one more of the trials in-

cident to his having once been secretary of a gun club, years ago.
Yet I hope this may fall under the eye of the writer of the above
letter, and that he will know in time that plain begging isn't the way
to build up a gun club. Moreover, Chicago is poor this winter. More-
over again, George Holden isn't any secretary, hasn't been for years
and doesn't intend to be, doesn't want any ring-tailed monkeys, and
isn't in need of helping anybody till after Christmas.

AUDUBON PRIZES.

Audubon Club of Chicago held its last season shoot this week. L. M.
Hamline wins first prize for the year's record, Roll Organ second.
Mr. McAnley protests second prize on a question of handicap allowed
him.

GARFIELD GUN CLUB.

Garfield Gun Club of Chicago, will hold an all-day live bird Bhoot
New Year's Day. There will be plenly of birds and it is hoped plenty
of members on hand. E. Hough.

Christmas on the Union Grounds.
It was by no means seasonable weather that was dealt out on

Christmas Day; indeed, with thej.thermometer marking 52° above
zero one is likely to imagine himself in the South instead of in a
climate where ulsters and eartabs should be in requisition. And even
under the shadou of the Springfield Mountains, up in Union county,
N. J., where there is usually some semblance of a cooling breeze
even during the summer months, there was none during the early
hours of Christmas to take the warm edge off the sun's rays. Right
below the highest peak of these mountains are situated the grounds
of the Union Gun Club, an organization which numbers among its

members nearly all the expert target shots of New Jersey. The
grounds and house, as well as the practical running of the club's
affairs, are in tne capable hands of Enoch D. Miller, one of Jersey's
most expert marksmen.
On these grounds on Dec. 25 there assembled a representative

gathering ot trap-shooters, the attraction being a series of open
sweeps at live birds and targets, and two team contests between the
Union and Maplewood gun clubs. The sport began about 10 A. M.,
when a fair number of shooters were on hand, but the bulk of them
did not report for duty until about noon. Christmas is as a rule one
of the poorest days of the year on which to hold a shoot, as nearly
every one prefers the comforts of home on that day. But the

| majority of the Maplewood members are so situated that they are
unable to leave business except on legal holidays, hence the selection
of this day for this affair. Among those on the grounds were
"Uncle Jack" Harrison, of Dover; "Uncle Billy" Sigler, of Montclair;
Tom Brantingham, Dan and Scott Terry, of Plainfield; Dr. S. F.
Jackson, of Millburn; George Pudney, of Springfield; A. Sickley, of
South Orange; Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lindslev, of West Hoboken; R. H.
Breintnall, C. M. Hedden and W. R. Hobart, of Newark; O. L Yeo-
mans, J. W. Smith, J. Van Iderstine, W. C. Drake, of Orange; E. O.
Geoffroy, of Newark; R. Sopher, of Plainfield, and J. W. Hoffman, of
German Valley.
The birds supplied by Mr. Miller were a good lot and would have

been still better with a little colder air and some wind. The first
event on the programme was at 4 birds, $3 entry; No. 2 the same;
No. 3 at 5 birds, $5 entry; No. 4 a miss-and-out, $1 entry; No. 5 at 7
birds, $7 entry. The scores of these are here shown:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 5.
Yeomans 1011-3 2102—3 21221—5
Hedden 1312-4 0111—3 11121—5 0111122-6
Siggins 1121—4 2221—4 11212-5
Hoffman 1222-4 0221—3 12210—5 ... .

Miller 2121—4 1121—4 10121—4 1111111—7
Lindsley 2122121—7
Geoffroy 01121—4 1220121-6
Breintnall 2211212-7
Sigler 1111221—7
Wanda 2002201—4
In No. 4, the miss-and-out event, Drake, Geoffroy and Williamson

missed and went out on the second round. Hoffman went out on the
fifth round. Miller, Yeomans and Hedden kept on until they had
killed 7 each, when they concluded to divide before the price of the
birds should exceed the amount in the pot.
At this time was called one of the principal events of the day, the

second of the series af live bird contests between teams representing
the Union and Maplewood gun clubs. In the first contest of this
series the Maplewoods were victorious The teams comprised five
men each, and each man shot at 10 live birds, under American Shoot-
ing Association rules. This time the Unions braced themselves for
hard work, and by careful work on the part of Lindsley and Miller
both of whom ran straight scores, they won the match. The result is
as below:

Union.
Sigler 0111112122— 9
Hoffman 1212221200— 8
Breintnall 2001221110— 7
Lindsley 2232222222—1

0

Maplewood.
Geoffroy 2022211021— 8
Yeomans 2221120201— 8
Meeker 0211122121— 9
Siggins 0110011212— 7

Miller 1112112111—10—44 Hedden 0101221221— 8—40
The final live bird event of the day was a Si miss and out. Yeomans

left the lists on his second round, Lindsley on his fifth and Miller and
Sigler divided on five kills each.
The live bird traps were now removed, screens adjusted, target traps

put in place , and in a remarkably short time Keystone targets instead
of live birds were engrossing the attention of the shooters. Event No.
8, $1 entry, was at 10 targets, four moneys, and the scores were -

Fisher 1100101011—6 Yeomans 1111110111—9
Geoffroy 1111101111—9 Hedden 0umill0-8
Hoffman , 1010111110—7 Sopher 1111100011—7
Breintnall 00101O0011—4 Terry 0010111011—6
Drake 1011110110—7 Lindsley 1100001001—4
Sickley 1111010111-8 Sigler 1011111111-9
Van Iderstine 0011000101—4 Miller 1011110110—7W Smith 1010011001-5 Brantingham

i0010011111—

6

Siggins 1100000001-3

Then came another team race, the second of a series of targets be-
tween the Unions and Maplewoods, the first shoot of the series having
resulted in a tie. There were nine men on a team, each man shot at 25
targets under rapid firing rules, and here are the scores:

Maplewood.
Van Iderstine 0010011010110111111101101—16
Siggins , 1100100111111001111111011—18
Dr Fisher 0010000111100011111110111—15
Yeomans Ollliiiioiioooilllioiliii—19
Sickley llllllOllllllOllOlOllllll—21
Geoffroy , OlOllimoillllOOllOlOlll—18
Hedden OlllOOOiiiiioiOlllOlOOlll—16
Drake , 0111101101111101111111011—22
War Smith llllll0111111111111li0011-22-165

Union.
Breintnall 1101111111110101111011001—19
D Terry 1111001111110101111101110—19
Lindsley llllOOOlOOlOOlOOOl 1111010—13
Sigler 1111101111011111101011011—20
Bryant 0111001110111101011100110—16
Scott 1111011010111110000110010—15
Brantingham 0011100000101011011111000—12
Hoffman llOinmiinoilllllOllll—22
Miller 1111111111011101111111111-22-158
From this until dark was devoted to sweepstake shooting, the results

being as follows, all events being at 10 targets, $1 entry.

No. 10: Yeomans 10, Smith 8, Geoffroy 8, Hedden 8, Hoffman 8,

Scott 8, Miller 7, Sigler 7. Terry 5, Lindsley 4.

No. 11: Hoffman 10, Sickley 9, Miller 9, Smith 8, Sopher 8, Geoffrov
7, Sigler 7, Yeomans 7, Scott 6, Hedden 5, Lindsley 4, Fisher 5.

No. 12: Yeomans 9, Scott 8, Geoffroy 8, Hoffman 8, Miller 8, Sopher
7, Fisher 7, Sigler 6, Smith 5.

No. 13: Yeomans 9, Geoffroy 8, Hoffman 8, Miller 8, Scott 8, Fisher
7, Sopher 7, Lindsley 6, Sigler 6, Smith 5, Jefferson 4.

No. 14: Smith 9, Yeomans 8, Miller 7, Hoffman 7, Fisher 7, Lindsley
5, Geoffroy 4. C. H. Townsend.

LIVE BIRD CONTESTS OF 1893.
Below will be found a table giving the date, place, winner's and

loser's scores of all the important contests at live pigeons shot during
1893. The table does not include the results of any of the open sweep-
stakes shot during the year, covering only individual and team con-
tests:

Place. Winner's Score. Loser's Score.Date.
Jan.
2. .Harrison, N. J. . .A. Cottrell 21 O. Sandford 20
2..Red Bank, N. J. ,E. Throckmorton 18 James Cooper 18
3. .Frankford, Pa.. .A. J. Rust 41 H. E. Buckwalter. 34
4. .Plainfield, N. J..Chas. Smith... . . . . 36 W. S. Pierson 33
4..Burnside, 111 W. S. Duer.. 44 J. Ruble 43
5..Burnslde, III P. Stone 42 W. S. Duer 36
— . .Kansas City,Mo..F. J. Smith 45 M. F. Myers , 44
9..Morristown,N.J..R. Foote 24 J.Leonard 23
9..Burnside, 111 C. Antoine 17 F. R. Bissell 15

18.. Pittsburgh , Pa . .E. M. Cundall

,

19. .Pattenburg, N. J.
\ Jg^;;^ J-

44

A. H. King 87
Case i 40Milburn f

25..Frenchtown,N.J.^fc: ..

::;
j.

43
Mason.. ........, „

25 . . Newark, N. J H. P. Toler 81 L. V. To Din 76
26. .Newark, N. J. . . . A. Willey 44 H. Gasper 28

Feb.
6. .Chicago, 111 G. Work 107 T. S. Dando.
6. .Chicago, 111 A. C. Money 41 B. V. Jackson 30
7.. Chicago, 111 A. C. Money 43
9.. Plainfield, N. J..H. Gasper 37

10.. Pittsburgh, Pa, ,N. Johnson 88
10. .Larchmont,NY..G. Work

Shot
at.
25
25
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
100

50

C. E. Felton 35
W. S. Pierson 33
10. MoWhorter.... 86
E. D. Fulford 87

11..Burnside, 111
jK^;.;;; \

36 gg^./.-; \
32

15..Burnside,Ill A. C. Anson 76 G. Hoffman 71

IB Fort Bod^e Ta J C. A. Bryant., I
4(1

E.R.Green.,
lo. .tort Dodge, !*•••{ ^ j Reynolds f

40
E.-L. King,

9216..Larchmont.NY..E. D. Fulford
17. .Carteret, N. J.. . .E. D. Fulford 89
18..Larchmont,NY.,E. D. Fulford 86
19.. Butte, Mont J. F. Cowan 22 _
20..Paterson, N. J.. .T. W. Morfey 19 T. C. Wright 15

34

iJ S. Thompson.'. 90
G. Work 81
W. B. Smith 83
F. Conly 19

22. .Burnside, 111 W. Mussey.".
22. .Utica, N. Y E. D. Fulford.

.

98
A. C. Anson.
J. L. Brewer..

23. .Utica, N. Y. . . . . .H. L. Gates 44 Annie Oakley 41
T. W. Peacock.... 79
T. W. Peacock.... 35
A. Willey 42

F. Goodale.

.

23. , Utica, N. Y J. L. Brewer 79
24. .Utica, N. Y J. L. Brewer 45
28. . Newark, N. J. . . .H. Gasper 45

March.
1. .Newark, N. J. . . .T. W. Morfey 45
9.. Burnside, 111 Clark 20 _
9.. Burnside, 111 W. T. Wells 22 W.L.Wells.

10.. Burnside, 111 \S^'".Y.\ 48 ffe'7.
14. .Newburg, N. Y. .Higginson 82 Kissam
22 . . Marion , N. J, .... J. Ryan 21 R. Fleischmj
25 . . Wilkesbarre,Pa. . H. E. Buckwalter. 41 T. Eley
25. .New York, N Y.. J. L. Brewer 49 N. Apgar..

.

*«l . . X"> OW CVI A, 11 . «J , . , . J.W. OULll flULL... ,,,,», J V X>. I

30 . .Utica, N. Y M. Mayhew 83 A. I

April.
1 . .Burnside, 111 E. Bingham . .

,

G. Kleinman,

J. S. Williams., f
G. Work6. .Carteret, N. J.. . . J. L. Brewer 87

6. .Brooklyn, N. Y. .H. Williams 18
7. .Brooklyn, N. Y. .J. L Brewer 96 T. w. j

Jeaco<
7 . . Burnside, 111 W Mussy. 18 Kaufman , .

,

10. .Larchmont, NY..F. G. Moore 180 Q. Work.. .

.

10. .Carlisle, Pa C. E. Humer 24 C, R. Ertter

24. .Coney Isl'd,N.Y..R. T. Clayton 44 C. E. Morris.
26..Brooklyn, N. Y.. J. Martin 34 E. Lanzer

11 . .Oskaloosa, la. . .

.

26..Omaha, Neb
80..Pelhamville,NY.

June.
1.. Newark, N. J....
4.. Norfolk, Va

18..Portland, Ore....

July.
14..Coney Isl'd.N.Y.,
14..Coney Isl'd,N.Y.
14.. Coney Isl'd,N.Y„
17. .San Diego, Cal...
25 . . Davenport, la. . .

,

25. .Davenport, la...

27..Coney Isl'd.N.Y..

31..Fanwood, N.J...

— . .Indianapolis, Ind,
21.. Marion, N. J....— . .Paterson, N. J.

.

Sept.
7..Coney I'd, N.Y..

C. W. Budd
F. L. Parmelee.

.

.J. J. Loonie

G. Raynor.

.

N. Apgar,.
H. Beal....

O. E. Morris
C. E. Morris
C. E. Morris
M. Chick
T. Laflin
G. Somerson
B. F. Langcake. .

.

J A. W. Money. . 1

1 M. F. Lindsley $

J. A. Martin
J. W. Hoffman...
T. W. Morfey. ....

C. E. Morris
C.Ferguson, Jr...
C. Spencer
M. Collenberger...
C. F. Lenone

. 23

. 72

. 46

, 23
, 22
, 24
. 92
. 43
17
41

A. W. Wiley.

J. B. Collins
J. Rothaker
C. Smith

W. S. Canon..
F. Post

R. Dwyer.

,

23.. Jerseyville, III...

23.. Jerseyville, III...

30. . Rutherford,N.J.

Oct.
12.. South River,NJ..E. Hill 90
13 . . B rooklyn, N. Y. . . J. J. Edgerton .... 24

14.. Chicago, 111 G.T.Hall 72
17.. Burnside, 111 Annie Oakley 24
17.. Burnside, 111 R. J. Stevens 36

24..PelhamviUe,N.Y.-|
f.

r

£*ken'. [ 38

27.. Paterson, N. J... J. A R. Euiott.'... 96
27. . " (tie shoot) J. A. R. Elliott. ... 24

Nov.
2. .Brooklyn, N. Y. .J. F. Shepherd. ... 19
7..Fanwood, N. J...C. Smith 25
7, .Newark, N. J. . . .J. A. R. Elliott... . 23

11 . .Larehmont,N.Y.."Walsrode" ...... 89
A. O. Money 74

n..c,rM^.j....{§
:^zT.:\ « S:ISK 44

F. Hoey ) .„

G. Work f
4d

F. P. Class. 95 J. A. R. Elliott. ... 90
.S. Castle 18 E. Pierre 16
F. P. Class 99 J. A. R. Elliott. ... 95
.J. A. R. Elliott. ... 92 F. P. Class 89

N. Apgar 89
G. W. Forbell 18
J. Young 16
W. Selover... 15
Capt. Bogardus. . . 72
W, S. Canon 22
J. M. Franks 25
Silberborn / on
W, Picken f

6i

V. P. Class 96
F. P. Class. 23

J.'W. Coulson 13
J. Rothaker 22
M. F. Lindsley.... 21

11. .Morristown.N.J..
16.,PineBrook.N.J..
17.. Paterson, N. J...,

18. .Morristown,N.J.,

Dec.
7.. Brooklyn, N. Y..

7.. Pine Brook, N. J.

8..Paterson, N. J...

9..Union Hill, N. J.

21..Newark, N. J

Jones 15
S. Castle i 9 .

. CM. Hedden. f
41

J. A. R. Elliott.... 98

J M. F. Lindsley ) ,<>

\ J. A. R. Elliott f
43

J. A. R Elliott....193

Coulson 13
R. Karhart ) 1Q
E. Pierre f

18

F. P. Class 91
J. Berkery ,

C, Woolmington f
41

F.P. Class.:...... 182

100
50

125
60
50
48
100
100

100

50

100
100
100
25
25
100
100
50
83
50
50

50
19 25

25

- 36 50

100
. 19 25
40 50
46 50
18 22

100

81 100

45

42 50

86 100
14 25
87 100
14 25

154 200
23 30

. 34 50
38 50

50

70 100
91 100
18 25

21 25
54 82
45 50

. 22 25

. 22 25

. 21 25
88 100
41 50

. 14 24
. 38 50

87 100

25
50
25

80
100

47 50
82 100

100

On the Old Stone House Ground.
A holiday without a live bird shoot on John Erb's Newark grounds

would be a sorry holiday indeed. Christmas like each and every holi-
day for the past twenty years, brought a choice shooting coterie to
the grounds to practice on a hard-flying lot of birds. There were only
five m the party but still there were trapped 220 birds during the
afternoon, each man taking part in four events at 10 birds each, $5
entry, and one 4-bird event, $3 entry. The results:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.
Elliott 1222112121 1110111211 0111121121 1212102111 1221—41
Castles 2110111221 2111212211 1111211121 1101121112 1111—42
Hollis 1211121121 1121211111 0211211121 1221111210 1111—42
Cannon 2220122222 1210221202 0210220101 2221011220 0222-34
Johns 0100021202 2102101128 0021121002 0121001001 2020—26

Club Team Shoot at Paterson.
** The popular shooting grounds at Willard's Park, Paterson, were
visited by a big crowd of sportsmen on Thursday, Dec. 28, and they
were treated to an exnibition of good shooting at good birds. The at-

traction was the contest for club teams of three men each, at 15 live

birds per man, $30 entry, Hurlingham rules to govern excepting
boundary which was 50yds. For this there were five teams entered,
the New Utrecht Gun Club team having failed to materialize. The
small number of entries was undoubtedly due to the weather, which
was decidedly unpleasant up to noon. During the morning flakes of
snow alternated with a drizzling rain and soon the ground was in a
disagreeable condition. After 1 o'clock the weather was better. Had
the moraine; been clear the list of entries would probably have reached
8 or 10.

The teams that entered were the Climax Gun Club of Fanwood,
Cosmopolitan Gun Club of Plainfield, Union Gun Club of Springfield
and the Newark Gun Club (two teams). Their composition was as
follows:
Climax: Chas. Smith, Plainfield; E. D. Miller, Springfield; Neaf

Apgar, Evona.
Newark No. 1 : C. M. Hedden and Samuel Castle of Newark; W. H.

Green, Harrison.
Newark No. 2: M. F. Lindsley and Ed. Collins of West Hoboken; Dr.

P. J. Zeglio, Warrenville.
Cosmopolitan: John Rothaker, Germantown; A. W. Money, Oak-

land; T. W. Morfey, Paterson.
Union: J. L. Smith, Hackettstown; N. G. Money, Oakland; J. W.

Hoffman, Orange Valley.
Previous to the big shoot, a couple of sweepstakes were shot at 7

live birds each $5 entry, three moneys. The results:
No. 1:

Castle. 1011111—6 J L Smith 1111111—7
N G Money 1111111—7 Hoffman 1100111—5
Hedden 1011 111-6 Zeglio 1110111—6
A W Money 1111111-7 C Smith 1011111—6
Hollis 1111111—7 Rothaker . . 7 1100111-5
Morfey .....1111111-7
No. 2:

N G Money 1021121—6 Rothaker 10t2122—

5

Lindsley 2222201-6 Collins 2122121—7
Morfev 2121021—7 Miller 0111110—6
A W Money 2211221—7 J L Smith 2112.01—

5

D Terry 1112211—7 Apgar 1121111—
Castle 1111120-6 Hoffman 1113111—7
C Smith •112100-4 Zeglio ..12«1 021—5
In the above events the birds were rather an indifferent lot. In the

team contest which followed they may be summed up as a good lot,

many being as good as ever left a trap. Lead-carriers they were in
earnest, as is shown by the score, which records twelve dead out of
bounds, and every one loaded down with shot. The Newark team
went into the struggle with the firm determination of securing first
and second moneys, but the fates willed otherwise, C. M. Hedden, of
team No. 1, being badly out of form and killing only 10 out of his 15.

Mr. Hedden is one of the most reliable men in the State as a rule, but
like others, this was his day off. E. D. Miller proved his skill as well
as the fact that his old Parker gun and his load of American wood
powder are still reliable by killing 15 straight. Contrary to expecta-
tions, of some the Climax team won first place without having to
struggle very hard. The two Newark teams and the Cosmopolitans
tied for second and third moneys and shot off at 3 birds each. The
Cosmopolitans lost one bird out of the 9 and were out in the cold,
each of the Newark teams killing straight and dividing. Al Heritage,
of Jersey City, was referee, "Uncle Jake" Pentz

t
scorer. The scores

are here shown:
Climax Gun Club.

C Smith ....111110122222121—14
Miller 111221111111122-15
Apgar 2221111122..122-13-42

Newark Team No. 1.

Hedden 1 121012.2120102-10
Castle 2112121211.1211—14
Green 211211201112120—13-37

Newark Team No. 2.

Lindsley 22201 0.22222222-12
Zeglio 222111.10122112—13
Collins 222202220222120—12-37

Cosmopolitan Gun Club.
Rothaker 121«0212221»222—12
A W Money 221 21 •202222211—12
Morfey 10222221«211210-12—37

Union Gun Club,
J L Smith 2112112.2122200—11
N G Money 1.0221101222021—11
Hoffman

Ties.

212
112
121—9

221
221
221—9

122
221
220-8

The Maplewood's Dinner Shoot.
Up f long the line of the D. L. & W. Railroad, a few miles above

South Orange, is the picturesque but rather sleepy little village of
Maplewood. peopled for the most part by prosperous business men
from New York and thrifty attaches of the many manufactories of
the neighborhood. Here, nestling back in a heavy wood, a thousand
yards more or less from the depot, are the well appointed grounds of
the Maplewood Gun Club, one of the oldest and largest organizations'
in the State. Although its shooting is done in the village, the majority
of the members hail from the Oranges. There are a number of
Newarkers on the roll, including such cracks as W. R. Hobart, Ferd.
Van Dyke, R. H. Breintnall and C. M. Hedden; Enoch D. Miller of
Springfield is also a member.
The club had shoots every Saturday afternoon throughout the year,

and on the fourth Saturday of each month is held a contest at 50
targets per man for a silver loving cup. Once a year also, usually a
week or so before the close, the club members get together on the
grounds and hold a shoot for a New Year's supper, the members
present being formed into two teams, each man shooting at 15 targets
and the losing team having the pleasure of paying for a banquet for
both teams and such other club members as may be near the board.
On Saturday, Dec. 23, the last shoot of this kind was held, and it was

an enjoyable affair, although only a dozen members were present.
The shoot was held in the afternoon and the club was blessed with
fine weather conditions, although it had been stormy up to noon and
became so again in the evening. The teams, which were captained
respectively by Enoch D. Miller and J. Warren Smith, comprised six
men each, and each man shot at fifteen Keystone targets, under the
rapid-firing system. The shooting was by no means of the expert
order, only one "straight" being recorded, that of O. L. Yeomans.
The contest was close, however, and it was only on a margin of four
breaks that the Miller team was "elected" to pay for the dinner,
which was to have been discussed on Dec. 29 at the South Orange
Hotel. In previous years New Year's eve has been the time for dis-
posing of the feed, but as the Maplewood members always attend the
New Year's Day "annual" of the South Side Gun Club in Newark it

was deemed advisable to alter the date as above for fear of their suf-
fering a reaction and losing tbeir nerves in the hot company sure to be
met on the South Side grounds. The scores of the team shoot are here
given:
Capt Miller.111010111001101—10
Drake 111011011011110—11
Siggins 100011111111101—11
Quad 111111110101111—13
Parry 111111000011011—10

Capt Smith, 111111101110011-12
Sickley 100110110001111— 9
Yeomans. . .111111111111111—15
Fisher 010000001111011— 7
VanldestineOlOllOOllOlllll—10

Reeves 010000000010011— 4—59 WickSmith.111101010001111—10—63
The following scores were made in a series of 10-target shoots, $ en-

try, which preceded the team shoot:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Drake 1111001101— 7 1010011111— 7
Sickley 1101111111— 9 0111111111— 9 1111111111—10
Mill ..1110111111— 9 1110111111— 9 1101111101— 8 1111101111— 8
Smith 1110101111— 8 1111111011— 9 1111110111— 9 0110110111— 7
Siggins 1111111111—10 1110110111— 8 0111111111— 9
Van Iderstine 1111111111—10 0110111001— 6 0011110001— 5
Fisher 0111101100— 6 1101001101— 6 0011111111— 8
Jefferson 0101111110— 7 1110100111— 7 1100111010— 6
Reeves 1101011101— 7 0111011011— 7
Yeomans 1111111111—10 1011111110— 8
Parry 1101111111— 9 0000101111— 5
Quad........ , 1000011110—5
In Event No. 2 the ties on 9 were shot off in 5-target strings. On the

first string Miller and Smith got 4 each and Sickley 2. On the next
round Smith smashed 5 and took the pot, Miller scoring only 3.

Mohegan.

Somerville Gun Club.
Somkrville, N. J., Dec. 26.—The Somerville Gun Club held a shoot

on Christmas afternoon, at Which the following scores were made.
Having only about 100 five birds, the members contented themselves
with shooting small sweeps at four birds each, with the exception of
the last one, which was at three birds; entrance 3j4, two moneys:

No.l No.2 No 3 No.4 No.l No.2 No.3 No.4
Cramer 0221 1121 1121 000 Bishop 1222 1121 2011 ...
Anderson 0002 .... 0011 ... Cortelyou....2001
WDDilts 2211 1221 1102 211 ER Voorhees.1200 2202 0210 112
Rockafellow.,1011 1201 0211 121 HH Hall 1201 1110 100
Larne 0011 0101 1111 ... E. P. Dickey, Sec'y.
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Colt Hammerless Gun Club.
Habtffobd, Conn., Dec 36.—Inclosed find scores made by the Colt

Hammerless Gun Club on Christmas Day, when everybody had a
pleasant time, and nobody dropped a fortune in cash. The principal
event was for a 23-lb. turkey, at 20 singles each, which was won by
F. N. Manross on a clean score. The turkey was presented by Mr.
John Milrose. A number of team shoots between picked teams were
shot, and the scores follow, as do those of the sweepstake events.
No. 1, 10 singles, M. F. Cook 10, O. B. Treat 9, E. O. Goodwin 9,

A. H. Pitkins 7, M. White 6, A. H. Sexton 7.

No. 2, 15 singles, Cook 15, Treat 13, Coodwin 11, Sexton 8, Bailey 5,
White 10.

No. 3, 10 singles, Cook 8, Treat 9, S. Hills 5, Goodwin 6, Pitkins 6.

Team contests, No. 4, 10 birds, entry 25 cents:
Cook (capt) 1010111101
Treat 1111110111—9
Sexton r 1110011101-7
Pitkin 1100110011—6
Alger 101 1 110111—8 -37

No. 5, same:
Cook (captain). . .1101110011-7
Treat 1111111011—9
Sexton 1011100011—6
Piskin .0000100101—3
Alger 1111111011—9
Manross 0111101110—8—42
No. 6, same:

Viberts (ca.pt.). .1111111111—10
Treat 0111111111— 9
Alger ....1101110111— 8
Goodwin 0010111010— 5
White 0001111110— 5

Goodwin (capt)..1011101011— 7
Viberts ....1111111111—10
Hills 0000111001— 4
White 1011100111— 7
Bailey 1001000000— 2—30

Goodwin (capt.).lOllOHOOl— 6
Viberts 1110011110— 7
Hills 1001100110- 5
White 1111110110— 8
Collins 1010010000— 3
Hotchkiss 1111111111—10—39

Hotchkiss (capt)0111HIlll— 9
Manross 1111111101— 9
Cook .....1100101011— 6
Pitkin 0111101011— 7
Sexton 1110110)00— 6

Hills 0110111101— 7—44 Bailey 1010110100- 5—42
No. 7, same:

Viberts (capt.). .1011111111— 9
Treat 1111011011— 8
Goodwin 0111011111— 8
Alger 1110110111— 8
White 0010001111— 5

Hotchkiss(eapt),1111101111— 9
Manross 1111101111— 9
Cook 1111011111— 9
Pitkin 01010)1101— 6
Sexton 1010010001— 4

Hills 1110111111— 9-47 Bailey . . . . . . . . . .-0000010001— 3-39
No. 8, same:

Cook (captain). .1111111111 -10
Viberts 1101101010— 6
Manross 1111111011— 9
Hotchkiss 1111111111—10
Pitkin 1011011111— 8

Goodwin (capt.).lUOIllOll— 8
Treat 1101011111— 8
Hills 0101100011— 5
Alger 1111111111—10
White Ill 0110001— 6

Sexton 0010000110- 3—46 Bailey 1011000)01— 5-42
No. 9, same:

Cook (captain). .1111111111—10
Viberts 1011111111— 9
Manross 1111111111—10
Hotchkiss 1101011111— 8
Pitkin 0101001011— 5
Sexton 1101111011— 8—50

Goodwin (capt.). 1111010110— 7
Treat 1011111111— 9
Hills 1100000010— 3
Alger 1111110111— 9
White 1000001111— 5
Bailey 0000001111— 4—3'
No. 10, 20 birds:

GManross.llllllllllllllllllll—20 A Parsons. 00010111011001000111—10
MEWhite.10101101110011110111—14 Climax. .. .11111111111011001111—17
O B Treat..lll01111110111111111—18 J Melrose ..11111110011101111111—17
CWVibertslllllllOlOllllllllOl—17 WilliamsonlllllllllOOllimOll—17
John AlgerOlllOOlOlllOllllllll—15 A Willey . .11011110110101010101—13
J H Pitkin. 11001111111111100111-16 F C-Fowlerllll00101 1011 1111000—13
M FCork. .11111110111111001111—17 LLecreinerOOOlllllOlOOlOOlOOOl— 9
CHotch'issllllOlOlOlllllllOllO-lS U M C 01011110111101111111—16
E Sexton. .11100111111011110101—15
No. 11, 15 birds, entrance 30 cents: M. F. Cook 11, J. H. Pitkin 11,

F. Manross 15, C. Sexton 11, Allen Willey 12, C. Williamson 13.

No. 13. 15 birds, entrance 50 cents: Fowler 9, Willey 13, Williamson
Pitkin 11.

No. 13, 15 birds, entrance 50 cents: Fowler 13, Pitkin 13, Willey 13,
Williamson 11. Sexton 13, Lecregnier 9.

No. 14: Willey 13, Fowler 9, Pitkin 12, Sexton 10.

Shooting at Flemington.
Flemington, N. J., Dec. 25.—Inclosed find scores made to-day at the

Christmas shoot of the Flemington Gun Club, also of a practice shoot
at live birds made on Friday, Dec. 22. The shooting to-day was at
bluerocks, three traps, unknown angles, American Association rules.

Each event was at ten singles each man. The day was warm, but the
wind blew in all directions, which made the targets fly in all shapes,
which accounts for the low scores. The live birds were the best we
have ever seen trapped; of the whole number not one needed the Hag
and there were no incomers. Hurliugham rules, 28yds. rise, all shoot-
ing 12-gauge guns. Scores follow:
Event No. 1, at 10 singles, J. Chamberlin 8, D. Boss 7, G. E. Reading

6, Green 6, Moore 4.

No. 1. No. 4. No. 3.

Green 1101 100110-6 0110010101—5 0010000111—4
DBoss 1101011100-7 1111001000—5 1001100100 -4
Cass 1000110111—6 0100101011-5 1111001110 -7
Lott 0011100011—5 1110011000—5 1110111111—9
Hyde 1011010001—5 1010100010—4 1101111011—8
Chamberlin 0011010100-4 1111010111—8 1111101111—9
Reading 0111001000-4 1101111111—9 0110010101—5
Moore 0010101000—3 0111100011—6 1111110111—9
Shrope 0010011010-4 1001111110—8
A W Boss 0000100000—1
Sweeney 0100000000—1
W Green 0001000010-2
Riley 1010011000-4
Practice shoot at live birds Dec. 22, Hensler 8, Larne 6, J. Boss 5,

Shaffer 3, out of 10 each; Lott 4 out of 5; D. Boss 2 out of 3. Rex.

West Shore Gun Club.

Syracuse, N. V., Dec. 24.—At the regular shoot of the West Shore
Gun Club, held last Saturday, Dec. 23, the following scores were made.
Blu^rock targets were used, known traps, unknown angles. The
targets are thrown low and hard, the shooter stands facing the south,
many of the targets go directly east or west. The background is

dark, and the record of 46 out of 50 tells the story better than I can:
C H Mowry 01111011011110101110111001101011010110010011101101—32
D M Lefever 00011011101111000110111111110010100011110110001111—31

a (i Courtney 0110)001101111101111)000001101011010000101001101)1-28

C Lathrop 10100000010111111110001101011101011100111101000110—88

J Boyd 11000100100000000101101010101101101110011101011000- 23

F Lefever , 11111011110)0)) 000)011111—18

J M Herman 0111110011)11000110111011—17

J Duncan 0000110100101010011011111—13
IRONSIDES.

Lakeview Rod and Gun Club.

Lakeview, Mass., Dec. 26.—I send you herewith scores of the
Caristmas Day shoot of the Lakeview Rod and Gun Club. Guests
were present from the Worcester Sportsmen's Club. Worcester Gun
Club, Millbury Gun Club and Atlantic SI ooting Association, of Lynn.
Hot coffee, biscuits and cigars were distributed during the intervals o

shooting. The day was perfect, and it was altogether one of the most
successful shoots ever held by the club. The "silver trophy," a large
pitcher with wreath and crossed guns, and engraved with hunting
scenes, given by Mr. J. R. Bigelow, of the W. & 3. R. R, was won by
N. A. Parker with five close contests in a team of 15 men. The club
silver cup, valued at $22.50, will be decided at the next shoot. N. A.
Parker is now first and C. M. Williamson a good second.
Events No. 1, 5 and 7 were at 6 singles, No. 3 at 3 pairs, No. 6 at 20

singles, No. 4 at 10 singles, all unknown angles, from five traps.

_ „ No. 1. No. 3. No. 4. No. 4.
SRandall 10110-3 00 w 1010110011— 6 01110-3
GS McLellan 00110—2 10 00 10-2 0101011100- 5 11100-3
N A Parker 00110-2 00 w 1011111111— 9 11100-5
JSMascroft 11110-4 10 11 10—4 0111111111— 9 00111-3AN Hoyle 11111—5 10 10 11—4 1011111111—9 11111—5
FBucklin 00011-2 00 w 1001010110-5H W Colvin 11 10 00—3 1001001100— 4 11111—5H H Gabeler io 00 10—2 1111010111— 8 10001—2W R Robinson 00 10 10—2 0110010110— 5 00101—2
AWWalls 10 10 00—2 1111111111—10 00011—2M Buck. 1101011111— 8 01010-2
CHGoodell 0101100111— 6 01110—3
B Buck. 0010100011— 4 00001—1W H Brown 01101—3
No. 6, silver cup race at 20 singles:

NWParker.11100101 111011010011—13 E Buck. . . .OOllOOOOOlw
Dr Gabeler.01110111111100100000—11 AW Walls. lOOlllOlOlwH WColvinOlOlOlOlOOOlOllOlOll—10 SRandall. .11110011111111110101-16
A N Hoyle.1011110101 1010100010—11 GMcLellanllOOlOOOlllOlllllOll—13M Buck.. ..00110110111110111001-13 CHGoodell 00011011001000100101- 8
JMascroft.llllllllOlllOlOlOllO—15 W R BrownllOlllOOOlw
No. 7: Calvin 4, Gabeler 4, McLellan 2, Buck 4, Randall 3, Mascroft

4, Hoyle 4, Parker 4. On the shoot-off Buck won first money.
No. 8, at 6 singles: Mascroft 5, Hoyle 3, Gabeler 5, Colvin 3, McLellan

2, Randall 3, Buck 3. H. B. L.

Meadville Gun Club.
Meadville, Pa„ Dec. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream: Our gun

club held a special shoot on Christmas, and I send you a report of the
result. It has been some little time since they held their last regular
shoot for the season, and the boys are somewhat out of practice. The
day was very fine, but the shoot commenced so late in the day that it
was almost dark before they got through; this will account for the
rather indifferent scores of the sweepstakes. We have a strong club
here, and some fine shots, but owing to the fact of it being Christmas
the members were not all present:
C J Kelso 0000101111110110110110101—15
A L Carskadden 0111101101101101011111110—18
C Stein .0100010010011111010111000—12
F H Neal OllOOOOlOOOlOlOOOllllOlOl—11
H J Leberman .....1111100110010101010110101—15
J McFadden 0101 0110010100010001 11101—12
A Beiton 0001110000100110111011011—13
R A Hays .0011000111110010111011110—15
A F See 0111111011011010001111101—17
H Haman 0100101000111111111010111—17
C A Miller 0000100111010100100011100—10
CM Yates llllllllllOOHOlllllllllO—21
HS Robinson OOO1O0000O1O11OOO0O1O11O1— 8
F Miller 0100001111010011111111111—17
H A Johnson 1110110101110111011011110—18
D P Ryan 0100010000010010001010010— 7
C J Worst 0010111110001011111111111—18
F Ehrgott 0101010110110110110111111—16
V Decker 0000110010100111111110100—13
F W Smith 0111100011111111111111111—20
F H Hotchkiss 1111110111111001111110101—20
S C Clark 0111011100110110111111111—19
R C Adams 0000001111011101011001001—12
P L Laffer 0000101101101001101001001—11
D W Cochran 1101010100010001111000010—11
D S Barrackman 1100101001100100101100001—11

Sweep No. 1, money $25, 40, 30,
20 and 10 per cent.

:

F W Smith 010100—2
V Decker. ;. 110100—

3

C J Kelso .101110—4
A M Gundaker 101111—5
H J Leberman 110101—4
D H Barrackman 001000—1
H Haman 110O10—

3

FH Neal 111111—6
SC Clark 101011—4
H A Johnson 111111—6

Sweep No. 2, money $20, 40, 30
20 and 10 per cent.

:

F Miller 01111—4
A M Gundaker 11111—5
R A Hays 11111-5
F L Hotchkiss 01 1 10—

3

A Bolton 11101—4
C J Kelso 10010-2
A L Carskadden 11001—3
F H Neal 01000—1
FW Smith 11101—4
C Stein 00000—0

C Stein 111110-5 F Ehrgott 11100-3
RAHays 111100 5 D L Barrackman 10010-2
F Ehrgott 011101—4 First divided between A. M. Gun-
F H Hotchkiss 011010—3 daker and R. A. Hays; second shot
F Miller 111110—5 off and won bv F. W. Smith ; third
First divided between F. H. Neal off and won by F. H. Hotchkiss;

and H. A. Johnson; second divided fourth shot off and won by C. J.
between A. M. Gundaker and C, Kelso.
Stein; third shot off and won by
R. A. Hayes; fourth, F. H. Hotch-
kiss. A. W. Smith, Umpire.

West Shore Gun Club.
Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 26 —I inclose herewith scores made at yes-

terday's shoot of the West Shore Gun Club. This was a practice
shoot and Harvey McMurchy distinguished himself by breaking 42 out
of 50, a high score for these grounds, which is considered one of the
most difficult in the country, bluerock targets being used and these
being thrown at very hard angles. The turnout was good, and as the
weather was pleasant everybody had a "Merry Christmas." Ten dol-
lars is offered to any one getting 50 straight during the year—visitors
or any one. Scores:
H McMurchy 11111111111111111111111010011101111111100111100111—42
C Dugard 10111011011101111111011101111111111011010100100100—34
W E Nookway . . ..11111111111011011001100111000111111011000111101001—34
G C Luther 11010111110101111111110111001000100111011101010101—33
H Jones 11100111110110111110110111000011110111000110010101—32

D M Lefever 10000001100101100111111111101011111110111011011000—31
McCarthy OOlOOllOlllOlOllllOOllOlOOlOlOOOlOllOOllllOlOllOOO—26
O Lathrop 1 1 0101 10101 10001 01 1 10001 0111111111011 0001 10001 1 101—30
D Graves 010011001011001011010000010011111001 10110101001100—24
J Glennon 0100010000000000000000000001 10101010000101 01101011—14
J Barber 00001000100010110000010110000000000001100110110000—14

M C Smith . 0110011011101111101111111—19
E D Hudson 1111111111111011101101011—21
George Msher 1101101111101000011110110—16
Dick King 1111100111001110100111111-18
J Montgomery 11111111111111101101—18
Nate Ayers 10101010110110110011—12
Forsvthe 11110001111000001111—11
Captain 10101000001000100000- 5

W Williams 01001100110001001000— 7
Fallstaff.

Hell Gate Gun Club.
On Tuesday of last week twelve members of the Hell Gate Club

assembled in Miller's Dexter Park grounds for their regular monthly
shoot at targets. The weather was fair and cold, and was rather a
handicap upon some of the members whose circulation was a little
clogged from Christmas indulgences the day previous.

Col. Voss, however, whose physical condition is generally normal,
did not seem to be affected in the least, and he gave his clubmates a
lively race for high score for the club medal. Eugene Doenick and
J

.
P. Dannefelser made a hard struggle to down the colonel, but the

pace was too hot for them.
Through an error in dates on the part of the Nassau Gun Club, its

members were also called out to shoot the regular club events, and in
order not to disappoint the members of the Nassau Club, who were
present, the Hell Gate Club decided to restrict its shoot to the club
event of 20 targets, and combine with the Nassau members and devote
the balance of the day to live bird shooting.
Mine host Miller had his coops stocked with a lot of good birds, and

when the live bird sweeps were opened the shooters found it decidedly
difficult to stop them within the boundary lines. In the first event
Col. Selover, of the Nassaus, finished his score with one kill to his
credit, and Lindner, of the Hell Gate Club, finished his score with five
clean goose eggs.
In the second sweep Young, of the Nassau Club, retired on his

fourth bird, having killed only one out of the four
In the third sweep Edgerton, of the Nassaus, got mixed up with the

hard birds and finished his score with one kill in five shot at. Jim
Bennett, of the Nassaus, shot in good form, and brought down every
bird in expert style. The scores:
Club shoot, 20 targets per man:

Webber.. ..10000010001001111100- 8 Kiefer 0111111000010011110-11
Frostel. . . .00000000100000011011— 5 J H Voss. . 101000100001101 01100— 8
Forester.

. lOolOOOOOlOOlOHOOOl— 7 Woefel . . . .00100000000001000010— 3HW Voss. 11)110011001111)1011—15 Dannefls'rOlllOOllOlllOllOOlll—13
Linder 001001 00 10000000111— 7 Daniels. . . . lllOOllOUOOOOOOOHO— 8
Sehm 00010101001000002110— 6 Doeinck. . .11110111001011010110—13
First sweepstake, 5 live birds:

Edgerton 10111—4 Voss 00110—2
VanWicklen 21001—3 Trostel ,. . . . .32220—4
Helgans 22222—5 Forester 01210-3
Doeinck. . 12111—5 Lindner 00000—0
Bennett 22111—5 Webber 01112—4
Selover 10000—1
No. 3, 5 live pigeons:

Edgerton 10120—3 Bennett 11211—5
Helgans 22022—4 J Young 01000-1
No. 3, same:

Edgerton 00100—1 Bennett 21121—5
J Young 20111—4 Selover 11212—5

12220—4

Nassau Gun Club.
Eleven members of the Nassau Club assembled at Dexter Park

on Dec. 28 to participate in the regular monthly shoot. The club
shoots under the American Association rules. 10 birds per man. The
weather was warm and pleasant and the birds of good quality. Only
one member, R. Phister, succeeded in making a clean score of 10 kills
in the club event. Helgans, Forbell, Boehm and Bennett tied with 9
each. Following the club event came a sweepstake at 5 birds, with
nine entries. Helgans and Phister tied for first money, each with a
clean score. Van Dreel won in the shoot-off for second money. The
scores:
Helgans 21222122.2— 9 Levens 0221222220— 8
Magee 0202210021— 6 Bennett 1011111111— 9

::V'T . : , - ::
;

s.;]o, C'J, ;;><.
i
if!-- i;

Van Dreel 0010223210— 6 J B Kay 0101101112— 7
Boehm 2211201121— 9 TT Edgerton 2001011221— 7
Phister 2122112211—10
Sweep at 5 birds:

Edgerton 1 201 1—4 Selover 11210—4
Helgans 12111—5 Bennett 11122—5
Phister 11112—5 Forbell 12021—4
Brennan 01210—3 Von Dreel 12021—4
Kay 02112—4

Trap at Athens.
Athens, Pa., Dec. 27.—Following are the scores made at a live bird

shoot held on the Driving Park at this place on the 26th. The shoot
was to have taken place on Christmas Day, but owing to the birds
hot being delivered it was postponed till next day, and owing to the
sudden change in weather some of the shooters failed to appear.
Those who took part were Von VVolfradt, Kramer, Davies and Segar,
of Athens, and W K. Park, of Wilkesbarre, who was spending holi-
days in this place. The match was at 15 five birds each, 28yds. rise,
both barrels. All contestants used American wood powder in both
barrels. The birds were an extra lot of strong flyers, being fresh
caught, and not a bird refused to fly. The day was cold and a strong
wind helped the birds to get over the boundary- Following are the
scores:
Von Wolfradt. .120120222112022—12 Kramer 002012020211003—8
Park 22101 111220221*—12 Segar /H«3OO21U203OO1—

7

Davis 022.12221201022-11

\mtver$ to (^onmyondtpifa.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

C. H. D.. Brooklyn—We have no address of sneakbox builders at
present, but may obtain one from one of our readers.

P. G. McR., Lagos.—An ice yacht running before the wind, with no
wave making and practically no friction to stop her, will gain in speed
with each impulse, of the wind until the tendency is to travel faster
than the wind itself, thus creating a back pressure on the fore side of
the sail, and retarding her speed to that of the wind. In running to
leeward in an ice yacht the boom is never squared off, as in a sailing
vessel, but the sheet is kept well in; the yacht is sailed close until she
reaches her maximum speed, and then is headed off for her course,
running until her momentum is partly lost, when she is again hauled
on the wind.

J. H. H., Schuylers Lake, N, Y.—I have a 12-gauge Parker double-
barreled gun that had become bright from constant use, and I desire
to either "blue" or "brown" the barrels. Please give me some reliable
formula for doing so. Ans. Take loz. muriate tincture of steel, loz.
spirits of wine, J^oz. muriate of mercury, %oz. strong nitric acid, %oz.
bluestone, Iqt. water. Mix well and allow to stand thirty day s. Re-
move oil or grease from barrels by means of lime and lay mixture on
lightly with a sponge every ten hours. It should be scratched off with
a steel wire brush night and morning until the barrels are dark
enough. Then remove acid by means of boiling water, rubbing bar-
rels till nearly cool. If the barrels are laminated steel, use less water
in the preparation. (From "Hints and Points for Sportsmen.")

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

'HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Bugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-

dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,

ROCHESTER, K. Y.

IVhen

Tou
Order

A gun or a rod or a

thousand shells or a

lot of flies, tell your

dealer to put in a copy
of Game Laws inBrief.

It will only cost you

25 cents extra. All

dealers can supply it.

pROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.
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Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library.
ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ANGLING. SHOOTING. THE KENNEL.

The American Angler's Book,
Combining the natural history of sporting fish, the art of
taking them, with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-making and
rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thad. Norms.
80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $5.50.

American Fishes.
A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North
America, with especial reference to habits and methods of
capture. By G. Brown Goode. With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages Price, $3.50. This is, by far, the most pop-
ular work which has ever been published on the fisbes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure
in knowing the fishes which afford him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together
with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, and a full

description of tools, tackle and implements. By James A.
Henshall, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages. Price, $3.00.

Dr. Henshall's monograph is the standard work.

flore About the Black Bass
Being a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass." By
James A. Henshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.
Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. Henshall's
first volume, in which the author's aim is to bring the sub-
ject matter down to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By J Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material
tor making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1.50. The matter of the book embraces every-
thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses
of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and
other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best
modes and methods of making every kind of appliance neces-
sary for taking fresh-water fish and for ihe equipment of the
angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory
diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, $1.50.

With F!y=Rod and Camera.
By Edward A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish
end Game ProtectiveAssociation, author of "The Ornithology
and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-
inces," "Among the Birds," Associate Editor of "The Living
World," etc., etc. Cloth, 480 pages (7X9}#n.;), 147 illustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-
ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-
bilities of amateur photography.

Fly=Rods and Fly-Tackle.
Suggestions as to their Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.
Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, $2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

MANUALS.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and
Fish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. Gives all sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-
dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for
the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully
compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated
with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest and Stream,

Woodcraft.
By Nbssmuk. Cloth,- 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great
deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in
putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life in the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and
Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks
and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. Price, $1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks. New.
and enlarged edition. Price, $1.50. Mr. Wicks might have
called his book "Every Man His Own Log Cabin Builder,"
for he has set out to describe fully and particularly each de-
tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for
cabins, large and small, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pages. Price,

$1.50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shooter,
the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,
the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsman in all

the varied phases of his activity.

Names and Portraits of Birds
Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstanded of the People. By Gckdon Trumbull. Cloth, 222

pages. Price, $2.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensive scientific treatise upon the natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antilocapra and Cervidte of North
America. Second edition. By John Dean Caton, LL.D.
Cloth, 426 pages, 50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
With Notes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns, Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.
Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 pages. New edition. Price, $2.50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-
tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster.
Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous

photographs. Price, $3.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-
ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any
other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the art.

The Still=Hunter.
A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.
The information contained in "The Still-Hunter" is as ex-
haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00. A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day's shooting, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

CAMP AND HOME.
••••••

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.
Cloth, 187 pages. Price, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an
unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife, Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Lovel, the
hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinson.
Cloth. Price, $1. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel
took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm
Of our author's quaint style, while their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the
course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the
Pawnee People. By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 417

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75. New edition, revised. Like
most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have
a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been
handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-
eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and
hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights
were given up to story telling, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

translated and written down. When published they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird
accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural; relations

of the ways of life in the old, wild days; stories of war and
the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured
by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are full of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.
Cr. 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot
tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with themon the
prairies, slept in their lodges, lived in their camps, and shared
their daily life. The stories which constitute this history
have been taken down by the author from the lips of the
narrators, and are given without change as told to him.
There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and
modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain
natural phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,
and history of the Blackfeet presents a series of graphic
pictures of savage life in peace and in war.

Our New Alaska

;

Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated. By Charles Hallock.
Cloth, 209 pages, illustrated. Price, $1.50. Mr. Hallocks
writings are always vivid and full of life.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment
IN DISEASE. A Study of the Theory and Practice of Canine
Medicine. By Ashmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The
Forest and Stream says that this is one of the most valuable
treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has
appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a
series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the
registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards
of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 306 pages, revised
to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.
Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream. Revised and
re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,
by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-
cessfully train their hunting dogs.

flodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the
modern professional system of training. It combines the
excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,
and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses
of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-
ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kennel
editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $7. This
is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself
up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that
could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.
Every important subject that has engaged attention has been
fully discussed, generalities being held practically valueless
and misleading. Illustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American and
English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The instructions are the re-
sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 years.
Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very wed written
treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and
much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner
as well as not a little that will be beneficial to even old
hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling
Types of Modern Practice. With numerous plates and illus

trations. By C. P. Kitnhardt. New ed., 470 pp. of type and
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, Uy3xi2^. Price,
$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts^
with special regard to their design, construction, equipment
and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt.
With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 267 pp. Price,
$3.00. A complete review of the development and present
status of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam
yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,
Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. p!
Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.'
Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-
tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-
cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer
Vacx ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects
and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo.

,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, with numerous plans and
designs. Price, f

J "

THE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FOREST AND STREAM BOOKS WILE BE SENT FREE.
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Forest and stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. All books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

ANGLING. Price.

American Angler's Book. Memorial edition. Norris $5.50
American Fish and How to Catch Them l.OO
American Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fishing. Wells 1.00
Angling- and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling on Salt Water 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Angling. Francis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone 2.50
Favorite Flies and How to Tie Them 5.00
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Eoosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing Taclde, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated 1.50
Fishing with the Fly. Oevis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American "Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates 1.50
Fly-Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. Illustrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More Ahout the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1.00
Salmon Fishing. Hallock 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Roosevelt... 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish of the Northern States. Roosevelt 2.00
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated , „ l.OO
With Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 14? plates. . . 5.00

BOATING AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. Illustrated. New edition 5.00
Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. Illus. . . 1.50
Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. P. Stephens 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition 1.00
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting, Biddle 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated 2.50
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen 50
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Four Months in a Sneakhox. Bishop 1.50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing l.OO
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald 1.00
Manual of Naval Architecture. White 9.60
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated 1.00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth p dition 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagrams. Grosvenor. 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing. Davtes. Illustrated 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated 1.00
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. Illustrated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Language. W. Clark Rtjssell. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Manual and Handy Book. Qualtrough 3.50
Sailor's Sea Book. Rosser. New edition 1.25
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third edition, enlarged, 470 pages 10.00
Steain Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations 6.00
Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp 16.80
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle 1.00
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols 10.00
Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated 1.00
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 2.00
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 5.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book 1.50

HUNTING-SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1 .00
American Sportsman. Lewis 2.50
Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Breech-Loader. Greener 1.00
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition 2.00
Frank Forester's Field Sports, 2 vols 4.00
Game Laws in Brief. With pictures from Forest and Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, 376 pages 2.00
Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. Greener. . . 2.50
How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow 1.00
Hunting in the Great West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1.50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Roosevelt 3.00
Instructions in Rifle Firing. Capt. Blunt 2.00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway 2.50
Modern American Rifles 2.00
Modern American Pistol and Revolver. Illustrated 1.00
Modern Shotguns. Greener l.OO
Pistol, The 50
Shooting on the Wing 75
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream. Lepeingwell 3.50
Shore Birds. Paper 15
Sport with Gun and Rod. Cloth, handsomely illustrated 5.00
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated. . 3.50
Still-Hunter. Van Dyke 2.00
Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles 50
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle. H. C. Bliss 50
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell. Half morocco, $3.50; cloth 2.50

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel. Paper 75
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1.50
Horse, The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method 1.25
Training the Trotting Horse 3.50
Horse Training Made Easy. Jennings. Illustrated 1.25
Horsemanship for Women. Mead. Illustrated by Parker 1.25
Mayhew's Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations 3.00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3.00
McClure's Stable Guide , , 1.00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding. Illustrated 1.00
Stonehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo 3.50
Stonehenge on the Horse. American edition, 13nw\ 2.00

CAMPING AND ADVENTURE. price.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustrated $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray. Illustrated, 2 vols. , each 1.50
Camps and Tramps in the Adironclacks. Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising in Florida. With map. Henshall 1.50

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth 75
Camping and Camp Outfits 1.25
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" l.OO
Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated 1.00
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
Hints on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 25 cts. ; cloth l.OO 1

Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Caoins and How to Build Them 1.50
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition 1.00
Woodcraft. "Nessmuk" 1.00

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS.
Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. Cloth 1.00
Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Farrar. Cloth 1.00
Guide to Adirondack Region. Stoddard „ 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 1.00'
Guide to Lake George 50
Map of Lake George 50
Map of St. Lawrence River 1.00
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard 1.00
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado . . 1.50
Our New Alaska. Hallock . 1.50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar „ 1.00
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farrar., , 1.00

1

Southern California. T. S. Van Dyke 1.50u

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields 3.50
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8.00
Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalziel 2.50
Breeders' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.00
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel so
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. Eighth edition 3.00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Landseer. Illustrated 25
Dogs of Great Britain and America 2.001
Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge, With 50 plate portraits 6.00
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond 1.00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging. Paper SO
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo 75
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" 2.001
Field Trial Winners 5.001
House and Pet Dogs. Illustrated 50
Modern Dogs of Great Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Lee 7.00
Modern Training. Waters 2.001
Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation and index 2.501
Pocket Kennel Record. Full leather 501
Shaw's Illustrated Book of the Dog 8.00
Stonehenge on the Dog. With portraits 2.50
The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel 1.25'
The Mastiff, History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Collie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits 1.001
The Collie. Lee. Illustrated 1.501
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun 2.50
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jThe Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer 1.00

1

The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel 1.00 i'

The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition 1.50^
Training Trick Dogs. Illustrated, paper 25

'

Youatt on the Dog 2.50'

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore 50

1

Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.50
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols., $30; colored,.

$60. Water Birds, 2 vols., $24; colored 60.00
Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 illus. , new edition 1.50,
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated 8.00
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2.00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
Coues' Check List of North American Birds. Illustrated 3.00
Cones' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated 7.50
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 5.00 1

Holden's Book of Birds. Paper 25 ,

Insects, How to Mount. Manton 50 1

Life on the Seashore. Emerton 1.50
Manual of North American Birds. Ridgway 7.50
Names and Portraits of Birds. Trumbull. 90 illustrations 2.50
Naturalist's Guide. Maynard 1.25
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry 20.00
Nests and Eggs of North American Birds. Davtes 1.75
Our Common Birds and How to Know Them 1.50,
Our Own Birds. New edition 1.50
Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur. Illustrated 1.50
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated 2.50
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. Manton 50
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown., Illustrated; $1; paper 50'

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World. 1.00
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell 1.75
City Boys in the Woods. Wells

] . ] 2.50
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting [**." 25
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated 1.50
Old St. Augustine, Florida. Reynolds. Illustrated 1.00
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales. Grinnell 1.75
Poems of the Rod and Gun. McLellan • 1.25
Poultry, Illustrated Book of 5.00
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeping. Beals 1.50^
Sam Lovel's Camps. Robinson l.OO
Uncle Lisha's Shop. Robinson,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,, 1.00
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

LOOKING FORWARD.

Without seeking to magnify his office, it may be

said for an editor who is good for anything, that he

is never satisfied with the doing of to-day, but has an

eye always to the greater achievements of the future.

He takes pride and pleasure in the success of his work,

if haply it be succcessful; and contemplates with satis-

faction the record of the garnered years; but his gaze

is forward, not backward, and he dreams and plans and

works for the larger success and the brighter records

to be won in the years that are before.

It has been the good fortune of the editorial staff of

the Forest and Stream to have many kind words from

old and new readers, expressive of approbation of the

volumes, which one after another have had their growth,

each one taking on its weekly accretions like the rings of

the growing tree trunk in the forest, until there now
stand on the office shelves forty-one bound volumes,

embracing the endeavor and accomplishment of half

as many years. But need it be said that there are antici-

pations of yet better things to come, and plannings for

volumes yet to outshine those already closed? For the

year 1894—this is the ambition of those who are in con-

duct of it—the Forest and Stream is more adequately

than ever before to fill the requirements of a sportsman's

journal. To the attainment of such accomplishing is

asked the co-operation of friends and contributors old and

new. If the Forest and Stream is to-day the sportsman's

favorite journal, it is such because the sportsman himself

has made it so. He spoke happily and truly who said that

the paper was like more than anything else to a club of

congenial fellow sportsmen, who gathered to tell their

stories to one another through its columns, to exchange

their experiences and to meet and to part with good will

and good cheer.

Is a sportsmen's paper a luxury or a necessity? The
fact, that in these hard times when we are all cutting

down on luxuries, the subscription list of the Forest and
Stream is holding its own, appears to demonstrate that

one sportsmen's paper at least is a necessity, or a neces-

sary luxury.

A report of the annual meeting of the New York State

Association for the Protection of Fish and Game at Syra-

cuse, Jan. 11, will be given in our next issue.

NEW YORK SUPERVISORS' LAWS.

There appears to prevail general indefiniteness of in-

formation respecting the authority of county supervisors

of New York State to enact local game and fish laws, and
respecting the relation of such supervisors' enactments to

the general game and fish codes of the State. The sec-

tion of the general law conferring upon supervisors

authority to modify its provisions in their counties is very

explicit, and leaves no room for uncertainty . It reads, the

italics being ours:

Powers of Supervisors.—Sec. 273. Boards of supervisors may
pass at their annual session such laws and ordinances as shall nffonl

additional protection to and further restrictions for the protection oj

birds, fish, shell-fish and wild animals, except wild deer, and to pro-

hibit the taking and killing of the same, but no such ordinance shall

be operative until a duly authenticated copy thereof shall JiaM-

been filed in the office of the clerk of the county, and published in tnf

papers in such county in which the session laws are published, and
filed in the office of the Secretary of State, and it shall be 1 he duty o1

the Secretary of State to furnish a copy of such ordinance to tht

chief game protector, and to print all such ordinances in the volume
of session laws for the current years. No such ordinance shall take
effect until the first day of May next after its passage.

This means that supervisors may not abridge a pre-

scribed close season, but may lengthen it; may not

authorize any mode of hunting or fishing forbidden l}\

the general law, but may prohibit modes of hunting or

fishing which the general law permits.

County and other local laws adopted under authority

conferred by this section are to be interpreted in connecr

tion with the general law. Thus, the State law mak< s

the. close season for rabbits from January 1 to September

1, and does not prohibit the use of ferrets. But in

Sullivan county a supervisors' ordinance of 1893, now in

force, prohibits the killing of rabbits between September
1 and October 1, and forbids the use of ferrets at any
time. In Sullivan, then, the general close season, from
January 1 to September 1, is extended one month, and
covers the term from January 1 to October 1; and ferrets

may not lawfully be used even in the open season.

FADS AND FIELD SPORTS.

Football—the college athletic fad of the times—is the

subject of an interesting discussion in the January Forum.
In the course of his paper on the merits and demerits of

the game, President Warfield, of Lafayette College, bears

noteworthy testimony to the value of field sports. "While
I am a strong believer in college athletics," he writes, "I
am not at all of the opinion that they are the best form of

bodily exercise. I fully agree with the view expressed

by Professor Mahaffy in his 'Greek Thought,' that not
athletics of the gymnasium and the palcestra, but 'field

sports—hunting, shooting, fishing—have produced the

finest type of man.' The virtues of horsemanship, shoot-

ing and fishing are more akin to mastery of self, and the

close relation of man to nature. ' They beget the larger

and the broader man. But they require time and money
beyond the scope of college life. Even at Oxford, tandem
driving has long been reckoned the eighth deadly sin, and
fox hunting, which my reverend tutor indulged in each
Thursday during the season, came next in the index ex-

purgatorius."

Field sports expensive? Yes, in a degree; yet it will

surprise the novice to discover how meagre and trifling is

the actual necessary "bed rock" expenditure of money
required for his moderate aud reasonable participation in

the sports of rod and gun. In these days of perfected

appliances, cheap rods, cheap guns, cheap ammunition
and cheap camp equipments, a young man of very limited

means may count himself among field sportsmen and
find the money question by no means a discouraging
problem.

One decided advantage field sports have over other
forms of exercise and recreation is that the taste acquired

for them in early life is likely to be permanent. Their
charms and enticements and zests and rewards do not
grow stale as the young man merges into maturity and
acquires the ripeness of age. He who in boyhood days
takes pleasure in shooting and fishing has found in those
pursuits a lifelong heritage of opportunity for health up-
building and brain refreshing and spirit mending, such as

his less fortunate brothers can never know.
Compared with these outdoor recreations of abiding

virtue, all others are passing fads and violent crazes

—

violent and passing not only in the life of the individual,

but in the favor and participation of the public. One

form of popular amusement succeeds another, is followed

madly for the moment and then is forgotten in the next
craze. But the interest in shooting is with its votaries

a,s fresh and vigorous as the very woodland itself, which,
though it may seem to be dead in the bleakness of

winter, is but sleeping quiescent, to put forth new life

through all its million sturdy trunks and outstretching

arms in the springtime; and the love of fishing, born in

the barefoot boy on the home farm, endures with him
into old age and persists so long as the heart beats

quicker at the sound of the splashing mountain stream,

and the senses are pleased by the grateful scent of the

wood mould and the flickering of the sunlight on the

ino ss.

If these eprtrfa are manly, and make the youngsters

manly, are they not also youthful sports, and do they not
make the old man, for the hour at'least, young again! If

i-ut'h be the rare and potent virtue attached to field sports

—and thousands can testify that this is so—the man
who in his college days mltivates a taste for the rod and
gun is laying up store for his.renewing in after years some-
thing of the gladness of his youth.

DOGS AND MEN.
In Lovell's "Panz^ ologicomineralogia" are enumerated

all the rare medicinal properties attributed by the ancients

to dogs. It would require a more extensive work, and
one, too, which should be no less formidable in title, to

detail the various physical, mental and moral qualities

ascribed to the dog by ancients and moderns.
An ancient Latin couplet, quoted by one of the story

tellers of the Gesta Rumanoruia—that curious collection

of moral tales told by the mediaeval monks—runs thus:

In cano bis Vina, et lingua med'eina,

Naris i dji utus, amor integer, atque latratus,

which is to say: "In a dog there are four things: a
medicinal tongue, a distinguishing nose, unshaken fidelity

and unremitting watchfulness."

In the quaint homily based on the story we are told that

priests ought diligently to cultivate these four canine
qualities, first—that their tongue possess the power of a
physician in healing the sick in heart; second—as a dog
by keenness of scent distinguishes a fox from a hare, a
priest by the quickness of his perception in auricular dis-

closures should discover their true character; third—as a
dog is the most faithful and ready in defense of his

master, so priests should show themselves staunch advo-
cates of the faith; and fourth—as a dog by barking
betrays the approach of thieves, so the faithful priest is

the watchdog of the great King.

It is to be said for this monkish preacher of the Middle
Ages, that he had quite as true an insight into dog nature
and discovered in canine qualities material for precepts

fully as edifying and instructive, as did the English
clergyman who some hundreds of years later wrote in his

"Divine Songs for the Use of Children," the well known
lines:

Let dogs delight to bark and bite,

For God halh made them so.

For the nature of dogs is like the nature of men, two-
sided; and if as Isaac Watts teaches we should learn in
infancy to shun the bickering ways of quarrelsome dogs,
it is none the less true that we have not yet outgrown the
time when we may readily discover, as did the monk, some
other canine qualities which are well worthy human
emulation.

A New York man brought suit against another man
for having purloined letters addressed to him under an
assumed name. The court threw out the case on the
ground that when the plaintiff had had recourse to an
alias he had put himself outside the protection of the law.
There are hotel proprietors in the woods and restaurant

purveyors in the town who carry this principle to a
further extreme in their close-time traffic in game.
They themselves bestow the outlawing alias, and follow-

ing the adage, Give a dog a bad name and hang him,

they convert venison into "mountain mutton" and quail

into "royal birds" and ruffed grouse into "European par.

tridges;" and do a brisk trade until the game protector

happens along and "rounds them up" in court, where
they discover that the penalty for birds out of season is

equally as severe, whether the illicit game be dubbed by
the fantastic cognomen of "royal birds," or go under its

plain, every-day American name of quail.
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DANVIS FOLKS.-XX.

A Rainy Day,
It was a May day with April weather. The rain had

poured down m intermittent showers during the night.
In the morning the rising sun transmuted the gray mist
to floating gold and turned the tremulous strings of sun-
drops on every bending twig to resplendent jewels.
The sheep began to scatter over the pastures, mum-

bling out calls to their lambs as they cropped the wet
grass.

But the robins sang vociferously for more rain, the sun
veiled itself with a drifting cloud, bordering it with gold
and shooting from behind it broad, divergent, watery
bolts, a film of shower was trailed along the mountain
side, the blotches of sunlight narrowed and faded into
the universal somber gray, and after a brief pattering
relude the rain poured down again and swept across the
furred landscape in majestic columns that fled along the

earth while they upheld the narrow sky.
Then it stopped as suddenly as it began, the sun shone

out and revived the drowned splendor of the earth, the
bedraggled robins sang again and the murmur of the
swollen brooks rose and fell more distinctly with the puffs
and lulls of the inconstant wind. Then the sky would
darken and blot out the patches of blue and the half-built
arch of a rainbow, and the new showers chase away the
straggling sunbeams and the pour of the downfall over-
bear all other sounds.
Thus it was pouring, when Uncle Lisha came into the

shop from the house and put on his apron, stooping low
as he tied the strings to look out through the blurred
panes upon the narrow landscape. The innumerable jets
of the puddles leaping up to meet the rain, the pelted
dodging leaves of the plum and cherry trees bending over
their fallen blossoms, that like untimely snow lay be-
neath them, where a group of fowls stood, bedraggled
and forlorn, with shortened necks and slanted tails.

Beyond, all objects became flattened and more indis-
tinct till in the gray background, mountain and sky met
and dissolved in each other.-

_
An umbrella was coming up the road, dodging from

side to side as the bearer avoided puddles and sprang
across rivulets. The misty fabric materialized into blue
cotton, and presently entered the shop, closed, with its

depressed point streaming like a conduit, followed by
Peiatiah, who set it to dribble in a corner as he said "Haow
dedo" and then "Gosh" as a sufficient comment on the
weather.
"I'm tumble glad you've come, Peltier," said Uncle

Lisha, searching among his tools for his pipe, "fer it's a
lunsome kinder day, an' I wan't expectin' nob'dy. It's

kinder chilly, an' I don't b'lieve but what you'd better
whittle up some kindlin' an' start a fire in the stove."
Nothing loth, Peiatiah got some wood from the box,

and kneeling before the stove, whittled some kindling,
laid and lighted it, and still kneeling, intently watched
the slow progress of the flame.
"Wal," said the old man, looking at him with kindly

anxiety, "haow be ye gettin' 'long? Feelin' any cotri-

f'tabler in yer mind?"
"It aches contin'al," Peiatiah answered.
"You don't go tu Hamner's no more?"
Peiatiah shook his head as he got on all fours to blow

the reluctant fire, and answered, "Not sence you gin me a
talkin' tu 'n under the bridge."
"You done almighty well, boy, an' you jest stick to 't.

When you haint tu work, you go a-fishin' as often 's ye
can, an' when it gits so 't there haint no fisbin' go a
huntin', an' twixt 'em, they'll fetch ye aout. Stick tu
yer fishin'."

The two doors opened almost at the same moment, and
Sam entered from the kitchen leading his now toddling
boy, followed by his father bringing in an ox-bow to
whittle and scrape where litter offered no offense, while
Solon and Antoine came in from the rainy outer world.
"Hoddy do, all de company?" Antoine saluted. "What

you'll said 'bout fishin's? Ah spose probly you an' Peltiet
link you felt pooty plump for ketch so much feesh ant it."

He got beside the stove steaming in the growing warmth
and preparing also to smoke. "Wal seh, One' Lasha dat
ant not'ing, not'ing for wat Ah '11 do wen Ah leeve in
Canada."
"Naow lie, dum ye," Uncle Lisha growled.
"Haow many tarn," Antoine demanded with grieved

impressiveness, "Ah '11 gat for tol' you Ah ant never lie?

M'sieu Mumpson, he'll read me 'baout George Washins
Son chawp a happle tree wid hees new saw, an' tol' hees
fader he'll do it 'cause he'll can' lie. Ah '11 chawp more as
forty happle, probly feefty tree 'fore Ah '11 lie, me. Yas
sah. But All '11 gom' tol' you. Great many tarn, but one
teekly tarn Ah 'il go feeshins an' Ah '11 trow meh hook wid
nice waum on it an' de traout was so hongry in hees belly
an' so crazy in hees head dey'll go after it so fas', de fus
one git it, de nex one touch hoi' hees mouf of dat ones
tail an' de nex de sem way till dey was twenty probly 'f

dey ant fifteen all in string, an' Ah '11 pull it mos so
hard Ah'll cant, an' seh. Ah '11 gat all of it honly de
middlin' one was kan o' slimber, an' broke off, so Ah'll
loss de nine en' of de row. Hoi' on," as Uncle Lisha be-
gan to open his mouth, "Ah'll ant fineesh. Wen de
traout in de water see where Ah/11 sot mah deesh of
waum on de bank, he'll beegin jompon de bank for gat
it, an' tumble top of herself for gat hit. Den seh, One'
Lasha, Ah '11 peek up mah deesh an' shook it, an' holly
'caday, caday' an' dat traouts folia me home so fas' Ah '11

had to run an' shut de door for keep it from feel up de
haouse."
"Ann Twine," said Uncle Lisha, heaving a sigh of relief

and sinking back into his seat till the leathern bottom
creaked, "I was raly afeared you was a-goin' tu tell one
o' your lies." Then bending over his work and as he drew
the threads, grinning as if that might insure the perfect
closing of the seam, "I s'pose I c'n pooty nigh match ye,
Ann Twine, on'y my story 's true."
"Ah '11 wan' hear you tol' jus' one o' dat kan, soli."
"Wal, oncte aout West, where I was in Westconstant,

the' was a man went an' chopped a hole in the ice in
a crik tu water his cattle, an' there was a dozen bull
paouts come up in the hole, an' he begin a-heavin' on 'em
aout tu kerry 'em hum fer his dinner, but fust he knowed,
it filled up full, an' he run tu git a bushel baskit tu scoop

'em up, an' when he got back the hole was a-runnin' over
wi' fish, jest a-b'ilin' over on t' the ice, an' kep' a-duin' so
till they run over on t' the shore furder an' furder, till he
begun tu be afeared they 'd kiver up his farm an' spile it.

But the folks begin tu hear on 't an' come wi? their teams
f'm twenty mild off, an' hauled the bullpaouts away in
reg'lar percessions, thirty, forty" sled loads in a string,
an' fed 'em to the' hawgs, an' m'nured the' land wi' them,
till folks didn't know whether they was eatin' pork or
fish, on'y fer bein' no bones, an1 the hull kentry smelt like
a fish kittle all summer."
Uncle Lisha looked around upon his audience, all of

whom wondered silently, except Antoine, who asked:
"You '11 see dat, One' Lishy?"
"Wal, no; it happened the winter afore I went there,

an' I didn't ezactly see it, but I smelt it."

"Wal, you ant miss much, One' Lishy. It ant be much
for see jes' few bullpawt. If Ah '11 ant gat so hoi' Ah '11

fregit for rembler mos' all Ah '11 see, Ah could tol' you
sometings."

' What's the reason you don't tell us more o' your ex-
periences aout West, Uncle Lisher?" Solon asked,
"What's the reason," the old man demanded, with a

twinkle in his eye, " 'at you an' Ann Twine don't tpll us
some o' your experiences up on the maountam t' other
day?"
The treasure seekers stared at each other in blank

amazement, wondering how their secret could have es-

caped their keeping, when in fact it was only shrewdly
guessed at by their host.

"Why, we haint got nothin' tu tell," said Solon at last.

"Wal, I haint, nuther, not 'at appears wuth tellin'.

Say, folks." during which the mischievous twinkle of his
gray eyes brightened, "du you know 'at two men, which
their names I wont call, went up ont' the maountain
a-sarchin' arter money 'at the man 'at baried it hisself
couldn't find agin? O, the s fools an' alius will be, but I
cal'late them two 's the beatin'."

"If the' was sech men, which I don't omit the' was,"
said Solon, breaking the awkward silence, "they wan't
huntin' nothin' but onnat'ral cur'osities, er minnyrils, er
Injin relishes. Wal," as a gleam of sunlight patched the
Jittered floor and the baby struggled between his father's
knees to reach it,

1 'the sun is a divulgin' aout, an' I guess
I'll be a moggin'. Goin' my way, Antoine?"
"Did they, raly?'' Sam said, with a smile broadening on

his face as the door closed behind them.
Uncle Lisha slowly nodded his head and Sam laughed

outright, while the little boy reached for the intangible
sunbeams.
"Can't git it, bubby, no more'n they could what they

was arter," chuckled the old man.
Rowland E. Robinson.

HUNT OF THE CATAWAMPUS CLUB.
(Concluded from Page 5.)

We all spent the day around camp. We got wood
enough to last the remainder of the week. We cut a road
through the woods to the outlet of the little lake. By way
of variety there was a shooting match with Will's little

.32 Remington, in which Bertie tied Moore for first place.
Then there was a game of "five and forties" to see who

would stay and keep camp with the women. It fell to
Judson's lot, but David insisted on taking his place.
David is one of those fellows who, if they had squarely
won a place within the pearly gates, would be willing to
share it with some less fortunate individual.
To explain why it was necessary for one of us to stay in

camp with the girls I will have to tell a story, which, I

suppose, properly belongs to an earlier part of the chron-
icle.

Wednesday evening, after the flight was over, Moore
and I sat for some time in our blind. It was the kind of
evening that makes one feel that the world is beautiful
and a good place to be in, at times. There was a broad
band of orange, gold and crimson in the west, which re-
produced itself in the smooth surface of the lake. The
western shore, shadowed by the trees', was inky black; the
east and north were immersed in the soft yellowish light
of the after-glow. There was something suggestive of
peace in the whole scene. It will be essential, therefore,
to explain why we sat there, with our guns across our
knees, saying nothing.
At last a sound, weird, tremulous, and withal not very

distinct, echoed among the hills away to the northeast.
It was about over before it attracted my undivided atten-
tion, though I was in a measure conscious of it when it

commenced. In answer to the look of inquiry I gave my
companion he said, with a laugh, "The catawampus."
Then came, loud and hoarse, the h-o-o-o-t! h-o-o-t! Jioot-

hoot! hoot-lioot! of an owl. Moore resumed: "I guess
that's the fellow that made the noise. The variety of
their notes is endless. The celebrated 'Dungarvon
whooper' was nothing but an owl. I heard it myself."
While he was yet speaking the report of a rifle rang
through the woods on the eastern hills. "Wasn't that the
Winchester at the camp?" I asked. "Yes; what do you
suppose is up?" "Oh, I don't know, perhaps Burke has
arrived and they are firing to let us know." "Well, we
had better be going, anyway," and we gathered the crowd
and went.
The passage from the shooting ground to the camp was

tedious, and probably occupied 45 minutes. "Oh! we
thought you never would come," greeted us in a chorus
of three female voices, and in a tone that showed they
were mighty glad to see us. "Why, what's wrong?"
"The catawampus has been here." The laugh at th'"s was
general, as it was derisive. ' 'Did you hear him grind his
teeth?" asked one. "He couldn't have snapped his tail, or
there would have been no one left to tell the story," said
another. "Owl," said the Prevaricator, laconically, thus
deliberately going back on his own addition to the fauna
of North America after its existence had been recognized
by no mean authority. "Oh! it is all very well for you
men to make fun, but something did come, and we are
not going to stay here alone any more, so there. This is

an uncanny place for three women to be, and no man
within a half-hour's journey." It was evident they were
in no mood to stand any nonsense, and the attitude of the
boys at once grew conciliatory. David suddenly remem-
bered that he had always thought it wasn't right to leave
them there, without the fear-destroying influence of mas-
culine society. Then it was surprising how quickly the !

rest discovered rust-pits in their consciences from the
]

same cause. The Prevaricator declared that he didn't
care much for shooting, anyway, especially when he got

'

nothing; but he knew of no greater pleasure than to sit

around and talk to two or three nice women. This would
probably have placed him a lap in advance of the rest, in
the estimation of the women, had it not been for thei
feature of his character that was responsible for his name.
Moore asked them for their story. "Well," said one,

"we were busy cooking when we heard the awfullest yell
away off there in the woods, and it kept coming nearer
and nearer—" "An owl is always restless when he has a
disordered stomach," interjected the Prevaricator, but no
one noticed him. "And at last it sounded right there on
the hill back of the camp. And when the horses began
to snort and the dogs to growl, we thought it about time
to get scared, too, and Bertie went to the tent for the rifle

anil sent a bullet in the direction of the sound. The nest
time we heard it it was further off, and it kept right on
away from camp." Moore asked them to describe the
sound, "Well, the beginning of it was something like
the roaring of ice in a large lake in winter—" "Jest the
noise an owl always makes when he has a bad attack of
cramps. Now, when I first heard that owl to-night—

"

but here Bertie interrupted the speaker with a quiet "See
here." She fixed her eye on hirn and continued: "I was
born not very far from the big woods, and I have lived
there the greater part of my life. I have heard all the
noises which owls make. That may have been a cata-
wampus, for I don't know the animal, but it was no owl."

It is impossible to say with any degree of certainty what
the animal was. The panther does scream; but in my
opinion this was not a panther. The common red fox has
a cry that will almost curdle the blood of a tenderfoot.
The loup cervier, or lynx, can make a noise that will send
swift chills up and down the spinal column of the person
who hears it for the first time, in the still hours of the
night. But, even about the noise this animal made, there
was a halo of uncertainty that would have been joy to the
heart of a professional gambler. The most we could learn
from the girls was, that it ranged somewhere between
the roar of the pagnacious "butter-milk cow," thathaunted
the back pastures of our fathers, and the wail of the
slumber-disturbing didymus cat, thatfrequenteth the yard
fences of mankind in general, and city-dwellers in partic-
ular.

Returning to the evening shooting: Moore and I occu-
pied the "rose nmry" blind; Judson had the raft all to
himself and W. H. shot from the boat away up toward
the head of the lake. On his way up he made a brilliant
double on two birds, which proved to be coots or mud-
hens—the first I ever saw in this province. They were
therefore valuable specimens for the taxidermist. 1

improved on my shooting of the previous evening. Moore
shot his same old gait, while Judson did not seem to be
able to master the reversed parabolic curves of the mud
lake duck. One incident of the evening I will not soon
forget. The flight had slacked, and we were debating
the advisability of returning to camp, when there was a
rocket-like roar, and a "cotton-tearer," which had prob-
ably selected the site of our blind as his alighting place,
passed within three feet of my head and came near
smashing himself against the gun-barrel. I threw up the
gun, caught as good a sight as I wanted, and fired. The
smoke cloud hung lor a second, and when the bird rose
above it, he was so far away that the greenest greenhorn
would not have thought of firing the second I have made
many misses lor which I could easily account, but I can
only explain tins on the theory that the shot never overJ

took him. We left our boat that night at the outlet,
and walked to camp by our newly cut road, lighting out
way with birch bark flambeaux. It was a weird-looking
procession.
Our evening programme varied but little. It was usuallj

late when the last of the work was done. Then some-
times a part of the company would try a rubber at cards,
while the rest sat round the fire and talked. Some of the
party could sing; and semi-occasionally they favored usi
though not quite so often as they were asked. David had
a little song of his own, but he never rendered it save
when he was appointed overseer of the frying pan. Ii

was set to the music of the "White Cockade," and tc

make the tune suit the rhythm, the last word of each line
had to be spelled. It was sort a of apostrophe to Moore
who besides being easily the first man of the party, bore
the name of the first man in the world—Adam. The fol
lowing is the first stanza:

"When I have some h-a-m,

A-frying in the p-a-n,

I don't care, A-d-a-m,

For you, or any man."

Friday morning, two expeditions set out for Second
Lake. Judson and W, H. went by way of Blaney Ridge,
and Moore and I by the wilderness route. Both parties
were cheered by the sight of much game. Out of eight-
teen rises W. H. and Judson brought down three birds,
Moore and I were more fortunate. We scored our first

within a quarter of a mile of camp. Several succeeding
rises netted us nothing. Then Moore dropped one intc
the middle of Stony Brook. We took a short cut ovei
the hills and though the dogs put up several, when we
reached the lake we had added nothing to our bag,
Second Lake is a lovely sheet of water—clean, its banks,
well wooded, with a fine sandy gravel beach at the point
where we struck it. It must be seven or eight miles long
with an extreme breadth of about a mile. I would have
liked to launch a canoe on it, but then we are always
longing for the unattainable. While we -were examining
the tracks of some deer, on the shore, we missed a good
chance at a flock of grouse the dogs put up. We followed*
the shore up to the point where Stony Brook discharged,
The fresh breeze bore a gentle quack to our ears, and in
an instant we were on trie alert. I crept back into the
woods, and climbed a tall pine. There they were, fouil
of them in a little branch across the stream. Moore was
almost within range; I tried to attract his attention with
a sharp hiss, but he did not hear me. The ducks saw him'
and jumped. There was a lightning double, and three
lay on the mud. It is exceedingly frigid weather when
Uncle Adam is far behind on a jumping shot. We went
up the stream to look for a chance to cross over, and ]

ran into and killed another partridge. On my road out
to where the ducks lay I saw a snipe near me, but he
sailed away while I was exchanging a 7 for a 10 cartridge.
Then I saw the dogs making game on the edge of the
woods, and I got there in time to cut short the career of

' another grouse out of a bnnch the dogs put up.

|
After a brief consultation, we abandoned our idea oi

going around the head of the lake and hunting some nice
1 cover on the other side. We decided to follow Stonj
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Brook back to Mud Lake. Alas! that foresight is so much
rarer than hindsight. Moore with one dog took the left,

and I with the other the right bank of the stream. For a
time everything went welL Moore bagged a bird. We
ate our luncheon on a driving dam at the edge of a large
wild meadow, covered with a rank growtn of "blue joint,"
which, by the sign, had furnished many a dainty meal for
the deer. We found a line of mink traps, and at the bead
of the meadow a temporary camp of the trapper, evidently
an Indian.

It being early in the day, we were tempted to follow the
left branch of the stream up to Lily Lake, but very fortu-
nately, as it proved, concluded that it would be a good
trip for the morrow. Proceeding, one on either side of
stream, we struck a swamp covered with young tamaracks
a dozen feet high, as large as a man's thumb, and as plen-
tiful as hair on the back of a dog. Next came a vast
region of shin-hopple of a size transcending anything I

ever saw in my travels. This innocent-looking shrub creeps
along the ground for about two-thirds its length, and then
curves abruptly upward. It is as difficult a. customer to
get along with as a man two-thirds humility and one-third
arrogance. Its scientific name I know not unless it be
Upsettus overenclious. In this instance, the curved por-
tion was about five feet high, and really, I wish we could
get one single useful crop to grow as thickly. To make
any progress you have to walk on the humble portion of
the stem, and force your way through the thicket formed
by the standing part. Then perchance a creeper, with a
little less humility than its neighbors, will catch you on

was yet plenty in the hope that there would be enough
on the morrow to give us both a taste of this fascinating
sport. His self-denial is thoroughly appreciated, and I

may say here that he is not the only member of the
party who has allowed me to share in chances which he
could easily have monopolized.
David thought he had fun enough for one day and did

not care to join us in the flight shooting that night. W,
H. and Judson didn't get back till dark and so Moore
and I had it all to ourselves. The former took the rose-
mary blind while I shot from the boat near where Will
did his good shooting a few nights before. The flight
was not so good that night as it had been. The incessant
pounding at the birds was beginning to have its effect.

The principal event was a long shot made by Moore. He
missed a "cotton-tearer" with his right and doubled him
up like a wet rag with the left at 70yds. with No. 5 shot.
Saturday dawned bright and clear. W. H. was unwell

and stayed in the tent. Moore and the girls went beech

-

nutting. David, Judson and I started out for a season of
unalloyed bliss in the snipe pocket. We had a little seance
with a grouse down at the outlet. He offered Judson a
straightaway sbot, which he failed to accept. Then he
curved back toward me and I handed him one which the
bird failed to accept. He went right over the head of
David who unfortunately was at that moment a few feet
from his gun.
The snipe pocket was a piece of marsh of moderate

firmness to all appearances. Yet the water oozed out
around the foot at every step. And if one stood still for

tree, and she brought him down at the first essay, with a
strictly off-hand shot. She intended to have the skin set
up. but it was spoiled by the bull°t.

In the afternoon Judson and David went to the settle-
ment for some apples, and got not only them but the
week's newspapers, which were sent us by the man Will
presented with the Jacoby canvasbacks. They returned
too late for the evening shooting. W. H. went out on the
lake for a paddle. Moore and I strolled away on the beech
ridge that extends northwa,rd from the camp.

I have frequently lamented my inability to take my
reader with me, and make him see the things a=i I saw
them. If I could do this now he would have no difficulty
in understanding why, that afternoon, when we got
nothing save a big gray owl for Will's collection, was the
pleasantest I spent in the whole week.
The ridge was a ''horseback," perhaps 100yds. wide and

the same number of feet above the level of the lake. It
was mostly covered with a growth of beech. The trees
were so wide apart that a horse could be ridden at a can-
ter the whole length of the ridge without the rider being
inconvenienced by them; still their foliage was dense
enough to exclude the ' undiluted" rays of the sun. Here
and there was a bunch of rock maple, birch or hornbeam,
or three or four giant hemlocks, 4ft. in diameter and 75ft.
high. The surface of the horseback was remarkahly level
and free from "cradle knolls." but every hundred yards
or so there was a bowl-shaped depression. These varied
in size from 20ft. in diameter and 8 or 10ft. d^ep to 50yds.
in diameter and 60ft. deep. They were very symmetrical
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the shin, and lucky you are if you do not go down. After
I had got over about eighty rods, I pushed through to the
bank of the stream in the hope of finding better traveling;
but it was the same on both sides clear to the edge of the
water, and the stream was too deep for wading. There
was Moore, his head only visible, and his jaw set, tramp-
ing doggedly forward, with a tumultuous accompaniment
of swaying shrubbery.

All things earthly have an end, and so, at length, I
came out on a wide, open barren. It would appear now
as if my troubles were over, but not so. At every step
I sank half way to my knees, and my bootmaker will tell

you that is no mean distance. The barren had been once
covered with a sparse growth of scrubby spruce. This
had died and the trunks were disposed on the ground
after the criss-cross manner of jackstraws. These had to
be avoided, or stepped over. Worse than all, the stream
had taken an abrupt bend and I had "overrun the trail"
a half mile. The sun appeared to have focussed his rays
on that plain. My blood seemed to be at fever heat.
What I could see of my face was of the color of a boiled
lobster. Dash was trailing along at heel and he seemed
to wish that nature had favored him with a few inches
more of tongue that his panting might do the occasion
the better justice. Moore had been in as bad a fix as I.

The water of the stream was dead, and so deep he could
not wade it, and so he was also carried a half mile out of
his way. We at length got together and found a deer
path that led us out to the head of Mud Lake. Blessed
be the deer'.

We would have been overjoyed to see David out on the
lake in the boat, but he was not. And although the two
miles to camp were over ground rough, bouldery and
Tam-pike strewn, it was as a beaten track compared to
that we had just passed over.
We read of a certain scriptural character "choosing

the good part," That is what David did, all unconsciously,
when he elected to stay around camp. A phenomenal
piece of luck was this, and it fell on a deserving head.
About 10 o'clock in the forenoon he went over to the
lake. While prospecting around he struck a snipe pocket
and with sixteen shells killed fifteen birds. But he hap-
pened to remember that snipe shooting was my particu-
lar "weakness." So he withheld hie hand while game

any time the ground would gradually sink till the water
poured in over the boot tops. The cranberry bogs were
the nearest approach to solid land. •

We were scracely ashore, when a pair arose to David,
and he missed both. I soon made a Dutch double on an-
other pair, and to perfect the sequence Judson followed
on a single. Then we spr< ad out, and the fun began.
The snipe rose in singles, pairs and little wisps. In circl-
ing, those started by one would often come within range
of some of the others. Then there would be a puff of
smoke and very probably a small gray body falling
through the air. Once I marked down a pair about
50yds. apart. I walked up to the nearer, which flew to
the right and fell dead to my first barrel. I made a men-
tal note of the place he fell, but feared to pick him up
lest I .lose my line on the other, which I went on and
killed. It should have occurred to any one with common
sense that a living snipe would be easier found than a
dead one, but it did not so strike me. I failed to find the
first, but during the search I started the largest Wilson's
snipe I ever saw and killed him at a good strong 40vds.
with No. 10s.

J

The best snipe we started I missed with both barrels.
We marked him down, and not to hurt my feelings
David went over and missed him some more in the same
way. Again we marked him a quarter of a mile away,
and all three of us closed in on him. I was given the
first chance, and I went in and beat the ground through
and couldn't start him. Then we sent in the dog with a
like result. David, who had exhausted his supply of fine
shot loads, asked me to lend him my gun that he might
go in and try his luck. He at length kicked him out of
a tuft of grass, within two feet of which I had passed
several times. A half suppressed "you son of a gun,"
mingled with the spiteful crack of the little hammerless
and the bird was added to our bag, bringing the total up
to thirty-four.
We found a bog covered with a small kind of bog-cran-

berry known as the "greyhound," and after eating all we
wanted, picked enough for a ste*',
During the morning around camp there was another

rifle shoot in which the writer tried in vain to equal
Bertie's record on the birch bark Catawampus target.
W. H. challenged her to try a red squii re! high up in a fir

in jjshape, the rims being always perfectly circular, and
the slope of the sides very uniform. They looked as if

they had been marked out by compasses, and excavated
by machinery. Their sides and bottom were covered with
a thin dwarf growth of hardwood, similar to that on the
rest of the ridge. For want of a better name we called
them "pot holes."
The afternoon was cloudless and there was not a stir in

the air. The foliage of the trees was of a bright yellow
color, and enough leaves had fallen to cover the ground.
With a golden canopy over our heads and a golden carpet
under our feet, who can blame us for imagining that we
were treading the aisles of one of nature's palaces? It
must have been under the spell of an afternoon like this
and amid similar scenery, that one of the greatest of our
American poets wrote:

"Ah! it were a lot too blest

Forever 'mid thy leafy shades to stray,

Amid the kisses of the soft southwest,

To rove and dream for aye,

And leave the vain, low strife

That makes men mad—the rush for wealth and power;
The passions and the cares that wither life,

And waste its little hour."

We wandered away for a couple of miles and then
loafed along back. We did some talking, but it was
mainly in the line of calling each other's attention to
something to admire. First it would be a lot of thrifty,
smooth beech trunks; then a grove of giant hemlocks?
then a particularly symmetrical "pot-hole;" and again, a
view from the edge of the horseback over miles of ever-
green forest.

Our attention was rudely distracted from the landscape
when we neared camp by Dash running into a porcupine.
While we were extracting the quills, the other dog, who
is one of the few that can worry a quill pig without sus-
taining punishment, treed the animal, and Moore went on
to camp to get Bertie to come and shoot it with the rifle.

I was left on guard. After waiting long enough tor him
to go to camp and return several times over, I shot the
brute. Two minutes later they arrived. Not finding the
women in camp, Moore had fpilowcd them out to' the
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cranberry bogs. I trust I have been forgiven for my in-
discreet haste, but the memory of it still lingereth.
Again Moore and I had the evening flight shooting to

ourselves, and to say truth there was not much of it.

It is the privilege of sportsmen to behold Nature in her
various moods; and I would not have missed that evening
on the lake for more money than I have made any day
this year. Thick clouds had risen suddenly and com-
pletely filled the sky. The air was still. The silence was
so intense that you could almost hear it. Every report of
Moore's gun was followed by the shrill shriek of the shot
and the irregular, spattering sound as they dropped on the
surface of the lake. Then it would echo, and reecho, and
"re-o-echo," as I once heard a buddiig oiator say, till it

gave one the impression of a range of 'Mountains tumbling
down about his ears. The eastern ridge first caught the
sound and flung it to Flat-top Mountain in the west, which
passed it over to Blaney Ridge on th'e south, and it ended
in one long, wild roar down the valley of tbeMagaguada-
vic. Each discharge warned every duck within ten miles
that there was trouble in the Mud Lake district; and thev
were not slow to profit by the hint.

Sunday was a still, cloudy day. It looked as if it might
rain at any moment but it did not. We spent it loitering
around camp, the lake shore, the beech bridge, and the
cranberry bogs. Two of the women took a boat and went
out for a paddle on the little lake. After they came in,
another lady and her husband went out on Mud Lake.
This was the indirect cause of a little accident that is

better related impersonally. The feminine member of the
expedition was the head of the cookery department, and
her arrival in camp was somewhat later than the usual
hour for commencing' preparations for supper. We had
•only flour enough for a single batch of bread. Instead of
graduating the water to the quantity of flour, she, in the
excitement of the moment, reversed then process, and
* 'drowned, the miller," as the saying goes. Then there
was woe a'nd lamentation. We had some "store biscuit"
but these were needed for a lunch on the road the next
day. We memorialized the cook to prepare it for the
table as best she could, and we would attend to the rest.
We assured her that we .only needed nourishment: the
form did not so much matter. At length she complied
with our request, and placed before us a cross between a
very thick "slap-jack," and a mighty heavy "short-cake."
The Prevaricator called it a "dough-godger." When it

was turned out on the table, each man hastened to do it

honor. To break it was impossible. So four of us each
grasped a side and pulled. It stretched to the form of a
Maltese cross, and the women who did not make it laughed
till the tears came. Tben it gave away with a rebound as
of India rubber. With the exception of one, who gene-
rously shared his piece with another who had none, each
wrestled manfully with, and finally vanquished the part
that fell to his share.
Our last night in camp differed very little from the rest,

except that we remained out of bed .slightly later, and the
deck of cards rested in their case. There was apparently
no touch of that shade of sadness which usually fore-runs
the breaking of camp. Everyone seemed in good spirits.

Monday morning was still and very cloudy. The work
of striking tents, packing and getting breakfast went on
simultaneously. By the time it was fairly light we were
ready to move. Though all w-ere sorry the end had come
you could see no evidence of it in any countenance. For
we were not as people without hope. And then there
was a necessity for immediate and energetic action, and
work is a sovereign remedy for useless regrets and vain
repinings. David, Judson and I packed the dunnage
down to the outlet, thus shortening the ferry one-half.
The women spent the time carving the initials of the
party on a tree.

About sunrise the canopy of cloud that had hung over
us for the last forty hours began to lift in the west, and
this promise of a lovely day was fulfilled to the letter.
About the same time Moore and David pulled out with
the horse. A week's vacation had put the brown on her
mettle, and she objected in true Western fashion to allow-
ing David a seat on her back. The difficulty was partially
adjusted, when they passed out of sight. Then we heard
a wild thrashing in the brush, coupled with an exhorta-
tion liberally adorned with quotations from standard lit-

erature; and we knew the mare had been temporarily
victorious. David afterward acknowledged that she
bucked him off in fair fight.

To Judson and me was assigned the duty of escorting
the women down to the outlet. We were standing around
the camp-ground just before forming our little proces-
sion. We heard a dog give tongne out on the burnt land,
and then a grouse sailed in over the sprouts and alighted
in a hemlock overhead. One thought of how useful he
would be about noon, and then I walked to the rack and
picked up a gun. A second later and a headless bird lay
on the ground, "A shame," you say? That was the
unanimous verdict of the women. And I set down
naught in extenuation. I probably would have done it

even had we not been short of provisions.
A walk of two and a half miles through woods, a slight

delay in helping the team over Black Brook, and we were
on the ridge overlooking the place that for a week had
been our home. Had we been less strong in the hope
that we would seethe place again, we would not have
bidden it good-bye so cheerfully. It had afforded us slim
opportunities for slaughter, still, we got enough game to
supply the camp. Including the snipe, we got consider-
ably less than a hundred head in all. But whatever was
lacking in quantity was made up to us in variety. Our
list of ducks included the black mallard, or dusky duck,
the gadwall, bluebill, broadbill, wood or summer duck,
shelldrake and mudhen. In snipe, we had Wilson's and
the summer yellowleg, while our grouse embraced the
ruffed and the Canada. We had many valuable speci-
mens for the taxidermist, the rarest of which was a wood-
.drake or male summer duck in perfect plumage.
, The bracing air appeared to have an invigorating effect
on the people, horses and dogs. Scott Act pitched into
every dog that showed himself on the road; and none
waited for either revengp or second nip. Perhaps they
were not so cowardly as their actions indicated. They
probably reasoned, that if the other dogs were so blood-
thirsty as the pup, they would as lief take their chances
with a pack of hungry wolves.

,

We took a slightly different road from the one we came,
and it led past the scene of a famous tragedy of twenty
years ago—"the place where Teague was shot." The
trouble that ended in the death of Teague was caused
chiefly by bad rum; and the end was more in keeping

with the eternal fitness of things than is usually the case,
for it was the rumseller that was killed. He was shot by
Charles Davis, a blacksmith, while trying to force an en-
trance into his shop. Davis himself made the pistol with
which the deed was done. He has served out his fourteen
year sentence, and disappeared.
At Lake George, about two miles from this spot, over

fifty years before this, there had occurred another murder,
of peculiar interest to the sportsman as well as to the his-

torian. It marks one of the very few instances in the
history of the Province when a collision between the red
and the white man ended in bloodshed. John McGeorge,
the first settler at Lake George, shot a caribou. This the
Indians held to be an infringement of their rights, and one
of them shot McGeorge. The enraged settlers set out to
hunt down the murderer, but instead got on the trail of
his companion, who was captured after a two-days' chase,
during which time he had not a bite to eat. If I remem-
ber aright, the unfortunate Indian suffered death, and the
man who fired the shot never was taken.
We made our noon camp in a wood not far from the

residence of Mr. Alexander Rosborough. David putting
on the brogue of a near friend of the Rosborough's, gave
us a list of the names of the family. "There is Ritchie
and John Ritchie, and Ritchie P., and Henry, and curly-
headed John (these are the back field ones, d' ye mind),
and there's Aleck, and Thomas Samuel, that lives ferbye
Skipton's, on the main river." . We always mention the
place of this halt as our camp "ferbye Aleck's."
While we were here something happened that served to

illustrate the truth of the saying that "it takes all kinds
to make a world." A horseman passed by on a "pale
horse." He was elegantly dressed. The "shine" or gloss
on his stand-up collar was just lovely. His waxed mus-
tache had about the right turn, his soft felt hat about the
correct crease. His saddle and bridle were the best of

their kind, as was also a field glass case that was strapped
about him. But his horse looked as if his appearance
might be improved byamore generous ration, and he was
decorated with certain dun-colored maps of the great
continents, those of Africa and South America on either
quarter, and the others, with sundry islands, scattered
over his body. The sight was enough to inspire any one
with the instincts of a horseman with a desire for a short
private interview with the animal, to the accompaniment
of a currycomb and brush. The rider looked neither to
the right nor to the left. It is anybody's privilege to
salute another on a country road , and Moore gave this

man a cheery good-day that ought to have brought a re-

sponse from a wooden man; but he honored it with
neither word, look nor gesture. "Ah!" said David as the
horseman disappeared over the hill, "there's nothing in
that fellow but—" and his eyes had in them a far-away
look that indicated mental abstraction, as the reason for
the unfinished sentence.
Here Judson left us. During the short time he was

with its he had shown the mettle of a sportsman and we
hoped to meet him again. On our way to the St. John
River David picked up one grouse. At Bear Island we
waited some time for the ferry-scow that took us over a
week before, but it was propelled by another man whose
way of getting around easily accounted for 'the delay.
Here David collected the mail for his neighborhood, thus
getting it a day in advance of the regular service. But
he did not do this work impartially. One missive for
John Touch he did not bring and two that he did get he
failed to hand over to the postmaster. The name on the
letter was not John; in fact, I think she would be ex-
ceedingly angry if you called her John. But I believe
she got the letters sooner than if they had been left at
the post-office.

On our way out we had a whirl at a grouse which af-
forded us quite an amount of fun, and did not hurt the
bird. If W. H. had not mistaken the end of the top lever
for the safety of his gun, he might have called him down,
for, he was offered one of the prettiest shots I ever
saw. *

And now the time for breaking up our little party was
approaching. The flow of talk and good-natured chaff
which had scarcely failed since we set out, ceased of a
sudden. Every mind seemed abstracted—preoccupied.
Now and then some one would break out in a little frag-
ment of song, and those of the rest who knew it would
join in, all singing in a subdued voice. After a while
some one hummed a bar of an old hymn that has stood
the constant wear of. a quarter of a century, and which
will probably survive the present generation: "The Sweet
Bye and Bye." The chorus breathed the wish of the entire
party. Instantly it swelled loud and clear. And though
there be those who would take exception to the applica-
tion of the term "beautiful shores" to those of our little

lakes, we all hope to meet there again in the "Sweet bye
and bye." L. I. Flower.

Put a Note in Your Local Paper.
Danvers, Mass., Dec. 81.—The open season on game

birds of Massachusetts expires to-day. Game has been
scarce all the season, consequently hunting has been lim-
ited. Many quail were winter killed last year. The
ground has been covered with crusted snow, trees and
bushes full of ice for the last four weeks, so it has been
unfit to do any hunting. I think much game has been
spared. I never knew of a month of December more
favorable for the preservation of game birds than the
past. Let every true sportsman notify his local paper for
publication that it is now illegal to kill any game birds
and that there is a heavy fine for so doing, and that the
complainant will be rewarded by a conviction in sharing
the fine. I always make it a rule to keep our village

paper posted and it has a tendency for good. J. W. B.

Sandow, the strongman, is the owner of a Great Dane that
is Siiid to be very intelligent, like most of these doys. Sandow
is now performing in New York, and among feats of strength
is an act in which he sustains on a stage, a grand piano and
a whole Hungarian orchestra. This tbe dog does not. like at
all, being afraid that his master will get hurt. One day
recently the platform on which tbe piano was placed got wet
by accident and became slightly warped. When it was
placed on Sandow's chest, that night and the piano was lifted
to it several loud cracks were heard The dog had been
watching the performance as usual from the wing, but when
he heard those cracks he begau to howl dismally, and it

required the united efforts of several stage hands to keep him
from dashing on the 'stage. When the curtain finally
dropped on the act the dog rushed a,t Sandow and rising on
his hind legs, licked his master's face and jumped about him
in an ecstaey of joy. Now they have to keep the dog locked
in> dressing room until Sandow has finished bis performance.

CHANGES IN THE EAST.

As Seen by Western Eyes.

The people in the East can scarcely realize how their
country is changing. No one except one who at long in-

tervals revisits the scenes of his childhood and wanders
through the woods and along the streams he loved when
a boy.
The amount of timber is in many places much greater

than it was forty years ago. I found last year that old
fields in New Jersey where I used to clip the whistling
wings of the dove as he rose from the blue sheets of
bugloss were grown over with timber of very respectable
size. What used to be mere brush or second growth sap-
lings now begins to look like virgin forest. Yet you may
stroll through it day after day without hearing the leaves
jar beneath the spring of a gray squirrel or find any
crumbs that have fallen from his lofty table. The
bugloss still shows in the adjoining field, yet you may
walk half a day without seeing the arrowy line of bluish
gray that marks the course of the dove, and still longer
may you wait before across the yellow harvest field you
hear the soft, sweet call of Bob White.
One could hardly expect to see the ruffed grouse rise

roaring from every laurel glen or hear as of yore the
woodcock's twittering wing in every bit of swamp. But
surely one has a right to look for the striped sides of the
chipmonk along the old stone fence, or the flash of the
red squirrel's coat amid the darksome grove of hemlocks.
Here and there at long intervals the mottled breast of

the wood thrush lit up the somber shades, and his pure
silvery notes made a welcome contrast to the rattle of the
buckbnard of the modern country Jake in the highway
near by. But where was the lustrous dark blue and
crimson of the redstart that used to shine in every bit of
wood, and the bright scarlet of the tanager that used so to
fire my young love of the woods and all their inhabitants?
The great glory of the maple is as bright as ever, and

the broad head of the beech looks as if time had made no
impression upon it. But I looked almost in vain for the
rich livery of the oriole that used to make them so cheer-
ful, and from the broad hickory that still atood out in the
old field the brown thrasher poured no more the sweet
volume of bis evening song. Where the axe had spared
the chestnut and walnut they looked as bright as ever and
the ash and the basswood seemed in the heyday of exist-

ence. But the red and white of the woodpecker flashed
no more amid the green and mute was the voice of the
cuckoo that used to make the woods of late summer seem
so mournful. The gum tree smiled still in brightest green
and in early fall turned into as rosy flame as ever, long
before most of the other trees knew that the summer was
over, but in vain looked for the gold of the highholder
that used to come for the bluish berries; and even the
robin that used to keep him company at his morning and
evening meal, though the most abundant of the birds yet
left, was none too plenty here. Down in the tangled

' shrubbery the mellow voice and varied song of the chat
is heard no more and a glimpse of his golden breast,

always hard to get, seems now impossible.
The butterfly weed still flames m the meadows beside

the blue of its cousin the milkweed, but where is the bob-
olink that hovered over it while his little soul bubbled so
sweetly forth, and where that silvery ripple of song that
used to fall from where the upland plover was winging
his way across the summer sky? The golden breast of
the meadowlark, once so common, shines rarely now
amid tbe elder's bloom, the thistle sheds its down as
silky and abundant as ever, but the cheerful chirrup of
the yellowbird is rarely heard above it as he rises and
falls in wavy flight, and along the ledge you may watch
for hours before you hear the catbird tune his pipe or the
wren come out to speak his little piece. In the open
ground the bluebird yet warbles and around many places
the robin is still abundant. But this is probably on ac-

count of protection, for when you go to the thicket you
may range for miles without hearing the friendly greeting
of the chewink or seeing his ruddy breast along the ground
as he scratches up the leaves. And beneath the giant
elm where you spent so many pleasant hours in boyhood
you may now sit half a day without seeing the little

creeper or nuthatch stealing along the limbs and looking
under the leaves ^for slugs, for from the end of some dead
limb will you often see the little peewee flutter out and
catch his fly and come back to tell you his little plaintive

tale before he starts for another.
The cause?
Breechloaders, boys and bonnets. The English sparrow

seems to have little or nothing to do with it. The dis-

position of the wite man to get away with all that is fair

in nature as soon as possible is enough to account for it

when it is aided by a cheap breechloader with cheap and
good store ammunition, what wonder the country girl

knows the indigo bird or the oriole only from her bonnet
when every lout that can "rustle" five dollars together
can now get a gun and ammunition that will shoot better

than most of the guns of forty years ago as we knew how
to load them?

It was to be expected that game would become scarce.

But who ever expected to hear woodcock talked of about
as we talk of grizzly bears in the mountains of California?

In Farmer Scrump's woods a cock was seen last month.
Major Swipes saw borings of one last week five miles
west of town. Colonel Buckstapper is alleged to have
shot at one yesterday some ten miles east. And General
Snagby is said to have a couple staked out somewhere in
the big swamp at Huckleberry Run waiting for him to

get time to take them in. At 3:35 (dawn) of the opening
day a score of high bred pups with pedigrees as long as
the facps of their masters pointed each other on the spot in

old Billick's swamp where somebody had seen some bor
iogs the week before.

The brooks seem to have changed as much as any part
of the land. Many of them now go dry about the time the
ground is in good walking condition after a rain. Some
that we used to have boats in and swim comfortably in

for many a rod are now foaming toirents during a storm
and nasty littly slimy sewers a few days after. Along
their dirty shores the little teeter snipe trots no more.
The kingfisher has left, perhaps because the water is not
deep enough for him to dive with safety. No more by
day do you see the green heron or the bittern standing
pensive and well fed along the bars, or at night the snowy
plumes of the night heron droop over his long neck as he
settles down upon the shore for his evening meal. Upon
the ripples the sucker no longer suns himself and the old
time deep hole where the sunfish used to He is deep on
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with mud and tin cans or old boots. For miles along it

you may stroll at night without seeing the rippling wake
of the muskrat or smelling his fragrance in the night air,

and along the banks of the stream a muskrat hole is about
as rare as elephant tracks. The little eels that used to

wiggle about in the little coves, the little crawfish that
used to shoot backward out of sight under the stones,

even the little skaters and water beetles that used to dart
and circle on the clear waters seem to have gone from
most of the small streams.
The woods and dales are no longer the places they were.

However heavy the timber or the underbrush, if any-
where within a few miles of a town, or along the high-
way between two cities, tramps' nests and loafers' trails

disfigure its fairest shades, the spring, once so clear, with
such delicious water that you used to turn considerably
out of your way to go to it, is now nasty with mud,
broken bottles and remnants of tramps' dinners, while
the mossy banks on which you used to pick the fragrant
red berrips of the wintergreen is now rolled flat with
dirty pants and littered with scraps of paper, bits of rag,
fragments of old stockings, tobacco sacks and bones.
The severe drought undoubtedly had something to do

with it, but surely could not fully account for the differ-

ence I found in the wild flowers. The jewel weed that
used to wave so gracefully above the brook, with its

curious orange-tinted flowers shining amid its deep green
so long in the summer was surely not as abundant as it

once was; and in late summer I looked as vainly for the
purple-tinted snake head of the chelone as I did for the
yellow and white petals of the dicentra in the spring.
Rare was the gold of the evening primrose, and scarce
ever the day-blooming variety that used to be so common.
The lovely lavender of robin's plantain, so much like an
aster, was seen only at long intervals; the ground cherry,
once so common, I looked for in vain; places once so fra-

grant with pennyroyal were bare of anything, and even
the delicate, reddish tint of the sorrel was scarce. Along
the roads the yarrow grew dense and white, and the ad-
joining fields were snowed over with the carrot or dotted
and starred with St. Johnswort or Black-eyed Susans, but
the delicate little pink phloxes, the soft hue of the bluets,

were as rare along the opens as in the woods; the pure
white of the pyrola or Prince's pine, or the tender pink of
the Arethusa in the meadow. T. S. Van Dyke.
Los Angeles, Cal.

EXPERIENCE WITH QUAIL.
If I do not mistake, the history of Bob, a domesticated

quail, was published in the Forest and Stream many
years ago; but be that as it may, the Youth's Companion
and other publications afforded thousands of readers the
pleasure of reading his history, which was not less won-
derful than interesting.

When I got him he was somewhat over half grown.
Having been hurt in some way, he was delirious, but
thoroughly recovered in a day or two, upon which he ex-
hibited the fear and shyness common to the bird. I had
taken the precaution to clip his wings, and when he ran
in terror out of the house I easily caught him. By ex-
treme care and gentleness in handling I could plainly
observe his fear subsiding, and knowing that he must be
experiencing the pangs of hunger, I held him to the win-
dow within reach of a fly. To ray astonishment and
pleasure, he seized and swallowed it. He tamed more
quickly than any other bird I ever saw. A house chicken
will get out of one's way , but Bob made you step over
him. His tameness lost him one or two of his toe nails,

which fact made him a foe to the human foot, which he
would peck at and with a good hold strike at in the man-
ner of the domestic cock. At that time I had a Gordon
setter with a scent keener than any other dog I ever
owned. With him I concluded t& get a companion for
Bob. Accordingly, my son and I went out before quail
were full grown, and the dog made a point. I took off

my coat with which to cover tke bird. So accurately did
the dog point that we hit the spot exactly, and the"bird
[was a prisoner. It was a female, a cunning little beauty,
but she had toes with a slight lateral curvature, and so we
named her Crook. We made a second attempt to get a
bird in the same way, and succeeded. It was a male.
We called him Grouse, as his conformation approached
that bird more nearly than do most quail.

The first year Crook did not lay, although she acted as
if she would like to show us an albuminous specimen of
her own creation; but the second year I put the birds in

a roomy aviary and she laid twenty-three "eggs. I had
put some small boxes on the ground in which were holes
for the birds to enter and in one of these she laid her
eggs; but for some reason they would be scattered out-
side the box. Whether she or the males did such a
seemingly unnatural thing I could not ascertain. But
Bob had made as neat a nest as ever bird made in the
grass a few feet from the box. The question arose in my
[mind, had Bob tried to get those eggs from the box into
'his own nest? Possibly. 1 would put them back into
the box which was shielded from the sua and did not
want them in the nest Bob had made, because the sum-
mer was excessingly hot and I feared the heat would
spoil them.
Crook acted as if she wanted to set, but really did not.

So I took the eggs and put them under a hen. She broke
all but one, which she hatched. Did the little new-
comer show the fear so proverbial of the young quail?

Not a bit of it. It would run after me with its constant
peep, peep, peep, almost from its very birth. The fourth
day of its existence I accidentally set a picture frame on
it and crushed it. Did I mourn for that wee bit of a bird?
I did, and perhaps foolishly, but my grief was keen and
to this day I cannot recall the circumstance of its death
without emotions of sadness.

Soon after this Crook died and I concluded to get eggs
from the field. I put some under a bantam and she
hatched eleven. Thinking the birds were very hardy I

took them under my own care. I fenced them in near
the window so that they could get plenty of sunlight. I

fed them on chopped whites of eggs principally. For
one week they were lively as bees and altogether an
interesting family. At night I covered them with cot-

ton. But they came to grief and I with them. One day
' as I came home at noon my boy said he had given the
birds a grand feast of grasshoppers and that their strife

for the possession of the choice morsels was amusing in
the extreme. Of course, I was pleased, but at night I
noticed that the birds were drooping. After that they
began to die, one or two daily. Two of them, however,
lived three or four weeks; one of them could fly upon a
chair.

I will say that these birds did not exhibit the, fear of
man as they do in the field. I now wish I had left them
with the bantam hen, for she might have raised them,
and yet I doubt it, especially in an aviary. I once paid
about $10 for California quail eggs. They were sent to

me from parties in that State, but were so badly shipped
that none of them hatched. Thus ended the scheme that
was the dream of my life—raising quail. I am now
without a pet of any kind and don't think I will have one
unless some one donates me a parrot, which would prob-
ably outlive me and for whose demise I would not be
called to mourn. N. D. Elting.
West Virginia.

THE YELLOW BEAR.
At a recent meeting of the Biological Society of Wash-

ington, Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of the Bureau of

Ornithology and Maramolofjy of the Agricultural Depart-
ment at Washington, describes the skull of five bears from
Prairie Mer Rouge, Morehouse parish, La., which he re-

gards as belonging to the yellow bear mentioned in the
year 1800 by Snaw and described in 1821 by Edward Grif-
fith who, in his work on the carnivora, named it Ursus
luteolus and gave a colored plate of it. His remarks are
called forth by a recent paper on "Species of North
American Bears" by Mr. Arthur Erwin Brown, published
in Forest and Stream of Dec. 16 last.

By Shaw the yellow bear is said to inhabit Carolina and
by Griffith to be abundant in Louisiana. It is said to have
a "more pleasant and agreeable countenance" than the
European Jbears, the forehead to be "more convex, the
nose more conical than in the black species; the ears also

stand further back; the physiognomy may be said to be
more fox-like and the hair not so long or thick. It is gen-
tle indisposition, which, indeed, is expressed in the coun-
tenance of the animal very decidedly."
The material which Dr. Merriam describes consists, as

has been said, of these five skulls. Contrasted with old
skulls of male black bears from the Adirondacks. thetbre'3

old male skulls from Louisiana are longer and flatter and
are also longer in proportion to breadth. The molar teeth
are larger than in any known species of the black bear
group, the last molar being particularly large. There are
also some details as the cusps of the molars, but this is a
character which varies widely in the individual and with
age. Dr. Merriam concludes that the remarkable skull
recently described by Mr. Arthur Erwin Brown cannot be
einnamonum of Audubon and Bachrnan, but is luteolus of
Griffith.

At the same meeting Dr. Merriam read a paper de-
scribing four new mammals from southern Mexica, col-
lected by E. W. Nelson. These are a hare, a squirrel and
two species of pocket gopher.
In an earlier paper Dr. Merriam describes eight new

ground squirrels of the genera Spermophilus and Tamias
from various localities in California, Texas and Mexico.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As Mr. Brown has given us lovers of sport such a treat

'about the natural history of bears, I am going to tell

about a family of bears I ran across in the Clearwater
country in 1865.

Along in the summer I received a letter from my father
in the States saying that he expected to bein Walla Walla
about the first of August. My brother and I had been dis-

cussing the matter, and as we had not seen him for four
years, we thought that one of us had better go down and
meet him, get everything fixed comfortable for the family
and return. On Saturday we cleaned up our boxes, re-
torted our gold in a fry-pan, and made our weekly
division after the grub bills had been taken out. It was
decided that I was to start early next morning for Walla
Walla.
On the way I met Indians, but as they were Nez Perces

T knew they were friendly; they were going to the buffalo
illihi, so they said. I had crossed the mountain and had
got well down, when, as I came out from a fir thicket
into an opening, not more than 20yds. ahead of me there
was a black bear with four cubs—two cinnamon and two
as black as coal. When they saw me they started off for
the canon. I dropped pack, jerked out navy revolver and
took after them, intending to capture a cub if I could

.

Two of the cubs took to a big pine tree, but the old bear
and the others got to the thicket in the canon. I went
back to the tree and there the little fellows were, away
up near the top. I sat down and watched them for half
an hour thinking the old bear would come back and hunt
her lost cubs, but getting tired of watching I went on as
there was no way for me to get them down without shoot-
ing them, which I had no intention of doing as I could
not use the meat.

This summer, while I was at Wilbur, Wash. , the stable
keeper had two bears which he had bought from an
Indian, ,vho said they had one mother, yet one is as red
as a cinnamon stick while the other is a coal black. He
tried to sell them, but as he was only offered $4 each he
said he would keep them and kill them when their robes
were prime, for then he could get more. Lew.Wilmot.

"Sounding the Alarm."
If there is any sport I enjoy more than another it is

hunting squirrels. The article in Forest and Stream
"Sounding the Alarm" was so true to nature that I ven-
ture to give its counterpart. Probably some other squir-
rel hunters, "A. L. L." among the number, may have
had the same experience. Several years ago, while I
was waiting for a gray squirrel to come out of a hollow
tree into which he had gone, my patience was nearly
exhausted and I was on the point of leaving him to some
other fate, when a large ivory-billed woodpecker alighted
on an old chestnut tree within twenty feet of the tree the
squirrel was in and at once sent forth his shrill call. He
had hardly done so when out came the squirrel and I
shot him.
Last fall a party of four of us camped up Licking

Creek about the middle of October to hunt squirrels for
a few days. We had a squirrel dog with us and when
he would tree a squirrel that would get into a hollow
tree ono of the party would wait on the squirrel to come

out, while the others would go on with the dog. About
11 o'clock, when within about one mile of camp, the dog
treed one in a large oak and I sat down to watch. I had
waited nearly an hour without a sign when I recalled the
circumstance of the woodpecker's call, and I thought,
why would not the call of a turkey answer as well?
Acting on the thought, I took out my turkey call and
had given but three calls when out popped the squirrel.
Now, do you not think that in both these instances the

squirrel associated these calls with safety? Knowing the
woodpecker to be a very wary bird he believed that when
he alighted so near the coast was clear; and for the same
reason in the second case the wild turkey's call was
notice that no danger Avas near or he would not be there.
If some of the wild creatures cannot reason they have a
way of arriving at conclusions that amounts to the same
thing. Sancho Panza.

Protection for Skunks and Foxes.
Binghamton, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
Broome county Board af Supervisors have passed ' a law
protecting the fur-bearing animals of the county—fox,
skunk and muskrats. It is needless to ask what the
effects of such a law will be. Who as a close student of
nature has not noticed the destructive depredations of the
skunk and fox upon our only game, the ruffed grouse?
Many a nest of eggs in various stages of incubation are
destroyed by the repulsive skunk. Aside from what he
catches in summer, what person accustomed to the woods
in winter has not seen the oft-told story of reynard's
tracks leading to a single disturbed place* in the snow's
surface, the scattered feathers of the noble grouse which
had sought shelter from the cutting winds telling the rest
all too well?

I have gunned in nearly every part of the country, and
I do not know of a place where this bird can be so gene-
rally found as here, consequently there is no place where
such a law would work more harm. In Pennsylvania, or
some parts of it at least, a bounty is paid on fox skins,
which is the proper thing, and from observation gained
from being afield nearly every day of good weather of
open season, I find birds far more plenty in such localities.

H. W. B

Some Queer Things in Canada.
Belleville, Ont., Jan. 3.—A few days ago a remark-

able incident happened in the township of Murray, a few
miles from this city. While Mr. Andrew Spencer was
going home at night from a neighbor's he was attacked
by some animal. To his surprise he, after a short struggle,
knocked down an owl which measured 4ft. Sin. from tip
to tip of the wings. Mr. Spencer's injuries were slight.
On New Year's Day a fawn, which had apparently been

pursued by dogs, ran into the barnyard at Mr. James
Murphy's, Hungerford Township.
A robin, which sang with spring time vigor, was seen

in a garden here last week, and a large garter snake was
killed by the wheels of a wagon on a road near the city.

R. S. B.

Short-billed Guillemot in Connecticut.
After the severe storm of wind and snow which swept

along the New England coast about Dec. 20, a disabled
bird was picked up by a little daughter of the care-taker
at the Hammonassett Fishing Association club house and
kept by her for a few days as a pet. It was called a duck
and efforts were made to feed it on corn. One of the club
members who happened to be at Hammonassett about this
time saw it and identified it as the short-billed guillemot.
It had evidently been blown in by the storm and thrown
down here, a dozen miles north of Madison, the nearest
salt water point. When seen it was pretty lively, sitting
up in its box and turning its head from side to side, but
no doubt it has since perished.

Lectures on Birds.

Lectures by the official staff of the American Museum
of Natural History, this city, will be given Saturday after-
noons at 3 o'clock, in the library, illustrated by specimens.
The first course will be given in January on the "Birds in
the Vicinity of New York City," by Frank M. Chapman,
Assistant Curator in the Department of Ornithology and
Mammalogy. Jan. 6—"Why We Study Birds. How to
Study Birds. Our Winter Birds." Jan. 13—"The Birds
of March, April and May, and the Spring Migration."
Jan. 20—"The Birds of Summer. Birds' Nests. Birds'
Songs." Jan. 27—"The Birds of Fall and the Fall Migra-
tion. Birds in their Winter Homes."

A Long-Lived Canary Bird.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Thinking it might be of interest to some of your readers

to know how long a Canary bird may live, I send you the
following account of the death of a bird which belonged
to my sister. In a recent letter she says: ' 'I am sad over
the death of my little bird. He died last night. I have
had him twelve years and have taken care of him every
day. Do you wonder that I miss him? Mrs. P. gave
him to me when the Captain died and she had the bird
for ten years; so he has lived for twenty-two years—

a

most wonderful age for a Canary."
Mrs. H. F. Hensball.

The Einnaaan Society of New York.
A regular meeting of the society will be held at the

American Museum of Natural History, Eighth avenue and
Seventy-seventh street, on Tuesday evening, Jan. 23, 1894,
at 8 o'clock. Papers: Leverett M. Loomis. (l) "On the
Causes that Necessitate Bird Migration," (2) "On the
Views Held Concerning the Migration of Young Birds of
the Year." C. B Riker; "Experiences During Collecting
Trips on the Amazon River."

Arthur H. Howell, Secretary.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised cm another page, price $5)—

a

$9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals,
For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during tnat time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's
handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of whicli
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A DEER HUNT IN NEW JERSEY-1893.
Near the close of the deer season in New Jersey, a chase

occurred lasting two days which seemed to me to be
worthy of record in Forest and Stream, and I have
persuaded a gentleman who participated in the hunt, and
in fact, directed it, to write out its particulars for publica-
tion, and his account is subjoined. Supplementing it,

from what I know of the ground, and from conversation
with my friend, I will say briefly that Port Elizabeth, the
village near which the chase took place, is near the
Maurice River, in Cumberland county, and three creeks,
Menantico, Manumuskia aud Muske'e, empty into that
river near the village. The "deer woods" of New Jersey,
consisting largely of scrub, oak and pine, approach within
three miles of the village. These "woods" are of con-
siderable extent, and if the Russian Jews do not continue
their advance into them, will for many years to come,
preserve the deer, which are fairly plentiful. My friend,
the Colonel, has omitted to state tbat on the first day
of the chase some shots were fired at the deer
without effect, however, on the second day no shoot-
ing was allowed, it being agreed that guns might be
used after 4 o'clock in the afternoon, if the deer were
not previously captured. As the deer was killed by the
dogs no shot was fired on the second day. Further, as
the chase progressed tired dogs were brought to heel,
until they were rested, and tben put on the trail freshj
so that the deer was always pursued by fresh hounds,
until about 4 o'clock of the second afternoon the whole
pack was loosed upon her. The doe weighed, dressed,
901bs. F. S. J. C.

The Story of the Chase.
A southerly wind and . a cloudy sky proclaimed a hunt-

er's morning, as a party&f us tumbled into an open wagon
ot 5 A. M. on the seventh day of this month (December).
After a ride of four miles we were on the ground, and
each hunter silently sought the stand he had selected,
while the driver, with a couple of fine deerhounds, entered
the woods on a drive. The morning was indeed a typical
one, still and frosty, with just a suspicion of air from the
southwest. Hardly had the dogs entered the ' 'neck" when
the buglelike cry of Old Jock went echoing through the
woods to the distant stands. It was immediately taken up
by Jule, and in ten minutes the game was afoot and flying
for life before the eager hounds; now leading off a mile
straight, then doubling on her (it was a doe) tracks, dodg-
ing in every direction for an hour or more, when, finding
it impossible to shake off her pursuers, she broke out of
the neck and headed for Jones's Mill Pond, intending to
take water there
Two of our party had been delayed until 9 o'clock get-

ting off that morning, and while on the way to join us
suddenly ran into the deer coming down the road. They
stopped, cast the leash from their hound, and the deer,
meeting this unexpected obstacle, turned and ran back for
a mile or so. The two hounds, "catching the double," now
joined in, and the three were pressing the doe closely.
She changed her tactics and again tried short doubles,
and after an hour's furious run succeeded in throwing the
dogs off for five or ten minutes. They soon picked up the
lost scent, and the deer having considerable start, another
hour was spent in short runs and circling. All the hunt-
ers being thoroughly acquainted with the woods, left their
stands and were clossing in with the chase, thrilled with
the music of the houuds and as eager as they to catch a
view.
About noon the deer took water in Manumuskin Creek,

near Reeves's Mill, waded up the stream about 400yds.,
went out, made a short circuit on the opposite side, and
again entered the stream and waded up to a point where
the stream divides out into a number of shallow rivulets
encircling numerous small islands. Selecting a hummock
of grass on one of these, she lay down to rest and await
results.

The hunters searched each side of the stream for a mile,
but failing to find where the doe had come out, got a boat
and believing her to be concealed on one of these islands,
proceeded to search them out in detail. About 4 P. M.
she sprang from her hiding-place not over 30ft. distant
from one of the hunters, and in five minutes six dogs
were on her flying heels. Straight away on her back
track she flew for a couple of miles, and then commenced
dodging in short, sharp circles until dusk, when, finding
it of no avail, she again headed for Manumuskin Creek,
taking water about half a mile above our village, Port
Elizabeth.

It was now dark and we succeeded in calling off the
hounds, with one exception, Old Jere swimming the
creek and picking up the trail again on the opposite bank.
The doe now went straight away for another two miles
through open meadow, but finding she could not shake off
the hounds, made for Maurice River, opposite the village
of Buckshotem, where it is 200yds. wide. She swam
across and the chase ended for the day.
We gathered our hounds, gave them a good warm

supper and bed, then waited eagerly for the morrow.
At gray of dawn next morning we stood upon the

banks of Maurice River with a boat in readiness to cross,
awaiting sufficient daylight to see. The stillness was only
broken by the crowing of the cocks on the surrounding
farms, or by the occasional cry of the eager youngsters
of the pack, or the suppressed whine of the older dogs.
We crossed, unleashed the dogs and were "casting" up
and down the bank when a long note from Martin an-
nounced the finding of the trail. It was open meadow
for miles, and the doe had walked out of the water the
evening before and lay down in a bunch of rushes 100yds.
from the bank. Soon the pack opened on the trail, and
in another moment the game sprang up in full view of
dogs and hunters, making straight for the river, into
which she plunged, heading for the opposite bank.
We all tumbled into the boat and it was a race for the

opposite shore. The deer breasted the river like a tug,
with head and neck only out of water, and landing first,

started across a mile of meadow and open farm land for
the woods, being in full view of hunttrs and hounds the
entire distance. In three minutes the dogs were on her
track and the villagers were aroused from their slumbers
by the deep-mouthed chorus less than a mile away. The
day was as lovely as the preceding, and every bush and
leaf sparkled in the quiet dawn with its frosty jewels. On

reaching the embankment of the West Jersey Railroad
the deer doubled back and struck north to Manantico
Creek, but not wishing to take water yet swerved back to
the left, and for three hours tried every available tactic
with which to throw off the hounds, but failing in this,

she took water in the Manantico, fording it and entering
a dense swamp, lay down a half mile from the bank.
We had lost twenty minutes going half a mile up

stream to an old mill dam and crossing. On the opposite
side the dogs were again let loose and the chase was soon
on again. For an hour she ran in long leads and then
adopted entirely new tactics. After gaining considerable
space on the dogs by short doubles she would take an old
lumber road where there were no bushes to catch the
scent and speed away down the middle of it for half a
mile, then turn short on her track and run back a quarter
of a mile, where she would leap off, and after running a
short distance commenced doubling and back-tracking
again.
For a while this gave her an advantage, the dogs over-

running the track where she dodged off and losing the
trail for five or ten minutes We soon caught on to the
trick, however, and whenever a fault occurred with the
dogs, two of us would hastily take back a hound on each
side of the road and soon pick up the lost trail.

So went the chase until about 2 P. M., when the deer
again took to water, crossing the creek and laying down
on the opposite hillside. We crossed and beat down the
bank, when the doe sprang from her bed in full view of
dogs and hunters. The dogs were cast loose and again
the race for life commenced. It was very evident to us
all that the deer was greatly fatigued, as were we like-
wise, but the knowledge that the game was well nigh
spent infused renewed life, and away we all went, deer,
dogs and men, the latter scattering in different directions,
each one anxious to be in at the death.
The deer now ceased to make any long leads, confining

herself to short doubles, abrupt turns and back-tracking,
all in the space of a mile square. Every now and then a
quick, sharp burst of music (not to the deer) told us that
the dogs had caught a "view," and we now changed our
policy of silence to loud and encouraging cries to the
pack, urging on the laggards to renewed efforts.

Round and round the circle flew the chase; a "view
hallo" from some one told the deer was in sight; shorter
and shorter grew the circles, until, just as the sun was
going down behind the low trees, a wild chorus of bays
told us the chase had ended. Running up from all direc-
tions the hunters closed in to find the deer down and sur-
rounded by the pack of baying, tired hounds. Pipes were
lighted, a pole cut and the quarry lashed to the middle,
and as darkness deepened we entered the village. That
night, around a warm fire and amid circling smoke, we
discussed the "points" of the hunt until nodding heads
carried us one by one to our homes, where we continued
the unflagging chase—in our dreams. J. H. W.

CEPHUS DODGE'S TWO SHOTS.
Occasionally I see accounts of some notable shots re-

corded in Forest and Stream, such as killing two wood-
cock at one shot, or two grouse at one shot. This brings
to mind that I once shot two ruffed grouse with oiif bul-
let. It was not a very remarkable shot, however. I had
been hunting deer one sunny day in October, without
even getting a chance shot. They seemed to be laid up
somewhere out of sight; and as I was somewhat tired, I

sat down on the dry leaves, leaning my back against a
long log, when I heard the queerest of all queer noises.
I couldn't guess what it was until I looked over the log;
and then I saw about three rods distant two old cock
grouse walking slowly around on a little circle of two or
three feet diameter, each one keeping opposite and facing
the other, all the time keeping up that low cawing noise.
They made no attempt to fight, but appeared to be having
a serious quarrel. Now, the most natural thing to do
was to lay the rifle across the log, and when both necks
came into line to cut both heads off; and this I did.
"Potted," did you say? Well, perhaps so. But I thought
then, and think now, tbat the birds made a cleaner broil
than if they had been killed on the wing and filled full of
No. 6 shot.

I remember many remarkable shots made by old-time
hunters, some of which may be worth mentioning now.
Away back somewhere in the '30s there lived a man in
Ashtabula county, O., by the name of Cephas Dodge, who
for aught I know might have been grandfather or great-
uncle of Ira Dodge, of bear hunting fame in Colorado.
At that early day the country along the northern border
of the State was sparsely settled as compared to the pres-
ent population. Deer and wild turkey were plenty, and
Dodge was a noted hunter, and was consideeed a dead
shot on deer. He used a heavy rifle with large bore, as
such guns were thought to be a prime necessity then and
there, where the face of the country was comparatively
level, with rather open but heavy timber, and mostly clear
from thicket and underbrush; consequently deer were shot
mostly at long range.

It was after a fall of snow in November that Dodge
came out of the woods very late one night, and said he
believed that he had broken the record of all the remark-
able shots that were ever made.
His story was about as follows: Early in the day he

started five deer, which kept together and which he fol-

lowed a roundabout way during the day, without getting
a shot within reasonable distance. Toward night they
began to bunch, as he said, but would start again before
he could get in shooting distance. It was getting near
night, cloudy and stormy withal, and he concluded to
shoot into that bunch when he should see it again, let it

be short or long distance. A half mile of travel brought
him in sight again. As he said, he couldn't tell heads
from points, but he held high and pulled for the center,
when the bunch vanished at once. On going up he found
one deer which had fallen dead in its tracks, and, follow-
ing, in less than eighty rods he found two more. Now it

rather strikes me that had I made such a shot I would
have gathered up the slain and gone home satisfied. But
Dodge knew well enough that the two live deer which
were left would not go far without a halt, so he followed
the trail until he saw a dark spot in the distance which he
thought might be the broadside of a deer. He drew up
and fire-i, it being so dark that he could barely see the
sights on his gun, and the two deer started off on a run.
He found spots of blood on the snow, but night had closed
in and it had grown so dark that he could follow no
further, so he left for home.

The next day the two deer were found; shot plumbl
through and near where he had left the track the night I

before; those with the others were hauled in with a team, I

and Dodge was ready to make oath that he had fired hisl
gun but twice at the five deer.
As might be expected, they proved to be an old doe and1

her two fawns and two yearlings, supposed to be the
fawns of the year before, tbat were still following the
doe. In the early davs it was not rare or uncommon toj

find one yearling and sometimes two following the mother
doe irrespective of the later family of fawns; but in later
times such families were generally brokenup and scattered
by hounding and hunting. Had those five been a mis-
cellaneous lot of old deer they would not have kept to-

gether ten minutes after being started the second time.

Grand View, Tennessee. ANTLER.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

Rabbit Money.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 29.—From North Dakota I have the

following letter:

"I have just finished reading your appeal to sportsmen1

,

on behalf of the hungry people of Chicago, and wish you
to know that I am in line with the kind of charity you
suggest. Jack rabbits are abundant in North Dakota, but
sending them to Chicago would benefit the transportation
companies more than it would the hungry; so I inclose $S,

cash and will ask you to hand it to the proper committee
or wherever it will do the most good. Just hand it in as?

from a reader of Forest and Stream, as I desire no
acknowledgment in print or otherwise."

I do not counsel the sending in of one cent of cash by
sportsmen outside of Chicago to feed the poor of Chicago,
It is like a drop in the bucket, and settles nothing. More-
over, it is Chicago's bucket, and Chicago ought to feed hei
poor, and no one's else. Therefore, I have sent back the

$2 with as much thanks to the giver as though it were
used. I am not a philanthropist, and I don't want any-
thing but a carload of rabbits, the freight on which the
relief committee will pay, at 82 Market street. We shall'

be hearing of the Forest anc Stream fast rabbit freight

for the Chicago poor next, but I don't want to joke about
this. Let the fat and wellfed laugh. The hungry are not
laughing. Send the rabbits.

Foxes.

"C. D. F.," of Hunter, N. D., has the following to saj

about foxes and fox colors:

"For many years I have studied closely the habits and
natures of the fox, and have successfully hunted and
trapped them in several States. I do not think I evei
lived in a locality where black or silver gray foxps were
not seen now and again by farmers, teamsters and araa
teur sportsmen generally. They see them but nevei
catch them, and methinks a closer inspection would show
them to be the gray or the cross fox, or perchance some
homeless dog.
"Few men have lowered as many brushes as I have

myself, and I have never seen a living fox that I for an
instant supposed to be a black or silver gray. The cross

fox wears a beautiful coat and when the sun strikes it just

right has quite a silvery look and is doubtless sometimes
mistaken f or his more aristocratic neighbor. With tbie

variety, however, as well as the still more plebeian gray
I ani quite familiar.

"Once, some dozen years ago in M. Ryder's wholesale
fur store in St. Paul. I was shown a skin of what they
called the black or silver gray, and was at that time in-

formed that both names were used for the same annua:
whose fur was in some cases almost black, while lightet

in others and more of a silvery gray. I have before me
as I write the latest price list from Back, Becker & Co.

,

of Chicago, who quote black fox, $75 to $100 and silver

fox $50 to $100. If by the latter is meant the silvei

gray, they are considered of different values at least, if

not of two distinct species. I will say in conclusion, that

a veteran fox chaser of my acquaintance claims the black
or silver gray to be a sport or freak bred from the common
red, and stoutly avers that he once unearthed a lamily
consisting of a mother red and four young cubs, one of

which was black and suckling side by side with three
golden colored chaps, all of which he captured and all of

which died on his hands soon after. What a group that
would have been for taxidermical skill."

The veteran fox chasermentioned has solved "C. D. F.'s,"
3

question, though no fellow can find out just how or why
some red foxes are black, some silvery and most red, any
more than we can tell why one bear cub is cinnamon and!

the other dark in color, as sometimes happens. The
Natural History department of Forest and Stream c ould
tell some interesting things on this subject if it would.

Auxiliary Rifle Barrels.

An "Enquirer" writes as below in regard to auxiliary
rifle barrels:

"I am intending soon to change my habitat to the
wooded parts of Wisconsin. I shall be where deer and
black bear are plentiful, and am considering what kind
of a gun I shall use. Can you tell me about the auxiliary
rifle that is so largely advertised for use with shotgun? I

have never had an opportunity to examine one. Do you
consider it an effeetive weapon, and would >he strain

from an auxiliary of large bore—say .45-70—be too great
for a shotgun of 8 or 91bs.? I want the combination of

shot and rifle, and I want a large caliber for the latter.

I have lost many deer shot through and out with .38cal.

The shock is not great enough to stop the game at once
and the hole when small is apt to close and prevent
bleeding externally. No small bores for me in future."

I regret that I can not give advice as
?
to the purchase

of guns, as the matter is so much one ofpersonal prefer-

ence, and there are so many good ones in the market. I
1

will say, however, that I have not known so large an
auxiliary barrel as .45cal. Will the readers of Forest,
and Stream give their experiences hereon?

Near New Orleans.

"W. L. B." wants to know and says:

"Will you please inform me, as soon as conven-
ient, of the nearest place to New Orleans that good
quail shooting may be obtained. None of my friends!

have hunted in that vicinity-, and I ask this of you as you,
are looked upon as the great source of information con-
cerning the game haunts of the country."
Thanks. The people are not on to me yet. AboutNew
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Orleans near-by shooting I don't know much. Magnolia,

Miss., not far north of that city," used to offer good quail

shooting, and fnun there on up along the Illinois Cen-

tral there is good quail country, the supply, of course,

subject to local conditions, as is always to be remembered.
West of New Orleans, inte the cotton country, how near

depends on what "near" may mean. I have always

found Mr. A. Cardona, Jr., of H. T. Collam & Co., New
Orleans, about the best posted and best natured shooter

on earth, though I do not feel privileged to send letters

or inquirers directly to him.

Is No Dog Man.

The following letter from Mr. W. W. Peabody, Jr., of

Cincinnati, O., I offer not as bearing upon the res adjidi-

cata of Dame Bang's death, but as proving beyond a

peradventure tha,t Mr. Peabody is no good dog man:
"The Forest and Stream, and especially the Western

department thereof, is usually correct, and I seldom differ

with the editorial staff in any statement they may see fit

to make, but I must really take exception to the obituary

notice of my pointer Dame Bang, for I really feel that

you do her an injustice. Dame is not dead, but on the

contrary is enjoying most robust health. I am at a loss

to know how the rumor started, and I am quite sure you
will be pleased to know it is without foundation. I was
disappointed at Dame's field trial performance this fall;

not that she was unplaced, but because her work in public

was so absolutely devoid of merit. Since then, however,

I have shot over her three days and she proved herself

all right again."
I will file this as additional proof that Dame Bang has

perhaps not yet joined Molly O'Brien. Three of us say

Dame is dead, and only two' say she isn't. Legally she is

dead, and cannot be officially' recognized without addi-

tional proof. But what I want to call attention to is the

unheard of admission on Mr. Peabody's part that his dog's

public work was "absolutely devoid of merit." What is

the world coming to? No such statement as that was
ever before published in the sporting press. We will let

it go in, but it must not be accepted as a precedent. True
dog men can only look at it in grief and pity. Till now,
nil unplaced dogs have been victims of the grossest

ignorance and injustice.

"The telegraphic brevities have the following, all too

brief:

"Cook Colgate, abandoned by the Carlin party, has
been heard from and a party will be sent for him."

It would be a strange thing indeed if Colgate should be

rescued, but the matter seems too improbable.

Mr. T. Benton Leiter, once prominent in Mak-saw-ba
Club of this city, has for the past two years been in Mon-
tana in charge of the Leiter mine, near Sheridan. He
owns a quarter interest, the remainder belonging to his

uncle, L. Z, Leiter, one of the wealthiest men of Chicago.

The mine is running twenty stamps and cleaning up the

trifle of $1,000 of gold a day, so it looks as though Benton
could keep the wolf away from the door for a while.

This I learn from Mr. W. H. Haskell, who has just been
out visiting and shooting with Mr. Leiter for a time. Mr.
Haskell killed four mountain lions on the trip, two of

them kittens. He saw an old one and four kittens in one
bunch. On his last hunt up into the mountains of the

Upper Gallatin the party killed four elk and thirteen

deer. The canvasback shooting on Red Rock Lake, not
far from the mine, was very good this fall.

Mr. Herbert G. Rich and Mr. Frank E. Rich, described

to me as two very pleasant young gentlemen, called when
I was absent. Their cards do not give their residence, so

I can't locate- them. I am sorry we couldn't locate each
other. E. Hough.
909 Skcubitv Building, Chicago.

NOTES OF A SHOOTING TRIP SOUTH.
To ONE whose nerves have been worn to the quick by

the ceaseless hurry of city life the easy-going ways of the
South are balm and healing. A poor pilgrim from the
North, condemned to hustle and elbow and push lest he
get eternally left, cannot but envy the fearlessness of the
morrow that is everywhere shown, and the pleasing dis-

regard of Father Time, whom he has been accustomed to

respect and worship as coequal with the Almighty Dollar.

I stood on the deck of the little steamer Norman L.

Wagner, plying from Edenton, N. O, to points on the
Chowan River one day a few weeks ago, and watched the
negro stevedores take life easy as they lay prone on cotton
bales on the dock or sat with their legs swinging idly over
the side of the boat. The warm Southern sun shone over-
head and a thick-lipped songster whistled melodious ap-
preciation of it. Their trucks were lying where they had
last been used, and their bale hooks served only as play-
things to hack chips from the wharf stringers.

Presently another steamer for which we had been waiting
bove in sight, and the negroes all went over to see her
make the landing. Apparently they had no further interest
than as spectators. A few parcels were run off the newly
arrived vessel, and then a passenger or two of those who
had landed came straggling our way. The captain
whistled, and some passengers who had gone uptown on
various errands, came down and sauntered aboard.
The captain meanwhile was sitting in the pilot house

with both feet comfortably out of one of the windows,
and when questioned would not venture any opinion as to
when the boat would leave. At last, some time after the
last passenger had come aboard, and he had made up his
mind that sufficient time had elapsed and he could leave
with propriety, the captain withdrew his feet from the
window, and appearing at the door gave orders to cast off.

The boat had gotten under full way and was already some
100yds. distant, when a negro was seen running down the
wharf waving his arms and showing other signs of excite-
ment. His voice came borne faintly over the waters:
"Hoi' on dar, bar'l cabbage done got left."

"Oh, pshaw!" was the captain's only pemark, as he
philosophically proceeded to turn the boat back.*******

I left New York Tuesday night and arrived at my des-
tination, Avoca, N. O, Thursday, having stopped one
Inight in Norfolk. Had I been in any special hurry I
could have gone through in nineteen hours. After leav-
ting the railroad at Edenton, N. O, one has to go about
three miles by steamboat. There is no special inconve-
Inience attached to this, however, . as the boats are in
•waiting for the trains and the transfer is simple.

Avoca is the name of a large plantation belonging to

Dr. W. R. Capehart, late judge of the department of

fisheries at the World's Fair. It is also a post-office and
connected with the Norfolk & Southern R. R. by steamer
from Edenton. : Its name, which is aptly given, is derived
from Tom Moore's poem "The Meeting of the Waters."
It lies at the head of Albemarle Sound, which is here
fresh water, and into which, within a radius of a few
miles, six streams of considerable size pour their water.
Near the doctor'sjfine old mansion Salmon Creek, and the
Chowan River unite, and a mile or two eastward four
more rivers, including the Roanoke, enter the infant

sound The land comprising the plantation has long
been under cultivation and is as a rule high land. Here
and there it is intersected by belts of pine woods or tim-
bered lowlands, which afford cover for numerous wild
turkeys and a few deer. Elsewhere the land is devoted
to raising crops of corn and cotton, and peanuts and
peas. Peanuts and peas, chosen food of the quail. What
a theme for an epic! On them the little brown denizens
of the autumn fields grow sleek and fat, till they are fit

to burst their skins, but unfortunately, also, they grow
independent. An hour or two feeding in the morning
and the same time in the evening gives them all they
can hold, and for the rest of the day they follow their in-

clinations and it is hard to tell where to find them.
Sometimes they are flushed in the scrub pines, some-
times in the straw fields and at other times they refuse
to be flushed at all. In average hunting with a good dog
a man should get up half a dozen coveys per day without
exertion. An energ -tic man who wanted to make a
record could do much better, but there are plenty of
quail for steady, every-day shooting, and the supply is

not likely to become exhausted.

* * * * * * *

Dr. Capehart built an attractive hotel at Avoca a few
years ago. It had a glass-inclosed veranda where the
ladies could sit while their husbands and brothers were off

shooting, and the furniture and service were both modern.
Good shooting and good accommodation are not to be
found in conjunction every day, as most sportsmen know,
and the hotei at once entered on a prosperous career. But
unfortunately it was burned to the ground last winter.
Dr. Capehart is^caring for some of the hotel guests at his
own place this winter; but to many sportsmen the burning
of the hotel was a great misfortune. Quail this year are
flushed in the inclosure where the hotei stood last. They
have short memories.
The Doctor is talking of rebuilding for next year. He

plans a central hotel and dining hall, to be surrounded by
cottages. This plan, which has met with so much suc-
cess in the Adirondacks and other Northern resorts,

should prove popular.*******
The quail are more abundant at Avoca and neighboring

points on the Norfolk& Southern Railroad than last year,
if anything. In the center of the State, from Weldon
north, there is no shooting worthy of the name.
At Mount Airy, N. C, the birds are again found in

quantities. Last winter was one of the coldest ever ex-
perienced in the South. Broad rivers were frozen over,
and people crossed on foot where in former years there
had been uninterrupted nav'gation. The effect on the
quail crop in certain localities was disastrous. Along the
coast, however, they did not suffer to any great extent.
The natural cover protected them from the snow and fur-

nished them means of ingress and egress. Moreover, they
have not been hunted in a great many localities on account
of the general impression that the crop was small. Mr.
Wood, the station agent at Edenton, hunted two days re-
cently with a friend and bagged fifty quail. He wasn't
at all satisfied with the result, and said it was due to poor
shooting, and that they could have easily bagged that
many in a day.*******

"It doesn't seem quite fair," my wife wrote in a letter,

"toshootturkeysatnighton their roosts." I had something
this same idea myself when I first tried it the night of the
day after I arrived in Avoca. Between me and the full

moon a great turkey was crouching close to the limb of a
tree and I was just out of gunshot. I had stolen along
cautiously with my darky guide through the woods
toward the roost, and if ever an honest man felt like a 1

chicken thief I did. But just at that moment the turkey
straightened out his long neck, and by the "moonshine"
I saw that he was perfectly aware of our presence. He
showed his exact knowledge of shotgun range by taking
wing the next moment; and as I saw him ma jestically

sail away through the treetops my feelings underwent a
sudden revolution. At that moment I realized that it

was a case of misplaced sentiment. I determined the
next time a wild turkey came my way to throw sentiment
to the winds and take with thankfulness any unfair ad-
vantage fate might offer.

I had often heard of the wild turkey's cunning, but one
never learns except by experience. During my short
stay at Avoca I saw turkeys no less that six times, but I

failed to bag one. The first day after my arrival while
walking within less than a mile of the house, I unexpec-
tedly ca-ne on a dozen or more feeding in a little neck of
a field that ran down into the woods. I had a rifle with
me for just such game, and fired twice at the turkeys as
they started for the cover of the woods. Two who had
not seen me took to trees near by and a third flew to a
tree some distance back in the woods; what became of
the others I could only surmise. To all intents and pur-
poses they might have been swallowed up, for I did not
see them again.
For ten minutes I squatted in a most uncomfortable

position, hoping to get a shot at the turkeys in the trees,
which were hidden from me by the dense web of inter-
lacing branches, though they could not have been more
than fifty yards distant. First one leg went to sleep and
then the other. I could imagine that the turkeys, sitting
still as statues, enjoyed my sufferings. Finally one of
them began to yelp, and then walked out to the end of
the limb on which it had perched. I could just make it

out by its movements, but could not see any part of its

body clear of the branches. The turkey was'going to fly
and I had to shoot. Bang! The turkey never moved.
Bang! Still it kept its position in the limb. At the third
shot however, it flew and was joined by its companion.
The bullets had glanced aside in the intervening branches
and it had not been touched. Both turkeys had flown by
me in plain sight, not a hundred yards off.

The third one I bad not heard fly and I waited two

blessed hours hoping it would attempt to rejoin its com
panions who were on the opposite side of the field from
it. At the end of that time I heard him drop down from
his perch in a most inaccessible piece of swamp, and I
gave up turkey hunting for that day as a bad piece of
business.

The next time I saw my guide he told me he had shot
a nice hen turkey the day before. "I was shootin' rob-
ins," he said, "when she flew down off the roost right
in front of me, and I killed her one barrel. She was only
twenty steps off." This man shot upward of thirty turkeys
last year, and is an expert caller. Dr. Capehart has a fine
turkey tail tacked up in his home. It came from one of
a pair killed by Mr. Todd, an amateur, who called the
turkeys to him and then killed one with each barrel.
Their aggregate weight was 43 pounds.

* * * * * * *

Avoca is a great place for gray squirrels. While wait-
ing for the turkeys to roost one night with Turner, my
guide, at the edge of a swamp, I saw ten or a dozen
within range at one time. They were running over the
ground making a great racket, or up and down their den
trees, making equally as much noise. Theyseemed to know
we were after turkeys. As we paddled home across the
creek later in the night Turner said: "Do you remember
that little island where we stopped? It ain't more than
two acres, but I killed fifty-fo' squirrels on it once." Later
he added: "That year squirrels were the thickest I ever
knew them. I killed them faster than my family could
eat then?, and I had to salt them down. One time I had
a po'k bar'l full."

* * * * * * *

Salmon Creek is said to be a fine (large-mouth) black
bass water in season. Two catches are reported that
together weighed 841bs. They were taken on live bait.
There are also wall-eyed pike and abundant perch in the
creek, and one has fresh fish to eat at any season of the
year. Another product of the creek is beavers. Mrs.
Capehart has a magnificent cape made from the skins of
three, and a skull or two with curving yellow teeth like
those of immense rats are lying round the house in evi-
dence.
The Doctor once exhibited these at one of the State or

county fairs, and an intelligent reporter who wrote it up
got beavers confused with seals. His article long made
Avoca the Mecca of ladies whose husbands were sports-
men, and no doubt some are still petitioning their baser
halves to go shooting and get them a "sealskin."*******
Back again in the rush of the city, there still tingles in

my ear the note of a little Adirondack sparrow that I
heard in a Southern swamp. The mockingbird sings
there also in January, and the hermit thrush; but sweetest
of all was that bell clear whistle of an old-time friend of
the North Woods. J. B. Burnham.

AN AVAILABLE ROUTE TO COOKE.
Billings, Montana, Dec. 27.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
A railroad to Cooke City has for several years past been
anxiously looked for by the miners of that camp, as the
millions of wealth now in sight will have to lie idle on
the dumps and exposed to view in the mines, until a rail-

road is built to furnish cheaper transportation than there
now exists, before the mines can be successfully worked.
One of the

k
greatest obstacles now in the way seems to be

to determine a feasible route. It has been asserted at
different times by parties who claim to know that there is

only one route by which a railroad can reach Cooke
City, namely that via Cinnabar, thence up the Yellow-
stone River and through the National Park; but our law
makers at Washington have wisely seen fit to keep the
bars up against any project tending to injure or deface
any part of our National Pleasure Ground, for which the
people of Montana—with the exception of a few who
perhaps may be personally interested in having a railroad
go through the Park—feel very thankful.

It is not necessary to infringe in any way on the
National Park to reach Cooke City with a railroad. A
far better route is found by following the Clark's Fork of
the Yellowstone from its mouth to its source, as it heads
in the heart of the Cooke City mining camp. A few
years ago I ran a transit line from the mouth of Clark's
Fork River to Cooke City, being one of an engineering
party sent out to make a preliminary survey for a rail-

road to that point. We found a good practicable route,
and one that would not be at all expensive to build, ex-
cepting for nine miles in what is known as the box
canon of the Clark's Fork, which would be somewhat ex-
pensive, but in my opinion not any more so, if as much,
as it would be to build the same uistance up the canon of
the Yellowstone River, in the National Park.
The Clark's Fork route offers a great advantage over

any other contemplated, right to Cooke City. In the
matter of a snow-fall, the Clark's Fork River from its

source to where it leaves the mountains, runs in a
southerly direction, consequently is on the south slope of
the mountains. It is a fact well known to all who are
acquainted with the location of Cooke City and the
winters of Montana, that the snow-fall is far greater on
the north and west slopes of the mountains than on the
southern slopes; so much so, that a railroad could not be
successfully operated more than four months in a year on
the north and west slopes of the mountains, while on the
southern slopes, until you get within ten miles of Cooke
City, the snow-fall is but little greater if any than in the
valleys. •

The Clark's Fork route presents other advantages that
would be considered by a railroad company. Such are
the extensive marble quarries that have been discovered
near the line of this route, only awaiting the advent of a
railroad to become valuable, and last but not least, the
celebrated Bear Creek coal mines are within about six
miles of this route. These mines have been visited by
numerons coal experts from all parts of the United
States, and they have been unanimous in pronouncing
them the largest deposit as well as the best quality of coal
known to exist in the Northwest; equal in quality to the
Rock Springs coal of Wyoming,
To conclude, I hope that our law-makers at Wash-

ington will continue to keep the bars up in the future as
they have in the past, and not permit our National
Pleasure Ground to be used by a railroad or any other
syndicate, that would in any way deface one of nature's
greatest marvels in the known, world, and the only place
left that affords protection for game.

George T, Lamport, U. S. Deputy Surveyor,
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THE .22 SHORT.
Columbus, Neb., Dec. 23.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I have heen reading the controversy in Forest and
Stream over the .23cal. rifle and see that in to-day's
aper there is another letter from "Diamond Walt" of this
bate, in which he insists that he killed a prairie dog at

303yds.
Now I will give you my experience with the .22 short.

I shot a dog seven times in the head at a distance of not
more than 10ft. and did Dot kill him. Afterward I shot
at a mark on the side of a barn at a distance of 60ft., and
more than half of the bullets did not bury themselves in
the board. With thft .22 long, however, I have killed
antelope at perhaps 100yds.

This, as you know, was several years ago. Is it possible
that the penetrating power of the .22 short bas improved
so much of late years? Plainsman.

[The writer of this note has been intimately known to
us for over twenty years, and is perhaps the best rifle shot
at game that we have ever known. He crossed the Mis-
souri River in 1856 and from that time untd game was
exterminated from the plains and the Indian wars came
to an end, he was constantly engaged in Indian fighting
and in hunting.]

HORNELLSVir.LE, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I
thought we had heard the last of "Diamond Walt" and his
wonderful .23 short rim-fire cartridge. Some men die
hard, so I must tackle him again. I watch the rifle scores
very carefully, and it is not often I see eight bullseyes in
ten shots at 200yds. There is not much shooting done at
300yds., but only a short time a o two crack teams shot a
match, ten shots at each range, 200 and 300yds. ; at 300yds.
only two men on each team got two bullseyes. It is rea-
sonable to suppose that they used the best rifles that could
be bought, as the match was for $1,000. So I rise to re-
mark that the man who shoots alone is a great shot. You
can find him at every cross road. I have met him all
over America. I have seen him fire at a stone or a
stump half a mile away. The dust would fly and then he
would tell about what a wonderful gun he had,

'<D' w -" might shoot a .22 short rim-fire cartridge
32oyds., but all the same, a light wind would drift the ball
6ft. It makes no difference to me who supports "D. W.,"
I still maintain that it is an impossibility for the .22 short
to do the work "D. W." says it will. The man don't live
and the man never will live, who can do the shooting "D.
W." says he can do with that cartridge. Men nowadays
do not hide their lights under a bushel or in Nebraska,
"D. W." can make a million in a year if he can shoot just
half as good as he says he can. There is not a village or
city east of St. Paul where he cannot get a hat to shoot at
for all the money he can raise; and then he can give ex-
hibitions, for no one ever saw such shooting east of
Nebraska.
Abet is a poor argument, but "D. W." talks about

dollars, so I will talk business. Messrs. Margeson &
Owen, manufacturers of carousels or merry-go-rounds,
are well-known as business men all over the United
States. They will bet $1000 to $500 that "D. W." can't
hit an Sin. bullseye eight out of ten shots at 303yds., and
$1,000 to $800 that hecan't do it at 200yds. Our gun club
will form a syndicate and bet $5,000 on same basis.

I have beeD in South Dakota and know all about
prairie dogs. "D. W." might have killed one at 303yds.
by firing into the town, but he did not tire at the particu-
lar dog he hit. I have shot them with a .45-90, but they
most always dropped into their holes. I have one stuffed
and "D. W." can't hit it if j.e fires at it all day (and I
will place it on the ground at 300yds.), unless he uses a
telescope. As I said before, a bet is a poor argument,
but some men must be hit in the pocket if you want to
touch their hearts.

I did not shoot alone when I won my medals and
badges, but in fair open competition. I did not try to
see how big a lie I could tell, but did try to see how
steady I could hold. ' 'D. W." cannot teach me anything
about a rifle, I've handled one for forty years. I've
traveled nearly all over the world. I've killed everything
that can be killed in America, from a chipmunk to a
silver tip on land, and pickerel with a .22 short and
whale with a bomb lancem the water—from mule to men,
white, black, red and greasers. I was a sharpshooter on
the Potomac, a scout on the plains, a ranger in Texas;
and when I went from Galveston to Santa Fe and Pike's
Peak in 1857 I assure you that there was plenty to shoot
and plenty of chances for being shot, but I am not dead
yet, and think I can teach "D. W." something about
guns and how to shoot one. Rifle shooters have spent
millions of dollars to get the best gun for off-hand work
at 200yds. and 80$ of the guns used are not less than
.38-55.

Again I say, the man who shoots alone is a great shot,
but if "D. W." can do half as good as he claims he can,
then he should come East and do the trick. Makers of
.23cal. rifles will give him more a month than he can
make in .Nebraska in a year, and riflemen in the East
want to see such a shooter. If "Diamond Walt" comes
here 1 will bet him $25 even up that he can't put eight
shots out of ten in an 8in. bullseye with a .22 short at
303ft. off-hand. J. Otis Fellows.

Salem, Neb.—Editor Forest and Stream: In - your
issue of Dec. 23, "Diamond Walt" appears to be anxious
to prove the wonderful power and accuracy of the .22
shott and proposes to do it "next fall." Now he need not
wait till next fall nor go so far as New York State, for if

he will come down into this corner of his own State, I
will endeavor to accommodate him with a shooting
match. I can shoot a little bit myself and if "Diamond
Walt" can do what he thinks he can with the .22 short he
can win all of my money and then my gun.

I don't believe that there is a man (or woman either)
in America or anywhere else who can "put eight out of
ten shots in an 8in. bullseye at 303yds. with a .22 short
off-hand," and if "Diamond Walt" thinks that he can da
it and will come down here and try it, I think that I can
raise enough money for a "starter," and when he is
through trying it I will lend him enough money to get
back to Exeter on

,

1 have owned and used some .23 rifles myself and found
them very good for killing English sparrows, but when it

comes to killing game I prefer something a little larger.
I have shot squirrels with a .22 and knocked them out of
the tree, but when I went to pick them up they were not
here, but had crawled off in the weeds to die. When I

hit them in the head I usually got them, but when hit "a
little too far back" they got away.
A prairie chicken will sometimes fly a mile with a .22

bullet hole through it.

I shot a hog a few weeks ago with a .22 short out of a
Winchester single shot, and it did not even squeal or
shake its head; but when I shot it again it went down and
I found the two bullet holes less than an inch apart in its
forehead.

I should like to see "Diamond Walt" try his .22 short
on a blacktail deer. If he wasn't nearer than 303yds., he
would go a long time hungry for venison I'm thinking.

J. F. Layson.

ADIRONDACK NOTES.
Northwood, N. Y., Jan. 1.—Many deer were killed

up the West Canada Creek this fall—thirty-five on one
runway, a guide told me. As usual deer were killed in
numbers appalling to a sportsman in and about Moose
River. Moose River deer are said to be as plentiful as
ever, but it cannot be true. Men will tell of seeing ten,
twelve or even twenty deer at one time on Canochagola
Stillwater in times past, while now two or three deer seen
at once there is an unusual incident.
About Northwood this fall the deer were more numer-

ous than in the five years just gone. Some say because
the big woods are overflowing with them, some say that
they were driven out by dogs, some that the lumbermen
frightened them from their usual haunts. That they
were here is evident, and the woodsmen act accordingly
with their dogs and rifles. A deer dead in the present
is more to them than the narrow possibilities of ten dead
in the future.

It was much the same with trout last summer. They
were more numerous than in the five years past. Were
they driven down stream by logs and hign water? or
did they bite better than usual? or were they actually in-
creased by fewer fingerlings being kept m the past? At
any rate the trout rosi- readily to the fly or took bits of
shiners and earth worms with avidity to the delight of
the woodsman, his sons and his summer boarders.
But while deer and bear and trout seem to be increas-

ing the partridges are nearly gone. All summer long they
were in every patch of woods, some woods second growth,
even among the briers, but they have disappeared. Per-
haps foxes and chick hunters got them? Maybe they went
to the beech ridges to feast on the nuts.
Bears were numerous during the summer and fall. Few

were killed, and they were trapped for the bounty and
hides. I know of only four being caught within five
miles of Northwood, which, considering the numbers that
roamed around the clearings, was small. It is well there
were no more killed by traps or otherwise. Our south-
ern Adirondack bears are harmless till cornered, then
what animal will not fight? They may in some places
knock down calves and sheep, and run away with pigs,
but here they eat beech nuts and berries and black cher-
ries, perhaps a little carrion now and again, and such
other lawful food that they may find in the woods or in
the edges of the clearings.

It is a credit to kill a bear or deer by still-hunting, and
it speaks well of a man's nerves and marksmanship if he
kills a deer on the jump before the dogs, but to some trap-
ing bears is revolting, and shooting swimming deer is de-
testable—a hammer, a boat and a guide to paddle would
serve as well—while the bounty on dead bears is a shame
and inducing to pot-hunting. There are times and places
in the Adirondacks where dogs are necessary for killing
deer, but the runways usually, if not always, cross woods,
roads or inwood clearings where a sportsman could kill
his deer man,fashion.
Shameful waste is sometimes seen in the Adirondacks.

A man sat, a few years ago, ond shot four deer as they
were crossing. The poor things crept to the bushes and
there died and rotted. Partridge and rabbits go to the
dogs and bait traps in the fall when crows and bluejays
could as easily be procured, but it is more honorable to
kill a rabbit or partridge than a simple crow or hawk,
even if it is only to bait a trap.
There is a growing sentiment among the woodsmen

which makes the killing of male game more honorable
than the killing of the female. Now that only two deer
can be killed in a season, bucks alone are sought and very
few does are killed. The slayer of a male bear is praised
while the killing of a cock partridge is mentioned; I have
even heard a woodsman say that he would not shoot a
female partridge if he could help it. But if males alone
were killed too much would die even then. It is a sad
thing for mankind that he cannot eat his cake and have
it still. Yet unless he ceases to be human he will eat and
kill till all is gone, then he will mourn his greed as a child
a dismembered toy.

Woodsmen wonder at the examples they are asked to
follow. "Because sportsmen kill not for food or clothes!
Kill only in the fall! Shoot partridges only when they
fly!" Yet even as the sportsmen ask they tell of a score
of partridges or fifty ducks killed during a single day. I
know of no woodsman here who has killed five partridges
in a day. Raymond S. Spears.

How do you Cook your Quail?
Mr. Hough in his recent essay on Emerson and other

things tells with considerable enthusiasm how to clean a
dozen quail in six minutes. His racy description reminds
one of the stories of the great stock killing yards which
Chicago modestly allows hold the world's record for dis-
patch in converting the raw article into beef, mutton and
pork.
No doubt the skinning and otherwise preparing a dozen

quail in six minutes is a world's record also, but to one
[
who has been accustomed to regard quail as a luxury it

seems a sinful waste of good material. What does it

profit a man to dress twelve quail in six minutes if after
he gets them dressed they are not fit to eat? Mr. Hough
may not be an epicure and it may suit him just as well to
have his quail boiled with corned beef and cabbage, but
I'd like to know what other way he would suggest to
cook a quail that was skinned?
A quail, as every one knows, is naturally one of the

dryest of birds, and it is always a question with cooks how
best to preserve its juices. To take off the skin is to
take away the greatest part of the juices, and such a
quail broiled or roasted would be little better eating than
cottonwood chips. In North Carolina' they cook a quail
in the middle of a big potatoe. This little receipt is worth
a column on skinning quail, J, B. B.

ANOTHER "ARABIAN SPIKE BUCK."
Hunter. N. D.—Editor Forest and Stream: In a late

issue of Forest and Stream I noticed an article con-
tributed by "W. H. J." in which was a partial description
of an ' Arabian spike buck." This reminds me of a buck
I killed in the fall of 1887. This was also in the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan, at the head of the Whitefish
River. I killed two nice bucks that morning in less than
an hour, and both were "five prongs" and of about the
same weight, but very different in build. One appeared
to be more than usually chunky, with very heavy neck
and horns; but this may have been partly due to the com-
pany he was in, as the other buck was by far the most
rangy animal I ever saw of the deer kind. His neck, and
for that matter his entire body, was very noticeably slen-
der, and on his head was a wonderfully symmetrical pair
of horns of toy size. I have no record to refer to, but
they were of only about one-half the ordinary thickness,
while the other pair mentioned were probably of more
than average size. We had the horns together in camp
for several weeks, and the contrast made them quite a
curiosity.

Another fact I noticed was that the tracks made by the
slim buck were about double the size of those left by his
more portly conqueror.
This Liliputian set of horns were intended for a friend

in Minneapolis, and I delivered them prepaid and properly
tagged to an express agent at Prentice, Wis., but being in
great haste I neglected to take a receipt. It is needless to
add that my friend received no horns, and they are prob-
ably in use to-day as an ornament in some express car or
local office, while the quarter I paid the agent is no doubt
in circulation somewhere and doing all the good it can.
But what I started to write about was the peculiar col-

oring of my ornamental buck. His back and upper sides
were of the usual color; the belly and groundwork of legs
were pure white, the legs being thickly covered with
blotches of a reddish brown. I don't know the meaning
of those hard words in the item sent by "W. H, J.," but I
do not think my buck had anything so serious as that
affecting his mouth, and the eyes, if I remember rightly,
were of normal color. The slender proportions of this
animal and his delicate horns, together with the spotted
(this must be where the Arabian comes in) legs made him
an object of much curiosity to the few who saw him. I
wonder if I did kill an "Arabian spike buck" and never
knew it? Quien sdbe? C. D. F.

Maine and Massachusetts.
The open season on big game in Maine has closed. The

last week of the season was a remarkable one—remarkable
for deep snows and -snows covered with crust. In some
sections of the State the crust was strong enough to sup-
port a person, and in these sections the deer have suffered,
though the story will never be told. Several Maine deer
were seen in the Boston market the other day, almost the
first seen from that State this year. If crusting has been
badly followed of late, more deer will be likely to find
their way into this market. Boston deer hunters have
all been at home for nearly a couple of weeks, or since the
coming of the deep snows in Maine. Geo. H. Cutting, of
Andover, Me., guided a party on a deer hunt in the vicin-
ity of C Pond the week before Christmas. They got no
deer. The snow was over two feet deep and covered with
a crust that would not bear the hunters, and they could
not move over it, either with snowshoes or without, with-
out making such a crashing that it was impossible to
approach any deer. Special.

Old Style Flint Locks.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In "Kelpie's" reminiscence of the Fair in your edition of

the 6th inst.. he speaks of the remarkable collection of
arms and armor shown in German village. Did "Kelpie"
or any other sportsman who chanced on this collection
notice the locks on some of the old pistols? Flint locks
they could hardly be called, as the flints were in the pans,
the steels in the locks. Another peculiarity was that the
lock was reversed and the throw or fall was toward butt
of pistol. This style of construction may have been com-
mon in some makes of old arms, but I had never chanced
on it before, and it struck me as being very peculiar. The
date of this arm I do not remember, but the workman-
ship was very fine. "Kelpie" is right in saying tha'tmany
of the specimens were unique, and the collection certainly
did not receive the attention it deserved. S.
[The backward striking lock was a common form in

early arms.]

Seventeen Thousand Dozen.
It is estimated by conservative men that during the last

three days of mild weather seventeen thousand dozen
quail have been spoilt and thrown away, in the State of
Indiana "alone. We do not believe that this will cover the
number. When we think of the fact that every little

country store, at cross roads and in hamlets where there
are not half-a-dozen houses, handles quail and rabbits, it

will be seen that the above figure is not large enough.
These little stores hold the quail till they get "enough to
ship," and when they know that they are "souring" and
will not be received by the city merchants, they are too
timid (fearing to be charged with the freight) to even try
to send them. When the Almighty, in His wisdom, puts
in some law-makers at Indianapohs whose brains lie in
their heads and not in their bellies, we will have a law
against the sale of quail, just as they have in Illinois.

—

Evansville {Ind.) Tribune, Dec. 2Jh 1893.

In the Guard House.
Word was received in the city the past week that Henry

and Frank Rockinger are confined in the guard house at
Camp Yellowstone. The offense for which they were im-
prisoned was the killing of game in the Park, they having
been caught by a detachment of soldiers in the act of re-
moving the carcass of an elk that had been killed not
more than four or five miles from Mammoth Hot Springs.
It is stated that the men made no attempt to deny their
guilt, but simply plead the necessity of providing their
families with meat in extenuation of the offense. As the
killing of elk is prohibited in Montana as well as Yellow-
stone National Park, there is no excuse for this flagrant
violation of law, and the Messrs. Rockinger will receive
little sympathy from the public for the punishment meted
out to them it the facts are as related.—Livingston En-
terprise,
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ANGLING NOTES.

"Five-Cent Fish and Four-Dollar Rod."

A farmdr writing to the Amerieus Times gives a num-
ber of reasons for the hard times and the scarcity of money.
His text seems to be that we buy more than we produce.

Here are two of the reasons which follow the text:

"We send a 15-cent boy out with a $20 gun and a

$4 dog -to kill birds. We land a 5-cent fish witha $4
fishing rod."
A $4 fishing rod is supposed in this instance to illustrate

opulent extravagance, whereas, in truth, a $4 split-bam-

boo fishing rod, for there are such things, is the proper

tool for a 15-cent boy to usej when he goes fishing, and
perhaps as a natural sequence he lands a 5-cent fish.

Whether he does or not this is as it should be. A good
fishing rod, like a good anything else, requires good
material to start with, and time and skilled labor to fash-

ion it; and when it is finished it represents several times

$4 in material and labor alone, to say nothing of the

legitimate profit of tae manufacturer. A first-class bam-
boo rod with the care that a skillful angler gives his

tackle will do good service for many years, and this,

coupled with the fact that such a rod always affords the

user a sense of delight and a feeling of security under try-

ing circumstances, makes it cneap at the price commonly
asked for it, while a "cheap and nasty" rod is dear at any
price.

When a man holds up his hands in holy horror at the

cost of the best split-bamboo rods, best of materials, best

of labor and best of skill in putting the rod together,

and ddates with smiling face over the excellence of a little

red wagon, it is* safe to put him down as short on rods
and long on red wagons.
There is another view of the matter. How much has

the $4 rod to do with making the boy a 15-cent boy? The
odds would probably be 100 to 1 on, without being a false,

price, that if the boy should be furnished with a good,
serviceable rod and other tackle in accord with the rod,

would make him into a $1,000 boy, and he would then
land some $4 fish.

The funny man of the daily press frequently takes a
whack at the fisherman with his tine tackle in comparison
with the barefooted boy with alder gad and pin-hook.
Frank Stockton has heard the story, for one of his char-

acters is made to say: "Tnat old story about the little

boy with the pin-hook who ketched all the fish, while the
gentleman with the modern improvements who stood
alongside of him, kep' throwin' out his beautiful flies and
never got nothin' is a pure lie."

The Fly-Fishers' Club.

At the annual dinner (the tenth) of the Fly-Fishers'

(Club, London, with Mr. W. Q. Orchardson, R. A., in the

-chair, and Mr. Wm. Senior, angling editor of the Field,

and Mr. R. B. Marston, editor of tne Fishing Gazette, in

the vice chairs, the club gathered together the famous
jfishermen, angling authors and writers of Great Britain

and Ireland, as it nas done ever since it was organized,
«to hear excellent speeches and fine music after the mem-
bers and guests had discussed the good dinner provided.
.America is generally represented at these dinners, and
.. last month Mr. J. G. A. Creighton, of Ottawa, was the

i
representative. This reminds me of what I read in an

; alleged sporting paper lately. The writer said that hav-

i ing tired of the fishing in America he decided to leave it

i for a time and go over the border into Canada and try the
fishing there.

The Fly-Fishers' Club has in the United States the fol-

lowing honorary members: Mr. Henry P. Wells, Mr.
;Fred Mather, Mr. Gonzalo Poey, Dr. J. A. Henshall, and
sthe writer of these notes; but not one of them has ever
, been the American representative at the annual dinner of

the club, which fact is doubtless cause for regret, by each
i of the gentlemen so honored.

At the recent dinner Mr. Marston, replying to the toast

'"The Fly-Fishers' Club," spoke of the threatened destruc-

tion of the lovely rural scenery of England by advertise-

ments, which were to be seen in the fields and even on the
Ibanks of favorite rivers. The members of the club, living

as they did in all parts of the country, would, he felt sure,

do all they could to prevent this desecration of the land-
scape. They all knew that ever since Walton's time
milkmaids and anglers had always been on the best of

terms. Well, he would just give them an instance of the
extent to which the modern system of advertising had
permeated to the remotest districts. He was fishing in

Devonshire, and on his way to the river one fine morning
he met a pretty milkmaid. Of course he made a bow and
said, "Where are you going to, my pretty maid?" fully

expecting to get the well-known reply. Judge of his

astonishment when the fair maiden, with a curtsey, said:

"Good morning. Have you used Perkins's soap?"

An Angler's Den.

Inthe Christmas number of the Fishing Gozette, London,
Mr. Francis M. Walbran has an interesting article about
"A Few of My Angling Friends." and in it takes occasion

to describe the "den'rof Mr. Frederic M. Halford, the
great apostle of dry-fly fishing, the author of "Dry-Fly
Fishing in Theory and Practice," "Floating Flies and How
to Dress Them," etc., and who has written much about
angling over the pen name of "Detached Badger." This

, is an extract from the article:

"And how about the great 'Detached Badger'? All
right, my friends, I have not forgotten hiin. On Sunday
ilast I spent a most enjoyable afternoon in his company,
fitting opposite to him in his model angling den. I use
tthe word 'model' advisedly, tor never have 1 seen a more
perfect angler's sanctum. Under the window is a table

with sockets to hold fly vice, with drawers on all sides for

fly-dressing, with one of the new electric lamps devised

for that purpose, and described by my host in the Field.

To the right are more cabinets and drawers, containing
the archives of the new club water owned by Mr. Halford;
to the left aresinks, shelves, tables, etc., devoted to micro-
scopic work. Facing the window is an ample library of

angling works, flanked on each side by cupboards devoted
to rods, nets, reels, lines, etc. On the wall, to the right

facing the window, are the original plates for Mr. Hal-
ford's standard work, 'Dry-Fly Fishing in Theory and
Practice.' Facing these is a picture which has a strange

fascination for me; it represents the familiar old Sheep

Bridge at Houghton, drawn by Mr. A. W. Cooper, the

well known artist. An angler stands on the bridge in the

act of casting; undernea,th is written, 'The Sheep Bridge,

Houghton, on the Test. In memoriam, Oct. 16, 1886.

Francis Francis' last throw.' Long do I linger in my con-

templation of this picture, and for once I disobeyed the

commandment, 'Thou shalt not covet.'

"

Sinks and shelves devoted to microscopic work are not,

commonly, adjuncts to anglers' dens in this country, but

Lee's reference helps one to understand why the Halford

patterns of floating flies and May flies are so true to

nature as to deceive the very elect of the trout. Mr.

Walbran, who is an artistic fly dresser, makes a specialty

of the Halford flies, and specimens of his May and float-

ing or dry flies are before me as I write. They are not

conventional flies, quite the contrary, for at first glance

they seem to be the real thing, as, in fact, a visitor took

them to be when first discovered on my desk, and they

are the result of "microscopic work" on the natural insect

to obtain the pattern which Mr. Walbran has followed so

closely. , .

The Halford floating flies have already been adopted m
this country and are made by some of our fly dressprs, but

as yet our fly tyers have not deemed it necessary to closely

counterfeit the various specimens of May flies which is

so skillfully done on the other side, but that will be a

subject for another note. The practice of dry-fly fishing

is growing in this country in the open country streams.

When I first tried it I did so only after I had failed to get

trout that I saw rising, and which utterly refused my wet

fly, or rather a dozen different patterns of wet flies, and I

was astounded at my success. One of the editors of the

New York daily newspapers wrote me that he had killed

trout on Long Island with the dry fly when all the wet
flies in his book had failed.

A couple of years ago a Vermont angler became con-

verted to the dry fly and there was an item about it in

one of our papers. Mr. Halford read it and in writing

me soon after said: "It is certainly a source of gratifi-

cation to find one's little efforts appreciated by anglers

in the United States, the more so as my work was more
specially devised for the use of our chalk stream fisher-

men here. However, it goes to prove that the habits of

our Salmonidai do not differ greatly in different climates,

and that the popularity of the sport is tending to work
the same improvement in the education of your trout as

it has already over here."

Certainly, if anything made by the hand of man—or

woman—will deceive the wisest trout that swims, it is

one of Mr. Walbran's up-winged floating flies, or one of

his cleverly counterfeited May flies—when the "May fly

is up."

German Brown and English Brown Trout.

A fishing paper quotes from an exchange that a lake in

Maine has been stocked witii "Von Behr, German brown
trout, and Loch Leven or English brown trout." The
common trout of Europe, S. fario, are called "brown
trout" in Great Britain, when they are not called "yellow

trout," and in Germany they are called Bachforelle, or

just plain brook trout, and not brown trout at all. The
fish are found in all the trout waters of Continental

Europe, as well as in thewaters of England, Scotland and
Wr

ales, and to call them French brown, Irish brown,

German brown or English brown trout would be like call-

ing our own native brook trout (fontinalis) New Jersey

speckled trout or Connecticut speckled trout because they

happened to be found in the waters of the States named.
"Von Behr" is the name given to the European trout in

this country by the U. S. Fish Commission because the

first eggs of the species were sent here by the late Dr.

Von Behr, president of the German Fishery Association.

Loch Leven trout are not even the fish that are called

brown trout in England, so it is absurd to call them Eng-
lish brown trout. While the antecedents of the Loch
Leven trout are in doubt, they have a specific name of

their own, L. levenensis, and are found almost solely in

Loch Leven in Scotland. A. N. Cheney.

'FISHERWOMEN."
Editor Forest and Stream:
Why should it be considered outre for ladies to fish?_ I

cannot understand! I wanted to go trout fishing with

my husband; I had caught my large black bass, turning

the scale at over 41bs., and had earned my right to enter

the anglers' brotherhood, and wanted to initiate a new
split-bamboo rod, the gift of a friend of my husband, so

was determined to do some trout fishing even though I

had to go alone.

I found the creek out of which so many toothsome

trout had been brought to our camp table. I had to fish

with worms because all the flies were in my husband's

fly-book. I had been fishing long enough to know "where
the trout hide" and dropped the baited hook in a clear

space beside the old log and let the bait sink.

Away went hook and line across the hole, and I gave a
gentle strike, but in the excitement of the moment I had
not calculated the momentum of the movement, nor the

laws of specific gravity, nor the fact that I had forgotten

to change my shoes. Suffice to say, my high heels slipped

up and in less time than it takes to tell it I was diving for

trout to find where they hid.

Somehow I climbed the log, and, strange as it may
seem, I had clung to my rod all the time I was in the

water. Of course I got wet, but I took out a splendid

trout and hurried off to camp. I presented a delicious

trout on the table for supper when we sat down to the

evening meal.
We had a hearty laugh over the mishaps of the day,

but it was the beginning of trout fishing for me. Since

that time I have joined my husband in many a fishing

trip, and I am enjoying life as I never expected to. Such
a plunge as I got over this trout would have been my
death warrant only a year or two previous. My physician

knew some of the delights of trout fishing, and advised

my husband to take me along and see if life in the open
air would not be beneficial to me.

I am longing for the end of the official life of my hus-

band so that I can once more go camping. Now I spend
six or eight weeks every season with him behind the

ponies on the broad prairies of Minnesota during the

chicken and wild duck shooting, and like to handle a lit-

tle 16 -gauge Lefever as well as I do my split-bamboo rod.

I have for many years contended that the cause of so

much unhappiness in our American homes comes from

the fact that we womenkind are too much absorbed in

the cares of the family life; we do not enter into what
our protectors enjoy, and the little trouble these hunting
and fishing trips cause annoy us; our apathy alienates

little by little, until indifference comes in and the home
circle becomes a dreary blank.

I love to be thought something of, and love to join my
husband in either fishing or shooting trips, and I am very
far from being Amazonian in either tastes or stature; my
big son can let me walk under his outstretched arm.
There is so much to enjoy in the voices of the evenings,

and the brooks' murmurings, that I never tire of them.
Lucy J. Tomles-.

MAINE FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION.
The first annual meeting of the Maine Sportsmen's Fish

and Game Association was held in Bangor on the 2d inst.

The Fish and Game Commissioners and many other

prominent sportsmen of the State were present, besides a
considerable number of guides, wardens and other persons

interested in the preservation of our fish and game.
The opening address was delivered by the president of

the Association, E. M. Hersey, of Bangor. After alluding

briefly to the objects of the Association, Mr. Hersey gave
an account of the work done on the west branch of the

Penobscot by the patrol of the Association, Mr. B. L.

Fowles, who has been stationed during the past season at

Pesnadumcook Lake. Through Mr. Fowles's efforts, it is

said, dogging has been practically abandoned and summer
killing lessened. The relations of sportsmen to lumber-
men, including the matter of camp-fires, were touched
upon, and the necessity of protecting cow moose urged
upon the attention of the Association.

Col. E. C. Farrington, secretary of the Association then
made his report. After giving some further details of the
work done during the past season, Col. Farrington sug-

gested that the game sections of the State should be

divided into districts, each district to have its patrol. The
patrol should receive a fixed salary, and should be on
duty the year round. In this way the laws would be
better enforced and abuses reformed. Col. Farrington

also suggested that the "special laws" should be replaced

by general ones, and that some provision should be made
for the transportation of fish and game by the citizens of

the State during open time. After attending to routine

business, the Association passed the following resolution:

Wliereas, The greater number of special laws relating to the pro-

tection of fish in the inland waters of the State prove ineffective in

their operation, becoming such a hindrance to the proper enforcement
of salutary legislation, that the governor, Hon. H^nry B. Cleaves, in a
special message to the Legislature under the date of Feb. 13, 1893,

called its attention to the advisability of providing by general law for

the regulation of such matters; therefore,

Besolved, That it is the duty of this Association to take such action

as will lead to more general and effective legislation, regarding both
special and general laws as is consistent with the best interest of the
State and to aid in securing such beneficial results. The president of

the Association is hereby empowered to increase the committee on
legislation from three to seven, on which shall be the president of this

Association.

Hon. Wm. T. Haines, of Waterville, then delivered an
address on the propagation and protection of fish. After

treating this subject from an historical standpoint, Mr.

Haines urged the necessity of more hatcheries and fish-

ways, and suggested that if mill owners would be too

heavily burdened by the construction of fishways. the

State should in such case undertane the work at the

public expense.
Fish and Game Commissioner T. H. Wentworth then

spoke on "The Protection of Large Game; What is Being
Done? " Mr. Wentworth believes that moose and caribou

are on the increase, and thinks it possible that the exist-

ing close time of six years may do something for deer

in the southern counties. He says that the principal

enemies of the large game are the summer hunters and
the hide hunters, the former being the worst and most
destructive. He suggested that the difficulties of secur-

ing a conviction for dogging are such that it would be

better simply to forbid killing in the waier.

Hon. C. E. Och, of Caribou, then spoke of the resources

of Aroostock county as a fish and game region, and called

attention to the necessity of taking some means for re-

stocking the Aroostook River with salmon.

Hon. J. F. Sprague, of Monson, next discussed the

question Residents vs. Non-Residents. He concluded that

the State derived more benefit from non-residents than
it would by having game killed for the market.
Hon. Henry O. Stanley, Fish and Game Commissioner,

then addressed the association on "Propagation of Fish,

Necessity and Methods." After lamenting the falling off

in the supply of game fish in the more accessible regions,

Mr. Stanley then proceeded to demonstrate the superiority

of re-stocking by artificial propagation rather than by
trusting to close time and natural methods. He also

favored rearing fingerlings where practicable instead of

turning out the fry. Mr. Stanley also said a timely

word on the matter of fish food, urging every one who
was interested in the fishing in any particular pond or

lake to stock his water with smelt, and describing how
this could be very easily done.

Hon. A. M. Spear, of Gardiner, then spoke on the

question, "Should the Game Preserves of the State be
Controlled by Associations or Private Persons or Parties?"

Mr. Spear's argument was learned and his conclusions

were that neither the Megantic Fish and Game Associa-

tion nor any other person or persons could control the

right to fish and hunt in any particular area.

Mr. Mauley Hardy, of Brewer, then spoke on the ' 'Illegal

Transportation of Game." He was of the opinion that

much game was illegally sent out of the State. Mr.
Hardy also delivered many plain, hard, common sense

ideas on game protection in general.

Hon. L. T. Carleton, of Winthrop, then spoke on
"Special Fish and Game Laws," arguing against private

and special legislation.

Short addresses were also made by E. G. Gay, of Lewis-

ton, on the "Propagation of Game Birds in Maine;" J. H.
Kimball, of Bath, on "Shore Fisheries;" H. N. Fairbanks,

of Bangor; A. J. Darling, of Enfield, and Jock Darling,

of Lowell. F. S. Bunker.

The Ice and the Trout.

Charlestown, N. H.—The bitter weather which has

set in on us for December, 20° on the 13th and 14th,

threatens destruction to what few trout were left in this

region, as the brooks were very low, and I fear for the

result Samuel Webber,
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MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS.
The pickerel season is on in Massachusetts, and Christ-

mas Day, Dec. 25, was really the opening day with a good
many men who love fishing through the ice. Mr. ClatmV
H. Tarbox, of the Boston grain trade at the Chamber of
Commerce and with A. P. Aldrich & Son, put in Christ-
mas Day on his favorite pond, Crane Pond, partly in By-
field and partly in Georgetown. Mr. C. O. Bailey was with
him. They were determined to reach the pond early, and
having some distance to make, they were up by 4 o'clock
in the morning, which is really pretty early for this season
of the year. Their only desire was to reach the pond be-
fore anybody else. They had every reason to believe that
others would be out on that day. With bait can, ice
chisel and traps in hand, they made all speed to the pond,
and were there before daylight. They lost a good
deal of courage when before they were within a quar-
ter of a mile of the pond they heard the cutting,
crunching sound of an ice chisel. Getting to the
pond they found another party there. They bad been at
work with a lantern, and had already nearly 50 holes cut
and traps out. The early fishermen evidently knew the
ground to perfection, for their traps were set completely
around the pond, in the form of an ellipse, and just the
right distance from the shore. The pond is a small one,
and for a moment Claude and his friend were a little dis-

couraged, but they concluded that their only hope was to
set their traps in a row directly up and down the pond,
through the middle, lengthwise, and within the ellipse of
the other company's traps. They set to work, and soon
Claude- had two traps in, with the hooks baited, and was
cutting a hole for the third one, when the first flag was
down. Banning to that trap he soon had a fiue pickerel.
It was just daylight, and the other company had not yet
taken a fish. The first hook was quickly baited again,
and by this time the second flag was down and a pickerel
was secured. In this way the sport continued at inter-
vals, scarcely giving Claude and his friend time to get the
whole 25 of his traps out till the early morning was over.
At the close of the day they had taken 25 handsome fish,

from fib. to 2lbs., and exactly the same number as the
other party had taken with their whole 50 traps. Mr.
Tarbox's idea now is that through the middle of the pond
is often the best, though previous to Christmas Day he
had always supposed that the best grounds in that pond
was a certain distance from the shore, and about where
the other fellows traps were out.
The upper pond in Wakefield yielded some tine strings

of pickerel on Christmas Day, and it was well fished. This
pond has been closed altogether by law for a number of
years till the close season w as off on Oct. 1, 1893. The
effect of the close time has evidently been good. The
number of pickerel is good that the fishermen are getting,
and the size is much larger than before the close time.
The ponds in Reading weie also, many of them, fished on
Christmas Day. At Hurd's Pond, in Wayland, some good
strings of pickerel were secured.
But the Christmas pickerel fishing of Mr. E. C. Paull

did not prove as pleasant as it might have been. Mr.
Paull is also of the Boston flour and grain trade, at the
Chamber of Cummerce. His home is in Taunton, how-
ever. There are some ponds down there that he delights
to fish. He was out on Christmas Day on one of these
ponds. The day was unusually warm, it will be remem-
bdred, and the snow nearly all departed, and the ponds
as far south as Taunton begun to break up. Mr. Paull
and his man had got well to work with traps and lines
when they found that the pond they were on was break-
ing up. They started to run for the nearest shore. The
ice was cracking and breaking behind them, and actually
cracked and broke under their feet as they ran. They
got ashore without severe mishap, however, but a good
deal exhausted and somewhat frightened. The fright
made Mr. Paull's man actually sick, and he began to
wretch and vomit; so sick that he could scarcely stand.
An old countryman had seen them running for the shore
and had come down to see if he could be of any assist-

ance. He consoled the sick man and congratulated him
on his escape, remarking that the pond was a dangerous
one. "I got in ther' once myself!" he remarked. "I was
in all over and the ice broke every time I tried to climb
out on to it. I was more scared than you be," he snid to
the sick man, "and did not vomit either!" Mr. Paull
had to laugh here and the sick man felt better. "I got
out, though," the countryman continued. "It was a
blusterin' cold day an' I see that every time I put my
mittens out on the ice they nearly froze there. 1 had on
big yarn mittens. Then 1 thought how to save myself;
jist to wait till the mittens froze solid on to the ice. 1

did it and that gave me a holt on the ice, so that I pulled
myself out, high and dry."
"V^u're a liar!" shouted the sick man, who was now

well from the effects of the hearty laugh the three men
enjoytd.
Mr. Edward J. Walker, who died at Plymouth last

week, was an ardent lover of the rod and reel. He loved
to fish the ponds and streams in the country about him,
and not infrequently paid big prices for the privilege ot
fishing in private, stocked waters. He never seemed to
care for the fish, generally giving his catch away.
Mr B. D. Wyatt, of Boston, has leased property in

Hancock county, Me., covering Tunk and a number of
other ponds, tie has been stocking these waters with
some 14.000 young fish this season, including German
brown trout, Loch Leven trout, English brown trout anil
landlocked salmon. A club has been organized through
Mr. Wyatt's exertions, and camps and hatohpries are
being built. Some seventy-five m mbers are already oij

the books of the club. Special.

Protecting the Headwaters.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was very much interested in the remarks of Commis-
sioner Titcomb, of Vermont, read at the meeting of the
Fish and Game League at Burlington, a short time ago,
as given in your paper.
His plan for the protection and increase in the supply of

trout by shutting off all fishing in small streams or head-
waters of large streams (usually consisting of little rills,

the outpour of some spring), struck me Has being more
feasible than the present six-inch law and the difficulties

of its enforcement. There are few times when a basket is

searcned, although we often have a pe^p at the top layer;
but trout, you know, like apples or potatoes, always conn
with the big ones on top. While if any one is found fish-

ing on a posted brook that would settle it, no im re evi-

dence being required. I have seen some very flagrant
cages of the violation of the six-inch law in New York,
Massachusetts and Vermont ; and although I reported one,
I did not hpar any more of it. My business being that of
a commercial traveler, I cannot take the time belonging
to my employers to appear as a witness in such cases, or
perhaps someone would have suffered; whereas, had there
been a law forbidding fishing in a brook, the chances
would be that they would have a number of witnesses.
As to allowing the taking of trout of any size in all other
waters, as proposed by Mr. Titcomb, I think there would
be nearly as many fingerlings returned to the water then
as now, for those of us who return the little fellows now
would be apt to do so anyhow, while those who keep the
poor little fellows because they fry up so crisp and brown
so that you can eat them in your fingers, could not keep
any more than they could catch; and they could not get
as many down stream as up near the headwaters.
I hope to see this discussed, and tried in Vermont at

least, whose mountain streams are so well adapted to it.

H. C. Kirk.

"Coahoma" as^Seen in a Vision.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have not contributed anything to your columns for a

good while, having nothing of sufficient interest to com-
municate. I am, however, minded to relate a dream,
which my little twelve-year-old daughter related to me
when I visited my home Christmas. It is a very simple
affair, but appeared to me quite funny. It should be
borne in mind that I am a civil engineer, that my bus-
iness keeps me from home most of the time, and that
my present employment is on and along the Mississippi
River, some 150 miles from my home.
My little daughter Fannie said, "I dreamt that mama

was going to a reception at Mrs. Blank's, and she saw
father coming down the strett, and he looked very for-
lorn and troubled about something, and his clothes were
all torn and dirty. And mama said, 'What in the world
is the matter?' And father said, 'I have ruined all the
fishing in the river.' And then they came home and
father wouldn't come in the house, so we carried him a
chair out in the street, and he sat out there with his
face buried in his hands. He said the fish had laid a
great many nice eggs, and he allowed the negroes to go
and get the eggs, and the fish wouldn't lay any more till

next year, and so the fishing was destroyed, and he felt
so bad about it; and after a while he got up and went
away to his work up the river." Coahoma.
Dec. 29, 1893.

Black Bass of the Patapsco.
Alberton, Md., Dec. 27.—I have been an interested

reader of your many articles upon fishing, particularly
those relating to the spawning season of the bass. Our
law designates the month of May as the close season for
this fish as its spawning period. In the last ten days oi
October, 1892, 1 took in one afternoon four small-mouth
bass from l^lbs. to 21bs., which, when opened, revealed
in all well opened spawn; and to this day I regret that
catch.
The Patapsco River is a small, rocky stream, rarely ex-

ceeding 50yds. in width, with sluggish pools and swift
rapids alternating, the water mostly of wading depth,
and would be an ideal stream for bass if it were not
for the numerous dams across it, there being seven of
these structures between Alberton and Relay, a distance
of only eleven miles. A few years ago fair sport could be
had in these wateis, but since the breaking of the Alber-
ton dam on July 3, 1892, very few fish have been caught.
Young bass were placed in the mill race at this place on
Dec. 23, 1885, by Mr. S. F. Cobb, manager of the Alber
ton Cotton Mills, and this gentleman informed me that
none other than these were put into these waters during
the twenty-three years he has resided here. We hope to
see this river restocked with this noble fish. G.

Osprey Rod and Gun Club.

Alberton, Md., Dec. 27.—Editor Forest and Stream:
The Osprey Rod and Gun Club was organized last night
at the residence of Dr. Wm. B. Gambrill, near this place.
The object is to develop a knowledge of, and to practice
legitimate sport with, rod and gun, and for social inter-
course. It is the purpose of the members to spend an out-
ing m tent or shanty for a week or ten days of each year,
in pursuit of health and pleasure, and not to make a mur-
derous record. It will be a part of their work to encourage
respect for, and obedience to, the game and fish laws of
the State, and, wherever they may be able, to exert an in-
fluence, and to call the attention of proper authorities to
all willful violations that may come to their notice. They
will also use their influence in having the waters of this
State properly stocked with game fish. Dr.Wm. B. Gam-
brill, a practicing physician of this place, was elected Pres-
ident; Mr. Elmer M. Harn, principal of the Ellicott City
High School, Secretary, and Mr. W. C. Hagan, telegraph
operator at Hollofields, B. & O. R.R., Treasurer. B.

The Hendryx Reel Catalogue.

The illustrated catalogue for 1894 of the A- B. Hendryx
Co., of New Haven, Conn., manufacturers of fishing reels,
has just been received. It is a hmdsome volume of 86
pages, with a black and gold cover, and on each page are
f ( mnd illustrations of reels or parts of reels, which

t
can

hardly be looked at by the angler without a desire to own
most of them. The Hendryx Co. , claims for its reels in
an especial degree, the desirable qualities of lightness,
durability, wearing qualities and low prices. They man
ufacture reels of all sorts and descriptions and call especial
attention to their patent adjustable globe bearing, which
improvement, they say, is the most important addition to
ashing reels ever made, as no ordinary accident will unfit
for use a reel which has those bearings. We can well
imagine that there will be a very large demand for this
catalogue.

One of the interesting exhibits at the World's Fair was the
fisheries. Here was to be seeo a species of nearly every fish
to be found in the waters of the United States and ''adjoin-
ing territory," and all the different kinds of tackle with
which to catch the wary fish. The Forest and Stream had
a cozy corner in the building where the thousands of its
readers failed not to call and receive a warm greeting from
^orae one of its representatives who was ready to give all
the information pisaible.

—

Ashtafiula, 0, Sentinel.

<gi$ht[tilttm mid ^ginli §rotedion.

THE COAST FISHERY CONFERENCE.

Proceedings of Conference Held to Consider
the Subject of the Exhaustion of

Coast Line Food Fishes.

OFFICIAL REPORT BY SECRETARY E. P. BOYLE.

(Contirmed from Page IS .)

Mr. A. Walling, Jr. (Keyport) said that he had been
appointed to represent the National Association of Purse,
Pound and Trap Fishermen recentlv organized, aDd he
represented more particularly on this occasion the pound-net
fishermen engaged on the Atlantic coast of New Jersey and
the south shore of Raritan Bay, and those for whom he
appeared were fearful that this conference might through
mistake, or ignorance of facts, make some recommendation
that would be prejudicial to that interest, and he had pre-
pared a paper that would clearly demonstrate the proposi-
tions of the gentlemen for whom he appeared.
Mr. Walling then read his paper, as follows:
The first pound net that was set on the New Jersey coast

was placed there about twentv-five years aso. There has been
a gradual increase of the number until during this year from
a point about twelve miles north of Barnegat to Sandy Hook
there are twenty-four pound nets. It is a fact suscept i hie of
the clearest proof that each pound each year has on an aver-
age taken the same quantity of fish, or. rather, that there has
been a slight increase in the annual take of each pound.
That is to say, in twenty-five years there has been an increase
of twenty-four times the quantity of fish taken, twenty-four
times more fish have been taken in that territory this last
year than were taken twenty-four or twenty-five years ago.
in 1893 therp were taken in those twenty four pounds
about 7,000,0001bs. of fish, and for 1893 the statistics show
about 10,000,0()0lbs. of fi-h taken. This proves that the quan-
tity of fish coming annually to our shores shows no diminu-
tion. It is the experience of the men engaged in this busi-
ness that there is no diminution of the quantity of fish
coming to our shores. Fishes are irregular in their habits;
one kind will come this year, and the next year they will be
gone, for some years, and then they will come again. It
seems to be that man's devices, as Capt. Church has said,
figure but little in this matter; the ocean supply of fish is as
unlimited and inexhaustible as saving grace. The pound
nets along the coast furnish a large percentage of the market
supply. Without pound nets the market could not be sup-
plied; it would be an absolute impossibility for any other de-
vice in common use to furnish a supply of food necessary for
the markets of this country. The remainder is furnished by
the seines, hook and line, and other means of capture. It is
a matter of common knowledge that many of these fish can-
not be taken except by some character of nets. The shad
will not bite. Very few of the large weakfish that are found
upon the Jersey coast will bite They must be taken in the
pound net because that is the form of net that can be most
effectively used upon the coast. The result has been an
increased distribution of this valuahle article of sea food.
The markets are now supplied with food that twenty years
ago was not known, as to some kinds. There is not a mar-
ket within a thousand miles of the coast that does not have
its fish branch, simply because man's devices has provided
fish for them from an inexhaustible supply, coupled with
improved transportaiion facilities and improved methods of
taking fi.sh. Prescott, in his "History of the Aztecs," states
that by a system of carriers fresh fish from the Gulf of
Mexico wrere placed on the table of Montezuma for his morn-
ing meal; that luxury was restricted to the royal table and
the common people got none. But in this country every
man is a Montezuma in his fish supply and in his ability to
get food fish at a reasonable price. Why? Because man's
devices have increased the supply and made it possible to
distribute fish all over the land. It is within the knowledge
of most of those here that the price of food fish has steadily
diminished from year to year, in support of my assertion I
have here a statement signed by all hut two of the whole-
sale fish dealers in Philadelphia which says that the supply
of food fish, such as weakfish, sea bass, Spanish mackerel
and bluefish, has greatly increased during the past ten
years, in view of the fact that the population of this country
has increased about 16 per cent, in that time.

. PETITION FROM FISH DEALERS OF PENNSYLVANIA.

We, the Tindel signed fish dealers of Philadelphia, do by these pres-
ents, as set forth, affirm that che supply of food fish such as weakfish
sea bass and Spanish mackerel, buttei fish and blutfish has greatly in-
creased during the past ten years. In view of the fact thai the popu-
lation of this country has increased about 16 per cent, during the last
decade, the increase of food fish has been such that the supply has
been greater than the demand, thus causing the average price to be
less during the past five years than in former years, which fact can
only be attributed to the increase of the supply by the natural causes
of propagation, as well as the increase and improvement in the de-
vices for catching fish. It is a well known fact that weakfish abounds
in our waters to a very much greater extent every year, and is an evi-
dence that the propagation must be on the increase instead of a de-
crease, 8nd the prices which naturally follow the production of any
commodity, whether it be large or small, is an evidence (during the
period as staled) that what we say is a well known fact. The average
price for weakfish in their season and during the period alluded to has
not averaged over two and one-half cents per pound, which enables
thousands of our population to avail themselves of a commodity at
prices within the reach of all classes.

A. W. Rowe & Co. E F. Hopkins,
is. F Sparks & Co. M. H. McCormick & Col
Wm. T. Benner. John Dickinson & Co.,
Glickman, J. A. Dee & Co.,
John McCormick, A. S. Helms,
M. E. Hinchman & Co. A. M. Wilson & Co.,
C. C. Wairer & Co. Hall, Stiles & Co.

The supply has been greater than the demand, thus caus-
ing the average price to be less during the last five years than
in former years, which fact can only be credited to an
increased natural supply, as well as to the increased devices
for catching fish. Weakfish abound in our waters more and
more every year, and reduction fol lows reduction in prices.
It is a well known fact that the average price of weakfish in
their season during the period alluded to has not been over
2k' cents a pound, enabling thousands of our population to
asrail themselves of fish at prices within the reach of all.

In conclusion, I wish simply to say that if the object of
this meeting is to recommend legislation, I trust that you
will bear in mind the interests of thewage working millions,
and that you will not recommend legislation that has for its
object the advancement of the interests of a much less
numerous body of men. I offer the following resolution:

First—That the use of pound nets in fishing has continuously
increased the take of food fish, and this too, without any perceptible
diminution in the average quantity of fish annually coming to our
shores.
Second—That as a result of pound net fishine there has been a

steady annual increase in the supply and distribution of food fish, and
a wholesome and necessary article of food has been furnished to the
people at reduced prices.

Tnird—That the interests of the wage-working millions, who are
thus supplied with food fish at reduced prices, arc far more important,
and. upon the theory of the greatest good to the greatest number,
should receive more attention from the law-making powers than the
interests of the limited hundreds who clamor against the pound nets
for the reason that their use interferes with the indulgence by this
class of people of their taste for sport, or upon some other ground of
no greater merit,
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Mr. Roosevelt—You say that the supply of fish on the
Jersey coast has not diminished by reason of the pound fish-

ing. Are you acquainted with the supply of fish in Barnegat
Bay?
Me. Walling—I cannot say that I am familiar with the

supply of fish in Barnegat Bay. I represent the pound-net
interest on the Atlantic coast, a'nd it is capable of the clearest
proof that there is no diminution in the supply. As to Bar-
negat Bay, it was claimed that the use of seines destroyed
their hook and line fishing; they went to the Legislature and
got a law passed prohibiting the use of seines in that bay, and
it is a fact that this last season, when those seines were pro-
hibited they could catch no more weakfish than before.
Mb. John Githens (Asbury Park) said: Mr. Chairman

and Gentlemen: I stand before you a pound net fisherman
and a merchant. It will be my wish to start right, and to
make a faithful and impartial statement. I can say that all

the bluefish taken in our pounds in a season's catch will not
amount to 5,0001bs. This can be substantiated by the bills
where we have sold our fish. As to weakfish, 1 defy any man
to show me where ocean weakfish have been caught largely
with hook and line. Five hundred or a thousand boats will
not catch lOOlbs. of weakfish a day. I have lived on the
A tlantic coast since T was eight years old, and not lOOlbs. of
bluefish will the pounds average in a day. Asbury Park,
with its population of 40,000 people, requires from 10,000 to
15,0001bs. of fish per day for its supply, in addition to that
which is required for 'interior cities. As to weakfish, in
Barnegat Bay they are small fish, as a rule; while the kind
that 1 catch in my nets are a different fish and do not go
into the bay, but come up the coast. Now is there a single
pound net below Barnegat Inlet, except one at Cape May?
With regard to the destruction of small bluefish, we will
frankly and honestly admit that it is true to a certain ex-
tent; but not nearly to the extent that is reported, that there
are millions and millions of them destroyed. It is the
thimble-eye mackerel. But there is a smaller percentage of
fish lost from getting into the pounds than in any other
method of fishing. In all the history of our pound fishing
(and that happened this season), there has been only one in-
stance of our getting 20,0001bs.
In answer to Mr. Roosevelt, Mr. Githens said that the

poand nets are usually complete for fishing about June 1, or
a little sooner, and that they do, get spawning fish; but he
thought that the loss could not be great because each spawn-
ing fish has about a million eggs.
Mb. Roosevelt said that spawning weakfish had nearly

two million eggs, and that the pound nets catch the fish be-
fore they have a chance to spawn.
To this Mr. Githens made inquiry how is it that weakfish

are more plenty than ever before, after twenty-four years of
pound fishing?

m Mr. Roosevelt said that was something he wanted to find
out—how it is that the more nets there are the more fish
there are to be caught.
Mr. Githens said that the average cost of the fish sent to

the markets of Philadelphia, New York, Detroit, Chicago
and Buffalo this year was not more than one and one-half
cents a pound.
A desultory conversation then began, interrupting Mr.

Githens' further remarks, and .upon the suggestion that no
progress could be made in that way a recess was taken until
2 o'clock.

Afternoon Session.

Meeting called to order by the chairman, William H.Bow-
man, at 2:30 o'clock P. M.
William Thompson, of Pennsylvania, said: I want to

suggest that in order to expedite business the secretary call
the roll of States, beginning with Maine.
The chairman suggested that he put it in the form of a

motion.
Mr. Thompson then moved that the secretary proceed to

call the roll of States, beginning with Maine, and that all

Eapers, and all persons who desired to speak from Maine, be
eard in their order, and that the States then be called as far

as represented.
The motion was carried.
A. M. SPANGLER, of Pennsylvania, then spoke as follows:
I shall probably be met, as I was by one of our menhaden

friends who figured in the convention at Chicago, with the
remark that I do not know what I am going to talk about.
However, living in a fresh-water country, I may not be sup-
posed to have a great amount of knowledge in regard to
coast fishes, but I guess if I were to give you an account by
years, I can count more years' familiarity with the fishes of
the coast of New Jersey than any man in this convention,
for I am a pretty old fellow. I am celebrating my seventy-
sixth birthday to-day. (Applause.)

I have been a fisherman along this coast almost ever since
I kntw what it was to catch a fish, and I will give you the
results of some of my observations. Forty years ago I could
go along the Jersey coast from any point from Sandy Hook
to Cape May, and around into Delaware Bay, and throw my
line into the water and catch, a fish of some kind. There has
during that time been a great decrease. Fifty years ago the
bluefish made their appearance on the coast in very large
numbers; in fact, in such tremendous numbers that you
might go where you would on the coast or go a mile from
the shore and you would be sure to meet those fishes in
schools in pursuit of the menhaden, as you know they do,
until they have earned the title of being the butchers of the
sea. Just in proportion as the menhaden fishing interests
increased the plentifulness of bluefish on the coast has de-
creased. I remember the tithe when I could fix the arrival
of the bluefish in Barnegat Bay with almost an absolute cer-
tainty from the. 6th to the 10th of June. I had instructed my
friends along the coast to telegraph me whenever the fish
made their appearance, and was ready to go at the first
notice. Now I don't know when the fish make their appear
ance. I have taken a great many bluefish in our central
bays.
The assertion was made here this morning that such a

thing as taking a weakfish at sea was an unknown thing. I
wish I had as many dollars as I have taken weakfish at
say eight or ten miles off shore, drifting much of the time
or trolling or taking by anchoriug. You will find that it is
not only the bluefish that have decreased, but also the weak-
fish. 1 went out one day last summer with seven others and
we did not get as many fish in waters we used to take in
hundreds < f fish in a day, as a good healthy man could eat
here for his supper, and that was the story that was told
along the entire coast. It has been contended here quite suc-
cessfully, as the paper read by Mr. Huntington will show,
that the statements made by the menhaden advocates in re-
gard to the taking of food fish were altogether unreliable. I
will say this to yon that they certainly were not sustained
by their sworn evidence that was given in the investigation
from which the matter was read here this morniog. Yon
may take weakfish, bluefish, striped bass and sea bass and
blackfish and all other food fishes of the coast, and you will
find that there has been a gradual decrease in them, just
as there has been in our American waters generally. The
idea that the supply is inexhaustible is simply a
piece ot nonsense. There is nothing that is inex-
haustible, and we have demonstrated that. We have
done it in the buffalo, we have done it in our for-
ests. In a thousand ways we have shown that there is
probably no such thing as inexhaustibility. These food
fishes are not so liable to change. They don't fluctuate as
the herring and the mackerel and the menhaden are said to
do. I recollect distinctly when you could not go anywhere a
mile from shore without encountering millions. I have
seen menhaden so plentiful that the boat was actually
impeded in its progress by the mass of fish; yet I have it

from Mr. Church, over his own signaturein black and white,
that he has had to send his boat hundreds of miles and not
get a fish. That does not look anything like inexhaustibility.
About ideas in regard to the. salmon fish on the Pacific
coast. I was out there last year and I wanted to familiarize
myself with some of the facts connected with them, and the
result was I found the British Columbian Government, had
extended the close time of fishing a month, because of the
scarcity of the salmon. They once believed out there that
the salmon could not be exhausted. What is the result?
To-day the Columbian River is practically no longer a sal-
mon river. The fish are exhausted and in British Columbia,
as I said to you, they had to extend the open season in order
to prevent the fishermen from starving.
Arrangements are being made for the purpose of protect-

ing the same kind of fish on the Alaska coast. They also
were supposed to be inexhaustible. There is no greater fal-

lacy than such a statement as that. I hope that this congress
will bear the fact in mind. I could tell vou a great many
things in regard to the depletion of fish along the coast. We
have been told here that fish are more plentiful, that they are
more cheap than they have ever been. It is only the process
that is leading to exhaustion. It was stated here by one of
the gentlemen that where there, was one pound net twenty-
four years ago, they now have twenty-five or twenty-six and
they catch twenty-five or twenty-six times as many fish.
That does not show that the supply has increased, simply
because they catch more fish now than they used to, when
they only had one net while now they have twenty-five.
About the price of fish. It is claimed they are cheaper. I

say they are not cheaper. There may have been times when
there have been gluts in the market. When those bad-smell-
ing boats come in here loaded with fish, which the markets
cannot take, as they are already overstocked, no doubt there
isa glut. Who wants them? These boats arenot fitted with
any appliances for preserving fish, and these hauls of food
fish are made in midsummer, and are dumped in the
hold with other fish. Of course by the time they reach the
markets they ajre in a pretty bad condition, and have to be
sold at any price. This of course operates to reduce the
average price of food fish in our markets.
What becomes of their argument in the face of the testi-

mony that was produced here to-day? I don't say that the
gentleman misstated facts, but I do say that they don't seem
to have shown what appears to be the ground bottom facts,
just as my friend Mr. Church stated in Chicago in regard to
the bottom fish. I don't knowhowmany of you are familiar
with net fishing. I never was a commercial fisherman, but
I have had a good deal to do with drawing nets. Mr. Church
made this statement, that they did not take food fish to any
extent for the simple reason that food fishes are principally
bottom fish and escape along the edge of the nets. Any-
body that knows anything about the nature of fish knows
that the bottom of the sea where these nets are drawn is as
smooth as this floor, and if a bottom fish sees a lead line
coming toward him, it is not possible that he is going to run
toward it, but rather the other way, and is caught with the
rest of the fish when the net is pursed. Anybody that
knows anything about net fishing must know that
this is a fact. These menhaden, or commercial fishermen
as you call them, have come here in full force, and
it has seemed to me to be a strange thing that
you called a convention for the purpose of considering a
matter of this kind and at the same time invite more people
here who are opposed to any reformation than those who are
in favor of it. It strikes me very forcibly that if the friends
of the fisheries interests of this country should know that if
the fish-producing waters of the United States, the finest on
the face of the earth, were in the same condition that they
were fifty years ago before obstruction of the fish production
had grown to its present proportions, they would produce
fish enough to supply the entire wants of our enormously in-
creasing population without any increase in their cost. I can
take you to fresh water rivers, like the Delaware, where for-
merly fish were plentiful, but the same destructive policy
was used there as along the coast, except that fish baskets
were substituted for pound nets, and the fishing became
greatly exhausted. When the fish baskets were removed
fishing began to increase again and is now almost as good as
it ever was.

Col. Marshall McDonald then read the following paper:

Relations of the Community to the Fisheries.

by commissioner Marshall m'donald.

The interest of the general community, or the great body
of consumers, relates to the quantity, quality and cost of the
supply drawn from the waters. A wise public policy should
not only permit, but should encourage the largest produc-
tion of which the waters are capable, but at the same time
should insist upon the observance of such conditions and re-
straints as are necessary to maintain supply.
To the State Commissions and to the Federal Commission

of Fisheries are duly committed, each in its own sphere, the
custody and conservation of the resources of the water.
The means to be employed are:

1. The artificial propagation of fishes and the distribution
of the young to new or depleted waters.

2. The establishment and enforcement of such regulations
as to the times, methods and apparatus of the fisheries as
careful inquiry into the conditions of the fisheriess, and the
influence of these conditions upon supply shows to be neces-
sary.
In discharge of the delicate and responsible duties with

which we are charged under the law, it will be necessary to
occupy a middle ground between the extreme views which
prevail, and which demand on the one hand absolute free-
dom to fish without restraint or question, and on the other
insist upon unreasonable and oppressive restraints, which
would strangle the market fisheries and so restrict supply as
to enhance the cost of living to the great body of tbe people.

Artificial Propagation.
I am disposed to think that in this country we have relied

too exclusively upon artificial propagation as a sole and ade-
quate means for the maintenance of our fisheries.
The artificial impregnation and hatching of fish ova and

the planting of fry have been conducted on a stupendous
scale. We have been disposed to measure results by quantity
rather than by quality, to estimate our triumphs by volume
rather than by potentiality. We have paid too little atten-
tion to the necessary conditions to be fulfilled in order to
give the largest returns for a given expenditure of effort and
money.
The argument that underlies and justifies fishcultural

methods, and which has built up and liberally sustained our
State and National Commissions is this: The percentage of
survival under artificial methods is so largely increased that
by hatching but a small proportion of the total egg supply
in any given field we may equal or sui-pass the results from
natural reproduction in the same area, even when nature's
efforts are not contravened,ire*tricted or rendered abortive
by the adverse conditions under which the fisheries are pros-
ecuted.
Our methods in this respect are the methods of the farmer.

From an acre of ground he harvests twenty or thirty or
under the best conditions, forty bushels of wheat. He sets
aside one bushel of seed, and the rest he may safely exchange
for the necessities, the comforts or the conveniences of life.

=

This one bushel, sown under proper conditions of tilth aiid
fertility (either natural or su pplied), is a sufficient guarantee
of the future harvest.
It is the same in our fishcultural operations. By our

methods we give to a small percentage of fish ova the poten-

tiality of the entire reproduction under unrestrained natural
conditions.
In the same measure, therefore, as we enlarge the means

for artificial propagation, may we ease or release our re-
straints upon the commercial fisheries and permit a larger
catch without apprehending a deterioration of our fishery
resources.
We must not, however, be unmindful of the fact that the

prosecution of the fisheries, without reasonable and neces-
sary restraints, is sure in the end to make adequate reproduc-
tion by artificial methods impracticable bv obstructing or
shutting off the sources of the egg supply. Protection, there-
fore, and reasonable regulations a* to the times and methods
of the fisheries, are. just as essential for their maintenance as
is the largest measure of artificial propagation.
The two are intimately and essentially related and inter-

dependent; each implies the other; both must concur and
have equal consideration in devising a rational and fruitful
administration of our fishery interests.
We should, I think, keep always in view that the object of

public fishculture is to assure the utmost realization' of the
resources of our waters, and to permit the lamest production
that can be accomplised without deterioration or impover-
ishment.
We should insist upon whatever measures of protection or

regulation that may be found necessary to accomplish this
end.
On the other hand, we should be careful not to embarrass

or harass the enterprises of our hardy and adventurous fish-
ermen by restraints that are not clearly necessary to accom-
plish the end in view.
In pursuing this wise and conservative course, we must

expect to encounter the opposition and denunciation of men
of extreme views on either side; men who base their conclu-
sions upon misapprehensions derived from limited and local
observations; who have mistaken coincidences for causes,
sequences for consequences, and who are dogmatic, dicta-
torial and arrogant in the assertion of their own opinions,
and intolerant and denunciatory of opposite opinions in pro-
portion to their own ignorance.

The Necessity of Protection.
I think that every one who has given careful, intelligent

and disinterested study to the conditions of the fisheries will
be forced to the conclusion that there is not one of the im-
portant commercial fisheries which may not be pushed to
such extremes as to make it necessary to adopt proper regu-
lations and restraints in order to maintain supply. There
is no diversity of opinion in reference to this so far as it
relates to the resident species of our rivers (such as the
basses, the trout, the pike-perch, the pickerel, etc.), or those
anadromous species such as the salmon and the shad, which
though attaining their growth in salt water are compelled
by the necessities of their nature to enter our rivers for the
purpose of reproduction.
When, however, we seek to apply the same conclusions to

the coast fisheries, strenuous and intemperate opposition
arises on the part of those who are engaged in the prosecu-
tion of these fisheries. They insist that the proportion of
fish taken by man is so insignificant in comparison with the
vast numbers destroyed by adverse natural agencies that
therefore the amount withdrawn by him from the aggregate
supply of the ocean can have no effect iu determining the de-
terioration. In support of this they quote. Prof. Huxley,
who is said to have declared that the destructive agencies
exercised by man are so small compared with the destruc-
tive agencies of nature that man's efforts constitutes no
important factor in determining the decrease in the abund-
ance of any species.
Now it is undoubtedly true that the number of fish of any

species taken by man is absolutely insignificant compared
with the vastly greater destruction wrought by the agencies
of nature. The inference therefrom, namely, that the agency
of man is therefore no factor in determining the decrease of
species is not sustained by the facts. Man exercises his
destructive influence upon that small remnant of the total
production which has survived the natural casualties, upon
that small portion which is left to secure the maintenance
of the species. Any invasion by man in however small a
degree necessarily disturbs the balance of nature and intro-
duces deteriorating influences which must determine de-
creasing production unless we interpose, and by artificial
reproduction and by regulating the conditions of the fisher-
ies we restore this balance. I can make this plainer by an
illustration drawn from agriculture. Of the total produc-
tion of the cereals of the world one-tenth is required for
seed; the other nine-tenths may be and are consumed either
for food or in the various arts. If the one-tenth reserved for
seed is kept intact we have the means of continual repro-
duction of the world's supply. Should, however, by reason
of famine or diminished crops the world's supply fall short
of the demand for food and it became necessary to entrench
upon the one-tenth reserved for seed, it would result, of
course, in a diminished acreage and a decreased production
which would continue as long as these influences lasted.
Now, in the case of our market fisheries, man is operating

upon that portion which is reserved for seed, and the repro-
duction of which is necessary in order to keep up the supply.
When by our operations we withdraw any proportion of this
remnant from production, it is necessary for us in order to
keep up the balance to have recourse to such regulations
and restraints as will permit the least interference with
natural reproduction and at the same time by the vastly im-
proved methods of artificial reproduction provide compensa-
tion for any deficiencies in natural supply.
Careful attention should be given to the fact that nearly

all of our important market species, such as the scup, the
sea bass, the squeteague, and the Spanish mackerel, in large,
if not in entire measure, either spawn immediately upon
our coast line or in the different bays and estuaries which
indent it. The active operations of the fishermen are con-
ducted upon their spawning grounds, or their apparatus is
so located as to intercept the approach of the-species to their
spawning grounds. The effect of these methods, unless
properly and intelligently restrained and regulated, must be
to diminish the supply and to impoverish the fisheries.
When, however, we attempt to deal with any particular
fishery, we are confronted with inadequate information in
regard to the habits, distribution, and conditions of distribu-
tion of the species which is the object of our solicitude. I
may illustrate this by reference to the menhaden fishery.
The menhaden, as you know, is not a food fish. It is,

however, a most abundant species upon our coast line, its
range extending from Florida to Maine. The menhaden is
itself doubtless a source of food, probably a main source of
food to many of the commercial species which frequent our-
coast. On the other hand, it is the object of one of the.
largest fishing industries prosecuted on the coast, an industry
which furnishes occupation and living to many men, which
has an invested capital of probably a million and a half dol-
lars. The annual product of the fisheries reaches about the
same amount per annum. The oil obtained is applied to
various uses in the arts. The scrap, composed almost en-
tirely of ammonia and phosphates, is largely employed in
the manufacture of ammoniated superphosphates, and thus
indirectly, if not directly, this species contributes vastly
toward the food supply in furnishing essential elements of
fertilization to the farmer.
The menhaden fishermen have opposed any restraints upon

the prosecution of this industry. They have insisted that
nothing was known in regard to the habits of the menhaden;
that it spawned offshore; that it was not amenable to fish-
cultural methods, and that nothing that man could do
therefore could influence their abundance. Meanwhile we
were in ignorance of the natural history of the menhaden,
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and therefore not in a position to combat the statements
made by them. Two years aeo, the Lapham Bill having
furnished the motive of the inquiry, careful investigations
were instituted for the purpose of arriving at such knowl-
edge of the life history of the menhaden as would permit us
to suggest intelligent regulations respecting the fishery.
Very much to my surprise I must confess it was shown by
theseinvestigations that t he menhaden spawned in the brack-
ish estuaries and creeks along the entire coast line from Vir-
ginia to Massachusetts. While we have not obtained direct
evidence as to this, since we have not yet succeeded in im-
pregnating and hatching the eggs, yet the circumstantial
evidence is conclusive and indicates beyond question that
what I have stated in regard to their spawning habits is
true. It is evident, t herefore, that if the fisheries are pur-
sued in such a manner as to cut off the fish from access to
their spawning grounds either by the use of purse seines and
pound nets along the coast, and of weirs and gill nets in the
'creeks and estuaries, it is certain to result in a diminution of
supply which will affect alike the menhaden fisheries them-
selves and the abundance and distribution of those economic
species along the coast which feed in large part upon .the
menhaden. What the specific regulations should be I am
mot prepared to say.

Commissioner McDonald submitted thesubjoined statistics:

Spanish Mackerel.
Not artificially propagated, spawns in Chesapeake Bay

and to north. The aggregate catch of this fish in 1880, 1887,
1888, 18S9, 1890 and 1891 was as follows:

1880 l,S87,4231bs.
1887 663,6041 bs.

T 1888 748,2671bs.

"i .^1889 l,404,5061bs.
1890 1,535,7491 bs.
1891 l,691,987lbs.

C-HThe maintenance of the catch has been due to a much
larger production in the Gulf States, while in the States of
the Atlantic coast a serious decline has been experienced.
The variations of the output in the Gulf region areas fol-
lows:

1880 20,0001bs.
1887 325.841 lbs.
1888 350,7691 bs.
1889 615,3101bs.
1890 700,4591 bs.
1891 751,3601bs.

The most conspicuous decrease in the catch of this fish has
occurred in Virginia. This State had a larger yield of Span-
ish mackerel in 1880 than all other States combined, and it is
still the leading State. The decline here can evidently be
traced to the capture of the fish in large quantities at the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay before they have been able to
reach their spawning grounds. In 1887 and 1888 the produc-
tion dropped to a very low mark, but it has shown signs of
increase in recent years. The catch in 1880, 1887, 1888, 1890
and 1891 was as follows:

1S80 l,609,6631bs.
1887 108,()001bs.
1888.. 239,9521bs.
1890 648 7931bs.
1891 739,910ibs.

In New Jersey, the changes since 1880 have also been
marked at times, the catch declining from 200.0001bs. in the
year named to 53,7811bs. in 1891. The average catch per
pound net on the New Jersey coast in 1880, 1887, 1891 and 1S92
was as follows:

No. of Average catch,
pound nets. per net.

1880 11 13,6361bs.
1887 7 2,5001bs.
1891 12 2,8151 bs.
1892 23 3,1151bs.

Shad.
Bred artificially in large numbers. Introduced on west

coast:
1E80. 1892.

Begions. Pounds. Value. PoundR. Value
New England States. . . 2,117,392 $88,730 *1,334,714 $43,787
Middle Atlantic Statesl2,024,579 526,982 28,232,326 1,339,865
South Atlantic States. 3,932,563 380,078 9,385.354 482,403
Pacific States 655,750 26^230

Total 18,074,534 995,790 39,608,144 1,892 285
*1889.

Scup.
Regions. 1880. 1891.

New England States 8,643,358 8,571,765
Middle Atlantic States 1,550,000 400,858

Total 10,193,358 8,972,623

Sea Bass.
Regions. 1880. 1891.

New England States 629,400 *1,557,935
Middle Atlantic States 1,486,200 2,101,418
South Atlantic States " 527 000 879,684

Total 2,642,600 4,539,037
*1889.

Sea Mullet.
Regions. 1880. 1890,

Middle Atlanti c States 11 0,700 *250,740
South Atlantic States 4,369,000 5,573,623
Gulf States 2,407,250 15,185,117

Total 6,886,950 21,009,480
*1891.

Squeteagrue.

Not bred artificially and spawns in bays and salt water or
brackish waters., A comparison, by geographical regions, of
the yield of this species in 1880 and at the present time dis-
closes the taking of 15,463,5601bs. in the first-named year, and
19,178,4471bs. in 1892, as exhibited in the following table.
Every section shows an increase, but this is most marked in
the New England and Gulf States:

Regions. 1880. 1892.

New England States. 532,060 +829,430
Middle Atlantic States 12,604,500 13,503,907
South Atlantic States 1,827,000 1,885,677
Gulf States *500,000 2,959,433

Total 15,463,560 19,178,447
* Estimated; no accurate figures available.
+ Figures for year 1889.

The individual States in which a noticeable increase in the
production of squeteague has occurred are Massachusetts,
New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, and the Gulf States gener-
ally. States exhibiting a diminished output are New York
and Delaware. Especially worthy of notice is the reduction
of the catch in Delaware, where the yield was 2,6l8,5001bs. in
1880, and only 837,5101bs. in 1892. It may be stated, however,
that up to 1890 the production was well maintained, and it

would i-eem that an effort to increass the catch in 1889 and-
1890 resulted in a large falling off during each year since.

Bluefish.

Not bred artificially, spawning habits or grounds not
known, movements irregular and under influences not well
understood.
The aggregate catch of this fish in 1891 was somewhat less

than in 1880. The only region showing a diminished output

was New England. The increase in the other coast sections
was about 3,50O,0001bs. The figures for the separate regions
were as follows:

Regions. 1880. 1891.
New England States 5,526,341 +1,322,598
Middle Atlantic States 8,267,217 10,649.613
South Atlantic States 850,000 1,452.984
Gulf States *64,250 610,256

Total 14,707,708 14,035,451
* Partly estimated.
1 Figures for 1889.

The decrease in New England is confined to Massachusetts.
In 1880, the catch reported for this State was 4.273,841 lbs.: in
1889 it was only 396,9671bs. The very large production in 1S80
indicates the eastward movement of an unusually large body
offish in that year, although there was a conspicuous de-
cline between 18S7 and 18S9; the catch in 1S87 being 706,8821bs.
and in 1888 689,904lbs.

In reply to a question:
Col. McDonald—As a matter of fact, the salmon spawn

far up the river.

« Mr. Bp.mwn—As far as the investigation of the Fish Com-
mission has gone, is there any analogy between the salmon
and the menhaden or any resemblance?
Col. McDonald—The resemblance is in this, There is a

very marked resemblance in this respect; the salmon spawn
in the headwaters if they are not prevented from going to
the headwaters by the obstructions in the river, and by the
intervention of nets, so that they cannot get there, fishing in
time will cease. The menhaden spawn in the estuaries,
and if you prevent them from going to their spawning
grounds, and if you intercept the menhaden on its way to the
spawning ground, you will have the same effect in one sense
as in the other. Any fish that spawns along the coast, line is
subject to the same condition of depletion; I mean the fishes
that run into our rivers, like the shad or the salmon,
Mr. Brown—When did you, in your investigation, find the

menhaden heaviest with spawn?
Col. McDonald—In the spring.
Mr. Brown—Since when?
Col. McDonald—In the last two years.
Mr. Brown—Cannot you be a little more particular than

that? I would like to know when you first discovered the
menhaden were heaviest with spawn?
Col. McDonald—The investigation disclosed the fact that

menhaden were shore spawners.
Mr. Brown—Did you not say several years ago that men-

haden were off-shore spawners?
Col. McDonald—I have said so.

Mr. Brown—Whether it is in the spring or in December
there is no fishing going on when the menhaden is heaviest
with spawn?
Col. McDonald—It is a question of temperature entirely

where fish spawn, at least that is my judgment, where fish
are under the instinct of reproduction and are moving for
the purpose of reproduction. You find that the scup strikes
on our shores when a certain temperature of water is found.
The shad comes into our rivers only when the river gets
warmer than the sea, so you may state as a general fact that
the movement of our coast, fishes, having reference to spawn-
ing, I don't mean after movements which are determined by
a pursuit of food, but the spawning movement is influenced
by temperature.
Mr. Brown—Then in your judgment a temporary absence

from certain localities on our coast is due almost entirely to
temperature?

[to be continued.]

Fishculture and Food Fish.

In his annual message Gov. Flower, of New York, has this
to say about fishculture:

The Legislature of 1893 passed bills providing for two new fish
hatcheries, one in Sullivan county and the other id Steuben. I refused
to give my assent to these measures unless the establishment of the
hatcheries was made conditional upon ihe decision of the Commis-
sioners of Fisherips that the places named were properly located for
the propagation of fish. This condition was inserted in the measures,
and the Commissioners have decided that certain kinds ot fish, chiefly
trout, could be successfully propagated in the waters of these
localities, and have accordingly made agreements for the building of
the hatcheries. It would be unwise, however, in my opinion, for "the
State to establish any more hatcheries. We have" enough of these
already. Trout is particularly a game fish, and public money should
rather be used for the propagation of food fish, such as pike, perch
and whitefist), from the bountiful supply of which greater benefit will
accrue to the people of the State. As I said in my last annual
message, merely to conserve sportsmen's interests would not justify
large appropriations for fish cultivation from the public treasury.
The measure of opportunity is much wider than is prescribed by any
such narrow field. "There are 1.500 square miles of water within the
area of our State capable of producing an unlimited supply of fish
food, thus cheapening in large degree the cost of living to the people,
creating additional employment and adding to the State's wealth
Every stream might be made to yield largely to the food supply of the
farms through which it runs, and every Jake might give means of
livelihood to more men and furnish cheap, palatable food to more
families. Liberal stocking of Lake Ontario with whitefish, pike and
lake trout, assisted by proper regulations for catches, would build up
an important industry iu that vicinity, profitable alike to the fisher-
men and to the public."
In the direction of applying this policy it is worthy of note that of

the 80,000,000 young fish raised in the State hatcheries during the last
year, the larger proportion was of what might be strictly called food
fishes. The total amount of fry hatched and distributed in the waters
of the State was fifty per cent, in excess of the hatching and distribu-
tion af any previous year. Eighteen million whitefish were planted in
Lake Ontario. This lake was formerly famous for its whitefish, but
constant fishing had so depleted it that until the present year the
catch on the American side was comparatively insignificent. As a re-
sult, however, of the persistent stocking of the lake by the Commis-
sioners of Fisheries during the last five years, the fishermen report a
large increase in the catch during the season recently closed. The
Commissioners should be permitted this year to make a still larger
plant, and to continue the work until the lake is thoroughly stocked.

REGISTRATION OF NETS.

I would suggest the passing of an act providing for the registration
of nets and their use throughout the State under proper supervision.
The mesh of these nets should be large enough to permit the escape of
small fish not yet old enough to breed, and tne net should not be used
at aU during the spawning season. Their use should not be permitted
in trout streams nor in lakes where there are none but game fishes.
In this way food fish could be taken where desirable and yet the game
fishes be protected. As the Commissioners are now "stocking the
waters of the States with many varieties of h'sh that can not readily be
taken by hook and line, some provision should be made for their
capture, while at the same time protecting game fishes. The law
passed two years ago prohibiting the catching of bullheads and
suckers by any other means than angling proved a great hardship,
and as a resuit nearly every county in the State was last winter ex-
empted from its provision. The system of registration and allowing
the use of nets under the safeguards proposed, would, in my opinion,
be satisfactory both to the anglers and to the farmer to whoai the
common varieties of fish prove an agreeable addition to his ordinary
bill of fare. A small fee should be charged for registering, and for the
permit to use, in order to pay the expense of this work, and the regis-
tration would give the Commissioners accurate knowledge of tue
locai ion of every net in the State, together with the name of its

owner, and would enable them in a great measure to prevent improper
use and at the same time allow the heeded facilities for the capture of
food fishes. This system has worked very successfully in Canada.

The Missouri Commission.
Cincinnati, O.—Governor McKinly has appointed Mr. M.

W." Renick, of Middletown, Fish and Game Commissioner,
vice John H. Lohr, of Hamilton, resigned. Renick is con-
sidered an authority on fish and game, "Willie "Wick.

Spirit Lake Poachers.
Although, in the expressive language of Fish Commis

sioner Griggs, fifty seven Iowa, applicants are now after his
red locks, he still retains his office and many Republicans
are working hard to have him continue. The report of Mr.
Griggs is now in press and will soon be issued with an ap-
pendix containing notes on the habits of many of the fishes
of Iowa.
The. commissioner went on a little crusade against the

illegal fishermen during Christmas week in company with a
member of the Minnesota commission. J. S. Berry was
found on the Minnesota side of Spirit Lake with a lot of fish
in his possession, for which he was bound over to the June
term of court with fines amounting to$375. Then Mr. Griggs
nipped a number of poachers on the Iowa side, and so the
chase continued up one side and down the other, until the
law breakers gave up in disgust. H.

lenml

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Jan. 16 to 19.—Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club, at Saratoga, N.
Y. L. W. Clute, Bahston Lake. N. Y., Sec'y.
Jan. S3 to 26.—New Orleans Fanciers' Club, at New Orleans, La. G,

W. Sentell, Jr.. Sec'y.
Feb. 20 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. James

Mortimer, Superintendent.
Feb. 27 to March 2.—Columbus Fanciers' Club, at Columbus, O. G.

F. Moonpy, Sec'y.
March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy

D. Welton. Sec'y.
March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. J. L.

Lincoln, Sec'y.
March 20 to 23.—St. Louis Kennel Club, at St. Louis, Mo.
April 3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.

L'oveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21 —Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. W.

Orear, Sec'y.
May 15.—Portland Kennel Club, at Portland, Ore. D. L. Williams,

Sec'y.
FIELD TBIALS.

Jan. lo.-Pacific Coast Field Trial Club, at Salinas, Cal. J. M. Kil-
garif, Sec'y, San Francisco, Cal.
Feb. 1.—Blue Ridge Futurity Stakes, at New Albany, Miss.
Feb. 5.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 12.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

Resolutions.

In bidding the old year good-bye it is gratifying that it has
been so exceptionally full of good fellowship and free from
acrimony.
It is gratifying that so much progress has been made in

matters appertaining to the dog.
It is gratifying to observe that the prevailing idea of the

liberty of speech, in relation to sportsmanship, has not been,
by and large, seriously abridged

It is gratifying that the kennel press has had one kinder-
garten lesson of what true editorship should be, in the past
year.

It is gratifying that nearly all the old worthy editors are
still on deck.

It is to be deplored that some dogmen have fallen by the
wayside, and others have left us.
It is gratifying to notice that public opinion in the past

year has undergone a change'in respect to considering free-
dom of speech freedom to abuse.

It is a good time to make resolutions.
When your friend borrows a dog to go shooting, do not

lend hiin the worthless dog of the kennel. If he says that
dog is no good do not wring your hands and exclaim that he
has ruined your best dog.
Do not sell a worthless dog for a first-class price, on the

ground that you do not, know anything about him, but that
you sent him to a first-class trainer.
Do not think that vour dog can get a $100 education for

$10.

Do not expect to get a dog intellectually and physically
beautiful for $5. It costs more than that to raise a puppy.

If your dog does not win at a bench show, abuse the judge.
That is honored usage. A lot of people theu will think you
are an offensive person, while a few wiil think you are mis-
used. The former will tell their thoughts to the world, the
latter will tell their thoughts to you. Both will estimate
you at your true worth.
Above all, ardently love man's best friend, the dog, at so

many dollars per dog. The love of the dog for his own sake
is not proper progress. Progress in canine matters is some-
time obstructed by love of the dog. That is, a higher price
is asked than progress will warrant, sometimes.
Resolve never to make the same mistake twice.
Eudeavor to keep the canine world up to the high degree

of good fellowship, courtesy and progress of the past year.
Endeavor to believe less than we hear of each other in

some respects and more in some other, otherwise the kennel
world is dubious.
Never forget that the color of a dog, or whether his coat is

long or short, is of far more value than any man's character,
therefore let the man's character suffer if, in your wisdom,
you consider it necessary.

If, in your writings, you are kind and courteous as becomes
gentlemen, one time is excusable, but please see that it does
not occur twice. It is an example that others may imitate,
therefore it is not to be encouraged. Seriously, 1894 will be
a bad year for the writer who is not gentlemanly.
In 1891 do not write a stoiy about Fido to advertise your

kennel.
In 1894, do not write 400 columns of challenges, at $5 per

challenge. The public might, after a while, consider that it

is not instructive literature.

.

In 1894, if you become a sportsman after reaching man-
hood, try to behave as if you were a born sportsman, The
sportsman of yesterday is noisy and nervous. The sportman,
''to the manner born," is civil and deferential to the judges.
He is courteous too, to others. It may be hard, but try.
In 1894, try to make a field trial dog as much like a plug-

shooting dog as possible. The latter is used chiefly for kill-

ing birds over; the former is used chiefly to sell. In proof of
this look up the records, aud observe how many field trial
winners of late years have been sold.
Nevertheless, 'some field trial dogs are good field dogs—

nevertheless, not many.
The American eagle is not a game bird. Any foreign

sportsman, who goes gunning for the national screamer, is
likely to return home empty handed. Foreign papers please
copy.
In 1894, when you get a stud fee, please not to make a

mistake to breed your customer's bitch to the younger and
abler dog.
In 1894, resolve that each of the four days of a dog show

will not be oyer twenty-four hours a day in duration.
In 1894, resolve that each day of a field trial will see you a

wiser and better man.
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Look upon the past year as twelve months which are
gone.
In 1894, do unto others as you would have others do unto

you.
Field Trial Grounds and Came.

I quote the following paragraph from a letter received re-

cently from Mr. J. M. Freeman. Bicknell, Ind.:

"Mr. J. Mayfield has gone to Poufcotoc, Miss,, for the
winter-
"The amount of shooters the field trials have developed

here is astonishing. Not only have the local shooters in-

creased, hut so many, who have heen here at the trials, come
again to shoot, and others, who have read of them, come, it

is only a question of a short time till there Will not be birds
enough here to hold trials."

There is a problem confronting field trial clubs, with a seri-

ousness never b fore existing, in respect to the preservation
of game on field trial grounds. Several clubs did not hold
trials last year, for the sole reason that there were not birds
enough on their grounds to afford the necessary opportuni
ties to test the dogs' performances. A simple lease of the
grounds has often^brought no more returns than the privi-

lege of going on thegrouudswithout trespassing. Often the
birds are shot by local shooters before the trials are held,
with a strong probability that the land owners were perfectly
aware of the injustice.
Clubs should be careful to exact something more in their

leases than the mere privilege of holding a field trial on the
ground leased. Nor should indiscriminate shooting be per
mitted on the club's grounds after the trials. That privi-
lege should be'con fined strictly to club members, and even
to them there should be a limit to the number of birds killed
each day and the number of days. Tbe conditions are
changing fast as the years pass, but the forces of destruction
on the one hand far exceed the forces of protection or repro-
duction on the other. Between the hard winters, the hawks,
foxes, skunks, cur dogs, etc., the wet seasons, the nets, traps
and shooters, the stock of quail is rapidly diminishing,
while the gunners multiply beyond computation. It would
be a source of rejoicing were they multiplying as sportsmen,
but a large ratio look upon the gun as an instrument for
producing meat.

A gentleman calls my attention to the matter of publish-
ing the names of applicants for membership by the Pointer
Club, whether the applicants were accepted or rejected, as
was done recently. It does seem as if it is unnecessarily
frank on the part of the club to publish the names of rejected
applicants. Those who contemplated joining might think
seriously before, applying for membership, if being rejected
their names are to be published. B. Waters.

900 Security Building, Chicago.

The Russian Wolfhound.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Last July Lieut. Henry T. Allen, of St. Petersburg,

Russia, whom I believe knows more about the Russian
wolfhound, so called, than any one outside of Russia, wrote
a very instructive article for the Fanciers' Journal about
this breed of dogs; an article which all who are interested in
the dog would find instructive reading. I would especially
commend it to those, who feel.competent to judge the dog at
our Jbench shows, for the conclusions arrived at by several
judges during the past year were far from the type which
is stated very clearly iu that article, were far from the
type as established by the English Barzoi or Russian Wolf-
hound Club, and were far from what I had been taught was
the true type of this dog while spending a winter in Russia
two years ago. That tbe decisions of many of the judges
should be a "little off" is not surprising as this dog is new
to America, and there have been very few opportunities to
study the breed as it should be studied. The difficulty has
been in confounding this type with the greyhound type,
and if continued we shall have neither the true Russian dog
or be able to compete with dogs bredinEugland. The whole
subject is so well discussed by Lieut. Allen and was so well
written up in the English Stock-Keeper two years ago, that
it is a very easy matter to get started right. The spring
circuit is now near at hand and we are apt to be in the same
position a year from now as we are now unless those to be
invited to judge this year will take the trouble "to book up
a little." The National Greyhound Club, of this country,
conld do no better than to adopt the standard now adopted
iu Russia and England. Such action would give an incen-
tive to all breeders of these dogs and there would be no such
discouragements as now exist when one finds he has been
getting his dogs into condition only to learn that this and
that judge has another type in mind. My understanding of
bench shows is to encourage breeding, and until a type is

fixed the breeders of this clog can never expect to improve
the breed. To the Greyhound Club I would also make this
suggestion, that the dog be known as the "Russiau grey-
hound." I noticed that Lieut. Allen in his article gave them
this name. While the name in Russia is "Barzoi," the
translation of the word is "a fast running dog" and may as
properly be called Russian greyhound as Russian wolf-
hound. The word wolfhound does the dog injustice. We
must bear iu mind that very few people yet know the dog
and from the name one gets the impression that he is savage
and treacherous. Mauy.a letter has my kennel man answered
in reply to this inquiry. At the bench shows it is noticeable
how cautious people are in going near them when they are
told that they are wolfhounds. As a matter of fact they
are very affectionate, are never surly and can be trusted any-
where. As a companion for a walk or for carriage they
cannot be excelled, and for a house dog they stand without a
rival. For three years I have been breeding these dogs and
have sold puppies iu all parts of the country, and never but
once have I bad a complaint about their disposition or a
criticism as to their value as a house dog or a companion.
That the dog is extremely popular iu this country goes with-
out saying and is daily growing more popular as he becomes
better known. Indeed my prediction is, that within a few
years he will be the most popular breed we have. Why
won't the .breeders and owners of this dog start the ball
rolling by giving to the public their views. Where is Mr
Wade who has done so much for other breeders? Where is

Mr. Roger Williams who has made a study of this breed of
dogs and is now breeding himself ? Where are Mr. Hunting-
ton and Mr. Hacke, who also have kennels of this breed of
dogs? Chas. Stedman Hanks.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 1. •

A Deer Drive in Virginia.

Editor Forest and Stream:
We had a deer drive the day after Christmas with the Hon.

E. A. Watson's pack of hounds. There were eight of us sta-
tioned in a circle on top of the mountain iu front of the
hotel, and when the hounds started the deer (a large buck
and doe), they made right for the center of our liue and
passed within shooting distance of Slocum Howlaud (Yale
'95 S.), who succeeded in killing the buck, which proved to be
a fine onewith ten prongs. It weighed 13tilbs. after being
disemboweled. To-morrow we expect to have another drive
in the same place. CLARENCE ROWLAND.
Nimrod Hall, Va., Dec. 28, 1893.

The Canadian* Kennel Club and the A. K. C.

Editor Forest and. Stream:
As to the Canadian and the American Kennel Clubs join-

ing, I would say than I am a Canadian. T have many friends

in the United States that I thoroughly trust and admire, but

when it comes to such organizations as kennel clubs, I am
Canadian, arid as far as my vote goes will never consent that

all Canada in doggy matters shall sink itself to the level of

one of the many make-believe clubs in the United States.

There is the Keystone Kennel Club, of Philadelphia: does ifc

nob consist of .James Watson alone, as far as doggy men go?
And are there not plenty of others like it?

We have our own club, now a most respectable one, with a
wise and prudent, well-known "doggist" at its head. Cana-
dian dogmen comprise:

W. H. Auld. Stratkroy; C. H. Akerley, Tonawanda, N. Y.; J. Ayre,
Toronto; Dr. T. Armstrong. Toronto; W. H. Apted, Toronto; John At-

kin. Montreal.
Geo. Bell, Toronto; John Brjggsl, London; H. Bedlington, Hamilton;

T. D Burns, London; W. H. Beattie, Wilton Grove; J. O. Bennett, To-
ronto; F. C. Boles, Ingersoll; R. W. Boyle, Toronto; W. Barclay,

Georgetown; P. Brown, Toronto; W. Brodie, Scotland; H C. Bates,

Kingston; Geo. Bowman. London; W. Barber, Toronto; Frank Burton,
Montreal; J- W. Brown, Toronto.

J. L. Campbell, Toronto; F. E. Curtis. Simcoe: C. H. Corbett, King-
ston; E. A. Cleghorn, Loudon; Thos. Carson, Kingston; Rev. J. M.
Crombie, Montreal: F. H. Cunningham. Ottawa; Hiram Card. Elora;

C. B. Christie, W. G. Gumming, Montreal; R. A. Cunningham, W. S.

Chambers, J. B. Carmichael, Victoria, B, C.

T. G. Davey, London; John Davidson, Monroe, Mich.; H. B. Dono-
van. Toronto; J. Douglas, Toronto; W. H. Drummond, M.P., Mon-
treal; George Douglas, Woodstock; A. Dorland, Wellington; Ben
Davis, Toronto.
A. E. Elmer, Kingston; H. A. Ekers, Montreal; E. B. Elliott,'[May-

wood, 111.

H. Falconer, Shelburne; L. Farewell, Toronto: M. M. Fenwick, Bow-
manville; R. H. Faitborne, Perche; H. A. Eraser, Westmeath; Fred
Flynn. Hamilton; A. J. Ferguson, Montreal.

S- F. Glass, London; Richard Gibson, Delaware; J. C. Guillott,

Windsor; A Geddes, Ottawa; H. Gorman, Sarnia; G. M. Gibbs, Park-
hill; A. F. Grant, Ottawa; Dr. H. S. Griffin, Hamilton; H. Marshall
Graydon, London; A. J. Groves, Toronto; Bruit Garrett, Toronto; T.
Gilbert. Bramford; G. M. Gibbs, Sarnia.
Geo. C. Hare, Hamilton; F. Hobart, Toronto; Samuel Holmes, Chat-

ham; W. Hutchius, Montreal: Philip Hart, Belleville; Robert Hall,

Mr. Fred Church has imported, through Mr. Whelan, a
bull-terrier dog that is said to be a "scorcher," to beat Car-
Bey and Monarch.

. IRISH SETTER FIELD TRIALS, 1893.

Romayne, Currer Belle IV. and John Cassidy.

Peterborough; Fred Hatch, Whitby; Oscar Hendry, Simcol; J. W.
Humpedge, Londoh; Geo. R. Hooper, Montreal; John Hood, Hamil-
ton.
Inspector Jas. Johnston, Toronto; H. L. Jeffery, Stratford; Geo.

Jay. Victoria, B. C.
K. E. Kent, Kingston; J. F. Kirk, Toronto; P. J. Keating, Toronto;

Dr. J. Kime, Chatham; J. Kennedy, Hamilton.
A. G. H. Luxtou, Mount Forest; A. Laidlaw, Gait; Jas. Lindsay,

Montreal; London Hunt*Club, Loudon: J. M. Lottridge, Hamilton.
J. G. iVIitehieuer, Toronto; Dr. A. E. Mallock, Hamilton; Dr. G. L.

Milne, Victoria, B. C.; J. C. Morgan, Toronto; Andrew Murdock, Ham-
ilton; W. R. Mumford, Toronto; Geo. L. Maxham, Quebec City; A. E.
Mussen, Montreal ; Thos. L. Moore, Montreal; Alfred Magnesen, Vic-
toria, B. (J.; Robt. MoEwen, Byron; J. K McDonald, Toronto; Thos.
McGaw, Toronto; C. A. McHaffle, Cornwall; Jas. G. McDonald, Mone-
ton, N. B.; Wm. McDonald, Hamilton; A. A, McDonald, Toronto; J.
H. McNally, Montreal; Alec McKinnon, Toronto; R. S. McDonald,
Fort Saskatchewan, N. W. T.

J. C. Niehol, Montreal; J. S. Niven, London; Mrs. C. M. Nelles,
Brentford; J. W. Magee, V. S., Delaware; J. A Noble, Narval; R.
Northcote, Toronto.
G. S. Olcirieve, Kingston; Daniel O'Shea, London.
W. B. Palmer, Hamilton; G. W. Prescott, Toronto; J. A. Pitt, Mon-

treal; Dr. W. J. Preudergast, Montreal; P. J. Packard, Victoria, B. C.
F. W. Shaw, Forest; J. A. SpracKiin, Woodstock; C. A. S f one,

Toronto; VV. S. Smith, London; P. J, Smythe, Toronto; C. H. Smith,
St. Stephen, N. B. ; A. D. Stewart, Hamilton; C. Searle, Hamilton;
John Samite, Toronto; F. N. Sianton, Toronto: Geo. B. Sweetunm,
Toronto; Shirley Stewart, Toronto; H. Stabletord, Watford; John
Saunders, Harriston; Jobn Smith, Toronto; Jas. H. Smitn, Montreal;
H. S. S.epheoson, London.
AUan Trebilcock, Toronto; S. H. Thompson, Toronto; H. P. Thomas,

Belleville; W. H. Thorne, St. Johns, N. a.; W. H. Thomas, Montreal;
H. P.Thompson, Toronto; Jarvis Thompson, Jr., Woodstock; R. \V.
.uck, Shelburne; W. Torciier, Hamilton.
W. X. Vi'tue, Montreal.
E. J. Walsh, Woodbridge; J. S. Williams, Toronto; F. S. Wetherall,

Compton; Robt. WanlesS, Sarnia; Hess Milkins, Leamington; R. T,
Williamson, Guelph; Hugti M. Wihiams, Carleton Place; W. B. Wells,
Chatham
And is it proposed that all these representative men shall

be balanced by Mr. Watson's club and others like it. .Not with
my vote. G. Bell.
Toronto, Ont., Jan. 6.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In reply to your letter of the 29th inst, I may state that I

have heard as yet nothing from any of the members since
the pnblication of the A, K. C. meetings. But I know what
the feeliug was a short time since. The universal feeling
was that the A. K. C. treated us in a very unjust manner,
and "no surrender'' of any of our privileges would be ac-
ceptable. Nor do I think that the C. K. C. will give up any
of its power to legislate for Canadian dogs or owners. The
C. K. C. is anxious that no injustice should be done to any
one, and I think, will be prepared to negotiate another com-
pact ou different lines, and as Mr. Vredenburgh puts it, the
old compact was too much of a "jug handle" kind, the next
one, if it is negotiated, will be part ot the "jug" as well as
the "handle" for the C. K. C. 1 think this is'only just as the
A. K, C. treated the C. K. C, a^ if it was of no account, and
allowed personal interest to juggle the compact out of ex-
istence without giving the C. K. C. any notice that such a
motion was to be brought up, and if I mistake not, m a most
illegal way. These were the sentiments of the members last
September,

Since then I have been using my influence among them to
get something definite into shape which may be mutually
agreeable and of use to owners and exhibitors, and I have
formulated a plan which I am going to bring np at the next
executive meeting on Jan. 26, which I hope will be carried
out, at least in part.

I am sure all tbe members of the C. K. C. are pleased to
have Mr. Watson and Major Taylor on the new compact
committee, as they are both well known to most of us in
Canada. J. S. Niven,

President Canadian Kennel Club.
London, Ont,, Dec. 30, 1893.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I think that a strong effort should be made to re-unite the

A, K. C. and the C. K. C. We on this side of the line, I am
sure, wish to be one with you and work in harmony with
you in every possible way, and it is too bad that a separation
should have occurred as the result of the malicious blunder-
ing of a single individual. We have a good pres-ident this
year, and a faithful, careful and popular man,' and I am sure
he will bend all his energies in the direction of a renewal of
peace and good feeling between the two clubs.

A. D. Stewart.
_ Hamilton, Ont. , Jan. 4.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In regard to the Canadian Kennel Club coming in with the

A. K. C. I would be perfectly willing if the registrations
were less. One dollar for each registration is too high. I
don't think the C. K. C. will agree to the A. K. C. proposal
that I read in your Forest and Stream. My own opinion
is that we would be better if we were all under one club.

k *f T . \ Geo - Douglas.
Woodstock, Ont., Jan. 5.

DOG CHAT.

Pomona Kennels Burned Down.
The owner of the Pomona Kennels, Mr. Charles E. Idell.

of Germantown, Pa
, sustained a seveie loss on Wednesday'

Jan. 3. He tells us that his entire kennel of dogs, with the
exception of the silver terrier Jacko (2d at Wissahickon and
Mt. Holly shows last year) were destroyed by fire. The ken-
nel building was 24 x 12ft., 8ft. high in front and b'ffc. high at
the back. The building was separated into seven compart-
ments. Among the dogs destroyed were the 5>£lb King
Charles spaniel bitch Minnie, winner of 2d, at Wissahickon
and Mt. Holly shows; black cocker bitch Tottie, by Ober
ex Belva; a promising young red bitch Nina, by Cherry
Punch ex Lady Gay; the imported Yorkshire stud do°-
Nipsey, a very pretty silver terrier bitch called Ruby, a
terrier bitch Lady; five promisirfg Yorkshire puppies- the
Yorkshire bitch Wilson; a Yorkshire terrier dog called
Marco, and an old family dog, a brown toy spaniel named
Sue. Mr. Idell estimates his loss at .$1,500 on which there
was no insurance. The fire was discovered by some neigh-
bors at 1 A. M. on Wednesday, and although a bucket
brigade was quickly formed the flames spread so quickly
the building being of wood and covered with tar paper, that
it was impossible to save any of the stock. Mr, Idell is not
disheartened, however, and will commence building another
kennel at once and purchase a new stock of cockers, toy
spaniels and Yorkshires. He has already purchased three
King Charles spaniel puppies. A collie bitch Maud, due to
whelp last Saturday to Seminole Kennels' Curzon, was for-
tunately away from home at the time.

Russian Wolfhounds.

_
Mr. C. S. Hanks, owner of the Seacroft Kennels of Rus-

sian wolfhounds, makes a suggestion in another column re-
garding the, to some extent, misnomer, at least as far as
this country is concerned, under which the Russian wolf-
hound is said to labor. The breed is too handsome to be
allowed to suffer from any mistaken idea that may arise in
the public mind owing to the name of "wolfhound." Mr.
Hanks'* suggestion, therefore, that the National Greyhound
Club adopt the name "Russian greyhound" for this breed
does seem to merit consideration, but before action is taken
we should like the breeders of this baudsonie animal to
express their views so that the pros and cons can be care-
fully weighed and adjusted, Iu this connection it might be
well to revert to the old generic name of Barzoi. Mr. Hanks
tells us that after his return from the South in the spring
he will commence building new kennels aud move his
present one to higher ground which he has purchased. The
Seacroft Kennels have also issued a handsome little card
giving the breeding of their well-known tox-terrier Damson,
own sister to Dominica.

The C. K. C. and the A. K. C.
• In another column will be found several letters from prom-
inent Canadian dog breeders in regard to the proposal ad-
vanced by Mr. Vredenburgh at the receut A. K. C. meeting.
We had no idea of and we do not think Mr. Vredenburgh
realized the strength of the Canadian fancy at the present
moment. That the C. K. C. if it joins the A. K. C. should
be only represented by one delegate does not seem fair, They
should have three or at least two delegates to represent them.
The more one considers the question the more impracticable
appears Mr. Vredenburgh's proposition. Unless provision
was made by the C. K. C. covering the expenses of their dele-
gates we are afraid that their representation would simply
resolve itself into the method adopted by most of the West-
ern clubs—a representation by men selected from the ranks
of New York fanciers. As the matter stands at present the
Canadian dogmen are asked to convey their registrations to
the A. K. C, and pay $10 for the privilege of paying a dele-
gate's expenses to the A. K. C. meetings.

Mr. James B. Blossom, in sending us a Kennel Note of his
Irish setter bitch Duchess whelping eleven pups by Dr. Jar-
vis's recentlyimported Signal, remarks that this Jitter de-
serves mention from the fact that it is the first of this dog's
get in this country, and that if there be anything in mating
field broken dogs, and there is a good deal, the result should
be good. Signal won on the other side: First Irish setter
Puppy Stake, fourth Irish setter All-Age Stake, second St.
Leger Stake (all setters), first Irish Setter Club's Cup and
Puppy Stake in 1891; second Irish setter All-Age Stake, Irish
Setter Club's cup in All-Age Stake, third (divided) Grand All-
Age Stake and Irish Setter Club's cup for best setter in
Grand All-Age Stake in 1S92. Mr. Blossom further remarks
that he intends to breed all his Irish bitches to dogs of proved
field trial abilities, and thinks that a similar plan, if followed
and persisteed in by all Irish setter breeders, cauuot fail to
greatly aid iu placing the coming Irish setter upon au equal-
ity with pointers and English setters in the field, and that
quickly.

Death of Prof. Batchelder.
Some time since we published a rumor to the effect that

Prof. Batchelder was dead, and asked for confirmation of the
report. We now hear that it is only too true. He died from
suffocation by gas in Boston. Prof. Batchelder's troupe of
performing dogs was a good one, and no doubt many of
those who followed the shows will regret, as we do, to hear
of his untimely death,
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W. K. C. Judges.
The remaining judges for the Westminster Kennel Club

show are announced as follows: Bulldogs, E, A. Woodward,
Chicago, 111.; bull -terriers, C. Albert Stevens. New York
City. Smooth fox-terriers, T. S. Bellin, Albany, N. Y.
English foxhounds, A. Belmont Purdy, Garden City, L. I.

Mr. Woodward is the secretary of the Bulldog Club and has
owned King Lud, Harper, and still owns some very good
ones. Bull-terrier men will be pleased no doubt to see Mr.
Stevens in the ring; he exhibited prominently several years
ago' and Mr. Bellin is well known in his fancy. No better
choice probably could have been made than Mr. Purdy for
foxhounds; he has always taken a great interest in fox-
hunting, has been an M. P. H., in fact we believe was the
organizer of the first hunt club on Long Island. Writing
hurriedly we are afraid we did Dr. Cryer a little injustice
last week. We know that Dr. Cryer is one of our very oldest
fanciers, but we have so generally associated him with pugs
in late years that we forgot that he had judged poodles at
Brooklyn and Chicago and was one of the earliest to import
Skyeterriers. The premium list will not be ready for a
week or so. Mr. Mortimer tells us that while the money
prizes will not be quite as large, the classification will be
increased. Entries will close Feb. 5.

Spratts Co. have secured a loft in Chicago, where they have
stored benching for about 800 dogs, and this will be used for
i he Western shows. They have long considered such a move,
owing to the exorbitant freight charges to which they were
subjected in bringing their material from New York and also
the uncertainty of getting it to the shows in time. Dogmen
who have come in contact with Mr. C. Coleridge Yickery, the
genial assistant manager of the company, will regret to learn
that he severs his connection with the firm in March. Mr.
Vickery has had an offer from the other side, but prefers re-
maining here for the present.

We hear that the Chicago Kennel Club show was over
$1,000 behind. This will surprise most of those who were
there, as the attendance, though not as good as formerly, was
fairly good, and the show was open five days. We under-
stand that prize money was not all paid.

The premium list of the Mascoutah Club's show will be
out Jan. 20. It is expected to be the best yet offered in the
West. We should like to see the club give another good
show, and after the year's rest they should attack the problem
with renewed vigor. The club room is No. 952 Monadnock
Building, Chicago.

There is little prospect of a show in Pittsburgh this year,
owing to the Duquesne Club's inability to secure a suitable
building. The club tried to secure the Home Building on
Penn avenue, but failed. Rather than not have a show at
all why not use the old rink, where so many good shows have
been held heretofore?

A Mastiff for the Mikado.
Mr. Chas. E. Bunn writes that the scarcity of sales at Chi-

cago show did not affect his kennel, for he sold more dogs
there than at any show he ever attended. He disposed of
three at good prices. These, included Eole, the winner of

. second in the open bitch class, which went to Mr. F. E. Wal-
ler, of Chicago, and a bitch pup to Mr. F. W. Sandborn, of
Oak Park. The third was sold to Mr. S. Schida. Mr. Schida
is a Japanese gentleman; in fact, he is the Royal Commis-
sioner to the Mid-Winter Fair at San Francisco, and he in-
tends to take the pup to Japan with him as a present for his
royal master. Mr. Bunn is also waiting for a few details to
complete a sale of a pair to go to the City of Mexico. He
adds, "So you see, at present 1 have no reason to complain,
and am doing my share to make America hold her own in
dogs."

Heavy Mastiffs.

The mastiff bitch Boss's Princess, owned by Mr. J. L.
Winchell, must be a giantess in her way. The other day she
was weighed by the weigh master of the town and tipped
the beam at 2051bs., and as she has a litter ol pups is not in
good shape and could be estimated to weigh, according to
her owner, 301bs. more. She measures 80in. from tip of nose
to tip of tail, stands full 32in., girth 44in. (tight). Mr. Win-
chell sends us an interesting letter which, however, must
lie over until next week. Boss's Princess has been sbowu
but once and then at Brooklyn, when she won second and
also took the special for best mover,

We are sorry to hear of the death of Mr. Geo. Douglas's
Woodland Queen. She is renowned as a matron of cockers,
counting such celebrated winners as champion Black Duke,
champion Black Duchess, champion King Pharo's Sister,
Silver King and Compton Bandit among her progeny. Mr.
Douglas thinks she is the last of the old Tippoo strain,Wood-
stock Dinah dying last spring. This well known cocker man
ran up to Detroit last week to have a look at Pickpania, who
is coming so rapidly to the front, and thinks him amuch im-
proved dog over his Toronto form. He congratulates himself
that he owns a younger brother by Black Duke out of Wood-
land Jade, that "will make them all skate.'' By the way,
the veteran Joe Spracklin has something up his sleeve and
has been beard to remark lately that all the spaniel men will
have to take off their hats to him at New York next month.
Mr, Spracklin forgets there are some ladies in the fancy, too.

The Fanciers' Journal property will be sold at auction on
the 16th. If not disposed of in a whole, the plant and good
will, etc., will be sold separately. The paper will not be
published again under the present management.

In our report of the International field trials we referred
to the scarcity of birds and its cause, and hinted that the
club grounds would probably be restocked. Mr. Wells, the
secretary of the club and a game commissioner of Ontario,
now proposes that a purse be raised among the lovers of the
dog and gun in Chatham, and with the fund import quail
from Virginia, where they can be bought for $5 a dozen.
The subscribers to the fund will then be asked to unite in
renting a preserve of 1,000 acres, with privileges exclusively
secured, in which the birds will be turned loose to breed
and multiply. The proposition is cordially indorsed, and
the scheme will doubtless be at once put into effect.

N. E. K. C. Meeting and Dinner.

The monthly meeting and annual dinner of the New
England Kennel Club took place on Thursday evening last
at the Revere House, Boston. Among those present were
Samuel Hammond, Jr., in the chair, John P. Barnard, Dr.
J. Frank Perry, James Greene, Sid D. Brackett, Arthur R.
Sharpe, Herbert Merr'aua, Harry W. Smith, Andrew B.
Cobb, J. W. Newman, F. M Curtis, Jean Grosvesnor and
Secretary D. E. Loveland. The daily press was represented
by Walter Barnes, of the Journal; George S. Mandell, of the
Transcript; George Ryan, of the Globe; W. A. Power, of the
Traveler; J, M. Kelley, of the Post, and W. B. Atherton.
We regret to hear that owiug to illness Mr. Ed Brooks and
Mr. George Fletcher were unable to attend. The business
meeting did not take up much time and the party soon
marched to the dinner table, when, after behaving like good
and true dogmen, the evening was given up to speeches,
reminiscences of dogdom, etc. Dr. J. Frank Perry and Mr.
Herbert Merriam, who has just returned from a shooting

trip in the South, were the principal* spea*kers. Other
speakers followed, and one and all congratulated themselves
and others that they were alive, and dogmen at that.
Secretary Loveland promised several improvements at the
coming show and assured every one that the same demo-
cratic spirit would prevail as made their show last year so
popular.

There seems to be lots of bargains in our business columns
this week. Avent & Thayer Kennels offer for sale field trial
winners and shooting dogs, deer hunting hounds, etc.; S. H.
Socwell, field pointers; C. T. Brownell, Gordon setter puppies;
Kennebec Valley Kennels, pointers; E. W. Fiske, cocker
spaniels; Toon & Thomas, prize-winning dogs; Terra Cotta
Kennels, Russian wolfhound pups; T. G. Davey, broken
pointers and setters; J. J. Scanlan, several well-bred Irish
setters; F. F. Dole, noted bulldogs; J. Hope, pointers and
Irish setters; Standard Kennels, beagle pups; Samuel Jagger,
the noted St. Bernard Councillor Joe, litter brother to the
celebrated Lady Mignon; Goshen Stock Farm, beagles, fox-
hounds, etc.; J. B. Cook, trained foxhound; J. Fox, Lewellyn
setter pups: National Beagle Kennels, beagles; P. Bauer, coon
dogs, etc ; J. H. Miller, trained faxhounds. In the stud: P.
Dorsey's celebrated beagles.

Mr. George Raper, the well known judge, was married
Dec. 27 to Mrs. Mordue, of Norman by, Yorkshire. Friends
of Mr. Raper on this side the water will, we are sure, join
us in wishing Mr. Raper and his bride every prosperity and
happiness.

It is rumored that a new dog paper is shortly to come out.
It is not stated where it will go in.

Contrary to general report the Swiss Mountain Kennels'
St. Bernard bitch Sunraydid not whelp at the Chicago show.
In fact she was taken home and did not whelp until the mid-
dle of the week afterward, and then one dead pup. She was
too fat when bred and was kept in that condition afterward.
This kennel will show a strong team at Saratoga next week.

It is reported that Mr. Sidney Smith intends coming over
for the New York show.

Mr. A. W. Smith, of Buffalo, N. Y, has sold out his inter-
est in the kennel to his late partner, Mr. W. S. Patterson, of
May ville, N. Y. This includes the good black and tan bitch
Louie. Mr. Patterson also gets three of Louie's pups by
Broomfield Sultan. Mr. Smith still retains hitl love for the
breed, and when business permits will own another good one
or two.

Mr. Loveland, secretary of the N. E. K. O, tells us that it
is the intention of the club to give increased classification
and prize money at their show in April next. "We do not
want it all, and when the exhibitors show a desire to help,
as they did last year, we cannot do less than return the com-
pliment by offering more liberal inducements in return."

We see in our business columns that Mr. F. F. Dole is
willing to part with two or three good dogs, among these
are the bulldogs Argouauta, 1st puppy and novice class
N. Y. show 1893, and the noted dog Rustic Swell. The prices
seem reasonable, too.

KENNEL NOTES.

The picture of Irish setter field trial winners which we
publish this week is from a photograph taken before the trials
at Thomasville, N. C, by one of our best amateur "fiends,"
Mr. F. R. Hitchcock, and which Dr. Davis kindly allowed us
to use.

Mayor Stewart Now. -

We do not meddle much with politics, but when we see a
good fancier voted by his fellow citizens into a good thing
one cannot help feeling more than a passing interest. Mr.
A. D. Stewart, of Hamilton, Out , has been elected Mayor of
that city. He had two opponents and he beat the second
man by 1,665 votes, and the third man was buried out of
sight; more than this, he beat the two combined, by 200 votes.
He has already held high .office in Hamilton, having been
Chief of Police and an Alderman, but this election puts him
at the top of the tree.
Mr. Stewart has long been identified with the bulldog and

fox-terrier fancies, and has always had the best interests of
Canadian dogdom at heart, therefore we are sure his many
friends will join us in congratulations. Mr. Stewart is also
president of the Canadiau Fox-Terrier Club, and is also
secretary and Chief Warden of the Game and Fish Commis-
sion of Ontario.

A serious accident happened to Mr. F. H. F. Mercer the
other day. While driving over a bridge his horse bolted
and threw him violently to the ground. His head struck the
pavement and he was rendered unconscious. Mr Mercer
was carried to his rooms where he now lies dangerously ill.

The meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club that was to have
been held Jan. .2, was expected to be a lively one, as some of
the members are not pleased with the decision that exoner-
ated Mr. Huber. It is stated, however, that the officers of
the club have the confidence of the majority of the members,
and the decision will be upheld.

Pacific Coast Field Trials.

The Pacific Coast field trials, while they will not be over-
burdened with entries, are creating considerable interest
among field sportsmen on the Pacific coast. There are said to
be about ten entries in the Derby, but the All-Age Stake is
expected to do much better, and show the spectators some
good field work. The trials take place Jan. 15, and as Salinas
is but 118 miles from San Francisco, an opportunity is offered
sportsmen to see good dogs at work, and this may result in
reat benefit tp both the field and bench interests of the
'oast.

The question of responsibility on the part of show com-
mittees for specials donated by outside parties is cropping up
in the Scottish- Fancier, and we see that Mr. W. Brodie, who
was recently a resident iu Toronto and who owns the noted
terrier Irish Ambassador, is mainly the cause of it It
seems that two years ago he gave a special at the Dumferm-
line show for the best Irish terrier pup sired by one of his
dogs. This has not yet been given to the winner's owner,
and hence the trouble. '1 his raises a rather interesting ques-
tion as to whether a show committee is responsible for such
specials. We do not know the "law" in such a case, but it

seems logical that if a committee advertise certain specials
as an inducement to exhibitors to enter at their show they
should also assume such responsibility as would insure the
winner of such special receiving his just due. The show
committee here stands in a position like that of an indorser
of a note; they are responsible to the winner of the prize, and
must for their part look to the giver. It would be quite im-
practicable to adopt any other system. Exhibitors cannot
investigate the responsibility of every man who offers
specials. But it very clearly is the business of the com-
mittee, before they hold out the promise of a special, to
inform themselves of the true character of the special, the
responsibility of the man who offers it, and to make suitable
provision to insure its payment. In a word, the nearer we
come to usual business common sense ways in our dog show-
ing, the less friction and the more satisfaction will there be
in it.

Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks
(furnished free} will he sent to any address.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Katie Noble—Breeze Gladstone. IT. G. Taylor's (Philadelphia, Pa.)
English setter bitch Katie Noble (Count Noble-Queen Meg) to his
champion Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Sept. 18.

Queen of Hearts— Bret i Gladstone W. H. Wallace's (Philadelphia,
Pa .) English setter bitch Queen of Hearts (Sportsman -Sweetheart)
to F. G. Taylor's champion Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Sept.

Peggy Breeze Gladstone. E. D. Jones's (Yorkshire, N. Y.) English
setter bitch Peggy (Oineh—Fraud II.) to F. G. Taylor's Breeze Glad-
stone (Gladstone—Sue), Oct. 14.

Belle Buckellew—Breeze Gladstone. C K. Westbrook's (Philadel-
phia, Pa.) English setter bitch Belle Buckellew (Buckellew—Vic Vic) to
F. G. Taylor's champion Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Oct. 16.
Lady Roderigo—Breeze Gladstone.. W. C. Goodman's (Paris, Ky )

EDglish setter bitch Lady Roderigo (Roderigo—Royal Fly) to F. G.
Taylor's champion Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone- Sue), Oct. 26
Blessie—Breeze Gladstone. W. S. Bell's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) English

setter bitch Blessie (Count Noble—Tessie) to F. G. Taylor's champion
Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Nov. 9.

Nanon—Breeze Gladstone. S. M. Mitchell's (Philadelphia, Pa.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Nanon (Ben Hill—Mary) to F. G. Taylor's champion
Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Dec. 5.

Nellie 6.—Ben Hur of Riverview. H. R. Sack's (Lymansville, R. I.)
English setter bitch Nellie G. (Breeze Gladstone—Lady Snowflake) to
F. G. Taylor's Ben Hnr of Riverview (Ben Sill—Zoe W.). Dec. 8.
Spec Lomond— Milton. Grand View Kennels' (Danbury, Conn.)

rough St. Bernard bitch Spec Lomond (HesperlL—Quinta Lomond) to
McCarl& Cattaneo's Milton (Tartar—Lady Gair), Nov- 29.
Lady Alma—Sir Douglass. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.)

pug bitch Lady Alma (Eberhart 's Cashier—Mabel E.) to their Sir
Douglass n.—Lady Verne), Dec. 4.

WHELPS.
13?- Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Edgewood Fly. T. A. Holcombe's (Salt Lake City, Utah) bull-terrier

bitch Edgewood Fly (Duke—Alice), Nov. 22, seven (four dogs), by his
Little Prince (Bendigo-Kit).
Fly M. Geo. Meister's (Jackson, Mich.) Gordon setter bitch Fly M.

(Buck—Gyp), Dec. 8, nine (six dogs), by his Louis S. (Beaumont-
Fly M.).
Roche Tacit. A. C. Bradbury's (Englewood, N. J.) wire-haired fox-

terrier bitch Roche Tacit, Dec. 24, seven (three dogs), by J. W, Tay-
lor's Roche Talma.
Chicago Fawn J. B. Wickery's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) pointer bitch Chi-

cago Fawn (champion Fritz—Virginia). Nov. 9, nine (four dogs), by
T. Johnson's Manitoba Shot (Coton—Psyche).

SALES.
HP" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Orphan Girl. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped July 8, 1893, by Happy

Tobv out of La Belle Senora, by Eberhart. Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.,
to John Ward, same place.
Young Cashier. Silver fawn pug dog. whelped July 7, 1P93. by Eb-

erhart's Cashier out of Cashier's Daughter, by Eberhart Pug Kennels,
Cincinnati, O., to Miss Laura Francisco, Decorah, la.
Boulof. Black curly poodle dog, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-

nati, O., to Mrs. Dr. Robt. Salter, same place.
Nellie. Fawn pug bitch, by Ebei hart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.,to

E. F. Cunny, same place.
Monk of Fumess—Belle Mur 'whelps. Orange belton English setter

bitch, by A. L Fookes, Columbus, <>., to Dr. P. J. Gavin, South Bos-
ton. Mass.; also a black, white and tan bitch to J. G. Pickering. Clarks-
ville, Tenn.: black, white and tan dog to R. B, Burt, Wheeliug. W, Va.;
orange belton bitch to A. Muth. New Orleans, La.

;
orange and white

belton bitch to W. Houser, Dansville, Pa.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be ansivered by Dr. T. G.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected xuith Kennel
Management and dogs ivill also receive careful attention.

J. O'B., Lawrence, Mass.— See answer to F. B. D. for mixture.
M. W., Paterson, N. J.—If you will tell us which show you wish to

exhibit at, we will tell you how to go about it.

Mot, Birmingham, Ala.— Ollie B. is not registered in the published
stud books. She may have been registered in 1893, and this you can
ascertain by writing to the secretary of the A. K. C., 44 Broadway,
New York.

B. H. S., North Attelboro, Mass.—Nesta (A.K.R. 1494), by Duncan
out of Bess. Bess by Mec out of Wilson's" Duce. Mec by Mr. Her-
ketts's collie from Scotland out of Mr. Gerrard's bitch from Scotland.
Duacan's pedigree cannot be traced. Write to Mr. Jas. Watson, Box
770, Philadelphia. He imported Nesta. The Chesapeake, Rake, is not
registered.

Subscriber, New York.—I have an English setter pup seven months
old; she is very timid and is afraid of everything. What will be good
for her timidness? Ans. Let her accompany you as much as possible
in your walks. Always treat her kindly, but do not pet and caress her
every time that she is apprehensive or frightened. Let her, by actual
experience, learn that there is no daDger impending. If you could
take her out rabbit hunting with a beagle and let her chase and kill,

or assist, it would do much to increase her courage. If the timidity
is associated with a high degree of nervousness it may require a lot of
time and patience to correct it.

J. M. P. Sistersville, W Va.—Please inform me what are the mark-
ings of a Gordon setter. I always thought a Gordon was black, with
tan markings on legs, breast, muzzle, and dots of tan over eyes; but a
few people here have got black dogs that they claim were bred direct
from Scottish Gordons. If they are the true Gordons my dog must
be a cur, and an awful long pedigreed cur, too. Ans. You are sub-
stantially correct. The Gordon setter should be of a deep black, with
tan markings dispersed as follows: On the forelegs below the knee,
on the feather on forelegs, on the throat, on the checks and muzzle,
inside the ears and over the eyes, on the belly, inside the thighs and on
the vent.

F. B. D., Kegar Falls, Me.—I have a cocker spaniel bitch. She has
sores come on her head, and the hair comes off. It seems to itch
quite badly and on the inside of the ear it is red and sore. Ans. Treat
for worms, and rub the following all over the dog every other day:

Sulphur sublimed 8 oz.
Oil of tar 5oz.
Cottonseed oil 2 qts

Mix.
Also give dog this mixture:

Mag. sulph 3 vl.
Pot. bi-carb.
Sod. bi carb aa 3 i

Aq. ad 3 vi
Mix. Give one tablespoonful twice a day.

X. Y. Z, Salt Lake City, Utah.—Dutch is by Old Victor out of
champion Countess (E. K. C. S. B. 5,510) pedigree unknown (vide E.K.
C.S.B.). Old Victor (E. 2.791) pedigree unknown. Victor came out of
the Black country and died in June, 1872 (vide E.K.C.S.B.).
Marquis (E.K.C.S.B. 7,613) is by Tarquin (E. 2,776) out of Puss, by

Nelson out of a daughter of Young Puss.
Nelson (E.K.C.S.B. 2,754, Vol. I.), by Harding's Old Nelson out of

Flower, by Old Tim. The other Nelson (E. 2,759, Vol. I.) is by Old
Billy (E 2,722, Vol. I.) out of Julie—both noted prize winners and
both whelped in 1872. Tarquin (E. 2 776), by Young Victor (E. 2,792)
out of Puss, by Hink's Gambler (2,737) out of Young Puss.
There a Countess by Gambler (E. 2,737, Vol. I.) out of Little Puss.
Priucipio by Bendigo (15,637) out of Dr. Bemison's Kit, by champion

Sting out of a bitch by Sankey. Bendigo by Pratt's Baron (13,076) out
of Maggie May (10,829), by Old Prince out of Kit, by Dick.
Champion Jubilee by Richmond out of Spot I., by Shamrock out of

Elsie. Shamrock, by Erin out of Flora. Richmond, by Young Modoc
out of Lillie. Young Modoc, by Modoc out of Malloye.
Ambition (late Chesset's Number), by Candidate out of Violet, by

Old Victor out of Puss. Candidate, by Marquis out of Florence. Mar-
quis, by Tarquin (E. 2,776) out of Hinks' Puss.
The information contained above will also give the particulars of

Edgewood Fly and Little Prince's breeding, sufficiently so to register.
Queen of Spain we cannot find. A number of these old bull-terriers
had the same names, but. we think we have traced those mentioned to
tneir proper source. If all is not plain write again. See notice at the
head of this column.

The Gentler Sex Enjoy It, Too.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Papa takes the Forest and Stream from the news company in Balti-

more, and we all are very much disappointed when it is a day over
time onour table. We enjoy the good stories of the outings of people,
and contrast them with our own experience. Mrs. R, J, H,
Baltimore, Md., Jan. 5.
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FIXTURES.
Jan. 15.—Brunswick Fur Club's winter meet. Bradford S. Turpin

Sec'y.

GOURSINC IN CALIFORNIA.
The San Francisco Coursing Club had tfaeir second meet-

ing in the Newark Park on Sunday last, Dec. 24, and it was
a "decided success Twenty-four of the crack dogs of this

section of the State entered for the meeting, and . it is, I

think, no exaggeration to say that they were the pick of all

the kennels, and when the draw was made not one of the
crowd that attended would undertake to pick out a winner,
that is, for single courses, except at even money. Skyrocket
and Little Banshee were the only ones of the "cracks" that
did not show up for the meeting. The entry money was $50

each and the stake was named the "Xmas Cup."
Considerable excitement was exhibited by the leashmen

over the event, and had the weather kept fine there would
certainly have been a large number of people in attendance;
but for once the weather completely foiled the sportsmen,
and when Sunday morning broke it, was evident that the
day was to be a bad one, and in all probability wet jackets
were in store for all who went for outdoor sport.

The regular sportsmen, however, were not to be balked of

their pleasure, and about one hundred of them appeared at
the ferry prepared for anything—rain or shine.

On arriving at Newark, about 10 o'clock, it was found that
the running ground was in fine order, though there were a
few pools of water to be seen here and there over the surface,
and heavy clouds were forming toward the southeast that
indicated a downpour, which came along in due time, and
shower after shower came down throughout the rest of the
day that reminded one strongly of a tropical rainfall.

Mr. Dugan, the manager of the park, informed the com-
mittee that there were thirty-five of the finest hares in the
running ground that had ever been seen there, and "depend
upon it," said he, "you will see great coursing," aud most
assuredly he was correct, for stouter running game was
never seen at Newark, and not till the third course was one
of them killed—the two first hares especially being regular
"road runners.

"

It was just ten minutes past 11 when the first pair of dogs
were handed Mr. Wren, and as he and Judge Grace moved
out the rain was coming down like "ramrods," as one of the
bystanders expressed it, and when the last brace was handed
to him it was exactly 3:30, thus finishing the twenty-four dog
stake, after allowing for the luncheon time, in about three
hours. Finer coursing has seldom been seen on this field,

and notwithstanding the heavy and incessant showers, the
crowd seemed to revel in the sport and appeared not to

know that there was anything but sunshine. But of course
it must be remembered that there were none there, but the
genuine lovers of the game, and to them, as a rule, good
weather or bad weather seems alike—if the coursing is only
good.
All the dogs acquitted themselves wonderfully well, but of

course the pride of place must be given to the winner, as he
met in his run down the card the very pick of the dogs, and
he disposed of each one of them in the most workmanlike
manner, showing avast improvement over his Thanksgiving
Day running, clearly proving his owner's assertion when the
coursing commenced that he was a 50 per cent, better dog
than on Thanksgiving Day. On that occasion he was beaten
after a fine trial by Jack Dempsey, but this time Jack was
well beaten by his sister, White Cloud, who fell after a strong
effort in the next round before Shortstop, thus completely
reversing in each of these cases the running of the three
dogs. From this it would appear that dogs are as liable to

change as horses. The other dogs that particularly distin-

guished themselves were Queen Bess, Vida Shaw and the
Australian dog Waratah, who showed an extraordinary dash
of speed, indeed, surpassing any of the dogs of the meeting,
and actually losing his course with Queen Bess, paradoxical
as it may seem, through his great dash of foot. The follow-

ing are the details of the courses:

First Round.
Dotty Dimple—Chief of the Valley.—Dotty Dimple

and Dowling's Chief of the Valley met a boomer, and the
way it scampered before the hounds was a caution. The
course was a very long one, each of the dogs doing a great
deal of work, though in the commencement Dotty had the
best of it, but not by a great deal, and when the hare made
good his escape Mr. Grace must have stopped to think which
of the two had the balance to its credit. Dotty got the ver-

dict.
Queen Bess—Glenfarron.—Queen Bess and Glenfarron

were then sent after a flyer. The old veteran Glenfarron
made play at once and shot out, the black bitch raced up
sharply and both ran for a hundred yards close up to the
game. The bitch then shot out and brought the hare round,
and nearly all the rest of a long trial was hers and the hare
escaped.
Whip—Native Son.—Whip and Native Son were sent

after a regular flyer, and it was a long run to the game
before either dog got near enough to turn it. Whip, how-
ever, got there by a length, but the white dog could give no
help. Whip eventually killed and won.
Waratah—PRtDE of the Park —Waratah and Pride of

the Park were next called out. This little beauty was made
a hot favorite, as all remembered her work with Long John
the week previous. Just as both dogs were put in slips,

however, Pride broke away and got on to a hare, which gave
her a heavy course before she killed. After half an hour
she was again put in slips, but Waratah proved altogether
too much for her and beat her, though she made a very
game effort at the finish of the course.
Marvelous—Olympic.—Marvelous (late Home Rule) ran

a great course with Olympic The course took place during
the heaviest of one of the showers, but it could be seen that
Marvelous had the best of it after the first two or three
turns. He killed and won.
Mart ASK—Rustic Maid.—Mary Ann and Rustic Maid

had a fair course, but as the work got hot it was seen that
the Maid was throwing up her head and allowing her oppo-
nent, to do as she pleased, showing that the Maid had learnt

a little too much. Mary Ann, of course, won after a most
exhausting trial.

White Rustic—Jenny G.—These two also had a great
course, and to the astonishment of the talent Rustic beat

Jenny, always a reliable and a clever bitch after a fine trial.

This "was the first appearance of Jenny for manyT months.
She was a hnt favorite, too, and, indeed, the first of the dogs
on which odds was given. The hare escaped.
Vila Shaw—Longfellow.—Vida Shaw and Longfellow

were, next in order, the latter beiug the favorite, but upset
the talent in an unmistakable manner and won a decided
victory. The hare was a regular stinger, too, and the course
was a heavy one for both dogs.
White Cloud—Jack Dempsey —These dogs are brother

and sister, and from the decided manner in which Jack de-

feated her in the Thanksgiving meeting he went out a 3 to 1

favorite. But never were tables so completely iurnad, aud
again the knowing ones fell, as the bitch gave .Jack an un-
merciful thrashing at all points of a long cour-e. Sbe led

him to a hare by a lengt h and beat him well at r 11 points.

Short Stop—Red luiscii.—These wereslipi ed to a rattl-

ing hare, but Short Stop got first turn by three lengths, and
won a long course, doing all the work.

Magpie—Queen of the Valley.—Magpiehad really the

;reat course of the day with Queen of the Valley. The work
uone in this trial was most severe for both dogs, but Magpie
eventually got the flag by a clever kill. The course caused

great excitement, so clever was the work. Magpie was a
little faster, but the Queen was the closest worker and the

stamina of the hare was wonderful.
Long John—Country Boy.—They went out as equal

favorites, but John made a show of the Boy and won easily.

Why Country Boy was ever supposed to have a show with

Long John it is difficult to conjecture, except that he is said

to be very fast after the patent hare.

First Ties.

Queen Bess—Dotty Dimple.—Queen Bess and Dotty
Dimple had a great run to the hare, running as if in slips for

fully three hundred yards and then Dotty reached out a
length ahead and secured the turn. Both dogs then did some
clever work but the hare broke away, and in a long reach to

the escape Queen Bess had all the best of it, and when puss
escaped the Queen had a decided advantage and got the flag

WARATAH—Whip.—Just as this pair of dogs were being
placed in slips the owner of Whip held him loosely and right

in front of him a hare jumped up. Of course he shot away
and had quite a course to himself. He was allowed half an
hour's rest, but he had no show with Waratah, who won.a
sharp course.
Marvelous—Mary Ann—Had a great course after a

flying hare, which managed to escape from them. Marvel-
ous won after some clever work
Vida Shaw—Rustic Maid—Were slipped to a great hare

that gave both dogs an extraordinary lot of hard work both
in runuing and in turning, but it eventually fell to the fangs
of Vida Shaw. In this course Vida hurt one of her forefeet,

and came back to the kennels very lame.
Short Stop—White Cloud.—This course was a surprise,

as it was thought the white bitch would, after her defeat of
Jack Dempsey, be at least a match for the San Jose crack,
but she never made a point in a comparatively short course.

Long John—Magpie.—This was another short course.

A KENNEL AUTHORITY PICKING A BONE.

the hare being more of a dodger than a runner. John got
the flag.

Second Ties.

Queen Bess—Waratah.—Slipped to a hare from the
upper escape. The dog shot out, and when he got alongside
the hare he was fully six lengths ahead of Queen, but run-
ning wide of the game. The hare doubled back and Queen
coming in its way she ran in, wrenched and killed, getting
of course, the flag, but only by pure accident.
Vida Shaw—Marvelous.—Vida Shaw was sent out to

meet Marvelous on three legs, but by her wonderful pluck
she absolutely beat this fast and clever dog after a fine

course, Marvelous getting the lead up by two lengths. The
hare was both a flyer and a worker, and it was here that
Vida shone. She eventually got the kill, which secured
her the course.
Short Stop—Long John.—Short Stop bowled Long John

over in a canter.

Third Ties.

Queen Bess—Vida Shaw.—This was a great course,
though the Queen had always the best of it. Yet Vida, not-
withstanding her injury, fought well, and was never far
away from her opponent through all the points of a great
trial.

Shortstop—Tom Hayes.—This was a bye for Shortstop.
Tom didn't give the crack and winner of the stake a point.

He beat him in the run-up, and in another dash picked up the
hare, and thus beat the great Shortstop pointless. Of course
Tom Hayes was fresh and this was Shortstop's fourth course
within three hours' time.

Final.

Shortstop—Queen Bess.—Queen Bess and Shortstop, after
the latter had his half hour's gi-ace, were then called up and
sent after a great hare. The course was a fine one, but
Shortstop managed to get first turn, and then some clever
work was put up by both dogs, Shortstop all through having
a little the best of it, and when the hare fell he was a decided
winner.
Mr. Grace and Mr. Wren gave thorough satisfaction all

round, as usual.
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First Ties.

Queen Bess beat Doitie Dimple. Vida Shaw beat White Rustic.
Waratah beat Whip. Shortstop beat White Cloud.
Marvelous beat Mary Ann. Long John beat Magpie.

"

Second Ties.

Queen Bess beat Waratah. Shortstop beat Long John.
Vida Shaw beat Marvelous.

Third Ties.

Queen Bess beat Vida Shaw. Shortstop a bye.

Final.

P. Curtis's brindle and white dog Stortstop CMidnight—Peasant
Girl) beat T. Cooney's black bitch Queen Bess (Laurelwood—Black
Bess) and won the stake, 840; Queen Bess took $25, Vida Shaw .$15,

Marvelous and Long John $10 each.

The Merced interstate meeting will commence on Wash-
ington's Birthday. The number of entries will undoubtedly
Be large, and the first money will be either $400 or $500. The
San Francisco Club will also hold a large meeting in their
park the week after the Merced meeting, so that, all who
may come from a distance will have another big stake to
play for without having to lose much time.
The sport is growing fast all over this coast, and grey-

hounds that have any pretensions to good breeding cannot
now be had here for less than $75 or $100, while two years
ago the same could be had easily for $25 or $30.

Gazehound.
• • • •

Beagle Hunting in England.

IF only the American hares could be induced to run in the
open as their English cousins are won't to do, how much
more interesting it would be to follow the merry little hounds
in this country. This sort of thing is denied our beagle
men, however, and as a usual thing we must be content to

rush through briers and swamp at the imminent risk of

limb aud cuticle, with a multiplicity of checks giving us our
only views of the hounds, and if it was not for the music .

there would be precious little to encourage one to undergo
the fatigue. Just to show the happier conditions under
which our cousins across the water take their sport we will

give an account of a run with the Worcester Park beagles
which we find in the last English Field:

This good little pack has been showing the most remarkable sport
this season, Scarcely having had an indifferent day, On Wednesday,
the 6th, they met at Harefield House, Cheam, and punctually at 11:16

a move was made to North Cheam, as the coverts on the Epsom side

were going to be shot on Friday. After drawing for about a quarter
of an hour, a holloa some way off was heard, and our master set off

at a rare pace. No sooner were hounds laid on than it was apparent
that scent was all that could be desired. Our hare took a most extra-

ordinary line, Straight into Sutton, and, after running down one of the
-•treets, in at one gentleman's front gate and out at another one;
hounds suddenly checked. A wag was here heard to ask whether our
worthy master would not like to make a cast down the High street, as
It appeared the only spot where hounds bad not run. Mr. Simpson,
however, noticed a'hound sniffing about at the wooden paling in front

of a small house, and the good lady, at that moment coming out, in-

vited him to draw her diminutive back garden. Every one felt, inclined

to laugh, as it had been cleared of everything except a group of three
cabbages. Mr. Simpson, however, went in and there was puss, who
was up and off like a shot, managing to just squeeze out between the
wall of the house and the fence— a space apparently not big enough to

let a cat through. Hounds were quickly taken round, and, after run-
ning right round the churchyard, went out into the country through
the football field, till finally we lost her on Mr. Lee's field. Time, one
hour.
Our master here handed over the horn to our energetic whip, Mr.

Longman, and after drawing one or two fields blank, we crossed the
road and drew toward the kennels. Hounds seemed every now and
then to have a bit of a line, and sure enough when within about half a
mile of their kennels up got Sarah, and a grand run ensued. They
raced over the grass like foxhounds, every member of the pack giving

tongue, over the Epsom road below the Queen Victoria Inn, on to Mr.
Hale's land, then right-handed up through Mr. Fiddymet's into Non-
such Park, where they checked, with only Mr. Longman and two
others with them. After about ten minutes Rowdy, Willing and
Wasteful hit it off again, and up got puss who had been squatting and
crossed th" heavv plow land of Mr. Martin's, across the line, through
Harefield House garden, and away like wind, the field being about as
completely spread-eagled as it has ever been my lot to see. It was
now evident that her point was the very covert which we had been
purposely avoiding; however, it was utterly impossible to stop hounds
and the only thing was to blunder on as best we could, for there was
no more "run" left in us. Fortune favored us, however, for just as
we got into the same field as the covert bordered, we saw our hare
lust in front, clef n dead beat, and the way Livery and Tragedy drew
but from the pack and rolled her over within 100yds. of the point was
a treat which only the few blown mortals who were there could prop-
erly appreciate. This was a three-mile point from where she was
found, five miles as hounds ran, all over grass, with the exception of

one plowed field, and with only one check. Time 45m. and every

hound there.

A three-mile run over grass is something for our Kreuders,
Reeds, Chapmans and Jamiesons to dream about, but, alas,

we fear with no possibility of realization. Even our friend

Phcebus would feel disposed under such circumstances not
to push the height of his beagles over the 15in. line. In the
account of another day's work with the Cheshire beagles we
find the hounds called off after a ran of an hour and a half

in the. open, and this after killing the first hare at the end of

a fifty-three-minute "gallop."
An interesting account is also given in the same paper of

a run with the Surbiton beagles, in which a noted beagle,

Rosemary, came to an untimely but glorious end. After a
good run, the hare being hard pressed, "puss" turned toward
a railway cutting, the walls of which were of chalk rock
with a sheer fall of 43ft., and to tbe consternation of those

below, Rosemary, with the hare in her jaws, was seen to dis-

appear headlong down to the metals below, followed in-

stantly by seven other hounds. Poor Rosemary and the
hare were found lying dead together, and most of the others

lay where thev fell, stunned by the fall, while, to make mat-
ters worse, those few of the hounds .able to move narrowly
escaped being cut to pieces by a passing train. After the
wounded hounds were taken back to the kennel the remain-
der of the pack, seven couple, found, two more hares, one of

which afforded a run of one hour and a quarter before she
was pulled down. "Poor Rosemary was left to her last long
sleep near the spot where she fell, in the midst of the scene

of many of her former triumphs."
• a • *

American Foxhounds.

THE anxiety displayed by the different clubs, which have
the welfare of the American foxhound at heart, to adopt or
formulate some standard whereby these hounds shall be
judged in the future, is very commendable. At the same
time, we are afraid that this zealous feeling may lead to some
confusion. Already we have two associations or clubs in the
field whose intention it is to form a standard at an early date,

and another club is to be formed at the coming Saratoga
show with this end in view. The arrangement of a standard
is too important a matter to be considered hurriedly or in

the interest of any oue strain; it should be a welding of all

interests, so that the result should conduce to the common
weal. The National Fox Hunters' Association, an associ-

ation composed of the most prominent fox hunters in the
country, and who are also members of the other clubs, is the
only body of sportsmen on which this duty should devolve,

There would be no objection to the fox hunters at the Sara-

toga show and those of the Brunswick Fur Club carrying out
their intention, with this reservation, that before finally

adopting such standard as they may propose, they would for-

ward the same to the committee on standard, selected by the
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National Association, for final action. This plan strikes us
as the most fea=ible and one that will best meet the views o£
the whole body of foxhound owners and breeders.
We are in receipt of a letter from the well-known sports-

man and fox hunter, Mr. Roger I). Williams, of Lexington,
Ky., first vice-president of the N. F. H. A., in which he says:
"Your article on American hounds in Dec. 30 issue is, in
my opinion, the most sensible I have se'en on the subject.
We are ranidly securing all the practical foxhound men in
the United States as members, and will shortly be ready for
business. We wish to make it in reality as well as name a
national club, and not a close corporation with some particu-
lar strain or type to foster. Our committees on field trial

rules and on a standard for judging will be selected with
care and judgment, and will doubtless meet the approval of
the entire club."

• • •

National Greyhound Club Meeting.
The National Greyhound Club held a special meeting of

the Board of Directors on Monday evening last at the Fifth
Avenue Hotel. New York city. Those present were Presi-
dent. Horatio Nelson. N. Q. Pope, C. D. Lewis, C. F. R. Drake
and Secretary H. W. HuntiDgton. It was voted on Mr.
Huntington's motion that the club donate six medals each
to the W. K. C , the New England Kennel Club and the
Mascoutah Kennel Club shows, two for greyhounds, two for
wolfhounds and two for deerhounds, for the best dog and
bitch in each breed. The club also donates three silver cups
to the W. K. C. show for the best dog or bitch in each of
the three breeds, greyhounds, wolfnounds and deerhounds.
The Polhemus cup and the Tubby Hook cup will be given
under the same conditions as at the N. G. C. show at Brook-
lyn. The Polhemus cup is for the best English setter dog
owned by exhibitor six months previous to closing of entries,
and to become the property of exhibitor must be. won three
times at shows designated by the N. G-. C. The Tubby Hook
cup is given for bull-terriers under the same conditions.
The following members were elected: S. W. Vidler, Colo-

rado Springs, Col, and E. V. Payne, Verona, Pa. Those in
arrears of dues were instructed "to pay up by Feb, 15 or be
suspended.
The case of Mr. C. H. Mason was then considered, and

after some discussion, and on motion of Mr. Pope, it was
voted that Mr. C. H. Mason's name be dropped from the list
of N. G-. C. members for cause, and his name to be also re-
moved from the list of judges. The secretary of the N. G. C.
was instructed to advise the secretary of the A. K. C. of said
action. Meeting then adjourned.

The Napa (Cal.) Coursing Club held a pleasant meeting
Dec. 24 at Suisan. Out of twenty-three courses only two
"jacks" escaped. The club, according to the Call, is trying
to negotiate a meeting between some of their dogs and those
of San Francisco.

Shifting and Fixed Ballast.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Th» problem of tbe effects of shifting weights, under discussion in

the Forest and Stream and the. Field, is an interesting one to the de-
signer, apart from its practical application, and since writing you I
have been tempted to look into it more thoroughly, and have found
ample proof that the Field's figures, correctly compared with each
other, showed more difference in the relative effectiveness of weight
placed on deck to windward or below the keel than there really would
be.
There are. for the purpose undertaken (to show the relative values

of ballast placed on deck to windward or near to the keel at a heel-
ing angle of 15°) practically two errors in the Field's presentment of
tbe case.
The first is in considering the ballast as having been moved 12ft. out-

ward horizontally from th°> common C. G. less the sine length multi-
plied by the vertical distance (8ft.). The first figure should have been
left X costne=l 1.59ft. The next error is in the mode of comparison
used. This does not exhibit directly tbe relative righting power of the
two ways of using ballast. The only thing that can be got out of the
figures is an approximation of the relative value which ballast moved
in stated ways may have in changing the situation of the center of
gravity.
But the precise relation in value of the different positions treated of

cannot be readily seen from this, and nothing but a direct comparison
of them horizontally with the center of buoyancy can show it. Of
course tbe extent of any change in the position of the common C. (J.
to be effected ' y tbe placing of ballast will depend upon the propor-
tion of this ballast to displacement, and any relation between two or

§ac1(Httg.

While American yachtsmen will appreciate the spirit of Admiral

Montague's challenge, we have no idea that it will meet with any

response from them. The class nominated in the challenge, the

40-rating, is absolutely unknown here, the question of what consti-

tutes 40-rating and what the general dimensions are, being often asked

by well informed yachtsmen since Queen Mab has been mentioned as

a "40-rater." Besides being thus unknown and unfamiliar, the British

40-rater, though a fine size of yacht, is of a type in which American

designers have had no experience, the sail plan being very small com-
pared with the nearest American yachts of the same length, the now
moribund 61ft. class. All things considered, there is little probability

of a renewal of international racing in this way.

Speaking of the dimensions of the 40-raters, Deerhound, Mimosa,

Creole, Castanet, Thalia, Varuna, Lois, Corsair and Vendetta, they are

from 59 to 60fb. l.w.l., about 14ft. beam and 12ft. draft, with 4,000sq. ft.

of sail, by Y. R. A. rule. Queen Mab is about 1ft. wider and shoaler

than the keel forties.

A Challenge to American Yachtsmen.
From Tlie Yachtsman.

It cannot be denied that the. cost of 85ft. cup defenders, or chall-

engers, distinctly militates against the frequency of international

contests, and if we can settle the question of supremacy with equal
"certainty at a less cost there is every reason for doing so. There will

be no America's Cup race next year, that is certain, and the prospects
of a good season, so far as new boats are concerned, are gloomy, both
here and in America. Therefore, it behooves us to cast about for

some means of keeping the ball rolling.

Admiral Montagu has. as we have said in a former issue, decided to

build a new 40-rater for next season, provided he can find someone
else to do the same. He has now authorized us to state that he will

race any 40-rater designed by an American designer for £100 a side.

To this we have promised to add £50 and we hope to find among out-

many sporting clubs one that will give an additional £100. This will

bring the prize fund up to £250 and the following are the proposed
arrangements—conditions, we should have called them, but that the
word has acquired a somewhat unenviable meaning.

1. The best out of three matches under Y. R. A. rules.

2. Both yachts to be 40-raters—British Y. R. A. rating.

3. The American yacht to be designed by an American designer,

but if thought advisable she may be built in this or any other country.

4. The owner of the unsuccessful yacht shall pay £100 to the sec-

retary of the club which conducts the races within 24 bours after the
final match.

5 If any protest be lodged it shall be decided by the sailing com-
mittee of the club, but an appeal to the council of tbe yacht racing
association from the decision of such sailing committee shall not be
refused by the club conducting the matches.

6. The sum of £250 forming the prize fund shall become the abso-

lute property of the owner of the winning yacht, and shall, by mutual
agreement prior to the races, be either paid in cash or invested in a
CU
The bait which is offered above may not be sufficient to induce any

American yachtsman to build for the one and only purpose of winning
the prize offered. But, as we have often pointed out, the long British

yachting season offers ten times the sport that can be enjoyed in the

best of American summers. If any yachtsman cares to accept this

challenge he should have his boat ready for the opening races on the
Thames, He will thus be assured of a good season's sport, and he will

be well repaid by that, even if he fails to beat Admiral Montagu.
We regard this as the most straightforward challenge that could be

issued There may be modifications with regard to the prize- fund
but we have Admiral Montagu's authority for saying that, should
such a remote contingency arise as that no British club can be found
willing to add £100 to the stake offered by him and the additional £50
proml ed by us, the £100 will be forthcoming, not by way of a wager,
but in £50 out of Admiral Montaeu's own purse and £50 out of ours.

In that case, of course. Admiral Montagn and we reserve to ourselves

the right of selecting the club under whose auspices the matches will

be sailed.

Theannual meeting of the Manchester Y. C was held on Jan. 5, the
following officers being elected; Com., Edwin P. Boggs, sleamer Nash-
awena: Vice-Corn., Wm. O. Gay. cutter Thelma; Rear-Corn.. Herbert
H.White, sloop Ethel; Sec'y, "Wm. B. McClellan; Treas., Robert C.

Quillen; Mers . Wm. E. Waterhouse; Ass't Meas., Chas. H. Dodd; Race
Committee, S. P. Perrin, Percy Hodges, L. M. Clark, Edward P. Sharp,

W. S. Crosby; Committee on Admissions, John Dearborn,W. A Under-
wood. E. M. Dennie. Gilmer Clanp, J. McK. Ferriday, A. W. Randall,

E R. Wise; House Committee, Francis Gray, P. T. Lowell, A. J. Clark,

E. H R. Revere, J. A. Barbey, Jr. ; Directors, commodore, vice-com-
modore, rear-commodore, ex-officiis^ and Henry W. Savage, Erastus
Willard, L. S. Jordan, C. H. Nute.

Coronet, schr,, has been sold by J, D. Wing to A. C- James and will

soon fit out for a cruise to the West Indies.

C.B.

more, such changed positions, with tbe original center, will not be the
same as with the C. B., unless that unfortunately coincided with the
C. G. in the first instance.

I send you herewith the results obtained in three ways:
1. Graphically on a large scale, lin. with a decimal rule.
2. By the Field's method with corrections.
3. By another plan.

1. GRAPHICALLY.

Horizontal Arm to O.
Weight on deck to v, indward A 9.52 ft.

Weight on keel, lift, under C. G..B 2.817ft.

Bis to A as 1 is to 3.344

2. By the "field's" method.
Shift of C G. by 2 tons to windward 12ft. X cosine, 15°=11.59ft.

2X11. 59ft.

Horizontal Arm to C. B.
No. 1 11.313ft.
No. 2 4.66 ft
No. 2 is to 1 as 1 to 2.43

= .1545ft.
150 tons

1.785ft. -f .1545 = 1.9395—1.813 = .1265 gain in lever length.

Shift of C. G. by 2 tons put below keel:

1.851—1.813 = .038 4^ = as 1 to 3.33
.038

3. PROOF OF GRAPHIC (DIAGRAM) DISTANCES.

Twelve feet x cosine, 15° = 11.59—8ft x sine, 15° = 2 07 = 9.52
9.52 -f- 1 813 = 11.313 length of lever (weight on deck to windward) to
center of buovancy.
Sine, 15° X lift. = 2 817ft.+ 1.813 = 4.660. Horizontal distance for

weight under keel.

If the moved weight had not been outward from the center line of
the vessel, it might have been put at any height without the cosine
being considered, but if placed 7ft. lower thau proposed, and still 12fc.
off at right angles with the mast, the cosine would be a more im-
portant consideration than the sine of the height.
The foregoing shows that the Field's representation, neither in the

figures given, nor the conclusion presented of values being as 1 to 1 4
was correct. Your diagram showing them as in the published figure
or as 1 to 3 was correct, and in tbe Field of Dec. 9, their illustrated
diagram shows a value with ballast put under keel of 1 to 2 43 in rela-
tive effectiveness. Bobstay.

New York., Dec. 30.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The efforts of the Field to depreciate the value of live ballast on the

windward rail may be edifying to the naval architect, but are, as you
intimate, amusing to the man who has used it in small craft. But, if

I understand its conclusions, it admits that windward ballast on deck
is somewhat superior to lead on the keel until the yacht has heeled 40
degrees. As a yacht like Vigilant would not be nermitted- by her
sailing master to heel so far as that, because at that angle of heel
she would not sail fast and would make a great deal of leeway (I speak
from my own experience with j achts heeled to about that angle), the
Field closes its attack on your calculations by admitting part of the
claim you made.
But the most important advantage Vigilant gained by her live

ballast is entirely overlooked by the Field. This ballast was not
taxed. Tbe increase of the loadhne it caused was not considered in
tbe time allowances. When Valkyrie added a ton of lead she surrend-
ered several seconds of her allowance. Vigilant added a ton tind a
half of extra men and was not asked to allow a second more. It will
require a much better boat to beat another that is pe' mitted to take
on board, after measurement, an unlimited number of men. Take
two of the same model—two Valkyries or two Vigilants—with the
same fixed ballast, and allow one to carry two tons of live ballast, and
add sail accordingly, and the latter will win every time,
Chatham, N. B., Jan. 5. J. L. Stewart.

The Fall River Y. C. has elected the following officers: Pres., John
T. Burrell; Sec'y. Wm. E. Blossom; Treas., Wm. B. Edgar; Com., A.
P, Almy, sloop Lapwing; Vice-Corn., Jefferson Borden, Jr., sloop
Uarda; Rear-Com., A. H. Skinner, sloop Nerika; Meas,, Peleg E. Bor-
den; Regatta Committee. A. Y. Nickerson, Hale Remington, Fred C.
Borden, Stanley A. Aldrich, John R. Durfee,

A Summer Cruise to Mackinac.
On a certain morning in July some three years ago, the sloop Alert

took her departure from a small port on the north shore or Lake
Huron, bound for Mackinac Island, that 'fairy isle" with its arched
rock, its sugar loaf, its fort, and last, but certainly not least among its
attractions—its "Grand ' hotel.
And now, before going any further, let me introduce to you our

tight little ship and her crew—first the boat. Alert is a compromise
sloop 28ft. l.w.l., 36ft. over all, 9ft. beam and 4ft. draft. Her iron keel
weighs something over a ton, and she carries a couple of tons of pig
and scrap iron under her floor. Her cabin has nearly 5ft head room
under a low trunk, and her small cockpit is self-bailing, so she was
quite able to take care of herself in a blow, and had ample room for
the four of us who made up her crew, while a hammock slung in the
little forecastle afforded a chance for repose to the one paid hand we
carried, viz., the cabin boy.
Of ourselves I will merely designate L., H. and the Doctor by those

appellations. They were friends who had come long distances espe-
cially for this cruise. r>f sailing the first two had not the slightest
idea, and the difference between the peak and throat halliards is still
to them, I fancy, an unsolved mystery. The Doctor, on the contrary,
was a fairly good sailor, and had it not been for his assistance, a great
deal more of the work would have fallen on me than eventually did.
You see. I had invited them during the previous winter, and they were
so eager to go that I imagined in a few days, at the most, they would
easily have mastered the not very intricate rigging of a 30-footer
while I depended on the Doctor to relieve me at the tiller, for the
writer, as the reader has probably surmised—was the "Skipper" of the
craft.

H was an Englishman, and the efforts he made to distinguish be-
tween the jib, staysail, topsail and mainsail, were truly worthy of a
better cause. In fancy I can still see him, as, stretched full length on
the cabin house, a cushion under his bead and novel in hand, he would
gaze dreamily up at the white cloths of the topsail: then, the idea
suddenly seizing him, he would lift himself up languidly on his elbow,
and looking aft to where the Skipper sat at the tiller, the following
conversation would ensue: "Say. old man ! What do you call that
sail up there again, you know?" "That! why, that's the topsail."
"Hm, by Jove! topsail, topsail (repeating it over as if to impress it on
his memory); and this large sail is the staysail? Oh, yes, of course;
by Jove, how funny!" "Confound it, H. !" from the Skipper, "will
you never learn ? That's not the staysail—that's the mainsail. The
sail right in front of the mast, sliding up and down on that stay, is the
staysail and thet one out there at the end of the bowsprit, is called the
jib." "H'm, by Jove! I think I have 'em all now, don't you know?"
and, happy in that belief, tha cushion and book would be resumed.
Needless to say, he didn't "have 'em all now, don't you know," and
not much time would elapse ere the same subject would be gone over
again.

L. was a man who had a constitutional antipathy to water; he had
not imagined that our course would be so far from shore. In an evil
moment the Skipper informed him, in answer to his question, that
squalls could usually be distinguished by the darkness of the sky in
the direction they were to come from, and from that time forth the
slightest appearance of a smut-colored cloud was sure to bring forth
predictions from him as to an approaching squall, followed by an
appeal to all hands, whether the wisest plan were not to run imme-
diately for the shore. Well, he saw some squalls before he reached
Mackinac, and the sight was far from reassuring him that squalls
were harmless things.
The Doctor was the Skipper's right hand man; of an accommodat-

ing nature, he was ready to sail when the others were, ready to put
into port when the others were, and perfeclly willing to remain there
until the others proposed leaviug, besides which he superintended tbe
commissariat, department. His beautiful black beard was a badge
of respectability we could ill have dispensed with, proving instanta-
neously to one and all, by the most conclusive evidence that can be
brought forward—that of their own eyes—that a crew witb such a
member in its composition must necessarily be a most well-behaved
one.

"
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stituted
variance with all rules or customs.
This latter individual rejoiced in the name of Archie and his worst

faults consisted in his cooking (for he combined that accomplish-
ment, with many others), his fondness for cigars, a lamentable habit
he contracted of trailing articles astern at the end of a line under the
pleasing delusion that he had discovered a new plan of washing and
thereby invariably losing the aforementioned articles; the reckless
way in which he smashed the crockery, his loss of a lemon squeezer
overboard, a tipple he secretly concocted and drank of vinegar
sugar and water, whereby the Doctor had to journey ashore at every
port to replenish; and the singing of a nigger song he picked up at
Mackinac and which informed us from morning till night that "Kimmi
kimmio, kimmeod,"' or something to that effect. In all else he was
perfection personified.
And now for the Skipper. You must not suppose from his des-

cription of the rest of the crew that he regarded himself as the only
one knowing anything on board. Far from it ! His nautical experi-
ence consisted in having knocked around a river for six or eight years-
first in a punt with a leg-o'-mutton sail and then in a skiff rigged with
two lateens. Then the scene changed and he used a small sloop
belonging to other parties, until he owned a 27ft. open sloop himself
and finally had Alert built. His love of sailing, however, was, and is
genuine, and many a time have his hands ached from hauling on hal-
liards, sheets and outhaul, and his back been sore and stiff from
straining on anchor chain aud cable.
So much for personalities; the wind was slightly to the south of

west, as with sheets hauled close aboard we stood over for the False
Detour Chanrei, distant some twenty miles. Light as the breeze was
at starting, the appearance of the sky promised that w e would have
all we wanted ere in the passage; and so it proved. Gradually it
freshened, hauling at the same time more to the southward, until a
nasty spiteful little sea was kicked up, which showered the spray all
over us every time she jumped into it. At the same time the puffs
came so hard and strong off the land, and as she heeled rail under L
became more and more uneasy. Finally he suggested that as we were
in no particular hurry to get anywr here, we should turn in a reef.
The suggestion was acted on, and now. while they were getting the

halliards in inextricable confusion, it struck me for the first time how
unutterably foolish it bad been on my part to start cn this cruise
without a sailornian. At last they managed to get things out of the
tangle, and with tiller lashed the Skipper managed to haul out the ear-
ring and get a reef properly put in.

Filling away again, the water quickly smoothed as we got under the
lee of the land, and at 5 o'clock we entered the channel or passage.
Once in calm water, we ran rapidly along the west shore of Cockburn
Island, keeping a good lookout for an anchorage. A little bay appear-
ing to be just what we were looking for, we entered it; but soon the
cry of "shoal water" from the bows caused the tiller to be put hard
down, and wmen she rounded into the wind (which had almost died
away) H. jumped into the dinghy and pulling in a short distance
sounded with his oar and reported a bottom of flat rock This was
not encouraging as from the appeararce of the shore it was very
pr,;, liable the rock extended all along. In fact the foundation of the
Vlanitoulin, Cockburn and Drummond Islands is a limestone rock, and
in almost every harbor the bottom is composed of the same; and as
can be easily imagined, this does not make the best anchorage in the
world.
As we stood along, however, we came in sight of what looked in the

gathering darkness to be some sort of a dock, and at the end of this
was a man waving his hands. He was shouting something to us, and
when wre were near enough to make out what he was saying, we found
he was extending an invitation to tie up there for the" night. "How
much water is there there?" "Oh! 'bout five feet! How" much are
you drawing?" "Four." "Well I guess there's enough for you."
"Down mainsail! Now the jib and stays'l." As the hanks of the latter
rattled down the stay we glided alongside the dock. Lines were got
out and the yacht swung round, then fenders were hung along the
side and everything made fast and snugged down. Our friend proved
to be the clerk of a lumher camp owned by Hitchcock <fc Foster, a
firm who had been engaged in getting out ties and cedar posts the
previous winter on Cockburn Island. At the close of the work in the
spring he had been left to guard the provisions, etc., stored in camp
for the next year's operations, and also to tally the number of ties and
posts loaded by the schooners which came every couple of weeks for
a cargo.
The camp was situated just back of the dock, and accepting the

proffered use of the stove, Archie was sent up with a baBket of eata-
bles to cook supper. Whether the broad expanse of iron appealed to
his culinary instincts more than the oil stove on the yacht, or whether
our appetites were uncommonly sharp, certain it is that we did full
justice to the meal Of course we invited our host to do the honors
of the table, a position he was too modest to assume, but he manfully
did his duty on the canned goods.
Supper over, we drew the Jong ben. h near the stove, for the nights

are always cool in the glorious climate of the North Shore, and chatted
and smoked until a late hour, when, amid yawns, we said good night
and made our way down to the yacht.
Just before daylight next morning I was awakened by the keel

thumping on the bottom, and on jumping up and into my trousers
and going on deck, I found a fresh breeze olowing from the westward
and enough of a chop of a sea on to lift her bow and thus let her keei
strike, slacking the bow and hauling on the stern line caused her-to
forge ahead sufficiently to clear, go jumping aboard again and diving
down the companion I soon had the others awake.
"Who will go in with me, off the dock for a swim?" I asked, as \
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armed myself with a towel. "Too devilish cold!" from tlie Doctor.

"Not good enough, old man," from H '-Say. Skipper," from L-, "is

it very cold?" "No, not so very; besides, it's the proper thing to do,

you know. Every account of a cruise I ever read always describes

particularly the. 'morning plunge'." So L. came along, eiad like my-
self in a towel. Lightly we sprang from the rail to the dock, but no
eagerness was visible on either face as we shivered in the cold air. I

looked at L., L. looked at me. "It's always warmer than the air." he
observed, glancing down at the water as he spoke. " Ye-es." I aereed,

and then, bursting out laughing, we threw down our towels and pro-

ceeded to get in. Did we take a couple of headers? No. we didn't. We
let ourselves down by the log that, was on the outside of that little

ramshackle dock: two gasps-two plunges, and as to what L. did after

that I can't say. I know what the Skipper did, though. He made
straight for the shore, and after a hasty but vigorous rub down
dressed and took a brisk tramp along the beach to restore the circula-

tion.
At breakfast their appetites were enormous, but, strange to say, not

more so than H.'s or the Doctor's, and let it herewith be confessed

that the first morning plunge was also the last during the cruise.

After breakfast we said "goon-bye to our last night's acquaintance

and started out under double reefed mainsail and jib, as the wind had
increased to a gale; but as we neared the end of the passage and
looked out on the heavy seas rolling down the lake a council of war
was called and it was unanimously decided that to hammer against a

head wind all day would be an uncomfortable and wet proceeding; so

the tiller was put to starboard and we ran down under the lee of some
islands, where the anchor was let go, pipes filled and all hands pro-

ceeded to make themselves comfortable according to their various

ideas. In the afternoon L. and the Doctor took the dinghy and rowed
among the islands to see if they could catch any fish, They were
away a couple of hours and were rewarded with one bass, which would
weigh about 2t^lbs.

The only break in the monotony of the day was afforded us by a
small schooner which was anchored about 1.000yds. to the north of us
in an exposed position. We had been watching her for some' little

time as she pitched and rolled to the waves, which came sw eeping by

her, when suddenly she commenced to drag her anchor and go rapidly

astern. As the shore was only about 100yds. from ber we made sure

she would drag on; but when 'within about 50yds. of it, they let go an-

other anchor and that fortunately held them. When the wind had
moderated in the evening her skipper rowed over and told us he had
run in there to load cord wood, for, I think he said, Chicago.
During the night the wind shifted, and when moruing dawned it

showed us a raw, cold day with quite as strong a gale as had blown
the day before; but (bis time it came from the east—a fair wind for

us—and all but L. were in favor of getting under way immediately
after breakfast. His nerve, however, had been so shaken on our firs^

day out—being totally unaccustomed to sailing—that he begged us to

Btay where we were. "We are in no hurry," he argued, "and what

s

the use of going out in that sea and running the risk of drowning
when we are so comfortable hpre." So as we saw that he was thor-

oughly in earnest in his fears we decided to put in another day at

anchor.
If the preceding day had been monotonous, this was more so. We

played a couple of games of cards and turned in early. Morning broke
oh a dill, lowerihg sky, the sea had gone down and there was only a
faint breath of air from the east. Sail was made and we slipped

quietly out of the False Detour, thankful to have left it at last behind
Us. We had not gone more than four miles, however, when the wind
died entirely awav. and we rolled in the relics of the sea of the previous
day until we thought she would pitch the mast out of her, At about
2 o'clock we boomed out the mainsail, as we felt a light air stirring,

and managed to make a little headway for a couple of hours until it

failed us again.
The barometer meanwhile bad been falling fast, and I knew we were

in for a storm of some description: so, seeing a couple of islands in-

shore, about a mile apart, we headed for the nearest, and with the
main sheet hauled chcck-a-bJock, the rolling gave us enough way to

make it. As we drew closer we saw it was formed of rock and gravel,

not more than thirty yards long and twenty broad—quite large enough
to give our little craft a good lee if close in ; and as the morning breeze
had been from the east I concluded the blow we were expecting wou'.d
come from the same direction, so let go the anchor on the west side,

about fifty yards or so from the island. Getting in the dinghy, we
rowed ashore, sounding as we went with the boat! ook, and found
good water close ashore- We bent the cable to the 55-pound anchor,
but did not put it out, and having made everything snug on deck, went
down in the co^y little cabin to await events.
The night grew as dark as pitch—I could not distinguish the island

ahead of us; when about 10 o'clock a low rumble of thunder followed
by a vivid flash of lightning apprised us that the storm was coming.
In a few seconds I was on deck, followed by L. A heavy gust of wind
and rain greeted us, and as after a tremendous burst of thunder a
blaze of lightning made things visible, we discovered we were in for
it from the west. There was that blessed island, fair astern, and as
the sea got up, every plunge she took she dragged toward it Hurriedly
calling up H. and the Doctor, we hauled on our anchor chain until we
had pulled it half in and then let the heavy anchor go, and slacked up
—back she flew, until a jerk that almost buried her nose, she brought
up. Anxiously, with one hand on the big anchor cable and the other
arm thrown around the bitts. I crouched in the bows, soaked from the
rain and the water tbat came aboard—still she dragged. Finally the
anchors got a firm hold and held her, but it was none too soon, as her
stern was not more than 15yds from the shore
The storm continued until 3 o'clock in the morning, and often dur-

ing that time I crawled forward to see if everything still held. As
may be imagined, this first experience of L.'s of a storm afloat, was
not reassuring, and if possible he became even more nervous, Even
when it grew apparent tbat the anchors would hold her, he refused to

turn in, and when I suggested that as there was no use of both of us
keeping watch, and in that case I would take the opportunity of
getting some sJeep, he promptly vetoed it, "in case something should
happen!" The thunder and lightning were magnificent, but at last

as the wind decreased in violence, I dozed off and awoke to find the
sun shining.
A fine, fresh breeze was blowing from the westward, a bead wind

for us, but what did that matter. The sky was blue and flecked with
a few white, fleecy clouds which promised a good breeze and a good
run. The air was clear and bracing, and everything so different from
the weather we bad experienced on the previous days that every one
was in good spirits ani anxious to make sail. Breakfast over, it was
"Up with the mainsail!" The anchors were hauled up, and as her
head canted, the jib and staystails run up and sheeted home, and out
on the broad bJue bosom of the lake we reached. Down, down, down
she heeled until the lee rail was awash, and there she hung—the
beauty—tossing the spray from her bow, and leaving along, gurgling,
eddying wake behind her which frothed and foamed like a steamer's.

We stood out for an hour or so, and then went about, pointing above
the Main Detour Channel, out of which many steamers and steam
barges were constantly coming, while others bound up for Lake Supe-
rior were going in.

Just before dinner Archie, wiao had already distinguished himself in

the morning by losing a pillow and a lemon-squeezer overboard, re-

ported to the Doctor that we were out of bread, so we decided to put
into Detour for a fresh supply. The sheets were eased off and in a
short time we were running into the channel, with the village of De-
tour in full sight. As we drew in I noticed several fishing boats moored
out a short distance from the shore and not far from a dock, so de-
cided to anchor just out from them. A number of fishermen were
Standing on the d°ek watching us, so with an inward hope that inv

crew would only let the right halliards go, and at the right time, I

hauled in the mainsheet and headed in.

L., H. and the Doctor were all forward, and soon one of them said

"There's bottom!" I called out to let go jib and staysail halliards,

while at the same time I let go the sheets, which led aft. In their

hurry they let go the peak and throat halliards instead, and down
came the mainsail on top of me. When I had struggled out from
under its folds I sang out to let go the anchor. This was done, and,
going forward, I got down the jib and staysail.

Looking at the shore it appeared to be further away than at first.

A glance at the anchor chain was enough. It was straight up and
down, and the wind was blowing us off shore. Pleasant mistake to

make before all those fishermen—every man Jack of them a crack
sailor—wasn't it?

Well, there was no use talking. Sail had to be made, and that done
we again stood in. "Now, for heaveD's sake, boys, don't make a mis-
take this time," I implored. Slowly we drew in, down went the
anchor, down came the. jib and staysail, and — again we drifted out!
When the. headsails were again hoisted we noticed two of the fisher-

men pulling toward us in a skiff. They came alongside and explained
that there was a bank extending out from the shore only a shore dis-

tance, the outside edge of which went down perpendicularly, so you
had to anchor on this bank. 1 gave one of them the tiller and went
forward, and when the anchor was let go this time we stayed there.

Whne we were stowing the canvas and getting things shtp-saape the
Doctor took Archie and the dinghy and went ashore to order dinner,

and by the time we were ready Archie returned, and w e all weit
ashore. Detour is a pretty little place, with two hotels, a store—
which was also the post-office—and a church and some ten or a dozen
houses, occupied principally by fishermen.
We had dinner at the Detour House, and a good hotel we found it.

We were ravenously hungry, needless to say, but eveu such hunger as
ours can be appeased in tinie; so after dinner we took a stroll around,
and in the evening went down to the store to lay in a supply of eat-

ables. While there the two fishermen who had brought us in entered,

and when I wanted to pay them for their kindness I was agreeably
1

surprised by their refusal. I insisted. "No," they said, "we didn't go
out to make any money out of you." Nor would they accept any-
thing. One of them took me to one side, however, and said he had
noticed I bad some on board who were unaccustomed to sailing and
if I wanted a man he was willing to go; 1 could ask any one about
him and whether he understood a boat; and told me his terms. I

asked the storekeeper about, him and he gave him such a good charac-

ter that I closed with his offer and engaged him on the spot. I never
regretted it. He was faithful, industrious, sober, a smart sailor and
kept his boat clean, and when we parted with him at Detour on our re-

turn we were sincerely sorry.
In the morning we were ready to start, but. there was fio wind, so

we decided to try and get a tow from one of the small screw steamers
which run from Sault St. Marie to Mackinac Island. At 1 1 o'clock she

came in and I went to interview her captain. He was very accommo-
dating and promised to tow us if we could hang on. "but." said he.

my boat runs 1G miles an hour, and I don't think either yoti or myself
have a hue that will hold you when we get, our speed up. 1

.]
We hauled

around, however, and gave them a new SJ^in. line to which they bent

their own, a line about the same size. She backed away from the

dock and went ahead slowly until the line was taut and we were half-

way out in the channel; then I heard the "jingle" ring for full steam,
and as our bow rose in response to the strain, snap! went the tow-
rope, and away she sprang from us like a (lash We haul»d it in and
found their line had parted about 4ft. from where it had been bent
on to ours.

L. was very much disanpointed, He had just settled down to a com-
fortable smoke, confident there would he no moroof "that confounded
sailing business!" that dav. and when T called for help to hoist the

mainsail, he came, and told me he was sick of sailing, and if I would
send Archie ashore with him in the dinghy he would take the next
day's steamer to Mackinac Island, and. said he, "be there to welcome
you fellows, for you won't, get there before I do. I know!" So Archie
was sent ashore with him. and when he returned the dinghy was made
fa*t and we stood out in the lake with a light west wind. Four miles

out we were becalmed, and there we lay until 8 o'clock in the evening,

when a southeast wind set in that kept increasing gradually until it,

grew moderately fresh, and with sheets slacked off she reeled off her
8 miles an hour in the direction of Mackinac.
What a beautiful run we had that night! No one thought, for a mo-

ment of turning in. Thousands of stars twinkled overhead. Bois
Blanc Island Lighthouse threw a broad beam over the water on the
port bow, while the flash light, which warns vessels away from the
dread Spectacle Beef, appeared ever and anon in the south, and Point
Detour Light, shone astern of us. The air was refreshingly cool after

the heat of the day, and ns we got nearer, a glow, apparently in the
sky, denoted the electric lights at Mackinac Island.
Monroe, the man I had engaged at Detour, was at the tiller, and the

rest of us lolled on the. cabin house smoking and discussing the sur-

prise L would be in when he found us quietly lying at anchor on his

arrival, and regretting that he was not. with us to enjoy what was by
long odds the finest run on the cruise At 1 o'clock a b ack mass
loomed up ahead of us. The lie-Ms were all out with the exception of
a solitary glimmer here and there, but it needed no range lights to

show us the harbor, and in a short time we were anchored astern of
a large schooner. The canvas was bundled up with a lashing hereand
there to serve, till daylight, the riding light seized on to the forest ay,

and I looked at my watch—just 3 o'clock! A glance at the slumbering
town and we tumbled down the companion, not to wake again until

Monroe called us at 10 next morning.
Breakfast was eaten after we had had an extra good wash—"for the

sake of the Mackinac girls," as H. put it. and the clothes also came in

for a brushing—probably for the same reason. We then discovered
that the Sf'hooner ahead of us was the Idler, of Chicago. Long we.

looked at her. for had we not read of the famous victories she had
achieved when she flew the flag of the N Y. Y. C on salt water? On
the Lakes she had not led the fleet s^ often, having bpen defeated the
pre 1 ious year by the Oriole, of Toronto. East of us lav the Margaret.
of Kalamazoo, a deep-draft yawl of about 45 or 50ft. waterline, I should
judge—a comfortable-looking craft, flying an enormous red flag at her
masthead with her name in blue letters on it.

In a short time we were ashore and walked up to the Grand Hotel,
where we dined. Our stay of five or six days at this charming spot
was made most pleasant by the universal kindnpss and courtesy we
met wilh The managers and clerks of the Grand and New Mackinac
hotels did everything in their power for our comfort, and this, too. at
a time when their houses were not only full to overflowing, bub at the
Grand they actually had to turn away over a hundred people who had
applied for rooms in one day, although this hotel is said to have ample
accommodation for over 800 guests.
In the afternoon we went down to the dock to meet L. His aston-

ishment at seeing us was great, as he bad asked the captain of the
steamer if it were possible for us to have got in, and be told him no. as
there bad not been wind enough. He had had enough of yachting,
however, and although he came out one afternoon when we took
a party for a sail, he refused to return with us, and the day before we
sailed betook the steamer to Mackinaw City, and the cars from there
to his home. We met, many people at Mackinac, some of whom we had
the pleasure of meeting subsequently, and one, the genial S., ran down
with us as far as Detour on our return.
Of our return cruise there is not much to be said The wind was

generally favorable, so the run was short, and, besides, the glamor of
yachting lies principally—to the writer at all events—in sailing over
new waters. We lay for a day off a small creek which comes into the
lake some fourteen miles west of Detour Passage, and got a little trout
fishing and met a crank from Chicago who was cruising in a nonde-
script affair called the Atmospheric Pressure.
This consisted of a flat-bottomed, fore-and-aft-rigged craft, with a

stern paddlewheel, which could be raised above the water a few
inches when under canvas. The motive power was atmospheric pres-
sure—hence the name. In other words, the boiler, made of galvanized
sheet iron, was only used to create a. vacuum, and this vacuum ran
the engine. We requested to see it go, but his paraphernalia was out
of order. He had a circular saw set in his after deck to cut up drift-

wood for fuel and two affairs like large wedges built of plank and
weighted inside with stone. These he explained to us he intended to

use in case of a storm, by anchoring his bow and stern so he would
he broadside to the shore; the wedges would then be hoisted over-
board with their points underneath, and by slacking up on bow and
stern lines the waves would carry her high and dry up on the big end
of the wedges. We inquired how he would get her off again when
the sea had gone down, but he pointed triumphantly to a pair of jack
screws. His chart box, however, was one of the best arrangements
we had ever seen. It was made slightly wider than the charts, which
were mounted on small spring window shade rollers, fastened inside
the box; slots in the cover permitted them being pulled out and a
strip of wood fastened to the end prevented their being pulled through
the slots by the inside springs. Altogether, in his way he wTas a

genius.
At Detour we said good-bye to S., who was to return to Mackinaw

Island by the steamer that day. and having paid off Monroe, who
promised to lie ready if wanted for a cruise the next year, we were
off. The fresh west "breeze quickly carried us up the passage, and
once around Point Chippewa we got the topsail and spinaker on her
and bowled along, and on a beautiful August morning Alert heat
slowly into her home port to her moorings and the cruise was over.
The four who composed the crew are now far apart. The Doctor
resides in California, H, when last I heard from him, was in India,
and only L and the Skipper meet sometimes and talk over times,
which, in retrospect, appear to the former to have been "not half
bad!"

.
Alert.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Vendetta, 40-rater. has been sold by Admiral Montague to Mr.

Evelyn Simpson, and the new Watson 40-rater, the order for which
was countermanded, will be built at once.

Mr. T. C. B. West, so often mentioned as a probable challenger for
the America's Cup, has just bought the old 80-tonner Yanduara for
cruising.

"W. B." steam yacht, owned by W. B. Hayden, is being rebuilt by
Dr. C. D. Miller, of Poughkeepsie.

It is stated that James Gordon Bennett, owner of the yacht Na-
mouna, which has lately been fitted with new machinery, which gives
her greater speed at decreased coal consumption, has a new yacht on
the stocks, which will carry only one mast, and is expected to beat any
thing afloat.

—

Marina Journal.

The annual meeting of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet will be held on
Jan. 15 at 8 P. M., at the Sturtevant House, Broadway and Twenty-
ninth street. New York. Officers will be elected and a number of
amendments to the constitution and by-laws will be presented.

Messrs. Nichols and Fisher have shown us drawings of a launch
which is being constructed for Silas C. Blaisdell, M.D., of Brooklyn
She is to be equipped with a IS H.P. engine by the Gas Engine and
Power Co.. of Morris Heights New York, and is expected to attain a
speed of 10 miles an hour for 50 consecutive hours. In model this

craft is a departure from the conventional style of naphtha launch.
She is 42.4ft. long over all, and 35 tjfe. l.w.i , S.tit't. beam, 3,0ft extreme
draft, displacement a tons. She may be seen at the foot of Washing-
ton street, Bruoklyn, E. D.

—

Marine Journal.

The following nominations have been made for officers of the New
York Y. C. for ltifli, the election taking place on Feb. ti Com., Edwin
D. Morgan; Vice-Corn., Edward M, Brown; Kear-Com., Royal Phelps
Carrol; See'y, J. V. S. Oddie; Treas., F. W, J. Hurst; Fleet Surgeon,
Morris J. Asch, M.D. ; Meas. , John Hyslop; Regatta Gommittte, jj.

Nicholson Kane. Chester Griswold and Irving Grinnell. House Oom>
mittee. E. A. Houghton. Alonzo B.Jones, Frank M. Cronise and F. T.
Adams. Committee on Admissions, Frank T. Robinson. James Ql
Bergen, Robert Center, Daniel T- Worden and Henry C Ward. Li-

brary Committee, J. M. Woodbury, M.D., Wm, Gardner and Fordhami
Morris.

At a meeting of the Hull Y. C. on Jan. 6 that portion of th<? by-laws^

relating to officers' flags was changed so that the oomroodore's pen-
nant will be a white sea horse on a red field. The sailing rules were so>

changed that in all future regattas a yacht sailing over the course-

without a competitor will receive half the prize money.

The American Y. C of Newburypo-t, Mass , elected the following-

officers on Jan. 1: Com., C. H. Shac.kford; Vice-Corn., N. T>. Rodigrass;

Sec'y, E. N. Follahahee; Treas., H W. Bagley ;. Fleet Oapfc, P. J. Lo-
well; Meas.. J. F. Williams; Regatta Committee, O. E Stone, J. W.
Seaver, Jr., L. W. Rodigrass, G. S. Lang and E. P. Durland.

Enigma, schr., bettor known as Lancer, has been broken up. She
was built by Alonzo E. Smith in 1882 and last year was overhauled, re-

ceiving new spars and rig and being renamed Enigma.

Messrs. S. S. Thorp & Co., the yacht sail makers of 20 Fulton street,

have issued a handsome calendar with a picture of a three-masted
schooner under sail.

The Yachtsman's second Christms annual is a large and handsome
paper of double the size of the regular weekly issue, its principal fea-

ture being- some very fine photogravures from photos hy Adamson
& Son. That of Valiant is excellent, but sailing yachtsmen will be
better pleased with a spirited view of Britannia, Iverna, Satanita and
Valkyrie, and a still better picture of the three 40-raters, Vendetta,

Varuna and Lais. Quite as interesting, though not so artistic are

several half-tone reproductions of American photos of Vigilant and
Valkvrie in the Cup races. The designer of the imaginary challenger,

Mr. F, Shepherd, is unknow-n to us, but be has produced a very fair

and pleasing design, though too small to compete with Vigilant, being

84ft. l.w.l. and 16ft,. draft. The sheer plan and keel contour are very
similar to Valkyrie, but the body plan is more of a compromise with

Vigilant. Among the half-dozen sea stories wich complete the num-
ber is a cleverly written one with some good descriptive by Mr. T. F.

Day. The number is an improvement on last year, and is well wortta.

the attention of yachtsmen.

There is nothing new in the letter which we publish this week, as

the same complaints and the same suggestions have been frequently

made before. The questions of just w-hat the A. C. A. can and should

do for its members are very hard to answer, as, outside of estab-

lishing uniform rules and holding a yearly meet, the scope of prac-

tical work within the reach of a loose national organization is very

limited. What it most certainly cannot do out of its dues of $1 per

year, is to publish a canoeing journal, weekly or monthly, or to pub,

lish maps and guide books whose utility would be very doubtful.

The comparison with the L. A. W. is not a fair one, as the bicycle

naturally outnumbers the canoe hy a very large majority, the ad-

vertising patronage being very large and yet barely supporting the

official journal, in itself mainly a trade paper. Such a paper as the

Bicycling World is not practicable in canoeing, nor if it were would

it satisfy the requirements of canoeists.

From what our correspondent says about hotels and ball rooms,

it is quite evident that he has never visited an A. C. A. meet, hut

he may rest in the assurance that he will not be interfered with

or even disappointed if he visits Croton Point this summer with his

old clothes, a small tent and a battered frying pan.

We can answer, as far as the librarian is concerned, that he is

supposed to receive and preserve cruises, maps, etc., sent by A. C, A.

members, but as no such cruises, etc., are ever sent, this portion of

his duties are very light. At the present time there is nothing in

his possession which is nt all worthy of publication. Unfortunately

the A. C. A. is not able to appropriate a sum each year Ond quite a

large one would be rfquired) for the collection and publication of

cruising information and canoeing news, and all voluntary aid on

the part of members has long since ceased.

Reforming the A. C. A.

Rutherford . N. J.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: At the risk of

being accused of digging up an old chestnut, lam going to ask for
some discussion of the question as to what the A. C. A. is doing or is

going to do for its members. This is the proper season to talk, so that

we may act in the summer.
Lest'l be accused of being green and wanting the earth, let me say

that I have been canoeing ever since 18*6, and have had in that time
five different boats, three of which I designed and built myself. For
business reasons I have never attended an A. C. A. meet, although I

have been a member ever since 1887; but I have always kept posted, as
far as possible.
Under these circumstances, therefore, I think I may speak as repre-

senting a class of canoeists who are sufficiently numerous and worthy
the name to be accorded a hearing. Such men are enthusiasts. They
own and use canoes for canoeing for the simple pleasure of the sport,

not for the sake of the prizes they can win by them.
They are I he kind of men the A. C. A needs. But, if you ask one of

them to join the Association, his first question will be, "What good
will it. do me?" It is useless to tell him of what has been or will be
done for canoeing by it. He will tell von- and justly, too—that it has
done very little. Changes in rig. design, jewelry, etc., have been fos-

tered by the clubs, not bv the national body. What little has been ac-
complished in the way of maps, information as to trips, etc., has been
effected more through the Forest ano Stream than any other agency.
The meets have benefited canoeing, but only that part represented by
those who attended them, not much more than a regatta of any of the
vacht clubs would benefit yachting. This last is not an exact parallel,

because, while the meet or regatta, would give a pleasant trip to those
in attendance and the improvements brought out by either would be
valuable to all sailors when published and commented on by the press,

in the yachting case there is no national organization to claim the
credit. The inference is that the A. C. A. is not worth joining.

For myself, I can say that I belong to it from a sense of duty,
because I believe it can be made to do some good and because I think
every canoeist ought to be a member on genera] principles; but it has
not done anything for me for the last two years tbat I should not have
had anyhow. It has not even sent me a Year Book for '92 or '93. al-

though I have receipts from the purser of my division for membership
fees.
Tne only man who receives any substantial benefit from the A. C. A.

is he who can go to the meet. And even this list must be cut down to

the few who have leisure and money enough to have a racing machine,
for in the light of the last meet experiences of hotel table and full
' camp-fires" in the hotel ballroom it is difficult to see where the
fellow comes in who wants to see the meet and also get away from
extreme civilization for a while—who prefers to cook his own meals
and sleep in a tent, and have an old style chat around the camp-fire.

There is something wrong about this condition which should be
attended to. I should like to see some one else ventilate his (or her)
ideas on the subject. Let the A. C. A. do something for its members.
Why can not some such plan as that followed by the League of
American Wheelmen be adopted. Their dues are $1 a year and there
has always been some sort of a publication sent them. At first it

took the form of a email weekly—the L. A. W. Bulletin. Later a
contract was made with the publisher of the Bicycling World, by
which a certain amount of space was devoted to official notices, etc.,

and the paper sent free to each member in good standing. Cannot
some similar agreement be made to send each A. C A- man some
paper devoting part of its space to canoeing, even if we had to raise

the annual dues or get a reduced rate for A. C. A. men.
Another good idea might be to make some arrangement with cer-

tain guide book, chart or map publisher for reduced prices on their

goods to men presenting an A. C. A. membership card. This could
be extended in other ways as well. I have found that if you bring a
certain amount of trade to one man he will usually give lower rates,

but at present we have the spectacle of a well-known New York
dealer in canoe jewelry putting his prices as has been remarked—"50
cents worth of name and 50- cents worth of goods for $1 spent."

Other dealers in canoe goods take their cue from him. My idea
might cut down some of this.

One more query and I am clone—for the present. There is a tradi-

tion in the A. O A. of an officer known as the librarian. What is" he
for and what is he supposed to do? If, as I suspect, he has some
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old maps and logs stowed away, would it not be a good plan for him
to produce them once in a while in Forest and Stbuam or somewhere
else for the benefit of his fellow members?

John T. Holden, A. C. A. 1292.

THE LOG OF THE FRANKIE.
The '92 Cruise of the Shenandoah C. C.

BY THE COMMODORE.

(Concluded from Page 17).

As we sat, by the spring, welling out from a deep crevice in the moss-
grown rocks in the eool ravine, enjoying a quiet smoke and rest, Lacy
was much amused by our description of how we had lauded here last
year with the intention of camping for the night and how old man
Foster had worked us away by pointing out the superior camping
facilities afforded by Mclnturfs—a mile below—and the danger we
ran from carrping on the public road (as he dignified the grass-grown
wheel tracks, which, so far as we could see, only led from his tumble-
down house to his tumble-down stable), quite evidently taking us for
a couple of suspicious characters, whom it was well to be rid of as
soon as possible and whom it would be unsafe to have on the premises
over night.
Lacy was also interested to learn that on our memorable '86 cruise

George and I made the run from here to Riverton between lunch and
supper (arriving there after dark). We had good water then—rather
too good, in fact—while on the present stage of water it would be a
long day's run from here to Riverton.
About half-past 11 or 12 o'clock we reached the stave factory just

above McCoy's Falls, where we had decided to lie by for lunch and a
noonday -siesta. This, like yesterday's lunch place at Milford, proved
to be a very uncomfortable spot. The weather was intensely hot and
close, the shade was thin and poor, as the trees were little better than
bushes, and it was stifling close and hot under them. The water was
poor and a quarter of a mile away.
After lunch, in the hope of bettering ourselves, we changed our

quarters to the opposite side of the river, which, as it was a sand bank
densely overgrown with willows, was scarcely an improvement upon
our first landing place. The shade was bett- r and moreabundant,out
the undergrowth was so dense that there was no breeze and it was
stiflingly hot; and altogether our situation was an uncomfortable one.
There was a small stagnant pond a few yards inland, evidently left be-
hind by some recent overflow. There were fish in it, for when George
threw small toads in it they were instantly snapped up. A trial with
his fishing tackle produced no results, h >wever.
At 4 o'clock we. re-embarked and resumed the cruise, and a quarter

of a mile below George discovered that he had left his fishiug rod
behind, so he went swearing back after it, while Lacy and I paddled
on leisurely to the head of the. falls, where we laid by, up under the
bank in the shade to wait for him.
After getting his rod and paddling half way down to us, he was ob-

served to turn back and again return to our siesta-ground. On re-
joining us it developed that he had also left his camp stool behind and
a second return was necessary. The subject was beyond swearing
and the second return was made in a. gloomy silence. George is a
careless boy around camp, and would go off and leave his head behind
if it wasn't tied on.
There is a post office at the stave factory, and while we were there

we mailed letters, including <me from the boys to their Berryville
friends stating that owing to low water and intense heat, we would
not be able to reach Castleman's Ferry by Thursday, and therefore
had decided not to go below Riverton.
At McCoy's Falls, the river widens out to a most imposing breadth,

but is correspondingly shallow and of course full of reefs, and we had
difficulty in finding water enough to get through, even with our small
light draft canoes; and hang-ups, even in the boat channel were most
annoyinply frequent.
There is one place iu this falls where we have always missed the

channel, and owing to the scant water, we missed it more than usual
this year. The channel goes iu at the head of the falls, close up to the
left bank, and continues down a quarter of a mile, when it takes ad-
vantage of a smooth still reach between two lines of r^efs, to cross
over to near the right bank. We have always missed the exact place
where it crosses, and gone too far down before crossing, to our great
annoyance; for, once out of the channel, it is peculiarly difficult to
get through the reefs in this wide shallow place. I succeeded in
locating it positively, however, in time for next cruise, after, as usual,
missing it to-day.
At the upper part of the falls there are three chains of grass groim

rocky islets extending clean across the river, forming, with the con-
necting ribs of great limestone reefs, over which the water falls in cas-
cades of from one to three or four feet high, a barrier impassable to
any kind of boat except through the boat channel.
The channel passes through the first and second of these chains,

close to the left bank, as before stated, while, on approaching the
third and densest chain, it runs out almost across the river and then
goes down through the islands in a long, narrow, straight canal, down
which the water ripples and rushes with the speed of a millrace. To-
day is the third time that George and I have looked up that canal from
below, having missed the upper end of it every time heretofore, but
I'll warrant we'll run down it next cruise.

After securing the channel the remaining three miles of the falls

gave us but little trouble. At the ford near the foot of the falls we
passed one of the gondolas or flat boats similar to the ones formerly
used in navigating the river in the ante-railroad days, loaded with bar-
rels from the heading factory a few miles above, and moored to the
bank. While at the factory we learned that their entire product was
boated down the river through the falls to this ford, and thence hauled
to the railroad, a few miles away.
As we slid smoothly along past it on the rippling current, we at once

saw how it is that these big boats can navigate such a shallow river,

for it floated like a leaf on top of the water and did not draw much, if

anything, over two inches; less than half what our light canoes draw.
We still wonder, however, how they get them over some of the reefs
and falls we shoot, without their hanging up amidships; or how they
swing them across some of the sharp turns in the channel, for the
boats are 70ft. long and 10ft. wide—as big as a ferryboat.

We had an exciting shoot over the old dam and down the short,

steop rapid below it, at the foot of the falls, and by 5 P. M. we had
reached our chosen camping-ground at the mouth of a small creek,

where we camped in '88. There is a good spring in the bank of the
creek some 50yds. up from the river, and we all walked up to it over
the roundabout path along the bank above the creek—for the driest

route up the creek bed is very muddy—and enjoyed to the utmost a
refreshing drink of water as well as a lemon decoction before making
camp. We pitched the camp on the bar but a foot or so above the
water, much as we did in '88, and the spot made a very comfortable
camping-place, and we had a good supper and pleasant evening in

camp before turning in for the night.
Wednesday, Any. 10. 189%.—We were out at 4:30 this morning and

hurried through with our camp work and were afloat again by 7:30, so
as to get off as early as possible an,d avoid the heat of the day for

this, the homestretch of the cruise. Tne 10 miles from here to River-

ton is a troublesome stretch, as the river is so broad, shallow and full

of reefs that it is difficult to find water enough in places at the present
stage. However, profiting by the cruises of 1

88 and '91, we knew
prettv well now where to find the best water, and so had but little

trouble.
The event of the day—indeed, of the entire cruise—was the running

of the shoot iu the Blakemore Dam. opposite Front Royal, a shoot we
have always heretofore declined. Tnis shoot is a massive log struc-

ture built out from the face of the dam—which is some 7 or 8ft high
and sloping down to the level of the river below at an angle of about

60 degrees. Pretty much all the water in the river rushes and roars
down this huge trough with tremendous power and violence, and
pitches off the lower end in a perpendicular cataract about a yard
high, while, even in the shoot itself, owing to inequalities in the floor,

the water rolls and pitches in huge waves, making a horribly rough

lined river bank by the roadside, and made ourselves comfortable for
the rest of the day, as we cannot comfortably get things packed and
shipped for home until to-morrow.
After putting the camp in order. I walked across to the post office to

get my letters from home. On the way over I passed a fine large
house, evidently full of summer people, for the ample verandah was
crowded witn young people, among whom I noted considerable of the
fair sex. My not too presentable canoeing costume—short trousers,
long stockings, etc., muddy and travel-stained from the long and
arduous cruise—seemed to attract some attention and afford some
amusement to the company, as well as to offer a little opportunity for
brilliant remarks at my expense, as I inferred from some of the obser-
vations dropped as I passed along. One very witty young man won-
dered audibly what I would take for the ''pants," while his fair com-
panion wondered whether I would be willing to throw in the helmet in
case a trade was consummated. As I. really did not care to dispose of
either, I turned a conveniently deaf ear to their remarks and hurried
on past, and on returning I took occasion to slip down a convenient
back way, fearing that if I again made myself visible somebody's in-
tellect might receive a strain.
On my return to camp. George and I took advantage of the several

hours of afternoon still left us to go afisning. George went down be-
low the railroad bridge with his fly tackle, below the mouth of the
north fork, which comes in about a quarter of a mile below our camp,
while I fished frem the dam with bait. This place is fished to death,
and at least twenty men and boys were fishing around in different
parts of the river; but I caught three nice bass, while George returned
at supper time with a string of some seven or eight floe ones.We had an elegant fish supper and had a party of lady visitors in
camp while I was getting it up, Lacy and George, of course, doing
the heavy sitting around, and entertaining the visitors with prepos-
terous and untrustworthy accounts of their adventures and hair-
breadth escapes during the cruise, while I did the rest.
One pretty, bright-eyed young miss asked who did the cooking and

Lacy replied that the Commodore officiated in that capacity in addi-
tion to his other duties, and incidentally expatiated upon the Commo-
dore s skill as a culinary artist, upon which point Lacy may fairly be
considered an authority. "Oh, how nice!" she exclaimed, as Lacy
concluded his panegyric. "And you two gentlemen just take him
along with you for that purpose!" She was much abashed when the
boys broke into a loud guffaw, which gave her to understand that the
Commodore was permitted also to associate with them on terms of
entire equality.
Thursday, Aug. 11, 1892.—We got a leisurely start this morning, as

there was no hurry; so leisurely, in fact, that when our fair visitors
of last night came down again at 9 o'clock to see the camp by day-
light and to see us pack they found me just beginning to get break-
fast and Lacy in the midst of a shave. In due time we were packed—
our fair friends watching the process with interest and with many
exclamations of wonder that so much plunder could be stowed into
so small a space—and the boats were carted across to the Virginia
Midland R. R. station and shipped for home via B. & O. freight, and
at 12:30 we embarked in a chair car on the N. & W road and were
soon speeding back up the river for home. We took a late dinner at
Wright's Hotel at Sheridan and had the usual tedious wait at Basic
City, and at 6:30 we reached Staunton and the cruise of "02 was over.
Next year we will start from Mt. Crawford on North River instead

of cruising through Middle Rivrr, and will push right straight along
for the lower river without dallying along as we did on this cruise.
This dallying on a cruise is really the pleasantest part of the trip;

there is no hurry, and it is better to take things easy, even at the ex-
pense of shortening the objective point of the cruise, as we did this
and last time, by stopping at Riverton instead of Harper's Ferry; but
we find that from two to three weeks is as long as we care to stay out,
and next year we will push along rapidly over the more familiar upper
river and dally along after we get further down, which will be better;
for the further down we get the better the fishiug becomes, and we can
thus spend more time in becoming better acquainted with the lower
river. Next year we intend to iseribe on our banners our legend,
after the classic motto of the famous Pike's Beaker of '49, "Harper's
Ferry or bust," and we have no idea of busting.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
Apropos of the kauri, or cowree, pine, recently mentioned by a cor-

respondent; Mr. F. A. Perrot, of Port Townsend^ Wash., has sent us a
small piece of the wood. The grain is somewhat similar in appearance
to beech wood, so much used here for planes and other tools. Mr.
Perrot says: "I have worked many thousand feet, and it is one of the
best, if not the best wood I have ever used; light, durable, free from
knots and finishes well. Kauri pine is worth $22 to $26 per thousand
in New Zealand. In regard to light woods in Australia, Spanish cedar
sells in Sydney, where it is brought from Queensland, for $22 per
thousand."

A correspondent asks for information concerning the St. Francis
River, Lakes Memphremagog, Willoughby and Chrystal, and the Pas-
suoipsic River, on which he proposes to cruise in a canoe.

Traverse City, Mich., Jan. 1.—Mr. J. A. Montague, V. E. Montague
and the writer must take credit for opening the canoe season so far as
Traverse Bay is concerned, having enjoyed a two hours' sail in the
canoe Ino this New Year's Day. For some years it has been our cus-
tom to take a sail on Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's Day

—

something the outside fiorio. '"ho iuo'cn ^orriv.-ro .\!!.:-h^;iu v. :i:s.i's

by what they read, would hardly think possible. Great interest will
be taken in canoeing here during the present year, several oanoes
being under construction, from which great speed is expected.—8.
E. P.

The annual meeting of the Red Dragon 0 C. was held on Jan. 5 at
the Colonnade Hotel. The following gentlemen were elected to fill the
offices for the ensuing year: Com.. H. E. McCormick: Vice-Corn., H.
W. Fleischman; Purser, A. S. Fenimore; Quartermaster, W. J. Seott;
Correspondent, F. O. Gross; Fleet Surgon, W. C. Fetridge, M.D.;
House Committee, W. J. Scott (chairman), H. D. Bachman, F. W.
Noyes, H Blumner, M. D. Wilt.

At the election of the HobokeD C.C Jan. 3, the following officers
were elected: Com., Rich Biger; Vice-Corn., G V. Strahan; Treas., L.
C. Kretzmer; Sec'y, P. C. Gottschalk; Capt., Theo. Forst.

It looked safe, however, with good management, so with tightly

closed hatches and aprons drawn up to our chins we engaged it, one at.

a time, George first, Lacy next and the Commodore last. The plunge
was a most exciting one, and the canoes were completely buried in the
water at the perpendicular drop at the bottom of the shroud, the
water rolled in a «olid sheet, a foot deep clear over our decks, from
stem to stern, and the sharp crests of the waves struck us in the face.

We al shipped a little water here, not to exceed a half gallon all told.

It was a most exciting episode, and worth the whole trip. I now feel

satisfied for I have never yet portaged this dam without feehng mean
at avoiding the shoot, and we have always heretofore considered it too
horribly rough to run.
The remaining four miles of the cruise were made without incident.

We got a glimpse of the old, old story in the shape of a spruce looking
young man and his equally spruce looking best girl evidently from the
summer hotel at Front Royal spooning iu a beautiful shady nook on
th river bank; they were ostensibly fishing, but if they had had a
siriKe from a whale it i* not likely that it would have received much
attention. At exactly noon we ended the cruise by landing among the

miscellaneous collection of sail boats, skiffs, and gondolas, moved
under the steep high bank just above the big dam at Riverton; and,

after making the canoes fast, we climb,ed the rickety flight of steps

leading up to the road above, along which we walked to the flowing
spout where we refreshed ourselves with a copious draught of cool
water, alter which we returned to the canoes (taking with us a bucket
of wat^r) and paddled across to the left bank and had our lunch and
then leisurely unpacked the canoes, drew them ashore and put up the

camp on our old camp ground, & beautiful piece of turf on the tree-

Jerseymen at the Targets.
There was a good-sized crowd of riflemen and their friends in the

Greenville Schuetzen Park on New Year's afternoon. The weather
was warm and springlike and the light fine. The Zettler Bros., with a
party of New York and Brooklyn friends, were present and partici-
pated in a little informal practice. Five members of the Greenville
Club shot off a 50-shot handicap match for refreshments and a nomi-
ual stake. M. Dorrler was out with his new Ballard match rifle, his
first appearance with it on the range. Michael gave a little exhibition
of what he can do by putting up two scores of 224; he then let up a
little to allow the others to pull up. He then finished his fifty shots
with a total of 1,096. Plaisted was the only one to keep anywhere near
the champion. After finishing his fifty shots Chavant made a fine
practice score of ten shots, which will be found appended;
C A Chavant 24 22 23 25 25 23 23 23 21 23—229
Scores, 50-shot handicap sweepstake match:
WO Collins, .32-20-115 lub... 20 17 50 21 19 19 16 14 23 21—183

16 23 24 24 17 18 22 18 20 23—205
20 23 23 16 23 19 19 22 14 21—200
25 28 18 22 20 16 20 17 21 19-199
23 18 24 17 18 16 19 2a 17 19—193+60—1040

Colin Boag, .38-50-255, lub ..22 19 23 19 19 19 18 19 20 20-198
22 19 20 12 10 15 17 17 21 15—169
18 19 22 19 22 25 21 22 14 18-200
20 18 23 24 21 19 20 21 23 23-213
12 34 18 83 17 24 21 23 24 22—2084-75—1083

G W Plaisted, .38-50-830 lub. .24 17 21 25 18 17 22 22 24 24—214
21 20 24 22 24 16 22 24 20 21-214
22 22 22 22 22 18 19 22 20 23—212
21 21 25 21 28 24 23 23 25 24-229
21 20 21 23 19 82 23 21 22 24—216 —1085

OA Chavant, .38-55-330 lub. .20 20 81 24 17 20 17 19 20 19—197
22 22 25 22 21 83 23 24 17 19-217
19 21 24 20 18 83 22 20 20 18-205
21 19 83 24 17 80 31 17 18 21—200
22 14 20 22 21 24 22 24 23 20-2124-40-1071

M Dorrler, .38-55-225, patch. 25 21 30 20 23 24 25 20 23 23 -224
23 24 24 20 24 .23 21 21 21 23-224
22 17 22 25 16 18 19 25 23 18—204
18 21 24 32 21 23 23 20 24 23-219
25 23 23 .80 21 23 24 22 .32 22-225 —1096

On Jan. 6 a half dozen riflemen from the Greenville and Excelsior
clubs, of Jersey City, met in the Greeuville Schuetzen Park for a 50

shot sweepstake match on the German ring target, handicap rules.

The weather was warm and pleasant, but as the day advanced the
light became a little too hazy for fine shooting. This, however, made
no perceptible difference in the zeal of the shooters in their efforts to
reach the center of the bull. Chavant, who by the way has been im-
proving in form of late, expressed himself as being satisfied to forego

his usual handicap and start scratch. Hansen was late in getting out
t o the park and was handicapped with the uncertain light in the last
half of match. Under more favorable circumstances his score would
be many points better. Collins brought out a new Ballard .38-50 for
trial. His score shows quite an improvement over those of the past
few weeks. A few more practice shoots and his handicap will come
down several points. Colin Boag, with the aid of his handicap, reached
the highest total of the day.
During the afternoon the portly form of that leader of experts,

Barney Walther, walked into the shooting house. His entrance was
the signal for an enthusiastic impromptu reception to this popular ex-
ponent of target-shooting. After a cordial hand olasp with all present
Barney was interrogated as to the whereabouts of his gun. His answer
was that he dropped in just for a social visit. All out of practice, bad
hardly fired a shot since the Chicago international tournament last
summer, but the growing reputation of the Greenville Club, and the
good repute of Jerseymen in general, had induced him to cross the
Hudson and venture a trip to Greenville on the trolley line. Mr. Bar-
ney Walther, iu a shooting house among riflemen is very much like a
drop of water on a hot stove cover, and on this occasion he was in his
usual lively mood. It did not take him long to brew a little rivalry
between two of the shooters present—Messrs. Hansen and Plaisted.
Barney picked out Hansen as, in bis judgment, the better man of the
two, and proceeded to arrange an impromptu match, ten shots per
man, risking a small bet on his judgment in order to have a little
sport and make. his carfare, as he expressed it. As a general thing the
shoemaker is quite, successful in picking a winner, but in this case he
was a little off, as the appended scores will show When the two con-
testants commenced their race the day had so far advanced that the
shades of night were crowding the daylighi to that extent that the
light was poor and the location of the bullseye somewhat uncertain.
After each man had fired two shots Walther expressed himself as
feeling quite sure of his expenses. The third round, however, gave
him a slight chill, and as the race progressed he ordered a little tonic
to ward off the inevitable. Scores:
Plaisted 17 14 24 22 21 25 21 24 22 20-210
Hansen 16 17 19 22 22 25 19 23 54 18- 204
The result was somewhat of a surprise to Walther, and yet did not

change his faith in the correctness of his judgment, and to convince
those present that he had not made an error he offered to back Han-
sen, in a 50 shot match for a moderate fraction of his shoe factory.
His offer was accepted, and the match will be shot off on Saturday,
Jan. 20, between 1 and 4 P. M.

:

Hansen, scratch 19 18 22 17 25 24 20 23 19 17—204
19 25 22 23 21 24 20 21 32 23—219
21 19 30 82 V:, r ji> 22 2:2 25-20?
19 22 24 18 16 18 24 25 23 19—208
16 17 19 22 22 25 19 22 14 18-204 —1038

Purkess 16 23 18 20 23 19 14 18 23 21—195
23 22 17 25 14 21 12 21 0 16—191
18 18 10 21 20 24 20 80 83 19—193
20 24 19 17 17 19 20 17 24 20-197

"

19 21 17 24 17 18 17 19 21 23—IP64-75—1047
C Boag 16 25 15 23 31 81 18 24 19 23—205

19 17 13 21 22 19 18 28 21 18—190
22 17 19 14 5 19 32 23 20 23—193
23 22 21 19 22 21 23 24 22 19-213
18 25 23 23 20 17 23 21 12 21—2044-75-1080

Plaisted, scratch 80 31 16 83 33 33 31 33 33 23—213
23 81 25 22 25 18 24 21 24 23—236
22 22 23 34 15 12 33 23 15 23-222
20 14 S3 23 23 83 31 23 21 17—207
18 19 23 19 15 35 18 25 23 22—207 —1075

Chavant, scratch 18 18 21 22 23 83 21 25 19 24-213
13 24 23 21 21 25 21 24 21 23-216
20 25 19 21 24 18 24 19 20 23—213
33 19 33 39 19 23 25 17 23 24-220
23 22 23 13 17 82 20 35 23 23—208 —1070

Collins 16 20 22 24 20 20 23 30 19 17-201
17 24 23 25 17 18 21 25 21 85-216
23 22 24 12 19 14 23 14 23 21—195
17 24 15 80 23 24 33 19 17 22—204
22 22 21 21 24 18 22 23 22 23-2184-40-1074

Target Shooting Amid Snowflakes.
A few of the regulars from the Greenville coterie of riflemen, met

in Armbruster's Park, Saturday afternoon for rifle practice. The
promised snowstorm of Father Duun came straggling along in an un-
certain sort of a way. At times sending down showers of fleecy flakes
and at others breaking away, permitting strong gleams of sunshine to
escape through the mass of clouds envelopiag the. surroundings. But
little incidents like snowstorms, sleet or rain, have no effect upon the
shooting energy of these cranks. So, as long as the target was up
and the marker in a sufficiently thawed out condition to show the
shots, the shooters kept up the contest. The afternoon was devoted
to a 50 shot handicap sweepstake match and pool shooting.
Sweepstake rifle match:

Geo W Plaisted 23 23 33 18 25 23 24 20 14 17—208
24 22 25 25 24 19 13 21 23 20-216
25 22 24 17 24 24 21 18 25 25—225
24 24 18 23 20 16 24 22 25 23—219
20 25 24 19 24 22 19 23 29 34-220— 1088

CBoag 20 13 20 18 19 20 23 IB 21 19-189
17 14 24 19 22 17 18 20 17 21—189
25 21 20 17 19 17 24 23 19 19—205
23 20 22 23 24 21 20 21 25 22 - 381
17 17 24 24 23 30 25 18 20 17-204+ 75-1083

C H Chavant 24 25 16 21 22 21 13 24 20 18-204
20 20 22 21 24" 21 18 23 20 1 9—208
19 18 23 25 23 82 19 22 19 23—212
25 22 20 21 23 22 35 80 19 23-219
21 20 9 24 18 20 18 18 22 24—1944- 40-1077

CScheeline 16 19 30 12 16 14 80 11 15 21-164
16 17 21 24 33 25 30 28 21 20-208
7 21 6 20 28 19 80 24 81 11—167
20 17 17 12 17 20 15 21 21 12-172
21 19 15 6 13 17 19 16 17 9—1524-100— 963

Five shot pools:
Plaisted .23 18 25 22 24—112 Soheeline 15 21 21 12 25— 94
C Boag 19 18 25 25 19-106 Purkess 22 21 17 17 7— 84
Chavant 20 19 22 21 20—102

Cincinnati Rifles.
Cincinnati, O., Dec. 31, 1893.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held

its regular practice shoot and made the scores appended. Condi ions,

200yds., off-hand, at the standard target:
Gindele 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 10 10-89

9 88889788 10-83
9 10 9679989 8-84

Louis

7

96899886 10—80
96 10 896695 10—78
878 10 596 7 9 7—76

Wellinger 8 10 7 8 8 7 8 7 8 9-805987588 10 8 8—76639899778 9—75
Brumbach 5 10 6 7 10 10 7 10 7 9—81869667967 9-73

9 4 7 5 10 10 6 8 9 5-73
Hake 6 7 5 4 10 4 4 9 6 7—62645765354 10-55755665354 5—52
Payne 767995977 6—72

10 10 7497894 6-747547 10 8569 9-69
Topf 10 4 3 7 8 10 8 4 7 5—66576584 10 66 6-63

7 3 6499357 6-58
Drube 10 5 5 8 10 9 9 9 8 9—824988878 10 9 8—79

10 89657969 6—75
Puthoff 4 9 7 10 8 9 3 0 10 3—63

10 58539 R 76 7—66
Nagel 20252422 6 0—25

0 6 2 3 4 2 5 10 0—23

A New Year's Score.
Owensville, Ind., Jan 2.—Jas. Montgomery celebrated New Year's

by firing 55 shots at German ring target with a ,32-40-185 Ballard
Schuetzen, at 200yds., off-hand, with the following result; weather
conditions good; as pleasant as October:
Jas Montgomery 21 24 22 19 24 24 18 23 19 20-214

23 22 20 22 18 20 19 25 20 20—209
22 24 22 20 18 20 24 23 33 20-216
23 18 24 21 20 22 21 21 19 19—208
23 23 21 22 23 21 20 21 23 23-218
21 23 24 23 20 —111—1177

Greenville Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Club, on Jan. 5, was well

attended, 21 members participating. O. H Chavant was high with the
good score of 240. The club shoots under class and handicap system,
and the handicap is so well adjusted that the poorest as well as the
best shot have a chance to reach the winning post. Scores: Chavant
240, Robidoux 238. Geo. Purkess 236, Dorrler 236. Lutz 239, Plaisted 234,

Collins 233, Spahh 231, Scheellne 2:10, J. Boag 225, C. Boag 228, E.
Wurs'ner 222, Agneau 820, Gotthardn' 314, Hill ,314, Holzapfel 209, F.
Wurstner 208, Huelsen 204, Lauer 191, Mang 183, Daniels 178,
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Riflemen vs. Bowlers.
A novel match took place last week in Jersey City between a rifle

club team and a bowling club team. The contest was made up under

the novel rules of one match on the alley and one in the gallery, the

total scores of the two to count. The match was bet ween teams of

the Greenville Rifle Club and the Catholic Club. The first contest

was on Wednesday night on the Catholic Club alleys. The riflemen

went into the bowling contest with a confident faith in their ability to

center the alley and down the pins, but when tried to send the balls

down center of alley they found that the balls rolled upon an eceen-

trictbat seemed to carry many of them into the gutter, much to the

disgust of the perspiring shooters, the result was that the Catholic

team won the bowling match by a margin of 418 points (pins).

- The return match was shot off on the gallery ranges of the Green -

ville Clnb on Saturday night. The members and friends of the Catholic-

team were promptly on hand and filled with a zeal to try and hold
their bowling margin or at least enough of it to leave them a surplus

to their credit on the grand total. The bowlers, however, found it

somewhat difficult to make their bullets and the targets connect, one
member making a clean score of goose eggs. The result was that the

Greenville team won the rifle match with a margin of 1,123 points or a
net margin on the two matches of 705 points
The result, of this novel match is that the Catholic Club now express

its intention to build a set of ranges iu its fine club house on Jersey
avenue and educate a team of riflemen. Should the club carry out
its intentions in this matter it will, no doubt, be successful, for it has
in its bowling members some good material cut of which to make
good riflemen. After the close of the match the Greenville Club en-

tertaindthe visitors in a liberal manner and sent them home rilled

with that respect toward the Greenville Club which is born of good
fellowship. Scores:

Greenvillee Rifle Club.
Robidoux 25 25 32 22 22 25 22 23 22 23—231
Dodds ,. 19 22 24 25 22 24 20 20 25 25-226
Lutz 22 24 22 3 9 25 25 25 22 20 18-222
Purkess 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 22 23-234
Gotthardt 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 23 21 19 -229
J Hill 24 23 23 22 22 21 20 18 18 18-209
Collins 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 19 24-236
OBoag 25 25 25 23 23 23 23 22 21 20—230
Dorrler 25 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23—242
Graef 24 24 23 22 22 22 21 20 19 19-216—2275
Captain, C. Boag; judge, E. A. Graef.

Catholic Bowling Club.
O'Donnel 20 11 11 12 0 0 17 24 17 0—113
Cavanagh .12 16 13 23 16 17 23 25 13 20-178
Obrein 23 0 0 0 0 28 21 18 10 0- 95

Griffin 24 22 18 18 17 10 0 0 0 0-109
Relish 23 20 18 18 12 10 9 9 0 0—119
FRiordan 15 11 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0— 36

ERiordan 000000000 0—0
Mallen 20 20 19 IS 17 15 15 11 0 0—135
Owens 24 23 23 22 21 19 10 16 9 9—182
Moran 25 24 22 22 21 20 19 19 13 0—185—1152
Captain, Obrein; judge, O'Day. Mr. Piatsted acted as scorer.

Denver's New Year's Shoot.
Dwnver, Col.. Jan. 3.—Editor Forest and Stream: The third annual

prize shoot, which was the opening of the 1891 rifle competitions under
the auspices of the Denver Rifle Club, was a complete success. Marks-
men were present from different parts of the State, and from 9 on till

dark the ransre was packed with shooters. Nothing was lacking on
the part of the management, and the firing continued smoothly as fast
as the shooters could load and fire. Including preparatory shots, the
score sheet shows that over 1,100 shots in all were fired. The prize
list contained over seventy valuable prizes. The match was open to
everybody. No marksman could win but one prize, and that was deter-
mined by his score, the highest score taking first choice of one prize
on the entire prize list, and the subsequent shooters in rotation accord-
ing to their scores. Three shots, off-hand, distance 200yds., American
standard, any gun sight or trigger pull:

S M Johnsoh.
J C Bates.....

CFHollingshead...
J N Lower 6

H B Gilbert. 6
CLDow 8 8 6—22 UGPurtuton.
Geo Schoyen . .

.

W A Rhodes.

TN Thompson 9

8 9 9-26
8 9 9—26
8 10 8-26
9 7 10-26
10 10 6-26
7 8 10-25
8 8 7—23
7 9 7—23
8 9 6-23
6 7 10-23
10 3 10-23
0 7 9-22
6 9 7—22
8 8 6—22
6 6 10—22
5 10 7-22
9 8 5-22
8 9 4—21
5 7 9—21
8 8 5-21
8 9 4—21
7 6 7—20
7 7 6-20
6 8 6—20
8 7 5—20
4 10 6—20
6 10 4—20

8-20
7 4 8—19
10 5 4—19
6 10 3-19
7 6 5—18
6 6 6-18

C C Ford
C Gove
D J Crockett
A E Hamilton .

.

AEParnell 6 8 6—20 F H Anderson.
HA Willis

4 5 9—18
10 4 4—18
5 9 4-18
6 6 5—17
9 5 3—17
4 8 5—17
6 6 5—17
5 •3 8—16
8 4 4-16

3 6—16
4 9 3—16
8 5 3-16

4 4—16
8 4 4—16
5 4 5—14
5 6 3-14

. 9 2 3—14
6 6 2-14
1 6 7—14
3 6 4-13
3 3 6-12
6 3 3-12
6
3

2
3

4—12
6—12

3 4 4—11
0 3 7—10
3 4 3—10
3 3 3—10
0 5 4- 9
1 6 2- 9
1 3 3- 7
0 3 2— 5

Jos N. Lower, Sec'y.

New York Rifle Club.
The New York Rifle Club held its regular weekly competition for

prizes and medals at Zettler's gallery. 12 St.. Mark's place, on Jan. 6.

There were nine members present, who made the following scores, the
two best to count on each day:
R J Young 237 242 C E Gensch. . . .235 237 E B Barker . . .221 226
M Herrington. .236 240 H Duane 230 236 JasDuane.... 20S 225
ERChadbourne216 238 A H Isbell 229 230 F C Hamilton. .206 212

E. R. Chadbourne, Sec'y.

Miller Rifle Club.
At the wepkly gallery shoot of the Miller Club last week sixteen

members participated Captain E. Fisher led his members with the
good score of 241. The "cores: Captain Fisher 211 , Kruse 238, Seblfcnt
238, J. Meyer 230. Brandt. 23% Dewey 230. F. Meyer 228, Vauderhayden
224- Leili 239, Meyns 238, M;!lsr 23C. F. Kohl 235. Murphy -: H,
Stadler 222.

RIFLE NOTES.
President B. Walther is reported to have received a letter this week

from M. Dorrler, of New Jersey, authorizing Walther to make a match
for him with F. C. Ross, for a 100 shot match to be shot on the Cypress
Hills range, three weeks from signing articles. Stakes from one to
two hundred dollars a side Ibis ought to bring about a match for
the Cypress Hill range is Ross's favorite ground.

There is an effort being made to establish a league among the rifle
clubs iu Hudson Co., N. J. We trust that the Jersey reformers will
succeed in forming a league that will add a little life" to many of the
clubs, who at the present time are iu what Mr. Dana would describe as
innocuous desuetude This leads us to inquire as to what our Newark
gallery shooters are doing these long winter nights, it is many moons
since we have heard anything from the many ciubs who used in make
this city the centre in gallery shooting during the winter months.
The Busse-Plaisted match, one hundred shots each, will be shot off on

Washington Park range on Friday of this week. It is expected that
many of our prominent experts will be on hand to witness the contest,

L. P. Hansen, of the Excelsior Club of Jersey city, is matched to
shoot Plaisted, a 50 shot race on Saturday. January, 20th, on the
Greenville Schuetzen Park range.

President B. Walther, of the Zettler Rifle Club, was a visitor at the
new club bouse of the Greenville Rifle Club on Saturday night. He
was highly pleased with the arrangemeut of thehouse and its ranges
and he prophesied a successful future for this young m 3 .v-r>.,V
club.

We learn that Win. Hayes has returned home from his visit to the
South very much improved in health.

Brother Hough's statement in last week's issue that the Windy City
had gallery shooters who were game enough to put up their lucre to
the extent of from f59 to §300 in a 100-shot gallery match has crea ted
a little interest among our local shooters. They have suggested to
our rifle scribe, Plaisted, that if the ambitious Chicago shooters were
to give out something in the way of a challenge that was bona fide
all wool and a yard wide, the New Yorkers would try a piece of it
What do you say, Chicago? Business in New York with the riflemen
at the present time is very dull and they are inclined to accept most
anything that will break the monotony of their present surroundings

Zettler Rifle Club.

The first monthly meeting of the Zettler Club for the year 1894 was
held at headquarters on Jan. 2. There was a light attendance, for

which the holidays were no doubt responsible. The shooting of the
members after the close of the meeting was of that quality usual to

these experts. H. Holges got the champion medal on the excellent

score of 247 on his first entry, and he also divided honors for the best

10 shot score with R. Buese, 247 each. Scores:
Champion medal: H. Holges 247, R. Busse 2l5, F. O. Ross 244, B. Wal-

Waltger 245. P. F. Senout fc 245. G. Nowak 216, M, B. F.agel 245, B. Zet-

tler 244., C. G. Zettler 243. L, Flach241. G. Zimmerman 243, H. D. Mai-
ler 841.

Winchester 1894 Reloader.
The Winchester Arms Co. send us a description of their 1894 model

reloading tool, designed to make more easy the reloading and resizing

of large sporting ammunition. By a strong lever, a motion (not more
than .03 of an inch) is imparted to' the slide. The cartridge is contained
in the die A, as shown in the cut. The die screws into the frame.
The shell, with its charge, and bullet, is put together by hand and put
into the die A. The die is screwed into the frame, as far as it will go
readily. A motion of the lever toward the die will force the cartridge

into the die through a short distance. The backward motion of the

lever loosens the cartridge in the die and withdraws it partially. The
die can then be screwed up throngh a part of one lurn. The repeated
motion of the lever and continued screwing up of the die bring the
cartridge its full length into the die, inserts the bullet to the right

distance, crimps the cartridge around the bullet, and reduces the shell

to its original size, so that it will go freely into the gun.
With this tool it will be found to easily reload the largest cartridges,

compressing the powder, putting the bullet to place, and reducing the
shell on the outside to its original form. By the reverse motion, that
is, by lifting the handle of the lever away from the die, the slide is

lifted, and the cartridge, by means of the extractor, is drawn a slight
distance out of the die. When the handle is returned to the die, the.

latter can be unscrewed a corresponding distance. Another motion of
the lever draws the cartridge still further out of the die, and with a
few motions it becomes so loosened in the die that the latter may be
easily unscrewed. As soon as the cartridge is loosened in the die, the
extractor loses its grip, and the die and cartridge are taken from the
frame together. This tool, new in principle, permits, with the use of
little force, the mosi exact reloading, including the resizing of the
shell. A measure, giving the exact quantity of powder, set of bullet
molds, charge cup and primer extractor accompany the tool. The
tool weighs two pounds. It will be made to load the following sizes of
amunition: .32-40, .38-55, .38-56, .40-65, .40-82, .45-70-405, .45-70-500,

.45-90, .50-110 Express.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported;

if you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
Jan. 16-18.—Grand live and artificial bird shoot, §1,000 guaranteed,

by the Hamilton Gun Club. J. E. Overholt, Sec'y.
Jan. 23.—Open shoot at 25 live birds, §25 entry, on Erb's grounds,

Newark, N. J. Entries close Jan. 22.

Feb. 22.—White Plains (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Feb. —.— Reading Shootiug Association tournament; two days

targets, one aay live birds, at Three-Mile House, Shillington, Pa.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers 1 and Dealers' Asso eiation's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 24 27 —Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb,
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association "a

spring tournament.
May 22-25 — Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, §1,000 added rnone}', known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the w orld. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11 16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 19-21.—Chamherlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. §1,000 added money.
June (third week).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club three days'

tournament. Address R. C. Griscom. Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament. •

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The fourth annual tournament of the Hamilton (Ont ) Gun Club, to

be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of next week, bids fair
to be as successful as their former affairs. The big event will be the
opening shoot at 20 live birds, §10 entry, for which §700 is guaranteed.
First money is §200, second money §100, third money §75, and so on
down to the fourteenth, which is §15. Entries for this event will be
taken on Monday evening at the Brunswick Hotel, Hamilton. Entries
made after 12 M. on Monday will be charged 10 per cent, extra. The
high guns will take the money. Hamilton Gun Club rubs will govern.
The rise will be 30yds. and the. boundary lUOyds. On the same day
there will be a 15-target event, §1.50, with §30 guaranteed; a 20-target
shoot, §2 entry, and a 20-target sweep. §2 entry, with §40 guaranteed.
Wednesday's programme comprises 15 targets, §1.50 entry; 10 targets.
§1.50 entry, §-25 guaranteed: 20 targets. §2 entry, §50 guaranteed; 20
targets, §2 entry. Thursday, live bird miss and out, §5 entry, §101)
guaranteed with surplus, 20 entries to fill; 15 targets, §1.50 entry, $30
guaranteed; 20 targets, §2,50 entry; 15 targets, §1.50 entry, §25 guar-
anteed; 10 five birds. §5 entry.

Sportsmen throughout the East are clamoring for a chance to wit-

ness a match between E. D. Fulford and J. A. R. Elliott, who have
never met one another before tbe traps in this section. The furthest
East they came during their series of five matches was Williamsport,
Pa. Fulford is a member of the Newark Gun Club, and his clubmates
are anxious to see such a contest as above take place on the club
grounds at Erb's. Elliott, is also hungering for an opportunity to pull

even with his old opponent, who during the series referred to won four
matches to Elliott's one. Elliott desires to shoot in the East, where
business will detain him for several months. He stands ready to

arrange one or more matches at 100 live birds per man for $250 or
more a side each match, and the sooner they are arranged the better
will he be pleased. When Fulford was in this section a few weeks ago
Elliott approached him on the subject, when Fulford said he would not
be able to go into a contest until February. Fulford also preferred to

shoot in Chicago, but to this Elliott declined to agree to a trip West,
saying that he considered the East good enough to shoot in a=s long as
both men were at hand, and that he saw no sensible reason for making
a thousand-mile journey in order to shoot. Whether they will come
; i.l:er r:<- not remains to be seen, but we are inclined to the belief

that the public will have an opportunity of gauging their respective

skill before many weeks have elapsed.

The fourth shoot for the medals of the Riverside Gun Club, was held
at Red Bank, N. J., Jan. 5. The contest was at 25 bluerock targets,

from 5 traps, unknown angles. Oscar Hesse was high with 23, usiug
Walsrode powder as a matter of course. E. M. Cooper broke 22,

Albert Ivins 20, E. Throckmorton 19, T. Davis 18, L. S. Campbell 18,

John Cooper 17, J S. Hoey 17. In a 5-rnan team shoot at 10 targets,

rapid-fire, the scores were: Teaml: E. M Cooper 9, W. M Little 8,

E. Throckmorton 9, Oscar Hesse 6, H. C. White 2; total 34 Team 2:

Albert Ivins 9, John Cooper 6, J. S. Hoey 6, T. Davis 4, E. Garnsey 4;

total 29. Sweep at 10 singles: Hesse 8, E. M. Cooper 7, Ivins, Hoey and
Throckmorton, 5 each; Campbell 4. At 5 singles: Throckmorton, John
Cooper and Ivins, 4 each; E. M. Cooper 3, Hoey and Hesse, 2 each.

The Maplewood (N. J.) Gun Club enjoyed it* annual dinner at
Smalley's South Orange Hotel on Friday evening, Dec. 30. there being

a goodly number of members present. Speeches and singing followed
and afterward came the election of officers for 1894, this resulting as
follows: President, .J. Warren Smith; Treasurer, T. B. Smith; Record-
ing Secretary, Walter G. Laidliw; Corresponding Secretary, O. L.

Yeomans; Manager, D. W. Van Iderstine; Field Captain, William
Drake, Governors, Samuel B. Tillou, J. Siggins, Wiekliffe J. Smith,
William Drake, Albert Parry, J. W. Fisher, D. W. Van Iderstine, O. L.

Yeomans and Walter G. Laidlaw. The club is in fine condition finan-

cially, as well as numerically, and a lively season is contemplated.

A private live bird shoor was held at Belleville, N. J , on Tuesday,
Jan. 2, there being four events at 5 birds each and one at 6 birds.

The results: Event No. 1, five birds, Hill 5, Campbell 4. Keller 4,

Parker 4, Weston 3, Stayer 1. McNulty 0, Staniar 0. No. 2, sime, Hill 5,

Parker 5, Weston 5, Keller 4, McNulty 3, Stayer 1, Campbell 1,

Staniar 1. No 3, six birds. Hill 6. Parker 6, Campbell 5, Leighton 5,

Keller 4, Weston 4, Ortholf 4. McNulty 3, Stayer 1, Staniar 1. No. 4,

five birds, Leighton 5, Hill 4, Parker 3, McNulty 2, Keller 2, Weston 2,

Ortholf 1, Stayer 0, Staniar 0. No. 5, five birds, Campbeil 5, Hill 4,

Leighton 4, Parker 4, Weston 4, Ortholf 3, McNulty 1, Stayer 1,

Keller 1, Staniar 0.

The New Year shoot of the newly organized Orange Rod and Gun
Club, held on their grounds on Watching Mountain, West Orange,
N. J., was a pleasant and successful affair. There were sixteen
members present and they shot at 5 Jive birds each. C. H. Jacobus
and George Fisher killed 5 each; C. C. Young and Hamilton Meller 4

each, Joseph Young and Solomon Wood 3 each, George Wood, Wil-

liam Manwood, Samuel Booth, William Heberis, Frank Storms,
Rudolph Wagner and G. M. C. Maintock 2 each, and Thomas H.
Lippe 1. After the shoot the members repaired to Dunu's Hotel,

where a banquet was served and a pleasant evening enjoyed.

We are pleased to say that Rollo Heikes, the genial blonde who is so
expert at smashing targets, is entirtly recovered in health, but Chicago
is no longer to contain him as a resident. He is now located in his old
home, Dayton, O., and will go into the shell-loading business on his

own account. Rollo was completely run down, and by the advice of
his physician he spent some time in the South recuperating. While a
believer in climatology he has arrived at the conclusion that the man
who goes to Chicago for a change of climate usually gets a surfeit.

The Union Metallic Cartridge Company publish a pretty panel em-
bellished with a picture of a Gordon setter and litter of puppies, all

of whom are seriously contemplating the amount of damage they
have wrought by partially emptying a box of Smokeless shells. In
the background is shown a kennel, game bag and gun, and under-
neath is a calendar for 1894. Taken altogether it is a pretty conceit
and a neat ornament for office or club room.

Under date of Dec. 21 notices were sent out for a 50-bird sweep, §50
entry, to be shot at Erb's on Jan. 18. Will the recipients of said
notices impress upon their minds the fact that said shoot has been de-
clared off and that in its stead there has been arranged a 25-bird

sweep, §25 entry, to be shot at Erb's, Newark, N. J., on Tuesday, Jan.
.33, beginning at 10 o'clock A. M, Entries will be taken up to Jan. '22 by
C. H. Townsend, Box 2832, New York.

Washington's Birthday at Dexter Park this year will, as usual, be
devoted to targets and birds. This is the one day in the year that the
patrons of Dexter Park turn out to give "Billy" a little benefit, and as
a consequence the day has been calendered by the shooters as "Trap-
per Mills's day." The shoot will open at 9:30 A . M. with target sweeps
and continue until 2 P. M., after which birds will be in order.

This will be a fat year for the frequenters of tournaments. Already
two have been announced, each with §1,000 added money, and Wash-
ington and Cincinnati are likely to fall in line with similar affairs.

Then Charlotte. N C, is considering the feasibility of giving a three-
days' shoot immediately preceding the Knoxville shoot, and they
will probably add from §500 to $1,000.

The new catalogue of the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company
of Cleveland, Ohio, is ready for distribution and will be sent to any
address on receipt of a stamp to cover postage. Every shooter should
have this catalogue, as it contains many half-tone cuts of great inter-

est. The company has also ready the programme for tournament,
Jan. 19-21 at which they add §1,000 in cash.

A letter from Arthur S. Mattingly, secretary of the Capital City
Gun Club of Washington, D. C, informs us that his club is now the
only organization of the kind in the city and that its membership
comprises every good shot in the city. They are now considering the
feasibility of holding a tournament in June and adding $1,000 to the
purses.

Leander S. Campbell of Little Silver and James Van Brackle of Long
Branch had a find, trap and handle match at Perth Amboy. The con-
ditions were 25 birds per man, 21yds. ri-e, 50yds. boundary, gun below
elbow until bird was on the wing. On the twentj'-first round Camp-
beil was shot out, having killed only 11 birds to Van Brackle's 16.

A number of well-known sportsmen will go to Norfalk, Va., next
Thursday to witness the 100-bird match between "Dutchy" Smith of
Plainfield and Neaf Apgar of Evona, for a stake of §250 a side. The
party will start from New York on Wednesday afternoon and return
on Friday.

Jersey shooters were disappointed at the falling through of the con
templated live bird match between Dr. P. J. Zeglio, of Warrenville,
and T. W. Morfey, of Paterson. These men are very evenly matched
as regards skill, and a contest between them would be an Interesting
event for their many friends and clubmates.

The Atlantic City (N. J ) Rod and Gun Club has decided to hold its

tournament on June 12, 13 and 14, instead of during the third week in
June, in order not to conflict with the Chamberlin Cartridge Com-
pany's tournament.

The Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association will hold its eighteenth
annual tournament at Columbus, Neb , on May 15, 16 and 17, and will

add §1,000 to the purses. The shoot will be under the auspices of
the Columbus Gun Club.

And now we understand that John L. Brewer is anxious to have
another "go" at J. A. R. Elliott, and as the latter is more than anxious
a meeting, or even a series of them, are likely to result.

T. C. Wright and T. W. Morfey, both of Paterson, will shoot a match
at Willard's Park on Tuesday, Jan, 16, each man to shoot at 50 live

pigeons for $50 a side.

The Oneida County Sportsmen's Association will soon publish an
advance prospectus of the New York State shoot to be held in Utica
in June.

Notice is given elsewhere that the Chamberlin Cartridge Target com-
pany has discontinued their Eastern office. A list of agencies is given.

Secretaries of clubs are requested not to fail to promptly send us
the results of their annual elections, change of shooting days, etc.

Friend Nolan of Rochester is informed that the mistake in regard to
the winners of the first triangular match was entirely our owu.

There will be open sweepstake shooting at Willard's Park, Paterson,
before and after the Wright—Morfey match on Jan. 16.

Among the Americans at Hamilton next week will be Rollo Heikes,
M. F. Lindsley, John Parker and J. A. R. Elliott.

Next Thursday will be Essex Gun Club day on Al Heritage's Marion
grounds.

C. H. Townsknd.
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New Year's Day at Dexter.
Louis Miller's New Year's cards inviting his friends and patrons to

attend his New Year's shoot on Monday last, was the means of bring-
ing together an agreeable and enthusiastic group of shotgun de-
votees.
The day was fine, the "air tempered to that degree that mates one's

overcoat a burden. The events of the day were divided into 12 events

;

9 at targets and 3 at birds.
The first event at 10 targets had 8 entries. Fred Thompson of the

Vernon Gun Club, broke 9 for first money. Messrs. Wood and Floyd
tied with 8 each for second.
Second event. 10 birds, 7 entries. W. H. Thompson first with 10; F.

A. Thompson second, 9.

Third event, 10 targets, 7 entries. W. H. Thompson, Ferris and
Heyer second with 8 each.
Fourth event, 10 targets, 7 entries, Heyer first with 9, Wood second

with 8.

Fifth event, 10 targets, 9 entries. Osterhout first with 9, Ferris
second with 8, W. H. Thompson, F. A. Thompson and Soper third with
7 each.
Sixth event, 10 targets, 8 entries. Ferris first with 10, Woods second

with 9, Heyer and Osterhout third with 6 each.
Seventh event, 10 targets, 9 entries. Brown, Woods, Heyer, Schorte-

meier and F. A, Thompson first with 8 each. Osterhout, Ferris and
W. H. Thompson second with 5 each.
Eighth event, 10 targets, 8 entries. Woods first with 9, Schortemeier

and Thompson second with 8.

Ninth event, 10 targets, 9 entries: Thompson first, with 10, Schorte-
meier second, with 8, Bo wen third, with 7.

The tenth event brought a change from the monotony of targets to
live birds. This event brought together 12 contestants, 5 buds each.
Schortemeier, Bowen and Thompson tied with clean scores.
The eleventh event, 7 birds, 16 entries, was an interesting sweep.

The birds were good and strong, and in most instances when the traps
were opened the birds made good flight for the next county. Fessen-
den, Schortemeier and C. H. Meyer dropped all of their birds inside
the boundary and got clean scores to their credit. Osterhout slipped
up on his last bird and fiuished with 6 kills to his credit. Wood and
Kellenstroth also killed 6 each, Otten, Schumacher, Johns. Bowen and
Simpson 5 each, Morey, F. A. Thompson, Dr. Little and Keim 4 each;
C. Meyer, while last, with 3, got about as much of the pot as the others,
for he had no division to make.
The twelfth event was a miss and out affair with 6 entries. Otten

and Bowen dropped out on the second round. Schortemeier on the
fourth and Dr. Little on the fifth. Smith and Thompson then divided.
Scores:
No. 1, 10 singles:

W H Thompson 0011111110—7 F A Thompson 0111111111—9
Wood 1101111110—8 Ferrish 1011111100—7
Brown 0001001000-2 Osterhout 1011101110—7
Floyd 1010111111—8 Heyer 1001110111—7
No. 2, same:

Floyd 1011001000—4 W H Thompson. , . . ,1111111111-10
Wood 0111111110—8 Heyer 0100000111— 4
Ferrish 0111110011—7 F A Thompson 1111011111— 9

Osterhout 1011101111—8
No. 3, same:

Wood 0100111110-6 Osterhout 1111111110—9
Floyd 1100001101—5 Ferrish 0111111110—8
W H Thompson 01 1 1011 1 11-8 Heyer 101 1 1 1 01 1 1-8
FA Thompson 1001111011—7
No. 4, same:

Wood 11101 11 101-8 Osterhout 100111 1011-7
Heyer 1011111111—9 Ferrish 0110101111—7W H Thompson 11101100U—7 Floyd 1111100110-7
F A Thompson 1101000111—6
No. 5, same:W H Thompson 1011011110-7 Osterhout 1111111011—9

Wood 0111011100-6 Floyd 0000101110-4
FA Thompson lOllOOilll—7 Soper 0101111101—7
Ferris 1111110101—8 Hosford 1000011000-3
Heyer 1011110010-6
No. 6, slme:

Cchoemaker lOllHOOOO— 5 FA Thompson 1011100101— 6
Soper 0001101101— 5 Woods 1011111111— 9
Heyer 11110U000- 6 Osterhout lllioonoil— 6
Ferris 1111111111—10 W H Thompson lllllllOll— 9

No. 7, same:
Osterhout 1101100011—6 Schortemeier 0111011111—8
Bowen 0111101111-8 F A Thompson 1011111110—8
Ferris 0010111101—6 W II Thompson 1101110001—6
Woods 1101 1 101 1 1—8 Soper 1101 010001—

5

Heyer 0001110111—8
No. 8, same:

Bowen 010010100O—3 Osterhout .0111101011—

7

Woods 11111111 10-9 Hazen 1101010110—6
Schortemeier 1 1 1 1 1 1 1011—8 Soper 11 1001 1 101—

6

Thompson 1101101111—8 Ferris 0101110111—7
No. 9, same:

Schortemeier 1101111C11— 8 Woods 00011 10111— 6
Thompson 1111111111—10 Soper 1011010110— 6

Otten 0001010100— 3 Bowen 1011010111— 7
Osterhout lOlOHOOll— 6 Shoemaker 1H0100100- 5

Heyer 1101010010— 5
No. 10, 5 live birds, entry $2.50, four moneys:

Heyer 02211—4 Peters 21013—1
Schortmeier 22222-5 Bo wen 21 122—5
Soper -02201—3 F Thompson 12111—5
Skidmore 12002—4 Fesseden 21021—4
Kittenstroth 11101—4 Woods (12322—4
Schumacher 02210—3 Floyd 11022—4
No. 11, 7 live birds, entry $5, four moneys:

Kettenstroth 0111211—6 Boweu. 2101100—5
Otten 2011011—5 Simpson 2102022—5
Schumacher 2021210—5 Dr Little 0211200—4
Morray (1022022-^ C Meyer 1201000—3
Johns 0120122—5 C M Meyer 2122111—7
Fesseden 2112112-7 Osterhout 2111120—6
Schortmeier 2222222—7 Wood 1110221—6
F Thompson 0201110—4 Keim 1120020—4
No. 13, miss and out, entry $1:

Schortmeier 2120 Smith 11111

Otten 20 Thompson 12111

Bowen 20 Little 21110

The South Side's Annual.
This year for the thirteenth consecutive time the members and

friends of the enterprising South Side Gun Club, of Newark. N. J.,

assembled on the club grounds to enjoy the New Year's "annual"
shoot, which has become a State fixture. The day was all that could
be desired, with its bright sunshine and balmy air. The attendance
was good, as in former years, there being a number of out of town
shooters present. Among the visitors were Harry and Ed Landis and
Mr. '-Henry," of Philadelphia; John W. Hoffman, of German Valley;
Ferd. Van Dyke, of Dayton; E. D. Miller, of Springfield: Dr. Crane, of
Railway; J. W. Smith, of Grange; Crevelling and Strader, of Jersey
City; Van Iderstine, of Orange: O. L. Yeomans, of Maplewood; J. B.
McCullum, of Irvington; Hibbard, of Elizabeth; Walters, of Arlington

;

N, G, Money, of Oakland; Craft, of Irvington; "Dutchy" Smith and
"Tee Kay" Keller, of Plaiufield, Sickley of South Orange.
An abundant and tasteful lunch was provided by Day, the well-

known Newark caterer. A rousing fire was kept going in the shoot-
ing house, and in every way possible the comfort of the shooters was
attended to. Messrs. Hobart, Terrill and Breintnall were the manag-
ing committee. It was nearly 11 o'clock before the sport began and
between that time and 4:30 P. M. over 3,600 bluerock targets were
thrown.
The result of the day's sport is appended:
No. 1, 10 singles: Hoffman 7, Hobart 7, Geoffroy 8, Van Dyke 8,

Landis 9, Miller 7, Terrill 6, Henry 6, David 8.

No. 2, 10 singles, entry $1: Hoffman 7, Hobart 8, Miller 9, Landis 10,

Geoffroy 9, Van Dyke 9, Dr. Clark 6, Henry 4, David 7.

No. 3, 15 singles, entry $1.50: Hoffman 12, Van Dyke 13, Geoffroy
13. Miller 11. Hobart 13, Henry 11, Landis 12, David 11, J. W. Smith 13.

No. 4, 10 singles, entry $1: Miller 6, Van Dyke 8, Thomas 7, Geoffroy
9, Hedden9, Hobart 7, Henry 7, Dr. Clark 6, Henry 8, Hoffman 10, J.

W. Smith 9, Landis 10, David 8.

No. 5, 15 singles, entry $1,50:

Geoffroy 110011011111111—12 Hedden 011101111011111—12
Hobart lOllllOllUllll—13 Hoffman 010111111111011—12
Thomas 101110110111110-11 Landis 110111100111011—11
Breintnall 111011110110111—12 Henry 011011111111011—12
VanDyke 111110111111111—14 J W Smith...,..101101111011010—10
Miller 001111101111111—12 David 111111011101011—12

No. 6, 10 singles, entrv $1: Breintnall 6. Hibbard 6, Whittmark 8,

Groveling 5, Strader 8, Van Iderstine 8, Miller 7, Geoffroy 8, Van Dyke
10, Thomas 8, Hobart 6, Hedden 6, Landis 10, J. W. Smith 8, Henry 6,

Hoffman 9, David 6.

No. 7, 15 singles, entry $1.50:

Landis 110111111111111—14 Thomas 011010111111100-10

David 110100110100111— 9 Whitehead. . . , .111110110011111—1,2

Breintnall 111101111101111—13 Hoffman lllllllllllilll—15
Hobart 111010110111111—12 Miller 101111111111101—13

Geoffroy OlllOllllOlOllO-lO J W Spring 111110111111011—13

Van Dyke 101111011111101—12 Henry 101111110111111—13

No. 8, 10 singles, entry $1 ; David. 9, Landis 9, Geoffroy 9, Hobart 9,

Crevehng 7, Strader 7, Hedden 7, Hibbard 8, Van Dyke 8, Van Iderstine
4, Walters 6, Breintnall 6. N. E, Money 8, Miller 7. W. Smith 6, Thomas
7, Hoffman 8, Henry 9, Craft 6.

No. 9, 10 singles, entry $1: Landis 6, David 4, Hobart 5, Thomas 4,
Henry 4, J. W. Smith 6 Heidener 5, Qeoffrov 7, Breintnall 7, VanDyke
0,Van Iderstein 6, Whitback 6, Walters 7, Miller 7, Hoffmann 6, Money 8.
No. 10, 20 singles, entry $2:

Landis 001 1 01 1 1 101 1 1 01 11 100—13 Geoffery.. .11110011111111111111-18
Hoffman . .0101101)111100001111—13 J W Smith.11101010111110111101—15
Miller lllllllllOOlllOlOHO—15 Van Dvke.. 001 11111111101111111—17
David 11101100011011011011—13 Hobart .... LOlOOlOllOOOlOlllOll—11
Henry lllllllllllllOllllll—19 Walters. ...11111101111111101111—18
Breintnall. 11111111110111111111—19 Money 10110111111111010111—16
No. 11, 10 singies:

Sickley 1111111111—10 Strader 0100110110— 5
Thomas „ 0111110011—7 Miller 1111111111—10
Yeomans 1011111101— 8 Geoffroy 1101111101— 9
Landis 0111111111— 9 Hetiry 1111011111— 9
Van Iderstein 1000011111— 6 Walters 1101111111— 9
David 1110011011— 7 Van Dyke 1110010111— 7
MeCallman 1011110110— 7 Hoffman 1111011111— 9
Breintnall 1101 100011— 6 Gummere 1001011011— 6
J W Smith 1101111111— 9 Money 1010111101— 7
Crup 1111111111—10 Keller 0110110111— 7
Young 1111010001— 6 Kibbird 1110111110— 8
Creveling llllOOlllO— 7 Hobart 1111110110— 8
No. 12, teams of 3 men each, 10 singies per men, entry $3:

Landis 1111110111— 9 Van Dyke 1111111111—10
Henry 1111111111—10 Walters 0011110111— 7
David 1101111000— 6-25 Geoffroy 1101111011— 8-25
Miller 1111110111— 9 Money 1110111111— 9
Sickley .1111111111—10 Breintnall 1111101111— 9
J W Smith 1111110111— 9-28 Hoffman 1111111111-10—S8
Keller 1111111111—10
Croft 0111101110— 7
Sigler 1111101111— 9—26
No. 13, 15 singles, entry $1.50:

Landis 111111111110111—14 McCallum 110111101011110—11
David.... 011111110111111—13 Ward OlOlOllUlllOll—11
Yeomans 111111001111111—13 Keller 111111111111111—15
Sigler 101111110011111—12 Walters 111110111111111—14
Thomas 111001001111110—10 Craft 111111111111111—15
Van Ider 101110111111111—13 Money 111111010011110—11
JWSmith 111111001111110—12 Van Dyke 011110111110111—12
Sickley 111111010111110—12 Gummere 001110010001001— 6
Hoffman 110001101111111—10 Geoffroy 111101111111010—12
Miller 111111110111101—13 Creveling 10011 1111010011—10
Breintnall 100111111111111—13 Strader 001000100011011— 6
Henry lOOllllllilOlll—12
No. 14, 10 birds, $1 entry:

Landis 0111010111— 7 Courtney 1111110011— 8
Htnry 0111111111— 9 Strader 011010~>010— 4

Sickley 1111111111—10 Hibbard 1111111111—10
Yeomans 1111111111—10 Wood 1110110110— 7
David 0101110101— 6 Miller 1111011111— 9

Sigler 1011101111— 8 Keller 0111111011— 8
T W Smith 0011110111— 7 Craft 1111111111—10
Van Ider 1111111010— 8 Walters 1111111110— 9
Hoffman 1101011011— 7 Money 1100111011— 7
VanDyke 1111111111—10 Terrie 1101110111— 8
Whitehead 0110111011— 7 Geoffrey 1111011011— 8
Thomas 1111011001— 7 Breintnall 1011011111- 8
Extra No. 1, 10 singles, entry 50 cents: Hobart 9, Hoffman 8, Landis

9, Van Dyke 6, Miller 8, David 7, Terrill 7, Henry 8, Geoffroy 9.

Extra No. 2, expert, 10 singles, entry $1: Breintnall 9, Landis 8,

Yeomans 7, Van Dyke 5, J. W. Smith 10, Van Iderstine 5. David 6,

Money 5, Walters 9, Thomas 6, Dutchy 8, Keller 7, Wood 6, Miller 8,
Stradir 5, Courtney 3, Sickley 7, Geoffroy 5.

Extra No. 3, 15 singles, entry $1.50:
Breintnall 111110111001111—12 David 111101101111011—12
Landis 111111110111111—14 Hoffman 11 1110001011111—11
Henry 110001111111101—12 Van Dyke 111110110110111—12
AYard 110111111111111—14 Money HOloiioiOOlllO— 9
Yeomans 111111111111010—13 Geoffroy 110111101111111—13
Craft 111111111101110-13 Miller 111111111110110—13
Drake 111111110111111—14 Sigler 110111111101111—13
.1 W Smith 110111010111111—13 Creveling 110111111100101—11
Walters 111111)11111111—15 Strader ,.011011101010000 - 7
T Keller 111101111111111—14 Sickley 111101011111101—12
Dutchv 111111111111111—15
Extra No. 4, 15 singles, $1:50:

Landis 111111111111111—15 Drake 111111111110111—14
Keller 111010111111111—13 Walters 1111111101 11111—14
Breintnall 101111101111110—11 Van Dyke 111111011111011-13
Dutchy 101111111111111—14 Sigler 111111111110110-14
David 111110010111000— 9 Geoffroy 111111111100111—13
H^nry 111111111111110-14 JWSmith 111111111111111-15
Craft 110100111111101-11 Creveling 100010110111011- 9
Yeomans HOOlllOllllUl—12 Strader 001011111111001— 9
Ward 111111111111001—13 Whitehead 111111011000111—11

Extra No. 5, 10 singles, entry $1: Henry 9, Keller 9, Landis 9, David
6, Dutchy 8, Ward 10, Drake 10, Yeomans 8, Walters 9, Craft 8, Van
Dyke 10, Sigler 8, J. W. Smith 8, Strader 6, Creveling 9, Van Ider-
stine 7.

Extra No. 6, 15 singles, entry $1.50: Keller 14, Ward 9, Dutchy 13,

Van Dyke 13, David 13, Walters 14, Yeomans 14, Sigler 13, Landis 14.

Extra No. 7, 10 singles, entry $1: Sigler 6, Dutchy 6, Ward 8.

Passaic City Rod and Gun Club.

Passaic, N. J., Dec. 26.—The regular and practice shoots of the
Passaic City Gun Club are held on alternate Saturday afternoons and
the regular also shot in the forenoon of all legal holidays. Yesterday
the regular was shot off early and then the members shot off two
sweeps at live birds, Messrs. Beatty and Ferguson shooting at live

birds for the first time. The scores at targets and live birds are as
follows:

Live bird sweeps, first at 3 and second at 8 birds:
Abbott 001—1 111110.1—6 Kelly 111—3 11102111—7
Beatty 011—2 01020111—5 Kevitt 111—3
Bowen 11111110—7 Lenone 001—1 02110211—6
Coman 21112211—8 Palmer 111—3 21010000—3
Ferguson «00-0 00110000—2 Stone 100—1

Hall 001—1 11011011—6 Vermorel 2111«11«—

6

Tellune. 010—1 01010010—3 Wise 111—3 ll«2221l—

7

Kehoe 21110201—6

Regular, 30 targets:
Stone 001110011010101101101010111101—18
Coman 101111100111011101111101111111—24
Ferguson lOOtWOiOlOllOlOOOOOOOOlO'UL ,

Lenone.
,

101010011100111010011011010101-17

Hall 001 1 01 01 1 010010100100000010110—12
Jelleme 110110001101100010101010001001—13
Abbott liiiniiioioiiiiniooiiniiiil—26
Beatty 0l0t001C»OllllllOll00100101010—15
J Hemion , lOOmOiOiliOnOilllOlOiOHOll—20
Kevitt 110101111101100111011100111101—19

S H Palmer 001101101110011111111101100111-21
Marsellus 000010! 10100100000010000001101- 9

Kelly . ,
111111101101111111011111111101—26

Wise 101111101111111011111110111111—26

Reid 10101101001011110101 1110100100—17
Shaw 0101111111011111010)0110110101—21

J R Hemion 010010111011000110100101000011—14
N G Palmer 001100010011000000001001100101—10
Kehoe 100111000010110111011011110100—17
Vermorel OlinillllOlllllOOlliniOlOllO—23
Zabriskie 001011001111000001010101010010—'3

Bowers..*. 01 11 1 1 1 1101101 011 1101 1 10011001—21
W.

Hot Springs Gun Club.

Hot Springs, Ark., Dec. 26 —The Hot Springs Gun Club, dividing
into two teams chosen on the grounds from the members present,
shot a match at 50 targets on Christmas Day, the losing team to pay
for a supper and banquet for the entire party. The teams were headed
by P. P. Wood, captain of one team, and John H. Sumpter, who won
the honors of State champion at our last annual State tournament.
Results as follows:

Wood's Team.
Wood 11111001101001111111111111011011110111110110101010—37
Wadley 01000011111111111111111111110111111111111111011111-43
Smith 11111111111111110011111111111111111101111011101110—44

T Woodcock. 11111001111110101011101111011110111111011101111101-38
Dr Williams. .11101011011111110100100111101011111111111010111101—36—198

Sumpter's Team.
Sumpter lllOllOlllOOlinOlllOOOlllllllOllllllOlllOllllOHO—37
Hughes 11111001110111111011100011111101111111112111011101-40

Rix 10110110001100110111010111110101100111110111111101—34

A Woodcock..lllllllllll010111110011110011010011101000001110111—34
Dr ColUngs... 10101111100011111111101111111111110100010111110010—36—181
We expect to have regular weekly shoots after Jan. 1, and all shoot-

ers coming to Hot Springs for the winter are cordially invited to bring
along their guns and join us In this royal sport. Sfsnokr.

The Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association.
manager's report for 1893

The Manufacturers' Trap Shooting Association was organized for
the joint purpose of keeping up or creating renewed interest in trap
shooting, give the shooters of America something to shoot for, make
a little money for the clubs on whose grounds ths tournaments were
held, and display the goods of the members of the association on the
tournament grounds. With such well-known and popular gentlemen as
C. W. Dimick, H. McMurchy, A. G. Courtney, M. F. Lindsley. W. Fred
Quimby. Arthur DuBray, Thomas Keller and G. Harry Squires, the
association was a pronounced success from the start. The following
well-known manufacturers, dealers and publishers comprised the
active and honorary membership of the association: Active members:
Cleveland Target Co., American Wood Powder Co., Hunter Arms Co.,
Lefever Arms Co., Parker Bros., United States Cartridge Co.. W. Fred
Quimby Co., Henry C. Squires and Montgomery Ward '& Co. Honor-
ary members: American Field Pub. Co., Forest and Stream Pub, Co.,
Shooting and Fishing Pub. Co., Sporting Goods Dealer and Sporting
Goods Gazette,
A neat and attractive programme for each tournament was pub-

lished, with the ads. of the different members of the association
therein. Two hundred dollars and an elegant gold trophy were given
away at each tournament, and one cent apiece for every target thrown
was given to the clubs. The association purchasing the targets and
paying all expenses of the tournament, it thus accomplished its pur-
poses, keeping up and creating a renewed interest in the shooting, as
there were always more shooters on the second day than the first, and
making a nice little sum of money for the club. The goods of the dif-
ferent members were displayed in the large tent of the association,
guns were there to be used by any person who wished to use them,
shells loaded with wood powder were always an hand and distributed
free gratis among the shooters, and many a convert was received from
the black powder ranks. Paul North's electric pull and the expert
bluerock trap also displayed their admirable workings. Other mem-
bers not having anjT goods to display, distributed catalogues and circu-
lars. In this way each member was amply repaid for their expendi-
tures by this practical form of advertisement. The liberality of asso-
ciation was appreciated and many letters of thanks and approval were
published.
To this association is also due the credit of introducing new and

interesting styles of shooting which were innovations ou the old and
monotonous style of rapid-fire system, the one man up, unknown
traps and angles, and the one man up, 21yds. rise, use of both barrels,
were the most popular events of the tournaments, the paying so
much for each place to each person in those events is also far ahead
of the old style of percentage division, so taking all in all the Manu-
facturers' Trap-Shooting Association feel highly elated at the success
of its tournaments, and the feeling of appreciation existing among
those participating in its tournaments from the first one held at
Savannah, Ga., in March to the last one at Allentovvu, Pa., in Septem-
ber. This association did not try to throw a great number of targets
and shoot out shooters, therefore the number of targets thrown is not
up to the number thrown at an average tournament, the one man up
events taking up a good deal of time. Below is the number of targets
thrown at each tournament, moneys paid to each club, money and
trophies given away at each tournament, and total:

Moneys Moneys added at Troph-
paid clubs, each tournament, ies.

$45.35 $200 $20
70.55 200 20
63 90 200 20
72.65 200 20
66 75 200 20
8218 200 20

$401.38 $1,200 $120

1,200.00

No targets
thrown.

Savannah, Ga 4,535
Greensboro, N. C 7,055
Lansing, Mich 6.390
St. Louis, Mo 7.265
Wheeling, W. Va. . 6,675
Allentown, Pa 8,218

40,138
Moneys paid clubs
Moneys added at each tout
Trophies

Total amount given away by M. T. S. A $1,721.38
John Parker, Manager.

Bath Gun Club.
Bath, Me., Dec. 28.—There was only a small attendance at the Xmas

shoot of the Bath Gun Club owing to the bad weather, rain and fog.
The targets used were the Bostou black target, sprung from bluerock
expert traps, and they had to be broken within 25yds, of the trap or
they were lost in th« fog and scored a lost bird, which will account for
the unevenness of the score. Shooting commenced at 10 o'clock and
continued until dark. Lunch was served at club house at 12;30.

The principal event of the day was a 100-target race, $5 entrance, 3
moneys, between four of the experts of the club, Jones, Bates, Led-
yard and Merrill. I inclose score in detail, which was so unsatisfac-
tory to the shooters that they will try it again at the first opportunity.
T Jones 1111111111111100100101111—20

1101011111111101101111100—19
1010011111110011111001011—17
1011101100111011011010010—15—71

Dr H A Bates 0111111111111111111110111—23
0111100011011011011110111—17
1101111111111111110100111—21
lOioOllilllllllOOlilOllll—19—80

Wm Ledyard 1)0001 101011 1 1 10101111010—16
1101 1 1011011 101111 1101111—20
111110111110)011001010110—17
001111011)011011111001111—18—71

AS Merrill 0111111110111111111110111—22
1111111111110111111001101—21
1111000111110011100111111—18
0011011010011011010011110—14—75

No. 1, 7 targets, 25 cents entry, 2 moneys: Furber 6, Bates 7, Mer-
rill 5.

No. 2, same: Furber 5, Bates 6, Merrill 7.

No. 3, 8 targets, 50 cents entrance, 3 equal moneys: Furber 6, Bates
8, Merrill 7, Ledyard 6, aones 7, Higgins 7.

No. 4, 25 targets, SI entrance, 4 equal moneys: Furber 19, Ledyard
16, Bates 21, Jones 21, Higgins 21, Merrill 20, Fish 15.

No. 5, 25 targets, $1 entrance, 3 moneys: Furber 21, Jones 19, Led-
yard 20, Thompson 16, Bates 17, J. Fisk 18, Merrill 21, Higgins 19, Web-
ster 16, Carlton 18.

No. 6, 10 targets, 50 cents eutrauee. 3 moneys: Furber 10, Jones 8,

Ledyard 8, Thompson 7, Bates 6, Fisk 6, Merrill 10, Higgins 8, Webster
7, Carlton 7.

No. 7, 15 targets, 75 cents entrance, 3 moneys: Furber 13, Jones 13,

Ledyard 12, Thompson 10, Bates 9, Fisk 10, Merrill 14, Higgins 12, Web-
ster 9, Carlton 11

.

No. 8, 25 targets, $1 entrance, 2 moneys: Furber 19, Carlton 20,
Thompson 17, Fisk 18.

No. 9, 10 targets, 50 cents entrance, 4 moneys: Furber 8, Jones 6,

Ledyard 8, Thompson 6, Bates 8, Fisk 6, Merrill 7, Higgins 8, Webster
7, Carlton 7. J. C Higgins, Sec'y.

Crescent Gun Club.

The Crescent Gun Club opened up the year 1894 with a monthly
shoot at Dexter Park on Jan. 4. Previous to the regular club event
two of the members, Messrs. Shepherd and Coulston, shot off an indi-

vidual match at 25 birds each. This match was the outcome of many
others which were shot on these grounds during the past season, and
this one, like most of the others, was won by Shepherd by a very
small margin, good enough to win with, but to the loser how exas-
perating, only one bird. So near and yet so far. The.birds were very
good and many got away from the trap and the shooter apparently
untouched. The swarm of pot-hunters on the outside, however, made
short work of the most of those that went over the line. In the club
event H. Rathjen was the only member to make a clean score. The
second money went to Coulston, Vagts and Pickett, with 4 each. A
series of 3 bird sweeps followed the club event, in which the honors
were easy:
Match between Shepherd and Coulston, 25 birds:

Shepherd 12101 12222000200200100121—15

Coulston 1201010000021211212001020—14
Club Shoot. No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Rathien 1222111—7 101—2 122—3 000-0 120—2
Coulston 2000121—4 001—1 001—1 020—1 000—0
Hilmer 0000110-2 122-3 020—1
Hopkins 0200200-2 200—1 011—2 222—3 210—1
Shepherd 1101000—3 122 - 3 110—2 001—1 10«—

1

Vagts 2120001—4 121—3 210—2 100—1 200—1
Pickett 2001202—4 2.0-1 010—1

Acme Gun Club.

Nine members of the Acme Gun Club, after a two months' rest, met
in Dexter Park on Jan 2 for the regular monthly shoot for the Miller

diamond trophy. The regular club event calls for tweuny targets,

American Association rules. Fred \V. Pfaender and L. Henry tied for
the medal, each with 15. Stuetzle and Vorbach tied for second place
with 12 each. Pfaender and Henry shoot off ties at next shoot.

lhort
S

'

. , .10001101111010001110—11 Henry 01010111101111011111—15

Pfaender...11 11 0100011111 101111—15 Munk CW01001100001010000— 5
Stutzle ..01101100011011101010-12 Krable 001 10000001010001010— 6

Vorbach ..IJOOOllillOOOOlllllO—12 HorneyJr.11000000001000000100—

*

0 Horney . .00101001101001101110-10
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The Triangular] [Match.
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 30.—Inclosed I hand you the record of the

Becond of the three-cornered shoots between Syracuse, Auburn and
Rochester; the first match took place at Auburn on Nov. 23 and re-
sulted in a victory for Rochester with 240 breaks, Auburn second with
237 and Syracuse third with 232. Oruttenden & Card's new kingbird
target was used in this second contest and proved itself to be a strong
and swift flyer, some of the targets going 70 to 80yds from traps, and
one enthusiast wanted to bet that a target he missed from No. 1 trap
went 110yds. from the score before touching dowrn. The wind was a
"left-quartering incomer" and was very chilly, and a snowstorm
helped the unpleasantness.
Several sweeps were indulged in before and after the match, and as

Ihave not got the scores of these I can only say they were very re-
markable, for in the second ten-target event out of about sixty entries
there was only one straight; the first one had only two or three
Straights (these were the only sweeps before the match), and in the
twenty-target event after the match, oT forty entries only two broke
eighteen, which took first money. High scores are usualty expected
•when kingbirds are used, but these new kingbirds proved puzzlers in-
deed.
Twenty-one enthusiasts boarded the train at Rochester for Syracuse

and thirteen came from Auburn; the Onondagas turned out in large
numbers, making the gathering a large and very pleasant one. All
the visiting sportsmen were met at the trains and escorted to the D.
L. & W. station, where complimentary tickets were issued for Maple
Bay, the shooting grounds of the Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
After darkness prevented further shooting all hands w6re invited to
partake of a game supper as the guests of the home club. This ban-
quet proved very enjoyable and was prepared by Mr. W. S. Barnum,
proprietor of the Maple Bay Hotel, in his very best style. The time
was all too short for this fine supper, and so after a few short
remarks by Mr. Ayling, of Syracuse, Mi-. Hadley, of Rochester, and
Mr. Fulton, of Rochester, the party had to adjourn to catch the train
for the city. The third of the series will be shot in Rochester during
the latter part of January. The scores follow:

Rochester Team.
Hadley 0111101110111111111111011—21
Tassell 1 1011 llinilllll 101011100—20
Norton 1011101111111100101111111—20
C Smith 1101011000110011111110111—17
W J Mann lOOllllllllllimiOlOllll—21
Hicks 11011 noioiiniioiiioini—20
Meyer 111101 10100101 11111111111—20
Rissinger 1111011 101101 101 1000101 11—17
Glover lllll 11111111111011110111—23
Stewart • llllOlllOlllllOllllOioill—20
Lane lllllOlllllllllllllllllll—24
l-Byer llllOlllllllOllllllOmil—22—245

Auburn Team,
Goodrich 1111011111111111111010011—21
"W H Stewart 1101101111111011110100111—19
Brlnkerhoff 0111111110110100111111111—20
Brigden OOinOlOOlllOOlillHOlllO—16
Vanderloo 1111011011111110010111101-19
lEgbert llOOlOOlOOlOlllOmilllOl—16
Schermerhorn 1111110111111011011111111—22
Wagner 0111111111111101111101101—21
Whyte .1110110101101010111110101—17
Tuttle 01011 101011 1 1 1 11 100011011—17
Oarr 1111111111111111111011011—23
"Whitney OllillllllOOllOllllllllll—21—232

Syracuse Team.
I
G H Mann 1111111111110100011111101—20
IHookway 0111110101111111111110110—20
[O Ayling 1010011111111111111111110-21

f
Lefever 1111111111111011011111110-22

[
Courtney 1010010011111100100111100-14

[ Dugard 11 10101 1 11 111 11 1 111 100011—20
Ginty 1111111111010111101111110—21
H Ayling 1000111011111101111000110—10
Cool looominoiioiiiiiioiool—17
Holloway 1110111001110011111101111—19
Mowry 1111101111111111101111111—23
McMurchy 01 0110101 101 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 1 11—19—232

Slocum.

Trap at Watson's Park.
3uknsidk, 111., Dec. 25.—The following is the score made here to-day

H)y O. Von Lengerke and C. Antoinevs. C. E. Willard and Dr. Forthing-
ham, 2a live birds per man, new Illinois State rules:

C Antoine 1 22221 1 21 801 1 022021 121222—22
O Von Lengerke 22221200111 i 222 2 0021—20—42
O E Willard 1020011201112122120220122—19
Dr Forthingham 1222102211122020220100222—19—38
Same day.—O. Von LeDgerke and C. Antoine vs. C. E. Willard and

Dr. Forthingham, 50 Peoria blackbirds per man, 5 unknown traps:
C Antoine 10001011001101011001010111000110010110101 110100100-25
OVonLengerkellllOOmOlOOOllOllOOlll 10010010101111101001101111—31-56
OE Willard... 10000011101000000010011001111010111111101011000001—24
Dr Forthing'mlOlOlOllOllllllllOllOlOlOlOOlllllOllOllOllllOlOlll—35—59
Match between A. S. Kleinman and R. S. Mott, 100 Peoria blackbirds

per man:

—

A S Kleinman 11011110100010111111111111011001111111111110110111
11100111100101001111010111111101111111001010111111—75

RSMott 10111001111100111111100010101011100111111010111111
10101111011110101111110110111110111111100101111011-73

Sweepstake shooting, 5 live birds per man, S3 entry:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Abe Kleinman 21101—4 01021—3 11102- 4 02121-4
RSMott 10021—3 22222—5 11212-5 01021—3
Capt Anson 11221—5 12221—5 12221—5 11111—5
John Watson
Same day, 5 live birds, $3 entrance:

No. 1. No. 2.

Abe Kleinman.. 22012-4 12212—5
Dr Forthingham. 22112—5
BSMott 22110—4 01010—2 22020—3
Cowan 00100—1
Burgess 22020- 3 02111—4 12301—4

15112—5

No. 3.

11012—4

Rocfcfellow 10122-4
Oapt Anson 11222—5
John Watson 01211—4
Saton
loodrich
Heming...
Lieonard
Ten Peoria blackbirds, $1 entrance:

20121—4 02212—4
02202—3 21122—5

02020-2 21020-3
02102-3 22011-4
01112-3 10102-3

00012—2

S 4 1 2
Skriven 6 .

Sperrie 5 8
Burgess 9
Fleming , 5

U 5
ibe Kleinman ,

2apt Anson 8 9 . 7 .

iS Mott 8 8 6 7 7
Baton,,. 6 ..63
ioodrieh 9 8 7..
Dec. 27.—Sweepstake shooting, 10 live birds,

llinois State rules:
Kleinman 1110202111— 8 J O'Brien 2221100111— 8
J Eich 0012200010— 4 B Barto 0221121121- 9

LCWillard 2001223101— 7 J Watson 2102200012— 6
Cap Anson 2121110210— 8
Same as above:

G Kleinman 2112101120— 8 J O'Brien 1011102102— 7
M J Eich 2221102200- 7 B Barto 0111101122- 8
L C Willard 2212121112-10 T Hall 1221120020— 7
Cap Anson 1200220202— 6 J Watson 02100 :0122 - fi

Same day, target match, 25 Peoria blackbirds per man, $20 entrance:
G Kleinman 1111101111100111101110111—20
Cap Anson 1100011110011110111011100—16
L C Willard 1111111111100111110111111—22
T Hall 1011111010111010100011111-17
Dick Deadeye 0100101010010101011011100-12

Dec. 2S.—Sweepstake shooting, 10 live birds, $5 entrance, 2 moneys,
Illinois State rules:
Gr Kleinman 0121211111— 9 Burgns 1101111222— 9
L C Willard 1121111101— 9 A E Thomas 1122222102- 9
S Palmer 2112111002— 8 Ackerman 0010121010- 5
Same as above:

G Kleinman 1121221122—10 A E Thomas , .1211222122-10
S Palmer,. 0211210202— 7 Burgus 1112222120— 9
LCWillard 1101111122- 9
Same day, 20 Peoria blackbirds:

R Brown . .01111111011111110000—14
GKleinmanlOllOlOllllOllllllll—16
Same as above:

Gilroy 11111011000000111011—12
GKleinmanllllOlllllOlOlllOlll—16

Ackerman 2101111011— 8

L C WillardllOlllllOlllllllllOO—16

L C WillardinilllOllllllllllll—19

Dec. 29—W. L. Shepard and C. Antoine, 50 live birds per man, Illi-

nois State rules:
W L Shepard l»1100200on,i 22222*1 1011 «l 1 21 1 12.012200222110.9210-88
C Antoine 2l220120»202»02»22121111«12122»0100111»22102»21102-34

Dec. SO.—Sweepstake shooting, 10 live birds, $5 entrance, three
moneys. Illinois State rules:
G Kleinman 1221121011— 9 Dr Forthingham. . . .1002102200— 5W H Skinner 2121102011— 8

C L Eaton 2221010201— 7
T Hall 2121201001— 7

M J Eich 1211110011— 8
J O'Brien 1201101120— 7
Cap Anson 1022121211— 9
L O Willard 1111112122—10
Same as above:

G Kleinman 2022022122- 8 L C Willard 2212221112-10
M J Eich 2221011201— 8 Dr Forthingham . , . .1210102012— 6
J O'Brien 20121 1 1121— 9 C L Eaton 0111000200— 4
Cap Anson 1121220112— 9 T Hall 1101102022— 7
Miss and out sjooting:

122
10
111

S
11 0
12 0
30 1

6 7 8 9 10
0 210 121111
2 211 10
1 220 111111

G Kleinman 2
Cap Anson 2
J O'Brien 0
Tom Hall 0 520 0 111221M J Eich 111111
Same day, 20 Peoria blackbirds:

GKleinraanl 1101110101010010111—13 Dr Forth-
Cap Anson. 10101111011101011000-12 uigham.. 11111111111111100101- 17
L Willard.. 11111111110110111111—18 C L Eaton. 00011001110111110101—12
T Hall 01111110101110111110—15 W Skinner.11101111110111110110—16
Same as above:

GKIeininanllimiOimolllllOl—17
T Hall 00111101101101111011-14
Cap Anson.llnilllllllllimil—20

Dr Forth-
ingham, .11111110011111111110—17

C L Eaton. 10000110000111110101—10

5 entrance, 3 moneys,

L Willard.. 11110111110101111111—17 W Skinner.11101111101101011011-15
RAVBLKIGG.

Record of the Climax Club.
The first year's work of the Climax Gun Club of Plainfield, N. J.,

which closed in December, was very successful both as regards the at-
tendance at the various shoots, the records made and the result of the
handicapping. The point system of scoring was adopted, a shooter
being credited with one point for each break from twenty to twenty-
five, giving a possibility of gaining six points each month. The mem-
bers shot at 25 to 35 targets each, according to skill. There were eight
prizes awarded according to the number of points gained, a member
having to participate in a majority of the shoots to qualify. As there
were seven shoots held during 1893 it required four scores to bring
one in for a. prize. The winners and number of points gained, in order
were as follows: Scott Terry 23, first; Charles Smith 20, second; j'.

G. Goodman 19, third; J. Darby 18, fourth; Thbs. Brantingharn 17
fifth; August Trust 15, sixth; R. H. Manning 14, seventh; Win. Terry'
12, eighth. The prizes comprise various articles of merchandise.
Below will be found a table furnished us by "Tee Kay" Keller, show-

ing the handicap allowance, number of targets shot at each month,
totals broken and number of points gained by each member:

C Smith 0
N Apgar 0
J Brantingharn 0
D H Terry 0
T H Keller 0
R H Manning 4
G Vohel 8 23W Terry 5
Scott Terry 7
A Trust 5
H Campbell 2
J Darby 10
J Robinson 7
A Frantz 8
J G Goodman 10
R Mundy io
D Darby 5
J Delaney 10W Squires 5W Pearson 4WL Force 5

s # § I2 d S ®
i-» *-i <! cn

15 22 21 24
23 .. 21 ..

22 22 24 21
19 18 16 22
19 21 20 20
22 .. 21 ..

o a o
17 24 24
. . . . 22
20 22 18
19 18 20
20 19 21
17 26 22

w pq

175 147
75 66

175
175
175 140
144 108

.. 29 66 52
15 19 26 20 .. 21 22 180 123
23 21 18 25 24 28 .. 192 139
19 23 25 24 .. .. 18 150 109
23 21 54 44
19 23 16 21 18 29 26 245 152

22 21

15 ..

.. 22 25 27
20 ..

18 ..

10

140
35
60
35
60
29

New Year Shoot at Singac.
Pursuant to invitations sent out hy Aaron Keyart, a number of

shooters wended their way to the Singac (N. J.) Driving Park on New
Year's Day to take part in a contest for a bay mare, the property of
Mr. Keyart. Each man paid $1 for the privilege of shooting at 20
bluerock targets aud th« entries were unlimited. The final winner of
the frisky steed was T. W. Morfey, of Pate rson, the only one to get a
clean run of 20 breaks. The scores are appended:
J Burris,. .00101101011111110010-11 J Moser. .. .01101111011110111111—16W Boyle.. .10011011111111110111—17 J Maing ...11011110111110111011—16
H Wolf. ...11000110110011111111-16 G Wilkins.. 11110111101111001111—16
TWMorfev 11111111111110110111—18 W Wilkins. 011010H011011001011—12
J Stephens lOOimillt'llllllOOO-14 R Richards 01000010001000101010— 6
G Sherman 1101111111 1011111011 -17 E Pier 10011011010011100111—12
H Wolf.... 01111111111011110111—17 E Kayart.. 11011100011111111101—13
B Boyle. . ..11111111011111111011—18 J Rogers. ..01100110101010011111—12
R Klotz. . . .00001010000100001010- 5 E Kayart. .lllllOw
N Apgar. . .11111111110111101111—18 H Klotz, . ..00101011010110101101—11
TDunkerlvlllOOimOllllOlllll-16 J Wilkins. .11010111011111011011—15
TWMorfey 01101101111111111111—17 T Dunkerly 11 011011110110111111—16
J Pierce... 10000111110011100010—10 J Wilkins. .010] 00101 0100101 0001— 8
TWMorfevlimillllllllimil—20 E 6owden..tlllll0w
N Apgar... 11111111110111011111—18 G Ellis HOw
H Wolf.... 01111111101001111111—16 E Kavart. .110w
J Cronk ...00000100001000000111- 5 WConnorsO
Fredericks0ll01110l0lllllll0ll—15 Chadwick .llllllOw
E Kayart, .00001 1111 1110011001—12 J Botts. . . .lllOw
JManning.lllllOOOilOOlOOlll—12 S Tucker. .UlllllOw

Flemington Gun Club.
Flemington, N. J., Jan. 1.—Inclosed find scores made to-day at the

shoot of the Flemington Gun Club. The weather was fine and the
attendance good. The shooting was at bluerocks and live pigeons, the
bluerocks being shot from 3 traps, unknown angles, one man up,
American rules. The live birds were shot under modified Hurlingham
rules and were a good lot, quick to start and fast flyers. Scores
follow.
No. 1, 10 singles: Schafer 6, Fink 3, Trewin 3, Cass 5, Henzler 7,

La Rue 4, Lott 6.

No. 2, same:
Schafer 1110111111—9 Hartpence 0111111011— 8
Eiuk 0010111011— 6 Van Marter 1010010111— 6
Trewin 0000000000 - 0 Thompson 0001000011— 3
Cass 1011101011— 7 Hann 0111101100— 6
Henzler 1110101010— 6 Brewer 0010011001— 4
La Rue 1100010000— 3 Moore 1111111111—10
Lott 0111111111— 9 Reading 0010100111— 5
No 3, 5 live birds, 28 and 30yds. rise, entrance $1:

La Rue 12011—4 Hann 01200—2
Schafer 11020-3 Trewin 00100—1
Herr 22001—3 Thompson 00200—1
Henzler 10010—2 *Henzler 22010—3
Reading 00201—2 *LaRue 12021—4
* Re-entries. r.

Perth Amboy Gun Club,
Perth Amboy, N. J., Jan. 2.—Inclosed find scores of events shot on

grounds of Perth Amboy Gun Club yesterday. Events Nos. 1 and 2
were at 10 bluerocks each, $1 entry, rapid-firing system, 2*moneys; No.
3, at 3 live birds, 25yds. rise, single barrel, 2 moneys:
No. 1:

D Terry 1110001111—7 W Hartmann 1011110101—7
T Brantingharn.......1001011 111—7 O Cook 0100000010—2
J Glenn 0000000000-0 H Coss-rove 1110100000-4
J LTooker 1011101100-6 H Dayton 1000110001—4W Dayton 1000000000-1 J Hornsby. 0001100000—2
L Morris '. 1001111010—6
No. 2:

T Brantingharn 1010100111—6 W Dayton 0000001000—1
J L Tooker 1111010111—8 J Hornsby 0000000000—

0

L Morris 1010111001—6 W Hartmann oioiOlllOO—

5

HCosgrove 1001000000—2 S Terry 0111011010—7
No. 3:

J Glenn 001—1 J L Tooker • 001—1
H Dayton 001—1 A Soper 111—3
S Dayton 010—1 D Terry 111—3W Dayton ,, 100—1 W Hartmann 010—1
T Brantingharn 110—2 WThompson 010—1

Colt Hammerless Gun Club.
Hartford, Conn., Dec 30.—At the last shoot of the Colt Club the

following scores were made, which were the best done for many a day
by our club. Now that the game season is closed the bird shooters
will give more attention to trap-shooting, and by the way, the Colt
Club contains some of the best game and target shots in the State
Scores:
Cook 1011111111111111111111111—24
Williamson 0111111111011111111111111—23
Pitkin mioiimoiiimimmo—22
Sexton 1111111111111110111111100—22
Treat 1111011111111111111111101—23
Vibberts 1111111111111111111111101—24
Risley

, 1111111110111111111111111-24
Hotchkiss 1111011110111111111111101—22
Collins 0111110111000000000110011—12
J H Wilson (guest) 1111011111111111111111111—24

On Erb's Newark Grounds.
New Year's Day's bright sunshine and balmy air made it extremely

pleasant out of doors, but failed to attract more than a half dozen
shooters to Erb's grounds, where a fine lot of birds had been pro-
vided in anticipation of a big turnout. It is probable that the majority shotgun be a good gun to use in bear hunting if loaded with buckshot?
of the sportsmen preferred to spend the day calling on their lady 3. What time of year is the best to hunt bears'? 4. If a rifle is used,
friends, During the day there were shot three events at 10 birds wnat caliber should be used for deer and bear? Is there any law pro-
each, $5 entry, and one at 7 birds, $5 entry. The scores: tectmg bears? Ans. 1. Mongrel dogs with sufficient nose for trailing

^lmwer$ to (^ontzyon&qntB.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

H. N. C, Watervifie.—See answer to "'W. W."
L. C. M., Jersey City.—Could a young man shoot and trap game

enough to support him in the Adirondacks, or get a position with a
trapper at a low salary? Ans. No.
W. W., Buffalo, N. Y.—Is there any law on rabbits in New York

State? If so, when was it made ana what is it? Ans. Close season on
rabbits extends from Jan. 1 to Nov. 1. See Game Laws in Brief.
W. G. O., Warren, Pa.—Will you kindly let me know: 1. What kind

of a dog could be used in bear hunting? 2. Would a double-barreled

No. 1.

Castle 1111011112— 9
Hedden ... .0101 1202w.
Elliott 1222212221—10
Canon 2200222012- 7
Zeglio 0121102121— 8

No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.
1122121100— 8 1110122211— 9 1111021-6
2122120201— 8 0221210-5
2212121221-10 2222222231-10 2222222-7
2021202002— 6 2210001222— 7 0210221—5
1121012111— 9 2112221210— 9 2111221—7

Hollis 2212112212—10 1011011121— 8 0101022-4

are often used. 2. Yes. 3. The fall or early spring. 4. .38 or larger.
5. No.

The new Florida Short Line, operated by the Richmond & Danville
R. R , which was opened for|traffic Christmas Day, is now running on
an established schedule between New York and Jacksonville, Florida.
For speed as well as equipment this road is unexcelled.—Adv.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our Illustrated Catalogue

I'EEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving
wins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Lugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
ermy.

fARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

TO
TELL

Consult the Game Laws in Brief. All
dealers. 25 cents.

Forest and Stream PrausimtG Co.
318 Broadway, N. Y.

JTROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.
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Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library.

ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ANGLING. SHOOTING.

The American Angler's Book.
Combining: the natural history of sporting fish, the art of

taking them, with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-making and

rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thad. Norms.
80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $5.50.

American Fishes.
A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North

America, with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By G. Brown Goode. With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages Price, $3.50. This is, by far, the most pop-

ular work which has ever been published on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure

in knowing the fishes which afford him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a, practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, and a fail

description of tools, tackle and implements. By J-imes A.

Henshall, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages Friee, $3.00.

Dr. Henshairs monograph is the standard work.

flore About the Black Bass
Being a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass " Bv
Jambs A Henshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. Henshali's

first volume, in which the author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By J Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material

for- making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1.50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses

of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting atd fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and

other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes and methods of making every kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water fish and for 1 he equipment of the

angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory

diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, $1 50

With Fly=Rod and Camera.
By Edward A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish

end Game Protective Association, author of ''The Ornithology

and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-

inces," "Among the Birds, 11 Associate Editor of ' The Living

World, 11
etc., etc. Cloth, 480 pages (7x9Min-), 147 illustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-

bilities of amateur photography.

Fly=Rods and Fly-Tackle.
Suggestions as to their Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.

Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, $2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

Names and Portraits of Birds

Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language TJn-

derstanded of the People. By Gurdon Trumbull. Cloth, 222

pages. Price, $2.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would bave little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensive scientific treatise upon the natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antilocapra and CervidEe of North

America. Second edition. By John Dean Gaton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages, 50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
With in otes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Eifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns. Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 pages. New edition. Price, $2 50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-

tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster.

Dlustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous

photographs. Price, $3.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Ciiampion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any

other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice thear .

The StiIl=Hunter.

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.

The information contained in "The Still-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00 A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day's shooting, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life"s study.

CAMP AND HOME.

MANUALS.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Price, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an

unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife, Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Lovel, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth. Price, $1. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm

of our author's quaint style, while their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

THE KENNEL.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment
IN DISEASE. A Study of the Theory and Practice of Canine

Medicine. By Ashmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The
Forest and Stream says that this is one of the most valuable

treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has

appeared on this side of the water.

Kensiel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of ISO pages, consisting of a

series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the

registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and StaQdards

of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Strea-n. Revised and

re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pst dogs,

by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

JTodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the

modern professional system of training. It combines the

excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,

and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses

of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kenr>e]

editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $7, This

is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself

up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that

could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.

Every important subject that has engaged attention has been

fully discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Illustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00,

The Spaniel and Its Training.
-By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American and
English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The instructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience o.f .37 years.

Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very -well written

treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and
much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner

as well as not a little that will be beneficial to even old

hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and

Fish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and

Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. Gives all sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All iu brief, but full enough for

the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully

compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest and Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nessmtjk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great

deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life in the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and

Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks

and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals.- By W.

Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. Price, $1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks New
and enlarged edition. Price, $1 50. Mr. Wicks might have

called his book "Every Man His Own Log Cabin Builder,"

for he has set out to describe fully and particularly each de-

tail in the process of construction, Plans are given for

cabins, large and small, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pages. Price,

$1.50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,

helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shooter,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,

the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsman in all

the varied phases of his activity.

THE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,

With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 4l7

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have

a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and

hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story telling, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

translated and written down. When published they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural; relations

of the ways of life in the old, wild days; stories of war and

the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are full of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.

Cr, 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with them on the

prairies, slept in their lodges, lived in their camps, and shared

their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the

narrators, and are given without change as tnld to him.

There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and

modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain

natural phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,

and history of the Blackfett presents a series of graphic

pictures of savage life in peace and in w&v.

Our New Alaska;
Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated By Charles Hallook.

Cloth, 209 pages, illustrated. Price, $1.50. Mr. Hallock's

writings are always vivid and full of life.

OF FOREST AND STREAM BOOKS WILL BE SENT FREE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling

Types of Modern Practice. With numerous plates and illus

trations. By C. P. Kunhardt. New ed., 470 pp. of type aod
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14^X12'-$.. Prk'e,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,

with special regard to their design, construction, equipment

and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt.
With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 207 pp Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present

status of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam

yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,

Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $3 00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer
Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects

and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo.,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.

By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, vnth numerous plans and
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PORTRAITS IN INK.

Y.—ONE WHOM WE ALL KNOW.

If all sportsmen were like our harmless friend, game

might live a quiet life and die of old age, while its human

enemies were getting ready for a campaign against it.

Even though it makes you impatient, you cannot help

being amused by the fuss of his constant preparation, nor

fail to be warmed by his steady enthusiasm that burns

on and on like a slow-match, which never fires the mine

of action.

What careful selection of guns, what labor of tinkering

and cleaning them, what cautious purchasing of a new

one and endless testing of its qualities, what thoughtful

study of ammunition and close measurement of charges,

what nice adjustment of all appurtenances go on while

the season draws near, endures and is gone.

Then at once with unabated zeal he begins planning

for the next, and refurnishing his equipments, targeting

his guns, wearing them out with innocuous use. So his

year passes in a round of pleasant anticipation and free

of vain regret.

Once in its course, perhaps, he is betrayed into going

shooting while yet unready. Your report of the abund-

ance of squirrels, his favorite game, in your neighbor-

hood, gets the prompt response of a promise to come in a

day or two for a raid on them. During the week or a

fortnight that await its fulfillment the woods are overrun

by a horde of gunners, and every squirrel is killed or

made alive to its own safety.

At last, late in the afternoon of the last day, your friend

arrives with a wagonload of guns and equipments, whereof

nine-tenths are quite unnecessary. When he has made a

studious selection from his embarrassment of riches, you

go forth with him in the propitious last hour of sun-

light.

You are so fortunate as to accomplish stealthy approach

to a squirrel that, unconscious of danger, sits rasping a

nut on a hickory branch, and as a courteous host should,

you signal your guest to take the easy shot.

Slowly unlimbering his gun from under his arm, while

he calculates the distance, he cautiously raises the weapon

to its deadly aim. You hold your breath in expectancy

breathless; but if you held it till he fired, you would have

no further use for it.

A busy spider runs out to the steadfast muzzle and

cables it to the ground with a silver thread. The squir-

rel turns his nut, half eaten, to begin on the other

side, and suddenly becomes aware of enemies. Down
drops the nut with raspings of shuck and shell, and up
goes the squirrels behind the sheltering trunk, then out

upon the further branches, and so goes plunging and
scampering through upper byways in swift retreat to the

heart of the woods.

Without lowering his gun, the dilatory marksman turns

an almost triumphant face toward you, as who should

say, "If he had not moved his fate was sealed."

He never risks a shot at running or flying game. You
would as soon think of an oyster snatching its prey as of

him shooting on the wing. If his game will not wait, it

may go unscathed.

When the delayed opportunity arrives, he is as little ex-

alted by success as cast down by failure, and calmly

accepts good fortune with quiet thankfulness.

Whether he bears home a light or heavy bag, he seems

never to be weighted with the burden of disappointment

nor to be troubled with jealousy, while you can but envy
his constant pleasure of anticipation, his sure enjoyment
of participation.

Happy old man, long may he potter in endless prepara-

tion, long continue his meandering in the woods, a rarely

harmful foe to all their denizens.

Our Maryland correspondent, it will be remembered,

testified that killing off a percentage of the old birds and

scattering the coveys had actually promoted the breeding

of the birds in a locality observed by him. This is sup-

plemented by a report of Mr. W. C. Witherbee, of Port

Henry, in the northern part of New York, who ha3 bpen

successful in introducing quail from West Virginia. The

report was read before the Genesee Valley Association in

Rochester last week and is given in our report of that

meeting in another column. We would be glad to re-

ceive further testimony and opinion on this subject. Tfre

importation of quail from one locality into another is

assuming proportions which entitle it to such discussion;

and in many districts the native supply has fallen so low

that interested persons would gladly forego shooting for

a period of years if they were fully assured of the good

results to follow.

just where the joke comes in for the people of the State,

even Mr. Hackney might confess himself unable to

determine.

SNAP SHOTS ' humorist and apparently does not fail to recognize that

That is an interesting reminiscence of wartimes which hfe being on the Fish Commission is a huge joke, although

Dr. Ellzey sends us in reply to a Maryland correspondent s

inquiry concerning the effects of prolonged close periods

on quail and other game. Dr. Ellzey's testimony shows

that in "Virginia a close season extending over several

years brought a great increase of partridge (quail) and

other birds. On the other hand, some of the sportsmen

of centralNew York are of opinion that these good results

are not certain to follow such prolonged periods in that

latitude, and at the meeting of the New York Associatian

last week they asked that the five years' prohibition of

quail shooting in certain counties should be removed.

With the migratory instincts of imported birds and the

peril of extermination by severe winters, they argued,

the gunner might wait patiently year after year only in

the end to find the game fields barren as before. Opposed

to this again was the testimony of Mr. A. E. Babcock, of

Monroe county, in the same State, who reported that

some of the quail put out by Mr. Kimball, of Rochester,

two or three years ago, were still flourishing, and should

be given further protection.

The second annual winter meeting of the New York
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, in

Syracuse last week, demonstrated anew the wisdom of

those persons who were instrumental in 1892 in providing

for the fullest exercise of the two-fold activity of the

organization—a summer meeting for its shooting tourna-

ment and a winter meeting for its deliberative conven-

tion. This is an old story, but one which is well worthy

of renewed attention, for in solving the problem with

which they were confronted the organizers of the Asso-

ciation on the new basis led the way in which similar

associations in other States may profitably follow.

Under the present arrangement both summer tourna-

nent and winter convention have been entirely successful

and satisfactory; each interest has had recognition,

neither one has interfered with the other. • Never before

in its hi*tory has the Association been more prosperous

nor more powerful than now.

The proceedings at Syracuse were characterized by

earnestness, unanimity and an unselfish spirit. The find-

ings of the deliberations may or may not in every case

have been the wisest, but of one thing there is no

question, the advocates of the several measures adopted

urged them because of a deep conviction that in so doing

they were contending for the common good.

At the Megantic Club banquet in Boston the other even-

ing Dr. Heber Bishop gave some interesting figures of the

development of the Megantic idea. The club has a mem-
bership of 270, which is widely scattered in this country

and Canada; controls in its preserve 250 square miles of

territory, over the waterways of which it travels by

means of its 100 boats and steam launches, and by 75

miles of trails on land; and having disbursed $50,000 in

improvements, it has a comfortable surplus of $15,000.

The members killed fifty-one deer in 1893, and a number
of caribou. The trout and salmon caught were numbered

by the thousand; while vast numbers of ova have been

produced in the club hatcheries, and yearling trout have

been put into twenty-eight lakes. A novel divertissement

of the evening was the introduction of a dead caribou

from the Maine preserves, which was carried around the

hall by Dr. Marshall and Mr.Wendal Stevens. Like all the

Megantic reunions, this was an occasion of true woodland

camp good will and enjoyment, long brightly to be re-

membered by members and guests.

The Sunday fishing law of this State has been receiving

some attention since the recent Court of Appeals decision

brought it to notice. A resolution asking for the repeal

of the law was discussed in the Genesee Valley Associ-

ation at Rochester the other day; but adoption of the

resolution was deprecated on the ground that the public

might misinterpret the motives of the step and the atti-

tude of the society toward the observance of the Sabbath.

This disposition of the matter was the wise one. The de-

bate of a Sunday fishing law soon lapses from the com-

parative calm and serenity of fish protection talk into the

heated and possibly rancorous discussion of religion, and

ends in nothing more profitable than the firmer intrench-

ment of each party to the dispute in his own position.

As for the Sunday fishing law in this State, it has been

and is practically a dead letter except when made use of

as a spite measure. It will continue to be a dead letter,

or if enforced will be repealed. In either event, game
protective societies need not make hazard of their influ-

ence by taking action on it.

Fish Commissioner Hackney, of this State, raised a

laugh in the meeting of the State Association last week
when he said in effect that at the time of his app >intment

to the Fish Commission he had known nothing about tish

and he did not now. Mr. Hackney is something of a

A happy selection of officers has been made for the new
year. Gen. Bruce is one of the old guard; his devotion

to the Association has never wavered; it was his per-

sistent and unwearied effort which eventually brought

about the reorganization, and under his guidance healthy

growth and greater achievement may be anticipated. Mr.

Bannister1

, the vice-president, . has been one of the most

active promoters of fish and game interests in central

New York, and will bring influence and strength to the

State organization. Of John B. Sage, the old and new
secretary-treasurer, it may be said that his occupancy

was coeval with the creation of that office, has been

coexistent with it, and promises to be coterminous with it.

The presentation of a gold watch by the Association

and the district protectors to Major J. Warren Pond was

a fitting recognition of the Chief Protector's public ser-

vices. Major Pond is a quiet, sensible, unassuming, ex-

perienced, well informed, faithful, fearless and efficient

officer. As Mr. C. H. Mowry well put it, he does not do

his duty alone for what there is in it, but is actuated by

higher motives. He deserves the good opinion, the sup-

port and the backing of every citizen, and of every associa-

tion of citizens which desires to see the game and fish pro-

tective laws enforced. The force of district protectors

are as a body likewise efficient, honest and undeterred by

threats in the performance of their duty. They are a

very creditable branch of the public service. Their pres-

ence by invitation in the convention was an earnest of

the feeling entertained for them by the sportsmen of the

State.

The first annual meeting of the National Game, Bird

and Fish Protective Association was held in Chicago last

week, and is reported at some length in our staff corre-

spondence from that city. We invite a reading of the

report, for the proceedings illustrate in a striking manner

what we have already said respecting the scheme of a

national association.

The "same old grind" has begun at Albany. Our

special correspondent at that point has sent in his first re-

port of game and fish bills in the Legislature of 1894. A
long catalogue, we may be certain, will follow. They will

be reported promptly in our game columns.

The annual dinner of the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Protective Association was held in Boston, last Tuesday

evening; just as these pages were going to press. Our

report of the pleasant reunion is of necessity deferred

until next week.

Michigan has a new tri-county protective association

organized at Detroit last week. An expected report has

not come to hand in season for this issue.
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SOME CHRISTMAS SPORTS.
Some Christmas sports that we witnessed recently in

the colored quarter of a large Southern city were suffi-

ciently novel and picturesque to call for a chronicler.

For two weeks before the holiday the following notice
had hung in the post office, being posted on a large dry
goods box in which reposed peaceably a fox and a coon

:

' 'On next Christmas Day in the morning, a big race
will take place out by Jerry Simpson's old field. The race
will be between this coon and Pomp Cammell, butcher, ten
miles for $100 a side." The "old field" had been prepared
for the occasion by marking out therein a circular race
course some 5yds. wide, and inclosing it with a high
fence of palings, the latter too near together to permit the
coon to slip through. Eude board seats were placed
within the cirlcle. Ten cents gate money was charged,
and there was a booking office, liberally patronized, where
one could bet his money on the favorite contestant. As
the hour arrived the area within the inner palings was
densely packed with black humanity.
Abraham Lincoln acted as herald, or master of cere-

monies. He wore a cocked hat with a high feather, a
field officer's coat bespangled with gold, blue tights on
his lower limbs, and twirled a marshal's baton.

"Is yo gemmen ready foh de race?" he began. "Has
, yo made yoh bets? "

No objection being made he called for the contestants.

Pomp Cammell, a tall, long-legged negro, clad in tights

that left his arms and legs bare, entered the ring and
was introduced to the audience; the box containing the
coon was then placed beside him. "You Pomp Cammell
an' you gemmen know de terms of dis race, ten miles,

two laps ter de mile, fer a purse of $100, whoebber cross

de line fust on de twentieth lap, whedder man or coon,

to take de puss, an' de coon to go scot free. Is de
umpires ready? Is Pomp Cammell an' de coon ready?
Den go!"
He waved his gay silk handkerchief and the contestants

were off amid the cheers, shouts and laughter of near a
thousand spectators. The raccoon, stimulated by the
hope of regaining its liberty, ran at its utmost speed,
though awkwardly, with the negro at its heels, the latter

making no attempt to pass it, his object being rather to

tire it out and so win the race through failure of his com-
petitor to come to time.

Round and round the ring flew coon and man, followed
by the plaudits and exhortations of the spectators, until

at the tenth round the poor little animal, with an almost
human cry of distress, threw itself in a heap against the
palings and lay there panting, while Pomp continued on
and easily won the purse.

After the cheering and congratulations had subsided
the leaders conferred together and again the herald made
proclamation:.
"Pomp Cammell hab won and de coon hab lost. Pomp

Cammell now offers ter run agin a fox, de champion
sprinter ob Polk county, on de same terms as de previous
race, an' do challenge any one ob you gemmen to run
wid him."
At once there rose a cry of "Bob Ash! Bob Ash!" and a

tall, loose-jointed negro was pushed to the front. "Led-
dies and gemmen," proclaimed the herald, "I meks you
acquainted with Mistah Robert Ash, de champi'n runner
of Manatee county, who will runag'in Pomp Cammell an'

de fox. Am you ready, gemmen? Am de fox ready?"
Being answered in the affirmative, he again waved his

handkerchief, and men and fox sprang into the narrow
course, the fox taking the lead in his break for freedom,
his brush elevated, his long, sharp nose pointing straight

down the course, and his feet flying like castanets in a
Spanish gipsy's hands.
The men were not far behind, and again the matter re-

solved itself into a question of endurance. It was observed
that after the first round the fox slipped along with the
ease and lightness of a zephyr, seemingly intent on keep-
ing out of the way of his human competitors; the latter as

they lumbered along—in contrast with the fox—were
saluted with a torrent of cheers, exhortations, groans, in-

vectives, hand clapping and hisses, according as the for-

tune of the day seemed to favor or desert them. It soon
became evident, however, that the fox was a foe of very
different caliber from his predecessor. By the time the
fifteenth lap had been reached he was loping along as
gaily as ever, wondering no doubt when that long lane
would end, but fresh as at the start; while his pursuers

were becoming winded and in danger of total collapse.

Indeed, on the eighteenth lap the Manatee county cham-
pion stumbled, fell and refused to rise again. His antag-
onist held on and completed the twentieth lap; but slowly
and with pain, while the fox leaped gaily over the line

several yards in advance of the surviving champion. A
wicker-work barrier was then thrown across the course

before him, which turned him into a corral, where he
was captured and returned to his box.
After the applause had subsided and pots of money had

changed hands, the box was taken into an open field, and
while the crowd stood at a respectful distance the master
of ceremonies thus addressed its occupant:

"Br'er Fox, you am game! You am an athlete! Br'er

Coon was a baby, but you am a man. In open field you
hab run down de champiuns ob Po'ke county and Mana-
tee. You hab earned de freedom ob de woods, an' you
am gwine ter hab it. Tek it, Br'er Fox, an' 'lope!"

He kicked open the box amid the breathless stillness of

the audience. Reynard appeared, looked about for a
moment as if to get his bearings, and then swept lightly

across the field, over the rail fence and into the forest,

followed into its recesses by the cheers and good wishes of

his natural enemies.
In the afternoon there was a shooting match, advertised

for 3 P. M., thus allowing ample time for the eating of

the Christmas turkey. It had its inception in the desire

of old Jupiter Yulee to dispose of a patriarchal gobbler
belonging to him which had been offered for raffle to

three church fairs and declined by each.

The match was held in an open field just outside the
quarters. The terms were a dime a shot, all firearms

except rifles to be entered.
The ill-fated bird was tied to a stake sunk in the ground

so that only its head and neck appeared, and whoever
succeeded in killing it took the bird.

I do not know that this differed muchfrom other shoot-

ing matches further north, except in the nomenclature
of the contestants and the quality of their firearms.
Abraham Lincoln appeared with a battered old army

musket. Ulysses S. Grant with an old ancient flint lock,
altered to a percussion cap exploder. George Washing-
ton with a particularly dilapidated and disreputable look-
ing English fowling piece. Ben Franklin with ditto.

Tecumseh Sherman with a Springfield rifle, altered into
a musket. Phil Sheridan with a discarded breechloader,
which refused to work in the natural way and had to be
loaded from the muzzle. It was a very motley collection

of firearms indeed, and the visitor made a point of slip-

ping behind a colored brother whenever any one fired,

but strange to say no accident occurred except that Julius
Caesar and Wiufield Scott were twice nearly bucked over
by the recoil of their guns. On the twelfth round a
chance shot from Wendell Phillips's big ducking gun
struck the unfortunate bird in the neck and it succumbed.

Atj&ustus St. Cyk.

PADDLING DOWN THE PATUCA.-II.

A Story of Travel in Honduras.

(Continued from Page S.)

A happy village looks down on the meeting of the
waters of the Pau and the Uampu, Pathless tropic forests

are on every side. In their shades the shy ocelot and the
jaguar prowl after the pheasant and the pavoreal, and
pounce on careless monkey or on vicious peccary. The
tapir browses at night on tender foliage, and dozes in his

bath through the midday hours. The mountain lion lurks
in the craggy hills, and the black tiger sneaks beside the
trail of the traveler, and attacks biggest of prey or fiercest

of foes. No Sumo nor Paya dare leave the firelight there
after dark. Too many demons and dangers haunt those
gloomy shadows.
While bright day lights those woods the Indians hunt

and fish, collect rubber and gather sarsaparilla. Mean-
while the womenkind cook and beat blankets out of the
bark of the tuno tree, or they laboriously weed the plan-
tations, and bring from them canoe loads of bananas and
of yucca. Or they peel from the tuno trees great sheets
of bark, which they anchor with stones on the gravelly
bed of the river. And when the bark has rotted in part
they lay it in folds on the bottom of an upturned canoe
and pound it with corrugated beaters of hard and heavy
wood; they rub and rinse the bark in the clear river, and
beat it again until nothing is left of it but a broad sheet
of fibers intricately interwoven by nature's loom.
White-haired patriarchs sat in the sunshine and idly

watched the women at their work. Nude babies swung
asleep in the shade of the thatched roofs, or crawled about
among dogs and pigs and poultry on the smooth earth.

Older children ran about in happy play, or gaily swam
and splashed in the placid river. Two boys slyly crept
up behind a buxom dame knee deep in the river,"bent and
busy with her washing. Together they dashed showers
over and drenched her, then turned to fly. They were too

late. She ran and swam and dived more expertly than
they, and quickly had them by the heels. Great was the
splashing and laughing before she let them slip from her,

and pretended to pursue again.

Sweet cassava boiled in an earthen pot over the fire in

the middle of the hut. When cooked enough part would
be eaten as potatoes are; part would be rolled in corn
husks and roasted in the oven. The rest would be washed
and added to the fermenting yucca in the immense olla of

red pottery in the corner, that a cooling, nourishing drink
might be ready for any who might come.
Over the smoking fire hung little sheaves of seed rice,

by slender cords tied to the slim poles on which rested the
steep thatch. Each cord passed through the center of and
supported a bowl made of the half of a big calabash shell.

When ant or mouse or other creeping~1hing may descend
to reach the store of food below the slippery surface of

that bowl it is treated to a surprise.

On floors of crickery resting on round joists overhead
were piles of maize in the husk. Skins of deer and of

peccary, of monkey and of jaguar, lay on the corn.

Under the wide eaves hung a section of hollow branch
of tree, its ends stopped with clay. Stingless bees as

big as house flies crawled through a knot hole in its side

to store honey rich in flavor. Beside a rafter was stuck
the only bow I ever saw in Mosquitia. Near it was a
cheap shotgun and new paddles in reserve.

At each rounded end of the house were beds resting on
crickery of split-bamboo, supported by stout forked sticks

planted in the ground. The beds themselves were thick

piles of tuno blankets and for covering the sleepers used
sheets of cotton that were once white, perhaps. Great
wealth enabled the chief and his favorite wife to sleep

under most rai-e and gorgeous bed-spreads of chintz,

whereon were wonderful pictures of horses and bareback
riders coursing around rings in raiment of bright colors.

Half a dozen hammocks were stretched across the
house, and swung gently in the breeze what time they
were not occupied by some man or child, or thrown over

a joist to put them out of the way of the housewife.

Women may use hammocks there; no doubt they do
when no men are near, but I have seen no Indian woman
in a hammock when there was a man in the house.

Mealtime came to that village soon after sunrise. It

lasted through the day and after darkness fell. Always
there were pots boiling, plantains or green bananas sput-

tering in the hot ashes, or meat sizzling over the coals.

Whenever a pot-.bellied youngster tired of play, he or she

plucked a ripe banana from the bunch swinging near, or

stuck a plantain up to roast, or gnawed the meat from a
bone. After that the growing hope of Sumo humanity
slept the sleep of the care-free and full-fed, until ready
for another round of jollity, feasting and sleeping. Surely

these neglected beings should have the benefit of mis-

sionary teaching. They do not know that they are in an
unhappy state of sin. They should be taught that they
are, in their ignorance, in worse case than are the

drunken, blaspheming, murderous products of our blessed

civilization.

One morning my baggage was stowed in a long, low
pipanti hewn from a tuberose trunk. The gifts had been
distributed and the patriarch of the tribe had shaken my
hand in lingering farewell. A good-looking youngwoman
took her place in the stern of the canoe, her broad-

shouldered spouse pushed the craft off and I gave to the

assembled crowd my last greeting. We paddled away
and an old woman on the bank addressed a parting word
or more to us. The girl in the pipanti replied as we

entered the current of the Uampu. The old woman
shouted another sentence. Our pilot responded. Again
the old woman's voice came to us and' our girl chanted,
an answer. Once more the message came from the vil-

lage that was hidden then by a bend in the river. Now
the chant was taken up by our deep-chested paddler in
the bow, who sent his voice melodiously back over the
water. So it went, chant and response, back and forth,

until we could no longer hear a voice from Pau.
Except for a stop to gather a few pineapples and to cut

a bunch or two of bananas, we made no pause before
high 12. Rapids there were, but the two Sumos easily

steered the canoe so skillfully that scarcely a gallon of
water came over its sides, that were little if any more
than four inches out of water when in the still reaches.
Before us a hill rose a thousand feet into the blue air,

its crest crowned by cliffs of white. It seemed not more
than a mile or two away.
"El Rio Patuca," said the Sumo in the bow, pointing to

the hill.

"Will we breakfast there?" I asked.
My crew grinned and shook their heads. They did not

tell me that the whole day would be past before we would
reach the big river that washed the foot of that hill; iso-

lated outpost thrown far into plain from the hose of
mountain peaks in the south. All the hills we had seen
since leaving Pau were on the right bank. All were inde-
pendent knobs of basalt, of porphyry or of volcanic ash,
hardened by ages. As we paddled on they became sepa-
rated widely from each other. Each was clothed from
foot to crown by tropic growths, and on the crest of each
the soldierly palm royal lifted its plumes high against the
blue beyond, and above the heads of its more lowly neigh-
bors.

At noon the girl beached the pipanti on a sandbar. Her
husband scaled a fish killed on a rapid an hour before.
The wife made a bowl of uabul, stewing a slice or two of
sugar pineapple with the bananas. I wrote a page in my
note book, and fell asleep on the clean sand while watch-
ing snowy clouds floating athwart the sunny sky, far
beyond the delicate fernlike foliage of the guanacaste
above me.
'Twas a pity to awake from such sleep, merely to eat of

the fish and plantains, the yucca and the pineapples, and
the frigolitas or little black beans, than which none are
better. But the coffee was black and of excellent flavor,

and the Sumos enjoyed it immensely. Usually they must
content themselves with no better drink than chocolate
made of seeds gathered from trees growing wild in the
forest hereabout, roasted and ground by a pestle in an
earthen pot, and briskly stirred into foam by a carven
stick that bristles with little pegs.
After coffee, cigarettes for the two Sumos, siesta for

me, until that girl again aroused me with a softly-spoken,
"Adelante, senor; adelante."

I took my place in the canoe and closed my eyes to

finish my nap, but that girl seemed determined, to tor-

mentme without reason. She filliped a drop or two of water
into my face, and whispered, "Tilba, senor; tilba wass."
This was Waikna tongue, but was shorter than the

Spanish, and she knew that I could not understand her
native idiom.
The tapir stood stupidly surveying us. He was not

thirty feet distant, and stood as still as a stone. It would
have been a shame to have missed him. A cockney sports-

man could have hit him with a club. So I scored a clean
miss. The tapir went away. The girl dropped her paddle
across her knees and stared at the rifle and then at me.
There were no knot holes in the canoe, so I had no place
to crawl into. I tried to stare that girl out of countenance,
but gave it up. I tried to look as though I wasn't ashamed,
and gave that up, too. Then I tried to blush through the
dark tan and to sweat in my hot embarrassment, and
succeeded completely. I wanted to kick those two In-

dians because they said never a word in comment. They
couldn't say anything, because their dictionary has not
provided words for feelings of disgust. The very most
they could have said would have been, "He missed that
tilba!"

But luckily for me the idioms of English are rich in
expressions that beautifully fitted that fleeing tilba and
the maker of the gun, and the man who couldn't hit the
broadside of a hill with it.

I was not on speaking terms with those Sumos before
sundown was near. Then I happened to see a pavoreal
settle on a high branch before either of the couple with
me saw it. I know this sounds pretty fishy, but it's true.

Possibly the fact that the turkey was astern of us and
the Indians were facing forward, had something to do
with it.

"It's a big chance against me, but I'll take it, even if it

bankrupts my reputation as a shot," said I to myself, and
stood up. The girl spoke one word and both sat as still as

the trees in the forest. The big bird fell with a prodigious

splash into the river, its breast torn open. I felt better.

I might expect to be well fed that evening, and a long
shot that brought down a bird surely was more creditable

than one that would knock over at close range a tapir as

big as a yearling bullock.

We rounded a wide bend in the river the next day.
Before us swept a broad stream, golden in the glare of

sunshine. It was the Guayape, which is said to have got
its name from the guayapvn or skirt worn by women who
dwell in the region through which it flows. Guayape is

also the name of a people whom Humboldt saw in South
America. This may show that those people took their

name from the skirt; or that the garment got its name
from them; or that both got their name from the river;

or that— Scientists will kindly choose sides and fight it

out among themselves.
Beyond the river rose the hills which we had seen the

day before. Half-a-dozen brown-thatched watlas stood at

the edge of the terrace between the river and the hills.

Broad, dark leaves of the plantain waved at us promise of

abundant food. A little patch of lighter green told that

here might be a supply of cider from the sugar cane. An
orange tree jeweled with golden balls told of refreshing

juices to be had, and two marafiones bore rich burden of

crimson and cream-colored, acid fruit, which obligingly

turns its seed out into the world, thus keeping its flesh free

of hard obstacles to tender teeth—an example recom-
mended to the peach and other northern fruits.

This was a Waikna town, therefore my Sumos wished
i to leave me there. Pipantis and paddlers were there in

|
plenty. The wayback to Pau was long and full of weari-

some'rapids. Besides, the Waiknas were bad, very bad,
I Did not they come up the river in swarms and carry away
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the women and the rubber, the cacas and skins that the
Sumos had gathered? True, thi« happened long, long ago,
but there were yet alive Sumo fathers who could remem-
ber those raids. No. They could not go into that dread-
ful lower river country.
So I negotiated with the Sambos for a canoe and crew.

But my introduction was against me. Had I not come
from the Sumo country, and beyond? Everybody knew
that beyond the Sumos lay the land of the Spanish people,
and they were the hereditary enemies of the Waiknas.
Had not their ancestors hunted with bloodhounds the for-

bears of the Sambos? Their men-of-war had captured
and hanged those good friends of the Mosquitos, the
English pirates. No. I might possibly be English—all

men of white skin and brown hair are probably English

—

but shall not a man be judged by the company he keeps?
It could not be safe to trust a good canoe and four men to
the uncertain mercies of one whose good manners had
doubtless been corrupted by evil communication, and
who could shoot a bird from an immensely tall tree.

"Then you may go to the devil direct, with your men
and your canoe!" I explained in English, and with
<emphasis.
That bothered the old man, who was at the head of the

village. He was quite aware of the power of the devil.

Had not the sukias kept him well informed on that point
all his life? Surely the devil has prodigious power for
harm. Why else had his Waikna ancesters worshipped
the Evil One all their lives, and paid tribute to him

—

through the sukias. And these Americans—how could they
dare to laugh at and even deride the devil himself, and

two or three yards of bright ribbon. Then I asked them
privately to consent to go to XJalpa-tanta with me, and ex-

plained that they need not really go.
I closed the valise, and so shut from covetous eyes the

rich store of bright tnings, the like of which had not been
seen on that river. The Sumo girl carried it to her canoe.
Then 1 said, this time to the Mosquito women:
"How much for pipanti and men to carry me to Barre

Patuca? I will not buy the canoe."
There was a council. Were all those riches to escape?

Let them once start for TJalpa-tanti and they would be for-

ever lost to the inhabitants of Bulne-tara. That must
surply not be.

"Will take you to Ualpa-tanti for five pesos," said the
ruler.

"No; I wish a crew to go to Patuca."
"We will go to Patuca for fifteen pesos."
That would be at the rate of about a dollar for each

man, which was four times as much as they ought to

have.
"I'll give you ten pesos for the pipanti and five new

mahogany paddles," said I, "and for four good men to

take me safe to the sea I'll give you this, and this and
this," and I laid out strings of beads, rare necklaces of

glass, mirrors in zinc frames, handkerchiefs in brilliant

colors, and combs that were much needed, although those
of finer make and teeth might have been more effective,

better even than the fingers of the women were for cap-
turing small game that abounds wherever the Sambo
finds place to lay his head.
Ten minutes later the Sumos paddled into the Uampu

mountains which have borne that sacred name perhaps
through uncounted centuries.
Here and there in the forests and on the prairies spots

of silver gleaming in the noonday sun, showed where lay
some river or some lake. They marked the distances,
too; and told me that the way was long and devious
between me and the sea. We started down the hill.

Half way down mv guide jumped into the air with a
yell.

"Tamagas!" he shouted. "Tamagas tara, tara!"

"Where is your' big, big snake?"
"Here, in the bamboo," he replied, pointing to the base

of a cluster of bamboo that sprung from a sunny spot.
The place was a deep bed of dead yellow leaves, long and
pointed, that had slid down the glossy stalk of the gigan-
tic grass. Serpents love such dry, loose gatherings of
foliage, for no peccary can pursue them there. But hid-
den in my pocket was a foe that could follow to every
cranny and destroy whatever life might be there.

I took from the India rubber inkstand two or three
waxen matches and fired the leaves in half a dozen spots.

In a minute the flames swept over the whole heap. My
guide stood uneasily watching, machete in hand. I held
my gun cocked. Then Sambo yelled again and ran; but the
poor snake that writhed in burning agony in the trail

had no design other than to escape. A shot ended its

torments and unluckily tore its head so badly that I could
make no satisfactory study of its fangs and poison sacks.

A shout told me that my guide was up the hill, so I

meanly stretched the snake across the trail, his head con-
cealed by a tuft of leaves. Then I started down the moun-
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scoff at his powers, if they were not at least his equals?
What if they should be his superior in power to make
mischief ? Suppose it were true, as had been said, that
the God of these white-faced, quick-shooting Americans
had once overpowered the devil in pitched battle, would
it not be the duty of the cunning man, who had a family
and his own skin to look out for, to make a friend of one
who had such powerful allies?

At the landing lay a new pipanti, hewn from a mahog-
any trunk. It was large, well made and clean.
"What will you sell the new pipanti for; how much?" I

asked.
There was another consultation, in which the men and

women took active part. They knew as well as I did that
fifteen pesos (silver dollars) would be a good price for the
canoe delivered at the sea coast; but how were they to

learn how much a bug-hunting lunatic of an American
might be made to pay to help him out of a pinch?
"How much for pipanti?" the chief asked.
"Ten pesos," I replied emphatically.
That staggered them. They began jabbering together,

the women protesting against the trade.
"Pipanti tara. Pipanti _pme," they shouted savagely.
"I know it's big; I know it's fine," I retorted. "That's

why I offer ten dollars—ten big, fine dollars, like this.

See!" and I held a bright peso up by its edges where all

could see.

"Apia, apia!" shouted the women. "No, no!"
My Sumos were anxious to start for home. They had

no wish to spend the night among the Waiknas. The
husband wa3 even more anxious than his wife was to re-

gain the safe shelter beyond the first rapids of the Uampu.
So I handed to them the pay that was due. Then I

opened my valise, and so exposed the bright silver-plated
revolver that lay therin. I fired three or four shots in
quick succession, and then kindly warned the crowd to
never try to open that valise if they wished to be safe
from the wicked work of that gun.
To the Sumo man I gave a bright red cotton handker-

chief and a most substantial pocket knife, which I showed
him how to operate. He was proud, happy, wealthy.
His wife was expectant, jealous, fearful; but her face was
radiant when I put into her hands a lovely coarse comb
of horn, stained to resemble tortoise shell, a mirror and

and out of sight; my hammock swung under the bestroof
in the place; girls brought a metale half full of oranges
fresh from the tree; a boy brought a score of maraiVnes
in a calabash, and I was the honored, rich and powerful
guest of the tribe.

I stood at noon the next day on the edge of a- crag, a
thousand feet and more above the village. The Guayape
lay. a broad, shining band of silver winding through the
black of the forest. Hill rose behind hill between me and
the far away dam of red basalt and black lava, through
which the river broke a way a thousand feet deep to

drain the great lake which was where the fertile valley of

Olancho is. The hills along the Segovia, boundary be-

tween Nicaragua and Honduras, were a half day's jour-
ney to the. coast.

I turned to face the north wind that forever sweeps
across that hill. The top of the forest was green near at

hand, but darkened into blue that was almost black where
long-leafed pines fringed the wide prairies, carpeted by
grasses already ripe and green in April. League beyond
league those sunny plains stretched toward blue and
sparkling Caribbean, full sixty miles away.
Far in the northwest Payas peak lifted its bead almost

four thousand feet above el rio Negro, that flows along
the base. The grand, smooth summit of Sugarloaf was
near, fifteen hundx-ed feet lower than the rough crest of
its lofty neighbor. Beyond them wooded slopes ran down
to the sea, twenty miles distant.

My field glass plainly showed the broad, flat point
where the Segovia has built Cape Gracias out into the sea
from sands stolen from the golden mountains of Nicaragua
and Honduras. It is the easternmost outpost of Central
America. It is the spot where in 1497 Pinzon and Solis,

and Amerigo Vespucci their pilot, first set foot on the
western continent. It is the point where Columbus and
his crew of ruffians, after weeks of buffeting by head
winds that might have done well for the new world by
drowning the lot of them, piously cried,"Thanks to God,"
and Cape Gracias a Dios it has remained.
Westward from the cape is a broad break in the coast

line. It is Caratasca Lagoon, on the shores of which
Pinzon and Solis first found gold, and Vespucci first

heard the name of the Americas—those people who
dwelt amid the mountains 250 miles to the southward

—

tain. 'Twas long before that Indian overtook me. He
was sulky about something and nervous. He got a piece
of root of the guaco and chewed it as soon as we entered
the watla on the riverside. He told of our adventure,
and no doubt magnified the danger and the snake in the
telling. E. W. Perry.

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]

A Note from Avoca.
William E. Capehart Jr., of Avoca, N. C, is a promising

young sportsman. He is not yet fourteen, but he has had
considerable experience with guns and dogs, and is an
entertaining companion. He can call in quail by imitating
the female bird, and he has broken 20 artificial targets with
his little 16-gauge. His shooting has not been up to his

standard recently, yet a score of four quail out of nine
shots is nothing to be ashamed of. This is what he says
in a letter dated Jan. 5: "I have been hunting three times
since you left, killed four out of nine shots. The dogs
have been hunting very well. Yesterday evening two of
the girls were out driving and saw fifteen wild turkeys in

the road. I am baiting them, and hope to get a shot soon.
I went turkey hunting the other day, but did not get a
shot. Wade gets better every day, and I think by the end
of the season he will be a good dog, and Dash has hunted
better than I ever saw him. I am busy at school again,
so haven't much time for hunting." J. B. Burnham.

Ring Pheasants in Illinois.

Mr. JohnPitt exhibited a Chinese pheasant at this office

last Saturday, which was killed a few days days ago, and
which he had mounted. The bird was killed by William
Pitt on his farm near Powelton, William thinking it was
a wild duck, as he could not get a good view of it. The
bird is considerably larger than a, prairie chicken and of
brilliant colored plumage. Dr. Blaisdell, of Macomb, im-
ported a number of these birds during the past few years
and let them loose for the purpose of propagation.

_
The

appearance of this bird in this part of the country is evi-

dence that they are spreading and can be raised success-

fully. 'Tis pity that they should be killed,—Nauvoo (III.)

Independent, £>ee. 2?, .
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AS TO BEARS.
There has been a good deal written of bears of late,

and I will add something to the literature upon that
question, with the editor of Forest and Stream's per-
mission. Are there three varieties of the bear family in
the South? I think there are, and will tell you why,
because I have seen them.

First is the great black bear of Louisiana and Missis-
sippi. I saw one killed three weeks ago in the big Atchafa-
laya Swamp of Louisiana. It weighed 672lbs. on a pair
of cotton scales. The big bear is perfectly black. It has
a white horseshoe-shaped mark on the breast. It is a
fighter from 'way-back, and will decimate a pack of bear
dogs in short notice if not killed soon.
Then there is a long, thin bear almost as slender as a

panther. It is an incomparable runner, and will tire out
the best pack that ever took a trail, if allowed to. It is

only found in the Yazoo, Miss., country. In color it is

like a dark-red calf. It weighs about 2501bs.
The third kind is the common brown-red bear that

ranges mostly in hilly or mountainous country. Its hab-
itat is from the White Mountains of New England to the
Alleghanies, and the great Southern mountain ranges of
Tennessee, North Carolina, Georgia, and the hilly regions
of the further South.
Now, are these three kinds of bear, only natural varia-

tions, caused by locality and climate, or are they veritable
different varieties of the ursine family? Our closet
naturalists have not noted them. I should like to hear
from some one who has knowledge whether I am right or
wrong in the theory that they are really of different fam-
ilies of the bear kind. Closet naturalists have much yet
to learn. Every Southern man who has hunted much
knows that in the great Southern swamps there is a great
owl, bigger than the B. virginianus, standing almost 2ft.

high, with monstrous power. I have seen one of these
great owls dash into a flock of mallards of an evening,
and carry off one a* easily as it would carry a quail. Its
markings are not like those of the great horned owl of
our natural histories, yet naturalists seem not to have
noticed it. So of these varieties—or new kinds—of bear.
Tell us something about them. W. H. R.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 13.

The Wilson Ornithological Chapter of the A. A.
The December election of officers resulted as follows:

President, Willard N. Ciute, Binghamton, N. Y. Vice-
Pres., Reuben M. Strong, Oberlin, O. Secretary, William
B. Caulk, Terre Haute, Ind. Treasurer, Lynds Jones,
Oberlin, O. The Chapter is in a very flourishing con-
dition, with seventy-three active, four honorary, and
thirty-one associate members. The past year has been
devoted to a special study of the warblers, and the forth-
coming report promises to make a very interesting paper.
Any information regarding the Chapter will be cheerfully
furnished by the secretary. •

'#wf* B%$ m& 0mi<

ARE LONG CLOSE SEASONS DESIRABLE?
A late issue of Forest and Stream contained a call

for experience as to the value of long close seasons. Those
of us who lived before, and again after, the great war in
the counties of Piedmont, Virginia, contiguous to Wash-
ington, remember as the effect of the close season estab-
lished by military occupation of that country during four
years, a prodigious increase of game. It was not at any
time during those four years a safe thing for anybody
suspected of being a Yankee to be found abroad m the
field with a gun. Johnnie Reb on the other hand durst
not bring out from its hiding place his old gun, for per-
adventure a raiding party might catch him out, and Carry
him a prisoner to Washington, in which case he would
never see the old gun any more. No close season, it may
be believed, was ever so carefully observed. Accordingly
in the autumn of 1865, we found great abundance of
partridges, ruffed grouse, woodcock, and other game.
The old camp grounds, on which the boys tented no
more, were literally alive with partridges. The fame of
this thing went abroad, and an extraordinary concourse
of market-shooters from Washington, Baltimore, Wil-
mington and Philadelphia, descended upon us. Virginia
was at that time District No. 1, Gen. Canby in command.
I wrote to Gen. Canby protesting against the butchery of
all our game in District No. 1 by hired pot-shooters from
city restaurants. My friends laughed at me for a fool, to
be writing to Canby, but he issued an order embodying
some of my suggestions. As soon as we got a Legislature
I drafted a game law and sent it to the delegate from my
county. He introduced it, and it passed the House by a
unanimous, or nearly unanimous, vote, but the Senate
threw it out nem. con. The next session practically the
same bill passed both branches by large majorities and
became a law. This law caused the market- shooters to
decamp. The previous year a party of men hired to
shoot for a Philadelphia restaurant shipped during two
months a thousand partridges a week from the vicinity of
Rapidan station. For some years subsequent to this we
had grand shooting in that part of Virginia. I myself
frequently bagged in those days forty or fifty birds in a
part of a day.
Guided by the experience narrated above, I should say

a long close season would again be followed by a great
increase of game, provided we had favorable seasons for
wintering, and hatching and rearing broods. On the
other hand, if we had four years close season and the
winter preceding the open season should be such as last
winter we should be back again where we started. Dur-
ing forty-five years' experience as a shooter I have never
seen as few birds as the present season, and it is the first

season in that time I have not fired a gun. I have two
coveys on my farm which have not been shot at and I
hope they may get safe through the winter; if so, and
they have favorable seasons for hatching and rearing, the
supply in this immediate vicinitjr will be fairly estab-
lished. My judgment is in favor of an open season each
year from Oct. 20 to Dec. 20, the shooting restricted to
fhree days a week, as we have it here now in the case

of ducks. This would prevent visiting shooters on vaca-
tion following the birds every day from daylight to dark.
It would also prevent the ruin of all our dogs by not
being shot over for several years. In any case land
owners can post against shooting when bird's need fur-

ther protection. Shooting three days a week would also

discourage making a business of shooting for market.
Other shooters and land owners would not tolerate shoot-
ing by any one on close, days, and the law would be well en-
forced. The Berghites ought to favor this law, for it

would prevent what often amounts to atrocious cruelty
in shooting over used-up dogs every day. It seems to
me that three open days a week would be desirable from
many points of view, and I am not able to see any valid
objections to the plan. I believe a very important feature
in game protection would be to encourage land owners to
intervene by posting when birds are usually scarce. In
similar cases by common consent sportsmen ought to
forego their shooting for the time in whole or in part.
My best wishes always for Forest and Stream and a
Happy New Year to all its readers.

M. G. Ellzey, M.D.
CuMBERSTONE, Md.

THE POWDER TESTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your readers are certainly indebted to Mr. Armin Ten-

ner for his letters on ballistics and his report of experi-
ments conducted at Chicago and Carney's Point, N. J.

His articles are instructive to those who have not made
the theory of shotgun ballistic a study and interesting to
all of us.

The fact only that Mr. Tenner has not left it to his
readers and the public to judge and form their own con-
clusions, but has himself sat in judgment of the various
powders used according to his own individual, possibly
prejudiced, ideas, by comparing and summarizing the
alleged results into total figures of merits, induces me to
draw the attention of your readers to a. few irregularities
and the impropriety—yes, impossibility—of making any-
thing like fair comparisons of the general practical merits
of the powders used from the results chronicled.
On the other hand, much information may be gained as

regards the comparative adaptability and effectiveness of
various shells and primers. The results obtained by Mr.
Tenner closely agree with the many continuous experi-
ments made by me during the last few years, the results of
some of which were published in your paper.
Although knowing that Mr. Tenner has been interested

in Germany in Walsrode powder and is to-day on very
friendly terms with Messrs. Wolf & Co., the manufac-
turers of Walsrode powder, I am far from impugning any
wrong motives on his part. I believe that Mr. Tenner's
intentions are perfectly honorable, but at the same time
he was prejudiced in faver of Walsrode powder. My criti-

cism will, therefore, be entirely friendly, and I think that
Mr. Tenner must agree with me in the justness of my ob-
jections and criticism.

The first thing which is bound to attract the attention of
all versed in ballistics is the apparent lack of uniformity
in Mr. Tenner's results, both as regards "bursting strain,"

or as it is generally called, "initial pressure," as well as
velocities.

Mr. Tenner says in his introductory article that an
"increase of bursting strain up to l,0001bs. may still be
considered natural and permissible, and an increase of
velocity of 50ft may be regarded as of no importance."
I certainly differ with Mr. Tenner. Should I receive such
variations under normal conditions with evenly and
properly loaded Schultze, E. C. or black powder ammu-
nition, I should be tempted to suspect some disorder or
imperfect arrangements of the instruments or their
manipulation.
But these trials show allegedly much greater variations

with even standard black powders than what Mr. Tenner
calls permissible, which powders we all know cannot be
excelled for evenness in results. This, together with
other very contradictory results, will always leave a well
founded doubt as to the proper working or manipulation
of the instruments employed.
Bla^k powders in general are less liable to be affected

by differences in primers, wads, pressures, etc., than nitro
powders. Yet we are told that 3Jdrs. of FFF (I believe
F-FF G was meant) DuPont's in a series of only five shots
gave a variation of 2,0441bs. in bursting pressure and 89ft.

in velocity. Again, 3Jdrs. Dead Shot FF (presumably
FF G), one of the most even and reliable of black pow-
ders made in the world, gave a variation of 136ft. veloc-
ity, nearly 300 per cent, more than Mr. Tenner calls per-
missible.

These figures prove beyond peradventure that some-
thing was wrong, for such variations with these standard
and reliable black powders cannot be accounted for by
any possible or at least excusable difference in loading.
On the contrary, the difference obtained in five series

of five shots each with Schultze powder, namely, 40, 30,

30, 20 and 23, as per table A, seem excusable. At the
same time, however, some of the variations in bursting
strain are entirely out of place.

I am not acquainted with Mr. Tenner's spring device
for measuring initial pressures. There is hardly a week,
however, where I do not use the lead crusher gauge, such
as is in use by the London Field, Schultze, E. C. and other
concerns looked upon as authorities, and I have never
been able to make this gauge lie or record anything like

similar variations in pressures with perfectly prepared
ammunition of standard powders. I, however, retain the
character of each kind of ammunition, and if I test two
kinds of cartridges giving pressures varying 50 per cent,,

my instrument so corredly records them, whether I

alternate both kinds with each shot or use up one kind
before trying the others.

I am also led to believe that it is not advisable to simul-
taneously try velocity aud pressure with one shot. Veloci-
ties must certainly be disturbed thereby. The barrel on
the force gauge used by Mr. Tenner for measuring veloci-

ties is, moreover, a cylinder bore, and in these days of

chokebores and high grade ammunition, a cylinder barrel

is out of place.

It will not give nearly as even resulls as a choked gun.
Balling of shot is much more frequent in a cylinder than
in a choked gun, and as often very open patterns are
made with a cylinder bore, the results apparently obtained
may be misleading according to the adjustment and kind
of target plate in connection with the chronograph, and
Mr. Tenner did not use the most approved. Moreover,
the barrel on Mr, Tenner's force gauges not being a regu-

lar gun, may be better adapted to one than another kinc4

of powder.
The phenomenon of even velocities and greatly varying]

bursting strain with one kind of ammunition, and Si

reversal, is noticed throughout Mr. Tenner's trials. I am;
well aware that bursting pressures and velocities are not
dependent upon each other, and that even a gun barrel!

may be burst at the breech by a detonating explosive with-
out giving sufficient accumulative energy to send the
shot out of the muzzle. At the same time none of out
standard powders, evenly loaded, will vary in bursting
pressures thousands of pounds and retain even velocities,

although these same velocities may be obtained with an
accompanying higher or lower initial pressure under dif-

ferent conditions of loading.
I do not wish to convey the idea that Mr. Tenner is not

able to properly handle his instruments. He had, how-
ever, to rely for a great deal of the work done upon other
and some not experienced parties. Moreover, I believe
that the putting up of chronograph, etc., was too provi*
sional to be anything like as perfect as those in use at the
E. C. or Schultze powder works. The latter have their

shooting range some 150 or more feet from the recording
rooms with its instruments. The chronograph is resting'

on solid rock and concrete foundations reaching several
feet deep in the ground to prevent any and all possibility

of outside interfering influences.

I have among my records a series of trials made at
the Schultze works, at which I assisted, consisting of some
300 shots with different kinds of shells, and about a
dczen different kinds and combinations of wadding. All
charges were 42 grains of Schultze and l^oz. of English*
6 shot, and various amounts of crimp, etc., were tried
also. The greatest variation in velocity recorded for any'
one style of loading was less than 30ft., and the greatest
range of all velocities was covered by 52ft. The initial

pressures recorded were also normally even.
So much of the modus operandi of the instruments;

an ! now a few words as to the comparative manner of
preparing the ammunition used. Even if we suppose
that the figures quoted were correct, it is an apparent in-

justice to make comparisons therewith under the circum-

'

stances.

Equitable comparisons as far as the practical and real

va'ue of the powders are concerned including Walsrode
are impossible for the' following reasons:

The Walsrode cartridges Used were furnished by itd

agents specially for these trials. Each charge of powder'
of course was weighed to a fraction of a grain. The wad-
dings used over Walsrode were not the same trade wadg
used over the other powders, but they were of a selected

kind most suitable for it. The shells tlsed also were only
of kinds found most suitable. In other words, Walsrode
ammunition was tested under best possible conditions, td
which I do not object.

On the other hand, however, Schultze, E. C. and I sup-
pose other powders, did not fare so well. To this I object
if comparisons are to be made.
Being under the impression that these trials should be

made exhaustive and practical to get at the real merits
and reliability of the various powders in the market, V.
L. & D. refused to furnish Schultze powder and requested
Mr. Tenner to procure his Schultze powder in Chicago,
San Francisco or wherever he pleased, thinking that dif-

ferent lots of all powders would be so procured in differ-

ent parts of the country.
Some of the powder loads for cartridges to be tested

were weighed, but many were not, and simply measured,
and it is the easiest thing in the world to vary a 3-clram
measure from 1 to 5 grains in weight. No pretense was
and is madethat these cartridges were skillfully loaded
and to best advantage. Ordinary trade wads were used
exclusively, but Mr. Tenner does not give us particulars

in a single instance of what wadding was used, and every-

body knows that proper and suitable wadding is an all

important factor for best results with nitro powders. I

proved this to Mr. Tenner by firing loads up to 54 grains
of Schultze, retaining the same excellent and even results.

To base a comparative table of merit upon the results

of such one-sided test seems unfair to say the least.

What kind of a showing would Walsrode powder make
under exactly reversed conditions? This powder is so

violent and so sensitive to the difference of a few grains
in weight, different kinds of wads, shells and primers,

that the agents dare not sell it in bulk, but only in shells,

and then put up only in "winter" and "summer loads."

Before this powder as such can be made a marketable
article, we shall have to change our guns, shells, primers,

and educate everybody away from equal loads by meas-
ure, as those 6f black powders.
If Walsrode had been loaded by dip measure in the same

variety of shells as Schultze with similar wadding and by
the same parties, some cartridges would have fired, others
half-fired and still others not fired at all in spite of. the
fact that the primer exploded. So little of this powder in

quantity is safe only to use, that if the loader had by mis-
take put in two loads into one shell, which is easily possi-

ble and not be detected, there would have been a bursted
gun and probably a broken head in the bargain.

As for Schultze and E. C. ammunition loaded to best

advantage, I will say that there would not have been
variations of thousands of pound pressure and hundreds
of feet in velocity. World's records and scores of hundreds
of straight kills and the manufacturers' reputation and
financial successes would have guaranteed its effectiveness

and evenness in results.

We will go a step further,|and for argument's sake over-
look the various irregularities and unequal features of
these tests and see how Mr. Tenner arrives at his total

points of merit of the different powders. Here again he
has certainly laid himself open to criticism.

Entirely too much weight is laid upon theory, and some
absolute practical advantages are wholly lost sight of.

At best it could be claimed that the total figures of
merits applied to the alleged actions of the particular kind
of loaded cartridges and not to the powders used, as such,
for instance: Schultze and E. C. do not receive a single

point of merit for always being absolutely of just one-half
of the accepted specific gravity of black powders, so that
they can be handled and loaded like black powders by
anybody. On the contrary, Walsrode receives no demerit
for the want of it, although its agents would want of it

not to have this demerit and its ever present dangers.
Again the sample hardened grain Schultzepowder receives

no credit forshowing throughout the highest velocity with
all varieties of shells and primers, while Walsrode can be
and was only used in special or specially prepared shells
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and cannot be used in others. Ortainly these are merits

and demerits of posvdersfor practical as well as commer-
cial use.

Walsrode has one un-leniably theoretical advantage
that it is not as much affected by extreme damp and heat

as the other powders, but Mr. Tenner lays too much im-

portance upon this point. Schnltze or E C. cartridges

are generally not stored on wet cellar floors or in red hot

baking ovens. Thousands of shooters the world over can
testify to the fact that loaded Sehultze and E. C. car-

tridges can be safely kept one year or five, and there is

not a day in the year where cartridges some years old are

not used with as much satisfaction as black powder car-

tridges of similar age. This is, as is well known, not the

case with all other nitro powders.
Another feature of Mr. Tenner's table of merits is that

he allows 30 points for "least bursting strain in propor-

tion to velocity." Under this head, one special powder
is credited with 29 out of the possible 30 points of merit,

which according to his own standard of desirable killing

force has never once with the regularly loaded trial am-
munition of 3drs. reached a velocity of penetration which
is sufficient and meritorious.

This is all wrong. Of what good is a comparatively low
bursting strain wben the accompanying velocity is not

sufficient for practical work? None whatsoever. It ouly

makes matters worse.
On the contrary, instead of figuring a very low burst-

ing strain as a merit, I should penalize it as a distinct de-

merit and as lacking a desirable element of force which
of necessity must be present in all high grade and prac-

tically most excellent ammunition. Bursting strain up
to an easily permissible degree influences time from the

instant the cap is detonated to the time the charge of

shot is well under way, and it helps to reduce total time
from the pressing of the trigger to the shot reaching its

object. I would as little think of using cartridges with a

decidedly low bursting pressure for my own use at game
or at the traps, as I would think of using a powder with a

dangerous bursting pressure.

A fine grain of black powder will generally give a

somewhat higher velocity as well as considerably higher

bursting strain than a coarse grain of same kind.

The disregard of th" difference in total time consumed
induced Mr. Tenner to say that a quartering bird, flying

at the rate of forty miles an hour, 40yds. from the gun,

need be led only two or three inches more with a charge

of coarse grain than with one of fine grain black powder,
or practically not at all. Every observing practical shooter

knows differently, and Mr. Tenner as easily as anybody
else can figure out the difference by feet and inches.

Again, with the same propriety and for the same rea-

sons"that in years past the high grades of black powders,
such as the Curtis & Harvey, Orange Lightning, etc.,

giving greatest velocities, were preferred by all who
wanted the best to the cheap grades of black powders,

although the latter gave correspondingly lower bursting

pressures, do we want now a nitro powder giving high
velocity and great killing force, although the bursting

pressures are higher than those of cheap powders.
I am far from advocating excessively high initial pres-

sure as desirable. What I wish to say h that cartridges

giving luw initial pressures, coupled with low velocities,

are damnably worthless for practical use, and that I look

upon a certain amount of the energy, which Mr. Tenner
calls bursting strain, as absolutely desirable as long as a

half-way decent gun is being used. For this reason it is

a farce to figure the actual merits of powders as Mr. Ten-

ner has in the above instance.

For highest actual velocity only 20 out of the total 200

points are allowed, althotiga velocity is what we all want
most, as long as it is coupled with sufficiently close pattern

and safety. A con llict of Mr. Tenner's theories and actual

practical value to the sportsman.

To go into details would carry me too far, although the

basis of awarding other points of merits are as open to

criticism as the aforementioned ones.

However, the study of ballistics is inexhaustible, and
there is lots of room for honest differences of opinion. I,

for one, hope that Mr. Tenner will make his American
testing institution a practical and to himself a financial

success, and I shall be ready at any time to give Mr. Ten-
ner such assistance as is in my power.
Should, contrary to my judgment and that of other par-

ties in positions to judge, a powder like the Walsrode be

found desirable from a commercial point of view, then

both the Sehultze as well as the E. C. Co. would put a
similar powder upon the market within a few months'

time, which both, 1 have reason to believe, would prove

decided improvements on the original of these condensed
strength Walsrode powders. I think, however, that there

will be no occasion for it.

The question whether a powder of decreased bulk and
increased strength, as compard to best of black powders,

is desirable has been answered in the negative by the fail-

ures of several such powders, and the signal practical and
fiuancial success of the two powders, which have been
made to compete with black powder bulk for bulk and
measure for measure, and one half in specific gravity,

namely, Sehultze and E. C. powders.

I know that it is much easier and also less expensive to

make a nitro powder of conde.ised strength, but possible

changes are not aimed in that direction as faras E. C. and
Sehultze powd> rs are concerned.

One of the greatest prides and boasts of the Sehultze Co.

is that for nearly ten years they have not changed their

powder, and that no matter where Sehultze powder is for

sale the world over, it is of alike standard strength and
kind, owing to the fact that such immense quantities are

mixed and kept in magazine and mixing houses for from
one year and over, under constant observation. Special

"family powder," strong, weak, extra good or poor
batches, are never issued as such.

The wonderful success of the American E. C. powder,
with its hard grain and consequently easy manner of

loading, has induced the Sehultze Co. contemplating to

improve their powder in this i espect. Since a year they

have been filling their magazines with a powder which is

in all appearances the same as their regular powder, but

the grain is as hard and indestructible as black powder.
The same standard of strength and quickness, specific

gravity and bulk will be retained, but the loading will ba
greatly simplified, as various pressures on wads will not
make any greater practical difference in loading than
with black powder. This hard grain powder will be
issued some time this coming fall, and I know will meet
with general favor,

In conclusion, and referring to Mr. Tenner's tests, I will

say that although the proverb goes that figures don't lie,

it is necessary to know how they were arrived at, and
even then without practical tests it will be difficult to

arrive at their real practical and commercial value.

Justus Von Lengerke.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

The first annual meeting of the National Game Bird
and Fish Protective Association was held in the Sherman
House, Chicago, Jan. 10. The president, Mr. M. R. Bor-

tree, presided. There was a fair attendance of members
present, the majority residents of Chicago. Following is

the list: Messrs. E.'K. Adams, M. R. Bortree, F, S. Baird,

C Essman, Thos. P. Hicks, W. N. Low, W. B Leffingwell,

J. Roberts, C. Soarre. Jr., Geo. W. Strell, EL B. Tefft, R.

S. Mott, N. S. Birkland, A. M. Birkland and Dr. C. W.
Lichtenberg. all of Chicogo, and Mr. J. P. Barnum, Prairie

du Chien, Wis., Mr. A. L. Lakey, Kalamazoo, Mich., and
Mr. T, E. Pond, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. Bortree' briefly reviewed the work of oi'ganization in

previous meetings.
On motion, several applications for membership from

individuals and clubs were accepted.
It was voted that the president and secretary be

authorised to pass on the nominations of honorary mem-
bers.

Mr. Lakey caused a long and fruitless discussion by
presenting the following as a resolution:

nniereas, The gun is an article used mainly for man's pleasure and
seldom for bis pecuniary profit; and

WTiereas. Many objections are made by some of our Legislatures to

the expense of enacting and enforcing proper laws for game and flsb

protection; and
Whereas, Some good men are opposed to appropriating State or

public money for such purpose; therefore,

Resolved, Bv this Association in animal session, that we believe ii

would be no injustice to the sportsmen, or the men that keep and use
the gun, to ask our several State Legislature** to enact and enforce

suitable laws for the levying and collectins of a license tax ou eacl

and every gun in its domain, and to punish by fines and ira prison tnem
or both any person carrying or using any gun of any kind whatever,
for the purpose of shooting or trying to kill any song game bird or

water fowl, or wild animal of any kind or description whatever, with-

out having paid such license or tax; and further
Resolved, Th t s-ueh license or tax should not be less than $2 50 or

more than $5 per arm; aud further, that such license or tax should go
to the support, of aud to enforce just and proper laws for game and
fish protection.

Mr. Low seconded the resolution as a matter of courtesy

and then proceeded to show its unsoundness. After quite

full d'scussion the sentimmt was that the idea was good,

but that it wouldn't do now, but might do some time
later. It was tabled.

Mr. B lircl then offered the following preamble and
resolutions:

Whereas. Large quantities of game are continually being shipped to

this and oth-r markets, contrary to the laws of the various States
where it is billed, and therefore be it

Resolved, That the president of this Association be and he is hereby
directed to cmse written notice to be served on the express and other
transportation compaui°s. notifying them that unless they cease re

ceiving and shipping game from States having non-export laws they

will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law by the joint efforts o 1

the State Association and national associations, and in the event o!

their failing to obey the laws of the several States, prosecution be ai

once brought against them.

After tbe resolution was seconded, Mr. Low was
promptly on his feet and informed the assemblage that as

president of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association he

was competent to do the work of protection in Illinois.

The whole gist of his remarks was that the Association

was '-usurping the functi of the S^ate Association. It

was admitted that there was illegal game in the Chicago
market from non-export States, and therefore it was plain

that t^e Illinois State Association was not entirely effi

cient in enforcing the game laws. But dignity and func-

tion were an issue.

Mr. Mott made the point that the lowliest citizen in the

State bad a right to take action in enforcing the law. It

was not a right confined exclusively to any individual or

association; but he did object to the resolution because he
considered that, not having any money in the treasury,

the Association coul 1 not prosecute. It wTould be making
threats it could not fulfil.

Mr. Bortree showed the good which could be accomp-
lished by diligent personal efforts. He and Mr. Pond had
called on several express companies, all of which promised
not to transport any more game illegally.

Mr. Baird then said if the Association could not fight it

had better quit at once. But he knew they could fight

without money. He had assisted in prosecuting twenty-
one cases in Chicago without' money and twenty of them
were convicted.
Mr. Leffiagwell was in sympathy with the resolution,

but thought nothing could be done without money. In
the country, neighbor would not inform against neighbor,

and an informer was looked upon as odious. Stacks of

grain and hay were burned sometimes and mischief done
in retaliation.

Mr. Barnum cited several instances where illegal shoot-

ing and cold storage was supressed by a firm notice of

intention to prosecute. The threat a'one was sufficient

Much time was consumed in this discussion, The reso-

lution was adopted.
Treasurer Hicks reported seventy-five members at %\

each, and three clubs at $5 each. After deducting ex-

penses, there was a balance on hand of $ i7.9o. The report

was accepted.
The secretary, on the motion of Mr. Mott, was in-

structed to. cast a ballot for the same list of officers for the

ensuing year: President, M. R. Bortree, Chicago; First

Vice-President, A. L. Lrtkey. Kalamazoo, Mich.; Second
Vice-President! Joseph H. Hunter, Washington, D. C ;

Secretary, F. E. Pond,AVilwaukee, Wis.; Treasurer, T, B.

Hicks, Chicago; Attorney, F. S. Btird, Chicago.
All dues paid in are considered applicable to 18J4. Mr.

Low objected.
It was carried that any application for membership

properly vouched for by any member be accepted by the
Association and the applicant be considered a member,
Mr. Strell presented a preamble and resolution as fol-

lows:

Wliereas, Game and fish wardens are the legalized protectors of
game, and fish in their respective States, and

Whereas, With their hearty support and co-operation with this As-
sociation, protection of game and fish would be made easier.

Resolved, That this society obtain the addresses of every game and
fish warden throughout the United States, keep the same on file, and
pledge each and every one to the moral and financial support of this
Association, and, further,

I Resolved, That this Association will notify all game wardens of ille-

gal shipments from their section whenever possible, and ask for the
prosecution of offenders.

Mr, Low seconded the resolutions.

The president, secretary and treasurer were appointed
to select a design for a club badge, have the badges made
and charge a suitable price for them to members, the
price not to exceed $2. It was not compulsory on mem-
bers to buy them. The committee on badges is to report
at the next annual meeting, to be held in Chicago.
The purposes are specifically set forth in Article I, of

the Association's constitution, as follows:

"This Association is formed for the purpose of securing
co-operative work among State sportsmen's association,

game wardens and individuals in protecting game and fish

during the close season; to obtain harmonious legislation

by and between the several States, territories and districts

in their game laws; to discourage the reckless killing of

any and all kinds of game for pleasure or for pecuniary
profit, prevent the unnecessary destruction of forests and
the killing of insectivorous and song birds, encourage a
general adoption of the game warden system, extend the
number of State and National parks by proper legislation,

foster the introduction and protection of new species of
c?ame; ascertain, defend and protect the rights of sports-

men, and promote the affiliation of all worthy members
of the fraternity throughout the United States."

A most deplorable state of game destruction was de-

scribed in a letter, under date of Jan. 5, from Mr. J. N.
Wass, president South Dakota Sportsman's Association,

B resford, S. D. He wrote: "The Dakotas should be
the grandest grouse and wildfowl State in the Union, but
is fast being depleted from two causes. First, shooters

from all over the Union come here to help us slaughter
our game birds, and most of them are not disappointed.

Second, and by far the most destructive cause is the winter
trapping along the Missouri River. Observation and ex-

perience have proved to me that our pinnated grouse are

to a. certain extent migratory, and last fall they began
their southward journey in October, and it lasted to some
time in November. They go south to the Missouri River

where they winter in the wooded bluffs and valleys, and are

now congregated by thousands along the river from Yank-
ton. S. D., all down through Iowa, and it is by trapping and
shipping that their numbers are lessened more than by
shooting. I do not know how far up the river the birds

use. Vermillion and Elk Point are two places where the

people all seem linked together in gam 1 traffic. It has
oeen stated that in the winter of 18^8-89, at Elk Point,

S. D , there were paid out for chickens alone $39,000, and
I have looked up the matter sufficiently to believe the

statement not overdrawn. It is impossible for an indi-

vidual to get a conviction there, for it has been tried, and
the officials have helped the parties under arrest to escape

from the court room while having a preliminary trial,

and they are now at large. It will take concerted action

lo accomplish any good there. I think that there is no
place in the whole United States where more good to the

sportsmen at large could be accomplished than by having
ame wardens sufficient to properly patrol the Missouri

River for both Iowa and South Dakota; for birds winter-

ing along that stream spread themselves all over South
Dakota, if not Iowa, in the spring to nest and rear their

yo.ung. Enough birds passed here last fall, going south,

t > st >ck a good portion of the State well next spring.

"I believe if it was looked into it would be found that a

good share of the chickens received at Chicago came from
the Missouri River country. Protection here would affect

a large scope of country."
There were many more letters which the secretary had

with him, but owing to the dilatoriness of the meeting,

there was not time to read them during its continuance.
B. Waters.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

Restocking Rhode Island.

Providence, R. I., Jan. 8.—All the true sportsmen of

the State of Rhode Island are glad to see the way the

State Protective Association is taking hold of the restock-

ing plan.
Tnis year has been reported as certainly the poorest of

anykno»vnfor fairly good ba°;s. Last year's hard win-

ter practically exterminated the hardy little Bob White,

while that staunch and sturdy old monarch of our Rhode
Island timber, the ruffed grouse, is very scarce. Theboys
have, fixed the law now so that nothing can lawfully be

killled after Jan. 1, but of course it is practically impos-

sible to keep the law enforced. The association is doing

good work, but the same old cry "Lack of ready cash"

fs heard when active work is needed. There are a gosd
many free, open-hearted sportsmen here Avho are willing

to put their hands in their pockets, but it is hard work
sometimes to draw them out full when they think that

they alone are supporting the association. But to the

credit of those who do help along the association and its

good work much can be said, for the laws are much bet-

ter respected than some few years ago, and all we want
now is to make good the big hole in the game supply.

Mr. Thos. Aldrich has been south looking up quail, and
as a result a good many hundred birds are now being let

loose throughout the State. Mr. Aldrich brought home
some 300 quail a week ago Saturday, and despite the

averse circumstances they were in excellent condition.

The larger part of the quail were subscribed for by mem-
bers of the association, and upon arrival were delivered to

the parties, who liberated them therever they may choose.

Several parties who had not subscribed to the general

fund have now made application for birds, and the result

will be the State will soon be pretty well restocked. The
birds are supplied by the association at cost, and as fast

as disposed ot more are ordered. They are being distrib-

uted mostly through the Blackstone Valley, Scituate and
Kingston.

Messrs. Carpenter and Bender, of the Farm and Field

Club, took some eight dozen birds out to the farm yester-

day and reported in first class condition. Next Thanks-

giving possibly the boys will have broiled quail. The
Farm and Field Club are getting ready for a big fox hunt

soon. Foxes are thick near the "farm" and parties in

that section have secured several this season. Tode.

A Virginia Shooting Ground.

Waverly, Va.—There is plenty of game here, such as

wild duck, wild turkey and many deer. Squirrels I have

never found so plenty as they are along the streams, rivers

and awamps. F. TJ<$
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NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.
The New York State Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game held its annual convention in Syracuse,
Jan. 11. The delegates met in the capacious assembly
room of the Yates, which had been put at their disposal
by the renewed courtesy of Proprietors Averill & Gregory.
The following clubs were represented:
Canandaigua Eod and Gun Club—W. H. Fox, W. H.

Knapp.
Honeoye Falls Anglers' Association—Aaron Mather.
Sundown Fishing Club, Poughkeepsie-^J. S. Van Cleef.
Oundiaga Gun Club, Onondaga Castle—C. J. Smith,

Isaac Waterman, John Loft, Martin Hill.

Pierrepont Gun Club, Utica—W. Pierrepont White, E.
J. Millspaiigh, Henry P. Crouse, Isaac H. Maynard, Hugh
White.
Black River Association for the Protection of Fish and

Game, Utica—Geo. W. Chassell, W. E. Wolcott.
Caledonia Fishing Club, Caledonia—Jas. Annin. Jr,

Niagara Co. Anglers' Ass'n, Lockport—G. W. Weaver.
Anglers' Association , St. Lawrence Eiver—R, P. Grant,

G. H. Strough, G. M. Skinner, Clayton; W. H. Thomp-
son, A. C. Cornwell, Alexandria Bay.
Genesee Valley Fish and Bird Propagating and Protec-

tive Association, Eochester—F. J. Amsden,
Rochester Eod and Gun Club—Thos. H. Maguire.
Anglers' Association of Onondaga County, Syracuse—J.

N. Babnock, George B. Wood, M. J. French, John Buss,
Amos Padgham.
Steuben County Fish and Game Protective Association

—Z. L. Parker.
Auburn Gun Club, Auburn—C. W. Brister, C. G. Curtis,

L. E. Fiero, Geo. Nellis.

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club, Syracuse—C. H.
Mowry, C. G. Courtney, H. McMurchy, A. C. Ginty, H.
Ayling.

Erieville Fish and Game Protective Association, Erie-
ville—J. V. Perkins, F. t Whitnall.

Central New York Game and Fish Protective Associa-
tion,, Seneca Falls—Chas. Bannister, Dr. A. H. Fowler,
Fred J. Davis. J. D. Aldon, Dr. F. G. Seaman, J. George
Stacey, A. M. Schermerhorn.
Honest Fisherman's Association, Seneca Falls—F. G.

Seaman, Dr. Gould.
The president, Charles B. Eeynolds, of Foeest and

Stream, was in the chair and the secretary was John B.
Sage, of Buffalo. There were present also Gen. D. H.
Bruce, of Syracuse, president of the Onondaga Anglers'
Association and Vice-President of the State Association,
anu Chief Game and Fish Protector Pond, with the entire
force of the district protectors.
On motion of Mr. Frank J. Amsden, of Eochester, who

advised the meeting that a Michigan association of simi-
lar aims was at that hour forming in Detroit, this mes-
sage of good will was dispatched:

Herschel Whittaker. Fish Commissioner , Detroit:
The New York State Association for the Protection of Fish and

Game send greeting to the new State association of Michigan.
John B. Saoe, Sec'y.

Later in the day a response was received, reading:
Detroit, Mich., Jan. U.—John B. Sage: The Tri-County Club

thank you for greetings and wish your society long life and activity.
Herschel Whittaker.

On suggestion of Mr. Amsden the following message
was sent to Governor Flower, not as an indorsement of
all his acts and recommendations with respect to fish and
game legislation, but as expressing the satisfaction of the
delegates that New York has an executive who is honestly
interested in the subject. The text ran:

Governor Boswell P. Flower, Albany, N. Y.:
The New York State Association for the Protection of Fish and

Game wish to express their gratification that we now have a Governor
who shows an interest in the objects we are laboring for.

John B. Sage, Secretary.

It had been hoped that the members of the Fish Com-
mission would attend the meeting, but the only one pres-
ent was Commissioner Hackney, who, being called upon
to speak, made a hit by saying, "I am not much of a
speech-maker, but I am something like Gen. Grant, I

smoke." He said humorously that when elected a mem-
ber of the Commission he knew nothing about fish, and
had kept up the record. "The Commissioners," he added,
"will gladly work in concert with the Association as to
legislation and law enforcement." Forest Commissioner
Wm. E. Eeed, of Potsdam, addressed the meeting, speak-
ing in high terms of the forestry force. On motion of
George H. Strough, of Clayton, it was declared to be the
sense of the meeting that the foresters should be given
authority to protect game and fish.

Messrs. John N. Babcock of Syracuse, W. S. Gavitt of
Lyons and Dr. Gould of Seneca Falls denounced the fyke
nets in Seneca Eiver as destructive in an inordinate de-
gree and seriously menacing the existence of the food fishes
of that river and all the waters of which it is the feeder.
Mr. Gavitt read a letter from Senator Saxton declaring a
change of front on this question. The feeling of the con-
vention found expression in the report of the legislative
committee recommending that the clause allowing nets
in the Seneca Eiver should be eliminated.
Mr. Aaron Mather called attention to the questionable

action of the Livingston county supervisors who had pre-
scribed a tax of $10 on non-resident fishermen. Secretary
Thompson of the St. Lawrence Eiver Association, Mr. C.
H. Mowry of Syracuse, and others declared that it was im-
possible to get good legislation from many of the boards
of county supervisors because they were in the control of
the netters and fish pirates.

Mr. W. E. Wolcott of Utica read an interesting report
on the deer of the Adirondacks, in which he said: "One
year ago reports received from the Adirondack region
were to the effect that deer were increasing in numbers
at an encouraging rate. This year the reports are not
quite as favorable. Beyond a question the deer are on
the decrease in some portions of the woods, while in a few
localities it is believed they are still on the increase. Some
think the apparent gain in numbers at certain points is

due to the fact that the deer have been driven there from
other sections, and this seems quite a plausible explana-
tion. If the deer are increasing in spite of the adverse
conditions that exist it is certainly remarkable. A guide
at Big Moose Lake saw the carcasses of ten deer last spring
decaying in the woods between Big Moose and Eaquette
lakes. He thought that the animals had starved to death.
The snow was six feet deep in that locality for forty con-
secutive days and the mercury below zero. Carcasses
were also found in other parts of the woods and.
many are inclined to think that the trouble

was caused by dogs getting into the deer yards
in the winter and stampeding the deer. Some
reports have been circulated to the effect that feed for
deer is becoming scarce in the Adirondacks, but this idea
is utterly absurd. A Utican who has frequented the
woods for many years saw less than a dozen deer last
summer on a trip to Twitchell and Big Moose lakes, when
he had been accustomed to see fifty. It is said by parties
who claim to know, that a very large number of deer was
killed last winter for use in lumber camps in the southern
part of the woods. Deer are reported as increasing in
numbers at Cranberry Lake, St. Lawrence county; North
Eiver, Warren county; Eaquette Lake, Hamilton county;
Fulton Chain, Herkimer county. A falling off is reported
at Harrisville, Lewis county; Morehouseville, Hamilton
county; North and South lakes, Herkimer county, and
Sacandaga Valley, Saratoga county.
"At the Bisby Lakes, Wilmurt, Beaver River, Leroy

Lake, Blue Mountain Lake, Moose River, Piseco Lake,
Schroon Lake and other localities they are about holding
their own; and at Honnedaga Lake they are increas-
ing. Advices received from various parts of the Adiron-
dacks indicate that the number of deer killed last year
was much smaller than the year previous."
Protector Pond was asked his opinion respecting the

operation of the present deer law; and expressed a convic-
tion that its provisions were wise and efficient. The sea-
sons he would not change, nor would he forbid any one
of the three modes now legalized—floating, hounding and
still-hunting. The followers of each several mode, said
Maj. Pond, are a check on those who hunt in other ways.
The hounder will Bee to it that the floater does not get out
before his time; and the still-hunter will not abide the
hounds in the woods after their season has run out. Deer,
according to his observation, are on the increase; they
have doubk d within the last ten years; and if no more
shall be killed annually than the estimate for 1893, of 700
deer, the yearly increase will not be taken, and the num-
ber will be growing constantly. In certain localities the
food supply was insufficient last winter.
Numerous desired amendments of the fish and game

laws were submitted and were referred to the Committee
on Legislation. The report of the committee, which was
of necessity incomplete, left some of the propositions to
be considered at a subsequent time, and their action on
them will be reported in a later issue of the Forest and
Stream.

Report of Committee on Legislation.

To the, New York State Association for the Protection of
Fish and Game:

Your legislative committee would respectfully report:
That a large number of amendments to the game law have
been submitted toyour committee by various organizations
and individuals for their consideration, several of which
are general in their application and are important, and
many of which are local in their character. That your
committee are of the opinion that it is not advisable for
this Association to suggest many or any radical amend-
ments to the existing game law; that the few amendments
we suggest are such as experience has demonstrated will
improve the law and will tend to gain for it the support of
the inhabitants of the localities affected. That in our
judgment it is important that the law should meet the
support and approval of the mass of the people in
order to make it effective. We believe that the bet-
ter class of citizens throughout the State begin to
realize that adequate protection for fish and game is

necessary and that such protection is in the interest of
the common people. That in our judgment it was not
advisable to recommend special legislation for particular
localities, but that the general law should so far as possible
be made uniform in its provisions throughout the State.
We deem this very important, because when the law is

uniform the people everywhere will learn to know and
respect its provisions. Your committee would report that
in the limited time at their disposal it has been impossible
to consider and act upon all the amendments and it would
suggest that as to such amendments on which your com-
mittee has taken no action, it be given power to sit after
the adjournment of your body and consider them, and
submitsuch amendments as may be deemed advisable to
the Fish Commission and to the Legislature.
We would recommend the following amendments:

Sec. 44, after the word "Ulster" insert the words "or Sullivan," and
after the word "time" strike out the balance of the section. [This
adds Sullivan to the counties in which deer may nor. be hounded. Sec.
44 now forbids hunting them in any manner in Sullivan prior to 1897.]
Sec. 70. Amend by striking out the words "sunset and daylight"

and inserting in place thereof the words "one hour after sunset and
one hour before, sunrise." [The time during which wildfowl may not
be pursued.]
Sec. 73. Amend by striking out the five-year provision as to certain

counties named thereia. [Removes five-years (from close
season on quail in Genesee, Wyomi ng, Orleans, Livingston, Monroe.
Cayuga, Seneca, Wayne, Tompkins, Tioga, Onondaga, Ontario. Steuben
and Cortland counties.]
Sec. 74. Strikeout the words "fifteenth day of August" and insert

the words "September first." [The opening date on woodcock and
grouse

]

Sec. 75. Amend by striking out the words "fifteenth day of August"
and "first day of February" and insert in place thereof the words
"the first day of September" and "the first day of January." After
the words "or sale thereof" strike out the word "between" and insert
in place thereof the word "after," and after the word "Jaouary"
strike out the words "and the first day of February" and also the last
four lines of the section commencing with the word "unless." [This
will entirely confine the sale of woodcock and grouse to the proposed
open season, Sept. 1-Jan. 1.]

Sec. 110. Amend by. inserting after the words "Oswego bass" the
words "in any of the fresh waters of the State; nor pike, pickerel or
wall-eyed pike in the American waters of the St. Lawrence River "
[Provides a close season in St. Lawrence River waters for pike, pick-
erel, wall-eyed pike, from Jan. 1 to May 80.]

Sec. 132. Strike out all of the section in parentheses. [Removes
waters of Lake Ontario in Jefferson county from present exemption
from net law.]

Sec. 136. Strike out all of the section after the word "Troy;" also
strike out the words "Hank Falls" and insert in place thereof the word
"Eddyville." [This removes the exception by which nets are allowed
in the Seneca River. Also forbids nets in Rondout Creek below Eddy-
ville.]

Sec. 140. Amend so as to prohibit the fishing with fyke net or nets of
any kind in the waters of Essex county, or in the Seneca River in Cay-
uga, Wayne and Seneca counties.

Sec. 142. Strike out the words "and in the Susquehanna in the town
of Oswego, Tioga county, and from the first day of September to the
fifteenth day of October in the Tioughnioga aud Otselio rivers in the
county of Cortland." [Prohibits eel-weirs in waters named.]
Sec. 274. Amend this section so as to limit the powers of the boards

of supervisors to restricting the open season for fishing and hunting
and providing penalties only for the violation of suc'i provision, and
that all local acts of boards of supervisors heretofore passed, so far as
they are inconsistent with this act, be declared void. [To correct the
doubtful constitutional character of certain supervisors' laws.]

We would respectfully recommend that the Legislature
be urged not to pass any amendments to the game law
permitting the spring shooting of wildfowl, or the use of

nets of any kind for catching fish in any of the waters of
this State where it is now prohibited.
We would recommend that the wardens of the For-

estry Commission be granted the powers of game pro-
tectors. Walter S. MacGregor (Syracuse),

J. S. Van Cleef (Poughkeepsie),
W. S. Gavitt (Lyons),
G. M. Skinner (Clayton).

Nets in Inland Waters.

The suggestion contained in Gov, Flower's message,
that nets be licensed in certain inland waters, was dis-

cussed, and it was the uniform expression of opinion that
such a system would prove injurious to the fish food
supply; and this conviction found expression in a reso-
lution offered by Mr. John N. Babcock, of Syracuse:
Resolved, That the several associations or clubs having a member-

ship in the New York State Association for the Protection of Fish
and Game, be and hereby are requested to use every honorable effort
with the members of the Legislature from their respective districts to
prevent the passage of any and every amendment to the game Iwas
permitting the use of nets in any of the inland waters of the State,
including the River St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario within the present
limits.

Report of Committee on Forests.
Gentlemen of the Association:
At the last annual convention of the State Association

the committee on forestry, consisting of Gen. D. H. Bruce
and myself, submitted a report setting forth at some
length the danger that threatened the Adirondack wilder-
ness, and outlining the steps which up to that time had
been taken in the interests of the Adirondack State Park.
The subject of forest protection should be and doubtless is

one in which every member of this Association takes a
deep interest, and in our constitution it is specified as one
of the objects for which the organization exists. There-
fore a few remarks, intended to supplement the report of
a year ago, may be appropriate at this time. The dangers
that threaten the forest are multiplying with a rapidity
that is appalling and disheartening to the many who have
loved the great Northern Wilderness for the freedom it

brought them, and they look witb feelings of inexpressible
sadness upon the changes wrought in their favorite
haunts. During the past year the lumberman has in-
vaded new sections with his ax and saw; trout streams
have been dammed to obtain sufficient water to float logs,

saw mills, which have greedily consumed all available
timber near them, have been moved on to fresh scenes,
where other mountains and valleys are being denuded;
and the wood acid works have continued to devour the
hard wood with unabated zest. The wilderness which
had previously been girdled by railroads and transversed
by one line, has been further mutilated by spurs running
in from various quarters. Modern locomotives, palace
cars and freight trains thunder through the dim recesses
of the forest, where the larger game lately found a safe
retreat; the path of the pedestrian is crossed by fallen logs
and the landscape marred by unsightly stumps and piles

of brush.
The report of the hunter's gun is drowned out by the

terrific explosion of dynamite blasts in stone quarries,
iron mines and railroad cuts. The angler, while wading
a stream in quest of brook trout, is compelled to go ashore
and remain there because the gates in some dam further
up stream have been raised to let out water sufficient to
float logs down to the saw mill. Below the mill he finds
his favorite pools filled with sawdust and other refuse and
notes with sadness that the spawning beds of the speckled
beauties have been broken up. When one is peacefully
dreaming in his boat on a placid lake, watching for a deer
to come down to the water, it is exceedingly unpleasant
and disenchanting to be aroused by the shriek of a loco-
motive or the clatter of a wagon on a newly made road
near by.
The tourist can scarcely follow a blazed line or trail in

any direction without having his progress barred by a
wire fence too high to climb, or an equally discouraging
barrier in the form of a notice printed in large black let-

ters on white cloth; "This is a private preserve; no tres-

passing allowed," or words to that effect. The result is

exceedingly depressing and altogether foreign to the ideas
that lovers of the woods have hitherto held. Freedom is

gone, and with it one of the greatest charms of wilderness
life. Personally I can find no fault with the clubs, for I
have been hospitably entertained by several of them, and
have standing invitations to become the guest of others,
but I take it that to even the club men themselves, or
many of them, there are some things lacking under the
new regime that they enjoyed under the old. And one
of these things is the unrestrained freedom which has
vanished before the march of civilization.

Doubtless, for the present at least, the clubs aud their
preserves must be considered in the light of established
facts. They have come to stay unless aggressive measures
are taken by the State to acquire title to the land by right
of eminent domain. Some who have invested capital in
the Adirondacks have no doubt done so with a view of
making money through the rise in real estate, which has
had a very marked upward tendency for several years
past. Probably such persons would be glad to dispose of
their holdings if paid a fair advance on the purchase
price, and it would seem to be wisdom on the part of the
State to buy up all available property at the earliest pos-
sible moment.
The legislation thus far secured in the direction of forest

protection seems utterly inadequate. Much was hoped
from the act in relation to the Adirondack Park, which
became a law last spring, but the exchanging of lands
does not appear to be enlarging the park very materially.
The Adirondack Park contains about 2,750.000 acres.

The State owns within the park about 550,000 acres, and
outside of the park lines but within the Adirondack pre-
serve about 140,000 acres. Of these outlying tracts about
10,000 acres have been sold during the past year for
$85,000. This money, according to Chapter 332, Laws of
1893, was paid to the State Treasurer, and is held by him
as a special fund for the purchase of land within the Adir-
ondack Park. The Commissioners have been unable to
buy any land with this money, as it has to be reappropri-
ated by the Legislature before the Commissioners can
use it.

At a meeting of the Commissioners held Dec, 7, 1893,
applications were received for spruce timber over 12in. in

diameter 3ft. from the ground, and they sold the spruce
timber on about 17,000 acres. This -money, when re-

ceived, will be placed by the State Treasurer in the special
fund to buy land. The sale of timber was all on land
within the Adirondack Park,

A writer in criticising the present forestry system, says:
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"Vast game preserves worth millions axe to pay no taxes,

while the Sta,te is made the gamekeeper of these same
preserves, and the property of the rest of the State is taxed
to pay the expense."
The Forest Commission in its last annnual report after

alluding to the exchanging of lands through the medium
of sales and purchases says: "But if the State ever ac-

quires enough territory within the Adirondack and Cat-

skill regions to protect the important interests dependent
on the preservation of the forests located there, it will

have to inaugurate some more liberal and comprehensive
plan. After making ample allowance for any increase

ia acreage arising from exchanges, three-fourths of the
Adirondack forest will still remain in private hands and
beyond the control of the State. About 500,000 acres are

owned by private clubs; but as these clubs, with few ex-
ceptions, have granted large timber rights to prominent
lumber firms, the outlook for the private preserves is but
little better than that of the forest at large."

The commissioners again recommend as in previous
annual reports, the appropriation of money for the pur-
chase of forpst lands in the Adirondack and Catskill

regions, and strenuously urge that the amount be com-
mensurate with the importance of the interests involved.
There seems to be no longer any question as to the

necessity of preserving the forests around the head-waters
of the Hudson and other large streams having their

source in the Adirondacks, and public sentiment in favor
of an Adirondack State Park has become so strong that
our Senators and Assemblymen cannot afford to disregard
it. The times appear to be ripe for prompt, energetic and
liberal legislation along this line, and it is hoped that
every member of the associations here represented will

constitute himself a committee of one to urge our legis-

lators to push the good work onward.
The members of the Forest Commission are deserving

of commendation for the efforts they have put forth in

behalf of the Adirondack Park. The one tiling lacking
to secure what is desired is the funds to enable them to

purchase lands. If the Commissioaers had the money at

their disposal there is no doubt the State would soon have
a park to be proud of. W. E. Wolcott, Chairman.
The following resolutions, which accompanied the

report, were unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That the New York State Association for the Protection
of Fish and Game, in convention assembled, does hereby express its

couvictiou that the State should take, by right of eminent domain,
lands within the limits of the Adirondack' Park, as rapidly as funds
therefor can be provided. That the State Legislature is hereby
earnestly requested at its present session to take steps to provide for
liberal appropriation for the purchase of such lands or for bonding
the State to obtain funds for such purpose. That it is the sense of
this convention that no timber should be cut and sold from the Adiron-
dack Park, and that the exemption of club lands in that region from
taxation is unwise.

A Testimonial to Chief Pond.

A pleasant incident of the meeting was the outcome of

a suggestion which came originally we believe from Mr.
Henry Loftie. During the afternoon session (Mr. C. H.
Bannister having lured Chief Protector Pond down into
the subterranean vaults of the Yates), Mr. C. H. Mowry
addressed the convention in a neat speech testifying to

the good work done by Mr. Pond, as an officer who was
doing his duty not for what there was in it, but because
sincerely interested in that work; and then Mr. Mowry
proposed that a fund be contributed then and there to
provide a gold watch, to he given as a token of the As-
sociation's regard. It was no sooner said than done. The
district protectors were invited to join, and in a few
moments the required amount was in Mr. Mowry's hands,
including a dollar which some one had collected down
stairs from Maj. Pond himself under pretense that a
watch was to be given to Secy Sage. Messrs. Bannister
and Mowry repaired to the jewelry store of Messrs. Baker
& Lathrop, and purchased a handsome watch. The
formal presentation was made in his usual happy vein by
Gen. Bruce, who spoke not only for the Association, but
for all good citizens of the State, when he assured Maj.
Pond of the esteem in which he is held for his record,
and exhorted him to renewed watchfulness. Respond
ing, Maj. Pond said that his own success and that of his
staff had been in large measure due to the support of the
Association, and of local societies, particularly the
Anglers' Association of Syracuse. It is quite the correct
thing now, when one meets Maj. Pond, to ask him what
time it is.

Officers for 1 894.

Messrs. Amsden, Gavitt and Skinner as a committee on
nominations suggested as President, Gen. D. H. Bruce of
Syracuse; for V ice-President, C. H. Bannister of Auburn

;

for Secretary-Treasurer, John B. Sage of Buffalo; and in

presenting these names the committee spoke in high terms
of the deep interest Gen. Bruce had shown in the Associ-
ation and the part he had taken in putting the organiza-
tion on its present basis; he was the father of the Asso-
ciation, and the hour had come for recognizing his claim
to the honors of the office. The ticket was elected by
acclamation, and in its choice of officers for 1894 the Asso-
ciation has given assurance of a year of usefulness and
accom plishment.
The committee on legislation was retained, with the

substitution of Mr. Strough in Mr. Skinner's place
the chairman is Walter MacGregor, Esq., Syracuse, and
to him should be sent all suggestions respecting desux d
amendments.

New York Association for the Protection of Game.
New York, Jan. 9.—Gn invitation of the Hon. Robert

B. Roosevelt, the forty-ninth annual meeting of the New
York Association for the Protection of Game was held at
the Gerlach on the evening of Jan. 8.

After discussing the usual excellent dinner, during which
the president congratulated the club on the progress made
and the great improvement in public opinion regarding
the game protection, the association adjourned to the meet-
ing room, where the usual routine of business was trans-
acted, and the following officers elected for the year 1894:
President, Hon. Robt. B. Roosevelt; Vice-President, Col.
Alfred Wagstaff ; Counsel and Treasurer, Thos. N. Cuth-
bert; Secretary, Wakeman Holberton; Executive Commit-
tee—E. G. Blackford, chairman; C. F. Imbrie, Wm. Car-
pender. and the officera of the Association.
Mr. Edson Bradley and Col. E. A. McAlpin were unani-

mously elected members of the Association. Mr. Austin
Corbin gave an interesting account of his success in stock-
ing his New Hampshire preserve with elk, deer, moose,
wild boars, buffalo, etc. W, Holberton, Sec'y.

GENESEE VALLEY ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the Genesee Valley Fish and

Bird Protective and Propagating Association was held last

week in the Rochester Chamber of Commerce.
_
The

attendance of members was so large that it is evident
great interest is being taken in the work oi the Association.

The Association is not an old one, having been organized
only about a year ago. Herbert Wadsworth, of Avon,
the president of the Association, occupied the chair. Sec-
retary F. J. Amsden read this very encouraging report of

the executive committee;

The executive committee has met seven times during the year with
full attendance at each meeting. Three hundred and forty-five mem-
bers have been elected and 147 have paid their dues for 1S93, $1 each.
A digest of the game laws, both for fish and birds, was printed on

paper and cloth and posted throughout the counties. This the com-
mittee think is the most effective method of using the funds. It helps
to remove the excuse often made for violation, that is, ignorance of
the laws, and we would recommend to our successors the continuance
of the practice.
The committee has had presented to them a proposition from Mr.

Wadsworth, offering to set apart a strip of land in Livingston and
Monroe counties, bordering on the Genesee river, amounting to one
hundred or more acres for the use of this Association, for the purpose
of forestry, game and fish. Your executive committee gave it careful
consideration at several meetings, but on account of the financial
disturbances nothing was done. We hope our successors will take up
its consideration at an early day. for it certainly is a very generous
offer.
Last spring the Conesus Lake Association had a severe struggle,

with the violators, in which the association was successful. To aid
them your board of directors made them a contribution of $35.
Your association has been instrumental in the appointment of

several special game protectors, and in each case they have proved
good men and done excellent work.
The deputy game protector, George M. Schwartz, though he has

an extended field, has been very active and efficient.. During the
year he has captured 21 4 nets, valued at $3,297, made thirty-one arrests
and fines to the amount of $692 were paid. Irondequoit Bay, which
has his special attention, is now practically free of netters, and fish-
ing is greatly improved, and now that the sewerage of the city has
been diverted, it will in the future be again a great resort for our
citizens in recreation and fishing.
The ponds west of Charlotte have been guarded by Special Officer

Marshall. He has captured thirty-four nets, worth §550, and made
sixteen arrests and colleced $173 in fines. The upper river aud Black
Oreek are in the hands of Special Officer Brooks and his work begins
to show by improved fishing. This is a water that should be kept
free from all illegal fishing. Its nearness to the city affords angling
for many of our citizens who cannot spare much time It is a resort
for the mechanic's evenings aud holidays, and must be to them a
source of pleasure. The park commissioners express an interest and
jo in with us in its protection.
Honeoye and Hemlock lak- shave had the oversight of Special Officer

Lyman, who has done well. He has the assistance and encouragement
of the Hemlock Lake Association, which has a large membership, and
who are determined to stop unlawful fishing. The lake is noted for its
-salmon, trout, black bass and perch. All it needs is protection to
afford good fishing. The wall-eyed pike planted by the State Com-
missioners are beginning to be caught there.
Conesus Lake, with its many cottagers, is another resort for many

people from Rochester and elsewhere. It is a prolific water for pike,
bass and perch. If netting can be stopped it will abound with them.
The Conesus Lake Association is determined that there shall be no
illegal fishing in it. Special Officer De LaVergne is the special pro-
tector of this water and is giving satisfaction.
Your committee feels very much encouraged with the work that has

been done during the past year, and are confident that the good fish-
ing the coming season wi)l be the proof of it.

The State Fish Commission fully appreciates our Association and
have and will continue to plant considerable numbers of young fish in
the various waters. A plant of muskalonge was put in Conesus Lake
last season and ought to prove a great addition to the water when
they arrive at maturity.
While efforts have been chiefly directed to the protection of fish, we

have not lost sight of the birds and close watch has been kept on the
dealers to see that the laws were not infringed upon. We have also
warned and watched the express companies to prevent the carrying
cf game from county to county, except in the possession of the person
who shot them. This, we think, is one of the best provisions of the
law and will help to prevent much of the market shooting that has
done so much in the past to exterminate our birds.
Considerable thought has been given to the subject of transplanting

birds, and we have endeavored by correspondence to get the experi-
ence of those, who have tried it, and hope that something may soon be
done in this line. One of our members, Mr. Wadsworth of Geneseo,
has been doing something in the line of pheasants. Your committee
would suggest that this Association make another attempt, giving
them out to some of our countrymem oers who can and will give them
the proper attention.

The report was adopted. Mr. Amsden called the atten-
tion of the Association to the action taken by the Central
New York Fish and Game Protective Association which
at its meeting at Auburn a few days ago adopted a reso-
lution favoring the repeal of the law passed in 1892 pro-
hibiting the shooting of quail for a period of five years.
The Central New York Association desired that the
Genesee Valley Association take similar action and to
bring the matter before the meeting Mr. Amsden offered
a resolution declaring it to be the sense of the meeting
that the prohibitive law should be repealed.
A. E. Babcock spoke against the repeal of the law. He

reported having seen during the past season while out
shooting a number of bevies of quail in this county. He
was sure that if the law was repealed these quail would
soon be shot away.
The quail question has not been satisfactorily settled in

this county. Some years ago some quail were procured
from the South and liberated in this county, but they did
not do well and it was generally thought by sportsmen
that the winter of this latitude was too severe for them

.

It was supposed that none of these quail had survived,
but Mr. Babcock's report shows that some of them did.
With the information furnished by Mr. Babcock before it,

the Association decided that it would be unwise to ask for
the repeal of the prohibitive law on quail, and Mr. Ams-
den withdrew his resolution and a resolution in favor of
the continuance of the law upon the statute books was
adopted.

iue quail subject being up, Mr. Amsden read an inter-
esting lett r from W. C. Witherbee, of Port Henry, N.Y.,
in which he gives his experience in the transplanting of
quail:

1 tried the experiment here when we had extremely
cold weather at times, as well as deep snows, with a great
deal of doubt as to the outcome of the experiment. The
results have exceeded my expectations. I bought some
ten dozen West Virginia birds, from the mountainous
parts, having them arrive here the last of March and fore
part of April in two lots, and only know of six birds hav-
ing died. I put them out immediately on their arrival
near good cover, where I had first scattered some small
grain, in lots of from four to six in one place, not trying
especially to liberate cocks and hens equally divided. I
kept track of them during the summer of '92 and they
mated and hatched out good big bevies, and the county
was full of them, although many of them that I first
liberated crossed the lake and nested in Vermont. Along
about October a great many began to travel, and I heard
of bevies being seen miles away, mostly from the north-
west. This traveling I find can to a great extent he
stopped by killing off, as soon as the young are old enough
to look after themselves somewhat, the old pair of each
bevy, and especially the hen birds. During the fall of '92

I broke some pups on them and had very fine sport, in-

deed. I never tried to see how many I could get, bnt
averaged say about a dozen a day for something over a
month, that is, the most I killed in any one day was
twenty-three and I tried never to kill over half a bevy,
leaving the rest for seed. I had some buckwheat planted
and lelt standing near some of the covers that I thought
they would winter in, and aside from arranging with some
of the farmers to feed them if they came around and
looking after them a little in a few spots did nothing
further. I knew of six bevies or parts, staying around
near the region they were put out in tha.t came through
all O. K. Ten miles away one day late in February, when
snow was deepest, I saw one bevy with twenty strong
birds. They were living on a side bank covered with
jumpers and cedars and feeding on seeds, etc., in a marsh
on the lake front near, one bevy beiDg under the floor of
an old pavilion and one in a pine thicket. During the
mating season this year I heard them all over the
grounds where I had put them down, and also some in
Vermont and heard of them for miles around, especially
in Vermont. Last winter was considered hard on them
everywhere, but these seemed to have stood it all right.
Instead of looking them up and locating the bevies this
season, I didn't look for any until a day or two before the
opening of November. I found then only three bevies
during the course of an hour or two's work with dogs, al-

though one had some forty birds in and was probably
two bevies joined preparatory to traveling, as I have not
seen them since. I went out the opening day and once
since only. I found three bevies, although the farmers
told me that where there were lots during the summer
they haven't seen any since October.

I did not pay the attention to the quail that I should
have done. I had good sport one fall and they wintered
well and this, the severest winter on birds known for
sometime, and if I had killed the old of every bevy this
fall there would be more here now, although there are
enough now for seed in '94, if they winter. From the ex-
perience I had and from that of many friends I should
advise your not getting birds until late, say the last of
March, when you can turn them down immediately on
their arrival. Where they are procured early and
wintered in a barn or elsewhere they don't seem to do as
well and they seem to die off rapidly whether because too,
many are kept in one place or not I don't Know. If you
try and winter them, keep them in several houses where
they can get sunlight, having a fine meshed net around
the sides, say a foot from the walls and one overhead

—

have a place fixed in one part with bushes so that they
can run and hide; cover the floor with gravel, sand and
a dusting place, lots of fresh water and feed, some green
food as well as seeds, and don't try and keep over three
dozen in one place.

If you will plant some buckwheat and grains near the
covers and let it remain, it will afford good feed for
them in winter, and you, of course, as a club, will have
them looked after—more carefully than I did—and above
all, have the old birds killed off before they travel if you
want to keep the bevies around where they were raised.

W. C. Witherbee.

An interesting report was read from Simon Marshall,
the special game protector appointed by the Association
in April of last year, in which he reported having during
the past season captured and destroyed sixty-eight nets
worth $550. Mr. Marshall's territory included Braddock's
Bay, Cranberry Pond, Long Pond, Buck Pond, Round
Pond, all in the town of Greece. He made sixteen arrests
and secured n ine convictions. Mr. Marshall has four cases
pending in the courts at the present time. The amount
collected in fines from the parties convicted was $173.
Mr. Marshall reports that he finds it difficult to get assist-
ance in his work, as the farmers are afraid of the illegal
fishermen, who take pains to warn the farmers that if they
tell the game protector, trouble will follow. He also re-
ports that in a fish suit, fishermen and jurors have little

regard for their oath. Mr. Marshall says that if he con-
tinues in the employ of the Association next season he will
have a boat of his own which he can load into his wagon,
and take to the water in pursuit of illegal fishermen as he
discovers them while driving along the shores of the ponds,
streams and bays. He reports having been greatly assisted
in his work by State Game Protector Schwaitz, who has
aided him in making captures.
President Wadsworth spoke briefly in reference to the

proposition which he made some months ago to the For-
estry Association, and the fish and bird men of this local-
ity. ' He said the conditions of the proposition were that
a fish hatchery should be built by the fish and bird men
at some suitable point along the river or its tributary
streams. By this scheme Mr. Wadsworth hopes to bring
to the attention of the farmers a i- ng the river the value
of preserving the fish and game, and he believes that little

can be accomplished unless the farmers heartily co-operate
with the sportsmen.
The committee on nominations, composed of Messrs.

Brown, Gillette, Roth, Vogel and Annis, reports d the fol
lowing list of officers and they were declared elected:
President, Wm. S. Kimball: First Vice-President, Herbert
Wadsworth; Second Vice-President, E. A. Babcock;
Treasurer, H. D. McVean; Secretary, Frank J, Amsden.
Executive Committee: H. S. Woodworth, J. B. G. Warner,
Dr. H. S. Miller, Daniel C. Bascom, H. M. Stewart, Thos.
W. Fraine and Dr. Davifl Little.

Mr. Edmund Redmond offered this resolution, which
gave rise to some earnest debate:

Whereas, A recent decision of the Court of Appeals confirmed the
constitutionality of that clause in the Penal Code aud game law which,
forbids shooting or fishing in this State on the first day of the week;
and

Whereas, It is not the province of the Legislature to prescribe in
what manner the people shall observe their days of rest; and

Whereas, Angling or shooting for amusement, in season, is in no
way injurious to the State, but a pastime that should be free; there-
fore
Resolved, That this Association regards the law in question as a vex-

atious interference with the rights of the people, an uncalled-for
abridgment of their liberty; calculated in generate ill-will between
men, and in no way good, but opposed to the spirit of the State consti-
tution : and
Resolved That we would be pleased to see the obnoxious law re-

pealed and that the secretary be requested to send a copy of this pre-
amble and resolution to the committees on game laws and Penal Code
of the Senate and Assembly of this State,

The motion was eventually referred to the executive
committee, on suggestion of Dr. E. V. Stoddard, who said:
"If the morning papers report that we have adopted such
a resolution, nine out of every ten men will at once ex-
claim: 'That is a nice Association, it votes in favor of
Sabbath desecration.' These men will say this because
they do not think and because they do not understand
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us. What we should do is to drop this resolution and
appoint a committee to go to work in a quiet way to
secure the repeal of the law. If we adopt the resolution
we are sure to he misunderstood and criticised."

—

Rochester
Democrat and Chronicle.

How Do You Cook a Quail?

New York, Jan. 3.—Editor Forest and Stream: In
your edition of Jan. 13 I notice that "J. B. B." asks some
questions as to how to cook a quail, and as I think I know
something on that subject (at any rate, my friends who
have tried the quail all say that they have never yet tasted
any to compare with those that are cooked in the manner
I describe) ; perhaps it might be of some interest to "J.
B. B." and to your readers to have the recipe laid before
them.
As to skinning the quail: that is something ridiculous.

It should he carefully dry-picked and drawn, the same as
you would draw a chicken that is intended to be roasted.
Under no consideration should the quail be split open.
As soon as the bird is carefully drawn and washed out

inside, stuff it with a dressing consisting of bread crumbs,
salt and pmper, a trifle of onion and a trifle of parsley
chopped together, also a very small quantity of breakfast
bacon chopped in with the dressing, and stuff the bird
behind and before with this dressing. Then take some
slices of breakfast bacon and slices of onion and lay them
on the outside of the quail and fasten them thereto by
winding some linen thread around about them until the
whole surface of the bird is covered with alternate slice*

of breakfast bacon and raw onion. Then pepper and salt

the outside slightly, and after placing a good big piece
of good butter on the top of each bird, put them in a
baking pan and into a hot oven.
As soon as the butter is melted (which will be in the

course of two or three minutes) baste each and every
quail with the melted butter, etc., and when the birds
commence to turn slightly brown, thrust the tine of a
fork into the breast of each bird and if no blood issues
therefrom the birds are done. If the oven is good and
hot it doesn't take but a very few minutes to prepare them
in this manner. In fact, it is almost the same process as
is followed in roasting a chicken.
Now, if care is taken that the birds are not overdone it

will be found that they are perfectly juicy and tender,
and that the flesh will leave the legs and breast of the bird
easily, in fact, will almost drop therefrom.

I have never seen at any of the New York or other
restaurants or in any hotel, quail broiled that were fit to

eat. They were so dry and tough that it was almost
impossible to detach the meat from the body of the bird
or from the legs, and when it was detached it was so dry
as to be next to tasteless.

If my sportsmen friends will follow the above directions
carefully I think that they will one and all admit that
never before have they known what a delicious bird and
how juicy a quail is when properly cooked.

Robert C. Lowry.

A New Michigan Club.

Holland, Mich., Jan. 10.—A long needed gun cl«b has
at last been organized here. Its objects are the importa-
tion

,
propagation and protection of game and fish. The

following officers were elected: President, M G. Manting;
Vice-President, H. Kiekintoeid; Secretary-Treasurer, A.
G. Baumgartel.
"We have a beautiful sheet of water here called Maca-

tawa Bay, six miles long and from one to one and one-hall
broad, which was once teeming with fish, but by illegal

netting and spearing its waters have become so depleted
that one has to be an expert to make a fair catch of fish.

The same can be said of the game; shooting out of season
has beenso much indulged in that our pointers and setters

are nearly useless. Of course the deep snow last winter
is the cause of the present scarcity of quail, but game ot

all kinds is on the decrease. Heretofore, and to a more or

less extentat the presenttime, public sentiment has upheld
the law-breakers, but happily a better sentiment for the
protection of game and fish is being awakened. People
who once said that it was impossible to deplete our waters
by netting are now, when they can no longer make their
accustomed catch of bass or pickerel, seeing that some-
thing must be done. It is the idea of the club just started

to give the Mongolian pheasant a good trial, to stock a
few suitable brooks with trout, and to protect, as far as
possible, our game and fish from further destruction
We shall endeavor to encourage our warden by offering

rewards for convictions and to assist in other ways when
possible. A. G. B.

Save the Does.

Red Bank, N. J., Jan. 10, 1894.—Editor Forest and
Stream: As an old deer hunter and sportsman for the
past thirty years, I must protest against the brutal and
inhuman hounding to death of a doe in southern New
Jersey, as related in your issue of Jan. 1?. No Feejee Island
cannibal would eat the meat of a doe two months in fawn
and hounded down for two days, until she dropped from
exhaustion. The pole that was cut to carry the "quarry"
might better be used to pound common sense in the per-
petrators of this brutal and unsportsmanlike outrage.
Shame! Oscar Hesse.

Illinois Game.
Macomb, 111., Jan. 9.—Two weeks ago a flock of geese

passed over this city going north. Is not this uncom-
mon for this time of year? Are having fine weather for

the game, no snow and no cold weather. There were
lots of quail left at the close of open season and if pot-
hunters leave them alone will have an abundance next
season. Would like to help fill "Chicago and the West's"
rabbit kettle, but there are probably less rabbits around
here this year than ever before; in an all day hunt two
of us failed to even see a rabbit. En Ami.

A Load of Meat.

The other day there drove into -he vicinity of the mar-
kets in Boston a countryman with six saddles of deer, in
the hides, on his sled and a saddle of moose. No one
among the commission dealers there took pains to ask
him his name or where the venison came from. It was
plain enough to them that it came from Maine; the sad-
dles were "cut long," after the Maine style, and were
very fresh. He desired to sell his load and was offered
five cents per pound for it, "right through," by one
dealer. This price he would not accept, and it took him a

long time to sell out. It is suggested that he could not
have got more than eight cents per pound, and, after pay-
ing freights and other expenses, there could have been but
very little left. He appeared a good deal disappointed at
the low figures offered. The deer were very thin and
poor, and all does but one or two. They weie plainly the
results of late December crust-hunting, and even the mar-
ketmen told him that it was "a shame to kill them." It

is not positive as to how he came by the venison, but it is

suggested that he had drawn it all the way from some
pare of Maine with his team. It is greatly to be hoped
tnat his trip cost him double what his venison came to, so
that neither he nor any of his neighbors will ever care to
try such a trip again. Special.

Shooting Resort.
If you are seeking a place where you can find some pretty good

quail shuoting, and be cared for in true Southern style, where our
doors are open to stranyei B and a hearty welcome from all is given,
you can come to the Hotel Central, at Aulauder, N. U., and fiud the
clever and ever obliging S. W. Kveritt in charge. Manager, guide,
servant, or anything to make it pleasaut for Lis guests. Teams,
guid*-s and dogs furnished it desired. A nice country to get about in.

Roads good, generally speaking. People kind and frieudly to
si ranger- Located on the Norfolk & Carolina K R. A direct line
for Hoi ida and other points Souih. Two trains run from fiorfolk.
Good water and a pieasaut climate, and the hotel is located in a
thriving village that welcomes capital —Adv.

A KINGFISHER COROLLARY.
According to a promise made the editor when we were

gossiping about old friends and old times in the shadows
of the Forest and Stream pavilion at the World's Fair,

I send a few notes as corollary to ••Kingfisher's" accuunt
of our camp in Algoma at Lake Waquekobing in the sum-
mer of 1892.

[Note. "Big Basswood" does not suit me as a name for

that lake, being utterly inappropriate from wha.tev.ej

point of view- The Indian appellative (meaning. I be-

lieve, "Clear Water") is far more descriptive, but I sup-
pose people will stick to the "basswood" if there wasn't u

linden in all Algoma.]
The camp of the Kingfishers was misty and dreary on

the morning of Aug. 9, 1»92, for at early dawn had "Old
Hickory" packed his "pie box" and departed for "the
banks of the Beautiful River."

The Kentucky contingent had, not long before, pull d
out for their liomes in a village hard by the rushing tor-

rent of the mighty Elkhorn, and we thought it was odd
that they should be willing to live so far off.

Things were lonesome, and didn't suit. Among other
matters which urgently needed rectification was the cook,
it was unanimously voted tuat he was, as it were, quite
too fresh, perhaps more. Something had to be done. We
sat around the sulky fire, made medicine (Indian tashion)
and reviewed the situation. On one point all were prac-
tically agreed—we must elect a new management, vice
the "'dear departed." It was of no avail to bully the cook
for he didn't know when he was well used, and we must
have somebody as a scapegoat. It was necessary to tin-

peace and dignity of the camp and it should be done. It

was done.
The New Management rose to the importance of the

situation, and in fn.ll official costume, with the awe-
stricken cook, Kingfishers and Canadians keenly conscious
of their minor importance, he gracefully, and in a few
well chosen words, indicated his plan of action:
"We've got to have a better start mornings, and better

regulations for meals. This plan of putting a hardtack in

your pocket and going off to fish all day with no further
stomachic preparation aint the thing, nohow you can fix

it. I will at once proceed to formulate some rules for the
better guidance of all and singular."

There was no nonsense about the N. M., and in a little

over four minutes by the Colonel's $350 repeater, the fal-

lowing notice reared itself against the tent-pole:

"Hours for m^als. Breakfast 6 A. M. sharp. Lunch
12 M. Dinner 4:30 P. My"
Then the N. M. went fishing in the lake with the Abbey

& Imbrie combination rod. and a box of barnyard hackles.
The rest of us were sitting ahout the camp when he re
turned, reaching the landing just in time for luncheon.

"First of the season," were tbe words which, from the
stentorian lungs of the N. M. came sounding up the hill,

as he strode along the rocky path leading to the camp.
"What is it?"

"Go and see 'em."
Now, I have no doubt that the other fellows wanted as

much as I to Jmow what he had to show us, but they
were proud and haughty, and preferred to pose as cynics,
who didn't believe that he had caught anything, anyhow.
So I went down alone to the boat, where 1 examined
critically its lading. Then I in turn toikd up the hill,

where 1 found the N. M. with some glassware in his

hands, and evidently disposed to make himself as com-
fortable as the nature of the circumstances would permit.
Sorrowfully I gaze>-) upon his classic features for a time,

then slowly said: "Cannot you do better with $75 worth
of fishing t ickle and nine miles length of lake than catch
two suckers?''

I do not now recall his reply, but well remember that
those were the only specimens of that noble fish captured
during our stay; and the N. M. eventually became, I

think, somewhat wearied with hearing about them. The
"damnable iteration" was too much for him, and he fished
for them no more.
A glorious good management was he, the suckers to the

contrary notwithstanding, and the next day the follow-
ing bill of fare was adjusted to the tent pole:

Menu, Aug. 10, 1892.

Soup.
Bouillon. Broiled Ham.

Scramoled Eggs.
Browned Potatoes. Bread and Butter.

Eugiish Plum Pudding, Sherry Wine Sauce.
Coffee. Milk.

For whatever reason, no suckers or other fish appeared
on the menu.

I know not where the N. M. got the sherry wine, but
remember that be proffered a glass thereof to one of our
English acquaintances, who, however, made answer:
"Well, sir; no, sir; thank ye, sir; but if you 'ad a little

drop o' somethink 'ard, I'd take it with pleasure."

As Kingfisher said in his account thereof, ours was a
pleasant camp; but it would have been far more so had I

we made it at a distance from any habitation, as is our
usual custom. The lake is well worthy a visit—it is one of
the most picturesque in scenery, and most remarkable in ;

its attributes that 1 have ever visited. Its waters and its

fish resemble so strongly those of Lake Superior that
many believe in the existence of an underground com-
munication between the two lakes.

The bass were biting rather better before than after
Aug. 10, but there was no difficulty in catching all we
needed. They wt re, however, taken further from shore
and in deeper water than during the earlier part of r>ur

stay. I remember that I one day fished in Clear Lake,
using the leg of a red squirrel for bait, and found it very
satisfactory. I have taken trout with this bait in some of
the lakes of Maine. It >s very tough and lasts a good
while.
In Clear Lake there are a good many wall-eyed pike

(called by the natives "pickerel"), and weighing from lib.

to 21bs. each. These were a nuisance, and would play the
mischief with a tender bait.

We often used flies, but as far as my observation went,
they were not usually taken by the bass unless when
below the surface; and this reminds me that on the
Rangeleys I never knew a very large trout to take the fly

when at the top of the water.
Kingfisher has told the facts about the fishing better

than 1 could do it, though lie might, had he been so dis-

posed, have added a good many notable episodes which
occurred during our stay.

One of the agreeable features of angling in Lake Waque-
kobing with any sort of bait is the total abs nee of every
kind of small fry—nothing there to nip and tear your'
lure, as is mostly the case in other waters.
We did a little desultory fishing after "Hickory" left,

but cared not to bring in many fish, and waoted none. I

do not care for fishing unless the product can be utilized,

and we might infinitely have increased our catch had we
been so disposed.

The day before we broke camp, I went with a com-
panion to explore a certain island. Much of the shore of
the lake is precipitous, and in windy days it is well to be
cautious how you steer, for in many places no landing

,

can be made and a boat might easily be dashed to pieces
on the crags through careless handling. But the scenery
is very fine, and we skirted the iron-bound coast, casting
here and there for trout, aiid admiring the dark cliffs,

clothed here and there with red and yeJlow lichen and
waving birches, the fern and the campanula.

I caught a good many bass while trying to take trout,
but the latter seldom bit. Their time was earlier or later
in the season. On this particular day, my companion, for
some reason, wished to make a string of twenty bass. By
the time that this was accomplished, I had caught twenty-
seven. All were returned to the wniter as fast as taken.

I note the^e catches for a reason, and not because I have
any desire to disparage the skill of my companion, who
is an experienced angler. He fished with a fiyr and a liv-

ing frog (on the same line), I with the dead frog only.
He, as 1 remember, made several double catches. I do
not think that it is necessary to use live bait.

I do not much care for fly-fishing below the surface,
and of late years use the fly but little, even for trout, as I

find the strain on my eyes too great.

About these days there was a football game near camp,
oil a little clearing by the church, and likewise a picnic in
the woods. The "Royal Templars of Temperance," of'
Day Mills, and "Iron Bridge" of Missi^saugua, had a,
match. Some of the Kingfishers offered a prize of $5, i

which was won by the "R. T. of T."
From the stunning costumes whi. h emanated from our

tents on this occasion, it was suggested that this be in the
future l>n >wn and respected as "Biled Shirt Camp." Onj
this occasion, Harry photographed a number of people,
but the films proved worthless.

At last the t :me came when we must pack up, and one
morning early we were pounding over the road to Dayton,

I

feeling rather sleepy. One man roused himself sufficiently
]

to ask, as we rattled over a bridge:
"What's that in those bushes by the creek?"
"Only a pair of cartwheels."
"So it is. I thought at first that it was one of 'old

Ketchup's' larpon reels."

On passing a rock about 60ft. long of jasper conglomer-
ate, which irf quite abundant in this region, we were re-

'

minded that "O.d S nakeroot" had used up Mr. Dyer's
sledge-hammer in his geological investigations, and it

was remarked that had old Sam seen this specimen he
would never have lost sight of it until he had it set up on

I

his lawn at Franklort.
I meant before this to say something complimentary of

the toads, which during the last few evenings of our ttay
came about our camp-fire in search of the flies which
were attracted by the firelight.

They became quite familiar, and we nad much pleasure
in watching their movements. They seemed to be quite
successful in securing their game, though they some-
times hopped too near the blaze and came to grief.

Kingfisher, having taken no notes, erred in his state-

ment that Mr. Dyer had no fishing-rod proper, lor he is

an accomplished fly-tisher of old, and possessed one of
those heavy, old-fashioned, brass-mounted English fly-

rods, with a reel, and a spike in the butt, which might in
former days have served a Pawnee for a buffalo lance.
We have many pleasant memories of this camp. The

lake afforded us as fine bass fishh^g as I have ever seen,
but I will venture to prophesy that in five years its bass
will have become comparatively scarce.

We were well treated by our Canadian friends, and in
return tried to be as civil to them as possible, and I think
succeeded in giving them a few points in casting for bass
for I remember that one of them remarked one day after
we had become pretty well acquainted that at first he
couldn't see " 'ow we got our lines hout." Kelpie.

The Chicago Fly-Casting' Club.

A regular meeting of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club
was held in the Grand Pacific Hotel on the evening of
Jan. 11. There were thirteen members present, the presi-

dent, Mr. C W. Strel, in the chair. The resignations of
Messrs. W. G-. B iker, W. A. Brooks, A. J. Merntt, J. S.

Rossiter and C. A. Stttrges were accepted. The report of
the secretary-treasurer showed a small balance on hand
after all th^ debts of the club were paid, including the
cost of the Walton House at Jackson Park. A balance of
$22.22 on the house was ordered paid. The club has
enough cash on hand to place it out of debt. Mr. Morrell,

of the executive committee, reported that the committee
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had requested of the South Park Board that the Walton
House be allowed to remain at Soutli Park as long as pos-

sible. There was reason to expect that the request would
be granted and the Walton House remain there perma-
nently. Out of $150 appropriated for the tournament,
which was the sum expected to be expended on it, the

committee returned $63.44. Besides being out of debt the

club was reported in good condition otherwise. Of sub-

scriptions $80 were reported still unpaid. Great progress

in skill in casting was reported. From casts of 61ft. with
the fly, at the beginning, there were now records covering

from 96 to lOGAft. In bait-casting there were records o!

as high as 170tt. The total amount of tournament entry

fees was $189, expenses, $275.56. Mr. J. Edmund Strong
was unanimously elected a member of the executive com-
mittee, vice Mr. Rossiter, who resigned. Twenty delin-

quent members were dropped from membership. This
left 40 active members in good standing. It was carried

that notice be given to members that at the next meeting
an amendment to the constitution, permitting honorary
membership, will be proposed. Mr. B. W. Goodsell was
unanimously elected vice-president in place of Mr. Brooks,
who resigned. The tournament committee's report was
accepted and the committee was discharged. It was
reported that there are widespread violations of the law
against seining in Illinois. One member said he knew of

8,000 seines being sold in Illinois alone in the past year.

On motion, an entertainment committee was appointed
to arrange a club banquet in the near future.

B. Waters.

ANGLING NOTES.

Scale of Hooks.
A friend called upon me to-day to ask about the number-

ing of hooks, as he wished to order some flies in season for

the spring fishing to be tied on Pennell hooks. So far as

I know all the fly tyers in this country use the "old" or
"Redditch-scale" in numbering hooks; anyway, flies or
hooks ordered by nnmbers from the "Redditch-scale" will

be filled even if the hooks ordered are numbered by the
"new scale."

I do not at this moment recall who it was that first

advocated a new scale for numbering fish hooks, but think

it was Mr. H. Choluiondeley-Pennell at the time his turn-

down-eyed hooks came out. I know there was quite a
controversy about it in the Finking Gazette, the Redditch
manufacturers contesting for the old style, and Mr.
Pennell for the new, by which his "Pennell-Limerick"
hooks were numbered as well as the "Pennell-Snecks."
Since that time the "new scale" of numbering hooks has
been adopted to a greater or less extent for hooks other
than those that I have mentioned, and for the convenience
of others who may desire light on this subject I give both
the old and new scale of numbering. The upper figures

are those of the old or Redditch-scale commonly used in

this country, and the lower figures are those of hooks cor-

responding in size in the new scale:

Old Scale: 0-5 0-4 0-3 0-2 0-1 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 36 17
New Scale: 19 18 17 1G 151413121110 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 00 000

The 5-0, the largest hook of the old scale, finds its coun-
terpart in 19 of the new scale, 17 of the old scale finds its

counterpart in 000 of the new scale. The hook numbered
000 in the new scale is the smallest made, and it is small
enough, and too small for the generality of fishing In this

country.
Some hook makers used to number by the old scale to

20, and I think 22, but this was done by omitting the old
numbers after 12. I have compared some hooks that I

possess and numbered by the makers 20, and find that
they correspond to 000 of the new scale and 17 of the old

scale, as I have given it above, so that it may be assumed
that these hooks are the smallest made, except it may be
for some special purpose. Certainly they are about as
small as the ordinary man's fingers can fix to a leader
with neatness and dispatch., particularly if the man has
arrived at an age called the "four-eyed stage" or eyeglass
stage.

Walbran's "Anglers' Annual."

I have received from Mr. Walbran, Leeds, England, a
copy of his "Anglers' Annual" for 1894, and although it is

bound in paper, I think every one who possesses a copy
will feel that it is of a character to deserve a more perma-
nent binding and thereafter a place on the book shelves of

the angling library.

There are excellent articles in the "Annual" written by
Mr. Senior, Mr. Marston, Mr. Jardine, Mr. Tod, Mr. Mur-
doch, Mr. Murray, Mr. Bickerdyke and Mr. Walbran, and
there are four full-page illustrations of angling scenes.

The frontispiece is a beautiful half-tone of "Summer Trout
Fishing," in which Mr. Senior and Mr. Walbran are shown
on the Wharfe at Pool.
In "Winter Grayling Fishing" on the Yore the other

extreme is portrayed. If Mr. Senior looks to be hot and
thirsty beside the still water of the Wharfe, Mr. Walbran
looks to be anything but hot as he wades the Yore, every-
thing but the water being covered white with snow.
The next full-page picture shows Mr. Fraser Sandeman,

author of "By Hook and by Crook" and designer of the
Sandeman salmon flies (there is a full-page reproduction
of the Sandeman salmon Hies in the "Annual"), salmon
fishing on the Eden, and then there is a very taking pic-

ture of pike fishing. Besides the literary and artistic

features, the 300 pages of the "Annual" contain about
2u0 illustrations of fishing tackle, all of which is fully de-
scribed in the text.

Precocity of Salmon.
A few years ago when I was planting a lot of salmon

fry (salar) I took one can of the little fish to a small feeder
of the trout stream in which the plant was being made,
that I might turn them into still, shallow water and watch
them for a time before they were swept down stream.
The little salmon had been all night on tlie cars traveling
from the hatchery on Long Island, and at the end of the
railway journey the cans containing them had been placed
in a wagon and driven six miles to the stream. The fry
had but just absorbed the umbilical sac, and had not, I

think, been fed in the hatchery, and owing to the lack of
ice and detention at a railway junction they had arrived
at their destination in not the best of condition, and it

was for this reason that I emptied one can where I did to

examine the contents.
When the water in the little feeder had cleared and

become still after the rod from pouring the water out of

the can into the stream, I got down on my knees with
my face close to the surface, and was peering into the
water; the little salmon were huddled at the bottom of

the brook in groups, as the young of the salmon family

will huddle behind or on the down stream side of stones,

or in depressions in the sand to get out of the force of the

current, when a big black ant, as I now recall it, fell from

an overhanging hush on to the surface uf the water,

directly over the salmon fry. The ant struggled on the

water and instantly several of the little fish left off trying

to hide their heads behind the stones and in the sand, and

"rose to the fly" with all the dash and vigor of a trout

native to the brook. They circled about the struggling

ant as if they would devour it, if it had not happened to

be nearly as large as one of the fry, and gave every

evidence of the game character that distinguishes the

adult salmon when it rises to the artificial fly of the salmon
fisherman.

' I have narrated this incident on a number of occasions,

but the frequency with which some of my hearers have
raised their eyebrows, as one does to imply doubt, has

caused me to lock the story up; and this reminds me that

there are people who do express doubt concerning a state-

ment simply because they have no personal knowledge of

it. For a number of years I tried to convince a number
of skeptics that the small-mouth black bass did grow
to 81bs. in weight. I knew it because I had caught one,

but I honestly think that a lot of men in New York city

did not believe it until I sent a larger one to New York
and telegraphed to Forest and Stream where it could be

seen. Since that time a small-mouth of lOlbs. has been
caught in the same lake and no one questioned the weight
or the species. But I have drifted away from the pre-

cocious salmon, and the fact is I have just found unex-
pected confirmation of my experience.

Mr. Senior Catches Baby Salmon.

Please remember that all I claim is that salmon fry

raised to an ant in the water, and then read the follow-

ing, which is the experience of Mr. Wm. Senior ("Red
Spinner"), angling editor of the London Field, told in

Mr. Walbran's Annual previously referred to:

"I got a bit of salmon fishing anyhow out of the Exhi-
bition. A friend told me that the wee samlets hatched
out in Wilmot's breeding troughs in the Canadian Court
would rise at a fly, and that he had caught one. I chal-

lenged him to the proof, and he rigged up for me a
whippy top for rod, a length of string for line and a foot

of drawn gut for cast. The fly was, I am bound to say,

the smallest I had ever seen made. The hook was the

tiniest, and the dressing of the artificial midges a most in-

genious thing, reflecting, as the reporters say, the greatest

credit upon the tyer, Mr. Kenneth Cornish. It was great

fun to see the little salmon of little more than an inch

long rising at the fly dibbled on the surface. They came
witn a boil just as a big fellow would do, and made at

once for the nearest cover. I got one at last by fairly

working the tiny midge under water, and out, dangling in

the air, came a small fish amid the laughter and applause

of the crowd. This salmon fishing, I should add, was
done in the breeding trough. The youngster was of course

put back."
It seems that friend Senior challenged proof when he

first learned that salmon fry would rise to a fly, so I will

forgive those who raised their eyebrows at my story.

The Saranac Convention.

An item has been going the rounds of the newspapers
stating that a convention had been called at Saranac
Lake, in the Adirondacks, to appoint delegates to go to

Albany and oppose proposed changes in the game laws
said to be favored by Dr.W. Seward Webb in the interest

of his private park in the Adirondacks. The tenor of the

entire item was so contrary to my own knowledge of Dr.

Webb's views in regard to the protection of fish and game
in the Adirondacks, and of his conduct in relation to fish-

ing and shooting on his preserve by others than himself

that I did not believe there was cause for such a conven-
tion. Now, it seems, that prominent citizens of Saranac
Lake, headed by Dr. Trudeau of the Sanitarium, have
signed resolutions in which it is denied that such a con-

vention is to be held, or that Dr. Webb proposes to ask for

changes in the game law, or that there is any feeling

against Dr. Webb. On the contrary, the people of Sara-

nac are "very much incensed over the false report sent

out from there by an irresponsible party who evidently

has some pique against Dr. Webb and the railroad com-
pany." Dr. Webb has always been very willing to gr.ant

permits to hunt and fish over his preserve. I know the

permits require the holder to observe the State game laws
and to be cautious about fires, and those are about the

only restrictions. Before the State amended the game
laws in 1892 the permits limited the game to be killed to

less than the State law allowed, but now the State has
come to Dr. Webb's standard. A. N. Cheney.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
The weather has not been favorable for the pickerel

fishermen in the ponds in the vicinity of Boston. Several
excursions have been planned, but blustering weather,
with more snow and the mercury down below zero, have
been sufficient to keep the fishermen at home. But the
bait will keep, and it is likely to be used as soon as the
weather is mild enough. On Monday some fishing was
done on the ponds in Bayfield and Georgetown, but n ot a
pickerel was taken, by one party at least, though they do
not like to have their names mentioned. The Upper Pond
in Wakefield is still a much-talked-of location for the

pickerel fishermen, the pond where the close time ^or
several years was terminated Oct. 1, 1893. Some good
strings continue to be taken there, when the weather
permits. On Monday and Tuesday last this pond was:

visited by fishing parties, though with very poor success.

The pickerel fishermen all mention warm days as the
only days favorable to their sport on the ponds in winter.

They continue to discuss th« relative merits of shiners or

chub and tomcod as bait. It is generally agreed that the
shiner is the best bait, but that he does not live long on
the hook. The tomcod is a far tougher fish on the pick-

erel hook, and it is much more difficult for the pickerel to

get him off the hook without g> ttmg hooked himself.

A pickerel story grows out of Antoine Bissette's last,

told in "Danvis Folks" in the Forest and Stream of

last week. In Antoine's case there was a long string of

trout all trying to get at the bait by swallowing each other.

Our pickerel case was on one of the ponds near Andover,
Mass., the other day. Our friend Charlie Macintosh tells

it. He was fishing with a boy on that pond. They had
some thirty traps out. The day was windy and cold, and
the fish did. not bite well. They were about discouraged

with keeping the lines free in the holes, the ice making so

fast that they had to be cleared every five or ten minutes.
At last one of the flags was down, and both man and boy
ran for the spot. The boy arrived first, hooked the fish

and commenced to pull him. "He's only a littleone," said

the boy; but no sooner than said the line began to slide

through his fingers, and he could not hold it. The man
took hold and soon had the fish up to the ice, though not
without considerable hard pulling. The fish came up
through the ice part way, and the boy laughed. "I told

you it was only a little onel" he cried. Sure enough there

was a little pickerel scarcely more than six inches long—
or the tail of him. But another big pair of jaws was com-
ing up through the ice. It was a monster pickerel. He
had seized the little pickerel evidently about the time the

line begun to slide through the boy's fingers. He had
turned the small pickerel and had swallowed him head
foremost, hook, minnow bait and all, and was firmly

hooked. The small pickerel had the minnow bait in his

mouth also partly swallowed. There were really three fish

on the hook, the largest weighing nearly 31bs. But the

fish were not in a string, as in the case of Antoine's trout.

That functionary will also do well to "rembler him"
when he tells another "true" story, that fish invariably

swallow their prey head foremost. Special.

QUEER THINGS.
"His aDgle rod made of a sturdy oak;

His line a cable which in storms ne'er broke;

His hook he baited with a dragon's tail,

And sat upon a rock and bobbed for whale."
—A Giant's Angling.

Last summer while salmon fishing in Newfoundland I

was informed by a very reliable gentleman that during

the month of September, 1892, he hooked a 121bs. salmon
which took the fly with avidity, and after landing him
discovered an unusual enlargement of the abdomen. On
opening the stomach he found a large field mouse, almost

intact, as if but recently swallowed.
Queer! Is it not—with the fact staring us in the face

that salmon do not feed in fresh water.

While fishing the same river last spring one of our

party hooked and lost a salmon by the breaking of his

leader. Of course it was a monster, and the whole camp
was turned into mourning for the loss. On the second

day after this the same pool fell to the lot of another

member, and at night he returned to camp with a salmon
of 121bs. , which had hanging from its mouth the fly and
portions of leader which were lost by the previous angler.

Queer 1 Is it not-
First—That the big fi3h always get away!
Second—That this fish did not start for the ocean with

the hook in its mouth, as it is so often stated they do!

Another queer thing has occurred to me. Why do cer-

tain persons write so enthusiastically of the game qualities

of the much talked about but over-rated ouananiche, and
pour all sorts of maledictions on the head of Mr. Lowry,
who happens to differ from them in regard to the fighting

qualities and nomenclature of this fish?

Let me say in all timidity (for I know there are sports-

men from whose wrath I shall suffer) that I read Mr.
Lowry's article tor the first time while camping at the

beautiful Fifth Falls of the Mistassini Elver, and had
taken my first ouananiche only a day or two before. I

felt there and then I could say "Amen" to it, and after

catching many large fish during our stay of nearly a week
and spending another week at Isle Malin—where only

small ones were taken—I could indorse the article almost

in its entirety.

If ouananiche fishing is to be compared with salmon,

trout or black bass fly-fishing, I must have struck the

wrong season and logy fish, and I can but feel that those

who talk the loudest and throw their hats the highest,

have not yet learned to successfully cast the fly and enjoy

the ecstatic thrill which the salmon, trout and black bass

impart.
This somewhat mysterious ouananiche has its place as a

game fish, but please let it rank where it belongs, and its

supporters "whoop er up" as much as they like—if there

is no axe to grind ; but add a postscript for the guidance

of those who may believe their stories and wish to follow

in their footsteps; this luxurious fishing is only for the

wealthy, as the hotel company claim to control the waters

of the lakes and rivers, and the fish that dwell therein;

therefore, to cover cost of this franchise, they explain a

charge of $6 per day is exacted for the service of two
canoemen, with supplies for them and yourself.

Facts are sometimes queer things, aren't they?

"There are more things in heaven and earth and fishing, Horatio,

Than are dreamt ot in your phiiosphy."

Now, Mr. Editor, when we come to think of it, the

world is full of queer things. How did it seem to you
when you found the recent convention so fully in posses-

sion of the net fishermen? This meeting was called by
philanthropic, whole-souled men for the purpose of devis-

ino-ways and means to stop the depletion of the food fish

along the Atlantic coast. Surely, "The wicked flee where
no man pursueth," for these very innocent net fishermen

appeared in numbers, braced up by attorneys and wonder-
ful statistics; and through these, and their oily tongues

proved satisfactorily (to themselves) that net fishing could

not cause any diminution, but the supply had increased,

and they were humanitarians toiling for the dear public.

Noble men! your children shall rise up and oall you
blessed (because of the ducats left them); but the other

fellows' children—alas! alas I they may hurl fearful

anathemics on the despoilers. "God bless the rich, the

poor can beg."
I wonder, though, if I can be mistaken: and if after all

you and I have seen with our eyes, and heard with our

ears, these public beneficiaries. The net fishermen are

right; and, in order to increase the future world's supply

of food fish, we should enlarge and multiply these harm-
less nets.

Wouldn't it be queer? Queerest.

Game and Fish Bills at Albany.
[From a Special Correspondent.]

Assemblyman Thornton has introduced these amendments to the

game law: Allowing the taking of sturgeon in the Hudson River with
nets of meshes of not less than Tin , between June 1 and Sept. 1; re-

ducing the size of meshes from l*|m. to lj^in.; making the close sea-

son for wildfowl from May 1 to Sept. 1. •

Assemblyman Horton has an amendment tnakmg it lawful to fish

for bullheads, eels, suckers, catfish, pickerel and pike with spear in the

streams of Wayne county that empty into Lake Ontario.
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THE COAST FISHERY CONFERENCE.

Proceedings of Conference Held to Consider
the Subject of the Exhaustion of

Coast Line Food Fishes.

OFFICIAL REPORT BY SECRETARY E. P. DOYLE.

(Continued from Page 34.)

Luther Haddocks, of Maine, then addressed the conven-
tion as follows:

I was sent here by a class of men on the coast of Mainewho
make their living by using the purse nets, drag nets and
purse seines. I am a fisherman myself by birth and occupa-
tion, and while I do not do a great deal of fishing now, I am
brought in contact every day of my life with the different
classes of fishermen on the coast of Maine, as well as Massa-
chusetts. We are brought here to-day under a call of the
New York Fish Commission to discuss the question of the
exhaustion of coast line food fishes, starting out with the
broad assumption that there is a scarcity of food fish. Gen-
tlemen, who says so? Ask the men down at Pulton Market.
Ask the men at T Wharf. Ask the men at Dock Square in
Philadelphia. They will tell you they have fish for sale at 25
per cent, less than what we sold them twenty-five years ago

—

hake at 75 cents a hundred, cod for 2 cents a pound, herring
for 3^ cent or % cent a pound. We are told here that there
is a scarcity. In order to make fish cheap, you must adopt
the best facilities for catching them. Can you get up any
better scheme to lower the price of fish?

I am speaking from a fisherman's standpoint, gentlemen.
If there is no scarcity existing, and the statistics do not show
any scarcity, why are we here? There seems to be a misap-
prehension of the facts, and we, as fishermen, are willing to
submit to the most thorough investigation. If you will pro-
duce a committee of disinterested men to investigate this
matter, and find that there is a scarcity and that the cause is

the purse seines and nets, we will listen, we will join hands
with you and regulate it; but until that time we are not go-
ing to plead guilty, not by any means. Gentlemen, when we
made our treaty with Canada a few years aeo, or attempted to
make one, it was said we no longer owned the bait supply,
and people asked, What are you going to do about it? How
are you going to get your bait for fishermen? It set us think-
ing on the coast of Maine and Massachusetts, and the result
has been we have built up the best bait fishing in the world.
The fishermen are getting a bait cheaper than ever before.
Gentlemen, we will corroborate these statements. We are
entirely independent of the British Americau Provinces so
far as bait goes. Canada is a competitor in the fi«h market
to-day. They are sending their herring to Philadelphia by
the carload and stand on the wharves to-day in competition
with the herring and the cod on the coast of Maine. They are
getting them cheaper there aud transport them. The duty
to-day is % cent a pound on fresh fish.

Suppose you inquire into this law—what will be the re-

sult? The idea as given out here by the paper which was
read by Mr. Huntington (I hope I may be pardoned for criti-

cising it in a friendly way), starts out on the assumption that
there should be a law, and that law, as proposed, would re-
sult in the total annihilation of the business. Talking about
the catch of menhaden within two miles of the shore and sus-
taining the business, it cannot be done! Talk about regu-
latiug your traps according to that idea is also ridiculous.
It cannot be done! We would have to abandon the fish busi-
ness if such a law was enacted. I would like some other
easier way to make a living. It is hard work, exposure and
all that sort of thing. It is not a soft snap at all, as the word
goes. Our men supply a great deal of fish and they are a
class of men who cannot come to court and defend them-
selves, and they want to be heard and I believe they should
be heard.

Sylvanus Smith of Gloucester, Mass., then addressed the
meeting as follows:

I come here in the interest of my people. We have about
400 sailing vessels which fish in the deep sea. Some years
ago when the Canadians prohibited us from taking bait on
our shore, we looked about to see what we should do for bait
for our fishermen. This is not a question of menhaden,
though we use them for bait. Our business is to get our
living out of the sea Whatever is done to take the pound
fishing away, strikes a people who are dependent upon it for a
living. We cannot exist as a fishing city without the pound.
Last year there was some legislation prohibiting the pound
fishing in Buzzards Bay. We did take some bait there.
Our business is fishing, and no business has a better record

than that has in our city, and when you take away the
pounds it is the first blow at our fisheries. Our people asked
me to come here to see what you propose to do. This is a
vital question to us, but whether weakfish come in along the
Jersey shore or not is of no consequence as far as we are con-
cerned.
When you enact a law that prohibits the pound fishing

you strike a double blow. We cannot go on the Nova Scotia
coast and take fish there without we violate a law, or any
other fish within three miles of land. We sometimes go there
and take fish for baiting by paying a tax of $1.50 per ton.
That law can be revoked at any time at their pleasure. As

Mr. Maddocks says, along our shore they have built cold
storage or freezers to keep fish bait for us. If you take away
the pounds the cold storage is done for. We depend upon
them for our bait.

There is another great question we have to look at in our
past—the supply of seamen for our wars. Look at the record
of Massachusetts in the past. What was their record in the
navy? I see the whole thing is in the sportsmen's interest,
and the hotel keepers signed a petition against these traps.
Why? Because they waut to fill up their hotels, I want to
say that anything you do against these traps will be a double
blow to the fishing industry.
Robert Potter, of New Jersey, spoke as follows:
I am president of the Pound Pishing Association of Long

Branch. I have fished for fifty years. In '43, with a hook
and line on the rocks at Long Branch, and in '61 1 commenced
fishing the pound. It has been said here to-day that
they could go along the Jersey coast from Sandy Hook to
Cape May, throw off a line and hook a fish most every time.
When they did that I must have been asleep. I have fol-
lowed fishing for a living for about 50 years. When I want
to catch fish, I generally launch my boat, and go off shore
on the rocks. If 1 took my boat and line and went along the
shore, back and forward, to catch fish for a living, I would
have fished my life out. A fellow is a fool to undertake to
fish along a shore for a living. 1 have fished the pound in the
Bay and since, for about 18 years I have fished the pound
outside. I was one of the first men who ever set a pound out
in the ocean and for the last 3 years I have caught more fish
with a pound than I ever caught in my life. At first we
could not make a living at all. We stuck to it, and whenwe
first commenced we could not catch many, hardly enough to
m .ke a living, but we kept at it and the fish struck on. Pish
are not always on that coast. When I first commenced
with a pound you could not catch 501bs. in a day. A few
years after that you could catch l,0001bs. of porgies in half a
dfey, and from that to 6,000lbs, with a hook and line.

They were gone in a few years, were not on the coast at all.

When I commenced in '43 I never saw weakfish. There

1881.

CATCHES BY VAIL BROS. ,
ORIENT, L. I.

G. M. VAIL.

1880, 250 boxes, average $8.50.

Boxes.Amount.
5 $51 58

36 53
89 32
60 11

117 78
31 81

68 97
76 82
85 26

10
16
12
18

20
20
9

20
19
20
10
9
4
8
5
4
6
14
5
3
16
21
15
18
3

102 37
175 95
92 76
91 25
70 68
142 27
79 11
40 59
100 19

307 37
52 35
25 09
91 64
138 18

. 88 45
135 55
22 10

318 $2,617 42

Av.. $8 23

3885.

Boxes.
3
4
10
37
22
16

31
28
18
24
20
21

14
11

16
9
7

6
16
4
a
2

Amount.
$m 35
39 62
100 89
202 85
123 94
71 59
162 49
141 88
133 07
129 16
221 69
167 31

144 55
102 72
133 10
71 62

129 83
104 53
95 88
100 61

59 89
46 39
53 51

66 50
17 12
58 58
40 12
30 87
7 86

365 $2,794 53 Av. . $10 07

Av.. $7 65

1889. 1890.

Boxc s.Amount. Boxe s.Amount.
6 $37 59 13 $99 66
10 93 69 18 114 37
18 109 46 38 187 41

19 87 63 30 259 14

30 226 35 13 114 26
31 257 08 24 181 47
19 214 06 7 42 90
24 198 56 27 262 81

27 347 84 9 93 55
22 220 28 24 224 52
10 68 39 33 369 28
21 155 98 9 46 77
35 296 41 16 157 39
34 435 70 19 231 21

25 400 54 6 92 81

20 292 19 13 140 44
23 412 92 2 28 00
19 178 84 15 255 01

13 241 56 6 66 19

11 80 19 13 125 02

9 207 32 21 316 84
7 76 01 12 198 73
7 83 25 21 188 10

14 97 15 6 71 61

5 59 93 2 28 75
18 185 08 17 196 81

19 76 99 12 149 44
7 38 59 7 148 85
10 53 28 10 79 98

13 115 25
513 $5,232 86 24 209 06

22 145 38
Av' $10 20 16 158 85

6 103 05

524 $5,194 91

Av ....$9 91

417 $4,599 93

Av... $11 03

1891.

Av... $8 61

Boxes.Amount. Boxes. Ain't.
7 $90 87 3 $22 ;«8

11 78 16 6 48 68
35 12.3 70 11 71 38
29 192 65 29 192 49
14 90 84 29 319 60
28 259 19 87 243 as
24 125 78 51 359 49
40 60 06 8 48 09
36 192 38 83 277 79
9 114 39 88 380 23

21 237 81 6 52 54
27 216 86 35 350 76
28 165 89 5 44 36
44 342 86 18 286 58
23 228 58 8 102 93
5 41 71 34 220 96
16 204 40 12 57 15
15 190 34 35 280 50
9 1.3 12 20 216 02
15 173 14 9 97 04
1 6 47 5 74 88
7 70 86 r 92 47
6 157 37 10 113 22
3 51 60 23 168 85
7 79 60 4 41 56
9 79 65 10 135 79
9 84 34 3 47 67
10 85 30 12 199 26
3 35 06 3 50 94
15 188 09 6 91 35
11 134 99 23 275 72
6 70 41 13 71 87
4 53 54 3 27 98
6 57 24 29 197 38
6 43 81 16 64 15
6 74 22 24 103 33

16 118 50 15 82 44
6 48 89 9 44 81

8 20 78 20 118 61
8 40 75 9 80 91

9 51 32
579 J 4,643 70 32 60

689 55,782 36

Av.. ..$8 39

IS 93. 1893. 1893. 1893.

Boxes.Amount. Boxes.Amount. Boxes.Amount. Boxes. Am't.
4 $27 63 8 $83 05 7 $138 19 $72 95

14 108 68 13 119 53 3 50 31 2 22 00
14 199 66 30 158 42 10 147 21 12 loo 78

4 217 29 34 242 59 4 62 57 4 28 26
53 251 41 21 152 91 2 38 32 6 109 47
10 42 77 20 239 50 8 103 29 10 70 84
41 190 67 ftp 54 55 4 47 06 20 103 25
37 323 50 11 47 38 6 72 31 10 183 95
39 399 82 23 241 96 2 14 82 10 09 31

55 37 8 93 86 8 56 39 30 55 68
25 334 11 4 77 35 4 15 30 12 121 25

606 $5 408 26
A

•WEAKFISH.

Year. Catch. Year. Catch.
1884 16,470 1889 47,495
1885
1886
1887
1888

17,517

-97,419

1890 28,676

538

11,6S2 1891 20,023
15,375 1892 28,026
36,375- 1893 21,318-145

were none on our coast. There were some in the rivers, but
not outside. I have fished from the ocean, six miles at sea
and never caught a bluefish for a whole summer sometimes,
nor a weakfish. For the last three to five years the weak-
fish have been coming on our coast thicker an i thicker.

It has been said here to-day by several people of Asbury
Park that there will not be any more pounds. It don't pay
them to put in a pound south of Asbury Park. Then, again,
they say that the pounds killed Barnegat Bay, so they set
these pounds just as close to the inlet as they can sec them
and catch the fish in Barnegat Bay. North of Barnegat Bay
the closest pound to Barnegat Inlet is about 12 miles and
the closest pound south of Barnegat Inlet is about 60 miles.

If those two pounds, one 12 and the other 60 miles distant,
shuts off the fish of Barnegat Bav, then I don't know what I
am talking about'.
Then, again, they said last summer there were no fish in

Barnegat Bay, could not catch any fish. In the New York
Herald it said that the sail boats that carried out excur-
sions for fishing in Barnegat Bay year before last, could
make from !g400 to $600 for the summer. Last summer they
could not make anything.
Last winter they passed a law in the New Jersey Legisla-

ture that there should not be any nets in Barnegat Bay.
Year before that there were plenty of fish. Last year there-
were no seines or nets in Barnegat Bay and the anglers
could not catch anything.
I remember on our South Shrewsbury River there were*

about a dozen families made a living fishing in the river,,
and for the last year there were no nets and there were no>
fish there. They don't catch any. You say the pound has
caught them all. They say the bluefish don't come in to the
shore. It is a known fact that the fishermen go outside andl
bait these bluefish and hold them there. They won't come
into the shore as long as this bait is there. The bait also
feeds the sea bass and you can see them solid in the water
so full of bait they won't bite When the boats are on the
shore the slicks are there still and hold them there. That
is the reason they don't come in to the shore. It has been
said here again they can catch these large weakfish with a
hook and line. I haverowed through them for miles, schools
of weakfish, and never caught any. Squid they have for a
bait for them. There will be schools of them but you can-
not catch any large weakfish.
Mr. Potter, of New Jersey, gave the following informa-

tion in answer to questions asked him by Mr. Roosevelt:
Q. How many pounds between Long Branch and Ocean

Beach? A. There are nine, nine in seven miles.
Q. What is the average catch? A. I have a statement

here which gives the number of fish caught in the pound in
five years, from year to year, by C. A. Valentine. In 1889 he
caught 698 boxes and 108 barrels (a box will average about
3501 bs. and a barrel about 2001bs.); in 1890 he caught 709
boxes and 103 barrels; in 1891 he caught 735 boxes and 83
barrels; in 1892 he caught 980 boxes and 112 barrels; in 1893;
865 boxes and 56 barrels. You remember there was a heavy
storm in August which took out all the pounds, poles andl
everything almost, and it took two weeks to get them in.

again and that cut off the fishing in 1893.
Asked by Mr. Hulett, of Asbury Park:
Q. What I want to know is this: How much fish are de-

frayed during the week? A. How many fish destroyed?
Q. Yes, in this pound during the week? A. When we catch

weakfish we don't catch anything else.

Q. How many weakfish are destroyed and other fish? A.
They don't destroy weakfish. They destroy other fish,

Q. I beg to differ with you. I wanted to know what your
idea was? A. They don't destroy any.
Q. Is it not so that there are tons of fish destroyed in those

pound nets every week? A. No, there are not tons of fish
caught every week. I have fished for two or three weeks
and did not catch over 501 bs. a day.
Q. Your pound net will hold 5,000 weakfish? I want to

get the average a day and how much is destroyed out of that
catch, the catch in the nets and the average destruction?

I. Spencer Leaming, of New Jersey, asked the following
questions of Mr. Potter:
Q. In giving your statistics of Valentine & Co. are you

acquainted with the gentlemen and their fisheries? A. Yes,
sir; I am one of the partners.
Q. Then in giving your statistics in 1889 you say you

caught some 300 or 400 boxes, but you don't say anything in.
regard to your pounds. Are your pounds any larger ormore
numerous? A. No larger.
Q. You have not increased them in quantity? A. No.
Geore M. Vail, of Orient, L. I., read the following paper-

prepared by
H. A. Reeves: We do not know what ultimate object or-

purpose the proposed congress may have In so far as the-
formal call goes, there is nothing to afford a basis for even
conjecture. It merely alleges that there is a "growing scarcity
of ediblefishes" along the coast and asks for a conference to-
see if the cause or causes and remedy or remedies cannot be;
discovered and applied.
To such an inquiry, honestly conducted by men of true*

scientific spirit and capacity, no objection would be raised..
The trap-fishermen of eastern Long Island (and no doubt
those from other sections would agree with them) will wel-
come any scientific investigation, if honest and complete,
into the questions at issue between themselves and others,
who, as they believe, through imperfect information or in-
adequate consideration, oppose the taking of food fishes by
means of nets,
Outside of the call, as is well known, the leading idea of

some promoters of this congress is to restrict or to stop
altogether the use of nets for taking the edible fishes of the
sea.

They allege that these fishes are "growing scarce along the
coast line," and they maintain that this alleged scarcity is
due to what they "call the destructive effect of net fishing;
they therefore demand that the use of nets be restrained or
prohibited by legislation uniform on the part of all the sea-
board States, or, if that cannot be obtained, by the Federal
Congress.
With this as the publicly disclosed purpose of some, at

least, among the movers of the congress, we may without
hesitat ion or delay proceed to define the position held by the
trap fishermen for whom we speak.
They must be understood in the outset as not objecting to

a scientific inquiry into the facts relating to their business,
and by such an inquiry, provided only that it be a full and
fair one, they are willing to stand.
Obviously, before any general measure of restriction

should be enacted, whether by the States or the Federal
Legislature, there ought to be a previous collection and col-
location of facts pertaining to the subject, and. an exhaustive
study and analysis of those facts by scientists capable of
duly weighing and faithfully presenting the results of their
study.
When that has been done it will be possible to enter on the

domain of legislation with some approach to that degree of
certainty which ought always to precede legislation.
No legislator ought to be asked to help enact a measure as

to whose actual bearing and effect there is not a reasonable
degree of certainty. To legislate in the dark, with no fairly
probable result in sight, would be to make mischief only,
without effecting any useful end.
Hence, we insist that before any proposed system of at-

tempted uniform legislation be advocated, much less entered
upon, the persons responsible for such an attempt must be
prepared with real and not merely supposed scientific data
sufficient to warrant the enactment of what they desire.
In this matter, so far as the trap fisheries of eastern Long

Island are concerned, we affirm and stand ready to establish
by proofs satisfactory to any candid mind:

I. There is no "growing scarcity" and no scarcity at all, in
the supply of edible fishes resorting to Gardiner's and Peconic
bays. The supply is as great now as it ever was, although
during the past 13 years the number of traps on the shores of
those bays has multiplied fourfold.
Vail Bros., of Orient, who have followed the business of

trap fishing at the same place on Gardiner's Bay for thirty-
seven years, during thirteen years or since 1880, have kept a
careful record of the catch of fish by boxes, and of the prices
they have brought in the market. This complete register of
their business shows that, with only one more trap in use in
1893 than in 1880, they took during 1893 more than twice as
many as in 1880, notwithstanding the fact that a number of
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other fishermen have put down traps in close proximity to
their own; and it also shows that the average prices at which
the fish were sold in Fulton Market for the year 1893 were
less than for the average of the twelve preceding years.
Inasmuch as Fulton Market is the great mart of the fish

trade, and prices there may fairly be held to control, it is im-
portant to note this fact, that the average prices for the past
year were not up to the level of former years.
With the constantly spreading demand for fish food, it is

undeniable that the supply must have kept equal pace with
the demand, or else prices would inevitably go up. That
prices did not go up, but on the contrary averaged lower for
for 1893 than for a dozen years before, is proof positive that
there is no such "growing scarcity of edible fishes along our
coast line" as forms the only basis for the call of the present
congress. Certain it is, that whatever be the case elsewhere,
there is no such scarcity in the waters of eastern Long
Island.

2. In all ages and in all parts of the world there have been
seasons when fish in given waters have been comparatively
scarce, and these eastern Long Island waters are no excep-
tion to this rule. But the record proves that, while the traps
have steadily increased, there are in some seasons an abun-
dance, of fish even in the upper portions of the bays.

It follows logically and inexorably that the pounds and
other traps on the shores of these bays have little or nothing
to do with the movement of bodies of fish corniug in from the
open ocean. It would therefore be in fact, as well as in
theory, a grossly wrong as well as a mischievous thing to
meddle with the traps upon no better basis of ascertained
fact than now obtains.
We therefore demand, on behalf of the trap fisheries of

Long Island, that they be let alone until after there has been
a fair, full, conscientious and conclusive inquiry into the
facts, which must determine whether they ought, or ought
not, to be interfered with.

It may be added that, as shown by the printed extract
from La NaMtre herewith shown, although the movements
of cod and herring have attracted attention for centuries, it is
only within four years past that, by the Scottish Fishery Com-
mission, the first really reliable and accurate data bearing on
the movements of fish in the open sea have bpen obtained.
Thisagain proves the need of a careful and exhaustive scien-
tific investigation before resorting to legislation.
Vail Bros, have also kept a record for the past ten years of

the catch of weakfish made by them in their traps. It shows
that for the first five years the number taken was 97,419,
while for the last five years the number was 145,538.
Mr. Roosevelt asked Mr. Vail:
Q. How many trapsand nets did you use in '80 and '93? A.We used in '80 six traps and in '93 seven traps, with an addi-

tion in '89 of one trap, and the others are set in the same
place exactly, and this trap I don't think has caught any-
thing.
Henry C. Ford, of Pennsylvania, here said that the order

was to go bv States.
The Chairman—We will give Mr. Ford the floor.
Mr. Ford then addressed the meeting as follows:
I have but a very few words to say. We have heard a good

deal from the fishermen, but a very little from the Fish Com-
mission, with the exception of Col. McDonald, and last night
I happened to think of the causes of the depletion of our
greatest rivers, and I have just jotted down a few ideas which
I think will not take me over the stated time. It is hard to
propose what to do. The fact struck me to have this confer-
ence appoint a committee composed of both fishermen and
anglers, who might probably formulate some laws that would
be of advantage to all.

The Experience of Pennsylvania.
Although Pennsylvania has no seaboard, yet the protec-

tion or devastation of those great estuaries the Delaware and
Chesapeake bays, directly affects her two largest rivers, the
Delaware and Susquehanna. Therefore her fishermen, both
commercial and individual, have an interest in protesting
against any method of fishing that interferes with the ingress
or egress of anadromous fish.

The numerous pound nets along the Maryland shores of the
upper Chesapeakeand in the vicinity of the Susquehanna, the
hundreds of fish weirs erected in the fourteen miles of its
course through Maryland territory, have ruined one of the
greatest shad producing rivers of the United States, and
practically nullified the efforts of the State and U. S. Com-
missions in stocking the 600 miles of the two branches of
the Susquehanna in Pennsylvania and New York.
Here is an evil that calls loudly for the exercise of j udicious

inter-State legislationf As to the Delaware, an inter-State
act with New Jersey has been greatly instrumental in mak-
ing this river what it is to day in shad production—probably
the largest shad producing river in the United States; its
production having increased from a valuation of $81,000 in
1881, to over §500,000 ten years later. By this act pound nets
are forbidden, fish weirs have been thoroughly eradicated
from the river and all net fishing ceases with the close of
the shad season in early summer
Pennsylvania has also forbidden the destructive pound

net in the Lake Erie territory, but to little avail, as long as
other bordering States permit it to the fullest extent.
The abolition of pound net fishing has been of such advan-

tage in the Delaware that it would not again be permitted
in the waters of the State. What has been so good for the
fishing interests of Pennsylvania would certainly be of equal
benefit to the waters of New York, with its noble Hudson
and the numerous bays that burst through the sands of
Long Island; or for Connecticut, where the shad fisheries of
its best river have been ruined by the iniquitous pound net,
and especially to the Chesapeake, where it has been used to
such an extent that but little, is left of the old time great,
fisheries.

It seems that the best and only way to remedy the abuses
that are so injuriously affecting the fishing interests of the
country, is through vigorous and concerted action. If the
organization of such action is merely left to the Fish Com-
missions and protective societies of the several States it will
fail. These bodies naturally only take cognizance of the
abuses that threaten their own commmunities or States.
The remedy for this would be the formation of a powerful

organization, comprising members from all the seaboard
States, whose committees could act unitedly and intelligently
in their own State Legislatures, or where national interfer-
ence is demanded, could make their influence felt in the
halls of Congress. Our State fish protective associations
have beeu productive of the greatest good in our interior
State fishing interests. Why should not an "Atlantic Fish
Proctective Association," be equally Argus-eyed to discover
and repress illegal and destructive methods of fishing on our
seaboard. .H. C. Ford, President,

Pennsylvania Commission of Fisheries.

B. F. De Butts, of Massachusetts, said:
I represent the Boston Fish Bureau. It consists of an as-

sociation formed of merchants in the salt and fresh fish
business. We have members in the city of New York We
have members in St. Louis, in Chicago, and in fact about all
the larger cities of the Unired States. Our bureau is main-
tained for the purpose of procuring and compiling statistics
in relation to the fisheries, not only of New England, but of
the United States, anything that is of interest to the fish
business, not only as fishermen but as merchants. We also
furnish for the United States quite frequently, statistics and
information relative to the subject in which Prof. McDonald
I believe will bear me out, so that an examin«tion of those
facts should substantiate or be of value in this discussion.We find that in our statistics from the year 1810 up to the

present time, speaking of mackerel, speaking of herring,
that these years of fluctuation, these years of increase
these years of an abundance and scarcity continued,
just asmuch previous to the use of the purse seine, the
pound net or the. trap, as it does to-day. So that we
claim that it is not the introduction of the improved
implements of mankind that are employed in the fish-
eries that is producing any diminution in the fresh or
salt fish supply. We are increasing; the supply of food fish
for the great masses of the United States. I will further say
that, in this connection, following the histories of Norway,
Sweden, Great Britain and all the fishing countries of the
great world, we find these same years, these periods of
scarcity, these periods of plenty existed. Take the herring
fisheries of Norway. There was a period of thirty-two years
when there was not a fish caught in the shape of a herring
on the coast of Norway. Now here is something that
humanity does not understand. We claim that it was some
law of nature, but at the expiration of thirty-two years the
herring returned to the coast of Norway more abundant
than ever was known before. History tells us of a similar
instance when there was a period of sixty-two years. We
take the fisheries of Scotland, the same law applies there.
We take the fisheries of Sweden, Denmark, the same law
applies there, consequently we claim that it is not the im-
plements used by mankind at the present day that creates
this increase and decrease in the supply.
There is one fact I believe that has not been brought out by

this conference. I am not only a catcher of mackerel, but I
am a merchant in that business In 1887 we made up our
mind as merchants that our supply of mackerel was going to
be short in this country. Incidentally I saw a notice that
mackerel were selling in the Loudon markets at 2 pence a
hundred. I endeavored to ascertain, through all means pos-
sible, if those mackerel were the same as the species we were
catching and selling here. It was impossible to obtain the
information, notwithstanding we had hundreds of our people
visiting that country every year. I did succeed finally in get-
ting partial information, and I at once proceeded to the Irish
coast, and from the west coast of Ireland was imported the
first mackerel into theUnited States. We followed those fish
through the season, we followed them to the English coast,
to Norway and Sweden, and I ask you simply to look to-day
and ascertain what our supply of food fish is from foreign
countries. We have received of the catch of Ireland 40,000
barrels of mackerel. Previous to 1887 not a barrel was salted
for import. The catch of Norway this year amounts to just
a few barrels less than 10,000. The bulk of that has been im-
ported into your own city, together with a few that have gone
into Boston.
Now, gentlemen, legislate, make laws to protect your own

fishermen of their resources for furnishing you a cheap sup-
ply of food fish, and what is the result? I, as a merchant,
if I can import from any foreign country, will do so if I can
get them cheaper. You are wiping out the great American
industry that has been in existence since 1600, and for what ?

For the benefit of a foreign industry. These are facts that 1
wish you all to look at, and before you legislate and make
laws that will interfere with this business, let us understand
just what the fishermen want and just what they require.
Gentlemen, I thank you.

I would like to say iu addition to my few remarks that I
will furnish you with statistics on the salt fisheries of this
country since 1810. I will furnish you with advice since 1831,
I will convince you by statistics that the price of mackerel
to-day solely depends on the supply and the demand. In 1884
I dumped enough mackerel on the docks of New York from
my own vessels to supply your community here for 30 days,
as other gentlemen present engaged in the same fishing will
say. They would not bring 1 cent apiece, when they usually
sell for 7 cents or 9 cents, and yet this great and abundant
supply of fish in 1884 was 10 or 20 years after your purse
seine had been in use and your pound nets that have been
destroying this vast amount of food fish. The same applies
to 1831, before there was a pound or purse net or anything of
that kind used.
These are facts borne out by statistics that we will be glad

to furnish you.
E. A. Brackett, of Massachusetts, read the following

paper on lobsters:

Protection and Preservation of Our Lobster
Fisheries.

BY EDWARD A. BKACKETT.
The protection and preservation of the lobster fisheries has

more or less occupied the attention of the Massachusetts
Commission. That this important industry is gradually
growing less every year is apparent to every one who is
familiar with its history.
Lobsters do not belong to the great ocean fisheries; they

are bay or estuary fish, with little or no migratory habits
simply moving in-shore duringwarm weather and retreating
to deeper water in winter. From their limited range they
can be easily depleted by over fishing, but mainly throueh
the destruction of the egg bearing and immature lobsters, all
of which can be controlled by wise legislation of a uniform
character in the States interested.

I am glad, Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, that this call
for a conference of the several States, in the hope that itmay
lead to uniform laws wherever climatic conditions may per-
mit, has come from the State of New York.
In the efforts of the Eastern States to protect this industry

we have beeu handicapped by the fact that the State of New
York, as well as States further south, permit the sale of
egg-bearing and short lobsters, prohibited by law in the New
England States. The practical effect of this has been to
tempt our fishermen to violate the laws made for their own
protection.

I have no comments to make here on the universal adoption
by the fishermen of that Christian precept: "take no Thought
for the morrow." Whatever else may be charged against
them, it cannot be said that they do not live up to this rule.
Your fishing smacks have swarmed in our waters, carrying

on an illegal traffic, to that extent that Maine and Massa-
chusetts have been obliged to patrol the coast w,ith police
boats, while on land, in blissful ignorauce of interstate laws
we have interviewed thousands of these lobsters traveling
southward by rail and given them a much needed rest in
Boston Harbor. The State of New York, and especially the
City, is the great dumping ground for lobsters illegally
caught in other States. All of this arises from lack of uni-
form laws in the various States interested.
Admitting (what I think will not be denied by any one

familiar with its history) that the lobster fishery is a wan-
ing industry, we come to the question: What can be done to
arrest its downward tendency? For reasons which will be
stated further on, I think we will have to give up the idea of
accomplishing this by artificial hatching.
In 1889 we conducted a series of careful and exhaustive

experiments in artiticial hatching, and the following state-
ments were made in the Massachusetts Report for 1891.
Many of the facts then demonstrated were, at that time, new,
and we are not aware that any of them have been called in
question:
"In 18S9, at a hearing before a legislative committee on

nsh and game, for the purpose of discussing the question of
a close season on lobsters, the fishermen claimed that they
spawned every month in the year. Our investigations have
shown this to be correct, but not in the sense which the
rishermen claimed for it. Such spawning is an exception to
the general rule, for the bulk of the spawn is deposited in
June, July aud August.
"While engaged in hatching lobsters in April, 1889, some

tacts were discovered leading to the conclusion that lobster

eggs did not hatch in the winter. To verify this, egg-bearin^
lobsters were secured in the fall and kept in cars until spring

3

The temperature of the water wastakeu everyday, and a few
eggs were sent to Prof. Garman, at Cambridge, every two
weeks, for microscopic examination. Itwas found that little
or no progress was made in the development of the embryo
until the water reached the tempera ture of 50° F. , and no eggs
were hatched until the water rose to 55°. These experi-
ments have demonstrated the fact that, no matter at what
time the eggs are deposited on the swimmerets, they require
a certain degree of warmth to mature them. It is doubtful
whether, if hatched below this temperature, they would find
the animalculas necessary for their food.
Our experiments in hatching lobsters showed that, with

proper arrangements, it was easy to hatch them by millions
but, such an arrangement would require a hatching house',
with machinery for lifting the water so that there would be
a constant flow over the eggs and that the young lobsters
could be kept in confinement only a few days, after which
they either destroyed each other or died from starvation
No efforts yet made to feed them have succeeded, and how-
ever successful one may be in hatching them, they should
be let loose at once to take their chances in the open sea.
Egg-beariug lobsters put in boxes, properly prepared and
floated in sheltered places, demonstrated the fact that tSere
were no unimpreguated eggs. All hatched at about the
same time. Whether they are impregnated before or after
the eggs are laid has not yet been positively determined.
These experiments were carefully and scientifically made

with a large number of egg-bearing lobsters and several mil-
lions of eggs. It should be remembered that the female
carries her eggs in a way that protects them from their
enemies and that after they are hatched the shells remain
attached to the swimmerets for several days, and that it is
easy to detect the lobsters whose eggs have been recently
removed by violence. An examination of hundreds of lob-
sters with egg shells attached taken from the traps show
that whether in the open sea or in confinement the eggs all
hatch.
If these investigations are to be relied on (and they must

stand until further investigation proves that they are in
error) it does not seem possible that, any advantages to be
derived from artificial hatching, except in localities where
the egg-bearing lobster is not protected by law. The advan-
tage of artificial hatching of fish applies only where under
certain conditions or circumstances, impregnation is defec-
tive or where the eggs are exposed to danger during incuba-
tion, and where the fry can be easily transported to stock
other waters.
In our experiments we repeatedly removed the eggs from

the swimmerets and hatched them in boxes on wire screens.We found that even with the most careful handling, this
could not be done without a loss of from ten to twenty per
cent., and this is verified by the experiments at Wood's Holl
during the past seasou, under the direction of the U. S. Com-
missioners, where from 10,037,300 eggs 8,818,000 were hatched,
showing a loss of 1,219,300.
SatisUed that the conclusions drawn from our investiga-

tions were correct, we recommended a law protecting the
egg-bearing lobsters, which was passed by the Legislature
of Massachusetts, and has been fairly enforced, but it is too
soon to realize any benefit from it, for it is generally under-
stood that it requires from five to seven years for the newly
hatched lobsters to reach the length of lOj^in., which is the
legal length in our State.
There is no question that this, together with the ten and

one-half-inch law, has been beneficial, but the latter law does
not go quite far enough, as lobsters do not generally spawn
until they reach a length of eleven, or eleven and one half
inches, and the consequence is that there has been an alarm-
ing decrease in egg-bearing lobsters during the last four
years, as will be seen by the sworn returns of the Massachu-
setts fishermen:

189° 70,909 egg-bearing lobsters.
1891 49,773 "

1892 37,230
•«

1893 32,741 "
These lobsters are returned at once to the water, alive
The returns from the Wood's Holl Station give an average

of over 14,000 eggs per lobster. On that ratio our returns for
1890 should give 992,727,000 eggs, and the decrease since 1890
would be 534,352,000.
Whatever good may have accrued from the passage of these

laws, it must be admitted that the industry is still on the
decline. Should the protection of the egg-bearing lobsters
fail to restore these fisheries, then it may be necessary to fix
the marketable length at eleven and one-half inches. Again
if this should not be sufficient, then for a time prohibit the
catching of all female lobsters.
There can be no question that one of the most serious ob-

stacles to the preservation of our fisheries is the destruction
of the young fish, for if they were allowed to mature suffi-
ciently to deposit their spawn, if only for one year, it would
go a long way toward keeping up the supply. The import-
ance of this cannot be overestimated, for it lies at the foun-
dation of the preservation of all our fisheries and marks the
line between failure and success, and unless we look to it
carefully one of our most important food supplies will con-
tinue to be a waning industry.
In the bays, the lakes and the rivers the decline of the fish-

eries m ust be apparent to every careful observer. The theory
that they can be maintained by artificial breeding against the
wholesale destruction of both old and young fish, is wrong-
for there will become a time (and in some instances it has al-
ready come) when the supply of mature fish, upon which we
must depend for eggs, must fail.
Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, we need not go far to look

for the cause of the depletion of our fisheries. In addition to
the enormous destruction everywhere necessary to sustain
the lower forms of life that prey upon each other, man stepsm with his engines of destruction, regardless of the laws of
reproduction, and destroys the balance of nature. The ten-
dency once downward, requires energetic and heroic efforts
to arrest its further depletion. Already the great shad fish-
eries of the Connecticut, the Merrimac and other New Eng-
land rivers are gone.
In the economy of living, in the interest of the people who

have a right to demand a supply of wholesome food at
reasonable price, it is our duty to do all we can to protect
this important industry.

It may be said with much force that every business should
be allowed to take care of itself, and that there should be no
interference. That may be true so far as the manufacturers
and consumers are concerned, but in the fisheries, as in the
products of the soil, it requires careful consideration and in-
telligent action looking not only to our immediate wants,
but also to those who will come after us. Let us hope that
meetings of this kind may be frequent where the interests of
the fishermen as well as of the people may be freelv dis-
cussed.

J

[to be CONTINUED.]

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Fokkst and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $6)—

a

89 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.
For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during tnat time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's
handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Jan. 16 to 19.—Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club, at Saratoga, N.
Y. L. W. Clute, Ballston Lake. N. Y., Sec'y.
Jan. 23 to 26.—New Orleans Fanciers1 Club, at New Orleans, La. G.

W. Sentell, Jr.. Sec'y.
Feb. 20 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. James

Mortimer, Superintendent.
Feb. 27 to March 2.—Columbus Fanciers' Club, at Columbus, O. G.

F. Mooney, Sec'y.
March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy

D. Welton, Sec'y.
March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. J. L.

Lincoln, S«c'y.
March 20 to 23.-St. Louis Kennel Club, at St. Louis, Mo.
April 3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.

Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21 —Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Gal. C A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. W.

Orear, Sec'y.
May 15.—Portland Kennel Club, at Portland, Ore. D. L. Williams,

Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Feb. 1.—Blue Ridge Futurity Stakes, at New Albany, Miss.
Feb. 5.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 12.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
,

[By a Staff Correspondent,]

The Field Trial Dog.
As AN example of what a useful, practical working dog

should be, the field tria 1 dog has for years past steadily
grown in disfavor. In practical exhibitions wild, half-
trained dogs, with handlers rushing and scrambling to save
the work of the dogs or prevent willful errors, could not well
prodnceother results. Strictly for commercial purposes a
distinction was made by one who competed largely in field

trials, between a field trial dog and a plug shooting dog, the
latter name from its derivation carrying an odium with it.

It was wrong.
A writer in Forest AN.D Stream of Dec. 16 gives an excel-

lent letter on the field trial dog and the plug shooting dog, he
writing over the nam de plume of "Nil. If writers holding
such views would present them as intelligently as the writer
referred to there, is no doubt but what a better and more cor-
rect understanding would be reached.
As a matter of fact, there should be no difference between

the best field trial dog and the best shooting dog. A winner
at a field trial ought to be a most satisfnet,ory performer in
practical field work. There are no inherent principles in the
competition nor in practical field work which create a true
distinction between a field trial dog and a field dog.
In talking over this matter with some of the most skillful

handlers at the trials in North Carolina in Novemlber last
thev frankly admitted that a field trial winner ought to be
the best field dog. They concede it fully, but under certain
loose methods of conducting field trials, the best dog, if well
broken, may not win anything, and, indeed, may make a
poor showing, as will be more fully understood by farther
reading.

This and That.

Both in theory and practice field trial handling, if confined
to an exhibition of a thoroughly trained dog's best perform-
ance, is a simple art. The purpose of a field trial competi-
tion is to determine which are the best dogs in it, and if

handling were practiced for the same purpose the competi-
tion would at once be f-implified and relieved of many com-
plications, annoyances and abuses, and thereby it and sports-
manship would be the gainers. From the handler's stand-
point, however, winning the prizes is of more immediate
interest and profit to him than seeking out the best dog in
the stake. The winning of his own dog is therefore his chief
interest. When handled within the proper limits of fair
play there is no exception to he taken to that duty. As a
handler is in a competition with the special mission for the
time being of displaying his dog's capabilities, it is but na-
tural that he should take advantage of every circumstance
which by rule or usage is recognized as allowable and legiti-

mate. The judges are to determiue the rest. In short, the
held trial is theoretically to determine the best dogs in the
competition, while the handler is intent on winning the
place and money with such dog as he has, be the same good,
bad or worse.

Imperfect Training.

But there never has been auy strict exaction, by clubs or
judges, in respect to good training, and wild, halt-broken
dogs have often won. Here is where the bars were leftdovvn
for endless complications, evils and errors to enter. This cir-

cumstance of field trial competition made the half-trained
dog a feature of the trials, and developed a new one, uamelv,
that of the handler assisting his dog to an unlimited extent,
if no restrictions are placed upon him. Thus it is often the
dog and handler combined which are doing the work which
should be done by the dog alone. Such is decidedly wrong
in principle and unfair, and the unfairness of it is glaringly
conspicuous when an experienced handler is opposed to an
amateur.
Field trials can never be satisfactory to the public nor ac-

curate in results till clubs and judges make the most rigid
exactions in respect to dogs being perfectly trained.
With the half broken dog.au iutiniiy of endless maneu-

vers, scrambles and pretenses are introduced in handling, all

foreign to the work but useful to win money. The amateur
in his first experience against a half-broken dog in competi-
tion is bewildered. There are details to learn and meet
which he never knew or considered. Knowledge and sharp
decisiveness of action are apparent at every move of t he ex-
pert handler, and by tmesse and rushing, if he doesn't suc-
ceed in making his own dog win, he may make the well-
broken dog, if such he be, make a bad showing.
The expert, too, inmostinstanc.es has a physical superior-

ity in so far as it concerns the competition, since from con-
stant practice he can outwalk and outlast his friend the
amateur.

Studying Outside Matters.

Then there aremany other incidentalmatters, outsideofthe
competition of their own dogs, which many professional
handlers look closely after. They walk as close to the judges
as the management will permit, when other handlers are
competing, observing the haunts of the bevies, the best way
to approach them to advantage in respect to cover and
ground, thus after the first day or two such handlers know
<the whereabouts of every bevy on the grounds and the best
way of approaching them. At the same time, they are closely
observing all the weak and strong points of their competitors'
dogs.

1 have often, too, heard the failings of competing dogs
•exposed in strident voice, under an ostensible show of jocu-
larity, but really so that all within hearing might observe
what he observed and bear it in mind in making their con-
clusions. Such is a most reprehensible act, unsportsmanlike
and justly offensive to all right thinking sportsmen, and
particularly obnoxious to interested owners and handlers.
Whether public remarks accomplish the purpose of the
utterer or not, such remarks, which are intended to prejudge

or prejudice the competition, should not be tolerated by any
management for a moment. It is the judges' prerogative to
decide the competition, and crjingthe excellence of one's
own wares and mercilessly exposing the failings of others'
dogs, under a cloak of jocular good fellowship for the judges'
and reporters' benefit, and, incidentally, for the benefit of
prospective purchasers or spectators, is not the way to raise
field trials in the esteem of gentlemen nor make a fair and
honorable competition.

Some Fallacies.

But to return to the half broken or wild dog. It has been
afavorite argument with field trial supporters that the half-
broken or wild dog, a winner at a field trial, can be made
just as steady and good in actual field work as any dog reg-
ularly used for that purpose. That is but partially true. It
is just as it happens. If it is true, why have the same dogs
been brought to the trials but half-broken iu their aged form?
Some dogs will work with great' dash and vigor if not re-
quired iowTork to the gun. As self-hunters they show in-
creasing industry. But if forced to work to the require-
ments of the gun they develop into irregular workers and
loafers. They will work for their own pleasure or profit but
their desire for work extends no further. With a handler
who can "hustle," as scrambling and rushing to gain every
advantage is called at field trials, the many failings of such
a dog are supplemented or concealed by the expert "hustler,"
and the dog goes rattling down through the records as a
wonderful performer, though not properly finished in training
by h :

s handler.
Then there is the dashy, flashy dog, rattle-headed, with

little sense, but great at. going across fields at high speed. It
may be that he picks out the open, easy places to run in, and
notwithstanding the apparent air of industry in his work he
might not find a bevy in a day save by accident. But again
the expert handler comes in as a competitive factor. He can
furnish the brains for a rattle-headed dog. If the handler
has located every bevy he can direct him accurately. He
turns him at the end of his casts by a whistle, he directs him
by a signal of the hand as to the next course, and he nurses
and coaches him in locating and pointing birds.' It is true
that he may make a great deal of noise and intimidate or
balk his opponent's dog if he is well broken, but then again,
it seems a pity that so good a dog as the rattle-headed dog is

not well broken—so it seems to the average amateur or
sportsman. As a matter of fact, the rattle-headed d"g has
about all the training that he is capable of receiving. His
mental grasp can assimilate no more.
More instances could be mentioned, but enough has been

shown to point out the evils of rushing and the impossibility
of reaching accurate decisions with half-broken dogs as re-
cognized factors in a competition.

A Remedy.
But how can the evil be remedied? Easily. If a dog is

not properly broken, particularly in the All-Age Stake-
retire him after the first heat. No matter how excellent he
may seem, if he is not broken, no accurate opinion can be
formed of him from a competitive standpoint. Kunning him
is an injustice to every well-broken dog in the stake, for no
well-broken dog is ever in actual work subjected to such a
storm of whistling and loud orders as is bestowed on the
rattle-headed or half-broken dog. Moreover, there is no
excuse for an expert handler bringing a half-broken dog
into a competition. Some handlers habitually bring in a
larger stock of excuses into a competition than they bring
iu the way of applied training, but it always seemed to me
that a handler who got 100 per cent, for training ought to
produce something better than 75 per cent, of excuses and
25 per cent, of training at the trials.

The thoroughly trained dog is handicapped at a field trial,

less so than formerly, but still enough to be serious. Often
he will turn to the opposing handler's whistle and often he
is turned by such whistle with unfair purposes. The con-
stant whistling and calling confuses him, and, sometimes,
in trials, good, well-broken dogs have quit working entirely
out of pure indecision, or inability to get out without at
once being turned back again by the whistle. There has
been more attention paid to better breaking iu the last year
or two, but there is a vast deal of room for more improve-
ment.

That Resolution.

I read Avith much amusement in Forest and Stream of
Dec. 30, the mention of the resolution, drawn up at Lexing-
ton, N. C, in 1892, in a style which would have made Lord
Chesterfield turn green It seemed a bit timorous to put that
pretty resolution in a dark pocket for a v> hole year. It is, too,
too bad that it didn't seem to make mi-ch of a jolt when it

was sprung. I waut to see the resolution iu print again, so
that the present and future may take warning:

Whereas, Published reports of work done by bird dogs running
in tbe public trials have so often been untrue as to various dogs,
misleading to the pub ic, damaging to the reputations of handlers and
owners, therefore be it

Resolved, That we demand of the sportsmen's papers that such re-
ports contain the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.

That, is not a request, but a husky, hustling "demand,"
sirl My heart sinks when I think how the careless, or igno-
rant, or mendacious reporter has been slamming his lead
pencil about in a manner "damaging to the reputations" of
that chaste band of martyrs, the field trial handlers. I am
disposed to think the resolution is a joke, but I would be
pleased to see the names of those in print who signed that
resolution, before saying more.

The Mascoutah Club's Show.
Jan. 10.—The premium list of the Mascoutah Kennel Club's

show is now being prepared and will probably be ready for
distribution next week. The prize list is said to be quite lib-

eral, and every breed of dog has a class provided for it.

Many of the prominent specialty clubs haveplaced theirclub
medals for competition at this show. It is probable that the
entries will close about the last of February. The manage-
ment is workiug iu earnest, and the indications are that the
dub will hold a most successful show. Entries will close on
Feb. 24.'

The Northwestern Field Trials.

At a meeting of the Northwestern Field Trials Club held
recently it was decided to hold their annual field trials in
Manitoba. Mr. Hunter, the vice-president of the club, in-
formed the club that good grounds could be secured at
Jamestown, Dak. Mr. Johnson aanounced to the club that
he had decided to retire from field trials as a competitor,
though he will still give them his support otherwise. He
intends hereafter to take recreation in his vacation by prac-
tical field work with his dogs.
On the 15th inst., Mr. Johnson will be one of a party of

forty, who go to St, Paul. Minn., to attend a curling bonspiel,
aud on returning they have another week at the big bon-
spiel at Winnipeg. It is described as being great sport, with
the. best of hearty good fellowshship amoug the gentlemen
who participate.

I think that the club did wisely in deciding to hold the
trials in Manitoba. A greater number of the members live
iu Canada; it is really a Canadian club, it has good enough
grounds and accommodations in its own country, and a
gentleman too, whose skill and industry in arranging for
and managing the trials are a matter of satisfactory proof,
It is not a mere diversion to do the work of a field trial club.
It is sometimes wise to leave well enough alone.

Mr. J. T. Mayfield, who has settled at Pontotoc, Miss., for
the .winter, writes me under date of Jan. 3 as follows: "I

have been here since Dec. 22, and I am well satisfied with
my location for training. Quail are not what one would call
abundant, but I found plenty. The farmers have posted
against market-shooters. The day is not very far away when
every farmer in this State will protect his birds. 1 read my
Forest and Stream every week with much pleasure."

Mr, P. T. Madison, the popular sportsman aud secretary of
the U. S. F. T. Club, in a letter under date of Jan. 7 in his
earnest manner writes: "I desire to congratulate the Forest
And Stream. The paper last week was a corker."

Mr. Harry L. Goodman has returned to Chicago to live,
after a residence of a year or more near Nashville, Tenn.,
where he was occupied as manager of the Cumberland Ken-
nel Co. B. Waters.

900 Security Building, Chicago.

Heavy Mastiffs.

Editor Forest and Stream:
There is no question but that several St. Bernard dogs

and at least one bitch have weighed over 2001bs., also that
there has been one mastiff that has weighed that and more.
Far oftener when you come to the dogs that are claimed to
weigh so much there is generally this: If they were in con-
dition they would weigh so much. It is something like the
notice lately in a Boston daily paper that Mr. So and So lost
his champion mastiff dog (a champion never before heard of)

that stood 5ft. 9in. high and weighed lTolbs.

My aim has always been to breed mastiffs of great sizeaud
correct type. To getgreat size, not fat, butboneand muscular
activity and strength, combined with the perfect disposition
the true mastiff is noted for. That I am succeeding I offer
three such dogs as Beaufort's Black Prince, The Lady Hot-
spur and Boss's Princess, which I claim to be three of the
largest living, the first two the best type and the best headed
ones as well. And in Boss's Princess the largest and heav-
iest with perfect body, legs and feet, but with a slightly old
type of head wheu compared with Black Prince. A bitch
perfect4in color with blackest markings, which she probably
took from her dam, which was of the brindled Ilford Crom-
well breed, which goes to prove, as Mr. Taunton asserts, that
unless we breed to the briudles occasionally we are in danger
of losing the clear distinct marking of the mastiff. Boss's
Princess has been shown only once at Brooklyn, where she
should have had the easiest sort of a walk over; there she
won the special prize offered for the best moving mastiff in
the show, and after five days confinement she weighed in
thin flesh 1831bs. To-day, with a litter of pups (not for sale)
she weighed 2051bs., not estimated, but weighed by the
weighmaster of the town. I could easily estimate she would
weigh 30 or 401bs. more if in condition. She is over 80in.
in length from nose to end of tail, she stands full 32in.
under stick measure aud girths 44in. (tight). On her
sire's side the blood of champion Colonel predominates.
She always had the greatest liberty—the run of a thousand
acres. A house dog constantly at play with the children,
affectionate, intelligent, companionable and always to be
trusted.
With such results accomplished as can be shown in Beau-

fort's Black Prince and in Boss's Princess, can we not hope
for something better than we have yet seen? Greater size,

more activity and strength, and at the same time with the
true mastiff disposition. The American public ar« as ever
ready to buy the best. Breeders never need be afraid of
being overstocked with first-class mastiffs. We do not hear
of them being sold at ruinous prices, given away to any
offer, as often advertised; they are a different class of dog.
Twenty-dollar gold pieces are not obliged to be sold at half
t heir value. Aim to breed the best, study each mating, and
if the results are not as good, or better, than either sire or
dam, or you did not get what you expected, try something
else. Another important point for a breeder is to know a
correct one when he sees it; if he does not, how can he
expect to breed correct ones? J. L. WlKCHELL.
Fair Haven, Vt., Jan. 6.

Mercer vs. Mills Thrown Out of Court.

Some time since Forest axd Stream published a letter
from Dr. Wesley Mills iu which he characterized as fraudu-
lent F. H. F. Mercer's action iu entering another man's dog
in a bench show without that man's knowledge and consent
and for the benefit of the said Mercer. Having a proper
kuow ledge of the facts in this case we refrained from allow-
ing these columns to become the medium for Mercer's
friends to heap vituperation upon Dr. Mills for his action in
the matter, especially assuoh vituperation contained no proof
of the fallacy of Dr. Mills's assertion. For this we have been
subjected from time to time to much adverse criticism of the
"no let np ' order. We were quite content to rest the case
on the evidence; and that our position was correct is proved
by the following dispatch to the Montreal Gazette of Jan. 10.

As will be remembered, Mercer brought suit against Dr.
Mills for libel damages, on account of this charge of fraud,
and it was this case which came up last week. The Gazette
says:

Ottawa, Jan. 9.—The action brought by F. H, F. Mercer, of this
city, against Prof. T. Wesley Mills, of Montreal, c'aiming $10,000
damages, was yesterday afternoon non-suited by Justice Armour. A
j iry had been empanelled aud Mr. J. B. Aylesworth, of Toronto, for
the plaiuiiff, addressed the court briefly. After reading extracts from
the evidence given by frof. Mills iu Montreal, His Lordship declined
to allow the case to go to the jury, and the view he took appeared to
be a surprise to Mr. Mercer and his friends. The entering of the dog
owned by a gentleman in Massachusetts by the plaintiff was an un-
warrantable action, was a fraud, and being such, statements of fact
concerning the affair could not be a libel and there were no grounds
upon which to base an action.

From a gentleman who was present at the trial we learn
that—"the Toronto lawyer bad finished part of his opening
address to the jury and was quoting Dr. Mills where he
said it was a fraud, when the judge suddenly and emphati-
cally exclaimed, addressing the plaintiff's attorney, T think
it is a fraud—don't you?' He then non-suited Mercer on
the spot, saying that he would not listen to such a case."
Mr. JLittle was not present at the trial, as he was 111 at the
time. Before Dr. Mills left the court house he was served
with another writ at the instance of Mercer claiming a simi-
lar amount on other statements in the alleged libelous
article.

Columbus, O,, Dog Show.
Premium lists for the Columbus Fanciers' Club dog show,

to be held Feb. 28 aud March 1, 2 and 3, are now ready to
mail. With a liberal premium list and the judges they have
selected, the club expects a good entry. The judges' names,
as sent to us by Mr. T. A. Sherwood, are: B Bardoe Elliott
for great Danes; Major J. M. Taylor, all setters and pointers,
aud A. F Pitts for ma-tiffs and pugs. The balance, we be-
lieve, will come under Mr. G. Bell's judicial eye. The club
will give two handlers' prizes, S50 to the handler with the
largest string of dogs aud $40 to the second. Another valu-
able special ha.s been added to the list by the Cambridge
Fox-Terrier Kennels, of I oronto. Can. It is a model of a fox-
terrier iu silver, on a handsome stand, aud is a very fiue piece
of work, modeled after the style of those donated at Toronto
last tall; and as it is to be awarded to the best fox-terrier,
smooth or wire, dog or bitch, it should bring some of the
cracks into competition. All inquiries for premium lists,

etc., should be addressed to Mr. Geo. F. Mooney, 276 North
High street, Columbus, O.
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The Westminster Kennel Club Show.
The wheels of time seem to be well oiled these days, and

work with alarm in g swiftness and smooihness for some of

us. There is upthing that brings this fact more, directly

hometo the faucier's mind fhftB the .-isdit of another W. K. C.

premium list, The W, K C. show is the pivot around which
all other kennel events revolve, and marks the commence-
ment of the fancier's new year. As soon as Christmas week
jollities becoms a memory the fancier turns his thoughts
toward the show of the year, and when fancier meets fancier

the. first question is generally. "Have you heard who the

judges are?" It is not necessary to ask of what or where.

In connection with no other show is there that absorbing
interest to know the full list of judges as with the W. K. C.

show, and when they have acquired the information, prob-

ably in the case of no other show has it so little effect upon
the entry. The judges announced and their fituess for their

several positions discussed, the premium list looms up, and,

while they know this important feature will be forthcoming
in ample time for due preparation, there, is always some
auxiety to know whether their own particular breed has
received that due attention which its importance—in their

own minds— fully entitles it to. Take the poodle man, for

instance. He doesn't care a snap whether the pointers or St.

Bernards are divided by weight or coat, but feels sure that

the club would not he doing its duty to kenneldom if it did

not provide classes for cords, curlies; trimmed, untrimmed,
while, black, brown and the rest of it.

Well, every one will soon be able to judge for himself, for

once more t he premium H.st of the W. K. C. show for the.

current year lies before us. This one makes the eighteenth,
and a glance through it will show that while the club has
scarcely made the spread of last year, the increased classifi-

cation in several bieed makes the list ainore impartial and
all round good one.
Taking the breeds in their proper order we find that mas-

tiffs are scarcely so well considered as last year. They have
$15 and U0 provided in the challenge classes; #20, .$10 and $5
in open classes, and puppy and novice $10 and $5, with sexes
together, this makes a falling off of $35 from last year's list.

St. Bernards are much better treated, the entries being of

course much larger, #20 and $10 in challenge; $20. $15, $10 and
$5 in open, and $15, $10 and $5 in puppies beiug the order for

roughs and the same for smooths, and the novice classes

have $15, $10 and $5. The other breeds that are provided
with the same amount as mastiffs are great Danes, New-
foundlands, Russian wolfhounds, deerhounds, greyhounds,
foxhounds, field and cocker spaniels, poodles, bulldogs, bull-

terriers, dachshunds, beagles, white English and black and
tan terriers and the different rough-haired terriers, p igs, toy
spaniels (one challenge class for King Charles) and Italian

greyhounds. Newfoundlands, foxhounds and white English
terriers have no challenge classes, and only spaniels, poodles,

bulldogs, hull-terriers, beagles, Irish and wire-haired fox-
terriers, have puppy classes in their section. Pointers, set-

ters, collies and smooth fox terriers are treated the same as
St. Bernards, with the exception of Gordons, and there in

the pnppy and novice classes the sexes compete together
Those breeds where open classes are not divided and $15, $10

and $5 are provided are English retrievers, Chesapeake Bay
dogs, Irish water and Clumber spaniels, smooth collies, bob-
tail sheepdogs, basset hounds, toy terriers and miscellaneous
This year schipperkes, Welsh and Clydesdale terriers and
harriers must take pot luck with the "freaks" of the fancy.

In the way of kennel prizes, the club offers $20 for best four
mastiffs, rough and smooth St. Bernards (each), pointers, all

setters, rough collies, bulldogs and smooth fox-terriers.

Those getting $15 are bloodhounds, great Danes, wolfhounds,
deerhounds, greyhounds, foxhounds, the different spaniels
(each), poodles, bull-terriers, dachshunds, beagles, Irish ter

riers, Yorkshires, pugs and toy spaniels. Other breeds get a
brace prize of $10.

The different specialty clubs have about the same list as
last year, but space forbids our giving them more than pass-

ing notice; it is unnecessary. We remark, however, that as

usual the Mastiff, Collie, Bulldog and Fox-Terrier clubs lead
in the value of their offerings. A new special is that offered

by the W. K C. of $100 cash or plate for the. best four point-
ers and English setters run at public field trials in the United
States or Canada. Entries close Feb. 5 with .James Mortimer,
room 310, 44 Broadway, New York city, and the fee is as be-

fore, $5.

There is little more to notice unless we draw attention to
the new rule, XVI., in "Additional Rules," which says:
' During the show dogs can be taken from their benches for
exercise betwen the hours of 12 and 1 and 6 to 7 P. M. only
Ali'ltvrge cLoqh must he exerelxed on clialn. This rule will
be strictly enforced." The latter part of this rule is an inno-
vation that is commendable and vv ill do away with the bois-

terous actions of some of the big dogs while in the exercising
rings, that is at once terrifying to the smaller dogs and a
source of danger a f all times.
The judges we have already announced, and when we say

that Mr. Mortimer will superintend, assisted as usual by
John Read, this is a guarantee that the management and
arrangements will be as good as experience cau make them.
Spratts Co. of course will feed and bench, and Sanitas will
purify the air. Messrs. Thus. H. Terry and H. B. Cromwell
will shoulder the duties of the bench show committee.

DOG CHAT.

Scottish Terriers at New York.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The list of the judges for the W. K. C's big show is always

looked for with great interest by intending exhibitors and by
dog owners in general, but I regret to say this year's list is a
great disappointment to breeders of Scottish, Skye and Dan-
die terriers. These breeds have made such rapid strides
within the last few years as to deserve better treatment than
they get, as a rule, at the hands of show committees. I am
sorry to say the W. K. C. this year is no exception.
There is no doubt this year's show at New York would

have brought out a larger class of Scottish terriers than have
ever been shown before, had a judge competent to judge
them been appointed. We alwa\s look for judges at New
York of the specialist order, and of course, this year in many
breeds we are getting it, but unfortunately the Scottish breed
of terriers will have to put up with a specialist in pugs to
award the prizes to their classes. Everyone knows Dr.
Cryer to be a gentleman, most competent to judge his par-
ticular breed, ot which he has bred so many good ones; and
of course coming from Philadelphia, which I hearts the
stronghold of Skye*, he may know this breed, but we very
muctTdoubt his ability to set us straight as to type, size and
the many perplexing questions, such as Mat-heads, coat, etc

,

that bother the breeder of the hard-haired Scottish terrier,

and I am afraid the W. K. C. will find they have made a
mistake this } ear and I fancy I am not alone in this opinion.

Scottish Xekiuek.

Too Flustered to Shoot.

We all know the man who found so mauy rabbits one day
that he did not know which one to shoot at first. Mr. J. H.
Beebe, of Montrose, Pa., had something of that experience
when he had put a two-line ad. in Foukst asu Stejkam the
other day. He wrote of it: "1 had so many calls for my dogs
I did not know which to answer first."

The Detroit people aTe quietly arranging their plans for
the next show to be given by the City of the Straits Kennel
Club, March 7 to 10. The club expects to give $2,500 in prizes.

Pade.

For fear that an erroneous idea may become general owing
to the writings of those who have not seen the dog and who
were not present when he rati at the trials, we may say that

we believe it is the general opinion of those who saw Pade at

Nanuet, that the picture as published in Ttirf, Field a.nd

Farm is no more like him than chalk to cheese. The rough
sketch we published in our report of the trials, conveys a

better idea of the points on which the club based its decision.

The photograph has been taken very cleverly, and one would
suppose the dog to have a straight and proper beagle front,

whereas it is well known the dog is crooked like a basset,

but of course not so much so, and his body is larger than the

photograph would lead one to suppose. The dog photo-

graphed shows a dog deeper and shorter than the dog that

ran at Nanuet, in fact there is little »imilarity, and if the

decision of the Beagle Club had rested on the evidence of the

photograph furnished, Mr. Dorsey would have had the prize

probably. There was other and stronger evidence than that.

The whole evidence showed an amouut of obscurity and
"shielding" behiud it that should not exist in a straightfor-

ward entry such as the club desires to see run at their

trials. A correspondent iu another paper writes: "The
idea of the present Beagle Clib undertaking to instruct

Fott iuger Dorsey, theoldest hand at the breed we now have!"
The idea is not that the club wishes to instruct Mr. Dorsey
but rather that the club is surprised that Mr. Dorsey, an
official judge of the club, had an idea that the club would
accept a dog that he confessed was not a pure beagle au
one that he would not breed to for bench show form. The
National Beagle Club's field trials are for beagles, in thesame
light as other field trials are for pointers and setters and not
for "droppers." Where the field trial committee erred was
in allowing the dog to compete; he should have been thrown
out when measured and examined by the judges before the
trials. This unfortunate affair could not have happened had
the club made a rule that all beagles entered for its trials

shall be registered with the N. B. C. before filling, and this

should be done before the next trials. Mr. Dorsey knew as

well as we do the light in which a beagle that wins at the N.
B. C. trials is regarded, and we ask Mr. Dorsey as "one of

the oldest hands at the breed we have," if he would honestly
wish that type of beagle to be perpetuated. A winner at the
field trials is much sought after in the stud, and those
breeders who would seek his services would unwittingly do
au incalculable lot of harm to their kennel, by introducing
such an unknown quantity, one that is not acceptable either

through pedigree or form. Mr. Dorsey has advertised the
dog at stud in our columns, but this makes no difference iu

our estimate of the dog.

The Pet Dog Club.

A meeting of the above club was held at the residence of

the secretary, Miss Bannister, Jan. 10, at 15 East Forty-fifth

street. It was decided that the club hold its annual meet
ing as usual, at the W. K. C. show. Several changes in the
by-laws were under consideration during the meeting, and
rinal action will be taken at the annual meeting. The mem-
bership of the club has increased and its future promises to

be bright.

The Philadelphia Kennel Club.

The annual meeting of the P. K. C. was held at the Aldine
Hotel, Philadelphia, Jan. 9, when the following officers were
elected: President, J. H. Winslow; Vice-President, Dr. G. G.
Davis; Secretary, Dr. George DeB. Darby; Treasurer. S. Mur-
ray Mitchell. Directors: J. J. Snellenburg, Dr. Glass, Dr.
Littleton, Chas. Phelps, Jr., and G. Schreiber. We are
pleased to find that the treasurer's report showed the organ-
ization to be financially in good condition. The club,
headed by the popular fancier Mr. Winslow, has now a good
list of officers, aud wTe fancy t hat the new secretary, Dr.
Darby, from what we know of him, will prove a good selec-

tion. A secretary should have no private ends to serve, but
work heartily and earnestly for the good of his club by dis-

seminating without favor to one paper or the other the doings
of his club. By this means public interest is excited in the
doings of the 'organization. If such a club hides its light
under a bushel it cannot hope to secure as large a member-
ship as one that is not afraid to let ths public know what it

is doing. The club decided to hold a dog show this year
and considerable money has been guaranteed for that pur-
pose.
The meeting was as usual a social one and the punch bowl

was a prominent and absorbing feature on the long table in
the library of the hotel. Besides those officers named, and
the members and friends present, were F. G. Taylor, G. Hay,
Sbarswood Brintou, C. T. Thompson, Phil J. Walsh, and
Major J. M. Taylor. It was the first meeting since the field

trials, and there was lots to talk about and as usual in such
gatherings. President Wiuslow's happy thoughts and jollity

were contagious. The show committee was reappointed after
hearing their report aud told to goon with the arrangements
for the coming show, the dates for which will be April 10 to
13, the week following Boston. The latest members elected
are, Phil J. Walsh Jr., G. A, Loder, C. M. Gilbert, Paul
KellarandF.H. Flear.

Champion Dick Swiveler Goes West.
Mr. A. B Truman, of San Francisco, Cal., seems deter-

mined to raise the standard of Irish setters on the Pacific
coast, and to that end he has brought from the East many
good dogs. His Mike T., that died recently, aud his Lady
Elcho T. have hitherto been the best at the California shows.
Now that Mr. Truman has purchased Dick Swiveler from
the Oak Grove Kenuels he has secured a dog that can boast
of having beaten such cracks as champion Tim, Mack N.,
Chief, Mac A., B'arney, Kildare, Gerald, Desmond II. and
others. Dick has a record of tbree first prizes at New York
in three consecutive years. In his veins ruus the blood of the
best strains of Iri«h setters. Turough his sire, the field trial
winner and bench champion, Bruce, he is directly related to
Elcho and Noreeu, and his dam, Leigh Doane II., was the
winner of a first prize at field trials. This combination of
field trial and prize winning blood should prove extremely
useful to the breed iu California, for the dog is yet able to
stamp his progeny- with type and quality.

A meeting of the executive committee of the Canadian
Kennel Club will be held at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto,
Jan. 26, at 3 P M. Among the important matters for con-
sideration are: 1. To finally correct and pass by-laws, etc. 2.

To consider their relations with the A. K. C. 3. Election of
new members, any other business that may come up.

The Toronto Kennel Club evidently has a proper concep-
tion of the duties and responsibilities of a kennel club. So
many kennel clubs are such merely in name, and when they
meet a few times in the year they come together, at best, in
very perfunctory manner, Noc so the club in question; their
meetings, like the Pniladelphia K. C. and the N. E K. C.
are made occasions for a Utile social jollity and good fellow-
ship. The Toronto K. C. goes a step further and calls upon
its members for papers on their specialties. For instance,
Mr. A. A. McDonald, late owner of the well known fox-
terrier Blemton Trump and others, read a paper on the

"Smooth and Wire-Hair Fox-Terrier" at the meeting of the
club held at headquarters last Thursday evening, and im-
parted to his fellow members much interesting information
ou these breeds. President Kirk, after proposing a note of
thanks to Mr. McDonald for his able paper, announced that
the club would bold its fourth annual spring club show in
April. A smoking concert is also announced for next month.

Mr. C. Walter Lougest. of Boston, Mass., has increased his
stock of Bedlington terriers by the purchase of Professor
from Mr. Thomas Pearsall, of Huntington, L. I. Professor
is by the noted Tick Tack out of the no less noted Christmas
Carol. Mr. Lougest having already purchased the bitch
Tibbie, winner of three firsts and' one second, can now claim
ownership of a good brace of these all too scarce terriers.

By the way, we wonder that these game terriers are not more
popular iu America. For gameness, companionability and a
rough and tumble quality ready for any sport that comes
along, there are few terriers his equal. Perhaps it is that
the hideous fashion in which some of these dogs have been
shown here is accountable for their present "exclusiveness."

Although Mr. Winchell's letter in another column slightly
savors of "much vaunting of one's own," we think in the
interest of the mastiff breed it merits perusal. Mastiffs
lately have to some extent been allowed to languish, and at
some of our best shows during the past three years the
entries have not been such as the importance of the breed
and the money offered should command. St. Bernards have
to some extent pushed them temporarily to one side, but all

mastiff lovers should feel elated over the prospect of a
revival, and that while several of our best breeders have not
exhibited as generously as they might have done, they have
not been idle at home, and have succeeded in breeding sev-
eral dogs of more than average merit. In fact, such animals
as the late C. O. D., Beaufort's Black Prince, Ingleside Mint-
iug, Emperors Maximilian and William, Leamington and
others we could mention, could hold their own in any com-
petition either here or on the other side. We make the latter
assertion simply from comparing tbem with the mastiffs that
have been imported, and whose records showed that they
were among the very best in the land they came from.

In company with Mr. S. Jagger we paid a visit to the New
York St. Bernard Kennels at Kingsbridge. Mr. Jagger, as
the owner of Mignon, was much interested in Princess Flor-
ence, who is looking well and hearty and growing quite a
coat. Mr. Hughes shipped on the s.s. Cufic last week the St.

Bernard bitch" Surprise, that was shown at Newark last
month. She goes to Mr. Shillcock's kennels at Birmingham,
he having repurchased her at $200. Another bitch will pro-
bably be sent over for this kennel before the New York
show.

At the meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club held recently
the report of the Schell Huber decision was read and the
club indorsed the action of the committee. The secretary
was instructed to prefer charges against Mr. Schell before
the American Kennel Club. The treasurer's report showed
a balance of $861.04. A meeting of the club is to be held Jan.
17 to elect a committee of five members to take charge of the
coming show in May. The charges preferred against Mr.
Huber by Dr. Regensburger will be heard very shortly.

The first entry received by the W. K. C. for their coming
show was that of the St. Bernard Lord Walbeck (Young
Bute—Miss Auna), owned by Mr. S. Miller, New York, and
we hope it will be followed by a thousand more.

Mr. E. O. Damon, proprietor of the Meadow City Kennels,
has about decided to bring out their pointer bitches from Mr.
Heywood Lonsdale's Kennels, Shropshire, England. With
these and Strideaway and Soult II., he expects to have a
kennel that will uphold the pointer standard in the field.

Mr. Damon paid $1,000 for Strideaway, so it does not look
like very hard times in pointer circles.

Mr. Samuel Cushman, secretary of the R. I. Poultry As-
sociation, in writing to the press, thanking it for the courte-
sies extended to the association and valuable aid rendered,
says: "The bench show of dogs was the best held by this
society. Another year this department will probably be in
charge of dog fanciers, and run on the plan of the bench
shows."

The P. K. C. Show.
The committee appointed by the Philadelphia Kennel Club

to take charge of the coming show consists of Messrs. F. G>
Taylor, S. Murray Mitchell and Dr. Glass. They held their
first meeting at the Aldine Hotel on Friday last. The show
will beheld April 10 to 13, as previously stated, at Tatter-
sail's, where the Keystone club has held its two shows. Mr.
J. A. Wenderoth, of the latter club, was present and an im-
portant agreement was entered into whereby all of the mem-
bers of the Keystone Club with one exception will be nom-
inated f(.r membership in the P. K. C, and if elected they
will withdraw from that club, which action will probably
wind up that organization, which really had no excuse for
existence excent for the purpose of giving a show under A.
K. C. rules. The Philadelphia Kennel Club will then apply
for membership in the A. K. C. and its application will be
passed upon at the annual meeting of the latter club next
February. This is a far more satisfactory state of affairs,

though at the same time exhibitors should feel thankful to
the younger club for the good it has done in showing that a
show can be successfully held in Philadelphia, which action
has encouraged the older club to take heart of grace once
more and resume their former position.

Bulldog-s.

Mr. Cyril F. W. Jackson, secretary of the British Bulldog
Club, sends us a prospectus of the second Produce Stakes
for bull bitches and their produce whelped on or before April
31, open to all breeders of bulldogs, whether members of the
club or not. Nominations for bitches must be sent in at least
one week before the bitch is due to whelp. The whole of the
entrance fees received for this competition, less one-eighth
part forfeited to the club to cover expenses, will be divided
into prizes as follows: For dogs, first, one-fourth of total
entry fees; second, one-eighth, and third, one-sixteenth, and
the same for bitches. The competition will take place at
such show held between April 1, 1895, and Aug. 31, 1895, as
the committee of the club shall select. The fees are; To
nominate a bitch, $2 50; for each puppy alive at the date of
the produce certificate, 75 cents; for each puppy finally en-
tered in the stake, $2 50. For further particulars, rules, etc.,

our bulldog men, if thev wish to enter their stock, should
apply to Mr. Cyril F. W. Jackson, Hinton Charterhouse,
Bath, England. Last year the stake had sixteen bitches
nominated with their produce of fifty puppies. If our breed-
ers could only raise some pups something of the sort should
take well nere.

That white collie, like Banquo's ghost, will not down.
Now we have a letter from Mr. Armstrong, m mager of the
Cragstone Kennels, which contain Sefton Hero, Roslyn
Wilkes, etc., in which he says that breeding white collies has
nearly driven him crazy, but that he has got them at last.

"I have a nearly white pup or two in every litter I breed, and
in some cases half a dozen of them; but in many cases there

.
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were a couple of marks that knocked them out. Two days
ago, one bitch whelped seven, all pure white bodies with
sable heads. How is that for collies?" Except for the pretti-

ness of the thing we don't exactly see the use of perpetuating
the "albinos," and we judge that Mr. Armstrong is not yet
quite color blind, froni the fact that he adds a postscript to

his letter, in which he says he is now going to try for some
good black, white and tans. This is better, and is a tricolor

we should like to see become more general on our show
benches. Such a dog is the Hempstead Farm Kennels' Wood-
mansterne Trefoil, and as Mr. Jarrett, the owner of Chestnut
Hill Kennels, in a late letter also told us he was trying for

them, there is a good chance that before long the color will

take its old place in popularity.

We hear that Mr. W. H. Child, owner of the Oakview Ken-
nels, G-lenside, Pa., so long and favorably connected with
dogdom as a breeder of beagles and Irish setters, has sold

all his dogs and will henceforth give his at tention to poultry
breeding. He already has fine flocks of Plymouth Rocks
and Wyandottea. We are sorry to lose such a thorough fan-

cier as Mr. Child, but as he has been in ill health for some
time past perhaps the gentler occupation will prove more
interesting.

According to a press dispatch, the entries for the Saratoga
show number 327, which must be considered an excellent

entry, especially as some very good dogs will be benched.

Mr. Huntington, owner of the Marlborough Kennels makes
use this week of our business columns to invite those who
wish to exhibit at the coming W. K. C. show to send their

dogs to his kennels to be conditioned. A recent visit to these

kennels showed us that the condition of the dogs under John
Stokes's care is the first consideration, and cleanly and warm
quarters the next. The kennels are within 45 minutes of

New York and are set in 65 acres of meadow.

Boston Terrier Club.

The annual meeting of theBoston Terrier Club will be held
at Young's Hotel, Wednesday evening, Jan. 24, at 7 P. M.
Officers will be elected for the coming year and other im-
portant business transacted. The presence of members is

earnestly desired. G. H. Htjse, Sec'y.

Death of Bull Bitch Grit.

Mr. John H. Matthews, the well-known bulldog exhibitor

and breeder, conveys to us the news of his old bull bitch

Grit's death. We cannot do better than quote his letter:

"My old favorite bull bitch G-rit came to an untimely death
on the second day of this new year, and I feel her loss very
keenly, as she was the first bulldog I ever owned, and the
most successful breeder I ever had in my kennels. Some
unfortunate misunderstanding with her old companion,
Dolly Tester, resulted in a fight, and the night watchman in

charge of my stable, where the dogs were quartered, discov-

ered the trouble too late to rescue her from her danger. She
was badly bitten and crushed, and her old age could not pro-

vide strength to withstand the struggle of death, and she
died the following morning in the arms of my kennel man,
who was then attempting to bandage her wounds. Grit was
several times bred to my old champion Portswood Tiger—
Badajos, Quiberon, Portswood Pinch and Cock Robin being
the best of her get, Cock Robin winning at New York in

1S91 the Bulldog Club's puppy bowl and first in the puppy
class, with Portswood Pinch second. Grit in 1892 won the
Bulldog Club's medal for the best brood bitch, being sus-

tained by Quiberon and Badajos, Badajos being twice a
winner of seconds at New York shows. Poor old Grit has
contributed more to the pleasure and encouragement of my
bulldog "hobby" than any of the many others, and in her
good qualities of kindness, keen common sense, faithful
affection and fortitude in times of trouble she suipassed any
bulldog I ever met. So her bones will rest in peace under
the lawn and beneath the vines at my home, which must be
her home."

Greyhound Specials.

Mr. Horatio Nelson, President National Greyhound Club,
offers the following cash prizes at the W. K. -.C. show: §20

for best American bred greyhound (dog or bitch) which has
won two courses in public, same to have been the property
of the exhibitor at least six months prior to W. K. C. show.
$15 for best American bred wolfhound (dog or bitch) and
$15 for best American bred deerhound (dog or bitch.)

Mr. S. Jagger, who is at present on a visit -ito America,
offers for sale in our business columns his rough-coated stud
St. Bernard Councillor Joe, at what is now considered a
reasonable figure. Councillor Joe is one of the wonderful
litter that produced two of the best St. Bernards in England
at present, Lord Douglas and Lady Mignon. Joe, as his

press notices show, is a very showy dog with massive, well-

marked head and heavy hone. He is winner of several prizes

in England, and the only reason he is for sale is that Mr.
Jagger's Lady Mignon is in whelp and his kennel room is

wanted. One hundred pounds was offered for this dog six

months ago, but he was not then for sale.

Mr. Elliott has sold Toronto Wonder to Mr. F. C. Anderson
of Chicago.

To Grow Up with the Country.

Editor Forest and Strtcim:
Wm.Wade of Hulton, Pa., has presented me with a mag-

nificent-looking Russian wolfhound pup, by Argoss—Prin-
cess Irma. Mr. Wade is a gentleman who likes practical
evidence and does not take any stock in old world fables
until proof is given of their truth. And I propose giving this

pup, "when matured," a thorough te«t, in competition with
my greyhounds on jack rabbits, coyotes and gray wolves.
And I hope we will come down to some positive knowledge
of their wolf-killing qualities.

The pup seems to have a fair turn of speed and plenty of
grit, which is required in a good wolf dog, and as far as I can
judge at present seem« strong and vigorous, so he ought to
answer as au example of what the breed can do.

Some day, after I have thoroughly tested him, I will give
the coursing world the results of my experience.

D. C. LtrsE.
Great Bend, Kas., Jan. 9.

New England Field Trial Club.

Taunton, Mass., Jan. 14.—The annual meeting of the N. E.
F. T. C. was held Jan. 11 at the Hotel Thorndike, Boston.
Officers for 1894 were elected as follows: President, Dr. J.

W. Hayward; Vice-Presidents; D. A. Goodwin, G. W. Lovell,
Harry Dutton, Edward Brooks; Secretary, Arthur R. Sharp;
Treasurer, Walter C. Baylies; Board of Governors—E. K.
Sperry, J. L. Wells, Chas. P. Curtis, Jr., A. L. Finney, Ho-
bert Ames, Herbert Merriam, H. W. Smith, E. O. Damon;
Committee on Grounds and Game, Dr. J. W. Hayward, Wal-
ter C. Baylies, Arthur R. Sharp; Delegate to A. K. C, Walter
C. Baylies.
The report of the committee on grounds and game showed

that good work had been done on the preserve in the way of
planting feed for birds, but the severe weather of last winter
had played havoc with our supply of game. For this reason
we were obliged to abandon our trials. At present we have
a number of coveys of good native birds and it is to be hoped
that these will winter well, and with fresh importations give
us enough to run successful trials. It was the sense of the
meeting not to advertise trials for 1894 until we are assured
of a proper game supply. Arthur R. Sharp, Sec'y.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs wM also receive careful attention.

Editor Forest and Stream: I wish to call your attention to'fwo mis-
takes in answer to correspondents column, in issue of Jan. 6. In
answer to J D. C, Concord, N. H., "Alum Ereotic" should read
"Alum Bxsic." And in answer to H. J. H.. "Give milk after meals,"
should read, "Give the pills after meals."—T. G. S.

G. J, S., Pensacola, Fla.—You do not give sufficient details. Are
the dogs thin, and do they continue to lose flesh? Have they any skin
trouble?

The following have been answered by mail: "G. J. S.," Pensacola,
Fla.; "J. M.," Washington, D. C; "J. O'B.," Lawrence, Mass.; "W. A.
K.," Austin, Texas.; "O. E. G.," Blacksburg, S. C.

S. M., Washington, D. C—1. This is a case that requires a personal
examination. Why not send the dog to your nearest veterinarian. 2.

Any of the advertised vermifuges will answer your purpose.

H. N. 8., Oskaloosa, Iowa.—You will find dogs trained cn squirrel,
advertised from time to time in our columns. They are generally
some cross of hound and other things. A cocker spaniel should make
a good dog for this purpose.

Weff, Winnipeg.—There may be one or two puppies come in suh-
sequent litters that will show the effects of the mesalliance, but if

the bitch is bred true afterwards the majority of opinion is that sub-
sequent litters are not affected.

D. A. C, Toledo, O.—Bruce A. (A.K.C.B. 7122), by Anderson's Ned
out of Nellie, by Graham's Frank out of Abbott's Tip, by Bismark out
of Elmer's bitch; Frank, by Gatzmer's Ned out of his Vic. Nellie, by
Frank out of Tip (N. B.—The sire and dam are litter brother and sis-

ter). Nelly G. (AK.C.S B. 7244). by Doncaster C3309, Vol. III.) out of
Fanny, by Buster out of a supposed pure Laverack bitch. Doncaster,
by Druid out of Nilsson.

The Saratoga Show.
Saratoga, N.Y., Jan. 16.—[Special to Forest and. Stream.]

This show opened to-day with 321 entries. The largest, entries
are in foxhounds, pointers, Euglish setters, spaniels, collies,

poodles, beagles, fox-terriers, mastiffs. Brampton Beauty is

here, and the collies Sefton Hero and Chorlteu Phyllis. The
quality is well represented. Such kennels as Winchell's,
Hellgate, Seaeroft, Maybrook, the Governor's, Thurber's,
Spring.dde, Red House Farm, Joe Lewis's, Seminole, Dixon's,
Swiss Mountain, Fiske's Cragstone, Meadowmere, Hillhurst,
Horuell Harmony, Debonaire, Frank Dole's, Beverwyck and
Lansdowne are here with some of their best. Woodlawn
Park enters thirty-three not for competition. Fine hall and
good weather.
Henry Brooks has purchased the Scotch terriers Tit ee and

Rhudanian. H, W. LACY.

Winter Meet of the Worcester Fur Co.

The Worcester Fur Company, of Worcester, Mass. , is the
oldest of the numerous fox hunting organizations of New
England, and its fall and winter meets never fail to bring
together a large number of the lovers of the chase. Socia-
bility and good fellowship rule in these hunts, and, whether
the conditions for sport be good, bad or indifferent, one is

sure to enjoy himself in greeting old friends, and making
new acquaintances, seeing some celebrated hound, or hearing
the history of the last successful hunt, and capping one good
story with a better one. Hence it is not surprising that these
events are always anticipated with pleasure by the club mem-
bers and their guests, and become, if possible, more popular
as the club grows older.

The winter meet of '94 occurred on Jan. 10, when the club
hunted the Purgatory district in the town of Sutton. This
well known hunting ground is a wild stretch of woodland,
the greater part covered with a heavy growth of pine, oak
and chestnut. The country is rolling and in the vicinity of the
far-famed Purgatory den so thickly studded with boulders
and ledges that it is possible for a fox to run a long distance,
jumping from stone to stone, without once putting his foot
upon the grass or fallen leaves. Hence many of the foxes
when hard pressed by the hounds seek to throw off their
pursuers near the den, and the runways and roads leading
in that direction are favorite stands for the hunter.
The club headquarters for the day were at the Tourtellotte

House, Millbury. Many of the club members and guests
arrived on Tuesday evening, so as to be ready for an early
start on the next morning, and it was indeed a merry party
that passed the evening in the hotel office smoking and spin-
ning yarns. There were xMessrs. A. B. F. Kinney and JohnM.
White, the former president of the Fur Companyand the lat-

ter proprietor of the Tourtellotte; both well known to the
fox hunting fraternity everywhere as enthusiastic and suc-
cessful hunters and owners of the celebrated Kinney-White
pack of foxhounds. With them was Mr. David M. Earle,
whose great feat in fox hunting is depicted in a spir-
ited crayon sketch which has the place of honor on
the office wall. The fox is running for his life

in the middle of the road, hard pressed, not by
the hounds, but by Mr. John M. White's hunt-
ing rig, the horses on the run, their owner holding the rib-
bons, and Mr. Earle steadying himself for a shot between the
heads of the flying steeds. The game was secured—it was a
great shot and an unique hunt. In the party, too, was the
lucky member of the Fur Company, Mr. R. D. Butler. He
is a recrait in the fox hunting ranks, but his place is not in
the awkward squad, for he has never yet participated in a
hunt without securing a fox or at least getting a shot or two
at the wily game. Reynard, indeed, is no sooner jumped
by the hounds than he begins to search for Mr. Butler, and
is not happy till he yields him his pelt or receives a double
salute from his gun. Other hunters arrived from time to
time and joined the group about the roaring fire, and many
a good story was told before the hands of the clock warned
us to turn in if we would be up betimes in the morning.
The Tourtellotte House was astir early on Wednesday. A

hearty breakfast was eaten before sunrise, and then the
hounds were coupled and stowed away beneath the seats of
numerous hunting wagons, while the sportsmen dressed in
their heaviest of winter clothing crowded in above them. On
the arrival of the early morning train from Worcester the
procession started for the hunting grounds, President Kin-
ney in a light, democrat wagon leading the way, the barge
"Happiues&" bringing up the rear. As we neared Purgatory
the hunters divided into small parties, each going to
an appointed place, so that the region should be well cov-
ered with men, and hounds should be cast off in all the
places where foxes were likely to be found.
The Kinney-White pack was divided into two divisions.

Mr. J. M. White took with him the flyers Logan, Aggie and
Fly, the former the celebrated winner of the Brunswick Fur
Club field trials of '93, and with his party, which consisted
of Messrs. R. D. Butler, C. A. Bigelow, Guy C. Whidden and
Bradford S. Turpin, hunted from Gates's. The hounds were
in splendid condition, and no sooner were they cast off than
they struck a good track, and after a few minutes' trailing

jumped their game. Then the music began, but the driving

was not as sharp and continuous as one could desire. Now
there was a burst of melody that made one's nerves tingle
with excitement, and then all would be still, to be again suc-
ceeded by more tonguing. The hounds worked well together
and were full of life and snap, but the hunting conditions
were most unfavorable. About half the ground was hidden
by a light covering of crusted snow and elsewhere the fallen
leaves were full of ice and frost; the scent lay badly andrapid
work was impossible. It was, however, a perfect day to be
afield; there was no wind, and there was the possibility that
the scent would improve at a later hour, so the interest never
flagged and no one left the field till the day was done.
No sooner had Mr. White's little pack started their fox

than reynard began to look for Mr. Butler, and after a half
hour's search found him at the cross-roads. Mr. Butler thus
got the first shot of the day, but for some reason or other
failed to secure the game. The fox kept on and finally
threw off the pack on the ledges near Purgatory Den, but
he doubtless will fall to Mr. B.'s gun later in the season.
Meantime in the pine woods near the old schoolhouse Mr.

W. N. Walling cast off his handsome little beagle Belle
Diamond and the foxhounds Hunter and Duff, the latter the
bright star of Mr. J. H. Baird's pack. The three went to
work Avith a will and it was not loug before the fox was up
and running for life toward the east. In his path was Mr.
A. W. Hunt, but just as he was congratulating himself on
his good luck reynard turned sharply away and headed for
Mr. Henry W. Mower. While the fox was rapidly approach-
ing that gentleman Mr. J. Dearden was guarding a runway
a quarter of a mile or more away.
There was nothing of interest going on in his vicinity, and

just for the sake of doing something, he shot at a crow high
on a limb overhead. He missed the bird of ill omen and
also turned the fox from Mr. Mower just as his finger was
pressing the trigger. On sped reynard toward Northbridge,
the pack driving prettily and the little beagle holding her
own with the foxhounds and doing her fuil share of the
work. As the game went through the Poor Farm swamp it

ran upon Mr. C. W. Wells. This gentleman had never seen
a running fox before, but instead of letting him pass with-
out a shot, as most novices do, he gave him the contents of
both barrels and had the satisfaction of knocking him down.
Then the hounds came up and finished him after a lively
battle, the fox being game to the very last moment.
The work done by the little beagle in this race excited

universal praise, but not content with what she had already
done, she started in afresh and soon jumped another fox i nd
ran him alone for some hours. Those sportsmen who were
uuacquainted with the merits of the beagle were more than
surprised at Belle's hunting qualities, and one was beard to
remark later in the day, "The ky-ou-dle is certainly in it."

She was indeed, and that, too, despite the fact that she was
fat and in no condition to do her best.
Meanwhile President Kinney cast off the second division

of the Kinney-White pack in the "dark woods." The hounds
were Jumbo, a July—Native cross, aud a credit to his name,
Ben, Ring, Trump and Diamond, and no sooner were they
off the couplings than they harked to a hound driving on
Leland's hill, and soon went out of hearing far in the dis-

tance. Mr. Byron Stewart hunted with this pack.
In the large party that hunted from Cady's were Messrs.

L. E. Divoll and Del Hamilton, with their hounds Jack and
Hector; J. H. Locke, O. M. Bond, C. H. Howe, Herbert Hop-
kins and C. B. Holden. The hunt there, however, was not a
success, and only those who left that part of the grounds and
went further east enjoyed any sport. Messrs. G. W. Barnes,
O. C. Ward and W. B. Gage hunted from Fuller's with the
native hound Carl. On the northern edge of the grounds
Mr. John Williams ran the well-knowm field trial performer
Joe J.
That fine little worker started and saw two foxes but

neither of them was shot. Hon John R. Thayer ran Leader,
and Mr. C. E. Whitney hunted with him. In the Merriam
district Messrs E. S. Knowles, Geo. Newton and E. T. Smith
ran Dick Turpin and Spot, and though they did not get a
fox they enjoyed a splendid hunt, the hounds running well
all day and being within hearing of the hunters most of the
time. This district is seven or eight miles distant from
Purgatory, and why the scent should have been so good in
one place and so bad in the other.isapuzzledifficuit to solve.

AtnotiK other gentlemen who took part in this hunt were
Messrs. E. H. Cate, Alden Rice, Henry F. Rice, George E.
Conley, Leander White and A. W. Walls. As the day wore
on the driving became more difficult, and there was little

good wTork done after 12 o'clock. Some hunters got together
in little groups, ate their lunch, told stories and waited for
something to turn up. Others wandered from one part of
the grounds to another, trying to get into the hunt, and only
giving up at dark because there was no hunt to get into.

Finally, as we were moving toward the wagons ready to

start for the Tourtelotte, a blinding northeast snowstorm
set in and we arrived at headquarters white with snow, but
with pleasant memories of the day's sport.

Promptly at 6 o'clock the hungry hunters, reinforced by
Messrs. Paul Wheeler, Alvin Fisher'W. R. Dean, Jos. Smith
and some others who had been unable to take part in the
hunt, were seated at the long tables in the great dining room
of the Tourtellotte. The clatter of knife and fork, the merry
jest and abundant good nature disproved forever the charge
recently made by a correspondent in Forest and Stream
that Northern fox hunters are dyspeptic misanthropes.
Never did a good dinner disappear quicker and never was

one more enjoyed. When cigars were reached President
Kinney in a few words welcomed the guests and members,
and then happily introduced a number of gentlemen who
spoke briefly. Mr. C. W. Walls told how he killed his fox,
and Mr R. D. Butler was called upon to tell how he missed
his. Mr. A. D. Fisher made a plea for the slow hound in
fox-hunting, and Hon. J. R. Thayer made a lively speech on
hunting ethics. The questions which he introduced were
discussed by a number of other gentlemen, and at a late hour,
after electing Messrs. R. D. Butler, S. C. Buckman, J. M.
Watson and Alvin D. Fisher to membership, the club ad-
journed, having added another successful meet to its fox-
hunting history, Bradley.

• • • •

Whippet Racing.

Whippet racing is exciting considerable attention among
the "fancy" round London just now and one of the first

meetings of the newly formed Whippet Racing Club has just
been held at East Dulwich. The sport, as we have many
times pointed out, is a most exciting one and entirely free

from the objectionable features that brought rabbit coursing
into disrepute. The neighborhood round Harrison and
Kearney, N. J , is a veritable stronghold for the sport in this
country, and those who would like to see how the races are
conducted, will have an opportunity of doing so on Wash-
ington's Birthday and the Saturday following, when a 200yds.
handicap race will be run off at the Kearney Athletic
grounds. Entries close Feb. 12, with Harry Smith at the
grounds.

• • •

Mr. Bradford S. Turpin, secretary of the Brunswick Fur
Club, writes: "I like your editorial on the foxhound stan-
dard in the last Forest and Stream. You are quite right."
By the way, Mr. Turpin has resigned his position on
Shooting and Fi>Jimg. This is a surprise, as he had got
together a very interesting department. Later he writes
that he had a great hunt with the Kinney-White pack on
Thursday last. "We had three foxes going at once, all

within hearing and all hard pressed. The driving was con-
tinuous all day. We got one fox."
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An Impromptu Coursing1 Meeting.
Denver, Col., Jan. 5—In order to keep up the interest at

Goodland, Lighthall, Taylor, my brother Arthur and myself
took a run down to Goodlaud on the 30t,h ult., and took with
with us Bon Bon, Bonny Belle, Birdseye and Irish Lass. The
Goodland boys, who had been advised of our coming, had a
delegation at the depot awaitiag our arrival. After a few
preliminaries we agreed to meet at Walker's store and get up
a stake for the following day. At the appointed hour the
boys were all of them on deck. The Goodland boys entered
four—Rear-Admiral, Rook and Roy's Vanish. Vidler sent
down Van's General with Taylor for C. A. White; l/ighthall
entered his Roueh and Ready (a litter brother of the "un-
known quantity," Buster), and the St. Patrick Kennels
entered the four mentioned above. Taylor was called upon
to do the slipping, which he did in a most satisfactory man-
ner, while Frank Bradley officiated in the capacity of judge.
Bradley's decisions met with general favor, there not being
a single kick heard on the grounds.
At 10 o'clock the Toad south whs lined with about 150 bug-

gies, horses and carriages, wending their way to the little

white school house, which had been designated as the start-
ing point. At 11 o'clock the first brace were ordered to the
slips.

Rear Admiral—Rough and Ready.—Slipped at about
60yds. Rear Admiral at once shot to the front and made the
turn six lengths in advance. He served himself three times
before Rough and Ready could get in. Rough and Ready
now took a hand, and passing Admiral, wrenched several
times, then turned twice, each time placing Admiral, and
racing past him. The rabbit then struck a corn row and
straightened out, leading the dogs a merry procession for
several miles, when he made good his escape. Rear Admiral
quit in the cornfield in plain sight of the hare. Rough and
Ready won.
Rhea—Irish Lass.—These two white bitches (half sisters)

made a pretty brace in the slips, and considerable specula-
tion was indulged in as to which would raise the flag, but
when they were slipped Rhea at once shot to the front,
turned her hare twice, made a few wrenches, when the hare
broke for the hills and escaped. Irish Lass, who was run-
ning very cunning, never had a look in.

Rook—Birdseye.—Birdseye made the turn by a good
length, placed Rook and passed him, wrenched several times
when Rook came in for a nice sequence. Some lively ex-
changing then took place, in which it was give and take.
Birdseye passing Rook was using her hare nicely when he
took to earth. The flag went up for Rook. (I would have
given the red bitch the verdict.)
Bon Bon—Roy's Vanish.—Bon Bon led easily and staying

right on top of her hare, scarcely allowed Vanish a look in.
Bonny Belle—Van's General.—Bonny Belle led from

the slips and turned the hare two lengths ahead of General.
She worked the hare single-handed in full view of the crowd
and forced puss to take to earth. General fell twice in the
course and ran very awkwardly.

First 2%.
Rhea—Rough And Ready.—Rhea was the quicker away

from the slips, and opened the gap until she took the turn
fully eight lengths in the lead. She worked puss very rapidly
for a long time, finally killing after a very long course. She
never allowed Rough and Ready a look in. This course was
a hard one on the bitch and used her up, so that she was
drawn.
Rook—Bon Bon.—Bon Bon made the turn by a length,

threw puss to Rook, who turned back to Bon Bon. It "was
give and take until the hare was taken out of sight of the
crowd, where puss was forced to take to earth. The hat
came off. After the next course they were again put in the
slips. Bon Bon led easily and working the closer in a well
run course was an easy winner, as the hare escaped in a
timber claim.
Bonnie Belle—Birdseye (bye dog).—As several bets

were made on this course the interest was as keen as iu the
other conrsas. Bonnie Belle led, turned, placed Birdseye,
raced past and repeated the dose. Birdseye then got in,
made several strong wrenches and turned to Bonnie, who
dashed in and killed.
Rhea having been withdrawn and the only two being left

in belonging to us we divided with them.
Every one voted it a fine day and returned home well

pleased. In the evening the Goodland boys entertained us
in a pleasant way until our train came along. The rabbits
seem to be just as plentiful as they were in October and
somewhat stronger. The Goodland boys are keeping the
pot-hunters off the grounds and are getting ready for a
rousing meeting in February. They have a trainer for their
dogs who thoroughly understands his business.

Impromptu Stake (Goodland, Dec. 31, 1893).—Entrance $5; first $25
second $15, third $10; 10 subscriptions.

First Round.
A. C. Lightball's red dog
Rough and Ready (Lady

—

Golddust)
Goodland Kennels' white and

-j- beat <

briudle bitch Rhea ("Major V beat
Glendyne—Daisy Dublin)

jGoodlaud Kennels' black dog i

Rook (Walnut—Humming v beat
Bird) \

St. Patrick Kennels' briudle
|

and white bitch Bon Bon
J-

(Dingwall—Miss Fisher)

St. Patrick Kennels black and]
white bitch Bonny Belle -

(Dingwall—Miss Kitten)

beat

Goodland Kennels' white and
black dog Rear Admiral
(Maj.Glendyne—LadyAlice).

St. Patrick Kennels' white and
black bitch Irish Lass (St.
Patrick—Daisy Dublin).

St. Patrick: Kennels' red bitch
Rird's Eye (Babazoun —

, Queen Belle)
("Goodland Kennels' black and
' white bitch Roy's Vanish

(Walnut — Lady Graham
Glendyne).

f S. W.Vidler n. s. C. A. White's
red and white dog: Van's
General (Babazoun — Ver-
dure Clad).

faceting.

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.
The annual meeting of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. was held

on Jan. 9 at the town club house, New York, Com. Center presiding.
The reports of the board of trustees and the various standing com-
mittees were read, showing the club to be in a prosperous and satis-
factory condition. The secretary's report showed a net loss of eleven
members this year, the present membership, 385, being just. 15 less
than the limit. The large increase of the dues from $86 to $50, neces-
sitated by the establishment of the Oyster Bay station in 1892. has
naturally resulted in ihe loss of some members who were unable to
avail themselves of the increased privileges, and tbis loss has been
larger in the second than in the first, year. It has, however, been
smaller than first estimated, and has been more, than counterbalanced
by the addition of new members, the limit being reached for the first
time this summer. The present business depression occurred at the

First Ties,

Rhea beat Rough and Ready. Bonny Belle a bye.
Bon Bon beat Rook.

Second Ties.

Rhea drawn, Bon Bon and Bonny Belle divided.

L. F. BARTELS.
• • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.
The Green Spring Valley Game Protective Association is

an organization composed of a number of large land owners
and sportsmen in Maryland. At a meeting of the associa-
tion held at Rogers Station, Jan. 8, the committee on by-laws
proposed a number of rules, all of which were adopted ex-
cepting one requiring members to chain their dogs or pre-
vent their running at large. This was approved as far as
foxhounds were concerned, and the question of their run-
ning at large was left open until the next meeting. The sec-
retary stated that the land owned by the gentlemen who
have already joined was something over 16,000 acres, and
that others were expected. Gamekeepers will be emploved
to keep out non-resident gunners and strange dogs. Mr.Wil-
liam Fell Johnson was elected Vice-President, Mr. George
Brown being previously elected President, and Charles B.
Rogers Secretary. The following Board of Governors were
elected: George Brown. T. Edward Hambleton, Stephen
Cockey, Wm. Pell Johnson, H. Carroll Winchester, Wm.
Cockey, Henry A. Parr and Thomas Brady. The yearly
dues are $10 and a number of new subscribers were enrolled
at the meeting. It is proposed to stock the waters with
trout and the grounds with grouse and other feathered
game.

»: • •

It is rumored that Mr. W. S. Clarke will judge beagles at
Boston show. A good selection, we should think, as many
would like to see this experienced beagle man in the ring.

BRITANNIA— CUTTER.

From an amateur photo.

worst possible time, the second season of a very expensive venture,
which had not yet progressed beyond the experimental stage; and all
things considered, the club has fared very well, the financial reports
were very satisfactory, the fleet is larger than ever before and the,
membership is very close to the maximum limit. The following offi-
cers were elected: Com., G. H. B. Hill, schooner Ariel; Vice-Com., E.
0. Benedict, steam yacht Oneida; Rear Com., Walter C. Tuckerman,
cutter Liris; Sec'y. Henry W. Hayden: Treas., Walter C. Hubbard:
Meas., John Ilyslop; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. J. West Roosevelt; Fleet
Chaplain, the Rev. George R. Van De Water, D.D.; Race Committee
Macomb G Foster, Walter C. Kerr, Valentine Mott, R. A. Rutherfurd,
and George Wendell; House Committee, George Bullock, Walter C.
Gilson, Walter T. Owen, W. Emlen Roosevelt and Arthur Deane
Weeks; Committee on Lectures and Entertain merits, WilJian Van
Rensselaer Erving, William Foulke and F. Delano Weeks: Committee
on Lines and Models, John Hyslop. A. Carv Smith, and W. P. Stephens:
Law Committee, F. Kingsbury Curtis, Alfred Ely and Frederick DeP.
Foster; Trustee, Herbert L. Satterlee and J. Laiigdon Ward.
The retirement of Mr. d'Oremieulx from the office of secretary

marks a very important decade in the club's history, his term of office
having begun in KfeJS, the year in which the formula now universally
known as the "Seawanhaka rule" was first adopted. The thorough

SATANITA—CUTTER.

From an amateur photo

and efficient manner in which the immediate duties of the secretary-
ship have been performed for this long period is widely known outride
the club; and in addition Mr. d'Oremieulx has been one of the leading
spirits in establishing the high standard for which the sailing and
other rules of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. are so justly noted
The care and labor which he has so freely given for these many years
have contributed in no small degree to the present prosperity of the
club. The race committee was authorized to correspond with the
owners of the large singlestickers in regard to a race early in the sea-
son, for which the club will offer a cup of $500 value.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The final race for the champion pennant for 16 catboats belonging

to the Cooper's Point Y. C. was sailed yesterday. The contestants
were the Kinsey and Humphreys. It was an ideal day for racing, a
slashing breeze blew from the west, with a southerly tendency, and
everything seemed couleur de rose. Captain R. G. Wilkins was referee
and starter, and he gave the word precisely at 2:30 P. M. Both boats
crossed the lme neck and neck, carrying their full racing sails. The
course was from Wilkins slip round Petty 's Island and back. They
tore through the water side by side, neither seeming to gain an inch;
in fact, sometimes they were so close that glasses could be touched in
New Year's greetings. They rounded close together, and then sheets
were flattened for the home ' tretch. The breeze had meanwhile in-
creased, and they both luffed like mad in the squalls, hut neither dared
to stop to reef. Tack and tack they neared the goal, each trying to
outmaneuver the other, but it was a case of "Jack's as good as his
master," and what one did the other did. As they came for the fin-
ishing line it was hard to say which was ahead, but the Kinsey had the
weather gauge and just crossed ahead of her opponent. The times
were: Kinsey 8m.. 38s., Humphreys 3m. 29s., one of the closest races
ever sailed. Captam Warner Kinsey sailed his namesake, and Captain
John J. Grindrod the Humpheys. Both men handled their boats
admirably, as the time will attest, making the entire run of ll miles in
58m. This time, over the same course has only been beaten on two
occasions, namely, by the R. G- Wilkins, which did the distance in
57m

,
and the William Kinsev, which sailed the course in 55m 9s —

Philadelphia Item, Jan. 2.

Com. E. D. Morgan and Mr. C. O. Iselin havein a substantial manner
recognized the designer o. the boat winch defeated the British chal-
lenger for the America's Cup. It was intended to give a reception to
Capt. "Nat" Herreshoff at New Yorkafte'" the international cup races
were over, but the Bristol designer abruptly left for his Rhode Island
home and the plans of Messrs. Morgan and Iselin, the beads of the
syndicate owning the Vigilant, were frustrated, at least for the time
It was still felt, however, by these gentlemen and others who com-
posed the syndicate that some recognition was due to Mr. Herreshoff
not only as the designer of the fasted yacht afloat, but also on
account of the services which he reudered in the management of

the craft during the races The result of this feeling was that one
day during the Christmas holidays a messenger arrived at Bristol
from New York and presenting himself at the door of Capt. "Nat's"
residence asked to see the designer. The messenger was informed
that the captain was very busy and could not be seen, but he insisted
that he must have a brief interview with him. The yacht builder
then presented himself and the messenger handed him an envelope
and then departed. On opening the letter a handsome Christmas
present of five bank hills of the denomination of $500 each met his
eyes, together with a note from Messrs. Morgan and Iselin asking him
to accept the sum as a tribute of their appreciation of his services.
Captain "Nat" kept the secret well and the facts did not leak out
until to-day.—New York Herald.

To the many who are familiar with the previous editions, it is only
necessary to say that the fifth edition of "The Naval Architect's, Ship-
builder's and Marine Engineer's Pocket-Book," by Clement Mackrow,
M. I. N. A., is an enlargement and improvement of the fourth edition.
To others we can recommend the work as indispensable to all associ-
ated with the occupations enumerated. Following the general plan of
the Btandard engineering pocket-books, this book is devoted specially
to naval architecture and marine engineering, and is a compact but
comprehensive treatise on the subjects. All of the calculations relat-
ing to a vessel are dealt with iu detail, the mathematical formulas
being supplemented by clear and Bimply worded descriptions. One
feature of the work, which will Specially commend it to amateurs and
to those whose educational advantages have been limited, is a brief but
clear and thorough summary of the principles of arithmetic, trigo-
nometry, geometry, mensuration, algebra and mechanics. The many
miscellaneous tables include logarithms, sines and tangents, weights
and measures of all kinds, weight and strengths of materials, distance
tables, tonnage tables and a numerous and useful collection of figures
relating to the calculations of the naval architect and designer. The
book is clearly printed on thin paper, 700 pages, and is handsomely
bound in flexible leather. It is published by Crosby, Lockwood &
Son, London.

At the annual meeting of the Biscayne Bay Y. C. on Jan. 6 the fol-
lowing officers were elected: Com., R. M. Munroe; Vice Com . Lewis
.D. Benton; Sec, Kirk Munroe; Treas., A. S. Haigh; Meas., Richard
Carney. The annual regatta of the club, open to yachts of all recog-
nized clubs, will be held as usual on Feb. 22. Com. Munroe has sold
Wahuu and is building Duster. The new yawl Flying Cloud, designed
by AVaterhouse & Chesebrough, built last summer by Lawley for Mr.
S. F. Moore, of this club, arrived in the bay and is a beauty. She is
6t>ft. over all, 45ft. l.w.l., 15ft. 6io. beam, and 4ft. draft, with interior
finish of carved butternut. After the regatta she will make a cruise
to the Bahamas. Lieut. Henn, of Galatea, is cruising this winter as
the guest of Com. Colt on Oriole. They are now oh the west coast,
but promise to be at Biscayne Bay for the regatta. Lounger, yawl,
Mr. James B. Hammond, is reported in the Indian River on her way
down from New York.

The annual meeting and election of the Brooklyn Y. C. took place on
Jan. 10, the following officers being elected: Com., John Macrae, sch.
Signal; Vice-Com., E. H. Chandler, sip. Iroquois; Rear-Corn., Dr. E.
F. Drayton, cat Homing; Meas., H. W. Kilbourne; Pres., P. H. Jeau-
uot; Treas , Willard Graham; Sec, William Cagger; Trustees. B. F.
Sutton. F. H. Branuer. Geo. L. Robinson, S. S Golding, C. H Oliver,
Geo. P. Foote, G. B. Wheeler, W. T. Murphy and W. E. Doggett; Mem-
bership Committee, Albert G. Walden. Charles F Larzelere and f'has.
H. Frost; Regatta Committee, Louis Wunder, F.W. Bobbett and F. L.
Townsend. The secretary and treasurer's report showed the club to
be in a prosperous condition. The club fleet consists of three steam
yachts, one naphtha launch, three schooners, thirty cabin sloops and
yawls, five jib and mainsail yachts and twenty-six cats.

The annual meeting of the, Corinthian Y. C. of Philadelphia was held
at 1,520 Chestnut street on Jan. 19, the following officers being elected:
Com., Col. Anthony J. Drexel; Vice-Com., Russell E. Tucker; Rear-
Oom , Henry S. Jeanes; Sec, Addison F. Bancroft; Meas., G. Herbert
Millett; Trustees, Col. Anthony J, Drexel, Victor J. Petry, R. J. W.
Koons and Frank H. Rosengarten; Race Committee. Addison F. Ban-
croft, George M. Freeman and Edward H Johnson: Committee on Ad-
missions, Charles H. Brock, Edward D. Toland, G. Herbert Millett,
Alexander Van Rensselaer and Dr, Archibald G.Thomson. The reports
of the trustees, race committee and treasurer were read and showed
the organization to be in a prosperous condition.

The annual meeting of the Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead, was held
at the Parker House on Jan. 10, Commodore Fowle presiding. The
following officers and committee were elected: Com., William P.
Fowle; Vice-Com., J. Prince Loud; Rear-Com , David C. Percival Jr.;
Sec, Everett Paine; Treas., J. B. Rhodes; Meas., John W. Dunlop;
Executive Committee, Francis A. Seamans, Henry Taggard; Regatta
Committee, George W. Mansfield, John B. Paine, Harry P. Benson,
Arthur G. Wood, Benjamin L. Knapp; Membership Committee,
Herman Parker, R. Henry W. Dwight. Fred C. Newhall, John A.
•Jennings; House Committee, Walter I. Field, Henry W. Perry, Albert
Poor; Board of Judges, George W. Mansfield, George H. Wheeler, D.
H. Follett Jr., William C. Farrell, Charles M. Barker. The Treasurer's
report showed the club to be in excellent financial condition, its debt
having been reduced nearly $2,000 during the year.

On Jan. 10 Valkyrie was placed on the new balance dock at Tebo's,
where she will lie until spring. Mr. J. Beavor Webb has charge of her,
and will give her a new outfit of larger spars, with new rigging similar
ro the Herreshoff boats. Her copper will be removed and the hull
smoothed off and recoppered later on, and the interior will be refitted.
Canvas has been hung over her sides to prevent the taking of photo-
sraphs. Mr. Kersey has just returned from a short trip across, and
reports that Lord Dunraven will come out in May in company with
Lord Wolverton, and will race the yacht here through June. Valkyrie's
mast has been sold to Samuel Pine, wbo has made from it a mizzen-
mast for the coasting schooner Maggie Abbott.

On Jan. G an organization to be known as the Harvard Y. C. was
formed at Cambridge. Mass.. the officers being: Com., H. G. Barbey.
94; Vice-Corn , B A. Gould, Jr., L S.; Rear Coin.. E. P. Salton stall, '94;
Fleet Surgeon, T. A. Mullins, L.S.; Sec.-Tr<"as.. C. Morgan, '91: Meas ,

'•avid Vail, L S : Election Committee—G. D. Wells, '94; H. G. Barbey,
'94; S. Batette. '94; E Tuckerman, '94. and C. Morgan, '94. The club
starts with a fleet of 30 yachts. The burgee has a black crossbar on a
ci imson ground, with a white H on the bar. Only yachtsmen may
become pctive members. The annual cruise will begin with a rendez-
vous at New London on the day following the coming race.

On Jan. 7, the Williamsburgh Y. C. elected the following officers:
Com., Alfred Smith; Vice-Com., Charles Sothehn: Rear-Com., Geo.
Schmitt: Rec-Sec'y, Henry F. Huper; Cor-Sec'y. William H Schleicher;
Treas., Henry Roth; Meas., Lawrence W. Rice; Steward, Edward
Einhart; Sergeant-At-Arms, William Neuhoff; Board of Trustees,
John Eisraann, A. S. Brush, Theodore Meyer, Reina-d Perino and
William Kahn

;
Regatta Committee, Edward Einhart, William Jackson

and William Neuhoff.

Roi, Cape Cod cabin cat, which arrived in these waters in 1892, has
been sold by her owners, Messrs Lynch & Thomas of Larchmont, to
Mr. Chester W. Chapin, owner of sch. yacht Yampa, who will take her
to Florida. The Roi was launched in May, 1892, and was at the top of
her class in 1892, winning six firsts and one second out of seven races.
In 1893 she was chartered to a Larchmont yachtsman, and under in-
different handling made a very poor showing. She was built by D. C.
H. Crosby.

The nominating committee of the New Rochelle Y. C. have posted
these nominations for officers for 1894: Com., Henry An druss; Vice-
Ccm , R F. Black; Rear Com., Jabez Harris; Sec, F.R.Crawford;
Treas., B. B. Strong; governors of last year; Meas., H. Morse. The
election will take place at the club House, Echo Island, on Feb. 5.

The Capital Y. C. of Washington, D. C, has elected the following
fficers: Com , John L. Hoeke; Vice-Corn., C. C. J. Norris; Sec,

I. P. Libbey; Treas, Charles F. Karr; Meas., Leonard J. Nilson.
The club is considering the project of a houseboat, located on the
Potomac, in the vicinity of the lower terminus of the Alexandria &
Mount Vernon Electric Road.

Nonpareil, yawl, Mr. Harold A. Sanderson, after being badly wrecked
in the great storm at Larchmont last August, was sold at auction on
Jan. It, being purchased for $1,380 by C. J.' Mahonev. She is 80ft. over
all, 67ft. llin. l.w.l., 15ft. 9in. beam and lift. 6in. draft.

Cleopatra, steam yacht, designed by Mr. Watson and built last year
for Mr. John Lysaght, former owner of Semiramis, is reported as
sold to Mr. Amzi L. Barber, owner of Sapphire, steam yacht, who will
use ht-r in American waters.

Messrs. Cousens & Pratt, the sailmakers, of Commercial street,
Boston, have issued a calendar with an admirable picture of the
schooner Alcsea under light sa Is.

Sagamore, steam yach, Mr. E. L. Scott, has returned to Philadelphia
from England, the projected cruise arouud the world being abandoned.
The annual meeting of the Hudson River Y. C. was held on Jan, 10

at 989 Eighth avenue, the following officers being elected: Com., E.
Langerfeld; Vice-Com., James E. Grover; Sec , A. G. Buckholz; Treas.,
R. V. Freeman; Meas. , D. Little; Fleet Surgeon, William Geoghan,
M.D.; Steward, John T. Hufnagel; Board of Trustees, R. V. Freeman,
chairman; Joseph Stilger, John Kelly, James E. Grover, E. Helmstadt,
George Allen, O. Warden, Samuel Burns. James K. Tucker and Wm.
Henderson. Ex-Com. Henry F. Allen, who declined re-election, had
served five consecutive years as commodore of the club.

The Monatiquot Y. C. held its annual meeting in Weymouth on Jan.
8. the following officers being elected: Com., John Cavanagh; Vice-
Corn., Russell G. Hunt; Sec, Chas. G. Sheppard; Treas., Dana Smith;
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Directors, F. 0. Wellington. Francis H. Cowing; Meas., T. D. Bagley.
Com. Cavanagh has made the following appointments: Regatta Com-
mittee, T. D. B <gley. Lemuel A. Hayward, A. J Shaw, F. T. Hunt,
Dana Smith, M. F Drinkwatpr. C. n

. Slieppard; Membership Com-
mittee, J. Q. Bicknell, M E. Pratt, G. J. Richard, E. C. Pierce, Henry
Gardner; House Committee, E. S. Hunt, F. H. Cowing, J. F. Slieppard;
Judges. E. T. Jordan, Dani Smith, Henry Gardner, G. H. Bicknell, F.
H. Cowing, F. O. Wellington, T. P. Wiley.

Mrs. Lucy C. Carnegie, owner of the steam yacht Missoe and of the
new steel steamer building at Sparrow Point, Md., has applied for
membership in the New York Y. C, being proposed by Rear-Corn.
Archibald Rogers and Mr. Fairman Rogers.

Mr. Watson has an order for a 20 rater for Prince Henry of Batten-
berg, who will race her against Dragon 111. and the other twenties
next season.
A very interesting race was sailed yesterday between the Mizpah,

Dr. Evans, and a new imported craft which held a crack position in
the Kingstown Model Y. C, Ireland, during the past season. The
course was from the pier at Cramer Hill to the upper black buoy
an J back. The Trish ere ft, which is of the elongated type engendered
by the old 1720 rule of the Yacht Racing Association, had about 6in the
advantage of Mizpah in length. Her owner, H. L. McKean, said that
the Norah was one of the best boats of her inches on the other side.

The start was made at 11:20, Mizpah with the lead. After rounding the
upper mark Norah crept up, and before getting to the boat houses
passed Mizpah. The latter was forced about by a passing steamer,
but, getting an elegant, slant of wind, managed to race in a winner by
15s. Time at finish: Mizpah. 12:20 25; Norah, 12:25:40. Another race
has been arranged for next week, as Mr. McKeau says Mizpah won by
a shift of wind.—Philadelphia Times, Jan. 7.

The annual meeting of the Hull Y. C. was held at the Parker House
on Jan. 22, Commodore Lewis J. Bird presiding. The following officers
and committees were elected: C>>ni., Lewis J Bird, steamer Seabird;
Vice-Com., Wm. H Urane, steamer Senator; Rear Com., Alexander L.
Pope, sip. Mysterv; Sec, Wm. A. Cary; Asst. Sec, Caleb Nichols;
Treas , Jas. R. Hooper; M°as., Wm. E. Sherriffs; Executive Commit-
tee—Wm. B. Lambert and J. Winthrop Dutton for two years and Geo.
E. Cutler for one year; Membership Committee—Norman F. Greeley
and Arthur J Selfridg, for two years: House Committee—L. Stewart
Jordan and Frank T. Wendell for two years; Regatta Committee-
Clarence V. Souther for two years and Timothy E. Jacobs for one
year.

The Massachucetts Y. C, though suffering some loss by the recent
fire in its winter cub house, will be able to retain the same quarters,
as the building will re repaired and the club's rooms improved.
The annual meetin? and banquet of the Savin Hill Y. C. was held In

Boston on Jan 11, the following officers being elected: Com., A. M.
Davis; Vine-Corn., A. W. B Foster; Sec , A. A. Swallow; Treas , A.
Oombs; Meas., A. C. Smith; Directors, N. F. Robinson and J. F. Rob-
inson; Membership Committee, A. Cambs, J. F. Hill. A. W B. Foster,
•J. D. McBeath, A. A. Swallow, L. Sears and H. T. Washburn. Com.
D ivis presided at thi dinner and presented to retiring Com. Vegelahn
a fine crayon porfrai' of himself.

The Ki'l von Kull Y. C of Port Richmond, Staten Island, has a fine

new club hoiw nearly completed, at a cost of $6,000.

A very successful race of ice-yachts was sailed on Jan. 6 on Late
Mendota, near Madison, Wis , no less than thirty- eight ice yachts
taking part. The course was six mil^s and the times of the leaders
were: First class. Swallow. Messrs. J. B. Kerr and H. E. Moseley, first

orize. 32.51; Columbia, 33:30; May Bretonne, 33 51; Greenhorn. 35:32;

Zip, 37:18; Victor, 37:27. St-r-ond class, Queen, 35:05; Yes, 37:06; Scoot,
I.9:31; Stiletto, 39:50; Cap, 39:53; Vigilant, 41:36.

Vagabond—Singlehande r.

The work of our correspondent, Mr. H. K Wicksteed, both as a de
signer and user of small craft, is so well known to the readers of the
Fouest and Stream ihat no apology is needed for the present design,
although it is as yet untested by use. Mr. Wicksteed's many cruises
in such craft as FredH, Sylvia, Elsa, and Myra, as well as the pub-
!ished desigrsof these boats, have established for him a reputation as
one of the ablest and most enthusiastic of singlehanders, both as a
iesigner and sailor Though still a singlehander. the present design
's larger and more powerful than other of Mr. Wicksteed's more re-
cent designs, hut still well adapted for singlehand work. At the
same time the boat will be built more especially for a crew of two or
three and for some racing, as shown by the sail plan. She will be
'i pd in shnnl wofpr |p"« tb«n 3'-'t being nprmissible at her anchorage.
The small tender,"6ft. X3ft. 6in.,is so shaped as to fit over the coaming,
forming a cabin roof at night, while the well gives sleeping room for

two men. The main purpose of the boat is as a cruiser for one or two
men, and when thus used the mast will be shifted forward and but one
headsail usdd. The principal dimensions and elements are as follows:

Length over all 21ft. 6 in.

L W.L 16ft.

Beam, extreme 5 ft. IJ^in.
L.W.L 4ft. fi^in.

Displacement 2.100 lbs.

C. B. from tore end, l.w.l 9ft. 2 in.

H. G. of L.W.P fore end, l.w.l 9ft. 4 in.

C.L.R. from fore end, l.w.l 9ft. 2 in.

C. E. from fore end, l.w.l 8ft. 8 in.

Area, L W.P 47 4 sq. ft.

lateral plane without rudder or board. . . 21 7 sq. ft.

centerboard 6.25 sq. ft.

rudder 2 25 sq. ft.

Total lateral plane 30.2 sq. ft.

Area, midship section 3.9 sq. ft.

Ratio 7 7

Wetted surface 76.8 sq. ft.

rudder, both sides. 4 5 sq. ft,

centerboard, both sides 12.5 sq ft,

93.8 sq. ft.

Area, mainsail... 223sq. ft.

staysail ; 45?q. ft.

jib 38sq, ft.

316sq. ft.

Sail per square foot wetted surface 3 36

Two Strange Friends.

Not long ago I was passing a barnyard in this place, and
stood to look over the gate at a pretty half-grown lamb
standing alone outside the barn. But the sight of me so en-
raged a tierce, shaggy gray dog tied up to his kennel between
the lamb and me that he barked himself nearly into fits,

showing all his teeth, and straining so furiously at his chain
as to make me quite nervous lest it should give way. In
the meantime. I struck such terror into the heart of the
lamb that it fled across the yard to place itself under the
protection of the clog, and stood close by his side, while he
barked and danced with fury. As I drew a little nearer the
lamb backed right into the kennel, and when, after I had
made a circuit in order to watch the further movements of
this strange pair of friends from behind a tree, I saw the two
faces cautiously looking out together, cheek-by-jowl, while
the dog's anger was being reduced to subsiding splutters of
resentment. He was not a collie but a very large sort of
poodle.—London SpectaUr'

DESIGN FOB SINGLEHANDER.—H. K, Wicksteed
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SAIL PLAN OF SINGLEHANDER.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their

clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report > I

the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested : >

forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,

maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings

)

descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

Canoeing on the Shenandoah.
After the concluding sentences of Com. Webb's cruise last week,

our readers may be glad to know that the cruise of 1808 was a success,

and that after a very hard and exciting run of three weeks, with very
high water from the great storm of Aug. 28. which ovtrtook the party
at Columbian Falls, above Massauution, the desired goat. Harper's
Ferry, was reached. It may interest those of our readers who have
followed Com Webb's rrany cruises to know that a very good chart
of the river, prepared by him, was published in the Sail and Paddle
of March. 1889. The lf-93 cruise, from Mount Cranford to Harper's
Ferry, 112 miles, occupied eighteen davs, prior to which was made a
six-day cruise of sixty miles, from Bushing's to Shenandoah.
Though not intended for publication, the following extracts from a

letter from Com. Webb are interesting:

"I am preparing to build a new canoe this winter, as my present one
is pretty well battered up after five seasons' hard use. The old one is

built upon the lines of your Raritania model, and it has proved a
spendid cruising boat. Its faults are, it is a little too small for entire

comfort in stowage and sleeping; also it is a little wet in rough
water, owing to the long, narrow bow and in shooting falls, nar-
rows 8nd dams it is very apt to plunge under.

•'In 1888 I usela canoe built on the lines of your Jersey Blue, except
that it had only a half iDch flat keel, and the stern was rounded away
like the bow. Take it all around, it was the best cruising model I have
yet tried, as it was so roomy and comfortable. Its faults were it whs
hard to swing round quickly (and in shooting rapids soiiie lively swing-
ing round is frequently necessary), and it was hard to paddle against
a head wind.
"It was a remarkably buoyant and dry boat in rough water, and I

am going to build my new canoe from the same lines, except that I

shall give her a long, sloping bow and stern, something like the Rari-
tania, so that she will turn quickly."
Com. Webb has sent us copies of the Staunton Vindicator, contain-

ing accounts of his cruises of 1891 and 1893, for filing in the A. C. A.
library with the Forest and Stream account of the 1892 cruise.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The sixth annual meeting of the Puritan C. C. was held on Jan. 6,

and the following officers were elected: Com., Jas. W. Cartwright
Jr.; Vice-Corn., Geo. R. Underwood; Rear-Corn., Charles D. Cart-
wright; Treas., Lothrop Hedge; Sec'y. Charles F. Dodge; Meas., John
R. Robertson. Directors, Vice-Corn.. Rear-Corn., Treas.. Sec, and E.

S. Gilmore and Jas. Bragdon. House Com., Com., Lothrop, Hedge
and Francis B. Wheaton. Membership Com., Jos. E. Hill, Frank A.
Heyer and Samuel Johnson 2d.

On Saturday evening, Jan. 6. the Hartford C. C. had its annual
Christmas tree. There was a good attendance of the local club and
every one received a present, nearly all such being a "grind" on some
particular fad or failing. One canoeist who is making a desperate at-

tempt to raise a goatee (he calls it an Imperial), received everything
possible to make it a success in the line of old razors, straps, etc.

Another member, prominent In the imlitia, received a cap and tin

sword, and another man with the same inclinations was presented
with a wooden gun. Along in the evening our friend Knappe dropped
down from Springfield, and among other things talked ' war-can. >e,"

telling us of the races we were going to have at the Eastern Division

meet next year. The races in this class which have been so long
talkt d of, seem at last to be a certainty.

The first camp-fire of the Connecticut River Canoeists' Club was held

at the house of the Springfield Canoe Association on Saturday evening,
Jan. 13. The attendance of about 140 or more speaks very plainly of
the good cheer which is dispensed at Springfield, large delegations
being present from Hartford, Holyoke, Northampton and South
Hadley Falls. F. A. Nickerson, ex-Com. A. C. A., and Messrs. Seavey,
of New York, and Parmele, of Hartford, both ex-vice-commodores,
were on hand, together with many other shining lights of the canoe-

ing fraternity. The Calla Shasta band furnished the mu=ic. Banks
first showed his musical proclivities on the bass drum at Willsborougli
in 1892. Other entertainment was furnished by a band, similar,

though not as extensive, to the "coon band," from Sag Harbor in 1890.

I he men expressed their approval and satisfaction with the first camp
fire in glowing terms.

The Hartford C. C. have ordered a 25ft. war canoe from Robertson,
of Auburndale, Mass.

We have received frem the honorary secretary of the Briti-h Canoe
Association, Dr. John D. Hayward, of the Mersey C. O, a circular
notice of the meet of 1894, which will be held from July 30 to Aug. 20,

on Salcombe Harbor, Devonshire, England.

The Shuhshuh-gah C. C, of Winchester, Mass., has elected the fol-

officers: Captain, R Apollonio; Lieutenant, F. B. Moulton; Secre-
tary, H. C. Holt; Purser, J. W. Richards; Executive Committee. J. M.
Marshal.

The committee of the new Connecticut River Canoeists' Club has
sent out the following notice: "At a meeting of canoeists held Dec.
16 at a camp-fire given by the Hartford Canoe Club it was voted to
form the Connecticut River Canoeists' Club, whose object was to
unite all canoeists on the Connecticut River and vicinity in a social
way, to hold as many gatherings as convenient in the form of camp-
fires, etc., during the winter months at the different localities, and
the below named coirmittee was appointed from the localities present.
The first of these camp fires v>ill be held at Springfie'd, Mais., on
Saturday, Jan. 13, at the Springfield Club's house, and it is hoped
and expected that all interested in canoeing will be present. The
expense of these camp fires will be limited, not to exceed $1 per
capita, and be divided amorg those agreeing to be pres<nt. The com-
mitteeman from jour vicinity respectfully requesis that you notify
him on or before Jan. 10 of j our intention that he may make necesary
arrangements." The committee consists of Emil C. Knappe. Spring-
field, chairman; F. W. Theis, Hartford, secretary; C. F. Schuster,
Holyoke; G H. Davenport, Jr., South Hadley, and J. R. Gilfellow,
Northampton.

The Detroit Boat Club, whose house was destroyed by fire last Octo-
ber, has completed all arrargerr ents to build a very handsome house
on the old site. It will be 132x104ft., three stories high, and will cost
$15,000. Permission has been obtained from the Government to use
the land. This successful recovery from the very serious misfortune
which befel the club is largely due to the efforts of the president, W.
G Jupp. The club has ordered a complete outfit of new boats.

In these dull times it is pleasant to learn that at least one boat-build-
ing firm is busy; the St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam
Launch Co report more orders than in any previous year, and are
now very busy. They will build all of the barges and club boats for
the Detroit Boat Club, and have much other work in addition.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division: SouthinS. Farmer, Newark, N. J.

Through Train Service to Florida and the
South.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company, ever on the alert to provide

whatever its patrons desire, has established for this season an un-

excelled through-train service to Florida and the South.

First and foremost comes "The New York and Florida Special,"

composed exclusively of Pullman vestibule smoking, dining, observa-

tion, sleeping and drawing-room cars. No extra fare will be charged

on this train aver and above the usual Pullman berth charges. It will

leave New York Wednesday, January 10th, and every week day there-

after until April 19th, 1894, at 12:10 P. M., Newark 12:35 P. M„ Trenton

1:35 P. M., Philadelphia 2:30 P. M., Wilmington 3:10 P. M , Baltimore

4:45 P. M., and Washington 5:55 P. M., via Richmond and the Atlantic

Coast Line and Plant System, arriving at Jacksonville 5:30 P. M., and
St. Augustine 7 P. M. the following day.

There are two additional express trains via the Atlantic Coast Line,

the one leaving New York daily at 9:30AM., Newark 9:58 A.M., Trenton

11:08 A. M., Philadelphia 12:10 P. M., Wilmington 12:50 P. M., Baltimore

C:24 P. M., Washington 3:40 P. M., arriving Charleston 6:50 A.M.,
Savannah 8:23 A. M., Jacksonville 1:35 P. M., St. Augustine 3:40 P. M.,

and Tampa at 10:35 P. M , with buffet sleeping cars from New York to

Charleston, Jacksonville, St. Augustine and Tampa; the other leaving

New York daily at 8:30 P. M., Newark 8:59 P. M., Trenton 10:15 P. M.,

Philadelphia 11:33 P. M., Wilmington 12.19 A. M., arriving Charleston

11:00 P. M., Thomasville 1:07 P. M., Jacksonville 8:40 A. M., St. Augus-
tine 10:50 A. M., and Port Tampa 7:15 P. M

,
connecting at that point

Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays with Plant Steamship Line for Key
West and Havana, with buffet sleeping cars from New York to Rich-

mond, Thomasville, Jacksonville and Port Tampa. Both of these

trains make direct connections, via Jacksonville, St. Augustine and
'

Indian River Railway, to St. Augustine, Palatba, Ormond and Rock-
ledge (Indian River).

Two trains leave New York daily, via Washington, Richmond & Dan-
ville and Florida Central & Peninsular Railroads, the one leaving New
York at 4:30 P. M , Newark 4:55 P. M., Philadelphia 6:55 P. M , Wilming-

ton 7:41 P. M , Baltimore 9:20 P. M., Washingt n 10:43 P. M., arriving

Columbia 12:05 P. M.. Savannah 4:00 P. M , Jacksonville 9:00 P. M , and
Tampa 7:30 A. M , with sleeping cars from New York to Jacksonville

and Tampa; the other leaving New York at 12:15 night, Philadelphia

3:50 A. M. (or 7:20 A. M., changing at Washington), Baltimore 9:42 A.

M. (changing at Washington), Washington 11:01 A M., arriving Savan-

nah 4:30 A. M„ Jacksonville 9:20 A. M. and Tampa 5:00 P. M., with

sleeping car from New York to Jacksonville.

Passengers from New England can make close connections with

these trains at Philadelphia and Washington by using through
trains, with parlor and sleeping cars, leaving Boston, via Shore Line,

at 9:00 A. M. week-days and 7:30 P. M. daily, arriving Philadelphia

6:05 P. M. and 6:40 A. M., and Washington 9:45 P. M. and 10:42 A. M.
respectively.

—

Adv.

New York City Corps.
Fourteen members of the New York City Corps had a fine even-

ing's sport on Friday night. The men were divided into teams of
seven, under the lead of Capt. Runge and Capt. Kuhlman, and a series
of matches was shot off in which the honors were easy. Scores:

First shoot:
A Runge (captain) 226 H Kuhlman (captain).... 21

3

C G Zettler 242 R Busse 242
A Ludwig 226 H Witte 239
H Molzen 208 C Rehm 231
MWiever 192 H Munz . .; 206
HRadloff 234 F Roedel 202
H Weldnlken 209-1537 F Facklam 226-1559
Second shoot: -

Capt Runge 224 Capt Kuhlman 204
Zettler 244 Busse 241
Ludwig 233 Witte 242
Molzen 2i4 Rehm 230
W'iever 201 Munz 227
Radloff 233—1359 Roedel 201—1345

Empire Rifle Club.

Seven members of the Empire Club were present on Jan. 3 to par
ticipate in the first shoot of the Dew year. During the past year a
disturbing element (Hymen) has been permitted to fasten itself upon
the membership of the society, and the result has been that the
attendance at the weekly meetings has been rather light. It is now
claimed by the management of the club that they have succeeded in
placing a temporary quarantine upon the disturbance, and it is

expected that there will be no further development during the coming
year. Scores: Ben. Zahn 243, Wm. Rosenbaum 240, L. Buss 234, Jac.
Grimm 233. Charles Zettler, Jr. 283, H. Zettler 231, Z. G. Maisenholder
233.
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Jerseymen at the Targets.
The weekly handicap shoot at Armbruster's Schuetzen Park on

Saturday of last week brought together quite a good-sized crowd of
riflemen and friends of the shoot. The attendance at these meetings
is growing larger from week to week, showing that there is an
increased interest in rifle matters among the Hudson county riflemen.
This week, Jan. 20, the 50-shot match between Capt. Hansen, of the
the Excelsior Club, and Plaisted, of the Greenville Club, will be shot
off on this range. President Walther, of the Zettler Club, is interested
in this match and has promised to be on hand to witness the contest.
In the 50- shot handicap match shot to-day there were seven entries,
Messrs. Dorrler, Hansen, Plaisted, Collins, C. Boag, Chavant and
Scheeline participating. The old champion, Dorrler, was in fairly
good form and put up a good score. Capt. Hansen seemed to be in
good trim. Plaisted's match with Busse the day before seemed to
have exhausted his nerve force; his score was away below his average.
Chavant made some brilliant scores, but his total for the 50 shots was
hardly up to his average. William C. Collins, with his new Ballard,
showed up well, and with a little better acquaintance with his gun will
be heard from later.

Fifty-shot handicap:
Plaisted, scratch 19 19 10 24 19 21 12 17 14 20-175

23 20 20 19 20 21 22 22 22 21—210
17 21 22 23 22 23 25 22 23 21-219
22 25 22 24 23 19 23 21 20 19-218
20 18 23 20 19 20 20 20 13 22—19:—1007

Dorrler. scratch 24 18 22 21 22 23 22 23 23 22-221.
20 24 20 22 22 24 19 21 25 19-216
25 25 21 22 19 23 24 19 24 22-224
20 20 21 24 20 22 22 22 20 21-212
24 23 24 22 22 22 21 22 22 21-223

Hansen, scratch 23 22 23 21 10 22 24 22 21 17-207—1096
22 22 23 22 24 19 22 23 23 19-219
25 22 23 22 21 20 22 22 22 22-221
20 24 21 19 22 20 24 25 21 22-218
23 20 25 24 25 23 21 21 17 20-212—1077

Collins 22 21 23 20 20 21 2i 2? 23 18—212
24 21 14 24 20 16 20 25 17 23 -204
18 16 22 21 20 18 19 21 17 19-191
21 19 22 21 24 24 22 20 19 23-215
17 21 18 16 24 22 19 21 17 16—191—1013+ 40—1053

CBoag 20 18 20 23 19 23 23 15 18 21—200
14 24 23 21 23 24 18 24 17 15—200
21 17 19 21 17 19 17 23 21 20—195
18 17 20 23 22 16 23 12 22 24—197
22 15 19 22 22 15 12 16 20 19—18.2— 974+ 60—1034

C Scheeline 20 23 15 9 23 15 20 19 20 22-187
13 24 20 19 22 21 21 18 20 19—197
20 17 17 9 23 24 10 12 24 18-180
2? 20 22 23 14 22 25 18 18 21—205
10 20 20 16 17 16 13 14 10 17-153- 922+100-1022

Chavant 19 21 25 18 16 15 21 21 19 22—197
24 19 21 23 23 18 19 21 22 15—205
14 23 20 22 21 25 18 23 19 20-205
18 22 20 23 18 23 20 23 25 23—215
16 20 23 22 23 12 24 25 21 20- 211—1033+ 40—1073

After the close of the 50-shot race Dorrlfr and Plaisted indulged in

a little individual race of 25-shots. in which Dorrler got the best of his
competitor by a small margin:
Dorrler 23 24 22 22 22 21 22 22 25 20 20 21 24

20 22 22 22 20 21 24 23 23 23 22 20 25—570
Plaisted 25 21 17 20 25 18 25 25 22 20 25 22 23

21 16 22 24 22 16 20 23 22 25 22 22 22—565
Capt. Henry Mahlenbrock, of the Hudson Club, was present, and

assisted in making matters interesting in the shooting house. The
afternoon's sport was concluded with a series of 3-shot pools. Scores:

First pool:
Dorrler 23 24 22—69 Scheeline 16 17 16—49
Plaisted 25 21 20-66 Collins 21 19 23—63
Hansen 22 20 24—66 Dodds 19 10 22—51
Chavant 10 21 23—63 Mahlenbrock 2 25 16—43
Boag 15 23 18—56
Second pool:

Dorrler 23 23 23—69 Plaisted 23 22 25—70
Third pool:

Dorrler 22 20 25-67 Plaisted 22 22 22—66

Plaisted vs. Busse.

The 100 shot rifle match between Geo. W. Plaisted of Greenville,
N. J., and R. Busse of New York City, which has been looked forward
to by our local riflemen with feelings of interest for some weeks, was
shot off on Friday of last week in Washington Park.
There was a large gathering of exponents of the rifle to witness the

contest, and many of them had their pocket-books well lined hoping
to turn an honest penny. Prominent among the many were to be
seen Gus Zimmerman, Burner Walther. Chas! Zettler, John Hill, Gus
Nowak, H. D. Muller, C H. Chavant, Geo. Schlicht, Wm. Rosenbaum
and others. The conditions of the match called for 100 shots each,
Scbutzen rules, $50 a side. Barney Walther was made referee and
stake holder, and Gus Nowak official scorer. The contest was booked
to open at 10:30 A. M. but it was past 1 o'clock before the referree put
in an appearance. Another half hour was lost in perfecting the details
connected with the match. The weather was clear and cold, and the
large stove in the shooting house was kept in active work to supply
the necessary warmth to keep the shooters and visitors comfortable.
At 11:30, after each contestant had signified his readiness to begin the
match, referee Walther called time and ordered each man to his
allotted target.
Busse was the first to score, making a 21 ; Plaisted followed with 22,

The first 10-shot string was 213 for Plaisted and 205 for Busse. giving
Plaisted a lead of 8 points. The second string Busse gained 4 points.
On the third string he rained 23 more, and on the fourth 9 points
more, making at the end of the fourth string or fortieth shot a lead of
28 points in favor of Busse. At this point there were signs of a seri-

ous panic in the ranks of the Jerseyman. The fifth r..und
showed a slight change, Plaisted cutting down the lead one point.
The match was now half through and Busse was 27 points in the lead.
With the two men equally matched a lead sufficient to forecast a vic-
tory for Busse, and yet there was no betting. In the sixth string
Plaisted let out a link, putting up 226 against Busse's 214. In the
seventh string Plaisted let loose a litcle more reserve, making 224
against Busse's 209. At this point Busse's lead of 27 points disap-
peared and the two contestants stood on even terms. Plaisted's
eighth, ninth and tenth strings were 217. 216, 210, against Busse's 194,
206, 203. giving Plaisted the match with a margin of 46 points. Scores:
Plaisted 22 24 24 16 24 21 19 22 21 21-213

23 18 16 25 17 19 21 20 23 23—207
19 21 21 20 20 17 22 24 17 20—201
24 22 22 18 18 17 17 18 16 21—193
18 25 21 22 21 19 22 .24 21 22—215
25 24 20 22 22 21 23 23 23 23-226
23 24 22 21 23 22 19 24 25 23-224
20 16 19 23 23 25 22 20 23 23—217
22 19 24 24 .24 15 22 24 19 23—216
22 "22 23 25 22 23 23 22 13 21—216—2128

Busse 21 22 20 17 18 22 23 22 19 21—205
24 19 23 23 22 22 19 24 19 16—211
23 24 21 25 25 22 19 21 21 23—224
19 21 19 23 15 17 22 23 22 21—202
22 24 20 21 20 20 22 18 24 23—214
23 20 20 23 23 11 23 22 23 16—214
21 22 18 21 21 24 25 23 21 23—209
12 19 18 21 16 18 24 23 21 22—194
23 23 19 18 23 23 17 17 18 25—206
21 21 21 19 21 23 16 23 21 20—203—2082

Gus Nowak, scorer; Bernard Walther, referee.

Hudson Rifle Club.
On Monday evening, Jan. 8, the Hudson Rifle Club held its annual

meeting for the election of officers. There was a large number of
members present, and after all the business had been transacted and
reports read the election took place. Several important resolutions
were discussed and adopted. The club no longer has the offices of
president, vice-president and lieutenant to fill, as it was decided to do
away with these and to have the captain act as chairman at all meet-
ings in order that no discord may arise. A shooting master was
elected to take the place of lieutenant and it is an office which the
club has long been in need of. Three committees heretofore attend-
ing to all the necessary business of the club were honorably discharged
and a board of directors consisting of five of the club's most reliable
members were elected. This completely changes the former mode of
working and has brought things to a minimum point, so that few will
do more satisfactory work than many did before the change.
The election was full of life and great rivalry existed in several of

the offices, but resulted in the re-election of nearly all the old officers,

as follws: Captain, Henry Mahlenbrock- Shooting Master, Henry E.
Boddey; Cor. and Rec. Sec'y, Charles E. Bird; Fin. Sec'y, Charles
Staderman; Treasurer, John Rebhan; Sergeant-at-Arms, Joseph
Buch. Board of Directors—George W. Morgau, Thomas A Reynolds,
A. Braun, Sr., Samuel Middleton and Captain Mahlenbrock.
Considerable business was transacted, and after the treasurer's

report was submitted, which showed a good balance, it was announced
by the treasurer that the club had started the year 1894 free and clear

of any debt. After the close of the meeting several team matches
were shot and the boys enjoyed a jolly, pleasant and profitable
evening.
The following best scores of 10 shots were made during the even-

ing: O. Hutch 248, H. Hansent 247, H. Mahlenbrock 244, J Rebhan
244, C. E. Bird 241. A. Braun, Sr., 242. T. A. Reynolds 240, H. E. Boddy
240, C. Haderman 238, S. Middleton 237. T. Pfiffenberger 235, J. Buck
235, G. W. Morgan 230, C. Schleiermacher 219, H. Hoersch 221.

_ „ Charles E. Bird, Sec'y.
P. S.—Captam Mahlenbrock would like to hear from all the Hudson

county rifle clubs in regard to hold a tournament before the winter
season.

Port Chester.
Port Chester, Jan. 8.—The Port Chester Rifle Club started a 50-shot

match for the club championship several weeks ago, but every Satur-
day a stormy day prevented the match from coming off until Dec. 23,
when they managed to shoot out 30 shots before darkness set in. It
was then agreed to finish the match on the succeeding Saturday. Only
one member appeared on that day and shot out his 20 shots, but as this
was the only member present the scores did not count, and it was
again postponed to Jan. 6, on which day the remaining 20 shots were
shot off. The leading member in the first dav's race was in decidedly
bad form and barely missed losing his scalp. But such are the ups and
downs of rifle shooting. The following are the scores:
Rudd, Dec 23 , 24 23 23 2?. 24 18 18 18 22 21—214

21 21 19 22 22 21 22 15 19 19-201
16 18 19 22 25 22 18 21 23 22-206

Jan 6 22 19 14 18 17 19 24 16 16 20—185
„ _ 16 24 16 21 0 13 16 17 18 21—162—968
Hess, Dec 23 14 20 15 21 21 17 11 20 23 21-183

23 20 23 25 18 22 22 15 20 16—204
21 19 9 15 16 22 22 14 24 17—177

Jan 6

23

20 16 20 16 19 13 24 22 25—198

„ ,
25 18 18 25 21 17 18 23 16 18—199-961

Bachmann, Dec 23 24 20 23 16 14 15 17 15 25 21—190
23 14 17 22 21 18 20 19 19 20-193
23 23 21 19 15 16 23 21 23 16-200

Jan 6 21 21 15 16 21 16 20 19 19 17—185
16 21 21 20 15 1 5 18 25 18 23—192—960

Horn, Jan 6

21

24 21 13 10 23 23 17 9 22-183
19 17 19 9 0 20 20 20 13 11-148
22 16 18 16 14 19 21 19 19 22—186
17 20 23 15 22 25 20 19 21 19—201
17 17 18 15 21 16 0 16 22 9-151-869

McNeil, Dec 23 15 19 17 17 16 24 22 19 0 14—163
0 21 22 15 17 19 22 24 21 19—180
24 17 12 22 22 17 14 16 21 16—181

Jan 6 16 19 17 14 19 16 13 12 10 17—153
15 15 9 13 11 16 21 20 24 19-163—840

Boeger, Dec 23 9 19 16 23 0 22 11 0 20 23—143
13 20 20 19 21 9 9 19 19 21—161
0 25 22 21 12 18 20 13 21 17—169

Jan 6 10 23 14 16 9 9 12 12 24 19—148
19 24 21 16 11 13 9 15 15 30-163—784

Smith, Dec 23 20 20 15 22 23 19 17 16 16 19—187
23 21 21 20 19 23 19 21 21 25-213
21 22 22 19 23 23 19 20 21 23—213—613

Townsend, Dec 23 11 0 0 22 16 9 23 15 17 13-126
13 15 10 20 12 14 21 18 12 19—154
12 18 21 10 20 10 12 11 15 0—129-409

Smith and Townsend were absent on Jan. 6.

RIFLE NOTES.
The Harlem Rifle Club held its annual meeting on Jan. 5. The new

board of officers are as follows: Charles Hutch, Captain: C. H. Den-
neger, Lieutenant; E. W, Busby, Shooting Master; J. H. Boyken,

Eastside vs. Columbia.
The Columbia Rifle Club, of Patersan, N. J., shot a team match

against the Eastside Club last week for a purse of $40 a side and the
championship of Passaic county. The two clubs have come together
before in team contests, and it has generated considerable rivalry
among members and friends of the two organizations as to which has
the best team. In the last contest, shot in October, the Columbia
team won on the small margin of 10 points. In the last match, which
was shot on Saturday of last week on the Bunker Hill range, each club
put forward its best men. There was a large gathering of the friends
of the two teams, and the interest in the contest was kept at a white
heat until the last shot was fired. The Columbia team won by a good
margin and are now hailed as the champions of the county. The range
shot ov»r was 100yds., German 20-ring target, 10 shots per man, possi-
ble 200. Scores:

Columbia Rifle Club.
J Irons (captain) 14 19 18 14 19 15 17 14 17 16—163
H Wolf 15 19 4 14 13 18 20 18 15 13-149
J W Johnson 18 20 17 19 17 17 15 18 16 16—173
TKelley 14 18 16 14 14 16 18 17 11 15-153
W McCullough 19 20 16 19 19 16 18 18 17 13—175
G Reynolds 15 19 8 12 18 10 10 0 17 17—126
RGonne 12 20 18 17 12 8 12 18 15 15—147
J McVeigh 16 17 19 16 18 18 15 16 18 14—167
W Dutcher 17 14 13 18 17 17 16 20 20 20—172
RMcCullough 19 18 17 15 18 18 17 20 19 18-179-1604

Eastside Rifle Club.
WNewby 16 17 13 16 11 15 16 16 15 17—152
T Murphy .....13 16 11 16 16 19 7 19 17 15—149
J C Welcher 18 17 19 18 18 19 19 11 0 18-157
B Maskell 16 19 17 18 13 17 18 15 15 16—104
C Vermorell 18 15 7 18 16 16 14 12 16 8-140
C Gallagher 15 12 11 16 18 15 14 11 19 15—146
ANewby (captain) 14 18 16 17 19 15 17 17 17 16—166W Brooks 19 17 18 13 16 15 20 18 19 19-174
A McKenzie 15 8 7 10 14 14 15 16 15 8—122
J Foster 16 13 12 19 13 18 17 14 18 16—156—1526
Judges—Edward Alcott, John Ranson. Scorers—James McVeigh,

Columbia; Wm. Newby, Eastside.

Winans Trophy Contest.
Dr. Samuel J. Fort, of Ellicott City, Md., came forward last month

with the following challenge:
"Ellicott City, Md., Dec 20.—I hereby challenge Mr. W. E. Petty,

present holder of the Winans Trophy, to shoot me a match for that
trophy, Feb. 6. Match to be shot under rules formulated by Forest
and Stream and at a place to be selected by the representative of that
paper. Sam'l J. Fort, M.D."
The challenge was promptly accepted by Mr. Petty, and the match

will take place, on Tuesday evening, Feb. 6, at the gallery 12 St. Mark's
place.
This will be Dr. Fort's first appearance in a contest of this kind, but

he has long been interested in pistol and revolver shooting, and is a
well-known writer for the sporting press on subjects connected with
hunting and small arms.
Mr. Petty is shooting in good form at present, though he was re-

cently somewhat out of trim, as a result of experiments with smoke-
less powders, and the match promises to be one of unusual interest.
For the benefit of any out-of-town sportsmen who wish to be pres-

ent, it may be stated that St. Mark's place takes its start at the junc-
tion of Eighth street with Third avenue, and is conveniently reached
by the Third Avenue Elevated (Ninth street station).

Smith & Wesson Pistol Club.
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 13.—Standard American target, 20yds.:

CSAxtell 8 8 8 9 9 9 10 10 10 10—91
J H Wesson 7 7 8 9 9 10 10 10 10 10-90
WHStadden 6 7 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10—90
J E Goodrich 7 7 8 9 9 9 10 10 10 10-88
A L Smith 6 7 7 7 8 9 9 10 10 10—83
C Clark 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 9 10 10-83
J R Buchanan 5 6 6 7 8 9 10 10 10 10—81
O E Hodskins. 5 6 7 7 8 « 9 10 10 10-81
F G Hodskins 3 5 7 7 9 9 9 10 10 10-79
ZC Talbot 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 8 10 10-77
BTReed 5 6 7 7 7 7 8 9 9 10—75
H T Boughton 5 6 6 6 7 7 9 9 10 10—75
A C Southall 4 6 7 7 7 8 8 9 9 8—73

Lady Miller Club.
The members of the Lady Miller Club enjoyed a pleasant night on

Tuesday last, trying to find the center of the bullseye. iThe ladies
shoot weekly, and have become quite proficient with the gallerv rifle.

The scores: Mrs. Meyns 220, Mrs. Stadler 217. Miss Kloepping 219,
Mrs. Fisher 210, Mrs. D. Miller 212, Mrs. Ahnert 213. Mrs. Bordman 208,
Mrs. Schroeder 200, Miss Mannheimer 201, Miss Yolk 204, Miss Sanders
204.

Greenville Rifle Club.
The weekly handicap gallery shoot of the Greenville Club was well

attended on Friday night, nineteen members participating. The scores
are appended. 10 shots, possible 250. Scores: Agneau ?24, Dorrler
239, Collins 238, Graef 204. C. Boag 232. J. Boag 221, Lutz 228, Holzapfel
202, Robidoux 237, Scheelien 230. Plaisted 23S, Lembeck 204, WuestDer
183. Huelse 206, Daniels 222, F, Wuestner 219, H1U233, Gassman 205,

Becker 211.

— population i„
district to draw from this club should be one of the strongest on Man-
hattan Island.

Our Paterson correspondent informs us that rifle interests in Passaic
county are booming. In his last communication William Dutcher says
that a match is on between Dutcher and Dietrich on the one side and
James Irons and Robert McCullough on the other, 100 shots per man,
on the Bunker Hill range, for a liberal purse.

While the Plaisted-Busse match was going on last Friday. Charles
Zettler, being in an enthused condition, challenged the champion,
Zimmerman, for a 10-shot race then and there. Gus. being in an
accommodating spirit, accepted the "defi," and the match started.
The scores are as follows:
Zimmerman 23 27 23 22 22 22 24 24 21 21—227
Zettler 21 15 23 18 24 19 24 17 16 16—193
At a meeting of the Our Own Club, of Hoboken, on Monday last the

club voted to enter a team in the Hudson County Gallery League.
The Greenville Club instructed its shooting committee to confer

with the delegates of the other clubs who may desire to form a
league.

We have received many inquiries of late from riflemen interested
in our experiments with nitro powder in the rifle. For the time being
we are not in position to satisfy the longings of our inquiring
brothers, for the reason that thus far our experiments have been
limited to a few samples of powder that have as yet not been put
upon the American market and the quantity supplied to us has been
of such a limited quantity that no definite results have been gained.
We are now waiting for samples that were promised many weeka
since. When these come to hand we shall go ahead with our experi-
ments and the results of our labors will appear from time to time in
these columns.

The Hansen—Plaisted match comes off at Armbruster's Park this
afternoon and all lovers of the sport who can spare the time should
be on hand to see the sport. President B. Walther, of the Zettler
Club, will be master of ceremonies.

Many of our rifle shooting patrons are inclined to the belief that
"Diamond Walt" and his ,22-ealiber has had altogether too much
space in the columns of Forest and Stream. Our local gallery
shooters, many of whom are expert with the .22-caliber and the .22
short ammunition at the distances for which this cartridge is intended,
at times find it difficult to keep 10 shots in a 2in. bullseye at a distance
of 100ft. with the machine rest; and when they read the vaporings of
some crank whose situation is such that it is an almost impossibility
to get fresh ammunition from the factory, and who sets up claims for
such ammunition as can be picked up at the nearest crossroads store,
that can hardly be accomplished with the larger calibers, there is a
unanimous desire of those vtrsed in the use of factory ammunition to
sit upon the individual.

The three days gallery tournament of the Zettler Rifle Club will be
opened on the club ranges, No. 219 Bowery, this afternoon: Any .22-
caliber rifle, 25-ring target, tickets 35 cents for 3 shots, 3 tickets for $1,
tickets unlimited, but only one prize obtainable by one shooter, best
two tickets to count. Bullseye target, open to all-comers, 3 shots 50
cents, 4in. bullseye, entries unlimited. Premiums—For the most flags,
$3; second most flags, $2. Shooting will commence each day at 1
o'clock P. M. and close at 12 o'clock P. M. Intermission from 6 to 7
P. M. Ring target will close at 11 P. M. Bullseye target, at 10 P. M.
Shooting Committee: Gebhard Krauss, Chairman; R. Busse, H.
Holges, H. D. Muller, M. B. Engel. B. Zettler, shooting master.
Our local riflemen are patiently awaiting the final denouement in

the Dorrler—Ross matter, a match is the only panacea for their
highly congested interested in these two experts.

R. Busse of the New York City Corps, has instructed us to present
his compliments to Ignatz Marten of the Williamsburg Schuetzen
Corps, and inform him (Marten) that Mr. Busse would be pleased to
shoot him a match of 50 or 100 shots for a moderate stake, distance
200yds.

Charley Zettler has a slight attack of match fever, and is said to be
looking for some shooter in his class. Some one remarked that
Charles would probably have to go outside his class to find an easy
mark.

California Rifle Shooting1

.

San Francisco, Jan. 1.—"Diamond Walt" is indeed a diamond of the
first water if he can do some of those fantastic things with his .22
short mentioned in your issue of Dec. 23. The purity of the air of
South Dakota must be unparalleled. Ozone must have replaced the
oxygen of the air in that delectable country. I am afraid "D. W." in
such atmosphere as I breathe would lose money on a wager that he
could put two shots, instead of eight, out of ten, off-hand, in an 8-iDch
bullseye at 303yds., with his .22—and he might lop off those thi ee odd
yards.
The facsimile of your 50-shot score made with nitro black pow-

der, shows a very fine bunching of shots. I earnestly hope for the
quick advent of the day when a clean, smokeless, even-shooting powder
will be furnished riflemen for target work.
The series of matches for the possession of the Siebe all-comers'

medals for 1893 closed yesterday. Fifty shots on three separate occa-
sions, or 150 in all, were fired by each competitor, on 25-ring target.
Winners (final) are as follows: Military (Springfield) rifle, O. Meyer,
3,005 rings; any rifle, Geo. Helm, 3.253; pistol, Col S. I. Kellogg, 3,314.
All-around, Ed Hovey, who made with pistol 3,280, with any rifle 3,162,
and with Springfield 2,914—a very good all-round score. Roeel.

The Manhattan Athletic! Club Shooting Range*
This range at Forty-fifth street and Madison avenue was opened

Jan. 2, and since then has been well patronized by the students of
Columbia College and many of the crack shots of Conlin's old gallery,
corner of Thirty-first street and Broadway, and in the evening many
of the ladies who belong to the bowling clubs who meet at the club
house in the evenings. Some of them shoot remarkably well and
promise to become crack shots. The best score made so far was by
John Blydenburgh, full score at long range, 10 bullseyes. This is the
first one made.
Several of the revolver shots will try their skill shortly and some

good shooting may be expected. All lovers of rifle and revolver are
cordially invited to pay a visit and try their skill. J. S. Conlin.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.
New York, Jan. 11.—On Jan. 7 we had a match shoot with the Fort

Lee Rifle Club for refreshments with this result:
Heidenreich Rifle Club. Fort Lee Rifle Club.

214 C Mickel
230 W Annett
238
226

H Mickel

221 W Debacher
227 L Mallorv
215 G Hook
223 WRambo
223 E Lehmon

YalHorn 228-2245 CMerkel., ,. .223—1956
Wm. M. Mat, Sec'y.

New York Rifle Club.
New York, Jan. 14.—The New. York Rifle Club held its regular

weekly shoot at Zettler's Gallery, 12 St. Marks place, on the 13th iust.
The German ring target, off-hand, range 100ft.. and two targets counted
each date for medal scores. The following members were present
and made the scores opposite their names:
E R Chadbourne 242 239 E B Barker 237 222
C E Gensch 242 238 F C Hamilton 231 227
AHlsbell 241 237 DavidCrocker 220 218
R J Young 239 238 James Duane 222 .

.

M Herrington 237 237 V Daly 217 . .

.

E. R. Chadbourne, Sec'y.

Our Own Rifle Club,

The Our Own Club, of Hoboken, seems to be in a high state of
activity. On Tuesday night of last week the club held its monthly
meeting, its regular weekly shoot, also a special shoot for poultry
donated by Capt. Hencken. The scores in the weekly shoot are ap-
pended as follows: F. Sessman 233, J. H. Kruse 237, H. Stuber 231, A.
Malz 232, Capt. Hencken 230, W. F Bilger 229, W. Bohmcke 229, A.
Moser 219, C. Feltman 217, H. Schulz 216, O. W. Keller 216.
In the competition for Capt. Hencken's poultry the following scores

were made, 3 shots, possible 75: A. Malz 75. F. Sessman 74, Captain
Hencken 74, A. Steuber 74, J. H. Kruse 74, W, F. Dilger 61, C, Feld-
man 61.
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Here is a Good String.

Mr. H. R. Wills, of Alton, LI., drops into this office for a few brief
moments sometimes, when be is in town and can spare the time be-

tween important business engagements. A few side remarks led up
to the customary adjournment for a short time to a rifle gallery to
settle who is who. The fact that I have, been a well sustained consecu-
tive loser affords some data as to the present situation. Mr. Hough
holds Mr. Wills a very close race sometimes, and I think could beat
him, did not Mr. Wills have a very annoying habit of just keeping a
little ahead, no matter how hard pushed in competition by a com
petitor. Yet, he does it with such a gracious air and good hope for a
better performance the nest time by the loser, that I feel better to be
beaten by Mr. Wills than to beat any one else, Mr. Hough excepted.
Mr. Lahee referred to hereinafter, is also a hard man to compete
against, one who keeps his competitor anti-stargazing. From a
personal letter received from Mr. Wills, under date of Jan. 9, 1 quote
the following:

'•I was inveigled into a 'shoot' yesterday by Mr. E. H. Lahee, who
evidently felt in good condition and was 'done up' to the Queen's taste.

Upon coming to the scratch, however, I found that I had left my
glasses at home, so there is some excuse for me. 1 wish to give you
the. score of 40 consecutive shots made by Mr. Lahee, at 100yds., Mass.
target, possible 480 The score is as follows:

9 10 9 10 10 12 9 11 10 11 9 8 10 12 12 11 10 10 10 10
9 10 10 11 10 10 9 9 11 11 10 12 11 10 10 11 9 11 12 10—409

An average of over 10 points to a shot upon so long a string is re-
markable.'" B. Waters.

Zettler Rifle Club.
At the weekly gallery shoot of the Zettler Club on Tuesday night,

ten members participated. Q us Zimmerman was in good form and
captured the champion medal, also tieing Ross and Holges with 247,

for the high score of the night. Scores:
Champion medal: Gus Zimmerman 247. Louis Flach 245, F. C. Ross

245, H. Holges 244, C. G. Zettler 240, B. Zettler 239, H. D. Muller 23S,

Gus Nowak 238, M. B. Engel 238, R. Busse 236.

Best 10 shot score, 5 entries: Gus Zimmerman 247, F. C. Ross 247,

H. Holges 247. C. G. Zettler 245. Louis Flach 245, M. B. Engel 245, R.
Busse 244, H. D. Muller 243.

Schlicht Rifle Club.
The weekly practice shoot of the Schlict Rifle Club on Jan. 8 was

well patronized by the members, eighteen being in attendance. The
champion medal was won by Geo. Door, first class medal by B. O.
Brellenthine, second class medal bv C. Greek, third class medal bv G.
Richert. Scores: G. Schlicht 243. G. Door 237, E. O. Brellenthine 226,

W. Schlicht 226, J. Diehl 224, O. Greek 216, G. Rickert 214, J. Schlicht
213, C. Meyer 213, A. Mever 211. H. Harder 209, F. Lambrit 206, C.
Schlicht 205, A. Dubline 204, G. Tribout 197, W. Meyer 196. L. Door 191,

C. Hunott 182.

Palisade Rifle Club.

The Palisade Rifle Club, of West New York. N. J., which, by the
way, is made up of boys and young men whose ages range from 14 to
18 years, had a practice shoot at its headquarters. Scblic'ht's gallery,
on Jan. 7, 10 shots, distance 75ft.: Geo. Door 233, Fred. Krobatsch 224,

A. Ahlers 223, Fred. Esperer 215, Fred. Turck 213, C. L. Aufderheide
211, Wm. Ahlers 208, Henry Rose 202, Max Zeller 218, O. Ahles 202.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following;:

FIXTURES.
Jan. 23.—Open shoot at 25 live birds, $25 entry, on Erb's grounds,

Newark, N, J. Entries close Jan. 22.

Feb. 22.—White Plains (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Feb. 22 —Targets and birds at Dexter Park, Long Island. Trapper

Mills's day.
Feb. —.—Reading Shooting Association tournament; two days

targets, one day live birds, at Three-Mile House, Shillington, Pa.
April 4-43.—Interstate Manufacturers'- and Dealers' Asso ciation's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 24 27.—Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Fort Smith. Arkansas.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 22-25,—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11 16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 19-21.—Cnamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June (third week).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Address R. C. Griscom. Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.

Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Fountain Gun Club held its annual election at headquarters, No.

449 Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn, Jan. 8. The new board is as follows:
President, Abe Cook; Vice-President, W. R. Bricker; Secretary, John
Carney. This was the twenty-first annual meeting of the club, and as
a consequence the club's steward, Wm. Siebert, had carte blanche
from the new board to prepare a feast for the members, which will
remain in the memory of those present for many a year, as ared-letter
day in the history of the Fountain Guu Club. The club has added
fourteen new members to its roll, and as the most of them are young
shooters there is every prospect that the club will enter upon its
twenty-second year with increased vitality.

Don't forget that the dates for the grand American handicap of the
Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association, are April 4, 5 and
6; the place Louis Miller's Dexter Park, Long Island; the number of
birds 25 per man, entry $25, boundary 50yds., rises 25 to 33 yds.; first
money not less than $500; second money not less than $300; third
money not less than $200; that all surplus over the $1,000 guaranteed
will be added to the purses. Regular entries with a forfeit of $10 will
be received by Justus Von Lengerke, 8 Murray street, N. Y., or Elmer
E. Shaner, 122 Diamond Market, Pittsburg. Pa., not later than March
31. Penalty entries, at $35 each, will be taken up to the last shot of
the second round.

The Rockingham Rifle and Gun Club, of Portsmouth, N. H., has
dissolved partnership on account of their inability to secure safe and
accessible, grounds for the use of both arms. The shot-gun men have
already held a meeting, re-organized under the name of "The Ports-
mouth Gun Club," and elected the following officers: W. J. Philbrick.
Pres : Richard Reid, Second Pres. : T. D. Noyes, Sec'y-Treas. ; C. C.
Charl'son, Captain. As soon as the weather becomes favorable, it will
be the aim of the club to hold a shoot every Saturday afternoon, when
all members of the shooting fraternity will be welcome.
The Chatham Fish and Game Protective Association shot at blue-

rock targets on Christmas Day and at live birds on New Years. Tnere
were about 15 contestants each day. This club has a handsome and
commodious club house almost adjoining the railroad station, the
house having cost about 812,000. It is equipped with bowling alleys,
billiard tables and furnished rooms for out of town members. On the
grounds are kennels, horsesheds and a shooting house a short,
distance away, for artificial and live bird shooting. The membership
is about 180, the limit is 200. The initiation fee is $35 and the annual
dues $10.

Ellicott, City, Md., Dec. 29.—A club for the purpose of securing an
efficient administration of the laws relating to the protection of game
and fish was organized at Belmont, the residence of Dr. Wm. B. Gam-
brill, on the evening of Dec. 20. The style of the club is "The Ospray
Rod and Gun Club,'' and the names of its officers are Dr. Wm. B
Grambrill, Pres.; Elmer M. Horn, Sec'y, and Washington C. Hagan!
Treas. The club expects to spend their vacations in regular camp life
on some of the mountain streams hunting and fishing.

The Unknown Gun Club held its annual meeting and election at No
715 Myrtle avenue, Brooklyn, on Thursday of last week. The new
board is as follows: President. Henrv Knebel: Vice-President. E A
Vroome; Secretay, C. A. Hinch; Treasurer, H. Van Staden. The club
will put up a diamond trophy for competition for the coming year
Ike Hyde and E. A. Vroome are tied for the club trophy for 1893 r ith
74 killed out of 85 shot at. The shoot-off takes place next month.

A live bird shoot was held at North Branch, N. J., on New Year's
Day, the results being furnished us by Mr. Bt. Bishop, of the White
House Gun Club. No. 1, at 4 birds $2 entry, Cramer 4, Bishop 4,

Dilte 3, Voorhess 3, Rockafeller 2. No. 2. same. Bishop 4, Dilts 3,

Cramer 3, Voorhees 3, Rockafeller 3. No. 3, at 5 live birds, $3 entry.
Cramer 5, Creely 5, Voorhess 4, Bishop 3, Dilts 3. Rockafeller 1. No. 4,

same as No. 3, Bishop 4, Cramer 3, Voorhees 3, Dilts 3.

The Erie Gun Club, of Brooklyn, held its annual meeting and elec-
tion on Jan. 8. The new board is made up as follows: President, S.
Gref; Vice-President, H. Dohrmann; Secretary, C. H. Luhrssen; Treas.
urer, Chas. Plate. C. H, Luhrssen, the popular secretary of the club,
was presented with a flue walking stick by one of his brother mem-
bers, Geo. Schufeldt, at the meeting.

At the annual election of officers of the Endeavor Gun Club, of
Jersey City, the following gentlemen were elected to their respective
positions for the year 1894: Dr. Z. P. Fletcher, President; F. Post,
Vice-President; E. Hollister, Secretary: C. W. McPeek, Treasurer; A.
R. Strader, Captain; J. A. Creveling, I. McPeek, J. D. Polhemus,
Board of Directors.

At the annual meeting of the Ansonia Rod and Gun Club, Jan. 9,

the following officers were elected for the year eDsuiug: C. M. Piatt,
President; W. A. Barnes, Vice-President; E. S. Sperry, Secretary and
Treasurer; C. A. Cowles, George B. Clark, A. E. Hotehkiss, Directors:
A. E. Hotehkiss, Captain. The club is out of debt, with a balance of
$100 in the treasury.

The Unknown Gun club has adopted Hurlingham rules. This action
may be in keeping with the times, but to one whose memory goes
back to the. days when the old rules of "gun below the elbow until
the bird was on the wing" were in force, can hardly see where the
higher education is field sports comes in.

At the last regular meeting of the Riverside Rod and Gun Club, of
Rochester, N. Y, the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year: President, B. G. Gibb; Vice-President, H. Peeters; Secretary,
J. N, Bates, 158 East Main street; Treasurer, Charles Peart; Shooting
Master, John Pauckner; Assistant Shooting Master, W. Peeters.

The following officers were elected at the annual meeting of the
Perth Amboy Gun Club at the annual meeting held on Dec. 2. Pres.,
Geo. W. Eggert; Vice-Pres.. Chas. Palmer; Sec'y, Jas. L. Tooker, Jr.;

Treas., Samuel Hall; Board of Directors, Spencer Dayton, Wm. F.
Hartman, Samuel Hall, Herbert Dayton, James M. Glenn.

Tbe Riverside Gun Club, of Rochester, has elected the following
officers: Pres., B G. Gibb; Vice-Pres., Henry Peters; Sec'y, J. N.
Bates; Treas., Charles Peart; Shooting Master, John Faulkner; As-
sistant Shooting Master, W. Peters; Janitor, Dyke Allmeroth.

Edward Bank, of the Altoona Rod and Gun Club, spent part of
December in the vicinity of Fort Meade. Polk Co., Fla„ and reports
having had a great time quail and snipe shooting, fox and deer hunting.

At the tournament at Centreville, Ky.. Thomas Gaines, of George-
town, won the championship gold medal of tbe State of Kentucky,
after a tie and a shoot-off against strong competitors. Mr. Gaines
used his favorite Parker gun.

The Herron Hill Gun Club will engineer another 25-bird handicap
sweepstake at Exposition Park on Jan. 25. This will be open only to
those who took part in the recent contest at Homewood. The entrance
fee will be $20.

Laurel, Md., a suburb of Baltimore, now has a gun club officered
thus: Pres., E. P. Baldwin; Sec-Treas., M. J. Lighe; committee on
by-laws and constitution Dr. Byerly, Ross Baldwin and Mr. J. Tighe.

Don't fail to enter for the 25 bird sweep, $25 entry, to be shot at
Erb's Newark ground on Jan. 23, beginning 10 A. M. Entries will be
received on the grounds up to the close of the fifth round.

The Peconic Gun Club, of Jamesport, Suffolk Co.. N. Y,, elected
Edward J. Carey, Pres., James J. Noonan, Vice-Pres., and I. Clark,
Sec-Treas.

On Jan. 10 C. Woolmington and A. Johnson shot a 25-bird match,
25yds. rise, for $50 a side at Union Hill. Johnson won with a score of
20 to 18.

T. Boyd, of Hempstead, L. I., is said to be out with a challenge to
Dr. T. Corman, of the Freeport Gun Club, for a race at 25 birds each.

Fred. Bruns, a well known Cincinnati shot, was surprised on Christ-
mas morning by a gift of a Parker gun, his wife being the donor.

Secretary H. Bishop, of the White House (N. J.) Gun Club,
announces an all day target shoot for to-day.

Don't fail to send a stamp to Cleveland, Ohio, for programme of the
June Chamberlain tournament.

There will be plenty of birds for sweepstake events at Erb's next
Tuesday.

C. H. Townsend.

New Jersey Defeats Kings County.
Tuesday, Jan. 9, was a cold and cheerless day, just the kind of a

day in fact when one with a choice in the premises would elect to re-
main in the vicinity of a warm stove. It was cold and cheerless for all
in the early hours, but for the members of the picked team of Kings
County experts it grew steadily colder and much more cheerless as
the day wore on, and they found that in running foul of a team of
New Jersey shooters, they (Kings County) had hit against a game
which was decidedly hard, harder in fact than any they had previously
tackled, so hard that after their eighteenth man had thot they lost all
their sand and failed to produce the two men to fill out the requisite
twenty.
This match, which has been a prolific theme in the trap-shooting

world since last summer, was brought about through the efforts of
Jake Pentz, of the Newark Gun Club, and the agreement called for
teams of twenty men each, from New Jersey and Kings County, N. Y.,
each man to shoot at 15 live pigeons, for a stake of $10 per man, the
losing team to pay expenses, match to be shot at Marion, N J, on
Jan. 9, beginning at 9:30 A. M. Despite the threatening aspect of the
weather the match attracted to tbe grounds the largest crowd seen
thei e for years, including many well known business men and sports-
men of New York, Brooklyn, Newark and other cities.
Mr. Pentz had about thirty Jerseymen on the grounds from amoti"

whom Captain "Tee Kay" Keller was to select his team of twenty"
and it was expected that from the large number of shooters resident
in Kings County. Captain Walter A. Sykes would have no trouble in
mustering a full team. Mr. Walter A. Sykes was impressed into
service as referee, Messrs. JacoD Pentz and J. M. Taylor being official
scorers. The members of each team were paired off. a pair from tach
team alternating shooting until their full scores were finished.
When the ninth pair had finished with the score 229 to 215 in favor

of Jersey, who had Neaf Apgar and Enoch D. Miller yet to shoot it
was discovered that the Kings County force had been exhausted, so the
race ended at this point. The scores of the race are here appended-

New Jersey Team. Kings County Team
Castle 2202011102*9*11-10 Chas Plate Ill,"22220002121—12
E M Cooper 011281202320228—13 C Ferguson 211212222221221—15
John Riggott. ..121332122210210—13 Lee Helgans. ..222221012238880-18
Chas Smith 110121111211011—13 D Deacon 12120102222.102-11W H Green 121210221 1.1211—13 Dr Little 121.11210221101—12F Van Dyke. . . .0111102101.012.- 9 J Bennett 02.212000.11111 - 9A W Money. ...112*12121111222-14 C M Mever 220222202212022-12
J L Smith 121101021120111—12 C E Morris 2202212112212.2—13
WmSigler 211212.22111.10—12 F Pfander 202121111101202-12
J Lewis 222131222222832-15 0 A svkes .2111.0.1111122-11
MFLindsley... 202222200222202-1.1 R Pfister 121 2i :'2cr' ! 21 lfh'2 - pj
Ed Hill 012221212221210-12 GE Nostrand 22.111.H2110f)2-l2
J VonLengerkellllllllllll2.1—14 H Dohrman.,,.222212121221211—15
G Cubberly U1201.1122121.-12 A V VanW ykofl LC 2100221.— 8
Fred Hoey 222222222222112-15 Wm Lair 112122110111001-1-'
FS Moore 112122222202)12-14 L T Duryea . . . 832121222:
P J Zeglio 1222221222: 2222-15 E Rasch 022212102022200-10W F Quimby. ...221.20222122221-13 A Eppig 0.2222001111110-10

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.
Spokane, Wash., Jan 1 —The regular weekly shoot of the SpokaneRod and Gun Club was held here yesterdav but onlv eleven members

appeared to compete for the A and B class medals" as it was raininsr
hard, The A class medal was won by T. B. Ware for the fifth time in
succession. J. R. Burke won the B class again, having won it four
times in the five shoots. The medal shoot is at 10 known traps and
angles, 10 unknown traps and known angles and 5 pairs: Following
are the scores: No. 1. medal shoot:

Class A.
TBWare OllOllllllOllllllOOO 11 10 11 11 10—22
Warren OOlllOllllOllOllOOOl 11 11 10 10 11-20
Eckhardt 11 11100101001 1101001 10 11 10 11 10—19
Carson 00100110010100111101 11 10 11 00 10—16

CI&ss E
Burke 11101101110101101000 10 10 00 00 11—16A C Ware IIIOOIHOOOIOOIOOIOI 11 10 10 11 00—16
Francotte OOOOlOOOHOOlOOOlOll 10 10 00 01 01—11
No. 2, 10 singles:

Warren 1111110111-9 A Ware ..1100010011-5
T Ware 0111111010-7 Francotte 1011000011-5
Burke 1010110111-7 Eckhardt 1000001101—4

J. B. W.

A Testimonial to Miss Annie Oakley.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The invitation of Miss Annie Oakley lately extended in "A Begging

Letter" to all American sportsmen, was a touching expression of her
feelings, while her desire to secure mementoes of sport to adorn a
room in her new house evinces her innate love of the field and its
trophies. But I fear that comparatively few will find opportunities to
visit her, no matter how much they may wish. a.nd still fewer have
specimens to send which are rare or of sufficient interest.
Therefore, it may be, that her "Begging Letter" like many another

,

may fail of its purpose. But I have a suggestion to make in the same
direction. The career of this young woman—for she is still young in
years—has been a remarkable one. She has been gifted by nature
with a talent of marksmanship unequalled in her sex, and has dis-
played it to the admiration of thousands and thousands in Europe and
America. Her professional life has been one continued series of
triumphs, and her private life has-been without a stain or suspicion
of reproach. She is as worthy in all the attributes of pure woman-
hood as she is distinguished in her public achievements. This has
been fully recognized abroad, and by reason of it, she has been thexe-
cipient of medals and tokens and badges of great value from persons
of high rank and social distination. But she has had none of any note
in her own country, and she deserves to have one here.
Therefore, I suggest, that all the sportsmen of America unite in con-

tributing to a fund for an "Annie Oakley Testimonial." I think it

should be in the shape of something practical and useful in her beauti-
ful little home; for instance, a table service of solid silver, suitably
inscribed.

I am authorized to say that Lieutenant Peter Gibson, 216 Main
street, Cincinnati, Ohio, will receive and acknowledge subscriptions:;
and I think that in order to popularize the offeriug, the sum of one
dollar ($1) should be fixed. There are many in this city who will
esteem it a privilege to subscribe a larger amount, but the sum I have
named is within the means of all, and it should be made a general, not
an exclusive token, Gloan.

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.
Spokane, Washington, Jan. 8.—The Spokane Rod and Gun Club held

their regular weekly shoot yesterday, and although the weather was
very cold the attendance was good. The A medal resulted iu a tie
between T. B. Ware, Carson and" Eckhardt, each scoring 21 birds, but
in the shoot off Ware proved too much for his opponents and again
won the medal, being the sixth time in succession. The B medal
changed hands again, being won by J.T.Duffy with a score of 20.
When Duffy joined the club last year he could only get about 2 or 3
out of the 30, but by hard practice and perseverance he has gradually-
come to the front and by his cool head and steady nerve has the
promise of being one of the best shots in the club, and unless some of
the old B class men wake up he will teach them a lesson before the
season is over.
Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

T B Ware <"a) 11111111110010111001 10 10 10 11 10-21
Carson (a) 111111011101111.10010 11 00 10 11 10—21
Eckhardt (a) 10111110011111011111 10 10 10 10 10—21
Duffy(b).: 01111111011110101001 11 01 10 10 00—20
Warren (a; 01001111100101011000 11 01 10 10 00-15
Kubrick llOlOlOOOlOOllllOTOO 00 10 10 10 10—14
Burke (b) .....00001101600010010101 10 00 10 11 11—13
Francotte (b) lOOOOOlOHOlOOOOOOOl 11 10 01 10 10—12
Shoot-off for tie for A medal, C singles and 2 pairs:

Ware 111111 11 10—9 Eckhardt 110101 10 00-5
Carson 111011 11 10-8
Shoot No. 2, 10 singles:

Duffy 1111101111—9 Warren 0111101001—6
Eckhardt 0011111111—8 Hubrick 0010011011—5
T Ware 1001111101—7 Francotte 0010100111—5
Burke 1001111011—7 J. W. W.

Unknown Gun Club.
The Unknown Gun Club opened the new year at Dexter Park on

Thursday of Jasr. week ekiknk c:; m :.?.=
;

; \ i : ;
c ?r mi; ic :iit c-lu'n p.vcnc.

The club has abandoned the old rules (Long Island) and adopted
American Association or Hurlingham. Of the eight members engaged
in the club event only one, Ike Hyde, kilted his 7 straight, Messrs.
Minch, Skidmoro, Flyn, Akhursc and Boyd tied with 6 for second
place and Pop Van Staden and Vroome with 4 each for third place.
Dr. Little, of the Vernon Club, was a visitor and participated a 3-bird

sweep following the club event:
Club event:

H Van Staden 0102202—4 W E Skidmore 2122022—6
C Minch 2011121—0 J Flynn 1102222—6
I Hyde 2211221-7 J H Akhurst 1021111-6
B A Vroome 1220001—4 W Boyd 1112201—6
Sweepstake, 3 birds:

E A Vroome 020—1 D Little. 111—3
J Flynn 111—3 Wr Skidmore 111—3W Boyd 011—2

Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.
Pittsburgh, Pa —Editor Forest and Stream: The Interstate Man-

ufacturers' and Dealers' Association is now ready to receive applica-
tions from gun clubs that desire us to aid them in holding tournaments
the coming season.
We particularly desire to hear from clubs West, Northwest and

South, and to such clubs we are prepared to render valuable assist-
ance.

I will personally manage all tournaments this season the same as
last, ana will be at the scene with all necessary paraphernalia several
days before the tournament, so as to fix up grounds and attend to
other details, as well as help the club officials'during the progress of
the tournament.
Clubs having tournaments in view should at once write the New

York office, Mr. Justus Von Lengerke, secretary, 8 Murray street,
New York, or to. the manager s home address, 122 Diamond Market,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Full information willb - given on request, and all applications willbe

acted upon by the classification and tournament committee.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager I. M. and D. A.

Springfield Gun Club.
Springfield, O., Jan. 1.—The Springfield Gun Club started the new

year with a successful shoot last Monday afternoon. The feature was
a match race at 25 birds for $25 a side between Ben Downs and David
Elder. Mr. Downs won, breaking 22 to Mr. Elder's 20. The following
scores were made:
No 1, 10 singles: Downs 6, Rankins 5. Hanse 6, Jack 9, Elder

Flemings, Shell 7, Strong 2.
'

'

No. 2, 15 singles: Tibbetts 3, Roy 11, Foley 4, Fisher 6. Hanse 11,
Kraus 4, Downs 10, Shell 9, Rankin 6, Strong ll, Jack 10, Hughes 8,Rhonemus 0, Jones 6, Faha 7, Hutchins 11
No. 3, 25 singles: Fisher 12, Jones 39, Solenberger 13, Faha 11 Ran-

kin 10, Warder 20. Fleming 10, Jack 14. Hanse 18, Strong 23, Hutchins
19, Foley 13, Hughes 21, Downs 21, Sackman 18, Elder 19 Rov 17
Shell 10. '

J

No. 4, 10 singles: Hutchens 9, Hanse 10, Foley 6, Jones 4 Solen-
berger 2. Faha 7, Simons 4, Tibbetts 4, Shell 5, Roy 3.
No. 5, 15 singles: Warder 13, Jack 13, Strong 15, Shell 6, Downs 12

Roy 8, Tibbetts 7, Hanse 10, Foley 11, Rhonemus 7, Sackman 13.

J. A. Reid, Sec'y.

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Syracuse, Maple Bay, Jan. 11 .—Practice match, 50 birds, known traps

unknown angles; weather rainy and windy:
C F Ayling 11111011111111110111111111111111111111111111111111—48
C Wagner lllllllOlllllOlllOlllOlllllllllllimilllimiiOll—45A G Courtney OOlllOllllll lllllllOHll 1 lllOlll 1 11m 101 1 UllllOl—43H McMurchy 11011111111011011111111111001101011011011111111111—41
J Montgomery.,.. llOinmooillllllinioilOlOlOllllOOllllOllllllOOO-37
G Mosher 11 000001111 1110111100101 101 lion 10 110 1 01 dl 10011111—33H Duguid lOOOllllllllOlOOlllllOOllOlllOlllOlllOOOlOOQlOUll—38
J Cccl 10ij:-::i:ilji!0111001Ulll(lod)02 01 . ,

:

:: 0 ,
. Kl—ByW E Willards Ill lOOOlliO 111 UllooOrnon.n 1 lu] 1 iiju ,1111 r'l 1 id00-3]

D Walters HOOliOllOOllllOlllOOllOOllOOOOlOOlQllllOllOOlOlll—-29G c Lamed oioiinooioiooiooiioiiiiiooiimooiioiioiiiioiiioo-31
2: '-' .'L.

. .

ic.C uo'ii'i,
1

•.-<:''
,j ':/.kc!PiijiOIc,ni;;ii11 iOuiliioOiOo

J Glennon OOllOlOOlOOOlllOOHlOlOOlOOOllllOOlOlOOOOllOOlOOlO-23

Falstaff.

Heikes-McDonald—Rike.
Dayton, O. ,

Jan. 9.—Five races at artificial bird shooting of 100 birds
each were shot at the Fair Grounds here this afternoon between Rollo
O. Heikes, Scott McDonald and Ed Rike. There was a purse of $25 to
each race. In the first race. 5 traps, 5 known angles, Heikes brok* 99
McPonaia 94, Rike BB. Second race, 5 traps, unknown angles- Heikes
93, McDonald 88, Rike 88. Third race, 3 unknown traps: Heikes 94
McDonald 84, Rike 90. Fourth race, 50 fair birds: Heikes 91 , McDon-
ald 71, Rike 72, Fifth race, unknown traps, known angles: Heikes
91, McDonald 74, Rike 79. Total—Heikes 4G8, McDonald 411, Rike 415.

Edward Wick.
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Knoxville Gun Club.
The twelfth annual meeting of the Knoxville Gun Club was held

Dec. 28 last with full attendance. Reports of various committees
were received, discussed, noted and ordered filed. Great enthusiasm
prevailed relative to the topic "Our May '94 Tournament" and "$1,000
in cash added to the purses." The committee reported the financial
success of the May, '93 tournament, at which $1,000 was added by the
club to the purses; also that it was most successful in point of
attendance and the large amount of money passed through the
cashier's office, nearly $8,000, was distributed to the successful con-
testants.
The same committee that had charge of the May, '93 shoot were re-

appointed to their arduous duties for the '94 shoot, ttius again insur-
ing the perfect working of the '91 meeting in every particular.
The success attendant on the previous efforts of the club to please

those present insures a very large attendance the coming May. . To
our old friends we extend a cordial welcome and we hope to have the
pleasure of the presence of many new faces among us, aod assure all
that as before they can come and be certain they will attend a shoot
conducted by gentlemen and upon business principles

• The following members were announced as the winners of the cash
prizes offered by the club for the year "93. All members divided into
two classes—expert, class A; amateurs, class B. The following table
shows the winners in each class distance shot, score made, wben
made, total number broken, amount of prize and also per cent, made:
Monthly prize contest, 25 targets each member, experts shoot,

known trap and unknown angles, amateurs known traps and known
angles, best seven ecores out of twelve to count for prizes, bluerock
targets, North pull and thrown low, swift and 80yds.

:

Class A.
Jan. Feb. Mch. May. Aug. Sept. Dec.

Y. S, Y. S. Y. S. Y. S. yTs. Y. S. Y. S. T'l. $ %
J W Conner 14 19 14 22 16 21 18 21 18 23 18 25 20 22 152 10 87.43

May, June, July.

Van Gilder 18 21 18 23 18 21 18 20 18 22 18 23 20 22 153 7 86.87
Nov.

FA Morris 16 20 16 21 16 21 18 22 16 20 18 23 18 21 148 5 84.59
June, July.

J C White 14 20 14 22 16 20 16 21 16 22 16 21 18 20 146 3 83.43
Amateurs.

T R Price 14 21 14 11 14 10 14 22 16 20 16 14 16 24 131 10 75.
L D Leeson 14 16 14 17 14 12 14 16 14 19 14 13 14 13 107 7 61.14
E HDePew 14 12 14 14 14 13 14 11 14 17 14 14 14 17 98 5 56.
S B Dow 14 11 14 11 14 9 14 16 14 10 14 18 14 20 95 3 54.29
The handicap of different score lines or swiftness of targets thrown

naturally reduced high percentage for average. The club aft^r hear-
ing above announcement decided to offer for the year 1894 a solid
silver bowl to cost $50 to member holding the greatest number of cer-
tificates of each weekly trophy contest at the end of the year. Each
winner of a weekly certificate to be subject to a challenge for same
by any other holder of a like certificate in their respective classes,
and he must shoot or forfeit same to the one who makes the chal-
lenge. Said challenger places 50 cents with secretary, which goes to
make a second prize. This scheme was enthusiastically adopted by
all the members, and no doubt can remain, but that it will create ad-
ditional interest in the club. The treasurer's report showed the club
financially stronger than ever, having a very large surplus in bank
and no indebtedness, by over 100 per cent, better than last year.

Election of officers resulted in same for 1894 as 1S93 as follows: S. B.
Dow, President; T. C. Eldridge, Vice-President; S. Van Gilder, Cap-
tain; J. C. White, Treasurer; R. Van Gilder, Secretary.

R. Van, Sec'y.

Hawkeye Gun Club's Tournament.
Dubuque, la.—The Hawkeye Gun Club opened their new grounds on

New Year's Day with a live pigeon shoot. About 400 birds were sprung
from the traps and the shoot was a success in every way. There was
a large field of shooters, all the experts of the city contesting, besides
an audience of nearly 800 people. The birds were a hard lot. of flyers
ana in splendid condition; out of 400 pigeons but three refused to fly
when the trap was sprung. Shooting commenced at 11 o'clock A. M.
and continued until it was too dark to see. i he weather was all that
could be desired, clear and warm, with a strong south wind blowing
directly toward the traps, which helped the birds wonderfully. Ameri-
can Shooting Association rules were followed strictly, and Chas. Brose
as referee and Walter Jones as official scorer performed their respec-
tive duties to the satisfaction of everybody. This is the first live bird
shoot held on these grounds, but there will be more of them in the
near future. The grounds are the best in Iowa, there being eight acres
of ground all under fence, with a commodious and handsome club
house, all modern improvements, and within five minutes' walk of an
electric street railroad line. King's patent ground traps were used
and gave splendid satisfaction. The following are the scores:
Event No. 1,5 birds, $5 entry:

L Van Vlick 21101—4 J Smith 00000—0
N Cox 12011—4 J Chaloupka 11200—3
A J Walters 00200—1 E C Uaumhover 22020—8
O Dietrich 10220—3
No. 2,5 birds, $2 entry:

A J Waltnj s 01000—1 O Dietrich 10110-3
FReiufried 00120—2 J Smith 10001—2
J Chaloupka 01112—4 L Van Vlick 21011—4
WCox 00212-3 ECBaumhover 11011—4
No. 3. 5 birds. $2 entry: F. H. Mindorfer 3, J. Smith 3, J. Chaloupka

0. F Reinfrie i 1, E. E. Baumhover 4.

No. 4, 7 birds. $2 50 entry:
GBaumgartner 0000002—0 J O'Brien 2021121—6
GWuiid^i licli 2202101—5 WC Beans 0000111—3
AF Heeb 2110110-5 T Quinlan 0200021—3
J Chaloupka 0110001—3 B Ward 0122110—5
J Reinfried 0010110—3 W Cox -2101000—3
L Van TJIiek 1101010- 4
No. 5, 7 birds, $2.50 entry:

WCBeaus 1022022-5 DrHuestis 101W00-3
T Schmidt 0122021—5 J O'Brien. 0022222—5
Max Schmidt 0022200—3 J Chaloupka 2102010—4
CHafner 2000002—2 Dr Biglow 0220100—3
Col Lyon 200000 —1 JohnStransky 0221001—4
G Wunderlich 0212002—4 T Dolson 0010000—1
A F Heeb 0221021—5 R Ward 0020201—3
G H Brown 0222202—5 L Van Ulick 2100101—4
R J Love 1222222-7 WCox 2100200-3
No. 6, $1, miss and out: J. Stransky 2, L Van TJlick 1, W. Cox 1, W,

C. Beans 0. J. Chaloupka 0, A. F. He6b 1, R. Ward 0. J. O'Brien 0, O. H.
Brown 0, G. Wunderlieh 2, R. J. Love 0, Max Schmidt 1.

No. 7, $1, miss and out: W. C. Beans 3, J. Stransky 1, R. Ward 0, G.
H. Brown 3, J. O'Brien 0, G. Wunderlich 3.

No. 8, $1, miss and out: G. Wunderlich 0, J. Stransky 0, G. H.
Brown 2.

Mt. Kisco Rod and Gun Club.
Mt. Kisco, N. Y., Jan. 4.—Inclosed you will find scores of the

Christmas Day tournament of the Mt. Kisco Rod and Guu Club:;
No. 1, 10 bluerocks, entry $1: E. Wa -d 10. Carpenter 8, Menzei 5,W.

Ward 4, T. Ward 10, Betti 8.

No. 2: E. Ward 8, Carpenter 6, Menzie 4, W. Ward 4, T. Ward 7,

Wood 8.

No. 3: E. Ward 8, Carper 2, Menzie 6, W. Ward 6, T. Ward 9, Betti 4.

No. 4: E. Ward 7, Carpenter 3, Menzie 3, W.Ward 9, Betti 4,Wood 9.

No. 2: Menzie 3, E.Ward 9, T. Ward 10, Wood 8, Sherwood 2, Betti 6.

No. 6, 4 live birds, entry $3:
Huff 1011-3 EWard 1111—4
Menzie 1111—4 WWard 1111—4
Carpenter 0111—3 Betti 1011-3
No. 7, Miss and out, entry $1:

Huff 1111110-6 Eward 1111111—7
Menzie 11110 —4 WWard Ill —3
Carpenter 1111110—6 Betti 0 —

0

No. 8, 10 bluerocks, entry $1: Wood 8, Sherwood 7, T. Ward 8, E.
Ward 10, Menzie 7, Betti 9, Huff 4, W. Ward 5, Carpenter 6, Dunn 4.

No. 9: Betti 5, Menzie 7, T. Ward 0, Wood 7, E. Ward 6, Diehl 5.

No. 10: Menzie 7, Wood 9, Diehl 6, T. Ward 9, E. Ward 4, Carpen-
ter 5.

No. 11: Menzie 8, T. Ward 7, Betti 8, Wood 9, E. Ward 9, Dunn 3.

F. M. D.

Central Gun Club of Duluth.
Duluth, Minn.—The unfinished programme of the Thanksgiving

Day shoot, with additional events, was shoot off by the Central Gun
Club on New Year's afternoon before a large crowd of spectators and
a good field of contestants. The unsatisfactory scores of the previous
shoot were very much improved. This was due no doubt to the
more favorable conditions of weather, which was many degrees
warmer than Thanksgiving, though a little sunshine would have been
welcomed, as the day was quite dark and snow was falling fast during
the last event.
A new system for shooting sweeps was introduced in order to more

equalize things, by giving the middle men and "tailers," a better
show, and it resulted satisfactory for a local shoot, but do not think it

would satisfy the majority in a heavy tournament. This system was,

m this case, entrance $1.10, shooter to receive 10 cents for every target
broken, balance to be divided into three equal purses. Among the
contestants was Mr. F. L. Carey, president of the Livingstone (Mont.)
Gun Club.
„ The score by events, which were all sweeps, entrance $1.10, 10 singles
each, was as follows:
No. 1: Day and Carey 8, Helmberg 7, Moore and Greene 5, R. Little,

Pastoret and Nelson 4, Pearson, McDonald and L. McDonald 3,
Stevens 2.

No. 2: Greene 9, Carey and Nelson 6, K. Little, Helmberg and Pear-
son 5, Day, McDonald and R. Little 4. Pasteret and Moore 3, Tileson 2.

< -No. 3: Day 9, R. Little 7, Carey, Pearson and Nelson 6, Greene 5,
Pasteret, Tileson, McDonald and K. Little 4, Moore and Holmberg 3.
No. 4: Carey, Greene and Day 6, Stevens and Coons 5, Pastoret,

Moore and McDonald 4, Holmberg, Pearson, Tileson and R. Little 3,
No. 5: Carey 8, Pearson 7, Day 6, Stevens 5, McDonald, Moore find

Pastoret 4, Greene and Holmberg 3, Coons 2, Tileson and R. Little 1.

No. 6: Day 6, Greene and McDonald 5, Moore, Carey and Greene 4,
Stevens 2, Chaska 1.

Towanda Gun Club.
Towanda, Pa., Jan. 4.—A bright cheerful day was New Year's.

Consequently the tournament of the Towanda Gun Club was a suc-
cess: and having a comfortable clubhouse they could have made it
pleasant for those present in case of storm.
W. K. Park, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., representing the Wilkesbarre Gun

Co., was the first to arrive and talked about the merits of that arm
from the time of his arrival until his departure, except when he was
exhibiting to Montanye that silk garter with a silver buckle he had
captured while on his Western trip last fall. Seems he took in a deer
hunt. Other prominent shooters present were: Williamson, Stroh
and Ensign, Pittston, Pa.; N. Welles, F. Welles and Hamaker, Wya-
luring, Pa.; Higgins, Barrett and Myers. Sayre, Pa.; Albert and Von
Wolfrandt, Athens, Pa.; F. Emery, Evergreen, Pa.; Merring and
Ayers, Long Valley. Pa.

; Montanye, Shiner, Chamberlin, Rittenburg
and Dittrich, Towanda, Pa.
A number of the participants shot at targets and live birds from

traps for the first time, among others being Mr. Merring, of Long
Valley, Pa., who enjoys the reputation of being one of thebest brush
shots in this section, especially on grouse. He shoots for the market
at times and makes heavy bags in a rough, hilly country, where it
requires endurance, and quick and accurate work to bring down your
bird. It was expected by those who were aware of this fact to see
him take first money in live bird event, but for some reason be failed
to kill within bounds. Shooting before an audience of three hundred
was, no doubt, the cause.
Live bird event from one trap, 30yds. boundary, 30yds. rise; target

events from five traps, known traps and angles, under A. S. A. rules.
Three hundred spectators witnessed the live bird event. The low
scores are owing to shooters stand being raised above a level with
the traps and difficult background to distinguish the targets, and also
very fast traps, scores as follows:
No. 1, 10 single targeis, entrance $1:

Park 0000111101 - 5 Ward 0000000000—0
F Welles 0100001000—2 Merring 0100010101 -4
Ayers 0001000100—2 Williamson 1101111010-7
Montanye 1011111011—8 Hamaker 0111101110—7
Ensign 1011010010—5 N Welles 1011011001—6
Stroh 0011001000—3
No 1, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Merring 1100010100—4 Higgins 1011011111—8
Stroh 1101001111—7 N Welles 0100001011—4
Ensign 1010010101 -5 Montanye 1111111101-9
Hamaker 1111111100—8 Williamson 0100101101—5
Park 1101101111—8 Dittrich 1101011000—5
Myers 1010000100-3 Ayers 0000100110—3
No. 8, 10 singles, entrance $1

:

Park 1111111111—10 Stroh lllOOdlOOO— -1

Higgins 0100111011— 6 Shiner 0110100101— 5
Montanye llllllOOll— 8 Myers 0001100010— 3
Hamaker 1100111010— 6 Ensign 00001011 -0- 8
Merring 0001000010— 2 Ward 0000010010— 2
N Welles 1010110011— 6 Williamson 0000110011— 4
No. 4, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Merring 1010000000—!
Higgins 1101101111—f,

Stroh 1011010111—7

Myers 0100000011-3
N Welles 0011010001-4
Williamson 1 100000101-4

Montanye 0101111110—7 Ward 0000000000—

0

Hamaker 1000010010-3 Shiner 1011110110—7
Park 1110001101-6 Barrett 0101001010—4
Ensign 0010101101—5
No. 5, 10 singles, entrance $1: Moutanye 9, Merring 5, Stroh 5, Wil-

liamson 7, Ensign 5, Von Wolfrandt 9, N. Welles 5, Hamaker 7, Ward
0, Park 4
No. 6, 10 singles, entrance $1

:

Montanye 1110101011—7 Merring 0110110000-4
Higgins 1111000011—6 Stroh 0000110011—4
Hamaker 1111000011—6 Myers 1101000011-5
Williamson 1101101011—7 F Welles 0000011100—3
Ensign 0010010010-8

"

Park 1111010011—7
No. 7, 5 live birds, entrance $2.50:

F Welles 11210-4
Stroh 11202-4
Montanye 12210-4

Shiner 0100101010-4
N Welles 0101110111—';

Higgins 11200-3
Park 021U0 -2
N Welles I0IS0-3

Hamaker 01010—2 Merring 00000—0
Williamson 11221—5 Myers WQD0—

2

Barrett 00021—2 Shiner 00101—2
Emery 10021—3 Chamberlin 01 120—3
Von Wolfrandt 10120—3 Dittrich 11220—4
No. 8, 10 singles, entrance $1

:

Williamson 0010001 101—4 F Welles 0010110101—5
Albert 1001001111—6 Stroh OOllOOllll—

7

Montanye lllOHOlOO—0 Ward 1001000000—2
Hamaker 1010001100—4 N Welles 0001110110—5
Shiner 1101110011—7 Von Wolfrandt 0001110101—

5

Higgins 1000011111—6 Rittenbury 0100011010—4
Ensign 0010100101—4 Emery 0100010101—4
Park 0010100001—3
No. 9, 10 singles, entrance $1: Williamson 7, Montanye 8, Park 9,

Albert 7, Hamaker 5, Dittrich 5, Cranska 2, Stroh 6, Shiner 4, Ward 2.W P. Dittrich, See'y.

Flemington Gun Club.
Flemington, N. J., Jan. 5.—Inclosed find scores made at to-day's

shoot of the Flemington Gun Club, together with two private matches
at live pigeons. As to the weather, there was no wind, but it rained
about half of the time, which made it very disagreeable for the
shooters. The bluerocks were shot under the rules of the American
Shooting Association, 3 traps, unknown angles, 16yds. rise. The live
birds were shot under Long Island rules, one band, 21yds., one trap.
Each match at live birds wras 10 birds, $10 a side, find, trap and handle,
and the writer does not want to see any more such matches as the
second one:
No. 1, 10 bluerocks, entrance 50 cents:

J Reading. 0000010111—4 E Hann 0010100101—4
HSchafer 0011110110—6 G Large 0110001010—4
G Reading 0101111011—7 J Herr 1011011011—7
C Tunison 0110100010—4
No. 2, same as No. 1:

J Reading 0000001111—4 G Large 0001000000—1
H Sehafer lOlOUOlll—7 J Herr 0101010111—6
C Tunison 1100610111—6 G Reading HllOlw. —5
E.Hann 0111010011-6
No. 3, same:

J Reading 1011010100—5 E Hann 1000001011—4
HSchafer 0011011100—5 B Herr 0000000000—0
C Tunison 0100100101—4
No. 4, 10 live pigeons:

Reading 1001100110—5 Van Marter 1000100100—3
No. 5, same as No. 4:

Van Marter 1000111010—5 J Reading 1100001100—4
Rex.

Pansy Gun Club of Kingston.
Kingston, N. Y, Jan. 4.—Inclosed find scores made by the Pansy

Gun Club on New Year's Day. The weather was perfect, with but
very little wind, and all had a very enjoyable time. Some of the shoot-
ers were new members, who had never shot at a bird before.
No. 1, miscellaneous merchandise prize shoot, 25 targets, handicap,

allowance in ( ):

J A Cable 15 J R Kenyon (6) 23
W S Smith (2) 25 H Meyer C10) 20
W H Van Gaasbeek (4). 24 G B Styles (14) 17

J M Schaffer (4) '. 20 A Cohen (25) , 22
W WesNn (4) 19 C V Hester (25) 15

JHines (4) 15
No. 2, team shoot, six men to a team, 15 targets per man:

Capt. Smith's Team. Oapt. Weston's Team.
Smith 111110010111111—12 Weston 011011010011111—10
Cable 111111100110010-10 V'nG'asbe'klOlllllinoiOlll—ll
H Myer 011111110111111-13 Kenyon 101101001111011—10
Schaffer, . . .101101101011011—10 Styles 001101110111010— 9

Hume 010100111101110— 9 Cohen OOlOOOOlOOOOlOO— 3

M Myer lOOOOOiOOOOllOO— 4—58 Woolaey, . ,.000001011010101— 6-49
u, g. a.

New Year's Day in Ontario.
Dover, Ont., Jan. 2.—At yesterday's shoot of the Phoenix Gun Club

there was a fair turnout and the weather was perfect, being still, mild
and right. Everybody had an enjoyable time. Appended are the
scores:
No. 1, 10 bluerocks:

CPrue 1101101011—7 AWLawrie 1000011010-4
T Regan 1111101111-9 J BFick 0110111011—7 !

C Reeves 1101000111—6 R Skey 1001000111—5
F Reeves 1000001010—3 E Skey 0000111011—5W Smith 1011110010-6
No. 2, 6 bluerocks: C. Prue 3, T. Ryan 4, W. Smith 4, J. B. Flck 3.

No. 3, 10 bluerocks:
Prue 0100010000—2 Fick 1001101110-6
Ryan 1111101001-7 R Skey 0100100000-2
C Reeves 01000001 10—3 E Skey 0100110000—3 •

W Smith 0101000000—2 C Scoefield 0100011010—4
Lawrie 1001000011—4 Rev L Skey. 0100000000—1
No. 4, same:

Prue 0000000011—2 AlexMcQueen 1000011100—4
Fick 0101111101—7 Hugh McQueen 1000011010-4
J Britt 1001111111-8 Charley McQueen . . ,

.1111101100-7
C Ansly 10000HOOO—3 W Smith 1110010011—6
E Skey 0001110111—6 HSband OOlOlOmO-B
RSkey 0010010010—3
No. 5, 5 live birds, 2Gyds. rise, 50 cents entrance, three moneys, first

barrel kills to count 100%, second barrel kills to count 75%:

00000-0 CPrue 10001-2
10010—2
10102—3
.11212—5 J Brit t

.12021-4 W Smith 11011-4
10001—2 H Barrett 00211—3

No. 6, 3 live birds, three moneys:
RSkey 111—3 J B Fick 102—2,
J Cruikshanks. .001—1
A McQueen 111—3

H Barrett 121-3
C Ansly 111-3

C Prue 100-1 W Smith .012 £

AWLawrie .010-1 H McQueen 102-2.
Ties of three shot off, Skey winning; second and third moneys di-

vided. The birds were mostly drivers, and, all considered, were'very
strong, hard ones, requiring plenty of lead to stop tbem. Doverite.

Herron Hill Gun Club.
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Inclosed find scores of handicap live bird shoot, 25

birds per man, $20, which took place at Homewood Driving Park on
Dec. 28:

A H King (30) 2211110112111112111212122—24
Mohler (28) 1221012W22H 1 23121 1 11313-24
McWhorter (30) 12022220 1 2 1 232 1 1 1 081 3331a—a'-i

Johnston (30) 222310221 1 122222201 102222—22
Hostetter (27) 20231223! i21 1222201 1222122—22
Wright (29) 221 201 1 1121120212321.22022—22W S King (28) 2222010131110111202021212—21
Jones (28) 1111211111121121100001122—21
Rumbaugh (28) 1121010111111121011111011—21
Crable (27) 1010202212322211110112131—21
Ewing (28) 20 1202! 221 1 10 ,'3 .'01 11111 11—21
Fisher (27) ; 22121 101 11212022°12230001—20
Ackerman (24) 201130321 1121 120021 121201—20
Cundall (30) 1 021 20 1 U2221 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 01 10—19
Wilson (28) 221010111122202210110 —16
F H Denny 121100110211102011122 —16
Bw^raer (28) 2112101202002222202U3 —15
.) O'H Denny (28) 222200301221020101281 —15
Brown (30) 2U212012101 1 101112100 —15
Schaefer (28) 022202121001011010121 —15
Ross (27) 101100023101222111011 —16
Cook (28) 213312113010022212000 —15
Reilly (28) 011201011101101110110 —14
Moorhead 202010120202011221011 —14
Levis (27) 221211111002001011020 —14
Gordon (28) 022200001221200100001 —10
In a private shoot at 50 live birds per man, which took place on

Brunot's Island on New Year's Day. The following scores were '

made:
C A Painter 111012131111121112122222101213111113111113112120-45
T R Hostetter 133131133312121 1011202012230H21 23102123222333320—4i
F P Moorhead 02122220212202311310(JU23:22 I222UOr2l23310 _8l
EH McWhorter 2221111111220211220233132222 1 U20333mi3l31 1101—44

Harrisburg Shooting Association.
Harrisborg, Pa., Jan. 2.—Inclosed please find scores of two teams

of Harrisburg Shooting Association, shot on New Year's Day on the
club grounds, 25 bluerocks per man, ten men on side, rapid-firing
system, for h inquet not to exceed $1 per man, losing team to pay for
same. The old cracks who ha ve visited us from all over the State
will at onee remamber the dark aud difficult background on these
grounds and some of the modest scores will be excused. There was
also nn all- lay shoot on the same grounds same day, which seemed
to put a goon deal of vim in the sport for a new year start. Hepler
in the early half of day succeeded in breaking 75 straight. Scores
follow:

Team No. 2, Sullivan, Captain.
Henry 1111111111101111111011111—23
Fry 0101011100110011110101000—13
Dustin 1111110111111011111111111—23
McCormick OOlOllOlOllOlOlllllllUOO—16
Fleming lOOOlOlOllllOOOOOl 0110000-10
Ewing 1010010111011101111000110-15
Kinzer 111101111011010111 1 100 1 1 0-1

9

Etter 111)0111 0001001 11 1 0111110-18
Sullivan 1111111111111001101111111—22
Reilly OOlOpiioOlOlOOOOOlOllOlOO— 9—168-1

Team No. 1, James H. Worden, Captain.
Hepler 11111110101 11111111111111—83
Miller 10000010001 01000101 1 10101—10
Foerster 11 1011101 1 1 1 1 10100001OU1—17
Todd 1000101101 111011 110000011—14
Fuller O0111 011 1 1 0101 10110111101—17 -

Dinger 1111111101111111100001111—20
Brewster 1010100011101111011110111—17
Russ 001000111000000010 1000100— 7
Knisley OOOOUUOU00010010001000010— 4
Worden 1011101001101011111101101—17—146

Brewster.

Hartner's New Year Shoot.
Oranqeville, Baltimore County, Md., Jan. 8.—Inclosed find scores

made yesterday at J. A. Hartner's regular shoot. A number of ladies
were present and took part in the contests, though not for the money.
Mr. Hartner shot under the nom de plume of "Wood Powder."
No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entrance: Snider 5, Kimble 6, W. Hall 5, Shackle-

ford 9, Kline 7. Wood Powder 9, Miss Theman 4, Mrs. Hartuer 7, Miss
Whar'4, Miss Stine 5.

No. 2, 10 standard Keystones, $1 entrance: Kimble 5, Snider 0, ffi.

Hall 5, Shackleford 8, Kline 7, Wood Powder 10, Miss Theman 3, Mrs.
Hartner 6, Miss Stine 4.

No. 3, 15 targets, $1 entrance:
Kimble 101100110101101— 9 Mrs Hartner. . . .111011101011101—11
Wood Powder. .111111111111111—15 Miss Theman. . .110010111100100— 8W Hall 110110110101011-10 Miss Stine 000010110101101— 7
Shackleford 101111111110111—13 Miss Whar 101000110110101— 8
Lynch 001101101111011—10 Snider 101001111101101—10
Kline 101101101111110—11 Barthlow 010011011011011— 9W Bond 101111011111111—13 C Hutson 101111110001111—11
No. 4, 10 targets: Wood Powder 9, W. Hall G. Kline 7, Shackleford 8,

Lynch 5, J. Stever 9, W. Bond 8, Snider 5, Barthlow 6, C. Hutson 7,
Jackson 8, Ulrich 4.

No. 5, 10 targets, 50c. entrance: W. Hall 6, Kline 7, Shackleford 7,
Lvnch 6, Steever S, W. Bond 7, Snider 5, Barthlow 5, 0. Hutson 7, Jack-
son 8, Ulrich 3, Wrood Powder 9.

No. 6, 15 singles, $1 entrance:
Wood Powder. .111111011111111—14 Steever 110111011111111—13i
Snider 101000111101011— 9 Barthlow 110111000001111— 9'

W Hall 001010001110011— 7 C Hutson 001011011011111—10W Bond 110111011111011—12 Jackson 101111110111111—13
Lynch 101011101110111—ll LTlrich 010001001010001— 5,

Shackleford. . . .111111101101111—13 Kline 101110111011011—11
No. 7, 10 singles, for ladies only: Miss Theman 5, Mrs. Hartner 7,

Miss Stine 4, Miss Whar 5, Miss Smyser 3. W. P.

Richfield Springs Gun Club.
Richfield Springs, N Y., Jan. IB.—The appended scores were made

yesterday in the contest for the Annan cup at 20 targets per man:
Mungor.,.. 11111111111001111111—18 Cole llOOllllOnillllOllO—15
MEBarkerlOinoilOlllllllllll—17 Cary OIOOIOOUOIOI 0010110— 0

E Caney... 111111110111 10110111—15 Charn'erlin U000101 100101001 1011— 9
A Barker.. 11110111111111111111—19 Peckhara. .01111000011)01101110—13
Freeman,, 00110000001 1111111)1—12 Borland.., .10111010001001101110—11
Smith llUmomUllllllO-18 While 01011001011100111111-13
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Bloomsburg Gun Club.

Bloomsburg, Pa., Jan. 3.—Inclosed find scores of our first trophy

shoot, confined to members of any gun club in Columbia county, Pa.,

followed by sweepstakes, in which anybody is admitted. The first a

live bird shoot, the highest score winning a handsome gold badge, the

winner being subject to a challenge every sixty days, the target shoot

being at 25 targets for a similar badge under same conditions. This

lot of live birds were as good a lot as ever flew from traps and kept

everybody guessing. This shoot was held on Oct, 27, 1893, Louis Low-
enburg, of Bloomsburg, winning the live bird medal and A. F. Horman
of Catawissa, winning the target medal o

The second shoot was held on Jan. 1, 1894, live birds m A. M., tar-

gets in P. M. This lot of birds was only medium, but with a good
•• .• 6r of them being white, about lin snow on the ground and the

shining a part of the time they still kept the shooters busy. Low-
tttberg, of Bloomsburg, was compelled to hand his medal over to

Boane. of Berwick, and Horman. of Catawissa, handed bis over to

Quick, of Bloomsburg, as the scores will show. Another shoot will

take place in from sixty to ninety days: ^ . .
Ten live birds. Oct. 27, 1893, for trophy, A. M.: J. H. Mercer 5. W. B.

Taylor 2, A. F. Harman 6, O.E. Raddali 3, W. B. Allen 4, J. A. Hess 5,

L. Lowenberg 8, Et F. Bonham 7, F. Quick 6, C. P. Armstrong 7: E. A.

Boone 6, W. F. Bodine 1, W. H. Snyder 6.

Target event for trophy, 25 targets per man, P. M, : Boone 20, Quick

20, Bonham 20, Doan 19, Fox 16, Rishtou 14, Bodine 7, Mercer IS, Har-
man 22, Parker 8. Kelchner 5, Hawke 18.

Target shoot for trophy, Jan. 5, 25 targets, SI entrance:

Harman ... ?. . 1 1 0011 1 101 lOOlUKilllOHOl—1G

J C Hagenbuch.V.V.'.'.'. 1101111101111001111101111-20

Robert! 101 0Q10O1 Hill 1001 1 i mil 11-16

Ever 0000000111010101010000010- 8

Hawke '." 1001001110010100101001010—11

Yocum 001 11 OmillllOl 00111 0011-17

Yetter 1110100111000000111111100—14

Mercer 1111011010110011011 001 010—15
Doane 0010011111010011101011111—16

Boone 1111111111011111011011110-21

Bonham .1111011111011111101011101-20

Quick 1011111111101111111011011-21

Lutz. !

'.!!!"!'!'*"!!'!""
1
''.'."!!

*
'.

'.
loooimoooi 1000110111101-14

Shoot-off for trophy resulted as follows:
J
',.,,

J .

Boone 0111011101—7 Quick 1111110011-8

Ten targets, $1 entrance: Spicer 9, Boone 8, Hawke 7, Roberts 10,

Mercer 5, Quick 8, Pursel 1, J. C. Hagenbuch 7. ,

Ten targets, $1 entrance: Spicer 8, Hawke 7, Roberts 8, Boone 8,

P
Ten\argets, $1 entrance: Spicer 7, Boone 8, Hawke 8, Pursel 0, Rob-

erts 9, Mercer 5. „ „ , ,

Ten targets, $1 entrance: Spicer 9, Boone 9, Hawke 8, Roberts
Dean 9.

Ten targets, ?

erts 8, Pursel 2.

Jan. 1.—Ten live birds for trophy:
Armstrong 2..22.2220-6 J C Hagenbuch 0120001212-6

Eyer 2010101000—4 Yocum 2212002202—7

The Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, Jan. 7.—Inclosed please find scores of our New Year's

shoot New Year here broke forth very fine, but without any snow,

and the day was given over to an all-day shoot at live birds, and was

eriioyed by quite a large number of gun cranks." The birds were an

exceptionally fine lot, which, coupled with quite a strong wiud made
many left-quartering drivers and twisters, which tried the skill of the

shooters, and although scores are not up to the usual standard there

was some very fine kills made. One shooter was present who at-

tracted considerable attention on account of an old "sol t-coal burner

which he used, and it is a, conspicuous fact that he made more noise,

more smoke and secured less feathers than any other individual on

the ground. Now the gentleman referred to is a fine wing shot, and

if he would baug up his relic of Bunker Hill and indulge in the im-

proved gun and "powder when shooting selected birds on a windy day

out of the King traps and short boundary he could set a pace that

would astonish the boys. All matches were 30yds., 5 unknown King

traps, live birds. Soc et tu um.

S Palmer 81110—4 Canfleld J?S}n~!
Hicks 10120-3 Stele 012 0-3

Dr Hodson 10100-2 McElligott 10110-3

S Palmer 2221 1- 5 Steele
J?,???

-
!

Hicks 00111-2 O'Brien I&i
Dr Hodson 00020-1 Baird 01220-3

McElligott 10220—3

S Palmer 0100000102-3 Richards 1 0021001 10-5

Hicks 1000210201-5 Arnold 1 1 02221 120- 8

Dr Hodson 0000022202-4 Fleming 0 012202 2-3

McElligott 0211121210-8 Young
&J8!ffl8rt~«

O'Brien 2121020202-7 Cop 0212202020-6

Balrd...' 2112102200-7

No. 4:

1 entrance: Spicer 8, Hawke 8, Doan 9, Boone 7, Rob

Mercer 1100220.11—6
BW Hagenbuch 000101110.-4
Quick 0002111201—1

Sloan 0200100202—4
Bonham 22.1112010—'

Lowenberg 21.1110202-7
Boone 20022^220-5
Hess 0010020100—3
Doame 1010112111—8
Freas 1100001122-6
Allen 1.00000000—

1

Five live birds, $8 entrance:
Hawke 10001—2 Doane 11111—5

Bonham 01111—4 Mercer 11111-5

Meiss. 11001-3 Sloan 00000-0

Freas 01100-2

S Palmer. 1002212221-8 Fleming S22°10-6»*• iiooimii-8Hicku..
Dr Hodson 2011001202—6
McElligott 122121.222-9

O'Brien 2201013121-8
Baird 22.1011010-6

Richards 1220120110-7

Arnold 1022030202-6

No. 5:

Palmer .* 022211212.-8

Sweep, 10 targets, SI entrance:
Boone 1111111111—10
Bonham 1111111110— 9

Meiss 0010010100— 3

JCHagenbuch 1011111111— 9

Hawke 0101011101- 6
Harman 1110111111— 9

Yetter '. 0101100010— 4 Evans 0100111010— 5

Yocum 1000100011— 5
"
Quick 0101111111— 8
Eyer 1001000011— 4

Meiss 000001C101-3
Roberts 1111001110—'

Doane 0011111111—
Ten targets, SI entrance:

Hawke 1111101111—9
Doane 1110110011—7 _
Yocum 11 1 1 000110-6 Rursel 001 1 1 1 0 100—5
Bonham Olllllllll—9 Spicer 1111101011—3

Harman 0001111110-6 Boone 0111111110-8

J C Hagenbuch 1101001111—7 Mercer 0110101100—5
J. M. M.

The Maplewood's '93 Record.
Herewith I send you a summary of the shooting of the Maplewood

Gun Club for 1893. We have had a fairly good year and doubtless
would have had better but for the hard times, which has curtailed

shooting somewhat. The cup was shot for under the point system,
and was very close between Dr. Fisher and Yeomans. Conditions, 50

single bluerocks per man, Keystone system:
Handicap cup shoot, 1893:

I I S a 3

<1 W O £ 02

O L Yeomans 42 38 46 48 45 42 43 44 47 47 46 40 550 480 27

Dr Fisher 37 32 41 43 41 33 35 38 46 39 45 34 550 417 26

J W Smith 43 43 42 43 37 32 45 46 48 43 44 42 550 475 11

W N Duke 43 39 41 43 41 42 45 44 350 258 3

D Van Idestine 38 27 25 27 36 27 32 37 39 40 30 .. 500 330 3

E Reeves 37 23 25 32 29 25 .. 32 300 166 0

J Higgins 38 38 26 41 40 38 520 178 5

The medal contests were shot in three classes, each class having a
gold medal to contest for.

Class A was won by J. Warren Smith, whose scores under the diffi-

cult rules governing these shoots are unusually good.
Class B was won by John A. Siggins, who will shoot in Class A here-

Class C was won by our genial manager, D. M. Van Iderstine.

Conditions, 25 bluerocks per man from 5 traps placed 5yds. apart,

one man up, traps pulled by indicator.
The cup and three medals were all won with E. C. powder.
Medal contests:

fij . . ilil * * -

Class A. i?gg<|gi?^ffiOI? B m ft

J Warren Smith 22 22 20 22 22 20 15 23 20 23 . . 250 209 83^
W N Drake 17 23 17 21 22 21 11 17 200 150 75

O L Yeomans 19 22 . . 21 22 22 14 150 120 80

ChasDean .20 20 17 17 100 74 74

Class B.
J A Siggins 19 23 19 13 19 125 93 74%
A Parry 11 16 .. 13 .. 18 100 58 58

Wick Smith 14 13 18 .. 18 100 63 63

II Lighthipe 12 . . 18 50 30 60

HQuad.... 17 17 16 75 50 60^
Class C.

DW Van Iderstine 9 18 15 16 10 18 9 18 10 13 11 275 147 53^
Dr Fishes 13 13 11 .. 13 14 11 9 175 84 48

E Reeves 7 13 16 17 18 11 14 13 8 11 9 275 137 50
MOHEGAN.

Boiling Springs.

Rutherford, N. J., January 6.—Inclosed please find score of

monthly target rapid firing, 25 birds per man, it being dark and rainy

accounts for poor score. Also two 15 bird sweeps. .75c per entry.

james llOmiOllllllOllOllOOOOl- 17

Jeannette ,

1111001110111101110101111—19

Krebs ' 10011 11000001100011111010—13

nuck " 1011111011100010101111111—18

Paul 1111101101001110110101111—18

Mackey 1111110000111100101111111—18

Crieff .
1101110111111110011010111—19

Griffett . 0011011111111011100010111—17

Chase '.' 0111111111000100101011010—15

Brown.'. ,

.

'.

0001111111110111001110101—17

Fifteen bird sweep:
Chase 110011011110111-11 Huck 111111111011110-12

Mackey Oil 11001 1000010- 7 Jeannette 111111011010110—11

Grieff 011011101011011—10 James 011110110010010- 8

Griffett 111110101110001—10 B Brown 101111111011111—13

Paul. 110101011 111111-12
Fifteen bird sweep:

Mackey 001110001001111- 8
Griffett lllllOOlOlllOOl—10

*Skinuer 22.1111201-8

Pond 0210100011-5
*Orvis 100222.010 5

Robbing 0222122201-8

*Skinner 0111211121—9

Hicks." ::: :::: : : :::::mmvm -s pondi.. ... . :

*Baldwin 2011011111—

b

Bowers 0020022210-5

W Palmer 2002122122-8

*Eichs.....' 1120211110-8
Lamb 2000000102-3

Ball 220.121200—6
Waltz'e 00001w

Dr Hodson 0021102000—4
McElligott 122101021.-7

O'Brien 21110.0121-7
Arnold 0002001121—6
Fleming 2010010222-6
Young 0002012012-5

Cop 00021012W

S Palmer 1021112220- 8 *Eicbs 1021011112—8

Hicks 220222220 1— 8 *Baldwin 221 0121 100- 7

McElligott 2101022022- 7 *Waltze 0021112011— 7

O'Brien . . . . . 1221211110- 9 *Hulcey 0120210000- 4

Cop. " 1111122122—10 S M Mack 00

w

W Palmer 2222022201— 7 *Barnard Il201w

Trap at "Watson's Park.
Burnsidk, III., Jan. 1.—Sweepstake shooting, 10 live birds, $5 entry,

Dr Forthingham. . .
,.0002211122— 7 A Kleinman 1112222122—10

B F Jackson 0222012120 - 7 Kaufman 0212002121- 7

Eastern 0000020201- 8 Goodrich 2202111001— 7

RS Mott 2100222210- 7 L C Willarcl 2211111121- 9

G Kleinman 1202122120 - 8 Italian Joe 1110100110— 6

Same day. 5 live birds, $3 entrance, two moneys:
•B V Jackson . . :

11211-5 Lester 20220-3

RSMott 00122—4 Tom Hall .20000-1

G Kleinman 20202-3 Hughlett 21112-5

Q Burns 21120-4 Bob White 20021-3

A Kleinman 10221—4
Jackson won on shoot off.

Same day, 10 Peoria blackbirds per man, two moneys: Abe Klein-

mau 6, L, C. Willard 4, Tom Hall 7, R. S. Mott 6, Bennett 4, Burns 8,

Dr. Forthingham 10, Sperrie 6. G, Kleinman 7, Stannard 8.

Same as above: Abe Kleinman 8, Tom Hall 9, R. S. Mott 8, Geo.

Burns 8, Dr. Forthingham 9, Goodrich 8. Bennett 7, L. C. Willard 8,

Sperrie 9, Skirven 4. . ; .

*
' .

I

Same as above: Abe Kleinman 6, R. S. Mott 6, Dr. Forthingham 8,

Tom Hall 5. Italian Joe 9, Eaton 8, Goodrich 7, G. Kleinman 9, L. C.
Willard 8 Bennett 4, Stannard 10, Sperrie 7, Skirven 7.

Same as above: Dr. Forthingham 10, Abe Kleinmin 9, R. S. Mott 8,

Tom Hali 4. Italian Joe 9, G. Kleinman 8, G. Burns 4, L. C. Willard 3,

Goodrich 8, Stannard 10, Eaton 6.

Same as above; Abe Kleinman 7, R. S. Mott 9. L. C. Willard. 7,

Dr. Forthingham 9, Italian Joe 9, Eaton 5, Geo. Kleinman 9, Tom

J. A. Ruble and Eastman, and O. von Lengerke and C. Antoine. 50

live birds per man. Ruble and Eastman put up $150 to von Lengerke
and Antolne's 100, loser to pay for the birds:

Autoine . 1013111011100 202010022212111101101202112211012100-36

Von Lengerk6.22221030122122222212]22200010220222102201200221011-37—73

Eastman 22201110211121012111222100022112122021122022200220-39

Ruble 22)112021021122111111012211021221112211121--2212110-45-84

Jan 2.—Chicago Shooting Club, 15 live birds, for club medal, Blinois

Ceo Kleinman. .112210112222211-14 John Watson. . .102112201211022-12

R B Wadsworthl 121222111 11222-15 *L C Willard. .. .021011121211122—13

A E Thomas
, , .

.222022210221221—13
* Not a member.
Jan. 6.—Ten live birds, SB entrance;

B V Jackson 0221122121-9 Kaufman 2122100022-7

Geo Kleinman 1121120022—8 Capt A C Anson 1111100021-7

L C Willard 1101010211—7 Geo Burns 1011122120—8

Same, 10 birds, S>5 entrance:
B V Jackson 1110121110—8 Capt A C Anson 2211111000—7

Geo Kleinman 2222201212—9 Geo Burns 1102020212—7

L C Willard 1222212101—9 J O'Brien 1112001011—7

Kaufman 0210220202—6
' Sweep, 15 live birds, S8 entrance, 3-moneys:
P V .T^.k-Tju. 21 131 232 :i -' ''.-1 ;- -! CO./,;. It'-;:- ">-, .0)3 l.n iSOO'l J2l0-i I

Geo Kleinman. .121111020202011—11 Capt A C Anson22122221 3212120-14

L C Willard , . .
,01212111 123 3 1 21—14 Abe Kleinman. .111012022211221—13

R S Mott 011110202121202—11 J O'Brien 012110021021111—11

Geo Burns 0112111222101 10—12 J J Smith 121120012021111—12

R B Wadsworthl j 1123222020201—12
Same, 15 birds, $8 entrance:

West Shore Gun Club.

Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 2.—iDclosed please find scores made by mem-
bers of the West Shore Gun Club, at their regular weekly shoot,

Saturday, Dec. 30:

HMcMurchy 01111111111111111111011011111011111111110011111001-42

CDueard '

1 111 1100111 1 1 1111001 1 IIOIOIIIOIHIOIOOIOI 110001 100—34

W E Hookway
' '

' 10001111110110001111010011111111111101101100110011-34

CO Luther 1 HO HI Kill 101 101 1 101011 111010111111111101—33

H Tones 10000111101110001100101011111001111011011110111011—32

D M Lefever 11010111111101110110110001000000110010110011111111—31

McCarthy OlOlOOOIOnOOllllOlOllOOOOOlOOllOlllOlOllllOOllOlO—26

CTathro'p llllllllOlllOOO) 1000111011101011010110001011100010—30

T> Craves
""" '

lOOlllllOOllOllOlOl!101100O1001 10010110010110100000—24

TGlennon 00110101010000101011010110190010000000000000000000—14

T Barber 0000000000011001 101 1000000010001000100100000101 110-14

M r Smith 0111001101110111110111111—19

F i)Rudson 1111111111111101110110101—20

Ceor^eMosber""' 1101101111101000011110110—16

T)King 11111001110011101001H 111—18

Montgomery: 11111111111111101101-18

NT Avers 10101010110110110011—12

Wrsvthe 11110001111000000011—10

Oantain 10101000001000100000- 5

W Williams'. 01001100110001001000- 7

Syracuse, N. Y., Jan, 12.—Inclosed please find scores made by the

members of the West Shore Gun Club at their regular weekly practice.

The stormy weather had a good deal to do with the poor marksman-
ship. Charles Wagner made the best score, breaking 60 out of 75.

Harvey McMurcby, the veteran shooter, who has contested matches
against the best shots in the country in his time, could only break 55.

The traps were strung to the highest notch, and one second the birds

were in this county and the next in some other place. Considering

the day and conditions, under which the shooting was done, too much
discredit must not be cast upon the gunners.

Charles Wagner 1101111111111111101101100
1011110101100111110111111
0111111111101111111111100—60

H McMurchy lllOlOOOOlOOlOllKilllllll
louoonn 111111101101101
0110111011111111111110011—55

C Dugard 1001011 01 1000001 101110011
0010101101100110000010011
0110100101111110111101111—42

G Holloway llOlOlllOOOOOOOOOOOlOllll
J

1111110110011010011111101—29

J Herman 1100011100100011101011110
0111011000101110110110110—28

H Livingston 0010101110010111111011000
6

0111100000110000011100001—24

H AvJino- " 0001001011100001100010101
1111111101011011000011111—28

F Lefever OOlllOOOllOOllOlOlllOlOll
0101000001101101110100101-26

A G Courtney 0111010100010000110100010
1011110111000001001000010—21

j Grant 1011000010001010111010001
0011011000000010011101001—21

J Glennon .0100100111001010101100100
0000001001010010111011100—21

C Lathrop 0011010011001011001001010
""'

' OOOIOOIOC'01 001 00001'UIOOOI—18

D Graves 10000101000000001 10010011
0000011111000001110001000-16

G Mann 1111011010101000110001000—12

J Martin 1001000001000010110001111—10

N Gilbite.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.*.'.'.' 0000010000001000000000000— 1

Ironsides.

Metropolitan Gun Club.

St. Joseph, Mo., Jan. 4.—Inclosed you will please find scores made
by members of tms ciub for cash prize offered under the following
conditions: Five traps, unknown angles, 20 single targets and 5 pairs,

18yds. rise, revised American Shooting Association rules, each mem-
ber participating was obliged to shoot five scores of 30 targets each,

one score per month. The person making the highest aggregate
number of breaks received first money; second highest, second money
third highest, third money. This was to try and awaken a little more
enthusiasm. Whi e it was not a howling success, it did break the
monotony and afforded a great deal of pleasure to those that took
part. The was quite a number started, but you will see by that there

was only a few in at the death. Since July the club has done very
little shooting:

Feb'y. March. April.

G Arnholdt 25

W F Gernandt 18

G Byers 17

Paul 111101111111011—13
Grieff OOllOOOlllllOll— 9

Huck. ..*.'.'.'.".'.'.' .'llllOlllin 1111-14 Chftse 1111 00111110101—

U

w, a. h.

20
20
20

19
19
20

May.
24
21
22

June.
24
22
17

Total.
112
100

Stroudsburg Gun Club.

Stroudsburg, Pa.. Jan. 12.—The club held then- shoot for medal on
Jan. 4, at 15 bluerocks, three traps, unknown angles, American Associ-
ation rules. Ten members took part. This club was organized a short
time ago with a membership of 25. Following are the scores:

ME Miller 111111111111111—15 W Lash 110101001111111—11

J L Purrington. 111011111111001—12 HW Kistler. .. .101101101101110—10

C MBrownell. . .101111110011111—12 J Killen 101111100100010— 8

M Lash 110111111011101—12 C D Evans ,000011000011111— 7

J Hagerty 111011101011111—12 N H Shaffer. . , .001101000111001— 7
M, B, M,

R B Wadsworth2222202212 12220 -13
L C Willard . . .

.122101021221211—13

Geo Kleinman. .112111120111222—14

JG'Brien 221032001211123—12
B V Jackson. . . .121122112111102—14

R S Mott 221201100211202—11
('has Easman., .012000111111102—10
M J Eich .220212002112102—11
Abe Kleinman ' '

1 1 o - 1

Capt A C Ansonl312001 11000120— 9
Ravelrigo.

Climax Opens a New Season.

The Climax Gun Club of Plainfield, N. J., opened its season of 1894

on the Brenner Grove grounds at Fanwood, on Jan. 10, with an
attendance of a dozen. The day was not a pleasant one, the light

being bad and the almost constantly recurring snow flurries greatly
bothering the shooters. The scores follow: Handicap. 25 singles:

Smith 1110111010111111101111110

p Jay OlOlllOl01llOlOlOOOl010ll

Brantingham 1110011010101110111111000

D Terry 11000111 1 111 1111000110111

Eeller ' OHillliioiliOilililiiliO

Mantling. '.
miiioiiiioioiiioiiiiiio

8 Terry lOlOOlOimilllllOOlOllOl

J Zeglio 1011110011011010101111111 10001111—23

J Darby..'.'.'.'.'.'..'.' 0100000100110100000001010 111010 —11
Pierson OOlOllOlllOlllOllllOlllOl 1101 -20
Voehl 1100010100110010001110101 00010 —13
Goodman." 0101101010101111111110101 OHIO -21
Sweep No. 1, 10 targets;

Smith 1111111111—10 Manning 1110110111— 8

Keller 0111110111— 8 D Terry 1111101101— 8

Goodman 1000110111— 6 J Darby 1001011011— 6

Brantingham 1011111011— 8 Scott' Terry 0101111110— 7
Pierson 1110111101— 8

1010

11

1010
110

—20
—16
—16
—20
-21
-22
-19

Sweep No. 2. 10 targets:
Smith 10000111111— 7
Keller 1111111110- 9

Brantingham 1111110111— 9

Pierson HOlOOllll— 7

Manning ..1111111111—10
D Terry 1101101111— 8

J Darby 1111100011— 7
Scott Terry 0111110110— 7

Parkway Rod and Gun Club.

The first monthly shoot of the Parkways for the year '94 was shot
at Dexter Park on Wednesday in a snowstorm. Twelve members
participated in the regular club event. Messrs. Helgans, Botty and
Selover tied for the medal with seven kills each. On the shoot-off

Helgans won the medal, also the class A prize. Short and Walden
tied with six each for the class B prize; Short won the shoot-off.

Selover won the class C prize. The birds were good and had the
weather been fine there would have been less kills to record. The
shoot-off between Lew Helgans and Col. Selover for the club medal
developed a very pretty race and was not decided until the eleventh

round. Score:
Class A.

E Helgans 1212222—7 J Bennett 2100211—5

A Botty 1111231-7
Class B

H J Bookman 1212000—4 Aug Walden 1101111—6
Thomas Short 0112122—6 T T Edgerton, Jr 0011221—5

Class C
JWooley 1111011-6 S B Knowlton 1111101—6
A Andrews 1011111-6 J J Jackman 1100110—4
H J Selover 1122111—7
Sweepstake at 3 birds:

T TEdgerton 121—3 J G Knowlton 211—3
James;. 112-3 J Wooley 122-3
E Helgans 210-2 A Botty 121—3
A Andrews 111—3 H J Selover 210—2
H J Bookman 022-2

Columbian Gun Club.

Marietta, Ohio, Jan. 8.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Colum-
bian Gun Club, of this city, opens the season of pleasure and sport at

the trap next Monday, Jan. 15, by a grand tournament at their new
grounds, east of the "city. Our grounds are well located and buildings

new and well adapted as well as supplied with every possible conven-
ience for the comfort and success of the shooters. One of the main
features of the day will be a match between C. E. Verges, Lowell.
Ohio, and Dr, Goodno, of Belpu, Ohio, of one hundred bluerocks for

fifty dollars a side. Will send you the scores immediately after the
shoot. It being the first of the season, good scores are not expected.

Karl.

\nnwtrjl to (^orrespandqnts.

No! notice taken of anonymous communications

J. M., Owensville, Ind.—See Rifle Notes in reference to nitro powder
in rifles. The new Winchester No. 3 W. primer will fit all shells, taking
the No. 2 or 2^£ Winchester primer.

A. C. F., New Brunswick, N. J.—Some time since there was a dispute
as to whether or not the proper way of shooting a moving object
flying through the air was to point the gun at the object and after

sighting to fire, or whether to shoot ahead and allow the object and
tbe shot to meet. Which is the proper way? Ans. Theoretically the
latter is the proper way. Practically either method is allowable.

"Those who hold on by shooting promptly prove the truth of the
theory that it is necessary for the hand and eye to act iu unison,

while they who hold ahead, although agreeing that the hand must
follow the eye, yet so shoot that the hand must point the gun in *
dlffereut direction to the object on which the eye is fixed,

,,
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SAVE YOUR TEOPHIES.
Write fsr Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."

dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Til LL

Consult the Game Zaws in Brief. All
dealers. 25 cents.

Forest and Steeam Publishing Co.,
318 Broadway, N. Y.

pROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by 010-
•V).

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present

With Fly-Rod and Camera,
A magnificently illustrated volume descriptive ot fly-

fishing: for trout and salmon. By Edward A. Sam-
uels. Cloth. Price, $5.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New York.

'

American Big Game Hunting
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club.

EDITORS: THEODORE ROOSEVELT, GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.
Entertaining sketches of hunting and exploration by members of the Club. The hand-

some volume comes from the DeYinne Press; a large octavo of 345 pages, with 16 full page
illustrations by leading artists. Price $2. 50, postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York,

WM. W. HART & CO.,
No. 5 W. Third St., N. Y.

TAXIDERMISTS.
Highest Award Chicago Exhibition for

High Class, Artistic, Lifelike and
Scientific Representations.

Specialty in custom work,

Game Birds, Animals, Heads & Fish

MOUNTED
true to nature and properly poisoned against moth.

Largest and finest collection of Moose. Buffalo, Elk,
Deer and Caribou Heads and Animal Skins. Lions,
Tigers, Polar Bears, Leopards, Tiger Cats, Black,
Brown and Grizzly Bears, Wolves, Wild Cats, White,
Red and Gray Fox.

RUGS and BOBES with handsomely mounted
heads. Raw skins properly dressed and manufac-
tured. References from leading collectors and
sportsmen.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Branch No. 16 North William St.

TAXIDERMY
WEBSTER'S STUDIO

Is the Spot.

1 14 Fifth Avenue, New York.

J. KASOTOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

IAnd manufacturer of
Artificial eye* for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Bend for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New Tork.

SEA SHELLS. BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

-BIRDS EGGS
g our
3 IS
i CHAS.K.REED. f .

HzMainSt.Worcester.Mass)

Handsome game birds hung in pairs and bunches
on polished hard wood, or plush panels for wall
decoration. Send stamp for particulars.

A. H. HAWLEY, Taxidermist, Vineland, N. J.

Training vs. Breaking." $1.00.

K©jieel Special,
Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set in uniform

display, 25 cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

INCBIQUIN—MOLLY ASTORE. — FOR SALE

—

Irish setters, dog and bitcb, 14 months, the bitch
a first piize winner, the both are fit to show in the
best of company. One dog and 2 bitches, 10 week',
by Inchiquin ex Jess. These are sure to make win-
ners. Dogs from the above breeding have won in the
best sbows in this country, and are first class field
dogs. Will be sold cheap. J. J. SCANLAN, Box
330, Fall River, Mass. 4

Samuel Jagger, now in New York, offers for sale
the typical young rough-coated St. Bernard stud
dog Councillor Joe, 21mos. old. He is litter brother
to his celebrated Lady Mignon, the finest bitch in
the world, and like his sister, is one of the best
specimens of the breed. Winner of numerous first
prizes. Price $500. For further particulars ad-
dress HOTEL ALBERT, Eleventh street, New York,
Leaves for England Jan. 27, 1894. 3

IfOR SALE.—MY WELL BROKEN POINTER
1 dog Duke. Color, orange and white; very hand-

some and as typical a pointer as ever lived, age two
years. Duke is a splendid quail and grouse dog, and
has had lots of game shot over him; has a most ex-
cellent nose, positively staunch and lots of endur-
ance. Price $45. Guaranteed in best of health and
to have no faults. Address
3 H. N. HOWELL, Lancaster, Pa.

BEAGLES.—A CHAMPION ROYAL KRUEGER
bitch and a champion Bannerman dog for sale,

at $15 each, thoroughly broken, neither two years
old. Royal Krueger puppies, sure winners, 810
each. SHREWSBURY BEAGLE KENNELS,

Red Bank, N. J.

HAVING DECIDEDLY THE BEST STRING OF
stud beagles in America, now offer their services

to the public. Lee II., Wanderer, Boston (a pure
Rowett), Buck and thefamous short leg beagle Pade,
that can whale any beagle of Ms height (12Uin.) in
America. POTTINGER UORSEY, New Market, Md.

' 5

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for sale a number of strictly first class

Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.
Address with stamp,
C. T. BROWNE LL, P.O. Box 335, New Bedford,Mass.

MASTIFFS.—I have the largest and best collec-
lection of mastiffs in America. Five stud dogs,

brood bitches and pups Three litters ready to go
now. Send 2ct. stamp for my new illustrated cata-
logue and mention this paper. C. E. Bunn, Peoria,Hl.

tf

FOR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN-
ters and setters. These are dogs that have had

large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory,

tf W. B. STAFFORD, Trenton, Tenn.

BEAGLES.- 1 HAVE STILL QUITE A FEW
grown dogs, broken and unbroken, to sell, and as

season is nearly over will sell them very cheap. All
pedigreed stock. Have a few good show does to sell.

H. L. KREUDER, Nanuet, N. Y. 3

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—CH. DUKE OF
Dexter pointers. Also 1 pointer brood bitch.

Will exchange for beagle brood bitches. Very low for
cash. Kennebec Valley Kennels,Gardiner,Me. Box 808

4

COCKER SPANIELS.—GRAND WINTER SALE
of cockers, stud dogs, brood bitches, stud pup-

pies, bench show winners. Send for list just issued.
5 EDWIN W. FISKE, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Selling Out —50 thoroughly broken beagles, rabbit
and foxhounds, collies, etc. Also a number of dif-
ferent age puppies of the above breeds. Write or
apply Goshen Stock Farm, West Chester, Pa. 4

VI7ANTE P.—French spaniel or poodle, 1 to 3yrs.
VV Weight 10 to 121bs., female, altered. Give full
description. F. F. PATTEN, Stafford Springs, Conn.

4

For Sale.—Thoroughbred beagle puppies, reg. sire
and dam; reasonable. Becker tiros., Scarboro', N.Y.

3

DOGS BOARDED, $3 permonth; extra exercise, $2
per month extra. J. E. Fisher, Riverside, Ind.

8

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing young stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington St., Peoria, 111. tf

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG
lish pugs from imported, registered and prize

winning stock. Iia Stud—Prize pug stud doa
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY 5. BURDICK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield. Mass.

WANTED.—AN Al BEAGLE BITCH, MUST BE
young, well bre^ and a first-class show and

field dog. Want only the best. Give full description
and bottom price.
3 BEAGLE, Box 93, Baltimore, Md.

051 A EACH.—LEMON AND WHITE POINTER
<u5-LU dog or bitch; also two red Irish setter dogs
12 to 16 months of age, partly broken and not gun
shy. Sold for want of room.

3 J. HOPE, 305 N. Ninth st., Philadelphia, Pa

ENGLISH BEAGLES CHEAP.—5 TO 12MOS. OLD,
because they lack in benching points. No other

faults. The most noted strains in this country.
Guaranteed bargains for field or breeding.
4 STANDARD KENNEL, Georgetown, N. Y.

¥7<OXHOUNDS, RABBIT HOUNDS, COONr HOUNDS FOR SALE. FULLY TRAINED.
F. H. HAYES, Dexter, Me.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF NOTED PRIZE-
winning dogs for sale by Anglo-American Ken-

nels. TOON & THOMAS, Northcroft, Salem, Mass. 4

Fine pedigreed Llewellyn setter pups, whelped Nov.
6; bitches $5, dogs $10. J. FOX, La Fayette, Ind. 5

National Beagle Kennel, Waltham, Mass. Stud fees
$5. Winners. Stamp for description. Photo lOcts. 4

Well-trained foxhounds, few rabbit dogs; guaran-
teed No. 1. Price low. J. H. Miller, Christiana, Pa.

Russian Wolfhounds.— Choice litter; now ready to
ship. Terra Cotta Kennel?, Toronto, Canada. 2

w'ERRETS AND BEAGLE 3 FOR SALE. FRED
McGOUGH, Richardson, 111. 3

rprained squirrel and rabbit dog, excellent hunter,
A price low; must sell. For price and full particu-
lars, addi-ess J C. Carter, box 365, Manchester, Ct. 3

Dogs for Sale.—Coon and squirrel dogs, English
beagles; a good skunk dog. Philip Bauer, Tivoli, N.Y.

4

For Sale or Exchange.—Broken setter and pointer
and setter pup Bargains. J. M. Kelly, Montrose, Pa.

DOGS BOARDED.—For terms, etc., address J. F.
KELLY, Wayside Farm, Carolina, R. I. tf

s
ome fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches.
REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

T7>OR SALE.—SPORTING DOGS.
X1 GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers—Of choice breeding. Puppies for
sale by Htottenot Kennels, New Rochelle, N, Y.

Setters 1 Trained 1 Untrained. J. Wrinkle, Lee, Mass.
8

Pocket Kennel Record.
Eor Recording Pedigrees, Produce, Sales

and other memoranda.

New edition. New forms. Full leather, 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

818 Broadway, New York.

The Kennel.

A LL THE STUD DOGS AND BROOD BITCHES
OF THE

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS
ARE FOR SALE.

APPLY AT THE KENNELS,

Kingsbridge, New York.

CANINE SPECIALIST.
DR. T. G. SHERWOOD,

<M. R. C. V. S.)

854 Seventh Ave., New York:.
Consultation and treatment by mail when pos-

sible. All communications requiring profes-
sional reply should have enclosed $2.

CARBOLIC SOAP No. 11 Is the best DOGSOAP In the world. Sure death to Fleas and a cur
for all skin diseases.

Buohan'a Dog \/\/ m sstlx
will cure every case of MANGE, kills Fleas and keeps
the dog In a healthy condition, makes the hair soft and
silky and does not stain. It. is also the best disinfectant
for the kennel. Ask your druggists for It.

CARBOLIC SOAP CO.,
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl st„ New York

AVENT & THAYER KERNEL.
NEW YEAR CHEAP SALE.—Will sell at reduced

pric«3 a largenumber of field trial winners, first-class
stud dogs, shooting dogs ard bitches. Unbroken
dogs, bitches and puppies. AH bred as well as can
be. Times are hard and they are prices below cost
for such stock. Also a good pack of deerhounds.
Apply for circular with full description. AVENT
AND THAYER KENNEL, Hickory Valley, Tenn. 4

FOX-TERRIERS FOR SALE.
Three or four brood bitches and some young stock

by Dusky Trap. Also some prize-winning Cocker
Spaniels and young stock. Apply to

GEO. BELL, Walker House, Toronto, Canada.

COCKER SPANIELS.
Grand assortment of fancy marked young

stock, liver and white, lemon and white, black
and white, red, etc.. Half grown and full grown
stock. New circular. HANDSOME BROOK
KF.NNTCLS. BVftnbliTi. W. V

Rinada Pointer Kennels,
Address P. 0. Box 2885, Ne-w York City.

FINE BROKEN DOGS, brood bitches and
puppies for sale at all times. If you want well bred,
high, class dogs we will be pleased to hear from you.
If you want cheap "sooners" write elsewhere.

Kennels at Massapequa, Long Island, N. Y.

DOGS FOR SALE.
Newfoundlands, St. Bernards, Set-

ters, Pointers, Spaniels, Pugs, Terriers
of all kinds, Beagles and Fox-hounds.
Dogs ana Pups at low prices. Satis-

faction and safe arrival guaranteed.

JACOB HOPE,
305 N. NinthSt.,Philada.,Pa.

PUPPY PHILOSOPHERS.
"Listening to the Argument" & "Thinking It Over.'

This pair of fine Artotypes, size 8xl8in., mounted
on 23x28 extra heavy plate paper will be sent
postage paid on receipt of $2. Send for illustrated
circular.

W. T. HIGBEE, Cleveland, Ohio.

ST. BERNARDS.
Brood bitches. Also few choice pups.

G. W. PATTERSON,
Laka View, Worcester, Mass.
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SNAP SHOTS.

A recent book of stories by Edward Eggleston is en-

titled "Duffels;" and the author has a bit of pleasant word

gossip about a sportsman's term which "Nessmuk" made
familiar. When the Indian trader, or "bushloper," ex.

changed his goods for peltrie, says Mr. Eggleston, his

staple was a certain coarse cloth, brought from Duffel in

Holland. After a time the term came to be applied to

the trader's stock, of which duffel was the chief part;

then to all kinds of small wares, and by a natural transi-

tion to the contents of a traveler's or camper's outfit—the

pan and kettle and gun and woods whatnot.

Another term which has an interesting development is

"sport." This is the commonly accepted appellation for

the user of rod or gun in the back districts to which he

repairs for shooting or fishing. As such persons usually

hail from the town, and are at first practically the only

townspeople who invade the wilderness, the word "sport"

comes to be synonymous with city man. Afterward when
summer hotels are built, and others than sportsmen find

their way into the wilderness, they too are classed all alike

as "sports." In the Adirondacks the summer visitor from

town is dubbed "sport," though he may not know a gun
from a fishing rod nor woodchuck ragout from mountain

mutton stew. It is needless to say that the clear distinc-

tions, which some of us are endeavoring to popularize,

between "sport" and "sportsman" are totally unknown in

the woods. The single name does for all; it is broad

enough to embrace the respectable member of society who
has traveled to Florida this week for a shooting or fishing

excursion, and the gentry whose presence and perform-

ances there have disgraced the State. We can well

understand how a decent "sportsman" southbound might

have shuddered at being taken for a "sport."

an examination of such tariff provisions proposedby them

may involve none of the vexed questions of home and

foreign manufacture, but may have to do only with the

preservation of the game supply. Such, for instance, was
the proposition of Commissioner Huntington of Ohio to

tax the eggs of wildfowl imported from the Northwest,

that breeding ducks and geese might not be robbed for the

supply of the albumen market. Another is the gun duty

scheme projected by a Michigan correspondent, which is

detailed in another column as having been suggested to

Chairman Wilson of the Ways and Means Committee.

This is the season when those who are so fortunate as

to have opportunity for winter outings are looking toward

Florida and the South, and for their benefit we would

like to hear from correspondents who may point the way
to good fishing and shooting resorts. Information of

this nature printed in our columns is of direct profit to

many readers. Mr. Hough, of our Chicago office, is just

now on a visit to Texas and we may expect that in the

near future his "Chicago and the West" budget will

enlarge upon some of the favored game regions in the

Lone Star State.

Our correspondents "O. O. S." and "Awahsoose" are

engaged in a lively discussion between themselves as to

the proper mode of dispatching the man in camp who
makes an unendurable nuisance of himself by talking

politics. They are agreed that to give him short shrift is

the only course open to his outraged fellows; but they

appear unable to determine which is the more sportsman-

like method of disposing of him, one holding that he

should be cast over a high cliff, if there happens to be a

cliff available, while the other contends for anchoring

him in seventeen fathoms of water, if there be a pond or

an ocean handy.

Two topics which are to be avoided not less studiously

in these columns than in camp are politics and religion.

If, as has been said, a consideration of Sunday fishing

laws trenches perilously near upon religion, a tariff dis-

cussion comes quite as closely to talking politics. And
yet never is the tariff under consideration in Washington
but that sportsmen are on hand to make it serve in some
way their notions of securing protection for game, and

The proposal is in short to increase the duty on fire-

arms and ammunition for the purpose of making these

articles more expensive, so that only rich people may
afford to purchase them, and that guns, becoming a

luxury, may be confined to the use of a few; all this to

the end that game may not be pursued by the owners of

cheap firearms, but may thrive and multiply and replen-

ish the earth, for the amusement of the rich, as aforesaid.

There is no denying that cheap guns are responsible for

the dearth of game in many localities; nor that if these

arms were taken away from their possessors the covers

might teem once more. To cut off the supply of cheap

guns would, in theory, at least, be a factor in conserving

the game. If the imposition of an impost on imported

arms should prove inadequate for the attainment of such

an end, the advocates of a high tariff for game protection

only might proceed a step further and lay a good round

internal revenue tax on guns manufactured in this

country. Once let a Ways and Means Committee be

fully committed to a policy of game protection by taxa-

tion, and it need not halt at a duty on the gun alone, but

might tax the entire outfit, shooting togs, dog and dog

whistle, not exempting the tall talk the shooter indulges

in when he comes home.

This is theory. As a matter of fact we question

whether any such expedient as making the sport of

shooting more costly will effect game protection. More
than this, we question whether game protection secured

at such a prcia would be a desirable thing to have. We
have no sympathy for nor confidence in any scheme

which means in effect, "The game for the rich—the poor

be hanged." We object to any plan which would deter-

mine a man's right to enjoy shooting by the relative big-

ness of his purse. We do not concede for the moment
that in this country the privilege of field sports is to be

accorded to the rich and to be denied to the man of

moderate means, or of limited means, or of no means at

all.

game supply, there may be opportunity for all, without

regard to money distinctions.

The preserve system is the one most easily attained. It

will come of itself readily enough if we continue to follow

a policy of laissez faire—"let things slide." To inculcate

and cherish a spirit of provident regard for the sportsmen

of the following generations, and to create a public senti-

ment which shall insure to them the privileges with

which we of to-day are blessed—this is an alternative

vastly more difficult of attainment, but it is the one

which should be adopted by every public-spirited and

patriotic American sportsman who is enjoying the oppor-

tunities of the present.

Mongolian pheasants promise to be in demand for years

to come as game birds for stocking public and private

shooting grounds. For that reason the breeding of a sup*

ply to meet the demand might prove a profitable enter-

prise for some one having the facilities. Some of the

young men who write to us now and then asking for pro-

fitable trapping territory, might better turn their attention

to raising pheasants for gun clubs. The birds are prolific

and easily reared.

Along about New Year's, when January is fairly under

way, here and there, in every city and village and ham-

let, may be found enthusiasts who begin to reckon up the

time that must elapse before the trout season will open.

They can tell you off-hand the precise number of days to

that auspicious date. About this time, if not earlier, they

spend hours over their fly-tying tables, putting together

their contrivances for the taking of fish on that first day.

And about this time, too, they begin to write to their fel-

lows reminding them of the important date and exhorting

them to let nothing stand in the way of the proposed re-

union on the stream. Thus angling is a pursuit which

extends its pleasures of retrospection and of anticipation

through all the months. And yet there are unknowing

folk who would measure the profitableness of a day on the

stream by the weight of the catch. But such reasonersare

not anglers, even though they may have gone fishing.

More than this, we believe that such propositions as the

one under consideration, by which field sports are set

apart as the indulgences of the caprices of a privileged

class, are calculated to do more harm to the cause of

game protection than ever they can do good. There is

enough feeling on the subject already in many sections

—

a sentiment very generally held by those who five in the

country particularly, that shooting and fishing are the

sports of a class, that the aim of protection and fish pro-

tection is not to secure the benefit of the people as a

whole, but of a favored few. This feeling, we may say,

and very truly, is mistaken and all wrong, and has no

basis in fact. But it exists, nevertheless. It is a very

real sentiment, held to none the less tenaciously for

being a fallacy; and it constitutes a powerful obstacle to

the right protection of game and fish, as every individual

or club or association actively engaged in the fight for

protection can testify. The true path toward game pro-

tection lies not in the direction of intensifying this pre-

judice-blinded sentiment; but of allaying it. The enlist-

ment of the masses in the cause of conserving the game
and fish supply is to be secured by teaching the masses,

and truly, that the cause is for the benefit of all, not

of a few.

What the future has in store for the shooters and the

anglers who are to come after us, we may not foresee.

Some prophesy that America is by and by to be without

game save in the preserves of the wealthy. It may be.

Others are hopeful that with a growing appreciation of

the value of field sports, with a wider diffusion of infor-

mation and of common sense on the subject, and with a

corresponding regard for the common rights of all in the

A genins who knows nothing about alligators avers in

an evening paper that an alligator on land cannot turn

about quickly because its legs are so short. On this prin-

ciple a snake cannot turn around at all, for it has no legs,

long or short.

We are freqently given to understand that this is a

family journal, by such a note as this from a Scranton,

Pa., correspondent:

By the way, we use articles from Forest and Stream to read in the

Out Door Department of our Chautauqua Circle and the ladies enjoy

them exceedingly.—J. H. F.

And it has been told to us before now that the Forest

and Stream is regularly read aloud in many a home. To

betray the trust thus reposed in us by confiding friends,

and to admit into these pages anything to which excep-

tion might be taken would be a most grievous offense.

Prompted by such considerations we deem it only fair and

honorable to throw out a warning against the promiscu-

ous family reading of the lay sermon in this issue from

the pen of Rev. J. H. La Roche. The doctrines there ex*

pounded are calculated to make trouble for more than

one fisherman who has been used to bidding his family

good-bye upon leaving home for camp; for if Mr. LaRoche

shall have his way the family will refuse to have any

good-byes said.

Is the assertion true that the average man shoots better

on paper than he does in the field, does more execution

with a pen than with a gun, holds with aim decidedly

more true when telling of it than in the doing, and

brings down his game at longer range in print than in

the air? Human nature has something to do with this

no doubt; and even the true sportsman is intensely

human, so human that he forgets the misses and recalls

only the happy shots. Mr. W. B. Mershon of the Saginaw

Crowd, whose doings in the Bad Lands were recently

chronicled, prides himself, we believe, upon having so

far overcome human nature as to give in his relation a

true account of the good shots and the misses of that ex*

pedition. This, he thinks, may have left in the minds of

readers an impression that the crowd was a party of pretty

poor shots; but if the truth were known they might

prove to have done about as well as the average.
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PADDLING DOWN THE PATUCA.-III.

A Story of Travel in Honduras.

(Concluded from Page 47.)

A pock-marked, stumpy Sambo dipped his brand new
mahogany paddle into the river beside a

!

brand new ma-
hogany canoe at sunrise. With dignity befitting the
office of captain of a white patron's canoe he cried in
severe tones:
"Lux! Lux!"
Three men forward obeyed the order to push the boat

off. The usual farewells were chanted by crew and by
friends on the bank at the embarkadera. The village was
in sight until we were a mile or more from the landing.
The voices of the women floated to us across the placid
waters in cadence that grew more melodious as the dis-

tance increased. They ceased when we entered a rapid
where the weight of the current swept into a sharp bend.
Great masses of talpatali, in which the waters had gnawed
countless holes, choked much of the width of the river;

but there was neither danger nor difficulty in dashing
through to the smooth water below.
We entered a long, still reach at noon. Midway down

its length stood a dozen watlas on a high day bank that
made a narrow terrace at the foot of a low range of hills.

We were welcomed by all the habitants of the place,

for all were sober. Ualpa-tanti was dull, in fact. The
rubber gatherers—the huleros—were in the forests of the
Amacwass, or River of Honey Bees, of tlie Cuyumel, and
of the TJas-presini, or Swiftwater, getting together a new
supply of precious gum with which to buy yet more pre-
cious powder, shot and rum—particularly rum.

It would be unjust, I knew, to judge that camp by its

dead appearance, I knew that two or three times each
year it was full of life and liquor, of debased men and of
women who tried their worst to be more degraded than
their fit companions—and failed. But life and property
were comparatively safe, for even when one man robbed
another of his woman bloodshed rarely followed. Once
in a while a man might cut another rather: badly with a
machete; but they would excuse him because he was
quite too drunk to know what he was doing. And they
would tie the pieces together and in a few weeks they
would be ready to go on again getting rubber or getting
drunk.
There was nothing to stay there for. Before me lay an

hundred miles of river, wide and deep, wherein were no
rapids, no dangers, no excitements. Not a mountain
would vary the monotony of the low and- level banks.
vThey would be dull but for the profuse bloom, the brilliant

orchids, the fuscias, the soldierly palm royals and the
bamboos that leaned far out over the milky flood that was
the contribution of hundreds of streams, dashing down
from the hills of Olancho over placers where golden stores
await the batea of the women who wash out a few yellow
grains during the week, then piously devote some to the
blessed saints, a few more to bet on the next Sunday's
cock fight, and thus to dutifully add to the happiness of
their spouses. The rest would pay for a bit of bright
ribbon.
My Waikna crew were not silent men, nor solemn.

Shouts and laughter came often from them. They
slapped the water resoundingly with their paddle blades,
and yelled enough to scare the scalp from a statue of
stone. Now and then one would take a hehder into the
river, and then pretend that he had seen a turtle. Once
in a while one did bring up a boca-toro or "bull-mouth"
turtle, whereat there would be great rejoicing.

So there was when their keen black eyes would get
sight of an iguana barking on the tops of the tall grasses
or on some branch of bush or tree.

"Kokomoke, kokomoke, boss!" they would whisper,
eagerly. If I could manage to make out the form of the
big lizard—that was in color so like the limb or the grass
on which it lay, my gun would rise, the men would be as
still as the wood they sat in, intently watching. At the
crack of the rifle every man would yell like a lunatic.
If the game was killed it would be pitched into the pipanti
and loud would be the chatter.

As we managed to kilL three or four iguanas each day,
and as they were usually 2 to 4ft. long, with enough white
and tender flesh in each to make a good meal for four
men, we seemed to be in little danger of starvation.
We camped on the edge of a prairie at Uaxmuth, a

name that means the "cry of the hawk," and may be a
corruption of "hawk's mouth."
One could have jumped from the edge of that prairie

into the deep river, 30it. below; but it did not occur to
me to try it. It was more in my fine to sit in my canoe
and note how the red volcanic mud and gray ashes had
become sifted all through the deep bed of keen-edged,
sharp-cornered fragments of milk-white quartz. No man
can guess how deep that bed of quartz fragments may be;

but any man who knows sugar cane would guess that
that red soil would make the best of sugar fields; one need
not guess that that land would grow good oranges, for
there was ample proof of that on the three or four trees
which were grouped where houses stood, before evil
spirits took possession and drove the people away.

Superstition is most useful to some people. If fatal
sickness often visits a house or a village, it is much simpler
to believe that the devil is in it and to abandon the place
to evil influences than to go tediously prying into the
occult secrets of nature for the cause of the sickness. It

is easier to say, "Mafia has taken the house; let us leave
it," or "It is the will of God; let us be resigned," than it

is to find the sources of disease and remove them. So,
through their superstition and experience, the natives of
Mosquitia have in the course of generations come to dwell-
ing in salubrious places, that are also free from annoy-
ances, and convenient.
One of the crew started a fire and began getting supper.

The others unloaded the canoe and fixed my bed on the
ground. I took a look at a tiny brook that flowed among
the palmettos not far away. A deer rose from the grass.

He coolly stared at me ten seconds, more or less. I didn't
hurt him, although I have seldom allowed deer to long
stand and make big eyes at me. Vexed as I was I could
not have brought myself to shooting the fellow. I hadn't
even brought my gun. I had my voice with me, though,
and let it go into a yell that would have charmed an
Indian. Then the buck went away.J

It is very pleasant to have a rifle in camp, sometimes.
There was a big drunk, a mishla, going on in the

Waikna village of Cropunto when we landed there. One
of the boozy men at the landing gave us first news and
invitation to join the festivities. My men looked so wish-
ful, and really needed a big spree so badly that I had not
heart hard enough to refuse them. Besides, they would
surely have stolen away if I had not, with most generous
air, made virtue of the necessity and told them to go.
After that they would have felt that a grievous slight
had been put on village and on tribe, if I had refused
their hospitality.

The way to the village led through a belt of straight
young willows to the pine-fringed prairie. A mile from
the river stood a grove of mangos, cocoa palms, orange
and lemon trees. The houses stood on the northern siue
of the grove; but, although hidden from our sight, it

would have been quite easy for us to find them without
guide other than the din that came to us from thunder-
ing drum and squeaking pipes of bamboo.
On the great pines beside the trail big spots had been

shaved free from bark. On these places curious images
bearing crude resemblance to men, had been cut through
what was left of the bark. From the lines dripped trans-
lucent, glistening tears of pitch. The figures may have
been cut to express the Waikna sense of the beautiful in
art, but my captain gravely admitted that their purpose
was to keep the devil away from the village. I judged
that they were frightful enough to drive out of the
country even a devil of decently artistic tastes.

A big canoe rested on two logs before the biggest watla
in the village. It was two-thirds full of liquid on which
floated a score of little cups made of the shell of the cala-
bash. A swarm of little stingless bees hovered about the
canoe, or crept down its sides to the edge of the mishla
within and drank their fill, or gathered whatever they
could of sweet with which to fill their cells.

Beside the canoe a Waikna swayed on groggy legs,

while he held out to a friend a calabashful of the tipple!

Near them a couple of Sambos embraced with maudlin
friendliness. A mother stood beside the drink and held
a cup of mishla to the lips of the naked babe sitting
astride the woman's hip. Two or three nude youngsters
dabbled with cups in the fermenting drink, supping now
and then. Men sat talking or dozing in the huts, or under
the shelter of the eaves. Other men lay asleep in the shade
of the lime trees and the shrubbery. There they would
lie until their stupor would so far leave so as to allow them
to resume their enjoyment.
Few of the women were as drunk as the men were.

Some of the women were quite sober. They took upon
themselves to see that none should find machete, or knife
or oiher weapon, and that no half drunken reveler should
fire a thatch, and so perhaps turn the whole village out of
house and home. They attended to whatever cooking
was done during the carnival; but only a little food would
be wanted while the mishla should hold out, to fill big
stomachs and little.

Quarrels arose, now and then. Two men squabbled
before the door in which I stood enjoying the scene. One
of them persisted in refusing to pay the value of the wTife

he had coaxed into leaving the other. This was very un-
fair, the more so since her first husband offered to take
half price for the damaged goods. Possibly he thought
the girl would be dearer to him than she had been to her
first purchaser at par.

Patience ceased to be a virtue of the wronged spouse.
He rushed away to a palmetto thicket and caught up from
a bunch of reeds the rusty-headed manatee harpoon he
had hidden there. He ran back toward the plunderer of
his domestic altar and brandished the spear threateningly.
Then there was a row; women screamed, men shouted.

The cause of the fracas looked on. Perhaps she was vain
of being the cause of such commotion. No one tried to
stop the fierce slayer. It may be that his harpoon looked
altogether too dangerous, in the hands of a husband
driven to desperation by a deep wrong that nothing less

than two red blankets, or a good cow at the very least,

could right.

When that weapon came within throwing distance the
offender decided to go away. He flew down a grassy
slope, the pursuer yelling close behind. The fugitive
stopped behind a big pine tree, and picked up a piece
broken from a rotten limb by its fall from above. The
avenger halted, then turned and ran toward the houses.
He was followed by the other and the rotten club. Before
the door they began squabbling again. At last the
wronged husband declared that he would surely shoot a
cow—anybody's cow—if he was not at once paid for his
stolen wife. That brought the other to terms. He knew
that if that should be done he would have to either pay
the value of the cow to her owner, or leave the country.
And there was the chance, in fact it might be said to be
likely that the fellow would kill one of the best cows he
could find; for he was manifestly desperately angry.
They turned to me to umpire their game. It might

sound better to say that they elected me judge. The hus-
band demanded that the wife come forward, then told
how good a housewife she had been.
"She make big plantation, big," he cried. "She paddle

the pipanti better than two men! She cook the fish and
the deer better than any woman!" The mireen grinned.
"Oh, no!" shouted the other, "she lazy. I go hungry

all the time. She not worth one, one old blanket; but I

give one for her."
The girl's smiles vanished.
"She worth ten pine blanket, ten. She is strong like a

horse. See how fat she is," he exclaimed, appealing to
the judge. "She is fat, big fat, and smooth. Look at
her, how young and active. No man will be hungry in
her watla, for she can catch the boca-toro and the iguana
and the fish. He must pay two blankets—and a cow."
The girl was won completely by such eloquent public

proclamation of her virt—no, not virtue, but ber charms.
She smiled on her former husband. I thought I saw a
way to a Solomon-like decision; but there was no need
for haste Let them dispute a little more. I had plenty
of time.
TheWaikna who feared that he would have t pay for

his offense against the moral laws of Mosquitia, again
labored to reduce the penalty by belittling the value of
the property in the estimation of the court. He succeeded
so well in counting up her faults that he brought a gust
of laughter from the women who were looking on. He
also brought a hurricane of vituperation from the cause of
contention. She declared that she never would go back
to him, and that he was not half the man that her true

husband was. Whereat that gentleman looked hugely
flattered.

"Go away now. Come at nightfall and I will give my
decision," said I, mindful of the example of those wise
judges who manage in like manner to get time to reflect,

and perhaps to get counsel of their wives as well.

While the captain of my crew was boiling eggs and
roasting plantains for my supper he told me what the
women of the place were saying of the case. I sent for i

the culprit and advised him to give up the girl. I re-
minded him of the shameful abuse she had heaped upon
him, then told him that I would try to get him out of his
trouble without the loss of more than one blanket. But I

he must not tell any one that I had promised to do this.

He agreed.
There was no difficulty with the married couple. Each

was quite ready to return to the other, who had so boldly
Sublished the high qualities both felt that they possessed,
he bright red blanket was promised. The wife returned

to her happy husband, everybody went back to the mishla
and by bedtime they were all most completely, satisfac-

torily drunk.
'Twas nine o'clock the next morning, before we could

get away. The paddlers begged for another day, for such
a soul-satisfying mishla as this at Cropunto would not be
seen again in years; and life is uncertain at best. But
my captain reminded them that the patron had freely
given his consent to their staying the day before, when
they might have been required to keep on down the river,

and so been deprived of ail share in the carousal. Besides,
if they hurried back they would be in time to get another
chance at the festivities and drink.
A couple of the men managed to swill a quart or two

apiece of the mishla, before we started. Their fellows in
the bow were nearly sober, but their wild paddling gave
the steersman trouble. An hour after we started we
crashed into the top of a fallen tree at Poon-cara-crichma.
The eddy under the point was tremendously strong and
deep; but it was only a little way to the sandbar below.
I felt qnite interested in the question whether or not the
crew were so drunk that they would not get out of that
whirlpool alive.

There was no need for worrying. The two who were
most drunk did sink. The others instantly swam in pur-
suit of the canoe and our belongings. I held to a branch
a minute, looking for the float that was fastened at the
end of a long piece of fishline. My rifle was at the other
end. When it bobbed to the surface I noted the spot,

and considered how I should reach it through the boiling
current. It was a stiff pull, but I managed to catch the
cord and swim toward the bank. Then one of the two
drunken Sambos swam toward me, to give me help in case
of need. He may have been sobered by his ducking; his
instinct of swimming, born of long lines of ancestry who
were dwellers by the sea, and cultivated by daily use from
infancy, may have been too strong for mere rum to wash
out or to stupify. However that may have been, he swam
high and easily through the eddies, and stayed by me to
see that no harm should befall the patron.
The rifle caught in something on the bottom of the river.

Down that Sambo promptly went head first along the
fine, while I stood neck deep and held its end. A minute
later he came to the surface and started for the bank with
the gun and a mighty puffing.

By that time all the rest of the crew were spreading the
baggage in the sunshine on the dry gravel. To have left

them wet all day would have been to spoil the goods.
That afternoon we paddled down the western outlet of

the Patuca. The channel tortuously led through deep
alluvium of unsurpassed fertility. On the banks the Santa
Maria stood in groves, and tali ceibas stood, their smooth,
swelling boles showing gray amid the brown and green,
giant columns that support enormous masses of bloom.
Bamboos shot out far over the water, from sunny spots
where dense masses of grass, eight or ten feet high,walled
the river. Curtains of vines hung from the branches full

forty feet above the water; they would be thickly studded
in the cool morning with morning glories, purple and
pink and white. Floating on the water were clusters of
minute and dainty blossoms, resting among delicate little

leaves from which pretty pink and white rootlets hung
down into the clear water. In broad coves acres of white
lilies, pure and fragrant, their perfect petals scarce
touched by marring insect, perfumed the gentle breeze.
The banks became low. Vast fields of grass replaced*

the forest. Cranes and egrets, the ibis and the flamingo
stood among the reeds or flapped over the waters. Ducks
flew up as reach after reach, bend after bend opened
before us. Great flocks of muscovies quacked in ponds
where wild asparagus grew. Ripples widened from mov-
ing spots where little knobs showed that alligators' eyes
were watching.
We paddled silently along miles of water as straight as

any canal, and as uniform in width. Its even banks
were like artificial levees. What race dug this channel?
Was it done when the great temples of Copan, of Palenque
and Uxmal were new, and Central America was rich in
people, in commerce and in art; when all the inland
waters of this region were connected by navigable chan-
nels, and their craft could go without hindrance from
Payas Peak to Chiriqui Lagoon in the far south, as they
could have done, indeed, scarcely more than half a cen-
tury ago.
The stars looked down upon us as we picked our way

through wide and shallow channels, out into the waters
of Cartago Lagoon, rippling under the refreshing trade
wind as softly and peacefully as though they had not been
through many decades the home of the bloodiest pirates
that ever ravaged town on the Spanish main.

It was an hour after we entered the lake before we
jumped overboard from our sinking canoe, that was filled

by seas that curled and broke breast high on us, as we
stood knee deep. We were only a few rods from the bluff

edge of the prairie where a white man's comfortable hut
stood beneath the rustling leaves of the cocoa palms.
Honduras. E. W. P.

The Minnesota Moose Law Works.
Duluth, Minn.—A deputy sheriff from the northern

part of Minnesota recently brought to the city two half-
breeds on the charge of violating the State game laws, by
the killing of moose which are protected by our game
law3 until 1898.

i They were siven a trial, convicted and sentenced to

]
sixty days each in the county jail. This is the first con-
viction for the violation of the game laws this season.
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IN THE INDIAN RIVER COUNTRY.
Atlantic, Brevard County, Fla., Jan. 9.—Once more at

home on Indian River (for what is known as the Banana
is only a part of the same water running around
Merritts Island), amid summer sights and summer sounds
in this beginning of the new year, only the shortness of
the day reminds one of the time of the year.
Looking seaward I see a vessel sailing not far from

shore to keep out of the Gulf Stream; looking riverward I

see the white sails of a yacht and hear the reports of the
guns as the occupants shoot at the ducks on the Banana.
I say shoot at, for the majority of those who sail up aud
down the river duck shooting, seem -o consider 200yds.
about the proper distance, and as it affords amusement to
the hunter and seldom haxms the ducks, both parties
ought to be satisfied. But when once in a while some
one comes who really wants to get some ducks, he finds
that they have learned what they consider the safe and
proper limit for the sportsman's approach, and do not
propose to allow him to get within a distance that might
prove harmful. These were the views expressed to me in
somewhat different terms by an Englishman, who was a
veteran sportsman, but who found it impossible to approach
the ducks within any decent range before they would
take flight. Little difference does it make to those who,
sailing along these placid waters, have only to experience
the bliss of being, of mere existence in such an air. I
would like to ask some one wiser than myself in bird lore
of the habits of some of my feathered neighbors.
There are a lot of jays who are very intimate about the

house, coming so far as to perch on the corner of the
verandah and make remarks about the conduct of domes-
tic affairs. They seem to fully appreciate the privilege of
a large pan of water kept filled for their especial benefit
and that of the mockingbirds close to the verandah.
"What I want to ask the wise man is this: Why do these

jays bring acorns from the dwarf oaks that grow so
plentiful here, and deposit them in the center of the pine-
apple plants? Now the leaf of the pine is armed with a
thorny barb, and it is very difficult for ua to remove the
acorns; it must be for the bird as well. This same saucy
jay is the bird which, you may remember, according to
the tradition of the colored people, goes to sheol every
Friday and returns on Sunday. Indeed the one who first

gave me this information told me that if I would consider,
I would remember that I never saw any jays between
Friday and Sunday. However it may be with jays in
general, our blue-coated neighbors have evidently post-
poned their visit to the under-world, or perhaps have lost
their weekly reckoning; for although it is Friday to-day,
they are rather more numerous and loquacious than
usual.
Snipe are now quite plentiful in the savannahs—that is,

some days they are plentiful and some days there are
none. But that is the habit of snipe in this .part of the
country.
My neighbor, the Artist, does not allow any shooting on

his premises, and is rewarded by an occasional view of a
deer quietly feeding. It looks as if prohibition in this
direction would become the order of the clay in the neigh-
borhood ; and in that case we shall keep up our acquaint-
ance with wildcats, coons, bear, deer, etc.

Our old friend Jim Ponce, the famous hunter of St.
Augustine, has gone to Lake Worth for the season, and is

expected to supply the tourists who will make their pil-
grimage there with game. He will be an acquisition to
the society of the lake, with his inimitable stammer and
droll ways, to say nothing of his skill as a hunter. Those
who accompany him on his hunting expeditions must
learn to view without alarm Ponce riding through the
scrub at break-neck speed, with his doublebarreled gun
loaded with buckshot lying at full cock across the saddle
in front of him, untouched and apparently liable at any
moment to fall and explode, scattering its contents in a
most promiscuous manner. In fact, however, it never
does fall nor go off accidentally; but as a deer bounds up
from before the dogs not far away, Jim will halt his horse
and raise his gun to his shoulder as if with one motion,
and it is very rarely the deer does not fall. Jim will make
many new friends this winter and tell some new stories
in a way no other man can tell them. W.

THE SINGING MOUSE STORIES.

Lake Belle-Marie.

Lake Belle-Marie lies far away. Beyond the forest
the mountains are white. Beyond the mountains the sky
rises blue, high up into the infinite Unknown.

I do not know where the Singing Mouse lives. No man
can tell what journeys it may make such times as it is

absent from the room that holds the rjine table, and the
book, and the candle, and the open fire. But last night,
when the faint, shrill sweetness of its little voice grew
apart from the lonely silence of the room, and I turned
and saw the Singing Mouse sitting on the corner of the
book, the light of the candle shining in pink through its

tiny paws, almost the first word it said was of the far-off
Lake of Belle-Marie.
"Do you see it?" asked the Singing Mouse.
"You mean "

"The moon there through the window? Do you see the
moon, and the stars? Do you know where they are shin-
ing to-night? Do you see them, there, deep in the water?
Do you know where that is? Do you know the water? I
know. It is Lake Belle-Marie."
And all I could do was to sit speechless. For the fire

was gone, and the wall was open, and the room was not
a room. The voice of the Singing Mouse, shrill and sweet,
droned on a thousand miles away in smallness, but every
word a crystal of regret and joy.
"A thousand feet deep, or more, or bottomless, lies Lake

Belle-Marie, for no man has ever fathomed it. But no
matter how deep, the moon lies to-night at the bottom,
and you can see it shining there, deep down in the blue.
The stars are smaller, so they stay up and sparkle on the
surface. The forest is very black to-night, is it not, and
the shadows of the pines on the point looks like a mass of
actual substance. Wait. Did you see that silvern creature
leap from the quiet water? You may know the shadow
is but shadow, for you can see the chasing ripples pass
through it and break it up into a crinkled fabric of the
night.
"Do you see the pines waving, away up there in their

tops, and do you hear them talking? They are always
talking. To-night they are saying, 'Hush, Belle-Marie;
slumber, Belle-Marie; we will watch, we will watch,

hush, hush, hush!' Didn't you ever know what the
pines said? They wish no one ever to come near Lake
Belle-Marie. Well for you that you only sat and looked
at the face of Belle-Marie, and ca*t no line nor fired an
untimely shot around her shores! The pines would have
been angry and would have crushed you. You do not
know how they live, seeking only to' keep Belle-Marie
from the world, standing close and sturdy together and
threatening any who approach. It would break their
hearts to have her hiding place found out. You do not
knowhow theylove her. The pines are old, old, old, many
of them, but they told me that no footprint of man was
ever seen upon those shores, that no boat ever rested on
that little sea, neither did ever a treacherous line wrinkle
even the smallest portion of its smoothest coves. Believe
me, to have Belle-Marie known would break the hearts
of the pines. They told me they lived all the time, only
that they might every night sing Belle-Marie to sleep,
and every morning look upon her face, innocent, pure,
unknown and unknowing, therefore good, sincere and
utterly trustworthy. That is why the pines live. That
is what they are talking about. In many places I know
the hearts of the pines are broken and they grieve con-
tinually. That is because there are too many people. In
this valley the pines do not grieve. They only talk
among themselves. In the mornine: they will wave their
hands quite gaily and will say. 'Waken, waken, Belle-
Marie! Sweet is the day, sweet is the day; God hath
given, given, given!' That is what the pines say in the
morning.
"The white mountains yonder are very old. How

strong and quiet they are, and how sure of themselves!
To be quiet and strong, one needs to be old, for small
things do not matter then. Do you know what the moun-
tains think, as they stand there shoulder to shoulder—for
they live only to shield and protect the forest, here in the
valley. They told me they were thinking of the small-
ness and the quickness of the days. 'Age unto age!' is

what the mountains whisper. 'JEon unto £eon! Strong,
strong, strong is Time!'
"And yet I knew these mightv pillars lived only to

shield the forest which shielded Belle-Marie. So I stood
upon the last mountain and looked upon the great
blue of the sky, and there again-I saw the face of Lakp
Belle-Marie; and the circle was complete, and I sought
no more, for I knew that from the ahode of perfect,
unhurt nature it is but a step up to the perfect peace and
rest of the land where lives that Time whose name the
mountains voice in awe.
"And now, do you see what is happening on Lake Belle-

Marie? Through the cleft in the forest the pink of the
early day is showing, and light shines through the spaces
of the pines. And down the pebbles of the beach, knee
deep into the shining flood, steps a noble creature,
antlered, beautiful, admirable. Do you see him drink,
and do you see him raise his head and look about with
gentle and fearless eye? This creature is of the place, and
no hand must harm him.
"Let the thin blue smoke die down. Attempt no foot

further on. Disturb not this spot. Return. But before
you go, take one more look upon the Lake of Belle-
Marie!"
So again I gazed upon the face of the lake, which

seemed innocent, and sincere, and trustworthy, and de-
serving of the protection of the league of pines, and the
army of the mountains, and the canopv of the unshamed
sky. And then the voice of the Singing Mouse, employed
in some song whose language I do not yet fully under-
stand, faded and sank away, and even as it passed the
walls came back and the ashes lay gray upon the hearth.

E. H.

FISHING DOGS.
Readers of Forest and Stream who visited the Esqui-

maux village at the World's Fair will remember the
"husky" dogs there on exhibition. These animals are
perhaps the most interesting of all the various classes of
our canine friends and during this summer I had ample
opportunity to study some of their characteristics.
Of course they are used only in winter, when four or

more of them hitched one before the other to a tobbogan
like sleigh, can accomplish hundreds of miles in a
remarkably short time, all the while being sustained by
one three or four pound fish a day apiece. During the
summer they run wild and rely solely on themselves for
their food. While at Lake Winnipeg this summer, I was
shooting ducks near a fishing station where fortv or fifty
huskies which had come down from the North during the
winter, were running around.
Their mode of securing food is indeed peculiar. In the

morning, they swim across the deep channels at the
mouth of the Red river to the shallows where the water is
seldom deeper than three feet. They paddle themselves
up and down quietly, while keeping a careful watch
below them. Suddenly one disappears into the water and
when he comes up he has in his mouth a fish. He swims
ashore and enjoys his meal at his leisure.
Many times as I have been paddling through sloughs in

search of game have I been warned by a low growl, that
I was approaching one of the wolf-like dogs, and pushing
aside the reeds with my paddle revealed a husky, evident-
ly tired of his swimming tactics, standing in a few inches
of water ready to pounce upon the first fish that passed in
front of his ambuscade of rushes.
My first experience with these dogs rather startled me.We were returning to camp one bright moonlight night

about ten o'clock, after a long day's shooting up the river.We were paddling slowly along about 100yds. from the
shore, when a quick splash occupied our attention. It
was soon followed by another, then another, then several
together, till in all twenty-two objects of some sort had
thrown themselves out of the water. Along the path that
the moon made on the surface we could see the heads of
these animals coming straight for our canoe. We rested
on our paddling to see what was to happen. They came
near rapidly but still we were unable to determine what
they were. At last when within about 15yds., they
seemed to notice who we were, and making a sudden turn
to the right, erave us a wide berth and passed across our
bow. We could then see that they were a band of huskies
which were off to do their night's fishing in the neighbor-
ing shallows. Rod. Random,

"SNOOKS."
I have have often noticed in Forest and Stream some

very interesting accounts of dogs and birds that had done
wonderful things. I am a great lover of birds, and until
very recently was the owner of a pet canary by the name
of Snooks. He was without exception the cutest bird that
I ever heard of. Every morning when my husband
shaved, his favorite place was on the collar of his dressing
robe, and his delight was to pick at the hand that held
the razor. He had a habit of hopping all over the floor
after me, and many a time I have found him betweenmy
feet. We had put a bell in his cage and taught him to
ring it whenever he wanted us. My husband would say
to him, "If you want me, ring your bell." At once he
would hop on his perch and ring until we had given him
a hemp seed. I always covered him up at night and
placed him in one of our closets. Sometimes he would
wake and hear my husband's voice. Immediately his
bell would ring, although he was in the dark.
He was a good bather, and when he had drained eveiy

drop of water out of his bathtub I would bring a pitcher
and refill the tub while he stayed in it, then would go on
with his bath. Once, when we were away, a friend of
ours took care of him for two weeks. She told u that
he never sang a note. The night we returned we brought
him in our room, opened his cage, and although it was
almost dark, he sang to us as if his dear little throat
would break. The next morning he did the same, and
after that only sang in his usual way. It showed us that
the dear little fellow had missed us.
One Christmas morning I went from our front room to

the hall room back where we had a sick friend who was
very fond of him. He walked after me all the way, then
entered her room and perched on a table and looked all
around as if to say, "Merry Christmas to you," and then
walked back again through the hall to our room. Of
course I talked to him all the time to show him I was
with him.
The dear little pet was getting old and blind, so we

thought it our duty to have a friend chloroform him.
For several years we had made a companion of him, so
you can imagine how we felt at parting with him.

Claire Adams.

BLACKSNAKE DESCENDING A TREE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
For two or three months I have been almost the sole

possessor of a snake story which bothers me, and I have
concluded to risk my reputation by telling it, in the hope
that some of your naturalists can explain the phenomenon.
One day this fall I was out at Creve-Cceur Lake, and

after rambling through the woods until late in the after-
noon I came down to the station to await my train.
Passing a large hickory near which three ladies and a
gentleman were picnicking, I saw a blacksnake on the
trunk of the tree about 12ft. from the ground. To the
best of my recollection the tree was about 7ft. in girth and
20ft. to the nearest limb. Its bark was very tight and
smooth for a hickory of that size, and there were no
knots or excrescences below the limbs. The taper of the
trunk from a couple of feet above ground to the first limb
was so slight as to be imperceptible. The snake was
motionless as if asleep. Its position on the tree was, in
the main, diagonally upward from left to right, head
toward the top, but the body arranged in graceful curves.
I wondered how it could support itself on so straight and
smooth a trunk.
The ladies were alarmed when I called their attention

to the reptile, as they had been under the tree several
times, and near it all afternoon I opened fire on the
snake with a pocket revolver, and scored two bad misses,
but the third shot broke its back about 6in. from its head.
Then began a singular performance. The snake did not

drop. It slowly released its folds, its head gradually
slipped lower and lower down the trunk, its body
straightened out accordingly, until finally the snake lay
perpendicularly on the trunk, head downward, in a
perfectly straight line. We could not detect the slightest
curve from tail to head. Then it began slipping down
the tree so slowlv that we could scarcely see it move, but
its body still remained rigid and straight, as though
paralyzed. I think that in ten minutes it did not slip
down more than 2ft. after once straightening out. I
then shot it through the head; there was some muscular
contraction and soon the reptile relaxed and fell to the
ground. It measured 4ft. lOin. in length.
Now how does a snake descend a nearly vertical surface

so very slowly without perceptible muscular movement
in a perfectly straight line, when its belly scales slope the
wrong way for the trip? Horace Kephart.
St. Louis, Dec. 31.

White Beer.
I was very much interested with reading the announce-

ment recently of a white deer being killed in western
Pennsylvania, as I have hunted in that locality for a
number of seasons (mostly for grouse). I was telling my
father about it, when he said: "That is nothing unusual,
for your grandfather killed three white deer in one day in
Venango county, about nine miles above Oil City, on Oil
Creek. I remember it very distinctly, for I was sent to
bring them in and skin them. They were snow-white,
with the exception of a few grayish spots on either side
of the shoulders of one of them." This was probably a
few years prior to 1838, when Mr. Joseph Gayetty shot
the one on Horse Creek. I speak of this to show that the
albino deer was not such an uncommon animal in that
locality in early times. J. S. Ricketts.

Fredericton, N. B., Jan. 12.—Last fall a large albino
buck deer was shot a few miles from here. To-day a
farmer living in the same section brought into town a
last spring's fawn very curiously marked. The head and
back are colored like an ordinary deer, but the belly and
the inside of the legs and tail are pure white. Its eyes
are colored like the common deer and show no traces of
albinism. H. C.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Strkam one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

a

$9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for sis months will receive the
Forest and Stream during tnat time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of whioh
te*3)
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MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.
The annual dinner of the Massachusetts Fish andGame

Protective Association was held at Young's Hotel, Boston,

Mass., Jan. 16, and was in all respects a most enjoyable
occasion. There were present more than one hundred
members, and among the guests of the evening were Gov.
Greenhalge, ex-Gov. Long, State Treasurer Marden, H.
A. Thomas and Rev. Charles Follen Lee.

The banqueting hall was elabontely decorated with
game pieces and other reminders of the woods, and Mr.
Walter Brackett's salmon pictures adorned the walls.

At the annual gathering the president usually delivers

an address reviewing the work of the year and the promise
of the future; and keeping up the custom, Pres. Wiggin
spoke as follows:

Gentlemen of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective

Association:
The cardinal principles of our organization are the

securing and enforcing of proper restrictions upon the
killing of fish and game; the introduction of new species

of fish, game and useftd birds, and the dissemination of

useful information relating thereto. The year which has
just closed upon us has been fruitful of events which are

of interest to our Association.

It began with the usual contest over the Gilbert trout

bill, so-called, in the great and General Court. That bill

seems to be possessed of as many lives as the most vener-
able member of the feline race. It seems to thrive on
opposition. Twice, in spite of all opposition, it has passed
the lower House, and been defeated in the Senate; and
once it has passed both Houses, and received its quietus

in the veto of the Governor; but I trust that we have
heard the last of that pernicious measure, for the present
at least.

Defeated in the Legislature, the author of that bill im-
mediately took measures to test the application and con-
stitutionality of the trout law in the Supreme Court; but
there, as in the Legislature, he was destined to defeat.

The Supreme Court has passed squarely upon two phases
of our trout laws. The two questions raised before the
court were these: "Does the law providing for a close

season on trout extend to trout artificially raised and
owned by a private individual? And is the statute con-
stitutional?" Upon the first of these question the court
says, after referring to the several statutes upon this sub-
ject:

The object of air these statutes was to protect and preserve the
trout. The same statute which first forbade their sale also contained
the provisions upon which the present statute is founded, to encourage
their artificial propagation and maintenance. In order to make the
protection of the trout more effectual, it was deemed necessary by the
Legislature to punish the sale, during the close season, of all trout ex-
cept those which are alive. This was probably on account of the
difficulty in distinguishing between trout which had been artificially
propagated or maintained, and other trout. On the construction
contended for by the defendant, the law could not be so well enforced.
In view of the provisions of Sec. 26, it seems to us plain that the
penalty imposed by Sec. 53 extends to artificially propagated trout.

2. Nor have we any doubt that the statute is constitutional. The
importance of preserving from extinction or undue depletion the
trout and other useful fishes of the Commonwealth, has beeu recog-
nized and illustrated in many familiar statutes and decisions from an
early time. Such protection has always been deemed to be for 'the
good and welfare of this Commonwealth, 1 and the Legislature may
pas* reasonable laws to promote it Such laws are not to be held
unreasonable because owners of property may thereby, to some
extent, be restricted in its use. It ha3 often been declared that all

property is acquired and held under the tacit condition that it shall
not be so used as to destroy or greatly impair the public rights and
interests of the community.

So far, then, our trout law seems to be safe. Let us
hope that our Legislature will let it remain undisturbed.
In legislation upon our other fish and game laws during

the past year the results were equally gratifying to us, for
every measure which we advocated became a law, and
every measure which we opposed was defeated. I do not
wish to be understood as claiming that to the efforts of
our association these results were mainly due, for that
would be claiming too much, but I do feel gratified to
know that after so many years of opposition in our efforts

to secure the enactment of wholesome laws, we were at
last so nearly in harmony with the people's representa-
tives, or they with us, and I care not which way you
put it.

Legislation for the protection of shellfish in this Com-
monwealth began as early as 1795, and for trout and
pickerel in 1822. Legislation for the protection of game
came later, the first law having been passed in the year
1839. From the earliest date to the present time great
progress has been made in the perfection of those laws,
and some of our ablest statesmen have not felt it beneath
their dignity to aid in this noble work. It is said that
Daniel Webster, just prior to his election to the U. S.

Senate, was sent to the Legislature from the town of
Marshfield, and served in that body for about ten days,
during which time he lent his aid in pei'fecting the law
protecting the speckled trout. And we know that more
recently we are indebted to the earnest efforts of ex-Gov.
Robinson for those wise and stringent protective provisions
contained in the laws of the year 1869. When such men
as these are willing to lend their aid to the measures
which we advocate, we do not need to apologize for our
own existence.
Our earliest laws were framed solely to protect the

fish and game, but in later years there has been a growing
tendency toward legislation favoring propagation to
supply the waste which is constantly going on. Our laws
to-day are in the main sufficient for the protection of both
fish and game, and I am confident that an enlightened
public opinion will in the end secure their enforcement.
The great problem of the future will be to supply the

waste that is constantly going on. This field is broad
enough for both public and private enterprise.
The restocking of our streams with trout and other fish

has already been entered upon by the Commonwealth,
but many of us feel that the work is lacking in that vigor
and push which should characterize a great and powerful
State like Massachusetts. Until last year she had no
public fish hatchery within her borders, where she should
have had at least a half a dozen. She was the leader in
her protective laws, and she should not now be found
lagging behind her sister States in making good this waste
in her food supply.
The work of propagating game birds in this State has

hitherto been solely carried on by private enterprise, and
that, too, almost entirely by this Association, but the

success which has attended our efforts has been far beyond
our most sanguine expectations.
Since we began our work in this line three years ago,

we have liberated in more than sixty different localities

in the State, the following birds: Pinnated grouse, 751;

sharp-tail grouse, 146; Southern quail, 1,020; Arizona
quail, 832; Oregon quail 26; total, 2,775. We also liberated

87 northern hares, footing up to a grand total of 2,862

head of game at an expense of over $2,000.

So far as we can learn these birds have bred as well as

upon their native grounds. If they have, the increase

must have been in the neighborhood of 15,000 birds. This

makes quite an addition to our game supply.

One of the qestions which immediately confronts us is,

shall these birds be protected from wholesale slaughter?

In one of the recent reports of our committee on enforce-

ment of game laws I find the following: "As to snaring

cases, we have been utterly unable to secure evidence

sufficient to prosecute. There is no danger of our partridge
being exterminated by the gun in open season, or by the

depredations of vermin, but it is a very significant fact

that probably five-eighths of the birds which are brought
to our markets bear no signs of wounds."
The frequent changes in our fish and game laws are a

great hindrance to the prosecution of our work. I do not
think I exaggerate when I say that those laws have under-
gone more than one hundred changes in the last ten years,

and some of them have now come back substantially to

what they were ten years ago. To prevent these constantly

recurring changes in this wholesale slaughter of our fish

and game, and to push on the work of increasing the
supply, in hearty co-operation with our State authorities,

will engage the energy and zeal of our Association in the

years which are to come.

Witty speeches were made by Gov. Greenhalge, ex-

Gov. Long, State Treasurer George A. Marden and others.

U. S. Fish Commissioner McDonald wrote: "I feel a keen
interest in the objects of your association, and realize that

in your sphere you are as important for the improvement
of our fisheries as are the fish commissions. While arti-

ficial propagation is essential also, and should be con-

ducted on the most liberal scale, the work must be done
under the greatest disadvantage unless the results ob-

tained are conserved and made permanent by proper pro-

tection. To secure this we must look to such associations

as yours."

AMERICANS IN SOMALILAND.
Sohaliland, Dec. 4, 1893.—Editor Forest and Stream:

As elephants are growing scarcer in Africa every day so

the reports of encounters with them are less frequent
than formerly. I therefore send the following account
of a good day's sport I had with the beasts, hoping it will

interest your readers.
When we reached our present camp on the morning of

Nov. 29 we hardly expected good news so soon, as we
had had great luck at our last place. There we three, Dr.

W., L. S. and myself, Americans, and S. K., an English-
man, had shot two lions, two leopai-ds, one wart hog, one
wild dog and a hyena, and several varieties of antelope.

S. K. shot the two lions from a zereba in one night over
a donkey.
However, we found on our arrival two reports of ele-

phants from different quarters. We immediately separated

,

Dr. S. and S. K. going to the north and I to the south. I

met with no luck until Dec. 2. I was awakened at 4:30

A. M. by a great deal of loud talking in camp, and
presently my tent curtain was thrown back and a crowd
of black heads was revealed; as many voices told me I

must get my elephant gun at once.
I found that some people from a village near by had

come to me with the report that elephants, "hundreds of

them," had just passed through their valley. I swallowed
a cup of cold tea and putting four biscuits into my
pockets started in pursuit. I took my four shikaries and
four horses, thinking, perhaps, to drive the elephants.

The whole village followed at my heels, much to my dis-

gust. I was shown the spoor and I made out that the
elephants were traveling rapidity.

I will now pass over seven long hours' tracking under a
broiling African sun as not very interesting reading.
About 11:30 I observed a water hole about a mile ahead,
indicated by a grove of those magnificent trees called

"burray" in Somaliland.
We were sure the beasts must be resting there. As the

large number of followers were making a great noise, 1

made them all stop and await me. I then advanced on
foot with my 8-bore doublebarreled rifle and one shikari.

I had just reached the woods when I was startled by snort-

ing only about 200yds. ahead. Making my shikari remain
where he was, as he was annoying me in his excitement,
I now advanced alone.
There were the elephants, and plenty of them. I think

there were sixty in the bunch before me, big and little.

One mother with two little ones beside her not bigger
than donkeys, others standing from 7.£ to 10ft. high at the
shoulder, as I afterward measured. Some were lying
down and others flapping their great ears lazily, perfectly
oblivious to any impending danger. I took a good look
at them and then studied the wind and my chances for

escape if charged. Creeping up around a bush, I got
within 50yds. of the nearest, and taking aim at the one
with the longest tusks just behind the ear, I fired.

Then I ran; you may be sure I ran, for the whole
woods seemed to rise up in protest. All this time there
had stood another lot of elephants just to the side of me,
that I had not seen at all. Down they came on me,
apparently from all directions. I had to dart around
bushes, first to escape one pair of great ears with uplifted

trunk and then another, until they could wind me no
longer. I then fired at one fellow, aiming at his ear a
little behind the meatus and had the satisfaction of seeing
him drop like a great lump of lead. Loading quickly I

fired both barrels at another behind the shoulder, wound-
ing him severely. He only made off as fast as he could.
I ran a couple of hundred yards and intercepted about a
dozen that were walking away at a quick pace. I shot
one of these at about 80yds. through the heart. He could
only stagger a few yards before he dropped. All his com-
panions came for me, screaming as loud as they could.

They could do nothing, however, as I had the wind in my
favor and could easily dodge them. I emptied two barrels

into one of them as he crossed before me at about twenty
yards, and then there was another case of "elephant chase
man." He could not scent me as I ran hard and dodged
behind bushes, but he persisted in his chase. Just at this

moment my men all came running toward me, having
heard the shooting.
On they came directly toward the wounded brute. I

shouted to them at the risk of having the beast charge me
again, but it was of no use. The elephant caught sight of

the men in their white sheets and was down upon one of

them in an instant. I had just time to fire, and by a
lucky shot I turned him toward me again. I shot him for

the fourth time as I ran around to get a broadside, and
this staggered him. He turned on his heels and walked
away in a groggy fashion. I was very much exhausted
by this time and would like to have rested, but my men
were shouting to me to come after an elephant I had
wounded and which was scuttling away. This was the
first elephant I had fired at while they were all standing
still. My shot had struck just over the heart, butwhether
it penetrated the heart or not I never found out, as I had
no time to cut the bullet out. He showed wonderful
vitality, for it took six more bullets to bring him to bag,

and all planted about his chest.

I had the assistance of my men now for the first

time. The shikari I had taken into the woods with me
ran off at the first charge. My men kept the elephant at

bay by riding around him until I got up with him. I

gave him both barrels at about 70yds. as he was charging
one of the riders, and for the first time missed one of the

shots. It was excusable, as I was out of breath from my
exertion. I was a quarter of an hour chasing this fellow,

which was the most vicious brute of all. I put five more
bullets into him. When I fired the last two I was within
25yds. of him, and, fortunately for me perhaps, I stopped
his career. I had fired eight times at him, seven of the

2-ounce bullets taking effect. I had now had about half

an hour's chase after firing the first shot, and it seemed to

me much longer, as I had been running constantly with
my 8-bore, weighing 161bs.

The firing was no joke either, as I used lOdrs. of powder
to a charge. I used hardened spherical bullets. The
afternoon and next morning was spent in cutting out

tusks and looking up the two wounded elephants. As it

turned out all five elephants lay dead within a radius of

half a mile. Nothing could have been more satisfactory

to me. I had fatally wounded five elephants with no
assistance whatever and on foot. Only did assistance

come in finishing up the last beast, the first one I fired at.

I was also overjoyed to know that no animal had gone off

wounded. When I returned to camp the following after-

noon, which was yesterday, I found that Dr. S. and S. K.,

who had left me four days previously, had found two lots

of elephants on two different days and had shot eight.

The first day Dr. S. killed four and S. K. two, and on the

second day, Dr. S. killed two more.
As we talked matters over we all came to the conclu-

sion that we would let elephants alone in the future and
turn our attention to lions, koodoo and other game. We
could find more elephants,'but we had all the tusks and
trophies we desired. A. Donaldson Smith.

THE POWDER TESTS,
Editor Forest and Stream:
The powder tests carried out by me in conjunction with

other disinterested parties, at Chicago and Carney's Point,

and my report on the same, are naturally subject to the

laws which apply to ail human deeds and creations,

especially those of a public character—they are criticis-

able. . .

I am far from denying to any one, and particulatly td

persons more directly interested in the results and affected

by my opinion, the right to point out to me any ahd alJ-

errors or omissions which, in their belief, have been made,

and to show that my conclusions were based on false

premises or shaped regardless of the latter.

I was fully aware at the time that, notwithstanding all

efforts on my part, to do justice to all concerned and to

avoid, if possible, every cause for controversy, of which

I am not particularly fond, I should hardly succeed id

accomplishing this end, and I now find that my feat's itt

this respect were well founded.
Mr. Justus von Lengerke takes issue with me on several

points in reference to the manner in which the tests were

carried out, and to the basis chosen by me for comparing

and judging the properties of the several powders.

While I think I owe it to those who assisted me so ably

in carrying out the experiments, and to myself to answer

Mr. von Lengerke's letter, I shall, in performing this

unpleasant duty, confine myself mainly to that part of

his criticism which is intended to convey the impression

that I was prejudiced in favor of a particular powder,

that the instruments employed are either unreliable of

were improperly handled; and that the powders were not

treated alike. I shall not discuss with him the demerits

or merits of the several powders from a commercial point

of view. His communication proves that he did not rush

into print blindly. He evidently has given the subject

considerable deliberation, and has endeavored hard to

impart to his ably written comments the highest possible

weight.
(

I further admit that his arguments breathe on the

whole a degree of fairness and of justice toward one with

whom he pleases to differ, as they are seldom found under

similar circumstances.
I have given his arguments a careful study and the

attention they merit, and I regret that he has apparently

not treated my report in the same manner. Had he done

so I ought to have been spared the trouble of here travel-

ing again over a great deal of ground fully covered in my
report, and of replying to questions to which the answers

can be found in the same.
Mr. von Lengerke has, as I know and as his commu-

nication proves, devoted much time to the study of the

nature and actions of gunpowders. He has acquired and
commands an amount of general knowledge in the

premises, rarely found by persons of his line of business'

and his calling. But his assertions and arguments like-

wise show that he either does not want to give to the

sportsmen the benefit of all he knows about the behavior

and nature of gunpowders, especially nitro powders, or

that, like for all of us, there is still a large field of obser-

vations and researches open for him before he can claim

to master the subject thoroughly. All those who have

had occasion and still better opportunities and facilities,

than he to go a little deeper into the mysteries of the

theorv of shot shooting, agree in the opinion that the

bottom of knowledge has not been touched, and that the

true character of nitrn pnw.li rs and the laws governing

their explusiou in a conGntd space have not been fully
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established, and are not likely to be determined in the

near future. I shall ftry to show Mr. von Lengerke that

he wrongfully finds fault with me on the principal ques-

tions at issue.

I made my reports as exhaustive as possible, I gave all

the figures as they were obtained and employed as the

basis of comparison in order to afford the readers the

opportunity to judge for themselves if my method of

judging the powders was a fair and correct one. I

should have been thankful to Mr. von Lengerke if he had
shown that mistakes were made, since I do not claim in-

fallibility for myself and cheerfully acknowledge an
error if I have made it. I have nothing to say against

Mr. von Lengerke's objection to the standard of merits

as laid down in my report. This settles down to a ques-

tion of difference of opinion, and a difference of opinion

is natural and permissible.

Mr. von Lengerke calls attention to the fact that I once

had business dealings with Messrs. Wolff & Co., the

manufacturers of Walsrode powder in Germany, or, as

he puts it, that I was interested in Walsrode powder, and
that I am now on very friendly terms with the firm. This

statement. I presume, was made to substantiate his asser-

tion that I have been prejudiced in favor of the powder.
The facts in the premises are as follows: About four

years ago I furnished to Messrs. Wolff & Co. , two car-

tridge loading machines patented to me the same as I

sold similar machines to other European powder mills,

ammunition manufacturers and military authorities, and
in return I bought of that firm, on the same terms as

others, powder, and disposed of the latter in the same
way as others. I have had no business transaction with
Wolff & Co. for the last three years andam not interested,

directly or indirectly, in Walsrode or any other powder
abroad or in this country. If I were, I would not con-

sider myself qualified to take an active part in establishing

and maintaining in this country a testing institution, and
would certainly not blame any one to look upon my asser-

tion that, so far as I am concerned, the establishment

will be on carried upon a strictly impartial basis, as a de-

ceit.

I am on friendly, but by no means on very friendly,

terms not alone with Wolff & Co. but with all other pow-
der, gun and ammunition manufacturers with whom I

ever came in contact, and I shall make due efforts to estab-

lish friendly relations with all interested parties in

America, and last but not leastwith Messrs. von Lengerke
& Detmold. If I fail in accomplishing this, the fault will

surely not be on my side.

Of course Mr. von Lengerke is the sole master of his

thoughts. If he thinks that my former relations to Wolff
& Co. have clouded my judgment, I fail to see how I can
convince him of the contrary.
Mr. von Lengerke complains of a. lack of uniformity in

my figures of bursting strain and velocities. He thinks

something must have been wrong, that either my instru-

ments are unreliable or were improperly handled. His
conclusions are false in both respects. My instruments
are reliable and they were manipulated right and by ex-

perienced persons. The variations were solely due to the

bad behavior of the powders, or to be more precise, the

powders simply behaved as powders are likely to behave.
The chronograph is not a difficult instrument to handle.

It can be manipulated by any person of average intelli-

gence—yes, even by a boy, after a few hours' instruction

and a day's practice. It weighs less than 501bs. , and does

not require a foundation of rocks and concrete to stand
upon, as Mr. von Lengerke describes it, and as it is suited

for a building 20 stories high, all it wants is a firm founda-
tion to prevent its being jarred, that's all. The electric

current must be brought in harmony with the magnets
and maintained there. For this purpose the instrument
is adjusted every time and day it is used, and regulated

at certain intervals during the work.
These precautions were all taken at Chicago. The

chronograph was placed in a separate room and building

some distance from the place where the shooting was
done. At Carney's Point the chronograph of Messrs.

DuPont was employed, which stands on a solid founda-
tion, and was manipulated by a gentleman possessing a
high degree of knowledge on ballistics, and who has been
brought up in the powder manufacturing business. This

instrument registered the same irregularities as they were
found at Chicago, not because there was anything wrong
with it, but simply for the reason that the powders
repeated there the jumps they made at Chicago.
There will always be variations as long as the primer,

the wad, the crimp, the cartridge chamber, the bore of

the barrel and other causes too numerous to mention,

have a bearing upon the explosion and the behavior of a
propelling agent in the gun barrel.

It is true, as Mr. von Lengerke says, that black powder
generally gives very uniform results. But the tests were
not carried on with a view to determine the qualities of

the different black powders. Not all kinds of black pow-
ders were used, and of those employed only the cheap
grades were taken. If the black powders had been in-

cluded in the test, the better grades would have been also

tried, and in such a case the evenness, no doubt, would
have been much more satisfactory.

I am not in position at this juncture to express an opin-

ion on the merits of the different black powders made and
used in this country, but I do believe that Mr. von Len-

gerke's assertion that "Dead Shot" FFG is the most even

and reliable in the world, is a bold one, and that he will

have quite a task on hand in substantiating this claim any-

thing like convincingly.
All nitro powders, when tested under different conditions

show great variations. They are composed of such chemi-

cals which are more or less subject to change through the

effects of storing, dry heat, humidity and cold. They, as

a rule, develop their gases more suddenly than black

powder, are particularly sensitive to artificial obstructions

in the gun barrel, to increased charges, etc. But even
when the charges are not increased beyond the limit,

wheu all other conditions appear to be in a normal state,

it will occasionally happen that the regular service charge

of a nitro powder produces a bursting strain, or as it is

sometimes wrongfully called, initial pressure, far higher

than the average gun barrel can stand. This occurs even

in England, where the climate is comparatively uniform

and also the percentage of moisture in the air. Nitro

powders have a good deal in common with tamed wild

beasts. A wild animal tamed and brought up in captivity

may appear docile and gentle for a long time, but its wild

nature is liable to show itself at any moment. A smoke-

nevertheless more treacherous in its action than the black

powder, it requires care and constant watching.
Mr. von Lengerke quotes the London Field as an

authority on ballistics. It may be of interest for him to

know, that the Field's powder tests are carried out by
taking recoil, velocity, penetration and pattern simul-

taneously. In Chicago only the bursting strain and
velocities were taken together, and this can and must be

done. But the method employed at Chicago comes nearer

to his view, as he will see, than that followed by his

authority.
The Chicago and Carney's Point powder tests, as every

one knows, bore a public character. They could have
been and were witnessed and controlled by disinterested

parties. TheE. C, Schultze, S. S., American wood and
DuPont powders were all loaded by Mr. Wm. M. Thomas,
of the TJ. M. C. Co., who performed his work carefully

and thoroughly, and who has no especial love for any-

particular powder. He commands an amount of experi-

ence in loading nitro powders possessed by very few
persons the world over.

Not all of the Walsrode powder used was furnished by
the Walsrode agent, some was procured by outsiders and
loaded in shells by machinery in Germany a year prior.

These shells were used as they came.
Mr. von Lengerke says that I ought to have stated what

wadding material was used. This question is answered
in my report not less than sixteen times. The U. M. C.

Co.'s wadding, consisting of a trap wad, a first quality

white felt and a black edge wad, was employed for all

nitro powders except the Walsrode, for which the cheap so-

called Express wad was used. The diameter of all feltwads
was the same. The figures taken for comparison were
those, as stated in the report, obtained for all other pow-
ders with the Smokeless and Nitro Club shells, for Wals-

rode those of the special shells. The powders were thus

brought on an equal footing as regards the best adapted

shells, and the same rule applies to the wadding material.

Where the powders were measured this work was done
as carefully as possible, and the variations as determined

by weighing five loads of each of the powders were less

than -f Igr. The actual figures were as follows:

3drs. of Schultze powder by measure weighed respectively:

1. 4a*, 0 2. 43-1,0 3. 422,, 4. 42a,
0 5. 42',o grains.

Mrs. of E. 0. powder by measure weighed respectively:

1.44 2.44 3. 44> 10 4.44 5. 442,„ grains.

3drs. of S. S, powder by measure weighed respectively:

1. 38*,. 2. 38' 10 3. 382 10 37*i» 5. 38* )0 grains.

3drs. American wood powder by measure weighed respectively:

1.37 2.37 3. 37i
10 4. 37^0 5. 369 10 grains.

Does Mr. von Lengerke claim that a difference of lgr.

one way or the other, or even 2grs. , accounts for the irregu-

larities? Should any powder be so'extremely sensitive to

such trifling differences in the charges?

AH nitro powders, as previously stated, react compara-
tively very heavy to largely increased charges, bulk for

bulk, the Walsrode undoubtedly more so than others. I

agree with Mr. von Lengerke that a double charge of

Walsrode powder is quite certain to do mischief. But
does any one claim that such a charge can be used with

impunity? Can any other nitro powder be used in such
extreme loads? Does not my report show that as far as

the reaction to increased charges is concerned, Schultze

powder approaches the black powder nearer than the

Walsrode? Has the former not been credited with nearly

double as many points of merits as Walsrode in this de-

partment?
It was not my office to judge the powders from a com-

mercial point of view or from the standpoint of conven-

ience. Had I done so the various powders would indeed

have made a different showing. I could only, as I did,

rate the powders strictly on the basis of their relative bal-

listic merits. Mr. von Lengerke's censure of the Wals-

rode and his claims for the Schultze and E. C. powders
do not concern me, neither do I find it necessary or

advisable to discuss with him the best basis

and method for judging a gunpowder's qualities,

but I must correct one statement he makes. He says the

Walsrode powder was fired from the special shells only.

My report does not say so. Mr. von Lengerke pronounces

it as wrong when I credit a powder with a high point of

merit on account of its comparative low bursting strain

in view of the fact that this powder shows a mean cor-

responding velocity somewhat below the average. Here
I beg to differ with him. I for one will rather take say

five yards less distance in killing force in the bargain for

the guarantee that the powder I use is less dangerous

than others and less liable^ to damage my gun, and per-

haps do me bodily harm, and I believe there are others

who feel the same way. He claims that a certain quan-

tity of bursting strain is necessary and essential for a

sufficient good killing force. I hold that the lower the

gas pressure is in proportion to the velocity, and provided

the latter is equivalent to a satisfactory penetration, the

higher such a powder ought to be rated. I can furnish

Mr. von Lengerke black powders which will produce a

higher average velocity than any nitro powder with about

one-half the bursting strain of the latter. Such a powder
means the least danger for the gun and gunner.

Whenever we are in a position to claim for a nitro pow-
der that it will not produce a higher bursting strain than

a good quality of black powder, that it is just as safe as the

latter, then the days of black powder will be counted, in

spite of the difference in price. I believe such a powder
will make its appearance some day, but it is not in the

market now.
From his statement I am led to infer that Mr, von Len-

gerke believes that Curtis & Harvey's or any other equally

good grade of black powder will produce a higher bursting

strain than the cheaper grades of black powder. If his

crusher gauge has shown him such to be the case, I can

only advise him to drop it, and to follow the example of

Messrs. DuPont and the U. M. C. Co. and substitute for it

a pressure gun with the modprn spring device, as I em-
ploy it, for his crusher gauge then has deceived him for

once, and very badly at that.

Mr. von Lengerke thinks that I am mistaken when I

say that the difference in the arrival of the pellets between

those propelled by a quicker-burning black powder and

a coarser-grained, slower-burning powder practically

amounts tovery little. If he does not think that I know
what I speak of he may look over his files of the London
Field, one of bis recognized authorities in the premises,

and he will find that the Field has arrived at the same
conclusion as I have.

I am very sorry that it has not been my good fortune to

avail myself of Mr. von Lengerke's help at Chicago and

have his co-operation in the future. I appreciate his as

sistance very highly indeed, and am happy to believe that
henceforth all points of difference between us can be set •

tied on practical grounds, and that I shall not be called

upon again to trespass so largely on the space of your pa-

per and on the indulgence of your readers under similar

circumstances. The testing institution ought to be the

place for Mr. von Lengerke to enlighten me on the merits

and demerits of a propelling agent, to which he, like all

others, is most welcome. I am not too proud to learn, and
do not claim to monopolize all the| knowledge on the
theory of shot shooting. Armin Tenner,.

Matlock, la.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have been
much interested in reading the results of the late powder
test as carried on by Mr. Armin Tenner, but there are

some points on which I wish some further information,

and hope that Mr. Tenner orsome of Forest and Stream's
readers will enlighten me.
In testing the black powders for bursting strain,velocity,

pattern, etc., (1) would not the higher grade powder have
given much better results than the common brands such
as were tested, and (2) would not the coarser grain pow-
der of the brands tested have given better results than the

fine grain? (3) In what shells were the black powders
tested, (4) and would other and higher grade shells have
given better results? (5) What kind and quantity of wad-
ding was used, and were the black and nitro powders
wadded alike?

(6) In table I, where the nitro powders were tested with
plack powder priming, the American wood, Schultze and
E. C. powders fell so far below the requisite velocity as to

be useless for live bird shooting. This is rather surprising

as at many large tournaments scores of 90 per cent, and
over have been made with these powders loaded in com-
mon shells with black powder priming. During the past

season I have used for my duck and chicken shooting

3idrs. Schultze powder in a U. M. C. "New Club" shell

primed with |dr. FFG black powder, one card and
two black-edge wad&over powder, ljoz. shot in a 10-gauge

gun, and it gave me "the very best of satisfaction. (7) It

would seem as if the powders were not so loaded as to

secure the best results, as in many cases throughout the

test the American wood and the S. S. and the E. C. pow-
ders did not give sufficient velocity to be regarded as a
killing charge, while we all know that these powders, as

loaded for the use of expert live bird shots, give almost

perfect results. You may say they use heavier charges,

but Mr. Tenner states as his opinion that 3drs. and l§oz.

of shot will give more satisfactory results than a larger

charge. There must be a discrepancy somewhere, and I

hope Mr. Tenner will explain it for the benefit not only of

myself but of others who may have noticed the same
thing. P- C. Bishop.

i powder_too may behave well right along, but it is Carney's Point. I am glad to know, however, that I shall

Editor Forest and Stream:
In reply to your correspondent's queries: (1) Probably

yes. (2) Hardly, if both grains were of the same grade.

(3) In the new Club shells. (4) No. (5) U. M. _C. Co.'s

wadding, consisting of a trap wad, a felt and a thin black

edge wad, or several of the latter only. The wadding of

the E. C, S. S., American wood, Schultze and DuPont's

Smokeless powders consisted of a trap, a white felt and a

black-edge wad. (6) The use of common primers primed

with black powder has been discarded in Europe, and in

some countries the priming with black powder is prohib-

ited by law. If Mr. Bishop and others employ idr. of

black powder for priming their shells, they may thereby

secure a pretty thorough combustion of the nitro powder
charge, but the pattern will certainly be more uneven

than with the No. 3 primer, and under certain conditions

such a quantity of black powder may impart to the nitro

powder a high degree of violence. The bursting strain of

such a load may not be fatal to one particular gun, but

many guns will not stand such a pressure.

I would not recommend more than lgr. black powder
for such a purpose, and if only this quantity, as it ought

ought to be, is employed, the penetration will not reach

the limit which governs a corresponding load of nitro

powder exploded by a No. 3 primer; 3*drs. Schultze pow-

der for a 10-bore gun may be regarded as a light charge,

and such a charge, even if primed with Jdr. black powder,

may still be considered as comparatively safe. But some
gunners load 4 and 4£drs., and these maximum loads

should not be primed with idr. black powder.

If Mi-. Bishop has never met with any hang-fires or

faced some extremely wild shots, i. e., open patterns,

with his ammunition, he has been exceedingly lucky.

All the powders Mr. Bishop refers to were loaded at

Carney's Point by Mr. Wm. M. Thomas, of the U. M. C.

Co. and under my supervision and those of others. He
may rest assured that all powders were loaded carefully,

and properly. Mr. Bishop evidently has not studied the

fWi-es of velocities carefully, for as a matter of fact,

S. S. and Schultze powders developed under normal con-

ditions very high velocities. E. C. powder, too, made a

very good showing in this respect, and American wood
only lacked somewhat in velocity with the increased shot

charge. •

The different powders were rated for penetration as

follows: American wood, 16 points; S. S., 18 points;

DuPont's, 19 points; Schultze, 18 points; Schultze (Pomp-

ton), 20 points; black powder, 20 points; E. C, 18 points;

Walsrode, leaf, 17 points; Walsrode, grains, 18 points.

If anything, these figures prove that there was not such

a marked difference in point of penetration as Mr. Bishop

makes it appear, and I fail to see why he should speak of

a "discrepancy somewhere." Abmin Tenner.

Kittanning, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I would

ask Mr. Armin Tenner a question in regard to Table O in

your issue of Dec. 23. In the result of moisture test

lie places the total loss in velocity at 43ft. for Walsrode

powder in grains (taken for example only), and which he

has obtained by adding the loss in velocity when subjected

to 75 per cent. 'humidity to the loss in velocity when sub-

letted to 85 per cent, of moisture. Now, it seems to me
that the total loss should only be 38ft. instead of 43ft., for

the loss of 5ft. in subjecting the powder to 75 per cent,

was increased to 38ft. by an increase of 10 per cent, of

moisture, or an increase of 33ft. for an increase in mois-

ture of 10 per cent. . ' . ..

It is reasonable to suppose there was a loss m velocity

for every per cent, of increase of humidity, and when the

moisture reached 75 per cent, there was a loss of 5ft. On

thp same line, a certain loss resulted from an ificrease ot

moisture of 85 per cent.; but it is not to be supposed that
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the loss of 5ft. in 75 per cent, humidity is additional to the
loss of 38ft. in 85 per cent, humidity.
Now, I hope Mr. Tenner will not be offended at my call-

ing his attention to the above, for there is no offense or

censor intended, and the above is called forth by the fact

that I desire to obtain as much information as possible

from his articles and want to be put right when wrong.
J. M. C.

Editor Forest and Stream:
"J. M. C.'s" assumption is correct. The actual total loss

in the case cited by him is 38ft. only. The values quoted
in Table O should be taken figuratively; they were merely
given to show the basis by which the various powders
have been judged in regard to their hygroscopic nature.

Armin Tenner.

Red Bank, N. J., Jan. 20.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. von Lengerke says: "So little of Walsrode is safe to

use, that if a loader should put in a shell a double load,

which is easily possible and without detection, a broken
gun would be the result." He further states that the
agents dare not sell the powder in bulk, that it can be
used in specials only.
As to his statement that we do not dare to sell it in

bulk, the hundreds of American sportsmen who have
applied for it and are loading it with best results know
better. The American sportsman is not so dumb as Mr.
von Lengerke would like to make him, he desires straight-

forward and fullest information regarding a new explo-
sive, not misleading ones. We have, it is true, refused to
put a new invention out at random until we could make
sportsmen familiar with it. Our instructions devised
by experts cover every point, and no sportsman desiring

to load his own cartridges is left in the dark about Wals-
rode powder, he cannot possibly go wrong unless he wil-
fully disobeys our instructions and overloads; and even
here Walsrode gives him fair warning to desist, and thus
we are able to-day to show a cleaner record than any
other explosive on the market.
A double load cannot be detected, says Mr. von Len-

gerke. I will throw out a double load of Walsrode put
in by Mr. von Lergerke himself and mixed in one hun-
dred standard loads, in five seconds by the watch, and so

can any other sportsman. A double load of Walsrode,
either in specials or ordinary American shells, and loaded
as per instructions, can simply not be shotted.

O. Hesse.

DEER IN ONTARIO.
Toronto, Can., Jan. 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Following the example of the neighboring States, the
provincial governments of Canada have passed stringent
laws for the protection of our game, notably deer. It is

not so many years ago since I saw in the Muskoka
country a couple of double sleigh loads of venison going
to the Bracebridge station for shipment to Toronto, where
the commission merchants made a good thing out of it.

Since then the law has been altered and now no one is

allowed to take more than two deer during the season,,

which this year was from Oct. 20 to Nov. 15. The season
of '93 was remarkably mild and as a consequence many
deer were left in the woods simply because they spoiled.

I know of one party near the head of Lake Joseph, Mus-
koka, that lost some ten or twelve through the heat. The
weather was more like late spring than fall. Everybody
I have spoken to, with the exception of two, favor a
season from Nov. 1 to 30, which would insure tolerably

cold weather. At Gravenhurst wharf on my way down
I made a photograph of some forty deer on their way to

the front, and the stench was such that the men in the
express car had to leave the doors open all the way to
Toronto.
Before the present law came into force, American pot-

hunters, as well as our own, went into the north country
and slaughtered indiscriminately; but to-day all that sort of

thing has been pretty well stopped.
The killing of moose, too, has been prohibited for some

years, yet a party of hunters within eight miles of where
I was this fall killed one. They were "smart Alecks." and
it was decided that the man who did the shooting should
inform on himself. He went to Rosseau, told his story to

a justice of the peace, and was fined the smallest amount

—

$20 and costs. Of course he brought the moose with him
and it was confiscated. For safekeeping it was placed in

the barn of Monteith's Hotel, but, strange to say, hide,

hoofs and horns had disappeared by morning. This rather
annoyed Game Inspector Wilinott, and he lay low for the
party on their return. He found them at Beau Mauris, in

company with the foot of a moose, and the man in whose
trunk it was captured has contributed $50 and costs toward
the carrying out of the game laws.
The charge of $25 to Americans forhunting in Muskoka,

Haliburton and Parry Sound districts would be consid-

ered very fair and just by many if they were allowed to

take their deer home with them; but the law prohibits

exportation. I know of one gentleman—in fact, he was
a member of our party—who comes from Lockport, N. Y.

,

and who has hunted on Lake Joseph for twelve years.

Within that time he has not killed twelve deer, and yet
he has to my knowledge spent on Lake Joseph alone over
$8,000. The majority of the hunters here favor a small
registration fee to ail going into the country to hunt.
Americans should be charged a similar amount, but the
exportation of any deer they may kill should be prohib-

ited, or else a charge made equal to the value of the ani-

mal, so as to prevent pot-hunting.
I am well aware that opinions differ regarding hound-

ing and still-hunting. Yet without expressing an opinion
pro or con I may say that the shortening of the hunting
season has had a noticeable effect on the number of the
deer. However, with all due deference to those who dis-

agree from my opinions I will say that I think the period
for hounding should be reduced to a couple of weeks for

a few years at least, and then let the remaining two weeks
be devoted to- still-hunting. I have had some experience
in hunting, for I have followed the caribou in Labrador
and the Hudson's Bay country, antelope on the prairie of

the Canadian Northwest and others of the Cervidoz in

the Rockies and British Columbia.
Now to show how much some people know of deer

hunting and how easy it is to get petitions signed I send
you one that originated in London, Ontario, and which
was sent down here a week ago to the Maple Leaf Club,

with a request to secure signatures. It was accompanied
by a letter which stated that the petition had been signed

by prominent business men, bankers and others, but it

never said that any hunter had signed it.

PETITION.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Members of the House of
Assembly for the Province of Ontario:

We, the undersigned, beg to submit to your honorable body, and
humbly but earnes'ly beg to call your attention to the fact that dur-
ing the open season great numbers of hounds are taken into the
forests of the Muskoka, Nipissing and Parry Sound districts, where
they are let loose to hunt the deer, which, finding themselves beset
on all sides, immediately take refuge in the numerous lakes and bays,
where men are stationed in boats and slaughter them in great num-
bers. It is painfully evident that if this practice is allowed to con-
tinue a few more seasons it must end in the extermination of the deer
in those districts.
Wherefore we, the undersigned, humbly pray that the heartless,

cruel and unsportsmanlike system of killing deer in the water, at
present in vogue in this province, may be stopped, and that amend-
ments to the effect following be made to Sec. 2 of the "Ontario Game
Protection Act of 1893."

1. The open season for deer shall be from Nov. 1 to Nov. 19, both
inclusive, in each and every year. 2. It shall be unlawful to shoot or
take any deer or fawn while it is in open water. And your petitioners
will ever pray, etc.

Of course the club would have nothing to do with it.

As a matter of fact, shooting deer in the water is a com-
paratively easy matter provided the deer takes to the
water and some one is there to get him. But the season
in Canada is later than in the Adirondacks and the deer
don't go to the water the very first thing when the lakes
have a temperature of about 32° F. Anybody at all con-
versant with deer hunting knows how an old buck will

play with a dog, particularly if the dog should be a slow
one. The buck has no intention of wetting anything but
his mouth, any more than his hunters, unless circum-
stances render it necessary. Again, there are very few
places in Muskoka where water hunting is carried on

—

notwithstanding the protests of bankers, brokers and
other business men who sign a petition to the contrary.

Wagush.

ALVAH DUNNING.
Alvah Dcjnning, one of the best known of the Adiron-

dack guides and hunters, and perhaps the oldest, for
Alvah says that as a boy he carried water for the soldiers

of the war of 1812, has fallen on the ice, fractured his

skull, and a doctor who was called to attend him says
that he cannot recover. Mr. Wm. H. Durant, owner of

Camp Pine Knot, on Raquet Lake, had the old man
carried to one of his cottages and has hired two men to

care for him. A correspondent of the Glens Falls Star,
writing to the editor from Raquet Lake, says that Alvah
had $270 in currency in his pocket, and although he was
known to have had $500 in gold besides, he has not been
able since the accident to tell where he hid it. Those who
have a copy of the report of the New York Forest Com-
mission for 1892 will find the sole illustration of the
volume to be a reproduction of a photograph by Stoddard
of old Alvah standing in the doorway of his cabin on an
island in the Eighth Lake of the Fulton Chain. Those
who have ever seen him will recognize the figure at once,
although the face is hidden in the shadow of his hat,

His hound sits by the side of the door and a deer' is

suspended on a pole near by. He had another camp on
Osprey Island , in Raquet Lake, which long ago made way
to civilization in the form of a modern cottage. It was
this island, by the way, which was named for Mr. Murray,
who made the Adirondacks so famous, but when it was
changed to Osprey there was nothing left in the whole
Adirondack region with which Adirondack Murray's name
was connected.
In Stoddard's illustrated lecture upon the Adirondacks

he shows on the screen two pictures of old Alvah Dun-
ning, and in this way his face has become familiar to

thousands who never saw him. In one he stands holding
a ruffed grouse in his hand, and a good picture it is, but
to me there is something pathetic in it when I think of all

the big game Alvah has killed, and then to be caught by
the sun with a little bird in his hand as a trophy of his

skill, It is reasonably sure that old Alvah Dunning killed

the last moose killed in the State of New York, although
this act is sometimes credited to ex-Governor Horatio Sey-
mour.
Four years ago it was reported that a moose had been

killed near Long Lake and I asked Mr. C. E, Durkee, then
superintendent of the Adirondack Railway, to investigate

the matter for me, and he sawT Alvah Dunning and Jack
Shepherd, found the statement was untrue, and then re-

peated to me that Alvah killed the last moose, so far as
known, over twenty years before that time.

When "Ned Buntline" lived at "Eagle's Nest" on Eagle
Lake, Alvah was in his prime, but Ned and Alvah held
different views about the manner of killing game, and it

came to the point of armed neutrality, and many stories

are told to this day about the two men and their scraps.

One will be sufficient to relate here, and it is told for the
cold truth to the present time. Ned did not believe in

hounding deer, and Alvah did, so Ned warned Alvah not
to let his hound run over his property at Eagle's Nest and
said if he did he would shoot the dog. One day during a
blow on the lake Alvah landed with his hound but stood

with his legs astride of the dog's neck. Ned asked if

Alvah landed for refuge, and Alvah said no; for conven-
ience, whereupon Ned shot the dog from between Alvah's
knees. That is the story; but Ned Buntline told me there
was not a word of truth in it. He said he warned Alvah,
who knew enough to heed the warning. That Alvah was
lawless about killing game, and he taught hiui one or two
lessons for his own good. Old Alvah is about the last of

the old-time hunters who have lived alone in the woods
in northern New York and found sufficient companionship
in nature for his needs during the long winters, and
"guided" for a living in the summer. That such a. man
should, after long years of peril by field and flood, come
to his death by a fall on the ice such as one might get on
Broadway, is one of the ironical phases of fate.

A. N. Cheney.

Ohio Game Birds and Seasons.

The Ohio Fish and Game Commission reports that they
were not remarkably successful in the experiment of intro-

ducing the English and Mongolian pheasant into the

State, the eggs and old birds coming too late. They
recommend that the open season on quail, ruffed grouse or

pheasant, wild turkey and rabbit, be made uniform, and
that the law be so amended as to make the open season on
squirrel, snipe, duck, rail, marsh-hen, plover, woodcock,
geese and brant, meadow lark and dove, from the first day
of September to the fifteenth day of December.

Willie Wick.

CARIBOU IN AROOSTOOK.
In many parts of Aroostook county, Maine, caribou are

found in fair numbers. During the past three years I

have spent two weeks or more in Township No. 7, usually
starting on my trip the latter part of November. The old
Aroostook road runs through this section and the houses
(with exception of an occasional settlement) are about
four miles apart.
When hunting for caribou in this region it has been

difficult to know where to look for them, they would be
here to-day and to-morrow quite a distance away. They
seemed to be continually going somewhere and never to

get there. Many a time have I taken an early start and
going east from the house I was staying in and cruised all

day over miles of ground, hard-wood ridges and spruce
swamps, seeing plenty of signs whf re my game had
been during the past few days, but failing to find a fresh
track and returning at night to find that the game I had
been looking for had been during the day all through the
•woods west of the house, and at times almost within
shooting distance of it.

The caribou as I have found them in this region were
much easier to still-hunt than deer. Many of the local

hunters siid that they never had any luck trying to still,

hunt deer, but could generally do well with caribou. A
man living in that region who is a successful hunter said
to me, "A caribou is the numbest thing we have in our
woods." They do not seem to pay any attention to teams
on the road, often crossing quite close to them, They
would come out in the open fields quite close to the
houses. Three came out one day within 150yds. of the.

house I stayed in, and were shot at four times by a boy
before they left; another crossed a field within sight of
the house and was followed and killed.

Following a single caribou, however, I have found to be
often rather discouraging. A caribou when traveling
alone is likely to keep it up for hours, and as they are fast
walkers the chances of coming up with one (unless it

stops to browse or lie down) are not very good. I have
followed and killed two in this way. One I followed
about half a day, and was getting discouraged when I

came up with him. The second I saw crossing a lake on
the ice, and five minutes after it entered the woods I

was on its tracks and followed it nearly a mile, walking
as fast as I conld before getting a shot; of course, when
still-hunting caribou, whether singly or in droves, any one
lias to work carefully. They may not be as wary and
constantly on the alert as deer, but they are by no means
fools.

Some remarks have been made recently through the
columns of Forest and Stream regarding the horns of
the cow caribou. I have talked with men who I know
have seen and killed a great many caribou, and they claim
that not over one out of every three of the cows they had
seen or killed had horns. My own experience is some-
what different, but I have not seen one caribou where
they have ten, although I have seen and shot fully as
many as two-thirds of the sportsmen who go to the Maine
woods. Of seven caribou I have seen which I know
were cows, all had horns. One of them I shot thinking-

it was a bull. This cow had but one horn and that was
quite large (for a cow) with a number of points. Another
cow I shot whose head I have, has a very even set of
horns, each horn measuring 12in. in length, and eight
points on both, A cow I saw soon after it was shot had
a very pretty set of horns measuring 14in. in length (each
horn), and having twelve very regular points.

Regarding the horns of the bulls, the men stalked with
all said that I would not find a bull with a heavy set of

horns after Dec. 1, they claiming that they dropped
their horns fully three or four we^ks earlier than moose
or deer. A large bull I saw when on my last trip which
was killed about Dec. 5, had dropped both horns and
from appearances they had been off for some time.

Winchester, Mass. C. M, STARK.

MORE TALK ABOUT THE .22.

Claremont, S. Dak.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

have been greatly interested in the recent articles on the
.22 rifle. 1 am not an expert, but I have had some expe-
rience and made some shots with these little guns that go
a long way in my own mind to prove the "prairie dog
shotf'of "Diamond Walt" perfectly possible. I once shot
what is called here a prairie eagle at a distance of a few
feet over 40 measured rods. The bird was standing on the
ground, his back toward me. The bullet struck him at

the base of the neck. He fluttered around a little after

he was shot, but did not have life enough to get on his

feet again. He measured about seven feet tip to tip. I

shot him with a Stevens rifle and .22 short cartridge; this

was ten years ago, and my experience is that the .22 am-
munition is of much better quality now than at that time.

Since this discussion has been going on we have been
making some experiments with a new model Marlin rifle,

(the only good .22 here), the rear sight being a Lyman
leaf, we cannot do any target shooting with it over 150yds.

,

hut if " Tode" will take his station at that distance and
let me shoot at him, I will guarantee he will find the
"spot" he tells about so emphatic that one will last him
a life time ; and that in future he will have a greater re-

spect for a .22 short. We find this Marlin .22 good for

jack rabbits, prairie chickens, &c, up to 150yds.

The small rabbits are frequently seen in the streets of
our little village, and one day this fall I shot at one over
a block (800 ft.) away, breaking his hind leg. This was
done with a cheap rifle and .22 short cartridge.

I hope " Diamond Walt" will go East and see Mr- Fel-

lows, for though he may not succeed in putting eight out
of ten shots in an 8m. bullseye at 303, one thing he will

do will be to convince Mr. Fellows and some others that

they are " not on" to the possibilities of a good .22 rifle

with the .22 short. Pocket Gopher.

Appleton, Wis., Jan. 13, 1894.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream : Gentlemen, 1 have been an interested reader of

the ,22cal. controversy and am surprised at the widely
different results reported in this week's issue. "Plains-
man" speaks of the poor penetration of the .22 short.

There must have been something wrong with gun or am-
munition. I have been doing a little shooting with a
.22cal. target pistol, "Stevens diamond model," 6in. bar-

rel, with XL M. C. short cartridges. I can hitthe bul lseye

sometimes, and could oftener it I could hold as well as the
pistol shoots, but as for penetration, every bullet shot goes

right through two inches of white pine, and half at least

of them will be buried in a plank behind the target at a
range of 60ft. Penetration enough. C, V. Y,
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That New Jersey Deer Drive.

Geneseo, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: I've shot

a deer through the back of the head while it was in the

water and I'll never do it again. I've let the life blood

out of the throat of a poor little spike-horn after both its

front legs had been smashed by a big bullet from my
old Snider carbine, and had the poor little brute look right

up in my face and ba-al and I've done sundry other

mean things that I'll never do again, and only hope to be

forgiven for them. But if ever I am guilty of taking

part in the chasing for two whole days of one little 90-

pounds doe by fresh relays of dogs in an open country, as

was chronicled by "F. S. J. C." and "J. H. W." in last

week's Fokest and Stream as having occurred at Port

Elizabeth, N. J., in December, I simply won't think of

forgiveness either of the Almighty or tho readers of

Forest and Stream.
I am not a kicker and hate to find a jangle going on in

our Forest and Stream camp, but I can't keep quiet this

time.
The men who took part in that race were not sportsmen,

and the account of it was not worthy a place in the

columns of Forest and Stream. La Caribou.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In a recent number of Forest and Stream is an account

of "A Deer Hunt in New Jersey;" a graphic story of an
exciting chase ended by the pulling down of the deer.

I am not ashamed to confess that my sympathies were
with the deer throughout, and it would have been very
pleasant to read that the innocent little creature at last

escaped. No doubt if opportunity had offered, I would
have been an enthusiastic member of the party, without
a thought of anything save the capture of the deer, but
after the hot blood of the chase had cooled, it would not
be a pleasant memory, for then the fright and suffering

caused the deer, would have forced themselves forward
and would not down. For this reason I have long ago
quit chasing game with dogs.

No doubt lovers of the chase will argue that it is no
more cruel to capture game with dogs, than with the gun,
death comes, as a rule instantaneously and almost pain-

lessly, while in the chase, the agony of fright, and desper-

ate effort to escape, is often prolonged for hours, and in

the case cited, for days. It must be admitted that there

is an element of cruelty in all field sports. Most of us are

in fact more or less ashamed of having enough of the

savage in us to want to kill something, and we compro-
mise with ourselves by killing only such things as we or
some one elsf likes to eat. If it were not for easing con-

science in this way, it would be just as much sport to

shoot blackbirds, as snipe or wild pigeons, yet there are

thousand of ardent sportsmen who would scorn to shoot a
blackbird, or any other harmless bird unfit for food.

The cruelty in shooting, is wounding game that is not
finally captured. I confess admiration for the man who
will lose an hour of good shooting, in order to find a
wounded bird. It requires self-denial at the time, but a
good reward comes, when warmly tucked in bed, the

shooter reviews the particulars of the day, and don't have
to remember the bird that went off with a leg hanging
down, and was not found again. O. H. Hampton.
Williamsburg, Ind., Jan. 18.

Nebraska Close Season Shooting'.

Hastings, Neb., Jan. 16.—Now that the close season is

upon us one would naturally expect that the guns great

and small wTould be laid to rest, but as far as my observa-

tion goes they are as active as ever. In every town I have
visited so far I have seen men starting out, gun in hand,
and the inference naturally is that they do not all go after

rabbits. By the way, has the State of Nebraska any game
laws? My copy of Game Laws in Brief says it has. If

that, however, is a mistake, please count me in as a can-
didate for the prize for errors.

While in St. Louis, I saw a wonderful profusion of
game of all kinds even for that large game market, and
all through the residence portion of the city, men were
carrying game for sale at extremely low prices; quail

were offered as low as $1.15 per dozen. As both quail

and chickens that were openly offered for sale on the
streets showed no shot marks, I infer that a great deal

of trapping is going on in that vicinity. This I know, as I

ate some of them myself.

Up to date, the winter has been remarkably mild, with
scarcely any snow, and consequently the prospects for

game next season are particularly bright.. That is, if the
pot-hunters I see daily leave enough for seed. No one,
however, seems to take enough interest in the matter to

stop it. Are the sportsmen of Nebraska asleep? Some-
thing should be done and that quickly or the profusion of

feathered game on its broad prairies will soon be like the
deer and antelope, but a pleasant memory of the past.

I see from the report of the Fish Commission, that dur-
ing the past year something like 17,000,000 fish and fry
were planted, but from observation I believe it to be a
waste of time and money. Fish are seined out faster than
planted in all the waters of the State, and no effort seems
to be made to stop it, at least I have never heard of a
prosecution, and evidence could easily be obtained in any
town near water containing fish. The violators of the
law as a rule openly boast of their catches. W. R. H.
[The Brief gives the law if not as now "in force," at

least as it is on the statute books.]

Old and New Style Shooting Matches.

Jerseyville, 111., Jan. 5.—Members of our gun club
and other sportsmen in this part of Illinois, are rejoicing

over the beautiful weather we have bad this fall and
winter up to date. No snow, sleet, heavy rains or cold;

it is warm and more like May than January. It insures

an abundant yield of quail for the coming season, should
it continue. One violator of the game law has come to

grief here for offense, shooting four quail out of season.

He was arrested and taken before Squire Erwin and fined

$20 and costs, amounting in all to $29.45. It will probably
be some time before he sits down to such an expensive
dish again. Many of our shooters have been enjoying the

good old-fashioned holiday sport of our fathers called "tur-

key shooting." It has been the custom since 1 first came
to this country, when a boy in 1840, or rather something
similar. In the old times beeves, hogs and sheep were
shot for, but only with rifles. The natives had no use for

the "scatter gun," as the shotgun was then called. Forty
yards off-hand and sixty with rest, closest lead to the
center. Many a time have I seen the "swallow fork" cut
as accurately as though done with a center bit. But now
the tables are turned ; the rifle here is laid aside and the
shotgun is used, turkeys are substituted for beeves, the
distance from the targets is 35 and 40yds., dust shot is the

size used, and the man that does not get one of these

pellets within £in. or less of the center, is not likely to

have turkey for his dinner unless he buys one from his

more fortunate neighbor. A match of this kind came off

yesterday a few miles east of town. The boys report hay-
ing a good time along with fair success, and that their

turkeys did not cost them more than twice as much as

they could have bought them in the market at home for.

L. S. H.

A Tariff Discourager on Guns.

Ann Arbor, Mich. , Jan. 12.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some months ago I wrote Chairman Wilson of the Ways
and Means Committee, asking that he consider a proposi-

tion to place a tax on firearms and ammunition. I note
that Senator Voorbees advocates such a tax and will prob-
ably offer an amendment to the revenue list to that

effect.

It seems to me that such a tax would greatly benefit the
sportsmen of the country in conserving game, and the

community at large in limiting the reckless use of fire-

arms. The fact cannot be gainsaid that for the country at

large game is a luxury, and no one should grumble at

paying a reasonable price for the privilege of its pursuit.

1 have advocated in letters to the aforesaid legislators a
tax as follows: On all single-shot guns, rifles and pistols, a
tax of $15 each. On doublebarrel guns $20. On repeating
guns and revolvers $25 each. On ammunition one cent
for each shell. The tax on ammunition would of course
have to be placed on powder, shot, balls, etc.

There would be some little difficulty in arranging this

tax, but nothing insurmountable. The finer grades of

powder for pistols and rifles would have to bear several

times the tax of the coarser shotgun powders if th8 one-
cent-a-shell tax was to be carried out.

I can see nothing but good from such taxes, so far as

the community at large and the sportsmen in particular

are concerned. It would doubtless cut down the sale of

arms and ammunition, and so work ill to manufacturers.
But here, as elsewhere, the good of the many is tne first

consideration. We have a few factories making fine

arms, we have thousands of sportsmen, and above all, we
have a fast decreasing game supply.

Chas. T. McClintock.

Vermont Small Game.
Springfield, Vt., Jan. 6.—The open season on ruffed

grouse closed last Saturday. The birds are in excellent

condition, owing to the abundance of beech-nuts here;

and there is a fine prospect of their wintering well, for

the weather is very mild thus far and the snow has nearly

all disappeared. On going into the woods I find the snow
covered with gray squirrels tracks, which shows that the

wily gray fellows will be plentiful next fall. By the

way, 1 have been much interested in the many accounts of

gray squirrel shooting in your columns, and I would like

to give an idea of the facilities we offer for this exciting

sport. An hour's ride in any direction from this town
will bring one into splendid snooting grounds. Especially

is Skitckenaug Mountain, which runs for several miles

parallel to Connecticut River, a haunt for the sly

beauties. On the sides and top ridges of this mountain
one reaches the J"forest primveal." Here, on a bright

frosty morning of September or early October, as the
hunter steals along the winding w^oodroad or scrambles
over ledges and mossy logs and breathes deeply of our
pure mountain air, he will find sport that will make his

nerves tingle and his heart beat fast.

Let the hunter stay a week at any of the beautiful farms
which spread their meadows between the base of old
Skitchenaug and the broad Connecticut. The mountain
is big enough so that he won't need to spend two days in

one place, and if he is worth a little bit, I can guarantee
him some royal sport. The best bag taken out of the
woods this fall was of twenty-nme in one day by Mr. M.
B. White and the writer. W. W. BROWN.

East Side Rod and Gun Club.

SUCCESS IN BREEDING QUAIL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
IN the month of November, 1892, I procured two pair

of quail and put them into an ordinary packing box
2x2ft. and about 6ft. in length. Wire cloth was put in

one end and in two places on the side, so that the birds

could not at anytime get out of sight. This box was
kept during the winter in a woodshed adjoining the

kitchen, and some member of the family was continually

passing back and forth before the birds, and a pair of

small bantam pullets were put in with them. The quail

at first were very wild and were continually dashing

about the box whenever any one approached. Before the

winter was over they became much quieter, and would at

times pick up some of the feed while it was being thrown
to them. When the fine spring weather came I had a

nice poultry run constructed with poultry netting. This

run was 12X6ft., with an addition 6 x4ft. closed in and
roofed over.

The birds got along very nicely and in June commenced
to lay. After they had laid six eggs a weasel got in dur-

ing the night and killed the two quail hens and badly

wounded one of the male birds. The eggs were put under
one of the bantam hens, which faithfully attended to her
duties; the cock quail meantime standing sentry and
promptly taking her place on the nest whenever she

came off to feed. Four of the six eggs were fertile and
hatched out in due seasou. The young birds were fed at

first with hard boiled eggs chopped very fine, followed

later by all manner of feed. But I found later that in

the way of grain or seeds, timothy sped was their special

delight; and in other kinds of feed grasshoppers were
greatly relished by them. The young birds would fly up
5 or 6ft. to take the hoppers from the hand.
These birds are now full grown, very large, with beau-

tiful plumage and as tame as chickens, and if hungry
will assail you with a chippering call plainly asking food

;

and when their wants are attended to they will continue

to Rive evidence of their pleasure and satisfaction.

The poultry netting first used by me was Hin. mesh
and it was through this that the weasel gained access.

To prevent a repetition I again covered the run with fin.

netting, and if I had it to do again I would use Un mesh.
I hope to be successful in raising a larger number next

season and, of course, will require an enlarged run. If

my expectations are realized I will cheerfully give your
readers an account of my success with any additional

information that may be attained during the coming
season. Allan Duncan.
Wtohikg, Ontario.

Long Close Seasons on Quail.

Mr. W. B. Mershon sends us this interesting note on
the Michigan three years' close season on quail: "As to
the success attending the three years' close season on
quail , I can say that to some extent it is a matter of specu-

lation. There is no doubt that at the beginning of the
close season quail were very scarce, in Michigan, and it is

an undisputed fact that at the termination of this period

they were extremely plentiful. I remember no time
when there were so many. I have hunted quail in Caro-
lina, Virginia and in the Western States, and never found
better shooting than we had here at home a year ago this

fall. But there were no quail worth speaking of last

year, and the question arises, was it because they were
allowed to be shot off? I do not believe the number
the sportsmen killed has much to do with it. A
covey here and there are cleaned out by them, but
there are thousands of coveys that never have one of

their number killed by sportsmen, yet they entirely dis-

appear in the spring. The fact is that during the
three years that they were protected we had open win-
ters one after the other; very little snow, a great deal of

the time warm; and none of the birds were winter-killed.

Yet the winter one year ago was unusually severe, prob-
ably the hardest winter we have had in ten or fifteen

years. The result was that the birds that were left over
after the shooting season closed were winter-killed. That
is about all there is to it. With several open winters in

succession, we can depend on it that quail will increase;

but no matter how many birds there are left at the end of

the shooting season, if we get a hard winter like we had a
year ago 90 per cent, of them will disappear.

"I believe they will do well this winter. We have had
very little severe weather, and I would not be surprised to

find them in abundance when the season opens next No-
vember. W. B. Mershon."

A Louisiana Quail Country.

New Orleans La., Jan. 13.—I note in your issue of
to-day "W. L. B." wants information regarding quail

shooting near New Orleans. He can find as good a quail

country as any in the Union in the parishes of Iberia.Ver-
million, Lafayette and St. Laudry. Should he desire

large bags I am sure that he can find his wants in the
vicinity of the pretty little town of Abbeville, the parish
seat of Vermillion parish, situated on the Abbeville &
Vermillion R.R., a branch of the Southern Pacific atNew
Iberia, the distance from New Orleans being 145 miles, or
about five hours. I am just from that section and learn
that quail were never known to be so plentiful. I can
safely predict that if friend "W. L. B," will consent to
making the trip and get a good guide (there are many
there, and thorough sportsmen at that) he can kill from
75 to 100 quail a day, and if the weather be favorable he
could bag equally as many snipe.

Quail about Abbeville have been shot at but little this

season owing to the enormous crops that have kept every
one busy, and those who did hunt have shot the mallards
in preference, and how they did slaughter them.
Should "W. L. B." decide to make the trip I will give

him all the information necessary, with letters of intro-

duction, etc., and if my health permits might join him
for a day or two. A. Cardona, Jr.

Italian Laborers and the Quail.
Donaldsonville, La.—The gj.me here, such as d< er,

rabbit, duck, dove and bear, is fairly plentiful, but we
have hardly any partridges. Planters have bem employ-
ing large quantities of Italians, and during the summer
they hunt the partridges in the roads as they are rolling

in the dust. All plantations are cut up on each side of all

roads with large canals, and by getting in and following
those they can crawl up almost on their quarry. The
birds are consequently being gradually destroyed. The
planter takes no interest whatever in the preservation of
the game. A, G.

Note from the "Saginaw Crowd's" Winter Retreat.
Saginaw, East Side, Mich.—Game Warden Stone has

been stirring up the marketmen here. Recently we made
a seizure of fifty-four birds, partridge and quail, the
majority of the latter seeming to be snared birds. At
Green Brothers' fish market he unearthed a lot more. I

do not know how many, but there must have been a dozen
or more ruffed grous6.

The "Saginaw Crowd" won'thave to go away from home
another year. There was an account in our last week's
paper of the killing of two wildcats and three bears by a
party of four farmer's boys at Lee's Corners. This is only
twelve miles from Saginaw. It seems that they were
following the track of a wildcat made in the fresh snow
that finally led them to a big windfall, which proved to

be the hiding place, or winter quarters, for a bear and
two cubs. As the wildcat was hotly pressed he stirred

up the bear, who in turn was stirred up by the doughty
hunters. I do not think this is a fairy tale, for the meat
market was adorned with the carcasses of the three bear
and the Mossback went home with forty odd dollars in

his inside pocket. W. B. Mershon.

Stamford, Conn., Jan. 18, 1894.—At the annual meeting
of the members of the East Side Rod and Gun Club, of

Stamford, Conn., the following officers were elected for

1894: Edw. W. Ricker, President; Dwight Waugh, Vice-
President; Harry F. Devens, Treasurer; John R. Kinsey,
Secretary. Directors: A. W. Sibley, Nathan Olmstead,
Charles E. Thompson. Amusement Committee: Henry
Oothout, J. D. Goulden, A. S. Pitt. After the election the
members present enjoyed a fine supper prepared by the
club steward. J. R. Kinsey, Sec'y.

Sportsmen's Association of Cheat Mountain.

Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.—At the meeting of S. A. of C. M.,
held Jan. 15, the following ticket was elected: President,

W. M. Kennedy; Vice-Presidents, W. K. Shiras, W. S.

Edwards, D. M'K. Lloyd, TJtilles Baird, Nathaniel Ewing;
Secretaiy, Theophilus Sproull; Treasurer, D. P. Corwin;
Naturalist and Surgeon, Dr. J. W. Riggs; Board of Direc-

tors (seven to elect), W. G. Brown, Dr. Jos. N. Dickson,
A. P. Tallman, S. B. Elkins, C. C. Scaife, Geo. Shiras, III.,

H. P. Pears.
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News from Chicago.

Chicago, Jan. 13.—Notwithstanding that this and all

the outlying game States have close seasons now in force
and nearly all have now export game laws, the game
supply is so abundant in South Water street, in Chicago,
that it is a drug in the market. The illegal traffic seems
to be without any check. Prices are quoted openly. In
to-day's (Jan. 13) Tribune, prices are quoted cheaper
than domestic fowls, as follows: '"Game—Mallard and
redhead ducks, $2.25 to $3 per doz.; small ducks, $1 to
$1.35; teal ducks, $1.75 to $2; plover, $1.25 to $1.50;
jacksnipe, $1.25 to $1.60; fine dark prairie chickens, $3 to

$3.50; quail, $1.25 to $1.90; antelope saddles, 9 to l<Hc.
per lb.; venison saddles, 11 to ll^c. per lb.; jack rabbits,

$1.50 to $3 per doz."
Some officers of the National Game Bird and Fish Pro-

tective Association had a conference Saturday, Jan. 13,
with the State Fish and Game Warden and some promi-
nent sportsmen, in respect to taking measures to enforce
the game laws. It was stated that the Monday and
Wednesday previous, consignments of fish from Fox Lake
to a south Water Street firm had been made, and fishing
in that lake in violation of the law is reported. A com-
mittee of three was appointed to secure evidence and
prosecute, a large fund having been raised for that pur-
pose. Messrs. M. E. Bortree and T. S. Baird were the
representatives of the National Association at the con-
ference. There will, in the near future, be a similar
conference in Milwaukee, to enforce game protection in
Wisconsin. B. Waters.

Mr. Hedges's First Deer.
Mr. Clarence E. Hedges, of Rochester, has of late been

entertaining his guests with a deer story; and to substan-
tiate it he has for office adornment the fine Adirondack
buck, mounted in lifelike attitude, killed by him in 1893.

New York Game and Fish Protectors.
J. Warreh Pond, Chief Game and Fish Protector, headquarters

Capitol at Albany; home address, Malone. John Liberty, Clerk, office
Capitol at Albany.

First District—Robert Brown, Jr., Port Richmond.
Richmond, Kings, Queens and Suffolk counties.

Second District—Willett Kidd, Newburgh.
Orange, Rockland, Westchester and New York counties.

Third District—Matthew Kennedy, Hudson.
Rensselaer, Dutchess, Columbia and Putnam counties.

Fourth District—Isaac Kenwkll, Indian Lake.
Hamilton and all of Essex lying south of a line drawn from the
southeast corner of Franklin county, east to Port Henry on Lake
Champlain.

Fifth District—Byron A. Cameron, Ray Brook.
Franklin, Clinton and all of Essex lying north of a line drawn
from the southeast of Franklin counry, east to Port Henry on
Lake Champlain.

Sixth District—John Hunktns, Hermon.
St. Lawrence, except the town of Hammond.

Seventh District—Frank Joy, Boyd.
Lewis and all of Herkimer lying north of the towns of Russia,
Ohio, and all of Oswego north of a line drawn from Pulaski to the
northwest corner of Oneida county.

Eighth District—John Fields, Middleville.
Fulton, Montgomery, Schenectady, and all of Herkimer lying
south of the north line of the towns of Russia and Ohio.

Ninth District—Sherman F. Snyder, Davenport.
Delaware, Sullivan, Broome and Tioga counties.

Tenth District—Harbison Hawk, Cicero.
Onondaga, Madison, Cortland and Oswego, from Pulaski to the
northwest corner of Oneida county district.

Eleventh District—Joseph Northrup, Alexandria Bay.
Jefferson and the town of Hammond in St Lawrence county.

Twelfth District—Henry C. Carr, Union Springs.
Cayuga, Seneca, Wayne and Tompkins counties.

Thirteenth District , Penn Yan.
Yates, Schuyler and Ontario counties.

Fourteenth District— George M. Schwartz, Rochester.
Monroe, Orleans, Wyoming, Genesee and Livingston counties.

Fifteenth District—Charles Ripson, Youngstown.
Niagara, Erie and Chautauqua counties.

Sixteenth District—James McMillin, Brodhead Bridge.
Ulster, Greene, Albany and Schoharie counties.

Seventeenth District—Charles H. Barber, Greenwich.
Warren, Washington and Saratoga counties.

Eighteenth District—Ephraim Burnside, Cooperstown.
Otsego, Chenango and Oneida counties.

Ninetemth District—Cameron Cotton, Bath.
Chemung, Steuben, Cattaraugus and Allegany counties.

Game and Fish Bills at Albany.
[From Our Special Correspondent.]

Assemblyman Hennessey has introduced an amendment to the
game law so that section 47 shall read: ''Crusting, Yarding and Jack-
ing. Deer shall not be hunted, killed or captured by what is com-
monly known as crusting, nor while they are yarded; nor shall they
be hunted, shot at, killed or captured by w hat is commonly known as
jacking or floating, or hunting deer with lights, in order to lure tneni
or attract their attention."
Assemblyman O'Grady introduced au amendment to the game law

so as, in section 36. to give protectors power to serve subpcenas issued
for the examination, investigation or trial of all offenses against the
law; also, section 33, providing that only the actual expense of seizure
of nets shall be a county charge; also, that special protectors shall
ha-ve $3 a day for the time actually spent, and not to exceed $100 in

any one year in any one county, exclusive of expense, all of which
shall be a county charge; also, section 49, including hares with rabbits
as to the close season; also, section 244, allowing courts of special
sessions in towns and villages, and the several city courts having
jurisdiction ovfr misdemeanors to have jurisdiction of all offenses
committed within the county where said courts are held, in the same
manner as though the defendant had been taken before a magistrate
of the town where the offense was committed.

Concerning "Forest and Stream."
It is hard to make ends meet hut I must have the paper,—P. (St.

Paul, Minn.)

Inclosed find $1 of Uncle Sam's hard earned cash. Don't know
where I can get more comfort out of it than to send it to you for

he "F. and S." for 3 months. May your shadow never grow less.—A.

F. O. (Kankakee, 111.)

I think if some of your writers who are so down on the game hog,

out of season shooters and pot-hunters, would make a present to the
said undesirable people of a year's subscription to your paper, we
would hear less of this objectionable class.—J. B. P. (Granby, Que.)

I think the last number for the month of December the most excel-

lent of all the "good ones" for the past two years. Long may the
nimitable chronicler of Antwine's "true stories" and the perfect

evealer of New England's peculiar shrewd wit and wisdom in home-
iest phrase, continue to write. I believe Cable has revealed the Creole

type as Miss Murfree has that of the mountains of Tennessee. But
Mr. Robinson touches things I know and have heard the like of
repeatedly, and is doing equally good work not only from the sports-

man's but also from the literary standpoint. No more welcome guest
comes to us in type than your paper, and I wish to express my
personal and growing appreciation of its increasing excellence.—D. A.

J. (West Winsted, Conn.)

The powder test report by Mr. Tenner, the expert, is very Interesting

and is worth more than the yearly subscription price of your valuable

publication, the "F. and S.," to every sportsman.—A. G. (Bozeman,

Mont.)

SUBTERRANEAN WATER RIGHTS.
In the Circuit Court of Ohio for the Sixth District a de-

cision was handed down this morning which will be of
wide interest, not only to anglers and fishculturists in this

State but in the entire country. The case was reserved for
decision in Toledo from the Circuit Court sitting at San-
dusky, to which court it came on appeal from the Court of
Common Pleas of Erie county, and is entitled "The Castalia
Trout (Jlub Co. vs. the Castalia Sporting Club Co. et aV
The facts, briefly stated, are these:
The plaintiff company, duly incorporated under the laws

of the State for the purpose of fishing and propagating
fish, etc., is the owner of the head springs and pools of
Cold Creek and the waters flowing therefrom through their
own grounds and the grounds of the defendant company
and thence into Sandusky Bay. As is well known, the
stream formed from the outflow of these springs is pecu-
liarly adapted to the propagation and growing of brook
trout, having a temperature at its head of 52° winter and
summer, and in the last few years it has afforded the finest

fishing for these and other varieties of the Salmo family.
The members of Castalia Club Company, known from its

location on the stream as the "upper club," are largely
residents of Toledo and Sandusky, while those belonging
to the Sporting Club Company are principally residents of
Cleveland, and this organization is locally recognized as
the "lower club." The latter company, it should be added,
is also incorporated under the Ohio laws for purposes simi-
lar to those of its neighbor.
Nearly three years ago the plaintiff in this case (the

upper club) acquired the ownership of a piece of land ad-
joining the natural course of that part of the stream
owned by them, and proceeded to construct upon it a
winding stream or channel, which carried the water over
a circuitous course some three and a half miles in length
before delivering it within the grounds of the lower club.
In February, 1892, the latter sunk a large artesain well on
its grounds a short distance below the boundary line, and
the result was an enormous flow of water which lowered
the pool on the premises of the upper club (known as the
"Blue Hole") eleven inches, as was alleged. The upper
club thereupon filed a petition for a perpetual injunction,
alleging that the water issuing from the artesian well of
the lower club flowed directly through a natural under-
ground channel from the upper springs of the stream, and
claiming that the defendants had no right to divert such
stream from its regular channel. In their cross petition
the defense alleged that they had no intention of injuring
the property of the plaintiff, but that the act complained
of was done simply to promote their own interests; but
they further asked the court to perpetually enjoin the
upper club from diverting the water into what is known
as the "meadow stream," alleging that not only was the
volume of water delivered to them materially lessenedby
such diversion, but that its temperature was so much
raised by the prolonged exposure consequent upon its cir-

cuitous course as to make it practically unfit for the pur-
pose of propagating or growing trout.

The court, all the judges concurring, granted the prayer
of the plaintiff for a perpetual injunction restraining the
defendants from digging other wells, and announced
that it would also issue a mandatory injunction requiring
the defendant to close the well already bored by Feb. 24
next. It also declared that it found no grounds for inter-

fering with the "meadow stream," so-called, inasmuch
as it did not materially affect either the volume or tem-
perature of the water passing through it. It is probable
that the case will go to the Supreme Court on error.

Messrs. Clarence Brown, of Toledo, and E. B. King, of
Sandusky, appeared for the plaintiff, and Messrs. E. D.
Potter, Jr., and Judge Ingersoll, of Cleveland, for the
defendants. Jay Beebb.
Toledo O., Jan._20.

ANGLING AND DOMESTIC FELICITY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The straightforward good sense of Mrs. Tomlin's letter

in your issue of Jan. 13 is worthy of serious consideration.
Without saying much about it, men are aware that there
is room for improvement in the matter of domestic
felicity. The discussion whether "marriage is a failure"
or not is proof of this. Now some of the most successful
matrimonial alliances I have known have been the result

of sympathy of interest in outdoor sport and recreation.
I have in mind a charming couple who have for many
summers whipped the streams of Canada together, shared
the rough and smooth of camp life in the wilderness, and
seemed to grow nearer and dearer to each as other the
years passed by.
The husband is one of the most genial and companion-

able of men; full of wit, humor and good nature, a man
among men and one of those men who "hate contentions
and love quietnesse, and vertue, and Angling." The wife
is a strong and helpful woman, delightful in conversa-
tion, kindly in heart and brilliant in social graces. What
more could one ask? These may have been natural gifts,

but one cannot help feeling that their coming close to
nature's heart had at any rate enhanced their lovable-
ness.

Like most men who find consolation for the ills of life,

and inspiration for duty and work "by field and flood,"
the writer has tried "his printice hand" on making
"fishin' wimmin' " with more or less success. He believes
that it is entirely within the range of possibility to make
"compleat anglers" out of the majority of American
women. You cannot get the love of outdoor sports into
some men any more than you can get a joke into a cer-
tain class without a surgical operation. It is a matter of
moment that the high-strung, nervous and somewhat
delicate American woman should find somewhere a
source of recuperation. She is overtaxed with work,
and household cares and the rearing of children, but
especially with the constant demands of social inter-

course. It is no great wonder if under this constant
strain she grows nervous and irx-itable. The wonder is

that she remains as helpful and charming as she is.

Perhaps if the majority of men were asked why mar-
riage is not more successful they would lay the blame on
the nervousness of women. However unjust this may
be, there is something in it for women as well as men to
consider.

Will not outdoor sports, which mean so much of recu-

perative force to men, act as a palliative to this demon of
nervousness?

All hail to the bicycle riding, rod and gun handling
sisterhood

!

I write to advance the love of sportsmanship among
women not only as better than pills and sarsaparillas for
tired nerves, but because field and stream and camp open
up such rare delights which cannot be found otherwise.
There are some things worth remembering. Patience

is the first virtue in angling, good nature the second.
Patience in a fishing sense means that calm determina-
tion to abide the fish's pleasure about biting, to endure a
little fatigue, sometimes mosquitoes and a hot sun, and
even an occasional and unintentional bath when the
treacherous rocks "cause our feet to slide." Good nature
means cheerfulness under all these petty annoyances and
the other ills that only give zest to enjoyment if one will
so look at them.
The minor details, such as baiting the hook, handling

the rod and reel, playing the fish, landing and removing
the hook, are very easily learned if a modicum of this
patience and good nature are applied.

It is to be hoped that we shall hear more from "fisher-
women" in the pleasant pages of Forest and Steeam.

J. H. La Roche.

LANDLOCKED SALMON IN SEBEC LAKE.
With hardly an exception , those who have fished for

ouananiche in the Lake St. John region arise and say as
one man that there is no fish on earth like their fish, and
no sport like their sport. This may be so. There are so
many witnesses that it would seem as if it must be so,

and yet it is difficult to understand why the landlocked
salmon, which is at least morphologically identical with
the wininish, might not afford as good sport in Maine as
in Canada, the conditions being the same.
The conditions seem to be that the fish shall be taken

from boat or shore, in swift cold water, with tackle light
or heavy, according to the angler's fancy. Such condi-
tions obtain very early in the season, when the ice has
just gone out, and to a certain extent during the month
of June and September, at the inlet to Sebec Lake, in
Piscataquis county, Maine. This lake is twelve miles long
and about four miles wide in its widest part. It is sur-
rounded by high hills and mountains all heavily wooded.
There are very few clearings on its shores. Its principal
feeders are the Wilson Stream and the Ship Pond Stream.
About half a mile above the mouth of the Wilson there
are falls and, alas, a spool mill, and something less than
a quarter of a mile above the mouth of the Ship Pond
Stream there are also falls. Below these falls on both
streams are rapids, and in these rapids the fish are taken
in early spring. Fish may also be taken at times by troll-

ing in the lakes about the mouths of the streams from
the time of the spring run until the first or middle of
June. After the June rise and in September the salmon
may be found in the Ship Pond Stream at certain places,
particularly at Cow Yard Falls and the Salmon Pool. It

was in the latter locality that an incident once occurred
where the punishment seemed to fit the crime.
When the C. P. R. R. was being built some Italian

laborers came down the Ship Pond Stream to dynamite
the salmon pool. One charge of dynamite had been
exploded, and just as another was thrown in an Italian

waded in after the salmon which had been killed by the
first discharge. Dynamite worked the same on the Italian

as on the fish, so they took him out and buried him right
there, but neither his grave nor his ghost seems to pre-
vent an occasional repetition of his deed. Last fall the
pool was dynamited and scores of salmon were left to rot

on the banks of the stream. The salmon of Sebec Lake
seldom attain a weight of more than 61bs.

,
though occa-

sionally one of 7 or 8lbs. is taken. An average catch will
weigh something better than 31bs. apiece.

When the salmon first come up out of the deep water
in the spring they are very dark and have a greenish cast,

but after having been in the quick water for a short time
they change to a silvery white color on the sides and
belly; the black markings come out in clear relief and
they become much harder fighters. The fishing season
opens just as soon as the ice goes out of the lake. At this

time the smelts run up to spawn, and the salmon seem to

follow them. At all events, they appear in the quick
water together and go away together. The run usually
lasts about ten days.
At that season of the year it is customary to use bait,

although I have no doubt that a patient trial of the fly

would be rewarded by a certain amount of success. The
best bait is a shiner from two to three inches long. In my
opinion it is best to hook the bait through both lips, on a
No. 6 sproat hook at the end of a 9ft. single gut light

salmon leader, without any sinker, or with only a single

duck shot on the snell.

I then let out from 75 to 150ft. of line and allow the
bait to go pretty much where the rapids and eddies carry
it. The best of tackle is indispensable to success, and
under the most favorable conditions one must expect to

lose some fish.

In June and September there is some excellent fly-fish-

ing on the Ship Pond Stream, particularly at the localities

above mentioned. There is the usual difference of opinion
as to the "most killing flies," but I think it is generally
agreed that the dark Montreal, cowdung and professor are
among the best. Personally I have had the best success

with the dark Montreal, probably because I have used it

most.
Sebec Lake may be reached either from Dover or Ab-

bott Village. From Dover one goes by private convey-
ance five miles to Blethen's Landing, and then takes one
of the little steamboats to go up the lake. From Abbott
Village there is a daily stage to the head of the lake,

leaving Abbott about 11 A. M.
There is a hotel at the head of the lake, where plain,

homely fare may be obtained at a dollar a day. There are
also a set of sporting camps about two miles downthe lake,

but I do not know what the charges are. Guides and
boats are scarce, although not expensive, about $2 a day
being thought a good price for a boat and boatman.
As regains the size of catch one might expect, I can only

say that it all depends on circumstances. Three years ago
my catch was 451bs. dressed weight; time, two and one-
half days. Two years ago a friend of mine and I took
8olbs. of dressed fish in three days. A year ago I caught
271bs. in one day, and then unfavorable weather came on
and no more fish were taken for several days. These fig-

ures refer to the early spring fishing. On the stream in
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June and September one can hadly expect to catch as

many.
I do not wish to be understood as intending to compare

Sebeo Lake to Lake St. John. Sebec Lake is a very small

place and the fishing grounds are limited, but the anglers

are likewise few, and the expense of the trip small, a con-

sideration which unfortunately has some weight with
many an honest angler. F. S. Bunker.

ANGLING NOTES.

Growth of Planted Land-locked Salmon.

MY note about planting Lake George, N. Y. with land-

locked salmon, in Forest and Stream, Dec. 30 last, has
been the cause of a number of queries that have come to

me since that issue of this journal. Chiefly I have been
asked how old and how big "fingerlings" were; how soon
after the salmon were planted in Lake George would they
be large enough to catch; why landlocked salmon were
called ouananiche, and what the word meant; and some
other questions that no man on earth can answer unless

he can look into the future further than the human eye
can see, even with a heap of right smart guessing as an aid.

The salmon that the U. S. Fish Commissioner called

"fingerlings" in the extract quoted from his.letter, will be
from ten to thirteen months old depending upon the time
that they will be planted and also upon whether their age
is reckoned from the time the eggs are taken or from the
time they axe hatched. The eggs were taken last autumn
and are now being hatched at the salmon breeding stations

of the TJ. S. Fish Commission in Maine. When hatched
the fry will be reared at the station, until sometime next
summer or early fall when they will be brought to Lake
George in one of the fish cars belonging to the Commis-
sion, and planted in trout streams "tributary to the lake.

In size they may be from four to over six inches in length,

depending upon the food they may get and the time they
are planted. A lot of fingerlings of the same age will not
be of the same size, for some grow fatter than others. I

planted one lot of fourteen-months-old salar that had
been hatched in the same troughs and reared in the same
ponds and they ranged in length from about 3Mn. to T£in.

as the extremes.
As to the time that salmon, planted this year in Lake

George, will be large enough to catch, I prefer to state

what had been done in other waters under somewhat
similar conditions in the way of growing them, instead
of speculating on my own account as to the future of
salmon not yet planted.

I have mentioned Sunapee Lake, N. H., as water in

which landlocked salmon have become established from
plantings of fry. A few miles from Sunapee on a differ-

ent watershed in the town of New London, is situated

Pleasant Lake, a body of water about two miles long,
spring fed and from 80 to 100ft. deep. Two years ago
last spring trout and salmon fry from the Sunapee Hatch-
ery were planted in Pleasant Lake, and last fall the men
from the hatchery were sent to Pleasant Lake to see how
the fish were growing. They tflok spawn from brook
trout Slbs. in weight and found landlocked salmon up to

61bs. in weight. Please remember that this growth was
accomplished in two and a half years time from the date
that the fry were planted.

Lake Pleasant.

Dr. Quackenbos wrote me very recently about this lake,

and I must quote from the letter:

"Lake Pleasant is 805ft. above the sea, very deep, clear
and cold, so phenomenally adapted to the ouananiche.
Large brook trout were native to its cold solitudes, and a
knowing few still capture these incarnations of symmetry
and celestial dye, but wisely keep their own counsel.
Lake Pleasant has the requisite depth of 100ft. , the neces-
sary extent of territory, the appropriate cold temperature,
inflowing streams abounding in vegetable and animal
organisms, and what is most essential, an interested and
vigilant body of land owners, who have awakened to the
fact that the success of their efforts to stock this charming
lake will convert their chateaux into profitable boarding
houses and make the picturesque hamlet, heavened among
the pines at its foot, the seat of select hotels.

"Scytheville may have lost her prestige as a manufac-
turing village, but a grander future awaits her if Pleas-
ant Lake, which is the pride of her people, shall become
the home of the landlocked salmon, superlatively the
finest game fish in the world.
"So I predicted two years ago, and I referred to Suna-

pee as a precedent. The stocking with black bass brought
a large but job-lot contingent to its shores who cared for
little else than meat. There was one among them, and
you know who he was, who raised the Isis veil and be-
held the nature goddess in all the details of her beauty
and infinity of her powers, who looked beyond the bass
at the bare-bosomed Sunapee herself, who felt her mys-
terious personality and who preached her charms to friends
until he brought hundreds to her shrine.

Best Fishes Draw Best Society.

"I contend that not until the fishes were refined to the
extreme—until ouananiche and saibling were introduced
—did the most refined element of society seek the 'Shores
of Rock.' I contend that they only were capable of loving
aright. The ouananiche beckoned them

,
they came, they

felt that unearthly mental calm and heavenly content,
they loved and the cultured alone can love—at first sight
and forever.
"But you will sicken of poetry, you want facts. Yet

Aristotle says poetry is truer than history, and so it is

—

it is all soul fact, soul utterance of eternal truth.

"In Lake Pleasant the ouananiche breakfasts, lunches
and dines on smelts, and takes smelts between drinks.
In consequence he grows rapidly; no other fish grows so
fast with food. We know to 5 and 61bs. in two years
and a half from the egg. Twenty such were viewed by
Cheney and Sargent as they crawled through the under-
brush to a 'hole' in one of the inflowing streams.
"Ouananiche of such size in companies of twenty after

two and one-half years, and ready to reproduce their
species. It is the triumph of fishculture, the supernal
and dizzy summit of the art's effort. Where can it be
equalled? You can equal it in Lake George. In three
years you can have the millionaire and the foreign noble-
man bidding for your farms at fabulous prices. The love-

liest lake in this Western land 'stiff' with the garnest of

fishes. But Col. McDonald must be thorough, as no doubt
he will be. Close every inflowing brook that is planted,

and stock thoroughly along its whole length. Keep stock-

ing for five years, carefully protect in breeding season

and you have done it! We have salmon at Sunapee that

weigh 20lbs., big fellows that go right through the nets at

spawning time like the charge of an angry rhinoceros,

ripping everything to pieces—fish that wreck tackle

mercilessly and plunge the coolest heads into buck fever

at 120 degrees in three minutes. They are the biggest

fighters for their size in water, and he who kills a 10-

pounder even, after the conflict cannot help feeling he

has not lived in vain. I have arranged with Fraine to

mount a 25-pounder I know must be in the lake, and I

have a strong presentiment he is coming to my hook, and
when he does there will be no buck fever."

Such enthusiasm is contagious, and even as I write the

quotation I feel like mounting a rod, putting on snow-
shoes and going out into the fields to have a cast into the

snow banks for practice, to be in readiness for the June
fishing at Sunapee which I hope to enjoy. Lake Pleasant

is closed for two years more (I believe that is the correct

time), but when it is open to fishermen it promises to rival

the parent lake for landlocked salmon and brook trout.

Ouananiohe.

Ouananiche, the name by which the land-locked sal-

mon is known in Canada, and which is growing in favor

in the United States, is an Indian word, and I am indebted

to Mr. E. T. D. Chambers of Quebec for the following ex-

planation of it. In the Montagnai's dialect ouanan means
salmon, and itihe is a diminutive; so that ouananiche
means "little salmon." I have an idea that English-speak-

ing people after hearing the Indians pronounce the word
spelled it phonetically, "wananishe," "winninish," "win-

innish" (for these spellings are all used), which expresses

the pronunciation near enough but does not describe the

fish except as it is compared with the sea-run specimens,

which grow to over 501bs., for the ouananiche grows to

over 251bs. in weight in fresh water, and cannot therefore

be considered a very little salmon.

To Strike or Not to Strike.

From salmon planting to salmon fishing is but a step,

and to secure a salmon after it rises to the fly it must first

of all be securely hooked, and salmon fishermen do not

fully agree as to just how it is done. I really think they
do agree more nearly than they seem to when one
says he strikes and another says he does not, and
it is more a difference of opinion of what constitutes

a strike. I think that Mr. David Wilson, honorary
secretary of the London Fly-Fisher's Club, strikes

the happy medium in telling how he does it. He was
wading a salmon river and made a long cast toward a
rock in mid stream, the fly struck the rock and bounded
back into the pool where it was taken by a fish as follows:

"The salmon was hooked in Lhe roof of the mouth, well

toward the gullet, which would point to the conclusion

that it had seized the fly when the line was perfectly

slack and swallowed it well down. I did not 'strike' in

either case. In fact, I never do strike a salmon except

in very slow running water, but always make a practice

of winding a fish up short at once, and putting on suffi-

cient strain to make sure the hook has gone home."

Grubs.

From killing a salmon, to the lure that brings it to gaff,

is but another step, albeit a step backward. I have just

received from Mr. George Holland of Winchester, Hauts,

whom the Badminton Library says is one of the most
excellent professional fly tyers in the three kingdoms,
samples of "grubs" which he tells me are now being used
for salmon in Great Britain. They appear to be the best

possible lure for ouananiche, and unless all signs fail they
will prove very killing. They are hackles with the hackles

for most part tied in in three sections, although some are

tied palmer fashion. They are not unlike some Scotch
sea trout flies that Mr. Chambers agreed with me last

year were excellent ouananiche flies. The grubs shall

have a trial when the season opens, and I'll warrant they
will give a good account of themselves when the score is

rounded up. A. N. Cheney.

BOSTON NOTES.
The Boston pickerel fishermen have had one or two very

nice days of late, and they have improved them, but with-

out very heavy strings as the result. There is a complaint
that the ponds within twenty miles of Boston are badly

fished out. Friday last was a most beautiful winter day,

or rather it was more like a day in April, and many of the

pickerel fishermen were out. On some of the Plymouth
ponds there were more men and boys than there was room
for holes. The Reading ponds were covered with fisher-

men. In Andover the ponds were alive with fishermen.

On one pond there were twenty fishermen, each with from
25 to 100 traps. A friend of the Forest and Stream, who
could not go himself, was asked to loan his traps to an-

other intimate friend. He owns a beautiful outfit of about
100 traps, made to order. He much disliked to loan his

outfit; but it is hard to refuse a friend. The traps were
taken and used. Time came to take them up and
start for home. The water was cold and the lines

were beginning to freeze. The team was waiting be-

fore the lines were half of them out and nicely

wound. Haste seemed to be necessary, and the lines

were taken out as rapidly as possible and the traps all

gathered into a mass. Well, some of the traps were
crushed and broken; the lines were badly kinked and
snarled. The friend who borrowed but had not time to

return in good order told his friend when returning the

mass of kinked and broken tackle, to have it picked out

and put in repair and he would pay the bill. "It was ab-

solutely not possible to wait and take the lines out as they
should have been taken out," he said. Those lines have
been straightened out; the traps have been put in repair.

Has the friend paid the friend for the damage and trouble?

Oh, no! Between friends such a small matter could not

be thought of. But why will friends ask to borrow tackle

of a friend, when they are well aware that the tackle they
would borrow is the pet and pleasure of the owner, and
that next to wife and children or brothers and sisters, that

very tackle is the dearest thing to the friend's heart?

The tarpon fishermen are getting ready and some of

them have already started for Florida, though but one or

two tarpon have yet been taken, according to the latest

accounts. Mr. Charles A. Dean is already in Florida

ready for a fight with the tarpon. Dr. Mixer, of Boston,

is getting ready for a tarpon trip and will be off some

time this week. W. S. Hills, the blind fisherman, is get-

ting reahy for his winter fishing trip to Florida. He is

not yet decided as to just what point he will go, but it is

to be where there is the best fishing. His health demands
the trip, and yet, though totally blind, the fishing is the
important item. Mr. Henry C. Litchfield, of Dame, Stod-
dard & Kendall, fits out his tackle so that he can arrange
it by the sense of touch. Mr. Hills's man George Horton
will be with him, and his eyes, where eyes are absolutely

necessary, will have to answer for both. Mr. Hills is a
lover of the Forest and Stream. He has it read to him
with great pleasure. He remarked the other day that he
should very much like to see "Special." "Yes," he said,

"I would give a good deal to see bim. I would give

many thousand dollars to 'see' him!'' Wellj Mr. Hills

shall shake hands with him on the very first opportunity;

In the meantime, may some great tarpon shake his rod
till his hands are tired, but with a final victory that the
Forest and Stream shall hear about.
Mr. Patrick Kelley of Cambridge, with his friend, Dr.

Golding starts for Florida this week. The Doctor is a
successful veterinary surgeon, and Mr. Kelley is a well
known builder of Catholic churches. Hewas a dear friend

of the late Father O'Brien, and their trouting trips have
been frequently mentioned in this paper. It is curious to

note that both Dr. Golding and Mr. Kelley will go to

Florida, each well in his own estimation, but for the

other's health. They will both take in the fishing.

Mr. Walter L. Hill has lately returned from his winter
shoot at the camps of the Ragged Island Club, in Curit-

tuck Sound,Va. He goes there as the guest of Mr.Wood-
ward, former president of the club, if not in that office

now. The shooting was good, though not up to a year
ago in the ideas of Mr. Hill. The five shooters there to-

gether, including Mr. Kimball and Mr. Hart, New York
tobacco men, had a most enjoyable time, with beautiful

weather a good part of the time. They got canvasbacks
and all of the best ducks of the season. The birds were
rather shy, for the reason that night shooting is being
practiced up in the flats where the birds should be allowed
to spend the night in peace. Mr. Hill's affection for the

Ragged Island Club is growing stronger and stronger, and
he hopes to take Mr. Woodward, with some of the other

members, on to Moosehead Lake after trout this season.

One day the entertainers told Mr. Hill, when he started

out for the blinds in the morning, that he must get up as

good an appetite as possible, for the dinner that day was
to be a special one. When they came in, sure enough
there were canvasback ducks done to a turn, with terrapin

dug on the island, and all the delicacies of the season.

The dinner was fine and so were the terrapin. But Mr.
Hill could not forbear telling the story at table of a Yankee
who ate terrapin for the first time at a dinner in Wash-
ington some years since. "Yes, the dum sculpin are fine,"

he remarked in an aside; "but I tell you honestly that I'd

rather have a dish of Boston baked beans!'' Special.

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION.
There was a large attendance at the annual meeting of

the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association, held on
Saturday evening, Jan. 13, at the rooms, 1,020 Arch
street, Philadelphia. At the request of Mr. A. M. Spangler
his name was withdrawn as a candidate for the presi-

dency and the election resulted as follows: President, H.
O. Wilbur; Vice-Presidents, Edwin Haggert, Wm. H.
Burkhardt, Dr. Bushrod W. James; Corresponding Secre-

tary, J. Penrose Collins; Secretary, Marion G. Sellers;

Treasurer, Wm. S. Hergesheimer; Executive Committee,
Henry C. Ford, Howard A. Chase, Chas. H. Fitzgerald,

J. R. Sypher, Geo. T. Stokes. Henry A. Ingram, Col. John
Gay, Wm. P. Thompson and Cyrus S. Detre.

The following report was made by the special commit-
tee delegated to attend the coast fishery conference in •

New York:

To the President and Members of the Pennsylvania, Fish Protective
Association:

Gentlemen—The special committee appointed at the last meeting
of the Association, to attend a conference called by a number of

prominent citizens of the State of New York, for the purpose of con-
sidering the subject of the constantly growing scarcity of edible fishes

along the Atlantic coast line, respectfully reports, that all of the
committee, whose names are appended to this paper were in atten-

dance, and nearly all of them participated actively in the proceed-

ings.
Much to the surprise of the committee, the conference, which it was

generally understood was to be composed of men opposed to men-
haden and pound-net fishing, as practiced for years past and now,
had, instead, a majority of representatives of the destructive methods
of capturing coast fishes. Those menhadenites and pound-net advo-
cates came fully prepared with statistics, truthful or otherwise, and
which were made part and parcel of the proceedings.

By previous understanding and having a majority, they, in a large

degree, controlled the conference, restricting debate and voting down
propositions of every kind intended to bring about the desired re-

forms.
The discussion was opened by Mr. Detre, a member of the commit-

tee, in a vigorous speech denunciatory of pound-net fishing. He was
followed in a lengthy paper by Mr. Huntington, president of the New
York Board of State Fishery Commissioners, the opponents of reform
interjecting papers, prepared expressly for the occasion. Some of

these statements were completely refuted by testimony that could

not be impeached, but the reformers from the start worked at a dis-

advantage, and as might have been expected, the conference was prac-

tically a failure.
, . ,, , . , ....

While a full discussion of the subject was desirable and intended, it

soon became apparent that the representatives of the interests the

conference had been called to restrict within reasonable limits were in

the majority, and, understanding their advantage, became not only

agressive. but in one instance at least absolutely insulting.

It was clearly apparent to your committee that with millions of capi-

tal invested, with a number of Congressmen and ex-Congressmen
pecuniarily interested, and with such organization as guarantees unity

of action whenever menhaden or pound-net fishing is assailed, that

unless the same unity of action, backed by like determined effort, can
be effected by the fish protectionists, the warfare will be a most un-

equal one for them. ... ... „ t

But, discouraging as is the outlook, we should persist in our efforts

to abate or at least modify these great evils, having for encourage-
ment what seems to be an absolutely assured fact, that the evil will

work its own cure; for so marked has become the scarcity of edible

coast fishes, that not a great many years will elapse before menhaden
Ashing will become unprofitable, unless the steadily increasing scarcity

of those fish ceases.
As to pound-net fishing, it has assumed such vast proportions along

the coast, and is so terribly destructive to spawning fish in the spring

and to the young of those that escape in the fall, that unless sucti re-

strictive legislation can be had as will effectually protect the food

fishes, there is no telling how soon the supply of them along the coast

will be practically exhausted.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

A. M. Spangler,
Cyrus R. Detre,
Henry C. Ford,
Alfred Hand,
Bernard L Douredoure,
James H. Miller.

The work of the Association for the year was reviewed

in the report of the executive committee, an abstract of

which must be deferred to our next issue.
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Mountain Trout Waters.
Mk. H. L. Story, formerly of Story & Camp, organ

builders of Chicago, but now a resident of San Diego,
Cal., where he raises fruit, has been a subscriber to For-
est and Stream for twenty years. Last fall he visited

Macdonald Lake, in northwestern Montana, whither he
was attracted by Mr. Charles Hallock's letters to this

paper. He made camp with Frank Geduhn at the foot of

the lake, of which Macdonald Creek is the outlet. A pri-

vate letter from the camp says of his experience:
"Trout fishing in Macdonald Creek was excellent. He

would catch from 20 to 40 while going down to Flathead
River. At the head of the river he caught numerous 2

and 3rpound mountain trout and large landlocked salmon
or Dolly Varden trout. From there he went over the
range to Camas Lake, where he got satisfied to his heart's

content, especially fishing at night. At the head of that
lake is great sport. As soon as the fly touches the water
one has a fish.

"Later we went to explore the Upper Camas Lake, to

which I bad never been before. We found it the prettiest

of the lot; the most picturesque mountains surround it;

two creeks tumbling down their sides in snowy cascades
empty into it. At the head of it is partly open country,
where we saw, reaching nearly to the water's edge, a huge
snowdrift like a young glacier; but the lake was literally

alive with large mountain trout. Mr, Story said, 'I never
imagined there was such a spendid place in the United
States.'

"There is a glacier northeast of Macdonald Lake and a
large lake at the foot of it. Two prospectors saw it this

summer from a mountain further north." F. G.

tffjishqiiUttre and «$i$h $j[ratei[tion.

THE COAST FISHERY CONFERENCE.

Proceedings of Conference Held to Consider
the Subject of the Exhaustion of

Coast Line Food Fishes.

OFFICIAL REPORT BY SECRETARY E. P. DOYLE.

(Continued from Page 55.)

Mr. Atkins Hughes, of Massachusetts, said:
I represent part of the pounds in Cape Cod Bay. I was the

first one to put a deep water pound in there in 1891. At that
time very few fishermen ran into Boston in the summer
time, for the reason that no bait could be obtained. The
next year we put in two pounds and they have increased now
to about forty pounds. Our principal business is catching
bait for these fishermen; there are about forty pounds en
gaged in it, and the number of vessels has increased from
probably three or four to half a hundred. They are depend-
ing fully on these pounds for their bait. Only yesterday
when I was in Boston, there was a large fleet of vessels wait-
ing for bait. I received a telegram from my captain stating
they had 300 barrels of bait in the weirs. I went down and I

got an order for 200 barrels of that bait to come to Boston to
supply those vessels. If the pounds had nob been there, I

don't know where they could have got their bait. After
these pounds are taken up, for about a month those vessels
will be actually without bait. This year we have taken steps
to provide for that time when they are without bait, by
putting up freezers, which cost about $15,000.

To show that fishing could not be carried on in Boston
without these pounds, if there should be a scarcity of bait
in these weirs, you will see sixty vessels collected for bait,
and during that time you will see the price of fish advance
in the Boston markets; or if the time happens when there
are three or four days that we cannot get fish, it increases
the prices in the Boston market. So I say for that reason
the trap should not be interfered with.
Another reason, which is a local one, however, is that in

the town in which I belong it is the only industry they have,
Every person in the town is interested directly or indirectly
in these weirs. It is the only means they have of getting a
living; and I say, as I have said before, that the moment you
do away with these pounds in Cape Cod Bay and around there,
you will do away with our means of support.

Q, What else did they catch except herring for a bait?
Mr. Hughes—Squid. The net is an inch and five eighths

mesh.
Q. So they take the young fry of all kinds that are valueless

for food ?

Mr. HUGHES—They take all kinds of fish that come along.
I wish to make a further statement in regard to these weirs.
They are taking some edible fish which could not be caught
in any other way. Of the albicore or tunny fish we formerly
could not sell more than a pound or two a week. This last
season we shipped every one we caught to the New York,
markets. They will average from 50 to 751 hs. a day, and I
have seen 2,0001bs. taken in a day. At that time we could
not make use of them, but now we can sell them. Without
these pounds you could not catch those fish. There is an-
other fish that is becoming edible, that is the whiting. They
are a very fine fish, and we ship more or less to the New York
market. The consumption is increasing every year, and in
time there will, no doubt, be a large market for those fish.

I say for this reason the pound should not be interfered
with.

The following paper was presented by J. M, K. South wick,
being an extract from the Annual Report of the Rhode
Island Commissioners of Fisheries for 1892:

The Menhaden Fishery.

The present season has been worse than the last, which was
exceptionally a poor season for these fish. These two past
years have proved a serious setback to this important fishery
of our State. The menhaden fishery may be said to have
commenced with the invention of the purse net, about forty-
five years ago, and has developed into an important industry.
In the statistics furnished by the United States Commission
we find as follows:
"Rhode Island is now more interested in this branch than

any other New England State, and the industry ranks among
the most prominent enterprises of the State. The capital
invested in 1880 was §152,925: 573 persons were employed and
177,133,333 fish were handled, for which $265 700 was paid.
The manufactured product, consisting of different grades of
oil and various kinds of fertilizers, were worth -$427,757, an
increase of $217,208 over 18S7 and $93,070 over 1888."

The failure of this fishery the past two years was in part
to be attributed to the restrictive legislation of other States.
The menhaden are a wandering ocean fish, and according

to the best authority we have, spawn upon the oceau, wander
along i he coast, from Newfoundland to Florida* sometimes
appearing at one place, sometimes at another in large num-
bers. To pursue them successfully it becomes necessary to

j

follow them wherever they are to be found. The antagonism
existing in some localities between the practical fishermen
and he who fishes for sport or recreation is unwise, and we

believe it often leads to great injustice. We believe in foster-
ing both interests. The one is an industrial interest that
produces much that is necessary to lifeand affords the means
of livelihood to those engaged in it. The other, a healthy
change and relaxation to the merchant, the student or the
professional man seeking relief from over application to their
several duties, or any one else who chooses to avail of it, and
we believe it right for the State to provide for and preserve
this privilege by all fair means, and within reasonable limits,
with the same care it would a public park, and very much to
the same end.

Hibernation.
A boat sunk between Fort Adams and the torpedo station

about twenty months ago was raised Feb. 12 and found to
contain quite a colony of fish and some small lobsters. The
boat had a large quantity of mud in her that had settled so
firmly together that it quite stopped the hole made in her,
and also the holes in the well, so that both the boat and her
well were bailed free of water and the boat floated to the
shore at the city dock. The owner thinks thatthere were
half a bushel of Gunners and tautog found in her, all in the
mud, and wTe are told that some of them were so embedded
in the mud as to leave an imprint of their form.

The Fluctuations in the Number of Fish and
the Natural Cause of their Depletion.

The fluctuations from year to year and for indefinite
periods have been noted all along throughout the whole his-
tory of them. Often a great diminution without known
cause has occurred and also immense numbers appear with
out any known reason; such has ever been the case with
fishes. These fluctuations were as clearly observed in the
middle ages as now, the increase and diminution then
caused the rise and fall of towns; their settlement and opu-
lence, as well as their decay and poverty, have been due to
the increase or diminution of the fishes. In later times the
changes have been no less obvious and important.
The influences that produce these changes upon our coast

is of especial interest to us. Unquestionably the great
factor in producing the change in numbers is among the
fishes, the larger, or best armed, destroying the smaller or
weaker. But thee most reduced with us are those that cast
their spawn in the fresh upper water of our streams. Some
of these have been so long a,bsent, or their numbers so
reduced, that we hardly realize that they once existed in
'/reat abundance in our waters. Of these the most impor-
tant are the salmon, shad, herring aud bass. While the
ififlttejace of natural causes is sufficient to produce this
change, the generally accepted theory is that the depletion
is caused by the obstruction to streams, pollution of the
water and such as arise from the development of the coun-
try. We incline to the belief that this is the primary cause
of the depletion of the anadromous fishes.

The appearance in ever varying numbers of the fishes that
visit our coast every season affords room for much study and
no end of speculative theory. Their history while absent is

one of the unrevealed mysteries of nature. They are gov-
erned by natural laws that baffle all efforts at investigation.
Still it is a subject of great interest to the student of natural
history and to the political economist.
The fluctuation in their number is phenomenal, often com-

ing in abundance when few are expected, and few when
large numbers are looked for, for instance, the appearance of
scup in our waters in 1872. Prof. Baird said in 1877: "I was
quite satisfied in my own mind that unless something of this
kiud was done, very serious results would happen. Very
much to my disgust, I must admit, the next year, even with
all the abundance of these engines, the young scup came in
quantities so great as to exceed anything the oldest fisherman
remembered. Since then scup has been very much more
abundant than it was when I wrote my book and report."
Another instance occurred in the menhaden fishery of 1889

(referred to in our report for that year), few being expected,
but overwhelming numbers appeared, exceeding that of any-
thing known in former years. So it must ever be until we
know more of them. Change is the immutable law of their
existence.

Some of the Destructive Agencies That Are
Always at Work to Decimate

Their Numbers.
First of these is the enormous destruction of the spawn by

other fish and by storm. The terrible havoc made by other
fish upon the young, and the merciless destruction that con-
tinues all through their fish life, by other fish, birds and ani-
mals, and to this maybe added their own cannibal propensity
that does not stop to discriminate between their own rela-
tives and others, and to these causes may be added diseases,
heat or cold, parasites, convulsions of nature, and the num-
berless vicissitudes of fisfi life, known and unknown, observed
or not observed by investigators. Sometimes whole colonies
are destroyed by unknown causes, as was the case with the
tilefish that were discovered by Prof. Baird in such large
numbers, and seemed to be annihilated at one stroke.
Having considered the natural causes that affect all fish,

and referred to some of the indirect influences of man upon
the fresh-water spawning fish, we will now inquire into the
direct act of man, the capture of ocean fish in large quan-
tities as is now possible by the use of improved methods.
What is the effect upon the fisheries?

Who can answer?
We had thought to leave this question, but inasmuch as

our State has especial interest in the solution of this ques-
tion, as our largest fishing interest is directly and vitally
affected by its determination; we feel that we should not be
doing our duty by evading it, lest we might, like too many
others, "step in where angels dare not tread."
We will first see what others have to say about it. The

English Commission under Prof. Huxley examined a vast
number of witnesses, received answers to nearly 62,000 ques-
tions and visited nearly all the fishing localities of Great
Britain and Ireland, many of which had been fished over for
many centuries, and though in addition to our modes of fish-

ing by weirs, nets and seines, the beam trawl is there used,
which is far more destructive to fish and their spawn and
young than any other mode of fishing by us, that commission
came to the unanimous conclusion that there was no danger
to the sea fisheries, either in the open sea, or in bays and
arms of the sea from over-fishing. The points indicated are
the following: "That no amount or kind of fishing can
diminish the schooling or wandering fishes of the high sea,

such as the herring, mackerel and menhaden."
The same conclusions were arrived at in regard to the

great herring fishery of the North Sea, in fact, wnile the in-

vestigation was being made (if we remember right), an im-
mense quantity of their spawn became detached from the
bottom by a storm, and were driven upon the shore, where
it was fed to hogs or carted off for manure, showing that
natural causes were at wrork that were quite sufficient to pro-
duce, and did produce, great changes, compared to which
the catch by man was not to be considered.
The late Prof. Baird estimates the daily destruction of

other fish upon our coast at 10,000,000,000, or 2,500,000,0001bs.

by bluefish alone, and says that their food consists of men-
haden, mackerel, herring, scup and other species.

Does this slaughter go nn all the year?
He also gives us an estimate of the number of menhaden

devoured on the coast of New England at three thousand
million millions (3,000,000,000,000,000) in the summer months.
Does this continue when they are absent from our coast?
He further says "that this calculation might be pursued to

any extent, but* I have presented enough to show that the
question of human agencies in the way of affecting or influ-

encing the great ocean fisheries is scarcely worth consider-
ing."
Who is there that knows more about this subject?
Whom shall we consult?
If no better is offered we shall still quote from him: "If it

were in any way our duty to take measures for the preven-
tion of the destruction of life in the sea, and of maintaining
the field of fish generally at its largest figure, we could accom-
plish it in no better way than by increasing the extent and
magnitude of certain of our fisheries.
"Thus I have shown that there may be a saving of herring

by the capture of the cod and ling on the British coast. For
every bluefish captured in the waters of the United States
many hundreds of other fish are left to enjoy their life, per-
haps, however, in their turn to be the means of increasing
destrttctiveness in another series of animals.
"The capture of whales gives a respite to the schools of

mackerel and menhaden, while the destruction of the herring
and menhaden relieves, though in an infinitesimal degree, the
drain upon the crustaceans and the smaller fish."
We repeat the question, What is the effect of the taking of

fish in quantities now possible by human methods?
We have in the foregoing presented the conclusions of three

different Commissions composed of eminent scientists, who
made as thorough investigations as it were possible, and all
agree in their conclusions
We were sure from past experience, there are hundreds

ready to "step in" and say there can be no question about it.

But we will ask them to pause while we consider the question
further, and ask them the questions that we think have an
important bearing upon the question before us. The deple-
tion of fish in our waters are chiefly salmon, shad, herring
aud bass, and as these are all fresh-water spawners and some
of them have left our waters long before the adoption of
modern appliances, none of them have been taken in
large quantities by them. This fact may have some signifi-
cance as to these fish; hut we are not now considering them
at all

We propose to apply all we have to say here to the ocean
fishes, those taken by methods considered most destructive
to us.

These are the scup, menhaden, and the bluefish, two of
these we kuow to have been rare in our waters, the scup in
179-1, and the bluefish in 1822.

What caused the depletion of the scup in the last century?
Or the bluefish in the early part of this century?
In 1870 it was thought that scup were being exterminated,

since which there has been an uninterrupted fishing for them
by improved and continually increased numbers of traps and
the catch of the last year far exceeds any former year. How
is this possible; were they being decimated ?

How were it possible to t»ke such exceeding largenumbers
of menhaden in 1889 and" 1890, if their numbers had been so
decimated by previous years fishing?
Will some one-wise in such matters tell us where these fish

are when absent from our waters?
How old they get to be?
Are they subject to vicissitudes when absent?
What nature?
What becomes of all the old fish?

With such immense numbers the natural mortality must
be very large. Why do we not see some trace of them?
Do predaceous fish live on others when absent from us?
Do menhaden live on the spawn of other fish?

Do mackerel devour the spawn of lobsters?
Do menhaden?
If so, what effect does it have upon the stock in the waters?
Do small fish or crustaceans affect the number of large

ones by destroying their spawn?
If bluefish destroy menhaden, mackerel, herring and scup,

may not these fish compensate by devouring the spawn or
young of the bluefish, and in that way retaliate upon their
enemies?

If any one can answer these questions/them would we vote
wise enough to have a hand in the government of the fishes.
God alone rules the universe and to his infinite wisdom we

must leave this until we have learned at least something
more than we yet know; then it will be quite time to try to
assist him in the government of the fishes of the sea.
We think that there will be found here some difficulty in

governing the fisheries suggested, just what to foster and
protect, and which to destroy in order to preserve the most
desirable and have a favorable result.

Who is there wise enough to know how to do this?
Who is there that can say that any plan to govern is more

than an experiment and if apparent success comes he is by
• no means sure it is through any means he has applied?

High Prices do not Indicate Scarcity of Fish.

PROF. Baird in Report for 1886, page 23:

"One supposed evidence in our increasing scarcity of fish
is the increase in price at such stations. This is, however,
a fallacious argument, as the market is regulated by the
rates obtainable in the centers of supply rather than else-
where, and the local prices necessarily must correspond."
This does not entirely account for the advance in prices over

former years, when there was no such thing as a fish market
and the fisherman sold direct to the consumer from his boat
landing or from a wheelbarrow at the street corner.
Now all is changed. The fisherman ships direct to the

wholesale dealer, or to the retailer, who have large markets
and heavy rents, quantities of ice, and help to clean and
teams to deliver, besides long book accounts and losses.
The retailer fixes his prices and makes his margin to cover
all t hese contingencies, and most of the fluctuations of the
wholesale market, and maintains a quiet, uniform price not
much affected by the degree of plenty or scarcity of fish.

The second convention of the Fish Commissioners of the
New England States occurred in Boston Nov. 16, 1892. These
meetings offered the means of interchange of views of repre-
sentatives of the different States that cannot fail to be of
profit to all. The subjects discussed chiefly were relating to
the protection of fish and game. A proposition was favored
limiting the size that a lobster could be taken at to lO^in.
We believe that a uniform rule is generally desired by the
fishermen, and to some extent it may help the fisheries. But
we feel sure that in order to be effective it should include
those States that furnish a market for the great bulk of the
product.
The lobster business has grown to be of much importance,

they furnish a delicious and healthy food, and the taking
of them is the means of livelihood of a large class, Experi-
ments are being made to propagate them, and it is with deep
interest wewatch for favorable development in this line. We
trust that some day we may do something in the way of
increasing their numbers in the waters of this State. The
Fish Commissioner of Newfoundland has under his direction
hatched and planted in 1892, 426,285,000 lobsters.

Mr. George N. Bliss, of Rhode Island: I came here at the
request of two other members of the Fish Commission, as
one member is present to represent the State of Rhode
Island. Rhode Island is a small State, but is largely com-
posed of water. It exists only for the purpose of forming
Narragausett Bay and the waters next adjacent to the city
of Newport, and every man in that State is interested in the
fish industry. There are a great many questions of fact here
which are disputed. Things are stated to be a fact by one
gentleman, and said to be a deliberate lie by another. There
should be some fair chance for a jury to hear all the evidence
aud give a verdict. But, perhaps, if all these papers are
printed and all these statements are put in type, we may
possibly be able to get some information out of the mass.
I am a fisherman for pleasure. I have been a fisherman alt
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my life whenever I could get the opportunity. My business
is to spend money in Ashing, not to make it. At the same
time, I have come in contact with fishermen, have been well
acquainted with these men who get their living by fishing,
and I ought to know something about it. Iam satisfied these
men have to use the pound nets. You cannot supply by hook
and line the demand for fish. It must be done In' these im-
proved appliauces. There should bean opportunity, of course,
to give the fish a fair chance to spawn, and that,' I presume,
is really the object of this meeting—to devise some method
by which the fish may be allowed freer development in the
matter of reproduction, so the spawn may have a fair chance
to batch. It is a very easy matter to make statements, but
very difficult to devise some method by which to accomplish
desired results. I believe the weir, pound and purse nets
should remain. There are places like Buzzard's Bay where
they should be prohibited, and I think this is the time to dis-
cuss the methods by which they may be prohibited, that the
spawning grounds may be open and "easy of access. I do not
believe that man can decrease the fish of the ocean; and I
wish to say here, in answer to something that has been said
about the Churches, that I have a couple of boys who have
been fishermen ever since they were able to travel alone. I
sent them out on Church's steamers on several occasions
when they were catching menhaden. Those boys were on
board when 2,000 barrels of menhaden were taken on atrip,
and they could not pick enough edible fish out of the lot to
feed the crew. They came back and reported all the facts to
me. It is, therefore, not true, that they take large supplies of
food fish when they are catching menhaden, or that they
catch every kind of food fish. The Churches are truthful
men and they do not make statements which are not true.
N. B. Chuech, of Rhode Island, followed Mr. Bliss, and

said: There is one statement I want to make in contradiction
of Mr. McDonald's assertion in regard to the spawning of
menhaden on the coast of New England. I am a practical
fisherman and have fished for thirty years along the coast,
from Maine to Hatteras. It has always been known by those
who are familiar with the menhaden fishery that there is a
certain body of fish of that species on the co'ast in the spring
that are full of spawn. We have al ways argued that t he fish
do -not spawn on the New England coast, but we made that
statement in the broad sense of the term.
In the year 1S92, contrary to all the observations that have

ever been made, there was an immense body of fish struck
on the coast about May 17, in the vicinity of " Barnegat, that
went into the bays and estuaries, and those fish were full of
spawn. It was known to all the fishermen on the coast that
this was something out of the general run, and against all
the statements that we had ever advanced. That was the
fact, and no one can contradict it.

From my observation, 90$ of the menhaden that leave the
coast in the fall are mature or nearly mature with spawn.
I have been master of a large fishing steamer, and have had
members of the United States Fish Commission aboard my
boat on purpose to investigate this subject. They have made
observations tvnder my own eye, and ascertained that the
fish leave the coast in the fall full of spawn, a fact well
known to all menhaden fishermen. These fish return in the
spring without any spawn. The conclusion to be drawn
from this is that they spawn after they leave the coast. I
have no doubt Colonel McDonald will say they go down the
coast and spawn in the bays of the South Atlantic States,
but such is not the fact. My observation is that, perhaps,
two years in ten, the body of large menhaden that leave in
the fall strike the coast near the east end of Long Island,
and follow down as far as Atlantic City and then disappear"
As a rule, however, they apparently go straight out to sea
when they leave the bays and sounds. I presume that 90^
of the fish that go down this shore in the fall turn off the
coast at Brigantine Shoal. So much for the spawning
Mr. Roosevklt—Will you kindly tell us where they

spawn? A. I have not the least idea.
Qt Do you think they could spawn in the open ocean?

A. I can best answer that question by a story. One summer
I had on my vessel two boys who got into a 'hot dispute on
one occasion, and after contesting over the disputed matter
for half an hour, one of them said to the other, "I would give
a good deal to know what you don't know on that subject."
That is just the way I feel in regard to this matter—I would
like to know all that others don't know.
Me. Chuech then resumed: About the bluefish—we all

know that bluefish were very scarce on this coast in 1887.
Bluefish were worth about 35 cents per pound. But in the
fall of that year, in September I believe, small bluefish made
their appearance in great numbers. I said to a member of
the Fish Commission: "Within five years there will be an
abundance of bluefish on this coast." In 188S and 1889 blue-
fish were caught by the boatloads and cargoes. Everywhere
the sea was full of bluefish. In the four years of 1SS8, 18*9
1890 and 1891 there was an immense body of bluefish on this
coast. In 1891,1 landed somewhere about forty thousand
or fifty thousand barrels of menhaden, and I will venture to
say that I could have loaded more bluefish in bulk than
menhaden. There were numerous schools of bluefish from
Delaware Bay to Portland, Maine, containing from 1,000 to
25,000 barrels. Still, the gentlemen here say there were no
bluefish. In 1887 the menhaden catch, as my brother stated
this morning, was the poorest we had had up to that time
The total result of all our fleet's fishing was about 110,000
barrels. The next season was phenomenal for the extraordi-
nary plentifullness of menhaden. I could have taken one
boat myself and landed at our factory the same quantity of
menhaden that was taken by the entire fleet the previous
year. This immense body of fish came in, I think, in June
and extended along the coast from the vicinity' of Block
Island to Maine. I do not think there are many of the gentle-
men here who appreciate the marvellous immensity of a body
of fish like that which I have referred to, and the most con-
servative estimate ofwhich wouldseem almost beyond human
conception. Take a school of fish the size of this room
There may be one barrel, 25 barrels, or 25,000 barrels in the
school. Go to the masthead of your steamboat, and your eye
cannot reach the limit of some bodies of fish that may often
be seen. I have little further to say, but if any gentleman
wants to ask any question in regard to the fishing on this
coast, I am prepared to answer him. There is one other thing
I want to say in regard to my reply to the statement made
by Mr. Chamberlayne. He made the statement he did,
knowing that I was on record, under oath, as saying that in
catching menhaden we did not catch food fish to any extent
That will, perhaps, explain why I answered him as I did.
That is a matter of record, and why people laugh and scorn
at the idea that a man does not catch food fish when he is
fishing for menhaden I caunot understand.
Me. Roosevelt—Do you mean to say you refuse to catch

food fish? A. I mean to say this; that in catching menha-
den fish we do not catch food fish. We may set a net 100ft.
deep in six fathoms of water but we do not catch food fish.
Q. If you saw a school of food fish would you not catch

them? A. Our business is menhaden fishing. It is not un-
common to see a school of food fish, it is a very common
occurrence to see bluefish, mackerel and squeteague. There
have been instances when food fish were caught by mistake.
No man can tell the difference, at times, between squeteague
and menhaden when schooling. Food fish are worth from
1 to 10 cents a pound. Do you suppose a man who eausht a
thousand barrels of food fish would carry them to a fertil-
izer factory (to be made into fertilizer; at 25 cents per barrel,
when he could get so much more by selling them for food?
It wdl not be difficult to see this, for any one can understand
that we don't go fishing for fun.
JOHN O. Lewis, of Rhode Island: I came here to represent

the village of Wickford, and I am sent here by our people to
show yon and tell you that fish for the past six years and for

some few years previous to that have been plentiful with us.
The talk is now to stop the trap fishing, because it dimin-
ishes the quantity of fish in our waters." You stop the trap
fishing, and these fish which I catch, butterfish, squeteague,
and if you take away the traps you take away those fish
from me, which you cannot catch with a line. I have not
heard of a single instance in the waters of Wickford where
one has been caught with the hook, but they do catch them
once in a while while, fishing for blackfish. Take those fish
from me which you do not catch with hook and line, and 1

will not give a cent for trap fishing. Last summer, about
July 1, one day we were crossing the bay and we saw some-
thing in the water. We could not tell what, but by going on
the masthead of the boat we could look down and' see below
the surface weakfish, and just as far as our eyes could see to
show the color red in the water (you know how they show
red in the water), this school of fish was there.

I can take my oath that what Mr. Church said here this
morning was true about weakfish, and what Mr. Sonthwick
has also said about weakfish being in Narragansett Bay this
summer, that they have never been so plentiful before since
I have known what a fish was. We have set this summer
eight traps. There were times in the summer for three weeks
at a time that we could not open our traps, and there were
some of them we could not begin to take the fish out that
went into them, the traps were so full we could not unhitch
the.lines. We would simply haul by the line and roll up be-
tween two sticks, and the fish we could take care of in one
boat we loaded in one skiff. If we could have taken those
fish out as we did years previous to that, I would venture to
say I could have caught more fish in 1893 than I ever caught
in my life, put them all together. Years before we could
clean our traps out very well, take out every fish without any
trouble. We could take about ten barrels, and that is as
many as one can take out and save and get tomarket in good
order.

SOUNDS TAKEN BY LEWIS BEOS.

Price—Cents. Price—Cents.
18S6.. .. 851bs 65 1S90... 5881bs, , 40
1887..
1888..

..1541bs 65 1891... 6501bs 40

..2411bs 50 1892... 8581bs 40
1889.. ..M41bs 45 1893... 4S

BAEEELS OF FISH CATCH BY LEWIS BEOS.

1887.. 320bbls. 1892... 9»Sbbls.
1889
1890 fi02hhls

Remarks of Mr. Robeet WALSH:
Me. ChAIEMAN—This question should not be approached

unintelligently. From the evidence of the best known and
most widely experienced men engaged in fishing as well as
from the writings and researches of the scientists and ichthy-
ologists of the United States Bureau of Fish and Fisheries,
we have in this country alone sufficient data to decide
whether or not repressive legislation would ba advisable.
But as this evidence has already been placed on record in the
publications of the Commissioner of Fisheries, and by the
statements of such men as Captain Collins, Mr. Atwood,
Captain Church and others, before the Senate of the United
States in connection with the reception of evidence concern-
ing the Lapham bill, I think that my appearance in the
matter will be more profitably confined by elucidating the
comparative effects of such legislation in Great Britain and
other European countries.
As a matter of fact, knowledge of the habits of sea fishes

was very imperfect until recent years, but the economic
value of the supply of fish attracted considerable attention
from legislators aud rulers from the earliest times, and as a
consequence from time to time enactments progressive or
repressive were petitioned for and considered. For instance,
in 1675 the fishermen of the southern Hish coast petitioned
the King through Secretary Burchard that the length of the
nets used by the French fishermen broke the shoals of the
pilchards and drove them from the coast. This petition
prayed that the Government should restrict the use of these
long nets by the Frenchmen; but, for some reason or other,
the request of the Irish fishermen was not acceded to, and
the Frenchmen continued to fish for pilchards inshore and in
the deep sea without restraint. It is recorded in the annals
of Kinsale that for three years from 1675 to 1678 the supply of
pilchards diminished to such an extent that the native nsh-
ermen discontinued that industry The falling off in the
supply was attributed to "the depredations of the French-
men;" but in the following year, 1679, notwithstanding that
a fleet of three hundred French sail, "each boat carrying nets
one league in length," swept the coast with these nine
hundred leagues of nets uninterruptedly, previous to and
during the three seasons referred to, the pilchards returned
in "greater numbers than ever before was seen on this coast."
This fact is proved from the writings of Sir Robert South-
well, who was himself one of the signers of the petition to
Secretary Burchard in 1675.
In 1881, '82 and 'S3, a somewhat similar petition was made

by the fishermen on the southern Irish coast concerning the
too early fishing for herring by the Scotch fishermen. I was
at that time chairman of the So nth of Ireland Fishing Com-
pany, and relying simply on the statements of the local fish-
ermen I heartily approved of their appeal for repressive
legislation in connection with the south of Ireland herring
fishery, in the shape, of instituting a close season. I had not
then made any research into the habits of the fishes or
concerning the effects of man's efforts, by any method for
their capture, upon the supply, and, with others who were as
deeply interested in the progressive development of the Irish
fisheries as was I, I was astounded when Professor Huxley
and other famous scientists, as well as the inspectors of fish-
eries appointed by Her Majesty's Government, pooh-poohed
our request, and informed us that not alone was there no
necessity for appointing a close season, but that from their
observations and investigations they had decided that the
supply of herrings or of other migratory fishes could not be
diminished by any means or appliances that could be used
by men for their capture.
The fishermen and boat owners on the southern Irish coast,

myself among the number, felt aggrieved by this decision,
and it was universally predicted that the herrings would be
driven from our coast by the fact of the Scotch fishermen
plying their nets—over two thousand miles of them—before
the time when the Irish fishermen considered that the season
should begin, But no such result has happened. It is true
that sometimes for a season or two, or even for five or ten
years, the supply of herring and other migratory fishes, such
as mackerel, pilchard, etc., seem to disappear, altogether or
partially, from the coast. But, as regularly, or perhaps I
should say as irregularly, they return with increasing num-
ber's, as did the pilchards in lb'79.

These are matters which it will be observed have come
under my own personal observation and with which I was
intimately connected. It will be understood from what I
have said that during the years 1880, '81 and '83, I was under
the impression that fishing for migratory fishes at irregular
periods and with destructive appliances was economically
dangerous to the progress of a fishing industry. But upon
learning the decision of the authorities to whom I refer con-
cerning the effect or rather the inutility of curtailing the
methods employed for the capture of fishes, I studied the
question and arrived at the conclusion that the comings and
goings of migratory fishes or their production cannot be in-
fluenced by man.
Bearing out the statement which I have just made, and

upon much higher and practically unimpeachable authority,
the following quotation from the report of the commission
appointed by Her Majesty, the Queen of Great Britain, un-

qualifiedly takes the position that the supply of migratory
fishes canuot be increased or diminished by man. That com-
mission consisted of Professor Thomas Henry Huxley, the
Rt. Hon. George Shaw LeFevre, and the Rt. Hon. James
Caird. With all the resources of the British Government at
their disposal and after three years of exhaustive inquiry
into the condition of the sea fisheries of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, these men deliberately pre-
sented the following report:
"We find the laws relating to sea fisheries to be compli-

cated, confused and unsatisfactory; many restrictions, even
of late date, are never enforced; many would be extremely
injurious to the interests of the fishermen of the community
if they were enforced, and with respect to these and others,
the highest legal authorities are unable to decide where and
in what precise sense they are operative,
"We advise that all acts of Parliament which profess to

regulate or restrict the modes of fishing pursued in the open
sea be repealed; and that unrestricted freedom of fishing be
pursued hereafter, and for the present we advise that all
acts of Parliament which profess to regulate or restrict the
modes of fishing pursued inshore be repealed."
In the face of this statement, and bearing in mind the high

authority and the historical data at their command concern-
ing the condition of the fisheries which they investigated, it
is impossible to come to any other conclusion than that the
supply of migratory fishes is practically inexhausti ble. But
I cannot quite agree with that portion of the report
of the Royal Commission referred to which suggests the
advisability of enacting laws to permit the unrestricted
freedom of fishing inshore. As a matter of fact in the course
of his address at the International Fisheries Exhibition in
London in 1883, Prof. Huxley made it very plain that the
statements made by him and the other Commissioners re-
ferred chiefly to migratory fishes. Monsieur Bimbaud, one
of the greatest French authorities, states that the supply of
migratory fishes is absolutely inexhaustible and cannot be
affected by any means or appliances adopted bymenfortheir
capture. But he asserts, and it is pretty generally conceded
that fishes which spawn locally inshore might be depleted
or even exhausted by continuous or depredatory fishing. The
class of fishes known as inshore or local fishes does not com-
prise mackerel, herriug, bluefish, striped bass, whitefish,
menhaden, or any other of the great species that form the
basis of our industrial fisheries.

_
I shall only give one other example of the effect of repres-

sive legislation on the economic and industrial development
of fisheries, aud this example should of itself be considered
of serious import in the discussion of any question relating
to proposed restrictions, or for the, protection, of fisheries In
the opening of the legislative session of the Dutch Parlia-
ment IS60-66, the King of Holland drew attention to the fact
that for three hundred years, "up to 1857 the Dutch fisheries
were burdened with many restrictions intended for their pro-
tection and encouragement. The period within which her-
rings could be fished was limited. The places of fishing, the
times, the nets, and the tackle were all under regulations.
But the fishery languished and declined, and it was deter-
mined by the Legislature to try the effect of another system.A law was passed in 1857 abolishing all restrictions, regula-
tions and enactments as to close time, trawls, nets and lines.
Every one was left free to fish the sea in any mode, and at
any time he deemed most advantageous, while a Fishery
Commission was established to collect the statistics of the
various fisheries, and report annually to the legislature on
all matters affecting the interests of the fisheries,
"The result has been a steady and continuous improve-

ment."
These statements comprise the result of the investigations

of governments and scientific and practical authorities for
over four centuries; and in every instance, notwithstanding
the erroneous ideas that existed in the minds of fishermen
and others, those engaged in the research decided against
repressive laws and established the fact that fishing with
nets or with any other appliances cannot influence or de-
crease the supply of migratory food or other fishes.
Now, I do not believe that the gentlemen who signed the

petition calling this meeting fully understood the facts to
which I have referred, or they would not place themselves in
opposition to the published decisions of those great authori-
ties, in science and ichthyology,whom I have quoted and who
have in many cases made life studies of the subject which is
now under consideration. I notice that in the circular call-
ing this meeting the statement is made that during the past
year the spawning ground of mackerel and other migratory
fishes has been discovered to be local and in shore. * This
statement is an error—in fact it looks uncommonly like an
intentional error. No man knows where these migratory
fishes pass the winter, and after twenty years' experience
and investigation the best living American authorities can-
not definitely locate the precise ground where any of these
fishes spawn.
I do not think that I can add further new matter to this

argument. It is the duty of the people of the United States
to insist through their State and National Legislatures that
the food fish shall be conserved and protected; but it is as
clear as the sun at noon that the only fisheries which can be
benefitted by restrictive or protective legislation are those
of oysters and other shell fishes, crustaceans, and those fishes
that are known not to be migratory. It is therefore appar-
ent that those who seek for the enactment of repressive legis-
lation have not given this matter the attention or study
necessary to place before the Commissioners an intelligent
argument, and so far as my experience and understanding of
the facts enable me to form an opinion, I believe it is the
duty of the representatives of the people to oppose by every
and any just means all attempts at legislation which would
re.-trict our fishermen in their freedom of fishing for migra-
tory fishes by every means at their disposal.
However, as this question is Of such vital national import-

ance, and as no satisfactory solution of the problem has been
offered, I would suggest that the following resolution be
adopted by this meeting:
(This resolution was not handed in.)

* The circular does not seem to so state.—Ed.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

First Tour to Florida via Pennsylvania Railroad.
This year's series of Pennsylvania Railroad tours to the land of sun-

shine and flowers will be inaugurated on Jan. 30th, when a luxurious
special trial, composed entirely of Pullman sleeping and dining cars
will leave New York at 9:30, Trenton 11:03 A. M., Philadelphia 12:10'
Wilmington 12:50 P. M , and thence via the most direct route to the
destination point—Jacksonville. At this latter place the tourists are
left to follow their own inclination as to where they shall spend the
two weeks allotted to them. The great number of side trips that are
available renders a selection from which a choice may be made to suit
the desires of the most exacting. The unsurpassed climate according
with the cloudless, azure-blue sky throughout the immense confines of
the State, and the healthful effects to be enjoyed by a sojourn within
its borders are sure to be appreciated by the strong as well as the
feeble, in whatever direction ttiey are prompted.
$50 from New York, gl8 from Philadelphia, and proportionate rates

from intermeaiate or contiguous points within a generous radius are
made on the most liberal basis, and include railroad fare, sleeping ac-
commodations, and meals en route in both directions while on the
special train.
The remaining dates of the series are February I3ch and 27th and

March 13th and Wb%—A%1>.

'The FoEEST AXD STREAM is put to press each week on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
us ait the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable

\
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F I XT U RES.
DOG SHOWS.

'Feb. 20 to 23—Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. James
"Mortimer. Superintendent,
Feb. 27 io March 2.—Oolumbus Fanciers1 Club, at Columbus, O. G-.

F. Mooney, Sec'y.
March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy

D. Welton, Sec'y.
March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. J. I».

jLincoln, Sec'y.
March 20 to 23.—St. Louis Kennel Club, at St. Louis, Mo.
March 27 to 30.—Philadelphia Kennel Club Show, at Philadelphia.Pa.

Dr. G. G. Darby, Sec'y
April 3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.

Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. W.

Orear, Sec'y.
May 15.—Portland Kennel Club, at Portland, Ore. D. L. Williams,

Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Feb. 1.—Blue Ridge Futurity Stakes, at New Albany, Miss.
Feb. 5.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T,

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 12.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

SARATOGA DOG SHOW.
'One of the pleasantest, cleanest and best managed dog

pshaws it has been our good fortune to attend lately pa,ssed
off -successfully at this fashionable resort last -week. The
building in which the show was held is one of the prettiest
and best lighted halls that one could wish. A little more
floor space and 500 dogs could easily be benched. The new
Convention Hall is in the form of an amphitheatre, and the

i dogs were benched at the bottom and the chickens near the
roof, a very appropriate arrangement for the latter. A large
stage afforded an excellent ring for judging, but not for
spectators. Half the charm of a dog show is in the judging,
;and except by hanging on to a narrow ledge in front of the
: stage it was impossible for the general visitor to see the rib-

bons passed round or, unless they crowded into the ring. The
1building was kept at a uniform temperature, and not at all

warm so that the dogs should suffer no ill effectw from their
'outing, unless they catch cold in the journey to and fro.
'The aisles were well swept, and it was remarked that the
Ting was kept as clean as a New York ring, and that is praise.
'The show did not lack for management, as three or four
well known men kept their eyes open all the time.
.John Read andF. H. Pritchard looked after Spratts de-

partment and the benching and feed were of course good.
They also lent their aid in other ways. Then J. Otis Fellows
was superintendent, and with experienced help everything
ran smoothly. Mr. Robinson, we believe, also bad a hand in
affairs. The serving of the rings was the best seen at a loeal
show, and credit here is due to Mr. Pritchard, v.'ho acted a,s

steward for Mr. Mason. We should feel that w(i did not do
the subject justice unless we indulged in a grumble hereand
there, and the catalogue gives us the opportunity. While it

j

contained less "transfers," only that of two smooth fox ter-
riers which got in among the wires, than the general run of
catalogues, its arrangement was a ltogether too close and con-
fusing, not sufficient room being left for the headings of the
classes, and in one or two instances the names of the breeds
were left out. Then a number of typographical errors showed
that the proof reader was not up to his work, Mr. Mason
judged acceptably, although the judging dragged too much,
the judge not commencing till 2.30 P. M. the first day, and
finishing at 10:30 P. M. the next. The quality in someW the
breeds was surprisingly good, in fact few shows of a pro-
vincial nature could excel it. The date was agood one, wins
counted and Saratoga is easy to get to, and there is some-
thing to see when one gets there. The attendance was fairly

.
good, but the club will scarcely come out whole, and a draw
will have to be made on the guarantee fund. The weather
on the whole was good, though wintry in the ex trenie. Some
of the best people of the town patronized tbe event, a novel
one for Saratoga, and we trust it will not be the last. A
number of the "boys" were on hand and seemed to enjoy the
waters for which this town is so justly celebrated. Among
those present were Clarence Rathbone," T. S. Craig, John Ben-
nett, Phil Donelly, H. G. Trevor, F. F. Dole, Henry Jarrett,
"Bob" Armstrong and his brother, L. W. Clute, W. W. Gay-
lor, Calvin S. McChesney, J. D. Tillinghast, and others of
"' The Governor's Party," H. F. Andrews, John Brett, Will
'Conners, Ben Lewis, A. C. Bradbury, B. Alton Smith, E.
W. Fiske, Chas. R. Taylor. James Robinson, Ed. IRosa, G. A.
jRosa, C. S. Wixom, Geo. P. Runton, J. L. Winchell, W. Tall-
innan, Major J. M. Taylor, Dr. Thurber, Jos. Lewis, J, M.
Nicholson, Mr. DeRuse, A, T. Phelps, F. B. Zimmer, ' Tracy
•Gould, H. C. Alvord, &c. Among the fair sex we saw Mrs.
Meachem, Mrs. Phelps and daughter, Mrs. J. N. Nicholson
and Mrs. Rowe. Other matters of interest regarding the
show will be treated of in "Dog Chat."
Mastiffs.—The entry in this breed was a disappointment,

when we consider the fact that mastiffs are one of the judge's
specialties. In challenge dogs Mr. Winchell's Beaufort's
Black Prince was alone, and this fine exponent of the breed
was looking well and strong, not so fleshy as usual, and there-
fore he showed his good points off to better advantage. Ethel r

poor lady, in the corresponding class, needs a rest and agood
dose of physic, she was thin and harsh in coat. Open dogs
had only Bob, a nondescript from which a prize was with-
held. In the next class two good ones came forward, and
we were introduced to the new comer, Brampton Beauty,
which Mr. Winchell had brought with him. She had been
heralded as a good one, and her appearance did not belie the
advance agent's enconiums. She has a deep, square head,,

scarcely so massive in skull as some we could name, but her
wrinkle, markings, beautifully turned muzzled and small
perfect ear leave nothing to be desired, unless it be a darker
eye, well formed legs back and front, a little light in pas-
terns perhaps, excellent shoulders and neck, nice swell of
ribs and carried well back; she could be deeper in loin, bub
perhaps the tucked up appearance here was due to an attack

• of diarrhoea from which she suffered during the show ; her
quarters and stern are not as clean and well shaped as one
could wish, and a little more length of body would improve
her, she should be a little finer in coat, and this is about
all one can say against her ; she is a good one, and will he
found a hard nut. to crack. Ingleside Cambria Princess is a
well formed bitch, but loses considerably to the other in
depth and squareness of muzzle, has a deep, broody body
that dips a bit behind the shoulders, excellent quarters and
loiu, good legs, but stands a bit back on pasterns. There
were four mastiffs in all.

.St. Bernaeds.—Compared to some of the other breeds
these were nob so well represented as they might have been,
they were just a good second i-ate lot. In challenge roueh
dogs the handsome looking son of Ben Lomond and Corette,

Otis, was alone, and as usual well shown; there were no chal-

lenge bitches. Open dogs (3), Mauprat, an improved dog,
was shown too fat and heavy, mere weight is nob to be com-
mended in St. Bernards. He is short ard cloddy looking, ex-

cellent bone and color, coat and fair skull, but muzzle snipy
and no depth, eye faulty and feet two small, and carries his

tail up, an active, showy looking dog ; second went to Grover,
bad behind, wooly coated, a long headed dog with little type
about him. Bitches (1). Alberta, short of coat and not in

flesh, good body color, but face needs shadings, a nice active
mover, with fairly well formed head and body. The pup-
pies scarcely call for much mention, the winner Scottish
Chief is rather a nice sort if muzzle was deeper and squarer,
too much white on body, nice legs and bone; Columbus,
while more massive in head and deeper and squarer in muz-
zle, scarcely shows so much character, and besides is

straight behind and his coat is curly, he was the favorite for
first, but the decison was correct. In smooths there were no
challenge entries. Open dogs had three, and the new dog
Survivor was returned the winner ; he is not in condition for
show and should have been kept at home, while his head is

not badly formed, the lack of the shadings and hair in places
makes it plain ; should have more bone and less coat, be
truer in feet, better bent in stifles and not carry his tail so
gaily; he is a good big dog that will show up better when
properly conditioned

;
Rellgate Keeper second, has also too

much coat for a smooth ; he was described at Newark

;

Marco, Jr., reserve, is off in head, light bone, ring-tailed and
weedy looking—a dog to get rid of, although he was a truer
smooth than any of the others. The bitches (3) were a par-
ticularly nice lot, headed by our old friend Burton Belle,
who has not been seen out for some years ; she keeps up won-
derfully well. She is better in front than behind, and nat-
urally from her breedingjshows lots of quality ; second went
to Belline of Watervliet, a well formed, active light brindle
and white, well shaped head, good front, nice ribs and cor-
rect behind

;
Peggy third, has rather the sweeter expression,

is broader in hips and loin, but not so good in forelegs and
feet. These came from a new kennel—the Watervliet—and
they are certainly starting with plenty of quality on the fe-
male side. Mrs. Nicholson's puppies, while faulty in head,
stood on good legs with well formed bodies.
Bloodhounds.—Mr. Winchell came again to the rescue by

showing three of his best. Victor and Judith furnished the
challenge entries and then in open dogs he put down a new
one in Brough, lately imported, and one that his breeder
thought so well of as to give his name to. He is a capitally
well formed hound, with a deep, long head, excellent wrin-
kle, eye and leather, one that will take his place among the
best when he gets a little more age that will add a certain
look of nobility and quality that is wanting slightly at pres-
ent.
Great Danes.—Hepburn Appollo, a blue dog, was the

only entry, and won. He is faulty in head, too broad in
skull, but body is pretty well formed, is an active mover,
and was so eager for the ribbon that he jumped for it him-
self.

Newfoundlands.—Only two, and the only one with pre-
tension to any type was Carlo, who is getting into better con-
dition. Frank failed to catch the judge's eye.
Russian Wolfhounds, or Psovie, as the catalogue had it,

showed an entry of four from Seacroft Kennels, but they
were absent, and there were no entries in deerhounds outside
of two from the Woodlawn Park Kennels that were N. F. C.
Greyhounds.—Quite a nice lot though entries were few. I

Wild Rose was the challenge entry, and she never looked in
better shape. Open dogs had three, but as Cheeky Charley
was still out of flesh he was passed over; better so all round
than to give a good dog a few letters. First went to Dakota,
the fawn Huron auction pup, a well made one barring a too
fine muzzle and lack of depth in body that will come later;
he beats the black dog Uncle Dick in ear, hocks, bone, feet
and pasterns. In bitches Miss Dollar III. was the only rep-
resentative. She is well known and nicely shown. Dakota
walked over for the puppy prize.
Foxhounds.—These formed one of the features of the

show, there being 27 in all. American hounds came in first,
and Ranger II. and Elite furnished the challenge dog entry.
While Ranger, shown in better condition than we have ever
seen him, has a good deal of English type in his make-up,
especially in heaviness of build, he still shows a good deal of
American character. His build, though, should be much
lighter all round, in head as well as body and legs he is just
about an ideal one for an American hound. Elite is built
on slenderer lines all through and is not so well shaped in
head. In bitches (2) the well-known Femur, a nicely built
hound, scores over Modest Girl in legs and head, though at
times she does not stand true at elbows. Open dogs (6) had
a mixed lot, the winner proving to be Ned, a fairly well built
hound; feet are open, but better head than the average; he is

also a bit straight behind. Spot, second, turns his feet out,
and his body is too lathy. Drum IV. I liked as well if not
better, a bypical sorb, had he a stronger head, built on racy
lines; needs a little more rib, but better here than the second
winner, and also excels him in legs and feet. Robin Hood
loses in legs and feet to the others. Rover is too wide in
chest and heavy in shoulders, otherwise a well put up hound,
especially good in body and hind parts. Lill was the only
bitch; her head is too flat and feet should be closer, other-
wise she is nicely put together. Her glory came in the next
class, when twelve of her own sons and daughters trooped
in. They are seven months old and well grown; there were
seventeen in the litter and she raised all but Ave, a record
that is unique, we believe, as far as dog shows are concerned.
The sire is Workman and Mr. Lyman W. Clute bred and
raised them. About the pups themselves there is little to
say; there is a great similarity between them; they only
differ to the extent of some being better in legs and feet than
others. Almost any six of the first mentioned ones could
have been placed first. Personally we picked out the second
prize winner, Blizzard, as being better in bone, feet andmuch
so in hind parts. The prize fell to Moose, whose worst fault
is flat and open feet, something a foxhound should never
have, This the judge evidently thought, for when they were
accidentally brought in together for a special he gave it to
the second prize winner, but the mistake was remedied in
time, when it was seen the sex was not right.
In English open dogs Crook, that is really nothing more

than a heavy American type, won nicely over Mike in legs
and feet; this was also a long-bodied American; in fact, we
learned they are so bred. In bitches type was better, the
well-known Rosemary, now tbe property of Mr. Jarret, being
a true English; she excels Shot in head, bone and forepart
especially, and ribs.

Chesapeake Bat Dogs.—One can excuse the judge in
not getting them right and on our own responsibility we are
not going to say where he erred, but a man who is familiar
with the breed says the decisions should have been reversed.
Cleveland, that took second in open dogs, has a longer jaw
than Rough and better coat; a short jaw is not the proper
thing to bring in ducks. This seems plausible, but the
standard is vague and open anyhow. Some people say it

needs "trimming."
Pointers.—A nice lot came forward in these classes, but

many of them are old faces so shall not dwell on bhem long.
Glamorgan, in fair condition, claimed the challenge dog
prize, but in bitches there was a little more competition—it
was big against little and the big one won. Fan N. is better
in front and neck and head than Sail II., but loses in quar-
ters and hindlegs; Sail was shown with a heavy bag. In
open dogs (9) first went to the good-headed Molton Banner,
Hylas of Naso, second, losing very much in that respect,
and also in shoulders, but is better in hindlegs than the
winner. Springside Hal, third, droops in quarters too much
and ears are faulty. John, reserve, is a rather nice sort,
fair head, bub light in eye. Ossining Boy is light in muzzle,
fair front, good shoulders and action. Peter, vhc , has a
coarse head. In bitches (9) first went to Springside Nell,
quite a good bitch, good head, neck and shoulders, would
do with more depth of chest, good legs and feet, excellent
loin and quarters. Bloom of Kent, second, is throaty and
not bent enough in stifles, dips behind the shoulder and
expression poor, legs and feet fair. Fan Fan IL, third, has

been out before; like her in some parts better than second,
better behind. Bella and Forester Lady, vhc, have been
described before. The winning pup, Springside Siren, loses
to a good one in head, but is better than second, should have
more bone. Queen Bess loses in front and muzzle.
English Setters.—The quality was good in this breed,

and some of our best were on hand. Glendon, looking well
bore off the dog challenge ribbon, but Spectre had to work
for hers in the corresponding class. Though I like the winner
better than Victress Llewellyn, in quality, ^character and
front, the latter is better and stronger from" quarters down.
Open dogs had eight, and here there was considerable diver-
sity of opinion as the correctness of the placings. The Earl
first, put down in superb shape, and barring his faulty feet
and peculiar mincing gait won nicely; Cactus, third, so
much better in front and shoulders in fact all over excepting
in head, should have beaten Critic second; Worsley Dude,
showed badly, got his temper up and stood all out in front,
and he is a bit coarse to the others; Robin Goch, well known,
took vhc, his head is as good if not better than any in

class, and he is not ashamed of his shore tail; Carleton Pero
also vhc, stands on good legs and feet bub is too cobbily
built, not liberty enough and should be cleaner in neck. Sir
Dixon and Roger Bondhu were absent. In bitches, John
Brett's Maid Marian and Flour of Sulphur took first and
second, Maid is better in head and body as well as bone;
Brownie, third, was shown too fat; Amy Robsart, won at
Chicago, she is scarcely a show bitch, good legs and feet but
faulty in head. There were no puppies.

Irish Setters.—Most of the winners are well known and
the quality was good. Tim and Pride of Patsey furnished
the dog challenge entries, and of course Tim won with some-
thing to spare; Laura B, had a walkover in the next class.

She keeps up wonderfully well. Open dogs (4) saw Montauk
Jr. again a winner over Tim's Dandy, better in head,
shoulders, legs and feet; Bronze, third, is too broad in skull
and a bit st raight behind and his color is not so rich as others;
Exile, reserve, loses in front but better skull than the other.
In bitches (5) first went to Delphinne, shown well; but Ros-
amond, second, beats her in head, shoulders and chest and
should have won; Beauty T, loses to the others in head;
Biddy is light colored. There were no puppies.
Goedon Setters.—A nice little entry with many of the

old timers on hand. Leo B won in challenge dogs but Lady
Waverley had to give place to the sweet Janet who as usual
was superbly shown. There is no getting over this bitch's
intense quality and better head. In open dogs (3) Count
Noble was well first; while he is no better in legs, hody and
feet he has a much better head and tan, and was in beautiful
coat. Dom Pedro was absent. There was only one bitch,

Highland Yola, shown well and is a nice stamp. Noble is

very promising, a little full in brow yet, but nice muzzle
legs and feet and good tan, well shown too.

Spaniels.—There was nothing strikingly new here, and
with classification No. 1 the entry cannot be called a good
one. In challenge field spaniels Newton Abbott Torso, the
Western dog, and Ben Lewis's new purchase, won nicely
from Brantford Mohawk, better head, cleaner in skull and
better feet. In bitches the well known Echo had it all to

herself. A fair bitch in Fahy, a daughter of Black Prince,
was alone in her class. There were no livers or any other
color, unless it was Gip, who had a vhc. over her—poor sorb.

In cocker challenge dogs Middy had no difficulty in beating
Red Doc in head, but the latter is a good sort and stands ou
good legs and has a nice workmanlike look about him. In
open dogs (4) the brothers Jay Kay and King Raven, Jr.,

fought it out again and were placed as named bhis time;
there is little difference between them, both are a bit out at
elbows and undershot, but Jay gets it a bit in skull. Brand-
ford Jet, third, is another well known one. Reserve went to
Wildfire, who loses in head and front. Topsy S , described
lately, won in bitches (6), followed by Rideau Rhea from the
same kennel, both looking better. Miss Phyllis's pla.ee, third,

carries out our estimate at Newark. Dame Vernon, reserve,

is light in bone, fair front and body. Corktown Cleo and
Eugenie, vhc, hardly deserved three letters in this competi
tion; Cleo is too wide between the eyes, not good in front,

too short altogether and not straight; Eugene is a little long
cast and quite bowed in front; otherwise they are fairly good.
In any other color dogs (3) first fell to our old favorite
Othello, one of the truest-formed working cockers in the
country. Brantford Rufus, second, loses in front and head
to the other. Sandy S. , third, is not the type we expect from
this kennel; very pbor head and out at elbow. Mrs. Smythe
always shows such a pretty lot of cockers that we thought
this little chap looked quite out of place; evidently got over
the fence from somewhere. In bitches (4) Red Niobe was re-

turned the winner, though if Ruth S. had been in coat she
would have been closely pressed. Hamilton Beauty, third,

is a nice sort, shows lots of quality, but is a little long and
fine in muzzle. This finished the cockers. There were no
Clumbers nor Irish waters, and but one spaniel puppy,
Negress, a daughter of champion Black Dufferin.

Collies.—This was one of the best collection of collies,

taken all together as far as quality goes, ever seen at what
may be termed a pi-ovincial show. Such dogs as The Squire,

Sefton Hero, Roslyn Wilkes, Chorlton Phyllis, Gold Dust,
etc , have a world-wide reputation. In challenge dogs (2),

although short of coat the Squire's better, longer head, body
and bone proved too much for Roslyn Wilkes, who, however,
was put down in better shape. In bitches (2), that sweet bit
of quality Highland Floss won nicely over the plain faced
Jakyr Deane, though she loses in coat and a bit m ribs and
substance to the latter; with the help of all the spectators
she got her ears up nicely. Cora IL, for the first time in our
experience of this bitch which runs back nearly six years,

was out of coat and thin, and had no look in. Open dogs (7),

introduced us to Sefton Hero, who proved an easy winner.
Compebition soon narrowed down to this dog and Gold Dust.
Hero was not in the best of coat, but he is so much superior
in shape of head, before the eye and skull, bone, loin and
hind parts to Gold Dust, that there was little doubt about it;

when in coat, there will be some fun ahead for some of our
best. He is one of the few dogs that have come to this coun-
try with a big reputation and that have shown they fully

de"served it. Christopher June, third, has a nice head and
ear and shows lots of quality, light in body. Curzon, re-

serve, was out of coat and looked light, he has never been
shown as he was at Chicago in '92. Cawdor Dan, vhc, is too
broad in skull and carries his ears down. Al-De-Ber-Archie
shows lots of type and well deserved his letters; he is a little

big in ear. In bitches (7), another warm lot came out, and
the crack from England, Chorlton Phyllis, won; she is a good
sized bitch, was shown in better coat than any of the others,

but will need to be carefully handled to hold her own in
hotter company; she is not flat enough in skull, has a large
ear and carries it faultily, and is not let down enough in
stifles; she is a smart handsome showy bitch that will stand
handling. Second went to Ormskirk Gypsey Maid that
has been out before, her short face and "ultra" ear spoil an
otherwise good bitch, she was short of coat too. Bertha II.

,

well known, came in for second, she cannot beat Passaic
Bess in front, but is better in quarters and hocks; the latter's

turn in too much. Cawdor Mayflower, vhc, was out of

coat, but will do better as she is nice type. Highland Rose,
he, is too full in brow and skull. Sweet Marie would seem
hardly treated withe, but in some unaccountable manner
we failed to take notes on this bitch, she came over recently
with a reputation and we will try to pay her more attention
next time; Woodlawn Kennels had four in this class, N.F.C.
a nice puppy, by Woodmansterne Trefoil was shown alone
and Highland Bobbie has improved but is no flyer.

Poodles.—These made a strong showing, ourtwoprincipa.
kennels coming out in force. In the black eurlies, Meadow
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mere Kennels had it all to themselves with, ten entries in the
different, classes. They made a smart showing. In open
dogs, Milo had no difficulty in scoring over Jumbo. Jabot
was absent. In bitches, Dinah won nicely from two others
very like her, but she beats them in length of muzzle and
general smartness of carriage. Between Juno, second, and
Jeanne, third, there is little to choose; the former is better in
loin, if anything. The four placed ones were also shown in
the puppy classes.
In brown curlies the Hill-Hurst Kennels made another

pretty display, and from the remarks made these unusual
colors bid fair to become popular. Poobah and Diamant
were placed in order named: there is little to choose between
them. In the bitch class, Vivette scores over Bellonainhead
and in "chic" carriage. The puppies shown one can tell little

about as yet.

In corded poodles the only dog shown was Fritz, and
though thin in cords, it would take a crack-a-jack to beat
him; he has been a frequent winner. Betsy, in bitches, has
also been out before and was looking better.

BULLDOGS.—At first glance there seemed a big entry here,
but the Woodlawn Park Kennels marked their nine entries
N. P. C. King Lud was alone in his glory and looking well.
The only bitch shown was Lady Nan, and she was at Provi-
dence. One cannot leave this breed without giving Mr. Rob-
inson, the manager of the Woodlawn Park Kennels, a word
of praise for the way he benched six seven-months-old pup-
?ies, by Rustic Sovereign out of Rock Rose. They are all

usty, well grown youngsters, full of life and vigor, fat as
moles, and several of them promise to make winners. One
especially, a light brindle, has an almost old head, with cap-
ital wrinkle. Those who know how difficult it is to raise
even one or two from time to time will appreciate the fact
when we say that certainly not in this country has such a
collection been shown, and we doubt if it has occurred in
England. We trust they will feel no ill effects from their
little outing, but will turn up bright as ever at New York.
Bull-Tereiers.—Another nice lot, though entries were

small. The well-known Kit and Starlight came forward in
the challenge bitch class, no dogs entered, and Starlight suf-
fered defeat; she was scarcely in shape and loses to the other
in skull, but beats Kit in true shape of muzzle. In open dogs,
the Newark winner, Ted Pritchard, scored over Lord Bland-
ford; he is a smarter terrier all over, but is a bit cheeky and
was shown a trifle light; both get their tails up. In bitches,
Mr. Dole brought out another good one in Edgewood Tipsy
that simply smothered Edgewood Esther; the former is

throaty and brow is a little prominent, and she should have
a stronger under jaw; otherwise all round she is a well made
one. Nervy loses in front and head and tail, A nice pup in
Tarquin was shown; neck not clean enough, tail faultily car-
ried; at present shows a capital head and good eye.
Dachshunds.—Mr. Manice supplied the only entries with

the well-known Don Quixote II. and Jessie Victoria, and they
were well shown.
Beagles.—Two kennels—the Hornell-Harmony and the

Debonair—came out in force, and the consequence was a
capital display. In challenge dogs Royal Krueger, going a
bit in front, beats Doctor in head and body and general type.
In bitches champion Elf was alone and looked well, too. In
open dogs (4) Sherry again beat Roger W., as at Toronto, but
I cannot see where Sport of Rockland beats King Banner-
man; admitted that King is too full in eye and brow and a
little broad between the ears, his muzzle is excellent, and it
is not a bad head, while in front he is better than Sport, and
much better in body and stronger behind; he should have
been third, and he can beat the winner in brush and carriage,
and is not so far off in body. The handsome Daisy Corbett
with a little less length would win easily over Popsey, whose
full skull and long body are against her. Myrtle the Mouse
is much better type; if she were a bit truer in front and did
not get her brush over she would be close to Daisy and can
beat Popsey, anyhow, in true type especially. Mr. Wixom is
too good a fancier, we are sure, to take these remarks in any
other way than they are meant. Reserve went to Helen R",
feet out and open in toes, long in body and not the type we
want. In under 13in. class dogs (2J Razzle was placed over
Little Wonder, a big winner. This was correct, as Wonder,
though begets it a little in head and sweet quality of expres-
pression, loses so much in substance and depth and cobbiness
of body to Razzle, Laddie was absent. Hornell-Harmony
came to the front again with Evangeline and Dazzle in
bitches. The former is well known. Dazzle has much
quality, but should be stronger in muzzle, and is hardly true
enough in front; here is where she loses to the winner.
Actress, third, is long and needs furnishing, and should be
shorter in head. Wee Willie, vhc, is too broad in front and
skull, body of fair type. Razzle beat Actress in puppies
easily enough.

Fox-Terriers.—These were pretty strong classes for a
small show and the Beverwyck Kennels had quite a field
day, and, what pleased that good fancier, Mr. Rathbone,
better, they were all home bred ones. In challenge dogs
Beverwyck Punster was alone and looked well. Grouse II.
was absent in the corresponding class. In open dogs (10)
first went to a new one, Beverwyck Kingpin, scarcely a year
old yet; he had a somewhat easy win; his length and shape
of muzzle is good but skull is a trifle broad, and neck should
be longer and cleaner; stands on capital legs, good bone and
nice body, coat fair, and he is a terrier ail over. He is by
Starden's King out of Moonbeam. Lansdown Poverina
came next; he loses in flatness of skull and was shown a bit
light. Beverwyck Bobbin was third; shows a bit too much
daylight, is sharp in muzzle, good legs, but hardly clean
enough in shoulders. The well known Holster was reserve;
his skull is faulty and he loses in character to the others; is
a pretty terrier. Of the others, Venio, Jr., was the best, little
full in skull yet, but a terrier all over. Blemton Rattler
could do no better than c. Mark Twain I liked better than
Kenyetto Punch, both he, better head and substance, but
rather long cast. Woodlawn Park Kennels had three here
N. F. C. In bitches (5) first went to a smart little one in
Beverwyck Punlass, weak in muzzle rather, but good front
if feet were better. Lansdown Trim took second; she is
round in skull and muzzle should be stronger; she was
shown in whelp or seemed to be. Beverwyck Twinkle,
third, has too much stop and is big in ear; nice front. Lady
Bell loses in head and front, otherwise a nice stamp. King
pin won easily in dog puppies and Punlass in bitches. There
was only one wire-hair in competition, the well known Oak-
leigh Bruiser. The other four entries came from the Wood-
lawn Kennels.

Irish Terriers.—If the Woodlawn Kennel had been com-
peting there would have been plenty of competition in all
classes with their eight entries, as it was competition
rested with Crib and Galtees in the challenge class. Crib's
far better head pulled him through though Galtees is truer
in front. In open bitches the only competing entry was Hill
Top Surprise, the Newark winner.
There were no black and tan terriers entered, something

we don't remember hearing of before and wonder what
Doctor and Ben could be thinking of.
Rough Terriers. -Glenshea was the only Scottish terrier

entered and of course won. No Bedlinetons, but Skye
terriers showed up well with the same dogs that Mr. Shinn
showed at Chicago, and which were then described. The
Welsh terrier Dewr was marked N. P. C.
Yorkshire Terriers.—Two in open dogs, and first went

to Actor, a poor sort, dark body color and washy light tan.
Jacks, next, is a silver terrier, a bit large. In bitches Lady
Nell still getting lighter and not beautifully so in tan, was
alone.

PUGS.—Seminole Kennels just about farmed the classes.

Attraction and Midget were the challenge winners. In open
dogs first went to the well-known Medlar, getting gray; he
was alone. In bitches (4) Cilver Queen won; light in body
and small-faced, a pretty little thing with nice trace and
legs. Bess, well known, came next and pushes the other
for the win; cobbier in build. La Belle Petite has nice
wrinkle, is a bit long cast, but has a good front and is a
smart little piece of dog flesh.

Toy spaniels were drawn blank.
Italian Greyhounds.—The challenge winners were sup-

plied by Spiing and Sprite, both looking tiptop. Another
well-known face, Lady Lee, won in open bitches, second
going to June, a white and fawn, too broad in skull and
large sized.

Miscellaneous prizes were withheld and in the selling
class first went to Myi-a, an Irish setter. H. W. Lacy.

list of awards.
MASTIFFS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, J. L. Winchell's Beaufort's

Black Prince. Bitches: 1st, B. F. Lewis's Ethel.—Open—Bitches:
1st, W. Norman Higgs's Brampton Beauty; 2d, J. L. Winchell's Ingle-
side Cambria Princess.

ROUOH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.—CHALLENGE-lst, Fred Sch mitt's
Otis,

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, Tracy Gould's Mauprat; Sd, James Morrisey's
Grover. Bitches: 1st, J. Brett's Alberta. Puppies: 1st, Mrs. J. M.
Nicholson's Scottish Chief; 2d, Castle Point Kennels' Columbus.
Reserve, North Milton Kennels' David B.

SMOOTH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.—Open—Dogs: 1st and reserve,
A. T. Phelps's Survivor and Marco, Jr.; 2d, Fred Schmitt's Hellgate
Keeper. Bitches: 1st, 2d and 3d, A. T. Phelps's Burton Belle, Belline
of Watervliet and Peggy.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Mrs. J. M. Nicholson's
Belvedere. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. J. M. Nicholson's Scotch Gloria.

BLOODHOUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, J. L. Winchell's Victor.
Bitches: 1st, J. L. Winchell's Judith.—Open—Dogs: 1st, J. L. Win-
chell's Brough.

GREAT DANES.—1st, Calvin S. McChesney's Hepbern Apollo.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, Phil J. Walsh'e Carlo; 2d withheld.

GREYHOUNDS.

—

Challenge— 1 st, Joe Lewis's Wild Rose.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, Maybrook Kennels' Dakota; 2d, W. F. Minard's Uncle
Dick. Bitches: 1st, Maybrook Kennels' Miss Dollar HI. Puppies:
1st, Maybrook Kennels' Dakota.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Seminole Ken-
nels' Ranger H.; 2d, Dr. H. T. Thurber's Elite. Bitches: 1st, Dr. H.
T. Thurber's Femur.—Open—Dogs: 1st and 2d, F. M. Whipple's Ned
and Spot; 3d, Willow Brook Kennels1 Drum IV. Reserve, Edgar
North's Robin Hood. High com., The Governor's Kennels' Rover.
Puppies: 1st, 2d, reserve, and very high com. (2), The Governor's
Kennels' Moose, Blizzard, Tempest, Jags, and Nance. High com.,
C. W. Ernst's Sport.

ENGLISH FOXHOUNDS.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, Willow Brook Ken-
nels' Crook; 2d, Buckellew Kennels' Mike. Bitches: 1st, Frank F.
Dole's Rosemary; 2d, Buckellew Kennels' Shot.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—Open—Dogs; 1st and 2d, B. Alton
Smith's Rough and Cleveland. Bitches: 1st and 2d, B. A. Smith's
Tivoli and Rose.

POINTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, L. A. Biddle's Glamorgan.
Bitches: 1st. B F. Lewis's Sal II.; 2d, Red Douse Farm Poiuter Ken-
nels' champion Fan N.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, G. O. Smith's Molton Banner;
2d and 3d, Springside Kennels' Springside Hal and Hylas of Naso. Re-
serve. C. S. McChesney's John. Very high com., J. T. Hyland's Ossin-
ing Boy and Dr. W. W. Seymour's Peter. High com.. J. E. Hodgman's
Dock." Bitches: 1st, Springside Kennels' Springside Nell; 2d, W. C.
Root's Bloom of Kent; 3d, C. Connell's Fan Tan II. Reserve, Fores-
ter Kennels' White Rose. Very high com.. Red House Farm Pointer
Kennels' Bella and Forester Kennels' Forester Lady. — Puppies—
Bitches: 1st, Springside Kennels' Springside Siren; 2d, Red Hcuse
Farm Pointer Kennels' Queen Bee.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, W. Fiske's Glendon.
Bitches: 1st, W. Boyce, Jr.'s Spectre; 2d, J. Lewis's Victress Llewel-
lyn.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Victoria Kennels' The Earl; 2d and 3d, H.
Rape's Critic and Cactus Reserve, H. Northwood's Wordsley Dude-
Very high com., D. J. Peters' Robin Goch and W. W. Kendall's Carle-
ton Hero. Bitches: 1st and 2d, J. Brett's Maid Marion and Flour
of Sulphur; 3d, Mr. Dix's Brownie. Very high com., H. Northwood's
Amy Robsart.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Seminole Ken-
nels' champion Tim and Pride of Patsy. Bitches: 1st, Seminole Ken-
nels' champion Laura B.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Seminole Kennels'
Montauk, Jr., and Tim's Dandy; 3d, J. W. McCormick's Bronze. Re-
serve, W. J. Totten's Exile. Bitches: 1st and reserve, Seminole Ken-
nels' Delphine and Biddy; 2d, Dr. W. Jarvis's Rosamond; 3d, W. J.
Totten's Beauty T.

GORDON SETTERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's
Leo B. Bitches: 1st, Miss S. A . Nickerson's Janet; 2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's
Lady Waverly.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Bliss S. A. Nickerson's Count Noble;
2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duke of Wellington. Bitches: 1st, Highland
Kennels' Highland Yola.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Miss E. A. W'adsworth's
Dick Noble.

FIELD SPANIELS.

—

Challenge—Dogs Cover 281bs.): B. F Lewis's
Newton Abbott Torso; 2d, E. A. Wilson's Bradford Mohawk.— Open—
Black—Dogs (over 281bs.): 1st, R. P. Keasby's Echo. Bitches; 1st,
Castle Point Kennels' Fairy.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge-Dogs (not over 281bs ): 1st and
2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' champion Middy and Red Doc. Bitches:
1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Miss Waggles.

—

Open—Black— bogs (not
over 281bs.); 1st, E. H. Fiske's Jay Kay; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
King Raven, Jr.; 3d, H. B. Field's Brantford Jet Reserve. E. W.
Fiske's Wildfire. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Topsy and Rideau Rhea; 3d, E. A. Wilson's Miss Phyllis. Reserve, E.
W. Fiske's Dame Vernon. Very high com., E. VV. Fiske's Corktown
Cleo and Eugene.

—

Ant Other Color—Dogs (not over 281bs.): 1st,
C. T. Sacket.t's Othello; 2d, E. W. Fiske's Brantford Rufus: 3d, Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Dandy S. Bitches: 1st, E. W. Fiske's Red Niobe;
2d and 3d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Ruth S. and Hamilton Beauty.

—

Puppies—Ant Variett—Bitches: 1st, G. O. Van Epps's Negress.

COLLIES.

—

Challenge -Dogs; 1st, Seminole Kennels' champion
The Squire; 2d, J. P. Morgan's Roslyn Wilkes. Bitches: 1st, L. Stans-
fteld's Highland Floss; 2d, S. P. Morgan's Jakyr Deane.—Open—Dogs:
1st, J. P. Morgan's Sefton Hero; 2d and reserve, Seminole Kennels'
Golddust and Curzon; 3d, H. R. Barry's Christopher June. Very high
com., W. B. Tocher's Cawdor and Al De Ber Collie Kennels' Al De Ber
Archie. Bitches: 1st, J. P. Morgan's Charlton Phyllis; 2d, 3d and com.,
Seminole Kennels' Ormskirk Gipsy Maid, Bertha II. and Sweet Marie.
Reserve, H. R. Barry's Passaic Bess. Very high com., W. B. Tocher s
Carodor Mayflower. High com., L. Stansneld's Highland Rose.

—

Pop-
pies—Dogs: 1st, L. Stansfield's Highland Bobbie. Bitches: 1st, W.
P. Smith's Trefoil Princess.

POODLES.—Black Curly Coated—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Meadowmere
Kennels' Milo and Jumbo. Bitches: 1st, 2d and 3d, Meadowmere's
Dinah, Juno and Jeanne.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Meadowmere's
Jumbo and Jabot. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Meadowmere Kennels' Juno
and Jeanne.—Brown Curly Coated—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Hill Hurst
Kennels' Poobah and Diamant. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Hdl Hurst Ken-
nels' Vivette and Bellone.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Hal Hurst Ken-
nels' Hill Hurst Nap and Hill Hurst Tartuff. Bitclies: 1st, Hill Hurst
Kennels' Hill Hurst Posey.—Corded—Dogs: 1st: Garden Kennels'
Fritz. Bitches: 1st. Dr. S.'G. Dixon's Betsy.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Dogs : 1st. John Congdon's champion
King Lud.—Open—Bitches: 1st, John Congdon's Lady Nan.
BULL-TERRIERS. Challenge—Bitches : 1st. Castle Point Ken-

nels' Kit; 2d, Frank F. Dole's champion Starlight.—Open—Dogs: 1st,
Frank F. Dole's Ted Pritchard; 2d, Castle Point Kennels' Lord Bland-
ford. Bitclt.es; 1st and 2d, Frank K. Dole's Edgewood Gipsy and
Edgewood Esther; 3d, Castle Point Kennels' Nervy. Pupp>ies: 1st,
Castle Point Kennels' Tarquin.

DACHSHUNDS.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, Windrush Kennels' Don Quixote
H. Bitches: 1st, Windrush Kennels' Jessie Victoria

BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st. Hornell-Harmony Kennels
champion Royal Krueger; 2d, B. L. Lewis's Doctor. Bitches: 1st,
Horuell.Harmony Kennels champion Elf.—Open (over 13in.j—Dogs:
1st and 2d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Sherry and Roger W.; 3d,
Standard Kennels' Sport of Rockland. Reserve, Debonair Beagle
Kennels' King Bannerman. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Hornell-Harmony
Kennels' Daisy Corbett and Popsey; 3d and reserve, Debonair Beagle
Kennels' Myrtle tne Mouse ana Helen R.—(Under 13in.)—Dogs: 1st
and 2d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Razzle and Little Wonder. Bitches:
1st and 2d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Evangeline and Dazzle; 3d,
Weeks & Cloud's Actress. Very high com., Debonair Beagle Kennels'
Wee Willie. Puppies: 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Razzle; 2d,
Weeks & Ccoud's Actress.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Smooth Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Clarence Rath-
bone's Beverwyck Punster.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Clarence Rathboue's
Beverwyck Kingpin; 2d, Lansdowne Kennels' Lansdowne Poverino;
3d, Andrew Hopper's Beverwyck Bobbin. Reserve, R. G. Stewart's
Holster. Very high com., A. T. Cochrane's Venio, Jr. High com.
Hallock C. Alvord's Mark Twain and Kennyetta'a Punch, Com. , I* B.

Banks's Blemton Rattler. Bitches: 1st and 3d, Clarence Rathbone's
Beverwyck Punlas and Beverwyck Twinkle; 2d, Lansdowne Kennels'
Lansdowne Trim. Reserve, Phil. H. Donnelly's Ladv Bell.—Puppies—
Dogs: 1st, C. Rathbone's Beverwyck Kingpin: 2d, W. H. Keeler's
Kingson. Bitches: 1st, C. Rathbone's Beverwyck Punlass; 2d, J.
Bennett's Daihty.—Wirk-Haired Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Hillhurst
Kennels' Oakleigh Bruiser.

IRISH TERRIERS, —Challenge—Dogs: 1st, W. F. Kenney's Crib;
2d, H. O'Connor's Galtees.—Open—Bitches: 1st. G. G. Hammlll's Hill-
top Surprise.

SCOTTISH TERRIERS.-Bz'rc/ies: 1st, T. H. Garlick's Glenshea.
SKYE TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, C. A. Shinn's Sir Stafford.—

Open—Dogs; 1st, S. Barr's Sir Thomas. Bitches: 1st, C. A. Shinn's
Princess May; 2d, C. A. Spinx's Lady Stafford.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.

—

Dogs: 1st, J. Foster's Actor; 3d,Pomona
KennelB' Jacks. Bithes: 1st, J. Foster's Lady Nell.

PUGS. — Challenge — Dogs: 1st, Seminole Kennels' Attraction.
Bitches; 1st, Seminole Kennels' champion Midget.—Open—Dogs: 1st,
E. Adams's Medlar, Bitches: 1st and 3d, Seminole Kennels' Cilver Queen
and La Belle Petite; 2d, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bess.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Joe Lewis's
Spring. Bitches: 1st, Joe Lewis's Sprite.—Open—Bitches: 1st, Joe
Lewis's Lady Lee: 2d, E. A. Hall's Rosa,

MISCELLANEOUS.—Under 25lbs.—Prizes withheld.

SELLING CLASS.—$20 or under—1st, J. Luckhurst's Myra. Re-
serve, J. W. IvIcCorinie's Dow (Irish setter).

Specials follow regular awards.

Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Philadelphia Kennel Club claim the dates March 27 to

30 inclusive for their next annual bench show, to be held at
Tattersalls, Philadelphia.
At a meeting of the Keystone Kennel Club, held on Friday,

Jan. 12, it was unanimously resolved to resign from the
American Kennel Club and form an amalgamation with the
Philadelphia Kennel Club by individual application for mem-
bership in that club, which application will be acted upon
at the next meeting of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, held at
the Aldine Hotel on Tuesday, Feb. 12.

At a meeting of tha Philadelphia Kennel Club a resolution
was adopted that application be made by the Philadelphia
Kennel Club for membership in the American Kennel Club.
The secretary was instructed to inclose the treasurer's check
for the $10 admission fee.

It is deemed advisable for the best interest of the dog fan-
ciers of the city of Philadelphia and the promulgation of the
dog shows, that the Keystone and Philadelphia Kennel Clubs
join issues.

The Philadelphia Kennel Club is the oldest organization
of its kind in the country, and has a prestige among dog
men second to none. There being a friendly feeling on the
part of Mi-. Wenderoth and Mr. Mundy, the most influential
members of the Keystone Kennel Club, with the members of
the Philadelphia Kennel Club, it was deemed for the best in-
terest of all concerned that the Keystone Kennel Club should
resign its membership from the American Kennel Club, that
the Philadelphia Kennel Club might have a successful dog
show, and offered the Tattersalls building for the purpose.
The dates claimed for the show being March 27-30 inclusive,
will follow immediately after St. Loxiis and before Boston

,

which will fit in very niceiy for the dogs coming East to Bos-
ton from St. Louis.
A large guarantee fund was subscribed in a very few

minutes at the last meeting of the Philadelphia Kennel Club
and the members were very enthusiastic in their intention
of giving a rattling big dog show on the dates claimed.
The newspapers all sent their representatives to the meet-

ing of the club and have assured the members of their friend-
liest co-operation. The prospects of a most successful show
for Philadelphia, to be the largest in its history, are very
promising. The premium lists announcing the names of
judges and all other matters of interest connected with the
show will be distributed in a very short time.

Dr. George D. B. Darby, Sec'y.

Scotch Terriers.

We were unable to give, in a telegraphic message from
Saratoga, more than just meagre particulars of the sale of
Tiree and Rhudaman, a bit of news which we dropped upoa
on the journey to Saratoga. It seems Mr. Henry Brooks,,
who has done so much to bring forward this game breed,"
has entered into partnership with Mr. Oliver Ames, Jr,, and
uniting their kennels their dogs will still be shown under
the name of Wankie Kennels. It will be remembered that
some time since we alluded to the fact that Mr. Ames had
become a welcome convert to the fancy that is identified
with the Land O'Cakes.
By the purchase of such a good dog as Tiree, both on bench

and as a' sire, together with Rhudaman, the kennel is cre-
ating a monopoly in this breed. Mr. Brooks tells us that
they have a fine litter by Tiree out of Culblean, and two fine
young bitches by Kilroy out of Brunhilda, that we believe
we have spoken favorably of before, and they will make their
debut at New York show. The kennel will show at New
York a very even and strong team with Kilroy, Tiree, Rhud-
aman, Kilcree and Tarn in black brindles and near one type;
Then as brindles they will show Culbeat), Diana, and the
novice Frieda. In all they expect to show 17 terriers, if novice
and puppy classes are made. The old idea which obtained
as a rule in this country that these terriers were mere lap
dogs, is one that cannot be exploded too quickly. The im-
pression arose doubtless from the nondescripts that masque-
raded under the name of Scotch terrier, Yorkshire terrier,

Skye terrier, et al, and their acceptance as pet dogs. The
Scottish terrier is no ladies' lap dog, and would probably
take it as a dire insult to be so thought of, still, as a house
dog and a merry, intelligent dog he can scarcely be sur-
passed; but his true forte is the destruction of varmin. They
are working dogs full of gameness and go and deserve to be-
come popular. Mr. Brooks has made a bench show room in
his kennels that he may better show visitors and others the
good points of the dogs, and also to be able to exhibit them
collectively.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent^

Those who contemplate visiting the field trials in Missis
sippi next month may save themselves a great deal of annoy
ance by engaging accommodations ahead of their arrival.'.

There are signs which indicate that there will be a, pretty-
good attendance, consequently there may be a pressure on the:
hotel and livery accommodations. Every one who owns a
saddle will do wisely to briDg it with him. The average Mis-
sissippi saddle, at least such as is for hire, is a marvelous
combination of awkwardness and dilapidation. The girth
is almost certain to be a composite affair of a misfit buckle,
a torn and worn piece of short leather, and all missing parts
supplied by bits of string. If you haven't a saddle of your
own, it is well wTorth the trouble of borrowing a good one.

The Mascoutah Kennel Club is setting itself at work in
earnest for a successful show. The indications are. that it
will be one of the great events of the year. Then, too, the
boys all like Chicago. It has a glorious climate, a good imi-
tation of a seacoast and more unemployed men than any
other city. It breaks the record in everything.

B. Waters.
909 Security Building, Chicago.
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DOG CHAT.

Banquet of the S. P. and K. C.

The Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club held its first

annual banquet on Thursday evening last at the Com-
mercial Hotel. The guests sat down to the following
"feed" at 11 p. m.

MENU.
Blue Points aux Citron.

Celery. Olives.
POTAGE.

Green Turtle aux Quenelles.
Finger Bolls.

POISSON.
Kennebec Salrocm, Anchovy Sauce.

Potatoes Parisienne.

KNTRKES.
Larded Quail Stuffed, Currant Jelly.

Tenderloin of Beef aux Champignons.
Bice Croquettes, Sauce Maraschino.

HOTI.
Vermont Turkey, Oyster Dressing.

LEGUMES,
Potatoes a la Duchesse.

Asparagas Tips a la Cream. Petit Pois.

DESSERT.
English Plum Pudding, Brandy Sauce.

Assorted Cake. Fruit. Assorted Nuts.
Neapolitan Ice Cream.

Cafe Noir.

The menu card was tastefully arranged; on one side, was
the list of good things to eat and on the other the list of good
thiDgs to hear. Mr. F. W. Taylor was toastmaster and sat
at the head of one long table where the chicken enthusiasts
lived up to the old saying, "Birds of a feather &c." The dog
men, or as oue envious man put it, "the growlers" occupied
another long table, which some of the good chicken men
helped to till also; in all the company numbered about eighty.
Before commencing proceedings the Saratoga Male Quartette,
rendered a "Song of Welcome" in a most acceptable manner.
When cigars- were lighted, Mr. Gaylor spoke about "Our

Initial Show" and outlined the work of the club, what they
had done and what they expected to do. Mr. James Robin-
son, manager of the Woodlawn Park kennels, responded to
the toast of "The Show Room as an Educator." He made a
happy speech and dwelt on the good dogshows did to
the local interest wherever held, and that but for dog shows
the dog would never have reached the high state of perfec-
tion and public estimate it enjoys at present. Mr. W. A.
Fuller then responded for "The Poultry Fraternity," and one
would gather from his remarks that somebody's dog had
been at his chickens some time or other. He objected to the
chicken men being saddled with the expenses of a dog show
and that it was the chicken men who had to go down into
their pockets to pay for dogmen's fun, judges etc. This led

Mr. T. Gould to jump up and remark that if the dogmen did
seem to get the big end of the deal it was only proper, as it is

so much more expensive for them to take their dogs round to
show and it cost them more to get good dogs than it did to

get good chickens.
Mr. F. F. Dole made a happy speech in responding for the

"Dog Fraternity." Among other things he said that the
man who owned a dog must be a good fellow, and one with
a big heart. He said further that next to the time he spent
with his family his happiest hours were those he spent with
his dogs and the dog fanciers. Mr. German Hopkins then
gave us a good song, and H. W. Lacy responded to the toast
of the "Dog Press," remarking that the kennel reporter's
task was not always the pleasantest, that if he did not con-
dole with the "kicker" and meet the views of the oue who
knows it all, he was apt to get hurt where the chicken did.

He assured the company however that professional kennel
writers had no animus or bias whatever, and tried their best
to help the fancy along, and not injure one man's dog to
praise another. He then called upon Major Taylor to help
him out. The latter said that he was not there to make a
speech, but to report what was said by others, and that they
would have what he had to say next week, when it would be
safer probably to express his opinion—at a distance. Mr.
JohnWandell, our host, then spoke for " Our Exhibitors,"
and said what a nice lot of fellows they were. Mr. Robert
Armstrong then responded to the toast of " The Sociability
of the Fraternity" in a witty speech that brought down the
house, especially when he referred to the fanciers of little

America and Great Britain.
Mr. Chas. R. Taylor spoke feelingly in behalf of "The Lady

Fanciers," and remarked that they kept the dogmen from go-
ing to the dogs. Mr. G. Hopkins gave "Our Host" in an
appropriate manner and echoed the sentiments of all present
by saying he was a jolly good fellow. The "parting song,"
rendered by the male quartette was very well rendered but
came too soon. Mr. Hoyt also spoke of the "congeniality of
dogmen" and made a very abie speech especially as this is a
subject that can stand a lot of talking about. The only un-
pleasant feature of this most enjoyable affair was Mr.
Gould's uncalled for attack upon the dog press, his remarks
were so evidently personal that they were received in the
silence they merited. Mr. J. Otis Fellows was called upon
for a few words, and took occasion to thank the dogmen for
their good wishes and the purse of $50 that was subscribed
by his many friends in recognition of his uniform kindness
aud ability as superintendent. All voted the first show of
the S. P. & K. C. a great success and it was a late hour when
the company sought their couches.

Mascoutah Kennel Club Show.
The premium lists of the above club's forthcoming show

are not yet ready for distribution, but the advance proof
we have seen, just before going to press, indicates that

- the club means to have a show this time second to none in
the country. The list of prizes is almost as liberal as that
of the W. K. O, and 213 classes are provided. On the whole,
the list is very fair to all and is one that will be sure to draw
a good entry. Those breeds which have $20 and $10 in chal-
lenge, and $25, $15, $10 and So in open, and $15 aud $10 in puppy
and novice classes are mastiffs, St. Bernards, Great Danes
(excepting that puppy and novice sexes compete together),
greyhounds, pointers, setters, (all breeds, but no novice
classes), collies, (puppy and novice $5 arid $3 aud $10 and $5.)

Fields paniels get $15 and $10 in challenge, and $20, $10, $5 and
medal in open. Considering the small number of field

spaniels that are shown just now this seems waste of money,
rather should the cockers get it, they bring much better
entries. Those breeds getting $15 and $10 in challenge, and
$15, $10 and $5 and medal in open, are bulldogs, bull-terriers,

foxhounds, Russian wolfhounds. The others range from 815
and $10 in challenge classes to $10 and $5, and from $15, $10
and $5 to $10 and $5 in open classes, the different rough ter-

riers getting the smaller allowance. In view of the rapid
strides these breeds have been making lately, and the dis-

tance of Chicago from the best kennels, it would be well to
deal a little more liberally with them. The club would not
lose by it. The club is most liberal with kennel prizes, of $25
in most cases, and $15 to $10 for best single specimens.

i

Other
cash specials are also given by friends. The different
specialty clubs have done well, especially the Mastiff, St.

Bernard and Collie. The Garfield Park cup, value $150, is

up for fox-terriers. As it is early yet the list of specials will
be greatly increased. The entries close Feb. 27, but we are
not aware what the fee will be, and the show will be held in
the old Battery D and Second Reg. Armory. There will not
be any too much room. The club offers a handler's prize of

$100, to the handler showing the largest number of first and
second prize winners, and $25 to the second with same con-
ditions. This is a bid for quality as well. The judges
chosen are: St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, pugs, Blenheim,
King Charles and Prince Charles and ruby spaniels, Miss A.H.
Whitney, Lancacter, Mass. Mastiffs, Great. Danes, bulldogs,
all terriers, Japanese spaniels, Italian greyhounds and
poodles, Mr. James Mortimer, Babylon, L. I. Pointers, Mr.
Jas. L. Anthony, New York. English and Irish setters,
Chesepeake Bays and beagles, Maj. J. M. Taylor, New York.
Gordon setters, bloodhounds, foxhounds, de^rhounds, dachs-
hunds and miscellaneous, Mr. John Davidson, Monroe,
Mich. Field, cocker, Clumber, Irish water spaniels, Jas. F.
Kirk, Toronto, Canada. Russian wolfhounds, deerhounds
and greyhounds, Mr. R. D. Williams, Lexington, Ky.
Collies, Mr. John A. Long, St. Louis, Mo.
This list seems a good one and should create confidence.

Spratts will feed and bench, and Mr. John Read will
superintend. This is a guarantee that the show will be run
properly.

Hard times don't seem to affect our advertisers, they keep
up a steady gait, and they are all genuine "bill" ads. too.

W. K. C. Show.
The committee has decided to make two classes for Boston

terriers, to be known as 139A and 139b, with prizes $15, $10
and $5; a class for Russian wolfhouud puppies to be known
as 34A; dachshund puppies to be known as 144a; wire-haired
fox-terrier bitch puppies to be known as 166A, and Scottish
terrier puppies to be known as 189A. A field trial class for
Gordon setters, to be known as 85A, $15, $10, $5, is also added;
also a puppy class for any breed where such class is not
already made, provided there be not less than five entries.
The following special prizes have been offered since the
premium list went to press: Mr. J. G. K. Duer, president of
the W. K. C , offers $25 each for the best St. Bernard, pointer,
collie and fox-terrier in the show. A friend of the breed
offers $15 each for the best harlequin greatDane dog and bitch.

An April Show.
There is a rumor afloat, of a very substantial nature, that a

combined specialty show will be held in April next in Madi-
son Square Garden, in connection with the proposed Farm-
ers' Implements, etc., exhibition. The breeds to be exhibited
will be collies, spaniels and St. Bernards, and final arrange-
ments are pending. It is thought the clubs will consentto take
the show up, as they assume no risk, the "Farmers" stand-
ing the expense of premiums, etc. Mr. Mortimer is to super-
intend. Mr. Thomas Terry, we believe, is the chief mover in
the affair.

It is not unlikely that a few of the Albany fanciers will get
together soon to hold a show some time this year. Messrs.
Clarence Ratbbone, John Bennett, John Craig, and P. Don-
nelly are the plotters. We trust it will come to something;
there would be a great terrier show with Mr. Rathbone at
the helm.

The Boston Terrier Club have offered two special prizes,
consisting of silver medals, at the coming show of the Mas-
coutah Kennel Club—one for the best dog and the other for
best bitch.

Mr. John Congdon, owner of King Lud, has purchased in
England the noted bull bitch Cadajas.

Pittsburgh Show.
Pittsburgh will have a show, after all, but they will wait

till Sept. 1. At the annual meeting of the Duquesne
Kennel Club held at the Allegheny Athletic Association
club house Jan. 17 the following officers were elected: S.

Lincoln Boegs, President; James O'Hara Denny, Vice-
President; Wm. E. Littell, Secretary-Treasurer; Board of
Governors: John M. Chaplin, John Moorhead, Jr., William
Arrott, Henry M. Breckenridge, Dr. John S. Phillips. The
club has decided to give a show this coming September aud
$2,000 will be hung up for prizes.

Dr. Foote has sold the black and tan terriers Rochelle
Lord and Rochelle Scott, both known on the bench to Mr.
W. A. Scott, New Cumberland, W. Ya. Broomfield Madge
(within one win of championship honors), to H. W. Lincoln,
Brooklyn, N. Y. This nearly cleans the Doctor of this
breed, having only the champions Sultan and Mensbrook
Maiden and two young dogs of their get left. He is in it

strong with wire-hairs now, and will put some of his Brittle
stock down at New Y ork.

The Woodlawn Park Kennels.

Ou Thursday afternoon, at the invitation of Mr. James
Robinson, the manager, a number of visiting dogmen were
driven out to Woodlawn Park Kennels in two large sleighs.

The kenuelsare situated about four miles out of town on the
banks of Saratoga Lake, on what was known as the old
Schuyler estate. In the handsome mansion overlooking the
lake Mr. Robinson is settled, and after thawing out, as the
drive from town was a pretty stiff one in the teeth of a nor'-
easter, we walked down the hill to the kenuels. New ken-
nels are to be built, but at present the dogs are housed in
several cottages and small kennels.
First we came to a batch of make-shift kenuels with small

yards in which were some Irish terrier pups, by Jackanapes.
Adjoining this kennel was another building in which the
cooking apparatus and feeds, &c, were housed and, judging
from appearances, hard times evidently have not struck this

side of the hill. Further on a small cottage, finished in
oiled pine, gave shelter to a mixed lot of young stock. The
small rooms have been divided off by a wire partition into
two compartments. On the ground floor was a corner for
the bull matron, Rock Rose, who is by Rabagas out of
Roseleaf, and whose breeding is therefore Al, going back to
old Duke and others. She is the mother of the wonderful,
litter spoken of in our report, and is heavy in whelp again to
the same dog. Another room is reserved for bitches in
season; another still contained two young bulldogs, the next
room was the quarters of the notable pup family and, for
the information of other breeders, we may say that these
pups get no coddling, the temperature in the room being
about 50

D
, of course they are kept warmer atnight. Inaroom

leading off the verandah were five collie pups, by Word-
mansterne Trefoil, out of Flora Maid, and about twelve
weeks old. One especially looked promising.
Upstairs the rooms were divided in the same way. In one

compartment were three pups by Conrad II. out of Gem.
Another compartment had three promising fox-terrier pups
seven weeks old, by Chief Justice out of Miss Domino, that
was imported for George Raper in 1S92. In another room
was a wire pup by St. Broom out of Jess Frost, five months
old, that stood on good legs and boasts a goad coat; a smooth
bitch pup by Blemton Victor II. out of Maystorm kept him
company. She has good length of head and is promising.
Beyond this cottage was a range of four kennel yards, with
two small kennel buildings dividing each pair of yards.
These are the collie kennels, and some lusty-lookiug collies

by Toronto Wonder bounced out. They have capital coats
and one or two have good heads. The kennel yards run up
the embankment steep enough to suit even a Highland collie.

After a look at the Hilton club cottage, directly on the
shore of the lake, a move was made to the house and after a

I chat and a drink to the health of Mr, and Mrs, Robinson,

we bundled intothe sleighs and behind a pair of Col. Hilton's
prize hackneys it did not take us long to reach the other side
of the city and Woodlawn Park and the Stock Farm. It is
a wonderful place with its 36 miles of handsome roads for
driving. Under the chaperonage of Mr, Donnelly we were
shown some of the handsome hackney stallions and mares
this farm is celebrated for, and saw the handsome chicken
houses and other stock buildings only in the distance. It
was dark when we reached the town again and every one
was delighted with the trip.-

Pointer Importations.
The three pointer bitches that Mr. E. O. Damon is import-

ing come through Spratts Co. They are, as stated, from Mr.
Heywood-Lon^dale's kennels. They are Ightfield Spree, liver
and white, by Prawn out of Guelph; Ightfield Leiger; liver
and white, hy Loveridge out of Kate, aud Ightfield Dove,
white and liver ticked, by Loveridge out of Damask. Mr.
Damon writes that Strideaway is doing good work in Gray's
hands, aud that he will be in good shape for the United States
Trials B next month. He will be shown in New York if he
can get him back in time.

At Craft's great London show, there will be 528 classes
and 245 specials, certainly the biggest thing in dog shows
ever thought of.

The Fanciers' Journal plant was purchased at the sale
Jan. 16, by the Poultry Weekly and will probably be issued
as a monthly.

Mr. Jarrett does not like to miss a show even if he does not
exhibit, so he took a flyer up to Saratoga. He did not go
back empty handed, for he purchased five collies from the
Woodlawn Park Kennels. They are by his old dog Toronto
Wonder and are to be sprung at New York—some of them,
rather. Mr. A. C. Bradbury also bought another one of the
same litter, quite a promising youngster, too. It looks as if

there is going to be some fun at New York and keen compe-
tition. We have never seen so much excitement among the
collie men as to what the other will put down. Mr. Jarrett
also bought for Mr. Hopkins two black and white collie pups
by Red Roland, lOmos. old, and that are well fit to show.
The bull-terrier bitch Matchless he traded to l\ F. Dole for
the foxhound Rosemary, so she strikes the old trail again. Iu
a note from Mr. Jarrett he remarks "I think I had more fun
at Saratoga than at any show I remember," and so say all of
us.

Columbus Show.
Premium lists are. piling in upon the dogmen at a great

rate and the Columbus Fanciers' Club is the next to com-
mand attention. This show will be held Feb. 28 to March 3.

Challenge prizes are $10. In open the prizes are $10 and $5
for the larger breeds, and from spaniels down the rest

including greyhounds, get $8 in challenge and $S and $5 in
open. This is further reduced in the terrier classes to $5
and $3, and even $5 only for first. The will be handlers
piizes of $60 and $40 for the largest number in charge of one
handler. Keunel prizes of $10 will be given by the club and
other specials will be announced later. Entries close. Feb.
20, first day of New York show, with George F. Moqney,
secretary, 276 North High street, Columbus, aud the entrance
fee is $3.

Mr, Edward Booth has sold the smooth-coated St. Bernard
Duke of Alma to Mr. E. J. Hearle of New York city.

Mr. F. F. Dole has sold the bull-terrier Cordonna to Dr.
Huidekoper.

We see that the well-known exhibitor and dealer Fred
Kirby, has been using his hands in a more direct manner
than he generally uses his tougue, and has consequently felt

the strong arm of the law. He pleads non vult.

The poison fiend is on the alert for victims in Essex, Conn.
Last week his record was fifteen well bred "bird" dogs that
died from poison. A reward has been offered for conviction
or information.

Mr. E. K Sperry, of New Haven, president of the Gordon
Setter Field Trial Club and former secretary of theNew Eng-
land Field Trial Club, has been very sick with "grippe" for
the past two weeks, and even now can hardly raise his heid
from the pillow; but a council of physicians recently decided
that his musical voice would again be heard before the blue-
birds and the Bob Whites.—B. B

Pacific Coast Field Trials.

Salinas, Cal., Jan. 20.—[Special t.n Forest awl Stream:]
In the Derby the winner was W. G Kerckkoff's Betsy Mark
by Gath's Mark, Ightfield Sophie; second, A: P. Kerckhoff's
Mercury by Dick Bondhu out of Suulit; C Robinson's black
pointer Red by Old Black Joe and J. M. Bassford's pointer
Adelia by Bismarck and Beulah divided third. All Age
Stake first, H. Y. Payne's Countess Noble second, Kemyer's
Smoky by Tennessee Bob ex Hoosier Bede, and third, Chas.
Studarus"' pointer Clay. Rained all week. Namquoit.
The trials will scarcely be as successful as they have

been. In the first place the weather was bad, rain falling all

week. Then the grounds at Salinas were not found to be
suitable, most of the underbrush having been burnt off in

the fall had left sharp stumps sticking up that would, it was
thought hurt the dogs and for this reason many of the sports
men returned the first night. The main reason however was
that the advertised judges, Messrs. Vandevort of Pasadena,
and Pugh of Bakersfield, did not turn up and their places
could not be filled satisfactorily; there was some friction

evident. But we shall know more about it all when the
report comes in.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB'S WINTER MEET
The Bruuswick Fur Club held their sixth annual winter

meet at Freeport, Me., Jan. 15-20. As a hunt it was not a
success, for scent lay badly, except on Thursday, and the
deep snow and brittle crust made the work of the hounds
difficult iu the extreme. Though a failure as a hunt, it was
a great success in a social way. The attendance was very
large, and the renewing of old friendships and the making of
new ones cannot be but beneficial to the club and bind the
members closer together. Among those present were Messrs.
A. B. P. Kinney, R. D. Buller, O. M. Ball, J. F. Randall, G.
F. Lovett, E. S" Bodwell, H. O. Stanley, F. F. Roberts, G. E.
Hackett, Robert Jordan, E A. Graves. G C. Knight, E. G"
Simpson, W. H. Smith, C. J. Gilman, S. Knight, jr., J. L...

Doolittle, L. P. Huntoon, A. F. Varney, A. G. Hall, A. C.

Heffenger, W. A. Bragdon, Bradford S. Turpin, H. H, Stet-
son, W. B. Stone, H. M. Gragg, J. N. Martin, H. J. Given,,

R. D Perry, E: M. Snow, F. P. Shaw. E. B. Nickerson, L. E.
Conant, F. W. Eddy, A. McDonald, C. P. Ridley, N. Q. Pope,.
A. B. McGregor, E. Barron, Geo. P. Berry, S. D. Pendar, L.
O. Dennison, N. Stewart, E. E. Barker, Geo. N. Drake and
many others.
Twenty-three hounds were present at the meet, and con-

sidering the unfavorable conditions under which theyworked
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they did remarkably well. Clay, Pealer, Steve and Bonnie
are worthy of especial mention. The pack was composed of:

Clay—White Oak Hill Kennels' b. w. &t. dog (Goodman)
STEVE—White Oak Hill Kennels' b. w, t. dog (Goodman).
FLTirr—White Oak Hill Kennels' b. w. & t. bitch (Good

man),
Poland Petworth—White Oak Hill Kennels' w. b. & t.

bitch (Goodman),
Sunt)AID—White Oak Hill Kennels' b. w. &t. bitch (.July),

Pealer—White Oak Hill Kennels' b. &t. dog (July).
Bed Jacket—Robert Jordan's red dog Whitlock (Gold

D"st).
Ben—Li. O. Dennison's b. & w. dog Buckfield-Byron).
Sally—G. P. Berry's b. &t. bitch (native).
DrAMOND—S. D. Pendarsb. & t. dog (native).
Popple—R, D. Perry's b. w. & t. dog (Wild Goose—na

tive).

Hdnter—F. W. Eddv's b. & w. dog (native).
Rover—W. B. Stone's b. & w. dog (native).
Bonnie—L. E. Conant's b. & t. dog (native).
Dick—L. L. Conant's b. & t. dog (native).
Forest Hunter—A. McDonald's b. &w. dog (native)
Li. DA—A. McDonald's b & t. bitch (native).
Geover—A. McDonald's b. & t. dog (Haseltine).
Paddy—N. Stewart's w. b. & t. (English).
Dennis—N. Stewart's b. & t. dog (English—Cook)-
Rock—E. B. Nickerson's w. b & t. (Cook—English).
March—H. J. Given's b. & t. dog (Avent—native).
Golden Rod—W. H. Stetson's b. w. & t. dog (Cook).
The club headquarters wer*3 at the Harraseeket House, an

excellent hotel, where all were well cared for. Tbetablewas
good and the rooms warm and clean. The hounds were ken-
neled in a stable nearby.
The annual meeting was held at the Harraseeket House on

Monday evening. As this was the first meeting of the club
as an incorporated organization, there was a deal of legal red
tape to be observed, and consequently Mr. H. J. Given, who
had been chairman of the first meeting of the associates,
called the meeting to order and Mr. F. E. Roberts acted as
clerk, in place of the president and secretary, both of whom
were present. The election of officers for '94 resulted as fol-
lows:—President, Mr. N. Q. Pope, Poland, Maine; Vice-
Presidents, Mr. L. A. Dennison, Waltham, Mass., Mr.
Harvey J. Given, Brunswick, Maine, Mr. W. R. Dean,
Worcester, Mass; M. F. H., Mr. F. M. Whipple, Newton ville
Mass; Secretary, Mr. Bradford S. Turpin, Dorchester, Mass,
Treasurer, Mr. W. B. Stone, Waltham, Mass; Executive
Committee, Dr. A. C. Heffenger, Portsmouth, N. H., Mr. A,
B. F. Kinnev, Worcester, Mass., Mr. R. D. Perry, Phillipston
Mass., and Mr. S. Knight Jr., Brunswick, Maine.
President Pope having taken the chair, the reports of the

secretary and treasurer were accepted; the latter reported
all bills paid, and .1335.66 in the treasury. Dr. A. C. Heffen-
ger, in reporting for the executive committee, suggested that
at future field trials the entries be divided into two packs,
and that the best of the houndsin these packsbe run together
on the last day of the tri.ds. It, was thoueht that the large
number of entries could be judged better in this way than in
any other. He then offered for criticism and suggestion a
standard for judging American foxhounds and this standard
was referred to theexecutivecommittee. Itwas votedtoapply
for membership in the American Kennel Club, and to refer
to the executive commiitee the project of making an exhibit
of the club's foxhounds at the Boston show. The following
active members were elected:—Mr. W. A. Bragd on, Ports-
mouth, N. H.; Mr. G. W. Pierce, Brattleboro, Vt.;Mr. G. W.
Baker, Cleveland, Ohio; Mr J. F. Randall, Portland, Me.;
Mr. E. B. Mallett Jr., and Mr. F. S. Soule, Freeport, Me : Mr'
R. D. Butler, Millbury, Mass.; Mr. H. M. Grass, Waltham
Mass.; Mr. O. M. Ball, Worcester, Ma«s. The honorary
members elected were: Mr. Wm. L. Thompson, Snn Antonio,
Texas; Mr. F. H. Brown, Waco, Texas, and Editor Turf,
Field and Farm. After adjournment a short time was spent
in story telling and planning for Tuesday's hunt, and then
all sought the comfortable quarters with which the hotel
provided us.

TUESDAY.
At daylight a heavy fog hung over the little town and the

rain fell steadily; but after breakfast the rain ceased and
hasty preparations were made to start for the hunting
grounds. Those who had snowshoes were indeed fortunate"
They could go anywhere with safety; but the man who wTent
out, shod only with the customary footgear of an ordinary
citizen had to confine himself to the beaten paths. If in a
rash moment he left the road, he at once broke through the
crust and floundered about in three feet of snow.
The hounds were divided into two packs. Rover, Forest

Hunter, Red Jacket, Hunter and Bonnie were cast off near
the shore. A fresh track was difficult to find, but finally For-
est Huuter trailed to a start and drove his fox alone'for a
half hour or more. Then Hunter and Rover joined him, and
the three followed well till the fox was shot. Reynard had a
long lead on the pack and used all his arts to throw the
hounds, but in vain. He was finally headed off by Mr. L. O.
Dennison, who thus secured the first trophy of the meet.
Meantime Mr. N Q. Pope's handsome pack of Goodmans

and Julys were doing their best to jump a fox southwest of
the village. Clay, the wiunerof thefield trialsof '92, showed
that he had not forgotten how to hunt, and he was ably sup-
ported by Pealer and Poland Petworth. The others, too,
were busy, but no fox was started, and by noon the sports-
men were back at the Harraseeket.
In the. afternoon an unsuccessful attempt was made to find

a fox near the shore. This trip planned as a hunt, developed
into a sleigh ride, and many miles were covered by the party,
who obtained a fine viewof the icebound coast of Maine; but
not a fox or a track did they discover.
At a club meeting in the evening the executive committee

reported back with approval Dr. Heffengers foxhound stand-
ard, and requested the secretary to send copies to the sports-
men's papers inviting criticism or approval. The proposed
standard reads as follows:
"The American Foxhound: His Type and Standard."
The best type for an all-round American foxhound differs

in many essential points from the English, though the
standard for judging the value of each part of the hound,
with two exceptions should be the same. The American
hound should be a smaller dog and lighter in bone and
muscle if he is to be a runner of endurance with killing
speed. Dogs should not be over 23in. nor under 21, nor
weigh more than fiOlbs,, while bitches should be from 20 to
22in. and weigh not more than 501bs.
A hound scoring 75 per cent, of the points as hereinafter

stated, will outclass at every point in hunting American
game his larger English congener. lu formulating the
American standard the value of the head is reduced from 15
to 10, and general symmetry increased from 5 to 10.
The head (value 10) should be comparatively small, with

the muzzle between 4 and A){w. long, square" and slightly
expanded nostrils. The drops short and well folded in. The
skull may be either domed or rounded, though the latter is
preferable. There should besufficientstop to sive symmetry
to the head. The eyes should be dark brown and the ears
medium or short, low set. and closely pendant.
The neck (value 5) should be slim, though strong, and no

trace of throatiness should exist. It may be straight or
slightly arched on upper surface.
The shoulders (value 10) should be of sufficient length to

give leverage and power, well muscled but with a clean run,
and not too broad. The scapulas should incline toward the
center on top, to give an almond shape.
Chest and back ribs (value 10). The chest should be deep

for luns space, the English standard of 30in. in a 24in. hound
being good, though a shallower chest with well-sprung ribs

gives just as good wind. The back ribs should extend so far
that only a couple of inches of flank exists.
The back and loin (value 10) should be broad, short and

strong, straight or slightly arched. There should be a
straight line from side of back to prominence of hip, to give
proper strength of coupling.
The hindquarters and lower thighs (value 10) should be

strongly mnscled if the, hound is to have speed and endur-
ance. The ham should be nearly straight behind. The
stifles should be low set, but not too much bent. There is
such a thing as having too much muscle in the quarter for
freedom of movement, and in consequence speed is reduced
and grace of movement compromised.
The elbows (value 5) should be set straight, but not too

much in for perfect freedom of motion, for otherwise speed
would be compromised, and the hound would be liable to
sore in shoulder from friction during every long run.
Legs and feet (value 20) are of the utmost importance, for

if they are not of the best they will never hold a hound up
during an all-day run in even a smooth country, while in a
rough one he would soon become a quitter. The legs should
be straight, placed squarely under shoulder, and have plenty
of bone without clumsiness. A slight angle at knee cer-
tainly gives strength to the joint and maintains straight-
ness of leg. Of course the foot should be round, close, cat-
like, not too large, well knuckled and horned, and placed at
right angle to leg.
Color and coat (value 5).—A good hound cannot have a

bad color. Of course, the black, white and tan markings
with the various "pies," are conventional and should be
given the preference, though crossing with the harrier has
made blue mottled and tan markings perfectly legitimate
in the American hound. The coat should be coarse, though
less so than the English.
The stern (value 5) should be of medium length, carried

like a sabre and with good brush. A docked stern should
not disqualify a hound, but simply handicap him in points
according to extent of docking.
Symmetry (value 10).—The form of a hound should be

harmonious throughout, if the highest speed and endurance
is to be obtained, and this is so important that its value has
been double over the English standard. He should show his
blood, quality and hound character in every aspect and
movement.

SUMMARY.
Head 10
Neck 5
Shoulders 10
Chest and back ribs 10
Back and loin 10
Hind quarters and lower thighs 10
Elbows 5
Legs aud feet 20
Color and coat 5
Stern 5
Symmetry 10

Total 100
It was voted that t he field trials should be held during the

week beginning Nov. 5, '91. Mr. G. F. Lovell, Portland,
Maine, was elected a member of the club and the meeting
then ajourned.

WEDNESDAY.
On Wednesday morning the thermometer stood at 12°

above zero, there was no wind, and the sun shone in a cloud
less sky. The cold wave had strengthened the crust in the
open fields, but in the cover snowshoes were still a necessity,
and their possessors were looked upon as particularly lucky
individuals. The day was a severe one for the hounds. Trail-
ing on the icy crust "was difficult, indeed almost impossible;
then, too, their feet were badly cut by the ice, and the course
of many a hound could be traced by blood marks on the
snow. Nevertheless all worked well and did their best, and
the unsatisfactory result of the day's sport was due to the
unfavorable conditions and not to the hounds themselves.
Three packs were out in the morning East of the village

the White Oak Hill Kennels pack, reinforced by Paddy and
Dennis, trailed for three or four miles and finally had to
abandon the track without putting up the fox. While they
were at work Grover, March and Rock were cast off further
east. They at once winded a fox and in a moment he was
runniug; but the hounds followed only with the greatest dif-
ficulty. They were frequently at fault and the pace was so
slow that the chase was little more than a piece of cold trail-
ing. Clay and Pealer joined in the hunt, but the fox was
lost after an hour's work.
A second pack, Rover, Hunter, Bonnie and Dick, was put

to work in the "thousand acre swamp." They, too, had the
good luck to wind a fox, but though they kept him moving
for an hour he finally escaped with ease after amusing him-
self for some time playing like a rabbit.
Linda, Sally, Popple and Diamond tried their fortune at

the Porcupine ledge, but luck was not with them, and a ten-
minute run by Sally was all the amusement they could offer
their masters.
An unsuccessful attempt to jump a fox near the village in

the afternoon completed the hunting for the day.

THURSDAY.
Thursday morning was cloudy. There was no wind aud

the mercury marked 15° above zero. Every one predicted a
snow storm before 12 o'clock, but the clouds broke away and
the day proved to be the best of the week thus far for huut-
ing. The scent lay well on the crust, and rarely does one see
better work on bare ground than was done to day under the
most difficult hunting conditions. For hours the ariving
was furious, and though in the cover the hounds broke
through the crust at every jump, yet they pressed their game
till late in the afternoon despite their sore and bleeding feet.
The work of Pealer, Clay and Bonnie is especially worthy of
mention; for nearly eight hours they drove their game and
then had to be caught off the track.
To-day for the first time all the hunters went to the same

grounds and all the hounds were cast off at the same time at
the foot of the Porcupine Ledge. Hunter, Rover, Sally, Ben,
Dick and Bonnie,, with the hounds of the White Oak Hill
pack, soon jumped three foxes One of these skulked away
without, any of the hounds getting upon his track; but the
others were not so fortunate. One was driven far to the east
and hotly pursued for hours till he went to earth. The other
was driven till late in the afternoon, and was playing in a
strip of woodland when the hounds were caught about sun-
set. The packs were in hearing all day and the fox was
viewed time and again by the hunters, and yet none of them
succeeded in getting a shot. To be sure, he was fired at once,
but only in an unsuccessful attempt to turn him upon an-
other huuter. His escape from death seems little less than
wonderful when one considers that a score of men were lying
in wait for him at every crossing and runway, and others
with snowshoes and sleighs were doing their best to head
him off.

This hunt was justly considered one of the best in which
the club has ever taken part, and those who were present will
not soon forget it.

was found which the hounds could work. The hunt con-
tinued till noon, and then hounds and hunters returned to
the village.
At a business meeting in the afternoon, Mr. D. M. Morris,

Camp Point, 111., and Mr. Joel Hunt, Atlanta, Ga., were
elected honorary members of the club.
Many of the hunters went home on Friday, and by Satur-

day noon all had departed and the winter meet of '94 was a
thing of the past. F. F.

• • • •

The Foxhound Standard.
The standard which the Brunswick Fox Club has arranged,

and on which they invite discussion, is printed in another
column. Before it is adopted finally it will probably need a
little trimming, but the main points are good and we invite
foxhound men to make criticisms or suggest improvements
if any can be made. The Saratoga foxhound men were to
arrange something in the way of a standard at a meeting to
beheld last Friday, at 2.30 P. M., but as our reporter has
made no mention of it as yet, probably the thing fell
through.

• • • •

Mr. S. S. Howland, who is hunting the Annapolis, Md.,
country this winter, has sent to England for twenty couple
more of the best hounds that can be secured.

• • • •

The St. Louis County Coursing Association intend, during
the proposed St. Louis show in March, holding a meeting
with a sixty-four dog stake with a guaranteed "purse value
of $1,000. Ten dollar fees will rule, so that the club will not
have to raise very much themselves. This would be a most
pleasant adjunct to the show.

laclftmg.

Corinthian Y. C. of Baltimore.
The Neptune Boat Club is a very enterprising rowing club of Balti-

more City. It has had among its members a Jarge number who cared
more to handle the tiller than the oar who had been led to attach
themselves to the club because of the very convenient location of its
club-house. These "sailing members" were constantly increasing in
number, and last summer the fleet owned by them numbered more
than a score. While tbe club-house was convenient of aecess, the
anchorage was a. very poor one in a southeast blow, and the several
storms of last August and October damaged more or less every sailing
craft anchored in front of the club-house. Some were completely
wrecked.
This forced the greater portion of these "sailing members" to seek

a better anchorage; and they, together with a number of other yacht
owners have organized the Corinthian Yacht Club of Baltimore. The
club was incorporated November 20. 189-3, and the following officers
have since been elected:
Com., Adelbert Nickel; Vice-Corn., H. F. Dorton; Rear-Coin., P. W.

Hemsley; Sec, H. W. Meredith; Treas., W. E. Heiser; Mea«., E. W.
Graef; Fleet Captain, N. T. Slee; Trustees, W, J. Lord. E. W. Graef,
P. W. Hemsley, N. T. Slee, H. F. Dorton and Thos. J. Brierly.
The club house secured is a brick structure pleasantly located on

the west bank of Stone-House Cove, an arm of the Patapsco, and has
plenty of surrounding ground The water in the ewe is deep and the
anchorage is thoroughly safe in any and all kinds of storms. In addi-
tion to these advantages the club-house can be easily and quickly
reached from the heart of the city by means of an electric railway,
which has a station only three miDutes walk from the grounds.
The yacht, clubs hitherto organized in Baltimore have mostly been

formed by the wealthy, and have never been of the Corinthian order.
They have as a rule increased very slowly in membership after their
first organization. Around about Baltimore, there are a number of
small yachts owned by young men who love the water and take much
pride and pleasure in sailing their own boats. They have never been
gathered into any club for the reason that an amateur sailor is not
attractpd to join clubs whose boats are mostly sailed by hired hands.
The new club, started as a purely Corinthian organization, is just the
thing needed, and, with the advantages possessed, its future is
assured. Indeed it is a fact, taking into consideration that the club
was organized after tbe yachting season had closed and amid a gen-
eral financial panic, that its success thus far has been phenomenal.

Cleveland Y. C.

FRIDAY.
Rain fell during the night, but Friday morning was clear

and still. The thermometer marked 42°, and by noon a
warm wind was blowing from the south which seemed a
foretaste of early spring.
The hounds were cast off on the grounds where we had

such good sport on Thursday. But either the scent did not
lay qv the rain, had washed out ftU the tracks, for no trail

The annual meeting of the Cleveland Y. 0. was held on Jan. 10 in the
new club rooms in the Case Building. A large number was in attend-
ance and the meeting was very enthusiastic. The following directors
were elected to serve three years: J. N. Richardson, John Barth,W. H.
Kolbe, O. W. Luetkemeyer. J. O. Gardner. To serve one year as Meas-
urer, C. R Luetkemeyer; Assistant Measurer, Ernest Junge; Surveyor,
Conrad Krause; Surgeon, Dr. E. F,. Beeman. Tbe following directors
hold over: For two ypars, G W. Gardner, P. W. Rice. W. B. Hunting-
ton, P. P. Wright, E. W Radder; for one year, W. P.'Francis, Luther
Allen, Ed Overbeke, F. G. Overbeke. C. W. Kelly.
Several amendments to the constitution, by-laws and sailing regula-

tions were offered and will be acted on at the next meeting. The re-
port of the secretary-treasurer for 1S93 showed the club to be in a most
flourishing condition.
Immediately after the adjournment of the annual meeting the new

Board of Directors organized aud elected officers and committees for
the ensuing year, as follows: Com.. Geo. W. Gardner; Vice-Corn., W.
R. Huntington; RearCom , F. G. Overbeke; Sec. -Treas., J. O, Gardner;
Regatta Committee—Luther Allen, W. H. Kolbe, W. P. Francis; House
Committee—E. W. Radder, Ed Overbeke, C. W. Kelly. Capt. Wm. S.
Mack was elected to membership in the club.
The members of the club are jubilant over the new club rooms,

which were opened for the first time last Thanksgiving Day The
rooms are finely equipped with a combiLiation billard and pool table,
upright piano, elegant carpets, luxurious chairs and all other neces-
sary furniture for the comfort of the members. Also a large number
of the leading periodicals of the day are on file. The members are
showing a growing appreciation of the efforts of tbe directors and
officers to give them as much as possible that is conducive to the com-
fort of members. It is hoped that the club will be able to raise enough
money to put up the new club house on the lake shore at the foot of
Erie street, the foundation for which was put in last summer.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Com. Caldwell H. Colt, Larchmont Y. 0., owner of the schooner

yacht Dauntless, died on Jan. 81, at the Punta Gorda, Fla.

Mr. Will Fife, Jr., will build from his own designs, a racing 30 rater
for one of the Jamesons, presumably Mr. F. B Jameson, of Dublin.

White Ladye, under charter to Mr. Ogden Goelet, has arrived at
Cannes.

The annual meeting of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet was held at the
Sturtevant House, New York, on Jan. 13, Com. Grant presiding. The
reports for the year were read, showing the club to be in a satisfactory
condition, the new club-house erected this year at Echo Bay having
been fully paid for, and a balance left in the treasury after all ex-
penses of running it had been paid. The membership of the fleet has
reached a total of 80. Some amendments were, made to the constitu-
tion, among them one creating the office of Rear-Commodore. The
following officers were elected: Com., Charles Pi yer; Vice-Cora., R.
T, Clark; Rear-Com., C. M. Connolly; Sec, J. D. Sparkman; Treas.,
O. A. Harriman. Executive Committee: Charles Pryer, R. T. Clark,
J. D. Sparkman, C. A. Harriman, F. S. Grant, H. A. Gouge, Chas.
Chamberlain and W. P. Stephens. Com Pryer, F. B. Jones and W. P.
Stephens, were appointed a committee to prepare a revision of the
racing rules. The fleet adopted a very neat and attractive cap device,
a white button encircled by a wreath of laurelleaves, the white ground
bearing a blue cross with a white star in the center. Largely through
the efforts of Com. Grant, the fleet has been placed on a perrnanen t
basis and installed in a suitable home during the past season, and it
begins the new year under very encouraging auspices. One proposed
feature which is likely to be popular is a scrub race every Saturday
at>ernoon for any small craft, which, may present themselves at the
station.

The Schoodic Y. C, of Calais, Me., held its annual meeting on Jan
9, and electei the following officers: Com., Wiliard H. Pike: Vice-
Corn., H. A Davidson; Stc'y, Louis M. Todd; Treas., Geo. W Hinds:
Meas., Stephen Chambers; Chairman of Regatta Committee, Irving
W. McAllister. The club burgee, adopted in 3893, is a triangular flag,
blue ground, with a red diamond extending one-half way from point
to base, and with a white star in center of the blue. The length of
star to be one-half width on halliard, Fly to one and one-half times
hoist.
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SCARECROW SAIL PLAN.

THE FIN-KEEL SCARECROW.
The little fin-keel which was first described in the Forest and Stream

of Nov. 24, 1892, has proved by far the most popular design which we
have ever published, and a number of boats were built last year and

have given general satisfaction to their owners. Beside the original

Scarecrow for Mr. C. J. Stevens, Mr. Ayers, then at Bay Ridge but

since then' located at Nyack, New York, built two of the 18ft size and

two 15ft. of a slightly different model, also from a design by Mr. W. P
Stephens, designer of the original; the St. Lawrence Skiff, Canoe and

Steam Launch Co. of Clayton, built eight in all, of both sizes, one of

the smaller size forming a conspicuous feature of the Company s ex-

hibit at Chicago; while a number were built by amateurs. Most of

them were intended for cruising and general sailing only, but in Eng-

land the design was reduced to 16ft. l.w.l. to make 0 5 rating, by Mr.

Wm J Hodge, the builder, of Dartmouth, and a very light and hand-

some little racer was built from the lines for Capt. Henry E Bayly

and Mr G. A. Passingham ; Picaroon, as she was Darned, making a

very good record in her class about Plymouth and Dartmouth.

Various arrangements of fins and heavy boards, and several rigs,

have been tried on the different boats; but the sail plan and fin origm-

allv designed by Mr. Stevens is to all appearances the best combination

for speed, and we illustrate them in preference to any others. As
stated when the design was originally published, the peculiar sail plan

was designed by Mr. C. J. Stevens after a long experience in canoeing,

and the design for the hull to fit this plan was made by Mr. W. P.

Stephens, while various details of the boat were worked out m com-

P
^The end in view was a fairly fast boat under a moderate sail plan, to

carry two men and all cruising duffle, or to carry four or five persons

in ordinary sailing, the boat to be used about New York for short

cruises and day sailing. This purpose she has fulfilled admirably dur-

ing the past year, being in constant use about the Lower Bay, her

anchorage being at the New York C. C. station, off Bensonhurst, and

at times making runs through the Gate and into the Sound as far as

Norwalk and Oyster Bay. With a crew of two, three or four, she has

proved fast, able and comfortable, while easily handled by one man.

The sail area, just over 300sq. ft., has proved about right for such

work- but for racing the boat will easily carry some 50ft. more.

In the case of some boats built from the design a mistake has been

made as to their power and intended use, and they have been over-

canvassed and overcrowded, as though they were Cape cats in dimen-

sions- as much as 450sq. ft. being disposed of in mainsail and jib, while

the ballast and live weight have put the centerboard trunk fairly under

water flooding the cockpit. It is hardly necessary to say that when
abused in this way the design has not proved a success; but to all those

who understand the capabilities of a model, and who desire a boat for

sruising, afternoon sailing or even racing in certain classes, the Scare-

crow can hardly be improved upon, so far as general excellence at a
moderate cost is concerned.
The lines here given appeared with the first description of the boat,

on Nov. 24, 1892, but as this number has been for some time out of

print, while the demand for it continues, we are obliged to republish

them, reserving until next week the construction drawings and de-

scription of fin and method of building. The hull itself is closely

allied to many light draft designs before published, and is equally well

adapted for a common centerboard and a small amount of inside

ballast, instead of the fin; the sail plan of course being reduced in

proportion. One of the 18ft. size built by Mr. Ayers, had instead of

the fin a heavy centerboard, of OOOlbs., carrying a yawl rig of 318ft.:

178 in main, 75 in jib and 65 in mizen. Another had a plate board of

about 1751bs., with a yawl ' rig of 290ft., but with some 5001bs. of lead

cast to fit inside. The smaller size, 15ft. 4J^in. l.w.l., would answer
well with a plate of lOOlbs., and 175sq. ft. of sail, a moderate amount
of inside ballast being required when sailing alone, the weight being
made up at other times by extra passengers or cruising equipment.
The interior of the hull may be divided to suit the taste and uses of

the owner, but the arrangement shown, of a watertight and self-drain-

ing well, has proved very satisfactory, while the tight bulkheads are
essential to safety in a ballasted boat. For some purposes the water-
tight floor may be dispensed with, the ordinary floor boards on the ribs

being used, giving a greater depth inside and more room for stowage,
and for accommodating the largest possible number in afternoon sail-

ing and smooth water this arrangement will be the best, provided the
centerboard trunk is built higher, as the hull will easily bear an extra
immersion under such circumstances that would submerge the low
trunk shown in the drawings.
In the original Scarecrow the well is narrower than here shown, but

2ft. 9in., but of the same length and oval at the ends. A deck hatch is

placed just forward and another just aft of the well, giving access to

each compartment, the hatches being made flush, to match the deck
planking. In the construction plan a different and better arrange-
ment will be shown, the bent oak coaming extending sufficiently far

over the deck, both forward and aft, to admit of the hatches being
placed within it, where they are better protected from spray, while
they do not mar the appearance of the bright deck.
The original design, of 18ft. l.w.l., was made to a scale of lj^in. to

the foot, but as a smaller boat may be equally well built from the
same lines, all dimensions were taken off, including the second table

of offsets, with a scale of l^in. to the foot, an odd division, but which
gave a very good size, a littie over 15fc. l.w.l. We may explain again
here, in answer to a question that is frequently asked concerning the
drawings in the Forest and Stream, that the original designs, usually
from 24 to 42in. long, and on various scales, J^in., %in., lin., l^in. or 2in.,

are each reduced by photography to make the largest possible repro-

duction that our page will admit of, 14in. extreme length, In nearly

every case this involves an odd scale, and the usual fractional scales of

the draftsman will not fit; but as the proper scale for the drawing is

given with it, this is of little moment, and in addition, we endeavor to

give all dimensions so fully that there is little need of measuring the
drawings.
At the same time, any desired scale may be used on the reduced

drawing as published; for instance, a scale of J^in. applied to the
present design as printed will give a length of 27ft. lOin. over all, 20ft.

l.w.l. and 6ft. lj^in. beam, while a scale of %in. would give a waterline

of but 13ft. 6in. The design is capable of expansion or reduction to

any size within the limits of 20 or 21ft. l.w.l. down to 12ft., and by the

use of the scales mentioned, or of special scales made by dividing the
waterline in any desired number of parts, a boat of any size may be
built from it. The tables of offsets are for the two sizes, 18ft. and
15ft. 4^in., but similar tables may be taken off from the body plan on
the appropriate scale for the desired size of boat.

The dimensions and elements are as follows:

DIMENSIONS AND ELEMENTS.

(The small figures indicate eighths of an inch.)

15ft. 4^in. l.w.l. 18ft. l.w.l.

FT. IN. , FT. IN.

Length over all 21 46 25

L.W.L 15 4* 18

Overhang, bow 2 l 6 2 6

stern 2 10* 4 6

Beam, extreme 4 86 5 6

L.W.L 4 33 5

Freeboard, least 103

Sheer, bow H 1 11
stern & 5

Draft, without board or fin 75 9

Round of deck 4^ 5

Displacement, pounds 1150 1833

per inch immersion, pounds 256 342

Area, midship section, sq. ft 2.07 2.80

lateral plane 7.37 10.00

L.W.L. plane 47.33 64.26

Fore end of L.W.L. to-
midship section 9.00 10.50

C.B 8.35 9.72

C.L.R 7.80 9.09

The fin of Scarecrow is of %in. Tobin bronze plate, the actual weight
being 2471bs., while the estimated weight of the lead bulb is 4001bs. To
these weights must be added 121bs., the weight of a flanged casting

bolted to the upper side of the fin to support it in the trunk, a total of

6601bs. The slot was made the full length of the well, as a matter of
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SCARECROW Midship Section.

TABLE OF OFFSETS—15FT. 4}£EN. BOAT.

Stations spaced 1ft. B%m. Waterlines spaced 2%in. Buttock lines
spaced % of extreme beam. Diagonals as in body plan.

Half-Breadths.

8
0

A

Waterlines. Diagonals.

Stat

"3

Deck. No.

6

No -.5 No.

4

LWL
No. 3.

No. 2. No. it No. 1. No. 2.

II 2 5 2 5 0i 01 01

I 1 2» 3 46 03

6«

5' 3

0 2 I s 11 5 2' 1 0' 9i

1 4 a 2 1 41 1 0« ll'i 91 6« 2i 1 66 1 2i

2 2* 1 10^ 1 8= 1 6 i 46 1 2' 1 03 81 1 11 = 1 54

3 13 1 9* 1 W 1 102 1 91 1 78 1 52 1 I s 61 2 33 1 V

4 0< t 8= 2 2 2 2 0* 1 Hi 1 9i 1 56 113 2 6 1 94

5 0» i 73 2 3=> 2 8 2 2' 2 13 1 11« 1 9 1 3* 8 1 106

6 1 66 2 2 3' 2 3i 2 25 2 12 1 10' 1 6i 2 8* 1 Hi

7 1 63 42 41 2 3* 2 3 2 I* 1 114 1 6° 2 96 1 lis

ft'
0i 1 6= 2 4 2 3' 2 3i> 2 25 2 I 2 1 11 1 53 2 92 1 10'

9 0« 1 61 2 3 2 2' 2 p i 1* 1 11' 1 8a 1 I s 2 8 1 10
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TABLE OE OFFSETS—18FT. BOAT.

Stations spaced 1ft. 6in. Waterlines spaced 3in. Buttock lines

spaced y8 of extreme beam. Diagonals as in body plan.

Heights. Half-Breadths.

Waterlines.

LWL
No. 3.

trunk coming up to a high floor, bas certain structural advantages
apart from the lifting of 'the fin, and where space low down is not a
requisite, it may well be followed in place of the usual plan, of secur-
ing tbe fin by angle bars entirely ou'side the hull. There is an element
of weakness in the trunk and slot and the cutting of thp keel ; but on
the other hand, while the same construction is carried out safely every
day in center-board boats, and presents no special difficulties, it offers
less strain and leverage on the floors and keel than if the fin be bolted
directly to the latter. In the present case the fin plate extends up to
the top of the trunk, the trunk being well braced by two half bulk-
heads on each side, as will be explained later, and the leverage on the
keel is materially lessened, as nearly a foot depth of tbeplate is housed
in the trunk as compared with some 3in. or less embraced by the
angle plates. If the trunk is properly constructed, this method may
safely be depended on, and may be used even where it is not desired to
lift the fin. In this case, the strength may be materially increased by
two or more bolts, similar to that of a common centerboard, through
the sides of the trunk and the fin, one at each end and one in the
middle, and as low down as practicable. With such a construction,
the fin may be shored up in the water and the hull lowered down over
it, or floated over it at high tide, the bolts being then inserted and set
up ; and the fin may at any time be dropped in shoal water in the
same way.
The sail plan of Scarecrow is a marked departure from the boom

and gaff mainsail found on all American sail boats, and is the result of
an extended course of evolution carried out on canoe sails by Mr.
Stevens since 1884, beginning with the old square-headed balance lug,
peaking the yard higher in each new sail, and finally, on the advice of
Mr. Wilson, of Wilson & Griffin, the yacht sailmakers. abandoning the
battens just as they were coming into use in yachting after a long
trial by canoeists. The mainsail was illustrated in the Forest and
Stream of April 19, 1888, the details being the same in this new and
larger sail, except for the battens.
Like the sails then described, those for Scarecrow were made by Mr.

F. M. Wilson, of Port Jefferson, Long Island, and being well made
originally and very carefully tended in use, they have been a suc-
cess in every way. The rig here shown, a mainsail and jib, was tried
by Mr. Stevens on a canoe several years since, but was abandoned
because the room in a canoe is so limited that the crew and the main
boom were constantly in each other's way. No such difficulty exists
in the new and larger boat, and the canoe rig, of main and mizen, has
been discarded for the sailing boat rig of mainsail and jib. The sails
are made of a special grade of light cotton, selected after many trials.

The spars are hollow, made by Mr. C. K Young, of Bridgeport, Conn.,
who also made a very neat outfit of blocks for the boat, the boxwood
canoe blocks being too light and the best of the regular yacht blocks
too clumsy and heavy.
The chainplates for the main shrouds and runners are of Tobin

bronze, % in. thick, the traveler is of % in. round Tobin bronze. The
standing rigging is of phosphor bronze wire rope, 3-16 in. in diameter
for main shrouds and forestay and J^in. for runners. A special
light turnbuckle was made for the shrouds, one on each side. The
main boom is fi 1 ted with a light broDze jaw, neatly leathered, with a
tack line to hold the boom down. The heel of the yard is fitted with a
similar jaw. On the yard are two cheek-blocks, and on the masthead
are two similar blocks. On deck at pach side of the mast are three
blocks, rope stropped and lashed to brass screweyes; one on each side
of main halyards, one on each side for quarterlies, one to starboard
for jib halyards and one to port for a special heel rope for the yard.
The main halyard is one long line of English linen cord, the bight

passing around the mast from forward aft, the two ends being rove
each through its cheek-block on the yard, and then over the sheave of
its mast block and down to its leading block on deck. In the bight is

a knot which keeps the middle of the halyard always near the yard.
The two ends are taken in hand together and the yard hauled up
nearly to place, then one end is belayed and the yard set up hard by
the other. When the sail is reefed, the heel rope comes in to hold the
yard firmly in to the mast in its lowered position.
The jib halyard block is spliced into an eye in the end of the halyard

and a loop is then made around the hounds of the mast, with a light
lashing to hold it in place. The loose end of the halyard is then rove
through the block on the head of the jib, and then through t he block
in the halyard and down to the leading block on deck, The jib sheets
are led well aft, their position having been shifted several times from
forward aft, and with a gain each time. With the area shown, no
bowsprit is required, the tack of the jib merely leading to the stem-
head, but any increase of area would probably call for a short bow-
sprit.

This rig, which is very similar to the lug sail used on all small racing
boats in England, differing mainly in the mode of setting, the lug
being hoisted with a single halyard and a hook and traveler on the
mast. The double halyard, jamming the mast and yard tight
together m its bight, helps to support both spars better than when the
yard hangs loose from the traveler. The rig has the advantage of
light weight of spars and also of a low center of effort, and with the
spars properly proportioned to their work the sail sits very well. Mr.
Young's spars are'noted for their strength and lightness,' and in this
case he has taken special pains to secure both qualities. W. P. S.

[concluded nest week].

* Transom.

All measurements to outside of plank. Small figures are eighths

of an inch.

convenience and also to allow of a little variation in the position of the

fin; but on trial it proved that the weight, with the fin as far forward
as possible, was a little aft; the boat, with a crew of three in their

proper places, going slightly by the stern. As an experiment, a weight
of lOOlbs. of lead was stowed close by the heel of the mast, and this

brought her to the proper fore and aft trim, while the position of the

fin, as regards the lateral resistance, proved just about correct. Al-

though there was no need of this extra lead, so far as carrying sail

went, the general result was so satisfactory that it was left m her
through the season, no alterations being made in the weight of the

bulb. In the full-size sections of tbe bulb, which we shall give next
week, the form has been slightly altered to throw the center of weight
further forward, while this weight has been increased to 440lbs (giving

2751bs. for the smaller size). Tbe estimated weight of a J4io. plate of

Tobin bronze for the larger size is 2421bs., and of 3-16 plate for the

smaller size, 130.51bs.

The intention was to rig the fin so as to be easily lifted, using a pair

of sheer legs stepped on or beside the trunk, and a small differential

block. The block was secured and carried as ballast, but no attempt
was made to hoist the fin during the whole season, a»d save for con-

venience of shipping and unshipping, it was practically a fixture. By
means of such a block and sheer legs, a fin of 600 or 700 might be
readily lifted for beaching or on any special occasion, but with any-
thing heavier the whole appurtenance should be solidly built into

the hull.

It is announced that Valkyrie has been placed in dock at Brooklyn,,
New York, and she will undergo some preparation for the early
American regattas. We understand that the object is not so much
to test Valkyrie's capabilities against the American yachts as it is to
familiarize her crew with the general surroundings of American yacht
1 acing, including also its social amenities, which are vastly different
from anything of the kind in this country. The first effect of tbe
polite attentions of American citizens on a simple-minded crew unused
to ' attentions" of any kind is said to be quite overpowering. If this
is tbe case, it is very necessary that they should become inured and
hardened in this pleasant side of American yachting. With regard to
the America Cup, matters rest pretty much the same as they did at
the conclusion of the last races. No challenge will be given this year,
but if all goes well, two English noblemen will assoi iate in issuing
challenge for races in August or September, 1895.

—

Field.

Rornola, steam yacht, n6e Catarina. ex San Peur, will leave New
York for England, in charge of Capt. Hammond, late of the Lady
Nell.

%Htwetng.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membersliip, signal, etc., of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Korkst and Stream their addresses, wnth logs of cruises,

maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

0 be done than is accomplished at present, it should be for and not by
he executive
Before entering on a discussion of the faults which prevent the

grqwth of the A. C. A., it would be well to be agreed as to what those
faults are. Mr. Holden seems to lay the blame principally upon the
ladies' camp and the racing contingent; but I think if he reconsiders
the subject it may occur to him that the lack of interest in racing is

due to the laziness of the general-purpose-built-by-himself canoeman,
rather than to the activity of the individuals who spend money and
time in perfecting and using the racers.
This is demonstrated by the fact that at the Brophy's Point meet a

race for cruisers and open canoes, for which the ban dsomeat prize of
any was offered and in which the conditions were made for the espe-
cial purpose of keeping out the racing men, was only entered for by
seven or eight canoes, or at least that number was all that started.
The conditions of the race were published in the Forest and Stream
and in the Year Book, so that no member can plead ignorance of
them.
The paddling race for single paddles, also for a special prize, was

even more poorly contested; and it was found that the most interest
centered in the races where known racing men, such as Messrs. Butler,
Archbald and others of the ilk, contested with the most perfect appli-
ances that could be procured

If the larger class of canoeists represented by Mr. Holden want to
remedy this state of affairs all they have to do is to attend the meet,
and if in their opinion the present racing regulations do not suit them
1 am sure any reasonable suggestions will be considered by the
regatta committee.
Now just a word as to the other cause assigned by Mr. Holden and

other correspondents for the decline of interest, to wit—the ladies'
camp.
There is. no doubt, a certain contingent of A. C. A. men who object

to Squaw Point, but in my own experience of Association meets, which
bas been intensive rather than extensive, I have been unable to see
why this feeling exists, and I am sure if the general opinion of the
members could be ascertained the majority would be found in favor
of continuing what has been, in their opinion, one of the pleasantest
features of the meet. Last year—1893—the dance and camp-fire may
have been overdone, though that should be attributed rather to the
excess of hospitality of the home club than to the existence of Squaw
Point. No doubt the 1893 meet bad its faults, but for Mr. Holden's
information I may say that the hotel, a frame structure containing
eight bedrooms and nothing else, was remote from the site of most
of the camp-fires and that the dancing platform was roofed in by the
canopy of heaven. The gpneral mess, without which tbe general camp
would suffer more than Squaw Point, was, to say the least, not a
scrupulous affair, and was regarded by a great many members as an
educator in the right direction, inasmuch as it promoted a tendency
to private messes as being more satisfactory and less expensive.
The suggestion as to an A. C. A. publication has b en dealt with by

you, and I think an analysis of the financial report of the last two
years will show the absurdity of such a proposition, while the maps
and charts may be set down in the same category as racing; it

remains with the members themselves to remedy the evil.

But we may all agree with Mr. Holden that the advance of the A. C.
A. is not what it should be, and he is quite right in starting a discus-
sion relative to the cause of its retarded growth. The suggestion I
would offer is that this matter can be dealt with by the canoe clubs
better than by individual members, and as an instance of what can be
done I would like to tell you about our own chiR, the Cataraqui.
Formed of old and enthusiastic A. C. A. men, of whom the city con-

tained only three or four, it was made a leading principle that the
A. C. A. must be considered of as much importance as the club itself,

aud to that end it was arranged that unless a member signified his
wish to the contrary, his first annual subscription or initia ion fee of
§2 is paid by the club purser to the A. C. A. as his initiation fee to the
A. C. A., the club getting no money from a member during his first

year. The second year his fee is still $2, but St is sent to the A. C. A.
and the balance retained for the club funds. In consequence of this

practice the Cataraquis are not very rich, but they have a goodly
A. O. A. representation.
This example might be followed, with modifications, by almost every

club, and when the fees are larger it will be all the easier. In this
way the clubs, as such, will have a direct interest in the Association,
and we may expect to see a livelier interest taken in such races as
the club sailing and club four paddling. More than that, if there was a
real rivalry between clubs, the racing board might see their way clear
to putting on other races, such as the war canoe, tug of war, etc.,

hich will test the strength of the canoeist real and proper, and in

hich the "camp dude" will not have a place.
It seems to me that what we want is an increased membership, and

from it will result any changes that are necessary for the good of the
Association. Let us have some more suggestions as to how to secure
that enlargement. R. Easton Burns.

Western Canoe Association.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

The midwinter meeting of tbe executive committee of the Western
Canoe Association was held on Jan. 13 at the Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee,
at 2 30 P. M. Com. Woodruff, Vice-Corn. Huntington and Sec-Treas.

Gardner were present, and Mr. P. A. Mettling was represented by Mr.
N. H.'Cook. An invitation had been extended to all the members of the
W. C."A. by the Mahn-a-Wauk Canoe Cl"b of Milwaukee to attend a
banquet at the Hotel Pfister on Saturday evening, given in honor of
the meeting and the visiting canoeists.

Previous to calling the meeting of the executive committee to order
an informal meeting of all the members of the W. C. A, who were
present to attend the banquet, about thirty-five, was held to discuss

the best location for the 1894 camp. Of course Ballast was suggested,
as all the members who have ever been at Ballast, are in love with the

place and are anxious to see the meet there every year. But the pre-
ponderance of favor was for some point in Wisconsin, preferrably on
one of the lakes near Madison, and it was recommended to the com-
mittee that thev select Picnic Point, on Lake Mendota. A general dis-

cussion of the matter of allowing the standing rig for class B canoes
as also agitated and the committee was requested to take some

action.
All but the members of the executive committee then withdrew and

Com. Woodruff called tbe committee to order. The minutes of the

last meeting were read and approved and the treasurer's report was
read and accepted. After further discession as to the merits of other
places it was moved by Mr. Gardner and seconded by Mr. Huntington
that the 1894 meet be held at Picnic Point, Lake Mendota. The motion
was carried. After consulting the almanac, to insure a full moon at

the time of the meet, it was decided to hold the meet from July 7 to 21

inclusive.
A motion was made by Mr. Cook to change Rule 1 to read, "Class 3,

paddling length not over 16ft., beam not under 26in., depth as above
not under 9in." The motion was seconded by Mr. Huntington and
carried.
The following races were recommeded by the regatta committee

and accepted:
1. Paddling, class 3; one-half mile.

2. Paddling, class 4 ; one-half mile, record event.

3. Hurry-scurry; run 25yds., swim 25yds.. paddle 25yds., turn canoe
completely over and paddle 25yds. to a finish.

4. Sailing and paddling, classes A and B; one and one-half miles, sail

first half mile, paddle second and sail third; record event.

5. Sailing for Gardner cup, free for all classes; best two heats in

three, each heat to be two turns of the course, or three miles; record
event.

6. Sailing for the W. C. A. trophy, classes A and B; best two heats
in three, each heat to be two turns of the course, or three miles;

record event.
7. Sailing for Wentworth cup, class C; best two heats in three, each

heat to be two turns of tbe course, or three miles.

8. Sailing, cruising canoes only ; 3 miles.

9. Sailing (passenger race), free for all classes; 3 miles.

10. Consolation race.

The discussion of the standing rig was then taken up and fully con-
sidered, but a motion to allow it was lost by three to one, as follows:

Ayes, Huntington; nays Woodruff, Cook and Gardner, A motion to

adjourn was carried.
The banquet in the evening was a most magnificent affair and was

thoroughly enjoyed by all who were present.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division: H. W. Fleischmann, Philadelphia, Pa.

Reforming the A. C. A.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In the Forest and Stream of Jan. 13 Mr. J. T. Holden asks for a dis-

cussion of the question as to "what the A. C, A. is doing or is going to

do for its members," and then proceeds to set forth certain statements
which are partly true and to make certain suggestions which are for
the most part not feasible.

To my mind, the question should be put in another way—What are
its members going to do for the A. C. A.? In an association which is

supported by an annual subscription of $1, and in which the office-

holders do a large amount of work and take a good deal of abuse foi

At the same time the method of construction shown, with a tight nothing but love of the sport, it seems to me that if anything more is

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The annual meeting of the Hartford C. C. was held on Jan. 16. The

old officers were re-elected, with the exception of F. B Lewis, Secre-

tary, and G. D. Wright, of the executive committee. The officers for

the ensuing year, who also compose the executive committee, are:

Pres., Dr. Geo. L Parmele; Com., John D. Parker; Sec, Lincoln S.

Hickmott; Treas., William B. Davidson; Member-at-Large, J. W.
Danforth. A new office was created to accommodate the growing
needs of the club, Reginald Birney being elected Vice-Corn. The
various reports were read and accepted. The committee in charge of

tbe annual dinner announced that it would take place on Feb. 24. A
war canoe has been ordered of Robertson, of Auburndale, Mass. It

will be 25ft. long and will accommodate from 10 to 15 men, and is

expected to prove a source of much enjoyment.
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Jerseymen at the Targets.

The weekly shoot at Armbruster's Park on Saturday of last week
brought together a large number of local shooters. The fact that tbe

50 shot match between Hansen and Plaisted was to be shot off was
no doubt the loadstone that drew many to the park. The match, how-
ever, was a disappointment in more ways than one. Barney Watther
was the instigator of tbe contest and was supposed to back Mr. Hansen
in the contest for such sum as the opposing side felt disposed to put
up. But when the time came to open the match the shoemaker was
not there, and the consequence was that the match was shot off for

simply the expense of the targets. Hansen showed up well and put up
a good score, but his opponent, Plaisted, shot as though he had an
acute attack of fever and ague. Some wag, in explaining Plaisted's

remarkably poor exhibition, remarked that it was probably caused by
his disappointment at not being allowed to get a slice of that shoe fac-

tory in Grand street. Scores, 50 shots:
Hansen 21 22 20 23 21 21 10 20 23 23-204

24 22 2a 22 25 24 22 18 24 5- 208
23 24 25 20 20 25 24 21 21 24—227
23 19 24 23 21 22 24 21 21 23—221
22 19 20 22 81 23 25 19 20 25—216—1076

Plaisted 23 17 21 22 20 20 16 23 22 18-202
18 17 18 20 22 17 22 22 23 20—199
19 19 23 22 15 15 15 20 22 17—187
20 23 20 22 11 16 20 19 20 24—195
20 17 16 22 20 21 18 17 17 20—191— 974

The other riflemen who were present to witness the match between
HanBen and PJaisted indulged in a sweepstake shoot of fifty shots.

The men engaged in the contest were H. Mahlenbrock of tbe Hudson
Club, Messrs. J. Hughes and O J. Boyce of the Excelsior Club and
Collins, Chavant, C. Boag and Scheeline of the Greenville Club. The
weather was fine and the atmosphere of a springlike temperature. Of
the seven men engaeed in the fifty-shot sweep Chavant made the
highe=t total, 1,040. C Boag was second with 988, Scheeline third with
940. Boyce retired on bis tbird score. Scores:

C Scheeline 194 167 197 189 199- 947

Collins 168 206 ISO 183 171— 908

Chavant 212 205 205 225 1 93-10 10

Mahlenbrock .156 195 197 182 171— 901

C Boag 186 196 203 204 199— 988

Huges. *.'..'.
I*.'.'..'. 188 160 166 162 216- 892

Boyce 176 200 w

Gallery Contests of the Harlem R. C. for 1893.

There were two competitions; one for cash prizes and one for two
gold team medals. Conditions: For the gold medals: Competitors
were divided into two teams. All those members who had won medals
in 1892 constituting the first team, all others making up the second
team. Shooting every Friday throughout, the year, 50 shots, five 10 shot
scores, no re-entries. The member making the 40 highest 50 shot
scores during the year to be the winner of the first, team medal. The
member of the second team making the 40 bightest 50 shot scores in

that team to receive the second team medal. For the cash prizes:

Shooting every Tuesday and Friday. Only one, the highest 10 shot
score of every shooting day to count. The 50 best scores made during
the year to count for all prizes. Prizes ranging from $20 for first

down. The winners of the team medals were: J. A Boyken first. E.

W. Busby second. Chas. Hutch, winner of the firs j prize in the other
competition made a number of fine scores as the following will show:
C Hutch 250 249 249 249 249 249 249 248 348 248

248 248 248 247 247 247 217 247 247 247
247 247 247 246 246 246 246 246 246 246
246 246 216 246 246 246 245 345 245 245
246 245 245 245 .245 245 245 245 244 244

J A Boyken 250 248 348 248 247 247 247 247 247 247
247- 247 246 246 246 246 246 246 246 246
246 246 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245
245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 244
244 244 244 244 244 244 244 243 243 243

E W Busby 245 245 245 244 244 244 244 244 244 243
243 243 243 243 242 242 243 242 242 242
242 241 241 241 241 241 241 241 241 241
240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240
240 249 239 239 239 239 239 239 239 239

Shooting ,22cal., short ammunition, range 75ft., target 25 J$n, rings,

possible score 250; bullseye lM>in., center %in. J. A. Botken, Sec'y.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinkati, Jan. 14.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its regu-
lar practice shoot at its range to-day, at 200yds. off-hand Standard
target:
Gindele 10 9 7 8 10 10 10 8 10 8-90

897 10 88899 9-85
7 10 97 10 8699 8-83

Louis 10 98676 10 95 6—76676779 10 78 4-719677856 10 8 5-71
Payne

9

7 8 10 9 10 7 8 5 7—809788 10 9999 5-83
68 10 686 10 69 10-79

Brumback

3

6 5 8 6 9 10 7 10 7—718476769 10 6 8-71
768 10 10 6989 8—81

Wellinger

8

6 9 8 7 7 6 9 10 7—77
10 69987477 7—7487699 eO 694 8—77

Hake

7

10 6977554 5-65458876963 8—6487634 10 744 5-61
Drube

9

10 9 10 6 5 6 10 5 9-796767 10 7897 9—7687799775 10 7—76
Puthoff 4 6 8 7 6 4 4 10 2 10-61583564947 3—52956656440 8—53

Port Chester Rifles.

The following scores were shot at Port Chester, N. Y., Jan. 6,

200yds., standard target:
Rudd 6 10 10 696766 10- 76677779588 8— 72—148
Hess 10 4 6 9 7 10 5 7 10 6- 744655996898— 69—143
McNeil 8 5 10 0 4 6 4 5 7 3— 52

79 10 687567 5— 70—122
Boeger 4 4 6 7 8 4 5 5 5 3— 518476763 10 8 4— 63—114
McQuilken 7 3 9 9 5 0 0 5 9 4— 50

5 5 4 6 0 10 5 5 5 0— 45— 95
Lvon 3 5 4 4 3 5 5 8 6 5— 48
Smith 10 23 14 15 19 14 17 24 19 23—186

23 24 17 15 17 20 24 15 31 18—194-1
* German ring target.

New York Schuetzen Corps.
The practice shoot of the New York City Corps on the gallery

ranges of the Zettler Bros, on Friday night of last week brought to-

gether two teams of six men each. Capt. R. Busse through the aid of
these meetings is geeting his men into good shooting trim for the
interclub shoot which takes place on the 7th of next month. Scores,
10 shots, possible 250:

Capt Kuhlman 229
E Busse 239
H Witte 241
J Facklam 238
OUrnstein 231

H Wendelken 222

No 1. No.2. No.l. No.2
,..229 218 CaptRadloff 233 231
..239 238 CG Zettler 242 239
..241 241 H Munz

229

230
..238 238 CRehm

235

239
...231 221 IFGerdes

210

222
220 OTJehlein 236 238

1376 1385 1399

Greenville Rifle Club.

At the weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Club, held on Friday
night, 15 members were present to participate for the club prizes. M.
Dorrler, C. Scheeline and ex-Captain Robidoux had a close race for
first position in the night's competition. Messrs. Dorrler and Schee-
line tied with 242, with Robidoux only one point behind with 241.

Scores: Dorrler 242, Scheeline 242, Robidoux 241, Purkess 238, Collins
236. C. Boag 235, Chavant 233, J. Boag 229, Plaisted 222, Huelsen 217,
Agneau 213, Graff 213, Hill 208, E. Wuestner 187, F. Wuestner 185.

A Rochester Club.

The idea of having a rifle range in the city was first suggested by
Charles H. McChesney, George A. Loder and E. P. Reed. Quarters
were secured in the basement of Reynolds' Arcade, used years ago as
an old bowling alley by John Hobenstein. The object of the club is

recreation and practice. Among the crack shots of the club are Dr.
Ottway, Dr. Mallory and Daniel W. Piatt. Dr. Ottway recently made
a score of 163 out of 165. The club meets on Monday, Tuesday,
Friday and Saturday evenings. The members are divided into teams
and a shooting master elected for each. Henry W. Mathews is the
general shooting master, all of the work being under his direct super-
vision. The officers of tbe club are: C. H. McChesney, Pres.; Cba*.
Quick, Vice-Pres.; S. B. Williams, Treas.; H. H. Chapman, Sec'y.
Executive Committee—G. A. Loder, E. P. Reed and W. H. Lewis.

Zettler Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Zettler Club on Tuesday night was
lightly attended, only nine members participating. Fred. Ross was in

good form, winning the champion medal on the score of 247, also
making the highest score for the night, 248, for the' best 10-shot score
in the series of 50 shots. Scores:
Champion medal: F. C. Ross 247, H. <Holges 245, Gus. Nowak 243, B.

Zettler 242, C. G. Zettler 242, H. D. Muller 241, M. B. Engel 239, Louis
Flach 239, Plaisted 236.

Best 10-shot score, 5 entries: F. C. Ross 248, H. Holges 247, L. Flach
247, M. B. Engel 248, H. D. Muller 245, Gus. Nowak 244, B. Zettler 243,

C. G. Zettler 243.
'

Our Own Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Our Own Club, of Hoboken, on Wed-
nesday night of last week, developed some good scores. Captain
Hencken set the pace for his members by putting up the good score of
240 points. Should the Hudson County League be organized, the Our
Own Club will be in position to enter a team that will make a good
showing for championship honors. Scores: Capt. H, D. Hencken 240,

A. Malz 238, J. H. Kruse 237, W. F. Dilger«34,W. Bohncke 231, A. Moser
224, D. Page 219, H. Schulz 218, J. Offeu 204.

Schlicbt Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Schlieht Club, on Jan. 15, was well
patronized, eighteen members participating. The winners of the class
medals were as follows: Geo. Doer, champion medal; E. O. Brellen-
thine. first class; Aug. Meyer, second class; Geo. Richert, third class.

Scores: Geo. Schlicbt 241, Geo. Doer 233, E O. Bellenthine 226, Aug.
Meyer 226, Geo. Lautenberger 224. Wm. Schlieht 333, Geo. Richert 322,

Ch. Meyer 215, S. Graver 213, F. Lambrix 212, H. Harder 205, C. Stan-
nett 265, J. Dedrick 205, L. Doer 204, J. Schlieht 204, A. Dubline 201,

Geo. Goehrig 153, J. Graver 150.

Excelsior Rifle Club.
The Excelsior Club resumed its weekly gallery shooting on Tuesday

night. Many of the members are behind in their scores and will be
compelled to hustle during the balance of the season in order to get
their full quota of scores recorded. Scores:
C Thomas 233 229 237 231 233 J Hughes 223 234 224 227 ...

J Speicher 226 233 W J Hennessey .341 246
L P Hansen. . . .241 236 235 241 243 L A Ryer ,236 229

New York Central Corps.
Eighteen members of the New York Central Schuetzen Corps

assembled in the Zettler Bros, gallery on Friday night for gallery
practice. This was the first appearance of many of the members in
the gallery this season, and naturally they are a little out of form.
Scores: Schmitt 242, Zimmerman 241, Roster 236, Fickin 231, Dux 230,

Jorden 230. Schroder 229, Reitzersner 229, Muller 239, Schneweiss 224,

Pletz 222, Berckmann 218, Miersce 216, Eisenhardt 214, Gennich 211,
Richard 204, Richter 197.

Port Chester,

Port Chester, Jan. 20.—The following scores were shot to-day at
this place, German ring target, 200yds., off-hand:
Rudd 207 201—408 McNeil 164 175—339
Hess 192 201—393 Eoeger 133 146—279
Bell 189 186-375 Vermilye 98 119-217
Bachmann 192 153—345 McQuilken 84 68—152

Miller Rifle Club.
At the weekly shoot of the Miller Club, on Wednesday night, the fol-

lowing appended scores were shot by the members present, 10 shots,
possible 250: A. Meyns 242, E. Fisher 241, Schlieht 240, Sohl 238, Wild
227, Dewey 216, Vanderheyden 216, Miller 236, Meyer 228.

The Palisade Rifle Club.
The Palisade Rifle Club had its practice shoot at George Schlicht's

gallery on Jan. 14. The following scores were made: George Dorr 241,
Frank Miller 232, Fred Esperer 330, Rob Glasser 223, Adolph Ahles 222,
Max Zeller 220.Willie Ahles 208, Henry Rose 207, Chas. Hamberger 201,
Fred Krobatsch 227.

Empire Rifle Club.
The following scores were mad* by the Empire Rifle Club Jan. 16:

W. Rosenbaum 245, B. Zahn 241. L. Buss 235, H Zettler 234, C. Zet-
tler 231, W. G. Maisenholder 231, VV. Buss 129.

RIFLE NOTES.
The Miller Rifle Club will hold its annual election on Feb. 7. It is

1

reported that Capt. E. Fisher declines a re-election.

The Excelsior and Greenville clubs have made arrangements to
shoot off a series of home and home gallery team matches. The first
match will be shot on the Excelsior range on Feb. 15.

Chas. C. Wissel says he is ready to put up a forfeit for a match be-
tween Ross and DorrJer. Let some of those partisans who are look-
ing for the Dorrler end of the match go out and visit Mr. Wissel and
bring this matter to a head.

Hansen and Plaisted will come together again in another 50-shot
match on Saturday, Feb. 3, when it is expected that the conditions
will be such as to draw out the shooting ability of both men.
The many friends of that old-time galleryman, James Conlin, will be

pleased to learn that he is still in tne business. His new stand is well
located for the uptown trade.

C. H. Chavant, of the Greenville Club, has signified a r"esire to shoot
a match with Wm. Weber, of the Excelsior Club, 50 shots, on some
Saturday afternoon in February. Will some member of the Excelsior
Club call Mr. Weber's attention to this matter before Chavant's ardor
has time to congeal?

The weekly gallery shooting of the New York Rifle Club this winter
seems to hare generated quite an interest among its members. We
should be pleased to see this club regain the prominent position in
shooting affairs that it held back in the '70s.

C. G. Zettler is known among his friends as having a streak of
"Extra Dry" in his nature, and at times is prone lo uncork himsplf
for the benefit of those who may be in his presence. He relates that
last week while at work at his bench stocking a rifle, an old acquaint-
ance, and a rifle crank withal, droppei in, when the following conver-
sation took place: "Hello, Zett !" "Hello, old man; how's things? 1 '

'Oh, pretty fair." "What you doing? Making new stock?" "Yes."
"Well, that's a nice piece of wood. Looks though it would hold pretty
good when you get through with it, and that reminds me; I had an
idea of late that my stock didn't quite fit me, so I shortened it one-
sixteenth of an inch, and do you know it improved my scores wonder
fully."

Flemington Gun Club.
Flemington, N. J., Jan. 13.—Inclosed find scores made at the weekly

shoot of the Flemington Gun Club. This shoot should have been held
yesterday, but owing to the cold and windy weather it was postponed
until to-day. All shooting was as heretofore, 3 traps, unknown
angles, under A. S. A. rules. Owing to the cold weather the turnout
was small. Scores follow:
No. 1, 20 singles:

Schrape. . .llOJOOlllOlllOlOlOll—13 Reading . ..11010010110111111100—13
Moore 11100110011110110110—13 Schafer. . ..01110111111000111100—13
No. 2, 10 singles:

Schafer 0111111011—8 La Rue 1100110111—7
Simmons 0000000001—1 Moore 0110010101—5
Reamer 1110010100—5 J Herr 0000001110—3
BHerr 0001100010—3 G Large 100101W. —3

R.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
Feb. 13-15.—Reading Shooting Association tournament; two days

targets, one day live birds, at Three-Mile House, Shillington, Pa.
Feb. 15.—Springfield Gun Club tournament, at Flourtown, Pa.
Feb. 22.—White Plains (N Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Feb. 22.—Targets and birds at Dexter Park, Long Island. Trapper

Mills's day.
Feb. 22.—First tournament of the Eastern New York Trap-Shooter's

League, season of 1894, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club
of Albany, N. Y. H. A. Kratz, Sec'y.
Feb. 22-25.—Cumberland Gun Club jubilee, live birds and targets, at

Lowell, Ind.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers1 Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 24 27 —Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 22-25.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11 16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association,
June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, annual

tournament, at Tacoma, Wash.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June (third week).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The annual meeting of the Erie Gun Club was held at its headquar

ters, 352 Van Brunt street, Jan. 8. Owing the illness of several of the
members, the attendance was not as large as usual. Treasurer C.
Plate reported that there was a balance of nearly $70 on hand, and
that the club was in a good financial condition. Secretary C. H.
Luhrssen announced that there were 25 members in good standing,
that 12 shoots had been held during the past year, with an average
attendance of 14. The winners were as follows: Class A, C. Plate,
with 48 out of 49 in best seven shoots. Class B, H Janskowsky andWm Lair tied with the same score. In Class C, Captain Lynch won.
The election of officers for the ensuing season was then held, and the
following were re-elected: President, F. Greff; Vice President, Henry
Dohrmann; Secretary, C. H. Luhrssen; Treasurer, C. Plate; Committee
on Handicaps—C. Plate and H. Dohrmann. C. Plate, C. H. Luhrssen
and W. Lair were appointed a committee to form a new set of rules
and by-laws. A handsome gold-headed cane was presented to C. H.
Luhrssen by G. Schufeld, one of the club members. After the meet-
ing the members adjourned and partook of the annual club dinner, to
which ample justice was done. It was at an early hour that the mem-
bers dispersed.

The annual meeting of the Syracuse, N. Y., Gun Club was held on
Jan. 9, at Becker's gun store, East Fayette street. The following
officers and committees were elected for the ensuing year: President,
Harvey McMurchy; First Vice-President, Willis A. Uolden: Second
Vice-President, George A. Mann; Secretary, A. C. Ginty; Treasurer.
Willard Hookway; Executive Committee, Cbarles A. Mowry, Wiilard
Hookway, George A. Mann; Field Captain. Charles A. Mowry; Lieu-
tenant, George A. Mann. The initiation fee was reduced to $3, with
monthly dues of 25 cents, to be paid in advance. The weekly shooting
day will hereafter be Saturday, instead of Tuesday, shooting to begin
at 2 o'clock. The price of birds was also reduced to 1 cent each, and a
general invitation is extended to all marksmen to take part in all
weekly contests. The grounds of the Syracuse Gun Club are most
conveniently situated near the city, and the changes in the rules should
materially increase the membership, and thereby make the organiza-
tion one of the most prominent of its kind in central New York,
especially as it is proposed to award three medals and divide the
marksmen into three classes Applications for membership will be
received by the secretary of the club, A. C. Ginty, No. 215 South
Salina street.

The annual meeting of the Jeannette Jagd Club was held at their
headquarters, 205 West street, on Jan. 13, and the following officers
elected: President, C. F. Offerman; Vice-President, J. Vagt; Record-
ing Secretary, A.J. Christin; Financial Secretary, L. Lehing; Treas-
urer, C. N. Brunie; Hunting Master, C. Boesch. The club will hold a
live bird shoot on the third Friday of each month at Guttenberg, N. J.
There are 45 active members, among whom are included some fine
rifle shots as well as many expert wing shots. H. W. Cordts, who for
15 years held the position of president of tne club, declined re-election
on account of sickness. The meeting passed him a vote of thanks for
his past services, and the members hope to see him with the boys
again at an early date. After the meeting the club enjoyed a fine
lunch and had a jolly time.

The Union Gun Club, of Springfield, N. J., held its annual meeting
on Jan. 9 and elected the following officers: Pres., Dr. T. J. Jackson:
Vice-Pres., L. T. Terry; Sec'y, Albert A. Sickley; Treas.-Manager,
Enoch T>. Miller. It was resolved to donate $30 as prizes for 1894

;

$5 for best average, $3 for second average and $2 for third average in
each class, A, B and C. Members must take part in seven shoots in
order to qualify for a prize, i he club also decided to enter a team in
the New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League tournament for 1894. The
opening club shoot for 1894 will be held on the club grounds at
Springfield on Jan. 25, beginning at 1 P. M.

The board of governors of the Maplewood Gun Club have completed
arrangements for the shoots of the club during the year. Medals will
be shot for by each of the three classes on the second Saturday of
each month, and at the end of the year the medals will become the
property of the members winning the most times. A silver cup will
also be provided to be shot for by members on the faurth Saturday of
each month. This shoot is conducted on a handicap system, so that
all members can share in it. The member making the highest average
out of any six shoots will be the winner of the cup at the end of tbe
year.

On Thursday, Jan. 4, the Unknown Gun Club held its annual meet-
ing at its headquarters, 715 Myrtle avenue, Brooklyn, and elected the
following officers: H. Koebel, President; L. A. Vroome, Vice-Presi-
dent; 0. C. Munch, Secretary; H. Van Staden, Treasurer. For the
$100 prize badge, purchased by the club, I. Hyde and E. A. Vroome
tied with a score of 74 out of a possible B4 pigeons. This year the club
will adopt Hurlingham rules with five traps, the traps to be be sprung
unknown to the marksmen. The prize for the r>est record this year
will be a diamond badge. There will be as usual cash prizes for win-
ners at each regular shoot.

At a recent meeting the New York German Club elected the follow-
ing officers: Pres.. August Schmitt: Vice-Pres, Peter Garns, Jr.;
Sec'y, John Steuernagle; Treas., J. P. Dannefelser; Capt., Frederick
Sauter. At the same time Messrs. Frazer and Pye wrere elected to
membership. A clause in the constitution requires all meetings to ue
conducted in German. Messrs. Frazer and Pye are unacquainted with
the tongue of the fatherland, and as a result could not understand
what was being said. It is likely chat Mr. Frazer will offer an amend-
ment at a future meeting to change the constitution so that the meet-
ings will hereafter be conducted in English.

A rod and gun club has been formed in Salamanca, N. Y., for the
purpose of providing better hunting and fishing in that vicinity and to
enforce the game laws. A constitution and by-laws were adopted.
The officers are: President, Bert Buckley; Vice-President, C. R. Gib-
son; Secretary, Chas. A. Fish; Treasurer, Ed Kingsley; Executive Com-
mittee—Dr. J. G. Smith, Dr. F. C. Beals, H. E. Crandall, Ed Christie.

At the January medal shoot of the Logan Rod and Gun Club, held at
Wayne Junction, each man shot at 30 targets, the scores being; Deery
20, Milligau 18, Mayfield 16, Morrison 15, W. Morris 14, J. B. Morris 14
Smithcourse 14, McGeady 13, Kear 11, Jasper 11. Dennen 11, Cooley 10
Martin 10, Richardson 8, Boyd 8, Howell 8, Mumford 6, Cody 6.
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Red Bank., N. J., Jan. 19.—The Riverside Gun Club held its monthly
pigeon shoot this afternoon. The birds were a capital lot of fivers,
and the weather was delightful. The opening contest, the club shoot
at 7 birds, was won by Isaac Budd and Edward M. Cooper, with 7
each; Edmund W. Throckmorton, E. Garnsey and Albert Ivins,
scored 6 each; John Bergan, M. E. Cornwell and Tenbrock Davis, 5
each, and James Cooper, Jr., 4. Two miss-and-out sweeps, 11 entries
in each, were won by Edward Cooper, Budd and W. Joline, who
divided the money with 5 birds, and Jophia Van Dyke, who scored 3.

Hamilton, Ont., Jan. 17.—The Ontario Trap Shooters' and Game
Protective Association was organized here this evening. Representa-
tives were present from Oshawa, Loudon, Toronto, Hamilton and
other places. President Norris was in the chair. He expressed the
objects of the association as being primarily the encouragement of
trap shooting and the protection of game in Ontario. The meeting
adopted a constitution and by-laws, and also a series of rules to
govern the contest for the trophy presented by the Mail.

f Columbia, Pa., Jan. 18.—A shooting match at live pigeons was held
on Chickies Hill, on Wednesday afternoon. The first match of nine
birds was won by George Hoffman and John Broom, who divided first

money. Dr. W. G. Taylor second. The second match of nine birds
was won by Dr. W. G. Taylor, who killed nine straight birds. George
Hoffman and John Broom got second money. A shooting match for
a purse of $200 will be held at Hambrights to-day. A number of
Columbians are in it.

Windsor, Ont., Jan. 16.—The Windsor Keystone Gun Club held its

annual meeting last night and elected the following officers: Pres.,
W. C. Cates; Vice-Pres., M. Cowan; Sec'y, George McNally; Treas.,
R. Bangham; Oapt., J. E. Purser. The Directors are D. G. Revell, R.
B. Ford, G. A Goodman. The club passed resolutions asking the
Ontario Game Warden to have the law regarding the killing of quail
and partridge changed, so that the time be limited to the months of
Nov. 15 to Dec. 15, to prevent the slaughter of the birds.

Altoona, Pa., Jan. 22.—At the annual election of officers held on
Saturday, Jan. 20, the members of the Altoona Rod and Gun Club
chose the following gentlemen to act in their respective capacities for
the year 1894: President, G. T. Bell; Vice-President, J. R. Eustace;
Secretary and Financial Secretary, Edward Banks; Treasurer, J. F.
EflUts; Directors: Dr. W. Y. Levengood, Prof. G. G. Zeth, W. K. Bell,

Ed. Kottman, J. K. Roush, Ferdinand Bender; Captain, W. G. ("Bill";)

Clark. We were organized on March 4 last and now have a roll of just
over 100 members. Edward Banks, Secretary.

After twenty-one years of active existence the Fountain Gun Club
shows up as compact and prosperous as ever, and the statements of
affairs made by the president and secretary at the annual election and
dinner on Jan. 8 were of the most roseate hue. Fourteen new mem-
bers were received, and as most of them were young men, fresh
activities may be looked for from the infusion of new blood. The
officers elected for 1894 were Abel Cook, President ; W. R. Brikie, Vice-
President; John Carney, Secretary.

Mr. H. W. Brown, formerly of Syracuse, but now a resident of Bing-
ham! on, is trying to enthuse a love for trap shooting into the residents
of the latter town, and on May 8 and 9 will hold a target tournament
at that place. If he succeeds in securing a sufficient number of live
pigeons he will extend the shoot to the 10th. The programme will

include a merchandise event each day, and there may possibly be
arranged an open to all 5-man team shoot with a fat added purse. The
shoot will be held on grounds within five minutes' walk of the depot,
and are reached by electric cars.

The Bergen County, (N. J.,) Game Protective Association, has put
40 pairs of hare, 50 pairs of rabbits, aud has 60 quails ready to
liberate as the weather is right. At the annal meeting of the Danbury
(Conn.) Shooting Club, the following officers were elected: Charles
M. Small, Pres.; A. Harkness, Vice-Pres.; O. H. Miller, Sec'y; D.
Adams, Treas. Directors: Everet Hunt, H. Mausfield, William
Richardson, D. Jennings.

The Ellieott City (Md.) Gun Club, has been duly organized and held
its initial shoot Jan. 20. Pres., E. A. Talbott; Vice-Pres., Dr. M. G.
Sykes; Secy, Dr. S. J. Fort; Treas., A. Hardinge. The club starts
with fifteen active members, have adopted the Standard Keystone
traps, the Empire target and the American Shooting Association rules.

The regular shooting day is- Wednesday of each week, and all

visiting knights of the trigger will be made welcome.

At the annual meeting of the West Jersey Gun Club, of Camden,
the following officers were elected lor the ensuing year: President,
Hon. R. T. Miller; Vice-President, S. Fred Hall; treasurer, Joseph R.
Ridgway; Secretary, Theodore Hubbs; Assistant Secretary, J. S. R.
Cassady; Captain, George F. Moore; Vice-Captain, John W. Chalmers;
Trustees, Thomas C. Haines, H. H. Vorhees, H. S. Freuch, John W.
Chalmers, H. S. Thompson.

The annual meeting of the Somerville (N. J.) Qun Club was held
Thursday evening, Jan. 2, at the Somerset. The following officers

were elected: President, E. R. Voorhees; Vice-President, George
Schenck; Secretary, E.P.Dickey; Treasurer, Jacob Shurts; Captain,
W. D. Dilts; Directors, C. Van Arsdale, W. Roekafellow. This club is

in good standing financially, has no bills outstanding, and there is

money in the treasury.

Beginning with February the South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J.,

will run open to all sweepstakes on their grounds on the third Satur-
day of eacb month. These sweepstakes will be optional so far as the
entries are concerned, that is, those who desire to pay the sweep entry
and shoot for a share of the money may do so, while those who do not
consider themselves skillful enough to compete against the field may
shoot for the price of the targets.

The Springfield Gun Club, of Flourtown, Pa., will hold an open-to-all
tournament on Feb. 15. The programme will comprise three 10-target
events, known angles, $i entry; two 15-target events, unknown angles.

$1.50 entry; two 20-target events, known angles, $2 entry; 5 pairs, fi
entry; 25 targets, known angles, $'2.50 entry; 50 targets, known angles,
$5 entry. Take train at Twelfth and Market streets, or Broadband
Market streets, Philadelphia, for Chestunt Hill, where carriages will

be waiting.

The Standard Gun Club of Baltimore shot at Acton's Park on Jan.
16. In the first event at 50 targets, 15 at known angles, 15 at unknown
angles, 10 at known traps and unknown angles and 5 pairs, Baughruan
broke 39, Hawkins 38, Clements 37, Franklin 37, Tracy 35, Rice 31, Starr
38, Jones 81, Dixon 31, Johns 30. Lupus 28, King 27 and Buckbee&U In
a 10-target sweep the scores were, Baughman 10, Lupus 9, Clements 9,

King 7, Buckbee 7, Tracey 7, Starr 7, Dixon 6, Jones 6, Hawkins 6,

Johns 5.

Mr. W. H. Skinner, of the Forehand Arms Company, who is now in
the South, is sending in orders for the new hammerless with consid-
erable regularity despite the hard times. The Forehand hammerless
is a good gun, combining hard shooting with ingenious mechanism,
and sells at a price that puts it within the reach of all. A new grade
recently put upon the market sells for $35.

Mr. John Watson has issued a card of the open shoots which he will

give at Watson's Park, Burnside, in the first quarter of 1894. It is as
follows; Feb. 3 and 15, live birds; 10th, targets; 23d, live birds and
targets; March 3 and 15, live birds; 8th and 24th, targets. The shoot-
ing will begin at 10 o'clock A. M. on Feb. 22, on other days at 1 o'clock
P. M.

At the annual meeting of the Tacoma Rifle and Gun Club the follow-
ing officers were elected: James M. Bell, President; Dr, F. F. Smith,
Vice-President; Jos. Burwell, Secretary-Treasurer. The annual tour-
nament of the Sportsmen's Associat ion of the Northwest will be held
in this city on June 14, 15 and 16. This club will not do any shooting
before March 1.

A rod and gun club has been formed in Salamanca, N. Y., for the
purpose of providing better hunting and fishing in that vicinity and to
enforce the game-laws. A constitution aud by-laws have been
adopted. The officers are: Pres., Bert Buckley; Vice-Pres -

, C. R.
Gibson; Sec'y, Charles A. Fish; Treas., Edward Kinsley. Dr. J. G.
Smith, Dr. F. C. Beals, H. E. Crandall and Edward Christie, are the
Executive Committee.

There will be a 50-target match shot on the grounds of the Hillside
Gun Club, at Chestnut" Hill, Pa., on Feb. 22, beginning at 2 P. M
Entry $5, including price of targets, rapid-fire, from 5 traps; if twelve
entries three moneys, and for each four entries above twelve one
money will be added. Coaches will meet trains at Wyndmoor station.
Sweeps before and after big shoot.

In two sweepstakes at 5 live pigeons each, shot at the New York
Hotel, Patehogue, on Jan. 15, the scores were: Event No. 1—Stellen-
werf 5, R. E. Bishop 4, S. Boddy 3, Tucket 2. Event No. 2—Stellenwerf
5, Midmer 4, N. Ackerley 4, W. Tooker 3, J Smith 3, S. Boddy 3, H.
Hawkins 3. Mr. Stellenwerf, who is proprietor of the Bayport House,
stands ready to meet all comers at either live birds or targets.

At the annual meeting of the Perth Amboy (N. J.) Gun Club, held
on Tuesday, Jan. 2, the following officers were elected: President,
Geo. W. Eggert; Vice-President, Charles Palmer; Secretary, James L.
Tooker, Jr.; Treasurer, Samuel Hall; Board of Directors, Spencer
Dayton, Samuel Hall, Herbert Dayton, William F. Hartmann; James
II. Glenn,

The New London (Conn.) Gun Club Friday, Jan. 5, chose these
officers: President, George C. Strong; Vice-President, George B.Prest;
Secretary, William Higgins; Treasurer, Tvler B. Earl; Executive Com-
mittee, J. H. Ames. Frank F. Wetherell and Charles B. Field. George
C. Strong and George Prest were made a committee to draw up reso-
lutions to the memory of the late Col. Ames.
On the grounds of the Union Hill Gun Club on Jan. 17, a match took

place between J. Waltman and H. Lange against J. Weir and J.
Mankin, each man shooting at 10 live birds. The result: Waltman 1,
Lange 7; totals. Weir 3, Maukin 4; total 7. In a 10 bird race between
J. Woolmington and Frank Hall for $50 a side, Hall won by killing 10
to Woolmington's 9.

That $1,000 cash guaranteed by the Interstate Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association for their grand American handicap should draw
a big field of entries on April 4-6. Remember that the rises will be
rom 25 to 33yds., and the boundary 50vds. Secretary Justus von Len-
gerke, 8 Murray street, New York, 'or E. E. Shaner, 122 Diamond Mar-
ket, Pittsburgh, Pa., are ready to receive entries.

Suggestion has been made in regard to forming a club among the
commuters of the Newr Haven Railroad. It is proposed to get some
suitable ground between, say. Mount Vernon and Portchester, erect a
comfortable club house aud provide means for shotgun practice on
Saturday afternoons. "Amateur," Box 92, N. Y. P. O., has charge of
the movement.
At the annual n eeting of the West End Gun Club of Albany, N. Y.,

held Jan. 9, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
Chas. A. Beekford, President; Otto A. Miller, Vice-President; Henry
A. Kratz, Secretary; Louis J. Lyons, Treasurer; John B. Sanders,
John W. Porter, Robert Shafer, Directors; Wm. J. Reineck, Captain.

At the annual business meeting of the Pansy Gun Club of this city,
held Tuesday evening, Jan. 10, the following were elected officers for
the ensuing year: Col. Chas. V. Hester, President; Howard Mver,
Vice-President; W. Scott Smith, Secretary; Joseph M. Schaffer, Treas-
urer; J. A. Cable, Captain; A. H. Van Buren, Jos. M. Schaffer and W.
Scott Smith, Directors.

The newly organized Pavonia Gunning Club, of Stockton, N. J., is
officered as follows: Pre- ident, C. L. Dietz; Vice-President, Robert
Shaal; Secretary, Jos Schofelder; Treasurer, Charles Irie. The club
has bought the paraphernalia of the now defunct Lincoln Gunning
Club.

At the last meeting of the Endeavor Gun Club, of Jersey City, N. J.,
the following officers were elected: Pres., Z. P. Fletcher, M. D.; Vice-
Pres., Frank Post; Sec'y, E Hollister; Treas., C. W. McPeek; Capt.,
A. R. Strader. Directors: J. A. Creveling, I. McPeek, J. D. Polhamus.
At the annual meeting of the Le Roy (N. Y.) Gun Club, held in S. D.

Gilbert's office, Jan. 10. The following officers were elected: Presi-
dent, S. D. Gilbert; Vice-President, S. P. Hooker: Secretary, Thomas
Heaman; Treasurer, Joseph Weigel; Storekeeper, Wm. Heaman. •

At a meeting of the South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., the fol-
lowing officers were elected: R, H. Breintnall, Pres.; W. R. Hobart,
Sec'y-Treas. ; I. H. Terrill, Manager. The above with E, L. Phillips
and Abb Whitehead constitute the governing committee.

The annual meeting of the Riverside Gun Club, at Red Bank, N. J.,
took place to-day. The officers elected were: Pres., Oscar Hesse,
Sr.: Vice-Pres., Edmund W. Throckmorton; Sec'y-Treas., John P.
Cooper; Capt., H. C. White.

At the annual meeting of the Danbury (Conn.) Shooting Club Chas.
M. Snell was elected President, A. Harkness, Vice-President; O. H.
Miller, Secretary; David Adams, Treasurer; Everett Hunt, H. Mans-
field, David Jennings and Wm. Richardson, Directors.

Now is the time to make a move toward organizing a league com-
prised of the live bird clubs in New Jersey. What enterprising club
secretary will give this matter a start, call a meeting of delegates of
the various clubs, etc.?

At the last shoot of the Port Monmouth Clay-Bird Club each member
shot at 15 targets, Wm. Willett breaking 11, S. H. Walling 11, T. Carter
8, H. Viering 12, C. Lisk 8. H. Ludlow broke 2 out of 5 and Seymour
Seeley 5 out of 6.

To the Reading Shooting Association: Why do you not decide upon
and make public the dates for your February tournament? February
will soon be here and some one else may step to the front and claim the
best dates.

The Eastern New York Trap-Shooters' League will open the season
on the grounds of the West End Guu Club at Albany on Feb. 22. The
succeeding tournament will be held on May 30 at Canajoharie.

The Denville (N. J.) Gun Clnb has elected the following officers:
President, Heberton Hiuohmau; Secretary, J. B. Righter; Treasurer,
D. M. Righter; Field Captain, E. W. Dean.

Nutley, N. J., is to have another guu club known as the River Bend
Guu Club. J. V. Bouvier, Jr., E. R. Tilton and G. H. Deakin are the
moving spirits in the affair.

On Jan. 15 Wm. von Otjen and Lawrence Jansen, both of Hoboken,
shot a 10-target match at Vreeland's road house. Jansen madeaclean
score to Von Otjen's 3.

The Fulford Gun Club, of Hummelsville, Pa., has elected D. B:
Cassel President, David Bolton Secretary, W. H. Ettele Treasurer, and
J. S. Weikel Captain,

The next team shoot at live birds and targets between the Union
and Maplewood Gun clubs will be held at Maplewood on Washington's
Birthday.

In a 25-bird shoot between P. Sullivan and James Moylan, which
took place at Union Hillfbn Jan. 10, Sullivan killed 19 and Moylau 15.

The Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club will be reorganized about Feb. 1.

The club will then purchase grounds and erect a club house.

The Blue Ridge Rod and Gun Club is putting up a house at Harper's
Ferry.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

"Little Neaf" Defeats "Dutchy."
Norfolk, Va., Jan.-80.—A good-natured party of Jerseymen came to

our town yesterday to witness the match at 100 live birds between Neaf
Apgar, of Evona, and Charles Smith, the well-known "Dutchy" of
Plainfield. The match, which was for 8850 a side, was shot at Ocean
View, near the city. Apgar, by virtue of having defeated Billy Hurst
last spring, was a prime favorite. The birds were "corkers."
Wm. P. Ives was referee; Wm. N. White, of Portsmouth, trap-puller;

John Benner, of Plainfield, threw the dice, and the scoring .was done
by P. Goldbogler. Apgar was in good form throughout and did some
pretty killing. Smith seemed to be out of form or to have lost his

nerve during the first part of the race, although when too late he
braced up aud killed 38 out of his last 40 birds. The scores follow:
Apgar 0112220021011111111120222—20

33210.2233 lift) 33 1 21 1 11 120-21
2*231 21 201 1 23020331 1222 1 3—3

1

11?111H«000111H2132312*—20—82
Smith 1«22»1 101303OI i| 2331032101—17

122.11 11 1«2l2»00ll«i0l0ll—17
011 •01000121 1 122110121221—18
2211112121110221122011122—23—75

Colt Hammerless Gun Club.

Hartford, Conn., Jan. 13.—At the last shoot of the Colt Hammerless
Gun Club the medal was won by Mr. F Risley on the fine score of 24

out of a possible 25. The scores are appended. Our club is g<ung to
purchase 100 live quail and try to get the stock back where it was be-

fore last winter, which was so severe as to freeze nearly all we had put

MF Cook i 0011111111111111101111111-22

J Melrose , 1111111111110011111111111—23

C C Williamson 1111111011011111111111011—23

C L Hotchkiss lllOlOllllllOimniOHOl—20
M White lllllllOllllllllllltOllU-22

O BTreat ...1011111011100011111111111—20

J A Pitkin 0011101001000100001110011—11
Fred Rislev 1011111111111111111111111—24

E B Sexton 0111011101111111101101111—20
Cook.

The Gunpowder Tests.

Watertown, N. Y., Dec. 27.—I have looked forward to and read
with a great deal of interest the gunpowder test of Mr. Armin Tenner,
and should have liked very much to have known the kind of wadding
and amount of pressure on loads, etc. But the main question is, was
the powder weighed or measured—3drs. of Sehultze=42grs. ; 3drs.

of S. S.=38grs.; 3drs. of E. C.=44grs.; 3drs. of American wood—
33grs. ? If the powder was measured in a 3drs. measure, was it a fair

test for any of them? Wh. H, Tallett.
Answer.—The information asked for by Mr. Tallett in regard to the

wadding material employed is given in another space of this issue.

The pressure on the loads was the same with all powders. The
wads were simply brought home well by hand pressure. If a wad is

thus properly seated any extra pressure exercised will, as a rule, have
very little bearing on the behavior of a powder.
The powders were measured, not weighed, but the method employed

afforded ample guarantee for accuracy, and the tolerances were so
insignificant that they hardly if at all influenced the ballistic qualities

erf any of the powders, Armin Tennkr.

Handicapping Trap-Shooters.
Editor Forest and Stream;
Being a target shooter and having had considerable experience tm

running club snoots and tournaments, I have naturally seen a greata
many of the faults in the. present system of target shooting, which

|]
very much wish could beremedied, and to reach that end I have given^
some time and study, the result of which I give below. I call it the?
"Standard system," because first used on the Standard Gun Clunjj
grounds in this city.
Ten singles, entrance $1, targets extra:

A .... 10. ... $1 00 -L- $1 00 = $2 00 (20 cts. each tor 5 equal

«

1 00 = 1 80
1 00 = 1 80
1 00 = 1 80

+ 1 00 = 1 60

B, , . .

as* a... 9....
D. . , . 9....
E. ,., 8....
F 7....

: G.... 7....
H.... 6..,.

GJSM 6....
J 5....

$1 for one-fifth inter-

est in surplus.)

40
40
20
20
00

$5 00

For all over 5 that you break you get 20 cents each "Jack Rabbit." I,

Divide the surplus equally among the 10s, 9s and 8s—i. e., 5 in the
three classes get $1 each. When there are 6 or less shooting I make
two places, when there are 7 to 10 entries I make three places, when
there are 11 or over I make four places. I claim that the above sys-
tem will prevent dropping birds intentionally, which of itself stops
shooters from cliquing together. W. T. C. I

Baltimore, Md.

Wauregan Gun Club.
Pelhamville, N. Y., Jan. 12.—Inclosed find scores made at the

monthly shoot of the Wauregan Gun Club to-day. The club shoot
was ab 10 live birds, club rules to govern, for club medals. J. H. Mills,
referee.

W Wanzer, Jr 0122122111—9 M F Buckner 10020«1012—

5

WH Picken 0112012212-8 D Volenti 0101000122—5
R Wanzer 0121201212-8 F Jarvis •000010111 -4
J W Spencer 222U«0121—8 F M Lyon 2100302000-4
J Pickeu... 21010.1111—7 WH Buckner •020008200—3
F Kerker 1012202010—6 J Mills 11000»«02«-ffl
Sweepstakes, miss and out, 81 entry, gun below the elbow until the*

bird is on the wing, 2fiyds. rise:

No. 1. No. 2.

JW Spencer 102—2 20—1
W H Buckner 100—1 21—2
D Volenti 200—1 20-1
F Jarvis 0 —0 0—0
W Wanzer, Jr 0 —0 20—1
F Kerker 0 —0 10—1
JGorboline 0 —0 10-1
D Herrman 0 —0
R Wanzer

No. 8.

120—2
10 —2
0 -0
0 -0
122-3
20 —1
0 -0

No. 4.

21-3
20-1
0 -0
0 -0

New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League.
The annual meeting of this successful organization took place on|J

Jan. 19. There were present Messrs. E. D. Miller, of the Union G. 3
of Springfield; D. H. Terry, of the Climax of Plainfield; R. M. Pettitj
of the Brunswick of New Brunswick; C. W. McPeek. of the Endeavor
of Jersey City; W. R. Hobart, of the South Side of Newark, and S. B.
Tillou, of the Maplewood of Maplewood. In the. absence of the presi-l

dent Mr. E, D. Miller occcupied the chair pro tern. The reading of the;
minutes was then proceeded with and the report of the governing
committee followed, both of which documents were approved. Appli-j
cations for membership were received from the Brunswick and Clfe

max clubs, and a ballot, resulted in their unanimous election. A com-j
municatioh was read from president P. A. Jeanneret tendering hisresigM
nation, which was accepted with regrets. The secretary was res
quested to correspond with tbe clubs which compose the league, adj
vising them not to hold their shoots on Saturdays as that day had]
already oeen set in many cases for club contests. The election ot
officers was then taken up with the following results: President, R,|

M. Pettit of Brunswick; Secretary-Treasurer, R. M. Hobart of Soutbj
Side; Manager, E D. Miller of Union: the above with 0. W. McPeekji
Endeavor, and S. B. Tillou, Maplewood, to act as Governing Commiw
tee. It was also decided that the first tournament should take plac^
in the month of February, and the drawing for tbe club to hold the
tournament resulted in the choice of the Endeavor Gun Club of JersejS
City. After some further remarks and the installation of the new*
governing committee the meeting, which all through was character*
ized by the greatest good feeling, adjourned. W. R. Hobart, Sec.

New Haven Gun Club, 1894.
Each and every member must shoot at least 6 shoots during]the year)

in order to obtain an average. Shoots to be held the second Wedness
day in each and every month. In order to have all members shoot on'
an equal footing, the directors have adopted the following system ot
handicapping all members according to their percentage.
Tbe prizes shall be §25, divided in the following manner: 1st prize

for best average, $10, 2d 89, 3d 88, 4th S7, 5th $6, 6th 85, 7th 84, 8tB
83. i

System of Handicapping.—The following gentlemen must shoot
from 3 unknown traps, 16yds. rise: C. B. Bristol, birds allowed, 3Sf
F. A. Sherman 25, J. B. Savage 25, F. J. Potter 25, C. E. Longdon 26*

L. W. Widman 25, E. Cowee 35, C. H. Burbridge 25, A. Willie 28, J. Htl

Gould 26.

The following members to shoot from 3 known traps, 16yds. rise*

N. D. Folsom. birds allowed, 30, G. E. Ortseifer 26. H. H. Bates 30, MJ
H. Clark 26, 0. A. Tyler 29, W. H. Haz»l 29, A. H. Merriman 27, L. A.

Brooks 33, F. H. Brown 33, J. E. Stetson 33, W. Allen 30, J. B. Robert?
son 30, T. J. Beers 30, S. S. Thompson 33, D. Callahan 30, G, Hill 25, E:
A. Mitchell 33. One person to shoot at a time. The officers of the
club are: F. J. Potter, President; W. H. Hazel, Secretary and
Treasurer. Directors: J. B. Savage, G. E. Ortseifer, F. A. Sherman.

Forest Gun Club.

Philadelphia, Pa,, Jan. 16—Please find scores of the regulai
monthly shoot of the Forest Guu Club, held on their grounds, Twenty-:
seventh street, and Lehigh avenue, Saturday, Jan. 13. The members
are handicapped, some shooting from the scratch (50 birds), and
others up to 65 birds.

The member winning the match shoots out of the first ten shootfi

get a cash prize of 825. Bluerock targets aud expert bluerock traps
are used:

Shot at. Broke
Mills 55 24
Wetzel 55 38

Henry 50 43
Thornton 55 -84

Riotte 57
Irvin , . ,

51

Morison 52

Shot at.

Townsend
,

33 Ezrah 24
41

Flemington Gun Club.

FLEjrrs-OTON. N. J., Jan. 19.—At the shoot of the Flemington Gu
Club to-day the weather was cold and the wind blew a gale directl

across the'traps from left to right. The results of the various ever*
are here shown:
No. 1 15 bluerocks, 3 unknown traps, 16yds. rise, American Asi

ation rules:

ChamberUn 1011101 11 11101 1—12 Shrope 11101100100001 1-

Lott 111111011011101—12 Schafer 000010100100000-
Tonison 011101101011000— 8 Hann 100000000000000— .1

No. 2, 10 bluerocks: Chamberlin 7, Lott 7, Tonison 4, Schaffer 51
Shrope 4, Hann 2.

No. 3, same as Mo. 2: Tonison 8, Shrope 7, Schaffer 6, Lott 6, ReadJ
ing 5, Broadhead 5. Hann 8. R. |

Cumberland Gun Club.

The Cumberland Gun Club has completed arrangements for thi

greatest winter shooting carnival ever held in this part of the countrfl
at Lowell, Ind., beginning Feb. .22, and lasting four days. The even

j

will be the fourteenth annual celebration of the club's organization
and the first annual winter carnival. The arrangements are in th. I

hands of some of Chicago's best known shots, and they promise it will
be one of the best of its kind.
The Monon Railroad will run a "Cumberland special," which will

leave Chicago at 3:23 o'clock each afternoon during the carnival!
Regular morningand evening trains, leaving at 8:28 A.M. and 8:23 P.JtJ
will stop to let off passengers.—Chicago Tribune.
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Anaconda Rod and Gun Club.

Anaconda, Mont., Jan. 16.—Scores made at our weekly shoot are in-

closed, also copy of our by-laws, that vou may see the conditions

under which we shoot for our medals. We think we have a good sys-

tem, inasmuch as it allows every member to compete at, the same
time, and of course makes it more interesting than for the majority

of the club to stand as onlookers while two persons only are inter-

ested, as is usually the way. Furthermore, it gives the poorer shots

an opportunity to shoot for the birds only, aud so compare their skill

under the same conditions, and then when they have sufficient confi-

dence can enter without very much expense. We have a complete

equipment of expert traps and electric pulls. Our traps are com-

pletely housed, so we can shoot at any season of the year. Electric,

ears run within about lOOvds. of our grounds, and on the whole we
think we are well equipped. Bartlett was the holder of the medal,

hence the shoot to a finish between him and Dr. Rockefeller to see

who should claim the dollar entrance money. We have a club ot

twenty-five members but in the winter season but few shoot, but those

few are stayers, and a' most weekly a contest is held for the medal,

f (No. 1, 25 live birds, 30yds. rise, Tighe given 5 dead birds, American
Association rules,

o020202.00000222121 11111-16

Tuttle 1 1 123011' U»U 1U11112-20

Tighe used a W. & C. Scott 10-gauge with 4drs. E. C. powder, lj^oz.

shotTin U. M. C. smokeless shells. Tuttle a 10-gauge Parker hammer-
less with 3drs. E. C. powder, l%oz. No. 7 shot in U. M. 0, smokeless

shells. The birds were an exceedingly good lot, and they must nave

been from the fact that they were the escaped birds from our Thanks-

giving shoot and had passed through the traps before, one in particu-

lar haviug the record of four escapes. Not one of the forty-nine

shot at had to be flushed otherwise than by the flag of the traps.

Bartlett .001110011111110-10 Dr Rockefeller..000000ll1 100101— G

Tuttle 110101011111100—10 Burnham OOllOUOOllolOO— 7

Cruger 011111111110110—12

No. 3, medal shoot, 25 singles. A class: „ „
Bartlett ". 1110110111101110101010111—18

Tuttle 1 01 11 1 0.1 00 1 111 1 1 1 1 01 1 0101 -1

8

Cruger 1111111011111111111010111—22

Dr Rockefeller 1111011001101111111000111—18

B class:
Burnham 0000010111101110011111011—15

Ashford 1000001101110010111111111-16

No. 4, ties for medal shoot, and sweep for $1 also:

Bartlett Iiiiiiiiinoi011111011l01-21
Tuttie ioiiiioiimiiiioiiiooin-20
Dr Rockefeller lOlllllllllllllllllOlOOll—21

Cruger 10111111101111101101.11111—21

Ashford. .
.'.

,

0011100101010110101011000—12

Ties on 21 shot off, at 5 birds, Cruger winning first.

C Sweet 0011101111 - 7
Nichols 1111010101—7

C Sweet 0100000111-4
Nichols 1111001011—7

Shooting1 in Michigan.
Lansing, Mich., Jan. 20.—The weather being very fine yesterday

afternoon, a few members of the Lansing Rod and Gun Club indulged
in a target shoot at their grounds. All shooting was at unknown
angles, and the following scores were made.

It was very noticeable the number of shot marks on the targets that

were retrieved or gathered. Over three-fourths of the unbroken birds

showed shot marks, some as high as four pellets passing entirely

through the target, the same not having been scored. Of course
every shooter who lost a bird claimed that the ones with shot marks
were the ones they missed or that were not scored to them. All were
10-bird events.
No. 1:

H Sweet 1111111110-9 C Sweet 1110111111—9
Hall 0110111010—6 Nichols 1110011011—7
Sehelling 1011111111-9
No. 2:

H Sweet 1001101001—5 C Sweet 1100100111—6
B F Hall 0111100101 - 6 JK Nichols 0111110011—7

C Sehelling 0001111111—7
No. 3:

Sweet 0111111101—8
Hall 1110111110—8
Sehelling 1100111011—7
No. 4:

Sweet 1100111011-7
Hall 1111100101-7
Sehelling 1111110010-7
No. 5:

Sweet 1000110101—5 CSweet 1010101111—^
Hall 1111011101—8 Nichols 0111101111—8
Sehelling 0101111111-S
No. 6:

Sweet 1011011111—8 C Sweet 1101011100-6
Sehelling 0111111011-8 Nichols 0111101111—8
No. 7.

Sweet 1110111111— 9 C Sweet 0111011111—
Sehelling .1001011110- 6 Nichols 1111111111—10

J. E. N., Sec'y.

New York German Gun Club.

The first shoot of the New York German Gun Club for the year 1894

was held at Dexter Park, L. I., on Wednesday of last week, 17 mem-
bers participating. The afternoon was devoted to sweepstakes of 4

birds each. The weather was cold and clear and had its effect upon
the birds, causing many of them to refuse to fly when the traps were
opened.
Louis Miller's trap "lore" was brought into use on several occasions

during the day to decide knotty points in dispute. In the first sweep
Frazer and Edwards tied for first money with clean scores. In the
second sweep Garms, Lenone and Schmitt tied for first with 4 each.

The third sweep was a hot contest and developed a tie for first money
between Garms, Edwards, Frazer and Smith, each with 4 kills. Pye,
Steuernagle and Schmitt tied for second money with 3 each. The
fourth and last event of the day was at 2 birds. In this Garms.
Edwards, Pye and Steuernagle tied with clean scores. Scores:

Marietta Gun Club Tournament.
Marietta, O., Jan. 20.—Inclosed I hand you scores made at our

opening tournament yesterday. The principal event of the day was
the Verges-Goodno race of 100 targets for purse of |50. Capt,

Verges of Lowell, O., won easily, defeating Dr. Goodno, of Belpre, O.

Both the captain aud the doctor were feeling poorly and shooting on

strange grounds, which accounts for the poor score. The day was
perfect and fairly good averages were made.

Verfe!
68'000^ Tin'ioillllllllOllllOllllllOllllOllOllllOllllOUllB

1011011110111110111 '01 11111111101 101 10111010000011-78

Goodno 1110110101101010101010.1111101101110001100111110110
miiiiiiiiiooioiiibiiioioiiioiiooiiiniiiiiiiiiii-73

Goodno.
10

.

8U
!f!

eS:

. ..1111011110-8 Courbey 1110111011-8

Schlieher . . . .1111001011-7 Clark 0011011001-5

Verges. .

'. .

'.
'.

'. . . . . . . . .1111111 101-9 Cover 0011011001-5

SchhcheJ°.
8i

.

ng
!!!

:

.... 1100111011-7 Verges g8t&j&i
Goodno 1110110111-8 Clark 1101111111-9

Courbey 0110011101—6

Verges'
15 8lngl

.0lillllll010111-12 Goodno 111110010111000- 9

Schlieher'.' '
111100101101 111-11 Courbey 111111001011011-11

Clark 000100110111101- 8 Lemon lllllllOlllHOl-13

No. 4, 15 sm^;nllluunil_14 schlieher 000111111110111-12

Bibble V
'

'.'.'. .'. .011111111110111-13 Clark 010111011101000- 8

Lemon 111111111111111-15 Oliver 111110010111101-11

Courbey 101111111110101—13 Goodno 111011110100111—11

Verges 100111000011011— 8

No. 5, 5 singles: Lemon 5, Penn 4, Oliver 4, Cover 3, Bibbee 4, Verges

3, Courbey 3, Schlieher 3. „„,„,. E ™-
No 6, 15 singles: Penn 6, Bibbee 7, Lemon 9, Schlieher 5, Oliver 5,

Courbey 8, Cover 7, Verges 8, Clark 6.

No. 7, 15 singles: Lemon 15, Bibbee 13, Verges 8, Penn 14, Oliver 14,

Cover 10, Courbey 11, Schlieher 11.

No. 8, 10 singles, uuknown trap, unknown angles. One man up to

center of five traps. Both barrels, second to score same as first:

Penn ..,.3121111111—10 Schlieher 0010032110-5

Bibber 1011111011—8 Lemon 1311111100—8

Courbey 0000110011— 4 Clark 1101111110- 8

Verges .
1222111210- 9 Cover 1120202200- 6

No. 9, 10 singles: Verges 8, Bibber 10, Penn 9, Oliver 5, Cover 9,

Lemon 6, Courbey 6, Schlieher 7. .
.

No. 10, 10 singles: Penn 6, Bibber 9, Verges 8, Oliver 9, Lemon 8,

SC
N^

C
llTlo' singles: Courbey 10, Penn 9, Bibber 8, Verges 8, Schlieher

6, Oliver 6, Lemon 8. „ ... . „
No. 12, 10 singles: Penn 6, Bibber 7, Courbey 9, Oliver 8, Schlieher 7,

L
No° lS^'Wsingfes': Penn 8, Bibber 6, Courbey 10, Oliver 4, Verges 6,

Schlieher 7. W. K., Sec'y.

West Shore Gun Club.

Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 17.—Inclosed please find scores made by
members of the West Shore Gun Club on their grounds yesterday.

Shoot No. 1 at live birds. The weather was cloudy and dark, rather

unfavorable for live bird shooting. The birds were a lot of genuine

old corkers. All but four of the 150 left their traps at the call of pull.

The shooting was at 30yds. rise, 5yds. boundary, dead line at score. In

the live bird event, the old veteran "Dan" Lefever carried off first

money with a score of nine. Second prize was captured by Andrew
White, Frank Crosby and "Ned Ayers," better known as Gilbite.

Third money went into Jim Herman's pockets with a score of seven.

Shoot No. 2', ten < mpire targets. Arno and Lefever won first money
with a score of nine, A. White took second with a score of 8 to his

credit. Jones and Davis divided third with seven broke. No. 1, 10

live birds:

Morfey Defeats Wright.
A pair-sized party of local and out-of-town sportsmen visited Wil-

lard's Park, Paterson, on Tuesday, Jan. 16, to witness a live pigeon
match between T. W. Morfey and T. C. Wright, two of Paterson's

most expert shots. The weather was not of the best, still the light

was fair and the birds flew well. Each man shot at 50 birds, under
Hurlinghani rules, for a purse of $100, Morfey allowing Wright five

dead birds. The birds were a good lot and although hit hard no less

than seventeen carried their loads far enough to be scored as dead
out of bounds. Among the visitors were W. H. Green, of Harrison;

Al Heritage, of Jersey City; G F. Lenone, of Passaic; W. F. Quimby,
of Newark; E. 0. George, of Pompton: G. E. Freche, of Newark, and
J. L. Smith, of Hackettstown. The scores follow:

Trap score type—Copyright IS9A, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

1 3 4 1 5 1 1 3 5 2 5 4 2 3 1 2 1 4 3 4 2 2 3 1 4 ^ '

T W Morfey ....3 . 2 2 2 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 . 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 . 2—17

4344425184 3 155 3 3 221234545
\ S T /*N \ \ \ t I ^ i T ^J* \*
12.22222.2 2 120.33230.221 1—19-36

11322154215255332525
/"/7,<-t"\<—>/* l/i/.*WV*

T C Wright ....1 1111210.0220222222..222 .-18

145223132412 2355534334412
0122.02212.12.1.2211..22 1—17-35

No. 4.

01—1
11-2
11—

S

01-1
01-1

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Frazer 1221—4 2202—3 2211—4
Edwards 2212—4 1201-3 1212—4
Pye 2120—3 2210—3 0112—3
Smith.'. 2102—2 2102—2 2212-4
Sauter 2102—3 2012-3 0110—2
Huff !

0220—2 0100—1

Steuerna'gie 0120-2 0121-3 1011-8 12-2
Steckmest 1010—2
Widinan 0022—2 1210-3 0000-0

Schin tt..'.' 0021—2 2221-4 1102-3

Garms 0010—1 1221^1 2121—4
SehlichtV. 0010-1 0120—2

Lenone 1000-1 2211-4 0021-2
Bender 0010—1 0200—1 0020—1

Bortol."'. 0010-1
Stanmount 0010-1 1000—1 1000—1

Alritt 0000-0

01—1
10—1

11—2

Falcon Gun Club.

Only five members of the Falcon Gun Club attended Ithe monthly
shoot at Miller's Dexter Park grounds, on Thursday of last week. The
club shoots under the old Long Island rules, the second barrel to count
U bird. In the regular club event at 10 birds, Chris Meyer made the

high score of the day, killing nine of his ten birds with the first barrel

and using the second barrel on the second bird, giving him a credit, of

9U birds. John Meyer. Moller and Vaghts tied for second place with 5

each. Following the club event came three sweeps at three birds.

The days sport was brought to a close by a five bud match between
John and Chris Meyer. Scores:

John Meyer 341OOI34HIO—6 John Vaght 0 1010111 10—5
Chris Meyer 13411111111—934 H Van Stadeu OJ41IIIOO34O—

5

John Moller 0 011010111—6
Sweeps:

John Meyer 0J41-134 110-2 110-2 11110-4

Chris Meyer 101-2 010-1 00111-3
John Moller 1341-23*3 3401-134 100-1

John Voght % 11-2J4 011-2 001-1

H Van Staden 0 01-1

Wilkesbarre Gun Club.

Wilkesbarre, Pa., Jan. 16.—Find scores made by four members of

the Wilkesbarre Shooting Club on the grounds at the gun factory on

Jan. 16. Although the club has not set auy regular day for shooting,

the boys could not resist having a little sport at the trap, as the day
was more like April than January weather, being quite warm and
pleasant.
Each man shot at 50 empire targets, unknown angles. North system:

W K Park 11110101110011100011111111111111100111101010111111—38

Dr Warren'
'

' OlllOOOOlOlOlOlllieilllllllllllllllOlOllOOllllllll—37

Mart Miller",',', .'... 11110101010111111011101 m, 110001111011001101111111—36

T Stanley 01010O011011101110110101101011110001111O011100110O-S9

Crosby 1302122210-

Ayres 0221120121-

Hermann 1101011101-

Arno 0001022220—5
King 0200201200-^
Cool 21220 —4

10212 —4
21021 —4
02102 —3
21010 —3
00202 —2

Livingston 1002020101—5

No, 2, 10 targets:

AG Courtney 1010101101—6 J Cool 0111111000—6

Livingston. .

.'. 1010100001-4 J Herman 1100010100-4

D Waiters 0101101101—5 G Manu 0011110011—6

4. White 1011111110—8 W Crosby 1000010000—2

Steele ". 0000010001—2 J Martin 0001111110—6

H Jones' 1101111100—7 W Prettie 0010000100—2

CArno
"'

1111101111-9 J Glennon 1001101100—5

D Davis 0111011110—7 N Allen 0101100111—6

D Lefever'.'..'. 1111110111-9 CMowry 1010000000-2
Ironsides.

Forest Gun Club.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 20.—Since, the opening of the game season

last November very little trap-shooting has been indulged in by the

lovers of the gun around the City of Brotherly Love, but to day a

few of the enthusiasts made a break and hied themselves to the

grounds of the above named club, where the best set of traps in Phila

delphia are to be found. As it was not easy shooting they were after

the traps were set to throw the hardest targets possible, and that and
the boys being a little rusty will account for some of the goose eggs
on the'score. The match was virtually a 100-bird race, but was made
in four swreeps of 35 targets each, as there were some who did not
waut to go the Whole hundred. The weather was as nice as any one
could wish, but it was so late before the race was started that before

the finish the boys were astonished to see the moon staring them in

the face, and in fact the last half of the race was shot by moonlight.

The score made by Mr. Henry was a most excellent one under the cir-

cumstances. The totals for the hundred were:
HThurman 20 18 17 17—72 Miles 13

JThurman 19 20 18 15—72 Whitcomb..».....17
HLandis 20 17 18

Henry 1« 22 23

E David 16 12 18

21-76
19-81
17—63

Morrison 13
Walker 16

17 15—62
.. ..-34
. . . .-27
11 ..—35

Emerald Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Emerald Gun Club, at Dexter Park, on
Wednesday last brought together twenty-three members in competi-

tion for the club prizes. The weather conditions were favorable for

outdoor sport, the birds were good and gave the shooters many
opportunities to display th- ir skill as wing shots. Only one man out
of the twenty-three engaged in the shoot was equal to the task of

killing his ten straight. This honor fell to C. W. Floyd. Dr. Hudson
and Eugene Doeiuck tied for second place with nine kills each. Gus
Nowaklost his fourth bird dead out of bouuds, and his ninth and
tenth were corkers that went out of the traps at a speed that landed
them in the next county in short order; Gus remarked that he
thought they were homers. Louis Schortemier was also a victim of

misplaced confidence with his fourth and fifth birds; they are flying

yet. Scores:
SPierson 1101110111—8 R Regan 0112001202— 6

Gus Nowak 121.122100-7 C W Floyd 2212122112-10

Dr Hudson 2218221302—9 J H Moore •202210220— 6

EDoeinck 1021121111—9 Wm Hogan 1210012002—6
JHVoss 1011..1121—7 N Maesel 0010100211—5
GusGreiff 0122200230—6 T Codey 3!llO-Ar332—

'

John Maesel 2122002112—8 H Thau 2011111011— 8

J Woplfel ,0010202002—4 C Maesel .0200021201— 5

C Klein " '
. .0100210020—4 H P Fessendeu 2101121011—8

P Buttz"
" " '.'.'.' V 1201000102^5 L H Schortemier.

. . .2320011233— 8

J Hodge .0201000001—3 Dr James Horn 1111001101—6

C Stentzie." 22O210000O—

4

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.

Spoeane, Wash,, Jan. 15.—Although it was raining in torrents it did

not deter some of the enthusiastic snooters from attending the weekly
shoot of the Spokane Rod and Gun Club yesterday. T B. Ware again

won the A class medal with a score of 24 out of 30, and W. D. Knight
wou the B class medal. Following are the scores:

Medal shoot. 20 singles and 5 pairs:

TBWare CA) 10111H11011 lOHOliO 11 11 11 10 11—24
Carson CA) ' 1001 101 1101010010001 11 00 10 10 10—15

Knight fB^' llOollGOllOlOOlOllOO 10 10 10 01 00—14
Ma«on fA)" lOOlOlOOlOlOlOOlOOlO 00 10 10 1110—13
Burke fB)

.

'.

'.
1 1O00011001000100000 10 00 00 00 11— 9

No. 2," 10 singles:

TBWare 1111111111—10 Mason 0100111001—5
Burke. ...'.' 0010110111— 6 Knight 0100110010— 4

No. 3, 10 singles:

T Ware 1111110111—9 Mason 1010000011—4

Knight 1111000010—5 J. W. Withers, Seo'y.

Sweep No. 1, 5 birds, $5 entry:

21100-3
22022-4

No. 2, 8 birds, 5>8 entry:
00001121-3
21211110-7
01210111-6
02311011-6
01210011-5

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.

The following scores were made at the monthly shoot of the New
Utrecht Rod and Gun Club at Woodlawn Park, on Jan. 6, Sweep No.

1, S3 entrance. 5 live birds:

CEMorris 332.2—4 C Furgueson Jr 21130—4

Dr Van Zile'". .
• 2.121-4 D C Bennett. .1021-3

JB Voorhees'. ..22011-4 C ASykes.. 22222-5

WFSykes 12112—5 Capt Shepherd .1202—3

ERasch 1.121—4 C Furgueson 1.211—4

Opiate 102.1—3 J Smedeke 11012-4

C E Nostrand 11211—5 D Deacon 2111.—

4

R H Sherwood .011.-2

Sweep No. 2, K2 entrance, 5 live birds:

CPlate 21111-5 RHSherwood 01222-4

D Deacon '. 12111—5 D C Bennett 1.220—3

C M Meter'
" 21222—5 Dr Van Zile 11.20—3

C E Morris
." " .' 12122—5 H Balzer. 21112—5

C Furgueson' jr 22112-5 W F Sykes 22122—5

E Rasch 11122-5 S Northridge 01111-4

p Bfcrite »0223-3 Van Sawn 3201.-3

G E Nostrand '.'.'.'. 32221—5 Bushnell 0.102-2

J Smedeke 21210—4 W Sproule 00022—2

C Furgueson" 22212-5 Hyde 23022-4

IN Meyer 31121—5 C A Sykes 12212—5

Capt Shepherd..' 11022-4 J Sproule 02021-3

Sweep No. 3, ties and extras:

C Furgueson Jr. . . .01221111

CE Morris 11211121

WF Sykes 102.1

O Furgueson 23101

J S Voorhees 22011

D C Bennett 12
Dr Van Zile 21

C A Sykes 2112

C M Meyer 02«»12112211—

9

—3
—1
—3
—1
—1
—2
—3

-8 J N Meyer 211
—3 CPlate • 10
-4 D Deacon 122
—4 R Rasch 20
—2 Van Sawn 0100
—2 W Sproule 01002
—4 Balzer 211

The"birds were a fine lot. Aided by the strong wind, many carried

the shot to the boundary to fall "dead out" or a prey to the scouts.

C Furgueson No. 3 Is young Connie Furgueson, 11 years of age. He
shoots a 16-gauge gun, 25yds. rise, unknown traps. Some very good
work was done at this shoot, considering the quality of the birds and
the weather conditions.

The Jeannette Gun Club.

The Jeannette Gun Club held its monthly shoot at Guttenberg. N. J.

under fair weather conditions and with a fair lot of buds. In the

medal contest C. F Offermann won Class B medal for the third time,

and it thus becomes his personal property. C. N. Brunle won the

medal competition in Class A and F. Reinhardt in Class C. Each mem-
ber shot at 10 birds. The results:

C F Offermann 1112212211—10 H Winter 1221111211—10

J Vast ' 1221011211—9 FBaar 1212110101—8
( : Boesh

" ' 1120113013- 8 ON Brunie 1121121231—10

J H kroeger" .
...1012111232— 9 C Meyer 1201211101—8

WRinkhoff" ..1212010122— 8 C Steffens 1211101121—9

H Oiten '." 10?3123011— 8 F Reichard ....1131130113—9

A J Chester '
. .
.1012121101— 8 C Doescher lf)30012001— 5

L Lehing ". ...,1022001210— 6 H Kunast .1111211221—10

H Nobel 0210112000— 5

Sweepstake, miss and out: J. Vagt 1, H. Otten 1, W. Rinkhoff 0, C.

Meyer 3, H. Kunast 0, A. Chester 1, C. F. Offermann 3, C. Steffens 3.

Sweepstake, miss and out: C. Meyer 0, H. Kunast 1, Vagt 0, A. Ches-

ter 4, C. F. Offermann 9, F. Reichard 3, H. Otten 0, C. Steffens 0, W.
Rinkhoff 4, F. Baar I.

Richfield Springs Gun Club.

Righ£1ELD Springs, N. Y., Jan. 18.—I inclose scores made at a
match shoot at Richfield, Jan. 16, by members of the Richfield Springs,

West W infield and Bars tow's Corners gun clubs. The men were paired

by d committee, and the sides proved to be very evenly matched:
Winners. Losers.

A Barker 10111110111111111101—17 Caney 11111111011101101111—17

Freeman .'.10110110111001111111—15 Cole 11110110110111110001—14

E Gary
' 01011010000010100101— 8 J D Cary, .00000000001000010110—

4

Holmes ' .11111111111011101111—18 Ch'mberlinOlOOlOllllllOlllllOO—13

£Peokhamll001010110i01110110—12 Mungor .. .01111111111111111111-19

Smith OlOulOOOlUOlllOOOOl— 9 Borland. ...10111011011111010101—12

garter ' OllOlOlOllOOlllllOOO—11 Meeker.... llOlOlOOOlllOOOOiOOO— 8

T Corbiii' 11111011000001111100—12 Fenton lOHOOlllOlOOOlOlOll—11

Brown ..'..11011001101110000000— 9 Cutler llOOOOlOllOOOlOOOpOO— 6

Jo«lyn ' loili] 00 1 1 0001 01 lOlO—11 Gunson .... 10111111010011011001—13

Kaynoo'
'

' lllllllOlOOoOlOlOOOO—10 Faircbilds.OllllllllOOOlOllOlll—14

Johnson" 11101111111011101010-15 C Corbin. .11011011110001000000-

9

White ..11111111011111111001—17 Frazer. .. .,11111111101110101011-16

Westerley Gun Club.

Westerley, R. I., Jan. 19.—The weekly practice shoot of the West-
erly Gun Club, Jan. 14, was fairly well patronized. The boys could

have done much better in competition, but enjoy being together and
a good time. Good natured Hoxie is considered a good shot, but
being so ful 1 of good humor and fun could not see the targets. Inclosed

find scores. 25 singles per man:
E Morgan 1001011011111011100011111-17

M chamna'n"" 1111001110011111111111111—21

BFBliv<-n "' llOOOOllOllOlOlOllOlllOOl—14

\ Clark 1011111101101001111111100—18

J Lewis Jr 1111111110111011101111101—21

FPineley .' 10' •linoi .;4

W PiQ^lev 0010110100010100111011111—14

IDolan 1100101000111111110001110—15

B, Hosi ' 1111000000000100000011101—9

E Dolau."
.'.'.'.'.'.' .'.'.'.' 1000111001001011101101101—14

Shoot No. 2, same; Morgan 16, Chapman 10, Bliven 13, Clark 17, F.

Pingley 18, Hoxie 12.

to (H/orrespondqnte.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

W. M. H.—Will the correspondent who sent us some notes respect^

ing the Perry Summer Club please favor us with his address?
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writ* for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads ana
Bags, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work In Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

TO
TELL

WHEN
Consult the Game Laws in Brief. All
dealers. 23 cents. ryftZ

FOEEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING Co.,
318 Broadway, N Y.

pROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
A magnificently illustrated volume descriptive ot fly-

fishing for trout and salmon. By Edward A. Sam-
uels. Cloth. Price, $5.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New York.

American Big Game Hunting
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club.

EDITORS: THEODORE ROOSEVELT, GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

Entertaining sketches of hunting and exploration hy members of the Club. The hand-

some volume comes from the DeVinne Press; a large octavo of 345 pages, with 16 full pag?

illustrations by leading artists. Price $2.50, postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.

1
Taxidermists.

MOUNTED.
Game Heads, Birds and Fur

Rugs and Robes make sensible
Holiday Presents. Call and see
our Chicago Exhibit and Collec-
tion of Game Heads. Rugs and
Robes retailed at wholesale
prices.

WM. W. HART & CO.,

Taxidermists,
l*o. 5 West Third St., New York.

WE ARE NOT TAXIDERMISTS OF THE TOAD-
stool school who spring up and seek to cover

the earth with their foliage. We haven't the largest
display of big heads in the world. Glad we haven't.
We have a number of well-mounted buffalo, moose,
elk, mountain sheep and caribou heads, etc., etc.,

that we are not afraid to offer at reasonable prices,

and if they don't discount many of the sick, dis-

torted, dried up effigies in the market, you may have
them free. With twenty-five years' experience our
assistants trained by us, and no employe who is not
capable, good work is reasonably sure. If you be-
lieve this ad. to be that of a greenhorn, try else-

where.

WEBSTER'S STUDIO OP TAXIDERMY,
114 Fifth Av., New York.

J. KANSTOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

1And manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty Bend for prices. Please men-
lion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. DAT/TIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

Scientific Education of Does
FOR THE GUN.

A new work by an English writer,
"H. H."

The instructions here given are the result of
the author's amateur practical experience
of thirty-seven years. A review in Fobest
ajstd Stream says:

"This work is a very well written treatise upon
the subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old hands to study. The chapter t ' evoted
to kennel management is a short one, bat it is

very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will
heed Its teachings."

Price f2.50, postpaid, by the

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Kennel Special. I

Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set in uniform K
display, 25 cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after, i
Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order. I

INCaiQUIN—MOLLY ASTORE. — FOR SALE—
Irish setters, dog and bite 1

!, 14 months, the bitch
a first prize winner, the both are fit to show in the
best of company. One dog and 2 bitches, 10 week',
by Inchiquin ex Jess. These are sure to make win-
ners. Dogs from the above breeding have won in the
best shows in this country, and are first class field

dogs. Will be sold cheap. J. J. SCANLAN, Box
339, Fall River, Mass. 4

POINTER PUP WANTED, OF THE OLD FASH-
ioned solid liver color, or liver and white ticked;

not more than 4mos. old, and from well trained field

stock. Care nothing for pedigree. No fancy price.
JOHN J. MILLS, 348 Main street, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. 4

I AM NOW READY TO CORRESPOND WITH
parties wanting their dogs handled and run

in the coming trials. Can also take one brace for
private shooting. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address
J. A. GUDE, Bruceville, Ind. 5

BEAGLES.—A CHAMPION ROYAL KRUEGER
bitch and a champion Bannerman dog for sale,

at $15 each, thoroughly broken, neither two years
old. Royal Krueger puppies, sure winners, 810
each. SHREWSBURY BEAGLE KENNELS,

Red Bank, N. J.

HAVING DECIDEDLY THE BEST STRING OF
stud beagles in America, now offer their services

to the public. Lee H., Wanderer, Boston (a pure
Rowett), Buck and the famous short leg beagle Pade,
that can whale any beagle of bis height (12>£m.) in

America. POTTINGER UORSEY, New Market, Md.
5

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for sale a number of strictly first class

Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.
Address with stamp,
C. T. BROWNELL, P.O.Box 335, New Bedford,Mass.

MASTIFFS —I have the largest and best collec-

lection of mastiffs in America. Five stud dogs,
brood bitches and pups Three litters ready to go
now. Send 2ct. stamp for my new illustrated cata-

logue and mention this paper. C. E. Bunn, Peoria,Ill.

J^OR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN-
' ters and setters. These are dogs that have had

large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory
tf W. B. STAFFORD. Trenton, Tenn.

FOR SALE —A very fine liver and white pointer
bitch, by champion Ossining ex Donna Diana,

now in whelp to champion Pommery Sec. Also some
fine young pointer puppies, grandly bred. WM. H.
HYLAND, North Tarrytown, N. Y. 5

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—CH. DUKE OF
Dexter pointers. Also 1 pointer brood bitch.

Will exchange for beagle brood bitches. Very low for

cash. Kennebec Valley Kennels,Gardiner,Me. Box 808
4

COCKER SPANIELS.—GRAND WINTER SALE
of cockers, stud dogs, brood bitches, stud pup-

pies, bench show winners. Send for list just issued.

5 EUWIN W. FISKE, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Selling Out —50 thoroughly broken beagles, rabbit
and foxhounds, collies, etc. Also a number ff dif-

ferent age puppies of the above breeds. Write or
apply Goshen stock Farm, West Chester, Pa. 4

WANTED.—Pair of dogs trained on bear, must
not run deer. Address, stating price and par-

ticulars, to Ingram Travers, Fort Myers, Fla. 6

Wanted.—French or King Charles spaniel or poodle,

1 to 3yrs. Weight 10 to 12lbs., female, altered. Give
full description. F. F. Patten, Stafford Springs Ct.

ome fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches.

REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

Trained foxhounds, 2 fine young bitches, good ones;

run all day; $10 each. C. F. Kent, Monticello, N.Y. 4

pointer Pups for Sale.—Fine pedigree; extra good
stock. Cor.lOOthst. & Amsterdam av.,drugstore,N.Y.

4

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing young stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington st., Peoria, 111. tf

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG
lish pugs from imported, registered and prize

winning stock. In stud—Prize pug stud doe
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY C. BURDICK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield. Mass.

ENGLISH BEAGLES CHEAP.—5 TO 12MOS. OLD,
because they lack in benching points. No other

faults. The most noted strains in this country.
Guaranteed bargains for field or breeding.
4 STANDARD KENNEL, Georgetown, N. Y.

FOR SALE.—HANDSOME ST. BERNARD PUP-
pies ex prize bitches, a grAnd prize bitch in

whelp; also young stud dog. EDWARD BOOTH,
Dutchess Kennels, 1639 Third avenue, New York. 4

FOXHOUNDS. RABBIT HOUNDS, COON
HOUNDS FOR SALE. FULLY TRAINED.

F. H. HAYES. Dexter, Me.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF NOTED PRIZE-
winning dogs for sale by Anglo-American Ken-

nels. TOON & THOMAS, Northcroft, Salem, Mass. 4

Fiue pedigreed Llewellyn setter pups, whelped Nov.
6; bitches $5, dogs $10. J. FOX, La Fayette, Ind. 5

National Beagle Kennel, Waltham, Mass. Stud fees

§5. Winners. Stamp for description. Photo lOcts. 4

Well-trained foxhounds, few rabbit dogs; guaran-
teed No. 1. Price low. J. H. Miller, Christiana, Pa.

Dogs for Sale.—Coon and squirrel dogs, English
beagles; a good skunk dog. Philip Bauer, Tivoli, N.Y.

4

For Sale or Exchange.—Broken setter and pointer
and setter pup Bargains. J. M. Kelly, Montrose, Pa.

DOGS BOARDED.—For terms, etc., address J. F.
KELLY, Wayside Farm, Carolina, R. I. tf

F OR SALE.—SPORTING DOGS
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers.—Of choice breeding. Puppies for

sale by Huguenot Kennels, New Rochelle, N. Y.

ROUGH COATED ST. BERNARD DOG, 2yrs. old,

for sale. Address E. BEACH, Silver Lane, Ct. 5

POCKET KENNEL RECORD. 50ets.
Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 318B'way, N. V.

t The Kennel.

Hempstead Farm Kennels,
POINTERS, ENGLISH SETTERS,

ENG. RETRIEVERS, COLLIES (rough
and smooth-coated) FOX-TERRIERS,
IRISH TERRIERS, POODLES,
DACHSHUNDS and RUSSIAN WOLF-
HOUNDS at Stud and For -ale.
Being cunsiaerably over-stocked w« offer for sale

several high class pointers by such noted sires as
Duke of Hessen, King of Kent and Sandiord Druid
out of Woolton Game, Merrylegs and Gem of Kippen
(all field trial winners.) Several of these have
been broken by Cameron and are entered in the
United States Field Trials to be run at Grand
Junction. Tenn

,
February, 1894. Puppies ot the

above breeds always on hand. For particulars, ad-
dress.

JAMES MORTIMER, Manager,
Hempstead Farm, Hempstead, L. L

ALLL THE STUD DOGS AND BROOD BITCHES

OF THE

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS
ARE FOR SALE.

APPLY AT THE KENNELS,

Kingsbridge, New York.

CANINE SPECIALIST.
DR. T. G. SHERWOOD,

(M. R. C. V. S.)

BJ54r Seventh. Ave., New York.
Consultation and treatment by mail when pos-

sible. All communications requiring profes-
sional reply should have enclosed $2.

UGH
IARBOLIC SOAP No. 11 Is the best DOG
_iOAP In the world. Sure death to Fleas and a cur
for all skin diseases.

Buohan's Dog w ash
.. 111 cure every case of MANGE, kills Fleas and keeps
the dog in a healthy condition, makes the hair soft and
silky and does not stain. It is also the best disinfectant
for the kennel. Ask your druggists for it.

CARBOLIC SOAP CO..
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl at.. New York

AVENT & THAYER KENNEL.
NEW YEAR CHEAP SALE —Will sell at reduced

price3 a large number of field trial winners, first-class

stud dogs, shooting dogs a-d bitches. Unbroken
dogs, bitches and puppies. AU bred as well as can
be Times are hard and they are prices below cost
for such stock. Also a good pack of deerhounds.
Arply for circular w'th full description. AVENT
AND THAYER KENNEL, Hickory Valley, TeDn. 4

FOX-TERRIERS FOR SALE.
Three or four brood bitches and some young stock

by Dusky Trap. Also some prize-winning Cocker
Spaniels and young stock. Apply to

GEO. BELL, Walker House, Toronto, Canada.

COCKER SPAmEU.
Grand assortment of fancy marked young

stock, liver and white, lemon and white, black
and white, red, etc.. Half grown and full grown
stock. New circular. HANDSOME BROOK

Rinada Pointer Kennels.
Address F. 0. Box 2885, New York City.

FINE BROKEN DOftS, brood bitches and
Euppies for sale at all times. If you want well bred,
igh class dogs we will be pleased to hear from you.

If you want cheap "sooners" write elsewhere.

Kennels at Massapequa, Long Island, N. Y

PUPPY PHILOSOPHEES.
"Listening to the Argument" & "Thinking It Over.'

This pair of fine Ajtotypes, size 8xl8in., mounted
on 22x38 extra heavy plate, paper will be sent
postage paid on receipt of $2. Send for illustrated
circular.

W. T. HIGBEE, Cleveland, Ohio.

SETsT OINT APPROVAL.
Type, beauty and breeding unexcelled, and field

qualities of a high order. EDglish setter bitch
18mos. old, well broken, at half value. Also Ballard
Union Hill rifle, .32.40-85, or will exchange rifle for
shotgun of equal value. For full particulars ad-
dress with stamp, POSTMASTER, Stevensville, Pa.

5

ST. BERNARDS.
Brood bitches. Also few choice pups.

S. W. PATTERSON,
Lftkn View, Worcester, Mam
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A PLANK.
This is 1894. "We have just been celebrating the four-

hundredth anniversary of the coming to this continent of

men equipped with firearms. For four centuries, from the
time of Christopher Columbus to that of Charles Delmon-
ico, we have been killing and marketing game, destroying

it as rapidly and as thoroughly as we knew how, and
making no provision toward replacing the supply. The
result of such a course is that for the most part the game
has been blotted out from wide areas, and to-day, after

four hundred years of wanton wastefulness, we are just

beginning to ask one another how we may preserve the

little that remains, for ourselves and our children.

With all the discussion of the subject in the columns of

the Forest and Stream from 1873 to 1894, there has been

and is a general consensus of opinion that the markets

are answerable for a larger proportion of game destruc-

tion than any other agency or all other agencies com-
bined. The practical annihilation of one species of large

game from the continent, and the sweeping off of other

species from vast regions formerly populated by them, have
not been brought about by the settlement of the country,

but by unrelenting pursuit for commercial purposes. The
work of the sportsman, who hunts for the sake of hunt-

ing, has had an effect so trivial, that in comparison with
that of the market hunter it need not be taken into con-

sideration. The game paucity of to-day is due to the

skin hunter, the meat killer, the market shooter.

From the beginning wild game has played an import-

ant part in the development of the country. It has sup-

plied subsistence when there was no other food for the

pioneer and the settler. Buffalo and elk and deer and
grouse and quail and wild goose and wild duck have
sustained the men who first cut into the edge of the

unbroken forests of the continent, who blazed the trails

westward, and pushed their way, directed as mariners at

sea by note of sun and stars, across the billowing prairies".

Many a halt would have been made by these advancing
hosts, had they been compelled to depend upon sutler

trains, instead of foraging on the abundant game re-

sources of the country as they took possession of it. For
generations, then, it was right and proper, and wise and
profitable that game should be killed for food; that every
edible creature clothed in feathers or in fur should be
regarded as so much meat to be spitted or potted or
panned.

But times have changed. Conditions are not what
they were. Game still affords food for the dweller in the
wilderness, for those who live on the outskirts; and for

people in such situations venison is a cheaper commodity
than beef. But for the vast and overwhelming multi-

tude of the people of the continent game is no longer in

any sense an essential factor of the food supply. It has
become a luxury, it is so regarded, and it Is sold at prices

which make it such. With the exception, perhaps, of

rabbits or hares, the supply of wild game as marketed is

not such as to reduce the cost of living to persons of mod-
erate means. The day of wild game as an economic
factor in the food supply of the country has gone by. In
these four hundred years we have so reduced the game
and so improved and developed the other resources of the
country that we can now supply food with the plow and
reaper and the cattle ranges cheaper than it can be fur-

nished with the rifle and the shotgun. In short, as a
civilized people we are no longer in any degree dependent
for our sustenance upon the resources and the methods of
primitive man. No plea of necessity, of economy, of
value as food, demands the marketing of game. If every
market stall were to be swept of its game to-day, there
would be no appreciable effect upon the food supply of
the country.

Well, then, why not recognize this, and direct our
efforts, in line with such a recognition, toward the utter
abolition of the sale of game? Why should we not adopt
as a plank in the sportsman's platform a declaration to

this end—That the sale of game should be forbidden at
all seasons? To share and express the sentiment is one
thing, to put it into execution is quite another. Perhaps
the time is not ripe for such stringent measures. Yet
this very rule of no game traffic holds in certain county

laws in this State; and one of these days it will hold in

every State, East and West, North and South. It may not

be brought about in our day, but the present moment is

ncQ..«v too soon to adopt the plank as a working principle

and to work for it.

That which stands in the way of the present prohibition

of the sale of game in the larger cities is the magnitude of

the commercial interests involved. The traffic is one of

large proportions, much capital is invested , and the busi-

ness not one which would readily be sacrificed. No one

of these considerations, however, can withstand a cam-
paign of education and the creation of a public sentiment

which will surely follow when that education shall have
taught the community the true place of wild game in the

economy of the civilization of the present.

NORTH AND SOUTH.
The Governor of North Carolina might say to the Gov-

ernor of South Carolina: "We do things differently here."

For, while in South Carolinathey now taxthe non-resident

shooter $25 and put him into jail for thirty days if he

goes gunning without a license, in North Carolina they

welcome the sportsman from abroad, lay open their hotel

registers for his name, point the way to their quail fields,

and send him home with an invitation to come again.

Just now the citizens of Southern Pines, in North Car-

olina, are doing their best to make happy a company of

visitors from the North and the South, who have gath-

ered in response to their invitation to join in a "week of

old-time Southern sports." The fun began last Thursday,

Feb. 1, with a quail hunt; Friday there was another quail

hunt with an opossum hunt at night; to-day the pro-

gramme calls for a rabbit chase; Monday it will be a

squirrel hunt; Tuesday a wild turkey hunt, with a coon
hunt at night; and on Wednesday a deer hunt by day
and a fox chase by night. Just how the commitlee in

charge has arranged with the game for this programme
is not explained; but every self-respecting coon, mind-
ful of the honor of the Tar-heel State, doubtless remained
closely at home on the night put apart exclusively for the

opossums, and the foxes will keep out of the way when it

comes the turn of the coon. In addition to the hunting
there are set down a barbecue, a possum supper and other

festivities, not to mention speech-making, which of course

will not be up to the mark of that heard over Asheville

way in Buncombe county.

Altogether this is a very agreeable way for Northern
and Southern men to come together; and such meetings
cannot but promote friendlier feelings between the

residents of different sections, who participate in them.
The exchange of courtesies between the sportsmen of the

North and the South has been going on ever since war-
time picket lines were abandoned; they will continue and
multiply and exert their blessed influences, even in the

non-resident license fee districts.

SNAP SHOTS.

In his interesting story of the last wild turkey hunt of

western New York our correspondent, Mr. J. L. Davison,

tells us that being asked why he had not killed one of

the birds, he replied, "I have not lost any turkeys." In
the West "I have not lost any bears" is the conventional
retort when one is rallied for not hunting the grizzly. It

is a retort which has been cm-rent for hundreds of years.

In an old-time volume entitled "Epigrams both Pleasant

and Serious, written by that All-Worthy Knight, Sir

John Harrington, and never before Printed," London,
1615, is the rhymed version of it:

A Gallant full of life and void of care,

Asked his friend if he would find a hare.

He that for sleepe, more than such sports did care,
Said, Goe your waies, and leave me heere alone;
Let them find hares that lost them, I lost none.

If the sportsmen of the seventeenth century were as

much given as are those of the present day to putting into

type hunting stories "never before printed," it would be
reasonable to assume that this one had been going the
rounds for a hundred years or so before.

There are more old stories than new ones under the sun.
For instance, that familiar anecdote told by "Antler" and
others, of the genius who was taken out by his hoet to

hear the music of the hounds. When the pack was in

full cry, he was asked how he liked the music. "The
dogs make such a confounded racket that I can't hear
any music," was the response. This was in Tennessee.

As told in. "Wit and Mirth," in the works of John Taylor,

the Water Poet, printed at London in the year 1630, the

story runs: "A Mayor that was on hunting (by chance)

one asked him how hee liked the Cry. 'A curse take the

Dogs,
11

saith he, 'they make such a bawling, that I cannot
heare the Cry.' "

Speaking of bears, we have allheardthe story of the man
who was wrestling with the bear and prayed, "Lord if

you can't help me, don't help the bear, but stand one side,

and you'll see the all-firedest bear fight you ever did see."

Well, this is old too, olderthan the oldest settler; for away
back in the days of the Leshes, their chief once prayed
before going into battle: "Be on our side! An' gin ye
canna be on our side, aye lay low a bit, an' ye'll see thae

carles get a hidin' that must please ye."

Gen. Peter Turney, Governor of Tennessee, seventy

years old, is an enthusiastic deer hunter and rider to fox-

hounds, and has the credit of being able to stand as much
hard work in the field as any other man of the State, old

or young. "Uncle" Tim Dyer, of Vinal Haven, Me., is

twenty years older than Gov. Turney, and, according to

the Lewiston Journal, he has celebrated his ninetieth

year by taking alone and unaided, fishing in an ppen
dory, a halibut weighing 3321bs. This teaches us that

while there is life there is hope of catching a bigger fish

than we have ever caught before. Our frequent con-

tributor, Mr. J. G. Eich, of Bethel, Me., is seventy-three

years old, and has to his score as hunter a credit of

seventy-three dead bears, equivalent to one for each year.

Perhaps Mr. Lew Wilmot of Washington may tell us of

some one in the Northwest who can equal this record, or

"Coahoma" may find an equally redoubtable bear hunter

in the Mississippi swamps. The lists are open to all

—

"Podgers" alone barred.

Some years ago after the first stories of "Uncle Lisha's

Shop" had found their vast and appreciative audience,

Mr. Robinson suggested that some of the future chapters

might be illustrated with portraits of Uncle Lisha, Sam
Lovel and others of the Danvis folk; and he sent down
what he averred was a faithful likeness, done by his own
hand, of Lisha Peggs. No doubt it was, but the face and
the figure there sketched were so at variance with the

portrait we had conjured up while reading the Shop
papers, that we told Mr. Robinson that his sketch must
certainly disillusionize a multitude, destroy at one fell

swoop unnumbered hosts of the Uncle Lishas'of individ-

ual fancy, and find but a sorry welcome for this new one
—even though the true one—with which he sought to

supplant them all. So the portrait was not printed, and
to-day Uncle Lisha is known to Forest and Stream
readers as a personage of a thousand forms an< I faces,

and never two of them the same.

Hill City is a town of Kansas in the jack rabbit belt.

The Mayor and the Council sent out a frantic wire the

other day offering to contribute 10,000 of their jacks to

the poor of large cities, if only a prize fight arranged for

a Florida city could be transferred to Kansas and set

down in Hill City's "midst." Here is a precious band of

iphilanthropists for revenue only. Having 10,000 rabbits

to give to the poor, they yet refuse to ship them, unless

two bruisers can be induced to maul one another in Hill

City in the sacred name of charity.

A novelty in game protective schemes was a measure
under discussion, and rejected the other day, in the Ohio
Legislature, to make every alternate year a close season

on quail. This would be a capital plan, if only due care

were .taken to put it into effect so that the close time
should follow the hard winters; and to insure this, the

Legislature might call in the help of the weather sharps to

predict the cold years, as Joseph foretold the seven years

of famine in Egypt.

It is an old saying that we must have our winter some
time, meaning that if the cold weather be not prolonged

during the usual term it will come with intensified rigor

before the opening of spring. Nevertheless, this is prov-

ing to be so far a season of unusual mildness, and in con-

sequence of marked advantage to game, over a wide area

in this latitude. If the favorable weather conditions

shall continue in corresponding degree through the

winter, the result-will be manifested next autumn in an
increased supply of quail and other game.
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June Training.
Besides beautifying the earth with the greenness of

woods and fields, t he bloom of innumerable flowers and
the sparkle of limpid yet unshrunken streams, and glad-
dening it with the songs of thronging birds as happy as
the golden days were long, the first month of summer
brought also upon its first Tuesday the June Training.
In the year whereof this partial record is made the day

was unseasonably ushered in, according to established
usage, by the ceremony of "wakin' up off'cers." A party
of the younger men made the rounds of the homes of those
dignitaries, arousing them with volleys of musketry, when,
if they were

L
men of proper martial spirit and alive to its

encouragement, they would come forth with refreshment
befitting warriors.
The cock's prolonged clarion notes were saluting the

unfolding banner of dawn, when
Captain Peck was awakened by
a volley whose rattling thunder
was intensified by wads of green
grass rammed down on the
double charges of powder.
The Captain speedily made his

appearance at the door, rubbing
his sleepy eyes with the back of
a hand that held a tumbler while
the other bore a brown jug that
coldly bumped his naked leg.

"Mornin', gentlemen," he said
in tones that strove valiantly
through drowsiness to become
hearty; "hope I see ye well this
mornin'. Walk right up an' re-

fresh yourselves."
He essayed to advance toward

them, but hastily withdrew his
bare foot from the dewy door-
step.

"Sarjint Daow, won't you jest

kinder take a holt o' this an' pass
it raoun'?"
The tall sergeant, setting his

gun against the doorpost, swung
the jug over his arm, and with
accurate judgment of his men
measured out to each a fiery

charge suited to his caliber.

Then with a lusty cheer for
"the Cap'n in his uniform," they
departed to surprise as stealthily

the lieutenants in their strong-
holds.
Meanwhile their commander

bore the depleted jug to its cup-
board and the burden of military
honor back to bed. He did not
feel himself at all a hero when
he curled up his legs in obedience
to Mrs. Peck's petulant com-
mand :

"Solerman Peck, take your
col' feet off'ni me. They're
julluk tew frawgs. I don't
b'lieve it no part o' military
desiplyne fer a captain of a
company to be a-galivantin'
raound in— his— shirt tail—in
middle of er— night tu— tu

—

squerronnk," and with a trumpet
blast delightful to his ear she
resumed her interrupted march
into the land of Nod.
The beautiful day was not far

advanced when the one street

of the Forge village began to ex-
hibit the half indolent bustle of
a country holiday. Boys were
arriving, heated and panting
from a haste that had not till

now permitted them to stop even
for the nursing of stubbed toes.

One of Antoine's brown-skin-
ned, black-polled brood carried
a smooth bit of board on the
hollow of his arm whereon
were displayed twists of molas-
ses candy, and. already was cry-
ing his home-made confection
in his father's own English:

"Lassin candle. Two for cen'
a piece."
Militiamen came in, on foot

and in wagons, and men strag-

gled from one to another of the
increasing groups on Hamner's
stoop, the steps of Claphain's
old store and of the new and
popular Bascom's as interest

or curiosity impelled them.
Here and there a man hurried

about his belated chores. White-
haired exempts sat at their doors, agape with languid,
senile curiosity. Women in unwontedly early tidi-
ness of dress went back and forth from house to house,
bearing openly or under aprons, some neglected or forgot-
ten provisions for ,the day whereon relatives or friends
might desire entertainment.
A very fat and no less benevolent-looking old man in a

blue homespun frock, seated on a tall-backed, splint-bot-
tomed chair, in a lumber wagon, that also held a barrel
of spruce beer behind him, drove his fat and sedate old
horse near to the front of Hamner's hostelry, and clamb-
ering carefully down over the stout thill, unhitched his
horse and led it away.
"Wal," said one housewife, as she dropped the rush cur-

tain under which she had watched him, "I guess the'
haint no daoubt but what its trainin' day, fer ol' Beedle 's

come, an' he's sot up clus tu Hamner's. Won't that rile
Hamner? But it don't make no dif'ence, his cust'mers
aint hankerin' arter spreuce beer,"

Old Beedle coining back, removed the end board from
his wagon and made a counter of it whereon he placed
his tumblers, shoved the tap of the cask beyond the end
of the box, took out the chair, seated himself comfort-
ably, and proclaimed his readiness to serve customers
with beer at one cent a glass, counting the change that
he carried in a canvas shot-bag, while he awaited their
coming.
Then Joseph Hill and his father drove in, with the long

gun aslant, the son being permitted to carry it to-day in
such honorable service, for so the veteran regarded it,

though "June trainin' " was becoming a mere farce
among a people whose martial spirit seemed almost dead.
SamLovel marched past in his long-strided fox hunting

gait, followed by Pelatiah with downcast eyes, bearing
his irksome gun. Time was when he looked forward
with a thrill of pride to the day Lowizy should see him
adroitly practicing his lesson in the art of war, but that

I
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was an ended dream. Now, Beaver Meadow and Stony
Brooks were calling him with concerted babble, and he
would rather go a-fishing than join in this foolery, or
rather, still, go out to battle, to die and forget and per-
chance draw one tear from those blue eyes that were
always haunting him.

Capt. Peck, scarcely recognizable by those to whom he
had first appeared that morning, was proudly conspicuous
on Hamner's stoop in a square-topped, broad-visored cap
with a red, white and blue pompon, enormous yellow
epaulettes on the shoulders of his tightly buttoned blue
claw-hammer coat. White trousers incased legs that
were frequently entangled with the scabbard of his huge
sword. His first lieutenant wore a bell-crowned beaver
hat and a blazing red coat, a relic of some defunct uni-
formed company, while his junior in rank was designated
only by a huge red sash encircling his loins and the cav-
alry saber depending from it. The fifer and drummer sat

. on the steps toying with their instruments, with a group
Not far off a little board booth that had grown the day i of boys gaping in tireless expectancy before them,

before, began to blossom out with the yellow cakes of
[
Sergeant Dow lingered near, awaiting orders, without a

ginger bread, a jar of striped candy and green tumblers trace of drowsiness from his self-imposed early duties,
of lemonade, which attracted [many flies and a few bovs 1 The Captain endeavored to draw his watch from its
to its rough counter. * padded fortifications, but failed, and went to consult

Hamner's clock. "Sarjint Daow," he called, as he
bustled forth, "you can fall in the men naow."
At the word, the drummer began to rattle the call

familiarly set to the words, "Uncle Dan, Uncle Dan,
Uncle Dan, Dan, Dan," and the men came straggling into
fine, a few ready and alert, but the greater part listless

and careless, and. some bearing only clubs and broomsticks
in place of proper weapons.
Standing stiff as a ramrod at the head of his rank, Sam

looked with supreme disgust on these military mummers
who should have withered under the fiery indignation of
Gran'ther Hill's glances.
"You'd orter be court-marshelled an' shot, blast ye!" he

growled, "an' so ye would ha' ben, ef ye lived when folks
hed spunk tu du anythin'," and he shook his impotent
staff. "Pooty critters you be tu make sojers on!"

It gave him some comfort to see his own gun, upheld
by his son, kwering like a naked color staff in the center

of the line.

"Jozeff haint turrible hefty on
sojerin', but he kerries a gun
'at's used tu the business, any-
way," he remarked to those
about him.
Uncle Lisha, standing by his

side, uttered in snorts and ejacu-
lations his grief and indignation
at the spectacle of the unsoldierly
bearing of - men whose fathers
had so gallantly borne the
evergreen emblem of Vermont
through the storm of Platts-

!
burgh fight.

At last the company was got
into line and partially straight-
ened by the united efforts of
all the officers, in pulling a man
here and pushing another there,
then they faced to the right.

/ The fifer rocked back and forth
from foot to foot to assure him-
self of the time the order was
given to march, fife and drum
struck up "Yankee Doodle," and
with an irregular tramp of four-
score pairs of feet, the Flood-
wood Company of Danvis went
marching down the street, all

the boys running beside it, the
women waving their handker-
chiefs and the Captain's pompon
bobbing proudly before it.

Then it was countermarched
and returning to Hamner's,
halted there and went through
some antique manual of arms,
during the performance of
which some who felt the need
of refreshment after such ardu-
ous service, dashed out of the
ranks and into the barroom and
presently reappeared wiping
their lips to leisurely resume
their places, without reprimand.
The men were soon dismissed

for their nooning, and a cordial
invitation was given by the
genial Bascom, to all who
would, to partake of a free
lunch of crackers and cheese
at his store, thereby greatly in-

creasing his own popularity and
depreciating that of his less

patriotic rival who sat almost
alone in the shadow of his own
store, placidly awaiting his fore-
seen time, as he said softly to
himself,
"That feller's got pretty nigh

the len'th o' his rope. He won't
be givin' away crackers an'
cheese next trainin'."

The Captain dined at Ham-
ner's with his officers and most
aspiring privates. Cap'n Hill
and Uncle Lisha were honored
guests of village friends to
whom they told stories of the
warlike days of which they had
been a part. The lary er number
of the militia men having pro-
vidently brought their rations
in pockets, tin pails and baskets,
gathered in picnicking groups at
centers most convenient for the
irrigation of their dry fare, some
squatting on the platforms of
pumps and well curbs, where
the gulping crescendo of the
one and the splash and bump
of the other's bucket, often in-

# terrupted or overbore the flow
of joke and repartee.

Some roosted on the thills and other available perches
afforded by old Beedle's wagon, where draughts of the
spicy beer were within easy reach, and some, burning with
a valiant thirst that neither water nor beer could subdue,
occupied the thin benches in the noontide shade of Ham-
ner's stoop, firing volleys of wit at each other and at the

boys who stole past them to gaze on the Captain's sword
that now hung peacefully behind the bar, while its owner
wielded meaner weapons against the sacred rage of hunger.
A horde of boys swarmed about the benevolent old

Beedle who dispensed smiles and kindly words with his

foaming glasses of innocuous beer and always gave the

right change for eveiy "fo" pen' sha p'ny," though its

Spanish blazory of pillars and scroll was quite effaced.

And boys crowded about the booth in eager purchase of

the choky but delicious gingerbread as yellow as old gold
and of greater worth to their hungry stomachs.
Meanwhile there was hospitable clatter of plates,

knives and forks in every wayside house, the sound where-
of made hungrier every passer by.

"A turrible free-hearted creeture" said one of Bascom's
guests to a fellow soldier, jerking his head sidewise to-

ward the smiling proprietor, while he turned a fresh

cracker in search of the best point of attack, "an"pears
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tu be a candid sort o' man, but it beats all natur haowhe's
borryin' of ev'ybody."
"N'yum, n'yum, n'yurn," mumbled his full-mouthed

comrade with assenting nods.
"Yis, borryin' of ev'b>'dv" continued the other. "Why

they say 't he's borryed $300 of the Buttles gals 'at they'd
laid up a tailorin', without a mit» o' security. Poor ol'

critters, fifty year ol' the youngest on 'em is. All they'd
got saved up. Hope they won't lose it, but I d' know."
Sam overhearing them, raised his eyes from the

smoked herring he was pealing, to study the face of his

friend Bascom, a genial, beaming face, with restful eyes
that met another's but for an instant, but surely there
was no guile in it.

During the nooning, the village street so nearly re-

sumed its ordinary peaceful aspect that Joel Bartlett,

clad in his Quaker garb, appeared in it as a not incongru-
ous figure, mounted on a wagon load of grain and driving

I sedately toward the mill. Millers being exempt from

I

military duty, and but few grists being likely to come to

the mill on this day, it seemed a propitious one for Joel.

He was suspected by some of possessing a worldly, un-
confessed love for music, embracing even the martial
strains of the fife and drum.
As he slowly turned the corner, holding an attentive

ear, and casting a wistful, furtive glance up the main
street, he attracted the notice of Beri Burton, whom fre-

quent calls at Hamner's bar had made pot-valiant and
more than usually aggressive.

"See that aire dumb sneakin' Quaker," he mumbled,
with one-half a doughnut in his mouth while he pointed
at Joel with the other half. "Goldumb Quaker, ridin'

roun' comf'ble, when better men 's sarvin' the country.

|
Goldumb ef I don't make him git daown off'm his waggin
an' shoulder my muskit." And starting up from the group
with which he was lunching, with long, shambling
strides, he advanced rapidly toward Joel, snouting vocif-

erously, "Hoi' on thar, you Bartlett, I got some'pn fer

tu tel ye."
When Joel became aware that he was addressed, he

drew rein and awaited Beri's approach, asking quietly as

the other came beside the wagon:
"Was thee a-wishin' to speak to me, friend Burton?"
"Yis, I be," growled Beri, "but I haint none o' your

'friend Burtons'. I want you tu git ri' daown here."

"No, I thank thee, I don't feel drawn to get down,"
Joel answered. "I can converse quite freely where I be."

"Goldumb ye, you will feel drawed down 'f ye don't

pile off'm thar. What business you got a-ridin' raoun wi
your dumb drab broad brim clos' when decent folks is

a-duin' thar dooty. You gotter git ri' daown here an'

shoulder a muskit like a hones' man oncte in yer sneakin'
life."

His brawny hand grasped one of Joel's butternut-dyed
stockings and Joel drew the other close under his haunch.
"I'm a man of peace," he said, "and hev no call tu

handle carnal weepons."
"You come daown er I'll pull ye daown, I will."

"Oh, you'd better let him be, Beri," mildly expostulated
a militiaman who had drawn near. "He haint 'bliged to

train, ye know, an' if we wan't we wouldn't."
Beri's answer was a more vigorous jerk of the en-

thralled member.
"If thee yanks me so hard, friend Beri," said Joel calmly,

' 'my t'other foot is lierble to slip, an' if it should hit thee
in the face an' hurt thee I should feel grieved."
Beri pulled more savagely, roaring, "Come off'm thar."

Joel, as he slid a little from his lofty seat, let fly his

loose foot full in the face of his uncouth adversary, who,
staggering backward with his hand to his battered nose,
howled with pain and rage.

"Dumb ye," he roared, glowering darkly up over his
bruised features, and making feeble demonstrations in

the same direction, "I've a good minter break yer
neck."

"Frienrl Beri, I hope my foot won't slip agin, but if it

does I haint answerable."
"Goldum ye, I won't dirty my fingers wi' yer Quaker

carkiss. I've hed a wolf's foot in my maouth, an' a
Quaker's hoof in my face, an' I do' want no wus dis-

grace."

Joel's contracted brow and closely puckered lips relaxed
and his face assumed its usual placidity as he resumed his

seat, and chirruping to his horses they moved sedately
onward, while Beri shambled away, as much abashed as
it was in his nature to be.

Joel had the miller and mill to himself for half the
afternoon, but it was noticeable that when the company
paraded for afternoon drill and fife and drum struck up
"The White Cockade," "Yankee Doodle" and their one
other tune, "The Road to Boston," he took himself out of
the noise of the mill clack and rushing water, and with
his back resolutely turned to the music gazed into space in
abstracted meditation.
At about 1 o'clock the drum resumed its monotonous

iteration of "Uncle Dan," and "the siners of war," as their
commander flatteringly styled them, wandered again into
crooked alignment, shouldered arms, marched and coun-
termarched, wheeled right and left like a wave-tossed
seine, "charged bay'net" to the affright of the scurrying
host of boys, and at last, at 4 o'clock, "p'ised arms" and
disbanded; and the farce of "June Trainin' " was ended.
After buzzing about for a while with as little purpose as

a swarm of flies, the greater part of the militiamen and
spectators departed, while some lingered to do forgotten
errands or regale themselves with the seductive sweets of
gossip and strong waters at Hamner's.

Bevies of boys trudged homeward shrilly recounting the
events of the day. Old Beedle went jolting over the high-
way, his empty cask rumbling and his well-filled shotbag
chinking a tune very pleasant to his ears.

Sam, Pelatiah and Antoine bore each other company
homeward.
"By the gret horn spoon!" the first exclaimed, "I'll stay

tu hum an' pay my fine afore I'll jine sech foolin' agin.
It gits wus an' wus every year, a-pomponadin' back an'
tu like a passel o' sheep, every man dutn' jest as he's a
mind tu, an' larnin' nothin'. I'd ruther stay tu hum an'
du nothin' er work in Huldy's posey bed."

"I'd ruther go a-fishin'" said Pelatiah, regretfully, as
his wistful eyes followed the winding copses and strag-
gling ranks of elms that marked the courses of his favorite
streams. "An' what's the use o' trainin'. anyway? The'
won't never be no more fightin'. It 's gone aout o'

fashion, seems, 'ough."
"It won't, never, I'm afeard, till folks gits tu be angels

Br geese, which they're gittin' mighty nigh. Fust ye

know, the' '11 come a war, kerslap, an' nob'dy ready
'mongst all the stuff, we've got tu make sogers on, jest as
good sogers as fit in the Revolution an' eighteen-hunderd-
an'-twelve. But I s'pose it don't take long tu lam tu kill

folks, a,n' it's hopesin' we won't haf tu."
"Ah '11 goin' tole you de trut', sah, Sam," said Antoine,

who had been a cordial and interested spectator, "it was
mos' look wus as de Papineau war, on de Patrick side of
it. De British he look pooty bonly he '11 gat too much
gaun an' shoot it too much. He can leek more as honded
tousan' you feller. Why, seh, he '11 leek me, mahsef."
Just relieved of his holiday coat and hat, Uncle Lisha

sat sweating in his shirt sleeves when Sam entered his
kitchen. Joseph Hill, who had come a mile from home
to rest himself, lounged in an easy chair.
"I seen one man tu-day," said Uncle Lisha, looking at

Huldah, '"at looked julluk sech sojers as we hed tu
Plattsburgh, an' the fust letters of his name is Samwil
Lovel."
"I doan' know but what I'd jest abaout as lives train as

not tu, an' abaout as lives not tu as tu," said Joseph,
serenely unenvious of the compliment that reddened
Sam's cheek, "on'y it makes father swearin' mad 'cause I
can't git the right foot forrid fust, which it 's allers the
left, he says, an' I don't see haow on airth you're goin' tu,
erless ve take kinder of a half hitch, hipperty hop."
"Wal," said Uncle Lisha, "there's Bubby, an' the

womern folks, an' me an' Drive haint got tu train, hev
we, Bubby? Ah! seee here, daddy's man, le's go fin' aout
what 's in Uncle Lisher's cut tail pocket. It felt julluk a
sugar plum a-tunkin' agin' the calf o' my laig all the way
hum."
With the little boy holding on to his tan-stained fore-

finger with one dimpled fist and leading the sad-faced
hound by the ear with the other, he went over to where
the blue coat was hanging on the wall.

Rowland E. Robinson.

UNCLE ISIAH ON THE HAMMERLESS.
He was seated on a box in front of one of the little

cabins that "befoh de wah" served as quarters for the
field hands employed on the plantation.

A solitary chicken of doubtful sexand very nondescript
breed was pecking in the gravel at his feet, and a delicate
wreath of blue smoke circling from his corncob pipe
formed a halo around his shining black pate. The warm
sunshine, for although it was near Christmas the rigor of
winter had not yet reached Virginia, poured its yellow
rays over him and glistened on the barrels of an old-

fashioned fowling piece, which he was busy oiling and
putting in order.

My new Parker hammerless had arrived that morning
and I was naturally anxious to test its shooting quahties,
so I called around to get Uncle Isiah to accompany me.
Hearing my footsteps on the gravel walk as I turned the
corner of the smoke-house, he hastily removed his black-
ened pipe from between his lips, and, half shuffling to his
feet greeted me with: "Good mohnin, howdy, howdy
Marster Ned? I done been a hearin' de quail pipin' all de
mohnin down yon'er by de ribber, an' I was just a cog-
itatin' wedder I'd better go up to de house an' call you,
case I know you all couldn't miss no such mohnin as dis;

jess listen to dem quail, 'peahs like dey jes pipin' ter be
shot!

"What you got dere honey? Dat yo' new gun? Lemme
look. Laws-a-mussy, you done broke it all raidy! My!
Yo' pa sholy will be mad? 'Tain't broke! Yes it is, look
yeah, an' yeah, don't tell me dis gun ain' broke, whar's de
hammers?
"Hammerless gun—cose it is, jess like I said; made dat

way—go way—don't pester me wid no sich foolishness!
what good am a gun what haint got no hammers? How
you gwine to shoot hit off?

"Law me! Well, dat do beat me, for a fac'! Dey's
inside! Well, dat am de mos' curiousness gun I ebber did
see. Lemme look again. Umph! What fo' dey put 'em
on de inside? What's dat? Jess you hark heah. De
pusson what climbs a fence an' den done turns roun' an'
pulls de gun through after him, jes' 'serves to be shot, an'
he's sure ter do it some way if you done gib him de bestis
and safes' gun in de worl'.

"Dis yeah sutney does s'prise me, 'deed it does!
"Didn't I done teach you all how to handle a gun?

Didn't I tote dat big duck gun ob yo' pa's down to de
corn-fiel', so as you could shoot yo' fust rabbit? Didn't I

go along wid you de day after Chris'mus fo' yeahs ergo
come nex' Chris'mus, when you got yo' new breechloader?
Didn't I teach you how ter climb de fences—huh? An'
now you ain't know enough to han'le a gun wid hammers
on it;—I'se powerful ashamed ob you, suh—yes, suh, I

cert'n'y is!

"Look yeah, you see dis ole gun? Don't you turn up
yo' nose—dere haint no style about it—I knows; dis yeah
piece ob string am wrapped eround de place where it

broke de time yo' pa fell down wid a big wounded buck
on top of him. He done gib me de ole gun for killin' de
deer jess in time. 'Tain' no breechloader, an' you jess

hab to pour de powder into de top end, but she's a mighty
pow'ful shooter jess de same, an' when Mister Cottontail
see me a-comin', he jus' 'low he gotter git up an' move
mighty quick, an' keep er-movin', or he done fin' hisself

dead. When I see ole Bob White line up plumb between
de hammers I know Bob White done gwine to sizzle in
my skillet befoh night. No, suh—you keep yo' hammer-
less gun; dis yeah nigger's done got used ter de ole times,
an' he's like de ole mule what hab done trabbled in de
furrow all his life—you can't make no bob-tailed fancy
circus horse outen him, no mattah how hard you try."

The General.

Canadian Folks Are Not Cockneys.

Sorel, P. Q., Jan. 2i.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In
your issue of 20th hist. I regret to notice a curious inac-
curacy in "Kelpie's" interesting letter—I refer to the
cockney dialect which he puts into Canadian mouths.

I know eastern Canada pretty well from Halifax to
Winnipeg, and can assure "Kelpie" that a misuse of the
aspirate is not a characteristic of Canadians. The last

paragraph of his letter plainly infers that it is.

During a residence of several years in the United States
I have met at odd times people who apparently believed
Canada to be a pocket edition of England, and thought
all Englishmen were cockneys, I should have expected a
man of "Kelpie's" attainments to be better informed.

Pintail.

THE VARYING HARE.
This animal, the Northern bare (Lepus americanus)

abounds in northern Maine, New Hampshire and Canada.
It is pure white in winter, cinnamon brown in summer.
Weight about 61bs.

;
ears, length of head; hind feet very

large; small forward; a very swift runner, outstripping
the fastest dog. They feed on grasses in summer and
tender twigs of birch, hemlock and spruce in winter.
Live entirely above ground, making forms of dried grass
or leaves on which they lie, under thick cover of shrubs
and evergreen bushes. Chiefly nocturnal, choosing a dry,
sunny knoll in daytime, where they quietly ruminate in
daylight, commencing their travels about sunset, and on
moonlight nights roaming continuously, otherwise start-
ing out at daybreak for a morning frolic. This hare does
not occur in the Western States.
The Northern hare is a beautiful animal in its winter

dress, and appears very much larger than it is, having
long ears and legs which deceive the eye, and making
immense bounds when started, giving it the appearance
of a flying creature, These hares have been sent into
many of the States of the Union to stock preserves. A
curious fact in regard to this animal is, that it cannot be
baited in the summer season, when the herbage of nature
is green and fresh. Only when the earth is covered with
snow will they enter the boxes set for their capture. For
the last ten years I have sent perhaps thousands into
many of the States, several hundred each year; more to
New York perhaps, and Pennsylvania, also Virginia,
Maryland, New Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massa-
chusetts, Michigan, and even to Florida and to islands in
the sea.

The beagle is the best dog for hunting them, and they
give great sport ahead of these dogs, circling in large
circuits sometimes a mile away. I have known two
hunters to start out without a dog, one with a gun, the
other acting as dog, following and barking in imitation of
a dog, and in due time bringing the hare around, to his
partner with the gun. They will thrive equally well on
mountains or in swamps, and are great breeders. They
always circle when started by man or beast. I once saw
one come out of the woods on tQ Mollychunkemunk Lake,
and start off down the lake on the ice. A few minutes
later a fisher cat came on to the lake on the hare's track
and spun dnwn the lake in pursuit. As soon as the hare
perceived that he was followed, he commenced to circle,

the fisher keeping the inside ring, and the circuit growing
smaller in each round until finally the fisher made a game
dinner of bis prey.

Many carnivorous birds feed on this animal, especially
hawks and owls, and also the beasts of the forest. The
bear, fox, mink, m-irtin, fisher, lynx and many others,
and it seems a wise provision of nature that the hare
should breed so prolifically to supply the needs of such a
horde of meat eaters, and can it be any worse for the
hare to be killed by a dog than by the lynx or fisher, or
picked to pieces by an owl? After all, it is the survival
of the fittest law. J. G. Rich.
Bethel, Maine.

Another Grouse in Town.
Albany, N. Y.—On Sunday afternoon, Jan. 14, a ruffed

grouse was discovered in the poultry yard of the Olcott
mansion, on the heights east of Greenbush, across the
Hudson from this city. The bird seemed to have dropped
in to feed, and three gentlemen, Douglass Olcott, H. A.
Vanderpoel and H. H. Valentine, watched it from the
windows of the tool house. Presently the bird became
alarmed at the appearance of a cat and it rose to clear the
picket fence, but apparently did not see the wire screen-
ing above the pickets, in the meshes of which it became
entangled and finally fluttered down into the space
between the wire and the pickets, where it was easily

caught by Mr. Valentine. Upon examination it was
found that the foot and shank of one leg were missing,
but there was a perfectly healed "stump," and the grouse
(a hen) seemed to be in otherwise excellent condition,
being fat, clean-feathered and of first-class wing power
as was shown later. The bird was examined with great
interest by the gentlemen and by two setters and a
pointer who were present; then Mr. Valentine took it out
to the eastern edge of the hill, the side of which is

wooded, and offered it liberty. It rested quietly upon the
man's outstretched hand for a moment, not seeming to
realize its release Suddenly it raised its head and with a
mighty rush tore through the trees, down the hillside,

and disappeared on the opposite side of the wide valley.
Horace B. Derby.

Big Tracks and a Large Yell.

Ashland, Wis.—I am in the woods a great deal of my
time, as my business is surveying and looking up lands
for different lumber companies. Last fall I had a fifty-

five days' trip, and my attention was drawn several times
to a certain animal's track always in the largest swamp
and roughest country. The track is about 3-Jin, in diam-
eter and generally there are two together. The steps are
very regular and about 32in. apart and in a direct line.

The beast travels over a great deal of country. The track
is • round and shows three toes and a center very plainly.

I should judge the animal is as heavy as a good-sized dog
from the appearance of the signs. I have been very close

to it. One night about 9:30 I went out of the canip and
very near the camp, say 50yds., the same animal gave
the most terrifying yell I ever heard in the woods. I
have heard wolves a great many times and have shot and
trapped them; but this is no wolf. I am told it is a
panther; some say it is a jaguar, others a cougar, some a
Rocky Mountain lion. I believe all these names to apply
to the one animal. If you would be so kind as to give
me some information in regard to this animal through
your valuable paper or otherwise I will be verv much
obliged. J. A. G.

Foreign Travel.

Attention ot travelers is called to the advertisement on page vi of
the Credit Lyonnai--, of Paris. This is one of the largest banking
establishments in the world, having a capital of forty million dollars.

I It occupies a magnificent marble building in Paris, and has branches
1 in most European cities. Letters of credit may be procured of the
leading banks and bankers in the United States, and cords admitting
to the reading and writing rooms will be furnished by their New YorS
representative. Charles Einseldler, 15 Wall street —Adv,
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HUNTING WITHOUT A DOG.
Sportsmen will one and all admit, I think, that the

ruffed grouse furnishes by far the finest sport of any of
the feathered tribe. At any rate, such is my opinion, and
consequently, most of my time afield has been spent in
his pursuit.

His rendezvous is the choicest part of the woods, among
the pines and hemlocks. Just such a spot as I would
choose were I to live in the woods, and, in fact, I have
been many times tempted to desert the city and live out
here with the grouse, as Thoreau did. Is it to be won-
dered at that the grouse is an independent, saucy fellow,
living, as he does, out in the woods all the time, breathing
the pure air, scented with the odors of the forest? How
I envy him. It is a pleasure simply to be out here, even
if no game is secured; and many a happy day I can look
back upon when I have wandered about from sunrise to
sunset without firing a shot or seeing a solitary bird. The
question, How many birds have you secured? never con-
cerns me in the least. Ask that of the pot-hunter or
market-hog. I go for the pleasure and recreation, and
many times having secured a brace of birds, I have left

others untouched for a future day.
The first question to present itself was, what kind of a

dog should be used; and in working out its solution, I

have tried about every variety known to the sportsman's
category. Taking all into consideration, I have found the
cocker spaniel most satisfactory. It is a pleasure to
watch these little fellows quarter back and forth with
shining eyes, their excitement amounting almost to
frenzy at times.
One spaniel that I used would occasionally play some

very shabby tricks on me. Led by curiosity, I followed
him into the cover and watched him, to learn the cause of
his pranks. I soon found that he was having as good
Bport as I, and that I was missing half the fun. The
grouse were playing the pranks, not the dog.
On my nest excursion, I determined to try the experi-

ment of leaving the dog behind and doing the hunting as
well as the shooting myself. I soon discovered that never
before had I known anything about the ground I had been
in the habit of working over. Heretofore I had supposed
that I was perfectly familiar with every piece of cover
within a radius of twenty miles of my home; and so I

was, with the ridges, wood-roads and foot-paths; but never
before had I even dreamed of the existence of so many
bewitching nooks and shady dells as were hidden away
in those woods. I was so engrossed in exploring them
that I completely forgot about the grouse; until as I was
passing down the deep bed of a narrow streamlet, thickly
shaded above and on both sides by a heavy growth of
scrub pine, a grouse jumped from the bank into this

ditch and ran its whole length at lightning speed before
he rose. That was bis trick, and he had fooled me a
dozen times before at this very spot, while using the dog.
A heavy charge of shot stopped him this time, however.
It was a greater pleasure to me to outwit that wily fellow
than to secure a score of ordinary birds; and it was with
a feeling of triumph that I laid him away in my game
bag. I never pass the spot now without penetrating to
that little stream in the pine clump and living over that
bit of sport.

Since then, I have come more and more to hunt
without any dog. It is harder work, of course, or better
exercise, whichever you may choose to consider it. A
strong suit of canvas is necessary to withstand the brush
and brambles. I enjoy passing quietly along through the
woods, meeting new acquaintances, no dog to scare the
animal life away, veritable still-hunting. The habit is

soon acquired of judging the most favorable spots to find
the birds. The sides of a well-wooded gully or black-
berry patch, or, in late fall, the sunny edge of a clearing,
are promising spots, You have but to seat yourself in a
favorable locality and exercise a little patience to discover
their hiding places. The young birds practice drumming
in the fall and will soon be heard calling, as it were,
"Here I am, come and try your luck." When the snow
is on the ground, the tracks reveal the presence of the
birds, and form a sure guide as to their whereabouts.

It is my custom, a few days before the opening of the
season, to take my own dog, borrow my neighbor's and
any one else's that I can, and, going of course without my
gun, work over the entire ground with the dogs; thus
finding about how many birds there are and where to look
for them. Then, on the opening day, I saunter out by
myself, "To beard the lion in his den, the Douglas in his
hall," No necessity of watching a dog all the time, and
bursting the lungs bawling afler him; but plenty of op-
portunity to enjoy the surroundings.
The majority of the shots secured will, of course, be

snap-shots in the brush at short range, and l-equire a
great deal of skill. But the greater the skill required, the
keener the sport. Then, there is the satisfaction of hav-
ing met the game on an equal footing and taken no unfair
advantage of him. But best of all, the lively scramble
up and down has thoroughly tested every muscle, and
filled the lungs with the elixir of the woods.

I would be pleased to hear through these columns from
other sportsmen who have tried this method of grouse
hunting in densely wooded districts, where it is impossible
to see further than a few yards at the utmost. B.

Nova Scotia Moose Heads.
Winchester, Mass.—Editor Forest and Stream: In

my description of a moose hunt, under the heading of
"Two Guaranteed Moose," in a recent number of Forest
and Stream, I spoke of C. R. Peavey as being very suc-
cessful in finding moose for parties he guided. I have
just received quite a long letter from Peavey, in which he
says: "The day after I saw you at No. 7 a party came to
my place and engaged me to go after moose with them.
We started early from Oxbow and reached camp that
night. On the third day I put them up to three large
bulls, and they killed the three. They were the three
finest heads I ever saw together, all with big antlers. One
had ten large prongs on one side and nine on the other.
The second had eleven points on each horn. The third
had the largest antlers, twelve points on one horn and
nine on the other. The one with eleven on each horn is

said to be the best head seen in this region during the sea-
son. We swamped a road to them and hauled them out.
I had been home four days when Algie and his man came
out, each having killed a bull." C. M, Stark,

MARYLAND'S GAME INTERESTS.
Ellicott City. Md.—The well developed movement in

this State toward a better protection of its game supply is

exceedingly gratifying to every one who has aided in
bringing it about, and to none more than myself. Recog-
nizing that we have all the natural elements of a vast
game preserve, I have seen, year by year, a gradual
decrease in the sum total of game, and a wonderful
increase in the number of men afield, as well as a marked
development in the effectiveness of both men and fire-

arms.
Indulgence in trap-shooting during three-fourths of

the year has added many recruits to the army of devotees
of field sports, and increased their skill in a measure.
Against this what has there been in favor of the game?
Nothing, beyond a few desultory efforts upon the part of
a few enthusiasts to restock the depleted coverts. The
severe winter of '93 had its effect in aiding the general
destruction, the market gunner and trapper got in their
work, the hawks and foxes helped along, and the curious
specimens of legislative action known as the Maryland
game laws overshadowed the whole thing, actually abet-
ting game destruction rather than aiding game protection.
Just take the law as at present in force upon Bob White
in the several counties:

Oct. 1-Jan. 1 in Alleghany.
Oct. 15-Dec. 1 in Garrett.
Oct. 15-Dec. 26 in Harford.
Oct. 30-Dec. 25 in Washington.
Oct. 20-Dec. 24 in Carroll.
Oct. 31-Dec. 24 in Howard.
Nov. l-Dec. 15 in Montgomery.

Nov. l-Dec. 31 in Talbotfc.

Nov. l-Jan. 1 in Frederick, Wico-
mico,

Nov. 1-Jan. 10 in Cecil.
Nov. 1-Feb. 1 in Caroline, Dor-

chester, Worcester.
Nov. 1-Feb. 15 in Somerset.

Nov. l-Dec. 24 in Anne Arundel,
Baltimore, Charles, Prince
George, St Mary.

The general State law makes the open season Nov. 1 to
Dec. 31; yet here we have local county laws which prac
tically make an open season throughout the State, for all

sportsmen able to travel and for the ubiquitous market-
shooter, from Oct. 1, the date of the open season in Alle-
ghany county, till Feb. 15, the last day of the open season
in Somerset connty. It may be argued that there are also
local trespass laws and others requiring licenses to shoot,
which prevent indiscriminate shooting throughout the
State. But I am sure that any fair-minded sportsman wil 1

admit that the trespass laws and the license business is as
much honored in the breach as in observance.
In Howard county, where I live, a non-resident is sup-

posed to require a license to enable him to come into the
county; up to date there have not been a dozen sold, and
I know by personal observation that a hundred non-resi-
dent sportsmen is not an overestimate of the nam bet-

hunting in Howard this season without license. I have
no hesitation then in asserting that such laws are practi-
cally dead letters, and are better off the statutes than on
them.
To still further lengthen the open season, look at the

rabbit law. Here again we have a State law making the
open season from Nov. 1 to Dec. 31, Now look at the
county laws:

Sept. l-Tan. 15 in St. Mary.
Oct.. 15-Dec. ?4 in Carroll.
Oct. 15-Jan. 1 in Alleghany.
Oct. 20-Jan. 15 in Dorchester.
Oct 31-Dec. 24 in Howard.
Nov l-Dec. 24 in Anne Arundel,
Kent, Prince George, Queen
Anne.

Nov. l-Dec. 26 in Baltimore.

Nov. l-Dec. 31 in Talbott.
Nov. 1-Jan. 1 in Caroline, Fred-

erick:.

Nov. l-Jan. 15 in Somerset, Wash-
ington, Worcester.

Nov. 1-Feb 1 in Montgomery.
Nov. 1-Feb. 15 in Wicomico.
Nov. 5-Jan. 1 in Harford.
Nov. 20-Jan. 10 in Cecil.

Here we have an open season from Sept. 1 to Feb. 15.

Could anvthing be more inimical to the welfare of the
game, more satisfactory in making people law-breakers?
Or less effective in the object for which the laws are sup-
posed to be made?
These same laws make a virtual open season for wood-

cock from June 10 to Feb. 24. I met a man this fall who
is in the habit of killing woodcock late in February
during favorable seasons about the time of the evening
when these birds begin to perform their curious mating
evolutions. Verily we have need of not only stringent
game laws, but a campaign of education as well.

The great scarcity of game this season past has created
a reaction, and there seems to be a widespread feeling
that a general close season of at least one year would be
an advantage, and a bill to make that a law has been in-

troduced into the Legislature. If passed this will surely
give us time to make headway in securing either the re-

peal of all county laws and the enactment of a general
State law or the revision of existing lawsand each county
adopting the same open season.
Dr. Ellzey's letter in a recent issue of your paper is one

of the best I have yet seen and should have due weight,
for the Doctor is a student of nature as well a sportsman
from the ground up. His suggestion of having certain
days of the week as hunting days during a general open
season, is in my opinion the most sensible and practical
idea of breaking up market-shootiog and other unfair ad-
vantages taken against the game that has been offered so
far as I know. I do not agree with his boundary dat< s,

fori think Oct. 20 too early by eleven days in our latitude,

We rarely have killing frosts until Nov. 1, sometimps not
until Nov. 15. At the same time, while not agreeing
with Dr. Ellzey to secure legislation along the lines he
bas suggested, I will gladly aid in securing the passage
of such a law making the dates Oct. 20 to Dec. 20.

There is one question I would like to ask Dr. Ellzey in

regard to the period during the "late unpleasantness;" I

was then too young to remember about the weather con-
ditions, but during the four years' compulsory close sea-

son was not there any winter corresponding to last win-
ter, which did not succeed in killing out the birds?

I must confess that I do not favor the so-called migra-
tory theory as to the disappearance of the birds in certain
vicinities. Thatsome, perhapsmany Bob Whites, migrate,
we know or surmise, but that there is a general migratory
movement I very much doubt. The movements of Bob
White seem to me to be governed by the food supply of a

vicinity, and the cover supplied by that locality is another
factor in causing the so-called migration. For instance,

where I live the entire district is yearly getting cleaner,
and yearly I have noticed that the gross number of Bob
Whites seemed about the same, but the coveys were more
widely distributed, always using as near good cover as
possible. On my own place there are usually two coveys
hatchedoutand raised, this year three. One covey stayed,
the other two left, one, as well as I could determine, going
to an adjacent farm where there was a large swamp, the
other to a branch about a mile distant from my house,
where there was such excellent cover that fully one-half

the cunning rascals are alive and hearty to-day, with fair
prospects of pulli.ig through the winter.
Of course there is only subjective testimony; the birds

certainly hatched in my fields; there were no birds in
either of the two localities that could be found by two
dogs and a man who knew every foot of the ground.
Later, when cold weather came and the fields became
bare and food scarce, two coveys were lost from my place,
and when the season opened I found two coveys, one in
each of the above mentioned places, where none were
found before.
There is one other argument in favor of a close season

—that we could undoubtedly succeed in getting together
a fund to purchase rabbits and partridges wherewith to
restock our covers. Fifty thousand pairs of Southern
birds put out through the State and a close season for one
year would, I think, make a very decided increase, in the
general supply. Short open seasons thereafter with rest-
ing days between shooting days and all could have sport.
May this, the millennium of sportsmen, become an ac-
complished fact. Samuel J. Fort, M.D.
Ellicott City, Md.

ADIRONDACK DEER SEASON OF 1893.
Mr. W. E. Wolcott has compiled and published in

the Utica Herald a statistical report of the Adirondack
deer supply, which is well worthy a careful study

:

In order to obtain all the information possible concern-
ing deer and the workings of the game laws, the opinions
of prominent hotel men and well-known guides in the
Adirondacks have been asked, and the views expressed by
each are given in brief below:
A. D. Barber, Honnedaga Lake, Herkimer County—

I

think deer are increasing very rapidly in this section, and
believe the reason is the stopping of jacking or floating in
the Adirondack League Club preserve. I have noticed
several articles in t'^e papers about deer starving:, which
I cannot understand, for beech nuts are plentiful. The.
deer have not as yet yarded up, but are traveling about
everywhere and feeding on nuts. My men see deer every
few days while at work near this lake, and they say they
look nice, and must be in good condition. I still think
the season for running doss should begin later, say not
before Sept 20, or even Oct. 1. Everyone knows the
meat is far better then than early in September.
David Helms. Long Lake, Hamilton County—Deer are

increasing. I think that as there are so many sections of
the woods where the deer are starving for lack of food,
the hunting season should be extended until Dec. 1. I
saw a guide from Moose river tract last week, who assured
me that according to the best of his belief there would be
at least 200 deer starved this winter in that section. I was
in the Beaver river country in June, and saw acres where
there was hardly a green twig in sight. I do not wish to
be understood to say that there is not feed enough in the
woods for the deer, but in certain sections, where they
yard thickly, as the snow gets deep they do not move
around much and finally cannot get away far enough to
find sufficient food to keep them alive. In the Cold river
and Preston pond region last spring, there was a large
number found dead with no marks on them, and the men
who found them said they had starved. So long as venison
is not shipped away to market, there is no danger of deer
being killed off to do any harm.
Henry Studor, Bisby Lakes. Herkimer County—Deer

are about hold intr their own. The guides in our locality

do not favor jacking. By this mode of hunting many
deer are wounded and go off in some thicket to die. The
idea of deer starving to death is all nonsense. There is as
much feed in the woods now as there was twenty years
ago, if not more.
Theodore C, Remonda, Morehouseville, Hamilton

County—Deer are decreasing, Th« guides and people
generally favor a law that would prohibit hounding and
give a bunting season open from Sept. 1 to Noy. 15.

There are three things necessary to the increase of deer:
The prohibiting of hounding, mild, open winters, and
protectors that protect. If the present mode of hunting
deer continues the deer will soon be exterminated.

O. L. Howland, Rudeston, Hamilton County—Deer are
just holding their own. It is the opinion of the guides
and other people about here that hounding should be
abolished and the hunting season extended a month later.

Floating does not harm the deer alter Aug. 15. Hound-
ing is what destroys the deer, and it must be stopped in

order to protect them and have them increase.

Byron E. Cool, of North Lake, Herkimer County—The
game law of 1893 seems to give satisfaction both to the
sportsmen and guides, but it is a fact that many deer
were killed out of season in this locality last year, and the
unlawful acts can not all be laid at the door of the woods-
men that live or work here. From signs that do not fail

it is evident that some who call themselves sportsmen had
a hand in it. What we must have is better protection. I

do not notice any change in the number of deer.

C. H. Bennett, Raquette Lake, Hamilton County—The
guides in this section would like very much to have the
hounding extend from Sept. 15 to Nov. 20. They would
like still-hunting allowed until Dec. 15 and jack hunting
done away with altogether. Tnis would give general
satisfaction to both guides and sportsmen. Deer are
increasing.
Sam Danakin, Fourth Lake, Fulton Chain, Herkimer

County—Deer are increasing. I find that the vote of
the guides in the Adirondacks is almost unanimously in
favor of abolishing the jack and leaving November a
hunting month. There never was any need of blocking
out November, as the law limiting the number of deer
killed covers the whole business, and every hunter and
sportsman knows that November is the natural hunting
month. When I say "guides" I do not mean the great
army of boys and men of all occupations that flock into
the woods with their jacks for their summer outing, and
pose as guides during the season and return to their jobs
again.
Munroe H. Bullock, Stillwater, Lewis County—Deer

are increasing. This locality is now owned by a club and
we only kill what deer are wanted at the house. The
guides think the game law is all right as it is for it gives
everybody a chance to hunt as he bikes.

Charles Fenton, Number Four, Lewis County—The
number of deer reported as killed here by hounding last

fall, 280, may appear large, but it is below the true figure
if anything. This portion of the woods was filled with
hunters and dogs during the hounding season, and the
deer have been nearly exterminated. Guides and others
in this vicinity are now opposed to hounding.
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Jack Thomas, Cranberry Lake, St. Lawrence County-
Deer are increasing here. The general opinion of guides

in this locality is to have the open season from Aug. 15 to

Nov. 15, and stop jacking. Give us the same time to

hound deer as they have in other counties.

Orrin Harris, Pyramid Lake House, Essex County-
Deer are increasing. Guides ami everyone else in this

section would like to have the law changed so as not to

permit the huntiug of deer in any form until Sept. 15.

They would also like the season extended to Nov. 15, and
to have the time for still-hunting and hounding the same.

I have hunted deer more or less for 45 years, and have
studied the matter a great deal.

W. H. Roblee, North River, Warren County.—Deer in

this locality are increasing. There should be no jacking

or floating. We would like fifteen days more bounding
and fifteen days in November for still-hunting. Cuides

Henry Maxham, Frank Maxham, Richard Burch, George
Raymond. Henry Straight, Nathan Bennett, Henry Ben-

nett, W. H Bennett, Fayette Weller, Fred B >rss.

Thomas Salmon, Sacandaga Valley, Saratoga County.

—

Deer are increasing in this locality. The guides and hunt-

ers think the hunting season should open Sept. 15 and end
Dec. 1. Venison can not be kept during warm weather.

Eight out of ten deer spoil when the attempt is made to

keep them early in the season. As parties are anxious to

carry venison home it is the opinion of all who hunt deer

that the season should be set a month later all around,

and that there would then be fewer deer killed and more
eaten.
Reports from various sources give the estimated num-

ber of deer killed last year in the localities mentioned as

follows:
Floating. Hounding. Still-hunting. Total.

Hon nedaga Lake 5

North Lake.
Bisby Lakes

Number Four. .

,

Harrisville
Morehouseville .

Sacandaffa Valley
Pyramid Lake

The figures given above show that 1,669 deer were
killed last year in the localities specified, and as there are

some points from which no reports have been received,

there seems to be every reason to believe that the aggre-

gate number of deer killed in the Adirondacks during
1898 was over 2,000.

s 31 36
13 5 18

65 45 10 120
10 10 20 40
25 280 20 325

100 30 130
6 30 7 43

-Set- 30 5 40
30 200 15 245
25 40 25 90
50 100 10 160
aoo SO 250
50 15 65

50 50
6 "i 7

471 • 995 203 1669

DUCKING ON A CALIFORNIA RANCH.
Los Angeles, Jan. 4.—"Then you will come by for me

in the morning. Bob?" "All right, Dave, 6 A. M. sharp; till

then good-bye."
According to promise, 6 A. M. next morning found me

turning the corner at F. street, and, dark as it was, I could
see Dave standing in the doorway, bundled up in a over-
coat which looked as if it rnLht have been left behind by
a member of the Peary expedition. Dave jumped into the
light buggy, along with a mixture of gum boots, hunting
coats and canvas decoys, and we were off.

As our destination was only a little over six miles dis-

tant, we let the two dogs run, in order to keep them warm,
for, although we were in semi-tropical southern Califor-

nia, the morning was fresh, to say the least. One of the
dogs, a Gordon setter, Nellie, could trace her pedigree
back to the time her ancestors had come over with Noah.
The other was a common, everyday "yaller" dog, who
gloried in the name of Shep. But what Shep lacked in
pedigree he made up in usefulness and general good sense,

and consequently we were not averse to his company.
After a drive of about forty-five minutes, we pulled up

at the gate of the ranch whither we were bound. Signs
were displayed in conspicuous places to the effect that any
and all trespassers would be prosecuted to the full extent
of the law, and warning would-be shooters to keep out.

But these possessed no terrors for us, for nestled safely in

the pocket of my coat was a permit for myself and friend.
The lake is situated on the extensive ranch of Col. A., who
very generously allows me the esteemed privilege of shoot-
ing on it. It is about a mile long and very narrow, in

some places not more than 60yds. across, in others it

reaches a width of about 200yds.
The greater part of the lake is full of a dense growth of

tule, which affords an excellent hiding place for the
myriads of web-footed wildfowl which frequent it; but
there is a stretch of open water at each end where there is

room to set decoys and enjoy blind shooting. Besides this
open water, there are numerous open in gs in the tule where
one may surprise an old mallard quietly feeding on the
smartweed and wild celery. Very few people are allowed
the privilege of shooting here, and this, combined with the
fact that the birds are not shot at more than once a week,
makes this place a very superior one for duck shooting.
After reaching the lake we walked on down to the boat

house, putting up several flocks of widgeon and teal on
the way down, but we refrained from shooting at them
until we should have our decoys set and our boats hid-
den. It was agreed that Dave should take one boat and
Nellie and pull for the lower end, while I should take
Shep and the other boat and go to a certain opening in
the tule, where I surmised I would get good shooting.
Dave had the longest way to go, so he said that he would
fire a shot to let me know when he was ready.

It did not take me long to row to the entrance of my
chosen opening, but I did not row iu, as I could hear the
widgeon whistling and occasionally an old mallard croak-
ing, and I wished to get a shot at them before 1 set my
decoys. So after bidding Shep to charge in the stern I
inflated the decoys and laid out some shells where I could
get at them conveniently. Then, as I had nothing else

to do, I sat down in the boat and waited for the signal to
begin. Dave put up several large flocks of green-winged
teal on his way down to the lower end; and as they
wheeled by me with a graceful sweep, not more than
40yds. away, I was strongly tempted to let drive into
them, but I recollected my promise to Dave and refrained
from doing so.

Finally the welcome shot rang out, and with a quick
shove of the oar (the water was not more than 5ft. deep),
I sent the old boat gliding toward the opening, not more

than 40yds. away. Quietly guiding its course with the
|

oar, until I had almost readied the opening, I laid the oar I

down and quickly caught up my gun. I took a firmer
grip on the barrels, and as the boat shot from behind the
last bunch of tule, the ducks left the water with a roar of

wings. This was my opportunity, and a hasty double shot
into the thickest of them brought down five, all widgeon,
while two more glided off at an angle, plainly hard hit, and
finally fell dead at the other end of the opening. I

dropped the decoys overboard, one by one, and without
stopping to retrieve the fallen birds, I pushed the boat
between two clumps of tule, which effectually hid it from
sight. I could hear Dave's gun booming away at the
lower end, and I knew that he was having good sport. I

did not have much time for reflection, however, as flock

after flock wheeled over the tule, either to pitch headlong
among the decoys or else to cautiously circle around to

assure themselves that all was well, when with set wings
they would glide down and drop their feet to alight. I

levied a fair toll from most of the flocks, though some-
times missing what were apparently the easiest kind of

shots.

For the first hour or so the shooting was fast and
furious, and it was with difficulty that I restrained Shep
from jumping out of the boat in his excitement. After
that it settled down, and the birds came sometimes singly,

sometimes in pairs, and at other times in small flocks.

The way those teal decoyed was a caution! Dave's gun
would ring out, and I would see a dark cloud rise out of

the tule from the lower end and head in my direction.

Then I would square myself in the bow, and here they

would come, rushing through the air like bullets, so fast

that it would make my head swim to watch them. Some-
times they would swerve off, and drop down in some
other part of the lake, but oftener they would attempt to

light among the decoys, for the opening which 1 had
selected was a favorite resting place of theirs.

And so it went, the birds swooping down, giving me a

splendid oportunity to cover myself with glory by making
a handsome double or leaving me to bless the shells and
the poor quality of powder with which they were loaded,

as the case might be.

When the sun, from his high perch in the heavens, an-

nounced high noon, and the "inner man" strongly hinted

at substantial refreshment, I pulled out from my hiding

place, and put Shep to work retrieving the birds, at

which job I helped him by means of the boat.

When finally the last duck was placed in the bottom of

the boat, there was a goodly heap of them, and I was not

ashamed of my morning's work. After pulling leisurely

along in the genial rays of the sun, occasionally waking
up a long-legged blue crane from his midday siesta, I

arrived at the boat house. Dave soon came up, and I

knew from his contented look that he, too, had been suc-

cessful, and indeed he had been, as the pile of ducks in

the bow of his boat proved.
After lunch we counted and strung the birds, and

found that we had bagged just 81 ducks to the two guns.

There were nine varieties represented—canvasback (in the

minority), mallard, sprigtail, widgeon, spoonbill, bluebill,

greenwing teal, cinnamon teal and ruddy duck. The
majority of the birds were teal and widgeon, with a fair

number of sprig and mallard. It was no small job pack-

ing the heavy birds to the corral, so we concluded we
would drive down after them in the buggy. We piled

everything into the buggy, and although this necessitated

puttting our feet in our pockets, we reached town safely,

and delighted with our morning's sport. Culpepper.

THE LAST WILD TURKEY OF NIAGARA.
LOCKPORT, New York.—Mr. D. G. Elliott's interesting

article on the wild turkey of North America brings to

mind "fond reccollections" of an incident of nearly thirty

years ago. I am not an old turkey hunter, for I never
hunted wild turkeys more than half an hour in my life;

but within that short time I claim to have killed the last

wild turkey in Niagara county, New York. It happened
in this way:
A Mr. Townsend, who lived just beyond the present city

limits of Lockport, and adjoining the home of the late

ex-Governor Washington Hunt, had procured some wild
turkey eggs, which were put under a domestic hen turkey,

and she succeeded in raising a brood of sixteen, which as

far as circumstances would permit, were practically wild
turkeys. They kept to the woods of Wyndham Lawn,
souie twenty or more acres, and adjoining fields, and it

was almost impossible to get within shot of them, except
a rifle.

A few days before Thanksgiving Mr. Townsend invited

Mr. Charles Craig, an expert with the rifle, to come down
and shoot his wild turkeys. That afternoon I was out
after quail. At that time Bob White was plenty within
two miles of the city, and the first I ever saw sold was
when a gentleman from Boston bought from a shooter on
the street a dozen for one dollar; while now you could not
contract for a dozen of Niagara countv quail for $100.

On my way home I passed through the woods of Wynd-
ham Lawn, and when about in the center was startled by
a large bird flying out of a tree overhead. As it sailed

thr ugh the woods I saw that it was a turkey, and won-
dered why it should have been so high up in the trees; it

was at least forty to fifty feet from the ground. A few
minutes later I met Messrs. Townsend and Craig, and the
former asked me if I had seen anything of turkey. I told

him that I had just frightened one—or one ha 1 frightened
me by flying out of a tree over my head. He asked me
why I had not shot it. I told him that I had not lost any
turkey, and did not know thatit was rulable to shoot other
pei iple's turkeys when they were in the woods. He said

that this was the last one of sixteen that they had been
hunting during the day, and had looked for this one for

an hour; and that if I saw it again I was "to shoot it on
the spot."

I carried a 16-gauge muzzleloader with No. 8 shot. This
I withdrew and put in No. 6, and started in the direction

the turkey had taken. Coming to a high stone wall at the
edge of the woods and looking over, I saw the turkey
skulking along another stone wall running at right angles
with th« one I was against. It was at least ten rods across

to him, but I thought it was my only chance, and I took
it, and so also did the turkey. I climbed over the wall
and went for him. I found that one shot had gone
through his head. Hearing the shot Townsend came in

that direction. As I got back over the wall he came up,
when I handed him his turkey, and walked up to his

house where he showed me the other fifteen, which Craig
had shot with the rifle, mopt of them through the head.

To make this story complete I suppose I should have said
that they were all shot through *he head—as that was Mr.
Craig's intention—but some of them were shot through
the neck.

I also presume that I should say that Mr. Townsend
gave me one for Thanksgiving; but he must have forgot-
ten to do so, and it never o* curred to me to propose such
a thing. But I have the satisfaction of thinking that I
shot the last wild turkey of Niagara county and possibly
the last of New York State. J. L. Davison.
Lookfort, Jan. 20.

CHAT OF GAME AND GUNS.
Providence, R. I., Jan. 22.—The State Game Protective

Association have acted on a good idea. They hav had
printed a large number of cardboard signs stating the
fact that the, law is now on for all game in the State, and
threatening punishment for any offense. These are being
posted in conspicuous places throughout Rhode Island,
and may let the out of season shooter know that he has
something to respect.
The liberated quail seem to be doing well, but we have

reports that the lawless are killing a few. We have in
mind a private reserve not far from the city, where a
genial sportsman goes with a few select friends now and
then. He purchased a supply of quail and liberated them
on his farm, but we hear that more or less of them are
being shot by surrounding farmers. We understand that
our friend don't care to make a complaint for fear of
getting the ill will of the farm folk. Of course this is his

own lookout, but it hardly seems right for one man to
supply birds for others to kill, and out of season at that.

A little different case was that at our "farm." The club
has a shooting privilege of nearly a thousand acres, and
on this tract are a good many promising rabbit spots, A
certain person owning a small tract near by rather defied
the rixht of our club to stop him from using ferrets, but
when he found that we meant business and that one or
two of the members were authorized constables, and were
prowling around with blank warrants in their pockets,
hunting for rabbits, and "keeping their eyes peeled" to
catch him in the act—well, we believe he has quit. If we
can't win such men over with good argument, treat them
aB sportsmen and show them that we are only doing what
is right (and the average farmer will come around if you
use him right), then with the mulish species we must try
the other measure. The way of the transgressor is hard,
but the Protective Association's is harder.
People wonder how gunning accidents occur. Here is

a possibility, and it shows the ignorance of some thick-

headed handlers of a gun. Some few days ago we boarded
a car bound for the outskirts, to experiment with a rifle.

Out in the mill district two specimens swung aboard with
shotguns. One was a rusty single-barrel. On the nipple,

for it was a muzzle-loader, was a bright new cap, and the
hammer was set firmly down upon the cap. And still we
wonder at accidents. We kept pretty close to the butt of

that gun every time the car rounded a curve, for the indi-

vidual holding it was not over-particular how he allowed
the hammer to swing around.
Probably if an accident had occurred on the car sports-

men would be debarred from carrying guns thereafter.
Tode.

IMPORTING BIRDS FOR VERMONT.
To Members of the Vermont Fish and Game League, and

to all others interested in the introduction and propaga-
tion of new varieties of game:
At the third annual meeting of the League, held in

Burlington, Nov. 17, a committee was appointed for the
purpose of introducing new game into our State.

It is proposed by the committee to begin their work
at first with a few hardy varieties of feathered game,
such as are adapted to our climate and State.

Through the kindness of the president of the Maine
Game Protective Association we can import with them
black game and capercailzie from Norway and Sweden,
and sharp-tailed grouse from the Northwest. We also

expect to be able to secure a quantity of quail from
Tennessee.
The black game, which are the largest of the grouse

family, thrive in countries where the flora is similar to

ours and the winter climate much more severe than in

any portion of our State.

The sharp-tailed grouse are very hardy game birds, as

they are found in large numbers north of the Saskatche-

wan River, where the winters are extremely severe. They
are bud-eaters and would do as well as our native ruffed

grouse in any part of our State.

It is believed that the common Virginia quail can, with

a very slight expense, be helped through our winters, and
is a very desirable game bird for our lake and valley

towns.
The time has arrived when energetic and vigorous

measures should be taken to protect our fast disappearing

native game, and to introduce and propagate new
varieties. To do this latter work requires funds, which
we propose to raise by subscription, and we now appeal

to you and to your sportsman friends to assist in making
Vermont the banner game State of New England.

The first cost of black game is $4.50 a pair, with quite

as much more for transportation charges, and the cost of

sharp-tailed grouse will be about the same. We expect

to be able to land quail here at 50 cents a pair. Arrange-

ments will be made so as to secure desirable localities to

be used as game preserves, where these birds can be bred

and then be distributed to other parts of the State.

To perform this work successfully the committee should

have at least $600 to $800, and the orders for black game
and grouse should be given at once. This we shall do as

soon as a sufficient sum is subscribed to guarantee pay-

ment on first lot of birds. Please send in your subscrip-

tions promptly to A. W. Ferrin, Treas., Montpelier, Vt.

N. P. Leach, Chairman, 1
W. Y. W. Repley,
W. S. Webb, y Committee.
J. M. Gelot,
B. R. Seymour,

St. Johnsburt, Vt., Jan. 9.

National Association,

IN our report of the National Association resolutions,

the resolve as printed to "pledge each and every game
and fish warden to the moral and financial support of the

National Association, should have read, "pledge to each

and every," etc,
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GUN TAX AND GAME MARKET.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As to the idea of taxing firearms for the purpose of

lessening the destruction of game in this country, will

you permit a reader of your valuable paper to express the
View that such a plan would utterly fail to accomplish
the desired end. The rapid destruction of game is due
more to the profit which " market gunnei-s" find in pur-
suing their vocations than to shooting for sport; and the
man who finds a living in such work will be far more
likely to pay even a heavy tax upon his implements of

trade than he who goes into the field purely for amuse-
ment and recreation. The result would be, therefore,

that many who now shoot occasionally would give up the
practice as being too costly, while those who kill pro-

bably nine-tenths of the game would have the field prac-
tically to themselves and, the interest of the true sports-

man having flagged, " pot-hunting" and trapping would
flourish as never before.

Prohibition of sales seems to the writer the only pos-
sible remedy for the difficulty, and with proper laws
there should be no great obstacle, to practical accomplish-
ment of this. It may be urged that prohibition does not
prevent the sale of liquor, but the fact is that the cases
are not similar. The passion for stimulants and the
desire to eat game dinners are scarcely comparable,
besides which fact is a still stronger one, that the men
engaged in the liquor business, or rather, who would
engage in it contrary to law, a,re a very different class

from those who deal in provisions. Entire prohibition
would perhaps not be accomplished, but with the appoint-
ment of inspectors in the large cities the sale of game
would be immensely decreased, and the incentive to
market shooting correspondingly lessened. Game can-
not be watered or adulterated like liquor, and the price
would rise to cover the risk, so that the demand would
fall off, and dealers find the profits too small in propor-
tion to the risk. Saleno.

NOTES FROM MOOSEHEAD LAKE.

Treed by a Moose.
On the first'day of January, '94, William Hamilton, a

law-abiding guide and woodsman of Greenville, went into
the woods to "explore" for spruce. It being the first day
of close time, he left his rifle at home, feeling that it

would be better not to fall into temptation than to be de-
livered from evil.

"While picking his way through some old "works" and
thick black growth, Hamilton stumbled upon a big bull
moose. The moose seemed offended at having his privac3^
thus intruded upon, and after spending a few seconds in
tossing around a pile of old spruce tops, he started for
Hamilton. In the meantime the man had climbed a little

spruce, and from the top of this managed to get into a
big birch, where he spent six long and weary hours wait-
ing for his majesty to withdraw.

The Results of Protection.

Speaking of moose, there seems to be no doubt that
the moose are steadily becoming more abundant, in spite
of the hide hunters and summer "sports." Along the
Canadian boundary the hide hunters are most abundant.
They come over the line, kill everything they can that
has a hide or pelt, and then return to the place whence
they came, leaving no trace of their work except the
rotting carcasses of their victims. The summer sport may
be a dry-goods clerk, or he may be a Brooklyn millionaire,
but whether rich or poor he is the same selfish, jealous,
cowardly, mean-spirited vagabond. To "get his share,"
he kills wantonly, if he can. for the love of slaughter, or
for the joy of boasting of it afterward, everything that
runs, swims, or flies. And with shame it must be con-
fessed that many of those who should be most interested
in protection, the hotel keepers and guides, close their eyes
to these crimes, for the sake of a few ill-gotten dollars.
Caribou are probably holding their own in the more in-

accessible regions north of Katahdin and on the Alle-
guash, but near the southern boundaries of the great forest
they are becoming scarce.
Deer are wonderfully abundant. Twenty-five years

ago, as the writer well remembers, deer were no more
common than moose are now. But under the protection
of the much-abused game laws, the deer have steadily
multiplied, until they are now almost a nuisance to the
farmers whose grain fields are on the borders of the hunt-
ing grounds. Still they are the same shy animals, and
patience and skill, and oftentimes good luck to boot, are
needed before the hunter can fill his lawful quota.
The Maine game laws may have worked injustice in

isolated cases—dogs may have been killed which ought to
have lived, wardens may have taken bribes from the rich
and punished the poor, the backwoodsman may have been
cut off from his natural supply of meat—but still the final
result is that large game is becoming more plenty, and
that is what the law was made for. Therefore it is good
law—it is accomplishing its purpose.

Open Season for Trout and Togue.
The open season for trout and togue (to residents of

Maine) begins Feb. 1. There has been a difference of opin-
ion as to whether this winter fishing should be permitted.
The law was passed as a compromise, by which the anti-
protection element secured to the native population a por-
tion of their "rights" while giving up others, such as the
right to snare and spear fish on spawning beds, etc. But
after all, the winter catch in Moosehead Lake consists
mainly of togue or lake trout, comparatively few brook
trout being taken through the ice; and it is a matter of
doubt whether the summer fishing is at all injured by the
capture of these "lakers." The lake trout is hardly con-
sidered worth mentioning as a game fish where "square
tails" abound, and furthermore, he is accused (though I
think unjustly) of living largely on small brook trout; so,
all things considered, it was perhaps wise to allow the
farmer and his boys the doubtful pleasure of fishing
through the ice with a limited number of lines.

F. S. Bunker. •

We take great satisfaction in the fact—for it is a fact

—

that fish and game protection in Maine is a wonderful
success, especially in regard to the big game, some three
or four deer having been killed in this little county dur-
ing the late open season, a statement that could not have
been made during any year of the last forty.
There is one matter of great importance that troubles

the philanthropist along our coast—is the encroachments
made on the rights of our shore fisherme > by the menha-
den and mackerel seiners, who log-rolled through the
Legislature last winter a repeal of a portion of the law
forbidding the use of seines in our small bays, etc. We
are in the hope that this thing wll be straightened out
next year, when we trust our law makers will get their

eyes open to the true state of the question. N.

Bath, Me.

A GUN TESTING INSTITUTION.
New York, Jan. 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

send you the following prospectus of an American testing
institution for sporting firearms, powders and ammu-
nition:

Principal Aims.

The American testing institution is intended to per-
forra in this country the work done in Europe by the so-

called proof-houses and by the several private establish-

ments devoted to the systematic testing of hand fire-arms,

gunpowders and ammunition. The main object of this

institution is to serve both the American shooting fra-

ternity at large and the interests of our home industry in

the several branches and lines related to this class of

trade, by conducting ballistic trials and researches involv-
ing questions which, to be solved convincingly and con-
clusively, require continuous and systematic labor, and
which very rarely can be brought to a satisfactory and
beneficial issue through the individual gunner and in the
absence of the necessary scientific instruments.
The work of the. institution, although serving as a whole

the same end, may still be divided into three distinct

classes or departments.

Department A.

This department is devoted and embraces the testing of
hand fire-arms, gunpowders, ammunition and their parts,

wadding material, shot, etc. , as the same are now in the
market and as they may be introduced, from time to
time, hereafter.
The experiments of this class will, as a rule, bear a

public character and their results will be made known
either through the columns of the principal journals de-
voted to shooting, or by means of printed proceedings
distributed among the members of the institution.

These experiments will chiefly consist in determining as
often as circumstances may require the ballistic values of
the various articles referred to.

All such tests are carried out at the expense of the in-

stitution, and in view of the fact and considering that
they involve considerable expense and continuous labor,
all sportsmen in sympathy with the undertaking and
favoring the good cause are requested to aid the institu-

tion by having their names enrolled upon the membership
list.

The annual membership fee is $2, payable at the time of
the filing of the application, and for every subsequent
year, as long as a member desires to retain his member-
ship, twelve months from date of first and every further
payment respectively.

A contribution of $25 at one and the same time entitles

to a life membership. The privileges of members are set
forth in another chapter.

Department B.

This department is devoted to tests of a private nature
and all information furnished herein to the gunner will
be strictly confidential.
In view of the well known and established fact that

the shooting qualities of a gun are governed by certain
factors, and greatly affected by the peculiar prop-
erties of a propelling agent, by the size of the powder
and again the size of the shot charges and pellets; by
the proportions of the powder and shot charges; by the
wadding material and the diameter of the wad; by the
crimp of the shell, etc., the gunner, not meeting and
knowing how to meet these conditions, frequently,
although using the best ammunition money can procure,
and which may render very satisfactory average service,
finds himself unknowingly handicapped merely for the
reason that the cartridges and loads he employs are not
the best suited for his particular gun. With the gun
barrel material, the machinery and tools at present at
the command of the gun manufacturer, the latter

scarcely, if ever, succeeds in producing two guns with
shooting qualities precisely alike, and for .reasons of a
similar nature the same loads will behave differently in
one gun than in another. One gun will give the best
mean pattern and penetration with a heavier powder
and lighter shot charge, one again with the proportion
of these charges reversed to a certain extent. One gun
will do the best service with a coarser shot; one gun
requires a larger size wad, and one gun will shoot a cer-
tain powder better than others, etc.

The individual gunner is seldom in a position to de-
termine this quite important question. This problem
can be solved more systematically, readily and satisfac-
torily by the testing institution, where for this purpose
all the different kinds of powder, shells, wads and shot
are constantly kept in store, and where these tests are
carried out with the aid of the requisite suitable instru-
ments, and other means not at the command of the
great mass of gunners.
The institution will take pains to establish for every

gun, new or old, the most advantageous and best
adapted load
The charges for such work on a double-barreled shot-

gun of any gauge will be, exclusive of ammunition, $5;
for bona fide subscribers of Forest and Stream, $4; for
members, $2.50.

Unless instructed otherwise every gun and barrel will
be tested with black and four different nitro powders,
which the holder of the gun may designate.
A copy of the records of such a test is furnished to

the owner of the gun, thus enabling him to judge for
himself whether the conclusions arrived at by the insti-

tution and the counsel given him by it are justified by
the results obtained.

Testing- New Guns for Pattern and Penetration.

A gunner contemplating the purchase of a new gun
should first of all duly consider what kind of shooting he
intends to and probably will do principally with the gun,
and whether he is a poor, fair, or first-class shot. Gener-
ally the gun manufacturer or dealer is asked to furnish a
very close shooting gun I one which he will guarantee to

give a pattern all the way up to 80 to 85$, although a gun
of this description ie rarely found among twenty thousand,
providedthestandardload of No.7shotis used and the target
is placed 40yds. distant from the muzzle. In most cases
a gun of this kind would prove comparatively worthless in

the hands of the shooter, and even a gun averaging a pat-
tern of 65$ means often a very severe task upon the shoot-
ing talent of the purchaser, and will not do nearly so well
in the field and close range shooting as one producing a
mean pattern of only 50 to 55$. All tests for pattern
are comparatively useless unless the corresponding
velocity or penetration is established simultaneously and
found to reach the standard figures. But if the demands
of the gunner are within reason he has a right and ought
to know what his gun in point of pattern will and can be
made to do, and no manufacturer of or dealer in guns
should hesitate to guarantee the shooting qualities of a gun.
There are several tricks known and sometimes practiced

by unscrupulous dealers to make a gun give the very
best pattern. The gunner reads the figures obtained or
even counts the pellets in the 30in. circle and is happy.
He does not comprehend that this beautiful showing
means nothing in the absence of the corresponding
velocity.

In testing a gun for pattern the velocities developed by
the loads employed must first be established and if neces-
sary raised to the standard limit. This done the standard
of merits as laid down in the accompanying table should

• form the basis for determining the shooting7 qualities of a

These figures are based on exhaustive pattern tests, in
which thousands of guns of different gauges, grades and
makes were used. A manufacturer or dealer declining to

have a gun subjected to a test on this basis is hardly
deserving the confidence and patronage of the shooting
fraternity.

Points of Merits Governing the Shooting Qualities

of Better Class Guns.

IN 30lN. CIRCLE AT 40YDS. FROM MUZZLE.

10-gauge 12-gauge. 16-gauge.

Pellets. Per c1
*. Pellets. Per Pellets. Per cH

Common eyl. barrel,

,

160--180 35-40 135--150 36-41 112--124 35-40

Improved cyl. barrel. 170 -192 39—44 145 -162 38--44 118--131 39—44

Light chokebore bar. 185 -225 40--52 !55 -195 42--52 IS6--158 40-52

Medium chokebore b.. 216 -260 48—60 185 -225 50--60 152—186 48—60

Full chokebore barrel gab -280 58--65 215 -240 58—65 178--200 58-65

Extra full choke bar.. 360-295 60--66 -250 60-67 190--205 60—66

A certificate stating the shooting qualities of the gun
and the loads employed, and giving the number of gun,
length and weight of barrels, names of maker and owner,
etc., is furnished to the gunner. Every gun so tested

will have , the testing mark of the institution impressed
tipon the round of the barrel near the breech

;

F.(G.) (R) EC. 44.

The mean patterns obtained with a gun will be divided

into three classes: F. will stand for fair, G. for good and
H. for high. An average pattern of from 40 to 45$ will

be considered as a fair pattern, one of 45 to 55$ a good
pattern, aad one of 55 to 65$ a high pattern.

The marks impressed on a gun barrel as above would
mean that the gun gives a fair, good or high pattern,

whatever letter may be employed, and that it produces
the best mean pattern with 44 grains of E. C. powder.
The names of the several powders will be abbreviated

as follows: Sch. for Schultze, EC. for American E. C,
AW. for American wood, SS. for S. S., Wa. for Walsrode,
DP. for DuPont's smokeless, Ld. for Leonard, and BP. for

black powder.

Charges of Testing a Double-Barrel Shotgun
for Pattern.

Any gauge $5, for bona fide subscribers of FOREST AND
Stream $4, for members $2.50, exclusive of ammunition.

Sporting Rifle Tests.

Finished sportiug rifles will be tested for strength—
final proof—with a black powder charge double by weight
or measure of the regular service chai-ge, or, at the

holders' option, with an equivalent load of nitro powder.
Charges for testing a sporting rifle for strength, $3; for

bona fide subscribers of the Forest and Stream, $2.25;

for members, $1.50, exclusive of ammunition.

Establishing for Sporting Rifles the Proper
Charge of Nitro Powder.

The same reasons which prompt the sportsman to sub-
stitute a smokeless powder in the shotgun, let it appear
desirable for the hunter to use, if possible, the modern pro-

pelling agent instead of black powder in the sporting rifle.

The superiority of the nitro powder over the black is even
more marked in connection with the rifle than with shot-
gun ammunition.
As a rule, the smokeless powder will give a more even

and flatter trajectory than the black powder, and the
recoil of the former is decidedly lighter; two factors of
importance in point of accurate shooting. Smokeless
rifle powders are fast taking the place of black powder
for hunting large game, in several European countries,

and a huntsman who has employed a smokeless powder
for his rifle once, very rarely nourishes the desire to fall

back upon the old propelling agent.

The nitro powder is much less noisy than black, and
the report of a rifle shot frequently resemble; that pro-
duced by a strong cap. Provided the wind is favorable,
the huntsman often finds time for a second and third
shot at game standing some distance from him, if he
happens to miss his mark with the first or second shot.

This is rarely the case when the noisy black powder ie

employed. At short range the huntsman oan easily de-
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terrnine not only whether his shot has taken effect, but

also wliere the bullet has bit.

It is hardly necessary to point out here the causes why
the different powders intended for shotgun ammunition
are not adapted for the rifle. It is worse thau folly to

attempt to load rifle ammunition with smokeless gun
powders. A rifle powder must burn slower and develop

the gases less suddenly than a gun powder, and even
when a powder meets these requirements the layman is

not in position to establish the suitable charge for his

rifle. There are many points to be taken into considera-
tion, and in attempting to accomplish the object in ques-

tion the hunter will find himself confronted by various
problems which can be solved only with the aid of instru-

ments.
The twist of the barrel, the size, shape and weight of

the bullet, size and shape of the shell, and the primer,
each and all must be considered separately and combined.
The first step for finding the proper charge is, of

course, to determine the velocity and bursting SLrain as

produced by the service charge of black powder, and then
to make the nitro charge conform to these values. Even
when and after this is accomplished it is often found that
the bullet will strike regularly a point from 1 to 3in.

above the mark. This result is frequently blamed to the
powder, whereas it is simply due to the lesser recoil, and
can readily be remedied by a slight change of the sight.

As a rule, the shooting is more accurate, the deviations
are smaller with the nitro powders than with the black,

the penetration showing about the same values in both
cases. The majority of smokeless rifle powders require a
special primer, black powder priming will only answer in
rare instances, and special primers are always preferable.

The No. 3 primer, as employed for smokeless shotgun
shells, is not adapted for rifle ammunition, but suitable

special primers for all kinds of metallic ammunition are
now being made by the U. M. C. Co., and shells provided
with these primers will soon be available to the sports-

men. Such special primers will be used for making the
experiments herein referred to. The Institution is pre-

pared to establish for every make of sporting rifles and all

kinds of rifle ammunition the proper corresponding
charge of nitro powder. It is preferable if the rifle is

sent to the Institution, together with a number of loaded
shells as heretofore used. For the regular standard rifles

and metallic ammunition the corresponding nitro powder
charges can be established in the absence of the particular
rifle or cartridges. Rifles sent to the Institution for this

purpose will be stamped similarly to the barrels of shot-

guns.
Charges for establishing the proper nitro powder charge

for a rifle, irrespective of caliber, $5; for bona fide sub-
scribers of the Forest and Stream, $4; for members,
$2.50, exclusive of ammunition.

Department C.

This department is devoted to proofing raw gun barrels
or finished guns for strength with the proof-house charges
of black powder and shot, or any nitro powder the
shooter may designate.
The proof-house charges for a finished gun are 6£drs.

DuPont's FFF black powder and lfoz. of shot No. 7 for
12-bore. Any substantially built gun ought to resist and
withstand the strain developed by such a load, and no
manufacturer or dealer should hesitate to see a gun sub-
jected to such a test.

But the case is different whenever nitro powders are to
be substituted for the black powder. Many of these
change their properties through the influence of climate
or age. They are all, loaded bulk for bulk, more violent
than black powder, at least whenever the charges are
increased beyond the standard loads. For this reason it

cannot be expected that a gun manufacturer will guaran-
tee a gun against the action of highly increased nitro
powder charges. It can fairly be presumed, however,
that a gun having been subjected to the black powder
proof-house test will withstand any gas pressure devel-
oped by a slightly increased charge of nitro powder, and
if such a gun is bulged or bursted by such a load after-
ward, this is either due to the nature of the powder or to
some extraordinary cause.
Even the cheapest kinds of guns are subjected to the

proof-house test in Europe before they are salable; and
since American guns, as a rule, are built stronger than the
cheap grades of European guns, no w^ell-founded reason
can be presented why American guns should not be sub-
jected to such a test. This, however, is d matter to be
settled between the gunner and manufacturer, and the in-

stitution does not recommend that such a test should be
made compulsory just at present, at least not as far as the
raw barrels are concerned. The buyer of a gun, or rifle,

however, has a just right to condition the purchase upon
the test for finished guns and rifles with the same pro-
priety as a man will condition the purchase of a horse
upon the examination by a veterinary surgeon. All guns
and rifles tested for strength will have the institution's
marks impressed upon the barrel.

CH.3. SCH.52.

The marks impressed upon a gun as above would indi-

cate that its caliber is" 12, that it is chambered for a 3in.

shell, that in addition to the black powder proof charge it

has been tested with 52grs. of Schultze powder, and that
the barrel is chokebore.
The charges of powder and shot for testing finished

shotguns are as follows:

10-GAUGE.

8drs. or 219grs. DuPont's FFF black powder, or odrs. of
E. C, American wood or Schultze, 4§drs. S. S., 4idrs.
DuPont's smokeless or oOgrs. Walsrode powder, and in
each case 2oz. or 875grs. shot No. 7.

The respective service charges being: 4drs. black, E. C,
Schultze, S. S. and American wood, and Sidrs. DuPont's
smokeless, and 88grs. Walsrode powder and ljoz. of shot.

12-GAUGE.

6+drs. or 178grs. black powder or 4drs. of E. C. ,
Schultze,

S. S., American wood, 3fdrs. DuPont'B smokeless, or40grs.
Walsrode powder and lfoz. of shot No. 7. The respective
service charges being: Black, E. C, Schultze, American

wood and S. S. powders 3drs. , DuPont's smokeless 2fdrs.

,

Walsrode powder 29grs., and 1£ to ljoz. of shot.

lG-GATTGE.

54drs. black powder or the equivalent in any of the
nitro powders and l^oz. of shot No. 7.

Service charges: 2fdrs, or 75grs. black and loz. of shot.

In order to save to gun manufacturers unnecessary ex-

pense and inconvenience in transporting guns to and from
the institution the latter will make arrangements to have
guns tested for either strength or shooting qualities or
both by their officers at the works and on special terms.

Privileges of Members.
From the charges quoted heretofore it will be seen that

the members of the institution pay only one-half of the
regular prices.

~n addition to this concession the institution will answer
all questions submitted by a member and pertaining to

shooting, free of charge. The members will also receive
all printed proceedings gratuitously. Furthermore, the
institution will assist its members in ascertaining the true
causes for damaged guns, with a view of substantiating a
claim for indemnity. All damaged guns, especially when
the barrels are bulged or bursted, should be sent to the
institution with as little delay as possible after the occur-
rence, and before the traces of the damage have been
clouded, accidentally or intentionally.

The gun should be accompanied with a statement
describing the circumstances in connection with the acci-

dent, and in which the following questions ought to be
answered:

1. Did the accident occur in the field or at the trap,

and if in the field did you climb any fences prior to tiring

the shot causing the damage, or pick up a dead bird from
soft or marshy ground ?

2. Are you sure that the barrel, when the shot was
fired, was free from artificial obstructions, such as dirt,

snow, wads, or parts of the shell?

3. Did you fire a number of shots from the other barrel
previously, and may it not be possible that the crimp of
the shell had given away and the top wad, with the shot
charge, moved from the shell and up in the barrel?

4. What size shell, what kind of powder and how much,
what size shot and what charge, what kind of wadding
material did you use?

5. Have you fired the same ammunition from the gun
previously, and to what extent?

6. Did you load the shells yourself, or did you buy them,
and of whom?

!

. How long have you used the gun, and from whom
did you procure it?

8. Has it ever, to your knowledge, been rechambered
or previously bulged?

9. Do you intend to be indemnified, by whom and on
what ground?
A number of the same lot of shells used at the time

should be furnished with the gun. If the institution
finds that the cause for the damage is unmistakably due
to some of the agents beyond the control of the gunner,
and that either the material of or the workmanship on the
guns are poor, or the powder employed shows a marked
degree of violence, the institution will assist the owner in

placing the fault where it belongs and in being indemni-
tied to the extent of his loss.

In order to facilitate our researches for the cause of the
bulging or bursting of gun barrels, and in regard to the
behavior of the different powders, all damages to guns
coming under the direct notice of sportsmen should be
reported to the institution.

It is the intention of the institution to establish, as soon
as circumstances make it expedient and permissible,
branches in different parts of the country, and one at
Chicago, 111., in the near future.

Whenever a large number of members or gunners
desire to have experiments carried out in closer proximity
to their homes than New York or Chicago, they may
correspond with the management of the institution with
a view to have such tests conducted in other localities, and
if considered expedient by the latter, such a request will

be complied with on terms to be agreed upon.

Working Programme.
Experiments as contemplated being carried out in the

near future, and questions to be solved in Department A:
1. To what extent are the several propelling agents for

shotguns known and employed in this country affected by
cold, and how can this influence be prevented or neutral-
ized?

2. What constitutes the maximum range for 8, 10, 12
and 16-bore shotguns, respectively (a), for still producing
a pattern securing a fair chance for hitting a duck or
similar size game, and (b) at what distance do they cease
respectively to produce a killing effect with the different
powders and sizes of shot?

3. What constitutes the best wadding material for shot-
guns? Is the lubricated felt wad preferable to the dry felt

and why? What should be the diameter of the wad for
the various bores to insure the best pattern and penetra-
tion? How far does the consistency of the felt influence
the shooting effect?

4. How do the different materials of the shotgun barrels
compare in point of strength or power of resistance?

5. How should the various nitro powders be loaded and
used?

6. What are their chemical compositions and how do
they compare in point of stability with black powder?

7. Which is the besc shot in the American market?
8. What shells and primers are best adapted for the

several nitro powders?
9. Willcommon shells if primed with black powder give

as good a result as the No. 3 primer?
10. What caliber of rifle should the gunner employ for

large game shooting, and what are the relations of the
different bores, size, nature and weights of bullets in
point of producing a certain and sudden killing effect?

It is hardly necessary to say that the last-named
problem can only be solved satisfactorily and conclusively
on practical grounds. To determine this important ques-
tion in a convincing manner, suitable live animals will be
employed as experimental objects.

As previously remarked, all tests carried out in this

department are intended to serve and benefit the shooting
fraternity at large. They involve considerable expense
and require continuous and hard labor. It is therefore
hardly necessary to say that every sportsman in sym-
pathy with the objects herein set forth should contribute

his share toward defraying these expenses, and induce
his friends and fellow sportsmen to follow his example.
The shooting sport is nowhere in the world followed by

such a large number of men as in the United States, and
if countries much smaller in size than America and with
a less number of shooters can, as they do, maintain sim-
ilar institutions, it would hardly speak well for the spirit of
the American shooting fraternity, and our desire to be
independent of Europe as regards a source of popular
knowledge and education on the theory of shot shootings
if such an institution cannot be maintained here merely
for want of appreciation and support at the hands of the
American sportsmen.
The institution believes that its objects can only be

reached if all intelligent gunners will aid its work by
offering suggestions in what directions the tests should
be made, and kindly submit to the institution such obser-
vations of value which they may have obtained in
practice or by experiments. For this purpose an Advisory
Board has been created, consisting of members capable
and willing to assist the work of the institution by offer-

ing suggestions intended and suited to form a basis for
further experiments. The members of this board are:

Wm. Bruce Leffingwell, Chicago, 111 ; Wm. M. Thomas,
ballistic expert, U. M. C. Co., Bridgeport, Conn.; Lieut.

G. N. Whistler, ballistic engineer, New York; Justus Von
Lengerke, New York; Paul North, Chamberlin Cartridge
and Target Co., Cleveland, O, ; D. Kirkwood, Boston,
Mass.; R. J. Carroll, M.D., Sec'y Red Hook Gun Club, Red
Hook, N. Y.; J. A. Krieger, M.D., St. Louis, Mo.; Will
H. Cruttenden, Cazenovia, N. Y.; Chas. F. Tollman, Can-
ton, N. Y.; James M. Col well, Kittanning, Pa.; E. D. Ful-
ford, electrician, Utica, N. Y. ; M. F. Lindsley, American
Wood Powder Co, , West Hoboken, N. J. ; W. K. Park,
Wilkes-Barre Gun Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; H. E. Winans,
Newark, N. J.; W. R. Fall, Las Cruces, N. M.; R. L.
Young, Las Cruces, N. M. ; J. Palmer O'Neil, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Wm. Edward Carlin, New York; Chas. Macalister,
Esq. , South Seaville, N. J.

The institution will be established at Dexter Park (P. O.
Station E), Brooklyn, N. Y. Armtn Tenner, Sup't.

The Old Stamping Grounds.

Wisconsin used to be my old stamping ground twenty-
five years ago, when I beat with dog and gun over
its brown stubbles and grassy coverts, for chicken
and quail; tramped its sloughs and marshes for "Jack"
of the sinuous flight; worked its rivers, lakes and
bayous for teal, mallard and canvasback, with waders,
canoe and punting boats, and the bass and pickerel with
shimmering and twinkling spoon spinning with throbbing
pulsations along upon their rippling surfaces, or with the
mocking lure and the deadly spear through the hole in

the ice, shaded by the windowless house over it, and the
watery depths lighted up beneath by the reflected rays of

light from without. When I camped with genial spirits

in the early summertime upon the bold banks of old Kos-
konong with canoe, rowboat, sailboat and steamer, to

pay our yearly devoirs to ye finny tribes; and as regularly

camped m the Indian summer of the brown October, amid
the scarlet and russet lined woods of the timbered lands
bordering the streams, and upon our favorite island at the
head of Koskonong Lake, surrounded by lake and bayou,
by lagoons creeping through mazes of reeds and wild rice,

teeming with ducks; thereto steep ourselves for weeks, in

the hazy golden glamour, and the sensuous delight im-
parted by the atmosphere of this intoxicating epoch in
the life of the departing summer.

It is twenty odd years since I left these experiences

behind. I have traveled far and wide in other lands,

while most of the sporting friends of those days have
dropped at intervals off the trail, and but few of us are

left to recall them; but it is a pleasure nevertheless forthe
survivors to do so.

I formerly wrote for Wilkes'' Spirit under the name of

Paulson," and but few of the writers upon it in those

days are left. D. B. Beemer

More About that Deer Drive.

McKee'S Rocks, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: After
reading 'A Deer Hunt in New Jersey in 1893" I am indig-

nant. Here is a well-told story of how a lot of men set a
pack of dogs on a poor doe and chased it two whole days,

and finally to death, bringing ''the tired dogs to heel until

they were' rested," and then "put on the trail fresh, so that

the deer was always pursued by fresh hounds, until 4
o'clock of the second, afternoon, when thewhole pack was
let loose upon her." No shooting was allowed on the sec*

ond day. It seems to me that it would have been more
merciful to shoot the poor beast before it was so tired that

it could not run any more, than to let the dogs run it

down and kill it, as the story goes. If there is sport in

this manner of worrying a poor beast to death, there must
be sport in dog fighting. In the latter each contestant has
an equal chance, while the poor doe had no chance at all

with the fearful odds against it.

I cannot imagine anything more cruel than this chase

seems to me. I was born in New Jersey and lived there

until I was old enough to understand the stories of hunt-
ing told by grandfather and uncles. They did not chase
deer to death in those days. J. H. B.

Toronto, Jan. 20,

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I was
very much pleased to read in the Forest and Stream an
article by Oscar Hesse, under the head of "Save the Deer."

I also read the article to which it referred, and was dis-

gusted at such unsportsmanlike hunting. In my opinion,

the use of dogs should be stopped, and then there woidd
be no such hunting as this. Old Woodsman.

A Virginia Game Section.

Surry, Va., Jan 23.—In this section deer are found in

large numbers. I know of several parties who have killed

some eight or ten this season. I have myself seen in the
last few weeks as many as six in one drove, and it is a
very common sight to see two or three at one time. Wild
turkeys are found here in flocks of from five to twenty-
five, and our local hunters kill quite a number of

them. Squirrels abound in great numbers. I have killed

as many as fifteen in one afternoon without a dog, and
that in two hours. Wild ducks are found during the lat-

ter part of the season, but not in such large numbers. In
the ponds and creeks are found chub but they are not as

plentiful as they were a few years ago, owing to so many
of them being speared during the spawning season. C,
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Small Game in Central New York.
Ithaca, N. Y., Jan. 19.—A great many ruffed grouse

were left in the covers of Tompkins and adjoining coun-
ties at the concl usion of last season's shooting, and this
supply, by reason of the unusually mild weather which
has marked the winter thus far, has done splendidly. The
past season was notable for the large number of grouse
bagged in central New York counties. In Tompkins
county a local law forbids the shooting of quail for five
years. But unless restocking is resorted to, the expiration
of the five-year limit will still find the quail supply too
small to tempt one afield. No more vivid example of
game extermination is afforded than that which marks the
almost total blotting out within a comparatively few years
of the seemingly almost countless number of quail. Only
the wary grouse, aided by advantages which the less timid
quail does not take kindly to, seems able to cope with the
invading and ever-increasing army of gunners. It is this
characteristic of the grouse which makes the sportsman
hopeful that, with a proper enforcement of the law, good
shooting may be vouchsafed to him for years to come.
A good many rabbits were killed during the past season,

enough were left to insure good sport another fall. But
the right to use ferrets should be stricken from the statute
books. M. C. H.

A "Big Bear of Arkansas."
Hot Springs, Ark.—Here is an account taken from

recent issue of my paper, the News, of a bear hunt in the
mountains adjacent to Hot Springs: "The largest black
bear that has been seen in this part of Arkansas for sev-
eral years was killed Dec. 6 by a parry of hunters com-
posed of Messrs. E. F. Bledsoe, M. L. Duncan and W. J.
Bledsoe. They found the bear on a bigh peak of the
Ozark Mountains, thirty miles north of Hot Springs, and
trailed him for several miles over the mountains with a
pack of bear dogs, and finally surrounded him on a high
rocky peak, where he was held at bay by the dogs until
the hunters arrived. After killing two dogs and wound-
ing three others, he was finally brought to the ground by
several well directed shots from Winchesters. Mr. Dun-
can had a narrow escape. After the bear was badly
wounded he made a savage rush at him, and not having
time to get away, the bear struck at him with its ponder-
ous paw, tearing his coat almost to ribbons. The bear
measured 8£f t. in length and was 13in. across the head."
Game shooting in this section is fairly good. Bear and
deer shooting may be found in the mountains twenty or
thirty miles distant from the city. Forest and Stream
is a welcome visitor to me. J. L. Wadley.

Northwestern Iowa.
Matlock, Iowa.—The chi» ken season of 1893 was with-

out doubt the most unsatisfactory of any in the history of
the State. Birds seemed to be fairly plentiful during the
summer, but after the season opened, they proved to be
almost impossible to find and very wild. The last two
weeks of ttie season were the best, I did not hear of a
person getting over thirty during the entire season, and
most of tbem scored only ten or a dozen.
The quail shooting was more satisfactory than the

chicken, though not so good as the favorable conditions
would seem to warrant. Eeports from some parts of the
State indicate that the rabbits are becoming so numerous
as to be a nuisance. P. C. B.

The Winter and the Game in New Hampshire.
Charlestown, N. H., Jan. 23.—Our postmaster is a

sp >rtsman, and told me yeasterday that he had been out
in the woods and that tbey were full of gray squirrel
tracks, showing that they were "wintering over" well.
The bitter cold of early December, of which I wrote you
(20° below zero), moderated about Christmas, and so far
we have had a mild January, in great contrast with last
year, but cold enough to make a good ice crop and snow
enough to harvest it without interfering with the cutting;
and the loads of logs are going by, as I write, to the mill.

Sam Webber.

To Fight the Grouse Trappers.
Mitchell, S. D., Jan. 18.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The crusade against the pot-hunters in this part of the
State, and particularly about Vermillion, for trapping
quail and prairie chickens has begun in dead earnest,
The gun club here is on the lookout, and will enforce the
law in order to make the number of game hogs less.

They deserve no sympathy and will in this way meet their
proper classification. The sportsmen at Sioux City have
contributed $300 toward enforcing the law.

H. G. Nichols.

Mass Meeting at Seneca Falls.
A MASS meeting in the interest of fish and game protec-

tion will be held at Seneca Falls next Monday, Feb. 5.

President Bruce of the State Association, Mr. S. J. Trus-
den of Rochester, and others will be among the speakers.
The meeting will be held under the direction of the Hon-
est Fisherman's Association, a new body which is setting
out with much enthusiasm and earnestness of purpose to
restore to the public its heritage of fishing waters.

Ohio Game Legislation.
Cincinnati, O.. Jan. 25.—The House of Representatives

yesterday discussed whether or not quail should be pro-
tected. The discussion finally resolved into a bill whrjh
strictly forbids the sale of any quail, under any considera-
tion. Another bill, closing the season for a year and for
each alternate year thereafter, had just been defeated.
It is made unlawful to sell or ship out of the State at any
time of the year any of the birds mentioned.

Willie Wick.

"That reminds me."

About a year ago the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., of Jersey City,
issued a pamphlet on lubrieaiiug graphite. It embodied an elaborate
scientific opinion hy Prof. R. H. Thurston on the value of graphite as
a lubricant, and much interesting information on the subject from
practical men. The pamphlet has had a large circulation, and the
company has been enabled to obtain from well known men a vast
amount of additional knowledge on the uses of graphite Another
pamphlet, twice the size of the former, will be issued early in Febru-
ary, and a copy will be sent rree of charge to all interested in the sub-
ject of friction and lubrication.—Adv.

Many sportsmen and others are deterred from visiting the South in
the « inter months by the considerable expense of a railroad trip.
They are thus deprived of a great deal of pl> asure that they mfehi
othe wise obtain and o£ renewed Health ana strength to combat the
ills of modern civilization. These individuals should turn their atten-
tion to our fine fleet of coastwise steamships that run regularly
between Northern ports and the Southern seacoast towns. The ex-
pense of a trip on one of these vessels is small, and the ocean voyage
delightful under favorable circumstances. The Mallory S. S. lines
connect New Tork with Q orgia, Florida and Texas.—Adv.

In the fall of the year 1890 I spent a few days visiting
friends in the village of Portage, Cambria county, Pa.
While there I became acquainted with a family whom
we will call Green. Mr. Green was a professional miner,
but delighted in the sports of rod and gun. It was no
unusual thing for him to spend a day or two in the
mountains during the hunting season when work was
slack, and seldom did he come home without a well-filled
game pouch, which brought sunshine to other families
than his own.
One day Mr. Green and a companion were out after

squirrels. They traveled some distance before they
reached their favorite hunting grounds. Game was not
very plenty that day, and they feared they would have to
return to their homes with but little to show for their
day's sport. Finally they reached a rocky ledge, and
there near the top of a good sized sugar tree they espied
a fine gray squirrel. At the crack of the rifle the squirrel
fell a few feet where it lodged in the forks of the tree.
All their efforts to dislodge it proving unvailing, Mr.
Green being an expert climber, resolved that he would
not go home without the squirrel. A few feet from the
large tree in which the squirrel was lodged, stood a small
tree whose top reached to the lower branches of the
larger one. To climb this was the work of a few
moments only, and when among the branches of the tree
that held the prize, he easily ascended to thp forks where
he secured his game. This was at an altitude of about
30ft. from the ground. On his wTay up he saw the skin of
a large blacksnake, but it gave him no uneasiness, as he
had often seen such skins before. He was standing on a
1 trge bare limb, and just beneath him or rather in front of
him, he saw to his horror the form of a large blacksnake
issuing from the hollow of the tree, and making such
demonstration as to convince the hunter that he intended
to resent this unwonted instrusion on his domain. It was
impossible for Mr, Green to descend without sliding over
the hollow from which the snake was advancing.
"Well, what did you do then? I asked as he stopped to

fill his pipe with his favorite brand of tobacco. After en-
joying a few puffs and assuring himself that it was in
good working condition, he answered:
"What did I do? Well, I did not know what to do. I

first felt like jumping from the tree, but when I looked
down 30ft. at the rocks below, I concluded that if I must
finish my hunting now, I would do it bravely like a, man.
I knew that if that, snake got a few coils of his cold body
around my neck, I must soon depart for the Indian's
happy hunting ground. My companion could not render
the least assistance, as he could not see the monster, and
he could not shoot him without endangering my life. It

took but a moment to take in the situation. I could not
take hold of him with my hands, as with one I aoust hold
on to the limb, and I doubt whether a giant grip with two
hands could have hel 1 him. Neither could I use my feet
against him, for his position was such that I could not
reach him in that way. The only weapon 1 could lay my
hands on was a little switch about iin. thick and 2ft.

long. With this I began to strike at the snake, but he
managed to dodge it every time, and he seemed to me to
be coming nearer and nearer every moment. I was
about to give up in despair, when I sued eded in hitting
him a sharp blow on the head. Immediately he drew
back, and finally retreated into the hollow of the tree. 1

then feared to cross the hole, fearing he might return to
the attack. I saw the hole was full of dry leaves, and
quickly as possible I struck a match and applied it to the
leaves. Almost instantly the whole inside of the tree was
ablaze, and without waiting to learn what effect it would
have on the snake, I slid over the burning hole and soon
reached the ground in safety. I tell you, Mr. Brown,
when I see a snake skin on a tree, nothing can tempt me
to try my snake experience over again."

Rev. G. W. Brown.

FISHING RIGHTS IN CONNECTICUT.
Hartford, Jan. 29.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In
your issue of Jan. 27 I find considerable comment upon
the relation of tariff and internal revenue taxation on
guns, to the preservation of game. I do not think I can
improve on your able article in defense of the rights of all

classes to enjoy the sport; but permit me to carry the
argument further and apply it to such legislation as is

within the power of States to apply.
If any sportsmen believe that the supply of fish and

game can be maintained by narrowing the number of
citizens who participate in it to a few wealthy ones who
can afford to maintain what is called a preserve, and this
to be stocked, as is often the case in Connecticut, at the
expense of the public appropriation for fish (we having
no Game Commission), such a theorist has my sympathy
for his lack of judgment. If any one can point to a
single object of importance that was sought and success-
fully brought about and maintained, that benefited a few
at the expense of a large majority of the people, I should
like to be informed of it and how it was done. If we are
to maintain the supply of fish and game it must be done
by annually propagating and stocking our forests and
waters; at least, this applies to our own State of Con-
necticut, where there are no remote districts. Such work
must be carried on by a proper commission at the public
expense, therefore, how can such work go on if the public
do not get the benefit of it? Our Fish Commission will
have a good deal to answer for before the next Legislature
unless a different policy is pursued from the past. All
trout supplied by this State are given to any citizens who
apply for them, and all restriction placed upon applicant
is wholly confined to the blank form of application; 95
per cent, of these fry are placed in private waters.
Further, our statutes provide that all waters stocked by
the Fish Commissioners shall be public waters, thus
plainly showing that the intention of the law is to have
the Commission stock our State waters themselves.
And still another menace to the general public. Not-

withstanding that we have a number of good public
streams a trespass sign nailed to a tree along its bank pre-

vents the public from getting access to such waters.
While no fair-minded person wishes to take the Tight of a
farmer to protect his crops away, still, there is no reason
why the public should be prevented from walking along
the shore of any public wTater where the land is not culti-
vated. Before our different towns hold their elections
for members to the next Legislature there should be a fair
understanding from the nominees of both parties as to
whether the people at home are to be heard or the lobby
backed by money. If the latter, then the sooner the
sportsmen of ordinary means accept the issue and prepare
to fight it out to a finish, the sooner we can settle it. It is

enough to remind the people from the small towns that
their representation is much greater than in the large
cities in proportion to the population, and only the great-
est degree of fairness can command the support of any
number of those now in sympathy with them.
Will the true sportsmen of Connecticut prepare for one

big fight for their rights? C. W. Hall.

ANGLING NOTES.
Birds and Fishes.

Once when I was fishing in Brant Lake in the border
of the Adirondacks, my boat was anchored quite near to
the shore, and on a tree overhanging the water was a
kingfisher, or rather it took its position after the boat
was anchored. After the kingfisher had taken a good
look at me and the guide—sized us up as it were—it pro-
ceeded to do some fishing on its own account. I had a
field glass in the boat, and through it I watched the bird,
entirely neglecting my own fishing, for the bird was
having better luck than I dared hope for.

Over and over it dived from the limb of the tree into
the water and nearly eveiy time it brought out a small
fish, but

.

occasionally it missed. Somewhere I have a
memorandum of the kingfisher's catch, but I shall not
look for it as I have a score to quote which will give mine
cards and spades and a beating. Then I was more im-
pressed with the fact that such fishing as I saw done by
the kingfisher was as destructive of young fish as the work
of the human poacher is destructive of adult fish than I
was with the number of fish caught in a given time.
Now, from later advices I am inclined to think that there
are feathered poachers who can discount human poachers
when poaching against the watch.
Mr. J. J. Armistead, proprietor of the Solway Fishery

in Scotland, says: "A heron shot at the Solway Fishery
on Dec. 13 was found to contain twenty-four American
trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), some of them over Gin. long.
The bird had not been at the pond seven minutes, as he
was seen to arrive and was immediately stalked and shot i

by one of the men."
Twenty-four trout, some of them over the legal length

provided by the New York game laws, caught in seven
minutes by the watch would seem to be one of those
transactions which is called "crowding the mourners."
1 doubt if anglers, as a rule, object to fishing birds getting
their share of fish, for "'tis their nature to" as much as
for "bears and lions to growl and fight," and they cannot
really be blamed for it, for Watts says, "God hath made
them so." But when it comes to the point of a fishing
bird making a "fish hog" of itseJf, that is another matter,
and a pocket ride (not one of those rear-pocket affairs

with a cork in the muzzle), carried by an angler along a
trout stream and used as opportunity offers, might arrest
some of the fishing birds that are* caught in the act of
overdoing the business. Fishing birds will not be con-
vinced that a trout diet is too rich for their blood, and for
this reason a friend of mine takes arifle to kill the halcyon
as certainly as he takes a rod to kill trout. Personally I
do not object to the kingfisher, and prefer to regard him
as a guide, as John Burroughs says he is, instead of a fish
poacher to be killed on sight. Burroughs says: "He will
not insure smooth water or fair weather, but he knows

j

every stream and lake like a book, and will ttike you to
the wildest and most unfrequented places. Follow his .

rattle, and you shall see the source of every trout and
salmon stream on the continent." I cannot, however,
plead for herons that kill twenty-four trout in seven min-
utes.

Exit the Sea Serpent.

We have been told that George Washington's hatchet
is a myth; that William Tell did not shoot an apple from
the head of his son; that Robin Hood, Friar Tuck and
Little John did not exist in the time of Richard I., or any
other time; that Columbus did not discover America, and
have been told various other things that have shaken and
shattered certain beliefs of our youth; but all through
this period of disillusion in later years we have clung,
feebly to be sure, to a belief in the sea serpent. Now the
sea serpent must go, has gone in fact, and we begin to
doubt if anybody really ever struck Billy Patterson.

Dr. Jordan it is who disposes of the sea serpent in a
California newspaper as fo'lows: "All hough there have
been many reports of the 'sea serpent,' there is not at
present the slightest positive evidence to prove that such
a creature now inhabits the sea. It is not within the
realm of probability that any marine reptile of large size
other than sea turtles now exist.

"The sea has been as fully explored as the land. The
fishes of the sea, from the surface to the depth of five

miles, are as well known as the animals of similar size on
any of the continents except Europe. The larger animals
which swim near the surface in the open ocean are for
the most part well known and have been known ever
since oceanic navigation began. Probably not half a
dozen specimens of marine animals reaching a length of
15ft. have been discovered in our century. Most of those
now known were known to the ancients."
Jordan classifies the sea serpent story under seven

heads, but hs there is no sea serpent it is not necessary to
give here the list of things that have been taken for it. I
am satisfied to say vale the sea serpent, but I expect it

will pop up again next summer, in the newspapers.

Fresh Fish for Lunch.

Air. A. H. Savage Landor has written a book of travel
with the title, "Alone with the Hairy Ainu," describing a
visit to the island of Yezo or Yesso, a convict settlement
of Japan. As he tr aveled north on the island to find the
hairy people he halted at a wayside tea house for refresh-
ment. Every one knows that fresh fish are better for the
table than fish that are not fresh, but hereafter I shall
question the oft repeated question that "fish cannot be too
fresh," for Mr. Landor proves that there are times and
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places when fish may be too fresh, not in a slangy sense, 1894, was its first annual meeting. At this meeting re-

but literally. He thus describes the serving of his lunch: I ports were received of the work to date.
^
After theelec-

C
I sat down in the tea house on the soft mats, and my

bento, Japanese lunch, was served to me on a tiny table.

There was water-soup: there was seaweed; there was a

bowl of rice, and raw fish. The fish, a small funa, was
in a diminutive dish, and its back was covered by a leaf;

the head projected over the side of the plate. On the leaf

were placed several neatly-cut pieces which had appar-

ently been removed from the back of the underlying ani-

mal. .As I had long been accustomed to Japanese food of

this kind I ate to my heart's content, when to my great;

horror, the funa, which had been staring at me with its

round eyes, relieved of the weight which had passed from

its back* into my digestive organs, leaped up, leaf and all,

from the dish and fell on the mat. All the vital parts had
carefully been left in the fish, and the wretched creature

was stili alive.

"For days and days after I could see in my mind the

staring eyes of thefUna, watching each movement of my
chopsticks, and its own back being eaten piecemeal! I

had often eaten raw fish before, but never had I eaten

live fish I"

Mr. Landor had an experience of a highly exciting

nature when he attempted to make a sketch of a group of

the Ainu engaged in cutting up a fish. The hairy men,
when they discovered what he was doing rushed upon

him, destroyed his picture, palette, brushes and paint box,

and threw him upon the sand and waved a big knife over

his head. He took them to a Japanese police station,

where an apology was made to him and the explanation

offered that the strange people believed that to paint the

picture of a fish caused all the fish to disappear from the

water. W hat a pity that among more enlightened people

there is not a superstition of this sort that will cause them
to rush upon some of the artists who paint pictures of

fishes and destroy the paintings and the artists.

Distribution of Trout Fry.

The season is now approaching when the various Fish

Commissions of the land begin to distribute the fry of

brook trout that they may have hatched during the win-

ter. Trout fry are sent out from differeuthatching stations

at different ages, from the stage just after the umbilical sac

is absorbed up to fingerlings, or yearlings. In a recent per-

sonal letter from Mr. Henry C. Ford, President of the

Pennsylvania Fish Commission, he tells how the distribu-

tion is made in his State:

"Our trout fry are reared introughs and are distributed

between April 1 and June 1, when they are from three to

five months old. The mortality in the troughs is very

slight and scarcely noticeable.

"Competent messengers are sent with the cans when the

fish are distributed, and it is unusual to find more than

five dead fry in a can containing 1,500. I have made
personal investigations in regard to this point.

"I recall an instance when six cans of fry were sent 200

miles by railroad on a warm day in June, and then trans-

ported over 20 miles of mountain road before they were
deposited in the streams. There were but three dead fry.

the six cans containing 9,000 trout. Of course they had
competent attention en route. When there is any mortality

among the young fry (and I have seldom heard complaint

of any), I have found that it has been owing to negl ct

on the part of the parties receiving them to properly care

for the fish after they had left the hands of our messen-

ger-
"The great increase of trout in the Pennsylvania streams,

an increase substantiated by hundreds of letters from
parties benefitted, is the result, doubtless, of our system

of distribution at a medium age as above stated."

This is a most excellent and satisfactory showing that

Mr. Ford makes of the work of his Commission, and one.

doubtless, the people of the State are proud of, as well

they may be. Commissioner Demuth, of the Pennsyl-

vania Commission, writes me that at Allentown and Corry

hatcheries they have about 3.500,000 trout fry that will be

ready for distribution after the spring freshets are over;

and that at the Erie hatchery they have hatched and
planted in Lake Erie a large number of whitefish and
pike-perch. A N. Cheney.

Kennedy Smith.

Kennedy Smith died at Stratton, Me., on Jan. 8, of

pneumonia, after a short illness of four days. Mr. Smith
was born in Read field, Me., in 1833. His life was like

that of most Maine boys, up to the time of the breaking

out of the war of therebelion; and he was among the

first to answer the call of the country and enlisted in the

First Maine, a three months' regiment. After serving

that period he re-enlisted in the Tenth Main ', for two
years. Serving that time also, he again re-enlisted in

the Twenty-niuth Maine, for three years, and was dis-

charged with that regiment at the close of the war,
havmg had about five years active service at various

points from the Potaraac to the Gulf.

He was a born hunter and fisherman and lover of

nature, and as a pioneer of Franklin county he com-
menced the development of the Dead River region in the

interest of sportsmen in 1873, by cutting trails into the

forest and building camps at Tim Pond for their accom-
modation, and later at Seven Ponds and Round Mountain
Lake.
His social and genial qualities were such that he made

hosts of friends among sportsmen all over the New
England States, who will feel a personal loss in his

decease. M.

Tri-County League,

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 26.—On the evening of Aug. 10

last, upon a numerously signed petition, a number of

gentlemen met at the parlors of the Russ"U House in this

city for the purpose of organizing a fish and game pro-

tective association. It was contemplated that the juris-

diction of t\ir club so formed should comprise the counties

of Wayne, Macomb and Sc. Clair, which practically cover
the American waters of Detroit; River, Lake St. Clair and
St. Clair River. The meeting was organized and an as-

sociation was formed for the purpose specified and cover-

ing the territory named which was called the Tri-County
Fish and Game Protective League.

It was determined to make the organization a popular
one, in which the interests and sympathy of every man
who loved game and sport might be enlisted. For this

purpose the membership fee was made low and the yearly

dues the same, both being placed at the sum of $1. The
.club has about 150 members, and the meeting of January,

lion of officers and an executive committee of two mem-
bers from each county, the president and secretary being

ex-officio members, the club authorized the bringing of

suits against parties who were infringing the laws by
winter fishing, and the meeting adjourned.

Herschel Wuitaker.

A HENRY CLAY FISH.

Boston, Jan. 27.—It seems that, there must have been

big trout in the near vicinity of JSew York in the days of

Henry Clay. The other day Mr. William Bellamy, a

brother of the gentleman who wrote "Looking Back-
ward," showed me a rare diagram of a brook trout. Mr.

Bellamy is with Mr. Geo. D. Dodd, of the firm of George
D. & Horace Dodd, fur dealers, on Milk street. The shop

itself is a curious place for the naturalist, if not a genuine

old curiosity shop. Very rare stuffed animals are to be

found there, and without "stopping to tell a lie," Mr.
George Dodd shows me the "real George Washington
natchet," If the implement is not really the truthful

hatchet, it is certainly old and of antique pattern enough
to have been lied about a great many times. In the same
shop it is matched by flint-lock guns and rifles enough to

please the collector of ancient arms. The first time I

called Mr. Dodd met me with flint-lock in hand. The
gun laid away, the brook trout diagram was brought out,

with this inscription: "This is an exact outline of the

'Clay trout,' taken by Francis Dodd, in Snedicor River,

Long Island, on March 4, 1848, at 1 o'clock P. M. Length,

19iin.; girth, 12|in.; weight, 31bs 14oz., after having
oled freely and been taken two hours; named unani-

mously by the company present at Snedicor, the 'Clay

trout,' with the health of that illustrious individual drunk
standing."
On the other end of the diagram is further inscribed:

"Presented to the Hon. Willis Hall, on the occasion of

his dining Henry Clay, the city's guest, on the 8th day of

March, 1848."

I have never read that Henry Clay was a lover of the

line and the rod, but his character would indicate that

such must have been the case. Mr. George Dodd, grand-

son of Francis Dodd, is of the opinion that Mr. Clay was
both a hunter and a fisherman during the few leisure

hours of his very busy life, and notwithstanding he had
been defeated in the race for the chief magistracy of the

country, the fishermen of Long Island all loved him.
Doubtless the sportsmen who fish the Long Island streams

for the fingerlings of to-day in the early spring will be in-

terested in the above record of a big brook trout.

The Boston pickerel fishermen continue to be disap-

pointed. Early last week the weather had continued fine

and the pickerel ponds were covered with fishermen and
their traps. But the results were very few fish. Some of

the fishermen of greater experience, though fully intend-

ing to have tried the pickerel once more this winter, ob-

serving the ill success of the rest, have staid at home. It

is suggested, now that a storm and bad weather has come,
that if the pickerel are allowed to "rest awhile," that

some good strings may be taken in March. Some of the

pickerel fishermen are glad that the ice-fishing has come
to an end, even through the fact that the ice fishermen

are getting no fish, for they do not approve of ice fishing

at all, and anything that defeats the methods they despise

is satisfactory.

Some of the ponds in Maine are yielding enormous
quantities of pickerel this year. A traveling salesman

who came down over the Maine Central Railroad the

other day tells me of some pickerel fishermen who got

on the train at Winthrop with some big strings. They
set an ordinary washtub full of pickerel into the baggage
car. The fish were doubtless taken in eitber Lake Maran-
acook, which is above the village of Winthrop, or in

Anabesacook, which is below. But some miserable net-

fishing is going on in Maine this winter. Mr. James L.

Raybold calls my attention to three enormous boxes of

pickerel, sent from "down in Maine," for sale. One of

the boxes weighed over l,0001bs., but the other two were
not quite as heavy; but the whole must have contained

at least a ton of frozen pickerel. About the necks, or

just behind the gills are the marks of the deadly gill

nets. The fish are taken in great quantities by the net-

fishermen after the ponds are frozen.

It is doubtful if the ton of fish netted the fishermen

above $50 after all the charges were paid. Think of the

hours of sport and recreation this ton of fish would have
afforded to legitimate fishermen with rod and reel. Think
of the summer boarders they would have drawn! Think
of the boat and camp rentals and the guide and cook hire

that ton of fish might have represented! Now the ponds
trom which they came must be simply exhausted. Trout

and bass must be destroyed as well as pickerel. Truly

one man is as good as another in this country and has as

good a right to what he can earn. But the right to earn
a paltry $50 for a couple of men should not be allowed to

stop the incoming of thousands of dollars to the great

majority of men, to say nothing of the sport of catching

the fish with rod and line, to which sport the net-fisher-

men have just as good a right as other men. Special.

Cayuga Lake Nets.

Ithaca, N. Y.—A petition is circulating in this com-
munity which has for its purpose the passage of a law by
the present State Legislature granting the right to use

seines and nets at the Ithaca end of Cayuga Lake for the

taking of bullheads, suckers, etc. The petitioners claim

that if it is right and just for the people residing at the

lower end of the lake to haul seines for the capture of all

but game fish they should enjoy the same privdege. In

other words, that there should be no discrimination

against the citizens at one end of the lake in favor of

those at the other extremity.

Visalia County Waters.

Visalia, Cal.—We in this county are just beginning to

feel the necessity of preserving and improving our game,
and have begun during the past season bv stocking our
nearest mountain streams with 40,000 rainbow and "cut-

throat" trout, with the promise from our State Fish Com-
mission of more during this next year. M. L. W.

THE COAST FISHERY CONFERENCE.

Proceedings of Conference Held to Consider

the Subject of the Exhaustion of

Coast Line Food Fishes.

The Tarpon Season.

Mr. E. vom Hope sends us a note from Mr. George B,

Magoun, written from Punta Gorda, Florida, in whieh
the writer says of the 1894 tarpon season: "Last week
killed three tarpon weigiung 0-5, 99 and 78ibs. respectively

The two first I killed on the same day, which breaks the

record for this place for the month of January. These
fish are rather small, but I am hoping for larger ones

later. My brother killed a fish last week weighing 901bs.

Only four others have been killed here this season. As it

is unusual to take them so early, I think that the season

promises to be a fine one."

OFFICIAL REPORT BY SECRETARY E. P. DOYLE.

(Continued from Page 77.)

Mr. Charles F. Chamberlatne, of Bourne, Mass., sub-
mitted the following paper:

Buzzards Bay; An Experiment.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: The seaboard States owe
much to the zeal and public spirit which have prompted this

meeting. They are all intensely interested in finding a happy
solution for the problem here presented. How best to make
fish food abundant and yet keep in mind the just claims of
the future; how the fact that spawning fish must be pro-
tected is to be reconciled with the other fact that it is only
while spawning that most food fish visit the coast; when to
limit the short-sighted greed of the %h pira'e and not too
timidly save what was destined to be used; in short, just
what is income, to which, as life tenants, we are entitled, and
what is principal, which the trustees should keep intact for

the remainder of men, are important and difficult questions.
The inherent difficulty is intensified not only by conflicting

interests and the prejudices so created, but to a still greater
degree by the slight range and uncertain nature of our knowl-
edge. Whether the little we know about fish is accidental or
fundamental; whether facts hotly disputed really exist, and
if so, what they prove; whether both sides are each seeing one
side of a shield, and what is needed is a wider range of vision

to harmonize and explain conflicting stories, are the myste-
ries which are met rather by assumption th an demonstration,
or by an inconclusive reasoning from defective premises which
only makes the darkness deeper. Indeed, it may well be that
no general ironclad regulation, applying indiscriminately to

all waters, will work justly to all interests, but that the part
of wisdom will be found to consist in preserving the fisheries

of particular waters by methods especially adapted to their

demonstrated needs. For this reason actual experiments in
fish preservation, under fixed and observed conditions cover-

ing a considerable period of time, are of more than local

value. Such an experiment has been made in Buzzards Bay,
and its general results are respectfully submitted to this dis-

tinguished meeting. It is of course distinctly understood
that Buzzards Bay is not here to urge anything regarding
waters other than its own.

Conditions Stated.

Our experiment took placeunderthe following conditions of

situation, formation and temperature. The general course of

Buzzard* Bay is from northeast to southwest, with an extreme
lenwth of 20 miles and an average width of 6 miles. Notover
12 fathoms at any point, the depth of its channel averages 8

fathoms, rapidly lessening toward the headwaters and either

shore; ledges and other fishing grounds seldom showing more
depth than 8 to 12ft. In t emperature, its waters at the mouth
of the Bay are about 2 degreeswarmer than adjoining waters.

This temperature rises as the water shoals, being 8 or 10

degrees higher at the bead than at the mouth. The Bay is

entirely free from strong currents; is practically landlocked;

the shores are sandy or marshy; the bottom is gravelly or

covered with eel grass. Its headwaters run into innumer-
able shallow coves and lagoons, often extending long
distances inland. Tidal rivers, streams, brooks and creeks,

rich in fish-food, both algse and clams, quahaugs, scallops,

mussels, oysters, razor fish andmany varieties of crustaceans,

empty into it.

A Spawning Ground.

It is apparently due to these and similar conditions that
Buzzards Bay is a spawning ground and nursery for fish. It

has been derisively asked whether every well conducted fish

as soon as it begins to apprehend the pains of maternity,

heads for Buzzards Bay to enjoy the distinction of spawning
m so favored a place. The originat or of this little pleasantry

is a very distmguishpd Boston lawyer. Poor fellow! he was
having a rather hard time! He was contending that Buzzards
Bay was not a spawning ground, face to face with an ocular
demonstration that the claim was false. Before him, on the
table, were 26 bottles, in which were 26 species of young fish,

16 edible, including menhaden, scup, squete&gue (weakfish)

tautog, bluefish, sea bass, etc., ranging from half an inch to an
inchin length, canghtin Buzzards Bay, and preserved in alco-

hol. These specimens bad been caught by the expert of the
National Fish Commission Station at Woods Holl with a
sweep seine of }£in. nie-h. With a bolting cloth surface net

he catches voting fry of all kinds with the sack still attached.

Iu number these fry are simply beyond computation.

Legislative Protection.

As early as 1856 certain public spirited citizens, entirely

uninfluenced, we may assume, by what are now amiably
called "dudes," "sportsmen," "gamesters," millionaires,

etc., then unknown in the matter, brought the attention of

the 'Legislature to this situation, and inaugurated for the

benefit of whom it might concern, a systematic effort to

remove nets from Buzzards Bay. A glance at the map is

needed to explain the story. The headwaters of the bay
separate Wareham on the west from Sandwich (now Bourne)
ou the east. Following down the east side of the bay is the

town of Falmouth. On the west side of the bay Marion,
Mattapoisett and Fairhaven succeed Wareham. But little

was attempted at first. The statute of 1856 (Chap. 176) pro-

hibited the use of "any seine or net for the purpose of taking
any dsh, except bluefish," within one mile of the shores of

Sandwich and Wareham. In 1870 (Chap. 249) this protection

was greatly extended by drawing a line across the head of

tne bay, including Wareham and Sandwich and parts of

Falmouth and Marion. Within this protected zone no per-

son was permitted to "draw, set, stretch or use any drag-net,

set-net, purse or seine of any kiud, or construct, maintain or

use any fish weir, yard or pound, for taking fish of any kind
anywhere (withiu the limits established) or iu any bay, cove,

inlet, creek or stream bordering on or flowing into said

waters " In 1874 (Chap. 282) the protected zone was further

extended down the b*y to include a portion of Mattapoisett.

The following situation had been created: Within the pro-

tected zone all uets, fixed or movable, were forbidden. Below
it movable nets were permitted without restriction. Fish
weirs, etc., could be set under licenses granted by the select-

men of the respective towns, below the line, to their citizens.

Considerable apprehension was apparently felt regarding

these pounds and weirs, and attempts were made to regulate
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their action and determine their precise effect on thefisberies.
By Chapter 104, of 1876, as amended by Chapter 28, of 1881, the
owners of all mechanical apparatus for catching fish were
required to return under oath to the Fish Commissioners,
their daily catch of edible fish, specifying each kind, upon
blanks furnished for the purpose, under a penalty of not. less
than $10 or more than $100. Chapter 61, of 1S80, provided that
from May 1 to June 15 no pounds, etc., should be set in Bnz-
zards_ Bay "between the hours of 6 o'clock on Saturday
morning and 6 o'clock on Sunday evening," under a penalty
of not less than $100 or more than $200.

Steady Growth.
As in 1856, the first nets to be abolished, when a chauge

came, were gill nets etc.; not because regarded as at all so
dangerous to the fisheries as pounds, but because as a matter
of town politics, it was easier. Outsiders, from anywhere,
could, it was claimed, injure town fisheries by gill nets while
pounds had at least the advantage of being profitable to one's
own townsmen. In 1886 (Chap. 192) a sweeping act, covering
the entire bay provided that no person should "draw, set,
stretch or use any drag net, set net or gill net, purse. or sweep
seine of any kind for taking fish anywhere in the waters of
Buzzards Bay, within the jurisdiction of this common-
wealth, nor in any harbor, cove or bight of said bay," except
certain parts of Fairhaven. In 1890 (Chap. 229) and 1891
(Chap. 327) these exceptions were repealed. The use of all
movable) apparatus was absolutely prohibited in Buzzards
Bay.

Pounds Abolished.

Pounds, etc. , continued for some years to be licensed by the
selectmen. But the citizens of Falmouth, Mattapoisett and
Fairhaven took a band in the matter by the simple expedient
of electing selectmen pledged against licenses. Fairhaven
led off. In 1890, after two unsuccessful attempts, the anti-
pound element, composed equally of line fishermen and
citizens (Fairhaven has practically no summer residents or
visiting sportsmen) elected their candidates as selectmen.
In 1891, by an increasfd majority and in 1892, with practical
unanimity, the town re-elected the same officers on the same
platform. In 1891 and 1892, Falmouth at its annual meeting,
by a two-third vote elected i*s selectmen to issue no more
licenses. In Mattapoisett, the selectmen refused to issue
licenses, and were continuously re-elected on this under-
standing. In 1887 (Chap. 193) Westport procured a law which
they construed as forbidding them to set pounds, and in 1892
the entire bay, except Dartmouth and the Elizabeth Islands,
petitioned the Legislature for the removal of pounds.
The effort succeeded the year later. By Chapter 205 of 1893,
it is provided that "No traps, weirs, pounds, yards or station
ary apparatus of any kind for the taking of fish, shall be set,
used or maintained in the waters of Buzzards Bay or any
harbor, cove or bight thereof." The experiment of 1856 was
thus completed in 1893. and no nets, fixed or floating, are at
present permitted in Buzzards Bay, except so far as pound
licenses already issued are allowed to expire by limitation.

Restriction Popular.

Even from so bare and brief a story, certain deductions
follow. In the first place, in at least one instance, consistent
fish preservation has strongly commended itself to native
populations. From 1865 to 1893 there has been no step back-
ward. No community to which fish protection has been ex-
tended ever asked for a return to the old conditions; Each
extension of the protected zone has always been demanded
by a new community anxious to share advantages enjoyed
by their neighbors. No one from without has imposed these
restrictions. Honestly or otherwise, at any rate frequently, it

is said that such fish protection has been the work of "sports-
men," for wanton pastime or elegant leisure, contemptuous
of the rights and interests of their less fortunate neighbors.
If there is still an honest believer in so ancient and discred-
ited a fallacy, let him visit the anuual March town
meeting of a Buzzards Bay town. It is a gathering
which every one attends. It is a leisure time. It is the event
of the year. Everything in which the average citizen is in-
terested, schools, roads, taxes, town officers, etc., will be set-
tled for a year. The summer resident, the sportsman, are
far away. Here and there is a long-booted fisherman, but
the wielder of the 8oz. rod is sought in vain. Faces, clothes,
speech, manners, everything, is eloquent of the very quint-
essence of town meeting democracy. Every man is aware
that, to put it modestly, he is just as good as his neighbor.
It is a. motley, turbulent, but earnest and honest assemblage.
Its shrewd common sense is not easily misled by specious
reasoning. It can neither be led nor driven against its will
merely to oblige some one else. Indeed, if our excellent Buz-
zards Bay citizen has a fault in the world it is that he is
rather apt to regard his neighbor's wanting something as
reason enough for opposing it.

Yet precisely such meetings as this, year by year, have en-
acted that there shall be no pounds in Buzzards Bay. Under
such circumstances, to claim such exclusion to be the work
of sportsmen is simply false. The expression is graphic, if

not parliamentary.
It will be noticed also that the larger the area over which

restriction has been extended the more rapid is the growth
of popular opinion in its favor. It accordingly has happened
that while the earlier steps are short ones and occur at long
intervals, the final steps are giant strides and follow each
other in quick succession. In fact, it has long been an open
secret at our State House that outside opposition to fish pre-
servation in Buzzards Bay has not come so much from a
feeling that Buzzards Bay ought not to have what she
wanted, but from a deep rooted apprehension lest the rapid
growth of sentiment among our people in favor of this
change might prove contagious to other localities and
thereby bring on a flood of similar attempts in other parts of
the State, which might seriously complicate the bait ques-
tion for Gloucester and other fishing ports of Massachusetts.

A Natural Feeling.

It is easy to account for this growth of local feeling. The
experiment in the first place has borne results in the matter
of food. The persistent claim for netting has beeu that it
made cheap fish. Our peoplefind no fish cheaper than those
they catch for themselves. To them no fishing is really
cheap which ends in local extermination, and they find that
while under the new conditions Buzzards Bay yearly re-
cruits the stock of food fish to enrich adjacent waters, it also
furnishes to any who dwell upon or visit its shores in perfect
equality of opportunity an unfailing supply of cheap and
nutritious food. It is unnecessary to say that this is excep-
tionally beneficial to the poor. A much quoted instance is

that of Fairhaven. In 1889 so persistently had netting been
carried on that the goose of the golden egg was dead. Every-
thing had been cleaned out, and the netters themselves no
longer cared to oppose the naturally intensified demand for
a change. The effect of abolishing traps was marvelous.
From an absolute dearth of fish they began to be again
plenty, of larger size than formerly, and found in places to
which they had long been strangers. So marked wras the
change that the overseers of the poor of Fairhaven testified
before the Legislature that they could appreciate the removal
of pounds by the decreased demands for town relief. They
were satisfied from seeing the large number of poor men

—

heads of families—who fished from the long bridge between
Fairhaven and New Bedford that never had anything oc-
cured in the history of Fairhaven so beneficial to the poor.
They testified also that the market price of fish in Fairhaven
continued as low if not lower than formerly, the line fisher-
men finding no difficulty in furnishing the market with a
steady supply of excellent fish.

This benefit of cheap food is not confined to our own citi-

zens. People from all parts of the State and all sections of
the country enjoy, on equal terms with ourselves, the benefit
of cheap fish food. To cite r>ne instance among many. The
valuation of the vil lage of Onset Bay, in the town of Ware-
ham, is about $450,000. Included in this total are over 300
houses of non-resident tax-payers, costing less than $1,000
each This can mean but one thing—that people of moderate
means find that during the heated term the fish they buy or
can catch enable them to live cheaper in a modest seaside
cottage than at home. To their children, equally with those
of the rich, are extended all the health giving privileges of
the shore, its bathing, fishing, air and scenery. Cheap trains,
cheap rents and cheap fish food bring health and recreation
within the reach of all classes of our people.

Handline Fishing.

An incidental result of removing pounds has been a
great increase in handline fishing. In our experience the
price of fish, like that of other commodities, has been found
to be regulated by demand and supply. The pound netters
themselves and many others of our people have found profit-
able employment in supplying the market, and find no diffi-

culty in doing so, with little, if any, increase of price. The
moment more than a fair profit is realized, others go into the
business. This arrangement is much more satisfactory, both
to consumers and to the fishermen, for several important
reasons. (1) The supply is regular and "dependable." The
catch of the line fisherman is not subject to the violent
fluctuations characteristic of pound netting. For days a
pound may make small catches and then suddenly there
comes an avalanche of fish. There is no market that will
take them. It will not pay to ship. Many fish, especially
smaller ones, are killed by suffocation or gilled in the nets.
They are thrown away. The other fish are yarded, waiting
for a market, without food aud chafing against each other,
until, in an enfeebled condition, they are sold. (2) The fish,

as caught by line fishing, are fresh, mature and in good con-
dition, comparatively free from spawn. (3) The present
method more evenly distributes over the community the
common wealth of the sea. For a few men making large
profits and employing a few persons for a short time in the
spring to drive the poles, it substitutes a large number of
persons making a fair living over a long season. A few
figures will explain the feeling of our people iu this connec-
tion. In eleven years four men in Falmouth by the aid of
pounds caught 7,997,365 edible fish, divided by species as
follows:

Striped bass 2,549 Kingfish 1,382
Shad 2,687 Bonito 5,007
Squeteague 82.769 Sea bass 45,661
Mackerel 86 187 Sea herring 1,027,372
Bluefish 28,362 Alewives 917,716
Tautog 51.088 Menhaden 987,711
Scup 3,433,207 Butterfish 525,114
Flounders 91,977 Squid 225.596
Spanish mackerel 211 Other edible fish ..... 480,330
Eels 2,439

In 1889, a single year, six pounds in Falmouth caught
31,848 menhaden, 82,720 alewives, 191,201 butterfish, 301,894
scup, and other fish making a total of 663,176 fish. Three
Mattapoisett pounds caught 43,286 fish. The eight pounds of
Fairhaven caught 275,976 alewives, 256,187 butterfish, and a
total of 804 345 fish. The thirteen traps of Darmouth caught
276,487 alewives, 112,770 scup, 130,208 butterfish, and a total of
586,797 fish.

Here are thirty men catching at least 2,097,604 mature edi-
ble fish, nothing being said of spawn and young fry. The
instinctive feeling of injustice from comparing such catches
with the average catch of a handline fisherman, who is
equally meritorious and whose rights in the common prop-
erty are precisely equal, has had no small effect with us in
changing the system. The more even distribution of the
harvest of the sea is apparent in the prosperity of our boat-
men, the increased comfort of their homes, and the large
number of splendid fishing boats in which their earnings are
largely invested.

"Sport or Business?"

Only less important than the value of the food which fish
give us is considered attractiveness to others. In this is in-
volved our genera] means of livelihood. The fish as food not
only has proved an attraction to large numbers. The in-
cidental or accidental sport attendant on their capture has
brought us prosperity in still larger measure. It is practi-
cally all we have. Take it away and we would have but lit-

tle left. Our people ouce led a seafaring life. The sea is no
longer open to onr ships. We used to manufacture. The
conditions are not such as to enable us to carry it on. Our
sterile soils cannot compete on staple crops with the fertility
of the West. The Buzzards Bay towns, in this necessary
absence of other pursuits, have largely and seriously entered
upon the business of entertaining summer guests.
This new element has very happily arrived to supply in

part, at least, our previous lo*s. Abandoned farmhouses have
become ta-teful residences: unproductive fields magnificent
estates. Drowsy towns have become hustling communities.
Sandy highways grown to broad avenues. Generous indorse-
ments for social aud educational improvement has become
the order of the. day- Falmouth, fi-orn a quiet town of small
valuation, and high tax rate, boasts a valuation of about
$5,000,000 with a tax rate of $6.15 per thousand. The valua-
tion of Wareham has increased 8500,000 since 1876, while the
manufacturing valuation has fallen off nearly $200,000, Onset
growing from $600 valuation iu 1876 to $450,000 in 1890.
Bourne since 1884 has added over $345,000 to her valuation,
adding iu 1890 over $96,000, and iu 1891 over $83,000. Nothing
else, even remotely, compares with this in beneficial results.
It is impossible to put a dollar's worth of new valuation into
a town without benefiting all its inhabitants. But entire
communities show the direct, as well as the indirect, advan-
tage of the influx The liberal wages paid to our carpenters,
masons, teamsters, plasterers, painters, and a host of others,
who find steady aud remunerative employment in building
the houses, often of moderate cost, which are needed; the
ready and excellent market which is furnished our farmers
for their produce; to our grocers and provision dealers for
their supplies; the wages paid for services of boatmen, gar
deuers, coachmen—all tell the same story. There are very
few families in all our towns who do not owe some welcome
increase of comfort or accession of income directly to the new
prosperity.
I am keenly conscious that this phenomenal growth in

wealth and population attendant on and largely based on
the fish preservation will be met with the outcry that this is

preservation for "sport." As a matter of fact this is not so,
as has been seen in the successive action of forty Massachu-
setts legislatures in endeavoring primarily to protect the
food supply. This is not the place for any consideration of
the general value of "sport" and "sportsmen." But Buz-
zards Bay has never recognized the proprietary right of a
market man in the fish of the coast. In endeavoring to pre-
serve the equal rights of all citizens in their common prop-
erty it has considered that, within common limits, the right
of one citizen to catch fish for food in an orderly manner,
gaining health and relaxation from the incidental pleasure,
was fully as good as that of his neighbor to catch the same
fish for the market. Sport has not yet been decreed a crime
and it has not been definitely ascertained that wealth,
leisure aud refinement place their possessor beyond legisla-
tive protection.

Cost Value of Sport.

Indeed Buzzards Bay reeognizes that there may be hard
cash for it in the pleasures of others. This is an aspect of 1

the question which daily becomes more obtrusive. To the
visitor the fishing may possibly be sport. But to the hotel

-

keeper with whom he stops, his money is "business." To
the boatman who carries him, it means merely a hard day's
work for fair pay. To all whom the innkeeper's prosperity
or that of the boatman may benefit, it is most strictly
"business." Should the visitor enjoy his trip, he buys land
—more "business" to the man who sells it; he builds a house,
which makes "business" for a host of others; he, his family,
and his improved land, are then perpetual tribute payers to
the town. He brings his friends to repeat the process. Each
bluefish he catches brings us at least $15 or $20, the benefit of
which must go through the community. The market value
of the same bluefish is usually not over fifty cents.
This business seems to us as legitimate as any other. To

furnish health through relaxation may be fully as beneficial
to the community at large as furnishing it through medicine.
This business is our bread and butter. It is an incidental
result of preserving our food supply of fish. If the food sup-
ply of the country needs these fish, it must have them. But
if the food supply is best conserved and recruited by methods
which incidentally yield such splendid results iu giving live-
lihood to whole communities, the result is to the credit of
the experiment. At any rate, Buzzards Bay so regards it.
To multiply instances of how much this means to us is
unnecessary. The distinguished President of the United
States will suffice as a conspicuous example. It is commonly
accepted as true that he has been attracted to Buzzards Bay
largely, if not solely, by our excellent fisuiug and the
incidental enjoyment which to him means health and bene-
ficial energy for serious work. He catches a moderatenumber
of fish, the market valueof which is not high, and allows none
to be wasted. To enable him to do this he has bought from
our people a large estate at a good round price, and on it he
pays a good round tax. He employs native boatmen during
the season aud native caretakers, gardeners, etc., throughout
the year. The establishment patronizes local tradesmen,
icemen, milkmen, farmers, etc. This year he builds a l"dge
and extensive additions to his present house. Native carpent-
ers, painters, masoDs, teamsters, etc., are given steady
employment. When these buildings are completed, our
assessors will visit them. The value will be added to the
valuation of the town. In so far as it extends, this increase
will benefit the whole town, the whole country, the entire
State. Every citizen of Bourne will either have more town
comforts for the same money or the same town comforts for
less money. Buzzards Bay would hardly be benefited by ex-
changing all this for the market value of the fish which the
President catches, whether considered as food or fertilizer.
This aspect of the fisheries brings our section in many times
the amount of revenue resulting from the market value of
all her fisheries, and it represents an industry which is great
and growing. Our people realize that itisan industry directly
dependent on the fishing, both for the measure of its value
especially iu regulating the duration of the season during
which the golden stream flows in our direction. It is there-
fore not surprising that our towns have insisted upon fish
preservation with ever increasing emphasis and keener
appreciation of the advantages accruing from it. It is
therefore not to be wondered at that Buzzards Bay is to-day
practically a unit against any chauge of the existing system;
and that any depreciation of sea-shore values so caused would
generally be regarded as practical confiscation.

Minor Results.

We have not only learned in Buzzards Bay the value of
fish preservation itself, but experience has given us some
definite results as to what legislation is valuable in securing
it. We have ascertained, for example, that any limitation
of the species of fish for which fishing is permissible is abso-
lutely delusive. If any fishing is permitted with a forbidden
device, no fishing with that device can be prevented. Under
the law of 1856, while seines and nets were forbidden in Buz-
zards Bay within certain limits, their use for bluefish was
prohibited. It was soon learned that all persons operating a
net or seine within these waters were invariably fishing for
bluefish. It was impossible to show the contrary. Officers
were unable to enforce the law. "Its teeth had been drawn."
Any such limitation was, therefore, dropped in subsequent
statutes. So in 1892, when using of the purse seine was abso-
lutely prohibited in Buzzards Bay, a certain fisherman of
Fairhaven, engaged in fishing for fresh cod, complained bit-
terly that he was unable to catch menhaden for bait in his
own town for his own vessels. He made out a case of
undoubted hardship and slight direct injury to the fisheries.
His legislative counsel suggested an act limiting the catch at
any one time to 50 barrels, required obtaining a license from
the selectmen of his town and other precautions against
injury. His bill was rejected by the Legislature, however,
on the sufficient ground that, as a practical matter, any such
restrictions were necessarily futile and incapable of enforce-
ment. If purse seining for bait were allowed, all purse
seining would be for bait. No officer would incur the
trouble and risk of boarding a vessel if any reasonable
chance existed that theconduct of the vessel could be lawful.
It is only when any fishing of a kind easily recognized is

absolutely forbidden within certain limits that evasions of
the law are found to be difficult and officers are enabled to
enforce it with the necessary confidence. For similar reasons,
any regulation of size of mesh, depth of seine, etc., are of no
value, and an attempt to allow short purse seines in shoal
waters would, so far as our experience goes, work irremedi-
able mischief.
Neither have we found it possible in the absence of an effi-

cient ocean patrol, for which no facilities exist and which
could be maintained only at great expense for fish preserva-
tion to get any advantage from prohibiting nets during
certain days of the week. Most alewive fisheries of the bay
are so regulated, and such regulations, if they could be
adequately enforced, would be, as our people have claimed,
a good solution of the pound question in certain waters. In-
deed, it was the remedy suggested by Prof. S. F. Baird in
1872. But Buzzards Bay has tried that to its satisfaction.
In 1880, as has been said, it was provided that pounds should
not be in use between 6 A. M. Saturday and 6 P. M. Sunday
between May 1 and June 15. The idea would not work. The
law was a dead letter. No one was charged with its enforce-
ment, and laws do not enforce themselves. The expedient of
forbidding pounds absolutely during certain seasons of the
year would not seem open to these objections. It has not
been tried on Buzzards Bay.
Our experience has amply demonstrated the advantages

of rewarding the diligence of our officers and citizens gener-
ally with a certain proportion of a large penalty or forfei-
ure. The conditions almost invariably attending the viola-
tion of such laws, especially at night, make it necessary in
the absence of a coast patrol boat, that an immense amount
of nerve and patience be. used to secure convictions. It is

perhaps inexpedient that this should be left to private en-
terprise, but as long as it is so left it is obviously necessary
that it should be enlisted and rewarded. No instance of an
unjust charge induced by hope of reward has been ever sus-
pected. In case of conviction, the labor, at best, is poorly
paid.

Our Enemies.
The only other possible value of the Buzzards Bay experi-

ment is a mention of the enemies which the fish preservation
has encountered. A more continuous legislative warfare
does not exist in Massachusetts. Each session of our Legis-
lature brings its annual attack. But to Buzzards Bay even
this also has its compensation. It bears eloquent testimony
to the success of the experiment; for the intensity of the
efforts to break down the fence is usually somewhat in pro-
portion to the richness of the pasture. The fish are there and
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these men know it. As other waters become depleted the
contrast becomes still more striking.
These attacks have come mainly from two sources: 1. Do-

mestic netters. 2. The United States Menhaden Oil and
Guano Association.
Of the two, our domestic netters make ns comparatively

little trouble. Their claim always has been very simple—
that the food supply of the country is dependent on them:
that were it not for them fish would be beyond the reach of
the poor. The disinterest ed ness of this claim has never deeply
impressed the Legislature, in view of the fact that however
much the poor might indirectly profit, the immediate benefits
of pound netting entered the "pockets of the netters, whose
share in the common property becomes grossly disproportion-
ate to their equitable claim.

It is otherwise with the United States Menhaden Oil and
Guano Association. This trust aggregation of capitalists in
its desire to catch menhaden for oil and guano has appar-
ently found Buzzards Bay a thorn in its side. So far as
known, Buzzards Bay has never attacked the Menhaden As-
sociation except in self-defense. It does not concern itself
with other waters; proclaims no crusade against nets; merely
defends itself; has no capital, no especial organization; does
not question the right of this rich and powerful association
to go anywhere its energetic and intelligent managers please
to send it except into Buzzards Bay. Yet for many years
the Association has waged unremitting war against Buzzards
Bay's protection. In 1889, in defiance of the law of 1880, the
Association's steamers openly used their purse seines in our
bay, inflicting injuries upon the fish supply which are even
now but partially repaired. They were arrested and their
boats confiscated after a stubborn hand to hand fight with
the Massachusetts officers. The legal questions involved
were carried to the Supreme Court ot Massachusetts on appeal
and to the Supreme Court of the United States by writ of
error. In both courts, the protection of Buzzards Bay was
sustained. In February, 1893, the Buzzards Bay towns were
called upon to remonstrate at Washington against a bill
brought by the Association and their allies, to"annnl their
legislative protection by a proposed act of Congress called
the "Lapham Bill." The allies of the Association were out
in force. The wholesale fish dealers who desired to sell the
fish of Buzzards Bay on commission; the fertilizer dealers,
who wanted to sell the ammonia and phosphoric acid of their
fish for manure; the oil men who wanted the porgy oil: the
net and t^ine men who wanted to sell the seines, etc., neces-
sary to catch the fish, united their money and their efforts
under able counsel and astute leadership against the protec-
tion of Buzzards Bay. The public at large were promised
cheaper food; the farmer cheaper anrl larger crops; the shoe-
maker and miner better and cheaper oil, if only Buzzards
Bay could be opened to the steamers of the Association.
Again the protection of Buzzards Bay stood; the bill being
rejected on such principles of the constitutional limitations
of congressional power as apparently preclude its revival.
While the bill was general in its terms, the assault in argu-
ment was directly on our bay.
As this law cannot be defied with impunity or annulled

with success, there is but one further assault against Buz-
zards Bay open to the Association. It can possibly induce
the Legislature to repeal our protective legislation. Already
its fertilizer customers are attempting to persuade farmers
of Massachusetts that their interest lies in buying Buzzards
Bay fish in an ammoniated fish scrap superphosphate at s35
per ton wben staple ingredients, like nitrate of soda or
nitrate of potash will give better results for $14 to $19.50 per
ton; already the men who buy the Association's menhaden
oil are using the public press to teach the leather men. the
painters, the miners, that their business will thrive beyond
precedent if they can only get the menhaden from this little
tract of water. After a business career of twenty years,
with unlimited freedom to range the Atlantic Coast, the
Menhaden Association now declares that unless it can get
into Buzzards Bay next season, it must go out of business
Buzzards Bay, remembering the dreadful days of 1889, when
the Association literally ladled out with purse seines 100ft.
deep all the fish in her 12 fathoms of water for oil and
manure, knows that millions of property and the food and
livelihood of thousands of her people, demand that the
Association should be excluded. It is for her, therefore,
a matter of life and death. The Association say it is the same
to them. It is therefore a combat a, Ventrance—a battle of
extermination. It is in fact a conflict of distinctive princi-
ples. It is fish preservation against the most destructive
agency ever devised by the wit of man; of the idea that
spawning fish should be protected in their periodical visits
to the coast agaist the notion that fish are inexhaustible in
fertility and that we know nothing about them except that
they must be killed whenever, wherever and however possi-
ble; of the people against a trust; of thousands of hardy
fishermen against a gigantic monopoly; of the rights of
the coast dwellers to the bounties of the shore against the
claims of foreigu capitalists to make the sources of food and
prosperity into superphosphate manures. Financial support
of the interested nature which contributes largely, Buzzards
Bay does not and cannot have. Moral support, if her cause
be just, she claims and ought to have. Ma v we hope that
enough has been shown to entitle her to that of this very dis-
tinguished congress?

H. B. Joyce, of Massachusetts, said: I am in the mackerel
fishing business, and have been for quite a number of years
and as far as education and kuowledge of the subject goes, I
have the feeling that I perhaps know as much as the general
run. Our industry is threatened by adverse legh-lition
because we u«e the large seines to capture fish, and a large
portion of the season it is not practicable to capture them by
any other method. There are times, however, when the
hook can be used.
The mackerel is a fish we have pursued from Cape Hatteras

to the mouth of the St. Lawrence River, and we really feel
sure that the same fish travels that distance. In connection
with that fact I would mention other fish, like the men-
haden, which appears in May on the Long Island coast, and
the bluefish which turns up near the Florida coast, and some
seasons comes as far as Maine, and other seasons has been
known to stop as a body south of Hatteras.
My experience leads me to believe that all fish of any size

except lobster and halibut, are migratory to a great extent'
Even the codfish, which we have taken off the shores of CapeAnn have French hooks in them, whicb they must have got
at a distance of 700 or 800 miles from where they were final I v
caught. The halibut are the same. They migrate from a
depth of 2,500ft. of water to six or eight or ten near the*
shore.

I do not know whether spawning has the effect of making
these fish journey or not. The movements of almost all
classes of migratory fishes are occasioned primarily by the
desire of spawning or reproduction; but in another a great
majority are influenced by the enemies that follow after
them, and in the case of these fish I remember perhaps 75 per
cent, of the destruction of the species is caused by enemies of
one class or another of migratory or predatory fish, In con-
nection with this we have had to compete with Canada. We
think that Canada has a hand in the fight in this matter 1

and we have information of where Canadian fishermen have
stated that they are negotiating, or taking measures for

very much disappointed. There has been some legislationm regard to our industry to prevent the catching of fish dur-
ing the spawning season. We do not have any means of
kuowing whether that has been of benefit or not. We have
had increased production for the past two seasons, perhaps
an increase of 200 per cent, over five years ago, and the ex-
periment was too short to determine really whether the re-
sults were beneficial or not. But if any legislation can in
any way benefit fish, I contend that it can only be by cover-
ing the hatching grounds as far as possible and protecting
them from damage, and that every one who fishes should
have a free right to use any device or invention that the
needs of his business may make most successful or practica-
ble.

By the Chairmen—Were there any practical results from
the close season?
Mr. Joyce—We know we have had a little better catch

for the past season. Whether that came from the close sea-
son or not, we don't know.

Q. What is your judgement about making a close season
for mackerel?
Mr. Joyce—The only benefit I can see to accrue from that

would be that the markets would be cleaner and we would
have a better price when we did get at it.

Mr. Chamberlayne—Would not it take about three years
for the benefit to become obvious?
Mr. Joyce—I think it would
Mr. Russell Reed, counsel for the Game and Fish

Protective Society of Massachusetts, said that for the past
five -years he had the honor of being the counsel for this
Society, and that the sentiments of the last five gentlemen,
except Mr. Chamberlayne, who spoke from Boston, and who
represented what we call the Fish Trust of Massachusetts,
does not entirely represent the whole sentiment of that State.
I shall speak for the State, and say that they do not repre-
sent the whole, field. We believe that laws are necessary for
protection of fish. In all these years ever since I came of
age, I have believed in protection.

I came here years ago at the request of the Forest and
Stream to help form an association for the protection of fish
and game. Every time I find any question raised regarding
the protection of fish and game, especially regarding protec-
tion offish, I find the dealers alwavs oppose any considera-
tion of the subject whatever. After the law is passed we
have a little consideration and a little protection. But
always as we go along we find the right sort opposed to any-
thing, and I regret very much to say, with all possible de-
ference to some of the friends in Massachusetts who have
spoken to-day, that we have in our State I believe the most
outrageous system of game laws known to any part of the
United States. It is au awful thing, we know, and we. have
tried to remedy it. We cannot do it and it is thanks to our
dealers that we cannot.

Statement of Mr. Ivers W. Adams, treasurer of the
American Net and Twine Co., before the Conference of
Fishermen, New York, Dec. 13, 1893:

I represent the netting manufacturers who have interests
in common with the fishermen and in the supply of our food
fish, both salt and fresh water. Fish have been caught with
the use of nets, etc., ever since we have any record of any-
thing. The industry which I represent has been established
in this country over half a century, and its experience -with
fishermen and fishing firms and supplies of fish has been
varied, and in my opinion is of importance in determining
the diminution (if such there be; in this supply. I desire
first of all to make a point, upon which I think all parties
are agreed, and which should not enter into the discussion
of these matters, and that is that we all agreed that such
fish as salmon, shad, fresh-water herring, trout and kindred
fish whose instincts take them into fresh water to propagate
their species, all such fish need protection undoubtedly. It
is manifest that these species coming into fresh water to
spawn can be completely destroyed by the pollution of the
water or the excessive use of nets. But fish like mackerel,
menhaden, bass, herring, bluefish, squeteague, etc., do not
need protection. The supply of these fish depends more
upon natural causes, which causes science has not been able
to determine. Why there nave been years of plenty and
years of scarcity is still an unanswered question, and im-
plements of capture are not a factor in these changes.

I present for consideration a chart showing the catch of
mackerel as reported by the State Commission of Massachu-
setts, taken and commencing with the year 1809 up to the
present date. No stronger argument, we believe, can be
adduced in regard to the changes in the supply of the sea
spawning fish than this simple report. It has been claimed
that the purse seine was the cause of the present diminution
of these fish. Why the purse seine was not invented or in
use until the year 1S65. The hook and line was the method
of taking these fish up to t hat date. It will be seen by simply
referring to this chart that during the years previous to this
date—1865—there were seasons of great plenty and seasons of
great scarcity. Did the hook and line cause it? By no man-
ner of means. It will also be noted that after the use of the
purse seine for twenty years, one of the largest catches of
mackerel that was ever taken on the New England coast was
made in the year 1884. Therefore, does it not prove conclu
sively that the methods of catching these fish has nothing
whatever to do with the supply ?

I am also pleased to present a list of the wholesale prices of
the leading kinds of fresh fish dealt in by the T Wharf Fresh
Fish Association, of Boston—an association which handles
more than one hundred millionsof pounds of fresh fish annu-
ally, it will be noted that the average prices of these differ-
ent kinds of fish were less in 1893 than in 1883, the two dates
during which these prices were compiled. This, we think,
goes to prove conclusively that the prices of salt-water fish
have not appreciated in value during the last decade, but, on
the contrary, are growing cheaper as compared with early
datps.
Another point which I desire to emphasize is the one bear-

ing upon bluefish and menhaden. It is claimed that men-
haden are food for bluefish and other kinds of free roaming
salt-water fish. And while I do not pretend to deny that the
bluefish do prey on the menhaden, I do deny that they are a
special food for the bluefish. It seems to me that a stronger
evidence of this cannot be adduced than the presence in
Buzzards Bay this last season of immense quantities of men-
haden during practically the entire season, and at the same
time the absence, notedly, of bluefish, notwithstanding blue-
fish were found in very large quantities upon this coast, all
around the Cape and iu Vineyard Sound, but were not to be
found or caught in any number in Buzzards Bay. If blue-
fish feed upon menhaden largely, is it not fair to suppose and
expect that they would be found present with them? Or
where they were in admittedly immense quantities during
the larger part of the season of 1893?

result in removing from all minds the prejudice which now
seems to me to exist, without cause. I should like to offer
the following resolution:

_
Resolved, That the object and purpose of this conference

is to inquire into the general condition of the Atlantic Coast
h tsoenes and consider what can be done (if anything) to im-
prove them, and the representatives from the several inter-
ests be appointed to conduct this investigation and report at
such time as in their judgment may be thought best.

Statement furnished by T Wharf Fresh Fish Association
of Boston, an association distributing one hundred million
pounds of fresh fish annually. Prices are for two dates, 1883
and 1893, showing lower average prices for the later date.

PRICES OF FRESH FISH FOR 1883 AND 1893.

Market Small Small Blue-
Hackk.ek. SteaK Co,?,. Cod ft/a-kerc-l :Jh arard. fish

1883. Ctsprlb. Ctsprlb. Ctsprlb. Cts pr lb. Ctsprlb Ctsprlb
January.... 2% 71I 5 r
February... 2J£ 8J^ 5
March 2 3&i

*"

April 2 4 PMay 2 4 214

August 3J4 3)4 3 4y0 H/&16 7il©10
September;. 2g@4 5>| 2J^@4 4 9@12 9 ®lS
October.... 2.H>@4 5 ©6 8^ MmVi 0@12 7 ©10November.. 4 5 @<% 2%@3^ 3^ 9©12 10 ©12December.. 2 ©3^ 4 ©6 2^@3^ .... 10@12

1893.

January.... 3 @5 5 @8 3 ©5
February... 2^@4 6 ©8 3^@4J£Marcb 2^-&5 6 ©8 2W©5
April 8 ©4 4 ©6 2}|@4May msm mm %wmm

8 ft 4 @6 2 ©4 .... 9©12 8 ©11
Ju'y--: ?J&8 4 @e mm4 m» i2®is e @9'Vugusr ... Cy,j ;U -1 01

U]l7, u ^ ,
September.. gjf©4 5^©7 3p5 6@8 12@ia 7 ©11
October,... 4 6 @7 21 , f b„S 12®14 6 ©10November.. 8J$@4jjj 4^@7^ 2J^@4 6@7 ll@.14 7 ©10

Statement of I. C. Young, a member of the Massachu-
setts Fish Commission:

I represent the shore fisheries of Massachusetts, and when
I say shore fisheries, I include pounds, weirs and lobster
traps along our coast. These fisheries are of great value to
us. The pounds and weirs of Massachusetts not only furnish
a large, supply of food for the citizens of our own State but
are distributed through New England and the West. 'This
is not a local question, it is national. It has been well said
by Mr. Hushes, of Truro, "that without the traps and
pounds of Massachusetts Bay, the fresh fish business of Bos-
ton would be practically destroyed."
Certain seasons of the ye*r they take all their bait from

these weirs along the coast of Massachusetts, and even to
Maine. If they could not procure their supply of bait here,
they would be obliged to go to the British Provinces, and it
is the experience of the past that so much time has been spent
about the harbors in waiting for their bait, that the trips
were unprofitable, even if they secured a fair catch of fish.And for this reason, if for no other, our weir industries
should not be disturbed.
It was the decree of the Massachusetts Legislature of 1893,

that Buzzards Bay should be exempted from the operations
of the pound and weir fishermen, after the termination of
their present leases. We hope to see good results from this
legislation, and will report to you after giving it a trial for
a few years.
The matter of bluefish, of course, is an important one to

Ushermen and sportsmen, and many of our fishermen make
good money by taking these fish by hook and line or nets
along the coast, and particularly with hook and line in
Buzzards Bay and the waters of Vineyard Sound
In 1886 there was a bill reported to the Legislature prohib-

iting all seining about the islands of Martha's Vineyard
which included all kinds of fish. An amendent was put in
which exempted mackerel. When the bill was before the
House the friends of the prohibitory bill said "there was no
such thing as mackerel to be found and caught within the
three-mile limit." The amendment was accepted and the
bill passed.

1 will ask any mackerel fisherman, dealer or any one inter-
ested in this particular branch of our fisheries, what the out-
come would have been had the bill passed as originally
drawn? Why, sir, a very large proportion of the catch of
mackerel on the New England coast for the season of 1893
were caught on the Atlantic side of Martha's Vineyard
within the three-mile limit.

*

' I contend, as far as the fishermen of Massachusetts andNew England are concerned, the value of the shore fisheries
cannot be counted in dollars. They furnish untold employ-
ment for our citizens by the shore, and there are hundreds
of thousands of dollars invested on account of these fisheries
And why should they be legislated out of the State to the
advantage of the Provincial fishermen? They should not.
As for the diminution of food fish in the ocean, as has been

said here to-day, it is beyond the power of State Legislatures
to regulate them. This year we haveagood catch; next year
of any particular kind, we may not have any. I was in the
fish business for years, in 1884, when there was a catch of
mackerel of nearly 600,000 barrels, and from that time until
189:3 there was a constant decrease of these valuable fish along
our coast, and in part I think this was owing to the over-
fishing of that year, as the mackerel were so abundant and
were taken in such large quantities, that too many small fish
were undoubtedly worthlessly destroyed and oihers driven
from our shores, and have since sought, other feeding grounds
They are gradually returning, and without doubt in a few
years they will be as plenty as in former times.A few words more before I finish. The protective laws that
Massachusetts now has on herstatute books wili be enforced.
And as for Massachusetts, in speaking for her, she will legis-
late in the future as in the past—for the greatest amount of
good to the greatest number.

[to be continued.]

negotiating, an international agreement, regarding purse net
fishing. Their interest in doing that is that the great bulk
ot their mackerel fishing is carried on by means of pound
nets on the Nova Scotia coast and gill nets on the entire
coast. The gill nets extend from a mile to six miles to sea.
If any sort of legislation can be had whereby we can be ruled
out and their system of fishing remain, I for one shall feex

I could go on and give many more instances bearing upon
this point equally as conclusive to our minds, as the result of
our intimate connection and association with fishermen and
fishing firms iu this business for the last fifty years. Is it
for one minute to be supposed that we would advocate that
extent of fishing which would destroy or annihilate the very
means by which we gain our livelihood?
In conclusion I would say that I feel that the different

sides of this question could be brought much more nearly
together if there were less prejudice and more knowledge
brought about by experience in these matters.
Speaking tor myself and those interested with me, I feel

that we are entirely willing to submit these questions to
careful and practical investigation by representatives from
the different interests, I believe that such an investigation
carefully and thoroughly made, taking plenty of time, would

Its Appreciation Is Continent Wide.
From a letter written in Boston, Mass.

Mr. Robinson's writings are a constant delight. My old home is not
far from that of TJncle Lisha and the rest. I spent my vacation on,
the shores of Lake Champlain last summer, and had intended to-
initiate a "little one" of sis years into the order of bass fishers, aud
show him how his father used to take them when he was a boy', but.
alas! I arrived there sick and passed the whole two weeks in bed. Not.
quite that, though, for I did crawl down to the boat one day, audi
propped up with pillows, the boys rowed me out for a troll. 1 took a.
nasty long pickerel about as long as my arm and a lively little bass...

So ended my "93 vacation, and Forest and Stream must keep my
spirits up till the time again comes around to -'get among thenV
again. Long may you prosper, bulldog pictures and all!

From a letter written, in Silverdale, Wash.
You have never had my name on the mail list, but nevertheless I

have managed to find Forest and Stream at almost any point in the
West, and have taken some long rides through the burning sun of the
sage plains to secure this same paper! Sometimes I have been with
out. it for several weeks, but always hunted up the back uumbers as
soon as I could reach a newsdealer, and then—well, I don't rest until I
have read it from cover to cover. Heretofore I have been a rolling
stone, never long in one place, and consequently had no fixed address,
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F I XT U RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Feb. 20 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. James
Mortimer, Superintendent.
Feb. 27 to March 2.—Columbus Fanciers' Club, at Columbus, O. G.

F. Mooney, Sec'y- Entries close Feb. 20.

March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy
D. Welton, Sec'y. Entries close Feb. 21.

March 13 to 16—Mascoufcah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. J. L.
Lincoln, Sec'y. Entries close Feb. 24.

March 20 to 23.—St. Louis Kennel Club, at St. Louis, Mo.
March 27 to 30.—Philadelphia Kennel Club Show, at Philadelphia,Pa.

Dr. G. G. Darby, Sec'y .

April 3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.
Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21 .—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Cal. C A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to .5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. W.

Orear, Sec'v.
May 15.—Portland Kennel Club, at Portland, Ore. D. L. Williams,

Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Feb. 1.—Blue Ridge Futurity Stakes, at New Albany, Miss.
Feb. 5.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumbv, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb, 12,—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison. Sec'y, Indianapolis. Ind.
Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallag-

her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.

Don't forget that New York show entries close on
Monday, Feb. 5, with Mr. James Mortimer, Room
310, 44 Broadway, New York. Entry fee $5.

PACIFIC COAST FIELD TRIALS.
Salinas, Cal., Jan. 19.—The eleventh annual trials of the

Pacific Coast Field Trial Club -were finished to night. The
light entry, the rain and the kicking of a few disgruntled
ones caused the trials to result in a partial failure. The
trials were held on the estate of Mr. Jacks, some 20,000 acres
of rolling land covered with manzanita, scrub oaks and
sage brush. On Sunday the early arrivals drove out to look
at the grotmds and were only shown one corner of this vast
acreage. It so happened that the corner shown them was
a very undesirable spot for holding field trials, on account
of high brush, and some of the party became very much dis-
satisfied, both at the grounds and at the club's committee
that selected them. On Monday, it more than rained, it

poured, and the entire combination induced a few of the
party to give up in disgust and go home. Inconsequence
several parties who had dogs in training for the All Age
ordered their trainers not to start them. It was thought
that the attendance would break the record, but these re-
ports and the wet cold and threatening weather kept the
people at home. From 35 to 100 people followed the dogs
during the week in place of from 100 to 500, as is usually the
case.
The first impression that we received of the grounds and

the evil that resulted from it were without foundation. The
first heat of the Derby was run on bad ground, but before
the second heat was finished we found thousands of acres of
as fine field trial ground as oiie could wish for. Had the
weather been bright the trials would have been very success-
ful in spite of all the other drawbacks.
The club and visitors were the guests of the Salinas Rod

and Gun Club, represented by C. Z. Hebert, and for open-
handed hospitality we never saw their equal. On our return
from viewing the grounds a "bulls-head" dinner awaited us.
On Wednesday evening we were given a concert in the par-
lors of the Abbott House, the headquarters of the club, by
the local brass band. On Friday night a ball was given in
our honor that, in spite of the rain, brought out 100 couples,
followed by a banquet. And in every possible manner the
gun club endeavored to make the stay of the visiting sports-
men a pleasant outing.
At the annual meeting of the club on Thursday evening

the following new members were elected: W. H. Bryant,
Suisun; Crittenden Robinson and W. S. Duval, of San Fran-
cisco; J. M. Morrison, H. J. Kilearif and E. C. Weinreich, of
Sacramento; E. F Northam, of San Jose, and Judge 1ST. A.
Dorn, C. L. Hebert, A. F. Bullene, J. C. Meanor and G. La-
pierre, of Salinas. The officers elected for the ensuing year
were: President, J. G. Edwards (his eighth year in office);

First Vice-President, C. Z. Hebert; Second Vice-President,
Andrew Jackson; Secretary, J. M. Kilgarif. Executive Com-
mittee: Judge C. N. Post, C. Robinson, P. D. Linville, W, J.'

Golcher, W. G. Kerckhoff, Wm. Schreiber and Judge N. A.
Dorn. Resolutions of regret at the death of C. J. Miller
were passed, and Judge Post, J. M. Bassford and H. T.
Payne were appointed a committee of three to draft same.
The system of running now in use by the Eastern Field

Trial Club was adopted for the next trials. In short, the
spotting system in place of the heat system.
Resolutions of thanks to the Salinas Rod and Gun Club

were adopted.
Among the many that visited the trials were President J.

G. Edwards, Secretary J. M. Kilgarif, P. D. Linville, Wm.
Dormer, Andrew Jackson, C. A. Haight, Thos. Higgs, H. T.
Payne, E. T. Allen, A. E. Magill. A. Russell Crowell, W. J.
Golcher, J. Ross Jackson, Critteuden Robinson, David
Thorn and R. Liddle of San Francisco, Judge C. N. Post,
Chas. Studarus, N. E. White, E. C. Weinreich, J. E. Terry,
Henry Gerber, H. J. Kilgarif and J. M, Morrison of Sacra-
mento, R. M. Dodge and W. H. Bryant of Suisun, Wm De
Motte of Raymond, John Hughes of Capay Valley, J. M.
Bassford of Vacaville, E. F. Northam of San Jose, W. H.
Shockley of Candelaria, Nev., M. D. Waters of Gait and many
other well known sportsmen.
The dogs were run as follows:

The Derby.

The start for the grounds on Tuesday morning was delayed
until after 10 o'clock by a very heavy shower, and then
through a misunderstanding the party drove to the grounds
by way of the bridge, about six miles or more out of the
direct route. As Mr. Jackson, the chosen judge, had not
arrived, J. M. Kilgarif officiated in his absence.
Rex and Mercury.—The first brace, the black pointer

Rex, handled by owner, and the English setter Mercury,
handled by M. D. Walters, were put down at 1:05 in heavy
brush. The heat was an unsatisfactory one. The brush was
too high and too dense. Mr. Robinson was lost by the judges
several times, and of more importance still, Rex was lame,
starting in on three legs. He is naturally a wide-ranging,
fast dog, but from being lame and the coddling that natur-
ally foJows an injury of the kind—a sprained ankle—he was
disinclined to leave his handler for any length of time.
After being down about forty minutes Mercury located a

bevy, but they flushed wild, and as it was tound t be im-
possible to work them in the thicket, the dogs were ordered
up, and after a drive of a half mile or so were again put
down in more open ground. Mercury immediately pointed
a covey in low brush. Rex caught wind of the same covey
and pointed staunchly. Birds flushed wild and flew into a
dense thicket. Shortly after Mercury pointed a single bird,
and Walters shot aud killed. Both dogs steady to shot and
wing. Down nearly two hours. Mercury much the best in
pace and range.
Betst Maek and Adelia.—The second brace, the English

setter bitch Betsy Mark, handled by M. D. Walters, and the

pointer bitch Adelia, handled by Chas. Studarus, were put
down in good low chemise and sage brush cover shortly after
3 o'clock. Like the former brace it was an unequal contest
as Adelia has a large swelling on her neck, doubtless goitre.
Like the other pointer she was disinclined to leave her
handler. Betsy Mark showed phenomenal pace and range
from the start and kept it up. Betsy soon located a covey
which flushed wild, she started to break in but stopped
instantly at command. Adelia pointed the same covey just
as they flushed. Walters shot to make the birds lie. Moved
on a short distance Betsy agaiu pointed staunchly. Adelia
when called up refused to back, Adelia next found a single
bird and pointed it staunchly. Betsy when called up to back
walked all aronnd Adelia and pointed the same bird from
the opposite side of the brush. The dogs were taken up for
water at 3:53, Lhen put down again immediately. Betsy
pointed a single and Adelia backed for an instant and then
moved on. Or j red up at 4:03, Betsy Mark winning the heat.

Second Series.

Mercury and Betsy Mark.—This brace were put down
at 4:07 to decide first money. After an hour's hunting Betsy
pointed staunchly and Mercury backed. A single bird
flushed. A little further on both dogs pointed staunchly a
few rods apart. Mercury's bird flushed wild, and when he
was called to back did so just as the bird flushed. Moved
on, Betsy pointed again and Mercury backed. Ordered up at
5 o'clock. Betsy is the best in pace and range, Mercury the
most^stylish. Betsy won the heat and first money.
On Wednesday morning a report reached headquarters

that the river was rising and the ford dangerous. A p^tty
was sent to investigate, and this caused another delay.
Shortly after 9 a start was made and the ford crossed without
accident. Andrew Jackson, the substitute judge, arrived on
Tuesday night and took the place of J. M. Kilgariff duriug
the balance of the trials. The weather was dark and threat-
ening, with occasional showers.
Mercury and Adelia.—This brace were put down at 10:50

to decide second money. Mercury was the first to find; the
bevy were runners but he roaded and pointed again. The
birds were flushed by the handlers. Ordered on Adelia
pointed two singles in rapid succession. Then both dogs
pointed singles. Then both dogs pointed but no birds could
be found. After being down nearly one hour they were or-
dered up and Mercury given the heat and second money.
Rex and Adelia divided third without running.

SUMMARY.
The Derby, 25 entries, 4 starters, $5 to nominate, $15 to

start, 50% to first, 30$ to second, 20% to third.

A. P. Kerckhoff's lemon and white English setter dog
Mercury (Dick Bondhu—Sunlit), beat Crittendon Robinson's
pointer dog Rex (Old Black Joe II.—Black Bess).

W. G. Kerckhoff's black, white and tan English setter
bitch Betsy Mark (Gath's Mark— Ightfleld Sophie), beat
J. M. Bassford's liver and white pointer bitch Adelia (Bis-
marck—Queen's Last).

Second Series.

Betsy Mark beat Mercury.

Third Series.
Mercury beat Adelia.
Betsy Mark won first money, $92.50. Mercury won sec-

ond money, $55.50. Rex and Adelia divided third, $37.

The All-Age.

It was thought that the All-Age this year would be the
largest in numbers and best in quality ever ran in this State,
but the miserable weather and the false report about the
grounds and birds caused the owners of Glenbeigh, Star-
light, Sam Weller and other good ones to withhold their
entries. The entry was small, but what it lost in number it

made up in quality. Six better dogs it would be hard to
find. Mr. Bassford withdrew his entry, Tommy Tickler,
after the first heat. This action we can only condemn.
While the heat was very hotly contested and very close we
think the decision just, and Mr. Bassford is old enough in
field trial work to take his "medicine" with better grace,
even though it be a little bitter.

Lucinda and Betsy Mark.—This brace, the first in the
All-Age, were put down at 12 o'clock in long cover. The
former a daughter of Rip Rap, handled by De Motte: the
latter a daughter of Gath's Mark, handled by Walters.
Betsy located a single almost immediately. Lucinda, when
called up to back, refused, ran in ahead of Betsy and failed
to point; Betsy perfectly steady. Walters shot and killed.
Betsy retrieved tenderly. Betsy soon after pointed and then
left. ' Soon after Lucinda pointed at the same bush, but left
it, Shortly after the reporters jumped a bird from the same
bush. Betsy next located a covey and roaded, but Walters
called her off. Ordered on, both dogs pointed, but no birds
were found. Betsy then located and drew to a staunch
point on three birds; Lucinda backed staunchly. Moved on
a few rods, Betsy pointed again. Down a little over one
hour. Betsy best in pace, range and point work. Betsy
won.
Countess Noble and Tommy Tickler.—This brace were

in the writer's estimation the best pointer and best English
setter ever run in a Californian field trial, and a more brill-

iant heat could scarcely be imagined. Countess Noble was
handled by Walters, Tommy Tickler by De Motte. In range
they are about equal. In pace the pointer has a shade the
best of it. In style I prefer the pointer, but it is a matter of
opinion only. Countess is just as stylish a setter as he is a
pointer, but somehow his dash and high head, . his rigid
points and quick action pleased me a little the best and at
least one of the judges was of the same opinion. Countess
was the most obedient. In point work they were about even.
Judge Post's score placed them exactly even on points of
merit with three points off Tommy's score for breaking in.

This breaking in is disputed by handler, owner and one-half
the spectators. Judge Post and the writer declare that the
dog certainly started to break in. The other judges were
not in sight of the dog.
The pair were put down in low cover but soon worked into

cover waist high. The most of the heat was run in low
chemise and sage on the sides of low ridges in full view of the
spectators. Another thing that caused the spectators to
growl was the impression that the pointer got the first point.
It was frequently asked, 'Why did the judges prolong the
heat when the pointer had the best of it from the start?"
This impression was a false one; Countess was the first to
point. It was in heavy brush and no one but her handler,
Judge Post and the two reporters on horseback
saw her. Tommy was lost shortly afterward and
found by the marshal staunch as a rock on
point. His horse nearly ran over him. De Motte flushed the
bird and shot. It was thought that he missed, but shortly
afterwards Countess drew to point, and Tommy backed, De
Motte's dead bird was found. The brush was too dense for
good work, and at 2.15 the dogs were ordered up and a move
was made to better grounds. The grounds used for the bal-

ance of the heat cannot be excelled for field trial purposes in
the wide world. The ground is covered with low chemise
and sage brush, and is just rolling enough to affoi'd a
good view of the work done, and there is at least 5,000 acres
of the same nature.
At 2:40 the dogs were put down again. Couutess made a

very wide cast and located a large covey, roaded it beauti-
fully and came to point on the brow of a rise. Tommy,
called up by handler, winded the covey and pointed an
instant before Countess. Birds flushed. Moved on, Tommy
pointed and Countess backed. Countess then pointed a
single, which flushed wild over the hill. Ordered on, Tommy

I
pointed a single. De Motte fired and killed. Tommy broke

in, but stopped instantly at command. Cast off again,
Tommy pointed a single aud De Motte shot and dropped the
bird, but Tommy could not And it. Countess next pointed a
small bevy, and Walters shot and killed. Countess retrieved
quickly and well. Ordered up at 3:25. Down lh. 25m.
Countess won.
Smoky and Clay.—The former a large, heavy-boned Eng-

lish setter, handled by Walters, the latter a stylish pointer,
handled by Studarus, were put down at 11:30 A. M. Thurs-
day in sage brush and low cover. Clay found very quickly,
and a bunch of three or four were flushed by Studarus, who
shot aud killed two. Clay was steady to shot and retrieved
well. Smoky made a good cast and pointed a covey staunchly;
Clay winded same covey and also pointed staunchly. Smoky
next drew to a point, but broke it and went to roading; no
birds found. Moved on to the scattered covey and Smoky drew
to a point. Clay when called to back ran in ahead. Smoky
then roaded again and made two points in rapid succession.
Walters shot and killed. Smoky when ordered to retrieve
pointed the winged bird and pinched it a bit when he re-
trieved it. When he was pointing Clay again refused to back.
Clay next pointed a single bird and Smoky two. Ordered up
at 12:35, Smoky winning. Smoky is the widest ranger and is

stylish in roading. but Clay is the most stylish on point.

Second Series.

Countess Noble and Smoky.—This brace were put down
at 3 20. Countess pointed a single after a long hunt, then
Smoky pointed a single and Countess backed. Ordered up
at 4, just in time to avoid another sharp shower. Heat
undecided. The same grounds were used on Friday as on
Thursday, but the cold and rain had apparently driven the
birds to the bush, as they were not found very plentiful.
This brace were put down again about noon in low cover,
Countess winning in a walk. She excels in quartering, pace
range and style. She pointed three singles and a covey to
Smoky's one single, and won first money.
Smoky and Betsy Mark.—This brace were put down

after lunch to decide second money. It was thought that
Betsy had a cinch, and she is unquestionably the better of
the two. But the unsteadiness that made itself manifest in
the Derby completely took possession of the bitch. She
pointed four singles and a covey to Smokey's six singles, and
excelled in pace and range, but spoiled her chances by break-
ing in three times. Smoky won the heat and second money.
Betsy Mark and Clay were put down at 3:30. Clay first

pointed a single and then a covey after roading very prettily.
They were ordered up at 3:48 and put down again in new
country at 4:05. Clay soon pointed another single, but birds
were still very scarce, Betsy is the best in pace and range, but
Clay is more stylish aud shows an excellent nose. Ordered
up at 4:40, Clay winning the heat and third money.

SUMMARY.
All-Age Stake, $20 entrance, 50$ to first, 30$ to second, 20%

to third. Six starters.W G Kerckhoff's black, white and tan English setter bitch
Betsy Mark (Gath's Mark—Igktfield Sophie) beat William
Schreiber 's liver and white pointer bitch Lucinda (RipRap-
Sal).

H. T. Payne's lemon and white English setter bitch
Countess Noble (Stanford—Lilly C.) beat J. M. Bassford's
lemon and white pointer dog Tommy Tickler (Bismark—
Beulah).
K. E. Myers's black and white English setter dog Smoky

(Tennessee Bob—Hoosier Belle) beat Chas. Studarus's lemon
and white pointer dog Clay (Berge's Tom—Queen Croxteth).

Final Series.
Countess Noble beat Betsy Mark.
Smoky beat Betsy Mark.
(J lay beat Betsy's Mark.
First, Countess Noble; second, Smoky; third, Clay.

Namquoit.

W. K. C. Show.
For the convenience of intending exhibitors at the

W. K. C. show, we have a number of premium lists and
entry blanks at their disposal, and we shall be happy to afford
any "help or instruction to thosewho desire it in making their
entries. There is always a little grumble among the "regu-
lars" about the entry fee of $5, but it must be remembered
that the W. K. C, while it indulges in the largest premium
list, also assumes a much larger financial risk thau any other
kennel club. Something like $15,000 is at stake before an
entry is received. The rent of the Garden alone is $6,000,
and their advertising bill last year was $2,000. For these and
other good reasons we hope the exhibitors will see that a good,
entry is forthcoming.
The American Spaniel Club offers the following special

prizes, open to members of the club only:
Clumber. Spaniels.—James L. Little offers $5 for the best

kennel of four or more, and the same for best bitch and dog.
Field Spaniels.—Newton Abbott cup (donated by E, M.

Oldham), value $50, for best bitch; to be won four times.
Geo. R. Preston, $5 for best_ pup, dog or bitch. The Obrig
Camera Co. (A. C. Wilmerding, proprietor), one Tom Thumb
camera, value $10, for best other than black. A. E. Foster,
camera, value $6, for best black dog; donor not to compete.
Cocker Spaniels.—Henry Brooks, $5 each for best American

bred black dog and bitch pup; $5 for best American bred
pup, dog or bitch, any other color. C. G. Browning, gold-
mounted fountain pen, value $6, for best headed cocker.
Swiss Mountain Kennels, $10 for the best trio of cockers bred
by exhibitor; donor not to compete. C. T. Sackett, $5 for
best black cocker in open classes, and the same for best other
color cocker in open classes. Charles M. Nelles, $5 for best
dog or bitch, other than black, never having previously won
a first prize. William West, $10 for best bitch. The Blair
Camera Co. (New York), one Bullseye camera, value $8, for
the best dog, any color. Dr. F. W. Kitchel, one silver-
mounted pipe for the best liver and white dog or bitch,
E. M. Oldham offers $5 for the best moving spaniel of any

breed. The club also donates a nice list of cash specials to
the Detroit, Chicago and Boston shows.

Irish water spaniels will be divided by sex. A field trial
class will be made for Gordon setters with prizes of $15, $10
and $5. "A Friend" offers $15 for best American bred wire-
hair fox-terrier in open, puppy or novice classes.

White Wonder.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your notes of White Wonder on Dec. 30, 1893, you say:

"White Wonder was never shown here after it was proved he
was deaf at Boston in 1890." Will you kindly correct that
statement, as it was proved he was not deaf at Boston in
1890 and won first in the open class. H. A. HARRIS.
[We were under the impression that the dog did not com-

pete for the special against, Attraction after we placed him
first in open class on account of the decision that the dog
was deaf. If a dog cannot p s-ibly hear a whistle close to
his ear h^ is deaf according to the rule aud this was the case
with White Wonder at Boston in 1890.]

Fox-Terrier Stakes.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the premium list of the Westminster Kennel Club just

sent out, uuder the head of specials and stakes offered by the
American Fox-Terrier Club, an error is made in publishing
the fact that the second division of the seventh Grand Pro-
duce Stake and the Yankee Stake of 1893 will be judged.
Both of these stakes were judged at Providence last fall, and
were included in the above list through a printer's error.

Tho's Smith, Secfy A. F.-T. Club.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES,
\By a Staff Correspondent.}

In a Chicago daily paper, under date of Jan. 18, I note the
following dispatch from Washington, D. C: "W. T.

Buchanan, of Iowa, was to-day nominated as Minister to the
Argentine Republic. Mr. Buchanan is well known in

Chicago through his connection with the World's Fair. He
is one of the original Grover Cleveland Democrats. A good
many influences united to secure him the Argentine mission,
which he sought. It is the most desirable of all the South
American posts."

I am sure that every one will rejoice at Mr. Buchanan's
good fortune and success. As chief of the Department of

Agriculture, he brought together exhibits from nearly every
part of the world, and presented a magnificent department
for the instruction of the people. It is true that he made a
failure of the dog show, but that comparatively was but of

secondary importance and but one. detail of thousands. I

have a mild suspicion that if Mr. Buchanan finds that there
is not a single dog in the Argentine Republic, he will not
grieve thereat. While he was the subject of a great deal of

frank criticism in connection with the dog show, when criti-

cism was in order, I have always felt that his opinions of

dogmen would be well worth reading.

Stud Fees.

The reduction in the stud fee of Lad of Rush will be
hailed with satisfaction by pointer breeders. In this connec-
tion Mr. J. L. Adams, his owner, in a private letter writes
me: "I have decided to put him at $50, to be in the reach of

all. 1 have done very well with him. He is a great sire as
• well as a great dog, and the public will find that out next
fall. There are now five of his pups, out of my Devonshire
Jilt, 10 months old the 3d of this month, now in training.
Horace Smith of North Carolina has one belonging to Mr.
D. G. Rowland, of this city. C. H. Smith of South Caro-
lina has two belonging to me, and Blankenbaker has two
belonging to me. All five are good ones and will be heard
from later on. All the handlers, or at least Smith of North
Carolina and Blankenbaker speak very highly of the ones
they have. I have had no report from Smith of South Caro-
lina. He has not had his but a few days."
Pointer men can justly feel a pride in the present good

standing and records of the pointer, and should feel encour-
aged to added effort, particularly when the opportunities for
breeding are available at such reasonable rates.

Prizes at Field Trials.

There is a matter in regard to the prize money which is put
up each year by the different field trial clubs, which I think is

worthy of discussion, and that is the largeness of such sums.
Each club tries to give the largest sum it can possibly raise.

For sport and for an incentive to trainers to compete, such
large sums are not really necessary. In any event, the. club
which hangs up large sums of money for competition sooner
or later gets embarrassed financially. The Central Club, I

believe, lost an important sum of money every year.
The Eastern Club at one time had quite a large sum in its

treasury, and now has a respectable balance, but small com-
pared to what it once was.
The United States has a good balance, but a real unfortu-

nate trial •would come near exhausting it. It is harmful to
the sport when a club quits permanently in consequence, of
being a loser. It were better to go on year after year On a
sound basis than to give one or two trials and quit losers.

The money won is but a small part of the A'alue received at
a field trial. Dogs make reputations aud are a source of rev-
enue to the owner, to say nothing of the honor of the win-
ning. Bitches which have made a reputation by winning are
more valuable sometimes in the way of a revenue than the
stud dogs.
Moreover, when there are so many field trials and the

patronage divided up a good deal, each club assumes a
greater risk in offering large sums. There is nothing inher-
ent in it as a sport which requires such large prizes. Unlike
nearly every other sport which is displayed in public compe-
tition, there are no gate receipts. All depends on the number
of entries. Taking into consideration the history of field

trial events in this country and the deficits which several
clubs have experienced, it seems to me that all have been try-

ing to do more than they safely could. Again, is it necessary
to give so much money in prizes to induce owners and hand-
lers to come forward and make reputations for themselves
and their dogs, all of which is so much capital?

B. Waters.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

Heavy Mastiffs.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your last issue Mr. J. L. Winchell writes a very excel-

lent article on "Heavy Mastiffs," and the Forest AND
Stream comments slightly on the same.
The fact that mastiffs are again forging to the front is cer-

tainly encouraging to the breeders who have hung on to the
grand old breed. I have been confident for several years
such would be the case.

The real value of a mastiff is not appreciated until one is

owned. I admit, on the bench the more showy St. Bernard,
with his gay color and brilliant coat, overshadows the mastiff.

But when a dog is wished for—a general all-round compan-
ion, yard and house dog; the mastiff, of all large dogs is

king.
A St. Bernard washed, groomed and in good coat, as seen

at a show, is indeed a pretty sight, but take one to your
home, give him his liberty in wet weather and dry, in hot
and cold climates, and see how much he resembles the
beauty you saw at the show, unless indeed you can keep a
groom for him alone.

A mastiff, owing to his short coat, is much the easier to
handle, in fact, a roll on the grass is all he needs to keep his
coat in shape, and he will generally take care of himself.

Of course the sensational prices paid a few years ago for
St. Bernards was bound to set breeders for revenue crazy,
and St. Bernards became the rage. And another reason why
mastiffs were given up in the East (Note—I will not admit
such to be the case in the West, for where in the West in any
years did you see as good a display of mastiffs as at Chicago
in 1892 and 1S93?) is the fact that a good mastiff is perhaps as
hard to breed as any animal I know of, and many, after try-

ing and failing, gave up and dropped by the wayside. If

you breed a poor mastiff you have nothing but a yellow cur.

A St. Bernard, even not up to show form, and though lack-
ing in muzzle and character, owing to his showy color will
often pass with a novice, whereas a mastiff without type,
muzzle, skull and all that goes to make a mastiff, is a cur in
appearance.
What I started out to say I must now bring forward;

Mr. Winchell lays great stress on size. I would sound a note
of warning: size is one point only and really about the last

to be considered, if we are to sacrifice anything let it be size.

Indeed I have made up my mind after years ot study on the
subject, the perfect mastiff should not weigh above 150 to
1601bs. and the bitch 125. In my own kennel 1 value some
lOOlbs. to HOlbs. mastiffs more than I do some weighing
150 to ITalbs ,

equally as well bred, but notso trim or symm fcri-

cal as the smaller bitches. In the past we all have striven

for size and what have been the results? Ruined legs, cow-
hocked, snipy muzzles and awkward ungainly beasts.

In this second wind which mastiffs are gaining, let us lose
sight of size and breed good mastiffs with soundness and
type. I well remember what "Billy" Graham once wrote

me years ago. I gave him an order for a good mastiff to be
purchased in England, but my one instruction was he should
not weigh less than 1751bs., my one idea was size. Mr.
Graham replied "he could find no good mastiffs that heavy,
but at ISOlbs. could send a typical and sound mastiff." This
set me to thinking, and I have since learned there is much
besides size to a mastiff.
Mr. Winchell mentions the names of his dogs and u=es the

names of them in his article, which I believe gives me license

to also refer to them as an illustration, otherwise I should
mention no particular clogs. We waut type, and we want
soundness. ,

We want to breed dogs with type as found in
the head of Black Prince, but we do not want bis short body
or bad hindlegs. In Boss's Princess is the body and sound-
ness without the type as presented in the head As I have
pointed out we must have both. What is a head without
body, and what is a body without a head? The even, well-

balanced mastiff is what we want, and not the typeless
giants, hi breeding for a while, should we not let size go?

I believe a bitch of the description of Boss's Princess, no
matter what her size, should always be beaten by smaller
typical bitches. In support of my theory follow mastiff
literature backward for tweuty to forty years and he will

find the majority of all good mastiffs were not giants. Take,
for example the mastiff of this age—Beaufort. He easily

stands at the head, has type, has soundness, has all that
goes to make a dog, but he is not large. Again, I sound the
bugle, beware of that false god—size.

In conclusion, I wish to say to Mr. Winchell I wish him to
understand this is no attack on his dogs; I refer to the
mastiffs as a breed. I may say also that I have seen quite a
number of Black Prince's pups, and in no case has he trans-

mitted his bad hindlegs or short body. For this reason and
possessing type he will be of great value as a breeder,

Chas. E. Bunn.
Peoria, 111.

New Orleans Dog Show.
The dog and poultry show opened here under very favor

able auspices on Jan. 23. The building is well adapted for
the purpose, being roomy aud well ventilated. The weather
is bright, warm and clear, and the attendance is quite equal
to the anticipation of 1 he club. While the entries are not so
numerous as expected, there are some good specimens in al-

most all classes, in fact notably so in St. Bernards, the show-
ing made by the Argyle Kennels being most excellent, and a
great feature of the show; their benches being always sur-
rounded by a large number of admirers. In fox-terriers,

pugs, pointers and setters many good specimens have also
their admirers.
Much disappointment is felt at the absence of Ben Lewds,

who had written he was coming with a large string, and
from whom no explanation of his absence has been received.
Many dogs he had applied for have been absent on account
of being promised to him. This is much to be regretted on
account of the managers' having tried so hard to make their

show a success—they feel the disappointment keenly. How-
ever, with the present fine weather continued, and the great
interest manifested in the show by the best class of citizens,

little doubt is felt of its proving short of a success financially.
John Davidson.

The show was disinfected with Sanitas, and local benching
was used. The papers, especially the Times-Democrat, de-

voted plenty of space to the show, and the attendance
throughout seems to have been good. There were 124 entries
iu the dog department, and about 500 in that devoted to

poultry. Mr. John Davidson judged all classes, and the work
was not a difficult one for this veteran in the business.

LIST OF AWARDS.

MASTIFFS.—Dogs: 1st, withheld; 2d, J. H. Winship'a Stanley.
Bitches: 1st. withheld; 2d, J. L. O'Connor's Beauty. Very high com.,
H. J. Cassard's San Costanza.

ST. BERNARDS —Rough-Coated—Challenge—1st, C. A. Pratt's
Sir Bedivere.—Open—Dogs: 1st, C A. Pratt's Prince George; 2d, L, I.

Doize's Lord Malcolm. Bitches: 1st, C. A. Pratt's Rustic Beauty.
Very high com., Mrs. A. S. Wheeler's Ruby II. Com., H. J. Weinmann's
Sassy. Puppies: 1st, withheld; 2d, C. P. Ellis's Grover Cleveland.
Very high com., L. P. Gibert's Paris. High com., C. E. Kells, Jr.'s

Gerould.

ST. BERNARDS.—Smooth-Coated—Dogs: 1st, C. A. Pratt's Alton
II. Very high com., L, I. Doize's Don L. Ditches: 1st, C. A. Pratt's
Pratt's Belle; 2d, L. I. Doize's Belle.

DEERHOUNDS.—Prize withheld.

GREYHOUNDS.

—

Bitches: 1st, R. D. Williams's Maid Marion; 2d,

and high com., Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford Alice and
Ches< erford Frederica.

FOXHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st, R. D. Williams's Commodore.

—

Open—Dogn: 1st, withheld; 2d, R. D. Williams's The Admiral. Bitches:
1st, R. D. Williams's La Joya.

POINTERS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Eldridge Kennels' Rush of Lad; 2d, F. F.
Myles'sRoswald. Very high com., J. A. Mcllheuny's Tomo. High
com., Mrs. G. D. Fisher's Fisher's Nero. Bitches: 1st, Leinster Ken-
nels' Bess Graphic; 2d, G. D. Fisher's Fanny L. Very high com., L. J.

Meader's Lady Blanc. Puppies: Very high com., F. J. Wiltz's Fritz.

ENGLISH SETTERS.— Dofirs: 1st, F. F. Myles's Modoc; 2i, B. A.
Michel's Uncas. Very high com., Chesterford Park Kennels' Chester-
ford Surprise. High com., G. H. Beruos's Spokane and F. F. Myles's
Jesse James. Bitches: 1st, J. W. Barker's Belle McLean; 2d, Chester-
ford Park Kennels' Chesterford Jennie.

IRISH SETTERS.—Dogs: 1st, W. L. Washington's Kildare Beverly.
High com., J. J. D'Aquin's Gumbo. Bitches: 1st, W. H. Eakins's
Bessie Finmore. Puppies: 1st, W. H. Eakins's Bessie Finmore.

GORDON SETTERS.

—

Dogs: 1st. Dwight Kennels' Heather Lad.
Bitches: 1st, Dwight Kennels' Dwight Efifie. Puppies: 1st, Dwight
Kennels' Dwight Effle.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, G. Bell s champion I Say.—
Open— Dogs; 1st, G. Bell's Troubled. Very high com , Larry Wilt's

Don Lee. High com., J. A. Mcllheuny's Prince Mae. Bitches: 1st and
2d, G. Bell's Realization and Parti. High om , J. A. Mcllhenny's
Princess Jlac. Puppies: 1st and 2d, G. Bell's Troubled and Queen
West. Very high com., Miss Ada Wilt's Sophia Harrison.

COLLIES.—Dogs: 1st, Mrs. David Morgan's Fordhook Comus; 2d,

Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford Bruce. Bitches: 1st, Chester-
ford Park Kennels' Chesterford Bess. Puppies: 1st. Chesterford
Park Kennels' Chesterford Bruce; 2d, L. N. Scnoenfeld's Bonaparte.

BULLDOGS.—Dogs: 1st, P. E. Mary's Bully.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Luzboro Kennels' Crisp.

BEAGLES.—Dogs: 1st, Middieton Kennels' Adam. Bitches: 1st,

Middleum Kennels' Snow.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st, R. E. Fishburn's Glendon Spark; 2d
and very high com., Leinster Kennels' Dixie Tartar, jr , and Shelby
Sew Forest High com., C. J, Michler's Regent Box. Com., W H
Collins's Hotfoot Dodo and C. R. Kennedy's Regent Boy. Bitches: 1st

and very high com., W. H. Collins's Hotfoot Flurry and Hotfoot Vic-
tress. 3d, U. Rogers's Rosalind. High com., J. Chittenden's Blemton
Queen. Com., Lein6ter Kennels' Wilton Leah, Puppies: 1st and 2d,

E. ('«. Olden's Infanta Stipend and Driftwood Vinnie. Very high com.,
W. H Collins's Hotfoot Daisy. High com , Leinster Kennels' Vi. Com..
W. H. Collins's Hotfoot Dodo and Hotfoot Gem.

IRISH AND SCOTCH TERRIERS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Chesterford Park
Kennels' The Colored Preacher.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—1st, Chesterford Park Kennels'
Rocheile Oolah.

PUGS.—Challenge—1st, A. H. Parker's Casaina.—Open—Dogs: 1st,

German Howard Pug Kennels' Drummer; 2d, A. E Shaw's Dixie Pen-
rice. Bitches: lac, Mrs. C- J. Michler's Lady Treasure; 2.1. German
Howard Pug Kennels' Sateen II. Very high com., T. W. Castleman's
Coquina. High corn., C. J. Michler's Baby Ruth. Puppies: 1st, A.
Alonzo'sBon Mot; 2d, German Howard Pug Kennels' Young Penrice.

BLENHEIM AND KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—1st, J. A. Wilt's
Dottie.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—F. H. Hoyt's Idiom.

specials.

For largest number of dogs in care of one handler, first withheld;
second, T. A. Howard; third, E. B. Elliott.

DOG CHAT.

Detroit Dogr Show.
Exhibitors will have to be careful this spring. The pre-

mium lists for the early shows are coming out pretty well
together and well ahead of time. Forest and Stream,
however, will post the time for entries closing, so that no one
need be left in the cold. The City of St. Straits Kennel
Club's premium list for their second annual show is the
next to command attention. It is an easy one to review.
The prizes are liberal enough ia the more popular breeds,
though they fall off in the small terrier classes and some of
the other breeds should have had the sexes disdded. Mas-
tiffs, St Bernards, Great Danes, pointers and setters (with
the exception of Gordon setters) and collies, get $15 in each
challenge class and $15, $10 and $5 in open classes. The first

three breeds mentioned also have puppy classes, with $10
and $5 as prizes, with sexes completing together. Other
breeds get £10 in challenge classes and $10 and $5 in open,
and we are pleased to find that no money is wasted in puppy
prizes. Field and cocker spaniels and foxterriers are the
only breeds where challenge classes are divided, and in
poodles, Irish water spaniels, bloodhounds, Daudie, Skye,
Bedlingtou and Scotch terriers sexes compete together in
open classes, and do not aspire to the dignity of challenge
classes. Mastiffs and St. Bernards, bloodhounds, Russian
wolfhounds, Great Danes, pointers, English setters and
collies get kennel prizes of $15 ; the others must be content
with $10. The spaniel specials are good and chiefly caih.

The Mastiff Club has also done well by the show. Fox-
terriers get a silver trophy from Mr. G Bell and also a $100
cup from H. Walker & Sons. Handler prizes, which seem
to be a necessary adjunct to almost every show nowadays,
are $25 aud $15 in. value, for having largest and second largest
number of dogs respectively. The judges are : John David
son, Monroe, Mich., for hounds, grey hounds, pointers
setters, dachshunds and beagles; James Mortimer, New
York,mastiffs, St. Bernards, great Danes, collies, deerhounds,
bloodhounds, fox terriers and Irish terrier ; Chas. H. Mason,
Philadelphia, wolf hounds, spaniels, poodles, all terriers

(except fox and Irish), King Charles spaniels, Italian

greyhounds, bull dogs, pugs and miscellaneous. Mr. Samuel
Brenton will be the veterinarian. The bench show com-
mittee is composed of George M. Heudrie, chairman; Thos.
Blake, Louis Hilsendegen, Guy D Welton, C. A. Parkinson,
W. Howie Muir, Thos. C. Ouellette and Chas. Thurman,
which is an earnest that the dog men will be well looked
after. Entries close Feb. 21, the second day of New York
show, and must be made to Guy D. Welton, 6S West Wood-
bridge street, Detroit, Mich. The fee is $3. An important
fact that Canadian exhibitors must remember is that all

dogs coming from Canada must be consigned to E. B Wel-
ton, Detroit, for bonding through customs. The American,
National and United States Express Companies will carry
dogs under the usual conditions, and exhibitors should re-

member the show begins on Wednesday morning and closes
the Saturday night following. Enclosed on a separate leaf
are a number of cash specials for different breeds that will

probably be greatly increased before the catalogue is printed.
In pointers, English and Irish setters, the club gives a $10
special for best four with field trial records. We should
suggest that this be altered for dogs that have run at public
field trials.

The Nicholls-Mills Suit.

The Toronto Mail of Jan. 19 reported the recently decided
Nicholls—Mills case as follows:

"A decision has been rendered by Judge. Lynch in the case
of H. A. Nicholls of Chicago and T. Wesley Mills, of Mont-
real, which is the close of a very peculiar case. About a year
ago Dr. Mills, who was then president of the Canadian Ken-
nel Club, owned a bitch of the great Dane breed named
Minerva's Fawn. Mr. H. A. Nicholls of Chicago had a dog
of the same breed named Melac, and Dr. Mills, desirous of
obtaining the services of the dog, wrote to Mr. Nicholls on
the mat ter. The Chicago gentlemen replied that the services

of the dog would cost $50 Dr. Mill srerdied that, that amount
was more than he could afford to pay, to which Mr. Nicholls
replied that, in the interest of improving the breed of dogs
iu Canada, he would give the services of Melac for a choice
of two pups out of Fawn's litter. The dog was sent to Mont-
real, and in due course of time Fawn gave birth to a litter of
thirteen. Dr. Mills gave no intimation of this fact to Mr.
Nicholls, and when the latter gentleman wrote repeatedly
for information, Dr. Mills ignored his letters and made no
reply. Mr. Nicholls, feeling that his courtesy had been ill-

requited, sent an agent to Montreal to investigate the case.

He made a demand upon Dr. Mills for the choice of two
pups, and upon his being refused placed the matter in the
bauds of Mr. Greenshields, the well known lawyer. The
case was ably argued be:ore Judge Lynch. It appears that
Dr. Mills sold all the litter except one bitch and two dogs,
the former worth $40 each and the latter worth $50 each, and
the judge decided that Dr. Mills should give Mr. Nicholls
the bitch and one of the dogs, and if the defendant neglects
to deliver the bitch and one of the dogs he shall pay to the
prosecutor $90; or if he keeps the bitch and delivers one of

the dogs he shall only pay $40. The conduct of Mr. Mills in
this peculiar transaction has elicited some pretty sharp crit-

icism from members of the Kennel Club."

We are in receipt of a letter from Dr. Mills, in which he
writes: "You may state on my responsibility that I have
directed my legal adviser to take an action for damages for
libel to the extent of $10,000 for statements made by the
Toronto Mail in a case in which I was concerned in court.

It is being circulated, and this may tend to neutralize very
damaging statements. The article in the Mail is a tissue of
falsehoods, published, I believe, at the instigation of some
ill-disposed person."

Field Trial Classes.

Instead of confining the Field Trial classes which were in-

stituted by the Westminster K. C. to winners of field trial

records, would it not be better for some of our best shows to
so word the conditions for competing in this class that any
dog having acknowledged field merit and trainingmay stand
a chance of winning. This may be done by field triariudges
awarding certificates of merit to dogs which, though they
fail to get into the money, show undoubted merit in their
work. In dog breeding aud in many other conditions of life

the rule of the greatest good to the greatest number should
obtain. This iuea of "working" classes first originated with
the English Kennel Club, aud such certificates will be given
for the first time at the coming Kennel Club and Pointer
Club trials to entitle them to compete in the proposed
"working" classes at the Kennel Club shows. If these prizes

are made valuable, pointer breeders who breed for show hon-
ors only will be induced to give greater attention to field

qualities, and we shall uot see so many pointers and setters,

wbrjse only claim to admiration lies iu the fact that they are
handsome, or as "C. H. B." in English Kennel Gazette puts
it iu reviewing the pointers of the year in England, "Sports-
men would take more interest in dogs, which they were
satisfied knew their business, aud we should see fewer hand-
some pointers degraded into mere prize-winning machines."
This remark does not apply perhaps so forcibly to pointers in
this country, as many of our best are trained, but to the
Betters it is applicable. We make the suggestion that at the
field trials this month the judges be instructed to award
such certificates, and that the Mascoutah Kennel Club so
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alter their field trial class conditions that any good-looking
certified working pointer or setter may have a chance to win in

its particular breed class, and if a field trial winner "gets

there" at the finish all the better. The Lorillard medals were
very good in their way, but similar prizes given at dog shows
would have a more far-reaching effect.

The entry fee for the Mascoutah Kennel Club's show is $4,

and entries close the day after New York show. Mr. John
Read will superintend.

In his remarks about the New Orleans show, Mr. Davidson
alludes to the disappointment caused by Ben Lewis's failure

to bring down a string of dogs he had promised. In justice

to Mr. Lewis, we may say that he worked hard to get a good
string together and had nearly seventy dogs promised. The
sudden death of his brother-in-law just before the Saratoga,

show, however, upset his arrangements. By the way, Ben
Lewis, who has "crated" more show dogs than probably any
man in America, has generally succeeded in making friends

with the baggage masters, and so getting from show to show
without much expense. His Saratoga trip, however, nipped
him hard, the railroad authorities referring him to the express
companies, and they started him off with an express bill of

$56, which, with other personal expenses at the show, would
leave little on the profit side of the ledger for that trip. This
arrangement between the railroad and express companies,
we are afraid, is going to hurt the entries at shows this

spring, and unless some of our most influential exhibitors,

such as Col. Hilton, August Belmont, Thomas Terry and
others, take up the matter, we fear little can be done by the

A. K. C. to lessen the burden. The express companies have
a good thing, and they know it.

Pugs.

In the review of this breed in the Kennel Gazette (Eng.)
"Verites" remarks that the past year will be remarkable for

the number of good pugs which have been sent to this country
from England. These include Dong, that died on the way
over, Drummer, (one of their best stud dogs) Finsbury Dude,
Haughty Madge, Royal Dusky, etc. While this writer
allows that there is a perceptible improvement in symmetry,
style and color, and that English pugs are being reduced in

size, he is equally certain that breeders are losing a most im-
portant characteristic of the breed, the square, deep muzzle,
and advises them to give this point their most careful
attention. H. W. L.

Mr. Chas. S. Hanks has heard from Fort Custer, where it

will be remembered he had loaned his Russian wolfhounds
Groubian and others to the regiment quartered there. One
of the bitches has whelped and the other missed. G-roubian
they took out huuting, but he was too fat and out of condi-
tion, so got footsore very quickly. Lieut. Hughes, in a letter

to Mr. Hanks says he has no doubt of Groubian's pluck, as he
has already proved it by several rough and tumble fights

with the dogs at the fort, and thinks when conditioned, he
will be able to run down a coyote. They will try for wolves
later on.

The annual meeting of the American Spaniel Club will be
held at Madison Square Gardens, February 21, 1894, at4P. M.,
the second day of the show. The annual dinner will also
take place during the show, and this is an event that dogmen,
whether spaniel cranks or otherwise, would do well not to
miss. The fun runs fast and fu riousand there is no formality.

Bull Bitch Haphazard.

Mr. John Coles, of Linden, Mass., who purchased the bull
bitch Haphazard, received her from England last Saturday.
That this bitch will be an acquisition one may judge from
her list of winnings, which are as follows: In 1893—Ciren-
cester, reserve and special for best bitch, never before shown;
Gloucester, third in open class, first novice and special for
best novice dog or bitch; Birmingham, first in open class
and special. In 1893—Bath, first in open class and special

for best bitch; Manchester, first in open class; Preston, first

in open class and special for best bitch; Bulldog Club show,
second in open class; Bristol, first in open class and special
for best bitch; Cirencester, second in open class; bulldog
;show (Aquarium), second in winners' class; Birmingham,
first in winners' class and first in open class. These are the
only times she has been shown. With the Woodlawn Ken-
nels' success in raising puppies we imagine that the pros-
pects for th is breed's increasing popularity are much brighter.

Bloodhounds.

At the Newark show Dr. Lougest, of the Mount Vernon
Kennels, Franklin, Mass., as we stated at the time, told us
that he intended giving up St. Bernards and devoting bis at-

tention mainly to mastiffs and bloodhounds, and was after

some hounds in England. Now we learn that he has just
completed the purchase of three—Alchymist (19,751), McComo
and Kaween (20,208). He expects them to arrive from Eng-
land in about three weeks. They are well known on the Eng-
lish show bench and are said to be thoroughly trained to
hunt the clean boot. Alchymist is the winner of twenty
firsts and challenge prizes at all the leading shows, and is

the sire of 108 puppies out of eight bitches, including the
prize winners Norfolk Matchless, Thanma, etc. He was for-

merly owned by Dr. Lougest and now comes back to him.
The Kennel Gazette, in speaking of him at the Birmingham
dog show of 1887, says, "Alchymist is one of the biggest and
most muscular hounds I have ever seen. His body is simply
perfect, good sloping shoulders, immense wrinkle, plenty of
bone, good eye and leather; he has the largest ears of any
bloodhound living." If these hounds should arrive safely

and in time the public will see them at the New York and
Boston shows, after which Alchymist will not again appear
in public but will be reserved for stud purposes.

Manitoba Field Trials Club.

The annual meeting of the Manitoba Field Trials Club,
held in the Manitoba Hotel, Winnipeg, on Monday, Jan. 15,

was received too late for publication last week. There was a
good attendance present and an enthusiastic meeting was the
result. After the usual routine business had been disposed
of these officers were elected for the ensuing year: Patron,
C. C. Chipman, Esq., Commissioner of the Hon. Hudson's
Bay Co., Winnipeg; President, F. G. Simpson, Winnipeg;
First Vice-President, John Woolton, Manitou; Second Vice-
President, D. M. Telford, Winnipeg; Secretary-Treasurer, R.
J. Gallaugher, Winnipeg; Managing Committee—W. F. Ellis,

Manitou; F. W. Scott, J. H. Rose, Dr. Dalgleish, Winnipeg;
R. Adamson, Virdon; Auditors—T. L. Peters. Alex. Clarke,
Winnipeg. It was decided to hold the next trials of this club
at Morris, Man., on Wednesday, Sept. 5. The selection of a
judge, the arranging of prizes, stakes and other business in
connection with the holding of the trials, were left in the
hands of the managing committee and will be made known
at a later date. The outlook is very promising, as the officers

elected by the club are all active workers and take great
interest in everything pertaining to canine matters. There is

every reason to believe that this will be by far the most suc-
cessful season in the history of the club.

Special Car for Western Shows.
Ben Lewis and others were talking at Saratoga of charter-

ing a special car for the circuit of Western shows, and in view
of the recent move on the part of the railroad and express
companies, this would seem to be almost necessary. By this

means Mr. Lewis and others could land their dogs in Phila-

delphia in good shape from the St. Louis show. "Unless
somethiug of this sort is arranged it will be almost impossi-
ble to hold the dogs in good condition for so many shows.
Having a special car, dogs can be exercised and properly
attended to while on the journey. Arrange the boxes along
each side of the car, leaving a good wide alleyway down the
middle, covered thickly with sawdust, and the dogs could
travel to San Franeisco*without discomfort if the proper man
looked after them. In 1SS6 we took 65 dogs in this way to Cin-
cinnati, the car being provided through General Shattuc's
influence, and the journey was made without the least dis-
comfort, the dogs being fed and watered regulany and prop-
erly exercised. We should think it would be to the interest
of these Western clubs to unite in the expense of such a car,
the clubs pay half and the handlers and owners the balance.
It is as much to the club's interest as the exhibitor's. Many
exhibitors in the East would send to these shows under this
arrangement who would not trust their dogs to the express
companies so far West.

The Boston Terrier Club will give to the classes at the W.
K. C. and New England Kennel Club shows $40, to be offered
in four prizes of $10 each for best dog and bitch and best dog
or bitch bred and owned by exhibitor, and best kennel. The
W. K. C. competition is open, that at Boston is confined to
the Boston Terrier Club. The new officers are: President, R.
J. Clark; Vice-President, Arthur Mulvey; Secretary, Dr. H.
P. Rogers; Treasurer, W. C. Hook. The above-named, with
Dwight Baldwin, W. H. Clanall and D. J. Colburn, form the
executive committee. Mr. Chas. I. Nesmith, of Reading, has
been elected to membership.

Dogmen are often amused at the gush of the average daily
reporter when assigned to do a dog show, but the reporter of
the Times Democrat of New Orleans seems to have been im-
bued with the right sentiment, when he wrote the following
in his description of the show just held in that city: "Old
dogs, in this ever-moving world there is a big place for you
all, and even the forsaken yellow cur, adrift upon the cold
city streets has some friend, some hand that would give it

sustenance if it could. Your love and faithfulness has made
many a bright spot in a life's history, and, who knows, may-
be there's something for you in the other worldc As an old
man once said: "Hereafter would be kinder lonesome without
dogs."

We are rather surprised that Mr. Hanks' letter, asking
some of our Russian wolfhound breeders to discuss the much
vexed question of type in those hounds, has brought forth so
little. It is certainly time that this subject should be settled.

There is some difference in the type of these dogs, and we
do not think that breeders should lose sight of that distinct-

ive and peculiar appearance that most of the dogs imported
direct from the Russian kennels seem to possess, in the striv-

ing to breed merely for greyhound make and shape.

We are always glad to hear from Mr. W. H. Child, and
this time more than ever pleased to find that our "par"
regarding his selling off his dogs is not entirely true. He
sold his beagles only. "I hope the time is far distant when
I do not own a dog. I rtill own an excellent Irish setter

bitch, and have a promising cocker that I am very anxious
to try on game." We believe Mr. Child has purchased some
beagles from Mr. Wixom, and he hopes before Nov. 1 to

have a "cry" of these merry little hounds. His many
friends will regret to hear that he has now been laid up two
and one-half years this month, and is still only able to sit up
a few minutes each day. If good wishes brought back good
health Mr. Child would soon be among us again.

Mr. Chapman speaks of a daughter of his charming little

beagle Butterfly, by Fitzhugh Lee, 8 months old, that will
come out at the New York show, and she must be good if as
he says, "she can beat her mammy now.

Finglas Changes Hands.

Mr. W. L. Washington, of Allegheny, Pa., has bought the
noted Irish setters Finglas, champion Ruby Glenmore and
Dick Finglas (Finglas—Ruby Glenmore), a 20-months-old
dog that is said to be a good one. Finglas and Ruby Glen-
more are too well known to require further mention at our
hands. Mr. Washington intends to exhibit again, and with
the above purchases and a number of dogs he already has in

his kennels, he expects to add some interest to Irish setter
competitions this spring. Finglas will be placed at stud, pre-
sumably in Forest and Stream.

"Bob."

We shall be able to offer in a week or so copies of the
autobiography of the fox-terrier, "Bob," by C. A. Sumner,
secretary of the Southern California Kennel Club. When
Mr. Sumner wrote the copy he had no intention of going to
press, as it was simply for home circulation, but his friends
so bothered him for a set of the photos that he went to the
printer, and with the help of Mr. Pariser, the booklet is the
result. It does not matter whether the reader is interested
in fox-terriers or other dogs; it appeals to any one who loves
dogs and can understand the quaint humor that runs
through "Bob" from nose to tail. The reproductions from
photographs alone are worth the price, $1.50.

As a matter of news we may say that a person high in
authority in the National Beagle Club has been disqualified
by the New England Beagle Club for non-payment of entry
money, and the matter is about to be placed before the A.
K. C. There must be some mistake here, as it seems a very
foolish business.

Canadian Kennel Club Meeting.

An important meeting of the executive committee was
held at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, Canada, last Friday
afternoon, President J. S. Niven in the chair. The other
members present were Dr. H. S. Griffin of Hamilton, Ont.,

C, A. Stone, J. S. Williams, R. W. Boyd and Secretary Don-
ovan of Toronto, and S. F. Glass of London, Ont. The ques-
tion of affiliating with the A. K. C. was the subject of much
discussion, but nothing definite was done further than re-

ferring the matter to a committee composed of Dr. Griffin,

F. S. Wetherall of Compton, Que., and T. G. Davey of Lon-
don, Ont , who will confer with the committee appointed for

the purpose by the A. K. C. The case of Mr. Goodman
against Dr. Mills in which judgment was given for H. L.
Goodman, also came up, but no action of a disciplinary
nature was taken until investigation shall show if the pub-
lished accounts are true or not. A number of new members
were proposed.

Mr. Bous field, the owner of the Bay City Kennels, in view
of the hard times, has reduced the fees of St. Augustine and
Lord Dante, the well-known St. Bernards, so that those at a
distance can afford to avail themselves of this good blood.
St. Augustine has been doing good work at stud; the Bay
City Kennels have now a promising litter by him. Alta
Kennels

(
Santa Rosa was bred recently to Lord Dante. St.

Augustine was out of shape when shown at Toronto, but
Mr. Bousfield tells us he will be in the " pink" when seen at
the spring shows. All the stock are doing well, and Mr.
Bousfield looks forward to a good year.

The Philadelphia Kennel Club will have a special show
committee composed of the following members: G. H.
Thompson, Charles T. Thompson, J. J. Schnellenburg,

I P. Walsh, G. Schreiber, H. G. Sinnottand Dr. L. C. Sauveur.

The dogmen should not suffer under this direction. F. G.
Taylor, Dr. Davis, L. Finletter, Dr. A. Glass and Dr. Little-
ton will form a field trial committee. We remarked a couple
of years ago that the P. K. C. had come to life again, they
have done more than that, they have been born again.

The Saratogo show clearly demonstrated that when
chickens and do»s are exhibited in the same building, the
dogs claim almost the entire attention. Judging from the
attendance at Saratoga the club would scarcely have had
fifty people to look at the poultry alone. There would have
been a much larger attendance but for a revival meeting of
fervent proportions that was under way during the week.
"Our only German" was bewailing this fact, and remarked
that he would rather listen to a good dog than a bad
preacher any day.

In justice to Mr. Haldeman, who is seemingly being made
the scapegoat, on both sides of the Atlantic, for the collapse
of the Fanciers' Journal at the expense of the real truth, a
little light should be turned on. Previous to Mr. C. H.
Mason's occupation of the editorial chair the subscription
list was 784, within sixty days after this the list had fallen
off over 200. It is time that a lot of this garish foolishness
should be stopped and truth be known. There is a slight
difference between guerilla journalistic methods and sober
editoral work. They don't mix.

Mr. W. Stewart Diffenderffer has sold the rough St. Ber-
nard bitch Mascot Bernie, by Sargano out of Floss, winner
of first, Baltimore, 1893, to Messrs. Woodin & Hoyt, The
Heights, Berwick, Pa. This is a good bitch and should do
well for her new masters, as she is both a breeder and a win-
ner. Mr. Diffenderffer has now about closed out his St.
Bernards, having only a few small pups out of Bernie left.

It was stated at Saratoga that Mr. William Marshall, of
Scotland, will accompany his brother John Marshall when
he returns from his visit to the old country, in time for the
New York show. Mr. W. Marshall is well known as the
breeder of Scottish Prince and other good ones; Altonette is

also one of his breeding. He breeds them, and Mr. Sydney
Smith brings them to the front.

At a meeting of the farmers of Chester county, Pa., under
direction of the State Board of Agriculture, the following
resolution was proposed and adopted by Henry L. Brinton,
R. H. Hough and J. W. Hickmau: "Whereas, the farmers
of Chester county have suffered great damage from dogs
being permitted to run at large; therefore, be it resolved,
that this meeting demand at the hands of the Board of
County Commissioners such a tax levy upon dogs as will give
ample protection to sheep husbandry, even to the full max-
imum limit of the late act of Assembly, approved the 25th
day of May, 1893. Resolved, further, that we urge upon
farmers to consider their interests in the matter, and aid in
enforcing the law against irresponsible persons and others
who seek to evade it."

A bill will be introduced in the House at Columbus, Ohio,
which provides that the sheriff of each county shall keep a
certain number of bloodhounds for use in tracking escaped
criminals, and in detecting petty thieves. We do not know
whether these are to be the English bloodhound or the heavy
Southern hound. The purpose is good, and either will do.

A well known whippet. Sally, has just been purchased by
an English fancier, Mr. Craven. She is a big winner in
whippet races, and the fact that she was bred in Philadel-
phia, where she won several handicaps before being ex-
ported to England, is our excuse for mentioning the fact of
her transfer.

The great Daue, TJlric, has bpen sold by Mr. R. T. Martin,
owner of the Rosemont Kennels in Ireland, to a fancier on
this side the water. Ulric has been a big winner at the best
shows, and Mr. Lloyd says that he is also a most com-
panionable dog.

Among our "Specials," which are becoming so popular
among dog breeders, as they recognize them as a sort of "quick
delivery" system, we find that C. E. Buun offers mastiff pups
for sale; H. N. Howell, pointer dog Valentine, field trained;
Meadow City Kennels, well bred English setter pups; W. I.

Baker, well bred pointer dog; Geo. Douglas, choice cocker
brood bitches; J. Feuluer, English setter dog. J. F. Kelly
wants dogs to board, and H. a trained pointer. In the stud
C. E. Bunu places his noted mastiffs and E. A. Cook the
well known smooth fox-terrier Raby Trigger, whose services
should be eagerly snapped up at the low fee of $10,

Messrs. L. & W. Rutherford will have their annual sale of
fox-terriers on the afternoon of the last day of the New York
show. They will put up about 30 terriers.

"Uncle Dick," known in other departments as J. Otis Fel-
lows, has been taking a hand in the discussion about the
"bore" of a .22cal. ball, in another department of Forest and
Stream, and his letter in answer to "Diamond Walt" has
brought him letters from all over the country about rifles to
use. This week letters come from Montreal, North Dakota
and Louisiana. There is no "choke" about Forest And>
Stream, it "scatters" all over this country. By the way, Mr..

Fellows has been accused of doing too much work at the Sar-
atoga show. He had to do something, for he tells us that he
started the show with seven men and an assistant "super,"
but other influences cut this number down to two boys by
Friday A. M. , and they had to do all the work on the last

day.

England will hold a toy dog show at the Royal Aquarium,
London, in May. The Toy Spaniel, Pomeranian, Schipperke
and Pug clubs join forces.

The A. K. C. and C. K. C.

The statement published in other journals that the A. K.
C. had telegraphed to the City of the Straits Kennel Club
not to honor the Canadian registration iu accepting entries

of Canadian dogs requires explanation. This telegram was
sent in answer to one from the Secretary of the Detroit club
asking whether Canadian Stud Book registrations would be
recognized, and paying for a telegram in reply. The A, K. C.
answered that as all relations with the C. K. C. had been
severed, Canadian dogs must either register or list with the
A. K. C. before entering.

The Philadelphia Kennel Club has applied for admission
in the A. K. C. and this application will be passed upon at

the annual meeting.

Mr. Harrison Buying Greyhounds.
We knew that such a keen rider and sportsman as Mr,

Mitchell Harrison would soon become a couvert to the sport
of coursing, and we were not surprised to hear he had formed
a partnership with Mr. Sam WVidler in the Broadmoor Ken-
nels soon after his arrival at Colorado Springs. The kennel
now consists of Buenarita, Lady Graham Glendyne, two
bitches by Lord Neversettle—Partera, Voltaire, Van's Gen-
eral, and a thirteen-months dog by Lord Never.settle—White
Lips. This is the nucleus of a first-class kennel. The dogs
will be run at the Altcar meeting next month. If Mr. Har-
rison goes in for coursing as keenly as he did for collies, his
accession to the ranks of coursingmen is a good step forward
for the sport in this country.
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Russian Wolfhound Type.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was glad to see in a contemporary a reply to my letter

of two weeks ago. A little public discussion of the much
mooted question of the type of the Russian wolfhound will

undoubtedly be of the greatest benefit to all of us who have
become interested in this breed of dogs. This correspondent
and I at the first go off are now ready to lock horns, and a
still further discussion by other admirers of the dog may
bring out other differences of opinion which will eventually
crystallize into something tangible and may result in a
standard being established so that we will all know what to

breed to. My controversy is in his saying that we should
judge the dbg on greyhound lines. I say no, not by any
means, and why? First, because it is falling into an error

which the best breeders of Russia are trying to eliminate,
and by the best breeders I refer to the Imperial Kennels, Col.

Dietz, Prince G-alitzin, Grand Duke Nicholas, and Mr. Kar-
aoeff. I mention these names as authority in order to get at
the bottom of the matter, as the question might properly
be raised, either that T am mistaken about my authorities,

or the type which I claim they advocate is not beiug bred by
them. Second, I say that the English greyhound cross is

not a true Russian type.
It is a fact not generally known that these dogs are zeal-

ously guarded in Russia, and that few kennels can boast of
having the pure breed. A dozen kennels would probably in-

clude all the kennels of pure-bred wolfhounds in the whole
kingdom of Russia; as many kennels, but not those now con-
sidered the best ones, are known to have crossed their dogs
with the English greyhound with the hope of gaining speed,

thus of course taking away the pure-bred type. I cannot
state too forcibly how I was impressed in Russia with this

feeling among the best breeders against such crossing. In-
deed it is quite a usual thing to see on thestreets well-grown,
handsome, dogs, that readilv would have passed for good ones
if it were not for being so crossed. It is because of this cross-
ing that shows the greyhound type that manya dog has been
purchased very cheap in Russia and exported to this country
and England. It is such importations that we ought to
guard against, and yet we cannot if we judge the dog on
greyhound lines.

Another reason why I object to judging on greyhound
lines, and to my mind a very strong reason, too, is that it is

not in accordance with the standard as adopted in Russia,
and surely the Russian standard must be the "best Russian
type," which is what this correspondent calls for. Yet if we
do not take the real Russian type, which he later in his
article seems to object to on the ground that we are not
showing the dog or judging^ him in Russia, we shall also
have to turn our backs on the English standard, which is

practically the same. The result, therefore, will be one
standard for Russia and England, auother for America and
perhaps still another for Australia and Timbuctoo. Surely
it is better for us all to pull together in this matter, especially
as we have now nothing to undo. Surely it is better to have
a friendly rivalry between the English and American breed-
ers, which must be of benefit to both. Surely it is as easy to
judge the dog here on Russian and English lines as any
other imported dog.
One word more and I have finished We have only to look

at the young stock now being exhibited, most of them out of
good imported bitches but mated with dogs built on grey-
hound lines, and we cannot but notice that we are getting
further and further, not only from the type of the imported
stock, but are also getting dogs not nearly as graceful in car-

riage or as beautiful in outline. Thanks to others the ball is

now rolling. Will not the other breeders and admirers of
the dog give their views? Let us get at this in the right
spirit, and the result of our combined opinions will go
far toward establishing a standard in this country, and
put us in a position to breed as haudsome and as useful a
dog as ever graced the bench. Just one moreword. Will this
writer give the "eminent authorities" hespeaksof advocating
the greyhound type, so that we may have a dig at them if

necessary'' I inclose herewith a copy of the English type of
Russian wolfhound, which was published in the British
Fancier since my other letter. By publishing it in
your paper it will not only be of benefit to those interested
in the breed, but will give an opportunity to discuss why or
why not the English standard should be adopted in this
country. Chas. Stedman Hanks.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 23.

POINTS OF THE BOEZOI AS DEFINED AND ADOPTED BY THE
BORZOI CLUB.

1. Head.—Long and lean. The skull flat and narrow, stop
not perceptible, and muzzle long and tapering. The head
from the forehead to tip of the nose should be so fine that
the shape and direction of the bones and principal veins can
be seen clearly, and in profile should appear rather Roman-
nosed. Bitches should be even narrower in head than dog's.

Eyes dark, expressive, almond-shaped and not too far apart.
Ears like those of a greyhound; small, thin and placed well
back on the head, with the tips, when thrown back, almost
touching behind the occiput.

2. Neck.—The neck should be carried somewhat low, with
the neck continuing the line of the back.

3. Shoulders.—Clean and sloping well back.
4. Chest.—Deep and somewhat narrow.
5. Back.—Rather bony and free from any cavity in the

spinal column, the arch in the back being more marked in
the dog than in the bitch.

6. ioins.-r-Broad aud very powerful, with plenty of mus-
cular development.

7. Thighs.—hang, and well developed, with good second
thighs.

8. Ribs.—Slightly sprung at the angle of the ribs; deep,
reaching to the elbow and even lower.

9. Foreleg*.—Lean and straight. Seen from the front they
should be narrow, aud from the side broad at the shoulder
and narrowing gradually down to the foot, the bone appear-
ing flat, and not round as in the foxhound.

10. Hindlegs.—The least thing under the body when stand-
ing still, not straight, and the stifle slightly bent.

11. Muscles—Well distributed and highly developed.
12. Pasterns.—Strong.
13. Feet —Like those of the deerhound, rather long. The

toes close together and well arched.
14. Coat.—Long, silky (not woolly), either flat, wavy-, or

rather curly. On the head, ears and front legs it shouid be
short and smooth. Ou the neck the frill should be profuse
and rather curly. On the chest and rest of body, the tail

and hindquarters, it should be long. The forelegs should be
well feathered.

15. Tail.—Long, well feathered and not gaily carried.

16. Height.—At shoulder of dogs, from 26in. upward: of
bitches, from 24in. upward. . .

Faults.—Head short or thick. Too much stop. Parti-col-
ored nose. Eyes too wide aoart. Heavy ears. Heavy should-
ers. Wide chest. "Barrel"-ribbed. Dew claws. Elbows
turned out. Wide behind.

The attention of all judges of this breed at dog shows is

earnestly requested to the club standard, as by this means
alone can the one {trun) type be preserved.

Rochester Notes.
Mr. Geo. C. Cross, of this city, recently sold his pointer

dog Biliy Beaumont to a gentleman in Brunswick, N. J.,

and on Jan. 8 Mr. Cross received a dog pup from the Hemp-
stead Farm Kennels, sired by San ford Druid, dam Hemp-
stead Kit. It is Mr. Cross's intention to own only good ones,
and this breeding ought to furnish that sort, O. S. BEE.

Gordon Setter Club.

Editor Forest and Stream,:
The annual meeting of the Gordon Setter Club of America

will beheld at Madison Square Garden, New York on Thurs-
day, Feb. 22, at 7:30 P. M. (the third night of the dng show),
for the election of officers and members, and the transaction
of such other business as may then come up. Members are
requested to send in their annual dues, $5, and the names of
those to be proposed for membership, to the undersigned.
In addition to the cash prizes in the Gordon setter classes,

already announced by the Westminster K. C. (some $300), the
Gordon Setter Club offers $5 each for the best and next best
dog and bitch in the open class, belonging to a member of
the Gordon Setter Club. Also, the American Field silver
vase, for the best Gordon setter shown, which has been the
property of a member of the Gordon Setter Club for six
months previous to the closing of the New York dog show
entries, to be won three times, not necessarily continuously,
before becoming his property. L. A. VAN ZANDT, Sec'y.jfc
Yonkkrs, N. XT

Dogs are Property in Kentucky.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A special dated Harrodsburg, Ky., Jan. 2, states that Ivan

Harris was up in the police court the previous day charged
with felony in the stealing of a dog valued at over $20, and
the proof being positive, Judge T. M. Card well held him over
in a bond of $200 to await the action of the Grand Jury in
February. The Court of Appeals of Kentucky, in a recent
decision,' has laid it down as law that dogs are property.

Edward Wick.
Cincinnati, O.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks

(furnished free) will he sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Red Riding Hood. By C. F. Gentz. Jr.. Grand Rapids, Mich., for red
dnchshund bitch, whelped June 12, 1893. by Hundesport's Zaenker out
of Lina L.
Babetie. By C. F. Gentz, Jr., Grand Rapids, MInh;, for black and

tan dachshund bitch, whelped July SO, 1893. by Hundesport's Berg-
niann out of Polly (Hundesport's Zaenker—Lina K.).

BRED.
EST" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lass of Kippen—Coronet. E. G. Dunckle's (Brockton, Mass.) pointer
bitch Lass of Kippeu to G. VV. Lovell's Coronet, Nov. 7.

Sally Kent—Ridgeview Faust. A. M. Hopper's (East Orange, N. J.)

pointer hitch Sally Kent (King of Kent—Westminster Sal) to Victoria
Kennels' Ridgeview Faust (Beppo III.—Lady Norrish U.), Oct. 22.

WHELPS.
E3P"° Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Sally Kent. A. M. Hopper's (East Orange, N. J.) pointer bitch Sally
Kent (King of Kent—Westminster Sal). Dec. 19, nine (four dogs), by
Victoria Kennels' Ridgeview Faust. (Beppo III.—Lady Norrish II.).

Duchess. J. B. Blossom's rNew York city) Irish setter bitch Duchess
(champion Dick Swiveller—Yuba), Jan. 4, eleven (four dogs), by Dr.
Wm. Jarvis's imported Signal (Muskerry—Nancy Lee).
Grove Duchess. Chatham Kennels' (Boston, Mass.) bull-terrier bitch

Grove Duchess (champion Baron—Dutch Rose II ), Jan. 2, six (three
dogs), by John Moorhead, Jr.'s champion Streatham Monarch
(Streatham Flyer—Trentham Baroness).
Belle of Surrey. J. G. Lipsett's (Roxbury, Mass.) bull-terrier bitch

Belle of Surrey (Comet H.—Rose), Dec. 17, seven (five dogs), by
Chatham Kennels' Chatham Prince (Hinks—The Shrew).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Rhoda—Breeze Gladstone. H. C. Higginson's (Newburg. N. Y.)
English setter bitch Rhoda (Bob Toombs—Vic Gladstone), to F. G.Tay-
lor's champion Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Nov. 23.

Katie of Lansdowm—Ben Hur of Riverview. F. G. Taylor's (Lans
downe. Pa.) English setter bitch Katie of Lansdowne (Breeze Glad-
stone-Nellie Belton) to F. G. Taylor's Ben Hur of Riverview (Ben Hill

—Zoe W.). Dec. 2.

Gladys Kent. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped Feb. 9, 1893,

by Kent II. out of Countess Addie, by A. D. Fiske,Worcester, Mass., to
Mr. Barstow, Providence, R. I.

Duke and Alice. Black and tan dachshund dog and bitch, whelped
June 12, 1893, by Hundesport's Zaenker out of Lina L., by Chas. F.
Gentz, Jr., Grand Rapids, Wis., to M. H. Wangerin. Scott, Wis.
Dutch. Black and tan dachshund bitch, whelped June 12, 1893, by

Hundesport's Zaenker out of Lina L., by Chas. F. Gentz, Jr , Grand
Rapids. Mich., to T. H. Noble, Elk Rapids, Mich.
Bed Panny. Red dachshund dog, whelped June 12, 1893, by Hunde-

sport's Zaenker out of Lina L., by C. F. Gentz, Jr., Grand Rapids.
Mich., to W. Loeffler, Milwaukee. Wis.
Al De Ber Blizzard. White, with sable markings, rough collie dog.

whelped Aug. 25. 1893, by Bendigo out of Patient, by Al De Ber Collie
Kennels, North Attleboro. Mass., to A. P. Howard, Georgetown, S. C.
Al DeBer Bendigo and Al De Ber Charlie. Sable and white rough

collie dogs, whelped Aug. 25, 1893, by Bendigo out. of Patient, by Al De
Ber Collie Kennels, North Attleboro, Mass., to J. A. Long, St. Louis,
Mo.
Al De Ber Ben. Sable and white rough collie dog, whelped Aug. 25,

1893, by Bendigo out of Patient, by Al De Ber Collie Kennels, North
Attleboro, Mass., to C. W. Ballard, New York city.

Star. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Feb. 25, 1892, by
Star of the East out of Rrownell's Droam, by C. T. Brownell, New Bed-
ford, Mass., to G. K. Hazeltine, Concord, N. H.
Romeo. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Aug. 26, 1893, by

Doctor out of Queen Noble, by C. T. Brownell, New Bedford, Mass., to
W. E. Collis, Chester, N. J.

Jack. Water spaniel dog, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.,
to Fred Walker, same place.
Dorothy. Apricot fawn pug bitch, whelped May 5, 1893, by Happy

Toby out of Midget Nellie, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, 0.,to
G. W. Nitrauer, Middletown, Pa.
Ben Hessea—Maid of Kippen whelps. Liver and white pointers,

whelped July 31, 1893, by J. O. Gabriel, Westover, Pa., a dog to L, W.
Roney. a dog and bitch to H. C. Trexler, a bitch to B. Hufford, all of
Allentown, Pa., and a dog to F. Curtis, Reading, Pa.
Hundesport's Zaenker—Lina L. whelps. Black and tan dachshunds,

whelped June 12, 1893, by C. F. Gentz, Jr., Grand Rapids, Mich., a dog
to L. Fuelling, St. Joseph, Mo., and a bitch to Dr. E. Guenther, New-
ark, N. J.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected luith Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

T. W. T., Boston, Mass.—You will find cocker spaniels of the best
strain advertised in our business columns.

C. C. H., Macon Ga.—You will find the best pointer and Irish setter
kennels advertised in our business columns. It would be invidious on
our part to make a selection.

G. M. S. ,
Ivanhoe, Va.—It would be invidious on our part to recom-

mend any one breeder of great Danes or bloodhounds. Consult our
advertising columns or advertise for what you want.

J. K., New Yorii City.—Greyhounds have been known to work out
the trail of a hare, but it is a most uncommon occurrence; the aver-
age greyhound has no Idea of using his nose for such a purpose.

S. H. J., Portchester, N. Y.—There are two Trumps registered in the
A K.C.S.B., Vol. V , viz , 7,735 and 10,902; 7.735. by Bacchanal out of
Warren L^dv. litter sister to Clip (7,708); 10,902. by Viper (10.903) out
of Vixen (10,966j, Nettle (9,946), by Wick out of Nettle.

P. A H,, West Medford, Mass.—Is the black cocker spaniel bitch
Topsy registered in the A.K.C S. ft-? And if so what is her pedigree?
Aus. Topsy, ( AK.C.S.B. 11,554) by Ober out of Black Game, by
champion Obo II. out of Critic; Ober, by Obo U. out of Critic.

W. L. C, Philadelphia, Pa.—We are afraid you can do nothing for
the fox-terrier's ears. At the same time, one can never tell much about
how the ears will be eventually carried during the first six months of
a puppy's life, though there la little, if any likelihood of a prick eared
one getting them down any time unless cut, and this of course is out
of the question for us to advise. Tampering with the ears of any dog
will renderyou liable to disqualification, if the dog is shown.

N. A. W.—Is there such a thing made as a dog shoe, and if, so will
you kindly give me the address of some dealer from whom I might get
them. Ans. We know of no one who manufactures dog boots. You
can make them yourself, however, by taking a piece of soft leather
and bending it up around the dog's foot and tying it just below the
pastern.

R G. De P., Jamestown, N. D—We should say that a cross between
a deerhound and greyhound would be the best for hunting wolves;
though strong specimens of either breed have been known to make
good wolf dogs. You must, however, use at least two dogs to tackle
a gray wolf. The Russian wolfhound is also supposed to be a good
dog for the purpose, but those over here have not yet been sufficiently
tried on this game for us to recommend them.

D. J., Exeter.—I have a valuable setter which has some trouble in
his ears, commences shaking his head with a rolling motion, resting
after each turn aud gradually increasing speed, ending with violent
shake. He is now very hard of hearing, and is I fear growing worse.
Several other dogs in this vicinity are similarly affected. Ans. Wash
the ears out with hot water. Pour a little of the following lotion in
twice a day:
R Liq. plumbi-sub-acet .... 3 itf.

Tr. opii , 3H.
Aq. ad § ill.

Mix. Lotio. Use as directed.

W. H. S., Chillicothe, Mo.—1. I have a thoroughbred blue belton
bitch. I am not positive, but think she is in whelp to one of her
pups; if so. will the pups be any good? I know they are inbreeding
them now but don't know how close the relationship. 2. Where can
wild rice be bought, and what time of year should it be sowed? Ans.
1. This is often done to preserve type, and in your case probably the
pups will be as strong and vigorous as any others. 2. In the proper
season the names of several reliable dealers wili be found in our adver-
tising columns. The seeds should be sowed in the fall as soon as it is

ripe. If kept it soon loses its vitality.

tinting nt\A (^auitmng.

Fade.
Ed/itor Forest and Stream:
In reply to your article which appeared in issue of Jan. 20,

headed "Pade." You say: "For fear that an erroneous idea
may become general, owing to the writings of those who
have not seen the dog, and who were not present when he
ran at the trials, we may say that we believe it is a general
opinion of tbose who saw Pade at Nanuet, that the picture
as published in Turf, Field and Farm is no more like him
than chalk to cheese. The rough sketch we published in our
report of the trials, conveyed a better idea of the point on
which the club based its decision." The picture that ap-
peared in your contemporary (though I have not seen it), was
taken from a true photograph of Pade, and we all know a
camera is not prejudiced in its work. You say, "The rough
sketch you published in your report of the trials conveyed a
betterideaof the points on which theclub based itsdecision."
Now I will ask you a question; was the picture in your report,
representing to be a rough sketch of Pade, not "an old cut
you had in the office to represent a dachshund. I would
think so, as it seemed to represent a dog of solid color, and
did not Mr. Lacy say in same report, Pade's "color is a sort of
dirty fawn shot with dark hairs." Now if Mr. Lacy could not
carry in mind Pade's form better than he did his color
(which is fully one-third pure white), can one be duped so
much as to be made to believe his prejudiced pencil could
beat a camera in giving a true reproduction of self. You say,
"The dog photographed shows a dog deeper and shorter than
the dog that ran at Nanuet, in fact, there is little similarity."
Do you insinuate I have substituted another dog to procure
the photograph I claim to be taken from Pade? I don't see
where there was anything informal in Pade's entry. I gave
his sire and dam and name of breeder. What more is
required?—and I deny having said Pade was not a pure
beagle. What would be the use of me refusing to withdraw
him if I had acknowledged him not to be a pure beagle?
did say I would not use him in the stud to produce
show dogs, but when one wants to cut down height and
breed beagles for giving sport in the chase, I know of no dog
so well calculated for that purpose as Pade. Here I wish to
explain myself. The short leg and long cast beagle has been
a very familiar dog in Maryland for many years, and are
looked upon as pure as the taller and more compact formed
ones. The low, long cast type has many admirers and was
many years ago encouraged by breeding. And by-the by,
they in my opinion have not made so great an error as some
would have us do now, i. c, breed dogs so cobby as to destroy
all action and usefulness. The type of beagle like Pade was
bred by Mr. Remus Dorsey, of Maryland, at least fifty years
ago, and by Mr. Jones, from whom I bought Pade, who was
a breeder over thirty years ago. They traced back to the
importations of Judge Anthony M. Johnson, of Howard
county, Md., and George Morris of Philadelphia, Pa. I don't
want to be misunderstood. I don't claim Pade to be a
typically formed dog, yet he is a very attractive-looking dog,
and is classed by the sportsmen of Maryland as a pure
beagle.
You also ask me if I "would like that type of beagle per-

petuated." I most assuredly do. You need not cross that
type on your bench show form unless you please, and even if

Pade is used considerably in the stud, how much more harm
will he do than several champions we all know that cannot,
or will not, run a rabbit well enough to tell which end of the
frail the dogs are on. They have great attractions to those
who know no better with win after win to their credit, and
when you use him on the hunt or chase you find he is not
worth one cent, Men that are so conscientious as to fore-
warn parties not to infuse such blood as Pade's in the veins of
their dogs, should lay aside their conscientiousness enough
to induce people to breed from perfectly worthless dogs, be-
cause they may have enough wins to entitle the dog to be a
champion, and at the same time is not worth the powder and
shot to kill him. Breed the dogs that can make out quickly
a little tangle in a trail, and one with the nose, judgment,
ability and willingness to do it, transmit those qualities, and
you will tind out the beagle will become far more popular
tban he is to-day among the sporting class. The beagle is a
dog of the chase, and that instinct should be cultivated by
breeding to such dogs as have all the qualities of a sporting
dog. Here is where so much harm is done. They will breed
a good running bitch to champion so and so because he is an
old rounder, *nd has picked up win after win, which looks
very nice on paper, and if you knew as much about his qual-
ities, as a loafer on the hunt and chase, you would be more
disgusted than pleased. Referring to your estimate of Pade,
I would imagine it would have but little weight, as you have
shown a one-sided and misleading account of all connected
with the dog. Pottinger Dorset.
New Market, Md.

[We find nothing in the above letter to alter our opinion
of Pade as a beagle, such as the members of the National
Beagle Club would desire to have run at their trials. Such
a dog is at variance with the standard, which standard the
N. B. C, as a member of the A. K. C, and in fealty to its

constitution, must uphold. It was just such indiscriminate
breeding and lax ideas that has brought the great diversity
of type and malformation in most of the American foxhounds
of to-day—breeding for no.<-e and pace and nothing else. The
strain of beagles Mr. Dorsey alludes to above as imported
may have been pure enough, but the very evidence of any
one's senses who has spent any time in the Southern States
will show that while such dogs as Pade may be called
beagles, they may be no more like the original strain,
through careless and indiscriminate breeding, than the gen-
eral run of American foxhounds of to-day are like the orig-
inal English hounds from which they are said to be descend-
ants. Dogs like Pade can be seen around the negro cabins
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in the hills of North Carolina and their form is derived prob-
ably from a mixture of pretty nearly every cross-roads dog
that are near a size and have enough hunting blood in them
to give tongue on a trail. It is natural that Mr. Dorsey
should uphold his dog, especially as the dog is a good
rabbit hunter, and we do not for a moment insinuate
that any other dog was substituted to make the pic-

ture. Knowing Mr. Dorsey, we may at once drop
that side of the question. What we meant is that the
dog is so placed that his crooked front is nob discernible, and
that he looks deeper and not so long as the dog seen at
Nanuet. The camera is not always true and may be made
to flatter a dog as much as it may be made to caricature
him. Before leaving this part of the subject we may ask
why Mr. Dorsey refused to have the dog photographed at
Nanuet; the dog was there, Mr. Dorsey was there, and our
camera was there. Mr. Dorsey had no such scruples when
we "snapped" him with champion Lee II. the year before.

That reminds us that another question may be asked. Mr
Dorsey's Ch. Lee II. is acknowledged to be a good field dog, and
his title proclaims his place on the bench. Now, which type
of beagle would Mr. Dorsey rather perpetuate in his capacity
as an official judge of the N. B. C, which he was at the time
of the field trials? If it is possible to get such types as Lee's,

combined with field qualities, then whv not aid the. N. B. C.

n its good work rather than bring forward a dog like Pade,
whose ancestors rest under a cloud, as practically admitted
n the evidence. It is to get dogs of the type of Lee II. (of

course he is slightly over size, but that is outside this ques-
tion) and to frown upon the Pades, that the N. B. C. has its

being.]
• • • •

That Foxhound Standard.

Mr. L.W. Clute asks us what is meant by "the drops short
and well folded in" in the standard of the foxhound head as
arranged by the Brunswick Fur Club. We confess to ig-

norance on this point ourself unless it alludes to the nos-
trils. Speaking of foxhounds reminds us that, like a good
sportsman, Mr. Clute does not wish to sail under false colors

and corrects the mistake we made in saying in our Saratoga
report that he had bred and raised the large Workman-Lill
litter. Messrs. C. Whitney Tillinghast, Jr., Joseph H. Har-
rington, Geo. B. Harrison and Frank W. Edmonds own the
"Governor's" kennel and raised the pups, although. Mr.
Harrington is entitled to the chief credit, as he took personal
supervision of them until they were old enough to be taken
away, when each of the other men took two pups, leaving
six at the kennels, where, together with Lill, the mother,
they have been looked after by Mr. Harrington. To Mr. C.

McChesney we are also indebted for correct information on
this subject.

• • •

American Foxhound Club.

The American Foxhound Club was organized at the Sara-
toga show, Jan. 19. Little real business was done beyond
the election of officers and enrolling of members. There was
a good deal of discussion regarding a standard, and Mr.
Lyman W. Clute tells us that he expects to issue this in two
or three weeks. The officers of the club are as follows:
President, Lyman W. Clute; Vice-President, Jo. J. Harring-
ton; Secretary, Geo. B. Harrison; Treasurer, Dr. H. T. Thur-
ber. Members: J. Otis Fellows, Chas. W. Tillinghast, Jr.,

F. W. Edmonds, Calvin S. McChesney, A. T. Phelps. Wm.
Tallman, C. S. Wixom, F. B. Zimmer, Tracy Gould, H. W.
Lacy.

• •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

A quarterly meeting of the National Beagle Club of
America will be held at Madison Square Garden, New York
city, on Feb. 22, at 2 P. M. Members are earnestly requested
to attend.

faceting.

THE FIN-KEEL SCARECROW.
(Concluded from Page 8k-)

The amateur boat builder of to-day little knows how much he has
to be thankful for, and what immense advantages be enioys over the

preceding generation. Our own experience extends back to a time
when the whole literature of boating and yachting that was available,

or at all suitable to the wants of the young amateur, was included in

a few brief articles in the EnglLh boys' books and annuals ot sports,

these articles being remarkable chiefly for their pntiqua'ed woodcuts
and ingenious misinformation. At this same date, at least ab' ut New
York, the sources of practical information were as barren as the lit-

erature of yachting and building; and the enterprising amateur who
loitered too long about the door of a South street boat shop was not
infrequently invited in forcible language to move on, the invitation

being accompanied by indications of a use of force on the part of the
jealous builder against the robber who was "stealing bis trade,"

In our own jack-knife days, after perpetrating several wooden libels

on the art of naval construction, we w ere fortunate enough to enjoy
the favor and acquaintanceship of an old-time New York boat builder,

whose virtues as a man acd a mechanic were polished rather than
dimmed by a devotion to a certain flat bottle, and his subjection to

"the controlling influences of drink." Lnder his kindly and generous
guidance we were inducted into the mysteries of the craft, the techni-

cal terms, the making of molds and the bending of timbers, and even
to the crowning one of "spiling off" and setting a garboard. What we
then learned is all within the reach of younger amateurs to-day

through "Canoe and Boat Building," and all branches of designing

and building have been fully treated by able writers.

Published designs, practically unknown in the days of our amateur
apprenticeship, are now abundant, and the course of the amateur,
what with the many improved tools of comparatively recent manufac-
ture and the available assortment of materials and fittings, is indeed

an easy one. One of our early essays in a timbered and planked boat,

after various experiments in the scow and bateau line, was a Rob Roy
canoe from Macgregor's description; and we remember yet our disap-

pointment on procuring the American reprint of the English edition

of the ' Rob Roy in the Baltic," to find that the American publishers,

presumably through motives of economy, had not reproduced the
designs of the canoe which appeared in the original book.

Whatever disadvantages may be j'istly laid to the score of modern
yachts and small craft with long ends, this much must be said in their

favor that they are easy models to build, the beam is moderate, the

whole form is full and fair, without the humps and hollows of the old

fine-bowed craft with full quarters, the timbers are easily cut or bent,

and all of the fore and aft members, the clamps, plank sheers, wales

and planking, come into place easily and with little bending and dis-

tortion of the wood. The present model, whose lines and sail plan

appeared last week, is no exception from the general rule in this

respect, and is excellently adapted to the wants of the amateur, giving

a most serviceable boat when completed, and offering no special

difficulties in the construction. „
The scantling which we give will undoubtedly seem light to those

unaccustomed to mod -rn building, and there are many of the old

class of hoatbuilders who, if called on to build, will at, once propose to

double all of our sizes; but if the work and material are as good as

they should be in a small pleasure boat, there need be no fear of the

strength We may say to those unfamiliar with light work that the

present scantlings" for an 18ft. boat are heavier than some ot the 2if t.

r
*Res^onahly light weight is of importance in any small craft unless

intended for fishing, lightering or the roughest class of work, and
every effort toward it should be made, in proportioning all parts to

the wo' k they must bear, in selecting only the best of material, in

fitting every joint to a perfect bearing & d in using plenty of fasten-

ings screws or riveted nails, and setting them in the most careful

manner. Strength can never be obtained through the use of inferior

wood in large pieces and held by few and cheap fastenings, while this

method involves a weight which is fatal to a boat, even if she be in-

tended for ci uising and general use rather than racing. The follow-

ing sizes are given on the assumption that no sappy, grain-cut or

knotty wood will be used, that the clamps, planksheera and wales,

with mo»t if not, all of the planking, will be in single lengths, and that
every joint will be carefully fitted and fastened.

SCAHECROW—TABLE OF SCANTLING.

18ft l w.l. 15ft. 4in. l.w.l.

Inches. Inches.
Keel, sided 6 5

moulded 1-%M
Stem, sided 2

moulded 3^ 3
Keelson, sided 2 \%

moulded 4}4 4
Frames, *sided % §4

moulded 1J4-1-M l-%r%
spaced 9 riM

Floors, sided 1 %
Clamp, sided V4-7A ^A-%

moulded 2-1W W-W
Deck beams, sided , % %

moulded 1M 1J4
Planking % \&
Deck M %
Coaming % %
*Two frames at mast, the frame at runner plate and each bulkhead

frame will be sided l^in. in the larger boat and l^in. in the smaller.

The first step in the construction will be the "laying off" of the lines

full size on the floor: if the floor is rough and dirty, common roll

detail paper or even the cheapest kind of roll building paper may be
tacked down The waterlines in the sheer plan, and the stations, will
first be drawn in, using a chalk line and straight-edge, then from the
table of offsets given last week, the various curves of the keel, stem,
half deck, waterlines and sections will be laid down. All of this work
is best done to the outside of the planking, though it is quite common
to consider the inside only; however, the builder's chief aim is to get
the outside, not the inside, of the boat, like the design, and this is best
done by laying down the outside of the boat, just as she will be when
completed.
The main rabbet, line is then drawn on the stem in the sheer plan,

being the intersection in the half-breadth plan of the various waterlines
and the line representing the half-breadth or thickness of the stem,
each of these various intersections being squared up to its correspond-
ing waterline on the sheer plan. A mould for the rabbet is then made,
of J4or%in. pine. The inner rabhet line is not shown in the plans,
but may be drawn in by laying off the thickness of the planking on
each of the waterlines in the half-breadth plan, and noting the inter-

section with the side of the stem. The details of this work are very
fully given in "Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs," and are too
lengthy to reproduce here.
For building with steamed frames special moulds will be needed, one

at each alternate station, or at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14; fewer moulds
are often used, but the work is more difficult for the amateur and the
results are apt to be less satisfactory, and in the end the time of mak-
ing a couple of extra moulds will be well saved. In laying down, the
waterlines of the half breadth plan and the diagonals may be run in

from the table of offsets with a long flexible batten, then the true
widths on these lines at each station may be laid off on the body plan,
marking each width on the edge of a thin wide batten laid on the floor

and transferring it. to its proper place in the body plan. As a result
the lines in each of the three plans should show fair and true, very
slight departure from the original spots being necessary. A certain
amount of error in enlarging eight times, as in the present case, is in-

evitable; but the original drawing was carefully made, and the lines on
the floor should show very fair if carefully laid down.
The thickness of the planking must now be deducted from each of

the sections in the body plan for which a mould is needed; a line being
drawn %m. (Hjin. for the smaller boat) inside of the section. The
moulds will be cut out of lin. pine or other soft wood, to the outline of
the inner line, and properly braced together and jogged to fit across
the keel.

The keel should be of clear, straight-grained white oak, the grain
running so that any edge points aft. The widths of the keel vary,
being greater amidships, as shown, and diminishing toward each end.
The thickness is also diminished from Sta. 7 aft, being lin. extreme
thickness, % at the rudder post and % at the transom for the 18ft.

boat. The stem should be cut from a knee or crook of hackmatack or
oak, sound and solid at the head where the jibstay is secured. It will

be marked out from the sheer plan, the rabbet marked and partly cut,
and the sides outside the rabbet beveled away to a thickness of about
J^in., leaving some wood for the final finishing The upper 6in. at the
stem head is usually left square, to be beveled away after the gam
mon iron, If one is used, is in place.
The construction of the centerboard or fin trunk is somewhat

unusual, and was devised to fit these little boats; in place of the
usual bedpieces just the length of the trunk, one piece of oak plank is

used, the lower side cut to fit the curve of the keel, and running as
far forward and aft as its depth will admit. The. depth shown is 4*4
in., the thickmss being 2in. and the length over 12ft., thus stiffening
the middle half of the keel very effectively and compensating for the
small Size of the keel itself. This combination keelson and bedpiece
is fitted to the keel, canton flannel soaked in thick paint being laid

between the two, and the keel is fastened with screws, nails or
through bolts to it; then the stem is fitted and a few fastenings put in
to hold it, and an "anchor stock" of oak. lin. thick, is fitted, as
shown, over the joint of keel, keelson and stem, and fastened by
through rivets. In a larger craft it would be desirable to continue
the keelson further aft. at least beyond the rudder trunk, but in

the two sizes under consideration it is not necessary.
The frame may now be set up on the stocks and shored to the exact

curve of the keel in the sheer plan. The moulds are next fitted and
shored in their proper positions, the spacing being marked on the keel
from the drawing on the floor before the kV-el is set up. The moulds
must be so placed as to leave room for the bent frames beside them.
The last section shown, at 8in. abaft Sta. 14, may be solid, of %in.
oak, and should be shaped wTith special care, as it will be left per-
manently in the boat. It will make frames, floor and deckbeam iu
one, the round of the deck being worked on the upper side; and when
fitted will be screwed to the keel strongly. If its exact shape and
bevel be determined, either by laying it off on the floor or by battens
sprung over the moulds after they are in position, it will be a great
aid in getting out the sternpiece or tramsom.
The transom is not made square across, but the after face has lin.

of round athwartship; it must, however, be worked perfectly straight
on the line of its rake, that shown in the sheer plan aud the sectional
drawing of the sheer. In some cases the round has been omi ted,
giving a square, homely look to the stern; and in others, through lack
of care, the piece has been rounded in all directions, a very unship-
shape proceeding.
This piece is best worked out of a solid block of oak or mahogany,

one of the flat sides being first dressed to the required round, lin. in a
breadth of 18in., a mould being first swept out to this curve. When the
after side is thus properly shaped, the block may be set up on the keel
at the proper angle, and jogged down over the keel, as indicated in the
construction plan. While temporarily secured in this position, the
true outline of the pitce may be determined by means of battens run
over the moulds and the solid frame aft, the piece fr-st being rough-
ed out and then, using a batten constantly, the exact outline and
the correct bevel being obtained, so that, every plank will fit fairly and
neatly to it, and the whole counter will be symmetrical. The piece
must be left wide enough for the curve of the deck at the center
After the outside and edges are finished the inside may be hollowed
out, leaving at least an inch of thickness all over.
The laying off of this piece so that it may be cut directly from the

solid block is a rather difficult matter for the amateur; but by pro-
ceeding in this way, first working the round of the after side, then
fitting to the keel at the proper bevel, and then completing the shape
by battens running fairly over the last three or four moulds, a very
good job may be made. If several boats are to be built from the
design, it will pay to use one large block, from which a number of
pieces, say lj^in. thick, and of the correct curvature, may be cut at
one time by a band saw, thus saving labor and waste of material, as
much les-i wood will be used than if each piece be worked from a
separate b'ock. In some cases a solid block is fastened to the keel and
worked to shapa, but this involves much useless weight in the worst
possible place, and the construction given is greatly superior.
After the transom is in place it is screwed to the end of the keel and

a piece of oak lin. thick is fitted, standing vertically on the keel and
running fore and aft between the solid frame mentioned and the tran-
som, both being screwed to it and giving very great strength to the
whole end of the counter with a moderate weight of wood.
The frame and mouids being now in place, some rough ribbands are

needed, of the full length of the boat and as stiff as will just bend
easily over the moulds, say lin wide and %in. thick. They may be of
any wood, but should have no knots or chi cks S'~> bad as to make them
bend unfairly. The frames proper will be of clear, straight-gramed
oak or elm, (he sidina-, or width in a fore and aft direction, beingj^iu.
for the 18ft. boat and for the smaller size; but the two fraotes
adjoining the mast, the frame for each bulkhead, and that at the run-
ner plates, will be sided lJ4in and lj^in. respectively as extra strength
is needed at these points, and the frames are cut by larger fastenings.
The moulding of the frames, the depth, will be lj^in. at the heels, lin.

at the turn of the bilge, and but %in. at the head, the smaller sizes
being diminished in proportion The sweep of the sections js so easy
that but one timber block will be required, and this will be made to a
little sharper sweep than the midship frame, Sta. 7,

The timbers will be steamed well and bent on the block while hot^
then each will be taken in turn and beveled to fit the ribbands at tb«

SECTIONS OF BULB FOB 15FT. 4>£lN. L.W.L. BOAT. FULL 8TZJ3.

SECTIONS OF BULB FOE 18FT. L.W.L. BOAT, FULL SIZE.

proper position, fitted to the keel, its curve straightened until just
right, aud set in place, being held by wire nails through each ribband.
A very good plan for holding the bent frames to the ribbands in small
boats and canoes is to use, in place of nails, a short piece of annealed
iron wire, say !

16in. diame'er or under, which may be passed around
the two and its ends twis ed togetbe The wire is very cheap, and in

re aoving a ribband each loop is cut with the pliers in less time than
a nail can be drawn.
The heels of the two pair of Lul head timbers End those between them

abreast the centerboard slot (which has not yet been cut) will be
mortised about %in. into the keelson, the hf els of the other timbers
will butt against the keelson and be nailed to it and the keel. On the
frame just forward of the fore bulkhead i< a cross floor, which passes
through a mortise or jos in the keelson. A similar cross floor may be
worked just against each bulkhead on its inner side, but will hardly
be necessary.
The absence of cross floors of oak or of iron knees is a feature of

this boat which would hardly be admissible in a larger craft; but the
two bulkheads, in connection with the half bulkheads to be described,
have been designed to provide against any possible weakness in this
direction.
T e heels of all the timbers should be well fastened to the keel with

clinch nails or riveted nails and burrs, and the keel itself may be fur
Cher strengthened by a thro iah holt of 3-16 rod from edge to edge, at
each end of the slot. Cross floors of lin. oak are worked on two
frames in the after compartment, as shown, the floor already men-
tioned crosses the keel just ahead of the fore bulkhead, and on the
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two frames next the mast solid half floors lin. thick are worked, wel
nailed or screwed to the timbers, keel and keelson ; and on top of them
Is bolted a piece of lin oak, lOin. wide, with a couple of edge bolts
through to keep it from splitting. The last piece forms the mast step
a circular hole b'-ing cut in its center, and the keelson just beneath it

is a mortise for the tenon on the heel of the mast.
After the timbers and floors are in place and faired to the ribbands,

the rabbets and bevels being all right, the upper ribband is removed,
a spiling taken, and the wale worked and set. It may be of mahogany
or clear Georgia pine, oak being needlessly heavy The garboard wil

run up on the stem to near the fore end of the waterline while it will

. run out on the transom aft. The planking should be planed on both
sides before working; with the facilities offered everywhere by planing
mills there is no longer any excuse for using rough stuff for planking,
and much time will be saved by the use of clean well planed boards,
in which all checks and imperfections are seen at once The stuff for
the larger size should be dressed in the mill to a full %, finishing to a
little less than this thickness after the final planing when in place; that
for the smaller boat being J^in. before laying.
The rabbet need not be cut to quite the thickness of the planking,

involving a little more labor in the final planing, but leaving the planks
thickest on the bilge and lighter at the ends. The planking must be
fitted very closely to the bulkhead timbers, thick red lead paint being
used in the joint and each plank drawn up to place with copper rivets

while the paint is fresh. The planking will go on above and below
alternately, the last plank, the "shutter," coming on the bilge. The
planks will run from 3 to 5in. in width amidships, of course tapering
considerably at the ends. They will be fastened to the stem and tran-
som with screws.
When the planking is on and fully fastened, the two clamps of

Georgia pine or even clear spruce, are got out and put in place at the
proper distance below the gunwale to admit of the deck beams above
them, and arB well riveted through the wales and the head of each
timber. The sizes given are for the middle and ends, as they may
taper considerably. The deck beams may be of spruce, sided %in.
and moulded lJ4m -. spaced the same as the frames. The two partner
beams, next to the mast, are each sided lJ4in-
After the two bulkhead beams are fitted and fastened, the bulk-

beads may be built, two thicknesses of white pine or white cedar being
used. The strips may be 3in. wide and %iu. thick, one layer being
fitted and lightly nailed to the deck beam and frame, thick paint being
used in the joints; the strips running diagonally across the boat, at
an angle of 45 degrees with a vertical line. After this layer is in

place, the whole bulkhead is covered with a layer of canvas, well
painted on both sides, and a second layer of wood, running diagonally
in the opposite direction from the first, and crossing it at right angles,
is fitted; screws then being put through the two layers into the deck
beam and frame, after which both layers are well fastened together
by copper nails with the points riveted or clinched, these nails being
about 3in. apart. In this way the bulkhead is very strong and water-
tight, and not liable to warp or crack as a single thickness of wood
would do. Some neat work is necessary in the fitting, and plenty of
thick paint must be used. One object of the bulkheads is to give
ample transverse strength to the hull, and they must therefore be
well fastened.
After the main bulkheads are in, the deck beams are all fastened to

the clamps, and the planksheers and partner pieces, both of mahog-
any if a handsome finish is desired, are fitted and screwed to the
beams and wales. A solid fitting is put in for the mast partner be-

tween the two partner beams, as shown. The after ends of the plank-
sheers are connected by a piecf across the counter.
The hull is then taken from the stocks and the slot for the center-

board or fin is accurately laid out and cut, from bulkhead to bulkhead,
and the headledges, of oak, 13^in. wide, are put in place; then the
sides of the trunk are built up, of lin. clear pine, to the required
height, and }4in. through bolts are driven through them and the keel-

son and keel and riveted outside of the keel, being spaced about lOin.

apart. In this way the trunk is an integral part of the hull, while it

divides the open compartment, in the center of the boat into two tight
compartments below the floor.

A ledge of spruce or oak about lin. square is riveted across each
bulkhead, flush with the top of the trunk, to carry the ends of the floor

boards. The spaces on each side of the trunk are further subdivided
by two half bulkheads in each as shown in the sheer plan of the con-
struction drawing, each being of solid wood, %in. thick, fitted tight
and well fastened to the timbers and also to the keelson and side of
trunk, the latter connection being made strong by means of light

metal knees in the angle, or of square cleats of hard wood through
which screws are driven into the keelson and trunk on the one hand
and the bulkhead on the other. If desired, limbers may be cut to con-
nect the three sub-compartments on each side, but it will probably be
better to have each one as nearly watertight as possible.

There is a slight error in the section published last week, in that the
keelson is there shown as continuous from keel to floor, whereas it

should be but 4^in. deep, the remainder being made up by a separate
piece of pine, as already described. The half bulkheads may be fur-
ther secured by a screw or nail through the keel into the end of each
next the keelson, while on top the first plank of the floor is of j%in

.

oak, 3in. wide, and well screwed down to the upper edges of the side
of the trunk and the ends of the half bulkheads.

It is safe to assume that the transverse strain of the deep fin, tend-
ing to split the hull in two, will be considerable, but in the boats
already built there have been no signs of weakness, and the bulk-
heads and edge bolts through the keel, with such cross floors as are
shown, will give ample strength. If, however, the construction is to
be adapted to a larger size of boat than 18ft. l.w.l. a few iron floors
would be desirable.
In case no attempt is to be made to raise the fin, a knee of J4XlMin -

bar iron may be fitted in the angle between the heels of each of the
bulkhead timbers, one at each end and two in the middle of the well,

and a %in. screw-bolt with nut may be run through the side of each
knee, of every pair, of course passing through the keelson and fin, just
as a centerbcard pin would do.
The arrangement of the well coaming alluded to last week and here

shown in the construction drawing is an after thought, and presum-
ably an improvement on the original plan, which included an oval
well of the widtli shown in the construction drawings, and with the
same curve, but shortened up to fit within the bulkheads, the two
hatches being in the deck just forward and abaft of the well.

In the present plan the hatches occupy the same positions, but the
coaming, of J^in. oak, is carried beyond the bulkheads to inclose the
hatches, which are better protected from spray, and at the same time
may be built, as honest, straightforward hatches, and not as the
fraudulent and clumsy "blind hatches," which are so thoroughly un-
satisfactory in use, and which no amount of care and good workman-
ship can make other than a disfigurement to a clean, bright deck.
The coaming is supported by side pieces IJ^in. wide and i^in. thick,

let in flush on the whole deckbeams, which they cross, and carrying
the inboard ends of the half beams, which are jogged to receive them.
The coaming is steamed and bent to shape, and is fitted to cover the
end of the half beams, both in the well and around the hatches. It

may be set and fastened before the decking is laid, a small filling piece
being put in the space between it and the side pieces at each end.

The deck, if laid in the ordinary way, of one thickness caulked and
payed, should be not less than §^in. thick for the larger boat and %in.
for the smaller; but if finish be no object, a dryer and more service-

able deck, and one that has much to recommend it, may be made by
omiting the hard wood planksheers and covering the whole deck with
y> or %in. cedar or other light wood, and over all stretching 8oz. can-
vas laid in paint. Still another plan is to lay a deck of J4in. cedar or
pine, covering it with a light canvas or drill, well painted, and then to
finish with a layer of clear white pine, say lj^in. wide and 5-16in. thick;

making a handsome and tight deck.
The success of all double skin work depends largely on bedding the

two skins of wood and the canvas between them in thick, adhesive
paint, and in putting in fastenings close together, so as to make one
solid structure of the boards and canvas. It is most essential in this

work that all the fastenings should be promptly put in to draw the
surfaces together and prevent airholes before the paint has time to
set.

The coaming is made deep enough to cover the ends of the half
beams, except at the extreme after end, where it is shown as fitted on
top of the deck for the short distance abaft the after hatch. The
hatches will be of the same thickness as the deck, and a ledge, j^in.

square, will be fitted on the inside of the coaming, the upper side flush
with the top of the deck beams, forming a rabbet for the hatch, which
may be fastened with stout thumb screws. The hatches should be
strongly built and well battened on the lower side, and the fastenings
should be quite heavy, as in the event of an accident they will be sub-
jected to a heavy pressure.
The side decks are strengthened by two knees, not shown in the

cross section, directly over the half bulkheads. The flooring of the
cockpit may be of >£in. pine, fitted closely to the sides, so as to be
as nearly watertight as possible. The section of floor adjoining each
of the oak pieces on top of the trunk will be fh ted to lift up for stow-
ing ballast or any heavy stores, and for removing any water, a small
metal pump of lj^in. piping serving to clear either of the large com-
partments, through the hatches, or the smaller ones through the
openings left when the floor sections are lifted. A light locust post,

3x2in., is fitted in the forward deck, as shown, with a pin of J^in. brass
rod through it for belaying the cable.

The rudder trunk will be a pipe of brass or iron, of lin interna
diameter, t he lower end being threaded like a gas pipe. The keel wil

be reinforced by a block of oak about 2in. thick and 6in. long, screwed
to the keel, and the pipe will screw tighuly into this bluck aud the
keel. On the deck and keel the ends of the pipe i rill be covered by
round bras- plates. The rudder is made of a round bar of %in. stee
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or Tobin bronze, forged to the shape shown, the lower end bent'and
flattened out until it is only ]

, 6in. thick At tbe extremity, tapering up
into the full round of the bar where it enters the pipe. The sides of
the rudder are of '

, 6in. sheet metal, two pieces, the curved stock pass-
ing down between them. The pieces are fastened together by small
rivets, spaced tin. apart, around the entire circumference; and they
are also riveted to the stock itself by three or four s

16 iri. rivets. The
space in the center along the stock is filled with tar and rosin or. some
similar composition, to keep out the water. This makes a strong
rudder, and the construction is less difficult, than by other methods.
The til'er shown is of metal, but a wooden one is lighter and better.

The head of the rudder stock is threaded for a metal cap lj^in. in
diameter and high, which is screwed on and carries the weight
of the rudder. Through the cap and stock a J^iu. hnlp is drilled, running
thwnrtship. Two side plates of sheet bra=s, tWa wide, Jgin. thick
and 6in. long, are got out, a hole for the pin being drilled u^ar one end
of each, with three holes for s

16 in. rivets. The two plates are bolted
to the cap. and the wooden tiller is placed between them and secured
by tbe rivets, swinging freely in a vertical direction on the bolt.

The fin will be "cut from a sheet of metal, either steel or Tobin
bronze, the latter being the better, as it will not corrode, while steel
should be galvanized unl°ss the boat can be hauled out. frequently for
painting. The fin may be bolted through the trunk, as already de-
scribed, or it may be fitted, as in Scarecrow, with a flanged plate sim-
ilar to a double angle iron, which closes the top of the slot and pre-
vents the wash of water. Some provision should be made for drain-
ing all water into the trunk, the flanged plate may be sunk a little

below the level of the floor, forming a gutter which wi'I catch all

water that runs along the floor when the boat is heeled from one side
to the other, this water draining down at the ends of the slot.

After the deck is laid, the outside of the hull should be carefully
planed off, the planking making a fair surface with the keel and stem,
and all the lines running fair out to a thickness of about %in. at the
cutwater, which will be protected by a strip of half round brass or
ironbvwavof stemband. The keel in particular should be planned
fair with the planking, all corners being removed. The outside of the
hull may be varnished or painted.
Tbe lead bulb must be cast in two halves and bolted on each side of

the fln, J4in. holts heing used. The shape of the half bulb is shown in
the sheer plan, sections being given at one-sixth the entire length
apart; and tbe full size of each of these sections, for each size of boat,
being given separately. Tbe lead may be cast in the sand or in wood.
In the former case a wooden pattern will be made, exactly like the half
bulb, from the full size moulds, made directly from our drawing.
Lead in casting will shrink about 5-16in. to each foot; so, to get the
full weight, the pattern must be made about lMjn. longer than tbe
finished size, each mould being spaced a little further apart than
shown in the drawing to divide up the extra length. No special allow-
ance for shrinkage need be made in breadth and depth, other than to
cut the moulds a little larger rather than smaller than tbe drawings.
From this pattern a mould is rammed up in sand and a casting made.

If tbe mould is to be made in wood, a thick block will be required of
some coarse pine, the outline of the bulb in length and height will be
laid out on one face, allowing for tbe shrinkage, and the block will be
hollowed out with gouges, using solid sections of thin board cut from
the drawings to get the exact shape at each station, When this hol-
low mould is smoothed off it may be whitewashed, to prevent charr-
ing; a piece of plank is nailed over the hollow, and the hot lead is

poured through one or two lin. auger holes in the pla.nk. With the
shape of bulb shown, a mould will be required for each half, as the
two pieces will not reverse. Some labor may be saved by making both
ends of the bulb alike, so that one mould or pattern will answer for
both sides; but the weight will not be so well placed.
The best fastenings for s boat of this kind, if a fine finish is desired

and the wood is to be kept bright, are copper nails through the planks
and timbers, larger copper nails through the heels of timbers, bulk-
heads, clamps, etc., and copper rod in the few Places, like the trunk,
in which the largest nails would be too short. Wherever copper nails

or bolts are used they should be headed up over copper washers or
burrs; and where such through fastenings cannot be used, as in secur-
ing the ends of the plank to the stem, brass screws must take their
place. The additional expense of brass screws in fine light work is not
enough now to justify the use of iron, as the latter, even if galvanized,
will show rust in time and discolor the wood,

It is quite common, however, to use galvanized iron bolts, screws
aud nails for all except the plank fastenings, which are of copper,
riveted. If the boat is to be painted a very good job may be done
hy using galvanized iron for all fastenings, even for the plank. The
light iron boat-nails will hold forever when driven into oak, and re-
quire no washer nor riveting, the points merely coming through the
timbers about }^in. and being turned down.
Where the term rivet is used above it must be understood as refer-

ring not to what is known to hardware dealers as a rivet, but to a
fastening, either a nail or a piece of wire or rod. which is used with a
washer, over which the end is turned with a light riveting hammer
The inquiry has frequently come to us for special rivets for boat
work, but such rivets are not used by boat builders, the cut copper
nail with a rather rough surface being much better than a round
rivet, such as is used for joining sheet iron or leather. In certaiD
double skin work, as on lifeboats and launches, where thousands of
fastenings are required, a special rivet, like a belt rivet, is used; but
in all ordinary boat work a plain nail or round rod is better.

W. P. S.

"Knockabout" Boats.
[From the Boston Globe.]

Present indications are that it is the 81ft. "knockabout" and not
the 21ft. racer, which will furnish the greatest amount of sport next
season among the small bo-tts. A few weeks ago there was a fair
prospect that the 31ft, racing class might be revived by the offer of
the $500 interclub challenge, cup by the Hull. Massachusetts and
Corinthian Clubs, but the withdrawal of the Hull Club from the
matter seems to have removed the last hope in that direction, and the
outlook now is for lit tie more interesting racing in the once interesting
class than there was last season. Two or three ni-w boats are in sight,
but they are not likely to claim such attention as did the boats of 1892.

In the knockabout class the outlook is. however, much more prom-
ising. The success of the type both for pleasure sailing and for
racing under handicaps was so pronounced last season that yachts-
men's eyes have been opened to the sport that can be had at less than
half the cost of a racing 2i -footer. The result is likely to be a
'boom11 for the class and type which will result in some lively racing
That such interest in the class is being taken by yachtsmen is amply

shown by the action of the Corinthian Club in adopting a definition of
a "knockabout," and in placing limitations on new boats in the class
to prevent, if possible, that "out-building" which is the bane of a
strictly racing class, and which, if allowed, would soon make a racing
class of one which was intended only as a cruising one, with such fun
as might be had from incidental racing under practically even
conditions.
The Hull Y. C. also testifies to the growing popularity of the class

by the action taken at the annual meeting. It was decided to build
for the use of club members a couple of knockabouts in the hope that
they would be the nucleus of a class at Hull, which would give some
lively sport the coming summer. The hope seems likely to be realized,

for several members were so pleased with the idea that they agreed to
ouild boats of their own to match the club boats if built. Haifa
dozen or more boats are practically assured, and the only question
now seems to be as to design and cost. The matter is in the hands of
a committee from which a report may soon be expected, as they are
having designs prepared upon which estimates of cost can be given.
This committee, will report to the executive committee, which has full

power to build if it is deemed advisable
The Hull plan contemplates the building of the boats from one set

of designs and as nearly alike in every way as it is possible to make
them. In this way not only will the cost be greatly reduced but the
question of the best boat will be largely eliminated and 'hat of best
skipper substituted. More sport is expected from the races which
will follow thau as if different designs wore represented. The boats
will, of course, sail without time allowance, and with a Hying start the
first home will be the winner and all calculations as to measurement
and allowance will be done away with.
This is coming very near the "one class, one design" idea, which has

been much discussed af road to maintain interest in the racing in the
smaller classes and prevent "out-building," and looks promising from
every point of view. Besides leading to a premium on skilful hand-
ling, it is certainly likely to be the most interesting racing which
could be devised for the many spectators who watch the boats from
the boat house on race days. The club is to be congratulated on the
idea, and it is to be wished success in carrying it out.

It is the intention of the committee to follow Corinthian rules in the
design, build and rig of the boats, for it has in mind the possibilities of
some interclub racing. The designs will not of necessiiy be the same
as those of any existing boats, but the rules do not allow of any wide
departure in model, and the Hull boats will undoubtedly be the same
safe, weatberly, easily l andled and by no means slow craft which
their Marlileh'ead predecessors have proved themselves to be. At
the club races at Hull, however, the new boats will race as one class,

and any club boat built for the class must be of the same design and
construction as those decided upon by the committee.
But while the Hull yachtsmen are thus taking up the knockabout

the Corinthians arem't idle, and although names cannot how be given
it Is almost certain that auditions to the fleet will ue made by gentle-

men who have much the same interest in the class as those about to
come into it at Hull. The announcement of the Corinthian Club's
action on 'invitations for the clubs will show them what must be built

or rather what cannot, be built, and it does not take much time to get
up a design for a knockabout or to build one when the design is ready.
The Corinthian rules were formulated after careful study of the

questions involved by yachtsmen who had owned or sailed the boats
in question. Their aim is to keep the boats what they were intended
to be- knockabouts. The club's definition of a knockabout is as
follows:
"A knockabout boat is a seaworthy keel (not to include a fin-keel"),

decked or half-decked boat of fair accommodations and rigged sirnplv,
without, bowsprit and with only mainsail and only one headsail, and
capable of being comfortably managed by one man in any ordinary
summer weather."
The definition is a very complete one, but without limitations it

would hardly accomplish the purpose desired. Limitations have
therefore been placed upon the class as follows:

'Load waterline not to exceed 21 ft.; beam not to exceed 8ft.; crew
three persons; depth admidships from gunwhileto rabbet line shall
not be less than 3ft. 3in.; freeboard shall not he less than 16in. ; mast
at deck not less than 5ft. from forward end of waterline. The limits
on beam, depth, freeboard and place of mast not to exclude any exist-
ing boats which otherwise would come within the requirements. The
sail area shall be limited 500sq. ft., measured by this formula;
multiply 85 per cent, of the base by one-half the sum of the gaff and
the distance from top of sheave of upper throat haliard block to stem
head."
The effort of these limitations will be to prevent the adding of

ballast and sail, the most common means of "out-building'' to prevent
the designing of a shallow-hulled b->at after the manner of a fin-keel,
and to insure, seaworthiness by a liberal free board and small sail
plan. About the only thing left to a man who desires to "out-build"
will be in the way of lightness, but, as this cannot be carried to as
great a length as in a racer, it would seem as though the rules were
about what is required.
So good luck to the "knockabout." The type is one in every way

worthy of encouragement. Its most enthusiastic friends predict for
it that it will displace the long popular catboat for pleasure sailing,
which would be a result by no means to be regretted, for fewer
capsizes and accidents would be likely to be reported.

W. E. Robinson.

Caldwell H. Colt.
The funeral of Com. Caldwell Colt, Larchmont Y. C, whose

death at Puuta Gorda, Fla., on Jan. 21, was announced last week,
took place on Jan. 26 at Hartford, Conn., bis birthplace and the home
of the family. The body was accompanied from the South bv Lieut.
Henn and Mr. A. F. Comacho, who were on the ketch Oriole with
Com. Colt on bis winter cruise. Th* coffin was borne by eight
employees of the Colt Manufacturing Company, the honorary pall
bearers being Com. E. D. Morgan and Secretary J. S. V. Oddie,
N. Y. Y. C ; Vice-Corn. H. A. Sanderson, Larchmont Y. C; Ran-
dolph Hurry, A. F. Comacho, George A. Cormack and Augustus
Mott, of New York; Louis O. Jones, of Newport; John H. Hall,
James B. Moore, Dr. C. F. Beach, George H. Dav and William C.
Skinner, of Hartford, and Lieut. William Henn, of the British Navy.
A number of yachtsmen were present from New York.
Caldwell Hart Colt was born on Nov. 24, 1858, and inherited a very

large fortune from his father, Col. Samuel Colt, inventer of the
famous Colt revolver, who died in 1861. His career as a yachtsman
began as a boy in the old sloop Lizzie, and later he bought the sloop
Wizard. In 1881 he purchased the schooner Dauntless, with which
his name has been constantly associated, as she has been in constant
service at home or in foreign waters. In 1892 he was elected Com-
modore of the Larchmont Y. C, which office he held at his death.
His mother is the only surviving member of the family.

Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron.
Thk annual meeting of the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron was

held at their club house, Halifax, N. S., Thursday. Jan 18, at 8 P.M.
The report of the management committee and the treasurer's state-

ment show the squadron to have had a very successful year finan-
cially. The membership is now in the neighborhood of 250.
The rear-commodore moved a resolution "to reduce the rig allow-

ance to schooner-rigged yachts from 40 to 15 per cent." After a
lengthy discussion the question was referred to the sailing committee,
to report on at a special meeting of the squadron to be called at a later
date to receive this report,
The following officers and committees were elected for the ensuing

year: Com , Jas. W. Starrs; Vice-Corn., Frank S. West; Rear-Corn.,
John E. Butler; Treas., A. E.Jones; Sec'y, H. M. Wykle. Manage-
ment Committee: T. H. Bell, F. K. Warren, Jas. Fraser, A. A. McKay,
J. Lithgow. Sailing Committee: A. W. Cogswell. M.D., G. C. Hart,
Lieut. H. E. Harsh, R. A., W. G. Jones, J.T. P. Knight, John F. Starrs,
M.P. Measurers: F. H. Bell, H. Flowers.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Mr. Edmund Blunt, late owner of Azalea, sehr., died at his home in

Brooklyn on Jan. 24, of the grip, after a short illness Mr Blunt was
born in Brooklyn in June, 1812, and was a son of Edmund Blunt of the
firm of E & G. W. Blunt, makers of nautical instruments and pub-
lishers of nautical works and maps, and a grandson of Edmund March
Blunt, who was also a famous writer on nautical subjects, and who in
1796 published "The American Coast Pilot," a work containing a com-
plete chart of the Atlantic seaboard. At the outbreak of the war Mr.
Blunt joined the Twelfth Regiment as a private. He afterward joined
the Seventh Regiment, and later was transferred to the Fifth New-
York Cavalry. He became connected with Gen. Kilpatrick's staff,

and while serving under him earned his title of captain, which, how-
ever, he dropped in private life after the war. Mr. Blunt was a mem-
ber of the New York, Larchmont and Atlantic Yacht Clubs.

The annual meeting of the Winthrop Y. C. was held on Jan. 16, the
following officers being elected: Com., Albert W. Torrey; Vice-Corn.,
Chas. A. Heney; Sec, Ohas. G. Bird; Treas,. Geo. E. Leighton; Meas .

Harry Hutchinson; Board of Directors, J. Stearns Cushing. Clarence,
H. Billings, Geo. L. Cade, Geo. A. Foxcroft; Regatta Committee, Wm.
A Garratt, Wm. Ginn, Lyman S. Meston, A T. Bliss, Theodore P.
Grant; Membership Committee, Lyman J. Gillies, John MacConneli,
Jr., Albert Partridge, Quincy Kilby, Fred. O. Carey, Walter T. Milton,
Herbert G. Flinn, Harry W. Hall, John G. Cuthbertson. Com. Torrey
has appointed Wm. A. Garratt fleet captain.

The annual meeting of the Hull Y. C. was held on Jan. 18, the fol-
lowing officers being elected: Com., Lewis J. Bird; Vice Com., Wm.
H. Crane; Rear Com., Albert L Pope; Sec, Wm. A. Cary; Asst. Sec,
Caleb Nichols; Treas., James R. Hooper; Meas.. William E. Sheriffs;
Executive Committee for two years, William B. Lambert, J. Winthrop
Dutton and George E. Cutter for one year; Membership Committee
for two years, Norman F. Greeley, Arthur J. Selfridge; House Com-
mittee for two years, Stewart Jordan, Frank T. Wendell; Regatta
Committee for two years, Clarence V. Souther, and for one year,
Timothy E. Jacobs.

The annual meeting of the Knickerbocker Y. C. was held on Jan. 16,
the following officers being elected: Com., Dr. Chas. L Brown, sip.

Tempus; Vice-Corn,, F. G. Pauly, sip. Flora; Rear-Corn., Louis H
Zocher, sip. Liberty; Treas,, Chas. R. Smith. Jr., Sec, Z S. Crocker;
Meas., Geo. M. Rae; Fleet Surgeon, E. Ringer, M D.; Board of Direc-
tors—Geo. A Gage. Wm. H. Ward, Harry Stephenson, J. O. Sinkinson,
John J. Delaney. The. secretary's report showed 188 active and 8 hon-
orary members, and 77 new members elected. The club fleet now in-
cludes 3 schooners, 31 cabin sloops, cutters and yawls, 2 open sloops,
15 cabin cats, 8 o

t
)en cats. 4 steam launches and 6 naphtha laun.h s, a

total of 69 yachts.

The Manchester (Mass ) Y. C. has elected the following officers:

Com., A. Walpole Craigie: Vice-Gun., Guy Scull; Rear-Corn., Chas.
Jackson; Sec. and .Treas., C. A. Cooley, '.3 School St., Boston; Meas.,
C. A. Cooley. Regatta Committee, E P. Stanley, A, A Higgmson, J.
A. Burnham Jr. House Committee. E. P. Stanley, E. P. Crooker, C.
A. Cooley. The club has arranged the following races: June 17. club
sweepstakes; July 7, open regatta; July 27, Minot's Ledge cup; Aug.
3, 10, 17, pennant regatta; 4th week in August and 1st and 2d in Sept.,
Manchester Club's cup races.

The following nominations for officeas for 1894 have been made by
the Atlantic Y. C : Com., David Banks; Vice-Corn., P. G. Sanfora;
Rear-Corn., Alexander P. Ketchum; Sec'y, H. B.V. Nash; Treas., H. C.
Wintringham; Meas., H. J. Gielow. Trustees: T. L. Arnold, E. B.
Havens, N. D. Lawton, J. R. Maxwell, J. F. Ackermann and Jefferson
Hogan. Membership Committee: J. C. Seeley, Edmund Fisn and E.
J. Bergen. Regatta Committee: H. B. Howell, H. J. Gielow, John L.
Bliss, S F. Russell and G. W. McNulty.

Captain Thos. A. Welch, the pilot of the tug F. W. Devoe, which ran
down and sunk the yacht Ametia in June, 1891, drowning three men,
has at last been taken to Sing Sing to serve out a five years' sentence.
All possible legal devices and delays have been resorted to in order to
save him from a just punishment, tbe evidence showing that he was
intoxicated at the time of the collision.

Vagrant, the new knockabout boat designed by Stewart & Binney
for W. A Harvey of Boston, and building by James Mclntyre, will be
30ft. overall, 21ft. l.w.L, 7ft. lOin. beam, 4ft. 6in. draft, with 550sq. ft,

in a mainsail and jib and 8,5001bs. of iron on her keel.

Natalie, steam yacht, whose mysterious movements have been re-
ported from time to time, has turned up at Savannah. Ga. She 1b

supposed to be connected with some West Indian or South American
rebellion.

The Hull Y. C. have asked for plans and estimates from several de-
signers for a "one design" knockabout boat, from which several boats
will be built by the club, and some by individual owners.
John W. Sul'ivan, the builder of yacht engines on South street, New

York, has purchased the balance dock at Pier 52, East River, and will
use it in connection with his wrorks near by.

Emerald, yawl, of San Francisco, once well known to the readerB of
the Forest and Stream, has recently been seized for smuggling opium
at that port.

Mr. A. B. Sands, the head of the well knowu firm of Sands & Son,
yacht plumbers, di, d in New York on Jan. 12, at the age of 74.

Barracouta, steam yacht, is fitting out at Philadelphia for a cruise
to the West Indies.

Atalanta, sehr., formerly Calypso, has been almost rebuilt, at New
Loudon.

(^mating.

William M. Carter.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Please find enclosed action taken by a special committee appointed

by Com. Irving V. Dorland. of the American Canoe Association, to
take action regarding the death of the Association's old friend, Mr.
William M. Carter, of Trenton, N. J. This copy is sent you in accord-
ance with the direction of the Commodore, and I heg to remain, with
great respect, Robert J. Wilkin, of Committee.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 27.

My Dear " Bob."
Your " resolution " is excellent, and I have nothing to suggest.

Dear, old Carter, what a good fellow he was—so brave, plucky and
cheerful, for he knew all the time that he could not last very long;
he has said so to me many times. Caiup was never the same to
me when he wai absent. We old patriarchs are beginning to drop
out; but I hope I may show my white head at mwy a meet yet.
Yours sincerely, Robert Shaw Oliver.
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 26.

My Dear Wilkin:
I am truly sorry to hear of the death of our old friend William M.

Carter. We all know in part at least that the Association owes a
great deal to him for his faithful energetic management of its affairs
during his term of office. Few know this so well as you, and prob-
ably you did not know all the good work that he did. But we all

know what a good fellow he was, what a loyal friend, what a hearty,
bright, cheery type of the true canoeist he always proved himself to
be. I think the Association does well to put on record for future gen-
erations of canoeists to read its tribute of pride in bis work and of
affection toward the man. At the same time how difficult it is to ex-
press in a formal minute all that you feel and all that you think the
man deserves. There is one thing about Carter, his memory will be
fresh with us who have known him without the aid of written words.
Heartily yours. E. B. Edwards.
Peterboro, Ont., Jan. 25.

The announcement of the death on Saturday, the 14th inst., of our
late associate and friend,William M. Carter, even after his long illness,

comes suddenly upon us, and quickens us to unite with his many-
friends in the expression of sincere sorrow and sympathy for his be-
reaved mother and relatives, however vainly we strive, through a
sense of our individual loss, to interpret the full measure of their

affliction.

Mr. Carter was the first one to join the American Canoe Association
in 1882 from lower New Jersey and the South, and was an interested
and useful member to the time of his death.
In 1886 he was elected secretary-treasurer of the Association. His

sterling character and bis incisive business methods were of the ut-
most advantage in placing the affairs of the Association on a sound
basis, while his hearty, cheery manner rendered him personally popu-
lar with all the members who had business with him either in camp or
elsewhere.
His whole life among us was one that endeared him to us, and al-

though during the past year or two his failing health prevented that
active participation in our pleasures that was his wish, his influence
more than once revealed itself in the character and results of his

work.
On behalf of the Association which he has so well served, and on

behalf of its members, from one end of the continent to the other, who
mourn a personal friend, we, in response to the direction of the Com-
modore, place on record this tribute to a faithful and efficient officer,

to a true canoeist whose memory will always remain green among
those who have known him.

Robert Shaw Ouybs, Albany, N. Y. 1

E. B. Edwards, Peterboro, Can. V Committee.
Robert J. Wilkin, Brooklyn, N. Y. )

January 27.

Scarecrow's Sail Plan.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your illustrated sketch of Scarecrow published this week the fol-

lowing statement is made: "The peculiar sail plan was designed by
Mr. C. J. Stevens after a long experience in canoeing," etc. Allow me
to say that the only peculiarity or novelty which appears in this sail

plan "is the shape of the mainsail in combination with the position and
manner of setting the gaff. Now, as you will probably remember
when reminded of the fact, I used precisely the same, kind of mainsail
aud gaff, set in the same way, on canoe Red Jacket at the 18S6meet of
the A. C. A. In the issue of the Forkst and Stream dated March 10,

1887. is a.n account of the Flying Pontoon, built by me for the designer,

W. L. D. O'Grady. Accompanying the account, appears a cut, made
from my sketch sent you, which clearly shows the same mainsail now
said to have been "designed" by Me. Stevens. As a matter of fact, the
first sail of the kind I ever saw was furnished by me tor a little sharpie
built in 1879. and I have been using the same arrangement on sharpies,

Bouncers, etc., ever since the latter year. Thomas Clapham.
Roslyn, L. I., Jan. 27.

We had no intention of claiming any special originality for the sail

mentioned, our readers probably know that in shape and general de-
tails it is much older even than Mr. Clapham claims. The full details

of the rig as used in France nearly twenty years ago may be found in

the second edition of Kemp's "Yacht and Boat Stifling," 1880; and, we
believe, in the first edition, 1876. Though oy no means new, the rig is

not in common use here on canoes or small craft, and in this case was
adopted by Mr. Stevens as the result of continued tests of other rigs,

and with no reference to the many previous experiments, successful

or unsuccessful, with a gunter-rigged leg-of mutton sail.

A. C. A. Membership.
Eastern Division.—Arthur M. Ashenden, Frank S. Ashenden,

Thomas R, Humeston, Louis H. Lamb, Frank H. Mason, Ernest W.
Makepeace, Edward J. Howes, Asa Hall, James M. Ramage, FredL.
Bardwell. Central Division.—Gardner C. Leonard, Albany, N. Y.
Atlantic Division, C. O. Buncherhoff, Brooklyn, K. Y.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The annual meeting of the Springfield Canoe Association was held

on Jan. 16. and the following officers were elected: Pres., E. H. Bar-
ney; Vice-Pres., J- G. Reed; Capt., E, C. Knappe; Lieut., H. D. Banks;
Sec. Treas., Percy S. Gates: House Committee—W. L. Sadler, chair-

man; E. W. Makepeace aud W. E. Parsons, The president, vice-presi-

dent, captain, lieutenant, secretary-treasurer and chairman of the.

house committee constitute the directors. It was voted that the Asso-
ciation apply for membership in the New England Amateur Rowing
Association, and also that the Eastern Division of the American Canoe
Associat ion be invited to hold the annual meet at Calla Shasta on May
30, 31 The hospitality of the canoeclub was extended to the members
of the Association during their stay, and E. C. Knappe, purser of the
Division, thanked the club on behalf of the Association for its offer.

The funeral of Wm. M. Carter took place on Jan 16 from his home,
521. South Warren street. After the funeral services the remains were
taken to Paterson for interment. The funeral cortege left Trenton at
11:47 A. M. and arrived at Paterson at 2:07 P. M. The bearers were
Dr. Fred Woodward, Wm. Lawrence, Robert Lucas, Fred Donnelly,
Edward Anderson and Harry Alien. They were all members of the
Park Island Canoeing Association, which sent a floral emblem of a
canoe paddle, trimmed with smilax. The casket was of red cedar,
covered with black cloth and trimmed with extension bar handle and
plate of silver.

The canoeists and their friends of New York and vicinity, will hold
a dinner at the Arena, 39 W. 31st street, on Saturday, Feb. 17 at 6:30
P. M. These dinners have always been very pleasant and well attend
ed, and it is hop^d that this one will not be any exception. Those
desiring to attend will please seud $1.50 to C. V. Schuyler, 860
Broad way, New York, on or before Feb. 15.

The Rochester C. C. is enjoying the cold weather, ice yacht sailing
heing now popular on Irondequoit Bay, where the club house la situ-

ated.

The Palisade C. C, of Hoboken, held a very pleasant smoker at its

club house, Hoboken, on Jan. 20.
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A Canoe Trip on South Branch of the Potomac.
Two years ago I sent to the Forest and Stream a description of a

canoe trip down the South Branch of the Potomac which was cut
short by a. flood that drove us from the river. This summer my friend

Semmes and I determined to take the same trip over again, hoping
that the conditions would be favorable for our successful run of the
river to its mouth. We purchased two canvas canoes that we saw
advertised in your valuable journal as having solid wood bottoms,
and which we hoped would stand the wear and tear better than one
not having such solid support on the bottom.
We went up to Petersburg, W. Va., as before and made our start

from there. While we wereputting the boats together I was suddenly
taken with a terribe attack of lumbago and thought for a time I

would have to give up the trip, but by a lavish use of a liniment pro-
cured at a conntry store, well rubbed in by my friend Semmes, I was
considerably relieved and determined to attempt the trip.

Putting our boats into the water we found that they wrere very
cranky and that it was 'almost impossible to get into them in deep
water without capsizing, so we were forced to adopt the plan of run-
ning them into shallow water, so that when we stepped into them
they would touch bottom and thus prevent a capsize. Sometimes
this entailed considerable labor to get them started, especially when
they had grounded on a round stone amidships. We had to follow
this plan~for the whole trip, and even with this precaution made
some narrow escapes, frequently shipping considerable water. After
the boats were loaded and started, if one sat exactly in the center,
parted his hair in the middle and did not wink either eye, they could
manage to get along quite well.

We found the river very low, which made the trip laborious in the
extreme, as we had to walk a great deal and tow the boats, and were
sure to ground at every ripple" I must say tb,e bottom of the boats
withstood very well the rubbing and grinding over slate ledges,
boulders and gravel; but we had to stay in camp two days in thy
Trough, patching and reparing damages, as they leaked quite badly.
We soon passed through the. Trough, the beauty of which wild moun-
tain gorge I tried to describe in my former letter, aud put up for one
night at Mr. Miller's, where we had to leave the river two years before.
We found the canoe we had left there on our former trip, still in good
condition, although it had been used a great deal by the gentleman to
whom we sold it.

At Miller's they gave us some milk to drink that tasted of ragweed,
and which made me very sick. The drought was severe all through
the country, and the cows were eating ragweed or anything else they
could chew.
My rheumatism still stuck to me, but moved up between my

shoulders and I suffered a good deal, although I tried to bear up, and
not let Semmes know how badly I felt. We tried the fish at every
likely looking place but found they would not rise.

We changed our flies over and over again, and east until we were
tired; we trolled through the deep holes but it was no use, we barely
caught fish enough to supply our table. Semmes bad the misfortune
to break one of his tips, and later on while trying to avoid a capsize,
fell on his rod and smashed it completely. I capsized in a rapid, and
after securing and bailing my boat found my rod was gone. Both of
these rods were Leonard bass fly-rods with which we had fished fif-

teen years, and with each of which we had captured not less than
1,000 bass. Attached to my rod was a flue aluminum automatic reel
which my son brought me from the World's Pair, and which I prized
very highly on that account. We searched diligently for the rod but
without success. Just below the rapid there was a hole 15ft. deep and
we supposed the rod had been carried into it. These mishaps to our
rods ended our fishing, and from there on the trip was entirely a boat-
ing one.
After passing Moorefleld we saw an old negro man seated in a chair

on a bar out in the river fishing. I took several shots at him with the
kodak, and got some good pictures of him. He rather resented my
taking his picture, and said to me in a deep guttural voice, "Has you
got any whisky" and on being told we had none he grunted out
"Wouldn't ha' let you take dat picture if I'd a know'd you didn't hab
no whisky." We each had a Protean tent 6x~ and a folding cot with
air pillow, and managed to be very comfortable at night; but I would
get so still in the back after being asleep for a while, that I could
hardly move. We had plenty of provisions, and caught enough fish
each day for our table. I was cook, aud Semmes was dishwasher, but
we had only been on our journey a few days, when he said he wished
he could cook, so as to change places with me.
We made our camp on an island just above the bridge at Romney,

and Semmes sent for a team, went up to the town for the mail, and
also had our shoes hobnailed, as they had become quite smooth from
the fearful bad wading we had above Romney. The next day we
passed Parson's, at Hanging Rock, where there was quite a crowd of
fishermen, but they were having no luck. About 5:30 P.M. we came
in sight of Mr. Michael Blue's farm, where we knew we would
have a cordial welcome, and where we intended to spend a couple of
days resting, for we were very tired. We slept like logs in Mrs. Blue's
clean, comfortable beds and enjoyed her fried chicken and corn cakes
hugely. Semmes started off nest day to hunt squirrels, accompanied
by a nephew of Mr. Blue's who had never fired a gun. They met
•with rather poor success, but ran a large fox-squirrel into his den.
The boy seeing a leader with, flies attached wound around Semmes's
hat, proposed to climb the tree and fish the squirrel out. After several
attempts he succeeded in hooking him, and by steady pulling got him
out, but unfortunately the leader^ being dry, broke and he escaped
•with a portion of it and two flies attached to him.

In the afternoon Semmes strolled out a short distance from the
house with his rifle and shot a nice fat male pheasant. On a former
visit to Mr. Blue we were much interested in an old negro man, Uncle
Dave, who had been a slave all his life in the Blue family. After the
emancipation proclamation 5] r. Blue told Dave he was a free man, and
could go where he pleased. Uncle Dave took advantage of this per-
mission and went to Cumberland, but stayed only a short time, his
affection for his old master and the home ties of the old farm were
too strong for him, and he returned, saying he wanted to stay. Mr.
Blue gave him his cabin, which he had lived in before, aud his garden
patch, and told him he would pay him $10 a month and his board as
long as he cared to work for him. The faithful old creature never left

the place again, and died in his cabin last winter. Mr. Blue said he
now thought seriously of giving up farming, as he had only kept on
the past few years for Uucle Dave's sake, as he was sure it would have
broken the old fellow's heart if he had stopped during his life. He
seemed very much devoted to his old slave, spoke of him, and in fact,
said he looked upon him as a brother. He paid a high tribute to his
integrity and honesty, saying he had never known him to tell a lie, and
that he would have trusted him with untold gold.

After leaving Mr. Blue's we had to carry over two mill dams, which
was tedious and tiresome work, We made our last camp a mile below
the second dam in a beautiful grove of sycamores, close to the river
bank, and passed a quiet night. The next day we reached Mr. Ned
Washington's, where we received a hearty welcome and had a splendid
dinner. As it was only four miles from his place to Guthrie's at the
mouth of the river, by the road, and was twenty-Ave miles by water,
•we concluded to hire a wagon from Mr. W. and make the trip to Mr.
Guthrie's that evening. We folded up the boats, packed them and our
duds in the wagon, and after a pleasant drive, fording the river twice,
we arrived at our destination. We also had a cordial welcome here,
although Mr. G. had several visitors and had to inconvenience himself
considerably to accommodate us. We enjoyed two good meals, haviug
for breakfast delicious waffles, for which Mrs G. is celebrated, nice
honey and good coffee. We separated here, Semmes going to Bedford
to join his family and I to my home in Baltimore county, both of us
deciding that the trip had been the most unsatisfactory, unfortunate,
unsuccessful and tiresome fishing trip we had ever taken.
A long time after my return home I received a letter from Mr. Robt.

White, of Romney, informing me he had found my rod, with reel and
line attached, hung to a snag in the river just about where I had lost
it. He very kindly returned them to me, but the rod was ruined. The
reel I sent to the maker, who made a very liberal exchange with me,
sending me another reel. I succeeded in getting many good Kodak
pictures on this trip. Edward A. Robinson.
Baltimore, Dec. 16.

lifle ^znge and %&lhrg.

San Francisco Riflemen.

San Francisco. Jan. 15—The chief bit of news in the local shooting
world is embodied in the inclosed excerpt from one of our leading
dailies auent the Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club and also the pro-
gramme of the club for 1894. The latter is a varied one, and their idea
of an all-around shooting organization is an innovation on this coast.

As this organization is composed of workers it is not doubted that it

will prove a success. Yesterday being excessively stormy the attend-
ance was small. The scores are fair:

The Columbia Pistol and Ride Club is the name of the reorganized
Pistol and Rifle Club. This club elected the following new officers last

•week: Dr. Lee O. Rodgers, President; E. Hovey, Vice-President; Her-
mann Heeth, Treasurer; F. O. Young, Secretary. This is the only
American all-around shooting organization on the coast, and it has
begun the new year by offering eleven medals for pistol, military rifle

and rest shooting. The second Sunday is devoted to members and
all-comer's matches, and the second Sunday to all-comers. Yesterday
the champion class pistol contest for members resulted as follows:

Pistol 50yds., rifle 200yds., standard American target, medals for
members only, no re-entry:

Pistol, championship class:
H Heeth 10 9 9 10 7 9 9 9 10 10-92
A. Heeth 91, F. O. Young 90, E, Hovey 86, C. M. Daiss 83.

* First cl&iSs*

FGehret....'. 10 8 7 8 10 8 10 8 8 7-84
F. Baumgartner 83, Dr. Rodgers 61, A. H. Brod 80, Capt. J. E.

Klein 79.

Second class: A. Gehret 79, L. Zimmerman 63, 0. Thierbach 57, A.
Mocker 46, L. C. Rabin 46.

Rifle, champion class:

F O Young 8 10 9 9 8 8 9 9 10 9-89
Dr. Rodgers 84, E. Hovey 82, C. Thierbach 76.

HHellberg.! 8 10 6 8 10 8 9 9 10 5—83
A. Gehret 79, P. Boht 79, F. Gehret 78, P. Baumgartner 76.

Second class: C. M. Daiss 59, L. C. Babin 68, G. Bank 52, L. Zimmer-
man 43.

Record medals, open to all comers, re-entry. Pistol, Blanding medal.
E Hovey 9 10 10 9 9 8 8 9 8 10-90
A Heeth 89, S. I. Kellogg 88, F. O. Young 88, C. M. Daiss 67.

Any rifle, Roos medal:
FO Young 10 8 8 10 7 9 10 8 7 10-87
E. Hovey 86, S. I. Kellogg 84, H. Hellberg 83, Dr. Rodgers 82, A.

Gehret 81. W. Glindeman 80.

Springfield rifle, Glindeman medal:
A Heeth 4 10 9 10 6 9 7 5 8 7—75
A. Gehret 71, F. Gehret 68, H. L. Pendleton 61.

Rest shooting, medal:
F O Young .• 10 9 11 12 10 10 11 12 8 10-103
B Kemtzer 10 12 10 3 11 12 11 9 9 8-100
The correspondence evoked by "Diamond Walt" shows that the

Forest and Stream has numerous wideawake marksmen among its

readers. An original article now and then from some of them anent
rifle or pistol would be very welcome to many of us who are seeking
light. .,

The San Francisco Schuetzen are making preparations for a notable
opening of their big mid-winter fair shoot on Feb. 4.. The governor
and other prominent citizens will be present. They hope to have fair

weather for their picnic. The shooting, however, will take place, rain
or shine. . Roeel.

Jerseymen at the Targets.

The regular Saturday shoot in Armbruster's Park, Greenville, N. J.,

on Jan. 27, brought together four of the regulars of the Greenville

Club, and Capt. Hansen of the Excelsior Club. The snow storm of the
uight previous had cleared away and the weather was clear and cold.

The bright sun combined with the snow had its effects upon the eyes
of the shooters, thereby causing some unaccountable shots. C. A.
Chavant has made such improvement in his shooting form, that he now
declines any further assistance in the way of a handicap.
To-day he shot in good form and made the good score of 1,069 points

in his 50 shots, the highest total of the day. Plaisted was second with
1,059, and Hansen third with 1,054. The latter had two or three
unfortunate shots that spoiled his opportunities for the highest score
of the day.
Collins was in hard luck all the afternoon, and could not seem to keep

his rifle in satisfactory working order. It had one of those eccentric
freaks that sometimes comes in winter shooting.. Colin Boag also
claimed that his rifle was a little off in form.
After completing the SO shot events, all except Capt. Hansen indulged

in a series of 3 shot shoots. Scores:
Pool Shooting.

1st 2d 3d 4th
Boag 16 17 15-48 20 20 23—63 21 25 18—63 18 20 22—60
Plaisted 20 16 23—59 21 15 23—59 22 17 22—61 16 22 20-58
Collins 19 23 20—62 19 25 20—64 16 23 22-61 24 15 16—55
Hansen 22 24 83-69 -

"..

Chavant 20 18 19-57 20 21 21—62 22 19 21—62 19 19 22—60
5th 6th 7th

Plaisted 19 21 24-64 22 24 22—68 25 21 24—70
Collins 15 23 17- 55 18 14 w
Chavant 21 21 23—65 17 24 21—62
Boag 20 18 w
Hansen, scratch. 15 18 22 21 25 24 10 22 21 20-207

20 20 23 22 20 19 20 21 21 22—208
18 24 23 2H 24 25 32 24 23 1 9-225
18 22 23 19 24 24 24 10 22 21—206
23 22 20 7 23 23 25 20 24 21-208-1054

Plaisted, scratch 20 25 23 23 21 22 23 22 19 21—219
24 23 19 20 22 22 23 24 24 21—222
20 22 24 24 18 21 22 20 17 25—213.
20 15 21 20 20 22 23 22 16 24—203
20 16 23 22 19 21 21 23 25 15—202—1059

Chavant, scratch 22 21 21 20 19 25 23 22 23 19-215
19 17 21 23 22 24 17 25 16 25-209
21 20 20 19 23 19 22 21 25 23—214
18 20 21 24 19 20 23 21 24 22—212
24 23 24 22 23 19 23 19 21 21-219-1069

Collins, handicap. 2 20 20 19 20 6 10 14 23 12—146
20 19 20 24 15 24 17 19 18 20—196
18 24 19 22 12 17 24 18 15 15—184
9 25 5 17 4 17 17 20 20 20—154

21 16 16 19 19 17 19 20 20 20—190-1-60— 930
C Boag, handicap 24 24 17 9 19 18 23 19 21 18—193

17 17 22 20 22 21 18 23 19 19—198
23 18 16 24 19 18 12 20 19 17—186
17 20 20 15 19 19 21 21 20 16—188
25 20 19 17 22 25 25 . . 21 21—195+75-1035

Smith & Wesson Pistol Club.

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 26.—Standard American target
JHWesson ...7 7 8 9 10 10 10

OS Axtell i

7

8 9 9. 9 6 10

A L Smith.

7

7 9 9 9 9 9
Z L Talbot

6

7 7 8 9 10 10
Chas Clark

6

5 7 8 9 9 10

WHStodden...

5

6 7 8 8 10 10

J E Goodrich • 6 7 7 7 8 8 9
OEHodskins

7

7 7 8 8 8 9
FGHodskins

5

7 8 8 8 8 8
J R Buchannon

6

6 7 7 7 7 8
D W Ware.

5

6 6 7 7 8 8
HT Houghton 5 5 6 7 7 8 9
B T Reed

5

5 6 7 7 7 8
Standard American target, 50yds.:

J E Goodrich ...7 7 8 8 9 9 9
J H Wesson

7

7 7 7 9 9 9
A L Smith .... 6 7 8 8 9 9 9
EH Clement..

7

7 7 8 8 5 9

J C Talbot

7

7 7 8 8 9 9

0 S Axtell

6

7 7 8 8 8 9
JRBuchanon

7

7 7 7 7 8 8
D W Ware

6

6 7 7 7 8 8
WHStaddeu

6

7 7 8 8 8 8
O E Hodskins

5

9 7 7 8 8 8
Chas Clark

5

6 6 6 6 7 9

T D Clark,

5

6 7 7 7 9 9

,
20yds.

:

10 10 10-91
10 10 10—91
10 10 10—89
10 10 10-87
10 10 10—84
10 10 10—84
10 10 10—82
9 9 10—82
9 10 10—81
8 9 10—75
9 9 10—75
6 10 10—73

< 8 9 10—72

10 10 10-87
10 10 10-85
9 9 9—83
9 9 10—83
9 9 9—82
9 9 9—80
9 10 10-80
10 10 10—79
8 8 10—78
8 9 9—75
9 10 10—74
10 10 0—70

The Zettler Club Gallery Tournament.
The annual winter gallery prize shoot of the I Zettler Rifle Club,

which was opened on Jan. 20, was brought to a successful close on the
night of the 22d. The shooting was the best and the scores the highest
ever made at any previous shoot on this range, and are no doubt the
best made at any other gallery prize shoot in the country. No less

than three full scores were made (150), two tickets to count, and four
scores were made counting 149 each. There were three scores of 148,

two of 147 and three of 146, the latter scores taking the last three prizes
on the list. On the bullseye target the shooting was equally good.
The best center was made by Jas. Hughes, of the Excelsior Club, and
measured only 10 degrees, or an almost perfect center.

All of the prominent gallery shooters were present and took part in

the contest, and when the tournament was closed there was a prevail-

ing sentiment that in order to keep up the interest in gallery shooting
for the future, there would have to a new target devised that would
be more difficult to make the possible or full score upon. Scores:
Twenty-five ring target, 15 prizes, 3 shots per ticket, two best to

count:
H Holges 75 75—150 S25 B Walther 74 74—148 $5
Gus Zimmerman 75 75—150 20 M Dorrler 74 74—148 4
WRosenbaum 75 75—150 15 LP Hansen 73 74-147 3
Louis Buss 75 75—149 10 CG Zettler 73 74—147 3

B Zettler 74 75—149 9 H D Muller 72 74—146 2
R Busse 74 75—149 8 O Hutch 73 73—146 2
F C Ross 74 75—149 7 B Zahn 73 73—146 1

M B Engel 74 74—148 6
Bullseye target, best center shot, 10 prizes: Jas. Hughes 10 degrees,

Gus. Nowak 12, F. C. Ross 12J4. Gus Zimmerman 14, Louis Flach 14U,
Louis Buss 15, W. Rosenbaum 15>g, H. Holges 27, R. Busse 1% W. C.
Collins 18.

Most builseyes: Louis Flach 48, G. Zimmerman 42, W. Rosenbaum
42.

Paterson Riflemen.
The weekly shoot of the Paterson Rifle Association on Jan. 21 did

not have its usual attendance owing to the unfavorable weather con-
ditions. The six members present devoted the afternoon to sweep
stake shooting and finished up the day with a team match. Scores:
Distance 100yds., German ring target, possible $200. First sweep:

J W Foster 19 19 20 17 15 20 13 18 16 18-175
W Dutcher 14 18 16 16 18 16 20 16 15 19—168
J W Johnson 17 18 19 20 19 15 13 19 17 14—165
A Newby 14 15 12 20 14 16 14 17 16 lg—154
T Eelley 17 17 16 14 14 17 10 12 12 18—147
B Maskell 14 15 19 15 19 w
Second sweep:
W Dutcher 19 18 17 16 17 16 18 19 19 16—175
J W Foster 18 19 16 18 16 18 19 17 15 14—170
A Newby 11 7 18 18 18 15 17 19 18 18—159
TKelley ..14 16 11 17 11 19 12 15 20 17—152
J W Johnson , 16 13 16 18 15 10 18 15 14 15-150
B Maskell 16 17 7 10 13 16 19 18 16 16-148
Third sweep, 5 shots per man:

J Foster, . . .17 14 20 18 17—86 W Dutcher..l5 16 19 18 18—86
B Maskell. ..17 16 19 14 20-86 T Kelley. . . .17 14 18 14 17—79
A Newby... 17 14 15 18 13-77-249 J Johnson. .15 12 17 11 14-69-234

Lady Miller Club.
The members of the Lady Miller Club keep up their weekly practice

at the targets; the average attendance, if anything, is on the increase.
The ladies discarded the muzzle rest long ago and now center the
bullseye in good old orthodox, off-hand style. In the competition on
Jan. 22 the maidens were in the lead, capturing two of the three class
medals. The first class medal was won bv Miss Kloepping, the second
by Mrs. Bordman, the third oy Miss Begerow. Scores: Ten shots, possi-
ble 250, distance 75ft.: Miss Kloepping 231. Miss Begerow 221, Mrs.
Bordeman 219, Mrs. Meyns 218, Mrs. Stadler 220, Mrs. Fisher 222, Mrs.
Stein 2J5, Miss .1. Gearhead 210, Mrs. D. Miller 208, Mrs. Ahnert 219
Miss Richmond 203, Miss Bender 205, Miss Saunders 201, Miss Volk 200

New Yox*k Rifle Club.

New York, Jan. 28.—The New York Rifle Club held its regular
weekly shoot at Zettler's gallery, 12 St. Marks place, on the 27th inst.

The following members were present and made the scores credited to
them. Two scores only are allowed each date for class medals and
special prizes:
Chadbourne 243 240 Barker 235 230
Young 239 236 H Duane 234 232
isbell 239 285 Crocker 233 232
Herrington 236 228 Hamilton 234 222
Gensch 234 234

E. R. Chadbourne, Sec'y 2T. Y. R. C.

New York Central Corps.
Tbe New York Central Corps held a practice shoot on the Zettler

ranges ou Wednesday night of last week. Capt. Muesse, the team
captain, is getting his team into good form for the match with teams
from the New York City Corps, the New York Corps and the Harlem
Independent Corps, which takes place on Feb. 7. Scores: Capt. Muesse
221, Gus Zimmerman 238, Emil Berckman 233, Jas. Jordan 225, H. C.
Grammerman 238, C. Pelts 222, W. Schneeweiss 237, H. D. Muller 227,
John Reithweisner 229, F. Schroeder 231, M. Ficken 228, F. Schill 238,

W. Seppendfeldt 223, H. Koster 236.

Zettler Rifle Club.

At the weekly gallery shoot of the Zettler Club on Jan. 23 eleven
members participated. Fred Ross won the champion medal on a
score of 246. Louis Flach got the honors for the highest score for the
night with 248, Zimmerman, Ross and Holges were tied for second
place with 247 each. Scores:
Champion medal: F. C. Ross 246, Louis Flach 242. H. Holges 241,

M. B. Engel 241, Gus Zimmerman 240, C. G. Zettler 240. B. Zettler 240,

B. Walther 240, R. Busse 2:38, H. D. Muller 236.

Best 10-shot score (Sentries): Louis Flach 248, F. C. Ross 247, Gus
Zimmerman 247, H. Holges 247, B. Walther 246, R. Busse 244, M. B.
Engel 243, Gus Nowak 242; B. Zettler 243, C. G. Zettler 241, H. D. Mul-
ler 239.

Palisade Rifle Club.

The weekly shoot of the Palisade Club on Jan. 21 brought together
thirteen members in competition for the club medal. The members
of this club are young in years as well as in shooting experience, but
their scores show that a little experience will put them on a par with
some of our older clubs. Scores: George Door 236, C. A. Aufderheide
336. Fred Asperer 234. R. Rose 221, F. Krobatsch 219, R. Glaser 219, F.
Miller 219. Ad. Ahlars 208, Aug. Ahlars 209, W. Ahlars 208, Chas. Hem-
berger 204, Fred Ward 190, Wm. Bamtemp 181.

Schlicht Rifle Club.

Eighteen members of the Schlicht Club participated in the weekly
shoot for class medals on Jan. 22. W. Schlicht won the Champion
Medal, E. O. Brellinthine the first class, Aug. Meyer the second class
and Chas. Meyer the third class medal. Ten shots, possible, 250,

distance 75 ft. "Scores: Geo, Schlicht 242, Wm. Schlicht 232. S. Graver
230, E. O. Brellenthine 229. Geo. Dorr 226, Aug. Meyer 225, Charley
Meyer 222, Fred Lambert 219, Geo. Richert 218, Cha. Greek 216, Jacob
Schlicht 216, Ine Dorr 209, Peter Matte 209, Andrew Dubline 204, Geo.
Laulenberger 203, Conrad Schlicht 202, Gust. Tribout 196, John
Bonders 193.

A Challenge for Youngsters.
Chicago Jan. 20, 1894.—Editor Forest and Stream : I will renew

the challenge pulished Jan. 6, '94, in the following shape:
I hereby challenge any boy under 12 years of age in the State of

Illinois to shoot a rifle match against my son Alfred at 48 balls, 3 balls

to be started on the wire at the same time, 3 shots to count if rifle is

raised to the shoulder, and from 50 to 150 shots at any movable
target or object to be chosen by party accepting challenge. I will
leave it to the contestant to shoot for the honor of the championship
or a medal not to exceed $50. Address reply to Forest and Stream.

__,
0. H. Bisson.

New York Rifle Club.

The New York Rifle Club held its regular weekly shoot at Zettler's
gallery, 12 St. Mark's place, on the 20th inst. The following members
were present and made the scores credited to them, the two best tar-
gets being counted for medal scores each date:
Young 241 238 Chadbourne 237 236
Herrington 239 238 Barker 231 226
Isbell ...239 238 Duane 226 223
Crocker 239 232 Daly 224 219
Gensch 238 237

Miller Rifle Club.

At the weekly shoot of the Miller Club, on Jan. 25, the following
scores were made by the members participating: Capt. E. Fisher 242,

A. Meyns 237, D. Miller 234, R. W. Dewey 221, w. Taylor 230, R. Zoch
230, G. Weltz 223, F. Kammel 208.

Greenville Rifle Club.

At the weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Club, on Jan. 26, seven-
teen members participated. Purkess and Collins divided the honors
for the highest score of the night, each making 241. Scores: Robidoux
829, Purkess 241, Collins 241, Chavant 232, Gotthardt 225, Spohn 227,

'

Hill 215, Graef 201. Barr 206, Scheeline 235, J. Boag 232, Dodds 236, Lutz
233, Agneau 220, E. Wurstner 216, Daniels 102.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.

Shooting at the distance of 100ft.: Horn 237, Goodman 225, May 211,

Busch 235, Roberts 231, Dempsey 217, Heidenreich 209.

RIFLE NOTES.
"Tode" makes a plea for a standard target for rifle shooting.

This question has been a matter for discussion among the fraternity
for a long time. Some four years since, Wm. Hayes, of Newark,
N. J , devised a new target, calling it the Champion Target, the bulls
eye being lOin. in diameter, the entire target being divided into 15
rings liu. apart, the 2in. center of the bull counting 15 and the fifth

or outer ring in the bull 11. It was thought when this target came
out that it would become popular with riflemen east and west; for
the bullseye was the medium between the 8in. standard American
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target and the 12in. German target with the l^in. center. There is
no doubt that ir Mr. Hayes had made any effort in the matter, he
could have made the target popular. But he is a man of large busi-
ness affairs, and rifle shooting his hobby. He had a number of the
targets printed, sent them to his shooting friends, and that was the
end of his interest in the matter. Those who have shot on the Hayes
target pronounce it to be better than either the standard American or
the German target, especially the size of bullseye, 8in. being con-
sidered too small and lain, too large. While Mr. Hayes holds a copy-
right upon the target, he informed us many mouths since that the
privilege of using the target was open to all riflemen who desired to
adopt it. This target and the two others referred to are the best that
we nave seen in our experience in rifle shooting on the 200 yard range,
and if all clubs would adopt one of t he three or settle upon an im-
provement, taking the good qualities of each, it would certainly add
to the interest of all who enjoy rifle shooting. We confess, however,
that the possibilities of adopting a standard target by the fraternity
at large are very remote. For there is no devotee more stubborn
than he of the rifle, and when he becomes once wedded to a particular
style of arm, target or cartridge, he is immovable.
During the shoot of the Jerseymen at Greenville Schuetzen Park

last week it was suggested in the interest of rifle shooting that an in-
vitation be extended to outside clubs who may have opportunities for
winter practice to shoot a series of friendly (telegraph) matches on
the 200yds. range, five or ten men a side. If this suggestion meets
with favor among any of our rifle clubs they can communicate with
the Greenville Rifle Club, care Forest and Stream.

Jas. Conlin reports that shotting in his new gallery in the Manhat-
tan Club building is highly satisfactory; his old patrons have found
him out and are giving him generous support. An interesting fea-
ture in connection with the new gallery is that many society iadies
visit the range for practice with the rifle and revolver.

;

Many of the crack shots connected with the Naval Reserve will start
a series of matches soon. The Columbia College students are also
perfecting themselves with the rifle and revolver.

Our German-American riflemen are highly interested in the coming
team match, which takes place on the Zettler ranges, 219 Bowery, oh
Feb. 7, between teams from the New York Schuetzen Corps, New
York City Schuetzen Corps, New York Central Schuetzen Corps aud
the Harlem Independent Corps. These four Corps represent a mem-
bership af some 500 or more, and there is great speculation as to which
team will carry off the honors.

That veteran rifleman M. Dorrler has been confined to his home and
bed for the past week or more with a severe attack of diarrhcea. His
physician reports that had the illness occurred in hot weather with the
same vigor, Michael's shooting days would have been over. The latest
reports from the patient are that he is slowly mending.

The Zettler Rifle Club is sending out programmes for its sixth an"
nual team trophy shoot, to be held on its headquarters'' ranges on
Washington's Birthday. Four valuable trophies will be open for com-
petition for the teams that enter the tournament. All clubs desiring
to enter teams should communicate with Cbas. G. Zettler, 219 Bowery,
New York city.

We received last week a communicatioh from H. Holden, Port
Dover, Ont., one of Canada's old riflemen of thirty years ago. This
old veteran, who was a prize winner as far back as 1863 in Montreal,
Toronto, Ottawa and Broekville, writes us that the love for the rifle

still abides with him.

At a special meeting of the Greenville Club on Jan. 23 it was decided,
after a lively debate, to enter one team in the new Hudson County
League.

At the meeting on Jan. 21 to organize the Hudson County Gallery
League, the followiug board of officers were elected: President, A.W.
Steuber, Our Own Club; Vice-Presideut, C. H. Chavant, Greenville
Club; Secretary, Julius Kruse, Our Own Club; Treasurer, Henry
Mahlenbrock, Hudson Club. Each team will contain five men, but
the members must be residents of Hudson county.

At a meeting of the Pittsburgh Rifle Club, Jan. 16, three new mem-
bers were elected and the following board of officers: Geo. Hodgdon,
President; Jesse B. Jones, Vice President; Reade W. Bailey, Secretary

;

Louis Brehm, Treasurer and Executive Officer; Geo. E. Paiuter, W. C.
Galbraith, W. H. McClelland, D. H. Stoner, Jas. E. Carson and D. W.
Frazee, Directors.

^hooting.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
Feb. 13-15.—Reading Shooting Association tournament; two days

targets, one day live birds, at Three-MUe House, Shillington, Pa.
Feb. 15.—Springfield Gun Club tournament, at Flourtown, Pa.
Feb. 22.—White Plains (N Y.) Gun Club tournament,
Feb. 22.—Targets and birds at Dexter Park, Long Island. Trapper

Mills's day.
Feb. 22.—First tournament of the Eastern New York Trap-Shooter's

League, season of 1894, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club
of Albany, N. Y. H. A. Kratz, Sec'y.
Feb. 22-25.—Cumberland Gun Club jubilee, live birds and targets, at

Lowell, Ind.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers1 Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add $200.
April 24 27.—Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central (Jity, Neb.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add $200.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 22-25.— Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Secy.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League kingbird tournament, at Cana-

joharie. Chas. Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fourth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added money.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsman's Association for the Pro

tectum of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at TJtica,

N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.

June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, annual
tournament, at Tacoma, Wash.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Reading Shooting Association issues an attractive programme

of events for their shoot on Feb. 13, 14 and 15, to be held on Reading
Driving Park, Three-Mile House, Shilliugton, Pa. The house and
grounds are under the management of the tvell-knowD and popular
Harry Matz, who will spare no pains to make everybody feel at home.
Meals and sleeping accommodations will be provided at Mr. Matz's
hotel. The Reading and Southwestern electric cars from Ninth and
Franklin and Third and Penn streets run every ten minutes direct to
hotel and grounds. The first two days will be devoted to targets, the
events in order to be as follows each day: 10 targets. $) ; 15 targets,

$1.50; 10 targets, $1; 20 targets, $2; 10 targets, $1.50; 10 targets, $1;
15 targets, $1.50; 10 targets, $1.50; 25 targets, 83; 10 targets, $1; 15

targets, $1. The association will add one-half a cent, for each target
thrown each day, and the money thus accumulated will be shot for
in the final event each day, this eveut being open only to those who
have shot in the previous ten events. Targets 3 cents each and purses
divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. The programme will be started at
10:30 A. M. each day. The third day will be devoted to shooting live

birds, the events being 5 birds, $4; 15 birds, $10; 7 birds, $5 entry, and
a $2 miss and out. Entries include price of birds. Four moneys in
each event unless less than eight shooters.

"The Cumberland Jubilee" is the imposing title given to the four-
teenth annual celebration of the organization of the Cumberland Gun
Club of Lowell, lud., the jubilee to be be held on Feb. 22 to 25, inclu-
sive. Included will also be the first annual winter carnival of the
sportsmen of Chicago, the whole being in charge of a committee of 29
prominent sportsmen. The programme comprises both live bird and
target events, as well as rifle shooting, turkey shooting aud a rabbit
hunt. On the first day there will be an open shoot at 5 live birds, $3
entry; open shoot at 25 targets, $2.50 entry, for four moneys and a
silver smoking set presented by J. H. Robbins; Gammon handicap at
20 live birds, So entry, open only to members of the Cumberland and
Prairie gun dub, prize a $150 trophy; Prairie Gun Club Stake, open to
all, 10 live birds, $5 entry, a purse to be added by the Prairie Gun

ff-T
Second day, $3 miss and out, winner to take the entire pot and

a $75 silver and inlaid gold water service presented by the "Monon
Route;" George C. Gale Sweepstake, for Cumberland Gun Club mem-
bers only, 25 live birds, entry price of birds, prize a $100 trophy; 10
targets, entry $1.50, open to all. Third day, Hibbard, Spencer &
Bartlett Stake, 15 live birds, $7.50 entry, four moneys and a split
bamboo rod; 10 targets, $1 entry; banner contest for teams of 5 men
each, 10 live birds per man, entry cost of birds, prize a silk banner.
Fourth day, optional sweepstakes at live birds and targets; rabbit
round-up over the Cumberland Marsh, starting at 8 A. M.
The chances are considered bright for a series of matches between

the Kansas City expert, Jas. A. R. Elliott, and the Utica marksman,
E, D. Fulford, who recently defeated Elliott in four out of five con-
tests. The series will probably comprise five matches at 100 birds
each for $250 a side each match and a side wager of $250 on the best
three out of five shoots. The first two matches will take place in New
Jersey, probably on John Erb's Newark grounds late in March, the
third in Pittsburgh, the fourth in Chicago and the fifth in Kansas City,
Mo. Each man is confident of being able to win a majority of the
matches.

On Jan. 25, the day of the team match at Earle's Hotel, on the
Elizabeth road, the following sweepstakes were shot: No. 1, at 5 live
birds: LaMott 4, Batch 3, Met:.-: >• - Folsom 0. No. 2, same:
Batch 5, LaMott 4. Dovey 2. McCandless 0. No. 3, at 10 live birds: La
Mott 9. Koegel 9, Ferment 8, Pierson 8, Woodruff 8, Batch 7. McCand-
less 5, Lankhaus 3. No. 4, at 8 live birds: W. Terry 8, Batch 7, Wood-
ruff 7, D, Terry 7, LaMott 6, Koegel 6, Brantingham 0, McCandless 5,
Ferment 5, Heiney 5, S. Terry 5, Lankhaus 4, Hall 4, Dackerman 4.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 23.—At the last meeting of the Forest Gun
Club, the following officers were elected for tho year: President, Mr.
James A, Mills; Vice-President, Mr. John C. Martin; Field Captaiu,
Mr. Charles Irvin

; Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. Wm. Morison. At
this meeting it was decided to join the Pennsvlvania State Sportsmen's
Association. Any nearby club wishing to shoot a friendly match, can
be accommodated by addressing Wm. Morison, Sec'y, 323 Ridge avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Last November a stake of $20 was placed in our hands, this to be
shot for at 25 targets each by T. W. Morfey of Paterson, and Chas. F.
Lenoueof Passaic, On the day set for the match a postponement was
made, owing to sickness in Mr. Lenone's family. That was early in
December, and we are still waiting for another date to be arranged.
The match was to be play or pay, and as Mr. Morfey is ready to shoot
at any time, we should like to hear from Mr. Lenone as to his inten-
tions.

At the annual meeting of the West End Gun and Rod Club, of New-
ark, N. J., Elmer Waliuelsdorf was elected President; Chas. Neigert,
Vice-President; Lawrence Spahn, Treasurer; Louis Heinhauser, Sec-
retary; Wm. F. Betschick, Sergeant-at-Arms; John O. Young, Cap-
tain; Tony Bratsch, Assistant Captain. An important meeting will be
held on Feb. 12, aud every member is urged to be present.

Next Thursday will be the date for the regular monthly shoot of the
Newark Gun Club on Erb's grounds, and it is hoped that the attend-
ance will be sufficiently large to justify the holding of a meeting to
decide upon a oate for shooting a return team match with the Park-
way Gun Club of Brooklyn, to whom they owe a match. The mem-
bers of the Parkways are anxious that the match should be arranged
for an early date.

Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association informs us that the second tournament of the
1894 series will be held at Pittsburg, Pa., on April 18 and 19, under the
auspices of the Pittsburg Gun Club, who will add $200 to the purses.
The third tournament will be held at Springfield, O., on May 2 and 3,
under the auspices of the Springfleld Gun Club, who will add $200 to
the purses.

The return match between the Parkway Rod and Gun Club and the
Newark Gun Club, fifteen men on a side, ten birds each, will be shot
off on Miller's Dexter Park grounds on Thursday, Feb. 1. In the pre-
vious match shot in Newark last fall the Newark team won by three
birds, consequently the Parkways have strong hopes of defeating the
Jerseymen in the coming match.

The following officers have been elected by the Syracuse Gun Club:
President, Harvey McMurchy; 1st Vice-President, Willis A. Holden;
2d Vice-President. Geo. A. Maun; Secretary, A. C. Ginty; Treasurer,
Williard Hookway ; Field Captain, Chas. H. Mowry

; Lieutenant, «eo. H.
Mann; Executive Committee, Chas . A. Mowry, W. Hookway, Geo. A,
Mann—
The annual meeting of the Connecticut Trap-Shooters' League for

the choice of officers for the ensuing year and to transact such other
business as may properly be brought, will be held at Hotel Heublein,
Hartford, on Tuesday, Feb. 6, 1891, at 1 o'clock P. M.

The patrons of Dexter Park are remarking that for the past three
months Miller has furnished the best birds seen on any of our local
grounds in many months. This is highly gratifying to the patrons and
speaks well for the energy of proprietor Miller.

The River Bend Gun Club, of Nutley, N. J., has changed its name to
the Yantacaw Gun Club, and has elected officers as follows: President,
Ernest R. Tilton; Vice-President, George L. Malcolm; Secretary, Wm.
J. Berg; Treasurer, Conrad H. Ray; Captain, George Deakin.

Mr. Samuel Castle, the veteran trap-shot of the Newark Gun Club
who has been ill with la grippe for three weeks, is convalescent, and
will probably take a hand in the club shoot next Thursday.

The Syracuse Gun Club has reduced its initiation fee to $3, its dues
to $3 a year, and the price of targets to one cent each. It will here-
after shoot on Tuesday of each week.

Wm. F. Dackerman and Wm. M. Parker, both of Elizabeth, will
shoot a 100-bird match for $150 a side, on the Elizabeth Gun Club
grounds, on Feb. 22.

C. H. Townsend.

Live Bird Shoot at Erb's.
Tuesday, Jan. 23, the day set for the 25-bird sweep on John Erb's

Newark grounds, was as favorable as could be expected for the season,
but the stringency of the money market or some other cause must
have affected the sportsmen, as a bare handful appeared, not enough
in fact to justify the starting of the above event; and consequently the
day was devoted to sweepstake shooting. The birds, which were from
the Kansas City lofts of J. A. R. Elliott, were a rattling good lot, all
old birds of fine plumage and fit to fly for their lives. If Mr. Elliott
can guarantee under all circumstances to furnish as good birds as
used on this date, he should be able to place a big lot of birds in this
vicinity.
Quite a number of spectators were on hand to see the big event, but

although disappointed in this, they were treated to some fine work by
such experts as Elliott, Fulford, Class, Hollis, Lindsley, Erb and Wal-
ters, The sport was opened by a couple of sweepstakes at 10 live birds
per man, $10 enry, three moneys, the scores being as below:

No. 1. No. 2.

Elliott 0221111201— 8 1111112101— 9
Class 1121202211— 9 2211121112—10
Fulford 1121 1121 12-10 1111122111—10
Lindsl ey 22222221 22—10 2222222222—10
Erb 1111002120— 7
Hollis 1022212120- 8 2112110112— 9
The outcome of event No. 2 occasioned a dispute on the part of one

of the contestants which in our opinion was entirely uncalled for as
well as unjustified. Previous to the event it wa? understood that there
were to be three moneys. Before shooting at his last bird, Mr. Hollis,
the last man on the list, approached the trap editor of Forest and
Stream:, who was acting as scorer and cashier, and asked if in case
there were only two scores, i.e.—two totals—the purse would lie
divided 60 and 40#. He was informed that the conditions were "three
moneys" and if there were only two wiuning scores third money would
be added to first. Mr. Hollis went to the score and killed his bird,
this leaving two classes of winners only, three men killing 10 each and
the others killing 9 each. The Mr. Hollis made a decided "kick"
against the decision of the cashier, meanwhile using language which—
to do him justice—we do think he would have used had he taken
a sober second-thought. The only man to side with Mr. Hollis was
Mr. Elliott, while our decision as to the proper disposition of the
money was upheld by Messrs. Erb, Fulford, Class and Lindsley, and
by the. old veteran, Mr. Jacob Pentz. Finally becoming disgusted
with the unreasonable arguments advanced we turned tho money over
to Mr. John Erb, who soon settled the dispute by adding third money
to first and giving the shooters their choice as to whether they took
their share or not. It is needless to say that they each took their
share. Only once before, to our knowledge, has this point been
raised, and then it was raised od the same grounds, by the same
gentleman, and was decided against him.
Following the above event came a series of three 10-bird events be-

tween Fulford and Lindsley, the loser to pay for the birds. The result:
Fulford 1111011122 2111811111 2111111111-29
Lindsley 0222.211220 2002102222 1221. J 01202-88
Then Fulford and Class had a go at 25 birds for the cost, this re-

sulting this way:
Fulford

, 2221111110 1120120121 11111-22
Class 1021210111 2212211111 12211-23
The finals of the day were at 5 birds each, $5 entry, three moneys:

No. 3. No. 4. Ties.
Class 12211—5 11121—5 1112221
Lindsley 12122—5 11122-5 20
Fulford •1111-4 21121—5 1221212
Walters 1112«—4 11111-5 2112111
Hollis 20122—4 10111—4
Erb 1.011—3 11010-3

C. H. Townsend.

Hell Gate Gun Club.
On Tuesday of last week thirty members of the Hell Gate Gun Club

participated in the monthly shoot of the club at Miller's Dexter Park
grounds. The weather was fine and the birds of first class quality,
giving the shooters plenty of work to stop them within the boundary.
There was not a clean score made during the afternoon. Such good
shots as Doenick, Col. Voss, Linck, Regan, and Dannefelser being able
to grass only seven of their ten birds
There was so much time consumed in shooting out the club event,

that the shades of night were closing in when the last man had fin-

ished his score.
A three bird sweep by starlight with five entries followed the club

event, Col. Voss by good luck in guessing the direction in whlsh his
birds had taken flight, got first money with a clear score. Scores:

10 birds, Hurlingham rules:
A Moller. 20C1 111000—5 E Doenick 1110001112—

7

J Linck 2021200132-7 R Regan 1212010011—7
P Woelfel 0200000100-2 J J Fay 0100201112—

6

C Moltzen 0012300001-4 HWVoss 1100201112—7
L Friesen 0010110000-3 F Frostel. 0102020202-5
J Newman..-- 0000000000—0 W Rabenstein 0100010021—4
OG Rieger 1' 01020011—5 J Strahmau 0002022120—5
J Brode 1100200011-5 W Hogan 0111200100-5
C Weber 1101100101-0 J H Voss 1110020100—5
J Schubert 2000021201-5 E Petersen 1100222001—6
0 Rabenstein 2102101120—7 G Schafer 2000001000-2
A Knodet 0201001022—5 U Thau gl21011100—

7

J Sehn 2201121000- 6 C Furster 2121100020-6
S Binder 3210031000-5 J P Dannefelser 2110000000—3
J A Daniels 0000020121—4 E Marquart.. 0001110010—4
Sweep, 3 birds, $1.00 entry:

C Forster 120 E Doenick 000
F Trostel 110 J H Voss Ill
C Weber 000

Anaconda Rod and Gun Club.
Anaconda, Mont., Jan. 23.—Inclosed I hand you scores of our

weekly shoot. With traps completely housed and a comfortable club
house the cold weather does not annoy us, and unless storming hard
a tew of our most enthusiastic members are always on hand. Our
system of shooting for the medal creates quite a rivalry, and a per-
son has to shoot a very stiff race to hold it, as it is not confined to an
individual match, but all have the privilege of entering. The weather
was fair, and Mr. Cruger, the holder of the medal, shot a very stiff

race up to his last five birds, but Twoby's nerve was more lasting, and
he landed winner by one bird only:

Class A Medal.
F C Cruger 1111111110111011101011100-19
C ATuttle 0111111111111100111011101—20
GS Bartlett OJilOOOnniloioillllllOl-18
Dr Rockefeller lOOOllOliiOllOOllolllllll—17
D Twoby 1110011111111100111111111—21
Twoby wins Class A medal.

Class B Medal.
Dr McKenzie 0110111111001010110110001—15
W J Ashford HlOllOOlOOlOOllllllOOlOl—15

Ties tor Class B medal:
Dr McKenzie llOOlOlllllliOlOlOOHOlOO—15
W J Ashford lOllOOOOOlOillllOlOlllllO—15
Ashford 11011—4 McKenzie 00110—2
Ashford wins Class B medal.
Sweepstake, 25 singles, $1, 60 and 40 per cent.:

D Twoby 1011111011111110111111011—21
C A Tuttle 1101001010001111111000111—15
F C Cruger 1100001111101111011111111—19
G S Bartlett. OlOllllOOlOOHOlOlOOlllOO—13
Dr Rockefeller lOlllllOil 11 1001 001111110—18

C. A. T.

Interstate Tournaments.
Editor Forest and Stream;
The fourth tournament of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers'

Association will be given at Chicago, 111., May 17, 18 and 19, under the
auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at Garfield Park race track. Live
birds and inanimate targets. Amount of added money will be
announced later, Elmer E. Shaner, Manager I. M. & D. A.

The fifth tournament of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers'
Association will be given in conjunction with the second annual tourna-
ment of the Michigan Trap Shooters' League, at Grand Rapids, Mich.,
May 30, 81, and June 1, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
dub. The Gun Club will add $200 to the purses.

Elmer E, Shanek, Manager I. M. & D. A.

Spokane Bod and Gun Club.
Spokane, Washington, Jan. 22.—There was a good attendance at

the Spokane Rod and Gun Club shoot yesterday. The air was very
frosty, but the sun shone beautiful, and all taken together, it was a
splendid day for shooting, there being no wind to mar the flight of the
famous biuerocks. The shooting was not up to the average with the
exception of T. B, Ware, who got 23 out of the 30, and again became
the winner of the A class medal for the eighth consecutive time. The
B class medal fell into the hands of W. D. Knight for the third time.
Following are the scores:
Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

T B Ware (A) 11111111111111100001 10 11 10 10 11—23
Eckhart (A) 00110111000101110101 10 11 10 10 11—18
Carson (A) 11100011)10010011011 01 11 10 10 10—18
McBroom (A) 01111110101101000000 11 10 10 11 10-17
Warren (A) 11101000100100111000 10 10 10 10 10—14
Mason (A.) 1000010100)010010101 00 10 01 10 10-12
W D Knight (B) 10101001000001100100 10 10 10 10 10—12
Duffy CB) 01001010010101111001 10 00 00 00 00-11
No. 2, 10 singles:

T B Ware 0011111111—8 Eckhart 0101110101—6
Warren 1011111011—8 Burke OlOlllOOOl—

5

McBroom 1001111011—7 Duffy 0010011100—4
Mason 1111010100-6

JSo. 3, 10 singles:
Mason 1101111110—8 Eckhart 0011110111—7
Knight 11101110)1—« Ware 1010001101—5
Gorringe 1 10) ) 01 0)1—7 Duffy 0000101011—4

J. W, Withers, Sec'y.

^Bsculapians at the Trap.
On Wednesday of last week five disciples of .Esculapius met at

Dexter Park to compete for honors at pigeon shooting. There is

probably no city in the Union that can boast of so many physicians
with trap-shooting proclivities as can the -City of Churches, and of
the score of clubs in the city there is hardly one that does not contain
upon its membership roll the name of some resident physician. The
five who were gathered at Miller's on Wednesday were fully alive to
the necessity of making a good showing when facing the traps, and
the rules for shooting being liberal, "go as you please," each contest-
ant was in position to bring out his strongest points. Some of them
had favorite patients whose rapid recovery depended largely upon a
generous supply of pigeon broth, previously contracted for, and as a
matter of professional pride it was necessary to have the birds lest

the patient become impatient as to the treatment. The birds furnished
by Miller were of that quality that are up and away when the traps
are opened, and tho consequence was that the doctors were compelled
to resort to what is known professionally as "heroic treatment," in

shotgun parlance termed both barrels—in some instances simul-
taneously.
In the competition Drs, Lord and Home got on to their birds from

the start and succeeded in killing 9 and 8 respectively. The others
seemed to be a little uncertain as to the necessary treatment, and
resorted to some experimenting which was fatal to the accumulating
of large totals aud somewhat damaging to their pride as experts with
the gun. The afternoon's sport, however, was highly enjoyed by all,

aud they no doubt returned to their practice and their patients phys-
ically and mentally the better for their afternoon's outing with the
gun and birds. Scores:
Dr Freed 2122101111—9 DrH Berg 0020100021-4
Dr Forst 0210120221—7 Dr Horne , . . . . 1210202321—

S

Dr R Berg 0010200003—8
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Hamilton Tournament.
Hamilton, Canada, Jan. 23.—Once more we beg to hand you the

scores of our annual tournament, which took place on Jan. 16, 17, 18

and 10, and unlike previous tournaments held in our city, we had a
decided change of temperature. For the past two seasons we have
had weather that made our American cousins think that we were not
far from the North Pole, but we now trust that we have proveD to
them that we are not quite there yet. Our tournament was a. success
except for the rain and wind on the third day, which, of course, we
could not govern, but it had the effect of stopping the target shooting
for the day, but not the live bird events, and the competitors stood at

the score not knowing what minute they might be carried after the
pigeon, to say nothing of the speed of the bird with the wind. Con-
sequently the poor scores at the finish of the large event. Wind and
rain did not stop the match between J. A. R. Elliott, the American
crack wing shot, and W. Emond, of Toronto, but they stood to their

guns and saw the match through like thorough sportsmen. We have
no doubt that the score would have been much higher had it not been
for the elements. We trust that this will be the first of a series of
matches between the American and Canadian crack shots. Mr. R. O.
Heikes still keeps up his reputation as a target crusher, and does it

with the greatest of ease. Every one missed the face of our friend M,
F. Lindsley, and we trust that at the next tournament he will not dis-

appoint, us, but that he and his many associates will find their way
across the border, and we shall endeavor to treat them so it will be
the means of making our tournament the tournament of Canada.

J. W. Bowman, Secy.
No 1, 20 live birds, 810 entry, $700 guaranteed, high guns to win:

WEdmond, Toronto, Ont 11111110112211101111—18
E Andrews, Sardinia N Y 11112211112111221210—19
R Heikes, Chicago, HI 11121212221111221212-20
D James, Shelburne, Ont 11010120111201101011—14
PMcQuire, Clinton OlOOlOUOlooiooiOlllO— 8

O J Walsh, Westfleld, N Y 11112211112122122111—20
T A Peacock, Westfield, NY 1111121100210:1101210-15

B Brown, Morriston. Ont 01 13221 1101010012211—16
L Sinclair, Guelph, Ont 200211220o01010l0022—11
C Willmott, Port Hope ,12122111210101822212—18
D Miller, Woodstock 1 1 122 1 1221 0012221022—1

7

J Crooks, Hamilton 12120210110111211212—17

C Scane, Ridgetown 00210123211202110121—15
W Holiday, Guelph 10211011121111111001—10
JAR Elliott, Kansas City 12222212121112111121-20

C W Sontag, Victoria, B C 012l23o2liUl202101 111—14
E D Edwards, Dayton, 0 30111111101121012021—10
Geo Briggs, Toronto, Ont 11112212210221122121—18
T D Kelsie. East Aurora 1221002] 001112111210—16
MeMurchy.. Fulton, N Y 21211121123111112112—20
Langmaid, West Maland 000200w.
M Walker, Toronto 02112111120100021200—13
W Blar, Toronto 11122212000001121011—14
P Wakefield, Toronto 2022012101120210221. - i

C Cox, Toronto 11111211212211201111—19
E R Jones. Pittsburg 20203220210120112211-15
EH King, Pittsburg, Pa 02110111200111221011—15
G AMosber, Syracuse, N Y 22022023120022022120—14
M Mahew, Utica, NY 1221231222211012002,'- 1 7

HA Ruth, Ridgetown, Ont 0112200200w.
H D Bates, Ridgetown, Ont 10221223210212112101—17

C Arthurs, Ontario 10111120221222200210-15
D Blar, Toronto 00111011112100110122 -14
J Wheeler, Paris 02222220010 gun broken
Lewis, Orangeville 0122013211211111Q101—16
A J Bright, Seaforth 10102222101121112101—16
G Harwood, Woodstock llOOOOw.

R Jones, Toronto 00210100020112112000—10
HWood, Dundas 1202001210122122022
r

,

": 1:,; „
[ : ..n,<

, , , ,

.2/!2ii;j;; luiV,Vi\\\'JX/>\\—H

J Wayper. Hespler 11111112211121110102—18
M Reardon, Hamilton 20111021211121211211—16
J Jones, Buffalo 12100100121121101202—14
Wilson, Hamilton 00101211 101000111119-12
W Strowd. Hamilton 2221 222] 1211121 20210-18
Sully, Buffalo 010311012222012201 10—14
S Jones, Bu ffalo 00] 02 j 2] 000] 02] 21003—11
Margetts, Niagara Falls 1132121221000123 J 102-16
Grayham, Hamilton 212010020100w.
J W Bowman, Hamilton 201010w.
•J Daves, Toronto 002222112120121220w.
R Strowd, Hamilton 0020w.
J Smyth, Hamilton.

. , 11200201

w

W Fitch, Hamilton 10122212012111212120—17
No. 2, miss and out. $5 entrance: Jones 0, Graham 1, D. Smith 4,

Fitch 4, D. Blar 4, Emond 1, C. Cox 4, W.Stroud 4, MeMurchy 0,

J. Stroud 4, Walker 1 ,
Sontag 4.

No 3, live bird sweep. $5 entrance:
MeMurchy 1111111011— & Wayper 1120112121—9
Heikes 0221001002- 5 Jones 0221000220-5
Emond 1122120221— 9 Bates 0122220001—6
Cox 1012020010- 5 Sontag 1112111002—8W Stroud 1101212102— 8 Edwards 0110111201—7
Crooks 1211112212—10
No, 4, match between J. A. R. Elliott of Kansas City and W. Emond

of Toronto for $100. 50 birds:

JAR Elliott 222-1
> 1 >u til,.'] -12." .'-'1212121212021122111212-45

AV Emond 11221011213122211111121212112011221112111212112210—47
* This was a disputed bird:

No. 5. match, $25 a side, 25 live birds.
ill r. Smith.. 2122222222001012212212111—22
Glanford ; 2011122101210211221210111—31
No. 6, 10 targets:

C Willmott 1211121220— 9 D James OlOOOwW Fitch 2100121122— 8 C M Sontag 0210231120— 7
J Wayper 1111122111—10 J Crooks 1211211210— 9
D Miller 210212202.1— 8 Briggs 1111222011— 9
R Heikes 1012211111- 9 Stroud 1001212101- 7
l"'

r\f~. •:2VijjO— :i 0. : "r! . . — :-'

Emotid 1121121221—10
No. 7, 15 targets, $30 guaranteed:

Wheeler 011110010111111—11 Mosher 111111101101111—13
C^cane 111111111100100—12 Sontag 111010111110111—12
Spencer OHOllOOlOllllO— 9 Emond 111111111111111-15
MeMurchy llllllllOllllll—14 H Smith 111111111101111—14
Wayper 111111111111111—15 Jones 011111111001001—10
Margetts lOlOHOOlllOlll—10 W Stroud 111101110110111-12
King 111110111111101—13 Watt lOlOlllOlllOOll—10
Messor lllliOlllllillO—13 Langmaid lOOlllOOllllOll—10
Wakefield lllOllllllllllO—13 McNaughton. . .010010111111011—10
Kelsey 111111101111111—14 Wilson 111111011111111—14
Eddy 011111000111101—10 Clifford 101001011011111—10
Heikes 111111111111111-15 Dick 111111111011101—13
Edwards 111111110111111—14 Ruth UlllOOlllOlOOO— 9
Andrews OlllllllllllllO—13 Stevens 101 1 1111 HlOiOl—12
No. 8, 20 targets, entrance $2:

Edwards . .11111111011111110011—17 Dick. .... . .10110010100110110001—10
MeMurchy lllllllOlllllOOlinO— 16 Jonas 11011111101111101011—16
Mosher.... 11111011111111011111—18 H Smith.. .11111111111101111011—18
Wilson ....10111111111111111101—18 Emond. .. .11111111111110111111—19
Wayper . . .11111111111111111110—19 Sontag . . . 101 11 100101111111111—16
Watt 0111101 0001111100010—11 Wheeler .. .10011111111011010111—15
Heikes ....11111111111111111111—20 Bates 00001010110011111111—12
Andrews . .211011113 1 1ll 1111111—19 Margetts . .11111111111101011111—18
Clifford.... Ill 10011001111111110-14 King 11111111011111011101—17
Wakefleld..lllllll0lllllll01l1l—18 Stroud ....1111 1 100111110111111—17
ScaDe 11111110011111111111-18 D C Smith. 10110130111111100111—15
Mussen .... 01011100001 n 1 1 lOlll—13 Stevens. ... 101 1 1 1 111 11 111110111—18
No, 9, 20 targets. $40 guaranteed:

McMurchr.llliilllllllllllllOl—19 Stevens. . ..11010111111110110111—16
Mosher, . . .11131111111111011111—19 Bates OlllOlOiOillOllOHiO-13
Heikes llllllllllllllllllll—20 Andrews. .. 111111 10111111111111—19
Clifford. .. .11011011111100011111— 15 Peacock. . .101111 11111100111111—17
Ecuond 11111111011011111111—18 Wheeler. . .11110110111330011111—16
Miller .lOllllllllOlllllllOl—17 Mosher. .. .10111101111011111111—17
Wakefield.. lllllll 1111010111110—17 Margetts. ..lllOlllllllllOllllll—18
Crooks . . . .01111111111111011110—17 Stroud . . . .11111111111111111111—20
Wilson 13010111011111111111—17 Eddy 01111110110110101011—14
Dick llllllllllllllllllll—20 Cockburn.. 011011 11011111101111—16
Wayper. ...11111111111111111111—20 Green 11111101111110011111—17
H Smith.

.
.10111010111111111111—17 Singular. ..10111111111111111011—18

No. 10, 15 singles: Jones 14, Clifford 12, Wilson 15, Emond 15, Heikes
15, Andrews 15, S. A. White 11, Kelsey 15, MeMurchy 12, Wayper 13,
Wakefield 12, Scane 13, Dick 11, Thompson 9, H. Smith 9, W. Smith 6,
Langmaid 10.

1 1 No. 11, 10 singles, S25 guaranteed: Heikes 10, Emond 10, Santag 9,
Wilson 10, Dick 7, Kelsey 10, Wakefield 8, MeMurchy 9, W, Stroud 10,
Jones 7, Andrews 9, Scane 9.

No. 12, 20 singles, $50 guaranteed: Heikes 20, King 15, MeMurchy 18
Sontag 19, Kelsey 17, Edward 18, Jones 16, Emond lO.VVavper 20, Jones
17, Clifford 17. Andrews 20. Clover 15, Wakefield 13. Dick 18, Peacock 17,
Mosher 12, Scane 16, Sully 15, W. Stroud 18, E. Edward IS, Cox 15, Wil-
son 18, J. Smyth 17, Crooks 19, Graham 17.

No. 13, 20 siugles: Heikes 20, MeMurchy 19, Sontag 19, Mosher 16,
Kelsey 20, Joues 12. Clifford 17, Crooks 15, Peacock 14, G. Edwards 19
Emond 19, Wilson 16.

No. 14, 15 singles, $30 guaranteed: Heikes 11, MeMurchy 13, Davis 9,
Clifford 9, Scane 10, Emond 10, Andrews 12, Jones 10, Wayperl 3, Ed-
wards 14, Thorold 8, Clover 6, Sontag 11, Wheeler 10, Tait 11.

No. 15, 20 singles: Heikes 19, Sontag 18, MeMurchy 18, W. Stroud 18,

Emond 17, Scane 17, Edwards 17, Clifford 17, Dick 16, Elliott 18, Crooks
14, Wilson 19, Wayper 9, Graham 13.

Phoenixville Gun Club.
PHOiNixviLLre, Pa., Jan 24.—The live bird tournament of the Phos-

nixville Gun Club was held to-day on the club grounds, which are
located about a mile from the city on the opposite side of the river on
the top of a. high bill that commands a good view of the village and
the Schuylkill River for several miles to the south. At 10 o'clock,
when the shoot was to start, this bill was enveloped in a thick fog and
it was impossible to see the traps from the score, but by 11 o'clock the
fog had litted and the shooting was started. There were lots of men
on the grounds with guns and ammunition but very few of them were
willing to put up their money to shoot. In fact most of them were
there for the outside, shooting, and as the bounds were only 50yds.
these people with their careless shooting made it dangerous to go to
the traps to shoot. One of them, during the shoot, shot right into the
crowd at the score and no less than five men got shot in their faces
If this thing is not stopped some one will get killed or get their eyes
put out; and your correspondent saw one young man on the outside
shooting a .22 rifle. If this is not put a stop to the clubs that cannot
get an inclosed ground to shoot their live birds in must not expect to
get shooters to come and shoot with them. Our old friend Wm. Kane
was at home sick in bed with the grip, and those who were left to
manage the shoot bad their hands full without looking after the out-
siders.
Among the. visitors were W. Thomas, A. Clements and J. Buchanan,

of Ambler, Pa.; J. Schmeck, Jack Shaaber and O. Mellott, of Read-
iag, Pa.; Wm. Park, Wilkesbarre, Pa.; Wm. Fieles, of Christiana, Pa.;
M. Fox, of Collegeville; Frank Rambo, of Norristown, Pa.; H. E.
Buckwalter, J. S. Johnson and Jake Leidy, of Royersford, Pa. ; W.
Garvin and H. Thurman, of Philadelphia, Pa. The programme called
for a 15 bird race, $15 entrance, the four high guns to take the money,
but this was changed to a 20 bird race, $15 entrance, three moneys
class shooting, and divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent. W. Thomas killed

18, and took first money alone, the 17s and 16s divided second and
third. Wm. J. Hodge refereed to the satisfaction of all. The scores
were kept in good shape by C. A. W. Doterer. S. E. Davis pulled
the traps, and only kicked a little when the crowd got so thick in

front of him that he could not see the shooter. Heston Rhoads, of
Fbcenixville, and Chas. Shaffer, Jr., of General Pike, did every thing
in their power to make it pleasant for the visitors. About 500 spec-
tators were on the grounds. The scores are:
No. 2, 7 birds, entrance $5:

Fieles 1121111—7 Davis 2001020-3
Buckwalter 11 12310-6 Park 1202 120—

5

Walker 0021202- 4 Thomas 0121221—6
Shaaber 1111111-7
Twenty live birds, entrance $15, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:

Shaaber... .01201110101121111220-15 Schmeck . .01010122121201123222—16
Thomas. ...11110112112022222122-18 Fox 11111211101121001120—16
Fieles 013211 S20222011 13212—17 Buckwalt'r20222222021010000121—13
Melot 11222001201221112222-17
Live birds, miss and out, entrance $2: Thomas 0, Shaaber 5, Fieles

4, Rainbow 2, Fox 4, Buckwalter 4.

Miss and out, entrance $2: Mellott 3, Fieles 3, Thurman 1, Thomas
1, Leroy 2, Fox 0, Green 0, Menken 0, Park 8.

Miss and out: Fieles 5, Mellot 4, Leroy 0, Davis 0, Buckwalter 4.

Trap as Watson's Park.
Buhnside, HI , Jan. 17.—Scores made here to-day by Audubon Gun

Club, 15 live birds, handicap shoot, allowing birds as handicap:
C G Wilcox 323222111012121—144-3—17
J W McCauley 022221212001222—12+2—14
F R Bissell 002000000020111— 5+3— 8W L Shepard 210011110102020— 9+3—12W P Mussey 202211201122120—12+1—13
L M Hamiline,...^ 022122232102022—12+1—13
FA Place 222111122211220—i4+2—15
J E Price 2000111200w
C E Felton 110101110111111-12+1—13
Chas Morris 020210021200110— 8+5—13
R B Wadsworth 10221210

w

*Ed Bingham 222232222222222—15
*Not a member. This club always shoot off the ties in next club

shoot.
Jan. 10—Abe Kleinman and R. S. Mott shot at 100 targets per man:

Kleinman 91, Mott 81. G. Bennett and Dr. Hunt, 50 birds: Bennett 38,
Dr. Punt 29. Abe Kleinman and R. S. Mott, 30 targets: Kleinman 22,
Mott 21.

Jan. SO.—Geo. Kleinman and Tom Hall, 25 targets, for $5 and dinner:
Kleinman 20, Hall 22.

Same day, 20 targets, $2 entrance: Geo. Kleinman 17, Tom Hall 15,
R. S. Mott 19, Bob WT hite 14, Bennett 14, Doc 14, Dick Dead Eye 14.

Same as above: Geo. Kleinman 16, Tom Hall 14, R. S. Mott 17, Ben-
nett 11, Doc 10, Dick Dead Eye 14.

Sweepstake at 10 live birds, $5 entrance, two moneys, Illinois State
rules:
G Kleinman 2111111112-10 R S Mott 1012121222- 9
C Eastman 2101021202- 7 Bob White 1210212012— 8
GVeanmont 1000002020— 3 RFlemming 1000001122— 5
Same as above:

G Kleinman 0100121112—7 Bob White 2101221222-9
C Eastman 1111020112—8 Tom Hall 0001121120—6
G Veanmont 1010021000-4 Bennett 1001020000—3
R S Mott 1201221102—8 RFlemming 1001221102—7
Five live birds, $3 entrance, two moneys:

R Flemming 221 3 3—5 Bennett 02010—2
G Kleinman 11022-4 Bob White 11112—5
R S Mott 01222—4 G Veunmont 11121-5
C Eastman 22111—5 Ravelrigg.

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.
Woodlawn, Jan. 27.—Six inches of snow, a dazzling light, short

boundary and many white birds, made shootidg difficult at these
grounds to-day. Nos. 1, 2 and 3, $2 sweeps. Nos. 4, 5 and 6, $5 miss-
and-out:

First. Second. Third
C Fergueson , 2212222-7 22222- 5 20022—3
GWCoulston 0202110-4 11122-5 22220—4
Davenport 2022032—5 22222—5 22222—5
RR Street 2010221—5 02221—4 11210-4
DC Bennett 1221212—7 01010-2 21211—5
CASykes 0101011—4 02212 - 4 21121—5
D Deacon 0121112-6
Fergueson, Jr 11201—4 01022—3
GENostrand 13201—4 12222—5
M Van Brunt 11112—5 02010—2
GWOropsy 11221—5 10221—4
WFSykes 21222-5 11232—5
H Fergueson 00022—2 21020—3
E Rasch 12002—3
C M Meyer 21110—4

Fourth. Fifth. Sixth.
Davenport 22202 22222 2
C Fergueson 21200 12110 0
GW Coulston 20 20
C M Meyer 10
Over 150 birds shot at before and after the regular events besides.

Booth—Hunter.
TJtica, N. Y., Jan. 25.—Scores made by Dr. W. H. Booth and A. S.

Hunter in a friendly contest at 100 live birds each, shot on Oneida
County Sportsmen's Association grounds Monday afternoon, Jan. 21.
Birds trapped by John Fulford. Match refereed by Mr. C. Scott.
Birds were above the average, some very fast, many of them hard
twisters and fast drivers, a few slow to get up, but when flushed were
excellent flyers, only one bird in entire contest refusing to fly. Mr.
Hunter made some exceptionally long kills with his second barrel.
Dr. Booth was somewhat handicapped by using his new gun, which he
shot for the first time.
Booth 10221201211222123211111112.11211111120321.11121000

112111111.0112O1.0212112O11211O11211111OO221121011—81
Hunter 10l01201111211022ll31201111221l3211«3222l2lllll2U

2220112122.021212111101101211112111221111102110312-86

Mamtou.

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Syracuse, N Y., Jan, 18.—The opening event for the diamond med-

als of the Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club was shot in a windy
day, but Cal. Dugard, the youngest member of the club in class A,
seemed to be able to master the flight of the targets as shown by his
winning his class medal on the very handsome total of 46 breaks.
Class B medal went to Harry Ayh'ngon 42, and class C medal to Geo.
C. Larned on 29. Each medal has to be won five times before becom-
ing the property of the winner. The scores follow: 50 king bird
targets each, known traps, unknown angles:

Cal. Dugard 40, C. Wagner 45, Geo. Holloway 40, Harry Ayling 42,
Dan Walters 40, Dick King 40, C. Arno 37, A. White 37, A. G. Courtney
35, J. Herman 25, Geo. Mosher 32, Geo. Mann 34, B. Williams 38, W. H.
Cruttenden 31, E. Willards SO, Geo. 0. Larned 29, G. Smith 21, Prof.
GUbits 11, A. Schug 22. Pautajt.

Hartford.
The Colt Hammerless Gun Club have ordered 25 dozen live quail for

stocking purposes. They are going to try to get the quail started
again, as they wore most all frozen winter before last. The scores for
the medal at 25 targets were as follows: M. F. Cook broke 61 straight,

all he shot at during the afternoon. The Connecticut State League
will hold a meeting at Hotel Heublein, Hartford, Feb, 6.

Sexton 013 101 1 11 1 1001 1 1000110101—16
Melrose 1111111111111111111111111—25
Williamson... 1011111111111111111011011—23
Treat 1111110111111111111111111—24
White 1111111111111111111101001—22
Pitkin 1111110111111001111111111—22

Mai i»8 1111111111111111111111111—25
Cook 1111111111111111111111111—25

Tucker 1010101110111110011111111—19
Hotehkiss 1011101101110101111110101—18
Willis 1111110111011111111101111—22
Collins 0010110010111010110100011—13
Alger 1111111111111011111101111-23

Cook.

The Terry Boys are Victorious.
Some good work was done in a team match shot at Earle's Hotel, on

the road from Elizabeth to Linden, on Thursday, Jan. 25, the princi-

pals being Daniel H. Terry and Scott Terry of PlaiDfield against Frank
Batsch and Frank Perment of Newark. Each man shut at 25 live

birds, under find, trap and handle conditions. The birds were a rat-

tling lot of flyers, and under the conditions the scores were fair.

Henry C. Koejel, of Newark, was referee; T. H. Keller, judge for the
Terry brothers; William Parker, of Elizabeth, judge for Perment and
Baisch, and the trap-pulling was done by Wm. Davey and Thos.
Brantiughani. The results:
Scott Terry 11221.10012021200.0002203—14
D H Terry'. 2200210201201221210210022—17—31
F Perment 2001001220020011010201202-13
F Batsch 00221220002220222.2012220—16—28

Syracuse Gun Club.
Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 22.—The last shooting day of the Syracuse

Gun Club on their Croton street grounds wai a red letter day for A.
G. Courtney, and he fairly covered himself with glory, demolishing 84
bluerocks out of a possible 100 in a very strong wind. Harvey Me-
Murchy, who just returned from the shoot in Canada laden with
laurels, made an excellent score, falling two behind Mr. Courtney.
"Mac" speaks very highly of the courtesy that was extended to the
American shooters by the Canadians. Bluerocks, five known traps,
unknown angles: A. G. Courtney. 100 birds, 84; H, MeMurchy, 100

birds, 82; H. Brown, 90 birds, 56: C. Arno, 75 birds, 55; A. White 70
birds, 55; C. H. Mowry, 60 birds, 42; G. Mann, 60 birds, 42; Hunter, 60
birds, 37; Hollenbeck, 60 birds, 40; C. Wagner, 50 birds. 37; W. H,
Cruttenden, r.O birds, 32; Parking, 50 birds, 39; Willards, 40 birds, 28;

B. Eddy, 40 birds, 20; H. R. B., 40 birds, 24; Jones, 30 birds. 17, Tom-
linson, 20 birds, 12. Falstaff.

The Peekskill Gun Club.
At the annual meeting of the Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club held on

Saturday, Jan. 20, the following were elected officers for the ensuing
year: President, John B. Halstead; Vice-President, Dr. H. B. Wygant;
Secretary, B. C. Evermgham; Treasurer. E. F. Hill; Captain, Dr. P. H.
Mason; Directors, H. P. Dain, Milton Jordan and O. J. Loder. The
club has a membership of fcrty, and is in a prosperous condition. A
year ago there was an indebtedness of $500, now the balance is the
other way to the amount of $200 and no liabilities. Competitions for
prizes will take place during the year on holidays, and on the second
Tuesday and fourth Saturday of each month. The annual tourna-
ment will probably he held in May.

"Uncle Han" Shoots Pigeons.
Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 23.—Inclosed please find scores made by

"Dan" Lefever, in the last five live bird shoots held on the West Shore
Gun Club's grounds The shooting was from ground traps, 80yds. rise,

50yds. boundary. The birds were all first class, not more than 15 out
of 700 but started when the traps were sprung. If you have any
60-year old boys down that way that think they can "do him, 11 we
would like to hear from them,
D. M. Lefever, five scores:

211211201—8 112120121—8 120112212—9 0121122-6 1211011212—9
Total shot at 44; killed 39. Ironsides.

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Maple Bay, Jan. 25.—Practice shoot, 5 traps, unknown angles:

C Fredericks 11111110111101111000111111111111011011101100111110—39

GMann 111111110111110011101111011301110010110133111111011—38

J Cook lllllOOllOllOOlOOOlOllOOlllOlOOlOOOllOlllOlOllOOOl—27
D Walters 11111111101110111011001111101111011110111101111110-40

H Ayling 11011011101101100011110111111111110111101101111011—38

A G Courtney 11111111101111111111001111111111111111101110011101—43

The weather was very cold, snowing and blowing, causing the small
attendance. Fallstaff.

West Shore Gun Club.
Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 22.—Inclosed find scores made on Saturday by

members of the West Shore Gun Club: F. Lefever 26, J. McCormick
31, D. M. Lefever 29, J. T. Duncan 24, J. Grant 24, C. Lathrop 21, J.

Martin 19, Goodrich 17, Herman 10.

Endeavor Gun Club.
Jersey City, Jan. 26.— At a meeting of the Endeavor Gun Club, Feb.

28 was selected for the first league shoot of 1894. The club lease the
old Jersey City Heights grounds from A. Heritage. The grounds are
reached by Pennsylvania R. R. A stage will meet all trains. Sweep
stake shooting will commence at 9:30 A. M. E. Hollister, Sec

$mwer$ to fUsarrespandqnte.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

C. H. A., Yankton, S. D.—I intend making a fish pond on my farm
from the overflow ol a 2in. artesian well. The proposed site is sandy
bottom land. Can you give me any advice as to making and stocking
the same? I shall be obliged if you will suggest a few good varieties
of fish likely to thrive in artesian water, and where to procure the
same. Ans, Experiments in pond culture with artesian water have
not been carried far. Black bass and rainbosv trout have been kept in
ponds supplied from such wells, but we have scant reports from them
except in the South, where both the fish named seem to thrive. The
spotted catfish is a lover of cold, pure water and might be tried with
advantage. T. J, Griggs, fish commissioner, Spirit Lake, la,, may be
able to suggest a point of supply for the bass. The rainbow trout may
probably be had through Jas. F. Annin Jr., Caledonia, N. J. For
information about construction of ponds, send to V. S. Fish Commis-
sion, Washington, D. O, for pamphlets on pond culture. L. B. Logan,
Youngstown, Ohio, sells a useful little book on carp, in which pond
making is explained.

A. E. P., St. Paul, Minn.—Will you please advise me in your next
paper what grade or letter of American wood powder Mr. Tenner used
in his powder test. Ans. We referred this inquiry to Mr. Tenner who
writes: "I am not familiar with the different grades of American wood
powder and their respective properties. At Chicago, the grade brought
out latest by the American Wood Powder Co. and supplied by them
was employed only. The powder used at Carney's Point was of a
different grade, and had been stored for some time."

Caponal, Scranton, Pa,—W. H. J. Jr. had sent to him late in Decem-
ber, six small-mouthed black bass from Lake Carey. The lake had
been covered with ice for weeks, The bass were in good condition,
filled with eggs and of fair flavor. The party who caught them
claimed to have taken them while fishiDg for pickerel with tip-ups.
Is this consistent with the generally received theory that bass hiber-
nate? Ans. We have recorded nearly every winter, instances of black
bass taken through the ice.

E. D., Philadelphia.—What is the open season for upland plover
(Bartramian sandpiper) in Pennsylvania. Can you inform me cor-
rectly on this subject? Is it legal at this late date for the retail
butchers and provision dealers to have quail hanging up for sale? I
know of such instances. Ans. The open season for upland plover
runs from July 15 to Jan. 1. The open quad season runs from Nov. 1

to Dec. 15; and the game may be sold for 15 days after the season
closes.

E. B. M., Chicago.—Will you kindly inform me if it is lawful to
catch pickerel through the ice in Lake county, niinois, and if so, dur-
ing what months can it be done. Ans. The law as given in the Game
Laws in Brief makes it unlawful to catch any fish in or upon any
lakes, while such lakes are covered with ice, with any device or means

,

from the 1st day of December to the 1st day of March in each and
every year.

E. L. B.. Afton, la.—String measurement is taken from the center
of the target shot at, and not from the center of a group of Bhota, A 5

s
shots are several hundred per cent better than B's.
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads ana
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

JVhen

Tou
Order

A gun or a rod or a

thousand shells or a

lot of flies, tell your
dealer to put in a copy
of GameLaws in Brief.
It will only cost you
25 cents extra. All

dealers can supply it.

pROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
A magnificently illustrated volume descriptive ot fly-

fishing for trout and salmon. By Edward A. Sam-
uels. Cloth. Price, $5.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New York.

American Big Game Hunting
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club.

EDITORS: THEODORE ROOSEVELT, GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

Entertaining sketches of hunting and exploration by members of the Club. The hand-

some volume comes from the DeVinne Press; a large octavo of 345 pages, with 16 full page

illustrations by leading artists. Price $2.50, postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.

X Taxidermists. %

WM. W. HART & CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

lifelike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Reasonable charges Refer-

ences from leading sportsmen and collectors.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

WE ARE NOT TAXIDERMISTS OF THE TOAD-
stool school who spring up and seek to cover

the earth with their foliage. We haven't the largest
display of big heads in the world. Glad we haven't.
We have a number of well-mounted buffalo, moose,
elk, mountain sheep and caribou heads, etc., etc.,

that we are not afraid to offer at reasonable prices,

and if they don't discount many of the sick, dis-

torted, dried up effigies in the market, you may have
them free. With twenty-five years' experience our
assistants trained by us, and no employe who is not
capable, good work is reasonably sure. If you be-

lieve this ad. to be that of a greenhorn, try else-

where.

WEBSTER'S STUDIO OP TAXIDERMY,
114 Fifth Av., New York.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

|And manufacturer of

Artificial ey» for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

MUSEUM WORK.
We are now prepared to mount specimens for pub-

lic and private museums. Anything from an ele-

phant to at ouse, ostrich to hummer, or fish and
reptiles. Low rates and perfect work.
5 D. FRANK KELLER. Taxidermist, Reading, Pa.

THE SALMON FISHER.
BY

CHARLES HAIiLOCK.
CONTENTS 1 Distribution of the Salmon.

Life History of the Salmon. Technology of Sal-
mon Fishing. Salmon Fishing in the Abstract.
Luxury of Salmon Wateis. Itinerary of the
Salmon Rivers.

A book to read now, and to be put in one's
pocket for reading again in camp.
Cloth, 126 pages. Price $L0O.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Kennel Special.
Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set in uniform

display, 25 cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

FOR SALE.—The beautiful pointer Hog Valentine
(30476). most elegantly bred, Graphic and ch. Sen-

sation strain. Val is nearly 3yrs. old, black and white
and black ticked. Val was broken by that great
breaker, W. W. Titus, and is a gentleman's dog at
home or in the field. He is broken on all game,
stands staunch to shot and wing, a magnificent re-

triever, and the very best quail dog I ever hunted.
Superb nose, staunch on point, a stylish ranger,
and without a fault. Price for Val, $100. He is

dirt cheap. Address
6 H. N. HOWELL, Lancaster. Pa.

FOR SALE WITHOUT RESERVE—A BEAUTI-
ful littar of puppies by our winner—The Corsair

ex Jennie F., she Count Noble ex Ulads'one's Girl,

and sister to the winners Becky Noble and Count An-
teo. Cream or blood that will find birds and just the
style]of dog for Eastern shooting Prices so low, they
are gifts. Meadow City Kennels .Northampton.Mass.

6

T AM NOW READY TO CORRESPOND WITH
J- parties wanting their dogs handled and run
in the coming trials. Can also take one brace for
private shooting. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address
J. A. GUDE, Bruceville, Ind. 5

BEAGLES.—A CHAMPION ROYAL KRTJEGER
bitch and a champion Bannerman dog for sale,

at $15 each, thoroughly broken, neither two years
old. Royal Krueger puppies, sure winners, $10
each. SHREWSBURY BEAGLE KENNELS,

Red Bank, N. J.

HAVING DECIDEDLY THE BEST STRING OF
stud beagles in America, now offer their services

to the public. Lee II., Wanderer, Boston (a pure
Rowett), Buck and the famous short leg beagle Pade,
that can whale any beagle of bis height (12J^in.) in
America. POTTINGER DORSET, New Market, Md.

5

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for gale a number of strictly first class

Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.
Address with stamp,
C. T. BROWNE LL, P.O. Box 335, New Bedford,Mass.

My kennel of mastiffs is conceded to be the best in
America. Have won at all the large shows. Won

all 1st and 2d prizes iu mastiffs late Chicago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale. A few choice pups for
sale. Send stamp for list and mention this paper.
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

IT^OR SALE.^—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN-
. ters and setters. These are dogs that have had

large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory,

tf W. B. STAFFORD, Trenton, Term.

BLACK AND WHITE MALE POINTER, 5}^MOS.
old, by Black Wonder (23557) ex Lady Gody

(23558.), bred by J. H. and J. A. Hunter, Blooming-
ton, Ind. Evenly marked head. Should make a good
one Have no place to keep him. $12 if takenatonce.
W. I. BAKER, L. B. 250, Bristol, R. I.

COCKERS FOR SALE -FIVE GRAND BROOD
bitches in whelp to champion sires; also seven

young dogs, 7mos. old. If you don't mean business
don't w rite. GEO. DOUGLAS, Woodstock, Ont. 8

T? OR SALE.—A very fine liver and white pointer
IJ bitch, by champion Ossiuing ex Donna Diana,
now in whelp to champion Pommery Sec. Also some
fine voung pointer puppies, grandly bred. WM. H.
HYLAND, North Tarrytown, N. Y. 5

WANTED.—Pair of dogs trained on bear, must
not run deer. Address, stating price and par-

ticulars, to Ingram Travers, Fort Myers, Fla. 6

WANTED.—'WELL BROKEN YOUNG POINTER
dog. Address with full description and price,

"H," P. O. Box 413, Galveston, Texas. 5

F OR SALE —Choice, 8rnos., ch. Breeze Gladstone,
"U5. J. FEULNEK, Unadilla, N. Y. 5

DOGS BOARDED AT 50c. PER WEEK. Address
J. F. KELLY, Wayside Farm, Carolina, R. I. 8

Qome fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches.

IO REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing y oung stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice voung stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington st., Peoria, 111. tf

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG
lish pugs from imported, registered and prize

winning stock. In Stud—Prize pug stud dog
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY O. BURDICK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield. Mass.

ENGLISH BEAGLES CHEAP.-5 TO 12MOS. OLD,
because they lack in benching points. No other

faults. The most noted strains in this country.
Guaranteed bargains for field or breeding.
5 STANDARD KENNEL, Georgetown, N. Y.

COCKER SPANIELS.—GRAND WINTER SALE
of cockers, stud dogs, brood bitches, stud pup-

pies, bench show winners. Send for list just issued.
5 EDWIN W. FISKE, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

FOXHOUNDS, RABBIT HOUNDS, COON
HOUNDS FOR SALE. FULLY TRAINED.

F. H. HAYES, Dexter, Me.

Fine pedigreed Llewellyn setter pups, whelped Nov.
6; bitches $5, dogs $10. J. FOX, La Fayette, Ind. 5

Well trained foxhounds, few rabbit dogs; guaran-
teed No. 1. Price low. J. H. Miller, Christiana, Pa.

For Sale or Exchange —Broken setter and pointer

and setter pup Bargains. J. M.- Kelly, Montrose, Pa.

D,OGS BOARDED.—For terms, etc., address J. F.
1 KELLY, Wayside Farm, Carolina, R. I. tf

FOR SALE.—SPORTING DOGS
GEO W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers.—Of choice breeding. Puppies for

sale by Htotjenot Kennels, New Rochelle, N. Y.

ROUGH COATED ST. BERNARD DOG, 2yrs. old,

for sale. Address E. BEACH, Silver Lane, Ct. 5

POCKKT KENNEL RECORD. 50ct,s.

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 318 B'way, N, Y.

The Kennel.
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Hempstead Farm Kennels,
POINTERS, ENGLISH SETTERS,

ENG. RETRIEVERS, COLLIES (rough
and smooth-coated) FOX-TERRIERS,
IRISH TERRIERS, POODLES,
DACHSHUNDS and RUSSIAN WOLF-
HOUNDS at Stud and For Sale.
Being considerably over-stocked we offer for sale

several high class pointers by such noted sires as
Duke of Hessen, King of Kent and Sandford Druid
out of Woolton Game, Merrylegs and Gem of Kippen
(all field trial winners.) Several of these have
been broken by Cameron and are entered in the
United States Field Trials to be run at Grand
Junction, Tenn

,
February, 1894. Puppies of the

above breeds always on hand. For particulars, ad-
dress.

JAMES MORTIMER, Manager,
Hempstead Farm, Hempstead, L. I.

St. Bernard Pups
for sale, of choicest blood and fine quality. Also
valuable pugs.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass.

fIf

1

The Kennel.

\ LL THE STUD DOGS AND BROOD BITCHES

OF THE

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS
ARE FOR SALE.

APPLY AT THE KENNELS,

Kingsbridge, New York.

CANINE SPECIALIST.
DR. T. G. SHERWOOD,

(M. R. C. V. 8.)

854 Seventh Ave., New York.
Consultation and treatment by mail when pos-

sible. All communications requiring profes-
sional reply should have enclosed $3.

CARBOLIC SOAP No, 11 Is the best DOG
SOAP in the world. Sure death to Fleas and a eur
for all skin diseases.

Bircliaxj-'s Dog Wash
will cure every ease of MANGE, Mils Meas and keeps
the dog In a healthy condition, mates the hair soft and
silky and does not stain. It is also the best disinfectant
for the kennel. Ask your druggists for It.

CARBOLIC SOAP CO..
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl St., New York

ST. BERNARDS.
A few fine puppies fox

Bale. Prices low.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

H. S. PITKIN,
Box 94, Hartford, Conn

FOX-TERKXEES FOR SALE.
Three or four brood bitches and some young stock

by Dusky Trap. Also some prize-winning Cocker
Spaniels and young stock. Apply to

GEO. BELL, Walker House, Toronto, Canada.

COCKER SPANIELS.
Grand assortment of fancy marked young

stock, liver and white, lemon and white, black
and white, red, etc.. Half grown and full grown
stock. New circular. HANDSOME BROOK
KEWwTBT.B. flViiTiVHti. N. V.

Rinada Pointer Kennels.
Address P. 0. Box 2885, New York City.

PINE BROKEN DOGS, brood bitches and
puppies for sale at all times. If you want well bred,
high class dogs we will be pleased to hear from you.
If you want cheap ''sooners" write elsewhere.

Kennels at Massapequa, Long Island, N. Y.

PUPPY PHILOSOPHERS.
"Listening to the Argument" & "Thinking It Over.'

This piir of fine Artotypes, size 8xl8in., mounted
on 22X28 extra heavy plate paper will be sent
postage paid on receipt of $2. Send for illustrated
circular.

W. T. HIGBEE, Cleveland, Ohio.

SENT ON APPROVAL.
Type, beauty and breeding unexcelled, and field

qualities of a high order. English setter bitch
18mos. old, well broken, at half value. Also Ballard
Union Hill rifle, .32.40-85, or will exchange rifle for
shotgun of equal value. For full particulars ad-
dress with stamp, POSTMASTER, Stevensville, Pa.

6

ST. BERNARDS.
Brood bitches. Also few choice pups.

G. W. PATTERSON,
Lake View, Worcester, Has*.
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In like manner, when we suggest this declaration, The and the bird through lack of nutrition speedily becomes

For Prospectus and Advertising Rates see Page v.

The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and

as much earlier as may be practicable.

sale of game should be forbidden at all seasons, as a

plank in the platform of that vast party of men scattered

in hosts over this country, interested in preserving the

game of the continent, the suggestion is made without

any optimistic delusion that such a system could be

effected at once. But we do hold that the principle of the

absolute prohibition of traffic in wild game is the true one,

that it is the only one which is adequate, and that it is the

one to which sportsmen as a class should be committed,

heartily, unreservedly,with determination, courage, stead-

fastness, patience and persistency. The campaign must

be a long one; but will it not be a campaign for that

which is wise, just, and of public advantage?

THE ABSOLUTE PROHIBITION OF TRAFFIC IN
GAME.

In Great Britain and various other countries artificial

game destruction is offset by artificial game production.

Birds are bred by the million, to be killed by the million,

marketed by the million, and replaced by the million.

The system is that of a gigantic poultry farm. The

supply is inexhaustible. Game in market is thus a

legitimate article of traffic.

In America conditions are different. Here we are

wholly dependent upon the natural increase, unaided by

human agency, for the maintenance of the game supply.

And the natural increase is by no manner of means ade-

quate to withstand the augmented destruction. While

the game stock has been growing less and less, the drain

upon it has been growing greater and greater. Shooters

who pursue it for sport have multiplied a thousand-fold;

consumers ten thousand-fold. There is not to-day enough

game for the two classes. One or the other must surren.

der its claim in favor of the other. The sportsman must

yield to the game dealer or the game dealer must give

way to the sportsman. Which shall it be?

Selfish and personal considerations aside, the answer is

readily found. That interest must give way which is of

least advantage to the community, and that one must be

preserved which is of paramount public importance.

This is to say that the game must be saved for the enjoy-

ment and benefit of those who pursue it for the sake of

the pursuit. A grouse which gives a man a holiday afield

is worth more to the community than a grouse snared or

shot for the market stalls. The game supply which

makes possible the general indulgence in field sports is of

incalculable advantage to individuals and the nation; bu^

a game supply which makes possible the traffic in game as

a luxury has no such importance.

If this be granted, public policy demands that the traffic

in game should be abolished. And if public policy de-

mand this, the commercial interests involved, although

of magnitude, are not to be considered. This is advanced

doctrine perhaps; it is radical; it goes to the root of the

thing. But as we have said, the time has come to take

an advanced position. When a political party formulates

its platform, it does not confine its declaration of

principle to the advocacy of such measures alone

as are susceptible of immediate attainment; but going

further than this, it commits every man who marches

under the party banner to the support of certain other

principles, the struggle for the supremacy of which must

be arduous and protracted, and the triumph in them
long deferred. The planks of the party platform stand

for the articles of party faith; they embody a declara-

tion of "the things hoped for," and which may not be

the achievement of one administration nor of a succes-

sion of administrations.

thin in flesh and would not be marketable.

It is evident that the condition of things described by

our staff correspondents as existing in the waters referred

to is one that is likely to grow worse instead of better. It

is true that the numbers of birds actually known to die

from this cause are not large, but the proportion of those

seen must be very small in comparison to those affected

and destroyed without coming under observation. Mr.

Ashley Corbell, a Currituck gunner of long experience,

has expressed to us the belief that during some seasons

five hundred geese alone, that have died from this cause,

have come ashore in his own locality.

LEAD-POISONED WILDFOWL.

The accounts of the destruction of ducks, geese and

swans by lead-poisoning which are printed on another

page bring to public attention a new element of danger

to our wildfowl, and one for which a remedy will be hard

to find.

It is easily to be seen how the birds collect the shot

which seems so fatal to them. The best shooting points

are on the feeding grounds, and so it is precisely on

these feeding grounds that the gunner ties out his decoys

and does his shooting, scattering the shot discharged

from his gun far and wide over the muddy bottom from

which the birds procure their food. Dabbling in the

mud for food or pulling up the grass, the fowl take in this

shot, which they cannot distinguish from particles of

sand or gravel, and which when, it passes into the gizzard,

is—up to a certain point—subjected to the same digestive

processes as the food eaten.

The gizzard is a grist mill. Its tough, leathery walls

hold the fine gravel which is necessary to digestion and

the peristaltic action of the organ keeps these tiny mill-

stones moving against each other, and against the food

which enters the gizzard, thus grinding the grain, seeds

or grass into fine particles which are then readily acted

on by the gastric fluids. Just as the food is ground up

when taken into the gizzard, so the soft shot is ground

into fine powder.

Lead as a metal is not poisonous, but it is readily acted

on by the gastric juices, and may thus be converted into

a violent irritant poison. In the human subject most

cases of lead-poisoning are caused by the acetate being

taken into the stomach, but there are also recorded many
instances in which the dust of metallic lead has caused

poisoning, and metallic lead is often detected in the tissues

of individuals so poisoned. It is evident that lead dust,

such as shot becomes after being subjected to the grinding

process of a bird's gizzard, would be much more readily

acted on by the gastric juices than the same quantity of

lead taken in larger pieces into the stomach of a mam-
mal.

The chemical change which takes place in the lead,

converts it into a poison which produces acute corrosive

gastritis, to which very likely may be added a certain

amount of mechanical poisoning, caused by such particles

of the metal as have not been dissolved by the gastric

fluids, but have passed unchanged into the intestine. In

the geese and swan dissected in the South, the mucous

membrane of the gizzard was found to be corroded and

broken down and the intestines much inflamed, the veins,

gorged with black blood, showing plainly against the ex-

terior white walls of the intestines. •

The symptoms of the sick birds captured agree with

those to be looked for in this poisoning. The birds are

dumpy, stupid and stagger in their walk, and have little

control over themselves; in other words, the brain is

affected. One specimen appears to have had convulsions.

All had difficulty in breathing; the respiration was inter-

rupted and hurried; vomiting took place; there was fever.

Apparently not much has been written on this form of

poisoning in animals, yet in 1852 Dr. G. Wilson, in the

Edinburgh Medical Journal, states that he detected lead

in the organs of animals that had perished from the

effects of drinking water impregnated with carbonate of

lead from a neighboring manufactory, and of eating

grass in the blades and roots of which lead was ascer-

tained to be present.

It may be conjectured that while wild birds which

have died from this cause are by no means fit for food,

there is little danger to human life from their consump-

tion. The poison acts quickly on the affected tissues,

paralyzing and actually destroying the digestive organs,

As stated by our Chicago representative, the existence

of this disease has been known in the office of Forest

and Stream for a year, and the reasons which we had for

not mentioning it have only now ceased to exist. By a

curious coincidence the examination of the Currituck

wildfowl had been made only a few days, and the notes

on the cases had only just been written, when it became

possible to publish the interesting facts, and Mr. Hough's

manuscript was received at this office.

The subject is one which is of the greatest interest to all

gunners; and the naturalist and medical man as well will

find in it food for thought. There are people who believe

the number of our wildfowl is reduced by the gathering

of their eggs for albumen, but here is an agent of destruc-

tion much more real and alarming. The actual facts, free

from speculation or fanciful and absurd theories, are now
for the first time laid before the public in the columns of

Forest and Stream.

A THIRTY-POUND TROUT.

We had from Dr. Nordqvist last year a little account

of the game fishes of Finland—the salmon', the black-

spotted and red-spotted trouts, the pike, pike-perch, yel-

low perch and other well known species. This week we
publish a translation of a trout fishing story by a Fin-

land angler. The charming illustration accompanying

the article has been furnished by Dr. Nordqvist for our

use; it was first published in the Fishery Journal of

Finland at Helsingfors.

The trout described is the fish known in New York

and some other States as the brown trout, and at the

stations of the IT. S. Fish Commission as the Von Behr

trout (Salmo fario). The fish was far above the average

weight, so that the feeling of triumph naturally belong-

ing to Mr. Thesleff will be appreciated by American

anglers who delight in record breaking. The bait used

is a little whitefish allied to our so-called lake herring.

This plain and straightforward account of an even-

ing's enjoyment will serve to remind us that "One

touch of nature makes the whole world kin." The

home of the birch, the May fly, the trout and the sal-

mon is a wide expanse, and the divinity that woos man
into this fair domain reigns over many lands.

SNAP SHOTS.

On many ducking grounds this has proved to be a great

year for game. The fowl have come in tremendous hosts

to localities where the supply has been wanting in recent

years. The fluctuations of years of plenty and years of

scarcity go far toward confounding some of the pet

theories about game and the measures which are advo-

cated as essential to provide for the maintenance of the

stock.

Wanted in New York city—a live game protective asso-

ciation to hold up the hands of the district game protec-

tor and aid him in his campaign against the restaurant

proprietors who serve game out of season. The field of

activity is wide, there is much to do, and just now no

organization of the kind to do it.

The negro with his cheap gun is an ever-present factor

to be reckoned with in maintaining the game supply in

the Southern States. Trespass laws intended mainly to

keep off negro shooters are in many sections extremely

severe.

We have prepared and shall print next week an inter-

esting and suggestive report of the wild game which has

been introduced into the various game preserves of

the United States.
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A BANQUET.
An Incident of Surveying: Life.

After repeatedly pressed invitations, the ladies had
consented to come over to dine with us next day, provided
we would send the skiff to bring them across the river.
I pondered. "This brings on more talk," was the channel
into which my otherwise unoccupied brain turned.
Ladies would not deign to partake of our ordinary, every-
day, morning, noon and night bill of fare. That would
be inviting them to do too much. Something must be
done and that right quickly. My troubled conscience
took me into the store past which my route back to Camp
Zenora led me. Next came a strip 'of brown paper and
a pencil, when, by dint of more pondering, the following
memorandum (verbatim) resulted: Meat, 2 cans beef,
apples (for baking), 2 cans tomatoes (to stew), 1 can pine-
apple, 1 cocoanut and 1 dozen oranges for ambrosia,
cheese (for maccaroni), potatoes, 2 dozen eggs.
The ferryman landed me a mile above camp, when my

tribulations began in earnest. The oranges broke out of
the sack. Ditto cocoanut, to say nothing of the five cans,
which a paper sack was too frail and my pockets too small
to retain with safety. In a fit of desperation, I removed
my overcoat from off my back, spread it on the ground,
and tumbled oranges, cocoanut and canned goods into it

tumultuously. Then catching it up by the four corners, I

proceeded, trying, the while, to keep my grip on the other
corner during my efforts to regain control of the three
that were escaping it.

Next morning came. The cook was sick and obliged
to call in an assistant in the person of Aunt Alexander,
whose shanty stands circumscribed by a small clearing a
few paces beyond a stone's throw from Camp Z. The
axman, too, had to be pressed into service until it was
time for him to start across for the company.

I staid in camp to direct—to "keep house," so to speak
—and to make the ambrosia. We could not find the
cocoanut grater, hence the need of a hatchet, a big nail
and an empty tin can. The axman was provided with
these and "started off right;" then I left him to make the
cocoanut grater while I hid the old shoes in a corner and
washed off the soap dish.

Pulverizing the cocoanut on our new grater was a
most attractive occupation, at the same time detracting
from the symmetry of my fingers; but I got through
with it and made a fine bowl of ambrosia in a milk crock,
for be it known we are advancing with the times and
keep a cow and a new calf pen in camp now.

The ladies came and were seated in our several chairs,
while we sat on the bed. They tried to draw us into
conversation, but we were too much engrossed with the
weighty affairs of housekeeping to have any mind for
trivial topics. In fact—more is the shame—that conver-
sation came to be a sort of "yes'm," "no'ni," "I reckon
so" affair, when, fortunately, dinner was announced.

If a cook ever sets two chickens on a small dish with
no gravy and too much onion not cooked enough in the
dressing before me, when I am iu a low chair by a high
table, with company—feminine company—all around it,

and a dull knife and a short fork to carve with, and no
spoon to get out dressing with, and both chickens turned
the wrong way for carving and cooked so soft that the
breast won't slice when I can not carve anvhow, that
aforesaid cook would better take the precaution to be
very tolerably sick, he would.
But I'm equal to most emergencies, and blundered

through. The cook hadn't cooked any raaccaroni, had
overlooked the tomatoes, and brought both cans of beef
on the table in the cans. He hadn't put enough butter in
the dish, which made the guests think we were short.
Some of the ladies wanted water, and I had to confess
that we had but three glasses, and hence Nos. 4 to 10 (in-
clusive) would have to be content with tin cups. They
kindly consented, though it was apparent that they couldn't
quite appreciate the situation.
The axman was sent out with the beef to put it in a dish.

He lost his memory and forgot to bring it back—the beef,
or memory either.

''Change the plates, Hughes!"
He did. In spite of the fact that the poor darky had

never waited on ladies before and was somewhat lost, he
finally got out with the plates and chicken dish and back
with a crumb wiper and a plate of cake that one of the
lady guests had kindly provided us with. Also in the
course of time clean plates came, and Hughes was con-
vinced that it was proper to take out the corn bread and
rice, though potatoes and the fated beef that he had brought
in at the last moment (on being reminded of it) had to be
endured through the next course.
A long delay followed, and was finally ended by the

arrival of Hughes with clean knives and forks.
"We don't need those, Hughes," I tried to say kindly,

though I was mad at him for taking up so much valuable
time to wash them when we didn't need them. But right
here is where I made a gross mistake. I soon found that
we did need them, but it was too late to recall them.A further delay.

Softly approaching the front of the tent, Hughes mo-
tioned me out with an air combining stealth with a certain
style of self-satisfaction possessed by one on the point of
conveying a piece of startling news to the ear of an intent
listener.

"De cook wants ter see yer," he whispered.
I went to the cook tent, where I found that his disabled

majesty had sufficiently regained his health to be able to
sit upright beside my crock of ambrosia, where he was
getting ready to souse a heathenish kitchen spoon into
the top of it, over which I had taken so much pains to
round up a snow white mound of cocoanut.
"Mus' I put it in de saucers out hyer?" he queried with

assumed innocence.
"Look here," I thought to myself, "this thing is begin-

ning to weaken my nervous system." Then I replied to
the cook in impressive rhetoric, and the belated crock
was forthwith conveyed to the table.

"All's well that ends well," they say. The ambrosia
was a success, if some did have to use cups instead of
saucers.

True, there were some obstacles in the way of satisfac-
torily disposing of the spiritual food (the ladies worried
one or two slices of orange into subdivisions of a politely

palatable size, then gave up in despair—the more timid
among

_
us in their efforts to dissect the inconveniently

large slices, splattered pineapple juice and cocoanut grat-
ings over the lady sitting on either side). With ambrosia
'tis always thus. I, however, solved the problem. To eat
ambrosia and yet comply with the latest regulations and
by-laws on etiquette your requisite is tact. Quietly select
a slice of orange. Don't make a fool of yourself by at-
tempting to cut it, but simply fold it. It is still too big,
but that doesn't matter. Just keep your eye open. When
everybody else is looking down in a fruitless attempt to
cut a slice in quarters with a spoon with a flexible handle,
you slip your folded slice between your teeth and chew
right fast. This opei-ation may be repeated until all the
slices are disposed of.

I will close the scene with a few friendly suggestions,
First, never ask ladies to dine at your camp. Again, if
you should ask them and they accept, open the ceremon-
ies by informing them that they are in camp—that camps
are not houses; never were and never will be—that camp
fare is for working men, not for ladies, but you hope
they can endure it for about twenty-five minutes; that
you have six goblets, six knives and six forks on your
property list, but that three goblets are broken, one knife
is retained behind the scenes for kitchen use, one fork
and two spoons are lost and another fork has one and
one-half teeth broken out and that you haven't the house-
keeper's standby—a next-door or over-the-ally neighbor
that you are trying to get even with for that quart of
flour and a nutmeg that she borrowed seven weeks ago
and forgot to return. Lastly, have the same kind of dinner
and servants' attendance that you have every day, for if

you go to putting on style, the thing won't work out right.
Lastly-but-not-leastly, if your cook gets sick you have the
heartfelt sympathy of Tripod.
Mississippi;

HOW THE SLEEPERS GOT EGG NOGG.
The south bound Chicago & New Orleans limited had

stopped for orders one afternoon at a small town in Mis-
sissippi, a day or two before Christmas.
The passengers gladly availed themselves of the oppor-

tunity to move about a little in the soft, pure air, for the
day was an ideal one, and the earth, flooded with the
bright, warm sunshine, was especially delightful to those
of us who hailed from the ice-clad North.
The town was typically Southern, but most picturesque

and fascinating to Northern eyes. The streets fairly
swarmed with negroes—big, little and middle-sized—the
women clad in bright-hued garments, the men in every
degree of artistic raggedness. They had come to town to
do their Christmas shopping. Standing about everywhere
were their rigs—and such rigs, and such cattle! each a
masterpiece—from an artist's point of view. Mules, oxen
and horses, little and big—and of every age, sex and
previous condition of servitude. These were harnessed to
inconceivable carts by a confused jumble of ropes, straps
and chains, knots serving in place of buckles or snaps.
Most of these vehicles had brought in wood, cotton or
produce to exchange for Christmas goods at "de sto'."
The platform at this station held a score or more of
loungers, and among them was a typical white-haired old
"daddy," bent with age and rheumatism, basket on arm,
leaning on the traditional cane—rapt and serene. With
him ensued the following:
Tourist—What have you in your basket, uncle?
Uncle (expectantly, doffing his hat)—Aigs, sah.
T.—How many?
U.—'Bout er dozen, sah, I reck'n.
T.—How much do you ask for them?
U.—Fo' bits, sah.
T.—Fifty cents? Isn't that a little high, uncle? Why

(at a venture), they are selling at the store over there for
twenty-five.

U. (sadly)—No, sah, thutty cents! Dat's wot dev git fo'
dem—an' dey won't gimme mo'n twainty cents.

*
I done

heerd as how aigs wuz sca'ce, an' I done fotch dese in—
an' I gwine ter git fo' bits fer dem, or I done gwine ter
tote 'm back home.
"Y' see, sah," he continued, with a far-off look in his

eyes and totally unconscious of the knot of tourists and
idlers gathered about him, indeed, more as if he was
thinking aloud than addressing any one in particular,
"y' see, sah, I 'lowed ter git sum Kisinus gif's fo' de liT
g'anchil'n—dah's Pete—he 'mos' fo', an' he (with a
chuckle of pride)—he want er gun—but liT Rose—tell
you, she t'ink heap o' her ole g'andad—Lor' ! she fat an'
smoof like er baby 'possum—she put up her lip an' got
tear in her eye when my gal hoi's her up dis maw'n' ter
shake de ole dad 'day-day' wif her liT han's." Then,
after a pause, remembering himself, he shook his old
head and said, decidedly: "No, sah, dey can't git 'dese
yer aigs f'm me less 'n to' bits, dey can't!"

Just then a brisk, prosperous looking young fellow-
passenger edged forward, and with incisive broken-like
accent exclaimed: "That's right, old man, hang on to
them. Don't let 'em get away from you. You're dead
right, daddy, 'aigs is sca'ce' just now, and it's a bull
market! Let me see 'em," he said, peering into the
basket. "Wha-a-t? Fine eggs like that for fifty cents a
dozen? Don't you do it, uncle! Why, up in Chicago at
the Auditorium you'd get a dollar a dozen for them.
Here you, John Henry," to the grinning buffet porter
standing by, "can you make egg nogg?" "Yes, sir-ee,
boss; I don't take no back seat fer nobody on egg-nogg,
and got a big punch bowl in de buffet, too." "Got any
milk?" "No, sah,

t
but kin git it next stop." "All right,

get an extra gallon," and taking the basket from the arm
of the bewildered old darky who had vainly endeavored
to follow the quick, snappy talk, the brisk young man
placed in his open palm a shining silver dollar just as the
conductor shouted "All aboard!"
At the sight of the dollar each Ethiopian optic in the

crowd grew as big as the coin still visible in the old man's
hand, and as we were hurrying aboard one inquired with
bated breath of the porter if he "know'd dat gemman."
"Oh," said that functionary easily, "dat's the She-Kawgo
gemman wot builded de World's Fair." At this each eye
in the group became more distended if possible, and a
gaze of unparalleled intensity was focussed upon the
young gentleman in the well-fitting brown tweed, while
the mouths of the party grew positively alarming in their
cavernous suggestion. All except the old man, who stood
dazed n precisely the same attitude as when left by this
fin de Steele Santa Claus. And thus they remained gazing
speechless until we lost sight of them as the train moved
on.

After the night had fallen "Mr. Santa Claus," as we
had jestingly dubbed him, produced from his traveling-
bag a bottle of smooth old Monogram and in due course
appeared a brimming punch bowl of royal egg-nogg, pre-
sided over by the beaming "John Henry." A mixed
committee on invitation was sent into the rear sleeper,
and soon the men therefrom appeared, followed later by
every lady in the car, not even excepting two tailor-made
girls who had hitherto maintained a most frigid, touch-
me-not expression. Formality was forgotten and all was
jollity and good feeling, and especially was every phase
of the little incident of the afternoon gone over and dwelt
upon at length. It was the "one touch of nature." When
the cups had been filled and handed around by the de-
lighted porters, one of the party arose, and in a few well
chosen words pledged a Merry Christmas to the old
darky's "Santa Claus." "And," added the gentle voice of
a sweet-faced old lady, "may his every Christmas be as
happy as he has made the hearts of the poor old grand-
father and those two dear little black children."

.
L. J. M.

MY FOUR PET SHOTS.
i.

Thirty years, and a trifle more, have gone down the
dusty way of time since the first outbreak of the hunting
spirit which has ever been my best and constant love-
but the scene is fresh before me. A summer day; a
twelve-year-old boy; a .22 singlebarreled Frank Wesson
"tip-up" pistol; a flock of puddle ducks a hundred yards
away, floating on the surface of the mill pond; an over-
powering temptation ; a shot, vaguely into space ; a
stormy interview with Mistress Brady, the blacksmith's
wife; a dollar, mulcted from the prized hoard in my
savings bank, and the first of my shots became a memory.

II.

Eight years passed. The great war was over; a people
made restless by the turmoil of stirring events were press-
ing hard against their western boundary, and the railroads
were pushing out into a vast region, almost as bare of
settlement as in the day when Coronado pierced to its

heart in search of fabulous Quivira. The dreams of a
boyhood filled with Bonneville and Mayne Reid, were
about to be realized, as I rode with a party of hunters out
from the terminus of the building railroad down into the
buffalo country, in that day, quite as often, the Indian
country. Southward we went, across the Smoky Hill,
the Arkansas and the Cimarron, far into the nameless
waste now known as Oklahoma. There were some fifteen
in the party, my especial friend and protector being a
grizzled Scot named Brister, a veteran of the plains, with
shoulders as broad as his native dialect, and a head in
proportion to both.
When we made anything like a permanent camp it was

the custom to send out small parties of three or four on a
side hunt, rarely going far from camp, and coming in
when' a wagon load of skins had been secured.
On one of these occasions we were riding across the

plain, Brister in the lead and I closely behind, heading for
a slight rise crowned with scanty brush, from which we
could get a look over the country beyond, when, as we got
within easy reach, our horses threw up their heads and
looked earnestly onward with pointed ears and open nos-
trils. Suddenly Brister wheeled his horse, calling out to
me, "Inja-a-ans, la-ad, ro-on for ca-amp!" As we dashed
off, a couple of arrows went by and a wild yell told that
the chase was on. We were better mounted, or had
stronger reasons for getting ahead, and outran them all
but one fellow on a gray pony, who kept well up on the
left flank, until I felt a slight shock as an arrow ripped
through my trouser leg and dug into my saddle, slightly
cutting the skin above the knee, and almost immediately
another flashed by in front. iFhis had to be stopped, and
a couple of shots, unsteadily delivered from our galloping
horses, turned him off in a wide sweep to rejoin his party.
It was a mad race for camp, but we got there first; the
two men we had left behind running out and opening fire

as soon as they saw the coming outfit, which brought our
pursuers to a stop and held them while we got our ani-
mals down into an angle of the coulee by which we were
camped, so disposed that four men could defend it and
pretty well prevent an enfilading fire.

For several hours a livery skirmish kept up, several
Indians racing by, one after the other, and sending a few
arrows over our heads, but there was plenty of powder
and lead in the rifle pit, and after several casualties the
fun was pretty well stopped, with the exception of my
friend on the white pony, who continued to dash by at
intervals. Each time he got a couple of shots, but nothing
seemed able to touch him. I harbored some resentment
for this fellow, and four times I fired at him as he swept
by, missing him cleanly each time; then I concluded I
was giving him too much room, and as he came by for the
fifth time I sighted close in and as my Sharp .45 spoke out
he developed a sudden curvature of the spine, slipped
down, a limp man, on the off side and parted company
with his gray pony forever. A wild charge from the
whole band followed to keep us from the body, but the
rattling fire of four rifles was too much for them in the
open and they broke and scattered over the plain. Our
position was too strong, and toward night we got safely
back to the main camp.
On my library wall, under a rack of rifles, hangs a

splendid collar of elk teeth—a memory of that deadKiowa
brave.

in.

More years have gone by—few of them without their
weeks of life in the glorious Rockies. Again in camp,
among the western foothills of a gigantic chaos of eruptive
rock, pifion, juniper, agave and sahuara.
My companion was a loved comrade of many a hunt; as

gallant a soldier as ever dismounted his troop and led it

up the mountain side in a bold dash at some Apache
stronghold, and as true a sportsman as ever laid eye along
a well-browned barrel; long since gone into the silent
night where taps and reveille alike are unheard by his
dulled ear.

Game was scarce where we were; a set of bad weather
had kept us in camp, and as meat was running low, I
started out one morning alone to try and pick up a black-
tail somewhere in the mountains behind us. Several miles
up the trail I picketed my horse and went on afoot. It
was a hopeless quest. Nothing was to be found. The
bitter wind which blew on my left increased as I went
higher. Presently down came a rattle of sleet, and in
five minutes the landscape was hidden in a drifting fog of
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snow. Down came my hat over my eyes, up went my
coat collar, and with rifle jammed under my arm and
hands well down in my pockets I took the back trail.

I had passed the worst of the way and got within a mile
of my horse when, just as I was turning a curiously reg-

ular, round hillock, which looked like the tumulus of

some forgotten race, a gruff snort came to my ear, and
looking up, above me towered a gigantic grizzly, just rais-

ing himself on his hindlegs. There was no time to get

my rifle to my shoulder; a snap shot from the hip was all

I could manage, and I dashed off to the right rear, some-
how getting a fresh cartridge into place as I ran. No
record-breaking sprinter could have beaten me to the top

of a rocky point which stood near by, and when I got

I

there, utterly winded and found that everything looked

I peaceful and no enemy in sight, I would have drawn a
deep breath of content if the spasmodic state of my dia-

phragm had allowed, but as it was I simply sat down in

the accumulating snow until my lungs and nerves had got

down again to a working basis.

! The only way back to my horse lay down that trail,

and by that way I must go. I knew, too, that my shot

must have told somewhere, and I had a curiosity to know
where, so down I went, keeping a close eye ahead, rifle

well to the front, ready for a fight or another footrace as

the moment should decide. No sign of bear until I

reached the end of my tracks, and there, right where he

, had stood, he lay, like the ambitious youth of poetry,

|
lifeless amid the falling snow, so close to the tracks I

had stood in when I shot that I examined his brawny
chest to see if the powder had not burned him. My snap
shot had caught him full in the throat, smashed the cer-

vical vertebra and so completely unraveled the spinal

cord that he never could have known he was hit.

He was a fair-sized bear, but less by four-fifths than I

had expected; and the thought has often come to me
that if his plan of battle had been the same as mine, and
he had run away in the opposite direction, I would have
gone through life with the fixed conviction that grizzly

bears sometimes grow as large as Waterhouse Hawkins's
restoration of Hadrosaurus.

IV.

One more—and on this I dwell, perhaps, more lovingly

than on the others. It was not so long ago, and what
can be dearer to the lover of the rifle than to recall a
successful stalk and at the end its lifeless object before

him on the ground.
My six weeks' hunt was over and I was back in the

little settlement in the Park, putting in a few days shoot-

ing sage grouse while my guide and henchman was get-

ting his badly rattled harness into shape to drive me by
buckboard a hundred miles across the Gore Range and
down the Blue River to the hated sign of civilization—the

two lines of iron rail which would carry me back to my
Atlantic home.
The weekly mail carrier came in and casually said that

he had seen a nice bunch of antelope down by the "Big

Mesa." That evening I remarked to my host that it was
a long time since I had tasted antelope and I would have

a try at them on the morrow.
Early morning found me traveling along the streak of

soil which had been just enough specialized to earn the

courtesy title of "stage road." Five miles or so brought

me to the base of the mesa, which I skirted for some dis-

tance before I could find a place to get my horse to the

top; then a long and fruitless search for my game, until I

reached the further edge, from which a wide, saucer-

shaped valley fell away, sloping up again to the base of

the mountain opposite; there they were, on the far side,

more than half a mile away.
Approach was not easy; there was little wind, but that

little was full on my back, and that protected them across

the width of the valley; a ridge ran out just behind them,

but several were feeding up too near its crest to make it

possible to reach them from that side.

Careful inspection showed a deep coulee running from
the foot of the mesa on my left, in a winding course

across the valley and below the wind, and with my glass

I fixed a bush growing on its edge, from which I could

get a long but open shot. Turning back, I got down into

the coulee without exposing myself, and riding as near as

I dared, threw the bridle over my pony's head and taking

to my own legs got under cover of my bush.

During the half hour it had taken to get there, the

antelope had moved off and a stretch of at least

500yds. was between us. There were some thirty of them,
and my glass showed one buck with what, even at that

distance, seemed extraordinary horns, and I badly want-
ed him, but I am not one of those rare shots who get game
at such distances; indeed, in my whole life I do not believe

I have sighted it half a dozen times so far off; but there

was nobody by, if I missed, so I set about it. My gun was
a .50-95 single shot Winchester, made from my own speci-

fications; no more accurate rifle ever came to shoulder,

and I had shot it enough over known ranges to be pretty

familiar with its drop at long distances. There was no
need to hurry, so I put up my sights to the highest point

made a good allowance for the remaining distance, and
the buck was not as much surprised when 312 grains of

solid lead caught him in the ribs, as I was to see his side-

way jump, landing on the ground. But like his kind, he
was up and off in a second and before I could get back to

my horse and get him up on the flat, the whole bunch was
out of sight.

I knew the lay of the land moved from them to the
right, so I swung thatway myself to head them, quite for-

getting the creek which I would have to cross and which
came on me suddenly. It looked deep and cold, but it

was too late to hold up, and my little white-footed bay
had his blood up and I doubt if I would have stopped him
if I tried. In we went with a plunge, and when that
was over, it mattered little as for wetness, whether the
rest of it was 2ft. or 2yds. deep—but we got through, and
over beyond the second rise I came on my antelope, look-

ing very sick, at the steep base of the mesa, up which the
rest had gone. He started off into the sage-brush as I

came up, but he was nearly done and twice I rode him to

a standstill, the second time jumping off and raking him
with a shot which put him down to stay.

Half an hour later I was riding across to cut the road,

with all of his best qualities behind my saddle, including

a pan of horns 14£in. in vertical height.

The greater part of the interval between my first and
second shots found me wrestling with the classics and
kindred pleasures of youth. I was always troubled over

my Virgil and a hard nut I found in "forsan hcee olim

meminissejuvabit," but it deeply impressed my budding
perceptions, when at last I got it out. Since then, over
the camp-fire, in comfort and in peace, in cold and in
storm, sometimes too, alone and in hunger, how often has
it come back to me? "Perhaps some day it shall rejoice
us to remember these." * B.

AT NIGHTFALL ON A SIDE-LINE.
The frequent mention of the panther in recent numbers

of your valuable paper, tempts me to relate an experience
~ once had with this class of varmints.
Years ago, I dislike to think how many, when our na-

tional proclivity for wanting to see foreign parts induced
me to turnmy back on " The Land o' Cakes," my footsteps

turned towardDemerara, or more properly British Guiana,
in South America. Arrived in the colony, my natural
inquiries turned to the hunting and fishing to be had.
Of both I may have something to say later, but at present
I shall relate one little hunting episode, where the tables

very nearly became turned as between hunter and hunted.
The great industry of this country is sugar making, and

the plantations run for miles along the banks of the great
rivers and along the coast line, but hardly ever are they
found back from the water front. The reason of this is

that the land, for several hundred miles from the coast,

is low-lying alluvial jungle, subject to overflow at any
time, hence enormous embankments along the water
fronts are raised and constitute the only roads of import-
ance. The plantations generally run back from the
water in long narrow strips, some of them extending
deep into the jungle. The system of drainage employed
necessitates large canals, or side-lines as they are locally

called, which run the length of the plantations on either

side, and form a dividing line between the cane fields and
the almost impenetrable woods. Across these canals,

late in the evening, the deer come to eat the young
sugar cane, of which they destroy quite a quantity, and
it was at such a place that I found myself, with several

others, waiting impatiently for a shot.

Our mode of procedure was to string ourselves out, 100

yards apart, along the canal and on the field side of it, and
as the deer crossed over, shoot them down. It was not
very sportsmanlike, but it was about the only way that
venison could be got, for to follow the deer through the
tangled mass of tropical vines that constitute the under-
growth of the woods was out of the question. I had
taken my stand at a point where the overhanging limb
of an enormous mango tree reached across the canal and
above my head. I had laid my rifle down carelessly on
the ground to my right, thinking I would have plenty of

time to move it to my left shoulder, from which T shoot,

and little thinking how important this casual action was
afterward to become to me.
As sunset approached I could hear deer or other animals

moving in the jungle, but as often as they came near
where I was I could hear them dash off as if in mortal
dread. This was repeated several times, so concluding
that I was not sufficiently concealed, and that my chances
for meat were slim, and as the darkness would soon fol-

low the few minutes of twilight of the tropic, I prepared
to get up from my uncomfortable position, prone on my
stomach, and to start for our horses.

At my first movement I was startled by a low, purring
growl that seemed to be right by me. I gazed intently

across the canal, but could see nothing. Again I made a
slight movement, and again the warning growl sounded
to my ears. Up the canal and down the canal I cast

careful glances, but nothing was in sight on the well
cleaned banks. Suddenly the recollection of the limb of

the mango tree, extended above my head, flashed on my
mind, and carefully turning my head without moving
my body any more than I could help, I glanced upward.
What was my horror to see, almost immediately over my
head and crouched low down to the limb, an enormous
puma or South American lion, whose fiery eyes were
fixed intently on me and whose long tail was jerking
backward and forward in that spasmodic way that indi-

cates that "Kitty" is about to spring.

To say I was scared within an inch of my life is saying
what every one will readily surmise, but after a moment's
thought the gravity of the position seemed to steady my
nerves, for I can well remember even after a lapse of

many years the train of thought that flashed across my
mind. It was something in this line: Here is a puma
which, like the Scotchman under the tree, has come out

to get some venison for supper, but owing to the scent of

the puma or the sight of the Scotchman, the deer have
concluded not to eat any cane at this point of the canal;

therefore the puma, being the hungrier of the crowd,
concludes that the moving mass under him and partly

hid by the cane leaves, will do instead of venison. Now,
my gun is on my wrong side for shooting (as I cannot see

well with my right eye) and besides my position, prone
on the ground, makes shooting overhead an impossibility.

If I move, the puma will jump; and before I can regain a
standing position my neck will be cracked. What is to

be done ?

All this time, and it seemed an age to me, I never re-

moved my eyes from those of the puma, arid I noticed

with some satisfaction that he would occasionally close

his. My determination was soon taken! Slowly I com-
menced to turn on my back, and one can hardly under-

stand the pain it gave me to make that slow turn, never
for a moment taking my eyes off the puma's. Any
sudden movement on my part would have been instantly

followed by the spring of the varmint in the tree, but at

last I was fairly on my back and, as luck would have it,

with my rifle lying; on my shooting side and the muzzle
toward my feet. With the same care observed in turn-

ing over, the rifle was slowly raised and, with the thumps
of my heart almost making a fine bead impossible, the

trigger was pressed ; and without making any sound that

I can remember, my ugly friend rolled from the bough,
shot through the brain, and stone dead.
With the fall of the puma I sprang to my feet and

clubbed my rifle, as it was a single-shot only; but the few
spasmodic jerks of the creature's limbs told me that the

trouble was over.

Then it was that I lost my head, and sent yell after yell

ringing out on the air, which soon brought my com-
panions to my side. As soon as a glance at the puma
indicated the state of affairs, they in turn would join me
in my hysterical shouts, till a sight was presented that

would have baggered the appearance of a mouse in the

dormitory of a female college.

The pelt went to Scotland along with other trophies

picked up, B,

A DAY AT MAXOM'S.
The faint, cold light of dying day was just fading in

the west as I finished loading my last cartridge.

A little flutter of wind now and then rattled the loose
blinds on the shutter and caused the naked branches of
the magnolia, which leaned over the house, to beat a rat-
a-tat against the side of the gable.

Father, who had been reading the last number of For-
est and Stream until the twilight gave place to the less

steadier gleam of the fire, and who was now busy filling

his favorite brier, looked up as I crimped the last shell

and rose from my task with a sigh of relief. "Finished?"
he asked.

"Yes," I replied, "and there will be frost enough to-

night to make a good day of it to-morrow; there are a few
big coveys in that lower "field that need thinning out."
Here old Isiah entered the room bearing a bundle of short

lengths of pine and hickory, and as he proceeded in his
Unrivaled style to build up the huge fire, I filled the brown
bowl and drew my chair up alongside of father's. For a
while we sat in silence watching the sparks so full of life

as they darted fresh from the flames, winging their silent

way out into the night to disappear—where? Like tiny
human lives they are lost in immensity! Indeed, Ik
Marvel, the home of philosophy is in a wood fire.

The tobacco smoke soon softened the sharper outlines
and angles in the room, and the jolly iron dogs who have
guarded our hearth for the last century assumed very
grotesque shapes in this living background of flames.
"You are using wood powder now," said father, as he

pulled a hassork toward him and rested his slippered feet
upon it. "Well, in my clay Hazard and Du Pont are the
only names I remember in connection with clean, strong-
shooting black powder; with 3idrs. of powder and l^oz.

of No. 10, a miss was seldom scored. I never looked for
anything better, and would rather put my faith in it to-

day than in your patent brands. Yes, Isiah, bring up the
decanter on the right of the sideboard. You can put on
a kettle of water—and turn in whenever you feel like it."

Presently a little jet of steam was adding to the misty
atmosphere and the merry hum of the kettle mingled its

melody with the clinking of spoons in the bottom of our
tumblers as we stirred the hot "lemonade" so the "stick"

would assimilate.

"You remember our old friend Jim Lillie," said father,

inhaling the fragrant steam that rose from his glass,

"Well, Jim and I took a trip down to Charley Maxom's
long about in January some years ago. It was before
Charley built his new hotel near the "head of Barnegat
Bay; at that time he had a small country tavern at the
forks of the road, near the village of Point Pleasant, a
little over three miles from the railroad station. There
were lots of quail and ruffed grouse about there, but you
would not be able to find them unless you had a native

for a guide.
"We got to Charley's toward evening. The weather

was cool and clear, and as we rode from the depot in an
open wagon you can imagine how glad we were to draw
up alongside of that round, white-bellied stove, that stood

in the extension of Maxom's tavern. We stepped into the

main building for supper. The supper consisted of fried

cod, home made bread (none of that sawdust kind that

crumbles all to pieces when you try to spread the butter,

but moist and sweet, Mrs. Maxom always put potatoes in

her bread), and a cup of tea. The cod had been taken
that very day about five miles off shore abreast of Island

Beach, and had only been out of the water long enough
to freeze. We saw them brought in from the wagon like

so many sticks of cord wood shortly after we arrived. I

could have made a supper off of that alone.

"Thawed out and appetite appeased we adjourned to

the extension, a very natural thing for all wayfarers to do
at Maxom's. Seated and enjoying our pipes, we opened
up a little talk with Charley. 'What is the prospect of

getting a few birds to-morrow Charley?' 'Wa—11, Gen-
eral, thar air some birds around, 'n' if you kin git Johnny
Loveman to go 'long y ou'll be apt to find 'em. I'll send

over to Johnny's and find out if he'll go.'

"We got word from Johnny that he wouldbe over early

in the morning. That point settled, and as Charley was
getting our candles ready I said, 'Hadn't we better leave

word to be called, Jim?' If there was any one thing that

Jim was opposed to, it was getting up before daybreak.

'Called? No, what do you want to turn out early for?

We'll take our time, have some more of that fried cod in

the morning and a good cup of coffee, there's nothing like

having a good breakfast to start on.' 'All right, that

suits me, good night.'

"But we were called all the same, for we slept a little

late and they detailed one of the youngsters to walk the

hall and ring the breakfast bell until he received some
evidence that we were up and doing. I had been up a
few minutes and was adjusting a worm screw to my
cleaning rod to bore a hole through the ice that had
formed in the pitcher, when I heard Jim in the adjoining

room advising the bell-ringer in these words, 'See here,

young man, I want you to get out of this hall P. D. Q.;

we don't want any more of that music and if you come
up here again I'll help you down. Skip.'

"Rigged for the day's tramp we went down stairs and
steered right for the extension to see if Loveman had
arrived.

" 'Good morning, Charley, has Loveman put in an
appearance yet?'
" 'Wal, thar's his dorg, reckon he ain't very fur off.

Here he comes.'
"Loveman was a young man about 27 or 28, slim built,

strong and wiry, his face was the color of an old time

powder flask and covered with a mosquito proof skin.

" 'Your dog, Mr. Loveman?'
" 'Yes, sir, thar's one of the best English pointers in

this country. I have shot over him a good many years

and 'though he can't hear a dern thing, I wouldn't swap
him for the best high-priced dog that comes down here.

It's a fine day and I may have a chance to show you
some of his good points in the field,'

"After a first-rate, breakfast we took our guns, dropped

a few cartridges in our coat pocket and started as lightly

rigged as the weather would permit to shoot out the

balance of the day.
"We followed the road that ran to the southward of the

house for an hour or more, smoking and chatting, with
the old pointer .trailing on behind, until we came to a
break in the rail fence, and the wagon tracks told why the

rails had been removed.
I

" 'Now, Jim,' said Loveman, 'w§ ought to find sqjh§
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birds ir> here.' The old dog began to take a little interest,

and jogging on about twenty yards ahead would now
and tnen look around for instructions, with his eyes fixed
on Loveman.
"Ten minutes' walk along the wagon track brought us

to a little clearing of about two acres of buckwheat stub-
ble. Although we knew that our guns had been properly
loaded, just as we struck the edge of the piny wood out-
side of the settlement from force of habitwe broke barrels
and looked again.
"A wave of the hand—the dog went on and turned a

slight bend in the path ; there he stood like a statue. You
can see the picture. The recollection of that scene sends
a thrill through me, and I step back over the intervening
years and stand with ready gun waiting for that statue to

move.
" 'Jim, go off to the right there a little. General, come

up a little closer and keep well over to the left." Loveman
walked up behind the dog, stamped his foot, the old dog
went on and up got the bevy, about ten in all. Loveman
killed with his right; then shifting his gun to the left

shoulder, brought down a left-quartering bird that I had
selected for my own. The reports were almost simultane-
ous, but not quite close enough together to justifymyput-
ting in a claim. Jim got one, and after marking them
down in a little piece of swamp a short distance uway,
sent the old dog after the dead birds. Then a few allu-

sions were made about Loveman having 'wiped my eye,'

and we started for the swamp. Loveman went through,
while Jim and I took up a position where we thought we
could get a shot as the birds came out. "We did not have
long to wait before we heard the report of his gun, and
sure enough back came the birds toward the stubble.
Jim and I each got a brace, the three spared kept right on.

"I had not done any quail shooting to speak of for a
year or more, and I was right glad to hear a proposition
from Jim to this effect: 'What do you say if we start

back toward the house? The days are short and we are
about five miles away, I know of one or two fields

where we are liable to find some birds on our way back,
and we'll take in the pines and may get a stray grouse.'
As you will imagine, I readily consented, and we started
on the back track for Maxom's.

1 'Four grouse were added to our bag before we struck
the road. As we drew near the house, coming up on the
leeward side, we sniffed the odor of frying cod, and
although a little familiar, it seemed to sharpen the appe-
tite as it had on the evening of our arrival.

" 'Well,' said Maxom. as we entered the extension, 'you
did get a few birds, didn't you?'
" 'Is supper ready, Charley?' I asked.
" 'Not yet, but it will be when you get washed up.'
" 'Well, we can't wash up any too quick.' 'Me, too!'

quoth Jim.
"After supper I skipped the extension and going to my

room took up the pipe—but too tired to enjoy it, I turned
in very quickly. Perhaps the bed would have been more
comfortable i? I had spread a blanket over the corn husk
mattress, but I fell asleep thinking about it.

"We got out a little later in the morning and did just
as well without going so far from the house. The country
has changed since then, but I believe, if you should go
down there about the middle of January and get Johnnie
Loveman, that he would find some birds for you. I have
a hankering after the old stamping ground, but it is no
use thinking about it, still, I cannot help it, for all I know
so well that I will never be able to shoot over a dog again.
Oh, for a good pair of legs!"

We had long since found the bottom of our tumblers.
The inane giggle of the kettle reminded us of its presence,
and as father with great care and nicety as to quantities
refilled the glasses with "lemonade," I could tell by the
moisture in his eyes that the memory of the dead days
had distilled the tears from his heart, which, like dew on
fading flowers, awakened for the moment the slumbering
life within. And so—good night. The General.

"PODGERS'" COMMENTARIES.
San Francisco, Jan. 26.—Why don't I write? Well, I

don't exactly know myself, unless it is because I am get-

ting torpid, or have nothing to write about that would in-

terest. You see, I have not been out after bears or game
of any kind, except quail on toast at a restaurant, hence
have no "wise saws or modern experiences" to quote; in

fact, I am ashamed to say that I have not wasted a car-

tridge in the pursuit of even a duck or a snipe, as plenti-

ful as they have been, and as exceptionably good as the
shooting has been this season. So much for a combina-
tion of laziness and the confinement of office work. The
nearest to indulgence I have come has been to furbish up
my guns occasionally and make a mental resolve to drop
business and go after canvasbacks that very week, but
there are no fewer of that species for all me.
The winter shooting has been glorious, and the bags

made of mallards, sprigs, spoonbills and canvasbacks
have been heavy and most satisfactory. Quail, also, have
been abundant, so I have had no excuse. But, enire nous,
as one gets older and more indolent it requires more effort,

and then, his enthusiasm has in a measure toned down,
and on the whole he seems willing to let the boys have a
show. He don't want to be a pig and have all the fun.
As to writing, it is about the same thing again. There

are so many aspirants for literary fame, and who like to

record their doings, that it is mean in us old stagers to

occupy the space that they might otherwise have to air

their bear stories and experiences. To give the boys a
show is no more than fair. Besides, readers get very tired

of too much of one sort and kind. "Variety is the spice

of life," as the chap said who kissed the cook—and: of

course, with that retributive fatality that accompanies
evil deeds, was caught at it by his wife, the moral being
that a. man should not kiss cooks, or if so inclined, should
have no wife, as the combination don't work well, ending,
as it universally does, in the discharge of the cook, as all

of the readers of the Forest and Stream who have
tried the experiment know. In extenuation, it may be
said that there is now and then a mighty good looking
cook. I don't know that this digression can be said to

come under the head of legiti mate sports that are the
proper calling of the Forest and Stream unless it is

admitted that there is some fun in it. We might take a
vote on it from your readers.

I have read some very good articles in the recent num-
bers of the Forest and Stream from new contributors.

Mr. Perry's trip down the Patuca is very interesting and
has the merit of a new field, and of being instructive as

well, for we know very little of the country he described.

And what a paradise it must be for the impecunious in
these hard times, where a cotton handkerchief will pay
board for a month and a string of beads win bright
smiles from the belle of the village. Think of that, ye
Benedicts, who cannot reconcile madam after a little

domestic difference under a sealskin or one of these new
"humpers," that spread a woman out to such dimensions
as would astonish nature and discourage her from ever
again undertaking to create another "femaleform divine,"

if her work is to be so caricatured. The fashions of the
belles that Mr. Perry described down on the Patuca have
the merit of simplicity at least, and on the principle of

beauty unadorned should meet the requirements of the
climate, at least.

I see the Catawampus Club scribe continues to record
the doings of that enterprising institution. Somehow it

does not appear to strike the best field for its operations,

the • record of game and fishing is meager. Why not
light out for a better location? I know of places that will

discount that one all hollow and are easier to reach. To
think of a whole day resulting in one or two ducks, when
here, for instance, if a shooter does not bring home a
couple of dozen mallards and a half-dozen canvasbacks
he is ridiculed. But then this is a civilized country
where the geese fly low and I suppose we should sympa-
thize with you poor benighted folks who know no better

than to live where you do.

I take off my hat in humble deference to Mrs. Lucy J.

Tomlin for her advocacy of giving women a chance to

enjoy some of the sports that men so selfishly monopo-
lize. Why should they not accompany their husbands
and brothers in their expeditions, and have a taste of

camp life? What could be pleasanter than on returning
from a long tramp to be greeted with the bright cheery
smile and welcome, to say nothing of the chances of a
smoking repast having the merit of a degree of cleanli-

ness that the average man cook considers quite a secondary
matter, and not in keeping with camp theories, which
include the acquisition of the proverbial peck of dirt the
first few days. I suppose some woman in reading my
argument will say, "That's just like a man; he only
thinks of a woman as a cook, and see how his selfish

nature crops out." I deny the charge in toto, for I am
not a believer that a woman should be a good cook to be
a treasure. Callow editors of country newspapers dwell
on that sort of rot, just for buncombe, but there is

not a man of any degree of decency who wants to

be met on his return home by a red-faced dishevelled ob-

ject, redolent of fried ham. It takes away all the senti-

ment, but in camp "things is different;" there she takes
to it for fun. I am supposing of course that there is a
man-of-all-work to do the chores and general skirmish-
ing; but she can oversee and boss the business. And what
a difference! Your coffee will have the genuine flavor.

The meat won't be burned to a crisp, and the roast

duck won't need to be sent to the barber's shop to

get shaved, the slap-jacks won't taste of the last bacon
fry. Then again, how nice to have them around. They
make the camp sunny and cheerful, and moreover, keep
the man animal on his good behavior. He washes him-
self and combs his hair. But aside from all these disad-

vantages to the man, there is to be considered the real

pleasure it is to the woman, and surely she should be
gratified. When I see a woman showing any taste for

boating and outdoor sports (I don't call baseball a legiti-

mate evidence, that is only an opportunity to "mash") I

want to take off my hat to her. There is at once a bond
of sympathy between us, although she may not be aware
of that fact, but she could have my corner seat in the
street car with pleasure. So I say, there should be a gen-
eral uprising of women who can or would enjoy camp-
life if they had the chance. Let them rise in their might
and strength and insist on being recognized, and we all

know what the result would be. The man would give in,

surrender, for he is as we know at heart an arrant coward
where women are concerned; and all she has to do is to

say, "The next time you go to camp I am going;" and
you can hazard your best patent leather she will go. I

would suggest to the madam that next Christmas a gentle
hint that instead of a sealskin this year it would suit bet-

ter to have a nice little 16-gauge hammerless and a split-

bamboo. You will be surprised and edified to see with
what alacrity "hubby" will take to the idea, for there is

novelty in it. He is so tired of that same old gag of a
sealskin every year (last year's one having gone out of

fashion) that the new departure will strike him favorably.

Again the cost of the gun and rods will not amount to

half the cost of the garment, over which fact he will

chuckle, and say to himself, "got off easy this year."

Now that Mrs. Tomlin has started the ball, I hope other
ladies who have similar tastes (or would have if they had
a show) will not allow the idea to rest, but will keep up
the agitation. Let every woman disposed to favor this

new departurture come out squarely and give her views.

The editor of the Forest and Stream won't dare to refuse

to print anything you send. He knows better than to do
otherwise, for he has had experience no doubt and knows
the folly of attempting to oppose the will of the gentler

sex that can be muchly otherwise than gentle if irritated

(bet ye). Let us hear from the supporters of Mrs. Tom-
lin's suggestion.

I see that the Broome comity (N. Y.) supervisors have
passed an edict to protect all fur-bearing animals, which,
as you say, extends immunity to cats, dogs, coons, skunks,
etc. It is fortunate for the industries of Connecticut that
its officials have not the same views as to what constitutes

legitimate protection, as a similar one would give the
death blow to what at this time constitutes a thriving and
profitable business in that State, which, in the vernacular
of the gentlemen pursuing it, it is called "skunkinV On
one occasion as I was out after chestnuts, in the vicinity

of East Lime with a party of ladies, our sense of smell was
suddenly outraged by an all too familiar odor, and the
ladies applied their handkerchiefs and were irresolute as

to which way to run, so we pursued a path we were on,

but the odor grew stronger as we proceeded. A halt was
called, and I was detailed to go ahead and spy out the
ground, and the safety of going on. Presently I struck it

heavy, and at the same time an old chap with a bag over
bis shoulder, and two measly mangy dogs following. At
t his point the odor was almost overpowering* and I hailed

my neighbor and remarked, "Some danger around here, I

reckon, We must be close aboard the essence peddler."
Whereat the old chap chuckled, and remarked, "Ain't no
skunks around; it's me and the dogs you smell." I said,

"For Heaven's sake, have you had an encounter with one?
Again the old fellow chuckled and answered, "A counter
with em? well I guess so. That's my business, I amwhat
we tarm up here a 'skunker.' Me and Gineral Grant, and
Gineral Lee have it hot and heavy with 'em every day. I
ain't had no luck yet to-day, but I guess we will have 'em
fore night, won't we, Gineral?" addressing his remark to
one of the dogs, who rolled up a pair of inflamed eyes,
and wagged a mangy tail faintly.

I said, "How came you to name your dogs after such
distinguished men, for such a business? It is not very
complimentary." "Wall!" said he, "some folks might
say so, but them are dogs is such fighters, I had to name
em arter them kind of fellers." During the talk I had
edged around to windward. I said, "What do you do
with your game when you get it?" "What do I do with
em? Skin em of course, and sell the skins for 50 cents
apiece, and make right smart of money at it too. I made
$3 last week." Who buys your skins?" "Peddlers from
the city." "And what is made of them?" The old party
laughed long and loud at my ignorance. "What do they
dew with em? Why, make up for the wimmen to wear,
and sell 'em to 'em, and call 'em Connecticut sables, or
someother way-back name; andthey ain'tnonethe wiser."

I went back and told the ladies that the trouble could
be laid at then* door, as the cause of all our woes was a
missionary in quest of tribute to their decorations, whose
labors would probably materialize in the shape of a
Christmas sealskin. There was an indignant protest from
the whole bevy. The best of it was, however, that one
lady of an inquiring mind on arriving home learned to
her horror that she was wearing a Connecticut sable her-
self, and had been since her last birthday.

It is evident that the Supervisors of Broome county,
New York, are stupidly ignorant of an industry that they
could turn to great profit individually and at the same
time relieve their neighbors of unpleasant nocturnal visi-

tors to their hen roosts. Three dollars a week is not to be
despised, to say nothing of the odd (s)cents to be added,
and how welcome the industrious supervisor will be when
he comes home to the bosom of his family after a hard
day's "skunkin'." It is a bare possibility that the super-
visors of Broome county may discover their mistake and
rescind the "taboo," so far as relates to Connecticut
sables, and turn their attention seriously to the industry.

PODGERS.

—

—

BREEDING QUAIL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The recent communications on the hatching of quail

(Forest and Stream, Jan. 13 and 27) are very readable
and interesting, but, if the writers will pardon me, they
present nothing that is especially new. It is not an un-
usual or difficult thing to hatch the Virginia quail under
a bantam hen and to bring them to maturity. It is not
quite so easy, but still not to be regarded as difficult, to

hatch them under the parent bird from eggs laid in con-
finement. Some of my own quail hatched in this way
about 1885 lived in my coops for more than two years, and
were always bright and healthy.
But the singular fact in all these experiments, and I

have known of them' in some form for at least thirty

years, is that so far as I have been able to learn, we have
never succeeded in breeding beyond the first generation
reared in confinement. Just why this is true, it would be
hard to say. There is no trouble in inducing birds that
have been reared in a coop to mate and lay, and the eggs
are all of them fertile—at least they were in the case of

the pair of quail which I mated, both of which had been
raised in the coop, and which were not related. But the

hen refused to sit, and from what I can gather this will

be the case with a majority of the birds so reared.
Here is another obstacle to the extended rearing of

quail in confinement which many of those who plan to
enlarge their operations do not seem to take into account.
Quail are not polygamous as are the grouse, but pair off

like our song birds. Hence to secure successful breeding
each pair of birds must have a separate inclosure. A male
quail caged with two hens during the breeding season will

mate with one and fight the other, and in time will kill

her if she is not removed. With half a dozen or so in one
inclosure you will get a number of eggs, and they will be
fertile, but none of the female birds so situated will sit.

Bantams are poor mothers for young quail compared with
the true mother. Lastly, there is no good reason why
young quail hatched in confinement should not come to
full maturity, provided always they are hatched early

enough in the season to become well feathered before the
nights grow chilly, and given proper food while they are

chicks. Jay Beebe.
Toledo, O., Feb. 3.

Surmises that it was a Lynx.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A correspondent in the current issue describes the

tracks and voice of an animal and desires its identifica-

tion. I have an opinion that the animal is a lynx.
Pine Tree.

" That reminds me. 1 '

The anecdote told by the Rev. G. W. Brown in Camp-
Fire Flickerings of Feb. 3 reminds me of some snake
stories I heard last summer while waiting for my train at
Gunpowder Station, P. W. & B. E. E. I was entertained
by several of the boatmen and fishermen who live near
there relating to snake stories. Each vied with the other
in telling the biggest snake lies, all of which I took in as
though I believed them, leading them on by remarks and
questions. After several rather mild anecdotes, one of
the men said: "You know that burnt-out tree that stands
along the railroad near Magnolia? Well, me and my boy
was hunting pa'tridges up there one day when one got up
between me and the boy, and I hollered for him to lay

down go I could shoot; but he said, 'Not much, pap; there
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iB a big blacksnake right here.' I went up to him, and
there was the biggest blacksnake I ever seen. I threw a
stone at him and he run into that holler tree. I told the
boy to git some greasy waste from the track and we would
smoke the snake out. We built a good fire in the tree

and went on with our hunting. The next morning I was
a-passing that tree and noticed a lot of snake bones on the
ashes. I raked them up and they filled to the brim the
water bucket I was a-carrying."
Then old man Brummell spoke up. "That ain't nothin'.

I kin show you a tree down in Gum Swamp that has a
bigger den than that in it. I'll bet you a hundred dollars

I kin take you ther' now, and ther' will be a blacksnake
on every limb and a dozen with their heads a-stickin' out
of a hole in the trunk."
Then Jim Camper spoke up: "I'll tell you a snake story.

One day me and Tom Gray was cuttin' wood up on
Laurel Ridge, and we downed a big black oak. It had a
hole near the fust crotch, which I thought was a squirrel

den, but if it was there wern't none in it. I crosscut the log
4ft. below the hole and noticed something strange look-

ing in the bottom of the hole, which ended just where I

cut, and I found it was the tail of a blacksnake. The
weather was awful cold, and I knowed that snake was
dead, but I wanted to see him anyway; so I cut a long
slit from the hole down and got him out. He was a bus-

ter, and I cut him in three pieces with my ax. His insides

was solid ice; you could see the ice crystals like all

through his flesh. I threw the pieces down by another
tree, and after a while when the sun got on 'em, I swear,
all them pieces began to wiggle."

I said, ' 'Pretty good, Camper. Who is next?"
Norell the track walker spoke up: "Did you ever see

snakes balled? Well, one day late in the fall I was a-

huntin' black ducks in Sunday Ma'sh and went ashore to

get a drink of water; right-on the bank of the ma'sh there
was a ball of snakes as big as a flour barrel and they was
a-squirming and rolling around just like a football."

I asked him what kind of snakes they were, and he
said, "Ev'ry kind of snake I ever see, blacksnakes, vipers,

water snakes, garter snakes and corn snakes."
The next narrator was telling a marvelous tale of how

he was charmed by a snake one day while fishing on the
bank of a stream, but as my train came along I did not
hear whether the snake swallowed him or not. E. A. R.

Baltimore, Feb. 3.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

Chicago, 111., Feb. 1.—To-day is the last day of the legal

season for selling grouse, quail or venison, no matter
where they come from. Illinois grouse, quail or venison
cannot be sold at any time. City Game Warden Chas. H.
Blow asserts that all found violating the law will be
promptly prosecuted. The Chicago Tribune gravely states

that after Feb. 1 it will be unlawful to kill any "robin,
bluebird, swallow, martin, mosquito hawk, whippoorwill,
cuckoo, woodpecker, catbird, brown thrush, redbird,
hanging bird, buzzard, wren, hummingbird, dove, gold-

finch, mockingbird, bluejay, bullfinch, thrush, lark,cherry-
bird, yellowbird. oriole or bobolink."
The Tribune should add that it is also unlawful to kill

any of the above-named birds before Feb. 1.

Daily Press Makes a Discovery.

The San Francisco Chronicle has made the startling dis-

covery that Wm. Weavey, of Durbin, N. D., has made a
discovery, the same being the raising of "cattleoes" from
a buffalo and Polled Angus cross. It adds the usual story

about the excellence of the breed. No apologies are made
to Buffalo Jones or others, who might be able to help the
discovery out a little.

From Kansas.

Mr. Charles J. Mitchell, of Independence, Kans., says:
"Can you tell me a good place for duck shooting in

either Craighead, Poinsett or Mississippi counties, Ark.

,

that is not occupied by a private club?

The new law on quail has been fairly well observed
here, and as a consequence, a good many more birds are
to be found to-day than this time last year. The winter
has been exceptionally favorable to them, and I think a
year or two more of close season, if the law can be
enforced, would give us good shooting ence more. But I
am afraid that as soon as quail get fairly abundant again,
the law will be ignored, as there seems to be no real
interest in game) protection here. I rather think the rest

the quail have enjoyed this season is due more to the
scarcity of the last two or three years than it is to the
new law."
Can some of our Arkansas friends answer Mr. Mitchell's

question? I am not familiar enough with the county
lines. As to the Kansas quail and their protection we
may suppose the result of "protection" will be there, as
elsewhere, much cry and little quail, until finally the
scarcity teaches its lesson, the rare becomes valuable and
the protection begins to protest. The Forest and Stream
editorial "plank" of last week is the only one. Hold out
to stop the sale of game altogether. We will come near
to that before we prevent extinction.

Has a System.
In an issue of early November "Hoodoo" had the fol-

lowing comment: "In your last issue Mr. Hough des-
cribes, among other things, a group of mounted lions at
the World's Fair, two of which were "kittens," which he
astutely surmises (because of the difference in their color)
'were not of the same litter.' " Going on "Hoodoo" cites

a fable as proof that mounted lions never have more than
one kitten at a clatter time, and the editor of Forest and
Stream corrects him by showing that the fable is away
off. There is only one more gentleman to be heard from
on this point and that is the intelligent cornjjositor, saving,
perhaps, the proof-reader with the eagle brain. In my
description I did not write "mounted lions" but "moun-
tain lions," meaning the American big cat, panther,
cougar, puma or California lion, etc. I allow this latter
animal often has a whole flock of little cats. I have an
infallible system by which I can always lay hands on
anything in my desk. That is how I happened to answer
the above, criticism so soon since last November.

Will Move.

I OhlMay 1, the firm of A, G. Spalding & Bros,
, so long

known here at 108 Madison street, will remove to 149-151
Wabash avenue, a thoroughfare until recently given over
to wholesale houses. Large and better quarters will be
secured by the change.

Feb. 2.—Mr. W. B. Wells, one of the most enthusiastic
and thorough-going as well as one of the best known
sportsmen of Canada, arrived in this city to-day from his
home in Chatham, Ont., on his wav to the Southern field

trials of New Albany, Miss, Mr. Wells has along a string
of good youngsters, and will do a little shooting after the
trials, either at New Albany or further South. He thinks
the birds still abundant enough in his country to secure
the future for them and to make certain the success of
the International trials next year, although the numbers
have been much cut down by a combination of causes.
At the Forest and Stream office, Mr. Wells happened to
meet Mr. W, L. Wells, of this city, whose friends also
call him "Billy." The two fell to discussing family trees,
and came very near proving that they both had a com-
mon ancestry somewhere or other. Anyhow, they are
both red hot sportsmen and good people, and therefore
related closely in a good way. E. HOUGH.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

PROHIBIT THE SALE OF GAME.
Danvers, Mass., Feb. 3.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I read with a good deal of satisfaction the article in your
last number that suggested a law to stop the sale of game
birds at all times of the year. I think this would be a
step in the right direction toward preserving game. I
know it is a large undertaking and cannot be done at
once, but if every sportsman in the country should make
this something to work for it could be accomplished. I
do not want to deprive of game any one who cannot shoot
it, but the ones that do not shoot it are the ones that are
to be blamed for the rusting state of the game laws; they
don't hunt but want to be able to buy game at any and
all times, and are willing to pay an extra price to get it

out of season, thereby holding out an inducement to men
who are willing to do anything for money, to kill any
kind of game they can find and at any time of the year
they can find it. I hope some of the sportsmen will
agitate this matter, ' A. W. B.

Lima, Ohio.—Editor Forest and Stream: When I read
the article written by McClintock in the last issue of
Forest and Stream, on the taxation of firearms, ammu-
nition, etc. , that go to make up the outfit of a sportsman,
I was surprised at the stand taken by this correspondent.
It looks to me that he wishes to protect the game for a
favored few, the rich, those that are more abundantly
blessed in this world's goods than the majority of the lovers
of the rod and gun.
The tendency of the country is already toward the

European plan of game preserves, in which the rich only
can indulge and the poor assist only by camp drudgery
and carrying game killed by their superiors (in riches
only). What was more disgusting than the large drive
for hares, given by one of the monarchs of Europe lately,

where a large number of peasants were required to drive
the game into a small space, and numerous attendants to
load the guns as they were fired. Thousands of hares were
killed in this manner. In his enthusiasm of wholesale
slaughter this king exclaims, "What glorious sport." Is
this sportsmanlike? How much more skillful and sports-
manlike if each hare had been given a chance for hislif>\
Suddenly started from his cover, he makes rapid strides
for another known cover, but if the hunter has not lost

his wits, and with sure aim is as suddenly stopped by a
charge from his favorite gun. With what pride is he con-
signed to the game-bag can only be imagined by those
that have been there.

But again to my subject. If Mr. McClintock wishes to
see the game preserved, let him petition the Legislature of
his State to prohibit the sale of game. There is where the
danger lies, and not with the sportsman that spends his
two weeks' vacation in the woods after deer, or a day off

during quail season in the field. Let every State make
laws prohibiting the sale of game, and also let the hunter
have his game to take home with him. If there was no
market for game the market-shooter would seek other
avocations. It is the market-shooter that depletes the
game. The sportsman that hunts for the pleasure in it,

would kill only enough that could be used in camp and at
home. The market-shooter does not hunt for the pleasure
he derives from it but for the money he makes.
Hundreds of deer and thousands of quail and other

game are destroyed by being kept too long in the markets.
In this way, the Indiana Game and Fish Association re-

ports, that the least possible estimate on the number of
quail that was destroyed in that State alone was 17,000
dozen. The dealers would buy them up, especially those
small country dealers, a few at a time, until the required
number for shipment was secured, and by the time they
reached their destination they were unfit for use.

Let Mr. McClintock watch the stations on the railroads
leading into the hunting districts of this State. He will
be surprised at the amount of game that is shipped to the
game dealers of Detroit. He will also be surprised at the
large amount of this game that is unfit for use. In one
carload of 200 deer saddles it was stated to me that there
wasn't one fit to use. This I can substantiate by a gentle-
man who saw it. What is done with all this meat that
goes to Detroit is askedby many. All the game is shipped
there that is for market. Is it possible that the law of this

State prohibiting the exportation of game out of the State
is made for a favored few? Game shipped to other States
as "poultry," "veal," etc.? Surely Detroit people cannot
consume all of the game that is shipped into that city.

I say, let every State pass laws prohibiting the sale of
game. "In union there is strength." These ideas of
prohibiting the sale of game have been expressed in the
meeting of the National Game and Fish Association
which has recently organized and in which I heartily
concur. There being no market for game the market-
hunter will not hunt, and the sportsman will only kill

enough for his own use.

The majority of sportsmen are men of limited means,
and to put such an exorbitant tax on their hunting outfit,

means that they must forego the pleasure of a vacation
in the woods, therefore, they are "chained to business"
the year round. Because, "no gun no vacation." But
the rich man, with his $400 grade double barrel, or his
fancy repeater, has the good time. Why? He has plenty
of money and guns, and has the man of limited means to

' run his business while he is gone,

This is a free country. The poor man should have the
same privileges as the rich one when it comes to a vaca-
tion in the woods, along the stream, or afield. The Presi-
dent of this country cannot command a boatman to row
his boat on a duck hunt without compensation to the
boatman. We are his equals when it comes to rights
and privileges.

Put a tax on firearms, etc., and the l'ich man has the
advantage over the poor man, although the poor man
is as much of a sportsman at heart as the rich man. If
Mr. McClintock has more money than he knows what to
do with, instead of putting it in taxes on his own guns,
buy another gun and present it to some poor sportsman
that is "tied down to business" for want of a gun.
A member of the Legislature of this State has intro-

duced a. bill to prohibit the sale of quail. Make the law
on all of the game, gentlemen, and Ohio will be first to
lead in the right direction for the preservation of game.

Selmo.

CONCERNING A HIGH TAX ON GUNS.
Rochester, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have

been for many years a reader of Forest and Stream,
always with interest, often with pleasure and occasionally
with indignation. As for instance, I notice in last week's
issue a proposition to levy a tax on guns and ammunition
so high as to be absolutely prohibitory of the privilege of
any but the rich bearing arms. To enact such laws is to
say to the working man that he must forego the right to
go to the woods and streams for such relaxation or recrea-
tion as may be found in communion with nature in her
wildest—and to most of us her pleasantest aspects. It is

to say to him that he shall have no escape from the debts,
duns and deviltries of this working world. It is this spirit

that gives England her game laws and fills her jails with
poachers. E. P. Halbert.

Mississippi.

Trenton, N. J.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In looking
over my last "Stream" I read the article on taxing guns
and it set me thinking. I have been led to believe by
meeting sportsmen both in the field and on the stream
that they are as a rule broad-minded and large-hearted,
when here comes along a man who, if I can read aright
between the lines, thinks that the pleasures of the field

and stream should be preserved for only those who are
wealthy, for surely no one would advocate such an un-
sportsmanlike and undemocratic idea unless they possess
more than a fair share of this world's goods. But how
about us poor fellows? I know, and in fact we all know,
that such a law would shut out a good many men who, I

am satisfied, are as true sportsmen as your correspondent,
men who look forward through many weary months with
a joy only known to the sportsman to the short two
weeks' vacation that they are allowed during the year.
And how carefully they look after the small amount of
money they can spare from the family use for this outing.
Now a tax of $20 would spoil the whole trip. Personally
if they keep the tax from my rod it would not be such a
hardship to me, as my friends say I see a bass or pike in
every mud hole. But I do like a few days' gunning, and
if such a law was passed I would have to do as a thousand
others would, just sit ©n the fence and watch the sport.

Jerseyman.

Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 29.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Jan. 27 I note an article from Ann
Arbor, Mich. I have been a constant reader of your
valued columns for nearly twenty years, and in all that
time I have never yet seen anything in print to equal that
heartless and senseless article. Think of it, you American
sportsmen who have to work" for a moderate salary. How
you have worked everyday through the long, hot summer
so you could get a few days off in the fall to go into the
woods or fields with your dog and gun, and this Michigan
man wants to crush out this one bright spot in your life

by a tax or rather a robbery of $20 on your gun, which you
had to save your hard-earned dollars to buy. And what
more? He says you should pay a tax of one cent for every
shell that you shoot in it. Think of it, you men who love
to hear the crack of a breechloader. No Tax.

THE .22.

One of my friends is often trying experiments with
rifles, of which he owns half a dozen or more. Living on
a farm and owning a good deal of livestock, several of the
experiments have proved disastrous to cattle or hogs.
One day he took a shot at one of the horns of the old bull,

"just to see the bull shake his head and to hear the bullet

sing." A valuable cow stood four or five feet beyond the
bull, her head about opposite the bull's hips. Her head
being about on a line drawn at an angle of 45 degrees to

the line followed by the bullet, when the shot was fired

the cow fell, to the great surprise of the shooter, and died
in a few minutes. Careful examination, both before and
after skinning the cow, failed to show any wound; but
some months afterward, after all the flesh was gone from
the skull, a narrow hole, a mere slit half an inch long,
was found in the center of the forehead, and the flattened

bullet was foixnd in the skull cavity. No doubt the bullet

had been flattened against the bull's horn and had struck
the cow's head edgewise, making so small a wound that
no blood flowed out, and leaving no visible mark. The
bullet came from a .22 short cartridge.

Another of this man's amusements was shooting hawks
and crows with a .50 express, "just to spread 'em wide
open." One day a hawk alighted on a gate post 50yds.
from his house. Half a mile away, and right in the line

of fire, stood a neighbor's house. He could not move, for

the hawk would fly. Sighting at the hawk, he noted that
the line of sight struck the ground some distance short of

the house, and concluding there was no danger, fired at
the hawk, and was surprised at missing it and that no
dust cloud appeared where the bullet ought to have struck
the dry ground. His neighbor was surprised, too, for the
bullet entered the side of the house about four feet above
the floor, passed between two people who were within
three feet of each other, and was stopped by a stud in a
partition wall. Examing the gun, he found that the
sights were set for 700yds. , and then he remembered that
the day before he had been shooting at long range from
his front porch, and one of his workmen calling him, he
had set the gun in the house and forgotten about the
sights. The incident convinced him that it was not safe

to shoot such a gun in a settled country, except at a well-

I backed target, 0, H, Hampton.
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THE POWDER TEST.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The report of the powder and primer tests conducted by

Mr. Armin Tenner, published in the December numbers,
makes very interesting reading, as it deals with subjects

of paramount importance to sportsmen who love the gun.
At the same time it is somewhat of a disappointment to

me, as I had been led to believe the tests would be carried
on in a thoroughly scientific manner, and the results col-

lated and discussed so carefully and concisely as to com-
mand the respect at least of all critics, if not to insure
unqualified acceptance, which is rather too much to ex-

pect. A close study of the paper impels me to say at this

late date that, whether the tests were well done or not,

the published results are incomplete in accompanying
detail which is necessary for a reader to have at hand to

correctly draw his own conclusions. To specify, I may
mention the following omissions which occur in some in-

stances: Weight of powder charge; whether all powders
were weighed or measured, or were some weighed and
others measured; details of loading; density, humidity and
temperature; and there are many errors in the tabulated
results, either of calculation or typography.
The most remarkable point about the paper is the rating

given the various powders by an arbitrary system of points
of merit. There are fourteen qualities, with a possi-

ble rating of 200 points for each powder. Information is

given to determine only nine of these qualties of the four-

teen, the remaining five, or 36 per cent, of the qualities,

which are credited with a total of 44 points of merit, or
22 per cent, of the whole number possible, are very con-
siderately determined for us by Mr. Tenner. He has also

omitted a cold test, which is of greater importance, prac-
tically, than the beat test, which is given 15 points; for

while a sportsman in this latitude frequently uses ammu-
nition in winter at a temperature of 10° above zero, Fahr.,
he rarely ever stores his shells in the kitchen range or
subjects them to a temperature of 205° before going
shooting.
He also has an unpleasant way of making statements

at variance with his published results. I will specify
two cases. First, his statement on page 496, that in these
tests the patterns made with nitro were superior to those
of black powder. From Table "C," comparing the aver-
age results of what he calls "service charges," we find

the average pattern of 3drs. of FFFg and 3|drs. of FFg
black powder is 221 pellets, or 60$ of pellets in the charge.
The average pattern of 3drs. of nitro loaded in shells

which he subsequently shows are the best—namely
"Smokeless"—except in case of Walsrode, which is taken
at 29grs. in special shells, is 179 pellets, or 49$ of charge.
Second, he states in his report, and subsequently sticks

to it when criticised by Mr. von Lengerke, that the differ-

ence in arrival of the" pellets of shot driven by coarse or
fine grained black powder, does not "practically cut any
figure" in shooting at quartering birds. Referring to

Table "A" we find the velocity of l^oz. of No. 7 shot pro-
pelled by 3drs. of FFFg powder is stated to be 890ft. per
second. To travel 40yds. at this rate would occupy -^jk
of a second, during which time a cross flying bird going
at the rate of 60 miles per hour, or 88ft. per second,
would fly 11.9ft. The velocity given to th« same charge
of shot by Sidrs. of FFg powder is stated at 812ft. and
788ft. per second, the average being 800ft. At this

velocity the shot would require
-frfy

of a second to travel
40yds., during which time a cross flying bird, at the
above mentioned speed, would fly 18.2ft. Therefore, it

would be necessary to lead a cross flying bird, at a dis-

tance of 40yds. , the difference between 13.2 and 11.9ft.,

or about 16Ln., more when using coarse than when using
fine grained powder. If the powder charge were the
same in each case the difference would be still greater, as
it would probably be if there was a greater difference in
size of grain than one number. This does not take into
account the quicker ignition and combustion of the finer
grain, which would, no doubt, occupy less time in start-

ing the charge and sending it to the muzzle, from which
point Mr. Tenner's velocities are computed. Two-thirds
of this distance, or llin., would be the difference if the
bird were flying forty miles per hour, and not 2 or 3in.

as erroneously stated by Mr. Tenner. As to the speed
of birds I am convinced from watching their flight from
fast moving trains, the speed of which is known, that
sixty or more miles per hour is only an ordinary gait for
many game birds.

His treatment of the results to determine nine of the
fourteen qualities of the various powders, is also, in some
cases, as open to question as the above-mentioned in-

stances. I cannot judge of the way in which he handled
the remaining five qualities, as he did not give the facts.

If a man is scientific in his tests and accurate and con-
clusive in his judgments, I think no one can complain if

he does show that one powder is better than another, or
that a certain powder is poor trash. But if he does not
come up to this standard, it his tests and statements and
way of reasoning and conclusions are open to just criti-

cism, then I say publishing such a report inflicts an inex-
cusable injury to some manufacturers and furnishes false
capital to others. T. H. G-.

Editor Forest and Stream:
After carefully perusing Mr. A. Tenner's reply to my

criticism upon his powder tests, and knowing that the
Bubject under discussion is of general interest to your
shooting readers, I beg leave to once more trespass upon
your columns and good nature.

I am not fishing for compliments, but I wish to thank
my worthy antagonist for his gracious and complimentary
references to me personally. I certainly appreciate his
fairness and gladly acknowledge his superior scientific
knowledge of ballistics, although we differ widely as to
the ballistic merits and practical values of certain explo-
sives.

Unlike some blackguards and nincompoops, who imag-
ine themselves experts on ballistics, although in reality
they know not the very beginning of the ABC of explo-
sives, Mr. Tenner confines himself to arguments and
alleged facts and figures and refrains from personal abuse.
Nobody can appreciate more thoroughly than I what a

thankless task it is and how much labor is involved in
preparing, conducting and chronicling the results of am-
munition tests of such wide scope as those held at Chicago
and Carney's Point. It was therefore very reluctantly
that I took exceptions to Mr, Tenner's deductions, but as
he is endeavoring to establish an American testing institu-
tion for arms and ammunition, of which he is to be
Superintendent and naturally a person in authority whose

opinion and word would carry a great deal of weight, for

or against certain articles, I must take exceptions to his

acting as judge, and jury at the same time and giving a
verdict upon disputable evidence, instead of letting others

draw such conclusions as the alleged results seemed to

warrant. Under the circumstances, his tests looked de-

cidedly like an attempt to make capital for one powder at

the expense of others.
The reasons for my exceptions were stated in a general

way in my first letter. They were that the alleged results

obtained at the above tests lacked uniformity to such an
extent as to leave a well-founded doubt regarding the
accuracy and reliability of the instruments there used or

their manipulation. Secondly, I claimed that as the
Walsrode cartridges tested were furnished by very much
interested parties, and the E, C. and Schultze cartridges

tested were loaded on the ground during the trials by
parties who had no interest in their proper performances,
the comparative test could not be a fair one. Last but
not least, I objected to the manner of allotting and com-
piling the figures of merits.
In his reply Mr. Tenner says that the variations, which

I called abnormal both as regards initial pressure as well
as velocity, were solely due to the behavior of the
powders or that the latter behaved as powders are likely

to behave.

If this were true what would be the use and purpose of

a proof house and testing institution? It would be simply
impossible to establish unalterable facts and permanent
figures and principles as regards the actions of explo-
sives and the limit of safety of our shotguns if even our
old and generally accepted reliable black powders really

did vary thousands of pounds in bursting strain and hun-
dreds of feet in velocity under normal and favorable
conditions.
As a practical trap-shooter and field sportsman of some

experience, I think better of our modern shotgun explo-

sives such as Schultze and E. C. When properly loaded
I know that when my aim is correct my ammunition in

a good gun will do the rest. Thousands of other practi-

cal men feel the same confidence in the above powders,
and the wonderful scores put up at the trap and in field

shooting all over the world show how reliable and even
the actions of our modern explosives are, even under
vastly different conditions as to load, temperature, hy-
groscopic and atmospheric conditions. Mr. Tenner him-
self must have only changed his mind about the above
since his tests, for he very emphatically expressed his

belief and conviction to me in one of several very
pleasant conversations, that any excessive variations in

results with the above powders were not the fault of the
powders per se, but were caused by other attending and
preventable disturbing conditions.
Mr. Tenner misquotes me when he asserts that I said

"Dead Shot" was the most even and reliable black powder
in the world. I said one of the most even powders, etc.

Very few kinds and grades of sporting powders have been
manufactured in larger quantities than "Dead Shot," and
very few enjoy as good or better a reputation for relia-

bility and evenness. The largest ammunition manufac-
turers have adopted it and are willing to pit its evenness
against the world.
According to the figures of the test, "Dead Shot" is

credited with by far the most even bursting pressure,
which emphasizes the fact that something was wrong
when debited with a variation in velocity of 136ft. in

only a five shot trial. The very next series of tests made
with "Orange Extra" FFG, a similarly excellent powder
and one which closely resembles "Dead Shot" in every
respect, shows only a variation of 13ft. in velocity.

I have taken these black powders as examples because
authorities the world over know what they are, and that
they are more reliable than wmat the figures of the test

would indicate. Why and how the results of the tests,

especially as regards all other powders but Walsrode,
were made to differ so much from tests made by other
parties in equally or still more favorable position to be
exact, can of course only be conjectured now.
We all agree that the results of loaded ammunition is

much influenced by the manner of loading, and this is

especially the case with nitro explosives.

For this reason did I ask for, and I notice other parties

made the same request, the details of what kind, etc., of
wadding were used during the trials.

I wish all those readers, who have kindly followed the
controversey, to take special note of this most important
point, as nothing influences desirable or undesirable re-

sults as much as the kind and combination of the wads
over powder in a shotgun cartridge. It is by means of

the skillful selection and use of various kinds of wads
that the loader can increase or decrease initial pressure,

increase or decrease velocity, vary the recoil, control his

pattern to a great extent, counteract the violent actions
of excessively strong primers or excessive loads, prevent
to an extent hang or slow fires with weaker primers, cause
or prevent balling of shot, etc. In short it is the superior
judgment of the loader in selecting and manipulating the
wadding, which is born of extensive practical experience
and knowledge of the scientific laws of ballistics, that
makes the best and loaded cartridges more valuable than
the sometimes excellent machine-loaded ammunition,
which latter I should prefer at any time to hand-loaded
ammunition of non-experienced and unskillful parties.

My scientific antagonist kindly says that I command an
amount of general knowledge in the premises rarely
found by persons of my line of business and my calling.

If this be so it has been my good fortune. For Mr.
Tenner's information, not in a spirit of brag, I will say
that my opportunities for learning have been very favor-

able, as there is probably no man in or outside of my line

of business in this country who has the same amount of

experience in the combined practical and scientific sttidy

of shotgun ballistics, coupled with hard, practical, com-
mercial experience, especially as applied to nitro powders
and nitro powder ammunition.
But to resume. Mr. Tenner did say, not less than six-

teen times in his report, that "U. M. C. wads were used,"
but as this company manufactures nearly all kinds of

wads, for which there is any demand, the simple state-

ment U. M. C. wads was of no value whatever to those
seeking enlightenment. However, the desired information
has now been added by Mr. Tenner, and he says that "a
trap wad, a first quality white felt and a black edge wad
were employed for all nitro powders" except Walsrode,
which cartridges were wadded with the special elastic,

thick Express wad most suitable to the powder's condensed
charge with its condensed pressures,

Although distasteful to me, I am compelled to flatly

contradict Mr. Tenner's statement, and will here suggest
that if he is in error in this most important of all factors

for proper working of Schultze and E. C. powders, he
may be in error as regards other points that I have taken
exceptions to.

The fact is that it is simply a physical and mechanical
impossibility to so wad most 12-gauge 2fin. shells with
3rlrs. of the above powders and l^oz. of shot and load and
crimp the shell properly. Moreover I am informed by
one of the eye witnesses 'that the cartridges were not all

so wadded.
Should I in spite of the above assertion be wrong, and

Mr. Tenner's statement be correct, and the above loads

have actually been crimped and forced into such a shell,

then it would not be any use to continue this discussion,

as the mysteries of the unusual results of Mr. Tenner's

tests have been satisfactorily cleared away. A 12-bore

2fin. Nitro Club shell will only hold about |oz. of shot

with above-mentioned wadding and powder charge prop-
erly loaded, leaving from | to Jin. for crimp, which Mr.
Tenner himself admits is absolutely necessary.

It is to be regretted that, after all the exhaustive and
thankless labor, the little extra trouble of stating in detail

the exact manner of wadding with each series of trials

was not gone to, as this, if we accept the results as correct,

would have been the most interesting and, for the general

shooter, most instructive feature of the whole trials.

The best and most juet basis and methods for allotting

to the several desirable qualities of gunpowders certain

parts of the total figures of merit settles down to a ques-

tion of difference of opinion, as Mr. Tenner himself says,

Was it not, therefore, unwise and rather invidious of one
who is striving for the management and establishment Of

an institution of authority to arbitrarily force his own pri-

vate opinion on the American public beforehand? And*
although I personally think none the less of Mr. Tenner's

honesty and sterling integrity, is his course not likely to

discredit him in many quarters and thereby curtail the

amount of possible and visible good he might, and I dare

say will, do through the proposed Testing Institution?

But let us go a little deeper into thp manipulation of

figures of merits, upon which is based Mr, Tenner's indi-

vidual personal opinion, which some people mistake and
advertise for solid rocks of facts, and see whether these

rocks won't melt like so much rock candy in a moisture

test.

Throughout his tests Mr. Tenner seems very solicitous

about the safety of the powder tested. To make compari-
sons possible, it is necessary to form some basis to start

from. No better basis can be found than the action of a
good black powder, as every shooter is acquainted with
the nature of such powder and all of our guns and shells

are adapted to its use.

It seems, therefore, desirable that a powder's bursting

pressure should not vary excessively within a difference

of a few grains in quantity used, even if the prescribed

normal load should vary some from that of black powder
because various grains and grades of black powder vary
very materially.

This is certainly a point of importance.
Very much varying results are often obtained with

powders, especially nitro powders. At the same time
they are generally caused by differences in attending
loading conditions, at least this holds good with such
powders as Schultze and E. C, which, if they did not,

would not have practically driven high-grade and high-

cost black powders out of the market. Such variations

are generally to be laid to either the manner of loading,

differences in quality of wads, primers, shells, etc.

Shotguns are being used for widely different purposes.

Sora rail shooting is certainly very different work from
stopping ducks and geese in the bays or on the prairies.

Again, a man is not apt to load his gun for a live pigeon
match in mid-winter at 31yds. rise with a 21yds. bound-
ary as he would for summer woodcock shooting. It is

therefore desirable that a powder charge canbe effectively

varied according to its use as well as the gun or the shoot'

er's weight and strength.

With black powders, as well as Schultze and E. C, this

can be safely done and often advantageously in loads

from 2 to 4 drams by measure for 12-gauge guns, and this

is not only desirable from a practical standpoint, but a
merit from a ballistic view.

Now, let us see how Walsrode acts in this respect. The
smallest load advocated is 29grs, and the heaviest 31grs.

It is an indisputable fact that neither smaller nor heavier

loads than above, which represent about l^drs. by meas-
ure, can compare with the above-mentioned powders in

pattern and penetration. But to its safety about which
Mr. Tenner is so solicitous:

Everybody is liable to make mistakes. We all do it.

Nor do we all see alike, and although the agents of

Schultze and E, C. recommend from 2| to 3^drs. by
measure as the best loads, a great many people use ±, i or
even a whole dram more through ignorance or contrari-

ness, and many point at the good results they get to back
up their action.

What now would happen with Walsrode if a shooter

should get i or Jdr. more powder into his gun? We'll let

the learned linguist and the "expert of 30 years' standing"

of the Walsrode Co. answer this question. His circular

reads as follows: "The Walsrode powder has the peculiar-

ity to develop in increased charges a volume of gas out of

all proportion to the increased charge." I need no better

authority, and will simply add that an increase of i or

idr, by measure of a "winter load" used in summer will

most cestainly strain or wreck the gun, and certainly

endanger the shooter's safety.

How much now does Mr. Tenner consider the superior

safety of E, C. and Schultze worth more than Walsrode?
Just one or two points out of the total of 200.

The solicitude of Mr. Tenner for safety seems only to

run high in figures when he finds the bursting strain of

Schultze increased more than Walsrode after the cartridges

have been baked like Boston beans in an oven.

It looks like another inconsistency when Mr. Tenner
allows 30 points out of the 200 for least bursting strain in

proportion to velocity, when he allows for actual velocity

only 20. Yet it is velocity combined with sufficient pat-

tern which does the work for which gunpowder is

intended—killing. Ninety per cent, of the practical

shooters look for this, first, last and all the time.

Under the first named head, Mr. Tenner credits Ameri-
can wood powder with 29 points, whereas he allows

Schultze only 24. I have gone to the trouble of com-
piling and averaging the various series of velocity and
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pressure tests which can fairly be compared. The figures

represent all tests made with the standard charge of 3drs.

in Smokeless, Nitro Club, Eival "W," and Rival common,
Rapid, Climax and Eley shells.

The total averages are as follows and comprise every

shot fired during the test when these powders were shot

under alike conditions in all the shells mentioned:

Bursting Strain,

Hard grain Schultze 79581bs.

Regular Schultze 69161bs.

"E7 a" 6122lbs.

American wood powder — 55921bs.

Velocity.
829ft.

8(Wft.

788ft.

748ft.

Nobody nowadays is afraid to use black powders, and
very few people have any hesitancy about the above

named powders. If we accept Mr. Tenner's figures as cor-

rect, a charge of 3idrs. FFF Dupont's black powder, with

l|oz. of shot, gives a mean bursting pressure of over

9,0001bs. and occasionally goes above 10,0001bs. We
further read in the Prospectus of the American Testing

Institution, "The proof house charges for a finished gun
are G^drs. Dupont's FFF black powder and lfoz, of shot

No. 7 for 13-bore. Any substantially built gun ought to

resist and withstand the strain developed by such a

load, and no manufacturer or dealer should hesitate to see

a gun subject to such a test."

In another place the same author writes that 61drs. of

Dupont's FFF and l|oz. of shot gave a bursting strain of

16,1701bs. to the square inch, and that very few guns
would prove strong enough to withstand such a strain for

any length of time. He thinks that 75$ of the above
figure, or about 12,1251bs., should be as much as the ordi-

nary shotgun should be subjected to.

"For 12-bore guns the most advantageous velocities are

those between 300 and 900ft." writes expert Tenner, and
we certainly agree fully on this point, as we also do on
the following sentence: "The velocity should never drop
below 775ft., because all figures below cease to represent

the desirable killing force."

How then, taking all of Mr. Tenner's figures and his

sentences in good grace, could he give American wood
powder 29 out of 30 possible points for least bursting strain

in proportion to velocity, and the Schultze powder only

24? The bursting strain of Schultze powder is less than
one-half of what he says a dealer or gun manufacturer
could not object to have his gun subjected to.

In reply to my reference to the above impractical rating

Mr. Tenner says, "I hold that the lower the gas pressure

is in proportion to the velocity and provided tlie latter is

equivalent to a satisfactory penetration, the higher such a
powder ought to be rated." Does the above 748ft. repre-

sent a satisfactory penetration? I have quoted the gentle-

man's own negative answer before.

In this connection, I draw Mr. Tenner's attention to the

fact that part of the "extraordinary score done with
American wood powder," which is being advertised lately,

was done with 54grs. by weight or 4^drs. by measure in a

12, 3|rin. No. 3 primer shell. I make mention of this only

to show that the proposed proof house charge of 4drs. of

this powder would hardly prove anything, although 4drs.

of some powder of same name, issued last year, would
have been more than strong enough in this respect. It

seems, however, that Mr, Tenner was not furnished with
both kinds by the manufacturers.
From the various little contradictions, I judge that the

author is not quite clear in his own mind what to think
of the nitro powders, and the following parallel confirms
me in this belief. Mr. Tenner writes:

All nitro powders when tested
i under different conditions show
great variations.
Nitro powders have a good deal

- in common with tamed wild beasts.

. A wild animal tamed and brought
up in captivity may appear docile

. and gentle for a long time, but its

wild nature is liable to show itself

; at any moment. A smokeless
powder, too, may behave well
right along, but it is nevertheless
i'-more treacherous in its actions
than the black powders.
It will occasionally happen that

the regular service charge of a
, nitro powder produces a bursting
strain far higher than the average

. gum barrel can stand.

Which is it, please? Wild unreliable animals, or, more
: -accurate and even than black powders? When writing
the wild animal likeness, the author must have had Wals-

. rode powder in mind, because he has had more experience
with it than the others.

Then, when writing the other side of the parallel and
i
probably feeling a sting of conscience for promiscuously

s including all nitros in his "Hagenbeckial" description, he
[ Hops over further in praise of nitro powders for rifles than
} I would like to do myself.

But I will assist Mr. Tenner to find his equilibrium and
: at the same time a good excuse for his wild animal fear
: as applied to such condensed powders as Walsrode.

The London Field on Jan. 13, '94, editorially quotes
some powder tests lately made by the "German Institu-

tion for Trials of Arms." This test established the fact

that although less than l^drs, by measure, the proper
equivalent charge of Walsrode to 3drs. of black powder,
gave 362$ greater bursting strain than 3drs. of coarse-

grain black powder, it, nevertheless, gave 29ft. less in

velocity. Compared with a fine grain of black powder, it

gave some 20$ greater bursting force but 139ft. less initial

velocity. Great ballistic merits these! All the five or six

different powders were tested up to double loads with the
exception of Walsrode. The report refers to this as fol-

lows:
"The double charge of Walsrode was not tested because

the anticipated pressure (about 2,200 atmospheres or 14
tons) was considered hazardous for the apparatus and its

attendants."
This ferocious wild charge consisted of just about 2|

drams by measure, and the force gauge, in which it was
not trusted, is many times stronger than a good gun.
Very desirable qualities these from a practical point of

view. The following remark of my learned and friendly

antagonist rather staggers me: "From his statement I

am led to infer that Mr. Von Lsngerke believes that

Curtis & Harvey's, or any other equally good grade of

black powder, will produce a higher bursting strain than
the cheaper grades of black powder. If his crusher
gauge has shown him such to be the case, I can only ad-

vise him to drop it, as it has deceived him for once, etc."

Very much obliged, of course, but I can hardly believe

that I have been deceived all these years and hundreds of

others besides me. Mr. Tenner has evidently made a

The same reason which prompts
the sportsman to substitute a
smokeless powder for black pow-
der in the shotgun, let it appear
desirable for the hunter to use if

possible the modern propelling
agent instead of black powder in

the sporting rifle. The superiority
of the nitro powders over black is

even more marked in connection
with the rifle than with shotgun
ammunition.
As a rule the shooting is more

accurate, the deviations are
smaller with the nitro powders
than with black, the penetration
showing about the same values in

both cases.

little "break," and not having had much experience with
our various kinds of black powders, his theories have mis-
led him, and I think I can see how it came, because I

know very thoroughly the difference in manufacture and
materials which cause high and low pressures of black
powders for shotguns and rifles.

May be that the rather high pressures of the DuPont
FFFG powder wdiich he tested also helped to mislead him.
This powder I am satisfied was a special kind and not the
ordinary FFFG DuPont's Rifle.

I most certainly assert that such powders as Curtis &
Harvey's, Hazard's Electric, Orange Lightning, DnPont's
Diamond Grain, etc., give a considerably greater burst-

ing strain, load for load and in corresponding size

grains, than the cheap grades of black powders, such as

"Dead Shot," Orange, DuPont and Hazard's FG, and other
grain powders. All tests I have ever made have proved
this beyond the shadow of a doubt.
The initial pressures of the first-mentioned high grade

powders are, according to the apparent comparative and
obtainable figures, from 25 to 50, yes, and in certain in-

stances 100 per cent, greater than the so deservedly popu-
lar and cheap grades of American black powders.
This fact is so well known that our leading rifle and

ammunition manufacturers directly warn against the use
of the above strong black powders in their rifles.

Concluding my letter, I will say that I have nothing but
the friendliest regards for Mr. Tenner, and believe that our
differences of opinion are honest and conscientious.

Several of the questions at issue should be easily settled

to the thorough satisfaction of both of us as soon as Mr.
Tenner has finished the necessary preparations and work
on his testing grounds, and the grand army of American
sportsmen and the trade will take care of the most satis-

factory powders for practical use and commerce.
Justus von Lengerke.

LEAD-POISONED DUCKS.
[From a Staff Correspondent]

Chicago, Feb. 1.—The Galveston (Tex.) Daily News has
put out a story about lead-poisoned ducks, Which I copy
in full here:

CONDEMNED DUCKS.

A citizen who occasionally shoulders his breechloader, draws on his

rubber boots and goes forth to slay wild ducks in the lakes and bayous
near Galveston, met a News reporter yesterday, and the conversation
turning on field sports and duck shooting, the citizen asked:
"Do you know that a most wonderful discovery has recently been

made by the owners of the famous Stephenson's Lake hunting ground
respecting the condition of certain kinds of ducks found there during
the hunting season each year? Well, there has been.
"Readers of the News will no doubt remember that a short time ago

mention was made of the fact that the Health Inspector of this city

had condemned as unfit for food a lot of ducks offered for sale by a
hunter from the vicinity of the lake above mentioned. Now there was
nothing strange about this. From the general appearance of the ducks
the inspector most likely saw at a glance they were unfit for food, and
he did his duty by condemning the lot. It was not necessary that he
go any further than this, and probably he himself did not know the
true condition of the ducks at the time he condemned them. But on
just what was the matter with those ducks hangs this strange tale.

The ducks condemned may have been killed or they may have died a
natural death; but be that as it may, at the time they departed this

life they were either victims of lead poisoning or were suffering from
its effects.

"It is very easy to imagine that a duck might get a lot of shot fired

into him and not be killed dead, and afterward suffer from the effects

of lead in his anatomy, and which may eventually cause his death, or

may eventually get well and hearty again. Such a duck would cer-

tainly be unfit for food if killed while suffering from the effects of his

wounds or the effects of lead-poisoning. Now the ducks rejected by
the inspector had not been shot at nor wounded that any one could
see, and it is not improbable that they ever got in gunshot of a hunter
until the day they were killed, with a club, perhaps, if killed at all, but
as above stated they were all more or less affected with lead-poison-

ing. In the gizzard of each one of the rejected ducks were found from
half a dozen to forty shot of various sizes. Now the strange part of

this fact is when did these ducks get hold of this shot? There is only
one solution. It is a well known fact that most wild ducks feed upon
vegetation at the bottom of lakes and ponds, and some feed upon
roots that grow on the bottom of such places. These feeding places

are very well known to hunters and they have gunned for the game so

regularly since firearms came into use that the bottoms of the lakes

and ponds are so covered with shot that every time the poor duck
goes down for a blade of grass or a root he is liable to get one or more
shot with each mouthful.
"The hunters who shoot for a living at Stephenson's Lake and who

claim to have been studying the subject of shot in the gizzards of

ducks for some years, have a theory regarding the matter that is based
upon facts to some extent and which is very curious.

"These hunters, by actual examination, claim there are no shot in

the bottom of Stephenson's Lake, and by actual experiment have
proven that the water in this lake possesses peculiar chemical proper-

ties that will dissolve the largest duck shot in a few weeks and a bar
of common lead in three months' time. The hunters agree that the
ducks get the shot while feeding at the bottom of lakes as above stated

in various parts of the United States, and as soon as one is seriously

affected with lead-poisoniDg, he packs up and puts out for Stephen-
son's Lake, whose waters he knows will soon restore him to health and
strength again, and this may be true. The owners of the lake have
hunters engaged who have been at the business of shooting canvasback
ducks each season all their lives, and these experienced hunters can
tell a sick duck about as far as they can see him, and such are never
allowed to be shot at. It is only once in a while that such ducks come
to this market, and then they are brought in by some scamp who
hopes to sell them but who generally fails, as the dealers are always
on the lookout and will have nothing but what is first-class."

Not Imaginary.

The News article is absurd in some points and the

market-shooters who found the wonderful chemical
properties in the waters of Stephenson's Lake were, no
doubt, having a little fun with the Aews man, but a
Chicago contemporary simply displays its ignorance

when it speaks of "the whole thing as the production of

the imagination of some one who wished to create a sen-

sation." It is not an imaginary case by any means. Far
from being produced for a sensation, it was just the

other way with the men who had the facts. It was solely

a feeling of courtesy to these men, who entertained me
and gave me their confidence, which prevented me from
telling all about these lead-poisoned ducks more than a
year ago. Since the thing has been sprung by the Gal-

veston paper I can now take the matter up and enable

the sporting public to have the facts ungarbled and cor-

rect. The sporting public always has to come to Forest
and Stream for that sort of information.

More Than a Year Ago.

There is, and has been for more than a year in the

office of Forest and Stream the gizzard of a canvasback
duck, showing still in place a number of shot, many of

which are ground nearly flat by trituration. The interior

lining of the gizzard seemed to be dried up, burned out

and diseased throughout. The lower intestines of the

bird were also apparently diseased, and were discolored

with a greenish hue. The feathers about the vent were
stained a greenish color. This gizzard I myself last

winter took from a canvasback duck which the noted
market-shooter, Billy Griggs, and myself picked up dead
in the lake near Bud Stephenson's house. This was 25

miles northeast of Galveston, in what I believe to be the
best canvasback country now left in America.

I sent the gizzard in with the account of how the bird
was found, and with the reasons for non-publication of the
story. At that time the facts were entirely secret so far
as known to those who had them. No lead-poisoned
ducks had ever been heard of. No one knew that
such ducks had ever been sold in the markets. Billy
Griggs told me, and I believed him, that his party never
picked up and sold these birds, but that he believed that
another outfit had gathered up and shipped barrels of
them. I know that there have been barrels of canvas-
back ducks which have come up from Galveston this fall,

and which have been sold on South Water street here, in
which the birds did not have a shot marh on them. I offer

this fact without comment, and when it came to me I

said nothing of what I knew about the ducks found dead
on Lake Surprise and Stephenson's Lake, in the Galveston
country.

Billy Griggs told me of these lead-poisoned ducks, and
said he hoped we would find one. We did find the one
above mentioned, lying dead at the edge of the rushes,

and. as he picked it up Billy remarked, looking at the dis-

colored vent, that he would bet all he was worth that we
would find shot in the gizzard. We did find the shot, and
they can no doubt be seen in place to-day in the Forest
and Stream office in New York. Griggs told me they
often saw ducks too sick to fly, and sometimes found them
just on the point of death. He said that tons of shot had
been fired into those waters, and he was of the opinion
that the shot lodged in the roots of the celery and so were
taken into the system by the birds, or that possibly the
birds sought for the shot, taking them to be fine gravel.

He said he had found old percussion caps in some gizzards.

This was the actual story of the market-hunter to me. If

the story about chemical action was really told to the
Galveston News man, it was probably told by the Barrow
outfit, and with the intention of conveying the belief that
only good healthy canvasbacks were shipped from Galves-

ton. Knowing what I do of Griggs and Stephenson, I do
not believe that they would ship ducks which had been
thus diseased.

The Discovery Still Older.

The Chicago contemporary—which by the way is the
American Field—is so little acquainted with actual news
that when it does see a chunk of it it gets scared and shies.

I have shown that this news is not very new in knowl-
edge, but must go further and show that it is still older

than would seem from the above alone. I thought I was
among the very first to get hold of it, but it seems that

such was not the case.

This winter I was again in Texas—in fact am just back
from the trip—and though I was not at the Galveston
country, I heard of the lead-poisoned ducks of Galveston,

even so far away as San Antonio. Mr. O. C. Guessaz, one
of the best known shooters of Texas, and the president of

the State Sportsmen's Association, told me all about the

whole subject before I had time to open my mouth (Mr.

Guessaz, let me also note in passing, is the most popular
man in San Antonio, and a hustler from away back yon-
der. As he will be the Forest and Stream representa-

tive at San Antonio, the many readers of this paper will

have a good chance to get acquainted with a good man).
Mr. Guessaz, then, told me that a year ago last winter,

or two years ago from now, he and some friends were
shooting on their favorite grounds near Galveston, and on
Lake Surprise he discovered the fact that the canvasbacks
(and bluebills or dos-gris also) ate shot and died of it. He
communicated his discovery to old Dick Barrows, one of

the market-shooters of those waters, «,nd says that Bar-

rows at that time knew nothing of it. Mr. Guessaz esti-

mated that thousands of pounds of shot were fired annu-
ally over that body of water. He got so enthusiastic over'

hisfindthat his friends hoaxed him by cutting open a duck
and stuffing it with bits of iron. So far as I know, Mr.
Guessog was the orginal discoverer of this lead poisoning

of ducks, although it would be singular if men observant

as Bud Stephenson or Billy Griggs had not noted it in

their long shooting on those waters. Billy did not say, if

I remember, how long he had known of it. At any rate,

the facts are now all out and are here given in print accu-

rately and fundamentally and for the first time. Our
esteemed contemporary need no longer shy at the news.

The Canvasback Preserve.

Last fall Billy Griggs wrote and told me that the entire

canvasback water over which they shot last winter, in-

cluding Stephenson's Lake and Lake Surprise, had been
put under patent and fenced by Col. W. L. Moody, of

Galveston, and that the Stephenson and Griggs outfit, to-

gether with the Barrow outfit, had leased the entire tract

from Col. Moody, thus shutting out the public entirely,

although he very kindly invited me to join them again this

winter. At San Antonio I found that the Moody patent

on these famous waters was creating considerable indig-

nation. I was told that Col. Moody's lease was on the

basis that he got one-fourth of all the ducks killed, and in

addition 20 canvasbacks each week, which latter were all

sent to Gov. Hogg to sort of keep him feeling good about
leased waters in Texas. It is also a fact that Gov. Hogg
not long ago went down there and had a big duck shoot.

As near as I can learn, only me an' Gov. Hogg are in it.

I'm no hog, so I didn't go there this winter. I did, how-
ever, discover some other canvasback country open to the

world, as well as a whole lot of other things of which I

want to write as soon as the editor of Forest and Stream
can turn loose about half the paper for it. E-. Hough.

Editor Forest and Stream:
During a recent visit to Currituck Sound I heard much

of a disease to which wildfowl there are subject and
which is locally known as "croup." This sickness seems
to be common to ducks, geese and swans, and I saw a
number of the birds so afflicted. The local gunners
believe it to be a disease of the respiratory organs and on
capturing a sick bird rub its throat under the impression

that something is choking the fowl. Of course, the sick

ones are not under observation during the early stages

of the disease, but after they become so weak as to be

easily captured; the symptoms are a rattling in the

throat, as if there were difficulty in breathing and an
occasional dribbling of a few drops of yellowish fluid

from the bill, which is held open much of the time. In
the geese the voice is changed, being much less resonant
than in health. A "croupy" goose captured near the

point of Narrows Island, Jan. 14, seemed in good condi-
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tion, sleek and quite strong. It swam vigorously, but
did not attempt to fly, and when caught struggled with a
good deal of force. As it was being put in the boat, its

head and neck hanging down, it disgorged two or three
tablespoonfuls of a yellowish fluid and died. A swan
caught on Brant Island a day or two earlier was brought
in alive and put in the goose pen, where it lived for a
short time, but was found dead one morning. At times
this bird seemed to feel pretty well, dabbling in the
water and dressing its plumage, but much of the time it

stood or sat with its bill open, breathing hard and with
the yellowish fluid dropping from the beak.
A dissection of the two birds mentioned reveals the dis-

ease from which the fowl suffers and its cause.
All the orga,ns are in a healthy condition until the giz-

zard is reached. In the case of the goose the stomach
and upper gizzard were filled with fresh grass, on which
the processes of digestion had not begun. The posterior
part of the gizzard contained perhaps two ounces of fine

sand mingled with coarser bright gravel. Distributed
through this sand was a small quantity—perhaps one-
quarter of an ounce—of particles of lead, evidently shot.

Some of these particles were large and round, others
were flattened, others still were no larger than No. 10 or
No. 12 shot, but were not round, but oval or bean-shaped.
The surfaces of all were dull, and on close examination
were seen to be finely pitted by attrition against the
harder sand and gravel which grinds up the bird's food.
The gristly lining of the gizzard of this goose was greenish
in color and entirely different in character from the same
membrane in a healthy bird. Its thinner margin was
soft and decayed or corroded, easily to be pulled to pieces
or rubbed off with the finger, and in some places had
degenerated into a soft jelly-like mass of yellowish color.

The thicker tough lining of the gizzard was also corroded
and could be picked away in small pieces, while in a
healthy bird it would have stripped away in a single
piece from the white membrane upon which it lies. This
white membrane showed here and there pinkish or
purplish spots indicating inflammation. The right lobe
of the liver was discolored, having a dark unhealthy
look. The small intestine showed evidence of intense

. inflammation throughout its length, and the rectum was
also inflamed.
The swan was examined a few days later than the

goose and several days after its death. Its gizzard con-
tained perhaps twenty or thirty grains of corn, which
were softened, but not at all digested or even abraded.
The gizzard contained no sand, but did contain a quantity
of yellowish jelly-like matter which appeared to be the
broken down walls of the gizzard lining. At the posterior
part of the gizzard were a dozen particles of lead, two of
them evidently No. 4 shot and the others small ground up
fragments of shot which had lost shape and size. The
tough lining membrane of the gizzard was black in color,

had lost all character and could be picked off piece by
piece like rotten wood or burned leather. The subjacent
white membrane showed the pink and purple spots of in-

flammation noted in the same membrane of the goose.
The small intestine was highly inflamed throughout its

whole tract. The fiver was absolutely black and very soft.

From these examinations I conclude that the birds dis-

sected died from acute corrosive gastritis due to the lead
taken into the gizzard.
Each season great quantities of shot are fired on the

waters of this sound, and much of it falls on the feeding
grounds of the wildfowl. In feeding, the geese, ducks
and swans take into the stomach more or less of this shot
either by accident or in the belief that it is sand or gravel.
When the shot has passed into the gizzard it is subjected
to the same grinding process as the grass, grain or other
food, and being softer than the sand it is ground into
minute particles, which at once set uj) an acute inflamma-
mation throughout the whole alimentary tract into which
they pass. The result is that the bird dies from a poison-
ing which is partly mechanical and partly corrosive.

Geo. Bird Grinnell.

Ontario Fish and Game Commission.
At a meeting of the Ontario Fish and Game Commis-

sion, Dr. McCallum of Dixie presiding, and Mayor A. D,
Stewart of Hamilton, W. G. Parish of Ottawa, J. H.Will-
mott of Beaumaris, Muskoka, andH.P. Dwight of Toronto,
present, it was recommended that the present law in re-

gard to snipe, quail, woodcockand partridge be continued
for three years more. Also that the present law govern-
ing the close season for deer be continued, except that
there should be no hunting with dogs after Nov. 1. It

was decided to ask the Legislature to appoint two new
game wardens for Ontario, as the four now in office are
inadequate to cover the territory. The muskrat season
was recommended to be fixed from Jan. 1 to March 1,

but they may only be trapped during April. In regard to
the fisheries question the commission decided to urge an
issue in the test case now pending between the Dominion
and Provincial governments to determine wherein lies the
jurisdiction.

A THIRTY-POUND TROUT.*
(Translated from the Swedish for Forest and Stream.)

It was July 12, 1893. The wind, which for a long time
had blown from the north, during the course of the day
veered around to the westward. It was, therefore, with
somewhat stronger expectations than usual that I went
out in the afternoon to a bridge over the River Murole in
the parish of Ruovesi.

It had already become calm. The sun still shone from
a cloudless sky. Over the tops of the birches fluttered

i-POtDID TROUT.

Seymour Garey's Lost Bear Trap.

Auburn, Susquehanna County, Jan. 30.

—

Editor Forest
and Stream: While on a shooting trip in Windham town-
ship, Wyoming county, last November, it was my privi-

lege to meet with an interesting relic.

About the year 1830 one Henry Champion had a deei
lick located about two miles from the river bluff, opposite
Black Walnut. This lick was frequented by a large buck
which Champion expected, sooner or later, to secure. A
neighbor, Seymour Garey, hearing of the big buck that
came to Champion's lick, proposed capturing the animal
by means of a large bear trap, of which he was the pos-
sessor. This coming to the ears of Champion, Garey was
warned not to attempt it, and it was hinted that he might
lose his trap. Nevertheless Garey set his trap in the
lick. It disappeared, and its removal was credited to
human agency. Both men grew old and passed away,
but the whereabouts of the trap was never revealed. But
some of the older men of the locality still remember the
circumstance, and it was often discussed among them.
Last August a friend, with whom I have spent many

pleasant days afield, was traveling through the locality in
the company of a man past middle age, who related to
him the circumstances attending the trap's disappearance,
with the remark that it was doubtless somewhere in their
immediate vicinity, securely hidden for more than sixty
years. Two days later some boys, while picking berries,

found the trap but a few yards from where they had dis-

cussed it. It had been hidden in a large hollow log. The
action of the elements and decay of more than half a cen-
tury had so weakened the shell that it had fallen apart,
revealing the old relic.

It is now in the possession of Damon Allen, at whose
shop I saw it. It is in a good state of preservation, appa-
rently little affected by the rust of so many years. One
of the springs has at some time been broken and roughly
welded. It is an interesting reminder of a class of men

|

and customs that are fast passing even from memory.
In November, 1892, Judson Jayne was hunting among

the hills one mile south of Jenningsville, and while
seated on a log enjoying his lunch noticed ironamong the
leaves at his feet. When uncovered it proved to be a
large bear trap, and the jaws came up with a vicious snap
that might have caused serious troublehad it been trodden
on unseen. This find was widely talked of, but no owner

j

has been found. To whom it belonged and how it came '

to be left in the condition in which it was found will
doubtless always remain a mystery. Bon Am. '

thousands of ephemera, and thousands more rose up out
of the stream and enveloped the angler like a cloud. In
short, the weather was as beautiful as a salmon fisherman
could desire.

I fastened a small whitefish on a feathered treble hook
with gimp snood and made a cast. After only a couple
of minutes I felt a strong pull—but nothing more. Dis-

appointed, I reeled in the line and found that the hook
was missing. I selected a new hook with double gut lure

and resumed fishing. This time I was more fortunate.

After a quarter of an hour's battle a trout weighing
141bs. was'struggling in the landing net. When I under-
took to release the hook, I found, to my astonishment, the
first hook in its lower jaw. Thus it was the same fish

which had taken the hook twice, in succession.

I had intended to go home, as it has not happened for

years that two large trout have been taken out of the
Murole in one evening. But the resplendent natural
beauties which surrounded me determined me to remain.
Again I cast out and again fortune favored me. After

only ten minutes another trout lay in the grass on the
shore. It weighed, however, only 51bs. "Ei Jcahsi

Jcolmatta," f thought I, and the sequel showed that in our
skeptical day we know little about the inherited wisdom
of our ancestors.
For the fourth time I baited the hook, and after I had

raised an incense to show my gratitude to the divinity of

the water, I cast again. Nor did I need to wait long this

time before a fish struck so hard that the cigar fell out of

my mouth. And then begun a struggle of life and death.
The reel sung shrill as a locomotive whistle when the
engine is at full speed.

It was not worth while to take the line in the fingers.

By degrees the run slackened and I begun carefully to

reel in the line. But then the fish rushed off again on a
longer run if possible. This was repeated several times,
and playing the fish was made very difficult on account
of several sticks that floated about in an eddy in the
middle of the stream. After this suspense had lasted

nearly an hour the monster took refuge behind a stone. I

held a tight line, ready to give slack instantly if it should
again start to run. And I waited and waited, but it

showed no sign of leaving its place. Pricking sensations
in the arms warned me that they were becoming numb,
and gradually I began to lose patience also. More than
once I was tempted to give a jerk, but most fortunately I

*"EnTrettio Skalpunds Forell: Fiskeritidstoift for Finland," No.
11. 1893, pages 159-161.

t A Finnish proverb which means: "No second without a third," or
"Three things are always good."

,

controlled myself. Finally, when I had stood like a
statue more than an hour, I hit upon a practical idea. I

sent out a boat to frighten away the fish. It succeeded,
too, and for an instant we saw its back at the surface of
the water. But when the boat withdrew the fish went
back to its former station. Once more the same means
was tried, this time with better result. Now it remained
off the bottom of the stream, and after very little resist-

ance it lay in the landing net. It was then so weak that
it could hardly move a fin. And my strength was so
much exhausted also that I could not possibly have drawn
up a small trout. Accompanied by a troop of lumbermen
I carried it up to the house. It was hung on a pair of
scales and found to weigh 301bs.

So it was the largest trout within my recollection which
was caught out of this stream. As far as I know, 231bs.

was the weight of the largest one taken hitherto. It was
nearly 3ft. long and fully llin. broad. In color it was
dark above and profusely covered with spots. The flesh

was fat and well flavored. In sex it was a female.
C. Thesleff.

BLACK BASS IN FINLAND.
Dr. Oscar Nordqvist has added to the attractions of

his native country a well known American game fish,

the large-mouthed black bass. Having satisfied himself
that the fish is a valuable one, and can be introduced
without the risk of its encroaching upon trout and salmon
waters, he ordered 400 of each of our species from Herr
Max von dem Borne, but was able to secure only the
large-mouthed bass.

The fish obtained were six months old and some of them
measured from 4 to 4|in. in length. They were shipped
from Berneuchen, Germany, on a Tuesday afternoon or
Wednesday morning, left Stettin Wednesday noon by
the steamer '

'Jakobstad" and arrived at Helsingfors, Fin-
land, at 11 o'clock Friday night. At this stage of the
journey, fifty-nine of the fish were found dead. From
Helsingfors the remainder were carried four hours by rail

to Jarvela, and thence more than fifty kilometers by team
to the Fishery Experiment Station at Evois, where they
arrived at 2 o'clock Sunday morning and were at once
deposited in a small lake about 600 meters long, 400 meters
wide and about 30ft. in greatest depth.
The bass were shipped in four wooden vessels each con-

taining 100 fish. Between Berneuchen and Helsingfors
they received no special attention, the journey having
occupied certainly more than sixty hours. In Helsingfors
and on the way to Jarvela, the water was aerated. On the
journey from Jarvela to Evois fresh water was supplied
from brooks and lakes at several places to replace the
water spilled in transportation. The total loss of fish was
only seventy-eight—a remarkable success in carrying
fish.

The lake at Evois in which the bass were planted has no
outlet. The water is perfectly transparent. The bottom
consists of stone, gravel and sand. The lake is well
stocked with yellow perch and roach, and contains also

a few pike and burbot, all of which fish except the roach
are identical with fish of the same name in the United
States. Our black bass has the same species among its

companions in this country.
A letter from Dr. Nordqvist, dated Dec. 31, 1893, in-

formed me that "when put in the lake they disappeared
in the darkness. When I visited the place the next morn-
ing none were seen, as I believe all were alive. If some, of

them had died, one would, no doubt, have seen them on
the bottom as was the case with some Coregonus marima
(whitefish), which were planted some days earlier in

another lake also belonging to the Experiment Station.

Now the lakes are covered by ice, so I cannot get any in-

formation about the bass until next summer."
T. H. B.

BOSTON FISHERMEN.
The latest reports from the Florida tarpon fishermen

suggest a very dull season thus far. But old hunters for

the silver king think that it is not quite late enough for

good sport. One or two Boston parties have put off their

Florida trips till a week or two later, A letter to Mr.
C, Z, Bassett from Mr. C. A, Dean, mentions that the
tarpon fishing at Punta Gorda is very dull. Mr. Dean is

the acknowledged champion tarpon fisherman, but he
had, up to the time of writing, taken but one tarpon.

This letter will cause the Boston tarpon fishermen to wait
a little longer, especially where their time is limited. Mr.
D. H. Blanchard, whom the readers of the Forest and
Stream well know, through his efforts to lessen the
amount of netting in the Canada and New Brunswick
salmon rivers, a couple of winters ago, is going to Florida
soon; probably as much for health and recreation as for

tarpon fishing. But his fishing tackle will all go with
him; of this be very sure. If he does not catch a tarpon,

why, there is a plenty of other fishing. The Maine papers

say' that Capt. Fred C. Barker, of Rangeley Lake steam-
boat fame, is on his way to Boston and New York, and
that he will prolong his trip to Florida, if his health per-

mits.

Boston fishermen will be pained to learn that Mr. Geo.
B. Appleton, of Appleton & Bassett, the well known
Washington st. fishing tackle dealers, fell on the ice the

other day and broke the small bone of one of his legs. He
is now flat on his back, and will have to stay there for

some days. Mr. Bassett suggests that the accident, if it

must have happened, "could not have happened in a bet-

ter time; " it being in the dullest season of the tackle

trade.
Recent letters from Andover, Me., say that Mr. J. A.

French of that town, who has run the hotel camps at the

Upper Dam, Richardson Lake, for several years, is not to

run that well known abiding place for fishermen this

season. It is mentioned that Mr. John Chadwick, who has
been the Union Waterpower Co.'s agent there for a good
many years, is to have full sway and take charge of the

hotel arrangements. The newspapers have reports of

another scheme to connect the Rangeley Lakes with the

outside world by rail. It is proposed to build a railroad in

from Bethel or somewhere above, to connect the Grand
Trunk with Umbagog Lake by all rail. The Grand Trunk
is believed to be interested in this plan. Still there is no
money yet raised, and everybody knows that the Grand
Trunk is not noted for building branch roads in Maine,

having its great interests in Canada and the West. By
the building of the Portland & Rumford Falls extension

from Lewiston to Poland, Poland Springs and to Mechanic
Falls, which extension is now completed, sportsmen who
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have formerly made the Andover route to the Rangeleys
by way of the Grand Trunk to Bryant's Pond, will be able
to go by the Maine Central to Lewiston and thence to

Rumford. At that point they will be four miles nearer to
Andover than at Bryant's Pond, and the route over a
much better road. The Government has already ordered
the Andover and Rumford mails to go by the Rumford
Falls route. Special.

A Supervisor's Law that will not Hold.

Attorney-General Hancock of New York has given the
following opinion as to the legality of the action of the
board of supervisors of Livingston county, imposing a
license fee on non-residents who desire to fish in the
waters of the county: "Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your
communication of recent date stating that the board of
supervisors of Livingston county have passed an act in
relation to game and fish, which appears to discriminate
against non-residents of that county, and asking for my
opinion as to the legality of the act. The act in question
provides in substance that: 'It shall not be lawful for any
non-resident of the county of Livingston to shoot game
or to fish in any town in said county without first having
obtained from a justice of the peace of that county a
license therefor.' In reply I beg leave to call your atten-
tion to section one of chapter 668 of laws of 1892, known
as the general municipal law, which declares a county to
be a municipal corporation. Section 37 of the same act
declares against restrictions and regulations which do not
apply to all citizens alike, and is as follows: 'Any restric-

tion or regulation imposed by the governing board of a
municipal corporation within this state, carrying on or
desiring to carry on any lawful business or calling, within
the limits thereof, which shall not be necessary for the
proper regulation of such trade, business or calling, and
shall not apply to citizens of all parts of the state alike,

except ordinances or regulations in reference to traveling
circuses, shows and exhibitions, shall be void.' The courts
might fairly hold the provisions of this section are broad
enough to prohibit the discrimination contained in the
resolution referred to in your communication. Boards of
supervisors are authorized under the general game laws
to pass such laws and ordinances as shall afford additional
protection to birds, fish and wild animals, but the object
of the statute is undoubtedly to permit supervisors to pass
rules of a general nature, and not in favor of or against
citizens of any particular locality. It is my opinion that
the courts will hold the resolution referred to iuvalid for
the reasons above stated."

THE COAST FISHERY CONFERENCE.

Proceedings of Conference Held to Consider
the Subject of the Exhaustion of

Coast Line Food Fishes.

OFFICIAL REPORT BT SECRETARY E. P. DOYLE.

(Continued from Page 99.)

J. M. K Southwick, of Rhode Island, said: I will say-
before I have read my paper that I have prepared a more
elaborate paper that was sent to the Chicago convention to
be read there, but I regret to say it may be too lengthy to
read here, although the subject discussed there seems to
have been transferred to this locality.

Ocean Fisheries and Legislation.
By J. M. K. Southwick, Commissioner of Fisheries, Newport, R. I.

In discussing this question of the fisheries it becomes of
the greatest importance to all that we learn all that is known
or can be learned about it; and then I fear there will be much
more that is unknown than all that we do know; and that
with the unknown will still remain the vital points neces-
sary in determining the important question that has called
together this meeting. For ourselves, we claim no superior
knowledge or experience and feel that our very limited
knowledge should make us keep silent, could we do so con-
sistently with our duty as Pish Commissioners.
We have carefully read the circular calling together this

meeting and were sorry to see that it took for granted, as
fact, that there was a "growing scarcity of edible fishes
along our coast line from Maine to Virginia." Then it sug-
gests a remedy—"The enactment of simple and uniform
legislation," which we understand to mean restriction of the
industrial fishing. Then it says, "With this object in view,
and with a desire for a full, impartial and thorough exam-
ination of the whole subject"—would it not have been well
to have the investigation come first? Then if it is found that
a diminution has taken place as alleged, it would be very
proper to look for the cause, and when this is found it strikes
us it would be time to apply the remedy.
But here the crime is assumed, the guilt fixed, the party

hung. What is left for "a full, impartial and thorough ex-
amination " we are at a loss to know*
Since writing the above our attention has been called to an

article in the New York Evening Post, published with the
call for this meeting. This article freely presents the case
as we premised from reading the call, but it favors us with
the specific statement that " striped bass and weakfish,
which formerly sold for 5c. and 6c. a pound, now command
10c. and 12c." This is given to indicate, the growing scarcity
of these fish.

It also says that 1

1

Barnegat Bay furnishes a conspicuous
example of the condition all along the coast. " " This season
the bay was barren of food fish." If Barnegat Bay was bar-
ren of food fish, and was an 41 example of the condition all
along the coast," where were the market supplies drawn
from ?

Rhode Island is somewhere along the coast, and the weak
fish were never so abundant there as the past season. "For
several years, while noticing this decrease, the fishermen and
pisciculturists have attributed it to some unusual cause."
Their experience was that of very many others. But "ac-
tive measures were taken to learn the real cause, which
resulted in the experts arriving at the conclusion," etc. Now
if these experts learned the real cause, why need we look
further? Why did they not favor the world "with their dis-
covery? Vast sums of money and much time has been ex-
pended by the most profound thinkers of the world, and «yet
none of them has given us this information.

It remains for these experts of Barnegat to give us the real
cause of diminution of fish in a locality. If any present can
speak for them we will stop here. If not, we will pass on to
note one other discovery the article reveals to us. "It has
been discovered this year for the first time that menhaden
and mackerel, like the striped bass, spawn in shallow water."
It is of the greatest interest to learn such facts, and after so
much investigation as has been had, it is of especial interest
to the world to learn the fact here given.

Being a Fish Commissioner we feel much mortified not to
have known this before. It is to be hoped that the discoverer
will be duly honored and his name given to the world as a
benefactor of the race.

If the declarations made can be sustained, then have we
made some advance in investigation of a subject that has
hitherto baffled the minds of all students of fishes, and it is

to be hoped that the data will be given that forced these con-
clusions. It is felt that the fish question has not been fairly
treated, bold assertions have been received as though they
were demonstrated facts; and laws based upon them have
been advocated as experiments which were no less than
trifling with the fishing industry. In relation to the decrease
of fishes in the waters of our coast, we can answer for our
own State, that it is not true of scup, weakfish, butterfish,
tautog or the bullseye mackerel. The latter, after being
entirely absent from the coast for many years, are again with
us in large numbers. As to the general issue, the aggregate
number of edible fish, our statistics show a large increase,
notwithstauding the declaration made in the call.

Now if it is true that edible fish come in reduced numbers
to some localities, it does not follow that they do to all. Just
why they favor Rhode Island we cannot tell; the State is

not so small that a few fill the waters, and we think that our
neighboring States, Massachusetts and Connecticut, will
agree with us as to the great number of weakfish the last
year. On the other hand, the bluefish were scarce in our
waters, except at Block Island, and we are told that theNew
York market had its nsual abundant supply.
The question before you is of too i mportant a character to

be lightly dealt with. From any standpoint that may be
taken much is involved. It deserves and should have a very
thorough investigation before any action is taken. It may
be said that it has had a good deal of attention for the last
twenty-five years, and so it has.
But if we have not learned in that time that the increase

and diminution of ocean fishes are from natural causes and
independent of man's acts, then has all observation and
investigation in this and other countries been in vain, and
the time and money expended in that way wasted; and we
are still in ignorance, but we welcome any light that the
experts of Barnegat may give us. It is to be hoped that
their final decision or conclusion will not place them in the
school of conclusionists, so common along our coast. Fish
will no more bite when they are around than when a school
of porpoises are pi'esent. They have the same complaint that
porpoises have.
The disease is chronic and has been from the earliest time;

it is also contagious, but generally confined to the upper
classes. Even commissioners are subject to it. I am not
sure that they do not have it in its worst form.
The lamented Prof. Baird appears to have been cured by

the scup appearing in Rhode Island in immense numbers
when it was concluded that they were being exterminated.
There is but one cure for this complaint and but few are

willing to take the remedy. We have a prescription that
never fails, where capacity to fill conditions is found:

REMEDY FOR SNAP CONCLUSIONS.

9 3 parts history of past observations.
2 parts personal observation.
1 part logical reasoning.

Take one hour each day for twenty years. Jdst Right, M.D.

There are cases where it gets into the blood and controls
the will power. Such cases are fatal, and although the sub-
ject be quite himself, he never attains to reason. This com-
plaint is all along the coast; in fact, most men have it who
have not the time nor disposition to look into it in its earliest
symptoms. To such it is catching, and like leprosy, lasting.
We knew a man who had it bad. He concluded that dump-
ish looking fish without legs or fins could not move; so he
dumped his day's catch of scallops in a heap in the water and
found his conclusions scattered when he would havegathered
them to take home.
The confusion that seems so manifest as to our sea and

anadromous fishes is surprising, and it is with deep interest
that we await the details of the new discovery, that men-
haden and mackerel are to be classed with the anadromous
fishes.

The salmon, the shad, the bass and the alewife have long
been classed as fresh-water spawners; but never the men-
haden or the weakfish. We confess to much surprise at this
discovery, and since this is declared we shall not be surprised
at any assertion. But we believe it is the desire of those
whose names are appended to the call for this meeting, to
have a full, impartial and thorough examination of the
whole subject. And in this we are in hearty accord with
them.
How to accomplish this then should be the first great and

impartial step for this meeting to determine. Upon the
receipt of this call worded as it is, we hesitated as to what
our duty demanded of us; knowing the general consensus of
opinion with Fish Commissioners, we felt sure of being over-
whelmed by eloquence and numbers if we stood up for the
right, as we saw it.

But then it occurred to us that after all we may be wrong,
since these very able gentlemen may have much to impart
concerning fish that we never knew. And as they propose a
full, impartial and thorough examination, perhaps they will
consent to it before executing our constituents of the in-
dustrial fisheries.

If, upon such examination as proposed, it is found that
they are right, we should certainly join hands with them
cheerfully and "save the fishes."

Mr. J. A. Githens, of New Jersey—On behalf of the
pound fishermen of New Jersey, I wish to state that it is not
the purpose to destroy fish. They are perfectly willing to
act with any gentlemen or any organization to keep up a good
and substanial supply of fish. They are perfectly willing to
do that. There have been no statements made here that have
been other than the truth.
Judge Henry P. McGown, of New York, a member of the

Cuttyhunk Club, made the following remarks:
Mr. Chairman" and Gentlemen of the Convention: I

have no interest in the commercial fisheries; in the men-
haden fisheries or any other interest, except that which every
citizen has, or should have, in having a good supply of food
fish. I am a rod fisherman and am interested in this
matter, for the purpose of having the supply of our game
fish kept up. I cannot agree with all the remarks that have
been^made by the Messrs. Church to-day, in many material
points. I will give you my experience, and then let you
draw your own conclusions. I have spent a great deal of time
during the past fifty years fishing for striped bass, bluefish
and weakfish. I have always been a sportsman, fond of fish-

ing with the rod, and I have spent probably as much time as
any one at it, if not more, except perhaps the gentleman who
told us that he was seventy-six years old. I am not quite as
old as that yet. Fish are in many respects like human
beings. If we go to a place to dine and do not find what we
want to eat, we are pretty sure to go somewhere else. So it

is with fish; if they cannot get the food they want at one
place they,will go elsewhere. I can recollect the time, fifty

years ago, that the locality where I reside, Harlem, when
-the Harlem River, East River, Big Hell Gate, Little Hell
Gate and the Harlem Kills were the finest fishing grounds
for striped bass, in all this part of the United States. Before
the old McComb's Dam and bridge in the Harlem River
were torn down, it was not an unusual sight to see daily
twenty-five to thirty rod-fishermen fishing from the bridge
for bass. Now why was it that there was good fishing there
then? Simply because there was plenty of food such as bass
feed upon, viz. : squid, shrimp and crab, in all those waters.
The squid were then plenty, and at that time constituted the

principal bait upon which the large bass fed. These baits,
however, have for many years almost entirely disappeared,
or been destroyed, by the* refuse thrown into' the river, by
the gas companies and by the sludge acids from the oil
works.
Fish are like human beings, they get tired of one kind of

bait; they have different food in different localities, while
the squid were at one time the most killing bait for large
bass, in the localities above named; in Buzzards Bay, where
squid are abundant, the bass will not take them, either by
still-baiting or by trolling, and although I have tried often,
I have never succeeded in taking a bass with squid there,
and have never seen or heard of a squid being taken from
the stomach of the bass.
I have fished in Buzzards Bay. and at West Island, near

Newport, and at Cuttyhunk, since I860. On one occasion I
took with the rod at West

>

Island, from 12 o'clock to 5 o'clock
in the afternoon, forty-nine bass, and the next morning,
from 5 to 12 o'clock, fifty-one bass, in all 100 bass taken with
the rod; every one of them taken with menhaden bait, the
bass weighing from 7 to 321 bs. They were taken because
they liked, and were feeding upon, the menhaden. We used
the refuse part of the menhaden, the entrails, etc., for chum-
ming, and every rod-fisherman of any experience knows that
bass, weakfish and bluefish will be attracted by the oily slick
on the water, caused by the oil of the menhaden, and that
the fish will follow the slick up to the place where the refuse
of the menhaden is thrown in. At Cuttyhunk we have a
record of every striped bass that has been taken with the rod
since 1865; the day it was caught, by whom caught and its
weight. Our record ran up as high as 7,0001bs. in one year,
some ten years ago; it ran as low as 2461bs. in a recent year.
We caught all our fish there, until within recent years
(when we commenced using lobster for bait with menhaden)
with menhaden bait, and you could go out on any of the
stands (about nineteen in number) when the water was
favorable, and every member would bring in fish; every one
of them taken with the menhaden bait. I have seen, not a
quarter of a mile from the shore of our island, in Buzzards
Bay, and in Vineyard Sound, schools of menhaden of the size
Mr. Church has mentioned, all around the shores. I have
seen bluefish. and the bass rise under these schools of men-
haden and feeding upon them, while thousands of gulls were
hovering over the schools and diving down to pick up the
pieces left. With the exception of this year, for the past
three years, I have not seen a large, school of menhaden in
Buzzards Bay or in the Vineyard Sound. This year I saw
several schools, and the menhaden were quite plentiful, so
that we had no trouble in getting the bait, but there was a
scarcity of menhaden bait for several years, and we have had
to send to New London and Newport for menhaden, which
were brought in from outside waters by the menhaden
steamers, because they could not be. obtained in our neigh-
borhood, where the bass and bluefish feed on menhaden, on
lobster, rock crabs and eels.

I leave it to you to form your own conclusions from the
facts which I have mentioned. As long as there were plenty
of menhaden, there were plenty of bass. The bass left the
shores when the menhaden became scarce. As regards the
weakfish, I agree with Mr. Church in one respect, about the
weakfish being so plentiful some years ago; as a gentleman
told me, that at the Pasque Island Club, in Robinson's Hold,
the weakfish were at one time so numerous that men waded
out with pitchforks and gaff-hooks, and brought them
ashore.
Many years ago we took a large number of large weakfish

while fishing for bass from the stands with menhaden bait.
I do not think we have taken one this year, as they appear
now to be feeding upon small live bait, menhaden, fry, etc.
Several years ago, we took a large red snappei*, a Southern
fish, with menhaden bait from one of our stands.
This year the bass fishing has improved, and some fine fish

have been taken. The bluefish, however, were very scarce.
Late in the fall, after our club house was closed, a large catch
of bluefish, weighing from 7 to 141bs., was reported to have
been taken with the trolling line, in the tide rips.

Every fisherman of experience knows that the menhaden
start from the South, in the spring, full of spawn, and fol-

low the coast to the eastward into the sounds and bays; they
are followed by the striped bass, weak and bluefish; they
come up and pass outside of Long Island; some schools
coming into the lower bay, and into Prince's Bay, and in
years gone by, large schools of menhaden came up through
the Narrows, passing through the East River, and into Long
Island Sound, on their way East; and I have many times
seen schools of menhaden and mackerel, in the Harlem River;
something that has not occurred however, for the past thirty
years.
Years ago there were no menhaden steamers; the men-

haden fisheries were carried on by sailing vessels, and there
were very few of them then. There was not so much harm
done at that time, because these sailing vessels could not
follow up the menhaden schools so closely. The trouble is

this: these steam menhaden vessels, which follow up the
coast of New Jersey and Long Island have a lookout, as Mr.
Church has stated, and when they see a school of menhaden
they will steam directly for the school and inclose and take
them in their immense purse nets. If they don't catch the
entire school they will break it up, and there are a very few
left to enter the sounds, bays, etc. They don't allow these
schools to come in around Montauk Point, as the schools are
either entirely taken and broken up and scattered before they
can get into the sounds, bays, etc. , and within the last two
or three years they have followed the schools of menhaden
which happened to get around Montauk Point into the Block
Island Sound and Long Island Sound down the Sound as far
west as Throggs Point, the entrance to the East River. I do
not wish to destroy the menhaden interests, but I would
suggest this: Have some limit fixed, some distance from the
shore, inside of which these purse nets shall not be used, and
then a chance will be given to these fish to come into our bays
and estuaries to spawn.
As to pounds and traps, I have no particular objection to

them, under certain restrictions and regulations. As now
used, they do not actually reduce or cheapen the price of the
food fish taken therein.
You may think this a strange remark to make, but I will

explain more fully what I mean. I have seen the pounds so
full that the fish were actually packed and scarcely able to
move about. I have seen the lish in large numbers floating
on the waters and washed upon the shores, killed and smoth-
ered in those pounds, bailed out and thrown over.
This summer a man who waits on me had a lot of fish to

ship to the markets in New York. I asked him how many he
was going to ship. He replied that he had received instruc-
tions from New York that he could only ship a limited num-
ber of barrels of fish, and that all the other fishermen on the
island had received word that we must not ship so many fish,

as it would put the price down, and that they wanted to keep
the price up. That is where the pound-fishermen interferein
preventing cheap fish. I have no objection to traps as inter-
fering with bass fishing, except that the long leaders to the
pounds frighten the bass, a timid fish, from the shores. I
think every trap-fisherman will tell you that the striped bass
are too smart to be caught in the pounds; and in my experi-
ence of over thirty years at Cuttyhunk, I cannot recollect
over four instances where striped hiss were reported as
caught in the pounds. I asked a pound-fisherman what was
the reason of this, and he stated that the striped bass seldom
got into the pounds, being frightened at the leaders, and that
they were the only fish that were smart enough to get out
when they happened to get in. If the pound-fishermenwould
so arrange that the surplus of fish would not be destroyed,
and not retain any more food fish than necessary to supply
the market, they would be, in my opinion, a great deal better
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off pecuniarily, and then we would have more food fish left in
the waters.

Me. C. IT. ChamberlAyne, of Massachusetts, spoke as fol-
lows:
There are certain things, gentlemen, that we cannot ex-

pect here. One is uniformity of opinion. We cannot expect
that the pound-fishermen will be in favor of restriction; that,

the menhaden oil and guano men will desire to have a limi-
tation placed upon thin r business. Neither shall we expect
them to agree to the proposals of the friends of fish preser
vation for the regulation of dangerous devices like traps and
pounds. Such differences of opinion are absolutely essential
and will never probably be removed until human nature
shall radically change and the selfish interests of individuals
will yield to their public idea of justice and equal rights. If
we have such uniformity in mind, we are destined to disap-
pointment.
A meeting of this kind, however, may well he utilized for

the collection of facts, and especially for the collection of
observations extended over a certain area of sea bottom for a
considerable length of time and under definite and observed
conditions. Such an experiment has been made in the waters
of Buzzards Bay, and in the few moments to which our
regulations very 'properly limit us I would like to state the
experiment which has taken place and certain of its results
in the hope it may possibly throw some light upon the value
and operation of these restrictions of netting and what geu-
eral benefits flow from restriction when enforced in certain
specified ways and under certain specified conditions.
The conditions are these: Buzzards Bay is about twenty

miles in length, running from northeast to southwest. It is

about six miles wide in its widest part. It at no place shows
a greater depth than twelve fathoms of water and shoals
rapidly from the center to the headwaters and to either
shore, being over the average area of sea bottom, about six
fathoms in depth. It is entirely land-locked and free from
strong currents.
The temperature of this body of water, under the influence

of the Gulf Stream, is between 6° and 8° warmer at the head
than at the foot of the bay, and the headwaters are from 8°

to 10° warmer than the adjoining waters of Vineyard Sound.
In connection with its eel grass bottom and its inflowing
streams and creeks, rich in fish food, it is admirably adapted
for the purposes of a spawniug ground, and is as a matter of
fact filled with myriads of young fry in the spawning season.
There are twenty-six varieties of spawning fish and fry, six-
teen of which are edible, found in the bay and presented,
preserved in alcohol, to our legislative hearings. Among t he
young fry are bluefish, weakfish, menhaden, scup, striped
bass, etc.

This evidence, introduced at our legislative hearings by our
fishermen, is confirmed by the observations of the Woods" Holl
agent of the United States Fish Commissioner, who has
established the fact that the young fry, including menhaden
and the other varieties mentioned, have been taken by him at
all parts of the bay for a series of years, by the aid of bolting
cloth nets, so young as not to have shed or absorbed the little
sacks or bags attending their earliest infancy.
In 1856, certain of our public-spirited citizens determined to

try the experiment of protecting these waters from the use of
nets and seines. They got an act, forbidding the use of
these devices in certain towns In 1870, this legislation was
made more protective by drawing an absolute line across the
headwaters of the B ty so as to include Bourne, Wareham,
Marion and part of Falmouth. Within this protected zone,
no moeable devices, gill nets, seines or fixed devices like
pounds, traps, etc., wee permitted at any time of the year.
In 1874 that line was extended further down the bay, so as

to include part of Mattapoisett, and in 1SS6 the entire bay,
20 miles by 6, was freed from the use of nets and other mov-
able machines. Pounds were allowed below the line estab-
lished by the law of 1S7-1, under licenses issued by the
selectmen of_ towns. But the towns themselves voted to
stop it at their "annual election" or "town meetings," as
they are called. These meetings occur in March or April of
each year at a time when no summer visitors appear. Every
one is present of the citizens. It is absolute democracy.
Yet the result of these town meetings has been such as to
prevent the setting of pounds by the simple device of electing
town officers pledged against it. Such for three years has
been the annual course of Falmouth, Fairhaveu and Matta-
poisett by large and always increasing majorities of the
native populations. This coutinued until 1893, after which a
law was p.-.ssed at the request of these towns themselves
absolutely removing any pound, weir, trap, etc., from the
waters of Buzzards Bay. The experiment of 1856 was con-
cluded in 1893. Certain facts obtrude from this hasty sketch.
In the first place, it is not, in any candor, po.-sible to claim
that these fisheries are preserved for the benefit of a leisurely
class or as a matter of sport._ In the next place, I think it
significant that every extension of this legislative protection
of the fisheries of ' Buzzards Bay has been made at the
request of interested communities, who demanded it, to
whom it had not then as yet been extended, and that no
community which has ever enjoyed the benefit of that restric-
tion has ever petitioned for its removal. Iu other words, the
results of intelligent preservation are popular. Instead of
sport we are preserving these fish for food and livelihood.
The experiment, gentlemen, of Fairhaven, one of these

towns, is so thoroughly characteristic and representative as
to be worth repeating. In 1889 the operation of the indis-
criminate use of uets and pounds in the waters of Fairhaven
had been such that the goose of the golden eggs was dead.
There were no more fish for any one to catch, and thenetters
themselves agreed that the use of traps and pounds should be
forbidden for a period of three years Such were the results
of that experiment that the Fairhaven Overseers of the Poor
have testified at legislative hearings that in their official
capacity they were able to realize in the decreased demand
for town support on the part of poor citizens that nothing
had ever so largely contributed to the supply of food in that
town, and especially to the destitute, as the abundance and
the consequent cheapness of food caused by their preserva-
tion. A man can never get cheaper food than that he can
catch for himself. Fish preservation is popular, not only be-
cause it means food, but also because it means livelihood.
Our towns have grown immensely in wealth, population and
comfort. One reason is that they are now able to give cheap
food to thousands of people, of moderate means from our
large cities, who find they can live more cheaply at the sea-
shore in a modest cottage, enjoying the health, air, bathing,
scenery and cheap fish food of our shores, than in the stifling
miasma of the city.

Another class of citizens have been attracted to our shores
by the excellent fishing. They also fish for food, but enjoy
the incidental excitement of the capture. Millions of dollars
are invested in hotel property and private residences along
our shores. This means grateful relief in taxes to every one,
and constant and remunerative employment to our carpen-
ters, masons, painters and others in building trades; good
markets to our farmers for their provisions and our trades-
men for their supplies; good wages for boatmen, gardeners,
caretakers, coachmen, etc., to say nothing of more intangible
benefits from bringing wealth, education, refinement and
social position into our farming communities. We regard
the experiment as a complete success.
A signal tribute to this success is the bitterness with which

we are annually attacked. Crows never flock where there is

no carrion. Our principal antagonist has been and is the
United States Menhaden Oil and Guano Association. In
,1889 they openly violated the law of 1886, and suffered smartly
for so doing at Boston and Washington. But they strained
out all the fish in Buzzards Bay and carried them off to '

Tiverton for oil and manure. In 1892 they tried for the Lap-
ham bill to prevent our defending ourselves any further, and
again they failed. At present, having failed to defy or
annul our law, they think we have preserved fish enough
by our experiment to induce them to try and repeal our
laws, so that they may again carry them off. But if we can
judge by the results in 1889 this would mean unparalleled
calamity to our property and our people.

If there be any question about the propriety of the use of a
purse net, there can be no question of its terribly destructive
energy when used iu a spawning ground where the depth of
the seine is greater than the depth of the water. If there is

any regulation of its use ever made, it certainly ought to
include their use in spawning grounds and in waters like
Buzzards Bay, where the depth of the water is less than the
depth of the net.
When these parties came into Buzzards Bay in 1889 for the

purpose of putting purse seines 100ft. deep into water 70ft.
deep, they took, as I have said, everything we had, and how-
ever many statements may be made to the contrary, we
know that they simply took out all the fish that were in
Buzzards Bay, a result from the disastrous effects of which
we have not yet recovered. From this we can judge fairly
well the consequences of repealing our law which for years
has enjoyed the enthusiastic support of all our people.
Mb. i. W. Adams—Q. Do you not know as a matter of

fact, Mr. Chamberlayne, that there was a very large body of
menhaden in Buzzards Bay last season? A. Yes, sir, I think
it was so understood.
Q Do you not know as a matter of fact that there were

very few, if any, bluefish caught or seen in Buzzards Bay
last season? A. There were very few taken.
Q. Now, as a matter of fact was there not in Vineyard

Sound and all along the Massachusetts water outside of
Buzzards Bay a large body of bluefish ? A. It was so re-
ported.

Now, would not this prove most conclusively that blue-
fish do not necessarily feed upon menhaden? If it were so,
is it not fair to suppose that they would have been present in
Buzzards Bay in large numbers wThere the menhaden were
so pleutiful? A. My only personal knowledge in the matter
is that the fact would prove nothing if it were established.
Menhaden are not simply preserved because they are the
natural food of the bluefish, and the facts that you refer to
have no appreciable tendency to prove that they are not the
food of the bluefish.
Me. N. B. Chukch—Q. He makes the statement broad

and very decisive that he knows, notwithstanding the testi-
mony of the people on the other side, that he knows they
robbed the bay of all fish. I would like to ask him how he
knows it? A. I am a lawyer, and the fishermen of our coast
in negotiating loans to make up the deficiency in the season's
work; my employment in 1889 in foreclosing mortgages on
their boats when they were unable to pay interest on their
mortgages; the practical experience of myself and friends
going down there; the common report of everybody in that
section of the country and the inherent impossibility of put-
ting a net 100ft. deep into waters always less than 70ft. deep,
buoyed at the top and sinking to the bottom without taking
everything large enough to be restrained by the net—all
these things enable me to say I know that your nets take
other fish than menhaden.
Q. Now, will you please tell these gentlemen hmv you

knoiv that the purse net fishermen catch food fish while fish-
ing for menhaden? A. There is no question about it.

Q. How do you know it? A. I know it, among other
things, from the sworn evidence of Mr. S. B. Miller, who
bought 70,0001bs. of weakfish from one of your steamers in a
day, and half a dozen other reputable gentlemen who have
been placed on record to the same effect.

Mr. Chtjbch—Mr. Chairman, I submit from the gentle-
man's answers that he knows nothing about it.

Robert B. Roosevelt—I am surprised at a great deal
that I have heard to-day, and I am still more surprised that
gentlemen who are interested in a pecuniary way and for a
livelihood in the handling of fish, should object to and op-
pose all measures taken to increase the supply of fish and to
protect them from destruction. Reflections have been cast
on the hook and line fishermen, but remember that the hook
and line fishermen have interests identical with those of the
men who fish for the markets.
When it was stated that certain things don't take place

which we know do take place and which we have seen take
place, is it any wonder that we are surprised? Gentleman
say, for instance, that food fish are never intentionally taken
in purse nets, or if so taken are always seut to market. I re-
member distinctly lying with my yacht in the South Bay of
Long Island in the evening, after having fished during the
day for bluefish, and seeing a menhaden vessel sail in from
the ocean, send out his small boats with the uets, take a
turn right through the channel around the school of bluefish
close under the stern of the yacht and in one haul land more
fish than all the hand-line fishermen who would come there
for the next two weeks could have caught, and in those few
minutes destroy what would help support every man in that
bay who had a small boat. I saw them with my own eyes
do this, and take the captured fish into their boats and sail
off to the factory, which was not over 200yds. from me. Of
course, gentlemen, you may say they did not put them into
the vats. They were ouly intending to send them to the
New York market. As this occurred in the middle of the
sum tiler, the weather was hot for that purpose. I soon
noticed a suspicious smoke coming from the top of the fac-
tory chimney, and you may judge "by the smoke that grace-
fully curled" what became of the poor bluefish. Mr Sam-
misj who for so many years kept the hotel at Fire Island,
often complained bitterly to me of the menhaden fishermen
who drew their purse seines in the channels in the evenings,
cleaning them of the schools of bluefish which had been at-
tracted by the "chumming" of the hook and line brigade
during the day. He said if this could be stopped it would
make a difference of $10,000 a year to him.
Speakers have claimed that the number of fish has not

diminished on our coast. I bought a place on Long Island 21
years ago, near the Great South Bay. At that time it was
nry habit to go out from the shore in the morning and after
a short sail of 15 minutes come to*anchor and catch 60 weak-
fish with rod and reel. To-day, gentlemen, you may fish the
Great South Bay from one end to the other, and if you catch
a weakfish iu a week you will be doing well. You would not
catch 60 in one day if you were to keep fishing for 60 years.
Yet the fish, we have beeu told, have not diminished on our
coast. At that time, 20 years ago. the market fishermen
were placing pound nets in the channel that led from the
inlet into the bay. The experienceof the Fishery Commission
of the State of New York, acquired from its many investiga-
tions, had satisfied the members that wherever you place a
pound net you destroy the fishing. That had been tried in
the Great Lakes, which were once, regarded as inexhaustible,
but wherever the pounds were placed the fishing was de-
stroyed, until the whitefish, which were then abundant, even
in the waters of the State of New York, cannot be caught in
any large numbers this side of Michigan, and would have
been exhausted there except for artificial propagation. When
I noticed these pounds 1 said, "If you keep this up you will
not catch a weakfish in this bay, in ten years." My predic-
tions came true, the old experience was renewed. Selfish folly
had its way. Spawning fish with countless eggs were served
on my table, and to-day there is scarcely a weakfish anywhere
about the bay, yet it has been said in this meeting that pounds
do no produce any injurious effect. At that time there were
twelve menhaden factories within twelve miles of my house.
Now not a single one is working, unless you except one

which is making manure out of horsefoot crabs. Then the
fishing fleet were all sailing vessels and consequently on
calm days they could not catch any fish. Now all "bunker
boats" are steamers and there is no rest for the menhaden,
indeed the calmer the day the more easily the schools are
seen and captured. Often in those times when walking
along the shore I noticed masses of menhaden or mossbunk-
ers or bony fish—we on Long Island call them indiscrimi-
nately by any of these names—that stretched as far as the eye
couldreach, miles wideand miles long. Now you might stand
there and look till you were blind and never see such a col-
lection of fish. It would be a long time before you would see
any considerable school. I was seated once upon one of the
sand hills of the beach when I noticed a small school of men-
haden; that was some five or six years ago, after the new
methods of destruction got well into working order and the
results had fairly well developed themselves; at the moment
there was not a steamer in the neighborhood; soon, however,
one of the latter appeared coming for the prey like a shot. It
stopped outside of them and lowered its boats, but hardly
had these touched the water before another hove in sight,
rushing along to take part in the warfare. The school had
separated, and there was work for the latter also, but
another of the birds of prey loomed up, and before the
fish were all captured, a fate that befel every one
of them, there must have been five or six of the vultures
around the carcass. They came like birds of prey, The
first must have seen the school by the look-out at the mast-
head. The second, twenty miles away perhaps, had its at-
tention attracted by the actions of the first and followed.
The third must in the same manner have seen the second,
and so on, the last having possibly been fifty miles away
before the slaughter began. And mind you, hardly ever
does a fish escape; the operation cleans up the entire lot no
matter how large they may be. And we have been assured
that purse seine fishing does not exhaust the supply of fish I

What queer statements all of these; what foolish ones as
well. The gentlemen who called this meeting had no wish
to injure the menhaden fishermen; indeed they want to in-
jure no one interested in any way in fishing; on the contrary
they want to help them all. The present method of fishing
must be stopped; there must be an end to this wanton and
often wasteful destruction, or even the sea will not hold out.
One gentleman has told us the supply of fish from the pounds
on the Jersey coast has not diminished, and at the same time
he acknowledged that a number of these destructive
agencies had been increased within ten ye^rs from one to
twenty-four. That statement is its own answer; you can-
not go on multiplying in that ratio for the next ten years;
twenty-four times twenty-four is even too much for a
pound net fisherman to propose. This has got to stop,
and the sooner you, our opponents, who have came
here to oppose whatever the hook aud line fishermen may
propose, and now have your money invested in the business
through factories, steamers, pounds or purse nets, recognize
this, the better for you. Your entire investments are at
stake. The hook aud line men may lose their sport—you
will lose all you have invested. You have asked me why the
price of fish, the wholesale price—for no one denies that the
retail price has increased enormously—has been so low for
the last year. I reply that I presume it is by the formation
of a syndicate of the fish dealers, the same that keeps Pacific
halibut and Pacific shad, shad that I myself helped to plant,
out of New York market. But why should we be trying
evasions; why should we not meet this matter fairly and
frankly. You know the fish are diminishing, that the. sup-
ply is being exhausted, that it must soon give out, that in
five years all sea fish which cannot be artificially propagated
will be so nearly extinct in our waters, that they will be
above the reach of the poor who now consume them largely
and who used to consume them still more largely. Why
not unite with those who are endeavoring to find out the
best ways of protecting, preserving and increasing what we
have left while there is still time. In a few more years you
may be too late. When the fishing is exhausted in one
stretch of waters it is a long time before it recovers, the fish
are slow in returning. The true interests of all who are
present here are identical. Why should we not heartily
unite in our endeavors?

At the close of Mr. Roosevelt's remarks further discussion
was suspended for the present, and an adjournment was
taken to the supper room.

Thursday, Dec. 1 4, 1 893.
On reassembling at 10:30 A. M., Mr. Robert B. Chalker,

of Connecticut, addressed the conference as follows:
I represent the President of the Connecticut Fishing Asso-

ciation. It is an association of pound and trap net fishermen
on the south shore of Connecticut. Last spring, a bill was
brought into our Legislature to prohibit that kind of fishing.
After the hearing of the committee of fisheries before the
Legislature, we had the bill reported adversely to the
application for the annihilation of the industry. Iu that
investigation we brought out a good many facts, which I
wish I could more clearly state than I can. There had been
for quite a time a feeling that pound nets, trap nets, etc.,
were destroying the fishing on the shore of Connecticut. On
a full investigation of the causes of the depletion of the
waters, it was found and satisfactorily shown to the com-
mittee, that there were other causes operating to a greater
extent than over-fishing, causing that destruction. More
particularly I would refer at this time to the pollution of the
water. As was said here yesterday, the shad fishing of
Connecticut is a thing of the past, comparatively. It was
shown before that committee that the date of its downfall
commenced with the damming of the Connecticut River.
The last thing we could observe was the dam at Holyoke.
Gentlemen, in connection with that, all of the small streams
and tributaries along the Connecticut at the lowest point
possible, are used for manufacturing purposes, aud the quan-
tities of deleterious matter coming into the river from those
factories, the effects of which can be seen by dead fish floating
at various times on the water, especially in the spring and
summer season, show that it depletes the water very rapidly.
It was also shown, aside from the shad fishery, that the
comparative falling off in other fish, the free swimming
fishes, was very small. As to shad fishery, up to the time of
the building of the Holyoke dam, and subsequently, we had
statistics from one trap net. It was placed there in 1854 at
this one position, and kept the same position up to the time
of the building of the jetty and of the dam, showing an aver-
age catch for the first five years, for the next ten years, and
the succeeding five. The first five years the catch in that
net was smaller than the next ten, and the last five was
greater than the catch of the first five.

We have come together, as I understand it, to look for the
'

cause, as it is claimed, of the depletion of the waters of food
fish. I think in my observation, which has been in connec-
tion with the Board of Commissioners of Fisheries in Connec-
ticut for quite a number of years, also being conversant since
1876 in the propagation of shad, that one of the great obstacles
we have to contend with is the pollution of the stream. We
find it everywhere. You are aware that even in the Hudson
River and at Sandy Hook the refuse of this large city is
dumped in unlimited quantity. We know that theshad par-
ticularly like the purest water they can possibly find. We
think that these obstructions turn them off. It is a fact that
the Commission have passed by the idea of putting shad into
the Connecticut River on account of that. We think the
young fry do not live to grow up on account of the pollution.
As you are well aware, therenow has been adopted a method
of retaining these fish in pounds. I think we should look
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into this matter seriously and consider the methods of repro-
duction of the water.

If you destroy this industry, you take away from the State
of Connecticut about 81,000,000 invested. This is in every
one's hands. It is not in large corporations. There are some
300 licenses granted for the larger class of pounds. There are
numerous traps in all directions. Men who are owning a
small tract of laud procure their cash only by what few fish
they get. They procure the fertilizer fur their small farms
by taking the worthless fish from these nets. If we destroy
that industry, we deprive a great class of our citizens in Con-
necticut of all the mouey which they procure in the course of
the year; that is, the ready mouey. In connection with the
farms they are making a comfortable living, and deprive
them of that, they know not which way to turn. I will not
detain the meeting, but would be pleased to answer any
questions that might be asked.

Remarks of Albert E. Cochran (N. Y.):

Raritan Bay.
Mr Chairman—The fish for which I will speak is weak-

fish, and the territory is Raritan Bay, popularly known as
Prince's Bay. Twenty years ago that bay swarmed with
weakdsn, and that of which we complainis not an occasional
scarcity arising from nomadic habits, but a continued an-
nual decrease steadily going on since 1879 to 1881, markedly
noticeable since 1886, until this present year, when t here ha's
been practically no fish, and as to small" fish, school fish, for
the last three years they have almost literally disappeared,
and such fish as were caught have been large fish close to
shore. In this connection I will say that a Washington
Market wholesale fish dealer told me within a year that he
notices a larger proportion now than heretofore'of large fish;
and I will say that he told me a few davs ago that he is in
sympathy with this inquiry, and that he thinks weakfisb are.
becoming scarcer because he pays more for them now than
ever before. The other fishes to which I may allude will be
the anadromous salmon and shad, and I will refer to them
only for the reason that I assume that whatever applies to
them, the better known of the species that run from the sea
into the shallow waters of our shores, the sounds, the bays,
the estuaries, with reference to the nets and methods em-
ployed in their captnre, will apply to that other fish which
runs from the sea into our shore indentations for the similar
purpose of spawning, the weakfish.
There is no question t hat the markets must be supplied by

means of nets, and nobody advocates the disuse of nets. We
are not here to make war upon any vested interest, and we
are sorry to note a feeling of irritation upon the part of the
net men, as though they deemed this a movement idle in
character and not dignified by facts. It is we who are on the
defensive. We want the net men to make money, but we
want some fish ourselves. Why should the net men have a
proprietary feeling in that common heritage of man, the pro-
duce of the sea? Why should they sneeringly remark that
the. hotel men wish to fill their hotels? Have not the hotel
men as much right to fill their hotels as the pound net men
have to nil their pounds? Aud, if it is deemed that fish are
essential to any portion of our communities, shall some other
portion say that fish shall be denied them? It is the extreme
thoroughness with which net operations are carried on that
produces this strife.

Mr. Githen, at the close of the session last evening, made
the first admission that has ever been made upon the part of
the net men that there may be another side to the question,
that they may have gone too far in certain localities. This
shows how a soft answer turneth away wrath, for his icy
front softened under the genial breath of Mr. Roosevelt.
The net interest seems perfectly honest in pointing at the
ample supply in the markets as proof that fish are as plenty
as ever, and they take no account of the increase of nets as
a factor in producing that result, for it will be remembered
that it was stated yesterday that in one short section of our
coast there are now twenty-four pound nets where a few
years ago there was but one. It is Raritan Bay that shows
the effect, aud not the markets. I care little for prices as an
exhibit. We know how that is arranged. We know that a
certain amount of money must be received in order to handle
the tish, and with prices we have no contention. It is the
fact as to the absence of fish in Raritan Bay, continually
becoming more marked, until last summer its waters were
denuded, and yet Mr. N. B. Church in a letter recently pub-
lished said that the menhaden men during the past season
had found plenty of food fish on the Atlantic coast. It is
the concurrent and unsought testimony of disinterested and
detached observers, it is the conclusions of officially
appointed investigators, that certain food fishes whose habit
by instinct it is to come from the sea yearly to the shallow
waters of our shores are being gradually obliterated from
their accustomed shore localities by the indiscriminate and
extraordinary use of nets. And now the winter haunts of
the weakfish have been found on the Carolina coast. They
are taken up in a dormant state, and last February fresh
weakfish were sold in the retail market in Harlem for two
cents a pound.
We are not alone in our alarm at what is going on. Mr,

Jex, a member of the Corporation of London, and a fish
handler on a large scale, in two letters recently published,
has warned us that we are killing the fish that lays the
golden egg, and that if our methods are continued our ex-
perience, will be the same as theirs. Shall the uniform testi-
mony of disinterested people add those officially charged
with the study of the subject, all tending in one direction,
be overthrown by the necessarily self-interested statements
of the gentlemen in the net business who would have us
believe that there is no diminution of our fish supply, because
they have found on occasions, as was stated by them last
night, pound nets packed so full of weakfish that they looked
like a solid red rock in the water? What one pound net will
do another can do, and such a statement shows the great
waste that is going on by reason of the thousands of pound
nets that are in operation. Mr. Fitzgerald, who keeps a
boat house and hotel at Gilford's, on Staten Island, stated
before a committee of the Legislature of this State during
the session of 1889, that having asked a menhaden captain
who was in his place whether he had any weakfish on board,
he received for an answer, "I have got 30,000 on board, taken
from the deep hole under Prince's Bay light." Captain Peter
Polworth, a well-known oyster planter in Raritan Bay, testi-
fied before the same committee that he had seen chunks of
iron in the menhaden nets, dragged from the bottonitpf the
Bay. Mr. Gonzalo Poey, in a letter published in Forest and
Stream, July 21, 1892, stated that with some friends he
started from Canarsie on a bluehshiug trip; wanting men-
haden bait, they went to the steamer John A. Moore, at
Fairchild's Landing, but could not get a bunker, because
the steamer was unloading weakfish. Twenty years ago the
anglers were so numerous at Prince's Bay beach that they
would scamper out of the wagons in their hurry lest there
should not be boats enough, and in the idle season of the
oystermen and clammers, local population, their boats were
rented at from S3 to $4 a day, and sometimes hired out a
second time. There is no more of this, The instances of
this devastation are many, but I will not multiply them, and
witnesses freely offer themselves. The following from the
Fishing Gazette of Sept. 21, 1893, well states this matter:
Many places in this country which would be nearly worthless for

other purposes have become of great value, for no other reason than
that they are the favorite resorts to which the angler makes his an-
nual pilgrimage with the zeal and with much more delight than char-
acterizes the pilgrimage of the Mohammedan devotee to Mecca.

Prof. Lyman, in ''Transactions of the American Fish Cul-
rturists Association," 1876-77, says:

When we attempt to make any laws for the protection of those of

the fishes that ssem to need protection, we are always met by an im-
mense amount of sworn testimony from the owners of pounds and
other interests in that branch of iudustry to show that those pounds
are not destructive and do not tend to lessen the number of fish.

Mr. Blackford, speaking as a Commissioner of Fisheries,
said before the same association:

I think that io New York if the laws were more stringent in regard
to our shad we should find a very much more marked increase in the
supply.

And he quotes approvingly from Mr. Mowat, in regard to
salmon, who said:

I think that it was the protective laws that were ontitled to the
greatest share of credit; that although the fish hatching and propa-
gating supplied to a. great degree the waste, yet the protective laws
were more efficacious in increasing the supply.

These are anadromous fishes of great fertility, and it may
well be assumed that whatever has been found necessary for
their protection will be found necessary for the protection of
weakfish, a fish which runs from the ocean into our shallow
waters to spawn, as to which habit our statement is con-
firmed by Mr. Daniel T. Church.-

Prof. Baird, in U. S. Reports, 1878, speaking of anadromous
fishes, says:

The rapid increase in the size and number of the nets, whether
pounds, seines, drift or gill nets, that has manifested itself within the
last twenty years has doubtless had a similar effect with the dams in
producing a decrease. The fish are harrassed and worried by them,
and hindered in an equal degree from reaching their spawning ground,
and thus another drain on the supply is added to the many already
in operation. * * * The present perfection of fish-
ing apparatus and the skill of the fisherman is likely to prevent any
apparent diminution in the yearly returns of the fisheries, even though
the species be gradually approaching extinction.

How well this applies to the statements of the net men as to
the market returns aud the statements of the hand line men
that they find no fish!

By reason of the prominence of its chief editor, the Fishing
Gazette may be taken as a reliable authority when it states
in its issue of Sept. 7, 1893, that according to official statistics
there were in Chesapeake Bay, in 1888, 1,421 pound nets and
that now there are 2,000 pound nets in operation in Chesa-
peake Bay aud its tributaries, and that the sounds of Caro-
lina are lined with them. Weakfish spawn in May and June
and some in July, according to locality; and as this vast
array of stationary traps is in incessant, merciless operation,
with only such interruptions as natural causes compel, such
as storms, and as without the spawning of fish and the sub-
sequent run of small fish the supply of weakfish of all sizes
cannot be continued, this statement needs no additional
words to exhibit how important must be the effect upon
weakfish which, however difficult to locate upon the broad
sea, become subject, in the greatest certainty, to destruction
in these traps when they enter the shallow waters in obedi-
ence to their spawning instinct. Prof. Huxley has become
quite a harbor of refuge for the net interest when the adverse
airs of criticism bear upon them strongly; but Mr. Jex is as
competent an authority as these gentlemen of the net inter-
est, for he is engaged in the same business and has had twenty
or more years of experience, and he contradicts them and
does not agree with Prof. Huxley. Prof. Baird in the Report
of 1887 says:

It is doubtless true that the fisheries in a given locality may deplete
the waters of the immediate region in which they are prosecuted. The
cod and the halibut may be fished for upon a single bank until the
local supply is exhausted. This depletion does not, however, neces-
sarily affect the aggregate numbers upon the entire coast.

I now come to a subject upon which I touch with delicacy
But as the gentlemen on the other side have mentioned it I
may be pardoned for my allusions to it. In an interview
printed in the Sun on Dec. 4, 1893, Mr. Blackford states that
there are in Fulton Market and i ts vicinity thirty eight
firms engaged in fish catchiug with a capital of §1,435,000,
being more men and more capital employed than ever
before; he says that this is evidence that there is no scarcity
of fish in the ocean waters and depricates any interference
with this investment. We beg him to be assured that there
is no wish upon the part of any one to interfere with this
interest; but what we ask is co-operation over the question
of protecting the fish in the inshore waters. Having this
statement of the rapid and great increase of net operations,
it would seem that a change has come over the minds of
the net gentlemen, for Mr, D. T. Church said before the
National Rod and Reel Association in 1888: "I do not think
you need apply for restrictive legislation, as the business is
declining of itself. My firm has voted to sell out and this is
the general tendency, because it costs more to get the fish
than the oil will bring; and this last season there was a
decline of $4,000,000 in the value of the business;" and he
gave as a reason for the decline the fact that the curriers
had begun to nse cheap grease, while dried blood from the
slaughter houses of the West had taken the place of menha-
den as a fertilizer.

It is to be remarked that co-ordinately with the great in-
crease of net operations is the great decrease in the local fish
supply of Raritan Bay. Mr. Daniel T. Church, in 1875, ac-
cording to U. S. Report, testified as follows, page 88, report
of 1877:

The fishermen usually steam square out to sea, and for the last ten
years have found immense beds of them (menhaden), and apparently
inexhaustible amounts three to four miles off shore; and generally
after about the middle of May they get fat.

But now the menhaden boats come into the shallow water,
and Captain Church stated before a committee of the Legis-
lature of this State in 1889 that Raritan Bay is their favorite
place. In Raritan Bay, with an average depth of 18ft. , ex-
cept in the narrow ship channels, the fish cannot escape, and
the nets do not capsize as in deep water.
With all the destructiveness of the menhaden nets, I must

say that I feel that the pound nets are still more disastrous,
being stationary traps, at work every minute of the 24 hours,
from the time they are set at one period of the year until
they are taken up months later. In reference to the destruc-
tiveness, the criminal waste, of stationary machines, I
quote the following from a letter publicly written to Com-
missioner McDonald by a writer signing himself 'Alexis,"
on the Pacific coast: "We know that salmon cannot last five
years at the present rate of catching them." And from the
Washington Herald, of Aberdeen, Wash,, I quote: '"So
large has been the catch of salmon for the past week that the
canneries only took 100 fish from each boat daily, being
unable to handle the full amount offered." This is neces-
sarily the result of the reckless methods of fishing, and is
paralleled by the "solid red rock of weakfish" so graphically
described last evening.
An article in the New York Sun this last summer under the

subject of "Wasteful Pound Nets" says:

The cruelest waste is that of good food fish which are caught when
there is already a glut in the market. An intelligent observer says
that on several occasions owners of big pounds along the coast tele-
graphed to New York for tug boats to come down and take out the
fish which crowded the p mud-. The tugs came, emptied the pounds,
and took the fish to market, but the wholesale dealers had no use for
them and they were consigned to Barren Island. One day last year
air-i Walter Brown, of Newark, saw several tons of weakfish taken
from the pouuds and brought, ashore near Point Pleasant. The cur-
rent price in New York would not warrant icing the fish, and when
they threatened to become unpleasant they were buried on the beach
to be subsequently dug up and sold to farmers for manure. Thern is
considerable money invested in pound nets along the Jersey shore,
but employment is given to only few persons, less than 200 in all. Six
men can handle a string of pounds aud the boats used in the fishing.
A. H. Van Brunt, who is a line fisherman, owning several boats at
Seabright, remarked to the writer that everybody along the coast
who did not have money invested in pound nets would concede that
these nets were a great detriment to the people. The fish going into
the rivers to spawn had been steadily becoming fewer aince the

pounds had been in operation, he says, and moreover, the off-shore
fishing for weakfish had been seriously affected.

And now, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, thanking you for
the patience with which I have been treated I close by saying
that it seems impossible that all the complaints, all the ex-
periences that are coming before us, all that which induces
the appointment of committees of investigation, and that
which moves for legislative relief, can be idle and unfounded
talk.

* Note. The statement of Mr. Walling that in 1893 the!pound nets
between Sandy Hook and a point twelve miles north of Barnegat
Inlet took 7,000,0001bs. of fish, aud 10,000,0001 bs. of fish in 1893 is in
direct consonance with the fact that the season of 1R92 was the worst
known for hand line fishing in Raritan Bay up to that time, while the
season of 1893 was still worse aud there were almost no fish.
The statement from Philadelphia that these gigantic net operations

produce much cheaper food, and that the average price of weakfish
last year wholesale was 2}4 cents per pound, does not seem to be
verified by the wholesale market quotations except for a short time
in July.
As published in the Fishing Gazette the wholesale prices were as

follows:

Lowest, Highest,
cents. cents.

For week ending Aug. 21—Philadelphia , ggg 6
New York 8 7

For week ending Sept. 7—Philadelphia 8 9
New York 5U 8

For week ending Sept. 14—Philadelphia 7 10
New York 6 10

For week ending Aug. 10—Philadelphia 4}4 5
New York 51^ 8

For week ending Aug. 17—Philadelphia 2i2 4
New York 4 6

For week ending Aug. 31—Philadelphia 8 9
New York 5 6

The statement of Oapt. Church that •'freenshing ,, means prosperity
and that restriction of fishing apparatus is against public policy is
attractive but unsound as applied in this case That is not free which
is monopolized by a few; and the object and duty of the State is to
see that the equities prevail, and that a privilege' inherited by all in
common shall not become .usurped as being within the domain and
right of a class.

MR. C. H. Augur, of New York, then addressed the meet-
ing:

1 am connected with an industry which employs a capital
of two and one-half million dollars, and gives employment
to 2,500 people, and which is absolutely dependent for sup-
port upon the commercial fisheries. It is a business which
brings us in close and continuous contact with the fishermen
and fishery interests of the whole country, enabling us to
acquire more general information concerning the business,
and more particular information regarding some of its feat>
ures than is readily obtained through other channels. I
hope a very few words from me, a representative of the Net
Manufacturers, will not be considered out of place in this
discussion.
A gentleman who is among the most active opponents of

the pound and purse seine fishermen has put himself on
record as favoring no sort of legislation short of an entire
sweeping away or wiping out of the whole industry, root and
branch.
The net manufacturers are, of course, a branch of this

industry, and the fact that the unfortunate nets have their
origin in our factories may argue that we are the root of the
matter also; so that, representing root and branch, it looks
as though we were in for it.

It seems to be taken for granted that anyone, whose inter-
ests are allied to the interests of the fishermen must of neces-
sity take their side in such controversies as this, Mr. Black-
ford's weighty arguments for the fishermen are commented
upon in the newspapers, and by the anglers, in a way calcu-
lated to lessen their importance in the estimation of the peo-
ple on the ground that he is largely interested in the com-
mercial fisheries, and I suppose that our efforts in the same
line will be received in the same way.
We don't object to this charge of self-interest, but we

should like to have it understood where our real interest lies.
If it is true that the pound nets and purse seines along the
Atlantic coast are depleting the waters at anywhere near the
rate alleged by those who are responsible for this agitation,
it is inevitable that the whole fishing industry must in a
short time sweep itself out of existence, root and branch,
without the intervention of legislatures; and when that hap-
pens, our business, representing fifty years of growth and

'

development, with its large investment of capital in machines
for making netting, and its ability to support hundreds of
families, will be destroyed. If the. trend of things is in this
direction, this self-interest, which you talk about, would
impel us to take your side of the case, and to do all in our
power to secure restrictive legislation. Not only that: self-
interest would give us eyes to see the coming disaster a little
more quickly than disinterested persons see it, and we should
be the leaders in such a movement. To say that self-interest
would impel us to uphold such a wanton destruction of fish
as you say is going on, is equivalent to saying that the instinct
of self-preservation would impel a man to commit suicide.
The i-ating accorded by the commercial agencies to the six

or seven net manufacturing companies indicates that this is
a stable, permanent industry, in the hands of men possessing
at least ordinary judgment and business sagacity. Give us
credit for these qualities, and admit that we may possibly
speak for the fishermen, and in behalf of our own "business,
for reasons entitled to respectful consideration. Let it be
understood that our business is absolutely dependent upon
the permanent productiveness of the fishing grounds.
A great many evils are laid to the purse seines and pound

nets, but they are all summed up in the one allegation fre-
quently made in the newspapers, that they have caused a
steady diminution in the supply of edible fish, aud the proof
cited to support this assertion is the alleged fact that the
prices of fish are very much higher than they were ten, fif-

teen, or twenty years ago. If the prices are higher it does
not follow that the seines aud pounds are responsible for it,

but if it can be shown that there has been no such advance
in prices, it seems to me that the proof of the assertion is
wanting, and that the whole argument has nothing left to
stand on.
That there are periods of alternate abundance and scarcity

of all kinds of fish we all know; that the prices of fish in this
market vary greatly is, of course, a fact; but is it true that
the average prices the season through are higher now than
they used to be? In order to get at the truth we ask our
customers, some of these old fishermen who have been in the
business for twenty or thirty years, about it, and they show
us conclusively from their records that they don't get any
more for fish now than they did ten or twenty years ago. We
ask the wholesale fish dealers about it, aud their testimony
corroborates that of the fishermen; and this evidence accords
also with what we are able to remember from our long ex-
perience and intimate connection with the fisheries.
A prominent gentleman is reported to have said recently

in a newspaper interview that he was on the side of the
anglers in this matter, and he repeated the assertion referred
to—that there is a growing scarcity of fish as evidenced by a
great increase in prices, and as an illustration he said that he
paid twelve cents a pound a few days before for codfish. Of
course he told the truth. I'll bet that the fish dealer he
bought it of would have charged him twelve cents if the first
cost of the fish had been two cents. Your accommodating re-
tail fish dealer will send a horse and wagon and a boy ten
blocks to deliver a dozen Blue Points on the half shell, and
he will make the round trip over again immediately if you
give him an order for a codfish. About 50 per cent, of his
Gharge is for waiting on you, but it goes in the bill as fish. I
have myself paid twelve cents a pound for bluefish when I
knew positively that they were selling at Fulton wholsale
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market for two cents; and the dealer smilingly defended the
apparent extortion on the ground that be could not afford to

sell any fish at any time for less than twelve cents, but he
said that he paid no attention to a fluctuation of a few cents

in the wholesale price. He charged twelve cents whether
the fish cost two, four, six ot eight cents.

On the same day that this interview appeared in the paper
(where the gentleman said he paid twelve cents a pound for

codfish) I chanced to meet two cod-fishermen. They were
not pound netters, nor purse seiners; they knew nothing of

this agitation about nets, and I told them nothing about it,

but I did ask them what they were getting for codfish. They
said that the lowest returns they had had netted them $2 for

two boxes of fish, but that early in the season the price had
been high; they had received $15 a box for a few shipments.

I asked them how many pounds went to the box and they
said about three hundred. These were cod gill netters from
Long Island. They had received prices for the season vary-
ing from one-third of a cent a pound to five cents. It is only
fair to say that this extreme low price was obtained for fish

sent into the market about Thanksgiving time, when the
butchers are doing more business than the fish dealers. But
the average price for cod had not been over three or four

I only want to show that the price of fish at th e best retail

markets is not to be taken as evidence, bearing on this ques-
tisn in any way whatever. In the poorer quarters of the
city the markets and peddler's wagons offer immediate evi-

dence of fluctuations in wholesale prices, but I am inclined

to think from the statement of the gentleman referred to,

and also from the position he occupies in polite society that
his fish dealer isn't located in Ludlow street.

Fishermen in distant parts of the country address us fre-

quently on the subject of prices, asking whether it will pay
to ship to New York. Sometimes we are able to report that
prices are fair, but oftener that they are low, and that fish

from distant points would not sell at profitable prices in

competition with the local supply.
From all these things we come to the conclusion that the

proof offered to support the assertion that the supply of fish

is rapidly decreasing doesn't exist, and that therefore the
relative scarcity of fish doesn't exist either, and we keep on
making pound nets and purse seines in the tranquil belief

that we are contributing to the permanent prosperity of

the fishing industry in all its roots and branches by so doing.
Another word about that codfish. If it could be proved

that there had been a great increase in the price of cod, I

don't see how it would affect the question at issue, which is,

whether pounds and purse seines are responsible for diminu-
tion of supply. A few codfish are caught in gill nets, and a
few more, I believe, come from off-shore traps in extreme
Eastern waters; but the greater bulk of the supply is taken
with hooks and lines. The purse seines and pounds along
this coast have nothing whatever to do with it.

Another peculiar thing in connection with this part of the
subject is that the Jersey pounds are often charged by the
newspaper writers who angle, or the anglers who write for
the papers, with catching large numbers of striped bass.

They don't. When striped bass run along the coast they are
in the surf close up to the beach, and they pass between the
beach and the shore end of the pound leaders. The market
men say that nearly all of the striped bass received here are
taken in shore seines.

Professor Goode, in his book on American fishes, refers to
agitation on the subject of striped bass fishing in this State
in 1758. It was thought that seining for them must be re-

stricted, as that kind of fish was becoming extinct. That
was one hundred and thirty-five years ago and here is the
same old fish still about to become extinct.

This unaccountable variation in the fish supply goes back
more than one hundred and thirty-five years, however. It
is more than eighteen hundred years since a fisherman of
Genesaret, in answer to a request from the Master, said
hopelessly: "Master, we have toiled all the night and have
taken nothing; nevertheless, at thy word I will let down the
net." And when they had this done they inclosed a great
multitude of fishes and their net broke. And when their
partners had come to help them they filled both the ships so
that they began to sink.
You will say that these are not the days of miracles, yet

the story of these two fishermen is told over again, year by
year, all along the coast. What has stirred up this crusade
against the nets? It is the observation of catches of miracu-
lous proportions; pound nets filled solidly with fish, and
boats loaded to the point of sinking. But the fishermen can
tell how, at other times, the nets are lifted day by day for the
merest handful of fish. There are times of over-abundance,
and times when it seems a hopeless waste of labor to let
down the nets or lift them up. But all literature which deals
with fishermen in all times, in all countries; tells this same
story. It was so before the pound nets and purse seines ex-
isted; it is so now in places where they are not operated, and
to the best of our knowledge and belief, it is no more so along
the Atlantic coast, where both methods of fishing are carried
on.

It is not my purpose to refer to all of the minor charges
that are made against these fishermen, but I will speak of
one. I have seen it written that the pound netters along the
coast are men of so much wealth and influence that to oppose
them successfully in matters of legislation is a very difficult

thing. The impression is created that they are a band of
grasping monopolists conducting a nefarious business in de-
fiance of public opinion and of all principles of right and
wrong; and they are so thoroughly orgauized as to make it

well nigh hopeless for such obscure citizens of moderate
means as signed the call for this meeting, for instance, to
contend against them.
We know something about the pecuniary resources of these

men, many of them our customers. Some of them might be
called well off. I think these made their money before they
went into the fish business. Others, practical, hard working
fishermen, have managed, after years of industry and econo-
my, to lay by what might be called a snug sum from the
profits of fishing. Still others have grown old and gray and
bent with incessant toil and exposure, and they are poor
men. As for their organization, I know that in New York,
and in New Jersey, the only organization they have has
been effected since the call for this meeting was issued, and
if they are organized at all in the States further south I
haven't heard of it. Taken altogether, I hardly think they
are such a formidable body of wealthy monopolists that any
gentleman who merely owns a few railroads need sail to
Kurope for fear of meeting them.
Pound nets, purse seines, gill nets and sweep seines are the

methods used in the important fisheries of the country. To
legislate against two of these methods is to disturb a very
great part of the whole fishing industry. The bitterest op-
ponent of the pounds and purse seines must see that it is

only just and fair to move deliberately and slowly. All of
the evils alleged against them are disputed by high author-
ity. I never have talked with a pound-net man or purse-
seine man who did not express a willingness to have all the
details of his business investigated. Their chief complaint
is that it is not investigated, and that absurd statements re-
specting it are continually made by people who wOuld not
make them if they were at all informed on the matters they
talk and write about. I think we would all like to see an
investigation made by a body of men representing all the sea
coast States, composed of anglers, fishermen and menwhose
interests are neither with one side or the other—an impartial
investigation whose one object should be to get at all the
facts, and not to make merely a collection of opinions. I
have been among fishermen a great deal. I know that they
are about as divided in their opinions as to the causes of cer-
tain effects as„the rest of us are, I have even known fisher-

men operating one kind of nets to have a poor opinion of
fishermen who use another kind of nets, and I have known
hook and line fishermen to speak disrespectfully of all kinds
of nets. If you stand on shore and ask the shore fishermen
what is going on in the off-shore vessel fisheries they
will tell you what they think is going on, but if

you go out with the boats yourself you will not need
to deiend upon what other people think, you will know. If

you believe the menhaden steamers destroy great numbers of
edible fish, go aboard the steamers and cruise about with
them. The captains will give you a good place to sleep and
treat you well. Go to the factories and see what the
steamers bring in; go to the pound nets and see what they
catch, and how their fish are disposed of; go to the markets
from day to day and get the prices, and above all things, go
into the matter with a correct idea of the size of the whole
question. It is said of the nets (and it is said of all kinds of

nets at various times) that they "slaughter fish by whole-
sale." Well, fish have got to be slaughtered by wholesale to

supply the wholesale markets. That ought to be understood.
The only thing to find out is whether there is a diminution
in the fish supply which cau properly be attributed to the
nets, or whether the agitation is not all a mistake. A
thorough investigation must take place in the summer and
under the same conditions that have existed heretofore. To
legislate against the nets in any way previous to such au
investigation would be oppression, pure and simple, and
without excuse, for there is no need of such haste. Such
action too would naturally arouse bitter and desperate
opposition, whereas, an inquiry such as I have referred to

would receive the cordial support and aid of the fishery

owners.
Already this agitation is injuring the fishermen to some

extent. It is time now that they were making preparations
for next season's work, yet they are disturbed by the uncer-
tainty as to what will be the result of this organized crusade
against them. The whole business remains in an unsettled
state. They don't know what to do. As a matter of justice

to them, and to the neb manufacturers, and to all other fish-

ing interests, this meeting should express in unmistakable
terms its intention to recommend no hasty action, but to

take all the time for preliminary inquiry which should be
accorded to a question of such vast proportions.

[to be continued.]
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F I XT U RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Feb. 20 to 33.—Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. Jauies
Mortimer, Superintendent,
Feb. 37 to March 2.—Columbus Fanciers' Club, at Columbus, O. G.

F. Mooney, Sec'y. Entries close Feb. 30.

March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy
D. Welton, Sec'y. Entries close Feb. 31.

March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, HI. J. L.
Lincoln, Sec'y- Entries close Feb. 84.

March 20 to 23.—St. Louis Kennel Club, at St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. G. G. Darby, Sec'y
April 3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.

Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. W.

May 15.—Portland Kennel Club, at Portland, Ore. D. L. Williams,
Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Feb. 12—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis. Ind.

Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaug-
her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.

BLUE RIDGE FUTURITY STAKE.
Out of fifty-three nominations in the Futurity Stake of

the Blue Ridge Kennels, there were but ten starters, a most
unaccountable apathy on the part of owners in respect to it

and their own interest, considering the importance of the
stake and its monetary value, $1,500, divided into five prizes,

namely, $500 to first, $400 to second, $200 to third and $100 to
fourth, the remaining $300 being divided equally between
the breeders respectively of the winners of first, second and
third. I have an opinion that had the stake been advertised
better, the results would have been better, for in these days
when competitive events are so numerous, and rapid changes
occur in short periods of time, the public cannot keep posted
nor can its interest be maintained without the aid of the
press.
As a whole, the work of the dogs in the competition was

commendably good and some of it excellent; the heat be-
tween Bessie Shoupe and Allene rating with the best high
class work seen at field trials.

The stake was run on Feb. 1, at New Albany, Miss. A
raw, stiff wind blew from the north in the forenoon, veering
later to the west. The sky was heavily overcast in the morn-
ing, but soon after the start was made, the clouds gradually
broke away, the light fog was dissipated and clear weather
prevailed. Birds were not moving much, and required
diligent search to find them. They, however, were in
sufficient numbers for a good working test of the dogs.
The judges were Major J. M. Taylor, one of the judges

originally appointed, and Mr. N. B. Nesbitt, of Chesterville,

Miss., and Mr. B. Waters.
Col. P. H. O'Bannon and Mr. H. Hulman, of the Blue

Ridge Kennels, were present and gave the management of
the stake their personal attention. The competition passed
off smoothly, and, so far as I know, satisfactorily. It was,
however, one stake on record in which there were no "rush-
ing," no undignified and useless scrambling, and none of the
consequent unpleasant features which sometimes occur. It
progressed from start to finish without a hitch.
There were present Messrs. C. P. Joyce, Greensboro, N. C;

F. R. King, Leighton, Ala.; A. M. Young, Manchester,
Tenn.; T. Beggs and A. Baker, Terre Haute, Ind.; J. W.
Shriver, Wartrace, Term.; P. H. Bryson, Memphis; Dr. M. P.
Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Bias and Miss Wray, of New
Albany, Miss., and a number of gentlemen whosenames I do
not know, from the latter town and the surrounding country,
forming altogether quite a group of spectators.
E. P. T. C.'s rules governed. Following is the order of

running:
C. P. Stokes's b. w. & t. bitch Bessie Shoupe (Gath's Hope

—Countess Rush), D. Rose, haudler, with Capt. Patrick
Henry's lem. & w. bitch May Early (Gath's Hope—Glad-
stone's Girl), Geo. Gray, handler.
Bob Cooper's b. w. & t. bitch Sadie Ross (Gath's Hope

—

Tempest), D. Rose, handler, with J. W. Shriver's b w. & t.

dog Monitor, formerly Tea Tray (Gath's Hope—Cleo S.),

owner, handler.
Manchester Kennel Co.'s b. & w. bitch Callie White

(Gath's Mark—Georgia Belle), A. P. Gilliam, handler, with
C. P. Hartmetz's liv. & w. bitch Columbia (Gath's Mark-
Queen Blade), Geo. Gray, handler.
Greensboro Field Trial Kennels' b. & w. bitch Hope'sQueen

(Gath's Hope—Queen Noble), F. Bevan, handler, with Man-
chester Kennel Co.'s b. & w. bitch Nellie Gladstone (Dan
Gladstone—Queen Novice), A. P, Gilliam, handler.

J. W. Shriver's b. w. & t. dog Livingston (Gath's Mark

—

Cosette), owner, handler, with C. P. Stokes's b. w. & t. bitch
Allene (Gath's Mark—Ruby's Girl), D, Rose, handler.

The Running.

Bessie Shoupe andMabtEably started at 8:17what proved

to be a very one-sided heat, Bessie far outclassing her com-
petitor in every respect. She ranged fast and with judgment
in beating out'her ground, at the same time looking well to
the gun. She first found and pointed a bevy well, in the
open near edge of woods. Mary backed and both were steady
to shot. Each made a good point on singles. Sent on. Bes-
sie soon found and pointed a bevy in the open sedge. While
Gray was whistling Mary in to back, she on the way pointed
a bevy well and was steady to shot. It did not have much
merit in itself as a find as she was then being brought in to
back, but as a piece of work it was well done. They were cast
off together then on scattered birds. Bess pointed and Mary
stole the point. Bess next made a good point on scattered
birds. Her work was sharp and accurate. Mary needed en-
couragement betimes to keep her at her work, and she came
in frequently to her haudler to get orders; in short she did
not remain out at_ her work as she should, and her range in
consequence was irregular. Up at 8:48.

Sadie Ross and Monitor were cast off at 8:54. Sadie was
roading a bevy in sedge and it was accidentally flushed.

Sadie flushed a bird excusably. She next in woods pointed a
bird which flushed wild. Monitor flushed a single in woods.
Up at 9:51. Monitor had a limited range and was slow.
Sadie was much the wider and faster ranger and showed
greater skill on birds, yet she handled a bit hard, it requiring
more noise and effort to keep her working to the gun than
the other dogs Mr. Rose handled.
Callie White and Columbia ran 58ra., beginning at

9:53. It was a most thorough heat, with plenty of oppor-
tunities in it for each, and Columbia came out of it the victor

most decisively. Callie was first to point and was promptly
backed. There was nothing found, though a snipe had a
few moments before flushed a few yards away. Columbia
made a bad error in flushing a bevy up wind in "the open, but
she redeemed herself shortly afterward by pointing another
bevy skilfully, Callie backing; both were steady to shot. The
next work on birds was on a bevy. Columbia up wind of it

flushed two birds excusably. Callie took a short cast to the
left and pointed the bevy across wind. At the same time
Columbia, a few yards away was making game on the trail

toward the bevy. Next Callie flushed a single down wind.
Columbia pointed a single well. Callie pointed a single, but
moved on her point, and the bird flushed. Next she made
two bad flushes up wind on birds she ought to have pointed
or at least drawn on. Columbia pointed a bird and next
pointed a bevy well. On the scattered birds in woods
Columbia flushed twice and made two good points on singles,

while Callie pointed once, to which nothing was found, and
made an indecisive point on a single bird.

Hope's Queen and Nellie Gladstone began at 11:00 and
ran lh. 4m. The heat was ordinary and without much inci-

dent, though both dogs showed that they would point and
back and were trained well.

The running was suspended while the party went to lunch
at the house of Mr. W. G. Bias, where a good lunch and
friendly greetings made the incident most happy. A long
table, set al fresco, with good hot coffee and plenty of eat-

ables, made each one feel that field trials are not all

drudgery.
Allene and Livingston.—At 1:35, began in the open their

heat. Livingston made a good point on a bevy in woods.
Next, Allene made a most skilful exhibition in drawing on a
bevy to a point in open ground, doing the work quickly and
accurately with a high nose. It was a very pretty piece of

high class work. On the scattered birds, Allene dropped to a
point on a single and Livingston refused to back, though it

did not score against him as the bitch was not standing. In
thick cover, Allene pointed a single nicely, at the same time,
Livingston making a similar point. Up at 2:20, Allene was
wider, swifter and sharper in her work.
For further running, the judges selected Columbia, Sadie

Ross, Bessie Shoupe, Allene and Callie White, the latter

more as a reserve to run with Sadie Ross in the event that
she was beaten by Columbia.
SADIE Ross AND Columbia began 2:32. Sadie pointed a

bevy in open sedge and was steady to shot. In woods, work-
ing on the scattered birds, both pointed at the same time,
but nothing was found. Sadie flushed a single in woods,
next she pointed where a bird was flushed and was backed,
and next she pointed a single in thick sedge. Columbia
made three more' points on singles, the last one lying so close

that her handler failed to flush it, the horsemen flushing it

after she had moved on. Sadie added to her work three
points and a flush. She appeared to be somewhat unreliable
in backing, having refused an opportunity, but the class of

her work rated her a slight degree higher than Columbia,
though the heat was very close. Both showed good ability.

Allene and Bessie Shoupe were started at 3:19. Both
started fast and ranged wide. Bessie pointed a bevy nicely.

Some larks flew up about her, and it was thought she was
pointing them. Rose ordered her on. She took a few steps
and steadied again. The bevy flushed. The bitch was
blameless for it. Sent on after the scattered birds, Allene
dropped to a point on the birds and Bessie a few yards away
backed prettily. Next, they backed each other. Sent on
both dogs ranged wide and fast. Bessie showing the better
judgment. Bessie about 250yds. away, made game and drew
quickly and accurately to a point on a bevy. Rose flushed
it. It was an excellent piece of work. Allene in the mean-
time was out of sight, and Bess was taken up till Allene was
found. She soon came in sight. The heat ended at 3:50

Callie White and Columbia were started next at 4:02,

and ran 16m. It was hardly necessary to run them together
again, but it in no wise changed the opinion of the judges.
After a short consultation, the judges announced their de-
cision as follows: First prize, Bessie Shoupe; second,
Allene; third, Sadie Ross; fourth, Columbia.
The competition of the two latter was very close, and de-

cided on a very small margin. As a whole, those interested
said the stake was skilfully handled and well judged.

B. Waters.

United States Field Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The U. S. field trials will commence at Grand Junction,

Tenn. , on Feb. 12. Arrangements have been made with the I.

C. R. R. and E. V. & G. R. R. to carry five crates of dogs free
in baggage car in charge of one person. It will be necessary
for those wanting passes over I. C. R.R. to apply to A. H. Han-
son, general passenger agent, Chicago, 111. Orders have been
issued to baggagemen over E. T. V. & G. R.R. to carry dogs
free to the trials; all that will be necessary is to show
something to the baggageman proving that you intend vis-
iting the U. S. trials. Grand Junction is located at the
crossing of the I. C. and E. T. V. & Ga. railroads. The
grounds are well known as being the best field trial grounds
in America. There are two good hotels with reasonable
rates. Plenty of saddle horses can be had at $1.25 per day,
hacks $3. It would be advisable for those who have them
to bring their saddles and bridles, as it is impossible to
furnish so many good outfits for saddle horses. If any one
desires it I can engage rooms, saddle horseB and hacks for
them before they reach Grand Junction. From the very
fine selection of dogs that are entered and now in reach of
the. trials, and with three such competent judges as Dr. N.
Rowe, W. W. Titus and Royal Robinson, the public may
expect one of the largest and most successful field trials
ever held in America. J. M. Avent.
Hickory Valley, Tenn.

A meeting of the New England Beagle. Club will be held
at Young's Hotel, Boston, Feb. 18, at 2 P. M. Members are

1 earnestly requested to attend.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.}

A Trainer's Opportunity,
The following paragraph from a letter of Mr. R. J. Gal-

laugher, secretary of the Manitoba Field Trials Club, arnoug
other matters, contains something of interest to field trial
trainers. He says:
"I am very much pleased with the new set of officials, as

every one of then] are dog owners, and have promised to take
an active interest in the affairs of the club. We surely will
make a success of it this season. * * * There have been
about a half dozen young dogs imported during the fall and
winter, and some more are likely to arrive shortly, so that
we will be in a better position to enter the lists with outside
competitors than last year. Our trouble is a trainer. You
know what we lack in that respect. Could you not devise
some scheme by which we could get a good man to come
here and do the work for us? I will be glad to hear from
you on this subject and to receive any suggestions you may
see fit to make. I think that we could safely guarantee a
good trainer ten or twelve very good young dogs and pos-
sibly a few all-aged ones. I do not believe there would be
the least difficulty in getting him all he would want to
handle."
The business inducements are greater than one trainer

could handle properly. Ten dogs are about as many as any
one trainer can do justice to in one' season, particularly if it
is understood between him and his employers that the dogs
are to have a thorough training, and if the price, $100 or
more for each dog, is the consideration.
A rather common fault is for trainers to overload them-

selves with work, with the result that the dogs are not
properly finished in training or experience. There is the
collateral result that the owners are dissatisfied and lose all
faith in professional trainers. When a gentleman pays a
first-class price for training he is entitled to first-class work
in return, and to a truthful account of the dog's qualities
and progress. The same principles of justice and integrity
should govern a dog transaction as any other business trans-
action. There are a whole lot of particulars worthy of con-
sideration by trainers in these matters, as perhaps many of
them may suspect. But this is digressing from the subject.

1 do not, know which trainers, if any, in the States would
consider inducements to go to Manitoba, so I thought the
best way was to present the matter through the columns
of Forest and Stream, so that it would come to the knowl-
edge of all. Personally, I consider the chance an excellent
one for any trainer who can fill the requirements. There
are abundance of birds, good grounds, a growing interest,
and last and best, plenty of sportsmen. It would be a mis-
take—a disastrous mistake—for any trainer to go there with
any idea of becoming successfully prominentias a compet-
itor by jockeying or unfair sharpness of any kind. Any
unfairness would terminate abruptly his business career.
Good, thorough work, and skillful but fair competition
will be insisted upon, as it should be insisted upon here.
The signs of the times, however, denote that there will be
more consideration of these matters by owners and field
trial clubs in the future.

Doers' Practical Field Qualities.

So far as I have heard from trainers they frankly admit
that a field trial dog should be a field dog as well. The fact
is so apparent that, in the light of common sense, it is useless
by any sophism to make a distinction between a field trial
dog and a field dog. I note that some writers make an
analogy between the field trial dog and the field dog on the
one hand and the racehorse and roadster on the other. This
analogy is in appearance only. Such reasoning is fallacious.
When a horse is broken there are mechanical appliances
which keep him in control, and he cannot loaf in his work.
If a dog is disposed to loaf when working for his master
there is no means to make him work. Moreover, the fact
that a horse is a racehorse does not imply the absence or
need of thorough training. The efforts of a horse, too, are
exerted in but one direction, namely, to go ahead. If he be
a bit wild it does little harm. If a dog is wild it may spoil
all the pleasure of the shooter.
From an eminent field trial handler I have received a letter

from which I quote the following:

I am too busy at present to write anything fit for publication, but
will scribble down a few of the ideas that last year's held trials Lave
suggested. After thinking over the remarks I have read and heard
about dogs, I am forced to come to the conclusion that only a few
men (judges included) understand the reasons why some dogs always
do clean work (your own name for it, I think), and others, sometimes
only or never. Perhaps it is too much to expect from any man who
has not had the experienee of a professional, but a man who cannot
is not fit to judge a trial—unless the ground is more open and better
stocked witn birds than usual. If this is the case then he can see the
clean work, and if he appreciates it, it matters little whether he knows
the cause of it or not.

What would you call a hitch-class dog? Is it not one that does clean
work, ranges intelligently and as wide and fast as the ground
requires?
Of course there are no end of less important points that go toward

the making up of one, but these are the chief, I think.
I am afraid that field trials will go to the bad unless some radical

changes are made in the management of them. Of course I always
read -'Points and Flushes." Trials seem nearly all business and little
pleasure now. Gentlemen are getting disgusted with them. Mr
Thomas Johnson is another really good judge of a dog, who is driven
away. Dog dealers will have it all to themselves; that is, if anything
is left worth having. &

I really think it is better to have professionals as judges than to have
to trust to the small chances there are of getting three amateurs fit
for the work.
Why could not one judge (with an assistant of his own choosing to

help r.im) do as well as three? If judging is to decide which are the
three best dogs in a stake, one can do it as well as more; but if the ob-
ject (as ol old) is to decide which dogs made the most points etc
then three judges are none too many.
Suppose you were told that you might have the three best dogs in a

stake, would you want two other men to help j'ou? I don't think you
would, nor would it take you so very long to decide.
I had just closed this when the last Forest and Stream was handed

to me, and I must say that I was more than usually pleased with your
"Points and Flushes." You have made a string of clean points I
only wish that judges and others connected with field trials would
study the full meaning of your writings, but suppose they only take in
a little at a time, and you must hammer away till you get them to
digest it all. Ever since I took to making a business of training 1
have thought a great deal about ranging, and have experimented on
it, too. That is really where nine-tenths of a handler's time ought to
be put in. A dog points, backs and handles his birds more or Jess
naturally, but few range to suit the gun. The best puppies range fast
and wide, and learn by experience where to look for birds.

Game Protection.

No more healthful sign for the preservation of game can be
imagined, than a sentiment on the part of handlers against
market shooting and slaughter. The following, under date
of Jan. 25, from Mr. J. H. Johnson, of Carlisle, Indiana, at
present located at Pontotoc, Miss., is a, case in point, and the
first of the kind, so far as I have any knowledge.
What will be the best way in your opinion to go about getting a law

enacted by the Indiana Legislature to prohibit, che sate ot quail? I am
very much interested in the matter, and believe it can be done if got
at in the proper way. I am confident I can get every farmer in our
township to sign a petition praying the Legislature to enact such a
law. Do you think this would be a good plan, or try to get our repre-
sentative to introduce a bill as above, and then let him back his bill up
by long petitions?
The more I read Forest and Stream the better I like it.

Mayfield and I are located close together, and we are doing some
good work, although quail are not as plentiful as I would like. We are
having a cold time of it now, the ground is frozen and the wind is in
the north.
i Your ideas as to field trial dogs are correct, If we don't have work-
ing dogs, we might as well run greyhounds

The most effective method of procedure, is to get all the
property owners to sign such a petition, and then have the
representative of that district use his best endeavor to have
a law passed accordingly. Of course, the more friendly the
representatives interested or appealed to by their consti-
tuents, the better the chances of success. I thought that,
by publishing Mr. Johnson's letter, he might thereby obtain
more explicit information as a stronger support in his
endavors. B. Waters.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

Nicholls vs. Mills.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As the accounts of this case published in the Toronto Mail,

and being copied into other papers, is such a mesh of false-
hoods, a true account of the affair is called for.
I wrote Mr, Nicholls that I Avas desirous of breeding my

great Dane bitch to his dog, and asked him to state the stud
fee. He wrote in very few words that I was welcome to do
so for a dog and a bitch puppy of the resulting litter. This
was the entire agreement. The dogs were duly mated, and
the bitch gave birth to a litter of 18 puppies. At the outset
4 of these were lam upon and killed. No sooner were the
remainder weaned, than they showed very pronounced symp-
fcons of being infested with worms. In spite of the best
trea tment I could give them, some of them died and all were
in wretched condition, so that when they were seized with
distemper soon after, others died and the now remaining 4
were miserable objects. I never took so much pains with any
litter of puppies and never had poorer results. I felt all
the more anxious, as I never forgot my responsibility to the
owner of the stud dog. I wrote Mr. Nicholls soon after the
pups were born and had a brief reply from him stating that
he would prefer two dog puppies if I were agreeable, instead
of a dog and a bitch. One Sunday morning considerably
later, a Mr. Goodman called at my residence and presented
a letter from Mr. Nicholls, stating that he was authorized to
select two puppies. I declined to allow selection, and told
Mr. Goodman I was desirous of communicating directly with
Mr. Nicholls and would be answerable as to sending on the
puppies myself. He would not allow me this opportunity,
and next day I received a most peremptory lawyer's letter.

On the day following, Mr. Goodman came to my place in
the company of a man who had been disqualified by the A.
K. C. for fraud. I declined to be bullied and Mr. Goodman
left the city. Later there came another order from Mr.
Nicholls by a detective, this also for choice; in fact, at no
time did I ever decline to give the two pups I agreed to give
aud at no time was I ever asked for them except with this
condition of choice, which was never agreed to in any way.
I wrote Mr. Nicholls that I was surprised that he should

sanction such unjust and offensive procedure, as I had taken
him for a gentleman and had shown him some courtesies.
I suggested that a court of law was not the place in which
two gentlemen should settle a matter of this kind. I
offered as a way out of the difficulty, simply for the sake
of peace, to pay a large stud fee in cash—in fact, larger than
any Dane has ever earned, so far as I know, in America. I
also offered to submit the whole case to arbitration. To
these proposals I never got so much as a reply.
When the puppies were so sick I had written those con-

cerned and cancelled all orders for them, and had refused
even to put a price on them. As I saw that the policy of
Mr. Nicholls and his agent was an arbitrary brow-beating
one, there was only one course left open to me, or any man
of spirit, and that was to defend myself in a court of
justice.

All the above statements of mine were proven before the
court, by evidence—chiefly the letters between the parties to
the action. My kennelman gave evidence as to the sickness,
etc., of the puppies.
In rendering judgment, the court held that I was not

bound to give plaintiff choice of the puppies, as he had
always demanded, but only my own fair choice or their
value in cash, the court placing the value as I had myself
stated it. It will thus be seen that the plaintiff lost his case
and he has to pay costs as well.

It was expensive to me to have to keep the puppies so long,
but I will never consent to allow myself to be bullied, espe-
cially when, as I believe in this case, certain persons were
egging the matter on through personal feeling against me.

It is somewhat remarkable that I have within a year been
grossly libeled in three of the Toronto newspapers. Two of
those have been successfully called to account, and I think
the Mail will have occasion to learn to be more careful in
future of what it publishes. I intend if possible to ascertain
who are the real authors of that tissue of falsehoods the Mail
publishes, and to follow them up. It is in the public inter-
est to do so.

Since I have learned how seriously the Mail's article has
been taken I have instructed my counsel to increase tiie

damages already claimed to $20,000, and I intend to push the
case.

I regret that I must take up your valuable space with ex-
planations that should never have been necessary.

Wesley Mills, M.D.
Cote St. Antoine, Montreal, Feb. 3.

P. S.—As showing the spirit of the plaintiff's agents, if not
himself, I may mention a course has been pursued since the
judgment was given that has laid the plaintiff open to an
action for damages. - W. M.

Southern Field Trials.

New Albahy, Miss., Feb. 5.— [Special to the Forest and
Stream.] There were twenty starters in the Derby. Compe-
tition is very even, though no brilliant work has been done
as yet. Birds are not quite plentiful enough. The judges
are T. M. Brumby, Marietta, Ga.; W. Murnan, Stanton,
Tenn.;F. P. McCargo, Olive Branch, Miss. Weather very
favorable aud pleasant. The dogs were drawn in order
named: Earl Palmer and Beryl, fair rangers, Beryl better in
point work. Ight field Rosalie and Thalid, the former's heat
all through, she doing some good point work. Antoinette and
Topaz, all in favor of Antoinette. Amethyst and Bessie
Shoupe, the former ranged well but found nothing. Nellie
Gladstone and Rod's Mark, only moderate work. Dame
Durden and Sadie Ross, an indiffereut heat. Major Thomas
and Lady Rush, both did good on birds but their ranging
was at times erratic. Leona and Callie White ran a fairly
good heat throughout, Leona doing the most point work.
Blue Ridge Mark and Miss Hattie, both did good point work
and showed fair speed; heat in favor of Mark. Topsy Rod
and Allene ran an excellent heat, going fast and wide, but
Allene found the only birds. Probably half or more will be
kept in second series. There is a good attendance of sporting
men. B. Waters.

Chicago Show.
The Mascoutah Kennel Club have decided to make the fol-

lowing additional classes for competition at the coming
bench show, to be held in Battery D and the Second Regi-
ment armory, March 13 to 10:

Bulldogs—Class 125a, dog puppies 6 to 12 months, prizes
$10 and $5. Class 125b, bitch puppies 6 to 12 months, prizes
§10 and §5.

Black pugs—Class 196c, open dogs and bitches, prizes $10
and $5.

Italiangreyhounds—Class 309d will be made, thus dividing
the challenge classes by sex, prizes §10 and §5. Class 211E,
puppies 6 to 12 months, dogs and bitches, prizes $5 and §3.

Eutries will close at the office of the club, 952 Monadnock
building, Chicago, Feb. 24.

DOG CHAT.

Canadian Registrations and A. K. C. Shows.
The revocation of reciprocity betweeu the A. K. C. and the

C. K. C. will be apt to hurt some American shows as well as
it did the. Toronto show of last year. Detroit, probably more
than any other show, will feel its effect, as this city is right
in the midst of Canadian breeders and owners on whom they
depend for a good entry. These may understand the cir-
cumstances, but the local people will not. They look upon
Detroit as a home show. In fact, a large number of the C.
K. C. members live in Windsor, Can., or near by. Their
dogs are registered in the C. K. C. and the present ruling
grinds hard. People who live say seventy-five miles back
from Detroit expect to exhibit at that show, and when they
have to re-register or re-list they seem to think it is the De-
troit Club's fault, and they don't like it. This fact should
become well known, for as Mr. Welton, the secretary, says,
'As you know almost every one waits until the last day be-
fore entering at a dog show, Now, if on Feb. 22 I received
a lot of Canadian entries with Canadian registrations I
would have to refuse them and it would be too late to get
them in." The show people are, however, depending on the
publicity given to the subject in the local papers and that
the entries will be in proper order. Outside of this every-
thing promises well for a good show and another success.

We understand that Mr. Ogden Goelet, so well known in
yachting circles and society, has become interested in bull-
dogs, has already some dogs of this good old breed and will
build some fine kennels at Newport, R. I., very shortly. A
well known and competent dogman is to have the manage-
ment of them. This is good news for this particular fancy.
Forest and Stream has continually urged the strong claims
for popular recognition that the bulldog possesses, and its
endeavors in this direction have not altogether been without
reward.

A. H. Gilmore, proprietor of Ruby Kennels, heretofore
located at Winthrop Beaeh, Mass., has resigned his position
on the editorial staff of the Boston G-lobe, and with his
numerous family of handsome toy spaniels has moved to
Worcester, Mass., where he, in company with C. Fred.
Crosby, also an experienced newspaper man, has purchased
the Worcester Dispatch, the leading paper of Worcester
county. Last week Mr. Gilmore sold a promising King
Charles pup to Miss. F. Shell of Richmond, Va.

Ansino Locco, a ragpicker, was held for trial by Justice
Ryan in Jefferson Market Court, New York city, Jan. 19, on
a charge of cruelty to animals. Locco was emptying an ash
barrel when a pointer pup owned by William B. Leddy
barked at him. Locco struck the dog with his iron hook,
blinding him in the right eye. Locco attempted to escape
but a passerby who witnessed the cruel act seized him and
turned him over to a policeman. He was fined $25.

The owner of the Swiss Mountain Kennels speaks very
enthusiastically about a litter of St. Bernards she has now
by Eboracum out of Harmony, litter sister to Sunray. Mrs.
Smyth has bred a number of St. Bernards, but she never
saw such size as these have a.t their age. Their sire has
the type and quality that should produce some good stock,
and it is a pity the dog does not appear oftener in public.

Los Angeles Show.
Preparations are now being made to carry this show

through with success. It will take place April 18 to 21.

The entry fee for the large dogs is $3, medium-sized $2.50, and
for the smaller dogs $2. Cash prizes of $5 and S3 will be
given in the large breeds and in the others -S3 and $2, when
five entries are made; §5 kennel prizes are also given, and
novice classes will be made for all the principal breeds. It
is also expected that a good money prize will be given for
the handler showing the largest number of dogs not owned
in the State.

In regard to the above statement that certain prizes will
be given if a certain number of entries are made, it will not
be out of place to call the attention of clubs giving shows
under A. K. C. rules, to the addition that was made to Rule
VIII. in the last revision of the A. K. C. rules: All •prizes
in a given class shall be awarded regardless of the number
of entries. This rule was made to deter shows from publish-
ing a reservation to the effect that if only one entry was
received in a class half the first prize money would be with-
held, and we believe that this rule will be found to apply in
the same sense to the announcement made by the Southern
California Kennel Club as stated above. An exhibitor
should know before making his entry exactly what to expect
if he wins and not be made, as we remarked once before, to
take chances in a lottery.

Eastern Field Trials Club.

A meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club will be held at
New York city during the Westminster Kennel Club show
in Madison Square Garden, on Thursday, Feb. 22, at 3 P. M.
The attendance of members in person is cordially requested
to insure a working quorum and further business of general
importance to the club. In view of the fact that a meeting
of the club was not held during the recent field trials, it is
to be hoped that the members will put in an appearance at
the New York show. Field trial men should do all in their
power to aid this club in assuming its old position. Some of
the best sportsmen in the country are among its members,
and the president, Pierre Lorillard, Jr., and Secretary Coster
are well known to have the best interests of field dogs and
sports at heart and may be counted upon to do their share.

The death of the Duchess of Argyle is a blow to the Skye
terrier fancy in Scotland. She was the patroness of the
Skye Terrier Club of Scotland, and besides owning a kennel
of these terriers herself, took a great interest in the advance-
ment of the breed generally.

Columbus Dog Show.
The Columbus Fanciers' Club have provided a class for

Gordon setter puppies, to be numbered 4S%, dogs and bitches
to compete together, prize $5. The American Hotel offers
§10 for the largest collection of Gordons entered and owned
by one person or kennel. The prospects for a good show are
promising, and exhibitors should not forget that, as this
show comes directly after New York and before Detroit,
there is no excuse for their not scoring a good entry.

Col. Ruppert, Jr., is retiring from the fancy and most of his
St, Bernards are for sale. Mr. Booth, his kennel manager,
has purchased a farm on the James River, Va., and will
sever his connection with the kenuel after the New York
show. He will spend a mouth in the South and then sail
for England, where he will stay during the summer.

A special meeting of the National Greyhound Club was
held Tuesday evening at Mr. Drake's residence, New York
city.

There are few of our readers who have not heard of the sad
accident that occurred on the Delaware & Lackawanna Rail-
road recently whereby several people lost their lives. In the
smoker, which bore the brunt of the collision, Mr. Walter K.
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Purmton, of Short Hills, N. J,, was seated with three other

gentlemen playing whist; Mr. Purmton and another gentle-

man were instantly killed. Mr. Purmton was the owner of

a very good English setter and his widow is now compelled
to dispose of it. The dog Jeremy (23,069) is by Bow Bondhn
(Gus Bondhu—Bo-Peep) out of Lou (4,930), by Gen. Ely's

Breeze out of Bessie Dale, breeding that cannot be excelled.

The dog is an evenly-marked blue belton and is exceptionally

well trained for field work, and a perfact retriever from land

and water. Mr. E. A. Carrier of North Westchester, Conn.,

bred and raised and trained the dog, and Mr. Purmton
thought him the best dog for private shooting in the State

of New Jersey. Mr. Gardiner, of 284 Pearl street, New York,
can give anv information required about the dog. Jeremy
is now at Short Hills, N. J., and can be seen at any time.

This seems an opportunity for any sportsman to secure a
good dog and at the same time be conferring a favor on its

present owner.

We note the fact that the Mascoutah Kennel Club has
made a class for black pugs. We believe that one or two of

this breed have been imported, but do not remember by
whom. We should like to know, as we had an inquiry about
them not long since. This reminds us that Mrs. R. Mortivals,

who is the principal breeder of these dogs in England, has
had occasion to write to the papers warning the public against

buying black pugs said to be sired by her dogs, without re-

ferring the pedigree to her. Some dealers have been using
both the names of the "Mortivals" stud dogs and the brood
bitches, and thus selling stock under a false pretence.

Heavy Mastiffs.

We have another letter on the subject of "Heavy Mastiffs"

that must lie over till next week. Mr. Winchell also sends
a long letter in answer to some remarks made in a contem-
porary derogatory to his Beaufort's Black Prince and Boss's

Princess. He raises the point that the old breeder in

England, quoted by this writer as saying that Prince is as

full of bad points "as Minting was of good ones, is rather
amusing in view of the fact that this "old breeder" has not
seen the dog, and Mr. Winchell is quite content to let his

dog stand on his public record. He has not yet been
defeated, is within one win of being a champiou, and, more-
over, has defeated such an acknowledged good bitch as Lady
Coleus. As to Boss's Princess's head being of "a spiky-

headed sheep dog type," Mr. Winchell would like a picture
taken of such a dog and compared with a picture of Princess,

which he will provide. As to her being overshot, as this

writer claims, it is just the other way. Mr. Winchell believes

in showing his dogs and not keeping them at home and then
telling every one how good they are. In regard to the accusa-
tion that he can see no faults in his own dogs he aptly
remarks that he knows of no reason why he should publish
the faults of his own dogs, that are not for sale. These are
the main points of the. Tetter, which we cannot at present
find space for, especially as it is simply a personal argument
between himself and the writer in our contemporary.

Mr. Sidney W. Smith, of Leeds, England, has received an
invitation to judge St. Bernards at Boston show. If he
does it will be a pleasant change from the monotony that
exists at present.

A New Bull-Terrier.

Mr. P. L. Dever, of Peoria, 111., has purchased from Mr.
James Lowrie, of Newcastle, England, the bull-terrier Bel-
lerby King, who has won a number of prizes. The dog is

now on the way over in charge of Spratts Co. in the steam-
ship America.

Yonkers Fanciers' Club.

The annual meeting of the Yonkers Fanciers' Club was
held Thursday night, Jan. 25. President Lynde occupied
the chair. The officers elected for the ensuing year were:
President, James H. Young; Yice-President, William Row-
land; Secretary, Emil Garnjost; Treasurer, George Langran.
The executive committee for this year will be Wm. Rowland,
E. A. Lynde, R. Lamb, Charles Piggott and H. H. Thompson.
There were three applications for membership.

The Liverpool show, which opened Jan. 23, was a success,

with 1.530 entries. Rufford Ormoude, the crack collie, and
the crack St. Bernard Lady Mignon were defeated in their
respective classes, but in neither case is the decision upheld
by the critics.

We are positive that the lovers of the St. Bernard in this

country will experience a qualm of regret when they read
the following news. Mr. W. C. Reick's Princess Florence,
Marvel and Young Bute returned to England, on the S. S.

Gallia, on TuesdayJast, sailing at 2 P. M. , in charge of Mr. A
M. Hughes. Mr. Thos. Shillock, of Birmingham, England,
is the purchaser. Such an sexodus is a distinct loss to the
fancy on this side and will place the New York St. Bernard
Kennels at a great disadvantage from a show point of view.
Mr. Reick is now io Egypt, but it is stated that he does not
intend giving up the breed, as he still has a few dogs and
some puppies by Young Bute out of Rustic Beauty, and with
the aid of one or two more bitches will try and breed some-
thing good instead of buying cracks. Young Bute imported
daring the past summer has not been seen on the bench in

America, bat had made his record both as a sire and show
dog before he came over here. Marvel has not been beaten
iu regular competition since his importation in November,
1892, and Princess Florence, imported Nov. 1, 1891 , achieved
additional glory by twice winning over the great Sir Bedi-
vere under different judges. As a breeder, she has been a
disappointment in this country; still we are sorry to lose her.

Daring his short visit to England, Mr. Hughes will be the
guest of the Hon. and Rev. Philip Yorke Saville, rector of

Methley near Leeds, and one month after his return will

sever his connection with the New York St. Bernard Kennels
and be open for another engagement. The fact that these
dogs will not be seen on our show benches at New York, this

year at any rate, will leave the competition more open, and
had this been known earlier it might have influenced a greater
eutry at New York. That the peerless Sir Bedivere is likely

to remain with us for good and all is some consolation.;

The English Stock-Keeper began the new year by aban-
doning the distinctive yellow-tinted paper, which we have
so been accustomed to see, and appeared with the new year
in a white dress. It matters little what color the paper is as

long as the reading matter is bright and clear, and this the
Stock-Keeper always is.

We have been asked several times lately, both editorially

and privately, to give sonieparticulars about the best smooth
fox-terriers now on the bench in England, and Ave cannot do
better than quote from Mr. Vicary's interesting article in the
English Kennel Gazette describing and commenting upon
the best dogs of the past year. Although no particularly

good one was brought out in 1893, the general average was a
distinct advance on former years. There has been more
consistency in type and a levelling up to a higher standard.

As the shows generally cater well for this popular breed,

the entries are coram ensurately large and this, with the rep-

etition of classes, has made the judges' task at the large

ehow, as Mr. Vicary remarks, one of great difficulty and
labor. In speaking generally of the breed he gives some
eood advice when he says: The scale of points adopted by
he Fox-terrier Club years since is still to the fore, and I trust

will never be altered; the great bulk of exhibitorsknow what

is wanted, and are surely making progress. The breed is

popular all the world over. Let breeders keep pegging away,
bearing in mind that the greatest point of all in building up
a kennel is only to use the best materials, as well as the best

bred. A really ugly, ill-formed dog of good breeding may
get some good winners, but sure as fate his characteristics

will come out sooner or later to create difficulties that might
be avoided. Future as well as immediate success is what all

breeders must have an eye to, to really advance the breed on
a sound basis."
In dogs D'Orsay still holds the pride of place, having at

the best fox-terrier shows been continually; placed over Vice
Regal and Venio. About the merits of the two last named
there seems to be a difference of opinion, asboth have in turn
been placed one over the other, Deputy coming next in order.

These are challenge class dogs. In open dogs those whose
names we find well to the front are Despoiler, Vengo, Hun-
ton Justice aud Charlton Verdict; following these are Star-

den's Sting, Charlton Vincit and the youngster High Spirits,

that did so well under Mr. Redmond at Crystal Palace show,
winning in the limit, novice and puppy classes, in the former
beating Charlton Vincit. Prisoner (late Rowton Rusty), is

another young one that seems to be well up. Apology is an-
other that did well at Cruft's show, winning in novice and
puppy classes, beating Prisoner. Among the bitches the
best seemed to be Pamphlet, Brockenhurst Dainty II. and
Brockenhurst Lottery, and of course the crack Vesuvienne,
who has not been seen out much lately. In the other classes

we find Lyon's Sting, a consistent winner, followed by such
terriers as the young Vere de Vere, Valteline, First Arrival
and Chulmleigh Topsy, also a young one. Beacon Tartress
is a terrier that has won in puppy classes and limit classes

during the year. The Smew showed up well in Cruft's show,
winning in novice and puppy classes and second to First
Arrival in open bitches under Mr. Vicary. These seem to be
about the best and most frequent winners and afford a choice
to any one wishing to make up a kennel —if they can be
be bought. Fox-terrier men on this side would have been
better pleased if Mr. Vicary had dipped into comparisons
and descriptions of some of these terriers, but we must be
content with the records he gives of the winners at the prin-

cipal shows.
In this country the fox-terrier fancy is not allowed to lan-

guish, for in addition to the old enthusiasts such as Messrs.
Belmont, L. and W. Rutherford, John E. Thayer and Clar-

ence Rathbone, a number of new names are continually crop-
ping up in the catalogues.

Once a terrier man always such, seems to hold good, for
although Mr. C. D. Bernheimer let fox-terriers go to have a
fling at great Danes, the fever is returning and he intends to

build up another kennel. He is already in communication
with the principal breeders on the other side, his intention
being to secure a couple of good dogs and about ten bitches.

A couple of weeks since he lost his great Dane Maloch.

Mr. H. A.Lawrence, owner of the Kennel Lawrence, Colum-
bus, O., by careful selection had got together a rattling good
team of great Danes, in fact he had at Chicago the best aud
most typical team of this breed yet shown by an American.
The loss of Senta directly after the late Chicago show and
the serious illness of Earl of Wurtemburg was bad enough,
but since then the death of Hepbern Flora, first at Newark,
in whelping to Hepbern Hero, must have been very discour-
aging, and he has our sincere sympathy. At the same time
it is a warning not to show bitches when heavy in whelp. A
bit of bench show glory is not of sufficient importance for a
breeder to take such risks.

It will beremembered that wespoke rather enthusiastically
about the litter of seven-months-old bull pups that the Wood-
lawn Park Kennels had on exhibition at the Saratoga show
and the credit due to Mr. Robin3on in raising them so well.
We also remarked that their dam, Rock Rose, was again in

whelp to Rustic Sovereign. Mr. Robinson was in hopes of

repeating his good work with her next litter, but all bulldog
breeders will regret to hear that this will never be, for Rock
Rose died during parturition on the Sunday night following
the show. She gave birth to five live pups and one dead one;
another dead one, despite the efforts of the veterinarian,
could not be taken away, aud mortification setting in the
bitch succumbed. Rock Rose was by Rabagas out of Roseleaf

.

The bulldog is Mr. Robinson's favorite breed, and he knows
that in breeding these dogs the bitter and the sweet are not
evenly adjusted by any means, and the experience of English
breeders during the past year has not been all cou?eur ctu

rose. The other pups did not suffer by their little jaunt to
the Saratoga show and will be shown at New York.

The W. K. C. Show.
At the hour of our going to press on Tuesday, Mr. Morti-

mer, the superintendent of the VV K. C. show, was unable to
give any information regarding the exact number of dogs
entered. Entries are still coming in fast, aud Mr. Mortimer
assures us that the entries will fully equal, if they do not
exceed, those of last year. The full number by breeds will

be given in our next issue.

We regret very much to hear that Mr. Chas. E. Bunn has
sustained a severe loss in the death of his well-known stud
mastiff and winner, Ormoude. Many fanciers would feel

discouraged after losing five such animals as Edric, Ilford
Cameo, Miss Caution, Caution's Own Daughter and Or-
monde within one year. Mr. Bunn is made of the right stuff,

however, and will hold on as long as he can keep a mastiff.

Another Railroad Dog.

Another noted railroad dog is dead. This is Ponto, a small
white and brindle dog that for nearly nineteen years has
been owned by Mr. Canfield, an employee of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad. His death was due to old age hastened by an
attack of pneumonia. Ponto was a most intelligent dog and
through long years of association with his master had be-

come perfectly familiar with train and railroad men. He
accompanied his owner, who was a master carpenter on the

New Brunswick, N. J., section of the road, on his daily trip

up and down the road. He knew the up from the down
track and when walking on the ties would always select the

one where the train would approach him in front. It is also

said that he knew the signals and would calmly observe
them before crossing the railroad bridge if he did not hear a
train coming, and if, when crossing he heard a train ap-

proaching he would make for the draw tender's house and
wait till it passed, or if this was not possible he would lie

down between the two tracks and thus escape injury. He
was known to all the railroad men from Jersey City to

Philadelphia, and many tales are told of his smartness, aud
how he would jump on a train, getting off where he wanted
to, and after spending some time there would board the next
train home.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending ua $5 will receive for that sudd

the Forest and Stream one year (price 84) and a set of Zimmerman's

famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

e

$9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forbst and Strkam during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work. "Bird Portraits for the. Young" (the priea of which

American Kennel Club Affairs.

The American Kennel Club commences a new year in one
sense under the most favorable auspices. There are no grave
questions of policy to consider or errors to correct, unless we
except its policy toward the Canadian Kennel Club. There
is much to be said on both sides for and against the conduct
of the C. K. C. in this matter and Forest axd Stream has
already brought out the salient points of difference, and
nothing further can now be said until the two committees
appointed by the clubs have decided upon some definite
action. We trust, as do all dogrnen, that no friction may
arise and that everything may be amicably arranged so that
neither the clubs nor the dogrnen shall suffer.
The clu b starts the year with a nominal balance of $2,815.82

against $5,004.20 in January 1893. This balance of $2,815.82 is,

however, merely nominal, as the club owes $2,018.87 for print-
ing accounts, deposits received for charges (now pending)
and the balance of the legal expenses incurred in 1891-92,

which amounted to $3,802 53, of which *1 ,952. 53 was paid in
1893. There is a balance due the club for advertising con-
tracts, dues from active members and petty accounts amount-
ing to $1,027.60. If the club can depend on receiving this
money it leaves the club really with a balance only of $1,-

197.11. If it does not receive it $796.95 represents the actual
amount the club can claim at the present time. The legiti-

mate or working account of the club for 1893, which excludes
the legal expense account of §1,952.53, shows that the receipts
were §7,488.30 and the- actual working disbursements $7,-

724,15, an apparent loss of 8235.85.
For the year 1894 the club has assumed an extra expense of

$225 for additional office room and $215 for materials and
labor necessary to properly index the registrations, which
latter item may be still farther increased to $550, as noted at
the last meeting of the executive committee. This means a
probable extra outlay of $775 during the year.
The amount received for registrations during the past year

was $3,581, and the "quarters" for listing made up a sum of
$501. The annual dues from active members foot up $540,

and the sum derived from Associate membership was $1,215.

The "breeders' certificate" revenue was only $14, and the
cash sales of and subscriptions to theKennel Gazette amount
to $264. The sales of Stud Books increased the receipts by
$235. The Stud Book for 1893 will be issued about March 1.

Antidotes for Poison.

Editor Forest and Stream:
From time to time the meanest men on earth indulge in

the indiscriminate poisoning of dogs, and many lives more
valuable than their own are lost. The. poison generally used
is strychnine, and its characteristic symptoms are convul-
sions, which resemble those of tetanus.
On one occasion; when a number of dogs were destroyed,

a prize setter owned in Newton was fotind with convulsions
fully developed. Her life was saved by the following treat-

ment: Pour a pint of boiling water on 4oz. of chewing to-

bacco. Express the juice by squeezing the tobacco with the
hands. Give a teacupful of the decoction every five minutes
until the convulsions are stopped. No time must be lost, as
the action of the poison is very rapid. An experiment on a
second dog was successful—and not long afterward the life

of a human patient, who had taken strychnine and was in
convulsions, was saved by the same treatment. .

In the spasms produced by strychnine all the muscles, in-

cluding those of the stomach, are very rigid. It would be
well to relax them by the use of ether. Make a cone by turn-
ing a newspaper on its corner, place in it a handkerchief,
then pour in three ounces of sulphuric ether, and hold to the
dog's nose, allowing some air to mix with the vapor, until
the spasms cease, but not long enough to produce insensibil-

ity. Then give the tobacco. When the effect of the poison
is overcome, small but frequent doses of brandy, or other
stimulant, should be given. I hope that this may aid in
saving some of our canine friends. DoQ BERRY.
Newton, N. J., Dec. 19.

Death of Nick.

OgdensburGt, N. Y., Jan. 30.—The famous red Irish setter
Nick, a son of Nick out of Rosebud, both imported, died of
pneumonia at Ogdensburg, N, Y., on the 29th inst. Very
many of your readers knew and valued the noble fellow and
will be interested to hear about him. J. MacNabghton.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relatt7ig to ailments of dogs ivill be answered by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

W. H. S., Chillicothe, Mo.—B. Alton Smith, North Attleboro, Mass.,
is the owner of the C'hesapeakes you mention.

C. C. H., Macon, Ga,—You can buy the American Kennel Club Stud
Book for 1893 from the American Kennel Club, 44 Broadway, New
York. Price $2. It will be issued about Mat ch 1.

O. H. H., Indianapolis, Ind.—We do not kuow where you can find a
market for live jack rabbits, unless it be with some of the clubs in the
West that have inclosed coursing. A card in our business columns
would probably bring you customers.

BE. E, S., Detroit, Mich.—It is difficult to advise in this case without
knowing the dog. However, perseverance alone will overcome his
timidity; he is young yet, let him run and gradually make him under
stand that coirection does not necessarily mean the whip.

Owing to pressure on our space this week the following veterinary
queries have been answered by mail: L. B., Providence, R. I.; C. O.
V. andE. G. H., Hackensaek, N. J.; H. W. B., Syracuse, N. Y ,; H. P.,

Newburyport, Mass.; J. N. B., Needham, Mass., and F. S. L., Clifton.

Springs' N. Y.

W. H M., Middletown, N. Y.—Young Wagg, by champion W'ae-g out
of Damside Belle; Wagg by Francis's Sancho out of Sappho, by Co-
ham's Bang out of Yesta. by Brocklin's Bounce out of Francis's Belle;
champion Sancho by Brocklin's Bounce out of Belle; Belle by Sancho
out ol Dido ; Sancho by Mentor out of Juno. Damside Belle we cannot
trace. Trust the above will be sufficient.

W. E. J. Marion, O.—Have a four-year-old pug dog that seems to
have some skin trouble. The hair falls out, leaving the skin black and
scaly. The tail is almost bare of hair and spots commencing on fore
shoulder. His general health seems good. Can you suggest a remedy?
I use ivory soap to wash bim. Is that good? Ans. Apply the follow-
ing ointment all over the dog every other day for two weeks, Then
wash off, and repeat in a few days if necessary:

B: Ichthyol.. ?i
Vaseline 3x

Mix. A little to be well rubbed all over the dog every other day.

G. E. J., New York City.—For your beagle to whelp in, a large dry
goods box with open front will do, or better, a platform made of
smooth boards raised a couple of inches from the floor and covered
with clean oat straw. After the bitch has whelped clean up and put
fresh straw down. Have your beagle whelp in a warm room, tem-
perature about 75;?, or even a little warmer. For the first day after
whelping feed the bitch every four or five hours with broth or milk
thickened with stale bread or boiled rice. Second day give three
meals; for breakfast milk and crackers; midday broth and scale bread,
or rice and some of the meat chopped up fine mixed with it Use
lean meat, or if the broth is made from bones, etc., skim off the fat
before giving to the bitch. The last meal should be more solid, one-
half chopped meat and the rest soaked bread, boiled rice, oatmeal or
crushed dog biscuits, if accustomed to them, as all dogs should be.

Twice a week give raw meat at night chopped up fine. When puppies
are three weeks old teach them to lap diluted scalded milk or broth,

very little at a time; gradually increase quantity and strength as
they grow older, and till weaned at four or five weeks old. Then
they should be fed very early in the morning with scalded milk ; about
8 o'clock milk aud crackers;' 11 and 2 with broth and crackers—stale

bread if baked hard first will be better; at 5 P. M. give some more
milk or broth, and at night mix broth and crackers, stale bread,
boiled rice, barley, etc, and feed heartily, but never so much that the
abdomen becomes distended. After the sixth week more substantial
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food can be given, Spratts puppy meal with broth, boiled rice, bread
or oatmeal mixed with the vegetables and meat the broth is made
from, and feed four times a day, adding a little raw meat chopped up
fine every other day. At three months old feed three times a day
crushed biscuits and a variety of the foods quoted above that will be
most convenient to prepare. Don't miss a meal and never feed too
much, and when the puppies have bad enough remove the remainder.
Give water fresh and often, and allow them plenty of room to run
about in. Keep them warm during this season.

funting m\d f^aui[sing.

The Foxhound Standard.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In a recent issue of your paper Mr. Clute aslss wbafc "drops"

mean in the Brunswick Fur Club's standard for American
foxhounds. Tt is simply a typographical error and should
have been "chaps" or "chops," as the upper lips are variously
called. See article on the foxhound in Veto Shaw's "Book
of the Dog." A. C. Heffinger.
I Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 2.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The standard for American foxhounds as arranged at the

B. F. C. meet is good to my notion excepting in regard to

neck—slim is not" the correct thing. I should make it:

"Neck should be strong and clean, rather long and tapering
from head to shoulder, and no trace of throatiuess should
exist." In other respects I am pleased to say the standard is

about the best thing for a good field hound.
R H. Pooler.

Serena, 111., Jan. 29.

• • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.
The coming Merced coursing meeting is attracting great

attention among the lovers of the leash in California. Mr.
Grace has definitely decided to judge the meeting.

• •

Mr. John Egan, of San Francisco, has sustained a great
loss in tbe death of his greyhound bitch Sly Girl. Both in

open and inclosed coursing she was a wonderful performer
and few ever lowered her colors.

• • • •

The Call, San Francisco, says that a gentleman from
Livermore well known in coursing circles recently visited

Ireland and returned with three choice greyhounds, two of

which he left in the East and took the other to California.

Unfortunately, this one was killed the other day by being
spiked while in the act of jumping a fence.

• • • •

The San Francisco Coursing Club was to tender a compli-
mentary benefit last Sunday to Mr. J. R. Dickson, the well-
known sporting writer. All the crack dogs were to be
entered for the meeting at Newark Park and we trust that
the affair will hasre passed off with the success its promoters
anticipated.

faceting.

Those of our readers who are unacquainted with the circumstances

attending the death of Mr. McMullen may draw an incrrect infer-

ence from the allusion of our correspondent, "Podgers." Mr. Mc-

Mullen began his sailing alone, or with one companion, in 1851, and

continued it regularly for forty years; his work being done in craft

that, whatever their size, were carefully designed for it, of seagoing

model, safely balla>ted and under-rigged, usually as yawls or lug-

gers, and not cutters.

We would not recommend any young sailor to attempt to emulate

the examples of Mr. McMullen and our correspondent Nomad; few

men are fitted for such work, but between the Prooyon and Perseus

and the over-rigged, half-ballasted catboat there is a wide range of

safe, seaworthy and comfortable little "singlehanders" in which life

afloat may be enjoyed to tbe fullest degree by the owner and one

or two congenial companions.

AMERICAN YACHT CLUBS.
We are desirous of obtaining a complete, list of American yacht

clubs, and will be indebted to any of our readers who will aid us in
correcting the following list. Though preparer! with special care, it

doubtless contains many errors. We will be glad to know of any
clubs omitted, or of any included which are. no longer in existence, or
which are not regularly organized clubs for ihe promotion of yacht-
ing. Some organizations on the list are fishing clubs, or social clubs
Which make au annual excursion afloat, and these we wish to exclude.
The names and addresses of secretaries are revised up to the end of

1893, and we will be glad to know of all errors and changes:

Albany Thos. Wilkinson, 63 State street, Albany, N. Y.
American Thos. L Scovill. 25 Park place, New York.
American f Mans.). . .E. N. Folandsbee, 53 State street, Newburyport.
American Mode) Harry Melvin. 144 Park place. Brooklyn.
Argentine) A. N. Williams, Calle Piedad 350, Buenos Ayres.
Atlantic (Boston)..

.
.Com. E. W. Dixon. Boston, Mass.

Atlantic (Brooklyn). G. H. Church, 45 William street, New York.
Audubon E. O. Kramer, 153d street and N. R , New York.
Barnstable Barnstable, Mass.
Baltimore ,F. McAllister, 3 N. Charles street, Baltimore.
Bar Harbor Bar Harbor, Me.
Bay Head W. N. MeAuley, 131 S. 4th street. Philadelphia.

Bayonne City P. J. Mooney, 44 W. 52d street, Bayonne, N. J.

Bayswater LP. Hubbard, 115 Nassau street, New York.
Bay Shore G. M. Smith, Bay Shore, L. I.

Bay View W. A. Cook.
Bay of Quinte George N. Leavens, Belleville, Ont.
Beach Haven (Aux-

iliary) John T. Fox, Beach Haven, N. J.

Bellinghani Bay L. A. Wheeler, New Whatcom, Wash.
Beverly Wm. Amory 2d, 50 State street, Boston (1894).

Biddeford George Townsend, Biddeford, Me.
Bilge Water San Francisco, Cal.

Biseayne Bay Kirk Muuroe, 831 Pearl street, New York.
Bijou E. S. Waller, Eensonburst, L. I.

Bohemian Harry Roseland, Flatlands, L. I.

Boston Thos. Dean, 28 State street, Boston.
Bridgeport Boating

Association A H. Davis, 429 Maine street, Bridgeport, Conn.
Brooklyn William Cagger. Box 154, Brooklyn.
Buffalo Howard A. Baker, Buffalo.

Bunker Hill F. M. William*, Charlestown, Mass.
Cape Ann F. H Same. Gloucester, Mass.
Cape Cod D. W. Dean, Orleans, Mass,
Capital Allen 0. Smith. Washington, D. C.

Canarsie John Taylor, 73 Bedford street, Brooklyn.
Carolina (North) J. McRae Cowan, Wilmington, N. C
Carolina (South) C. E. Pnoleau. Box 215, Charleston, S. C,

Carthage Ice Robt. Dunwoody, Carthage Landing, N. Y.
Catalina Los Angeles, Cal.

Cedar Point W. M Thomas. Box 14, Saueatuck, Conn,
Chelsea F. L. Dow, 12 Post Office Square, Boston.
Chesapeake Bay J. G. Morris, Easton, Md. (1894).

Chicago W. V. B. Rossing, Commodore.
Chicago Yachting &

Rowing Ass'n. .. ,Wm. Netting, Chicago, 111.

Cleveland J. O. Gardner, Cleveland, Ohio.

Citizens' Y ac h t i n g
Association John Look. Detroit, Mich.

Columbia Geo. Parkhill, 01 E. 130th street, New York.
Cohatset
Commonwealth W. C. LePetrie, 183 M>treet, South Boston.
Columbia (Chicago). W. D. Payne, Chicago, 111.

Oonanicut ...Dr. H. J. Rhett, Jamestown, R. I. (1894).

Cooper's Point. i

Corinthian, Cal F. E. Baker, 114 Beale Street, San Francisco,
Cor. Mosquito Fleet.. Chas. Chamberlin, New York. S8»
Corinthian (Texas) . . Chas. E, Rust, Galveston, Texas.
Co r i n t h ian Fleet

(Atlantic City)...W. W. Hollingsworth, M.D , Philadelphia. ~*ST
Corinthian (N. Y.)..G. A. Cormack, 63 Stone street* New York."
Corinthian (Marble-

head) Everett Paine. Marbleh^ad. Mass.
Corinthian (Phila.). . A. F. Bancroft, 114 South Sixth street, Phila.!

~
Corinthian (Balti-

more) ..H. E. Meredith. 1,505 Mosher street, Baltimore.
Coronet, W. S. Mercready, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Detroit J. A. Minwegen, Detroit, Mich.
Delavan Lake C. V. Bachelle, Delavan Lake, Wis.
Dorchester H.W. Smith, 40 Mill street, Dorchester, Mass.
Douglaston .Jas. Hixon, Douglaston, L. I. (1894).
East Bay R. A. Staekpolc, SO Broadway, New York.
Eastern Wm. S. Eaton, 331 Franklin street, Boston.
Essex W. C. Rothe, Newark, N. J.
Excelsior J. M Russell. 313 Warren street, Brooklyn.
Esreelsior Ice T. P. Daly, Burlington, Vt.
Fall River , . ,.,Wm, E, Blossom, 70 June st, Fall River, Mass.
Rockaway Corinth..Woodward Babcock, FarRoekaway, L. I.

Florida H. H. Buckman, Jacksonville, Fla.
Fox Lake .....Byron Boyden, Fox Lake, 111.

Great South Bay. . . . F. C. Bliss, Islip, L. I.

Greenville G. P. Kraus, 130 Old Bergen Road, Jersey City.

Gloucester Gloucester, Mass.
Gunpowder Baltimore, Md.
Gravesend Bay Com. John Cottier, Gravesend Bay, L. I.

Habana J. A. Frias, 128 Aeuacate street, Habana, Cuba.
Harlem F. W. Creegan, 519 E. 131st st. New York (1894).

Harvard College Cambridge, Mass.
Haverhill C. H. Marrow, 356 Washington street, Boston.
Hempstead Bay C. H. Alliger, Hempstead, L. I.

Hemp. Har. (Aux.). .Robert T. Cock, Glen Cove, L. I.

Horseshoe Harbor. ..Chas. S. Gaubert, Larchmont, N. Y.
Hudson River A. Q. Buckholz, 751 Ninth avenue, New York.
Hudson River Ice. . . .E. P. Rogers, Hyde Park, N Y.
Hobb'sHole Hobb's Hole, Massachusetts.
Hull Wm. A. Carv, 33 Court street, Boston.
Hull Corinthian Fitz Henry Smith, Jr., 133 Newberry st., Boston.
Hyde Park Chicago, 111.

Inland American. , . .Cameron Currie.
Idlewild Idlewild on the Hudson, N. Y.
Illini H. B. Sparks, Alton, 111.

Indian Harbor L. R, Alberger, 86 Liberty street, New York.
Incog Com. Henry Curlin, Jamaica Bay, L. I.

Jamaica Bay Samuel Gilmore, Oceanus, L. I.

Jamestown W. N. Murray.
Jeffries C. A. Braynard, Chamber of Com. Bldg., Boston.
Jersey City J. V. Wolcott, 366 Communipaw avenue, J. C.

Junior Ice Red Bank, N. J.

Kennebec, Wm. Brown, Bowdoinham, Me. (1894).

Kennebunkport Kennebunkport, Me.
Key City J. W. Jones, Port Townsend, Washington.
Kill von Kull F. H. Dehile, Port Richmond, S. I.

Keystone E. C. Smith, Woodsburg, L. I.

Kingston. James Galloway, Kingston, Ontario.
Knickerbocker O. H. Chellborg, 1 Broadway, New York.
Lake Ohamplain A. G. Whittemore, Burlington, Vermont.
Lake Geneva W. S. McCrea, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin.
Lake George Chas E. Warren, 33 E. 43d street, New York.
Lake Hopatcong. . . . C. A. Brindley, 6 W. Park St., Newark, N. J. (1894).

Lake Mahopac Lake Mahopac. N. Y.
Larchmont C. C. Little, Larchmont, N. Y.
Lake Yacht R. A. . . .E. H. Ambrose, Hamilton.
Lincoln Park C. O. Andrews, 75 Lincoln are., Chicago.
Lynn F. E. Newhall, 23 Newhall street, Lynn, Mass.

Longport Yachts-
men's Asso Bolton Stellman, Longport, N. J.

Manchester C. A. Cooley, 3 School street, Boston. .

Maneville (La.) M. J. Guerne, New Orleans, La.
Meadow South Shrewsbury (or Seabright), N. J.

Manavunk Model. . . . J. Hart (1894).

Manhattan §. H. Stuart, 58-60 Broadway, New York.
Marine and Field

(Auxiliary) ..... .Louis J. Boury, Bath, L I.

Massachusetts Wm. B. McClellan, Box 2,541, Boston.
Meadow Creek Out'g.C. A. Arnist, Club House, Sheepshead Bay, L. I.

Merrimac Valley. . . . J. W. Bartlett, West Newbury, Mass
Michigan J. E. Harris, 42 Jefferson ave., Detroit, Mich.
Milwaukee H. B.Wiborg, 363 Washington st.,Milwaukee,Wis.
Minnetonka R. G. Gale, 229 Nicollet ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Miratniehi ......George Watt, Miramichi, N. B.
Mobile J. K. Vincent, 304 South Anthony st., Mobile, Ala.

Monatiquot .... C. G. Sheppard, Weymouth, Mass.
Morton Harry Young, Chester, Pa.
Mosquito Fleet (So.

Boston) Geo. L. Paget, 3 Bay View place, S. Boston.
Narragansett F. A.Rhodes. 20 Market square, Providence, R. L
Neptune A L. Hall, 193 West Tenth street, New York.
Newark E. F. Atchioson, 46 New street, Newark, N. J.

Newark Bay Jas. Spavin, 78 West 35th street, Bayonne, N. J.

New Bedford John P. Rhodes, New Bedford, Mass.
New Hamburg Ice . .Wm. Van Wyke, New Hamburg, New York.
New Haven W. A. Chamberlain. Box 1266, New Haven, Conn.
New Jersey Louis Wunder, 119 Broadway, New York.
New Jersey A. C Jas. D. Boyd, 77 Broad street, New York.
New Rochelle R. C. Eddy, New Roehelle, N. Y.
New York J. V. S. Oddie, 67 Madison avenue, New York.
North Shrewsbury.

.

No. Shrewsbury Ice. J. B. Weaver. Box 203, Red Bank, N. J. (1894).

Nyatt Corinthian. . , . Providence, R. I.

Oak Point Henrv Schmitt. 667 E. 156th street, New York.
Oceanic G. D.'Horbett, 190 Pavonia avenue, Jersey City.

Oconomowoc Oscar F. Jones, Oconomowoc, Wis. (1894).

Ohio G. G. Keip, Toledo, O. (1894).

Old Colony Geo. A. Hall, Boston, Mass.
Olympic R. Orr, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Old Mill Jamaica Bay. L. I.

Onondaga J. W. Schneider, Syracuse, N. Y.
Orange Lake Ice. . . . A. N. Chambers, Newburg, N. Y. (1894).

Oriole Canarsie, L. I.

Oshkosh Oshkosh, Wis.
Ossining J. V. Kir by, 39 Wall street. New York.
Oswego W. B. Couch, Oswego, N. Y. (1894.)

Owasco Auburn, New York.
Patchogue Patchogue, L. I.

Pine Lake A. C. Rietbrock, Oconomowoc, Wis.

Pacific V. K. Gaskill, 36 Bush st.. San Francisco, Ca).

Pavonia James B. Fiskel, Jersey City, N. J. (1894.)

Pequot Association „
(Auxiliary) W. H. Hale, 87 Church st., New Haven, Conn.

Philadelphia George T. Gwilliam, 1,715 Chestnut st., Phila.

Piscataqua Fred A. Bradbury, Dover, N. H. (1894.)

Plymouth A. L. Barnes, Box 567, Plymouth, Mass.

Portland Chas. F. Flagg. 42 Exchange st,, Portland, Me.
Providence Cor J. W. Gammell, 113 Burnsidest , Prov. R. L.

Provincetown Provincetown, Mass.
Pittsburg Com- O E. Painter, Pittsburg, Pa.

Queen City W. D. Thomas, Toronto, Canada.
Quebec ..." H. H Sharpies, Quebec.
Quincy Geo. E. Pfaffman, 40 India Wharf, Boston.

Racine Racine, Wis.
i.

Raritan W. H Hesser, 61 Fayette sr., Perth Amboy.
Rhode Island F. P. Eddy. 27 Page st. Providence, R. I,

Riverside John G. Porter, Riverside, Conn. •

Riverton Norman Ellison, 24 S 6th st., Philadelphia.

Rochester.... T. B. Pritchard, 607 Ellwagen & Barry Bldg.,

Rochester, N. Y.
Rough Weather .... Jamaica Bay, Long Island.

Royal Bermuda F. J. Jones, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Royal Canadian S. Bruce Harman, Toronto, Canada.
Roval Hamilton Thos. W Lester, Hamilton. Ont.

Royal Jamaica Com. E. Nankivele, R.N., Kingston, Jamaica.

Royal Nova Scotia. .H. M. Wylde, Box 520. Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Ruffle Bar .
' , , „ .

,

St. Lawrence J. C. C. Almon, Bank of Montreal, Montreal.

St. Augustiue lohn W. Denny, Hyde Park, Mass.

Salem Bay Robin Damon, Salem, Mass.

San Francisco G. W. Reed. 502 Battery street, San Francisco.

Savannah M. A. Cohen, 93 Bay street. Savannah, Ga.
Savin Hill J. H. Shaw, Box 1.760, Boston. Mass.

Sayville Com. Ridgeway, Sayville, L. I.

Scituate
Schoodic ,,W. E Davidson, Calais, Me.

Sea Cliff D. W. Pardee, Grand Central Depot, New York.

Seattle Seattle, Wash. .

Seawanhaka Cor. . . .H. R. Hayden, 7 East Thirty-second st., New York.
Sewaren Land and
Water ( Auxiliary). E. D. Wright, Sewaren, N. J.

Shaekamaxon H. S. Anderson, 309 Northeast avenue, Phila.

Shelter Island C. Pliny Brigham. 406 Prestman street, Balti-

more, Maryland.

Shenandoah Wm. T. Litner, Troy, N. Y.
Sninueeock r*TT^
Shrewsbury John Cook, Red Bank, N. J.

Sing Sing Robert T. Dennis. Sing Sing, N. Y.
Sippican J. Henry Clarke, Jr., Marion, Mass. (1894).

South Amboy Samuel Locker, South Amboy, New Jersey.

South Boston Hubert Pope, 386 Broadway, South Boston, Mass.
Southern F. M. Hall, 59 St. Charles street, New Orleans.
Southwark Jos. R. Stephens, 1.504 S. 4th street, Phila.

Squantum ,.J. E. Drew, Box 103, Boston.
Stamford Malcolm R. Pitt, Stamford. Connecticut,
St. Augustine W. S. Hall, St. Augustine, Florida.

Staten island (Auxil-
iary)..., C. C. Martin, Stapleton, Staten Island.

Stevens A. M, Lozier, Hoboken, New Jersey.

Stoney Point , . .Harrv C. Banks, Port Morris, New York.
Tappan Zee C. Williamson, Piermont, New York,
Tacoma ...Maury Island, Puget Sound, Tacoma, Wash.
Tappan Zee, Ice C. Williamson, Piermont, New York.
Tarpon Springs L. T. Safford, Tarpon Springs, Florida.

Toledo Fred Greiner. Toledo, Ohio.

Tomahawk Tomahawk Lake, Wisconsin.
Tom's River Thos. W. Middleton, Tom's River, N. J.

Tower Rjdge Wm. Ross, Jr., Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Troy W. S. Hyde, 11' First street, Troy, New York.
Volunteer W. B. Newhall, 53 Atlantic St., Lynn, Mass.
Volunteer Sailing
Club , [H. W. Mathias, 10 Olive street, New Haven, Conn,

Weecapong Wm. B. Wait, Jr., 9th ave. and 34th street, N. Y,
West Hampton(Aux-

iliary) Aug. Zabriskie, 71 West 71st street. New York.
West Lynn B. B. Browne, 38 Prospect street, Lynn, Mass.
White Bear A.A. McKechnie, Metropolitan Bl'k, St. Paul. Minn.
Williamsburgh G. W. Siemes, Jr., 738 Albert street, L. I. City.

West End Detroit, Mich.
Windward Chas. E. Safford, Jamaica Bay, Long Island.

Wawasee Wawasee, Ind.
Winthrop Chas. G. Bird, 162 Congress street, Boston.
Yale Corinthian Harold W. Bush. New Haven, Conn.
Yonkers G. L. Bolwell (Recording Sec'y), New York (1894).

Yonkers Corinthian..Franklin A. Rigby, Yonkers, N. Y. (1894).

Yorkville Wm. Lahn, 311 East 101st street, New York.
Inter-Lake Y, R. A.. Lake Erie.

Lake Y. R. A Lake Ontario.
New York Y, R. A.. .Geo. Parkhill, 61 East 130th street, New York.
St. Lawrence River
Skiff Sailing Ass'n.

The Royal Canadian Y. C. House.
The Royal Canadian Y. C. opened their new town premises on Jan.

26. in a manner becoming that solid and honorable organization, which
traces its history back to the early fifties, and to the beginning of or-

ganized yachting on the American continent. Since its inception the
club has always had a home on the harbor front, but in common with
other nautical clubs has hitherto had to be content with something
useful rather than ornamental, Some years ago it took the lead in

erecting what is even yet the finest building on the island, and it was
thought at the time that with such premises so favorably situated a
very small station on the city side would suffice. It is a gratifying
tribute to the present status of tbe club that it finds itself in a, posi-

tion to provide not only comfortably but liberally for those of its

members who cannot always find time to go over to the island. And
in doing this a winter home has been provided equal to every require-
ment for tbe enjoyment of a quiet hour of leisure or an evening's so-

cial entertainment.
The front of the club-house, facing directly on the bay, is very im-

posing, and a conspicuous ohject viewed from an incoming steamer in

any part of the harbor. The design of the balcony and towers is in
the colonial style, which lends itself effectively to the original build-

ing, and is in keeping with the age and dignity of the club, and is par-
ticularly suitable to a building so situated as to be most often viewed
from some distance. Large round pillars support the balcony and its

gabled roof, the square towers rising behind, adding to the solid effect,

each having a large area on top suitably railed in to afford commodi-
ous look-out stations. There is no jimcrack woodwork or other odds
and ends to detract, from the effect, of the general design. A flag pole
is yet to be erected, and this will be in ship shape style, rigged with a
yardarm, which can be used for signalling purposes.
The ground floor is given over to lockers and dressing-rooms, and a

bath-room, together with the furnace, and stowage for heavy stores.
This is the full size of the building—50x63ft.—and affords ample ac-
commodation for all these purposes. A ladies' parlor will also be
furnished on this floor, close to the doors on the bay front, this situa-

tion being chosen as it will be convenient for the lady friends of the
members when waiting for the club launch.
A staircase leads to a landing from which wide sliding doors open

into the assembly-room, 24ft. wide, by 63ft. long, and its length may be
augmented by opening the doors and windows leading to the balcony
in front, which is 14x50. This gives ample accommodation for smok-
ing concerts and other social functions. The apartment is heated by
a furnace, and also contains a large old-fashioned fire-place at the
upper end. Light comes through a skylight and the windows facing
the bay, a system of ventilation being arranged throusrh the former.
The walls are furnished in dark crimson and gold, and the ceiling is in

a light color. On either side of the assembly-room are six smaller
rooms in all, to be used as committee-rooms, card-rooms, and the
secretary's office.

Further up in the towers are the janitor's rooms and access to the
roofs for observation purposes
Shortly after eight o'clock the assembly-room was crowded with

the members and their friends. Commodore Boswell oecup'ed the
seat of honor in the centre of the room, having with him his Honor
Lieutenant-Governor Kirkpatrick, L'eut -Col. Utter, and other dis-

tinguished guests of the club. The curtain was rung up at 8 30, and
seldom if ever have yachtsmen been treated to so good an amateur
minstrel performance.
Mr. A. Bethuoe personated King Lobengula and with Mr. Brem For-

sayeth held down the two end chairs in a manner that was most ac-
ceptable. The club chorus was a huge success and ought to be
secured for the "Lake meet" this summer. The jokes were in the
main new, including several yach'ing hits, and all being above re-

proach. At the conclusion of the p ograimie, Vice-Commodore
Brown made, a few remarks, congratulating- the commodore on the
excellent standing of the club, and, after commenting on the esteem
in which that gentleman is held by the members, presenting him. with
an excellent portrait of himself, which has been provided by subscrip-
tions by the members. The commodore as taken by surprise, out
replied 'feelingly, asking that the picture should be allowed to adorn
the walls of the club-house. After this pleasant incident, refreshments
were served, and a smoking concert followed. Toronto Mail.

Challengers for 1895.
(From the Boston Globe.)

When in a recent issue the London Field confidently announced that,
if all went well, two English noblemen would associate in issuing a
challenge for the America cup with races in August or September 1895,

many American yachtsmen were at a loss to account for the Field's
confidence in view of the fact that Lord Dunraven had already ex-
pressed his intention of again entering the content himself.

A clue to the identity of the noblemen which the paper had in miud
was however held by the few yachtsmen who knew that Lord Wolver-
ton, who was one of Lord Duiaraven's party in this country last au-
tumn, was associated with the latter gentleman in the ownership of
the Valkyrie, and now these yachtsmen believe that it is Lord Dun-
raven and Lord Wolverton who will be associated in the challenge of
1895 as they were in that of 1893.

Such an association would be a most natural one, and at the same
time would account for Lord Duuraven's declared intention to have
another try for the international trophy. That at the same time he
did not say that Lord Wolverton would be his associate in the chal-
lenge is not strange, for he made no public mention of the fact that
the latter was part owner of the Valkyrie, nor does the correspondence
with the New York yacht club disclose the fact.

The joint ownership was, however, known on both sides of the
water. That it did not become more widely known on this side of the
water at the time of the races is doubtless due to the fact that Dun-
raven himself was silent in the matter. There was, however, no secret
made of it, and therefore it seems in no way inappropriate to call it to

mind or to make it more widely public, in view of the challenge which
seems likely to come.
Lord Wolverton's object in remaining quietly in the background

was not known, but it was doubtless a good one and since the New
York yacht club's cup committee had no formal notice of his interest

in the challenger they probably saw no reason for making it public.

It is notable, however, in this connection that at the dinner given Lord
Dunraven and his party by ex-Cam. James D Smith, chairman of ti>«

cup committee, Lord Wolverton was seated above the Marquis of

Ormonde, a man of higher rank and title, which placing of the guests
was due to nothing except the recognition of Lord Wolverton's asso-

cialion with Dunraven.
Lord Wolverton, though apparently an enthusiastic yachtsman, has

made no public reputation in that direction, and is not known to

American yachtsmen as having owned any racing yachts. That he
has the true spirit of the sport is, however, shown by his association
with Dunraven, and he will undoubtedly be cordially welcomed as a
joint challenger with the latter in 1895. He is a member of one of
London's best-known banking firms and a man of wealth.
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Single-Handed Yachting.
There has been a great deal of gush and talk about single-handed

cruising, and much written, mostly I imagine by those who have never
given it a practical trial, except under very favorable circumstances.
I am not alluding now to canoe cruising on smooth waters and rivers,

but in rough water under sail.

I recently read an English book in advocacy of the fad, and an ac-
count of a long cruise around the coast of England single-handed. It

was a plucky undertaking, and the man came out of it safely, but it

was a mere summing up of much and continuous hard work, and great
difficulty in making harbor for the night, as the English coast is pro-
verbial for tide harbors, and he was obliged in almost every instance,

to call on the local watermen for assistance in getting in and out, and
had to pay in the aggregate as much as would have hired an assistant
permanently, to say nothing of the immense amount of fatigue and
hard work involved personally, for as we all know, the English rig is

proverbially hard to handle (always the cutter rig of course). By the
way, the same man eventually lost his life in a subsequent cruise,

being found dead in his boat, dying it was thought, from fatigue and
exhaustion.
While enjoying a holiday not long since down at Sag Harbor, I had

a day's experience of the delights of this single-handed business, which
I will give as an example, from which any young gentleman with an
ambition that way, may draw a moral of the beauties of the practice.

I was, as I say stopping at Sag Harbor, and with a view to hiring a
small yacht, applied to the owners of several lying in the harbor, but
they all demanded such extravagant terms, that I concluded to go
over to Greenport and try my luck; where I succeeded in chartering

a 26ft. craft, rather a good looking boat, but bearing evidence of
rather hard usage, and the owner admitted that some amateurs had
run her on the rocks recently, but he guessed she was all right. I had
some misgivings, as my experience led me to believe that running a

.

boat on the rocks]was not a particularly good thing for the boat. How-
ever, I took the craft, and going on board, and as it was blowing fresh,

put in a reef, and sailed for Sag Harbor. Boats, horses and women
are very much alike, that is to say, you can't tell much about them
until you get acquainted.
After getting down the bay, where the wind had full sweep, I discov-

ered that my craft was deficient in ballast and that I had more sail

than was healthy, so I had to heave to and put in a second reef, in

a nasty sea and roll. This being accomplished, I hoisted sail again
and went along, but even with this short sail I found that the craft

had a disposition to luff around and look me in the face, in other
words, steered badly. Like most catboats she was over-sparred, and
her mast too far aft, and her boom was as long as the moral Jaw,

a nasty stick to manage, and with a disposition to take the water
every time she rolled (the wind was free and she was a roller from
way back) ;

every time she rolled to leeward she took in a barrel of
water in the leach of the sail, which I had not been able to secure
properly, for want of the necessary material, then, when she rolled

to windward, the water came pouring on to my head, completely
drenching me.
I had all I could do to keep her from jibing, which would have been

a risky move in the heavy sea that was now getting up. I wanted to

drop the peak, but how was I to leave the helm to do it? I could not
luff and run forward, as a long, sandy point made out on the port
bow that would have brought me up all standing, so I had to let her
go and take the chances. As she rolled, I noticed that she was taking
in a good deal of water; in fact, her increasing loginess gave evidence
that she was leaking badly. I finally got across the bay and into the
reach between Shelter Island and the mainland, where the ebb tide

against the wind was kicking up a bobbery and nasty tide rip; and the
antics that boat did kick up. She bounced, plunged and rolled, taking
water across decks from both sides, baptizing me pretty thoroughly,

and I was not prepared for it, not being in sea togs, in fact, had on a
swell suit not adapted to swells of that sort, and which was by that
time sadly demoralized.

I managed to wallow through the reach, and rounding the point,

where I had a lee, luffed up into calm water, intending to anchor, and
get the water out of her, but before I could get the anchor ready she
drifted back again in the eddy and into the tide rip stern foremost where,
catching the breeze, she would shoot up into the calm streak. I finally

by keeping out into the breeze, got clear, and continued on my course,
and reached port, running up under the lee of - the wharf, lowered sail

after a fight with jamming hoops and kinky halliards, dropped anchor
and the voyage was up. I sat down in the stern sheets to do a little

blowing myself, thinking it was my turn, and lighting my pipe, that
refuge and comfort to the yachtsman under difficulties, proceeded to

take it easy. '

...
A good smoke, as every smoker knows, restores serenity, smooths

a ruffled temper, and gives time to reflect on what to do next, which
was of course to stow sails, clear up decks, and under present con-

ditions to see about getting that water out of her, which by this time
was over the cabin floor.

In a badly rigged boat—I may say half-rigged in this case—it is no
fool of a job to clear up decks and restore order, where every rope
insists on kinking and coiling the wrong way. In this instance the
throat halliards having gone well up the mast in festoons, the peak
halliard jammed in the block, the mainsheet overboard, and when it

came to furling the sail not a stop to be found, no boat hook to rescue
the halliards in the air, obliging shinning up the recently slushed mast,
giving the final coup de grace to that suit of swell clothes.

It was a good hour's work to get things in shipshape, during which
time the captains of the boats I had not hired constituted themselves

a standing committee to criticise my labors; but my work was not
ended, for there was the water to be got out of her, and that was a
serious question, for on searching I could find no pump, and only a
leaky old bucket and an oyster can. My first idea was to leave her to

her fate until I could charter some boy to do the job, but I saw that

unless that was soon done she would sink; and, contrary to all prece-

dent, there was not the usual small boy to be seen, so there was but
one thing to do, and that was to tackle it myself.

It took two hours steady work to get the water down to her timbers,

by which time it was dark. Hailing a passing boat, I got ashore and
wended my way up to my boarding house. Mentally I determined
that if Sag Harbor afforded a man or boy that would work, he would
get a fine chance on the morrow, as the office of bailer was one I did

not care to add to the duty of singlehanded sailing, and something I

had not included in my calculations; and I beg to remark that if there

isjany one greater nuisance than another it is a leaky boat, and one to

promote an extreme degree of profanity and complimentary mention
of the builder.

My landlady held up her hands in astonishment at the change in my
appearance from the morning, when in all the pride of swell togs I had
set forth. However, a good wash and change of clothes restored me
to favor A good dinner and smoke served to soothe the troubled spirit,

which, followed by a refreshing night's rest, prepared me for the mor-
row and anything that might turn up; in which amiable frame of mind
I wended my way down to the boat. There she lay, looking very inno-

cent and as if the last thing she thought of was to give a moment's
annoyance; but on closer inspection she seemed low in the water. I

immediately had, as the Dutchman said, my "suspections."

Going on board, I found the water well over the cabin floor. It was
high water mark with her again, and all loose things were afloat.

Here was a pretty how-d'y-do, for a party of ladies at the house had
invited me. to invite them for a sail and picnic, and here was this

cussed boat full of water that must be gotten rid of, and no time to

lose There were a lot of seedy chaps loafing on the wharf as I came
on board, and thinking some of them might be induced to take the job

of getting the water out, I hailed and asked the question, to which I

'got as an answer a request to go to a locality that I certainly am in no

great hurry to reach. It was evident that labor was an occupation

they scorned and despised. They were of the class that believed that

the world owed them a living, and came under the head of what the

politicians term the "poor down trodden." It would have given me
infinite pleasure to have done a little treading on their lazy carcasses

at that moment, and in my indignation I threw off my coat and went
to work with a will, and if one of the band had then and there come
aboard and offered to do the job, I should have kicked him ashore

There's nothing like getting one's "mad" up, to arouse the energies. 1

had that boat cleared of water and in good shape by the time my party

appeared with lunch baskets.

^Having hauled^n to the wharf, we got up sail, under the critical ob-

servation of the gentlemen composing the standing committee, as we
call them, who were enjoying the satisfaction of having it to say that,

for once, they had snubbed the bloated capitalist.

They had enjoyed seeing me do the work unaided, but thought

would have to give in when it came to getting the anchor up, and they

were not far wrong, for it was, in the words of the poet, "a devil of a

pull " and I had to hook on the jib halliards to break it out, there

being nn windlass, and just here I want to say to amateurs and owners

of small boats, don't be ridiculed out of having a windlass on your

craft no matter how small you are, for the time comes, s oner or

later when you will wish you had it, and those times are when your

anchor gets foul of a rock, or buries in sticky, heavy holding ground,

It will save your back and much profanity, either the windlass or a

winch on your mast, for anchors enjoy hugely sticking and hanging

on like grim death, when they know you have no windlass. I did get

mine up finally, but had no time to stow it, as it was necassary to

iumo aft and haul in main sheet, as she was rapidly drifting down on

an old hulk under her lee. A sudden puff of wind filled the mainsail,

heeling her over, when away went the anchor off deck and overboard,

running out the full scope, and bringing up all standing, and parting

the rope, which meant good-bye to that anchor and a $5 bill to replace

if but I was glad it did not bring me up, for the committee on shore,

had it done so, would have gone frantic in their delight. Fortunately

the gentlemen did not see the anchor catastrophe, and I escaped com-
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ment. There was by some mistake, evidently, another anchor on
board, an unprecedented piece of good luck.
At last we were under way (weigh?) and I wiped the perspiration

from my face and put up a prayer of thankfulness, which I fear was
not very well received, after what I am afra'd had been some ques-
tionable ejaculations during the getting under way. I was congratu-
lating myself that for the present, at least, my troubles were ended,
when away went the hook of the throat halliard block, and the sail

and hoops settled down as far as the peak would let it, and there it

hung, a charming object to a sailor's eye. What was to be done?
Just nothing, of course, for there was no man or boy aboard to
relieve me at the tiller to go forward, lower away, and repair dam-
ages; not one of the callow youths aboard knew the stem from the
stern.

It always seemed to me that a boat took a malicious pleasure in
taking advantage of your being short-handed to cut up and mortify
you in sight of the critics, and especially when you were particularly
anxious to have things to go smoothly. It is at such times that
every rope is seized with a diabolical determination to kink and
tangle, or get overboard, and every halliard to get a turn, and if you
have a jib sheet it is bound to get foul of the fluke of the anchor or
bitts and hold to windward when you are cominer about; then if there
is a sandbar under your lee and you have to do some close steering
some woman is sure to get in front of you, or in case you are steering
with a tiller she will plump herself down alongside so you can't put
your helm down.
To take a party out single-handed is to offer a premium for all the

petty annoyances that sailing is heir to and generally results in dis-

aster. Your guests not understanding such liabilities, land with a poor
opinion of your skill as a sailor and proceed to criticise thereafter
in all the superior confidence ignorance gives. Meanwhile you are in
a savage mood at the way things are going and enter a mental
resolve never to do it again, or if so never to leave your anchorage
without a man or boy to assist in getting under way or coming to; it

is imperative, for it is an undisputed fact that every boat has two
ends and at times both need attention at the same moment, especially
if she is a boat of any decent size.

The amateur yachtsman is ever under the fire of criticism of the
.standing committee, the gentlemen who stand on the wharf with
their hands in their pockets, and their greatest pleasure is to see the
owner of a boat get her under way and pass judgment on his
methods. It is these gentlemen that make and mar the reputation of
boats; they have their favorites, and such a boat is a tub and such a
>ne a daisy, the favorites generally belonging to some chap of their
own ilk.

In getting under way under the eye of the committee, if things
are a little difficult, some craft close under your lee, a strong tide, a
baffling wind, too much or too little, or you are trying to make a cred-
itable landing calling for a little extra skill, the committee at once
shows great interest, with a running fire of commentaries on your
nethods. They exchange conjectures as to "What is he trying to do?"
•Goin' to run down that ar' schooner, I guess," If you are so fortu-
nate as to accomplish your landing without a smash-up, they look
grieved and injured.
There is ever an uncompromising feud between those gentlemen

ind amateur yachtsmen, especially in our town (Pan Francisco),
where every owner sails his own boat, and that supernumerary luxury,
i sailing master, is an unknown quantity, as are also large crews; con-
sequently the most the committee can hope for is an occasional job or
i day's work on a regatta day. They look upon Corinthians as enemies
:o the "profesh," and such enemies as a great grievance; but pardon
this digression.
Having sailed out of sight of the committee, with a consciousness

that my stock was way down, but still thankful for being saved the
mortification of their seeing what a plight I was in, with the sail half
up, I managed with a free wind to make my port, a charming sandy
beach under a high bluff with a glorious shade of oaks. Nothing could
be more lovely for the picnic, and after landing the party in the small
boat, having run the craft as far on the beach as I could, as the sail
would not come down I turned my attention to repairing damages.
Letting the craft drop back to the small anchor that now came in
play, I had to take a turn at bailing, as she was keeping up her habit
3f leaking, so my time was pretty well occupied while the others were
having a good time, and were calling out to me to come ashore before
ill the chicken salad was gone. I had just sat down to a dish of good
jhings with an appetite born of salt water, which every yachtsman
ind boarding-house keeper knows (to their sorrow) is ravenous, when
nappening to look seaw ard I discovered the craft walking off with the
bit (anchor) in her teeth, drifting to leeward. I dropped the suste-
nance and jumped into the boat and gave chase, overhauling her, and
»ot sail on to her to get her back to anchorage, by which time it was
getting well along in the afternoon, and the chaperones began to
gather their chickens under their wings, and the debris of the lunch

was returned to the baskets, I in the meantime having run the craft
on shore and got the anchor bedded on dry land, determined she
should not get adrift a second time, but in the excitement of gathering
up and getting the people aboard my lunch was a thing of the past,
and had to be postponed to a future occasion.
The weather began to look dubious and the sky to cloud over, and

I saw trouble ahead, so with great difficulty I got a reef in. I say
difficulty as bearing on the absence of reef points or gear.
At the start the wind was fair, but our trip involved hauling up

close on the starboard tack before going far, and it began to get
very squally, forcing me to luff up and shake her, which operation
lost all headway and she lay like a log, so I had to take the other
alternative and let the sheet go by the run and haul in when the
worst had passed, a condition of things that any yachtsman will ap-
preciate as being by no means pleasant and certainly not calculated
to gain much to windward.
It grew blacker, and it was evident that we were in for a heavy

shower; I looked at the finery and fancy headgear of the female con-
tingent and saw a catastrophe ahead, thinking how soon all that ex-
hibition of art would lose its loveliness and look like the tail feathers
of the drenched chanticleer. I had not much time, however, to give
to coming damages, tor I had my hands full to keep the confounded
boat from foundering when the squalls knocked her down, the water
in her swashing to and fro, gave evidence that she needed bailing
badly, but this was impossible with a cockpit full of girls, who were
doing the usual amount of screaming whenever she took in water,
which she did much too often to please me.
Several times I thought she would get the cockpit full, and if so I

knew she would go down like a log; meantime it came on as dark as
Erebus and began to thunder, and the lightning was very lively,which
latter I was glad of, as it enabled me to get my bearings.
Presently down came the rain in torrents, the female contingent

had meantime all crawled below and were stowed like sardines in a
box and sweltering with the heat, some came out and braved the ele-

ments (those presumably wearing their old bonnets). For fifteen

minutes it poured down so hard that it forgot to blow, and then it

cleared up suddenly and brought a fair wind, and if ever there was a
grateful man it was I, for with a free sheet we made good speed, and
in the course of half an hour ran alongside the wharf and landed my
somewhat bedraggled party.
The next move was to get the craft out to an anchorage, as she could

not be left at the wharf on account of the berth being required for the
steamboat early in the morning, so I cast loose, and giving her a good
shove with the oar, shot her out to a good drifting and cast anchor,
only to find that I was exactly over an old hulk full of spikes, and
when the tide fell she would be on top of them, so I had to haul up
that anchor and get clear, which being at last accomplished, I rolled
up the sail in what would not have passed for ship shape, and going
below shed my oil togs, filled my consoling pipe, and sitting down in
the cockpit in the then bright moonlight, reviewed the events of the
day, and gave the subject of single-handed yachting serious thought,
and the verdict I handed in to the court was this, that for the want of
an assistant I had made a slave of myself, endangered the lives of a
dozen people, had made a toil of what should have been a pleasure,
and that the day had been little else than a series of mishaps and an-
noyances, and all and every one of them would never have happened,
or if so, made trifles by the presence of even a boy, who could haul a
rope or steer; in fact, the veriest dunce would have saved me most of
the annoyances of the day.

It is sheer folly for any person to go out in any decent sized boat
alone, anyway, for there are so many possibilities of unanticipated
accidents, and even a small boy may be a saving clause. How often do
we read of the solitary man being knocked overboard by the boom of
a small boat, for, as we who have had a crack over the head by a small
boom often, know how hard the little spar can rap. The best man
may be knocked over by a jibe, or change of wind, when his attention
is called away, and even though a good swimmer, his boat getting away
from him, and he may sink in sight of it, whereas, if another party is

in the boat, how easy to seize the tiller and keep the boat for the
swimming man and pick him up.
Again, the sized boat one man can handle without much labor is not

large enough to be safe in outside or rough waters, and sooner or later
(generally sooner) the man comes to grief.

I have noticed that these enthusiastic singlehanders that write up
their cruises in the Forest and Stream one season are not heard from
the next. One trial seems to fill the bill and satisfy them.

It is all very fine and jolly for once for the novelty, and the young
and enthusiastic amateur thinks he has had a glorious time; but if he
goes again, and writes it up, it will be noticed that it is not in the first

person, but generally reads "Bob and I." Again, this single fad is a
very lonesome business, especially when night comes on; for then it

seems as if every living thing was out for your benefit. If on a river,

every old owl within five miles will call wound and get himself Jn a

tree close at hand, and make night hideous until you have cold chills;

muskrats will swash around your boat and the crickets will open busi-
ness in a concert for your benefit, and very likely some farmer's dog
will locate himself on the bank and howl his views of a man who goes
poking about in such a cockle shell, getting cramps and rheumatism,
and calling it fun. It may do for an afternoon cruise around a harbor,
where your chances. are good for being picked up in case of an upset;
but all this talk of singlehanded cruising outside is simply bosh, and to
do it is tempting Providence and risking life that may be too valuable
to be thrown away so foolishly.

"And that's what I say and I mean when I sing,

Oh, bother the preachers of any such thing."
Podgkrs.

The story that "Podgers" doth sing, tra-la,
Has nothing to do with the case

.

The man who leaves bailer and ballast ashore,
And loads a crank eatboat with damsels galore,
As a yachtsman cannot claim a place.

Such "singlehand" cruising may be very fine.

But I want no dudes, damsels nor catboats in mine.
Let him take a snug cutter,
A leaden-keeled cutter,
That will not bring him into disgrace.

And then, like the others, he'll say and he'll sing,
This singlehand sailing is quite the right thing.
Sing tra-la-la-la-la,

Sing tra-la-la-la-la,

Sing tra-la-la-la-la-la-la. Ed.

Aquarium Exhibition.

The yachting exhibition which opens at the Aquarium on Feb. 1

next promises to be of far greater value than that held last year.
First attempts are invariably experiments, and, though there was
much of interest in the 1893 display, it seems that the 1894 will be of
much more use to those concerned. To start with, the loan collection
will be a serious attempt to show the development of shipbuilding,
especially in the smaller craft which more closely approximate to
yachts, and here we are asked to state that the Aquarium Company
will welcome models of every kind which will bear on this point. , If

any of our readers who know of such models, paintings, engravings,
or even early photos which bear upon this subject will put themselves
in communication with Mr. du Plat at the Aquarium they will receive
prompt attention.
The races between the Britannia and the Navahoe will be amply

illustrated, both by a model of the English cutter loaned by the Prince
of Wales and by contemporary original sketches and photos taken
by eminent artists, which are being loaned by the illustrated papers
and others. The Valkyrie and the Vigilant will be treated in the same
way, so that the galleries will present a resume of the past year in
yachting. Another feature will be models sent by the great ocean
firms, so that the relative proportions of the vessels of competing
companies may be compared.
Altogether a most interesting display appears to have been

arranged, and one which will attract and please every yachtsman
worthy of the name. Among the trade exhibitors will be found names
of eminence, and the embryo yachtsman who desires to make a start
may walk in at one Aquarium door and emerge at the other fully
equipped.—Field.

The Rig on Scarecrow.
Brooklyn, N. Y,, Feb. 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The rig on
Scarcecrow mentioned by my friend Thomas Clapham as having been
illustrated by you in his sketch of my Flying Pontoon (precursor in
regular progression of Bouncers, Gloriana, Whalebacks and Vigilant),
is fully described in Robinson Crusoe in connection with his famous
periauga voyage autour de son tie. Defoe alludes to it as a well
known oldtime sailorman's rig, and no doubt it was transferred to the
West Indies and the Spanish Main by the buccaneers. I first saw it in
British Honduras in 1860, on the splendid dug-out "dories," and built-
up-on-dug-out-foundations" creers," a sort of leg-of-mutton ketch, and
illustrated and described it in a paper on "Quaint Craft" in Lippin.-
coWs Magazine of August, 1875. Having but one halliard with cen-
ter of effort low, it is admirable where white squalls abound, especi-
ally for single-handed cruising. For racing, with a trained crew, I
agree with Capt. Fitzgerald, R. N., that no rig can equal the dipping
lug. . W. L. D. O'Grady, Capt., late 88th N. Y. Vet. Vols.,

formerly Royal Marines,
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YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The annual meeting of the New York Y. C. was held at the club

house, 67 Madison avenue, on Feb. 1, with Com. Morgan in the chair.
The following officers were elected: Com., Edwin D.Morgan; Vice
Com., Edward M Brown; Rear-Com., Royal Phelps Carroll; Sac'v,
J. V. S. Oddie; Treas., P. W. J. Hurst: Fleet Surgeon. Dr. Morris J.
Asch; Meas.. John Hyslop; Regatta Committee, S. Nicholson Kane,
Chester Griswold and Irving Grinnell; House Committee. E. A.
Houghton, Alonzo B. Jones. Frank M. Cronise and F. T. Adams.
Committee on Admissions, Frank T. Robinson. James C. Bergen,
Robert Center. Daniel T. Word™ and Henry C. Ward; Library Com-
'raittee, Dr. J. M. Woodbury, William Gardner and Fordliam Morris.
Mrs. Lucy C. Carnegie's application for membership was presented,
and after some discussion it was decided that the constitution would
not permit of women members, and the subject was laid over until
the next meeting, a committee being appointed to consider it further
m the meanwhile. Thirteen active members were elected, and Lord
Dunraven was elected an honorary member. The club regatta will be
held on June 7, but the usual annual dinner will be omitted. The
secretary's report showed a membership roll of 1,005 members and
£97 vessels, a gain of 17 vessels in the year. The present club house
has been leased again for one year, but the committee on new club
house and site was continued. The cup to be presented to the owners
of the Vigilant for her success in keeping the America's Cup h»re is
still in the hands of the. silversmiths. A committee consisting of J. V.
S. Oddie, William P. Douglas and G. A. Cormack was appointed to
draft resolutions in memory of ex-Vice-Corn. Caldwell H. Colt, who
died recently in Florida.

The collision case between the once famous yacht Yosemite and the
steamboat Charlotte Vanderbilt, by which the latter was sunk July 14,

1889, after dragging along through the different courts of appeal, has
been decided by the Supreme Court of the United States, the court of
last {resort, in favor of the Yosemite, although the decision of the
Court of Appeals of the State of New York had to be reversed The
point at issue was that of proper lights. The VanderbilCs owners
contended that the Yosemite carried no central range lights as pro-
vided for river navigation, although engaged and documented as an
ocean-going vessel. The Supreme Court decided that the Yosemite
was not. required to carry central range lights. This decision being
final, it is well for river steamboat navigators to bear in mind that a
masthead and the regulation side lights are all the lights that sea-
going vessels are obliged to carry when navigating rivers.

The Racine Boat Manufacturing Co. has begun work in its new
shops, and reports plenty of orders to start with, two 30ft. l.w.l. sail-

ing yachts, the Nelle, lately illustrated in the Forest and Stream, and
another for Berriman Bros, of Chicago; two racing 18-footers, one 18ft.

•over all by 8ft. 6in. beam, the other 20ft. over all; a 35ft, steam launch
and a 22ft, 6in. vapor launch with sectional rowboats. The firm is

prepared to build all classes of yachts and boats.

The first number of Vol. V. of the Rudder, Sail and Paddle for Jan-
uary, 1894, comes to us with a new cover and a marked improve-
ment in its contents Mr. H. Woodward Rogers, of New York, will
henceforth be associated with the management of the paper, and it

will take up rowing as well as yachting and canoeing.

A musical entertainment will ba given at the town house of the Sea-
wanhaka. Corinthian Y. C. on Feb. 13.

(^mating.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fobkst and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc.. of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the. same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,
mapSj and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

The work of revising and preparing the year book of the A. C. A. for

publication is now in hand, and the See'y-Treas., Mr. George P. Doug-

ass, 136 Liberty st., New York, requests that members will notify him
of all errors or changes in their addresses, names of canoes, etc.

Members may also aid in eliminating a great many errors which now
exist in the lists, by calling attention to any which they may know of

the addresses of their friends.

Whatever ground there may be for the complaint of our corre.

spondent, it will be plain to those more fortunate members who have
been present at several meets that his ideas are based on anything but

such facts as would have been forced upon him had his view of the

case been other than a purely local one. If he had visited among
canoe clubs a dozen years ago and seen the rude and primitive canoes

and rigs, and then had made another round of the same clubs a couple

of years later, after one or two of their members had attended an A.

C. A. meet, he would understand better how this same annual gather-

ing has been the parent of improvement in canoes in this country.

When the A. C. A. was first formed, we were indebted to England for

our models, sailplans and fittings, but so rapid was the advaace under

the stimulus of the meets, that in four or five years we had left British

canoeing so far astern, that it has never since caught up. The part

taken by clubs and individuals in this work is only worth notice as

these clubs and individuals become a part of the A. C. A. by attending

the meets.

The average attendance at the meets is about 250, and only some
twenty men at most go there with a "machine." If the meets are of

no use or interest to others, how does our correspondent account for

the odd 200 who are present each year? It is true that Mr. Burns's

remarks as to the cruisers refer only to this year, but there has hardly

been a meet for the last half-dozen years that some special programme
has not been arranged for the non-machine men in the way of races

for general-purpose canoes, cruising races and short cruises. In every

case the men who have done the most talking about racing machines

have kept carefully out of the way when these cruising events were

called; and they are responsible for the failure of all efforts to pro-

vide sport for the class of canoes they pretend to use. Our corre-

spondent's ideas are so strongly expressed and firmly fixed that we
have no hope of changing them by any argument; but we venture to

predict that if he will make an effort to get over the thirty miles

between New York and Croton Point this summer and spend a few

days in camp, he will come away without some of his ideas as to

A. C. A. ball rooms, racing machines and ill-treated cruisers, and will

be able to discuss this same question next year in the light of actual

experience, and not of second-hand and inaccurate information.

The Racing Canoes, Milwaukee and Avis.

So far as model is concerned, canoe designing has been at a stand-
still for a very long time, the winning canoes of the last two years,
such as Wasp, Bee and Glenwood. being merely improved in detail
from such older canoes as Fly and Eclipse. But little change has been
attempted for a long time in dimensions or lines from the latter two
standard boats, all advances in speed being due to improvement of
rigging and fittings and greater power through longer and stronger
sliding seats. The design which we here publish, through the courtesy
of the St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co., of
Clayton, N. Y., is notable as a departure, and a very successful one,
from the two types of canoe which have monopolized the prizes in the
A. C. A. and in canoeing generally for so long a time.
The company, with its accustomed enterprise, desiring to add to its

large line of boats a really fast racing canoe, early in 1892 entrusted
the task to Mr. Win. Gardner, the. designer of the fast sailing yachts
Liris and Kathleen, and the high speed steam yachtsFeiseen and Nada.
The resulting design, here illustrated, is not only pleasing in its fair

ness and symmetry, but is an excellent example of the latest theories
of yacht designers in the cutting away of unnecessary surface, and in

the fullest utilization of the length. As shown by the bow and buttock
lines in the sheer plan, the floor of the boat is carried to an extreme
length fore and aft, giving a maximum of size and power on a limited
waterline; and then, in deference to the limit of over-all length, the
deck and topsides are rounded in sharply. The design is very much
like that made for Mr. Wm. Whitlock, from which the canoe Demoi-
selle was built.

The dimensions are up to the limit, 16x30x10, the freeboard being
55/jjin. From the desigQ the canoe Avis was built in 1892, for Mr, Emil
J. Hansen, of the Mahn A-Wauk C. C, of Milwaukee, a very handsome
specimen of canoe building, Mr. Hansen, who is a member of the

Western Canoe Association,r
sailed Avis afthe meet of 1892, and in her

won the Gardner cup. Last year the same design was used for the
canoe Milwaukee, built for Mr. F. B. Huntington, also of the M. C. C,
the Seet'y-Treas. of the W. C. A. At the 1893 meet of the W. C. A.,
these two canoes were present, being pitted against the; well-known
Glenwood, originally owned and sailed by Mr. T. S. Oxholm; though
entered by a new owner and under a new name.
In the first heat of the Gardner cup race Milwaukee was first, with

Avis fourth and Glenwood fifth. In the second heat for the same cup
only Avis and Dorothy were eligible, Milwaukee having in the mean-
while won the trophy, but Milwaukee, Nereid and Glenwood sailed
with them, the latter canoe handled by Mr. Nat. Cook, the crack sailor
of Western canoeists. Glenwood won easily in this race, Milwaukee

being second and Avis fourth, but winning the leg from her opponent.
This time Avis, Dorothy and .Milwaukee started, the latter sailing for
a special prize for second place. Milwaukee finished first, but Avis
beat Dorothy and won the Gardner cup for the second time in suc-
cession. In the trophy race first heat the finish was, Milwaukee, Glen-
wood, Avis, and in the second heat. Glenwood not entering, but sail-

ing over with the others, it was Milwaukee first and Avis third, Glen-
wood capsizing when in second place.
In the Forest and Stream reports of these races, and in other

papers, these two canoes have been described as "fin-keels," but this
terra is hardly correct, the keel being too shallow to be properly
called a fin, while it carries no ballast. Milwaukee is sailed with a
mainsail of 97 sq. ft and a mizen of 71, a. total area of 168 sq. ft. The
large displacement of the model will call for a heavy board and some
inside ballast, dependent on the weight of the crew aud the construc-
tion of the hull and rig.

The Newton Boat Club War Canoe.
The crew of the Wawbewawa entertained about thirty of the local

can'-e men at the Newton Boat Club house on the Charles on Thursday
evening, Jan. 25, the occasion being the second smoker of the season,
held under the auspices of tno owners of Newton's new war canoe.
The boat house offers excellent opportunities for a good time, and

every one has a chance to indulge in the populnr sport of bowling on
two regulation alleys. The first part of the evening's programme was
an exciting match between two picked teams of local cano-ists. The
game proved to be intensely interesting, and the scores were very
good considering the lens?th of the alleys, Messrs. Raymond Appolonio
and the Smith brothers doing particularly fine work.
Music and refreshments helped to complete the evening's entertain-

ment, and the merry party reluctantly broke up at about midnight.
Among +he canoeists present were Messrs. Raymond Appolonio, Shu-
shu-gah C C; Fred. P. Smith. Deiham B C: A. F. Mitchell, Boston
C. C, and Louis S. Drake, Francis J. Burrage. Geo. B. Smith, Chester
A. Howe. Wm. Y Forsaith, Edw. G. Blaisdell. Fred. H. Loveland, Louis
A. Hall. Waldo L Plimpton, Chas. W. Knapp. Julius B. Waterbury of
the Newton B. C.
Hearty thanks for the good time were extended to the crew, which

is made up as follows: Louis S. Drake, Capt.: Francis J. Burrage,
Lieut.; Geo. B. Smith, Russell A. Ballon, Wm. V. Forsaith, Chester A.
Howe. Qtiincy Pond, John F. Linder, Chas. W. Knapp, Julius B.
Waterbury and James H. Lowe.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
We have received an invitation to the second camp-fire of the Con-

necticut River Canoeists' Club, to be held at Holyoke on Feb. 10:

"Bring voice and sons', and numbers strong.
Come dry and hungry surely.
Well fill up w ith fun", grub and cup,
And let you go home early (?)"

The Innitou C. ft, of Woburn, Mass., has elected the following
officers: Com.. Homer B. Grant; Vice Com., Wm. W. Crosby; Sec,
VS-lllard K. Fowle; Treas

, J. Winn Brown; House Committee, Edward
T. Brighaui, J. W. Waters. Willard K. Fowls; Regatta Committee,
Wm. W. Crosby, Arthur C. Wyer, Homer B. Grant; Membership Com-
mittee, Arthur C. Wyer. William vv. Wade. Homer B. Grant; Auditing
Committee, Homer B Grant, Edward F. Wyer.

fange and %alhrgt

Reforming the A. C. A.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am glad to see that my letter of two wTeeks ago has stirred up one
man at least to take enough interest in the subject to discuss it in

print over his own signature, even though he does differ from me in

opinion. His criticisms of my letter make interesting reading, but I

cannot for the life of me see wherein he has either contradicted my
statements (except to say they are "partly true") or disproved any of
them.
In the first place, Mr. Burns starts out with a wrong assumption of

my complaint. He says I blame the ladies' camp and the racing con-
tingent. In this he is in error, and consequently his whole line of
argument is based on false premises. I did not say one word against
either of the two "causes," for I do not think that Squaw Point can
ever hurt the meets, rather it should introdueea good influence; while
the racing contingent have been of great benefit to canoeing in the
past in one way and another, but chiefly because the racers of the past
were cruisers first and racers afterward.

1 said that the changes in rig aud ideas in fittings had been fostered
by the clubs and their members, and not by the A. C. A . Will Mr.
Burns deny this, or assert that these things would not have been
accomplished if there never bad been an A. C. A. ? Canoeing has had
its growth and development chiefly in the last ten or twelve years, and,
asisthecasein every new sport, improvement has been rapid. To illus-

trate: The first idea of a sail was, for example merely, something like

the mutton leg or lateen, with small area and long spars in proportion.
One day an enthusiast was bothering with the awkward sticks when
an idea struck him. At once it was put into practice, and canoeing
was given a Mohican settee. Some one else suggested seme changes,
and the first thing we knew the sail used by Butler, Stevens, Douglas
and others under the title of "new" was among us. But the A. C. A.
did nothing toward this. The Zerega sail competition of a few years
ago was the most practical action in the way of impro* ement of rigs,

etc., we ever had; but the A C. A. had nothing to do with it. As a
matter of fact, some prominent A. O. A. men took it upon themselves
to sneer at it. And so I might quote indefinitely.

The first growth is always rapid, but now we are at a stage when
some fostering is necessary from a national organization, or canoeing
will be dead compared to what it was. Is the A. C. A. ready to give it?

I said that the Forest and Stream had done more toward circulating

maps, stories of cruises, etc., than any other agency. Mr. Burns has
not disputed that. Some years ago we had a little paper, the American
Canoeist, but that went under.
Finally I said that the meets benefitted only those that were pres-

ent, and that the A. C A. was of no apparent use to any one but the
man who had a "machine" and could go and race it there. Mr. Burns
does not even definitely dispute that, but instead treats me to some
history of what cruising races were had and how little good they did,

being careful, however, to confine himself to the last meet, and enter-
ing no further into the why and wherefore. If he will consult the re-

ports of past races he will find other races with as few starters, I

think. Why are they continued if no use?
He also joins with yourself in a jab at my non-attendance. Does he

not see that by so doing he strengthens my case? I have claimed that
no one gets anything unless he comes to the meet, and Mr. Burns
contradicts me by saying that the reason is because I don't come. I

am sorry not to have been there, but simply could not. Has the A. C.

A. any right to ask me or any one else, under similar conditions, to pay
a share in its support and not receive a share of its benefits? In other
words, is it a charity scheme?
For a number of years I have talked these meets over with men who

have been there, and I have found the opinion of the majority of those
I have been able to meet to be in the same direction, namely, that the
interest was dying out because so much attention was being given to
racing pure and simple and none in other directions. There is where
I got my authority for the "hotel-ballroom" statements. This evil

has been growing slowly but surely, and has lately been apparent in

the few cruisers present to enter in the one or two races thrown
to them as a bone to a dog. Mr. Burns illustrates this sentiment by
his sneer at the "laziness of the general-purpose-built-by-himself
canoeman " Shame on you, Mr. Burns! Have you forgotten or are
you too young in the sport to know that the men who have done the
most in the past to advance canoeing, such men as Cox, Gibson,
Scott, Douglas, Barney, Stephens, Palmer. Coe, "Nessmuk" and a
host of others, all built and designed the bulk of their own boats and
fittings. Are you willing to enjoy a sport which rests on the efforts
of such men, to whose ideas so many of the good points of your own
boat are due, and yet sneer at them? I think the idea that cruisers
are not much wanted at the meet will not be dissipated by such sneers,
nor will such a course help the A. C. A. retain their membership.
Mr. Burns winds up with some

^
very good suggestions, however,

notably that "what we want is an increased membership." Now,
nine men out of every ten want some return for their money and they
are not going to join the A C. A. if they cannot see something in
sight for their dollar, and the A. C A. has no right to ask that dollar
without giving some return. What return is it going to offer this
year? I cannot see that my ideas are so absurd as Mr. Burns would
have them. I suggested that the officers of the A, C. A. make some
arrangement whereby A. C. A, members would get some good paper
which catered to their interests for a reduced price, say Forest and
Stream for $3 or S3 50 instead of $4. Outing is furnished to L. A. W.
men for §2 50, and it would be only applying the principle of an agent
or dealer getting a discount on a certain number of suoscriptions. Is
there any thing absurd in this?
Then as to supplies, fittings, eharts, etc., I suggested that some ar-

rangement be made with dealers whereby any one presenting an A. C.
A. membership card would receive a discount. Can Mr. Burns show
me the absurdity of this suggestion?
No man remained long in any club which was not giving him some

return, however slight, for his dues, and no one can ever induce good
men to join any organization which is not going to render some return
to them in some way. You must have something to show as an in-

ducement to membership. What is that going to be? I heartily join
with Mr. Burns and the editor in asking for further discussion of the
matter. John Trusty Holden.
Rutherford, N. J., Jan. 31.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division: Dr. James A. Exton, Arlington, N. J.; C. O.

Rrinkerhoff, Brooklyn, N. Y.; C.J. Field, Albert N. Eiahart, New
York.

Schlicht Rifle Club.
At the weekly shoot of the Schlicht Club at its headquarters on Jan.

29, IS members were present to compete for the club medals. Geo.
Dorr won the champion medal on the good score of 240. Jacob Diehl
the first class with 231, Jacob Schlicht the second class with 223, and
Chas. Meyer the third '-lass with 222. Scores: Geo. Schlicht 244, Geo.
Dprr 240. Jacob Diehl 231, E O. B ellenthine 231, Jacob Schlicht 223,
Charley Meyer 222, Geo. Rickert 220. Henry Harder 219, Geo Lautep-
berger217, Fred. Lambert 216, Aug. Tribout 216, Conrad Schlicht 213,
Aug. Meyer 212, Andrew Dubline 203, Luc. Dorr 201, Peter Maiie 200,
Geo. Goehrig 183.

New York Rifle Club.
New York.—The New York Rifle Club held its regular weekly shoot

at Zettler's Gallery, 12 St. Marks place, on the 3d inst. The following
members were present and made:
Isbell 243 210 Hamilton 237 223
gensch 242 238 H Duane 233 229
Young 241 239 Barker 232 232
Chadbourne 239 239 Crocker 225 223

E. R. Chadbourne, Sec'y.

Greenville Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Club on Friday night

showed a slight failiug off from the usual attendance. Only fifteen
members were present to participate in the competition. The best
score of the night was shot by Wm. C. Collins, who made 240. Colin
Boag was second with 238 The club has a team selected to enter the
Zettler Club tournament of Feb. 22, Scores: Collins 240, C Boag 285 .1

Boag 237, Robidonx 233, Purkiss 231, Chavant 231. Gotthardt 224. Spahn
335. Daniels 235 PUisted 224, Dodds 223, Agneau 214, Scheeline 215, Hill
2U6, Holzapfel 200.

New York City Schuetzen Corps.
The gallery team of the New York Gjty Schuetzen Corps, which ia ,

in framing for the coming team match at Zettler's Galhry, on Wednes-
day of this week, had its practice shoot ou Friday ni^ht, the following
appended scores were made by 1 he twel ve men present. Scores:
Munz 230, Zettler 242. Range 239, Kuhlmanu 224. Maltzen 228, Uhleln

240. Ludwig 228, Busse 224, RadJoff 220, Renin 231, Stotzenberger 229
Faklam 234.

Our Own Club.
The Our Own Club keeps up its weekly gallery practice with the

usual attendance. The honor for high score of the night went to
Kruse, with 237. The members are highly elated over the: prospect of
having a new club house. The following appended scores were made
by the members present: Capt. Huncken 233, Kruse 237, Bohmcke 234
Dilger 228, A Moser 222, Feldman 221, Sbultz 218, D. Page 218, Sinclair
217, OiXftti 212.

Lady Miller Club.
Ten members of the Lady Miller Rifle Club met at headquarters on

Tuesday night for weekly practice and competition for the class
'

medals. Mrs. Meyus won the first class medal, Mrs. D. Miller the
second class and Miss Sanders the third class. Scores: Mrs Meyns
222, Mrs. Milter 218, Miss Sanders 200, Miss Bender 235, Miss Kloepping
214, Mrs. Stadl r 2i2. Mrs. Ahrend ,205, Mrs. Boardman 200, Mrs. Steta
200, Miss Richmond 200.

Miller Rifle Club.
The Miller Bifle Club held its weekly shoot for club medals on

Wednesday night, nine members participating. Capt. Fisher made the
high score of the night, 214. D. Miller was second with 841. Scores'
Fisher 241, Miller 241, Mevns 240, S. Schmidt 240, Dewey 221 Zoch 233:1
Taylor 217, Will 228, Vanderheyden 214.

Palisade Rifle Club.
Ten members of the Palisade Club were present at the last practice

>hoot on Jan. 29 to compete for the club medaL The following scores
I

were made: Fred. Krohaisch 230, Geo. Dorr 229, Rob. Glaser 227
Willie Rose 226, Gunks Esperer 22.3, O. A. Aufderheide 223. Willie Abies
210, Frank Miller 209, August Ahles 176, Willie Borntemps 143.

RIFLE NOTES.
At the annual meeting of the Hudson Rifle Club last week the fol-

lowing board of officers were elected: Captain, Hy Ma hie nbrock -

Shooting Master, H. E. Boddy; Recording Secretary, C. E. Bird; Finan-
cial Secretary, Charles Staderman; Treasurer. John Rebhau; Ser-'
geant-at-Arms, James Baca. Board of Directors—G. W. Morgan, T
A. Reynolds. A. Braun, Sr., S. Middleton and Captain Mahlehbrock.'
The finances of the club are in a flourishing condition

The Williamsburgh Shooting Society, Capt. George Schmitt, with,
headquarters at No. 122 Hamburgh avenue, is out with a programme'
for Its annual gallery tournament, to take place Feb. 11 and 12
Fifteen prizes, ranging from |30 to SI, will be offered for the local
riflemen to compete for. Our crack shots will, no doubt, be on hand
to participate.

The Hudson County Gallery League, which was organized on Jan-
21, is no more. At the second meeting, ou Jan. 28, only three clubs
were represented, and it was decided to discontinue aoy future effort
to carry forward the movement this season. Lack of interest and the-
hard times are responsible for the early demise of the League.
Plaisted has samples of the S.S. Powder Co. 's S8, SK and Riflr-ite

450, which he proposes to try the quality of in the near future in
calibers .25 to .38.

The Our Qv/n Rifle Club, of Hoboken, N. J., have in contemplation,
the leasing of a lot of ground and the building of a club house.
The Excelsior Club, of Jersey City, is another club whose aspira-,

tions are in the direction of having a home of its own.
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Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, Jan. 24.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its reg-

lar practice shoot at its range to-day, and made the scores appended.
Conditions, 200yds., offhand, at the standard target. There being
several inches of snow upon the ground, and upon which the sun
shone with dazzling effect, handicapped the shooters to some extent,
although some, creditable scores were made. Tie scores:
Gindele 9 10 7 10 9 7 8 910 6-85898688 10 8 10 30-85

999 10 88687 10-84
Louis 9 5 10 0 9 8 8 9 5 8—77

9 10 5776897 7-7578788688 10 5—75
Payne 8 10 6 6 8 6 10 8 8 8—78996849778 10-77796 10 6986 10 6—77
Weinheimer 6 10 6998785 7—74

7 10 977 10 668 5—728754698 10 7 8-72
Wellinger 8 8 6 9 9 7 7 10 8 6-78899696768 10-78888957868 9—76
Hake 869758767 9—72

5 6 10 855557 7-68
10 66855476 9-66

Roberts 10 996766 10 7 7—78
769 10 69869 9-7756769896 10 10-76

Drube 7 10 10 7 6 8 6 10 9 5—78
7 6 10 894698 10-77
987 10 10 7894 8—80

Puthoff 5 6 9 8 8 6 10 6 8 5—71946866562 4-56376556 2 49 6-53
Nagel 347252443 6-43485662324 5-45534603334 4—35

Jerseymen at the Targets.
Armbrustbr's Park, Greenville, N. J., on Saturday last, was the

scene of a large gathering of Hudson county riflemen. The Hudson
Rifle Club was represented by a team of a dozen or more of its best
marksmen. There was also a delegation from the Excelsior Club, and
there was the usual delegation from the Greenville Club, besides a
goodly number of spectators from Greenville and Jersey City. The
magnet thai brought this unusual crowd together was an expected
match between teams from the Hudson and Greenville clubs, and the
50-shot match between Hansen and Plaisted.
The proposed match between the Hudsons and the Greenvilles was

an informal affair and was brought about by members representing
the two clubs, but when the two teams met in the park all possibility
for a match was lost in an argument that was started over the matter
of a match for $50, that has been pending between the two clubs tot-

several months, and which has not as yet been settled. The leaders
of the two teams not being able to come to an understanding there
was no match. The members devoted what little time there was left
after the long discussion to practice shooting.
While the Hudsons and the Greenvilles were having their argu-

ment Hansen and Plaisted came together to settle the second match
in the series resulting in a tie score. Another 50-shot match will be
shot off between the two on Feb. 17. Scores:
L P Hansen 22 18 20 21 10 24 S3 22 21 24—205

23 19 22 24 19 23 25 24 21 19-219
16 20 21 23 23 23 23 24 22 20—218
24 20 22 18 92 21 23 23 22 21—216
22 22 18 22 24 25 20 24 23 22—222—1080

G W Plaisted 23 24 19 32 23 21 20 24 25 23—224
25 17 23 22 25 24 23 24 21 18-222
21 21 21 23 24 17 23 24 18 25—217
19 23 24 24 21 10 22 18 24 24—219
15 23 17 20 22 19 21 21 20 21-198-1080

W. F. Dilger, Scorer.

Germany vs. America.
Port Chester, N. Y., Jan. 27.—There was a match shot hereto-day

at the range of the Port Chester PUfie Club between two members and
was locally called Germany vs. America. The participants were ex-
pected to shoot 25 shots each at a German ring target, 200yds., off-
hand, and probably due to the "eternal fitness of things" Germany
won. After the match there was a medal presented to the winner,
which had "einen ihm eigenen Werth." In the center was a target
with the bullseye and rings in white. On either side were neatly
draped the German and American flags in colors, and the whole out-
lined and suitably decorated for the occasion. To say the winner was
a happy man but faintly expresses it.

After this match a series of 5-shot scores were shot and later a pro-
position to make another contest Germany vs. America was talked of;
this race to be a team match, three men on a side, may develop itself
later. Following are the scores:
Germany vs. America, 25 shots:

Germany 20 34 22 18 21
21 17 23 11 23
15 12 33 19 17
12 16 30 15 31
25 21 19 23 20-467

Five shot scores:

America 15 21 1G 21 18
9 19 14 20 18

16 17 16 16 16
21 19 31 15 19
20 20 23 23 21^53

Smith
.

.

McNeil .

Horn...

First. Second. Third. 3 shots.
108 103 86 53
105 97 78
100 99 95 61
79
84

83

68 95 48

Johnstown Rifle and Gun Club.
Score of rifle department of Johnstown Rifle and Gun Club of Jan

18, 200yds. off-hand, standard American target :

DHEspey 878777578 8-72797 -5 4678 10 5-68
rTtTT , . 449957657 10-66-206
J B Holsmger 7 5 8 6 5 4 7 8 10 8-686766 10 7846 8-68
=5,^ , 7659465 10 10 5—67—203H Horner 667657 10 58 6-66

10 78385684 6-65
__ _ , 8465 10 663 10 5-63-194
WJRhodes 7 76787385 5-63475695 7 76 7—63
HK.^,, 84458 10 477 8-65-191
DTanthnger 63764456 3 6-503«4373477 4—44
u/L~ n * 445548525 4-46—140
J C Condon 3 4 2 5 5 4 3 4 5 5—40432763327 5-41

met'*,.-.! 2 3 5 8 3 3 8 4 4 6-44-135A J Bard 555339944 4-51455896356 5-56-107
C. L. C.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.
The Heidenreich Club, one of New York's up-town rifle clubs sends

us the scores of last week's practice shoot on its gallery ranges The
Heidenreich, while being one of the younger organizations of the citv
contains many good shots and the material for the making of many
more. Its gallery range is the longest in the city, being I20f t The
regular club practice, however, is at the regular gallery distance of
25yds.
At the last practice shoot, on Jan. 21, the following appended scores

were made by the members present, shooting from the 100ft mark-
Joe

1 £orne 233
S?,

0S
iah 235, Heidenreich 204, Eden 227, Bicks328, Roberts

226, Goodman 224, May .200. Steckel 224, Kellner 200.
During the day Val Horn shot .25 shots for a record from the 75ftmark, making the following score:

33 32 23 22 33 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25 35 25 35 25 35 25 25 25 35 -603

^SLY01^' Feb™5;TPIease c°Py following:. Shooting at a distance
of 100ft.:

_
Horn 234, Dempsey 230, Hicks 239, Roberts 228, Busch224

Heidenreich 214, Goodman 313, Kellner 210. Wm. May, Sec'y.

Beideman Rifle Club.
Beideman N. J Feb. 1.—Following shows the weekly scores of the

Beideman-Rifle Clube, week ending Jan. 20. Conditions 25yds., strictly
off hand, targets J^m. ring, possible 250:

wfrrffl£n^
I\E^',-,

Uardin
,

e
,

r
.

245
'
J - L -

Woodm
<
w

- Gilbert 242, W.Wurfflein 241, A. McGowan 236.

Gilbert 238~
H

'
J

'
Mehard ^ J

'
U Wood 345

>
K L

-
Gardener 215, W.

Pistol scores, 50yds, standard American target-
B. J Mehard 7 9 10 y 10 10 8 10 10 10-93JLWood 7 79889998 8-82

W. Gilbert, Sec'y.

Young Rifle Shots.
We give excellent portraits of Master Clarence Long, whose skill

with the rifle was recorded in our issue of Feb. 3; and of Master Alfred
Bisson, who, it will be remembered, shot an interesting match with
his youthful competitor nn the occasion referred to. Last week we
published a challenge issued by Mr. C. H. Bisson, in behalf of his son,
against all comers under 12 years of age. Mr. J. E. Long also sends
the following:
"Chicago, Jan. 18.—Editor Forest and Stream: I hereby challenge

any boy rifle shot under 12 years of age in the United States to shoot
my son, Clarence E. Long, who is 11 years old, a series of matches for
a gold medal, emblematic of the boy championship of the United
States, said medal to be paid for by the loser of the matches., and to

MASTER CLARENCE LONG.

cost not less than $50. Conditions as follows: ,22cal. rifle, any sights
(barring telescope or magnifying) and trigger pull, off-hand position,

50 shots each at 75ft. range, on Massachusetts decimal target, 50 shots
each at 50ft. range on American standard paper target, 50 shots each
at running glass balls, boundary line 25ft., running distance 75ft., the
balls to be snot at while running to and from the shooter with equal
number of shots each way. I will also add 50 shots at 200yds.
range orr the German ring target, under the rules governing such
matches, if the contestant so desires, the winner of said medal to de-
fend same until 12 years of age, when, if successfully defended until

that time, it shall become his individual property. Any party chal-

MASTER ALPRr

lenging the winner of medal in first or subsequent contests to a match
for said medal, to put up 350 against, the medal, the winner of the
match to take both medal and money. The .22cal. rifle matches under
this challenge to be shot in Chicago, at L. G. Ingersoll & Sons' shoot-
ing parlors, No. 310 State street, m whose hands I have placed a for-
feit of $25. This challenge stands good for ninety days. For further
particulars address J. E. Long.

No. 310 State Street, Chicago,

Mr. Waters writes: "Mr. C. H. Bis on, of Chicago, called at the
Western office of Forest and Stream on Jan. 25 and exhibited a beau-
tiful gold medal of artistic workmansliip and design, which he made
specially for competition under the conditions of the challenge which
he issued recently in Forest and Stream."

Zettler Rifle Clnb.
At the weekly shoot of the Zettler Club on Jan. 30 thirteen members

participated. Fred Ross is now shooting in good form, and the large
scores that he'has been making of late places him very close to the
head of the list of the members in the competition. Ross's first entry
for the champion medal on Tuesday, 247, was the highest made. Flach
was second with 246. Scores:
Champion medal, first entry: F. C Ross 217, Louis Flach 246, H.

Holges 245, B. Zettler 244, M B. Engel 244, Gus Nowak243, R, Busse
242'. Gus Zimmerman 241, G. G. Zettler 240, H. D. Muller 236, P. F
Schmidt 233, R. Harman 533.

Best 10-shot scores, 5 entries: F C. Ross 247, Louis Flach 246, R.
Busse 246, H. Holges 245, Gus Zimmerman 24;'., Gus Nowak 245, M. B
Engel 244, B. Zettler 244, C. G. Zettler 244, B. Walther 244, R. Harmon
240, P. F. Schmidt 242, H. D. Muller 236.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
Feb. 13-15.—Reading Shooting Association tournament; two days

targets, one day live birds, at Three-Mile HouBe, Shillington, Pa.
Feb. 15.—Springfield Gun Club tournament, at Flourtown, Pa.
Feb. 22.—White Plains (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament.
Feb. 22.—Targets and birds at Dexter Park, Long Island. Trapper

Mills's day.
Feb. 22.—First tournament of the Eastern New York Trap-Shooter's

League, season of 1894, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club
of Albany, N. Y. H. A. Kratz, Sec'y.

Feb. 22-25.—Cumberland Gun Club jubilee, live birds and targets, at
Lowell, Ind.
Feb. 27.-Union Gun Club, 25 bird shoot, $20 entry, Springfield, N. J.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at, Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 18-19—Interstate Manufacturers 1 and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add^$200.
April 24 27.—Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add $200.
May 7-10.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual

tournament and meeting, at Ft. Smith, Ark.; $1,000 added money;
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.
Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 22-25.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League kingbird tournament, at Cana-

joharie. Chas. Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fourth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added money.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tectum of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-34.— Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, annual

tournament, at Tacoma, Wash.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target. Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. $1,000 added money.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononoek Park, Altoona.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Norwalk, Conn., Jan. 27,—The new rod and gun club met at C. B.

Coolidge's office last night, and perfected their organization, adopting
the name of the Norwalk Fish and Game Association. The committee
on constitution and by-laws reported and their work was accepted.
The following officers were elected: Pres., John L. Richards; Viee-
Pres., Chas. N. Wood; Treas., C. B. Coolidge: Sec'y, Samuel Lynes;
Attorney, J. Belden Hurlbutt; Collector, F. E. Lockwood. The fol-
lowing gentlemen were elected directors: Alden Solmans, Frederick
H. Quintard, H. E. Dann, Henry Selleck, James Sutherland, W. L.
Keeler, of Wilton; Hiram Davis and Wm. Wardwell, Jr., of New
Canaan. A committee on applications "was selected, as follows: South
Norwalk—C. S. Trowbridge, James Brown, Walter Lewis; Norwalk—
C. N. Wood, James H. Hoyt, James K. Crofut; Wilton—W. L. Keeler,
O. L. Bassett, Augustus Merwin; New Canaan—Hiram Davis, David
Lockwood, Samuel Pennoyer. Committee on distribution of fish and
game: South Norwalk—Theodore Smith, John L: Richards, Alden
Solmans, F. H. Quintard; Norwalk—Oeorge Finch, F. E. Lockwood,
Sidney Guthrie, Henry Lewis, Charles Reynolds, Cyrus Parks; Wilton,
James Jones, 0. L. Bassett, Augustus Merwin; New Cannan—Hiram
Davis, Samuel Pennoyer, David Lockwood, Frank Buttery. Several
new members were elected. The meeting then adjourned "subject to
the call of the president.

The New York Mail a-nd Express is responsible for the following:
"Ned Blinn, who has developed into a crack shot, is going to give the
lovers of the gun a treat. He has been making a canvass of the gun
clubs of the city, and he finds that, with a few exceptions, they are
eager for a big open tournament similar to the one recently decided at
the Hollywood grounds. He is arranging a tourney of that kind, in
which more teams will compete than at Hollywood, and there will be
three days' shooting instead of one. If possible to arrange it, teams
of 25 men will be chosen. Boston has already agreed to send a repre-
sentation providing the tournament is held before the last of March.
Blinn thinks he can hold the carnival during the first part of that
month, if not earlier. Philadelphia and Washington have been heard
from favorably. Efforts will be made to get St, Louis and Chicago to
send on some of their cracks. The only important feature of the pro-
posed tournament not settled is its location. Several first-class
grounds have been suggested, but nothing will be done until all the
various sections have been heard from. Kings county and Jersey are
certain to have teams in the tournament. The conditions will be "simi-
lar to those that governed the Jersey shoot." By the way, will our
esteemed local contemporary tell us when the above-mentioned "big
open tournament" took place at Hollywood?
Live bird experts who desire to have a couple of days' rich sport,

meet a jolly and hospitable host and have first class pigeons on wnich
to try their skill, can do no better than to spend Thursday and Friday,
Feb. 15 and 16, at the hostelry of Theodore M. Pierson at Roxburg,
N. J. Roxburg if situated on the Belvidere-Delaware Division of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, and maybe reached by way of Phillipsburg.
Conveyances will meet all trains at the Roxburg Depot. There will
be 1,000 good old country birds on the grounds. The first dray's pro-
gramme is as follows: Two events at five birds each, 85 entry; two
at seven birds each, $7 entry: one at eight birds, ©8 entry, and one at
ten birds, $10. On the second day there will be one six-bird event, $6
entry; one seven-bird event, $7 entry; two eight-bird events, 88 entry
each; one ten-bird event, $10 entry, one fifteen-bird event. $15 entry.
Mr. Pierson is a prime entertainer and will spare no pains iu the at-
tempt to make visitors comfortable.

South Side Gun Club, Newark, N. J, shooting grounds, N. J. R. R.
avenue, opposite Lehigh Valley Coal Depot, take D , L & W. or N. J,
Central (Newark branch) to Broad Street stations, thence by yellow
cars, south; or via Pa. R. R. to Emmett Street Station, five minutes'
walk. Forty minutes from New York city by either route. Com-
mencing Feb, 17 and continuing during the season, on the third Sat-
urday of each month there will be shooting at artificial targets from
2 P. M. until dark. Sweepstakes optional. Yourself and friends are
invited to participate. We have a good light and appointments, and
nothing will be spared to give visitors a pleasant afternoon. The reg-
ular "Saturday afternoons" will be continued as during the past
thirteen years. All shooters welcome. For the governing committee
W. R. Hobart, Secretary,

The following officers have been elected from the directors of the
Wilkesbarre Gun Co.: Pres., M. W. Wadhams; Vice-Pres., Christian
Stegmayer; Sec'y, G. P. Looinis; Treas., J. T. Morgan; Superintedent,
A. J. Aubrey

;
Attorney, G. P. Loomis. Isaac Long, Cnristian W'alter,

Frederick Tneus, Ernest and Frederick Roth also are directors. The
company have just placed a new engine from the Vulcan works and
extensive machinery necessary for the manufactures of hammerless
gun. The guns are sold all over the country and meet with general
favor.

The newly organized Flushing (Long Island) Shooting Club has
elected officers as follows: President, George A. Barker; Vice-Presi-
dent, George B. Mickle; Secretary and Treasurer, William T. Wilcox;
Field Captain, Reginald Travers; Field Committee, J. N. Meislow, L
E. Emboli, Charles M. Donnelly and F. J. J. de Raisines. President
Barker has offered a silver cup to the first member who wins three
regular club shoots. Thos. Rowe also gave the club a silver cup.
Ottumwa, Iowa, Jan. 26.—The West End Gun Club held their annual

meeting last evening and elected the following officers: President J.
W. Hedrick; Vice-President J. A. Odenwalder; Secretary and Treas-
urer J. R. Young; Captain William Heather; Executive Committee:
C J. McConneU, and C. O. Taylor. The club is in a healthy condition
and preparations are already being made for a big^season.

J. R. Young, Sec'y.
Horace B. Derby, the well-known and genial resident of Albany, N

Y., who for nearly seven years has had charge of the "Rifle, Rod and
Gun" columns of the Albany straws, has severed bis connection with
t liar paper, which has discontinued the above department, The Argus
was turmerly the official organ of the Eastern New York Trap-Shoot-
ers' League, and Mr. Derby's accounts of the League shoots were
masterpieces.

The monthly shoot of the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club at Dexter
Park last week, was not a success. Since the death of Peter Sotter
tue late President of the club, it seems as the organization was going
to drop out ot sight for the present at least. On Wednesday only two
in ?mbers were present, Messrs. Vorbach and Koy. The two snot a
sweepstake at 10 birds, Vorbach killing 9 to Koy's 8.

The fifth of the series of monthly shoots of the Massachusetts State
S iooting Association will be held on Tuesday, Feb. 13, on the grounds
of tne Marblehead Gun Club, beginning at 10 A. M. The main events

'

of the day will be for teams of three, at 30 targets per team for the
team gold badge, and the championship contest for the individual
challenge gold badge at 25 targets
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Enoch D. Miller, manager of the Union Gun Club, of Springfield,
N. ,)., informs us that he will run a sweepstake at 25 live birds, $20
entry, on his grounds on Feb. 27. The conditions will be Horliiigham
rules, 50yds. boundary, four moneys if over ten entries. Eleven eutries
have already been promised.

Next Tuesdays, Wednesday and Thursday will see a big turnout of
shooters for the spring shoot of the Reading < I 'a.') Shooting Associa-
tion, to be hold Pt the Three-Mile House of President Harry ftjatz, at
Shillington, about twenty minutes by electric car from Ninth and
Frankliu, and Third and Penn streets, Reading. Live birds on Thurs-
day.

At the annual meeting of the Hartford Gun Club the following
officers were elected: K W. Decker, Pres.; J. A. Pitkin, Vice-Pres.

;

P. S. Wadsworlh, Sec'y-Treas. Directors—E. W. Decker, J. A. Pitkin,
D. 8. Wadsworth, ,T. Melrose and Allen Willey.

The second team of the Maplewood Gun Club won a match from
the Brighton Gun Club on Jan. 27 oy a score of 110 to 77, the teams
comprising six men each and each man shooting at 20 targets.

On Jan. 30 Col. J. T. Anthony and E. H. Andrews, of the Charlotte
<N. C.) Gun Club, took a trip to Gastouia and returned in the evening
with thirty-three quail.

Jersey will send a strong contingent to the Reading shoot next
week. Syracuse and vicinity will also be represented.

Newark will send a trio of shooters to Roxburgh to take part in the
live bird shoot on Feb.. 15 and 16.

The Hacltettstowu (N. J.) Gun Club will hold an all-day shoot on
Washington's Birthday.

The Essex Gnu Club will shoot at Marion on Feb. 15.

C. H. Townsknd.

Newark vs. Parkway.
The team match between teams from the Newark Gun Club of New

Jersey and the Parkway Rod and Gun Club of Brooklyn, witch has
been pending for many months, was shot off on Miller's Dexter Park
grounds on Thursday of last week. Last season teams of 15 men
from the two clubs met in Newark in a match at 10 birds per man, and
the Jerseymen got the best of the Brooklynites by 3 birds. From that
day to the date of this match the members of the Parkway Club have
been nourishing the desire for an opportunity to again meet the
Newark Club team on the home grounds, where t hey hoped to show
up their shooting ability to better advantage, and" if possible send
their brethren from beyond the Hudson home with their feathers
drawn. The Jerseymen'in the Newark team are, however, of the kind,
that are hard to pluck. The many contests in which they have indi-
vidually and as a. team been engaged in has hardened them to such a
degree that only the expert in pigeon shooting has any show to down
them.
The Parkway Club is made up from a membership that contains a

number of good amateur shots, but many of them do not get the prac-
tice necessary to put them on a par with the Newark team, and when
the match took place on Thursday several of the best men of the
Parkway team were either on the sick b>t or out of the city.

The morning of the day of the match opened dull and drear, the
heavily clouded sky gave promise of a snowstorm, and the air, while
not extremely cold, had that disagr eeable, penetrating feeling that
comes from an atmosphere at this season of the year when heavily
charged with moisture.
The Newark team, headed by Uncle Jake Pentz, was on the ground

in good season, prepared for f ife task that was before them.
It was intended to shoot 15 men on a side, 10 birds each, but the

Newark team could only muster 14. including Jacob Pentz; the latter
was forced into service as a substitute. The old veteran borrowed a
gun and sweater and went to the trap in the last squad with Eddie
Collins, Helgaus and Van Wicklen. The Major killed his first four in
good, clean style, but the fifth surprised the old shooter by his erratic
movements and got safely away. The Major atoned for his loss by
killing the last five, giving him a total of 9.

Louis Miller in anticipation of the wants of the competing teams for
good birds had his coops filled with the best to be had, and as the
match progressed, while the weather was against the birds, thev were
as good a lot of flyers, and required all the judgment and skill of the
shooters to stop them within the boundary line. There was during
the day many instances of long-range kills made by members of both
teams, and on the other hand some instances in which the shooters
earned the leather medal decorations for misses which should have
been kills. But shooting, like all other games, looks easy to the man
watching it. Out of the 28 men who composed the two teams oulv
one, Walker, of the Newark team, was able to kill his 10 birds. Five
of the Newark team killed !l each; four killed 8, two quit with 7 each,
one with ti, and Sam Castle brought up the rear with 5 kills to his
credit, They say that Sam will have a long grievance to atone for his
poor showing.
Of the Parkways, Helgans, Short, Bftnnfcfc and Brora well each killed

'.), four killed 8, oue 7, two 0, one 5 and two 4 each. Some of the Park-
way team had not shot at a bird in a month and were drawn Into the
team because the better men were not available for this match.
Followiug the team shoot came a series of sweeps, the first of which

was amiss and out affair to decide the second and third moneys in the
$8 pool put up at the beginning of the match by several members of
the two teams for the best scores made in the same.
Lew Helgans thought t hat inasmuch as Sam Castle had only killed

5 of his 10 birds in t he match, he would be an easy mark for him. so he
challenged Sam for a live bird race. The latter "feeling That he ought
to do something to atone for his previous work accepted Lew's chal-
lenge. The result was a tie, each killing 7.

In the other sweeps the Newark contingent got rather the best of
the deal, dividing the greater part of tha pools.' In looking after the
interest of t he members of the t wo teams in the matter of birds, mine
host Miller did not forget another adjunct that belongs to all well
regulated shooting tournaments, We refer to the lunch, that was
prepared by the French Chief, whom Mr. Miller had procured for the
occasion. His ham, roast turkey and other dishes in the meat line
were line. His chowder was beyond description, a combination of the
clam, oyster and chicken, in which the oyster and the chicken seemed
to prevail. It was the finest lunch set on a shooting ground iu many
months and there was many a stomach went away from Dexter that
night distended to its finest extent. Referee, Wm. Levens; Scorer, C.
A. Dellar. Scores:
First sweepstake miss-and-out, entry S3. 3 moneys: J. Erb 0, C.

Smith 4, T, Morfey 1, C. Hedden 1, T. C. Wright 7, W. Green 0, J. Ben-
netts. J. Roche 2, M. Lindsley 8, won pot.
Sweepstake, 5 birds, entry att, 3 moneys:

Ties. Ties.

Wright 21120-4 120 Helgans 220«2-S 0

Hedden 22222-5 ... T B Kay •2312—4 120
Lindsley •2222-4 220 Selover 22223—5
Morfey 22121—5 ... Bromwell 1110*—

3

Bennett 11120-4 • Bottv 02012—3
Castle 11201-4 210 Woo'der 21212-5
Greiff 20111—4 212 Erb 222.2-4
Green 21001-3 0

221

Parkway Team.
H Selover 20201122120- 0

11 Bookman.... 2210201112- 8

C Wissell 0000001121— 4

T Short 1 •20222221— II

T T Edgerton. ..12128.1110— S

E Steirineuser. ,.0«00222008— 4
J Bennett 2231122101— 'J

J Vanderveer. ..1021313101— S

A Bottv 1320012122— S

H LeMaire 2002102201— 6

H Brainwell.... 121 1221022- !>

J Woolley 2200302200— 5

E Helgans 2122333302— 9

Newark Team.
0 Hedden 2222222020- 8

F Walker 1222112122—10
S Castle 0100110081— 5W Green 1221203012— 8
0 Smith 2212112202- 9
T Morfey 21101.21212- 9
M Lindsiev 0222222230- 8
J Erb 2111201111— 9
TO Wright 2222012120- 8
J Roche 10181 1333L- 9W Brim 2201210001— 6

T Keller 1221.1011.- 7
J Pentz 2123012111— i

D Nan Wicklen. 2202222001- 7-100 E Collins 2220002.333- 7—112

Herron Hill Gun Club.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan. 27.—Owing to the unprecedented success of

our late handicap live bird shoot, and yielding to the expressed desire
of a number of those who participated on Dec. 28, '93, the Herron Hill

warm until the day of the shoot when it was about 10° above zero,
which made it so disagreeable that the attendance was not so large as
expected. But all of the shooters except three walked to the scratch
when their names were called. The scores were good considering the
cold weather as the birds were slow in starting, but were as good a lot
of flyers as ever left the trap. As you will see by the scores the
amateurs mostly carried off the money. The shooters from a distance
were: J. E. Wright, of Wheeling, W. Va. ; I. N. Crable, W. Hall, of
East Liverpool, O.; B. Greissinger, of Steubenville, O.; W. G. Clark,
of Altoona, Pa.; J. R. Nessmock. of Morgantown, W. Va.; E. N.
Gillespie, of Freeport, Pa. ; N. Johnston and J. A. Gordon, of Washing-
ton. Pa. First money $175 was divided between W. S. King, T. S.
Wall, 0. Hamilton and J. R. Nessmock; second money $105, was
divided between A. M. C. Jones and J. E. Wright; third money $70
was divided between II. B. Mohler and B. Greissinger.
The next shoot will be on Feb. 22 or 24, handicap from 24 to 30yds.,

15 live birds, $15 entry.
Twenty live live birds. $20 entry:

A H King ,....0111101120221112110111222-21
E H McWhorter ;. .2221221222102112202220220- 21
Win s King ..112120122221111112122,2222- 24
A M. C Jones 1222220330222321222221222—23
N Johnson 2110202222210221221102222—21
T H Ewing 1112120222110122211110110—21
H B Mohler 2101221112111111111101120-23
E R James 2022202212222202222222002-20
J E Wright 2111221820210222122112222—23
H B Rumbaugh 1211110022020202101112220—18
I N Crable 2110121010102111221011022—19
B Greissinger 2122102110211211210111222—82
O Reinhard 011 1 21001 001 1 202021 01 1 1 10—1

6

W C Clark 1220112120113222202221000-19
J II Shafer 2200200022021000218103020—13
Joe Brown 1020112032100111111122221—20
W Hall 00111 1201000121 1 101221111—19
H M Breckenridge 0121201011212121111210000—18
E N Gillespie 2112111201202121221010000-18
Bessemer 211211221212231 0202020200—1

9

F M Fox 1231112211222000022220110—18
T S Wall 2212122103221222222111122—24
C Hamilton 2211221223311312232220112—24
John Essar Jr 2220111102101121101222210-20
James Wilson 2020100210221012322120101—17
J A Riley 2222202100201230012012222-18
J A Gordon 0220011112201021122122211—20
J R Nessmock 1222122221122211021121232-24

Louis Latjtenslager, Sec'y.

Arkansas State Tournament.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am almost daily in receipt of letters from sportsmen all over the
country asking for programmes and general information concerning
our fourth auuual tournament, and to all those who have written I

Trill state (hat the programmes have not yet been printed and will not
be ready for distribution until about April 1, at which time I will take
pleasure in sending copies to all desiring them. The business men and
citizens of Fort Smith have signified their willingness to donate $1,000
by cash subscription, every cent of which will be added to the purses
given by the association.
Besides the blnerocks there will he one or two live bird events each

day. Messrs. Joe P. Matthews and Harvey Dugan, of Fort Smith,
have charge of the management of the tournament, and all letters of
business connection therewith should be addressed to the former.
The railroads will all offer a reduced rate and it is needless to say that
we will have a successful tournament, and which all are invited to
attend. John J. Sumpster, Jr., Sec'y A. S. S. A.

Crescent Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Crescent Gun Club at Miller's Dexter Park
grounds on Friday of last week was light iu attendance, but while the
number was small, the shooting energy displayed by those present
was equal to a score of the ordinary brand of trap shooters.
In t he club event at 7 birds Presiden t Gilmore carried off the honors,

killing his 7 straight. Jacob Vaghts made a strong effort to keep pace
with the president, but the third bird that was trapped for Vagts was
a little too quick for the shooter. Coulston was unable to get on to
his birds, missing 6 out of the 7.

Following the club event came a series of 3-bird sweeps, in which
Coulstou showed up in better form, killing 10 out of his 12. Following
the sweeps came a match between Coulstou and Vaghts, 10 birds each,
Coulston won, killing 10 straight to Vaght's 8.

This was followed by a series of miss and out sweeps between
Coulstou aud \

Taghts, in which Coulston got the geld. In the fourth
sweep at 3 birds Coulston, Hilmer and Vaghts tied with 3 each for first

money. They each added $1 to the pool and shot off the tie ini=?s and
out. Hilmer dropped out on his first. Coulston missed on his fourth,
and Vaght's killing his gave him the pot. Scores:
G W Coulston O000100-1 Otto Hilmer 1022011—5
John Rathjen 1200122—5 Jac Vagts 1201111—6
II O'Brien 1022101-5 W D Oilman 1121211—7

Trap at Watson's Park.
Bdrnside, 111., Jan. 27.—Sweepstake shooting, 5 live birds, entrance

$8, one money:
AKleinmau 00110-2 21101—4 20001—3
RSMott 21118—5 21101—4 11833—5
G Kleinman 31181—5 13110—4 23111-5
Dr Forthingham .82222—5 21102—4 83111-5
Ties in above shoots were each shot off in the next shoot, leaving

three tie for all the three shoots. Below find ties: R. S. Mott 3, Geo.
Kleinman 8, Dr. Forthingham 1.

Same as above:
G Kleinman 31111—5 31333—5 Dr Forthingham.82231—5 11311—5
RSMott 31013—4 01800-3 Dick Dead Eye. ..10001—2 81130-4
A Kleinman 11183-5 01130-3
Sweepstake shootiug, 3 unknown traps, known angles, entrance $5,

one money, IOO Peoria blackbirds per man: A. Kleinman 89, G. Klein-

man 84, R S. Mott 88, Dr. Forthingham 85, Dick Dead Eve 78.

Jan. SL—50 live bird match:
L M Hamline 80220(X113318308338328088«2330818338118J83208323332-41

W P Mussey 1 1 1313*1 12al«2212231 323 132333333 1 I33333a2302333222—45

C B Dicks 801 101 1 121100211 11 1 •221233201 18l218O233031«0312211—40
CS Wilcox 8280l2l321«2211118100l0ini31801381138331131310112—42
Sweep, low man to pay 00 and next low mau 40 per cent, of price of

targets, 100 Peoria blackbirds per man, 3 unknown traps, known
angles: C. B. Dicks 70, L. M. Hamline 73, W. P. Mussey 80, Ed Bing-
ham 91. Ravklriqo,

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.

Spokane, Washington, 89—The attendance at the Spokane Rod and
Gun Club shoot yesterday was very good and the interest taken in the
shoots as the season advances is on the increase. The shooting yester-
day was very fair and by a few more practices the members will be
shooting in their old form again. The A class medal changed hands
for the first time this season and fell to the lot of J. B. Carson, who
did some good shooting. Duffy won the B class medal, this being his
second time. Following are the scores: Medal shoot, 29 singles and 5

pairs:
Carson (A) 11111010101101111101 10 11 11 10 10-22
Mason CA1 HloilllllOOOllllOll 10 10 10 10 10-21
T Ware (A) 11110110101101000110 11 10 11 11 10-20
Kubrick Olllliooillioilionoi 10 10 11 10 00-18
Duffy (B) 10110111111010011011 00 10 01 00 11—18
Eeklehardt (A1 11110111110100101011 10 10 01 10 00—18
Morgan 10COO1O11 11100101011 11 10 01 10 00—16
Burke fB) 01100110110100111110 00 00 00 10 11—15
Francdtte (B) 11101000010101001001 11 1001 01 10—15
No. 2, 10 singles: Carson 8, Morgan 6, Mason 5, Duffy 5, Hubrick 4.

No. 3, 10 singles: Eckhardt S, Mason 8, Ware 7, Morgan 5, Francotte
5, Duffy 4.

No. 4, 10 singles: Ware 8, Hubrick 0, Francotte 6, Ecktmrdt 5,

Bobb 3. J. W. Withers, Sec'y.

Traps at San Antonio.
Ax impromptu shoot was given by the members of the San Antonio

Gun Club on Jan. 87. Owing to the inclemency of the weather the at-

tendance was not large, and the flight of the little blackbirds was very
erratic. Score:
No. 1, 10 live blackbirds, both barrels, 30yds. rise. Tendick 6, Adams

8, George 0, Vernon 0, Samuels S, Learn 7, Witchell 5, Paris 0, Roth-
well 5.

No. 2, 5 live blackbirds, same conditions as above: Samuels 3, Thiele

8j l.earn 4, Adams 1, Rothwell2, Vernon 3, George 4, Witchell 4, Paris
3, Tendick 3.

No. 3. 15 targets, rapid firing system: Tendick 3, Adams 13, Thiele
13, Learu 9, George 9, Samuels 14, Vernon 12, Paris 9, Rothwell 14,

Bailey 5.

No. 4. 15 targets: Adams 11, Thiele 9, Learn 10, Samuels 15, Paris 9,

Rothwell 15. Bailey 5.

No. 5, 20 targets: Adams 17, Thiele 15, Learn 10, Samuels 17, Paris
14. Rothwell 19.

No. 6. 15 targets: Adams 10, Thiele 10, Learn 6, Samuels 12, Paris 14.

West Jersey Gun Club Tournament.
Camden, N. J., Jan. 31.—A little discussion about the difference in

shooting the old Ligowsky clay pigeon and the bluerock target, had
the effect of booming a one day tournament on the West Jersey Gun
Club grounds, one man saying he could break all the clay targete
thrown, and several others wanting to try them, a 50 bird event, !ffE

entrance was put on the program and to give it the right effect it was!
shot one man up at a time, standing in the middle and shooting out:
the five traps. As there were fourteen entries, there were of course
four moneys and a great surprise was in store for some of the great
clay bird shooters, the man who did most of the blowing being among
the lowest scores, and the highest score being made by our old frienc
S. Jones, who has not been shooting targets much of late but who!
showed the boys that he had not forgotten how to point his gun, by
breaking his last straight, making a total of 47. J. W. Budd came in a
good second with 46, H. Thurman third with 45. A. J. Bird fourth
with 44, and as this took all the money some of the others that could!
not reach these figures withdrew.
While this race was being shot off, sweepstake shooting was going-

on on another set of traps at bluerocks; rapid firing and some excellent-
scores were made during the day, Hall making five straights of 10
targets each. H. Thurmen five straights of 10 targets; Landis four
straights of 10 each and one of 15; Henry four straights of 10 and one
of 15; Bird two of 10 targets each; David one and Learning one.
The entertainment of the club given to shooters and their friends^

was a great treat. J. Learning and H. Moore know how to keep the
boys in a good humor and run a shoot at the same time, but their
club should have given them more help. If they are connected with
another shoot the boys will turn out en masse to make it a success.
No. 1. 10 targets, expert traps: Thurman 8, Learning 7, Henry 9,

Landis 9, David 10, Moore 7, Cummings 8, Hall 9, Bird 9.

No. 2. same: Landis 7, Hall 7, Henry 8, Thurman 10, David 9, Cum-i
mings 7, Learning 5, Bird 9, Thompson 4, Moore 5,

No. 3, 10 targets: Thurman 10, Landis 8, Hall 10, David 9, Cunimmge,
8, Thompson 8, Learning 9, Henry 9, Bird 10, Moore 9.

No. 4, 10 targets: David 0, Thompsou 9. Hall 9, Thurman 5, Learning
10, Voorhees 6, Landis 9, Henry 10, Cummings 7, Mills 6, Garvin 8,

Moore 8, Harrison 5, Swan 7, Bird 8.

No. 5, 10 targets: Landis 9, David 9, Hall 9, Thompson 7, Thurman
10, Learning 9, Voorhees 7, Henry 9, Cummings 8, Moore 9, Lane 9„
Taney 7, Bird 10, Mills 8.

No. 6, 10 targets: Landis 10, David 8, Hall 10, Mills 7, Thurman 9;
Voorhees 4, Henry 9, Budd 9, Garvin 5, Moore 8, Bird 9.

No. 7, 10 targets: Landis 10, Mills 8, Hall 9, Moore 8, Learning 9,
David 9. Thurman 10, Summerfield 9. Henry 10.

,|

No. 8, 10 targets: Mills 7, Moore 7, Landis 10, Hall 10, David 8. Learn-
ing 8, Thurman 9, Henry 10, Yeakel 4, Voorhees 6, Srtmmerfield 9,'

Hack 8. Bird 7.

No. 9, 10 targets: Landis 8, David 9, Moore 9, Mills 5, Hall 10,
Thurman 9, Henry 9, Peshman 6. Summerfield 9, Yeakel 8, Hack 6.

Budd 8.

No. 10, 10 birds: Landis 10, Hall 10, Moore 7, Mills 8, Thurman 10,
Hack 7, Summerfield 9, Peshman 6, Henry 10, Yeakel 8, David 8,

Trout 5,

Race at 50 clay pigeons, entry $5, 5 traps stand in the middle, un-,

known traps:
R Miller lllllOlllOOllOOllllOOOlOOlOllllOlOOlOlOOw
Landis OllllOlllOOlllllllimoilllllllllllOllllllw
Learning lOlllOnilOlllOllllOOlOllOlllllllOOw
Henry 10111111111111111111111111111111111110110101001101—43
Bird 11011111111111111111110111111111001111111110011111—44
Lane 11111111111111101101011011010111011111111 110111110—41
Voorhees llOllooilllllOllllllllOlOllOlllllllllOllOllllw
David 01 01011 Hill 1 1 1 1 01 j 1 1 1 01 1 1 11 11 1 1 1 1 11 101 100101w
Hall 111110111010111111111001 1110111011101 111w
Thurman 11011110111110111111111111111111010111111111111111—45
Jones llOOllllOlllllllllllllllilllllllllllillllHlllllll—47
Green OOllllllllllOillllllOllllOHOOOlllllOlinilOlw
Thompson 101 1 11 1 1 1 11 1 1 001 1 01 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 111 11 1 lOuOi 1 10100W
Budd 10111111101111111101111111111111111111110111111111-46
Wind up shoot, 15 birds: Henry 15, Landis 15, Hall 14, Thurman 14,

Learning 11, Moore 12, David 14, Lane 14.

Bronx River Gun Club.
Wkst Farms, N, Y., Jan. 27.—The monthly shoot of the Bronx River

Gnu Club, held here to-day, was not prolific of heavy scores, all the
boys seemingly being off form. The club event was at 85 bluerock
targets, 18yds. rise, A. S. A. rules, and the scores follow:
Herriugton 1111101011101101111010101—18
Brown OlllOlOOlllllOOlllOlOOlOl—15
Loomis 1010100001011010110111111—15
Knapp 1001101000111100010010001—11

Duane lOlionoilOOiOHOOOiOOOOO—11
Cashcart 7 OOlOOOllOlOOlOlOOOOOOlOOO— 7
Fenstarer 00001010101 1 101 1 101011101—14
Dr Adams 0110110001111011111100111—17

Pero 0100001001000010000011000— 6

Miller 1011110011111011111101111—20

Pringle OlOlOlllOOlOUOllllllOlll-r
H. T.

Opening Shoot of the Unions.
Springfield, N. J., Jan. 25.—The first monthly shoot of the Union

Gun Club for the season of 1894 took place to-day under very unfavor'
able weather, as the appended scores serve to prove. The wind blew
a gale from right to left across the line of traps, and as the shooting
was all from three traps, unknown angles, it would have been impos'
sible for the most expert shot to make a fair average. The left-quar-
tering target would start all right but before one could shoot it became
a right-quartering incomer. The straightaway target became a fast

towerer and the right-uuarterer was beyond description. One of our
club members would like Mr. Tenner, with his scientific instruments
for gauging velocity, to figure out and make known the correct lead
in order to break a left-quartering target going down grade at the
rate of about a thousand miles a second, so that we may pull even at

our next shoot.
After the regular club shoot, in which eleven members took part,

there was a team shoot for four-men teams at fifty targets per man)
the teams being captained respectively by Dr. Jackson and L. T
Terry.
Before the close of the shoot the participants received from Dr

Jackson an invitation to spend the evening at his home and assist hiu
in disposing of a turkey supper. As the outcome of the invitation, at

6:10 P. M. fifteen hungry marksmen wended their way to the Doctor's
residence and were soon engaged in discussing t he elegant repast pre
pared under the careful supervision of caterer A. Rhoades. Some o:

our members thought that our scores of the day should have causec
us to be put on a mush and milk diet, but this sentiment did not de
tract from our enjoyment of the Doctor's spread. After supper tb*
party adjourned to the parlor and the rest of the evening was passec
in a sociable manner. Several members regaled the party with thril
ling stories of big game hunting in the Rockies. Before "good night'i

was said it was decided to hold another team contest, at the Februarj
shoot, the teams to be captained by L. T. Terry and Dr. Jackson. Ar
rangements were also made for a match at 100 targets each betweea
A. Sickley and E. D. Miller.

Below are the scores of the club and team shoot:

Class A.
Miller illOOlOlOOUOlllOllOllOlllOOOO—V
Sickley 111011011211110111111100111100—a:

Drake OlllllOlOOIlOlOlllllllOOllllll—

2

Class B.
Sopher 111101111111110000111111100011—2
Williams 101001.1 OOOOolOlll 1111001011110—1
Brant 11 01 1 1 1 00(51 1 1 01 1 07 01 1 1 1 001 1 111—

2

Putney 10101 1000010100000001000010001—
Class C.

Terry 001 1 1 001 00001 1 000000000001 0100—
Jackson OOOIOIOIOOOOIOOOOIOIOOIOOOIOOI—
Cadwell ooooonoooiooinooioiioooooOiOO—
Sayre 0101 10001001 000000000100000000—
Team shoot, 50 birds per man, loser to pay for birds:

Jackson's Team.
Jackson oonioioiooooiooooioiooioooionioiioioixioiiiooooiooi—17

Putney 101 OUOOOOlOlOt 1000000001 10 lOtiOl 0001 01 000C0O1 0 1 00000—1

1

Cadwell ooootiOOOOiooinooiontTOOOiniMiiiirtiiiKioioioooioiot)—14

Williams 011001100000101 inillOOlOllllOllllOOlOOlllOlOlOlll—30—

7

Terry's Team.
Terry ooniooiooooiiooooooooootnoioooonoiKiiooi 110000010—15
Brant 1101 11 100011101101011100110111111100001 10011000100—29
Sopher llllOlllllllllOUOOnillllOOOlllllllllll 10111000001—36
Sayer 01011000100100000000010000000001000010101000011010—13-9

Nassau Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Nassau Club at Miller's Dexter Park, o
Jan. 25, brought together eleven members in the club event for tl

club medal. There was also a large gathering of friends of the men
bers to witness the shooting. The weather was clear and cold, ant

the birds extra good. J. J Edgarton won the medal and first mone
with 9 kills out of his 10 birds shot at, Bennett, Helgans and W. Lever
tied for second place with 8 each.
Following the club event came a series of 3 bird sweeps. The firi

sweep was won by Bennett with a clean score, Edgertou and Selovi

tied for second with 2 each. The second sweep was won by Edgerl
and Selover with 3 each, Bennett and Van Allen second with 2. 1
tie for third money was shot off and divided by Voung and Helgai
At this point Edgerton challenged Helgans for a match at 10 bin
which was accepted. Edgerton missed his first 5 birds and retire
Helgans killing 5 straight. Edgerton then challenged Helgaus for at

10 bird match, which was accepted. Iu the shoot off Edgerton killei

4 and Helgans 8. Edgerton not being satisfied, again challenged He)
gans for another go at 5 birds. This match r 'suited in a victory fx

Edgerton with 5 kills to Helgans's 4.

Scores of club shoot:

J Young 0202002011—5 S Van Allen .iiXK^IOOO-
T T Edgertou 1212308113-9 J B Kay 0101101012-
GTJForbell 3021100010-5 W Selover 0162011110-

J Bennett 0212110222-8 C Magee 0210122021-

E Helgans 2101202112- 8 J Flynn 2001122023-

W Levens 2302282203-^
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Hillside Wins Two Matches.
i

Philadelphia, Jan. 27.—To-day saw two matches shot to a finish on
the grounds of the Hillside Gun Club, at Chestnut Hill. The grounds
of the club are about a mile from Wyndmoore station on the Chest-
nut Hill branch of the Philadelphia & Reading R. R. and about the

same distance from Chestnut Hill, which is a suburb of Philadelphia

eight miles from the center of the city, and are very pleasantly
located on the farm of M. Bisbing, next to the celebrated Overbrook
farm, where some of the finest foxhounds in this country are kept.

This club will hold an all-day tournament on Feb. 22, the big event
of the day being a 50-target race, $5 entrance, open to all; for pro-

grammes address Wm. Lysinger, Hartwell avenue, Chestnut Hill,

Philadelphia, Pa.
The first match to-day was started at 2 o'clock, Hillside vs. Penn

Gun Club, of Norristown, this being the second of the series of
three, and it is the second win for the Hillsides, both by verv slim
margins—this match with only three targets to spare out of 375 shot

at by each club, or 25 per man, fifteen men each club. It was very
exciting all the way through, first one club being on top and then the
other, and when the result was announced the Penn Club men sent

up three hearty cheers for the Hillside Club, and the will with which
Ibey were given shows what good feeling exists between the two
clubs. The next match will be shot on tile Penn Gun Club grounds,
at Norristown.
While this match was in progress the Ashburne Club arrived in a

large sleigh, and as soon as possible the match Hillside vs. Ashburne
was started. The Ashburne Club is one of the youngest clubs
around Philadelphia, their grounds being located on the North Penn-
sylvania R. R. just outside of the city iimits near the old Jay Cooke
mansion (Ogontz), wbich is now a young ladies' seminary.
A little nervousness and a bad light, will account for the poor show-

ing made by this club, as from shooting at other times noticed by
your correspondent he knows that they are capable of putting together
a great deal better score than they did to-day, and as soon as they
get a little more experience at match shooting will give some of our
Best clubs a good race They are a first class genial lot of gentlemen
and any one that will pay them a visit on their grounds will receive a
hearty welcome.
After this match one sweep at 5 targets, 50 cents entrance, was

•shot, but it was so dark that you could hardly see the targets and
this ended the day's sport.

Penn Gun Club.
Or Keeper .. . . .0010001011111011101111101—16
FUross 1101111011100001110110011—16
JOa*sell 1011111011111111111111011-22
H J Taney lOOOOOlO] 1110010110100001-10
JR Yost". 1111111111101011111111101—22
J Kohl 1111011000111110100011101—16
R Sheetz 0110101101000010110111011—14
J Righter 10001 1 01 000 1 111! 001011100—13
P Yost 1110111101111111011111110—21
MHaas 1011010011011111000001010-13
B F Place 001 10011 1 1001 1 1 00 1 01 1 1011—15
& Krieble . .01011101110100111 01000111—15
C Ritter 1101111011110100100000111—15
S Brieble 1110011 1 111 101 1 101 1101 111—20
MMack 1110011101111111011111111-21—249

Hillside Guu Club.
A Reinard .0110111011100010011101100—14

J Unruh 1000110000111000011000001—10
D Yeakel 0110011111011111110110101—18
JFertch 0011111111110111011111110-20
R Bisbing 1111110001101 0000001 1 1011—14
LNewton 1011011111111001111011110—19
W Lvsing*! , J ) J 01 J i."' 1

1 i
!'.'':

!
'}' O:.: 0 l— :::

HThurman 1111111111111111011111111—24
A Cair 1111110110011111111110111—21
M Bisbing lllillOOOOlOOOllOOlOlOlll 14

J Peterman 1110011000110101111011110—16
T S Carlisle 1111111111111001111101111—22

C Johnson 0111100000010001011101101—12
WAiman 0111110111111011010111110-19
A Unruh 1000111011000101001111010-13—252

Ashburne Gun Club.
W Hollowell 1110111101000101111111110-18
W Mineh 0101100010111110110110000-13
A Hallowell Ill 0001 0101 101 001 00001010-12
W Ellis 0001100010100000101100010— 8
R Hollowell 1000111010111111010000000—12
H Pierson 11100101011 1 000 00 1 1 1 01010—13
C Linson 1011101110000000101100000—10
P Bitting 11001110010000100101001QO—10
y: ' Oi'i;0i)uiju:ji:i:.'ijo-iju..'0iou jii.:- 5

F Helleman 1001100000000000000010011— 6
K Tomlinsr.D t.i>X'-)>KX)i.W(.ii;M000u:u0iX>- 3

JHallowell 1111000010011111000110110—14—124
Hillside Gun Club.

J Return 1110110101101011100111110-16

J Unruh 1001100001110111111111000—15
D Yeakell OlOOlOOOllllOiOlOllllllll—16
R Bisbing OOOUIOOIIOOIOOOOHOIOOIO—10
A Cair .0011111110111111111011011—20
LNewton 1110110101101011100111110-17
Lysenger OOllllOOlllllOllllllllllO—19
S Peteman 1110111111101101111110111—21

M Bisbing 111110010110100100001111 1—15
J Fertsh 1111110111010111111111010—20
T S Carlisle 0101011110110110110111010—16
WAimen 0111010111111000111101110—17—202
Sweep, 50 cents entry, five targets: D. Yeakel 4, W. Hallowell 9, B.

Bisbing 2, A. Cair 1, J. Peterman 3, H. Thurman 5, H. Miller t, T. Car-
lisle 4. __________ H

'
T -

Anaconda Gun Club.

Anaconda, Mont., Jan. 30.—Herewith find scores of our weekly
shoot for medal and sweeps. Twoby, the holder of A medal, and Ash-
ford, holder of B medal, were not to be headed and both shot extreme
good races, winning without a struggle.

It was an off day for some of the shooters, who can generally do
better than the scores show, but the system of shooting from the
center at known angles and unknown traps has a tendency to pull
most any one's score down a few points. However, we think it the
fairest way to shoot and conducive of making better field shots. It

is rather annoying to be in a tie with the foremost men and see one
of them go down the line and kill the whole string on account of
having easy birds, and then step up yourself and have a complete
string of hard quartering bird, perhaps getting three, and so feeling
that luck was against you instead of skill; and that happens time
and again, whereas the other system every one has the same birds
at some time during the race. To be sure it does not use as many
birds and as mucn ammunition, but the shooter is receiving far
more benefit, even if the target manufacturers and ammunition
dealers are not, and some time we hope to see the old style iu vogue
again.
No. 1, iO singles: Twohy 5, Cruger 8, Tuttle 5, Bartlett 8, Ashford 8,

Burnham 7, Dr, McKenzie 4, R. D. Smith 1.

Medal shoot—A medal:
Twobv 1111111011111111100111101—21
Cruger 0100110000111100001100111—11
Bartlett HlOlllOOOlllOllllOOOOllO—15
Dr Rocky OOOlOllOllllllOllllllllll—19
Tuttle 1101100111101010111101011—17
B medal:

Fulford 1111011011110101111111101—20
Burnham OlOlOllOlOOllllOOOllOOlOl—13
McKenzie HlOll 11200000U0100010111—13
LSwir.h 0110111100100111000101100—14
No. 2, 9 singles and 3 pairs, unknown traps: Twohy 11, Tuttle 8,

Cruger 5, Bartlett 6, McKenzie 7, Burnham 5.

No. 3, 10 singles, $2,50 sweep, unknown traps:
Cruger 000111111010100— 8 McKenzie 110010101110011— 9
Twohv 110101001111111—11 Ashford 010011101010101— 8
Tutt'o OOlOOOOOlimiO— 7 Burnham 101110101010011— 9
Bartlett IIOHOIIOOIOOOI— 8 Smith 01)010000100001— 5

C. A. T.

Charlestown Gun Club Tournament.
Wilmington, Del., Jan. 24.—Charlestown, Md., is a small town situ-

ated on the P. W. & B. R. R., 28 miles south of Wilmington, Del., and
about four miles north on the Northeast River of the renowned
Chesapeake Flats, one of the greatest duck shooting resorts in the
country, famous for eanvasbaeks, redheads, blackheads, etc,

From Charlestown to Turkey Point on the North East River you
also have excellent fishing, such as shad, perch, rock, herring and
pike, the catch often running into the thousands. A few members of
the Wilmington Rod and Gun Club own the handsome club house
known as the WilU)W Grove Club House, on the river front at Charles-
town, and hearing that a gun club was about to be organized, encour-
aged the idea, and in three days' time a club was organized, with 40
members. The venerable storekeeper, Wm. T. Richardson, was
elected President, R. R. Gibson Secretary-Treasurer, and Mayor Jos.
Helsler Captain of the Riverside Rod and Gun Club.
At their second meeting Jan. 11 it was decided to give an all day

shoot and to invite the Wilmington Rod and Gun Club to shoot a
friendly match on Jan, 20. So accordingly on Saturday, the 80th, we

boarded the train here for Charlestown, Md., arrriving there about 11

o'clock, Arriving at the shooting grounds, we started the "ball

a-rolling" with a little sweep of 7 targets, 25 cents entry, 2 moneys, 12

entries: first money to Bilderback and Marr, 6 each; second money,
Hartlove and Grubb, 5 each.
Team race, 10 men, 15 targets per man:

Wilmington R. and G. C. Riverside R. and G. C.
Bilderback 6 VV Barnes 6

Cooper 6 R Barnes 7
Grubb 9 D Barnes .. 6

Jersey 0 P Barnes 5

Wood 4 W Heverin 6

Hartlove 9 P Heverin 12

Marr 8 H Richardson 5
Clark , 3 Mayer Heisler 11

Pyle 6 E Murphy 3
Wagner 2—59 RR Gibson 6-67
No. 2, 7 targets, 25c, entry, 25 entries, 3 moneys: First money, P.

Heverin and Mayor Heisler on 0; second, Bilderback, W. Barnes, W.
Heverin, Gibson and Wilson; third, Wood, Marr, Grubb; Lynch and
Steele.
No. 3, same as before, 24 entries: First money, P. Heverin, Wagner,

Lamar, 6 each; second, W. Barnes, W. Heverin, 5 each; third, Steele,

Richardson, 4 each.
No 4, same as before, 24 entries: First money, Lamar, Marr, Steele,

WT
. Barnes, R. Barnes, 6 each; second, White, Sutman, Waguer, 5 each;

third. Lynch, Gibson, W. Heverin. H. Barnes, J. Heverin.
No. 5, same as before, 16 entries: First monep, P. Heverin, H. White,

6 each; second, W. Barnes, 5; third, Steele, Algard, T). Barnes, 4 each.

No. 6, same as before, 2 moneys: First money, W. Barnes, W. Hev-
erin, Lynch, 5 each; second, Steele, White, 4 each.
No. 7, same as before, 11 entries, 2 moneys: First money, R. L.

Barnes, 7; second, W. Barnes, 6.

No. 8, same as before, 8 entries, 1 money: Mayor Jos. Heisler,

straight score.
No. 9. same as before, 8 entries, 1 money: N. Grubb, straight score.

No, 10, same as before, 7 entries, 1 money: WT
h'ite, 6.

Twenty-nine Grains.

Syracuse Gun Club Shoot.

Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 27.—The weekly competitive shoot of the
Syracuse Gun Club was held to-day on their Croton street grounds,
the weather being clear but cold. We have a nice warm club house,
however, and find this convenient when the mercury crawls down
toward the zero mark. Of course it is taken for granted that the
"trappers are tough" and need no fire in their pits.

The outlook here seems the most promising tor the coming season,
brighter in fact than for a number of years. Another nice club has
been organized in the second ward, comprising over 100 members, in-

cluding many solid business men, and they are doing good work.
There is also a good club at Giddis ("eleventh ward). The membership
of the West Shore Gun Club is comprised largely of engineers and
conductors of the New York Central road, and their shoots are well

attended. Then we have the Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club,
which holds forth at Maple Bay, the Salina Gun Club, and onr own
and only Syracuse Gun Club. With this list one may get all the
shooting he wants, and if he follows the rounds will be kept busy. All

the shooters here have passed the age of "soft coal," and the majority
shoot "E C," which gives general satisfaction and is destined to

become "the powder" of this country.
In to-day's contest Charles F. Ayling_ broke the record for the

grounds iy making a run of 49 consecutive breaks. He also pulled
out the top score with a margin of one break over Colonel Courtney.
Frank Lefever made his first appearance as a shooter to-day, and
made a creditable showing, coming very near to defeating the score
made by "Uncle Dan," his father.

C F Aylhig (100) ..11111111011110001111101102111111110101111111101111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011110-88

G Courtney (100)..1111 101011 11111101 11101111111111111111101111111011
11111111001111111110111111111111100111111110011111-87

CHMowry (100). . 111111111110111101011110111111111101 HllOlllOlllOl
11111010111111110101101111010111111110111101111111—83

DM Lefever (100).1101111111101I11110011011111111O00U10111010001111
11111111111101011111100111111011101110111011111111—79

Willards (100) 1111111101111101110011 101011 11011100101001 11101101
01111111111111 111011 101 100111101 101111011001110110-74

G Mosher (100). .. .11001011 11110110101011110111 lllOOiOlIllOO] 11011000
11101110111001101111111010111010101111101111110110—70

Dick King (80) 01000110111110101011110111101111010111111101011111
111111111111011110111110111111 —63

h Willis noo) oonooi 101 lOiuooouoi ioioi ioioi wioi nioonoioiioiio
11001110000101111101000111111111111110100110111111—60

H White (105) 110101110101111110011 101101111111111011111101 1111

1

00111101111111111011011011110111111100011001111111
11111 —82

F Lefever (100). . .
.OlOlllllllOllOllloinOlOlOlOOllOllllllOlllOlOOllll
10011001011010111101101011100111111001001011101111—67

H Duguid (50) .,..01101100011011111101100100111101111010110110100001—30

G Larned (50) 11110100110111101101011100111001111010100101000100-29

O Brown (50) lOOOlOOlllOOOOOOOlOUOOOlOOOOlOlOOOOlOOllOllOlllOO—19
J Eddy (50) llOOOlOOOOlOOOllOOlOOlOOOluOOlOOlOOOlllllOOOlOOlOO—18

Fallstaff.

Maplewood Gun Club.

Orange, N. J. Jan. 29.—Inclosed find scores of the medal shoot of
Maplewood Gun Club, held on Saturday, Jan. 13, and also scores of the
cup shoot held Saturday, Jan. 27, each contest at 25 bluerocks. key-
stone system.

Jan. 13.—Monthly medal shoot:
Warren Smith 1101011111111111110101111-21
0 L Yeomans 0111111101011001111111110—19
E Pierson 111010000)011111011101111—17
Van Iderstine 0110101011111001111100111—17
H Quad 1001111110111100011000111—16
Niek Smith 11 OOIIOUUUOI 31001 1111 01 10— 13

F Reeves :<

i

•u':« n ; 1
1 U l KH 1 n<i-r;

S B Tillou 1100000010001101011011100—11
Warren Smith won Class A, D. W. Van Iderstine won Class B, E.

Reeves won Class C.
Sweep, 10 birds, $1 entrance:

Warren Smith 1011111111—8 Nick Smith 0110010111—6
Yeomans. 1101111110—8 Suad 0111011.011—7
Pierson OUOUOOll—6 Siggins 0011011110—

6

Van Iderstine 1101101101—7 TUlou 0101001101—5
J«n. 27.—Monthly cup contest:

H Quad 0111111101111101110111111-21
J Siggins 1111111111001101111110110—20
O L Yeomans , llllOlllOOlOnOlOIllllin—19
D W Van Iderstine 0001111101011011111110111—18
Warren Smith 1100101100110110101111110—16
W N Drake 0101111001010100110111111—16
D Wolff ..1001011)01011001010101100—13
E Reeves 1001010000111001100010010-10
Nick Smith 1010000110101000010010011-10

MOHEGAN.

Vernon Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Vernon Gun Club, at Dexter Park on Jan.
30, had a light attendance, only five men being on hand to participate
in the club event. The weather was cold, and to add to the discomfort
of the day a strong gale of wind was blowing across the grounds. The
birds were good and with the assistance of the wind to help them along
they were up and away as soon as released from the traps. Dr.
Lamadrid and W. H. Thompson tied with 5 each for the club trophy.
Dr. Little was handicapped with the element of hard luck that follows
live bird shooting at times. Dr. Wischerth was a victim to the com-
bination of good birds and strong wind, killing only two of his 7. A
sweep at 3 birds followed the club evfnt. This was followed by an in-
dividual race between Dr. Little and F. A. Thompson, in which Thomp-
son won. Scores: Glut shoot, 7 birds:

W H Thompson 1120202—5 Dr Wischerth 1200000-2
Dr Little 1001101—4 Dr Lamadrid U011.0—

4

F A Thompson 011«322—

5

Sweeepstake, 3 birds, $1, 3 moneys:
Dr Little 010-1 F A Thompson 202—2
Dr Lamadrid 210—2 Dr Wischerth 021—
W A Thompson 101-2
Five birds, miss-and-out:

Dr Little 21011—4 00-0 10—1
FA Thompson 00l«l—2 01—1 11—2

Norwood vs. Ottawa.
On Jan. 31 the Norwood Gun Club shot a match with Ottawa on the

Ottawa's grounds. The day was miserable, cold, damp and blustery.
The bluerock targets were wet and hard to see, as the day was cloudy
and dark, and we had a timber for background. The clubs were com-
posed of ten men and shot at 25 birds each. Norwood scored 156
birds to Ottawa's 157. There will be a big turkey shoot here Friday,
Feb. 2 and ODe Feu. 22; aiso, ou tue 22d there will be a shoot for a
mule in connection with the turkey shoot. H. B, P,

CH1CACO TRAPS.
FAMILY CLUB.

Chicago, HI., Feb. 1.—Elated by the pleasure of their little socia
shoot this week, each man paying for his own birds, and the low man
to invite the others to supper, Messrs. Mussey, Hamline, Dicks and
Wilcox, whose scores appear elsewhere, are now talking of forning a
little family club of their own, to shoot once each week or fortnight on
the foregoing basis.

CUMBERLAND JUBILEE.

There will be a monster shooters' festival and a winter carnival of
sport at the grounds of the Cumbprland Club, near Lowell, Ind., Feb,
22-25 inclusive, under the patronage of a number of the leading Chi-
cago sportsmen. This is billed the "first annual winter carnival," and
it is to be hoped that it establishes a precedent not soon to be let go
and inaugurates a pieasaut and sportsmanlike custom. The date
claimed falls on that of old Cumberland Club's annual celebration, and
the combination offered is one to invite all who are tired of winter and
of warm rooms and want a breath of air. Full-numbered committees
on executive, reception, shooting, entertainment, transportation, and
prizes and awards have been appointed, and an attractive progamme
is offered. Shooting events will b<i on hand for all four days, both
at live birds and targets, witb plenty of handsome prizes. There will
also be a "rabbit round" on the club marsh, with beagle hounds under
the charge of P. F. Glassmere, of Mam'sree, Mich., aid very likely some
duck shooting if the weather is open. There are also ranges for rifle

shooting, 60, 100 and 500yds. Railroad fares will be offered in reduced
form, there will be clam chowder, a lot of comfort in every regard,
and a general old-fashioned Cumberland good time. It should be a
merry party, and let us hope the Lodge will be crowded.

909 Security Building, Chicago. E. Hough.

Knoxville Gun Club.
Knoxville, Tuesday Jan. 24.—The numerous inquiries by letter from

clubs relative to details of the trophy contest adopted by the Knoxville
Gun Club for the year 1

94, is the excuse to publish same in your valu-
able paper. The" plan devised has aroused the boys to obtain a
certificate ("to jump on one" who already has one, and thus get two)
and rub it on the defeated member is just a little more than he can
stand, hence each Friday P. M. sees a large contingent of the members
out contesting for that little pasteboard weekly certificate. The plan
is as follows, subject to any changes to suit individual clubs:
Prize offered is 850 cash, or $50 silver bowl suitably engraved by the

club for the winner.
CLASSIFICATION.

Class A, members shooting 85$ and over=16yds. known traps and
unknown angles.
Class B, members shooting under 85% to 75% = 16yds. known traps

and known angles.
Class C, members shooting under 75% = 14yds. known traps and known

angles.
CONDITIONS.

1. Trophy contest held every Friday, if rain, following Tuesday.
2. Members must be in good standing to compete.
3. The first 25 targets snot at constitutes the trophy score.
4. All ties to be at second 25 targets and if again tied then third.
5. The club will issue (one each weekly contest) 52 certificates num-

bered from 1 to 52 consecutively, showing date of contest, name of
winner thereon and signed by Secretary.

6. Any member holding a certificate may challenge another holding
a certificate, to be contested at the next weekly contest. In which case
they will each hand the Secretary a certificate and specify the event
in which they are going to shoot for same. The Secretary will then
indorse the name of the winner on the certificate of the loser, and it

will be the winner's property until lost.

7. The challenged party must shoot or forfeit his certificate.
8. But one challenge can go to any one member for the same day

unless the member receiving same desires to accept more.
9. The member who challenges must deposit $50 with the Secretary

and this goes towards a second prize, and it same exceeds $35 to go
towards a third, etc.

10. The right of challenge belongs to right of merit, i. e., the party
who first wins.

11. No higher class can challenge a lower class, but a lower can a
higher and each class challenge its members.

12. A member winning two weekly certificates advances him to next
higher class. When losing same it is optional with him to return to
his former class, but no expert can go below class A under any cir-

cumstances.
13. No excuse for absence from weekly shoot allowed, except "out

of city." In this event the member can shoot this lost score at next
shoot after his return, against the winner of this next shoot, if he is

the winner he carries it to next weekly contest, etc., etc.

14. The member at last weekly contest in December holding the
largest number of the 52 certificates issued, won by merit in shooting,
will be presented with the trophy as offered by the club.

15. It shall be the duty of the secretary to keep a record of all

weekly winners and challenge contests, and said party's certificates
when presented, must correspond to said record, subject to any cler-
ical error.
The Knoxville Club would recommend the scheme to all gun clubs,

as the greatest original idea to promote interest and friendly rivalry,
and thus get up a higher reputation for skill with "the smoothbore,"
as no one can stand the pressure of a fellow rubbing a certificate on
him.
The club ask all to bear in mind and send names for the big May

22-25 1894 shoot, when $1,000 will be added in cash to purses.
R. Van, Sec'y-

Johnstown Gun Club.

Johnstown. Pa., Jan. 30.—Inclosed you will find the scores of the
members of the Johnstown Gun Club. There has been a club raised
here for the purpose, of restocking land and water. They have 100
quail that they received from Alabama that they will put out as soon
as the weather will permit.
The Mineral Point Rod and Gun Club of Mineral Point, are restock-

ing the waters with trout, bass and other game fish. As soon as I can
see one of their club I will send full particulars. The sportsmen of
Cambria county are coming to the front. They are doing now what
they ought to have done several years ago.
The Johnstown Rifle and Gun Club has decided to offer prizes to its

members for 1S94. To draw out the less efficient shots they have
placed a handicap by allowing the less efficient shots a larger number
of targets at each monthly shoot, to be held the third Thursday of
each month, the better shots shooting at 50 targets while the weaker
or less efficient shots be allowed from 50 to 65 targets, as placed by a
committee. The highest number of targets scored by any member in
any 5 of the 12 monthly to run 1st, 2d and so on, except no one will be
allowed to score over 50 in any one shoot if a member has scored be-
fore he shoots at the number allowed, his handicap thereafter will be
the number he shot at to score the 50, shooting to be known traps and
angles, 12-gauge guns 16yds. rise, 10-gauge guns lSyds. rise, American
Shooting Association rules 1st prize Belcher cartridge loader; 2d
prize leather gun case; 3d prize ideal loading flask; 4th prize set of
ducking scenes. The latter donated by W. J. Raplln.

J B Holsinger 50 birds, 1110111011111111111110111
1110111111110101111110111 —43

H Horner 50 birds, 0111111101111011110110111
1011110110011011011111110 —38

ED Kenney 50 birds 1111001111111001011111110
1011011110001100111000101 —33

S A Shook 52 birds, 11111011111101110111111100
11011111111011110100111111 —42

J A Rhoades 54 birds, 1001 10111 1 11 1101 101101 1 1 110
llOlllllllllllOlOlllOllloll —43

J C Condon 55 birds lOOlOlOOOiOlOuiOlOlllOllOHO
010001000010001000000101110 —22

*WBNifkins (Buckskin Bill) 1 100 1 1010001 111 1111100111
10 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 HJ HJ 0 03 01 1 101 1 —30

*A Heine llOlOlUOlllllOOOOlOllllll
OOOlllOllOtlOlOOlOOllOlOO —28

*Jarhle 0000000101101010001000001
0100100100110001010100010 —16

*Guests. C. L. C.

\nnwtr$ to (^omspondqnts.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

F. G. S., Tolsorn.—I am about to purchase a rifle and would like to
get a Ballard, but was told by a gun dealer that they were not being
made any more, I thought he must be wrong, and therefore come to
you for information. Ans. The dealer's statement is correct.

C. C. V,—1. Where can I procure modified Hurlingham rules? 2.

What are the best rules for pigeon shooting? Ans. 1, There are no
recognized "modifications" of Hurlingham rules. They are modified
to suit occasions, 3, We consider the American Shooting Association
rules as good as any,
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."

dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

M^hen

Order

A gun or a rod or a
thousand shells or a
lot of flies, tell your
dealer to put in a copy
of GameLaws in Brief,
It will only cost you
25 cents extra. All

dealers can supply it.

jp^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

THE PROTfSAM *JTHE SALMON FISHER.
BY

CHARLES HALLOCK.
CONTENTS : Distribution of the Salmon.

Life History of the Salmon. Technology of Sal-
mon Fishing. Salmon Fishing in the Abstract.
Luxury of Salmon Waters. Itinerary of the
Salmon Rivers.

A book to read now; aid to be put in one's
pocket for reading again in camp.
Oloth. 126 pages. Price $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 B'way, N Y.

Patented United States and Canada. The best tent in the
world for sportsmen. Lightest, most compact, best venti-
lated. Never blows down. Never leaks Only one pole re-
quired, which can be furnished in three joints, and patent
light iron tent pin3; also patent pack sack with shoulder
straps, making a compact outfit which can be checked as

Send 2 cent stamp for 1894 catalogue.

A. S. COMSTOCK,
230 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, 111.

Taxidermists.

WM. W. HART & CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

lifelike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Reasonable charges. Refer-

ences from leading sportsmen and collectors.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

IF "XOU WANT THE TROPHIES OF THE CEUSE
mounted, and desire to have them possess their

characteristic form and expression, and that are
guaranteed Safe from tb« Destroying Moth,
send to our establishment. We have every College,
Museum and leading dealer in the country, to whom
we can refer you and who will cheerfully testify to
the merio of our work and claims.

Webster's Studio of
ZOOLOGY,

ANATOMY,
TAXIDER9IV,

OSTEOLOGY.
1 14 Fifth Avenue, New York.

J. KAlOfOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

IAnd manufacturer of
Artificial eyfie for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty, Bend for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

_ FSTAIMP fof*

IIIusTraTedCaTdlog.A

"tHAS.K.REED. ft „

^zMainSt.WORCESTER.MA5S$

Log Cabins
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log. cabins from the sim-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins." for in its
pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-
struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
818 Broadway, New York.

Kennel Special.
Advertisements tinder KENNEL SPECIAL head, set In uniform

display, 25 cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

17OR SALE WITHOUT RESERVE—A BEAUTI-
J' ful litter of puppies by our winner—The Corsair
ex Jennie F., she Count Noble ex Gladstone's Girl,
opfl si atay* tc\ fVit* TOi'nnprc "R<snlri7 7\Tn K] a a-nrl Pmirit, A Tl-il-UU OiOLtJl h\J UMXO >* IIlHc! 0 JJCCKy 1> U UJ.C ciLlLL t_/U \X11\j xA-Ll-

teo. Cream of blood that will and birds and just the
stylejof dog for Eastern shooting. Prices so low, they
are gifts. Meadow City Kennels.,Northampton,Mass.

6

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG
A lish pugs from imported, registered and prize
winning stock. In Stud—Prize pug stud dop
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY C. BURDIGK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield. Mass.

T?OXHOUNDS, RABBIT HOUNDS, COON
r HOUNDS FOR SALE. FULLY TRAINED.

F. H. HAYES, Dexter, Me.
T) EAGLES.—A CHAMPION ROYAL KRUEGER
JD bitch and a champion Bannerman dog for sale,
at $15 each, thoroughly broken, neither two years
old. Royal Krueger puppies, sure winners, $510

each. SHREWSBURY BEAGLE KENNELS,
Red Bank, N. J.

'Well-trained foxhounds, few rabbit dogs; guaran-
teed No. 1. Price low. J. H. Miller, Christiana, Pa,

For Bale or Exchange.—Broken setter and pointer
and setter pup Bargains. J. M. Kelly, Montrose, Pa.

6

1YJL offering for sale a number of strictly first class
Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.
Address with stamp,
C. T. BROWNELL, P.O.Box 335, New Bedford.Mass.

r\OGS BOARDED.—For terms, etc., address J. F.U KELLY, Wayside Farm, Carolina, R. I. tf

TjyOR SALE.-SPORTING DOGS.r GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

\/fy kennel of mastiffs is conceded to be the best in
1tJ_ America. Have won at all the large shows. Won
all 1st and 2d prizes in mastiffs late Ccicago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale. A few choice pups for
sale. Send stamp for list and mention this paper.
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

Irish Terriers.—Of choice breeding. Puppies for
sale by Huguenot Kennels, New Rochelle, N. Y.

POCKET KKNNEL RECORD. 50cts.

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 318 B'way, N, Y.

pROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
\J ing joung stock, consequently will sell for half
value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some verv choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington st., Peoria, HI. tf | The Kennel.

T7*0R SALE.—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN-
JJ ters and setters. These are dogs that have had
large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory,

tf W. B. STAFFORD, Trenton, Tenn. Hempstead Farm Kennels.
POINTERS, ENGLISH SETTERS,

ENG. RETRIEVERS, COLLIES (rough
and smooth-coated) FOX-TERRIERS,
IRISH TERRIERS, POODLES,
DACHSHUNDS and RUSSIAN WOLF-
HOUNDS at Stud and For ssale.
Being considerably over-stocked we offer for sale

several high class pointers by sucl 1 noted sires as
Duke of Hessen, King of Kent and ! >andford Druid
out of Woolton Game, Merrylegs and Gem of Kippen
(all field trial winners.) Sever. il of these have
been broken by Cameron and are entered in the
United States Field Trials to be run at Grand
Junction. Tenn

,
February, 1894. Puppies of the

above breeds always on hand. For particulars, ad-
dress.

JAMES MORTIMER, Manager,
Hempstead Farm, H empstead, L. I.

T>EAGLES CHEAP.—TWO NICE LEMON AND
JD white pups. 10 and llmos. old, one bitch, one
dog, not akin. Bitch, $4. Dog, $5. Pair $7.30. Are
partly broken.
6 GOSHEN STOCK FARM, West Chester, Pa.

"\TUST SELL.—ONE FINE BRED BEAGLE BITCH
1VJL (thoroughly broken) in whelp. One beagle bitch
puppy, 7mos., pedigreed One beagle dog, No. 1
looker und fielder. For pedigree and prices, address
Box 210, Mahanoy City, Pa. 7

pOCKERS FOR SALE —FIVE GRAND BROOD
\J bitches in whelp to champion sires; also seven
young dogs, 7mos. old. If you don't mean business
don't write. GEO. DOUGLAS, Woodstock, Ont. 8

r?OR SALE—Several first-class cocker spaniels.
Jj Black and red bitches in whelp to Cherry Punch.
Stud dogs and puppies. Some prize winners. W. B,
PALMER, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 9

ANTED. — A FIRST - CLASS QUAIL ANDn ruffed grouse dog. Must be a thoroughly
trained, staunch young dog with good nose. R H.
PARK, 128 West 11th street, New York. 6

CARBOLIC SOAP No. 11 Is th!Fbest D^GSOAP In the world.. Sure death to Fleas and a cur
for all skin diseases.

B\xolia,rL'8 Dog '^KT'snmla.
will cure every ease ot MANGE, kills Fleas and keeps
the dog in a healthy condition, makes 1 he hair soft and
silky and does not stain. It is also the best disinfectant
for the kennel. Ask your druggists for it.

CARBOLIC SOAP CO.,
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl st., New York

TRISH TERRIER FOR SALE.—Peversity (A.K.R.
J. 29023 > Dunmurry—Boxer IV., 18mos. A first-rate
bitch. E. K. BUTLER, JR., Jamaica Plain, Mass. 6

YTTANTED.—Pair of dogs trained on bear, must
» » not run deer. Address, stating price and par-

ticulars, to Ingram Travers, Fort Myers, Fla. 6
FOX-TEERIEES 102 SALE.

Three or four brood bitches and so me young stock
by Dusky Trap. Also some prize- winning Cocker
Spaniels and young stock. Apply to

GEO. BELL, Walker House, T oronto, Canada.

T^vOGS BOARDED AT 50c. PER WEEK. AddressU J. F. KELLY, Wayside Farm, Carolina, R. 1. 8

Come fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches.O REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

XT*OR SALE CHEAP.—Fox hound bitch "Logan
X1 strain." Address James Jeffers, Westfleld.Mass. Dog's for S ale.

If you want to buy a dog or pup of. any kind write
for prices and what you want to J. HOPE, 305 N
Ninth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale.—R.C. St. Bernard dog pups,large and hand-
some. Merry Mt. Kennels, L. box 65, Wollaston.Mass.

6

A pointer pup for sale. Address 98 Grand, New-
burgh, N. Y. 6 ST. BERNARDS.

Brood bitches. Also few choice puns.
G. W. PATTERSON.

Lake View, Wo rceater, Mas8.

Small house dog wanted. Jules Doux, Utica, N. Y.

The Kennel.

A LL THE STUD DOGS AJS1D BROOD BITCHES
OF THE

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS
ARE FOR SALE.

APPLY AT THE KENNELS,

Kingsbridge, New York.

CANINE SPECIALIST.
DR. T. G. SHERWOOD,

(M. R. C. V. S.)

854 Seventh Ave., New York.
Consultation and treatment by mail when pos-

sible. All communications requiring profes-
sional reply should have enclosed $2.

Rinada Pointer Kennels.
Address P. 0. Box 2885, New York City.

FINE BROKEN DOfiS, brood bitches and
puppies for sale at all times. If you want well bred,
high class dogs we will be pleased to hear from you.
If you want cheap "sooners" write elsewhere.
Kennels at Massapequa, Long Island, N. X.

PUPPY PHILOSOPHERS.
'Listening to the Argument" & "Thinking It Over.'

This pair of fine Artotypes, size 8xl8in., mounted
on 22x88 extra heavy plate paper will be sent
postage paid on receipt of $2. Bend for illustrated
circular.

W. T. HIGBEE, Cleveland, Ohio.

FoxTerriers
"thoroughbreds:

For price list apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS
P. O. Bos 676, Albany, N.Y

HANDLING.
Geo. S. Thomas is prepared to condition and

handle dogs for the coming shows. Address
tf NORTHCROFT KENNELS, Salem, Mass.

FOX-TERRIERS.
We have two litters ready to ship, by Raby Pallisy

winner of 20 firsts, 8 specials and cups, out of Dam-
son, and Brokenhurst Queenie, well grown,
healthy, handsomely marked, their pedigree is Al
For card, apply Manager SEACROFT KENNELS,
Mancbester-by-the-Sea, Mass.

KING CHARLES
and

RUBY SPANIEL
PUPS FOR SALE. The celebrated imported Ruby
REUBEN, at stud. Weight, six pounds. Fee $1C

'

RUBY KENNELS,
6 A. H. GILMORE, Agent, Worcester, Mass.

COCKER SPANIELS.
Grand assortment of fancy marked young

stock, liver and white, lemon and white, black
and white, red, etc.. Half grown and full grown
stock. New circular. HANDSOME BROOK
KENNELS, Franklin, N. Y.
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

SPECIMEN COPIES.
Any reader of the "Forest and Stream" may

on request and without expense have a specimen
number of the paper sent to a shooting or fishing;

friend.

AMERICAN GAME PRESERVES.
We give to-day a report on the game which has been

introduced into American game parks. The information

may be accepted as authoritative, because it comes di-

rectly from the persons who are engaged in the several

enterprises notedf and so far as it goes the record is

brought up to date of publication. As the title indicates,

this review is intended to be the first one of a series of

annual reports, in which the development of the preserve

system shall be summed up.

The facts recorded are interesting and suggestive. That
our native deer and elk will thrive and breed in captivity

has been demonstrated repeatedly, as in the well known
Illinois deer paddocks, in which Judge Caton studied the

ways of this game. But here are recorded the first steps

in the confinement of American large game in parks
which are so limited in bounds as to be within the control

of individual owners and are jet so wide in their areas

that the game has practically a range as free and unob-

structed, and remains quite as wild, as in the limitless

wilderness. No one who cares for the perpetuation of

our native stock of large game can regard without pro-

found interest the bringing of buffalo Lo the hills of New
England, the transplanting of elk to the Catskills and
the Adirondacks, and the sheltering of deer in a district of

New Jersey where the last survivor of the native race

was long ago dogged to its death.

The report is suggestive, too, because it marks the

beginnings on this continent of the European system of

game preserving—a system which, as every careful

observer must foresee, is here to develop with giant

strides. To the sportsman of the future game preserves

will be familiar, and this first Forest and Stream review
of the year 1893 will be referred *to curiously as possessing

an historic interest.—IJntil the present, in this country,

we have depended upon game protection by the State for
• the benefit of the citizen, and it must be confessed that

for the most part things have been going from bad to

worse. Now has come this new plan of game preserving

by the citizen for his own benefit, and for the individual

who can afford it the system is a success. Whether it

will prove a public good or an evil will depend not only
upon the extent to which it shall be carried, but also

upon the effeciency of public game protection. If game
protection for the community shall be made a farce by
the public the game supply will in time be confined to

the private preserves. If reasonable game laws shall be
observed in practice there will always be game enough

for all outside of private parks. If the game which
belongs to the public were preserved on the same com-
mon sense plan as that of individual owners of fenced
ranges there would be no lack of a due allowance for all.

This reminds us of a little story which is apropos here.

The owner of an extensive and well-stocked game park,

having accorded to a sportsman permission to hunt deer

within the park confines, enjoined upon him as the sole

restriction of his sport, an observance of the rule laid

down for all guests alike, that each hunter should kill two
deer only. Then wishing him true aim and the home-
bringing of worthy trophies of his skill, the generous host

bade his guest good-speed; and the guest with his guide

rounding a bend in the stream passed from sight.

In due time the two deer permitted by the host had
been brought down. But the guest, his appetite whetted
by success, did not pause there. Forgetful of those re-

straints of hospitality, which though delicate as gossamer
should bind every high-minded man as with chains of

steel, scouting the will of his host, in contempt of man-
hood and in defiance of very decency, the occasion pre-

senting itself, and no park guardians being by, this un-
worthy guest killed other deer; and did not stay bis greedy

hand until opportunity ceased. And more than this.

For, coming out of the park with the shameless evidences

of his misdoing, he boasted of his work; made light of the

hospitality outraged and the rights of other guests im-

paired; and flaunted the booty of his success in the very
face of his host.

An impossible story, do you say? Not so. It has been
enacted a thousand times, if not in detail, in spirit as

gross. For the game park was the public woodland. The
owner was the State. And the offending guest—his name
is Legion.

The photographs from which our illustrations have been
reproduced demonstrate that the preserve affords excel-

lent opportunities for the still-hunter with the camera.

The deer pictured by Mr. Pierrepont are not in any sense

tame; they are almost as wild as in their native haunts;

and it required the exercise of all the still-hunter's skill to

creep within focus range.

We all know the old story—it has been told ever since

the days when they used cross-bows for hunting the deer

—of the master, who, having boasted that he had shot a
deer through a hind hoof and an ear at one shot, called

in his servant to corroborate the tale, and with ready wit
to. explain the feat by declaring that the deer had been
killed in the act of scratching its ear. Afterward the

master was taken to task by the servant for having put
the wounds so far apart. In a Georgia rice field version,

recorded by the late Charles C. Jones, in his collection of

'Negro Myths," the conclusion runs:

Arter de gentemans done gone, de serbant call eh Mossa one side an
eh say: "Mossa, me willin' fnh back anyting you say 'bout hunt an'

kill deer, but lemme bague you nex' time you tell 'bout how you shoot
um, you pit de holes closer. Dis time you mek um so fur apart, me
hab big trouble fur git um togerruh."

It is an old yarn, but we have improved the telling of it;

for here in one of Mr. Pierrepont's photographs is a
veritable picture by "an artist on the spot" of the deer in

pose for the credulity-taxing shot; so that if any reader of

Forest and Stream may care to father the tale as origi-

nal with himself, he will have no need of calling in the
butler or the camp cook to make it good, but may produce
this picture and say, "Here is how I photographed the

game before I shot it." A sorry pass, indeed, if we can-

not nowadays tell bigger stories than of old and clinch

them more solidly.

SNAP SHOTS.

Among the foolish freaks of game legislation is a bill

(No- 94) of the Assembly at Albany, which gives towns
authority to acquire by purchase private ponds, brooks
and other bodies of water for the purpose of making
public fisheries of them; and in case the owner refuses to

be bought out, empowers the town to condemn the
property and seize it by right of eminent domain. The
difficulty of considering such a measure with seriousness

is that it flies in the face of those universally accepted
principles of property, upon which are based the holdings

of our fields and homesteads. If the town may climb
over our fences and take possession of our ponds and
brooks for a public fishery, it may likewise take our

fields for a public shooting, our milk springs for trout

hatcheries, our barns for winter quail sanitariums, and
our houses for fishing lodges and shooting boxes; it

may even by a vote in town meeting impress any luckless

one of us into service as town game carrier, dog handler
or fish fryer. Mr. Gerry says that this bill is of question-

able constitutionality. We should say as much, and that
its author is as likely as not non compos mentis.

The proposed adoption of discriminations against Cana-
dian shooters in New York waters is an appeal to the
principle of tit for tat. What is sauce for the goose is

sauce for the gander. Nevertheless we would gladly see

the lines which divide sportsmen thrown down even
between the States and the Provinces, as well as between
individual States and counties and towns. They are not
in accord with the spirit of the age, and we should find a
way to secure the desired ends without them.

One commendable feature of the Forest and Stream's
Winans Revolver Trophy contests is that they bring

about a very pleasant acquaintance between the contest-

ants. Dr. Fort did not carry home the prize the other

day, but he proved himself possessed of a generous spirit

which recognized in Mr. Petty a good shot and a worthy
competitor. The meeting was in every sense promotive
of good feeling; and we trust that the Trophy may be the

means of bringing about many another occasion equally

felicitous.

We conclude to-day the report of the discussion at the
recent coast fishery conference. The proceedings as

printed have been considerably amplified by the addition

of papers and remarks written out in extenso, but not

spoken at the time. The report, then, is of decided value,

for it may be accepted as giving the two sides presented

more carefully and with fuller detail than would be
possible extemporaneously under the conditions of a con-

ference. The testimony here offered and the views
expressed must be referred to in all future discussion of

the questions at issue. The official report by Secretary

Doyle has been reprinted in pamphlet form and will soon
be ready for the subscribers.

JOHN E. LYON.

John E. Lyon, for many years one of the foremost citizens

of Oswego, N.JX^, died in that city Jan. 23, aged 80 years.

Born in Onondaga county, near Syracuse, in 1813, Mr.
Lyon as a child was taken to what is now Fulton, N. Y.,

and a little later his father moved to Oswego. As a young
man he lived for some years in Cleveland, Ohio, and then
returned to Oswego, where he resided continuously for more
than fifty years, during all that time being engaged in suc-

cessful business pursuits.

Mr. Lyon was a man of superb presence. He was cast in

giant mould and towered high among his fellows. Physi-
cally and intellectually he was of the highest type. His
strong character impressed itself on those about him and his

opinions carried great weight in the community in which he
lived, for he was universally respected and honored, and by
all who knew him deeply loved.

In his younger days Mr. Lyon had been an ardent angler.

In 1838 he fished the Sault Ste. Marie River, casting the fly

from a canoe in those grand rapids, and he was a pioneer in

fly-fishing in that country. For many years he fished the
country about Mackinac and the south shore of Lake Super-
ior at a period when it was difficult to secure canoemen
without the acquiescence of the Hudson's Company's
authorities, who then had more control than the Amer-
icans over the Indians. Long after increasing years had
made it impossible for Mr. Lyon to fish the brooks, he still

took great aelight in reading and talking about his favor-
ite pastime. No one could discourse more fluently or more
entertainingly of the art of fishing, and it was a keen pleas-

ure to listen to his angling talk. A man of positive ideas
and unswerving convictions, he was withal so gentle and
kindly that it was not easy to declareand hold views opposed
to his. He was the most genial and lovable of men. His
whole life was a lesson to those with whom he came in con-
tact. Cheerful and happy himself, he made others so by the
mere force of his association with them, diffusing content-

ment from his sweet nature without effort, as naturally as
the flower gives forth its perfume or the sun its heat.

A nature so well rounded and complete is most rare, and
if the world is poorer now for the loss of such a man, it is

richer for all the good done in his long and happy life. We
have no standard by which we may measure that good, yet

we know surely that the blessed influences of a career like

that of John E. Lyon do not end with one's presence here*
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DANViS FOLKS.—XXII.
The End of a Journey.

The uneventful summer passed, marking its almost im-
perceptible changes by the withering of one flower and
the blooming of another; the growth of grain and grass,

their ripening and cutting down, the slow stoop of fruit-

ful branches under their increasing burden, the song and
silence of birds and the stealthy southward march of sun-
rise and sunset along the mountain crests. And lo, it was
fall with no bloom but the golden rod and asters, with the
red flame of the sumac, kindled in mimicry of bloom.
Bobolinks, swallows and orioles were gone, and but

now and then, some remaining singer remembered or
sang his summer song, and the crickets chirped with
fainter monotony in the chill evenings,
The calls of migrant birds came out of the gloom from

afar and near, and afar again while the listener won-
dered what they were. After a day portentous of storm,
with gathering clouds and steadily increasing wind, there
came a wild night.

Afar among the desolate mountain peaks, the wind
roared with sullen, incessant anger, intermittently heard
between the surging blasts that swooped upon the valley

and drove the rain in a fierce, assaulting slant, with at-

tending wraiths of flying scud.

The jaded horses of the mail wagon splashed wearily
through the puddles whose agitated surfaces glittered

dimly in the light of the mud-bespattered lantern, and
halted in front of the post office. A wind-tossed shout of

the mail driver and the thud and clank of the mail bag on
the wet platform, at once brought forth the alert bare-
headed postmaster, to whom was vaguely revealed by the
bolt of light shot through the open door, a forlorn, be-

draggled figure crouching beside the driver. Clapham
strove to make it more distinct with a shading hand, but
could not guess even at the sex of the muffled form until

a wet ribbon fluttered and snapped about the head. Then
the wagon moved on with its feeble light struggling
through the storm and darkness.

"Jim's got him a passenger," he announced to the only
visitor whom the arrival of the semi-weekly mail had yet
tempted forth in such weather. 'An' it's a womern. I

can'te-magine," hepondered with hovering hands arrested
over the fastenings of the mail bag and eyes staring into

space, "what womern is a traveling sech a night. I'll

bet a cent I know. It's that Meeker gal that's ben tu
work in a fact'ry way daown in Massachusetts. Yis, sir,

that's jest exactly who 'tis," and chuckling over his

sagacity he began to undo the straps, and his visitor

waiting for his paper thought "like 'nough" as he
lounged over to witness the always interesting operation.

The changes of the season were but dully noted by
Pelatiah. He was sorry when the fishing days were
ended, for they had brought him some consolation for a
bereavement crueller than death, if not forgetfulness of

his faithless sweetheart, the gleam of whose bright eyes
flashed up at him from the evanescent bubbles, now
mocking, now piteously pleading, and whose voice called

to him, far and elusive, in the many voices of the woods.
He had come to think without resentment of the girl

who had won his heart but to rend it, remembering
faults but to study apologies for them, and cherishing
with fondest memory all that was best in her, the best,

he was sure, that was possessed by any woman. Yes,
she was dead to him, and he could never be fooled or
happy again.
He found some solace in dogged, steady work, yet

while his hands mechanically dug potatoes, husked corn,

held the plow or wielded the ax, his thoughts were con-
tinually straying back into the old wearisome paths.

The early fall had brought its ordinary sport. There
had already been coon hunting in the cornfields, but the
shouting rabble of men and boys, the yelping pack of

dogs of all breeds and the wild uproar of the closing

scene when the dislodged coon fought to the last gasp
against the relentless host of enemies, constituted sport
little to his liking. There were plenty of squirrels bark-
ing and squalling in the nut trees, and wild pigeons glean-

ing the grain fields, and partridges were well grown.
That very afternoon, as he drove the cows up from the
back side of the pasture and passed a clump of elder, the
berry-laden tops were rent apart as by a sudden explo-

sion, and half a dozen strong-winged birds burst forth
and shot in long curves toward the woods.
Such sports seemed trivial, but better was at hand when

in the frost-silvered dawn he and Sam would be afield

waiting for Drive's whimpered prelude to burst into
melody, signaling them to make all speed to their run-
ways.
He was thinking of this as he moved uneasily about the

kitchen, waiting for a lull in the wild weather that he
might go up to Sam's and plan a fox hunt for the quiet

day which was sure to follow the storn. Now he let in a
rainy gust at the narrowly opened door, now he peered
into the blankness through the beaten panes. He watched
with dull interest the flickering lantern of the mail wagon
struggling against the wind and rain. With as little

interest, though it reached out toward him in shivering
reflections across the ruffled, rain-pelted pools of the road,
he saw it stop at Clapham's to drop the mail bag that
brought him no more letters.

He turned wearily away and said to his mother:
"I b'lieve I'll gwup tu Samwil's a spell," and took his

hat and coat from their peg.
"Why, Peltier Gove," she exclaimed, dropping her

hands and the stocking she was darning into her lap
together, while the ball of yarn fell unnoticed to become
the plaything of the kitten. "You'll git soppin' wet an'

ketch your death cold, an' it's darker 'n Egypt."
"It don't rain sca'cely a mite naow, an' I wanter see

Samwil pertic'ler."

His mother arose and went to him, laying a gentle hand
on his arm as she said in a low, beseeching voice:
"You haint a-goin' tu Hamner's, be ye, Peltier?"

"No, marm, I haint. I don't go there no more," he
answered, with a decision that was convincing.
"Anyb'dy 'at's got a ruff over 'em an' do' know

'nough tu stay 'n under it sech a night, ortu be put in the
'Sylum," his father said, shutting the stove hearth with a
spiteful kick of his stockinged feet.

His sister casting a scornful glance at him from her
hem-stitching, said witheringly, "Lordy! I hope tu good-

ness, I shan't never git in love if it's got tu make fools o'

folks!"

Pelatiah looked reproachfully at her and went out,

only paying to himself, "I hope tu the Lord you never
will, Alviry."
More than a lack of sympathy and the impatience with

his melancholy evinced by all the family save his mother,
a desire to be out in the wildness of the night impelled
him to go forth. The raging elements gave him some-
thing to fight against and he felt a kind of purposeless
heroism in breasting the fierce buffets of the wind and the
pelting rain.

As he struggled forward toward the road, bending
against the furious blasts, he ran against some one and
both were brought to a sudden stand.
"Ooogh," gasped a boyish voice. "Is that you, Peltier?

I was a-comin' arter you. The' 's someb'dy tu Hamner's
wants to see ye, right off. My! Ef you didn't skeer me!"
The words were whisked away by the wind but not till

Pelatiah had caught them all.

"Someb'dy wants tu see me tu Hamner's? Well they
won't, thet's all! I haint a-goin' nigh Hamner's fer nob'dy,
Billy Wiggins."
"But ye got tu," the boy shouted up to him. "They

said you must, Hamner an' ol' Kezier."
"But I won't," persisted Pelatiah stoutly. "Who is 't?

That feller 'at buys fur?"
"No, I do' know who 'tis, but you got tu come. Both

on 'em said so. It's life er death, they said, both on 'em,
Kezier in partic'ler. I wouldn't go back alone fer one
dollar!" and Billy clutched at Pelatiah's fluttering coat
skirts and tugged toward the road.
A strange presentiment flashed upon Pelatiah's brain

and his heart choked. Life or death! He remembered
his promise to his mother and was ready to break it, and
taking the boy's hand in his they went down the road,
struggling against the surges of the wind.
Their way was less obscure when the lights of the

stores and tavern fell across the ruts and puddles, quiver-
ing as if the feeble rays trembled in the wind. Beyond,
the broader, ruddier glow of the forge banded the road,
pulsing with every throb of the hammer, whose thunder-
ous beats were always heard, now rising above the lulls

of gusty uproar, now dully accentuating the fiercer blasts.

"Haow come you daown tu the village sech a night?"
Pelatiah asked suddenly.
"Why, haint you heard? I've hired aout tu Hamner."

Billy asked, resentful of such ignorance.
"You hcd n't orter. 'Tain't no place fer a boy, an' your

mother needs ye tu hum."
"She was willin'. An' I c'n be airnin' suthin'. She's

got real tough, naow, an' I go hum oncte a week an' chop
wood an' tinker up."
At Hamner's they entered a dark passage through a

side door and groped their way up a flight of stairs.

Beaconed by the light shed through cracked and shrunken
panels, they came to the poorest chamber in the tavern.
Hamner had evidently shrewdly classified the quality of
his guest. The door was opened by a bent old woman,
who, after assuring herself of Pelatiah's identity by a
brief, keen glance, admitted him, but unceremoniously
excluded Billy, to the disappointment of his boyish
curiosity.

' 'She 'pears tu be asleep naow," the old woman whis-
pered, peering over the candle that she shaded with her
hand at the motionless form on the bed. "She's a dreffle

sick gal. Hamner was afeered she was a-goin' tu die right
on his hands, an' he hustled right off arter the darkter,
an' he come an' gi'n her suthin' that sot her tu sleep. I

don't b'lieve he thinks she's goin' tu live, fer he didn't
say nothin', only sythed arter he'd pulted her, an' ast tew
three questions, an' said her fowlks had orter be sent for,

an' she said she didn't wanttu see nob'dy, on'y you."
The old woman cautiously uncovered the candle and let

its light fall for a moment on the haggard, fevered face
that lay among a confusion of tangled golden hair on the
lank pillow.

Pelatiah's presentiment was verified, and it was not the
surprise of recognition that made him start, but the
woeful change grief and despair and sickness had wrought
in the face.

"Is she some o' your fowlks? I sh'ld a'mos' thought
yer mother 'd ha' come ef she was," the old woman whis-
pered in a hoarse, monotonous buzz.

Pelatiah shook his head and she leered at him with a
ghastly grin that revealed one yellow tooth, the sole sur-

vivor of the white rows that youthful smiles long ago
disclosed. There was a terrible revelation in that
wrinkled visage of the old age that a sinful life brings one
to, and he was thankful it was in the power of death to

forestall it.

"Ooh, yer gal, eh? Wall, Jake's goin' tu see the s'lec'-

men, er the poormaster, an' hev her took keer on."
Pelatiah started. "You go an' tell him the' haint no

need on 't. I'll take keer on her. She haint goin' tu be
no taown charge 1"

"I never hed no idea you was such a lively young fel-

ler," said Keziah, leering at him with an admiration that
filled him with disgust.

"Go quick! I'll stay with her."

He placed a chair softly beside the bed and sat down, as
the old woman left the room. The girl moaned, moved
uneasily and opened her eyes, looking wildly about till

they rested on Pelatiah, and then a look of gratitude
lighted them.
"I was 'feard you wouldn't come. I hadn't no right to

ask you, but I couldn't help it," she said in a thin, weak
voice., ' 'I haint got a friend on airth—not one, not one,"
and her piteous voice broke with a sob before she answered
his questioning, puzzled gaze. "No, he never married
me. He went off an' lef me. I must tell ye quick, fer

it seems as though I was goin' away somewheres, right
off; an' when I went hum my folks turned me aou' door,
an' I went tu work aout where they didn't know me, an'
I took sick, an' they wouldn't keep me no longer, an' I

come here. It seemed as 'ough I'd got tu see ye once
more an' tell ye I' sorry I was so mean tu you. You can't
never forgive me, but I wish 't you wouldn't hate me."

"I never hated ye one minute, Lowizy," he spoke in a
choked voice, and then after a conscientious questioning
of his heart, "an' I du forgive ye. Mebby you've bore
more'n I hev."
"Thank ye, Pelatiah. Be you willin' tu take a holt o'

my hand?" she asked timidly, and for answer he clasped
tenderly in his rough palm the thin, hot hand that was
feebly stretched out to him. She closed her eyes and
sighed restfully, then after a while asked:

"Why, it aint June, is it? Seems 'ough I heard the
birds singin' an' smelt the young come-ups. It's time I

was a-goin'. Good-bye. Peltier." The feeble tension of
the little hand relaxed in his, her last breath filtered <

out upon his cheek and the poor fickle heart grew still i

forever.
"Is she sleepin' yet?" old Keziah whispered, entering

on tip-toe and exhaling an odor of strong waters.
"You needn't be afeered o' wakin' her no more", Pela-

tiah answered solemnly.
"Good land o' livin'," she gasped in an awed voice.

"You don't say she's dead?" and then after assuring her-
self by a look and touch, "Poor little creature! It's

tumble tu be took so young."
"I don't b'lieve 't is, not allers. Is Jake up? 1 wanter

see him." As he groped his way down the narrow stairs,

it seemed as if years had passed since he climbed them.
The storm spent itself in the night, and the morning

broke on a peaceful world. As peaceful under the white •

veil of the dread mystery into which she had passed after
the storm of life, was the face of the dead girl. It was
as if she had gone forth into the unfathomed hereafter,
as well assured of forgiveness there as here.
Attended by a few sympathizing friends, Pelatiah laid

his dead, now wholly his, to rest in the shadow of the
flaming sumacs in the old graveyard on the hillside.

There was no service but the brief testimony of JoelBart-
lett, who felt moved to say:
"Inasmuch as we hev ben told by One formerly that

aour Heavenly Father does temper the wind tu the shorn
lamb, I feel it bore in upon me, that this poor little lamb,,
which may hev strayed fur f'm the flock, is gethered tu
the fold by the good Shepherd."
Unseen by any but Pelatiah, Huldah covertly dropped 1

a spray of pale asters into the open grave. As the care-

,

less clods began to fall with muffled thuds on the straw-
covered coffin, the little company silently dispersed.

"It kinder seem 's 'ough Peltier felt wus 'n the' was
any need o' his feelin', considerin', but mebby he don't,,

I d' know," Joseph Hill remarked to Antoine as they
lingered last at the graveyard gate.

"If you'll seen dat gal wen she was 'live an' fat an' jes''

good as anybody gal, you'll ant blem Peltiet for cried."
Rowland E. Robinson.

CANADIAN SPEECH.
Central Lake, Mich., Feb. 3.—Removing my hat and

making a bow as graceful and dignified as my anatomical
structure will admit, I desire to present my compliments
to your correspondent "Pintail," together with the assur-
ance of my distinguished consideration.

His comments in your last issue upon my paper on
Camp Jibbenainosay are just, his conclusions reasonable
and to the point. In many visits made to Canada during
the last forty years or so, I cannot remember a single

instance of a "misuse of the aspirant" on the part of any
native-born Canadian with whom I have conversed. It

might, however, have been otherwise; for instance, I once
knew a born Welshman (named Rees), who spoke only a
fine grade of Yellowpluah cockney. The explanation was
that twelve years of his youth had been passed in London^ i

In the Kingfisher Club, when we speak of the gentle-
men we have met in Canada, it is generally as "Cana-.!
dians," without much thought of their birth place, just as

during the war we were all either "Johnnies" or "Yanks,"
though nearly every nation under the sun was represented-
in the armies. The fact is, that there was but one person;
seen at the camp in question who habitually trifled with
the aspirants, and he was English-born. If I did not in
niy article make this clear, besides giving your readers
several very comical instances of this failing on the part
of the gentlemen referred to, it was that I desired to spare
his feelings, for I intended to send him a copy of the paper
containing my remarks.
I have sometimes felt inclined to believe that the aver-

age Canadian speaks better English than the average
Englishman, and while on the subject of dialects I may
say that I have often thought it odd that no one save an
American has ever, to my knowledge, reproduced suc-
cessfully the peculiarities of American speech, especially

in its New England forms. Holmes, Lowell and Rowland i

E. Robinson are masters in this respect.

There is a queer passage in Forster's Life of Dickens,
which I quote from memory: Dickens was aboard a

|

vessel in some Mediterranean harbor, when an American 1

came over the side and at once exclaimed: "Well, I'm
blarmed, if it ain't Dickens." After introducing first him-

1

self and then his companions, he added (accord ing to Mr.
Forster): "Personally, I expectuate you and them can
fix it agreeable."
Who ever heard such a speech as this from an American

mouth? Charles.Reade does little better; but it is hardly
worth while to attempt here the elaboration of an essay
on this subject.

I will say in conclusion, as I have said before, that in

writing for the Forest and Stream it is well to be ac-

curate, for if you be not, some correspondent at the
other end of the earth will surely trip you up.

Kelpie.

Cincinnati, O., Feb. 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: 1

noticed a "kick" in Forest and Stream of Feb. 3, by
"Pintail," of Sorel, P. Q., anent, as he alleges, "Kelpie"
"putting the Cockney dialect into Canadian mouths,"'
and . I am moved to take up the cudgel, unasked, in de-

fense of my old friend and camp comrade ("Kelpie"), for;

I know him to be a man who would not intentionally in-

flict needless pain on the lowliest of God's creatures nor
make wanton sport of the feelings of his humblest neigh-
bor, be he Cockney, Canuck, or indigenous to U. S. soil.

"Pintail" assures "Kelpie," "That a misuse of the aspirate

is not characteristic of Canadians," and winds up with, "I
should have expected a man of 'Kelpie's' attainments to

be better informed."
"Easy thar, brother 'Pintail,' you have hollered afore

yer hurt," as they say over in "ole Kaintuck," and if I

may be allowed, I will rise and explain, I trust to the
satisfaction of "Pintail" and the rest of our Canadian
brethren.
While in camp at Big Basswood Lake, we had a visitor,

a young Englishman (not a Canadian), a friend of Br'er

Dyer, who spent a day with us to his edification, as I hope
and believe. He was a "bully good feller" and a sports-

man, and we all took a liking to Mm, but at times he set

us blarsted Hamericans nearly distracted by "a misuse
of the aspirate." He was a "h'out and h'out Hinglish-
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man, a resident, however, of the district (Algorna), but
had just returned from a somewhat lengthy visit to his

mother country, and besides carrying a superfluity of
"haitches" which he fired at ''memorandum"—as old
Dave Edwards did at the rebels—he was loaded with some
snob phrases that he had doubtless picked up among the
swells and dudes on the other side, with which he made
us weary with what "Old Knots" used to call "the damn-
able iteration,

"

Any statement that was mildly surprising to him—and
there were a good many such sprung on him—invariably
moved hini to relieve himself with a string of "oh-oh-
ohs!" usually adding to the three ohs "ah, oh!" as a
clincher. Then anything said that he coincided with, he
put the seal of approval on with "oh, yes, yes! quite so,

quite so; ah, quite so," repeated with a" rapidity that be-
tokened a fear that some of the "ohs" and "quite sos"
would get away from him before he got out of breath. I

fished with him a few hours in the afternoon in a boat
where I couldn't get away, and when we got back to
camp I was so "oh, oh'd" and "quite so'd" and "asper-
ated" that had I undertaken to write my name I doubt-
less would have started it with a capital hi instead of an
haitch.
However, I reached camp without quite losing my

hidentity, albeit I was not in a very 'ilarious mood, but I

felt relieved, "quite so, quite so."
But, as I said before, our friend "hA." was a bully good

fellow, and a sportsman, which makes amends for aheap
o' sins of commission and homission. Brother Geo.
Dyer, too, near whose kitchen door we had our camp, is

a John Bull from 'way back, and pays as little attention
to a misplaced "h" as he would to a turtle track in the
sand; but he also is a good fellow and a sportsman, and
we did not split with him because he haspirated a trifle

when he talked through " 'is 'at.'

But our simon pure Canadian neighbors round about
us did not misuse the aspirate to any noticeable extent

—

the "howl don't 'oot in Halgoma"—and I am sure, "quite
so, quite so," that Kelpie did not intend to "put the Cock-
ney dialect into Canadian mouths" when he wrote the
last paragraph of "A Kingfisher Corollary," but had in
his mind's eye one, or maybe both, of our aforemen-
tioned English friends. I say friends, for the "King-
fishers" look on every angler and sportsman as a friend
and brother, whether he hadd hon a hextra haitch where
not needed or drop one hoff where it might be better
'itched hon, and besides, I can't see why brother "Pin-
tail" should flare up and work himself into a "category"
if an Englishman, or a Canadian for that matter, does
misuse the aspirate, especially if he is built that way and
"cawn't 'elp it, ye know."
B|We found our brother sportsmen in Canada to be very
much the same as those we meet on our side of the
boundary—gentlemen—and our Canadian neighbors were
clever and obliging, and "plenty good enough fur the
Joneses." And now, I trust Br'er "Pintail" will pardon
me for taking up the pen in my old friend "Kelpie's"
behalf, for I know him to be a conscientious, considerate
and veracious chronicler, and he usually knows what he
wants to say, and writes of things fairly and fearlessly,
just as he hears and sees them. Kingfisher.

Cincinnati, Ohio

u That reminds me."

A WEST VIRGINIA IDYL,
The story which I am about to narrate to the truth-

loving readers of this paper, was told by a charming
young lady from Virginia. When I first heard it I con-
fess that I did not believe it, but when I expresspd a doubt
regarding a fewminor details, she appeared to be so hurt
at my implied disbelief in the main facts, that rather than
bring tears to the depths of those truthful eyes, I swallowed
it all and have never doubted a word since. I make no
question that those who read it here will believe it im-
plicitly, otherwise I would not tell it.

"It all happened about three years ago," she said. "I
remember the time because it was my first night-ride
in a sleeper over the Central. The road was awfully
rough in those days. That was the time I was pitched
out of my section right across the aisle into the opposite
section, and did not wake up at all. I thought it was just
an ordinary jounce, and slept right along till morning.
However, that has nothing to do with the story I was go-
ing to tell about the cow. It was the morning after I got
home that the Colonel came up to show me his new horse.
The Colonel was a great fox hunter, and he wanted to
show off the horse and make him jump, but there wasn't
anything for him to jump over only old Chloe's cow that
happened to be lying down in the road. So he rode
straight at the cow and just as the horse jumped, the cow
got up. Such a mess you never saw. The cow and the
Colonel and the horse were all mixed up, and you couldn't
tell one from the other; but at last they got unsnarled
and then you ought to have been there. The horse wasn't
hurt, and the Colonel was so mad that he didn't know
whether he was hurt or not, but the cow was a wreck.
About that time old Chloe came out, wringing her hands
and crying, and carrying on so that the Colonel had to
buy the cow to make her keep still. So he paid about
four times what it was worth and then he didn't know
what to do with it; but he was bound to get rid of it, and
gave it to Charlie, who did all he could to patch the poor
old thing up, but it was no use and that night it died.
"The next day an old darky was skinning the cow when

Jim happened to come along. Jim and Charlie were
always great chums and loved duck shooting better than
anything, and they hatched up a scheme between them
for getting at the ducks down in the marsh where there
was not any cover. They stretched the skin over some
hoops and dried it, so that it looked considerably like the
old cow, and then they were ready. Charlie got inside
the skin and made the front legs, and poked his gun up
through the cow's neck so he could shoot out of the cow's
eyes. Then Jim got into it to make the hindleg-s and he
put his gun up through the cow's tail. Then they started
across the open marsh toward the ducks. Such a sight
you never saw. Jim had to walk backward because he
was facing the tail, and if there was ever a crazy-drunk
cow that one was. I never laughed so much in all my
life. First Charlie, would stumble and down Would go the
cow's nose in the dirt; then Jim would lose hia balance

and the cow's tail, that was as straight as a gun barrel,
would wave in all directions at once. I never saw such a
circus anywhere. Of course, the ducks could not stand
it, and when they put their necks up and Charlie saw
they were going to fly pretty quick he started to run; but
Jim couldn't go any faster backward and down went the
old cow all in a heap. Jim's gun went off and blew the
tail all to pieces, and we up in the woods laughed till I

thought we should die right there. The boys were awful
mad. They didn't know there was any one watching
them and I am not sure they have forgiven us yet.

"I have not seen the Colonel for a long time, but old
Chloe lives with us now. She is the best old darky you
ever saw. Why, hot nights she will stand by my bed
and fan me all night long, and be just as sound asleep as
I am. Never stops fanning for a minute; I don't see how
she can do it, do you? I don't know what I should do
without her."
That ended the story and th« story telling. Some of us

had intended to state a few facts ourselves, but we saw
the absolute futility of Massachusetts attempting to cope
with West Virginia in telling stories that were strictly

true, so we forbore and the party soon dispersed.

Bradley.

GROUNDHOG DAY.
"I have heard old farmers say:

You must save for Candlemas Day
Half your wood and half your hay;

Though the sun go down on the buds so brown,
And the south winds blow on the melting snow,

There are very many days, there are very many days
Ere we see the pretty flowers of spring."

—Old Song

Candlemas, Groundhog Day, 1894. An old farmer in
my native town once quoted the substance of the above
proverbial rhyme to another, thus:

"Half yer wood an 1 half yer hay,

Fer to-morrer's Can'lemas Day."
"Yes," replied the other,

"An ! ef there's a chance for snow er rain,

A plenty o' meat 'n grain."

As far as my observation goes, it is not a general custom
with American farmers to burn superfluous candles on
this important anniversary. They seem to have more
cheaply compromised the matter by giving over the duties
of its appropriate celebration to the bear and the ground-
hog, and no member of either species, if of correct princi-
ples and competent education and acquirements, ever fails

on the second of February to climb out of his den, sit up,
and diligently look about him in search of his shadow.
If he sees it, he forthwith returns for a further nap of six
consecutive weeks; if he sees it not, he goes not back to
his lair, but stays outside and waits for warm weather.
To-day has been quite sunny, and shadows were easily
seen, and an old neighbor of mine said: "It's astonishin'
haow many the' is 't b'lieves that there story."
Our winter here in northern Michigan, though it began

in November with weather of unusual severity for that
season, has been for the most part quite mild. The snows
are not as deep as they were two months ago, as rains and
thaws have not been infrequent. There is a good deal of
crust on the snow which is not favorable for some sorts of
game, but I think the deer have not fared badly, and I
have heard of no crust-hunting.
Speaking of groundhogs, or woodchucks, they were

formerly very plentiful in this region, but within six or
seven years, the badgers (as well as the skunks) have
appeared in this county, where none of either was ever
seen before; and the badgers have as far as I can learn,
nearly destroyed the woodchucks. They are said by the
farmers to dig them out, kill and devour them.

I should think that this might be a good thing, as where
mowing machines are in use, the hillocks thrown up by the
woodchucks are apt to cause some profanity on the part
of the mowers. Kelpie.
Central Lake, Mich,

ALBINO SPECIMENS.
New York, Jan. 31.—In your issue of Jan. 27 I notice

an article by J. S. Ricketts about a white deer. It is

strange that so few understand what this is or what it

means, it is so often written about and as being some-
thing wonderful. It is liable to occur in any family or
in any living thing. It occurs even in the grasses.

White deer, white corn, white fox, white squirrel, etc.,

are all albinos and only freaks of nature. A. M, D.
[It is well enough understood that albinism is a ' 'freak

of nature," nevertheless records of its occurrence are in-

teresting and should be noted.]

Ottawa, Kans.—In January I killed a fine white quail,

not a snow white, but of pink cast. Turn the feathers
wrong side out and it is a decided pink; but when they lie

in proper manner they are between the color of a turtle

dove and pink, with variegated mottles. The head has
the distinct marks of a male quail. Being a taxidermist
myself, I have preserved and mounted him, and have him
in my office. He is the first one of the kind I ever saw.

H, B. P.

The famous Chicago albino blackbird, which for some
time has been numbered among the interesting adorn-
ments of Billy Mussey's billiard hall, and which is prob-
ably as perfect a specimen of the albino blackbird as was
ever seen, has a little history which may be interesting.
The bird was killed at Mak-saw-ba Club, on the Kanka-
kee River, Indiana, by L. R. Brown, who saw it among a
number of blackbirds which had alighted on the frozen
ground. Getting within 50yds. or more, and fearing to
alarm the flock by trying to go closer, Mr. Brown fired

and broke the wing of the bird. It was still lively and
in trying to catch it all the tail feathers were pulled out.
Mr. Brown carefully gathered these and brought them
with him, keeping the bird alive. It was alive, active
and very pugnacious when brought to the city, and
would probably have lived a long time, though it was
thought best to preserve it in full and undraggled plumage. 1

The taxidermist put on the tail feathers when the bird
|

was mounted. It is a very perfect specimen, milk white
i' vcept for a faint tinge of ruddy feathers on the butt of '

the wings, which makes the bird all the more interesting,
as it was found in a flock of crimson-winged blackbirds.
As shown now, the eyes are of a little lighter pink than
they should be. In life they were fairly dark. Most
albinos are more or less unsatisfying, but this little bird
is pure white and beautiful, one of the rarest specimens
in the country, and probably the best of its kind ever
known, if, indeed, the white blackbird was ever really
seen before.
At Mak-saw-ba a white muskrat was killed not very

long ago, and it seems natural for all sorts of unnatural
things to happen there.

Lately I was speaking of black foxes, red foxes, etc., in
the matter of a letter from Dakota. Since then I learn of
the capture of a black fox, as see the following clipping
from the Saginaw, Mich. , Globe, which is sent me by some
one unknown:
At Henning & Holden's place, 405 Genesee avenue, there are dis-

played to day three fine specimens of fox, which were killed within
two hours' time near Reese on Saturday. One of the animals is "a
black," pronounced by old hunters to be the only specimen of the kind
ever seen around these parta. The fortunate hunters who did this
big work were Charley Frueh, Chris Waltz, William Body, Tom Gaff-
ney, Alvin Fox and William Held. It was a field day for the boys and
they are justly proud of their accomplishment, The dog that was
used belonged to E. G. Fox, of Reese, and is said to be a thoroughbred
English foxhound. Charley Henning thought so much of the dog's
achievement that he to-day purchased him.

Incidents like the above are so unusual as to be of great
interest. E. Hough.

"Malevolence in the Lower Animals."
In an interesting article in the Ohio' University Bulletin

on the above subject, Prof J. E. LeRossignol gives the views
of Dr. Wesley Mills and Mr. B. Waters bearing on heredity
of bad temper. He propounded six questions as follows:

"1. Is bad temper hereditary?
"2. Is training or environment of greater importance than

heredity in determining the good or bad temper of a dog?
"3. Are good and bad temper respectively characteristic of

any particular breeds of dogs?
"4. What is the proper method to employ in overcoming

hereditary bad temper in a puppy?
"5. What sort of treatment is calculated to spoil the tem-

per of the puppy?
"6 Do the answers to questions 1 and 2 apply also in the

case of horses?"
Dr. Mills replies as follows:
"1. I am satisfied that any trait may be hereditary, bad

and good temper included. I would hesitate to breed from
a bad-tempered dog of either sex, no matter how excellent a
specimen otherwise, especially if of a larger breed, as being
more dangerous to man and his canine companions.

"2. Heredity, I believe, by far the stronger.
"3, No; though it occurs more frequently among certain

breeds perhaps. A bad-tempered setter or spaniel is rare.
Bad temper may be said to be much more common in cer-
tain breeds than in others, rare in some, but absolutely con-
fined to none.

"4. Furnish an environment free from temptation and
encourage a sense of justice—for dogs have this in a fashion
at all events—from the first. Give him little chance to
quarrel, but insist on his realizing that if he does it willingly,
punishment of some kind—not necessarily corporal—will
follow. I have found separation sometimes a severe punish-
ment for dogs. They seem to know in some measure what
it means. Disapprobation, scolding, is severe punishment
for some dogs.

"5. Teasing, hard usage, over-punishment, injustice, &c.
Highly bred dogs especially suffer much psychically under
bad usage, especially punishment in anger and to excess.

"6. Yes."
Mr Waters's answers were:
"1. It sometimes is; not often. Bad temper, or rather

capability of bad temper is in most cases acquired. But few
dogs are so fortunate as to go through life without being
maliciously teased or abused. Certain actions, looks, or
people are associated with mal-treatment or pain. Even
when in ill temper, dogs oftenest merely make a pretense of
biting, if they make any effort at all. All dogs have more or
less latent ill temper, the same as human beings. They are
usually good-tempered. I never saw a dog ill-tempered from
pure wantonness. Of course, heredity asserts itself in the
disposition as in all other phenomena of the organism; but I
never saw a dog born with an active ill temper.

"2. Training and environment have everything to do with
it. There is no dog but can be made ill-tempered by im-
proper treatment. No dog is ill-tempered but kind treat-

ment will cure it.

"3. Some breeds are more courageous than others. Bull-
terriers, fox-terriers, other terriers and some breeds are
quarrelsome among themselves, not necessarily from ill-

temper. Toward their master or acquaintances they may be
affection personified if kindly treated. If pain is inflicted

the instinct of self-preservation prompts a defense.
"4. Kindness. I never saw a naturally ill-tempered puppy.

I do not consider that a display of anger at ill treatment or
teasing is ill temper. Kindness quickly dispels ill-temper in
a dog which has had good raising.

"5. The same which would spoil the temper of a human
being. Confinement, punishment, teasing maliciously, in-

sufficient food and inflicting pain wantonly and constantly.
However, a dog is very forgiving, and will forget a lot of
previous abuse if treated kindly. He will resent any attack
on his master sooner than if offered to himself. Cowardly
dogs often show great fortitude in defense of those they love.

Apparent ill-temper is sometimes only a manifestation of
jealously. Some dogs are so attached to those they love that
they resent the approach of strangers. This is apt to become
habitual if the master shows the slightest approbation of it.

"If their love is not recognized, or a rival dog is shown more
favor, the defeated dog often shows dejection and grief,

sometimes going in hiding to mourn alone.
"6. These answers do not apply to horses. Horses are not

so affectionate as dogs. Some colts show malicious ill-temper

from birth."
There is in these answers a diversity of opinion as to

whether bad temper is hereditary. We must say, however,
that our experience prompts us to lean to Mr. Waters's
view. The old saying "Train up a child in the way he
should go, etc.," is very applicable here. Very few dogs, in

fact they are the exception, are born with bad tempers,
they either become vicious by environment through associa-

tion witn other dogs or through the ill-advised treatment of

their masters. Prof. Rossignol takes this view when he
says:
"Unkind and unfair treatment of animals by men has the

effect of rendering them chronically ill-tempered. It is

partly for this reason and partly, perhaps, because of the
fact that animals possess the tendency to imitate, the quar-
relsome people generally possess ill-tempered dogs. 'Like
master, like dog.' On the other hand, people of kindly
manners are. generally found surrounded by animals of like

disposition, showing that environment exerts a power equal,

if not superior, to that of heredity. Ill health is frequently
the cause of bad temper in animals as well as in men. Yet
it is well-known that animals will often endure severe sur-

i
gical operations without resentment, as if conscious of the

Igood
intention of the operator."

If some of our large breeders could he induced to give
their views on this important question of hereditary bad
temper they would prove both valuable and interesting,
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AMERICAN GAME PARK5.

The "Forest and Stream's" First Annual
Report on Game in Preserves.

In the issues of March 12, 1891, and May 26, 1892, For-
est and Stream published accounts of Mr. Austin Cor-
bin's Blue Mountain Forest Park. In the second of these
articles particular attention was paid to giving an esti-

mate of the increase of wild animals in the park. So
much interesting matter was developed that it has now
been deemed profitable to follow out this same line of in-
vestigation with the other game preserves which are
yearly becoming more numerous in this
country, and in a rough way take a census of
the wild animals with which they are'stocked.
One of the main objects of this census
is to ascertain, wherever possible, the increase
of the different species in confinement, there-
by demonstrating which are most prolific in
changed hahitats and under strange con-
ditions, and enabling a discrimination of those
most suited for special parks. With this ob-
ject in view the inquiry will be continued
each year, and the results laid before our
readers.

Blue Mountain Forest Park.
The Corbin Park in New Hampshire pre-

sents one of the most successful examples of
game stocking on a large scale that has ever
•been achieved in this country. Its concep-
tion only da,tes back seven years, when Mr.
Corbin conceived the idea of inclosing a few
thousand acres in the vicinity of his home-
stead at Newport, N. H., and it is only a little

more than four years since the first wild
game was released there.

Mr. Corbin's first intention was to inclose
about 5,000 acres of land. His modest esti-

mate grew till he ended by inclosing 26,000.
Two years were consumed in building the
fence of barbed and woven wire, putting up
gates and making other necessary arrange-
ments for the care of the animals.
Previous to the completion of the fence an

inclosure of about thirty acres had been con-
structed in which twenty buffalo had been
placed. When the fence was at last finished,
the formal stocking of the park began.
The following animals were released: 130

deer, 150 elk, 20 moose, 30 antelope, 7 rein-

deer, 14 wild boars and 20 buffalo. Mr. Cor-
bin, in speaking of them at the present time,
says:
"I lost all the antelope and all the rein-

deer. The antelope because of the cHmate
being too variable, and the reindeer for want
of the proper food. I am satisfied that neither
animal will thrive on the Atlantic coast, except that
north of central Maine the reindeer may possibly do well.
"My deer are now estimated at about 400; elk, 400;

moose, 60; wild boars, 250. All these animals lived
through the winter months without feeding. I have
also, young and old, 40 buffalo—30 females and 10 bulls.
I should have this spring about 15 calves, or possibly 18.

They breed and thrive as well as domestic cattle. These
buffalo are kept in large yards during the winter months
and fed like domestic animals.
"There are also in the park German hares, rabbits of all

kinds, the native par-
tridge and the Mon-
golian pheasant, all of
which are doing well."

Included among the ,

deer are about twenty- !

five biacktail, with
|

whom the New Hamp- !

shire climate seems to

agree. i

Mr. Corbin has also

at Blue Mountain a
number of fine dogs,
including boarhounds,
large dogs, brown and
white and liver and
white in color, with
long drooping ears.

They are kind in dis-

position. In the near
future Mr. Corbin in-
tends to secure some
mountain sheep and
beaver for the pre-
serve, and he now has
seventeen European
red deer en route.
The result of intro-

ducing red deer among
the elk will bewatched
by naturalists with in-

terest, as it is a well-
known fact that these
animals have been suc-
cessfully crossed. None
of the animals in the park have been shot except a few
stag elk and some wild boars. The wild boars frequent
the highest parts of the mountain and are very difficult
to approach.
The natural features of the park make it an ideal game

preserve. Blue Mountain is wooded to its summit, 2,800ft.
above tidewater. On its sides many springs take their
rise, which furnish an abundance of cold water to Sum-
ner's and Governor's ponds, both of which afford good
bass and pickerel fishing. The brooks—about forty miles
of them—are well stocked with trout.
Before the inception of his Blue Mountain Forest Park,

Mr. Corbin had already had considerable experience with
deer and elk in captivity. At Babylon, L. I., he had an
inclosure of 130 acres, reaching to a fresh-water lake, in
which a number of both varieties were kept. Punning
through the center of this inclosure was a fence that sep-
arated the deer a,nd elk, as a safeguard against quarrels.
The deer and elk increased quite rapidly, and there are

now some thirty of the former and twenty-five of the
latter.

At Manhattan Beach Mr. Corbin had in 1892 ten sea
lions and a dozen seals, as well a number of elk and buf-
falo. There is not the slightest doubt but that the seals
and sea lions would have thrived in the salt-water pool
provided for their accommodation, but they made too
much noise for the comfort of the guests at the hotel, and
were taken away. The elk and buffalo did not thrivevery
well, and were also taken away. When the marsh grass
was young they ate it and it did not agree with them,
and the neighborhood of the salt water was not t® their
liking.

Ne-ha-sa-ne Park.
Next to Austin Corbin's Blue Mountain Forest Park, Dr.

W. Seward Webb's Ne-ha-sa-ne Park bids fair to be one of

ELK IN NE-HA-SA-NE PARK.

From a photograph tafeen on Christmas Day, :

our largest game preserves. This park is in the western
Adirondacks, and extends twenty-four miles along the
line of the new Adirondack & St. Lawrence Railway. It

includes what is to-day probably the wildest part of New
York's North Woods, and is admirably adapted for stocking
with certain species of American big game. The native
deer are at present very abundant there and it has only
been a few decades since moose were also found. In fact
signs of a moose have been reported in Forest and Stream
as having been seen in that neighborhood within the last

few years. Of the entire park Dr. Webb has reserved about
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50,000 acres for his own use, and of this about nine thous-
and acres at present are fenced. Into this inclosure has
been turned out thegame mentioned inthe following letters

:

New York, Dec. 21, 1893.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I have your letter of Dec. 16, in regard to my Ne-ha-sa-ne
Park, and in reply would say that I have as yet turned
out very little foreign game. Last month, however, I
turned out 22 elk (10 two-year-olds and 12 three-year-olds)
and next week I shall turn out about a dozen more. In
the spring: I shall probably turn out, as an experiment,
about 50 English pheasants. Whether they will escape
the foxes and vermin is hard to say.
At my place at Shelburne, Vermont, I have turned out

quail from North Carolina, and I raise about a thousand
English pheasants every year. I find that they winter as
well as our American partridge (ruffed grouse), and both
the pheasants and the quail have been found from thirty
to forty miles back in the country asd tip and down the
shores of the lake. W, Seward "W'ebb.

New York, Jan. 3.—Editor Forest and Stream: For
your information I would say that last Saturday morning
I turned out 15 more wild elk, yearlings, in my park in
the Adirondacks. This makes 37 in all that I have turned
out. I have also made arrangements for 20 biacktail
deer and 10 moose. W. Seward Webb.

It is hardly necessary for us to add that the press reports
to the effect that Dr. Webb's elk came from the National
Park are entirely without foundation. The elk were sold
by Frank D. Ball of Opal, a town in the extreme south-
western portion of Wyoming.

Litchfield Park.
Another game preserve from which interesting devel-

opments may be expected is that of Mr, Edward H. Litch-
field, near Tupper Lake. This is comparatively near Dr.

Webb's park, and it is one of the most recent
enterprises in this line. Mr. Litchfield gives
some interesting details in the following letter:

New York, Jan. 5.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: My park embraces between 8,000 and
9,000 acres, being the south third of Town-
ship 25, Franklin county, lying in the exact
southwest corner of Franklin county, and
south and east of Big Tupper Lake. I pur-
chased it last August.
My intention is to create a private preserve

for my own use, similar to those in Scotland
and the Tyrol.

I have five lakes and ponds; the largest is

Lake Madeleine (formerly Jenkins Pond), and
is two miles in length; Duck Lake, the next
in size, is almost as large. These lakes all

contain brook trout; Lake Madeleine has lake
trout as well. In common with most Adir-
ondack lakes they have been fished to death.
I found ice-chisels on the shores, showing
they had been fished through the ice, con-
trary to law. Inquiry developed that this
was customary. This practice has been stopped
by me as a matter of course, and the fish will
have a rest this winter and hereafter in close
season. I think it will take several years to
put the lakes back where they were before in
the matter of fish.

My first step on taking possession was to
stop hounding. This created for me enemies,
I suppose, but I have my own convictions as
to the injury caused by hounding, and I pro-
pose to adhere to them.H My intention is to stock Litchfield Park with
exotic game. I have bought a small herd of

' elk, four bulls and seven cows; they are now
wintering at Rome, N. Y. In the spring I

will inclose a tract of several hundred acres
in the park and then turn them out there.
Probably more elk will be bought and added
to the herd, and the inclosed area will be en-
larged as required. From my acquaintance
with their habits I have every reason to
believe they will do well in the Adiron-
dacks. I have also bought some black-

tail deer, but I have grave doubts as to whether they
will thrive there. You can easily see that with such
game inclosed in a small park it would be folly to allow
hounds to run through my tract, and that I will be obliged
to protect my elk and deer as if they were sheep. I may
experiment also with birds, such as sharp-tailed grouse,
etc.

I have had considerable experience in Rocky Mountain
hunting, as you may remember, and I have long wished
to introduce the elk into the Adirondacks, their ancient
home. The last elk was killed on or near the Saranacs

about 1830; Drake De
Kay gives the exact
date.

I may try breeding
moose, but not yet. At
present there are a
good many fur-bearing
animals in Litchfield
Park, including some
otter and a few bear.
The latter, however,
are migratory. Par-
tridges are not very
numerous. Black
ducks, sheldrake and
loons are to be found
in their season. My
men estimate the deer
(whitetail or Virginia
deer) to number about
250. I think myself
that this estimate is too
large, but that there
are about fifty perma-
nently inhabiting the
tract. It seems quite a
favorite spot fox does
and fawns, and this
again is an argument
against hounding. I

will not allow does to
be shot there at any
time or under any cir-

cumstances, and it
would be very wise to

enforce such a law all through the Adirondacks.
I am credibly informed that back in St. Lawrence

county, where hounding is forbidden by law, deer are
much more numerous and much tamer than in Franklin
county. The law is a dead letter at the head or south end
of Big Tupper Lake, and hounds were started and run
there regularly last fall, and many deer were killed by
their aid within the county line. This line crosses Big
Tupper Lake, the southern portion being in St. Lawrence
county. Edward H. Litchfield.

Brandreth Park
Dr. Webb and Mr. Litchfield seem so be the only indi-

viduals in the Adirondack region at present who are at-

tempting to introduce exotic species of game. - Fifteen
years ago the Adirondack Club imported a few moose
from Canada, in the hope of restocking their preserve
with these animals, but they all died shortly_after reach'
ing their destination*
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One of the oldest Adirondack preserves is Brandreth
Park. The following letter with regard to this park is
quoted on account of its general interest, though it does
not rightly come within the province of this article, which
deals with game propagation in inclosed parks:
Sing Sing, N. Y., Dec. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Brandreth Park (23,600 acres), Hamilton county, 1ST. Y.,
has been preserved for twenty years. It has never been
stocked with game, but the deer have increased very con-
siderably, not only in our park, but in the regions adjoin-
ing. We estimate our present number at 400. We lost
last winter about 20 per cent, on account of the severity
of the weather, difficulty in procuring food and the
wolves that made their 'appearance last winter the first
that have been seen in over ten years. One was trapped
in November, and there is still a small pack in our vicin-
ity. Stray dogs were also very troublesome.
The average number of deer killed by us annually has

been under twenty-five. We rarely use hounds and would
be glad to see a law prohibiting their use. There are a
few black bear, but it would be impossible to give an es-
timate of their number. We have a great many foxes,
which are very destructive to the ruffed and spruce grouse.
There are quite a number of the northern hare.
We have stocked our waters twice with landlocked

salmon and speckled trout; the latter have done well and
improve the native trout, but we cannot give any report
of the former, as they have not been in the waters long
enough for a fair test. F, Brandreth.

Mr. Vanderbilt's Asbeville Park.
Mr. Austin Corbin's game preserve is said to have

cost him nearly half a million dollars. Dr. Webb's
Ne-ha-sa-ne Park must have cost nearly that figure,
and now Mr. George W. Vanderbilt has followed their
lead and bought up a domain in North Carolina, near
Asheville. His park is naturally well stocked with
native varieties of game, such as quail, pheasant, wood-
cock, deer, foxes, etc., and it is reported that he will soon
introduce the principal varieties of American big game,
and as much foreign game as seems desirable. It is not
possible at present to give any figures on the subject.

Furlough Lake
Besides those already mentioned there are a number of

important preserves comparatively near New York city.
Among these may be mentioned "the South Side Sports-
men's Club on Long Island, Blooming Grove Park in
eastern Pennsylvania, Mr. George Gould's Furlough Lake
Park and the State Park in the Catskills, Tuxedo, and the
Sterling Iron & Railway's park in Orange county, N. Y.;
the Liberty Club, near Meriden, Conn., Mr. Rutherford
Stuyvesant's park at Allamuchy, N. J., and Mr. Pierre
Loriliard, Jr.'s park at Jobstown, N. J. In most of the
parks named stocking has been confined to game birds
and fish and the common deer. There are one or two
exceptions, however. One of these is Mr. George J.
Gould's park at Furlough Lake in the western Catskills.
Following are some statistics of the varieties and num-
bers of animals in the park:
New York, Dec. 23, 1893.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I send you herewith all the information I can collect
relative to the game in my park, requested in your letter.

There are 28 Japanese green pheasants and 4 Japanese
ring-necked. I did not succeed in rearing young, as stock
was received too late in the season to get acquainted
with new quarters.
There are 60 Belgian hares in stock and 135 in the

preserve. All are doing remarkably well, the game and
animals being in first-class shape. J. J. Ermynkeator.

Tranquility Park.

The following interesting information with regard *o
Mr. Rutherford Stuyvesant's Tranquillity Park, at Alla-
muchy, N. J., is contributed by Mr. C. W. Puffer, the
superintendent, who is an old Adirondack guide, and a
man of considerable experience with game animals and
birds:

Allamuchy, N. J., Dec. 28, 1893.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Mr. Stuyvesant's park contains about 4,000 acres,
fenced with a close board fence aft. high and one barb
wire llin. above boards. The land in the"park is made up
of hills and swamps and some old, abandoned farms, and
have just completed an artificial pond of about 75 acres,
with 12ft. of water. I have just ordered from Caledonia
5,000 German brown or Yon Behr trout to stock it with,
and 1,000 shrimp.
In 1890 Mr. Stuyvesant stocked the park with thirty Ad-

Sill
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Amateur Photo by Mr. J. J. Pierrepont.

DEER IN TRANQUILITY PARK.

Amateur Photo by Mr. J. J. Pierrepont.

In regard to the elk received in 1889, they were kept in a
very small inclosure, and several of the "deaths occurred
shortly after their arrival, which I attribute to these con-
ditions, and also to the fact that we did not know how to
feed them. The deaths among the deer occurred last
winter when the snow was so deep they could not get
their natural feed, and my men fed them too heartily
with oats. George J. Gould.
Furlough-Lodge, Dec. 18, 1893.—Mr. Geo. J. Gould

—Dear Sir: Replying to your communication from
Forest and Stream of the 11th ult., there were received
of elk on July 10. 1889, 8; December, 1891, 2 bulls and 3
cows; May, 1892, 2 cows and 1 bull; April, 1893, 28;
increase in 1892, 3; in 1893, 4. Total num ber positively
known to have died, 11. Total number of elk in preserve
to best of my knowledge, 35. I cannot give exact num-
ber of elk until they all come out of park. A number
were received iu very bad shape and there may possibly
be no more than I count, but I will not say so positively.

Received of deer July 10, 1889, Rocky Mountain black-
tail, 2 does and 2 bucks. August, 1889. native deer (per-
centage of does in majority), 8. 1892, 1 buck deer. March,
1893, 1 buck deer and 2 does. April, 1893, 1 doe and 1
fawn. Number of deer positively known to have died
was 12. Number of deer in preserve to best of my
knowledge is 11. Increase of deer, positive, was 5. Park
thoroughly gone over to-day (Dec, |4j arid only 11 deer

irondack deer and four blacktail or mule deer. The black-
tails are all dead. I don't think the climate is suitable for
them, as they all die in good condition. I made an esti-
mate this month of the number of deer now in the park
and put it at seventy-five or eighty—it is impossible to tell
exactly the number.
Last spring we put in twenty elk—five bulls and fifteen

cows, from one to two years old. They had no young this
year, but think the cows will all have calves in the spring.
We fed the elk hay when there was snow last winter.

The deer wintered without any feeding, and came out
well. We have not fed the elk anything as yet this winter,
as we have had no snow as yet.
We have one bull buffalo with which we are trying the

experiment of crossing with some Galloway cows. We
think they will drop some calves in about two months, and
if it proves successful will let you know. We put in last
summer and fall seven beaver in the pond; two made their
escape and one died. The other four are doing well; have
quite a respectable house very well started. They are
building dams on the inlet to the lake and are cutting
timber.
We have quite a plenty of mountain grouse in the

park, and are going to put in English pheasants in the
spring. C. W. Puffer, Supt.

Tuxedo Park.
Mr. James L. Breese has furnished the following infor-

mation with reference to Tuxedo:
New York, Dec. 29, 1893.—Editor Forest and Stream:

"At present there are no game birds at Tuxedo Park ex-
cept the native ruffed grouse, and they seem to increase
every year, and offer good sport to any one who can tramp
over the rough hills and woods. When the park was first
opened I was chairman of game committee for about four
years, during which time we raised and turned out about
4,000 English pheasants, but discontinued it, as owing to
character of the country it was impossible to keep them
from straying. We also turned out three or four thousand
quail, but for the same reason as above, not having enough
open fields, we gave it up. We also tried wild turkey and
Guinea fowl, but had no success. The park at present is
well stocked with deer, but we are selling them as fast
as we can dispose of them."

The Liberty Olub.
Meriden, Conn., Jan. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream:

In answer to your inquiry regarding game birds found on
the preserve of the Liberty Club at Liberty Hill, Conn., I
find our common quail, partridge, woodcock, English
snipe, yellowlegs, wood and black duck and sometimes
mallard and sheldrake. Among the birds that have been
imported by the club are English pheasant and California
quail.

The club are expecting to liberate about 500 Virginia
quail this spring, which will make nearly 3,000 that have
been imported since the club organized.
Owing to the severity of last winter a good many flocks

were killed, but partridge seemed to be quite plentiful
last fall, and we have had a good winter for game in
Connecticut so far, so we are living in hopes of good
shooting next year. T. A. James.

Sterling Park.
New York, Dec. 12.—Editor Forest a*id Stream: Re-

plying to your favor of the 11th I beg to say that we have
not stocked the park of the Sterling Iron & Railway Co.
with any game, The game there is, therefore, the natural
game of the country, being partridge, woodcock, squir-
rels, etc. We have, however, stocked about eight miles
of our streams with 8,000 brook trout, which were put in
as yearlings in the fall of 199?, Macgrane Cose,

State Park in the Catskills.

The superintendent of the State forests informs us
through Mr. C. O. McCreedy, secretary of the Forestry
Commission, that there are fifty-three Virginia deer now
in the Catskill Park. Our correspondent A. N. Cheney
sends the accompanying account of how these animals
were captured in the Adirondacks.

Catching Deer for a State Park.
When I learned that my old friend Mr. Thomas Pow-

ers, Forester of the New York Forest Commission, was in
charge of the hunt to secure live deer for the State breed-
ing park m the Catskills, I knew that it would be well
worth my while to make an effort to see him and get from
him for Forest and Streak a detailed account of his
operations.
Mr. Powers is a lumberman of wide experience in the

Adirondacks, having conducted some of the largest enter-
prises inaugurated in that region, and his familiarity with
the woods and his knowledge of woods life, has been
acquired by spending the years of his own eventful life
(except when he served in the Army during the civil war
and made an honorable record) in the wilderness of
northern New York. Not infrequently when one wishes
to pay a compliment to "a thoroughbred man" or "a royal
goodfellow," has the figurative expression been employed
that "He will take off his shirtto accommodate a friend."
I believe that Tom Powers would do this literally, for
that is the kind of man he is.

The first attempt to catch deer for the park was made
on the Fulton chain of lakes and it was not successful, as
but one deer was captured. This was not under Tom
Powers's management, but he tells me that when he re-
ceived a letter from Col. Fox asking him to undertake the
task of capturing a lot of does, uninjured, he thought the
scheme bid fair to be a failure.

'

However, orders are orders, and he went to Indian Lake,
a region that I have already written about in Forest and
Stream, and with a guide looked the ground over The
guide started a dog and";Tom watched on an island 'in the
lake. The first deer that came in was a big buck, and he
was a long way off, but Tom opened on him with his
Winchester with little hope of hitting him, and at the
eleventh shot killed him. After a time a doe was driven
into the water and Tom set out in a skiff to lasso it. He
could row up to the deer, but she would dodge the noose
at every throw, and then it was found that a skiff was not
the kind of craft to take a live deer into unaided. Finally
a man rowed out to him with the second boat and the
deer was secured and taken to a barn. Strange to say
the treatment the deer were subjected to in making the
captures did not frighten them, as one would suppose, for
they would feed from the hands of their captors the same
day that they were put in the barn.
The first capture proved that different arrangements

must be made in the future. A long-handled withe was
cut with two prongs, and these prongs were twisted until
flexible and the ends fastened together, making a fairlv
stift loop at the end of a long handle. A flat-bottomed
scow was also provided, and when a doe was driven to
water a man in a light skiff would overtake the deer, put
the withe over her head and turn the handle until the
loop was of proper size to secure the deer, but not tight
enough to choke her, and that she would be held until the
scow could come up and she was lifted into it and her feet

DEER IN -TRANQUILITY PARK.

Amateur Photo by Mr. J. J. Pierrepont.

tied as one would tie a sheep. Then she was hurried awav
to the barn and released. J

On one occasion the man in the skiff withed a big doeand the scow did not come to his assistance The lakewas rough, the deer strong, and the boat cranky so therewas a fair prospect that the man would be dumped into
the water and the doe would escape. He had an anchor
stone and anchor rope in the boat, and he fastened the
rope to the withe and dropped the stone overboard and
there the deer was anchored. She swam around as far asher tether would permit until the scow arrived, when shewas taken aboard out of the water. Another doe when
cutoif by the skifl- did not ttirn from her course but
dived fairly and squarely under the skiff. She must have
gone deep, for she came up some distance beyond and on
the other side of the boat, with her head covered with
grass from the bottom of the lake. This was shaken off
as a swimmer shakes the water from his eyes after a diveupon which she pursued the even tenor of her way

'

These does were not to be handled with impunity after
they were once withed. A doe had been brought ud to
the side of the scow, and Tom lifted her up by her eassand one of the men stepped up to fasten her feet butwith these same feet she stripped the man's shirt off as
quickly as it could have been done by machine power
Again, after fifteen does had been placed in the barn

Forest Commissioner Weed arrived and went with Tom
Fowers^and a guMs to see them, It wa« evening auti
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lanterns were carried, and the deer gathered together ill

a group with their eyes turned toward the lights. The
guide stood in a corner and as the other ineh moved
about suddenly the deer rushed for the guide's corner in
a body, and all he could do was to make himself as small
as possible and hold his arms over his face, for the deer
fairly climbed up the man in a mass until they reached
the ceiling. After this exhibition the guide did not
have left on him clothes enough to wad a gun.
The yearlings and fawns were much wilder after cap-

ture than the old does, and all the buck fawns but one
were released as soon as their sex was discovered. The
old does could use their feet for other purposes than tear-
ing the clothes off the guides, for when one was taken
into the boat, and before it could be tied, it expressed its

disapproval of the proceedings by stamping its feet so
vigox-ously that It stamped a hole through the side of the
boat.

All told, 19 deev wore taken alive, 18 of them being old
does, two years and upward, and one buck fawn. To
capture this number Mr. Powers estimates that from 100
to 150 deer were started and run by the dogs. The quick-
est work was when three does were taken in three hours.
Besides the deer that were captured alive about 40, mostly
bucks, were killed. This came about from the fact that
other parties were hunting at Indian Lake (all the deer
were captured at Indian Lake except one, and that was
taken in Lewey Lake, which is near by), at the time that
Tom Powers's men were conducting their hunt, and it

was arranged that whether the deer were run by dogs
employed by the State or by dogs owned by the sports-
men, the bucks were at the mercy of the sportsmen, while
all the does were to be unmolested by the sportsmen that
Powers's men might capture them.
Tom tells me that there is a growing sentiment in the

Adirondacks against killing female deer, and that the
deer are increasing very fast. Iwish thatthere was agrow-
ing sentiment against running deer with dogs, and then
shooting them wile swimming in the water. In saying
this I am fully aware that few will echo the wish, for
deer hounding is very popular, and he who opposes this
method of hunting will find himself unpopular, in the
woods. Men can kill deer in this way who could kill

them in no other way, and it would require a rock-ribbed

,

iron-bound statute to prevent deer hounding, even if such
a statute could be passed, which I doubt. Aside from the
question of the sportsmanship of shooting a swimming
deer, venison that has been "run" by the hounds is not to
be compared for the table with "still-hunted" venison.
From all parts of the North Woods come reports that the
deer are increasing, and I hope that it is so, but it must be
remembered that a score of dogs are now used where for-
merly there was but one, and the scores are greater in
consequence. A. N. Cheney.

A Suggestion for Game Preserves.
.Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 1.—Editor Forest and Stream:

So much interest is manifested of late in game preserva-
tion, without, I regret to say, correspondingly good
results following, that I offer a suggestion for considera-
tion by some one who may be in a position to make the
experiment. It is to take measures that will result in
returning some of the domestic fowl to a wild state, so
that when the native game is extermined in a district
sport may again be had there if those interested take the
pains to restock the ground with domestic birds that
would resume a wild life. Of course, our tamest fowl
came from stock that was as wild as any grouse, when
our own ancestors were wild men of the woods. As
some people claim that the passion for shooting is a sur-
vival of the instinct for the chase by which primordial
man obtained food, may it not be that there is a remnant
of their ancestral wildness in chanticleer and his flock
that uuder suitable cultivation would develop them into
fair substitutes for our disappearing ruffed and pinnated
grouse? It naight take a long course of training to break
them of their tameness and give them by practice strength
of wing to fly fast enough to insure sport.

It would be interesting to watch the result if fame
bantam eggs were introduced in the nest of a ruffed
grouse as substitutes for some of her own and the young
hatched together. Would the old bird discover the cheat
and resent the attempt to mix the children up by com-
mitting infanticide? If the substitutes came to light
would they learn the art of self preservation from the
practice of their twin brothers and sisters. Here is a
clue for some future Darwin to follow and find some
amusement at the end. On a preserve that was large
enough it ought to be possible in the course of a few years
to reawaken enough of their old love for liberty in the
turkey so as to transform the tame bird into the alert and
wary gobbler of early days. But it would be useless,
except as an experiment, to try the suggestion anywhere
outside of a preserve. When so many are now found dis-
osed to follow the last grouse in a woods until he is

rought down, what would they not do to get a turkey.
Why would it not be worthy of consideration for some

of the clubs or the State Sportsmen's Association to have
wild turkeys introduced in the forest reservations now
maintained by the State where deer are protected. They
could, to be sure, fly out, but some of them might fly the
other way and escape from civilization, its gins and guns.

E. Redmond.

THAT PLANK.
The Sale of Game Should be Forbidden at all Seasons.

Editor Forest and Stream:
If the mail is rapid enough, allow me the honor of

being among the first to climb on the plank. Make such
a law, and every other game law may be wiped out, and
the game will stay with us and with our children.

Everett @"Donnell.
Lowvillb, N. Y., Feb. 1.

Editor Forest and Stream:
You "hit the nail on the head" in your editorial last

week, and you want to put a spike in that "plank." A
law against the sale of game can be enforced. A few
years ago we had a county law against sending game out
of the county. I happened in one of the express offices
one evening and saw a bunch of quail and woodcock
which was marked to go to Buffalo. I told the express
agent that if he carried them I would make complaint
against him, and he refused to take them. I found them
there the next morning after two trains had gone.

J. L. Davison.

OREGON NOTES.
I wish that every sportsman in the United States could

see the mounted specimen of Cervus canadensis that
stands in the show window of the Ockerman & Dietrich
Company, corner of Washington and Sixth streets, Port-
land The elk was killed in the Olympic Range and was
mounted by Fred Edwards, taxidermist of Tacoma. There
are probably a hundred men in Tacoma that have seen elk
at their homes in the wilds, and it is the universally ex-
pressed opinion of all that the specimen above referred to
"takes the cake." One never sees a pair of elk antlers
that are perfectly regular and even, bdt this pair is the
most regular and about the most handsome I have ever
seen. Six points without a wart or a scratch. Beautiful
mahogairy brown except the tips, which look like polished
ivory. Here are some of the dimensions of his majesty:
Height at shoulders 5ft. lin., height at top of head 6ffc.

5in.
,
length from nose to tail 7ft.

,
length of antlers 4ft. 5in.

,

spread of antlers 4ft. 8in., circumference of body Oft. 9in.

The elk is mounted on his own skeleton, and having
been in perfect color and form when killed, and having
(luckily) fallen into the hands of an expert taxidermist, it

is but natural that Portland sportsmen should claim the
proud honor of possessing the finest mounted specimen of
elk in the United States.

As has been before remarked, we have had no duck
shooting: this winter. Since the first day of November the
waters have been extraordinarily high. Now and then
the sun woidd smile down on us, of course, and our hopes
would rise correspondingly, but only to be again damp-
ened at once by an "Oregon mist" of a week or more
duration and out of Oregon's old, original stock. It really

has been an unusual winter. The "old settler" says that
he has never before seen its like. Well, the natural result
was that the ducks, not being able to find the deep down
food, went on to California, where the boys have had the
best duck shooting for years. Our loss, their gain.
But spring has come. The tree frogs are heard in the

land and the robins nest again. And with spring comes
the festive canvasback on his way to the land of the mid-
night sun. I do not believe in spring shooting, but our
legislative bodies do, or always have heretofore. I guess
that, under the circumstances, I will have to believe in it

for the nonce. I don't like to keep shells over the summer,
you know. J. Roberts Mead, my "pard" in the Oreen
Lake, was down there yesterday. He says the canvas-
backs are coming in in great numbers. He thinks there
must have been a thousand or more in the lake, and more
a-comin. If the water continues falling for the next
week as it has during the past, It is a safe txvo to one bet that
there will be ten thousand cahvasbacks in the Oreen Lake
a week from to-day.

Will you kindly inform me what has become of ' 'Pod-
gers" and "O. O. S."? Truly, I feel as if some of our
family were either away from home or dead unless they
"come up Bmiling" for another round in Forest and
Stream now and then. You remember "O. O. S.'s" story
about killing the cougar with a hand-spike, on the Pii-

chuk, out in this country, some time ago. Well, do you
know that Smith has me mortal enemy here inconse-
quence of that story? A certain very amiable, very estim-
able sporting friend of mine settled here about that time
from Hartford, Conn. He is a sportsman from the ground
up, but he came here imbued with weird ideas of the wild
and woolly West, and he implicity believed all that Smith
said in his famous cougar story, of course. He had day-
mares and nightmares about savage cougars and such,
until one day I happened to remark tha.t Smith was a good
man, but could tell the most infernal yarns of any man I

ever read after. My friend eyed me closely for a moment
and then pointedly asked, "Why?" "Do you suppose for
a moment," I replied, "that cougars go paddling around
in deep water like muskrats? And, too, did you ever
stop to think how providential it was that Smith should,
in turning to avoid the angry, swimming mother cougar,
find ready at hand a nicely-fashioned hand-spike with
which to beat out her brains, particularly in a country
where the shadow of a white man was seldom seen.
And then, too, how kind and considerate and affection-
ate the male cougar was to swim in and get the baby
cougar," etc. But before I concluded my friend's thoughts
were far away playing tag with two monsters, one on the
Pilchuk, the other at a place called Newton, Pa. From
that day to the present my friend has never mentioned
Smith's name* although I am extolling his mprits and vh*-
tues nearly every day. Do you know that he really feels
that Smith premeditatedly, maliciously wrote than yarn
just simply for the purpose of imposing on him individu-
ally, and he never, never will forget or forgive.

P. S.—Forest and Stream of Jan. 27 just at hand,
wherein I see that "O. O. S." and "Awahsoose" are airing
themselves and their ideas of the best way of disposing of
the nuisance that argues politics in camp. Tie a stone to
his neck and drop him in the Pilchuk for the cougars to
feast upon.

My friend, Charles F. Johnson, of Chicago, who has
been spending a month or more down the Columbia, back
of Woodland, in Cowlitz county, Wash., just dropped in
to tell me that he had had and intended to have a
great time with the fauna of that great country. He
reports elk, deer, bear and cougar very plentiful, and one
would think, to hear him tell it, that big game are about
as plentiful down there as Cherokee steers are on the
Texas plains. I think that Charley is entitled to all this,

for he is one of those appreciative hunters that gets the
full benefit of such surroundings and knows how to mani-
fest his appreciation of such environments.

Last summer my friend, J. R. Mead, designed and tied
a new fly for trout. Judge Cheney described the fly in
detail last summer, and expressed the belief that it would
become a great favorite for both trout and bass. The
wings are a waxy hackle, long, and lie low and droop-
ingly, as if in an undeveloped state, while the legs and
tentacles are of furnace brown hackle. The body is of
yellow floss silk, wound with silver tinsel, full and plump,
with red tip. It is the "trout bug" of the Oregon boy, and
a very good imitation of this interesting Cadis fly. We
expect great results from this fly the coming season. Mi'.
Mead caught 22 trout one afternoon last fall, the smallest
lib., the largest 21bs; 18 out of the catch were caught on
the Mead fly. His whip carried three flies. Most of the
larger fish we took last summer were taken on this fly.

Mn Mead has been distributing them among sportsmen,
and we hone to hear good reports from the Atlantic to the
Pacific next fall. I believe it is the greatest fly yet tried

for western trout. Appropriately enough, the wings are

secured from the lovely Mongolian pheasant.
S. H. Greene.

Portland, Ore., Jan. 30.

THE POWDER TEST.
Editor FOresi and Stream:
The variations in velocity and the bursting strains given

by black powder in Mr. Tenner's valuable tests show well
against the nitros, but at the same time are greater than
those ordinarily produced by this explosive. As chemist
for a powder company, the writer has access to records
taken daily for the last fifteen year?, and in no case can
he find a consecutive string of twenty shots with the
differences recorded at Carney Point.. Remarks about the
Hahn gauge are made with diffidence, as the machine is

unfamiliar; still it seems possible that the sudden
pressures exerted by nitro brands act too quickly to over-

come the inertia of its several parts, and that it is respon-
sible for at least some of the above unreliability. When
makers depended on the pendulum years ago, a clever

superintendent could, on this principle of, inertia resist-

ance, "throw" further with a slow blasting charge than
with a first-class grade of sporting.

,
Mr. Tenner's summary by points of merit is interesting,

[
but the trouble with all of us posessing the instruments
for making accurate tests is that we are biased in favor

I
of particular explosives. This consciously or uncon-
sciously affects results when we theorize. Mr. Tenner
evidently considered his trials as a competition between
the various nitros, rather than a broad one between nitro

and black powder, and bis arbitrary scale does not
emphasize the very superior showing made by the latter

in stability and high velocity.

Had a black powder manufacturer been present at the
tests, he would have suggested a few changes in them.
In the first place, all the black brands used were cheap
ones, and FFF (FFF.G) is too small grain to give good
pattern results. It is to be regretted that something
approximating nearer the nitros in cost was not em-
ployed. Then it is well known that two or more of the
nitros shot lose Velocity rapidly if chilled, one of them
becoming Unreliable when long exposed to a temperature
from twenty to twenty-five degrees, In a table claiming
to fully classify explosives, the omission of such a series

Was a grave oversight.
Our manufacturer might have aBked, ag well fof a

record with shells containing maximum loads, bdt thesie

"dipped" by an outside person instead of being carefully

weighed. Much stress was laid by Mr. Tenner on the dis-

advantage of overcharging. It is impossible with a wood
fibre grain as now made, to dip or pour equal weights
from a bulk measure. In tests for sportsmen, the trial

would have been quite legitimate, as they are interested

in service and not laboratory loads.

In the writer's humble opinion, "evenness of velocity"

should have received many times the prominence allowed
it in the merit percentages. This is the one thing that

wing or rifle shots must have. Black powder is inferior

to its newer rivals in residuum and recoil, and has been
superceded in certain kinds of shooting where velocity is

of less imporiance than smoke. But for the varying con-

ditions found in the hunting field, we that believe in salt-

petre think that nitro-cellulose can never be manufactured
satisfactorily. Its responsiveness to any change in con-

ditions is inherent, and sportsmen are becoming educated
in ballistics. D.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Unless your readers are blessed with an exceptionally

high degree of endurance, I should judge that the powder
test controversy must be growing tiresome to them. It

certainly has lost its charms for me, and I have concluded
to have with this and with your permission, my final say

in the premises, no matter how strong the provocation

and temptation may hereafter be for the contrary.

"T. H. Or.'
1 considers my basis of rating the properties of

a gunpowder an arbitrary one. I readily admit that it is

open to objection; but I am equally confident that any
basis "T. H, G," may suggest would meet with the same
fate.

He thinks I oUght to have given all the details and
figures as employed for rating some of the properties not
accompanied with the dates in question. Well, I have
been quite liberal in furnishing figures and hate been
more explicit in the premises than ,

others are undo*
similar conditions. If "T. H, Or. can produce a similar re-

port more detailed than mine, he would oblige me by
stating where it ever has been published.
Testing institutions, as a rule, do not make public tests;

they rarely publish all the details, for the simple reason
that the latter create just what I experienced. They are
misunderstood and misconstrued by persons believing that
powders ought to behave like a clock, and that men criti-

cise a worJs: they are less acquainted with than they sup-
pose, Mr. G. says that a cold test is more important than
a dry-heat test. I claim that they are about of equal
value. Has he ever considered to what a degree of heat a
powder is subjected when used in summer in the sun and
in the field? The temperature chosen by me for the teat

has not originated with me; it is the temperature employed
by all military authorities in Europe for a similar purpose,
and I venture to say that these authorities know what
they are doing. How could I have made a cold test in
summer? To reduce the temperature of the powder and
gun metal to a degree of -(-10° does not suffice, and I could
not afford to have a refrigerator built for the purpose at
my expense offering ample facilities for such a test, and
my experience is that many persons find it cheaper to

criticise a powder test than to contribute toward carrying
it out. "T. H. G." thinks that the black powder did.

better in point of pattern than I acknowledged. Those
who conducted and witnessed the tests believe different.

He takes issue with me again on the question of the dif-

ference in the arrival of pellets at a given point driven by
a fine-grained powder and those propelled by a coarser
grained black powder.
We will never agree on this point, I fear, for the simple

reason that I cannot admit that birds fly at the enormous
speed of 60 miles an hour, and because Mr. G. forgets or
is not aware of one important fact. The velocities regis-

tered by the chronograph are lower, and must be lower,
as they are in reality. Now, when a person knowing
these facts makes a statement as made by me, and which.
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G. criticises, he takes all the facts, and as they are par-

tially unknown to G., into consideration. Before assum-
ing the role of a critic, G. should first of all make himself
familiar with the subject at issue. He cannot expect that
I explain and exemplify every statement I make; if I did
I would have to write volumes instead of columns on
questions of the character at issue.

According to his figures a shooter must lead a quarter-
ing bird at 40yds. fully 13ft. Let Mr. G. reduce his

theory into practice, and challenge me for a shooting
match at live pigeons. Although I am a novice in live

pigeon shooting, I think I can manage to get the better
of him under such conditions. I will agree to be con-
tended with a lead of 2ft. at such a distance, although I

know that this would be too short a distance for leading
such a bird for others.

Mr. Justus von Lengerke devotes over three columns of
your last issue to me and my last reply to him. Much
what he says does not concern me, and if it is not written
for the benefit of some particular powders, it is, in my
judgment, then intended for a county down in North
Carolina called Bumcombe, for I really have a better
opinion of his knowledge in the premises than to suppose
that he actually means what he says, or rather, says what
he knows. My reply will be as short as the circumstances
will permit it to be, and I intend to single out only those
of his statements which appear to have a general interest,
and which go to show that it is not distasteful to him to
treat me and my utterances unfairly.
Mr. von Lengerke knows that I am not a green hand in

making powder tests. He knows that I did this work
before and that I am acquainted with the manner and
methods employed by the London Field for carrying out
such tests. He has good reason to supppjse^that I am
aware how E. C. and Schultze powders must be wadded.
He has been informed time and again that the powders
named were loaded by a disinterested, competent party,
not by me. He knows that the London Field never
specifies the wadding material used under similar circum-
stances. The Field simply uses the term "Field loading,"
which means that a trap wad was employed next to the
powder, a white felt wad on top of this and a cardboard
wad over the felt. I mentioned in my report U. S. C. Co.
wadding. I learned at Chicago that a black-edge, or two
of them, are frequently used here for nitro powders in-
stead of the white felt wad. I had no occasion to object
to such a method of loading, which has been found to
answer the purpose well. In speaking of the wadding-
material employed I made a mistake. Instead of saying
that a cardboard wad was used over the felt I said black-
edge wad. Every fair-minded and intelligent reader un-
doubtedly knew that by a slip of the pen I used a wrong
technical term, and Mr. von Lengerke was aware of this,
in fact he admits that he knows the shells were not
wadded as I mistakenly said. I have good reason to be-
'lieve that he knows even more than he cares to know,
that he knows that the powders were indeed wadded
properly. But in spite of all this he makes all the capital
he possibly can out of my mistake. He makes it appear

.
as if I had never seen Schultze or E. C. powders loaded
before, and that I accomplished what he himself admits

r is an impossibility. The powders were loaded in the
presence of intelligent spectators, all sportsmen, among
them Mr. Ike Watson, who, as I found, commands a great
deal of experience in loading nitro powders. Yet Mr.

i
Lengerke does not find it distasteful to exploit my error.

, He makes a great fuss about nothing, and I do not think
. that I deserve to be treated thus at his hands. I would
certainly have displayed more fairness toward him under

: similar circumstances.
I compared the nitro powders with tamed wild beasts.

' This has apparently caused Mr. von Lengerke much mer-
] riment. He tries to be funny and says that I evidently
] had Walsrode powder in my mind when I made the com-
j

parison because, as he claims, according to the London
t Field a certain German testing institution considers a'
i double charge of Walsrode powder extremely dangerous.
'/This is my opinion too. Walsrode powder reacts very
'^violently to such increased charges, and has in this respect
jmuch in common with the tamed wild beast—it is treach-
erous. But to give Mr. von Lengerke still more cause for
.merriment, I shall give him another illustration showing
ithat other nitro powders too resemble in their behavior
wild beast pretty closely. I refer bim to his authority on
iballistics, to the London Field. If he will glance over the
files of that journal of 1893, he will find that on several
occasions the regular charge of Schultze powder, 3 drams
or 42 grains, loaded In-a 12-bore shell, suddenly showed
traces of the nature of wild beasts. It damaged guns, and
when the Field tested these shells for bursting strain, it
was found that their loads developed a bursting strain far
beyond the permissible limit. And these shells had not
been baked in an oven like Boston beans, they had been
stored on a shelf in a room, where black powder for in-
stance would not have been affected the least by the warm
temperature. By making this statement I do not intend
to convey the impression that I consider Schultze powder
particularly dangerous. It is in my opinion a compara-
tively reliable and meritorious propelling agent.
What Mr. von Lengerke says in regard to the difference

in the cheaper and better grades of, black powder, proves
that he has been wrapped up too much in. E. C. and
Schultze powders to find time to make himself familiar
with the chemical composition, process of manufacturing
and the properties of these powders. He is not able to
advance one single argument to prove that his opinion is

based on facts. Every ballistic engineer and every pow-
der manufacturer will tell him that the better grades of
black powders will not and cannot possibly be more vio-
lent than the cheaper grades, other conditions being
equal. He thinks that the FFFG DuPont black powder
employed by me was not this grade, but a special and bet-
ter grade. He is wrong,

Thts powder tests were partly carried out on the premises
and under the eyes of the proprietors and officers of one
of the oldest powder manufacturing concerns in the
world. Their smokeless powder—not in the market—was
tested also. It was rated lower than either E. C. or
Schultze. Did these gentlemen find fault with me?
Would they not have done so if they had found that the
tests were not carried out correctly? Are they not capable
of telUng how such tests must be conducted?
Mr. von Lengerke was in Chicago about the time the

tests were in progress, so was Mr. Money. Why did they
neglect to avail themselves of the opportunity of witness-
ing the tests? Did they stay away purposely in order to

be able to raise the cry "foul" afterward? I am sorry to

say it looks to me that way.
I again say that nitro powders are superior to black

powders in many respects. I claim, too, that the nitro
rifle powder has driven black powder to the wall to a
greater extent than the smokeless gunpowder has taken
the place of biack gunpowder. But I do not claim, nor
have I ever asserted, that the nitro powder is as safe, or
safer, than black powder. Whenever the former have
ceased to display the nature of tamed wild beasts I shall

readily admit it, for I am not an advocate of black
powder and hope that I and Mr. von Lengerke will live

to see such a change take place. Armin Tenner.

[We think that this discussion has run as far as its

interest warrants.]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Con'espondent]

Got a Head.
An old-time friend of Forest and Stream, "Ahmeek,"

who is Consul for the United States located at Chatham,
Canada, is in trouble about one of the most important
features of Forest and Stream, and writes as follows:
"I trust I am not trespassing too much upon your

courtesy in urging you to use your influence with the
proprietors of Forest and Stream to induce them to
change their outside heading. I have been a constant
reader of that invaluable paper ever since I first saw a
copy of it ten years ago, and it is now a great solace to

me in my exile. My luck under the crude but compara-
tively inoffensive old heading was very good, and I caught
fish and shot game without any suspicion of a 'hoodoo;'
but ever since that baleful caricature first put in an ap-
pearance I have found the fish all gone, or the game all

shot, or worst of all, been unable to get away to try for
either of them. This is not right, and as one of a large
and growing class which aaust depend upon Forest and
Stream for a large part of its mental pabulum, I write to
protest against its action in foisting upon an innocent and
unsuspecting public the monstrosity at the top of its out-
side page.
"To illustrate: The two sportsmen (God save the mark!)

in the foreground are clearly dudes out for blood . One
wears a full-blown necktie over a starched shirt front,
and the other has on boots that probably cost at least $16.
To the eye of the critical observer nothing but a miracle
keeps the rushing stream from overflowing its banks and
spoiling those boots, while the two specimens of Cervus
virginianus are braver than the rest of their tribe in that
they are not afraid of it. However, what else could you
expect of a buck that has his horns turned the wrong
way?
"The cutter on the lake is fairly good, a little too much

peak in her mainsail perhaps, but then a yachtsman who
would use such a jib might use such a mainsail. The
paddler is using a doublebladed instrument in his birch,
but he matches his neighbor.
"The two men in camp are in a wet place if it rains and

their tent guys are loose, but as the one on the log is

evidently tired, I assume that he is a tenderfoot and
probably pitched the tent in that manner and in that par-
ticular place.
"The sky effect is bad, very bad, and leaves the awed

mind of the spectator in doubt as to whether it is a cold
gray morning in October or half an hour after sunset in
August.
"The moose head in the center was mounted by a man

who had a cow for a model, and I think he must have
been a good copyist, but as an illustration of the pictur-
esque front of Cervus alees it is a rank imposture. And
in this connection let me ask, is the head surrounded by
the forest shade or a spring flight of ducks? This is an
important question, and it is your duty to settle it. I do
not think even 'Katie' of glorious memory could look
upon that flight unmoved, unless it was after twenty-four
cups of coffee.

"I confess this thing has worried me, as this long letter
goes to prove, and now that I can contemplate the mis-
takes of my countrymen from a foreign soil its perspec-
tive haunts me. Cannot something be done to remedy it?

What right has my fireside companion to queer my luck,
and doubtless that of thousands of other friends all over
the world? The title is ail right, but the unities have not
been observed and the accessories before the act should be
punished.
"To you an enlightened, an interested and a solicitous

public looks for succor. Shall it look in vain? "

Nay, nay, it shall not be. If "Ahmeek," or anybody
else wants the head of Forest and Stream changed, it
must be changed at once. To so much, I am sure, I can
bind the proprietors of the paper as to say cheerfully that,
if "Ahmeek" will submit a design for a new and im-
proved head, it will have careful consideration. Barring
the. few exceptions named, he evidently thinks this head
is about right, so it will be but little trouble to get up a
perfect design. It will be carefully considered, and if
accepted, will be put in use at once. So will other de-
signs. Attention is, however, called to the fact that the
head can only be changed fifty-two times a year.
To one thing, however, being sworn as a staff member

to support the Constitution of the U. S. and the head of
the paper, I must object, and that is any criticism of the
historic moose head. That moose head is known in all
corners of the country, and although it may be cowesque
in some regards, it goes. It dominated the Forest and
Stream at the World's Fair, it runs on the Forest and
Stream stationery, appears on book covers, shows on a
thousand news stand signs, and moreover, sagely presides
over every word that is written, every think that is

thunk, by any and every member of the Forest and
Stream family. The other day, just last week, a man
down in Texas found fault with this same moose head.

"It violates all principles of art," said he, "because it is
just stuck up there without anything on earth to hold it

up—not the least indication of a support for it anwhere."
"My dear sir," I said to him, "you overlook the fact

that that moose head is supported by over twenty-one
years of success."
Will this thought be of service to "Ahmeek" in getting

out his new head? He can jump on those tenderfeet, who
were formulated by one who thought long boots were a
good thing, and he can reconstruct the Chinese, had-to get-
it-all-in perspective, but as to monkeying with the moose
head—sweet sir, prithee, say not so. You can't very easily'
make Forest and Stream take down its horns.

A Game Law Muddle.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 10.—Last week I called attention to

the fact that the Tribune of this city had announced the
illegality of killing Illinois song birds after Feb. 1, and
suggested it might amend by adding that it is also illegal

to kill them before Feb. 1. The Tribune of Feb. 8 corrects
its error, and points out that it was misled by a game law
circular put out by City Game Warden Ghas. H, Blow.
Get a copy of the Game Latos in Brief, Mr. Warden.
The Tribune says;

The game warden starts out with the statement that it is unlawful
to kill prairie chicken, grouse, pheasant, quail, deer, antelope, turkey,
squirrel of any kind, or any song birds after Feb. 1. Every farmer's
boy in the State knows that no prairie chicken may be killed lawfully
after Nov. 1, and that grouse (Bonasa umbellus) and quail are pro^
tected by law after Dec. 1. Moreover, it is unlawful at any season o£
the year to kill any of the song birds which Mr. Blow enumerates,
These birds are covered by law at all seasons. Squirrel3 cannot be
shot legally after Dec. 15 until the open season for them begins in
June.
Mr. Blow has been led into error doubtless by the fact that game

may be sold in this State until Feb. 1, provided that the game so sold
has been brought from other States. It is unlawful to sell at any time
any game, except water fowl, that has been killed in the State of Illi-

nois. Further down in the game warden's circular stands this some-
what startliDg sentence: "The sale of all game except water fowl is

prohibited by law in the Stateof Illinois." If this was correct the tons
of game sold this winter on South Water street would, if the penalties
could be collecte.d, net the State enough money to run its government
for some years. Mr. Blow probably means that it is unlawful to sell
at any time game killed in Illinois.

That's right, get a copy of the Game Laws in Brief,
Mr. Tribune, and you'll always be right.
The American Field, in a burst of enterprise, sent out

copies of this erroneous circular as a folder to its sub-
scribers, hoping by this illustrated supplement to dissem-
inate useful information and accumulate some glory.
Some folks never do have any luck, and continually
accumulate experience instead of glory.

If you see it in Forest and Stream, it's so.

Not Stingy.

A copy of the Game Laws in Brief is always at the
service of the editor of the American Field any time he
wants to send over to this office and borrow it. There is

really no good reason at all for him to make such mis-
takes. We may be tough people, but I trust we are not
stingy with our things.

Stopped Fishing.

Last month the summer residents who own property
around Fox Lake learned that the notorious Stanley
family of that locality were again at their fishing through
the ice, and had shipped over 2,0001bs. of fish to the
Chicago market. A meeting of interested parties was
called and investigations were made. The committee
discovered illicit fish in transit, and followed the trail to
South Water street, Chicago. Judge Green, one of those
owning property about Fox Lake, approached Stanley and
tried to state the thing fairly to him, and to induce him
to stop fishing. Stanley said he would not stop, and that,
if interfered with, would burn the buildings of every man
opposing him. "We'll break a few heads too, if you fel-
lows try to stop us," said Mr. Stanley. All this was re-
ported at the second meeting of the summer residents,
held at the Sherman House last Wednesday, Mr. M. R.
Bortree in the chair. Meantime, State Fish Warden
McNeil was sent up to see the belligerent Stanley, and to
investigate the head-breaking and house-burning proclivi-
ties as per Mr. Stanley's earlier remarks. Stanley weak-
ened at once, stopped fishing and has not had a line
through the ice since. The property owners have called
this old bluff of the lawless fishers, and now if a house is

harmed around the lake it will probably be the worst
thing for the Stanley outfit that ever happened.

Successful.

The Lansing (Iowa) Rod and Gun Club have been suc-
cessful in their case against fisherman Hoag, charged
with illegal seining within Big Lake, an arm of the Mis-
sissippi River. The trials lasted three days and was
stubbornly fought on the ground of no jurisdiction. The
club is now going after the violators of the game laws
also. More power to their arm and may they never grow
weary. This is the way in which a good sentiment is

created, and the value and proper ownership of the
people's game and fish explained to the careless, the
ignorant and the wanton.

A Valuable Correction.

A correction and admonishment of great value is con-
tained in the following letter from Mr. C. A. Tuttle, of
Anaconda, Mont.

:

I notice your article in Forest and Stream under date of 13th inst.
wherein a Mr. W. H. Haskell figures as quite a sportsman, inasmuch
as he and his party succeeded in killing 4 elk and many deer. Doubt-
less Mr. Haskell is not aware that it is against the laws of this State to
kill elk under penalty of not less than $200, or more than $500 or im-
prisonment from 60 days to 6 months, else he would not have taken
the risk he did. But it seems to me the first thing any true sportsman
would do would be to find out the game laws of the State he was visit-
ing and then honor them. Furthermore the relating of such incidents
in a sportsman's paper of the tone of Forest and Stream;, does not
have a tendency to keep those of our own State in check. They reason
that they should be allowed as many privileges as outsiders.

I inclose you a certified copy of the laws of our State, and call your
attention to our manner of notifying anyone whom we hear of violat-
ing the laws, and althougn we are unable to stop it all from the
vastness of the territory about here, we manage to hold a lot of them
in check.

The section of the law referred to reads in full as fol-
lows, the act being approved March 1, 1893:

An act to provide further protection to game, fur-bearing animals,
birds and fish.

Be it enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the State of Montana:
Sec. 1. That any person who shall wilfully shoot or otherwise kill

for the period of ten years from and after the passage of this act,
any bison, buffalo, or quail or Chinese pheasants, or who shall shoot
or otherwise kill for the period of six years from and after the passage
of this act, any moose, elk, otter or beaver, within this State, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and be fined not less than $200 and
not more than £500, or be imprisoned in the county jail not less than
two months nor more than six months, or both such fine and impris-
onment for each offense committed, in the discretion of the Court,
and the possession of the skin or meat of any of the above-mentioned
animals, or of offering for sale any unmounted heads or horns, of said
animals killed during said period, shall be prima facie evidence that
the persons having either in his possession killed the same in violation
of this section.

The above is offered to the observation of all readers of
Forest and Stream. Mr. Haskell was perhaps ignorant
of the change in the law, and I confess that I was also
ignorant of it. There is only one way to keep posted on
all the different laws of the <lifferent States and Territories,
and that is to do as Mr. Tuttle says, look up the laws of
the section in which one is about to shoot. The Game
Laws in Brief should be in the hands of all shooters. I
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always consult it when about to make a trip, and Mr.
Haskell and his party should have done so. At best,
ignorance is a poor excuse, though often it is the acting
reason for an illegal act. Forest Stream will thank
Mr. Tuttle sincerely for his letter, and wish him all the
success in the world in apprehending shooters who in
either ignorance or defiance of the law kill illegal game.
Montana's noble heritage is worthy of the strictest preser-
vation, and the means thereto cannot be too impartially
or too stringently enforced.

By the Way-
And by the way, has Rev. Dr. Thomas, of Chicago, ever

paid his fine for those illegal Wisconsin deer?

A Piratical "Elk."

Dr. J. W. Cowan, of Geneseo, N, Y., sends m© a clip-
ping from the Utica (N. Y.) Globe, which he thinks merits
comment, and so do i. The cutting shows simply a half-
tone engraving, a very good one, too, of a full-grown
moose. Below the picture is the descriptive foot line,
which says, "A Bull Elk. A monarch of the forest
whose species is fast passing away." Now, Dr. Cowan
probably thought the above misnaming was funny enough
by itself, and so it is, but does he notice that this cut is a
reproduction of one of the illustrations of Mr. Madison
Grant's article on "The Vanishing Moose," in a recent
issue of the Century Magazine? Such is the case. The
Utica Globe "elk" is too palmated, and I trust the Century
Magazine will try to show that he is also too piratical.
Readers will remember Mr. Grant's late article in Forest
amd Stream, upon much the same lines as that above
cited. It won't hurt the daily press to take an interest in
outdoor sport, but it should be a healthy interest. Steal-
ing isn't healthy, mostly.

jlMIsaisaippi River Crusade.
The crusade of the anglers against the market fishers of

the Mississippi River goes on bravely at La Crosse and
Lansing. At the former place two fishermen were ar-
raigned last week for violating the law four months ago.
At, Lansing the successful cases are even greater in
number, and the Lansing Rod and Gun Club is deter-
mined that the seining in the lakes and sloughs must be
stopped. The Lansing Mirror says: "We have in this
vicinity some of the finest fish preserves along the river
anywhere, and it is sheer nonsense to say that the supply
is not diminished by seining them at a season of the year
when even catching with a hook and line is not allowed.
Sportsmen to a man are with the club in this matter, and
we believe the. sentiment of a large majority of the com-
munity are the same. As it is, Lansing is a noted resort
for sport with the hook and line, but let seining be
stopped in this vicinity for a few years and fish would be
almost as plentiful hereabouts as leaves on the trees."

E. Hough.
90© Sbct/rity Building, Chicago.

GAME DESTRUCTION IN MONTANA.
The following paragraphs show two sides of the game

protection question in Montana, a State which to-day
offers as good hunting as any in the United States. The
men who feed deer to their hogs and chickens live along
the line of the Great Northern R, R. on the west side
of the Continental Divide. The Livingston taxidermist
who suggests poaching in the park, and who—Heaven
save the mark—is President of the Livingston Game Pro-
tective Society, is sufficiently well known.
Much more encouraging is the paragraph from a gentle-

man living in the vicinity of the National Park, which tells
of the change of sentiment among people of the better class
living thereabouts:
"When I tell you that parties in this 'neck of the

woods' kill deer and feed them to their hogs and chickens,
you can form some idea of the manner in which the game
in this part of Montana is being destroyed. One party
last winter fed 75 to his hogs, and report has it more than
that number so far this winter. Another party killed them
for chicken feed, and did not stop his infernal work until
quite late in the spring. Deer are killed here by the hun-
dreds every fall, and in fact at all times of the year, for
their hides alone. We have a so-called game warden, but
his chief occupation seems to consist in getting 'anchored'
by a comfortable fire, putting about a quart of "snake-
bite" under his belt, and boasting of the awful things he
intends to do, but never does. In the meantime the deer,
elk and other game are being exterminated, and no effort
made to stop it.

"Not long ago Mr. Sheard, the Livingston (Montana) tax-
idermist, wrote a letter to a man who a year before had
been the winter keeper at the hotel at the Grand Canon
in the National Park and whom Sheard supposed this
year to be in the same position, telling him he "had bet-
ter get a bottle of strychnine and poison some of those
cross and silver gray foxes at the canon this winter. Their
hides can be sent by mail.' Sheard is president of the
society for the protection of game at Livingston and does
it more damage than any man in the country.

"This year a poacher who has been living on the edge of
the Park and making short trips into it for game was
caught in a snowshde about the middle of January and
was not found for a week, so you see the Lord is on our
side.

"This year sentiment] has changed greatly in all this
country. I now find most of the better classes about here,
and even the Livingston people, in full sympathy with all

efforts to protect the game, and consequently dead against
the poachers."

Taken to Task by a Purist.

Cold Spring Harbor, Suffolk County, N. Y., Feb. 9.—
Editor Forest and Stream: You have done excellent
work in the line of stamping out such conventional phrases
as "speckled beauties," "finny tribes," etc. ; but lor sev-
eral weeks your editorial page has contained references to
' 'wild game." Is there any good reason for the use of this
term? The two expressions quoted above are merely
hackneyed, but "wild" game seems to belong to such
forms as "the spine of my back" and "his eyesight was
destroyed." If there existed other spines, sight and
game * * *. Feed Mather.
[We said "wild game," having in mind such enterprises

as Col. Mather's duckery, wherein he is breeding wild
ducks, which one of these days he may wish to sell as
Hume game, when we shall have our wild game prohibi-
tion law in operation.]

VERMONT GAME.
Putney, Vt., Feb. 5.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

attempt of the Vermont Fish and Game League to intro-
duce new feathered game should meet with approval
from all lovers of sport, and every one interested should
not fail to respond to the call for funds and to secure
proper protection after the game is turned Joose to shift
for itself. With the exception of that grand and wily bird
the ruffed grouse, which is found in fair numbers through-
out the State, we have no game birds except in a few local-
ities where a fair sprinkling of woodcock may be found
during their migration; or a few ducks may stop at some
of the lakes and marshes. The laws of Vermont have
been revised and amended till they will, in most respects,
compare favorably with those of other neighboring States.
Should success crown the efforts of the League in this at-
tempt, and I am sure it will if the sportsmen will tender
their assistance and support, there is no reason why Ver-
mont should not prove an attractive spot for the city
sportsmen, most of whom now seek places where game is

more abundant.
With deer protected by law till 1900, we hear reports of

their increasing numbers and appearance in localities
where they have not been seen for many years. This is

surely encouraging.
With such birds as black game, capercailzie, sharptailed

grouse and quail, in addition to what we have now, it

seems as though any sportsman could find satisfactory
sport within the limits of this State. I would also like to
see the Mongolian pheasant numbered among our game
birds, but perhaps it would not be advisable to try too
many varieties at the first attempt.
In order to afford the greatest protection and induce

people to respect the laws, I know of no better method,
after securing proper laws, than to organize the sports-
men in Jevery town or city of any size into clubs. Rifle
clubs, trap-shooting, canoeing or yachting clubs will af-
ford the members many pleasant hours of sport, and such
organizations will change many a locality, where at pres-
ent the laws are disregarded, into law-abiding communi-
ties in this respect as well as in others. The example of
many who respect the laws, when organized into clubs,
will have greater influence upon the would-be lawbreakers
than if such organizations did not exist. We have had a
striking illustration of the above in our own town. When
such organizations are scattered through the principal
towns of Vermont then the fish and game will not suffer
from illegal destruction. W. E. A.

GROUSE TRAPPING IN SOUTH DAKOTA.
Mitchell, S. D., Jan. 31.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I have your letter wishing information about the extent
of the prairie chicken and quail trapping in South
Dakota, and about the measures which are to be put into
operation to stop it. The crusade against the game-hog
here has terminated in a warm one. But the exact
course that will be taken at other places such as Elkpoint
and Vermillion, to stop this slaughter of game has not
fully been decided on.
Two years ago in Union county, some sportsman made

complaint and forced the sheriff to capture several barrels
of chickens that were at the depot, ready for shipment.
They were stored in the county jail. Later the sheriff
finds that a city and other good friends were interested in
this financial success, and he was induced to lose his
keys, They, of course, were found and at night the
chickens were taken over on to an island and afterwards
shipped. This affair was soon quieted and it was also
found by others that there was money made by trapping.
Last winter they began the work on a more extensive
scale. Men claimed at different towns that they could
beat general business and farming all to pieces by trap-
ping. No doubt they could from the amount of game that
was shipped out of this State.

This winter the local gun club here raised quite a
large sum of money, to carry out the prosecution of this
law. They also have a committee of three on the look-
out, and one of its members, Mr. John Hough, went to
different points over the State", to try and get the sports-
men interested in this work. He returned to-day and
reported that in such places as Vermillion and Elkpoint,
where trapping has been carried on most extensively, he
could get them to do nothing. He was told by good
authority that there has been $7,000 worth and possibly
more of chickens shipped from Elkpoint this winter.
While there, Mr. Hough was informed by a friend that
if he made his business publicly known he would stand a
good show to be lynched. He realized what respect they
had for the life of a ' 'chicken" and pulled out.
The local clubs will make the next moves after the

railroads and express companies. At present the work
will be done on the detective plan.

It is expected that the State will take hold of the
matter in the way of commissioners or wardens and at
once stop it or at least endeavor to. H. G. Nichols.

SAUCE FOR THE GANDER.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Civilities are the inheritance of sportsmen. From a
feeling of kinship the world over, their recognition is

especially sought and most heartily reciprocated.
Apropos with such suggestions is the remissness of the

fraternity in our own State of New York in cordial recipro-
cation with our Canadian brethren, as will be seen by
reference to Game Laws in Brief.
In Sec. 14 of the Ontario statutes for the protection of

game (Aet of 1893) there is an exhibition of graceful con-
descension that should have at least substantial acknowl-
edgment. It is provided as follows:

Non-Residents—Sec. 14, No person not a resident or domiciled in
the Provinces of Ontario or Quebec shall be entitled to kill any rnoose
* * * or any other game animal, or bird, referred to in this act, or
any other bird or animal, whether protected by this act or not. without
having first obtained a License in that behalf, * * * the fee to be
paid therefor shall be $25.

Perhaps jthe sweeping severity of the section—credita-
ble in a humanitarian sense—is mollified by a reference
published in one of the Canadian papers, calling attention
of foreign sportsmen to "the $25, which they may have
forgotten," and directed to Game Warden Stewart, who
is requested to make proclamation.
The Warden published the section in a modified form,

limiting the slaughter but maintaining the price at the
same figure: "Ao person, not a residentand domiciled in
the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, shall be entitled to
hunt. take, kill, wound or destroy any moose * * *

or any other game animal or bird, referred to in this act,"
etc., and prescribing a license of $25 for a single season,
and denouncing the penalties of the* game laws of Ontario
against offenders.
The italicising above is my own.
Now as substantial reciprocity, and as essentially neces-

sary to the protection of game and fish within our own
borders and jurisdiction, the Legislature of New York
could be asked, at its present session, to incorporate into
our game laws a section like the following:

Any person who shall not be a citizen and resident of the United
States, who shall either kill, capture, wound, or pursue any wild
animal, wild bird, or fish, within the State of New York, the killing,
capture, wounding, or pursuing of which is prohibited in said State
during the whole or any part of the year, without having first paid to
the Onief Game and Fish Protector for said State the sum of twenty-
five dollars, and received from him. over his hand and seal, a license,
granting to such person for the year in which the same may be given,
the rights and privileges conferred UDon ths citizen residents of said
State in the killing, pursuit and capture of wild animals, wild birds,
and fish therein, shall, for each and every offense, be guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and be subject to a penalty of fifty dollars, to be sued for,
and recovered as other penalties, provided for iu Chap. 438, of the
laws of said State passed May 5, 1892, as amended.

Such a statute will aid the citizens of the State in pre-
venting the wholesale and wanton destruction of game
and fish now persistently pursued by irresponsible and
marauding parties from the neighboring Dominion, whose
habitual disregard of their own protective laws is an en-
couragement to piracies this side .the border.

Saint Lawrence.
Ogdensburg, N. T.

The Gun Testing Institution.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The names of the following gentlemen have been en-

rolled upon the membership list of the American Testing
Institution for hand firearms, etc.: J. A. H, Dressel,
New York city; C. H. Smith*, Sec'y B. R. and G. Club,
Butte, Mon.; Chas. Macalester*, South Seaville, N. J.;
Andre Louis Bagger*, Royal Y. Consul of Denmark,
Washington, D. C.; M. F. Cook, Sec'y Colt Hammerless
Gun Club, Hartford, Conn.; R. H. Blain, Civil Engineer,
Morgantown, W. Ya.; T. W. R. McRae, Sec'y Forest and
Stream Club, Belleville, Ont. ; E. A. Leopold*. Norristown,
Pa. ; J. P. Dannefelser, Gunsmith, New York city; J. Seaver
Page*, New York city; Horace B, Derby, Sec'y East New
York Trap-Shooters, Albany, N. Y.; Howard Simpson*,
Inspector of Rifle Practice, Wilmington, Del.; E. J. Dar-
lington*, Wilmington, Del.; Benj. P. Morris, Att'y at
Law, Long Branch, N. J.; E. S. Holmes*, Kent Scientific
Institution, Grand Rapids, Mich.; J. C. Clark, Sec'y
Kansas State Sportsmen's Association, Topeka, Kansas;
Browning Bros., Arms and Sporting Goods, Ogden, Utah;
Thomas Cumming, Cummings Point, Stamford, Conn.; C.
F. Bites, Pres. C. R. Gun Club, Cedar Rapids, la.

The institution is now in operation.
Aemin Tenner, Supt.

* Members of the Advisory Board.

Dexter Park (P. O. Station E), Brooklyn, N. Y.

A New Vermont Club.

Townshend, Vt., Jan. 30.—A Rod and Gun Club has
been formed in Townshend for the purpose of providing
better hunting and fishing in that vicinity and to enforce
game laws. The officers are: President, A. B. Call;
Vice-President, E. C. Holder; Treasurer, R. I. Holbrook;
Financial Secretary, Park Holland; Corresponding Secre-
tary, P. E. Howard; Directors, H. J. Twitchell, M. O.
Eddy, F. H. Lawrence.

TO SEIZE PRIVATE PROPERTY.
• New Yoke, Feb. 10, 1894.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I beg to invite your attention to Assembly bill, printed
No. 94, a copy of which I inclose, now in the Assembly
Committee on Game Laws.

I have personally appeared before the committee and
opposed the passage of this bill, which is a populist meas-
ure of the worst description under the pretense of ' home
rule." Not only is its constitutionality very questionable
but it is an outrageous attempt to apply the law of emi-
nent domain for the confiscation of private property with-
out adequate compensation. There is danger of the bill

being reported in some modified form which will not
obliterate its objectionable features, and I trust you will
call the attention of those interested in the enjoyment of
their private trout ponds to its sweeping provisions and
urge them without delay to write to the committee and
present their objections. The bill is one of the worst in-
troduced in the Legislature for years and ought to be
summarily killed. . Elbridge T. Gerry,

Bill No. 94 is entitled "An act to permit towns to
acquire the title of lakes, ponds and streams, and to main-
tain places where the public may fish with none to molest
or make them afraid." Its provisions are "in brief:"

It shall be lawful for any town to acquire or take the title to any
lake, pond, stream or portion of a stream in or running through the
town for the purpose of establishing and maintaining thereat a public
fishery. Twenty-five taxpayers of a town may file with the town clerk
an application that proceedings be instituted under this act to acquire
the title to a lake, pond or stream and to maintain thereat a public
fishery, and that a proposition be voted upon at the next town meet-
ing. The town clerk shall give at least ten days 1 notice. He shall pro-
vide a ballot box and have at the town meeting ballots to contain the
words "for .establishing a public fishery" or "against establishing a
public fishery." In case a majority of the ballots cast shall contain
the wwds ''for establishing a public fishery," the supervisor shall
proceed to acquire by pur chase from the owner the title togei her with
all rights therein, provided, however, that the consideration agreed
upon shall not exceed one thousand dollars; which lake, pond or
stream and all rights therein shall henceforth belong to the town; and
in case the water and rights cannot be obtained by agreement or the
consideration demanded exceeds one thousand dollars, the supervisor
shall acquire title thereof by the exercise of the right of eminent
domain. Whenever a lake, pond or stream is acquired it shall be
maintained as a public fishery, to which all persons shall have free
access for the purpose of fishing under such restrictions only as pro-
vided by the. game laws of the State. The supervisor of the town may
bring action to sustain the rights of the town in any public fishery in
the town.

Committee on Fisheries and Game.
Senate.—Harvey J. Donaldson, Ballston; John Lewis Childs, Floral

Park; Charles L. Guy, New York,
Assembly —M. W. Van Amber, Castorlands; Richard Higbie, Suf-

folk; M. F. Smith, Greenwood; Jonathan Wyckoli, Navarino; E. G.
Stewart. Ithaca; Taylor J. Eldridge, North Creek; E, B. LaFetra, New
York; W. M. Keeuan, Troy; R. V. Stadtfeld, New York.
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ANGLING NOTES.

Salmon for Lake George.

Mr. S. G. Worth, acting -assistant of the TJ. S. Fish
Commissioner, in charge of the Division of Fishculture,
wites me that the first shipment of yearling landlocked
salmon for Lake George will consist of from 10,000 to

15,000 fish, and it will be made during the month of Sep-
tember, and will come from the Green Lake Station in
Maine. This is the first authentic statement that has
been made upon this particular subject. The FOREST AND
Stream note about the planting of the salmon has been
copied into a number of New York newspapers, with
various additions and amendments not authorized by the
announcement of the fact which I made solely in Forest
and Stream.

I have not said that the planting would consist of "6,000

fish annually," as the papers have it, for I did not know
nntil I received Mr. Worth's letter what the shipments
would amount to annually, although I would have guessed
nearer to the truth than 6,000 had I been asked to do so.

Thus far I have selected three streams in which to plant
the salmon, and they are East Brook, at the head of the
lake, near Caldwell village; Harris's or Edmond's Brook
on the west shore, five miles from Caldwell, and Indian
Brook, on the west shore, two miles from Bolton. They
are natural trout streams, have no mills on them, and
there are no obstructions to prevent the salmon from
returning to them for spawning when the time arrives for
them to do so.

Habits of Landlocked Salmon in Maine.

Any one who has been interested in investigating the
habits of landlocked salmon will know that the fish of
Grand Lake (Maine) ran down into Grand Lake Stream
to spawn, and that in other waters they went into the in-
flowing streams for the same purpose. I asked Mr. Chas.
G. Atkins, in charge of the TJ. S. Fish Commission salmon
breeding works in Maine, and probably the best authority
we have upon the habits of the salmon, if the down-
stream spawning fish perpetuated the habit in their
young, and he has just sent me a most interesting reply
containing new information, from which I quote as fol-

lows: "I had charge for some years of the fishcultural
work at Grand Lake Stream on the Schoodic Lakes in
this State (Maine). We worked only with landlocked
salmon. It was the established habit of" the whole race
of the salmon of Grand Lake to run down into Grand
Lake Stream to spawn. There was a good stream at the
head of the lake, presenting good facilities for spawning,
and there is sufficient evidence that at a former time it

had its brood of fish, but it is not established whether
these were salmon that went up from Grand Lake or
down from Junior Lake. Inmy time it was rarely visited
by spawning fish.

"As to the persistence or non-persistence of this down-
ward habit in the descendants of these salmon in new
homes, I regret to say that I can tell you nothing definite.
In this State the Commissioners have disseminated another
race of landlocked salmon, those of the Sebago waters,
from spawn gathered from up-running fish, and it

happens that the most of the lakes where landlocked
salmon have been introduced have received stocks from
both races.

"I delayed my reply that I might put your question to
Mr. Stanley, of the Maine Fish Commission, whether
there were any cases in which the Schoodic fish had alone
been used, that would solve this problem. He was here
the other day and we discussed the matter briefly, but he
could not give me such an instance.

"Perhaps, now, the experience of New Hampshire will
afford the necessary data. I think, though I am not sure,
that their landlocked salmon were derived wholly from
the Schoodic (down-running) race.

"Mr. Stanley tells me that the landlocked salmon of the
Sebago waters, that is of Sebago Lake, have within recent
years taken up the habit of running down as well as up.
Perhaps, rather, resumed an original habit after a lapse
of many years.
"Probably you are familiar with the result of the intro-

duction of landlocked salmon into Woodhull Lake, in your
State."

I have already referred to Woodhull Lake in these notes.
There the salmon went down stream and disappeared, as
I believe, for lack of suitable food. I am more and more
convinced that salmon can be held in a lake of suitable
water, provided there is an abundance of suitable food for
them, no matter which way they go to spawn. Of course,
if they rundown to spawn many of the young will escape,
and it is desirable to plant fish that run up for this pur-
pose; but food—smelts or frost fish (the round whitefish)—
is the main thing to insure success in stocking new waters.
Mr. Atkins's letter throws new light on the habits of the
landlocked salmon and is a valuable contribution on the
subject.

"Dynamite Fishing."

With upliftedhands I protest against the use of the term
"dynamite fishing" in some of the newspapers of the day.
That fishing, an honorable pastime, should be dragged in
the mire by being coupled, with a hyphen, to dynamite is

utterly wrong, and inexcusable. Dynamite murder, and
that in the first degree, is the only term which correctly
expresses the act of killing fish with this explosive. Those
who use this and kindred explosives should get the law
"sled-length," and without benefit of clergy. Last sum-
mer a dynamite outrage was committed in the Mohawk
River by which a large number of fish, large and small,
were killed. The chief actor, the man who exploded the
dynamite, was arrested and bailed for appearance in
court. He ran away, forfeiting his bail, and his bonds-
man pursued him and he was re-arrested, pleaded guilty
to the crime, and was fined fifty dollars and fifty days in
the penitentiary; and yet the papers called the act which
landed the man in prison, "dynamite fishing," showing
that they did not distinguish between a crime and a
harmless, healthy recreation. If there is a more dastardly
way of breaking the fish laws than by using dynamite to
kill fish I do not know it.

Habits of Landlocked Salmon in Sunapee Lake.
Upon receipt of Mr. Atkins's letter, from which I have

quoted, referring to landlocked salmon in New Hamp-
shire, I sought information upon the subject, as he sug-
gested, from Prof. John D. Quackenbos, who was, for-
tunately, visiting me at the time. Probably no one is
better acquainted with the history of the landlocked sal-
mon in Sunapee Lake than Professor Quackenbos, who

has made his summer home on its shores for a quarter
of a century, and Sunapee is the most celebrated of the
New Hampshire lakes tha,t have been planted with this

fish.

What follows is the reply that Professor Quackenbos
makes to my queries, and it furnishes further valuable
information regarding the habits of the landlocked
salmon: "First, there have been so many introductions
of landlocked salmon into Sunapee Lake that no living
man can say where the eggs and fry all came from. The
plants began in 1867. Whether the early fry were land-
locked salmon or not I do not know. But I do know
that the same early plants produced salmon in New-
found Lake. So you may draw your own inferences.
"Second—Landlocked salmon in Sunapee were never

known to go down stream into the Sugar River to spawn.
They go down when they can in the spring, and it is in
spring and early summer that salmon have been speared
in the Sugar River. This may be because of the difficul-

ties attending descent and the filthy condition of the
river below the dam. We now keep the screen in place
(such being the law that dam owners are bound to respect)
and fish of large size cannot possibly run down if the
screen is in repair.

"Third—From the very earliest periods of observation,
that is, from the seventies, landlocked salmon have
swarmed to the mouths of the inflowing brooks in Sep-
tember and attempted to force their way up these small
streams to spawn. I have seen them come in such schools
to the Pike Brook that in default of room in the holding
tanks (where the fish are kept until they are 'ripe') we
have carried 61bs. specimens up the beach and restored
them to the water. I have known the run to be so great
that the Commissioners were compelled to take up their
nets and retire; the salmon gilled so fast they could not
be removed by the force at the hatchery rapidly enough
to save their lives.

"I have often sat on my piazza and the piazza of the
State camp in September and watched monster salmon
throw themselves out of the water on the sandbars in
front of my brooks, and as soon as it was dark they would
rush into the shallow water and fling themselves over into
the deep estuary with a splashing that thrilled one to the
very boot heels, and then when daylight came again we
would find them preparing their beds on sandy or pebbly
shallows far up the brook.
"At Chandlerville, where a great feeder with all the

drainage of Sunapee Mountain enters the lake through a
long, black estuary, salmon have for years been taken in
the fall, sometimes in the State nets, sometimes by the
poacher's spear and me3h. Even where there is little

more than a rudimentary channel, the salmon find it, and
their instinct seems to tell them that wherever there is a
sand beach there ought to be a brook (and there once was
in every case), and back and forth they wander, seeking
the cool waters that have long since ceased to flow.
Under such circumstances we have netted them for the
hatchery.
"The ouananiche of Sunapee are no down-running race;

they are climbers from away back, and if the natural
conditions permitted they would follow the streams with
their silvery brides to the very summits of the mountains,
and spend their honeymoons in water-hollowed basins
blazing with the reflection of the autumnal forest." It
will be remembered when reading the two contributions
upon the habits of the landlocked salmon, here given,
that Mr. Atkins speaks of the fish in its original habitat,
and Prof. Quackenbos of the planted fish and their
descendants.

Varnish for Rod Whippings.

A correspondent asks how to treat silk thread wrappings
on a fish rod to prevent the silk from discoloring. First,
the silk must be waxed with white beeswax or the white
or colorless wax used by fly dressers, and made as follows:
2oz. of best white resin and Joz. of white beeswax should
simmer together on the fire for ten minutes, then add ioz.
of tallow and continue to simmer for fifteen minutes,
when the mixture should be poured into a basin of water
and when cool enough worked in the fingers until the wax
is white and pliable.

That is the receipt given by Francis Francis, and one
that I have used for years. I find that it is not unlike the
wax that can be purchased of fly-makers in this country.
Pennell gives a different receipt: Burgundy pitch 120
grains, white resin 60 grains, tallow 20 grains. Powder
and mix pitch and resin, put into an oven and when
melted add the tallow and stir all together. When the
rod is wound with the silk, varnish with coach-body var-
nish called "wearing body," which is the best varnish for
the rod as well as the whippings. Use the varnish as it

comes from the maker; do not add a dryer or anything to
thin it. Many amateur rod makers use shellac varnish,
and if for any reason this should be preferred use the
bleached shellac, sometimes called white shellac, to make
the varnish. Treated in either of the ways mentioned
the silks usually employed in mending rods will not be
materially changed in color. Mr. Wells says in his book
"Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle," that another method may be
used: Wet the silk with hot water, then cover it with
thin white glue.

As rod-makers use coach-body varnish it may be
assumed that that is best, and I presume that any of the
dealers in tackle who advertise in the columns of Forest
and Stream will furnish the wax and the varnish. I
know that some dealers make a specialty of wax and var-
nish in small quantities for amateur work.

A. N. Cheney.

Boston and Maine.
All the hotels and fishing camps in the Maine wilds are

preparing for a great season in 1894. There will be no
World's Fair to draw patronage from them, and generally
their proprietors believe that fishing is to be better than
ever. Generally the water has been low in the Maine
lakes and ponds, however, and it is low up to the present
time, a condition not favorable to the trout. Tom French
of Andover and of Richardson Lake steamboat fame,
writes me that he shall "be there" the coming summer,
with his steamers, whatever the other steamboat people
may do. He says that the water in Richardson Lake is

very low; has been very low all the fall and winter. He
fears thai if the drawing down of the Rangeley Lakes is
continued winter after winter, as has been the case for
several winters past, that the fishing will soon be ruined.
For several years after the raising of the Middle Dam by
the Union Water Power Company, which added 13ft.

more of flowage to Richardson Lake, the company kept
that lake full of water all winter, or nearly so, and those
winters were followed by the best fishing ever known on
-that lake. For three or four years the reverse has been
the case. Special.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, of Jersey City, N. J., an-
nounce that they now hare ready a revised edition of their pamphlet
on graphite as a lubricant. A copy will be sent free of charge to any
one interested in the subject.

—

Adv.
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THE COAST FISHERY CONFERENCE.

Proceedings of Conference Held to Consider
the Subject of the Exhaustion of

Coast Line Food Fishes.

OFFICIAL REPORT BY SECRETARY E. P. DOYLE.

(Concluded from. Page 122.)

At this point Mr. Githen asked Mr. Cochran: How many
bluefish were in Raritan Bay last summer?
Mr. Cochran—I may say none.
Mr. Githen—What was the supply of bluefish in the sum-

mer previous?
Me. Cochran—Moderately fair.

Mr. Githen—Right. The fishermen who usually catch
their bluefish off Seabright, this season a year ago really left
the ocean and went into the Bay and fished there almost
entirely for bluefish, and found them in large quantities.
Now how can you catch them in lanje quantities without the
assistance of pounds and weirs? Will you answer that ques-
tion?
Mr. COCHRAN—I will answer the question generally. For

market purposes nets must be used. The gentleman will
please bear in mind that I confined my remarks to weakfish,
and said nothing about bluefish. If local supply is endan-
gered or destroyed by artificial causes there should be limita-
tion and restriction.

Mr. Githen—We cannot catch the bluefish in quantities
unless we have weirs or pounds or other nets. The remark
was made yesterday by me that the weakfish could not be
caught by hook. I did not mean to make any such state-
ment. My intention was to state that the weakfish off the
shore do not readily take the hook, and cannot be caught by
hook and line to supply the market. In fact they rarely take
the hook. Then it is conceded, gentlemen, that it is beyond
the possibility of the hook and line fishermen to supply the
market with bluefish and weakfish (caught by the hook and
line alone), and we must catch them in weirs or by these new
inventions. It has been stated here that there is a scarcity
of food fish, that there has been a depletion of fish in the
waters. There has been no such thing proven. Figures have
been produced here that would show that the increase of the
catch has been steadily going on, even though the means of
catching have been greatly advanced each year. On our own
coast we have evidence that 10,000,OOOlbs. have been caught
there. That they are not to be found in some of these little
bays and lagoons is no argument whatever that the ocean is
being depleted of fish. There is evidence here as an actual
fact that the State of New York is supplied with a tremend-
ous increase of fish. Is there any one to dispute this? And
at no increase of price, but at a decided decrease of price.
You say they are fishermen's figures. The books are open
and any one may verify these statements.
Mr. Roosevelt—I think it is probably the fact that the

syndicate of fish dealers regulate the price of fish.

Mr. Githen—The fishermen are not responsible for that. I
do not believe that any such syndicate exists. They may
regulate the price, but it fluctuates. In the month of Sep-
tember, 1892, we landed a catch of 35,000. We were the only
ones along that entire coast that happened to catch the fish.

We landed them in New York, and at the market at that
time they were in splendid shape. We got them on ice about
7 o'clock Sunday morning. The fish three days previous to
that were worth 1% to 2 cents a pound. On Monday there
was not, I believe, 5,0001bs. of fish outside of that market.
We put them all in one man's hands. The rest of the
market had to pay his price. About 11 o'clock on Monday
morning the thing was decidedly changed. What was the
cause? Down came a great big smack, and she was loaded
with bluefish, and down went the price. That does not show
any syndicate. In reference to a committee being appointed.
I would be only too glad to have a committee come and look
at ©ur books. In regard to having a Commission established
that is disinterested and is fair to us, or is prepared to legis-
late to save the fish, that will not be objected to on my part.
I am perfectly willing to do that and have always been open
to that. What are we going to do? We must not drift from
the facts that have been maintained and submitted at this
conference, and there is not a single man who has spoken
that has not substantiated the facts which have been offered
by the pound fishermen and the net fishermen, and facts
which are open to investigation—figures, prices, all that on
which depends the amount of fish to the number of pound
nets which are sent to Philadelphia and elsewhere.
Mr. Robert B. Roosevelt offered the following resolu-

tion:
First—That in the opinion of the Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game the setting of pound nets in the
salt waters of this State should be prohibited between the
first day of November and the first day of June.
8eco»d—In the opinion of this Association fishing with

nets or seines for menhaden in the waters of Long Island
and all salt waters over which the State has jurisdiction
should be prohibited.
No action was taken on the resolution.
Mr. Luther Maddocks (Me.) said: Allusion has been

made to the appointment of that Commission. I think I can
see the star of peace arising and the wisdom which permitted
this Commission of New York State, divinely inspired I
have no doubt, to call this meeting. I believe it is going to lead
to the solution of this question, which I have been interested
in, and my friend Church and others all our lifetime. Per-
haps I may not appear egotistical by saying that no man in
my community has had the opportunity to investigate the
fisheries that I have. I have been a member of the Fish
Commission under Mr. McDonald. I have no words of criti-
cism upon his policy. I was not a member as a business
matter, but I was appointed by him specially to investigate,
to find out where the menhaden spawn. In April, 1888, I
was sent to Florida, there to stop until I saw some evidence
of young fry on that coast. On April 2 I went to the mouth
of the St. James River, and as far as could be seen we could
see these young menhaden coming in as thick as rain upon
the water. I never saw such a body of fish in my life. They
could not have been over three months old. I followed that
class of fish, and the larger class of fish which followed them,
all the way to the State of Maine.
Aside from being connected with the fish business of every

description from the whale down te the scup, I had a great
interest in the conclusion which I was to arrive it. I fol-
lowed those young fry along the coast up to Georgia, South
Carolina and North Carolina. After they arrived in North
Carolina I lost the run of those small fish. Those fish went
into the Chesapeake Bay. They filled the waters full. They
stayed there. I came along further north and as I came
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along I found larger fish. On July 2 I arrived at my home
in Maine and onr coast was literally swarming with the
overgrown fish. Up to that time it was considered", although
there was no evidence to prove it, that these fish spawned
off-shore. I believe they do, now. It was my conclusion
and is so in my report, that these fish spawned in the fall
after they go down by the Capes of Delaware and Virginia
in the off-shore waters adjacent to the Southern coast. Two
years after that, by some unknown cause, the spawn of the.
menhaden was retarded. The fish that went in the fall
came back in the spring with the spawn in them. This is a
conundrum that no man has been able to solve.

Col. McDonald said: "I am going to put my men on in
the spring and I am going to try and settle that, question.

"

He is in doubt and every man is iu doubt. The fish that
have spawned have been seen upon this coast, the spawn
has been retarded. I believe that the menhaden do spawn
on the off-shore adjacent to the Southern coast and that the.
theory which is proved to be established that they are an
inshore spawner is not based upon facts. It is the excep-
tion and not the rule. It has been said that the whole ques-
tion should be referred to a Commission. I believe that is
wise. It has been said that the U. S. Commission is the
proper authority. I beg to differ. While no man has a
greater respect for the U. S. Commission than I have for
every member of it, and I am inclined to think that every
man on the Commission, especially those who investigated
the waters of the Delaware coast, are fine men, yet they lack
practicability. They will go on our coast from one end to
the other but they will not get at the facts. We do not want
to rest this important question on what information a few
gentlemen may get that have no great interest in it and are
not practical men, and are not able to judge whether the
answers to their questions are right or wrong. This is an
important question which interests every man, woman and
child of this country. In it lies the food supply of future
generations.

I said in the beginning- that the star of peace has arisen. I
believe that this meetiug has been conducive to more benefit
than anything that has ever taken place. I have attended
more meetings perhaps than any man in this room, and it

has been my lifelong study. I believe if we appoint a com-
mission of men who will attend to it and give it an impartial
investigation, that the facts, the truths, will come out, and
whatever is right will be done. I believe the gentlemen wiio
called us here together are perfectly fair. They have used us
handsomely. I feel under great obligations. 1 believe that
the next time we meet that they should be the guests and we
should be the entertainers. I believe we should keep this up
and come here and listen to reports, and we all will be greatly
helped and benefitted.
The following resolution wasoffered by Edward P. Doyle,

of New York:
RSsclved, That the chairman of the convention appoint a

committee of one from each State to prepare the records of
this meeting for publication.
George ST. Bliss, Rhode Island—In 1886 I was elected to

the Legislature of Rhode Island for the last time, having beeD
elected in all eight times a member of that body, and I was
against the net fishermen. I was ready to vote to abolish all
nets and pounds, everything except seines. The only
thing I was willing to allow was that they should shoot out
seines from the shore and catch fish as they used to do when
I was a boy. I have helped haul fish seines and seen very
large hauls of fish caught in them, but observation and time
has changed me, and I have seen some new light, as Paul did
on his way to Damascus. And although I have had no
special connection with fishermen, except as a Commissioner
of Shell Fisheries for ten years in the State of Rhode Island
and as a member of the Legislature to investigate fisheries
(my principal fisheries having been to take every opportunity
to go fishing), still I have all my life been interested in them
and am trying to learn something about it.

It seems that even a man of the experience and research of
our friend. Col. McDonald, has just discovered that he was
entirely wrong a few years ago. He thought the menhaden
fish did not spawn at all on this coast, and now he thinks
they do. I should judge from the testimony that there is a
little trouble on both sides, that there are a few fish that come
back in the spring not having deposited their spawn in the
southern waters, and who do spawn in our in-shore waters,
and so those few fish that spawn give color to his conclusions
now.

If I had known exactly what was to come out here to-day,
I would have been better prepared with documents to give
exact dates, but somewhere in 1S63 or 1864 1 was a member of
a committee appointed by the Legislature of Rhode. Island
to investigate the pound nets of the State and all the means
of taking scup and other fish, and we went to every part of
the State of Rhode Island where such nets were maintained—in Narragansett Bay and a large number in the outside,
along the sea coast—and the conclusion we arrived at that
time was a divided one. Two members of the committee-
there being three—presented a report to the Legislature ad-
vocating the entire abolition of all pound nets and traps. I
made a minority report, advocating the abolition of all the
traps in the bay north of a certain point a few miles north of
the ocean. At that time I thought it was a proper position
to take. The Legislature took no action whatever on either
report. If the committee had made a uniform report, pos-
sibly there would have been some action, but it never came
to a vote. I thought then, as many gentlemen think now,
that the traps in the bay interfered with the spawning offish
and consequently that if we could take away these standing
traps, which stood in the way of the fish that went in the
bay, they would have an opportunity to spawn, and I reasoned
that the trap fishermen, who set their traps at the mouth of
the bay, would get a large increase of fish from that change
and it would be really for the benefit of the entire population.
Last winter a friend of mine who was in the Legislature

enlisted me to appear before a committee of the Legislature,
to inquire into the abolition of the traps, except along the
ocean coast where they catch scup in the spring of the year,
to advocate the passage of a law which would prohibit traps
from November to June or July 1, on the same theory that
this would give the fish a chance to spawn before the traps
were set, and consequently the trap fisherman would catch,
during the season, a larger number of fish than they wrould
if the traps were standing during the usual period. We
were met with opposition—something I did not expect, from
the fact that these fishermen set their nets the year round
and that they would thereby be deprived of every oppor
tunity to catch shad and herring; the result was, no action
was taken then. I have now reached the condition where I
am in search of testimony and I think that I fairly repre-
sent two members of the Commission—Root and Morton

—

who have asked me to appear here for them, in stating that
they wish further information before being sure what legis-
lation to recommend. Upon one thing I think we may all
be said to be agreed. If any method can be devised for al-
lowing the fish better opportunities for spawning, so that it
will increase in the future the annual supply, certainly every
man here would tavor it. The only question is whether any
legislation which we can adopt will secure that object. That
is the only question.
There is no doubt that in certain localities the fishing has

decreased, that certain fish which we once found abundant
are now very rarely found or not at all. At the same time,
it is very evident from the testimony here that in other
localities where the fish were once scarce they are very
numerous.
Within my own recollection weakfish were caught rarely,

if at all, in Narragansett Bay, and last summer the waters
were full of them, although I have not heard of 100 being

ing weakfish with hook and line in Narragansett Bay.
There are very few who can catch them, but we know the
waters are full of them. Perhaps we do not use the right
bait. I presume if we got the right bait perhaps we might
•catch them. I never caught but one in my life. Still, the
traps were full, so full that the fish caught could not be
marketed. They are allowed to come in and go out of the
traps, because the market would not take them. At the
same time in other parts of the country there were very
few; they were gone.
There are certain laws which govern the movements of

ocean fishes which we do not understand, and there was a
very marked instance of it here a few years ago when the
tilefish were discovered off our coast at a point where neither
purse seines nor traps nor pound nets could interfere with the
development of or With the supply of those fish, and we had
hardly been able to discover them and have time to congratu-
late ourselves upon the addition of a new and valuable
resource, when the news came that the waters were full of
dead fish. I believe they have recently been rediscovered,
and possibly we may be able to get a supply of food fish from
them in the future. No one has given any special reason for
their disappearance. There has been a conjecture that the
temperature of the water might have been too cold for them
during that season, and led to their being chilled and to
their death, but no one knows with any certainty what
caused those fish to make such an immediate disappearance.

It seems to me we are not yet in possession of the ne-
cessary evidence to lead us to formulate wise laws with
reference to this matter. We do know that the fishes
that go into the streams, like the salmon, the shad and her-
ring, can be very easily exterminated by the pollution of the
water, by the erection of dams that prevent their passing to
the spawning grounds, or by putting nets across the streams,
In Rhode Island the Fish Commissioners put in a large
supply of shad fry, and about three years after we had a
large supply of fish. One stream that has not been polluted
has been very successful in the supply of shad. Col. McDou
aid, in his argument of yesterday treated the matter of th<
reproduction of fish from the point of the protection of crops,
uoon land, and it seems to me that there was no comparison
between the two crops. -In the crop upon the land w^e know
that a certain quantity is necessary for seed, and we are able
to watch that crop all through its development. Every
month the Agricultural Bureau of the United States gives
us the condition of the crops, gives us the influences which
are favorable to or injuring it, and we can figure with almost
absolute certainty about the success of the year in which the
crop will be. We know the amount of seed and we know
the amount of the crop, and although there may be good
years and bad years, the general average is about the same,
it is not so with fish. We do not know the quantity of seed,
we do not know the condition of the crop, the influences
which are favoring it or injuring it, and we do not know
what the harvest will be. Twice within my recollection
scup have been plentiful around the city of Providence and
for ten years afterward they were not there.
The scup were so plentiful last year that the fishermen

hauled thousands of fish for market. Why this has been so
I cannot tell. We cannot see any reason. Possibly t here is
a different temperature of water. We certainly cannot ac-
count for these sudden floods of fish and these sudden scarci
ties. The table which was shown here yesterday gave the
fluctuations of mackerel and specified instances of fish be-
coming plentiful and shortly disappearing, and then again
becoming plentiful.
I do not think it safe to legislate until we have further

facts, and facts upon which there is no dispute. I am very
glad that this conference was called. I promised rashly to
come here, regretted it very much, and would have excused
myself could I have done so, but I am glad I was not per-
mitted to escape and that I am here. I have learned much,
and I trust I will have an opportunity to learn more when I
read the papers which have been read here. I trust the de-
velopment of facts, and the bringing out of facts, will pro-
duce a great deal of good, and that this conference will have
proven to be a noteworthy one.
Mr. J. M. K. SOUTHWICK (Rhode Island)—I do not under-

stand what is said about anadromous fishes. It is generally
understood that the anadromous fishes are the salmon, shad",
alewife, etc , and that the distinction between them and
other migratory fishes is that they go to the headwaters of
streams to spawn, while the other fish, like the weakfish, go
only to the bays or estuaries. The scup never goes into the
freshwater, Once in a while a fish gets separated from the
maiu school and scattered, and in that way they get into
places where they do not want to go; and I think iu that way
spawn is sometimes developed in places where it is not the
natural spawning ground, and a few fish spawning under
favorable circumstances would make quite a showing of
spawn and young fry.
Mr. Roosevelt—Are you at all sure where striped bass

spawn ?

Mr. Southwick—No, I am not sure. During one season
in Rhode Island, after the usual catch of the great body of
the school of scup, an unaccountable body of young fish
were seen along the edge of the shores. The waters were full
of them. The seines were full. They would pass through
the meshes of the nets, and it was a phenomenon before un-
known to the fishermen. They did not know how to account
for it.

1
1 think they were very young. Those fish traveled

long distances, and it did not follow that because the young
fish were found at Narragansett Bay that they had spawned
at Narragansett Bay. Do not believe they did. Never said
they did. It seems to me that the great masses of scup came
into our bay. If they all came into our bay to spawn in a
mass, previous to going to the upper waters of the bay, they
would be seen there. They never were seen or observed in
large masses in that way before the traps were in use, nor
have they been seen since. They sometimes go up the Bay
as far as Providence, or as far as the salt water, but never in
the large schools. It is quite an important matter to discover
and to know whether the fish are auadromous, whether they
spawn in fresh water or salt. If the fish spawn in the oceau,
we cannot control them in the shallow waters or in the bay.
If they spawn in the bays we can. What man can do may
have some benefit on them. Another thing will be observed
which will give confirmation to this theory, if you will call
it a theory, and that is that where there has been a reduc-
tion it has been among anadromous fishes. The salmon have
almost or quite disappeared from our waters. If they ever
were plentiful, they might have been the weakfish, so called.
At any rate, there is no salmon in the Rhode Island waters
to speak of. The shad are very scarce also. There is no
quantity of shad. The river herring have maintained their
numbers better than any of the other fish, but they are not
so plentiful as they used to be. Fishermen tell me that they
held their own for the last number of years.
The other fish that I have considered as anadromous is

the striped bass. It is one of the most valuable fishes that
we have with us. It is the fish that entices the sporting man,
and in that connection I wish to say, for myself, that 1 think
the sporting interest is one that should be fostered and en-
couraged. It is the right and privilege of every man. It
affords relaxation for every business man and he ought to
have that piivilege and should be encouraged and every
means adopted and permitted to continue It. But the ques-
tion as to the striped bass. They have really decreased in
the last 25 years. I commenced the study of this question
about 25 years ago, or a little less than that, a little before
the investigation of Mr. Spencer P. Baird, and when he came
to Newport on the investigation of fish, we opened a corre-
spondence that continued for a number of years on the fish
question. At that time I stated to Prof. Baird that I thought

taken with hook and line. We are not successful in catch- 1 there had been no diminution of the sea bass. During the

first summer he was there, there was a species of striped bass
that came in to ourharbor which we caught and compared with
those caught at a former time, but since that time there has
been a diminution of bass. They are not so plentiful on our
coast. The last year has been a very poor season. How have
these fish been diminished? They are not caught in large
quantities by netting in our waters, and never were. The
largest quantity that has ever been caught were caught with
the shore seine. Take them in bulk and weigh them, and it
is a much larger quantity than ever w as caught in any pound
or trap, and the quantities caught in the trap since are very
small and constitute a smaller species of bass. They are
caught during the spring months. The large catch of the
trap-seine of fi sh generally is during the month of May. Per-
haps seven-eighths of all the catch is during that month.
You will see by our report, where we give the catch for each
month, the vast increase of shipments during that month,
which comprises more largely scup than any other fish.'
During the last year there was a large shipment of sque-
teague.
There is another question I wish to speak of, and that is

about the fluctuation of fish. Mr. Bliss, who preceded me
spoke to you about them, but I have had occasion to inquire
into the history of the fishes of our State, and I learned that
in 1794, a scup was caught and nailed up on the side of a
hotel as a new specimen, never before kuown. Never knew
what it was! It had been absent from the water so long. A
few years ago, my father, who was living then/remembered
that the fish were very scarce and I recall his mentioning the
fishes of the earliest part of the century and said he once
went fishing and got a bluefish. Of course, the mackerel as
they were known then, was the only one he caught. It was
rare at that time. Where these bluefish went to no one
knows; aud what causes the flucutation of these fish? It is
an interesting question and certainly one that is appertain-
ing to this subject before us. If these fluctuations occurred
before netting, it does not necessarily follow that they were
due to netting. Netting may change it, or it may not.
In the case of the bullseye mackerel—they have been absent
from our waters and again come in. Some thirty-five years
ago, they were very abundant in these waters of Rhode
Island. They disappeared about thirty years ago and were
not seen here until 1882, when they were abundant again.
Mr. Caleb C. HAILEY said: As there have been some

remarks implying that there might be a combination
among the fish dealers to keep the prices of fish high I wish
to repudiate anything of that kind. Nothing whatever of
the kiud exists
Mr. C. F. Chamberlay^e of Massachusetts:
I think, with all dt-ference to the feelings of Capt. Church

that the consideration of a remedy for the scarcity of fish
without deciding that there is such a scarcity, would be a
valuable action of this meetiug. Various remedies have been
suggested. Among them is that of regulating the size of the
mesh, or limiting the kinds of fish or the amount of fish for
which the net may be used. We have found in Buzzards
Bay in our practical experience, that any such limitation is
absolutely without value. If netting is permitted in certain
waters for any purpose, it is permitted for all purposes. We
have no such money or machinery at our disposition, and no
such power of enforcing such regulations by patrol boats or
otherwise as would make them effective. No officer would
have dared to board a vessel which may be legally fishing
For example, under the law of 1865, in Buzzards Bay people
were allowed to seine for bluefish, seining being forbidden
for other fish. Everybody who owned a net was invariably
found to be fishing for bluefish; it was definitely found im-
possible to enforce it, and the prohibition was made general
forbidding all seining.

It has also been found practically impossible to enforce any
regulations prescribing a certain number of days in each
week during which a pound or other device shall not be op-
erated. We have had laws since 1880 prescribing that from
6 o'clock Saturday A. M. until 6 o'clock Sunday evening
pounds should not be used; the pocket should be drawn or
some provision made by which the net shall not be operated
It has been found that any such restrictions are an absolutely
dead letter. They cannot, be enforced, they are not enforced
aud the protection so afforded is utterly illusive. These laws
do not enforce themselves and we do not have such patrol
vessels as could be effective iu the matter.
The only way we can preserve fish is to protect the period

of reproduction, and study the ways in which reproduction
takes place. Intelligent action cannot be under a single
general ironclad regulation, but by our discriminating laws
there should be prescribed a fixed period during which cer-
tain mechanical devices should not be employad, and it
should be provided that in certain waters constituting
spawning grounds they should not be employed at all. The
use of nets in spawning grounds has a peculiarly injurious
effect to all the interests represented here, and the use of
nets during the whole of the spawning season may be such
as to be materially curtailed with advantage to all inter-
ested.
There is only one other suggestion I venture to make as the

result of considerable investigation into the subject, and that
is that the appointment of a, commission for devising reme-
dies for the growing scarcity of food fishes is not a course
from which any good will result. We have had just such a
Commission for twenty years at Washington, and it has done
little in that line.

The Fish Commission of the United States was established
in 1871 in response to a suegestion by Mr. Spencer F. Baird
who was connected with the Smithsonian Institute at Wash-
ington. He called attention to the alarming decrease in the
coast fisheries both in Buzzards Bay aud Vineyard Sound
and suggested to Mr. Henry L. Dawes, then a member of the
House, and subsequently a Senator from Massachusetts, that
a Commission be appoiated for the investigation of precisely
that subject. His suggestion was adopted, and the Commis-
sion has now been in existence for a period of twenty-two
years for the purpose. It has made absolutely no recom-
mendations for protective legislation. The odIv legislation
for fish protection which has passed Congress was the Act of
1887, prescribing a close season for mackerel, by enacting
that during certain periods of the year no mackerel should
be imported iuto the United States. It was a regulation of
commerce and not an attempt to regulate the coast fisheries
of the United States. That legislation of Congress was abso-
lutely opposed by the agents of the Commission, who came
forward in large numbers, Mr. J. W. Collins appearing
prominently among them, and said that nothing was known
in regard to the habits or catch of the mackerel, and it was
necessary to catch them and all other fish at all times,
wherever possible, for if not they would be lost and do
nobody any good.
Under circumstances like these, there having been a body

established for twenty-two years for this precise purpose,
operating entirely free, as may be supposed, from any per-
sonal influences, with abundant funds at its command and
especial opportunities for observation, which has been able
to discover absolutely nothing, it hardly seems worth while
to appoint another Commission, with the facts which are at
our disposal for an investigation of this matter by those who
are interested in the local supply of food fish, and charged by
the States with the duty of protecting special waters in their
jurisdiction.
A single instance I will trouble you with, as to how little

this Fish Commission has been able to decide or discover in
its twenty years of existence. Col. McDonald, at this meet-
iug, made the first definite statement, so far as has been
known to me, of where menhaden spawn. That was an era
making paper. Prior to that time, the result of his Com-
mission was absolutely zero. There has been no fish that
has received in its investigation such a large portion of the
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money of the United States as the investigation of the men-
haden. Prof. G. Browne Goode has written a book on this
subject. The Commissioner has attended investigation after
investigation by committees of Congress. He has had his

which were preparing to consider the "Lapham Bill" if it
were passed 65 the House, "very little is definitely known as
to the spawning of the menhaden.

"

Until Col. McDonald spoke yesterday there was no definite
statement, as the result of the most exhaustive investiga-
tion ever made as to where menhaden spawn.
The appointment of a commission, it would seem tome,

would be barren of result for the reasons stated, ft is fre-
quently said that the Pish Commission is not opposed to the
use of pounds. Mr. Spencer F. Baird, after calling atten-
tion to the fact that there, has been an alarming decrease in
the supply of fish, calls attention to the mischief which
pounds and weirs have caused, including the loss of food
to a, large class of people who are idle. He goes on to say:
"The decrease of the fish mav be considered as due to the

combined action of the fish pounds or weirs and the bluefish,
the former destroying a very large percentage of the spawn-
ing fish before they have deposited their eggs, and the latter
devouring immense numbers of young fish after they have
passed the ordinary perils of immaturity.
"There are no measures at our command for destroying

the bluefish, nor would it be desirable to do this, in view of
their valine as an article of food. The alternative is to regu-
late the action of the pounds so as to prevent the destruction
of fish during the spawning season.
"The quickest remedy would be the absolute abolition of

the traps and pounds."
He also says: "Many persons are in the habit of consider-

ing that the fish supply of the sea is practically inexhaust-
ible, and therefore that a scarcity of any particular location
is to be referred rather to the movements of the fish, in
changing their feeding grounds capriciously, or else in 'fol-
lowing the migration from place to place of the food upon
which they live. This may be true to a certain extent, aswe shall hereafter show; but it is difficult to point out any
locality where, near the shores in the New England States at
least, tinder the most favorable view of the case, the fish
are quite as plentiful as they were some years ago. It is by
no means to be inferred from our remarks as to the scarcity
of fish that fewer are actually caught now than formerly at
any time; the contrary, perhaps, being the case, since by
means of the improved methods of capture, in the way of
pounds and nets, an immense supply is taken out at certain
seasons of the year, so as to frequently glut the markets
The scarcity referred to is better shown by the great diffi-
culty experienced by line fishermen in securing a proper
supply throughout the year on grounds where they were
formerly able to catch all they needed for their own use and
for sale.

"The evil effects of the state of things here indicated are
felt in many ways; primarily on the part of many fishermen
resident on the coast who have been in the habit of making
a living by the proceeds of their occupation not only sum
plying themselves with food, fresh and salt, for the year
but also making a comfortable living by sales of ther sur-
plus. At the present time this resource is cut off to a great
degree from this class of people in many places on the Mas-
sachusetts coast, where, as on Nantucket. Martha's Vineyard
and elsewhere, the deprivation from the loss of profits by
fishing is being most seriously felt. The result, of course, of
the inability to make a living in this manner is to drive the
line fishermen to other occupations, and especially to induce
them to leave the State for other fields of industry."
He further said that it is unfair to vested interests to

absolutely prohibit the use of pounds, and that the condi-
tions of the problem are such that it is only during the
spawning season that fish come to the coast and so are
within the reach of man, and also the mischief of man's
energy is greatest when exerted at that time. He therefore
advises a reasonable regulation, consisting of a close season
on weirs and pounds. It is very possible that that is the
remedy which 1% really open to this conference, most fair to
invested capital and most thoroughly in the best interests of
the fisheries.

Mr. D. T. Church—You said that Spencer F. Baird
framed a law for the purpose of prohibit ing the use of pound
nets in the State of Rhode Island. That law was backed
by public opinion for the reason that for twenty years the
scup had almost totally disappeared. Mr. Baird, in connec-
tion with this, offered a bill that was introduced in the
Rhode Island Legislature, and one of the terms of the bill
was to destroy these nets, if found in the waters, without
judge or jury. But we escaped and Professor Baird saved us
for m the following year the greatest crop of scup that was
ever known appeared on the coast of New England, and Mr
Baird is on record as saying that he was confounded by the
large supply. Mr. Baird said if the law had been passed
and our traps and pounds had not been allowed to be put in
the water the increase in fish would have been credited to
the restrictive laws.
Mr. Chambeelav/ne said, in reply to Mr. Church: I have

'examined the statements of Mr. Baird, There is nothing in
any of his statements which covers the ground.
Mr. Church—That statement was made about 1870. As a

matter of fact, since then, between the years 1890 and 1*93
every fish that has its home in the waters of southern New
England were never more plentiful, a result exactly con-
trary to Mr. Baird's prophecy and statement. I will leave
the whole matter to any one that will go in as a disinterested
man and take the testimony and find out that what Mr.
Baird stated was a mistake, and that there is not a single fish
whose habitat is between Sandy Hook and Cape Cod but
what has been plentiful since 1890.

On motion of Mr. D. T. Church the Conference then ad
journed sine die, with the understanding that should there
be need for a future conference the call will be issued.

The following papers were handed in for publication:
This paper, presented by Capt. D. T. Church on the first

day of the Conference, was handed in too late for insertion in
its proper place. Mr. Church said:
The industrial fishermen at this convention represent mil-

lions of capital invested in mackerel, cod, scup and other
fisheries. They employ ashore and afloat several thousand
fishermen and laborers, whose prosperity depends on the suc-
cess of the interests we are here to defend.
There is not one of us but what believes that regulation of

our fisheries means disaster to us all, with no advantage
whatever to those who ask for regulation.
The experience in Holland, where they tried regulation for

400 years, exactly agrees with our observations, and it seem*
unreasonable for us to pursue a course (that is sure to be at-
tended with disaster) that has been abandoned by England
and Holland after a trial of centuries, Holland sttBsfcitotang
absolute free fishing, and the great English commission
recommending the same policy in their report to the English
Parliament in 1S64.
Rhode Island has had twenty-three years' experience with

free fishing from 1S70 to 1893, and there is not the slightest
evidence that there is any diminution in the supply of its
food fish.

Since 1870 there is not a single fish known to our seacoast
waters but what has been, at times, as plenty as ever before
known, also very scarce, proving conclusively Huxley's
statement to be true, that man is not a factor to be reckoned
With m trying to explain the mysterious appearances and
disappearances of tide water fish.

United States Fish Commissioner McDonald unfortunately
takes his position with our adversaries, antagonizing the re
suit of the English Commission's investigation, also Hol-
land's 300 years of experience, and talks of remnants of fish
when it is not remnants but floods that have confronted us
periodically, in quantities equal to any ever before known in
this country; and all fishes known to our waters have given
us examples since 1870.
The scup made their appearance in Narragansett Bay in

1800, and disappeared in 1870 or nearly so. The pound men
were thought to have caught them up, and a law abolishing
traps was introduced in the Legislature backed by a strong
public opinion, but it failed to pass, and the scup came back
again plenty as ever, with the traps unrestricted. Without
question, scup in the vicinity of Narragansett Bay were as
plenty as ever before from 1890to 1893 The following figures,
taken from the Fall River Line books, covering the last ten
years, are instructive in this connection, for they refer mostly
to scup:

Barrels. Barrels.
1882 8,392 1888 13,327
1883 8,865 1889 17,597
1884 ,16,062 1890 7,696
1S85 15,263 1891 17,51)2
1886 14,586 1893 25.253
1887 14,460 1893 35,8«

The small shipment of 1890 is accounted for by the fact
that there were but few large scup on our coast that season,
but an unheard of quantity, weighing twenty-five to the
pound. It would be interesting to the public to have all the
fluctuations of our coast fisheries for the last twenty years,
from the Penobscot to the Delaware, put on a chart. Their
ups and downs would show almost as regularly as waves of
the sea Professor Baird once showed me a mackeral chart
showing the fluctuations of that fish. In his remarks he
spoke of the extremes as periods of plenty and scarcity. The
chart showed a year of great scarcity about fifty years before,
which was long before purse seines were in use for taking
mackerel.
Tautog, in 1856, were very plenty from Wellfleet to New

Jersey, and there was quite a fleet of smacks that year en-
gaged in taking that fish for market, but the extreme cold of
the" following winter froze most of them, and as a regular
fishery that was abandoned by all in 1857. Since then there
have been several periods of scarcity and plenty, but the 1892
crop was equal to, or ahead of any ever known.
The following letter from S. B. Mulleris instructive in this

connection, for it will be noticed he names three of our coast
fishes as plenty during the season of 1892, especially weakfish

Mew York, Jan. 11, 1893.—D. T. Church: Dear Sir—Your letter at
hand asking for information about blae'tfish. Well, I will say they
were very plenty and very cheap. I have no recollection of seeing them
more plentiful in the last fifty years, and at the end of the season for
shipping thfim in barrels. The smacks began to arrive with live ones
until at one time it. was estimated there was alive in the dock more
than one hundred thousand pounds. But they are out at a much less
price than any year for the last ten years. Bluefish and weakfish have
been through the season very plenty. I never knew weakfish as plenty
and as cheap in my time. One cent per pound was considered a good
price for many days and many ton 5 were sold for less. Yours,

8. B. Miller.

Weakfish in Narragansett Bay and vicinity were extremely
plenty during the fishing season of 1893, notwithstanding the
fact that there were over 100 traps and pounds set between
Block Island, Providence and Fall River. Without ques-
tion, this year's crop exceeded any ever before known, and
the curious thing is none can be taken with a hook, or hardly
any, showing that but for the pounds they might have come
and gone, and no one would have known that they had been
here.
We should like to have Commissioner McDonald square

his "remnant" statement with the fact that as a whole
there were more weakfish present on our coast last season
than ever before known; also with the tautog flood of 1892
the bluefish flood of 1890, the scup flood of 1890-93, the men-
haden flood of 1888, the mackerel flood of 1884, the Silver
Lake flood of 1893, the sea bass flood of 1884, and the two or
three striped bass floods that have been present on our coasts
within the last ten years. They all controvert McDonald's
"remnant" theory, and prove it a myth.
The King of Holland, at the opening of the legislative

session 1865-6 used the following language:
"Up to 1857 the Dutch fisheries were burdened with many

restrictions, intended for their protection and encourage-
ment. The period within which herrings could be fished
was limited. The places of fishing, the time, the nets, and
the tackle were all under regulations. But the fishery
languished and declined, and it was determined by the Legis-
lature to try the effect of another system. A law was passed
in 1857 abolishing all restrictions, regulations and enactments
as to close time, trawds, nets and lines. Every one was left
free to fish the sea in any mode, and at any time he deemed
most advantageous, while a Fishery Commission was estab-
lished to collect the statistics of the various fisheries, and
report annually to the Legislature upon all matters affecting
the interest of the fisheries.

"The result has been a steady and continuous improve-
ment. The last report of the Commission shows greater
anxiety to find new markets in foreign countries for the fish
than about the prospects of an abundant catch. The Com-
missioners conceive that the future prosperity of the Dutch
fisheries will depend on a profitable outlet for the fish bein°-
found by a freer intercourse with neighboring countries. A
return is given of the number of vessels employed in the
herring fishery at Scheveningen, and their annual catch
which rises from 24,969,000 in 1858 to 33,535,000 in 1864. The
export of cured herring from all parts of the country had
risen from 30,919,271 'stuks' in 1858 to 42,698,000 in 1864."
Thirty years ago it was claimed in England, as it is in the

United States to-day, that improved methods of taking fish
with nets, seines and other contrivances was diminishing the
supply of fish, resulting in the appointment by the Queen of
James Caird, Thomas Henry Huxley and George Shaw Le-
fevre to inquire into the condition of the sea fisheries of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
Their conclusion, after a three-years' exhaustive inquiry

was expressed in the following words:
'

"We find the laws relating to sea fisheries to be compli-
cated, confused and unsatisfactory; many restrictions, even
of late date, are never enforced; many would be extremely
injurious to the interests of the fisheries and of the commu-
nity if they were enforced; and with respect to these and
others, the highest legal authorities are unable to decide
where and inwhat precise sense they are operative," and they
recommend as follows:
"We advise that all acts of Parliament which profess to

regulate or restrict the modes of fishing pursued in the open
sea be repealed, and that unrestricted freedom of fishing be
pursued hereafter, and for the present we advise that all acts
of Parliament which profess to regulate or restrict the modes
of fishing pursued inshore be repealed, with the exceptions
purely on grounds of policy, of the local act regulating
pilchard fishing at St. Ives, aud for that part of Loch Fyue
which lies above Otter Spit, of the act prohibiting trawlins
for herrings in Scotland."

By Mr. Robert Walsh:
This question should not be approached unintelligently

From the evidence of the best known and most widely expe-
rienced men engaged in fishing as well as from the writings
and researches of the scientists and ichthyologists of the
United States Bureau of Fish and Fisheries we have in this
country alone sufficient data to decide whether or not repres-

sive legislation would be advisable. 'But as this evidence has
already been placed on record in the publications of suchmen as Capt Collins, Mr. Atwood, Capt. Church and others
before the Senate of the United States in connection with
the reception of evidence concerning the Lapham bill, I think
that my appearance in the matter will be more profitably
confined to elucidating the comparative effects of such legis-
lation m Great Britain and European countries.
As a matter of fact knowledge of the habits of sea fishes

was very imperfect until recent years, but the economic
value of the supply of fish attracted considerable attention
from legislators and rulers from the earliest times, aud as a
consequence from time to time enactments, progressive or
repressive, were petitioned for and considered. For instance
in 167o the fishermen of the southern Irish coast petitioned
the King through Secretary Burchard that the length of the
nets used by the French fishermen broke the shoals of the
pilchards and drove them from the coast. This petition
prayed that the Government should restrict the use of these
long nets by the Frenchmen; but for some reason or other
the request of the Irish fishermen was not acceded to, and
the Frenchmen continued to fish for pilchards inshore and in
the deep sea without restraint. It is recorded in the annals
of Kinsale that for three years, from 1675 to 1678, the supply
ot pilchards diminished to such an extent that the native
fishermen discontinued that iudustry. The falling off in the
supply was attributed to "the depredations of the French-
men; but in the following year, 1679, notwithstanding that
a fleet of three hundred French sail, each boat carrying nets

one league in length" swept the coast with these nine hun-
dred leagues of nets uninterruptedly, previous to and during
the three seasons referred to. the pilchards returned in
greater numbers thau ever before seen on this coast. " This

fact is proved from the writings of Sir Robert Southwell,who was himself one of the signers of the petition to
Secretary Burchard in 1675.

v.
In 1881, '82 and '83 a somewhat similar petition was made

by the fishermen on the southern Irish coast concerning the
too early fashing for herring by the Scotch fishermen. I was
at that time chairman of the South of Ireland Fishing Com-
pany, and relying simply on the statements of the local fish-ermen 1 heartily approved of their appeal for repressive
legislation m connection with the south of Ireland herring
fishery, 111 the shape of instituting a close season, I had not
then made any research into the habits of the fishes or con-
cerning the effects of men's efforts, by any method for their
capture, upon the supply, and, with others who were as
deeply interested in the progressive development of the Irish
fisheries as was I, I was astounded when Prof. Huxley and
other famous scientists as well as inspectors of fisheries ap-
pointed by Her Majesty's Government, pooh-poohed our re-
quest, and informed us that not alone was there no necessity
tor appointing a close season, but that from their observa-
tions and investigations they had decided that the supply of
herrings or of other migratory fishes could not be diminished
by any means or appliances tha,t could be used by men for
their capture.
The fishermen and boat owners on the southern Irish coast,

myself among the number, felt aggrieved by this decision,
and it was universally predicted that the herrings would be
driven from our coast by the fact of the Scotch fishermen
plying their nets—over two thousand miles of them—before
t he time when the Irish fishermen considered that the season
should begin. But no such result has happened. It is true
that sometimes for a season or two, or even for five or ten
years the supply of herring and other migratory fishes, such
as mackerel, pilchard, etc., seem to disappear, altogether or
partially, from the coast. But as regularly, or perhaps I
should say as irregularly, they return with increasing num-
bers as did the pilchards in 1679.
These are matters which it will be observed have come

under my own personal observation and with which I was
intimately connected. It will be understood from what I
have said that during the year 1880, '81 and '82, I was under
the impression that fishing for migratory fishes at irregular
periods and with destructive appliauces was economically
dangerous to the progress of a fishing industry. But upon
learning the decision of the authorities to whom I referred to
concerning the effect or rather the inutility of curtailing
methods employed for the capture of fishes, I studied the
question and arrived at the conclusion that the comings and
goings of migratory fishes or their reproduction cannot be
influenced by man.
Bearing out the statement which I have just made, and

U,P°^ ™ucn higher and practically unimpeachable authority
the following quotation from the report of the Commission
appointed by Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain, unqual-
ifiedly takes the position that the supply of migratory fishes
cannot be increased or diminished by man, That Commis-
sion consisted of Professor Thomas Henry Huxley, the Rt
I™' Geo. Shaw LeFevre, and the Rt. Hon. James Caird.W ith all the resources of the British Government at their
disposal, and after three years of exhaustive inquiry into the
condition of the sea fisheries of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain aud Ireland, these men deliberately presented
the following report:
"We find the laws relating to sea fisheries to be complicated,

confused and unsatisfactory; many restrictions, even of late
date, are never enforced; many would be extremely injurious
to the interests of the fishermen and of the community if they
were enforced, and with respect to these and others the high-
est legal authorities are unable to decide where and in what
precise sense they are operative.
"We advise that all acts of Parliament which profess to

regulate or restrict the mode of fishing pursued in " the open
sea be repealed, and that unrestricted freedom of fishing be
pursued hereafter; and for the present we advise that all acts
of Parliament which profess to regulate or restrict the modes
of fishing pursued inshore be repealed."
In the face of this statement, aud bearing in mind the high

authority and the historical data at their command concern-
ing the conditions of the fisheries which they investigated it
is impossible to come to any other conclusion than that the
supply of migratory fishes is practically inexhaustible. But
1 cannot quite agree with that portion of the report of the
Royal Commission referred to which suggests the advisabil-
ity of enacting laws to permit the unrestricted freedom of
fishing inshore. As a matter of fact, in the course of his ad-
dress at the International Fisheries Exhibition in London, in
1883 Prof Huxley made it very plain that the statement
made by him and the other Commissioners referred chiefly to
migratory fishes. Monsieur Rimbaud, one of the greatest
French authorities, states that the supply of migratory
fishes is absolutely inexhaustible and cannot be affected by
any means or appliances adopted by men for their capture.
But he asserts, and it is pretty generally conceded, that fishes
which spawn locally inshore might be depleted or even ex-
hausted by continuous or depredatory fishing. The class of
fishes known as inshore or local fishes does not comprise
mackerel, herring, bluefish, striped bass, whitefish, men-
haden or any other of the great species that form the basis of
our industrial fisheries.

I shall only give one other example of the effect of repres-
sive legislation on the economic and industrial development
of fisheries, and this example should of itself be considered
of serious import in the discussion of any question relating
to proposed restrictions, or for the protection of fisheries. In
the opening of the legislative session of the Dutch Parlia-
ment in 1865 66 the King of Holland drew attention to the
fact that for three hundred years, "up to 1857 the Dutch
Fisheries were burdened with many restrictions intended
for their prosecution and encouragement. The period within
which herrings could be fished was limited. The places of
fishing, the times, the nets and the tackle were all under
regulations. But the fishery languishod and declined and
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it was determined by the Legislature to try the_ effect of

another system. A law was passed in 1857 abolishing all

restrictions, regulations and enactments as to close time,
trawls, nets and lines. Every one was left free, to fish the
sea in any mode and at any time he deemed most advanta-
geous, while a Fishery Commission was established to col-

lect the statistics of the various fisheries and report
annually to the Legislature upon all maters affecting the
interests ofthe fisheries. The result has been a steady and
continuous improvement."
Z These statements comprise the result of the investigations
of governments and scientists and practical authorities for
over four centuries, and in every instance, notwithstanding
the erroneous ideas that existed in the minds of fishermen
and others, those engaged in the research decided against
repressive laws, and established the fact that fishing with
nets or with any other appliances cannot influence or decrease
the supply of migratory food or other fishes.

Now, I do not believe that the. gentlemen who signed the
petition calling this meeting fully understood the facts to

which I have referred, or they would not place themselves
in opposition to the published decisions of those great
authorities in science and ichthyology, whom I have quoted,
and who have in many cases made life studies of the subject
which is now under consideration. I notice that in the
circular calling this meeting the statement is made that
during the past year the spawning ground of mackerel and
other migratory fishes has been discovered to be local and
inshore. This statement is an error—in fact, it looks uncom-
monly like an intentional error. No man knows where these
migratory fishes pass the winter, and after twenty years'

experience and investigation the best living American
authorities cannot definitely locate the precise ground where
any of these fishes spawn.
I do not think that I can add further new matter to this

argument. It is the duty of the people of the United States
to insist through their States and National Legislatures that
the food fish shall be conserved and protected; but it is as
clear as the sun at noon that the only fisheries that can be
benefitted by restrictive or protective legislation are those of

oysters and other shell fishes, crustaceans, and those fishes

that are known not to be migratory. It is therefore appar-
ent that those who seek for the enactment of repressive
legislation have not given this matter the attention or study
necessary to place before the Commissioners an intelligent

argument, and as far as my experience and understanding
of the facts enable me to form an opinion, I believe that it is

the duty of the representatives of the people to oppose by
every and any just means all attempts at legislation which
would restrict our fishermen in their freedom of fishing for
migratory fishes by every means at their disposal.

South Harwich, Dec. 7, 1893.—John T. Hangaard, Secre-
tary: Sir—Whereas, my attention has been called to a meet-
ing to be held at the office of the Commissioners of Fisheries
of the State of New York for the purpose of securing national
legislation restricting the use of pounds, traps and seines in
the taking of fish, claiming that by their use the supply of
food fish is being rapidly depleted. If the proposers of that
measure were honest and not influenced by their desire for
private amusements during a few weeks of the year, regard-
less of consequences to the poor people of the villages along
the coast, whose living must come from the waters, to whom
robbing them of their rights and privileges of catching fish

by more reliable means than simple hook and line, means to
them a loss of their little all, for which they have toiled, i. e.,

the value of such gear as they have for fishing, and a loss of
employment and a living for their families—they could easily

learn that the use of these contrivances does not contribute
an atom to the cause of the scarcity of fish; neither do they
retard the periodical seasons of plenty. Again, the propor-
tion of fish taken by these fixed contrivances on the shores
to the whole bodies of fish in the waters is so small it cannot
be computed, only imagined. Therehave always been, from
time immemorial, years of plenty and years of scarcity of
fish: not only of one kind, but of all the dif-

ferent kinds and varieties which visit our shores
and bays, from the alewives in our brooks to cod upon the
banks of Newfoundland. Such are the facts in fisheries as
in everything which comes to the lot of men. As regu-
larly as the tides ebb and flow so come successful years, and
then the reverse; and it always will be so. There are
evidently as many fish now as ever in the sea, notwithstand-
ing all the contrivances and appliances of man. Let man
take ali he can, he cannot reduce them. There were, accord-
ing to recollection of our old men, and our records, times of
greater scarcity of fish on the shores of old Cape Cod years,

yea scores of years, before any such contrivances as pounds,
weirs and traps were conceived of. Two years ago several
kinds of southern, or warm water, fish made their appear-
ance in our (Chatham) bay, fish that the fishermen never
before saw. Why did they come? It is said by very old
people that, from great abundance of bluefish on the shores
of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard, they suddenly dis-

appeared and for a long time (it is said fifty years) were not
known, so when they returned only some of the oldest
people could name them. I have heard an old uncle of mine
(a fisherman until age incapaciated him) say, when he was
a boy (in his teens), while with a party using a sweep
seine, a bluefish was caught, and as none could name
it, it was left on the beach, the men fearing to eat it;

but later, another was caught, and a very old man remem-
bered that fish of that kind was plenty in his early years.

Now, as there were then no traps or weirs or seines to deplete
them, why and where did they go and again return? So
with all fish; they go and come, and natural causes—to man
now unknown—are responsible for it, and not man with his
contrivances for their catch. Surely, pounds, traps and
seines are not the cause of the years of great scarcity of cod-
fish on all the banks, where at other years they do so much
abound—sometimes large fish, at other times fish of seem-
ingly smaller growth. Who can account for all the changes?
Not man. Neither does the catching of them in large or
small number, or quantities, with the millions of eggs depos-
ited by individual fish. Man has no influence, only the
power that created them for the use of man and decreed that
he take of the abundance thereof. Fish has from the days of

the Apostles (and then there were times of scarcity) to the
present been a great means of livelihood to those about the
coasts the world over, and all nations have the same years or

seasons of scarcity and plenty, even where pounds and traps
are unknown. If pounds and traps are the cause of our
seasons of scarcity, why should all other nations have them
without the said pounds and traps?
No, as a fisherman of close observance of the ways of fish

lore for two-score years, I am fully conviuced that the
coming and going of fish is not influenced by the use of

traps, weirs or seines. We have just had a few years of

small catch, but the last two have decidedly improved, and
our oldest fishermen look with pleasure to a series of greater
plenty, till in a short time it will be high tide followed by
another ebb; and ali, like myself, do protest against legisla-

tion robbing us of our God-given right of living by fishing,

solely that a few wealthy summer residents may claim better

fishing for sport alone, and surely raise the prices, making
fish a luxury thereby. Respectfully submitted,

. Darius F. Weekes.

New York, Dec. 11, 1893.—We, the undersigned wholesale

fish dealers of New York city, certify that, as regards the
general supply of edible fish brought to this market, there is

no evidence whatever of a decrease in the catch as compared
with the supply at any time during the past ten or twenty
years, and that the prices obtained during the past three or

four seasons have not been higher in the average than during
any similar period of time in the past.

[Signed]
J. W. Campbell & Son. 17 Fulton Fish Market.
Caleb Haley & Co., 14 Fulton Fish Market.
D. Haley & Co., 6 Fulton Fish Market.
A. W. Haff , 12 Fulton Fish Market.
H. M. Rogers Co., 11 Fulton Fish Market.
Eldred & Haley, 9 Fulton Fish Market.
Jno. Powell's Son & Co., 8 Fulton Fish Market.
Kingsland & Comstock, 5 Fulton Fish Market.
Horace E. Stillman, i Fulton Fish Market.
J. N. Harris & Co., 3 Fulton Fish Market.
Geo. T. Moore, 2 Fulton Fish Market.
Amos G. Chesebro, 1 Fulton Fish Market.
S. B. Miller, 7 Fulton Fish Market.
Wallace & Keeney, 10 Fulton Fish Market.
John Feeney & Co., 13 Fulton Fish Market.
S. L. Storer & Co., 16 Fulton Fish Market.
Fulton Fish Co., 15 Fultou Fish Market.
Middleton, Carman & Co., 70 Fulton Fish Market.
A. E. Potter, 148 Beekman street.

F. G. Kenny & Co., 146 Beekman street.
Benjamin & Kenwell , 144 Beekman street.

Sam'l T. Skidmore, 142 Beekman street.

Sam'l Z. Chesebro, 150 Beekman street.

P. M. Comstock & Co., 152 Beekman street.
Willis H. Rogers, 106 South street.

Warner & Prankard, 10S South street.

Benj. W. Davis, 109 South street.

B. Cohen, 114 South street.

C. H. Cone, 107 South street.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Feb. 20 to 23.—"Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. James
Mortimer. Superintendent.
Feb. 27 to March 2—Columbus Fanciers' Club, at Columbus, O. Or.

F. Mooney, Sec'y. Entries close Feb. 20.

March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy
D. Welton, Sec'y. Entries close Feb. 21.

March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. J. L.
Lincoln, Sec'y. Entries close Feb. 24.

March 27-30.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Philadelphia, Pa., Dr,
D. B. Darby, Sec'y.
April 3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.

Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. W.

Orear, Sec'y.
May 15.—Portland Kennel Club, at Portland, Ore. D. L. Williams,

Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaug-
her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.

Exhibitors should remember that entries close for
Columbus show, Feb. 20, with Geo. F. Mooney,
Columbus, O., for Detroit, Feb. 3 1, with Guy Welton,
Detroit, Mich. Entries for Chicago close Feb. 24
(the day after New York show), with Room 910,
276 Dearborn street, Chicago.

The Canadian Kennel Club Meeting.

We have already published an account of certain proceed-
ings at this meeting, and the secretary, Mr. H. B. Donovan,
sends us further particulars as follows: In addition to the
committee selected by the president to confer with the A. K.
C. toward forming a new compact between the two clubs, the
president appointed Messrs. H. B. Donovan, J. S. Williams,
C. A. Stone and R. W. Boyle to draft instructions to delegates,
also to be submitted to him.

_

The following communications were read by the president.
He was empowered to carry on any further correspondence
necessary:

London, Ont,—Clarke Wallace, JEsq., Ottawa: Dear Sir—As it is

generally understood that various changes are about to be made in the
tariff. I take the liberty of bringing to your attention the subject of
the importation of thoroughbred dogs. As it is at present, the duty
of 20 per cent, on dogs, which, like other animals, are imported for
the improvement of stock, is a serious drawback to the dog breeders
of the Dominion, and a great good would result if it were made com-
pulsory for free admission of dogs that they should have pedigrees
that were eligible for registration in the Canadian Kennel Club's regis-

ter, which calls for three generations. Thus, in order to get free ad-
mission, it would be necessary that certified pedigrees must accompany
all importations, and in this great good would arise to Canadians. As
it is at present, dogs are sent out from Ecigland and the Continent to
purchasers with only partial pedigrees, and it is almost impossible to
get the correct pedigree after a dog has once been shipped. But if it

were made a matter of importance by the Customs authorities that
this certificate must accompany importations, the seller would be
compelled to give full pedigrees before a purchase was made, aud thus
a great deal of trouble would be saved the importers. The duties that
are now collected must be very little, as all dogs are valued by the
Customs officials, who have no more idea of the value of the animal
than they have of "cheese brought from the moon." I would suggest
that in the new tariff all dogs shall he free that are accompanied with
a pedigree that can be registered in the C. K. C. Stud Book. I shall be
much obliged if you will give this subject your consideration, as it

would not only be good for the country at large, but for the individual
importer. I have the honor to be your obedient servant,

J. S. Nivjsn, President C. K. C.

Ottawa, Jan. 22.

—

Dr. J. S. Niven, k%3 Colborne street, Londont, (hit.:

My Dear Sir—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
17th inst. on the subject of the tariff status of dogs (thoroughbred),
and carefully note the suggestion you make and the representations
in behalf of "such request, in effect that free admission thereof should
be allowed. I am glad to have this matter brought before me at this

time, as it can now receive full consideration in connection with the
revision of the tariff. If you have any further facts that, would have
a bearing on your view of the question, I shall be glad to have them as
soon as possible. I am, faithfully yours, N. Clabke Wallace.

A paragraph from the Toronto Mail of Jan. 19 was read,

when it was voted that Dr. Wesley Mills and Mr. Nichols, of

Chicago, be asked to give this club an explanation of the
case.

It was decided to permit the registration of dogs the pro-
duct of dogs already registered, but not eligible under the
present rules.

Heavy Mastiffs.

Editor Forest and Stream:
An enthusiast in any line of useful work or investigation,

particularly one whose efforts are wisely directed and un-
selfish to a degree, deserves well of his fellows. Assuming
this to be true, no man in this country is deserving of higher
praise in mastiff circles, than Charles E. Buun.
For years he has been an ardent admirer, a painstaking

student and consequently, a successful breeder of the best
type of English mastiff. With possibly one exception, no
man in America has done more than he to advance the
interests of the breed, and no one has been more willing to

give all mastiff lovers the benefit of his investigations. He
has invested largely both in this country and in England,
and has met defeat, successes and losses alike with the
courage and courtesy of a generous and high-minded gentle-
man. I am sure lie will receive universed sympathy in his

recent heavy looses. Within a year he has lost Edric, Ilford

Cameo, Miss Caution, Caution's Own Daughter and now

Ormonde, five of the best specimens of the breed in this
country. Every one a superb individual, and every one a
loss not only to the owner but to mastiff breeding. Such
reverses would dishearten most men, but fortunately he
seems to be. of the kind who are in the work to stay.
Speaking of "large mastiffs"—are we not in danger of

sacrificing too much for mere size? Understand me, I favor
the largest mastiff that can be produced, provided that noth-
ing of massiveness, activity and true character, by which
I mean to include not only appearance but utility, is lost.

A mastiff unable to jump a fence, to accompany an owner
on his walks—yes, and drives—without the disposition and
ability to guard his person and property, if necessary,
against all comers, is not worth feeding.
Only a few years ago the craze was all for head. Any-

thing with a head was all right. Many judges never saw
anything behind the ears. Thanks to many a severe drub-
bing, judges are now requiring that to a good head shall be
united a strong symmetrical body, with sound legs and fe_et.

Some of our winning mastiffs even of to-day are weak in
hocks, generally deficient in hindquarters and feet; but the
signs of the times are hopeful, the trend of breeders is

mainly right. Now let us not replace the former type of
mastiff—an animal of magnificent head on a cripple body—
with an overgrown hulk, with no virtue but avoirdupois.
Mastiff dogs weighing from 150 to 1751bs. , and bitches from
125 to 150 are very large animals, larger than the average of
good all-around mastiffs. If we can breed them of that
weight with good heads, good bodies and good legs and feet,

we shall do well. And let no one grow excited over stories

of 200 to 2301b. mastiffs, such phenomena is rare. One or
two well authenticated cases may have been known, but the
conditions which produced them seldom exist. At no time
has the outlook for breeding sound, active, symmetrical
mastiffs of good size been more encouraging than at present;
but don't let us lose our heads and try to breed elephants
The mastiff's rightful place is in the front rank of the

canine race, a position to which it is easily entitled by its

unequaled strength, courage, fidelity and intelligence^
We should strive to produce animals worthy of this dis-

tinction, but we shall have to develop an entirely new
animal before many of them will be 200-pounders.

Clinton N. Powell.
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 3.

Specialty Club Secretaries.

IT has always been a subject for remark among dogmen
who are also members of different specialty clubs that the
majority of the secretaries do not sufficiently interest them-
selves in the welfare of their club and the breed the club is

organized to push forward. It does not seem to occur tothem
that their position is the most important one in the list of
officers. On the work of the secretary depends in a great
measure the welfare of the club and advance of the breed the
club is supposed to foster. Our attention was first drawn to
this subject owing to a motion that was made by a member
of the executive committee at the annual meeting of the
National Beagle Club, that the secretary be instructed not to
furnish the kennel press with a report of meetings held by
the club. Of course, the motion was lost, and it is due to Mr.
Laick, the secretary, to say that he has always furnished the
papers with reports, and is always willing to do so. Such
hide-bound policy as that suggested had a good deal to do
with the lack of interest taken in the old American-English
Beagle Club. Very few, if any, secretaries of these clubs go
to the trouble of advising all the members of the club as to

what transpires at their meetings. The Spaniel Club, when
Mr. Wilmerding was secretary, generally had the minutes
printed on a circular, andthiswas mailed to all themembers.
This is expensive in a sense and is not necessary when the
kennel papers are willing to print the reports. Every mem-
ber of a club has a right to know what is going on in that
club. The secretaries for their own benefit and according to
rules are compelled to write out the minutes of every meet-
ing, and while doing so, by the aid of manifold copying paper
they could at the same time make three or four extra copies,

and these can then be forwarded to the principal kennel
papers with little extra trouble or expense. By this means
every member of a club will know what has transpired at
the meeting.
There is another consideration which such a procedure

would cover. When a reader of these papers, not necessarily

a dog man as we understand the term, sees an account of the
meetings and reads the names of the men interested in what-
ever breed the club represents, would he not be more likely
to think about joining that club than if he just had some
undefined idea that such aclub existed ? The more publicity
there is given to the doings of these clubs the more likely is

it that the membership list will be extended.
There are several specialty clubs in existence about whose

meetings nothing is heard, unless it be the annual one at the
New York show. Such are the St. Bernard, the Collie and the
American Mastiff clubs, and in a lesser degree other clubs we
could mention. It is impossible for the papers to cover these
meetings, for unless some one connected with the paper is a
member of the different clubs, they are seldom advised as to

when such meetings will take place, and it is not known if

reporters would be welcome if they did. The remarks above
also apply to secretaries of kennel clubs, for upon the energy
and ambition of the secretary often depend the financial
prosperity and influence of their organizations and the suc-
cess of their shows. We do not think that this apparent
lack of energy results from anything more than thoughtless-
ness and an unfamiliarity with what we have distinctly

pointed out as the duties of such a secretary. These remarks
are made entirely in a friendly spirit, and are suggested
merelv from the dictates of our experience with dog men
and what is required. The specialty clubs in England have
done a great deal of good for the breeds they represent, and
the secretaries of these clubs, we should say, without excep-
tion recognize the value of publicity from the fact that in
the principal kennel papers a certain part of their columns
is set apart for "club notices," and full reports of all meet-
ings are sent in by the secretaries.

Holding the Crowner's Quest.

Johnstown, N. Y., Feb. 5.—Editor Forest and Stream:
The statement appearing in the FOREST AND Stream of Feb.
3 relating to the decrease of the circulation and suspension
of the Fancier's Journal does a grave injustice to C. H.
Mason. I was business manager during the first three
months of Mr. Mason's editorial connection with the above-
mentioned paper. In that time the kennel advertisements
more than trebled in number and there was an increase in
subscriptions, the latter coming from dog fanciers. These
are the facts. J. H. Dreve>;stedt.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The falling off of subscriptions to the Fanciers' Journal

during the three months' regime of Messrs. Mason and
Drevenstedt was exactly 200. This statement can readily be
proven by the subscription book, now in the hands of the
Poultry Keeper Company, Parkesburg, Pa.

Victor M. Haldeman.
[From Mr. Haldeman's note it appears that we erred in

saying that the 200 subscribers fell off in two months; we
should have said that the decrease took place in three months.
We also erred in putting the subscription list at the beginning
at 784, for Mr. Haldeman tells us "it was more like 950

we had in June. The subscribers continued to fall off all

summer," he adds, "so that there were less than 500 when we
sold."]
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SOUTHERN FIELD TRIAL CLUB'S TRIALS
THE Southern Field Trials began "with the Derby on Mon-

day, Feb. 5, at New Albany. Miss. They were much delayed
by stormy weather, the time selected being most unfortu-
nate in striking a rainy season this year and last year.
The unreasonable time limit also delayed the trials unneces-

sarily, several heats being run in the first series longer than
was necessary, and there were intervals before the time limit
expired in which the dogs were simply run to kill time, one
competitor showing decisive superiority over another.
There were birds enough for the purposes of the competi-

tion. The grounds were favorable for good work, though the
sedge grass was uncommonly heavy in places, owing proba-
bly to the mild, open winter, frosts*and storms being neces
sary to beat the cover down.
These trials are important ones to the Southern sportsmen,

and therefore they should be given attention in business
matters and thought given to their management, bat slip
shod and careless methods seem to prevail. Such cannot fail

to result in dissatisfaction and injury to the club. Owners
and handlers particularly complain of the neglect of the
club in not engaging judges in season and publishing their
names before the entries close, so that they will know who is

to pass upon their dogs' standing in the competition. With
such neglect in important matters, dissatisfaction is sure, to
result. The retirement of this club would be a great mis-
fortune to field trial interests. Yet, without more system
and more energy, there are
doubts whether the club can
hold the necessary interest
ofmembers on the one hand
and dog owners on the
other, to insure its future
success, even if its existence
is not jeopardized.
The club's rules need

some revision, no part more
so than that which refers
to the time limit of forty-
five minutes. It is a rule
which has a sole use in
soothing owners into a feel-

ing that he is getting at
least a fixed value of some
kind in return for his
money, and has no refer-

ence at all to the direct
competition between the
dogs in a stake.
There was a good attend-

ance of sportsmen and
much interest was mani
fested in the trials. There
were Mr. Wilbur Dubois,
Cincinnati; C. F. Joyce,
Greensboro, N. C; A. M.
Young, Manchester, Tenn.;
F. S. King, Leighton, Ala.;
Foster, Chicago; Arnold, P.
H. O'Bannon, P. H. Bry-
son, R. Pitts, Cherry Creek,
Miss.; Dr. M. F. Rogers,
New Albany, Miss.

The Derby.
There was an unusually

large number of good pup-
pies in the stake, thoughno
sensational work was done.
Not a competitor in it could
be classed as positively in-
ferior. As a whole, the dogs
were better broken than
those which ran in the
trials of recent years, al-

though there was a great
deal of that undesirable
feature, "hustling." It is
strange that hurrying and
scram bling are tolerated by
any judges at the present
day. A little firmness in
the beginning of a trial by
the judges in checking
scrambling, and there is
no more trouble from it

during the rest of that
trial.

The judges in the Derby
were the club's secretary,
Mr. T. M. Brumby, Mari-
etta, Ga.; Major J. W.
Murnan, Huling, Tenn.,
and Capt. R. P. McCai&o,
Olive Branch, Miss.
The stake was for setters

and pointers whelped on
or after Jan. 1, 1892, The
purse was $850, divided in-
to three parts, 13400 to first,

$250 to second, and $200 to
third.
First was won by Topsy's

Rod, though his work was
far below that shown in
the trials last year. He has
good range and speed, but
his point work was faulty.
Bessie Shoupe, winner of second, ran a much better race,

everything considered, than Topsy's Rod, though he had a
decided advantage in range. Her point work was sharper,
greater and more accurate in the competition, excepting in
the last heat.
Allene had held Topsy's Rod quite even in the competition,

though both had done faulty point work. In the rain on
Tuesday the birds were much easier to find and point, and it
would then have been but fair to have given all the best dogs
a chance to sae what they could do under improved condi-
tions. Ightfield Rosalie and Callie White both made an ex-
cellent competition, as compared with the others.

MONDAY.
A white frost, a cool, bracing air and a clear sky were most

favorable weather conditions for the beginning of the trials.
As the sun mounted higher the weather became warmer. In
the middle of the afternoon it was uncomfortably warm.
The grounds had dried up to an astonishing degree notwith-
standing the torrents of rain which fell on Friday night and
all day Saturday. The lowlands were still wet or soft, but
such lands were but a small part of the field trial grounds.
The drawing took place on Monday.
There were twenty .starters, namely:
Jackson-Denmark Kennels' b. w. and t. dog Earl Palmer

(Frank Whitley—Dulcina), Thomas Bond, handler, with P.
Lorillard, Jr.'s, o. and w. bitch Beryl (Gladstone's Boy-
Ruby D.), C. Tucker, handler.
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, o. and w. bitch Ightfield Rosalie (Fred

—Rosa), C. Tucker, handler, with Aveut & Thayer Kennels'
b w. and t. bitch Thalid (Jean Val Jean—Avent), J. M.
Avent, handler.
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s blue ticked bitch Antoinette (Antonio-

Daisy Hunter), C. Tucker, handler, with F. R. Hitchcock's
bitch Topaz (Count Gladstone—Tory Diamond). J. M.
Avent, handler.

F. R. Hitchcock's b. w. and t. bitch Amethyst (Count
Gladstone—Tory Diamond), F. S. Bevau, handler, with A. P.
Stokes's b. w. and t. bitch Bessie Shoupe (Gath's Hope-
Countess Rush), D. E. Rose, handler.
Greensboro Field Trial Kennels' b. w. and t. dog Rod's

Mark (Roderigo—Mark's Maid), F. S. Bevan, handler, with
Manchester Kennel Co.'s b. w. and t, bitch Nellie Gladstone
(Dan Gladstone—Queen Novice), A. P. Gilliam, handler.

F. S. Bevan's b. w. and t. bitch Dame Durden (Eugene T,
—Dell Rivers), owner, handler, withB. Cooper's b. w. t, bitch
Sadie Ross (Gath's Hope—Tempest), D. E. Rose, handler.
W. E. Smith's b. and w. dog Major Thomas (Gladstone's

Bay—Bell Foster), A. P. Gilliam, handler, with T. H. Gibbs's
1. and w. dog Lad's |Rush (Lad of Rush—Devonshire Belle of
the Ball), L. W. Blaukenbaker, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s b. w. and t. bitch Leona (Eugene T.—
Bess of Hatchie), C. Tucker, handler, with Manchester Ken-
nel Go 's b. and w. bitch Callie White (Gath's Mark-
Georgia Bell), A. P. Gilliam, handler.
Blue Ridge Kennels' b. w. aud t. dog Blue Ridge Mark,

D. E. Rose, handler, with Greensboro Field Trial Kennels'
b. -w. and t. bitch Miss Hattie (Gath's Hope—Queen Noble),
F. S. Bevau, handler.
Avent & Thayer Kennels' b, w. and t. dog Topsy's Rod

(Roderigo—Topsy Avent), J. M. Avent, handler, with Blue
Ridge Kennels' b. w. and t. bitch Allene (Gath's Mark—
Rttfey'B Girl), D. E. Rose, handler.
Earl Palmer and Beryl were cast off at 8:47 in open

" DICK FOX BACKING MISS RUBY."

Mr. D. E. Rose at the Eastern Field Trials, 1893,

sedge not far from town. Earl pointed a bevy, and Beryl
going across wind flushed it and dropped to wing. Beryl
flushed a bird in woods. Sent on she pointed a bevy in open
sedge. Earl after pointing a sparrow got a point on a single
bird. In roading to a bevy, both on the trail of it, Beryl ..

showed better work. On scattered birds each made three chance to win, among which was pre-eminently Thalid.
points, Beryl quicker and sharper in locating. Both would Antoinette and Beryl were both superior to him, and Dame

Bessie Shoupe and Amethyst were started at 11:17 and
ran till 12:14. Bessie was not ranging at all near her
form of the previous Thursday, yet she did some excellent
clean, sharp point work and showed good judgment in her
work. She located and pointed a bevy nicely. On the scat-
tered birds she made a point. Rose flushed one, and the bitch
held her point staunchly. Rose said that there were more
birds. He walked forward and flushed three. She still held
her point, but no more were found to it. She made three
more good points on single birds. Amethyst stayed out well
and ranged steadily, but it seemed difficult to change her
from a set range, and her handler made no attempt to work
her on scattered birds. She, too, picked out the easy going.
The running was suspended while the party partook of a

most agreeable lunch at Mr. W. G. Bias's place.
Nellie Gladstone and Rod's Mark at 1:10 began a beat

which lasted 37m., 3m. short of the limit. On the trail of a
bevy, Mark was first to locate and point it. Nellie backed.
The work was indifferently done after a plodding fashion.
Mark pointed a bevy in open sedge. Both were fair rangers,
but their work was inferior. They were steady to shot.
Dame Durden and Sadie Ross started at 1:53 and ran till

2:38. Dame made one good bevy point, two single bird points,
two points which proved barren and one flush. Sadie flushed
a bevy and made one point on footscent. Both showed faulty
judgment in ranging, Dame showing a proclivity for point-
ing on scent. They were steady. They had good speed. z±
Major Thomas and Lad's Rush ran an ordinary heat!

Major stopped to the flush
of an otttlying single, then
pointed the bevy. He
pointed a single next, and
moving on, he stopped at
the same time two birds
flushed. Another find and
point on a bevy and a single
bird point finished his work
on birds. Lad's Rush
Eomted twice on single
irds, and found and

pointed a bevy which flush-
ed wild about 100yds. ahead,
and he made a point which
was blank. Each backed
well. Neither ranged wide
nor showed much judgment
in it. Down 39m.
Leona and Callie

White began at 3:28 and
ran 47m. They ranged well
and with good judgment.
The work on birds was not
first rate. Leona pointed a
bevy, and at the same time
Callie, a short distance
away, pointed or backed.
On the scattered birds,
Callie made a good point.
Leona pointed a bevy
Tucker failed to flush, al-
though the bevy was but a
few yards away. Callie came
mas the bevy flushed. They
were steady to wing and
shot.
Blue Ridge Mark and

Miss Hattie started at 4:20.
Down 41m. Hattie made a
good point on a bevy and
was backed. Mark pointed
a single, and next he pointed
on the trail of a bevy, and
Hattie going on about
30yds. further pointed the
bevy. Had she been brough tm to back as was proper,
she would not have profited
by Mark's find. Mark
pointed a single and a bevy
in open sedge. The handlers'
were separated a great deal
in the heat. Both had fair
range. Mark was the better
finder.

Topsy's Rod and Allene
started at a great pace at
5:03 and ran till 5:49. They
took wide casts at high
speed, in fact, too wide at
times. The handlers be-
came separated. There was
agood deal of awkwardness
on the part of the judges in
managing the heat. Topsy's
Rod pointed on footscent
(of larks probably) and per-
sisted in pointing staunchly
after it was plain there was
nothing. Senton.hepointed
again in a few minutes, but
went on to an order from
the whistle. He seemed to
point on scent to the extent
of a fault. No birds were
found till the end of the
heat. On the trail of the
running birds, both drew
to a point several times, but
Allene was the more accur-

ate, being sharper and quicker in roading. She followed the
bevy into woods and pointed it, and was steady to shot.
In the evening the judges made out a list of the dogs to

remain in. The selection cannot be entirely commended,
as several of the dogs had done common work and had no

potter on false or strange scents, though not frequently. Up
at 9:31. Their range was but moderately fair. Both were
steady to wing and shot.

Ightfield Rosalie and Thalid began at 9:37. Rosalie
showed a decided superiority over her competitor both in
locating, pointing and beating out the ground for bevies.
She pointed a bevy and Thalid made a point and a flush,
each on a single, and missed some good opport unities to point
in open sedge. Thalid made four points on singles, while
Rosalie made three points on singles, also one on several
scattered birds, one on a bevy, which she found nicely, and
one on scent where a bird had flushed a moment before.
Several of her points were dashingly done, she wheeling to
them in her stride after catching the scent. Both were
steady to shot and wing. Thalid was irregular in-range,
showed poor finding qualities aud looked for orders fre-
quently as to what she should do next. Up at 10:20.

Antoinette^and Topaz began at 10:28 and ran44minutes.
Antoinette easily outworked Topaz, she finding two bevies,
one of which Topaz passed closely without recognizing scent.
She pointed a single nicely, and another one she pointed then
moved on and flushed. She made an excusable flush and
pointed once at the same moment the bird flushed, and twice
nothing was found to her points. Topaz flushed a single and
a bevy, and made an awkward piece of roading on a bevy
which flushed wild. Her work was poor. She came in fre-
quently for orders, and was inferior to her competitor in
range and industry. Both were steady to shot.

Durden had shown so much false pointing that it marred
her work sadly. Lad's Rush also had not shown sufficient
range and general performance to rate with the others. Blue
Ridge Mark had shown a good competition.

TUESDAY.
The weather was clear and cool, with a stiffish southeast

wind blowing. Birds were not found in abundance, and the
work was, with few exceptions, inferior. An excess of false
pointing and inaccurate work in locating was common. As
the imperfect work was exhibited by nearly every dog which
Tan during the day, the failing was due' probably to bad
scenting conditions. There was quite a large attendance of
spectators, of whom five were ladies. The running was
managed rather awkwardly, and the judges seemed unneces-
sarily slow in reaching a decision. They were painstaking,
yet worked some dogs unnecessarily often and long, and
seemed to feel not quite sure of the proper decision.
Bessie Shoupe and Major Thomas began at 8:41. Bessie

pointed a bevy in the open at the same time Major pointed
an outlying single. Sent on. Major dropped to a point,
then roaded and pointed the bevy. Bessie made an uncertain
point, then moved on and flushed the bird. Both were steady
to shot. Up at 9:14. Bessie was far superior in the class of
her work She had better range and more judgment.
Dame Durden and Miss Hattie began at 9:17 and ran 23

minutes, and Dame flushed a single bird. Both pointed on
the footscent where a bevy had flushed. Miss pointed a bu-d.
Next both had a point on the same bird. Sent on, Hattie
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pointed a bevy. She pottered occasionally. Neither ranged
regularly, though they went at a good pace and Dame had a
fair range. ,

SaDiE Ross AND IGHTFIELD Rosalie began at 9:47 and ran
till 10:13. Sadie was unfortunate at the start, in going down
wind on a bevy and flushing it, though it was excusableunder
the circumstances. Sadie pointed one bird and flushed one
across wind. Rosalie made a point on some scattered birds.

JBoth showed good speed and range, yet the point work was
not first-rate.

Leona And Lad's Rush were started at 10:15. Leona got
three points on scattered birds and Lad one. Leona was
superior in every respect. Up at 10:40.

Topsy's Rod And Callie White began at 10:43. Rod
flushed a bevy. Next he made a false point. Next he roaded
up wind to a flush on an outlying single and dropped to a
point on the remaining birds. Avent flushed the bevy.

Callie in open sedge made a good point on a single. Rod
flushed a bird and lost a number of opportunities to point on
birds in sedge. He pointed a single. He located awkwardly
and was disposed to point on footscent or false scent. Callie

made a good point on a single. Rod had taken a long cast-

away, aoid not returning, a short search resulted in finding
him "on a false point. Both ranged well, Rod the wider. The
point work was ragged.
Allene And Thalid began at 11:29. Thalidhad run poorly

in the first series, and had but little claim to run again.

Both dogs appeared to be out of pointing form. Each made
three false points. Next Allene made a good point on a bevy
and a point on a single bird. Thalid made a point and a
flush on singles. Allene. was far the better ranger and had
greater speed. Up at 12:23.

Blue Ridge Mark and Beryl began at 1:51, after lunch,
and made a good display of speed and range, Mark the bet-

ter. They took a cast out of sight on a side hill. Both were
found on "a point, or Beryl was pointing and Mark backing.
On a marked bevy both at the same time pointed the scat-

tered birds. Mark was superior in range and speed, Beryl
tagging him frequently, which marred her performance. Up
at 2:31.

The judges then announced that they would want next
Bessie Shoupe, Ightfield Bosalie, Dame Durden and Callie
White.
IijBessie Shoupe and Ightfield Rolalie started at 2:42.

Bessie soon drew very accurately and prettily with a high
nose several yards to a point on a bevy. Rosalie following
behind went by as Bessie was drawing and came to a point
ahead of her. Several thought that the point was Rosalie's,
but Bessie was first to make both the find and point. Bessie
made two points, to which nothing was found, and Rosalie
one, possibly on footscnt, as horsemen flushed birds not far
from them.' Up at 3:20. Bessie showed greater judgment
and independence in her work.
Dame Durden and Callie White started at 3:23. The

handler of the former being absent Mr. F. S. Bevan took her
handling interests in charge. Both pointed at the same
time, Callie on the bevy and Dame on an outlying single.

Dame got three more points on singles and Callie two.
Both were steady to shot and wing, and ran a good heat.
They showed good range and speed, and good point work.
Up at 3:45.

Topsy's Rod and Allene were called next, starting at
3:47. Rod pointed a bevy in heavy sedge. Allene made a
point. Rose failed to flush. Allene sent on roaded the
bird to a flush. She made two false points, and Rod made
two of the same kind and one good one on a single. Allene
took a long cast and found and pointed a bevy staunchly.
On the way after the scattered another bevy was found and
pointed by both dogs. Some said one dog pointed it first,

others said the other dog did, and so it rests. Rod pointed
a bird and both flushed one. Rod next made a flush on
a single while the judges were consulting. He ran a few
yards, turned back and pointed where the bird flushed.
Avent claimed a point. It was a promising place for more
birds. They were not there, but a few yards further on
across the creek each got a point on the scattered birds.
Allene was a bit the faster and both ranged wide. Rod was
faulty in pointing on footscent too much and he did not
handle easily. Up at 4:32.

The judges consulted and announced that the competi-
tion had ceased for the day. On the morrow they would
want Toysy's Rod and Bessie Shoupe to run a heat, after
which they would announce their decision.

WEDNESDAY.
An almost steady downpour of rain in the forenoon pre-

vented any attempt at field trial work. A start was made
in the afternoon when the rain ceased and there were signs
of the clouds breaking away—delusive signs, for soon after
the dogs were started the rain again began to fall, showery
at first, but soon settling into a steady downfall. Notwith-
standing the unpleasant weather, birds were easily found
and the scent apparently was excellent. The dogs could
easily and accurately point either bevies or single birds,
conditions which did not prevail at any previous time of the
stake.
ToPSir

's Rod and Bessie Shoupe started at 2:54. The dogs
had not got well started when Rod, who had started off to
the left, after going about twenty yards, came up on a point.
Bessie backed. ' Avent failed to flush and the dogs were
ordered on. Both at once commenced roading and pointing.
The judges ordered Rose to hold Bessie up till Rod located.
Mr. Rose obeyed promptly. Rod located and pointed the
bevy. There was lit tie merit to the accidental find. Holding
Bessie in was according to the club's rule, a sound rule it is,

too, but the rule was made to apply alike to all the dogs. It
had not been observed before in the stake, nor was it observed
afterward. Sent on, Rod pointed a single bird. Next, after
a short search, Rod pointed a bevy and Bessie backed
promptly. On the scattered birds there was some good work,
Bessie making three good points and Rod two, and each
backed well. Sent on to search for another bevy, Bessie was
first to find a bevy and pointed it. Rod coming in from the
right, also pointed the bevy. Rod next pointed and nothing
was found. Bessie pointed a single in open sedge. Sent on,
and Bessie soon struck the trail of a bevy and was roading
when Rose gave a word of caution and she pointed. Avent
coming in, made no attempt to get his dog in behind to back.
Bessie started to road, and Avent, about thirty yards
ahead, then claimed a point for Rod on the bevy which
soon flushed. Here was a grand opportunity lost to enforce
the rules by ordering Rod held in as was Bessie. Neither
Mr. Avent nor his dog had any right moving about where
Bessie was roading. It cut her out of an opportunity to
work out her find, violating a mandatory rule of the club,
and it was not giving her tlae same just protection accorded
to Rod shortly before when he was locating. Sent on, and
there was an exhibition of the most inconsiderate scrambling
on the part of Rod's handler to get every advantage. The
rules were constantly violated in the work on birds. Though
Rose asked the judges to hold his competitor back on even
terms, a just request, it was not done. To the credit of Rose
be it said, he handled his dog fairly to the end of the race.
Sent on, Rod flushed a bird in open sedge. Hurried ahead,
Rod got a point on a single in woods, at the same time Rose
protested against the rushing. Bess pointed a single and Rod
at thesame time about lOOy da.ahead pointed andAvent rushed
tohim. He roaded into the woods and pointed a single. Next
he pointed; nothing found. Next in woods he pointed a single
bird and caught it. Up at 3:47. Reviewing his work previous
to this heat, he had found very little, although given ample
opportunity. His point work,' too, was limited considering
his many opportunities. Bessie excelled him in that respect
both in quantity and quality. She was better broken,

handled with less noise and beat out her ground with better
judgment, all of which are governed by the clu b's rules. A
toot of the whistle was often given Rod to test him when on
point, and he by it was moved on from a number of false
points during the stake and nursed up to the birds
better by it when on true points. Bessie, on the other hand,
was perfectly reliable on point. She made fewer errors.
Rod's only claim to superiority was a wider range. In every
other respect he was beaten. Rules and judicial firmness
were lost in this heat The winners were:
Topsy's Rod first, Bessie Shoupe second; third divided

equally between Ightfield Rosalie, Callie White and Allene.
B. Waters.

The report of the All-Age Stake had not arrived at the
time of our going to press, the mails having been delayed by
the severe storms on Monday night. The result of the All-
Aged Stake, however, was: First, Avent and Hitchcock's
Count Gladstone; second, Manchester Kennel Co. 's Gleam's
Pink; third, divided between Denmark Kennels' Lillian
Russell and Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s Miss Ruby.

DOG CHAT,
Bulldogs.

It is a matter for congratulation that this breed seems to
be so well looked after on both sides of the Atlantic by its
specialty clubs. The large number and great value of the
prizes given by the English and American clubs are evidence
of the standing and enthusiasm of the admirers of this much
maligned breed. This journal has persistently upheld the
many virtues of the bulldog, and we are glad to see that the
unjust suspicion under which the breed has labored in this
country is to a great extent disappearing, and several new
men are coming into the fancy. Our breeders have little

means of gaining a knowledge of the best dogs on the other
side, and such an interesting resume as Mr. Farman gives of
the breed's doings during the past year, in the English Ken-
nel Gazette, is therefore particularly important and valu-
able. In the open, winners and limit classes at English
shows sixty-five different dogs and bitches have won first
prizes, of this number thirty-two have won one each, the
majority of the first prizes at the many shows therefore
going to thirty-three animals. Mr. Farman does notremem-
ber a year in which the mortality among the best specimens
has been so great as in 1893. No less than five champions
have died—Grabber, Bedgebury Lion (owned at the time by
Retnor Kennels, New York), Forceps, Harper (owned by Mr.
Mariner, Milwaukee, Wis.), and Dryad. Including champion
Dryad, eight grand bitches have joined the majority, their
names were, Tonish, Margaret, Semolina, Enfield Tartlet,
Catchpool, and Aston Bit of Fashion, and others could be
mentioned equally as valuable from a breeder's point of
view. It is a lamentable fact that all these bitches died in
giving birth to puppies, and not a single pup was saved.
This decimation among the cracks, with the exportation of
champion His Lordship, now owned by Mr. W Travers, of
Newport, R. I., leaves England with but two champions,
Datholite and Ruling Passion.
Turning from this rather gloomy .side of the picture we

find that several strikingly new dogs have been brought out
during the year. These are Monkey Brand, Facey Romford,
Master John Bull and Aston Bit of Fashion, and Mr. Farman
finds satisfaction in saying that these are distinctly of the
right type, that is, pear-shaped, short-backed and low to the
ground. He thinks such dogs are more in keeping with the
standard than the flat-sided, straight-bodied and beefy speci-
mens which have sometimes been placed in the front rank.
This writer gives to Monkey Brand the palm as being the
best of the new ones. He is a formidable competitor in the
very best company, and several of the best have had to take
a back seat to him. This dog has a curious mixture of strik-
ing and grand qualities intermingled with two bad faults,
which lie at both ends—his head is too short and his tail is

too long, but he excels in true bulldog character, with plenty
of heart and quality. Facey Romford, we are told, is a coarse
reproduction of Monkey Brand, and there is no denying that
he is a fine specimen, though not so striking as the other dog,
in the first place, because he is too beefy, and secondly, he
falls away in front of his eye, and is coarse in ear. He is said
to be good in bone, large in skull, low to the ground, in fact,
a good all-round dog without any one point being too

Master John Bull seems an unfortunate, for his "froggi-
ness"—we presume our bulldog readers will understand^the
term which alludes to the frog-shaped formation of muz-
zle—has stopped his chances of winning prizes, but forgive
him this defect and he is one of the best bulldogs alive.
He has a remarkable body, skull and face and "is a living
illustration of an animal that must generally be first or
nowhere. I fear he will generally find himself nowhere, as
a froggy-faced bulldog is almost as bad as a Dudley." The
other good new one was Aston Bit of Fashion and she died
in whelping to Cyclops, another new dog of exceptional
promise.
Mr. Farman, while acknowledging the advance made in

the rank and file of the exhibits, draws attention to the
woful lack of character among the large majority of bull-
dogs now on the bench. By this he means the listless way
in which they walk into a ring, their softheartedness and
the lack of that "all there" quality—active and ready for
anything. He quotes Old Grabber as having been a fair
exponent of this quality, and also Dom Pedro, who is still

alive. "Those are the sort of dogs we want instead of the
milk and water auimals which one constantly sees nowa-
days." He attributes a good deal of this to inbreeding,
and warns breeders that while this may be necessary in
obtaining certain points, care must be taken not to sacri-
fice the dog for its external appearance. Because the dog's
vocation is gone this is no reason for uot perpetuating his
spirit.

Mr. Farman thinks that there is a tendency to exaggerate
elbows, breeders forgetting that the formation of the
shoulders should play an important part in the peculiar out
at elbow appearance of a bulldog. As this is generally con-
sidered of so much importance we may as well conclude by
quoting Mr. Farman on this point. He says: "It is true
that the elbows of a dog should stand away from the ribs,
but at the same time this could be overdone, which is cer-
tainly the case in some of the specimens which one sees. I
have no hesitation in stating that a flat-sided dog with an
elbow standing out at right angles from its body and swing-
ing about like a door on its hinges is practically a cripple,
or, at any rate, a deformity. A dog formed in such a way
can have no real strength and certainly could never perform
the functions for which it originally existed. I decline to
admit the contention that, because the breed's vocation is

gone, it should be transformed into a fancy article, 'Not to
be touched—for exhibition purposes only.' "

Another society man, Mr. William Waldorf Astor, pro-
prietor of the Pall Mall Gazette, is going in strongly ""for

bulldogs. This is good news, indeed, as Mr. Astor has
always been extolled as the epitome of refinement in his
ideas and surroundings.

Mr. John Armstrong, brother of the manager of the Crag-
stone Kennels, is importing two good English setters—Rock
of Undercliffe and Prince Rupert. They are said to have
won prizes at English shows. They are to sail Feb. 16 and
may be shown at Chicago.

As showing the popularity of collies in England, and the

number of fanciers interested in the breed, it is only neces-
sary to say that the Liverpool Collie Club alone has seventy
members within a four mile radius.

A fashionable stud dog in England is a veritable gold
mine. For instance the fortunate owner of the St. Bernard
Duke of Maplecroft, we are told received seventy stud fees
at seven guineas, during the past year. The collies Christo-
pher and Ormskirk Amazement * brought to Mr. Stretch
thousands of dollars. Some of the fashionable fox-terrier
sires may also be quoted as proof of the above statement,
especially when we note that Mr. Stephens' celebrated terrier
Vice Regal, by Rational out of Vasuvienne, has already had
ten nominations booked for this year, at ten guineas (152.50)
each.

Very few people in America have an idea of the magnitude
of the "cat" fancy in England. At most of the all-round
shows classes are provided for these domestic pets, and from
time to time special shows are held in London. Notice of
one of these we find in the British Fancier. It will be or-
ganized by Mr.[Crnft, and is to take place after his great dog
show at the Agricultural Hall, London, which was on last
week. At this show twenty-five cups and upward of 100
special prizes will be offered. This will be sad news tomany
on this side the water, who only think of a cat when they are
about to shy a boot-jack at it. Such ladies as the Duchess
of Wellington, Duchess of Newcastle, Countess of Warwick,
Countess of Sefton and a number of other members of the
aristocracy are among the patronesses of this show.

A correspondent of the Fox-terrier Chronicle sends some
interesting items about fox-terriers in South Africa. They
are the favorite breed there and it must be a perfect elysium
for a terrier that knows his business and likes it. One
gentleman owns half a dozen terriers, and their record of
kills for the past 4>^ years is: 110 silver jackals, 45 manhaar
jackals, 79 porcupines, 137 monkeys, 2 baboons, 32 musk cats,
23 bush cats, 7 rattels (something like a badger) and a lynx.
There should be little fear that terriers from this man's
strain will lack in terrier character or pluck.

Taxing Dogs in Massachusetts.
The dog has many true friends in Massachusetts, and some

of our very best fanciers are to be found within a radius of
30 miles ofBoston. But if the following bill becomes a law
"Cynoculture" will decline considerably in the Bay State.
Mr. B. Alton Smith sends us word that E. Paige and F. B.
Sanborn have introduced a bill in the Bay State Legislature,
asking for more protection against dogs by raising the licen-
ses to $10 for males and $20 for females; by having all dam-
ages by dogs paid from the dog license fund; licenses to be
refused or annulled for all dogs that bark or disturb their
neighborhood ; by severe fines with loss of license to be im-
posed on all female dogs found at large when in fever; and
all police to be required to capture such dogs at such time,
for which they shall be paid $5 for extra hazardous work; the
police to be required to capture all dogs at large without a
collar, suitably inscribed, and for which they shall receive -$2

for extra service. Should such a restrictive law be passed
and enforced, the kennel interests of the State will suffer
iinmensely.

We publish in another column a picture of a very promis-
ing rough St. Bernard, 16 months old, by Kingston Regent
out of Cleopatra, If all goes well with him he should make
a name for himself. He has a good-shaped head, good bone
and excellent body, coat and action. He stands 32in. at
shoulder and weighs 17Slbs. He will be shown at New York.
He washred and is owned by Mr. Samuel D. Mann, of New
York city.

We Shall Be Glad to Meet Him.
Allegheny City, Pa., Jan. 30.—To the Honorable Kennel

Editor Forest and Stream: Dear Sir—Please let me know
through your paper the names and address of several promi-
nent breeders of bulldogs. I wish to purchase a bull bitch.
I write to you because I know you to be thoroughly reliable,
and hope to make your acquaintance at the W. K. C. show at
New York this month. Believe me to be, A CONSTANT
Reader. [As there are several "Constant Readers" it is im-
possible for us to identify the writer of this note, or to give
him the information; but we hope to meet him at the show.]

We understand that Mr. Geo. S. Thomas is giving up his
kennels at Salem, Mass., finding his expenses therewith too

The C. K. C. and the A. K. C.

From wmat we can gather the committee appointed by the
C. K. C. to confer with the A. K. C. at its annual meeting
will carry instructions that should result in an amicable
arrangement being made by which the entente eordiale
between the two clubs will in a degree be resumed and the
outcome redound to the credit of each club. The organiza-
tion of the two clubs is not at all the same, the Canadian
club being composed of individual members and not of
clubs, as is the case with the A. K. C, and it depends not on
any one place for its inspirations, the whole Dominion has a
say in its affairs, as every member has an equal right to
think and to influence the executive committee. The com-
mittee selected by the C. K. C. represents regions 600 miles
apart. The whole situation should be discussed in all its
bearings by the delegates assembled at the. annual meeting
during the New York show and some final decision arrived
at then and there, and not be referred to the advisory com-
mittee, as so many important motions, etc., have been
hitherto.

The annual meeting of the Collie Club of America will be
held at Madison Square Garden on Thursday morning, Feb.
22, at 11 o'clock. A full attendance of members is urgently
requested.

Dr. F. W. Kitchell, a well-known member of the Spaniel
Club and at one time partner with Mr, Wilmerding in the
cocker raising industry, has purchased the black and tan
cocker Bambo from Mr. E. W. Fiske, of Mount Vernon, N.
Y. Bambo will be placed at public stud.

Woodale Kennels' Sale.

The sale of fox-terriers from the'Woodale Kennels last Fri-
day, at the American Institute, cannot be said to have been
a success. The prices realized were miserable, considering
the good breeding that some of the dogs could boast. There
were 12 terriers put up, and prices ranged from .1312 for Wood-
ale Deacon, by champion Raffle ex Ebor Nettle, to $2 each for
Rustle, by Starden's Jack ex Semolina, and Danse, by Wood-
ale Rumpus ex Blemton Radish. The average price for the
12 was less than do. The sale was not properly advertised,
and this, with the wretched weather, must be taken as the
principal reasons for such poor results.

Everything is progressing smoothly in the preparations for
the Boston show, though the N. E. K. C. people are rather
disturbed over the possibility of Fast Day being abolished in
Massachusetts. If this happens the show exchequer will
probably feel the change, as the Bostou people depend upon
this day's receipts to make both ends meet.

We are sorry to hear that the Saratoga Poultry and Ken-
nel Club lost §600 as a result of their first show held last
month. Accounts are being paid off just the same, and the
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club has elected the following officers for the ensuing year:

President, R. G. Smith; Vice-Presidents, Allison Curtis, Col.

W. T. Rockwood, John E. Hodgman, C. E. Rockenstyre, F.

B. Zimmer, A. E. Blunck, Frank Cook. W. E. Hammond,
Edward Ross, Ralph Russell; Treasurer, A. Edison Hall; Re-
cording Secretary, Frank Cook; Secretary Kennel Depart-
ment, Lymau W. Clute; Secretary Poultry Department, W.
D. Eddv. Directors: F. W. Gaylor. Daniel Eddy, A. Edison
Hall, Wm. B. Hall. Walter B. Benedict, Frank Sherman,
David Clute, and W. E. Fraser. Delegate to , the A. K. C.

convention, jas. Robinson; Alternate, L. W. Clute.

Club Meetings at the New York Show,

i
Those who are interested in the meetings of the different

clubs which will be held in Madison Square Garden during
the New York show will find the following list a handy
rcf6T6HCG

I

American Kenuel Club's annual meeting, Feb. 22, at 2:20

P. M. At the close of the annual meeting the executive
committee will meet. A. P. Vredenburgh, Sec'y.

Bulldog Club, Feb. 20, at 7:30 P. M. E. A. "Woodward,
Sec'y.
National Greyhound Club, Feb. 21, at 8 P. M. H. W.

Huntington, Sec'y.
English Setter Club. Feb. 21, at 12 M. Wilson Fiske,

Sec'y.
Irish Setter Club, Feb. 21, at 12 M. Dr. G. G. Davis, Sec'y.

National Beagle Club, Feb. 22, at 2 P. M. G. Laick, Sec'y.

Eastern Field Trials Club, Feb. 22, at 3 P. M. W. A.
Coster, Sec'y.
American Spaniel Club, Feb. 21, at 4 P. M. Rowland P.

Keasby, Sec'y.
Gordon Setter Club, Feb. 22, at 7:30 P. M. L. A. Van

Zandt, Sec'y.
Pointer Club of America, Feb, 20, at 8 P. M. Adrian C.

Pickhardt, Sec'y.
American Pet Dog Club, date not given. Miss M. E.

Bannister, Sec'y.
Collie Club of America, Feb. 22, at 11 A. M. J. D. Short-

well, Sec'y.

Death of Count Howard.
We regret to hear that Mr. F. Windholz has sustained

another severe loss by death in his well known English
setter kennel. His champion Count, Howard died last Fri-

day of pneumonia. Mr. Windholz used him down South this

fall and winter with his other dogs, and noticed that when
coming home, three weeks since, the dog had a slight cough.
Little attention was paid to this, and Count was sent with
the other dogs to Mr. Miller's kennels in New Jersey. When
the dog became really ill, Miller sent him into New York to

Mr. Windholz, and being held in the express office some hours
after he should have been delivered, pneumonia set in, and
Otie of put best show setters passed away. Count Howard
would have been ten years old on May 7. He was bred by Mr.
G. Potter, of England, and was by champion Sir Allister out
bf Mena, by Rock out of Cockerton's Meg. He was imported
by Mr. Windholz about 1888, after winning a string of firsts

at the principal English shows. His first appearance in this

country was at Richmond, Va.. in the fall of that year. His
career is too well known to need recapitulation here._ Though
rather on the heavy side he was built on correct lines. He
was scarcely fast enough for field trial work, but as a private
shooting dog his owner considered him a good one. Mr.
Windholz will not show at New York this year though he
has a young dog by Count out of Princess Beatrice, that he
thinks ought to do well; he has also some young stock by
Count that are very promising.

Mr.Wolfraum of this city sends a picture of his noted "life

saving" dog Hans, A.K.C.S.B. 21,669. It represents a rough St.

Bernard of goodly proportions but lacking the blaze so de-

sirable in this breed. He is by Vindex out of Princess Helene
and received last week the ''Police Gazette Champion Life
Saving Medal." Mr. Wolfraum, unfortunately, does not
furnish us with particulars as to what the dog has done to
deserve this honor.

There is some talk of having another dog show in Bridge-
ton, N. J., this winter. The interest in dogs created by the
show held last year has resulted in several good dogs being
purchased by local fanciers. The last show was a success
and there is no reason why another one should not be held.

We have little hesitation in saying that the sketch by G.
Muss-Arnolt representing Dick Fox honoring Miss Ruby's
point is one of the finest and most natural field scenes ever
published in the kennel press. Lovers of field dogs can look
long and earnestly upon it and it will bring back to them
many scenes familiar to those who love the dog and gun.

The ridiculous statement made by our Chicago contem-
porary, that "now that Princess Florence has returned to the
land of her birth it leaves our American-bred Io the best
rough-coated St. Bernard bitch in America, for she is closer

toPrincess Florence than others that we have seen," etc.,

will cause amusement in the ranks of St. Bernard breeders.

Io never came any nearer to Princess Florence than Chicago
is to New York, and never will be. Our contemporary for-

gets that Rustic Beauty and Lady Livingstone are still alive,

both of which can beatTo, to say nothing of one ortwo others
who have beaten her. We could mention several that can
give Io a very close run for the money. Io is a big, well-
grown bitch, and that is the best that can be said for her.

Mr. Thompsons. Craig, of Albany, N. Y., has purchased
the bull-terrier dog Rookery Boy, first prize, under 301bs.

,

National dog showT Birmingham; first and special, Birken-
head, also New Brighton, England. Rookery Boy is entered
for New York, and is a son of Surefoot, winner of second
prize at that show last year. This dog came over on the White
Star Liner Cevic last Saturday.

Owing to pressure on our columns, a number of fox hunt-
ing notes, kennel notes, etc , must lie over another week.

The Foeest AND Steeam will as usual have its stand at
the Madison avenue end of the Madison Square Garden, and
if those exhibitors who cannot be present themselves, but
would like the earliest intelligence as to what their dogs
have done, will send their names and addresses to this office,

or to our stand in the show building after Feb. 19, we shall

be pleased to telegraph them at once the result of the
judging. Many of the best dogs are sent to shows in the
care of handlers who are both very busy the first two days
of the show and are often forgetful of the anxiety of the
owner, who is compelled to stay at home.

- Mr. L. A. Van Zandt.secretary of the Gordon Setter Club,
will send his white English terrier Blink Bonny over to

England on the Persian Monarch to be bred to the best dog
on the other side, and this will probably be champion Ben,
who changed hands after winning first and special at the late

Liverpool show. Mr. Van Zandt; seems to be going into this

breed pretty strongly, as he is importing the bitch Little

Beauty and another bitch in whelp to champion Ben. We
should like to see these smart handsome terriers become more
popular on this side; there will be six shown at New York
next week.

Additional specials and classes at the Mascoutah Kennel
Club show are as follows: Mr. R. G, Short offers $25 for the
best pack of not less than ten American foxhounds, entered
and owned by one exhibitor. Class 208^, for toy spaniel

puppies, 6 to 12 months old, dogs and bitches, prizes $5 and
S3. The entries for this show close Feb. 24 at Room 952, 276

Dearborn street, Chicago.

The White Star Liner Bovic that was due in New York
Wednesday Feb, 15, had on board two bull terriers for Mr.
John Whelan, Central Park Kennels, New, York; one collie

dog for Mr. James Snowcraft, Paterrson, N. J., and six dogs
for Mr. James Mortimer. These are a bulldog, two bobtailed

sheep dogs, and two field spaniels for the Hempstead Keianels

and the other is a wire haired fox-terrier owned by Mr. Geo.

Raper of England. All these are entered for the show next
week.

Mr. F. F. Dole has sold his winning bull-terrier bitch

Edgewood Tinsey , to the Castle. Point Kennels at a large price,

lu turn friend Dole has purchased the Well known bull bitch

The Graven Image from Mr. Mariner, Milwaukee, Wis.
.
He

has also a new setter that will climb into the m'oney, it is

hoped. Mr. Dole will be at the Rutherfurd fox-terrier sale,

and is willing to take a, few more commissions to buy for

those who cannot attend themselves.

The. White Star steamship Cevic, which arrived Jan. 24,

in addition to the 11K couple of English foxhounds, also

brought over a terrier for Mr. S. S. Howland, who is hunting
the country round Washington, D. C, ahd Annapolis, Md.
The Nomadic, which arrived on Friday last, brought a bull-

terrier for Mr. T. S. Bellin, of Albany, N. Y. This vessel also

carried nine coops containing twenty-four fine fowls.

The tendency of some breeders, ever on the lookout for a
novelty, to produce white specimens of certain breeds when
other colors aremore fashionableand considered more correct.

KOU&H ST. BERNARD PUP DEMETRIUS.

has led Dr. Hoyt, of Sharon, Pa., to breed a couple of white
Italian greyhounds. He sends us a photograph of them,
which shows them to be very fair specimens of the breed out-
side of their unusual color. As we have remarked before,
this tampering with color may prove expensive in the end.

The W. K. C. Show.
A couple of weeks since the officials in the W. K. C. office

at 44 Broadway, while assuming an assuring look when
asked about the prospects for a big entry, to the careful ob-
server it was apparent, that there was an undercurrent of
anxiety as to the outcome. Hard times and the objectionable
features that follow in their train might well have given rise
to a doubt that the entry list would reach the total of last
year. All this is passed now and joy has succeeded anxiety,
and well it might, when 1,526 entries will have to be cata-
logued for the eighteenth annual show, an increase of 56
over last year's entry. The entry by breeds for this year
is as follows:

Mastiffs 20 Poodles 58
St. Bernards 174 Bulldogs 57
Bloodhounds 6 Bull-terriers 52
Great Danes 24 Boston terriers 13
Newfoundlands 6 Basset hounds 4
Eussian wolfhounds 30 Dachshunds 22
Deerhounds 18 Beagles 40
Greyhounds 42 Smooth fox-terriers 80
Foxhounds 21 Wire-haired fox-terriers 41

Retrievers 3 Irish terriers 45
Chesapeake Bay 7 Black and tan terriers 16
Pointers 137 White English terriers 6
English setters 99 Dandie Dinmont terriers 5
Irish setters ,69 Bedlington terriers 7
Gordon setters 44 Scottish terriers 18
Irish water spaniels 6 Skye terriers 13
Clumber spaniels 2 Yorkshire terriers 11

Field spaniels 23 Toy terriers 12
Cocker spaniels 77 Pugs , 28
Rough collies 117 Toy spaniels 27
Smooth collies 3 Italian greyhounds 13
Bobtails 3 Miscellaneous 27

Total entries 1,526, duplicates 189, actual dogs to bench
1 ,337, an increase of 18 over last year.
The number in the miscellaneous class will probably be

increased to 33, as Dr. Cook, the Arctic explorer, who will
make a display of his dogs and Esquimaux, sleds, etc. , has
bespoken space for 15 dogs, which will be placed in the base-
ment. A separate class will probably be made for Esqui-
maux dogs.

It is safe to say that quality will be better represented than
at any previous show, and although in many breeds there
was a better showing in the early exhibitions as far as num-
bers go, they were a mixed lot at best, and bear about as
much comparison to the dogs of to-day as does the old John
Bull engine of the early thirties to that superb triumph of
mechanism which draws the Empire express. The greatest
advance has been in the St. Bernards, poodles, great Danes,
Russian wolfhounds, spaniels, collies, bulldogs, beagles and
the different terrier breeds, notably Scotch terriers and Dan-
dies. Speaking of Russian wolfhounds, we find that Mr.
George J. Gould, the financier, will exhibit largely in the
latest breed. He will show Cedric II. and Olga IV., the lat-

ter a daughter of the famed Krilutt, and also some puppies
of his own breeding; so it seems as if the two principal ken-
nels hitherto are going to have a formidable competitor.
But then there is always one consolation, that the richest
men do not always breed the best dogs. The management
will be sorely tried in getting all the dogs on the floor, but
we believe that relief in this respect is to be found by putting
the pet dogs and some terriers along the sides of the amphi-
theater above the boxes; this will relieve the floor space and
allow of larger judging rings.

Associate Members' Officials.

The mail votes-for officers of the Associate membership of
the A. K C. were opened on Feb. 6 by the vice-president of

the A. K. C'Thos. H. Terry, and president of associate mem-
bers, H. B. Cromwell. There were'65 votes received and none
returned for irregularity. Officers elected were: President,

H B. Cromwell: Vice-President, Edward Brook*; Secretary,

A. Clinton Wilmerding. Delegates: Thos. H. Terry.. H. T-.

Foote and A. C. Wilmerding.

American Spaniel Club Dinner.

The fourth annual dinner of the American Spaniel Club-

will be held a,t Zangheri's. 17 East Twenty-second street, on
the evening of the second day of the New York dog show.
Feb. 21. at 8 o'clock. Tickets, price #3. mav be procured of

A. C. Wilmerding. 163 Broadway, New York city. It is

requested that applications for tickets be made at once, so

that nroner arrangements may be completed early.
_

All
friends of the spaniel are invited, and a pleasant reunion of
breeders and exhibitors is anticipated.

A telegram received by Mr. Avent at the United States field

trials states that, Mr. Bayard Thayer broke his leg at Wash-
ington, D. C. Fellow-sportsmen will sympathize with Mx:.

Thayer in his misfortune.

Mastiff Brampton Beauty.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Much has been written concerning the new mastiff bitch'

which Mr. Higgs has sent tothiscountrv, Brampton Beauty,
and 1 note both the reporters and others have stated she
never met defeat in England. Mr. Winchpll also stated,

"She first apneared at Cruft's show, 1892, making a clean

sweep as she did everywhere."
I do not know ius+ where these gentlemen got their infor-

mation, but for the sake of having the records of our bitcheB

correct I will state the bitch was not first shown at Cruft's

and was defeated on two occasionsbeforecomingto America.
Brampton Beauty was first shown at the Crystal Palace

show in 1891. Sh» was in the junior class and the awards
were as follows: First and second, Woolmore's Salina and
Robin: third, Higgs's Lady Cameron; reserve, Brampton
Beauty.
She was again shown January, 1892, at Liverpool. Combe

Baroness first. Lady Florida second and Brampton Beauty
third. This of course does not in the least add to or detract

from the bitch, but it is just as well to hav« the records
straight. C. E. Bunn.
Peoria, 111.

United States Field Trials.

Grand Junction, Tenn., Feb. 12.—[Special to Forest and
Stream.! Rainy %veatber prevented a start of the Pointer
Derby till afternoon. There was a strong cold northwest,
wind, most unfavorable conditions for good work. There is

some doubt about running a successful trial on the grounds;
here. Birds were fairly plentiful, but owing to thorough
cultivation the available ground is confined to barren strips

of woods or small areas of sedge.
There were ten starters in the Derbv. namely: Alice Les-

lie with Lad's Rush. Flyiner Jib with Hempstead Dnke.
Kent Ela-in with Strideaway. Lulu K. with Don. Hempstead
Bow with Fly B. Judges, Messrs. Royal Robinson, Balmer
and W. W. 'Titus. There is a good attendance of sports-

men. The first series/was completed to-dav. but was inde-

cisive. Strideaway, Don, Lad's Rush and Hempstead Bow
are in the second series. B. WATERS.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"A. A., New York City.—We cannot trace the pedigree ot bull-terrier

Jack.

H. W. B., Syracuse, N. Y.—Have the vagina and womb examined by
a veterinary.

E. E. S.. Duck Lake. Mich.—Your doe: is Dot too old to train, but of
course a good deal will depend upon his na'ural ability in the field.

A. S. W.. Canton, N. Y.—1. Yes. very probably. 2. Keep the dog
clean and take out on a lead. 2. Yes. 4. It is impossible to account,
for it.

A Reader, New York City.—A is right. Tbe dog must be muzzled
and also carry his license tag. The fee is $1 and the license expires;

April 1.

G. J. S., Pensacola, Fla.—You do not give sufficient details. Are
the dogs thin and do they continue to Jose flesh? Have they any skin
trouble?

An Old Reader, Washington. D. C—This is a case that requires a
personal examination. Why not send the doe: to your nearest, veteri-

narian. 2. Any of our advertised remedies are good, either Spratts'
worm powders or Glover's vermifuge.

G. A. M,, Ozark. Ark.—1 . Keep the nuns warm, do not exercise much,
and stive a three-srrain quiDine pill night and morning every other day.
2. Hounds sometimes have dew claws; they can be easily cut off when
very young: if older have a "vet" take them off.

C. C. N.—On the side of the head of one of my Irish terrier pups the
hair is entirely off. the skin is dry and scabby, though it does not
seem irritated at, all; the bald spot is about 3in. square. Another one
of these puppies is affected very much the same way, but on the
hindleg; the hair has not entirely come off vet. but the skin is dry
snd lumpy. Both these pups spem. excent for this, in good health.
Ans. Treat for worms. Apply compound tar ointment to the spots.

F. S. L., Clifton Springs. N. Y.—I have a pointer bitch nine months
old that is troubled with swelling of the breast and filling with milk,
with little appetite and dull, otherwise in fair condition. It is about
nine weeks since she was in heat, during which she was kept con-
fined and away from dogs. She has had similar attacks before
Ans. Pub the teats with camphorated oil, if they are hard rub and
milk till the hardness disappears. Give a dose of castor oil once or
twice a week, feed sparingly for two or three weeks. Breeding may
probably prevent the attacks, but spaying would be more likely
to do so.

,

A Winter Vacation in Florida.

On Eebruary 13th and 27th and March 13th and 27th thePennsylvania

Railroad Company will run personally-conducted tours to Florida

The special trains in charge of experienced tourist agent and chaperon

will leave New York 9:30, Trenton 11:08 A. M , Philadelphia 12:10, Will

mington 12:50, and Baltimore 2:36 P. M. These trains will be composed

of the finest Pullman sleeping and dining cars fitted with modern ap.

pointments and conveniences of the most sumptuous type.

S50 from New York, $48 from Philadelphia and Baltimore, and pro-

portionately low from other points on the system, will cover all ex-

penses while on the special trains—transportation. Pullman accommo-
dation, and meals, with the exception of the last tour, the ticket for

which covers Pullman facilities south bound only, tbe limit, however,

being May 31, thus allowing a much longer visit.

A stay of two weeks in the glorious health-inspiring peninsula may
be enjoyed on the first three, and that time may well be spent in fol.

owing out the numberless side trips available from Jacksonville.

These tours are especially apropos during the penitential season now
upon us, and a vacation in this beautiful State should prove of great

benefit to those more or less fatigued from the pleasures of the socia"

life and excitement of the winter.

—

Adv.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price #5)—

a

$9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome worV,J"BirdT>ortraifca for the Youn$r" (the price of whiob
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SAIL PLAN.

faceting.

Design for a, Center-board Sloop for Racing and
Cruising.

The author of the accompanying design, Mr. G. H. Duggan, is known
to our readers as the designer of the speedy little Valda, of Montreal,
whose lines were published in the Forest and Stream of Dec. 24, 1891,
as well as her owner and skipper in the many successful races which
she has sailed in the St. Lawrence Y. C. from 1890 to 1893. The present
design was made by Mr. Duggan early in 1892, with the intention of
building that year; but this idea was not carried out, and he has sailed
Valda up to the present time. The lines were submitted to us some
time since for criticism, and at our request, as we believe that, though
untried, they will interest many yachtsmen, Mr. Duggan has given his
consent to their publication.
The design was primarily intended for racing in the 29ft. sailing

length class of the St. Lawrence Y. C, of Montreal, both measurement
and classification being by the original Seawanhaka rule, slightly differ-

ent from that now in use under the name by the S. C. Y. 0. and other
clubs in the States. Local conditions impose a limit of draft of about
30in., and in view of the possibilty of sometimes handling the boat alone
in sailing or cruising, the dimensions were kept down to a sailing
measurement of but 25.5ft.

As compared with boats of approximately similar draft, displace-
ment and sail area in use on the coast for general sailing, cruising and
racing, such as the Cape cat or cat-sloop, the design appears to us to
possess some excellent features in the way, on a limited draft, of

ample beam for all purposes of initial stability and roomy cockpit,
modern ends, good deck room, and a fair, easy form that promises
speed with good steering qualities. Of course such a model could not
race under a "mean length" rule against the usual type with plumb
stem, short counter and very large midship section

; but, where other
work than racing is intended, this general form offers many advan-
tages over the short, wide craft; and even for racing only the oppor-
tunities for successfully using a model of moderate beam and area
of midship section, with long ends, are fortunately increasing each
year.
The dimensions of the design are as follows:

Length over all 32ft.
l.w.l ..24ft.

Overhang, bow 2ft. -6in.

stern 5ft. 6in.
Beam, extreme 8ft. 5in.

l.w.l 7ft. Sin.
Draft, without board 2ft. 2in.

Freeboard, least lft. 7in.

bow 2ft, 6in.
stern 2ft.

Displacement, long tons, in fresh water 3.08
Keel iron, long tons 1.00
Area midship section 8.58sq. ft.

l.w.l. plane 90.00sq. ft.

lateral plane , 63.60sq. ft.

Station O to
midship section 14.00ft.

center of buoyancy , . .13.10ft.
center of lateral resistance , , .13.92ft.

center of mast, , , , , , 6,00ft,

Station O to
eranzeironon bowsprit 9ft. 6in.

Mast, deck to hounds 21ft. 9in.
deck to truck 35ft. 4in.
pole 12ft 3in.

Boom , 29ft.
Gaff 16ft.
Topsail yards. 20 and 16ft.

Foot yard ,„„„,,,.„„ jm,
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•mainsail BOOsq. ft.

^t^saiC' "
: ; ;?§§£{; £

Sprit topsail 93sq ft.
•Jibtopsail

, , 89gq. ffc.

Balloon jibtopsail
, 383sq. ft.

'

Spmaker
, 460sq . ft.

:Storm 3ih .• 63sq. ft.
Total lower sails gSOsq. ft.
Total windward sails, , , 823sq. ft.

TABLE OF SCANTLING.
Keel, sided amidship 1 ft. 8 in.

moulded 2V^in.
Stem, sided 2Uin.
Sternpost,, sided lMin -

iv mo' Ided 4Uin.
Frames, sawn

spaced ..." 2 ft.

aided
moulded heads l^jin,

_ beels 2 in.
Frames, bent

spaced 8 in.
sided

, 1 in.
moulded 34in.

Clamps 2L£xlMin-
Rilge clamps

, 3 Xl in.
Deck beams, spaced 1 ft.

sided 1 in
moulded IJ^in.

Partner beams, sided 9X?,in.
Bed pieces 2 X9"in.
Siding of trunk 1 Lgra.
Planking and deck S|in.
Iron knees on each sawn frame xy.X 5 .^.
Keel bolts ~ 4iin

The construction plan shows how the lines rasv he moulded into a
longer stem, a matter of taste more than actual utility. The pawn
frames, spaced 2ft. on centers, have two steam°d frames between
each pair. An iron knee is placed on each sawn frame. The rudder
trunk is a l^in. iron pipe and the rudder steCk is a forging of l^io.
round bar iron or steel, with two arms, or lugs, on the after side to
carry the blade, which is of lin. oak. The arrangement of the cock-
wit is for racing, the body of the boat being covered in by a flat-hinged
hatch of J^in. pine covered with canvas, and the cockpit itself being
rather small with a high watertight floor draining through a pipe
near the sternpost. The seats lift off and the brackets which sup-
port them can be folded down out of the way in racing. For ordinary
«iay sailing a larger and deeper open cockpit could be built, giving
room for a large party. On each side, abreast the ehainplate= a strip
Bxlin. and 4ft. Sin. long is worked on the inside of the timbers, as
shown in the section at station 3. The details of construction and
fastenings are clearly shown in the drawings.

Small Boats on the Delaware.
^Editor Forest and HpreaMi
Through the different forms of small open boats in these waters,

from the mosquito and long overhangs to the Delaware. River cat and
nlumb ends, none seem better adapted to river and bay use than the
latter. Boats from 15 to 16ft. are measured at the lone-est part. The
skimmers with less beam, e-reater dppth. easier and higher bilge and
narrower transom with 6001bs. of dead weight are the ablest or
speediest boats, especially eyeing the wind in a heavy sea. This was
rjroven on the C P Y. C seventh annual race to r>eedv Island and
back, a distance of 10(1 miles, when the Delaware River fat Will Kin
sev. 16ft.. broke the record and won the quick time trophv. It blew
hard during the night and several of the cabin boats hauled down reef
cringles and others came to for a time. This is on record in the For-
est and Stream.
The winter sailing here has been remarkably fine and the boats of the

O. P. Y. 0. have, been kept in commi sion. The lfift. racers Kinney and
Humphries, twin sisters, have bepn matched almost daily withvary-
ing success, the'difference being fr^m three to ten seeonds'most of the
time over an eleven-mile course. Four of these boats are as nearly
alike as can be built, and the slightest mistake loses the race. This
type of boat depends very much on dead weight for stability, and is
useful in reaching the amateur sailor, asthese boats are built so nearly
alike that the better man, barring flukes, must win. Besides, unlike
the tuckup. live weight is not necessarily ballast, as one or more per-
sons can use the boat. The veriest dummy is comparatively safe, and
after a year or so of practice, if apt and' attentive, crops out a full-
fledged boat handler.
The yachting editor of the Forest jkd Stream sized up the four

hoats mentioned when they were receiving their first coat of paint,
and he speaks as an authority, but his criticism in this instance is not
entirely borne out, probably from the fact that small boats here are
measured at the longest part for classification and time allowance.
Hence the long overhangs would not be in it with the plumb enders,
from loss of power. This ha.s been proven by actual test of the two
tvpes. and it would he equally unfair to fight a 16-footer against, a
22-footer. no matter what the latter mav measure on the load line.
The square stern is homely compared with the long, graceful counter
of the modern boat. But a 12 to 16-footer is too small for a short
under water body.
And this reminds me of a boat 13ft. over all. 7ft. keel, that I built in

1840 and sailed in to Cape Henry and Cape May. The model hangs
over my desk as I write, and I find a close resemblance to the small
boat of to-day. "History repeats itself." Verily, the old becomes
new again.
The rules of the Cooper's Point Y. C. will be remodeled and officers

elected for the ensuing year.
James Collins of this place has shipped a one-horse electric launch

to Jacksonville, and has an ordpr for another of 40 horse power.
John Becket is building a 40ft. steam launch for speed Further

particulars of her hereafter. R. G. Wilkins.
Cooper's Point. Pa.

Com. Center in Philadelphia.
The rooms of the Philadelphia Yacht Club; at 1715 Chestnut street,

were crowded last night with members and their friends to listen to a
lecture on "The Care and Fitting Out of Yachts," delivered by Com-
modore Robert Center, of the Seawanhaka. Yacht Club of New York.
The lecturer was introduced to those present by Commodore Fran-

cis Shunk Brown, aud after a few preliminary remarks spoke as fol-
lows: "I shall endeavor this evening togive yo'i the result of some
years of experience in care of yachts, of their fitting out and laying
up, and of the method of internal economy as generally practiced. In
order to make it clear I will begin with the fitting out in the spriDg,
take you through the season and end wilh the laying up for the
winter."
The speaker impressed upon the minds of his hearers that he wou'd

only give the results of personal experience, which covered a period
of thirty-two years in yachting and club life, and would not under-
take to explain the methods of this shipbuilder or that yacht owner,
but deal with the question as he had come in contact with it face to
face in a sailing life. He intimated that perchance his remarks at
times might be considered heretic, "but a rope, was still a rope, no
matter what foreign phrase would be used 1* designate it."
Rapidly the Commodore carried his interested audience through a

brief but lucid explanation of th« different types in vogue in yacht
building, and finally pictured his model yacht afloat, ready to be rigged
and equipped with officers and crew. He dwelt for a long time on the
importance of selecting a skipper, saying "he is the most significant
man you must have, while it is difficult to find one with the qualities
of honesty, sobriety and competency, yet. it is absolutely necessary
that he should possess two of these qualifications at least—the first
and the last. Sobriety he will acquire possibly through the force of
example,"
"Amateur yachtsmen," he said, "will readily discover that it takes

much longer to get a yacht into condiLion than it does to get it into
commission and as soon as the skipper is employed, give him the
privilege of selecting the crew—do not make a mistake by selecting
the crew yourself—allow him to do that and if they are not up to the
standard when tested, you will know who is to blame " Painting,
mast scraping, cleaning the decks, bending the blocks and sails were
all dilated upon by the commodore in an interesting manner and his
remarks, which wTere interpersed with "nautical yarns," were fre-
quently interrupted by applause.
"With the yacht now looking spick and span ready to go into com-

mission, a thorough understanding should be made with the cook and
steward as to the expenses of their department, aud they should be
given to understand that, by a system of averages, the owner has been
able to ascertain how much per diem should be spent." This pre-
caution, the speaker said, had a good effect, and would be found
profitable at the end of the season.

Cruising, boat service while in port, care of bilges while on a cruise,
discipline of the crew and skipper, were all treated in turn in a mas-
terly manner. The speaker laid particular stress on the great im-
portance of having good lights, and never forgetting the old mari-
time axiom of "when both side lights you see ahead, port your helm
and show the red." "The necessity of having good, clear lights -the
larger the better—on a small yacht will be very apparent to a new
yachtsman. An expensive light is always good evidence in court.
* ' 'Care should be taken during a cruise not to sail a yacht to death—

the expression may sound somewhat peculiar, but a good yacht is like
a thoroughbred horse who runs until he drops dead, while a good
yacht will sail to windward or tack reach after reach until she has
shaken herself to pieces.
"A short cruise wili be sufficient to prove that the Swedes make the

best sailors, the qualifications being the same as in a skipper—honesty,
sobriety and competency. He is usually honest, can prove his com-
petency and is always sober—a Swede rarely gets drunk on his own
money."
The expense of keeping a yacht was thoroughly discussed by the

speaker, and he easily convinced those present that it is an expensive
fad; that men who own large yachts are very busy men, and that it
was necessary for them to be so in order to pay their bills.
The Commodore concluded his lecture bv explaining the different

methods in vogue of wintering a yacht, and illustrated his own idea of
how it should be done
Mr. Center used a blackboard to illustrate his lecture, by which he

was enabled to simplifv many of the nautical terms and expressions
which he employed.—Philadelphia Ledger, Jan. 30.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The annual general meeting and plection of officers of the St. Law-

rence Y. C , of Montreal, was held on Feb. 3. In spite of floods,
storms, and calms, necessitating postponements of several races, the
secretary was able, through the assistance of hard working commit
tees, to prepare a most favorable report, marred only by the great
storm that visited the club's waters on July 8, capsizing fiv» vachts
and taking from the midst of all who loved and respected him Com-
modore Levin. The treasurer's statement showed great increase in
the clubs properties also that all liabilities would be paid off prior
to the season opening in May. The report and statement, were unani-
mously accepted, and the election took place as below. Before vacat-
ing the chair Vice-Commodore Hamilton thanked the officers and his
fellow members not only for their aid and support to the chair
throughout the term of his office, but. also for having put their
departed commodore and himself in bv acclamation. Hon. Com., Sir
Donald A. Smith: Com., A. W. Morris.M. L. A.; Vice-Corn . R. Camp-
bell Nelles; Rear-Com., William Davidson; Hon SecV-Treas.. A. G.
Ross faddress. Standard Building): Measurers. Messrs. F. P. Shear-
wood, W. A C. Hamilton and J. G, Monk Committee-E. Kirk Green,
G Herrick Dujre-an. J. C. C. Almon, F. W. Barlow, C. B. Morris, J. N.
Fulton, W. S. Clouston and G. J. Kilpin.

The Philadelphia Y. C. held its annual meeting o" Feb. 7, the follow-
ing officers being elected: Com.. Congressman John E. Reyburn;
Vice-Corn

, Samuel E. Kent; Rear-Com.. Alfred Box; Sec'y, George T.
Gwilliam: Meas., Philip A. Johnson; Fleet Surgeon, Thos. C. Stell-
wngen, M.D ; Harbor Master, Jas. W. MacFarlan, Trustees: Chas. L.
Wilson. Wm. S Stockton, Chas. H. Downing, Samuel F. Givin. Re-
gatta Commi'tee: H.Pearson Lloyd, J. Edward Murray, E Y. Mc-
Curdy Tb° second address of the series before the club will be de-
livered on the evening of Feb. 21 by Com. Schley. IT. S. N. late of the
U. S. steamship Baltimore. His theme will be "Explorations in the
Arctic Regions." The membership of the club is 120.

On Feb. 7 a very enthusiastic meeting was held at Brown Univer-
sity, Providence, R. I , at which the Brown University Y. C. was
formally organized. The officers are: Com., A. G. Utley, Jr., '97,
cutter Sharon; Vice-Corn., William Dorrance. -

94. sloop Cingeria;
Sec'y-Treas., John W. Angell. '95, sloop Nadir. The fleet includes
twenty-five yachts, and the club, with a membership of forty, starts
with most promising prospects.

Dungeness, steam yacht, building for Mrs. Lucy C. Carnegie from
designs bv George B. Mallory, of New York, was launched on Jan. 31
at the works of the Maryland Steel Co., at Sparrow Point. Md. The
yacht is of steel, 119ft. over all, 101ft. l.w.l. and 7ft. 6in. draft. She
will be rigged as a two-masted schooner.
Intrepid, steam yacht, Mr. Lloyd Phoenix, was docked at the Erie

Basin on Feb. 7 and painted by David Clark preparatory to her West
Indian cruise. Sne will sail on Feb. 4.

Romola. steam yacht, nee Caterina, ex Sans Peur, is now being over-
hauled under the direction of Capt. Hammond, preparatory to a
survey by Lloyds agent. Mr. Thomas Congdon. Her owner, Mr.
Pulitzer, has had her for sale for some time. The proposed pur-
chaser is unknown.
Oneida, steam yacht, Vice-Corn. Benedict, S. C. Y. C, was damaged

by fire on Jan. 30 to the extent of several hundred dollars.

Loon, steam yacht, R. M. Biddle, from Philadelphia, was at Key
West on Jan. 30 after a rough passage, on her way to Havana.
The Montauk Y. C, of Brooklyn, is a new club in process of organ-

ization. The trustees are: W. L. Andrew, Frank S. Benson, A. M.
Hoyt, A. W. Hoyt and A. E. Orr.

Fra Diavolo, steam yacht, has been sold by Mr. E. S. Stokes to J D.
Leary for $17,500.

The New York Bay Y. 0.. of Greenville, N. J., has elected the fol-
lowing officers: Com., Geo. A. Bowker: Vice-Com., Henry Harms;
Rec. Sec, Dr. Malow; Fin. Sec.. D. A. Woodruff; Cor. Sec , R. E. Rel-
yea; Treas., O. P. Vreeland; Trustees. J. A. Grady, M. Ancher, Harry
MeGeighan, J. M. Sanger, Jr., Sam"l Bow-ker. The club is fitting up
quarters in a large house on the shore at Greenville.

Messrs. West & Son. Southsea, Eng.. have issued lists of yachts pho-
tographed by them since 1883, and also a large general collection of
war- and merchant vessels of all classes. Among the views are many
large and fine ones especially suitable for club house decoration.
Decima, 10-rating cutter, is expected at New York this spring, hav-

ing been purchased by Mr. Sidney Colford Jones, N, Y. Y. C.
The Canarsie Y. C. elected the following officers on Feb. 8: Com

Irael F. Fischer; Vice-Com., John H. Ives; Sec, John Taylor; Treas ,

A. H. Ackerman; Meas., H. T. Rigby, Jr.

The Pittsburgh Y. C. will build a floating house to cost $4,1 50.
On Feb. 7 the Massachusetts Y. C. reopened its winter quarters

which have been generally refitted since the burning of the Globe
Theater.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fokkst anh
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to cokest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats aud fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

Canoe-Yawl Construction.
(From the Field.~)

An exceedingly interesting combination of different styles of boat-
building is at the present moment to be seen in the building shops of
Mr Turk at Kingston-on-Thames. About a month ago we mentioned
two canoe yawls which were to be sent abroad, one to the British
Consul at Bussorah in Arabia, and the other to Hobart, Tasmania; no
sooner had they vacated the shops than the stocks were again utilized
for a couple of craft of similar type, and on Saturday last a third
craft was also commenced. The three new canne-yawls now building
though similar in model to the design we published Feb. 25. 1893, are
different to each other in construction; the first is ribbon-carvel,
framed only with very small bent timbers, but having of course also
the support additional of three transverse bulkheads and of wooden
floors in the mid compartment. The second boat is of diagonal skin,
without any timbering or frame, but with the bulkhead and floor
frames as usual The third craft is of ordinary carvel build, with bent
elm frames or timbers. The chief interest naturally centers on the
diagonal skinned boat, both on the question of s.rength and weight.
The skin is of two different woods, each J^in. in substance, the planks
of the inner and outer skins crossing each other in the manner of St.
Andrew's cross. Between the two woods is laid brown paper, thor-
oughly saturated with varnish and lead paint mixed, and the skins are
riveted together. The planks being narrow and the crossing angle
considerable, each plank crosses and is riveted to about six other
planks The transverse bulkheads are tbree in number, the middle
one assisting to support the center-plate trunk and the wooden floor
frames, for support of the floor grating, spread out about lOln. on
each side of the keel, and are through bolted or riveted to the skin.
On the question of weight, no actual weighing has yet been done,

except by manual lifting of the ribbon-carvel and the diagonal-skinned
boats, when, at a similar stage of construction Qi e., when all wood
building was complete, but before any metal fittings were put. on),
the diagonal craft is reported to be much the lightest. In this con-
nection it must be remembered that the ribbon-carvel boat is of un-
usually light scantling, in that she has very light ribbons and small
steamed frames; in her the usual sawn oak frames are omitted. In
all other respects of decks, bulkheads, floors, hatchways, etc, we
understand the boats are exactly similar, aud the skin of the ribbon
carvel is %ia.
As to strength of skin, there can be no doubt that the diagonal is far

away the stronger; how much so could be easily tested next Bank

Hobday by right-angled collisions with the pointed stem of a skiff well
laden with and oropelled by Hampton Court visitors; but, upon this,
the repairing of the diagonal would be a matter of considerable, diffi-
culty, whereas any able-handed amateur capable of making a fair
scarf connection could repair the ribbon-carvel, and this is a matter of
importance when cruising abroad. On the other hand, for a mere
effective patch, the cross skin would hold far better than the carvel,
and, excepting contact with a sharp point, such as the submerged
fluke of an anchor or a tree snag, it is difficult to see how the riveted
cross skin can be badly damaged ia ordinary navigation.
The weakest point of the diagonal construction, unless great care is

taken, will be along the skin joint or rabbet, at the keel and at the rab-

u °i
r stem an<i stern pests. A reasonable amount of floor timbers

should be used, and the skins should be screwed on at short intervals
along the rabbet; and the further addition of a bilge stringer, running
right fore and aft in one piece, would add but little to the weight and
would give comfortable strength to the bilges.
To the sailor's eye the outer skin, diagonal instead of horizontal and

sweeping with the sheer, is not pleasant in a varnished boat; and pro-
bably paint, even if of many coats, would not hide the seams; but for
the lovers of "everything ship-shape and Bristol fashion" there is yet
the form of double skin where the inner ia diagonal and the outer Is
fore and aft: and such is the double skin we should recommend as
best for hard knocks and for good looks.
Where a canoe has to ' 'o much rough bumping, a riveted two or

three skin keel, steamed, bent and riveted in position, will stand far
more wear and tear than the old time sawn solid keel and posts; but
in this form of keel the difficulty is to avoid leakage along the joint o£
the skm to the keel, un'ess the inner keel is of sufficient depth or thick-

skin
admifc of a raDoet Dem f? cut at least deep enough for the inner

My present craft is smaller than Cherub I., both in dimensions, dis-
placement, and sail area: but I have little doubt she will prove as able
a cruiser, although she does not give such extensive accommodation.
Still, m order to give "Interested" an idea of what I consider enough
room for a single hand for. at a pinch, two hands), I will state the
dimensions of "cabin" aud build of my present yawl, the general
dimensions nf hull having be-m previously given in your columns.
The hull is built of two skins, each 14m. mahogany. The inner skin

^diagonal, the outer longitudinal' with varnished calico between.
These two skins are fasteued to four longitudinal elm stringers
IMX^in., and then through fastened and roved together until they
are practically one skin, with grain running in different, directions; so
strong and rigid is this arrangement that there are no timbers nor
floors. The strength was well proved in the. late gales, as the boat,
though in the harbor, was a good deal knocked about, by the numer-
ous craft that broke adrift, and came foul of her. She was well
thumped on the ground by the great range that ran: and having torn
every piece of ironwork out of her that a rope could be fastened to,
and having laid on her bilge and thumped for several hours, came out
smiling, and as tight as a bottle, with only her teak rubbing strakes
cut and worn through both sides, but otherwise undamaged.
The center-plate case does not come above the level of the "cabin"

floor, and as she has rather high coaming there is just 2ft. 10in. height
from floor to underside of hatch. This hatch slides and lifts up, as In
the Wren, details of which were published in the Field in 1880. There
is a thwart across the boat, Oft. Bin. from the sternpost. This thwart
divides the "cabin" from the well, and is bulkheaded aft; the foreside
is divided into four open lockers, which receive all the cooking
utensils, stove, provisions, etc. Its makes a good strengthener for the
boat, as it is fixed, and the center-plate chain works through a pulley
on it. The length of the "cabin" floor is 7ft. from thwart to mast,
then come shelves under the foredeck, which serve as storing places
for clothes, bedding and such like light articles.
The only part of the boat that is open when the hatch is in place, is

the well. 4x3ft. 6in. The usual lockers aft, and open lockers under
the side decks. The deck is rather heavy, being double with calico
between, the thickness being i^in. and %iu., top yellow pine. This
thickness is quite necessary here, as a 15-stone fisherman will jump
from his own craft on to mv deck very unconcernedly.
With raised hatch I get 3ft. Klin, head room. This is ample for me,

but I do not think it will answer everybody's definition of "a good
nome." Anyway, it is dry and big enough "for me to sleep and stowmy dunnage, sketching traps, and small stock of books.
The weights are as follows: Hull and spars, 8>icwt.; ballast,

10V3cwt.; crew, l^cwt.; stores. H-.icwt,—total, 22cwt.
As she was not launched until late in November last year, for just
few weeks' trial, I cannot say positively what sort of cruiser she will

make; but her behavior under reefed cauvas and in a heavy lump of
sea, seemed to point to the fact that she was a good sea boat, and the
3ft. overhang forward was a great help in lifting her dry over a sea
top. Judged by comparison with an ordinary working coble, she
seemed to be as fast and as weatherly. but only next summer's "six
weeks" can put her properly to the test. Cherub.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The Palisade C. C, of Hoboken, N, J., held its annual me. ting on

Feb 6, at the club rooms, foot of Tenth street. The following officers
were elected: Com.. Philip Hilderbranclt; Vice-Corn., John L. Held:
Capt., Robert McKechnie: Lieut., Chas. Speer; Treas., Edward Baker:
Sec, John E. Davis.

The annual meeting of the Ottawa C. C. was held on Jan. 31, with
Com. Gisborne in the. chair. The secretary-treasurer's report show ed
the club to be in a flourishing condition, with a membership of 85 and
a balance to the good in the club treasury. After a thorough discus-
sion it was decided to enlarge the floating club house and move it to
Rockeliff, one of the termini of the electric street railway. The change
of position will place the club house, close to the sailing course, and will
do away with a long paddle against a strong current The following
officers were elected: Com , the Honorable Sir Charles H. Tupper,
K.O.M.G.

;
Vice-Corn., Capt Gerald H. Bate; Capt , Henri Roy; Sec-

Treas., A. Pinard; Executive Committee. W. H. Cronk, C Caron Pelle-
tier, R, Darcy Scott, C. G. Rogers, C. C. Woolsey, R. A. Baldwin; Offi-
cial Meas.. K. F. Clayton.

fange md $&lUrg.

Smith & Wesson Pistol Club.
Springftem), Mass., Feb. 7.—The Smith & Wessou Pistol Club held

the weekly shoot at their range on Feb 2, the following scores being
made at 30 and 50yds. on the standard American target. This cluB
uses exclusively the Smith & Wesson new single shot target pistol 22-
cal.,with lOin. barrel, chambered for the ,22 long rifle rim-fire'e'ar-
tndge, and it is a marvel for accuracy, workmanship and finish. The
club would be pleased to hear from any and all pistol or revolver
clubs, and furnish any information possible to those contemplating
orgauiziug -uch. 6
Standard American target, 20yds,:

C S Axtel, 7 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10—93

J H Wesson
Z C Talbot
Chas Clark
E T Stephens

Standard American target, 50ydi.:

7 8 8 10
8 8 9

7 8 9

8
6 6 0 7
5

6 7 7 7
6 5 6
5 5 6 7

7 7 9 9
7 7 8 8
7 7 8 8
6 7 7 8
5 7 8 8
6 6 8 8
6 7 7 7
6 6 7 7
5 6 6 6

9 10 10 10 10—89
9 9 10 10 10-86
8 8 9 10 10—77
7 8 8 9 10—75
8 8 9 9 9-77
7 8 8 8 10-71
8 8 8 8 9-73

8 9

8 9
8 8
8 8
7 7

9 10 10 10-87
9 9 10 10-85
9 9 10 10-83
9 9 10 10-83
9 9 10 10-83
9 t) 10 10-81
8 8 9 10—75
8 8 10 10—73

Feb. 9.—Standard American target. 50yds.:
J Goodrich ,,in 10 10 10 10 10 4 9 8 7-98
£1 Wesson

8

9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10-93
Z C Talbot 10 10 10 9 9 8 8 8 8 10-90
C Axtelle 10 10 10 10 lo 8 8 7 6 9-88HL Smith 10 10 10

"

FHodskios.. 6 7 7W Staddeu 10 10 9
C Clark 6 6 7
O W Wall 507
O E Hodskins 5 6 6
F Clement 5 6 6ET Stephens .'10 10 10 10

- 7 6 10-81
8 8 9 9 9 10 10-83
9 9 8 8 8 7 5-33
7 8 8 8 9 10 8-79
7 8 8 8 10 10 10—79

8 8 8 9 10-73
8 8 7 9 10-72

"
5

1

7 6-85
_W. H STADDEy, Sec'y.

Greenville Rifle Club.
The weekly shoot on Friday night was the smallest in number of

any night during the past year, and the scores were: C. Boag 234,
Collins 333, Gotthardt 204, Agneau 214, C. Scheeline 338, J, Boag 228,
Spahn 335, Dodds 233. |J
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German-American Riflemen.

On Wednesday night of last week the headquarters of the famous
Zettler Rifle Club was the scene of an interesting rifle contest, between
teams representing four of New York's most prominent German-
American shooting societies, viz.: The New York Sehuetzen Corps,
New York Centra! Sehuetzen Corps, New York City Sehuetzen Corps,
and the Harlem Independent Schuetzen Corps. By having good men
to put in in the last stage of the match the New York City team was
enabled to send their competitors to the rear, the New York City
team making a grand total of 2,284, against 2,240 for the Harlem Inde-
pendent team. After the match was finished several impromptu 10

shot matches were shot. One between Walther and Zimmerman for
a basket of wine, in which Walther won. Walther also won one with
Barney Zettler; and lost one with C. G. Zettler. The closeness of the
race between the New York Corps team and the Central team gener-
ated so much rivalry between the two corps that before they separ-
ated a match was made between teams of the two corps, to be shot
on the 200yds. range next June, ten to twenty men a side. Scores:

New York Schuetzen Corps, Capt. H. Offerman:
Philip Feigel 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 25 23-236
Jacob Schmidt 21 22 23 23 24 24 24 24 24 25-234
J C Bonn 19 23 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25—234
JTholke 19 20 23 23 24 24 24 24 24 24—229
H Strate. , 22 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25—240
A J Christian 21 23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25-237
Fred Schmidt 22 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25—241
Dr Chas Groseh 13 20 22 23 23 23 24 24 23 25—220
B Zettler 23 23 23 24 24 25 25 25 25 25—242
B Walther 23 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25—240- 2353

New York Central Corps, Capt. Merse:
H Koster 25 23 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24-240
PF Schmidt 22 23 23 22 24 24 25 25 25 25-240
FSchraeder 22 23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25—238
Wm Seppenfeld 20 21 22 23 23 23 23 24 24 24—227
FredSchill 20 21 22 22 23 24 24 24 25 25—230
J Reisweisner 21 21 22 22 22 22 23 23 24 25—225
M Ficken 20 21 22 22 23 23 23 23 23 24—224
H D Muller 22 23 22 23 23 23 23 24 24 25-231
E Berckman 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25-230
Gus Zimmerman 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25—243—2328

New York City Corps, Capt. 0. D. Renin:
H Witte 20 21 23 23 23 23 23 24 24 25-229
Otto Uhlien 21 22 22 23 23 23 23 24 24 25—230
Geo Albig 19 20 21 22 22 22 23 24 24 24-221
ALudwig 18 22 23 23 23 23 24 24 24 25-229
A Range 20 20 20 20 21 22 23 24 25 23—218
C D Rehm 18 20 21 22 23 24 24 25 25 25—227
M Radloff 19 21 21 21 23 23 23 24 24 25 - 224
J Facklam 22 23 23 23 23 23 23 24 25 25-234
RBusse 22 22 23 24 24 24 .24 24 24 25-236
C G Zettler 22 22 22 23 24 24 24 25 25 25-236-2284

Harlem Independent Corps, Capt. L. Zeller:
E Karl 23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25-241
Thos Hall 17 20 21 22 22 22 23 23 24 24—218
G H Schraeder 21 22 22 22 23 24 24 25 25 24—232
B Busch 18 19 20 22 22 22 23 23 24 24—217
A Hildebrandt 19 21 22 22 22 23 23 23 25 25-225
Jos Gute 18 19 22 22 22 23 23 24 24 25-221
L Zeller 15 19 21 22 22 22 23 24 24 25-217
ChasSchaefer 20 21 22 22 23 2? 3 2i 25 25- -223

J Walters 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 23 23-218
T Eiser 17 21 21 21 22 23 24 24 25 25-223—2240

Championship of Hudson County.
During the early part of last year the Hudson Rifle Club of Jersey

City issued a call to all New Jersey rifle clubs to participate in a series
of matches for the championship of Hudson county.
The various clubs responded giving as many excuses, principally

not enough strong shooters to compose a team being the more preva-
lent. There was one club, however, the Greenville Rifle Club, who ac-
cepted the challenge, and after considerable correspondence the first

match was arranged for Decoration Day to take place at Arrnhruster's
Schuetzen Park and resulted in a good victory for the GreenviUes.
The next match took place at Marion on Labor Day following, and
this time the honors were given the Hudsons. This placing the two
teams on an equal footing, the third match was arranged but did not
come to a head until Feb. 3, '94. In the first two matches a purse of
$50 was at stake for each of them, but it was finally suggested by the
Greenville Club to have the last and final one shot on friendly terms to
decide who the champions were.
Capt. Mahlenbrock, therefore, selected his team and journeyed to

Greenville on the above date, and after the usual practice shots sane
tioned to commencement of the last match which would prove victori-
ous for the winners.
Capt Boag was in readiness to proceed, but was interrupted by the

ruling element of which the club is composed, and unless a purse was
forthcoming the Greenville Rifle Club refused to shoot under its own
name, but was willing to continue the match under a nom deplume.
Capt. Mahlenbrock would not consent to this, and at once ordered

his team to shoot their scores, which they did, and did well under the
existing circumstances. The score was as follows:

Hudson Rifle Club.
Chas Hutch 22 21 24 19 25 24 23 17 22 18—215
H Mahlenbrock. 17 13 17 22 18 23 23 22 22 23—200
A Braun 24 withdrew
A W Steuber 17 23 24 13 16 23 13 11 12 16—168
T A Reynolds 23 22 23 21 17 19 16 25 18 16—200
GW Graf 10 16 21 15 13 21 25 17 22 23—183
.John Smith 24 21 23 20 21 20 23 19 18 19—208
<0 Straderman 12 17 17 19 16 23 10 24 23 20—177
jH L Hansen 19 21 12 19 14 18 withdrew
.Jos Autenrieth 23 17 11 24 16 16 14 22 19 20—183—1534
As this completes the series and results in a victory for the Hud-

son Rifle Club, who are now champions of Hudson county (the Green-
viUes losing by default), although they had but little chance, as their
annex members were not present, the champions now stand ready to
pit a team against any club in Hudson county, to defend the cham-
pionship honors which it has so nobly defended. Any communications
will be speedily answered by sending same to Capt. Henry Mahlen-
brock, Magnolia and Tonnele avenues, Jersey City. See Bee.

Jerseymen at the Target.
The regular Saturday shoot in Armbruster's Park on Feb. 10 showed

the smallest attendance of riflemen of any day during the winter.
'The day was an ideal one for target shooting, the atmosphere clear as
a bell, and of a spring-like temperature. Scores:
Hansen, scratch 25 21 21 23 24 24 21 22 25 25—231

24 21 21 22 23 21 24 23 20 24—223
22 23 23 24 21 23 21 20 19 23-220
22 23 22 20 22 25 25 22 21 22—224
22 21 21 23 25 18 21 25 24 23—223—1121

JPiaisted, scratch 20 24 24 24 15 25 20 20 19 15-206
17 22 20 21 25 23 22 17 18 24—209
22 20 20 19 23 20 24 20 25 24—217
25 21 20 21 19 23 21 17 25 21-212
23 19 21 21 17 24 21 21 23 23-214—1059

Collins 14 23 20 25 18 24 23 20 19 24—210
-Jl 19 24 21 19 18 23 24 23 15-196
17 24 17 19 21 17 25 18 18 20—196
19 19 23 21 21 24 23 23 23 21—217
17 16 21 21 12 17 18 22 14 22-180- 9994-40=1039

Texas Trap and Rifle.

[From Our Special Correspondent.]

San Antonio, Texas.—Editor Forest and Stream; There was a little
shoot at the Lake View grounds of the San Antonio Gun Club on Feb
5, but the scores were kept on the remains of a shell box and were
lost to the world. Mr, Adams and Mr. Samuels each killed 45 out
of 50.

The shooting at Gun Hollow on the coast, which is reached by the
San Antonio and Aransas Pass Railway, is better this season than it
«ver was known before. Four guns netted 130 ducks in three hours
on the 5th inst. The Aransas Pass Road put on low excursion rates
*o the coast, which are being taken advantage of by the many visiting
sportsmen in San Antonio.
At the rifle range but little was done this week. The weather has

•been cold and the attendance slim.
Charlie Hummell has devised an original match which will be shot

off on the 18th. It seems that Capt. Dosch lost a case of champagne
that Charlie won on a bet, and Charlie proposed that Capt. Dosch
.choose a team of seven men, Charlie to do likewise, and that they shoot
.ifor a supper, the case of champagne to be thrown in. It will be shot
off hand at 150yds. and the losing side to pay all expenses. Capt
Dosch's team consists of Albert and Ernest Steves, Gus Altmann
Arthur Guenther, Hans Degener, and Oscar Guessaz. Charlie's choice
as Adolph Altmann, E. Seffel, Albert Uhl, Ed. Dreiss, and Dr. Herff

Great excitement prevails among the riflemen, as the teams repre-
sent the cream of the rifle club and are about equally divided.

OflCAB GUESSAZ.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
It is rarely one's pleasure to write the details of a pleasanter or

more sportsmanlike match than that which took place Feb. 6 for the
A)Tiateur Revolver Championship between Dr. Samuel J. Fort, pf El

lieott City, Md., and Mr. William E. Petty, Roundsman of the Twenty-
first Precinct, New York city,

From first to last the match was marked by an entire absence of

personal feeling, and each contestant seemed only anxious that his

opponent should be given every opportunity to show what he was
capable of. To meet the needs of the shooters the Empire Rifle

Club had generously waived a prior claim to the gallery.

The conditions were the same as those of previous matches, 30 shots

at 20yds., of which the best three strings of six shots each, by string

measurement, were to count. Dr. Fort won the toss up and sent

Petty to the score. When the target was drawn back it was seen that

the shot was a trifle off the lMjin. bull. This proved almost an exact

index of what Petty would do. On subsequent measurement this

shot was found to be 1.12in. from the center of the disk, which was
within .03in. of the average for his 18 shots.

Dr. Fort's first, shot was a miss-fire, but this did not worry him, and
reloading he put the mark of his .44cal. ball fairly on the disk. His
second shot was the first black scored. The Doctor shot throughout
the match with noteworthy quickness, and the sighting for many of

his shots took less than five seconds. lie threw his pistol quickly into

alignment and seemed almost instantly to catch the sights on the
bull. Dr. Fort was ably seconded by Mr. F. L. King, of the Stevens
Arm and Tool Co., while Mr. Petty 's interests were looked after by

Messrs. Thurston and Heintz. Mr. Thurston also rendered material
assistance with the targets, as likewise did Mr. Wm. Rosenbaum, of the
Empire Rifle Club.
The match began at 8:15 P. M., and the last shot, was fired an hour

later. The 60 target disks were then measured by B. Zettler with the
following results:

WILLIAM E. PETTY.

1st String. 2d String. 3d String. 4th String. 5th String.

1.12 1.64 0.49 * 1.89
1.52 0.91 1.83 1.61 0.51
1.79 0.99 1.21 1.50 1.01
1.41 0.11 1.52 0.88 1.01
1.14 1.81 1.54 2.10 0.94
0.60 0.64 0.61 0.83 1.68

7.58

* Defective shot.

6.10 7.20 7.04

6.10+'7.20+'7.04=20.34
Dll. SAMUEL J. FORT.

1st String. 2d String. 3d String. 4th String. 5th String.
2.11 2.57 2.12 1.16 8.00
0.72 0.54 1.10" 2.75 0.42
4.00 1.25 1.50 1.00 1.13
1.45 1.61 1.45 0.79 2.11
1.34 0.78 1.26 3.00 2.29
2.00 1.55 1.64 0.24 1.70

11.62 iuso 9.07 8.94 10.65

8.30+9.07+8.94=26.31

The shooting on the whole was good de=nite the fact that it was Dr.
Fort's first experience at match shooting of this kind, and almost his

DB. SAMUEL J. FORT.

first experience in gallery shooting with a revolver; also despite the
fact that Mr. Petty was suffering from a lame shoulder. Two weeks
ago, in the pursuance of his duty, he stopped a runaway fire depart-
ment team that had gained considerable headway in a dash of a block
and a half. When Petty saw them coming he forgot all about the
advisabUity of keeping in trim for his match, and only realized the fact
that the street was full of children returning from school. He tackled
the team like a hero, and was swung with his feet as high as the
horses' heads. Eventually he steered them into one of the supports of
the Third Avenue elevated road, and brought things up in a heap.
But Petty did not lose the trophy, although his opponent proved a

steady and consistent shot, and no one was more sincere in their con-
gratulations than Dr. Fort. Dr. Fort is a gentleman of rich experience
in field and trap shooting, and a well known correspondent of Forest
and Stream, both over his own signature and the nom de plume of
'Pieus"'. He is a small wiry man weighing not over 1351bs and notable
in conversation for his good sense and dry humor. After the match
he said to the Forest and Stream representative, "When you write upmy pedigree, put me down as a man who wasn't beaten because his
gun, loads, or sights weren't right, but simply because he ran up
against a better man."

Both contestants shot ,44cal. S. & W. revolvers. Dr. Fort's charge
was lOgrs. of powder and the Ideal 175-grain bullet. Mr. Petty shot
8grs. of powder and 119J.£grs. of lead. He had intended using the S. &
W. lubricated bullet and~13-grain powder charge, but decided not to on
account, of the condition of his arm.
After the decision was announced declaring Mr. Petty winner of the

match, Mr. Bernard Walther presented the champion ;' formal chal-

lenge to shoot on a date to be decided later. Mr. Walther has already

had one try at the trophy, and announced that he would defer his

challenge to a future date if any one else was anxious to jump into

the breach.
The competition was witnessed by a number of gentlemen interested'

in rifle and revolver shooting. Among those present were George E.

Jantzer, Fred Ross, Otto Uehlein, W. E. Carlin, A. L. Himmelwrigbt ,

Armin Tenner, Barney Walther, F. L. King, Henry Oehl, H. E. Heintz,
M. A. Thurston, W, A. Jones, C. Zettler, Wm. Rosenbaum, J. Heintz,

Jacob Grimm, Ben Zahn, G. W. Plaisted and B. Zettler, besides repre-

sentatives of the local and sporting press.

Mr. Petty seems a hard nut to crack. His victory over Dr. Fort is

his fourth consecutive, and he has now held the Winans trophy some-
thing over fourteen months. If he keeps the gait ten months longer the
trophy will become his personal property and out of competiton.
The trophy has changed hands three times since it was formally

declared to Dr. Louis Bell, June 9, 1892, as winner among 40 contest-

ants in the preliminary competition.
Dr. Bell's winning score was 17.52in. for 18 shots. Aug. 3, 1892, Geo.

E. Jantzer won the trophy from Dr. Bell with a string of 22.5m. Mr.
Jantzer held the trophy 'from this date until Dec. 3, having in the
meanwhile defeated his first challenger, Henry Oehl, on Oct. 15. He
succumbed, however, to his second challenger, W. E. Petty, in the best
match of the series, scoring 20.49 against Petty's 15.31in., which latter

is the record for 18 shots.
W. E. Petty met his first challenger, Bernard Walther, on the night

of Feb. 4, 1893, and defeated him, the respective scores being 21.34 and
22.36in.

His second challenger was Heintz, against whom he scored 20.95in.

The match with Dr. Fort brings the record up to date.

Revolver Shooting in England.
The season for revolver shooting at the North London Rifle Club will

open for the current year on March 14. There will be two distances
shot at, 30 and 50yds , instead of only 20yds., as heretofore; but there
will be no moving or disappearing targets. It is curious that, while
to win at Bisley men must be good shots at moving targets, all the
English competitors practice only at stationary targets, and then
wnnd»r when an American beats them.
The scores for the championship of the club will this year consist of

6 scores of 6 shots each at 20yds., and 2 scores of 6 shots each at 50yds.
There will be a time limit of -3 minutes for each series of 6 shots. Mr.
Andrews, who came second for the championship last year, and who
took 40 minutes over 6 shots, will not be able to be so deliberate this

year.

Miller Rifle Club.

Hoboren, N. J.—At a meeting of the Miller Rifle Club the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year: Captain, Richard W.
Dewey; First Lieutenant, Louis B. Lohe; Second Lieutenant, Frederick
A. Liell; Third Lieutenant, Frank Gallon; Orderly Sergeant, August
Meyns; Sergeant-at-arms, H. Van Derheyden; Shooting Masters,
David Miller, Ernest Fischer ;

Recording Secretary, Wash.H. Rogers;
Financial Secretary, John Meyer ;

Treasurer, Frederick Brandt;
Trustees, R. W. Dewey, D. Miller, J. Meyer.
The following scores were made: Fischer 245, Miller 243, Liell 236,

Ixffife 234, Meyns 244, Dewey 230, Zoch 238, Will 232, Rogers 220, Taylor
225, Brandt 241, Klepping 236, J. Meyer 235, H. Meyer 221, Stadler 225,

Schliebt 240, Van Derheyden 235. Prien 230, Gallon 224, Hencken 240,

Kruse 239, Devitt 228, Newman 236. Kammel 208, Forkel 225, Freitag
231, Judson 243, Vogel 238, Tobler 237, Scott 220, Dunstedt 218, Murphy
231.

Zettler Rifle Club.

Only ten members of the Zettler Club participated in the weekly
gallery shoot on Feb. 6. Champion medal: R. Busse 246, F. C. Ross
245, 0. G. Zettler 244, H. Holges 243, L. Klach 243. B. Walther 243, Gus
Zimmerman 242, B. Zettler 238, Gus Nowak 237, H. D. Miller 235.

Best 10-shot score, five entries: Henry Holges 248, Gus Zimmerman
247, F. C. Ross 247, Louis Flach 247, R. Busse 246, C. G. Zettler 244, H.
D. Miller 243, B. Zettler 243, B. Walther 243, Gus Nowak 237.

Beideman Rifle Club.

Beideman, N. J., Feb. 7.—The following shows the weekly shoot of
the Beideman Rifle Club, week ending Feb. 3. Conditions 25yds.,
strictly off-hand, lJ4in. ring target, possible 250: Dr. E. L. Gardiner
244, J. L. Wood 244, W. Gilbert 236, H. Myers 239. Pistol score, 20yds.,
possible 250: W. Gilbert 235, E. L. Gardiner 225, H. Myers 218.

Walt. Gilbert, Sec'y.

Palisade Rifle Club.

The Palisade Rifle Club held its practice shoot at George Schlicht's
gallery on Feb. 4. The following scores were made: George Dorr'
230, Rob Glaser 229, Fred Esperer 227, Fred Krobatsch 224, Henry
Rose 224, O. S. Aufderheide 223, Ad Abies 221, Frank Miller 214, Willie
Rose 208, Fred Ward 202, Willie Bontemps-200, Willie Abies 197.

Our Own Rifle Club.
At the weekly shoot of the Our Own Club on Dec. 7 fourteen mem-

bers were present and participated in the competition for club medals.
A.fter the shooting of the official scores a meeting of the club was
held. Wm. F. Dilger was chosen financial secretary. Tony Cuneo,
Fred Derker and Charles Schmidt were elected members of the club.
Scores: J. H. Kruse 240, A. Molz 240, A. W. Steuber 239, Capt. H. D.
Hencken 235, W. F. Dilger 235, W. Bohmcke 235, F. Sessmann 231, C.
Feldmann 217, A. Moser 216, A. Cuneo 215, J. Stein 215, J. Often 209,
C. Schmidt 209 and D. Page 208.

New York Rifle Club.
New York, Feb. 11.—The New York Rifle Club held its regular

weekly shoot at Zettler's gallery, No. 12 St. Marks place, on Feb. 10.
The following members were present and made the scores below:
Chadbourne 239 239 lsbell , 238 237
Geusch 239 238 H Duane 233 231
Young 239 238 Barker 227 220

E. R. Chadbourne, Sec'y.

Schlicht Rifle Club.
At the weekly shoot of the Schlicht Club on Feb. 5 eighteen mem-

bers were present and participated in the competition for the class
medals. The winners of the class medals are as follows: Aug
Meyer champion medal, George Dorr first class medal, Fred Lambrix
second class medal, George Riehert third class medal. Scores: Geo.
Schlicht 235. Aug Meyer 229, George Dorr 228, E. C. Brellenthine 228,
Fred Lambrix 225, W. Schliebt 225, Charles Meyer 225, J. Diehl 223, C
Schlicht 221

,
George Riehert 220, G. Lautenberger 21S, J. Schlicht 218,

C. M. Hundt 209, M. Zeller 205, P. Manne 203, 1. Dorr 203, G. Grave 202,
A. Dubline 200.

Lady Miller Rifle Club.
Twelve members of the Lady Miller Rifle Club assembled at the

club house on Tuesday night to compete for the class medals. Mrs.
Fischer won the first class medal with 224; Mrs. Bordemann the
second class medal with 213; Mrs. Volk the second class medal with
217. Scores: Miss Bender 201, Mrs. Ahnert 210, Mrs. Fischer 224,
Mrs. Volk 217, Miss Sanders 200, Mrs. Meyns 223, Mrs. Miller 203, Mrs.
Bordemaun 213. Miss Begerow 216, Miss Uerhart 199, Miss Youmans
200, Hiss Kloepplng 208.

RIFLE NOTES.
Thehistory of the Columbia Rifle and Pistol Club and the records of

some of its members, extracts from which will be found in another
column of this issue, speaks well for the healthy growth of this most
manly of sports on the Pacific Slope. The California riflemen have for
years been noted for their remarkable ability with the target rifle, and
within the past ten years they have made records with the Sharps ana
Springfield military rifles that seem almost incredible to our Eastern
military shooters. The glorious climate of California is credited with
many wonderful growths, vegetable and otherwise, and it is possible
that thj3 citizens of this far Western State attain their high ability
with the rifle through absorption of some of the invigorating qualities
of that wonderful climate. We have often queried it with ourself as
to whether we could not absorb some of these extraordinary holding
qualities by internal application of the products of that glorious cli-

mate that comes to us in the East packed and labeled in enticing form
We hear that a delegation of Eastern riflemen will visit the Pacific
coast in a few weeks and we shall watch for their return with feeling
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i J interest and more or less anxiety. For the return of these pilgrims
may lead to a general exodus and our occupation will have become
obsolete. In such a case we shall be compelled to join the rear ranks.
We are informed that the Califormans are contemplating the issuing of
an open challenge to the shooters of the country for a team match, all

around shooting, military, sporting rifle and pistol. In New York we
have but few men who are proficient in the three arms. In Boston,
however, a team could probably be got together which would make a
good record in the three styles of shooting.

Milton Lindsley informs us that he expects to have a nitro (wood)
powder in the market shortly that will meet the wants of the riflemen.
Let it come; Mr, Lindsley, the cranks are waiting with that patience
born of hopes long deferred.

Mr. Brown, of the Leonard Smokeless Powder Co., left a sample of
his Leonard powder with the Zettler Bros, for trial in the .23cal.

Speaking of a standard target, Barney Zettler says he thinks the
German 35-ring target in its present shape (T3in. black jjgln, rings) has
come to stay, and will eventually become the standard for 200yds.
shooting.

At the suggestion of a number of gentlemen interested in revolver
shooting, Mr. Conlin set apart last Thursday evening especially for a
social gathering of the lovers of that sport, and for revolver practice.

jhaating.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
Feb. 13-15.—Reading Shooting Association tournament; two days

targets, one day live birds, at Three-Mile House, ShliUngton, Pa.
Feb. 15.—Springfield Gun Club tournament, at Flourtown, Pa.
Feb. 22.—White Plains (N Y.) Gun Club tournament,
Feb. 22.—Targets and birds at Dexter Park, Long Island. Trapper

Mills's day.
Feb. 32.—First tournament of the Eastern New York Trap-Shooter's

League, season of 1894, under the auspices of the West End Gun Club
of Albany, N. Y. H. A. Kratz, Sec'y.
Feb. 22-25.—Cumberland Gun Club jubilee, live birds and targets, at

Lowell, Ind.
Feb. 21.—Union Gun Club, 25 bird shoot, $20 entry, Springfield, N. J.
Feb. 28.—Endeavor Gun Club all-day tournament in conjunction

with first contest of New Jersey Trap-Shooters 1 League, Marion, N. J.
March 26.—Acme Gun Club, open shoot at Dexter Park, targets and

birds.
April 4/i.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add 8200.
April 24-27.—Central City Qun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
May 1-3.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, spring tournament; two days

targets, last day live birds.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, 0. Springfield Gun Club will add $200.
May 7-10.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual

tournament and meeting, at Ft. Smith, Arlc; $1,000 added money;
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.
Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 6-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers1 Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses,
spring tournament
May 22-35.— Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. CharleB
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League kingbird tournament, at Cana-

joharie. Ohas. Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added money.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tection of Fish and Game, thirty -sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.

June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, annual
tournament, at Tacoma, Wash.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. $1,000 added money.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Nutlet, N. J., can now boast of two active gun clubs, both starting

out under very favorable auspices. There is the Nutiey Rod and Guu
Club which has thirty-seven shooting members and elects new ones
at every meeting. This is comprised of shooting enthusiasts who
believe in active work in the way of matches, etc., and will open its

season in March. The officers are: Andrew C. Brown, Pres.; S. S.

Davis, Vice-Pres.; Frank Searles, Sec'y-Treas. ; William S. Rusley,
Director and John W. Richardson, Captain. The club will shoot at
both live birds and targets. The other local organization has been
christened the Yautacaw Gun Club and has over forty members. This
club shoots every Saturday afternoon at kingbird target. Its officers

are: Pres., E. R. Tilton; Vice-Pres., George J. Malcolm; Sec'y, William
J. Berg; Treas., Conrad H. Ray; Captain, George Deakin. The
officers will constitute the board of governors. Yautacaw, the quaint
name adopted by the club is the name of a river running through the
town, this in turn having been named in memory of the Yautacaw
Indians, who were formerly located here. Mr. and Mrs. Frank E.
Butler, who have recently located in Nutiey, have joined both the above
clubs and will shoot in all club contests. And speaking of Frank
Butler reminds us that he has a new fad, this time in the way of
a wonderful "Bronch Charley" and a still more wonderful "Topsy."
Unlike the original Topsy. this one was "horned" since which time
it has developed into a talented freak. Topsy is a horse, presumably,
who is covered with a peculiar wooly substance, has neither foretop
nor mane, a short tail like a sheep, and as a whole is a wonder. Up to
her fifth year, Topsy had never had even a halter on and was as wild
as the proverbial kildeer. At this time Mr. Charles M. Miller
("Broncho Charley''), got hold of her and after many a fierce tussle
succeeded in bringing her around to his views, and since she has been
one of the star attractions of Buffalo Bill's show on both sides the
ocean. A few of Topsy's tricks are untying a handkerchief from her
foreleg, doing sums in addition or subtraction, tellingh er age, rolling

a barrel, standing on a pedestal with an 18in. surface, walking on her
hind feet, high jumping, doing a comic laugh act, ringing a bell and
shooting a revolver.

The Worcester Sportsmen's Club has arranged for its annual tour-
nament, to be held at the new park at North Pond, Washington's
Birthday. Crack shots from all over New England are expected to
take part in the shooting. The day's events will begin at 9:30 A.M.
and continue until the card is shot out. A good caterer will be in at-

tendance and furnish a dinner at the club house. The events will be
all sweepstakes, with entrance fees from 551 to $2 50, The card con-
sists of twelve events as follows: No. 1, 10 birds, Keystone; No. 2, 15
birds, Keystone; No. 3, 10 birds, Keystone, unknown traps; No. 4, 20
birds, Keystone, known traps; No. 5, 10 birds, Sportsmen's Club; No.
6, 25 birds, Keystone; No. 7, 10 birds. Keystone, unknown traps; No. 8,

15 birds, Sportsmen's Club; No. 9, 20 birds, Keystone, known traps;
No. 10, 10 birds, Keystone, unknown traps; No. 11, 15 birds, Keystone,
known traps. No. 12, 5 pairs, regular order. .

During the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
tournament at Chicago, May 17, 18 and 19, there will be shot one event
known as the Prairie Gun Club Stake, the conditions of which will be
25 live birds, entrance §12.50, play or pay, four moneys, the Prairie

Gun Club to add $50 to the purse. The Prairie Gun Club will also add
$250 in cash as well as a number of valuable merchandise prizes, to the
other purses. This shows a decided spirit of liberality on the part of the
Prairie Gun Club. The tournament will be held at Garfield Park
race track,

Several pigeon shooting matches were held on the grounds of the
Flushing Gun Club on Feb. 3. The first was for $25 a side between
Charles Hance and Charles M. Donnelly against H. Nelson Perritt and
F. J. de Rainses. The conditions were ten birds each at 28yds. Hance
killed eight and Donnelly six, a total of fourteen. Their opponents
scored a total of twelve. The second contest was a club sweepstakes
of five birds, handicap. Charles Hance, Leroy Dresser, F. J. de Rainses
and G. B, Nickle tied on four birds eich In the shoot-off, Hance, at
27yds., won. The other men shot at 25yds. Hance also won the club
handicap sweepstake for a silver cup, by killing ten straight. He shot
at 26yds. F. J. de Rainses and G. B. Nickle, 25vds., tied for second
place at eight birds each. The cup was presented to the club by G. A.
Baker, and will have to be won three times in succession before it be-
comes the property of any contestant.

The Washington Heights Gun Club has elected these officers for the
ensuing twelve months: President, H. W. Oliver; Vice-President,"Jas.
Rogers; Secretary, E. R. Terhune; Treasurer, Robert B. Saul; Cap-
tain, J. J. Organ; Assistant Captain. H. B Ellis. The prizes for the
year have been distributed as follows: H. Harrisou first, gold medal;
J. J. Organ, second, gold medal; H. W. Oliver third. 600 cartridges; J.
J. Maloney fourth. 500 cartridges; M. J. Cox fifth, 400 cartridges; J. V.
Benedict sixth, 300 cartridges; W. W. Disbrow seventh, leather gun
case and cartridge box. The members of the club have presented Mr.
Terhune, who has officiated as secretary for the past ten yea s, with
$50 in gold and a handsome gun case.

Orange, Feb. 3.—The Brighton Gun Club held its monthly shoot on
its grounds in East Orange to-day. The following scores were made
out of a possible 20: Harrison 6, Kutcher 9, Badgeley 16, O'Mnalley
14, Smith 17. Afterward sweepstakes were shot and these scores
were made out of a possible 5: Kutcher 1, Badgeley 5, Smith 5,
O'Mealley 3, Soveral 2, Harrison 2, Gower 0, Campfield 3. Twenty-
target sweep: Ackerman 6, Badgeley 17, O'Meallev 12, Soveral 6,
Kutcher 12, Harrison 2, Smith 18, Campfield 9. Twenty targets:
Ackerman 10, Kutcher 14, Smith 16, Campfield 9, Badgeley 19," O'Mealley
13. At 10 targets: Soveral 4, Stull 4. Campfield 3, Ackerman 0, Badge-
ley 5, Kutcher 2, Harrison 0, Potter 2.

Toronto, Feb. 1.—The Toronto Junction Gun Club held their annual
meeting last night at their club room. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: P. Wakefield, President; C. Zeidler,
Vice-President; Geo. Summers, Secretary, 02 Macdonell avenue, city;
WDavidge, Treasurer; Messrs. Walton," Hinton, Harvey and Scott,
Executive Committee. A challenge was received from the Victoria
Gun Club to shoot a friendly match, six or eight men a side, which
was accepted.

The following were the winners of prizes in the series of the mer-
chandise shoots of the Canandaiuua (N. Y.) Rod and Gun Club, just
ended: One hundred per cent, class, club gold medal, Eaton; hunt-
ing cap, Adams ; 90 per cent, class, hunting coat, Greig; gun case,
Nichols; one year's subscription to Ontario County Journal, Reed; 70
per cent, class, hunting knife, Clausen; 50 per cent class, pair
corduroy trousers, Ellis; pair hunting gloves, N orris.

On Washington's Birthday an all-day open-to-all tournament will
be held on the grounds of the Maplewood Gun Club, at Maplewood.
N. J., the sport to begin at 10 A.M. This affair will be in conjunction
with the team contests to take place between the Union and Maple-
wood gun clubs, one contest for five men teams at 10 five birds per
man, and the other for ten men teams, at 25 targets per man.
Notices have been issued by the Endeavor Gun Club for an all-day

tournament to be held on their grounds at Marion, N. J., on Tuesday,
Feb. 28, in conjunction with the first of the series of team contests of
1894 of the New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League. The open to all events
will begin at 9:30 A. M., and the team shoot will be started at 2 P. M.

Bristol, Conn., Feb. 5.—At the annual meeting- of the Bristol Gun
Club, held on Jan. 26, the following gentlemen were elected for the en-
suingyear. Pres., H. J. Mills; Vice-Pres . F. A. Horton; Sec'y-Treas.,
E. M. Daily; Field Captain, A. F. Rockwell; Directors: F. W. Lee, C.
L. Hotchkiss, F. N. Manross, H. J. Mills.

On Feb. 7, A. Muller and Mayor Jackson, of Woodbury, N. J., shot at
10 birds each, against J. Eastburn and John Plum, in the presence of
1,000 people. The match took place at Woodbury. The result was as
follows: Muller 6, Jackson 4; total 10. Plum 5, Eastburn (i; total 11.

The South Side Gun Club, of Newark, will to-day open its season of
shoots announced in our last issue. These will take place on the third
Saturday of each month and will be open to all comers, shooters
being privileged to shoot for targets only if they desire to do so.

East Bloomfield, N. Y., young men have organized a rod and gun
club with these officers: Pres. and Assistant Shooting Master,
William Lee; Vice-Pres. and Shooting Master, Fred. McCarty; Sec'y-
Treas., John Buell; Scorer, R. Wheeler.

T. W. Morfey, of Paterson, and John H. Outwater, of Rutherford,
will shoot a 100-bird match at Willard's Park, Paterson, on Feb. 21, for
$100 a side. There will be plenty of good birds for sweepstake shoot-
ing both before and after the match.

Elizabeth, N. J,, Feb. 6.—At a meeting of the Elizabeth Gun Club,
the following officers were elected: Robert E. Chetwood, Pres.;
Robert S. Williams, Vice-Pres.; William M. Parker, Sec'y-Treas.; John
W. Fulton, Official Scorer.

Enoch D. Miller iuforms us that the 25 bird shoot, $20 entry, to be
given by the Union Gun Club at Springfield, N. J , will be on Feb. 21
instead of Feb. 27, as previously announced.

Perhaps Mr. Samuel Castle, Newark's 64 year old veteran would
oblige ''Uncle Dan" Lefever. of Syracuse, with a little race at 50 or 100
live birds each, for $100 to $250 a side!

The Acme Gun Club, will hold an open shoot at Dexter Park, on
Monday, March 26. Shooting will commence at 9:30 A. M. at targets,
followed by sweeps at birds.

The Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club announce an open tournament for
May 1, 2 and 3, the first two aays to be devoted to targets and the
third day to live birds.

Don't forget that Feb. 21 is the correct date for the 25 bird shoot at
Enoch D. Miller's, instead of the date previously announced.

The Raritan (N. J.) Gun Club is erecting a new club house. Their
meeting rooms a-e corner Somerset and Thompson streets.

There will be live bird shooting all day on Washington's Birthday,
on John Erb's Newark grounds.

C. H. TowNSENn.

McMurchy's Protective System.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 1.—Mr. Harvey McMurchy, of the Fulton Arms

Co , whom it is unnecessary to introduce to the shooters of America,
was in town for a short stay here this week. Mr. McMurchy was full

of a new trap-shooting system which he himself had recently devised,
and which he said was now used exclusively and with the utmost
satisfaction by the club at his home town. In company with a num-
ber of the shooters here we talked it all over, jumped on it hard as
we could, picked it to pieces, found fault with it, aud asked hypothet-
ical questions about, and must say that it seemed to us to stand all

sorts oi tests remarkably well, much better than any of the multifold
so-called systems to adjust the inequalities of trap-shooting which
are constantly cropping up.

I got Mr. McMurchy to write out his plan for Forest and Stream,
giving a specimen shoot in illustration. He did so gladly, and the
result is given below. The whole thing is so simple as to be under-
stood at a glance, and yet so far as I know, at least, it is altogether
new. The big discoveries are often the simplest, and unless the first

hurried examination deseives, Mr. McMurchy has made a discovery
both simple and great.
"Of course," said he, "everybody knows that the sport of trap-

shooting is not in good healthy condition so long as such abuses can
be cited against as now prevail. If the shooters would only stop to
think it over, they could not help seeing that this continual dishonest
dropping for place at shoots is a crooked and disreputable thing to do.
In short, 1 defy any man to successfully refute the assertion that trap-
shooting, as practiced in the tournaments of to-day, is the rottenest,
crookedest and most dishonest sport before the American public.
When you come to think over the common practices at the tourna-
ments, you can't help admitting this assertion to be true. Horse
racing is clean compared to ir. The rebellion against this is not yet
fully on, because the amounts involved are small, and because the
state of affairs has been of slow growth. Still, all who are interested
in the sport of trap-shooting know and have known that some plan
will have to be devised to correct the abuses of the sport, or the sport
must be hurt seriously and perhaps irreparably. This is the reason
why so many plans have been proposed to prevent dropping for place,
and to 'protect the amateur,' as the cry usually goes. Therefore, we
have had all sorts of haadieapping schemes, and all sorts of rules, the
chief object of which is to make oil and water mix, aud to make black
into white.

"I have long thought that we would never get to where we wanted to
he so long as we followed the old handicapping trail, because its ideas
are wrong, and it is a 'game which can be beat,' as the boys Bay. It

seems wrong to me to handicap either the expert or the amateur.
For a long time they have been trying to take it all out of the expert.
I got to figuring a while ago on some sort of a plan to protect the
expert, andhane me if I don't believe I've hit on one that protects the
good shot and the poor shot, which saves the money of the average
shooter, and still pays out well to the high guns It is practically on
the plan of high guns take the money, only they don't take so much.
It prevents ties, does away with class shooting altogether, and abso-
lutely prevents dropping for place, because it doesn't leave any place

to drop into. If you can pay the top men about as much as you can
under the class shooting system, and still have the bulk of your com-
petitors lose nothing but their targets aud ammunition, you have, it
seems to me, come about as near covering this case satisfactorily as
you ever will come, and that is just what this plan seems to do. Our
boys at home won't shoot any other way, now that they have tried
this. Of course nothing new is proved, but I want you to put this
before the public, and ask everybody to come forward with the sever-
est objections and criticims they can invent, so that we can test this
and lay it aside if it will not do. I would like very much if clubs over
the country would give it a trial and say how they like it. I hope the
statement as put on paper will be plain to all."
Mr. McMurchy's written communication is as follows:

THE SYSTEM IN DETAIL.

"The question of handicapping the expert shooters of the country
so as to give the amateur an equal chance to win some of the purses
at trap shooting, is one to which a great many are now giving their
attention, and as yet a system satisfactory to all has not been pro-
posed. Handicapping shooters as to distance is a complete failure
Indeed, is not handicapping any shooter in any way wrong and un-
just?

"I think shooters will agree with me that what we want is some
system wherein all shooters classed as experts, semi-experts and
amateurs are protected, not handicapped; one that will prevent com-
binations being formed by two or three shooters at tournaments for
the purpose of placing themselves for positions in the different purses
by simply purposely making a miss, they dividing up their winnings
at the close of the day. In doing this they deprive many of the honest-
contestants who were in the different purses of a share of such purses,
men who succeeded in getting there by shooting their best A system
leaving the opportunity open is unjust and a failure so far as giving
all an equal chance is concerned. It is an opportunity to reward trick-
ery or scheming, not skill.

"As our shoots are now conducted it is customary that all ties for
the different purses be divided. This I believe to be right, but gen-
erally the contestant's share of the purses does not equal the entrance
fees, and though he may shoot an 85 to 90* average, he is a loser at
the en J of a day's shoot. I wish to submit a system to the shooters
of the country for their consideration and trial. Where it has been
tried the shooters of all classes seem to be pleased with it.

"One of the good points in this system is that it prevents any one
from purposely missing for a place and profiting by so doing. Another
good feature is, each one is rewarded financially for his skill Any
contestant not getting in first place, and who does get in either sec-
ond, third or fourth place, receives as his share of the purse an
amount equal to his entrance fee, less the price of the targets he shoots
at. Those in first place receive all that is left of the purse after pay-
ing out of it to each contestant in second, third and fourth places the
amount of his entrance fee less the price of targets he shoots at. This
division is simple and can at once be understood by the following illus-
tration. We will suppose the following event was shot and give the
results of the division of the puree, both according to this new system
I propose, and according to the one uow prevailing. The rise to be
the same for all, the entrance fee to be the same amount for all. No
handicapping of any one.
"Event, 15 single targets, entrance $2.45, including price of targets at

three cents each, four places:
Score. Receives.

..11111111111111 1-15
,.11111111111111 1-15
..11111111111111 1-15
..10111111111111 1-14
,.11111111101111 1—14
,.11101111111111 1-14
..10111111111111 1—14
.11111111110 111 1-14

7.33W

3.00
200
3.00
2.00
3.00
2,00
2.00
2.00
2.00

2.00

2.00
S.OO
2.00
3.00
S.OO

1 0 0111111111111 1—13
J 10 0 11111111111 1—13
K 0 0 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1111 1—13
L 1 1001111111111 1—13
M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1—13
N 11111111111110 0—13
O 1 00 1 J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1—12
P 11001111110111 1—12
Q 1 1 1 1 1 110 1 0 10 1 1 1—12
R 10 10 10 11111111 1—12
S 10 10 10 10 111111 1—11
T 1100 1 1 1 01 0101 1 1—10
U 10101 01001 1111 1—10
V 10101 01 01 01 1 1 0 1—9
W... 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1—9
X 0 0100100111111 1—9
Y 1 00000101011 1 1 0—7
Z 0 010010011 1 101 1—7
"Amount of purse after deducting price of targets at 3 cents each, 26

contestants at Si each, $52. Pay each contestant in second, third and
fourth places, who are D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, O, P, Q, R, $2each,
making in all 15 at $2 each, or ,$30. Deduct this from amount of
purse, which leaves for those in first place, to be divided among them,
A. B and C, $22, or $7.33]^ each.
"You will see that by this system three win $4.88}^ each more than

their entrance fee, 15 who win their entrance fee, less the targets they
shoot at, making 18 in all out of the 26 contestants who reallv are not
losers. I have made the number of ties for each of the places in this
event unusually large so as to show that with even so many it gives
those in first place a winning. Of course a less number of ties for the
different places makes the purse larger for those in first place.
"The result of the same match and scores divided as under system ;

now generally used would be as follows:
"Four moneys or purse divided 40, 30, 20, 10%', 26 entries, $2 each

('after deducting price of targets'), §53: First purse, 40* of $53, $30.80.
Second purse, SO* of $53, $15.60. Third purse. 20?5 of $53. $10.40. Fourth
purse, 1056 of $53, $5.30. A, B and C win first, or $6.93 each; D,E, F, G
and H wiu second, or $3.13 each: I, J, K, L, M and N win third, or only i

$1.73^ each; O, P, Q and R win fourth, or only $1 30 each.
"Thus you will see according to the system now prevailing there are •

in the third and fourth purses 10 contestants who do not receive the
amount of their entrance fee, or that is, losers, and probably their
losses would have been greater had there been a combination in this
shoot of three contestants.
"I should recommend all events on targets to be at unknown angles,

and a suggestion of Mr. John Parker's that both barrels be used, t
consider a very good one. Both barrels are used in field shooting and
in live bird shooting, and why not in target shooting? That is what
double-barreled guns are made for.

"I should be glad to have the gun clubs throughout the country try
|

this system I suggest, and if they can discover anything in it that is

unjust or find any opening for trickery then kindly to make it known,
H. McMuuohy.*

Mr. McMurchy adds that this system would do equally well in live
bird shooting.
Of course, under the system proposed by Mr. McMurchy, the money

won by the high guns all comes out of the tenderfoot shooters, the 1

men who don't shoot up into a place, but hope springs eternal in the
human breast, and there are "mighty few shooters," as one of the
party said the other evening, "who haven't got, conceit enough to
think they are going to win when they go into a shoot." No system
on earth can make a poor shot a good shot, and no just system can

1

pay him a good shot's money until he has earned it by his skill, but
the poor shot who goes in under this proposed system can be sure of
one thing, and that is,, if he does scratch for a place, he won't have to
see some crooked shooter who has gone straight, wink at another
shooter who has gone straight, and then turn deliberately around and
miss a bird so as to get into a better hole. This dropping for place is

ungentlemanly and rotten robbery, and the poor shots of the couutry
will hail Mr. McMurchy's name with joy if he has succeeded in at last
knocking it out. E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

Live Bird Shoot at Flemington.
An interesting series of live bird shoots took place at Flemington, N.

J.,-)on Feb. 6, among the contestants being "Dutchy" Smith, Scott
Terry and Dan Terry of Plainfield, J. W. Hoffman of German Valley,
H. Millburn of Pattenburg and W. C. Apgar of Frenchtown. Through
the kindness of the genial "Dutchy" we are enabled to show the re-
sults. Events No. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 were at 4 birds, $3 entry; No. 4 at 7
live birds, $5 entry. In event No. 6 Millburn drew hu pro rata of first

money and the rest shot off miss and out, D. Te _ ry and Wilts dividing
,

the pot on the second round. The scores:
No.l.. No. 2, N->. 3

C Smith 2211—4 1211-4 1123—4
Wagg 2211-4 1211-4 2222-4
J Hoffman 1211-4 1211—4 1133-4
H Millburn 0111—4 0131—3 1313-4
WApgar 0111-3 1111-4 0123-3
Dilts , .... 1301—3
No. 4:

0 Smith 2»12111-6 Win Apgar llllll*—6 1

Wagg 0231011—5 Dilts 2120211-6 •

Hoffman 1112221—7 C Heusler 0101120-4
Millburn 1011111-6

No. 5. No. 6. No. 5. No. 6.

C Smith 2131—4 1111—4 D Terr 1113—4 1111—

4

Millburn 1111—4 2113—4 Hoffman 2110-3 2113—4
Wm Apgar 1110—3 1110—3 Dilts 2221—4 2131-4
Wagg 2301-3 .... S Terry 1130-3 1110—

a
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Three Straight for Rochester.

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 9—A two days' tournament was held Feb. 7

and 8, on the Rochester Rod and Gun Club grounds where about
eight thousand bluerocks were thrown. On the 7th, the team contest

between Rochester, Syracuse and Auburn took place; the result will

be found In the scores below. The weather was all that could be asked
for and the shoot was a success. The visitors were entertained in the

i evening by the Rochester Club, and all expressed themselves as having
1 a good time and hoped to visit Rochester again in the near future.

The following are the scores:
Rochester Team.

Hadley 1101111111011111111111111—23

H M Stewart 1111111111111111110111111—24

Tassell 1111111111111111101100111—22

C Smith 1101110101101111001111111—19

Norton 1101111011101111111111111—22

J Rissinger 1111110001011011101111111-19

W J Mann 0111111111010111111111111—22

ED Hicks 0111111101111111100011011—19

J Koch • • • • omiiionniiiiiiioiiooi—21
Andrews 1111111110111011111110111-82

Oapt Meyer 1111011111111110111011111—22
Truesdale 0111001111111111111011110-20

Byer 1111101011111111110111110-21

Lane 1111111101111011111111111—23

S Glover 1111111111111011111011011—22-321
Syracuse Team.

Lefever 1101111111111111111011110-22

Dugard 1011111010010110101111110—17

McMurchv 1111011111111111110111111—23

Montgomery 1111111111111110101111101—22
CaptCortney., 1111111011111110111111111—23
Mosher lOOlOlillOOlOlllllllllOll—18

C Ayling 101011111001 11111 11111111—21
Hookway 1111110001101001111001011-16
Holloway lOOlOlllOlllOOOHlllllOlO-16
Walters 1111110011111111111111000—20

Paul North 0111111111111010110101111—20

Van Austrand 1110111011011111001001101—17
Babcock 1111111110111111101110111-22
Borst 1111111111011111110111111—23

R Glover 1111111100111111111111101—22—202
Auburn Team.

J Smith 1010011111111001101001010—15
Egbert 1101111001111111011110001 18

Goodrich 11100111011 1 0101 0101 11111—19
Vanrlerloo 001 101 1 001 1 1 01 1 1 1 1 01 1 0111—17
Brigden 101 1 01 101 1 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 01—20
Garrett 1100011101011101 11010011 1—16
Barnes 1001101111011111111111101—20
McCormick 0111 111100100111011111101—18
Corning 1111101111111111111111111—24
Capt Tuttle 1111111111101100110111110-20
Whitney 111H11011111011111101001—20
Whyte 1001101101111111101011111—19
Schermerhorn 1111111111111100101111111—22

W H Stewart llioilPOlOlOillllllllliil—20
Carr 1111111111111111111111111—25—291

The Climax are Awake.
The monthly shoot of the Climax Gun Club, of Plainfield, held at

Benner's Grove on Feb. 7, was very well attended, there being sixteen
in the club handicap shoot. The day was a good one as to weather
conditions, and everybody was enthusiastic. The club, s now in a
strong condition and will make a big effort to win first place in the
coming series of contests for the State league championship, which
will open on the 28th inst.

Among the members of the club are Dr. P. J. Zeglio and J. Zeglio, of
Warrenville, the former being one of the best live-bird shots in the
State and rapidly coming to the front as a target smasher, a game at
which his brother can tie him at present. Ferd. Van Dyke, the tall

and slender blonde from Dayton, is another of the club members.
The shooting of this club is all done from five unknown traps and

angles, one man up, otherwise American Association. The scores in

the club handicap event were as follows. The figures in ( ) indicate
the allowance:
Smith 1111111111111010111111111 -83
Keller 0101110111111111111110010 —19
D Terry (2) 110111011011111110011011110 —20.
S Terry (3) 1011011101111111110011111011 -22
Goodman (5) 011011001111011011101100100110 —18
J Darby (6) lOOllOllOlOOOOOOllliOlOlOlOllOl —16
Pierson (4) 11111011111111100110111110101 —23
Van Dyke (8) lOOOOOOOlOOimoilOiOOOOlOOllOOOO —12
Brantingham 1111111111111011101111010 —21
Manning (4) 10011101001100110111111111111 —21W Terry (5) OlOOOllOOllllllllllllllinoilO —22
Squires (5) 011001100111110011111110111010 —20
'Swody (10) 11101011000001100111011100100110111—20

PDaray(5) HOlllOlUlllllOlOlOlliOOllOOl —20
PT (4) 00111010011011011111111111111 —22
J Zeglio (8) 011010100011111111111011111001011 —23
Sweep No. 1, 10 targets:

Brantingham 0000111111— 6 S Terry 0111010100- 5

D Darby 1110011101— 7 Apgar 1011101111- 8
Smith 1111111111—10 W Terry 1000001111— 5
Manning 0011110111— 7 Squires 0100001101— 4

Keller HOIIOIOOO— 5 D Terry 1111111011— 9

P J 1110111111— 9 J Darby 1111111011— 9
Goodman 1001111111— 8 Van Dyke 0000010011— 3

Pierson 010U00111— 6

Sweep No. 2, 10 targets:

Smith 1111101111— 9 Apgar 1101101111— 8
Manning llllllllOl— 9 D Terry 0111101101— 7
Keller 1111111110— 9 J Darby 0111101110- 7
Pierson 1111111011— 9 Drake 1110111100— 7
S Terry .1100111111— 8

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Association.

Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 2.—The monthly contest for the three class
medals of the Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club took place at Maple
Bay yesterday, under fine weather conditions. Each or the medals is

worth $75 and a great deal of interest has been awakened in these
contests. The shooting is done from five Kingbird traps, unknown
traps and angles, and every member uses E. C. powder:

C F Arno llllOlllllllllilllllllllllllllllllOllllllllllllill—48
AG Courtney llllHOlOlllimillOlllimilllOliimiOililllllii-45
C HMowry OllllOllinillllllOlOlllllllllllOlOllllllinimil—44
GMann 0111111111111100110110iniOlll101in00111010111011-38
GHolloway lOOmOlOllllllOOllllOOlllOllOlOOlllllOlllOllOlOll—34
C Dugard OllOlllllOOllllOOOllOOOllilllllOllllOlllOlOOlllOll—34

Class B.

A White 10111111111101111111111110111011111111101010111101—42

H Jones lllOlllllllOlOOllllOlllOOllllllllllllllllllllilOll—42
D Walters 11101101111101111111111111111011000111010110111110—39

D King 11111111101110101110101101111101110011110011110011—37
Class A.

Geo Mosher llOlllOlllOllllOlllllOnilllOllOOllllOOOllOlOlOHO—35
D E Peters 1 010000100 1 01m 0001 1 1 1 U01 1 0001 1 1 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 011 101 11—30
John Cool 01101101011100110110101100111011100100001110111001—29

Cls.ss B
H Dobad 11110100110111111011001110001001010101001000011011—28
W Jennings lOOlOlllOlOlllOllOllllllOllllllOlOOiniOllOllOOlOO-83
M Williams 10110001011010001100001111111111000110000111010101—27

Cl&ss C
Geo Larned OlOOllllllllOOlOlllllbllOlOllllllOllllllllllllllOO—38
ASchug 110101000110110010101110101101010110010111001111910-27
RGleason 10010011110010111010011011010111011110110101101000—27

Ties in second class.

H Jones 1111111111—10 A White... 1100111111—8
Jones wins 2d class medal first time, Geo. Larned wins 3d class medal

second time. Falstaff.

Connecticut State League Meeting.
The second annual meeting of the Connecticut League of Trap-

Shooters was held at the Hotel Heublein, Hartford, Tuesday after-
noon. Allen Willey acted as secretary of the meeting and the follow-
ing business was transacted. A. F. Rockwell, of Bnstoi, was elected
president of the league for 1894, and the following vice-presidents were
elected, each of whom is the president of his home club: H.J. Mills,
Bristol; A. C. Collins, Colt Hammerless, Hartford; F. F. Porter, New
Haven; J. W. Webb, Willimantic; Dr. U. S. Cook, Moodus; George C.
Strong, New London; E. P. Sperry, Ansonia; Egbert Decker, Hartford
Gun Club, Hartford, and Judge John G. Crump, Thames Club, New
London. F. C. Fowler, of Moodus, was chosen secretary and treas-
urer; G. Phiup Lecrenier, of Moodus, assistant secretary, and H. L.
Edgarton, of Willimantic, manager. The governing committee chosen
were C. E. Longdon, New Haven; H. J.Mills, Bristol; E P. Sperry,
Ansonia; M. F. Cook, Colt Club, Hartford; H A. Penrose, Thames
Club, New London; Allen Willey, Hartford Club. Hartford; H. L.
Edgarton. Willimantic; F. C. Fowler, Moodus, and J. W. Clinton, New
feondoa Club,

The by-laws were changed so as to allow each club to enter as many
teams as they desired to. no man to shoot with but one club during
the year. The teams will consist of two men each instead of three, as

last year. It was voted to refund to the Bristol Club the $25 which
they bid for the last league shoot and the league also voted to adopt
Keystone targets. The team shoots will be at 30 birds per man,
known trap and known angles. The merchandise event will be at 15

birds per man, known traps and known angles. The team making
the highest total in one shoot over one-half the number of tourna-
ments held will take first money. Each team will pay $15 entrance
fee and there will be four moneys, divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. A
committee to obtain prizes was chosen, consisting of H. A. Penrose,
president, W. M. Thomas, F. F. Potter, Allen Willey, F. C. Fowler and
M. F. Cook. A ballot was taken to decide where the first shoot of the
season should be held and it fell to the lot of the newly-organized
Hartford Gun Club, which is officered as follows: Pres., Egbert
Decker; Vice-Pres., A. F. Pitkin; Sec'y-Treas., Daniel Wadsworth;
Directors, Allen Willey and John Melrose.
The Hartford Gun Club has a pleasant shooting ground fifteen min-

utes' ride from the city by horse and electric cars, a good, new club
house and a complete outfit of bluerock traps and Paul North's elec-

tric pull. They will endeavor to make the initial shoot of the Connec-
ticutTrap Shooters' League a great success as they have the best of

everything to do with and experienced tournamentmanagers to run it.

The shoot will be given the 23d of March—Fast Day. The Thames
Club of New London will be a fine addition to the league. Unless we
are mistaken, this club will be the great gun club of Connecticut. It

starts with twenty charter members who pay §25 initiation, and will

be much like the Larchmont and Carteret in a social position. The
club proposes to shoot live birds as well as targets, and will have its

live bird events shot on Fisher's Island, In Long Island Sound, State of

New York, but only seven miles distant from New London. A steam
launch is to be bought to carry the members of the club to the island.

The Essex Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., Feb. 1.—At the annual meeting of the Essex Gun
Club, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President,
R. Heber Breintnall; Vice-President and Treasurer, William Hayes;
Secretary, Asa Whitehead. Executive Committee: R. H. Rreintnall,

Wm. Hayes, Lemuel Thomas, Fletcher Walters and Asa Whitehead.
Below is a table showing the work done by the members in club con-

tests from February 1893 to January 1894, inclusive, showing the
rating and number of points gained. The handicap was on the point
system, a member being allowed one point for each kill above club
rating. A recapitulation is also appended.

w
Freche 7
Sehortemeier 7
Walters 7
Roche 7

Hollis 7
Thomas 6

Hughes ..6J^
Terrill 5
Leddy 6

Breintnall 7

CM Hedden 7
Geoffrey 7
Herrington 6
Hayes 7
Mackey 7

Recapitulation:
In club shoots...
In sweepstakes.

.

Trapped.
.. 940

1,921

By members not entering
for competition 182

Total 2,103

Killed.
719
773

1,492

144

1,636

Missed.
221 76.5

77.7

77.

78.9

78J5

Anaconda Gun Club.

Anaconda, Mont., Feb 7.—Inclosed I hand you scores of our weekly
medal and sweepstake shoot. It was an off day for all and lower
scores than are usually made was the result. The day was perfect,
but a very bright sun, with the snow for a background, made it very
trying to catch the swift-flying targets. The boys trapping got it

into their heads too that a few puzzlers would make the shooting
more interesting and the variety of angles they gave us called for
very prompt action in many cases Twohy again captured the medal
after a very close shoot with Dr. Rockefeller, they being tied up to
the iast five birds. Ashford retained the B medal, but will soon be
compelled to shoot in the A class, as our conditions, 60$ for 150 con-
secutive shots in medal class, relieves the B men of his presence.
Sweep No. 1. at 10 singles: Twohy 7, Tuttle 8. Bartlett 8. Cruger 6,

Dr. McKenzie 6, Ashford 6, Smith 4, Dr. Rockefeller 4.

No. 2, medal shoot:
A Medal.

Twohy 1110011111011111111101111-19
Tuttle 0111111100000011111111000-15
Bartlett 1011101111000110100111010-14
Cruger 1100011111111010010001111—15
Rockefeller 0010111110111111111011101—19

B Medal.
Ashford 1101101010111010101110111—17
McKenzie 0011101111001000011111001—14
Smith 1001010001100110001110011—11

No. 3, 25 singles:

Twohy 11010D0011 101 101 1 1011 1111—17
Tuttle 1110011011100010001111011—15
Bartlett 1101011011111101010010101—16
Cruger 0110111011111011101101100—17
Rockefeller 1010100101110011111000110—11
Ashford 0010110110011010010010001—11
McKenzie 1000110010001010101011110—12
B Smith , OOlllQllOlOOOOOlOlOOOOOlO— 9
Twohy and Rockefeller shot off tie for medal in this event.

Newark Gun Club at Erb's.

At the monthly shoot of the Newark (N. J.) Gun Club, held at Erb's
"Old Stonehouse" grounds on Feb. 8, the attendance was better thf n
for some time, and yet some of the steady ones, noticeably Breint-
nall, Lindsley and Freche, were absent. The day was delightful and
the birds as good as the best.

The first event was at 10 birds, $5 entry ; No. 2, the club shoot at
10 birds; No. 3, at 7 birds, $5 entry; Nos. 4, 5 and 6 were $2 miss-and-
out affairs. The results follow:

No. 1. No. 2.

Morfey 1121112212—10 •111111110— 8
Hollis 1120111121— 9 1210102111— 8
PJay 1122122211—10 1111122221—10
Dutchy 1111121211—10 2021112120— 8
Walters 1111110121— 9 2210121102— 8
Wright 2122.11201— 8 1221121110— 9
Erb 2110001211— 7
Castle 1111111121—10
Hedden 1111222202— 9
Raynor 2221210100— 7

No. 3:

Castle 2000111—4 Dutchy 1121012—6
Morfey 1221022-6 Hollis 2111111—7
Wright 1021122-6 Hedden 0011020—3
No. 4: Castle 2, Morfey 2, Wright 0, Dutchy 0. Castle and Morfey

divided.
No. 5: Castle and Morfey divided on first round, Wright and

Dutchy missing.
No. 6: Castle went out on first round, Dutchy on the fifth and

Wright on the tenth, Morfey taking the pot.

Leavenworth Gun Club.
Leavenworth, Kan., Feb. 5.—The Leavenworth Gun Club held its

regular bi-weekly medal shoot Friday afternoon, the 2d inst. The
trophy was won by Harry W. Koohler. Following are the scores,
each man shooting at 25 inanimate targets: Harry W. Koohler 22 J
W. Sexton 16, S. H. McElroy 17, Harry Ripley 15, M. Przyblowicz U
Dr. 0 B. Gunn 13, George Ludolph 11, B. F. Harper 17. M. H. Brown
14, E. F. Robinson 14, Walter Keller 20, Dr. J. A. Lane 13.

B. F. Harper.

Target Shoot at Jersey's Capital.

Trenton, N. J., Feb. 10.—A few of the crack shots of Trenton got
together and had a friendly shoot at Allen's shooting grounds on
Thursday at Empire targets, five traps, unknown angles, 16yds. rise,

one man up. The following are the scores. C. H. A.
H Bumbough lOOlllllOllOlOiniOOtllOll—16

C H Allen 1110111111111111001111111—22
W Taylor 1001110111110011111101011-18
W Mickel 1100001111011111101110111—18

A R Hand 0101101011111110110101101—17

J M Allen 1011111111100001111011111—19

J Strasser 101 1 1 11 01 1 101 11 1100110110—18
,wii=,.-.-,,
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H Bumbough 1011110011101111111101010-18

C H Allen 0101010011111011101001111—16

W Taylor 101 1 1 1011 1 10010001 010101 1—15
A R Hand 0111011011101111010010011—16

J M Allen llOiliOOlllOlllOHOOllllO-17
G Thomas 1100011010011111010111101—15

J Stasser 1111101111101110111110011-20
W Taylor 101101101001011 1111001111—17
G Thomas 1011110110111100101111000-16

JStrasser 1011101000111111001111101—17

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.

Spokane, Wash., Feb. 5.- The Spokane Rod and Gun Club held their

regular weekly shoot yesterday. The attendance was not very large,

but being a fine day a very enjoyable time was spent. J. B. Ware once
more got to the front and won the A class medal again, and Francotte
did some very good shooting in the B Class and won the medal. Fol-

lowing are the scores:
Medal shoot 20 singles and 5 pairs.

J B Ware (a) 11101101110101110100 11 10 10 H',10-20
Francotte (b) 01011001111010111100 11 10 01 10 10—18
Carson fa) 10111101100111001100 10 00 10 10 10—16
Burke (b) 10010010001001111001 10 10 01 11 10-16
Mason (a) 01000011001001100000 11 10 11 11 10—14
Warren Ca) 000101101100. 1110000 00 10 00 00 10—10
Howell 00001110000000000011 00 10 00 10 00— 7

No. 2, 10 singles: Ware 9, Mason 8, Howell 5, Burke 4, Francotte 4,

Carson 4.

No. 3, 10 singles: Ware 8, Mason 7, Francotte 4,

J. W. Withers, Sec'y.

Wauregan Gun Club.

Scores made at shoot of Wauregan Gun Club at Pelhamville,'N. Y.,
Feb. 9:

J H Mills 2.20201101—6 W H Bicken 0*00211000—4
W H Buckner 2101101112—8 E A Thurber 11.2021000—5
GW Silberhorn 000.2.2200—3 HF Buckner 11120"1022—

8

F Jarvis 1212.0010.—5 H Kanenbly 0010*00000—1
H Dutzel 0100110111—6
Sweepstake, 5 birds, $1 entry:

W H Buckner 11112—5 W H Picken 11220—4
F Jarvis 11212—5 E A Thurber 0.201—2
G W Silberhorn 0.121—2 J Mills 02002-2
A Dutzel 20121—3 H Degening. 22020—3
Three live birds:

WH Buckner 210—2 ADutzel 120—2
F Jarvis 122—3 E A Thurber , 021—2
Same as above:WH Buckner 110-2 F Jarvis 111—5

J. H. Mills, Sec'y.

Unknown Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Unknown Gun Club, at Dexter Park, on
Feb. 8, brought together twenty members in competition for the club
prizes. The members shoot under club handicap, American Associ-
ation rules. The weather was warm and fair and the birds good
strong flyers. Following the club event came a sweep at 3 birds, miss
and out. Chichester shot out his competitors on the third round:
E A Vroome 1111111—7 A G Ranken 1000100—2
M Detzen 0011011—4 M Chichester 1011011—5
H Knebel, Sr 1101110- 5 W H Schumacher 0010101—8
J Akhurst 1011000—3 J Elfers 1000000—1
J Flvnn 1111101—6 H Van Staden 0111001—4
J Vaghts 1001111—5 C Ring 1100011—4
J Lohden 0100000—1 C Muench 1001000—2
W Skidmore 1110101—5 WLittlefleld 2021111—6
I Hyde 1111111—7 C Lokman. . . . ; .0010002—2
JBohling 0011100—3 FA Thompson 0111112—6

West Shore Gun Club.

Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 5.—Inclosed please find scores made by mem-
bers of the West Shore Gun Club at their last weekly practice shoot,
Saturday, Feb. 3, 50 Empire targets per man. A. G. Courtney made
the best score, James Montgomery second. The results follow:
A G Courtney 11111111111111100001111110111111011011110111111111-42
J Montgomery. . . .11100111111011111011111101010011011010110010011101—34
D Walters 11110111001100010100011001101110110011111010101101—80
F Lefever 11101110000111100110111110000101011111001110100110—30
DM Lefever 11001101000111011010101010110111110100101110010110-29
E II K 01110101101111011010000010100010010010111010100101—25
J F Duncan 10010100100010100100100011001100110110110010101001—22

J Herman 00101110110110001000000100010001010010101001100011—21

J Grant 10100101001010100000000011110001000110101010110010-20
Ironsides.

Peekskill Gun Club.
Peekskill, N- Y., Feb. 1.—I send you result for month of January

of the regular handicap prize shoot of the Peekskill Gun Club, at 25
bluerocks, and added birds as below:
DrPH Mason 1011111011111111011111111 11 —24
G W Richmond 1010111001 1 11100101011100 1101001111—22
Dr S F Horton 1111111111011101110111011 —21
OJLoder 1010011001101110111111101 1101.1 —21
HPDain UlOlllOlllOOOllllOOlOOll 01010111 —21
EF Hill 0110111110111001000110001 1101111001—20
JB Halsted 0111111111011111000001111 —18
HL Armstrong 1010010000101001010010100 1010100110—16
MS Perry 1101000110100011001110111 001 —15

B. E. Everinoham, Sec'y.

Bronx River Gun Club.
New York, Feb. 8.—Inclosed please find score of a match shoot we

had on our grounds to-day. The birds were the best I have ever seen
and both men were rather out of form. They tied with 17 out of the
first 25 and on the shoot-off McKeon beat Knapp one bird. The match
was at 25 live birds, 28yds. rise, for $100:
P D Knapp 0011010101100111110111111—17
P McKeon 0101010001011110111111111—17
Shoot-off at 5 birds:

Knapp 10011—3 McKeon 11011—4
Knapp oroke 14 with first and 6 with second barrel ; McKeon broke

14 with first and 7 with second barrel. Drive.

Winfleld-Barstow Defeats Richfield.

Richfield Springs, N. Y., Feb. 7.—The Richfield Gun Club again
succumbed to the superior marksmanship of the Win field and Bar-
stow's Corner's clubs here yesterday afternoon, by the close score of
165 to 162. The scores:
Winfield and Barstow's Corners—T. Corbin 16, Johnson 10, R. Gun-

son 14, Joslyn 9, C. Corbin 9, G. Gunson 16, Holmes 12, Meeker 15, Col-
lins 7, Fairchilds 15, Brown 8, Harter 7, Fen ton 16, Kayner 11. Total,
165.

Richfteld Springs—Peckham 15, E. Cary 12, Cameron 12, Wilder 6,

Heikes 18, Mungor 12, Cole 13, Smith 16, Caney 11, A. Barker 14, Der-
thick 12, Chamberlain 8, White 7, J. D. Cary 6. Total, 162.

$mwet$ to (^omspondqnte.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

J. B. R., Souris, Manitoba.—You are right. Your friend's theory is

fanciful and absurd.

W L. C—The New York law forbids killing rabbits between Jan. i

and Sept. 1,
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

8klns, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

JVhen

7~ou

Order

A gun or a rod or a

thousand shells or a

lot of flies, tell your
dealer to put in a copy
of GameLaws in Brief.

It will only cost you
25 cents extra. All

dealers can supply it.

j^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

American Big Game Hunting
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club.

EDITORS: THEODORE ROOSEVELT, GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.
Entertaining sketches of hunting and exploration by members of the Club. The hand-

some volume comes from the DeVinne Press; a large octavo of 845 pages, with 16 full page
illustrations by leading artists. Price $2.50, postpaid.

FOREST.AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
A magnificently illustrated volume descriptive ol fly-

fishing for trout and salmon. By Edward A. Sam-
uels. Cloth. Price, $5.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New York.

WywywvW w—yTWTWyyTwTgTWTwTw

Taxidermists.

I
WI, W. HART & CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

lifelike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Reasonable charges Refer-

ences from leading sportsmen and collectors,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

IF YOU WANT THE TROPHIES OF THE CH I SE
mounted, and desire to have them possess their

characteristic form and expression, and that are
guaranteed Safe from th« Destroying: Moth,
send to our establishment. We have every College,
Museum and leading dealer in the country, to whom
we can refer you and who will cheerfully testify to
the merit of our work and claims.

Webster's Studio of
ZOOLOGY,

ANATOMY,
TAXIDERMY,

OSTEOLOGY,
114 Fifth Avenue, New York.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

|And manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Bend for prices. Please men-
tion FoRKST AND STREAM.

369 Canal street, New York.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

-BIRDS EGOS

2+STAMP ft*
'

IlusTraTed Catalog.*

...i.K.REED. ft „
EMainSt.WORCESTER.MASS&

Log Cabins
te* AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the^woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins." for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
818 Broadway, New York.

Kennel Special.
Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set in uniform

display, 25 cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

T?OR SALE.—THE BEAUTIFUL POINTER DOG
£}

,
Va'entine (30,476). most elegantly bred Graphic

and cb. Sensation strain. Val is nearly 3yrs. old,
black and white and black ticked. Val was broken
by that great breaker, W. W. Titus, and is a gentle-
man's dog at homa or in the field. He is bronen on
all game, stands staunch to shot and wing, a magni-
ficent retriever, and the very best quail dog I ever
hunted. Superb nose, staunch on point, a stylish
ranker, and without a fault. Pried for Val, §100. He
is dirt cheap. Address
7 H. N. HOWELL, Lancaster, Pa.

WANTED.—ONE PAIR BLOODHOUND PUPS,
one black and tan female in whelp, one extra

fine male pug. Wanted—Every one to send stamp
for complete catalogue of Dogs, Poultry and Pet
stock. Eggs for hatching a specialty.

8 F. E. HEGE & CO., Salem, N. C.

BEAGLES.—A CHAMPION ROYAL KRUEGER
bitch and a champion Bannerman dog for sale,

at $15 each, thoroughly broken, neither two years
old. Royal Krueger puppies, sure winners, $10
each. SHREWSBURY BEAGLE KENNELS,

Red Bank, N. J.

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for sale a number of strictly first class

Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.
Address with stamp,
C. T. BROWNELL, P.O. Box 335, New Bedford,Mass.

My kennel of mastiffs is conceded .to be the best in

America. Have won at all the large shows. Won
all 1st and 2d prizes in mastiffs late Ctricago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale. A few choice pups for
sale. Send stamp for list and mention this paper.
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing j oung stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington St., Peoria, 111. tf

T^OR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN-
JD ters and setters. These are dogs that have had
large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory,
tf W. B. STAFFORD, Trenton, Term.

MUST SELL.—ONE FINE BRED BEAGLE BITCH
(thoroughly broken) in whelp. One beagle bitch

puppy, 7mos., pedigreed One beagle dog, No. 1

looker rand fielder. For pedigree and prices, address
Box 210, Mahanoy City, Pa. 7

COCKERS FOR SALE —FIVE GRAND BROOD
bitches in whelp to champion sires; also seven

young dogs, 7mos. old. If you don't mean business
don't wite. GEO. DOUGLAS, Woodstock, Ont. 8

FOR SALE —Several first-class cocker spaniels.
Black andred bitches in whelp to Cherry Punch.

Stud dogs and puppies. Some prize winners. W. B.
PALMER, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 9

FOXHOUNDS, RABBIT HOUNDS, COON
HOUNDS FOR SALE. FULLY TRAINED.

F. H. HAYES, Dexter, Me.

DOGS BOARDED AT 50c. PER WEEK. Address
J. F. KELLY, Wayside Farm, Carolina, R. I. 8

8ome fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches.
REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

F OR SALE CHEAP.—Fox hound bitch "Logan
strain." Address James Jeffbrs, Westfield Mass

For Sale.—High grade, broken, pedigreed. English
setters; also puppies. E. A. Carrier, Westche.=ter,Ct.

BROKEN SETTEtt BITCH FOR SALE CHEAP.
Address A. J. MAT HIS, .ttillville, N. J. 8

FOR SALE.-SPORTING DOGS
GEO W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers—Of choice breeding. Puppies for
sale by Huguenot Kknnbls, New RoeheUe, N. Y.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG
lish pugs from imported, registered and prize

winning stock. In Stud—Prize pug stud dop
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY C. BURDIOK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield. Mass.

Well-trained foxhounds, few rabbit dogs; guaran-
teed No. 1. Price low. J. H. Miller, Christiana, Pa.

POCKET KENNEL, RECORD. 50cte.

forest and Stream Pub. Co., 318 B'way, N. Y.

The Kennel.

Hempstead Farm ' Kennels,
POINTERS, ENGLISH SETTERS,

ENG. RETRIEVERS, COLLIES (rough
and smooth-coated) FOX-TERRIERS,
IRISH TERRIERS, POODLES,
DACHSHUNDS and RUSSIAN WOLF-
HOUNDS at Stud and For Sale.
Being considerably over-stocked we offer for sale

several high class pointers by such noted sires as
Duke of Hessen, King of Kent and Sandford Druid
out of Woolton Game, Merrylegs and Gem of Kippen
(all field trial winners.) Several of these have
been broken by Cameron and are entered in the
United States Field Trials to be run at Grand
Junction, Tenn

,
February, 1894. Puppies of the

above breeds always on hand. For particulars, ad-J
-iss.

JAMES MORTIMER, Manager,
Hempstead Farm, Hempstead, L. I.

CARBOLIC SOAP No. 11 Is the best DOG
teOAP in the world. Sure death to Fleas and a cur
for all skin diseases. Dog W asli
will cure every ease of MANGE, kills Pleas and keeps
the dog in a healthy condition, makes the hair soft and
silky and does not stain. It is also the best disinfectant
for the kennel. Ask your druggists for it.

CARBOLIC SOAP CO..
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl st., New York

POX-TEEEIEES FOR SALE.
Three or four brood bitches and some young stock

by Dusky Trap. Also some prize-winning Cocker
Spaniels and young stock. Apply to

GEO. BELL, Walker House, Toronto, Canada.

Dog's for Sale,
If you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind write

for prices and what you want to J. HOPE, 305 N.
Ninth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

I The Kennel.

A LL THE STUD DOGS AND BROOD BITCHES

OF THE

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS
ARE FOR SALE.

APPLY AT THE KENNELS,

Kingsbridge, New York.

CANINE SPECIALIST.
DB. T. G. SHERWOOD,

<M. R. C. V. S-^

854 Seven th Ave., New York.
Hospital for Dogs. Distemper cases not received.

Consultation and treatment by mall when pos-
sible. All communications requiring profes-
sional reply should have enclosed $2.

Rinada Pointer Kennels.
Address P. 0. Box 2885, New York City.

FINE BROKEN DOGS, brood bitches and
puppies for sale at all times. If you want well bred,
high class dogs we will be pleased to hear from you.
If you want cheap "6ooners" write elsewhere.

Kennels at Massapequa, Long Island, N. Y.

PUPPY PHILOSOPHERS.
"Listening to the Argument" & "Thinking It Over.'

This pair of fine Artotypes, size 8xl8in., mounted
on 32x28 extra heavy plate paper will be sent
postage paid on receipt of $2. Send for illustrated
circular.

W. T. HIGBEE, Cleveland, Ohio.

FoxVerrieri
"thoroughbreds:

For price list apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS
P. O. Box 676, Albany, N.YBFVERWVCK TIPPL'tR

HANDLING.
Geo. 8. Thomas is prepared to condition and

handle dogs for the coming shows. Address
tf NORTHCROFT KENNELS, Salem, Mass.

CHOICE IRISH SETTERS.
Pups by imp Signal, winner in 8 field trials in Eng-

land, ex my Duchess, 20,926 (ch. Dick Swivelier—
Yuba); also adults by champions Mack N., Tim and
Qarryowen. 938 Prospect av., N. Y. 8

COCKER SPANIELS.
Grand assortment of fancy marked young stock,

liver and white, black and white, lemon and white;
also black, liver, red, etc. Bitches in wnelp. HAND-
SOME BRO JK KENNEL Franklin, N. Y

SI. BERNARDS.
Brood bitches. Also few choice pure.

<*. W. PATTERSON,
Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

FOR SAJ^E
The property belonsing t j the estate of Gen. J. H.

Baxter, deceased, situated on the southern bank of
the Restigouche River, next below the Ashing privi-
leges of the New York Salmon Club, about six hun-
dred acres of land with large dwelling, suitable for
club house, and about a mile of river front for salmon
fishing. Ad. O. H. Platt, trustee, Washington, D.C

BERNARDS..
A lew One puppies foir

sale. Prices low.

Satisfaction guaranteed1
..

H. S. PITKIN,
, Hartford, Connr..

St. Bernard Pups
for sale, of choicest blood and fine quality. Also
valuable pugs.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass.
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

SNAKES.

"Coahomo's" plea for snakes comes from the pen of

one who has been much in the field and as a thoughtful

observer of wild creatures has studied the ways of animal

life and grown into sympathy with those humble mem-
bers of creation which are commonly dispised and mal-

treated by man. What he writes of these will find

hearty seconding among the few whose hearts are not

through prejudice or ignorance hardened against the

race of snakes. The one criticism which might perhaps

be made is that he fails to recognize the distinction

which should be drawn between the common impulse

to kill a snake and the wanton taking of other animal

life.

This enmity to the serpent has its spring very deep in

the heart of the race; it is as old as human history; it

dates from the Beginning, when the Divine declaration

was uttered: "And I will put enmity between thee and

the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; and it

shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel."

The enmity has been there ever since; it is there now;

and it will continue. We are told of a blessed time to

come, when the sucking child shall play on the hole of

the asp, but the day is yet afar off; and we have now to

do with man and snake as we find them, still dwelling in

enmity, bruising the head and bruising the heel. And
because this antipathy to the serpent is thus ingrained in

very human nature and the expression of it in "overt

acts" of violence is involuntary, he who would preach

tolerance for snakes has taken upon himself an exceed-

ingly difficult task.

A person so intelligent as the reader of Forest and
Stream—or let us say, as one must be after having read

Forest and Stream, if only for a brief period—recognizes

that, as "Coahoma" points out, there are snakes and
snakes, some harmful and some harmless. But to the

average man, and certainly to the average woman, a

snake is a snake, a venomous deadly creature, a thing

to be dreaded, to flee from, to cast stones at, to cut a

club for, to kill, to stamp out on the instant. This sudden

impulse is of a nature entirely different from the feeling

which prompts the boy to shy stones at birds; not an
abnormal prompting by the way, but one in extenuation

of which much might be said—think you not that the

youthful David had practiced his art on a multitude of

the fowl of the air. while he was tending the flocks of

Jesse in the wilderness, before he let fly the pebble into the

forehead of Goliath. Byandby the boy learns that birds are
not to be bombarded ; his stone-throwing propensities are

outgrown; he looks upon the songsters as friends, and if

blessed with more than average good sense he may even
recognize the usefulness of hawks and owls. But his

stone-compelling animosity to snakes is never outgrown;
boy, youth and man, he goes through life's seven ages,

bruising the serpent's head, making no distinction and
for the most part knowing none between the innocent

garter and the deadly rattler. In a word, it is human
nature to kill a snake; and it is human nature to kill

every snake. He then who deprecates snake killing

deprecates human nature; and he who pleads for a
changed attitude toward snakes is pleading for what may
be achieved only as the result of special instruction and
information not yet nor for a long time to be widely
popularized.

Mankind has cheerfully committed itself to the doctrine

of the total depravity of the entire ophidian race; the
whole tribe is under the curse. When a "Coahoma"
rises up as a prophet of snakes, proclaiming their right

to life, liberty and the pursuit of field mice, he finds him-
self addressing a froward and untoward generation nmch
more prone to read the snake stories in the New York
Sun than to be instructed • in the economies of

animal life. The fact is that the average person

does not care a button to know the truth about
snakes in general. He much prefers a whopping big

lie about some snake in particular. Tell him that

snakes are useful as destroyers of creatures which
injure the farmer's crops, and he is incredulous. Tell him

of a scaly monster that swallowed a man and an ox and a

cart, and he gulps it down with avidity, boots, wheels,

horns and all; and when he tells it to the next man adds

another ox. Fed on this highly spiced fiction, the public

has no appetite for plain truths of natural history. The
result is that what people think they know about snakes,

having learned it from the papers, is actually what they

do not know, though the papers have told them. They
cherish a fund of preposterous misinformation, and this

misinformation determines their attitude toward the

snake tribe.

SOME FIGURES OF SPEECH.
I.—"A FISHING EXCURSION."

Many familiar and expressive figures of speech are

derived from the language of field sports. One runs

across them constantly in the newspaper English of the

day.

The New York Legislature has appointed a Senate

committee to investigate certain branches of the munici-

pal government of this city, and there has been some
public discussion of the probable scope and thorough-

ness of the investigation proposed. When the committee

came to town the other day the World reported (italics

ours):

There was considerable speculation among Tammany men uptown
as to what the committee would do if Dr. Parkhurst fails to come
forward with any charges or evidence. The Chamber of Commerce
has announced that it has no formal charges prepared, and the

committee, it is claimed, is down only to investigate formal charges

and is not on a fishing excursion.

This was saying, of course, and saying very effectively,

that the committee did not intend to make inquiries at

random, for the purpose of securing something by chance,

as a fisherman casts his hook into the water with the hope

that something may be found there and brought to

the surface. The expression is one which has been used

before in connection with legislative investigations into

the affairs of this city—angling in the troubled waters of

local politics. In the year 1888, when the commission
known as the Fassett Committee was here, an incident

took place which the Sun recorded the next day thus:

|

Ex-Aqueduct Commissioner Edgar L. Ridgway, who has been down
on Long Island enjoying himself, was at the afternoon session. He
rode up in the elevator with Chairman Fassett, who accosted him:

"Ah, you here? Then it must be this is not a propitious day for blue-

fishing?" "No," Mr. Ridgway responded, "and I see by the papers

that yesterday was a blue fishing day for you."

And in the course of the Fassett Committee hearings,

during the evidence by ex-Mayor Grace, the same figure

came in in a colloquy reported by the Times:

Gen. Tracy objected to the question as irrelevant. He and Mr.

Nicoll indulged in an argument which was cut short by Mr. Grace,

who said there was litigation pending between him and the World
regarding the publication of alleged transactions between him and
Grant & Ward. He did not think it was proper that counsel for the

Wofld, Mr. Nicoll, should be allowed to go on a fishing expedition to

get testimony he could afterward use in the pending litigation.

Lawyers know well enough what it is to go on a ' 'fish-

ing excursion" for some chance, bit of evidence that may
give them a lead to something for their side of the case;

and many an astute attorney plie3 the angler's art as

deftly and as successfully in the court room as on the

stream in vacation. In one of the hearings of the

Stewart will case in this city, the Times reported:

Further inquiry about this deed elicited nothing further after

recess. The examination continued industriously on the line pursued
in the morning. An effort to show that Mrs. Stewart favored the
witness by giving him money at various times and paying his debts
tended to show that Mr. Choate was on a fishing expedition for luck.

In another will case the Times said:

It was not pretended that the contestants had any testimony to

invalidate the will. They contented themselves with fishing for testi-

mony by sharply cross-examining the subscribing witnesses to the
will, in hopes that some flaw or other would be discovered of which
they might take advantage.

Surrogate Eansom, in rendering his opinion in the case,

declared:

I am afforded the opportunity to give formal expression of my
views on the subject of contests forced upon the proponents of wills

by disappointed next of kin, who, in virtue of our very liberal statute,

may, without the shadow of just cause, compel the beneficiaries

under the will to suffer unavoidable delayNand expense, while a con-

testant indulges in a fishing expedition.

These examples might be multiplied; we content our-

selves, however, with a reference to. but one other fishing

excursion for evidence, an expedition whose result was a
pretty pickle of fish and one that was to engage for more
than the proverbial nine days the attention of the civil-

ized world. The fishing and the fisherman's luck were

told in the London correspondence of the New York
Tribune, in these words:

It has long been known Mr. Houston was the man from whom
the Times got the letters which Mr. Houston got from Mr. Richard

Pigott. The interest of his testimony turned on Mr. Houston's

knowledge of the source from which Mr. Pigott got them. He
wanted evidence, he told us, to connect the Parnellites with crime.

Mr. Houston offered Mr. Pigott $5 a day and expenses to go fishing.

Mr. Pigott went. He fished in Dublin to no purpose; in London to

no purpose; got a nibble in Brussels; followed his fish to Lausanne;
perhaps hooked it; then to Paris; then, Mr. Houston still finding

funds, extended his excursion to New York; returned, revisited

Paris, and finally landed a whole basketful of letters—five from
Mr. Parnell and six from Mr. Eagan. These Mr. Houston took to

Mr. Buckle, editor of the Times, who referred him to Mr. Macdonald,

who finally accepted them subject to proof of their genuineness.

CONFUSION WORSE CONFOUNDED.
Here is a disgraceful state of things. In 1892 the New

York Legislature adopted a code of game and fish laws,

the result of the protracted labors of a commission

charged with the task of considering all interests, and
drawing up a law which should stand. The following

year there were amendatory bills by the score. This year

again the pulling to pieces and patching and knocking

holes in the bottom and tinkering up goes merrily on*

We note to-day twenty-six separate bills to amend the

law, and this is the record only up to Feb. 15. In many
instances a section is sought to be amended in more
than one of these bills; there are in two cases five different

measures affecting a single section. Nothing but con-

fusion can come from, such a mess. The entire lot should

be referred to the Fish Commissioners, the Commission-

ers should confer with the State Association, and one bill

should be drafted embodying whatever is good in the

entire series.

But whether this shall be done or not, some one should

give himself the pains to look out for Assembly Bill No*
279, introduced by Mr. Messiter, and designed to throw
open to the public any private waters which may have
been stocked with fry from State waters or State hatch-

eries. We have said again and again that the State should

not supply trout for private waters. In past years this

has been done to a large extent. Such men for instance,

as Mr. Henry B. Hyde, President of the Equitable Life,

men abundantly able to pay for trout to be had of private

culturists, have come again and again begging fish of the

Commission, and have had ladled out to them fry sup-

plied at public expense. . This has been stopped now; and
we cannot right what has been done by throwing Mr.

Hyde's fish-ponds open to the public.

SNAP SHOTS.

In Madison Square Garden this week more than a thous^

and dogs have emulously been striving for the blue rib-

bon, which in these modern dog days is the particular

and coveted symbol of highest excellence, and lucky

dogs are they called that win and wear it. But history

records an occasion big with canine fate, when the ribbon

of blue was worn by luckless canine wights to their un-

doing. It was in the troublous times of Covenanter and
Royalist in Scotland, when the blue ribbon was the badge

of the Covenant, and every adherent wore it on his arm.

In 1639, when the army of Montrose went out from New
Aberdeen, the ladies of the town showed fine scorn for

their departed guests by decorating all the tykes and
street curs with the hated blue ribbon. Thereupon, the

troops returning, swift fate was meted out by the enraged

Covenanters, and death overtook the blue-badged mon-
grels. "The renegate soldiers" records John Sargent

"is abusing and plundering New Aberdeen pitifully, with-

out regard to God or man. No foul—cock or hen—left

unkilled. The haill house-dogs, messens, and whelps
within Aberdeen felled and slain upon the gate, so that

neither messen or other dog was left that they could see."

We have suggested as a plank in the platform of game
protection that the sale of game should be forbidden at

all times. This is taking advanced ground; but it is a
position which is justified by the situation. We would
like an expression of opinion on the proposition and par-

ticularly a presentation of facts showing the relation of

markets to the game supply.

Club,secretaries are invited to 3end us the constitutions

and rules of garue protective organizations, that in turn

we may pass them along to the organizers of new clubs.
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A FLORIDA NIGHT ADVENTURE.
Reading "R. P. B's" account of the alligators on the

Anclote River in Florida, recalls tomy mind the days when
every river, lake and bayou in that State fairly teemed
with the saurians, before man discovered a ready market
for their hides—a time when to those living near the
water no more familiar sound was known than the bel-
low of some "old bull gator," as he raised his gentle voice
at night in friendly rivalry with br'er frog.
One such sound still reverberates in my ears, not from

unfamiliarity, but owing to my sudden and unexpected
introduction to the author of that particular bellow.

I had been on a hunt in the great gulf hammock, that
dismal and weird feature of the peninsula of Florida,
that stretches for miles along the coast near Cedar Keys.
It is a mass of tangled undergrowth and vegetation

;
giant

cypress, live-oak and magnolia lift their heads; and from
their limbs long festoons of gray funereal moss Jhang
swaying in the air. Strange, silent and still, the very
birds move with scarcely a sound save the rustling of their
wings, or at night the blood-curdling cry of the panther
as he slips through the brush. Under foot, save the run-
ways of the deer, path there is none. Everywhere it is

a labyrinth of tangled vine and palmetto, with long
stretches of swamp and "flatwood," with here and there a
knoll of dry ground that rises as an oasis in this dark and
silent land. Here the wild game finds a retreat from man,
only to fall a victim to the wolf and panther. Here in
these wooded fastnesses Osceola and his band of Seminoles
laughed defiance to his white antagonists, its pathless
maze unfathomable save to the Indian eye, and by bis
side stood that other scourge, malaria. But in these for-
est depths no Indian lurks to-day, and for those who will
risK the fever, no better spot can be offered to the lover
of the chase, and there I have spent many exciting
moments, when with gun in hand I heard the crash of
the deer as he came rushing along before the hounds.
On the occasion to which I refer, I had become sepa-

rated from my companions and my horse as well, for on
search no trace of either could be found, save the remains
of a parted bridle rein, and there was for me in prospect
but a weary tramp homeward, some thirty miles or more.
Floundering through the soggy woods I at length reached
the railroad that crossed the hammock on its way to the
gulf, trestle after trestle marking its path through a land
that contained no human inhabitant. But what a relief
to me it was to find firm dry ground for my weary feet.

So forward I started, just as night closed in, with not a
star in sight and the ever-nearing thunder warning
that more misery was in store for me. Onward I plodded,
mile after mile, drenched to the skin from that tropical
stoi'm, with no shelter save the live-oaks beside the track
and under whose dripping arms myriads of mosquitoes
disputed my right of shelter. Choosing the lesser evil, I
dragged myself along, but no friendly moon nor star came
out as the rain passed away. All around me was impen-
etrable darkness, save when a iriendly flash of lightning
showed me a trestle about to entrap my feet. At length
the trestle came, but without the light; and through it I
fell, to land up to my waist in a slimy bayou. There,
right beside me apparently, from out the murky darkness,
rose the angry snort of a bull alligator. Many a time in
sport have I and my brother swam in lakes tdat were full
of them and with never a fear, but then the bright sun
lent us courage. But here, alone in inky darkness, I was
face to face with an enemy I could not even see. How 1
scrambled outT never knew; but out I finally managed to
get, gun still grasped in hand, and over the trestle I

picked my way, as badly scared as a man usually can be.
A mile or so further on I passed some negroes camped

beside the track, and by their cheerful lightwood fire dried
my soaked clothes and warmed my chilled limbs. After
a rest and a meal of corn pone, which refreshed me in a
measure, I resumed my way, lighted by a torch of light-
wood. All now was plain sailing, and just as the dawn
broke I reached the trail that led to our plantation, weary
and footsore and burning already with the fever that put
a quietus on my hunting trips for many weeks to come.

W. R. H.

AN EVENING ON VANCOUVER'S ISLAND
In the winter of 1682, Cavelier de la Salle, accompanied-

by Tonty and twenty-three other Fienchmen, together
with a band of Wabenaki allies, came to the Chicago
River, made the portage to the northern branch of the
Illinois, and continued their journey down its frozen
course.

If any one had predicted to the great explorer that in
two hundred years another band of Wabenaki Indians
would camp near the mouth of the Chicago, and that a
few steps from them would be a village of their old ene-
mies, the dread Iroquois, he would probably have consid-
ered the prophecy as one of the vagaries of a disordered
brain. If it had been further predicted that near the
camps of the Wabenaki and the Iroquois other aborigines
from an island on the northwest coast, of which he never
heard, would build their rude habitations and erect their
totem poles; and that these and still other tribes would be
dwelling together in harmony in the midst of one of the
world's great cities, which would be built on the banks of
the insignificant stream which the Indians named after
the skunk cabbage, La Salle would no doubt have been
skeptical as to the arrival of the millennium so soon.
But all this came to pass, and the wilderness of 1682

became in 1893 the scene of many wonders of which the
discoverer of the great West never dreamed nor would
have deemed possible of human accomplishment.
Near the birch bark wigwams of my Wabenaki friends

of the Penobscot tribe, of whom I wrote in a recent paper,
was the camp of the Iroquois, in which dwelt the repre-
sentatives of the Six Nations. There was the "long
house," the ho-da-no-sau-nee, built of bass and elm bark,
fastened to poles with hickory withes; three smoke holes
were in the roof, under which could be lighted the three
council fires, which are kindled when the Six Nations
come together. It was in just such a house as this, hidden
in the wilderness of the Mohawk Valley, that the councils
were held which sent war parties against the other red
nations and the pale-faced men who had come from over
the great water; it was in just such a house that the battle
songs were sung whose echoes struck terror to the settlers
on the St. Lawrence and the wild tribes on the. Mississippi.

Near the ho-da-no-sau-nee was a round hut of bark, sur-
rounded by a palisade of stakes sunk firmly into the
ground, showiDg the ancient mode of protecting their
dwellings and forts.

There was another structure similar to the "long" or
council house. In this village were members of the six
tribes which comprise the league of the Iroquois, Senecas,
Oneidas, Mohawks, Onondagas, Tuscaroras and Cayugas.
In the old days the Iroquois were the most dreaded, savage
and relentless of all the Indians; to-day there are none
who lead them in civilization, and some of the best farms
in New York State belong to them.
They are a fine-looking people and at the Fair were

employed, as were the Penobscots, in making and selling
their native wares, baskets, canoes, bead work, etc.

The Penobscots do not make much bead work, but excel
in the manufacture of baskets. I became acquainted
with one very intelligent man, whose name I cannot now

rUOOUOIS BARK HOUSES AND POLE STOCKADE.

recall, but who in his early life had hunted and traveled
over much of my own well-loved hunting grounds in
northern Maine. This formed a bond of sympathy be-
tween us, and he and Nikola Sockbeson and myself had
some pleasant chats together.
This man had a strong Indian face of very dignified

expression, wore his hair long and had gold rings in his
ears. His home is near Chautauqua Lake, and he asked
me if I had ever heard a certain public man speak. "I
heard him at Chautauqua," said he, "and he is a very
able man." This one expression shows as well as a volume
the possibilities of Indian civilization. "My people do
not hunt much now," said he. "They are mostly farmers
and do not go in the big woods much." This seems
rather strange, as they live near the Adirondacks, and
my friends, the Penobscots, get most of their living from
their native forests, guiding, hunting, lumbering and
river driving. At the Fair were Chief Daniel La Porte,
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an Onondaga, chief of the Six Nations, and Chief
Thomas Webster, the wampum keeper, who knows the
history of all the wampum belts. Chief La Porte speaks
all of the six languages.
Then there were Solomon O'Bail, a Seneca, 78 years of

age and grandson of the famous Chief Cornplanter, who
made treaties with Washington and was a great friend of
the whites; and Deerfoot, another Seneca, who won name
and fame years ago by his fleetness of foot. Thirty years
ago in London he ran eleven and a half miles and ninety-
nine yards in one hour; this feat, which I believe has
never been equaled, was witnessed by the Prince of Wales.
Some of their women were handsome: one in particular,
a Seneca, who used to come over to the Penobscot camp,
had a pretty face with fine eyas and a soft voice. Drawn
up on the shore of the pond, near the graceful bark canoes
of the Penobscots, were several dugouts belonging to the
Iroquois, who were never such good canoe builders, for
the birch was scarce in their country and they used elm
bark and hollowed logs. But birch and dugout lay peace-
fully side by side on the South Pond, even as the Wa-
benaki and the Iroquois dwelt in harmony.
The wonderful change since the days of La Salle came

to me very forcibly one evening as I stood talking with
Nick Sockbeson and my Iroquois acquaintance of the long
hair and gold ear-rings.
There we were, two Indians whose ancestors for gen-

erations thirsted for one another's blood, and a pale face,
a descendant of the common enemy of both. It brought
to mind the old Indian wars, and the many traditions
extant among the Penobscots of their fights with the
Iroquois.

One great battle with the Mohawks was fought at a
certain place on the Penobscot where there are rapids in
the river, and after a fierce encounter the Penobscots van-
quished the foe and killed or captured every one. Two
they saved, and after cutting off their ears sent them back
to their own country that they might tell their people of
the fate which had befallen the expedition. To this day
the falls are known as the Mohawk Rips, and every time
we go through them the story is told again.
We were speaking of it one time at the Fair, and I

told Nick that if I saw any member of the Six Nations
wandering around the grounds minus his ears, I should
know that the old feud had been revived, but Nick said
he had left his scalping knife at home, so I apprehended
no danger. Nick is a good deal of a wag himself, not-,

withstanding that the stoical red man is not much given
to fun, and he often made a shy Indian joke at the ex-
pense of the people who ask so many questions.

It was a curious fact remarked by the different people
from all over the world who were represented at the Fair,
that nearly all visitors who talked with them, limited
their conversation to a few stock questions.
Almost every one who looked into a Penobscot wigwam

,

glanced up at the little patch of sky which showed
through the smoke hole, and asked, "What do you do
when it rains? " After answering this question several
times one day, Nick replied soberly to a gentleman and
lady, "Oh, we do just as they do in Canady."
"What is that?"
"Why we just let it rain."
Sometimes when tired of answering questions he would

have a little quiet fun by pretending to be extremely
deaf.

"I should think you would prefer to live in houses,
said a visitor after a critical inspection of the wigwam.
"We'd have been dead Injuns long before this if we

was shut up in houses," replied the imperturbable Penob-
scot, and I smiled as I thought of his neat cottage on the
Indian Island.
One gushing young woman with her husband, came in,

bought a basket and said with great animation, "Oh! I
want to see the little Indian baby."
She probably thought an infant went with every ex-

hibit in the ethnological department, the same as a
chromo with every package. Nick replied ingenuously
and with such an innocent expression as to disarm any
feeling of offense: "We haven't got any Injun baby," and
then asif an after-thought had occurred to him, "But
nobody knows what may happen. You might call around
at this time next year." The couple went away laughing
and Nick walked down to see if the canoes were all

right.

One evening in the early summer we sat on a deer skin
by the wigwam door; we had just eaten our supper and
were enjoying the cool breeze from the lake and the
quiet of the twilight which was stealing over the White
City. As we sat there we heard the soft dip of a paddle
and young Joe Sockaleris stepped from his canoe, and
after lifting it carefully out of the water joined us. It
seemed as if we must ask him if he had seen any game
or which flies the trout were rising to that evening.

It was the quiet hour between daylight and dark, which
is the pleasantest of the day, the hour which in camp is

devoted to the well-earned siesta, so delicious after a day
in the open air. We had been talking of the woods,
and as the light faded I thought of many just such
peaceful evenings when we had seen the sun "sink behind
the pine-clad nills and watched the jjurple shades creep
up the steep slopes of old Ktaadn, or Kmeo, or Kokadjo,
or the Travelers.
But no mountains loomed up beyond the South Pond,

no reflection of rock or forest tree floated in the water.
Still it was a spot where the wizards of 1893 had wrought
their spell, one of those places where one came under the
influence of the magic power of the White City, and the
owner of the seven-league boots would have gone at a
snail's pace in comparison to the steps one took at
ordinary gait.

Here the potency of the magic was so great that won-
derful powers were given to the eyes as well as to the
feet.

So it was that sitting by the door of a Penobscot wig-
wam on the Indian Island we found our vision become so
powerful that we easily looked across the entire breadth
of the North American continent and saw Jimmie Deans
sitting on a log on the shore of another island, which is

laved by the waters of the Pacific. About him we could
see the representatives of another tribe of Indians, as
different from the Wabenaki people as their canoes and
habitations were different from those which had come
from the Maine woods.
Wonderful, wonderful, was the magic of the Fair.
"Nick," said I, "Let's go over to Vancouver's Islandand

call on the Quackahls." A charming proposal, was it not,,
for an evening's stroll; from the Atlantic to the Pacific;;

but that was nothing at all in the White City, and if the
owner of the seven-league boots visited the exposition, it,

must have been pure chagrin which kept him from*
announcing his arrival.

"All right; we go over; perhaps we see 'em dance to-
night," and we walked through the country of the
Iroquois and in due time arrived on the Pacific coast with
our scalps on our heads; a feat which Cavelier de la Salle
would not have accomplished so easily in his day.
"Good evening, Mr. Deans," said we to the grizzled old

Scotchman, who has spent the greater part of his life

among the fish-eating tribes of Vancouver's Island, and
who brought the Quackahls to Chicago.
"Good evening, good evening, how air ye," responded

the old man cordially, as he took his pipe from his mouth
and extended his hand, while his eyes beamed kindly
under the Scotch cap whose ribbons hung over his gray
hair. We were soon joined by another man of powerful
build and swarthy skin, who spoke English with a voice
soft and gentle as a woman's. This was George Hunt, a
half-breed—whose mother was a Quackahl squaw and his
father a Scotchman—the interpreter of the tribe. I nod-
ded to Wanug, the prince consort of the Quackahls, who
squatted on the grcmd near one of the big canoes,
wrapped in his blanket and drawing comfort from a pipe.
Wanug grunted something in his native jargon with no
change of expression on his stoical face. His wife, the
tribal queen Doquayes, also wrapped in a gay blanket and
with her pappoose on her back, stood in the door of one
of the houses.
The Vancouver Islanders had a very picturesque village

consisting of three weatlier-beaten shanties, two for
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dwellings and the third a council house. These struc-

tures were built of drift wood and timbers of wrecked
ships, collected on the shores of their far-away island,

and were supported by rudely carved posts. In front of

these were reared the totem poles, grotesquely carved
with ferocious looking heads of birds and beasts, reptiles

and men crudely painted with black, red and yellow,
which only served to emphasize the ugliness of the carv-
ing. There were, too, several huge statues of hideous
monsters, also carved from great solid logs. These gigan-
tic caricatures were enough to make a teetotaller think
he had the delirium tremens, but represented the highest
of high art to the Quackahls! Bears, frogs and ravens
seemed to be the models most often used, though it re-

quired a very elastic imagination to liken the horrid
shapes to anything ever seen on the face of the earth.
The distorted images on the totem poles chronicle the
history and important events of the tribe, as do the wam-
pum belts of the eastern nations.
There were several big Ganoes, capable of holding a

score of men each, on the shore; they were hollowed from
huge logs, and on each side of the bows were painted
great glaring eyes. "Are your people going to dance to-

night?" I asked of the interpreter.

"Yes, they gettin' ready now," he replied, and I noticed
that all those who had been outside had gone into the
houses, where he soon followed. At that time the vil-

lage had not been opened to the public, but a curious crowd
of people loitered about, attracted by the sounds that
came from behind the closed doors.
Soon a terrific pounding was heard, accompanied by a

choice assortment of yells and whoops, apprising us that
the ceremony had begun. We went inside, the door being
opened just wide enough to admit us, by George Hunt.
It was a strange spectacle which we looked upon, and we
had taken another of those wonderful steps which trans-
ported us in an instant two thousand miles away. The
huge, barnlike shanty contained but one room; there were
no windows to break the monotony of the bare, smoke-
blackened walls, and there was no furniture except some
rude bunks at the back and a pile of wood in one corner.
There was no floor except the bare ground, and no chim-
ney; the ridge pole was one great cedar log 2-Jft. in diame-
ter. A log fire blazed in the center of the hut, the smoke
escaping through a hole in the roof. There were no
other means of illumination, and the wavering flames
and shifting shadows, with the curling of smoke, spangled
with sparks which leaped upward only to vanish, inten-
sified the weirdness of the scene.

Prof. Putnam and a few friends, the only white people
resent, were grouped in a corner by the door. Nick and
sat on the pile of wood in another corner. At the back

of the room, facing the door, were four warriors squatting
in a row, with a long plank in front of them; each held a
short club in his hand, and all were enveloped in gaudy
blankets and had their faces hideously painted. The
other bucks and the squaws, even the little pappoose,
were similarly clad and painted. At a signal from the
interpreter, the quartette with the clubs broke into a wild
chant and began to beat violently on the plank in front of
th,em. It was no gentle tattoo, but each blow was given
With the full strength of sinewy arms, while their power-
ful lungs were strained to the utmost as the notes of the
wild cadence rose and fell on the night air. A squaw
pounded on a square, box-shaped drum, adding her mite
and m'ight to the din.

Suddenly a warrior cast aside his blanket and sprang
into the open space of which the fire was the center. He
was scantily clad and bare-footed, as they all were. He
circled around the fire, taking a few steps, first to one
side, then to the other, constantly turning and all the
time waving his hands and arms gracefully in time to the
measure of the song. He kept this up for some time
when the music (if one can call it by that name) ceased
and he retired to a corner and his blanket. Again the
clubs beat upon the plank and the chant was resumed.
Another Indian sprang into the circle and commenced
the mythical cannibal dance, a sort of pantomime illus-
trative of a legend of the Quackahl mythology.
In the mountains of their island home dwells an evil

spirit who, when he becomes hungry descends from his
fastnesses and seizes upon some member of the tribe,
whom he bears away and eats at his leisure. The Indians
hold him in great dread, and this dance is to appease his
wrath. The dancer now before us represented the terrible
cannibal of the mountains, but I doubt if the spirit him-
self is any more ferocious in appearance than was the
apparition which crouched and leaped around the fire in
the Quackahl hut. He did not stand erect, but squatted
like a frog, and a strange robe fell from his shoulders and
dragged on the ground behind him. Two other warriors
kept constantly by him, and as he circled around the fire
they placed themselves between him and the spectators,
A wrinkled old man also promenaded solemnly around

shaking a rattle shaped and carved in semblance to a
human head. Long hair, which waved as he shook it,

made it in the dim light a gruesome object, and the peb-
bles, or whatever was in it, sounded like the rattle of dry
bones.

The painted musicians howled louder and beat harder
and faster with their clubs, and the dancer accelerated
his motions to the uncanny accompaniment. He crouched
till he almost sat upon the ground, his arms outstretched
and his fingers working convulsively as if they longed to
strangle some victim to appease the spirit's awful appetite.
He was watching for his prey, and uttered hoarse, gut-
tural growls, while his eyes glared savagely as they
wandered from one to another of the onlookers. Suddenly
without rising from his crouching posture, he would
jump swiftly around the fire, covering several feet at
each leap; then he would stop and once more the blood-
shot eyes would gleam balefuliy and the twitching fingers
would again be stretched toward some one. Then the
two watchers would seize him by the waist and hold him
with all their strength till he was quieted, when the dance
was resumed. As the performance went on he frothed
at the mouth, and the muscular strain his legs were sub-
jected to was terrible. At last he became exhausted and
was carried away howling and moaning, and placed in a
bunk.
In this cannibal dance the dancer has to be watched,

for he becomes so excited that he will spring at any one
and bite them. On several occasions he bit George Hunt's
bare arm so that he drew blood, and one night he sprang
at Nick and seized him by the ankle as he sat with his
legs crossed watching the ceremony. Nothing but his
thick shoe prevented him from being severely bitten, as

the teeth marks showed even through the leather. "I
knocked him more 'n twenty foot," said Nick; "I don't
want to be chawed by cannibals just yet." One night he
sprang at me but I got out of the way in a very lively
manner.
Jimmie Deans told me that a few years ago a woman

of the tribe died, and the dances were held to appease the
wrath of the spirit. The dancers became so excited and
uncontrollable that they seized the body and tore it to
pieces.

After the cannibal dancer disappeared another leaped
on to the floor wearing an enormous mask, representing
a raven's head. The raven is supposed to be the slave of
the evil spirit and was represented by a. Quackahl second in
agility only to his predecessor. He leaped about the fire,

twisting the raven's head from side to side and snapping
the huge jaws together in a most threatening manner.
The pounding and the ear-splitting music were continued
as the musicians taunted the spirit of the mountains.
Then the raven's head was changed for another mask,
representing a duck, the sign of the great (good) spirit,

and the dancer indulged in more contortions.
After this four squaws, one of them a young girl,

danced, and their performance was a relief after what
preceded them. The pounding was more subdued and
the bare feet made no sound on the earth floor. They
swayed their bodies back and forth, holding their arms
stiffly in front of them, the gesture seeming to be one of
supplication. They glided back and forth and revolved
as in the waltz, first m one direction, then in the reverse.
The queen danced by herself, the other three keeping on
the opposite side of the fire. The dance was rhythmical
and graceful, but their faces showed no expression as
they whirled through the measures.

This was a dance of peace and was continued for a long
time, after which two warriors bared to the waist came
forward. Stout cords^were passed through the skin on
their backs in two places, and the knots securely tied.

Two others held the ends of the cords, driving them as if

they were horses, and as they danced they strove to break
away by tearing the knots through the skin. The cords,
held taut by brawny arms, stretched the skin to a tension,
painful to witness as the dancers pulled and struggled to

break away. The beating became louder, the song faster;

the men jumped and pulled and leaped, while their driv-

ers held firmly to the cords which were wound around
their hands. One of the dancers seemed ready to faint
with the pain and was supported for a moment by one of
his comrades. Again they sprang forward and a knot
pulled out; then another, and another, and another. They
were free, and we had seen enough, but the dance was by
no means over. When the Quackahls became thoroughly
warmed up and excited over their dancing, they never
ceased till one and all dropped from exhaustion. Many a
night they kept up their weird orgies till daybreak, and
neither Deans nor the interpreter could stop them.
As we walked back to the Penobscot camp we. were fol-

lowed by the sound of pounding and yells and whoops.
"They won't stop till they drop," said Nick, "they'll

whoop it up all night long. I never saw such dancing as
that before. Our dance is a gentleman compared to that
one," referring to a dance of the Penobscot people which
is done to the music of shot rattled in powder horns, and
is a very pretty performance.
"Do the Quackahls make any bead work, or baskets, or

anything, the same as your people and the Six Nations?" I

asked.
"No," replied Nick, " they don't make anything except

a noise. They make so much of that, they don't have
time to do anything else." W. A. Brooks.

The Hummingbird.
One beautiful day when I was hunting, I sat down to

rest upon the dry, brown leaves of the forest with my
back leaning comfortably against a log, in the enjoyment
of ease and reverie, when the deathlike stillness of the
woods was broken by the welcome buzz of the humming-
bird. The tiny creature catching sight of me poised him-
self in mid-air almost within my reach, and seemed to
stare with wonder as though he inquired, "Is it somebody
and is ite dead or alive?" In order to study the bird I

kept motionless; but I was not more so than it was ex-
cept its wings. These gave but flashes of light, so rapid
was their motion. The perfect and continued poise, with-
out the least deviation up or down, such physical com-
mand elicited my highest ad miration of the bird and
wisdom of Him who formed it. N, D. Elting.

Appreciation and Recognition.
Mr. J. B. Battelle has asked us to forward to Mr. Hough the follow-

ing note in this way, and we think it a very fitting way too:

Toledo, O., Feb. 3.—My dear Mr. Hough: You want to stop the

"Singing Mouse" series in the Forest and Stream. Stop it right away,
and don't publish any more of them. The "Lake Belle Marie" in the

paper of Jan. 27 is the place to end. Do you ask why? Simply because

you may not do anything so good again. You may think you will, and
like the man who struck the bullseye, believe that it is easy to dupli-

cate the shot.
' "Lake Belle Marie" is about as fine a specimen of the prose poem as

I have encountered for a great many moons. It has a rhythm and

cadence that are well-nigh perfect; and a strength and simplicity that

show what the English language can accomplish when it is rightly

handled. When a song is keyed to such a pitch, a single false note will

mar the harmony, and it is a great deal easier to strike it than to avoid

it. But this has the true ring. No man could have written it who did

not draw the inspiration from the camp and the waters of the lake

itself.

I send you my congratulations feelingly, because having now and

then essayed to do this sort of thing myself, I know how very difficult

it is to do It well. Sincerely yours, J. B. B.

Editor Forest and Stream:

Excuse my troubling you in this way, but I have just read the little

article "How the Sleepers Got Egg Nogg," on page 112, of your Feb.

10 issue, and I must say something. I have not enjoyed anything so

much for several months. It is exquisitely good; though, no doubt,

lots of people would pass over it in their quest for more important

articles. The "ole nigger" is really alive—seems to walk right out o

the paper at a fellow. Claude King.

Club Property.
Richard V. Harnett & Co,, auctioneers, will sell at auction Feb. 38,

the estate of the late Captain Jacob Travis, in Princess Anne county,
Va. This is a good opportunity for a club to secure a valuable shoot-
ing property. The property consists of five islands lying about twelve
miles south of Virginia Beach. Particulars will he furnished by Wm.
H. Wjllets, 39 Wall street, New York.—Adv,

MEN AND SNAKES.
Mr. Horace Kephart wishes some one to explain the

phenomenon of the blacksnake crawling straight down
the trunk of a big tree, which snake he shot with his
"pocket revolver." The only explanation I intend to
offer is, that he ought not to have shot the snake. It was
a perfectly harmless creature, and had as much right to
occupy a place in this vale of tears as any other inhabi-
tant thereof. I believe the Darwinian theory of the
brutish ancestry of man is well exemplified in the pro-
pensity so generally manifested, to kill every creature that
unluckily falls into his power, unless he has a direct
interest in its being alive. Let a strange bird come about
the premises, if it is large enough to attract attention im-
mediately the cry is raised, "get the gun and shoot it!"

Let a half starved deer or other wild creature, in a help-
less state approach the cruel precincts of man, the cry is

"Kill it, kill it! crucify it!" without other thought than
that of mere destruction.

It is a hopeful sign, however, for the advancement of
humanity to a higher plane, that as a man grows older
the natural impulse to kill whenever an opportunity
presents, diminishes in force. Here is a case in point,
which I was reminded of when I read in a recent number
of Forest and Stream, about the immunity from danger
of a pair of eagles, somewhere on the St. Lawrence River.
The writer, if you will pardon the egotism of the recital,

whose head is now becoming frosted with the passage of
half a hundred winters (and summers), was a short time
ago riding along the bank of Flower Lake, when a large
brown eagle was discovered on a tree less than 50yds. off,

engaged in eating a fish or other prey. He remained
under my observation for several minutes before he con-
cluded to-sail away over the lake. I had a good Marlin
carbine conveniently hanging to my saddle, with which I
occasionally knock over a duck, squirrel or rabbit; and
though an eagle is considered quite a trophy in these
parts I made no attempt to shoot this one, and when
asked afterwards why I did not kill him (or her), I simply
replied that I had no use for him. In fact, as I grow
older, and I believe it is true of others also, there is a
growing repugnance to wantonly destroying life of any
kind. This, I think, is a worthy sentiment to cultivate,

and ought to be taught to all children, and especially
boys, while growing up.

But aside from the sentimental view, which has a
more direct relation to the constitution of the mind itself,

than the rights of other creatures, we have a very imper-
fect acquaintance with the multifarious functions of all

the birds, beasts, reptils, insects, fishes and other creat-

ures, in the vast economy of nature; and are apt to look
writh contempt and disregard upon creatures which,
apparently insignificent, yet really play an important role

in the affairs of the world. For example, until the
discovery a few years ago by Darwin, who supposed that
the modest and ' retiring angle worm that wriggles so
helplessly on the school boy's hook, is the great soil maker
of the earth? And jtet it is a fact, that this insignificent

creature is engaged in .incessant labor for man's benefit.

He bores down deep into the ground, collects and assimi-

lates the fertilizing ingredients that make soil and brings
it to the surface. Equally or more important functions
probably attach to many other creatures, which we do
not at all suspect. It is somewhere related that some
years ago, in one of the provinces of France, all the small
birds had been destroyed, whereupon the noxious insects

so multiplied that the labors of the husbandmen were of

no avail, and a famine threatened. Measures were then
taken by government to restock the land with birds.

There is danger that this country is drifting on to the
same breakers. But, returning to my text; in all the
more thickly settled parts of this country, there are now
remaining but comparatively few poisonous snakes of

well known varieties, and easily recognized. Of these,

the rattlesnake is the only one with which I am ac-

quainted that is at all dangerous. The "copperhead" has
a bad reputation, but I have never seen one of that
variety. The deadliness of the cotton-mouth moccasin of

the Southern swamps has been made the theme of blood-

curdling stories, which are pure libels on that good-
natured and much-enduring reptile; for with him I am
on intimate terms, and granting that he has plenty of

poison, though short fangs, I have never encountered a
specimen that would offer to strike, though poked at--and

teased out of all patience. But outside of the few poison-

ous varieties, there are very many others that are entirely

harmless and have a perfect right to pursue their inno-

cent avocations without being ruthlessly destroyed when-
ever they chance to fall under the baleful notice of their

neighbor man. And who can tell what useful offices they
may perform in the destruction of noxious vermin inim-
ical to man's welfare?
I did not intend to preach so long a sermon when I

began, Mr. Editor, so with the hope that these hasty ex-

pressions may induce some of the thoughtless to do some
thinking, I will ring down the curtain. Coahoma.
Clarksdale, Miss., January.

Guillemot in Connecticut.

Willimantic, Conn., Jan. 13,—Editor Forest and
Stream: About the middle of December last a boy
brought to me for mounting a bird which I think is quite

rare for this section of country. It was a species of auk
or guillemot, and was shot on the river near one of the

thread mills in this city. In size the bird was about the

same as a black duck. Top of the head, back of the neck,

back and wings were all of a uniform black in color.

Throat, breast and all under parts were white, shading

off into black on the sides of the neck. The lower edges

of the wings tipped with white. Bill narrow, about an
inch and a half in length. Feet blackish. I have not

been able to find any bird answering to the above in any
of the ornithologies to which I have access here. Can
you tell me the name of the bird, or can any of the read-

ers of the Forest and Stream give me any information

in regard to it? Horace J. Fenton.
[This was very likely a common guillemot (Lomvia

troile), or possibly a thickbilled guillemot (L, arre). Ac-
t counts have been published this winter in Forest and

I

Stream of the taking of these birds in unusual localities,

as on Lake Champlain and in Connecticut, north of tbg
town of Madison.]
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BUFFALO IN COLORADO.
Denver, Col., Feb. 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: A
few weeks ago the people of Colorado were regaled with
a Fairy story in our newspapers, about certain deputy
game wardens who, this time, had discovered a second
herd of wild buffalo in Colorado. They said these

animals were in North Park, in Routt county, and
numbered about two dozen; that they were being fed and
protected by the neighboring farmers, who wanted no
special deputy game warden to watch them. We are fre-

quently amused by this kind of game stories, but the
subject seldom rises to the dignity of a whole herd of

buffalo. They generally refer to deer, elk, fish or other

small cattle. Just now it is clouds of elk among the
farmers of Routt county, variously estimated by rival game
wardens at from 2,000 to 10,000 head, and they, too, are

being fed daily by the philanthropic farmers. When this

kind of a story is started by some enthusiastic deputy,
and is repeated officially by the chief warden, and thus
gets into the hands of the talented newspapers reporters,

there is no telling to what magnitude it may grow. We
may find a flock of mastodons here yet.

To show the absurdity of this buffalo story, it is only
necessary to state that Routt county is not in North Park,
and that no part of North Park is in Routt county. That
no neighborhood of farmers would feed and protect such
a herd without consideration, or without the knowledge
of the public at large, even if the animals were disposed
to stay with them, which they would not do. It is

probable that some deputy game warden has heard a dim
and misty story about the remnant of what was a few
years ago" known as the Middle Park herd of buffalo.

As buffalo literature is not very plentiful these later

days, Forest and Stream may be willing to give space to

a brief history of this band. Thirty odd years ago, it was
well known to the few people who visited that region. It

had evidentally chosen its permanent abode there, and
ranged throughout the park and its bordering slopes,

winter and summer. This is a section of country about
fifty by ninety miles; of mountains, hills and valleys;

timber and prairie. About thirty years ago the band was
noted as having a white animal in it. This was after-

wards killed and proved to be a common ox. The herd
was drawn upon moderately for meat by prospectors and
trappers who visited the neighborhood.
In 1874, Middle Park first began to receive permanent

settlement, although the northern band of Ute Indians
claimed possession until four years later. In the winter of
1875-6, these Indians established their winter camp in the
western edge of the park near where Grand River leaves
it. The winter was very severe with a remarkable fall

and accumulation of snow. In the latter part of the
winter, the Indians found the buffalo "snowed in" on the
head waters of the Muddy (Fremont's Milk River), near
Whiteley's Peak, in the northwestern edge of the park.
Taking advantage of their helpless condition, the noble
red man slaughtered all that could be conveniently
reached—between sixty and seventy. Some reports say
more. A few animals escaped by hiding in the willows
along the little streams, or by breaking a way through
the snow to the ridges where it was less deep. The
Indians took the tongues and a small portion of the meat.
The great bulk of it was left to rot. The next spring a
citizen of Hot Sulphur Springs went to the ground with
a team and brought away a wagon load of tallow that he
took from the carcasses.

The few animals that escaped made their way in a
northwesterly direction some, twenty miles, and took
refuge upon a depressed and broadened section of the
main range of the Rocky Mountain range. They found
there an extended range, mainly timbered with spruce,
pine and fir timber, with aspen groves and thickets upon
the lower levels, with abundance of open prairie country
interspersed that furnished plenty of the best of grass; a
very ideal summer pasture and not bad in winter, except
in the event of a very hard and snowy one like that of
1875-6. There has been none such since. The altitude is

from 8,500 to 10,000ft. above sea level, and the country is

yet an absolute wilderness. Here a few buffalo were oc-
casionally seen by hunters, but none were reported as
being killed except as hereafter stated,
A year or two after the Indian slaughter, some travelers

came into Hot Sulphur Springs and reported that they
had seen two buffalo with a bunch of cattle near the
road, eight or nine miles east of the Springs. They
evidently thought the buffalo belonged with the cattle
and did not disturb them. Nobody knew this to be the
case, and so there was a chance for an easy buffalo hunt.
Some of the hot-bloods of the town were soon upon their
horses, with guns, and before night the two buffaloes were
butchered in cold blood in the midst of the cattle herd.
They proved to be yearlings and where they came from
was never known, but it was most probably from the herd
in the northern edge of the park.
Yet later, by a year or two, there came into the park

three brothers, known as the Porter boys. They located
in a little obscure valley about four miles northwest of
the Springs, and built a cabin. They had been buffalo
killers, hide hunters and bone gatherers on the plains, and
played a large part in the extermination of the great
plains herds. That business was finished.

. They brought
their hunting outfit with them, including teams and
wagons. They turned their attention entirely to trapping
and hunting. Colorado already had a game protective
law which provided for a close season upon all important
game animals, and prohibited absolutely the killing of
buffalo. Hot Sulphur Springs was by that time quite a
lively frontier town, with many visitors. Hotel keepers
and others were quite willing to wink at infractions of the
game law, provided there was a share of the profit in it

for themselves. Elk and deer meat could be bought
cheaper thaa beef. The Porter boys soon found a ready
market and much profit in their unlawful business, but in
order to escape unpleasant consequences, they had to
"sneak" their game in at night. One morning, the fact
developed that they had in the night before offered
buffalo meat for sale. They said they had killed one, but
assured their customer that whenever he wanted more of
that kind of meat, they could find it for him; that they
knew where it was. To anotner citizen they offered two
buffalo tongues and told about the same story. The news
leaked out early in the morning. A complaint was made
before a justice of the peace, who issued a summons for
the elder Porter. The regular constable was absent. A
special was appointed to serve the paper. He mounted a
horse and proceeded to Porter's cabin, where he found the I

proprietor, with whom he was acquainted, engaged in

pegging out a fresh buffalo skin to dry. After the greet-

ings of the day, dismounting and with his bridle over bis

arm, the constable said, "Mr. Porter, I have a paper to

serve cn you," which be began reading. Porter imme-
diately responded: "Hold on, hold on, I don't want any
of that, d— you." The constable looked up and into the

muzzle of a very vigorous looking ".45." Porter reached

for the paper and tore it up saying, "You'd better get

home." The constable got home and said he wanted no
more commissions like that.

Porter had now violated the law and resisted an officer

and naturally felt uneasy. He could defy a frontier

court and intimidate its constable, but the district court

was to sit at the Springs in a few weeks, and he did not
want to face that. A day or two later, it was discovered

the Porter boys had mysteriously disappeared with all

their movable goods and ' chattels. The next heard of

them they were in Montana, at the old business. The
people of the Springs have had no buffalo meat since. In
their excursions for elk and deer, the Porters had acci-

dentally stumbled upon the buffalo. I have heard of none
being killed since, and very seldom of their being seen.

In 1884. Judge Spicer, now of Chicago, while hunting
young elk for capture, in the region referred to, saw five,

and soon after described them to the writer. He -was

intent upon his elk chase and did not pay much attention

to the buffalo or look for more.
The Lost Park herd of buffalo is about seventy-five

miles southwest of Denver. The location is a peculiar

one and singularly inaccesible—never frequented by
man. It is a depression among the low mountains east of

South Park and about 8,000ft. above sea level. The last

known raid upon this herd was about six years ago, by
a well known Denver man, who boasted of having killed

one very large bull. The meat spoiled before he could
get it to the railway—some fifteen or twenty miles
distant. I think he also lost the head and hide. Although
the facts were notoriously well known, he was never
prosecuted. Quite an excitement was raised about two
years ago by a report that a taxidermist was among
these buffalo killing right and left. The game warden
fairly surrounded the district with deputies, and made a
thorough search for offenders, but found none. The case

was left in complete uncertainty as to whether any
offence had been committed or attempted, or not. The
carcass of one cow was found, but it could not be deter-

mined whether she had been killed by man or had died
from some other cause. No part had been taken away.
From reports it would appear that this band is increasing
in numbers. Their range is now included in a National
Forest Reserve. I believe, also, that a few of the old time
Middle Park herd yet live, but I do not believe that
farmers are feeding any of them.
For the private information of the Forest and Stream,

I inclose a map showing the location of these buffalo

"game holes," and also where the Ute slaughter occurred
in the winter of 1875-6. Wm. N. Byers.

A Pair of Pet Quail.

Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 23.—One day last November I went
hunting in company with a friend namedi^unningham.
We drove twelve miles west of Lincoln to his farm near
Malcolm. My friend asked one of the men how the pet

quail were getting along. He had hardly asked the
question, when one of the children said, "See, there they
go now!" The birds were then running on the ground
near the house and flew on a small outhouse, and one of

the little skirls went out and climbed upon a wagon stand-
ing near the house and tried to get them, but they were
too high for her to reach. The birds (a cock and hen) sat

perfectly still all the time and did not attempt to fly until

quite a little while after she had climbed down. These
birds were taken during haying lastsummer; the machine
was run over the nest, killing the old birds; there were
fifteen birds in the nest, just hatched. One of the men
took them to the house and gave them to a hen, which
had just hatched a setting of eggs, and they were kept
in confinement for a few days, when they were liberated

;

thirteen of them left. The children have fondled and
played with these two so much that they can pick them
up most any time. They roost in the hen house with the
chickens.
We found one covey of birds about 5:30 P. M., and suc-

ceeded in killing six of them, but it was getting too late

in the day to follow them up close. I had a young dog
which had never been handled. What do you think of a
young dog holding a point until three quail were shot at
over him, two of them killed, the gun reloaded and the
third one flushed and missed; and this after only having
been hunted about four times, and nearly two years old
and never yard broken?
We had lots of birds (quail) here this season ; we could

hear and see them everywhere; and plenty of birds were
leftover. C. G. F.

The Weight of Bears.

Cora, Wyo.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I noticed
in Forest and Stream of Dec. 16 an article on "Bears of

North America," in which the writer says that 8001bs. is

about the limit for grizzlies, and that I am inclined to

think is very nearly correct.

At the time of reading the article I had just returned
from a hunt for grizzlies with a New York gentleman,
and we succeeded in bagging one of the largest I ever
saw. As the weight of bears had been under discussion
we determined to weigh this one and set all guess work to
rest. On the day following the killing of his bearship we
armed ourselves with a 50ibs. scale and returned to the
carcass. This we cut into pieces and weighed, and when
through and summed up we had a total of 7971bs.

This bear had laid himself away for the winter far up
in the mountains near timber line, and it was with much
coaxing and teasing that he was induced to come out so
we could examine bis fur, but when he did come it was
with a rush and a bo-wah! she-ivah! that was intended to
make one's hair stand on end. He made a charge at me
and the New Yorker failed to stop his coming until he
was within 3ft. of me, then he turned on a coat that I

had laid on a log a few steps away and nearly shook it

into rags before letting go to die.

This was nearly a year to a day from the time when
another grizzly was taking choice steaks out of my
anatomy and in the same locality. Ira Dodge.

Seven live Rocky Mountain oik for sale. Exhibited at World's Fair,
Gentle. Price very low. Soper& Arter, 46 Lake street, Chicago,—Adv,

STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Plank.—The sale of game should be forbidden at all

times.—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

West Duluth, Minn.—Editor Forest and Stream: In-
closed find clipping from The North, published at Minne-
apolis:

The quantity of game handled yearly in this State by cold storage
companies is something enormous; at least 4,000 carcasses of venison
for the past year, and for the same period 280,000 birds. From Lake
Pepin alone there has been shipped this year 500 tons of coarse fish,

such as sturgeon, catfish, red horse, etc. The fishing industry of the
State is an important one. More than 6,000 tons of fish are annually
handled in tbe cities of St, Paul and Minneapolis and Duluth. During
the year the State Board of Fish Commissioners have confiscated and
destroyed 339 nets, which spread out would cover a distance of eight
miles. Their combined value was $3,500.

—

The North.

It isn't the amount of game taken in Minnesota by legit-

imate sportsmen that will exterminate, but this wholesale
killing for the market that is fast cleaning out our forests

and lakes. I know of lakes that eight years ago teemed
with black bass, where big fellows of from 3 to 51bs.

weight each could be taken as fast as they could be played
and landed, that are now cleaned out, and not by use of
hook and line either. We have much lake and wood that
will be prolific of game for years, but only because of its

being remote from shipping stations. Our game wardens
do not do their duty near as well as the Fish Commission-
ers, and illegal killing of deer is the result in all seasons.

Hartford, Conn., Feb. 17.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I think your scheme of ' 'stopping the sale of game at all

times, by all persons and in all plaees," is the true way to
prevent the total extermination of game.

A. C. Collins.

A WARNING FROM CANADA.
Toronto, Feb. 12.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Your
issue of Feb. 10, which has just come to hand bearing
new terrors for sportsmen interested in wildfowl, re-

minds me that on several occasions during the past few
months, upon reading reports of the destruction of game
in the United States, I have resolved to ask your permis-
sion to draw the attention of your readers to what I be-
lieve to be the greatest danger which threatens the exist-

ence of migratory game.
Sportsmen throughout the whole range of the flight of

migratory birds are equally interested in their protection,

but every one must admit that the power to utterly exter-

minate them is with those controlling their breeding
grounds. In Ontario we pride ourselves that tbe game
law has for the most part been framed from the sports-

man's point of view, and therefore from an unselfish

point of view. It is many years since spring duck shoot-

ing has been allowed here, and even in the open season
no one man may shoot more than 400 ducks. Even in the
case of plover and other waders, spring shooting is not
allowed, although they are seldom seen in any numbers
in the fall. The open season for.duck begins Sept. 1, and
many species only stay with us for less than a month
after that date. These and other valuable provisions of

the law have not been obtained without opposition, which
becomes stronger instead of weaker on each occasion that

an amendment is brought before our Legislature, and it

ought to be understood throughout those States lying to

the south of Ontario that unless we can prove that some
little self-denial is being exercised to the south of us by
dealers in, and purchasers of, game as well as by sports-

men, the time is not far distant when we may be over-

borne by the cry which is now heard in every discussion

of the game question (I give it as it is heard): "Why
should we preserve game for the Yankees?"
Almost every week throughout the winter our papers

contain more or less exaggerated reports of the slaughter

of ducks etc., in the South, and of the use of night lights,

batteries, punt guns, etc., and there certainly is a strong
feeling among the mass of the people who are not active

sportsmen , that our gunners might as well be allowed (in

the language of the game hog) to get their share before

the last duck is killed. It is unnecessary to say that such
arguments are used with considerable effect by many
sworn foes of game laws, and they may at no distant date
control a majority in our Legislature, in which case it

will not be very long before decoys will be chiefly of use
for firewood.
Personally I have for many years tried to have my

finger in the pie at_the earliest probable date when any
amendment to the game law was being drafted, and have
not been far away from the lobbies when any bill has
been before the Legislature, and I have taken part in

numberless discussions upon the subject, and I regret to

say the above statements are well within the mark. I

trust that no sportsmen will misunderstand the spirit in

which this letter is written; it is intended as a warning,
and not as a threat. Ontario sportsmen would not allow
spring shooting or take away protection from wildfowl if

it were certain that nine-tenths of the ducks would be
killed before next season, but unfortunately they are not
in the majority, and they can only hold the present law
as long as they can convince the majority that they ought
fairly to be allowed to do so. Verbum sap.

What do we want, you will ask; in order to strengthen

our hands? Nothing more than every sportsman wants,
viz. , no spring shooting, and to the sportsmen this warn-
ing is addressed merely as an argument to be urged upon
the Legislature of their respective States, "If you don't

abolish spring shooting, Canada will not long continue to

forbid it and we may then have no ducks to protect.

While I am upon this subject, perhaps you may allow
me as a wildfowler of not a little experience to state my
opinion that it is quite within our power to make ducks
again as plentiful as they were twenty or thirty years ago.

All sportsmen must agree that the ideal plan is the new
plank of the Forest and Stream platform, "No Traffic in

Game," but wildfowlers need not go so far, "One year's

rest" is good enough for us if spring shooting is abolished.

Or if it is too much to ask purchasers to deny their ap-

petites and dealers their profits for one year in order to

I>rovide plenty for years to come, protect marsh duck for

one year and deep-water duck the next, and let protection

include an absolute prohibition of sale no matter where
procured. vVmend the law of each State by adding a
provision that the governor shall have power by pro?
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clamation to prohibit the shooting and sale of any species

of migratory game during any year upon being satisfied

that the same protection would be afforded in Ontario.

If you will do this, we will. Wildfowler.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

The Storm and the Possum Club.

Chicago. Feb. 16—The great storm which broke over

Chicago last Monday, Feb. 12, was, no doubt, the greatest

storm a eity ever experienced. If there is any doubt
about this, and if New' York thinks that, her big storm of

a few years ago was a bigger storm than the Chicago
blizzard, we will have a bigger storm here after a while.

At any rate, the streets were impassable and traffic sus-

pended almost entirely. Things were in this shape, not

a street car running at 6 P. M., when the small coterie

representative of the Possum Club started down town for

"Possum Bill's" parlors, at 72 Bryant avenue, to celebrate

the annual possum dinner given by that worthy. Not a

wheel moving and Werner's twenty miles away 1 At last

the idea of a trip south on the elevated read to Thirty-

fifth street and then a cross-town walk to the point in

view was proposed and carried out. And such a walk

!

The drifts were waist deep and the air so full of snow
one could see hardly a half block ahead? but the resolu-

tion not to disappoint Mr. Werner and not to lose the

supper carried the party through the long walk, and at

last they drew up, breathless except for their ability to

>hout, before the hospitable doors and overflowed the

entrance as quick as Mr. Werner opened the door.

After that all was mirth and jollity, as the society

reporter would say.

Mr. Werner's '94 banquet deserves more than passing

mention. The tables were the most beautifully decorated

of any the old-time caterer has offered the sportsmen of

this city, and it need not be said that the appointments
and furnishings from piece de resistance to demi-tasse were
all in perfect keeping. The party was small but happy,

and the storm outside was forgotten. Mr. Werner was
called to the head of the table, and there sat before him
Messrs. C. D. Gammon, R. B. Organ, L. M. Hamline, W.
P. Murray, F. A. Place and the writer. To quote from
the society reporter again, it was a late hour when the

merry gathering disbanded. Mr. Werner certainly has
given renewed cause of gratitude to the Chicago guild,

and the only thing leftlk) be desired is better weather and
a larger attendance in '95—for "Possum Bill" vows that

this is a fixture which he will not let exoire.

The Storm General.

The late storm was one of the most severe and the most
generally extended one that ever struck the West. From
the middle South to Minnesota the entire country is lying

under a blanket of deep snow, and what damage this

means to game birds can only be guessed.

To Widen a Law.

Mr. E. Bortree, ex-warden of Chicago, and long prom-
inent in protective matters, is of the belief that the Illinois

statute in regard to importation of game into Illinois

should be extended in construction SO as to prevent the im-

portation from other States of any kind of game, even
wildfowl. Commenting on the position—which would
solve the game problem of the West if tenable—the Trib-

une of this city remarks:

The effect of this section, Mr. Bortree says, is to prohibit any one
from receiving from any other State and selling any species of game
after Feb 1. The prevailiug impression is that wild geese, wild ducks,
brantand water fowl are exempt from this prohibition, and there is

any quantity of these kinds of game on sale in Chicago to-day. But
Jlr. Bortree says that the misunderstanding has grown out of the fact

that these birds, if takeu in Illinois, may be sold until May 1. This
privilege does not extend to the same birds killed or taken in other
States.

Believing in the strict enforcement of all laws for the protection of

game throughout the United States and the Territories, Mr. Bortree
gives notice that on and after Feb. 15 prosecutions will be commenced
against all persons and corporations not complying with this provision

of the statute.

More power to bim!

Iowa Affairs.

The war progresses in Iowa. The sportsmen continue
to molest the Mississippi River seiners. The Des Moines
Capital says:

State Fish Commissioner Griggs has a measure in process of incuba-
tion that will correct the insufficient phraseology of the present law
and add many new features, chief among which is the abolition of
spring shooting. Seining, dynamiting and fishing out of season are
covered in such a way that the hobos who dangle for black bass over
their spawning beds will tumble into a whole ocean of grief if there is

an efficient Commissioner appointed. Freezers and market-hunters
come in for attention.

Meantime, not to be outdone, the market-fishermen
have a member of the house, Ross, who has introduced a
bill to allow seining in the back waters or border rivers.

It is, at this stage of the game, bill and bill.

The Big Tree.

The big tree which made so wide a reputation as a
restaurant counter at the Worlds Fair has been moved to

Lake street, this city, and is still in the same business.

This great stick of timber is of yellow fir, and came from
Washington. As it now is seen, it is 110£ft. long, breast-

high in diameter, and weighs 74,0001bs.

They Will Come To It.

What is going to happen when even the kennel writers
begin to come around to my often expressed position in

regard to the despised raeat-dog? The Stock-Keeper speaks
right out in meeting, and what it says for New England
is good elsewhere:

Can the craze for a flyaway hunting dog be compared to anything else
than te a fad which arrests attention for a short time and then,
meteor like, disappears? The t hought is suggested that it is about
time for the dawning of a practical era, when the dog who is able to
find game birds in the near vicinity to the sportsman who is directing
ids movements will be duly appreciated.
The day is past when a majority of the sportsmen cry out enthusi-

astically, "Look at the range and speed!" It sounded w ell and for a
time had the call, but necessity soon brought this accomplishment (?)
to a practical level, and something else is now demanded as a recom-
mendation of a dog's value.
Several pet names have been bestowed on the practical shooting dog

by those who affected the race horse canine of the South and West,
some ridiculing the slower dogs as mole-diggers, potterers, meat hunt-
ers, etc.

It is this popular cry of those who have heretofore allowed fancy to
drift in another direction that will counteract the evil effect and give
to sportsmen of this section a dog that is capable of useful work in

the field.

So there is a "popular cry," is there? Well, it has come
up suddenly; but the men who voice it have a lot of hard
sense on their side. Long live the meat-dog. I remember
that I had the "range and quality" notion once upon a
time, but the older I get the more do I cherish the prov-

erbs that facts are stubborn things and that results count.

As an amateur, I have seen so much range and quality

sometimes, and so few birds. The dog you can run over
with a wagon, and that will hunt six days in the week,
and find birds, too—that dog is good enough for me and
he has my fondest regards when I am out of meat or out
for sport. When I am in need of a poem or a rhapsody, I

might get along with range and quality. There will be
more who will come to this notion in the next ten years.

Club Banquet.

appear and show cause why the seine or net should not
be destroyed.
A bill so strong as the above will be hard to pass, but if

once on the statutes we might indeed have, for once in a
way, a game law which could be enforced and which
would have some show of being put in practice.

Michigan and Canada.
A Chicago inquirer is advised that the C. & N. W., the

Wisconsin Central, Lake Shore & Western or Milwaukee
& Northern railroads can manage to land a traveler in
good trout or deer country in the North Peninsula of
Michigan, in proper season. The Grand Trunk can take
him to the Muskoka district in Canada, where he can pay
a license of $25 and kill three deer only. The last question
I cannot answer.

The Chicago Fly-Casting Club will banquet at the Lake-
side restaurant, evening of Feb. 22, and hold an enjoyable
reunion. The invitation statesthat two menus are offered,

one of which is an "old-fashioned fish dinner, chowder,
red snapper, baked pig, black bass, etc., etc." Isn't baked
pig really a little out of its class there?

An Old Story.

Mr, W. C. Thomas, of Sheboygan Falls, Wis., writes as

follows: "I inclose a communication that appeared in

our paper, the News, which readers of the Forest and
Stream hereabouts have requested me to send to you and
ask if you feel so disposed to publish in part or entire in

the Forest and Stream with comments as you may see

fit." The clipping inclosed is too long to reprint in full.

It tells of much venison left to waste by "gentlemen
sportsmen," which class it supposes to be arrayed against

the "pot-hunters." It goes on to recite the wrongs of the

latter class, and to show the injuries inflicted on the pub-
lic by sportsmen's clubs. After duly roasting the Caw-
Caw Club of Puckaway Lake, the writer of the article,

W. J. Mozley, of Princeton, Wis., pays his respects to the

Nee-pe-nauk Club as follows:

In the course of two or three years the Nee-pe-nauk Club began to

buy all the land bordering on Grand River and the old Fox River, and
what they couldn't buy they leased on as long time leases as they
could persuade the farmers to grant, telling the farmer to obtain the
lease, that they would never interfere with any of the inhabitant of
the surrounding country. As soon as they got a firm hold of these
valuable (?) lands, worth from 25 cents to SI per acre, they at once
posted their lands with notices for all persons to keep off, under pen-
alty of the law. The club also hired two men to patrol the waters by
boat to enforce the law. One of our oldest citizens went down Grand
River into Mud Lake two years ago. He was stopped by the club's

police and ordered out. He refused to go, whereupon the police told

him they had orders to take away his gun, smash his boat,

and there was 850,000 to back them. However, the party was
allowed to return unmolested. This season several Marquette
boys, a party from Kingston and also a party from Markesan went
down Grand River into Mud Lake to have a quiet hunt and bag some
mallards, there being thousands of them there. We were all met by
the club's police and ordered off. "Off of what?" "Government
water." We refused to go, whereupon we were all sued in the Circuit

Court at Dartford and will have a hearing in January, 1894. The club
claim they are keeping people off Mud Lake to protect the ducks from
the ravages of the infernal pot-hunters, and also get the birds wonted
to the lake "so they wifl breed there, you know," in from 4in. to 3ft.

of water in the nesting season ! During the month of October, 1893,

the Nee-pe-nauk Club of sports buried over 200 mallard ducks they
could not use before they spoiled. They were watched so closely by
some of the pot-hunters they couldn't ship tbe game out of the State,

as has been their practice since their organization.
If an efficient State Game Warden would spend part of his time

looking after the clubs instead of trying to jump on some resident
who utilizes every duck killed either for food or sale to support his

family, we would" have better service—"But the appointment and tips,

you know." One leading Nee-pe-nauk man told one of our citizens

this fall, that the club was not positive they could control Mud Lake;
but the club would make it cost this man $100 if he didn't keep out.

What are we coming to if this goes on? Are we slaves in bondage?
Are we to be downtrodden? What will become of our posterity if we
do not defend our rights? I trust every reader of this will think the
matter over candidly and use his influence in the future toward secur-
ing the rights of his fellow-men.

This is the same old story, the cry of. the "people"
against the sportsmen's preserves, a cry which will never
be fully silenced until all the game is practically gone.
All experience, all reason, all common sense show that
when the "people" are left to exercise their "rights" to

shoot as they like, they ruin their privileges. The de-

pleted covers of the country show this too sadly and too

surely. The game of this country will be preserved from
extinction only through the action of the law of trespass.

The clubs may be selfish, and many have among them
poor specimens of men, but the work they have in view is

a good one, and its benefits do not accrue to the club
alone. The "people" are benefitted in spite of themselves
by the increased, or rather the continued quantity of

game.
The law of trespass sits hard in America, but it is as

good law as any of the whole common law system to

which we must come in the regulation of our social com-
pact. We have got to recognize this law of trespass or

see the game go. You pay your money and you take
your choice. At a guess, I should say that eventually

the law of trespass will save the game in this country as

it has done in England. It is no guess at all to say that
meantime there will occur with unvarying regularity this

same old story, these same old kicks from the "down-
trodden people," so many of whom want to eat the cake
of the whole actual people, and to eat it right away.

I should need better proof before believing that the
Nee-pe-nauk men buried #00 mallards. If they have been
killing more game than they could use, they deserve the
hearty censure of every sportsman in or out of the clubs.

The latter point makes no difference whatever, for a
sportsman is a sportsman, whether j>oor or rich, whether
belonging to a club or not, and a spotted sportsman doesn't
change his spots when he buys a club share.

Some More Down-Trodden Ones.

The sportsmen of Dubuque, Iowa, are rising against the
"down-trodden" market-fishermen, who are practically

depopulating the waters of the Mississippi and tributaries

thereabout. One paper, the Lansing Mtrror, mentions a
haul of a large seine in which 10,0001bs. of fish were
taken, of this oOOibs. being of black bass. Another paper
speaks of a haul made under the ice of Frentress Lake,
which netted l,0001bs. The Dubuque Trade Journal
speaks of angling as a pastime soon to become impossible.

The sportsmen have organizad, held meetings and pre-

pared a bill which they are endeavoring to have passed.

The measure is a strong one. It prohibits all fishing in
any public water of Iowa or in the Mississippi or

Missouri rivers along the eastern and western boundaries
of the State, in any manner whatever, except with hook
and line. It makes it unlawful to have a net or s^ine in

possession, and gives police powers to any person to seize

without warrant any seine or net, and to deposit the same
with a justice of the peace, who shall cite the owner to

Can Get His Trapping Country.

Sometimes one is asked questions difficult to answer,
but by referring the ma/tter to the readers of Forest and
Stream it shall go hard if one does not learn what he
wishes. The following I offer not so much because I am
after trapping country, as because I want to show a hard
question answered definitely and concisely. My letter
comes from Mr. J. W. Gray, Westboro, Taylor Co., Wis.,
and reads as below.

"I see by Forest and Stream that Mr. O. Goode in-

quires in regard to fur-bearing animals in Taylor and
Price counties, this State. I think I can answer his ques-
tion. At the present time hunting would not be profitable
with thirty inches of snow in the woods. If he were to
come, say, in early October and study the country and get
a good location for the winter, trapping would be reason-
ably remunerative. Mink are quite plenty. A good deal
of territory should be covered to make it profitable. Rats
are scarce except in one or two lakes just south and east
of Prentice. Martin are found east of Medford north of
State road. Beaver are scarce and protected by law. Otter
are scarce, but a few are found on Jump River and trib-

utaries. Wildcats are quite numerous and bring a bounty
of $6 in this county and $3 in Price. Cats are most numer-
ous in the swamps in Town 33, Range 2 west and on
Mondeau Creek, just w^est of this place. Elk River, just
west of Phillips, would be a good location. Can give
further information if necessary."

Wants Live Wild Ducks.
Mr. Fred Mather, superintendent of the New York

State Fishery Commission, is in need of a few live wild
ducks, so he says. Can any one tell where he can get
them? We are just out of live wild ducks.

E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS.
Control of the Wilderness.

The Maine newspapers are discussing, with a good deal
of interest, the rights of clubs made up of non-residents to
control hunting and fishing rights in that State. The dis-
cussion has grown out of the attempt of the Megantic
Club to prevent hunters and trappers from invading their
preserve without permission. These papers are generally
setting up the claim that the fish and game are the prop-
erty of the State, and hence the property of any citizen of
the State; that any citizen of the State has a right to hunt
for his own on any unimproved land or on any of the
watei'8 of the State; that no owner or lessee of wild lands
can prevent this; that camping and the building of neces-
sary fires on wild lands cannot be prevented by the own-
ers or lessees of wild lands in the State. An interesting
question for the courts to settle is likely to grow out of
this discussion, and it is also proposed to ask the Legisla-
ture, which convenes next winter, to fix the matter. The
question is a very important one, and I have the promise
of some fact for the Forest and Stream concerning what
the Megantic Club and other clubs and lessees of camp and
cottage lots have done in the State.

The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective
Association

is still greatly interested in the stocking of the woods of
the State with quail and other game birds. The associa-
tion, through its president, Mr. Edward Brooks, has lately
ordered over 1,000 quail from Tennessee. These will be
liberated in the eastern part of the State and near the
coast, where it is hoped that they can better withstand
the severity of the New England climate. It is feared
that many of the quail liberated in former seasons in the
northern and western part of the State were a total loss.

The association will spend all of the available funds of
the organization on quail this year, the opinion prevailing
that the result will be better than from the putting out of
Western grouse

J Special.

Deer . Untimely Taken Off.

According to the Game Laws in Brief, deer are pro-
tected in Connecticut for ten years from 1893; yet the
South Norwalk Sentinel recorded the other day: "The
famous deer which has been seen several times during the
past few weeks in the section of country lying south of
South Norwalk, is no more. Yesterday, while out after
rabbits, Ira Petty and William Broadhurst, of Rowayton,
sighted the fleet-footed quadruped. Mr. Petty fired, the
shot taking effect, but the deer kept running at quite a
lively pace. When near Dr. Kindred's sanitarium in
Darien, the animal turned and began retracing his tracks.
This brought him in near Mr. Petty, who fired, the shot
taking effect behind one of the animal's forelegs. He
gave one bound and fell dead. The deer was a fine speci-
men, weighing ISOlbs. dressed." This is a case which
should have attention from the Rod and Gun Club of South
Norwalk.
A Catskill, N. Y., correspondent sends us a note saying

that of the deer released from the Catskill State Park, last

fall, three or more have been seen this month in the vicin-
ity of Austin's Glen, two miles from Catskill; and it is

reported that some miscreant had shot and wounded one
of them. The district game protector has been called on
to investigate the case.

Canvasbacks are Horse Ducks.
Norfolk:, Va., Feb. 8._—There is a New Orleans French-

man on the Cotton Exchange here in Norfolk who speais
of canvasback ducks as canard chevatix, or horse ducks.
This synonym is new to me. I do not recollect that
Trumbull gives it in his "Names and Portraits of Birds."

Charles Hallock.
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The Quail and Hard Winters.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 3.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I agree with Mr. Mershon, in your issue of Jan. 27, as to
the scarcity of quail before the last three-year close
season and to their abundance thereafter. Their scarcity
in '93 was, undoubtedly, due, at least in this section, to
the deep snows of our last severe winter. I found quail
just as plentiful Dec. 15, 1892, the last day of the season
that year, as on opening day. From Dec. 15 until the
second week in January I was afield without my gun,
but with my pointer, two or three times a week, and
found large numbers of bevies which had apparently not
been disturbed at all during the season. This shows that
over-shooting was not the cause of the depletion.
Then came, the deep snows and I did not go afield

again until spring, but could not find a single bird, and I
hunted through good cover. This was also the experi-
ence of others interested in this grand game bird. I
have it on good authority that farmers found many dead
quail under logs, brush piles and corn shocks when the
snow left. Last fall ('93) I was out eight times, driving
out from one to eight miles, through country on which
bags of twenty or thirty used to be common, and flushed
just three bevies. I shot three birds for my collection of
game birds and stopped, as I do not consider it right to
kill game when it is so scarce. These three I have
mounted.
As every one knows, quail feed almost exclusively on

the ground. If they would only take to the trees when
the snow is deep and feed on buds like the ruffed grouse,
they would easily survive any winter. I have found
quail in sumach trees feeding on the seeds, but these seeds
are so small and so few that I hardly think a bird could
get enough to keep it alive. We shall plant hemp seed
quite extensively in the spring, as it seems to be a good
feed, and grows to such a height and holds its seed so
long, that it would furnish a supply of food all winter.
On account of the detrimental effect the severe winters

have, I do not believe in a close season] extending over a
term of years, but rather in a short open season each year.

I am not very sanguine of having any fair quail shoot-
ing here this coming fall, for although the winter so far
has been very mild there are very few breeding birds left.
Many of the clubs near here have, or will get, birds from
the South to turn out in the spring. A. G. B.

Pennsylvania Small Game.
Auburn, Susq. Co., Pa.—Editor Forest and Stream:

But little game was killed in this locality during the shoot-
ing season. Fairly good squirrel shooting was had during
early September, but they soon left for the oak and chest-
nut ridges along the river. Rabbits were never so few,
not plenty enough to give the beagles needed exercise.
The ten-cent individual with ferret and sack was abroad
in the land, and the beagle and gun were hot in it.

The covers contained a goodly number of grouse, more
than for several years past, and they were abundantly able
to look out for themselves. Very few were killed. Most
of the shooting in this locality is done by tyros, who shoot
them while perched in trees. The last fall the birds were
too sharp to allow them such an advantage, seldom, tree-
ing. One piece of cover with which I am well acquainted
contained twenty birds. But three were killed. Other
cover is equally well stocked and with a favorable breeding
season there should be a good supply another fall.

I located several coveys of quail, something unusual for
this locality. One contained twelve birds, of which but
two were killed. I found them on a buckwheat stubble,
Jan. 27, and none were missing. So far the winter has
been very favorable for game. No low temperatures, and
to-day we are getting our first snow storm. Several fine
deer were killed in the wilds of Wyoming and Sullivan
counties, and bear were numerous.
Of foxes there is an abundance, and farmers have com-

plained bitterly of their depredations. In some neighbor-
hoods the turkey crop was an entire failure, and killed by
foxes. To dale very little driving has been done owing to
unfavorable weather conditions. New Years morning
several parties were out and all enjoyed good races. One
party with four dogs hunted some ridges along the middle
branch of the Meshoppen creek and started eight foxes,
two of which were killed and two more wounded aad run
to earth. With favorable weather, music will be 'heard
on the ridges in every direction. Bon Ami.

Rhode Island's Defective Law.
Providence, R. I., Feb. 16.—Editor Forest and Stream-

In your issue of Feb. 3 was a short piece signed "Tode,"
telling of what the State Game Protective Association
were going to do. I was with a friend of mine the first
of the month coming down street, where we passed a
market m which were exposed dead gray squirrels and
rabbits. We went over to Mr. Andrews, the president of
the association, and called his attention to the same. He
looked at the laws and said he could do nothing, as the
law did not prohibit selling, -as it only said kill or
destroy. He was also asked about killing game in close
time, and according to his statement the game wardens
were afraid to make arrests for fear that their barns
would be burnt. Here is one of the few notices that
appear m the daily papers to show how the laws are
enforced: "Ed Moon and W. G. Greene, of Allen.ton -

recently passed a day shooting in Exeter, during which
they bagged 3 coons, 7 rabbits and 10 squirrels."

rT1 . , , C. H. HORTON.
[President Andrews is right about the law; it does not

forbid possession of hares and squirrels in close time.
The New York law has the same defect with respect to
hares, but this will be remedied by the present Legis-

A Fox in Town.
Newabk, N. J.—While sitting in our office at work I

was astonished to have one of the yardmen rush in with
the announcement that there, was a fox in the lumber
yard. The yard is in a busy portion of Newark on the
Passaic River. I went out, and stooping down and look-
ing under a pile of spruce timber I saw what was un-
doubtedly the head of a fox. Rushing back to the office
I hastily loaded a couple of "Club" shells; and hurriedly
cramming them into my breachloader, ran back. The fox
had shifted his position, but after a short hunt was started
and a well directed shot laid him low. He proved to be ahandsome red fox; and now adorns the desk at which I
write. How is that, a wild fox hunt in a city of 200 000
inhabitants Edgar Bailey. 1

A Bit of Sport in Maryland.
It was late in the afternoon of a bright January day

when, as my host and myself were talking in the rear of
his comfortable farm dwelling, our ears were saluted by
four shots fired in such rapid succession as to indicate the
discharge of two double guns. Other shots followed at
short intervals, and our fears for the safety of a covey of
quail known to be in vicinity of the many reports decided
us to investigate the cause of so much shooting. As the
season for quail was over, and we were anxious to catch
red-handed any one who might be violating the law. we
advanced cautiously through a piece of woods to find just
at its edge an outfit consisting of a darky, two squirrel
dogs, and a pot-metal gun with dislocated plunger. At
the base of a tree within a circle of less than fifteen feet
lay six dead squirrels, fine and fat, all killed by this son
of Ham from a single oak. In response to a question from
Mr. W. as to what had occasioned so much shooting,
Sambo replied: "Reckon I done right smart lot of it;

'spect I fired about seventeen times."
"Is that all you had treed?" said W. quietly, as he

winked at me.
"No, Mr. Charles, one done got away, and 'nudder

jumped de dogs."
But even six squirrels out of one tree served to rouse

our sportsman's blood, so when the darky, doubtless with
an eye to future favors as well as to permission to gun in
Mr. Charles's woods, offered to show us some squirrels if

we would get our guns, we quickly closed with his offer.
Scarcely were we well in the woods before the barking of
the dogs called us to a tree where we found two fine grays,
one well in the top, the other lower down. My host, with
genuine Southern courtesy, insisted on my taking first
shot, which I did, easily killing the first one, but the
second proved a more difficult customer, and three shots
were necessary to bring him to bag. By the time we
were loaded and ready to proceed the darky announced
"he 'spect day got a couple treed down in the holler."
Such proved to be the case, and from that time the
fun was fast and hard on all the time. The sun had
already set, and the lengthening shadows proclaimed we
had not long to stay, but what time we did remain we
were "strictly in it." Notwithstanding that two badly
wounded squirrels managed to draw themselves into
hollow trees, and another fell dead in a nest, we had over
a dozen when we were compelled to desist on account of
darkness. Taking it all in all, we agreed in voting it the
liveliest half hour's sport with the squirrels that we have
had for many a day. Deacon H.

Massachusetts Game.
In their annual report the Commissioners of Fisheries

and Game say: "Ground game has been fairly plentiful
this year. It is scourged and decimated by increased
vermin. The low price of peltries decreases the number
of persons who trap for predatory animals, hence the
increase of creatures that are destructive both of the
game and the feathered product of the farms. For
several years we have with emphasis recommended the
payment of bounties for the destruction of these animals
and yearly the measures fail, as we believe, through
lack of appreciation both of the fact of the existence of
these animals in large numbers, and the damage and
mischief done by them. In the agricultural places of
the State, and even in proximity to our middle and west-
ern cities and large towns, and the towns and villages of
the Cape, these nocturnal marauders pursue their work
and increase their numbers with little disturbance or fear.
"Foxes, wildcats, skunks, weasels and other like vermin
are more plentiful than they were twenty years ago, not-
withstanding the increase of the population. Measures
for the abatement of these pests are necessary and we
renew again, earnestly, our recommendation of severel
preceding years that a law providing bounties be passed.
Such laws for the killing of destructive seals have been
in successful operation for several years in one or more
of the counties of the Commonwealth.

^

' 'The importation and successful acclimatization in other
States of several varieties of European grouse and pheas-
ants demonstrate the entire feasibility of stocking nearly,
if not all, New England with one or more varieties of
these birds. Private endeavor and enterprise in our own
State by public spirited and interested citizens have done
much toward replenishing our depleted covers with
native and foreign birds. The authorized expenditure by
the Commission of a small suki each year, especially in
co-operation with private effort, would be justifiable and
is advisable."

Louisiana Snipe and Quail.
Franklin, La.—Your correspondent met the other day

a thorough sportsman, Mr. Fred. A. Freres, of this place,
son of Sheriff A. G. Freres, who reports having had two
splendid days' shooting about Abbeville. Mr. Freres was
accompanied by Messrs. D. Berwick and G. Batterbee.
The combination bagged 34 snipe and quail, which I think
a very pretty hunt considering the days were warm and
sultry. They left this place for Abbeville Jan. 24 and
returned on the 26th. Mr. Freres is quite a lover of the
beagle and is now raising several which promise to be
very fine.

I managed to get a whack at the woodcock last week.
Considering the bad weather, a cm- dog and bad shooting,
I figured I done pretty well for three hours' sport, bagging
14, and ducks are still plentiful about Spanish Lake.
Mr. John Coon, of New Iberia, had a very pretty catch

of green trout (black bass) last Friday. Among them
were one of 51bs. 4oz. and one of 61bs. loz.

A. Cardona, Jr.

An Ohio Party in Texas.
Velasco, Tex., Feb. 3.—Messrs. and Mesdames John

and W. L. Gardener, C. H. Stewart and W. W. Graham
of Norwalk, O., left Velasco for home yesterday after
spending their second hunting holiday of several weeks
on the prairies along this coast. They had very nearly as
good luck as they enjoyed last winter on quail, mallard
and pintail ducks, jacksnipe and prairie chickens. Drs.
McGregor of Houston and J. M. Nash of Brenham came
down last week end got eleven deer in four days. John
Weemsand Ed. Sweeney of Columbia, Tex., have returned
from their annual bear hunt in the wild peach brakes on
the San Bernard River, ten miles from Velasco. They
brought back three bears weighing over 4001bs. each. The
Ohio sportsmen promise to return in the summer for tar-
pon fishing at the mouth of the Brazos, R. M. C.

Hunters' Luck.
Bloomingdale, N. Y.—During the season we engaged

in several deer hunts, the guides putting the hounds out
at the base of the chain of mountains connecting with
Whiteface and watchers being stationed at the rapids at
different points along the Saranac River. The photo-
graph I send you was taken at the conclusion of one of
these expeditions in which we secured two large does,
one of the party having wounded a third, a fine buck
that escaped after he had presented himself long enough
for the gentleman to empty a full magazine from a Win-
chester at him. The sportsman in question has been
extremely unlucky, as your readers will also think after
reading the following incident: On one of our hunts my
friend and I took our positions several rods apart in order
to cover the runway that crossed a highway; we had not
waited long before the hound was heard in a tamarack
swamp not far distant. We first thought that some dog
had routed out a fox, but our theory as to this proved
untrue, for a farm hand plowing near by came running
up the road and said two deer had just crossed below our
station, and asked my companion to loan him his rifle,

as he thought he could head them off, for they were not
coming toward us. Alas! the rifle was loaned, and no
sooner had our Worthy intruder disappeared from view
than the deer walked out from the woods near by and
there stood not over five rods from the "would-be"
hunter, who, seeing that he was in a direct line between
me and the deer, slowly sank to the ground, doubtless in
utter despair. The two deer kept on advancing until
they were actually within two rods of our prostrate
sp vrtsman. Buck fever evidently had complete possession
of me, for I fired and missed as fine a shot as one could
wish for. After a few bounds they were soon lost to
view; our feelings at the conclusion of this episode can
be better imagined than described. J. T. G.

An Association for New York City.

New York, Feb. 12.—Editor Forest and Stream: Your
editorial in last week's issue, setting: fnfth the fact of the
great necessity for a live game protective organisation ih
this city, strikes the tight chord. Why of all the cities,

towns and villages in this va«t country with their local
ame protective clubs, should this greatmarket and depot
e exempt (practically) as far as active organized and con-

certed protection is concerned? For seventeen years 1
have watched the gradual, but sure, disappearance of our
game birds, and have in a quiet way done my mite in
endeavoring to assist protection by printing the laws,
posting same in conspicuous places, and giving informa-
tion of the closed seasons through the local press in
various localities, but have reached the one conclusion
after long deliberation, and that is: The storage system
must go! Here within the past three weeks, having had
the Spaniel Club dinner to arrange for, no less than two
caterers out of the three that I visited offered me quail for
a February dinner, and intimated that they could give us
anything in spite of the season being closed. Now, It la

very patent to anybody that this is where the trouble
lies, and I think it would be well if your paper would
endeavor to enlist the interests of five New York sports-
men, and call a meeting for the proper organization of a
club with no axes to grind, and but the one aim in view,
viz., the protection of game, and you can rest assured
that there .will be a meeting, and good results will accrue
therefrom. A. ClintOxN Wilmerding,

About Loading Nitros.

Red Bank, N. J., Feb. 12.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I will answer the false impression which Mr. von Len-
gerke is trying to create in his attack on my instructions,
in telling American sportsmen in a plain, comprehensive
way how to avoid all possible danger with excessive
charges, by stating that the proof-house charge for 12 bore
guns, which any gun is required to withstand, is 40grs.
Walsrode, the recommended standard load 29grs., thus
leaving ample margin.

I consider it my duty to acquaint sportsmen desiring our
powder in bulk, with its nature in plain, every-day Eng-
lish, and every one acquainted with the subject will up-
hold me in this, and knows that I have stated the case
correctly.

The modern sportsman using nitros is not the 8-dram
fiend of years ago, and does not care the snap of his fingers
what overloads will do, as long as the recommended
standard loads are reliably safe and will do the work
required under any climatic conditions. O. Hesse.

Up in Alaska.
Sitka, Alaska, Jan. 21.—Having been a regular reader

of the Forest and Stream for over fifteen years, I find it

quite impossible to be without it now. There is very little
news to report now, as we are very much shut in with
the snow (waist deep), and at the present writing it is

snowing heavily, and the mercury very low. The ptarmi-
gan are very conspicuous by their absence this season in
and around Sitka, and it is difficult to account for their
scarcity. Large numbers were hatched last spring, but
they do not seem to have come out from the timber into
the lowland flats, as is their usual custom. Deer are very
plentiful. The harlequin and mallard ducks are wintering
in fairly good numbers and I am daily looking for the ar-
rival of the eiders. Qv M.

Four Bears in One Day With One Hand.
Warren, Pa.—There is very little game around here

this winter. Partridges were usually very plenty, but
there seem to be very few this winter. I have heard of
but few deer being killed and to my knowledge there has
not been any in the Warren markets this winter. Bears,
however, seem to be very numerous, seven or eight having
been killed within from fifteen to sixteen miles of here.
One killed on Farnsworth Creek weighed over 3251bs. and
was sold for $75. A few weeks ago four were killed in
one day on Morrison's Run, by a man with one hand.

W. Van O.

Devil's Lake Goose Country.
Last season I visited the goose country near Devil's

Lake, N, D., and had several days' good shooting among
geese, brant and ducks, no day getting big bags, but
ilenty for camp use and a few left over to send to friends.
Tot goose shooting Minnewaukan, N. D., will prove a rich
field for men who do not have to look too closely after
the dollars. l.
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A Georgia Quail Country.

Thomasville, Ga.—Editor Forest and Stream: Count
me one against the market-hunter, and when you get

through with him, then there is another man who is just

as bad, and I sometimes think worse, who wants looking

after badly, He does not go around with an "muzzle-

loader and yaller dog." On the contrary, he generally has

the finest of outfits, and is a good shot. He is the man
who kills 100 ducks in a day and boasts about it. But per-

haps we can educate him to better things without resort-

ing to the lawmakers, for I see you are calling attention

to the fact, and perhaps they can be shamed out of it.

There is a limit here on quail, but no one ever thinks of

stopping at twenty-five quail when they can kill that

number in half a day. Quail are so plenty here (and I

suppose all through the South) that it does not seem to

make much difference; but up North, where they are so

much more rare, it does make quite a difference. The
negroes here trap quail by the thousands; and everybody
hunts them, both natives and Yankees. Sometimes one
will see a dozen wagons full of men and dogs starting out

every morning from the hotel and other places; and yet it

does not seem to make any difference with the numbers,
for I often go out on the edge of town and find full, large

coveys of birds that seem to have never seen a dog or

man. By the way, fresh coveys never seem to hold to the

dog so well as they do after they have been shot into sev-

eral times, at least that is my experience. I have been in

places twelve or fourteen miles from town, where quail

were so plenty that one hardly needed a dog; in fact, they
would wait for the dogs, but would flush wild, and we
would have to put the dogs in the wagons and flush

them out of the broom sage the same as you do meadow
larks. Now, this may seem a little fishy, but I have got
the papers to show for it. I have no interests here, no axe
to grind, but as far as I know, this is one of the best quail

sections in the country, North or South; and the strangest

thing about it is (to me) that we generally find the birds

in the pine woods, feeding on the pine masts; and it is not
a bad place to shoot them, for the trees are so wide apart
here that one can get plenty of opportunity.

You can shoot in this locality as late as the 1st of April.

Another strange thing is, that birds of all kinds do not go
to breeding any sooner than they do in Illinois, in spite of

the fact that there is practically no winter at all, and it

would be warm enough for them any time of the year.
H. C. S.

Game in Iowa.

Matlock, Iowa, Feb. 11.—Considerable interest is being
manifested in the Legislature in regard to game protection,

and no doubt it will result in better laws. A bill by
Senator Baldwin makes the fish commissioner game war-
den and gives him authority to appoint a deputy in each
county of the State. The deputies are to receive no salary

but are given one-half of fines, the other half to go for the
support of the commission.
A bill by Senator Harper changes the open date on

ducks from Aug. 15 to Sept. 1.

Senator Funk has a bill extending the closed season on
fish (except salmon and trout) from April 1 to May 15.

These bills' have all been referred to the committee on fish

and game, and no doubt will be recommended for passage.

The only objection to Senator Baldwin's bill is that it

places a considerable burden upon the fish commissioner.
A deputy game warden in each county is the very thing
that is needed; all will receive the support of all true
sportsmen.
Rabbits have been very plentiful this winter, perhaps

more so than ever before. The country is full of chickens',

most of which have migrated hither from Minnesota and
Dakota. Thousands of chickens and quail have been
trapped along the Missouri and Big Sioux rivers in this

State and South Dakota this winter, most of them shipped
to Sioux City, Chicago, and some to Minneapolis. An
effort is being made to stop it at this time; the gun clubs

of Iowa and South Dakota are the prime factors in this

movement. Quail" are increasing largely every year. I

know of eight large coveys that are wintering within a
mile of here, and according to reports they are as thick in

other parts of the State. If they are protected we will

have fine quail shooting here in a couple more years. The
winter has been very severe here, but game of all kinds is

doing well. P. C, Bishop.

Notes from a Washington Ranch.

Silverdale, Wash., Feb. 6.—I brought a pair of quail

here from Nebraska, and have made a large pen for them
and keep them confined. I am going to try to raise a
covey for stocking this vicinity. The change of climate

does not seem to affect them in the least, and they seem
to be in first-class condition after a month in this State.

I also brought a pair of opossums from Washington,
D. C., and have liberated them on the ranch. I have
seen nothing of them since.

Ducks and other aquatic birds are very plentiful, and
there is comparatively little shooting done on this bay

—

Port Washington—so they are not very hard to get

within range of. Pheasants and grouse are numerous
and. are beginning to leave the thickets and mate, I have
started fourteen deer since I have been here, just in walk-
ing through the timber from one place to another. These
were from a quarter mile to two miles from my house. A
large cougar has been seen in the neighborhood several

times within the last two weeks, but no one has had a
shot at him yet.

There are three trout streams emptying into the bay,

and all are full of fish from 16in. down. The Indians get

them at all times and pay no attention to game laws.

The Olympic Mountains are only about twenty miles
away, and there are plenty of elk and deer all through
them.
Forest and Stream comes as regular as clock work,

and is the most welcome visitor that calls at our ranch.
El Cojiajstcho.

Wild Turkeys on Dutch Mountain.

Towanda, Pa.—Dove Brown, a noted deer and bear
hunter, reports seeing wild turkey tracks on Dutch
Mountain, 30 miles from. here. These are the first signs

of turkeys in this vicinity for many years. Other parties

report seeing the tracks, but none have seen the turkeys
as far as I can learn. It seems too good to be true.

There is plenty of territory for them and lots of food,

and if they could be let alone for a few years we might
have good turkey hunting. Ritt.

Information About Quail Stocking.

Saginaw, Mich., Feb. 14.—Editor Forest and Stream:

We are talking about getting a lot of live quail for stock-

ing purposes and distributing them in good localities

around Saginaw. Will some of your correspondents

kindly give us the benefit of their experience in this direc-

tion? What localities would furnish quail best adapted to

this region, when should they be ordered and at what time

should they be liberated? And in putting them out, how
should they be distributed—in pairs or several in one
place? I am anxious to have the experience of my brother

sportsmen in this matter as a guide, and have no doubt

tba.t some of them will let me know about this without

delay. W. B. Mershon.

Geese Flying North.

Nebraska, Feb. 10.—We have been having regular

spring weather, and everything bids fair for a good game
crop. Geese have been passing north for the past week.

Diamond Walt.

Central Lake, Mich., Feb. 15—It is credibly reported

that on Monday and Tuesday of last week flocks of wild

geese were seen passing over Kalkaska and Mancelona,

on the G. R. & I. R. R. They were going north, probably

to the Straits of Mackinaw. Kelpie.

Attractions of the "Land of the Sky" and
Florida Beautifully Shown.

"The Land of the Sky," as the Piedmont region of western North
Carolina has been fittingly named, is the title given to an exceedingly

well-written handbook, and presented with the compliments of the

Richmond & Danville Railroad, the only railroad which reaches this

enchanted country, where nature has bestowed with lavish hand her

choicest gems, where health and climate are in accord, and the eye
turns from one ravishing scene to another still more attractive.

There is but one way to reach this "Land of the Sky," and that is by
the Richmond & Danville Railroad on the Washington & Southwestern
Vestibuled Limited train, operated by this road in connection with the

Pennsylvania R. R.. between New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Washington, Atlanta, Montgomery, Birmingham, Memphis and New
Orleans, conveys its passengers there in comfort and safety. This

train, composed entirely of Pullmans, including buffet and dining cars,

is one of the masterpieces of railroad construction and operation. It

leaves New York daily at 4 P. M., arriving at Asheville in time for

dinner for next day, just twenty-four hours out, and New Orleans in

thirty-nine hours.

New Florida Short Line.

Another beautiful illustrated book entitled "Snowball and Oranges,"
written by Helen K. Ingram, describing the New Short Line to Florida,

attractions en route, facilities of the 28-hour flyer between New York
and Jacksonville. Copies of this handsome illustrated handbook,
giving full particulars of the Southern resorts, can be had upon
personal application or by letter addressed to Alex. S. Thweatt,
Eastern Passenger Agent of the Richmond & Danville System, 229

Broadway, New York, or to Mr. W. A. Turk, General Passenger
Agent, Washington, D. C—Adv.

m &t[d ^ivqr fishing.

ANGLING NOTES.

Tell It Not in Albion.

Last November a London editor wrote me that he was
coming to this country in January to remain until the first

of April, and wished to know if during his stay he could

find fishing of any kind. He was willing to go from
Maine to California for the fishing if it was to be obtained.

I suggested tarpon fishing in Florida, and told him about
the fish and the fishing, and he then asked about the

tackle and if he should bring it with him or get it in this

country. I advised that he get it here, where a specialty

is made of tackle for the big silver herring. When the

gentleman arrived early in January, I directed him to a
tackle dealer in New York city, one of the advertisers in

Forest and Stream, where he procured an outfit. Of
this he said:

"I am, I think, now fairly fixed for Florida. Mr. Blank
has supplied me with tackle, all of which will be useful

again. The tarpon rod for Mahseer fishing in India. His
reels are splendid, and his tackle cheap by comparison
with a similar house on our side."

This was rather surprising, in view of statements that

we read in the newspapers made by our statesmen—or

should I say politicians?—and I wished to know more
about the matter, and more specific information came to

me when the gentleman reached Quebec, where he went
to attend the carnival before he turned his face to Tampa
and Charlotte Harbor. He wrote:

"I shall certainly come over to America in trout fishing

season. There is a fine show of them here from a neigh-

boring lake. I thought our Kentish Stour trout, which
run up to 8-Jr and 91bs. , were large, but those here scale

lOlbs. Much of the tackle I got of our friend in New York
will be useful at home. Many of his goods are much
cheaper than ours. For $115 I got from him what would
most certainly have cost $150 at Blank's in London."

Smelt Eggs.

A correspondent asks: "Can you give me the address

of any one of whom I can get the eggs of the fresh-water
smelt, and the probable cost per thousand; eggs to be
fertile, of course, and to be packed in good condition?"

I cannot give the address asked for, and if I could give

the address of a person who would furnish the eggs the
correspondent would not thank me after he had seen the
eggs, for however well they might be packed he could go
into court and swear they were not in good condition, as

they are the most difficult of all fish eggs to handle.

Mr. Charles G. Atkins has taken the eggs of the fresh-

water smelt and hatched them, but I believe it was only
in an experimental way. The late Prof. H. J. Rice hatched
the salt-water smelt in New Jersey, and Mr. Geo. Ricardo
also, but Mr. Fred Mather, Superintendent of the New
York Fish Commission, has hatched more smelt artificially

than any of our fishculturists, as he turns out millions

annually at the Cold Spring Harbor station on Long
Island, but they, too, are smelt that run up the streams
from salt water. Mr. Mather says that he hatches only
from forty to fifty per cent, of the eggs taken, although
in one instance he hatched as high as sixty per cent. The
eggs develop fungus very rapidly, and as they form in

bunches they soon seem to be a rotten, utterly worthless
mass, but from these bunches of fungused eggs come such
smelt as are hatched. The only shipment of smelt eggs-

that I have noticed is one that Mi. Mather made to Mr.

Fred Clark, Superintendent of the IT. S. Fish Commission
Station at Northville, Mich. Mr. Clark said before the
American Fisheries Society that he found the eggs just as

bad as Mr. Mather said they would be, but by digging into

them he got fifteen ortwenty per cent of good eggs. I am
inerror, Mr. Mather did make another shipment of eggs
to Saranac Lake, N. Y., but I do not know how they
turned out. I have noticed also in the last report of the

U. S. Fish Commission, 1889-91, that some smelt fry, 10,-

000, were planted in the Potomac River.

On Long Island the smelt "run" the last of February.

In New Hampshire the fresh-water smelt run about the

first of May, and if it is desired to stock new waters with
smelt the better way would be to stock with the adult

fish rather than attempt to procure the eggs and hatch
them. I presume that Charles Dayis, New London, New
Hampshire, would undertake to catch smelt for stocking.

The cans containing the fish would require an attendant
during transportation, as the water must be kept cold to

insure success.
Dry Fly-Fishing.

The Edinburgh Review for January contains an excellent

article of twenty pages upon "The Progress of Angling."
One portion-of the article is prophetic and abounds in so

much that must appeal to every high-class angler in this

country that I quote it: "In the south of England dry
fly-fishing has been within the last fifteen or twenty years,

in some senses, almost created; at any rate, has vastly

increased, and its followers have reduced fly-fishing to a
fine art. * * * It is only a question of time when it

will be more extensively practiced in the North, and it

is equally certain that it will eventually spread to America
and New Zealand, where trout fishing is now becoming a
recognized pastime.
"When trout become shy in clear and comparatively

smooth water, dry fly-fishing is the only means of taking

them with a fly. With the increase of anglers it is im-
possible to prevent an increase in the waxiness of the fish.

There is nothing, indeed, which is more clearly estab-

lished than the ease with which trout may be taken when
unaccustomed to artificial hues as compared with the
difficulties of their capture in a stream along which the

angler, week by week, day by day, wends his way.
Hence the very popularity of fly-fishing renders it every
year a more skillful pastime, if success is to attend the

efforts of the angler.

"It is certain that no more delicate and skillful method
of capturing a created thing, no more difficult exercise,

if we regard it in comparison with other physical pur-

suits, has ever existed than that of dry fly fishing. It is

not only the nicety of the operation at the time of casting

a single fly so that it alights—whatever may be the diffi-

culties of place or wind—in a particular spot with com-
plete certainty, and proceeds to float down over a rising

trout absolutely imitative of the living insect, with wings
erect and natural motion, but there is also the beautiful

perfection with which the insect is imitated by the fly-

dresser, and the slightness of the tackle to which it is

attached. Lastly, there is the skill which is required to

land a fish of some size on such slight tackle."

Canadian Salmon.

My friend John Mowat, the veteran salmon fisherman,
writes me from Campbellton, N. B., under date of Feb. 5,

about various matters pertaining to salmon and salmon
fishing in Canada :

''We were very successful at the St.

John and Restigouche hatcheries last fall, obtaining nearly
3,000,000 of ova, all Atlantic salmon and now all eyed.
We proved last fall that Atlantic salmon will thrive in

fresh water entirely debarred from the sea, having caught
them of l^lbs. the second year. They take the fly beauti-

fully, never ceasing their leaps until exhausted. They
have handsome red meat and shine like silver in Septem-
ber. Whether or not they will breed in the lake has yet
to be determined, but a couple of years will solve that
problem. Years ago in a lake at Tadousac, near the
hatcheries, I caught six salmon that had not been to salt

water. I found that the care taken in cleaning up the
hatchery would have a few salmon fry left, and it was
his habit to carry them up into the lake. What I got
came over the dam in a fresh, and made their way down
to the pond among the confined parent fish. They had
been seen on their voyage down and one had been killed

in a small stream. Those that I got weighed, some 6,

some 81bs. , and were in first-class condition and fine eat-

ing, but not so fat as a spring salmon. I opened them,
but could not detect signs of milt or ova, and it was pure
guess work to determine the sex, the best guide being
length of head. I judged them to be four or five years
old, but the man at the hatchery had put fry into the
lake for eight years previous.
"Lotsofsnowhereand very cold; the lack of it last year

hurt our lower angling pools on the salmon rivers, but it

will give plenty of water the coming summer."

Salmon in the Second Year.

It will be observed that Mr. Mowat speaks of salmon of

"one and one-half pounds in the second year." This is

not the first time that I have had my attention called to

what I consider the remarkable growth of young salmon
in Canadian waters, compared with the same fish of same
age in the waters of New York. For instance, I planted
some salmon fry on May 31 in a stream that never before

under any circumstances contained this species of fish.

Say that they were three months old at the time, which
would make the date of their birth the latter part of Feb-
ruary. In October of the next year, at which time the

salmon were eighteen months old, I caught, at the request
of the late Prof. Baird, half a dozen or such a matter of

the fish, and they were sent to Washington and are now
catalogued in the Smithsonian Institution and can be pro-

duced. I think none of them were over eight inches long,

and the largest one may have weighed a little over two
ounces. The brook was fairly swarming with the baby
salmon and so far as I could observe none had left the

stream to go to sea. I caught these with a fly, and at

every catch half a dozen or more salmon would rise to the

lure. Some showed the parr marks plainly, but one
bright-colored smolt with sea livery on gave milt into my
hand as I was taking him from the hook. I concluded
that some would go to sea that winter and that others

would not go down to sea until the foliowing spring, when
they were fully two years old. In fact, all the smolt that
have been caught in the river on their way to sea, so far

as reported, have been caught in the spring. I observed
the same thing in another brook, that is, that the young
salmon had not left the stream in the fall of the second
year after planting the fry, and this brook, too, had no
salmon in or near it until I planted it. This is quite

|
different from the habits of the salmon in Europe.
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Two years ago the Fishing Gazette, London, contained
a supplement showing salmon from the egg ready to
hatch, one day old, two months old, and so on to twelve
months old, when the fish had reached the smolt stage
and put on a silver coat over its parr marks and was
ready to go to sea. Mr. Andrew Young was quoted as
follows: "The last figure is that of a smolt or salmon fry
one year old. * * The young fish, 'clean as a smelt,'
has assumed its migratory coat. * * The length of the
specimen here represented was 5£in. * * They are
fully prepared to leave the streams of their nativity for
the trackless ocean. * * We have various accounts of
their size at this age. Some make the smolts in general
Sin. long; some allege to have seen them 10in., while
others have ventured even as high as 14in."
Even in England there seems to have been a question as

to when or at what age the salmon becomes a smolt and
goes to sea, judging by what Mr. Young says further:
"On the contrary, the experiments of Mr. Shaw were

made with ova and fry taken from the waters of the river
Nith and removed to experimental basins of .pure spring
water. .* * * His ' converted parr,' as he designates
it, or smolt, being two years old, while ours is only one.
At two years his smolt measures about Gin. in length;
ours at the age of one year measures 5J,-in. , and at the
age of two years will be most probably a well conditioned
salmon weighing from 9 to 141bs. * * * At this age
of eighteen months Mr. Shaw's engraved specimen is

about 5iin. long. * * * It could barely weigh 6oz.
* * * A great error exists somewhere."
Sure enough, a great error exists somewhere. The size

of young salmon is no sure guide, for yearlings on Long
Island have been taken 7in. long, while yearlings from
the upper Hudson measure but 5in. As to a 5^-in. salmon
weighing "barely 6oz.," it would not weigh 2oz. A brook
trout in good condition and aim. long, excluding the tail,

or a trout which by measuring the tail would just about
save a man from breaking the 6in. trout law, weighs
lioz. Salmon weighing lib. and 14Jbs. have been taken
in the lower Hudson in September, and were supposed to
be about 18 months old, but are they not older? Who will
tell? One thing I do know and that is that some salmon
are in the brooks where planted, 7a to 100 miles above
tidewater, when they are 18 months old.

A. N. Cheney.

BOSTON AND MAINE
February Trout Fishing in Maine.

Hardly does one close season on game and fish begin
when another opens. The legal close season on trout,
togue and landlocded salmon in Maine is ostensibly from
Oct. 1 to May 1, but there is a provision to the law that
has caused a good deal of discussion. It reads: "Pro-
vided, however, during February, March and April citi-
zens of the State may fish for and take trout, togue and
landlocked salmon, and convey the same to their own
homes, but not otherwise." This provision makes the
open season in that State begin on Feb. 1, though it does
not apply to all lakes and ponds. But it opens ice fishing
in a way that is not agreeable to those most interested in
the fisheries of the State. It would seem to apply only
to citizens of the State, but the law is easily got over. I
know of two or three parties that go every year for ice
fishing for trout into the State of Maine in February and
March. They are mainly citizens of Massachusetts, but
are interested in clubs and club houses in Maine. They
employ Maine guides and help at their camps, and the
fish taken are generally taken to their camps to be used
there. Maine guides cut the holes and bait the hooks, if

the Massachusetts sportsmen desire them to do so. But
the fishing is run entirely in the interest of the Massachu-
setts sportsmen and they calculate to get all the fun out
of it. A Boston salesman who came through from Lewis-
ton, Me., on Saturday mentions a fine string of fish he
saw at the latter city. The fish came from Cobbosseecon-
tee Lake. Among the rest was one trout that weighed
31bs., with a number of white perch and pickerel.

Some Maine Personals.

It seems that Capt. Fred. O. Barker, so well known at
the Rangeley Lakes, and mentioned in the Forest and
Stream last week as on his way to New York and Florida,
has gone to California, after all. He will doubtless be
back to Maine in season for the earliest fishermen at
Bemis and the Birches, on Lake Mooselucmaguntic. I
understand that Mr. Rowell, also well known as a steam-
boat man on the Rangeley Lakes, has built a new hull for
Dr. Haven's steamer the past winter, and that he will
have it all ready to launch when the ice goes out in the
spring. News also comes from the same source that
J. Parker Whitney, the writer of those charming
letters in the Forest and Stream on salmon fishing
in saltwater, etc., will occupy his beautiful camps at
Mosquito Brook, Richardson Lake, this summer. Mr.
Whitney spent the greater part of last year on the Pacific
coast, and it was the first season for many years that he
has not been at his Maine camps, at least a part of the
time. It is also understood that Mr. S. Betton, of Phila-
delphia, will occupy his splendid camps at Upper Dam
this year. Mr. Betton's only son died at those camps a
year ago last fall, and it was then understood that the
father never wished to visit the scene of so great an afflic-
tion again. But the old loves are strong; Mr. Betton has
been a regular visitor to his camps for over thirty years till
last year. That these two men are coming back will be
good news to the people of Andover, Me. Mr. Betton owns
a handsome house there,|>nd Mr. Whitney is one of the
most liberal employers of Andover guides. Mi-. Milton
Cutting has worked for him regularly every season till
last year for nearly forty years. Special.

Bass in Northern Minnesota.
West Dtjltjth, Minn.—I believe northern Minnesota

offers the best bass fishing of any locality in the country,
and I would be happy to see any true lovers of the pisca-
torial art from the effete East come among us. Can
promise them lots of sport, and if they so desire, take them
to lakes rarely visited by white men. I am not a guide
but an ardent fisherman.

'

I still continue to look upon Forest and Stream as the
best sportsman's journal, and could not do without it. I
have copies of it saved since 1878 and for the past four
years have kept complete files. They are invaluable as
reference books. t,

Bass Taken Through the Ice.

Auburn, Pa.—Editor Forest and Stream: Tee fishing
for pickerel was diligently followed through January and
with remarkable success. From the time the ice first

formed to Jan. 20, all who went fishing got fish in abun-
dance; and the fish taken averaged exceptionally large.
One party took six from White's Pond weighing Sollbs.
The largest weighed 5 J. On Jan. 20 the fish ceased biting
and all attempts since proved failures. All who regard
the future supply were glad when they ceased biting.
Another ten days of such slaughter would have stripped
the ponds bare. At the close of the month the fish were
distended with spawn, and it was a shame to destroy
them.

It was claimed by those who advocated the change in
the law allowing ice fishing for pickerel that bass never
took the hook in winter. The argument has been dis-

proved by the taking of large numbers of bass by pickerel
fishermen at Lake Carey; and not even a protest has been
entered against such illegal taking. Lake Carey is a
popular summer resort, and many are drawn there by
the fishing, and self-interest should prompt the hotel
people to frown down all violations -of law. Bon Ami.

A History of Scandinavian Fishes
First published in 1836, with colored plates, by W. von
Wright, is soon to be reissued by Sampson Low, Marston
& Co. The new edition will be prepared by Prof. F. A.
Smitt, now director of the Zoological Museum at Stock-
holm. He has studied the Arctic fishes collected by the
"Vega and other exploring parties, and will prohably
include these and other fishes of high latitudes with the
Scandinavian species. The new work will be about four
times as large as the first edition, embracing about 220
kinds of fishes. Prof. Smitt's folio work on the Salmonidai
of the Riks Museum, a work involving prodigious patience,
but unfortunately serving no very useful purpose, has,
however, the best illustrations known of the salbling and
some other famous species of the Sabnonidce. It is to be
expected that the colored plates of Scandinavian fishes
will reach the highest standard of excellence.

Bass in a Well.

Warren, Pa.—Some time last June an old mill race
here went dry and great numbers of small fish were left
in the shallow pools. I caught a couple of dozen of sun-
fish and small black bass, which I took home and put in
the conductor hole of our well. The hole is tightly closed
with boards and is very dark. The fish have had no light
and nothing to eat, but what they got themselves. To-day
when I opened the hole they were as lively as ever, play-
fully chasing each other around. They have also in-
creased greatly in size. They appear to be very hardy.

W. Van O.

Percy Summer Club.

Will the correspondent who sent us some notes on this
club kindly supply his address that we may communicate
with him?

^mh^ttltme mtd «gwh §rokqHoth

Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association.
In the annual report, prepared by Secretary Sellers, the

Executive Committee say:
For submitting a report of its proceedings during the year

1893, your committee desires to congratulate the Association
upon the large amount of work it has been able to perform,
the constant accessions to the. membership, and further, upon
the substantial condition of the finances of the Association,
as well as the generally healthful condition, in which it
enters upon the twelfth year of its existence, giving conclu-
sive evidence of the salutary results, following energetic and
well directed effort, in a cause which is gradually, but most
surely becoming recognized as a public benefaction. As
the primary purposes of the Association are wrell known, it
is doubtless unnecessary to state, that a year in which the
sessions of the State Legislature are held, must be one of
great moment and marked activity. The enactment of
restrictive laws for the better protection of fish, and the
necessary vigilance to protest against measures detrimental
to their preservation, are actions which become obligatory on
the part of the Association.
Never was this more clearly exemplified than during the

past year, when the very existence of the Pennsylvania^State
Fish Commission was threatened, by the passage of a meas-
ure legalizing eel baskets in the rivers and streams of this
commonwealth.
As stated by the chairman of your committee, it was owin°-

to the abolition of these illegal devices, that the annual
valuation of the catch of sbad in the Delaware River, had
risen from $81,600 in 1882, to over half a mil lion dollars in 1892.
In accordance with the expressed sentiment of the Associa-
tion, your committee strongly opposed this measure
adopted and forwarded resolutions to the Legislature urging
its defeat, and on Feb. 3, in special session, authorized a.

committee to proceed to Harrisburg to oppose its passage
but all the efforts of the Association proved unavailing!
until finally, a resolution strenuously praying upon Governor
Robt. E. Pattison to veto the measure was forwarded by your
committee.
That this action evoked favorable consideration, is. assured

in the fact that the bill failed to secure his approval, there-
fore did not become a law, and it is most gratifying to record
it, not only to the Association, the State Fish Commission
but to every individual actuated with a spirit of public &ood'.
Having learned of the commendable action of the Legisla-

ture in appointing a standing committee on fish and game,
one of the first duties of your committee was the appoint-
ment of thesub committee on propagation and distribution of
Fish, to co-operate with the State Commissiouers, in bringing
such influence to bear upon the committee of the Legislature
as would aid in the protection of fish and game in this com-
monwealth.
This committee immediately placed themselves in com-

munication with Hon. Joseph G. West, chairman of the
fish and game commission and tendered their assistance to
the State Commission in behalf of any measures sought to
be enacted or approved by them.
Stimulated by the action of the Legislature in appointing

this committee, with its consequent indication of encourag^
ing results, your committee next directed its attention to
the growiog necessity for the passage of a law to prevent the
catching of brook trout for barter and sale in this State A
special law of this character had been in force in the coun-
ties of Potter, Lycoming, Tioga, Clinton and Sullivan since
1870.

As the necessity for its general application had been ur°-ed
upon the Association, your committee accordingly deemed it

advisable to frame a bill to that effect, embodying a protec-
tive limit of 6iu.. which was undertaken and presented to
the Legislature.
While the work of your committee has been characterized

by earnest endeavor in the form of petitions, seeking legisla-
tive consideration upon measures calculated to further the
fishing interests of the State, with the necessity and import-
ance, for their enactment, it is to be regretted, that notwith-
standing the persistent effort in supplementing the aims
and wishes of the State Fish Commission in this direction,
much desirable legislation failed of passage.
Prominent among this was the bill in regard to polluting

the streams of the commonwealth with culm, coal washings,
acids and tannery refuse. It is a fact worthy of record that
the State Commission has labored faithfully for years to
secure the passage of such a measure without success, and it
is not improbable to affirm that the. large invested interests
involved exert a powerful influence in its consideration.
The destructive effect of this pollution upon fish life in our

streams is an abuse not conducive iu furthering the effi-
ciency of our State board, and the necessity for its immediate
correction is clearly demonstrated in the fact that the Asso-
ciation is in constant receipt of protests concerning it from
all sections. It is therefore earnestly hoped this continual
agitation will ultimately bring about the needed reforma-
tion.
Other equally important measures, which were separately

considered and acted upon by your committee in this connec-
tion, were the subjects of fishiug in trout streams for such
other varieties of fish as may inhabit these waters after the
close of the season as fixed bylaw; the unlawful taking of
trout under size; the excessive weight of trout taken and the
possible adoption of means by which this evil could be lim-
ited.
Actuated by a desire to have the law of Pennsylvania con-

form in some degree with that of adjacent States.'and as such
would work no possible detriment to the fishery interest, the
extension of the open season for taking brook trout in this
State to Aug. 1 was also recommended.
The fact that a bill has been introduced to the Legislature

authorizing the erection of a dam in the Delaware River in
the vicinity of Easton, a similar bill having passed the Legis-
lature of the State of New Jersey, the sentiment of the Asso-
ciation earnestly condemning the provisior of this act was
forwarded to the Legislature in the form of a resolution,
drafted by a special committee appointed for that purpose.
This action of the Association was given publicity through
the agency of the press, and in conjunction with the efforts
of the State Fish Commissioners, the vital importance for its
defeat made apparent, which combined influence happily
effected the desired result.
Through the continued and increasing efficiency of the

State Board of Fish Commissioners, your committee"is grati-
fied in being able to record the complete cleaning out of fish
baskets, weirs and other illegal devices in the Delaware
River, the North Branch of the Susquehanna, a large por-
tion of the Juniata and other streams in the interior "of the
State. This commendable work is being carried cm with un-
abated vigor along the lower Susquehanna River.
This brief summary can give no measurable idea of the hard

and persistent effort by which it lias been brought about, the
strongest opposition being encountered, and many fines im-
posed. The gratifying announcement therefore follows that
the Association has been largely instrumental in bringing
about the improved condition of our streams. In the work
of restocking much has been accomplished; large numbers of
brook trout, brown trout and hybrids have, through the
efforts of the Association, been placed in the streams in the
eastern part of the. State, Through the agency of the State
Fish Commission, a considerable number of black, rock and
white bass were deposited in the Schuylkill, lower Susque-
hanna and tributaries, as well as some (5,000 yellow perch in
the streams of Philadelphia, Chester, Lancaster and Delaware
counties.
The distribution of trout fry for the year 1893 reached the

enormous total of 3,400,000 fish with the facilities at, com-
mand; this extraordinary result has told largely and advan-
tageously upon the efficiency of the State Fish Commissions,
as evinced in the corresponding increase in the demand for
applications, which has largely engaged the attention of
your committee as in former years.
Most encouraging reports have been received of the plant-

ing of wall-eyed pike in the Delaware River, giving positive
assurance of the success of their introduction in those waters.
Your committee is able to report with much satisfaction
that the influence of the Association has been felt in stimu-
lating the. steady increase of organizations of kindred char-
acter throughout the State. In view of the importance of
united action in behalf of the enforcement of our fishery
laws, special attention has been given this subject with en-
couraging results, letters expressing assurance of co-opera-
tion in this respect having been received from the Game and
Fish League of Williamsport, the Clinton County Game and
Fish Protective Society and others.

A well attended meeting of the Pennsylvania Fish Pro-
tective Association was held on Saturday evening, Feb. 10,
at the rooms, 1020 Arch street, Philadelphia. Mr. H. O.
Wilbur, upon assuming the duties of president, addressed
the meeting as follows:
Gentlemen of the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Asso-
ciation—Before assuming the duties of the office of president,
to which you have almost unanimously elected me, I wish to
thank you most cordially and earnestly for the honor con-
ferred, and say I cheerfully accept, and promise to do all I
can to promote the interests of your organization.
Gladly would I make a nice speech to you if I could, but I

am a silent man, having learned from long experience as a
fisherman that the successful angier is he who is most quiet,
and after learning the waters casts his line so scientifically
and carefully as to avoid all snags and reach the best fish.
Now, as we are all anglers, let us resolve to do some good

work this year by quietly watching every opportunity and
casting our lines most judiciously and effectively.
Let us fish for men good and true, for we need such to

increase our membership and assist in our work. For these
we must wisely and carefully cast a lure in the form of a
seductive fly or__wholesome bait—proudly tell them of the.
good we are doing, of the blessings to come upon future
generations. If this lure does not win them try the bait-
speak of our grand banquets, with feast of reason and flow
of soul.
Let us fish for men who disregard the laws of God and

man, they who use every appliance from spear to dynamite
to fill their basket. For these I recommend the strong grap-
nel hook of the law, and nothing else will hold them. JS'o
bait required.
Let us fish for the men, too, who make our laws, for we

need their services to help overthrow the fish hog and the
law breaker. For these I recommend the greatest quiet and
the finest of tackle. It is better to have a delicate Hue of
silver and a hook of gold—no flies needed here, for most legis-
lative bodies are too wise to jump at any such lures.
Now, gentlemen, this is but a portion of our work. With

a very excellent executive board, as well' as sub-committees,
I feel, by working hand in hand, we shall be able to carry on
and perhaps enlarge the work so nobly begun and continued
up to the present time by this Association.
Many of you understand much better than I how many

waters are depleted and how sladly they need replanting and
protecting.
We should disseminate literature which will educate the

ignorant on this point, teaching them that we are their
friends and our work is for their ultimate gain and pleasure,
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and every fish taken out. of season (so often full of ripespawn)
is lessening the future supply by thousands.
Again, we must not lose sight of the salt-water fishing

although the net fishermen would have us believe, and in

fact try to prove by wonderful statistics, that their methods
do not destroy or lessen the supply of food fish. We all know
by sad experience that fish can ho longer be caught where
once they were plentiful, and all along our coasts the same
cry is heard. I have taken pains to inquire wherever I have
been, from the Carolinas to New Foundland, and the same
cry comes to me, "We must go farther and work harder."
"The end is not yet," but. will soon come unless some

measures are taken very soon to stop the despoilers. It is our
privilege, and I may say duty, to aid in this grand work.
Our Association has already made a name for itself, and we
wield a power for good second to no other similar organization.
The work is unselfish, beneficent, glorious. Let us go on

with renewed vigor, and our children and children's children
will bless the memory of every member of the Pennsylvania
Fish Protective Association.

Measures were adopted to give wide distribution to anotice
containing information that blank applications for brook
trout, bass and other fish could be procured upon application
to the Association.
The destructive methods of the menhaden interests were

again discussed. Preliminary action was taken for the crea-
tion of a Board of Trustees to take charge of the permanent
fund of the Association. M. Gf. Sellers, Sec'y.

jLook out for the Carr when the Bell Rings.
* Syracuse, N. Y, Feb. 17.—Editor Forest and Strcam:

Onondaga Lake, in portion within the limits of the city
of Syracuse, is about six miles in length, and three quarter
mile in width, and is reached by electric cars witbin twenty
minutes, and contains bass, pike, pickerel, perch and other
fish. Prior to the enactment of the present game laws, the
use of nets in this lake had despoiled it of nearly all desirable
fish. From the absolute necessity of protecting this lake
and other waters, came the organization of the 'Anglers'
Association of Onondaga," that since 1890 has by its own
paid detective, with occasional assistance from the State, so
materially guarded this lake that I can send you as a fact,

the catch last Thursday of three pickerel through the ice in
this lake weighing respectively 13%, 11% and 7%lbs., also
nearly a bushel of perch from >^lb. to l%lbs. They were all

taken with hook and line, and I am pleased to say the largest
pickerel was caught by a member of the Anglers' Associa-
tion. Now, you who read this can have plenty of fish in
waters near you if you will protect them; you should do this
for your friends and the public as well as yourself ; and can
do so if you will; and you must if you want fish.

Netters care nothing for you nor the public. They want
fish for what they will bring in market, and they want them
all just as soon as they can get them in any way.
Have a bell hung at the crossing and tell these netters there

is a "Carr" coming. Syracuse.

A Great Satisfaction.

Rouse's Point, N. Y, Feb. 10.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Is it not a great satisfaction to be able to clip no"W
and then from the local papers an item such as this: "Game
Protector Charles Barber made a trip along Lake Ghamplain
last week and confiscated 31 nets between Whitehall and
Addison Junction, and released over six tons of fish. Siuce
Oct. 1 be has destroyed over 50 nets in the lake, the value of
which is nearly $400." W,

NEW YORK GAME AND FISH BILLS.
[Prom Our Special Albany Correspondent.}

Albany, Fob. 17.—Following is a summary of the game and fish
bills introduced:

ASSEMBLY.

No. 14. By Mr. Thornton.—Amends Sec. 115 by mating lawful size
of mesh of nets lMin. instead of lj^in.

No. 15. By Mr. Thornton.—Adds to Sec. 139: "Between June first
and September first, sturgeon may be also taken in the waters of the
Hudson rivgr with sturgeon nets of meshes not less than seven inches."
No. 38. By Mr. Thornton.—Amends See. 70 by substituting "first of

May" for "first of March" as beginning of wildfowl close season.
No. 48. By Mr. Horton.—Amends Sec. 103 by providing that "it

shall be lawful to fish for bull-heads, eels, suckers, catfish, pickerel
and pike, with spear, in the bays and streams of Wayne county which
empty into Lake Ontario.
No. 85. By Mr. Ryder.—Amends Sec. 136 by providing as to shad

nets that "in the Hudson river below the northern boundary line of
Westchester county said nets may be allowed in the river from sunset
Saturday until sunrise on the following Monday."
No. 94. By Mr. Messiter.—To authorize towns to purchase or to

seize by eminent domain private fish ponds. (See Forest and Stream
of Feb. 17.)

No. 116. By Mr. Ryder.—Amends Sec. 141 by adding "also in Croton
Lake and its tributaries in Westchester county, set lines may be used."
No. 191. By Mr. Higbie.—Amends Sec. 52 by omitting a bounty on

bears.
No. 194. By Mr, Thornton.—Relates to expenses of actions, etc.
No. 210. By Mr. Hennessy—Amend Sec. 47 by prohibiting jacking

or floating deer.
No. 228. By Mr. O'Grady.—Amends Sec. 26 by giving game protect-

ors power to serve subpoenas.
Amends Sec. 33 by substituting "actual expense," for "reasonable

expense."
Amends Sec. 30 by providing that special protectors shall be paid $3

per day for actual service, the same to be a county charge.
Amends Sec. 49 by substituting for "rabbits," "hares and rabbits,"

and forbidding their possession in close season.
Amends Sec. 244 by adding: "And said courts shall have jurisdiction

of all said offenses committed within the county where said courts
are held, in the same manner as though the defendant had been taken
before a magistrate of the town where the offense was committed."
No. 239. By Mr. Horton.—Exempts from the provisions of Sec. 132

the waters of Lake Ontario, "In the county of Wayne, except within
one-fourtb of a mile from auy outlet or stream emptying therein."
No. 257. By Mr. Ainsworth.—Amends See. W2 to read: "Nets or de-

vices of a kind ordinarily used for catchiug fish shall not be placed in,
drawn or used, in any of the inland fresh waters of this State, nor
shall fish be caught or taken from said waters by any device, except
angling, save only as provided by sections 136, 141, 143, 145, 148 and 150.
The use of dynamite or other explosives in any of the waters of the
State is prohibited, except for mining and mechanical purposes. Fish
taken contrary to the provisions of this section shall not be knowingly
possessed."
And adds a new Sec. 150: "Exceptions as to Oneida Lake and Oneida

River.—It shall be lawful for any person or persons to possess and
use in the waters of Oneida Lake and Oneida River, during the
months of October, November and December, nets, pound nets,
seines, trap-nets, gills aud other devices of a depth not to exceed six
feet, the meshes of which shall not be less than of a one-inch bar."
No. 279. By Mr. Messiter.—Amends Sec. 103 by adding: "And the

provisions of Article, nine of this act shall not apply to any stream or
pond stocked wholly or in part from State waters or State fish hatch-
eries."
No 323. By Mr. Stevens.—Amends Sec. 116 by adding: "No trout of

any kind, including salmon trout, caught in any of the inland waters
of this State, except in the counties of Kings, Queens and Suffolk,
shall be purchased, sold or offered for sale within this State."
No. 327. By Mr. Snyder.—Amends Sec. 104 by adding: "But nothing

in this act shall prevent fish of all kinds from being caught through
the ice with hooks and lines, in lakes Waueta and Lamoka, formerly
known as "Little" and "Mud" lakes, iu the town of Tyrone, in Schuy-
ier county, up to and including February tenth of every year; nor the
taking and catching in said lakes of the fallowing named fish, with
spear, to wit: Striped or Oswego bass, bullheads, eels, suckers and
perch."
No. 328. By Mr. Thornton.—Amends Sec. 49 by substituting "hares

and rabbits" for "rabbits." aud forbidding possession in close season.
Amends Sec. 70 by substituting "first day of May" for "first day of

March" as close of open season. Repeals permission to use flouting
devices on the Hudson south of Iona Island.
Amends Sac. 105 by substituting "first day of April" in place of

"fifteenth day of April" as opening of trout season; and omits excep-
tion as to Spring Brook Creek.| ggg _ 2m*

.

•

...

Amends Sec. 136 by substituting in place of "Honk Falls" "the dam
at Eddy villa"
No. 331. By Mr. Gray—Amends Sec. 149 by adding Tioga, Dutchess,

Columbia, Madison and Washington counties to those in which ice-

fishing is allowed iu waters not inhabited by trout.
No. 375. By Mr. Glenn.— Amends Sec. 136 relative to fishing in Hud-

son and Delaware rivers. Amends Sec. 140 by omitting the clause
which now permits use of nets in the Seneca River.
No. 381. By Mr. Horton.—Amends Sec. 149 so as to permit ice-fishing

,-iiso "in the waters in the northern part of Wayne county, contiguous
to. and which empty into Lake Ontario."

No. 394. By Mr. Nixon.—To amend Sec. 332 by repealing present ex-
emption of Lake Ontario waters in Jefferson county.
No. 389. By Mr. Rider.—To amend Sec. 141 by adding: "But.such

fishing through the ice shall be permitted in the waters of Otsego
Lake and also in the waters of the county of Onondaga, with hook and
Hue in hand, for auy fish that inhabit the said waters, and to fish with
what is known and commonly called tipdowns, for pickerel."
No. 468. By Mr. Thornton.—Ameuds Sec. 149 to read: "Pickerel,

bullheads, catfish, eels, perch and sunfish may be fished for through
the ice with set lines and tip-ups, in any of the waters of the State not
inhabited by trout; and suckers may be caught by means of rake
hooks, in any of the waters of the counties of Schoharie, etc."
No. 599. By Mr. Kerr.—Amends See. 70 by substituting "first day of

May" for "first day of March" as opening of wildfowl season.
Amends Sec. 136 by providing: "Between the fifteenth day of March

aud the fifteenl h day of September, sturgeou weighing over 251bs. may
be taken by nets in the Hudson River below Albany."
Amends Sec. 149 by adding county of Greene.
No. 618. By Mr. Higbie.—Adds new Sec. 121. "Salt-water striped

bass.—No salt-water striped bass less than eight inches in length
shall be intentionally taken from any of the waters of this State nor
possessed; and in case any such fish is taken, the person taking shall

immediately place such fish back into the water from which it was
taken without necessary injury. A violation of this section is a mis-
demeanor, etc."
^No. 642. By Mr. Gould.—Amends Sec. 149 by omitting Ontario county
and adding Dutchess county, and adding, "and for the purpose of
this act, the Delaware River and the east and west branches thereof
shall be deemed waters not inhabited by trout."
Noted by sections The forgoing amendments are as follows: Sec.

26 is amended by bill No. 228. Sec. 30 by No. 228. Sec, 88 by 228. Sec,
47—210. Sec. 49—228, 328. Sec. 52-191. Sec. 70-38, 328, 599. Sec. 102

—48. Sec. 103—279. Sec. 104 -,327. Sec. 105-328. Sec. 115-14. Sec.
116-323. See. 132-239, 394. Sec. 136-15, 85, 328, 375, 599. Sec. 140—
375. Sec. 141-116. 389. Sec. 149-331, 381, 468, 599, 642. Sec. 194-191.
Sec. 202—257. Sec. 244-228.

THE PUBLISHER'S DESK.
The H. H. Kiffe Company moved on Feb. 1, from 473 Broadway to

523 Broadway, New York.

The loss to the Colt Company is between $80,000 and $90,000, which
is almost wholly covered by insurance. The fire will cause but little

delay in the company's business.

The Bridgeport Gun Implement Company has issued a neat little

1894 price list of bicycle sundries, which may be had for the asking.
It includes descriptions of the new Bridgeport cyclometer, as well as
tools, oilers, whistles, etc., manufactured by the company.
Montgomery Ward & Co., of Chicago, have an enormous mail bus-

iness and are undoubtedly the largest patrons of the post office depart-
ment in the United States. During the year 1893 they received letters,

postals, newspapers, etc., to the amount of 1,417,318 pieces. The
largest single day's receipt was 13,208, and the smallest 3,540. The
firm mailed during the year over 4,425,000 pieces of mail, on which the
postage alone exceeded $300,000. Jn addition to this 421,300 packages
were shipped by express, and 388,861 by freight.

Paul North, of the Cleveland Target Company, reports business in
his line good. He is selling more traps than ever before. He credits
the condition of affairs directly to the general dullness of business.
Most men have more time to gratify their trap shooting inclinations,
and if on salary, their money has a larger purchasing power than ever
before. It's an ill wind that blows nobody good.

Increased Train Service to Atlantic City.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company announces that, beginning

Saturday, Feb. 10, an increased train service will be placed in effect to

Atlantic City, as follows:

Express trains will leave foot of Market street, Philadelphia, for

Atlantic City at 8:50 A. M., 4:10 P. M., and 5:00 P. M. week days, 9:15

A. M. Sundays, and 2:00 P. M. Saturdays only. Returning, leave

Atlantic City at 7:35 A. M., 9:00 A. M , and 3:55 P. M. week days; 4:00

P. M. and 8:10 P. M. Sundays. There will be no change in accommoda-
tion trains.

Bsginning same date, the through New York and Atlantic City Ex-
press will be placed in service, to run substantially on the same
schedule as last year, leaving New York, week days, at 1 :50 P. M.,

stopping at Newark, Elizabeth, and Trenton, arriving at Atlantic City

5:35 P. M. ;
returning, leave Atlantic City at 9:00 A. M. week days,

arriving New York at 12:43 P. M., stopping at Trenton. Elizabeth, and
Newark. The train will be composed of combined car

1 and Pullman
buffet parlor car, running through between Jersey City and Atlantic
City in each direction.—Adv.

All those who love a dog because it is a dog,
and not merely a medium for the accumulation of
dollars and cents, are invited by the editor to con-
sider this department as one in which they can
discuss amicably any subject that Is of interest
to the canins fancy, without fear of their commu-
nications being subjected to personal comment
or ridicule.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS".

Feb. 20 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. James
Mortimer, Superintendent.
Feb. 27 to March 2.—Columbus Fanciers 1 Club, at Columbus, O. G.

F, Mooney, Sec'.y. Entries close Feb. 20.

March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy
D. Walton-, Sec'y. Entries close Feb. 21.

March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. J. L.
Lincolu, Sec'y. Entries close Feb. 24.

March 27-30.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Philadelphia, Pa , Dr
D. B. Darby, Sec'y.
April 3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.

Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H W

Orear, Sec'y.
May 15.—Portland Kennel Club, at Portland, Ore. D. L. Williams,

Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaug-
her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.

Chicago entries close to-day, with John Ii. Lin-
coln, Room 952, 276 Dearborn street, Chicago.

Mr, E. H. Seehusen showed us last week some very artistic
and novel pictures of noted dogs. The dogs are cut—die-
sinking fashion—in an oval shaped crystal 1%'m. long and
%va.. thick. The coloring is theu put on at the back of the
crystal, and the result is a charming picture, for seen
through the thick part of the crystal the rounded contour of
the dog appears like a bas-relief and very natural, Mr. See-
hused showed us crystals in which Sir Bedivere, Duke of
Hessen and Beaumont, the Gordon, were beautifully exe-
cuted. Their cost, we are afraid, however, will prevent there
being any great demand for them among dogmen.

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS.

The All-Age Stake.

This stake, was handled quite skillfully, with the excep-
tion that the judges kept iu some dogs from series to series
which could profitably and justly have been left out.
This stake was for pointers and setters which had never

wou a first in an All-Age Stake at a recognized trial. The
prizes were $300 to first, 1200 to second and $150 to third.
There was much interest manifested throughout, and a fine
class of dogs competed.
Count Gladstone is now a well known winner. He ran a

well-sustained race, the best he has shown in competition,
although it. still requires a good deal of noise to handle him.
Gleam's Pink made a very close competition for first. He,

too, ran a strong race.
Lillian Russell in the last heat did not work up to her best

form and Miss Ruby, too, fell off from her best capabilities.
Maj. Murnan lives at Reeling, Tenn., instead of Huling.

The following sportsmen were also present, in addition to
those named last week: Messrs. Scale, Rogers, King aud
Person, of .Jackson, Tenn; Mr. Whyte Bedford, Horn Lake,
Miss.; D. Arnold, MontpeLier, Ind., and Clair Foster, Chicago!
The stake was drawn as follows:
Whyte Bedford's b. w. & t. dog De Soto (Count Noble-

Florence Gladstone), J. A. McCargo, handler, with Jackson
Denmark Kennels' b. w. & t. bitch Jjillian Russell (Philip
Gladstone—Lou G.), Thos. Bond, handler.
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, liv. & w. bitch Antevolo (Count Noble—

Trinkett II.), C. Tucker, handler, with T. T. Ashford's liv.

& w. pointer dog Kent Elgin (King of Kent—Vera Bang), J.
M. Aveut, handler.

J. R. Purcell's liv. & w. pointer bitch Lady Margaret (Dick
Swiveller—Countess Band), owner, handler, with Avent &
Thayer Kennels' b. w. & t. dog Chevalier (Jean Val Jean-
Lucy Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.
Bryson & Bedford's b. w. & t. dog Tremont (Gladstone's

Boy—Speckle Gown), J. A. McCargo, handler, with Will
Wilson's b. w. & t. dog Bombey (Chance—Nettie Bevan), H.
S. Bevan, handler.
Blue Ridge Kennels' b. w. <k t. dog Dick Fox (Chance-

Countess Rush), D. E. Rose, handler, with Manchester Ken-
nel Co.'s o. & w. dog Gleam's Sport (Vanguard—Georgia
Belle), A, P. Gillam, handler.
Blue Ridge Kennels' o. & w. bitch Hope's Mint (Gath's

Hope—Dashing Lady), D. E. Rose, handler, with P. Loril-
lard, Jr.'s, b. w. & t. dog Eugene T. (Count Noble—Ruby's
Girl). —
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, o. & w. bitch Miss Ruby (Gladstone's

Boy—Ruby D ), C. Tucker, handler, with Whyte Bedford's
o. & w. bitch Zulu M. (Toledo Blade -Rhett), J. A. McCargo,
handler.
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s b, w. & t. bitch Dot Rogers (Roderigo—

Gladstone's Girl), C. Tucker, handler, with Avent & Hitch-
cock's b. w. & t. dog Count Gladstone IV. (Count Noble-
Ruby's Girl), J. W. Avent, handler.
Manchester Kennel Co.'s b. w. & t. dog Gleam's Pink

(Vanguard—Georgia Belle), A. P. Gilliam, handler, with J.
L. Adams's b. w. & t. dog Cecil H. (Dr. McLin—Cosette), L.
W. Blankenbaker, handler.
Manchester Kennel Co.'s lemon belton dog Hope's Direct

(Gnu—Victoria Laverack), A. P. Gilliam, handler, with Blue
Ridge Kennels' b. w. & t. dog Blue Ridge Mark (Gath's
Mark—Ollie T.), D. E. Rose, handler.

WEDNESDAY.
The All-Age Stake was begun at the conclusion of the

Derby. The rain fell still harder after the competition
began, settling into a steady downpour. Mr. W. B. Wells
took Capt. R. P. McCargo's place in the judging, otherwise
the judiciary remained the same. Capt. McCargo retired on
account of his brother handling in the stake.
Lillian Russell ano De Soto began at 3;55. The heat

was all in Lillian's favor. De Soto flushed a bevy and
appeared to be a little glad of it. Lill found a bevy and ran
up a long score of single bird points which she executed
quickly and with precision. Each also got a point on the
same bevy, and De Soto got a couple of single bird points
and some errors. The heat was far away in favor of Lillian.
The rain was so severe that no further competition was

attempted.
THURSDAY.

The weather was mild and cloudy with a rainstorm
threatening. Near the conclusion of the first heat the rain
set in, starting gradually, but increasing steadily. It at last
became so violent that work for the day was stopped and
the party returned to town in all degrees of wetness, gener-
ally more wet.
ANTEVOLO AND Kent Elgin began at 9:23, at Mr. Bias's

place. There was a misunderstanding or something of the
sort as to where the start was to be made, Mr. Brumby going
to one place and the other judges to another, about three-
quarters of a mile apart. This occasioned a vexatious delay
and was the cause of some unpleasantness. The heat was
begun with the two judges in charge of it, and was run more
than half out before the judges were again together. Ex-
planations all around and disclaimers of responsibility seem-
ingly made matters all right again, for it was plain that no
,one was responsible for the mistake. However, there seemed
to be an understanding that the judges would act together
thereafter. The heat was all one-sided in Antevolo's favor.
She first pointed a bevy and Kent drew in, flushed an-out-
lying single and the bevy then flushed. Next Antevolo
pointed a bevy and Kent backed. Antevolo made a flimsy
pretext at retrieving and Kent false pointed twice, pointed a
single and retrieved. Antevolo pointed another single and a
bevy. About 10 o'clock Kent bolted and was not caught
again till near night, when he was seen roaming the fields
and was taken in charge.
Lady Margaret and Chevalier began at 10A3, and had

run but two minutes when the rain fell so heavily that the
dogs were ordered up aud a run made for shelter. After
lunch the clouds broke away so that there were a few rifts and
the rain ceased. The brace was again started and had run
four minutes when they were again ordered up. The rain
had begun as soon as the dogs started. Before the party
could reach shelter the storm began in earnest and a high
wind set in. Horses and men all took shelter under a cotton
gin. The storm increased in violeuce and it rained furiously
nearly an hour. The bottom of the cotton gin was open on
all sides, and the force of the wind carried a spray clear
through from side to side part of the time, yet it was a most
welcome shelter. When the storm had partly ceased all re-
turned to town, with the consolation that the day might
have been worse.

FRIDAY.
The weather was clear and cool in the morning, gradually

getting warmer. After the morning hours the temperature
was comfortably warm. Birds were plentiful. A mild, stiff
breeze blew all day. The judges managed the competition
much better in every respect, both iu respect to picking out
a route and following it, and in the competition itself.

Chevalier and Lady Margaret were started at 7:43.
Chevalier was the wider and faster ranger, though his point
work was faulty in that he required a good deal of coaching.
He, however, made a good point on a bevy, after having
pointed some outlying birds of a bevy, which Lady flushed.
Lady made two points on singles and a flush. Up at 8:11.
Tremont and Bombey started at 8:18. The heat was

mixed good and poor, and was, too, a very noisy one. Bom-
bey was the better ranger, while Tremont had greater suc-
cess in finding. He was heavy in stride and a moderate
ranger, rather plodding in his manner. Neither one did
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Work of a character to be worthy of consideration in further
competition. Therewere five bevies found, of which Bombe;
had one to his credit, and two single bird points. Each hat_
a false point, and Tremont made some flushes in the begin-
ning of the heat. Up at 8:58.

Dick Fox and Gleam's Spokt were started at 9i0'l.

Sport ranged wide aud fast for the first third of the heat,
after which he fell off eomewhat, and Dick, was rangin
quite as wide or wider. Dick pointed and was backed. Bot

.

roaded and pointed alternately. They seemed to lose the
trail, but about 100yds. from where the first point was made
Dick made a point on a bevy, held it a short time, then aban-
doned it. Sport coming up, pointed the bevy from the same
place that Dick had pointed. On the scattered birds both
did some sharp, clean point work, Dick getting two and Sport
four, all on singles. The heat ended at 10. Sport had a
decided advantage over his competitor.
Hope's Mint and Eugene T. started at 10:05. Eugene was

soon lost, and after quite a long search he was found dropped
in sedge grass pointing a bevy. At the same time Mint,
150yds. away, in woods pointed a single. Sent on, they were
soon both lost. They were found dropped in sedge near
where the spectators flushed a bevy. From the irregularity
of the heat, pace and range were difficult to estimate
Miss RaBr and Zulu M. began a onesided heat at 10:58.

Zulu found and pointed a bevy and followed up with two
false points. Miss pointed two bevies nicely, which she
found. Miss made a couple of points on scattered birds and
Zulu made a false point. Up at 11:42. Miss Ruby was far
more skillful in point work and was superior in bird sense.
Count Gladstone and Dot Rogers started at 12:49, after

lunch. Count ran what was the best heat he ever ran in a
field trial. He ranged wide and took notice of the gun in
his estimates, though he was rather hard to handle. He
first dropped to a point on a bevy in sedge. Next he false
pointed. Dot made a good point on a single bird. Count
about ten feet away was dropped and pointed in the opposite
direction. Nothing found to his point. Count next pointed
a bevy and scored a retrieve. It was said that Dot flushed a
bevy, but your reporter did not see it. Up at 1:83 with the
heat entirely in Count's favor.
Gleam's Pink and Cecil H. began 1:37. Pink pointed a

bevy well. Cecil at the same time about 60yds. away pointed
and nothing was found to it. Cecil pointed a bird and Pink
next made a point which proved empty. Both roaded on a
bevy, which was flushed by the horses. Cecil pointed two
bevies and a single, Pink two singles and a false point. Up
at 2:21. Both were industrious but moderate workers.
Hope's Direct and Blue Ridge commenced at 2:23. The

heat was rather commonplace, Neither took advantage of
the opportunities offered. Up at 3:07. Direct found and
pointed two bevies and pointed two singles. Mark made
two points on singles, a flush, and a find and point on a
bevy.
The judges took twelve into the second series, four more

than were reasonably worthy of consideration under a liberal
estimate.
Lillian Russell and Antevolo were cast off at 3:28.

Lillian found a bevy and pointed it well. It flushed wild.
On the scattered birds, she made three good points on single
birds. In the meantime Antevolo bolted, and after some
delay was caught about a half mile away and brought back,
but her chances were destroyed by the act. Lill made two
more points, Antevolo one good one and two which proved
barren. Up at 4. Lillian was superior in every respect.
Chevalikr and Tremont were cast off at 4:05. Tremont

pointed two bevies and some scattered birds, Chevalier one
bevy. Chevalier was the wider and faster ranger, but he
lacked judgment and was faulty in his bird work.
Bombey AND Miss Rubt started at 4:40. Miss located a

bevy nicely after Bombey had run close by or through it.

Miss pointed two singles and another bevy and retrieved. Up
at 5:01. Miss was the better in all particulars.
Count Gladstone and Dick Fox were cast off at 5:07 and

ran about 25 minutes. Dick roaded to a point on a bevy.
Count made a false point. The brace was ordered up to be
put down again in the morning, and the day's work then
ended.

SATURDAY
The weather was mild, clear and pleasant. A gentle breeze

favored the work. There was some good work done and the
competition was conducted quite skillfully, although too
many dogs were kept in from one series to the next. This
stake throughout was much better contested than the Derby.
The start was made near Mr. Bias's place. Birds were in
sufficient numbers.
Count Gladstone and Dick Fox started at 7:19. The

former still held his good form. He took a long cast and
pointed a bevy in sedge. Dick caught scent and drew to a
point on the same bevy. Dick got two single bird points and
each got a point on scattered birds in woods. Count made a
good point on a single and retrieved. It was said that he
flushed once or twice in woods. Up at 9:50. Count was the
wider and faster ranger.
Gleam's Sport and Eugene T, began at 9:58. Sport was

first to make game. He dropped to a point and was backed
He moved on, roading, and the bevy flushed wild. Sport next
got a point on two birds and retrieved. Another bevy about
100yds. away flushed wild. Eugene pointed a bevy and Sport
backed. Sport pointed a single all right but his handler
failed to flush it. It was flushed after the dog was ordered
on. Up at 10:53. Sport was the better ranger and remained
out at his work the better. Eugene came in betimes for
orders.
Gleam's Pink and Blue Ridge Mark started at 10-59

Pink pointed a bevy aud Mark pointed or backed. Next he
pointed a single. Mark pointed, nothing found. Pink next
got a point on a bevy and a retrieve. He next got a good
point on two birds. Up at 11:37.
The next lot after spotting contained eight, about four

more than were necessary. Closer pruniug would have
helped along the competition without nurturing: any false
hopes. •

The running was suspended while the party partook of
lunch at the regular place, Mr. Bias's, and as it was the last
day there were extra efforts made to regale the sportsmen
Count Gladstone and Lillian Russell were started at

12:45. Lillian soon made game, but not having the wind
right she was puzzled a, bit to locate, she finally located
and pointed the bevy. Count coming in got the wind better
and pointed the same bevy independently. Sent on, he
found and pointed another bevy well. Next Count pointed
the scattered birds On scattered birds neither took advan-
tage of the opportunities. Lillian did some awkward work
and flushed two or three times. She did not range so well
as at first. Up at 1:26 with tne heat in Count's favor
Gleam's Pink and Miss Rubt started at 1:30. There

were signs which indicated that Miss in woods flushed a
bevy. Each made a flush. Each made a point on a single

. Up at 1:56. Gleam's Pink had the advantage in speed and
range.
Eugene T. and Dick Fox started at 2:02. The heat was

very ordinary. Eugene dropped to a point where a single
had been seen and was backed. Neither showed merit
enough to have a chance to win a place. Up at 2;39.-
Tremont and Gleam's Sport were started at 2:34. Sport

had met with au accident on Friday, injuring his foreleg It
cut down his range very much. Neither had any show in
the competition, and Tremont in particular was out of the
race. They succeeded in finding a fair number of birds.

J

Final
Count Gladstone and Gleam's Pink began the final heat

at 3:56 aud ended it at 3:20. Count pointed a bevy and each

got a good point on a single. Both had run a strong compe-
tition from start to finish.

First, Count Gladstone: second, Gleam's Pink; third, Miss
Ruby and Lillian Russell.

The heavy rains had swollen the streams a great deal about
New Albany, Miss. On Monday, on the return trip to town
from the trials, Mr, A. P. Gilliam took a road which crosses
a creek near town. The water was high and threatening,
but he drove on to cross it. The water reached high enough
to float the dog crate and the dogs in it out of the wagon and
some yards down stream before Mr. Gilliam succeeded in
rescuing the dogs from their perilous situation.
Mr. C. W. Tway has suffered from a severe illness at

Lamar, Miss., where he is located with a large string of dogs.
He was in attendance at the trials, though looking thin and
still somewhat weak. Had his health been good, he would
have run some dogs. B. Waters.

Type of Russian Wolfhounds.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read the letter which appeared in the Forest and

Stream two weeks ago on the subject of the "Type of Rus-
sian Wolfhound," and though Mr. Hanks did me the honor
of writing two personal letters asking me to express my
views on the subject in question I felt compelled to decline
complying with his request. I have three reasons for
doing so.

Some months ago an article by Mr. Innis appeared in one
of the papers regarding Mr. Hanks's dogs wherein it was
stated that he was afraid to turn his back on his own dogs
when in their kennels. I called his attention to this article
and stated that I considered, if the statement was false, he
should deny it. He gave his reasons for not doing so. Irre-
parable damage has been done the. breed through this state-
ment, which, while it may apply and be true so far as his
dogs are concerned, certainly is not true of any of the dogs
iu the Marlboro Kennels or of any of the full bred pedigreed
dogs that have been exhibited in England. While the false
impression exists that these are ferocious animals, the ques-
tion of "type" is of no earthly importance, for no one with a
grain of common sense wishes to own or perpetuate a breed
of dogs which is not only ferocious but unreliable, and this
is the impression which Mr. Hanks has allowed the public
to have of his dogs. Until this statement is either confirmed
or refuted by Mr. Hanks I am unwilling to discuss the "type"
or merits of this breed.
My second reason is that I do not consider the very eve of a

great show like the Westminster Kennel Club's the proper
time to discuss any weighty subject of "type," but as soon
as the shows are over I shall be pleased to discuss with Mr.
Hanks or anybody else, breed, rttype" or anything tending
to the improvement of the Russian wolfhound, provided he
refutes the unjust aspersions on the temper of the breed that
he has been made sponsor for.

My third reason is that I consider the question of "type"
settled in this country. We have here the progeny of
champion Krilutt, who is without question the greatest
wolfhound living, having won everything in England, and
against Russia's best dogs. We also have in this country a
stud dog who has won the grand medal at Moscow, and who
transmits to his progeny his characteristics, which show his
perfect breeding. The fact that the above stock is in this
country no doubt accounts for Mr. Hanks having given away
the stud services of his dogs for nothing, whereas other ken-
nels ask §50 and get it, too. When we have stock in this
country that has won everything in England, I see but little
use discussing the question of "type," especially when other
specimens exist here which have no record either in Russia
or England.
To gentlemen who breed dogs and not pedigrees, the state-

ment that "Prince This" or "Duke That" breeds such and
such type (my type) means absolutely nothing.
The fact that a man has a handle to his name does not

make him a successful breeder. Let us import and have
fewer dogs bred by the nobility and more bred by intelligent
fanciers, and the question of "type," amiability and temper
will not have to be discussed in our papers.

. , . . H. W. Huntington.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 10.

English Foxhounds at New York Show.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have received your favor asking for a report on the exhibit
of English foxhounds at the New York show, and appreci-
ating the importance, to you, of getting in all such "copy" as
early as possible, I send in my report as judge of English' fox-
hounds at the coming show, and trust it may be of use to
you.
Although I expected that the collection of animals I was

called upon to either immortalize or doom to everlasting ob-
livion would be select and of the rarest recognized type, I
was astonished both at the rarity and absol ute faultlessness
of the. exhibit.
Never in my long and uneventful judicial career have I

been so hopelessly at fault in the selection of the proper re-
cipient of the bine ribbon, so that my awards would meet
with the universal approbation they have never failed in
creating heretofore.
You know, I hold, with "Stonehenge," that? to judge by

"rule of thumb" is injudicious and misleading, being calcu-
lated to deceive even the most unbiased minds by the natural
tendency to overvalue condition, style and peculiarities of
type, and to overlook the more really essential characteristics
of shape.
This is especially the case after luncheon, and sometimes

even before that (in these hard times) uncertain meal.
I prefer, therefore, to judge by "points."
There are cases, however, when it becomes necessary, in

order to arrive at any conclusion at all, to reverse the order
of things and score on the absence of "points," and then I rise
to the emergency, as in this instance.
With regard to the photograph you ask for. I regret thatmy contract with the firm of photographers that has copy-

righted my pictures prevents my giving them away.
In all other respects I am, dear sir, yours very truly,

T , A. Belmont Purdt.
Garden Citv, L. I., Feb. 13.

[No English foxhounds were "entered" at New York
show.]

Brampton Beauty.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Allow me to thank Mr. Bunn through your paper for

referring to the two very remarkable wins made by Mr.
Higgs's mastiff bitch Brampton Beauty when 7 and 10
months old, which 1 did not know of before. The first was
at Crystal Palace, at that time the largest show of England
where she won equal third with Mr. Higgs's grand bitch
Lady Cameron in a class of dogs and bitches when only
seven mouths old. The other win he refers to was at Liver-
pool in the strongest class of bitches of the year, being only
beaten by two of the best in England, Coomb Baroness and
Lady Florida, when less than 10 months old. I cannot agree
with him when he says these wins do not in the least add or
detract from the bitch. I think it adds, if possible, to her
record. Of course the 20 firsts and specials she won at such
shows as Cruft's, Crystal Palace, Birmingham, etc being
unbeaten in her classes, give her a fail record without the
two which I did not know of. J. L. Winchell.
Fair Haven, Vt.

As Others See Us.
Mr. Samuel Jagger, the owner of the St. Bernard bitch

Lady Mignon and dog Councillor Joe, having returned to
England safe, and sound, takes occasion, in the Britisli Fan-
cier, to give his impressions of some of the St. Bernards and
kennels over here. Mr. Jagger did not take back with him
a very exalted opinion of our stock, and gives a thrust or two
that, while unpalatable, should prove beneficial. While here
he saw Messrs. Reick's and Moore's, Col. Ruppert's and Mrs.
Smyth's kennels. Princess Florence he thinks the largest
bitch he has seen, and while color, etc., are correct, she lacks
quality and her type is wrong, aud further doubts if she
could walk a mile. Of Marvel he has all manner of nice
things to say, though at the same time deplores his wretched
(to him) condition.
He writes very nicely of Mrs. Smyth's dogs, and while ad-

mitting Scottish Leader to be a good dog, says he is not a
Pilot or a Keeper. (He may not be as far as head goes, but
how about body, legs and action?) Col. Ruppert's stock is
termed second-rate, although big prices have been paid for
the stock he has, averring that "a pen would not have a look
in at our leading shows." From his remarks one would sur-
mise that Mr. Moore now keeps his dogs in the fine kennels
which Mr. Sears built and formerly owned. Mr. Moore "has
some very good smooth-coated St. Bernards, but nothing to
come up to our best smooths in England."
He then goes on to express surprise, at the large prices that

Americans have paid for this imported stock, and thinks that
they have purchased not wisely but too well. We are
pleased to see a perfectly independent opinion given, which
bears out what we have continually contended for, when he
says:

A deplorable circumstance also to note is the craze for size. Type,
beauty, character are last, and size is the one cardinal virtue with
Americans. One would think that this was analogous with the high
buildings of America, if one did not know that this fashion had been
set in England. A dog of the most intense St. Bernard character, and
of the standard height, has very often to take a back seat at our lead-
ing shows in favor of an elongated giraffe of any color or markings,
providing it is big enough. No wonder, then, that our American
cousins should follow suit. Such a fashion cannot continue much
longer, unless the original type has to be lost altogether. I think it
speaks well for the fancy of America, when they have given such
enormous sums for what they thought the best of our animals where-
with to stock their kennels. Still, if they mean to develop their par-
ticular breed, it will have to be from love and not money The
"almighty dollar" may obtain the best specimens but it does not
breed them. They must study the producing power as well as the
purchasing power.

He closes his interesting letter by finding some excuse for
our breeders on account of the long distances between ken-
nels, the few shows and the lack of a number of competent
judges.

DOG CHAT.

New York Poultry Show.
At the New York Poultry show, held Feb. 8 to 13, we

noticed a number of New York "cynoculturists" who seemed
to be greatly interested in the feathered fancy. A number
of our dog breeders are also devoted to fowl culture, and dif-
ficult as breeding to feather seems to be, they succeded in
carrying off a number of the best prizes and specials Mr
Thos. Terry we saw several times, and Mr. Mortimer spared
a few minutes from counting dog show entries and banking
checks to see how it was their Langshans, both black and
white, won so many prizes. The Hempstead Farm seems to
hold things safe in this breed. Another field dogman we saw
was Mr. A. R. Sharpe, of Taunton, Mass., who, with his
brother, John Sharpe, controls the destinies of the Oakland
Farm, Taunton, Mass. Their buff Cochins and Brahmas
won any number of prizes, one buff Cochin winning outright
the cup for best male or female; another fine bird, winner at
the principal English shows, arrived too late for competition.
To show the value of some of these birds we may say that
Mr. Sharpe refused S350 for one of their cockerels on Satur-
day last. Mr. Van Zandt, the Irish and Gordon setter
breeder, meandered through the game fowl alleys and
pointed out here and there a winner that hails from his
yards. Mr. Blunck was another proud man, for his recently
imported black and red game cock carried all before it,
winning several valuable specials, and a hen he owns too,
followed suit. Mr. F. B. Zimmer, owner of the Debonair
Beagle Kennels, was a busy man, for on him fell the duty of
picking the winners in the game bantam classes, acknowl-
edged to be the hottest competition ever seen in America.
Mr. R. P. Kea&bey, the spaniel man, took a prize in these
breeds too. Among others we saw were Mr. AI bion L. Page,
who intends to spare a moment or two from his trotters aud
deerhounds to devote to bronze turkeys, several of which he
purchased. A. C. Bradbury, manager of the Maywood Ken-
nels, also had an opportunity to crow over some of his less
fortunate competitors, though he says the types are different
over here. Mr. C. F. R. Drake also amused himself among
the stalls, principally in making remarks derogatory to the
cassowaries. Messrs. A. D. Lewis and H. B. Cromwell left
the A. K. C. to take care of itself on Saturday afternoon,
and "did the chickens" to their hearts' content. Two other
Boston "cynos" were Messrs. Ed. Brooks and W. C. Baylis
who carried off a number of prizes. John Read was nearly
as busy as at a dog show, for Spratts benched over a.OOO i

birds and fed over 3,000.

While this department is devoted to the advancement of

'

the dog both in the field and on the bench in a professional
sense, the editor bears in mind the fact that there are a num-
ber of readers who are dog lovers without being identified
with dog shows or field trials. These, although they may
not appreciate so keenly the outward and visible' form by
which "fancy" breeders and exhibitors gauge a dog, look
more for the innate qualities which make the dog what he is
—man's closest friend in the brute creation. We do not wish
this department to be merely a medium to chronicle the pro-
fessional's side of dogdom, and bearing this in mind we in-
vite amateurs to seek information, and by friendly discus-
sions among themselves on matters of interest to the breed
they fancy, be the means of both instructing and interesting
the large body of our readers who do not pretend to be all
dog-wise. It has been said by amateurs in the fancy that
they would often like to write about their dogB but refrain
from doing so from fear of being ridiculed or made to "look
small" by those would-be know-alls who have in recent years
amused themselves and disgusted others by questioning or
ridiculing in an offensive way nearly every assertion when
made by others than those in their own select circle. That
this sort of thing is not allowed in Forest and Stream
should be evidence that we invite amateurs as well as the-
professional element to discuss such subjects as will tend to-
jring dog lovers closer and increase the knowledge of the
ways and habits of their pets. The heading under fixtures,
will explain concisely our meaning.

Philadelphia Show.
Now that St. Louis has dropped out of the circuit, from

what we hear, we believe it would be good policy on the part
of the Philadelphia Kennel Club to claim the dates left
vacant. The dogs could then come on from Chicago and
finish the circuit, leaving the week now claimed by the Phil-
adelphians for rest and recuperation needed to tackle Boston
April 3 to 6. The whole matter will resolve itself into this-
question: Is Philadelphia a more important show than.
Boston? If there is a week to wait over between Chicago-
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and Philadelphia, many of the dogs will return home for a
rest and give the Quaker city the go-by. If the Philadelphia
people canvas the opinions of exhibitors at New York this
week, they will probably find that this plan will suit the dog-
men and a large entry be the result.

We believe that if more Irish setter dogs possessing field
working qualities were placed at stud and judiciously mated
the Irish setter would soon take a better place in the public
field trials.

Topsy's Rod and Count Gladstone IV. in the Field.

This week we present another charming field scene from
the artist pen of G. Muss-Arnolt. It represents a scene in
the Subscription Stake at
Eastern field trials last fall,

at Newton, N. C. It is
drawn from a photograph
takeu by Mr. Arnolt, but
which, unfortunately, did
not develop clearly enough
to print. The picture is
peculiarly appropriate at
this time, as it represents
the winners of the Derby
and All-Age Stakes at the
Southern field trials two
weeks since.

The Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels have repurchased the
St. Bernard King Regent
from Dr. L. G. Sauveur,
owner of the Seminole Ken-
nels. He throws good pups
and has never sired a badly
marked one, and that he is

well bred all St. Bernardom
knows. Mrs. Smythe is get-
ting out a superb catalogue,
descriptive of the kennels
and the well-known dogs
it contains. There are cap-
ital half-tones of the five

stud cockers, groups of
spaniel and St. Bernard
puppies, together with pic-
tures of Scottish Leader,
Eboracum and King Re-
gent; several brood bitches
will also be portrayed. This
is such an expensive work
that the owner thinks a
charge of 25 cents for the
catalogue is not too much.
It is not stated whether
this will be returned in pur-
chases of $10 or upward.

with the customs department, by which dogs from Canada
will be allowed to enter in bond, and dutyfree, except in case
of sale, full particulars of which will be announced in our
next week's issue.

That Beagle Challenge.

"We publish in another column a challenge by the Hornell-
Harmony Kennels to show five beagles at the Philadelphia
show against any other five owned by one kennel, but more
particularly those owned by Mr. Dorsey. The. challenge is

the result of the wording of Mr. Dorsey's advertisement in
our business columns, but, in view of Mr. Dorsey's expres-
sions of late, we believe his claim to have the best kennel of
beagle stud dogs related more particularly to their ability as

As stated before, Mr.
Booth leaves the Dutchess
Kennels after New York
show, and, singular to say,
he will leave them with
more young stock than
they have ever succeeded
in ''hatching out" before at
one time. Within the past
four weeks Kingstonian
Beauty whelped 13, Alton-
ette 12, the first time she
has whelped since Col. Rup-
pert purchased her; Vinnie
11 and Bellegarde 5, all by
Kingstonian Count. The
kennels will be in charge
of "Albert" after Mr.
Booth's departure. We
trust Mr. Booth will not
leave the fancy altogether.
He has always conducted
himself in a quiet and
fentlemanly manner, and
as thus gained the respect

of all who have been
brought in contact with
him at shows and at home.

year. This is most unfortunate considering the improve-
ment in dogs that has been steadily going on during the past
year or two. The more shows they can hold the better it
will be for kennel interests on the Pacific coast. It seema
strange that in a'city like San Francisco a building cannot
be secured sufficiently large to bench two or three hundred
dogs. It's an ill wind that blows no good, and Los Angeles,
and Portland will probably reap the benefit. Mr. H. W,
Lacy has been invited to judge at Los Angeles, but has not
yet accepted.

Glenmore Kennels.

Mr. L. C. Campbell writes us that having purchased
several dogs from the Glenmore Kennels when they were

owned by Mr. E. B. Bishop,
the latter has transferred
the right and title to the
prefix and kennel name
"Glenmore" to him. This
transfer has been recorded
in the Kennel Gazette, and
hereafter the Bay View
Kennels, of West Berkeley,
Cal., will be known as the
Glenmore Kennels. The
announcement that Mr.
Bishop had retired from
the fancy was received in
California with many re-
grets. The Irish setter fan
ciers of California have lost
much by his retirement.
They knew by past experi-
ence that in him they had
at least one man they could
rely upon. Every dog pur-
chased of him was as good
as represented and some
better.

Some time since we had a
letter asking if eleven pups
was not a large litter for a
greyhound bitch to bear.
This certainly was a large
litter, but Mr. James Black,
of Sheepshead Bay, L. I.,

wrote us last July that his
Grace Brian t,by Aberbriant
ex Grace Riley, had just
whelped thirteen, nine of
which were dogs, to his
Flash, by Huic Halloa.
He then stated that he had
been breeding greyhounds
since 1868 and never had a
bitch that equaled this, ex-
cepting one in 1873, that
whelped thirteen, seven
dogs, to Mr. Fowler's Fan-
dango, who won a sixty-
four dog stake at Ashdown
Park about that time.

The Detroit show com-
mittee will make additional
classes, as follows: Class
15A, Russian wolfhounds,
challenge dogs, prizes $10;
class 15B, bitches, $10. Class
66, Irish water spaniels,
open dogs, prizes §10 and $5; class 66X, bitches, prizes $10 and
$5. Class 102%, Scotch terriers, challenge dogs and bitches,
prizes $10. The above was received too late for insertion in
our last issue. The entries close the second day of New
York show.

Toy Spaniel Importations.
Edwin H. Morris is importing pet dogs in earnest, for in

addition to two Blenheims, one Prince Charles and one
King Charles that came a month or two since, he has now
on the water the celebrated Blenheim Chiselhurst Hero
(E. 33,629), by Jolly Country Squire out of Jessie. This dog
has won ten prizes at English shows, including firsts under
the best judges, and he is the sire of many winners, includ-
ing Golden Prince, a prize taker at the Toy Spaniel show in
London, where he was sold for America, 'it is expected that
Hero will be in time for the New York show. Another
Blenheim on the same vessel is Daisy, by Squire, a first prize
winner, out of Oldacre's Queen. As she is expected to whelp
to a son of champion Excelsior soon after arrival she is not
entered for NewYork.

Esquimaux at the Show.
A pleasing innovation at the New York show is the group

of Esquimaux dogs, which have all seen service in exploring
work in the Far North. They are exhibited by Dr. Cook,
who was a member of Lieut. Peary's expedition. He re-
turned to the Arctic, regions last summer and brought back
the dogs. No less interesting to the "boys" are the two fur-
clad Esquimaux who have charge of the dogs and sledges,
harness, reindeer-skin sleeping-bags, kayaks, implements of
the chase, etc. One of the Esquimaux is a girl of seventeen,
Kahlah Katak byname, and the other is Mikok, a boy fifteen
years old. A picture of the exhibit will prove an interesting
feature of our report next week.

Chicago Show.
The Mascoutah Kennel Club makes the following an-

nouncements of additional classes:
Skye terriers, class 1783^, novice dogs and bitches, prize,

§10 and §15. Chesapeake Bay dogs, class 85}<f, puppies 6 to
12 months old, dogs and bitches, prize, §5 and" §3.
On account of the large number of classes to be judged by

Mr. James Mortimer, the club has decided to relieve him of
the Italian greyhound classes, which will be judged by Mr.
Roger D. Williams. Arrangements are being perfected

AVENT WITH TOPSY'S ROD BACKING COUNT GLADSTONE IV

Subscription Stake, E. E. T., 1893.

field workers and their potency to beget good hunters, A
challenge that would result in bringing together the best
four beagle sires showing both bench and field qualities,
would be more to the point and of more service to the breed.
This reminds us that in regard to the Pade disqualification
we have been accused both privately and publicly by Mr.
Dorsey of taking a one sided view of the case and that against
Mr. Dorsey and his dog. It was for the purpose of defending
the principle of the thing that we took up the cudgels in de-
fence of the club's action, and although we have received let-
ters privately from members of the Beagle Club indorsing
our views, at the same time we should have been better sat-
isfied had the beagle men stated their views publicly. In
regard to partiality on our part, for Mr. Dorsey's informa-
tion we may state that at the meeting in which his dog was
disqualified we maintained that the field trial committee,
after having measured the dog and allowed him to start,
should also allow him to receive any prize he was entitled to,
and this view of the case we should have stated at the time
of reporting the field trials had not the case been then sub
judiee. Had we been present at the time the dogs were
measured, as one of the field trial committee, and an official
judge of the club, we should have protested him then and
there, but as long as he was allowed to run and was practi-
cally indorsed as a true beagle by the judges and the field
trial committee present, he was entitled to his prize. This
closes the discussion as far as this journal is concerned.

A competition that will prove of great interest to collie
fanciers the world over, if it ever takes place, is foreshadowed
in a challenge which Mr. W. E. Mason issues on behalf of
his collie Southport Perfection, in order to set at rest which
really is the best collie now before the English public. At
Derby show the renowned Rufford Ormonde was placed
ahead of all others for a valuable special, but a week or two
following the tables were turned and Southport Perfection
gained the verdict. This has given rise to a good deal of
collie chatter, and Mr. Mason having faith in his dog offers
to show him against any other collie dog, rough or smooth,
before a recognized colhe judge, in an open field, either on
or off the chain. If, as suggested, a sweepstake is made of
§50 a side to include such cracks as Rufford Ormonde, Great
Gun and Southport Pilot, the result will be awaited with
considerable interest, especially as one of the conditions is
that the judge is to publish the reasons for his award.

Not being able to secure the Mechanics' Pavillion, the
Pacific Kennel Club is compelled to abandon its show this

The Columbus show com-
mittee have provided two
additional classes for Rus-
sian wolfhounds. Class 18A
challenge dogs and bitches,
Class 20A, puppies under 12
months, dogs and bitches.
We regret that we did not
receive this information
before going to press last
week, so that we could
have drawn attention to
the fact that Mr. Mooney,
the secretary, would be at
New York show to receive
entries, which closed Feb.
20.

Our correspondents and
especially secretaries of
shows and clubs, should
bear in mind that as we
go to press on Tuesdays
now, all communications
must be received in this
office on Monday to insure
insertion. Advertisements
should not come in later
than Saturday.

Mr. Peck writes us from
Akron, O., that the little show held there in December last
has stirred up quite an interest in well bred dogs, and he
has orders to buy dogs for several good people out there.
Thus doth the good work progress.

The judges at New York have a good deal to contend with,
but nothing we should say hurts their self respect' more, not
even an adverse criticism, than a sight of their portraits in
some of the daily papers.

We draw the attention of Irish setter breeders to Mr.
Blossom's announcement of his dog Bedford at stud in our
business columns. This dog should get good field workers,
for he is himself a worker, having beaten nineteen other
starters at the trials, at Lexington, N. C, in 1892, and among
them were the noted Coleraine and Finglas, the latter having
won two weeks before the All-Age Absolute in the American
field trials.

Polk Miller.

Dogmenknow Polk Millerin a general way merely through
his connection with Sergeant's Dog Remedies, although he
is known to his personal friends as a whole-souled, enthusias-
tic sportsman, and one who can tell you, to a field, where the
quail lie in any part of "Old Virgiony." The mention of Old
Virginny reminds one that among Mr. Miller's accomplish-
ments is his great faculty for imitating in dialogue and reci-
tation the old negro dialect. In this particular forte he
stands facile prtnceps, and his repertoire includes both the
pathetic and the amusing sides of plantation life, inter-
spersed with negro melodies which never fail to bring a
laugh or a tear as occasion demands.

The delegates from the Canadian Kennel Club are all at
the show ready to confer with the A. K. C. Their "plank" is
reciprocity and an acknowledgment of a standing, equal iu
a sense to the A. K. C. The plan on which they propose to
act is that both clubs shall have their stud books, and that
a registration in either should . be recognized by the other
and Canadian exhibitors not registered in American stud
books shall list their dogs and vice versa, for which purpose
the Canadians will institute a listing fee of 25 cents, If some
such reciprocity treaty is not agreed upon, the chances are
that an International club will be formed, the clubs in the
West representing this side of the border. We trust that
such action will not become necessary.
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Cruft's 1 894 Show.
Mr. Cruft, the "English Barnum," as he is dubbed among

the fanciers, has just scored another huge success with his

show iu Agricultural Hall, London. Taney an entry twice
the size of New York gathering this week and one has some
slight conception of the work such a show entails. The
entries numbered 3,000 and the quality on the whole was
good. No startling debuts were made and lack of space
forbids our dipping very largely into any account of the
show. The best sections were St. Bernards, Newfoundlands,
Spaniels, fox-terriers, bulldogs, bull-terriers and Skyes. Mr.
Stephens, the owner of the Acton Fox-Terrier Kennels, had
what is euphoniously termed in this country a "hog killing,"

winning in all twelve firsts, five seconds and two fourths,
the president's cup, the London Fox-Terrier Club's cup,
Ally Sloper's cup, the breeders' challenge cup and nine
other specials.

Th e war between the Portland Kennel Club and the Ore-
gon Kennel Club, which threatened at one time to result in
a good deal of ill-feeling, we understand has been brought
amicably to a close by the amalgamation of the two clubs
under the name, of the Columbia Kennel Club. The Port-
land Kennel Club secretary has notified the A, K. C. to that
effect and asking that the new club be admitted and ac-

knowledged in place of the old Portland Kennel Club, which
was admitted to membership last year. This is a very satis-

factory outcome and relieves every one concerned from what
promised to be a painful position. Now, the preparations
for a good show in May next should receive every encour-
agemen t from California and Oregon fanciers. There is a
movement on foot to have the Portland people take the dates
claimed by Pacific Kennel Club, so that their show will fol-

low soon after Los Angeles, and the same judges officiate at
both places.

The idea has been advanced that in view of the great dis.
tance from the center of operations, New York, the Pacific
Coast clubs and those in the far West, such as Denver;
Omaha, etc., should form a club of their own. on the prin-
ciple of the A. K. O, in order to regulate their own affairs
and bench shows. A dog out there at present, for instance,
has little or no chance of ever becoming a champion under
the 500 entry rule. There are many other reasons for such a
move.

That energetic and important specialty club, the Ameri"
can Spaniel Club, never does anything by halves. They have
engaged Mr. J. Otis Fellows to take charge of the dogs shown
at New York belonging to members.

The s.s. Runic, of the White Star Line, which left Liver-
pool on the 9th and due here Wednesday, Feb. 21, has on
board two collie dogs for Mr. J. Keddie, of Kearney, N. J.

NEW YORK DOG SHOW.
ONCE more the whirl of time has brought us face to face

with another W. K. C. dog show. The present one differs
little from its immediate predecessors. One sees the same
old faces both in dogs and men intermingled with a few
novices whose bearing and enthusiasm easily proclaim their
novitiate. How they must enjoy it all, though they do cast
an anathema now and then when the din becomes louder
than usual. New York, however, is fortunate in the latter
respect, for the high domed roof of the Garden absorbs the
noise and does not throw it back again upon the tired nerves
of the visitors.

Although there are more dogs benched this year than last,

never do we remember seeing so much floor space since the
new building was put up. The arrangement of benches is

greatly altered, and the rings, six in number, form almost
a square in the center of the big hall. The toy dogs and
those known to women as pets are, as we intimated last week
they would be, arranged along- the sides of the amphitheater,
above the ground floor boxes. Thus there is plenty of room
for every one this year, and the ladies can congregate round
the cages of their darlings without fear of their toes being
trodden on or toilets disarranged. Then iu the dining hall
the arrangements are better this year and the bar is screened
from the un-thirsty who want to eat.

On Monday night a number of veteran fanciershad arrived
with their charges. Mr. Winchell was on hand with his B.
B. Prince, Mr. Higgs's Brampton Beauty, and the blood-
hounds of his own kennel. Dr. Longest, though he has his
well-known team of mastiffs here, was bewailing the fact
that the steamship Europe was so tardy, for on board are his
noted bloodhound importations. However, he has Belhus
with him, and had just purchased from Mr. G. E. Berry his
Bradshaw, by Belhus out of Bemison. The St. Bernard folks
were very busy on Monday night. We saw Mrs. Lee, from
Toledo, with her good dogs Grandmaster and Lady Judith;
Mrs. Meacham had Eboracum from the Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels, but Scottish Leader is not entered. "Arthur" comes all

the way from Little Rock, Ark., and has Sir Bedivere, Rus-
tic Beauty, etc., entered. The rough dog open class has
about forty entries, and will be a hard one to judge. A
number of new faces are to be seen on these benches, but we
fail to find much advance in quality or any embryo cracks.
The wolfhounds make a handsome showing, and there is

much fear and trembling as to how the judge will judge,
and which type will get there. Mr. Lawrence brought his
great Danes on early from Columbus, O., and makes a very
sorty showing. Mr. John E. Thayer is here to see his deer-
hounds scoop up the prizes; all but four entries belong to
him. There are five challenge dogs in greyhounds and the
open classes promise some very_ interesting and open compe-
tition, though we see no great improvement in quality.
Pointers are probably the hottest lot yet seen, the light

weights being particularly strong in quality, Mr, Davey
landed with Lady Gay Spanker, Josie Brackett and others
known to fame; Rinada Kennels was very busy showing off

some home bred ones and Billy had the Springside team
looking very fit to the joy of the Lewis brothers. Hempstead
Farm was busy too, and will show some good old stand-bys,
though the field trials will interfere with some of their
younger entries. English setters have nothing that will
create a furore, though the classes are well filled. Irish set-
ter dogs show a challenge class of nine and some fair youngs-
ters are coming out.

Collies are very strong and Mr, Jarrett has Christopher
looking tip top aud a new bitch that looks a replica of Ros-
lyn Dolly; the Hempstead Farm Kennels show up well, and
our old beagle friend, Monsieur Phcebus seemed to have had
a say in their condition, and some ne\y faces will speak for
themselves. Bob Armstrong, with the Cragstone Kennels
was not in any hurry to bench, and so we did not see his crack
team. Gordon setters make a capital appearance, and com-
petition is keen. One need not envy the spaniel judge, for
his task is no sinecure though there is no great advance in
quality. Messrs. Hunnewell and H. G. Trevor, champions
of the brown and black poodles respectively, make a grand
exhibit and better than ever seen in New York, though we
should like to see a few more corded ones, Lion being the
only one entered.
Space will not permit us to speak of the grand showing of

bulldogs, bull-terriers, fox-terriers and the different rough
'uns. Mr. H W. Smith was playing a game of "Cribbage"
and looked confident, while Messrs. E. & H. Brooks wore that
serene look of contentment that comes with the knowledge
that they have the best there. There is a falling off insome of
the toy spaniel classes, notably in the Japs, only five being
entered this time, though they are the best we have almost,

but we miss Mrs. Clarke's beautiful cages and pretty dogs.
Mrs. F. Senu, Mrs. Crawford and Miss Lacy furnish the
entries. Prof. Hampton will furnish the evening circuses,
the judges Mali be the cause of the others. The catalogue is
well arranged and an innovation that is particularly happy
is an asterisk after the name of an owner who is also a mem-
ber of the specialty club devoted to the breed which he ex-
hibits. Judges and others will appreciate this great help in
making their special awards.
The entries in the catalogue number 1,344, numbers being

duplicated as follows: Mastiffs 1, St. Bernards 20, wolfhounds
1, greyhounds 3, foxhounds 4, pointers 30, Knglish setters 13,
Irish setters 8, Gordon setters 6, collies 28, cockers 12, poodles
4, bulldogs 7, bull-terriers 10, dachshunds 2, beagles 6, fox-
terriers (smooth) 15, wire-hair 9, Irish terriers 6, Scotch ter-
riers 1.

Judging commenced promptly on Tuesday, and as we go
to press an hour or two later, we are unable for the first time
in many years, to publish the list of awards the same week.
Our report next week will be very complete and valuable, as
in the majority of the breeds the judges have consented to
write for Forest and Stream the reasons for their awards.
Already the experienced management shows that the vet-
erans, James Mortimer and John Read, are at the helm, and
Messrs. Cromwell and Terry are busy on a sort of all-round
reception and executive committee, The weather is fine
and the show promises to be a success. H. W. L.

UNITED STATES FIELD TRIALS.
TriaJs B of the United States Field Trials Club were run

at Grand Junction, Tenm, beginning on Feb. 12. The com-
petition dragged somewhat owing to obstructive delays
caused by bad weather. These were the third annual trials.
The judges were Messrs. Royal Robinson. Indianapolis,

Ind., J. A. Balmer, Vincennes, Ind., and W. W. Titus,
Waverly Miss. They were painstaking and skillful, and
managed the competition quite satisfactory. Much of the
grounds was not favorable for new competition. They were
cut up badly in .places with gullies and washouts, some side-
hills being so seamed as to be useless for field trials. The
cover, too, was thin and light, in short, in the large area of
ground used, but a small ratio was available for trial purpo-
ses. There were many sportsmen in attendance, particularly
in the first days. Amongst those in attendance were Mr.
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.,W. C. Foster, L. A. Rice, Chicago, P, H.
Bryson, Memphis, J. M. Freeman, Bicknell, Ind., C. W.
Tway, Irwin, O., W. J. Speares, Byhalia, Miss., C. A. Draper
and H. C. Hatcher, Toledo, O., "Dr. J. N. Maclin, Mason,
Tenn., Edgar Huidecoper, Meadville, Pa., Geo. W. Powell,
St. Louis, Mo., W. A. Beabrook, Chicago, J. N. Seale, Jack-
son, Tenn., and many others. On Tuesday, there were
between sixty and seventy horsemen following the trials.
The grounds used were those which are historic in field

trial annals. Each hill and dale brought up reminiscences of
where one dog made a famous poiot, where another was
beaten, or where an important stake was decided. The
famous Lit—Grousedale race was run ou them. In the ear-
lier day of trials, those of the National Club were run in
December, when the cover was better than itwas later in the
winter. Pasturage, cultivation and a poor soil results in
thin vegetation in February on those grounds. Withal, the
grounds evoked many objections. The hotel accommodations
were insufficient, most of it being of the sixteenth class with
collateral makeshifts several classes lower. The food was
uniform in grade and consistency, from meal to meal. The
bill was prompt and faultlessly perfect. The strongest objec-
tions, however, were made against the grounds being situated
so near Hickory Valley. As to whether the objections are
sound or not, this report does not deal. It relates to the
mere matter of fact. The grounds themselves are hardly
fitted for a late winter trial. The grass is too thin both
from a scanty growth and from pastiiring ib. Large areas
are washed and cut up with gullies, and deep gullies ob-
structed the course at frequent intervals. Birds were found
in ample numbers. Mr. J. M. Avent furnished a large num-
ber of excellent horses, and was a most efficient guide over
the grounds, he being perfectly acquainted with them and
the best routes for competition. Wire fences obstructed the
course at times, and the most strenuous objections were
raised against riding on any ground which was under culti-
vation. As a whole, the experience at Grand Junction was
most unsatisfactory, considering it as a field trial ground, or
a place whei'ein a man would flourish on the absence of
every-day comforts. As this is probably the last field trials
which will be held there, further comment is unnecessary.

The Pointer Derby.
MONDAY.

The night of Sunday was rainy, the storm lasting into the
forenoon. The weather gradually turned colder and was
near the freezing point in the morning, while a strong wind
blew steadily from the northwest. The grounds were wet
and soft. Birds were found in fairly good numbers and, not-
withstanding what were apparently unfavorable conditions,
the scent was good. Owing to the unfavorable character of
the ground on this day, the heats were run under greatly
different conditions, some through sections of ground's
washed out and seamed with gullies and containing thin,
patchy, and insufficient cover, while others were run in fairly
good going and cover, Avhile others again were largely in
cover. The drawing took place on Monday morning. There
were ten starters, namely:
E. M. Beale's liv. & w. bitch Alice Leslie (King of Kent-

Belle Randolph), S. J. McCarthey, handler, with T. H. Gibb's
liv. & w. dog, Lad's Rush (Rush of Lad—Devonshire Belle
of the Ball), L. W. Blankenbaker, handler.
B. M. Stephenson's liv. & w. dog Flying Jib (Tribula-

tion—Lalia), owner handler, with Hempstead Farm Kennels'
liv. &w. dog Hempstead Drake (Duke of Hessen—Woolton
Game), A. Cameron, handler.
W. B. Stafford's liv. & w. dog Kent H. (King of Kent-

Duchess), owner, handler, with E. O. Damon's liv. & w. dog
Strideway (King of Kent—Pearl's Dot), Geo. E. Gray, handler.
G. R, Howse's liv. "& w. dog Lula K. (Ossiao—Pearl's

Pride), owner, handler, with D. P. Ritchey's liv. & w. dog
Don (Trinket's Coin—Molton Patti), L. W. Blankenbaker,
handler.
Hempstead Farm Kennels' liv. & w. dog Hempstead

Beau (Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game), A, Cameron, hand-
ler, with L. W. Blankenbaker's blk. & w. bitch Fly B.
(Buck—Jilt II,), owner handler.
This stake was for pointers whelped on or after Jan. 1,

1892. First $250, second 1200, third $150,
The competition was but moderately good, even consider-

ing the disadvantages of the grounds.
Strideaway, winner of first, was not running up to his best

form. Don, winner of second, showed good, honest work on
birds; he needed more range aud speed. Hempstead Beau
made an average exhibition.
Alice Leslie and Lad's Rush began at 12:46. They ran

33m. Rush was easily the better performer of the two. Alice,
made a point on a bevy, left the point and went on; she came
back and pointed. The birds were flushed and she showed
timidity when the gun was discharged, although there was
only powder enough to make a very slight report. She next
flushed a siugle in the woods. Lad pointed, probably on
footscent. The heat was ordinary.
Flying Jib and Hempstead Duke began at 1:24. Duke

made a point and a bevy was flushed 20 or 30yds. behind him.
He pointed a single and made two flushes. Jib pointed a
bevy well and was steady to shot. The heat was run over
very difficult grounds, and it was unfavorable for a display
of speed or range. Up at 1:53.

Kent H. and Strideaway started at 1:58. Strideaway
pointed a bevy. Kent flushed a single bird of it and the re-
mainder flushed wild. Kent drew to a flush on a bevy in
woods. Strideaway pointed a bevy in open sedge and next
got a point on a single. Up at 2:31. Strideaway had some
advantage in range, such range at least as the grounds ad-
mitted of. The heat was not remarkable for good work.
LULA K. AND Don started at 2:40. Don had the advantage

in range and speed, and was an honest worker on his birds.
Lula pointed a bevy in a plum thicket and Don backed. Don
pointed some scattered birds. Lula backed, broke it and
flushed the birds. Don made a flush on some birds. Up at
3:13.

Hempstead Beau and Flt B. began at 3:15. Beau made
a good point on a bevy on bare ground. Fly backed, but
caught scent and pointed. Fly made a point on a single and
another at the moment the bird flushed. To another point
she made there was nothing. Beau made a point on a single
on the trail of which Fly made a point. Up at 3:46, and the
work for the day ended.
In the evening the judges announced that Strideaway,

*Don, Lad's Rush and Hempstead Beau would run in the sec-
ond series.

TUESDAY.
A sharper cold had set in during the night and the ground

was frozen lightly in the morning. Clouds covered the sky,
and the prospect was not agreeable iu respect to weather con-
ditions, The temperature gradually grew wai-mer. The
mid-day hours were pleasant and temperature comfortable.
The grounds used after the Pointer Derby ended were the
old ti eld trial grounds of the National Club in past years prior
to 1887. Birds were found in numbers sufficient to afford a
good competition. All the condition were far more favorable
than those of yesterday.
Strideawat and Don began at 9:18 about two miles from

Hickory Valley. Don caught scent, made a point, then drew
off to the left to locate, Strideaway coming in further ahead
and across, pointed the bevy. When the gun was fired
Strideaway was steady to caution. On scattered birds the
work of Strideaway was a bit ragged. He made two points
on them, one on a bevy and he made two flushes. Don made
four points on scattered birds and one on a bevy. His work
on birds was the cleaner, and while it was not so dashiog as
that of his competitor, it was more accurate. Strideaway
was much the wider in range and the better in speed. Up
at 10:04.

Lad's Rush and Hempstead Beau began at 10:09. Lad
pointed to his flush of a bevy. Beau pointed a bevy in a hol-
low in woods. He next flushed a bird up wind. Rush
flushed a bird, pointed one, and Beau made a point on a
bevy and a single. Up at 11:00 with the heat in Beau's favor.
The judges then consulted and soon announced their de-

cision: First, Strideaway; second, Don; third, Hempstead
Beau.
The competition in this stake was not of the first class,

though some of the dogs made quite a good showing.

The Setter Derby.

There were sixteen starters in this stake. Some of the
work, particularly in first series, was quite good. The dogs
were drawn to run in the following order:
Chas. P. Stokes's b. w. & t. bitch Allene (Gath's Mark

—

Ruby's Girl), D. E. Rose, handler, with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s,

b. & w. bitch Ightfield Rosalie (Fred—Ross), C. Tucker,
handler.
Chas. P. Stokes's b. w. & t. bitch Bessie Shoupe (Gath's

Hope—Countess Rush), D. E. Rose, handler, with Avent &
Thayer's b. w. & t. dog Topsy's Rod (Roderigo—Topsy
Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.
Manchester Kennel Co.'s b. w. & t. bitch Callie White

(Gath's Mark—Georgia Belle), A. P. Gilliam, handler, with
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, b. w. & t. bitch Antoinette (Antonio-
Daisy Hunter), C. Tucker, handler.

F. E. White's Irish setter bitch Maid (DukeElcho—Aurore),
J. Mayfield, handler, with Chas. F. Field's b. w. & t. bitch
Misty' Morning (Antonio—Field's Cossette), H. M. Short,
handler.
Chas. F. Field's b. w. & t. dog Markell (Autonio—Field's

Cossette), H. M. Short, handler, with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s. o &
w. bitch Beryl (Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.), C, Tucker,
handler.
Blue Ridge Kennels' b. w. & t. dog Blue Ridge Mark

(Gath's Mark—Ollie T.), D. E. Rose, handler, with John A.
Gude's (agt.) b. w. & t. dog San Antonio (Antonio—Nellie
Hope), J. Mayfield, handler.

F. R. Hitchcock's b. w. & t. bitch Topaz (Count Gladstone
—Tory Diamond), J. M. Avent, handler, with Bevan & Moss's
b. w. & t. bitch Dame Durden (Eugene T.—Dell Rivers), H.
S. Bevan, handler.
Avent & Thayer's b, w. & t. dog Thalia (Jean Val Jean-

Lucy Avent), J. M. Avent, handier, with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s
b. w. & t. bitch Leona (Eugene T.—Bess of Hatchie), C.
Tucker, handler.
The prizes and conditions are the same as in the pointer

Derby.
Allene and Ightfield Rosalie began at 11:14. The first

piece of work was quite spectacular, Rosalie pointing prettily
and Allene, standing in open sedge on a side hill, backing
stylishly fully 50yds. away. Both ranged wide and fast, cov-
ering nearly the same quantity of ground, although Allene
was somewhat the better. The latter made a point; nothing
found. Up at 11:45.

Lunch was eaten in the open woods, the hotels sending out
a lunch to their guests.
After lunch the heat was resumed. Time, 1:12, Allene

found and pointed a bevy and Rosalie backed well. On scat-
tered birds, Allene pointed, Rose failed to flush. Allene
ordered to go on roaded them to a flush. Sent on he made
two more good sharp points on single birds in dry leaves and
Rosalie one. Allene was sharper and quicker in her work on
scattered birds. Up at 1:21.

Topsy's Rod and Bessie Shoupe began at 1:28. They ran
an excellent heat. Rod poiuted a bevy and Bessie backed
well. The beyy was followed. Bessie pointed it. Next, each
got a joint point on scattered birds. Bessie got two more
points on singles and Rod one. Up at 1:45. Their work on
birds was clean and good and nearly equal. Rod had the
wider range.
Callie White and Antoinette ran a patchy heat. An-

toinette pointed on the footscent of a bevy. Callie refused
to back, drew in ahead, pointed, then went in and flushed.
Next callie made a good point on a bevy. Antoinette made
a point to which nothing was found, Callie backingpromptly
and prettily this time. She next made a barren point. An-
toinette roaded to a flush on a bevy. In scrub oaks Antoin-
ette made a good point on two birds. Next she flushed a bird,
and next she pointed a bevy. Callie pointed well on a single.
Up at 2:31. Neither beat out the ground with regularity or
judgment.
Ma i d and Misty Morning started at 2:41. Maid flushed

several times in succession. Misty pointed a bevy and
flushed a single, and it was said that she flushed a bevy in
the early part of the heat. Their range was common place.
Up at 3:08.

Markel and Beryl began at 3:15. Beryl made a point at
the moment the bird flushed. Next she dropped to a point
on a siugle. They were taken to new and better ground,
fourteen minutes being thus occupied. They were ordered
up at 4:10 without any further finding. Neither ranged
more than middling.
Blue Ridge Mark and San Antonio were cast off

4:18. San flushed an outlying bird of a bevy, and Mark iu
woods flushed a bird excusably. Mark made a point in
woods; nothing found. A long search was without any find.
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Up at 5:00. Though the dogs worked diligently they could
not succeed iu finding. Mark was the bet ter ranger.
This heat ended the day's work.

WEDNESDAY.
The weather was raw and cloudy. Snow squalls set in

soon after the competition began, settling at last into a steady
snow fall, which at last, after lunch, became so heavy that
the competition was suspended aud the party returned to

town. The work was good considering the unfavorable con-

ditions.
Dame Durden and Topaz were cast off at 8:42. Topaz

pointed a bevy and got another point on the scattered birds.

Dame then began to score, she finding and pointing two
bevies and making three points on singles. Up at 9:10, with
the heat in Dame's favor.
Beryl and Markell and Blue Ridge Mark and San Antonio

were given another short trial without materially adding
anything to their chances of a place in the competition.
_ LEONA and Thalia were started at 9:56. Both ranged well,

yet their Avork on birds were ordinary. Leoua pointed rab-
bits and Thalia had a difficulty with a tame goose which was
much to the bodily discomfort and peace of mind of the lat-

ter. Thalia next pointed a bevy quite nicely. Leona pointed
to a fl ush of a single bird. Next she made a good point. The
heat was an ordinary one.
Six were kept in the next series.

Topsy's Rod and Allege were cast off at 10:59. Rod
never ran better. He was more in his form of last fall than
he has been since. He first pointed on the trail of a bevy,
Allen e backing. He moved on, and in locating he outclassed
Allene in quickness and sharpness. On scattered birds he
made four points in woods, also one point which had noth-
ing to it, and he made one flush. Next he pointed a bevy,
Allene backed. The heat ended at 11:22 with everything in
Rod's favor.
Dame Burden and Bessie Shoupe started at 11:26. Bessie

poiuted a bevy iu a slack manner, she wiggling her tail while
pointing. Next she got a point on a single in woods. Dame
pointed a bevy in the open sedge and was backed. Up at
11:43. Bessie was the wider ranger in this heat. Neither
worked up to the grade of their previous performances.
Ightfield Rosalie and Topaz were started at 11:54.

Rosalie flushed two birds of an outlying bevy, then pointed
it. Sent on, she found and pointed another bevy. Her range
was narrow, with a cast out now and then, but she was de-
cidedly the superior in bird work. Up at 12:25.

Lunch was eaten in the woods in a snow storm.
Rosalie and Bessie Shoupe were started off at 1:12, and

ran till 1:28. Rosalie pointed and Bessie backed. Nothing
found. The snow storm had so thickened that work was
suspended and the party went to town. The competition of
the stake, however, was over.
The judges.announced the winners soon after the return

to town.
Topsy's Rod first; Allene second; third was divided between

Ightfield Rosalie and Bessie Shoupe.

The All-Aged Pointer Stake.

There, were eleven starters in this stake, as follows:
T. H. Gibb's b. & w. dog Lad's Rush (Lad of Rush-

Devonshire Belle of the Ball), L. W. Blankenbaker, handler,
with John E. Gill's 1. & w. bitch Kent's Maid (King of Kent
—Galena), Ed. Garr, handler.

T. T. Ashford's blk. & w. Kent Elgin (King of Kent—Vera
Bang), J. M. Avent, handler, with Hempstead Farm's 1. &
w. dog Hempstead Duke (Duke of Hessen—Lass of Bow), A.
Cameron, handler.
N. T. Harris's 1. & w. Rod's Graphic (Lord Graphic—Win-

ning Ways), L. W. Blankenbaker, handler, with E. O.
Damon's 1. & w. dog Strideaway (King of Kent—Pearl's
Dot), Geo. E. Gray, handler.

OVERWEIGHT.

Jackson-Denmark Kennels' lem. &w. dog Lehman (Gordon
—Fanny), T. Bond, handler, with Hempstead Farm's b. <fe

w. dog Sandford Druid (Econ Don—Sandford Quince), A.
Cameron, handler.
Major J. R. Purcell's b. & w. bitch Lady Margaret (Dick

Swiveler—Countess Baug), owner, handler, with R L. Shan-
non's 1. & w. bitch Mame S. (Brown Stout—Pearl's Pride),
G. R. Howse, handler.
G. W. Amory's blk. & w. dog Mainstay (Mainspring—Bar-

maid), a bye, T. W. Poindexter, handler.
This stake was for pointers which had never been first in

an All-Aged Stake iu any recognized field trial in America.
The prizes were $200 to first, $175 to second and $125 to third.

THURSDAY.
The morning was so unfavorable for the competition that

a start was not made till afternoon. A light fall of snow
covered the ground and the weather was cold and uncom-
fortable. A start was made after lunch. A cold, stiff, disa-
greeable wind blew from the northwest steadily during the
afternoon. While the conditions seemed most unfavorable
for clean work, they proved the contrary. Birds were fouud
in sufficient numbers and were not wild as they commonly
are after a sudden and severe change of weather.
Lad's Rush and Kent's Maid started at 1:18. Maid

pointed a bevy in the open. On the scattered birds, Lad
pointed a bird and Maid flushed some of the scattered birds.
Lad pointed a bird in woods and was well backed. Maid
roaded to a point on a single, locating it nicely. Lad going

down wind flushed an outlying bird of a bevy. Moving on
down wind he turned to a point on the rest of the birds and
they flushed wild. Neither showed much range and they
pottered sometimes. Up at 1:47.

Kent Elgin and Hempstead Dn< ks were c ist off at 1:55.

Duke pointed iu sedge grass and Kent coming in from
another direction pointed independently. In locating to a
find, Kent proved the better. He next pointed a single well.

Going down wind, he flushed the rest of the bevy excusablv.
Duke had an opportunity to point it but did not do so. Ketx
made two points on singles. Both next pointed on foot scent
apparently. Both ranged wide and fast, heating out a great
deal of ground. Kent showing the best judgment aud point
work. Up at 2:33.

Rod's Graphic and Strideaway began at 2:26. Graphic
flushed a single and the rest of the bevy flushed wild.

Strideaway pointed a bevy at the edge of woods. Graphic
next pointed a single. Up at 3:01. Strideaway was the
better, though the. heat was but little above the ordinary.
Each backed promptly and well.
Lehman and Sanford Druid begau at 3:04. Lehman

found and pointed a bevy and was backed. Each got a
point on scattered birds and each also got a point separately

f n a IF* <%.
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on single birds. Druid ran without much style and was
irregular in range. Lehman had the better of the heat.

Up at 3:36.

Mame S. and Lady Margaret began at 3:48. Lady found
and pointed a bevy nicely on a side hill in sedge. Mame
made a couple of false points, Lady flushed one bird and
pointed another, and Mame got a point on a single and one
on a bevy. She ranged poorly and came back frequently
from her range, whicn was not wide. The heat lasted 30m.
Mainstay had a bye and ran 30m., beginning at 4:15. No

birds found. Range ordinary.
Six were kept in the next series.

FRIDAY.
The atmosphere had a bracing coolness in the morning,

gradually growing warmer. The frozen ground was soon
changed to mud by the warmth. Birds were found suffi-

ciently numerous for field trial competition. The work of
the day, saAre in a few heats, was commonplace.
Lad's Rush and Lady Margaret were cast off at 9:19.

Lad pointed a bevy in the open and Lady backed. Eaeh
made game, but failed to locate. Lady pointed a bevy well
in a plum thicket and was backed, and soon after starting
on Lad pointed a bevy in the open and Lady pointed or
backed, both dogs being quite close to the bevy. Lad next
got a good point on a single bird, after which Lady pointed
one well, then moved on to a flush. Lady was the better
ranger, while Lad was a bit better in his point work. Up at
9:40.

Kent Elgin and Strideaway began at 9:45. Both ran
to a point together by the edge of woods, and soon a bevy
flushed some 60yds. away, thedogs pointing on the footscent
or the birds running away from the point. Kent made three
more good points on singles and one on a bird which he
moved too close on and flushed. He also found skillfully
and pointed a bevy in a plum thicket. Strideaway made a
good point on a single and broke his back once in a deliberate
manner. Kent refused once to back. He, however, was far
ahead of his competitor snd easily the best performer in the
stake. Strideaway showed a tendency to wiggle his tail on
point and did not go to his birds with his former dash. Kent
was the better ranger. Up at 10:10.

Hempstead Duke and Lehman commenced at 10:12.
Duke pointed a bevy and was backed. In searching for the
scattered birds, Duke pointed a rabbit. Sent on, he soon
found and pointed a bevy. Lehman ran without any spirit
and had but a moderate range. Hempstead Duke made a
good competition and could have made a better showing
were he not sometimes encouraged to hold his points too
long when he had not located precisely.
This concluded the competition in this stake. First Kent

Elgin, second Strideaway, third was divided between Hemp-
stead Duke, Lady Margaret and Lad's Rush.
Kent Elgin was easily the best competitor in the stake, and

ran in a superior manner, though heat infrequent times was
a bit inattentive to the gun. He was skillful in pointing
both bevies and single birds, and in range and speed he was
superior and worked with excellent judgment.
Strideaway was not in his best form, and his work was

sometimes marred by mistakes. He was lacking in the bold
decisiveness and clear point work which he exhibited in his
best competition.
Hempstead Duke ranged wide and fast and displayed earn-

est attention to bird finding, and he conducted his efforts
with judgment. On birds, he was too painstaking, and
while not in the least bit timid, hawas over careful. Less
coaching of him when on birds would be to his gain.
Lady Margaret ran a good race, she showing much skill in

working on birds and in locating bevies.
Lad's Rush ran a fair though commonplace race.

The All-Age Setter Stake.
The competition in this stake was begun immediately after

the All-Age Pointer Stake was concluded. The prizes and
conditions were the same as in that stake.
There were sixteen starters, drawn in the following order-
ManChester Kennel Co.'s lem. & w. dog Gleam's Sport

(Vanguard—Georgia Belle), A. P, Gilliam, handler, with
Blue Ridge Kennels' b. w. & t. dog Dick Fox (Chance-
Countess Rush), D, E. Rose, handler.
Avent & Thayer Kennels' b. w. & t. dog Count Gladstone

(Count Noble—Miss Ruby), J. M. Avent, handler, with A
Smithnight's b. w. & t. dog Spot Cash (Vanguard—Georgia
Belle). Geo. E Gray, handler.
B. M. Stephenson's blue belton dog Tennessee Rod

(Roderigo—Pet Gladstone), owner, handler, with Pierre
Lorillard, Jr.'s, o. & w. bitch Miss Ruby (Gladstone's Bov—
Ruby D.), C. Tucker, handler.

3

P. T. Madison's b. w. & t. dog Rod Field (Antonio—Nellie

Hope), J. Mayfield, handler, with Avent & Thayer Kennels'
b. w. & t. dog Lochinvar (Chance—Bessie Avent), J. M. Avent,
handler.
Avent & Thayer Kennels b. w. & t. dog Chevalier (Jean

Val Jean—Lucy Avent), J. M. Avent, handler, with L. A.
Rice's b. w. & t. dog Pembroke's Blue Grouse (Pembroke's
Son—Sue of Hatehie), owner, handler.
Hempstead Farm's liv. & w. dog Bob Cooper (Roi d'Or

—

Miss Nellie Y.), A. Cameron, handler, with P. Lorillard Jr.'s

liv. & w. bitch Antevolo (Count Noble—Trinkett IL), C.
Tucker, handler.
Pierre Lorillard Jr.'s b. w. & t. dog Eugene T. (Count

Noble—Gladstone's Girl\ C. Tucker, handler, with B. M.
Stephenson's b. w. & t. dog Tennessee Axtel (Roderigo—Pet
Gladstone), owner, handler.

J. M. Freeman's b. w. & t. dog Dan Burgess (Dan Glad-
stone—Lily Burgess), J. Mayfield, handler, with Jackson
Denmark Kennels' b. w. & t>. bitch Lillian Russell (Philip
Gladstone—Lou G.), T. Bond, handler.
Dick Fox and Gleam's Sport were called to start. Sport

was plainly too ill to start, and on request of his handler the
Board of Governors permitted his withdrawal. Dick was
run alone, beginning at 10:54. His heat was rather indiffer-

ent so far as bird work is concerned, though in speed and
range he was quite good. He found and pointed a bevy,
dropped to a point on a single and flushed twice. He was
run 30 minutes. „
Count Gladstone and Spot Cash were cast off at 11:29.

Count ranged wide and at high speed. He was lost for a '

while. When found he was pointing a bevy in open sedge
in which he had dropped to his point. He made a good point
on a single bird and a point to which there was nothing
found. Spot made a good point on a bird. Count was the
superior worker in every detail. Up at 11:54, and the party
went to lunch.
Tennessee Rod and Miss R-uby started at 12:46. The

handlers rode during the heat. Tucker was suffering from
symptoms of pneumonia. Miss Ruby beat out her ground
with the better judgment, though both ranged wide and
covered a lot of ground. Miss Ruby found and pointed a
bevy and made one point and one flush on single birds. She
also found a bevy which she drew too close to, and as she
was about to point the bevy flushed. Rod made four points
on singles and a good find and point on a bevy. He stopped
to a flush on a single, and another bird was flushed ahead of
him. Up at 1:17.

Rod Field and Lochinvar started at 1 :20. They ran an
indifferent heat, the bird work being ragged. Lochinvar
pointed a bevy. Rod was not near to back. They both made
some points to which no birds could be produced. Rod
pointed a single which flushed wild in woods. Avent called
the judges' attention to Lochinvar pointing in a thicket. Be-
fore they could get near to see the bevy flushed. Rod made
a point and after the dog had been sent on a bird wasflushed
close by. Neither dog took advantage of his opportunities.
Up at 1:52.

Chevalier and Pkmbroke's Blue Grouse started at 1:56.

The heat was a poor one, the point work being faulty and
many good opportunities to display skill in pointing were
lost. Chevalier was decidedly superior in every way. Grouse
made a poor showing.
Antevolo and Bob Cooper had abundance of opportun-

ities in the 31 minutes in which they ran, commencing at
2:25. Antevolo, though her point work was not free from
flushes, far surpassed her competitor. She took a long cast,
found and pointed a bevy. On scattered birds she made
three points and three flushes, one down wind excusably,
and made a point also on a bevy. She was the wider ranger.
Bob made, a point on footscent. He did not take advantage,
of the opportunities offered.

FIRST IN PUPPY CLASS.

Tennessee Axtel and Eugene T. started to run a heat,
but soon after starting the latter was lost and was not found
till after the heat had ended, when he, it was claimed, was
found on point on a bevy not far from where he-was first
missed. Axtel ran alone. He pointed, then nosed up the
bird. He next pointed a bevy, which he had not accurately
located, it flushing some distance from him. He made two
more points on singles. He ranged fairly well. He was
started at 3:40 and ran 35 minutes.
Lillian Russell and Dan Burgess began at 3:50. Lill

pointed a bevy and Dan refused to back. Lill had been hold-
ing her point some time. Sent on to locate several were
flushed by the dogs and handlers in the heavy sedge grass,
the birds apparently being scattered about feeding. Dan
got a point on a single. Lill was the better ranger and
worker. Up at 4:25.

This ended the day's competition.
Eight dogs were retained in the second series.

SATURDAY.
The weather again turnedT nrost unfavorable for the com-

petition. A strong southeast wiud prevailed during the day,
and the sky was heavily overcast with clouds. There was a
raw dampness in the atmosphere which made a discomfort
of watching the trials. Birds were wild and consequently
difficult to work. Nevertheless, some excellent exhibitions
of skilful ranging, finding and pointing were witnessed.
Rain fell during the latter part of the competition.
Count Gladstone and Antevolo began the work at 8:32.

Count was superior in every way to his competitor, he rang-
ing better and with more judgment, besides exhibiting mor©
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skill in his bird work. He found and pointed two bevies

nicely and made a good point on a single bird. He made
one point, and nothing was fonnd. Antevolo pointed inaccu-
rately twice and pointed a single and flushed one in woods.
Down 23m.
Tennessee Rod and Lillian Russell were cast off at

9:02. On the scattered birds of a bevy flushed by spectators
Rod flushed a single and Lill roaded to a point on scat-

tered birds. They were then taken to new grounds. Rod
pointed and Lill backed well. They both roaded here and
there and pointed in the open. Turning into the woods
Lill pointed the bevy. Both were steady to shot. Up at

9:40. Both ranged well and made a creditable competition,
though their work did not class with that of Count Glad-
stone, Eugene T. and some others.
Miss Ruby and Dan Burgess began at 9:56. Dan pointed

a bevy and Miss Ruby backed or pointed. From the posi-

tions of the dogs it seemed to be Miss's point, but Dan was
entitled to it, as he made it first. Miss next pointed a bevy
in a cornfield, and there being no cover the birds soon
flushed wild. On a side hill in woods Miss made a staunch
point and nothing was found. Dan ran far the better heat.

Chevaliek and Eugene T. were cast off at 10:50. Cheva-
ier pointed a bevy well, and Eugene going in pointed the
same bevy. On single birds, Chevalier pointed two, Eugene
one. The latter next made a good point on a bevy in woods
and another in open brush. He was better on his birds than
Chevalier, the latter needing a toot of the whistle to test his

accuracy. Chevalier flushed a bevy down wind. Eugene led

in range, Chevalier sometimes tagging. My opinion was that
Eugene was the better, though he is uncertain in backing.
The Derby Absolute was next started, an account of which

s hereinafter.
Chevaliek and Dan Burges were cast off at 12:09, and ran

23 minutes. Each, quite a distance apart, made a point on a
bevy. Chevalier got in among the scattered birds and made
four points in rapid succession. Dan at the same time got in
a part where there were a few cows, which were disturbed,
and moving about flushed several birds. Dan fell off some-
what in range.
The party then went to lunch.
Count Gladstone and Chevalier ran a heat which

asted four minutes, beginning at 1:32. It was ample time
for Count to show his superiority. He pointed a bevy, and
beat his competitor in pace, range and judgment.
Miss Ruby ran alone, from 1:38 to 1:52. She made a sad

inroad into her chances by roading up a single bird in open
sedge with the wind in her favor and chasing it to her satis-

faction. She had narrowed her range also.

The judges announced the winners as follows: First,

Count Gladstone; second, Chevalier; third, Dan Burges.

The All-Age Stake Absolute.

Count Gladstone and Kent Elgin beginning at 2:02, ran
a heat well worth seeing. It was a very superior exhibition
of good field trial work. Both dogs ranged wide and fast,

a bit too wide at times. They conducted their search with
kill. The competition was very close, and while the setter
beat the pointer he had nothing to spare, nor did he have
any time to waste in doing it. Kent was first to find, he
pointing a bevy well and Count backed. The next bevy was
found by Count in open sedge. At that time Count was lost

n woods. He was found on a point, but moved on before
his handler reached him. Count pointed a rabbit. He next
pointed and nothing was found. Kent backed nicely. Kent
took a long cast to the rear and pointed, holding the point
taunchly, but moved on before his handler reached him.
Count found and pointed a bevy well in open sedge and was
backed. Next he pointed a single in woods. Each made a
Eoint, apparently on footscent. Another point on a single
ird for Count and the heat ended. Time 2:50. Count was

the winner.
The Derby Absolute.

Strideaway and Topsy's Rod were started next after the
heat between Chevalier and Eugene T. They began at 11:40

and ran 10 minutes . Strideaway pointed a single bird and
Topsy's Rod made a false point. Before starting Mr. Avent
explained to the judges that his dogs had been let out on the
previous night from the room in which they were confined;
that some one had fed Topsy's Rod a heavy meal, probably
with a view to his defeat. The appearance of the dog fully
confirmed the statement that he was heavily over-fed. Soon
after starting he reached water and drank eagerly. Sent on
he ran but a short distance when he again drank. In short,
he drank to his utmost capacity, wnich denoted that his
food was very salty as well as plentiful. He was so laden
that his range was shortened, his stride short and heavy and
he worked reluctantly, though when ordered he would start
off with spirit and his load.
Mr. Avent took the dog up at the end of ten minutes, and

entered a protest against further running of Topsy's Rod in
his then condition on the grounds that he had been tampered
with, by overfeeding him, to insure his defeat in the Derby.
That it was not by any negligence on his part as the dog was
securely housed, and to reach him two doors had to be
opened. That men in an adjoining room heard the entrance
of persons unknown, into the room where the dogs were
housed. Soon after the dogs were ordered up, Topsy's Rod
vomited a large quantity of fat pork, presumably salty.
The board of governors immediately met to consider the

protest. As the matter was complicated and it was useless
to continue the heat, as Rod was already beaten, the board
decided to postpone the heat till a later period. It was so
announced, which was unfortunate, as it would have been
better to announce that the matter was for further consider-
ation. There was a palpable injustice in running Rod
further, as he was unfit to run, as there was a suspicion of
trickery, and as there was a protest which needed passing
upon before the running was continued.
In the evening the judged decided the heat in favor of

Strideaway. This made rather an awkwara complication,
since the announcement was that the heat was postponed.
Under the conditions the competition was purely technical,
as Rod was incapacitated. There was the honor of winning
over him under the circnmstances. Fair play and a post-
ponement to hear all the evidence to the end that the guilt
be fixed on the guilty parties if possible, if such there were,
or at least to show that it was done by persons unknown,
would seem to be equitable and just. On the other hand,
the judges could not remain over till Monday. Mr. Titus
was suffering from a severe cold and really was not' prudent
in exposing himself on Saturday. Final action on the
protest was deferred to the club's meeting at Chicago,
during the Mascoutah Club's show. B. Waters.

S. F. T. Club's Meeting.
A KIND of informal meeting of the Southern Field Trials

Club was held at New Albany, Miss , on Friday night of the
week of the late field trials of that club. As no legal pre-
siding officer was present it is doubtful whether the action
of the meeting is binding on the club.
No changes were made in the list of officers, except that Dr.

M. F, Rogers, of New Albany, Miss., was elected a vice-presi-
dent in place of Mr. J. Shelley Hudson. There was a bal-
ance of $600 in the treasury after paying all the expenses of
the trials.

There are several members who earnestly desire some
niportanb reformatory changes in the club's affairs and
policy which, if not made, may seriously impair the chances
of the club's holding another field trial, as without such
changes all the members may not support it.

,

The club is an important one and does a great deal of good
n behalf of canine interests. It would be a great loss were

it to disorganize. It is to be hoped that all will agree to heed
the voice of progress. Much complaint, too, was made on
account of the delays and neglect of the secretary in
conducting the correspondence and managing its affairs,

and particularly in not announcing the names of the
judges until after the entries are closed. This is a just
grievance. The competitors are in all fairness entitled to
know who will judge the competition.

It is a mistake to suppose that more entries will result
from withholding the names of the judges from the public.
It was said that entries were not filled at the Southern trials
for the reason that the judges were not known to the owner.
It is said that the club has secured a lease of its grounds for
a term of years. B. Waters.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without charge ; and blanks

(furnished free) will he sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
ESP" Prepared Blanks sent free on application,
Ned Gladstone. By C. H. Dearborne, Dover, N. H., for white, chest-

nut and tan English setter dog, whelped Dec. 10, 1892, by Rod's Whim
(Roderlgo—Florence Gladstone) out o£ Mary Murnan (Count Noble-
Flounce).
Topsy S* ByF. C Snow, Dover, N. H., for white and black English

setter bitch, whelped April 38, 1888, by Don Juan II. (Dash III.—Katy-
did) out of Grace L. (Donzel ).
Lawn Chieftain. By Lawn Gordon Setter Kennels, Chicago Lawn,

111., for black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Sept. 19, 1893, by
Judge S. (Ranger B.—Diana) out of Montrose (Malcolm's Whip—Mai:
colm's Countess of Devonshire II.).

Rose Lawn Kennels. By W. H. Fendrich, Columbia, for his kennels
of fox-terriers.
Ruby Kennels. By A. H. Gilmore, Worcester, Mass., for his kennels

of King Charles, Blenheim and ruby spaniels.

BRED.
£5?*" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
My Queen—Streatham Monarch. H. M. Howes's (Boston, Mass.)

bull-terrier bitch My Queen to John Moorhead, Jr.'s Streatham Mon-
arch (Streathani'Flyer—Trenthatn Baroness), Jan. 13.

Belle—Starden's Prince. C. A. Bowman's (Elmira, N. Y.) fox-ter-
rier bitch Belle to his Starden's Prince, Jan. 20.

Lady Dinah—Streatham Monarch. J. C. Mahler's (Allegheny City,
Pa.) bull-terrier bitch Lady Dinah to John Moorhead, Jr.'s Streatham
Monarch (Stretham Flyer—Trentham Baronpss), Jan. 10.

Snoopie—Duke of Alma. E. J. Hearle's (New York city) rough St.
Bernard bitch Snoopie (Zouroff—Cora) to his Duke of Alma (champion
Victor Joseph—Princess), Jan. 24.

Nan—Regnald H. Lawn Gordon Setter Kennels' (Chicago Lawn,
111.) Gordon setter bitch Nan (champion Argus—Laura) to their Reg-
nald H. (Leatherstocking—Smith's Rhoda"), Jan. 28.

Dot II.—Metchley Wonder, Jr. Maple Grove Kennels' (Logan, O.)
collie bitch Dot. II. (Christopher—Active) to their Metchley Wonder,
Jr. (Metchley Wonder—Barby Rose, Dec. 22.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Molly Glendyne II. Glendyne Kennels' (Bristol, R. I.) Irish setter
bitch Holly Glendyne II. (Glen Jarvis—Molly Glendyne), Dec. 29, nine
(eight dogs), by their Glen Jarvis (champion Elcho, Jr.—Maid). .

Krimena. Terra Cotta Kennels' (Toronto, Can.) Russian wolfhound
bitch Krimena (Philos IX.—Modjeska), Nov. 8, nine (four dogs), by H.
W. Huntington's Argoss.
Belle Loraine, W. L. Alexander's (Canton, O.) Gordon setter bitch

Belle Loraine (Pilot Loraine—Sebolt Ruby), Jan. 20, ten (six dogs), by
Noyes Billings's Ranger B. (champion Tom H.—Neva).
Seacroft Boaster. W. H. Fendrich's (Columbia, Pa.) fox-terrier

bitch Seacroft Boaster, Dec. 11, five (three dogs), by Hillside Kennels'
Hillside Rascal.

SALES.

IST" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Maple Grove Lady. Sable and white collie bitch, whelped Sept. 16,

1892, by Metchley Wonder, Jr. out of Flossie May, by Maple Grove
Kennels, Logan, O., to S. C. Madden, Denver, Col.

Mascot Bernie. Orange and white St. Bernard bitch,whelped March
11, 1890, by Sargano out of Floss, by W. S. Differ) derfer, Baltimore,
Md., to Woodin & Hoyt. Berwick, Pa.
Leota. White bull-terrier bitch, whelped July 18, 1891, by Boaz out

of Flirt H., by J. O. Mahler, Pittsburgh, Pa., to W. J. Higgiuson,
Rochester, N. Y.
Starden's Prince. Fox-terrier dog, whelped May 18,1892, by Star-

den's King out of Lady Mixture, by Hillside Kennels, Lancaster, Mass.,
to C. A. Bowman, Elmira, N. Y.
Rush. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Aug 16, 1893, by

Regnald H. out of Nan, by Lawn Gordon Setter Kennels, Chicago
Lawn, 111., to Harry Fulton same place.

Neva II. Black and tan Gordon setter bitch, whelped Aug. 16, 1893,

by Regnald H. out of Nan, by Lawn Gordon Setter Kennels, Chicago
Lawn, 111., to J. W. Dubsky, Chicago, 111.

Norine. Black and tan Gordon setter bitch, whelped Aug. 16, 1893,

by Regnald H. out of Nan, by Lawn Gordon Setter Kennels. Chicago
Lawn, 111., to J. W. Shaffer, Clarion, la.

Rebus and Norma. Black and tan Gordon setter dog and bitch,
whelped Aug. 16, 1893, by Regnald H. out of Nan, by Lawn Gordon
Setter Kennels, Chicago Lawn, 111., to Highland Kennels. Milwaukee,
Wis.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. G.
Shenvood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeon*.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

J. C. C, Wilton, Me.—Mr. Hammond's instructions and the reasoDS
he gives for chaining the dogs two or three times a day are very plain
and simple. You can chain your dog in the shop, but at first for a
little while only at a time, taking care not to release him while restive
or when showing a disposition to be released. Calm him down by pet-
ting, and when he is perfectly calm release him at your pleasure, not
his. The reasons for familiarizing the puppy with'chickens are, first,

that it gives the puppy an opportunity to show pointing instincts, and
the author's directions in this case are plain enough; secondly, that
the dog may learn that poultry is not his game and to break him of
any propensity to chase and kill them—vide the remarks about the
game here. The dead grouse or any other wild game bird does not
enter into this consideration at all, and on no account do as you pro-
pose. The remarks about rabbits, which Mr. Hammond makes on
page 33 will show you his meaning still better. We would attach no
importance to the dog placing his tail between his legs; when he gets
the real scent of the game bird he may be stylish enough in his point.
Take notice that the directions in "Training vs. Breaking" very clearly
state that the dog mnst not be allowed to eat the piece of meat he
points, even after he has taken it in his mouth; that it must be taken
away from him, and a piece of liver or something be given him en-
tirely different from the large piece. Read pages 2T-2S very carefully
and you wUl be sure to grasp the author's meaning.

L. I., Jersey City.-l. Hylas of Naso (A. K. C. S. B. 15,474), by Nick
of Naso (5,553, Vol. IV.), out of Belladona (7,947, Vol. V.), by Hatha-
way 's Shot out of Fan, by champion Sensation out of Phoenix bitch;
Shot by West's Bob out of Milles Johnson's bitch; Nick of Naso by
Naso H. out of Pettigo, by Tory out of Juno; Naso II. by Lort's Naso
out of Miranda II. 3. Winslow's Bang (A. K. C. S. B. 7,02S), by
Price's Bang out of Salter's Luna, by Francis's Sancho out of his

Jessica is not registered we cannot help you.

A. C, New York city.—Your inquiry for such a combination is diffi-

cult to answer. We should say a Clumber spaniel would do well as a
watchdog and hunting dog on land and water. Without the water
requirement a pointer or English setter would do. Consult our ad-
vertising columns.

Doc, Mount Pleasant, Mich.—Flash and Whirlwind not registered.
Ranger H. (A. K. C. S. B. 12,653), by Range out of Wonder, by Roll
out of Kit; Ranger by Eunice II. out of Judy. Princess Belle
(A. K. C. S. S. B. 480), by Pilkington's Rufus out of Rose (500).

M. S., Germantown, Pa.—We do not know of a trainer living near
Philadelphia. From the number of Inquiries received we should say
it would be well for such a trainer to make his whereabouts known
through this journal.

E. E. E., Duck Lake, Mich.—Will you kindly state the quickest and
sureBt way of ridding a dog of lice? Ans. Dust the dog well with
Persian insect powder

Beagle Challenge.
Editor Forest and Sfreajm:
In recent issues of your paper an advertisement has ap-

peared, "Having decidedly the best string of stud beagles in
America," naming "Lee' II., Wanderer, Boston Buck and
Pade" as such stud dogs. Philadelphia show occurs March
27-30 and the judges are not yet known. I hereby challenge
Mr. Pottinger Dorsey to show the above five dogs against
five dogs that I shall enter at Philadelphia for $200 to $500 a
side, best kennel five stud beagles to be decided by whoever
judges beagles at that show. Every dog that I shall show
has been my property for over nine months. This challenge
to be accepted by March 5 and $50 forfeit deposited on that
date with Forest and Stream. Balance to be deposited
with Forest AND Stream on or before March 25. This chal-
lenge is open to any other party—dogs to be owned by one
party or kennel previous to date of this challenge.

C. S. Wixom.
Covert, N. Y., Feb. 15.

• • •

Where Foxes Abound.
CazenoviA, K Y., Dec. 22.—Grouse shooting here this

fall has not been quite equal to the average season, but
never in the remembrance of the oldest sportsmen has the
fox been so conspicuous as this year. The fox hunters
arrived in October and have kept it up ever since, and still

their name is legion. It is owing to these same foxes that
our grouse grew scarce, and all unite in killing them. We
have had as many as four going at once. Add to the pleas-
ure of seeing four at a time the music of eight orten hounds
and you have something long to remember. The hunters no
longer have to joke each other about not staying at the but-
ternut treeor the gap in Jap Farnahin's fence, or at that pair
of bars, or in that old stump lot where the two rail fences
come together in the shape of a V, and losing a shot, for
some one is sure to kill one before the sun sinks to rest these
short winter days; and once three brushes were swung in
the air and the "hoop-hoop" given as we crossed the village
green now covered with snow. Henry Y. Mann killed the
most perfect dark red and largest fox shot here in twenty-
five years. Will H. Crittendem.

• • • •

Fox Hunting in Connecticut.

The Hartford Fox Club has been busy this season, and
some capital sport has been enjoyed by the hardy sportsmen.
The score for the season is: J. C". Capen 5, J. G. Lane 4, Geo.
Dening 2, C. C. Goodrich, J. O. Enders and Geo. Darling 1
each. The eoiyntry hunted over by the club is on Talcott and
Cedar mountains, and as far south as the Farmington road.
A hunt held last week resulted very disastrously to two of
their best dogs, owned by Mr. Lane. The dogs, after carry-
ing the fox along at a hot pace, were led across the river on
the ice into Glastonbury, then back again, striking the rail-
road track toward Rocky Hill. Here three of the hounds
were either run into or run down by a train. One was de-
capitated, while it is doubtful if the other injured will ever
recover; the third escaped injury. Mr. LanB was apprised of
the disastrous termination 'of the chase by two overland
travelers who were on their way to Middletown . The injured
dog they had covered up, all but its head, with leaves and
snow, and it remained in that position for nearly two days
before Mr. Lane received news of the whereabouts of the
dogs. Driver was killed outright, while Gyp, the injured
one, is being carefully cared for at Mr. Lane's oouse, but her
days of usefulness are nearly over, as she is badly crippled.
This leaves the club with only four or five actually service-
able dogs.

• • i «

The Foxhound Standard-
Editor Forest and Stream:
You invite criticism on the standard, as outlined by the

Brunswick Fur Club. One very important point has, in our
judgment, been overlooked, and that is the voice. Itmaynot
make much difference in fur hunting where but a few hounds
are run, but in fox hunting where the object is sport alone,
and the hounds are followed by riders, thevoiceis an import-
ant factor and should be counted in the scale of points.
Within a radius of five miles of where I write there are seven
packs of hounds kept, varying in number from ten to thirty-
five, and probably averaging 20 to the kennel. These are kept
and hunted entirely for sport, being followed always more or
less closely by the mounted hunters, and fully one-half ofthe
enjoyment of the hunt is in the music of the hounds. This
should be deep, full, and sonorous,

An hundred dogs bayed deep and strong,
"Clattered an hundred steeds along."

The short "yep, yep, yep" betrays the plebian blood, as
surely as does the squealing voice that of the beagle cross,
and both are usually found in connection with a short ear.
As to colors, the black and tans have many friends, who'
claim with some justice, better feet, and less liability to skin
diseases. But the tricolors have undoubtedly the call just
now. Foxhound.
West Chester, Pa.

Mr. Bradford S. Ttjrpin, secretary of the BrunswickFur
Club, will be pleased to forward copies of the standard for
judging American foxhounds proposed, by that club, to
all who desire it.

• e • »

Cooning in Hector, 1893.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I hardly know where to begin, whether to relate one night's
experience or to^ take them all as one. However, one night
in the month of October, when a full moon was shining
resplendent, shaded only by an occasional puffy cloud, we
congregated at 8:30 P. M. at a rendezvous. Nearly every one
has a lantern filled and trimmed, a most important part of
our "duffle," as the moon is liable to go out before we reach
the much-coveted coon tree and will be wanted to light our
path in the deep ravines that we are apt to travel through,
for coons have no liking for smooth paths or easy grades,
but rather are inclined to seek the most impenetrable jun-
gles, and more especially when pursued by Tang and
Dodger.
Upon arriving at a cornfield adjacent to a large stretch of

timber the dogs are cast off. "Fill your pipes and let them
hunt," Jim has scarcely finished saying before the deep
baying of Tang, closely followed by 'Dodger, tells us that
"Mr. Coon" is up and off. In less time than it takes to
write it they are "straight" and are leading for the woods.
Think what a scramble ensues after the coon, or rather
dogs, who are giving tongue finely. Occasionally some one
stubs his toe on a pumpkin and a heavy fall follows. Do
we stop to see if he is hurt? Well, no! On is the word and,
as in all races, some are left behind in the scramble to be in
at the death. In "cooning" it often happens that the coon
is caught before treeing, but in case he gets to a tree they
who were at first so far behind now have an equal chance to
see the fun, and this they think it is as they look up a five-

foot elm or oak. When all have arrived then you hear
various directions for cuttings; one says he leans to the
south, another north, and so it goes. But when all are done
Fred, with his double-bitted ax, "sights up" the trunk and
soon a chip is started; sawing is in order, and after various
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directions as to where to start the saw, where to build the
fire and where to hold the dogs, all are in their respective
Stations and places, and from chaos comes harmony.
Relays at the saw and axe is the rule, and willing hands

soon have the tree nearly down, then Capt. Jim gives the
order to stop fooling and look out for yourselves and dogs.
Soon the tree starts, slowly at first, as if loath to leave the
roots and stump that have held it upright through so many
gales and tempests, but soon with increasing speed the
mighty monarch of the forest falls. The instant the tree
strikes the dogs are let go and they soon locate "Mr. Coon" in
a. hole, and give tongue angrily. Shouts of glee, songs and
jokes are exchanged, the man at the stump holds a clog and
sings out, "Sound at the butt!" No guard being needed
there the coon is soon in the top; a sapling is run in to meas-
ure the extent of the cavity, and that having been ascertained
a hole is cut large enough to extract his or her "coonship."
We know it is an old one by the distance run, and numerous
other tricks—an open book to old "cooners." When suffi-

ciently large a hole is opened, we let Tang in, a rumpus ensues
within, then a. mixture of dog and coon comes out, sometimes
coon on top, but not for long, as Dodger soon gets in his fine
work. "He's got Tang by the ear!" "Stop him and sic'

'em!" are cries that contribute to the melee. But with the
tenacity of a bull-terrier and with needle-like teeth the coon
is a foeman worthy their steel, but at last fatigued by useless
fighting with superior numbers, he is dead. Perhaps we get
three or more coons, and when this is the case they are
despatched with clubs, for to allow two hounds to repeat
such work for long would disable them for two or three days
to come, and that could not be tolerated, as we go nearly
every good night in the season.
There is something weird and startling in the baying of

hounds in the dark woods at night when all else is still ex-
cept perhaps the hoot of the owl or the sounds of purlin,
brooks, and this to the observant eye and thoughtful mini
makes one think of the happy hunting grounds from whose
bourn no traveler returns. HECTOR.

* • • •

Coursing Notes from California.

[By a Special Correspondent.]

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Feb. 6—Coursing during the last
two months has been pretty lively in many parts of this
State, such as Los Angeles, San Jose, Sacramento and of
course in the vicinity of San Francisco. There is scarcely a
week that the leashmen are not out with their dogs running
for pleasure or in small matches, and now from the con-
tinued meetings and the many opportunities afforded the
owners of greyhounds of turning them to some account
they have risen fully 35 or 40 per cent, in value. Indeed
well bred hounds are scarcely to be purchased just now in
this State. An acquaintance of mine offered $100 for an im-
ported bitch the other day that has as yet done nothing, but
the offer was indignantly refused. Mr. T. J. Cronin, too,
•one of our principal leashmen, also refused $100 for one of his
dogs this week, and Dominick Shannon, president of the San
Francisco Coursing Club, refused $150 for his young dog
out of Verdure Clad, by El Hey. Mr. Shannon would not
listen to anything short of $300.

On Sunday last there was a very fine meeting in Newark
Park in which 32 of the best dogs in the State took part.
Indeed, only two of the racks were absent, viz., Skyrocket
and Little Banshee. The day was very fine—one of Cali-
fornia's beautiful days—and the grounds' and hares were all

that could be desired. The occasion of the meet was the
complimentary benefit given by the San Francisco Club to
the veteran coursing man, Mr. J. R, Dickson. All the lovers
of the leash in the city to the number of 200 and many from
the surrounding country were in attendance, and a more
enjoyable day has seldom been seen in Newark Park. Of
course California's judge was in the saddle, and certain it is

that his great powers were taxed to the very utmost. The
dogs and hares were flyers, and were it not that he was
splendidly mounted he must have had many a stern chase
during the day. The dogs showed extraordinary speed, and
especially after the first round they were singularly well
matched, making it very difficult to separate them in many
of the courses, and consequently in five or six of the trials
they were ordered again to slips, and in the case of one pair
—Dottie Dimple and Wee Lassie—they were sent up three
times before, the flag flew and then Dotty only got the ver-
dict by two points. The crowd on the. stand went frantic
with delight, and Mr. Grace was cheered again and again as
he rode by the stand. Slipper Wren, too, was in great form
and delivered his dogs in admirable style, causing the Aus-
tralian sportsman, R. E. de B. Lopez, to say that he was
unq uestionably the most perfect slipper he ever saw.
The many lindecideds, however, caused the stake to be

ultimately divided, as it could not be finished before train
time, between four of the finest greyhounds possibly in the
stake, and fit to go to slips against a similar number in any
country, viz.. M. Tiernan's Long John, B. Doherty's Daisy,
J. Cranston's Marvelous and T. J. Cronims Dotty Dimple.
The following is the summary of the course after the first

round: Second round—Long John beat Garryowen, Dash-
away beat Moondyne, Tom Hayes beat Pennyroyal, Daisy
beat Mary Ann, Jennie G. beat Regent, Marvelous beat
Exlex, Wee Lassie beat Maggie M., Dotty Dimple beat White
Cloud. Third round—Long John beat Dashaway, Daisy
beat Tom Hayes, Marvelous beat Jennie G. , Dottie Dimple
beat Wee Lassie. The stake was then divided between
Long John, Daisy, Marvelous and Dotty Dimple—$32 each.
During the luncheon hour a match for $10 a side was run

between M. Doherty's sapling Maud S. (Royal Crest—Daisy)
and J. McBride's puppy Tempest (Play Boy—Rockland
Maid).
On the dogs being slipped Maud S. shot out to the front in

dashing styles, and after a good run got the first turn,
letting in Tempest for a turn and a kill. They were again
put in slips and a rattling hare jumped up. Maud went off

with a dash and never allowed her opponent within a length
until she got the turn, came round like a top and got the
second when Tempest made play for two points; here again
Maud cut in for two or three good points more when puss
broke away again and both dogs had a close run, Maud
having the best of it and drove the hare around to Tempest,
who rushed in and killed, leaving Maud S. a good winner.
The course was a fine one, especially for such young dogs,
Maud wanting four days of being 12mos. old* while Tem-
pest has just turned her 13th month. The sire of Maud S. is

Royal Crest, owned by J. Herbert Watson, of Brooklyn.
N. Y., and is by the celebrated Greentick, the sire of the re-
nowned Fullerton; Daisy, the dam of Maud S. is one of the
four that divided the 32-dog stake during the same day.
This shows that Mr. Watson's dog is likely to become one of
the great sires of the country. Daisy too is grandly bred,
being by Midnight (sire of the great Skyrocket) out of Old
Daisy.

It is possible that many of your readers would like to know
something about Newark Park and how it is worked. Well,
the ruuuing or courting field is 720yds. in length by 436 in
width, surrounded by a close fence some 8ft. high, and
is something of this shape:
The hares are caught in various parts of the State, but

principally in the San Joaquin Valley, where they are to be
found in thousands. The trappers catch them with nets, put
them in crates that are specially made for the purpose, about
6ft.x4ft. and divided into small compartments just big enough
to allow a hare to sit in, and not more than 8 or lOin. in
height, for If the hares had room to jump or turn themselves
around, they would kill themselves against the bars of the
case or cage. They are then sent by rail to Newark, and
about thirty or forty are placed in the running fields and the
surplus are put in the smaller or breeding fields attached to

the main grounds. In a few days they settle down and in a
very short time they find the escapes out, and when pressed
by the dogs during the coursing, many of them save their
lives by getting into these havens of refuge.

It has been found from experience that it is much better
to allow the hares to be at large in the fields than to run
them from shoots, as is done in England. When there are
not too many of them in the same field they lay far apart,
and when scared from their lairs they have much more life

and dash in them than if run from a shoot; in fact, they feel
as it were quite at home—something like what they do on
their native plains. It is astonishing to see how quiet they
remain on coursing days, frequently one could walk over
them before they would jump up—so it is seldom that a dog
gets a second hare in any of our meetings; at all events,
there is not half the danger of getting a second hare as there
is when coursing in the open plain. When all the hares in
the running field are killed off or gone into the escapes we
turn fresh ones out of the breeding field, as it is called, and
continue the coursing until the stake is finished. For every
good and healthy hare supplied by the catchers the club pays
$1, but the freight is paid by the catchers.
The hares are brought to the field generally about fifteen

or twenty days before the coursing so as to give them time
to rest and find out the places of safety in the park to
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which they can retreat when pressed by the hounds. There
is always sufficient feed for them in the grounds during
the coursing season, which lasts in Newark, generally speak-
ing, from December till the middle of May, but after that
the ground gets too dry and hard for dogs to run on.
The expenses in running the park are considerable, especi-

ally from the loss of hares, as many of them after being
placed in the grounds get killed in various ways, and this
is made up by the sale of pools, rebates from the railway
company and the gate charges—twenty-five cents. Newark
is about thirty miles from the city and the round trip by
rail is only $1, on which the railway company allows a re-
bate to the club of twenty-five per cent. The rent of the
park per annum is $100. Gazehound.

• • •

Deer Hunting in Louisiana.

Editor Forest and Stream:
.

I thought I would write you a short account of our hunt
the week before Christmas. Some of my friends from Mis-
sissippi were over for a few days' hunt, and we hunted from
Wednesday until the following Monday and killed 10 deer.
I notice a hunt that took place in Virginia, but our dogs

must be faster or our deer slower, for we can run a deer down
and catch it in less time than it took the Virginia hunters to
catch theirs. \

I only wish I were so placed that I could send you a photo-
graph of some of our best dogs; but as we live so far from any
city, it is a matter of impossibility. I often notice photo-
graphs in your paper of noted dogs, but I do not think they
compare with our dogs. I refer to the hounds. Our dogs are
trained so that they will not stop at anything. They some-
times swim the Mississippi River and bring the deer back. I
wish you a happy New Year. D. MtriR.

Point Pleasant, La., Jan. 18.

• • • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.
Admiral Jouett, president of the National Fox Hunters'

Association, has appointed Messrs. Roger Williams, W. S.
Walker, F. G. Fagan, W. C. Goodman, W. Wade and Dr. A.
C. Heffenger a committee on organization. The duties of
the committee will be to draft a constitution and by-laws,
running rules and a foxhound standard. Mr. Williams is
chairman.

• • • •

The Merced coursing meeting, which was to have taken
place Feb. 22, has been postponed till fall.

• • • •

A jack has been procured and a little coursing match will
take place on Long Island, this afternoon (Feb. 24), between
Mr. Watson's Royal Crest and a bitch that Mr. Raper sent
over, now owned by Mr. Huntington.

faclfUttg.

The question which has arisen between the Field and the Forest
and Stream over the value of shifting or fixed ballast is purely a
echnical one, and the discourteous and contemptuous tone of the

Field seems to us so much out of place that we have no desire to

retort in kind, but prefer to deal with the main issue alone. The first

object of a newspaper is presumably to enlighten its readers, and in

the case of a tecbnical journal to discuss fairly and fully such ques-

tions as may arise. The Field's course in the present case, however,
has been quite the reverse; its original position, depreciating the

advantage of Vigilant's "ballast crew,'" was a most peculiar one for

an English journal after the outspoken criticism of American papers,

but having once taken this position, it has held to it obstinately, mak-
ing no attempt to correct the mistakes in its figures and arguments
which we have pointed out, and replying only with curt and con-

temptuous criticism of ourselves and our correspondents. Such a
course as this can only lower a paper in the opinion of impartial

readers.

The original proposition advanced by the Field in discussing Vigi-

lant's crew was that "weight in the lead keel, or inside ballast box
[the italics are ours] would be generally more effective than under
the weather rail on deck." This proposition was advanced directly

in connection with Vigilant, and the assumed weights were those of

her crew and ballast. As originally discussed by the Field the quea.
tion was stated within these narrow limits, which, however, covered!

the case thoroughly. After the correctness of its first figures were*

disputed by us, the Field began to introduce new and irrelevant,

issues, the general stability of a vessel as affected by change of:

ballast, and the effects of ballast placed under the keel at extreme,
depths, even to that of 18ft. The sole object of this course seems;

to be to so confuse the reader as to disguise the true question;

and conceal its own blunders; a course unworthy of the high repu
tation of the Field as a yachting journal. We have no fear that our
readers will misunderstand our motives for avoiding the persona
and offensive shape which one side of the controversy has assumed
and for adhering closely to the technical points of the origina

question—the value of Vigilant's large crew as ballast compared
with lead stowed as it must have been had her crew been limited

by a decision of the committee.

The Brazilian insurgents have unwittingly placed American yachts-
men under obligations by indirectly removing two of the alleged fast

steam yachts and putting a stop, for a time, to newspaper racing and
fake trials. No doubt the spring will bring a renewal of the wild talk

and reckless challenges with the usual results, but for the present
steam yacht racing is not heard of. We would not connect the Ameri-
can Y. C. with the individual owners who have done so much to bring
discredit to this branch of sport, as the club has for years made an
honest effort for its encouragement; but we doubt very much whether
the club will be able to arrange a race, as'now proposed, for its valu-

able cup. There is, as the club has found by experience, one insuper-
able obstacle to the general racing of steam yachts. The speed over a
measured course, after expensive preparation, and under the most
favorable conditions, is actually less than most owners claim as prac-
ticable cruising speed of their yachts. The owner who modestly
claims 17 knots, not miles, in running about the Sound, is not going to
risk an official record of 15 to 16 knots from Larchmont to N«w
London.

All things considered, the prospects of racing in British waters are
comparatively good. Of course nobody has ordered a 90-footer or

anything nearly as large, but what is really much more to the pur-

pose, a strong 20-rating class is now under way—two Fife boats, one
Watson boat and one by C. E. Nicholson, designer of Vigorna, the

unsuccessful 20 of last year. With these four, and possibly Dragon
III. and Zinita of last year, the class is assured, and it is most prob-

able that this fact will lead to other new boats. Thanks to Mr. Henry
Allan's order for a Herreshoff 10 rater, that class is also building up;
and with two live classes a certain amount of sport is provided for. In

the largest class the racing is likely to be confined solely to last year's

craft—Britannia, Valkyrie and Satanita, Calluna's future being still ia

doubt. The 40-rating class is likely to be weak. Lais has been sold to

a German yachtsman, and but one new boat is building, designed by
Watson for Admiral Montague.

The prospects on this side are by no means as encouraging, and
from present indications we shall have no racing at all through the
season. The New York cruise will of course bring out a large fleet

and set most of them racing for a week or ten days, but as for sus-

tained class racing throughout the season, none is likely to be seen_

The fate of the large class is uncertain, but it is quite possible that
Navahoe alone may fit out, and at the best only Jubilee and Vigilant

are likely to join her, as the Colonia syndicate will not remodel or race
her. Gen. Paine has lately stated that he had no plans for the season,
and would probably not race Jubilee, and thus far Vigilant, is still in

the hands of the syndicate, who have nothing to gain and everything
to lose by racing against Valkyrie and the others. It seems quite
likely that there will be no class in the June regattas, in which case
Valkyrie will return home early without racing here. With a good
fleet of 40-footers on the stocks, and a local class of 21 or 25-footers in

New York and Boston, the absence of spectacular racing by a few
"world beaters" would not be so keenly felt, but this important branch
of racing, in the smaller and more popular craft, is to all appearances
dead for an indefinite time. The old racing classes, such as the 70-

footers, have also passed away, leaving nothing in their places. Doubt-
less there will be plenty of cruising and secondary racing throughout
the country, but yachting has reached a sorry, pass when not one
keel is laid in a winter for a racing boat, even of the smaller sizes.

Shifting and Fixed Ballast.
The obstacles in . the way of a newspaper controversy across the

Atlantic are serious enough in the summer season when the steam-
ship companies are all striving to cut the record down to five days,
and they are materially increased during the half year when these
same companies are satisfied with ten or twelve day passages. We
had intended to carry no further our controversy with the Field, but
two letters have recently reached us which we believe will be of
interest to yachtsmen abroad as well as on this side.

The first of these letters was called forth by the following editoria
comments in the Field of Jan. 27:

"The subject of ballast crews is still occupying the attention of
yachtsmen on this side of the Atlantic, but. happily, no longer in
reference to the small classes, as in this case crews have already been
limited. On Oct. 28 and Dec. 9 last we described the correct manner
of determining the effect of a large weight or crew on deck by the
well-known equations employed by trained naval architects, and went
on to show that, where draft is practically unlimited, the advantage
of ballast on the weather deck over the same weight on keel is not
great, but pointed out its disadvantages and the bad type of vessel it
engenders. We took this trouble partly because Forest and Stream
started an empirical method of comparison which would not deter-
mine the relative effect of the two situations, and which might be
dangerously misleading. A writer, under the signature of 'Bobstay,'
now c">mes to the rescue of Forest and Stream, but he has not more
clearly presented the problem than did the paper itself, and appar-
ently misunderstands the use of the sine of the angle of heel in the
well-known expression for length of righting lever, GM sine A, for
small angles of heel. We would advise 'Bobstay' to study some text
book on statical stability, and the best perhaps would be that by Mr
W. H. White, C.B., Director of Naval Construction."

Editor Forest and Stream:
Shortly after the races last fall between Vigilant and Valkyrie the

Field took up, with special reference to the Vigilant, the subject of
the effectiveness, as ballast, of men carried on deck to windward, and
announced as its conclusion that a corresponding; weight carried
under the keel was just as effective, and on the whole better. You
took exception to this representation and by means of a diagram,
more correctly showing the Vigilant's midship section than a similar
one which had been used by the Field, you showed that two tons of
weight carried on deck to windward would be about three times as
effective at an ordinary sailing angle as if carried near the keel at
the lowest point practicable.
The Field then objected to your method of comparison as incapable

of showing the general stability of the yacht, used your midship sec-
tion, and by a formula which it approves for this purpose (and which
has for such and similar purposes general acceptance) made its own
calculation and announced as the result that the ratio of effective-
ness at 15° inclination was as 1 for ballast placed under the keel to 1.4
for that placed to windward on deck, but it lacked strict accuracy in
its method and very much more in its final comparison of figures.
In the first instance it used half the width of deck=12ft., when inclined
15°, instead of the cosine of that distance^ 11.59.

The next instance shows a jugglery with figures which is most ex-
traordinary, and which aptly exhibits the truth of the adage that
nothiug can falsify like figures, excepting facts. Before the ballast
was moved the length of righting arm is shown to have been 1.818
When moved to the under side of keel it becomes 1.851, and when
placed upon the weather side of deck it is 1.945. Now, a subtraction
of the original length of arm from the figures of the other two shows
a gain for the keel position of .038 and for the deck position of .132
That is, the gain for the keel position would need to be multiplied by
3.47 to make it equal to the advantage of the weight placed upon th
weather side of the deck.
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But the Field subtracts the figures of the lesser gain from the

greater .132 —.088 = .094, and compares the net advantage or the

greater quantity with that quantity itself. It states that the advan-

tage of the deck position is as 1 to 1.4. By this curious and original

mode of treatment, if the net gain had been the whole quantity, .132,

there could have been no gain whatever, as .133 —.0 = .132. and the

comparison for the values of the two positions would be as 1 is to 1.

Such a comparison of figures has of course no sanction in arithmetic.

For -writing in the Forest and Stream and calling attention to these

misrepresentations, and contending for the correctness of .your

method of comparison, I have, I find, brought down upon my head the

censure of the Field. The Forest and Stream's method is pronounced
"empirical, 11 "which would not determine th" relative effect of the

two situations. 11 "Bobstay apparently misunderstands the use of the

sine of the angle of heel in the well-known expression for the length

of righting lever, 11 and is advised to study White on statical stability.

The advice is good; it is only a little late. I have found much profit

and interest in Mr. White's writings, and it is many years since I hrst

made acquaintance with the rule to which the Field would refer me.

It occurs to me that as the best return I can (make for such a well

intended recommendation, I may suggest the use in the Field ofhee ot

a Study of that part of arithmetic which relates to proportion.

It may, perhaps, with a little study, dawn upon themmd of the^eM
writer that the C. G. of any vessel ras ordinarily expressed and used)

is merely a summation of many items, variously located. That each

of these", wherever situate, and whether it be the "captain s wife, or

a "belaying pin, 11 or two tons of ballast, is subject in its individual selt

to the operation of the force of gravity; that the direction of such

force is Vertically downward; that any leverage it may exert is to be

measured horizontally ; that the point of reference is the O. B. ;
that

sines and cosines have, in this connection, their chief use to establish

the measure of this horizontal relation, and that whether any feature

or element of the vessel's weight should, in its individual character,

be directly referred to the point of ultimate reference (the O. B.), or

its weight and distance should be used to relocate the common C. G.,

is. in calculation, a matter that can best be determined by a considera-

tion of the convenience, clearness and accuracy with which the

desired results can be exhibited. ' '

The purpose of the article in the Forest and Stream which evoked
i v.-, - = on was too plainly in sight to be mistaken. It was to show

the advantage which could be got in racing under average circum-

stances by carrying weight to windward. It was recognized that in these

circumstances 25° would be an unusual and extreme angle, and that

15° of inclination would be a good angle to use for illustration. So far

as the method used by the Forest and Stream is concerned, there

cannot. I think, be in the mind of any one who is at once competent
to judge, and candid, and who should look at the matter in view of

your purpose, any uncertainty or hesitation in pronouncing it for t hat

purpose, superior to the more' commonly recognized method, and so

far as its accuracy is involved, although the Field pronounces it "em-
pirical, misleading. 11

etc.,' I think it is a simple matter to supply an

equation which, (providing the C. G. and C B. were accurately known)
would bring the two computations into the same terms, and into

^Before concluding I would call your attention to the fact, that if

the relative increase in length of righting arms, due to weight put

under keel, and on deck to windward were as given m the Field; then

1 as to 1.4 applied to .038 (the increase stated for the length of right-

ing arm. due to lead put 'under keel), should make the length of that

arm .132—that is, it should equal the length of arm when the weight is

put upon the weather side of deck, hut .038 X 1.4 = .053, and not .132.

Two tons put under keel lift, below center of gravity, it made 2.8 tons,

should equal the two tons in weather position on deck; but 6.94 tons

would, by the Field's other figures, be needed to make this equality.

The Field says weight could be put lower down, "where draft is prac-

tically unlimited. 11
If the respective increase in length of arms is .038

and .132, the situation of two tons of lead under keel to make it

equal in effect to that on weather side of deck, must be located not

lift. X 1.4 = 15.4 below C. G., but 38ft. under it.

I will pursue the subject no further than to state that while for

many purposes where, for instance, it is needed that the C.G. should

be used as a constant, the formula approved by the FielcLvrovuA be

the proper one, it had' for your purpose many disadvantages. It in-

cluded unknown quantities and positions that were not necessarily in

account, with consequent risk of inaccuracy.
The Field has made, in regard to your methods and mine, many dis-

paraging remarks, but has not shown anything to be wrong in them.
1 have pointed out just where some of its mistakes have been made,
and the extent of them, and now leave it to its own reflections, and to

the correction of its errors if it so chooses. Bobstay.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It is a pleasure to see the Forest and Stream carry on the discus-

sion with the Field concerning live shifting ballast with fairness and
courtesy in spite of the disagreeable remarks of the Field about "an
unaequaintance with the most elementary laws of statics.

11 Much of

the apparent disagreement is due to the point of view, and to the fact

that the discussion is not entirely directed to the same subject. The
Field devotes much of its argument to the effect of the ballast in the

two positions on the general stability of yachts under all conditions,

while the Forest and Stream, to illustrate its views, takes the middle
section of a particular yacht heeled to a given angle (15°).

There can be little doubt that its demonstration correctly showed
the relative righting power of the ballast in the two positions, under
the conditions shown in the diagram; and the only question is whether
it is fair to assume that they could be taken to represent the matter in

hand, viz., how much Vigilant gained in the Cup races by having extra
ballast on the weather rail instead of having the same weight added to

the keel. .
"... *.

The Field had previously made a diagram showing a mid section of

a yacht quite unlike Vigilant and heeled to 25°, stating that it should

be taken to represent the case of Vigilant (see Forest and Stream,
Nov. 25, 1893). The computations therewith showed that "the effect,

on the stability of the yacht in smooth water -would be the same
whether the men were out to windward on deck or an equivalent
weight placed on the keel. 11

Can there be any question that this diagram is far less representative

of the conditions of Vigilant in the Cup races than the diagram used
by the Forest axd Stream?
The Field's criticism of the Forest and Stream's diagram and con-

clusions may be separated into two parts. The first is devoted to

showing that "lever arm 12 and the other arm 4 no more discloses
what the effect of the different positions assigned to the two tons has
on the general stability |

italics supplied] of the vessel than it does the
name of the captain's wife." This is probably true; and it is also true
that no such claim or intimation appears in the argument of the For-
est and Stream.
The second part is devoted to a mathematical computation of the

relative effect of ballast on deck and an equivalent amount on the keel
under the conditions assumed by the Forest and Stream, excepting
that the extra ballast is placed at the bottom of the keel. The dia-
gram used is here reproduced with some additional lines, viz., e d,
ch, g a, o m and c 11.

Here is a square issue. The Field adopts the Forest and Stream's
diagram and figures out an advantage in favor of the. ballast on deck
of 1 .4 to 1 . The method of the Forkst and Stream makes the advan-
tage 3 to 1.

"Bobstay 11 has undertaken to show the error in the Field's reason-
ing and conclusions from the mathematical point of view; and I
believe the diagram will also show it graphically and make it plainer
to non-mathematical minds, and also make clear the other point in
dispute, viz., whether "the matter can be explained without introduc-
ing the center of gravity."

If the center of gravity be shifted up or down on the line a wt it is

evident that the length of tho righting arm will be changed, but if it

be shifted along the line a (/the arm will not change. The same is

true with the center of gravity in any other vertical line. Now, if a
piece of extra ballast be moved up and down along a g, c ft or e d

the center of gravity of the hull will move up and down along a verti-

cal line, and "the righting arm will not change. If the center of

gravity be moved horizontally, the righting arm changes Its length
proportionately. If a piece of extra ballast be moved along a hori-

zontal line, the center of gravity will move horizontally and the arm
change its length. Then'the length of the righting arm of the whole
hull depends entirely upon the horizontal distance of the center of

gravity from the center of buoyancy and is independent of the verti-

cal height of the center of gravity. Just so the righting power of

each particle of the hull depends upon its horizontal distance from
the center of buoyancy and is independent of its own vertical height.

The righting arms c n and o m will have the relative lengths here
shown, at this angle of heel only; and consequently they increase the
righting power of the ballast at d and the same amount at c, at the
given angle of heel only. For larger angles of heel it will be seen that

the vertical line will make different angles with the line c m. and that

the difference in length of o m and c n will decrease until c and a will

be in the same vertical line and both have the same length of righting

arm. and the same righting power. For smaller angles of heel the

ratio will increase until the righting arm of d is at its maximum, and
that of c vanishes as it passes into the vertical line with the center of
buoyancy,

It appears then: (1) That for the section and angle of heel shown
in the diagram by the Forest and Stream, the relative righting power
of the ballast at the rail to that of the same weight at the keel, was
correctly shown by the righting arms 4 and 12, without the necessity

of any further consideration of the center of gravity of the whole hull.

(2) That there must be some error in the figures of the Field. (3) That
for a given angle of heel the height of a yacht's ballast in a vertical

direction does no* affect its righting power. (4) That the shifting of

ballast along vertical lines should not be confounded with shifting it

up and down along the line of the plane of the keel which greatly

affects the righting arm and ( he stability of the yacht. Sextant.

New York Y. R. A.
The f nnual meeting of the New York Y. R. A. was held at O'Neil's

on Feb. 7, Vice-Pres. Rowe presiding. The clubs represented wer» as
follows: Columbia, Judge Siiuras and George Parkhill; Harlem. F.W.
Creegan and Edward Griffith; Hudson Biver, Cora. Langerfeld; Jer-

sey City, Com. Benson and Alexander Roe; Newark. Charles Schade;
New Jersey. George Gartland and Louis Wunder; Pavonia, Norman
L. Bowe and Com.-Kohu; Stuten island Athletic Club, Com. McMurray;
Yonkers Corinthian, Com. Prime and W, S. Clark; Indian Harbor, G.
E. Gartland; Oceanics, N. Oarr; Canarsie, C. E. L. Hinrichs; Bayonne
City, Capt. Joe Elsworth and John O'Neil: Audubon, W. L. Frost;
Tower Ridge, Dr. E N. Brandt and William Ross, Jr.

During the year the following clubs have joined the association;

Shrewsbury Y. C. of Red Bank, N. J.; Greenville Y. C. ot Greenville,

N. J.; Bayonne. City Y. C. of Bayonne, N. J.; Audubon Y. C. of New
York city, and the Tower Ridge Y . C. of Hast ings-on-the-Hudson.
The following clubs have withdrawn: Bayswater Y. C. of Rock-

away, Williamsburg Y. C. of Astoria, North Shrewsbury Y. C. of Red
Bank. Newark Bay Y. C. of Bayonue, and Indian Harbor Y. C. of
Greenwich. Conn. The following officers were elected:

Pres . B. F. Sutton. Brooklyn Y. C; Vice-Pres.. Norman L. Rowe,
Pavonia Y. C. ; Sec ,

George Parkhill, Columbia Y. C. ; Treas., R. K.
McMurray, Stateu Island Athletic Club: Executive Committee, Com.
A. J. Prime. Yonkers Corinthian Y. C; Alexander Roe, Jersey City
Y. C; C. E. L. Hinrichs, Canarsie Y. G; Edward K Griffith, Harlem
Y. C, and Dr. E. N. Brandt, Tower Ridge Y. C.

The Treasurer's report showed a balance of £68, The annual dinner
at 6 1Neirs was postponed until April 3, and the annual regatta of the
association was fixed for Labor Day, Sept. 3, and the secretary was
authorized to secure a suitable steamer. The following dates of an-
nual regattas were announced: Decoration Day, May 30, Harlem and
Audubon Y. C; June 30, Hudson River Y. C; June 16, Tower Ridge
Y. C; June 18, Pavonia Y. C.
The following amendment, proposed by Com. Prime, was discussed

at length:
"Any yacht club in the association giving a race or regatta, open to

one or more clubs in the association, under any rules contrary to the
association, shall be fined such sum as the delegates of the association
shall determine." I'.", ,

A strong opposition to the amendment was developed, but it was
passed, being finally reconsidered and laid on the table until the next
meeting.

Yacht Building Abroad.
It is gratifying to learn that the Earl of Dudley has given Messrs.

Camper & Nicholson an order for a 20-rater, and this class will be ex-
ceptionally strong during the coming season. We only hope they
will be more evenly matched than they were last year, as nothing
keeps the sport alive like an even distribution of prizes. The 10-rating

class, so far as the Clyde is concerned, will also be of strength and
interest. The first announcement was that Mr. Henry Allan had
ordered a 10-rater of the Messrs. Herreshoff, and this continual im-
portation of foreign yachts excited some remarks; we even heard it

suggested that a special tax in the way of giving a time allowance
should be imposed upon the imported craft. However, the best tax
to put upon them is competition, and this has now been done very
completely. Messrs. James and R. G. Allan have ordered a 10-rater

from Mr. G. L. Watson's designs, and this week Mr. Robert S. Allan
has ordered one from the designs by Mr. C. E. Nicholson, and she will

be built by Messrs. Camper & Nicholson. Beyond this Mr. Collins has
commissioned Mr. W. Fife, Jr., to design him a 10 rater, and all will

make their splash on the Clyde. If one of the British craft does not
defeat the Herreshoff boat it will be much regretted; but the humilia-
tion will be compensated for if there is anything to learn from the
succeseful boat.

—

Field.

The new Allan lO-'ater is described as follows: She is double-
skinned, the outside planking of mahogany and the inside white pine
7
,,iin. thick. The frames are of oak l ;

}sm square and spaced 9in. The
fin is of Tobin bronze, the lower plates being %\d. thick and the upper
one lin. thick. Unlike the attachment to the head of the fin as seen in
the Herreshoff 21-footers and in the 30-footers, Handsel and Drusilla,

which are held at the head by angle irons, the 10-rater fin is similar to
that in the Jubilee; in fact, the fin itself has somewhat the same
shape as the Paine boat. A plate lin. thick runs in a sweep from the
outside edge of the oak keel and extends down along the fin where it

takes hold below. The other plates are »sin. thick. The oak keel is

4in. The over all length is 60ft. , extreme beam 1.2ft. Sin. and draft of
hull 3ft. 8iD. The draft is about 10ft , while the fin itself is close to 6ft.

6in. The midship section shows a very round and easy bilge, with a
little flare to the topside*. She has medium freeboard and full water-
lines forward, The diagonals are easy and a bit straight aft. She is

longer on the waterline than was expected, being over 40ft. She will

have a small sail plan on account of her length, and it looks as if she
would have a pole mast. Her sails are beiug made on the other ,-ide.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The annual meeting and election of officers of the Atlantic Y. C. of

Brooklyn, was held at the Hotel St. George, Brooklyn, on Feb. 14. In
the absence of Com. David Banks, Vice-Corn. Philip G. Sanford pre-
sided. The following officers were elected: Com,, David Banks, schr.
Water Witch; Vice-Corn , Philip G. Sanford, sip. Rival; Rear-Corn.,
Alexander P. Ketchutn, cutter Saona: Sec'y, Col. David E. Austin;
Treas,, H. C. Wintriogbam; Meas., Henry J. Gielow. Regatta Com-
mittee- Henry B. Howell, Henry J. Gielow, S. F. Russell, George W.
McNulty, John L. Bliss. Trustees: Thos. L. Arnold, J. Rogers Max-
well, Edwin B Havens, J F. Ackerman, N. D. Lawton, Jefferson
Hogan. Committee on Membership: J. C. Seely, E. J, Bergen, Ed-
mund Fish. The secretary's report showed a membership of 309 and
a fleet of 182 yachts divided as follows: Steamers SO, schooners 42,

sloops and cutters 70, yawl 3, cats 30, launches 9. The committee on
constitution and by-laws, composed of J. F. Ackerman. Alexander P.
Ketchum and Geo. H. Church, submitted their report and recom-
mended changes in the direction of holding only one meeting a year
instead of four, and changing the manner of electing members. The
matter was laid over until the next regular meeting. The date of the
annual regatta was fixed for June 5. It was announced that the re-

gatta committee had eutire charge of the cup which Com. Banks had
offered for the 66-footers, but that no date had yet been settled on for
the race.

Henry A. Mott, a retired lawyer, and one of the sons of the late Dr.
Valentine Mott, died on Feb. 6 at his home, 48 West Fifty-ninth street.

He was born in this city in 1825. was graduated at Harvard and
began the practice of law here more than forty years ago. For many
years, and until after the war, he was at the her d of the Arm of Mott,
Murray & Harris, and practically succeeded to their extensive prac-
tice. He retired from business five years ago. Ha was well known
as a yachtsman, having been actively interested in the sport ever
since 1844, when he was associated with Col. Winchester as a judge of
races. He was an old member of the Brooklyn Y. C. and for the last
five years a member of the Larclunont Y. C. He had been the owner
of the Khedive, the. sloop Kaiser Wilhelm, the schooner Haze and at
the time of his death owned the naphtha lauuch Anchoria, which
holds the pennant in her class. His summer homo at New London is

well known to yachtsmen. It is right on the water with a row of
cannon along the sea wall, and there was always a man ready to

salute any passing yacht. Mr. Mott leaves a widow and four children,
two sons and two daughters.

The annual meeting of the Knickerbocker Y. C. was held at the
Grand Union Hotel, New York, on Jan. 17, a large number of members
being present. The following officers were elected: Com., Dr. C. Ii.

Browne; Vice Com.. F. G- Pauly; Rear Com., Louis H. Zocher: Treas,,

Chas R. Smith Jr.; Sect'y, Z. S. Crocker; Meas., Geo. M Rae; Fleet

Surgeon, E. Ringer, M. D. Board of Directors: Geo. E. Gage, chair-

man, W. H Ward, Harry Stephenson, J. J. Delany. J. O. Sinkinson.
- ? i.Yi, I. ,u V .-::>: aV], ,- h aj-m ? u , V s C'-.:>cl> er, sect y,

J, O, Sinkinson, Alfred D Ilch, Albert H. Funkn. The treasurer's re-

port showed a most gratifying increase in the receipts and a propor-
tionate increase in the expenditures. The membership now includes
nearly 200 yachtsmen from New York, Brooklyn, College Point and
other places. The moving of the club station from Port Morris to
College Point has proved a successful experiment, the club has a good
club house and anchorage, and is in a very prosperous condition.
Through the winter the club house at College Point is informally open,
and the members meet on sunny days, in spite of cold weather.

At a special meeting of the Philadelphia Model Yacht and Cruising
Club on Feb. 2, at the rooms, 29 North Thirteenth street, Commodore
Porter in the chair, a settlement of the measurement question, which
had been such a source of controversy during the past season, was
concluded. After an animated discussion it was finally moved by J.

Shultzr seconded by W. Carles, that the length should be taken on the
load water line, to which should be added the extreme beam, and also
the mean depth. The. depth to be taken at stem, amidships and stern-

post, the total to be the correct sailing length of the yacht. This was
put to a vote and carried with but one dissentient. A rider was added
that existing yachts built uoder the over all rule should be eligible to
compete with boats under the new rule under a fair time allowance.
The following were elected to serve on the sailing committee: Messrs.
Dulin. Carles, Mitchell. Conwell and Biddle. The sailing committee
was authorized to prepare a schedule of races for the coming season,
which will be presented to the club for ratification at the next meet-
ing. As there had been no reply from the Brooklyn and Connecticut
and other clubs respecting the proposed inter-club steamboat races,

the subject was held over to next meeting.—Philadelphia Times.

For over twenty years Oyster Bay has been the headquarters for a
fleet of fast racing craft, mainly open jib and mainsail boats of the old
sandbag type. Although they have been altered and modernized from
time to time, they are no longer able to hold their own with the latest

racing craft; but in a number of cases their owners are so attached to
the boats that they are reluctant to replace them with new ones. Last
year Indolent, Col. Cruger's slo«p, was rebuilt at Poillon's, the altera-

tions being planned by her designer, Mr. A. Cary Smith, and was
greatly improved. Now the famous old Mirth, owned by Mr. J. Wil-

liams BeekmaD. has been taken in hand at Woods's yard. City Island,

for a thorough rebuilding. Mirth was modeled and built in 1870 bv
"Hen" Smedley, at.Gowanus, an open sandbag sloop of 3fjft. over all,

31ft. im. l.w.l., 12ft. 2in. beam and 2ft. draft. She has been owned
from the first by Mr. Beekman, who has made a long record for her at
Oyster Bay and about the Sound. The proposed alterations will leave
but little more of the old boat than her name, and she will come out in

the spring as a modern deep centerboard racer.

The annual meeting of the Indian Harbor Y. C, was held in New
York on Feb. 14, the following officers being elected: Com., John
Moller; Vice-Coin., M. F. Plant; Rear-Com

,
William Osborn; Sec'y,

Louis R. Alberger; Treas.. Richard Outwater. Regatta Com., F.
Bowne Jones, chairman, E. T. Birdsall, D. Malcom Winne; Meas.,
F. Bowne Jones; Trustees, R. F. Downing, Henry E. Doremus. Com.
Moller made the following appointments: Fleet Captain, Edwin N.
Doll, of schooner Windward. Fleet Surgeon, Dr. W. H. Mitchell. The
annual regatta of the club will be sailed on Saturday, July 28. Rear-
Com. Osborn has offered a cup for a special race, the class and details

being left to the regatta committee. A committee has been appointed
to consider a site and estimates for a new house on the main snore. A
cruise Will take place during the season, the date and rendezvous
being named by Com. Moller." The club has 167 members and a fleet

of 95 yachts.

The annual meeting of the American Y. C. was held at Delmonico1
s

on Feb. 14, the following officers being elected; Com., John H.
Flagler, steam yacht Isolehe; Vice-Corn., Caleb G. Evans, steam yacht
HirondeUe; Rear-Com., Chas. T. Wills, sloop Mistral; Sec'y, Thos. L.

Scoville; Fleet Surgeon, Chas. I. Pardee, M.D.; Meas.., Chas. H. Has-
well; Consulting Engineer, George W. Magee, U. S. N.; Trustees (to

serve three years), Frank R. Lawrence and Win. H. Parsons; Regatta
Committee, 'George W. Hall, chairman; Isaiah Paxson, Stephen W.
Roach, Horace See and Wm. E. Tunis. Geo. W. Hall was the regular
nominee for treasurer, but WT

. I. Quintard was nominated iu opposi-
tion. Each received 40 votes, and another election will be held within
60 days. The annual regatta will be sailed June 16, and there will be
a race for steam yachts for the Gould cup over the 80-kuot course.

Designers and users of marine machinery will find a useful assistant

in the "Pocket Book of Marine Engineering Rules and Tables for the
Use of Marine Engineers, Naval Architects, Designers, Draughtsmen,
Superintendents, and all engaged in the design aud construction of
Marine Machinery, Naval and Mercantile. 11 The book is by Mr. A.
Seaton, the well known Lecturer on Marine Engineering to the Royal
Naval College, Greenwich, and Mr. H. M. Rounthwaite. It contains in

compact form and conveniently arranged a very large number of
tables and formulas relating to all branches of marine engineering;
giving the dimensions and proportions of all parts of engines, boilers,

etc., with much miscellanous information such as is so often needed
by engineers. The book has about 130 pages, on thin paper, and hand-
somely bound in flexible leather.

The Daimler Motor Co., of Steinway, Long Island City, is now build-

ing a large line of its marine motors, of 1 to 12 H. P., which are sold

separate from the hulls or fitting ready for use in hulls of excellent

model and construction. The motor, invented by Gottlieb Daimler, of

Cannstatt, Germany, uses gasoline for fuel, and is adapted for land as
well as marine purposes, being employed in street cars and other
vehicles, as well as for stationary use. For lauuch purposes it pos-
sesses many advantages as a cheap, cleanly and efficient motor, and it

has been used with success in this country and abroad. The smallest
regular size of boat is 16ft., with 1 H. P. engine, and the largest 50ft.,

with two 12 H. P. motors. The motor is especially adapted for towing,
a very important point in a yacht launch.

A special meeting of the Shelter Island Y. C. was held at the resi-

dence of Viee-Com. R. B. Roosevelt, Jr., New York city, on the even-
ing of Feb. 16. At this meeting the following amendments to the
bv-laws were brought up and passed: An amendment of Chapter V.

to read as follows: Sec. I. The commodore shall fly a broad rectangu-
lor pennant with cross bars composed of white stars in the center of
a circle of white stars on a blue ground, Sec. III. The rear-commo-
dore's pennant shall be the same as the commodore's, substituting a
white for a blue field and blue for white stars. The first annual
dinner of the club will be held at the Montauk Club, Brooklyn, on
March 31, at 7 o'clock.

On the morning of Feb. 9 a black sloop named Sarah, said to hail

from Port Jefferson, went ashore on Milton Point, near the. American
Y. C. station, and has since gone to pieces. Two men who were on
her came ashore wiih some bags which have since been found to con-
tain stolen property; and one of them, Dennis O'Hearn, of New York,
was arrested. The captain of the sloop is said to be "Wash" Hall,

and he and the vessel are closely connected with several recent rob-
beries at Northport and other points. There is good reason to believe
that the vessel is the "black sloop 11 of whose mysterious doings so
much was said last summer.

The St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co., are
now introducing a new mast hoop and fastener, Vary's patent; the
two ends of the wooden hoop being rivetted to a small gunmetal cast-'

ing in which is an eye. Small eyebolts of the same metal are fitted to
enter the eye aud lock there, these eyebolts being lashed permanently
to the roping of the sail. By this means, a sail may be quickly unbent
from the hoops, leaving them on the mast, and another sail set in its

place; or the sail may be removed and stored ashore whenever the
boat is temporarily out of use for a short time. The device is neat in

appearances and promises to work well in practice.

The firm of Edward S. Clark & Co., Boston, builders of steam yachts,
towboats and launches, is prepared to furnish everything connected
with steam craft, from the completely equipped strum yacht down to
the engines, boilers, propellers and smaller details, as required. Be-
sides their marine engines of various sizes, for which they have made
a reputation, they furnish a water-tube boiler of their own design
specially adapted for yachts and launches. Their catalogue includes
everything, from the smaller steam tenders up to large cruising 1

yachts.
Pilgrim, cutter, recently sold for conversion into a passenger steamer,

has been resold to an unknown purchaser, who proposes to make a;

steam yacht of her. The plan3 include a deck house 30ft. long, con-
taining' dining room, and galley, and extending over the boiler space,,
with a pilot house forward. A low trunk aft will cover the engine
room and saloon. Below there will be a saloon and two staterooms.
The yacht will be driven by twin screws. James Mclutyre has hauled
the yacht out at Quincy Point, where he. has a new shop about com-i
plet'ed, and will make all the alterations.

The annual meeting of the New Rochelle Y. C. was held at the Grand
Union Hotel, New York, on Feb. 5, Com. Henry Andrus presiding
The following officers were elected: Com., Henry Andrus, sip. Sasqua
Vice-Corn., John F. Black, sip. Tourist; Rear Com., Jabez Harris,1

steam yacht Ola; Sec, Jas. R. Crawford; Troas., Benj. B. Strong;'
Meas., Hazen Morse; Trustees—P. J. Kraekel, E. T. Sm.vthe; Regatta
Committee—F. T. Adler, John W. Rough. Wm. E. Moore: Membership!
Committee—Henry Thompson. Bayard C. Fuller, V. W. Schoonmaker;
aw Committee—Chas. W. Voltz, John F. Lambden.
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The long lawsuit between Henry Piepgrass and the Hunters over

the ownership of land under water at City Island, has just been de-

cided against Mr. Piegrass on the strength of cert ain grants made
during the last century. Mr. Piepgrass purchased the old yard of

David Carll in 1886, in ignorauce of these grants, and tbe suits since

instituted have put him to very heavy expense, and finally for the past

six months have deprived him of the use of the beach in front of his

yard and prevented all laying up and similar work. Since tbe case has
been decided, a compromise has been made by which he secures a title

to the land, placing the yard once more in a condition to carry on its

regular work.

A meeting of the Brooklyn Y. C. was held on Feb. 14 at the town
quarters, in Brooklyn, with Pres. P. H. Jeannot presiding. The ques-

tion of withdrawing from the New >'ork Yacht Racing Association

was discussed in view of the amendment proposed by members of the

Association, providing for the punishment of clubs holding open
regattas under other than the N. Y. Y. R. A. rule. The club finally-

decided to withdraw, the vote being 29 to 1. The date of the annual
regatta was fixed for June 4.

A very convenient and handy craft for yachtsmen, is a new duck-
boat just introduced by J. H. Rushton. It is but 9ft. long by 3ft.

wide and 9in. deep, and in form very similar to the shell of a turtle, the

deck and bottom being alike. It is strong, light and very compact for

stowage, with hardly any draft, and a bottom that allows it to slide

over mud and grass where water is scarce. The boat is intended
primarily for ducking, but will be found useful for many purposes.

The annual meeting of the Eastern Y. C. was held on Feb. 14, the
following officers being elected: Com... Win, A. Gardner, schr. May-
flower; Vice-Corn., Chas. F. Adams, 2d, sip. Harpoon; P.ear Com , H.
W. Lamb, schr. Marguerite; Sec, Wm. S. Eaton. Jr.; Treas., P. T.

Jackson; Meas., Henry Taggert; Regatta Committee—Wm. S. Eaton,
Jr., A. N. Rantoul, P. T. Jackson, Thos. Nelson, Henry H. Buck.

The Quincy Y. C. elected the following officers on Feb. 3: Com., H.
M. Faxon; Vice-Corn., W. H. Shaw: Sec.-Treas., Q. E. Pfadman; Meas.,
Geo. Crane; Executive Committee—W. P. Baker, W. T. Whitmarsh, H.
R. Drinkwater, H. L. Rice; House Committee-A. J. Shaw, F. B. Rice,

J. S. Whiting, W. C. Harrison, W. B. Wilson, J. T. Cavanagh, J. S.

Murray.

The Hull Corinthian Y. C. on Feb. 3 elected the following officers:

Com., H. O. Stetson; Vice-Corn., H. P. Cook; Sej., E. R. Field; Treas.,

C. V. Souther; Meas., W. E. Sherriff; Executive Committee—Com.,
Vice-Corn., Sec. and Treas., G. W Bouve, F. H. Smith, Jr., W. A. Rud-
dick; Membership Committee—Com., Vice-Corn, and Sec, and A.
Stone, Jr.

Mr. George E. Cbisholm, of New York, will replace the condemned
Enigma by a new schooner now building by James M. Bayles & Son,
at Port Jefferson. She will be a centerboard boat, of wood, 90ft. 6in.

over all, 21ft. beam and 8ft. 3in. The late Enigma was formerly the
Lancer. Her new name was very suggestive in view of her cost and
condition at the time she was rebuilt and re-rigged a year ago.

At the annual meeting of the Corinthian Y. C. of San Francisco on
Jan. 20 the following officers were elected: Com.. T. F. Tracy; Vice-

Corn., A. I, Lyons; Treas., W. F. Dixey: Sec'y.F. E, Baker; Directors,

F. M. Thornton, M. A. Newell; Port Captain, J. H. Keefe; Meas., Wm.
F. Stone.

Natalie, steam yacht, whose movements for the past two months
have been involved in so much mystery, has turned up at Nassau,
New Providence, with a cargo of arms which she shipped at Savannah
intended for the Haytien revolutionists.

The new Pittsburgh Y. 0., of Pittsburgh, Pa., is devoted to steam
yachts and steam yacht racing, and will open the season with a fine

new bouse and a large fleet of steam craft from 30 to 75ft. long. The
club had its origin in some races last season.

The Staten Island Y. C. has elected the following officers: Com.,
W. H. Ludlum; Vice-Corn., M. S. Taylor, Jr. ; Treas., E. W. Simonson;
Sec'y. C. C. Martin; Meas., Adolph Panick. Trustees—C. Y. Van
Duzer, H. Lindemann and Mark De Jonge.

I (TheSouthwork Y. 0. has elected the following officers: Com., Jas.
Irvin; Vice-Corn., S. McEvoy; Rear Com., A. Bennett; Treas., I. Sharp;
Sec!, J. P. Stephens; Asst. Sec, R. Marsly; Steward, J. Sharp; Meas-
urers—E. W. Sheer, B. Wilson and I. Wilhelm.

H. C. Wintringham has given up the building yard at Bay Ridge and
is now located in the Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt street, New
York, where he will devote himself exclusively to designing in the
future.

Crusader, schr., has been sold by Wendell Goodman to Seymour
Husted, Jr.. former owner of Tioga, schr. Mr. Husted is the candi-
date for commodore of the Larchmont Y. C.

Neaera, schr., designed and built last year by Lawley & Son for Com.
Warren Fales, Rhode Island Y. C, has been sold to H. K, McHarg, of
New Yark, owner of-Sagitta, sloop.

Lt. Wm. Henn. who recently returned from Florida with the body of
the late Com. Colt, sailed for England on Feb. 10. He has been in this

country since September.

Fedalma, steam yacht, Vice-Com. Brown, New York Y. C , has been
sold to F. L. Osgood, owner of Cosette, steam yacht. Mr. Brown will

purchase a schooner this season.

Nesera, sch., built last year by Lawley & Co. for Com. Warren Fales,
R. I Y. C, has been sold to Henry K. McHarg, of New York, owner of
Sagitta, sloop.

Mr. W. D. Anderson, Jr., of B. Y. C, has sold his sloop Water Lily
to Mr. Geo. S. Birrell, of New Rochelle, N. Y.

The South Boston Y. C. celebrated its twenty-sixth anniversary by a
ball on Feb. 5.

American Yacht Clubs.

We have received notice of the Shrewsbury Y. C. of Red Bank, N. J.,

treas. Edward Miner, New York, omitted from our list, and also the
Neptune Boat Club of Baltimore; with some notices of cbanges of
Secretaries 1 addresses of other clubs.

The question is constantly asked us how a man may join the A.

C. A. Applications for membership must be made through the

purser of the division in which the applicant resides, who will furnish

a .blank form. The application must be indorsed by a member of

the Association. The initiation fee is §1 and the annual dues the same.

Those desirous of joining, but who are unacquainted with a member,
can write to the purser; or in most large towns in localities where
canoeing is practicable there are clubs from which strangers may
obtain information as to canoeists in their vicinity who might be able

to indorse them.

An Interrupted Cruise on the South Platte River.
It is not an unusual thing to pick up a copy of Forest and Stream

and read an article describing a canoe trip down some river where
there was little carrying, wading, or those things one encounters oc-
casionally: when the skipper took things easily, was dry and com-
fortable and enjoyed every minute of his cruise. But those where all

is trouble and worry are seldom mentioned, though ^a- description
would often be of benefit to other canoeists contemplating a cruise
over the same waters. For this reason I will describe, one of my
canoe cruises—a dismal, discouraging failure as far as the attainment
of our object was concerned, though we had a pleasant time.

The South Platte River is like other rivers rising in the Rocky Moun-
tains and flowing east or southward, in that it is wide, shallow and
rapid. During early summer it is a turbulent stream, carrying a large
volume of water from the banks of snow melting on the mountain
sides. But at other times there is only a small stream spreading over
the wide bed of the river. Irrigating ditches take out the largest part
of the water in the summer and early fall, and then the ditches are
usually closed until spring.
During our many pleasant afternoons and evenin gs spent in paddling

on Sloan'B Lake, the question often occurred to us and was discussed
thoroughly, "Can we get through to the Missouri River by starting
from Denver via the Platte?" We asked many who claimed to know
and were told that we could, as the ditches would all be shut off by
Oct. 1, leaving plenty of water in the river. We put our faith in our
informants and got ready. So on the morning of Oct. 12, 1S&S, toe
skipper and crew of the canoe Dollie were busily engaged in the last
preparations for departure at the gun store of Sehoyeu & Burgen in
Denver, where a crowd of the boys stood around and made comments,
funny and otherwise.
The last article was finally stowed away and the Crew went out to

find an express wagon to transfer us and our outfit to the river. We
had taken the genial George Schoyen into our confidence, aud up to
this time he alone knew our plans, our other friends thinking we were
simply going down the Platte for a little cruise after ducks, geese and
rabbits. We bad many misgivings as to our ultimate destination, and
did not wish to be laughed at m case we came back again in a few
days, so we simply said we were going down the river for a little hunt,

and did not know how long we would be gone or how far we would
go.
.The crew came back in a short time, followed by a large express

wagon, and the Dollie was placed in it, along with our oiled bags and
grub box. Then followed many kind words of advice as to the best
places from old Mr. Carlos Gove, Mr. Rhoads and George, and after
shaking hands all around, we started down Fifteenth street to Market,
and from there down Nineteenth street to tbe river. By the time we
had launched the Dollie and stowed everything a crowd of a hundred
or more had collected on the bridge, for we presented a novel sight to
them, no doubt, at least it was an unusual sight.

As there were some very shallow places to begin with, the skipper
started alone. There was a broken dam just above the Twenty-second
street, viaduct, and the skipper got through it with a rush, and after
running a shallow rapid a block below he was joined by tbe crew.
There were plenty of small dams, rapids and ugly places to require

careful paddling, but tbe worst of all were the sewers, slaughter
houses, etc, near the edge of the city. As we passed through Shanty-
town, lying on both sides of the river near the big smelters, we were
hailed by small urchins on all sides. On the west bank an old Irish-

woman stood in the front yard of her wood, iron and tin palace talk-

ing across the division fence to her neighbor. When she spied us she
ceased her gossip, took the olay pipe from her lips, cocked her head on
one side and yelled:

"Hillo, thare."
"Good marnin1 to yez," answered the crew in his best brogue.
"And are yez goin' to the Worrald's Fair?"
"Sure and we're uot," he shouted back, adding to the skipper, "Oh,

for a snap shot at her with a Kodak 1"

As several parties had gone down the Platte the past season in flat-

boats on their way to the World's Fair, the old lady no doubt thought
we were bound for the same destination.

Just above the beautiful Riverside Cemetery we had to carry across
a dam at the bead of a big irrigating ditch, which was shut off. This
gave us fresh hopes, for it all the ditches were shut off we knew
there would be plenty of water. Noon found us several miles on our
way, and as the sun was very hot and we were tired after our morn-
ing's exertion, we lay under the shady trees on a grassy bank for a
couple of hours. Up to this time our route was through groves of
willows and eottonwoods, under high banks, but in the afternoon we
reached more open country and had glimpses of the mountains occa-
sionally.

Toronto C. C. and Its New House.
(From the Toronto Mail.')

Among the pleasing changes wrought upon the water front during
the past year is the removal of the old ramshackle structures which
obtruded their rugged ugliness upon the vision of the citizen, and
created anything but a favorable first impression upon the stranger
arriving by water. The new buildings which adorn the water front
are more in keeping with the city 's progress. Of the number none is

more conspicuous than the new home of the Toronto C. C, a cut of
which is shown in to-day's issue.
Occupying a most advantageous position immediately south of and

in a line with the clock tower of the Union station, it will, from its

size and handsome appearance, be a noted object.

Toronto, so widely known for its lead in aquatic sports, can now
boast of having the largest and most completely equipped canoe house
on the continent, a distinction of importance, when it is remembered
that the American Canoe Association numbers 128 clubs upon its roil.

It may safely be asserted that no other sport has among its devotees
such a number of persons belonging to the professional classes in

arts, sciences and literature. The individual that is termed "a sport"
finds no congenial companionship among canoeists. There is no noisy
and unhealthful excitement, and no opportunity for the development
of the betting instinct. The joys of the canoe and paddle are unob-
trusive, but none who has tasted the joy of a summer's cruise, with
its varied and delightful experiences, would ever abandon it for the
more noisy sports.

It affects the heart and imagination in a manner not to be expressed
in words, but only to be realized by actual participation in tbe pleasure
of an outing. A trip with congenial companions in a light canoe
through lake and river, over the portage and down the rapid, the
voices of nature soothing the nerves, and the cool, healthful breeze
cooling the brow, is it any wonder that in picture, in song and in story
canoeing occupies a higher plane than any other outdoor sport?
The yearly gathering in camp of the clubs comprising the American

Canoe AasiA Titiou is a notable event. Here is true fraternity. No
national, political, or religious dividing line, but friendly rivalry—who
possesses the most complete canoe kit, the fastest canoe? Who has
made the longest cruise, can tell the best fish story, or exhibit the most
artistic views, tbe product of his own camera? One such outing
makes of the novice a willing enthusiast—he too is compelled to tell of

its joys. Thus no gentlemanly sport has received such accessions of

TORONTO CANOE CLUB'S NEW HOUSE.

As the water in the river was unfit to drink, we kept a buckeC in tbe
canoe filled with fresh water, which we replenished wmenever we came
to a little creek emptying into the Platte. The river described many
curves, often winding around big bottoms and coming back to nearly
the same place. Several small ditches came in on both sides at vari-
ous places aud on the west side more than one emptied, taken from
Clear Creek, away up in the mountains. Clear Creek itself was passed,
its water belying "its name, as it was a dirty yellow in color, caused by
the chemicals used in the abstraction of ores far above.
About 4 o'clock we came to a fine place to camp, and the tent was

soon up and a fire burning brightly in front, while some water was
brought from a small spring above. We had no game, but a supper
of flapjacks, bacon, coffee, canned tomatoes, etc., was soon disposed
of, and we lolled around the fire and smoked our pipes while we talked
over the events of the day. The night was cool and the sky cloudless.
From a little sand hill near our tent we could see ihe mountains dis-

tinctly, and the electric lights and tall stacks of the smelters at Denver
-were plainly visible, though miles away.

During the night a strong wind blew from the north, but in the
morning it was clear and cold and there was a heavy frost. A half
mile below our camp a barbed-wire fence crossed the river, but by
lying down we got through it and passed around a long curve toward
the mountains, turning eastward after traversing several miles of
swift water. Toward noon we passed through another long strip of
trees and came out again in open country which was tlickly settledand
covered with weU cultivated fields and farms.
After dinner we reached the long chute which leads into the Fulton

ditch. In the shade of some willows we got out, and walking down
the chute some 500yds , what we saw dashed our hopes to the ground
in one moment. There was the big ditch, thirty feet wide and ten feet
deep, tbe head gate of which was open and nine-tenths of the water
from the Platte flowed into the ditch. Looking down the river we saw
a stream spread wide across the river bed, but too shallow to float a
two-inch plank. This was what we had feared, but were told all the
ditches were shut off, and we really could not see why the ditch was
open so late in the season.
But the ditch was open and we. couldn't continue down the Platte.

The ditch was private property, and even if we had attempted to run
it and had escaped being shot at or prosecuted for trespass, we would
have probably wound up out on the prairie somewhere high and dry,
or had no end of trouble with gates, flumes, etc. So we returned to
the canoe, put up the tent, gathered some wood and put things in
shape for the night; and then taking our rifles started across toward
the big road on the hill, made some inquiries at ranches about the
river below, and found out to our disgust that the only railway sta-
tion near us bad been closed and was now only a flag station.
We intended shipping the canoe and duffle to North Platte, Neb.,

and starting out fresh from there, but found that impossible. We were
stumped. We finally found a. man who was going to Denver on the
morrow with a big farm wagon, so we engaged him to come to our
camp next moruiug and take us in with him. We returned to camp
and cooked supper and built a roaring fire, for the evening was cold
after the heat of noon. The pipes were lit, and in their glow we all but
forgot our troubles.
Next morning while we were eating breakfast our friend appeared,

and we soon packed up and were on our way home again, reaching
there in the afternoon. We were a little shy of meeting our friend,
not liking to be quizzed- about our sudden return. The canoe was
taken to the Union depot office of a prominet express company for
shipment east, and when the agent told us he would charge $21 per
lOOlbs. to Jefferson City, about 800 miles, we nearly dropped dead.
We did the best thing we could under the circumstances and shipped
the canoe by freight. Aside from the fact that there was an addi-
tional charge n» pay on receiving her, and the time required for her
journey was over two weeks, the canoe arrived in Jefferson City
without injury. Of cruises near here I may write at some future date.
Should any canoeist attempt a cruise down the Platte River he

should start not later than Aug. 1 and carry not an ounce of unneces-
sary duffle. After reaching the mouth of the North Platte River the trip
would be easy to tbe Missouri, and in that river one only has to keep
clear of snags and good time can be made down stream, as the cur-
rent is very swift. Perry D. Frazer.

Jefobrsom Cm, Mo.

membership in so short a time as canoeing. The Toronto Canoe Club
is an illustration of this. In 1880 nine gentlemen met in the Rossin
house and formed the Toronto Canoe Club, which now is so strong in

members as to justify them in leasing one of the finest aquatic houses
on the continent. The present membership exceeds 120. The club-
house has provision for 160 canoes, with locker rooms, dressing rooms,
shower bath arid gymnasium. Nor have the lady friends been forgot-
ten in the general arrangements. The club's "at home" will in future
be held in their own rooms, as 100 couples will not crowd the dancing
room. Tbe ladies' parlour adjoining, with dressing room and lavatory
is ample for all occasions, and in good taste.

The ground floor is entirely devoted to the housing of the canoes
and other craft belonging to the members, and is not only the largest,
but the most convenient boat house in the city. The building has a
frontage of 86ft. on the bay, with a depth of 40ft., enabling every
canoe to be stowed so that no twisting or turning is necessary to con-
vey it to the float for launching, nor will it be necessary to carry it

very far, and in returning after a run the work of hauling up and
housing will be accomplished with a minimum of trouble and risk to
the craft. The large frontage also gives opportunity for several
floats, preventing crowding on regatta days, when a large number of
the members are getting afloat or returning at the same time. These
are important points about a boat house and in these respects the
Toronto C. C. could not have done better. The room is lofty and thfe

walls finished in a light color, making a neat and clean appearance.
As the membership fee and rack rent will altogether amount to less

than an ordinary boat house rental the club ought to attract large
numbers of the owners of small craft, esprcially when the club house
and social advantages are considered.
A stairway leads directly into the reading room, a square, cosy

apartment the full width of the building, and forming the winter
quarters, always heated by a stove, and ready for the reception of
members. To the east of this is the large assembly room, separated
only by folding doors, which can be removed altogether, making a
very large and convenient apartment for an "at home." For heating
the'assembly room there are two old-fashioned fireplaces, of a capacity
suggesting the warmest and heartiest kind of hospitality. The west-
ern end of the first floor is taken up with a comfortable ladies' parlor,
with mantel and grate, neatly furnished, and with dressing room
attached. In all these rooms the floors are stained and are to be fin-

ished in varnish, the walls and wainscotting being of agreeable tints,

and the general effect excellent without ostentation or extravagant
display. A kitchen and well-supplied china locker are also to be
found.
The next flat contains committee rooms, janitor's apartments,

shower baths and lavatory, and a locker room, the latter having a
large clear central space, with a cottage roof, so as to be fitted up as a
small symnasium. A stairway leads up to the flat roof of the main
portion of the building, which has been fitted with railings so as to
make an excellent observatory which, with the large balconies down
below, will afford vantage ground for a thousand people to view races
on the bay.
The house was opened on Jan. 12, a large number of guests being

present. The officers of the club are: Com., H. R. Tilley ; Vice Com.

,

George Wilkie; Rear-Corn., T. P. Stewart; Sec'y, Frederick Woodland
;

Treas., Harry Ford; Ex. Com., A. E. Ball; Chairman of Regatta Com..,
James E. Brown; Chairman of House Committee, John C. Iredale.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division; W. J. Averill, Bay Ridge; A. W. Van Deusen

Arlington, N. J. ; Stephen M. Balzer. Bayard Hawthorne, New York
Paul 0 Gottschalck, Jersey City. Central Division: Frank D. Wood
Buffalo

t
N. Y. ; John L. Maning, A. W. M. Moffith, Troy, N. Y. East

ern Division: Chas. H. Davenport, Jr.

On the Home Table.
Philadelphia.—Your paper is a great paper for me and the whole

family, as it is read by them daily; and when my brother calls on me
the first question will be, "Have you this week's paper?" The inclosed
blue print will show what paper can always be found upon our table.

" C. W. H.
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The Atlantic Division and the Meet.
'Vice Com. Schuyler, of the Atlantic Division, has" sent out the fol-

owing circular:
New York, January, 1894 —Dear Sir: The next annual meet of the

American Canoe Association will be held at Croton Point, on the Hud-
son, River, about thirty miles from New York-City. This is the most
desirable place that could possibly be had for the entire A. C A., and
3'et be in the Atlantic Division and on salt water. It is on the direct
route of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., and most convenient for the At-
lantic Division. Aline of boats runs daily from New York to Sing Sing,
and a boat will make several trips daily from there to camp, about
three miles distance. It is within easy cruising distance from the
canoeing center of our division, and arrangements will be made for
those from a distance shipping their canoes and duffle to Sing Sing, so
as to get them to camp with the least possible trouble.
The camp is on a finely wooded point, affording good shade for those

who desire it, also plenty of open. There is a high bluff and the view
fully equals Champlain or Lake George. The river is about three
miles wide and as fine a sailing course as could be wished for. The
beach is fine hard sand down to low water mark, and the finest racing
canoe could be hauled up on it without harm, so the building of
skids would not be necesary.
The rise and fall of the tide is about three and one-half feet, and as

the beach is very steep the distance between high and low water is

about thirty-five feet. For those who desire cruising, there are a
number of delightful short trips up the Croton river; to Rockland
JLake and to Peekskill. For those who own single handed cruisers
there is a safe anchorage, in the cove formed by the point and the
'dock, and no doubt a number of this elaBS of boats will be at camp, as
there are a number of them on our large open waters and a special
irace will take place for them. In fact, there is no place within the
Atlantic Division where we can get so many conveniences, and the
A. C A. is to be congratulated up->n having selected and obtained per
mission to camp on Croton Point.

It is hoped that we can hold the largest A C A. meet that has ever
been held, and as a camp has never been held so near ^p^-fenvenient
to New York and its suburbs, we trust that we shall have a big delega-
tion from our own Division. and we ask you to join in helping us make
it a success by joining the A C. A. and attending the meet which takes
place the last two weeks in July.
By joining now you will have your name and canoe enrolled in the

1894 year book, and it will not cost you any more than by waiting till

next spring to join.
Enclosed find an application b'ank which please fill out and send to

the purser, Mr. F. L. Dunnell, 180 Jerolemon St.. Brooklyn, N V ., en-
closing $2, one dollar of which is for initiation fee, and one dollar for
1894 dues.
Trusting you will join, I remain yours truly,

C. V. Schuyler, Vice Com. Atlantic Div.
Vice Com Schuyler has appointed the following Division regatta

committee to assist the A. C. A. committee: M. V. Brokaw, L. B.
Palmer, W. C. Lawrence.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The annual meeting of the Mohican C. C. was held on Jan. 25 in

Albany, the following officers being elected: Captain, W. Howard
Brown; Mate, John S. Neville; Purser, W. S. Hackett. Executive
Committe—C. V. Winne and F. L. Mix. The chief event of the even-
ing Was the presentation of a silver loving cup to the retiring captain,
Mr. Winne, who has held the office for four years, having been elected
purser of the Mohicans in 1888 and 1889; captain in 1890, 1891, 1892 arid
1893, and chairman of the transportation committee, A. C. A., 1889,
1890 and 1891. As vice-commodore of the Central Division in 1891 he
turned a loss of twenty-two members into a gain of forty-nine. Mr.
George P. Hilton made the presentation speech.

At the annual meeiing of the Rondout C. C. on Jan. 24 the follow-
ing officers were elected: Com., Harry Coykendall; Vice-Corn.,
Charles Reynolds, Jr.; Treas., C. W. Crispell, M.D.; Sec 1

y, J- D.
Schoonmaker.
The Orange Canoe Club has elected the following officers: Com.,

George Manly; Vice-Corn., W. Palty; Sec, A. M. Burroughs: Treas.,
C. W. Burroughs.

On Feb. 9. Mr. S. R. Stoddard, the well konwn photographer and
canoeist, gave an entertainment at Bensonhurst for the benefit of the
New York C. C, delivering his new lecture, "The White City," with
stereopticon views of the Fair.

The annual meeting of the Knickerbocker C. C. was held at the club
house on Jan. 23, the following officers being elected: Com., James R.
Steers, Jr.; Vice.Com., James K. Hand; Sec, William R. FarrelL Jr.;
Treas., Sidney M. Wintringham; Meas., Frank C. Moore.
The Yonkers C. C has elected the following officers: Com., W. R.

fiavifend; Vice-Corn., D. B. Goodsell; Sec, Thos. Hale, Jr.; Capt., H,
iL. Quick; Lieut., C. S. Middlebrook.

Messrs. E. G. Langley and E. D. Gray, two young canoeists of At-
lanta, Ga., are now on a long trip in canvas canoes, havingleft Atlanta
on Jan. 13. The propose to visit Florida and to cruise on a number of
Southern rivers.

We have received from M. E. Blasier & Co., TJtica, N. Y., a new cata-
logue of their yacht, boat and canoa hardware, including fittings of
all kinds in brass and nickled goods. They manufacture the Blasier
patent folding and releasing anchor.

At the annual meeting of the Peoria C. C. the following officers
were elected: Com.. Henry C. Morse; Vice-Corn., F. C. Howe; Purser,
Walter M. Clark; Executive Committee, Henry C. Morse, Walter M.
Clark and Shurburn Pearson. The retiring purser reported a gain of
three in membership during 1893, and that the club house was paid
for. There are no bills outstanding and nearly $100 in the iron box.
The club is now on a good, sound tooting and hopes to show more
progress than last year during '94.

The St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co. has
made arrangements for the exclusive privileges of a repair and
supply tent at the A. C. A. meet, and will send one of its best canoe
builders with a supply of tools, materials and fittings.

Members of the Central Division A. C. A. will please take notice that
any changes in address or name of canoe, names for membership or
of those wishing to be reinstated, should be sent to the purser, Chas.
E. Cragg, Port Henry, N. Y., at once, or they cannot appear in 1894
year book.

About thirty-five canoeists were present on Feb. 17 at the dinner at
the Arena, among them being Com. Dorland, Sec'y Douglass, Vice-
Corn. Schuyler and Messrs. Winne, Whitlock. Steers, Peebles, Law-
rence, Palmer, Stephens, Berry. Hand, Seavey and Quick. The even-
ing passed very pleasantly, the party breaking up about 10 o'clock.

Port Chester.
Port Chester. Feb. 12.—The following scores were shot at this place

on Saturday, Feb. 10, 200yds. off hand, German target-
Smith „ 18 22 22 18 20 15 22 24 22 20

22 22 21 16 24 22 22 21 25 24-422
McNeil 10 18 20 22 9 18 11 18 23 22

22 15 14 10 20 21 16 18 21 14-348
Boeger 14 17 22 22 9 19 17 21 13 18

„ JJ 19 IV 20 15 17 19 16 15 20 12-343
Rudd" 20 21 14 23 24 18 21 17 17 15-190

23 25 20 20 *withdrew. Rudd.

Jersey Rifle Notes.
The Hudson Rifle Club has adopted a new plan which has its origin

with its popular captain. He has divided the club members into three
teams, and the member making the highest score in each team during
each month will receive a cash prize,'and the member making the
highest single score in the year will receive an additional cash prize.
All these prizes are donated by the captain, and its adoption will in-
crease the interest of shooting as the results are already making their
appearance although it has been in operation but a month.
The Hudson Rifle Club intends to enter a team in the famous Zettler

Shoot, and feel confident of winning a place on the victors side.

The Hudson Rifle Club has discarded the plan of honorary member-
ship, as it has a ten ency to reduce the interest of the sport, and un-
es8 it has active members the club would not retain the good name

i t already has attained.

The Hudson County League has died an unexpected death, as there
seems to be too few interested riflemen to compose sufficient teams to
continue in the series.

Greenville Rifle Club.
Thirteen members of the Greenville Club were present Friday

night to participate in the weekly gallery shoot for club prizes. Mr.
Dorrler made the hishest score of the night, 245; J. B^ag and Plaieted
tied for second place with 240 each. Scores:* Lutz 238, C. Boag 237
Robidoux 239, Collins 232, Graef 215, Becker 21S, Charlock 214, J. Boag

Plaisted 240, Scbeeline 226, Dorrler 245, Spahn 229, Holzapfel 280.

Greenville vs. Excelsior.
The first of a series of gallery matches between teams from the

Greenville and Excelsior rifle clubs, of Jersey City, was shot off on the
Excelsior Club's ranges on Wednesday night of last week. Both
teams were handicapped by not having their best men present to par-
ticipate in the match. With a few exceptions the shooting of the men
in both of the teams was below the average. The Greenville team,
however, succeeded in beating their competitors by 31 points. The
ninth round showed the Greenville team only one point in the lead.
Pinney, the 10th man of the Excelsior team, found the strain upon his
nerves to be too great; he made only 203 against 233 for the Greenville
man. Scores:

Excelsior team.
O C Boyce 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 22 21 19—231W J Hennessey 25 24 24 23 23 28 22 22 22 20-228W J Channing , , 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 22 20-236
J Hughes ......25 24 24 22 20 20 20 20 20 19-214
C Tbomas .25 25 24 23 23 23 23 21 22 20—229
C Bauchle 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 21 20-232
C L Pinney 24 23 22 22 21 20 19 18 17 17—203
J Speicher 19 22 24 24 26 25 23 23 23 23-231W Weber 24 24 25 23 23 83 22 22 18 17-221
L P Hansen 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 22—240—2265
E. J, McCarthy scorer.

Greenville team.
G W Plaisted 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 23 19-237W H Robidoux.

. . «4 24 24 23 23 22 22 21 20 17—220
M Dorrler 25 25 25 25 23 24 24 24 24 22-212W C Collins 25 25 25 24 23 28 22 22 21 23—233
C Boag 2i 24 24 24 23 23 23 22 22 22-222
HLutz 25 25 24 23 23 23 28 22 22 20—230
J Boag 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 23—241
J Dodds 13 18 19 21 22 22 22 23 24 24—208
H Gotthardt 25 23 22 22 22 22 22 21 20 21—220
C Scheel ne 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 22 21-233-2296
E. A Graef scorer.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O., Feb. 11.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores

Payne.,

Stegner.

excellent otherwise. The scores:
8 10 9 9 6 10 9—90

9 6 9 10 9 9 7 9 10 8-86
8 9 8 7 10 7 8 10 10-84

5 8 4 6 6 5 3 7 9—60
3 4 6 5 3 3 5 10—55

5 5 4 5 4 4 7 4 8 10—56
10 7 6 4 4 6 6 7 5 6—61

4 9 6 9 10.10 6 5 10—79
5 8 10 6 5 9 5 9 9 8-74
7 8 9 7 9 8 5 10 6—76
8 6 9 6 6 7 10 7 8 7—74
5 7 8 6 9 8 7 7 10 6-73
6 9 8 5 9 10 8 8 7 3—73

9 8 8 7 10 7 9 10 6-81
9 6 9 5 6 8 10 7 9 10-79
8 9 6 7 8 7 8 9 8 9—79
3 8 2 3 5 6 4 2 6 8-42

7 10 4 10 10 6 7 9—77
5 5 4 6 9 8 10 6 8 10-71
6 7 8 7 5 4 8 7 7 10-69

7 8 5 7 8 6 8 5 6-68
8 6 8 8 7 6 6 6 10 6-67
4 7 6 10 10 6 6 4 5 8-66

New York Schuetzen Corps.
The weekly shoot of the New York Schuetzen Corps, in the Zettler

gallery, on Friday night of last week, brought together twenty-eight
members. The members were divided into two teams of fourteen
men each, under the leadership of Capt. Offermann and G. H. Weren-
berg. A match was shot off, 10 shots per man, for the refreshments,
which resulted in a victory for Capt. Werenberg's team:
Capt G H Werenberg 221 Capt H Offermann 225
B Walther 244 B Zettler 241
Phil Feigel 282 A J- Christian 232
HStrate 228 J C Bonn 242
Jacob Smidt 229 Dr Grosch 283
JTholke 233 J Stiehl 215
F Facompre 231 John Bunz 225
G Galle 205 Wm Krumsieck 205
C Mann 207 H Meyer 199
J Wohrmann 212 A Stolzenberger 222
Ph Albers 225 J C Meyer 223
A Gubelhause 205 H Hackmann 215
R Laig 220 J Gobber 223
F Stimmel 212—3104 L Lemke 171—3071

Hartford Rifle Club.
Hartford, Conn., Feb. 10.—Bad traveling kept all but two members

of the Hartford Rifle Club from the regular shoot this afternoon. The
range 'is three miles away and only cranks turn out now. Standard
target, 200yds.. off hand:
H M Pope (100 shots) 10 8 10 8 7 9 8 10 10 5-85689 10 7 10 797 9—82

78 10 998869 10—84
8 8 8 10 9 7 8 8 10 5—82

Medal score

9

9 9 10 10 8 10 7 10 9—91
10 9 6 10 8 5 7 9 10 9-83
98 10 879977 8—82
9 8 8 10 9 10 9 8 10 10-91
10 79699 10 89 10-87
88 10 89 10 797 8-84-851

David Lewis 6 7 5 8 4 9 7 10 5 1—66789568 10 47 6—70
Medal score 5 6 7 5 4 10 8 4 9 5—63

H. M. Pope, Sec'y.

Paterson Rifle Association.
Bunker Hill, Paterson, N. J.—All matches at 100yds., regular club

practice, 10-shot scores, strong wind blowing across the range:
WmDutcher 15 16 14 17 19 16 19 20 20 19—175
BenMarkell 19 18 16 19 19 15 19 16 15 19—175
James Irons : 17 14 14 16 18 18 19 19 19 19—173
Gus Dietrich 14 16 16 18 15 11 18 20 16 16—160
Jess Foster 17 15 20 16 19 13 20 14 15 17—166
Abe Newby 18 20 18 20 12 17 16 12 14 18—165
Capt John Ranson 16 10 18 18 16 15 20 19 16 17—165
Con Pyle 19 19 14 17 19 13 13 18 17 16—165
RobtMcCuHough 14 14 14 18 18 14 16 19 18 20-165
Robt Gonne 14 17 16 17 12 18 17 14 12 13-150
WmDutcher 89 93 James Irons 84 75
Jess Foster 80 87 Gus Dietrich. .,82 73
Abe Newby 70 66 Ben Maskell 83 77
John Ranson 90—329 87-333 C Pyle 79—328 68-303

"Williamsburgh Schuetzen Corps.
The annual gallery prize shoot of the Williamsburgh Schuetzen

Corps was held at its headquarters, 122 Hamburgh avenue, Brooklyn
on Feb. 11 and 12. There was the usual attendance of the gallery
experts, and the competition for best position on the prize list brought
out some good scoies. There were fifteen prizes ranging from $30
down to $1. Three shots per ticket, three best tickets to count for
first three prizes, and two best for all others. Messrs. Holges, Ross
and Rosenbaum had a hot race for the 830, and in the end found
themselves tied each with three scores of 74. Scores-
F CRoss 74 74 74—222 G Worn. .. ., 74 70-144
H Holges 74 74 74—222 W Vorbach 78 70—143
Rosenbaum 74 74 74—222 B Zettler '

73 70—143M Dorrler 74 73—147 C G Zettler.'.'.'.', 71 71-14';}
CWHorney 74 73-147 Buss ; 2 70-142
Hutch 75 72-147 G Krauss

, >ft 66-135
B Walther 73 73-146 G W Plaisted 67 65 132
I Martin 73 73-146

New York City Schuetzen Corps.
Twelve members of the New York City Schuetzen Corps devoted

an evening to target shooting last week in the Zettler gallery Two
teams of six men each were made up under the lead of Chas G Zet-
tler and R. Busse. Two matches were shot off for the expenses of
the evening's sport. Captain Zettler's team was victorious in both
events. Scores:
OS Zettler 240 242 R Busss.

. . , 242 24<?H Badloff 230 233 Chris Reb.ro 034 03ftW FGerdes 232 220 A iluuz. , , ,
|55 00?

HMolzen ;827 B2l C Roedle 188 173WFacklam :232 238 A Range a°4 2SRHKuhlmann
, 222 228 HWitte 228 242

Conlin's Gallery Scores.
Reeent performances at 12yds. were: Dr. J. K. Knowlton and E I

Tippling 8 full scores at lj£in. bullseye.
Knowlton, 20 shots in 20 different positions, 116 out of 140.
Wm. Kinghorn, 10 shots, all in bullseye on 15 records, l

3^in. bullseye.',
Peter De Nice: 9 bullseyes out of 10 shots, 25yds.
J. Blydenburg, full score at 25yds.
Major Krockett, 50 shots, average of 8 out of 10 on 2in. bullseye at-.

25yds. with open sight rifle.
i, Major also has made the best score with rifle at 125ft.

,
making several

targets, 9 bullseyes out of 10 shots.
Mr. Card, 2 targets, 9 out of 10 shots on bullseye at 125ft.
I have decided to set two nights a week, one for revolvers on Thurs-

day evening, and for rifles on Saturday evening. All shooters am
cordially invited to bring their friends, ns a good time and good shoot- 1

ing may be expected-
Mr. Edward Wasserman has made the best average shooting with

revolver so far in the gallery; has made full score at 25yds. at 2%in,
bullseye, and full score at 12yds. at IJ^in. bullseye.
H. C. Failes made full score at 25yds., l^in. bullseye, which is the

best yet.
Mr. A. A. Cohen, who used to shoot so well, is just comraencrog to

practice and some good scores may shortly be expected. Several of
the officers have been shooting their new revolvers, but have not got
things down fine yet; will send you some of their scores next week,i
also some targets.

Jerseymen at the Targets.
There was quite a gathering of riflemen in Armbruster's Park on

Saturday afternoon of last week. Only five, however, entered the 50;
shot handicap sweep. Messrs. Hansen and Plaisted decided the last of
the three 50 shot series between them . Hansen won on a total of'
1,062, beating Plaisted 34 points:
Plaisted, scratch 210 210 203 206 199— 1028
Hansen, scratch 190 22 1 222 215 214— 1062
J Hughes, handicap 40..., 200 203 199 171 211— 984+40—1024W C Collins, handicap 40 ..201 198 200 207 209-10244-40-1064
O C Boyce. scratch 205 208 221 198 203— 1035-

Zettler Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery shoot of the Zettler Club for champion medal

and cash prize, brought together only nine members on Tuesday night.
Fred C. Ross got the medal, also the honors for the highest score of
the uight, making the fine score of 249. Henry Holges was second with 1

245 for the medal, and 247 on the 50-shot series, scores:
Champion medal, first entry: Fred 0. Ross 247, H'y Holges 245, B,

t

Walther 244, Gus. Nowak 240, R. Busse 231, C. G Zettler 238, B.
Zettler 238, J. H. Brown 237, H. D. Miiller 235.
Best 10-shot score, 5 entries: F. C. Ross 249, R. Busse 247, B. Zettler

246, H. Holges 245, H. D. Miiller 244, B. Walther 244, J. H. Brown 243,
C. G. Zettler 242, Gus. Nowak 241.

Beideman Rifle Club.
Beideman, N. J., Feb. 13.—The following shows the weekly shoot of

the Beideman Rifle Club, week ending Feb. 30, 25yds. strictly off hand,
outside range, targets Mm ring, possible 250: Dr E. L. Gardener 246,
S. S. Wood 244, Wm. Wurfllein 240, W. Schmedtman 237, W. Gilbert-
286, H.Meyers 231.

Pistol, 15yds., 34m - rings, possible 250:
J S Woods 18 21 21 23 23 23 23 24 25 25-226
Dr E L Gardener 15 18 19 19 21 22 23 23 24 24-208

Walt Gilbert, Sec'y.

Schlicht Rifle Club.
The weekly shoot of the. Schlicht Club, on Feb. 13, for class medals

brought together twenty-two members. The champion medal was
won by W. Schlicht, the first class by Jacob Diehl, the second class by
Jacob Schlicht, and the third class by G. 'tribant. Scores: George
Schlicht 244, Geo. Dorr 235, C. Seibel 234, J. Diehl 231, Aug. M»yer 226,
Gus Taibaut 225, Jacob Schlicht 224, Capt. Brellenthine 224, Jacob
Dedrick 221, Chas. Meyer 219. Gus Lautenberger 226, F. Lambert SIS:
W, Hope 218, Geo. Riehert215, A. Mayer 215, A. Dubline 207, P. Mauei
202, L. Dorr 202, E. Wener 200, J. Gebhardt 200, Geo. J. Goehrig 217.

Palisade Rifle Club.
The Palisade Rifle Club held its weekly shoot on Feb. 11, eleven

members participating. The score are appended, 10 shots, possible-
250, distance 75ft.: Geo. Dorr 231, Ad. Ahles 229, R. (1 laser 227, O. L.
Aufderheide 225, F. Krobatsch 225. F. Sperer 225, H. Rose 221, F. Miller
220, W. Ahles 215, F. Ward 210, C. Hamburger 210.

Our Own Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery competion of the Our Own Club of Hoboken, N.I

J., on Tuesday night, for the club medal, brought together ten mem-
bers. Messrs. Kruse and Bohmeke tied for high score, each 235. Scores:'
W. Bohmeke 235, J. H Kruse 235, Capt. Hencken 230. A. Moser 227, W.'
F. Dilger 229, F. W. Krueger 220, D. A. Cunec 210, C. Schmidt 204, C.'
Semon 203, Otto Keller 203.

Lady Miller Club.
Nine members of the Lady Miller Club, were present on Wednesday

night to compete for the three class medals. Mrs. Mey ns won the firsts
class medal, Mrs. Ahnert the second and Mrs. Volk the third. Scores:-
Mrs. Stein 204, Mrs. Volk 218, Mrs, Meyns 210. Mrs. Ahnert 211, Mrs.
Stadler 205. Mrs. Miller 209, Miss Kloepping 207, Miss Begerow 211, Miss
Mannheimer 200,

Excelsior Rifle Club.
Only five members of the Excelsior Club participated in the weekly!

gallery shoot on Tuesday night. Scores: W. J. Hennessey 242, L. P.
Hansen 242, O. C. Boyce 240, Jas. Hughes 235, Wm. Hughes 226.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.
New York, Feb. 11.—Please copy following scores made Feb lit

Horn 237, Goodman 226, Heidenreich 210, Buseh 229, Roberts 221, Hicksi
229, Steckel 232, Kellner 208, May 209. H. R. C.

RIFLE NOTES.
Capt. John S. Shepherd died at his home in Brooklyn on Thursday!

of last week, after a short but acute attack of pneumonia. As secre-
tary of the National Rifle Association and Captain of Company D, 23d
Regiment of the New York State National Guard Capt. Shepherd at-
tained a national reputation as an executive officer and a military
marksman. He was known as the best marksman in the National'
Guard, having won at various times the highest honors. Iu 1885 hq
won the Ami's and Navy Journal trophy, also the Chambers medal.
He won the State championship medal in 1892 and again in 1892. He
was an enthusiastic devotee of athletic and field sports, and at the
time of his death he was an active member in a number of societies'
devoted tojshooting and athletics. His death creates a void within the
circles in which he was always prominent that will remain lone un
filled. In the prime of life, not quite 48 years of agp, it seems hard to
part with one whose individuality was such as to draw ubout him the
strongest ties of friendship and personal esteem
On Sunday, Feb. 11, at his residence in Cyprus Hills, L. I., after a

long illness, died Joseph Banzer, aged 54 years. Mr. Banzer emi-
grated to this country from Tyrol, Austria, in his early years. Hie
disposition being of a social nature and having the natural love of hit
countrymen for the rifle, he was for many years identified with the
German-American shooting societies of Brooklyn. Zettler Rifle Club,
Germania Schuetzen Bund ana the Columbia Schuetzen Corps. He
established the Cyprus Hills Shooting Park, nowT famous as the shoot-
ing ground of the Zettler Club.

The ladies of the Our Own Club, of Hoboken, N. J., have formed a~
annex to the club, and will hold weekly meetings at the club head-
quarters for rifle practice and social intercourse. A team match with
the Lady Millers will be an interesting event in the near future.

Forest Gun Club.

f383 1382 1339 1345

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 15.—On Saturday afternoon last the Fores!
Gun Club held their regular monthly shoot on their grounds, Twenty
seventh street and Lehigh avenue. Philadelphia. Mr. Henry carried
off the honors, and itlooks very much as if he would also carry off the
$25 cash prize, as this makes two wins for him toward it- Henry shot
at-50, killed 46; Mills (54") 44, Riotte f57^38, Baurn f57) 89 J Thurmafc.
(25) 22, Morison (52) 38, Rosecrof t (52) 44, H. Thiirman (30) 27, Irvin
(51) 33, Ezrah (58) 30.

v

On Easter Monday next the club will give an all day tournament,
Will send you list of events later. Blueroek targets and expert blufr
traps will be used. )° ',' " " W. ,M.

'
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All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following::

FIXTURES.
Feb. 22-25.—Cumberland Gun Club jubilee, live birds and targets, at

Lowell, Ind.
Feb. 27—Washington sweepstake, at 25 live birds, $25 entry, at

Marion, N. J.

Feb. 28—Endeavor Gun Club all-day tournament in conjunction
with first contest of New Jersey Trap-Shooters'' League, Marion, N. J.

March 21.—Union Gun Club. 35 live bird shoot, $20~ entry, at Spring-
field, N. J.
March 26.—Acme Gun Club, open shoot at Dexter Park, targets and

birds.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers 1 and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 4 -7.—Texas State Sportsmen's Association eighteenth annual

meeting, at Austin, Texas. Wallace Miller, Sec'y.
April 4-8.—California State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

San Francisco.
April 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add $200.
April 21-27 —Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
May 1-3.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, spring tournament: two days

targets, last day live birds.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add $200.
May 7-10.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual

tournament and meeting, at Ft. Smith, Ark.; $1,000 added money

;

professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.
Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John j. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'v, Cincinnati, O.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Kifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.
May 22-25.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles: last day. live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added money.
June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. 0. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address K. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, annual

tournament, at Tacoma, Wash.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. $1,000 added money.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.

Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall
tournament.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Feb. 14.—The Luzerne County Sportsmen's Asso-

ciation held a meeting at the office of E. F. Roth last night. Henry L.
Moore was chosen president and E F. Roth secretary. The other
members present were: Eugene A. Rhoads, Thomas Podmore, Aaron
«V. Rhoads, J. Morgan, C. N. Williams. William D. Loomis. W. L
Biddle of Wilkesbarre, and A. P. Childs and William Ohl of Alden.
The object was to arrange to procure funds for purchasing game birds
for the forests of Luzerne county. The chair after considerable dis
cussion appointed Aaron W. Rhoads chairman, E. F. Roth and Wil
Ham D. Loomis. The following appeal will be sent out by the associa-
tion to-day and it is hoped that the response will be large: The
Luzerne County Sportsmen's Association has appointed a committee
to solicit funds for the purchase from a reliable pheasantry hybrid
birds (English-Chinese cross) for the purpose of stocking the forest of
this county. These birds are succulent game and average from two
and a half to three pounds each; a little slower in rising than our
ruffed grouse, but very swift flyers when once fairly on the wing; lie

close to the dog; are or brilliant, variagated plumage, and in every way
desirable acquisition to the game birds of the State. All true sports-
men and lovers of the dog and gun are expected, and all admirers of
manly sport anJ epicures are requested to contribute to the fund. It
is desired to procure at least 100 birds at $30 per dozen and as many
more as is possible for distribution throughout the county. The order
must be placed at once, accompanied by the cash. It is therefore
hoped that subscribers will respond promptly. Subscribers may club
together and receive their pro-rata share of the birds procured for
distribution in such locality as may to them seem most desirable. In
this city money may be sent to any member of the committee ap-
pointed. The collectors appointed are as follows: Gen. Paul P. Oliver,
Laurel Run; Albert W. Lewis, Bear Creek; George Nesbitt, Kingston:
Walter Leiseuring, Sandy Run: Elliot Oberrender, Driftou; M. S. Kern-
merer, Mauch Chunk; Hugh Maloy, Freeland; Philip Raub, Dallas;
William Lauderbach, Hazleton; Enos Williams, Plymouth; A. A. Lape,
Nanticoke, Chester Rhodes, Parsons; Dr. Long, Pittston; Frank
Distlehurst, Berwick; T. B Harris, Wilkesbarre; Harry B. Price, Un-
per Lehigh. As soon as these birds are obtained and let fly in the
woods the club will give every attention to have them protected under
the law.

An elaborately gotten up and handsomely printed programme is that
issued by the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association for
their tournament to be held at Louis Miller's Dexter Park, on April 4,

5 and 6. All shooting will be at live birds. The events are as follows:
First Day—First event, Dexter Park introductory, 7 birds, $7 entrance,
class shooting, 28,vds. rise, 3 moneys. Second event, Jamaica sweep-
stakes, 5 birds, $5 entrance, not class shooting, 28yds. rise. 3 moneys.
Third event, nitro powder handicap, 15 birds, $15 entrance, class shoot-
ing, handicaps 25 to 33yds., 4 moneys. Fourth event, $5 miss and out,
birds extra. Fifth event, sportsmen's handicap, 7 birds, $7 entrance,
not class shooting, handicaps 25 to 33yds, 3 moneys. Sixth event. $5
miss and out, birds extra. Second Day—Grand American handicap at
25 live birds, $25 entrance, high guns to win, 3 moneys; $1,000 guaran-
teed by the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association; not
less than $500 first money, not less than $300 second money, not less
than $200 third money; Jacob Pentz, referee. First event, $5 miss and
out, birds extra. Second event, champion sweepstakes, 7 birds, $7 en-
trance, class shooting, 28yds. rise, 3 moneys. Third event. Keystone
handicap, 10 birds, $10 entrance, class shooting, handieaps25 to 33yds.,
4 moneys. Fourth event, $5 miss and out, birds extra. Fifth event,
consolation handicap, 7 birds', $7 entrance, not class shooting, handi-
caps 25 to 33yds., 3 moneys. Sixth event, farewell sweepstakes, 5
birds, $5 entrance, 28yds. rise, not class shooting, one money.
Lake Geneva, Wis., Feb. 14.—The Lake Geneva Gun Club held

their third annual meeting on Feb, 10, and elected the following
officers: President, Charles Quigley; secretary and treasurer, T.J.
McDonald; captain, Albert Napper. The club has now a membership

•of thirty and expect to have an active season. They have fine grounds
u aud a handsome and well equipped club house. The grounds are situ-
i ated on the bank of Lake Como, one of the best lakes in southern Wis-
I consin for fishing or duck shooting in the spring or fall. There are
also a few woodcock, and plenty of jacksnipe, piover, rail and other

trice birds. The fish comprise pickerel, small-mouth bass, Oswego
I bass, perch, rock bass, sunfish, and a few brook trout, une day in
I August of last year G. W. Pratt of Elgin, 111., caught 1201bs. of pickerel
J and twelve black bass. The secretary of the gun club has boats to let

| for both shooting and fishing and will put forth an extra effort to
'I cater to the comfort and pleasure of visiting clubs or individuals.

—

It. j. mcd.
I The semi-monthly shoot of the Union Hill (N. J.) Gun Club was held
j on Feb. 7 with halt a dozen members on hand. In the club shoot at
) 10 birds the scores were: J. Woolmington 10, J. Hughes 10, T. Sullivan
I 8, F. Hall 7, J. Mannken 7, A. Johnson 5. In a 15 bird match between

J. Woolmington and F. Hall, the former killed 14 to Hall's 13.

The Chatham Fish and Game Protective Association held a live bird
and bluerock target shoot on Washington's Birthday.

Red Bank, Feb. 16.—An exciting live-bird tournament was held by
the Riverside Gun Club this afternoon. The wind blew a gale from
the northwest, and the birds were swift flyers. The scores: First
Event: Match between W. T. Conover and William Green, at fifteen

birds each.—Conover won; score, 11 to 5. Second Event: Miss and
out.—W. Green. E W. Throckmorton and E. Cooper tied on 6 each:

J. Cooper 4, J. B. Bergen 0 The tie was divided. Third Event: Club
shoot at seven birds.—W. T, Conover and J. Cooper, Jr., tied on 0

each: J. Woodward and Daly tied on 4 each; E, Throckmorton and W.
N. Little, 3 each. The ties were divided. Final Event: Miss and out.—
Green won, 4; Daly, John Cooper and J. Woodward, 2 each. The ties

were divided.

Baltimorb, Feb. 14.—The fifth shoot of the midwinter pool of the
Standard Gun Club was held yesterday at Acton's Park. The scores
were as follows: Fiften Expert race: Clements 13, Lupus 13, Hawkins
13, Johns 11, Franklin 11, Rider 10, Latz 10, Wilson 9. Second Event:
Fifteen expert rules. Clements 12, Lupus 11, Hawkins 10, Latz 10,

Franklin 10, Johns 7, Rider 6, Wilson 5. Third Event: Five pair
doubles. Lupus 9, Clements 7, Hawkins 7. Franklin <', Rider 6, Latz 5.

Johns 5, Wilson 3. Fourth Event: Ten experts. Lupus 9, Hawkins 7,

Clements 7, Rider 6, Franklin 5, Latz 5, Wilson 3, Johns 3.

The popular and genial Philadelphia shooter Al. Rust, a machinist
by trade and occupation, who carries on a machine shop in the Quaker
City, and shoots at the trap When time permits, went down near Bal-
timore a short time ago to take part in a shoot for a live hog and was
protested on the ground of being a professional. The shoot was de-
clared off and in a sweepstake which followed, Maul of Wilmington
and Jackson of Havre de Grace took first money, $60.

Next Wednesday will witness the opening of the 1894 series of shoots
of the New Jersey Trapshooters' League and a jolly time will be had
on the Endeavor G un Club's grounds at Marion. Sweepstake shooting
will begin at 9 A. M. and continue until dark. At 2 P. M. the league
shoot will be called, this being for five-men teams at 25 targets per
man. There will be plenty of good substantial lunch and lots of hot
coffee for all hands.

At the February medal shoot of the Wawasset Gun Club, of Wil-
mington, Del., C. M. Buckmaster was the winner, breaking 24 out of
25 bluerock targets. Other scores were: J, Huber 23, W. E. Buckmas-
ter 22, E. Melchoir 21, T. Wright 20, J. Elliott 19, R. Miller 17, J. White
19, P. Martin 16, H. Donaldson 12, E. Camp 11.

Programs of the grand American handicap and Dexter Park tour-
nament, April I, 5, and 6, are now ready and will be mailed upon
application to Justus Von Lengerke, Secretary, 8 Murray st., Netc
York, or to the manager's home address, 122 Diamond Market, Pitts-
burg, Pa., Elmer E. Shaner, manager.

That woolly horse Topsy of Frank Butler's receives shabby treat-
ment at the hands of the intelligent compositor, who in our last issue
made us say, "Unlike the original Topsy, this one was 'horned,'

"

whereas it should have been "horned. Again, "Yautacaw" should
have read "Yantacaw."
At a recent 25-target shoot of the Juniata Gun Club of Reading, Pa.,

James Firing made the top score of 20 breaks, Wm. Hetrich scoring
16, W. Killian 17 and R. Forman 1 1. Wm. Killian was elected president,
Curt Gumper secretary and George Steel treasurer.

Cochranton, Pa., a small town near Meadville, has a fully-fledged
gun club and at the opening shot at 25 targets, the following scores
were made: E. Harvey 14, C. Whittling 14, "E. A. Marsteller 14, S. P.
Harvey 12, E. A. Byham 12, C. Fleming 10.

The Rome (N. Y.) Gun Club will hereafter shoot on Friday of each
week. There" will be a rousing fire in the club stove so that the
weather need be no excuse for non-appearance.

Enoch D. Miller has Anally decided to hold the Union Gun Club's 25-

bird sweep on March 21. The. shooting will take place at Springfield,
N. J., and the entrance fee is $20.

The Marion grounds of Al Heritage will be the scene of a finely con-
tested event at 25 live birds, $25 entry, on Feb. 27. Over a score of
entries have already been made.
There was an all-day shoot on Washington's Birthday on the grounds

of the Bath (Me.) Gun Club, with twelve events on the programme.
The club furnished the lunch.

E. H. Kniskern, formerly of the Wilkesbarre Gun Company, has re-
signed his position as silesman and embarked in the sporting goods
business.

J. Frank Kleinz of Philadelphia, and H. E. Buckwalter of Royers-
ford will shoot at Elk Park, Royersford, do-day; 100 birds, $100 a side.

The man who can concoct a scheme for "dropping into a hole" under
Harvey McMurchy's system will have to do considerab e deep thinking.

You can not get a better run for your money than to invest $25 in
the 25 bird sweepstake to take place at Marion on Feb. 27.

The Crescent Rod and Gun Club, of Paterson, N. J. , have leased
Olympic Park, Lakeview, as a shooting ground.

Harry Matz has disposed of his i-iterest in the Taree-Mile House at
Shillington, Pa., and will vacate on April 1.

Jersey men should not forget the League shoot on the Eudeavor
grounds on Wednesday, Feb. 28.

The Pavonia Gunning Club, of Stockton, N. J., had a shoot on Wash-
ington's Birthday.

C. H. Townsend,

The Trap at San Antonio.
[From Our Special Texas Correspondent]

San Antonio, Feb. 13 —A small but very enthusiastic aggregation
of sportsmen braved the blizzard of Feb. 12, in order to witness the
pigeon match between August Thiele and Abe Samuels. While the
scores made are not of the best, tue shooters treated the overcoated
audience to some very pretty sh io:ing. A strong gale from the north
blew straight into the teeth of toe shooters, and a great many birds
killed high in the air were carried oeyoad the dead line. Thiele a-tu-
ally killed 20 out of 25; 6 birds which under ordinary circumstances,
would have been called dead bird i, were carried out of the boundary
by the strong norther. Samuels, a young trap shot of scarcely 15
months experience, acquitted himself very well under the circum-
stances, making some remarkably good kills.

The match was for $50 a side at 25 pigeons each Mr. A. W, Adams
of Chicago, acted as referee, and H. M. Dyer, of Durango, Mexico';
scored.
Thiele used a W. and C Scott & Son hammerless gun, 3drs. Schultze

powder aud V/^oz. No. 7Yz Tathan's chilled shot in the right barrel,
3J4drs. Schultze. powder, and \%y&. No. 7 Latham's chilled shot in the
left barrel.
Mr. Samuels used an L. C. Smith gun, with 38 and 40grs. smokeless

powder in his right and left respec:ively and No. 7 chilled shot. Score-
Samuels 122«10»20« 1 1 10»22»"«0U12—14
Thiele 21..20211011.1.0101120222—16
Following the match came a few sweepstakes which were indulged

in by the frozen shooters who came to the trap with blue noses.
No. 1, 10 live blackbirds: Thiele 7. Learn 7, McCormack 7, Adams 7,

Paris 6,' Dyer 7, France 3, Samuel 7, Veith 3, Phillips 3.

No. 2, 15 Keystone targets: Rothwell 10, Shields 5, Thiele 4, Samuels
7, McCormack 6, Veith 8, Adams 7, France 11, Scheidemantel 6. Paris 9
Witchell 9, Dyer 13, Learn 10, Grossman 7.

No. 3, same: Rothwell 12, Shields 9, Samuels 8, McCormack 9, Veith
3, Adams 12, France 6. Paris 10, Grossman 4.

The closing shoot was a $1 sweep at 6 live blackbirds. Score as fol-
lows: Thiele 5, Samuels 4, Dyer 4, Paris 4, Learn 4, McCormack 2
Rothwell 0.

Thiele captured the plum in the last shoot, and a crowd of shivering
sportsmen made their way into town vowing that no more trap-shoot-
ing would catch them until balmy spring.
The duck shooting on the Corpus Christi coast is at its height

Nearly every party visiting the fresh-water lagoons report the web-
foot plentiful and the shooting excellent. The pot-hunters have glutted
the market to the extent that they receive but a nominal price for
their illgotten game. Good. Guessaz.

Live Bird Shoot at Frankford.
Frankford, Philadelphia, Feb. 10,—The members of the Keystone

Shooting League of this pHMKmd thiffr friends took part in the
league's annual live bird shoigflyMEerday and to-day. The day in its
weather (Friday) was a horrid one, a coid northeast rain storm mal -

ing it very unpleasant for the shooters, and keeping a great many
more away. The birds were an excellent lot, only one out of 300 hav-
ing to be driven from the traps. On Friday the shooters were divided
into two teams captained by Messrs. W. H. Wolstencroft and A. J.
Rust, with the understanding that the losers should pay for a supper
for all. The losing side finished their part of the agreement very
promptly by having friend Kiggins serve a sumptuous turkey supper
on the same evening at his Cedar Hill Hotel. After the main event
there were several miss and out sweeps shot, the same being continued
to-day at crows. Following are scores of the main event:
A J Rust. .21211111011113323] 11—19 W Wolst'ft21221222222222112222—20
VvMPackerl;: 131221111133111221—20 J Wolst ft, 12222101101200122102—15
SHot'ersollll0ll211Q03n0111121—16 WHPack. . 11 020301112311222210—16
J Hack. . . .

201 ] 1202112122210201—16 J Mills 23102001220202102121—14
A H Fox., .11022121121101110110—16 E David.. . .22312031002122122221—17W Wilson.

,
221222220(11101212002—15 J H Wols'ftll002011222220120212-15

102 97
W. M. Bancrobt, Scorer.

A Vermonter on Handicaps.
Putney, Vt., Feb. 8.—I have read with a great deal of interest the

different methods of handicap practiced by several clubs, whoso scores
have been reported in Forest and Stream. My experience has led me
to think, that in order to awaken interest among all members of a
club, suitable inducements should be offered, such as medals or prizes
of some description, to be contested for in some manner that will give
all a fair show. We have, tried several metbods such as dividing into
classes, shooting at different distances, part of the shooters shooting
from unknown traps and angles, and the others at known traps and
angles; but the most satisfactory method has been a sliding handicap

,

which we tried last season and resulted as follows:
We shot weekly, commencing about April 15 and ending the last

week in August. All members shot at 10 targets, the first shoot,
which was the lowest number. All who broke 70 per cent, or more
shot at 10 the subsequent week; but all who dropped below that were
entitled to 2 additional targets the subsequent week, that is, a man
breaking 6 out of 10 would shoot at 12 targets; 5 out of 10, 14, 4 out of
10 at 16 and so on; allowing each shooter the number of birds his

weekly score entitles him to. Three prizes were offered, and after 15

weekly shoots the results were as follows: C. B. Willard 1st prize,

shoots attended 15, targets shot at 208, broken 113, average 54%%, W.
E. Ayer 2d prize, shoots attended 13, targets shot' at 140, broken 104,

average 72>4«. A. J Ayer, 3d prize, shoots attended 12, targets shot
at 134, broken 100, average 74%,%,
Thus you will see that the best shots will stand a good chance of

winning if they are constaut in attendance, while they will also have
to do their best soooting if they wish to win. On the other hand the
poorer shot has a chance to win as proved the case in our club. This
system of handicap stimulates the shooter to be constant in attend-
ance and to shoot as well as possible. The scratch should be fixed at
about the average of the best shots in a club. W. E. A.

New York vs. Philadelphia.
On Friday, Feb. 17, under the most unfavorable of weather con-

ditions four representative amateurs of New York, journeyed to
Riverton to shoot a match against four likewise representative
amateurs from Philadelphia. The conditions of the match called for
50 live birds per man, 30yds. rise, 20yds. boundary, for a stake of $3,000
per team. The conditions did uot call for a day when the mercury
hung below the 16° mark, nor did they stipulate that the wind must
blow forty miles an hour, still this was the state of the weather. The
match r egan at 11:30, John S. Hoey acting as referee. The Riverside
Club grounds where the shoot took place are situated on the banks of
the Delaware River, where the full benefit of a cold wave can always
be had. The scores follow:

Philadelphia.
CMacAlester 22202l.0202feijiJ0i-i:!ii2'Siiiijj.vi(o;i)i0(«j:?2O020012222O200-24

HYDoIan 2222021000 2U o.'onhiMi.o '« !H<< n moj ;o-38
R A Welch 200001 ' »W** >li ill 11)02021222101 n 1

1

' 2< Ji 0120—26
TSDando 1021022010200:1102210001202000202202101021202200102—28

106
New York.

Fred Hoey 20222022=>022<" H)X oariJSj 1222222222202201120222022020-35
T

" .v.. l:.
•--

. ... iwi;!' . «'i " 'O.. <;> '

•
'

;:

G Work, . .
'i ii li 'i i "I I I

I Kmu i» I,

E Murphy 002202220 221 01 1 220 1 1 101022202222222202022220022< »£:-:'.;
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The Flourtown Shoot.
Philadelphia, Feb. 15.—The weather and the Reading Shooting As-

sociation tournament made a wreck of the Flourtown one-day tourna-
ment, billed for to-day. This is the result, as the management of this
club had been informed would be the case, of not consulting the fix-

tures in the Forest and Stream and getting dates that do not conflict.

The weather this morning was beastly, first rain, then snow, then rain
again; but about 12 o'clock it cleared enough to venture out to the
grounds, where D. Yeakel, C. H, Rooker, J. S. Peterman and several
other members of the club had everything in readiness for shooting,
also a good supply of sandwiches and coffee. As so few were on hand
the programme was abandoned, and 10-target events were shot all the
afternoon.
No. 1: J. L. Peterman 9, H. Thurman 9, D. D. Yeakel, W. Lysin-

ger 9.

No. 2: Peterman 10, Lysinger 5, Yeakel 6, Thurman 10.

No. 3: Peterman 8, Yeakel 9, Lysinger 4, Thurman 7, Bisbing 7,

Watson 7.

No. 4: Peterman 9, Yeakel 8, Thurman 9, Watson 3, Bisbing 7, Ly-
singer 7.

No. 5: Peterman 8, Yeakel 7, Thurman 9, Lysinger 8, Watson 7, Bis-
bing 6.

No. 6: Peterman 9, Yeakel 5, Thurman 8, Watson 7, Landis 8, Lysin-
ger 6, Bisbing 7.

No. 7: Peterman 8, Landis 10, Lysinger 6, Yeakel 8, Thurman 10,

Bisbing 7.

No. 8: Peterman 9, Landis 8, Thurman 10 Yeakel 8, Bisbing 9.

No. 9: Peterman 8, Landis 10, Yeakel 8, Thurman 10, Bisbing 6.

No. 10: Landis 7, Thurman 7, Peterman 7, Bisbing 6, Yeakel 5, Ly-
singer 5. H. T.

Springfield Gun Club.
Springfield, O , Feb. 10.—The Gun Club held their regular shoot

Friday. Weather warm, but windy. Scores:
No. 1, 10 singles: Roy 8, Hughes 8, Hutchins 10, Young 9, Biddle 3,

Shell 4.

No. 2, 15 singles: Roy 9, Hughes 9, Hutchins 9, Young 13, Fisher 7,
Biddle 6, Shell 4.

No. 3, 15 singles: Hughes 13, Young 13, Fisher 8, Clark 8, Biddle 7,
Roy 6 .

No. 4, 10 singles: Roy 9, Young 8, Shell 7, Elder 7, Hutchins 6,
Hughes 5.

No. 5, 10 singles: Fisher 9, Roy 8, Young 8, Clark 6, Shell 4, Biddle 4.

No. 6, 15 singles: Doc 13, Roy 11, Young 11, Fisher 9, Hughes 8,
Wilson 6.

No. 7, 10 singles: Hutchins 10, Strong 7, Young 7, Hughes 7, Doc 6,
Shell 5.

No. 8, 15 singles: Doc 10, Hughes 13, Hutchins 13, Strong 13, Shell 8,

Clark 8.

No. 9, 10 singles: Strong 8, Elder 7, Doc 6, Sage 6, Shell 5, Roy 4.

No. 10, 15 singles: Lessner 13, Dec 12, Strong 12. Sage 10, Shell 9,

Elder 8. J. A. Reid, Secretary.

Waverly Gun Club.
Five members of the Waverly Gun Club were present at Dexter

Park, on Feb. 10, to participate in the club shoot. The club event
called for 10 targets. Helmstedt, Graue, Mohrman and Fehleisen tied
with 2 each. On the shoot-off, Helmhtedt won the medal. Following
the club event came a series of sweeps. Scores:
Geo Helmstedt 0010001000—2 M Schultz 0000100000—1
L Graue 0100001000—2 C Fehleisen 0010100000-2
John Mohrman 1000100000—2
First sweep, 6 targets, 2 moneys, ties divided: Geo. Helmstedt 3,

L. Graue 2. John Mohrnian 2, C. Fehleisen 4, M. Schultz 8.

Second sweep: Geo. Helmstedt 2, L. Graue 2, John Mohrman 1, C.
Fehleisen 3. M Schultz 3.

Third sweep: Geo. Helmstedt 4, L. Graue 4, John Mohrman 1, C.
Fehleisen 2, M. Schultz 2.

Fourth Bweep: L. Graue 1, 0. Fehleisen 3, J. Mohrman 1.

New Utrecht Bod and Gun Club.
Scores made by New Utrecht Rod and Cun Club on Feb. 10, at

Woodlawn Park, Monthly badge shoot:
DC Bennett 1112221111—10 G Nostrand. 2121011012— 8
J B Voorhees 2111122212—10 Bobbie Burns, 1222012210- 8
C Furgueson 2222022222— 9 C A Sykes 11102202222— 8W F Sykes 2.121»21121 - 9 JKoster 1120201211— 8
A A Hegenun 1021211122— 9 C Furgueson (3) 0021000223-- 5
C M Meyer 1221102122— 9 J N Meyer 0200102201— 5
G W Coulston 2112021021— 8

Quick Work at the Trap.
Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 11.—For the benefit of several inquirers as to

rapidity at the traps, will send you copy of an instance which occurred
at Detroit, Mich., May 24, 1S90, at the Peoria Gun Club's tournament.
Messrs. Courtney, Heikes, McDonald, Wm. Wolstencroft, Whitney

and Richardson—known on the grounds as the "Big Six" squad
broke 144 biras, oat of 150 shot at, in 10 minutes and 30 seconds.

Fallstaff.

Syracuse Gun Club.
Syrycdse, N. Y., Feb. 17.—An extremely cold day with the wind

blowing with cyclonic force were the conditions under which our clu
tried to break targets to-day, the deplorable results being shown be
low: A. G. Courtney (100 birds) 73, Hunter (100) 51, Wilds (100) 50
Willards (65) 20, A. Morris (60) 28, C. H. Mowry (75; 50, B. White (70
48, Geo. Lamed (50) 33. Chas. "Wagner (50) 38, M. Eddy f50) 14, D Pag
(50) 22. Falstaff
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MIDWINTER SHOOT AT READING.
Snow, snow all around; everywhere from New York to Reading, Pa.,

en route to the tournament of the Reading Shooting Association, one
was greeted with the sight of the white mantle covering the earth.

The blizzard which created such havoc in various parts of the country
seemingly slipped around or across the section between here and
Philadelphia, as nowhere are there any signs of anything like the
heavy blow that visited the vicinity of New York and other sections.

Still there is snow enough for good sleighing in all sections of Penn-
sylvania.
Here at the cozy hostlery known as the "Three-mile. House," pre-

sided over by that prince of good fellows, Harry Matz, President of the

Reading Shooting Association, may be seen dozens of sleighs passing
up or down the road, the majority bearing parties who are bent on
pleasure. This is a great boulevard for pleasure driving, both summer
and winter. This road, by the way, is one of the oldest in America
and was formerly known as the Oonestoga pike, which led from
Pittsburg to Philadelphia, and over which the old settler-traders were
wont to carry their goods, drive their cattle, etc. There are many
historic spots along the pike and even this place of Mr. Matz, modern
appearing as it. is, possesses an intensely interesting history, which
the "History of Berks County" thus relates:

"More than two centuries ago, when what of the Penn farm was a
comparative wilderness and that part of it now known as Berks county
but an oasis on the desert plain, the town of Reading was laid out and
settled. A hamlet in which the Weisers, the Bears, the Keisers and
the Wolfes were the lords and masters, was the bud from which the
present city of 80 000 inhabitants became a full-grown national tree.

"In spite of the prowling Leui Lanapes and the nearer resident
Monogacies and Narraganseis, the weakly settlement of which Conrad
Weiser was the presiding genius, imbued with the spirit of wild adven-
ture, instead of being contented to remain together in this newly
settled Eldorado, still yearned for new scenes and wilder homes,
where, like the romantic Crusoe, they might be 'monarchs of all they
surveyed.'
"Leading out from the naturaJ basin, among the quiet mountains,

where the infant city of Reading nestled, a scarcely discernible path
led the hunter and adventurer westward to a quiet plain, rich in

woodland, rare in soil, opening a vista of future wealth to the hardy
pioneers who had sufficient courasre to settle there, and a vista of
future travel to the more remote settlement to one Sehwenckfelder,
whose great ambition was to be 'Mine host' to any wanderer who
might need shelter and food. So Jacob Schwenckfelder packed up
his miscellaneous household goods, loaded them on his primitive ox-
cart, crossed the quiet Schuykill one pleasant June morning in 1749,

and with his wife, two children and a hired man, wended his way
westward in search of a 'rural home' further away from the 'populous
marts of civilization.'

"It did not take long then to find a new home. The wilderness was
broad and long, and when Schwenckfelder had left the little hamlet
three miles behind hirn and gave the order to 'schpan ous,' he had
reached a beautiful garden in the wilderness, where the deer browsed
quietly under the blooming chestnuts and the partridge sat quietly
about the rude trail to watch the traveler, who so seldom invaded his
domain.
"The spot suited Jacob. The trail led west by the spot and 'dah is

der platz fer ein werts-haus!' was his decision. In a few weeks a
rude log house was erected, some few acres of land cleared around it

and Jacob could boast of being the only hotel keeper on that route
for a distance of forty miles to the west. He called it the 'Drei Mile
Haus' (Three-Mile House), which name it is still known by though
over a century of time has elapsed. Since then it has of course under-
gone many changes, but it "is still only a comparatively short time
since the old log house which offered such good cheer to the way-
farer was replaced by the modern building which was called for by
the spirit of progress and innovation. 11

The old log cabin of the old hardy Dutch pioneer has indeed under-
gone a transformation, its site being now occupied by a handsome
three-story brick hotel with twenty-one rooms, all the modern im-
provements, a well equipped bar-room, pool room, meeting room, etc.

Connected with the house is a fine half-mile driving and bicycle track,
and here on the side of the track is the shooting house and grounds of
.the Reading Shooting Association, which on Feb. 13, 14 and 15, held its

annual mid-winter tournament at live birds and targets.
It has been previously stated that the fury of the snowstorm took

but little effect through this section and this is strictly true, neverthe-
less it did have a material effect on the attendance, a large number of
shooters who live at a distance being afraid ro risk the trip for fear of
being stalled on the railroads. Still the attendance was fair, the events
on the opening day averaging about fifteen. Among those who were
on hand for the opening day were "Tee Kay" Keller of the United
States Cartridge Co.; H. L, David, E. R. Landis and Harry Thurman of
Germantown; J. W. Tredway, the "Comfort Recoil Pad" man from
Philadelphia; Paul North of the Ohamberlin Target and Trap Co.;
Harvey McMurchy of the Hunter Arms Co.; GusE. Greiff, represent-
ing Von Lengerke & Detmoldof New York; J. G. Miller of Milwaukee,
Pa. ; C. L. Terry, J. W. Evans and J. B. Cleaver of Camden, Del., and
F. Henry of Philadelphia.
During the opening day the weather was extremely cold and the

stove, in the shooting house was the Mecca, for the shooters as soon as
they shot out their scores. Occasionally there would be a dash of fine,

cutting snow to render still more miserable the poor unfortunate at
the score, the trap-puller and the trappers. When the sun did show
its face, which it did at intervals during the afternoon, the effect on
the eyes was painful. The light was poor enough at its best but very
trying when the sun shone.
The scores will show few straights, this beitig attributable to the

light and wind, which was variable, carrying the targets in all sorts of
erratic flights. The full programme of ten events was shot off as
were three extra events at ten targets each. Harry Matz was master
of ceremonies and kept things running smoothly. The work in the
cashier's office was done by Walter Eiler, the club secretary, who has
few equals in this branch of clerical work. There were no delays in
paying out moneys, and this was pleasing to the shooters, who inva-
riably raise a growl if obliged to ask more than once for their allow-
ance from an event.
When the programme had been shot down to Event No. 7 a little

incident occurred which showed how uncertain are the chances in
trap-shooting. There were twelve entries in this event, and when the
two squads had finished Landis was high with 14, Schmeck and Terry
being next with 12 each. Before the last squad had finished in came
"Rainbow" Thurman and "Comfort" Tredway, who of course wanted
to shoot. The boys were good-natured etjough to let them enter, and
at it they went. Tredway had on a "breaking streak," which "Butch"
David says is not chronic, and broke straight, this leaving him alone
for first, while Thurman, equally ungrateful for the favor accorded
him in being allowed to enter so late, ran out 13 breaks and took third
money alone. Thereupon the party passed a vote of censure upon
these "pretenders" or "sleepers" for coming in at the eleventh hour
and spoiling their chances.
In the evening a number of the shooters went to Reading, but still

enough were left to burn the midnight oil in Harry Thurman's room,
where a "go you five better" seance was held.
During the night, one who was uninitiated would have thought that

Bedlam had broken loose in the usually quiet Three-Mile House. From
early evening the house had been filled with a motley crowd of natives,
attracted thither by the announcement of a raffle for a 2.3001bs. bull
and a 6001bs. hog. The raffle was run in the old Dutch style. Tickets,
five for $1, each ticket entitling the holder to three throws, not of dice,
but of seven copper pennies, the party throwing the largest number
of heads out of tue possible 21 to be the winner. Up to 11 P. M. 16
was high, at 11:30 17 was thrown; between that and midnight there
were five throws of 18 each. Here bidding began and so sure was one
party that 18 would not be tied nor beaten that he paid f50 in cash for
the chance of the first man who threw 18. It was not until 1.3:30 that
the winning throw was made, a ruddy-faced hayseeder throwing 19, a
remarkably high throw, and seldom made. Every time a good throw
was made the joyous rafflers would show their appreciation bv jump-
ing and stamping and 'raising Cain" generally. The noise made by
the hob-nailed boots on the bare floor was particularly pleasing, (?)
the room where raffle was held being directly over our bedroom, and
the uproar lasted until 2:30 A. M. Mr. Matz assures us that these
raffling rackets "are not of daily or nightly occurrence," and we
should imagine from our brief experience that he does not desire
them to be.
Each day the Association deducted one-half cent for each target

thrown, and the amount thus accumulated was sbot for at the end of
the day at 15 singles. On this day the shooting of this event proved a
fiasco, there being such a diversity of opinion m several instances in
regard to breaks and misses, that the manager declared it "no shoot,"
and it was decided on the following morning, the pot of g9.50 being
divided by Keller and David.
The scores of the day are here shown in detail:

The First Day.
No. 1, 10 singles, $1 enry: Henry, 10; Terry, Landis, Gichter and

Matz, 9 each; David and Evans, 8 each; North, Pfantz and Keller, 7
each; Schmeck and Greiff, 6 each; J. G. Miller and Shaaber, 5 each.
No. 2, 15 singles, $2 entry:

Keller 011101111111111—13 Evans 001011111101101—10
Landis 111111111011011—13 Shaaber .110111101100011—10
David 111111110101001—11 Henry llinmilillll—15
Pfantz 011110010101110— 9 Miller , 111111011101000—10
Gichter .,..111111111111110—14 Matz...... 110110100101011— 9
North. 1111M101111101—12 Greiff 11111 111 0110111 13
Schmeck 101110111100000- 8 Dick..... 001100O0O00OOO1— 3
Terry 111100111111101—12 Cleaver, ,,,,,,, ,011111110000111—10

No. 3, 10 singles, $1 entry: Terrv, 10; Henry, Schmeck and Cleaver,
9 each; Landis, Evans, Greiff ahd Miller, 8 each; North and Shaaber, 7
each; Keller and Gichter, 6 each; David and Miller, 5 each; Matz and
Pfantz, 4 each; Dick, 3.

No. 4, 20 singles, $2 entry:
Keller niOllOlllllllllllil—18 Terry 10001111110001111011—13
Landis 11101111111011011111—17 Evans 00011110011110101111— 8
David 10011111111100111101—15 North 10111111010111111011—16
Matz 10100111001101111110—15 Shaaber. ...lOOllimilllOHOlll—16
Brown 11011010010000101000— 8 Schmeck . .11111001111111011000—14
Gichter. . . .11111011010001111111—15 Cleaver. . . .00111111111111111110—17
Henry 10111011111010111011—15 Miller 00111010111111001111-14
No. 5, 10 singles $1 entry: Henry 10; Landis, Gichter, Schmeck and

Terry 8 each; Keller, David, Miller, North, Greiff, Evans and Shaaber
7 each ; Cleaver 6, Matz 2.

No. 6, same as above: Cleaver 10, Landis 9, Henry and Terry 8 each;
North, Shaaber and Schmeck 7 each; Evans and Greiff 6; Keller, I Matz
and David 5 each; Gichter 4,

No. 7, 15 singles, $1.50 entrv:
Keller 011010100111111-10 David 111010011111110-11
Landis 111110111111111—14 Shaaber 100100010111011— 9
Schmeck 111001111111101—12 Terry 111000111111111—12
Evans 110111110011011—11 Gichter 011101011011100- 9
Matz 101111010101100- 9 Cleaver 101110010111111-11
North 101110011111011— 4 Thurman 100111111111111-13
Henry 111111011001010-10 Tredway 111111111111111-15
No. 8, 10 singles, SI entry: David and Landis 10 each; Schmeck,

Thurman, Evans and Tredway 9 each; Keller and Cleaver 8 each;
Henry, 7; North, Matz, Terry and Gichter 6 each.
No. 9, 25 singles, $3 entry:

Cleaver ill 11 lllllllli 11 11 illU l 1—25
Keller llOllllllllllllOOlllOll 1 1—21
Schmeck 1111101111111011101011111—21
North 0111111111011111110111110-21
Landis 1110011111011110111101111—20
Henry 1111011011011111111011011—20
Terry 1011111100111111111111100—20
Tredway UllOllOlOlinmOllOUOl—19
Gichter 1110110100101111111011110—18
Shaaber , llOllOlOllOlOlolllllllOll—18
Thurman , 1111101111011011101000010—16
David 0010101101111001101101111-16
No. 10, 10 singles, $1 entry: Thurman, 10; Keller, Henry and David

9 each; Schmeck, Cleaver and North 8 each; Tredway, Terry and
Shaaber 7 each; Landis 6, Matz 3.

Surplus shoot, 15 singles:
Keller 111111110111111—14 Shaaber 011011111011011—11
Landis 101111111010111—11 Henry 101111110011110—11
Schmeck 001001110111110— 9 David 111110111111111-14
Cleaver UlilOlllllOlOl—12 Matz 100110111110111—11
Terry 111110111111110—13
Extra went No, 1, 10 singles, $1 entry: Henry and Schmeck 9 each,

Cleaver 8, Miller 7, Terry, Matz and Evans 6 each, North, Pfantz and
David 5 each, Landis and Shaaber 4 each, Greiff 3.

Extra No. 2, same as above: Henry and Cleaver 10 each, David 9,

Landis, North and Shaaber 8 each, Miller and Evans 7 each, Terry,
Pfantz and Schmeck 6 each, Matz 4, Dick 3.

Extra No. 3, as above: Sehmeck and Evans 10 each, Matz, Henry and
Terry 9 each, Landis 8, David, Shaaber and Cleaver 7 each, Dick,
North and Pfantz 6 each.

The Second Day.
Wednesday opened with the thermometer 5° above zero, a trouble-

some wind blowing and the atmosphere laden with snow. During the
day there were occasional flurries, but none of them lasted long. The
light was fully as annoying as on the opening day and caused many
a target to be missed. There were a few new arrivals, among them
being the genial "Billy" Fieles, the host of the Christiana (Pa.) Hotel;
Mr. Paddock, of the. Philadelphia Sporting goods firm of Bailey & Co.;
Will K. Park, of the Wilkesbarre Gun Co., and A. C. Krueger, "Black-
bird," of Wrightsville, Pa. The shooting was about the same on the
average as on the previous day, the boys not seeming to be able to
master the tricky light and wind. The surplus shoot resulted in the
pot of $11.85 going to Harvey McMurchy, who ran out 15 straight.
This ended the target events of the tournament and after supper
those who do not practice live bird shooting left for home. During
the two days about 4,600 targets were thrown.
Below is a list showing the guns and powders used by those who

took part in the shooting to-day:
H. C. W. Matz, Reading, Pa., L, C. Smith. American wood.
J. C. Schmeck, Reading, Pa,, Parker, Walsrode.
J. G. Miller, Wilkesbarre, Pa., L, C. Smith, E. C.
G. E. Greiff, New York, Francotte, Schultze.
F. Henry, Philadelphia, Pa,, L. 0. Smith, American wood.
H. Thurman, Germantown, L, C. Smith, American wood.
J. Shaaber, Reading, Pa., L. C. Smith, Walsrode.
W. K. Park, Wilkesbarre, Wilkesbarre, American wood.
C. L. Terry, Camden, Del., Lefever, American wood.
J. B. Cleaver, Camden, Del., Lefever, American wood.
J. W. Evans, Camden, Del., L. C. Smith, American wood.
H. L. David, Germantown, L. C. Smith, American wood.
T. K. Keller, Piainfield, N. J., L. C. Smith, American wood.
H. McMurchy, Syracuse, N. Y., L. C. Smith, American wood.
A. C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa., Francotte, Schultze.
J. W. Tredway, Philadelphia, Pa., Greener, American wood.
W. R. Fieles, Christiana, Pa., Greener, Walsrode.
E. R. David, Germantown, L. C. Smith, American wood.
The second day's scores ran as under:
No. 1, 10 singles, Kl entry:

Terry 1111111111—10 Miller 0100101101— 5
Landis 1101110111— 8 H C Matz 1011011111— 8
Keller 1111111111—10 Evans 1110111011— 8
McMurchy 1101111011— 8 Greiff 1011110110— 7
Krueger 0101110100- 5 Cleaver 1101111111— 9
Tredway 1111110111— 9 Henry 1110111101— 8
Fieles.. O110101111— 7 Thurman 0001111001— 5
Matz ,1101101011— 7 Shaaber 1110111100— 7
Schmeck 1011111011— 8 David 1111101111— 9
No. 2, 15 singles, $1.50 entry:

Terry 011100110111111—11 Tredway 111111111111111—15
Landis 111111111011111—14 Evans 111010111011111—12
McMurchy 111011110111111—13 Matz 001110000100100— 5
Keller 110111110111101—12 Cleaver 111101001111101—11
Fieles 110010111111110—11 Schmeck 101111111111111—14
David 111101011100111—11 Krueger 101111111111110—14
Thurman 111111101101111—13 'Greiff 111111111011111—13
Shaaber 111001110101101—10
No. 3, 10 singles, $1 entry:

Terry 11010111 11—8 Thurman 1110110010-6
Landis 1111101111—9 Cleaver 1011011111—8
McMurchy 1111101111—9 Krueger 1111111111-10
Keller 1101101111—8 Brown 0011000111—5
Evans 1110110010-6 Schmeck lilllllllO—

9

Fieles 1111001101—7 Tredway 1011111110—

8

David 1011111111—9 H Matz 1111010101—7
Henry llOHOlllO—7 Shaaber 0110111010-6
No. 4, 20 singles, $2 entry:

Terry lllllllOOmilOlllll—17 Evans 11011101111101111111—17
Landis lllimillllllllOlll—19 Cleaver. . . .10110111111111111111—18
McMurchy.01111101011011110111—15 Tredway. ..lOllllllllllOlllOHO—16
THKeller.11111111110101111111—18 Matz 00111111100110101111—14
Fieles 10101111111111110111—17 Brown 11010101100111100000-10
David OOlllOilllllllllOOll—15 Krueger. . .11111111100111110111—17
Henry OlllOOOlllllOlllllll—15 Shaaber. . .11111101010111111110—16
Thurman. .11111110111111111110-17 Schmeck . .00110101111111011111—15
No. 5, 10 singles, $1 entry: Terry 8, Landis 7, Tredway 10, T. H.

Keller 9, Fieles 8, Evans 10, Thurman 9, David 8, Henry?, McMurchy 8,
Grieff 7, Krueger 8, Cleaver 6. Schmeck 10, Shaaber 8.

No. 6, 10 singles, $1 entry:
Terry 1111111111—10 Shaaber 1111110011— 8

Landis 1111110010— 7 Evans 1101111101— 8
McMurchy 0111111111— 9 J W Tredway 1111111101— 9

TH Keller 0111101110— 7 Krueger 1111111111—10
Fieles 1110111101— 8 Cleaver 1111011110— 8
Henry 0111011111— 8 Greiff 0111011000— 5
Thurman 1111110111— 9

David 1011110101— 7

Schmeck 1101111111— 9
No. 7, 15 singles, 81.50 entrv:

Terry 111111111011111—14
Landis 111110111111001—12

Matz 1111101011—
Harrison 1110111111— 9

Evans 011111101010111—11
David 010010110111011— 9

McMurchy 110111111111011—13 Harrison 101111110101101—11
Keller 111111101010111—12 Cleaver 010111011111110—11
Fieles 111111011111111—14 Greiff 000110110111111—10
Henry 110011100111011—10 Matz 101011010111101-10
Thurman 110111111011011—12 Krueger 111111101101111—13
Sehmeck 1 11 llllOlllOlll—13 Tredway 111111110110000—10
Shaaber 110111011001010- 9
No. 8, 10 singles, 551 entry:

Terry ...1111 101110— 8 Landis 1101111111— 9
McMurchy llOllllill— 9 Cleaver 1110101110— 8
Keller llllllllll—10 Evans 1001111111— 8

Fieles 1101011101— 7 Matz 1100111101— 7
Henry 1011111111— 9 Park 0111100110— 6
Thurman 0011111111— 8 Harrison lllllOOlll— 8
Schmeck 0001101111— 6 Krueger 1100111101— 7
Sbaaher 1011101111— 8 Tredway .1110111111— 9
David 1111011000— 6

No. 9, 25 singles, $3 entry:
Terry 0111011111110110111110101—19 -

Landis 0011111110111111111011111—21
McMurchy 1111111111111110011111111—23
T H Keller , lllllllOlOllllllllOlOllll—21
Fieles 1111111111111111111111110-24
Henry 1111111101010111111111110-21

.

Thurman llOllllllllllOllOlllOOlll - 20,

Schmeck 1100101111110111001011111—18,
Shaaber 1110111111111110100111011—201
Krueger 1011111111111111101011111—23;
Cleaver .

.

; 1110111110110111110111110-20
Tredway 1111111011110011111101111—21.
David 0111100111101111111111111—21 i

Matz 1011111111101000110000100-14.
Evans 0110111111111110111011101—20

No. 10, 10 singles, $1 entry:
Terry. 1110111101— 8 Matz 1101001010— 5
Landis 1111111111—10 Tredway 1011111111— 9
McMurchy 1111111111—10 Pack 1011100011— 0
T H Keller, 0111101110— 7 David 0101111111- 8
Fieles .1000011011— 5 Krueger 0111111011— 8
Henry 1111011101— 8 Cleaver 1011111111— 9
Thurman 1011111101— 8 Evans 1111111110— 9
Schmeck 1011111101— 8 Harrison 1000011110— 5
Shaaber 1111111111—10

Surplus shoot, at 15 singles:
Terry 101110111111010-11 Shaaber ,111110011111111—13
Landis 111111101111011-13 Krueger 111111111111101—14
McMurchy 111111111111111—15 Cleaver 101111001010101- 9
T K Keller 110111111111111—14 David. 111101111111011-13
Fieles 101111111111110-13 Tredway 111111111111011—14
Henry 111111100011011—12 Matz. 311101000011110- 9

Thurman 111110001110111—11 Evans 1100011001 11011— 9

Schmeck 111111100011011—11

Extra No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entry: Thurman 9, Terry 8, Landis 9,

Tredway 4, Matz 9, Cleaver 8, David 7. Fieles 8.

Extra No. 2, same as above: David 7, Landis 8, Cleaver 8. Thurman
3, Fieles 8, Terry 9, J. W. Tredway 8, Greiff 8, Schmeck 8, Shaaber 8,

,

Matz 8.

Extra No. 3. 25 singles:
Landis 1111111111111111101111101—23
Keller 1010011100101110101101011—15
Krueger 1110110110111011111111111—21
Henry , lllllllllOOlllOlOOlllllOO—18
McMurchy 1111111111111111101111111—24
Fieles 1011110011111111111111011-22
Shaaber ,

..1011111011110110111111111-22
David 1011111111111111111111111-24
Schmeck lllllllOllOlOllllllilllOO—20
Thurman 1111100101111011011001110—18
Tredway 1011011101111101111111100—19
Extra No. 4, miss and out, $1 entry: Fieles 3, Thurman 3, Matz 1, J.

'

W. Tredway 0, David 5, Landis 0, Terry 5, Greiff 4, Evans 0, Schmeck
3, Ritter 0, Shaaber 2.

The Third Day—Live Birds.

The final day opened with every indication of being disagreeable.
About midnight the snow began falling, and in the morning when we
peeped out the window it was still confine down as though it meant
business. With the wind blowing strong from N.N.E , the snow was
of the fine, cutting kind that causes the cheek to tingle on short ac-

.

quaintanee. The mercury showed about 20° above the zero mark.
Later in the morning it grew warmer, the wind decreased in force,
and between 10 and 11 the snow ceased falling.

Shortly after 10 A. M. quite a party reached the grounds and pre-
pared for work. Among the new comers were "Billy" Ives, the well-

known sporting man from Norfolk. Va., who is anxious to match Neaf
Apgar against William Tell Mitchell, of Lynches Station, Va., for $250
a side at 100 live birds each; Milt F. Lindsley, full of American wood
powder lore; Capt. William Cranmer "Jones," formerly of the New-
ark Gun Club, but now resident in Philadelphia; Neaf Apgar, of Henry
C. Squires, New York, and H. A. Penrose, of the S. S. Powder Co. The
storm evidently frightened off the Philadelphia contingent, which is

usually on hand on live-bird day, and also kept away the Mahanoy
City, Tamaqua, Altoona and other shooters.
As was to be expected the majority of the birds were slow to take

wing, the snow evidently blinding them for a time when the trap was'
sprung. Once on the wing, however, they proved to be strong and
hard flyers and caused the boys to do some close calculating in order
to bring them down within bounds. The first event at five birds each
was won by Greiff and Apgar. The second event was one wnich pro-
voked a good deal of enthusiasm. It was at fifteen birds, and up to the
ninth round Milt Lindsley and John Shaaber were even up on clean
scores. Shaaber missed his ninth bird, leaving Lindsley a chance to
win first alone. "Milt" was shooting in good form but about this time
he met with an accident which bade fair to handicap him, one of the
parts of his gun giving way, this compelling him to shoot with a bor
rowed and of course a strange gun. Lindsley gritted his teeth, pulled
his hat hard down and went on with his score, determined to do or die.

Now of all the frequenters of tournaments none are more popular
than the genial wood powder man, and the boys determined to give
him a "send off" if he killed straight. Bird after bird was scored to
him, and when he stepped to the score for his fifteenth and final round
the shooters all loaded their guns and quietly lined up behind the
score. Out went the bird, twice spake the borrowed gun, "Dead bird,"
said the referee, and then as "Milt" turned from the score he was
greeted by a fusilade from the boys in line, this causing him to wonder
if anything had happened to affect his friends' sanity, It was a popu-
lar victory and everybody was pleased. Gus Greiff, the boyish-looking
exponent of Schultze powder, did some pretty work, getting fourteen
kills and taking second place alone. Third place went to Pentose and
Fieles. This gave American Wood powder first and Schultze second,
while third was divided by S. S. and Walsrode, the latter also dividing
fourth. Hardly enough difference in results to enable one to classify
the brands.
The final event was another at 5 birds, in which Schmeck, "Tee

Kay" and Gichter walked off with first honors, second being divided
by nine others.
Thus came to an end the third annual midwinter tournament of the

Reading Shooting Association, and despite the many drawbacks the
affair ean be classed as a big success. Everybody was in a jolly

humor from start to finish, and the best of gcod fellowship prevailed
on all sides. With better weather on Tuesday the attendance wouid
at least have been doubled, and had it not snowed on Wednesday night
there would have been close to thirty shooters on hard for the live

bird events.
From the inception of this tournament it has been credited as under

the auspices of the Reading Shooting Association, but this we cer-

tainly think is incorrect. The association is comprised of over 100

members, and still the entire work of arranging this tournament and
carrying it to a successful issue was done by President Matz, Secretary
Eiler, J. C. Schmeck, John Shaaber and John Ritter, not one of the
95 other members lifting a finger to assist them. Correspondence,
providing birds, entertaining guests, scoring, doing office work,
refereeing, and in fact, everytning, was left to the "devoted five," and
royally did they carry out their part. During the three days we doubt
if three members besides the above five appeared on the grounds.
This is anything but creditable to the association as a body. It is

likely, however, that when another tournament is held in the name of
the association there will be less than 95 drones on the roll.

Below are the scores pf the live bird events. Event No. 1 at 5 birds,

$4 entry; No. 2 at 15 birds, $10 entry ; No. 3 at 5 birds $5 entry ; four
moneys in each:

No. 1. No. 2.

Schmeck 12020-3 202101010222121—11
Penrose 10111—4 221212021220122—13
Lindsley 22038-4 1888888888222:.-:-: o

Capt Jones 10122—4 021101011201221—11
Ives 12100-3 •102201221011101—10

Ureiff 1 1 121—5 102212121221222—14
Apgar 12121—5 211020111102202-11
Miller 10001—2
McMurchy 11012—4 101021121100120—10
Shaaber 11120—4 211111210210220—12
Matz . . 21320—4 121 1001000

w

Fieles 111211201022212—13

Melot 212022210222201—12
Zellers
Fisher....... t

Sherman
Sheeler....
Harrison
Keller
Slipp
Gichter

No. 3.

12121-5
21012-4
20020—2
11202—4
12022—4

02121—4 i

12120-4,

2.210-3'
1.110—43
12022—4
12202-4,
00002—1
10221-4
11311—5
12120-4
11211—5;

H. TOWNSKND.

Trap on Staten Island.

The regular monthly shoot of the North Shore Gun Club was held
at Port Richmond, S. I., Feb. 10. Although it was a perfect day for
shooting the attendance was small, only five members taking part in

contest for club medals. Each man shot at 25 bluerocks, thrown from
5 unknown traps. The following scores were made: Zimmerman 10,

Seawood 16, Bartram 18, Westbrook 15, Howard 14. J. A. H,
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Trap at Watson's Park.
Bubnsibb, 111. , Feb. 3".—Sweepstake shooting. 10 live birds, $5 en-

trance, two moneys, Illinois State rules: Geo. Kleinman 6, R. S. Mott
7, Abe Kleinmau 8, Cbas. Eseman 8, J. P. O'Brien 6, W. H. Skinner 6,

Ed. Bingham 9, C. E. Willard 10.

Same as above: Chas. Eseman 8, R, S. Mott 6, Geo. Kleiuman 5, L.

H. Goodrich 3, R. M. Stewart 4, J. P. O'Brien 10, Ed. Bingham 9, C. E.
Willard 9.

Same as above:
A Kleinman 1100021011— 6 N HSkinner 1111111010— 8

R S Mott 0010211110— 6 E Dingham 2222222222-10

G kleinman 1121201220— 8 C E Willard 0111102001— 6

0 Eseman 1201122112— 9 L H Goodrich 0120001110—5
J PO'Brien 0021111011— 7 R M Stewart 1020222220- 7
Same day, 25 Peoria blackbirds, 3 unknown traps, known angles: A.

Kleinman 22, E. Bingham 22, G. Kleinman 24, L. H. Goodrich 22, J. P.
O'Brien 22, C. E. Willard 19, R. S. Mott 22.

Sweepstake shooting, 25 Peoria blackbirds, 5 unknown traps, known
angles: A. Kleinman 18, R. S. Mott 19, J. P. O'Brien 23.

Same as above: A. Kleinman 16, R. S. Mott 15, J. P. O'Brien 20.

Same as above: A. Kleinman 23, R. S. Mott 15, J. P. O'Brien 22, W.
H. Skinner 23.

iTeo. 6.—Chicago Shooting Club, 15 live birds per man, for. club
medal, Illinois State rules:

E Bingham ..,.202212020221202—11 M.TEich 122102012110111—12

L M Hamline. . .202202202222212-13 *W F Quimby. .012120211210222-12

G Kleiuman , . . .002212212112021—12 *R M Stewart,. . .001011122000210— 8

R B Wadsworth202001010100110— 7 *Von Lengerke. 011210222112221—13
*Not members.
Ten live birds, $5 entrance, two moneys:

L M Hamline 0100012221— 6 W F Quimby 2212110200— 7

G Kleinman 1221222212-10 E Bingham 0222222' 1 .

M J Eich 02211 11211— 9 R M Stewart 1022212220— 8
Twenty-five Peoria blackbirds per man, $2 entrance, one money: E.

Bingham 21, Geo. Kleinman 24, W. F. Quimby 20, W. J. Eich 22, Tom
Hall 23.

Feb. 7.—Ten live bird sweep, f5 entrance, two moneys, Illinois State
rules:
R B Wadsworth 2120011210— 7 C E Willard 2000200000— 2

J P O'Brien 1121211202— 9 G Kleinman 2121110221— 9

Dr Forthingham 2000010221— 5 R M Stewart 2201201212— 8

E Bingham 2222222222—10 F A Place 1102212022— 8

W F Quimby 1201222222— 9

Same as above: W. F. Quimby 9, R. M. Stewart 8, E. Bingham 9, G,
Kleinman 6, J. P. O'Brien 8, F. R. Bissell 6.

Same day, 25 live birds for the birds:

W F Quimby 2212201012122102222201112—21
O Von Lengerke 9201222202122111222012202-20
Feb. 7.—Shoot at 100 Peoria blackbirds per man, three unknown

traps, known angles:
WPMussey 01111101010101001111011110101111111001110111111110

11111011011111101011111011110011110011100110111001—72

LM Hamline 10011100011101010111110111111111111111111110100111
11111101111111110100011111001111110011011101111111-78

FA Place 011 111 10001011 110111100011010110110010111111111000
11110110110101011111011001110011010101111111011100-07

FR Bissell 10010111111011010111011001111111011111101111111101
01100111111111110110111110011110111111111111101111-79

F. A. Place pays 20% of price of birds and suppers for the four, W.
P. Mussey pays 50$ of price of birds, L. M. Hamline pays 30$ of birds,

F. R. Bissell gets out free.

Match the same day between Ed Bingham and George Kleinman, at
50 Peoria blackbirds per man, three unknown traps, known angles:
Kleinman 10111011111011011111011111111 lllllllll 10111 0111 111—43
Bingham 10111001111101110010111111101111110111110111110111—39
Same day, W. P. Mussey and L. M. Hamline, 50 Peoria blackbirds,

three unknown traps, known angles:
Mussey 111011010101 11101 1 11 1 01 111110101 1 111 1 10011 1 1101001—37
Hamline 11111110111111111111101101011011110111001100111101—40
Same as above:

Mussey llOlOlllllllllllOllllOllllllllllllOOll 111111111011—43
Hamline 11011011110111101110110111111001110110111101111111—39
Feb. 10.—Ten live birds, $5 entrance, two moneys:

Abe Kleinman 03<1022023=- ' Ed Bingham .222202222-

George Kleinman. ...2111122222—10 C E Willard 3132021100—7
Dr Forthingham 1212200220— 7 J D Hibbard 0000220001—

3

R S Mott 1222220011— 8
Same as above:

R Donnelly 1211101010—7 Dr Forthingham 1022000020—4
C L Eaton 2021010000-4 Ed Bingham 2222220222—9
Win Kent 1211012222-9 G Kleinman . .

0-3 3 u _;
R S Mott 0110122102-7 J D Hibbard 0210100111—6
A Kleinman 1100211203—8 C E Willard 1002121020-6
Same as above:

A Kleinman 2122101122—9 C E Willard 1020202222-'
R S Mott 2110200110—6 J D Hibbard 2110002021—6
G Kleinman 0020200100—3 C L Eaton 0102000102—4
Ed Bingham 2220222222—9 Dr Forthingham 2222201212-9
Wm Kent 2202222221—9 B Johnson 0000100000—1
R Donnelley 0011222221—8
Feb. Ik.—South Chicago Club, 20 live birds per man for club medal:

AWReeves.22211122021201122111—18 Learning.
, .21001012201121201101—14

LCWillardl2112ll2121221121121—20
Thirty Peoria blackbirds, for club target medal:

Ties.
A W Reeves 111111111111101101111101011111-26 111011111111101
LC Willard .'. 111111111011111101111011101111-26 111011111111111
Same day, 10 live birds, $5 entrance:

Ties.
L C Willard 2212222221—10 11111211211211
A W Reeves 1211011121- 9
Geo Kleinman.,... 2221111112—10 21112211111210
Same day, 5 live birds, $>3 entrance:

Ties. Ties.
Geo Kleinmaul2121—5 12221122111 AW Reeves. .21001—3
L C Willard.. 11211—5 11111122110 Learning 11110-4
Same day, 20 Peoria blackbirds:

GKleinmanllOlllllllllllOOOlll—16 DrHoward.OlllOllOOllllllllOll—15
LCWillard.11111101111110111111—18 AWReeves.11111111111111111011—19
Dead Eye. .11111110101100101000-12
Same as above:

LCWillard. 11111110111111111111—19 DrHoward.lOOOOOllOlOOOlOOflOlO— 6
GKleinmanlllllllOllllllllllll—19 AWReeves 11111111111111100111—18
Dead Eye. .01110111110111101001—14
Feb. IS.— Scores made to-day by sweepstake shooting, Nos. 1, 2 and 3

at 10 live birds, Nos. 4 and 5 at 20 Peorias:
1 2 S U 5 1 2 $ U 5

M J Eich 9 8 10 15 15 J P O'Brien 8 6 8 11 13
Geo Kleinman 10 9 8 14 12
Feb. 17.—Five live birds, $2 entrance, one money:

RSMott 00010 -1 21001—3 Goodrich 10101—3 00110-2
Dr Forthingham .02222—4 01122-4 Rockfellow 12021—4 10101—3
Same as above:

RSMott 12212—5 20002-2 R G Young 22000-^3
DrForthmghaw.OOOOO—0 22112—5 C L Eaton 21020—3 20012-3
Ed Bingham 22222- 5 22322-5
Same day, 10 live birds, $3 entrance, two moneys:

RSMott 0101111121—8 1211201212— 9 0120111112-8
Ed Bingham 303 ' V '3 '—0 3 I

1 " 2- 0 > > 3 .'20030—

7

Or Forthingham 0112120212—8 1111211121—10 2020200212—6
Rockfellow 1100200211—6 0122212010— 7
CL Eaton 1220102020—6 0001010020— 3 00220220-73-6
Goodrich 2021100010—5 1200021012— 6 0022010122—6
J R Wilson 0220002220- 5 0010120222— 6 0222000002-4
Drake 0001001010—3

Ravelrigg.

Acme Gun Club.
Regular monthly shoot Acme Gun Club, on Tuesday Feb. 6, at

Miller's Dexter Park, 20 targets. A. A. rules, club medal:
F W Pfaender 00011110111111110111—15
L Blotz 01010101111110111111—15
O oluetzle 0 1 001 1 1 1 1 0001 1 01 01 1 1—12
T Short 01010111111111111101—16
CMunk 00011000001000000001— 4
A Botty 10100111000100011011—10
CHorncy 11000100011001010010— 8
WVorbaeh 10110110110010111011—13
G Honecke 10000011001000100011— 7
H Bailer 10100010010001010011-=-- 8
C Krabbe "Ill pim.WW.i0jo- ;

North Side Gun Club.
Only three members of the North Side Gun Club were present at

the Queens County Driving Park on Wednesday, Feb. 14, to partici-
pate,in the monthly shoot of the club. There was a heavy blanket of
snow upon the ground, which was a handicap upon the shooters. In
the club event at 7 birds for the best average for the club trophy C.
M. Meyer showed up in the best form, killing his 7 birds. A sweep-
stake followed the club event. C. M. Meyer killed 8 out of the 10, Smith
7 and Otten 6. Scores:

Club event. Sweepstake.
CM Meyer 2232111-7 1111120022— 8W C Smith 11»1030—4 1110120101— 7
H Otten, Jr 0120011-4 1102100101- 6

[Parkway Rod and Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club at Miller's

Dexter Park on Wednesday, Feb. 14, remains as one of the red letter

days in the annals of the Parkway's monthly events. The-sreatbei

was clear and cold, with a wind sufficiently strong to lend strength to

the rapid flight of the birds furnished by mine host Miller, who, by the

way, is adding much to the popularity of this famous resort by the

quality of the birds which he has been furnishing his patrons for the

past few months.
Among the members of the club who are noted for their many and

varied talents, none are more famous than Thos. Short, a house
painter by trade, but who has gained quite, a reputation as au artist

with his brush and pencil. Artist Short's specialty is hunting scenes-

sod animals, and his handiwork is to be seen upon the walls of the

offices and houses of many of Brooklyn's trap-shooters. The extra

prizes offered by the club at this shoot were a set of paintings donated
by artist Short, one picture for each class—A, B and C.
"Fifteen members were present to compete for the club medal and

extra prizes in the club event at seven birds. E. Helgans and Cbris

Meyer tied for the club medal with seven each. In the shoot off it re-

quired fout teen birds to settle the matter, Helgans losing on his four-

teenth bird, which fell dead over the boundary, Meyers killing his bird

with his second barrel, thereby winning the medal and extra prize. H.

Bramwell wou the class P. prize with seven straight. Archie Andrews
and H. Selover tied for the class C prize, and on the shoot off Selover

won on the third round.
Mine host Miller had one of his famous chowders prepared for the

hungry shooters and the large crowd of visiting sportsmen who were
present. .

Following the. club event. came a series of sweeps at live birds. The
first event at 3 birds had six entries; Bennett, Andrews, Wooly and
Edgerton tied with 3 each for first money; Selover and Muller with

2 each for second money. Second sweep at 3 bird3 had thirteen

entries. Edgerton, Helgans, Andrews and Bromwell tied for first

money with 3 each; Selover, Botty, Bennett, Van Wicklen aud Cbris

Meyer tied for second money with 2 each. On the shoot-off Van Wick-
len and Bennett dropped out on the second round, Botty on the
eighth; Meyer and Selover fought it out to the eleventh round, when
the latter dropped out, giving the purse to Meyer. Scores:

Club shoot, at 7 live birds:
Class A.

Tie.

E Helgans .,
2212222-7 2232223232222.

J Bennett 203211.-5
A Botty 0201121—6
D Van Wicklen 2122021-6
Chris Meyer 1122222-7 22212323222231

Class B.
Thomas Short Vimil—6 H Lemaire 1222011-6

T T Edgerton. Jr 21«121«—5 L Miller ,
1209111—5

H Bramwell.. 1111311—7
Ciciss C

JWooley 0111013-5 Tie. J G Kay 0201210-4
A Andrews 2221112-7 220 J Young 0101021-4
H J Selover 2311113—7 1 1

1

Extra sweeps, 3 live birds each, $1 entry, 2 moneys:
No. 1. No 2. No. 1. No. 2.

J Bennett 121-3 011—2 C Meyer 011—2
H Selover 110-2 110-2 E Helgans 111—3
A Andrews 111—3 111—3 W Frost 100—1
JWooley 122—3 100—1 D Van Wicklen 110—2
J J Edgerton, Jr.... 111—8 111—3 J G Kay 010—1
L Miller 031-3 010—1 A Botty .... 101—2
H Bramwell 022-2 111—3
Meyer killed 11 straight in the shoot-off for second money in No. 3,

defeating Selover and Botty.

Princeton Gun Club.

Princeton, N. J.—Saturday, Feb. 10, was a red-letter day in the his-

tory of wing shooting at old Princeton, calling out the largest number
of spectators and participants ever seen at a gun club shoot in this

place. The occasion thereof was a free-to-all contest at the 'Varsity
club grounds for a very artistic game picture and two kegs of powder.
The event of the day was the racu between Mr. C. B. Lewis, of Phil-

adelphia, secretary of the College Gun Club, and Dr. E. L. Tiffany, of
the Theological Seminary. Mr. Lewis shot in his usual good form up
to his tenth bird, where he seemed to lose his grip and finished with
13 out of 30.

Dr. Tiffany, who was unfamiliar with the grounds, shot indifferently

up to his fifteenth bird, when he struck his gait, and with 5 straight
kills tied on 13. In the' shoot-off, Mr. Lewis led with 3 kills, which the
Doctor duplicated. Then catne a miss, hit, and niis«, and 3 straight,

kills for each, and with the ninth lird excitement was at fever heat
and the men still a tie. Both broke their tenth, Lewis lost his eleventh
and Tiffany getting his last two won with one bird to the good and a
run of 16 out of his last 18. It was a hot finish and both men received
repeated applause.
The day was fair, but a gusty vrind, diagonally across the score, sent

the birds wild, which had somet hing to do with cutting down all the
scores.
The matches being open to all comers, the Kingston and Rocky Hill

clubs sent their best men to com pete, and a number of resident Prince-
tonians (all crack shots) tried their hand.
In the first race the College Gun Club men had decidedly the best of

the guests; but in the team race honors were divided equally between
members aud non-members. Many dropped out of both races on ac-
count of the erratic flight of the birds. Inclosed find copy of scores
of those who shot out first match and those who tied in second.
At 30 Keystone targets, from 3 traps, expert rules, free to all.

Lewis 11111111101101001000-13 Judson 01010111010011010100—10

Ke 1 ledy. .OOQ11001 011001111100—10 Tiffany.... OOOlilOOlllOlOlOllll—13
Swain . .001010010010111 10011—10 Stryker . . . .10011001100000001110— 8

Willock. . ..01101100001010101111—11 Hoff 10001011100000110010— 8
Tie:

Lewis 111010111101— 9 Tiffany 111010111111—10
For teams of two men each, 15 Keystones per man, expert rules.

Four teams tied as follows:
Kennedy.. ..111011010011000— 8 Blackwell. ..001110000111101— 8

Clark..!.... 100011101100011— 8—16 Snook 010011110110011— 8—16
Swain 000100011100111— 7 Davis 000100111100101— 7
Pierson 011010111101011— 9—16 Lloyd 111001110110010— 9—16
The last round (of 3 birds each> was shot after sundown, so the

shoot-off was postponed until the ne.xt Saturday on account of dark-
ness. Wads.

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.

Spokane, Wash , Feb. 12.—Inclosed find scores of the weekly shoot
of the Spokane Rod and Gun Club held yesteru'ay. The members
turned out in good shape audit wan one of the best days of the season.
T. B. Ware won the A medal again, and J. R. Burke the B class:

Medal shoot, 20 singles and j pairs:
Morgan (a).... lOOJOOOOOGOlOOOOHOi 10 10 10 10 00— 9
Eckhardt fa) 00111111000000111000 00 10 10 00 11—13
Burke (b) OlllOlllOOlliOllOOll 11 10 10 11 01-20
Carson (a) 01101101110101110000 00 10 10 10 10-15
Warren (a) 11110110111111011101 10 11 10 00 11—23
A Ware (b) 0101J.OOJ0011 OOlOOlOl 10 10 10 10 00—13
T Ware (a) 11111011 HiliiOlOUl 10 10 11 10 10—33
Duffy (b) 0101111O001100101010 10 10 10 10 00—14
Francotte (b) 11110110:00100111010 11 10 10 10 10—18
Monteith 01111111110010011111 10 11 10 10 00—19
Mason (a) 1101111111. ;<: 10 .,0 10 00-15
No. 3, 10 singles: T. Ware 9, Eckhardt 8, Warren 6, Morgan 5, Duffy

5, Monteith 5, Carson 7.

No. 3, 10 singles: Francotte 4, Mason 9, A. Ware 7, Monteith 5, Duffy
7, Eckhardt 8, Morgan 4, T. Ware 9, Carson 7. J. W. Withers, Sec'y.

Hell Gate Gun Club.
Hell Gate Gun Club, private shoot at Brickner's Pelbauo. Heights

grounds, Feb. 14. Sweepstake at 7 live birds. 28yds. rise. $2 entry, two
moneys, modified Hurlingham rules:
CWeber 0001120—3 C Rabenstein 1010120—4
J Brode 0022121—5 E Doeinck 1021202—5
M Seharf : 1100000—2 L Schubert 0002101—3
JLinck 2100200-3
Sweepstakes at 15 keystones, 18yds. rise, unkno wn angles, $1 entry,

two moneys:
Rabenstein 000011001000000— 3 Schubert llfllOOHOOOOOOO— 5
Weber 011010012U1010— 8 Scharf 1O00000101 00000— 3
Linck 0001 00001000000— 2 Doeinck. ...UOllllllOltllOO—10
Brode 011011011101011—10
Sweepstakes at 8 keystones, $1 entry, one mouey:

Brode lllOUlO—6 Doeinck
, 11111111—8

Weber 10110011—5

Pansy Gun Club.

Kingston, N. Y.—Scores made by members of the Pansy Gun Club
at their regular weekly shoot on Feb. 10. A very strong southwest
wind blew directly across the traps, giving the birds a very irregular

flight, which accounts for the low scores:

No. 1, shoot lor club badge, bird handicap, 5 traps, rapid-firing: J.

A. Cable (25 birds) 17, W. S. Smith 027 birds) 22, J. R. Kenyon (31

birds) 21, J. M. Schaffer (29 birds) 19, C. Hume (50 birds) 34. Hume
won badge.
No. 2, team race, Messrs. Cable and Van Anden against Schaffer and

Smith, 25 birds per man:
J A Cable 1010010111110110010111111—17

W C Van Anden 1011100001101111111111101—18—35

W S Smith 1101001101101111010111010—16

J M Schaffer ,
1011010101101000011111111—16—32

No. 3, 25 birds:

J R Kenyon 0100010001010100100100011— 9

Win Weston' OllOMlOllOOllOOOllUOlOO-14

C Hume " 0011010100001100110010101—11

Howard MVef.
.' .' 0010011011010110111111101—16

Loshborough OOlOlOOlOlOlllllOlllllOlO—15

No. 4, 10 singles: C. Hume 2, Howard Myer 6, W. S. Smith 9, Wm.
Weston 5, Loshborough 8, W. C. Van Anden 6. W. S;. S.

Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.
Cbicago, Feb. 13.—Editor Forest and Stream: The executive com-

mittee of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association have selected the
week of June 4 to 9 inclusive for the holding of their twentieth annual
convention and tournament; a brilliant programme is promised.

W, L. Shepard, Seo'y,

Westerly Gun Club.

Westerly, R. I., Feb. 12.—Since the heavy snowfall of three weeks
ago not much shooting has been done here by the club. Some of the
members were getting very auxious to have a few rounds with the
targets, so much so in fact, that they had no special regard for any day
of the week, and on Sunday the llth, a number of the boys assembled
on the grounds at Burden's Pond to try their skill and at the same time
keep themselves in practice. The day was a very bad one for shooting
as it was rather cool with a very stiff breeze blowing from the west
and flawy, causing the targets to fly quite unsteadily. But taking
everything into consideration, the shooters did fairly well. Appended
is the score, 25 keystones per man, unknown angles, gun held below
elbow until the word kill was given:
M Chapman 0011101110101100001010111—14

A Clark 1011011110011101110111010- 17

R Hoxie... 1100111001100011111110100—15
If. Morgan 0011100111001010010110001—12

.1 Dolau 1000011011011110100110110-14

M Rt.at 0010101011100000001101010—10

F Pingley 1001010010100011 1 01011011—13
G Chapman 001 1 11 1 1 1101 1 110111011010—18
Second event same: M. Chapman 13, A. Clark 14, R. Hoxiel4.

One Of 'Em.

Maplewood Monthly.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Herewith I send you scores of the monthly medal contest of the

Maplewood Gun Club, held Saturday, Feb. 10. The shooting was Key-
stone system, except that winners of last month had to shoot expert
rules, and as a consequence their scores dropped considerably. Last
month's winners vye.e 0. Warren Smith, Dr. Van Ide and Edward
Reeves. The winners th.s month are O. L. Yeomans, class A; A. A.
Parry, class B; E. Reives, class C. Badge contest, 25 bluerocks:
O L Yeomans llOlllllOllllllOllllHlll-22
W A Drake 1011111011101110111111110—20
Warren Smith , ..1110110101010111101111011—18
A A Parry 1100111101111111100101001—17
W Van Ide 1111101101100111011100000-15
D Wolff ,0110010111011100011100110—14
E Reeves 0010011001001011100111110—13
Sweep. 10 bluerocks, $1;
W Van Ide lillllllll—10 Smith 1111011001— 7
Yeomans 1111111110— 9 Reeves 1011101011—7
Parry 1 01 1 1 1 11 10- 8 Mohkgan.

Colt Gun Club.
Habtpord, Conn., Feb. 10.—Medal shoot:

Collins 0110100000110000111100110—11
Melrose 1111110111111111111100111—22
Cook 1111111111011111111111111—24
White 1101101101111111111011111—21
Sexton 1001111111110111110111111—31
Tucker 1111101111011111101110011—20
Treat 1111111111111111110101111—24
\V Hill 1111011011111011111011110—20
Pitkin 1111110100111111111111111-23
Vibberts 1110111111111111111110111-23
Risiey 1111111111111111111111111—35
McMulliu 1100100110111110111110111—18
J Alger Ill 1 1 1 1 1 1 1001 1 1 1101100111—20

Inswerp to (H/orrespondqnts,

No notice taken of anonymous communications

F. C, South Orange.—An excellent bird lime may be made from lin-

seed oil by boiling it down till it becomes thick and gummy.
Nims.—You can kill further with a 13-gauge than with a 16-gauge.

Either one of the two guns you name is a serviceable arm; we cannot
attempt to discriminate betwTeen makes.

J. W. J.—Will some one be so kind as to inform me through the col
utnns of the Forest and Stream how I can take the odor away from
goatskin rugs; they are tanned, but there is a strong odor that is any-
thing but pleasant?

F. L. S., New York City.—I wish to practice^rifle shooting -with a
.32-40 Mariin, and as they do not allow such large cartridges to be used
in city galleries I wish to find where I can use it. Ans. Apply to Geo

.

Klingelhaefer, 185 Graham avenue, Brooklyn,

E. B., New Orleans.—The rules of the societies should prescribe
duties of recording and financial secretaries; in the absence of such
rules we cannot determine them. If the rules provide a fine for non-
attendance at meetings, it was right for the president to levy the fine,

even if (and all the more because) there was not a quorum present.

T. J. G., Newark, N. J.—Would you kindly informme what is the best
food for trout. I have a friend that has a trout pond, and we have
been discusing for quite some time which is the best food to feed them
so as to produce the most rapid growth. Ans. Fresh meat such as
beef or horse meat will produce a rapid growth of trout in ponds.
Horseshoe crab eggs when available and small fish are also good.

E. L. -R., Altoona, Fla.—I have had some sport here with the quail
and fishing for "lake trout," they call them here. I think they are
large-mouth bass; they grow very large; are said to have been caught
10 and 121bs. I have not caught one over 61bs. yet. They take the
phantom minnow very good, and live bait, bream and shiners, and are
nearly as gamy as lake bass in the North. State in correspondence
column what form of fish they are and oblige. Ans. Large-mouthed
black bass.

E. H., Richmond, Ind.—Will you kindly print in your Answers to
Correspondents full directions how to pack eggs of the fresh-water
smelts so they can be transported one or two nundred miles and re-

tain their vitality? Ans. The eggs of the smelt become adhesive a
few minutes after impregnation; then they will adhere to sticks,

stones, grass or the inside of a tin pail. They have been taken on
stones and tiles in water and transported short distances. Stones cov-
ered with the adhesive eggs have been carried many miles in water and
hatched naturally. In this way many New England lakes have been
stocked with the smelt, the object having been to provide suitable food
for lake trout and other members of the salmon family. Eggs of
white perch and other fish having adhesive eggs have been shipped in

tin pails after having become attached to the sides and bottom, White
perch eggs were kept several days in the Potomac River in cans, then
forwarded to Washington, where they hatched in three or four days
more. Pike-perch eggs are now treated with starch water, to remove
the sticky covering, and are afterward hatched in jars in the usual
manner. When the covering has been washed off, the eggs are sent to

the hatchery on flaunel trays, just as whitefish eggs are shipped. In
conclusion, if naturally impregnated eggs are obtained, let them ad-
here to the stones, twigs or grass on which they were deposited, and
ship them in water. If artificially impregnated eggs are secured and
the new method of separating has been applied, ship them on flannel-

covered trays. The percentage of hatching is very low, usually about
one-half. The time about thirty days, with water temperature vary-
ing from 40 to 60°. The eggs will not stand a strong flow of water,
and the young wili live nine days without change of water.

Wild Pigeons, Smethport, Pa.—Will some of your many readers
and correspondents please inform me through your columns as to the
whereabouts of the wild pigeons? It was thought at one time that
they were nearly extinct. Two years ago next March there was a
large number of these birds in Indian Territory, and when they left

there I lost track of them. G. E. B.
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

8kins, Antlers, etc. AJso prices for Heads and
Bugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

PVhen

Tou
Order

A gun or a rod or a

thousand shells or a

lot of flies, tell your
dealer to put in a copy
of GameLaws inBrief.

It will only cost you
25 cents extra. All

dealers can supply it.

JpROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

American Big Game Hunting
The Book of the Boone and Crockett Club.

EDITORS: THEODORE ROOSEVELT, GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.
.

Entertaining sketches of hunting and exploration by members of the Club, ^he hand-
some volume comes from the DeVinne Press; a large octavo of 345 pages, with 16 full page
llustrations by leading artists. Price $2.50, postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
A magnificently illustrated volume descriptive ot fl-

ushing for trout and salmon. By Edward A. Sam-
uels. Cloth. Price, $5.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New York.

%
U,

Taxidermists.

WJM. W. HART & CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

lifelike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Reasonable charges Refer-

ences from leading sportsmen and collectors.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

IF "SOU WANT THE TROPHIES OF THE CH4SE
mounted, and desire to have them possess their

characteristic form and expression, and that are
guaranteed Safe from th« Destioying Moth,
send to our establishment. We have every College,
Museum and leading dealer in the country, to whom
we can refer you and who will cheerfully testify to
the merit of our work and claims.

Webster's Studio of
/.OOLOGY,

ANATOMY,
TAXIDERMY,

OSTEOLOGY.
1 14 Fifth Avenue, New York.

J. KAlOfOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

I
And manufacturer of

Artificial ey«s for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

Log Cabins
*^ AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct hia shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins." for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

Kennel Special.
Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set In uniform

display, 25 cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

WANTED.—ONE PAIR BLOODHOUND PUPS,
one black and tan female in whelp, one extra

fine male pug. Wanted—Every one to send stamp
for complete catalogue of Dogs, Poultry and Pet
stock. Eggs for hatching a specialty. . 1

8 F. E. HEGE & CO., Salem, N. C.

fTALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG
JL lish pugs from imported, registered and prize
winning stock. In Stud—Prize pug stud dog
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY C. BURDICK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield, Mass.

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for sale a number of strictly first class

Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.
Address with stamp.
C. T. BROWNELL, P.O. Box 335, New Bedford.Mass.

My kennel of mastiffs is conceded to be the best in

America. Have won at all the large shows. Won
ail 1st and 2d prizes in mastiffs late Chicago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale. A few choice pups for
sale. Send stamp for list and mention this paper.
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing > oung stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington St., Peoria, 111. tf

IpOR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN-
' ters and setters. These are dogs that have had

large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory,

tf W. B. STAFFORD, Trenton, Tenn.

COCKERS FOR SALE —FIVE GRAND BROOD
bitches in whelp to champion sires; also seven

young dogs, 7mos. old. If you don't mean business
don't write. GEO. DOUGLAS, Woodstock, Ont. 8

FOR SALE —Several first-class cocker spaniels.
Black and red bitches in whelp to Cherry Punch.

Stud dogs and puppies. Some prize winners. W. B.
PALMER, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 9

F~l>XHOUNDS, RABBIT HOUNDS, COON
HOUNDS FOR SALE, FULLY TRAINED.

F. H. HAYES, Dexter, Me.

TWO POINTER DOG PUPS FROM HUNTING
stock. Liver and white, cheap.

8 RUSS. E. MORE, Belle fontaine, O.

[TALIAN GREYHOUNDS (EXCLUSIVELY),
tf FRAi>K H. HOYT, Sharon, Pa.

FiOR SALE.—English setters, 7mos. For descrip-
tion please write JAMES WRINKLE, Lee, Mass.

11

D'
OGS BOARDED AT 50c. PER WEEK. Address
J. F. KELLY, Wayside Farm, Carolina, R. I. 8

8ome fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches.
REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

FOR SALE CHEAP.—Fox hound bitch "Logan
strain." Address James Jepfers, Westfield.Mass.

For Sale.—High grade, broken, pedigreed, English
setters; also puppies. E. A. Carrier, Westchester, Ct.

9

BROKEN SETTER BITCH FOR SALE CHEAP.
Address A. J. MATHIS, Millnlle, N. J. 8

JpOR SALE.—SPORTING DOGS
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers.—Of choice breeding. Puppies for
sale by Huguenot Kennels, New Rochelle, N. Y.

TeufeltheTerrier;
OR

The liife and Adventures of
an Artist's Dog.

Told and illustrated by J. YATER CARRTNGTON
and written by CHARLES MORLEY,

a friend of Teufel's.
A book which has nad wonderful popularity in

England. Paper. Price, 75 cents.
Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

Well-trained foxhounds, few rabbit dogs; guaran-
teed No. 1. Price low. J. H. Miller, Christiana, Pa.

POCKET KENNEL RECORD. SOcts.

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 318 B'way, N. Y.

t The Kennel.

Hempstead Farm Kennels.
POINTERS, ENGLISH SETTERS,

ENG. RETRIEVERS, COLLIES (rough
and smooth-coated) FOX-TERRIERS,
IRISH TERRIERS, POODLES,
DACHSHUNDS and RUSSIAN WOLF-
HOUNDS at Stud and For Sale.
Being considerably over-stocked we offer for sale

several high class pointers by such noted sires as
Duke of Hessen, King of Kent and Sandford Druid
out of Woolton Game, Merrylegs and Gem of Kippen
(all field trial winners.) Several of these have
been broken by Cameron and are entered in the
United States Field Trials to be run at Grand
Junction. Tenn

,
February, 1894. Puppies of the

above breeds always on hand. For particulars, ad-
dress.

JAMES MORTIMER, Manager,
Hempstead Farm, Hempstead, L. I.

CARBOLIC SOAP No. 11 Is the best DOG
SOAP in the world. Sure death to Fleas and a cur
for all skin diseases.

Buohan's Dog Wasli
will cure every case of MANGE, kills Fleas and beeps
the dog in a healthy condition, makes the hair soft and
silky and does not stain. It is also the best disinfeetaEt
for the kennel. Ask your druggists for it.

CARBOLIC SOAP CO..
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl st.. New York

POX-TERMERS FOR SALE.
Three or four brood bitches and some young stock

by Dusky Trap. Also some prize-winning Cocker
Spaniels and young stock. Apply to

GEO. BELL, Walker House, Toronto, Canada.

Dogs for Sale,
If you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind write

for prices and what yon want to J. HOPE, 305 N.
Ninth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHOICE IRISH SETTERS.
Pups by imp Signal, winner in 8 field trials in Eng-

land, ex my Duchess, 20,926 (ch. Dick Swiveller—
Yuba); also adults by champions Mack N., Tim and
Garryowen. 938 Prosf ect av., N. Y. 8

COCKER SPANIELS.
Grand assortment of fancy marked young stock,

liver aud white, black and white, lemon and white:
also black, liver, red, etc. Bitches in whelp. HAND-
SOME BROOK KENNEL Franklin, N. Y.

ST. BERNARDS.
Brood bitches. Also few choice purs.

G. W. PATTERSON,
Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

IVWTWTWTWTWTWTWTW,

E The Kennel.

French Poodles.
Black curly coats.

Prize winners, 1893,

New York, Boston,

Washington, D. C.

,

Mt. Hollo, N. J.,

Newark, N. J,, 1898

shows; Saratoga,

N. Y, 1894; also

London and Paris.

Registered pup-

pies and grown
dogs for sale For

full particulars

apply to

1WMEKE K:ENJSBiLS,
,n, M'g'r, ,SoutIiami>ton,L.r.,lST.Y.

CANINE SPECIALIST.
DB, T. G. SHERWOOD,

(M. R. C. V. 8.)

854 Seventh Ave., New York.
Hospital for Dogs. Distemper cases not received.

Consultation and treatment by mail when pos-
sible. All communications requiring profes-
sional reply should have enclosed $2.

Rinada Pointer Kennels,
Address F. 0. Box 2885, New York City.

FINE BROKEN DOGS, brood bitches and
Suppies for sale at all times. Ifyou want well bred,
igh class dogs we will be pleased to hear from you.

If you want cheap "sooners" write elsewhere.

Kennels at Massapequa, Long Island, N. Y.

PUPPY PHILOSOPHEES.
"Listening to the Argument" & "Thinking It Over.'

This pair of fine Artotypes, size 8xl8in., mounted
on 22x28 extra heavy plate paper will be sent
postage paid on receipt of $2. Send for illustrated
circular.

W. T. HIGBEE, Cleveland, Ohio.

"thoroughbreds:
For price list apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS

P. O. Box 676, Albany, N.Y

HANDLING,
Geo. S. Thomas is prepared to condition and

handle dogs for the coming shows. Address
tf NORTHCROFT KENNELS, Salem, Mass.

FOR SALE.
The property belonging to the estate of Gen. J. H.

Baxter, deceased, situated on the southern bank of
the Restigouche River, next below the Ashing privi-
leges of the New York Salmon Club, about six hun-
dred acres of land with large dwelling, suitable for
club house, and about a mile of river front for salmon
fishing. Ad. O. H. Platt, trustee, Washington, D.C.

FOX-TERRIERS.
We have two litters ready to ship, by Raby Pallisy,

winner of 20 firsts, 8 specials and cups, out of Dam-
son, and Brokenhurst Queenie, well grown, perfectly
healthy, handsomely marked, their pedigree is Al.
For card, apply Manager SEACROFT KENNELS,
Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass. 9
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

TROOPS FOR THE FORESTS.

Attention has frequently been called to the fact that

our National Parks and the recently established forest

reservations are entirely without that protection which

is essential to their preservation and to the accomplish-

ment of the useful purposes for which they have been

established. This is something which has been too long

neglected, and which should now have the attention of

Congress.

It is true that in the Yellowstone, the Yosemite, the

Grant and the Sequoia National Parks, troops have been

employed to patrol the reservations and to protect the

forests, and in a measure the game, though recently

doubt has been thrown on the legality of the use of

troops for these purposes in the three last mentioned.

But the forest reservations, embracing nearly 12,000,000

acres of land are now, as they have always been, en-

tirely without guardians.

It is to be assumed that when Congress passed the act

of March 3, 1891, under which these forest reservations

were set apart, it meant to give the opportunity for just

such action as was taken by the President when he issued

the proclamations that established the reservations; but

it must be evident to any intelligence that the mere
formal announcement that these tracts of land are reserved

is entirely without practical meaning. In order that such

reservations and such parks shall be of actual benefit to

the country, it is necessary that they shall be in fact what
they are in name, and shall really be protected from
incursions by trespassers and from fire; and this can be

done only by the presence on these lands of government
officials who shall see that the law is obeyed. These

national parks and forest reservations are all of them sit-

uated in the Rocky Mountains or in the mountains of the

farther West. They are more or less timbered with con-

iferous trees, and are thus especially exposed to the danger

of fire, burning when once aflame, like so much gun-

powder. Besides this they are subject to constant invasion

by timber thieves, who cut the growing trees; by sheep

men, whose flocks destroy the young seedlings; and by
hunters, campers and picnickers, whose fires frequently

kindle conflagrations that are far beyond the power of

human hand to hold in check. Thus the forest reserva-

tions, while they give pleasure and profit to a few selfish

persons, who often entirely disregard the rights which the

public have in them, at present accomplish nothing for

the general good.

In the recently published book of the Boone and
Crockett Club the subject of the Federal ownership of

the timber and game on these forest reservations is con-

cisely treated in the following words: "The timber and
the game ought to be made the absolute property of the

Government, and it should be constituted a punishable

offense to appropriate such property within the limits of

the reservation. The game and the timber should be

regarded as Government property, just as are the mules

and the cord wood at an army post. If it is a crime to

take the latter it should be a crime to plunder a forest

reservation."

A law providing for the systematic protection of all

these parks and forest reservations should be enacted

without further delay. Such an act should formally place

all these parks and forest reservations under the authority

of the Secretary of the Interior, giving him full power to

make such rules and regulations as he shall deem needful

for their government and control.

It should formally declare the timber, the forests and

the wild game and fish, now or hereafter to be found

within these reservations, to be the property of the United

States, and should make the cutting of timber and the

killing of game or fish, except under the regulations pres-

cribed by the Secretary of the Interior—crimes.

It should provide and set in operation that process of

law (without which no man under our form of govern-

ment can be adjudged guilty of a crime), by which tres-

passers, timber thieves, game butchers, and those who
wilfully or carelessly fire the forest—all those who violate

the regulations or commit misdemeanors or crimes—shall

be tried; and should establish the necessary machinery of

justice for such trial and for punishment.

It should authorize the Secretary of War to furnish to

the Secretary of the Interior on his request such troops

as may be necessary for the purpose of efficiently patrol-

ling and permanently protecting each of the reserva-

tions. The excellent protective work done in recent years

by the troops in the Yellowstone Park, has thoroughly

established the efficiency of the soldiers as guardians of

our National reservations.

Such an act as we have indicated should be broad and

complete, and after it has been drawn it should be sub-

mitted to the criticism of those best acquainted with the

Western country and with the problems of forest and

game preservation, which are inseparably connected with

the subject. There is perhaps no one act which would

confer on the mountainous country of the West, and the

dry plains which lie at the foot of those mountain ranges,

so much material benefit as a wisely drawn law which

would provide broadly and fully for the efficient protec-

tion of our national parks and forest reservations. Only

those who are familiar with the arid West and with the

changes which take place in that dry region when once

water is put upon the thirsty soil, can appreciate how
vastly the material prosperity of the inhabitants of a

great section of our country would be increased by the

passage of a suitable act of this nature.

Swisher, Castro, Parmer, Greer, Deaf Smith, Pan
dall, Armstrong, Donley, Collingsworth, Gray, Car-

son, Potter, Hutchinson, Hartley, Moore, Roberts, Hemp-
hill, Lipscomb, Ochiltree, Hansford, Sherman, Hardeman,
Dallam, Cass, San Jacinto, Camp, Dimmit, Kinney, Cam-
eron, Jackson, Kaufman, the unorganized county of

Zavala, Angelina, Walker, Trinity, Panola, Jack, Young,

Fannin, Delta, Hopkins, Gonzales, Morris, Waller, Tyler,

Newton, Burnet, Karnes, Atascosa and Bell counties are

exempt from the provisions of Art. 426 of the game law,

which is the section relating to deer, the counties of

Bowie, Nacogdoches, Hill and Rusk are exempted from

Arts. 427, 428 and 429 only, and not from 426. It is all

simple enough, when as a plain sportsman or as a Gov-

ernor and sportsman combined you have memorized it;

and every one in Texas has abundant time to commit the

law to memory, for they change the list of counties only

once in two years.

The other explanation which the Governor is reported

to have given is that he was arrested out of spite, because

of the Lake Surprise affair. This excuse is no better than

the other, for it is to say that the Texas deer law is

enforced only as a spite measure. If this be true, it indi-

cates a condition of game lawlessness, of which Mr. Hogg
as Governor and Mr. Hogg as sportsman should be

ashamed, and to the correction of which as executive

and sportsman he should address himself without delay.

Mr. Hogg is just now at odds with the sportsmen of

his State. He may regain their regard and earn their

lasting gratitude if he will set out to accomplish these

two things—first, the simplification of the game laws so

that all may know what they are; and second, then-

wholesome enforcement not as spite measures, but as wise

provisions to be observed and respected by all alike for

the general good. It is a great opportunity.

SNAP SHOTS.

GOVERNOR HOGG'S OPPORTUNITY.

Governor Hogg, of Texas, has been given some notori-

ety recently because of alleged connivance in the unlaw-

ful patenting of a famous canvasback resort—Lake

Surprise—to a Galveston man named Moody. The

patentee claimed that he wanted the lake for a rice farm.

The sportsmen of Texas declare that he wanted it for the

ducks, which are shot for market, the proceeds going in

part to Moody. The Governor has been criticised for

winking at the transaction; it is said that he should see

to it that the patent of Lake Surprise to a market-hunting

"combine" be rescinded.

Just now Mr. Hogg finds himself in fresh trouble with

Texan sportsmen for having killed a deer out of season.

The deed was committeed in Nacogdoches county. The

press dispatches say that the Governor has been arrested,

and has declared his intention of settling with alacrity, if

he has violated the statute.

If the papers report him correctly, he has put forth

two explanations of his predicament, neither of which

becomes the chief executive of the State of Texas. One
of these explanations is that he did not know that deer

were protected in Nacogdoches county. This is a poor

enough excuse. Mr. Hogg is not only a Governor, but he

claims to be a sportsman as well, and in either one or the

other capacity, if not in both, he should have known
that while Cherokee, Shelby, Franklin, Rockwall, Hop-
kins, Brazos, Williamson, Coryell, Brown, Mills, Co-

manche, Runnels, Cooke, Wise, Madison, Clay, Jack and

the unorganized counties attached to the same for judi-

cial purposes, Freestone, Stephens, Eastland, Palo Pinto,

Polk, Throckmorton, Callahan, Taylor, Jones, Kent,

Garza, Lynn, Terry, Yoakum, Trinity, Archer, Wichita,

Wheeler, Oldham, King, Dickens, Crosby, Wilbarger,

Childress, Lubbock, Hockley, Cochran, Bailey, Lamb,
Lamar, Hale, Floyd, Motley, Cottle, Hall, Briscoe,

If the marketing of game could be stopped, the result

would be not only to diminish the legitimate drain on the

game supply in the open season and by lawful methods

but as well to cut off a large share of the illicit pursuit of

game. For as a matter of fact, experience demonstrates

that a vast proportion of the unlawful shooting is that

which is done to feed the markets. A resident of Long
Island was complaining the other day of the absence of

wildfowl from the Island waters this season; and now it

develops that the reason for this is that the bays have been

fire-hunted systematically by market-shooters, for the

Brooklyn and New York trade.

An egg of the great auk was sold in London last week

for $1,500. If your great-grandfather had robbed a few

nests of this fowl and stored the eggs in the attic, he

would have performed a distinguished service for his

posterity.

Mr. Austin Corbin has some wild boars in his New
Hampshire preserve; but we understand that he is not

particularly enthusiastic over them. There is no special

sense in importing wild boars into this country. The

brutes are all well enough perhaps for Algerian pig-stick-

ers, but they would not make a desirable addition to the

game supply of this great and glorious land of freedom.

As for wild hogs, there is a very creditable native supply;

and those who are ambitious in that direction may find

the game in Tennessee mountains, Louisiana swa^paps and

California tule lands, not to mention Texas with its

peccaries. Fur and feathers, the more the better, but we
may well spare the bristles.

Mr. Gilbert, the trout culturist, has succeeded in put-

ting his bill through the Massachusetts Legislature again

this winter, and it threatens to become a law unless Gov.

Greenhalge shall follow the wise precedent of Gov. Rus-

sell and give it his veto. The measure is to permit the

sale of cultivated trout in certain months of the close

season for the capture or sale of wild trout. Mr. Gilbert

bases his argument for the bill upon the fact that he can

raise trout in his own private ponds and market them at

a profit in the close season, that to forbid this is to work

hardship to him, that the industry of trout breeding is

one which should be encouraged, and that the marketing

of artificially reared fish will not endanger the native

supply of wild trout in the waters of the Commonwealth.
The personal advantage of the measure to Mr. Gilbert

must be conceded. But on the other hand all experience

teaches the futility of attempting to preserve fish or game
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if the markets are open to receive them during the

prescribed close season. The practical working of this

Gilbert trout law, if it shall become a law, will be to

encourage the taking of wild trout in close time for the

market. The bill then is one which grants special privi-

leges to an individual at the expense of public interest.

Massachusetts might better get from Mr. Gilbert an esti-

mate of the profits he expects from the operation of the

law and make him an appropriation out of the public

treasury, and have done with it. The amount so ex-

pended would not equal the expenditures necessary to

provide protection for wild trout in a close-catching and
open-marketing season.

CAPE COD WAY.
BY CHARLES HALLOCK.

Last summer, with Thoreau's charming book in my
hand, I took a jaunt down Cape Cod to the land's end,
where the strong "right arm of Massachusetts" holds the
writhing waves in its fist while they hiss and chafe into

foam upon the sands. It was July, and the sun was hot,

yet an ever cooling and grateful breeze blew across the
land from ocean to bay, so that the tramp, instead of
being fatiguing, was actually invigorating, and the per-

spiration which started betimes upon the brow was dissi-

pated as soon as it formed. For mile after mile, with
book in hand, I followed the identical route which Thoreau
had chosen forty-five years before along the beach and
over the dunes, and across the sands, and past the old
windmills and wrecks, and into the lighthouses and fish-

ermen's huts, and past travesties of so-called "farms,"
where the soil is so scant that mature corn stands only
2ft. high and fruit-bearing apple trees grow no higher
than one's head—trudging along with the book as chron-
icle rather than guide, whereby I was enabled to make
honest comparison of the past with the present, and
determine for myself how much man could subdue or
appropriate of this weird spit which projects itself 65

miles into the expansive ocean. As to losing the way
there was small chance in clear midsummer weather, for

there was but one direction to follow, and that was
straight forward, unless one wished to walk into the
ocean on the right hand or the left, and for a dernier
ressort the bewildered wayfarer might take to the railroad
which traverses the attenuated axis of the Cape like a
backbone. No surer guide than this for castaways and
shipwrecked mariners w hen there is no fog and the track
i3 bare of snow. The average width from shore to shore
is not more than five miles, while at a certain point
between Truro and Provincetown, some four miles from
its extremity, one can almost straddle the narrow neck
like a veritable Colossus of Rhodes.
There was no railroad in Thoreau's time. It was then

stage-coach or nothing, with an ever shifting trail through
the mobile sands which were here to-day and gone to-

morrow, according to the caprices of the winds which
moved them. Frequently, between sand hills utterly
bare were grassy intervals or marshes, or cranberry bogs,
and sometimes little water holes where pond lilies grew
and blossomed. Then there were larger ponds of many
acres filled with perch and pickerel, many of them
scarcely separated from the ocean by a narrow filet of

sand. Occasionally there was a brook with speckled trout.

At times the homely vehicle would toil for a long dis-

tance through a deep hollow with no outlook whatever,
and anon it ran over a dune 75 ft. high, from whose top
there was an illimitable view. Few trees were to be seen;
only patches of scrub oak here and there and small plan-
tations of dwarf pitch pine which provident philanthropists
had set out betimes to cover the nakedness of the land,
and furnish a meagre substitute for the driftwood on the
landwash, when that pitiful resource might chance to
fail the inhabitants for fuel. And there was seldom a
farmhouse; only an occasional fisherman's hut at long
intervals, or a wrecker's cabin. Ever and anon there
would occur the remains of a stranded whale or blackfish
stripped of its blubber, while a continuous selvedge of
seaweed marked the edge of the tide. Beyond the town
of Wellfleet, these features stand to-day but little changed.
But in the interval between the elbow and the wrist (the
brawny fore-arm of the Cape), there are no less than seven
pretty modern towns, strung like pearls upon the sands
and set in shrubbery and shade where good cheer and
good fare are held out as attractions for summer guests;
while Provincetown itself, a refuge for Pilgrims since
1621, has cast off much of its ancient and fish-like smell,
and fish flakes have given place to lawn tennis in the
yards of the cottagers. Such a novel trip it is seldom
one's good fortune to take. The comfort of the present
period is that one can accomplish as much of it as he
likes on fpot, and when tired take to the railroad cars at
convenient stations. Bicycles are obviously not in it.

Neither are the Cape Cod Folks, old style, which Mr.
Thoreau wrote of. They all lie buried in the wind-swept
cemeteries among the sand dunes, with whortleberries
clustering around the headstones. There are none left.

Railroad communication has placed these once isolated
people in sympathetic touch with the progressive world
at large, and latest fashions and newest fads prevail
throughout. Trains from Boston bring crowds of seaside
visitors from remotest regions, and they scatter all over
the Cape, from its shoulder to the land's end. New
Yorkers who value comfort, economy and dispatch take
the Portland, Me., steamers, which, touch at Cottage
City, on Martha's Vineyard, and cross to Woods Holl,
where they take the train to Buzzard's Bay, while from
Boston there is a lovely steamboat route to Province-
town—merely a four hours' morning run for one dollar,
with a good dinner at Gifford's upon arrival at destina-
tion, and an interesting return journey by rail down the
entire length of the Cape.
The rail route is distressfully hot and dusty in mid-

summer, and a transit one way over it is enough. Yet it

should by no means be omitted. Returning by steamer
the voyager gets only the sail and the salt air, but land-
wise he sees lots of traces of the early occupation, as
well as endless innovations. There are gaunt old wind-
mills with bare arms and summer girls with bare arms,
antiquated farmhouses and modern villas, starveling

garden patches and choice bits of lawn, ox teams and
pony carts, well sweeps and tennis courts, lilacs and
jack roses, poll parrots and canaries, pug dogs and
whale ribs, and altogether such a conglomeration of
things past and primitive with things present and peren-
nial as gives the rusty old cape a blooming and cheerful
aspect, and enables the living and progressive generation
to hobnob agreeably with those who have played their
parts. Rip Van Winkle and the Little Tycoon are both
on the stage together.
Working down toward the land's end, where the sandy

neck is no wider than a causeway, one sees at last in the
blue distance, away to the left, the extremity of the Cape,
curved like the letter C and stretching along the watery
expanse in ghostly undulations of white sand, with little

green dales between the hillocks, and a fringe of white
houses aligned along the curve of the beach. This is the
site of ancient Chequocket, now Provincetown, where the
Pilgrims and the Mayflower first made land after their

precarious voyage across the Atlantic. The city extends
for three miles along the water front, and with its numer-
ous spires and clustering masts looks like a large and
populous seaport. But it really has only a few thousands,
and the houses are chiefly confined to the single marginal
street, though some few buildings on elevations give it an
imposing appearance. From a dominating sand dune
75ft. high, which stands almost in the center of the town,
the whole surroundings can be seen at a glance. This hill

was once the site of the town hall, and a corkscrew car-

riage road wound up to the summit; but the building
burned down, and afterward, in properous whaling times,

the high perch was used as aloockout and signal station to

announce incoming vessels. Now it is inclosed with an
iron fence and used as a park, provided with seats, and a
sightly location it is. Later on it will be occupied by the
tall granite shaft of the Pilgrim Memorial Association, to
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commemorate the landing of the Pilgrims on Nov. 21,

1620, as well as the first birth and the first death which
occurred in the Pilgrim band.
In the immediate foreground stretches the attenuated

shoestring of a town, the long projecting wharves and
the shipping, which is a goodly sight when the returned
whalers and the fishing fleet are in port. Of the latter

there are 150 sail. There are half a dozen or more craft
engaged in whaling off Hatteras, N. C, which brought
home from 300 to 500 barrels of oil apiece last August. It

is one of the crack sights of the town in summer to watch
from an eminence the mackerel handliners come in from
the cruising grounds outside. When the wind is fair they
all arrive in a body, with the foam piled up under their

forefeet, and the panorama is then impressive. It is equal
to a regatta.
Back of the town are the restless and mysterious sand

dunes inclosing it like an amphitheatre, and interspersed
with stunted woods and pretty fresh-water ponds—a novel
and expansive tract which it is hoped soon to reclaim
entirely from the inexorable drift and convert into a
park. Modern sentiment demands this, and the inevitable

summer visitor stimulates the movement. Already there
are enough summer guests to command the situation.

They come by steamboat loads every day the season
through, and the antiquated fishing town with its drying-

stages, shore traps and seines, has so far transformed her-
self to meet the requirements of the fashionable world as

to furnish carriages, water works, a steam fire engine and
gaslights. It supports a wide awake local newspaper, two
livery stables and several comfortable hotel boarding-
houses. There are very creditable church edifices and
school buildings and a modern Town Hall, steam-heated,
with clock and bell tower, seating a thousand people.
Provincetown has furbished up.

From the elevated summit of Town Hill several life-

saving stations and four light-houses can be seen on a
clear day, with long spots of yellow sand reaching out into
the tide like tentacles of a giant octopus in wait for his
prey, while away off to the limit of vision the diminutive
white sails of the outgoing mackerel fleet appear like

alabaster beads strung along the horizon at regular inter-

vals, looking for all the world as if the blue canopy of the
sky were buttoned down to the selvedge of the aquamarine
beneath. It is altogether charming! The formation of
these sandspits is a curious study. They are being repro-
duced continually all along the Atlantic coast, from Cape
Cod to Cape Lookout in North Carolina. Conspicuous
examples are noticeable at Chatham, Wellfleet, Hyannis,
Barnstable and on the shore lines of Nantucket and
Martha's Vineyard. They are formed by the action of
tides and counter currents, just like sandbars in rivers,

commencing at points of land and extending in a line
parallel with the shore until eventually there is only an
inlet left for the ebb and flux of the diurnal tides. When
these inlets are finally closed by storms and wave action,
ponds are formed, sometimes of great extent, which ulti-

mately become fresh-water bodies containing only fresh

water species of fish. These ponds are a common feature
of Cape Cod. In North Carolina the largest of them are
called "sounds." Currituck Sound is noteworthy. Fifty
years ago it was accessible from the ocean with market
boats. To-day it abounds with black bass, perch and
pickerel, to an extent sufficient to furnish a livelihood for
many boatmen who fish exclusively with seines.

There is something phenomenal about the vegetation
which grows in a deep ravine on the north (!) side of
Town Hill. It is so luxurious and rank as absolutely to
choke the ravine, showing thereby what these silicioua

sands are capable of producing when held in place and
kept from drifting. The commissioners of the projected
Marine Park may take abundant encouragement there-
from. An inventory of the trees and plants found there dis-

covered the following, of which several are sub-tropical,
to wit: Laurel, willow, yarrow, two kinds of maple, oak,
apple, woodbine, blueberry, blackberry, two kinds of
srnilax, locust, cherry, wild rose, sweet bfiar, beach
plum, golden rod, beach grass, mock cranberry, sorrel,

scrub pine, silver leaf poplar, balm of gilead, indigo
weed, bayberry, poverty grass, beach pea, crowberry,
squaw huckleberry, shad bush, bearberry, and several
not recognized. It is said that fifty barrels of wild straw-
berries were picked at Provincetown last June. Experi-
ments prove that exquisite lawns can be grown, and some
of the balms of gilead in the village are fully 60ft. in
height.
By all accounts the end of the Cape is a great resort for

foxes and rabbits, which love to burrow in the warm sand
and forage upon the demesnes of the numerous sea fowl
which congregate there, such as black ducks, teal, doe
birds, plover, curlew, wild geese and brant. A local
authority says that raccoons and quail are numerous. I
can testify as to English sparrows. Just imagine. Where
will these feathered tramps not penetrate? Parties from
New Bedford make yearly visits to this place for the pur-
pose of fox hunting. Between coursing, fishing, shoot-
ing, bathing, boating and sailing, the local attractions are
great, to say nothing of the cool comfort one gets in
summer when everywhere else is hot.

In Pilgrim times the Fathers must have had grand
sport. Bradford, the historian of the colony, says:
"Beside water foules ther was great store of wild turkies,

of which they took many, besides venison, etc."

In Mourt's journal of the first landing of the Pilgrims
at Provincetown he recounts in his gaunt orthography
how his party fared during their first exploration on the
land, Cape Cod way; how they found two wigwams, an
Indian burial ground, two canoes and great store of gar-
nered "come, some yellow f some red, and others mixt
with blew." They also discovered an old palisaded fort,

several planks, a great iron kettle and other evidences of
a previous European occupation. On their fust night
ashore it rained hard and they made camp "with a Bari-
cado to windward, and kept good watch all night with
three Sentinells." On the morning of Nov. 27, the narra-
tive recites, "We took our kettle and sunk it in the pond,
and trimmed our Muskets, for few of them would goe off

because of the wett, and so coasted the wood againe to
come home, in which we were shrewdley pus-led, and
lost our way, as we wandered we came to a tree, where
a young Spritt was bowed down to a bow, and some
Acornes strewed vnder-neath; Stephen Hopkins sayd it

had beene to catch some deere, so we were looking at it,

William Bradford being in the Reare,when he came looked
also vpon it, and as he went about, it gave a sodaine jerk
vp, and he was immediately caught by the leg. It was a
very prettie. devise, made with a rope of theire own
making, and having a noose as artificially made as any
ropeB in England can make, and as like ours as can be,
which we brought away with vs."

"In the end," the story runs, "wee got out of the Wood,
and were fallen about a myle too high above the creake
where we saw three Bucks, but wee had rather have had
one of them. Wee also did spring three couple of Part-
ridges; and as we came along by the creake wee saw
great flockes of wild Geese and Duckes, but they were
very fearefull of vs. So we marched some while in the
Woods, some while in the Water vp to the Knees, till at
length we came neare the Ship, and then we shot off our
Peeces, and the long Boat came to fetch vs."

After snow fell and the country froze up there was
more hardship than sport in their outings, and finally

they were fain to eat the "corne, beanes and Indian
wheat" which they found stored, in order to keep them-
selves from starving. It is on record that 46 of the 101
colonists died that winter.
Reminiscences of this sort make Cape Cod interesting

to the visitor of to-day. No town in the good old Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts is so replete with historical

facts, and all who are familiar with them will rejoice
that a suitable monument is to be erected there at an
early day to commemorate a period so pregnant with
great events. The Land's End will become the Mecca of
New England tourists.

A STORY OF 1864.
It was the one golden hour of the day. The sun had

set and on the extreme edge of the after-glow, like an
Esquimaux kayak, sailed the red, crescent moon. Borne
faintly to our ears on the fragrant night wind came the
voice of the James River as it hurried onward to the sea
with its song of the valley.

From a sportsman's standpoint the day had been a good
one, as the great bunches of quail that Aunt Viney was
skinning could attest; and now our visitors were seated
around on the old veranda enjoying their pipes—all ex-
cept the Judge, whose dignity demanded a cigar.

Now the Judge was from the North, and had occupied
during the war a very high position in the Federal Army,
so conversation naturally turned to war times and the
changes that had taken place in Virginia since then,
"Virginia," said the Judge earnestly, "is one of the finest

spots on God's green footstool, and I would gladly end
my days amid such surroundings. What do you say,
Isiah?"
Isiah—seated on the lower step3 of the veranda engaged

inmending the Judge's gun case—looked up and answered:
"Wall, seh, Jedge, I was borned an' riz right yeah seh,

an' I feels jus' like I was one ob dem oY magnolias down
y'on'er, wid dey big feet planted in de groun', dey ain' no
win pow'ful 'nough to far 'em out, an' when de good Lord
done see fit to call me home, I knows my ol' bones will

res' easy an' comf'able 'long side of we-all's folks down by
de ribber.
"Thankee, seh, no seh, I don' smoke a seegar very of'en,
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dat's a fac\ You see, I likes a pipe, cause it's like an' oT
fr'en' dat you done know fo' a long time, but a seegar
alius 'peahs like a stranger an' it ta,kes you some time to
get 'quainted.
"No seh, de wah did'n' make no diflf'rence to we-all.

Some ob de niggers was glad to git dere freedom, but dey
was mos'ly young folks. De ol'er ones was kinder sorry
like, dey did'n' wan' to leab ol' Marse, fo' dey was mighty
comf'able an' happy in dey little cabins, 'dout no rent to
pay an' nothin' 't all to pester 'em. No seh, I did'n' do no
fightin' nohow, but I went wid de ol' Marster when de
wah broke out, 'cause you know I was his p'ticular sarvent
an' ten' to him ever since we was bofe chillen.
"Heh—whenever I goes quail shootin' it makes me

think ob de time when de ol' Marster an' me went huntin'
one day over in de Valley of Furginia—you see—it was
long aboutthe en' of de wah, an' we was wid de Army of
Noth'n Furginia. Mistah Lincum was a keepin' our
rations down mighty clus, an' we all was pow'ful sick of
eatin' corn meal, but we did'n' hab nothin' else, so of cose
we had to make de bes' of it. Well, one mo'nin jus' 'bout
daybreak, I was a fixin' breakfas' fo' de ol' Marse, when
I hears some quail a pipin' in a little patch of corn stubble
ober to'ards de woods—Marster he done hear 'em too, an'
he lif' his haid offen his saddle 'n' say: 'Lis'en still, Isiah.
Hear dat whis'le. It soun's like quail.'
" 'It cert'ny do,' sez I, 'an' dem quail would taste

mighty nice if dey was done broiled over dis yeah fiah.
Dey beat dis yeah no 'count corn pone and goober corfey,
I tell you. My sakes, dem quail holler so loud dey make
me 's hungry as a houn'.'
"De Marster he done get up an' shake hisself, den he

look down to'ard dat cornfieP an' he sniff de air jus' like
he had done got de win' of dem birds. By-m-by he say,
'Look yeah, Isiah, we jus' gotten hab some ob dem quails
fo' breakfas'. Jus' you go up yon'er to dat fahmhouse,
an' see 'f you can borrer a shotgun.'

"Well, up I went to de fahmhouse, 'n' knock on de doo'
an' take my hat off to de lady what opens it, an' say,
'Please, ma'am, missus, de Marster he wan' know if you-
all will ba so kin' enough fo' to len' him a, shotgun fo' a
few minutes, cause dere's some quail down yon'er what he
would like to git fo' breakfas'.' 'N' she say, 'Cert'n'y 't

. ain' much 'count, but de Oapt'in am welcome.' Den she
bring me de wuss lookin' gun you ebber did see; de barr'ls
was all red wid de rus'; an' one of de hammers act like it

.done had de rheumatiz. My! you nebber did seesicha
[gan\ Cose I did'n' say nothin', but 'low it was a fine gun,
[thank her very kin'ly, an' done toted de ol' thing back to
[de marster. He laugh when he see it, but we managed to
;git one of de barr'ls loaded so as it would be very likely
to shoot, den we starts off fo' de cornfiel'.

"De quail was hollerin' louder 'n' ever an' I 'clar' 'twas
so long sence I had done any huntin' dat I was a shakin'
like a young colt wid de wust case ob buck fever you
ebber see. When we reach de cornfiel' we done git down

:
on our nan's an' knees 'n' c'mence to crawl very slow
like to'ards de bunch ob stalks where de quail was a
feedin'.

"You knows we had to be mighty keerful, 'cause de
woods was jus' swarmin' wid Yankees.

"Marster was creepin' jus' a little ahead ob me an' he
wave his ban' so like fo' me to keep back, so I jus' sot
still an' he crawled on.
"He had'n' got no mo' 'n three yards away from whar

I sot when zip came one ob dem minie balls, 'n' it mus'
hab jus' passed about fo' inches over his head 'n' bury
itself in de dirt behin' him.

"I looked up to'ards de woods on our right an' jus'
caught a glimpse of a little cloud of white smoke fadin'
away in de top of a big oak. De Marster he see it, too,
'n' I hear him sw'ar to hisself.

"I whispered fo' him to come back, but he don' pay no
'tention to me, fo' he was ter'ble sot on gittin' dem quail,
an' he creeped right on. Den zipp-ie ! came another one
ab dem balls, an' a little bit ob san' flew up an' hit de
Marster in de face. Dat settles de matter, fo' he see dat
some daitn Yankee sharpshooter was up in dat live oak,
an' dat he was jus' feelin' fo' his range. He 'd got de
tine true 'nough; one shot had been too high, de nex' too
Low, but de third shot was jus' about liable to come in
between—an' dat's whar de Marster was. So back he
3ame, his face almos' as black as mine, an' a-sw'arin' mos'
pow'rful.
"All day long we could hear dem quail a-callin', an'

every time de wind would bring deir voices to us, de
Marster would cuss dat Yankee twell he couldn' think ob
no mo' cuss words.
"One day in de airly fall, long after de wah, when

Capt'in Haynes, a Yankee gen'leman, was down here at
de Hill fo' de shootin' season, I hear de ol' Marse a-tellin'
aim de story, while I was a-mixin' dem some aig-nogg;
m' de Marster he say, "No, seh, Capt'in Haynes, I don'
sear no manamosity to'rds de Yankees, dey done burned
ny houses, 'stroyed my fiel's and killed my stock, but I
wouldn' hab minded dat a bit if dat daim Yankee sharp-
shooter had only lemme git dem quail."

The General.

THE SOUL OF SHOOTING.
It may be pretty late to recount one's experience in last

season's shooting, but as such occasions never die with
;hose who really enjoy them, by such they seem always
appropriate and in order. While mine extended over
nost of the open season and was divided into many short
sxcursions, the grand results as far as bags of game were
concerned were quite small. I started out splendidly,
feetting five birds with my first six shots—one partridge'
fcne woodcock and three quail. If I had stopped here no
Iloubt my record would have been quite creditable in the
'aged class," but I should have lost much real sport, and

|he revival of ntany old memories that are dearer to my
beart than bags of game.
1 I hunted mostly alone except for these memories, and
ftime in the soft autumn days would pass wonderfully fast
fcnd pleasant, with none visible about me but my faithful
Bog. If there were nothing about hunting but simply the
feame one gets, I never should huntverv much now, what-
ever I might have once done. Sport without sentiment
fteems much like a harp without strings or a shadow with
fco sunshine to me nowadays. It may not always be good
taste to shake out this sentimental flag every time one
takes his rod, gun or pen, but shall we not be better men,
fend will not the enjoyment of our field sports be keener
fend more lasting the closer we entwine them with the
feffections of our hearts? It seems so to me.
I My system of hunting has become, of late years, to

be very quiet and perhaps lazy. I take my dog in the
wagon in the morning, driving sometimes three or four
miles to a locality before hitching, and if I find one
bird I worry with it till it either comes to bag or out-
wits me, and the latter is quite often the case, though
I make it a rule never to leave a wounded bird as long
as I and the dog can keep any trace of it. Sometimes
I would do all my hunting for the day in one locality,
and at others I might try two or three places. I and
the dog would take our lunches quite regularly at about
noon, and the dog not having this bad habit I did the
smoking for the party the whole day. Some days we
took home a partridge, a brace of woodcock or a few
quail, and some days we went home without a feather;
but do not for a moment believe that such days were
entirely without sport and real benefit. The bushes may
have been very thick where we found the game, or the
birds may have flushed wild, or my shooting may have
been bad, owing partly to the rheumatism in my right
elbow, which was the case all season. But was I not all
the time hoping and expecting to get something, and did
I not enjoy one of those quiet autumnal days which needs
no description to those who have lived them? I cannot
hope for many more of those glorious seasons, but they
will be among the last to fade. A.

DANVIS FOLKS.-XXIII.

A Gathering Cloud.

The continual roar of the November wind on the moun-
tains was at times overborne by the nearer uproar of blasts
that swooped upon the valley, screeching through the
withered herbage, clashing the naked branches and driv-
ing the fallen leaves in sudden scurries against the low
window of the lean-to.

But if the outer world was cheerless the shop was cosy,
and Uncle Lisha and Sam were enjoying its comfort over
their pipes and the affairs of their absent friends. At
times the draughty little stove ceased its fluttering mono-
tone, as if holding its breath to listen to the conversation.
Then it resumed its roar as if the subject was too trivial
for its attention.

"Yes," said Sam, "Peltier's pooty sober, but he 'pears tu
be kinder settled daown, an' not narvous nor off in a
dream as he was. Why he'd hev spells last year, 'at he'd
stan' a gawpin' off int' the air, at nothin' anybody else
could see, an' let a fox go skippin' by him wi'aout seein'
the critter ner takin' no notice till Drive came on his
track an' looked wonderin' as if askin,' 'why in time
didn't you shoot?' Oncte he let a silver gray go by him
jest that way. That raly tried my patience, fer it seemed
as if it would ha' cured a feller of most anythin' tu ha'
shot that fox. Then agin, he'd be all in a whew, an' blaze
away wi'aout takin' no sight at nothin'. But he's carm
as a eight-day clock this fall, an' haint let a fox go by
yet, ner missed ary one."

"I cal'late he'll be all right when fishin' time comes
raound agin," said Uncle Lisha, splashing an obdurate tap
in the tub and then bending it back and forth with im-
patient jerks. "Good airth an' seas. I b'lieve that aire
so'luther must ha' come off 'm an off ox, it's so dum'd
cont'ry."

' 'It jes' as likel' he come off caow, prob'ly," said Antoine,
catching the last remark as he entered the shop and took
his favorite seat. "Ah '11 have see caow was more wus
for do he '11 man' to as hoxens, jes' sem' aswhomans was,"
and he crowded the tobacco down in his pipe and drew his
crossed legs closer under him.
"Whomans was funny kan o' peoples, an' so was mans

prob'ly. Ah '11 b'lieve more as half de tarn' de fun ant
pay for de troublesome for get marry. Folkses had more
good tarn' for be hoi' bachely an' hoi' gal. Ah do' know
if Peltiet ant lucky for ant gat marry, prob'ly."

"Sho, Ann Twine, you've took twicte as much geniwine
comfort as ye would if you 'd ben a-shoolin' 'raound
julluk a lunsome garnder all yer days, an' so hev I, along
wi' my ol' goose, an' so 's Sam, tew, a-hevin'. One tech
o' that leetle goslin' o' hisen, a-snugglin' up tu him, is

wuth more 'n ten year o' his ol' wiT goosin. Haint it,

Samwil?"
Sam nodded a hearty affirmative. He could hear the

slow rock of a cradle in the next room above the subdued
voices of the old wife and the young, and the occasional
responses of his father, who preferred the amiable con-
verse of these two women to the babble of the men.
"The trouble is," Uncle Lisha went on, "folks gits mer-

ried tew young, 'fore they raly know what they want,
an' bimeby wake up an' fin' they got what they don't
want, an' then they jest set the' sharp aidges tow-ards one
'nother the hull endurin' time."

"It ant gat no diefrunce," Antoine protested, "w'en
Ah '11 was marree, Ah '11 was heighteen, an' Ursule was
feefteen, an' we '11 ant quarrly honly for made up ag'in.
Mebby some tarn Ah '11 had for slap it leetly mite, but
we '11 be all raght pooty quick. Wal, siah, One' Lasha,
der was hoi man an' hoi hwomans in Canada get marree
togedder w'en dey was hoi, an' in free day dey was set
heat dinny an' leetly maouse run on de haouse, an' hoi
hwomans say, 'See dat maouse.' Hoi mans say, 'It was
rats,' an' hoi hwomans say, 'No, it was maouse.' 'Ah tol'
you it was rats,' he '11 said. 'Maouse,' she '11 said, an' dey
holler 'Rat,' 'Maouse,' an' get so mad he' 11 go 'way an'
stay free year. Den he '11 come back, an' she '11 was
veree glad for see it. 'It was too bad you '11 go 'way so,
jes' for leetly maouse.' 'Ant Ah '11 tol' you it was rats?'
he '11 holler, an he '11 go an' never come some more. What
you tink fer hoi folkses now, One' Lisha?"

"Yis, the's ol' fools as well as young fools, an' it's hard
tellin' which is the biggest. But I've hearn tell o' tew ol'
critters 'at got sot aidgeways an' come aout better 'n you
tell on. They 'd lived together thirty year, but bimeby
they fell aout, an' they 'd mump raound all day 'thaout
speakin', an' when it come night they 'd turn the' backs

hips, till she see the ol' man was a-gitftn' tuckered, an'
the bear a-hevin' the best on't, an' then she up with a
sled stake an' gin the bear awollopon the back 't knocked
him stiffer'n a last, an' tben they hed a hugging match
over the carkis of the bear, an' lived tugether as folks
ortu, tu the eend o' the' days. But what's this I hear eem
tellin' 'baout that aire Bascom goin' to marry Square Need-
ham's widder? She's rich, I s'pose. Got taller 'nough
aouten the ol' ox tu buy her a steer."
"Ah '11 guess he '11 marree it if he'll could, prob'ly.

What ail dat Bascoms? He '11 borry money of ev'ree
bodee, an' dey say dey can' anybody gat hees pay, honly
promise, promise, nex' week, nex' week."
"I'm glad he's in the same fix I be," said the old man.

"He haint got none o' my money, ner I haint nuther."
"An' dey say folks was hear loaded team goin' way

from de store in de naght, an' dey fink he'll carry hees*
good."

"Sho! You don't say? Wal, I'm afeered he's a tough
cud fer someb'y to chaw, I r'aly be, an' a turrible nice-
spoken, candid-appearin' feller he is tuw."
Sam arose, went to the door, and looked out into the

gusty night and retired to the kitchen. He bent for a
long time over his boy sleeping in the cradle where
Huldah, sitting sewing at the table corner, could jog it
with her foot. Then he cast a troubled glance upon his
wife and Aunt Jerusha at her knitting, and at his father
nodding over the braided husks coiled in many convolu-
tions about his legs and on the floor. Then he sat down
in moody silence to whittle the morning's kindlings.
"You '11 ant s'pose prob'ly Sam w-as lend it money, ant

it?" Antoine whispered.
"Good airth an' seas, no," said Uncle Lisha, in a voice

as guarded as its emphasis would allow, "Samwil haint
no money tu lend, but he 's allers took onaccountable tu
that aire Bascom, an' he can't abear tu hear a word agin
him. There, that tarnal tap is on at last, an' it's hopesin'
it won't make the man 'at wears it go the way he don't
wanter. It 's contr'y 'nough, tu."
He loosened his foot and the boot from the strap that

held it to his lap, and rising with a sigh of relief, began
to untie his apron, a hint that hastened Antoine's depar-
ture. Rowland E. Robinson.

ight m tne fall o' the year
they heered a turrible rumpus 'mongst the sheep in the
yard, an' he ups an' dresses him an' goes aout. Arter
quite a spell, an' he didn't come back, she slips on her
gaownd an' shoes an' aout she goes tu see what 's the
matter ailded him, an' lo an' behol', he was clinched in
with an almighty gret bear, the bear a-chawin' at him an'
him a-huggin' as hard as the bear tu keep him f'm gittin'
his hind claws intu his in'ards, which is onpleasant, as I

FIGHTING FOR A DEER TRACK.
I Was stopping at a hotel in Indiana a number of years

ago, and made a passing acquaintance of a gentleman in
this way: I was looking at some railroad map of Wiscon-
sin, in the vicinity of Wausau, Marathon county, when he
casually asked me if I was acquainted up there. Telling
him no, but that I had recently been up there looking
over some land on which I had paid taxes for twenty-five
years or more, but had never before seen, he said that
when a boy he had lived in that section, and had so often
been out with his father who was employed sometimes by
surveyors and sometimes by owners of land in looking up
their property, that he was familiar with that entire sec-
tion. In speaking of looking over my land I happened to
say that at two pools or small ponds of water I had noticed
the tracks of many deer, where they had evidently gone
down to drink. With a peculiar smile he said: "Speak-
ing of deer tracks recalls one of my experiences up there.
I was about seventeen years old, a fair shot, and had
killed many deer unaided. There had been a fall of three
or four inches of snow one afternoon, the first of the
season, and as the clouds cleared away about sunset, I
determined to start early the next morning for a deer.
Getting into the woods about sunrise I jumped a deer
almost before I had really settled down to business. It
was a fine doe and I had carelessly turned her out of doors,
as it were, from her night's apartment beside a large
fallen pine. I made a quick shot as she bounded directly
away from me,with no effect, so far as I could see, except
to push her quickly to one side; and when I got up where
she was when my gun cracked, I found a little tuft of
hair that had evidently been cut from her side, but no
blood stained the snow.
"Having a muzzleloading rifle I took plenty of time to

reload, knowing that she would not get quieted down and
stop for some little time. I followed the trail carefully all
the forenoon, and only saw her once, but did not get a
shot. I saw in the mean time the tracks of several other
deer crossing the one I was following, in one instance two
together, and quite as fresh as the one I was on, but I
thought to myself, this is mine, and I will follow it out.
But imagine my feelings, when soon after noon I came on
to the imprints in the snow of a good-sized pair of boots
keeping my deer track veiy close company. Of course I
stopped and thought the matter over a little. One argu-
ment was, 'You can go back and pick up one of the many
tracks you have crossed in coming here.' But against this
came the thought that 'Some one may have killed those
deer or run them out of reach before you get back there,
and besides, this is your track.' That settled it, and I
hastened on without using any precaution to get a shot at
the deer, but with all speed to get a sight of the man who
wore the boots. I had gone a mile or more when, as I
went over a knoll I came suddenlyupon him, and with no
preliminaries I said, 'You are on my deer track.' He said
he reckoned not, that he had been following it for two
hours and he thought it was bis. I told him I had been
on the trail since sunrise and I thought it was mine.
That ended the verbal argument, except that both said
they would have the track or fight; and as if by mutual
consent we set our guns up against trees and came to-
gether, catch as catch can. While I was only seventeen
years old, I was pretty well grown for my age, quite
active, with good wind and plenty of sand. However, I
was thoroughly satisfied that I was right. My antagonist
was about thirty years old, well set and about my size.
We tussled about for some time, and once I came down
on one knee, but my foe was either getting winded, or he
was too slow in benefitting by his advantage, for I gained
my feet quickly and found myself with the under-hold,
when with a heel-trip I laid him flat on his back with my
weight across his breast. He struggled once or twice to
throw me off, without any prospect of success, and then
said that if I would let him up he would give up the track.
I took his word for it. We both got up, shook the snow
off and picked up our rifles. I followed after the deer,
he turned back and we have never met since. I got a
shot at the deer after a while, breaking one of its hind

followed it till near sunset and found I was about
know. Go it, ol man, go it bear, says she, 'it's the fust

]
thirteen miles from home; went to the nearest farm-
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t keer which licked.' house, staid all night, took the track the nest morning
'She stood lookin' on a leetle spell with her fists on her ' and got my deer within an hour." A
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NO LOVE LIKE THE OLD LOVE.
"Get down, get down! Lay low!" cried a half dozen

excited voices in as many different keys as two of us

—

mere boys then—were walking across a celebrated flyway
on Cape Cod. Somewhat bewildered at the sudden com-
motion which our appearance on the beach had produced,
we were in doubt just what to do, when a gunner in a
blind near by called out, "Come in here! It's a bunch of
brant. Don't you see 'em?" Our inexperienced eyes did
not at first distinguish the long, wavering line of fowl
that occasionally rose a few yards above the dark water
of the bay and then fell till the wings of the birds hardly
cleared the whitecaps. In a wonderfully short time the
great flock had crossed the bay , risen 20 or 30yds. in the
air, gone over the beach and disappeared in the distance,
bound for their favorite feeding grounds on Chatham
Flats.

As the brant flew over, the gunners, hidden at inter-
vals the whole length of the beach, they were greeted
with a fusilade that was out of all proportion to the
small number of birds which fell before it. The few
brant that tumbled on the narrow beach were hastily
picke dup with many wordy arguments as to their proper
ownership, and then we had a chance to look at tbe
gunner who had given us a refuge in his blind.

He was clearly one of the veterans, but still tall and
straight, and well able to battle with the fierce storms
which beset the Cape in winter. A combination of sports-
man and fisherman, he was roughly dressed in heavy hip
rubber boots, a canvas shooting suit which had seen much
hard usage, and a sou'wester that had passed through
more than one season on the fishing banks. His weather-
beaten face lit up with a kindly smile as he exclaimed,
"I'd like t' have got in the second barrel, but you see I
couldn't overhaul her quick enough. She's a good one. I

tell you. Aint a gun on this beach nor anywhere else
can out-shoot her."
As he lavished these encomiums and many more upon

his gun, he carefully reloaded, and then rested the para-
gon against the sea-weed in a way so tender and affection-
ate that one could easily see he was in love with this com-
panion of many years, and indeed no aged invalid ever
needed greater care and attention than did this old-fash-
ioned, doublebarrel muzzleloader. The barrels and mid
rib were evidently anxious to part company, and were
only restrained from doing so by a piece of cod line tightly
bound around them, and fastened neatly as only a sailor

could have done it. At the muzzles the barrels were as
thin as paper, and the nipples were so worn that there
was always doubt whether the caps would stay on or
tumble off. A bad break in the stock was partially
mended with three screws and a nail, and a band of cod
line gave additional strength to the rough carpentry. The
left hammer would not stay at half cock, and sometimes
failed to cateh at fulL cock, but the right hammer would
catch at either point or not just as fickle fate decided: it

also had an unpleasant habit of falling off whenever the
gun was fired , and so it was made fast to the guard with
a piece of bluefish line. Then, too, there was some trouble
with the triggers, and unless they were in just such a
position when the gun was about to be cocked, the ham-
mers absolutely refused to catch at all.

We examined the gun with curiosity, and I think there
must have been a look of apprehension on our faces, for
our new acquaintance exclaimed with an air of apology,
"Yes, I know she does need fixing a mite, but there aint
no one round here I'd trust her with, and I don't like to
send her to Boston. You'll never know what they'll do
to a gun, when you aint there to look out for her. Yes,
that's so—it is kind o' bad when you want to shoot both
barrels. You don't get time to overhaul ;her, and some-
times they both go to once, but then you ought to see the
birds come out of the air."

Just then another flock of brant came in sight, and my
friends and I fairly tumbled over each other in our anx-
iety to put a safe distance between us and "the finest gun
on the beach." However, it did not go to pieces at that
time, and though we watched it with a morbid curiosity
during our two weeks' shooting, it was still "as good as the
best" when we started for home.

Ten years passed by all too quickly, and then one beau-
tiful November morning found me again on that beach
watching for sheldrakes. As I sat in my comfortable
blind I heard footsteps, and looking around found my
friend of many years ago. Time had dealt kindly with
him; he was still strong and straight, but his hair was a
trifle more gray, perhaps, and the wrinkles in his face a
littht- deeper. Time, too, had dealt gently with the gun;
it looked about the same, and upon inquiry I found it had
all the old peculiarities of action. "But I tell you what,"
said its owner, "you can tell about your hammerless and
all that, i wouldn't give her for the best one in Boston.
Why, last

—
" But just then a little bunch of sheldrakes

came out. We both put up on them, and before I could
shoot there was a double explosion on my left and a cry
of surprise. The long expected event had happened. The
gun had gone to pieces, and I had been in at the death.
Finding neither of us was hurt, I felt inclined to laugh;
but a glance at the rueful face of the old sportsman
restrained me. With tears in his eyes he looked at the
wreck of his precious gun. The ruin was complete. The
fore end was gone and the barrels had parted company
with each other and with the mid-rib. The stock was
broken short off, and the right hammer had disappeared.
In vain I tried to cheer the unfortunate gunner. His

grief was too deep for words of mine to solace. All I

could do was to gather together the various parts of the
gun that had been his pride for many years, I found
everything but the right hammer, and though we searched
for an hour or more it was still missing when my old
friend started sadly homeward. "I don't think I'll ever
shoot again," he said; "there ain't another gun that could
kill 'em as she could." Slowly he picked his way along
the beach and disappeared over the bluffs across the bay.
To him the tragedy was complete.
Three years more went by and last April I met my

old friend again. He was in his favorite blind on the
familiar beach, and as I approached to shake hands he
made as pretty a right and left on two sheldrakes as one
could wish to see. He was armed with a brand new
double breechloader, and as I looked at the gun he ex-
claimed, "The boys gave her to me. She's a good one,
but she ain't up to the old one. Yes, I've got her to
home. Oil her and look her over every little while. If I

could find that starboard hammer I'd put her together

again, but I never could. I've been looking for it to-day."
There was a tinge of sadness in his voice as he spoke of
the old gun. The lapse of time and the boys' gift had
not healed his sorrow. He was still true to his first love.

Bradley.

Canadian Speech.
Sorel, P. Q., Feb. 16.— Editor Forest and Stream: Pardon me for

again trespassing on your space. In writing -to you some little time
ago re what "Kelpie" is pleased to call "a misuse of the 'aspirant',"
my object was not to express any personal annoyance, but merely to
point out an error, which I am pleased to see "Kelpie" has corrected
in your last issue.
Why the Kingfisher Club should class as Canadiaus every one they

meet in Canada I fail to see. If I meet in Vermont a full-blooded
African, would it be sensible to refer to him as "my Yankee friend?"
Canadians are fully able to take the responsibility of their own short-
comings, but don't try and put on our shoulders the personal pecu-
liarities of every foreign- born resident you come across in our coun-
try. We are quite used to English ignorance of Canadian affairs (as
recently as 1872 an English lady asked me "if we were much troubled
by the Indians" in Montreal, while English newspapers even now
refer in a casual way to a fire in Winnipeg which the Toronto brigade
assisted in quenching, etc).
There is, however, little excuse for such ignorance on the part of

our American cousins, who have of late years so many business and
friendly relations wi.h us. When Hanlan first appeared in the aquatic
world your newspapers referred to him as tbe "Canadian sculler."
When he beat Elliott, Trickett, Laycock, et al, they claimed him at
once as the "great American oarsman."

I have mentioned this, as many people have expressed to me their
conviction that Hanlan did more toward making Canada known than
all other agencies combined, up to his time. Would there were a
thousand Hanlansl Only three or four years ago a New York paper
(the Sun I believe), had an article on certain troubles in New Found-
land, and gravely attributed them to the mistaken policy pursued by
the then Canadian premier. I have several times seen in "our own
paper" the expression "Canada and the British provinces," or "Canada
and the provinces" and this from people who have been among us.
What would you think if I wrote "The United States and the States?"
In conclusion let me say, that if any former letter has succeeded in

removing from the minds of your American readers even one misap-
prehension concerning my native land, I will be very well pleased. If
"Kelpie" and "Kingfisher" would care to come a -little further east for
their next camp, I should be happy to indicate to them a place within
50 miles of here, where they will get all the trout and other fish they
want (besides feathered game), in the proper season (no connection
with Mr. Hough's game pocket). And now, when next Messrs. Kelpie
and Kingfisher visit Canada, if they find trouble in distinguishing
between Canadians and Englishmen, let me recommend the following
"shibboleth"—if the suspect can't say it properly he is no Canuck:
"Harry, hop up, and run to Mr. Harris and ask him if he has a bit of
ash or oak, to make a hammer handle." Yours in the faith, Pintail.

After reading in print my remarks anent "Canadian Speech," I am
inclined to the opinion that somebody ought to punch the heads of
the "intelligent compositor" and the distracted proof-reader for
"putting up a job" on me in order that "Pintail" might have grounds
for another philological lecture. I did not, as I firmly believe, write
"aspirant" when I meant to say "aspirate." No, sir. Kelpih.

SNAKES AND "WHOPPERS."
Editor Forest and Stream;
Perhaps I sinned in killing the snake; but "Coahoma"

is a little hasty in putting me in the evil company of game
butchers and other marauders of the woods. It is one
thing to kill every wild thing that one sees, making a
sport of slaughter, and quite another to rid picnic grounds
of snakes and vermin, so that ladies may enjoy a whole-
some outing undisturbed. Their fears may be as ground-
less as you please, but no son of man can convince them
of it, and when it comes to a choice between the serpent's
comfort and the woman's—now "Coahoma"!

Picnic snakes aside, I say a fervent amen to every word
in your correspondent's earnest plea. He is not the only
sportsman who has uncocked his rifle and spared the in-
nocent. Let us understand each other. Sam Lovei went
to the heart of the matter when he said: "I git lots o'

things a-buntin' 't I can't show ye or tell ye 'baout, an' a
feller that don't, don't get the best o' huntin', 'cordin' to
my idee." My experience with the dying blacksnake has
taught me more respect for his species. There is more to
a snake than the naturalists tell us of, and the next time
that I see one in a tree I will study him and let him go
(though if one should run up my trousers leg, "Coahoma,"
I will not answer for him—there is such a thing as a snake
out of place). Yes; there are queer things in the woods,
and this leads me, Mr. Editor, to say a few words about
"whoppers."
The gullibility of the average man when snake stories

are in order is proverbial. And yet, along with an open-
mouthed credulity about yarns that were told us in our
boyhood, there goes an equally unreasoning scepticism of
things that we never heard of until now. The same man
who will swear by bell, book and candle that there is (or
used to be) a snake with a sting in its tail, may laugh at
the idea of a "glass-snake" or a "compass-plant." Whence
it comes that the rambler who really has seen something
strange and worth noting feels a little diffident about
making it known. Se may be mocked at. The natural-
ists show a becoming mistrust of popular lore, but some
times they overreach themselves. It is not many years
since the Smithsonian experts pooh-poohed at the old
hunters who told them that prongbucks shed their horns,
and you can readily recall many other instances in which
the knight of the lens and scalpel has backed down before
the sage in wildcraft. Old "Nessmuk" (God bless his
memory!) once said in your columns: "I do not secx-etly

call a man a liar because he has seen and known some-
thing that I have not."

It is one of the things I like best about Forest and
Stkeam, that it gives a fair hearing both to the wonder-
bearer and his critic. A lie cannot live long in your
pages, and this gives us all the more confidence in telling
you what we have seen. Let us have the simple, down-
right truth about the shy d wellers in the woods; it is mar-
velous enough. If the general public once finds this out,
it may relieve the snake editor of the Sun from his un-
wholesome occupation. Once convince a sportsman that
even a snake has habits that are worth investigating, and
he may think twice before stamping the life out of it.

"Coahoma," we are not so much at odds after all. You
are the older, and have seen more snakes than I have (no,
there is not the breath of an insinuation about it); but I
have seen one snake that has induced me "to do some
thinking." Perhaps further acquaintance with his ilk

may lead me even to espouse the cause of snakes at pic-
nics. Horace Kephart.

St. Louis, Mo., Feb, 24.

Seven live Rocky Mountain elk for sale. Exhibited at World's Fair.
Gentle. Price vSry low. Soper & Arter, 46 Lake street, Chicago.—Adv.

CAPT. GALLUP ON SNAKES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I saw an article in your ever welcome paper, Forese
and Stream, where a gentleman saw and captured a black
snake sticking to the body of a large tree some distance
above the ground. The gentleman also asked for some
information how it was possible for a snake to climb a
tree. This I am satisfied that I can give him an answer
to, as I was born and raised in a snake country and spent
much of my time when I was a boy in leiirning the char-
acter and habits and nature of snakes.*
As far back as 1832 I accidentally learned that all fast

traveling snakes and tree climbers have claws; and dur-
ing my long journey through life I have never met with
but one person that had learned the secret of snakes hav-
ing claws. There is but one time in the history of a;

snake's life that this secret can be successfully discovered,,

and that is when the snake sheds his hide. When a snake
comes out of his hide, he is about as helpless as a crab,

when it comes out of his slough. That is when I discovered
that a snake had two rows of claws. These claws are as)

fine and as sharp as the point of a Cambric needle, and
can be found in little pockets or sacs, beginning about 4in.

from the head and running back only the length of the
stomach, as I could find none near the head or tail.

It is strange but true that just as soon as a snake gains
his strength, if not disturbed he destroys his slough before
he leaves it. What this is done for is best known to the
snake, as that is one part that I have never learned.
Many people contend that there are two families of black

snakes to be found in this country, but this I am satisfied

is not the case, as I know more about the black snake
family than any other family of snakes. Black snakes
are great cowards. There is but one month in the yeai
that they show fight, which is in May, when they are
mating. Like many other living creatures of God's crea-

tion, the male and female are quite different in size and
looks. The male snake is very slim, has a white breast;

small head and sparkling eyes. Some people call them
"horse, runners," which is a very appropriate name, for 1
am fully satisfied that no snake, and few horses in this

country, can outrun them on a clear track. " The female
snake is larger and has a different shaped body and head,
with a dingy blue breast.

This family of snakes mate in May and lay their eggs in
June, which hatch in July. They lay these eggs in d

sandy soil and cover them over carefully, and never leave
the neighborhood of their nest while the eggs are hatch-
ing; and near the time for the eggs to hatch they can be
found near their nest waiting for the little fellows to come
out, when she will open her mouth and they will all

crawl down her throat. She will then go to her den, and
every good day she will come out; and all the little fellows
will come out of her mouth and lie in the sun; and at a
moment's warning she will open her mouth and they will

rush down her throat; and this performance is kept up
until the young snakes are large enough to look out for
themselves. I once surprised one of those old mother
snakes lying in the sun with her brood of little snakes,
and before I could find a stick to kill her, she got in her
den. I then went for some help and tools and dug her
out, killed her, cut her open, and found in her stomach:
twenty-seven little snakes about the size of a knitting
need'e.

The black family are noted roughs; they rob all the
hens' nests that they can find, and if not too large swal-
low all the young chickens and birds that they find. I
have seen several fights between hens and snakes over
a flock of small chickens. I once found a large black
snake near the barn that had found a setting hen and
swallowed all her eggs whole, and he was a sight to look
at. Only to think of a snake swallowing a dozen large;

hen's eggs at one time, and it made such a bulk in him 1

that he made a poor fist of getting out of my way. And
what do you suppose he did while I was looking for a
stick to kill him? He wound himself around a pole and
broke all the eggs inside of him, for when I killed him
every egg was broken.
Mr. Editor, when I was a boy the black snake family

and I were in the same line of business, although I wants
you to know that it was not Gallup & Co. This business!
was to destroy all the birds' nests we could find and eat
all the young ones, and many times we both met at the

'

same nest and then there was fun, you bet. But at one of1
those meetings there was not much fun on my side, as
Mr. Snake had the best of it, and as it was a good jokel
on myself I will tell it. At one time when I was out
hunting young birds I fouud a crow's nest in the top of

{

a large scrubby oak tree that was full of green briers,
j

and as the crows were making a great squawking around
the nest I concluded that I had found a prize in the way 1

of a nestful of young crows. I knew it would be a big
f

job to reach the nest, but after surveying the track at
spell I concluded to undertake the ascent, which took me

j

fully one hour to reach the nest; and when I got high \

enough to peep in the nest all that I could remember was
j

that my nose was within about three inches of a large
black snake's nose that was there ahead of me and had
dined on crows; and I have never been able to find out
who reached the ground first, or who was frightened the
worse-, me or the snake. And strange to say, that after
falling the whole length oi that tree, the most damage
that I received, except being badly scratched by the
briers, was to my w7ardrobe, I could see my clothes hang-
ing on the briers from the top clown within a few feet of
the ground.

I am fully satisfied that snakes, reapers and mowers
have been the cause of the great scarcity of all kinds of
birds that build their nests on the ground, and more
particularly partridges that build their nests in wheat
and clover fields. E. B. Gallup. i

* Capt. Gallup wrote us the other day: "Many years ago I thought
that I would like to learn the reporter business and applied at
reporter headquarters to be examined, and failed to pass the exam-
ination. I couldn't answer all the fool questions they asked me. I
suppose they thought they bad to go through the civil service law.
They first asked me what college did I graduate at, and whether I had
received an academical and grammatical education. That kind of
gave me the lockjaw, and I answered by saying that I graduated at a
common county school house that was built of red oak logs, with a
cat and clay chimney, and had to feed fifteen head of cattle and
horses night and morning; and walk three and a half miles to school
every morning and back home at night, when the mud was frequently
over my boot tops; and this school house had to be cleaned out every
Saturday and used as a church to preach in twice every Sunday; and
one of our ministers was a farmer and the other a shoemaker, and all

they got a year for preaching was £80 apiece and a suit of clothes
apiece."
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CARIBOU HABITS.
St. John, N. B.—In summer the caribou feeds chiefly

on common plants; it is especially fond of a broad-leafed
grass, growing in wet places and around the barrens
which are so numerous in various places in the interior of
New Brunswick, In September you will find them on
these barrens feeding on the reindeer moss (Cladonia
rangiferina), of which they are very fond. They will dig
for it when the snow is nearly or quite four feet deep.
They have been seen at this work when only their backs
were visible above the surface of the snow. When there
is a crust on the snow their operations at once cease, as
they are no longer able to work. Then they betake them-
selves to the black moss which hangs from the trees which
skirt the barrens. This they will, however, never eat so
long as they can get the genuine reindeer moss. Toward
spring they ascend to the high lauds and hardwood ridges,
where they remain until the snow has left. The dark and
white caribou are often seen together in droves.
Not one out of every ten female caribou has horns; when

they do have them, they are much smaller than those of
the bull. The horns of the female have, however, in gen-
eral many more branches than those of the bull, and are
much more regularly and finely formed. The cows carry
their horns much longer than the bulls; they have been
seen here with horns in the month of April. The old bulls
shed theirs from the 10th to the last of November; they
hardly ever carry them after the month of November.
The young bulls shed theirs from the 1st of December
until the middle of February; the younger the animal the
longer he retains his horns. Edward Jack.

Lynxes.

Your correspondent "J. A. G." says, in issue of Feb. 8>

that he has seen tracks and heard howls which "Pine
Tree" thinks were probably the manifestations of a lynx.
As these things happened in the Wisconsin forests, of

which I used to know something, I believe that "Pine
Tree" is right. The size of the tracks (3£in.jlis not unus-
ual. I used to track one old fellow which had an enorm-
ous foot, and I hardly expect to be believed when I say
that I measured it at several different times and its diam-
eter was 4rjin.

I never saw any other track of lynx nearly as large as
this, and I was most anxious to see the creature; but al-

though these animals are often very bold and apparently
fearless of man, I could never manage to get a sight of
one. Yet I spent years in the forests where they were
common and often heard their cries.

Once, about noon of a winter's day, I reached a logging
camp on the Oconto, where I found the men just come in
for dinner. They were hurrying about to get a gun ready
for shooting something. On inquiry, it appeared that
when they had nearly reached the camp a lynx was seen
by the roadside, and allowed the whole crew, fourteen in
number, to pass him within a few yards. They did not
get a shot at the animal.
At the water-hole in the ice, near the same camp, a

man who was dipping water one morning threw his axe
at a lynx which came quite near.

I suppose that they were the more fearless because of
the many men they saw; very few were armed with any-
thing more deadly than an axe. Yet it seems odd that
they were very rarely killed

In this county, although I believe that they have been
seen, they are certainly very rare. I have never tracked
one or known one to be killed hereabouts. Kelpie.

" That reminds me."

The Last Moose of Millsfield Pond.
PARTIES who have traveled over the stage road from

Berlin Falls to Errol Dam, in NewHam pshire, have doubt-
less met or heard of John Chandler, of Dummer. Chand-
ler has the reputation of being a jolly, wideawake, first-rate
fellow; and his house is said to be the best place to stop at
in that region.

Some four years ago, in October, two young men went
to Chandler's. Like most young hunters, they were very
enthusiastic and full expected to find game of all kinds.
They asked a great many questions about hunting.
Chandler said the woods were full of deer, bear and
moose; and he advised them to go to Millsfield Pon.d.
They were told to follow the stage road until they came
to an old logging road, which would take them to the pond;
and were cautioned to be careful when they got near the
pond, as there would be a moose in the water very near
the spot where the old road came to the pond. Chandler
drew a sketch of the route and also of the pond with a
moose standing in the water. Starting early, they found
the old logging road; and when the pond was reached,
there stood the moose and they shot him at once. The
return to the house was made in pretty quick time; and
when the boys saw Chandler they shouted , "We've got
him! We've got him!''

"Got what?" asked Chandler.
"Why, the moose you sent us after."

"You can't fool me," replied Chandler; "there has not
been a moose around here for the last twenty years."
"We don't care if there has not been," said the boys,

"we found one in the pond, and he is there now; and we
want you to go and bring him out."

An ox team was taken to the pond and the moose was
hauled out and taken to Berlin Falls.

In telling the story afterward, Chandler would laugh
and say, "What a giveaway it was for me. Had I sup-
posed there was a moose about here I wouldn't have told
any one; I would have gone after him myself."
Two weeks or so after this moose was killed, John Dan-

forth and I were on our way to Parmachenee, and we
spent a night at Berlin Falls. When we were talking
about the moose with the landlord of the hotel, he said,
"I suppose, it was the largest moose ever killed."

"I heard it was a young bull and weighed 400lbs.," I

said.
1Yes," replied he, "that is what it weighed; but they

have been selling it at the butcher's here for 35 cents a
pound, and have sold already about 1 ,2001bs., and I guess
there is a little left." C. M. Stark.
Whnchesteb, Mass.

It was this way,
Skavlem and I were shooting at our place on Koshko-

nong, and as we have nearly three miles of frontage
there in common with one other gentlemen we had plenty
of room.
Skavlem thinks that twenty-five decoys are as good as

a hundred, while I think the reverse. So I had out nearly
a hundred and he only twenty-five, and the canvasbacks
were coming my way more than his, but he wouldn't
give up his theory.
One day at dinner he was kicking about something.

The blind was not right, or the sun was in his eyes, or
something, I hardly remember what; but anyway I told
him to go into my blind after dinner and I would shoot
off the point, where he had another jam of decoys, and I

would show him how I could call the canvasbacks in. He
rather sniffed at it, I thought, but after dinner he poked
out in my blind, while I walked down to the point with
John, who was staying with us. Pretty soon John asked
me where I got the tall grass I used in my blind instead
of willows, and I went down along the shore to show him
and help him cut some, which was right in behind my
blind. While we were cutting it there came a big lot of
canvas headed in from the lake, but well outside of the
decoys. I began calling, and after they were about
twenty rods past Skavlem the whole gang, fifty at least,

came up into the wind, turned and struck straight for
him. As they circled over his decoys, John and I held
our breath, for we knew he had his 8-bore in the boat
and we expected to see a street cut through them. But
not a sound came from Skavlem and John said, "He
must be asleep." I began calling again and once more
the great flock swung back, bunched together over the
decoys and again we held our breath. But not a sound
from Skavlem. Then John and I walked slowly back to
the point meditating. John says, "Anyway, I reckon he
knows you can call 'em all right." Pretty soon we
heard Skavlem shoot and after that he kept it up pretty
lively, so we knew he was awake.
That night after supper I said, "Well, I called 'em in

to you, didn't I, why didn't you shoot." "The safety
stuck." That was all he said, but I knew he felt hurt.

Janesvillb, Wis., Feb. 21. A. M. VALENTINE.
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"GIVING THE ALARM."
With your correspondent who wrote recently under

the above head, I have long observed the readiness with
which the shy little denizens of the forest warn each other
of approaching danger. All birds seem to have a language
sufficiently common to be able to understand alarm notes.
The scolding of a wren or catbird at a stray dog or cat
will assemble in a few minutes an indignant flock of the
bird family, of all names and sizes. It is a question, of
course, to what extent the larger animals make note of
bird cries. I have never hunted moose, but have under-
stood that they take alarm at the screaming of the Canada
jay.

And speaking of jays, the whole family of them are not
only close observers and persistent meddlers, but most in-
veterate tcolds. The California jay will follow and yell
at the df er hunter till his patience is worn to the last

frazzle. In fact I have known instances where it was
quite exhausted and the worm turned. He has a near
relative down in this neck of woods in Mexico. I do not
know exactly who he is {Aplielocoma sieberii aiHzonce?),
but he has the same bad habit. I never had positive proof
that deer take notice of these forest tattlers, but probably
they do.

I never was aware till painful experience brought it

home to me, that the Virginia deer is so much more cun-
ning than the California blacktail. Your editorial matches
my experience exactly when it says, "The Virginia deer is

the wariest and most cunning of any of his tribe, and
there is no task of greater difficulty than to take up the
track of a whitetail deer and kill it by fair stalking." The
suggestion that this wariness is the result of contact with
hunters for generations past, is hardly borne out by the
fact that here, where there is the minimum of hunting,
the same characteristic is exhibited. It might be inferred
from a sentence in the same editorial that all the white-
tail deer of Mexico are small. Those to be found where I

have hunted, in the dry hills and mountains of central
Mexico, average rather large, though not usually very
fat
There is perhaps no better training for the still-hunter

as a boy than shooting squirrels with a rifle. And I have
about come to the conclusion that they ought not to be
shot any other way. With your correspondent I have
often noticed the baleful effects of a long wavering
shadow. When the sun is low the hunter must watch as
carefully where his shadow is to fall as he selects a place
for his feet. I have observed too the effects upon game
of the white face and hands of the hunter. Skillful hunt-
ers in the jungles of Africa are said to blacken their faces.
I think, however, that the reason little animals prefer to
come up behind one when he is sitting or standing still,

is not so much the color of his skin, as their desire to avoid
his eyes. All game is peculiarly sensitive to the eye, and
wild animals seem to know perfectly when they are ob-
served. Of course they sometimes discover this by the
movements of the hunter, but they doubtless mark the
glance of the eye much further than we suppose.
A Mexican gentleman interested me very much telling

how he was initiated into still-hunting for deer. He and
his friends used to go out with their fine guns and wide
white hats, white coats, high-heeled shoes, etc., and
tramp for hours without so much as seeiDg a deer, though
they knew the hills were full of them. But one of the
farm hands only asked that they lend him an old carbine
and two or three cartridges and he would bring back
meat. This nettled the gentleman a good deal, and puz-
zled him even more. But one *day he came upon Julian
in the woods. He had discarded hat and shirt. His
trouseis were rolled high up on his thighs. The brown
skin mingled easily with the dull colors of the hillside.
The sandals even had been left off, and defying rocks and
thorns he was slipping through the brush like a ghost.
Don Luis took in the situation. He got him a green hat
and a green jacket;—the woods are green the year round
there—and with a soft sole of rope matting on his shoes
he became a still-hunter himself, and a good one,

Suitable footwear is the still-hunter's chief problem in

this land. The hills which the deer inhabit are both
rocky and thorny. Nothing but stout leather and thick
soles can resist the fierce cactus thorns which almost
cover the ground. But no man can walk over loose rock
and gravel with thick soles and heavy heels on his shoes
without a racket that will give the whitetail ample warn-
ing. The natives, accustomed to the hills from childhood,
seem to avoid the thorns instinctively and walk about
barefoot or with light sandals on in apparent impunity.
T observe that I am learning myself what not to step on.
I may later be able to wear moccasins or sandals. I had
the heels taken off a pair of old shoes, and soft, spongy
soles put on, with the flesh side down. They were pretty
quiet on the gravel, but bruised my heels, as the inner
sole was thin. And as I came down a steep hill one night
in a shower I sat down far too often and too violently for
one whose spinal cartilage is beginning to harden.
This is a lot of gabble, Mr. Editor, and about quite a

variety of nothing. But I have just been reading up
Forest and Stream for four months back—time which I

have spent away from home. I notice that when my
hour for recreative reading comes, even the illustrated
monthlies lie uncut on the table, while the "family paper"
has its innings, I would tell about my recent hunting
experiences, but they are as those giddy young men
found the M'dway, "Nothing to it." In fact, the experi-
ences themselves have been about nil. But now I am
going to make an earnest effort to wait till I have some-
thing to say. Aztec.
San Luis Potosi, Mex.

STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Plank.—TIte sale of game should be forbidden at all

times—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The position you have taken in regard to the marketing

of game, namely, that at some future time the selling of
the spoils of the chase will be, and of right should be, pro-
hibited within the limits of the United States, has given
me much food for reflection.

I think your attitude in these matters the correct one,
and I am glad that you have given expression to these
views, for this sentiment is destined to gain ground in
degree commensurate with the gradual extinction of the
game supply in such localities as are still free to the
public.

I am very well aware that there are a great many per-
sons who will be ready to curse roundly any one who
gives expressions to such views as these; but let them
curse, and they will.

For more than half a century I have hunted »nd fished

as opportunity occurred, and in many different States.

It has not ordinarily been my practice to go afield when
I felt it incumbent upon me to stay at home and attend
to business, but for all that I have hunted a good deal,

and as far as I can recollect, I never fired a shot on pre-

served grounds or cast a line over preserved waters. I

have lived in more than one place where men could exist

on the game that they could kill. I have seen it in vast
numbers, and where is it now?
The old, old story is my answer; the senseless and

wicked wastefulness, the utter disregard of the plainest

lessons taught by the reckless slaughter of game and
fishes, seem to have been everywhere the same. In the
town and country where I write, where a few years ago
a good hunter could almost certainly kill a deer when
needed, it is not now worth while to carry a gun. The
very grouse—such of them as are! left, seem to have
changed their habits, and instead of haunting the road-
sides and open spaces in the forests during the autumn
season, betake themselves to the depths of the woods
where they are seldom seen unless by a chance land
surveyor.
Every deer killed in this region costs the hunter, in

time and other expenses, a good many dollars more than
its market value, yet there are those who seek to eke out
the payment of these expenses by the sale of the venison
they may chance to secure. I cannot think this right.

Certainly this course has not conduced to the greatest

good of the greater number of hunters,

Wherever there is still game enough for all—if there be
such a locality, it might seem that a poor man may as

rightfully market a superfluity of birds or animals killed

on public lands, as that a shareholder in a game preserve
should kill more than his needs require, for any purpose
whatever. But what business has any man, be he prince

or peasant,with more than a dozen birds in a day, or with
more than one, or at most two, deer in a season?

I am in favor of game preserves, and do not care who
knows it. I would own one if I could, and so would
every other man who loves the gun.

I am in favor of everything which shall tend to provide
against the threatened extinction of our game and fish,

that those who succeed us may not perforce hear only in

imagination the whistle of a buck, or the whirr of the

startled grouse; and the game preserves appear to me to

offer the only hope to this direction. But I would insist,

had I the power, that the number of game creatures or of

fish which may be taken on these preserves should be
limited to the same that any one outside their limits

should be allowed to kill; and this number should he very
small indeed, until the overflow from these inclosures

should at least begin to have its effect on restocking the
public lands. Kelpie.

Towanda, Pa.—We have several market-huntera here,

who kill from 100 to 300 birds in a season. Pitt.

Ohio Game Legislation.

Toledo, O., Feb, 22.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
Strong bill forbidding the sale or possession of any game
or game birds during the close season (House bill No. 176)

which passed the House some three weeks ago, was de-

feated in the Senate yesterday. This is not a matter of

regret, owing to the crude and imperfect shape in which
the bill went over from the House. If enacted as it passed

that body, it would have prevented any common carrier,

club or individual, from bringing any live game birds into

the State, or from even feeding them through the winter,

for stocking purposes. Some of us attempted to secure an
amendment to the bill after it had gone through the House,
but without success. The section forbidding the sale of

dead game at any time in the year, and its possession dur-

ing the close season is all right, but people do not buy live

game to kill and eat, and the provisions of the Strong bill,

if it w;s to be impaiti Uy enforced, were too sweeping.
Jay Beebe,
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"HUNTING WITHOUT A DOG."
Silverdale, Wash.—Under the head of "Hunting

Without a Dog" in issue of Feb. 3 a correspondent sign-

ing "B." strikes the keynote according to my ideas. I

will not use a dog for any kind of game when hunting
alone. I prefer the Indian method, still-hunting, in the
broadest sense of the word; and that embraces a great

deal. It means, first, an unlimited stock of patience, next
absolute noiselessness and wearing of clothing from toe

to crown, which will allow one to press through brush or

dry grass without a sound, provided he knows how to lift

and put down his feet. The still-hunter must be a lover

of nature, a sort of homespun naturalist, if he would be
successful; for he will have to gain a minute knowledge
of the habits and characteristics of his game, and in so

doing will suffer some disappointments and lose some
good shots. He must, as "B." says, be a snap shot, though
he will have many chances to use all the deliberation he
may wish to. He will, learn to observe the slightest

"sign," to harken to the smallest sound, to familiarize

himself almost unknowingly with all the bird and animal
calls, the plant and insect life, and a thousand other
things familiar to the silent disciples of the gun who seek
solitude and the company of nature alone rather than the
more boisterous company of a canine companion.

Still-hunting is the best method that I know of of teach-

ing a man to pay attention to little things in detail and to

note seemingly unimportant things.

I know many Indian hunters, all still-hunters, all suc-

cessful, and I find some surprises among them once in

a while. For instance, a Siawash "told my fortune"
from my pipe not long since in this way: The pipe lay
on the table and picking it up Joe looked at it a few
moments and said, "You smoke much." "Why?" "The
pipe is new, yet it is much burned inside. You are right-

handed, for the top of the bowl is match-burned on the
right side and not on the left. You have strong teeth

and strong jaws, for the new mouth-piece has a mark to

fit your teeth on top and underneath. You use strong
tobacco, for there is much oil in the bottom of the bowl.
You smoke at home and away from home, for the bowl
is polished smooth where you carry it in your pocket."
Joe is only a Siawash Indian and a still-hunter, but he
' 'read the sign" on the pipe comprehensively and cor-

rectly; and it struck me very forcibly that still-hunting

teaches a man to observe and to use the senses that have
been given him to the best advantage.

I think "B." is right in his preference for the method as

against that of using dogs, and I extend my trigger

hand to him in fellowship, for I too enjoy a day off and a
ramble among those familiar spots, nooks hidden in the
thicket's heart, dells beside the stream or pine-girt

glades of the mountain ranges and tule-fringed ponds of

a dozen States—sj)ots as familiar as my own house.
Their inhabitants too are equally well known and have
furnished me with an interesting volume of natural his-

tory, always readable, always new, and in which finis is

not yet written. My sketch book has many a curious
portrait in water color, pencil or India ink of these same
dwellers of this, another world than ours, and its every
page recalls some interesting bit of nature with its own
setting, obtained only by meeting the original on equal
footing and sketching them while they were unwittingly
the most natural of models.

"B." has opened the rightbook and read the first twoor
three chapters; may he keep at it, for it grows decidedly
more interesting as one reads on. El Comancho.

THE ADIRONDACK DEER.
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 19.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Just once a week I clean my guns. I don't
mean to say that I go hunting that often or that the guns
need an oil bath. I get Forest and Stream every Sat-
urday and read the stories of the chase and wax enthusi-
astic. Then I clean my guns for want of better use to
put them to at the time. A fellow must do something,
you know, to work off the effects of the perusal of the
stories of "Podgers," "Kelpie," Lew Wilmot, Mr. Hough
and others.

I want to echo Mr. Cheney's wish that there be a grow-
ing sentiment in the Adirondacks against running deer
with dogs. To my mind it is far more unsportsmanlike
than "jack" or night-hunting. With dogs, the deer has
no chance of escape. With C. R. Egbert and Emmett
Lathrop—two of God's noblemen who live in Auburn, N.
Y.—I and my brother went up into the Grasse River
country, on a fine preserve in St. Lawrence county, last

year and the year before. On the latest trip we took the
new Adirondack railroad at Herkimer. As we approached
the mountains every station gave us an addition of hunt-
ers, and almost every one had from one to three dogs

—

hounds. At Fulton Chain Station the majority disem-
barked, and my recollection is that there were eight
huntei-s and twelve dogs. Others scattered themselves
along at other stations. We proceeded to Childwold and
then by wagon to our hunting ground. Our party were
in the woods nearly three weeks and we got five deer.

We could have obtained more but we didn't need them.
On my return trip I waited anxiously for the train's ar-

rival at Fulton Chain. There four hunters and seven dogs
got aboard, and three dead deer were thrown into the
baggage car. Each hunter had his pack full of skins.

They fell to discussing the events of their hunt and soon
were pulling the skins forth to illustrate how they "did
the business for that big deer." Every skin had a bullet

hole in the neck. Of the dead deer in the baggage car,

two were shot in the neck and the other in the head. I

asked one of the hunters how many deer they shot on
still-hunts. ' 'Still-hunts!" he said, casting a pitying glance
at me, "Who the woula go still-hunting when he is

dead sure of getting a deer with his dogs? You see, the
dogs chase 'em into the water and we can get to 'em and
shoot 'em in the neck dead easy."
"And how many did you get by night-hunting?" I

asked.
He pitied me again and replied, "Not a blanked one.

Dogging is the easiest and surest. These deer up here are
on to the light racket, and it's only once in a great while
that one will stand. Most of them run like the devil
when they see a light."
These hunters, so they told me, had ten skins in their

packs, and the three whole deer in the baggage car. They
were not the same ones I saw get off the train at the
Chain on the trip into the woods, but another party. I

have often wondered what "luck" that other party with
the twelve dogs had.

In St. Lawrence county dogging is not allowed. As a
result the Grasse River country is well supplied with deer.

It might almost be said that the woods and marshes are

full of them. Of the five deer killed by our little party
last fall two were shot at night. With my own eyes I

have seen deer run from a jack light, or rather I have
seen their eyes for a moment and then heard them plung-
ing away through the woods. I well remember my first

experience with a jack lantern. I had been very anxious
to see a deer's eyes at night, blazing back the reflection of

the light. I went to Burnt Bridge Pond with Uncle Hi
Hutchins, one of the oldest and best guides and hunters
in the Grasse River region. He paddled me about the

dark pond for an hour before I got a sight or a shot. We
could hear deer in the water at various points, but they
ran away the moment the light flashed across the water.

At last we heard a deer tramping through the alders.

The noise was about five rods on our left. Uncle Hi
veered the bow of the boat in that direction and
signalled for me to open the light. I did so, and
there, directly in front, ' and only for an instant,

I saw two balls of fire—the deer's eyes. At once, and
before I could lift my gun, they disappeared. I held the
light steady and Uncle Hi pushed the boat ahead with a
strong sweep on his piddle. The light penetrated the
alders, and I was enabled to make out the form of the
deer plunging madly for high ground and the somber
woods. I lifted my gun and fired. The deer dropped
dead, the bullet having penetrated the paunch. "That
deer has been shot at before by a jack-hunter," said

Uncle Hi. We examined it after lifting it into the boat
and found on its back the distinct mark of a bullet. I

am convinced that when that deer saw my light it felt

impelled to do as Bill Nye did when he found the location

of the cyclone—go away from there. While in the
woods I heard numerous stories of deer running away
from lights. In fact, there is one deer at Burnt Bridge
Pond that seems to be proof against hunters. Uncle Hi
says he is "an almighty big buck," and has dubbed him
"Big Sandy." For eight or nine years Uncle Hi and
others have tried to get a shot at "Big Sandy," but have
failed. He treats a jack-light with withering contempt.

I saw in a Utica paper some time ago some figures

relative to hounding, jack and still hunting. The num-
ber killed by the hounds, if memory serves me right, was
more than double that secured by means of jacks, If the
deer in the Adirondacks do not increase—if they are
wiped out entirely—hounding will be the prime cause.

This is the opinion, not of a great hunter, but of an ordi-

nary sportsman who has given the subject some study.

Speaking about remarkable shots, they tell of one up in
the Grasse River country that deserves a place in Forest
and Stream. Mr. Henry Wise, of Auburn, N. Y., was
hunting on Burnt Bridge Pond one day, when he saw a
deer on the shore. He was beyond rifle range, but a little

matter like that never discouraged Wise. He raised his
rifle and pulled. The bullet struck the water, glanced and
penetrated the deer's heart, killing it instantly. I did not
witness this shot, but it came to me from reliable persons
who were present. Fred Leslie.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[Ifirom. a Staff Correspondent]

In Iowa.

CHICAGO, 111., Feb. 22.—Hon. J. G. Smith of Algona,
la. , did not receive the appointment of State Fish Com-
missioner, which went to Geo. E. Delevan, editor of the
Estherville Vindicator, a political friend of Gov. Jackson.
Mr. Delevan may be an older soldier, not a better. And
politics we have always with us.

Mr. Smith, by the way, writes me under date of Feb. 22:

"Yesterday, Feb. 21, the Iowa Legislature passed the
'Hunters' Trespass Law.' It is a law which I think will

cause more trouble than any other Iowa law. I doubt
very much whether the law is a constitutional one. It

seems to me that it would be a good plan for the sports-

men of Iowa to raise a fund and make a test case as soon
as possible. Many of our best lawyers think that it will
not stand the test."

The Iowa farmer has apparently been downtrodden
again by those awful hunters. When the details of the
statute are better known we shall probably find that it re-

sembles many other laws framed by the rural Solons, a
good deal more perforated than penetrating.

In Dakota.

G. L. Cross, a cold storage man at Sioux Falls, S. D.,
was fined $25 and costs last Wednesday for having in his
possession illegal prairie chickens. The sportsmen of
South Dakota are beginning to value their game.

In Illinois.

The Tuscola wolf chase ended the second day in the
killing of a wolf which must have been a timber gray,
since it is described as being "large as a mastiff."

In the past few months dog poisoners in Ottawa, 111.,

have killed nearly 100 valuable dogs of all breeds, in value
probably of $5,000. On Feb. 17 nine dogs died, among
others those belonging to Attorney-General Moloney, ex-
Mayor Young, Deputy Treasurer Dowell, Alderman Beem
and others. Deputy Dowell's dog was worth $175.
Mr. G. W. Rexroot of Virginia, 111., writes that quail

have wintered very well indeed about his town, and a
good supply seems assured for the coming season.

In Arkansas.

Sportsmen of the State say that a good and reliable dog
trainer, who could be depended upon, could find an ad-
mirable location and good patronage at Devall's Bluff, east
of Little Rock.
Mr. Jos. Irwin, of Little Rock, asks for information on

how to carry hive minnows for bait without loss by death
in transportation. Can any one tell him a better way than
the old one of frequent changing of the water?

In Texas.

Mr. G. A. Wheatley, president of the Austin (Tex.) Rod
and Gun Club, writes as follows of that far away but
always interesting country which is every year coming
closer to the sportsmen of the North:
"The Austin Rod and Gun Club, organized May 3, 1893,

has a, membership of sixty. The house of the club is,

located upon the club property, about nine miles above
Austin, on the Colorado River, and six miles above the*

great dam built across the river by the city of Austin. The
fishing lake of the club is eight or more acres surface,'

maximum depth 40ft. It is stocked with black bass. Dur-
ing the coming spring the club will build a commodious,
club house, and next fall will have good fishing, and also

good hunting on the large (or Colorado) lakp, which is 30]

miles long and one-half mile to one mile wide.

"The winter here being very mild, we have good fishing:

all winter, and good duck shooting on the lake. The sur-

rounding hills are filled with deer and wild turkey."
In regard to the alleged illegal killing of deer by Gov..

Hogg of Texas, the dispatches had the following:

"Austin, Texas, Feb. 22.—Sheriff White of this county,

armed with a warrant from Nacogdoches county, arrested

James Hogg, Governor of Texas, for alleged violation of
the State game law while in Nacogdoches a few weeks]

ago. The whole matter is a vent of personal spite, but
the Governor gave the required bond and says he will*

promptly pay the fine. An investigation, however, shows
that this county, like many others, is exempt from the

operation of the game laws."
Where is Dr. Thomas of Chicago? Dr. Thomas, this is

Gov. Hogg—Dr. Thomas, Governor.

In Ohio.

The Ohio Senate on Feb. 21 knocked out the bill prohib-

iting the sale of game. It hasn't knocked the plank out
of the sportsmen's constitution, nor the determination, out
of their hearts.

In Chicago.

Cumberland Club is at this writing holding high jubilee

at the Lodge in Indiana, and this is billed to be the princi-

pal shooting festival of Washington's Birthday.
Garfield Club shoots live birds to-day at the grounds,

Robinson avenue and West Madison street.

Calumet Heights Club had 85 members present at its

last club gathering, and has the brightest of hope for the

future. Improvements have been made on the club prem-
ises. The annual election is March 7.

The Chicago Fly-Casting Club had to postpone its ban-
quet to-day, not enough members signifying ability to be
present.

Unknown Disease.

Mr. Joseph Irwin, of Little Rock, Ark., wrote recently
asking advice about his pet pointer dog, Jack, the little

fellow over which we lately had so much sport together,

The dog was suffering from some sort of mysterious dis-

ease which his owner thought might be rabies. There
was constriction of throat and hoarseness of the voice,

with noticeable irritableness and disposition to snap ai

other dogs. No convulsions or difficulty in drinking
water appeared, though food was swallowed with diffi-

culty. Mr. Irwin had put the dog into confinement, and
was very anxious to know what was the trouble, as nc
one in his locality could define it. What little could be"

done here was too late, for the next day Mr. Irwin wrote
that it was all over.

"Poor little Jack," said he, "to-day was so much worse
and suffered so much I could not stand it longer, and 1

had him shot. Thus one of the staunchest friends I ever

had was lost to me. I shall always regret his loss."

This is too bad. The little fellow was one of the hard-
iest, merriest little fellows I ever saw, and a treasure of a

dog all around. There is only one consolation in his end,

and that is that the undiagnosed malady was not hastily

set down as "hydrophobia." In a human being it migbi
have been called diphtheria. E. Hough,

909 Secukitt Building, Chicago.

The Vagaries of a River Bed.

Vermillion, Clay Co., S. D., Feb. 11.—I came here since

1861. At that time it was pretty wild; there were noi
more than a dozen settlers. Game was plenty. There
were elk, deer and antelope and a few buffalo, but nol
many close to Vermillion. Of ducks and geese and swans
and brant there was no end.
At that time the Vermillion River emptied into the

Missouri right at the town of Vermillion, and it was alive

with fish. But it has all changed here now. In the spring
of '81 we had a big flood and the Missouri cut across a

large bend about three miles south of Vermillion. Thai
left the old Missouri bed for the Vermillion River to spread
out over, and it is more like a swamp now than a river.;

It has almost spoiled the Vermillion River for fishing. If

is about seven or eight miles to the mouth of the Vermil-
lion now, but having all grown up to wild rice it is quite*
a place for ducks.. About six miles north of Vermillion!
on the Vermillion River there is another great duck!
country. In a wet season the bottom is from a half tcl

three quarters of a mile wide, and it is a continuous!
swamp seven or eight miles long. For the last three oi

four years it has been dry and ducks have been scarce
but I think that when we have a wet season they will be

plenty again.
I am afraid that the pinnated grouse have been prettj

nearly all killed off or caught off. I have not seen on6
for a month and I know they were plenty this fall. I are
afraid they are going to follow the wild turkeys, which
used to be plenty here, but I don't think that there is on*
left. I see that the Mitchel Gun Club is taking steps tc

put a stop to this game slaughter. 1 hope they will sue
ceed.

I think we will have a good many ducks and geese her<
this spring. The ground is frozen hard and the slough™
will hold the water well. I suppose it is not right to shoo'l
ducks in the spring, but that is the only chance that w<l
have at them because they do not stop here much in thw
fall. J. D. S.

The Testing Institution.

Mr. Armin Tenner tells us that the American Gue
Testing Institution is in working order. It is situated at

Dexter Park, Brooklyn, N. Y., that being the post-oflict

address. Mr. M. F. Lindsley has withdrawn from th<i

advisory board.

Lead-Poisoned Wildfowl.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Speaking about birds dying with shot in the gizzard*

Mr. Knotte, who keeps the shooting box at Liverpool
Indiana, always scolded the boys for throwing shot aDO(W
loose, for he said it would kill the chickens* H. C. t \
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ANGLING NOTES.

Whitefish Lemonade.
Last week while writing in these notes about the size

of smelt fry, I was reminded of what happened to some
whitefish fry in charge of the late A. H. Powers, Fish
Commissioner of New Hampshire. Mr. Powers was trans-

porting a lot of whitefish fry in cans on the cars, and was
left at a railroad junction with his charge to wait for a
brain on another road to take him to his destination. The
3ans of fish had attracted all the loiterers about the station

and some of them did not understand what the cans con-
tained.

Mr. Powers, anxious about the condition of the little

fish, dipped from one of the cans a tumblerful of water
and whitefish fry to examine them. Trout fry of similar

age would have massed at the bottom of the can, but the
whitefish were "swimming up" all through the water,

The fry were semi-transparent mites not unlike in ap-

pearance particles of the inner tissue of a lemon that had
Keen through a lemon squeezer. Holding glass and con-
sents up to the light he watched the fry for a moment
land then put the glass on the cover of a closed can as he
jgpeered down into the open one to see how the fry were
:ioing. He raised his head just in time to see one of the
loungers with head thrown back, glass in hand, and the

Jiast of its contents disappearing down his throat. A
puzzled look appeared on the man's face which quickly
Cave place to one of fear, as he exclaimed: "Bigosh! I

fbhought that was lemonade. "What was it?"

I Mr. Powers, with a serious look on his face, informed
«he man that he had swallowed about twenty-five live

Whitefish, and if the conditions existing in his interior

department should prove satisfactory, the fish were
fcapable of growing from thread-like fry into fish of lOlbs.

Each, thereby adding 2501bs. to his weight, much to his

Knowledge of natural history and, as an object lesson to

stirb his curiosity, would be worth more than could be
somputed.

The Sea Serpent Redivivus.

I am not a prophet or the son of a prophet, but when,
it-week or two ago, I mentioned that President Jordan
nad said that there was no such thing as a sea serpent,

and added that I presumed in spite of this fact the sea
3erpent would bob up, as usual, next summer in the
newspapers, I had not the slightest idea that at the
moment of writing the news was on its way to this

country from South Africa that the sea serpent had
already been seen in 1894. The Natal Advertiser tells the
3tory of his serpentship, and it seems to be a brand new
f&ecies, and the largest that has appeared thus far, inas-

much as it was computed by the otiicers and passengers
of a steamship to be not less than 150ft. long. The
3teamer was turned from its course and ran close to the
usarpent," when it was found that it had several pairs of
fins about 20ft. apart on its body as large round as a
whale, and of the shape and color of a conger eel. It

was no relation of the serpent in the proverb—"How
sharper than a toothless serpent to have a child say
'thanks.'" This fellowhad "a jaw about 7ft. long, armed
with large teeth, the gums being of a whitish color."
That is the kind of a serpent I am looking for, and I

would like to get seven of them to put into seven trout
brooks that I know. I do not care so much about the
color of the gums, but its esophagus must match its greed
and it must be able to swallow a man without rolling its

eyes, and if its body is 700ft. long, all the better; but it

inust not taper too much toward the tail, as I shall expect
it to take in a "trout hog" or "fingerling fisherman" for
each 6ft. of its length. In fact, I think that the specifica-

tions should demand that every 6ft. of length should take
in two "fingerling trout fishermen," as they are about the
smallest patterns made. No serpent under 150ft. in length
will answer, for smaller ones would become gorged on the
"Smart Alecks" who go out before the law opens the fish-

ing season, and the digestive organs of the serpent would
Oot be in order to mee t the rush of other sorts of menwho
violate the law in different ways when the season is open.
I would like to reserve the right to reject all offers of

serpents that may fill the above description if there should
Ui the meantime be discovered a serpent with jaws 7ft.

long at the posterior end of the body to duplicate those at
the anterior end, because a double-ender would do more
business and sooner prepare the way for honest anglers
to get some decent fishing in our stocked trout streams.

Public Fish and Private Waters.

Some time ago a gentleman in Lansingburgh, N. Y.,
asked me if the New York Fish Commission furnished
Itrout fry for private waters, and I told him that it had no
right to do so, and presumed that it did not. I had for-
Igotten that I made this reply until a day or two ago when
•he reminded me of it and sent me a clipping from the
INew York Tribune with the' headline "Fish for Private
(Waters," and said: "Here is evidence that the State does
furnish trout for private waters, and if further confirma-

| tion is needed you will find it in Forest and Stream, Feb.
1 17, in a letter from C. W. Puffer, Supt.

, stating that he
I has ordered 5,000 brown trout for a preserve in New Jer-
I sey (out of this State, you will notice) from the State
lhatctiery in Caledonia, Do you wish to revise your reply
to me?"

| I am not infallible, but in this instance I have nothing
I bo revise, for there is no evidence whatever that the State
has furnished trout for private waters, or that it proposes
I to do so. To be sure, the Tribune clipping reads, under
I the head I have quoted: "Many applications have been
j received (by the Fish Commission) from all parts of the

j State on the part of people who wish to stock private
waters with fresh-water fish," but that is not evidence
that the applications were granted, even if they were
made. If my friend will send to the secretary of the
I New York Fish Commission for blank fish applications he
I will find that they read as follows: "The undersigned
I applies for fry of to be planted in the Public
I Water hereafter described, etc." Then follows a sort of
I civil service examination as to what the applicant knows
about fish, and water, and temperature, and fish-food, and
the law, etc. There is another blank used for black bass

I which reads: "The undersigned applies for black
bass to be planted in the Public Water, etc.," and then

I follows the civil service examination as in the case of fish

fry, and the average applicant will do well if he passes
fifty per cent, of the^questions which are necfssary for
the intelligent distribution of fish. In each case "Public
Wa,ter" is emphasized in capital letters, which is evidence
that it is the Tribune which is wrong and not the writer.
As to Mr. Puffer's letter in Forest and Stream, he does

not say that he has ordered the trout from the State
hatchery at Caledonia. He says he has ordered them
from Caledonia. One of the State hatcheries is situated
at Caledonia, and I know that it is quite customary to
associate, this hatchery with the name of the post-office,

to the exclusion of a similar institution wholly free from
State control at the same place. If my critical friend
will look in the same issue of Forest and Stream to
which he refers me he will, in the advertising columns,
find the advertisement of James Annin, Jr. , of Caledonia,
who offers trout for sale, and when sold he can send them
to Europe, Asia, Africa or New Jersey, for the product of
his hatchery and trout ponds is individual property to do
with as he likes, and while I personally know nothing
about the matter, I presume it is this Caledonia establish-
ment that is to furnish the trout mentioned in Mr. Puf-
fer's letter.

Doubtful things are mighty uncertain, and if my friend
will continue to apply at the Forest and Stream shop
when in doubt about matters and things which this jour-
nal is devoted to and avoid the false gods of the daily
newspapers, he will get information that he can bank
upon. A. N. Cheney.

PORTAGE LAKE.
Portage Lake, in Province of Quebec, is a beautiful

sheet of clear water with some six or eight square miles
surface, situated near the Maine boundary and conse-
quently at considerable elevation above sea level. It is

perhaps the most beautiful of a large number of lakes
clustered among these boundary mountains and forming
the headwaters of Portage Brook, a branch of Du Loup
River on the Canada side and the north and south
branches of the West Branch of Penobscot River in
Maine. From Portage to Penobscot Lake the head of
the South Branch is only half a mile, and this trail crosses
the boundary. All these waters are well stocked with
trout—not very large fish, but up to 21bs. or thereabouts;
and one lot of ninety taken from Portage in 1891 weighed
901bs. At that time 1501bs. of trout could have been
taken in a day with a single fly-rod, according to the
guide's estimate. The fish are not often rising so freely
as they were at that time; but enough can be caught to
satisfy any reasonable man at almost any time during the
trout season.
The only feasible way to reach these waters is via Jack-

man, Me., thence by train twenty-five miles on the Ken-
nebec road across the boundary, and then in and over a
tote road nine miles to Portage Lake.

I first visited this region with Jackman guides, and
after the first trip secured guides from the Canada side.

The latter is decidedly the better and cheaper way. The
Jackman men are not sufficiently acquainted with the
country to be efficient there, and they make a trip cost
50 per cent, or so more than the local guides find satisfac-

tory.

There is a very nice place for sportsmen to stop near
where the State road to Portage Lake starts from the
Kennebec road, a house kept by Mrs. Rainy who makes
her guests very comfortable. There are several good men
living along the Kennebec road, who can be hired as
guides. The only one who owns a camping outfit is Rob-
ert Elliott, whose address is Kennebec Road, Armstrong
P. O., County Beauce, P. Q. He built a camp at Portage
last year, owns a nice canoe, some other boats, tents,

cooking kit, etc. He is very familiar with this region,
having made his living in these woods for more than
twenty years. He is a very reliable temperate man, a
cheerful willing worker and most excellent woodsman.
If notified in advance, Mr. Elliott will send a team to
Jackman to meet any train and bring sportsmen over the
boundary. Portage Lake can be reached in a day from
Jackman, but a more comfortable way is to break the
journey by stopping over night at Mrs. Rainy's.
Good trout fishing is becoming more and more scarce

and difficult to reach. I believe Portage Lake offers as
good sport in this line as any place equally easy of access,
especially for those who consider expense. I shall be
pleased to give any further information that may be
desired by gentlemen who may like to make this trip.

In this region deer are plenty, caribou less so, moose
rare. Under Mr. Elliott's guiding two very fine caribou
heads were secured last fall on the boundary mountains,
and one smaller one on the headwaters of St. John River.

Fred Talcott.
Providence, R. L

BOSTON BUDGET.
Inglewood Looks for Big Fish.

The Inglewood Club, the preserves and camps of which
are in New Brunswick, but the membership largely in
Boston and other cities, is proving, under good manage-
ment, to be a successful institution. So far pretty strict

rules have to be lived up to and its present management
proposes to keep in that track. During the fishing season
ladies are not permitted in the camps. This may seem
to be a pretty strict rule, but it is a measure agreed to by
the majority of the membership and has worked well so
far. Daring the summer months, when the camps are
not full of sportsmen, members are allowed to take their
wives and sisters with them. But guests of any sort
are under the direction of a live house committee at all

times and no one is allowed the privileges of the preserve
without the consent of this committee. Mr. Leroy S.

Brown, of Boston, is chairman of this committee and he
is determined to keep the camps clear of objectionable
people. Mr. Brown received a letter the other day stating
that 150,000 trout eggs were about ready for shipment to
the hatcheries of the Inglewood preserve from the cele-

brated trout breeding establishment of ex Commissioner
Wilmot, of Canada. Mr. Wilmot, it will be remembered,
was for a number of years Commissioner of Canadian
Fisheries. He is greatly interested in fish propagation,
and goes into the business with a great deal of study and
forethought. The trout eggs he is about sending to the
Inglewood hatcheries have all been bred from large
parent fish. He writes Mr. Brown that the parent fish

from which these eggs have been bred weigh from 1 to
41bs. It is Mr. Brown's opinion, and those interested in
stocking the Inglewood waters agree with him, that trout

bred from large parent fish are much more likely to make
large fish themselves, other conditions being equal.

Gilbert Trout Bill Again.

The old Gilbert trout bill is again before the Massachu-
setts Legislature. The form is essentially the same as ever

:

simply to permit Mr. Walter L. Gilbert, of Plymouth, to
sell the trout he raises in his ponds, in open season. Of
course it will again be opposed by the Massachusetts Fish
and Game Protective Association, and all other good
friends of fish protection in the State. Gentlemen familiar
with legislative proceedings, and who know the temper
of the present House, do not believe that it will receive
much consideration in that body. The Fish and Game
Protective Association is asking a law at this session to
prevent the seining of smelt in the bays and inlets along
the coast, as wTell as up the smelt streams, and the chances
are that such a law will be passed. It is said that the
Hoxie measure, to prevent all seining in Buzzards and
other bays, does not stand as good a chance for favorable
action.
- Mr. Chamberlayne, who is much interested in protection
of our shore fish, as well as the trout streams in the State,
made an excellent point the other day, in speaking of the
indifference of either wardens or commissioners as to the
enforcement of the fish protective laws. "If our fish

protective laws are not worth enforcing," was his idea,
"then we have no further use for the officers appointed to
enforce these laws. " I may not have quoted Mr. Cham-
berlayne exactly, but the idea conveyed was a good one.
A warden or commissioner who is not earnestly working
for the full enforcement of our game and fish protective
laws, should be asked to resign immediately.

Maine Trout Through the Ice.

Stories of»trout caught through the ice are again in
order in the Maine papers. A Monson, Me., dispatch to
one paper says that over oOOlbs. of trout were brought
into that town in two days last week, and that even a
temperature of 2S to 30

c below zero was not sufficient to
keep the fishermon from the ice. Another paragraph in
the same paper says that a party of seven fishermen
brought in a string of over 200 Lbs of trout, the result of
two days' fishing. The water is now remarkably low in
all of the Maine lakes and ponds, and this makes the
work of the ice fishermen all the more deadly. The low
water narrows down the feeding ground of the fish.

They are thus more starved than usual, from their long
fasting under the ice, and it is but the work of passing in
hooks baited with live bait, to take every trout in the
vicinity of the hole where the lines are put. Special.

A New Rod and Gun Club.

The sportsmen of Glens Falls, N. Y., were invited to
meet in the directors' parlors of the Young Men's Christian
Association on the evening of Feb. 15 to discuss the
formation of a Rod and Gun Club. The originator of the
idea, Mr. N. R. Gourley, called the meeting to order and
Mr. A. N. Cheney was chosen chairman and Mr. C. H.
Baxter secretary. The chairman explained the objects of
the proposed organization and how its influences might
be exerted for the welfare of the fish and game, and as
an educational body in the community, how it might
become a power for good in training sportsmen in the
expert use of rod and gun, and in the proper observances
of the game laws. The secretary outlined a plan for
organizing a club, and a general discussion followed,
which resulted in the meeting by an unanimous vote
organizing itself into a Rod and Gun Club. The secretary
was instructed to cast a single ballot for A. N. Cheney,
correspondent of Forest and Stream, as president. Mr.
C. H. Baxter, one of the editors of the Glens Fails
Morning Star, was elected secretary, and Mr. S. A. Hays,
of the Glens Falls Insurance Company, treasurer. A
committee consisting of N. R. Gourley, Rev. J. R.
Crosser, D. L. Robertson and Dr. T. J. Henning, was
appointed by the president to draft a constitution and
by-laws, -suggest a name for the club and report to the
club the names of three or five gentlemen to act as a
governing board in connection with the officers elected,
the club to vote on the names at the next meeting. The
club bids fair to be a success, as it undoubtedly will begin
its career with about 100 earnest, active members. The
enthusiasm shown at the initial meeting gave evidence
that the time was ripe for a club of this character, as
there is not in the village, containing over 12,000 inhabit-
ants, any organization of the sort. Horicon.

Gilbert Trout Bill.

Trout fishermen will be pained to learn that the Gilbert
Trout Bill has actually passed the Massachusetts Senate,
and has passed the House to a third reading. It is almost
certain to become a law this time, there being very little

chance that Gov. Greenhalge will veto it, as did his worthy
predecessor, Gov. Russell. The bill was opposed before
the committee by the Fish and Game Protective Associa-
tion, but finding that the members of the committee were
generally in Mr. Gilbert's favor, the case was given up as
hopeless. The measure does not give the full close season
to Mr. Gilbert for the sale of his home-raised trout, how-
ever, but only the months of February and March. Then
the bill on reaching the House (it was first reported in the
Senate), was amended by exempting the four western
counties of the State—Hampden, Hampshire, Franklin
and Berkshire. Another amendment has also been tacked
on forbidding the sale of any trout under Sin. in length.
The bill now goes back to the Senate for concurrence in
these amendments. It was first on the order for Monday,
and the amendments were to be vigorously opposed by the
friends of Mr. Gilbert. Special.

Game and Fish at Albany.
[From our Special Correspondent.]

The Assembly committee on fisheries and game will hold but one
meeting a week through the session. It will be on Thursday after-
noon at committee room No. 3.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that Bora

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

a

89 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during Ithat time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work,J"Bird;Portraits for the Young" (the price of which
fl13)
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NEW YORK SHOW.
The eighteenth annual dog show held by the Westminster

Kennel Club last week was a success. This Ls the plain,
unvarnished truth. A success, because in the majority of
breeds the quality was an improvement on former years, and
further, the attendance was such as to astonish even the
blase" show goer. Favored probably by the most charming
weather they have ever experienced, at any rate in late
years, the club's coffers took on a plethoric appearance even
as early as Tuesday, and we should say that the immense
crowd on Washington's birthday simply filled them to over-
flowing, as it did the hearts of the management. Never in
an experience dating back to 1881 have we seen such a crush
in the gardens, old or new, at a dog show as that of Thurs-
day afternoon. The aisles were crammed and the sides of
the ampitheatre were black with humanity clear to the roof.
The club this year seemed to be rather weighed down with
the burden of a responsibility which a loss in last year's
show did not seem to lighten. Providence was kind, how-
ever, this time, and sunshine beamed all round, and even
Mr. Terry's generally serious countenance took on a con-
tinual smile.

It is always the proper thing for the veterans to remark
that they scarcely think the show this year goes with the
same snap as last year, but somehow we think there was
some justice in this remark frequently heard during the
week. The club showed little or no courtesy to visiting
exhibitors, the usual dinner on the first night being dis-
pensed with. Of course, there is really no reason why the
club should charge itself with this additional expense ; still
if such or similar affairs, where exhibitors may,congregate
together for mere recreation, can be arranged, they serve to
create a good feeling all round and start the show on a
friendly basis.
Our notice of the show last week would serve to enlighteu

our readers to some extent as to the arrangements. Experi-
ence, however, showed the unfortunate exhibitors of pet
dogs that in moviug from the floor to the sides of the ampi-
theatre their troubles had increased. They suffered the
penalties of popularity, and the jam at times in the narrow
aisles between the chairs was fearful. At the same time the
dealers of the pet dog fancy report heavy sales, in fact better
than ever before.
The show was well managed in many respects; the rings

were kept very clea.n and spruce, and the notice that dogs
should only be exercised at certain hours was a decided suc-
cess. Less dogs encumbered the aisles and few dogs which
the public paid to see were found off their benches. There
was none of thatboisterous romping in the ring, so objection-
able and dangerous a feature of former years. It is superflu-
ous to say that the aisles and stalls were kept clean, for John
Head's eagle eye looked them up and down incesssantly.
Mr. Mortimer|s executive ability was clearly shown in the
able and frictionless manner in which the show progressed.
He was ably aided by Mr. H. B. Cromwell, who looks after,
more particularly, the financial and most agreeable end of
the entertainment. Mr. Terry, not yet quite recovered from
his late illness, strolled slowly around, ever ready with a
kind word and pleasant, greeting to the visitors ; Messrs. R.
C. Cornell and Elliot Smith we were pleased to see taking an
active part once more, and their presence in the rings lent an
old-time aspect to the gathering. Messrs. Duer and DeLuze
also devoted themselves to the general success. Society
people turned out in force and, as at the horse show, the
same faces were to be seen morning, noon and night.
The judging, we thought, progressed more rapidly than

in former years, there were few vexatious delays, and the
arrangement of the rings probably made the serving of them
an easier task. There is always considerable grumbling
over the awards at New York, and this year was no excep-
tion. In fact, in several of the breeds this was intensified,
though it is pleasing to relate that the novice judges came
in for less of thus sort of thing than some of the veterans.
Dr. Sauveur and Mr. Woodward, of the new judges, having
the most important classes, came in for much just praise for
the manner in which they handled their classes, and Dr.
Foote, though handicapped by judging "markings," by
electric light, also did well, though his task was a very easy
one. Mr. Uuderhill made but one little break in the mastiff
bitch class, and seemed at home with the rest of his not
particularly difficult role.
In an entry of such magnitude one must expect a- few

errors in the catalogue, but this year there seemed to be
more wrougly entered dogs than usual, though this may not
altogether be the fault of the catalogue compiler. Typo-
graphically the catalogue was very praiseworthy and nicelv
arranged, pretty much on the style of last year. Nearly all
the dog world and his wife, literally, were there, and to
name all those we greeted would almost fill a column.

Dr. Glover was the veterinarian and did well, though
several "sore" dogs escaped him down the back stair.
Our thanks are due those judges who so kindly consented

to deny themselves some of the pleasures of the show in
order to give us reports of their classes, which follow:

! St. Bernards.
Judge's Report

In numbers this important breed keeps far in advance of
all others regardless of the many new, or revivals of old
fashions. In quality and beauty the puppy classes show
noteworthy advance, and more promise than heretofore
Fruits of the importations of the leading breeders are visible
at last, and American-bred specimens begin to elbowforei°m
winners. A woful lack of condition was apparent in man

v

of the dogs. A rotten lot," was the harsh ejaculation of a
foreign and disinterested critic, surveying one of the classesAn army of cripples," murmured an exhibitor handling a
well built active mover. Perfectly groomed dogs of mod-
erate merit jostled clumsy giants of good quality and sweet
expression slouching under coats suggesting dilapidated
family door mats Traces of eczema or worse were only too
visible, and blighted the hopes of more than one dog thatshould have been cooling his blood on Lenten fare at homeAre the smooth coats so much stronger in constitution that
they can keep m full bloom when their long-haired brothersand sisters are faded, or coarse and gone off'
The challenge class for rough dogs was around surprise tothe many who thought—probably hoped—Sir Bedivere «afel

v

out of it at his faraway home in Arkansas. Here he was
however, wonderfully fresh and strong too, after a journey
of 1,m miles, and again he won first, not for his past buthis
present merit and condition. In less profuse coat thansometime past, he carried quite enough, and has more benign
expression than of old. Careful examination and testsprovedhim in hard muscular order, a credit to his kennels and
keeper. Otos, the handsome son of Ben Lomond richlv de-
served second. Inheritor of the beautiful color and perfectmarkings of his sire, he is better built in hindquarters vervsymmetrical powerful and strong. Eyes deepfy set andmore wrinkle would improve his good head. Kingston
Regent, reserve, looked well in head and bright in coat butwas very thm a id nervous.
Lady Livingston, first and alone in the corresponding class

tor bitches, was in beautiful condition as usual
_ The open class included forty, a motly throng Altoneer

a son of Alton, orange with white markings and black
facings, in exquisite order has gained immensely during the
last year, is now fully furnished, a massive, powerful, com-
pact fellow, carrying his 1881bs. in bone and muscle, unen-
cumbered by fat. The casual observer dubs hima good "little"
dog. Measurements prove somelhing better. His some-
what uneven blaze and lack of wrinkle detract from expres-
sion. His head is large, skull broad and well-shaped, his
foreface is well modeled, and he has well-carried ears of the
right size. On his legs he is strong, active and free. K,olaud,
Jr., second, similarly strong in build, submitted gracefully
to a reversal of last year's decision. He moved well as usual,
but was hardly at his best. His coat, like that of all his
kennel companions, was a lesson worth heeding by many
careless exhibitors. A white and orange dog needs and
shows the value of good grooming more than solid colored
ones. Grand Master, son of Hesper, winner of third, as last
year, has gained in expression, and appears vigorous and
strong, but looked somewhat lank after his journey. His
rich orange color and clear white markings lack black shad-
ings to give a finishing touch to his beauty, in frame,
strength of limb and action, as also in head quality, he will
always be among the best. Eboracum, fourth, the imported
son of Scottish Prince, while a strikingly handsome dog,
orange tawny in color, with correct markings and shadings,
seems yet undeveloped, and for his age needs breadth of
chest and loin, and stronger expression. In the ring among
the others he seemed more like a splendid great pup of 18
months than a dog in his third year, and should improve for
two years to come. His head is well proportioned, muzzle
unusually broad for its depth, eyes well set and genial, but
ears so persistently held back or drooping that they looked
larger than they really are. He is not undershot a full iuch,
as detractors say, but would be improved by a perfectly
level mouth. Mauprat, reserve, oue of the very largest
dogs present, a marvel of symmetry, beauty and agility,
needs no adverse criticism back of his ea'rs. His bril-
liant orange color, perfect white markings and superb de-
velopment make one regret the lack of correspondingly high
quality in his head, which still, on a less magnificent body,
would be far from commonplace. Columbus, Lord Walbeck,
Lauriu and Kingstonian Count, the vhc s, were equal in
award, yet quite different individually. Columbus, young-
est of the lot, an eighteen months pup, son of Lord Dante, is
a large, well-grown youngster, shown in most exquisite con-
dition, and promises to make a dog quite above the average.
Rich red orange in color, with correct markings, he wears a
fine flat coat, brilliant as satin. He is of medium stature,
light in flesh, a little short in couplings considering his
youth. His head is well developed and expression fine. Lord
Walbeck, five months older, is also in the intermediate stage
and more massively built. His head, always good, is slowly
improving, though his ears are still generous. For his length
he needs some inches in height and his coat shows lack of
grooming. Laurin, a handsome, well-grown son of Alton,
loses but little to the massive Kingstonian Count in head,
and is his superior in action. All four are valuable dogs.
Lord Wilton, Montrose, Hamlet, Gen. Phil Sheridan, Harold
Saxton and Christopher Columbus, the he. lot, are handsome
ones, with one exception orange or orange and white,
properly marked, behind the others in quality or condition,

Rob Roy, r
• Cnief, M

._, according to one phllo
.ophical exhibitor, should be interpreted "Crumb of com-
Jort." Noticeable among them was the imported English
prize winner Mouut Morgan, a beautiful dog, but as shown,
a malodorous wreck reflecting little credit on his owner or
handler. It was a shame that so fine a dog should be ex-
hibited in public in such a shape.
The open class for bitches, twenty-five in number, included

eleven imported ones. Miss Anna, the well-known daughter
of Watch, was easily first, and will make her next appear-
ance in the challenge class. Though not the largest, she
possesses tremendous substance, and in expression, quality
and coat handsomely beats her more lately imported daugh-
ter, Royal Duchess, second. The latter, a grand animal of
great merit in head, proportions and frame, fine in type, ex-
celling her mother in size and ears, has an almost unpardon-
ably bad coat. Imported Rustic Beauty, third, a fine, up-
standing, large bitch like Royal Duchess, a daughter of
Scottish Prince, closely contested the second place. In head
she loses to the winner, and her coat is not what it should be
Countess Madge, fourth, quite a beauty, of excellent size and
good type, is so unfortunately marked—her whole head in
front ot ears being white—that her merit is not discernible to
the inexperienced eye. Lady Bountiful, reserve, another tall,
handsome one, white and orange, with beautiful head mark-
ings, loses but little to those above her, has filled out and
improved greatly, and in coat and condition equals the best
Lady Adelaide II., Lady Bess II., Mt. Sion Leila and Mascot
Beruie, all vhc, are far above the average. Lady Adelaide
II. is perhaps the best all-round and t he oldest. Dorothy I

V

Ellen Terry, Peg Wofliugton, Lady Edna and Miss Jeromemade the he. division; the last named is quite the best a
massive, beautiful-headed bitch of unusual quality but nutback by condition. Elma, Flora, Miss Cora and Bella the
c.'s, were all pretty little ones, and with one exception too

A handsome even lot of twenty, Ihe youngest just over six
months old, made up the class of rough-coated dog puppies
Columbus, first, of great size, good head and pleasing ex-
pression, perfect iu color and markings, was too fat and
perhaps, consequently not straight in pasterns Hell^ate
Prinz, second, a big seven-months one, very rich iu colorand
markings, shows great promise throughout. Watch Erd-
man, third, eleven months old, son of Marvel, another big
one, white and orange in color, inherits his father's strikin?
head, but is somewhat pig-jawed. Duke of Berkshire Count
Otto and Cadmus, Jr., each vhc, are all handsome well-grown dogs of quality, the first named oldest and' most
forward. Count Otto is least massive and is now too full in
eye. Cadmus, Jr., is very massive and rather fat Cassar
Marvel II. and Ralff, he, almost as old as those above them'
are all fine promising fellows, the first named litter brother
to the first prize winner, and like him rather fat for growth
Norman, Ericus, Masterpiece, Scottish Chief and Hell^ate
Sullivan, c. each, were well worth their mention Thelast
of these is litter brother to the second prize winner Scot-
tish Chief, a son of Scottish Leader, looks like the making
up into a great one with time and the right sort of growth
The corresponding class for bitches included eleven and

Princess Eulaiia, daughter of King Regent, beautiful and
symmetrical, was easily first. Stellina, second, just a year
old, rich orange, correctly marked, is of good size and mas-
sive frame, pleasing expression, less mature than the win-
ner. Alva, third, a daughter of Marvel, of medium size
beautiful color, promising in head, was so timid and sad it
was difficult to examine her. Lady Vixen, reserve a fine
daughter of Rowland, Jr., well-grown and good in head
marred her expression by very badly carried ears. Madame
B,, vhc, daugnter of Sir Hereward, a fine large forward
eight-months puppy, did not do herself justice in the ring
and was also handicapped by a neglected coat. Ada Soniers
and Florencia, c, pretty well marked and exquisite in coat
were well behind the others. '

The challenge class for smooth coated dogs was drawn
blank.
In the challenge class for smooth bitches Empress of Con-

toocock, her figure somewhat marred by maternal cares but
in exquisite condition, won first; second going to Melrose
Belle, her niece. The latter, one of the famous litter of
winners, is a very beautiful massively-built, grand 'headed
one, excelling in bone, frame and richness of color but not
equal to the Empress in expression^

In the open class for smooth-coated dogs, the superb Al-
ton, Jr. won first; good as he was last year he is even better
now, straight in limb, more massive and symmetrical in
body, pleasanter in expression. Patrol, second, the hand-
somest in the class in color, in more brilliant bloom than
ever before, well deserved his place. Plinlimmon V., third,
son of Refuge II., has grown and improved considerably
since last year; being onlv two years old now he has a promise
ing future before him. Major Plon Plon, fourth, an ISmos.i
old son of Otos, well grown and furnished for his age, has a
fine expression, but loses to those above him in muzzle and
skull. Leicester, Jr., reserve, was one of the manv fine dogs'
not shown at their best. He boasts of a well modeled head
of the family type, a strong frame, excellent legs and good
coloring. Blucher, he, is a good sized dog of excellent pro-
portion, but long in head and stern in expression. Eric, he,
a good dog in his day looks small beside these giants. In
color, coat and proportion he is even with the best. Petro,
vhc (a rough coat I learned afterward, but so entirely close
in coat I transferred him from the roughs to this class"), was
a tall well grown son of Otos, good all round for his age, buti
not out of puppyhood in proportion. One china eye gives a
curious effect.

In bitches the beautiful Lady Alton easily won first.
Nearly perfect in markings, frame, proportions and head.
Like most of her brothers and sisters, she is almost a model.
Judith's Ruth, second, her half-sister, resembles her strongly
in character, size and markings, and at present has the same
fault, too much coat. Guess Noble, third, a tall, well made
orange and white daughter of Victor Joseph, shows excel-
lent general quality. She is getting cheeky. Pandora,
fourth, and Julia, reserve, litter sisters, daughters of Kings-
ton Regent, are both good-bodied, richly colored young'
bitches, strong-limbed, but not tall, much resembling their
grandsire, champion Hector, in head, expression and style.
The former is superior in skull. Melrose Judith, vhc, full
sister of the second prize winner, large and light in body, a
little heavy in ear, showed herself very badly. Charmion,
vhc, another daughter of the excellent Cleopatra, and very
like Pandora and Julia, is behind them in size and quality.
Queenie Mars, c, smallest of the class, is under-sized, but
typical and good. It is interesting to note that all included
in the open classes of smooth-coats, with three exceptions,
are the offspring of rough sires. Taral, first in the puppy
class, smooth-coated dogs, is a promising, tall, quite unde-
veloped seven-months' specimen, beating Ben Alton, second,
only in straightness of limb and coat. Juggernaut, third, a
son of Patrol, well grown and handsome, excels Belvedere,
be., in all points at present. Miss Thelma, first in puppy
bitches, another of the many daughters of Cleopatra, is
almost exactly like her litter sister, winner of first among
rough-coated bitch puppies, save in coat; stylish, typical,
well proportioned and very mature for her age. Minka,
second, isa little her infer! or at all points. Miss Polyphemus,
third, another pretty one, is less forward in growth. Scottish
Gloria, reserve, is at present but a frame on which to hang
promise.
In the Novice class (rough and smooth dogs'), first was

awarded to Plinlimmon V. the smooth: second to Laurian,
a rough; third to the rough Demetrins, a grand young dog
still in puppyhood, of remarkable quality and size, butgross
and in need of cooling diet; vhc was awarded to Franciscan,
a large grand-headed son of Alton Jr. lacking markings and
crooked in legs; to Sir Eldred Bedivere and Gen. Victor
Joseph, two fine but somewhat backward sous of Sir Bedi-
vere, and to Sir Rufus, a beautiful typical son of Lothario.
The he included Pereival, a very typical massive dog ingreat
need of grooming, Bryant needing similar attention, Gen.
Joe Hooker, Gen. Phil. Sberidau and Hamlet. The chief
faults of Sau, c. are lack of size, straight hocks and heavy
ears. Pro Patria, c, tall and lank fair in head and good in
muzzle, needs another year to complete his development.
Borneo II., c, tall and well formed is too narrow in head and
lacks quality.
The Novice bitch class brought out twenty roughs and

smooths. First prize went to Judith's Ruth already -

criticised, followed by Pandora and Melrose Judith bo whom
equal seconds were awarded. Melrose Judith shown by her
owner this time appearing to so much better advantage than
before as to seem a different animal. Third prize, went to
the massive rough coat IJarda. The vhe.'s were Lady Bess
II., a young daughter of Sir Bedivere, Lausaune, of charm-
ing quality, and Judy her niece. The latter is unusually
large and excellent throughout, but did not do justice to
"herself in the ring. Flora Valentine, not unlike Judy but
inferior in quality, Gift a pretty typical one but small. Mas-
cot Bernie and Queen Margaret not perfect in limb, were
given he, c. falling to three good little ones, Adam's Corisette.
Miss Cora and Queenie Mark. It would have been much
easier work to judge the novice classes if they had bean
divided into roughs and smooths, regardless of sex.

Newfoundlands.
Judge's Report.

In spite of the liberal inducements offered there were only
six entries and but half this number present. Leo, first,
winner of second at Newark in November last, looks a dif-
ferent creature and a fair specimen after a course of careful
grooming. His proportions are good, legs sturdy and well
set, size small, head moderate in quality. Nero I,, second,
is only an unfurnished 12 months pup and may give a better
account of himself later.
Brunette, alone in the bitch class, was lucky to have a blue

ribbon to wear, being quite without startling merit in any
way; a small, compact, flat-coated specimen, intelligent in
expression and a good mover.

Pugs.
Judges Report.

Taken collectively, the quality of the twenty-nine entries
was so far beyond that of years past as to warrant special
mention,
In the challenge class for dogs the highest honor was won

by Attraction, the exquisite little son of Bob Ivy. Less than
18 months old, he is already a well finished, symmetrical
dog, deserving his name. In skull, wrinkle, eyes and muzzle
there is admirable quality. His ears—most important—are
of fair size, well hung and proudly carried; body might be
a bit broader in loin, legs harder and color clearer. Bob Ivy,
second, is as good as ever, a capital dog, but not his son's,
equal in eyes, carriage of ears or size, and no better in skull
or wrinkle. In color, good silver fawn, he beats the young-
ster. Curtis, reserve, the handsome silver fawn son of Lord
Clover, followed close, but was hardly equal iu ears or eyes,
rather heavy in flesh and very smutty in face.
Midget, a tiny one, kennel mate of Attraction, captured

first in the challenge bitch class, but with little to spare.
Compact in build, jaunty iu style, strong and free in action,
she makes the most of herself and pulls every morsel of
skin in front of her ears into wrinkles at the critical moment.
A good skull, nice little ears and tight twist are hers, but
her dusky fawn color might be better. Vega, second, a
daughter of Lord Clover, is another choice little one, more
pleasing in color and a smart mover, but, not equal to Midget
in head. Nellie Bly, reserve, fairly out-classed, could only
console herself by contemplating her beautiful pale golden
fawn coat.
A round dozen filled the open dog class and only two were

unnoticed. Al Von, first, a son of Penrice, is one of the few
boasting eyes fully large enough. He is all style, from muz-
zle to taiftip, has a good sized skull, very short, square muz-
zle, face a mass of wrinkles, pleasing expression and ears
perfectly carried. His color is a bright golden fawn, withou
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much trace or very dark nails. Lack of substance and
strength, in his hindlegs are his misfortunes just now. Fins-
bury Duke, the lately-imported son of Confidence aud a graud
specimen himself, will push others harder when acclimated
and fresh. Of medium size, strongly built, square and strong
on Ms legs, pure, clear, silver fawn in color, with jet black
head markings; he has also a beautiful head, nicely wrinkled
face, and broad, short muzzle, but this time would not put
his ears as they ought to be, nor is his coat at its best. His
face is too black for a discernible thumb mark. Pomona
Fritz, third, a silver fawn of sterling quality, rather larger
than those above him, would not show up well in the ring,

and surprised me the day after he was judged by his im-
proved bearing and consequent display of good points. Cor-
bett, reserve, a seven months' pup, golden fawn, with heavily
wrinkled brow, fine large eyas, well-set ears and a deal of ex-
pression, was lucky in winning his place with nis lank body
and heavy limbs. Head quality and style took him up.
Little Jewel, vhc., an importation of some years ago, the
veteran of his class, has improved wonderfully since his first

appearance, and would hardly be recognized. Rather over-
sized among such a lot of little ones, but stocky and muscu-
lar; he can give the best of them points in action aud spirit.

His head properties are quite above mediocrity, but his body
color is not clear. Ivy, vhc, son of Penrice, a silver fawn,
smart youngster in his second year, is not fully developed in

head or in confidence. He is handsomely marked and good
all through. Sullivan, litter brother of "Corbett, but larger
and too promising in bone; Priuce Bobtail, a fair dog, here
outclassed, and Prince Ivy, a beautiful eight-months-oid son
of Attraction, all scored alike, winning he, ; the first for his
excellent front, the second for his general make-up, the last
for coat and markings, carriage aud symmetry. Mitchell, c,
beaten by Corbett and Sullivan, already exceeds them in
size.

The open bitch class introduced the recently imported
Haughty Madge, a beautiful silver fawn but smutty in face
and lacking trace. At a different stage of coat these mark-
ings may ^ary. While no toy in size she is a typical one in
build, character and movement. Dauntless—the possible
feminine of pugnacious—ready, and unconcerned among a
crowd of strangers and in a strange land, she is a show dog
hard to beat. Her eyes might be larger and ears smaller to
advantage, but her bright expression, fine head, tremendous
wrinkle and inimitable style take her straight to the front.

She reminds me of the old English fancier's remark, "If a
pug's 'armonious, I don't care if he weighs forty pounds."
Madge is " 'armonious," and does not weigh twenty. Cilver
Queen, second prize, a daughter of Kash, is quite another
sort, less clear in color, smaller and more dainty, fine in head,
ear and expression, with beautiful eyes. Sbe is small in
frame, and, like some of the others, should learn to manicure
herself. Too long nails seriously mar the movement of pugs.
Little Ruth, daughter of Penrice, a sweet little thing in her
second year, did bravely for a novice and may give the best
a hard fight bye and bye. She. is a beautiful silver fawn with
no smutfiness, symmetrical throughout, immature in expres-
sion, but with a charming little head, nice, small ears, and
wrinkle enough when she pleases Pansy C, reserve,
daughter of Bob Ivy, just two years old, similarly marked,
was too heavy in flesh and indolent to display herself well.

She crowded Little Ruth for place and in the opinion of so
competent a judge as her breeder and owner should have
beaten her. Diamond Bessie, vhc, an excellent specimen,
small, strong and muscular, a trifle heavy in ear, not in show
form, should have had a longer rest from family cares be-
fore appearing in public.
Pomona Dolly, vhc, also a good little one is like the other

dingy in color, and though symmetrical and pleasing is faulty
in skull. The he's, Lady Bonsor, LaBelle Petile, Nannie II.

and Timmie Thasmo, were as unlike as their names, and the
first of them, daughter of Bonsor, that won first at Newark
last fall, a bitch of splendid quality, should have stayed at
home this time. Ragged, thin, nearly bare, she looked a
begger rather than a "lady," and I hesitated whether to
acknowledge her presence in any way. The show ring is not
honored and it is a cruel wrong to a good dog to exhibit one
in such condition. La Belle Petite, less belle and less petite
than her kennel companion, looked a valuable matron, fair

in general quality. Nannie II., one of the best in color and
condition, lacked shortness in face, and was faulty in carriage
of ears. Timmie Thasmo, another good coated, well built
sprightly one, was a lesson in style to some of the better ones.
This was a notable class. The matter of breeding pugs of
the right size and of general fair quality seems settled, but
fanciers must remember that a toy pug is no more desirable
than a toy mastiff. Small eyes, large ears, dingy color, lack
of trace of thumb mark and of black nails, and mincing
action are faults not yet wholly bred out.

Anna H. Whitney.

Great Danes.
Judge's Report.

Challenge class.—Major McKinley, dark brindle, the only
entry of either sex, had of course for once in this class a walk-
over. His principal shortcomings are the intensified, un-
typical head of his sire, even smaller eyes in proportion than
Melac's, is 'somewhat cheeky, has a well formed neck of
good length and any amount of loose skin; has a very good
front and middle piece, feet good, quarters rather weak,
especially in second thigh, the result of his immense size;

fair stern.
Open class dogs—an entry of fifteen dogs, with two added,

wrongly entered in the miscellaneous class as so-called
"Ulmers," came in the ring, and among the seventeen were
very few of quality and even fewer of sound movement, and
it is discouraging to see our largest "sound" breed go the
same way as the other large breeds, unsound and sliding in
their hindlegs, no doubt the result of kennel raising and the
"Anglo-American" craze for big, tall specimens. I am afraid
the same state seems to exist, to some extent, at least, also
in Germany. Quality was sorely absent, except in those few
of wiuniug rank, and those were again in bad condition,
with few exceptions. Earl of Wurtemberg, the winner of
first honors, is a very much improved dog in hindquarters
since last year, although in very light flesh, and had a badly
used-up tail. He could give every one of his competitors a
beating with ease. He is a grand light brindle with a most
typical, well-cut head, good neck, shoulders and feet, rather
shelly in body, showing more so on account of being very
low in fiesh; hindquarters well made, but somewhat stilty,

tail a bit coarse and evidently battered while en route. He
is of capital proportions and excellent size, his owner giving
his size to be 33%in. at shoulder; although to my idea 33in. is

a nice height, even for him.
Lawrence Leopard, a very nice tiger, black and white,

splendid size, excellent character, reminds me very much of
that splendid granddam of his, Heimerle's champion Irene;
he is rather light in body, not very good in quarters, very
pleasing expression, front feet too open, good stern; a dog
which only lacks maturity (he is only fifteen months now)
to give the best ones a tussle. Hepbern Hero, belonging, as
well as the first and second winners, to the Lawrence Ken-
nels, is a dark brindle of very line outlines; in poor condi-
tion, or better, in evident danger of becoming a very sick
dog, and was lucky to get so high up, but as nothing near
the above three in type and quality showed up he was
plainly entitled to his place. Pie is still out at elbow, but
nob so loaded in shoulders as last year, has good body,
splendid hindquarters and is one of the jaunty" movers so
much desired and so seldom found in this breed. Hero's
principal shortcomings outside of his faulty front (elbows
and pasterns out) is his too flat a head, he is also a bit
cheeky ; he is a dark bridle. Helois was a so-called "Ulmer
doggo" entered in the miscellaneous class and on request I

judged him later separately, permitting him to win any
equal to which he was entitled, which I thought at first

glance to be high up, though further examination and com-
parison with the winners pressed him to equal third with
Hepbern Hero. He is a beautiful golden brindle of fair size

and good movement, and had he not showed lameness in

one hindleg when trotting, without any apparent cause,
would have been put equal to Lawrence Leopard, being,
except this, perhaps accidental fault, almost the best moving
dog in the class; his head is a bit too short, cheeky and
short and thick in neck, and will, if not looked carefully
after, be very common when older, through this defect.

Shoulders fair, too far set apart on top, good body, good
quarters, bone and feet, excellent stern and withal a good
fair specimen.
Faust, vhc. reserve, is a more than average good golden

brindle, rather bad, flat hindfeet, tail too much curled, and
not over good in movement; round in skull, thick in cheeks,
short from eyes to nose, besides having a lump on the
nose, which mars his appearance; eyebrows too prominent,
and ears set too low, good neck, pasterns and feet should be
stronger. Pascha, vhc,, dark brindle, is on the small side,

an undeveloped dog, round in skull and light in muzzle,
well-cut neck, a bit throaty, straight in shoulders, good front
legs, good chest and ribs, good moArement and fair stern.
Hepburn Apollo, vhc, light slate color, a dog of very good
outline, rather small, but a capital mover; he has grown
very wide between the shoulders, almost double as wide in
shoulders as in quarters, which threw him out of the race
for place. He is plain in head, should be cleaner in cheek,
good legs and feet, very good shaped, but too gaily carried
stern. Bismarck, vhc, the winner at Rhode Island and
Danbury last fall, is not a bad sort of a black dog, and his
worst faults are his weak pasterns and open feet; he is on
the coarse side all through head, body and tail, and also his
bone shows its lightness more that it would otherwise. His
head has character outside of its coarseness, neck fair, with
plenty of loose skin; shoulders medium, ribs and chest good,
too straight behind; not a bad sort. Yarrum, he, a black
dog of some character, too, but too much bulk altogether.
Head, although not bad in character, is too large, fair in
profile, well arched, almost too long in neck, which is thick
and has too much loose skin; in fact I think it could be pulled
all over him; good bone, poor feet, when moving throws
elbows out, -very poor hindlegs, with that shuffling, sliding
gait so characteristic of most of our St. Bernards and mas-
tiffs. All in all he is too bulky. Leo, he, is not a bad red-
dish fawn dog, of fair size, head too small and lacks charac-
ter, muzzle not square enough and ears too low set; when
animated shows a bit more type, as his badly-trimmed ears
come up much higher, is very throaty, has shoulders shaped
similar to a cow, fair bone, a little low in legs, pasterns too
high and turned out, body fair, left hindleg weaker than
right, feet fair.

fitches: Portia Melac, the only great Dane to my idea in
the show, as she has all I require of a good specimen except
perhaps, size and she being of the gentler sex, I am not inclined
to find too much fault with that. She is a dark brindle
daughter of champion Melac and a litter sister to Major
McKinley, but compared with him as a thoroughbred with
a half bred farm horse. Her head is very typical, marred a
little bit by a dropping right ear, and perhaps too dark lines
between tlie eyes, grand neck well set in splendid shoulders,
excellent legs and feet, a beautiful and graceful outline, very
good quarters, in fact there is hardly a fault to find except
that thei-e is not a little more of her, her coat was dull, and
it is a pity all of the Kennel Lawrence's dogs were not in
better shape. Phryne dark slate and white "tiger," is a good
one but too fat, execrable head with dark red flesh colored
black spotted nose, weak before the eyes, which are set too
close; an apparently utterly cowed animal, and if anything
else had been in the class would have not been in it at all.

Manon, reserve, her kennel mate is a lighter colored slate
and white; these were the only ones present.
In puppies a fair share of blues showed up. Bismark,

first, has a fair head, rather light eye, although thoroughly
permissible in a blue, good bone, nice neck, will grow wide in
shoulders, good conformation and quarters fair, legs a bit
more bent than I like, and shows tendency to weakness;
rather coarse in tail. Thor, second, also a blue, light in
shade as the winner, shows very much of his sire's charac-
ter in his too light muzzle and stilty movement behind, but
is of better proportion than his sire, Shepard's Duke, and
will make a better dog than Duke, has fair bone, plenty of
skin as yet on his throat, eyes light. Mr. Lawrence won the
kennel prize.

Basset Hounds.
Judged Beport.

Four showed up in this quaint breed, and the winner
proved to be Royal Hector, belonging to the Hempstead
Farm. He is a nice, strong type of hound of orthodox mark-
ing, and his fault is a pronounced eye and too much cut out
under the same; good texture of and sufficient leather, where
he principally beats. Soloman, the second winner, who has a
well-shaped head, but is not houudy enough, and as men-
tioned above has bad leather; in fact, they would do for a
pair of soles; is not clean enough in head, and neither he nor
the two following him could come near the Hempstead
Farm representative in condition. Ninette, third, is a nice
bitch all over, of the same stamp as the second winner, only
a trifle smaller, as can be said, too, of the reserve, Rowton
Wag, who is still smaller, though none of the four were too
small,

Dachshunds.
Judge's Report.

In challenge dogs Zulu II. took first. I beg to be excused
criticising this little rascal to any extent, he objecting so
much to any intrusion on the bench that I had to pay for my
temerity with a torn cuff, escaping with sound skin, but
what I can recollect of the little beggar he beat Don Quixotte
in the ring by his better general contour .and better move-
ment; they are both good dogs, although I prefer Zulu.
Challenge bitches had champiou Janet and a new face to

me, Jessie Victoria, and she beat the older bitch by the way
she showed herself; I suppose displeasing the cognoscenti,
but as I am one of those enfant terribles who have no respect
for tradition and reputation any further than my eyes go, I
suited myself, as Jessie Victoria showed so much more grace-
fulness than the matron Janet, who looked like five weeks in
whelp, and Janet's head, beautiful as it is, would suit me
better on a dog than a bitch, and this counter balanced
Jessie's round skull and slightly weak muzzle. Any way,
as the two appeared in the ring, their owners and others, If

they had compared them without bias, would have had
to indorse me. Perhaps Mr. Manice's absence, made Janet
show herself so listless as she did, and I will say right here
I like a medium sized dachshund best for the work he is re-

quired aud bred for, and all views on this side to the con-
trary, I demand a dachshund of a size best adapted to go
under ground; and whether used or not for this purpose here,
cuts no figure at all; he must conform to the original pur-
pose or we come to Mr, Freeman Floyd's capital squib about
the Timbuctoo terrier, teaching the original breeders how
their dogs ought to be.
Open dogs had seven in the ring and the winner was Jay,

but good dog as he is, his condition was such that Tack, the
second winner, had he been in better shape, would have
beaten him, and will do so some time, as Jay's mouth is

about gone, a most prominent point in a dachshund, who
has to use his teeth for bis work. Jay has and can beat
Tack, everything equal, but when condition is on Tack's side,
Jay's usual bad coat and poor mouth will or ought to help
Tack to defeat him, as reputation should cut no figure in

competition, although Jay is far superior in outline and
back to Tack. Hermit, third, is not in the same class as the
former two, being of rather coarse type, and almost the same
can be said of the vhc. as of him, as they were much alike.

Hermit is a beautifully bred dog by Jay ex Janet, but shows
neither quality nor refinement, and may be a good over-
ground dog, but heaven preserve me from ever seeing his
stamp generally reproduced, which is evidently his owner's
desire, if he shows such coarse dog3 of his own breeding and
sells the finer cut ones like Pretzel, who is very faulty in
hindlegs, but of beautiful quality. Roy K., he, is a dog
very much on Hermit's and Ichthyosaurus's type, coarse and
lumbery, only more so, especially so in stern, and is a washed
out color.
The bitch class had some very nice quality and numbered

nine, all in the ring. Polly Finders, the winner, is a capital-
shaped little bitch of my size, marred, as I was then told, by
a box falling on her, when her eye was almost knocked out;
but as I took this to be only a temporary injury, gave it no
weight at all. She is of beautiful contour, long and well-
arched back, beautiful-shaped and carried stern, good legs
and bone, a bit weak in muzzle and light in eye; but I think
she can beat Jargonelle, who is better in front of eyes, but
who is coarser and dragged her bag almost on the ground;
she (Jargonelle) has excellent bone and is a beautiful bitch
all the way through, but a bit more refinement would not
hurt her. Hesse Darmstadt, second, is a nice liver and tan,
good head, ears set too high and almost hairless, not enough
bone and bend in legs, good body, but not enough tucked up,
which made her appear too straight in back; grand hind-
quarters, but stern too gaily carried—a nice specimen all

through when in good condition. Lovely K., reserve, is a
bitch of the size I want and with capital head, and although
too short in back and consequently not enougb arched; would
have been higher had she not been pig-jawed—a very severe
and bad handicap for a dachshund. It is true, she is not
badly deformed, but her jaws do not meet level, and
the fault i3 there; and I could not overlook it,

though I wish I could have done so on account
of her other good points. Dina K., vhc, has a nice enough
head but is too short in body and too high in leg, not crook
enough, besides being too high and light in pasterns, stern
coarse. Peggy, he, a medium black and tan, not refined
enough in type, too straight in legs and too high, material
for mating with a strong boned dog with lots of crook. The
well known Bessie K. got nothing being too straight in back
and close setting knees, out at elbows, though to be honest,
on second consideration, I treated her harshly, but she
showed so little quality in the ring, that twice as long a
string of winnings as she had could not put her much higher,
although a vhc. would have been correct for her in the class

she was in.

Only three puppies showed up, one the coarse winner of
third in open class and here first and the reserve dog who got
second, was in the open class. Hermit's sound coarseness
won over Pretzel's quality, as he is handicapped by a bad
front and crippled hind feet; but he shows lots of quality;

vhc. was a light tan and black bitch of no special merit.
G-. Muss-Arnolt.

Spaniels.
Judge's Report.

The spaniels were remarkable for no particular point this
year, beyond the general very good condition of the major-
ity and a few new faces. With the exception of that very
handsome breed, the Clumbers, the classes were well filled

throughout, a grand total of 109 being catalogued, with but
five absentees.
In the cocker classes, my desire to " lift up " this very use-

ful little dog, and thus get away from that fascinating type
of small dog—short-legged and heavy-boned out of propor-
tion, pretty, but toyish—led me, no doubt, in some instances,
to peg back here'and there one that might possibly have
scored a point or two better than its opponent were it not
for its lack of proper size. It seems to me that the time is

ripe to come out flat-footed in this matter of size in cockers,
as we are all aware of the intended usefulness of the breed—
of their keen nose, merry action and hunting possibilities,

but from which the tendency to drift is noticeable in the
production, year after year, of smaller and smaller speci-

mens.
The question arises as to whether the prerogative lies with

the judge to discriminate in this matter when the standard
permits the weight limits of 18 to 381bs. This point I
broached to two or three breeders during the show, and
found their views to be that if a specimen were either just
over the minimum weight or just under the maximum—in
other words, at the extreme limits either way—and a point
or so better in type than another specimen in the same clas3

of about 23 or 241bs. (my ideal weight), that the former
should win. This is apparently good argument, but in op-
position to my personal views, and I should never consent to
be guided by this should it ever become a ruling, as it is cer-
tainly only an exceptional case where the dog approaching
the smaller limit (viz., lSlbs.), especially in the compact,
heavy-boned specimens, is, or can be made, a useful dog in
the field. Of course, where there are two individuals com-
peting—one very typical of low limit weight and one of what
I consider proper weight, but of poor type—the former should
prove the winner without hesitation on the part of the judge

;

but as for placing an 181b. dog over one that weighs 23, and
is within a hair's breadth of being the former's equal as re-

gards points, I say no, it should not be done, nor do I believe
such to be the proper interpretation of the standard. There
must be a medium ; there must be limits ; and these limits
are to hold us within bounds, else we would soon see
"pocket" editions carefully blanketed, carried around in
bird cages, and the day of this, the best of man's companions,
on the waue. With these few remarks I will turn to the
classes, taking them in rotation, telling of the dogs as they
appeared to me.
Irish Water Spaniels.—This breed was fairly well repre-

sented, but all in poor open coat. With this exception, the
lack of the requisite amount of topknot, and in one or two
instances a slight tendency to crookedness in the front legs,

they were a workmanlike looking lot.

Clumbers.—Li Dash, the Owahgena Kennels have a very
fair dog that improves on acquaintance, with rather nice
body, legs aud feet. He disposed of his kennel companion
readily, the latter being light in substance, shore bodied and
generally poor. Why this breed does not become more of a
favorite I am at a loss to understand. They are certainly
attractive and pretty, and when trained, prime dogs with
the gun.
Field Spaniels.— Judex, the champion of champions,

was in fine fettle. There was nothing in the class with him
that could even be called a "runner-up." His condition
was grand, but I maintain, and have always done so since
his first appearance on the bench, that the addition of a full
inch to the length of his body would be a Avelcome improve-
ment, making him more symmetrical ; his appearance now
tending to give the appearance of heavy-headeclness. New-
ton Abbott Farmer I placed second, as he showed more field

spaniel character than his nearest competitor, Brautford
Mohawk. Both are horriblv bad in fore legs. The latter
has much the advantage in head, but is light of eye, lacks
size, and is short bodied and cockery in appearance.* Newton
Abbott Torso is a poor sfiecimeu, and not worthy of men-
tion. How he eArer graduated to the challenge class is a
mystery. Black Prince was credited in the marked cata-
logue with vhc. As the old fellow was not for competition,
and not even there during the judging, the compositor is

probably chargeable with the insult to "his highness."
In challenge bitches Bridford Ruby got away from Rose-

dale Bess without difficulty; the former, however, was in
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her usual poor condition— coat rough and short; light in
flesh.

All old faces in the open class. Warwick proved the. win-
ner, with Echo a good second. The former has lost much
of his coarse appearance of last year. Echo is also vastly im-
proved and was shown well. He has nice length of barrel,

good dark eye, good bone and substance, but lacks in stop
;

is a trifle 'full under the eye, and toes turn out slightly.

Sorry Jake is too light for this company, Beau was fat

enough to kill ; eye too full ; short-bodied ; domed skull.

The bitches numbered two : Midnight III. smothered her
rival. The former lacks stop, has a Roman nose, is a trifle

out at elbows, but a good bitch that will be heard from
again. I withheld second, prize in this class and awarded
third to Greencroft Nellie—light build, small of muzzle, and
on the cocker order. The class for livers brought out a new
face in Colehill Rufus, vhc. This dog attracted my at-

attention at once, every inch of him being a spaniel, and his
every action being characteristic of the breed; but upon close

examination his numerous defects became too apparent for

him to claim honors higher than those bestowed. Well fur-
nished, grand coat, none and substance ; on the Sussex
order, but wretchedly crooked front legs ; thin through pads;
shows haw of eye and cheeky. There was little choice be-
tween first, second and third in this class. Gypsey Belle has
the making of a good bitch in her, and will improve and
show to greater advantage when better furnished; Old
Queen should be retired.

In any other color, two very poor specimens confronted me,
and the best I could do was to award second and third,
withholding first. Romeo's horrible coat handicapped him,
but he is also not the type we are seeking.
In puppies, Princess Bolus, by far the better one, is rather

nice; good length, fair mover, but trifle fine of muzzle and
light of eye. Will improve.
Cockers.—Six entries greeted me in the challenge dog class

—all good ones. Brantford Redjacket received the blue rib-

bon, but he is aging perceptibly, and should be retired. His
chief weak points are a wideness of skull and ears a bit too
short. He was shown too fat. Othello, second, is an at-
tractive little dog; eye was rather full; stern carried too
gaily; muzzle not quite as square as it should be, but a dog
of nice size, good action, free mover, good legs, feet and loin.

Ears proper length, and set on low. Jay Kay out at elbow,
ear short, coat rough, muzzle too fine, poor condition. Jer-
sey Obo—too much length, gone in mouth, action bad,
wretched condition. Red Roland—nice body and coat, but
broad in skull, undershot, bad front legs. Middy—on the
small order; toes turn out; toyish. Challenge bitches.—Miss
Waggles and I Say claimed first honors, with matters rather
in favor of the former. Her open, loose coat, and front legs
being not as good as they might be, are her main faults. I
Say was not shown as I have seen her; coatrough, ears high.
Black Duchess is a beautiful little bitch, but gray in

muzzle and gone in mouth. On the small order. Open
black dogs.—Donovan, to whom 1 gave first was sold and
taken away before my notes were made, but my recollection
of him is that he was a trifle light of eye and perhaps a shade
heavy of head, but a good, active, workmanlike little fellow
and the best in the class. Woodland Prince is a trifle plain
in head and full of eye, but good bodied, nice coat, legs, feet
and a good mover.
Picpania, third, has gone off badly since Toronto, where he

received first, shown in bad shape, coat rough, ears too high
on head. Jumie II., was removed from the ring before I
could give him a card, also from his stall, so that I was un-
able to secure my notes. Commodore was a nice, compact
little dog, of free movement, but rather small and lacks
furnishing. Douglas—high ears, full eye, out at elbows,
toyish.
Open black bitches. Rideau Reine, first, is a good little

bitch with nice feet, legs and body, a shade more squareness
of muzzle would improve her. Action and movement free
Lady Fidget—too wide in front, eye a bit full; a little out at
elbow; body and coat good Flossie Butler—toyish, oft' in
front. Modjeska—an attractive little bitch that will improve.
A free mover, but lacks stop, and a trifle out at elbows."
In the class for dogs of any other color, Ned W. came to

the front easily, with Ked Justice second. The former's
color is poor, but his action pleasant; legs, feet and body
good; ears set a bit high; skull perhaps a shade too wide.
Red Justice—ears high, muzzle long, undershot. Chestnut
is a very taking little fellow, active and quick; eye a bit
light; expression not of the best; undershot. Shown in
beautiful condition. Red Obo—head short and thick; out in
front; good body; nice action.
Bitches, any other color. Tanita, first, was much to my

liking. At Toronto last September she also received the
blue ribbon, but shows no improvement since then, in fact
was net shown here in here previous good shape. Could be
improved a trifle in muzzle; ears high; tucked up. A won-
derfully free mover, good cocker action, and subsequently
selected for the special prize for best moving spaniel in the
show. Mollie, second, is a nice bitch showing considerable
spaniel character; muzzle too fine; ears might be a trifle
lower. Red Rose, rather on the large order, was third. The
reserve card went to Bessie Warner, muzzle too fine; make
up rather light; eye full, an attractive and pretty spaniel,
however. Ruin vhc—too much drawn out; expression poor;
high stationed. Diana Miskill—ears not set low enough;
yellow eye. Maud S—thrown out—overweight.
In puppies Cherry Boy II., very unlike his father, I had to

place first. This was not a very taking lot. The winner is a
nice bodied, active little dog, but lacks in head; ears a trifle
high, skull too broad. The winners in the Novice class have
ali been previously described.
The specials were numerous, and as a rule went with the

awards in the regular class. The one for the cocker with the
best head, was a rather difficult matter to decide. I finally
placed it with Mr. Willey's Black Duchess. Although con-
siderably gone in mouth, and rather on the small order vet
hers is a head built on the right lines, pretty, and of proper
type. A. Clinton Wilmehding.

Boston Terriers.
Judge's Report.

These terriers made a good showing, it being taken into
consideration that this is the first year classes have been
made for them in New York. Prince Walnut, winner of
first in the dog class, is a good specimen of a Boston terrier,
On the bench he seemed lacking in expression, but when
shown in the ring he was very smart looking. His skull,
muzzle and head are excellent and his color and markings
of the best. Barring a certain coarseness in his make up
Prince Walnut is a good one. Ned, winner of second, is on
the small side. His skull is good, but his muzzle is rather
weak, which fault he inherits from his sire. This little dog
had a splendid body, legs, tail and feet, and, had been in a
class for dogs of his weight, would probably have done better
Dixie, third, is on the toy order. There seems a tendency on
the part of some breeders to run to toy terriers, this, par-
ticularly in a breed like Boston terriers, should be avoided,
and unless a halt is called will greatly injure the breed.
Fifteen pounds should, in my opinion, be the minimum
weight allowed. Dixie, as well as Ned, inherits the weak
muzzle of his sire

;
this, together with a poor tail, constitute

chief faults. Otherwise he is a good little dog, with lots of
style. Sir William got vhc. This dog just misses being a
really good one, but his head has an unfortunate drawn-out
look, due somewhat to its peculiar markings. His body, legs
and tail are very good, indeed. There were nine entries in
the bitch class. First went to Nankin, a capital specimen I

There is but little fault to find with her. She possesses
a, head very nearly perfection, with a short and square

muzzle, without a wrinkle in it; skull broad and
flat, and well proportioned neck, shoulders and body. Her
tail is also excellent and she moves beautifully with any
quantity of style. Nankin also won the special prize offered
by the Boston Terrier Club for best of the breed in the show,
regardless of sex, easily beating Prince Walnut, first in the
dog class. Dolly, who won second, in open bitch, is a
mere toy terrier, and has no business outside of a glass
case. Still, what there is of her is good, and she easily dis-

posed of Peggyrwho won third. Peggy is weddy and Aveak-
muzzled, but'showed herself well. Vhc. went to Cinney and
an he. went to another Peggy. Queen and Buzz could
win in any class of Boston terriers judged under the present
standard. Charles F. Leland.

Bulldogs.
Judge's Report.

T must confess I was a trifle nervous when I entered upon
my duties of adjudicating the merits of the 59 entries in the
bulldog classes, but Mr. Mortimer's presence in the ring as
steward was very re-assuring, and it was served without
any delay.
In order to be consistent in my judging, I first picked my

dogs on general appearance, and after that paid most atten-
tion to facial properties ; the great characteristic of the
breed being a short face, with a broad, upturned muzzle.
I hope any exhibitors who were disappointed will attribute
any mistakes to my inexperience in the ring, and, perhaps,
a not too long acquaintance with the breed. The judging
is simply my opinion, and can be taken at its estimated
worth.
The challenge class for dogs saw Leonidas, King Lud and

Pathfinder fighting their old battle over again, and the
little brindle carried off the palm. He was suffering from
an abscess on the jaw and was shown too fat entirely, so
there was very little to choose between him and Leonidas.
In skull, foreface and wrinkle both dogs are good, Leon-

idas being a little longer between eye and ear and Lud
deeper in skull. Leonidas' face is badly twisted, and this
even extends to the eyes, which are not set in evenly. Both
dOgs have good bone, and stand wide on good legs, Lud
being a little the better in these respects, and he is much
lower to the ground and shorter in body. In stern both are
bad. Lud answers more to standard in being compact,
thickset and low, and is very smart in the ring, always on
the qui vlve, and his activity was in marked contrast to
the sluggish movements of the other two.
Pathfinder, reserve, though beaten, was not disgraced, as

later on he won the club's mrdal fort best stud dog. He
looked well and clean. He has a wonderful underjaw, well
turned up ; but is thin through the face, and should have
higher temples. He stands wide on excellent legs, but is
very long in body.
In challenge class for bitches, Saleni took first, but she

would not show at all until her handler took her off the
chain. She is very seedy looking, moves badly, and I think
her vision is defective. Unless she takes a turn the other
way her shows days will soon be over. She is a very eood
all around bitch. The Graven Image, second, is a nice little
bitch ; her skull, though small, is good in type, and her face
short, well-wrinkled and finished. Her body cobby, but
not cut up enough ; muscular development good. She was
very active, and I may have erred in not handing her the
blue ribbon. Dolly Tester, reserve, is a good stamp, but
out-classed here.
The open class for dogs over 451bs. brought out eleven

candidates for first honors, and His Lordship was well
ahead. He was not shown in first-class condition and would
not move well, but when he settles down in the ring he
looks grand. He is of very even quality all through, and
his good points bear a symmetrical relation to each other,
none of them being unduly exaggerated. He could be bet-
ter in foreface and skull, and might carry his ears a bit
smarter, and his hind legs are crooked, making him wide
behind ; he has great bone, is low, well ribbed out and has
a good stern. In general character, I spotted Romance as
next best, but, upon comparing him with Found It, who got
second, I discovered exquisite quality in the latter.
He is a good-headed one, with a short, well-finished
face ; body good in outline, but flat ribbed and not let down
between his forelegs. He stands too straight and needs
more substance all through ; has neatly carried and wpII-
placed ears, a clinking back and good stern. Romance, who
is low to the ground, wide and big in skull, with lots of
substance before the eye, would have won third had it not
been for bis very hollow and weak back ; but he could not
bear the pressure of a few pounds there, and had to be con-
tent with reserve and make way for Reve Royal, not so good
a stamp, still a dog with character about him, as he has a
large skull, broad muzzle and short body; does not stand
well, is too much in the air, and carries his stern like a
ship's mast. Sheriff has a huge skull, a beautifully finished
foreface, very broad and deep, with good underjaw, all of
which are wot th studying. His ears are large and one but-
tons over; his forelegs are well boned, but, like his body,
are shapeless, and he brings his feet together. He is young
and will improve greatly. Cameron, also vhc, has a large
skull and fair foreface, but is in the air with a terrior-like
body. Handsome Dan, also vhc, is well-known as the Yale
boys' mascot. He is an attractive looking brindle and
white, and needs no comment, as his face is a familiar one.
Argonaut, a good bodied one, was also vhc; in fact, after
Found It, were six dogs hard to separate. He has good
wrinkle and stop, and a grand underjaw, but his skull is
too round and one ear buttons over badly. Good roach back,
neat stern and stands fairly well. Rustic Sovereign, a very
big dog with large skull, and is plain. Governor has a deep
stop, but legs and body of a terrier. Dr. Rush has a large
sk ull , i s froggy and not typical

.

The heavy bitch class, over 40lbs, brought out six, of
which White Venn had most claims for highest honors.' A
grand skulled bitch, with good foreface, plenty of wrinkle,
good bone, but long in body. Rosie, second, was shown too
thin and she is a trifle timid in the ring, Has good, all
around character, skull domed a bit, and I er chops [are too
pronounced and on bloodhound type. Miss Venn has good
skull, foreface and wrinkle, but is in the air. Lady Nan,
reserve, and TJikita, vhc, were close together. Nan has a,

long muzzle, but is good in wrinkle and dewlap and has
that good old property, i. e., the furrow traceable up the
skull. She is bang on her legs and long. Nikita, a cobby
little bitch, with good legs under her, is down- faced, but a
good stamp, nevertheless. Victress he is plain.
In the open class, light-weight dogs were two hard ones to

separate—Nugget and Wal Hampton—the former won. He
has about the shortest face in the show, and a straight < dge
laid from underjaw to temples just touches his nose. His
stop should be better defined and his temples more promi-
nent

;
good wrinkle and loose skin, ears very small, beauti-

fully set and carried, but skull much too short; high on
leg, but no higher than Wal, though he appears so on
account of his short body, which is too short and gives him
a pug character. He is also too straight in hind legs. Wal
Hampton is a good, all around dog ; face long and no lay
back, in which the winner excels. He was shown too thin,
which made him appear long in back, which is nicely
reached. Wrinkles, third, has a beautifully broken up
face, and, as his name implies, is well wrinkled ; has great
substance before the eye and good underjaw ; one ear is
badly buttoned over, which detracts from his good character.
He is high, not out in front, and body very moderate"
should improve. Taffy, reserve, is a very neat little toy^
with plenty of good points about him. Heathen, a very
good stamp, and would have been higher but for his color

—

black and tan. Mars is froggy and plain.

Open bitches under 401bs. A "plum pudding" brindle
(supplied from Mr. Mortimer's vocabulary) was liberally
treated when given first but, she only bad one competitor,
as Haphazard was injured and withdrawn. I could not
resist the smile worn by Mr. Mason-Jones, on the other end
of Grace's chain, and, as 1 had become accustomed to hand-
ing him blue ribbons, he having shown His Lordship and
White Venn, I forked this one out to him. Queen Mab
was given he, lame behind, tail like a foxhound, and long
body with a hollow back.
Dog puppies, a big class. The winner, Rustic King II., is

a well-grown puppy, well wrinkled and sturdy. If he im-
proves and does not get too large, should finish into a nice
dog. Counsellor, second, seven weeks younger than the win-
ner, is a very nice little fellow, short and low, big bone and
very promising. Robin Adair, reserve, is plain, but well
wrinkled. The remainder were very moderate. The winner
in the corresponding class in bitches was supplied by the
Woodlawn Park Kennels. She was only fair. Robin Rosa-
lind, is a very sweet little bitch ; the other two are very
plain. -

In Novice dogs and bitches, Nugget first, Sheriff second,
Wrinkles third, Taffy reserve, all commented on before.
His Lordship won the Grand Trophy for best dog or bitch
in show, King Lud, in his present condition, not pressing
him very hard. His Lordship's owner should look after
him, as I am afraid he is the kind which goes to nieces
easily. Saleni won the Porter cup for best bitch; Rustic
King II. the Puppy bowl, Nugset the Sawyer cup, and
Handsome Dan the American Field cup. Graven Image
won the English Bulldog Club medal for second best bitch,
and King Lud one for second best dog. The Brace prize
went to His Lordship and White Venn, while Mr. Austin
pulled down the medal for best team, and his Pathfinder
won medal for best stud dog, with King Lud and Found It
shown as his get. Pathfinder's son, King Lud, also com-
peted for this with three sons, Nugget, Argonaut and Taffy,
all showing the grandly developed underjaw.

E. A. Woodward.
Collies.

Judge's Report.

Challenge class—dogs—First, Wellesbourne Charlie look-
ing very well, scored over Roslyn Wilkes in bone, size, sub-
stance, coat, carriage of ears and length of head. Roslyn
Wilkes, second, a nice, showy dog, was outclassed by Welles-
bourne Charlie. Ormskirk Shep, had to be content with
reserve, a nice little dog, full of quality. He is too small and
bitchy to win in hot company.
Bitches—First, Highland Floss, skull might be flatter a

little full in eye, otherwise good in expression, body, coat,
carriage of ears and symmetry and an all-round good bitch.
Jackyr Dean, second, better in head, eye, bone, legs and feet,
undercoat and a better mover, but wanting in top coat, loin
back, and shown too fat. Flury III

, reserve, a well known
winner, has carried everything before her in former years;
if shown in good condition can easily win first in" good
company.
In Open class, dogs—First, Seftou Hero; a very attractive

dog, grand size, bone, symmetry, length of head, carriage
of ears, bone, legs and feet. Coat might be better, a bit high
in brow, but a good mover and unquestionably a good one.
Christopher, second, smaller than his competitor, was look-
ing very well, in coat, skull and expression he beats the
winner; he might carry his ears better. Woodmanstern Tre-
foil, third, a nice black, white and tan. A good one. Not so
good in bone as Christopher; full of character and carries a
coat of proper texture. Conrad II., fourth, a good specimen,
with good less and feet, nice size of ears, but could not get
them up in the ring. He lacks expression. Finsbury Dude,
vhc, is thick in head, good body and condition. Finsbury
Hero, he, full of quality; would have been placed higher, but
did not show well; seemed a little dull. Blizzard, vhc., a
nice type of collie, a little full before the eye, little thick in
skull, good fair coat, might move better. Jim Crow, vhc,
good head and texture of coat; in better condition should do
well in good company. Charlie Chris vhc, a son of Chriato-
her;a real collie with lots of character and expression, a little
small. Fergus Mclvor, he; good type of head, ears and
collie expression. Christopher, J. C, a little fnll in eye, fair
coat.

Bitches, Charlton Phyllis, first, a good type of collie, excel-
lent expression, a little light in bone, ears mitrht be better,
but plenty of quality and shown in good form. Olive, second,
is a nice bitch, lots of quality, nice body, in good coat and
shown well. Iduna III., third, a nice type of collie, plenty of
coat of good texture and shown in exceptionally good form.
Ormskirk Susie, fourth, ahead of reserve, better in ears',
grand expression, possibly faulty in feet, a nice, active and
good type of collie; one that should do some winning. Lady
Fidget, vhc , the best of the vhc. 's, good legs and feet, sweet
expression, her greatest fault being one ear pricked, and she
is at present out of coat. Nora, vhc, nice quality, fair car-
riage of ears, they are a bit large, good legs, feet and tail; a
good mover. Ormskirk Julia, he, a very nice bitch of good,
type and well deserved her letters. Sweetheart, he, a good,
strong bitch, large size, good body and length of head|
domed in skull, heavy in ear, but a good, useful bitch as a
breeder. Mary of Argyle, he, is at her best now. Chester-
ford Hattie, reserve, an excellent type of collie, with good
head, expression, good body and legs.
In dog puppies, Hempstead Trefoil, first, a fine son of

Woodmansterne Trefoil, full of character and should hold
his own in the best of company. Cragston Pinto, second,
possesses a head of good length, expression and carriage of
ears. Warwick, third, a nice type, full of quality. Glen-
fyne, reserve, son of that good dog, The Squire, is possessed
of a good head, plenty of bone, and carries a dense, hard
coat. Highland Bobbie^ vhc, another heavy-coated one.
The rest were a fair lot.

Puppy class, bitches—Hempstead Dorothy, first, one of the
best bitches in the show ; a nice sable and white, with plenty
of bone, a lovely head, beautiful expression, small, perfectly
carried ears, nice body, legs and feet; has a fine coat of
proper texture ; this bitch is sure to be heard from again,
and should win in hot company. Olive and Iduna II. were
described in the open class. Cragston Queen, reserve, a good
type of bitch. Novice dogs, Hempstead Trefoil, first ; Rhod-
erick Dhon't, second, a fair type, with lots of good bone,
loses in head and coat. Conrad II., third, described before.
Bitches, the winners have all been mentioned. Cragstone
Snowdrop, vhc, a nice white bitch, one of the best of the color
yet seen in this country. Chesterford Hattie, vhc, described
in open class. The rest need no particular mention.
Smooth Collies.—Blue Belle, first, better size and bone,

having a good length of head. Hempstead Belle, second,'
has plenty of quality. Blue Light, third, was outclassed.

L. C. Sauveur.
Pointers.

Special Report.

The pointer classes had a very large entry and the quality
was higher than shown in late years. In fact pointers to-day
in America are as a whole above the average of those in Eng-
land, though to our regret no startling good one has made
his appearance among the new dogs.
Lad of Kent in challenge dogs easily defeated Tempest,

Robert le Diable, Pontiac and King of Kent not being for
competition. Lad of Kent, had he a better head, would com e
very near being as good as we have ever had for barring
slightly heavy shoulders, a rather thick and short neck and
feet that are a bit smaller than I like to see, he comes up to
the best. In challenge bitches Woolton Game won, had Mr.
Daley had Josie Bracket (her only competitor) in better con-
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dition, the decision might have been reversed as Game
showed none too well.
In open dogs Prince Regent, a new one, Mr. Heath picked

for the winner, Ridgeview Tenny came next, between these
two dogs there is little to choose; Prince has more bone, is
better in shoulders, legs and feet than Tenny, and has a
head more to my liking, while Tenny heats Prince in loin
and hind parts handily, and has a better expression. Lord
Bracken third, muzzle too short, trifle light in eye, is loaded
•in shoulders, too long and low in body, neck too thick, should
be better spruiag in ribs and drops away too quick behind—
legs and feet excellent, a dog showing quality and good
character. For fourth, I preferred Jack vhc, to Ridgeview
Panic. His muzzle is not clean cut enough, a bit cheeky,
shoulders might be cleaner, apart from that he is a very nice
made one. Hylas of Naso, reserve, might have been ahead
of Panic, they are well known. King of Lyons—fair head,
cheeky, skull too round, stands high on his legs, poor feet,
too long and ligh in body, has a nice neck and shoulders
above the average. The Hempstead Fa.rm dogs in this class
were absent at the field trials and were not in show condi-
tion. Wautagh Chief, he, is a fair pointer, cheecky, not
depth enough of muzzle, shoulders are loaded, stands wide,
good legs and feet.
In open bitches, heavy weights, the well known Lady

Tammany won. She, however, has nothing to spare over
Kent's Bella, a nice little bitch that I think should be in the
smaller division. She is a bit cheeky, rather rounder than I
like to see in her barrel, stem rather long, shows better type
than her kennel companion, Lady Tammany. Lass of Tam-
many, third, is a rather nice, big bitch. She stands a bit
higher on her legs, but then she is pretty large in body. She
should be better in pasterns, cleaner in shoulders; skull is
too broad. Kathlene Kent got fourth; a bitch plain in
head, ears not well carried, not depth enough of chest,
slightly back in her pasterns, too slack in loin, nice bone; a
useful looking bitch. Devon Fan was off her bench when I
called to see her. Ridgeview Stella is a fairish bitch, but
Mr. Heath didn't like her considering her condition. He
can hardly be criticized for not giving her "first" or "sec-
ond," but really now her fond owner thinks she might have
got at least a c.

In challenge dogs for those under 551bs. Duke of Hessen
Tather handily defeated bis only competitor Arthur. John
Brett deserves much credit for the excellent condition in
which he showed Arthur.
Challenge light-weight bitches found Lady Gay Spanker

the winner, pressed on account of condition by her sister
Miss Rumor. Wild Lilly, third, is as well known to
Forest and Stream leaders as the two winners.
Open light-weight dogs brought out a nice new one in

Ridgeview Comet; he has a nice head, frontal bone a bit
too high, eyes a trifle light, might be cleaner in neck and
shoulders, could be better muscled behind. Here is where
the second dog, Chancellor, a litter brother of Comet's, beats
him, both have excellent legs and feet, and nice bodies, but
Chancellor is beaten in head and neck, and has not the
character or amount of quality that Count has. It was said
by one or two breeders that Chancellor would beat Comet
when both are a year older if Comet does not go wrong.
Chancellor under me would never see the day he could beat
Comet; however, he is a very nice little dog.
Ridgeview Donald, third, well known. Brackett's Lad

fourth, head plain and cheeky, excellent legs, feet too small;
is a fair sort; he is heavy in shoulders, wide in front, not deep
enough in chest; he has a nice stern, carries it a bit too high.
Reserve went to Ridgeview Faust. Mr. Hooley has a nice
little dog in him. He has his faults and his good qualities as
well. Prince of Pontiac, TomCroxteth, Roderick and Spring-
side Hal all got vhc, and they deserved their cards. Prince
of Pontiac is too young to show in the open class yet. When
he has more age he will do some winning. Ro'derick and
Springside Hal are well known. Tom Croxteth is short in
muzzle, inclined to be snipy, ears only fairly carried and too
houndy, eye not rightly set, wide in chest, not good in should-
ers, legs and feet fair, sprung too much in the barrel, rather
nicely made behind, stern well made, but carried too high.
Graphic VI., well known, should have been quite well up- he
got nothing.

'

In open bitches under 50 lbs. Mr. Heath must have over-
looked Kent's Pearl, certainly one of best in the class. First
went to Lady Grace, a nice bitch; however, I prefer Spring-
side Nell for the place; this bitch is improving and looked
better than she did at Newark. Third went to Jingle Bell
well known. Fourth went to Fan Fan II., also well known'
The reserve went to Ridgeview Lass, shown principally as
the dam of Comet and Chancellor. She is a very timid
bitch and did not show well, has a fair head, beautiful neck
loaded shoulders, the best of legs and feet, nice body and ex-
cellent hindparts. Hempstead Kit, vhc, should not have
been shown; she was heavy in whelp to Prince Regent
Graceful II.; also vhc, is well known. Kent's Pearl got vhc'
This bitch is a bit short in skull, trifle cheeky, stands wide
in front, could be better in shoulders, has nice bodv, legs and
feet; one of the best, if not the very best in the class. Mr
Mortimer did not purchase her any too soon, as many were
after her. Chloe, he, is a useful looking bitch, should have
more bone, is long in body and might be improved in head
Hempstead Blossom should have had three letters or more
In dog puppies some nice ones were shown and rightlv

placed. It was the best class of puppses I have ever seen
The corresponding class of bitches was hardly as hot a class
as the dogs. The winner, Springside Lady, is a nice bitch
beating Faustina with nothing to spare.
In noviee dogs the winners were rightly placed, while in

the novice bitches Kent's Belle proved rightly the winner
Lady Grace was second. In this class Mr. Heath saw the
good qualities of Hempstead Blossom and rightly reversed
his decision by placing her over Jingle Bell, reserve.

RlNADA.
Smooth Fox-Terriers.

Judge's Report,

There was a good turnout of this breed, and the qualitv
throughout was of a high standard, all the. old favorites
being present, some of them looking well and others beginnmg to show age, proving that every dog must have his day
Several promising youngsters made their debut and gained
distinguished lienors, notably Warren Safeguard, the win-
ner m open and novice classes. This is one of the best
American bred dogs ever seen, and, without a doubt, has a
brilliant future before him, both as a bench winner and
future sire, his breeding being the bluest of the blue his
sire bemg the English champion Yenio, dam Eggsford Sap-
phire, by Starden's King, In the competitions for the spe-
cials between the smooth and wire hairs the latter scored
decisively m the teams, brace, and also for the best fox ter-
rier in the show, the winner of the latter being the wire-
haired dog Cribbage. Although not shown at his best, still
he cleverly defeated Blemton Victor II., the winner of the
Grand Challenge Cup in 1892 and 1S93.
In challenge dogs, Raffle being absent, left the battle to

be fought out between Blemton Victor II., Starden's Kino
and Ripon Stormer, these being placed in the order named
Victor, as usual, being shown on the light side and nob im-
proving in feet. Still, I think this can be remedied with
plenty ot exercise. This dog is good in skull and law eyeand ear nice neck let into a good, sloping shoulder, good
ribs and plenty ot depth in brisket, a little cut up in flank'
still shows a good loin, quarters and thigh, fairly good in
hocks, with a nice set on of tail

; possesses a good coat of
nice texture, full of gas and go, and ought to win for sometime to come. Starden's King, second prize, I thought
shown a httle heavy in condition, as he is a dog directly op-

posite to the winner in formation, being a little on the coarse
side; therefore should be shown lighter and in hard condi-
tion ; to-day he looked coarse in neck from the amount of
coat he carries. This point improved, he is a hard nut to
crack in any company, being nice in skull, with a good eye,
long, punishing jaw, fair ears, right in placement and lay' of
shoulders, best of legs and feet with round bone, ribs well
sprung, level in back, with quarters, loin and thighs as they
should be, fairly good in coat as regards texture and quality,
a showy terrier and a rare-bred one. Ripon Stormer is a
vastly improved dog since Saratoga, and great credit is due
to Mr. Robinson for the condition he exhibited the dog in.
This is another good terrier, lasting well, being good in jaw,
bone, feet, neck, body, loin, quarters and jacket, full of' fire
and always ready for a scrap.
In challenge bitches, first, Miss Dollar, a little light in jaw

power, good in skull, fair ears, neck, shoulders, legs and feet
good, nice depth of chest, level in back, good loin quarters
and hocks, a wonderful shower and always making the
most of herself. Second prize to Dona; this bitch is beginning
to show age but is still a grand old terrier.
In open dogs, first prize went to Warren's Safeguard, who

owns a strong punishing jaw, good eye, flat skull, nice V-
shaped ears, lean neck set into good shoulders, excellent in
body, loin and quarters also with well sprung ribs, perfec-
tion in legs and feet, with a good jacket and right texture, a
little straight in hocks, still taking him all around, he is a
grand one, and I congratulate his owners on possessing such
a youngster. Second prize Hillside DOmo, a dog too light and
leggy, although, in head and expi ession, he shows more Eng-
lish than fox terrier, still neposseses fair ears, coat, shoulders,
legs and feet, a showy terrier put down in good condition; it
was only this that placed him over the third prize dog,
Blemton Rasper; this dog was looking far from his best. We
know he is a little foreign in expression but to-day he looked
tucked up in loin and not improving in feet; in neck,
shoulders, ribs; outline and bone, he scores and only wants
to be in good trim to turn the tables on his more fortunate
rival. Blemton Stickler, fourth; this dog did not show at
his best, being full of fight and it was impossible to see him
to advantage, looked long cast and inclined to be fine in coat,
fair in jaw and skull, still I fear he is not improving.
Open bitches. First, prize. Blemton Vindex wins in length

of face, not improving in eye, fair ears, a little upright in
shoulders, lots of jacket, good in outline and character, fair
front, but only moderate m feet. Second prize to Blemton
Votary, a very nice pup, good in jaw, eye, flat skull, nice
ears, her parti-colored nose at present handicaps her, should
this improve she is, without a doubt, one of our best bitches
being level in back with nice ribs, brisket, loin, quarters'
hocks set on of tail, good front, best of legs, feet and bone,'
heaps,of coat of nice texture, a grand youngster and a credit
to her sire Kasper. Warren Duty, third, is beaten in length
of face and coat, a well balanced terrier with good neck,
shoulders, ribs, quarters and action, also right in legs and
feet. Warren Cautious, fourth, a handsome terrier, nice in
head, jaw and eye, bone, legs and feet.
In dog puppies, first prize went to Beverwyck Royalist, a

fair puppy, short in back, nice round bone, good front, legs
and feet, heaps of coat, at present not harsh enough, 'good
jaw, flat skull, nice eye, wants keenness in expression ; a
showy terrier that makes the most of himself. Second to
Warren Tory, beaten in head properties, also coat; in
front, bone, legs, feet and body he is a more than average
youngster. Third prize went to Blemton Viking, all a ter-
rier, but over-sized, good coat, fair texture, nice head and
ears, good legs and feet, little long cast in body.
In bitches, first prize was given to Blemton Votary al-

ready spoken of. Second, Blemton Erminie, a beautiful ter-
rier, but a wretched shower ; it was with the greatest, diffi-
culty she could be got to stand up in the ring. Grand coat
a terrier head, right in skull, eye and jaw, fair ears, good
neck, nice bone, legs and feet ; all round a good one if she
can only be persuaded to make the most of herself. Bever-
wyck Twilight, third; fair coat in quantity and texture
nice bone, leg and feet, only fair in head, at times ears not
well carried ; nice-bodied bitch, but a moderate shower
Novice dogs, first prize, Warren Safeguard

;
second, Bev-

erwyck Royalist, and third, Warren Tory, all criticised
above. In bitches, first, Blemton Votary; second Bever-
wyck Twilight

;
third, Warren Damsel ; moderate in coat

fair head and ears, legs and feet, body and quarters
T. S. Bellin.

Black and Tan Terriers.
Judge's Report.

Black and tan terriers were not a strong class. The good
ones seem to be getting scattered through the breaking up of
what have been the strongest kennels in this breed. Broom-
field Sultan was shown not for competition, leaving the chal-
lenge dog class to Prince Regent, a smart terrier whose worst
fault is his weak head, and that was not improved in appear-
ance by a glandular swelling under his right ear. In the
challenge bitches Louie and Gipsy Girl competed, the latter
winning on her general merit and lack of serious faults. She
is not, however, a strong type of terrier. Louie shows more
character, but her dark and indistinct markings, wide chest
and tendency to cheekiness greatly impair her show form'
Meersbrook Maiden shown in something like her old form
did not compete. In open dogs Glenwood won easily prin-
cipally owing to lack of merit in his competitors He is a
strong type, heavy boned, well marked, slightly breeched
good in body and legs, stands well, head contains good eyes'
and shows character, but is too wide and deep back of eyes'
Tail coarse and high carried. Second went to Rochelle Rush
a showy fellow with good terrier expression and an excellent
eye, but his muzzle is weak, markings dark, good in le^s
and body and carries a nice short tail. Rochelle Oolah
coarse, and not clear in marking, was third. In bitches
nothing of consequence appeared. Rosette is coarse and
cheeky, and while her tan is a good color her markings are
smutty. She, however, was good enough to win first over
Mizpah and Olata, who followed in the order named. The
former is poor in markings, weak in muzzle, light in eyes
and while good in bone is not straight in front, and carries
a long tail; the latter is hardly up to show form Prince
Regent and Gipsy Girl easily won the special for 'the best
brace.

White English Terriers.
Judge's Report.

White English terriers were not noticeable for quality, in
fact those shown have little to commend them Something
better should be brought over if anything like proper type is
to be reached. Nobility, an 8mos. old puppy, is somewhat
promising and should in time get the award over his sire,
Spring, who won in the open dog class in this instance; butbprmg is weak in muzzle, large in eye, light in bone, wide in
front, yet withal has a nice body and a neat movement In
bitches, Lonely is very much like her kennel mate Spring,
and easily won over Lone Star, who is not at all a show spec-
imen, ieddy and Daisy, toy bull terriers, were wrongly
entered and not passed upon.

Toy Terriers.
Judge's Re-port.

Toy terriers showed up strong in quantity but of the usual
poor quality The winner, Lady Clyde, won easily, having
a well shaped terrier head, good markings, stands well but
carries a gay tail; she is rather long in body, and might to
advantage weigh a couple of pounds less. Daisy was placed
second, but for her light and excessive tan, and extreme
limit of toy weight, would have been placed first, having

more type and character than the winner, standing on good
straight legs, and carrying a short straight tail. Prince won
third. He is a fair headed small one, neat in body but lack-
ing markings; reserve went to Sally Stick, an all black one
with head that is on the apple order, but better than the
average. The rest are not worth criticism.

Italian Greyhounds.
Judge's Report.

Italian greyhounds were numerous and good, none of the
large and over fed sort putting in an appearance. Spring
and Sprite competed in the challenge class, the former wir?
ning on account of more nearly approaching the large type
of greyhound. Both have good heads, the bitch having
somewhat the best forequarters, but the dog excelling in
outline. They might be smaller to advantage, In open dogs
Kentucky Prince won somewhat easily; he is of proper size
and a fair all round specimen. Souris won second, while a
symmetrical dog, is badly handicapped with a large round
bead, hairy tail, and a white chest. Colene's too sharp head
and tucked up loins placed 'her third. The open bitches
brought to the front the most perfect little greyhound that
I have seen, but for an Italian she is far too large, I consider,
however, she won easily. Her head is most perfect, neclc
long and well set, chest deep, ribbed well back, and back
nicely arched, but for her size and white chest Beauty would
have won the special over Spring for the best of the breed.
Lady Lee and Vinnie were second and third, the former hav-
ing the advantage in smallness and condition; the latter being
fat. Both are nice specimens, and correct in size. Psyche is
a shapely little hound and would do better with properly
carried ears, less white on chest and stronger eyes. Spring
and Sprite made far the best pair and won the brace prize

H. T. FOOTE.
[By a Staff Beporter.]

English Setters.
Major J. M. Taylor, Judge.

The class for challenge dogs had two competitors, Breeze
Gladstone and Glendon, the former getting the decision
though far from being iu good condition. Glendon is betterm head, though the outline of it is marred by throatiness
and a noticeable heaviness of flew, but in skull, muzzle
and shapeliness his head is far better. Breeze has the
leaner and better neck. Glendon I consider the better dog
He is just a bit heavy in shoulders, but in every other
respect he is Breeze Gladstone's superior, he having a better
muscular development, is better ribbed, has a better and
more graceful and spirited carriage. Probably Breeze's
detective eyesight has the effect of making him quiet and
listless. Ben Lewis strenuously insisted that there was
nothing the matter with Breeze's eyes, as they had always
been as they then were, he said. It was plain that there
was a disease of the eyes. On referring the matter to Dr
Glover he pronounced the disease cataract, one eye being
affected more than the other, and both seriously. In the
challenge bitch class, in which were two competitors, Donna
Juanita won over Spectre.
The open dog class had twenty-five entries, three absent.

The. judging did not meet with the endorsement of many ex-
hibitors^ though such is not necessarily a test of good judging
at all times. The class was most irregular in type and
quality. First went to Antonio, a strong-built dog, but not
nicely proportioned for bench quality. Second went to The
Earl, short in muzzle, round skull, stop too deep, rather
thick in build and quite sotmd in body, legs and feet on
which he stands squarely, yet he was lacking in symmetry
and setter character as compared with many of the others
Third went to Netherwood Nymrod, a small, snugly-built
dog, symmetrical and sound. He has good body, legs and
feet and was superior to the secondwinner in many respects
Ben Hur of Riverview was not looking at his best. He is
plain in head, throaty, and stands high on legs. Gamester,
the reserve, is light in muzzle and somewhat coarse in gen-
eral makeup Drake Llewellyn and Strider, vhc, were given
about the right letters.
In open bitches there were twenty-five entries for absent

Esmeralda, first, is quite a good bitch. Her head would be
improved were there more stop. Second went to Countess
Rush, a good bitch, but lacking in general symmetry, being
surpassed in setter character, symmetry and muscular
development by Nahmke Chita, c, a prettily turned small
bitch, good in head, body, neck, legs and feet, carries herself
well and shows fine setter quality. Gossip, third, has a plain
head and was very heavy. I thought she was surpassed by
Jersey Daisy, he, shown too fat and Nahmke Chita. Fourth
went to Laundress, narrow muzzle, good legs and feet, lack-
ing in symmetry. Dominion, the reserve, ie a large hroody-
looking bitch of a good deal of quality. Monk of Furness
Lill, vhc, is a trimly built bitch, a bit narrow in head, which
is not badly shaped, and she had more quality than several
placed above her.
Dog puppies had ten entries, of which English Jack was

first. He is quite a good puppy, though a bit large in knees
and a shade light in barrel. Several of the puppies were
taken out after, the judging, so there was no chance to look
them over on the last days of the show.
The bitch class had nine entries. Woodland Grace, first,

and Woodland Echo, third, were an ordinary pair. Second
went to Belle Bondhu II, she being too ill to show herself
when I called to report on her. Constance, the reserve is
weedy. Puppies were not a remarkably good lot. There
were sixteen in the novice class for dogs and eight in bitches.
Rodney, first, and Netherwood Nymrod, second, two broth-
ers, were easy winners. Third went to Young Howard
good in body, legs and feet, a bit plain in head^active and
good m setter character. Queen of the Elms, first in novice
jitches, is narrow in skull and not first-rate in forelegs.
Brownie, second, is light in bone, wide in ribs and narrow in
muzzle. Rowdy Donna, third, is a light, undersized bitch,
though truly built. The letters were not distributed with
the skill and correct estimates which have marked the judges'
efforts many times heretofore.

Irish Setters.
John Davidson, Judge.

A large and remarkable class of dogs faced the judge in the
challenge class, the veteran Tim carrying off the honors not-
withstanding his ten years of age. Kiidare was second with
Pride of Patsy reserve. The others in the class were Inchi-
quin which was in good condition; Blarney, Jr., Montauk,
Jr., Duke Elcho, Kiidare Glenmore and Seminole, a class of
rare strength and numbers. In the contest for the speciallim was beaten by Queen Vic, the winner in the challenge
bitch class, which was also a strong class of four, Laura B
taking second, Edna H. the reserve, and Elfreda was the
remaining entry. While Queen is a very superior bitch, she
is lacking in the bone and muscular development of the dog,
and is somewhat lacking in these respects considered as a
bitch, although very symmetrical. In my opinion, Tim was
the better. Dr. Fowler's kennel took the special for the best
kennel.
There were thirteen dogs in the open class, and quite a fair

lot they were. Finglas, first, is substantial in build and
symmetrical in outline, is well ribbed, has good legs and feet,
muscular quarters, strong back, and good general symmetry.'
He shows throatiness and his head could be improved. Pem-
berton won second. He is coarse in head, is long cast and has
a, general tendency to coarseness. Elmhurst Billy, third, is
heavy in head, though it is not badly shaped, is flat in ribs
and is good in coat and color. For fourth place Young Signal
was marked in the judge's book, but it was said to be a mis-
take, Young Tim being meant instead. Young Signal -was
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absent. Kildare Beverly, vhc, is heavy in shoulders, head
large and not clean cut, good back and color, and fair general

symmetry. _ _
'

Thirteen bitches appeared in tbeir class. Nona, first, is

light in bone and thin in flesh. Her head is shapely and she

has good setter quality. Ruby Glenmore II., second, as bet-

ter in substance than the winner and is a smoother turned
bitch. Third went to Shandon Belle, light in muzzle, and
boue, head plain and weak in appearance. Bessie Finmore,
fourth, is better in head and neck than Belle, and also in legs

and feet. Delphine, vhc, is narrow in head; well-ribbed

body.
There were seven in the puppy class for dogs, all ordinary

in qualitv. Killane, first, is large and coarse. Second,

Thasmo Ca'dic, is throaty, head narrow, and ordinary other-

wise. There were three bitch puppies, all ordinary speci-

mens. The novice class brought out ten, of which Fingjas
was first, Elmhurst Bill was second and Killane third, all

winners in other classes. Novice bitches had eleven, of

which the first winners in the open class were first and sec-

ond, Nona and Ruby Glenmor« II., and Onota Peg third.

The latter is short in head and is not clean cut; body good
and symmetry ordinary. In the field trial class Finglas was
first and Fingaln second, the latter thin in flesh.

Gordon Setters.

John Davidson, Judge.

The challenge classes were well filled, Ave in the dog class,

seven in bitches. Ranger B. won over Leo B., with Count
Noble the reserve and Heather York, vhc, and Rexrnont he.

though it, seems somewhat absurd to give letters of commen-
dation to dogs which are in challenge classes. Dutchess of

Waverlywas first over Janet, Lady Gordon reserve and
Heather Bee vhc. The others in the class were Bellmont,
Flomont and Lady Waverly.
There were eight dogs in the open class. Lad, first, has

large feet, yet they are well shaped; neck throaty, narrow
muzzle, deficient in short ribs, good coat. Duke of Welling-
ton, second, is coarse and heavy in head, bad knees and a bit

loaded in shoulders. Archibald, third, is rough in coat. He
is strongly built. Richmond Prince is pale in tan, poor
head, ears badly carried and is large, in knees. Fred Thasmo,
vhc, is smudgy in tan, heavy in shoulders, yet is a fairly

good dog.
There were eight bitches in the open class. Fan, first, is

round in skull, is poorly hung, shows throatiness, feet turn
out in front, and she is lacking in symmetry, but a good
coat and color give her rather a good appearance. Second
went to Highland Yolo, and third to Venus, the latter not
clean cut in head, light muzzle, short neck, good body and
fairly good legs and feet.

There was one puppy class for dogs and bitches, Dick
Noble, an ordinary specimen, won first. He has a weak,
small head, smudgy tan and poor legs. The rest were ordin-
ary. There were three in the novice class. Dundee, a fairly

good, small bitch, took first. Lady Beaumont II. took sec-

ond, the latter plain in head, pale tan and ordinary quality,
and third to Sport, also ordinary. In the field trial class

Ranger B. was first, Flomount second and Count Noble
third.

Foxhounds.
Maj. J. M. Taylor, Judge.

There were no entries in the classes for English hounds.
There were ten eutries in class for American foxhounds,
dogs. Drum IV., first, is fairly good in head, though cheeky
and lacking in expression, fie has fair symmetry of form.
Ned, second, is short in neck, thin in flesh and lacks muscu-
lar development, and he shows some coarseness. Third went
to Ranger II., a large, coarse fellow, with apparently a trace
of English type in his form. There were five bitches, of
which Sunmaid was easily first. She stands on good legs
and feet, and shows plenty of foxhound character. Lilly
Dale, second, is light in bone and somewhat leggy. Third
went to Tempest, light in build, yet showing good hound
character. The Governor's Kennels won the kennel special.

There were six in the puppy class.

Chesapeake Bay Dogs.
Mr. J. M. Taylor, Judge.

There was but one class, and it had but six competitors.
Rose was easily first. She is strong and good in coat and
color, but is thin in flesh. She was not in condition from
nursing a litter. Second went to Deacon, good in bone and
coat, legs and feet strong and well made, fairly good head,
throaty neck. Bough, third, shows age, the rest were ordi-
nary. It is strange that this most useful breed of working
dogs is so neglected. They deserve better. B. "Waters.

[By a Staff Beporter.']

Russian Wolfhounds.
John Davidson, Judge.

This breed is fast forging to the front, and the display this
year is the best yet seen. The two principal kennels are
depending upon their home raised ones, and that they, as
well as others, are doing good work cannot be gainsaid.
Before another year rolls round it is to be hoped that the
vexed question of a correct and settled type will be agreed
upon. At present, doubtless owing to the limited knowledge
of the breed possessed by those who have judged them, the
latter are compelled to follow certain lines which appeal
to them as the more correct formation of a hound that is

built to a great extent on the lines of the greyhound family.
While this may do away a good deal with certain peculiar-
ities of coat and body formation, extreme flatness of rib,

roached back and "head into shoulder" appearance, the
result seems to be stronger loins, because broader and deeper,
greater spread of quarters and swell of rib, and longer neck.
These seem to be the characteristics of the Marlboro Kennel
dogs of the later breeding. Princess Irma and Zerry, the
former especially, show more of the type so prevalent in the
Seacroft Kennel dogs, and which is claimed by Mr. Hanks to
be the correct and original type. Leaving out this question
of distinctive apjjearance, it cannot b3 denied that the prin-
cipal winning dogs at the show look more like being capable
of sustained and heavy work because following thegreyhound
lines more closely. Argoss and Leekhoi again faced each
other in the challenge class, and both looked fit and well;
the former won again. The bitch class brought out a quar-
tette of beauties and to Vinga fell the honors. At the same
time, to be consistent, Zerry should have won; she is deeper
and stronger in loin, and as good in other respects, but
Vinga is more of the type of Leekhoi. Princess Irma and
Svodka are much of the same type, and looked well. Both
lose in size and substance to the others.
The open dog class was a hot one, and competition be-

tween the first three was close. Odrooski, a new face, is an
excellent son of Argoss, beautiful front' and strong loin,
long, clean head, but lacking the coat characteristics of
some of the others round the neck, but he has beautiful tail

and feather; he is almost black in color, with a little white.
Korsar, second, a charming light brindle and white, is built
on beautiful lines, nice straight front, good body, spread of
quarters and head; partaking some of the Leekhoi type.
Leekhoi II., third, while a trifle plain in head and not so
good in hind parts as his brother Col. Deitz, vhc, excels him
in front quality and condition, and this probably accounted
for his position, handsome dog though the latter undoubt-
edly is; Magrajdai improving, is a bit plain and lacks coat
characteristics, but is nevertheless a well built dog, though
to us he appears too long cast and flat bodied; Kruxsp C. loses
in. size and substance. The bitch class brought out Riga

and Ermina, two almost black ones; there is little to choose
between them; they have filled out a little since Newark,
when their positions were reversed; they are sisters of Od-
rooski and partake of his type. Gypsey Queen, third, a
seven-months-old bitch of beautiful quality, good, straight
forelegs, toes should be better arched, nicely shaped body
which only needs time to furnish, and excellent quarters
and coat. Zlobellis is very narrow in front, bnt straight
and body light throughout, good legs, clean head showing
lots of quality; Hempstead Olga is faulty in hind legs and
size, good front and head, coat and condition not up to the
mark. Zmeika looking in excellent condition

,
good front,

body and loin, is a strongly made bitch that, but for her
faulty hocks, could best anything in the class.

_
Lady Deitz,

the winner in puppies and vhc. in open, is a bit short faced
and falls away behind too rapidly, great bone, lacking in
quality to some extent, nice coat. Suddorka has a sweet,
long head and is brimful of quality, but was looking light
and loses to the winner in straightness of front and clean-
ness of shoulder, beautiful feather on tail and quarters, will
probably grow into an extremely handsome animal, her
color being black, orange and white. The others are well
grown animals, showing lots of coat and bone, but not good
in fronts, light in loin, and might have been put down in
better and cleaner condition. These belong to the noted
financier, Mr. G. J. Gould. The Marlboro Kennels won most
of the specials.

Deerhounds.
John .Davidson, Judge.

Competition, as usual, was chiefly confined to the Hillside
Kennels, and as usual these were shown in good hard condi-
tion. Robber Chieftain had to give way to his half-brother,
Hillside Warrior, in challenge dogs. We like him better in
head and loin and ribs. Chieftain showed little or nothing
of his late accident, and we are glad to see it has not com-
pelled his retirement. In the next class Theodora loses in
size, head and loin to her kennel mate, Romola, who subse-
quently beat all the others for the special. In open dogs, first

went to Lochiel, described before, but here shown too heavy
and woolly in coat. McGregor and Raven were placed next,
as named. McGregor is better in skull slightly, but taking
body, loin, bone, legs and length we think Raven excelled all

others in the class. ATgyle, vhc, is well known. Bruce of
Altwood loses in head and substance, and Rhoderick should
have had another letter. In bitches, Hillside Ruth won over
Hillside Heather and Hillside Sylvia. According to my idea,
the latter wins with something to spare; better head, muzzle
especially, stronger body and loin, and more size and sub-
stance. There is little between Ruth and Heather; both are
well-built bitches and often seen before. Minna, vhc, was
out of coat and dips a bit in back, but otherwise a well-built
bitch that deserved her position. The others do not approach
in form. Mr. Thayer won the kennel prize.

Greyhounds.
John Davidson, Judge.

The entry wras a large one but with the exception of two
sons of Wild Rose there were few, if any new ones, possessing
much merit. Several of these were not shown in the best of
condition. In challenge dogs five appeared but Balkis.vhe,
was not for competition. Gem of the season won well in
hand from Imperator, beating him in head, loin and quart-
ers especially; Master Rich looking better came next and
Pious Pembroke should have had letters; Balkis is keeping
tip well. In bitches Spinaway scored again, she might be
better in shoulders, more oblique, but she is hard to beat
behind that; Wild Rose pressed her close; Bestwood Daisy,
reserve, looked as neat as ever. In open dogs Jos. Lewis
showed two well put up youngsters, Chester and Spring of
the Valley, by Gem of the season out of Wild Rose, good
front, ribs and loins, Oldstone, third, is a bit heavy in
shoulders, and not let down enough in stifle and a little

more rib would improve him, otherwise a well made one.
Randy, reserve, I liked better, is a very nicely turned one,
was put down in excellent shape; his head is a bit plain and
his feet could be better; Dakota had a little warmer compe-
tition this time but will bear wratching in future when he
has filled out, being only ten months old yet; Bee's Wing
should have better feet and be stronger in jaw; Norway Star
was the equal of either and ran Oldstone close. Baritone,
he, was shown a bit soft.

In bitches the peerless Southern Beauty excels Mis3 Dol-
lar III. in head, loin and quarters and won handily enough,
good as the latter bitch is. Queen in Black, third, shows
lots of quality and is a nicely made one, barring a little

heaviness in shoulders, a little mora rib would im-
prove her—a smart looking bitch. American Daisy, vhc,
should be longer in head, faulty stern, good loin and fore-
legs, undersized. Cassie, reserve, is light in loin and quar-
ters, faulty in ears and head, should have more bone and be
better ribbed up. I liked Speedaway, vhc, much better, a
strongly made all white bitch, with good legs and feet and
excellent loin; her coat is too profuse and woolly.
Chester and Spring of the Valley won well in puppies.

Princess Fullerton we did not see; most of these had gone
home before we came to them. A. W. Purbeck easily won
the kennel prize.

Poodles.
Dr. Cryer, Judge.

The display In this breed excelled that of former years, but
we regret to see the decline of the corded poodle. No new
ones are coming out, and the smarter Caniche seems to have
usurped the popular favor. They are less trouble, but at
the same time some attention should be paid to the curl,
many of those shown seemed to have felt the brush, too much
and were neither one thing or the other.
Lion was the only corded challenge dog and he has been

often seen before. Challenge Curlies had Milo and Chloe and
both looked as well and smart as ever, the dog best in loin
and rib, Chloe looking a little, light there. In open corded
dogs and bitches, Tell, the winner, at the Pet Dog show,
needs some attention prizing to cords, he hasaplain, fat, loin
and quarters droops too much. Nanki Poo, second, lacks
that sprightly appearance the breed should have aud was too
fat. Duke, third, is too long in loin, cords fair. Bismarck
vhc, was in poor shape, his cords were short and rusty.
Ralph was wrongly entered.
In open curly black dogs, first went to Rajah, a much im

proved dog; he beats Sidi, also from the Meadowmere Ken
nels, in length of muzzle, loin and curl,where he is much im-
proved, he is a bit coarse and Sidi is a smarter looking dog.
Murat, third, should grow to cords, neither one thing or the
other, but a nicely made dog. Bob, vhc, is too leggy and
coat not curled enough, plain in muzzle and though good
behind has not that chic expression and sharp, clean cut
head he should have. Sambo, he, is too wooly coated, and
Sancho, he, is pinched in muzzle and stern and quarters are
faulty, fall away too sharply, coat needs curling and should
be crisper.
In bitches the well-known and smart-looking Dinah scored

the necessary win to compete in future challenge classes.
She beats Cybele in curl, loin and muzzle, both are smart.
Juno, third, is a bit plain in muzzle and light in loin, nice
coat. I liked Bess better, though minus her caudal appen
dage; she beats the other in muzzle, rib and loin, is a little
faulty in stop. Barring her slightly dished facei I thought
Victoria the best of the two-lettered one.
In any other color dogs Poobah again beat Diamant; he is

a little clearer in color, but he is not so good before the eye
as the latter, both are brown and handsome smart dogs,
with good curly coats. Pierrot has a brushed-out coat and
is not a clear brown. Gamin de Paris is a white, with
brushed-out coat. Ray, vhc. , I did not see.

In bitches first and second fell to Mr. Hunnewell with
Vinette and Bellone; the latter is mixed in color, but is very
smart and well-shaped. Yum Yum, third, loses in coat to
the winners, and I thought H. H. Dinah a smarter, better-
headed one. Jumbo and Jabot, and Juna and Jeanne were
the winning puppies, and have been spoken of before; they
are improving all the time. Novice winners were Sidi and
Ralph, an untrimmed one with a good head. Bellone vhc;
were the latter's color better she would press the winner
close. Meadowmere Kennels won the kennel prize. From
Mr. Trevor's and Mr. Hunnewell's entries the club derived
$175 alone.

Beagles.
John Davidson, Judge.

There was a splendid lot of these dogs and they were well
judged. The Hornell-Harmony Kennels won. most of the
prizes and deservedly, having now a capital sorty lot,

both over aud and under the 13-inch level. Many of the
winners in the different classes are well known aud but few
new ones of merit were brought out. Royal Krueger holding
himself well had little trouble in downing Fitzhugh Lee and
Doctor, especially in head and body. Lee holds up well,
but his head is not short enough and he is loaded in shoulder
and neck. Doctor is a good serviceable dog, but has not the
quality of the others. In bitches, outside of condition, Elf
easily beats Parthenia in head and body and type, but the
former being thin and heavy in whelp should have thrown
her out; it was either first or nothing.
In open days Sherry and Roger W. were placed as named,

the former shown quite fat enough; both are well known:
Joe, third, is longer in the head, but well shaped, not so good
in front, and should have more rib; Cry Baby has a nice
head if it is a little long, good body if a little more rib, nice
running gear; Sir Thomas, reserved, is too much on before
the eye and is long cast, a bit wide in front and stern faul-

tily set on, good legs.

In bitches, first went to the Boston winner, Oracle, who
beats Daisy Corbet in body, being shorter, but loses in ex-
pression and head ; is better in carriage of stern and quite
as good in front; all things considered the decision was
correct, though Oracle might have been in better condition

;

but she has had pups, two very promising ones being shown
suft rosa. Lufra, third, looked very well ; she is a bit

lengthy
;
Coquette, reserve, is wavy in coat, long in face,

body not by any means up to the winner's form; Jenny
Lind was shown too fat—a long faced, lengthy-bodied bitch

;

Flute, he, is a big bitch on the coarse side ; Ullie of Glen-
rose is long-faced, and body the same ; this kennel should
shorten up its stock, both in heads and body ;

they have the
bone and substance, but need more type and quality.

In small dogs the Saratoga winners were reversed, but
Razzle should beat Little Wonder, as stated in that report.

Young Royal, third, is heavy in shoulders and his fore legs
are not straight, is snipy and carries his tail over, good body
and type; Clarion of Glenrose is a little wide in front, bit

long in muzzle, but skull better shaped, with nicely carried
earage, fairly good body, a nicish sort all over; Laddie, vhc,
was outclassed here, poor expression, gets his brush up too
gaily and is faulty in front.
The bitch class showed lots of type and quality, the sweet-

faced Evangeline winning only in front from Spot R.; both
had good legs and body. Cleopatra of Glenrose, reserve, is a
good, cobby sort, nice skull, eye and ear; shown a little fat.

Cloister, the winning pup, loses in muzzle and is coarse in
coat, good boue, and will improve with time. Razzle shows a
little more quality but has not the substance of the other.
Novice winners have been mentioned, and in the field class
Royal Krueger beat Spot R. in forelegs. Hornell-Harmony
rightly won the kennel prize and Royal Krueger the special
for best, and on a general look over the others we should say
Evangeline stood about next in all round merit.

Wire-Haired Fox-Terriers.
R. F. Mayhew, Judge.

Never in the history of the W. K. C. shows has there been
such a meritorious display in this breed, and praise is due
to Mr. H. W. Smith for his efforts to bring the breed to the
front; and that his work waswell appreciated may be judged
from the fact that the wires carried all before them, beating
the smooths out of their boots. He has a capital sorty ken-
nel, Cribbage and Surrey Janet carryiug all before them.
The advance the breed has made is no less decisive than
meritorious.
In challenge dogs Oakleigh Bruiser, a bit plain in head

himself, beats Suffolk Toby in head, ears and cleanness of
shoulders and general outline. Sister Pattern, a terrier all

over, excels Suffolk Tassal in length and cleanness of head,
carriage of ears and shoulders.
In open dogs wre were introduced to Saint Cribbage, whose

long, clean punishing head, excellent front and general ter-

rier character, easily sufficed to place him well ahead of
Compton Vindex, whose light rib, round skull and shorter
muzzle were against him; he has a good coat and front.
White Topper is a taking sort, a bit coarse, but head well-
shaped and long, good legs and body, but very soft coat;
otherwise he was well up for second. Brittle, reserve, keeps
himself well, and in his day could have made it interesting
for any of them; he is a terrier all over, but his mouth is

gone. Brittle Beaut, vhc, is faulty in muzzle, a bit leggy,
but straight with proper coat. Dark Eye, he, is the best of
that lot, good, long, clean head, legs and body fair, big in
ear and coat too soft. Cairnsmuir Topper, he, is rather a
promising sort, nice head, front and coat. Ebor Larchmont,
while showing a good coat and forelegs, with plenty of bone,
has grown coarse in shoulders and head.
In bitches, Sister Janet (late Surrey Janet) scored easily; a

little fiat in stop, and that is all the fault one can find; she
has lots of terrier character, good legs, body and coat. Jess
Frost loses much in length of head and straightness of front;
excellent coat and character. Roath Rennie, third, has a
coarse, snipy, short head, and is not true in front. Sister
Grit, vhc, is better on the leg and head, though small is

pretty well shaped; her coat is not wiry enough. Babette,
reserve, has a better head than the average, good front, ears
faulty, but coat good. Vindex wou in puppies, followed by
Mister Great Snap, who has a nice stamp of head, better than
the winner's, and is a pretty smart terrier all over. Brittle
Bright is promising, round in skull yet, good coat. The bitch
winner had gone when we came to the class. Saint Cribbage
and Sister Janet furnished ridiculously easy _novice win-
ners.

Old English Sheep Dogs.
B. F. Mayhew, Judge.

The three shown were better than yet seen here, but Herd-
man III. clearly surpassed the others in head, expression and
coat. Lord Mayor better in head, coat and front than
Jason,

Mastiffs.

F. T. Underhill, Judge.

We were disappointed in this display as far as numbers
went. The quality, however, was representative of the best
we have east of the Alleghanies. As most of the winners
are familiar names it is not necessary to give any extended
criticism. In challenge dogs Merlin of course had to suc-
cumb to Beaufort's Black Prince, who was looking quite
himself and with more flesh thau at Saratoga, which does
uot improve his short body, Merlin was out of shape. There
were no challenge bitches.
In open dogs, as the judge remarked, there were only three

in it. First to Ingleside Minting, who is improving all the
time, and while not so massive as Beaufort's Black Prince in
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head and body, is better on his legs and longer in body; he
excelled Emperor William in head properties, loin and body;
William, has white forefeet. Beaufort's Prince, third, is a
bit straight behind, excellent, body, bone and forelegs, and a
well shaped, massive head, lower to the ground than the
others. The rest were poor.
In bitches we thought Lady Diana, first, a comfortable

second, as she in no particular beats the exquisite head of
Brampton Beauty, unless it be in a certain expression of
benignity; she loses in volume of skull, ear carria'^e, not so
true in front as Beauty nor so good in hocks; she is also
beaten in size. Beauty is faulty in set-on of stern and looked
a bit tucked up; her coat could also be finer. Gerda II, loses
to the others in skull and foreface, is down on patterns; a
nice stamp nevertheless; her merit lies chiefly as a matron.
In puppies a promising youngster by Black Priuce—Fred-

erick the Great, won easily, good short face, and only needs
time and good treatment to become a winner; this strain
matures very slowly. Campania is not up to his form by
any means. Maxamilliau had an easy win in the novice class.
The kennel prize was a walkover for Dr. Lougest.

Bloodhounds.
John Davidson, Judge.

Only four shown, but, the best we have were on hand.
Victor beat Bel bus in challenge dogs by greater depth of
head, length and wrinkle and enrage, both are good on legs
aud in body, No challenge bitches. In open dogs Berry's
Bradshaw had a walkover; were he not dish-faced his head
would be good, as it is he is plain; head long with plenty of
depth, good skull and peak, ears not well carried aud was
shown low in flesh and coat was harsh aud stary, excellent
legs and bone. The only competitor in the bitch class was
Vigilant, a beautiful faced daughter of Jack the Ripper and
Benison, that is very promising, has a well shaped head that
only needs time, and the same may be said of her body that
looks lathy at present; she is only 8mos. old yet.

Bull-Terriers.

C. A, Stevens, Judge.

An excellent entry both in quality and number's. The
judging, however, cannot be termed entirely satisfac-
tory. After awarding the prizes in the challenge dog and
bitch classes the first day the indisposition of the judge com-
pelled a postponement till next morning, when the remain-
der of classes were gone through.
Streatham Monarch, in good condition, though a little

above himself, had a bloodless victory in challenge heavy
dogs. Those two good dogs, Attraction and Starlight,
faced each other in the next class. The former has a cleaner
head, but was shown fat; both are too well known to need
goiug over. Iu open dogs Duke of Rochester has filled out
and has a good head and eye; dips a little in back and carries
hi3 tail too gaily; his feet are open, too, still he is a good
stamp. Cordona I liked quite as well, though not so clean
in neck and cheek ; he is a well made terrier all over. Admiral
Mello, third, would be better if not so wide and heavy
in front; his muzzle is a trifle short, too; eye should be
smaller and not so full, otherwise he is well built. White
Friar was spoken of at Newark; his head is a little coarse and
cheeky, but he is a nicely balanced dog. There were several
in this class that deserved mention, such as Vigilant, Bellerby
King and Topsparkle.
In bitches, first went to the Saratoga winner Edgewood

Tipsey. whose condition was not so clean as before, she
loses very much to both Maggie Cline, Topsey and Lady
Carrabrook; Maggie Cline has a good set of legs and nice
head. Edgewood Topsey, third, has an excellent front, nice
clean head and eye, and well deserved her place. Lady Car-
rabrook, reserve, beats the winner iu muzzle especially and
stands on good legs, and has a well turned body. Castle's
Pride and Edgewood Modesty certainly deserved cards.
Leota, a well made one with a coarse tail, has a capital head
marred by a patch on ear. There were no heavy-weights.
In light-weight dogs over 20 and under 301 bs., first went to

Tarquin, whose capital head is marred by coarse neck, light
body and faulty stern. Principio, second, keeps well though
getting cheeky. Sailor, third, was shown a bit too fat, has
too much stop and is fairly good in front. Ted Pritchard
if he does get his tail up should have been well in the money-
he scores heavily on general smart appearance. The new dog
Brookery Bay is short and thick in head and notclean enough
in neck, good in feet and bone, excellent eye and a terrier all
over, he should have had some letters.
In bitches, that sweet headed one, Lady Rochester, scored

nicely, though losing in front and shoulder to Jeanne D'Arc
a nicely made one, but not so good a head as the winner'
In the under 201bs. class, first went to Pearl Rochester, the
Toronto winner; she scores easily over Neroy, whose faulty
head is against him in good company; Soda Mint, third,
is too full in the eye and toyish, but a pretty terrier and above
the average for size. In puppies, the order was Tarquin and
Edtcewood Modesty, and Novice, Tarquin, Admiral Mello
aud Lady Carrabrook was the order. Mr. Stevens was very
chary of his cards, for the merits of some of the dogs cer-
tainly deserved the three letters. W. J. Higginson took the
kennel prize and Streatham Monarch the specials for best in
show, including the Tubby Hook cup and the Herald cup.

Dandie Dinmont Terriers.
Dr. Oryer, Judge.

With the exception of one entry, the Heather Kennels had
It all their own way, In fact, all the prizes they went for
came to them. In challenge class Amphion and King of
the Heather succumbed to Anisty Daisy. How this is we
cannot surmise. Amphion is the better dog; better head,
bone and better behind. King of the Heather's head should
have placed him ahead of the bitch, well made one though
she is.

In open class Laddie scores very much over Dandy in
head, body aud coat. Heather Kennels took the kennel
prize.

Irish Terriers.
Dr. Cryer, Judge.

The best we have showed up here, so it may be imagined
that quality was not wanting by auy means. Many of the
winners have been out before, the home-bred ones are not
making much advance. The challenge dogs were a warm
lot, Jack Briggs scoring on general character and front, but
his coat was ragged; Jackanapes, second, is another good one
that pressed the winner close. Boxer IV. loses a bit
in head to the others, while Crib, good as his head, must
always be handicapped by crooked forelegs, In bitches,
two good ones came forward, with Dunmurry returned
the winner. She is a little stronger in muzzle than Candor,
though not so long and clean in skull; both well off for legs
and body, Candor loses in coat, too, being very short of this
essential commodity.
The winner iu open dogs was the honest Merle Grady, who

if shown in harder coat and more flesh would be better; he
is a good all rouud terrier if a little stronger iu muzzle.
Romulus, third, has a fairly good head, but his coat is shot
with objectionable black. Brickbat, Jr., is getting a bit
coarse aud is on the large side; he has good parts, ttiough.
Hanover Boy, but for thick head is a good terrier all over and
deserved his place. Fenian Boy, reserve, has good legs and
bone but coat should be harder and brow not so prominent; a
little morerib would improve him. Killarney, vhc, is thick in
shoulder and a bit coarse in head. His Honor, he.,was hardly
treated; his good, clean head offset his light hind parts ana
he is well off in other conditions. Bill Briggs I did not see.

In bitches, first went to Hill Top Surprise, a good sort and
described a,t Newark, Crate, also well known, excels in

head though she loses in bone; she. might have had the blue
ribbon without cavil. Judy, third, was too heavy in whelp
to have been shown. Erin II., reserve, fair head and coat,

faulty front. Kathleen, o, deserved more encouragement.
Conn Keadeahagh, winner iu puppies, is a promising sort,

good -topped one. The novice awards have been mentioned,
but His Honor certainly deserved recognition if good enough
to get it iu the open. W. J. Comstock took the kenuel prize
and Jack Briggs the special for best in show though we fancy
Dunmurry ran him close.

Bedlington Terriers.

As usual, there was nothing new iu this breed. Most of

them have been written up before. Qui Vive and Christ-

mas Carol were placed as named. The latter was out of

coat, while the other was well shown. They both lack size

and substance. Iu open dogs, Chemist beats Professor in

coat; the latter too soft and hot the proper texture. Chemist
is not good in coat himself, and beats the other in head:
loin would do with more flesh . In bitches first went to

Mount Vernon. Tibbie, good body and legs, should have
better topknot and eartips, and coat is soft. There is a
certain crisp, soft feel to these terriers' coats that seems
absent in most of those shown. Brunetta is gooseberry-
eyed and is small and weedy. The Kennel prize went to W.
H. Russell.

Scotch Terriers.

Dr. Cryer, Judge.

There was a slight advance in numbers and quality over
last year, and the whole exhibit of the Wankie Kennels ex-
cited much interest among those not familiar with this smart
terrier. Tiree again beat Kilroy the challenge dog, though
I think the latter has a better head but he loses in front.

No challenge bitches.

I scarcely agree with the placing of the first three, Rhuda-
man won over Kilcree again probably on account of the
latter's bad showing, but he is beaten in head, coat and body
by the second winners; Wankie Tarn's capital head, short
body and good coat and. ears, would about place him at the
top in our estimation, had he a better front. Here is where
Kilcree excels Rhudaman, throws out at elbow, and ears are
too big, either of the others can beat him in head.
In bitches, Wankie Diana won; she has a strong head, good

front and coat, ears should be neater. Culblean scores in
head, long aud strong, excellent coat and front, body could
be a bit shorter; she should have won. Wankie Daisy, third,

has a proper coat, bit fine in muzzle, ears should be smaller,
and she might be improved with a shorter body. Clutha,
reserve, should be harder in coat, and she knuckles over a
bit. Wankie Freda well deserved her letters. Clarita is too
high in skull, good legs but a little high, and she is large-
sized all round. Some promising pups were shown. Messrs.
Brooks & Ames won the kennel prize naturally, and their
team is becoming a very sorty one.

Skye Terriers.

Dr. Cryer, Judge.

An excellent lot of these animated door mats. Mr. Shinn
has branched out largely in this breed and is responsible for
any advance there is in the breed's popularity. Sir Stafford
and Barnaby Rudge came together in challenge dogs, and
victory lay with the former, who beats in cleanness of head
and expression, both are soft in coat and Barnaby is on the
large side. In challenge bitches Endcliffe Maggie took the
blue from Bessie, who loses in head and length, but is better
in eye and color. In open dogs first went to Elphinstone,
second at Chicago, his good long, head and ear carriage, pro-
fuse coat, but soft, sufficed to beat Prince Charlie, who is

light of bone, full in skull and coat not hard enough; he has
a smarter carriage than the third, who is also mixed in color
and coarse in head, fair coat. In bitches first went to agood
one in Queen of Skyes, whose nice length, carriage, level top,
heavy coat, strong head and bone placed her well ahead of
Princess May, who loses in those respects. Islay, third,
pressed her close, she loses in ear and eye, good bone, length
and coat, and is slightly stronger and better in head than
Princess. Wheel of Fortune, reserve, is a smart terrier, eyes
should be darker, but she has one of the truest coats on the
bench and should have been second, as her carriage and
action are perfection. C. A Shinn took the kennel prize with
a very level lot.

Yorkshire Terriers.
Dr. Cryer, Judge.

Nothing out of the common here. Young Ted furnished
the challenge dog winner and was well shown. In open
dogs, Pri nee is mixed in body color and tan should be brighter,
he is a bit on the legs, too. Prince (Finlayson's) loses in
coloring aud coat. Ben, third, is of a light mixed color, but
has plenty of coat. Billy, vhc , is smutty in tan and body
collar is too dark for his age. F. Senn took the kennel
prize.

Toy Spaniels.
Dr. Cryer, Judge.

Considering the show, we were rather disappointed that
the number shown was not larger; many of the winners are
well-known. Romeo furnished the challenge King Charles
winner and looked as well as usual. His kennel mate King
of the Charlies came first in the open class for dog3 for that
breed; there are few to beat him. Duke, second, is a bit
leggy, good head and tan, ear long and well set on, coat fiat,

but not much of it. Royal Roy is well known; he excels in
skull, but is large-sized, deep square muzzle and was short
of coat. King Henry is a bit long-faced, but has plenty of
coat and good coloring. In bitches Bonita, the Pet Dog
winner, took the blue, followed by Lady de Lena, who is a
bit on the leg, and skull should have new volume.
In Blenheim clogs Exeter Earl scored, had he a little shorter

muzzle his back would be good; nice coat. Dred, second, is

too long faced and has not depth enough, faulty behind, nice
coat and. size. Chiselhurst Hero, the new one, comes with a
reputation, but he was not well shown, just off the ship he
was hog fat, dirty, and his coat is as early as a retriever; he
has a fine head that would be improved by a deeper stop, but
still he is altogether too large all over. Iu bitches first went
to Tiny, who is top sharply domed in skull, short faced, fine
coat, but better in front than behind. Liel, second, needs a
deeper stop to break up the face which is pretty short. Jea-
netta, third, should be a bit shorter in muzzle, excellent coat
and skull, a nice size. Queen, vhc, is a long down-faced
one. Comparatively, Murilla did not get anything, though
she has a string of firsts to do her credit; her skull is well
developed, short faced, coat curls a bit and her tongue pro-
trudes, but she stood well up with the others. Not one of
these spaniels shown had the spot on forehead so desirable
in this breed.
Prince Charles and Rubys came together, and [the winner

proved to be Yetson Chief, a ruby with excellent skull and
face, but entirely too leggy, light in body and lacking in
coat

;
Campanini is also leggy, long in body, coat flat, what

there is of it, and head better than the average ; these dogs
require lowering in the leg. Ruby Prince, third, good head,
fair coat and ear ;

King, vhc, I could not find. In bitches,
first went to Marguerite, wiuner in 1892; excellent head,
short aud high, too heavy in chest and feet come together,
flat coat ; second to Yetson Belle, another good-headed one,
but, like all in the kenuel, too high on the leg and light and
shelly in body

;
Bell, third, is a bit long and straight-nosed,

plain in face, good legs.

Japanese spaniels had a reduced entry, but the quality
made up for it. Breeders seem to be getting them smaller,
and their short faces should be useful for a cross-out on
some of the other breeds, Tokio and Kobie were placed as
named iu the doy class. Two very pretty small specimens,
extremely short in face. Tokio beats the other in size and
height. In bitches some odd little faeces were on view. That
superb little atom of caninity Tootsie, ensconced in a glass
box, took pride of place, followed by Yokie, a smaller one
still, with scarcely any nose at all, a bit mixed in color on
forehead, nice coat and ear. Tamah, third, is a little larger
and not so short-faced, but au exquisite little thing. These
three can pass muster anywhere. The latter two reposed in
beautiful Japanese cabinets of pagoda shape, with rush,
roofs.

Miscellaneous Class.

John Davidson, Judge.

A mixed lot, truly, in the large size. We believe a class
was made for the Esquimaux dogs, which made a great dis-
play. Chimo was quite a dude among his more untutored
brethren from the icy regions; he was in good coat. Moore,
a white Esquimaux, took second, and another brindle,
Patrick, claimed third. These dogs do not seem to faucy the
ring busines at all. Clydesdale Pride, a bit large and light
iu color, and the Maltese terrier Duke, owned by the well-
known "Nellie Bly," took first, as well as the stumpy Welsh
terrier Dewr. Sheffield Lad, the "Pom," and Flossie, a
Maltese, and Doc "whacked" on the seconds, while thirds
fell to a Clydesdale, Belle of Clyde, and Jewel, a Mexican
hairless. H. W. Lacy.

LIST OF AWARDS.
MASTIFFS —Challenge—Dogs: 1st. J. L. Winehell's Beaufort's

Black Prince; 2d, Mrs. Chas. E. Wallack's Merlin.—Open—Dogs: 1st,

Geo. W. Glazier's Ingleside Minting; 21 and 3d, Dr. C. A. Lougest's
Emperor William and Beaufort Prince. Bitches: 1st and 3d, Dr. C. A.
Lougest's Lady Diana and Gerda II. ;

2d, W. Norman Higgs's Bramp-
ton Beauty. Puppies: 1st and 2d, Dr. 0. A Lougest's Frederick the
Great and Campania—Novice—1st, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Emperor
Maximilian; 2d, Mrs. Alexander Brenner's Donald.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-coated—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Argyle
Kennels' Sir Bedivere; 2d, Fred. Sehmitt's Otos. Reserve, New York
St. Bernard Kennels' Kingston Regent. Bitches: 1st, E. H. Moore's
Lady Livingston.—Open —1st, E. H. Moore's Altoneer

; 2d, Fred.
Sehmitt's Roland, Jr.; 3d, Alta Kennels' Grand Master; 4tb, Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Eboracum. Reserve, Tracy Gould's Mauprat.
Bitches: 1st, 2d and 4th, Col. J. Ruppert, Jr.'s, Miss Anna, Royal.
Duchess and Countess Madge; 3d, Argyle Kennels' Rustic Beauty.
Reserve, Fred. Sehmitt's Lady Bountiful.—Puppies—Dogs: 2d, Wm.
Midler's Hellgate Prince. Reserve, Fred. C. Waekenhuth, Jr.'s,
Erieus. Bitches: 1st, Daniel Mann's Princess Eulalia; 2d, Fred.
Sehmitt's Stellina; 3d, Miss Selma Hoitzer's Alva. Reserve, Newton
H. Day's Lady Vixen.—Smooth coated—Challenge—Bitches: 1st, Col.
J. Ruppert, Jr.'s Empress of Contooeook; 2d, E. H. Moore's Melrose
Belle.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, E. H. Sloore's Alton, Jr.; 2d, John Morrison's
Patrol; 3d, Hy. B. Turner's Plinlimmon V.; 4th Louis Daure's Major
Pion Plon. Reserve, A. B. Fisher's Leicester, Jr. Bitches: 1st, E. H.
Moore's Lady Alton; 2d, G. P. Wiggin's Judith's Ruth; 3d, Mrs. Fred.
Schmitt'a Guess Noble; 4th, Samuel Mann's Pandora. Reserve, Phil.
Fredericks^ Julia.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Robert Sehring's Taral; 2d,
J. H. Lvke's Ben Alton; 3d, Jas. B Nles's Juggernaut. Bitches: 1st,
Daniel Mann's Miss Thelma; 2d, H. H. Meyer's Minka; 3d, Rev. Wm.
Hokleu's Miss Polyphemus.—Rough and Smooth.—Novice—Dogs." 1st,

Hy. B. Turner's Plinlimmon V.; 2d. A. W. Comstock's Laurin; 3d,
Daniel Mann's Demetrius. Reserve, A. L. Martin's Nero D. Bitches:
1st, G. P. Wiggin's Judith's Ruth; equal 2d, Samuel Mann's Pandora
and E. H. Moore's Melrose Judith; 3d, Argyle Kennels' Uarda.
Reserve, Col. J. Ruppert, Jr.'s, Miss Amanda.
BLOODHOUNDS.— Challenge—Dogs: 1st, J. L. Winehell's Victor;

2d, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Belhus. Bitches: 1st, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Vig-
ilant.

GREAT DANES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, South Bend Kennels'
Major McKinley.

—

Open—Dogs; 1st, 2d, 3d, Kennel Lawrence's Earl
of Wurtemburg, Lawrence Leopard; and Hepbern Hero. Reserve,

Phelps Stokes's Faust. Very high, com., Prof. L. P. .Braive'sI. N.
Bisrnark D., Wm. Young's Pasha. C. S. McChesney's Hepburn Apollo.
High, com,, Mrs. Hilda Bord's Leo, Fritz Von Bernuth Jr.'s Yarrum,
Wm. Tester's Caspar.—Bitches: 1st, Kennel Lawrence's Portia Melac;
3d, T. B, Burnham's Phryne. Reserve, T. B. Burnham's Manon.—
Puppies: 1st, C. Fisher's Bisrnark; 2d, C. R. Lawson's Thor.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Dogs: 1st, W. L. Hoagland Jr.'s Leo; 2d,
John J. O'Rorke's Nero I.- Bitches: 1st, Mrs. R. Braive's Brunette.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, H. W. Hunting-
ton's Argoss; 2d, C. S. Hanks' Leekhoi. Bitches: 1st, C. S. Hanks'
Vinga; 2d, Hi W. Huntington's Zerry. Very high, com., C. S. Hanks*
Svodka. High, com., H. W. Huntington's Princess Irma.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, H. W. Huntington's Odrooski; 3d, H. W. Sharpless' Corsar;.
3d, N. M. Wanner's Leekhoi II. Very high com., C. S. Hanks' Col.
Dietz. High com., H. W. Huntington's Magrajdal. Com., A. Schmidt's
Thrupp.—Bitches: 1st and 2d, H. W. Huntington's Riga and Irmina;
3d, C. S. Hanks' Gipsy Queen. Very high com. , A. E. Pitts' Zlobelis,
C. S. Hanks' Lady Dietz. High, com., Hempstead Farm's Hempstead
Olga. Com., Hempstead Farm's Zmeika.

—

Puppies: 1st, C. S, Hanks'
Lady Dietz; 2d, H. W. Huntington's Suddorka; 3d, G. J. Gould's Vera.
Very high, com., G. J. Gould's Czar. High, com., G. J. Gould's Czarina.
Com., G. J. Gould's Vladimir.

DEERHOUNDS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, and 2d, J. E. Thayer's
Hillside Warrior and Robber Chieftain.—Bitches : 1st and 2d, J. E.
Thayer's Hillside Romola and Theodora —Open—Dogs: 1st, A. L.
Page's Lochiel; 2d and 3d, J. E. Thayer's Hillside McGregor and Hill-
side Raven. Very high com , J. E. Thayer's Argyle. High com,, Mrs.
E. de G. James's Bruce of Atwood. Com., Mrs. J. J. Plielps's Roder-
ick —Bitches: 1st, 2d and 3d, J. E. Thayer's Hillside Ruth, Hillside
Heather and Hillside Sylvia. Very high com., A. L. Page's Minna.
High, com., Mrs. E. de G. James's Loyal. Com., Mrs. E. de G, James's
Maid of Attwood.

GREYHOUND-!.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, A. W. Purbeck's Gem of
the Season; 2d, D. B. Lemley's Ioiperator. Reserve, W. G. Fite's
Master Rich. Bitches: 1st, Woodhaven Kennels' Spinaway; 2d, Joe
Lewis's Wild Rose. Reserve, A. W. Purbeck's Bestwood Daisy.—
Open—Dogs: 1st, Joe Lewis's Chester; 2d, White Oak Hill Kennels'
Oldotone. Reserve, E. W. Richardson's Randy. Very high com., Joe
Lewis's Sp'ing o' the Valley, Maybrook Kennels' Dakota and Dr. S.
W. Clark's Bee's Wing. High com , W. S. Gilson's Norway Star, H.
M. Nelson's Baritone and D. B. Lumley's Alert. Bitches: 1st, A. W.
Purbeck's Southern Beauty; 2d, Maybrook Kennels' Miss Dollar III.

;

2d, W. Blackham's Queen in Black. Reserve, M. T. Kennedy's Oassie.
Very high com , VV. Blackham's American Daisy and White Oak Hill
Kennels' Speedaway. Puppies: 1st and 2d, Joe Lewis's Chester and
Spring o' the Valley. Very high com., White Oak Hill Kennels' Chevie
Chase and Woodhaven Kennels' Princess Fullerton. High com. and
com., White Oak Hill Kennels' Bit of Fancy and Poland Fullerton and
Swallow.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Willow Brook Kennels'
Drum IV.; 2d, F M. Whipple'^ Ned; 2d, Seminole Kennels' RaugerH.
Very high com., White Oak Hill Kennels' Zack, and The Governor's
Kennels' Rover and Moose. High com., The Governor's Kennels' Bliz-
zard. Bitches: 1st, White Oak Kennels' Sunmaid; 2d, 3d and reserve, The
Governor's Kennels' Lily Dale, Tempest and Nance. Puxjptes: 1st,

2d, reserve and high com., The Governor's Kennels' Tempest, Moose,
Nance and Blizzard.

ENGLISH RETRIEVERS.—1st and 2d, Hempstead Farm's Hemp-
stead Jet and Physician

;
3d, J. W. E. Clark's Commodore.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—1st, 3d, reserve and very high com.,
B. A. Smith's Rose, Rough, Tuckamuck Favorite and Otter Girl; 2d,
F. C. Fowler's Deacon.

POINTERS—Challenge—Dogs (5fjlbs. and over): 1st, Geo. Jarvis's
Lad of Kent; 2d, W. Ledyard's Tempest. Bitches (501bs. and over);
1st, Hempstead Farm's Woolton Game; 2d, T. G. Davey's Josie Brack-
et*

—

Open—Dogs <o5ibs. and over;: 1st, Rinada Pointer Kennels'
Prince Regent; 2d, Netherwoo l Kennels' Ridgeview Tenny; 3d, G.
Muss Aruolt's Lora Bracken. Very high com., J. B Backer's Zack, F.
H. Fleer's Gamester. High com., J. M. Lawrence's Wantagh Chief.
Bitches (SOlbs. and over): 1st and 2d, Springside Kennels' Lady Tam-
many and Kent's Belle; 3d. R. H. Robertson's Lass of Tammany; 4th,
R. Leslie's Kathleen Kent. Reserye, Dr. J, E. Hair's Devon Fan.—
Challenge—Dogs (under 551bs j: 1st and 2d, T. G. Davey's Lady Gay
Spanker aud Miss' Rumor.— Oph-n—Dogs (under 551bs ): 1st, T. G.
Davey's Ridgeview Comet; 2d, Rinada Pointtr Kennels' Chancellor; 3d,
Springside Kennels' Ridseview Donald; 4th, E. Halpin's Brackett's
Lad. Reserve, Victoria Kennels' Ridgeview Faust, Very high com.,
G. W. Lovell's Prince of Pontiac, P. Moeller's Tom Croxteth, R. C.
Cornell's Roderick, Springside Kennels' Springside Hal. High com.,
Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Luck, Com., J. T. Hyland's Ossin-
ning's Boy. Bitches ("under SOlbs ); 1st, L W. White's Lady Grace; 2d,
Springside Kennels' Springside Nell; 3d and reserve, Rinada Pointer
Kennels' Jingle Bell and Ridgeview Lass; 4th, C. E. Connell's Fan
Fan n. Very high com,, Rinada Pointer Kennels' Hempstead Kit, F.
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W. Kuehn's Kent's Pearl. L. W. White's Graceful II. High com.. Rm-
ada Pointer Kennels' Braekette, F. K. Pidgeon's Chloe. Com.. J. Van
Pelt's Van's Pride.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Springside Kennels'
Springside Tammany and Springside Bappo ; 3d, O. E. Bussing's Fair-

view Priam. Reserve, S. Berry's King of Haledon. Very high com.,
S. Berry's Lad of Haledon Rinada Pointer Kennels' Rinwood, L. W.
"White's Duke of Grace. High com., R. P. Huntington's Kent's Count,
Springside Kennels' Springside Donald. Bitches: 1st, 3d and reserve,

Springside Kennels' Springside Lady, Springside Jill and Springside
June;" 2d, C. P.Wilcox's Faustina. Very high com. and com., Red-
house Farm Pointer Kennels' Saddie and Biddie. High com., "Edward
Southard's Jestine.—Novice—Dogs: 1st, Rinada Pointer Kennels'
Prince Regent; 2d, Netherwood Kennels' Ridgeview Tenny. Reserve,
Victoria Kennels' Ridgeview Faust. Very high com., J. B. Baker's
Zack. Bitches: 1st, Springside Kennels' Kent's Belle; 3d, L.W.White's
Lady Grace; 3d, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Blossom. Reserve,
Rinada Pointer Kennels' Jingle Bell. Very high com., J. B. Baker's
Westminster Zoe.—Field Trial Class (for dogs and bitches that have
been placed at any public field trial in the United States or Canada):
1st and 2d, Hempstead Farm's champion Duke of Hessen and Woolton
Game; 3d, W. Ledyard's Tempest.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, F. J. Taylor's Breeze
Gladstone; 2d, Rosecroft Kennels' Glendon. (Bitches: 1st, J. W.
Wood's Donna Juanita; 2d, W. Bryce. Jr.'s Spectre.—Open—Dogs: 1st,

Blue Ridge Kennels' fAntonio; 2d. Victoria Kennels' The Earl; 3d,

Netherwood Kennels' Netherwood Nymrod; 4th, D. J. Peters's Robin
Goch and F. G. Taylor's Ben Hur of Riverview. Reserve and high
com., S. J. Kiernan's Gamester and Hope's Mint. Very high com., J.

Lewis's Drake Llewellyn and L. W. White's Stridor. High com., P. L.

Voelker's Mark'Em and Meadow City Kennels' Rod's Chaff. Com,, D
F. Scanlon's The Scout, and R. H„ Jr. and 0. T. Albrets's Albret's
Druid. Bitches: 1st, T. G. Davey's Esmeralda; 2d, 3d, 4th, very high
com. and com., Blue Ridge Kennels' Countess Rush, Gossip. Laun-
dress, Belle of Piedmont, Jr. and Fanny Murnan. Reserve and high
com., Netherwood Kennels' Dominion. Rowdy Donna and Lulie. Very
high com.. Meadow City Kennels' Rod's Mirth and T. G. Davey's Monk
of Furness Lil. High com., H. B. Wallaek's Lady Gay, Miss C. Par-
son's Laska and A. Boote's Jersey Daisy. Com., S. Greenhalgh's Belle
of the Shawangunks, S. J. Kiernan's Matt Noble, Nahmke Kennels'
Nahmke Chita, and Dr. J. E. Hair's Belle Mark.

—

Puppies—Dogs: 1st,

F. A. Hodgman's English Jack; 2d, A. J. Lewis's Harry L.; 3d, E. J.

and F. W. Becket's Briar Gladstone. Very high com., C. H. Kram-
merer's Viking. High com., Shawshfen Kennels' Fred. Com., Nahmke
Kennels' Nahmke Paul. Ditches: 1st and 3d, Rosecroft Kennels' Wood-
land Grace and Woodland Echo; 2d, J. S. Raynor's Belle Bondhu II.

Reserve, W. F. Gill's Constance. Very high com., W. S. Hastings's
Albert's Blue Belle. High com., G. Battison's Queen Emma. Com.,
Nahmke Kennels' Nahmke Sylvia.—Novice—Dogs: 1st, W. Bryce, Jr.'s
Rodney; 2d, Netherwood Kennels' Netherwood Nymrod; 3d, F. F,
Dole's Young Howard. Reserve, S. J. Kiernan Gamester. Very high
com., D. Romaine's Jersey Joe, D. J. Peters's Robin Goch and L. W.
White's Strider. Com., T. H. Pray's Peerless and A. E. Davis's Kent
HI. Bitches: 1st, H. D. Ogden's Queen of the Elms; 2d, Mrs. Dix's
Brownie; 3d, Netherwood Kennels' Rowdy Donna. Reserve, Rosecroft
Kennels' Domino. Very high com., G. E. Scheffler's Daretta. Com.,
S. J. Kiernan's Matt Noble. Field Trial Class (for dogs and bitches
that, have been placed at any public field trial in the United States or
Canada): Meadow City Kennels' Rod's Chaff.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge— Dogs: 1st and very high com.,
Seminole Kennels' Tim and Pride of Patsy; 2d, F. C Fowler's Kildare.
Very high com., J. J. Scanlon's Inchiquin. Bitches: 1st and very high
com. reserve, F. C Fowler's Queen vie and Edna H.; 2d, Seminole
Kennels' Laura B.—Open—Dogs: 1st and very high com , W. L. Wash-
ington's Finglas and Kildare Beverly; 2d, J. J. Scanlon's Pemberton;
3d, J. P. Gray's Elmhurst Billy. Reserve, Seminole's Young Tim!
High com., A. W. Brigham's Toby. Com., Seminole Kennels' Elcho,
Jr., II. Bitches: 2d, W. L. Washington's Ruby Glenmore II.: 3d, J. J.
Scanlan's Shandon Belle. W. H. Eakins's Bessie Fimnore. Very high
com,, Redstone Kennels' Molly Redstone and Seminole Kennels' Del-
phine. High com., J. M. Claxton's Lady Belle and Thasmo Kennels'
Lady Vic. Com., G. W. Lang's Kildare Gladys and W. Jarvis's Rosa-
mond.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, J. B. McKay's Killand; 2d, Thasmo Ken-
nels' Thasmo Ca'die. High com., Seminole Kennels' Tim's Best.
Bitches: 1st, Concord Cocker Kennels' Nina Concord; 2d,' J. J. Scan-
lan's Topsy quin: 3d, Thasmo Kennels' Thasmo Ca'diz.—Novice—DdffB!
1st, W. L. Washington's Finglas; 2d, J. P. Gray's Elmhurst Billy; 3d,
J. B McKay's Killane. Reserve, Miss Margaret L. Lee's Ben. High
com., H. F. Ludlow's Londonderry. Bitches: 2d, W. T. Washington's
Ruby Glenmore II.; 3d, F. L. Cheney's Onota Peg. Reserve, Redstone
Kennels' Daisy Redstone. Very high com., J. J. Scanlan's Topsyqnin
and Thasmo Kennels' Lady Vic. High com.. G. Langran's Young
Juno and Seminole Kennels' Laura S. Field Trial Class (for dogs
and bitches that have been placed at any public field trial in the United
States or Canada); 1st, W. L. Washington's Finglas: 2d, A. D. Welton's
Fingaln.

GORDON SETTERS.— Challenge —Dogs: 1st, Noyes Billings's
Ranger B.; 2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Leo B. Reserve, Miss S. A. Nicker-
son's Count Noble. Very high com., Smith Brothers' Rexmont and
James B. Blossom's Heather York. Bitches: 1st and reserve, Dr. S.
G. Dixon's Duchess of Waverly and Lady Gordon; 2d, Miss S. A.
Nickerson's Janet. Very high com., James B. Blossom's Flomont.
—Open—Dogs: 1st, J. H. Oughtou's Lad; 2d, Dr. H. S. Nixon's Duke
of Wellington; 3d, J. W. E. Clark's Archibald. Reserve, E. H. See-
hausen's Richmond Prince. Very high com.. Hempstead Farm Ken-
nels' Coleshill Rufus and Thasmo Kennels' Fred Thasmo. High com.,
John Gillott's Duke. Bitches: 1st, Miss S. A. Nickerson's Fan : 3d,
Highland Kennels' Highland Yola; 3d and reserve, James B. Blos-
som's Venus and Sally Beaumont. Very high com., L. A. Van Zandt's
Dundee and J. H. Oughton's Dwight Erne. High com, Clinton R.
Griffin's Ruby. Puppies: 1st, Miss Elizabeth A. Wadsworth's Dick
Noble; 2d, J. H. Oughton's Dwight Effie; 3d and very high com,, W.
C. Gleason's Hawthorne and Grouse Ranger. Reserve, R. Martine
Reay's Urith. High com., Bronx River Kennels' Duke B.

—

Novice—
1st, L A. Van Zandt's Dundee; 2d, Bronx River Kennels' Lady Beau-
mont H. ; 3d, W. H. Sidway's Sport.—Field Trial Class (for dogs
and bitches that have been placed at any public field trial in the
United States or Canada)—
IRISH WATER SPANIELS.

—

Dogs: 1st and 3d, Gardner & Blais-
dell's Patsy B, and Garryowen: 2d, T. A. Carson's Musha. Bitches:
1st and 3d, Gardner & Blaisdell's Biddy Malone and Erin ; 2d, B. F.
Lewis's Kitty of Cork.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—1st and 2d, Owahgena Kennels' Dash and
Glenwood Bosker.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Albert E. ' Foster's
Judex; 2d, R. P, Keasbey's Newton Abbott Farmer. Bitches: 1st and
3d, Rowland P. Keasbey's Bridford Ruby and Rosedale Bess.—Open—
Dogs (black.): Equal 1st, Owahgena Kennels' Sorry Jake and S. J.
Bradbury's Warwick; 2d, Rowland P. Keasbey's Echo. Very high
com., Miss L. .B. Wainewright's Beau Baron. Bitches: 1st, Hemp-
stead Farm's Midnight III. 2d, Thomas McKean Robertson's Green-
croft Nellie.—Open (liver)—1st, S. J. Bradbury's The Shrew; 2d, J. A.
Sprecklin's Queen; 3d, Albert E. Foster's Gypsy Belle.—Open (any
other color)—2d, Louis Batjer's Rome; 3d, Henry Jarrett's Rogue.
Puppies: 1st and 2d, John Stacom's Prince Bolus and Princess Bolus.—Novice—1st and 2d, Hempstead Farm's Midnight HI. and Coleshill
RufU8.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Brant Cocker Ken-
nels' Brantford Redjacket; 2d, C. T. Sacket's Othello. Reserve, J. P.
Willey's Jersey Obo. Bitdtes: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Miss
Waggies; 2d, Edwin W. Fiske's I Say. Reserve, Andrew Laidlaw's
Jessie C. Very high com., J. P. Willey's Black Duchess.—Open—Dogs
(black): 1st, Dr. James E. Hair's Donovan; 2d, H. BrookB's Wood-
land Prince; 3d, Concord Cocker Kennels1 Pickpania. Reserve,
Audrey/ Laidlaw's Commodore. Very high com.. Edwin W. Fiske's
Wilde Fire and 0. T. Sacket's Adam. High com., Edwin W. Fiske's
King Kole, William West's Glory, Frank K, Pidgeon's Barefoot and
Luckwell & Douglas's Woodland Count. Bitches: 1st, Andrew Laid-
law's Rideau Reine: 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' L,ady Fidget; 3d, J.
P. Willey's Flossie Butler. Reserve, J. F. Kirk's Modjeska. Very
high com., Edwin W. Fiske's Eugenie and Andrew Laidlaw's Cora II.

High com., Swiss Mountain Kennels' Topsy S., Edwin W. Fiske's
Dame and Corktown Clea, and Edward A. Wilson's Miss Phyllis.—
Open— Dogs (any other color): 1st, J. P. Willey's Ned W.; 2d, Joseph
Kennedy's Red Justice; 3d, Edwin M. Smith's Chestnut. Reserve,
Thomas McKean Robertson's Red Obo. Very high com., A. D. Mid-
dleton's Rudolph and C. T. Sacket's St. Lawrence Prince. High com.,
C. J. Browning's Cherry Boy II. Com., L. A. Peters's Brantford Red
Star, Edwin W. Fiske's Brantford Rufus, Concord Cocker Kennels'
Gold King and Andrew Laidlaw's Jasper. Bitches: 1st and 3d,
Andrew Laidlaw's Tanita and Mollie; 3d, Brant Cocker Kennels' Red
Rose. Reserve, Luckwell & Douglass's Bessie Warner. Very high
com., Henry Jarrett's Ruin. High com., Mrs. Rowland P. Keasbey's
Madge, J. P. Willey's Diana Miskill and C. G. Browning's Cherry Girl.

Puppies: 1st, C. G. Browning's Cherry Boy II.; 2d and very high
com., Andrew Laidlaw's Rhea and Young Commodore. Reserve, J.

P. Willey's Chloe Hersom. Very high com., Henry Jarrett's Ruiu.
High com., W, S. Brooks's Nita.—Novice—1st, J. F. Kirk's Modjeska;
3dand reserve, Ajidrew Laidlaw's Commodore and Cora II. Very
high com., Frank K. Pidgeon's Barefoot and Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Douglas. High com.. Miss Georgetta A. Collier's Roy Obo, C. G.
Browning's Cherry Girl, Mrs. H. M. Comstock's Nox, William West's
Glory, Henry Jarrett's Ruin and Mrs. Rowland P. Keasbey's Madge.

COLLIES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Wells-
bourne Charlie; 2d, J. Pierpont Morgan's Roslyn Wilkes. Re-
Berve, Joseph Livingston's Ormskirk Shep. Bitches: 1st, Lambert

Stansfleld's Highland Floss; 2d, J. Pierpont Morgan's Jakyr
Dean. Reserve, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Flurry in.—Open—Dogs:
1st, J. Pierpont Morgan's Sefton Hero; 2d, Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels' Christopher; 3d and 4th, Hempstead Farm's Woodsman-
sterne Trefoil and Conrad II. Reserve, F. R. Carswell's Jim Crow.
Very high com,, Saunders & Mighton's Finsbury Dude, J. Pierpont
Morgan's (Cragston Kennel > Ulizzard, A. R. Kyle's Charlie Chriss.
Highly commended, Mr. Edward G. Toel's" Golden Clipse, Saun
ders & Mighton's Finsbury Hero, J. Pierpont Morgan's Fergus Mc-
Ivor. Com., H. R. Barry's Christopher, Jr. Bitches: 1st, J. Pierpont
Morgan's Chorlton Phyllis; 2d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Olive; 3d, F. R.
Carswell's Iduna HI. ; 4th, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Ormskirk Susie.
Reserve, M. C Elliott's Chesterford Hattie. Very high com., Saunders
& Mighton's Nora, J. Pierpont Morgan's Lady Fidget and Cragston
Belle. High com., Hempstead Farm's Ormskirk Julia, R. E. Tod's
Sweetheart, J. Pierpont Morgan's Mary of Argyle. Com., J. Pierpont
Morgan's Cragston Queen.—Puppies—Doqs: 1st, Hempstead Farm's
Hempstead Trefoil; 2d, J. Pierpont Morgan's Cragston Pinto; 3d,
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Warwick. Reserve, Munro and Appleby's
Glenfyne. Very high com., J. Pierpont Morgan's Hereward the
Wake, Lambert Stansfleld's Highland Bobbie. High com., R. 0,
Banes's Melancholy, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Rex, Bitches:
1st, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Dorothy; 2d, Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels' Olive; 3d, F. R. Carswell's Iduna III. Reserve, J. Pierpont
Morgan's Cragston Charm. Very high com., Hempstead Farm's
Hempstead Bess, Mrs. James Patterson's Lass o' Gowrie, High com.,
Maybrook Kennels' Maybrook Pansy. Oom.,W. P. Smith's Trefoil
Princess.

—

Novice:—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead
Trefoil and Conrad II. J 2d and reserve, J. Pierpont Morgan's Rhod-
erick Dhont and Cragston Chriss. Very high com., A. R. Kyle's
Charlie Chriss, J. Pierpont Morgan's Hereward the Wake, Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Warwick, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Rex. High
com., J. Pierpont Morgan's Fergus Mclvor, H. R. Barry's Christopher,
Jr., H. Harding's Kriss. Com., Pomona Kennels' Lobengula. Bitches:
1st, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Dorothy; 2d, Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels' Olive; 3d, J. Pierpont Morgan's Lady Fidget. Reserve, F. R,
Carswell's Iduna HL Very high com., R. E. Tod's Sweetheart, J. Pier-
pont Morgan's Cragston Snowdrop, M. C Elliot's Chesterford Hattie,
Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Bess. High com., J. Pierpont Morgan's
Cragston Belle, W. B. Tocher's Caw-dor Blayflower, H. R. Barry's
Passaic Bess, M. C. Elliott's Chesterford Lily. Com., Geo. Bird's
Mischief.—Grand Annual Sweepstakes (for collies born in the United
States or Canada on or after Oct. 1, 1892): 1st and 2d, Hempstead
Farm's Hempstead Dorothy and Hempstead Trefoil; 3d, J. Pierpont
Morgan's Cragston Pinto. Reserve, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Warwick.
—Smooth—1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Blue Belle; 2d and 3d, Hemp-
stead Farm's Hempstead Maid and Blue Light.—Bobtails—1st and 3d,
Hempstead Farm's Herdman H. and Lord Mayor; 2d, Miss L. H.
Morris's Jason.

POODLES. — Challenge — Corded — 1st, W. Hitchcock's Lion.—
Curly—1st and 2d, Meadowmere Kennels Milo and Chloe.—Open-
Corded—1st, C. Priem'sTell; 2d, Mrs. R, R. Colgate's Nanki-Po; 3d,
Frank Beierlin's Duke. Very high com., Dr. S. N. Duer's Bismarck.—
Curly—Black—Dogs: 1st, 2d and com., Meadowmere Kennels' Rajah,

,

Sidi and Yankee; 3d, Mrs. Chisolm's Murat. Very high com., Thos. 1

Mooney's Bob. High com., E, K. Spark's Sambo and Thos. Mooney's
Sancho. Bitches: 1st, 2d, 3d, very high com. and high com., Meadow-
mere Kennels' Dinah, Cybele, Juno, Bess, and Miss. High com., A.
Baers Xena and J. P. Wade's Victoria.—Any other Color—Dogs: 1st
and 2d, H. H. Hunnewell, Jr.'s Poobah and Diamant; 3d and high
com., Miss Mamie Pomeroy's Pierrot and Gamin de Paris. Very high
com., John Moore's Ray. Bitches: 1st, 2d and very high com., H. H.
Hunnewell, Jr.'s Vinette, Bellone and Hill Hurst Dinah; 3d, H. Drink-
water's Yum Yum.—Any Variety—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Meadowmere
Kennels' Jumbo and Jabot; 2d, A. A. Cobb's Rob Roy. Very high
com., Dr. Ludwig Peine's Swell. High com,, H. H. Hunnewell, Jr.'s Hill
Hurst Taffy and Hill Hurst Nap. Bitches: 1st, 2d, reserve and very
high com., Meadowmere Kennels' Juno, Jeanne, Topsy and Black
Maria; 3d, A. A. Cobb's Riga.—Novice—1st, Meadowmere Kennels'
Sidi; 2d. F. Waeseman's Ralph. Very high com., H. H. Hunnewell,
Jr.'s Bellone.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, J. H. Congdon's King Lud;
2d, D. R. Winthrop's Leonidas. Reserve, E. K. Austin's Pathfinder.
Bitches: 1st, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Saleni; 2d, F. F. Dole's The
Graven Image. Reserve, J. H. Matthews's Dolly Tester.—Open—Dogs
(451bs, and over): 1st, W. R. Travers's His Lordship; 2d, Miss Byrne's
Found It; 3d, J. R. Gilmore's Reeve Royal. Reserve, Toon & Thomas's
Romance. Very high com., J. R. Gilmore's Cameron, J. D. Bush's
Argonaut, A. B. Graves's Handsome Dan and E. K. Austin's Sheriff.
High com., Woodlawn Park Kennels' Rustic Sovereign. Com., A. C.
Fickbardt's Governor. Bitches (401bs. and over): 1st, W. R. Travers's
White Venn; 2d and very high com., E. K. Austin's Rosy and Nikita;
3d, Dr. D. L. Haight's Miss Venn. Reserve, J. H. Congdon's Lady Nan.
High com., R. F. Wheeler's Victress.—Open—Dogs (under 451bs.); 1st,

C. A. Houck's Nugget; 2d, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Wal Hampton;
3d, H. C. Beadlestbn's Wrinkles. Reserve. W. C. McArthur's Taffy.
Very high com., C. A. J. Smith's Heathen. High com., R. L. Craw-
ford's Mars. Bitches (under 401bs.): 1st, R. W. Jones's Lady Grace.
High com., Central Park Kennels' Queen Mab.

—

Puppies—Dogs: 1st
and verv high com.. Woodlawn Park Kennels' Rustic King II. and
Duke IX; 2d, W. W. Watrous's Irish. Reserve, E. W. Roby's Robin
Adair. High com., T. C. & E. Byrnes's Chief Justice, R. D. Winthrop's
Jumping JackandWoodlawn Park Kennels' Wal Hampton H. Bitches:
1st and reserve.Woodlawn Park Kennels' Juno and Iolanthe; 2d, E.W.
Robv's Robin Rosalind. Very high com., Central Park Kennels' Daisey
Belle.—Novice—1st, C. A. Houek's Nugget; 2d, E. K. Austin's Sheriff.
Reserve, H. C. Beadleston's Wrinkles. Very high com., Woodlawn
Park Kennels' Rustic KingTI. and Juno and W. C. McArthur's Taffy.
High com., E. W. Roby's Robin Rosalind and R. L. Crawford, Jr.'s
Venus.

BULL-TERRIERS. — Challenge — Dogs: 1st, J. Moorhead, Jr.'s
Streatham Monarch. Bitches: 1st and 3d, F. F. Dole's Attraction
and Starlight.—Open—Dogs (over 301bs.): 1st, W. J. Higginson's Duke
of Rochester; 2d, Dr. R. S. Huidekoper's Cardona; 3d,W. Faversham's
Admiral Mello. Reserve, A. Thompson's White Friar. Bitches (over
3ulbs,): 1st, Castle Point Kennels' Edgewood iTipsey

; 2d, P. Tiffany's
Maggie Cline; 3d, F. F. Dole's Edgewood Topsy. Reserve, A. Thomp-
son' Lady Carrabrook.—Open—Dogs (201bs. and not exceeding 301bs.):
1st, Castle Point Kennels' Tarquin; 2d, Wentworth Kennels' Principio;
3d, Tubby Hook Kennels' Sailor. Bitches: 1st, W. J. Higginson's
Lady Rochester; 2d, F. F. Dole's Jeanne D'Arc—Open (under 201bs.">

—1st, W. J. Higginson's Pearl Rochester; 2d, Castle Point Kennels'
Nervy; 3d, E. D. Hays's Soda Mint. Puppies: 1st, Castle Point Ken-
nels' Tarquin; 3d, F. F. Dole's Edgewood Modesty.—Novice—1st,

Castle Point Kennels' Tarquin ; 2d, A. Thompson's Lady Carrabrook.
Reserve, W. Faversham's Admiral Mello,

BOSTON TERRIERS.

—

Dogs: 1st and 3d, R. J. Clark's Prince Wal-
nut and Dixie; 3d, S. Martin's Ned. Very high com., Bayonne Kennels'
Sir William. Bitches: 1st, J. P. Bernard's Nankin; 2d and 3d, R. J.

Clark's Dolly and Peggy. Very high com., Bayonne Kennels' Ciney.
High com., E. A. Bigelow's Peggy.

BASSET HOUNDS.—1st, Hempstead Farm's Royal Hector; 2d, J. E.
Barboar's Solomon ; 3d and reserve, W. L. Almey's Ninette and Row-
ton Wag.
DACHSHUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Windrush Kennels'

ZuluH and Don Quixote II. Bitches: 1st and 3d, Windrush Kennels'
Jessie Victoria and champion Janet.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Wind-
rush Kennels' Jay and Hermit. Reserve, Hempstead Farm's Tack.
Very high com.,Windrush Kennels' Icthyosaurus and J. H. Matthews's
Pretzel. High com., C. Klocke's Roy K. Bitches: 1st, J. H. Mat thews's
Polly Finders; 3d, Windrush Kennels' Jargonelle; 3d, W. Bietz's Hexe
Aruistadt. Reserve. C. Klocke's Lovely K. Very high com , C. Klocke's
Dina K. and Hempstead Farm's Weasel. High com., Dr. E. Odell's
Peggy. Puppies: 1st, Dr. E. Guenther's Nanette; 2d,J, H. Matthews's
Pretzel. Very high com. , Windrush Kennels' Hermit.

BEAGLES.— Challenge — Dogs: 1st. Hornell-Harmony Kennels'
champion Royal Krueger ; Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Fitzhugh Lee.
Reserve, B. F. Lewis's Doctor. Bitches: 1st, Hornell-Harmony Ken-
nels' champion Elf; 2d, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Parthenia.

—

Open—
Doas Cover 13in,); 1st and 2d, Hornell-Harmony, Kennels' Sherry and
Roger W. ; 3d, G. D. Welton's Joe. Reserve, J. B. Lozier's Cry Baby
aud Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Sir Thomas. Bitches: 1st, 3d and re-
serve, Waldtngfield Kennels' Oracle, Lufra and Coquette; 2d, Hornell-
Harmony Kennels' Daisy Corbett Very high com., C. Parkinson's
Jenny Lind. High com., J. B. Lozier's The Fiute and Glenrose Beagle
Kennels' Ullie of Glenrose. Dogs (13in. and under): 1st and 2d, Hor-
nell-Harmony Kennels' Little Wonder and Razzle; 3d, F. H. Bolson's
Young Royal. Reserve, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Clarion of Glen-
rose. Very high corn , N. A. Baldwin's Laddie. Bitches: 1st, Hornell-
Harmony Kennels' Evangeline; 2d, G. F. Reed's Spot R.; 3d, Miss M.
L. Strong's Clochette. Very high com., GlenroseJBeagle Kennels' Cleo-
patra of Glenrose and G. D. Welton's Superba. Puppies: 1st, Wal-
diugfield Kennels' Cloister; 2d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Razzle.
Very high com., Thasmo Kennels' Thasmo Joy and Waldingfield Ken-
nels' Tempest. High com., J. B. Lozier's Winifred and T. W. Turner's
Highland Star.—Novice—1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Roger W.;
2d, Waldingfieid Kennels' Lufra. Reserve, T. W. Turner's Highland
Star.—Field Trial Class (for dogs and bitches that have been placed
at any.public field trial in the Lnited States or Canada): 1st, Hornell-
Harmony Kennels' Royal Krueger; 2d, G. F. Reed's Spot R.

SMOOTH FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Blemton Ken-
nels' Blemton Victor U. ;

2d, John E. Thayer's Starden's King, Very
high com., Woodlawn Park Kennels' Ripon Stormer. Bitches: 1st and
2d, John E. Thayer's Miss Dollar aud Dona.—Open—Dogs: 1st, L.& W.
Rutherfurd's Warren Safeguard; 2d, John E. Thayer's Hillside Domoj

• 3d and 4th, Blemton Kennels1 Blemton Rasper and Blemtou Stickler.
Reserve and very high com., Clarence Rathbone's Beverwyck Royalist

• and Beverwyck King Pin. High com.. E. G. Toel's Beverwyck' Roy,
• Jas. Ferris Belt's Hillside Royal, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Tory

and Chas. Stedman Hanks's Raby Pallisy. Com., H. Le Roy Jones's
, Arrandale Mixture, Andrew Hopper's Beverwyck Bobbin, 'L. & W.

Rutherfurd's Warren Flight and F. A. Miller's Nabob. Bitches: 1st
and 2d, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Votary and Blemton Vindex; 3d
and 4th, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Duty and Warren Cautious.—

. Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Clarence Rathbone's Beverwyck Royalist; 2d and
reserve, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Tory and Warren Regent; 3d,
Blemton Kennels' Blemton Viking; Verv high com , John E. Thayer's
Hillside Sparkle. High com., John E. Thaver's Hillside Royalty and
Charles Stedman Hanks's Seacroft King, Com., H. T. Foote's Brittle
Blunder and Blemton Kennels' Blemton Spanker, Bitches: 1st, 2d and
high com,, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Votary, Blemton Erminie and
Blemton Esperanza; 3d, Clarence Rathbone's Beverwyck Twilight.
Reserve, very high com. and high com., L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren
Dowdy, Warren Damsel and Warren Tippet.—Novice—Dogs; 1st
and 3d, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Safeguard and Warren Tory;
3d. Clarence Rathbone's Beverwyck Rovalist. Reserve and high com,,
Chas. Stedman Hanks's Raby Pallisy and Seacroft King. Very
high com,, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Viking. High com , John E.
Thayer's Hillside Sparkle, L. & WT

. Rutherfurd's Warren Flight and
Warren Regent. Bitches: 1st, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Votary;
3d, Clarence Rathbone's Beverwyck Twilight; 3d and reserve, L. & W.
Rutherfurd's Warren Damsel and Warren Tippet. Very high com., R.
8. Willis's Guenn. High com., A. S. Burden's Brat, S. C. Weeks's Sea-
croft Ottilia and 0. L. Lawrence's Daisy.

WIRE-HAIRED FOX-TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, H. H.
Hunnewell, Jr.'s Oakleigh Bruiser; 3d, Hempstead Farm's Suffolk
Toby. Bitches: 1st, H.W. Smith's Sister Pattern; 2d, Q. M. Carnochan's
Suffolk Tassel.—Open—Dogs; 1st and reserve, H.W. Smith's Saint Crib-
bage and Brittle; 2d, Compton KenDels' Compton Vindex; 3d, George
Raper's WThite Topper. Very high com., H. T. Foote's Brittle Beaut.
High com., G. M. Carnochan's Cairnsmuir Topper, A. A. Macdonald's
Dark Eye. Com., S. J. Rogers's Ebor Larchmont. Bitches: 1st, H.W.
Smith's Sister Janet; 2d, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Jess Frost; 3d,
Compton Kennels' Roath Rennie. Reserve, A. M. Young's Babette.
Very high com., H. W. Smith's Sister Grit, R. F. Mayhew's Vic Broom.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Compton Kennels' Compton Vindex; 2d, G. W.
H. Ritchie's Mister Great Snap. Reserve and com., H. T. Foote's Brit-
tle Bright and Brittle Bat. Very high com., Mrs. R. F. Mayhew's Brit-
tanic. High eom., G. M. Carnochan's Cairnsmuir Topper. Bitches:
1st and 2d, A. M. Young's Bangle and Babette. Reserve, G. W. H.
Ritchie's Mistress Betsie.—Novice—1st and 2d, H. W. Smith's Saint
Cribbage and Sister Janet; 3d, Compton Kennels' Compton Vindex.
Reserve, H. T. Foote's Brittle Beaut. Very high com., Maybrook Ken-
nels' Roche Tacit, Geo. Raper's White Topper. High com., A. M.
Young's Babette, G. M. Carnochan's Cairnsmuir Topper.

IRISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Jack
Briggs; 2d,Woodlawn Park Kennels' Jackanapes; 3d, W. J. Comstock's
Boxer IV. Very high com., Dr. W. F. Kenney's Crib. Bitches: lst.W.

' J. Comstock's Dunmurry; 2d, Mitchell Harrison's Candor.—Open—
Dogs: 1st and 4th, W. J. Comstock's Merle Grady and Hanover Boy;
2d and reserve, Hempstead Farm's Romulus and Fenian Boy; 3d,Toon
& Thomas's Brickbat. Very high com., C. E. Allen's Killarney. High
com., W. J. Comstock's His Honor, Chestnut Hill Kennels 1 Bill Briggs.
Bitches: 1st, G. G. Hammill's Hill Top Surprise; 2d. W. J. Comstock's
Crate; 3d, Toon & Thomas's Judy; 4th, W. Faversham's Mary Jane.
Reserve, J. Walsh's Erin II. Com., H. L. Chapman's Sea Shelf, W. C.
Dulles's Kathleen. Puppies: 1st, T. Noble's Conn Keadeahagh; 2d,
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Bill Briggs. Very high com., M. Bruckheimer's
Little Peggy.—Novice—1st and 2d, Hempstead Farm's Romulus and
Fenian Boy. Very high com., Chestnut Hill Kennels' Bill Briggs.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Toon &
Thomas's Prince Regent.—Bitches: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Giusy
Girl: 2d, A. W. Smith's Louie.—Open—Dogs: 1st, S. D. Ripley's Glen-
wood; 2d, David & Winter's Rocbelle Rush; 3d, M. C. Elliot's
Rochelle Oolah. Reserve. M. E. Elliott's Chesterford Victor. Very
high com., J. B. Hefter's Sully.—Bitches: 1st, Toon & Thomas's
Rosette; 3d, Davis & Winter's Mizpah; 3d, J. B. Hefter's Olata.
Very high com. reserve, Julius Mentz's Vidocque.

WHITE ENGLISH TERRIERS.

—

Dogs: 1st, J. L. Kernochan's
Spring; 2d. G. Hopkin's Nobility.—Bitches: 1st and 2d, J, L. Kerno-
chan's Lonely and Lone Star.

DANDLE DINMONT TERRIERS.—1st and 2d, Heather Kennels'
Ainstey Daisy and King o' the Heather. Very high com., Heather
Kennels' Amphion.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Heather Kennels' Laddie; 2d,
A. Ballantine's Dandy.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS —OhALLENGE

—

Dogs: 1st. M. A. H. Thel-
berg's Qui Vive; 3d, W. EL. Russell's Christmas Carol.—Open—Dogs:
1st, W. H. Russell's Chemist; 2d, C. W. Lougest's Professor.—Bitches:
1st, C. W. Lougest's Mount Vernon Tibbie; 2d, Mrs. M. A. H. Thel-
berg's 1'Argent; 3d, W. H. Russell's Brunetta.

SCOTTISH TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Brooks &
Ames's Tiree and Kilroy.—Open—Dogs: 1st, 2d and 3d, Brooks &
Ames's Rhuduman, Kiicree and Wankie Tarn. Bitches: 2d, 3d, re-

serve, very high com. and high com., Brooks & Ames's Culblean,
Wankie Daisy, Clutha, AVankie Freda and Clarita. Puppies: 1st, Toon
& Thomas's Merry Coll, 2d and very high com, Brooks & Ames's
Wankie Freda and Wankie Gerda.

SKYE TERRIERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, C. A. Shinn's Sir Staf-
ford; 2d, P. & H. Smith's Barnaby Budge. Bitches: 1st, H. K, Caner's
Endcliffe Maggie; C. A. Shinn's Bessie.—Open—Dogs: 1st, 0. A. Shinn's
Elphinstone; 2d, W. Newhouse's Prince Charlie; 3d. W. S. Lieber's Sir
Robert the Bruce. Bitches: 1st and 2d, C. A. Shinn's Queen of Sbyes
and Princess May; 3d, P. & H. Smith's Islay. Reserve, Hempstead
Farm's Wheel of Fortune. Very high com., J. Parker's Jersey Lillie.

High com., G. Heritage's Nellie.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st. F. Senn's Young
Ted—Open—Dogs: 1st, F. Senn's Prince; 2d, J. Finlayson's Prince; 3d,

T. McCarty's Ben. Very high com , F. McCarty's Billy. Bitches: 1st

and 2d, F. Senn's Judy and Queenie; 3d, Miss Sherwood's Minnie.

TOY TERRIERS (other than Yorkshire, under ?lbs.)—1st, Davis &
AVinter's Lady Clyde; 2d, Miss H. Kirby's Daisy; 3d. J, Harrington's
Prince. Reserve, M. Rothschild's Sally Stick. Very high com., Mrs.
M. Deringer's Gretchen. High com., Mrs. C. Harrington's Lilly. Com.,
W. Routley's Wagkie and Lassie and Mrs. C. Harrington's Lady.

PUGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Seminole Kennels' Attraction
; 2d,

Dr. M. A. Cryer's Bob Ivy. Reserve, Rookery Kennels' Curtis. Bitches:
1st, Seminole Kennels' Midget; 2d, Rookery Kennels' Vega. Reserve, N.
Y. Pug Kennels' Nellie Ely.—Open—Dogs: 1st,The German-Howard Pug
Kennels' AlVon; 3d, Rookery Kennels' Finsbury Duke; 3d, Pomona
Kennels' Pomona Fritz. Reserve and com., R. Schreyer's Corbett and
Mitchell. Very high com., J. Christen's Little Jewel and Dr. M. H.
Cryer's Ivy. High com., R. Schreyer's Sullivan, F. Senn's Sir Prince
Bobtail and Dr. W. L. Gris wold's Prinee_Ivy. Bitches: 1st, Rookery
Kennels' Haughty Madge; 2d, Seminole fennels' Ciiver Queen; 3d and
reserve, Dr. M. H. Cryer'ij Little Ruth and Pansy G. Very high com.,
The German-Howard Pug Kennels' Diamond Bessie and Pomona Ken-
kels' Pomona Dolly. High com., Dr. W. L. Griswold's Nannie H., J.
Bowden's Lady Bonsor, Seminole Kennels' La Belle Petiteand Thasmo
Kennels' Trinnie Thasmo.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, Mrs. F. Senn's
Romeo.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Mrs. F. Senn's King of the Charlies; 2d,
Miss Florence H. Lucy's Duke: 3d, Union Pet Dog Kennels' Royal
Roy. Very high, com., Mrs. F. Senn's King Henry.—Bitches: 1st,
Y'etson Kennels' Bonita; 2d, Mrs. F. Senn's Lady de Lena; 3d, Miss A.
Follmer's Beauty.

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Mrs A. W. Lucy's Exeter Earl;
2d. J. B. Trevor's Dred; 3d, Union Pet Dog Kennels' Chiselhurst Hero.
—Bitches: 1st, J. B. Trevor's Tiny; 2d, Mrs. F. Senn's LU1; 3d, A.
Knoblauch's Jeanetta. Very high, com., Patrick Neeley's Queen.
PRINCE CHARLES AND RUBY SPANIELS.

—

Dogs: 1st and 2d,
Yetson Kennels' Yetson Chief and Campanini; 3d, A. Bernstein's
Ruby Prince. Very high com., W. R. Stewart Jr.'s King—Open—
Bitches: 1st, Miss F. A. Lucy's Marguerite: 2d, Yetson Kennels' Yetson
Belle; 3d, Mrs. F. Senn's Bell.

JAPANESE SPANIELS.

—

Dogs: 1st and 2d, Mrs. F. Senn's Tokio
and Kobie.—Bitches: 1st, Mrs. R. L. Crawford Jr.'s Tootsie; 2d and 3d,
Mrs. F. Senn's Yokie and Tamah.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—CHALLENGE-lst and 2d, J. Lewis's Spring

and Sprite.—Open—Dogs: 1st and 3d, J. Englehart's Kentucky Prince
and Colene; 3d, C. Lohman's Souris. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. A. E. McKee's
Beauty; 2d and 3d, J. Lewis's Lady Lee and Yinnie. Reserve and high
com., J. Englehart's Psyche, EuliUie and Kentucky Belle. Very high
com., C. Lohman's Folly. Com., Dr." C. F. Smith's Vito.

MISCELLANEOUS.— Equal 1st, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Dewr
(Welsh terrier), M, Barrymore's Chimo (Esquimaux dog), "Nellie
Bly's" Duke (Maltese terrier) and E. T. Slocum's Clydesdale Pride
(Clydesdale terrier)

; equal 2d. Mrs, Wade's Flossie ("Maltese terrier),
Toon & Thomas's Sheffield Lad (Pomeranian). Mrs. D. F. Lloyd's
Doc and Dr. Cook's Moonse (Esquimaux dog); equal 3d, T. A.Joyce's
Jewel (Mexican hairless), M. Barrymore's Belle of Clyde (Clydesdale
terrier) and Dr. Cook's Patrick (Esquimaux dog). Very high com.,
T. Lawrence's Chimo (Esquimaux dog). High com., Dr. Cook's
Nungat (Esquimaux dog).

A number of fugitive notes on the show, letters and other
interesting matter must be left over till next week.
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CLUB MEETINGS.

St. Bernard Club.

The annual meeting of this club was held Tuesday, Feb.
20, at 8 P.M., present: Mrs. Sidwell, Mrs. Lee, Mrs. Smyth,
Miss Whitney, Miss Chandler, Miss Goodenow, Messrs. C. A.
Pratt, G. P. Wiggins, B. P. Johnson, J. A. C. Johnson,
Daniel Mann, E. H. Moore, J. Luts, Edward Booth and W.
H. Joeckel, Jr.

On motion the reading of the minutes of previous meeting
was dispensed with and were approved as published.
Mr. Johnson presented his report as treasurer which had

previously been audited and approved, showing a balance of

$373.37 in the treasury from which the premiums offered dur-
ing this present year are to be paid.

It was decided to hold a St. Bernard show in connection
with that held by the Hempstead Farm Co., May 1 to 4, the
understanding being that the Farm Co. were to pay all cash
premiums which were to be as numerous and as liberal as
those offered by the Westminster Kennel Club, and the en-

trance fee was not to exceed that charged by them. Messrs.
Joeckel and J. A. C. Johnson were appointed to represent
the St. Bernard Club and to secure as liberal terms as pos-

sible. Mr. Joeckel read the correspondence with Mr. Terry
relating to this show and stated that the Madison Square Co.

had offered the St. Bernard Club a special of $25 either in

plate or cash, the St. Bernard Club to determine the disposi-

tion of same, Mr. Joeckel also stated that the notice of the
annual meeting had aunounced the proposition of holding
the show and that about seventeen members had responded
to the invitation to express their wishes. All were in favor
of holding the show, and no opposition had been offered by
any one, and about §125 had been promised for premiums.
Of*the seventeen replies received twelve had voted for judges
of which nine were for Miss Whitney, and one each for
Messrs. Mortimer, Mason and Joeckel.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, W. H. Joeckel, Jr. ; Vice Presidents, Miss Whitney,
J. Ruppert, Jr. and R. J. Sawyer; Treasurer, Jas. A. C. John-
son. No Secretary was elected, the selection of one being
left to the Board of Governors. Board of Governors, Messrs.
K. E. Hopf, C. A. Pratt, E. Booth, W. C. Reick, E. H. Moore,
A. C. Shallenberger, W. H. Walbridge, B. P. Johnson, G. P.
Wiggin.
Mr. Joeckel said that a number of members had expressed

dissatisfaction in the appoiutment of judges at the various
shows and that the wishes of the club were not consulted.
Col. Ruppert made the motion which was seconded, that the
Board of Governors should select a list of judges, and the
same was to be mailed to the members of the club, who
were to strike off the names df-those objectionable. The
result was to be made known and to influence if possible the
committees of the various clubs in the selection of judges in

the future. Meeting adjourned.
Edward Booth, Sec'y pro tern.

English Setter Club.

The meeting of this club was postponed to the second day
of the Philadelphia Kennel Club's show, March 28, on account
of the absence of the secretary, which was caused by a sad
bereavement.

The Eastern Field Trials Club.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.
The treasurer's report showed a small balance to the club's
credit. The resignations of Messrs. Hulman, Merriam, Hun-
ter, Carroll and Breese were accepted. ' The following stakes
were arranged: Derby, purse S600, divided into first, second
and third, $300, $200 and $100 respectively. All-Age Stake
the same. The Breeders' cup was abolished. Entry fees the
same as last year. The Subscription Stake (four-hour race)
was changed to a two-hour race, $50 entrance. Purse $500.

First $250, second $150, third $100. Mr. F. G. Taylor was
present as a representative of the P. K. C, with a view to
arranging a members' stake to be run jointly by the two
clubs and to arrange for both clubs holding their trials on
the same grounds if possible. The conditions of Members'
Stake will be made by the president. Mr. Lorillard was ap-
pointed a committee to confer with the P. K. C. on the matter
at the Philadelphia show. A selling stake to be run jointly
was also considered. The details were not settled definitely,

but in a general way the stake is to be for setters and point-
ers which have never won at a field trial, no valuation of a
dog to exceed $300. Ten dollars entrance, and starting fee 5%
of selling price. Dogs to be judged with a view to actual
field shooting. Certificate of merit to every dog worthy of
it. Winners to be sold at auction. Any surplus in excess of
selling price to go to the club. The club has secured more
grounds at Newton, N. C, and is fully equipped in that re-
spect for a good trial. It is working earnestly to hold a suc-
cessful and interesting competition. The Selling Stake, from
its novelty and the restrictions which bar out winners and
field trial dogs of the winning species (the limit of price, $300,
accomplishing that end) is expected to accomplish much in
developing a large interest and support.

Pointer Club of America.
The club's meeting was held in Madison Square Garden on

Tuesday evening, Mr. Geo. W. LaRue presiding. There was
a good attendance of members present. Mr. Heath's resolu-
tion that proxies shall be received was carried by a vote of
12 to 3. Messrs. J. B. Wickery, Pittsburgh, Wm. P. Scott,
St. Louis, and T. P. Lewis, New York, were elected to mem-
bership. Mr. Webster made a brief speech on the deficiencies
of the constitution of the club, his remarks being preliminary
to the introduction of a new constitution for the club' s con-
sideration and action. He explained that it contained only
what was regular in club constitutions. The new constitu-
tion was adopted. Names of candidates for election must
hereafter be in the hands of the secretary at least 30 days
before the meeting of the Board. At the next meeting the
names shall be proposed for election. The election of officers

resulted as follows: President, Hon. J. S. Wise ; Vice-Pre-
sident, T. G. Davey; Secretary, F. S. Webster; Treasurer, C.
F. Lewis; Board of Governors, Messrs. J. R. Daniels, Geo.
W. LaRue, B. F. Seitner, Jas. Mortimer, E. O. Damon and
Geo. S. McAlpin. Mr. Chas. Heath was elected A. K. C.
delegate.

The National Greyhound Club.

The annual meeting of this club was called to take place on
Feb. 21, at Madison Square Garden, but was postponed to
Wednesday, March 7, no quorum being present. The ad-
journed meeting will take place at 12.30 P. M., Room 57,

26 Court St., Brooklyn.

Bulldog Club of America.
The fourth annual meeting of this club was held Tuesday,

Feb. 20.

The following members were present: Messrs. Roby,
Kendall, Mason-Jones, Austin, Dole, Lawshe, Matthews,
Mariner, Robinson (representative of CoL Hilton) and Wood-
ward. The meeting was called to order by the president,
Mr. J. H. Matthews, and the secretary, Mr. E. A. Woodward,
being present, kept a record of the proceedings. The min-
utes of the last meeting were read and approved.
The former treasurer, Mr. E. A. Woodward, made a report

up to January 1, 1894, upon which date Mr. Austin entered
upon the duties of the office. Mr. E. K. Austin then made
his report from that date up to the present time. Both of
these reports were accepted.
Upon motion duly seconded, it was voted that the thanks

of the club be extended to Mra Woodward for preparing for I

the present treasurer a set of books detailing the transactions
of the different treasurers since the club was organized.
The secretary submitted his annual report for the past

year, which was accepted. It contained the recommanda-
tions that several gentlemen, admirers of the breed, be made
honorary members of the club,
Mr. Roby made a motion which was seconded by Mr. Ken-

dall, that the following gentlemen be made honorary mem-
bers of this club: Messrs J. W. Berrie, J. S. Pybus-Sellom,
G. R. Krehl, F. W. Crowther, H. W. Lacy, C. F. W. Jackson,
Chas. H. Mason, and D. Y. Cassels. Carried.
Mr. Kendall made a motion which was seconded by Mr.

Lawshe, that a vote of thanks be extended to Mr. H. W.
Lacy for the publication in the Forest and Stream of the
several interesting articles on the bulldog, and which have
stimulated much interest in the breed. Carried.
Mr. Dole made a motion which was seconded by Mr.

Mariner, and carried, that the members of the club be fur-
nished with a complete membership list and requested to
designate ten members as their choice for club judges.
Mr. Roby presented an outline for Produce Stakes which

he moved be instituted by the club, and that the Executive
Committee consider the different conditions under which to
offer them

;
and that the members be immediately advised

of its decision. This was seconded by Mr. Dole and carried.
Mr. Mariner stated he wished to invite suggestions from

the members present as to what manner they thought it

advisable for him to offer a donation to the club in order to
enable it to offer a prize, or prizes, for competition at certain
shows among bulldog owners not members of the club.
Upon motion of Mr. Woodward, seconded by Mr. Kendall,

it was voted that Mr. Mariner impose such conditions as he
thought advisable, and that his donation would be thank-
fully received. Carried.
Mr. Kendall made a motion which was seconded by Mr.

Mason-Jones, that at future annual shows at New York an
attendant in uniform be stationed near the bulldog exhibits
to hand out information cards to the public, and to look
after members' entries, and the interests of the club gen-
erally. Carried.

It was moved and seconded that the Executive Committee
be authorized to issue a souvenir of the club, giving its

history, rules and regulations, membership list, and other
items of interest, and that the same be embellished with cuts
of typical specimens of the breed, provided, however, that
the cost of publishing two hundred copies would not exceed
$100. Each member to be given one copy free, and the Exec-
utive Committee to fix the price at whieh additional copies
shall be sold to members and the public. Carried.
Upon motion, duly seconded, it was voted to proceed with

the election of an Executive Committee for the ensuing year,
thereupon a ballot was taken and the following were declared
elected: Messrs. J. H. Matthews, H. D. Kendall, E. K. Austin,
Wm. Mariner, Renshaw Mason-Jones, Frank F. Dole, and
E. A. Woodward. Meeting adjourned.
The Executive Committee then convened and from its

members elected officers as follows for the ensuing year:
President, JohnH. Matthews; Vice-President, H. D. Ken-
dall; Treasurer, E. K. Austin, and Secretary, E. A. Wood-
ward. Meeting adjourned. E. A. Woodward, Secretary.

Irish Setter Club.

The Irish Setter Club held its annual meeting Feb. 21.

There were present Messrs. Jas. B. Blossom, Dr. L. C. Sau-
veur, B. L. Clements, Geo. Langran, E. F. Badmington,
W. L. Washington, Geo. H. Thomson, F. L. Cheney and
G. G. Davis. Seventeen additional members were represented
by proxies.
The minutes of the last annual meeting were read and ap-

proved.
The secretary-treasurer submitted a report of the finances

of the club. The report was accepted, the accounts approved
and a vote of thanks tendered.
Mr. G. W. Lang of Pittsburgh, Pa., was elected a member.
It was resolved to amend the constitution so as to enable

the executive committee to elect new members by ballot-
three negative votes to exclude.
Mr. W. S. Bell of Pittsburgh was elected a member.
The Rev. Robt. O'Callaghan of Rochester, England, and

the Rev. W. H. Knowlton of Paso Robles, California, were
elected honorary members.
The annual election for officers was then held with the fol-

lowing result: President, W. L. Washington, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Vice President, Dr. L. C. Sauveur, Chestnut Hill, Pa.;
Sec.-Treas., W. S. Bell, Pittsburgh, Pa. Executive Com-
mittee, F. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa; J. B. Blossom, New
York, N. Y.; Geo. W. Lang, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Geo. H. Thom-
son, Philadelphia, Pa.; F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield, Mass.; G. G.
Davis, Philadelphia, Pa.

Great Dane Club.

An enthusiastic meeting of the Great Dane Club of
America was held on the last evening of the show. Officers
elected for the ensuing year are: President, Jas. A. Law-
rence of Columbus, O.; Secretary, A. H. Heppner, N. Y.;
Treasurer, Chas. Fischer, Brooklyn; Executive Committee,
Bardoe Elliott, Henry Bord and C. R. Lawson. E. B. Elliott
as a committee of one, was authorized to elect new members.
New members admitted, T. B. Burnham and Henry Bord.
The club is financially strong. It was decided to put up the
silver cup of the late President C. D. Bernheimer at the fol-

lowing shows: Chicago, Boston and Columbus, O.—it being
too late for Detroit.
Mr. J. A. Lawrence was elected president of the club un-

animously in view of the facts, firstly because he is to-day
certainly the leading breeder and importer, secondly because
he resides in the West. The club wishes to ernphazise that
it is not a local affair for mutual benefit and glory, but a
national club of progressive, broad intentions. It has by its

action put the western Great Dane fanciers in the position to
hold meetings, elect members, etc.

The secretary was instructed to inquire into the expense of
publishing a standard work on the Great Dane, with first

class illustrations. He addressed the meeting, submitting
his ideas on this subject and calling special attention to the
fact that there is nothing published in this country, except
newspaper controversies, often eccentric and selfish in motive
to which the beginner or the American faucier and judge
could refer to for information and guidance in breeding,
buying and importing. Any one interested in the progress
of this breed who has any suggestion to offer is requested to
address, A. H. Heppner, Delegate and Secretary, Great Dane
Club, 426 Produce Ex., N. Y.

Collie Club.

The annual meeting of this club took place on Thursday
afternoon. The officers elected were: President, Jenkins
Van Schaick; Vice Presidents, Thos. H. Terry and J. Pier-
pont Morgan; Secretary and Treasurer, J. D. Shotwell.

American Fox-Terrier Club.

The regular meeting of the American Fox-Terrier Club
was duly held at 4.30 P. M. on Wednesday, Feb. 21, and after
the regular routine business the following Board of Gov-
ernors were elected for the ensuing year:
August Belmont, W. Rutherfurd, Hollis Hunnewell,

Clarence Rathbone, John E. Thayer, H. W. Smith.
At a meeting of the Governors held immediately after the

above, the following new members were unanimously
elected:
George Hendrie, George M. Hendrie, W. H. Muir, G. M.

Carnochan, R, F. Mayhew, Dr. H. T. Foote, Dr. D. B. Darby;
and John E. Thayer was elected President; August Belmont,
Vice-President; and H. W. Smith, Sec'y and Treasurer,

At the regular meeting it was voted that in addition to the
grand challenge cup (value $300), that the Secretary be em-
powered to make collections for four challenge cups to be
given for the Apollo, Homebred, Tomboy and Stud Dog
Stakes, and after suitable money was raised, these cups with
the grand challenge cup in a suitable case should at the
wisdom of the Board of Governors be sent around to the
various shows where proper guarantee could be obtained,
in order that the different fox-terrier breeders throughout
the country would have an opportunity of seeing what
stakes, etc. , could be won by their produce.
The following gentlemen sitbscribed the amount opposite

their name: John E. Thayer $50, Hollis Hunnewell $50, H.
W. Smith $50, Clarence Rathbone $25, Wayman S. Cush-
man $25.

The following stakes of the American Fox-Terrier Club
were decided at the New York show: Stud Dog Stakes of
1894 to which the following nominations were made: C. Rath-
bone—Beverwyck Royalist and Beverwyck King Pin, the
former out of Beverwyck Moonshine, and the latter out
of Beverwyck Moonbeam, both sired by Standard's King.
Blemton Kennels—Blemton Esparanza, Blemton Ermine,

both out of New Forest Ethel by Blemton Victor II. Also
Blemton Viking and Blemton Votary, both out of Blemton
Vanity, sired by Blemton Rasper. L. & W, Rutherfurd—
Warren Regent and Warren Damsel, the former out of
Reprieve and the latter out of Warren Dorothy; both by
Warren Tiptop. Also Warren Foxy and Warren Tippet,
the former out of Dusky II, and the latter out of Villanelle;
by Warren Tiptop. The first prize in this stake—one-
half of the entire subscription ($70) was won by Clarence
Rathbone's brace, Beverwyck Royalist and Beverwyck King
Pin. Mr. Thayer therefore received second prize which was
one-half of the subscription ($70) and the President's cup as
the first prize brace was sired by his Standard's King. The
third prize which was the stakes, amounting to $20, was won
by the Blemton Kennels' Viking and Votary.
For the first division of the Eighth Grand Produce Stakes

the following nominations were made: John E. Thayer's
Hillside Grit, by Standard's King ex Pluck. Clarence Rath-
bone's Beverwyck Royalist, by Standard's King ex Moon-
shine. Blemton Kennels', Blemton Spanker, by Standard's
King ex Spinster, and L. & W. Rutherfurd's, Warren
Regent, by Warren Tiptop ex Reprieve, and Warren Foxy,
by Warren Tiptop ex Dusky II. The first prize which was
one-half of the entire stakes was won by Clarence Rath-
bone's Beverwyck Royalist.

It will be seen from the above that Mr. Rathbone won $124
in both these stakes on the two puppies. H. W. Smith.

American Spaniel Club.

The annual meeting of the American Spaniel Club was
held Feb. 21, at 4.30 P. M. Present: Dr. J. S. Bradbury, H.
Brooks, C. G. Browning, E. W. Fiske, A. B. Forsythe, Henry
Jarrett, R. P. Keasbey, J)r. F. W. Kitchel, A. Laidlaw, C. M.
Nelles, E. M. Oldham, W. T. Payne, Geo P. Preston Jr.,
A. E. Rendle: H. S. Reynolds, F. Smyth, John Stacom, Mar-
cil A. Viti, and A. C. Wilmerding. President Wilmerding
in the chair. The President's annual address described the
work the Executive Committee had accomplished during
the year. That there had been more meetings and more
members elected during the past year than in any one pre-
vious; that it was not thought advisable to continue the
committee on medals, as prizes of this nature were at the
present time at a discount, so the committee was discharged;
that the field spaniel $100 cup had been officially awarded
by this committee, as it had been won the requisite number
or times by one exhibitor, viz Mr. A. E. Foster with Judex;
and that it was proposed to hold a specialty show in Madison
Square Garden the latter part of April, which had received
full endorsement from the club members, conditions and
particulars of which had been printed and distribitted. With
a few matters of minor importance this report closed.
The Treasurer's statement showing a net balance on hand

of $266.47 was a very gratifying one and on motion it was
received and adopted.
Executive Committee elected for the ensuing year was as

follows: A. Clinton Wilmerding, Edw. M. Oldham, Rowland
P. Keasbey, R. H. Eggleston, Dr. S. J. Bradbury. Adjourned.
A subsequent meeting of the Executive Committee for the

election of officers resulted as follows: President, A. Clinton
Wilmerding; Treasurer, Edw. M. Oldham; Secretary, Row-
land P. Keasbey; Delegate to A. K. O, Edw. M. Oldham.

'

A. K. C. MEETING.
It is impossible to find space for a full report of the A. K. C. meet-

ing this week. The most important business transacted was the
agreement between the C. K. C. and A. K. C. Mr. Vredenburgh spoke
as follows:
I have some general business which I think ought to come

up before this meeting of the Kennel Club. At our meeting in
December last there was a committee appointed by the American Ken-
nel Club to confer with a committee representing the Canadian Club
with the view of securing a compact with the Canadian Kennel Club,
subject to the ratification of the two clubs, as would be mutually-
agreeable and advantageous to both clubs. The committee met on
Tuesday evening last, and the committee of the American Kennel Club,
through myself as chairman, desire to say we were more than pleased
with the gentlemen who represented the Canadian Kecmel Club, whom
we found as anxious to meet us as we were to meet them, and to pro-
cure an agreement that we considered would be a just one. Of course
you can readily understand that we had at the outset differences of
opinion, but these differences were very quickly settled, and we agreed
to the following compact, which is duly signed by the members of the
comm ittee:

"Articles of agreement entered into by the joint committee repre-
senting the American Kennel Club and the Canadian Kenuel Club, sub-
ject, however, to ratification by both clubs.

"1. It is agreed that all registrations and listings received either by
the American Kennel Club or the Canadian Kennel Club shall berecog-
nized by both clubs; provided, that all clogs owned in theUnited States
shall be registered or listed with the secretary of the American Kennel
Club, and all dogs owned in the Dominion of Canada shall be registered
or listed with the secretary of the Canadian Kennel Club.

"2. All cases of suspension or disqualification by either club shall be
recognized by both clubs.

"3. The bench show rules governing exhibitors and the rules govern-
ing clubs holding shows shall be the same in both countries. The Can-
adian Kennel Club agrees to appoint a standing committee on rules to
correspond with the committee elected each year by th6 American
Konnel Club, and all amendments offered by either club must first be
submitted to this joint committee, which shall report on the same
before said amendments can be finally submitted for adoption.

''4. All awards made at bench shows both in Canada and in theUnited
States, under Kennel Club rules, shall be recognized in both countries
and made a record with the respective clubs.

"5. The Canadian Kennel Club agrees to appoint three delegates to
represent it in the American Kennel Club, and the American Kenne 1

Club agrees to receive such delegates. The credentials of said dele-
gates are to be signed by the secretary of the Canadian Kennel Club,
and are to be accepted by the American Kennel Club in the same
manner as are the delegates representing the associate members of
said club. No annual dues are to be required from the Canadian
Kennel Club.

'•6. Each club parties to this agreement reserves the right of abso-
lute jurisdiction in all cases of discipline brought before it without
appeal. It being understood that all violations of rules upon which
charges may be preferred shall be acted upon by the club in whose
territory the misconduct occurs. Appeal can only be made to the
club exercising original jurisdiction.

lis. Vredekbup.gh—That article means this: If any misconduct
occurs in Canada they cannot rush down to the American Kennel
Club, as they have heretofore, and prefer charges and make this club
investigate the matter. They must go to their" own club, and by this
agreement they can only appeal to their own club. This article makes
each club a sovereign club in its own country.

"7. The Canadian Kennel Club agrees to publish the registrations
received by it within the covers of the American Kennel Club stud
book, paying to the American Kennel Club therefor the. sum of SO cents
for each registration so for warded. The. American Kennel Club agrees
to accept and to publish in its annual stud book, under a department
to be known as "Canadian Registration.'" All such registrations must
be duly compiled and forwarded with the fee of 50 cents each to the
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secretary of the American Kennel Club, on "or".before "Jan. 15 of each
year. All sales of stud books made by the Canadian Kennel Club shall

be furnished to said Canadian Kennel Club at a discount of CO per
cent."
Mr. Vrbdekburgh—This article means that the Canadian Club will

abolish its stud book. We know that there is not enough room in this

country for more than one stud book, but owing to their organization
we had to make a concession to them. They have two hundred mem-
bers, and each member is entitled to five free registrations during the
year. That would be one thousand dollars. All the free registrations
that they kept, together with the registrations for which they receive
a fee of one dollar, thev pav to us a round sum of fifty cents each, and
we felt that we could afford to do that, as in these articles they agree
to do all the clerical work except compiling the registrations ready for

the printer and send them to us, the only work we are called upon to
do being the indexing of them for our system and paying for the
printing^ We found it impossible to think of any scheme by which we
could incorporate the registrations received from the Canadian Kennel
Club into our own book, retaining our own number, and for that rea-

son we agreed that in one portion of the book we would open a
department for Canadian registrations and continue on their numbers.

"8. The awards made at Toronto and Ottawa in the year 1893 are to

be recognized by the American Kennel Club.
"9. The Secretary of the Canadian Kennel Club must forward to the

Secretary of the American Kennel Club within seven days after the
•closing of each Canadian show, two marked copies of the catalogues
of such show, giving the awards made at such show, and duly certified

to by its Secretary."
Mr. Vrkdenburoh—That is just and proper. That is an article I

believe the Canadian Kennel Club could force us to do. The compact
entered into between the two clubs in 1889 was consummated at an
annual meeting of the club. The cancellation of that compact was
made by the executive committee meetings of the club, and I think
you will all agree with me that it was not a legal cancellation; that
there was no committee of the club, unless there was special power
vested in it which could undo what had been done by the parent body
of the club itself.

"10. This agreement, if ratified by the American Kennel Club and
the Canadian'Kennel Club, is to be only attested by the secretary of
each club and copies filed wit h both.

"11. This agreement may be cancelled upon six months notice in

writing given by either club to the other.
"Representing the Canadian Kennel Club, T. C. Davey, J. S. Niven.

Representing the American Kennel Club, A. P. Vredenburgh, J. M.
Taylor."
The agreement was ratified as read.
The old list of officers was elected.

The Pet Dog Club.

The annual meeting of the American Pet Dog Club was
held at Madison Square Garden, New York, on Wednesday,
Feb. 21, 1894, at 3 o'clock, P. M.
Members present were: Mrs. McKee, Mrs. Cunningham,

Mrs. Ferrero, Mrs. Hall, Miss Baumeister, Mr. RacRham,
Mr. Foyer, Mr. Barnum, Mr. Morris.
The president and vice-presidents being absent, Mr. Bar-

num was elected chairman.
Changes in the Constitution and By-Laws were made as

follows :

Article III. Sec. 3 —Change the clause, " The name of any
member failing to pay dues for two years may be stricken
from the roll," to read, ''The name of any member falling
to pay dues for one year shall be stricken from the roll."

Article IV. Sec. 1.'—Strike out the last clause and change
the second clause to read, " No officer, except the secretary,
shall be eligible for election to more than two consecutive
terms."

Sec. 3.—After the word " Committee," insert the clause,
" and also the delegate to the American Kennel Club, from
the members elected on the Executive Committee."
Article V. Sec. 2.—Change to read, "The regular meet-

ings of the club, other than in the month of February, shall
be held on the second Wednesday of April, June, Septem-
ber and December of each year, at such places and hours as
may be determined on by the Executive Committee."
By-Laws. Article I. Sec. 3.—Add, "The Secretary shall,

at the annual meeting, submit a general report of the con-
dition of the club."

Sec. 4.—Strike out the word "savings" before "bank,"
and insert the words " or banks " after it.

Mr. A. A Cobb, Wilmington, Del., was elected a mem-
ber. Officers were elected as follows : President, Mrs. Hor-
ace Stokes ;

Vice-Presidents, Mrs. Dudley Kavanagb, New
York; Mr. A. F. German, Louisville, Ky. ; Mrs. Gecrge A.
Freeman, Sands Point, Long Island, N. Y.; Secretary, Miss
Marion E Bannister. Springfield, N. J.; Treasurer, Mr.
Charles D. Bernheimer, New York City ; Delegate to Amer-
can Kennel Club, Mr. T. Farrar Rackham ; Executive Com-
mittee, Mr. T. Farrar Rackham, Mr. Edwin H. Morris, Mr.
S. C. Barnum, Mrs. William R. McKee, and the president,
secretary and treasurer ;

Trustees, Mrs. Edward Fe.rrerb,

Mrs. A. Cunningham, Mrs. M. E. Randolph, Mrs. Emily
Stout, Mr. Charles Wheatleigh.

Marion E. Bannister, Secretary.

A Kennel Club for Louisville, Ky.

The following circular was sent to a number of residents
of Louisville, Ky., Feb. 23 :

" You are earnestly requested
to meet with quite a number of our prominent citizens,

who are lovers of that noble animal, the " Dog," and who
believe that Louisville, like her sister cities, could, and
should, give a successful " Dog Show," which would prove
of interest and a benefit to the city at large. With this end
in view, be good enough to meet us at the "Armory" on
Seventh street, between Chestnut and Walnut, on Monday,
Feb. 26, at 8 P. M., there and then to talk this matter over.
Mr. Rogers D. Williams, of Lexington, Ky., will be with
us and give us the benefit of his knowledge and experience.
Respectfully. Dr. D. W. Yandell, Gen. J. B. Castleman,
Lieut Col. M. B. Belknap." Louisville has held gor d shows
in the past, and we trust the present movement will result
in a strong kennel club being formed and a show arranged
for in the Fall.

DOG CHAT.

Boston Dog Show.

Tbe premium list of the New England Kennel Club can
now be obtained by addressing the Bench Show Committee,
125 Tremont street, Boston. All the important breeds are
most liberally provided with special prizes both of specialty
clubs and regular specials. The prizes run from §15 in chal-

lenge classes, and £15, 810 and 15 in the open classes of the
more important breeds t o $10, $5 and 13 in others and 810 in

challenge. Puppies have 85 and 13, first and second re-

spectively. Some open classes have $10 and 85 and others $5
and $3. The usual arrangements have been made with ex-
press companies to return' dogs free. Entry fee is $3. Entries
close March 17. Following is the list of judges: James Mor-
timer, mastiffs, St. Bernards, great Danes, bloodhounds,
pointers, poodles, pugs and toy spaniels; John Davidson,
Newfoundlands, Chesapeake Bays, English and Irish setters,

foxhounds, dachshunds, Bassetts and miscellaneous; J. Otis
Fellows, deerhounds, greyhounds, Russian wolfhounds, Gor-
don setters and spaniels except toy; Thos. H. Terry, collies;

John E. Thayer, bulldogs; John P. Barnard, Boston terriers;

W. S. Clark, beagles. John Read, superintendent. H, Clay-

Glover, veterinarian, The management is endeavoring to

secure the services of a well-known English judge for ter-

riers (except Boston) and schipperkes, and will announce
same through the press.

Russian Wolfhounds.

Will the gentleman who was so much interested at the W.
K. C. show in the above breed, who lived many years in Rus-
sia, attended their shows, and later on visited the Columbian

Exposition and there saw bronzes of the breed in question,
kindly send his address to H. W. Huntington, 148 South
Eighth street, Brooklyn.

Andrew Ludlow the cocker man, from Canada, never had
such a good time, for he sold about 19 dogs. Zip goes to B.
A. Sands, of New York; a red bitch to Ed. Young, of Jersey
City; Vic to C. E. Idell, of Germantown, Pa; Jasper to Dr.
Kitchell, of Perth Amboy, N. J.; Mollie to N. E. Martin, of
New York; a red bitch to Mr. Keasbey, Secretary of Spaniel
Club; Commodore to H. Graves Jr., Orange, N. J. The
others were pups from his kennels. Among the St, Bernards
sales were not so brisk. Mr. Thitnan bought Maud from
Jas. Quigley. Daniel Mann sold Miss Thelma, the winning
smooth puppy to a New York purchaser. Mrs. Nickerson
bought Royal Duchess, second prize in open rough bitches,
from Ed, Booth and Sir Marmaduke from Paul Goldsmith.
Mr. Booth also sold the noted rough Lothario to Mr. S. S.

Keller, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Lothario will be put at stud.

Mr. S. J. Rogers exchanged his wire hair Ebor Larchmont
for Seacroft Kennels' smooth fox terrier bitch Tortilla with
privilege of Seacroft Bourbon's service.

Among the poodles we found that Mr. Trevor had been
busy having solrl to Mrs. Tuckerman some of his puppies
and Mr. James Brown Potter was also a purchaser. Mrs.
William Todd Helmars bought Jeanne, second prize winner,
and Mrs. R. L. Crawford, of New York, bought Jumbo also
a winner.

In Boston terriers C. C. Kammerer was cleaned out of all
available selling stock, Mr. Sherman Martin and H. La
Grand Cannon buying some of them.

The noted beagles Whalebone and champion Storm are
dead. The former was killed last summer by an Italian.

The New England Kennel Club have been trying to get an
English judge to take the terrier classes at their coming
show. They called upon Messrs. Redmond, Maxwell,Vicary
and Pirn, but neither can come, a cable to that effect being
received during the show. Mr. S. Smith will not judge at
Boston, as he is not coming over. Mr. Ed Brooks, as presi-
dent of the N. E. K. C, will not show his dogs for competi-
tion at their coming show. A commendable practice.

Gerda II. Comes to New York.
Dr. Lougest, we understand, parted with Gerda II, the

the bitch that has been such a faithful producer, to a New
York shipping broker.

Mr. Preston, owner of the Owahgena Kennels, is import-
ing a field spaniel dog, brother to his NewTark winner. The
dog should have been entered at New York, but could not
arrive in time.

The Irish terrier Shargar wmile being uncrated on Monday
morning under the direction of Dr. Niven, slipped his collar
and escaped to the street. He has not been seen since. He
answers to the name of Monkey. Information can be sent to
this office if found. Mr. Mortimer also lost on Sunday morn-
ing at the kennels at Hempstead, L. I., a collie that was sent
over last week from England. It is a sable and white, and
answers to the name of Rover.

Texture won the great Waterloo cup, run last week at the
plains of Altcar, near Liverpool, England.

Transportation Petition.

A petition was posted up on the wall of the Superin-
tendent's office in Madison Square Garden which was gen-
erally signed by the exhibitors present. It is intended to
bring to the notice of the Trunk Lines Association the risks
that exhibitors and owners of dogs incur when they consign
their dogs to the tender mercies of the express companies.
Many exhibitors object to sending valuable dogs by rail
unless in charge of their own men and if the present agree-
ment between the association and the express companies is
earned out dog shows and in fact the whole dog breeding
interests of the country will suffer. The petition has merit
and it is to be hoped that tbe railroad companies will con-
sider their own interests as well as these of a numerous class
who use their roads in traveling to the different shows, by
taking some proper action in the matter. The A. K. C. hav-
ing appointed a committee to take the matter up, and backed
by this signed petition, their efforts should secure some
amelioration of the present state of affairs, even if we
cannot hope for the favorable manner in which the English
and Continental roads treat their canine travelers.

Dr. Foote sold five terriers and gave away three. Mr. Car-
nochan, who is going in largely for wires, bought Mrs. R. F.
Mayhew's Britannic, which was shown N. F- C.

F. Von Bernuth, Jr., sold his two great Danes Yarrum
and Yenoh for 8250 each.

Dr. L. C. Sauveur offers a silver cup for best challenge
collie, and another for best novice at the Chicago show. E.
B. Elliott offers 810 for best black and tan in the show.

Luke White sold Grace II. to Messrs. Sturgess and Phelps,
and Dr. Nash bought his Strider. He had a good offer for'

Lady Grace, but refused to sell as she is turning out so good
in the field.

Report of spaniel dinner in type. Crowded over. Next
week.

Mr.Washington, besides winning with his new Irish setter
Finglas, booked seventeen services to this good field dog.
Seminole Kennels sold Tim's Best, their Irish setter, to C.
W. Guyster, of New York,

A. Fischer sold his great Dane Bismarck to George A.
Weiss, of Chicago, at a good price, Mr. Kammerer, who
had the Boston Terrier Kennel, did well, too; he sold a pup
to Mr. W. A. Pell, and another to Mr. H. LeGrand Cannon.
Miss Hermie he sold to Mr. Duraud Cheever for §100, and
Miss Daisey to Mr. Herbert Harriman for 8100, all of New
York. He also refused 8500 from Thomas Martin for the
winning bitch Nankin. It is expected that a Boston terrier
club will be started in New York.

JohnWhelan imported and sold the bull-terrier Admiral
Mello to Mr. W. Faversham and^Vigilant to Mr. F. Church.
He also sold Billy Plimmer to James Patterson, who in turii
disposed of it to Mr. F. Church. He also sold Queen Mab to
Mr. Higgiuson and Daisy Belle to a gentleman in New York
Another bitch he has imported is Lady Woodrose, that
whelped ten puppies (six dogs) the day after landing. She
was sold to Mr. A. Taylor, of New York

Mr. C. A. Shiun did not sell hisSkyes, but took orders for
nine Clydesdale terriers to be imported.

The South Bend Kennels sold the no ed great Dane Major
McKinley to Mayor Gilroy, of New York, for, as stated
$1,500.

Mr. Paine, an old-time field spaniel man, got the fever
again, and purchased the winning cocker Donovan from Dr.

J. E. Hair, taking him home during the show to Stanton
Pa., where he now resides.

Geo. W. Lovell, the pointer man, sold Pontiac Spot to
Percy R. King, of New York, and a native setter to Mr.
Geo. Warren, also of this city.

Hempstead Farm Kennels sold Herdman II, the bobtail,
to Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan and had 8500 offered for the sen-
sational young bitch Hempstead Dorothy.

Mr. Huntington sold the Russian wolfhound Nagrajdad
to Mr. Havemeyer.

Mr. Patterson has sold the black and tan terriers Louie
and Buffalo King to'Mr.lRobert McLean, of Janesville, Wis.,
who will show them at Chicago.

Seminole Kennels are the happy possessors of a diminutive
pug, Banker, Jr., by name, He is now eight months old and
weighs but 3>olbs. He is a son of old champion Cash out of
Flossie C, by Silvershoe out of Zadie, a daughter of Old
Treasure. Dr. Sauveur tells us he is cobby and excels in pug
qualities. His debut will be made shortly, and is sure to
create interest.

We never remember so many sales at a New York show,
and it is pertinent to remark that the crowds and the money
seemed to drift toward the terrier and smaller dog sections
throughout the week, the big dogs not commanding the
attention they usually receive. Passing along the dachs-
hund benches, we found that Mr. Manice had scud Hermit to
Mr. Francke, of New York; Ichthyosaurus to Mr. H. L.
Brevoort, New York, and Jessie Victoria to C. Mottschen-
bacher, M.D., of New York; a Janet pup to Mr. Cogswell,
of Brooklyn. Chas. Klocke, of Pittsburgh, did not go back
penniless, for he sold his noted dachshunds, Bessie K. and
Roy K., to Mr. H. O. Havemeyer, of New York, at a good
figure.

Among the beagle men we found F. W. Chapman looking
happy, having disposed of six puppies at good prices to New
York parties. Mr. C. S. Wixom also disposed of nine beagle
puppies and one greyhound.

Mrs. Senn had better sales than ever this year, having sold
to Columbus B. Rogers, of New York, the second prize Jap
Kobie for 1300. Tokio, first prize winner, was purchased by
Mr. A. B. Hilton for $500. The dog was purchased quite
recently on a- steamer at a comparatively low figure. Mr.
Stern bought two pug puppies at 850 each and a black and
tan terrier went to another New York man for §50.

Spratts Co, fed and benched in a most acceptable manner,
but we would draw their attention to the wires in front of
the partitions that catch the clothing, and in one instance
tore a dog's lip.

The Woodlawn Park Kennel sold the noted fox-terrier,
Ripon Stormer, to F. G. Browning, Mere Kennels, of Tarry-
town, N. Y., at a stiff figure. He will be placed at stud.

T. G. Davey made some sales too. His setter winner,
Esmeralda, goes to H. B. Rollins, of New Ybrk, also Monk
of Furness LilL for §600. George B. Hopkins bought his
English setter dog, Brighton Ranger.

Joe Lewis sold his winning greyhound pup, Chester, to
Mr. Wolff, of Philadelphia, and Spring of tha Valley to
Mr. Siedel, of the N. J. K. League.

Frank Dole was busy. too. He bought the fox-terrier
Leoota from Mr. Higgiuson and sold it Mr. H. O. Havemey-
er, of New York. Modesty was also purchased by Mr.
Havemeyer. Woodcote Scamp went to Mr, W. S. Pattern,
Long Branch, N. J. The cocker Adam to Mr. Benningham;
of New Y"ork.

The Boston Terrier Clnb offers 810 each for the best dog
and bitch at the Mascoutah Kenuel Club's show, March
13 to 16,

The Gordon Setter Field Trial Club will hold their trials
next year near Taunton or Fall River, Mass., on Nov, 20.
Several good dogs are expected, and arrangements will be
much better this year. Mr. Oughton has promised entries,
and some are expected from England. The club will offer
prizes of 815 and -?10 at the Boston show for field dogs. Miss
S. A. Nickerson offers 820, to be placed as they think fit,

^mating.

Anything to Growl.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Having chafed for some days since reading Mr. John Trusty Hol-

den's views on reforming the A. C. A , I am at last, like the "now
thoroughly infuriated man of God" in the fable, moved to a high
sense of repartee. I admit that it would he courteous toward Mr. H.
for me to contribute these few stiekfuls over my own name. But
then a man of Mr. Holden's perspicacity and thorough knowledge of
A. C. A. meets and matters must know Ilex. If he does not I would
most respectfully suggest that he for once "come out of his hole" (on
the Passaic River) and visit just one meet. There is nothing like actual
experience to open one's eyes after all, and it is my opinion that our
friend is on far from trusty holding ground.
Now, my dear Mr. Holden, did it ever occur to you that it is not

reform thatthe A. C. A. needs, but advancement? If instead of rush-
ing into print with ideas of A. C. A, reform you were to reform your-
self, and rather than cry down and belittle the almost incalculable
good work that the A. O..A, has done, were to work hard for its ad-
vancement, things might change. It is not, I repeat, reform that is
needed, but that power to act that comes from the force of numbers.
So get to work, friend.

You hold that the clubs and not the A. C. A. are responsible for the
advance made hi canoes and their fittings. I deny that statement;
even if Mr. Burns does not. That the development of such ideas was
fostered by the clubs, no one cau doubt; but that the clubs instigated
such matters is au entirely wrong impression. Men go to the A. C. A.
meets with the best rigs and boats tbey have been able to produce
unaided. What happens? Their eyes are opened. They go homeand
tell their clubrnates all about it, the result is that the meet has ben-
efitted all the men in the club. One of my clubrnates had a canoe that
was considered "some pumpkins'' in local waters. Acting on my
advice he joined the A. C. A. and attended the Jessup's Neck meet.
When we returned he told me what he knew about canoes, rigs, and
camps, before he went to camp. It was "about one small page of very
large type."
Your next statement, that "the Zerega sail competition was the

most practical action m the way of improvement of rigs, etc., we ever
had," is easily picked lo pieces in few words. Mr. Dunnell won the
event with a very small suit of sails. Mr. Douglass was close to him
with regard to points, carrying a much larger rig. Now if this com-
petition was of such practical use, showing puch great improvement,
etc., show us otter rigs like Bunnell's, in every-day use.
Now we come to the "good old cruisers;" right here is where I live.

Vm one of them, aud I'm proud of it. You want to know why more
is not dono for the cruising member. Now any A. C. A man, who has
cruised the waters of this great country does not need to ask such
questions. The cruiser does not desiie to race; he wants to cruise,
and visit the camp for cruising and social purposes. He then becomes
acquainted with as fine a body of men as ever indulged in an athletic
sport. When he cruises he meets them agaiu, and a hearty welcome
and numerous courtesies are tendered. Even if he dees not know
them but meets theoi while cruising in their waters, the fact that both
are fellow-members of the A C. A. smoothes the way and the welcome
is just as sincere and heartv. Is not this standing, this good fellow-
ship worth one paltry dollar per year? Emphatically, yes. I hold
among my A. C. A. meet acquaintances some of my pleasantest
friends. U not a friend worth a dollar? If there be those to whom,
the foregoing are not sufficient returns for their dollar they are not
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fit to become or remain members of the A. 0. A. in its present social

position. You compare the. League of American Wheelman with the

A. C. A. The L. A. W. started its social decline with the "what do I

get for my dollar" idea that you are trying to put into the minds of

the A. C. A. men at present.
There are many estimable men in the L. A. W. and not a few canoe

men among theni, but the rank and file are not such as you introduce
into the bosom of your family. There are very few A. C. A. men that

you would not. Is not the cruiser benefitted by this? I am a cruiser,

I go to the meets, to get some cruising to and from and about there;

to see my friends; to see the races and to get all the points regarding
fittings, sails, etc., that is possible, and I accomplish all that I go for.

There are usually about seven-eighths of the men in attendance that

do the same as I, for the same reasons. Of course a man can go to a
meet, make no friends, see nothing, and do nothing. Such are no use
to themselves or anyone else, and ought to go home and give up
canoeing. Yachting with a skipper and a chef would be much better

exercise for them.
Let us work for a large membership of the right kind of men, and

then we can do something for our members. Above all don't growl
till we meet at the meet. Ilex,

Boston, Feb. 18.

The A. C. A. Meet of 1894.
CROTON POINT, HUDSON RIVER, JULY 13-27.

The indications thus far point to a very good attendance and a
pleasant camp at the next annual meet of the American Canoe Asso-

ciation. The site has, on close inspection, proved decidedly better

than was anticipated, and its accessibility is likely to induce a general

rather than a merely local attendance.
The '94 camp is located near the extreme western end of Croton

Point. Approaching the camp from Sing Siug by water one passes
the large bay south of the Point, into which the Croton River empties.

The water in this bay is comparatively shallow and well protected
from the northwest and northeasterly wind, forming a splendid sailing

ground in case the water should be rough north of the Point . Follow-
ing the west shore line, which is a bluff ranging from 20 to 50ft. high
and quite rocky, one comes to a charming stretch of sand beach, hard
and clean, free from large stone and debris and with very few peb-
bles; in fact the beach is one of those charming little stretches of sand
found on the northerly side of most of the points along the Hudson.

This beach extends in almost a half circle for several hundred yards.

The camp site lies back of and south of this cove. The Ladies' Camp
will be located on the extreme northwestern point. The ground is

high, sloping gently back from the beach, and the outlook in all direc-

tions is very fine. In this respect the entire camp is as attractive, and
the scenery as fine as any of the Association camps in the past. Back
of the cove, where the main camp will be, there is a somewhat limited

extent of level ground. Then a hillside giving opportunities here and
there for the pitching of a small cluster of tents, until at the top
is found a nearly level field, giving abundant space for the location of

tents with charming scenery and outlook to the northwest. The dock
Is already built, having been constructed very substantially for the

use of a brick vard on the point, which will =ave the Association con-

siderable expense. There is also a well of fine water within compara-
tively short distauce. and when the underbrush that is now scattered

over the proposed camp site is clear, it will present an attractive ap-

pearance. It is proposed to make Sing Sing the basis of transporta-

tion on the Hudson River Railroad, and to have a boat from there to

camp. The village of Croton is situated to the north of the Point and
about two miles away. A plan is under consideration to make ar-

rangements with a Croton storekeeper to deliver orders in camp each
day, and thus do away with the necessity for a camp store. The St.

Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co. have been granted
the privilege of having a repair and supply tent in camp, and promise
to have a competent boatbuilder there all through the meet.
At the November meeting Com. Dorland was empowered to appoint

a committee to report at the July meet on the question of a continu-

ance of the present plan of a different site each year, or of various

proposed plans for a permanent or semi-permanent site. The names
of this committee have been announced as follows: Eastern Division:

G. H. Parmele. Howard Grav. Atlantic Division: R. H. Peebles, L. W.
Seavey. Central Division: R. S. Oliver. W. R. Huntington. Northern
Division: E. B. Edwards, J. N. MacKendrick ; chairmaD, W. P.

Stephens. _____

What Can We Do for Racing?
Editor Forest and Stream: . . __
The Hon Secretary-Treasurer of the A. C. A., Mr. Douglass,was in the

Hub recently. We were talking over the aspect of the racing at the re-

cent meets. The fleet of starters has been growing beautifully less

each year. And why? In my humble opinion the main reason is that

an injustice is done the younger sailors and paddlers in making them
sail or paddle against the expert and older men. This opinion leads

me to express the further opinion that the time for class racing is now
at hand. Would it not be much more encouraging to the new men to

compete against others more nearly their equals? Why it's enough to

"rattle" a beginner to watch Butler. Qoddard, Oxholm, Palmer, Doug-
lass, Gray, Archbald, Barrington and a few other expert canoe sailors,

let alone competing with them. Let us see how we can arrange it.

First make a senior class, an intermediate class and a junior class. A
lower-class man can always go up, but a high-class man cannot come
down. However, if a junior wins a race in the intermediate class he
becomes a senior. Prize winners in the different classes move up one.

The senior class will never be too full, as from that men naturally re-

tire from active racing. The first job of classifying will be the hardest

one, and a council of the racing men should make the first classifica-

tion. After that the scheme would work itself. If I am not greatly

mistaken this step will soon be a necessity if interesting racing is to

continue a feature of the meets, A discussion of this scheme would
probably s :> crystallize the idea of the many into one perfect gem, that

it would dazzle the regatta committee into transforming the racing

rules into lin^ wilh the idea, Ilex

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division: J. Thomas Rice Atwater and Wm. C. Frazee,

Arlington, N. J.; H. W. Evans, Jersey City; G. W. Boschen, Hoboken.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
We are in receipt of inquiries as to practicable canoe routes between

the headwaters of the St. Francis Kiver and the Connecticut, from
some canoeists who propose making the trip next summer, starting

from Albany via Lake Chnmplain and the Richelieu, and then up the
St. Francis and across to the Connecticut. Any information concern-

ing the lower St. Lawrence and the Chaudiere will also be acceptable.

From the latest reports it is now likely that while there will be no in-

ternational racing this year, in 1S95 the New York Y. C. will be called

on for the forth time to face a challenge from a yacht of 70ft. water-
line. Lord Dunraven has admitted that in company with Lord Wol-
verton, his fellow owner in Valkyrie, he will challenge for the

America's Cup in 1895, with a Watson cutter of 70ft. l.w.l. Lord Wol-
verton is now in India and no definite plans have been made, as ample
time remains before a challenge can be sent.

drifting.

As regards the immediate prospects, it is unfortunate for all parties

that Valkyrie will not race here on account of the absence of Vigilant

from the class; and in fact the absence of any important class racing

on the part of the larger yachts. It is quite natural that the syndicate

owners of both Vigilant and Colonia should be averse to spending

more money on either yacht, and in the case of the former there is

everything to lose and nothing to win by further racing with the Val

kyrie and the American 87-footers. At the same time there is an op-

portunity for the finest racing that has been seen for years, with such

a. fleet as Vigilant, Valkyrie, Colonia, Jubilee, Volunteer and Navahoe

in one class at New York and Marblehead. Valkyrie, Colonia and

Navahoe are capable of great improvement over their more or less

imperfect form of last year, and with the rebuilt Volunteer would

make the finest racing class of large single stickers that has yet been

seen afloat, and the results of a series of races would be most valua-

ble, besides giving a needed stimulus to what promises to be an ex

ceptionally dull season. As the owners of these yachts are among the

wealthiest and most spirited of American yachtsmen, the difficulties

in the way of bringing together the whole fleet of 87-footers can

hardly be considered insuperable.

In reading of the yachting exhibition now open in London we con-

fess to a feeling of envy of our more fortunate fellows who are within

reach of it, and also wonder why something of the kind cannot be

done, or is not done, here in New York. It can hardly be because

English yachtsmen are more enterprising, or that they are quicker to

appreciate the interest and importance of such a collection; but what-

ever the reason may be, it never has been done here, nor is there any

promise that it soon will be. An exhibition was held in Boston in 1889

and was quite successful, but it was by no means what such an exhi-

bition should be.

Royal Aquarium Yachting Exhibition.

From the Field.

Whatever may be the merits of this exhibition, one thing is certain

that it is a fairly good representation of British yachting from its

earliest days—the days of Charles II.—to the present time. The rep-

resentation is pictorial, literary, architectural and mechanical. There
is a portrait by Vandevelde (loaned by Mr. C. Newton-Robinson) of

the yachts of Charles H. off Greenwich, and portraits or designs of

yachts of different ages down to the last photograph of Britannia and
Navahoe. by West & Son . Yacht racing is represented in all sorts of

ways, from the days of the old Arrow to the time, 1875, when Prince
Batthyany established the Yacht Racing Association out of chaos,

and made a distinct epoch in yacht racing. There are drawings of

such varied forms as those of Mr. T. Chamberlayn's Arrow of 1P8S;

Prince Batthyanv's Flyina; Cloud of 1852, his famous cutter Kriemhilda
of 1872. Sir Richard Sutton's cutter Genesta of 1884, and a beautiful

model of the Prince of Wales' cutter Britannia of 1893. It will thus be
seen that yacht racing is historically well represented. Before leav-

ing the models we must call attention to two beautiful specimens of
the modeler's art loaned by Mr. G. L. Watson. These represent the
Marjorie cutter and Lenore schooner (now a yawl). We have seen
these models before, but they will bear looking at over and over again.

The vessels are beautiful in form, which pleases the eye, but what
most interests the yacht-loving spectator is their equipment. They
are completely rigged from deck to truck, and have all deck fittings

accurately represented. From either of these models one could make
a complete outfit of spars, rigging and deck fittings of a yacht, and
they are certain to attract a large amount of attention in the exhibi

tion. Another model should also be mentioned, that of the steam yacht
Lady Torfrida, owned by Sir Wm. Pearce. This model is also fully

equipped '-nth the outfit of an auxiliary steam yacht. Another model
of an auxiliary steam yacht is that of the Valhalla, Mr. Laycock; it

is not so highly finished as the models of Marjorie, Lenore and Lady
Torfrida, but then it was made by the Valhalla's carpenter, H. Bal-

lantine. "Chips" is always regarded as a man of inexhaustible in-

genuity, and he of the Valhalla has quite kept up the fame of his craft

by this model of Valhalla, all the fittings and rigging of which he
turned out with his own hands. The model yachts of the Round Pond
and Serpentine, etc., are not so well represented as they were last

year; but there are several good specimens, from the rectangular,
vertical—longitudinal section to the short fin bulb keel.

Wre had almost forgot to mention that the Atlantic races are repre-

sented, the first and most memorable being that between the Henri-
etta (Mr. James Gordon Bennett), Fleetwing (Mr. Osgood) and Vesta
(Mr. Lorillardl. The yachts started on Deo. 11, and Henrietta arrived
at Cowes on Christmas Day at 5 P. M. Mr. John White, the well-

known shipbuilder, immediately sent an invitation to Mr. James Gor-
don Bennett and his friends to come to bis house and partake of
Christmas fare, which was accepted, as might be expected, with very
great joy and interest, as an experience of the old-fashioned English
Christinas entertaining. Of the three competitors, it is to be noted
that Vesta was the only one fitted with a centerboard, and her draft
of water with the board housed was only 7ft. Mr. Lawrence Jerome,
a guest on board the Henrietta, at a dinner at Cowes in honor of the
event, thus described how the match came to be sailed: "Our yacht
race was made up at a dinner. Two gentleman arranged it, and one,

as if to outdo the other, said, 'Let us make it from Sandy Hook to the
Isle of Wight.' 'That suits me,' was the reply. 'Let us make the
stakes $30,000 (£6,000) each ' 'That suits me,' was the reply. 'Let us
sail in the stormv month of December.' 'That suits me,' was the
reply. Then a modest young gentleman, Mr. James Gordon Bennett,
aske'd if tbev would allow his yacht Henrietta into the match, and this

they willingly did because she was considered the slowest boat of the
three."
The yachts started Dec. 11, and had a very fast run across the Atlan-

tic before westerly gales, the time to the Needles being:

Days. H. M,
Henrietta, Mr. James Gordon Bennett 13 32 46

Fleetwing, Mr, G. A. Osgood 14 7 1

Vesta, Mr. Pierre Lorillard 14 7 41

The Vesta was ahead up to the time of reaching the Scilly Isles,

when she was taken out of her course and Henrietta passed her.

Fleetwing was hove to for four hours searching in vain for six men
who were washed out of the cockpit. She also met with accidents to

her spars. She was the favorite at starting.

There are also pictures representing the Cambria-Dauntless Atlantic

race of 1870 and the Coronet-Dauntless race of 1887.

In connection with yacht racing we may here mention that one of

the exhibits is a selection of regatta cards, with colored racing flags,

collected during the racing career of Prince Batthyany's Flyiug Cloud!

and Kriemhilda, both of which figure in most of the matches to which
the cards refer. The collection goes back to the year 1856, and ia
themselves form a sort of history of yacht racing.
Cruising yachts are perhaps even more adequately represented,,

whether it be in the form of the yawl, schooner or steamer. A see of
lithographs by Sir Oswald Briefly shows the sort of adventures yachts*
men went in 'for in the days of the Crimean War, and among the.

yachts looking on at the bombardment of Bomarsund—in the very
thick of it—is the Pet, the Baltic Pet as she was termed. It is worth
noticing that this yacht was only of 8 tons, and was taken to the Baltic

by Capt. J. W. Hughes (late owner of the 3.5-rater Humming Bird),

his brother and one seaman. This set of lithographs must be rare, as
we only remember one other set. and that is in the club house of the
Royal Dart Yacht Club at Kingswear. There are a very large number
of Yachting pictures, but as at the time of writing (Friday) the cata-
logue of the exhibition was not ready, we must defer a detailed notice
until later on. We may say, however, that the Royal Thames Yacht
Club has sent a most' interesting collection of paintings and yacht
designs, including the working drawings of the yachts of the old
Coronation Sailing Club, out of which the Royal Thames Yacht Club
sprang.

Among the exhibits in the loan collection are several models de-
signed by Mr. G. H. Wilraer, of the New Brighton Sailing Club. These
are interesting, because they include such well-known names in boat
sailing as Tyro and Zinnia. The If tter had a wonderfully successful
career on the Mersey since 1888, and has always been sailed by her
owner, Mr. G. H. Wilmer. Messrs. Watkins & Co., of Blackwall, have
a good show of models, including that of the 30ft length class boat
Bonina, which came to the fore a dozen years ago on the Solent. An-
other interesting exhibit is that of the successful O. U. S. C. 35-rater
Free Lance, owned by Mr G. F. Eyre. Mr. Herbert Crossley has sent
a model of his successful Windermere yacht Saturn, and Mr. Hodgens,
besides a model of tbe first 20-rater built, Vreda, has also contributed
a model of the well-known Dublin Bay sailing boat Pitti Sing. Mr. G.
Mollett has a collection of six models, including his concave-bottomed
boat Gossip. This peculiar and more or less successful boat was built

in 1890 for Mr. A. C. Roberts, and her achievements were much dis-

cussed in 1891. The Societe Nautique de Geneve send a very interest-

ing set of models of yachts which sail in the matches on Lake Geneva*
Such English designers as Mr. C. P. Clayton and Mr. A. E. Payne are-

represented in this collection, and Mr. A. Carey Smith, the American
designer. Capt. Longridge exhibits his form of "drop bulb" center-
keel, designed to combine the advantages of the fixed bulb-keel with
those of the lifting centerplate, without encroaching on the inside
space or greatly lessening the stability when the keel and bulb are
raised. This in a very ingenious arrangement, and much improved in
form since we first saw it, It still has, however, the defect (from the
racing boat point of view) of Dot housing.
Among the "relics" at the exhibition is a wooden grapnel or anchor

loaned by Col. Fitzroy Clayton. The grapnel is formed of part of a
young fir tree, tbe stumps of the branches forming the arms or spikes
of the grapnel. It was found in 1860, when a barrow containing a
Viking ship was opened on the Isle of Gottland in the presence of Lord
Lonsdale, who was on a cruise lu the steam yacht Nortbumbria. Mr.
H. J. Powell sends drawings of Lord Belfast's famous brig Water-
witch. She was sold into the navy on account of her great reputation
for speed, and was one of the experimental squadron of half a century
ago. The lines of a famous brig captured from the Dutch in 1795 is

exhibited by Mr. W. J. Melville; and he also contributes the lines of a
fast revenue cutter of 1830. named Lapwing.
We have already referred to the extremely interesting collection of

yacht designs of the old "Cumberland Fleet," loaned by the Royal
Thames Y. C. This "Fleet" was established in 1775, and was greatly
occupied in match sailing. A print is shown of a race sailed in 1782 for
the Duke of Cumberland's Cup. Strange to say, this cup was dis-

covered in a pawnbroker's shop in San Francisco in 1889. In 1823 the
club took the name of "His Majesty's Coronation Sailing Society;"
but, a dispute having occurred over a prize, a large number of mem-
bers seceded and formed the Thames Y. C. In 1831 the Coronation
Sailing Club was dissolved, the leading members going over to the
Royal Thames Y. C, as it was in that year termed. According to
this the Royal Thames Y. C- has an ancestry almost as remote as that
of the Royal Cork Y. C, which dates back to 1720. Not the least in-
teresting 'relic" in the exhibition is a model of the "Old Arrow," now
seventy-two years old, loaned by the Royal Southampton Y. C. There
are some interesting pictures loaned by Mr. Thomas Bartlett, and
some account of the late Mr. Thomas Bartlett's visit to Cronstadt in

1852; he was at the time commodore of the Royal London Y. C , and,
in compauy with a fleet of about a dozen yachts, went to the Baltic
to take part in the brilliant regatta festival the Emperor Nicholas had
organized at Cronstadt. Mr. Bartlett's cutter Warhawk won a "gold
cup" at this regatta, and a Russian nobleman was so delighted with
her that he bought her. Similar festivities were being organized for
1853, but the Crimean war put a very different complexion on the
visit of the yacht fleet to the Baltic in that year. Tbe pursuits of this

fleet are shown in the exhibition by a set of lithographs by Sir Oswald
Brierly.

In what is termed "Abbey Section," there are several interesting
exhibits from yacht builders and yacht fitters. Messrs. Ramage and
Ferguson, of Leith, have a fine show of beautifully-made models of
stpam yachts, they have built from 2,000 tons to 150 tons, aud also a
model of one of the large four-masted sailing ships they have built.

The Victoria Steamboat Company exhibit a grand model of their
paddle steamer Royal Sovereign, which became such a favorite with
Londoners last season; she is 312ft. long, and her speed is said to be
19J4 knots an hour. The LoDdon, Woolwich, and Clacton Steamboat
Company exhibit models of their "Belle" steamers, and amongst them
the London Belle, which, like the Royal Sovereign, is said to exceed
nineteen knots an hour. Among the boatbuilders there is a good show
of full-sized models, from the 0.25-rating boat exhibited by Mr. F.
Brewster, to the 35ft, Thames skiff exhibited by Messrs. Hammerton
of Long Ditton. There are also sailing dinghies by Messrs. Watkins &
Co., of Blackwall, aud any number of up river pleasure skiffs for row-
ing, and very elaborately fitted. Capt. T. B. Heathorn exhibits his

"wiggle waggle" propelled skiff; and Messrs. Andrews, of Maidenhead,
show some, good sorts of punts. The "folding boats" are well repre-
sented. There is Lieut. Sayce's kijak, in which the occupant is pretty
well cased in ; and the open folding boat of Mr. J. B. Wright, of Croy-
don. Still another is that known as "James," manufactured by
Messrs. Lane and Neeve, East Ferry-road, Millwall. A specimen of
this boat is shown which was carried last year by Mr. F. W. Leybourne
Popham, in his steam yacht Blencatbra on her visit to the Yenesei
river, Siberia. The boat appears to have seen a good deal of service,
and. as the model is shapely, we think it. likely to become a favorite
with yachtsmen for small yachts, as it is not an awkward boat to row.
Among steam propelled craft Messrs. Simpson and Strickland, of

Dartmouth, show a very fine specimen of a 25ft, steam launch, fitted

with their compact boilpr and machinei\y. Messrs. Vosper & Co., of
Portsmouth, exhibit one of their 16ft. oil launches, which seem to be
coming into fashion; and the Daimler Motor Company, Leadenhall
street, show a 21ft. launch driven by their oil motor; they also have
several specimens of their motors adapted for various kinds of work.
Messrs. Kerby Bdwen exhibit an electric launch, which is also capable
of carrying a good spread of canvas, the accumulators acting as
ballast. In the yacht fitting line Messrs. Blake & Sons, of Gosport,
make a great show of their sail attachments, and Messrs. Bryer, of
the Minories. London, display specimens of their well-known corn-
passes for small yachts. They also show a centerplate winch for
very small "raters," and nearly everything else that is required in the
equipment of a yacht. Perhaps one of the most useful exhibits in the
building is the Sheppard capstan, exhibited by Messrs. Simpson &
Strickland, of Dartmouth. At first sight this looks like an ordinary
winch top capstan, but in reality it is a very ingenious contrivance for
changing speed to power. For instance, supposing a yacht is warping
to a wharf, or say, to another yacht, there is always a lot of slack to
get in, and this capstan will take it up like a steam windlass; then,
when (he strain comes on, without throwing anything out of gear or
altering the direction of rotation, the power can be increased fourfold
—but, of course, with a corresponding decrease in speed. This is a
very delightful piece of machinery to have on board a yacht.
Among the exhibitors of appliauces for steam yachts are Messrs.

Starnes, of Broad street, Ratcliffe, who show their patent stern .tube
valve, engine-room telegraphs, aluminum and phosphor bronze fittings

etc. In this line the Phosphor Bronze Co., Summer street, South-
wark, also have a good display, including the model of a yacht built
with their Bull metal angles. Among the yachtsman's waterproofers
are Messrs. Anderson, of 27 Queen Victoria street, London; they have
a very large exhibit. To the amateur builder the exhibit of Williams,
Carlisle street, Westminster Eridge road, will have many attractions:
they exhibit specimens of every conceivable kind of wood used in yacht
and boat building: and as they make a speci dty of these things, the
boat builder can easily gft from them what he desires.

The exhibition of model yachts is not so varied aud interesting as it

was last year, but the Serpentine Model Y. C. show some specimens
of their 10-tonners and 10-raters. These 10-raters are of the fin bulb
keel type; in some the bulb and fin are long aud run almost parallel to
the load water line, while in others it goes down almost, to a point,
like an inverted cocked hat. One of the latter is the Britannia, shown
by Mr. T. Miller and designed by Mr G. Hale. The Mosquito, also de-
signed by Mr. G, Ha!e, shows a longer fin and bulb. Mr. 0. F. Wan-
hill's Muriel has a short bulb, aud Mr. W. Hildersley's Niobe a long
one. How they figure so well on the water without a helmsman is a
wonder, looking at the forms of their neighbors the 10-tonners.
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LA VENDENE8SE, ALUMINUM RACING YACHT, DESIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED BY MESSRS. GODINET AND GUILLOUX, 1893.

Scale J^in. to the foot (nearly). P, Forcastle; B, Pantry; J J, Watertight Bulkheads; S, Saloon; O, Steerage; V, Sail Room.

VENDENESSE SAIL PLAN.

La Vendenesse.
THE FIRST ALUMINUM SAILING YACHT.

; ). i.it foundation there may be for the idea that the French
maritime people than the more northern nations, it must

; ,', fill in iu i:d t hat they have held a relatively high place in naval design
••>'•" construction, from the days when the English were glad to copy
i f,.. 1

"<: .,r the captured French frigates down to the first adoption of
> iron armor for war vessels, and so to the present time. Though
lacking the constant stimulus which necessity has imposed on their
insular neighbors both iu war and commerce, with the accompanying

Bating; they have still maintained a foremost place as
students and investigators of the science of naval design, and as prac-

jotors. Compared with its condition in England and
j

riea, yachting has labored under very serious disadvantages in
France; but at the same time it has grown into an established and
recognized national Hport, wit h a code of rules and a large and growing
fl6»t. Though dependent largely on England and America for its
yuchts, not a few have been built at home, and serious and systematic
efforts have been made for some time to promote a national type, or
type of home- built yachts.
The latest yacht built under the new rule of the Societe des Yachts

Frangais*, adopted in 1892, possesses a special interest not only from
her design, but from the fact that she is the first sailing yacht built of
aluminum, the commercially new metal of which so much has been
said and so little is popularly known. In the Forest and Stream of
Sept. 1892, we illustrated a steam yacht of this metal, built in
Zurich, Switzerland, for use on the Seine, but the chance of th« suc-
cessful use of the metal in a sailing craft has thus far been merely
conjecture. Thanks, however, to the enterprise and skill of several
Srench yachtsmen, the true value of aluminum in yacht construction
s now being practically and to all appearances thoroughly tested.We are indebted to our French contemporary, Le Yacht, which paper
has done much toward a better knowledge of aluminum, for the ac-
companying designs, which it describes substantially as follows-

/ L _P\
* The rule is \ <t) X P X ^SA . P is the girtu of the yacht
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See Forest and Stream, Dec. 8, 1892.
The design for La Vendenesse had been ordered by CountyJ. de

Cnabannes la Pahce from Mr. Godinet, the author of the new French
measurement rule, the^yachfc being planned originally for wooden

construction, and the dimensions of hull and sail plan having been
calculated so as to assure as far as possible a faster craft than Aline,
purchased in Scotland by the brother of Count de Chabannes (Aline
was formerly the 10-rater Encore, designed and built by Mr. Will Fife,
Jr., in 1890). After the yacht was planned, Count de Chabannes,
struck with the promised advantages of aluminum in a racing yacht,
determined to make the experiment of substituting aluminum for
wood and steel. In order to put the experiment in practice he called
upon Mr. Victor Gilloux, a naval engineer, the author of several arti-
cles on aluminum in Le Yacht, and although the cost promised to be
high, the entire construction of the proposed yacht was finally in-
trusted to Mr. Guilloux.
As the result of an understanding between the designer and the con-

structor, the original design was altered, the length on the waterline
being increased and the lines fined down, in order to realize the great-
est possible advantage of the light hull which the use of aluminum
permitted. Tne final dimensions of the design are as follows:

Length over all 57ft. lin.
L.W.L 39ft. 4in.
Beam extreme 9ft. i}Axn.
Draft 8ft. 4%ia.
Displacement 15 tons.
Ballast 11 tons.
Sail area l,938sq. ft.

The building was done at St. Denis, at the works of the Societe des
Chantiers et Ateliers de la Loire, the construction devised by Mr. Guil-
loux including first a rigid framework of steel, intended to carry the
weight of the lead and the strains of the rig, and to distribute them
as evenly as possible. This framework was covered with aluminum
in plates and angles, serving to bind the different parts together, and
to form the outer skin. Two unbroken bulkheads of aluminum are
built into the hull, serving to bind the sides together and to give addi-
tional safety in the case of grounding or collision.
The fitting and rivetting of all the parts was done with extreme care;

both the heating of the plates and the driving of the rivets being oper-
ations requiring the most delicate handling, the metal itself being
difficult to work, and the proper mode of working it being yet uncer-
tain. The workmen employed were accustomed to working iron,
steel and copper, but not aluminum, and many trials were necessary
to determine the best methods of handling a metal possessing such
absolutely different physical properties. One point of special diffi-
culty was the tightness of the hull, a much closer spacing of the rivets

being required than in iron or steel, so close in fact as to affect the
final strength of the joint. By careful work, however, on the part of
Mr. Guilloux. assisted by Mr. Boulogne, the superintendent and Mr.
Lecomte, the engineer of the works, the hull, as proved by the test
described further on, was made both tight and stroDg.
The weight of aluminum used in the hull is 1.08 long tons, and of

steel 1.67 tons, or 2.75 tons to a total displacement of 15 tons, a ratio
of 18J^$. Although aluminum is unaffected by air or fresh water, it
is perceptibly affected, though less than steel, by contact with salt
water, and by the salts contained in the sea. It was absolutely neces-
sary to protect it in some way, and after researches in which he was
aided by Messrs. Letellier and Veyrassat, chemists, Mr. Guilloux dis-
covered a paint and a special mode of application which appears to
meet fully the conditions of the case. Three coats are used, the first
to secure adherence to the metal, the second to protect the metal
from corrosion, and the third to prevent all growth of barnacles and
other foreign substances. This preparation is said to be similar in
principle to the lacquer used of late years in Japan for the hulls of war
vessels.* The interior of the skin was at first simply varnished, to

* Forest and Stream, March 26, 1891.
show the natural color of the white metal, but the difference between
the temperature of the air and water resulted in an excessive con-
densation of moisture on the side, even greater than in an iron yacht,
and to prevent this three coats of paint were applied.
The interior arrangements include a forecastle in the forward com-

partment, a main saloon and steerage in the middle compartment,
and abaft the after bulkhead a large sail room, capable of use as a
stateroom. In the forecastle are three hammock berths, a galley and
pantry, with locker seats, ihe headroom being 5ft. 7in. under the
beams.
The saloon is 9ft. 6in. long, with a light wooden bulkhead dividing

it from the steerage, the headroom under the beams being 5ft. 8in.
It is conveniently and tastefully fitted up with lockers, table, shelves,
etc. To port of the companion is a toilet room with w.c. and to star-
board a wardrobe. Two permanent berths are fitted in the sail room,
also serving as shelves when not needed for sleeping. The interior
fittings, which altogether weigh under 8001bs.. are of white pine, and
so fitted as to give the greatest possible effect in strengthening the
hull when in place and held by their screw fastenings, and yet to be
quickly and readily removed.
The deck is of aluminum plates, just under }4m. thick, and covered

with a single sheet of linoleum to the planksheer. To meet the

LA VENDENESSE—DIAGRAM OF HEELING TESTS.

heavy weight of lead and the large sail plan, the rigging and fittings
are of especial strength, all of the fittings being designed for the
yacht by Mr. Gilloux. The yawl, which was also built from his
designs, is 8ft. 3in. long and 4ft. 3in. beam, of light draft with a flat
bottom and two side keels. It has been tested to carry seven persons,
though small enough to stow conveniently on deck.
La Vendenesse was launched on Dec. 5 and the following day she

was put to a severe test demanded by her owner before he would
use her on the sea. The yacht was moored, as snown in the plaD, in
the canal and heeled down by a purchase from her masthead to a crab
at some distance, the moorings being arranged so as to allow her to
heel freely. She was moved gradually from 0 to 40 degrees inclina-
tion, being left in the latter position for two hours, during which time
the hull, free from all fittings below, was carefully examined for
signs of straining or leakage, none being found. She sailed for Havre
a week later, from which port she will bail in the future.

Feels Lost Without It.

I am over sixty, still just as full of legitimate sport as at sixteen,
and feel lost if I don't get the Fobest and Stream regularly.
Hartfqbo. B. H. H,
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Boards, Fins and Lateral Strain.

Editor Forest and Stream ;
.

Your elaborate and practical drawings and instructions tor the

building of Scarecrows represent a great deal of hard work as well as

Intelligent study, and are the most valuable contribution to yachting

literature any periodical has contained for a long time. The model
was built from by amateurs in St. John last year, from the lines as

originally given by you, and the little craft looked like a swan annng
geese in the company of the local craft. But her owners, with more
pluck than judgment, sailed her against boats of twice her beam and
50 per cent, more length, and she was. of coarse, beaten every time.

I don't like your division of the boftt ioto watertight compartments.
Pumping, in the way you propose, would be a great nuisance if she

leaked much. Why not allow the water to run freely under deck to

the deepest part of the boat and have a fixed pump, covered when
not in use with a brass cap flush with the deck, for the removal of

water? Your portable pump, with numerous openings in which to

use it, will prove to be a great nuisance.
Your precautions against the lateral strain of the fin are ample,

though many^practical builders will no doubt feel inclined to increase

them. Observant centerboard sailors know that when a yacht is

heeled by the force of the wind the board is lifting (the upper corner
of it hugging the lee side of the box), and a fin will act in the same
way. A heavy board, therefore, or a fin will actually cause less lateral

strain when the yacht is heeled than a light oue, as the weight will

lessen the upward pressure of the leeward water. The strain will, at

least, be no more with a weighted fin than with a wooden board.

Chatham, N. B., Feb. 9. ' J. L. Stewart.
[The sub-division intp several tight compartments was suggested

because it involves little or no extra expense, and in case of any local

leakage would be a decided advantage. With the construction usually
employed in modern small craft, there should be no steady leakage to

speak of, and little need of pumping. The principal strains to which
the flu and hull would be subjected would of course be in grounding or

docking.]
'

The Boston Knockabout Boats.

Instead of building two boats of the knockabout class, the Hull
Y. C.'s committee has decided to build only one at the club's expense.
This is due to the fact that they will cost more than the committee
anticipated. At a meeting held on Feb. 14 it was voted to award the
contract to Waterhouse & Chesebrough to build one boat from their

lines, and a club member (probably J. J. Souther) announced through
the committee that he would also build one from the same lines.

Other orders are likely to follow, so that four or five new boats are
pretty sure to be built. Mclntyre will build the boats. Designs were
submitted to the committee by the above firm, Stewart & Binney,
Boston Yacht Agency, Cape Cod Yacht Agency, the George Lawley
& Sons' Company, I.'c Hanscomb aud the Hereshoff Company.
The Hull boats are to be of the following dimensions: 29ft. 6in. over

all, 21ft. waterline, 7ft. 4in. beam and 4ft. draft. They will have
3,7001 bs. of iron on the keel. They are to be much like the two knock-
abouts. Nina and Pinta, built by these designers last year for the
Eastern Y, C., and the Itatsu, owned by F. O. North, which easily won
the championship of the class at Marblehead last year. They will

have open cockpits, with watertight bulkheads between the cockpit
and the cuddy, in which respect they resemble the open catboats
which this new class of boat is likely to supersede.—Boston Transcript.

American Yacht Clubs.

We have received new addresses of secretaries from the Albany,
West End, Haverhill, Sehoodic and American Model Y. O; also notice
of the Poughkeepsie Y. C organized September, 1892, the two Balti-

more clubs, Corinthian and Neptune, and of the non-existence of the
Bijou Y. C.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
On Feb. 20 Jubileewas hauled out at the Atlantic Works, East Bos-

ton, for cleaning and painting.

The Essex Y. C. has elected the following offiers: Com., Wm. H.
Bruen; Vice-Corn , Wm. B. Ogden; Bear-Coin,, E. L. Garrod; Fleet

Capt., Jas. Keating; Meas., Jas. Sonnenberg; Sec'y, Wm. C. Rothe;
Treas., F. Hartung; Trustees: Chas. LeComte, chairman, R. E. Thorn-
ton, Wm. J. Walker.

Intrepid, steam yacht, Mr. Lloyd Phcenix, sailed from New York on
Feb. 16 for Bermuda and the West Indies. Mr. Phoenix was accom-
panied by Messrs. L. F. d'Oremieulx and Schuyler Crosby.

The house of the Eastern Y. C. on Marblehead Neck is now being
enlarged by a two-story addition 54X24£t., containing a new dining
room, billiard hall, and below a laundry and room for an electric light

plant.

Barracouta, steam yacht, J. R.'Fell, sailed from Philadelphia for
the West Indies on Feb. 17 with owner and friends on board.

The question of the admission of ladies to membership in the New
York Y. C. is likely to be settled by the adoption of the following
amendment to the constitution, proposed by the special committee
recently appointed: "To add to Article VL: Any woman owning a
yacht is eligible for election to the club as a flag member and shall,

upon election, pay annual dues, but no initiation fee. Such member-
ship shall continue only during the period of yacht ownership and
carries only the following privileges: The right to fly club burgee,
to have a private signal registered with the secretary, to enter yachts
in club races and to use the club stations and floats.

The annual meeting of the Larchmont Y. C. was held on Feb. 21 at
Delmonico's, Vice-Corn. Harold A. Sanderson presiding. The follow-
ing officers were elected: Com., Seymour L. Husted, Jr., schooner
Crusader; Vice-Corn., George Work, cutter Katrina; Rear-Corn.
Henry W. Bucknall, cutter Minerva; Sec'y, Charles C. Little; Treas.,
William Murry. Trustees (to serve three years)—Augustin Monroe
and Chester C. Munroe. Resolutions in eulogy of the late Com. Colt
were passed, and some routine business transacted. Mr. F. W. Flint

has renewed his gift of cups for a race of cabin cats not over 30ft.

l.w.l.

Mr. A. G. Cuthbert, son of, the late Capt. Alex. Cuthbert, builder of
Atalanta and Countess of Dufferin, has established himself in Toronto
as a designer and builder, and has now under way three new yachts,
two for the 25ft. and one for the 38ft. class. One of the 25-footers will

be a keel craft, 36ft. over all, 22ft. l.w.l, and 850ft. of sail, with a bulb
keel of 4,4001bs. She wilt have 4ft, 4in. headroom, with a flush deck.
The other will be a centerboard boat, 38ft. over all, 22ft. l.w.l and
850ft. of sail, or the same length and sail for the two, the beam, draft
and models being different. The centerplate will weigh GSOlbs. Both
will be handsomely finished below. The third yacht will be 43ft. Sin.

over ail, a keel boat, for Messrs. A. Flynn and W. J. Carlisle, of Hamil-
ton. The designs are of modern type, with long ends and full water-
lines, quite the reverse of the models of the elder Cuthbert.

The remains of Mr. C. W. Rudolph Kerr were on Saturday. Feb. 10,

taken to Woking Cemetery-, there to be cremated. Mr. Kerr was
Lord Dunraven's brother-in-law, and passed away after a lingering
illness. He was a thorough sportsman, and for a time was regarded
as the best pigeon shot of his day. Latterly he spent much of his
spare time m "yachting, and represented the owner of the Valkyrie on
board the Vigilant during the. recent races for the America's Cup. He
was the eldest son of Lord Charles Kerr aud grandson of the sixth
Marquis of Lothian. He was particularly well known at Cowes and
at Bembridge, where he used to sail a good deal in small boats.
Among those who either traveled out to Woking or sent wreaths
were Admiral Lord Frederick Kerr, the Countess of Fingatl, Countess
Cowper, the Earl of Northesk, Lord aud Lady Alwyne Compton, bir
Thomas aud Lady Freake, Miss Freake, the Hon. Douglas Carnegie
and Lady Jervoise.

—

European Edition of the Herald.

Mr. Henry A. Mott. whose death we announced last week, was the
father of Prof. Henry A. Mott, the editor of "The Yachts and Yachts-
men of America." The friends of the latter who may have contused
the two will be glad to know that Prof, Mott is still alive and busy with
the proofs of the coming book.

On Feb. 24 Mr. Norman L. Munro, owner of the Norwood, So So and
Vamoose, died suddenly in New York of gastric appendicitis, from
which he had suffered for some time. Mr. Munro, through his own
exertions, accumulated a very large fortune iu the publishing busi-
ness, and for the past ten years he has spent money freely in building
yachts for high speed, among them being Norma, Say When, Now
Then, Henrietta, Norwood and So So.

At a meeting of the Corinthian Y. C, of San Francisco, on Feb. 13,

the following" officers were elected: Com,, F.F.Tracy; Vice-Corn.,
A. I. Lyons; Treas., W. F. Dixey; Sec'y. F. E. Baker. 114 Beale street

:

Port Capt., J. H. Keefe; Directors: F. M. Thornton, M. A. Newell;
Meas., Frank Stone; Regatta Com.: C. A, Graham, W. H. Crowell,
J. L. Howell.

In our notice last week of Messrs. Seaton and Rounthwaite's
"Pockecbook of Marine Engineering," we omitted to state that it is

published by the D. Van Nostrand Co., New York.

" Forest and Stream " Sells Goods in Japan
We have lately received an order from Kobe, Japan, for one of our

closets and can trace the order as coming through your paper.

205 South Street, City. Wm. Bishop.
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Zettler Club Team Tournament.
The annual Washington's Birthday gallery touruament of the Zettler

Rifle Club was held in its headquarters on Thursday of last week.

Eight shooting societies responded to the invitations sent out in Janu-

ary. Unlimited practice was allowed each contestant, and when he
was ready for his official score his target was ruu down the range and
he was allowed 10 shots. Each team was allowed to make two or

three re-entries. Each team to consist of 5 men.
The shooting committee of the Zettler Club acted as the judges and

official scorers, and had full supervision over the tournament. The
committee were: Geo. Krause, M. B. Etigel, Henry Holges, Henry D.

Muller andR. Busse.
In order to stimulate renewed interest in the gallerr tournamenu this

year the Zettler brothers, in addition to the five prizes offered by the

club, donated an extra prize for the team that should make the lowest

total score. This special prize was of equal value of either the fourth

or the fifth individual prize for the best 10-shot score.

Of the ten teams competing in the tournament the first team of the

New York Corps was the first to put up a score that was considered

good enough to win first place in the contest; the total of the five men
was 1,203 and was made on the first entry of the team. The Williatns-

hurgh team came next with a total of 1,200, made also on its first

entry. .

The Empire Club team on its second entry succeeded in tieing the

Wjlliamsb'urgh team with a total of 1,200. The Williamsburgh team
then made its second entry and by careful work and good coaching on

the part of Fred Boss the team coach, and the expert shooting of Ross
himself, the team made the magnificent total of 1,210, or an average
of 242 for each member of the team. This put the Williamsburgh
team in the lead seven points ahead of tha New York Corps team

In the mean time the Empire Club team had made its third and last

entry. The last entry of the Williamsburgh team had forced the Em-
pire'team into third position three points behind the New York Corps
team. The Empire Club team and its friends were striving with

might and main to make its third entry the lever to lift it into first

position. The New York team was in a peculiar position; it was
entitled to two more entries, yet it could not make them from the fact

that one of its members had left the gallery after finishing the first

entry and had not returned. Under the ruling of the committee it

could not put in a substitute in the place of the absent member. The
Williamsburgh team had forced them into second place. The Empire
team was then shooting on its third entry and its members were send-

ing their shots into the bullseye in a manner that portended further

disaster to the New York team.
The result was that partisan feelings began to ooze here and there

among the friends of the teams interested in the contest. Happily,

however, for the interest of the tournament, the arguments were kept
within Pickwickian boundaries, and although the Empire team suc-

ceeded in making a total of 1,205, beating the New York team 2 points,

and forcing them into third place, Capt. Offerman and his members
took their defeat in a philosophical manner, and no doubt that when
the next annual tournament comes around he will see that his entire

team is kept within reach until the last shot is in the target.

Of the other teams in the race for honors the Greenville team No. 1

on its second entry made a total of 1,197, putting it into fourth place
on the list.

The one entry of the second Greenville team tied the lowest score

of the Italiau Society team. Under the rules governing ties in which
the most center shots (25's) are counted, the Italian team won the

trophy and the honors for the lowest scores.

Some would-be sympathizer with Capt. Robidoux, of the Greenville

team No. 2, thought that the rule for ties should apply in the reverse

order, in which case his team would be a winner by a number of

points.
The individual cup, which was offered for the best 10-shot score,

was previous to the opening of the match a subject of much interest

to the many shooters engaged in the contest. But Fred Ross destroyed
the hopes of many of the ambitious ones by making the fine score of

248 on the first entry of his team. On the second entry of his team
he made 247.

. .

'

With the last shot of Rosenbaum, the fifth man in the Empire team,
the agony was over. President Walther, with the secretary's list of

the winning teams and their scores in his hand, called the teams
together in the meeting room of the headquarters, aud after a few
remarks appropriate to the occasion he called up Capt. G. A. Schmidt,
of the Williamsburgh Corps, aud presented him with the cup repre-

senting the first prize. Following Capt. Schmidt came J. Grimm for

the Empire team, Capt. H. O.terman for the New York Corps team
No. 1, Wm. C. Collins for Greenville team No. 1 and Capt. Louis Reali

of the Italian team: and last Fred C. Ross, of the Williamsburgh team,

to receive the individual cup for the best 10-shot score, 248. With the

trophies in the hands of the respective winners, the captain of the
Williamsburgh team invited all present to join the winners in drink-

ing the health of the Williamsburgh Corps and the success for the
tournament for 1895. Scores:

Williamsburg Team, Capt. G. A. Schmidt.

C W Horney, Jr 23 23 24 24 24 21 25 25 25 25—242

F C Ross 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25 25 25-247
Ienatz Marten 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 24-243

23 23 25 24 24 24 25 25 25 25—241

G Worn 21 23 25 24 24 24 24 24 25 25—237—1210

Empire Club Team, Capt. W. Rosenbaum.
Jj C Buss 23 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 24 24—241

C Zettler,'Jr 25 25 24 23 24 24 24 23 23 24-239
B Zabn 23 25 25 23 84 24 84 25 25 25 -243

J Grimm 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 25 25 25—241

W Rosenbaum 24 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25-241—1205
New York Sehufetzen Corps. Team No. 1, Capt. H. Offermann.

Zimmerman '.'22 23 24 23 24 24 25 25 25 25—240
Feigel 22 22 23 33 .24 24 24 25 25 25—237
F Schmidt 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 22—240

B Zettler 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25—245

B Walther 22 23 24 34 24 24 25 25 25 25—241—1203
Greenville Team No. 1, Capt. C. Boag.

O Boag 23 23 23 23 23 24 24 25 25 25—238
M Dorrler 23 24 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25—243
W C Collin's ' 22 22 22 22 23 24 24 25 25 25—235
J Boa" 25 25 25 24 24 84 23 23 23 23-239

G W Plaisted 23 24 24 24 24 24 24 25 25 25-242-1197
New York City Corps Team, Capt. W, F. Gerdes.

B Busse 23 24 '.'4 24 84 25 25 25 25 25—238
O Uhiein 21 23 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25—235
H Witte ' ."

.. 22 22 23 23 23 24 24 24 1.4 25-234
J Facklam 21 22 33 23 24 24 24 24 25 25—235
CG Zettler 23 24 23 24 25 25 25 25 24 25—240—1188
New York Sohuetzeu Corps Team No. 2, Capt. G. H. Wehrenberg.

J Schmidt 22 2 2 21 2,4 2 .', 24 25 25 25-234
J C Bonn 22 22 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25-240
Ft Strote 21 23 24 24 24 24 24 25 25 25-239
C Grosch 20 23 23 23 23 24 24 25 25 25-235
P J Christen 2:5 23 83 23 23 24 24 24 25 25-288-1186
Excelsior Club, Capt. L. P. Han- Italian Shooting Society, Capt.

sen. Louis Reali.

LPHansen 243 PSelvaggi 239

W J Channing 237 F Gerbolini 235

Chas Thomas 231 L Reali 233

W Weber 234 N Seca 235

W J Hennessey 239—1184 G Muzio 233—1174
,

C4rcenville Rifle Clnb Team No. 2.
Albig Club, Capt. Gus Nowak. ul

Capt Bobidoux .

GusNowak 239 W H Robidoux 234

Chas Schelkrof t 241 J Dodds . . .233

E Piepeubrin k 237 H Lutz 232

WmMiUer 232 G Purkess 211

OBeger 232—1181 OScheeline 216—1145

Golden Gate Riflemen.

San Francisco, Feb. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: The big Mid-

winter Fair international shoot was inaugurated last Sundaym ablaze

of glory. A procession several blocks in length, composed of themost
prominent local shooting societies, several visiting societies from the

interior, militia companies, prominent citizens in carnages, etc.,

marched through the principal streets of the city.

The 11 o'clock boat was taken for Shell Mound Park by hundreds ot

shooters and their families. Inaugural ceremonies were held in the

large dancing hall, and after lunch shooting began The day was
warm and Bunny, with no wind. About $2,000 worth of shooting tick-

ets were sold during the afternoon, mostly for the Golden Gate medal

Sh
H?gh scores of the day: W. Glindeman, 72 on honorary target; 92 on

ruanaud93on4-shotringbyA. Strecker. „

To-day the shooting conditions were only fair, a drizzle falling all the

afternoon. G. Helm" made the fine score of 97 on the 4-shot ring tar-

get A. Strecker made on the Golden Gate 23 (3in. bullseye), an excel-

lent score. Several champion shots are holding back and will try their

luck next month. s
'

. .„ , , . . . ,

The Germani.i Club held its regular medal shoot to-day. Good sboot-

iuc was done, the medal in ad four classes being won with a score of

over 400 rings in the 30 shots, with no re-entry. Dr. Rodgers started

the ball with a score of 422, and thought it pretty fair for such a

drizzly day; but when Mr. Young followed with 442 the medico had
nothing to say. . . . ± . .

The Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club elected 14 new members at its

last meeting. The wife of a member made application for full mem-
rship. This was a poser and gave rise to considerable discussion.

The matter is not yet settled. The lady, to prove that she could shoot,

appeared on the range to-day and showed considerable skill with the

rifle.

Club scores made to-day:
,

Medals for members only, no re-entry, pistol, 50yds., champion class:'

S. I. Kellogg 89, A. Heeth 86, C. M. Daiss 85, E. Hovey 83, F. O. Young
aa
F^stx"lass:'

8
A. H. Pape 86, F. Poulter 82, Dr. Rodgers 81. H L. Pen-

dleton 81, P. Bohr 79, T. Baumgartner 77, F. Gehret 76, C. Heeth 71, A.

H. Erode 76, G. Ungermau 72.

Second Class: A Gehret 81, D. W. McLaughlin 78, J. Zimmerman , 6,

W. Cobbledick 76, L. C. Babin 63, Marsh 62, G. Banks 49, H. R. Crane 32.

Rifle, 20Oyda., champion class: D. W. McLaughlin 84, C. Heeth 82, F.

O. Young 82, Dr. L. O. Rodgers 78, C. Thierbach 77, E. Hovey 77, H.

Heeth 76^ A. Heeth 73. m „ n L lnJ ^ „ ..

First Class: A. Mocker 86, F. Baumgartner 77, F. Gehret <4 H. Heil-

I i.tc- 42, P. Bohr 72, G. Ungermau 70, F. Poulter 07, W. Cobbledick 53.

Second Class: L. C. Babin 67, H. R. Crane 67, H. T. Marsh 54, G.

'

For^medals and cash prizes, open to the public, re entry. Blanding

pistol medal match: C. M. Daiss 94, E. Hovey 93, S I. Kellogg 89, H,

L Pendleton 89, A. H. Pape 89, F. O. Young 89, Dr. L. O. Rodgers 84,

H. Heeth 82, F. Gehret 80, F. Poulter 79, A. Heeth 78.

Roo target rifle medal: S. I. Kellogg 86, E. Hovey 84, Dr. Rodgers

83, P. Bohr 83, F. Baumgartner 82, F. Gehret 81, F. Fay 75, J. Peters 71,

L
'Windemann military rifle medal: A. Heeth 70, F. Poulter 63, W. H.

Kirkman 61, W. D. Downey 54.

A feature of the foregoing scores is the fine work done by young
Pape with the pistol, when it is remembered that previous to to-day he

never shot half a huudred shots with this weapon. Roeel.

Smith & Wesson Pistol Club.

Springfield, Mass., Feb. 16.—Standard American target:

ALSmith 6 6 7 8 8 10 10 10 8 8—81
GEHodskins 10 99977666 5-74
CAxtelle 8 8 8 8 9 9 10 10 10 10—90
Z C Talbot 7 7 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10—90

O Clark 6 7 7 8 9 9 10 10 10 10-86
E T Stephens \

6 6 6 6 7 8 8 8 9 10 -74
FGHodskins 5 6 6 7 8 8 9 10 10 10-79
E A Woodward 10 10 10 9 7 6 6 6 5 3—72
O Call 3 0 7 7 8 9 9 7 10 9-76
HDBoughton . 5 7 7 8 8 8 9 10 10 10—73
L T Mullen , 4 5 5 6 6 7 9 10 10 10-72

J. R. Buchanan, Sec'y.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.

New York, Feb. 25—Please notice scores made by following mem-
bers of Heidenreich Rifle Club: Horn 238, Goodman 231, Heidenreich
200, May 214, Roberts 22S, Hicks 230, Kellner 209, Kaufman 232. Koch
217. Heidenreich R. C.

Jerseymen at the Targets.

Five members of the Greenville Club met in Armbruster's Park, on

Saturday, to participate in the weekly handicap shoot. The ther-

mometer registered 8° above zero, with a cold northwest wind sweep-

ing across the range. With the shooting house closed up tight, a large

stove and a hot fire, it was rather difficult to keep one's fingers m a

flexible condition. Three of the five cranks gave it up m disgust and
devoted themselves to the fire. Collins and Plaisted shot out then-

scores. The scores are appended;
Plaisted, scratch .7.24 21 11 14 23 21 17 23 24 23-210

' 22 20 24 19 22 22 23 20 20 21-213
21 21 24 24 20 22 17 25 22 24—220
25 24 25 24 19 21 20 17 24 22-221
25 23 22 24 23 24 23 23 17 19-223 —1078

Collins handicap 40 20 18 19 18 20 22 20 22 22 25-206
' * 22 13 21 19 14 18 22 23 16 24-192

13 20 21 16 21 23 18 20 16 24—192
18 24 22 21 22 25 25 22 14 22—215
13 23 24 25 20 20 18 25 19 21—208+40—1053

C Boag, handicap 75 11 17 23 24 23 21 20 24 10 16-188S
'

V
16 14 24 22 21 22 21 14 19 24-197
19 22 20 11 18 22 23 23 21 18—197
12 21 retired.

J Hill 19 20 14 20 16 10 24 17 20 11—171

Voulquin—Winans Revolver Match.

A revolver match between the French champion, M. Gustave Vol-

quin and Mr. Walter Winans has been the latest thing in revolver

events in Europe. . Conditions: Sixty shots, at 28 meters, at a
target representing a man life size, each series of 6 shots to be fired

within 20s., the pistol not to be raised Defore the word fire, 3m. rest

allowed between each series of 6 shots, all 60 shots to be fired within

40m.; revolvers .44cal. S. & W., cleaning allowed between each series

of 6 shots, and a fresh revolver allowed in case of a breakdown, no
allowance for jambs or missflres, any shot fired after the 20s. to be

counted a miss. . . „ ,.

The match took place on Feb. 10, M. Voulquin shooting at Gastinne

Renoette's well-known sjallery in Paris, France, before M. Moreau, M.
de Villeneuve, Count T^skiwicz, Count de Lyonne and Vicount Ciary.

Mr. Walter Winans shot at Brighton, England, and won by 16 hits,

with one shot to spare, making 57 out of 59.

Greenville Rifle Club.

A large number of the members of the Greenville Rifle Club were on
hand ou Friday night of last week to attend the weekly shoot of the

club. The success of the first team in winning one of the trophies in

the Zettler tournament on the night previous caused much satisfac-

tion to the lay members, and the winning team were the recipients of

many congratulations on the part of their fellow members. Twenty
members participated in the competition for the class prizes. The
best score of the night was made by Plaisted, 243. Dorrler was second
with 241, and Collins third with 238. The scores are appended, 10 shots,

85f1 ,
25-ring target: Plaisted 242, Dorrler 241, Collins 238, Lutz 236,

Bcheeime 234, C. Boag 233. J. Boag 233, Gotthardt 232, Robidoux 231,

Spahn 226, Graef 217, E. Wuestner, Jr. 216, F. Wuestner 215, Zeguner
215, Charlock 210, Huelsen 206, Mang 205, Becker 200, Lauer 196, Holz-

apfel 194.

Schlicht Rifle Club.

Twenty-one members of the Schlicht Rifle Club were present on
Feb. 19. to participate in the weekly shoot for the class medals. The
champion medal was won by Geo. Dorr, first class medal by E. O.
Brellenthine, second class by Aug. Meyer and the third class by Geo.

BiclKert The members are. all improving in their shooting and show
commendable zeal in their efforts to become proficieut. The scores

.are appended: Geo. Schlicht 244. Geo. Dorr 237. Aug. Meyer 231, Chas.
M«yer 230 E. O. Brellenthine 228, L. Dorr 228, Wm. Schlicht 227, Geo.
Lautenburger 227, John Pohlv 225, Jacob Diehl 222, Geo. Riehert 222,

Chas. Liebel 222, J. Dedrick 222, Jacob Schlicht 215, Fred Lambrix 213,

Aug Meyer 213, Capt. Krobotsch 211, Peter Maiie 203, A. Deubline 203,

G. Tribaut 208, J. G. Goehrig 207-

Zettler Rifle Club.

Eleven members of the Zettler Club turned out on Tuesday night
to compete for the champion medal and the cash prizes.

Champion match: R. Busse 248, Henry Holges 246, Fred C. Ross
246 M. B. Engel 242, Henry D. Muller 240, John H. Brown 240, B. Zet-

tler 240, Charles G. Zettler 240, Dr. Charles Grosch 238, B. Walther
239, Gus Nowak 235.

Best 10-score, 5 entries: Fred C. Ross 249, R. Busse 248, Henry
Holges 246, Charles G. Zettler 244, B. Zettler 344, B. Walther 245, M.
B Engel 243, H. D. Muller 243, Gus Nowak 212, D. B. Grosch 244, John
H. Brown 243.

New York Rifle Club.

The N. Y. Rifle Club held Its regular weekly shoot at Zettler's

gallery, No J2 St. Marks Place, on the 14th inst. The following mem-
bers vrere present and made the. scores below:

R J Young 242 241 E B Barker 235 330

ER Chadbourne.... 241 239 M Herrington 234 230

CEGensch 239 237 C O King 233 227

D Crocker 236 235 E. R. Chadbourne, Sec'y.

Palisade Rifle Club.

The weekly shoot of the Palisade Rifle Club on Feb. 18 had its usual
attendance. Geo. Dorr 240, F. Drobatsch 237, H. Rose 232, F. Esperer
23o, w. Rose 225, B. Glaser 223, W. Ahler 223, C. Hemberger 218, C. L
Auferheide 218
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Greenville vs. Excelsior.

The second of the series of gallery raatcheslbetween teams from the
Greenville Rifle Club and the Excelsior Club of Jersey City came off

on the ranges of the Greenville Club on Wednesday night of last week.

In the previous match, which was shot on Feb. 14, the Greenville team
won by 31 points on a total of 2,396. Distance 82ft.

:

Greenville Rifle Club.

C Boag 23 24 23 23 23 24 2! 24 24 24-235
GPurkeSS ..... 22 25 32 22 25 23 23 23 22 20-228

MDorrler 22 83 32 22 24 24 24 25 24 23-232

Robidoux 21 23 21 22 21 23 24 23 24 22—224

Collins 24 24 25 24 23 23 24 25 25 25-242

Plaisted'.'.'.'.'.'.
.'. 25 25 23 23 24 23 24 23 24 23-237

Lutz 23 24 23 21 24 23 21 24 21 22-226

J Boag 23 24 23 22 24 25 23 25 25 25-240

Gottlhardt...'. 24 24 25 21 10 18 23 23 23 22-222
Scheeline 20 24 21 25 22 25 25 20 21 24-230-2316
Captain, C. Boag. Scorer, Al B. Lumbeck.

Excelsior Rifle CJub.

Boyce 24 25 23 24 18 23 23 22 22 22-226

Hansen 24 20 22 21 22 23 25 25 23 24—229
Channing 23 25 23 24 23 21 24 21 22 24—230
Hennessy ,

..2 1 25 24 2 4 25 25 25 24 22 24-242

Weber 25 24 23 24 23 25 24 24 24 25-241

Hughes 21 21 24 22 22 25 20 23 24 19-221
Bauchle 21 22 21 22 23 18 22 25 20 23-217
Penny. . 23 22 25 24 23 25 23 24 24 23—2.36

Thomas' 25 22 21 23 25 25 25 23 23 22—232

Duff 22 19 25 24 24 23 21 22 24 22—226—2300
Captain, L. P. Hansen. Scorer, G. C. Varick.

Empire Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Empire Club brought together five

members in competition for the club prizes. Ben Zohan was first with

241, J. Grimm second with 237. Scores: B. Zohan 241, J. Grimm 237,

W. Rosenbaum 236, C. Zettler, Jr. 236, W. Meisenholder 233.

RIFLE NOTES.
At the annual meeting of the Patersou Rifle Association, on Feb 1,

the following board of officers was elected for 1894: Win. S. Newby,
President; John Weston. Vice-President: Frank Stokes, Recording Sec-

retary; W. S. Brooks. Financial Secretary: W. Dutcher, Treasurer; J.

Ransom, Capton; J. C. Welcber,Vice-Captain ; Trustees—W. S.Brooks,
J. Weston, A. Newby.

A match will take place at the Bunker Hill Range, Paterson. on
March 4, between two of Paterson's crack rifle shots, Messrs. August
Deitrieh and James Irons, 50 shots per man, for $20 a side, distance
100yds., 20-ring target.

Not being satisfied with the results of the last two matches with
the Greenville Club, the Excelsior Club has challenged the Green-
ville Club to shoot another series of matches, best two out of three.

The Excelsior Club is now waiting for the Greenville Club to set the
date for the first match of the new series.

Messrs. Hansen and Boyce, of the Excelsior Rifle Club, will meet
Collins and Plaisted, of the Greenville Club, at the Greenville Park
this afternoon in a match, 50 shots per man. Geo. C. Varick shipped
a 251b. turkey out to Armbruster yesterday, with the request to have
it ready for the winners, as soon as the match is finished.

At a meeting of the directors of the National Rifle Association, held
on Saturday afternoon, resolutions of sorrow were adopted over the
death of Capt. J. S. Shepherd.

After a long season of inactiveness, the Our Own Club of Newark,
has resumed its rifle practice. The club has in contemplation a series
of team matches with the Hudson Club of Jersey City.

The Syracuse Rifle Club keeps up its out-door practice. The club
contains some good shots. In last week's practice, A. A. Stillman
made three scores off-hand at the standard target, 200yds. as follows:
80-89-84. A. Ward from muzzle rest made 99-105-98, on standard rest

target.

\hoottn$.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
) entry, at Spring-March 21.—Union Gun Club. 25 live bird shoot,

field, N. J.

March 26.—Acme Gun Club, open shoot at Dexter Park, targets and
birds.

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers 1 and Dealers' Association's
grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.

April 4-7.—Texas State Sportsmen's Association eighteenth annual
meeting, at Austin, Texas. Wallace Miller, Sec'y.

April 4-8.—California State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at
San Francisco.
April 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh. Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add $200.

April 24-27.—Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
May 1-3.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, spring tournament; two days

targets, last day five birds.

May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at
Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add §200.

May 740.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual
tournament and meeting, at Ft, Smith, Ark.; $1,000 added money;
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.

Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
.May 17-18.—West New burg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring1 tournament.
May 17-19.—The Intei state Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.
May 22-25—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auipices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added money.
June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at TJtica,

N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.

June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, annual
tournament, at Tacouia, Wash.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
Aug. 21-34.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.

Cumberland Gun Carnival.
Lowell, Ind., Feb. 22.—The fourteenth annual celebration and the

first annual winter carnival of the Cumberland Gun Club, the Cumber-
laud jubilee, began to-day. Considering the unfavorable state of the
weather, it being cold and very windy, some remarkable scores were
made. To-day's scores:
Cumberland introductory, five live birds: Bingham 5, Loveday 1,

Eich 5, Gale 3, Quimby 3, Purinton 5, Bissell 5, Sheppard Jr. 2, Robbins
5, Sheppard Sr. 5. Ties divided.
SportamarCs Review contest, twenty-five bluerocks: Bingham 24.

Eich 18, Robbins 18, Bissell 12, Quimby 7, Purinton 5, Sheppard 12, Gam-
mon 12.

Gammon handicap, twelve entries, twenty live birds: G. C. Gale, of
Cumberland Gun Club, woo by a score of 11 out of 20 and handicap of
10 birds.
Free for all, ten live birds: Bingham 10, Robbins 6, Purinton 7,

Stafford 5. Loveday 7, Gammon 6, Quimby 6. Eich 7.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Myrtle Park Gun Club, which has nicely situated and finely

equipped grounds on Elmwood avenue, Irvington, N. J., had a pleas-
ant shoot on Feb. 22. There were eight events on the programme,
and the scores were good, as was the e.nfrv list. In event No. 1 at 10
singles, T. Smith broke 9, F. Cornpton 8, E. A. Young 9, J. McCollum
8, J. Momm 5 Geissler 6. No 2, same: T. Cornpton 8, McCollum 6, N.
Cornpton 6. No. 3, same: E A. Young 9, F. Cornpton 7, McCollum 7,
N. Cornpton 6, Momm 3, Geissler 7. No. 4, same: F. Smith 7, G.
Howard 7, McCollum 7, Dr. English 6, Young 5, N Cornpton 6. No. 5,
same: Momm 2, McCollum 8, Cornpton 9, Howard 7, Young 7, Allen 6,
Bradbury 5, Wilson 7. No. 6, 25 singles: F. Cornpton 21. McCollum 16,
Howard 15, Smith 17, Young 14, English 10. No. 7, 10 singles: McCol-
lum 8, Young 7, F. Cornpton 10, Smith 8, Ball 6, Wilson 6, N. Cornpton
0, English 4, Howard 7, Bradbury 3. Then came the wind-up shoot,
also at 10 singles, in which all hands entered: Young 5, English G, F.
Cornpton 8, Smith 6, Wilson 5, McCollum 3. Momm 2, Howard 9, Allen
6, N. Cornpton 7, Geissler 6, Ball 6,

The Rochester Rod and Gun Club began another series of hadnicap
contests for valuable prizes on Wednesdav. The dates for the shoots
are: March 3, 14, 17, 28 and 31, April 4,7, 18 and 21, May 2 5, 16 and 19,
June 6, 9, 20 and 23, July 11. 14, 25 and 28, Aug. 8, 11, 22 and 25, and
Sept. 5, 8, 19 and 22. The prizes that will go to the winners of this
series are: First, watch charm, valued at $15; second, seal ring, val-
ued at $10; third, 40 per cent, of the cash deposit; fourth, 35 per cent,
of the cash deposit; fifth, 25 per cent, of the cash deposit. The mem-
bers of the club have besn reclassified for this contest. Twenty-five
is the maximum number targets that any shooter will be allowed.
Shooters will reclassify themselves as the shoot progresses. For in-

stance, should a man in Class C who is allowed 33 targets smash his
25th target on his 30th shot, he will be advanced to the "thirty" divis-
ion in his class. Contestants will be allowed to make up any back
scores upon any open date.

T. W. Morfey, the well-known Paterson expert, has a very severe
attack of the match-shooting fever just now, and is taking all the
chances that offer, wThether in his favor or not. He is now billed for
the following contests, all of which as a matter of course are "sure
things" (I): Tuesday, March 6, at 15 live birds, for $25 a side, against
Chas. F. Lenone, of Passaic; Wednesday, March 14, at 50 live birds,
for $50 a side, against T. C Wright, of Paterson

;
Wednesday, March

21, at 50 live birds, for $50 a side, against Gus E. Grieff, of Carlstadt;
Wednesday, April 4, 50 live birds, for $50 a side, against John H. Out-
water, of Rutherford (return match) ; same day, at 15 live birds, for
$25 a side, against John Ryan, of Hackensack. The matches against
Lenone and Ryan will be shot under old Long Island rules. All the
matches will be shot at Willard's, Paterson. Shooting each day will
begin at 1 P. M., and there will always be plenty of birds on hand for
sweepstake shooting.

The Yauticaw Gun Club and the Nutley Rod and Gun Club, both of
Nutley, shot a team match on the latter's grounds on Feb. 22, each
club putting in five men. who shot at 25 targets each, from unknown
traps and angles. Frank E. Butler was referee. The fact of having to
shoot up hill with trees for a background, made the work far below
the average. Scores: Yauticaw—R. K. Cooke 10, G. A. Ward 5, W. S.

Conduit 10, E. R. DeWolfe 7, G. R. Deakin 5; total 37. Nutley—J. T.
Speer 4, S. S. Davis 13, J. Richardson 6, A. C. Brown 9, Chas. Rusby 4;
total 36. Sweepstakes—No. 1, 10 targets: F. Searle 10, W. Rusby 4,

Thatcher 1, C. Ru3by 3. No. 2, same: Richardson 5, W. Rusby 2,

Davis 5, Thatcher 1, J. Spear 3, C. Rusby 1, Brown 3, Hemmerly 0.

No. 3, same: Richardson 3, C. Rusby 3. Davis 5, Thatcher 4,W. Rusby
3, Brown 2, Hemmerly 2, Speer 2, Searles 0.

Every holiday the members of the WT
est Side Gun Club, of Newark,

hold an all-day's shoot, the principal event being for the target
championship at 25 bluerock targets per man, and for the live bird
championship at 10 live birds each. On Washington's Birthday the
former event was contested, there being members on hand. The
medal went to Henry C. Koegel who broke 20, C. Meesel gett ing 16, W.
Buobl6, Ferd. Hilfers 14, L. Bischof 14, W. Drastel 14, J. Schoeppler
13, H. Groel 12, J.Weber 12 and J. Gerst 10. Then came two 10 targets,
in the first of which the scores were Koegel 10, Drastel 8, Weber 6,

Buob 8, Gerst 7, F. Seitz 7, Hilfers 8. Schoeppler 8, Groel 8, C. Meesel
6, L. Bischof 6. No. 2: Drastel 5, Buob 7, Gerst 5, Seitz 6, Hilfers 8,

Groel 5, Meesel 8, J. Jaquin 5. In the final at 5 targets Meesel broke
4, Jaquin 3, Hilfers 3, Weber 2, Seitz 2 and Buob 2.

The return match between the Brighton Gun Club, of East Orange,,
and the Roseville Gun Club, of Newark, took place on the former's
grounds on Feb. 22. The teams comprised 7 men, each shooting at 25

targets per man. The result was a victory for the home shooters by
the appended scores: Brighton—S. Badgeley 18, Harry Canfield 18,

W. H. O'Meally 14, Geo. Gower 14, J. Ackerman 13. Edward George 12;

total 103. Roseville—B. Rist 9, T. S. Meeker 11, Abe Wheaton 10, G.
Wheaton 16, R. Garrity 14, J. Decker 14, Geo. Huff 14; total 88. Sweep-
stake at 10 targets following above: J. Ackerman, Sr., G, Canfield 8,

Gower 8, Geo. Kutcber 7, C. Baldwin 2, H. Wheaton 10, Garrity 8. Huff
7, Rist 7, Meeker 7, Badgeiy 8, T. W.Voorhees 6, J. Harrison 1, A. Dukes
9, H. F. Loverel 4, J. Ackerman, Jr., 6, A. Wheaton 5.

We are informed by Mr. John A. Hartner, the major-domo of shoot-
ing affairs in and about Baltimore, Md., that on April 11, 12 and 13, the
ever-lively Baltimore Gun Club will hold its tenth annual tournament
at Baltimore. Although Mr. Hartner does not name the grounds we
presume the shoot will take place at Acton's Park on the opposite
side of the Patapsco River. The shoot will be under the management
of H. A. Penrose of New London, Conn., and E. D. Miller of Spring-
field, N. J., which is proof postive that there will not be much lost

time between events, but that "hustle" will be the word all through.
Programmes will be out in a few days. Watch for them, as the events
will be worth entering.

The gold championship medal of the West End Rod and Gun Club of
Newark was shot for on its Grove street grounds on Washington's
Birthday, each member shooting at 20 bluerock targets, 18yds. rise.

Oscar Leuddeke and M. Neigert tied on 17 breaks each and shot off at
10 targets each, when Leuddeke pulled out a winner, breaking 9 to
Neigerfs 6. Leuddeke is a member of the Newark police force and is

a reliable shot with either revolver, rifle or shotgun. The other scores
in the main contest were J. B. YouDg 1G. Spann 11, A. Leuthensser 16,

F. Braech 10, E. Womelsdorf 10, A. Freund 8, Kolbenschlag 10, Burek-
hardt 10, Winters 11, F. Neigert 10. This club holds a live bird shoot
once each month.

The Ideal Manufacturing Company, of New Haven, has just put upon
the market a new loading machine which has several ariginal features
to commend it to the sportsman. It is arranged to measure with
great nicety loads of black or nitro powders from lOgrs. up to 140grs.,

and from ^jdr. to 5drs. It is also provided with a "cut-off stop" not
to be found in other similar machines, by means of which the meas-
ures are accurately and uniformly filled, without suffering from the
jar of the machine.

The Glenmore Shooting Club, of Philadelphia, held its semi-annual
club shoot on Feb. 17, each member shooting at 35 targets. The
scores were: Carlton 27, Buckeyer 28, Thompson 22, Kuhlman 15,

Kurtz 28, Denny 25, Hentz 22. Dougal 18, Meyerburn 26, Hatfield 25,

Cassidy 22, Morris 17, Turnbull 15, Corcoran 24, Melville 22, Kearney
21, Shiltz 1G, D. Duffy 20, R. Duffy 21, Cunney 12, Fitzhugh 8.

The Wilmerding Gun Club, of Pittsburgh, held a shoot on Feb. 16 and
the following scores were made out of a possible 25 targets: Dr. Fix
19, S. S. Bishop 17, W. Sharrard 16, W. Brush 16, J. AVample 16. F. Mc-
intosh 15, A. Mackert 12, F. Hepping 10, O. M. Reich 10. In alb-target
sweep Mackert broke 9, Fix 8, Mcintosh 8, Brush 8, Bishop 7, Sharrard
7, Wainpler 6, Hepping 3.

The Amateur Gun Club of Newark held a shoot on Feb. 22, when
the attendance w as light but the sport, lively. In a 25-target match
between W. Gehring and J. Minion, Gehring won, breaking 18 to Min-
ion's 15. In a series of 15-target sweeps these were the results: Gehr-
ing shot at 50, broke 29; Ganz shot at 50, broke 25; McKeon 8hot at
30, broke 15; Lum shot at 20, broke 11.

On Feb. 15 the West Toronto Junction Gun Club and the Victoria Gun
Club shot a match on the lat ter's grounds, the teams comprising seven
men each, and each man shooting at 25 targets. The Junction team
won by a total of 126 breaks to the Victoria's 120. W. Davage was
referee*.

Fredrich's shooting grounds at Waverly, near Elizabeth, was the
scene of the initial shoot of the Owl Gun Club on Feb. 22, each man
shooting at 25 bluerock targets. O. Bonnett broke 23, J. Grabach 18,

F. Heller 17. A. Brohm 15, J. Brocker 11, A. Arom 14, F. Keller 10 and
H. Holzhauer 10.

Elliott Smith, President of the American Wood Powder Co., shot a
match at Class's Morristown grounds on Feb. 22, against Arthur Dean.
The conditions called for 25 five birds for $25 a side. On the fifteenth
round Smith was shot out and Dean took the purse.

The Amateur Gun Club, of Newark, will hold a team shoot 011 its

grounds, on. March 17, the losing team to pay for an oyster supper.
The teams will be Gehring, Ganz, Lumpert and Metzler, against Lum,
Rist, Minion and Sonenburger.

In the club shoot of the Central Amateur Gun Club of Newark on
Washington's Birthday, at 20 targets each, Dryer broke 11, Fink 9,

Spragg 8, Poole 8, Sander <s 5, Ceanecaro 5, Marsh 5, Selver 3 and Grif-
fiths 3.

Next Thursday will be Newark Gun Club day at John Erb's grounds!
There will be the usual open sweeps in addition to the club shoot.

C. H. Townbend.

Tbe Hillsides Like the McMurchy System.
Chestnut Hill, Pa., Feb. 22.—What indicated a big shoot was spoiled

by the snow that fell last night. But there were enough shooters on
hand to keep the trap going from twelve o'clock until dark. There
being no 'printed program, the races were made to suit the shooters
and two 15 target events were shot on the McMurchy system and they
gave great satisfaction, Some kicking was done at first by those get-
ting 14, but when it was found that they would not have got any more
had the purses been divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent, they saw what a
good scheme it was, and a great many more races of this kind will be
shot at Philadelphia in the near future. The shooters of Philadelphia
want to congratulate Mr. McMurchy for finding out a plan where
dropping will not be rewarded.
The principal event of the day was 25 targets, $2.50 entrance, Mr.

Carlisle getting away with first money with 25 out of 25. To event No.
13 a large turkey weighing 301bs. was added to first money, and our
old friend Green (Win. Garvin), got away with the turkey and money
in fine style, being the only one to get 15 straight. Taking the shoot
altogether it was a success, as are all the shoots given by this club as
the management of said club is very liberal and all the shooters like
to go to see them even if their grounds are so unhandy to get to. If
this club could get grounds convenient to the railroad, there would
not be a more popular one in the State. H. T.
No. 1: Landis 9, Green 4, H. Thurman 7, Henry 10, J. Thurman 8,

Lysinger 4, Rosaline and Myrrh 8.

No. 2: H. Thurman 10, Henry 8, Landis 9, Garvin 5, J. Thurman 8,

R. Montg. 4.

No. 3: Landis 10, J. Thurman 9, Henry 9, H. Thurman 9, Green 4,

Murphy 8.

No. 5: Treadway 9, J. Thurman 8, Landis 8, H. Thurman 10, Henry
G, Green 7, Cleaver 8, F. Carlisle 8, M Bisbiug 3.

No. 6, 16 targets. McMurchy system:
H Thurman. . . .011111111011111—13 Harry 110110010111011—11
Cleaver 110101101011111—11 Carlisle 111101111101101—12
Landis 111111111111011—14 M Bisbing 101111111111101—13
Treadway 011111111011010—11 J Thurman 111111110110111—13
Green 111000111111011—11
No. 7. 15 targets, McMurchy system:
H Thurman . . . .111111101001101—11 Carlisle 101111111010001—10
Cleaver 111001110111110—11 M Bisbing 101111101100111-11
Landis 111111111111111—15 J Thurman 111111111111101-14
Treadway 111111101111111—14 D Yeakel 111001111101100-10
G reen . .

.' 111000001100001— 6 A Case 110000110011101— 7
Henry 111111111111101-14
No. 8: Tredway 8, Cleaver 9, J. Thurman 6, Care 6, Green 8, Landis

8, Ware 5, Thurman 7, Henry 8, M. Bisbing 9, Yeakle 8, Carlisle 6,

Trout 5.

No. 9: H. Thurman 7, Cleaver 8, J. Thurman 9, Henry 8, Greene 8,

Tredway 7, Trout 4, Landis 9, Snyder 4, Care 2, Bisbing 6, Carlisle 7,

Yeakle. 7, Ware 7, Armin 6, Mills 7.

No. 10, 25 targets:
H Thurman 1010011111111111100110101—18
H L Landis .- llOlllllinOlllOlllllOIll—21
.T Tredway 1011111111110101111111110—21
T S Carlisle , llllllOllllOmOlilllllll— 2,2

Henry 1011111111110101111010111—20
Cleaver IO11OIIOIO1 1 HOlOll 111111-19
W Garvin 1111111111110110111010111—21
M Bisbing 1101011001111011111101111-19
M F Sheetz 1110100111101111111011011—19
R Bisbing 0000110011100101111101100—13
David. 1111101111111101111101110—21
Mills 1001000010100011111101001—12
J Thurman 1111111011011111111111100—21
Trout 0001101110010010000001110-15
Rheinard 1111011110011010010111110-17
No. 11: Henry 4, Landis 7, Green 4, Cleaver 6, Tredway 10, H. Thur-

man 10, Were 1, Mills 1, Trout 3, Snyder 5. M. Bisbing 5, B. Bisbing 4,

Cair 7, J. Thurman 6, Yeakle 6, Carlisle 7.

No. 12: Treadway 8, H. Thurman 9, Landis 8, J. Thurman 8, Cleaver
7, David 8, Henry 9, Carlisle 7, Cair 3, Ware 6, Green 8, Aiman 5, Mills

9, Yeakel 7. M. Bisbing 3, B. Bisbing 5, Trout 1.

No. 13: Landis 14, Treadway My. David 13, H. Thurman 13, Mills 3,

Henry 14, Carlisle 13, J. Thurman 8, Bisbing 13, Greene 15, Ware 11,

Cleaver 12, Snyder 9, R. Bisbing 4, D. Yeakel 6.

No. 14: Treadway 7, Henry 8, Landis 4, David 8, H. Thurman 10, J.

Thurman 9, Green 7, Lysinger 5, Ware 4, Cleaver 8, Bisbing 9, Yeakel 6.

No. 15: Landis 15, Henry 13, Treadway 7, David 12, H. Thurman 13,

J. Thurman 14. Cleaver 11, Ware 6, Greene 11, Bisbing 10, Carlisle 15.

Rochester Bod and Gun Club.

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 23.—Inclosed you will find the scores of our
club tournament held on Washington's Birthday, in all the events ex-
cept the team rac«, which was an optional sweep and shot under the
old style of money division. The purses were divided as suggested by
Mr. Harvey McMurchy in his new handicap, an illustration of which
appeared in your last issue. This system certainly prevents dropping
for place, and the general opinion was that it would do first-rate for
races of 15 targets or more, as in 10 bird events so many get in the ties

there is hardly any surplus for a tournament where there are a large
number of entries and the shooting rather difficult a straight score
would pay more money than under the usual division of purses.
Mr. E. C. Meyer and H. M. Stewart were chosen captains to divide

the club members into teams and shoot for a supper, the losing side to
settle the bill. Owing to the stormy day they were only twenty mem-
bers present, they were the old stand-bys, and always turn out when
wanted.
The feature of the team race was the last squad, which was com-

posed of only two men, one from each side, and they were of about
equal rating. On this squad depended the result. Mr. Quirk proved
himself equal to the occasion, but alas! Mr. Maguire (whose real name
by the way, is Thos. H. Kent) must have lost his nerve, he certainly

1

lost the team race, for he only succeeded in getting a small piece out
of 6 of the 25 shot at. However, we all enjoyed the supper and want
just such another race soon.
No. 1, 10 birds: TinsdaleS, Glover 8, Mann 6, Austin 7. Boest 5, Preston

4, Hicks 7, Whitney 9, Squire 5, Stewart 8, Palmer 7, Worth 5, Quirk 9,

Beyer 9, Meyer 9.

No. 2, 15 birds: Worth 12, Borst 10, Truesdale 7, Palmer S, Squiresl3,
Beyer 12, Whitney 15, Meyer 12, Glover 14, Hicks 10, Stewart 11, Pres- 1

ton 8, Mann 10, Gardner 12, Austin 11.

No. 3, 15 birds: Worth 13, Squires 10, Stewart 10, Meyer 15, Whitney
11, McGuire 10, Beyer 11, Borst 7, Burton 3, Gardner 7, Glover 12,

Palmer 11.

No. -1. 1C» Mrds: .Maun H\ -v-;m_, i .v.dgulre 7. Andrews 7. Quick G,
•

Hicks 6, Worth 10. Stewart 7, Whitney 8. Austin 8, Meyer 8, truesdale

8, Gregg 8, Beyer 10, Palmer 6, Borst 6, Gardner 5, Burton 3, Babcock
6, Ryckman 4, C. Kissinger 4.

No. 5, 10 birds: Meyer 9, Truesdale 10, Stewart 8, Whitney 9, Austin
8, Preston 5, Byer 7, Maguire 7, Mann 8, Gregg 8, Worth 9, Andrews 5.

Burton 6, C. Rissinger 6, Griffith 5, Babcock 7, Glover 9, Borst 5.

No. 6, team race, 25 birds:
Capt. Meyer's team.

Meyer lllOlllllllllllllllllllli—24
Glover 1111111111101111100111U0-21
Whitney 0111111111111111111111011—23
Mann OllOlOlOllllllOlllllllOll—19
Schleyer 1000100001011001000100010— 8

Kay OlOllOlll'ioOlllOlOllOllOl—15

Jones 1111111101011111111011101—21

Borst 01011 111101001 111111 10011—18
Palmer 01 1101110110101 111110111 1-19
Quirk 0011111110011101010111111—18—186;

Capt. Stewart's team.
Stewart llllllOl'OllllllllllOlllO—21
Worth lOllllOllOllOllllllOllliO—19
Byer 1101111110111 011110111 110-20
Babcock ,

1110110001111011111110111—19
Hicks 1011111101110111111111111-22
Gardner 00011111001110011111010I1—16

C Rissinger 1010111.111011001101110001—16

Griffith 1100110010111011101000111—15
Tozier OOUlOllllllllllOlillllll—21
Maguire OllOlOOOOOOOlOOOOOOlOOOll— 6—17.1

No. 7, 10 birds: Austin 9, Preston 6, Palmer 6, Truesdale 10, Gregg
10, Worth 8, Byer 8, Mann 9, Burton 4, Glover 9, Whitney 10, C. Risi
singer 7, Stewart 7, Griffith 5 Meyer 9, Babcock 6, Ryckman 6
Andrews 6.

No. 8, 15 birds: Burton 10, Beyer 12, C. Rissinger 13, Truesdale 14

Gregg 13. Glover 15, Palmer 6, Meyer 15, Schleyer 8, Whitney 13;

Andrews 8, Tozier 11. Babcock 15, Kay '7, Worth 13, Burton 8
Stewart 12.

No. 9, 10 birds: Kay S, Austin 7, Borst 3, Preston 5, Glover 9, Jone'

7, Meyer 8, Tozier 6, Schleyer 1, C. Rissinger 9, Byer 7, Worth 5, Bab
cock 6, Hicks 8.

No. 10, 15 birds: Stewart 15, Glover 12, Rice 11, Meyer 14, Ryckma)
5, Worth 15.

"Chained to Business."
Port Chester, N. Y., Jan. 26.—Your "Chained to Business" sketcil

I was unable to fully appreciate until last November, when it was afcl

solutely impossible for me to do any shooting. In the spring, althougll
very busy I would imitate the sagacious Teuton, who would wheil
rushed with business complain to his wife that he had so much to dJ
that he wouldn't do anything and then go a-flahing, J. A, P, I
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The First E. N. Y. League Tournament at Albany.
The first tournament of the Eastern New York Trap-Shooters'

League of the scheduled series of 1894 was held at Albany, Feb, 22,

under the auspices of. the West End Gun Club. As this initial event
took place on Washington's Birthday there was a goodly gathering of

shooters bent on enjoying the holiday and prepared also to do a little

pounding at bluerock targets. The day was clear and fine, cold
enough to be bracing, yet with none of the stinging character of the
weather that fell upon us with blustering, biting winds in the several

days of wintry fury that followed. There was a dead calm on the
morniug of tournament day, the air being so still that the smoke from
the neighboring chimneys and from the switching engines in the rail-

road yard far away to the north rose straight in unbroken columns to
the sunny heavens*. The absence of so much as a gentle breeze en-
couraged the belief that a steady flight would be given the targets,

and more than one brigbt-eyed and ruddy-cheeked gunner built rosy
hopes on this favorable condition for big scores and their resultant
awards of rich "divvies" of the purses and a possible portion of the
special purse for highest averages.
The shooting ground of the West End Gun Club is, as the name

would indicate, on the western border of the town, but it is actually
within the city limits. Half a mile beyond the pavement limit where
Central avenue merges into the old Schenectady turnpike, a dirt road
tranches off, trending to the south, and this road is dignified by the
name of Colvin avenue. At the junction of pike and road a villa-like

hotel, stables, blacksmith shop, several dwellings and two huge ice-

houses form a little hamlet known as Shaferville. Passing down
Colvin avenue between two large carp ponds, where the ice gatherers
are busy with their harvest, the shooting ground is reached, an unpre-
tending place with a small though comfortable lodge and adjoining
storehouse. The firing points are badly placed, being at one side
instead of directly in front of the house from whence the windows
ought to command the entire field. The trappers' pit is a fine one
framed with timbers and planking, and on the hither side the safety
screen is walled up by along, sloping bank of earth, green in summer,
but looking now, under winter's deep covering of white enamel, like a
huge snowdrift.
At the West End shooting ground there was gathered last Thursday

a representative lot of the league shooters. Of the local cracks there
were F. H. Greer, John B. Sanders, John S. Taylor, George F. Geisel,
Wm. Wadsworlh, C. A. Stonewall, Geo. Lang, OhaS. Gengnagle Win.
J. Reineck, Wm. J. Laurence, Wm. W. Cargill, Cbris Zickler, Mat Du
Bois, Louis Leon, H. R. Sanders, John Keays, John Spencer, and the
widely-known joker, "Pop" Gove. Gen. Wales and Harry Vanderpoel,
of our exclusive Forester Gun Club, appeared on the grounds as
visitors. Our neighboring city, Troy, showed her champion pigeon
shot. Warren T. Lord, with "Uncle Sammy" Goggin, John T. Betts,
Frank Smith and Humphrey Groesbeck. Two stalwart shooters, T.
C. Pegnim and Harry Bancroft, came from Canajoharie, and Schenec-
tady iiad a good pair present in the brothers John J. and Ambrose
Ham. Late in the day a Utica sportsmau appeared in the person of
Henry L. Gates, formerly attorney of Oneida county, and now an
official in the State Legislature. Two strangers who attracted atten-
tion by their professional look and dignified bearing proved to be Dr.
B. D. Mosher and J. E Seeley, of Granville, X. Y. In close confabu-
lation with the Granville geutlemeu was one of the most popular
of the habitues of all the shooting grounds ou the E. N. Y. League
circuit, a man noted for his skill with the gun, and for his apparently
inexhaustible fund of good nature Add to tuese a quiet manner and
a genial personality, and an idea may be formed of our favorite Green
Mountain boy, Myron F. Roberts, of Rupert, Vt.
While the Forest and Stream correspondent has been noting those

present, the preparations for the shooting have been completed, and
the first shot fired in the regular events cracks spitefully from the
Greener of Roberts, followed by the caller's shout of "dead!" The
programme shows ten events consisting of 10 and 15-bird sweeps, the
entrance fees SI and $1.50, and the purses divided 40, 30, 20 and 10' per
cent. There was a lot of shooters present who did not pool for the
purses, but shot for birds only. In the scores that follow I have
thought it better to separate, "the goats from the sheep."

No. 1, 10 singles:
Roberts 1111111101-9 Seeley 1110011101—7
Goggin 1111110111—9 Bancroft 0101101101-6
Betts 111)111101—9 Lord 1100110010-0
Geisel 1111110111—9 Taylor 1011100010 - 5
Stonewall 1101111111—9 Wadsworth 1100011010—5
Sanders 0111110111—8 Mosher 1101010001-5
Pegnim Ill 1 111010—8 Ham 0001010111—5

For birds only:
Wadsworth 1111001101—7 Ham 1010101101-1
Lang 0010111101—6 Greer 1000110110—5

No. 2, 10 siugles:

Roberts 1111111111—10 Lord 1110011111— 8
Bancroft 1111111111—10 Leon 1111111001— 8
Betts 1111111111—10 Taylor 1001110111— 7
Goggin 1111011111— 9 Ham 1011011110- 7
Sanders 1110101111— 8 Stonewall 0111101011— 7
Pegnim 1110101111— 8 Seeley 1110001101—
Mosher 1111111010— 8 Geisel 1001101101— 6
Wadsworth 1111111100— 8

For birds:
Greer lllllllOll— 9 Lang 1001110111— 7
Wadsworth 1111011111- 9
No. 3, 15 singles:

Roberts 111111101111011—13 Taylor 101111100011110—10
Sanders 110111011101111-12 Leon 010101101111101—10
Pegnim 101111111001111-12 Lord 111100001110011— 9
Mosher 111100101111111-12 Wadsworth 111001101000011— 9
Geisel 101011111111101-12 Stonewall 101101110000101— 7
Bancroft 101110011110111—11 Seeley 011011100011000— 7
Goggin 110101101111100—10 Ham 000101001010011— 7
Betts 110101111011100—10
For birds:

Sanders 111011111111111-14 Greer 101001101110111—10
Lang. 001111111101111-12
No. 4, 10 singles:

Roberts llllllllll—10 Wadsworth 1111110101— 8
Cancroft 1111111101— 9 Sanders 1011011110— 7
Betts .1101111111— 9 Goggin 1111101100— 7
Taylor 1111011111— 9 Lord 1001111101— 7
Geisel 1111110111— 9 Mosher 1010011101— 0
Stonewall 1111111101—9 Pegnim 1010011010— 5
Leon 1011111111— 9 Ham 0011010110— 5
Seeley 0110111111- 8
For birds:

Sanders llllllllll -10 Lang 1101011101— 7
Greer.... 1111 111101— 9
• No. 5, 15 singles:
Roberts lOlllllllUllU 14 Seeley 111101111100010—10
Sanders 111110111110111—13 Wadiworth . . . .lOlllOlOllOOtll—10
Betts OllllOimuni—13 Pegnim 010101 101110010— 8
Taylor llllllllll 11010—1 * Bancroft 011111010010010— 8
Stonewall 111011111 1 101 11 -13 Lord 111101100010100-8
Mosher 110010101111111-11 Geisel 011001001100110 - 7
Goggin 001111010111101-10 Ham 101001010010010- 6
For birds:

Sanders 101111101111111-13 Ling 111111111101000—11
Greer 010111111111100—11
No. 6, 15 singles:

Roberts 111111111111111-15 Keays 011011111010111—11
Sanders llOllllllllllll—14 Pegu m 101001011110111—10
Betts 110111111111111-14 Seeley 01 1010100111111—10
Stonewall llllOllllllllll—14 Taylor. 111101100011010— 9
Bancroft lOUllll 101 ill 1—13 Leon lOOlOOllllllOlO— 9
Geisel illi 10011 1 1 1101—IS Goggin 101111100001100-8
Wadsworth 010111111011111—12 Mosher OlOlllllOOlOOOO— 7
For birds:

H R Sanders. ...111111101111011 -13 Du Bois OOOllimilOlll—11
Cargill 111011101011111—12 Lynch 101111101011010—10
Groesbeck 111111101011110-12 Spencer lOOlOOiilOlOHO— 8
Lang 011101101111101—11 Greer 1111000C1000000— 5
No. 7, 10 singles:

Sanders 1111111111-10 Pegnim 0101111011— 7
Goggin 1111111011— 9 Wadsworth., 1010111011— 7
Bents 1111101111- 9 Keays lOlllOlllo— 7
Roberts 0111111011— 8 Taylor 1001111010— 6

No. 9, 10 siDgles:

Lord 1010101100- -
Geisel 0100001011— 4
Ham 0000001011— 3

Hart, Jr 111011000I—

6

Lang 0100111100—5
Hart. 1000101001—5
Cargill 0010010(101—

a

Spencer 0000000101—2

Bancroft 1101101111-
Leon 1110101111— 8
Stonewall 1111101011— 8
For birds:

Greer 1100111101—7
H R Sanders 1110101110—

7

Willis 1101101011—7
Lynch moiioioi—

7

DuBois 1100111101—7
No. 8, 15 singles:

Sanders 111110111111111—14 Taylor 101111110110011—1

1

L°on 110101111111111—13 Stonewall llOOOlllllOllii—i i

HR Sanders.... 111111110111101—13 Roberts 1011001111010P—io

Goggin 110111001111111—12 Wadsworth 1111011100111 If—10
Keays 110011111111101—12 Lord lOllOlllllllOol—10
Pegnim OOOlllllllliOil—11 Geisel OlOOOlllOllOlli— 9
Betts 101110111101101-11 Bancroft 101110111100001— 9
For birds:

Greer 011111111011011—12 Willis 101111100110110—10
Lang 110011101011111—10 Cargill 011010001101101— 8

No. 10, 10 singles:

For birds;

1111011111--9 1101100111-7
1111101011--8 1001011011—6
1001111111--8 1100011101—6
1101110111—8 0001111010-5
111101 U01--8

uomooii--7

1101110011--7

1101101111--8 1011110001—6
1111111010--S

-7

0100110110-5
0011101100—5

0110101011--7 1001000101—4
1111011001--7 1 A/VW flrtAI 1 A

1111111111—10
1111010111— 8 0101111110— 7
0101111111— 8 0110101111— 7
1101111011— 8 •0101001111- 6

1111111001— 8 1100101010— 5

0111111110- 8 1001101001— 5
1001110111- 8

1011101111— 8 1110010011— 6

0101111111— 8 0101010111— 6
1111011010— Cargill 1110010001— 5

AWARDS FOR HIGHEST AGGREGATE.

A purse of $15, divided $5, $4, f3, %2, %\, was awarded to the contest-
ant making the highest aggregate scores in contests 2 to 10 inclusive.

A contestant shooting through the events to qualify for the purse had
to shoot at 110 bluerocks. The scores weae: John B. Sanders, Albany,
97, won first money; M. F. Roberts, Rupert, Yt. 95, won second; John
F. Betts, Troy, 90. won third; Stonewall, Albany, and Bancroft, Cana-
joharie, 83, divided fourth; Leon, Albany, 82, won fifth; Goggin, Troy,

80; Taylor, Albany, 77; Pegnim. Canajoharie, 76: Wadsworth, Albany,
75-
The day was too far spent to permit of any more shooting at the

close of the tenth event, and the splendor of an unclouded sunset
had merged into the pale bluish light of a cold winter's night, when
by the light of a tallow candle in the lodge the scorer and the cashier
completed their labors in the first league tournament of 189s.

The next scheduled tournament of the league will take place at
Canajoharie on Memorial Day, May 30. The Mohawk Valley sports-
men know how to run a meet'in the most approved style, and a special

purse and kingbird targets are among the attractions offered. Tne
Canajoharie Gun Club has never failed to draw a large attendance at
their meets and at the coming event rich pickings may be expected
by those who are skillful enough to shoot their way into the winning
classes. Horace B. Derby.

Watson's Park.
Feb. 21.—The Audubon Gun Club handicap shoot, allowing birds as

handicap. The Audubon Club has a. medal; the man thatwinsthe
most times during the year owns it, and they also put up a prize for
each shoot last month. They had a solid gold match box that was
tied for by F. A. Place and C. S. Wilcox, and the tie was shot off in

to-day's shoot, Place winning. To-day's prize was a very handsome
gun case, and was won by R. B Wadsworth. Following are to-day's
scores:

Chas Morris 102220102000000— 6+6—12
LMHamline 22' i H '1—10+2—12

D S Wilcox 210102010101002— 8+2-10
W L Shepard 20111222000212 —10+4—14
C E Felton 111011111210210-12+2—14
F A Place OS I

'-134-1—14
R B Wadsworth 202121222212122-14+2-16

Feb. 22.—Ten live birds—sweeps:
R Donnelly 0020020100—3 0200011111—6 0021020022—5
Com Thorn 1110010212-6 0101002200-4 1102020120-5
W DeWolf 1001 010010—5 0 1 21 010120 - 6 0020222020-5
CF Eaton 0001110111-6 1011001121—7 0100100001—3
WmKent 2021122111—9 1222000200-5 2212212210—9
D Forthingham 2210121010—7 2222110112—9 0021200121—6

Same day, 5 live birds, entrance $2:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Dr Forthingham 11011—4 22211—5 01011—3 00121—3 20111—4
R Donnelly 01111-4 21010-3 12011—4 01220-3 12121—5
WmKent 12112-5 22112-5 01022—3 22202—4 00202-2
C L Eaton 11102—4 10221—5 01100—2 12111—5 01001—2
Newberry 20122-4 12221-5 20212—4 20111—4 00120—2
LCWillard 21112-5 21222-5 21111—5 12112—5 01022-3
GeoKleinman 12202—4 22102—4
HAFoss 22022—4

H. B. Foss and W. S. Cuttler, and Wm. Kent and Dr. Forthingham,
50 Peoria blackbirds per man:
H AGoss 111110111111111011011101100111111111011111111111110-41

W S Cutter. ..101110011111100011110011110001001100011011011011011-30-71

Wm Kent....- .1011111111101 lOOrl 11 111111110110100111100101001110—39
Forthingham. .10110111111111111111111101111111110111110111111111—45-81

Feb. 2ii.—Like County Gun Club medal shoot:
W J Edbrook 0210111212—8 N W Tillman 0010010200-3
A L Smith 1200110220-6 Nick Ford 2222010221-S
W SBond 0200112012—6
Shoot off won by Ford.

Herron Hill Gun Club.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 23.—The la3t live bird shoot of the Herron
Hill Gun Club took place yesterday at Exposition Park before an
attendance of over 500, and was the bast and most exciting of the
three shoots of the season. All the best shots of western Pennsyl-
vania and eastern Ohio participated, and some excellent work was
done. All the shooters were in accord in saying that never before
was a finer lot of birds on the ground than yesterday. The scores
were as follows:
Jones (29yds.) 2022222022222222222222222-22
McWhorter (30) 2222012201222222122222222—23
May (30) 1011112222112112012111211—23
L:-nis>tYJiiS

Johnson (30) 1222121 i 0 . .02222202—21
Mohler (30) 111211112 92 1 2 1 111 2002.2220-21
Ewing (21) 1121211112012122122001022—21
L^iK>20l 1-20
l-^1:-od r'y. .30222222002022022222210-19
Henry (24) 01110221220 1 1 010211012111—19
Denman (26) 1001121021 11201:021120211—19
Brown (25) 201222020222

AH King (30) 211111221 121 1000020008011—18
Wright (30) 221112 11220 IllS '01002012-18
Hamilton 02: ) _]::

,

Harbison (26) 02101
1 U 201012011122021012—18

Riley (27) 0120121211112000102111012—18
Gordon (26) 201.3' l 120120 i >00021011—18
Scott (25) 0110221012201112122210220—18
Bin-soon i20i -it
James (28) 12112220110011001 12012202-17
Cundell (30) 0121221022211202231000030—17
Fayette (25) -it
Mack (26) 1012201 301000202223020222—16
Walters (27) 1121321110200022022200020-16
WS King (30) 203323111030 J' i .00002110—15
Shafer (20) 0100202 1 D02O1 222 [22200220—15
Hancock (25) 00011013213 1 12 312010012—15
Esser (25) 2200121101120000020200212—14
The officials were: Al Herron, referee; W. J. Steen, trap-puller.

Secretary Lautenslager superintended the affair in a most creditable
manner.

Shooting on the Elizabeth Road.
An interesting match at 25 birds each between Frank Batsch and

William Dackermann, both of Elizabeth, took place at Earl's Half-Way
House, on the road from Elizabeth to Linden on Feb. 20, the stake
being $25 a side. The birds were a fairly good lot, there being some
"corkers," and only a few which needed flushing. Dan Terry was
referee, "Dutchy" Smith scorer and Tom Brantingham trap puller.
The scores:

Trap score type—Copyright fsai, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

3233524523245512341221444
BatSCB 0 01022122022022222121210 1—19

3432542251534511412521322
Dackerman 0 0 20001011110020211 11111 2—16
This was the second match shot between the two men, the previous

match also having been won by Batsch.
The following scores were made in a sweep at 7 live birds, $5 entry,

two moneys:
Smith 1110111—6 Koegel 1111011—6
Scott 2211001—5 Dan Terry 1101110—

5

Batsoh. , , 2102331-6

Ridgefield Gun Club.
Ridgefield, N. J., Feb. 22.—This club is the successor to the Leonia

Gun Club, which was well known some five years ago, it having de-
feated about that time the crack South Side Gun Club, of Newark.
The shooting grounds are now at Ridgefield Station, on Northern Rail-
road of New Jersey, pleasantly located, with a clear background over-
looking Overpeck Creek.
The old style, one man up, five shots, unknown angles, is in use.

The members prefer this to the rapid-firing, as the number of shooters
is not often over a dozen, and it permits of little chats "between the
acts" and good-natured chaffing, which the members indulge in very
freely.
Among the visitors w;as Mr. J. H. Richmond, whom all shoo'ers

know as a splendid companion and an expert shot. As Mr. Richmond
is now secretary of the Walsrode Powder Co., he of course used that
powder; but he did not come for the purpose of "pushing" powder, he
hardly speaking of it, but smiled very knowingly when asked how he
"did it."

With Mr. Richmond came his friend and old club mate, Mr. W. J.
Simpson, who will be well remembered by the experts who took part
in the New York State shoot three years ago, when Mr. Simpson won
the Lefever medal on a straight score at 20 singles and 5 pairs, which
has not been done before or since. Mr. Simpson is now permanently
located in California, looking after his extensive mining property, in
the interest of which he is now paying a flying visit to the East. There
were also present J. Bohn, of the Blauveltville Club, and "Clark," of
Englewood, N. J.

The weather was all that could be desired for shooting.
The first event was a sweepstake at 7 live birds, when Simpson

showed the boys that he was still "in the game," although he has not
shot at the traps since leaving New York, nearly two years ago. Eddie
Collins, of West Hoboken, N. J., who preaches and shoots wood pow-
der, divided with Simp on; 30yds. boundary, measured from center
trap, 30yds. rise. The bird-; were strong and fast, many being dead
out of bounds. All other events were at bluerocks except a miss-and-
out which was shot late in the day and was divided by Beam, Simpson
and Baker.
Second event, 10 targets. Richmond thought that the traps were

not throwing strong enough, so in order to accommodate him the
traps were given some "ginger." The driver, after the change was
made, fell just 75yds. from the score and the remainder of events were
shot with the traps at that tension. Straights were conspicuous by
their absence for the rest of the day.
The third event was at 15 singles," fourth event 5 pairs. In order not

to outgun the shooters doubles were she t at 11yds. Fifth event, club
trophy shoot, 25 singles, members making six best scores in year to
win. This event was also made a sweep to permit visitors to shoot.
In this event Mr. E. Patterson, of Patterson Bros, and the Metropoli-
tan Hardware Co., presented a handsome novelty in shape of a pocket-
knife, it being the first of its design imported into United States.
Beam won it in the shoot off in the sixth event at 15 singles. Seventh
event, 3 pairs and 9 singles. Eighth event, 20 singles, use of both bar
rels. In this event another resident of Ridgefield showed his interest
in proceedings by adding a box of cigars to first money ; this was Mr.
Jos. Hall, of "Between the Acts" fame. As things go by contraries,
the cigars fell to the lot of a non-smoker —Mr. Richmond.

% MJ" 4 & •£ -> ft Ijr S -A A 6 1

J R Beam... 5 8 10 R 92 13 12 18 J H Baker.. 5 9 11 4 21 10 11 16
J Hall 6 10 13 7 22 10 10 17 J Richmond 6 10 13 8 19 12 12 19
H Goesser. . 4 10 11 6 14 12 10 16 W Simpson. 7 8 12 7 20 13 7 16
*Clark 4 9 8 7 J'Sloane 7 10 5 17 8 9 14
A Gladwin.. 6 9 10 .. 15 12 12 16 H Arthur... . 8 9 4 18 10 10 15
Williams.... 5 10 8 7 12 *Bolton 7 8 5
JHMehl... 3 7 12 5 .. C Banta 9 .

*E Collinsi, 7 6 9 5
* Not members. J. Hall, Sec'y.

New Utrecht Gun Club.
New Utrecht Grounds, Feb. 22.—Pigeons, first sweep:

C Furgueson, Jr 22102—4 E Lohman 00.22—2
C Furgueson, No. 2 12202—4 W F Sykes 20220—3
L Davenport. , . . , .20221-4 P Hegeman 10111—4
G W Coulston 11202—4 J Lott 00211—3
Kattenstroth 22011- 4 Capt Money 2210«—

3

P Adams 11112—5 N Money 1220»-3
D Lohman 20210—3

Second sweep:
N E Money 1 C Plate 02120—3
Davenport , 20201—3 P Adams 11.210—4
J Lott 21121—5 CaptMonen 10210-3
G W Coulston 22002—3 C Furgueson No. 2 12002-3
Kattenstroth, 11202-4 G Cropsey 21*22—4
G Nostrand 21121—5 DDeacon 222*2-4
C Furgueson 22220—4

Third sweep: N. Money 2, Kattenstroth 4, Coulston 4, Furgueson 5,

Capt. Money 4, Furgueson No. 2 2, J. Lott 4, E. Lohman 4, D. Lohman
4, Davenport 4, P. Adams 2, P. A. Hegeman 4.

Fourth sweep: L. Davenport 4, Capt, Money 4, C. Plate 4, C. M. Meyer
5, W. R. Smith 5, Coulston 4, Kattenstroth 5, C. Furgueson 4, Furgue-
son No. 2 2, D. C. Bennett 3, G. Cropsey 4, G. Nostrand 3, C. A. Sykes
4, Dr. Wilcox 1.

Fifth sweep: Davenport 5, Kattenstroth 4, W. R. Smith 2, G. Nos-
trand 3, Coulston 3, D. Bennett 3, J. M. Meyer 2, C. A. Sykes 2, N. E.
Money 3, O. M. Meyer 4, Capt. Money 4, C. Plate 5, Furgueson No. 2 3,

C. Furgueson 4, J. Lott 2, P. Hegeman 4, G. W, Cropsey 4, D. Deacon 5.

After the above, there were several miss-and-out sweeps, N. E. Money,
Davenport, Furgueson and Meyer being the winners.

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.
Spokane, Wrash., Feb. 19—Yesterday was the largest attendance of

the season at the weekly shoot of the Spokane Rod and Gun Club.
Interest increases as the season advances and some lively shooting
will be done before it is over. W. H. Eckhardt won the A class medal
for the first time this season and J. T. Duffy won the B class for the
third time. Following are the scores:
Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Class A
10110011100110111111
10100111101111111011
10101101111010011111
11011111111111101111

George 11111111110000110011 00 10 10 10 10 -18
Wise 01111010000000001111 00 10 10 10 11—14
Warren 11011111111111110111 10 10 01 10 10—22
McBroom 11111011110110101101 10 10 10 10 01—20

Class B.
Francotte 10101111110010010100 11 00 10 00 11—16
Burke 10011111100010101101 10 10 10 10 00—16
Duffy 11111110001100101110 00 10 10 11 11—19
Morgan 11001110010001001101 11 00 10 10 00—14
No. 2, 10 singles: Ware 10, Francotte 7, Burke 5, Margan 8. Eckhardt

10, Duffy 3, Mason 8, Warren 6, McBroom 8, Carson 8, George 4,

Wise 3.

No. 3, 10 singles: Ware 9, Francotte 4, McBroom 4, Eckhardt 8,

Mason 7, Wrarren 5, Carson 9, Morgan 8, George 9.

No. 4, 10 singles: George 5. Ware 6, Francotte 6, Mason 9, Carson 5,

Burke 5, Duffy 5, Morgan 8, Broom 9, Eckhardt 8, Wise 4.

J. W. Withers, Sec.

Iiive Birds at Dexter Park.
On Saturday, Feb. 17, at Dexter Park, a number of prominent pigeon

shooters assembled for sweepstake shooting, also to witness James
Bennett's efforts to kill 25 out of 50 selected birds furnished by Louis
Miller, stakes $50. This match has been on for some time, but Miller
had not found the conditions just to suit him until last week, when
the heavy fall of snow came, then with a good lot of white birds Louis
says to himself, "I wins now." But Louis did not reckon upon the
eccentricities of our present winter weather and other contingent
possibilities. A heavy rainstorm and mild weather removed the
blanket of snow the night before, and an accident to No. 5 trap dis-
abled it so that only four traps could be worked. The result was tha t

while the birds were "corkers," as Bennett styled them, they were not
good enough to prevent a man of his caliber from killing more than 50
per cent, of them. When the snow disappeared, with it went all pos
sibilities of beating Bennett. He killed 33 out of the 50.

Lee Helgans shot at 25 birds on a wager to kill 20 out of the 25. He
killed 21 and missed 4. This was followed by a series of 5-bird sweeps

Morfey Defeats Outwater.
The first of a series of live bird matches between John H. Outwater

of Rutherford and Thos.W. Morfey of Paterson took place at Willard's
Park, Paterson, on Feb. 21. Each man shot at 50 pigeons for a stake
of §50 a side, under Hurlingham rules, except 50yds. boundary. W.G.
Hollis was referee, H. Wolf scorer and T. C. Wright trap-puller. The
birds were of the best and each man lost a number dead out of bounds
The scores:

Morfey 1211112122100122121112«02101211112220«0122«2011»»2—38
Outwater, 13M)2231302331»0011200121«112122102301031»2g001233—35
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Live Birds and Zero Weather at Roxburgh,
On Buckhorn Creek, in Warren county, N. J, , nestles the picturesque

little Tillage of Roxburgh, and about three miles from the village
proper, on the side of the mountain is the well-known hostelry of
Theodore Pearson, one of the most popular bonifaces in this region.
Mr. Pearson is fond of sport, fishing being his hobby, but next to this
he loves a contest at the trap, particularly when live pigeons are the
targets. Up in his region there is no difficulty in procuring pigeons,
and good ones at that, hard-fleshed, quick-flying country birds that
need no urging to fly when the trap is sprung.
He recently formed the opinion that a I wo days' tournament would

be a "go," and taking his chances on the weather made arrangements
to hold it on Thursday and Friday, Feb. 15 and 36, and as fate would
have it he could not have chosen two more unfavorable days. The
weather cold as Greenland and all the railroad trains more or less
impeded by snow, it was no wonder that on the opening day only a
trio of visitors appeared and that these were willing to seek the shelter
of the hostelry after facing the blinding snow storm during three
5-bird sweeps, at $5 entry. The scores in these were as below:

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3
Wm Holges..,,. 12310-4 12318—5 11322-5
T Pearson 02120—3 20120—3 Ow.
F Van Syckle .02200-2 12211-5 2210w.
F Wagner , „ „ 11121—5 10102—3 12120—4
On the second day it was extremely cold and the wind blew strong

and fierce from the* northwest, but the attendance was considerably
improved, Neaf Apgar, Milt. Lindsley, Will Park and Capt. "Jones"
having come over from the Reading shoot, and these along with Wm.
Apgar, of Frenchtown; M. H. Ruppell, of Milford, and "Big Jim" L.
Smith, of Hackettstown, made quite a good showing along with those
previously on hand. The birds, good as they would have been at any
time, were "corkers" when helped by a. 30-mile wind, The result of
the day's shooting is here shown:

No. 1, No. 2. No. 3. No. .4

WC Apgar... 10211-4 2121-4 0101210-4 12222—5
N Apgar 12211—5 .... 1211120-6
M F Lin dsley 00222-3 0022—2 1222222— 3. -

J L Smith 11122—5 1221—4 1212102—6 11021—4
Dr Bronnell 12021—4 1011—3 1003211-5 22001—4
Capt Jones 12111—5 0222—3 1111220-6 21122-5
M H Ruppel 2121—4 2311133-7 " 22211—6
Wm Holges 2022-3 2201211-6 12210-4
Van Syckle 2113-4
W K Park 2112-4
Nos. 1 and 4 was at 5 birds, $5 entry; No. 3 at 4 birds, $3 entry, and

No 3 at 7 birds, $5 entry.
No. 5 was a $1 miss and out in which Ruppell, Jones and Smith

captured the pot on the second round, shooting out W. Apgar, Holges
Lindsley, Bronnell and Van Syckle.
No. 6, same as above: Ruppell, W. Apgar and Smith killed 3 each

and divided the pot, Jones going out an the third round, and Holges,
Lindsley and Bronnell each on the first.

No. 7, the final event,, was another $1 rniss-and-out, in which Lindsley
and Jones were the stayers, killing 9 each to win the pot. Ruppell
lost his ninth bird, Holges his sixth, W. Apgar his fourth, Bronnell
and Smith each their second.

Maplewood vs. Washington.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Herewith I hand you scores made at our tournament on Washing-

ton's Birthday. Shooting began at 10 o'clock A. M. and continued
until dark. The weather was all that could be desired. A large num-
ber of shooters were present and a goodly number of spectators. The
interest of the day centered in the team match between the Union Gun
Club of Springfield, N. J., and the home team, and as the scores show,
resulted in a walkover for the LTnions. This is the third target race
between the two clubs, honors being even, each being credited with a
win, and one race a tie. The next match will be held on the grounds
of the Union Club on Decoration Day, and will be war to the knife and
knife to the hilt. Whoso scalps will dangle?

Union Gun Club.
ASickley 0111011111001101111100111—18
W Sigler 1111111101110001100111111—19
N Apgar 0111111110111101101011111—20
McAlpin 1111110111011111111111011—23
T K Keller Oiiiiiliiniimiioiliiil—23
E D Miller 1111111111111111111111111—25
A Sopher Ill 00111011 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 101111—31
HLighthipe 1101011111111111111111101—22
Williams 1111111110111011111111011—23—192

Maplewood Gun Club.
W Smith 1110111010110011111011011—18
Col Breintnall 1111101111111111111111010-22
E Geoffrey OllOnillllllllllllllllll—23W N Drake llOlllllilOllOllllll 11111—22
O L Yeomans 0111111011101110111110111—20
D W Van Ide 1111011101111001111011110—19
J A Higgins llllllOlllllllOllllllHOO-21
HQuad 0011101111111110011101011—18
S B Tillou OOllOlOllllOlOllUOlllllO—17-180
No. 1, 10 birds: Van Ide 5, W. Smith 6, Miller 10, Thomas 5, White,

head 7, Geoffery 9, Drake 8, Breintnall 6.

No. 2, same: Drake 8, Geoffery 8, Miller 9, Thomas 7, Van Ide 9,
Smith 9, Breintnall 10. Whitehead 9.

No. 3, same: T. K. Keller 7, Smith 9, Apgar 10, Miller 8. Geoffery 9,
Breintnall 7, Whitehead 10, Thomas 6, Drake 10, Eager 7.

No. 4, 15 birds: Breintnall 13, Apgar 12, Geoffery 12, Miller 15, Keller
5, Drake 14, Van Ide 6, Smith 13.

No. 5, same: Breintnall 14, Keller 9, Geoffery 10, Smith 12. Miller 13,
Drake 14, Thomas 6, McAlpin 12, Apgar 11, Eager 10, Sickley' 14.

No. 6, same: Breintnall 14, Keller 13, Geoffery 14. Smith 13, Sopher
Williams 14, Miller 15, Apgar 14, McAlpin 11. Thomas 14, Whitehead
13, Drake 14.

No. 7, 10 bluerocks: Lighthipe 9, Keller 6, Thomas 9, Geoffery 10,
Apgar 9, Breintnall 9, Miller 10, Williams 7, Drake 10, McAlpin 9. Smith
9, yeomans 7, Sopher 8, Sigler 8, Jackson 5.

No. 8, same: Yeomans 10. Lighthipe 6, Thomas 7, Sopher 7, Williams
5, Breintnall 9, Drake 9, Sigler 9, Miller 7, Geoffery 10. Van Ide 7,
Smith 7.

|SNo. 9, same: McAlpin 9, Breintnall 9, Yeomans 7, Sigler 8, Smith 7,
Geoffery 7, Drake 8, Miller 6, Quad 8, Siggins 8, Reeves 7.

No. 10, same: Sigler 8, Sopher 8, Geoffery 9, Yeomans 10, Smith 9,
Breintnall 10, Miller 3, Drake 9, Eager 6, Reeves 8, Jackson 4.

Anaconda Rod and Gun Club.
Anacohda, Mont., Feb. 11.—The following scores were made at the

club shoot here to-day, the weather being fair:

Medal shoot at 25 singles, Class A:
Twoby 1100110000011110100011101—13
Fuller 1011111110011100111110010—18
Bartlett lllOOlllllOllllillnillOO—20
Cruger lOlllOlOillllOlOllOillOlO—17
Class B:

McKenzie! 1111011000001011010001111—14
Ashford OOOOlOOOlOOlOlOOlObllOOlO— 8
Twat lOllOlllOOOOlllOl 10100000—12
Sweepstake No. 1, 10 singles: Twoby 3, Cruger 4, Tuttle 5, Ashford

5, McKenzie 2, Bartlett 7.

No. 2, 9 singles and 3 pairs: Bartlett 9, Twoby 14, Tuttle 2, Cruger 11,
McKenzie 10, Sweet 9, Ashford 8.

No. 3, 10 singles, unknown angles: Bartlett 9, Twoby 5, Tuttle 5,
Cruger 7, Sweet 7, Parker 4.

No. 4, same: Bartlett 2, Twoby 2, Tuttle 4, Cruger 6, Sweet 3.

On the Old Stone House Grounds.
The following scores were made on John Erb's grounds, Bloomfield

avenue, Newark, N. J., on Feb. 22. The birds were first-class. Event
No. 1 at 10 birds, two moneys; Nos. 2 and 3 at 15 birds each, one
money:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Castle 2111011111—9 111121110219212—13 121321111011212—14
Fulford 201111.111-8 ll»mil2111110-13 121122131111111—15
Erb 1101122102—8 001111312121201—12 211221111221111—15
Hollis . ,2l011«1011—7 110121111121102—13 100112201121111—12
Sherwood 122122101220111—13 012012111120122-12
In No. 2 the money went to Sherwood on the shoot off.

Hunter's Home Club vs. Crescent Club.
A friendly match at targets was shot at Olympic Park, Lake View,

N. J., on Washington's Birthday, between a team of the newly organ-
ized Crescent Gun Club, of Lake View, and the Hunter's Home Gun
Club, of Paterson. The Hunter's Home team won by 10 targets. The
conditions were 25 targets per man, losing team to pay for refresh-
ments. A return match will be shot on Easter Monday, when the
Crescent's hope to out-shoot the Hunter's Home team. Scores:
Crescent Team: D. Rea, Captain, 11. H. Mertell 13, D. Stewart 18,

W. Predmore 15, A. Vermeulen 12, J. Sommers 6, G. Latus 14, N. B.
Fairclugh 14, G. Fritz 13, J. Kirctmer 7; total 123.
Hunter's Home Team: G. Gould, Captain, 17, H. Moore 11, C. Peck-

hart 16, H. Englebrecht 11, E. Dupell 11, A. Francis 16, M. Goble 11,
Wm. Stewart 12, A. Haycock 13, H. Van Orden 15: total 133.

On Onondaga Grounds.
A grand kingbird shoot was held on Washington's Birthday, on the

Onondaga County Sportsman's Club grounds, Syracuse:
No. 1, 15 birds, $2:

G Mosher 111011111111101—13 D M Lefever. . ..110111101011111—12

C Wagner 111011101101111—12 AMS 111111111111111—15
D Walters lOlOllOlOHOlll—10 HAyling 101110111111101—12
A White 001111111011111—12 H McMurchy. . .111111111110101—13
C Arno 111111101111111—14 Cruttie O10011111010111—10
A G Courtney. .111011111101111—13 C Dugarcl nil 11110111111—14
BFink 111011110100110-10
No. 2, 15 birds. $2:

Mosher llOOOllllllOOOl— 9 S K Jones 001100011110011— 8
Walters OlOlllOOlllllll—11 Cruttie 001111111001011—10
Wagner 111111111111111—15 H Ayling 111010111111110—12
Arno 001111111011111—12 Montgomery. ...101111111111010—12
McMurchy 101111111111111—14 Dugard 111101111110111—13
Courtney 111111111111110—14 Forsythe 111101110100111—11
White..... 110101010111101—10 Fink llll 01100100011— 9

Lefever lOOOlllOHOlOll— 9 Fredericks 101111111111110-13
No. 3, 15 birds: Wagner 15, White 10, S. K. Jones 11, Arno 7, D.

Lefever 13. Courtney 14, McMurchy 13, Mosher 9, A. M. S. 9, Cruttie 9,

Waters 10, Ayling 13, Dugard 13, Fink 12, White 14, Frank Lefever 12,

Fi edericks 13.

No. 4, 20 birds, 83.40: Wagner 20, Arno 15, Waters 12, McMurchy 17,

Mosher 17, Courtney 18, Jones 8, Dugard 14, A. M. S. 16, Cruttie 14,

Fink 7, White 16, Ayling 19, Larned 17, Weidman 18, C. H. Mowry 18,

D. M. Lefever 16, Frank Lefever 16, L. Mantz 10, Fredericks 17, Page 11.

No. 5, 15 birds. $2.30: Waters 10, Arno 13, McMurchy 13, White 9,

Courtney 15. Mosher 10, Wagner 14, A. M. S. 14, Jones 10, Cruttie 9,

F. Lefever 11, D. M. Lefever 14, Dugard 13, Larned 13, C. H. Mowry 13,

B. Fink 10, Dr. Page 10, Weidman 14, Ayling 12, Fredericks 13. Mantz 9.

No. 6, 20 birds: Waters 16, Arno 18, WTagner 20, McMurchy 17,

Mosher 15, Courtney 20, White 13, Weidman 16, Dugard 15, Mowry 17,

Larned 17, Page 12, Cruttie 15, A. M. S. 10, D. Lefever 11, Ayling 17,

Fredericks 16.

No. 7, 15 birds: Arno 13, Mosher 14. Wagner 14, McMurchy 10,

Dugard 14, Courtney 15, Lefever 12, Forsythe 8, Mowry 11, Fred-
ricks 14.

Team shoot, 25 birds per man, for supper and birds:
C Wagner fcaptain) 0110111001111111101111111—20
C H Mowry 1110111101111111111111011-22
E Forsythe- 1001101111110110110111111—19
H Ayling 0101000111111110011000010—13—74
AG Courtney (captain) llllOlllllllllllOllllllll—23
H McMurchy 1011101111111001101110111—19
C Dugard OllllOlOlllllllOllOlllOll—19
J Montgomery 1111011110111101111111111—22-83
The weather was fine. We had an elegant dinner at Barnum's.

The shooting of C. Wagner and A. G. Courtney was remarkable, the
former breaking 110 out of 115 and the latter 109 out of the same
number, Fallstaff.

New Utrecht Gun Club Grounds.
Feb. 17.—Pigeons. No. 1:

G WCoulston 01012—3 CM Meyer 21212—5
No 2:

GW Collision 22211-5 C M Meyer 22012-4
No. 3:

GW Coulston 20223-^4 J N Meyer 10212—4
CM Meyer 12222—5
No. 4:

G W Coulston 12022-4 C Furgueson 20121—4
CM Meyer 22222 —5 W F Sykes 21211—5
J N Meyer 22201—4
No. 5:

G W Coulston 11 101 22^-6 C Furgueson 1222102—6
C M Meyer 1 102202-5 W F Sykes 2212222—7
J N Meyer 2113002—5
No. 6:

GW Coulston 1113123—7 C Furgueson 0332012—5
C M Meyer 2212222-7 W F Sykes 2222221—7
J N Meyer 2202020-4
No. 7:

GW Coulston 0111112—6 C Furgueson 1022222—6
C M Meyer 2230022-5 W F Sykes 2002222—5
J N Meyer 0223001—4
The above sweeps were shot 50yds. open boundary. The birds were

very good, a large percentage of them being white, and the ground
being covered with snow, made the shooting very difficult.

Club shoot, 20 targets: D. &. Bennett 10, W. Townseud 16, Mr. Park-
hurst 10, P. Adams 17, A. A. Hegeman 16, C. A. Sykes 13. Townsend
having a handicap allowance of 2 birds, won the gold medal, P.
Adams taking the silver medal.

Findlay Gun Club.

Findlay, O.—I herewith inclose the scores made in this city by mem
bers of the Findlay Gun Club on Feb. 22. The weather was very cold
and a high wind was blowing which prevenled some of the shooters
from making their usual high scores. In justice to some of the other
shooters who madelow scores I may say that several of them are begin-
ners in the art of trap-shooting. They promise that we shall hear from
them later. Bluerocks were used and they were thrown from five

traps:
No. 1, 10 bluerocks: Evans 7, Minnich 10, Barton 3, Hodge. 8.

No. 2, team shoot between Messrs. Hodge and Ritter and Messrs.
Evans and Minnich, 25 birds per man:
Hodge 23 Evans ...18

Ritter - 1G-39 Minnich 17—35
No. 3, 10 bluerocks: Drake 7, Minnich 8, Evans S. Hodge 8, Ritter 8,

A. Karg 6, Davis 7, Robinson 6, Barton 4, C. Karg 9, Duffield 3, Steen4,
No. 4 was the contest for the club medal, 2a birds per man: Hodge

19, Evans 16, Ritter 21, Drake 22, Barton 12, A, Karg 16, Duffield 7, Min-
nich 22, Steen 19, Robinson 19, Davis 18, Loomis 18. Drake and Min-
nich shot of the tie at ten birds, Drake scoriug 8 and Minnich 10.

No. 5, 10 birds: Ritter 7, Duffield 7, Robinson 5. Evans 9, Drake 7,

King 7, Hodge 9, Steen 9, C. Karg 9. Minnich 9, Robinson 8.

No. 6, 10 birds: Evans 8, Robiuson 6, Spanker 8. C. Karg 7, Duffield
3, Minnich 10, King 7, Hodge 9. Steen 8, Robinson 4, Loomis 9.

No. 7, 10 birds: Evans 7, Hodge 5, Steen 7, Minnich 7, Robinson 8,

King 5. H. J. Minnich, Cor. Sec.

Nassau Gun Club.

The members of the Nassau Gun Club had a fine day's sport at
Miller's Dexter Park on Friday of last week. It was the club's regular
monthly shoot. The weather was fine, with a good strong wind to
hurry the birds along in their flight. The birds seemed to recognize
the quality of the shooters at the traps, and as soon as they were re-

leased from their captivity they made good time in trying to get be-
yond the boundary line. T. T. Edgerton had the misfortune to burst
his gun in the beginning of the shoot, and was compelled to resort to
a strange gun. The result was that he shot in poor form. Each man
shot at 10 birds, club handicap, American Association rules:

G U Forbell OOmIIIOIO—4 E Helgans 222»22»222—

8

T T Edgerton, Jr 0000200110—3 Wm Levens 2222002010—6
James Bennett 1211222201—9 John Young. 1200012013—6
Richard Phister 1010220221—7 P Van Dreele 00011100«0—

3

Henry Boehm 00«0100212-4 J B Knowlson 0212210021—7
Chas Magee 02100»03ll—5 MEHayden 010212C022-6
H J Selover... ,

New York German Gun Club.
The New York German Gun Club had a fine day's sport with the

live birds at Miller's Dexter Park on Wednesday of last week. Twenty-
three members were on hand to compete for the club medals, 8 birds
each, American Association rules. Five tied for the first and second
medal with 7 each. In shoot off Thomford won first and Sauter second.
Two teams of 10 men each shot under the leadership of Thomford
and Sauter. Each man shot at 3 birds. Scores:
H Tomforde. 30111321—7 J Boesenecker 01101310—5
F Sauter 13331101—7 J Carwein 01101210—5
E Widman 11101311—7 W Kingsley. 10221100-5
J Frazer 11301131—7 A Busch 01201200-4
J Wellbrock 11022121—7 F Huff 01110100—4
S Edwards 10221104—6 H Noble 20001101—4
A Schmitt, 21102012-S G Smith 10000221—4
JSchlicht 11222100—6 D Schrecke 10102000—3
W Miller 11102102-6 J Steurnagel 10100002—3
E Radle 31102013-6 M Bonden 00000011—2
E Stratman 10103110—5 H Winter.... 10001000-3
J Gerlitz 11100011—5
Team match:

H Tomforde 102—3 F Sauter 112-^3
A Schmitt 012—2 S Edwards 010—1
J Schlicht 220—2 J Frazer 121—3
J Wellbrock 211—3 H Noble 220—2
F Huff 101—2 G Smith 101—2
W Kingsley 131—3 W Miller 101—2
E Radle 101—2 J Boesenecker 010—1
J Carwein 120—2 J Gerlitz 000—0
E Stradtman 001—1 D Schrecke 122-3
J Steurnagei 001—1—80 M Bowden 001—1—18

Paul North Waxes Sarcastic.
Cleveland, O., Feb. 19.—For the past month or so those of us who

have met Harvey McMurchy have been aware that something tre-
mendous was going to happen, as there has been such an air of
intellectual superiority hovering about him and he has walked or
rather stalked about with his head so far above the clouds, that we
ordinary mortals have been glad that we were permitted to even touch
his robes.
In order to prove the fallacy of his idea, although candidly I am

afraid it will prove the correctness of it, but for heaven's sake don't
let him know it, we will run our set of traps on Monday, June 18, the
day before our tournament, and divide the money according to his
system (that is if we can get any to shoot that way), and another set
with the ordinary system in use.
In connection with his system of money division we will spring upon

the public a new arrangement of traps and system of shooting, that
required in the originating of same a much higher grade of intelligence
than was required in solving his problem. In proof of this we would
say that although the new trap arrangement has been explained to
him in detail two or three times, he has failed to grasp the idea suffi-

ciently to explain same to others to whom he can only say, "It is a
mighty good arrangement but I cannot tell you just how it works out."
Now any one can quickly grasp his simple problem and the wonder

is that some one else did not stumble on it long ago. Hoping that his
many friends will see the great danger he is in and will rush to his
rescue, I remain, Paul North.

Flemington Gun Club.
Flemington, N. J., Feb. 23.—Regular club shoot at bluerocks, three

unknown traps, 16yds. rise, American Association rules:
Event No. 1, 10 singles:

Chamberlin 1111010011—7 Moore 0111000111-6
Stout 1011011011—7 Lott 0100000111—4
Reading ..1011111011—8
No. 2, 15 singles:

Chamberlin .... 110111111011101—12 Lott 101101101110111—11
Stout. 011011010111011—10 Trewin OlOlOOOOlOw —3
Reading 110111111111111—14 Reamer OOOOOOOOOOw —0
Moore 100111110101010— 9
No. 3, 10 singles:

Chamberlin 0110011111—7 Lott 1110110101—7
Stout 0100111111—7 Moore 1000110010—4
Trewin 1000100000—2
No. 4, 15 singles:

Chamberlin . . . .011111111011101—12 Trewin 000100011110110— 7
Stout 111110111111011—13 Lott 111111001011101—11

Hayseed.

Washington's Birthday at Dexter Park.
The annual shoot on Feb. 22 at Dexter Park, which has come to bB

known as Billy Mills's day, was held this year under favorable auspices,
so far as the weather was concerned. The day was mild and pleasant.
The five traps had their strings set at a good strong tension, so that
when released by the electric pull the targets were sent far into the
field on a rapid flight. W. H. Thompson, on his last entry, succeeded
in making a clean score of 20 breaks, beating his brother's score of 18,
which had stood high all the forenoon. Woods, Dutchy, Sohortemeyer
and Floyd were tied with 16, Ferrish alone with 15, and Heyer, Levens,
Smith and Doeinck: each with 14. There were nine prizes. Eleven
men were eligible. To decide who of the four lowest should drop out,
the toss of the coin was resorted to. Levens and Doeiuck were the
unfortunates who drew the blanks. The scores of the winners are
appended in their order;
W H Thomp- Sehorte-
son 11111111111111111111—20 meyer..,. 11111011111011101101—16

F A Thomp- Ferrish. ., .01110011111011111101—15
son 11101111111101111111—18 Heyer 01111101010011101111—14

Woods 11111011111101110110-16 Levens ... .00011111110011110111—14
Dutchy. . . .01111111011001111111—16 Smith 01011011110001111111—14
Floyd 11110111101111101011—16 Doeinck . . .11111101100001111101—14

Emerald Gun Club.

On Tuesday of last week the Emerald Gun Club held its monthly
shoot at Miller's Dexter Park. The weather was fair and warm. The
birds of good quality, giving many opportunities for the exercise of
good judgment on the part of the shooter in bringing his bird to the
ground:
J Hodge 0000020020— 2 H Thaw 1122022102— 8
P Buiz 2302031203— 7 R Regan 1120021100— 7
Gus Nowak 01221..102— 6 C W Floyd 1121121200— 8
J Woelfel 2021000102- 5 DrLevindge 0U1211021— 7
J Maisel 2021000103— 5 H P Fessenden 2110230032— 7
E Klein 0012102000— 4 Wm Hogan 0210002012— 5
J HVoss 1222111211—10 C Maisel 0202010102—5
Dr Hudson 2110122.10— 7 LH Schortmier 0012012201— 6
E Doeinck 1211211111—10 M Harrington 2123002111—8
M F Lindsley 2222222222—10 F Walters 111;112011— 9
0 Stiar-.el ir:j'jf'-:':'::-Hi- ! I

1

J
.

:

i v -.
;'l : :J] 8

N Maisel 00101111 - :>

T :jo..'.t ' <.'i-:0: > 000- -: L .
."

.

!<:,-': 8

J H Moore 1211012220— 8

Live Bird Match at Utica.

Utica, N. Y., Feb. 19.—Inclosed I hand you scores of return match,
shot on Oneida County Sportsman's Association grounds, by Dr, W.
H. Booth and A. S. Hunter, at 100 live birds each, American* Associa-
tion rules, birds trapped by John Fulford, match refereed by H. L.
Gates. The first 50 birds trapped could not be classed as good, al-

though a few were as good as ever left a trap. The last 50 were extra
good ones with a few corkers thrown in. After the match two 10-bird
sweeps were shot by E. D. Fulford, John Halford, A. S. Hunter, John
Cummings, Jr. and H. L. Gates. The State tournament is to be held
here in June, under the auspices of the association. We are now re-
ceiving very favorable replies and generous donations from manufac-
turers and dealers in sporting goods. These with cash prizes of
about $3,000, guaranteed by the club, bids far to make one of the finest
programmes ever offered at a State meeting.
A S Hunter 10021111112111111122111101112011211212111112112021

121111212112111111112221112211 121111111222212.1112-94
DrW H Booth 21012011111101222l001113lll21112111«21212222111111

12212111111011112011212211002121110111023211102121—87
Mamtou.

Ironton Gun Club.
Ironton, O.—Two of us, members or the Ironton Gun Club, think of

joining the American Gun Testing Institution. We think it a fine
thing. We have a nice gun club here of 31 members: James Dupuy,
President; Will. H. Nigh. Vice-President, and Captain; W. W. Williams,
Sec'y; E L. Harper, Treas. We shoot every Monday. We had quite
a time with the City Council, but finally got an ordinance permitting
us to shoot inside the city limits. None of us are experts as ret, the
b63t score 45 out of 50 by the president. J. D.

Herr's Island Gun Club.
Pittsburgh, Pa.—.Editor Forest and Stream: The following officers

were elected for the Herr's Island Gun Clnb, organized Feb. 10:
Chas. Richardson, President ; A. M. Irwin, Vice-President ; C. A.
Stuetz, Treasurer; John R. Streight, Secretary; Wm. J. McCrickart,
Field Captain. The club will make application for membership to the
Pennsylvania State Association at their first meeting.

John R. Stheight, Sec'y.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. M., C. M., G, F. P., O. Ed. S., Young Sportsman, Constant Reader.

—We cannot reply to anonymous communications. Send your names
and we will give your inquiries attention.

Where to Find Game.
Where to find game is oftentimes a perplexing question. The sports-

man who strikes a good spot generally keeps the information as close
as possible, in order to enjoy exclusive privileges.
Along the line of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in Virginia and

West Virginia, such places are numerous, and it is remarkable how
little they are known. The mountain streams abound in gamy fish.
The South Branch of the Potomac is considered the best black bass
fishing stream in America, the Cheat, Youghiogheny, Potomac and
Monongahela Rivers are all excellent fishing streams. The hills and
valleys adjacent are fairly alive with game—partridge, wild turkey,
grouse, pheasant, wild pigeon, quail, rabbit and squirrel are plentiful,
and in the back country thirty or forty miles from the railroad, deer
and bear can be found.
Good hotels are convenient, and horses and guides can be secured at

reasonable rates.
For circular showing fishing and gunning resorts reached by the

B. & O. R. R. address Chas. O. Scull, Gen'l Pass. Agent, B. & O. R. R..
Baltimore, Md.—Adv.
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

A SNAKE UP A TREE.

Far-reaching effects often follow the most trivial

happenings. A celebrated English preacher ascribed

his conversion to a train of thought prompted by hearing

the distant barking of a dog. One day last autumn, in

Missouri woods, a blacksnake climbed a tree. It was a

common snake, an ordinary tree and an every-day climb;

but it has been read of and thought about and written

upon from Missouri to Maryland, from Mississippi to

Massachusetts, and from New Jersey to Michigan. And
all because Mr. Horace Kephart, of St. Louis, happened

to see the snake on the tree trunk and wrote about it to

Forest and Stream.

For one thing this shows, as numerous other discussions

in our columns of the ways of snakes have shown, tbat

snakes are a popular subject. People like to talk and to

write about them. Most persons actually know very

little truth about snakes. They imbibe false notions

from infancy up. What they think they know is often

error. Even the children's papers deal out snake lies;

and more's the pity, in pretended good faith, like the

hideously silly story in Harper's Young People of a link

snake which, when broken to pieces and scattered about,

collects itself together again. Before the average man
may know the truth here he must divest himself of error;

he cannot learn the facts of snake life until he shall have
unlearned tbe fables. This is emphatically true as to the

popular notion of the harmful character of all snakes.

We feel very sure that the letters which we have printed

in response to Mr. Kephart's inquiry must have their share

in influencing those who may read them to entertain a

more sensible regard for harmless snake life. It may be

that the killing of tbis blacksnake on a tree trunk in Mis-

souri woods will thus be the means of assuring to some
others of the serpent tribe, from the human beings who
encounter them, immunity from revolver balls, stones and
clubs.

nature. Whether the effect of his interference in any

particular case may be beneficial or injurious must for

the most part depend upon circumstances and conditions

of which he is ignorant. But whatever the result, the

individual prosecutor, judge, jury and executioner never

wavers in his conviction that he has done something to

help run the universe on better business principles.

NUISANCES TO BE ABATED.
Judge Houghton has handed down a decision in Sara-

toga county, N. Y. , in the case of Harvey Cook against

State Game and Fish Protector C. H. Barber. Cook had

set-lines in Lake Lonely; and the protector destroyed

them. Thereupon Cook brought suit to recover the value

of the apparatus, on the claim that the law under which

the protector had summarily destroyed the lines was

unconstitutional and repugnant to that clause of the

United States Constitution which forbids the taking of

private property without due process of law. Cook
claimed, morever, to have secured permission from the

riparian owners to fish as he pleased. Judge Houghton
disposes of both of these contentions, holding tbat for

protective purposes the State has jurisdiction over all

waters tributary to the navigable streams; and that the

law in the case is not unconstitutional.

It will be recalled that this same question of the right

of protectors summarily to destroy nets as nuisances has

been passed upon by the Court of Appeals. This was in

a Jefferson county case reported in our issue of Feb. 27,

1890. Suit was brought against Protector Steele to

recover the value of unlawful nets destroyed by him. In

the lower court Judge Williams found for the plaintiff,

but the General Term reversed the decision and the Court

of Appeals also sustained the law. The case was then

carried to the Supreme Court of the United States, where
it yet awaits decision. We believe that the end will be

to affirm the constitutionality of the statute. In the mean-

time, netters and set-liners may not hope to rob the public

and escape punishment by any question of the integrity

of the law which declares their unlawful contrivances

to be public nuisances and as such subject to summary
abatement. He does not read the signs of the times

aright who deludes himself with the notion that the pub-

lic is not growing every year more intolerant of the use of

nets and set-lines and all like contrivances for game fish

in the inland waters of the State. They are regarded as

nuisances to be abated, and even if the present law should

be overthrown by the United States Supreme Court, an-

other statute would be devised to accomplish the required

end. The nets must go, the set-lines must go, the fish

pirates must go.

There are few tasks to which the average man addresses

himself with more cheerful alacrity or more buoyant

complacency than to the regulation of the universe by
decreeing and executing the death penalty upon certain

forms of animal life, which he is pleased to condemn as

noxious or superflous. If he happens to come upon a

hawk with a game bird in its talons, incontinently he
kills the hawk and exhorts all sportsmen to kill all hawks
that the earth may be rid of them. If he surprises a

snake making a meal of bird's eggs, he stamps it to death

and condemns the entire ophidian tribe. If he sees the

birds making away with his small fruit, he runs for his

gun to kill them. Thus man constitutes himself an unrea-

soning factor in disturbing or maintaining the balance of

one moose in a season. The limitation is proper, and no

reasonable man will object to it. One moose, fairly

hunted, brought down after a long expedition into the

woods, as the winning of an arduous and skilled pur-

suit, is reward enough. But where Quebec makes a

mistake is in not putting some limitation upon the de-

structive propensities of its own residents; for there are

not many moose in the Province, and the supply should

be drawn upon with discretion.

OPPORTUNITY.
The old saw runs that opportunity makes the thief.

It makes the "game hog" too. One moose may suffice

for the sportsman, who because he is a sportsman goes

through toil and fatigue and patient waiting to secure

it; but no one has yet determined how many moose

must be slaughtered to satiate the killing propensities of

those pseudo sportsmen, who because they are not sports-

men are led into moose yards and given opportunity to

fire into game under conditions closely simulating the

taking off of the family cow, when she has gone dry

and the country butcher has dickered for her as so much
tough beef on the hoof. One day this winter some In-

dians discovered a moose yard about seventy miles from

Quebec, and repairing to the ancient city made their find

known to two individuals who had in them the making
of game butchers when opportunity should offer. In

due time the savages—Indian and white—were upon
the stalled game; and when the white contingent re-

turned to Quebec, they boasted of having "brought

down" seven of the snowed-in creatures. They had im-

proved their opportunity. They had improved it in their

own way. Their way is not the way of the man who
hunts his game. The impelling motives of the moose
hunter and the moose yarder are as radically different

as the two methods of getting the game. It would be

quite as difficult to conceive of the one "downing" the

helpless game in the snow, as of the other undertaking

a real moose hunt man fashion. The hunter may have

reason to exult in his exploit and to relate its doing

with pride, but why anyone should boast without shame
the killing of seven moose found in a yard by Indians,

is a question which will puzzle most white men.
The Province of Quebec limits non-resident huntera to

FATHERS AND SONS.

The time has long since gone by when one might go

into the field taking thought of himself alone and making
no account of those who are to come after him. As we
of to-day are given opportunity of shooting and fishing,

so must we see to it that the blessed heritage is passed

on unimpaired to those who shall justly hold us to ac-

count for our stewardship.

Among the Forest and Stream amateur photographs,

of which reproductions have been given, there was one

which pictured two deer hunters watching on an Adiron-

dack runway. The hunters were a man and a boy

—

father and son; and the picture had a special and peculiar

interest when it was received at this office, for it recalled

and gave point to a declaration which had been made
years before by the man, when his boy was a babe: "I

intend to do what I can, so that my boy may have just as

good hunting in the Adirondacks as I have had." It is

this spirit which should animate and control not only the

individual sportsman for his own blood alone, but the en-

tire body of sportsmen for those who are to take then-

places.

SNAP SHOTS.

The Florida Citizen makes a sensible plea for the pro-

tection of birds of plumage. Its demand for their preser-

vation is not based upon sentiment, but upon the hard

business fact that the birds add to the attractiveness of

the State for winter tourists; and it cites as a case in

point the pelicans of Port Tampa, which were formerly

so harried by shooters that it was impossible to get

within 200yds. of them. Subsequently "shooting was
prohibited, and the pelicans have since become so tame

that they gather upon the bars only a few feet away from
the docks and hotel, and visitors find real pleasure in

watching their awkward and grotesque antics, and in

observing their methods of fishing." This recalls the

tame pelicans which frequented Mr. Kirk Munroe's wharf

at Biscayne Bay, and about which he once wrote in our

natural history columns. It is a condition which might
exist at all tourist-frequented points in Florida if com-

mon sense could only have sway.

We learn with a regret which will be shared by others

of the death of Dr. Nathan G. Daggett, of Schenectady,

N. Y., who for many years was a contributor to our

columns over the pen name "Dorp." Dr. Daggett was
one of the unnumbered multitude of those who seek in

pursuit of game and study of wildwood creatures the

upbuilding which comes of life in the open air. He was
a close observer of nature, and few readers will fail to

recall his frequent studies of the ways of the ruffed

grouse.

A bill has been introduced into the New York Legis-

lature providing that county supervisors' ordinances re-

lating to game and fish "shall apply alike to all citizens

of the State of New York;" and repealing all ordinances

already passed by boards of supervisors discriminating

in favor of or against citizens of any county or counties.

This is sound to the core; but is it possible that such a

statute is required to prevent these churlish measures?

Something is wrong with the constitution of the State

if under it citizens of one county may cut off those of

another from the common privileges of all citizens of

one State. Non-resident fish and game laws ai-e not in

keeping with the spirit of the age. They ought every-

where to be abolished.

Few persons realize the rapidity with which the choice

portions of the Adirondacks have been acquired by private

parties, and the extent to which they have been converted

into preserves, from which the public are excluded.

Something like 565,000 acres of Adirondack lands are

now fenced or posted as game and fish parks. And the

end is not yet.
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CALIFORNIA NOTES.
Our winter in northern California has been very wet

thus far. It has rained, upon an average, about three
days out of every week. The winter duck shooting has
been poor, in consequence, as the birds haunt the overflow,

leaving the regular ducking grounds untenanted. Quail
shooting was as good as usual, early in the season, but
has been very poor since New Years. As the close season
is now at hand, the birds will escape further molestation,

which will give all the better sport next year.
Our two years' close season for deer did great good

throughout the State. It gave them a much needed rest;

and last fall a hunter could go out any day, with a fail-

prospect of coming home with a good buck.
Many deer were slaughtered unlawfully, but as the law

stopped, the marketing of the carcasses and skins, it

stopped the depredations of the market-hunter and the
skin-butcher, and so saved thousands that would have
been otherwise killed.

If a law could only be devised that would adequately
punish the wanton fool, who goes into the mountains
and shoots down deer indiscriminately, just to prove his

skill with the rifle, and leaves the carcass to rot, how it

would delight the heart of the true sportsman.
And, by the way

,
speaking of wanton slaughter reminds

me of something else. What should a man do, who
catches boys in flagrante delicto, shooting harmless song-
birds—and rare ones at that? Some of your readers may
remember that about a year ago I wrote an article about
the American dippers or water ousels that haunted Auburn
ravine every winter. Well, this fall they came back about
their usual time, and some two weeks thereafter I caught
two boys coming up the road which skirts the stream, one
of them carrying an old muzzleloading shotgun, with the
barrel tied to the stock with twine, and the other a string

of harmless birds, six of which were water ousels. Was
I angry? Oh! No! But what could I do? The boys were
too young to be prosecuted, and as the gun had not burst
and killed at least one of them, what was there to do?
And so even the harmless ousels go, and we seem to be

powerless to prevent it. It makes one sick of their kind,
to dwell upon the subject. Oh! that every man could
have a little feeling in his heart for the dumb creatures,
and not go on his way, taking precious life in wantonness!
When abroad in the woods and fields I often think of
those fines of Wordsworth's:

Ah, what a warning for a thoughtless man,
Could field or grove, could any spot of earth

Show to his eye an image of the pangs
Which it hath witnessed—render back an echo

Of the sad steps by which it hath been trod!

The sportsmen of the Pacific slope deeply regret the
absence of Forest aind Stream from our great Midwinter
Fair. Great numbers of them, the scribe among the
other unfortunates, were unable to visit Chicago, and
hoped they would be able to form its personal acquaint-
ance this winter in San Francisco. Our Fair is a magn'fi-
cent showing of Western pluck and daring, and in many
things is better worth visiting than was the great one at
Chicago—so say our visitors—but there, I won't say
another word, as some one would be sure to say, "There,
there's that infernal Californian, bragging as usual!"
Just one thing more and I am done! How pleased I

am that everything is settled regarding powders! Here I

bfed been struggling along the best I could in my humble
Western way, trying by actual experiment in the field to
determine the best kinds and quantities of powders to use
in different kinds of shooting, and here come Messrs.
Tenner, Von Lengerke and various other more modest
men who cover their identity, like myself, under different
noms de plume, and settle the whole matter. If any man
can arise from a perusal of all this ballistic lore without
being thoroughly convinced of the superiority of good,
old-fashioned black powder, it must be because he has a
mental squint.

You will never catch me using "chained wild beasts"
to kill quail with. I've been shooting for forty years with
black powder, and I am glad that I won't have to be
tempted to make any further experiments with anything
else. "Old friends are best. King James used to call for
his old shoes; they were easiest for his feet."
Talking about wild beasts has reminded me of a story

that I must tell before I close. "I'll tell the tale as 'twas
told to me." A rancher over in the lower foothills of
Nevada county was awakened the other night by a racket
in his barn shortly after he had retired. There was a cow
and a week-old calf in the stable end of the barn, and no
other occupants. The man heard the calf bellow, fol-

lowed by a furious pounding and thrashing, mixed with
loud snorts from the cow. He jumped up and hurried on
his outer garments, lighted a lantern and ran for the barn.
The man came from Pike county, Missouri, and is a most
s'amoozin' old cuss," as Artemas Ward used to say about
his kangaroo, and I will let him tell his story in his own
words. Said he;
"Hit out fur the barn at a powerful smart gait, an'

opened the door an' looked in, an' the ole cow kim at me
a-chargin'. I jest slammed the door in her face an' stuck
in the pin, an' went to the main door an' went in. I
looked over the manger an' spoke to her, kin' o' soothin'
like, but she was powerful mad an' skeered up. She had
the calf in a corner behin' her, an' wus a-switchin' her
tail an' a-shakin' her head, an' every now an' then a-
turnin' to kinder grunt at her cab? an' gi' it a slat wi' her
tongue, kind o' encouragin' like, an' then she'd charge
for'ard agin. Wal, I cuddn't see what ail' the critter
anyhow, when all at once I heered suthin' a-spittin' like
right over my head, an' I hilt the lantern up an' I seed
two o' the dad burndest great green eyes on one o' the
beams over where I was a-stannin' at ever I seed in my
life. I didn't stay thar long, I tell ye, but scooted out the
door, slammed it behint me an' put a brace agin it, an'
put out fur the house. I rousted my boy out of bed to
hoi' tne lantern an' got my old Winchester down, an' see
'at thar was plenty o' catridges in her, an' we went back.
I hung the lantern on the tines o' a pitchfork, pushed it

through the crack o' the door an' pulled my hat down
over my eyes an' got down on my hams, so 's to hev the
light over my head, as I could see better that-a-way. By
an' by I got a good bead on the critter an' turned loose.
The thing cum down kerchuck on the punshins in a
snarl an' then went ter turnin' han'springs. The ole cow

started in a-charging agin; the boy got skeered up an'

dropped the lantern an' run, an', fur a fac', I got in a
right smart chance of a hurry to git back to the house
myself. I waited a while till I cuddn't hear nothin' but
the snorts of the cow an' then lit a cannle an' went back.

I peeked in an' seed suthin' a-lyin' still on the punshins,
an' I went in an' thar lied the biggest mountain lion 'at

ye iver seed, as dead as a doornail, wi' a bullet through
his head."

It seems that the cougar leaped in through a small
opening made in lieu of a window in the back of the
stable, with the intent of having veal for supper. He was
charged so furiously by the cow that he could not escape
by the way he came and took refuge on the beams over-

head. The calf was torn somewhat upon one shoulder,
but not severely. Akefar.
Auburn, Cal. •

DANVIS FOLKS—XXIV.
Dark Days.

Sam's chores were done betimes next morning, and his
breakfast was hardly eaten when he announced an
abrupt departure by saying that he had an errand at the
village.

"What be ye in sech a tew for?" Huldah asked. "You
haint aout o' terbacker, I know, fer the's nigh a paper full

in the sutlerway , an' it haint a week sence you got a paound
o' paowder an' four paounds o' shot." She could think of

no other possible errands that demanded such immediate
attention. She followed Sam to the door and laid a hand
on his arm. "What is 't, Sam? The's suthin' a-pesterin'

on you, I know by your looks. Why don't you tell what
't is? Haint your wife the one you 'd orter tell yer troubles
tu?"
"No man ever had a better one," he said, earnestly.

"It haint nothin' much. Don't ye cross no bridges till ye
come tu Vnij Huldy," and he hurried away at as swift a
pace as ever took him to a runway, barring the exigencies
that demanded running. He wished it was night, that
he might run now, but it would not do, for every old
woman on his route would sally forth to know if he was
going for the doctor and delay him with no end of ques-
tions.

When he entered Bascom's store he was startled to see
how bare it had become since he saw it last. Half the
shelves were empty, and the tempting display of the
counters had shrunk to a forlorn array of odds and ends.
A sharp-eyed stranger was prowling softly about with a
note book and pencil in hand, and Bascom was lounging
near, in apparently careless attendance:
"Why, good mornin', Lovel. Glad to see you. Mr.

Whitney Mr. Lovel. My friend, Mr. Whitney, is helping
me take account of stock. Lovel 's a particular friend of
mine, Whitney. Greatest fox hunter in the country."
Mr. Whitney nodded, looked suspiciously at Sam and

went on noting down memoranda.
"Say, Lovel," Bascom continued, hurriedly, "I want to

go fox hunting with you, or rabbit hunting. That suits

me better. What do you say to going some day next
week?"

"I don't never hunt rabbits," Sam answered, with a
preoccupied air. "Break my dogs never tu foiler 'em.
I'd like tu see you a minute, Mr. Bascom."

"Certainly, certainly, step this way. Well, then, call it

foxes, though I never could kill a fox; I aint sharp
enough for them," and he led Sam to the dingy little

counting room, whither the lynx eyes of Whitney fol-

lowed them till the door closed upon them.
"What can I do for you, Lovel?" Bascom asked with

solicitous good humor.
"Look a here, Mr. Bascom," said Sam in a low, re-

strained voice, and dashing at his subject as a bashful
man does when he dare not hesitate. ' 'I want you tu gi'

me some s'curity fer what I've signed wi' ye on them
bank notes. It's run up tu nine hunderd dollars an'
up'ards, an' ef anything should happen it 'ould knock me
gaily west."
"Why, certainly, Lovel, I'll be glad to secure you.

What do you say to a lien on the stock in the store?"
"Why, seems 's 'ough it looks kinder slim," Sam said

doubtfully.
"Well, perhaps, I've had a big trade lately, but it's

worth a good deal more'n nine hundred. I shall be get-
ting in my winter's stock next week, though, an' I can
fix you then so you'll feel easy enough."
Sam shook his head. "I guess I'll take a lien on what

you've got. an' you c'n gi' me another when you git your
new goods in."

"All right, Lovel. I'll attend to it right off, to-mor-
row." Sam's countenance fell. "You see I can't attend
to it to-day on account of helping Whitney. To-morrow
will do just as well, won't it, Lovel?"

"I'd a good deal druther hev it made out tu-day."
"Then, again," continued Bascom, "the town clerk and

the 'Square have both gone to V'gennes. Went by early
this morning and we couldn't get the papers made out."
"Wal, I s'pose I'll hafter wait," said Sam, turning to

go. "You don't blame me none, Mr. Bascom? I haint
got nothin' but the farm an' the's three ol' folks dependin'
on me, an' it 'ould be awf'l tough if anything should hap-
pen."
"Why, of course, but you need n't be uneasy. But say,

if you are," and he sank his voice to a whisper, "why
don't you deed the farm back to your father?"
"No. sir," and Sam's face flushed, "I haint no slink ef I

be a dumb fool."
"O, there's no harm in your doing that if it would

make you feel any easier. That's all it would be for, any-
way. But do as you like. Come down in the morning
and we'll fix the lien."

He followed Sam to the outer door and looked after
him with something of concern in his restless eyes, and
then saying to himself, "If he will be a blasted fool he
must take his chances with the rest," he returned to his
uneasy lounging.
That night he was speeding behind Hamner's best horse

toward the lake on his way to Canada, a fugitive from
Danvis, where he was never seen again.
On his way to the village next morning, Sam was met

by the ill tidings already running like wildfire along the
quiet roads, that Bascom's store was closed, everything in
it attached by distant creditors, and he gone, no one knew
whither. Sam went on to receive complete assurance of
the rumor, and then returned to his home, bearing the
burden of a heavy heart. His white, set face frightened
Huldah when he entered the kitchen.

"Be you sick?" she asked anxiously; but he did not an-
swer till she had followed him into the bedroom. Then
seating himself on the bed, he drew her to his knee, and
with desperate rapidity told her the whole story of his 1

wretched entanglement with the unscrupulous adven-
turer. She listened to the end without speaking, and
then holding his face with both hands close to hers, she;

said:

"Sam, why didn't you tell me afore? I don't blame ye
one mite fer nothin' but that. You hed orter ha' tol'

me, an' mebby I wouldn't ha' let ye, for I allers mistrusted
that Bascom. He was tew clever an' tew false-eyed."

"Yis," said Sam, "tew dumb clever an' cute for sech a
dodunk as I be. He kep' me a-thinkin' it 'ould be all'

right tu-morrer, tu-morrer, wi' his promises. On'y yis-

t'd'y he promised faithful tu gi' me security, an' naow all

he hed is 'tached up an' he's gone an' lef' me tu face the
music alone. Ev'ything we've got is jes the same as gone.
Them bank fellers tu V'gennes don't show no marcy."
"Mebby father '11 help us, so 's 't we can save the farm,"

said Huldah.
"I wouldn't ask him no more'n I'd eat my head off. He

never thought none tew much on me, an' naow he'll think
less on me. He'll tell you tu come hum wi' Bub, an' le'

me go tu the 01' Scratch."
"No, Sam, he knows I wouldn't never leave you, jest as

well as you du," said Huldah, fervently stroking his

frowsy, flaxen poll. "We're young an' tough an' we've
got one another an' aour boy, an' what's the hul worl'
compared? Don't you be downhearted."

"I know it all. But what hits me the hardest is what's:

goin' tu become o' father an' Uncle Lisher an' Aunfc Jeru-
shy. They're all on 'em 'most past cuttin' the' own fod-
der. An' what ef we sh'd be sick er suthin'? The'd be
nothin' fer 'em but tu go on the taown. It's like a chunk
o' lead in my heart."
"They shan't never," she said, with suppressed vehe-'

mence, "we'll work aour fingers tu the bone fust. But
there'll be a way aout somewheres. Ifs rook us sudden
an' we've got tu think."

"I've tried tu, but my head's all in a whirl an' my idees,

is all in a whew, like dry leaves in a whirlwin'."
"Well, we'll think it aout some way," said Huldah

hopefully.
"The sheriff '11 be here tu rights," said Sam, "fer

them bank fellers is sharper on the scent of a dollar 'an
Drive on the track of a fresh-started fox. I'd ruther take
a wus lickin' 'an ever I got yit 'an tu see him a levyin'

on the stuff an' the land that gran'ther cleared on the
fust pitch 'at was made in Danvis. He could ha' settled

at the lake ef he hedn't ben so feared o' fever 'n' aig.

Mebby ef he hed, an' I'd ha' ben raised there, I shouldn't
ha' ben sech a tarnal fool. But then agin, mebby I

wouldn't ha' faoun' you. Anyhaow, the sheriff can't

take you an' Bub away from me. Wal, I s'pose I mus'
go tu werk, ef it is lunsome business, a duin' fer you do'i

know who. But it's better 'n rnumpin'. Duin' anythin'
is. But fust off I've got tu tell father an' Uncle Lisher,

an' ifs abaout the toughest job in the hul business."

"Wal, an' I'll talk it over wi' Aunt Jerushy," said

Huldah.
"What a coward I be," Sam exclaimed. "Lord, I

wish 't I c'ld run off inf the woods an' hide, er lay daown
an' sleep an' never wake up tu remember nuthin'."

"O, no you don't nuther. You wanter live an' see
what kin' of a hunter the baby's goin' tu be?" said his

wife.
At length, facing the painful duty of inflicting pain,

Sam called his father into the shop and in the fewest
possible words, unsparing of self-condemnation, as a
penitent of his own scourge, he told the ill tidings to thei

two old men. Uncle Lisha heard them with an attention

divided by his work, after the first few words, listening

while he entered the bristles in the awl holes with un-
trembling hands and drew the waxed ends with slow,i

strong pulls. When Sam concluded he said:

"Wal, good airth aa' seas! The' haint no use o' cryin'i

over spilled milk. I guess the' won't none of us die!

afore aour time comes."
Timothy Lovell, although appalled by the calamity

which threatened to break up the household wherein he
had found such quiet contentment, offered only the mild;

reproof:
"You wan't ezackly preudent a-signin' wi' a man you.

didn't know no' better," which he tempered by saying,,

"But you meant well an' hedn't no idee but what 't 'ould

come all right."

Sam waited a little, giving them opportunity to say!

more, but they did not avail themselves of it, and for the
ease of his mind he went forth to find some work to lay
his hands to. His first look abroad revealed the well-

known figure of the constable, rocking and swaying up
the road, in his thorough-brace sulky, a species of car-:

riage used by no other person in the community, save by
the doctor.

The officer hitched his well-known white horse much
too conspicuously in front of the house and then began to

levy on the personal property in a disagreeably calm and
businesslike manner. Sam had always liked Constable
Beers and had v >ted for him at every March meeting for

years, but he hated him now, and swore that he should
never have his vote again. He, however, relented when
the constable, having made his rounds, turned to him and
said with a sigh of regret:

"Darn it all, Lovel, the' haint pus'nal prop'ty 'nough tu
half satisfy the claim, an' I've got tu 'tach the land. I'm
tormented sorry, but I've got tu du my duty. You musu't
lay up no hard feelin's agin me as twix man an' man."

"I didn't know but you luftedtu, same as butchers lufs-

ter kill critters," said Sam. "They haint nuthin' agin the

critters, but they like the business."

"Wal, then I don't," said the constable, and then in a
loud whisper, though no one was in ear shot, "if you had

\

any idee this was comin' why in tunkot didn't you deed
the land back tu your father?"

"Proberbly, 'cordin' tu most folkses idee, 'cause I was a
dumb fool." Rowland E. Robinson.

A Stray Carrier Pigeon.

Central Lake, Mich., Feb. 19.—The Detroit Journal
reports the arrival of a carrier pigeon with a silver band
marked "G. H." around its neck at the hotel at Ottawa
Beach. It was probably lost in the late storm. It makes
its home with the hotel keeper, who sends messages by
it from the woods to Lis house. Whose is it? Kelpie,
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MEN AND SNAKES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have been much interested in the article on "Men
and Snakes" by "Coahoma" in your issue of Feb. 24, and
fully agree with Mm in his estimate of the brutality and
barbarism of such of the human race as kill on sight
every living creature that is large enough to attract their
attention and not so large as to make them afraid to at-

tack it. I often think when I read the account of some
very large bags of game made by certain ' 'sportsmen"
that the element of slaughter is entirely too prominent a
feature, and that the birds have been killed for the mere
pleasure of destruction. I recently read, or rather looked
over—for I could not bear to read much of it—Sir Samuel
Baker's "Rifle and Hound in Ceylon." I never met with
an account of more heartless and useless butchery. Ele-
phants and buffalo, elk and deer were ruthlessly slaugh-
tered; sometimes as many as a dozen in a single day, not
to supply the needs of the camp, but for the mere excite-
ment of killing, while the carcasses were left to rot upon
the ground. Buffalo cows with calves by their sides
were relentlessly shot down and left, in most cases to
pollute the air. I am glad to be able to add that this
happ ned when Sir Samuel was a comparatively young
man, and I hope that before his death, which occurred a
short time ago, he was able to see the folly of such wan-
ton destruction.
There are, it seems to me, but three general excuses for

destroying the lives of the lower animals. First, for use
as food or clothing; second, because such lives may be
harmful to the best interests of man; and third, for pur-
poses of study. I am an ardent lover of hunting and
fishing, and fully understand the passion that these pur-
suits inspire in the breasts of their devotees, I do not be-
lieve that such sports can be justified if the game so taken
is not put to economic uses. In one sense at least I be-
lieve in pot-hunting. To me the pleasures of the field

consist in the charm of nature's works among which I

am led, the excitement of the search, the uncertainty of
the result, and the emulation of matching my skill

against the natural cunning of the game, but when the
first flush of final triumph has passed away I must often
confess to a feeling of sadness for the beautiful and happy
life thus brought to an untimely end.
There is one point, however, in which I cannot so fully

agree with "Coahoma." He speaks of the blacksnake as
a. ' 'perfectly harmless creature. " In my experience there
is no more persistent and merciless robber of birds' nests
than this same blacksnake, at least in the northern part of
the country. I have had the satisfaction of ending the
career of several of these fellows, taken in the very act in
a tree a few yards from the ground, and have known of
many other cases. They eat either eggs or young birds,
as they may chance to find, and are skillful climbers of
trees in the search for their prey. It is true they do de-
stroy mice, but they also catch and devour toads and
frogs, and these are "perfectly harmless creatures," the
toad, at least, being moreover a very useful animal in
fields and gardens from the great number of insects which
it destroys. The blacksnake and various other of the
medium-sized and large species are persistent hunters of
toads and frogs, and probably destroy vast numbers of
them. Against the mice which the snakes catch and eat,

must be set the birds' eggs and young and also the toads
and frogs, and I very much fear that the balance of the
account will show on the wrong side for the snakes.
The smaller species, like the grass snake, garter snake,

etc., do undoubtedly live to a great extent on insects, and
in tliis respect must be classed as useful creatures; but I

have found on several occasions a very small snake in sus-
picious proximity to the despoiled nest of a ground-
building bird, which nest, to my certain knowledge, had
contained eggs but a few hours before, and I have no
doubt that the sly little wriggler in question was the cul-
prit. If a choice is to be made between the snakes and
the birds, there can be but one voice in the matter. The
birds ha ve generally endeared themselves to all observing
people by their sprightly manners, graceful forms, beau-
tiful plumage and agreeable notes; while snakes, which
have none of these pleasing attributes, are generally held
in detestation and aversion even by those who can give no
good reason for the feeling. When, however, the food
habits of these creatures are examined, other and more
important points of difference are discovered. The inves-
tigations now being made in the food habits of birds lead
to the conclusion that they are a race that cannot well be
spared, and any element in nature which either destroys
them or hinders their increase has need to show some very
strong points of usefulness in other respects.
While I am willing to accord to snakes the "right to

life, liberty and the pursuit of field mice," I must assert
that they do not confine their pursuit to the field mice
alone, but follow and destroy creatures that stand in the
other scale of the economic balance. On the whole I do
not believe that the snakes in this country occupy a posi-
tion of great importance from either an economic or
aesthetic point of view. They are not valued as an article

of food, like fish, they do not supply a cheerful and pleas
ing feature in the landscape like birds, and the results of
observations upon their food habits does not lead to the
supposition that they are of great use in this respect, so
that while all needless killing is to be deprecated, it would
not appear that the snakes stand in any such important
relations to other factors in the economy of nature that
their taking off would seriously disturb the balance.

F. E. L. Beal.
U. S. Departjiekt op Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have just read "Coahoma's" article wherein he reads

Mr. Horace Kephart a lecture for shooting a. blacksnake.
Instead of censuring Mr. Kephart I wish to tender him
my congratulations. I say kill every blacksnake in the
land if you can. If "Coahoma" had been troubled in his
mind as I have been troubled in my mind by the misdeeds
of this God-accursed reptile, he would lie awake nights de-
vising means to destroy it.

If he had lived in the woods alone for nine years and
had entered into a compact of friendship with the birds,

had furnished them food and nest material and protec-
tion in return for their songs and confidence, had waged
a desperate conflict with the blacksnake to protect their

eggs and young, he would understand my feelings toward
the blacksnake and other species nearly as destructive.

I was never a snake killer until I began to study bird
life. At the present time I kill only such species as I

know live mostly on birds and their eggs. The blacksnake
(Coluber constrictor), the milksnake (Ophibolus eximius)
and the garter snake (Eutania sirtalis) are the three
species most to be dreaded.
When these, snakes increase in number the song birds

decrease, and when it happens tha,t snakes "winter kill,"

for a year or two thereafter birds increase rapidly. In
another article I will give my experience in relation to
the increase and decrease of birds on the Cape. I cannot
speak for other localities.

" Hermit.
Gloucester, Mass.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Allow me to thank you for the courteous recognition

of my "plea for snakes" in your editorial columns. If
you will permit me to play tho role of critic upon your
kindly criticism I think I can point out a fallacy in your
observations which appears to be the underlying ground
for much of the unreasoning persecution so generally
waged against the harmless varieties of the snake family.
In the present enlightened state of intelligent minds I

hope the recognition of a simple fact, as disclosed by
learned searchers in the philological and historical aspects
of Bible writings, and read in the indisputable records of

nature by those qualified to interpret her writings, will

not incur the charge of introducing a question of religious

controversy into your columns. I assume that all intelli-

gent readers accept what has become a mere truism of
science and history, as recognized by all advanced
teachers, both secular and divine; that the earth is older
than any philosopher will undertake to compute; that the
age of the human race is far greater than is assigned to

it in Genesis; that the story of the Garden of Eden is a
pretty^ and ingenious traditional myth of the early
Israelites, held in common with the cosmogonies of other
early races of men, but committed to writing at a com-
paratively late period in Hebrew history. The role

assigned to the serpent in that drama has impressed
itself on the minds of men as being what the lawyers
would call an a priori investiture, whereas it is in
reality purely a fortiori. In plainer terms, the natural
fear and aversion to serpents which had grown up from
man's experience suggested the part assigned to the ser-

pent in the myth. Those people inhabited a country
where deadly serpents abounded and they readily attached
to them the idea of typical evil. But even in the present
day, in India a practical distinction is made between veno-
mous and non-venomous snakes, as a variety of the latter

known as house snakes is not only tolerated, but culti-

vated, for their usefulness in destroying vermin in the
dwellings. The Garden of Eden myth, so long regarded
as history, has implanted in the minds of men, especially

the more ignorant, a superstitious belief that a divine
injunction rests upon them to destroy every snake that
is unfortunate enough to come within their reach. This
is pretty hard lines for the innocent varieties of the
snake tribe, audit is to be hoped that advancing enlighten-
ment will liberate them from such a cruel piece of bar-
barism and also emancipate men from the stigma of a
gross superstition. Coahoma.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I was much interested while reading the article con-

tributed by "Coahoma" treating upon snakes, and can
truly say that his sentiments on that subject fully coincide
with mine. I have often wondered why so many persons
look with horror upon everything of the serpent kind
and always kill them if possible to do so. Whether it is

owing to the stories taken from heathenish mythology
and told to one from childhood up, or to the awful yarns
that one often hears about the terrible doings of some
members of the ophidian tribe, or to other causes, I am
unable to say, but it is certainly true that nine out of
every ten persons—many of whom ought to know better

—seem to have a fear more or less of snakes, even those
of the most harmless varieties, and always try to maim
or kill them.

I would no more think of killing or even hurting a non-
venemous snake than of killing or wounding a toad, frog,

lizard or a warbling bird; in fact many and many a time
have I stopped to watch with the greatest interest the
lithe and graceful movements of a snake, especially if a
constrictor, and would consider the investigation of it as
interesting as of any other creacure belonging to the lower
orders of nature's animate children.
One August day while riding I saw a green snake, and

having caught it took it to my home in Asbury Park. The
little fellow was about 2ft. in length and "as handsome
as a picture." The little snake drew a crowd, and I was
not only amused but surprised to note the ignorance
shown about the timid, inoffensive thing. Some of those
present were certain it had a stinger in its tail; others
that its red forked tongue was its stinger; and others
thought it must certainly have fangs; so all advised me to

kill it before I was bitten or stung; as they saw it crawling
up my sleeve they surely thought that some mishap
would befall me, but after toying with the creature for
awhile and explaining about it to them, scarcely one of
the onlookers but would dare to handle it, thus showing
what tffect a little information about such matters has
upon many persons. A. L. L.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Five or six years ago I was passing out of my yard,

carrying in one hand a setting pole, when I perceived at
the side of a plank walk an object, evidently animate
and of very peculiar appearance. It was nearly globular
in shape, had eyes bright and protruding, and certain
attachments, the nature of which I could not well make
out. Its appearance was strikingly peculiar, and it was
some little time before I found that it was one of my
toads, and that it was endeavoring to keep from being
pulled under the sidewalk. By means of the pole I suc-
ceeded in eliminating the puller, which proved to be a
garter snake of moderate dimensions. Him I killed, and
the pullee, evidently much relieved in mind, but with one
hind leg badly lacerated, managed to retire from the scene
of conflict to some place where it might nurse its wounds
in peace.

This, I believe, was the last snake I have killed, and had
he been pursuing his legitimate avocation at a distance
from my garden, I should have wished to spare his life.

I was reminded of this occurrence on reading the letter

of "Coahoma" in a recent number of the Forest and
Stream, and the accompanying editorial. I liked "Coa-
homa's" letter, and coincide with him in the views therein
expressed.

It is a good many years since I have killed a snake with-
out some sufficient reason. Considered simply as snakes,
I was never afraid of them. I should fear them merely
as I would a panther or a grizzly, when possessing the
apparent ability to do me harm. When a boy I felt some
pride in compassing the destruction of a very large snake,
as I would now in exhibiting a fine pair of^antlersjas a
trophy.
Of the senseless, unreasoning dread aroused in some

mental organizations on the sight of a snake, I know
nothing. I am not fond of them, and do not like to
handle them. Neither would I from choice handle any
sort of worms or caterpillars, though I have had some ex-
perience in this regard.
Some old stories go without saying until questioned.

The questioning sometimes serves to show the grain of
truth which underlies a mass of fable.

For example, I believe in the power of the snake to
"charm," as it is called, birds and perhaps other creatures,
whose nervously susceptible organizations render them
peculiarly susceptible to this influence. Similarly I be-
lieve that the same power is possessed by the domestic
cat, for I have seen it exercised.

I doubt the existence of any "natural enmity" between
the dog and cat, and this is also the opinion of a lady of
excellent sense and judgment, with whom for many
years I have been on terms of intimacy.
This lady has a natural dislike, perhaps a horror, of

bugs, snakes, and creeping things of whatever descrip-
tion, yet she has never been known to conduct herself
otherwise than sensibly when in their immediate vicinity.

She tells me that her dread of a "tomato worm" is far
greater than that she has for snakes.
Many children have been known to play with snakes.

Th,ey are a common object of worship among savage
tribes, either as representative of the good or of the evil

principle, and are highly honored among others. In some
parts of South America they are valued (so I have read)
as household inmates, for the protection they afford
against vermin.
The unreasoning dread of and desire to kill all sorts of

snakes which exists, I think, mainly among those peoples
possessed of a written literature, is, I believe, largely a
taught quality, and if the old snake story referred to by
the editor had been placed among the uncanonicals, it

would have been better both for humanity and for the
snakes.

I think with "Coahoma" that in these days—the last of
the nineteenth century—it is well for those who prefer
fact to fancy to consider seriously whether, after all, they
haven't been a little too rough on the snakes.

I would like to meet "Coahoma." Kelpie.
Central Lake, Mich., March 1.

For Anatomical Material.

Philadelphia, Feb. 21.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Being much interested in the anatomy of the mammalia
of America and having been invited to undertake the
management of the recently created Wistar Institute of
Anatomy and Biology at Philadelphia, I have determined
to appeal to all lovers of science, especially to those sports-

men having scientific tastes, to send to me for study and
preservation the bodies of any of our characteristic quad-
rupeds which may come under their notice. It is a mat-
ter of common observation that these animals are every
year becoming more rare, and many of them are threat-

ened with extinction. Does not a great responsibility rest

upon those whose professional training fits them for the
work of acquainting the scientific world with the structure
of these animals? No time must be lost in bringing
together in a building appropriate for the purpose carcasses
of the Rocky Mountain goat, Rocky Mountain sheep, the
pronghorn antelope, the different species of deer, the
mountain cat, the marsh hare and the water hare. The
bison, it is true, is now in a measure protected, and it is

not likely that it will now become extinct. Yet even here
it iB desirable that no opportunity be wasted of investi-

gating its anatomy. Other animals which are common to
both Europe and America do not properly belong to this

list. But the above remarks will apply to them as well as
to those peculiar to our fauna.

If the proper spirit be entertained, I am positive that
no question of remoteness of hunting ground should serve
as an obstacle to success in making collections. Let me
suppose that it were known that a body of rhytina could
be procured from the Northwest coast, is it reasonable to
imagine that it could not be brought home in a condition
fit for dissection? If a government vessel can make a
voyage for the express purpose of procuring a few bones
ofjthe great auk, it is equally rational to organize an expe-
dition to bring in the preserved bodies of rare quadrupeds,
no matter how distant their haunts may be from the
centers of civilization. Zoological science is one of equal
dignity with geographical science, and the same pains
ought to be taken to procure valuable materials for
study in one instance as the other. But I acknowledge
that a request for the bodies of animals, let me say like

those of the sea otter and the musk ox, is a little off from
the main motive of this letter. At least, I hope to obtain
through the kind offices of your readers the bodies of
animals which are yet to be found within our own terri-

tories. Harrison Allen, Director.

Grouse Chicks and Bantam Mothers.

Toledo, O. , Feb. 22.—A correspondent of last week's
Forest and Stream (Mr. Redmond, of Rochester) queries
whether the ruffed grouse hen would take kindly to the
chicks hatched from game bantam eggs placed under
her. Judging from my own experience in a case of this

kind, she undoubtedly would. One of my grouse hens
some five or six years ago hatched and reai-ed to full

maturity four game bantam chicks, her own eggs not
having been fertilized. They remained with her until
the pugnacious little rascals (the cockerels) became so
abusive of their foster mother they had to be removed.
In the wild state the foster mother would in all proba-
bility exercise the greatest care over chicks hatched under
her, but she would be very likely to become disgusted
with their thick wits, and their inability to fly within a
week, and the chances are that they would all perish
before they had learned how to take care of themselves.

Jay Beeb^,
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LEAD-POISONED WILDFOWL.
New Yoke:, Feb. 24.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have read with interest your articles on lead-poisoning

and "croup," and am glad to be able to contribute one or
two facts bearing on the subject.

At Narrows Island the goose pen stands on the border
of a channel known as the Little Narrows, which, in times
of severe cold weather, is always open, and during a.

freeze-up is a great flyway for ducks. Gunners shooting
along this channel at such times have for many years
scattered shot over the marsh, the water and the mud.

TJntii a year or two since the goose pen stood partly on
the marsh and partly over the muddy shore, and inclosed

no high land. The live decoy geese and ducks being un-
able to supply themselves with sand or gravel, were indus-

trious in searching through the mud for the hard particles

necessary to the proper digestion of their food, and until

recently we were constantly troubled by having our decoy
geese and ducks sick with the "croup." However, after

the death of Capt. Eyder, our former superintendent, we
moved and enlarged the goose pen, so that it now takes
in a piece of high ground, where there is some sand and
plenty of broken oyster shells. We also give the geese
the best corn we can buy and every once in a while feed
them with grass. As the birds can now readily obtain
sand and fragments of oyster shells, they supply their

wants with these substances and are thus much less likely

to take in any considerable quantity of the shot which
may still remain within the limits of the pen. It is of
course evident that to keep these captive birds in a state

of health they should be surrounded as nearly as possible

by natural conditions.
Member op Narrows Island Club.

[The finding of this metallic substance in the gizzard of
these birds calls to mind a case noticed at the time in Forest
and Stream, where the gizzard of the dusky grouse killed

in Washington Territory contained, besides the usual
gravel, a dozen little nuggets of gold. The contents of
this bird's gizzard is still in our possession.]

Editor Forest and Stream:
I see that Mr. Hough, in Forest and Stream of the 10th,

touches upon the lead-poisoned canvasbacks of the Texas
coast. While I am not prepared to say anything about
the birds being placed on the Northern market I can
testify to the truth of the fact that the ducks on the Texas
coast do swallow lead shot and other metallic pellets.

Last November a party of gentlemen, Messrs. Albert
Steves, Ed. Dreiss, F. Hensel and the writer, of San An-
tonio; Col. Sam Allen, Percy Allen and Will Dumble, of
Houston, camped a few days on the banks of Lake Sur-
prise, twenty-five miles northeast of Galveston, and any
of the gentlemen named above will testify to the truth of
the accompanying clipping from Texas Field of Decem-
ber, 1892.

Ed. Dreiss, one of the. shining lights of the San Antonio Rifle Club,
came up to me with a bluebill drake dangling from his girdle and
addressed me as follows: "See here, old man. I found this duck in
the lake and I brought it with me. Is it fresh?" and he handed the
bird over for inspection.
I examined it. Looked at its eyes, which were in good condition,

and I told him the bird had evidently been killed that morning, and
advised him to keep it.

Upon examination of the bird after we had returned to the sloop,
we found that there were no visible shot marks on the duck, so we
picked it clean. There was not even an abrasion of the skin and the
duck was in fine condition—as fat as butter. The absence of shot
marks excited our curiosity, so we held a postmortem on the carcass.
Removing the gizzard, we cut it iu two and we found thirty-nine
pellets of shot therein. A number of the pellets had evidently been
digested, as the sizes and shapes clearly indicated.
Right here we did a foolish thing, by moving ten miles up the bay

to the ''lone tree,' 1 where ducks were'reported plentiful as mosquitoes
in August.
We found the ducks, but the country was too open and we very soon

concluded [that we had enough. Here, again, our friend Dreiss
came across the source of another mystery.
In a little puddle he espied a bluebill drake, sitting upright. He ap-

proached it, saying as he went: ' Get up, you son of a duck, and I'll

put more shot into you than your brother had in his gizzard yester-
day."
But the bird sat there and uttered not a word, which fact worried

Dreiss. On the bold hunter came, and when within a few feet of
the bird, he noticed that the duck was evidently hurt. He picked it
up and carried it to the boat where a minute examination disclosed
the fact that externally the bird was uninjured. It was picked clean,
its gizzard taken out and on cutting it open it was found to contain
fifty eight pellets of shot, some of them as large as No. 4.

For want of a. better theory, it is accepted that the ducks, upon
searching the bottom of the lakes and sloughs, wherein they had been
feeding, came across the pellets and swallowed them as grains of
sand, and that they died for want of breath superinduced by too
much lead in the system. One man told us that they were led astray
and his bones lie bleaching on the swamps of West Bay.

The shot were preserved by the writer and are mailed to
Forest and Stream to-day, with the recommendation
that an invitation be sent to doubting Thomas on the
banks of Lake Michigan to examine the same.

I also have it from the market-hunters of the Lake Sur-
prise region that canvasbacks do not confine their metal
diet to lead, but often pick up bits of iron, copper, pieces
of percussion caps, etc. O. C. Guessaz.

A Canadian Samson.

Belleville, Ont,, Feb, 24.—Recently a few deer
strayed from the northern townships to the vicinity of
this city, where animals of their species have not been
seen for many years. It is reported that two of them,
which crossed the Bay of Quinte in continuance of their
journey southward, have been killed by some bloodthirsty
vandals.
The following sensational story is furnished by the

Watchman, a newspaper published in the town of 'Lind-
say, in this district: "The strong men are not all dead
yet. A short time ago the cook in Gray and Millard's
camp at Wahnapitae was returning home from one of the
neighboring camps, when he was somewhat startled to
see two full-grown lynx standing in the pathway and
evidently determined to dispute the right of way with
him. Roderick Findal, who by the way is a regular
Hercules, standing 6ft. in his stockings and stoutly built
in proportion, was not to be daunted by two wildcats.
He advanced steadily upon them, but when he was about
15ft. away from them the largest one leaped straight at
his throat. Findal was too quick for it, however, for he
dodged, and seizing it by one of the hindlegs as it flew
past him he dashed its brains out against a tree. The
other one sprang at him, but fell a little short, and before
it could recover, a kick from Findal's heavy boot ended
its career. The boys were somewhat surprised on his
arrival at camp with the two animals." R. S. B.

DOMESTICATION OF WILDFOWL,
Editor Forest and Stream:
In England during the winter there is a bird called the

bean goose {Anas segetum), and I have just discovered
that we have a goose bean with us this winter.
A few years ago I reported to Forest and Stream a

flock of thirteen wild geese {Branta canadensis) that Mr.
Norman Pomroy, of Lockport, secured, by their alight-

ing among his domestic geese during a severe storm
and following them into his barn, when he closed the
entrance.
Some.of the wild birds mated with the domestic geese,

while the others held to their first loves. By clipping the
wings of the wild species Mr. Pomroy has succeeded in
keeping the original number about the same, and has
raised many of the hybrids for the market. I have seen
him on the street with a sleigh box full of them. But he
has learned that it does not pay to keep the hybrids for
breeding purposes, as they do not mate among themselves
nor with the full blood stock. They lay eggs, but as they
are not fertile they do not produce young.
Occasionally during the spring freshets Mr. Pomroy will

lose a pair of the wild species, probably while they are in
search of a nesting place. They will follow down the
small brooks until they reach the Eighteen-Mile Creek,
where they are killed by the spring shooter, who does not
suspect that they are other than wild geese, until he finds
the clipped wings.
But I have strayed from my story of the goose bean.

On Jan. 3 Mr. Pomroy brought to me a male bird of the
wild species, which had been killed by one of his neigh-
bors named Bean (this is where the goose Bean comes in).

Bean saw in Ms field a flock of geese and at once identi-
fied them as of the wild species, as he had often seen Mr.
Pomroy's birds while passing his place. He did not stop
to consider thatit was out of season for these birds to be

1

"?J _
'"" MR. pomroy's wild geese.

From photo by master Pomroy.

passing south or north, but securing his gun started
for them. Stealthily creeping along the fence until
he got as near as he thought he could possibly get
without alarming them (he might have walked up within
a rod of them), he selected the largest male bird for his
target and fired. The other birds did not seem to be
alarmed at seeing one of their companions flopping about,
but seemed to enjoy the circus. Not until then did it occur
to the goose Bean that he had shot one of his neighbor
Pomroy's Branta canadensis. His excuse must have been
a tame one when he presented the dead bird to Mr.
Pomroy, who, I know, has been offered a good round
price for the bird within the past two years, and who also
assured me that Mr. Bean would pay for his early wild
goose chase. The bird was in good condition and weighed
lolbs. after hanging up for two days. J. L. Davison.
Lockport, Feb. 32.

|
But according to the law in the case, the wild geese,

once out of Mr. Pomroy's own fields, are ferai naturai,
and may be "reduced to possession" by any one.]

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Feb. 24 Mr. E. Hough, who "is just

out of live wild ducks," mentions that I am in need of
them. For years it has been my hobby to have our beau-
tiful wild ducks around me, but I have great difficulty in
getting them. Of wood ducks I have a fine flock and
bred twenty-eight young last year; my three pairs of
green-winged teal laid many eggs, but they were not
fertile. The minks killed my bluewings and my solitary
pintail pines for a mate. Neither redheads nor canvas-
backs seem to be attainable, and I find it hard to get
even widgeon or baldpate.
Last summer a gentleman, whose name I had never

heard before, but who knew of my hobby, wrote me
from the South that he had several"wing-tipped ducks
saved for me, and that they were feeding well and
promised to live, but before my letter of thanks reached
him some animal broke into the inclosure and killed a
couple, while the others escaped.
The wood duck, which bred about most ponds and

streams in my boyhood days, is almost unknown in the
Eastern States now, and visitors constantly ask of what
country my birds are native. I know that I would shock
some good men if I should say that boys with guns had
killed off these beautiful birds, and therefore I will only
refer to the fact that I look back at my own youthful
gunning and regret that I destroyed many things in an
unthinking manner that were of no use to me further
than to satisfy my desire to kill something, but a boy is a
barbarian, and I was one.

I am trying to make amends for my early cruelty by
breeding some of the beautiful creaturss that are fast
disappearing. Fred Mather.
Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y,

Linnaean Society.

A regular meeting of the society will be held at the
American Museum of Natural History, New York, Tues-
day evening, March 27, at 8 o'clock, for reports of officers
for 1893-1894, and election of officers for 1891-1895.

J. A. Allen, Ph. D., (1) "The First or Nestling Plumage
of Various Species of North American Birds, illustrated
with specimens." (3) "The Effects of Civilization upon
the Fauna and Flora of North America."

Arthur H. Howell, Sec'y.
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DIXIE LAND.— I.

[From a Staff Correspondent]

Birds, Bottles and a Consequence.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 7.—Oae day last December, when I

was busy executing the "nicely dove-tailed fabric" of a
Chicago business day—the sort of a day that costs hair
and pigment, and carries with it the soft and musical
tinkle of coffin nails to come—I got tired, which made
me angry, and therefore rebellious. Being rebellious, I
quit working, put my feet into the middle of the desk
and undertook to read a society novel by way of change.
The society novel proved to be pretty hard work, too,

and of it one's recollections are vague. Tha.t there was a
grande dame in it, however, I remember, a leader of the
haute noblesse, who didn't do a thing but only drink
champagne before breakfast and never ate anything less
than a canvasback duck, and wore diamonds, oh! dear.
This grande dame, whom we may call my lady Ten
Streyck, because I forget her name, had, if my memory
serves (the janitor's wife has the book now), no acquaint-
ances but artists, lords, "journalists" and dramatic critics,

and as near as I can learn all these people lived on can-
vasback, quail and champagne. They were in the heart
of the city. Nearly all the lords, artists, "journalists"
and critics I ever fell in with sat on a stool and ate Wiener
wursts and coffee, anyhow Wiener wursts, but that wasn't
the way of the people in this book. They had birds and
bottles, never anything else. The book fairly reeked with
birds, bottles and good society. Of two-thirds of all that
I don't know anything, though I confess I had not sup-
posed that a lady in good society would wake up in the
night and eat terrapin, and marrons glacis, and crime de
menthe and things, and put in the rest of the time on
birds and bottles, as appears from this book to be the
custom.

Couldn't Find Any Marrons.
But the book had attached to it an idea. I wondered

if all the people who really do eat canvasbacks and terra-
pin and birds, know where all these things come from
and how they are obtained, and what the actual supply is

to-day. This, naturally, set me thinking of the trip into
the Texas canvasback country, and the thought of that
made me want to go again and spy out some more
country. To make it short, I did go, and did spy out
some country, and am now back and am going to tell

about it. While I am not able to say that I have found a
place where one can have sport at marrons glaces and
creme de menthe, I do say that I visited country where an
artist, a "journalist" or a sportsman can go and have
pleasure each in his own line and plenty good enough
for him—indeed good enough for a lord or a dramatic
critic—where canvasback, terrapin, oysters, quail, deer
and turkey can still be found, and where, moreover, one
can escape the heavy hand of the northern winter and so
cheat life of one of its terrors.

Of this country I shall take great pleasure of writing
in this and subsequent issues of Forest and Stream, for
it appears to me that the territory visited is by all odds
the best sporting section now left in the United States.
This remark I make not altogether in regard to any one
narrow portion of the region traversed, but as applying
generally to Missouri, Arkansas, the Indian nations and
Texas. To be specific as to the route by which to get
there, I may name that taken by myself, namely, the
Chicago & Alton to St. Louis, the Iron Mountain road
from St. Louis to Texarkana, the Texas & Pacific from
Texarkana to Longview, the International & Great
Northern from Longview to San Antonio, and the San
Antonio & Arkansas Pass railway from San Antonio to
Rockport. the latter, on the Gulf Coast, being the limit of
the journey. This is a long trip, with a great deal of
country to it, but any one who makes that trip can, in
proper season, have the certainty of a most varied line of
sport. He can have, at the proper points and in proper
season, probably the best quail shooting in the country,
probably as fine duck shooting as can be had anywhere,
doubtless the best turkey shooting and as good deer hunt-
ing as he will get in the United States, good fair bass
fishing, and lastly, what is without question, the best
tarpon fishing there is anywhere on our coast.

That these are broad statements I know very well, but
it is the virtue of such trips as this to show the truth or
the inaccuracy, of such statements, and I think the story
of what we saw and did will be proof enough for the
above claims, though of course the shifting of the game
supply might make the story locally more or less inaccu-
rate in some regards a year from now. The climate and
the people will not be changed in a century, let us hope.

Out of the Ice.

It does not take long, in these days of railroading, to
get out of the ice and snow into a country which Provi-
dence intended for human habitation. Leaving Chicago,
whose climate never did contemplate the dwelling here
of human beings, at 11 in the morning, the gliding Alton
train got me into St. Louis about 7 o'clock in the evening,
appetite and spirits rising with the thermometer. At this

landing I did not have a bird and a bottle, but happening
to fall foul of a lunch counter where the ham had a
juicy, untrammeled, out-for-a-trip look, and the eggs
were more golden and inviting than eggs ever are at

home, I created widespread havoc. Ten hours before I

would have shuddered at the thought. Hunger begins
when you pack your bag for a shooting trip, and increases

as to the square of the distance from home and work.
At 8:30 you take the Iron Mountain out of St. Louis,

and in the morning you awake at Little Rock, not yet
twenty-four hours out of Chicago, but quite clear of the
snow and ice. In fact, it is only forty-five hours from
Chicago to San Antonio, Tex. , and there you are in para-
dise, only five or six hours more from the Gulf Coast.

Little Rock.

At Little Rock one is hungrier than ever, and needs the
breakfast he gets at the Hotel Richelieu. For, of course,

on this trip the shooter will stop at Little Rock, for rea-

sons which will appear; and the proprietor of the Riche-
lieu being Joe Irwin, one of the best shots and best
posted sportsmen of his State, and moreover a Forest
and Stream man and a pleasant gentleman all around,
there is no place else in Little Rock for a shooter to think
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about but the Richelieu, which incidentally is probably
the best hotel in the South anyhow.
My appetite and I created another havoc at the Rich-

elieu breakfast table, and there Mr. Irwin and I had a
talk.

A Great Game Country.

"You are now right in the center of one of the best

game countries you ever saw," said Mr. Irwin, "and I

never lived in a section where I had better sport. You
can see that gray timber across the river, there? That is

the way we go after ducks. The mallard shotting in our
overflowed country is simply magnificent. This fall the
birds were so thick that it was really hardly sport to

shoot. Very fine bags were made right off the bridge over
the Arkansas River, in the middle of the city. Every-
body had ducks. By going out eight or ten miles we had
as fine shooting at mallards as any place in the United
States ever had. The big cypress swamps made great in-

ducements to the birds, and I will show you what hard
cover they use to go into. In the fall it is not the least

trick in the world to make a bag of fifty birds on some of

our best waters hereabout. We will not allow shipping
'out of the State here, and do not want any visitors here
"who will kill all the birds they can, but I do not hesitate

to state that you never saw better duck shooting in your
life than there is right around here. Even now (Jan. 1)

l/he mallards are hanging around the swamps, and once
in a while I hear of a good bag being made.
"Of jacksnipe we do not have so many in the fall, but

in the spring the jacksnipe shooting over atDevali's Bluff,

east of here on the big prairie, is as good as you can get
anywhere. A good shot can kill his hundred a day there
if he wants to, and five or six dozen will not crowd him
very hard. The prairie over there used to be full of
prairie chickens Until wanton shooting killed them out.

A party of Memphis shooters came in there and killed

1,500 in a few days. They piled them up and left them to
rot.

"There are no deer or turkeys right near town, or, at
least, not in hunting numbers, though I know of two
nocks of turkeys within three miles and have killed deer
within ten miles of town. We usually take the railroads
and run out into a little wilder country when we want to

make a hunt for that sort of game."
*'Have you many quail about here?" I asked.
Mr. Irwin spread out bis hands. "My boy," said he,

"you don't know what quail shooting " is." And later
developments taught me what he said was truth.
"At this hotel,." said Mr. Irwin, "we no doubt serve

more game than all the other hotels of Arkansas. This
fftll mallard ducks went begging at 10 cents apiece,
'Quail bring from §1.25 down to 40 cents a dozen.
'Turkey and venison I can always get in season. I uSed
to manage some of the Fred Harvey eating houses along
the line of the Santa Fe road, and I have traveled some
and shot a good deal, but I believe I can safely say I
never was in a game country like this. We don't adver-
tise it much and we won't have anybody but sportsmen
come in here. We do not report how big the bags made
here sometimes are, because we do not care to be jumped
on by the snarlers of the sporting press."

The Non-Resident Law.
'•One of the sheriffs over in the New Madrid marsh

country has been enforcing the non-resident law and has
collected about $800 in tines. This law is thought by
our best authorities to be unconstitutional. We do not
apply it to sportsmen who come for sport and who do
not want to ship game. Men of the latter sort we don't
want here and we won't have them."
"And now," continued Mr. Irwin, "come on down and

see my dogs."
These I had already seen before I got into the hotel

—

Nancy, a handsome liver and white pointer, high-headed,
gentle and dignified, and Jack, a stubby and singularly
muscular one of the same breed, a liver, pepper and salt,

a veritable romp and rogue of a fellow, never tired and
never still. Nancy came from Ohio, but Jack was native
born, albeit of good strain. In Arkansas the love of
blood in horse, dog or man has the strength prevalent
throughout the South.
And now we visited Mr. Irwin's shooting room, where

were all kinds of loads, all sorts of shells, and every
manner of shooting appliance imaginable, a very para-
dise to lounge and talk in.

This was Sunday. The next morning we went to the
gun store of course, and met a dozen of the shooters
around town, and some more dogs, and had a pleasant
hour or so there.

Right in Line.

The Dickinson Arms Co. is managed by Mr. Dickinson,
a young man of just the right quality for the place. Mr.
Dickinson is ex-secretary of the State Sportsmen's Associ-
ation, one of the best of its shooters, and thoroughly ac-
quainted with the needs of shooters, No visitor contem-
plating a trip to Little Rock need bother about taking
any ammunition with him, for he can get just as good
ammunition here as anywhere. All the nitros and their
relative excellence, E. C, Schultze, American wood,
S. S., Walsrode, etc., are an old story at Little Rock, i
was surprised to find so large and complete a stock of the
most modern sporting appliances of every sort—some-
thing to be remembered by all shooters who think
Arkansas is a country of black powder and muzzleloaders
still. Arkansas is nothing of the sorb. It is right in line
with the modern phases of sportsmanship in every re-
gard. Little Rock is a great place for the sporting papers,
and the good shots there are good as any—as some of the
Northern shooters who visited last year's Arkansas State
tournament learned at their own expense.
By this time I was hungry again, so we went back to

the hotel and ate lunch, and then talked shoot and dog-
till evening, when I was hungry some more, in spite of
two meals of generous proportions. Chicago was gradu-
ally fading away in the distance.
Weather at Little Rock, Jan. 1, clear, bright and warm,

the trees green. Here I laid off overcoat and overshoes.
No snow, no ice. Clearly, this was one of the lands
Providence meant to be inhabited by the children of
men. All the local sportsmen conldn't do enough for the
stranger, and we had already enough plans laid out for
the rest of tne winter.

The Way of the Country.
"Of course, you'll be here a few weeks," said Mr. Dick-

inson, "and we'll get up a duck shoot or so for you."
"You'll be here for a while, of course," said Mr. Irwin's

friend, Mr. Croxton, a famous quail shot and the owner
of some good dogs. "We'll just go up to Plummerville or
some other place on the Ft. Smith road, and if you can't
kill fifty quail a day it's because you can't shoot."

"You'll be here for a time," said Mr. J. E. Rose, once a
well-known Cincinnati shooter, and now stationed at
Little Rock as superintendent of the St. L., I. M. & S.

R. R. "I'll tell you what we'll do. We'll take a private
car and just run up the road into the Nations. We can
get all the quail, ducks and deer you want."

"You'll be here for some days," said Dr. J. H. Lenow,
"and we'll have a little trap event for you. I've got on a
little race with another man here, and you just ought to
see me do him."
"Of course," said Mr. J. M. Lightfoot, a total stranger,

whom I met on the train out of St. Louis, and to whom
I introduced myself when I overheard him talking nitro
powders to a fellow-traveler, "of course you'll be down in
this country for several weeks, and I want you to come
right on down to my place—I live at Pittsburg, Texas,
on the Cotton Belt Road—and give our boys some of your
time. We've got a club of about 30 who shoot and fish.

You can get bird shooting anywhere about there, and
we'll get up a camp hunt after deer for you. We've got
plenty of bird dogs and hounds, and I want you to come
and stop with me."
"You will be going on South after a bit," said Mr.

Woodcock, the other stranger with whom he was talk-

ing, "and you'll be at Fort Worth on your journey, and
you must stop there and see us."

From the above judge what manner of man. the South-
ern sportsman is. We have not his like in the cold and
calculating North. Providence, never intending to have
this Northern country inhabited at all, certainly has per-
mitted only cold blooded beings to remain there, when it

comes to the matter of comparisonr with more hospitable
climes.

Mallards in January.

The next day, Tuesday, we heard a friend of Mr. Ir-

win's telling about some mallards that came into the
cypress swamp every evening, about nine miles out of
town, and concluded to try them, accordingly driving out
that evening with the gentleman to the spot in question.
The country crossed was gray and thick with winter cover,
broken by cotton fields and crossed by the wide cypress
slash which made back from the river. Miserable negro
cabins dotted the fields. On the road we passed a covered
wagon drawn by oxen, the driver, tall and bearded, walk-
ing by the side of his yoke, while a white-faced woman
and a gradation of white-headed children filled thewagon
from front to back. Behind the wagon rode a tall, slim,
white-faced boy. Another boy of similar description led
on leash four or five hounds. This was a drifting outfit

1

of squatters, going they knew not where, and probably
cared little, provided they struck timber with game in it.

I noticed that the thin face of the father of the family
was aquiline, haughty, handsome and actually aristocratic
looking. In the jumbled nationalities of the city it is the
rarest thing to find a face of which one can say so much.
The American typical face dwells south of Mason and
Dixon's line, and I presume that if there is a real Ameri-
can aristocracy anywhere, it is to be found in the country
so restricted. The aristocrat of the North is not to be dis-

tinguished from the man with a deranged stomach. The
symptoms are the same. In the South the ideas are sep-
arable. I prefer my Arkansaw moving squatter, who
would divide his last hoecake with me, or kill me cheer-
fully if I insulted him, to the Hebrew with the diamond
pin, who joggles one in the street car, and to insult whom
would be impossible.

An Inferno on Earth.

The late Dante Alghieri, although a trifle bilious in tem-
peramentj had good points as a descriptive writer, and
with training would have made a good fire reporter. I

never read his Inferno without feeling bad, especially if

it is one of the editions illustrated by Dore. Sometimes I

think that Dante, or Dore, must at some time have hunted
mallards in a cypress swamp. At any rate, if you want
an idea of a cypress swamp or "sloshing" such as that we
were now approaching, you need only to look for one of
the Dore Dantes. Here you have an Inferno on earth,
desolation absolute* Silent, gray, cheerlesSj almost malig-
nant in its forbiddingnesSj it lay before us, mile after mile
of gray trunks* lopped arms and hideous deformities.
There were figures and faces in the tortured trees, a sub-
human, sullen life in their dead ghastliness, an expression
as of suffering endured until an endless hatred of man-
kind had taken its place, and until an evil intention had
stamped itself irrevocably upon liniments distorted by
ages of rebellion and ages of just punishment—Inferno
set on earth for men to profit by. Try a cypress swamp
and see if you can escape this feeling that it has an actual
and intelligent evil intention against you.
There are three planes in a cypress swamp; that which

is in the air, that which is in the Water, and tha.t which
is in the mud. You encounter the features of all three,
and you know not which to most anathematize. Into
this three-fold Inferno, level as a floor, covered visibly
with dead gray trunks standing in slimy water, we were
to penetrate as far as we could before evening. For into
this fastness, which certainly should protect them if any-
thing on earth could, came the wily mallards every even-
ing, just before sundown, flying from no one knows what
distance, coming in high up over the middle of the
swamp, and then descending in thunderous flight of
hard-stretched wing to the quiet pools among the wiry
scrub which lay far out in the heart of the great roosting
ground. Into this roosting ground, in the not so very
sportsmanlike purpose of doing a little roost shooting at
evening, we, as specimens of the most bloodthirsty and
relentless of all animals, man, were to penetrate as best
we might, were to slip, stumble, swear, get wet, muddy,
tired and very likely lost, in our endeavor to keep the
birds from having a single place of safety on earth, or an
hour in the day to take a peaceful snooze. It is no
wonder mallards are suspicious.
The ground, as I have said, was level as a floor, and the

water caught us just about three inches below the top of
our hip boots. The bottom was very level and had no
holes or depressions in it, but such walking no mortal
man ever did see before. Submerged logs, limbs and
brush heaps caught at one's legs incessantly, and con-
tinually the feet slipped on logs lying dormant in the
mud. Tufts of harsh grass and vines with briers, and
buck brush, and impenetrable thickets turned us from
our path at every hand. One slipped and put his hand

against a tree and at once found it covered with needle-
like thorns six inches long. Tired and breathless, he
stumbled over a sunken log too big to step over easily,

and—there! the water was over the boot tops, and the
rest made no difference now.
We went into^the swamp not over a quarter of a mile,

probably, and I should think it took us over three-quarters
of an hour to make that distance. The gray dead trees
were then all around us in every direction, and without
keeping one's bea.rings carefully, one could only guess
which was the way toward the edge, for the water left

no trail. Mr. Irwin's friend took us in and took us out
all right, for he had shot there before, but a stranger
would best keep pretty close to the shore.

My friends posted me in the hollow butt of a great log,

which made a natural blind, and went on into the swamp
a hundred yards or so further, Mr. Irwin, having on wad-
ing trousers, getting further in than the rest of us. After
they had gone I looked about me, and it seemed to me
that I never was in a lonesomer place in my life. Not a
sound nor a motion was apparent anywhere.

The Evening Flight.

About half an hour before sundown I saw some scat-

tered bunches of ducks drawing out over the swamp
beyond me and presently heard Mr. Irwin's gun. Then
there was a flitting through the trees closer in and our
friend's gun spoke twice. A mallard hen crossed me
high over and I dropped her, too wide to follow. Then
there arose a lusty squawking from a thicket to our right

and I knew that some mallards had dropped in there

somehow, and would decoy the others to them, so I began
to call too. Then as the shadows thickened the air grew
full of mallards, high up, swinging and circling rapidly

down, lighting and calling boisterously.

A Close Double.

A pair of ducks came in like lighting, right at me, with
their hindfeet pushed out ahead of them, and would have
lit actually within ten feet of me, in full, plain sight. I
could almost touch the first one as I fired at it and it

went down fluttering. The other started up and was
not over 30ft. from me when I fired. It too fell fluttering

and swam a little after it fell. This, I think, was the

most remarkable double I ever made. When I picked up
my birds I found that the first one had a piece about as

big as a silver three-cent piece shot out of the lower
mandible. The second had a piece of just about the

same size cut clean off the top of its head. Had either

been struck in the body there would have been no duck
to pick up. As nearly as I could tell I held just barely

in advance of each bird.

An odd feature of my double was that I made it with a
gun I had never shot before. It happens that in my bat-

tery I have only one gun bored close enough for a good
duck gun, and my respected father, who knows a good
gun when he sees it, having expressed an entire willing-

ness to keep that gun out at his house and use it in his

own shooting trips, I couldn't bear to separate two such

good friends, and so was in need of another gun for this

trip. Mr. R. B. Organ, of this city, who at first thought

of going South with me, insisted on my taking his 12-

gauge Parker along with me.
"You take her and shoot her," said he, and if you don't

find she shoots big shot, 6s and 4s, better than any gun
you ever saw, I'll eat the gun when you bring it back."

"This," thought I, "is another case of the best gun on
earth." But that evening, especially after I had folded upa
mallard which came dawdling along over the trees about

45yds. away—just ahead of my friend further in, whose

load caught her as she was falling—I began to look at the

gun curiously, and to think maybe it did shoot pretty

well. Later on, down in Texas, I found that it shot bet-

ter than pretty well, and was indeed the hardest-hitting

<nin with No. 4 shot I ever saw, while with No. 6 it per-

formed so well that I could have traded the Texas duck

shooters out of their boats and houses for it. We targeted

it thoroughly there, and tried it on all sorts of long shots,

and I must say the result was something of a revelation.

Later on still I have learned that the gun was made with

especial care for Mr. Organ by Parker Bros., they know-

ing that a good shot needs a good gun, I suppose. They

bored a second set of barrels for it, and hit it just right,

and I doubt if they ever did or will turn out a better pair

than these. The gun has a local reputation, it seems, on

the Mak-saw-ba Club marsh. I am sorry nowUhat I ever

let Roll Organ have it back again, for he says he wouldn t

sell it for $500. If this were my gun I wouldn't say a

word about it unless I felt like it, but it being Mr. Organ s

one may be forgiven a compliment, which should go to

a good gun as to a good dog or good horse.

Nature's Protection.

But we were in the swamp and it was now dusk. Total

result, six birds for the whole three of us, and an experi-

ence so unique that I shall not soon forget it in my calen-

dar of all sorts of days and all sorts of places, lhe night

was moonlit and the ducks came in late. As it was we
heard them in hundreds in parts of the swamp not far

from us Knowing, as we all did, that roost-shooting is

the worst thing in the world to do, and that mght-shoot-

ino- is usually branded as unsportsmanlike, we stopped at

dusk and pulled out, caring more for the picturesqueness

of the swamp adventure than the actual shooting, ot

which we only had five or ten minutes m all.

I am prepared to say that it will be a long time before

the mallards are all killed off , if they must be hunted m
the swamps and sloshings of Arkansas The shooters all

told me that the ducks seem to hold their own well in

that country, and that this fall there were more ducks

than at any time for years.

The Fall Shooting.

In the fall, up to December, the shooting here is great.

Earlier the shooting at local wood ducks is very heavy

these birds breeding in large numbers all
o

through tius

section. Flight-shooting on a flyway-between^two slosh-

ings is a favorite style of sport. Mr. J™ P°£^
aS>

ml a stump in the middle of a cottonfield by the roadside.

"That is one of my favorite stands" said he,
.

and L

have killed between thirty and forty toere of aa

evening, every bird falling right out m the diy cotton

field. That is the cleanest and easiest <*™V °? ^The
ever saw. This country is a natural one for ducks, lhe

Arkansas River bottoms and those of ^ s^er taibute;

ries rim out into swamps, lakes, bayous and de^enmgfl.

I think our mallard shooting on the acorn overflows

hardly t» be beaten aqywhere,"
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I was now so hungry all the time, in spite of Mr. Ir-

win's lavishness at the" Richelieu tables, that Mrs. Irwin
took my case in hand. Mrs. Irwin had a new chafing
dish, with which she amused herself cooking for her lady
friends in her own parlors, and by means of which she
had learned to do oyster stews, omelettes and Welsh rare-

bits beautifully. In solemn conclave we all concluded
that if I would eat three square meals a day and a Welsh
rarebit just before retiring, I ought to be able to get along.
Mrs. Irwin said she was willing to do the rarebit, the
more especially as she had found a new kind mentioned
in her cook book, which she hadn't tried yet. But just
what connection the Welsh rarebit had with our quail
hunt, I must tell another time. E. Hough.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

MIDWINTER DUCKING.
It is not all of hunting to hunt. As we sportsmen grow

older we become less ambitious about bringing home big
.strings of game and heavy creels of fish, and find more
enjoyment in the simple pleasure of being out "where
nature's heart beats strong." Some even give themselves
up to gormandizing and then get "roasted" for it by
"O. O. S."
You remember that feasting bass trip of his last sum-

mer? It's a bit remarkable how little has been written
about eating and drinking since that story was published.
It takes Smith to do such things to a turn.
The sportsman's life is a medley. Every string is

toiiched and every chord struck sooner or later. If the
sportsman's life with all its hopes, joys, pleasures, pains,
distresses, reverses, ups and downs could be painted in
colors, what a kaleidoscopic exhibition we would have.
(Right here I want to warn "Podgers" not to hint at
"water" colors for Oregon sportsmen). Of course, it rains
in Oregon. Nobody ever said it didn't; but doubtless it

might rain more. Again I must warn "Podgers" not to
insinuate that it might if there were more months in the
year.
But let it rain, for it seldom gets too wet for ducks and

duck hunters, although this winter has been and still is a
"terror." We have had heavy rains since early fall and
the lakes have been brim full; so that our winter sport
with the ducks has not been up to the average. As a
natural consequence, we have had more time for
pleasures of a social character by the bright fires in our
cabins, which doubtless are just as enjoyable.
Portland is on the Willamette River, twelve miles

below; the Willamette empties into the great Columbia.
Six or seven miles further down, on the Washington side
is Knapp's Landing. A half mile across the meadow is

Lake River, a deep, dull stream 100yds. wide, the outlet
for Big Vancouver Lake. Another 100yds. from Lake
River is the Hotel Mead, a two-roomed structure hidden
among the elms on the bank of the famous Green Lake,
where J. Roberts Mead and your humble servant cook,
eat, sleep, make night hideous, entertain other congenial
spirits and lay plans for the circumvention of wary water-
fowl. The said hotel or shanty, or whatever you may
choose to name it, is provided with all that goes to make a
hunter's life a happy one, indoors. Mr. Knapp, for his
own and his neighbor's convenience, operates an immense
old water-logged ferryboat across Lake River, by means
of a cable stretched from bank to bank in the good old-
fashioned way. This ferry will nicely accommodate four
yoke of cattle and a wagon at a trip, but is kept locked
most of the time. So Mead and I keep a boat hidden in
the buck brush to make sure that we will not have to
stand out in the rain all night on the reverse side of Lake
River, when we go down in the afternoon; for Knapp
owns all that country and lives a mile away from the
ferry on the top of a big hill, where the notes from
Gabriel's trumpet could hardly reach him, to say nothing
of the cracked dinner horn that hangs complacently on
the corner of the old hay barn by the ferry.
Well, Mead had invited our old friend George Dehardy

to spend Sunday with us at the lake, and George couldn't
refuse, for he dearly loves to hunt canvasback. It was
arranged that I should go down Saturday afternoon on
the 3 o'clock boat, sweep out, wash up the dishes, fix up
the blinds and overhaul the decoys for the day's shoot;
while Mead and George were to come down on the mid-
night boat. It was understood that I should have the
ferryman leave one of our boats on the Columbia River
side for their accommodation, but I changed my mind
and concluded to sit up for the boys. Besides, by the
time I had supper over, the dishes washed and had over-
hauled about 150 decoys, I would have very little
margin for sleep. And then, too, a cunningly 'devised
plan to steal some hay out of the old hay barn on the
other side of Lake River, with which to repair blinds,
made it necessary that I should keep the boat on my side
of the river. So Mike and I pottered around with supper
and decoys, until quite late and quite dark, just such
a time as is generally selected for stealing chickens, hay,
etc. Then we crept to the river and into the boat, and
silently across. How lonely and spook-like the old barn
looked. I found my way in through a hole a couple of
feet square and called the dog in after me. Not that I
was afraid myself, but the dog might get lonesome out-
side, you know. If I was a spook I would make that old
barn my headquarters. Well, I was carefully gathering
up hay, silently moralizing on the elevating influences
that surround the sportsman (particularly the duck
hunter that needed hay), when a sound came through
that hole in the wall that froze the very marrow of my
bones. "What the d— are yon doing there?" If it had
been the roar of a lion, neither the dog nor myself would
have been more startled; but I collected my senses
enough to stammer that I was just securing a little hay,
while Mike tried to run his usual bluff. The fellow was
not to be bluffed by a yellow dog, and insisted upon an ex-
planation. By this time I had roped up enough hay and
crawled out. It was one of Knapp's men returning from
Vancouver, and things were soon satisfactorily squared.
Then I left my boat for the boys, and he took me across
on the old ferryboat and everybody was happy. While I
worked away on the decoys, I heard the midnight boat
whistle for Knapp's Landing over on the Columbia, and
after waiting a reasonable time I lit my pipe and saun-
tered down to Lake River, walked out on the ferry and
leaned against the cable stanchion. It was very dark and
still. I could hear Mead unlock the boat on the other side
and then came the muffled sound of oars. Then low
voices which I recognized. George is a German, and is so
honest tha,t he can neither give nor take a joke. What

he sees he sees, and when he knows a thing he knows it

just as hard as anybody. "Oh he's asleeb by dis time and
maybe we can't get him ub;" I heard George say.
"Well," replied Mead, "I know how to get him out; up
the Molalla last summer, Billy and I discovered how to
start him out at any time, day or night, ha, ha, ha."
As the boat passed about 20ft. above my position on the

ferry, George suddenly exclaimed: "Look! der's fire on
dot ferrybost." Mead stopped rowing and looked around
but could see nothing, simply because I had turned the
bowl of my pipe. "What's the matter with you, George?"
said Mead reproachfully, "have you got 'em? "Well," by
gracious," said George. "I vas sure dat I saw fire on dot
bost, but I guess dot I must be misdaken." Again the
boat pursued its silent way, and again George startled
the midnight air with: "By Jimminy, der is fire on dot
bost." Again Mead could see nothing, but by this time
he was getting suspicious and yelled out: "Oh J— ." No
response. "Say J—," said Mead, if you don't answer I'll

cut loose at you." I answered, for I knew Mead pretty
well. He is generally a man of his word.
A midnight lunch, off to bed, a good sleep, breakfast

before daylight, and we found ourselves out in our blinds
in good time for the ducks. We got but about three
dozen canvas, for there was a poor flight as usual. But
we had a jolly good time. Honestly, I believe that we
had about as good a time as if we had killed a hundred.
Mead got about twenty birds, and was apparently per-
fectly satisfied. I never heard him grumble at his luck in
all my life. George got but half a dozen, but he swamped
his boat, got a good ducking, and felt that he had had a
great time. I was the only kicker and now apologize, for
I have had my share of ducks in the past, and am getting
old enough now to take what comes.
That fire on the post reminds me of the story that

Frank Lawler tells on Ed. Sullivan: Ed was pilot of the
old hunting boat Caliope. She would drop the hunters
off at their respective landings, and then, returning pick
them up after dark. No lights are allowed in a pilot
house. The night was dark and Ed. was smoking a cigar.
He thought he had picked up the last of the hunters,
when he dicovered a light on the shore in an unfre-
quented place and promptly blew his whistle, turning
bow on.
Neither Ed nor Frank remembered putting anybody off

there and Ed was not in the best humor over the matter.
Ed looked again and the light was gone, but it soon shone
out again, and in to the shore he ran to discover that the
hunter's light was only the reflection of the fire end of his
cigar against the glass of the pilot house, with its back
ground of intense darkness. S. H. Greene.
Portland, Oregon, Feb. 24.

STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Plank.—Tlie sale of game should be forbidden at all

times.—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Game which is bought in the market is not badly needed,

and its absence will cause no one a pang of regret. Many
a pang of regret is caused the many sportsmen who find
that a few market-shooters have despoiled their pleasure
grounds. Game bought in the market gives little satis-
faction. Game given by friends to friends delights the
giver and the receiver. Robert T. Morris.
New Yore.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your suggestion of "A plank in the platform prohibit-

ing the sale of game at all times," meets my most hearty
approval, and I think should be unanimously indorsed by
every honest sportsman throughout the country.

I believe that the time is ripe, and that we should have
a rigid law prohibiting the wholesale slaughter of game
for market by market-hunters and trappers at all seasons
of the year.
Our game birds and animals are already very scarce,

and the tide of destruction against them is slowly but
surely depleting our forests and fields; and the time has
come to throttle the market-hunter, the pot-hunter and
every other hunter whose sympathies are with selling
game.
Agitate the good work. There are hundreds and

thousands of honest sportsmen to-day who voice the sen-
timent expressed, and. who are willing to uphold the
plank in a platform of that kind. D. P. Faust.
Trkmont, Pa., Feb. 26.

Philadelhhia, March 2.—Editor Forest and Stream:
The motto nailed to the mast by your paper, "Prohibit
the sale of game," is in harmony with the inclosed bill
which I prepared last year and submitted to the Legisla-
ture of this State, with some assurance of its passage, but
I regret to say it failed. The preservation from utter ex-
tinction of our native wild game and fish is almost impos-
sible unless such action as is contemplated by the inclosed
bill is taken very soon. Notwithstanding efforts every
year are made to restock our streams, illegal fishing and
pot-hunters soon exhaust the supply. I propose to try
again next year to have the bill passed, with better suc-
cess I hope. R. M. Hartley.
[The bill forbids the taking of brook trout for sale; sell-

ing them; hiring people to catch them; transporting them
for sale. It is a good bill and should be law in every
troutonhabited State in the Union.]

Attleboro, Mass., Feb. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been a reader of the Forest and Stream for the
last fifteen years and in that time there has been more or
less said in regard to the game laws and game preserva-
tion, some good and some bad, but I think your idea is

just what is needed. Stop the sale of game at all seasons.
And I would suggest a small tax, say $2, on every gun
per year, the money so collected to be paid over to the
different State game associations to be applied to the pur-
chase of game for stocking purposes. C. T. H.

Asbury Park, N. J., Feb. 24.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Your advocacy of non-marketing of game is a
long stride in advance of all contemporaries and should
be heralded with delight by all true lovers of the gun.
Viewed in any light such a law cannot work serious
injury to any and would be of inestimable value to scores
of thousands. The market-hunter and trapper of course
will raise a howl, but well-directed effort in any of the
honorable trades or employments will yield to that class a
better income than they derive from the sale of game,

and will debar them from no privileges accorded to
others. This will mean a lease of life to game and infuee
new life into the waning interests of forest and field

pleasures. Keep it up, and be assured of the cordial sup-
port of the great army of American sportsmen.

Leonard Httlit.

I second the motion. Stop the traffic. Make the price
of game the skill and endurance to hunt and kill it.

G. O. Shields.

OLD SCENES REVISITED.
Lindsay, Ontario.—A few weeks since a request ap-

peared in your always interesting journal for experiences
in the forests or on the streams of Canada, this land of
rook and river.

The doings of a deer hunting party of six Ontarions,
who have just returned from the woods with ten fine deer,
if given in detail would doubtless prove amusing, if not
instructive, to the readers of Forest and Stream.
As prearranged with our captain, who, by the way, is a

worthy representative of Ontario's wise management of
its streams and inland waters, we were to meet for our
holiday bunt at Big Hawke Lake, on the headwaters of
the Gull River, which takes the rainfall from the height
of land east of the south branch of the Muskoka and
from the west of the Madawaska, whose innumerable
lakes and streams interlock with those we were to hunt
upon, finding their way down to the sea by the noisy
Madawaska, the Ottawa and the noble St. Lawrence. The
triple chain of lakes feeding Gull River and draining the
northern townships of the important counties of Victoria
and Haliburton, unite their soft, dark waters in the basin
of Cameron's Lake. Thence hastening over the once
romantic Falls of Fenelon, they ripple softly by that mys-
terious, love-hallowed shore (made sacred to the memory
of Ogemah and Manita by Wm. McDonnell's exquisitely
poetical romance of the Indian legend of Sturgeon Point),
adding to their volume, after the passage of the Bobcay-
geon Rapids, another fifty miles of lovely lake scenery,
when they are hustled through the babbling Otanabee into
Rice Lake, and down the Trent Valley to that grand re-
ceiving basin after which our fair province was named

—

Ontario, the Beautiful.
Lindsay being the railroad and steamboat center of this

district, was of course our base of supplies and home of
the majority of the party. In years past it was, and now
% the starting point for many hunting and canoeing ex-
peditions to the "back lakes" of Ontario; some of them
going through by water to the far-famed Muskoka Lake
region, others to the broad bays of Nipissing or Opeongo,
while some of our venturesome boys have successfully pad-
dled their own canoes as far as the Mattawa and beyond
to Lake Yemiscaming. One of these early canoe trips
was recorded (May, '77) in Forest and Stream, under the
heading of "Roughing It in Canada." It mentioned this
town as the northern terminus of the Midland Railway
system, thus illustrating the progress now made by the
iron horse, whose snort and whistle are daily heard,
alarming the moose and other big game among the head-
waters of Big WT

hite Trout Lake, in haste to make con-
nection with the energetic C. P. R.
A canoe trip through this elevated lake region in the

month of September or glorious October is the ideal ex-
cursion, and far exceeds the luxurious travel afforded by
the Pullman car with its darky waiters thrown in, that
count for nothing compared with a well-fitted double
canoe, board or bark, with a fearless Canadian guide to
steer the way. The sweet independence of living for
weeks iu your own snug canvas home, bracing the nerves
with nature's own true tonic, lungs full of pure ozone,
supplying a healthy appetite with Al camp bread, fish or
game, with an occasional pot of "the finest potatoes on
earth" or of well-steamed porridge, or beaver-tail soup,
which for nutritive properties cannot be excelled by any
known productions of the most gorgeous city restaurant.
The delay and annoyance of shipping canoes on the

G. T. R. is proverbial. Mr. White, the genial district
traffic superintendent, admitted the grievance a just one
in regard to the Haliburton branch of the G. T. R., hence
but few tourists or hunters care to repeat their canoe ex-
perience on this line. I have often admired the ingenuity
of a Pittsfield (Mass.) Mend, who years ago used to make
annual canoe trips to this part of Canada. After pur-
chasing a Canadian hunting canoe, he would have it cut
into three parts and fitted with clamps and nuts, pack it

carefully into his baggage trunk and thus avoid delay
and extortions.
On Nov. 2 our party with two light butternut board

canoes, availed themselves of the hunter's tickets per G.
T. R., good for thirty days at one fare, 2001bs. of baggage,
dog and gun free, but not canoes, oh, no; not even at
owner's risk of handling off and on cars, except they were
billed as packages of l,0001bs. each! We could not in-
dorse such a "whopper," so sent them "express" in an
empty box car at a charge of three prices per pound.
After a tedious ride of three hours we arrived at Gelert,
some thirty-five miles on our way, meeting our reliable
friend Hartley with his first-class team and rig, having
the care of Her Majesty's mail for Minden. He at once
assisted his passengers to seats, stowed the baggage as
best he could, and called for the canoes. Again we had
to submit to red-tape management by the express com-
pany until our prepaid receipt was confirmed by a mes-
sage from Lindsay, horses, mail and men impatiently
waiting in the rain in the meantime. At last, having
securely roped our canoes over the wheels we drove off
at a rattling pace into the darkness, sheltered from the
rain by friendly umbrellas. The time passed pleasantly,
listening to the learned remarks of the doctor from
Markham, and to the still-hunting stories of our artist
friend from Orono.
Good fare at the Minden Dominion Hotel, with a bright

sunny morning, put the whole party into pleasant humor
for continuing the stage journey of four miles to Moun-
tain Lake.
On loading up our canoes they were found right and

tight and a credit to their maker, Pat Dorris of Lindsay.
Passing over Mountain and Twelve Mile lakes, and the
Lesser Bushkong, we found ourselves well prepared for
lunch at the Peterson Line. A steady paddle of three
miles under the lee shore of Big Bushkong brought us to
the up grade portage of a quarter of a mile to Hall's Lake.
Here we looked in vain for the wooded bay where, in the
fall of '65, Toasty cut out his first doe and stopped the
gallant race of his first buck. Settlers had evidently
taken possession of the surroundings. After a windy pas-
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sage of the lake we met our team on the north sand-

beach; quickly packing our canoes and bags on the

jumper we were soon in the friendly shelter of the woods
on a two and a half mile portage, carelessly allowing the

team to follow Charley Boy with his pheasant gun ever

ready. We halted near the summit to view a remarkable

production of nature—a good-sized birch tree mounted on
a huge granite boulder and set like a jewel in the grip of

the graceful roots.

The jumper went on its way, jumping; result being a

hole in the bottom of our big canoe. However, we soon

arrived at our destination and received a hearty welcome
from our chief and his right and left bowers who, with

the help of Caleb the Silent, had already in camp four

fine deer. Hurrah for the Growler's Cabin, with its jovial

French cook, Pete Grozell, Esq., and his luscious ragiboo

and home-made bread. In a remarkably short time sup-

per fit for the gods was on the table and served gracefully.

The day's experience in travel and the chasing of the

deer on the wind-swept lakes occupied our attention, the

honors of the chase being equally divided between Ross

and Rose.
Our noisy cook announced breakfast at 5 o'clock in the

morning. While waiting for daylight our positions were
assigned for the morning hunt, some to Crab Lake, others

to Paint Lake, necessitating several miles of paddling

with two or three portages on the way. When on the

third portage to Paint Lake, "Toasty," as our man in

gray was named, illustrated the old proverb, "More haste,

less speed," when handling his "butternut beauty." In-

stead of depositing his canoe gracefully on his shoulder

for the carry, it unaccountably perfosiraed a rapid circular

movement over his head, landing bottom down on a
projecting stump, with a 2in. hole to repair and miles

from camp. However, "Charley Boy," as our friend

from Gait was christened, came to the rescue with his

cranky canoe, the Merry Go Round, that could beat all

creation for its pivotal susceptibility and its constitu-

tional objection to going in a straight course. We at

once concluded not to give a buck in the lake the best

chance of getting ashore. Our right bower, Mr. Rose, at

once took in the situation and gave us the use of his

beautiful packet bark, to watch the north shore, while he
put out Polly and Dandy for a start. Shortly after reach-

ing our positions the welcome sound of the hounds in full

chase awoke the echoes of the early morning, making our
youthful hunters alert and anxious to capture their first

deer. One, more keen than wise, pushed out his canoe
and made directly for the sound of the dogs, forgetting

in the fever heat of his first attempt, the caution to lay

low and let the deer swim out before attempting a cap-

ture, as the deer would be at least a quarter of a mile

ahead of the dogs. This simple lesson of experience was
not lost on our youthful hunter as he realized a vanishing

deer followed away from the lake by the music of Dandy
and Polly.

On Crab Lake better luck was had by George, the

youngster hunter of the party, who was placed in charge
of the Chief, in his big rowing canoe. When the buck
took the water the Chief kindly restrained any premature
efforts until the deer was fully half-way over the bay,

when a long pull and a strong pull brought their heavy
laden boat within range, a merciful ball from his .44-90

Winchester saved some savory venison from falling a
prey to the wolves.
Sunday being in Canada an illegal hunting day, we

gave the dogs a rest and made the necessary repairs to

our canoes. A few boat nails, a little white lead, and a
piece of bottom board were sufficient to make them sound
and tight.

Early Monday morning all hands and the cook were
ordered to pack tents, blankets and grub for Crab River
Rapids. We paddled and portaged, and portaged and
paddled, up to the foot of the Rapids, and at once put out
Punch and Cash for a start, but with no luck at all, except
a glorious, sunshiny day, a comfortable camping ground,
and lots of fun at night around our immense fire. A
grumbling dyspeptic would here find no time or place for

his hobby. After a hard day's work through these lakes

and woods, the cook's welcome call to supper would
develop the possibilities and genial hospitality of our noble
chief and his active supporters. When pipes were lit and
the painted bits of pasteboard were displayed on the rustic

board, one might lie and listen to the musical lullaby of

the rapids and the whisperings of the pines, whose mystical

voice seemed to invite the weary hunters to that peaceful

rest which their fragrant beds of balsam alone could give,

or waking suddenly from the land of dreams of fal-

low, blue-coated deer with tantalizing flags erect, and
tempting to the chase, the dreamer would start up to the
thumping command of "play to the king," or "down
with your pedes," given with a resonant French accent,

sufficient to arouse the loudest sleeper in that romantic
spot.

Among the relics of a departed race of hunters were
found samples of the Indian skinning knife and bits of

pottery. On the granite shore of Big Kenise Lake, where
we watched for deer, a number of pre-historic ' 'pot-holes"

were found, the largest one measuring fourteen by twelve
inches in diameter, with a depth on the cliff side showing
a circular action of over nine inches, while the pot itself

was some ten in depth below. The markings of the
revolving stone or aereolitic pestle appeared plainly visible,

yet a degree of even smoothness characterized the hole.

At the sandy outlet of the lake we observed the foot-

prints of a large black bear. A few days later a well
grown cub was taken in a steel trap by our neighbor,
Wm. Otto.

A fine fat doe rewarded us for our trip to Kenise's Lake,
but other guns than ours were in waiting for the spoils of

the chase, so after killing two more we decided to return
to the cabin on the hill, where we arrived in good time
before the rain and snow and frost of the following week
set in.

On Trout Lake we enjoyed better luck, although the
weather was decidedly wintry, and we found it cold
watching on the Three Brothers. A day or two before
the close of the hunt our chief kindly allowed Pete, the
cook, the use of his rifle and a strong board canoe for a
day's hunting. As luck would have it the deer came to

Pete's watch. As it was his maiden hunt a considerable
degree of buck fever was, in his case, excusable. By
rapid paddling Pete came within range of the deer, when
bang! bang! went two heavy shots from the big Win-
chester. The buck swam bravely on untouched, and
rapidly nearing the rocky point ahead. A third cartridge

refused to enter the chamber, so Pete made another

desperate effort with his paddle, and literally taking the

bull by the horns, he recklessly fought for their possession.

The buck, probably realizing Pete's predicament, refused

to turn. Fortunately for the cook, who after being pushed
by the buck some 40yds. to the shore, it was found to be

too rocky for good footing. By considerable effort on
Pete's part with his paddle he pushed both deer and canoe
off the shore, with the buck's head over the gunwale of

the canoe fast in his vise-like grip. Again and again did

the buck push his captor to the shore, the hard maple
paddles descending in vain over the head and nose of this

monarch of the glen. Pete having lost his split paddles

in the melee, the buck again tried to reach the shore. In

the words of the cook, "he looked a big fat beauty, and a
pity to lose him," so seizing him by the opposite horn
with one hand and by the nose with the other, at the risk

of a capsize in the lake, he turned the deer on his side

and held his nose beneath the cruel waters. When the

next watch, who spied the contest and splashing of the

waters by the struggle—arrived after their fastest mile on
record—the deed was done, and Pete announced the

victory in the exciting words, "It is a buck! it is a buck!"

the rents in his clothing and his blood-bespattered face

and his split canoe proving the contest between the

plucky Frenchman and this antlered beauty a severe one
and a true statement not easily forgotten.

Charley Boy very neatly dressed the deer and we took

a hand poling him over the soft portage af one-third of a

mile to our lake, where he was landed high and dry at

our cabin on the hill. His weight was given at 195lbs.

On examination of the rifle it was found to contain a half

of a Dominion Company's brass shell. This being the

third time that this shell bursting had occurred we con-

cluded that the charge of 90grs. of powder was in excess

of the capacity of the .44 shell. Pete vowed he wouldn't

do the like again for all the bucks in the country.

The following day, in a snowstorm, Charley scored his

first, a fine fallow blue-coat doe, thus ending an interest-

ing hunt, all hands agreeing that the beautiful Indian

summer weather of ourCanadian open season is decidedly

the best time for hunting, and that the objection of the

pot-hunters, who apjpear more anxious to save marketable

meat by a late season's shooting, are outweighed by the

testimony of an old hunting friend, an educated M. D.,

who positively declares "that venison killed in the rutting

season is unfit for human food," and that the cry of a cer-

tain class of still-hunters against the use of hounds in the

chase, is, in the light of scientific medical testimony, only

bosh. It is a well known fact that more deer are disabled

and destroyed by the stealthy practices of the still- hunter

in the frozen season than by the running of deer with

dogs before the smaller lakes are covered with ice, when
their easy escape, in the majority of cases, is an assured

fact. .

Apparently an >ct forbidding, the sale of venison will

alone preserve the deer. W. A. G.

The New .35cal. Shell.

Sacketts Harbor, N. Y.—I realize that the statements

one makes in our paper have a far-reaching effect.

Nearly a year ago the Forest and Stream published my
first endeavor to introduce a new .25cal. straight shell.

Since then I have received numerous inquiries concern-

ing its progress from many of your readers, who natur-

ally look to me for further information. I am sorry to

be obliged to inform Messrs. E. A. Leopold, R. T. King,

F. H. Ticknor, my good friends "Barrister" and J. H.

Barlow, manager of the Ideal Co., also many others who
have kindly displayed interest in this shell, that I am
unable to report any tangible results, notwithstanding the

expenditure of much time and some money in endeavor-

ing to bring it within the reach of those who appreciate

its advantages.
Last May the largest arms company in this country

wrote that they would have it ready in a month. I waited

three months and then inquired in person concerning its

progress, being told that it would be ready in two weeks.

Five months later they stated that nothing had been
done about it! It is not known to what extent the pre-

vailing hard times have influenced the company in this

matter, but if responsible for their alarming lapse in

veracity, it behooves us all as honest sportsmen to be on

guard against such pernicious influences.

Hoping that some other company may be induced to

make this popular shell, the original model is reproduced.

Meanwhile the writer will not cease his endeavors, which,

please understand, are entirely disinterested.

The new cal .25-25-100 c. f. cartridge, made expressly for the

rifle. Shell 23.4m. long, straight, using the 86grs. and 98grs. bullet

(Ideal molds) and 25grs. Fg. Hazard powder (Ideal charger). Also

a round ball with light charge. Specially adapted to both hunting and
target practice. W. L. CARPENTER.

A Louisiana Ducking Record.

Franklin, St. Mary Parish, La., March 2.—In your
issue of Feb. Hi a mistake was made as to the size of the

bag we made on our trip to Abbeville. There being one
cipher left off the number made quite a difference and
doesn't appear much to the credit of our country as a
place for "game, and lots of it," not to mention our repu-

tations as pretty good shots. The number was 340, quite

an unusually large kill for us. The time consumed was
two full days. F- A. F.

Cold in Michigan and Massachusetts.

Central Lake, Mich., March 1.—I am told that Torch
Lake and Grand Traverse East Bay froze over last week.

A friend writes me from Islington, Mass. : "A few flocks

of quail have lived through the winter hereabout, but

the poachers have thinned them." Kelpie.

While Reading "Forest and Stream."
"With the unerring skill of a '-Diamond Walt" I lay low the mysteri-

ous "Arabian spike buck' 1 with the deadly .22 short. Anon I am
gliding down the Patuea, lulled to sleep by the rhythmic plash of

mahogany paddles plied by bronze-skinned boatmen. Lost in wonder
and admiration, I wander amid the sublime grandeur o£ the Yellow-

stone Park, that gallery of art in which every work is a masterpiece.

With my trusty rifle I face the grizzly in his mountain home, and rob
him of his shaggy coat. Oh, fond delusion ! I hunt the game of every

clime, drop shells beside cold Yukon's rolling tide and torrid India's

"coral strand." From the realms of Forest and Stream I banish

race and creed and meet my brother man as brother. "The world is

mine!" Wishtonwish.

'' That reminds me."

A Story from the Levees.

My father appreciates a good joke as much as anybody,
laughs as heartily over it, or relates it with as much zest.

Especially is he amused by any unsportsmanlike exploit

of a would-be sportsman, or the woeful tale of a less

fortunate companion in the chase, of "shot too small," or
"shells not loaded right." The more lamentable is it,

therefore, that it remained for me to have this bit of

(profane) history from other than his lips.

There is a law in this State requiring levee officials to

kill all hogs found at large within a certain distance of

the levee. In order to comply with this regulation father

is always equipped with a carbine and plenty of car-

tridges during his frequent tours of inspection over his

"line." Not infrequently does he bring the little rifle

into rjlay, and having become attached to the seemingly
tame sport, he enjoys it to the fullest,

"Did you hear about the Major shooting hogs with
Captain 's gun last summer?" I was asked.

I had not heard.
"He was riding by the Captain's place when ho ran

on to a big drove of hogs. It took him only a few seconds
to get his rifle out of its scabbard, and he was bringing
her down to a bead on a big fellow when Captain
hurriedly rode up.

" 'Hold on, Major, I want you to try my new gun!'

"The Major 'held on,' long enough for him to go into

the house and bring out a bright Winchester. While his

eyes sparkled with delight (for he admires a new gun) the
Ma jor took a deliberate aim and fired. A clean miss! He
tried again—again no hog. By this time the drove had
become frightened and started off at a gallop. Also,

several negroes appeared on the scene, and one opened
the gate of the mule lot, while the others headed the hogs
that way.
" 'Click, click—bang! Click, click—bang!' the gun said

several times in quick succession. Not a feather!

"In a fit of desperation the Major grabbed up his car-

bine, but as he raised it to his shoulder the gate closed

behind the last of the swine, and they were safely separ-

ated by a high rail fence from the strong arm of the law.

"The disappointed marksman began an examination of

the new gun, the Captain looked on complaisantly . Mak-
ing a discovery, the former cast a smile of humiliation

toward the latter, who returned a grin of exultation.

The story was told without words. During his short stay

indoors the Captain had accomplished wonders, by adjust-

ing the sights with a hammer, and dispatching his ser-

vants around by a side route, to run in the hogs, which
happened to be his own." Tripod.

Mississippi.

EARLY FISHING EXPERIENCES.
While rummaging in my garret one day last winter, I

came across a little tin box, the sight of which, with its

contents, consisting of rusty fish hooks, chunks of lead,

split shot, bits of line and a battered cork, carried me
back, I would not like to say how many years, to recol-

lections of my happy school boy days and memories of

"Green Fields and Running Brooks." I have always been

fond of fishing, and my earliest recollection of the sport

was catching minnows on a pin hook when I was five

years old. But it was during my rustication at boarding

school that I had the most pleasure in this way. One of

my early efforts at letter writing was from one of these

institutions of learning, and was written to my mother,

on hearing of the death of an aunt, and this letter shows
the bent of my mind at that time. The substance of the

epistle ran thus: "I am very sorry to hear of the death of

Aunt Ann, and hope she has gone to a better place; please

send me some fish hooks."

Every spare hour I could get was spent with hook and
line trying my luck with the finny tribe, and there was
not a stream within five miles of the school I had not

fished in, and many's the string of trout, chub, sunnies

and catties I brought home. I had while at this school

a fishing rod that was very highly prized by me, and was
the envy of all the boys. It was a long pliant cedar that

I had cut in the swamp, and from which I had peeled all

the bark. As it was well seasoned, it was light, tough

and elastic. One of the boys had a grudge against me,

and knew he could not hurt my feelings more in any way
than by destroying this rod, and I am sure I never felt

more hurt than I did, as I came out of school at recess

one day, and saw my precious rod lying by the wood pile

chopped to pieces. This common cedar rod was to my
eyes at that time the most beautiful rod in existence, and
one that I thought could not be replaced, as I was sure

there was not such another in all Beaver Dam swamp.
That I gave that boy a sound thrashing goes without

saying.
Not far from the school was an old quarry hole full

of water, that every one said had no fish in it, but one

rainy Saturday I thought I would try it, and was re-

warded by a large catch of sunnies and catties. When I

returned home with my string, the much astonished boys

tried to pump me as to where I caught them, I

guarded the secret for some time, but finally it was dis-

covered, and the place was soon fished out. One day
while fishing in this quarry hole, 1 discovered a white

turkey hen setting on her nest, which I made up my mind
I would capture as soon as her brood was hatched, as I

thought she had no owner, there being no habitation

nearer than a mile. But my calculations were all upset

when an old colored man appeared upon the scene and

said to me : "Doan you tetch dat turkey, honey, it b'longs

to me, it do, and Ise a watchen it."

One of our best fishing places was under the dam at the

old iron furnace, where the water pouring over its breast

had ploughed out a deep pool. Below the dam the stream

wound its way between banks that were carpeted with

fresh green sod, and numbers of large sycamore trees

grew close to the water's edge, leaning over the stream

until their tops nearly met, forming a beautiful arch of

green through which the mid-day sun could hardly pene-

trate. I used to go up there and lie down under one of
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these trees, and watch the flakes of foam that came down
from the dam, get into the eddies and swirls of the deep
hole under its roots, where they would sail, turning and
twisting slowly round and round, until getting too near
the outer edge, they would be carried swiftly down stream
by the rapid current, among the rocks, where they were
dashed to pieces. I woiud sometimes lie close to the
water's edge and watch the sunfish guarding their spawn-
ing beds, darting with wonderful rapidity and ferocity^ at
the minnows that were hovering around, and pouncing
upon the spawn at every chance.
The spot so beautifully described by Whitcomb Riley in

his poem "On the Banks o' Deer Crik," reminds me forci-

bly of this place:

"On the banks o 1 Deer Crik mile or two from town,

'Long up where the mill race comes a loafin" down,
Like to git up in ther1—'mongst the sycamores,

And watch the worter at the dom a frothin' as she pours.

Crawl out on some old log, with my hook and line,

Where the fish is just so thick you can see 'em shine

As they flicker round your bait, coaxin 1 you to jerk,

'Tel yer tired ketchen 'em—mighty nigh as work."

In one of the low lying fields near by there were some
deep ditches in which large eels abounded, and many's
the night I have sat out for an hour or two hauling in the
great slimy, squirming fellows. I used to cogitate and
plan to invent some way in which I could get them off

the hook without the terrible struggle that followed each
capture, and finally adopted the following plan: Ou my
way to the ditches I picked up several large stones, which
I put in my basket, my idea being to hit each eel, as soon
as caught, on the head with one of the stones, stunning
it for a time, and enabling me to remove the hook. My
plan worked like a charm, each eel was carefully let down
into the basket, and after perhaps several attempts was
hit on the head with one of the stones. They bit well
that night, and when it was time to go home my basket
was half full. I wound up my line, took the basket by
the handle and lifted it, when behold the bottom came
out, and my eels were squirming all over the grass, most
of them escaping into the water. The stoning process
had completely destroyed the basket, and it took my al-

lowance of pocket money for several weeks to get a new
one.
The ways of my youngest boy of ten remind me very

much of my boyhood days, and nothing gives me more
pleasure than to see the little fellow making his prepara-
tions for a day's outing. He will spend a long time of
the evening before getting his tackle ready, and will be
up betimes in the morning digging bait, and with a
lunch in his pocket and rod over his shoulder, will give
a happy good-bye as he starts off. Eeturning toward
night, besmeared with mud and wet to the skin, he will

show with pride his string of mill-roaches and sunfish,
excitedly relating the experiences of the day. Those
happy boyhood days, like the water that turns the mill,

have passed, never to return again, but with how much
pleasure do we look back upon them, feeling that the love
of nature, and the love of the "gentle art." then instilled

into us has had its influence on our whole lives, helping
to make us purer and better, both physically and mor-
ally. Edward A. Robinson.
Baltimore, Feb. 23.

OUANANICHE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read with much pleasure, and great interest, Mr.
A. N. Cheney's article in Forest and Stream's issue of
Jan. 27 last in reference to ouananiche. In fact, I enjoy
all of his articles to the same extent. He is a thorough
fisherman in all branches of the art, and to me an in-
structive writer.

In the article above mentioned I want to agree with
him on some points and disagree on others.

I firmly believe that the landlocked salmon of Lake St.
.John, its tributaries, and its outlet, the Saguenay, and
named by the Indians ouananiche, or little salmon, differs
quite a little from the landlocked salmon found in Maine
and New Hampshire waters. The difference does not lie

in appearance or genealogy, as they are unquestionably
sui generis. But their bringing up has been different and
their behavior varies accordingly.
There is no question about the descent of either or any

of them. They are the direct progeny of the salt water
salmon (Salrno salar) that, through some convulsion of
nature, or accident, have become landlocked and unable
to return to the sea.

It has been demonstrated also by practical tests made
by the Canadian Government that young salmon fry
taken from the sea salmon hatchery at Tadousac and
placed in landlocked fresh waters, would thrive as well as
they would have done had they been left in their native
element.
Now, as to the difference between the ouananiche of

Canada and the landlocked salmon of the States.
In the former case the ouananiche were born and grew

to full size in the rough tributaries and outlet of Lake St.
John, in waters than which none can be wilder or more
rough. They are found where the water boils and
tumbles the most—rarely in the still water.
Their life being passed constantly in such rough water,

they are a terribly strong fish, able to ascend through the
swiftest current, or mount the wildest fall. Hook one in
the tumioil of waters, ^and his action is apparent; a
fighter, every inch of him, and to the last I have yet to
find a fish his equal, black bass and trout to the contrary
notwithstanding.
Here is where the ouananiche's bringing-up stands in

his stead. Born of fighting stock, he fights his native
element constantly, and he fights his foe, the fisherman,
successfully. I say successfully, advisedly, as I have
never individually, nor have I ever seen any one else
land even one-half of the ouananiche that have taken the
fly.

I can refer to my most successful catch last season on
the Fifth Falls of the Mistassini River, where in four hours
I safely landed fourteen and lost seventeen. I retired
with an arm lamed to such an extent that I was unable to
cast for fully twenty-four hours.
The fish that I brought safely to net I was forced to

play from fifteen to twenty-five minutes each, and they
leaped from the water fully six to eight times as a fair
average.
So much for their fighting qualities. The Lake St. John

waters are all comparatively shallow as rivers naturally
are, and while the ouananiche is a deep-water fish, it can-

not get deep enough to not be able to see the fly. The
consequence is that you can take any rapid at any time
of day, understanding of course that you are fishing the
right waters at the right seasons, and secure a successful
return from your fly-casting.

As a contrast to this, let us look at the other side, the
landlocked salmon of the States. These are confined to
and practically found only in lakes of various sizes, a
few occasionally being taken in»the streams. Bred and
raised in the deep, quiet waters of a lake, their bringing
up is far more quiet than the ouananiche, and they are
better behaved. The muscle development is not so great
and they are far from being as great a fighter. This fact
is patent on its face.

Then, too, they are a lake fish and remain in deep
water, too deep for fly-fishing, except perchance at twi-
light when the smaller fish will jump and can be taken.
This leaves much of the fishing to be done by trolling
with a spoon. That I will pass over, as I consider trolling
for landlocked salmon worse than a sacrilege.
In the foregoing lies my argument as to the fact that

there is a great difference in the fighting qualities of
ouananiche and landlocked salmon, and accordingly some-
thing of a difference in the fish themselves.

I must differ with Mr. Cheney when he says that "little

salmon" does not properly describe the ouananiche, stat-

ing that they will run to 251bs. weight. This may be true
of the landlocked salmon of the States, but is not true of
the ouananiche of Canada,, In seven years' experience
my largest fish has been7+lbs., and one weighing 81bs.,

caught by a guide, is the largest I have ever seen. I have
made particular inquiry, and with the exception of a sort

of fairy tale, a legend as it were, that Mr. Price, one of
the great lumber firm of that name, had many years ago
caught one of 141bs. in the Petite Decharge of Lake St.

John. I have never seen or heard of one to exceed 81bs.

I have questioned guides and Indians alike, and they in-

variably reply, "Les ouananiclies sont petites."

The ordinary catch as made will not vary but little from
an average of 3ilbs. Occasionally one of 4, 4=$ or 51bs. is

taken, but rarely will the average exceed 3 to 3flbs. If

excessively large fish are extant, they have never been
caught, or even seen.

The weight in the New Hampshire lakes is still another
indication that those landlocked salmon are different

from the ouananiche, since if any of these latter existed,

they would long since have been caught or at least seen.
From all this, I conclude that by right of baptism by

the habitans, from the fact that a difference in the two
fish is shown to exist, from the fact that the fish of Lake
St. John is a stronger fish, and a greater fighter than that
of the States, that it is but fair that the denizens of Lake
St. John should hold to themselves alone the right and
title to the name ouananiche, and that their pseudo relat-

ives of the States should adhere to their proper name,
landlocked salmon. When they usurp their name, they
usurp their thunder as well, and that they are hardly
entitled to. -

The landlocked salmon has the reputation, and doubt-
lessly is, a hard fighter. I do not form any judgment
from actual experience with them, but foraiulate my
ideas entirely from the experience of others. I have met
many fishermen at Lake St. John and elsewhere, who
have fished both the Maine and Canada waters, and all

agree that the ouananiche is a greater fighter, and a more
difficult fish to land.

If I am in error I shall be only too glad to be convinced
of it, but there is nothing that can make me believe that
any fish can exceed, or even equal quite, the king of fresh-

water fish, the gamiest of all—the ouananiche of Lake
St. John. Eugene McCarthy.

THE MOHICAN ROD AND GUN CLUB.
The organization of the new Rod and Gun Club at

Glens Falls, N. Y. , was completed the evening of March 1

by the adoption of a constitution, a name and the election
of officers provided by the constitution. The name is the
Mohican Rod and Gun Club, the Indian portion of it

being intimately associated with the forests and streams
of this region through J. Fennimore Cooper's novel, "The
Last of the Mohicans."
The Indian name Mohican or Mohegan, is that of a

tribe of Indians, and the word is derived from Muh-ha-a-
kun-nuck, meaning "a great water that is constantly in
motion," that is, flowing or ebbing. The Mohicans were
allied to the Manhattans, Pequots, Narragansetts and
Nipmucks, and occupied the territory from Long Island
Sound to the Penobscot. It will be remembered by the
great army of Forest and Stream readers that "Injun
Levi," the tutor of the immortal "Nessmuk" during his
boyhood, was a Nipmuck, Nepmuk, or Nepmug (as it is

variously spelled) Indian, and in "Forest Runes" "Ness-
muk" explains how he came by his pen name as a herit-
age from his tutor.

Holden says of the Mohicans: "The territory subject
to their domination and occupancy extended from the
Connecticut to the Hudson as far north as the southern
extremity of Lake George. According tn Schoolcraft,
these Indians were among the tribes of the Algonquin
stock. * * * The early attachment which was formed
with the first English colonists of Connecticut by the
politic Mohicans no doubt contributed in a great measure
to their preservation during the harassing wars which
prevailed through the colonial peninsula for the first fifty

years of its settlement."
Dr. Edward Eggleston, the novelist, once told me that

these Iudians were undoubtedly skilled in the manufac-
ture of weapons for the chase and for war, and manu-
factured flint arrow heads, fish hooks, skinning knives,
spears, etc., for barter with other tribes. There is evi-
dence existing to-day, or was within a very short time,
that one great workshop of the Mohicans for making tools
employed in taking fish and game was situated near
Joshua's Rock, on Lake George, and the lake was prob-
ably a highway over which the Indians from the north
came to trade with this tribe of savage sportsmen.
Upon the adoption of a constitution and a name, the

club reelected the officers chosen at the initial meeting, as
given in Forest and Stream, and in addition Mr. F. F.
Pruyn, cashier of the Merchants' National Bank, vice-presi-
dent, and the following board of directors: Daniel L.
Robertson, Joseph A. Powers, John M. Davies. W. E.
Baldwin and Norman R. Gotuiey. As a symbol of the
club there was adopted the figure of an Indian head and
bust with a tortoise, the totem of the tribe of Mohicans,
on his breast.

The modern sport-loving Mohicans have no fear that a

band of warlike Iroquois will drive them from their hunt-
ing and fishing grounds, as their prototypes were driven,
and to signalize the era of peace, good will and brotherly
feeling. Col. Marshall McDonald, the chief on the Potomac;
Charles B. Reynolds, the sterling chieftain of the Manhat-
tans, and Arthur C. Gould, a worthy chief of the same
tribe, and John H. Halsted, a chief of the Mohawks, with
a lodge at Peekskill, were proposed as honorary members.
To further cement the "early attachment" existing

between the Mohicans and the English, the club extended
its invitation across the "great water that is constantly in
motion," to London, inviting Robert B. Marston and
Williann Senior (whose totem is a "Red Spinner"), in amity
to become honorary members of the Mohicans. To their
kinsmen the Caughnawagas in the land of the beaver, the
Mohicans also extended honorary membership to the
person of the great chief, E. T. D, Chambers, who lodges
at Quebec.
The organization of the Mohican Club was timely, for,

according to the Glens Falls Star, two black bears were
seen yesterday in a piece of woods bordering almost upon
the corporate limits of the village, and the Star this
morning calls upon the club for action before the village
itself is invaded. Last fall three deer were seen within
the corporation, so with deer and bear a.t hand, fish and
small game only will require attention at the outset, but
the club is just now more interested in finding a home and
in preparing grounds, than in either shooting or fishing.

A. N. C.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
What is termed "the Boys' Party" of the Monomoy

Brant Club is booked to leave Boston on March 28 for the
spring shoot. This will be the second party to visit the
club's shooting ranch for' the season of lb94. It will
include seven or eight members of the club and invited
guests, and the names of the happy individuals I will

try to give as soon as the list is fully made up. Prospects
are reported to be bright for a good brant season. Word
comes direct to me from a member of the club that brant
have been seen at and near the club's shooting grounds
nearly all winter. The Monomoy Brant Club is one of the
oldest shooting clubs on the coast and has some of the
best sportsmen in its list of membership. The members
are not nearly all of them in favor of spring shooting, but
they are aware that very few brant could possibly be
taken at any other season.

It may not be exactly Monomoy Brant Club news, but
it is worthy of mention that there is to be a wedding
this week de>wn there in Chatham. Mr. and Mrs. George
Bearse have issued invitations for Tuesday evening, and
some of the members of the Brant Club have received
them. Their daughter In a Georgie is to be married to Mr.
Luther Studley Edwards, of Chatham. Mr. Bearse is cap-
tain of the club's gunners, and is very popular with the
members of the club.

The Gilbert trout bill had not got fully through the
Senate on Saturday, though there is little doubt but what
it will go through. The question of the House amend-
ments was not then decided, viz., exempting trout under
8in. in length from being sold legally during March and
April, and exempting the counties of Hampden, Hamp-
shire, Franklin and Berkshire from the provisions of the
bill. Mr. Gilbert and his friends are accused of fighting
for even this last pound of flesh left to the cause of the
poor wild trout in the State of Massachusetts.
Already the interest in sjjring fishing is beginning to be

noted, I have lately met several of the regular visitors

to the Rangeley Lakes, and they have begun to discuss
the annual and very interesting question, as to when is

the ice going out ? I find that there is a feeling of discon-
tent among what may be termed the regular sportsmen,
as to the amount of fishing to be obtained in the Rangeley
waters. The feeling is that vacationists and summer
residents have badly over-fished the more noted of Maine
trout waters. One gentleman, a visitor to the Rangeleys
regularly for many years, tells me that he was badly left

as to getting any trout at the old haunts last year, and
that he, with a party of friends, will try the waters that
are to be reached via the Aroostook Railroad this year. It

is true that a great sporting country has been opened up
by the opening of this road, but I suggest to him that,

from all accounts, there will be a dozen sportsmen for
every new point, and that the new fishing grounds will

doubtless be as badly overdone as the old. Special.

California Fly-CastingS Tournament. '

A large body of enthusiastic anglers assembled at the
Palace Hotel, San Francisco, on Tuesday evening, Feb.
20, to hear the report of the committee on programme
and rules of the fly and lure casting tournament to be
held during the Midwinter International Exposition in
Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, May 4 and 5. Among
the most noted anglers present were John Benn, the well-
known fly-tyer; Capt. Cummins, one of the veteran
anglers of this coast; W. J. Golcher, E. P. Allen, official

time keeper at the Chicago tournament; H. E. Skinner,
Wm. Murdoch, of the Fish Commission ; Alexander
Badlam, and the committee, consisting of Col. G. C.
Edwards, A. M. Cummings, W. J. Matthews, J. Siebe, J.

E. Shain, W. D. Mansfield, and Messrs. Golcher and
Allen, previously mentioned. In addition there were over-

forty anglers present.

Col. G. C. Edwards, of the University of California, of-

ficiated, Mr. W. D. Marshall, the secretary-treasurer, as-

sisting. After a brief address, Col. Edwards stated the
objects of the meeting and requested the anglers present
to discuss the rules and programme and make what sug-
gestions they saw fit. After considerable discussion the
following programme was adopted:

CONTESTS.
1. Fly-casting for distance.
2. Fly-easting for distance and accuracy combined.
3. Light-rod casting for distance, accuracy and delicacy combined.
4. Fly-casting with salmon tackle for distance.
5. Lure (spoon-minnow and bait) easting for distance and accuracy.

The tournament will be held at the lagoon at the foot
of Strawberry Hill, Golden Gate Park, a most excellent
selection, sheltered, easy of access and an excellent place
for the spectators to view the work.
The Chicago platform was 4ft. from the water.

Ours will be but 1ft. Consequently I do not expect the
long distance casting will be as successful as regards record
breaking as Chicago, as the caster will not have the same
advantage in retrieving his line as the Chicago contestants
had. There will be a very large local entry. Our best
sportsmen are taking hold of it. The rules will be given
next week. Nauuquoit.
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The Megantic Club.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Megan-
tic Fish and Game Corporation was held at the Westland
Hotel, Portland, Me., on Tuesday, Feb. 27, at 2:30 P. M.
There were present Messrs. F. A. Foster, L. Dana Chap-
man, Arthur W. Robinson, F. L. Brown and Dr. Heber
Bishop. (Proxies 143.) The treasurer's report proved the

financial condition of the club to be excellent. Assets

$13,513.54, and liabilities f1,891. 25.
Mr. Arthur W. Robinson of Boston was re-elected Clerk

and Dr. Geo. W. Way of Portland, Me., Assistant Clerk.

The following were elected Directors for the ensuing

year: Mr. Alexander Taylor, Jr., Mamaroneck, N. Y.;

Messrs. Walter C. Prescott, Frederick A. Foster, L. Dana
Chapman, Arthur W.Robinson, Boston, Mass.; Dr. W.
G. Kendall, Atlantic, Mass.; Messrs. W. K. McClure,
Plainfield, N. J.; Chas. A. Kilham, John W. Dunklee, A.
R. Brown, Seth Perkins, James Brown, Boston. Mass.

;

Mr. Philander Cutler, Binghamton, N. T.; Mr. Nathan F.

Tufts, Charlestown. Mass.; Mr. W. A. Macleod, Boston,

Mass. ; Mr. Frederick L. Gilbert, New York, N. Y,
Arthur W. Robinson, Clerk.

All those who love a dog- because it is a dog,
and not merely a medium for the accumulation of

dollars and cents, are invited by the editor to con-
sider this department as one in which they can
discuss amicably any subject that fs of interest
to the canins fancy, without fear of their commu-
nications being subjected to personal comment
or ridicule.

The Vermont Trout Law.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I read with interest Mr. H. C. Kirk's comment on the pro-

posed plan for protecting the trout in Vermont waters by
posting all small streams and the headwaters of larger ones,

and I consider his remarks most sensible from his point of'

view. 1 have no wish to provoke a controversy with anyone,
but think, as Mr. K. says, the matter should" be discussed,

and I hope to see some expression of opinion from Vermont
anglers.

I think all will agree that almost any plan would be more
feasible than the six-inch law, as it is now enforced, but it

seems an open question whether the proposed plan would be
a great improvement.

If all small streams were posted, without exception, it

would close many of the mountain streams which do not act

as feeders to a larger stream where, trout are found, but
empty direct into some of our larger rivers. Trout of more
than Gin. are now taken in these streams, and there would
be many more if they were given any chance to grow-
that is, the six-inch law would be ample protection for such
streams if it could be enforced.

I may be wrong, hut I cannot see that the proposed law
would be any easier to enforce than the present one, especi-

ally if it allowed the taking of trout of any size in waters not
posted. It would be very easy for any one so disposed to
take ail the small trout they cared for in the smaller streams,
and to do it in such a way that it would be difficult to prove
they were not taken from open waters. The headwaters of
our mountain streams are located, as a rule, where witesses
of illegal fishing are not apt to be plenty.

I certainly do not think that under the proposed law even
so many fingeriings would be returned as at present (though
the number now returned must be very small) especially in

the larger streams, where the taking of small trout would be
lawful But as matters are at present it would simply
legalize what is almost a common practice. Of course in
some favored localities the six inch law is well observed,
either from principle or because it is not too easily evaded;
but as a whole I think it safe to say the six-inch law is doing
very little toward keeping up the trout supply. Any one
who was fairly well posted would say the same of this sec
tion, and I have found it so in other parts of the State.
This being the case, the proposed measure may be of more

value than the present law, and if so, I sincerely hope itmay
be given a trial.

The time for the usual tinkering of the fish and game law
is approaching, and of course no fellow can tell what will be
sprung on us next; but for one I would suggest that it might
be well to devise some means of enforcing the present law
hefore trying a new departure, which, as far as stated, seems
to present the same difficulties and may not have its advan-

Rod.

Game and Fish Bills at Albany.

(Eh-om our Special Correspondent.')

Albasy, March 5.—The following bills have been introduced since
the summary given up to Feb. 16:

ASSEMBLY.

No. 551. By Mr. Bradley.—Makes close season for ruffed grouse,
partridge, all grouse and all pheasants, Jan. 1 to Nov. 1; woodcock.
Jan. 1 to Aug. 1 (Amends Sec. 164.)

No. 764. By Mr. Rider.—Protects Mongolian pheasants for three
years.
No. 783. By Mr. Van Amber.—Permits taking frostflsh in inland

waters with nets, at such times and under such rules as the Fish Com-
missioners may prescribe.
No. 818. By Mr. Van Amber.—Permitting rabbits to be killed be

tween Aug. 15 and March 15 in counties of St. Lawrence, Franklin
Essex, Clinton, Lewis, Warren, Hamilton and Herkimer.

SENATE.

No. 887. By Mr. Parkhurst.—Amends See. 203 by providing that
supervisors' enactments shall apply to all citizens of New York State
alike, and repealing all ordinauces already adopted which discriminate
against citizens of other counties.

"Among the Ozarks,"
The Land op Big Red Apples, is an attractive and interesting book,

haudsotneJy illustrated with views of South Missouri scenery, includ :

rug the famous Olden fruit farm of 3,000 acres in Howell county. It
pertains to fruit raising in that great fruit belt of America, the south-
ern slope of the Ozarks, and will prove of great value, not only to
fruit growers, but to every farmer and home-seeker looking for a
farm and a home. Mailed free. Address J. E. Lookwood, Kansas
City, Mo.—Adv.

Where to Find Game.
Where to find game is oftentimes a perplexing question. The sports-

man who strikes a good spot generally keeps the information as close
as possible, in order to enjoy exclusive privileges.

Along the line of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in Virginia and
West Virginia, such places are numerous, and it is remarkable how
little they are known. The mountain streams abound in gamy fish.

The South Branch of the Potomac is considered the best black bass
fishing stream in America, the Cheat, Youghiogheny, Potomac and
Monongahela Rivers are all excellent fishing streams. The hills and
valleys adjacent are fairly alive with game—partridge, wild turkey,
grouse, pheasant, wild pigeon, quaii, rabbit and squirrel are plentiful,
and in the back country thirty or forty miles from the railroad, deer
and bear can be found,
Good hotels are convenient, and horses and guides can be secured at

reasonable rates.
For circular showing fishing and gunnine; resorts reached by the

B. & O. R. R. address Chas. O. Scull, GfenT Pass. Agent, B. & O. R. R.,
Baltimore, Md.—Adv.

Imml

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

-City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price 85)—

a

$9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for sir months will receive the

Forest and Stream duringithat time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work,J"Bird;Portraits for the Young" (the price of which

is«8)i

March 7 to 10.

D. Welton, Sec'y.
March 13 to 16—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. J. L.

Lincoln, Sec'y.
March 27-30.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Philadelphia, Pa., Dr.

D. B. Darby. Sec'y. Entries close March 16.

April 17 to' 20.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.
Lnveland, Sec'y. Entries close March 31.

April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,
Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 15.—Portland Kennel Club, at Portland, Ore. D. L. Williams,

Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaug-
her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells,

Sec'y.

THE COLUMBUS DOG SHOW.
THE dog show of the Columbus Fanciers' Club Co.

(Columbus, O.) was a great success, the club coming out
well ahead financially, although the admission fee (25 cents)

was small. The elite of the city patronized the show. Each
day saw an increased attendance and interest. The members
worked diligently to make the show attractive and to inter-

est the people in it. They deserve the success which came
from their efforts. The third day's receipts brought in a
balance above expenses, and the fourth day was all to the
good.
The show was held in the huilding 21 North High street,

on Feb. 28 and March 1, 2.and 3. The building had been
used for a store. The arrangement of it inside was most
inconvenient for dog show purposes. Three floors were
used, the first for the large dogs, the second for setters,

pointers, etc., and the tbird for small dogs. An elevator and
stairway afforded means of ascent to the upper floors. Had
there been a lire the fate of the dogs in the upper floors was
easy to predict. Still, it was the hest building the club
could secure in a central location, and they did the best
they could.
The benching was wooden, and of course marred the gen-

eral effect of the show. But, with this show such a proven
success, the club wili undoubtedly make its next show first-

class in all its appointments.
There were 277 entries catalogued. The quality of the

dogs was better than the average, several famous kennels
competing. The club was particularly fortunate in its dates
coming between the New York and Detroit shows.
Mr. H. A. Bridge was superintendent. He was assisted in

his work by the treasurer, Mr. A. T. Dempsey, Mr. Geo. F.

Mooney, secretary, Messrs. .J. D. Poston and W. H. Eakins.
Every effort was made to please the exhibitors, and that
they succeeded is attested by a testimonial to the club,

signed by most of the exhibitors present.

The dogs were fed on Spratts patent "biscuits. The club
should endeavor to secure a building for its next show which
has sufficient space in one room to bench all the dogs. It

mars the effectiveness of the display when the dogs are
divided up in two or three rooms, and in a building where
three floors are used the danger from fire is great.

Great Danes (E. Bardoe Elliott, Judge).—There were
nine present, of which the greater part were exhibited by the
Kennel Lawrence. Major MeKinley, the only entry in the
challenge class, was absent. Earl of Wurtemburg was easily

first in dogs, with Lawrence Leopard second, the same posi-

tions as they had at New York last week. They were fully

reported in Forest and Stream. The great bitch Portia
Melac was shown in good condition. She excelled her two
competitors, Kelpie and Francis, in every respect, they being
second and vhc. respectively. Of the two puppies. Lawrence
Vera, excellent in legs and feet, good body, head and sym-
metry, was easily first. Lawrence Minka, second, is light in

bone. The Kennel Lawrence took the kennel prize,

Deerhounds had uo entries.

Borzois (George Bell, Judge).—Mr. Hanks's kennel was
well represented and took most of the prizes, including the
kennel prize. In challenge class Leekhoi was first, with
Vinga reserve. In open dogs Leekhoi II. was first. Colonel
Dietz second. Zlobelis bad two competitors in the bitch
class, Lady Dietz, second, and Gipsy Queen, he. The latter

was third at New York, while Lady was vhc.
Greyhounds [George Bell, Judge).—Master Rich, well-

known, was the only entry; he was in good condition.

American Foxhounds (George Bell, Judge).—Ranger II.

was the only competitor and he was awarded second in tne
challenge class. He is not an American type precisely and
probably that is why first was withheld.
Pointers (Major J. M. Taylor, Judge).—Pointers as a lot

were not remarkable for quality. There were 24 all told.

Rush of Lad won over Tempest in challenge dogs. Both
show coarseness, though they are strongly built. Wild
Lilly had a walkover in challenge bitches. There were
seven heavy-weight dogs. Stanley, first, is a toppy looking
dog. hut is deficient in short ribs, is good in front, but light

behind; head somewhat plain, and is lacking in smooth
finish. Molton Banner, second, is stockily built, too heavy
in neck. He stands squarely on good legs and feet. There-
serve, King Hamlet, is leggy and straight in shoulders. The
Sheriff, vhc. , is heavy in skull, but is a fairly good large dog.
The only heavy bitch, Carrie G., was fat, light in bone and
wide in ribs. Ridgeview Tenny was first in dogs under
5olbs. and also won special for the best pointer. Last week
he was a heavy-weight and won second at New York as such
Second was won by Dictator. He has good legs and feet,

heavy neck, plain head. He is very heavily built and car ries

too much lumber. Lad of Rush, the reserve, is a museular,
compactly built dog, plain in head, good in body, back, legs

and feet. Fanny Kirk was first in light bitches. She has a
fairly good head, is straight in shoulders, is throaty, has
good legs and feet. She was very closely pressed by Pet S.

.

the latter quite symmetrical, smoothly built and muscular.
She does not carry her ears well. Fan Fan II., the reserve,

is light in muzzle and her ears are set too high. Light lowej
thigh, hody well ribbed. Spotted Goat easily beat American
Boy in puppy dogs, and Miss Drake had no competitor in
the bitch class.

English Setters (Maj. J. M. Taylor, Judge).—Breeze
Gladstone and Bohemian Girl had a walkover in the chal

lenge classes for dogs and bitches respectively. The latter is

quite throaty and shows some effects of old age. The dog
class had 19 competitors. They were but little above ordinary
in quality. Rodfield, first, was thin in flesh. He stands
badly in front, elbows in, feet out. His head is fairly good
though his lips being scant gives his muzzle a light appear-
ance.- Still, he was the best in the class. Second went to

Pierce Hill, sbort in muzzle, heavy skull, fairly good leg:

and feet, a shade flat in ribs and long cast in body. Mac

Murdo, the reserve, is plain in head, has good legs and feet,

neck too short, fair general symmetry. Five dogs received

vhc, Chester ford Surprise, quite a. good setter though slightly

throaty and head deficient in stop, Young Howard, a good
.seller plain in head and too thin iu flesh, Budd Noble, and
Ben Hur of Riverview, good vhc. dogs, and Netherwood
Nymrod, the latter third at. New York and Ben Hur of River-
view fourth. There were 14 bitches in the competition.
Latonia, first, stands on good legs and feet, a fairly good head
deficient in stop, and back slightly swayed; on the whole,
quite a fair bitch. Belle of Brownstown, second, is short in

neck, plain head, shoirlders too heavy, good legs and feet.

Arline, the reserve, is throaty. She is a good vhc. bitch.

Florence Gladstone, Donna Gladstone and Brownie received

vhc. about their merit. There was but one entry in the dog
puppy class, a trimly built fellow, muscular and symmet-
rical,' though his tail had more curve than was desirable.

There were two puppies in the bitch class. Queen Emma,
first, is long cast and lacking in symmetry, while Gypsey
Queen has a light narrow head, was thin in flesh, yet is quite

a fairly good puppy. Mr. J. Shelley Hudson took the kennel
prize.
Irish Setters (Major J. M. Taylor, Judge).—Kildare

Glenmore took first in the challenge class over Seminole;
Kildare was entered to compete for specials only. Edna H.
had no competition in the corresponding bitch class, Queen
Vic being entered to compete for specials only, she winning
the special for best Irish setter. Finglas had an easy win
over his six competitors, second going to Dawn; light in
barrel, head not clean, cut, out at elbows. The reserve went
to Pemberton, a do^ rather coarsely built. There were five

bitches, of which Bessie Finmore was first and Ruby Glen-
more II. was second. Rosamond and Kildare Gladys, the
reserve and vhc. respectively, are ordinary. The three pup-
pies were about average iu • quality. The Oak Grove Ken-
nels won the kennel prize.

Gordon Setters (Major J. M. Taylor, Judge).—Nearly
all the winners are well known. Leo B. had no competitor
in the challenge class. Lady Gordon took first in the chal-

lenge bitch class, Lady Waverly the reserve. Heather Lad
was first in the open dog class; be is smoothly turned, is

short of feather, carries himself well. Duke of Wellington
was second, the reserve going to Pride of Finlay, a large,

strong dog, with a smudgy tan. Dwight Effie was first in
bitches; head long, nmzzle narrow, throaty, well-ribbed
body, good quarters, legs and feet. Second went to High-
land Yola; good in head, heavy in build and tan not free

from a mix of black. There was but one more competitor
in the class and but one in the puppy class, Dwight Effle.

Dr. Dixon's kennel took the special for the best kennel and
for the largest exhibit, while Heather Lad took the special
for hest dog.
Beagles (George Bett, Judge).—The beagles were but

ordinary in quality. Doctor easily disposed of Partheuia in
the challenge class. In the open class for dogs, 15in., Sir
Thomas took first. He is long and light in body and lacked
beagle character and expression. In the corresponding bitch
class there was but one entry, Actress, coarse in head, light
in bone, good body. In the open dog class, 13in., Clarion of
Glenrose, first, was too fat and gross in appearance, but had
many good points, and seemed a good beagle if properly fitted

for showing. Adam, second, was very ordinary. In bitches,

ISin., first went to Cleopatra of Glenrose, wide in ribs, light
in head, wide in front, good legs and feet. An ordinary
hitch, Topsy Turvy, second, just escapes weediness. The
kennel prize was taken by the Glenrose Beagle Kennels.
Spaniels (George Bell, Judge).—Field spaniels had one

entry, Newton Abbott. Cockers were quite well represented,
the Swiss Mountain Kennels and Mr. Edwin M. Fiske re-

spectively having strong teams, the former winning the
special for the best kennel. Four faced the judge in the
challenge class for dogs, Middy winning first and Jay Kay
second and Othello reserve, all noticed in the New York re-

iort last week in Forest and Stream, Iu bitches Miss
Vaggies and I Say were equal first, Realization the reserve.

In open dogs King Kole, first, stands out at elbows a bit, is

not first rate in head, good body, legs and feet, and good
symmetry and cocker character. Douglas, second, is a bit
heavy in head and light in barrel, and is lacking in general
symmetry of make up. In bitches Fashion was placed over
Lady Fidget, the latter better iu shoulders, shape of body and
general symmetry and cocker character. Lady's head, too,
is cleaner cut. She is a trifle out at elbows, but is muscular
and well built, has the better feet, though Fashion is well'
built and quite a good cocker. The reserve went to Dart,
plain, in head, light muzzle, good body and coat. In dogs,
other than black, Dandy S. won with something to spare.
He is light in bone and stands a trifle high on legs. Brant-
ford Rufus was second and St. Lawrence Prince, a coarse
dog, reserve. In the corresponding bitch class there were
two, Ruth S. first, and Lady Silk, a leggy bitch, lacking
cocker character, second. B. Waters.

MASTIFFS.—These were badly represented, as therewas only
one poor specimen, with a very moderate head and badly car-

ried tail, but fair body.
St. Bernards.—These were well represented. In the chal-

lenge class Io was again beaten, and this time by her kennel
companion, Fernwood Bruce; a correct decision, as the dog-

scores well in size, coat, body, front and movement. Io
moves very slouchily, is very wide in front, indifferent in
coat, dips in the hack, and as far as her head is concerned,
although it is of fair type, with good girth and depth, her
pr-oininent, staring eye should always handicap her. Both
she and Bruce lack quality and expression. The open dog
class proved an easy win for Mrs. Lee's Grand Master, lately
noticed. Between Napoleon and Duquesne, second and
third, there is little to choose, but I thought the latter might
fairly have had second place. Napoleon is the taller dog of
the pair, but his hody is not in proportion to his height,
hence he is leggy, and is also straight behind. Duquesne
scores well in body, coat, stifles and action, and in head there
is but little to choose between them. Both are well shaded,
with fair expression, have good skull properties, hut are
deficient in muzzle. In bitches there was nothing to touch
the well-known Sunray, of the Swiss Mountain Kennels.
Arline, with her sound body, capital bone, legs, feet and
movement, made a good second, but her faulty head and
large ears will always keep her back in decent company.
Santa Rosa came third. She is a big bitch, standing over
plenty of ground, but lacks quality and type in head, and her
coat, at present, is not of the best. Juliet is a good, sound
movei-, with fair type, but is on the small side, light in bone
and out of coat. Neulena fully deserved her two letters, a
bitch having a nice, quality showing head, good shadings
and coat, but weak in muzzle. Fernwood Rose n. was
rather badly used with only two letters, for she is a good,
big-bodied bitch, with a good coat; her head is against her,

but no harm would have been done had she got another let-

ter. Victoria Fernwood lacks quality, is weak in muzzle,
but has a good coat and sound body.
In smooth dogs Lawrence Garza, an improved dog in body,

easily won. His head is of nice type and quality, and he
now moves fairly well, but is decidedly on the small side.

Rex Alton, second, is too small in head and light in bone
and body, and also moves poorly. His head is of nice type
and quality, however, and he was properly placed second in
this class. Casper is a big dog, far too long in face, lacks
depth of muzzle, has good bone, too much coat and moves
very badly. Noble, vhc, a good sound dog by old champion
Apollo, with good body, bone, legs, feet and movement, but
only moderate in head, was hardly used in being beaten by
Casper, but the judge took exception to his color, a rich
orange hrindle. In bitches it was of course a case of the
sweet symmetrical and typical Lady Judith first, and the
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rest nowhere. This bitch is a good one, full of quality and
character, excellently proportioned, with grand hone for her
size, capital legs and feet and a good mover; she has too
much coat, but all the best smooths nowadays seem to suffer

from this defect. Sunol made a good second; she is just a
fair bitch, but lacks in head properties and character as com-
pared to Lady Judith. Fernwood Goldie, although present,
did not come up to the scratch and was not a competitor.
In puppies there were only two, but one was so bad that he
was rightly sent out without a notice, and the other, Fern-
Wood Columbus, a fine well grown youngster, with good
bone and substance, but shows the same lack of quality as
his sire and dam, Fernwood Bruce and lo do. Lady Judith
rightly captured the St Bernard club special for the best
bitch, her most formidable opponent being Sunray, and her
kennel companion Grand Master had likewise, no difficulty

in wanning that for the best dog. The kennel prize went to
the Fernwood Kennels over the Alta Kennels, but there is

room for difference of opinion here, but the judge gave it to
the winners because they were the more level lot. It is a
pity that Grand Master and Lady Judith had nothing better
than Santa Rosa and Juliet, shown in poor shape, to back
them up.

Collies.—These were one of the best collections in the
show. In the challenge class Wellesbourne Charlie had an
easy task to defeat Sir Walter Scott III., who, although
never in the same class, has deteriorated considerably in
head and expression. In the class for bitches Flurry III.,

quickly coating up again, had just as easy a task as her ken-
nel companion, Cora II. being her only opponent. In open
dogs Christopher scored an easy win. He is in grand coat
and condition and retains his head well. Toronto Wonder,
with enormous coat and grand coloring, could not be denied
second place, Orrne, third, is a nice quality-showing puppy,
with excellent ears and expression, good coat and action, but
he is decidedly cheeky, and will, I think, get thick in head
before long. "Curzon, vhc, has good ears and a fair head to
commend him, but in coat and body he is very faulty.
Heather, an old-fashioned black, tan and white, with a good
coat of right texture and fair ears, but a bad thick head and
poor expression, deserved his two letters. In bitches Ches-
terford Hattie was an easy winner; she was described last
week. Between Bertha II. and Chesterford Lilly it will
always be a close thing. Bertha scores in body, while Lilly
is far the best in coat, and in head and ears there is but little
to chose between them. Grange Nellie has gone all to pieces
and is now very thick in head, and her light-colored, full
eye makes her still more common. She has a good coat.
Her two dog puppies shown in open class are both good in
coat, but are coarse and common in head. Mattie II. is a
very poor one, with shocking ears.

Fos-Teeeiers.—That good bitch, Grouse II., was the only
representative in the challenge class, and rightly won the
special for best in the show. In open dogs Avoudale Mix-
ture, a good "varmint" looking terrier, with good coat, fair
head and ears, nice front and bone, rightly won from
Poverino, who has thickened in head and loaded* up in shoul-
ders. Nabob, third, was very thin and light, but his good
head, ears and expression and coat were rightly recognized.
Hillside Royal was very hardly used with only two letters.
He has a good, clean, punishing head, good ears and coat
and a nice front; his legginess seemed to me to be his worst
fault. The wire-hair, Ebor Larchmont, too, might well have
had another letter; he is certainly thick in head and open in
coat, but he is a fair stamp otherwise. In bitches Chicago
was an easy winner; a nice quality bitch, with good terrier
character; a bit short in head and somewhat small and light
all over. Maple Leaf, second, has good bone, body and coat,
good legs and feet, but a poor head and badly carried ears.
Jess Frost, the wire-hair, came third; her thick head and full
eye must always tell against her. Richmond Jesmine is
very weedy all over; weak in head, light of bone, leggy and
too long cast.
Poodles.—Onlytwo put in an appearance, and the Russian

scored over the Frenchman, beating him decisively in head,
eye, ear and body.
Bulldogs.—This grand breed had only two representa

tives, one in each class, Wal Hampton 'and The Graven
Image, but they proved to be the chief attractions of the
show.

Bull-Teeeiers.—Champion Crisp was absent and left the
competition between the kennel companions Attraction and
Starlight, and the former's cleaner head and neck rightly en-
titled her to the blue. In open dogs Cardomia won with a
good deal to spare from that good little one Principio. Top
sparkle, third, has a good eye and expression and a long,
clean head, and had no difficulty in defeating the recently
imported Bellerby King, who is a poor one, cheeky in head
and weak in jaw, and does not get one ear up, In bitches a
very moderate one, Edgewood Modesty, had no difficulty in
scoring, as Dot is a round-skulled bad* one, with uncropped
ears.

BASSET Hounds.—Two competed in the dog class but Bent
won very easily, scoring tremendously in head properties,
length, bone and crook, Fritz is a bad one, light in bone,
too nigh on the leg and short in body, with a poor head and
expression. Bet, the only bitch shown, is a nice, typical
bitch, with plenty of bone, good crook and body.
Dachshunds.—Fritz R,, although in the challenge class, is

a bad one, and the judge, rightly withheld first and only gave
him a red ribbon, which is more than he could get in a
decent class. Jay, shown in poor condition and very shaky
on his pins, nevertheless is such a good-headed and typical-
bodied hound that he got the blue all the same. In bitches
Jargonelle, who had evidently only recently been attending
to a family, was so much superior to Nellie S. in type, bone,
length of body, looseness of skin and all round quality that
she easily scored.
Skte Teekieks.—In the challenge class Endcliffe Maggie

and champion Sir Stafford met, but the champion had to
take a back seat this time. The bitch scores in head, size
and general character and was also in the best coat. In open
dogs Elphinstone noticed last week, wou as the only other
entry was a nondescript. In bitches Queen of the Skyes and
Princess May were placed in the order named as at New York.
Black and Tan Terriers.—There being no challenge

class provided Broom Geld Sultan competed in the open and
of course made a show of the class. Gleuwood, second, is a
big dog inclined to coarseness, but is a good terrier, with good
length of head, capital eye and nice color and markings
Chesterford Victor changed places with Rochelle Oolah and
was this time placed over him. He scores in head and eye
and expression, but is not as good in body. In bitches the
Chesterford Park Kennels' two had the class to themselves.
This time Rochelle Mab was placed over Betsy, the Toronto
winner. The winner has the best head but loses in markings
and size to Betsy.
Toy Terriers.—Only two entries and one was a nonde-

script, the other was of theusual black and tan, apple-headed
persuasion.
Italian Geeyhounds.—These were better represented.

The winner was far the best in head of the three dogs shown
but lacks arch of loin. Between second and third there was
little to choose. Trixie, the winner in bitches, was the best
Italian shown; a really nice one of good size, and were it not
for her broken foreleg could win in the best of company.
Pugs.—In the challenge class for dogs Curtis, a much-

improved dog, rightly beat Cashier. Curtis is a good-headed
one, but smutty in color and inclined to be leggy. Vega
was the only entry in challenge bitches; a good headed and
bodied little one that can holcl her own with the best. In
open dogs Drummer won, with Patsy Bolivar second and
Finsbury Dude third, but had the order been reversed the
decision would have been more correct. Drummer has a

good, well -wrinkled head, but is heavy in ear and is beaten
very easily in other respects by the other two dogs who
were placed behind him. Dude was shown too light, but has a
good head, nice ear and is a capital bodied dog of nice size.

Boliver might also have carried more flesh and carries one
ear poorly, but in size, style and character he scores. Sir
Douglass is too large, has an excellent skull and wrinkle,
but is too long in muzzle. In bitches that grand bitch
Haughty Madge easily scored; it is hard to find fault with
her, except she might be a shade smaller and have a trifle

smaller ears. Lady Verne, second, should have given way
to Miss Decima in spite of the latter's poor shape. Lady
Verne has a good skull and fair muzzle, but a bad, light eye,
crooked front and poor feet. Mabel E. is excellent in body,
but poor in head. The puppies were poor ones. The Ger-
man-Howard Kennels won the kennel prize by the help of
Al Von, who was entered for specials only, but this should
undoubtedly have gone to the Rookery Kennels with Haughty
Madge, Finsbury Dude, Vega and Curtis.
Miscellaneous.—Two really good dogs competed, and it

must always be a matter of the judge's individual prefer-
ence for the breed to decide between them. That good Irish-
man Jackanapes, looking really well, was placed over that
grand foxhound bitch Rosemary. Dewr, the Welshman,
was the other competitor. E. Baedoe Elliott.

LIST OF AWABDS.
MATIFFS,

—

Dogs: 1st Eberhart & Heywood's Tiger.

ST. BERNARDS.—Challenge—1st and 2d, J. B. Lewis's Fernwood
Bruce and Io.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, Alto Kennels1 Grand Master; 2d, Lee
.Chamberlaine's Napoleon. Reserve, 0. E. Caughey's Duquesne.
Bitches: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Sunray; 2d, J. B. Lewis's
Arline. Reserve, Alto Kennels' Santa Rosa. Very high com., M. O.
Gates's Victoria Fernwood, O. W. Van Essen's Laura C. and Alto Ken-
nels' Juliet. High com., W. G. Hetlick's Fernwood Rose II, and A.
T. Dempsey's Neulena.—Smooth - Coated—Open —Dogs: 1st, John
W. Fornoi's Lawrence Garza; 2d, J. C. Donnell's Rex Alton. Reserve,
Andrew Rogers's Casper. Very high com , Frederick H. Smith's
Noble. High com., Jas. W. Berry's Mountain Guide. Bitches: 1st,

Alton Kennels' Lady Judith; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Sunol.
Puppi$sl 1st, J. B. Lewis's Pernwoad Columbus; 2d withheld.

GREAT DANES —Open—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Kennel Lawrence's Earl
of Wurtemberg and Lawrence L°opard. Reserve, Theo. Wolfram's
Count Frederick. High com., Dr. L. A. Anderson's Jeff. Bitches: 1st,

Kennel Lawrence's Portia Melac; 2d, W. F. Dorn's Kelpie. Very high
com., Theo. Wolfram's Francis. Puppies: 1st and 2d, Kennel Law-
rence's Lawrence Vera and Lawrence Minka.

BORZOIS or RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.

—

Challenge—1st, and 2d,
Ohas. Steadman Hanks's Leekhoi and Vinga.—Open—Dogs: 1st, N. M.
Wanner's Leekhoi H.: 2d, Chas. Steadman Hauks's Col. Dietz, Bitches:
1st, A. E. Pitt's Zlobelis; 2d and high' com., Chas. Steadman Hanks's
Lady Dietz and Gipsey Queen. Puppies: 1st, Chas. Steadman Hanks's
Lady Dietz.

GREYHOUNDS.

—

Dogs: 1st, W. G. Fite's Master Rich.

FOXHOUNDS (American). — Challenge—2d, Seminole Kennels'
Ranger II.

POINTERS.—Challenge —Dogs: 1st, A. F. Hockwalt and W. H.
Windle's Rush of Lad; Win. Ledyard's Tempest. Bitches: 1st, Geo.
W, Lovell's Wild Lilly.—Open—55lbs and over—Dogs: 1st, W. H.
Clark's Stanley; 2d, G. O. Smi.h's Molton Banner. Reserve, J. C. Kiu-
nane's King Hamlet. Very high com., B. H. Whiteley's The Sheriff.
Com., J W. Clabaugh's Spotter and J. G. F. Holston's Tip Top. Bitches:
1st, Rudy & Close's" Carrie G.

—

Under 55lbs.—Dogs: 1st, Netherwood
Kennels' Pddgeview Tenny; 2d, B. F. Seitner'a Dictator. Reserve, J.
L. Adams' Lad of Rush —Under 50lbs.—Bitches: 1st, J, G-. F. Holtdn's
Fannie Kirk; 2d, H. T. Schmitt's Pet S. Reserve, C. E. Connell's Fan
Fan II. Com., Dr. J. A. Hartman's Ohloe H.

—

Puppies —Dogs: 1st, G.
F. Mooney's Spotted Goat. Com., John Sebolt's American Boy.
Bitches: 1st, G. F. Mooney's Miss Drake.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, F. G. Taylor's Breeze
Gladstone. Bitches: 1st J S. Hudson's champion Bohemian Girl.—
Open—Dogs: 1st, P. T. Madison's Rodfleld; J. S. Hudson's Pierce Hill.

Reserve, F. Pastre's McMurdo. Very high com., J. G. Fisher's Budd
Noble, F. G. Taylor's Ben Hur of Riverview, Netherwood Kennels'
Netherwood Nymrod, F. F. Dole's Young Howard, Chesterford Park
Kennels' Chesterford Surprise. High com., C. K. Rogers's Daniel
Boone, J. S. Hudson's (2) Apollo Hill and Monte Cristo III., Posten &
Co.'s Cinch. Com , B. H. Whiteley's Ightfleld Rhiwalas, J. J. Cairlo's
Dan C, J. F. Bell's Doctor W., A. E. Davis's Kent the Third. Bitches:
1st, Posten & Co. '8 Latonia; 2d, P. Demmel's Belle of Brownstown.
Reserve, J. S. Hudson's Arline Very high com., Posten & Co., Flor-
ence Gladstone, A. T. Dempsey's Donna Gladstone, Mrs. Dix's Brownie.
High com., Posten & Co.'s Speckle Gown, F. Pastre's Nellie Kitson.
Com., D. L. Smith's Jenn, H. Fitzpatrick's Del Elaster.—Puppies—
Dogs: 1st, C. W. Buttles's Rod's Tornado. Bitches: 1st, G. Battison's
Queen Emma; 2d, Chester Stands's Gypsey Queen.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Do#3.' 1st and reserve, Oak Grove
Kennels' Kildare Glenmore and Seminole. Bitches: 1st, Oak Grove
Kennels' Edna H.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Kildare Kennels' Finglas; 2d, D.
Scobia's Dawn. Reserve. J. J. Scanlau's Pemberton, High com., C.
J. Pence's Rex Leroy. Bitches: 1st. W. H. Eakins's Bessie Finmore;
2d, Kildare Kennels' Ruby Glenmore II. Reserve, Dr. Wm. Jarvis's
Rosamond. Very high com., G, W. Lang'E Kildare Gladys Com., W.
Shaw's Forest Moss.

—

Puppies—Dogs: 1st, W. Kirby 's Kay; 2d. Kildare
Kennels' Kildare Odin. Bitches: 1st, Kildare Kennels' Kildare Ne-
ville.

GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: l8t, Dr. S. G. Dixon's
Leo B. Bitches: 1st and reserve, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Lady Gordon and
Lady Waverly.—Open Dogs: 1st, J. R Ougbton's Heather Lad

; 2d,
Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duke of Wellington. Reserve, J. M. Loomis's Pride
of Finlay. Com., S. L. Siebolt's Pilot of Loraine. Bitches: 1st, J. R.
Oughton's Dwight Eftie; 2d, Highland Kennels' Highland Yola. Pup
pies: 1st, J. R, Oughton's Dwight Effle.

COLLIES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Welles-
bourne Charlie. Reserve, J. Hawks's Sir Walter Soott III. Bitches:
1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Flurry III. Reserve, Seminole Kennels'
ehampioD Cora II.—Open—Dogs: 1st and reserve. Chestnut Hill Ken-

serve, Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford II at tie and Chesterford
Lilly; 2d, Seminole Kennels' Bertha II. Very high com , J. Hawks's
Grange Nellie,

FIELD SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, B. F. Lewis's Newton Abbot
Torso.

COCKER SPANIELS—Challenge—Dogs: 1st and very high com.,
Swiss Mountain Kennels' champion Middy and Red Doc; 2d. E. M.
Fiske's Jay Kay. Reserve, C. F. Sacket's Othello. Bitches: Equal
1st, E. M. Fiske's Champion I Say and Swiss Mountain Kennels' cham-
pion Miss Waggles. Reserve, E. M. Fiske's Realization.—Black (not
over SSlbfl,)—Dogs: 1st and very high com., E. M. Fiske's King Kole
and Wildfire; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Douglas. Reserve, J. Ken-
nedy's Raven Chancel. Bitches: 1st and very high com., E. M. Fiske's
Fashion and Corktown Cleo; 2d and reserve, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Lady Fidget and Dart.—Any Other Color fnot over 2Hlbs.)— Dogs: 1st,
Swiss Mountain Kennels' Dandy S. ;

2d, E. M. Fiske's Brautford Rufus.
Reserve, 0. T. Saekett's St. Lawrence Prince. Bitches; 1st, Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Ru .h S ; 2d, J. W. Ayers'sLady Silk.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—1st, B. F. Lewis's Kitty of Cork.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Charles Steadman Hanks's
Grouse H.—Open- Dogs: 1st, H. Leroy Jones's Avondale Mixture;
2d, Dr. Darby's Lansdowne Poverino. Reserve, F. A. Miller's Nabob.
High com,, James Ferris Belt's Hillside Royal and C. S. Hanks's Baby
Pallisy. Bitches: 1st, Leinster Kennels' Chicago; 2d, Hamilton Fox-
Terrier Kennels' Maple Leaf. Reserve, Woodiawn Park Kennels' Jess
Frost. Very high com., C. S. Hanks's Richmond Jestnine. Puppies:
1st, Hamilton Fox-Terrier Kennels' Maple Leaf; 2d and reserve, C. S.
Hanks's Seacroft King and Seacroft Trial.

POODLES.—1st, Dr. S. Nandain Duer's Bismarck; 2d, Eberhart
Pug Kennels' Moughlow,
BULLDOGS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Woodiawn Park Kennels' Wal Hampton,
Bitches; 1st, Frank F. Dole's The Graven Image.

BULL-TERRIERS.—ChALLKNQE—1st, F. F. Dole's Ch. Attraction.
Reserve, Luzboro Kennels' Crisp.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Dr. Rush S.
Huidekoper's Cardona; 2d, Wentworth Kennels' Principo. Reserve,
F. F. Dole's Topsparkle. Very high com., F. L. Dover's Bellerby King.
Bitches: 1st, Frank F. Dole's Edgewood Topsy. Reserve, Harry
Fletcher's Dot F.

BASSET HOUNDS.—Dogs: 1st, Doc Short's Bent; 2d, W. E. Cay-
lor's Fritz. Bitches; 1st, Doc Short's Bet.

DACHSHUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs- 2d, L. O. SeidePs Fritz K. L —
Open—Dogs: 1st, Windrush Kennels' Jay. Bitches: 1st, Windrush
Kennels' Jargonelle; 2d, L. O. SeidePs Nellie.

BEAGLES.

—

Challenge (15in.): 1st, B. F. Lewis's Doctor; 2d, Glen-
rose Beagle Kennels' Parthenia.—Open—Dogs; 1st, T. Zschetzsche, Jr.'s
Mogle. Bitches: 1st, Spring Hill Kennels' Actress. Dogs (13in.): 1st,

Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Clarion of Glenrose;2d. E. Marshall's Adam.
Bitches: 1st, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Cleopatra of Glenrose; 2d, Dr.
Short and E. Williams's Topsy Turvy. Com., L. Bierstead's Lady.
SKYE TERRIERS.

—

Challenge —Dogs; 1st, H. R. Caner's Endcliffe
Maggie.—Open -Dogs: 1st, C. A. Shinn's Elphinstone. Bitches: 1st
and 2d, C. A. Shinn's Queen of Skyes and Princess May.
BL4CK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st, Dr. H. C. Foote's Broom-

field Sultan II.; 2d, S. D. Ripley's Glenwood. Reserve. Chesterford
Park Kennels' Chesterford Victor. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Chesterford
Park Kennels' Rochelle Mab and Betsy.

TOY TERRIERS.—1st, F. Rogers' Muggins; 2d, withheld.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Mrs. W. G. Benham's

Adonis; 2d, F. H. Hoy t's Roma. Reserve, P. H. White's Ingersoll

—

Bitisms; 1st and 2d, F. H. Hoyt's Irene and Trixie. Reserve, Mrs. C. P.
Howard's Schalis.

PUGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st. Rookery Kennels' Curtis; 2d, Eber-
hart Pug Kennels' Eberhart 's Cashier.—Bitches: 1st, Rookerv Kennels'
Verga.—Open—Dogs; 1st and 21, German*Howard Kennels' Al Von and
Drummer. Reserve, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Patsy Boliver. Very
high com., Eberhart Pug Kennels' Sir Douglas High com,, Rookery
Kennels' Finsbury Dude.—Bitches: 1st, Rookery Kennels' Haughty
Madge; 2d, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Lady Verne. Reserve, German-
Howard Kennels' Miss Decima. Very high com , German-Howard
Kennels' Penrice Queen. High com., Eberhart Pug Kennels' Mabel E.
—Puppies—Do^.s.- 1st, German- Howard Kennels' Young Penrice —
Bitches: 1st, German-Howard Kennels' Sateen II.; 2d,F. VV. Puderer's
Drummer Lilly.

MISCELLANEOUS.—1st, Woodiawn Park Kennels1 Jackanapes- 2d
Chestnut Hills Kennels' Rosemary.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

St. Bernards.—Best kennel, J. B. Lewis's. St. Bernard Club medals-
Best dog, rough or smooth, Grand Master; best bitch ditto, Lady
Judith. Great Danes.—Best kennel. Kennel Lawrence. Great Dane
g.i'b s President's cup for best dog or bitch, Portia Melac. Russian
Wolfhounds.—Best kennel, Chas. S. Hanks's. Pointers.—Best in snow
Ridgeview Tenny. Best with field trial record, Lad of Rush Best
owned in Columbus, Pet S. Best puppy ditto, Spotted Goat. English
SerR-rs.—Best kennel, J. Shelley Hudson's. Best owned in Columbus
Latonia. Irish Setters.—Best kennel, Oak Grove Kennels. Gordon
setters.—Best kennel, Dr. S. G. Dixon's. Largest exhibit, Dr S G
Dixon. Best dog, Heather Lad. Collies.—Best "kennel, Chestnut Hill
Kennels. Cocker Spaniels.—Best kennel, Swiss Mountain Kennels
Fox-Terriers.—Best kennel, Seacroft Kennels. Best in show, Grouse'
II. Beagles.—Best kennel, Glenrose Beagle Kennels. Skye Terriers —
C. A. Shinn. Black and Tan Terriers.—Best kennel, Chesterford Park
Kennels. Italian Greyhounc?s.—Best kennel, Dr. F. H. Hoyt. Pugs

—

Best kennel, German-Howard Kennels.
The Handlers' prize, S60 to first, S40 to second, for the one bringing

gCeatest number of dogs was equal first $60 each, B F Lewis and
T. A. Howard.

American Mastiff Club Meeting,

The annual meeting of the American Mastiff Club was
held at the Madison Square Gardens, Friday 25, at 3:30 P. M.
There were present Dr. Derby in the chair, Messrs. Atwood"
Boudreau, Cook, Glazier, C. A. Longest, C. N. Longest
Marshall, Mead and Stephenson. Treasurer's report was read)
approved and referred to auditing committee. By motion
it was ordered that the secretary's reports for the past two
years be printed. The secretary announced that the execu-
tive committee had selected for photograp&ingj Mr. Glazier's
Ingleside Minting, Dr. Lougest's Lady Diana and Mr. Higg's
Brampton Beauty, and that the photographing had already
been done at Sarony's, the two bitches being taken in a
group. As soon as proofs were received and approved the
printing would be ordered and the photographs distributed:
to the members by mail.
The president rehearsed the action of the executive com-

mittee regarding the proppsed Columbian show. All the
club's cups and medals had been offered, and in addition a.
valuable lot of special cash prizes aggregating no less than
$350 which had been contributed by members of the club.
The committee had also interested itself to secure the
appointment of a judge who should be acceptable to all, and
through it sinfluence Mr. C. Court Rice, secretary of the Old
English Mastiff Club, of England, had been asked to come
overaud judge the mastiff classes. For this occasion the
rules governing the awarding of some of the cups were sus-
pended, and all the special prizes, cups, medals and cash
prizes were offered open to the world.
The president also stated that for some time the executive •

committee had been desirous of adding to the valuable list
of special prizes a replica of the famous bronze group show-
ing mastiffs pulling down a bear. This work of art, by the
celebrated French sculptor Barye, showed with remarkable
truth the mastiff as he existed sixty or seventy years ago.
and would make, an exceedingly striking and appropriate
trophy for this club.
While matters which seemed of more importance had

been given precedence, this had been held in abeyance, but
the executive committee had lately taken it up, aud while as
yet a sufficient fund had not been secured for its purchase,
still he was happy to inform the meeting that a sum so
large had been promised by some of the members as to
place beyond, reasonable, doubt the early acquisition of this .

valuable trophy by the club.
Mr. Glazier introduced a resolution leading to the appoint-

ment of a committee to secure for the club, to be held as its
property and offered as a special prize at the various shows,
a casting in bronze showing a typical head of the mastiff of
the present day.
The membership of this thriving club is sixty-two. After

the election of officers the meeting adjourned. The list of
officers for the coming year is as follows: President,
Richard N, Derby; Vice-Presidents, Robert Lenox Belknap,

.-, George i

Stephenson, Charles C. Marshall, J. L. Wiuehell, W\ P.
Stevenson, Herbert Mead, James Lenox Banks ahd J. E. R.
Boudreau. Herbert Mead, Sec'y.

English Prize Winners in Novice Classes.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I would like you to inform me through your columns

whether imported dogs with a long list of winnings can
compete in novice classes under the A. K. C. ? Under the
C. K. C. they cannot. When one sees such Well-known
warriors as Cribbage and Janet competing in novice classes
such as Class 167, at the late New York show, it seeme quite
a surprise. I am not kicking because I was beaten, as it is

no disgrace to be beaten by such dogs, but is it reasonable
that dogs, champions of their breed in England, should com-
pete as novices out here? I was under the impression that
the A. K. C. passed a rule to that effect, but on looking it up
could not find it. Compton Keknelb.
Compton, Que., Feb. 2G.

[The new rule, XV., Sec. 3, reads: "The novice class shall
be for a breed for which a regular class has been provided,
and for competition in which a dog shall not have won a first

prize in an open or novice class at any recognized show."
The present reading of this rule is, to our mind, entirely too
ambiguous. We suppose it is understood to refer merely to
shows held nnder A. K. C. rules, the club at the time the
new rule was made having revoked the treaty with the
Canadian Kennel Club; and, as the A. K. C, does not recog-
nize English wins, the dogs that come over here must start
at the bottom of the line, and therefore are to all intents
novices until they win in our open classes. Still, this might
have been shown more plainly in the wording of the rule.
It does seem rather ridiculous and discouraging that a dog
with a big list of winnings at the best shows in England can
enter a novice class here; it frustrates the object for which
the novice class was made.]
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Comparative Table of Entries at W. K. C. Shows.

Mastiffs.'. 26
St. Bernards 17
Russian wolfhounds
Newfoundlands 12
Greyhounds 18
Deerhounds 9
Retrievers

|

Great Danes
Bloodhounds
Pointers
English setters
Gordon setters
Irish setters
Chesapeake Bay dogs
Imh water spaniels
Field spaniels
Clumber spaniels
Cocker spaniels
Foxhounds
Beagles
Basset hounds
Dachshunds
Fox-terriers
Collies
Bulldogs ,,,
Bull-terriers
Sltye terriers
Irish terriers
Black and tan terriers
DaDdie Dinmotit terriers.

.

.

Bedlington terriers
Yorkshire terriers..,

.

Toy terriers
Pugs
Toy spaniels
Italian greyhounds. .

.

Poodles
Boston terriers
Scottish terriers
Welsh terriers

,

"White English terriers
Schipperkes
Miscellaneous . , 23
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Smooth collies and bobtailed sheepdogs have 3 each this year.

New York Awards.
SPECIAL PRIZES.

Mastiffs.—Best kenneJ, Dr. C. A. Lougest. American Mastiff Club
specials: West minster challenge cup for best dog or bitch under 3yrs.,
Inglcside Minting; silver challenge cup for best American bred dog or
bitch, Beaufort's Black Prince: Taunton go'd medal (breeder's prize)
for best American-bred under ijrs , not filled; silver challenge cup,
best dog, Beaurort's Black Prince; ditto, bitch. Lady Diana: silver
medal, nest dog or bitch under 12mos., not filled. The Old Ft lisb
Mast ff Cmb specials did not fill

St. Bernards—Best kennel of rough?, Argyle Kennels; smooths,
E. H. Moore. St. Bernard Club of America medals, open to member-*
of the Club only: Club medal for best American-bred smooth-coated
dog over 12mos

,
Alton, Jr.; bitch, ditto, Lady Alton; ditto rough-

coated dog, Altoneer; ditto, bitch, Uarda; best American-bred smooth-
coated bitch under 12aios. Miss Tlielma; ditto, rough-coated dog, Wash
Erdman; ditto bitch, Priu"ess Ealalia; best stud dog, to be judged by
two of his get out of different bitches, the same to besiredln America,
Sir Bsdivere; best brood bitch, to be judged by two of her produce
out of different litters, born in America, Miss Anna. New York Herald
medals: Best rough-coated dog, Sir Bedivere; ditto bitch. Lady Liv-
ingston; smooth coated dog, Alton, Jr.; ditto bitch, Lady Alton.
Westminster challenge cap. value $jC0, donated by W. C. Reick, Col
Ruppert, Jr., and the W K. C. for best American- bred St. Bernard,
sired in America, and born on or after March 1, 1890, open to allA ton, Jr. Best in show, Sir Bedivere.

Bloodhounds —Best iu show, Victor.

Great Danes.—Bast kennel, J. A. Lawrence's. Great Dane Club of
America specials: President's challenge cup for best dog or bitch in
the show, Portia Melao. Herald m<sdal for be t in show, Portia M'elao
Best harlequin dog, Lawrence Leopard; ditto bitch, Phryne
Russian Wolfhounds.—Best kennel, H. W. Hcmtington's. National

Greyhound Club specials: Best dog, Argoss; bitch, Tinga. W. K. C.
challenge cup for best in show, Argoss; best American-bred, Argoss
Herald bronze medal for best in show, Argoss.
Deerhounds.—Best kenael, Hillside Kennels. National Greyhound

Club medals: Best dog, Hillside Warrior; bitch. Hillside Romola
W. K. C. challenge cup lor best in show, Hillside Romola. Herntii
medal, Hillside Romola. Best American-bred, Hillside Romola.
Greyhounds.— 3tst kennel, A. W. Purbeck. National Greyhound

Club niedah: Best dog, Gem or the Season; bitch, Southern Beauty;
Monroe challenge cup for best greyhound, and the Herald me da!
Gem of the Season. Mr. Horatio Nelson, president of the National
Greyhound Club, 820 Lot best American-bred that has won two courses
In public competition, Master Rich.

Foxhounds.—Best kennel, The Governor's Kennels.
Chesapeake Bay.—Best kenael, B. Alton Smith.
Pointers.—Best kennel, T. G. Davey. Best kennel of four that have

been run at any pubhe field trial in the U. S. or Canada, Hempstead
Farm Kennels. Best dog sired by W. K. O.'s King of Kent, Prince
Regent; ditto bitch, Kent's Belle. Pointer Club of America specials'
Best heavy weight dog, Lad of Kent; ditto bitch, Woolton Game;
light-weight dog, Duke of Hessen; ditto bitch, Lady Gay Spanker
American Field cup aud the Herald medal for best in show. Lad of
Kent.

English Setters.—Best kennel of four that have been run at any
public field trial in the U". S. or Canada Blue radge Ken. English Set-
ter Club specials, open to members only: American Field cup for best
owned by a member six months prior to closing of entries, Breeze
Gladstone, best that has been placed at any public field trial in U. S
or Canada, Breeze Gladstone. Silver medal for breeder of best that
has been awarded very high com. or better in its regular class, and
also Herald medal, Breeze Gladstone. Polhemus cup tor the best dog
owned by the exhibitor 6mos, prior to date of closing entries Breeze
Gladstone.

Irish Setters,—Best kennel, Oak Grove Kennels. Herald medal for
best in show, Queen Vic.

Gordon Setters.—Best kennel, Dr. Dixon's. Herald medal for best
in show, Duchess of Waverly : Gordon Setter Club of America specials
open to members only: Best dog iu opes, Heather Lad; ditto bitch
Fau; second best dog in open, Richmond Prince; ditto bitch, Venus
Best dog, to have been property of the owner 6oios. previous to the
closing of entries, Heather Bee
Ikish Water Spaniels,—Best kennel, Gardner and Blaisdell.

Clumber Spaniels—Kennel did not fill. Best dog, Dash; bitch
Glenwood Bosker.

Field Spaniels.—Best kennel, R. P. Keasbey. American Spaniel
Club's specials, open to members only: Newton Abbot .-up, lor best
bitch, Bridford Ruby; pup, dog or bitch, Princess Bolu3; other than
black, Bridford Ruby; black dog, Warwick (A. E. Foster's dog did
not. compete) ; best blade bred Dy a member of the club. Warw dk
Herald medal for best in show, Judex.
Cockers —Best kennel, Swiss Mountain, American Spaniel Club's

specials, open to members only: Best American-bred black dug pup
Barefoot; ditto bitch, Chloe Hersom; ditto pup, dog or bitch, auy
other color, Cherry Boy 11.; best headed, Black Duchess; trio bred by
exhibitor, donor cot to compete (Swiss Mountain Kennels), Rideau
Kennels; best black in open, Kideau Reiue; best other color, Tanita,
best dog or bitch, other than black, never having previously sou a
first prize. Ned W.; best bitch in show, Miss Waggles; best Uog. any
color, Brantford Red Jacket : best liver and white dog or bitch, Tanita;
black and white, dog or bitch, Othello; best moving ot auy breed.
Tanita; best liver-colored, St. Lawrence Prince; best stud d'og with
three of his get, Biautford Bed Jacket; Heruld medal for best in
show, Miss Waggles.

Collies.—Best kennel. J. Pierpont Morgan's. Coll e Club of America
offers, open to members only: Collie Club trophy, value §500, for best
Americau-bred, the winner of the trophy to receive a silver medal in
commemoration of award, Roslyn wakes; president's cup, value ysjo,
for best collie, winner receives silver medal in commemoration, Sefton
Hero; grand annual collie sweepstakes (open to allj for collies born in

to be judged by two of his get out of different bitches, which may be
the property of different owners, Christopher; best dog in open cla^s
owned by a member (winner of trophy and president's cup not to
compete), Christopher. Best in show, Sefton Hero (2).

Poodles —Best kennel, Meadowmere Kennels. Best poodle, Lion;
best black curly-coated dog or bitch in open, Rajah.
Bulldogs —BuU Dog Club of America prizes, open to members only.

The grand trophy for best dog or bitch iu show, His Lordship;
Porter cup, for best iu show, opposite in sex to winner of the
garnd trophy, Saleni; puppy bowl, best American bred dog or bitch
between 6 and lomos., Rustic King II.; American Field bulldog cup
for best Americau bred dog or bitch, Handsome Dau; Sawyer cup, for
novice dog or bitch. Nugget; English Bull Dog Club's silver medal for
second best in sho .v of same sex as winner of Porter cup, The Graven
Image; ditto for same sex as winner of Grand trophy, King Lud; best
American-bred puppy under lomos., opposite in sex to winner of puppy-
bowl, Juno: best American-bred opposite sex to winner of American

dog

of puppy bowl, Woodlawn Park Kennels; best dog, His Lordship.
Bull-Terriers.—Best in show, Streatham Monarch; Tubby Hook cup

for the best djg owned by exhibitor 6mos. prior to date of closing
entries, Streatham Monarch.
Boston Terriers.—The Boston Terrier Club specials: Best dog,

Prince Walnut; best bitch, Nankin; best exhibit. 11. J. Clark; bestdog
or bitch, Nankin.

Dachshunds —Best kennel, E. A. Manice; Dachshund challenge
cup, Polly Finders.

Beagles.—Best kennel, Hornell-Harmony kennels' ; best beagle in
show (2), Royal Krueger.

Fox-Terriers.—Best kennel, H. W. Smith. The American Fox-
Terrier Club specials: Best iu the show, Saint Cribbage; best in open
classes. Warren Safeguard; best in puppy classes, Blentom Votary-
best brace, Samt Cribbage and Sister Janet; best wire-haired, Saint
Cribbage; best brace of wire-haired, Saint Cribbage aud Sister Janet-
grand challenge cup for best fox-terrier in show, Saint Cribbage: Stud
Dog Stakes of 1894, Beverwyck Royalist and King Piu; the first' divis-
ion of the Eighth Grand Produce Stakes of 1393, Beverwyck Royalist;
best fox-terrier, Saint Cribbage (2).

Irish Terriers.—Best kennel, W. J. Comstock: best in show, Jack
Bnggs.

Blackand Tan Terriers.—Best brace, Prince Regent and Gypsy Girl:
White English Terriers.—Best brace, Spring and Lonely; best

under 12 mos., Nobility.

Dandie Dinmojit Terriers.—Best brace, Heather kennels' Ainstv
Daisy and King of the Heather.
Bedlington Terriers.—Best brace, W. H. Russell.

Scottish Terriers.—Best brace, Brooks and Ames.
Sky-e Terriers.—Best brace, C. A. Sbinn.

Yorkshire Terriers.—Best kennel, F. Senn.
Pugs.—Best kennel, Seminole Kennels'; best in show. Hauehtv

Madge. '
& J

Toy Spaniels.—Best kennel, F. Senn; best in show, Tokio, (Jap.)
Italian Greyhounds.—Best brace, Spring and Sprite; best in show

Spring.

Spaniels at New York.
Editor Forest and Stream:
That the thanks of spaniel breeders and exhibitors are due

to Forest and Stream for. securing Mr. Wilmerding's re
port on the spaniels he judged at the late New York show
will, I am certain, be admitted by all. The enterprise and
push of this best of all kennel papers are proverbial, but on
no occasion in the past has a spaniel report written by either
judge or reporter excited the conjecture and speculation as
to how the judge would explain his decisions as the one in
question and the pity of it all is that it would have been to
the credit of the judge aud fairer to those who entered their
dogs, counting on Mr. Wilmerding following in his footsteps
oj previous years, if he had, before the entries closed for New
York, come out in an open letter and given us the homily
which is the prelude to his report on the spaniel judging at
New York show, 1894, 1 would ask him where would the 109
entries (there were actually 92 dogs benched) he boasts of
have been? what dogs would breeders have selected to con-
form to the worthy President of the spaniel club's new
theories of what we hare, and what we should have? It
would take more space than you could spare for me to go
go through Mr. Wilmerding's report and I therefore think
the best and quickest way will be to select a few of his lead-
ing criticisms and look at them in a quiet and friendly way.
Irish Water Spaniels.—This valuable and useful breed he

dismisses with four lines. No criticism. Gives no reason for
placing the dogs as he did, which would, judging from his
knowledge of the breed, have been vastly interesting.
Clumber Spaniels.—Mr. George R. Preston who owns the

two entries and who is an enthusiast on this valuable and
handsome breed, and who will not stop until such time as
he can show a kennel of quality will, I am certain, be sur-
prised, but hardly be impressed by the worthy judge's
know ledge of the breed to read the criticism on Dash.
Field Spaniels.—In field spaniel challenge class Newton

Abbot Torso is described as a poor specimen not worthy of
mention. Now, I claim that he is far and away a better dog
than Braulford Mohawk, and in head, front legs and general
quality points ahead of Newton Abbot Farmer, placed
second

A prominent spaniel man looking over the awards in this
class had the cruelty to remark that he wondered how the
mischief Mr. Wilmerding could give Black Prince vhe. and
ignore Torso. On the error in the catalogue being pointed
out to him, lie singularly enongh made the same remark
about Prince that Mr. Wilmerding makes in his report about
Torso ie. "How, the dickens, did he ever get into the chal-
lenge class?"
The criticism on the new dog Colehill Rufus is very re-

freshing reading. In his poor condition he should not have
won, but he was points ahead of at least two in the class.
Our friend the judge makes a great point of his crooked
front legs, but this fault did not set Farmer back in the
challenge class. Yea, verily! Consistency, thou art a Jewell

It is all very well for a judge to encourage size as well as
quality when judging cockers, but it is far from well for him
to sacrifice all quality for size. A coarse headed, narrow
chested, weedy looking cocker of 241bs. will look larger than
a typical dog of the same weight built on the proper lines.
Cockers are very deceiving and had the judge placed each of
the dogs in the cocker challenge class on the scales he would
have been surprised to find that there was not a dog in the
class weighing less than 22}4lbs., so that his criticism—"Red
Jacket, first, should be retired, shown too fat"—is much on a
par with that of "Middy, unnoticed on the small order, toes
turn out, toyish." Had the fat been taken off Red Jacket
and had Middy been shown in proper flesh, about a pound
heavier, there would not have been a pound weight dif-
ference, between the two. Red Jacket, good little dog that
he has been, has gone off so much in head he should most
decidedly have taken a back seat to Middy.
In challenge bitches Miss Waggles won, Black Duchess

vhc.
The judge describes Black Duchess as a "Beautiful little

small order."
front legs not
" the second,

. -ggles shown
rather fat weighed 241bs. Black Duchess showm too light iu
flesh weighed 221bs. Admitting that on condition Miss
Waggles won, what is this "on the small order," our friend
the judge is now raving about? Will he kindly give us the
weight of his old friend Champion Doc? If I remember
rightly when Doc was winning he was in Mr. Wilmerding's
opinion just about right. I saw him weighed on two oc-
casions, once he barely pulled the scales down at 221bs. and
once 22>ilbs.
Black Duchess won the special for best headed cocker in

the show. This takes us back to the days of Miss Obo II.
It took Mr. Wilmerding quite sometime to educate himself
up to placing her first over Doc although she was his ideal
weight—241bs. If head quality at last compelled Mr. Wil-
merding to place Miss Obo II. over Doc, why, when there is
only a difference of 21bs. in weight between Miss Waggles
and Black Duchess—and other points are about equal—did
not he place Black Duchess over Miss Waggles? The open
dog class is a corker. Four dogs in that class should have
beaten the winner Donovan, and these are their names, not
in the order they should have been placed, but picked out of
the catalogue:
"Woodland Prince," Jumie II., "Pickpania" and Com-

modore.
It may be interesting to notice the opinion of various

judges on Donovan: "Donovan, reserve, is very coarse and
growing coarser, light eye, badly set ears and too long a
body." (F. H. F. Mercer's report, N. Y. show 1893). "Is of
the spaniel order." (James Watson's report, N. Y. show
1893). "Who is coarse." (E. M. Oldham's report, N. Y.
show 1893). "Coarse all over." (American Field's report,
N. Y. show 1893). They say judges and reporters differ.
This must be an exception.
One more case, and I will conclude. If a dog is large

enough to receive vhc. in the novice class, surely he ought
to have a notice in the open. Douglas, unnoticed in the
open class, received the award of vhc. in the novice class.
Some people are cruel enough to say that as the judge after
carefully examining the novice class on Monday evening for
about 30 minutes, postponed giving his decision until the
following morning. A night in the land of nod with the
catalogue under his pillow did much to soften his hard feel-
ings against poor Douglas whom he describes as one of the
hated "small order." It may interest Mr. Wilmerding to
know that Douglas weighs over 201bs.
That the New York show judging of spaniels, 1894, was

unfair to spaniel exhibitors and injurious to the best in-
terests of the breed is now a matter of history. You have
either in the Spaniel Club to have your minimum weight
22 or 241bs., or you have to judge dogs on their merits.
I myself think that we want a dog of from 22 to 261bs., but
we cannot afford to ignore all type and quality to reach the
desired end. It has been by careful breeding that the great
cocker breeders of the States and Canada have done away
with the old weedy looking cocker, who was no earthly use
to himself or his owner. Let those good and reliable breeders
Willey, Laidlaw, Nelles, Bell, Swiss Mountain kennels and
others, whom space will not allow me to mention, keep on.
Not get flurried or excited over the spasmodic efforts of some
judges to undo with a big splurge all the good work they
have done in the past. But by the same interest in their
work and by judicious mating and careful breeding keep
what they have and in time obtain an increase in size with-
out losing the quality they have gained after years of hard
work. Mr. Wilmerding is a man we all think highly of and
the regret was general that such a prominent hard working
member of the Spaniel Club would make such a mistake as
to think all he had to do was to wave his magic wand and
all hands—judges, breeders and exhibitors would crowd
over each other in their anxiety and desire to follow in his
lines. But one type at Philadelphia, one at Toronto and
another at New York was too inconsistent for even his many
friends and admirers to follow especially, when upsetting
what he had doue iu the open classes, he to the surprise of
everybody gave the special for best kennel to the Swiss
Mountain kennels. Their four, if I remember rightly, being
the unnoticed Middy and Douglas, Miss Waggles, first, and
Lady Fidget, second, against them being Andrew Laidlaw's
team containing four more on the large order. It was laugh-
able but at the same time not encouraging to see spaniel
men round the ring and in the ring looking as if they had
all just caught a bad attack of the grip. One very promi-
nent spaniel man remarked to a friend—"Well, this takes
t he cake, I'll be hanged if I know which end of the dog to
show."
Now, Mr. Editor, do please invite some discussion of this

question and let those men who had so much to say against
the judging at New York either come out and say what they
think on the subject or forever keep sileut. Mr. Wilmerding
is right, there must be a medium, but I cannot help think-
ing t hat his remarks about taking the small order round in
bird cages would be a very good idea the day we go out to
the Spaniel Club field trials. It would be very appropriate
not to open the door of the cage until the worthy President
pulled the string and let the pigeon out of the basket.

Solus.

We are sorry to see the Blue Grass Kennel Club fall out of
line. Their shows, although not successful ventures finan-
cially, were popular fixtures and introduced us to a number
of thorough sportsmen. The management cannot, however,
be blamed for foregoing the pleasure of dipping into their
pockets, to provide fun for others who simply regard dog
shows in a monetary light, still with such an energetic secre-
tary as Mr, Williams, we shall live in hopes of attending
another show in the sport loving-town of Lexington, Ky.
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AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.

Annua! Meeting at Madison Square Garden.
Feb. 22.

In tlie absence, of President Belmont, Vice-President Thos. H. Terry
presided. There were present: Associate members, Dr. H. T. Foote,
A. Clinton Wilmerding; American Mastiff Club. Geo. G.' Stephenson:
American Pet Dog Club. T. F. Rackham; City of the Straits Kennel
Club, W. H. Muir; Collie Club of America, J. B. Shotwell; Groat Dane
Club of America, A. H. Heppner; Rational Beagle Club, H. F. Schell-
hass; New England Kennel Club. Edward Brooks; New Jersey Kennel
League, E.H.Morris; Omaha Kennel Club, Dr. M. H. Cryer; Pacific
Kennel Club, James Mortimer; Portland Kennel Club, W. h. Washing-
ton; Southern California Kennel Club, James "Watson; Washington
City Kennel Club, F. S. Webster; Westminster Kennel Club, H. B.
Cromwell.
The minutes of the last annual meeting were approved. Credentials

were read and accepted as follows: New England Field Trial Club,
Wm. E. Baylies; Columbus Fanciers' Club. T. A. Howard.
The secretary read the result of the mail vote for election of officers

for Associate Members as follows: President, H. B. Cromwell; Vice-
President, Edward Brooks; Secretary, A. C. Wilmerding; Delegates,
Thos. H. Terry, Dr. H. T. Foote and A. C. Wilmerding.
Secretary Vredenburgh read bis annual report as follows, and it

was adopted:
New Yoke, Feb. 31. 1S94.—To the Officers and Delegates of the

American Kennel Club.—Gentlemen— I herewith beg to submit my
annual report for the year which ends to-da.y. The year has been one
of peace and we have been fairlv prosperous, although we have felt
the effect of.the hard times in the falling off of our receipts for regis-
trations and the sale of stud books. By a comparison of mv financial
reports of 1893 and 1893 will be fouud that we reeistered 465 dogs less
in the year ending Dec. 81. 1893, than we did during the previous year,
and you will also find that our sale of stud books shows a decrease of
$352.50. Our annual dues were the same in both years, and the Asso-
ciate dues were practically the same, there being a falling off of 3130
only, being a difference of but 20 Associates. One gratifying item in
such a comparison is in our receipts for advertisements, which shows
an increase of $280.35. We have paid on account of legal expenses
$1,9.32.53, which leaves an unpaid balance of $1,850 to pay, which we
have until Dec 31, 1895, as arranged by our advisory committee.
As directed at the last quarterly meeting of the executive commit-

tee, we have added to our plant a new card index at a cost of about
$535, which improves the machinery of the club and will be a benefit
to all having business with us. This addition will last probably ten
years longer without any further outlay of money. We have no other
liabilities other than current expenses except the cost of publishing
Volume X. of the stud book, which will cost about $1,000. The actual
cash balance to our credit on Jan. 1 last was $2,815.82.
The club held one special meeting and its regular stated executive

committee meetings in February and May, but made a failure of our
September meeting by trying to hold it in Chicago, at which time and
place we made two attempts, but failed both times to secure a quorum.
We, however, completed our regular meetings by holding an adjourned
meeting in New York in October, and closed the year with the regular
December meeting. The average attendance at the four quarterly
meetings was nineteen, an increase of five over the previous year. It
is fitting that I should here state that there was one bright spot in our
Chicago experience, and that was the hospitality of the Mascoutah
Kennel Club. Its officers and members had arranged to receive us
and entertain us as guests of honor. The quarters and banquet pro-
videdfor our comfort and pleasure deserved our recognition, and it is
but paying them a small compliment, although a just one, to thus
publicly acknowledge our appreciation of kindness, courtesy and
hospitality.
The advisory committee has held but three meetings during the

year, investigating and acting on twelve cases submitted to it. "This
committee has made two ineffectual attempts to hold later meetings
for the purpose of investigating several eases referred to it at exfebu-
tive committee meetings. The illness of Mr. Terry, the absence in
Europe of Messrs. Belmont and Reick, and the failure of Dr. Perry to
appear, made it impossible to obtain a quorum, and as a consequence
the matters referred to the committee at the two last executive meet-
ings are still in abeyance.
Our list of active members embraces sixty-one clubs, with applica-

tions from three now pending. We have lost during the year by resig-
nation three clubs, with resignations from two now pending.
Our list of associate members consists of 230. with applications from

four now pending. We have lost by resignations twelve, by death
three, dropped for non-payment of dues sixty, while forty-five were
admitted.
By the copyrighting of our bench show rules, only members of this

association have the privilege of holding shows governed by them,
which is certainly a step in the right direction, as it protects exhibi-
tors from irresponsible managers, over whom we have no power to
control.
Our relation with the Canadian Club have changed during the year

the American Kennel Club having cancelled the compact that had
;j<wn in force since 1889. We deemed such action a wise one, and at
h. meeting a report, on the subject of a more advantageous compact
y a, joint committee of the two associations will be submitted to you

for your consideration.
The following comparisons are hereby submitted: During 1893 there

were twenty shows held in the United Slates by club members of the
American Kennel Club against twenty held in 1892. Entries at these
Shows amounted to 7,812 in 1893 against 0,252 in 1892. Absentees 669 in
1893 against 500 in 1892. The total number of judges employed in 1893
was sixty-seven against fifty-five in 1892. It would, therefore, appear
from the above figures that 1893 was a great improvement in dog show
affairs over the previous year and was likewise an improvement over
1891, which was really a banner year. The present year has started
well, the entries at the Westminster Kennel Club show being an in-
crease of almost 100 over 1893, which during the present depressed
state of affairs must be a surprise to every one who watches such
matters
In closing my report I beg to tender mv thanks to the delegates for

their uniform kindness and courtesy to their secretary. Reapectfuliy
submitted, A. P. Vredenburrh, Secretary.
Mr. v redenbdrgh—In connection with my annual report there is

another report I have to make, which came in subsequently, which is
as follows: l(Jn accordance with the notice given at the"December
meeting of the executive committee, Mr. James Watson formally pro-
tests against the action of the said executive committee in the matter
of the reinstatement by it of Geo. W. Patterson, without giving the
plaintiff m the case, Thomas Shillcock, or his agent, James Watson
notice of ttie re-opening of the case on the appeal of Patterson "
It will be recalled that Mr. Watson protested at the aforesaid meet-

ing of the executive committee, but afterward suspended action pre-
ferring to make his protest to the association at its anuual meetine
The following is the protest in full:

PHii-A.nEi.PHiA, Feb. 17.—A. P. Vredenburgh, Esq., Secretary
A- K. 0 /—Dear Sir—In accordance with notice given at the December
meeting of the American Kennel Club Executive 06mmittee I now
appeal to the club against the reinstatement of G. W. Patterson until
he makes restitution to Mr. Shillcock for his dishonored draft.
The advisory committee made a most patient investigation before

rendering a decision in this ease, even going the length of awaittaMn
investigation by Mr. Reick as to were baiog anypossibility of truth in
the statement of Mr. Patterson's one witness, Mr. E. H Moore Mr
Reacts proved very conclusively that Mr. Moore was mistaken the
service of the bitch bought by Mr. Patterson appearing in its regular
order in Mr. Shillcock's service book.
The blackest point against Mr. Patterson is his own admission of his

false statements regarding his stoppage of the draft. In his early
letters ue writes Mr. Shillcock that the non-payment was all the fault
of the bankers, that he had orders sent to straighten things out and
all this before he had seen Mr. Moore, while at the same time the draft
was stopped by his specific orders. I submitted perfectly independent
testimony as to the bitch, together with my own statement regardingmy seeing her by special appointment when in England.

°

Mr. Shillcock offered to do all a man could be asked, and more than
there, was any real necessity for him to concede, while Mr. Patterson
held on to both bitch and money until the bitch died and the bank
failed.

It was a deliberate fraud, the penalty of which should not beremoved in a nsphazard way. The object for Mr. Patterson's desire
for reinstatement is plainly indicated by his many entries made in the
stud book since then. Yours respectfully, James Watson

accepted
eaSUrer,S report

'
as Publisaed in the January Gazette, was

Officers were elected as follows: President, August Belmont; Vice-
President, Thomas H. Terry.

6
'

ELECTION OF COMMITTEES.
Mr. VREDE.N'BnRGH-The first committee being the advisory commit-

tee it wilt be necessary to elect two members, the present incumbents
being Dr. F. J. Perry and AViUiam C. Reick.
Messrs Perry. Brooks, Taylor and Reick were nominated.
Mr. HKrpKER—I would call the attention of the club to the inadvis-

abiiity or nominating as members of that committee persons who
live outside of the city for the reason that it is hardly possible to get
a run attendance Of all the members of such committee, and beside*
I think it is asking too much of non-residents to come here and attend
every meeting; for the additional reason that some of the meetings
are very important and matters come up which need speedy action
Dr. Foote, who was appointed teller, announced that fourteen bal-

lots were cast, which resulted in Mr. Brooks being elected as one of
the members of the advisory committee, and a tie vote for Mr. Reick
and Mr Taylor. The chair directed that another vote be take for the
election of the second member of the advisory committee, which
resulted in the election of Major j. M. Taylor.
On motion of Dr Foote the secretary was directed to cast a ballot

for Messrs, James Watson, Dr. M. H. Cryer and Wilson Fiske as stud
book committee
The field trial and coursing committee as elected is as follows:

Messrs. Webster, Taylor, Baylies and Whiton.
The committee on rules and constitution is as follows: Messrs.

Watson, F. S. Webster, Dr. H. T. Foote, H. F. Sehellhas and A. P.
Vredenburgh.
Mr. Vredenburgh then called up the protest of Mr. James Wratsonto

the reinstatement of Mr. G. W. Patterson which had been read, and in
which Mr. Watson claimed that the reinstatement of Mr. Patterson
was unjust, the plaintiff in the case not having been notified of the re-
opening of the case.
Mr. Hepenbr—I move that the protest, be laid on the table in view of

the fact that a resolution was passed at our last meeting on recom-
mendation of the advisory committeee that the American Kennel Club
hereafter do not consider cases where fraud is not conclusively
proven.
Mr. Schellhass moved that the American K. O. refuse to indorse the

action taken by the executive committee in this matter, and that it
does indorse the action of the advisory committee. A rising vote re-
sulted in the motion being lost, six to seven. The protest was laid
upon the table and the meeting adjourned.

[The action taken as to the arrangement with the Canadian K. C.
was reported in our last issue.]

Meeting of the Executive Committee, Feb. 22.
In the absence of President Belmont, Vice-President Thos. H Terry

presided.
Present—Associate members, Dr. H. T. Foote, A. Clinton Wilmer-

ding; American Mastiff Club.George G. Stephenson; American Pet Dog
Club, T. F. Rackham; City of the Straits Kennel Club, W. H. Muir;
Collie Club of America, J. S. Shotwell; Great Dane Club of America^
A. H. Heppner; National Beagle Club, H. F. Schellhass; New England
Kennel Club, Eldward Brooks; New Jersey Kennel League, E. H. Mor-
ris; Omaha Kennel Club, Dr M. H. Cryer'; Pacific Kennel Club, James
Mortimer; Portland Kennel Club, W. L. Washington; Southern Cali-
fornia Kennel Club, James Watson; St. Louis Kennel Club, J. M. Tay-
lor; Washington City Kennel Club, F. S. Webster; Westminster Ken-
nel Club, H. B. Cromwell.
The minutes of the last meeting were approved. The secretary read

his quarterly report as follows:
New York, Feb. 21, 1894.—To the Executive Committee of the Ameri-

can Kennel Club: Gentlemen—Since my last report the following ap-
plications for admission to membership have been received: Jan. 15,
'84, Philadelphia Kennel Club of Philadelphia, Pa. Jan. 23, '94, Bruns-
wick Fur Club of Dorchester, Pa. These applications are in regular
form and both are eligible for electiou.
The following resignations have beeu received and hereby are ten-

dered: Dec. 21, 1893. Bexar Field Trial Club, of San Antonio, Texas;
Dec. 30, 1893, Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club, of Glovers-
ville, N. Y.; Jan. 6, 1894, Virginia Field Sports Association, of Rich-
mond, Va.; Jan. 15, 1894, Keystone Kennel Club, of Philadelphia, Pa.;
Feb. 14, 1894, Blue Grass Kennel Club, of Lexington, Ky.
Art. X. of our constitution says "the annual dues of clubs shall be

. 10, payable on or before Jan. 1. Any club faffing to pay said dues
within the specified time shall forfeit all right to representation in
this association and such clubs may be suspended or dropped from
the roll.'" It will therefore appear that the last three named clubs
did not forward their resignations until the time for the payment of
the annual dues had passed, and it now restB with you whether their
resignations are in order or otherwise
Credentials have been filed by the New Englaud Field Trial Club,

naming Walter C, Baylies as its delegate. Mr. W. A. Power is the
present delegate.

I would report that the secretary of the Rhode Island Poultry-
Association advises me under date of Jan. 27, that Mr. G. E. Cromwell
who was accepted as its delegate at the meeting of the executive
committee in May last, is not their delegate, nor is he a member of
that society. A resolution declaring "That the Rhode Island Poultry
Association no longer has a legally accredited representative in the
A. K. C." would be in order.
Since our last meeting the lllindio Kennel Club has paid the claims

of the A. K. C. and also of F. W. Chapman, who requests to be
allowed to withdraw his charges against that club. This action
places the club in the position of again being restored to its full mem-
bership by the adoption of a resolution removing the suspension pre-
viously imposed upon it. I would state, however, for your further
information that its annual dues for 1894 have not yet been paid. The
Continental Kennel Club, of Denver, Col., has found it necessary for
its own advantage to reorganize, and in doing so has changed its title
to that of the Western Kennel Club Company, and respectfully
requests this association to recognize it as such and to make the
necessary changes upon our records, Referring to the conflict between
the Portland Kennel Club and the Oregon Kennel Club, which matter
was referred to the advisory committee for investigation, 1 beg to
report that the two clubs have settled their differences and have con-
solidated and reorganized under the name of the Columbian Kennel
Clue, of Portland, Ore. I would therefore suggest that the club as it
now exists be substituted upon our boobs in place of the Portland
Kennel Club, and that the annual dues paid by the said Portland
Ken lie! Club for the year 1894 be credited to the account of the con-
solidated club. Pursuant to the suggestion of the A. K. C. at its last
meeting, the New Jersey Kennel League has preferred charges against
Dr. I j. R. Saltier for misconduct in connection with dogs and dog
shows, said misconduet having occurred at the late Newark show, for
which Dr. Sattler was duly expelled from the club.
The New Orleaus Fanciers' Club advertised prizes conditional upon

the number of entries. This being in direct conflict with the A. K 0
rules now- in force (Rule VIH.), I promptly advised the club that the
rules must be enforced, and that auy deviation from them would be
met with prompt action, and that the club would be held to a strict
accountability for any deviation therefrom.

castle," Lucien Carr, Jr., for "Stanwood," Wm. F. Ford for "Mo-
hawk." These claims do not conflict with any now registered, and I
would recommend allowing the same, except that of "Robin" should
apply to bulldogs only, and "Mohawk" to collies only.

1 beg to submit the following communication:
New York, Jan. 3, 1894.—Gentlemen: 1 have the honor to acknowl-

edge herewith preamble and resolutions adopted by vou and passed
by the American Kennel Club at its December meeting. If after my
service of several years I have succeeded in retaining vour confidence
and esteem, I am quite content. Passing as many others have done
through rather tempestuous times (for the A. K. C.) it is a pleasure to
contemplate the stability of the edifice we have raised and enables us
to view with equanimity the spasmodic attempts made in certain
quarters to belit tle the progress and impair the usefulness of the one
club that stands between the public and would-be malcontents, in the
character of a watchdog. Though I have severed my official connec-
tion with you, I beg to assure you of my continued interest, in all that
pertains to the club s prosperity and the welfare of its members, and
while I believe aud trust that no occasion may again arrise for extra
devotion or interest, nevertheless should such occasion recur I may be
counted on as ready to enter the ranks and do my utmost to uphold
its dignity and usefulness. To the president, officers, delegates and
members of the club I tender a greeting for the'new year that is about
to dawn upon us, and wish you prosperity, not' oDly collectively but
individually. Believe me, gentlemen, very sincerely'

3

rours,
Jas. L, Anthony.

To Messrs. Vredenburgh, Lincoln and Schellhass, special committee,
American Kennel Club.

The following letter has been received by the chairman of the stud
book committee:
San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 3, 1893.—James Watson, Esq., Chairman

Stud Book Committee. Dear Sir: I wish to call your attention to
registration No. 23.043 that of the R. C. St. Bernard bitch. Lady Gladys
E. P. Schell, San Francisco, The former owner of Lady Gladys, Mr'
F. L. Wooster, told me personally that he never knew anything about
her breeding. I am somewhat conversant with English" St. Bernard
pedigrees and breeders, but never heard of F. B. Raymond. Valour,
who is given as the sire, is a well knbwn name, but the only Valour I
ever heard of was the sire of Mamon, and was dead before Lady
Gladys was born. Moreover, he was of entirely different breeding
Mr. Schell has recently beeu expelled from the Pacific Kennel Club for
issuing false pedigrees and I challenge the correctness of this one
Can it be verified. Yours respectfully

A. Russell Crowell, Kennel Editor. B. S.
The Pacific Kennel Club has never advised the A. K. C. of its actionand therefore no action has been taken in cancelling any of Mr. Schell's

registrations. I would recommend that the charge af A. Russell
Crowell be referred to the Stud Book Committee for investigation
the result of which to be reported to the earliest meeting of the Exece-
utive Committee possible, embodying such recommendations as the
committee may deem proper in the premises. Respectfully submitted,
_u , A. P. Vredenburgh, Sec'y.The treasurer's report was read and accepted, as follows:
New York, Feb. 20, 1894.—To the Executive. Committee of the Ameri-can Kennel Club: Gentlemen—I herewith beg to submit my quarterly

report of all moneys received and disbursed by me during the year

Balance on hand Jan. 1, 18894 §2,815 82
Receipts from all sources to date , 1 ,545 00

$4,360 82
Disbursements for same period

, 924 41

$3,436 41

I also beg to report the following clubs in arrears for annual dues for

Cincinnati, Georgia, Washington, German Mastiff. Southern California,
Duquesne, English Setter, Central City, Mohawk Valley, Bexar. Re-
spectfully submitted, A. P. Vredenburgh, Treasurer.
1 jMr. Vredenburgh was duly elected Secretary and Treasurer.
The resignations of the Bexar Field Trial Club, Mohawk Valley Poul-

try and Kennel Club, Virginia Field Sporting Association, Keystone
Kennel Club and Blue Grass Kennel Club were accepted.
At this point Mr, Terry resigned the chair to Major J. M. Taylor.
The secretary reported the application of the Philadelphia Kennel

Club for membership of the American Kennel Club.
Dr. Cryer—I believe that it is due to this club that a letter written

by this same club upon its resignation from the American Kennel Club
a year or so ago should be withdrawn.
Dr. Foote—I move that the application of the Philadelphia Kennel

Club be accepted contingent upon a retraction of the letter referred
to and an expression of good will. At the time that letter was sent
this club was in a deal of trouble, and this letter gave our enemies a
grand chance to crow. It had the effect of bringing up questions of
doubt as to what we were doing, whether we were proceeding prop-
erly or not, and it was to some extent the cause of the dissatisfaction
that has been heard of in the West for the last year or so, and which
finally culminated in the talk of an opposition club. This Philadel-
phia Club desires to hold a show next month, and if we do not accept
them as members now it will interfere with the success of their show,
but I think it is only just that they should retract, as I have before
stated.
Mr. Brooks—I move as an amendment to that that they be required

to publish their letter of apology in the public press.
Mr. Schellhass—I move as an amendment that their application be

accepted subject to retraction of that letter, which shall be subject to
the approval of the president or vice-president of the club.
Mr. Brooks—I withdraw my amendment.
Dr. Cryer— I desire to say that I know a great many of the mem-

bers of the Philadelphia Club and have been most courteously treated
by them, and I feel a warm personal friendship for them, but I must
look to the dignity of the club, and I think a retraction of that letter
and an expression of good will would be calling for nothing beyoud
what is proper. In fact, I think some of the members of the club—and
I have been informed by one of them—desire that an apology should
be made to this club.
Mr Watson—I agree with the opinion which seems to be so freely

expressed, that there is something due to this club from the Phila-
delphia Club. A great many statements iu that letter were to my
knowledge absolutely false. For instance, as to the statement con-
tained in that letter that their delegate was not accorded due courtesy
at the meetings of the American " Kennel Club. I know that no one
delegate was ever given more opportunity to state his views than was
Mr. Child, the delegate of that club. In fact, he was particularly re-
quested on a number of occasions to give us his ideas on matters under
consideration when he was a delegate of the club.
The motion as amended by Mr. "Schellhass was seconded aud carried
The Brunswick Fur Club was admitted to membership.
Concerning the matter reported by the secretary to the effect that

Mr. G. E. Cornwall, who was accepted as a delegate of the Rhode
Island Poultry Association at the May meeting of the American Ken-
nel Club, was not now a member of that society, on motion of Mr.
Schellhass the resolution suggested by the secretary was adopted as
follows: That the Rhode Island Poultry Association no longer has a
legally credited representative in the Americau Kennel Club.
Mr. Vredenburgh—As I have reported, the lllindio Kennel Club

has paid its arrears to this club and also the claims of Mr. F. W
Chapman who preferred charges against said club, which charges
have been since withdrawn. The lllindio Club was suspended and I
call your attention to the fact that the suspension has been removed.
They have, however, failed to pay their dues for 1894.
On motion of Dr. Foote the suspension of the. club was removed.
The request of the Continental Club, of Denver, Col., the same hav-

ing reorganized and changed its title to that of the Western Kennel
Club Company, and requesting this club to recognize it as such, was
granted.
Mr, Vredenburgh—The Portland and Oregon kennel clubs have

healed their own differences. Each club appointed committees which
met and reported a plan by which both clubs reorganize into one and
change their name, and requesting this club to recognize it as the
Columbian Kennel Club of Portland, Oregon. I have recommended
thot the club as it now exists be substituted upon the books in place of
the Portland Kennel Club, and that the annual dues paid by said
club for the year 1894 be credited to the account of the consolidated
club.
Mr. Washington—This consolidation was made in the interest of

harmony by the Portland Kennel Club, and in doing so they do not iu
any way admit that the charges brought against it are true. I have
been authoritatively assured that the date of their charter as given is
the correct date, but they concluded that the kennel interests of that
part of the country demanded that there should be but one club, and
that they should all work under one organization.
On motion the request of the Columbian Kennel Club was granted.
The New Jersey Kennel League's charges against Dr. L. R. Sattler

for misconduct in connection with dogs and dog shows was referred
to the advisory committee.
On motion thefollowing prefixes applied for were granted:
ByE WillardRobythc prefix 'Robin." By J.R. Oughten, "Dwight."

By B. Gordon Hammill, "Hill-Top." By C. A. Pratt, "Argyle." By
James L. Little, "Newcastle." By Lucien Carr, Jr., "Stanwood."
Wm. F. Ford applied for the prefix "Mohawk "
Mr. Vredenburgh—These names do not conflict with any now reg-

istered, but I think there should be an exception to the prefixes
"Robin" and "Mohawk."
Mr. Schellhass—I move that the prefixes be allowed unreservedly.
Mr. Watson-I offer an amendment to t hat, that they all be allowed

with the exception of "Mohawk." While that has not been a regis-
tered prefix, yet we do not want to allowany prefix that might conflict
with any usage. For instance, the Mohawk Kennels have been in ex-
istence a long time.
Amendment accepted, and the motion as amended seconded and

carried.
Mr. A. Russell Crowell's communication in reference to fraudulent

entries was referred to the stud book committee for investigation.
It was carried that clubs which are iu arrears be notified that they

must pay within thirty days from notice, or be dropped from the roll.
Dr. Cryer—Before we adjourn I desire to state that in looking over

the stud books that we have been revising, and also in glancing over
the catalogue of this show, I And entries of dogs entered at former
shows under one name now entered under a different name, the
change being made by a subsequent purchaser of the dog. This is
confusing to the stud book compilers, and confusing to the public.
For instance, there is one bitch in this show eutered under a different
name than that under which she was entered at some former show.
Sbe is in the champion cbs5. She has bred puppies under one name,
and it is possible that she will have puppies under a fourth name, I
desire to suggest that it would be a good idea in order to remedy this
abuse that this club should pass a resolution by which after a dog has
won a pi ize and he has been properly registered iu the stud book, the
name of such dog should not be changed without the consent of either
the stjUd book committee or the executive committee for some good
reason, and not on account of a mere whim. I move that the secre-
tary be directed hereafter to see to it that any dog already registered
in the American Kennel Club Stud Book shall not be re-registered un-
der a different name.
The matter was referred to the stud book committee.
The meeting then adjourned.

Pacific Kennel Club.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At the last meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club they voted

to postpone holding a bench show for one year, as the bench
show committee reported that they could not secure a suita-
ble hall for holding a show. The Midwinter Fair managers
d eclined to entertain, any proposition for holding a show at
the Fair grounds on account of the lack of space. Consider-
ing the great chance of failure from a financial standpoint
the show was postponed. Horace W. Orear, Sec.
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 20.

[Since the above was mailed we learn that there is a feel-
ing among many of the members that the show should be
held, and our latest advices intimate that a show will take
place after all.]
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Philadelphia Show.
The premium list of the Philadelphia Kennel Club's com-

ing show is in the mail. The judges' list is a very strong
one, in fact one of the best yet selected. Mastiffs, great
Danes, bloodhounds, fox-terriers (smooth and wire-haired),
toy spaniels, toy terriers and miscellaneous, are given to Mr.
.James Mortimer. St. Bernards. Newfoundlands, poodles,
bulldogs, bull-terriers, black and tan terriers, Irish, Scottish,
Dandy Dinmont, Skye and Yorkshire terriers and Italian
greyhounds, to Mr. C. H. Mason. Greyhounds, deerhounds
and Russian wolfhounds, to Mr. H. W. Smith. Pointers, to
Mr. Chas. Heath. English setters, to Mr. Francis G. Taylor.
Irish and Gordon setters, American and English foxhounds,
to H. Clay Glover, V. S. Collies and pugs, to Dr. L. C.
Sauveur. Spaniels and Chesapeake Bay dogs, to Mr. E. M.
Oldham. Beagles and dachshunds, to Mr. A. C. Krueger.
Dr. Alex. Glass is the veterinarian.
Mastiffs and St. Bernards are given challenge prizes of $15

and open class prizes of $15, $7 and S3. Pointers and setters,
collies and fox-terriers get $10 in challenge and $10, $7 and §3
in open classes. The other breeds vary from $10, So and $3 to
$7, §5 and $3 for open classes. In the latter category we find
spaniels, but considering the importance of thebreed and the
fact of the specialty judge officiating, we scarcely consider
this a fair division of the spoils, although classification No. 2
is provided. Kennel prizes of $10 are given in most of the
breeds. The special prize list is a valuable one, the mastiffs,
fox-terriers, spaniels and collies being the breeds most
favored; $25 cash is given to the best two couple of American
foxhounds and most of the other breeds are already provided
for. Spratts Co. bench and feed and Sanitas attends to the
disinfecting. The entries close March 16 with Geo. D. B.
Darby, Philadelphia, Pa. With the strong list of officers
and the sentiment which always surrounds this club's shows,
the list should bring at least. 500 entries, especially as the
show practically marks the close of the circuit. We still

think that if the dates were changed to the week following
Chicago, a better entry would result.

The Manice challenge cup for the best American-bred
dachshund, value $250, will be offered at the Boston show.
The. entry fee for this competition is $5, which must be sent
to the Forest and Stream, 318 Broadway, New York, which
has charge of the competition. The fees constitute a sweep-
stakes which go to the winner of the cup each time it is com-
peted for. The cup becomes the property of the exhibitor
winning it five times. Entries for this special close March 31.

Mr. Manice has won the cup twice and Mr. Matthews once.
The cup sis solid silver and a very handsome trophy. It
should provoke keen competition.

Louisville (Ky.) Kennel Club-

About fifty lovers of the dog answered the call for a meet-
ing at Louisville, Ky., Feb. 26, to organize a kennel club in
that city. The Louisville Kennel Club is the result, and a
corporation was formed with a paid-up stock of $2,000. Gen.
John B. Castleman, Dr. D. W. Yandell and Col. C. P. At-
more, three prominent citizens of the Blue Grass State, are
the chief movers in the club. A show is to be held beginning
May 15, and $2,000 in prizes is promised. Application for
membership in the A, K. C. has been made. At a later
meeting the officers elected were. President, D. W. Yandell;
Vice-Presidents: Henry S. Tyler, C. P. Atraore, Col. J. R.
Castleman, Roger D. Williams, Norvin Harrie and Morris
Belknap; Secretary, Marc Mundy; Treasurer, James Clark,
Jr. The dog show committee is made up of D. P. Ritchie,
Stanley Adams, J. J. Hagan, A. F. German and T. J. O'
Bryan; Veterinary, Dr. A. Harthill, Jr. The advisory com-
mittee, numbering twenty-seven, comprises the remaining
club members. The only definite action taken concerning
the coming show was to donate 20 per cent, of the gross gate
receipts to the Children's Free Hospital.

The date claimed for the next International field trials, at
Chatham, Ont., is Nov. 6.

Mr. Lacy will attend the Detroit and Chicago shows, there-
fore correspondents sending items of interest or business
connected with the Kennel Department should address their
letters to the Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

Those who have attended the New York dog shows should
not miss reading the admirable paper in the March Century,
descriptive of the Madison Square Garden.

The steamship Cevicof the White Star Line, which arrived
on Tuesday last (Feb. 27), had on board an English setter
dog consigned to Mr. R. W. Armstrong, of the Cragstone
Kennels, Highland Falls, X. Y. This dog is Bald Rock, by
Prince Rupert out of Pride of the Valley. He will be shown
first at Boston next month.

The Rinada Pointer Kennels are selling out their dogs, and
as this kennel contains some excellent blood, this is an oppor-
tunity to get good stock at low figures.

Dr. Kitchell has returned the cocker Bambo to his former
owner, Mr. E. W. Fiske, and having purchased Jasper from
Mr. Laidlaw, will try for some "any other colors" soon. Mr.
Fiske has purchased most of Mr. Geo. Bell's well-known
cockers. It looks now very much as if our Walker House
friend is deserting the breed in which he was until quite
recently so successful an exhibitor. He still keeps his eye on
the spaniel men, however, judging from his telegram received
during the Spaniel Club dinner.

The Philadelphia Kennel Club will celebrate the fifth
anniversary of the granting of the club's charter at the May
dinner. All fanciers will be pleased to see this club once
more a member of the A. K. C. It speaks well for the club
to find so many of its charter members still busy in the fancy
and in field trials.

The specialty show in connection with an exhibit of farm-
ing implements, etc., to be given under the auspices of the
Hempstead Farm Co. at the Madison Square Garden in the
early part of May promises to be an interesting event. The
St. Bernard, Collie and Spaniel clubs aremaking great efforts
to insure a succcess. The judges will be chosen by ballot by
members of the different clubs. Mr. Oldham received the
vote of the Spaniel Club and will officiate. The other judges
have not yet been decided upon. The company guarantees
the prize money which will be, we are informed, the same as
given by the W. K. C. , the specialty club merely supplying
the judges.

Mr. T. S. Bellin will take the fox-terrier and other terrier
classes, excepting Boston terriers, at Boston show. The
dates April 17 to 20 include the Battle of Lexington Day.

Mr. A. C. Bradbury, manager of the Maybrook Kennels,
joined the order of Benedicts on Wednesday last. Mr. Brad-
bury is well and favorably known both in kennel and cours-
ing ranks, and we are sure his many friends will join us in
wishing the couple every prosperity.

We have not received a list of the entries at Chicago, but
understand the entry is a very large one. Both Battery D
and the Second Regiment Armory will be used to bench the

dogs in. Tt is a pity this club cannot bench its show in such
a building as the W. K. C. is favored with. Splitting the
show in two parts, as is necessary at Battery D, the effect of
a big entry is lost, and at the best benching is cramped and
confined.

The Northwestern Beagle Club will hold a meeting during
the Chicago show at Battery D on Thursday, March 15, at
2 P. M. Mr. G. C. Buckstaff is the secretary.

The Omaha Kenuel Club is discussing the advisability of
reducing the membership fee to $10 in order that a larger
membership may be secured. The club is out of debt ana in
a prosperous condition. The club proposes to hold a dog
show in the fall. Their former effort having been such a
success they are tempted to try their fortune once more.

Fred Kirby has given up his store in Philadelphia and will
devote his time to boarding and conditioning for and
handling dogs at shows.

Mr. Coleridge C. Vickery severed his connection with
Spratts Co., March 1, after being assistant manager for

DR. L, C. SAUVEUR. DR. H. T. FOOTE.

Judge of Collies, N. Y. Show, lS9t. Judge of Bla-k and Tans, etc., New
York Show, 1891.

eight and a half years. As an earnest of the esteem in which
he was held by the employees of the firm, they presented
him on Saturday evening last with a handsome gold
mounted ebony walking stick, suitably engraved. This will
be highly prized by Mr. A'ickery, not only on account of its
value but more especially that it shows the estimation in
which he was held by those with whom he was brought in
daily contact.

. s
Dr. L. A. Anderson of Cincinnati, Ohio, will match hi

trotting dog Jeff, a great Dane against any dog in the world
for $500 a side, a half mile, best two in three. Also he will
trot Jeff, 100yds., against any pony under 13 hands high, or
any bicycle rider under 12 years of age, or any sprinter or
any bicycle rider, standing start, or any sprinter, 400 yds., for
$100.

Fox-Terrier Stud Book.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Fox-Terrier Club have undertaken the production of

Vol. V. of the Stud Book as a continuation of the valuable

E. A. WOODWARD.

Judge of Bulldogs, New York Show, 18S1.

work of reference hitherto produced by Mr. L. TJpcott Gill,
publisher, 170 Strand, London, and hope that every_ one in-
terested in fox-terriers will insist in making the registration
of pedigrees in it accurate and complete.
The registration of pedigrees and show records will be con-

tinued from the close of Volume IV. of the Stud Book (Feb-
ruary, 1892) to the end of December, 1S93.
Those desiring to register their dogs should at once apply

for forms to Mr. Hugh Dalziel, Woking, England, who has
been appointed to continue the compilation of the work.
Secretaries of shows held from the first date mentioned,

will be doing good service in the interests of the fox-terrier
by sending copies of their catalogues to the editor.
All winners at shows held under Kennel Club rules will be

registered free, and a small charge of Is. 6d. will be made
for the registration of other dogs; but the club reserves the
right to refuse registration to dogs whose claims to pedigree
they may consider do not justify their entry in the Stud
Book. It is often desirable to register dogs of good blood
that are not exhibited, and this applies wuth special force to
brood bitches. J. C. Tinne, Hon. Sec'y of

The Fox-Terrier Club.
Ltmington, Hampshire, Eng.

The Spaniel Club Dinner.
This pleasant re-union of spaniel owners and their friends,

has become quite a feature of the New York dog show, and
is looked forward to each year by the owners of the "long-
ears." That the interest in it is growing, is evidenced by the
increased number who participate each year over the year
previous.
At Zangheri's Restaurant twenty-eight sat down to a long

T shaped table, profusely decorated with flowers and fruits,
while strains of soft music from guitars and zithers located
in an adjoining alcove, during the meal, made all "as merry
as a marriage bell." It was no "state affair" either—entirely
informal, and a pleasant and jovial meeting throughout.
After doing full justice to the menu Frangais we turned

over a new leaf and found the following "greeting:"

"The more I see of men the more I admire dogs."

TO THE "CROWD."
(Grubbed from last year's Menu.)

We started last year with "ein cock(er) tail,"
Then "sherry and Egg(leston)." just out on bail.
Then oysters and soup (''noodle., doodle and poodle"),
Then "Dogfish on toast," which cost lots of boodle.
"Calves 1 Brains a la bow-wow," went off with a push.
Backed up with Bordeaux ("a good wine needs no Bush").
Punch a la Roman—brewed by our friend Kirk.
Cigarettes "Old(ham) Judge," helped us all thro' our work.
Kifcliel collared the lettuce at old Perth Amboy,
While the ice cream from Keasbey (Hollow Bricks) gave great iov
Assorted cakes (V H. O, H. C. anoTC),
The kind Bell and Willey ne'er chase up a tree.
Old English Cheese—sweet, dark and tender,
Filled, we soon found, with many an active member.
To go with the cheese, but they proved deuced hard,
"Spratts biscuit (Doggone goodJ" was next on the card.
Fruits, "plums and other things," followed in a row,
From the ranch of Foster (Judsx's boss) on the hills of Tuxedo.
In cafS uoir we had the "Black—the kind that ever wins,"
Its strength and tint just covered right our landlord's many sins.
For Garcia Cabbageros, we had "Watson's low and long,"

"

And for music—well, "Auld Lang Syne,"
and "Where is my Little Dog Gone?"

Selah!

Then we looked around to see who were there,
A. Clinton Wilmerding presided, faced by Treasurer Old-

ham; Wm. D. Murphy, the silver-tongued orator, who enter-
tained all present with his pleasant talk, and told how he
knew more about cameras than he did about dogs; E. W,
Fiske, who looked on without Amazement; E. G. Browning,
who couldn't eat because Cherry Boy wasn't there, so he
talked; R. P. Keasbey, who supplied the "hollow bricks"
last year; E. M. Oldham brought his beard with him, and
some good songs (says he's going to have his beard trimmed
short for next dinner); Dr. Kitchel says he's going to be an
actor some day, but we noticed he didn't do any stunts; A.
E. Foster wanted to gather up all the bones left from the
English partridges for Judex—says Judex's father was an
English dog; "Hail Fellows well met" kept his end up with
the rest; W. T. Payne sat where he could reach the dough-
nuts; Henry Jarrett didn't sit in the gallery either; Geo. H.
Whitehead helped hold the table down; "A. W. Smith's
stories were good, but he couldn't help it, he has just joined
the club again; C. E. Idell, M. A. Vita and W. S. Brooks
kept passing the "joke" and thought the table was too "long
and low;" Andrew Laidlaw and C. M. Nelles both liked
Canada for a small place, but thought New York pretty
good, especially just about February; Geo. P. Preston, Jr.,
made a speech on tariff reform; A. B. Forsyth says he has
a winner and is going to get there; A. E. Rendle was a
"Bandit" in disguise—says he'll win at the Specialty show;
Messrs. Atherton, Contoit and Lacy responded individually
and collectively to the toast to the press; Mr. Wilmerding
made a speech of welcome, and spoke pleasantly of the
relations between the Spaniel Club and the sporting papers.
After the cloth was removed all gathered around the piano
where song followed song in quick succession till midnight,
when the party broke up.

Correction.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your report of heavyweight pointer bitches, at New

York show, you say Devon Fan got reserve. I would state
that, as Fan was very heavy in whelp, she was not judged,
and Mr. Heath, the judge, is my authority for the statement
that he did not award her the reserve, or in fact judge her.
She has only beemshown and judged once since imported
last year, when she won first open class at Boston, 1S93.

Jas. E. Hair, V.S.
BidCtEport, Conn., March 3.

FIXTURES.
April 17.—South Dakota Coursing Club's inaugural meeting, at

Mitchell, S. D. Entries close April 16. S. S. Batley, Sec'v; Fox
Kenney, Judge; Joseph Dodd, Slipper.

New England Beagle Club.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A meeting of the New England Beagle Club was held at

Young's Hotel, Boston, Feb. 19, at 2:20 P. M., the following
members present: F. W. Chapman, H H. Brown, H. V.
Jamieson, F. W. Cielfeld, Henry Hanson, B. S. Turpiu,
Thomas Shallcross and W. S. Clark. President Chapman in
the chair. Minutes of last meeting read and approved. It
was voted that the secretary write to Mr. O. F. Joslin, of
Oxford, Mass., representative in the Massachusetts Legisla-
ture, that the N. E. B. C. heartily approve the extension of
the close season on rabbits, and respectfully recommend that
the bill now before the fish and game committee be amended
so that the close season shall extend from March 1 to Oct. 15.
Voted that the treasurer make a report of the club's finances
at the April meeting. Mr. C. S. Matteson, South Shaftsbury,
Vt., was elected to membership. Adjourned 3:20.

W. S. Clark, See.-Treas.

The Kenmore Coursing* Club.

At a call meeting of the executive committee of the
Kenmore Coursing Club, H. C. Lowe and T. W. Bartels
present, J. Herbert Watson absent, it was arranged that the
club hold its next meeting at Goodland, Kan., Oct. 16 and
subsequent days. There will be two stakes: The Goodland
Stakes, for all-age greyhounds, open to the world The Ken-
more Derby for greyhounds eighteen months old or younger
at night of the drawing. Five dollars will be charged non-
members for entering a dog; this will give them the privi-
leges of the club during the meeting.
The president's cup, valued at $100, will be donated by Dr.

Q. Van Hummell. The citizens of Goodland guarantee S500
added money for the stakes. This will most emphatically
assure a lai-ge entry and is worthy of the time and efforts of
coursing men from all over this country.

A party of hunters from Chilmark, Mass., made a raid on
the rabbits last week and brought home twenty-two cotton-
tails.
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ALTCAR COURSING CLUB'S MEET.
The first meeting of the Altcar Coursing Club, announced

for Feb. SO, 21 and 22, was unfortunately opened under very

unfavorable conditions, it being extremely cold for three sue

cessive days, but this did not deter the enthusiastic coursing

men from their purpose to hold a spring meeting, and as this

was the introductory meeting the club was more anxious

than ever that it should be a success.
The evening of the 19th, after the drawing, a banquet had

been arranged for at the commodious Rock Island Hotel and
"the boys" sat down to the repast with the best of feeling,

niakint? merry till a late hour. Toasts were responded to by the

president of the club, Mr. L JF. Bartels, ex-Mayor Smith and

others, Dr. J. M. Norman of Denver making a most masterly

effort, fairly outdoing himself with his wit and clever allu-

sions to the exciting experiences of the sportsman. As a club-

man he is one of the most popular men in Denver, and as an
entertainer is a host in himself.
The club originated in Denver and is composed of sports-

men from that city and Colorado Springs mostly, with the

addition of several coursing men from other parts of the

country. The members are all active coursers and it might
fairly be said that the opening meeting was a success in spite

of the great disadvantages that the club labored under with
the very severe weather they unfortunately encountered. On
Tuesday morning a bitter cold wind was blowing from the

north and the light snow was drifting considerably, but,

nothing daunted, the horses were ordered out and with faces

well wrapped up the cavalcade went away to the coursing

ground hopeful that by braving the elements for a day that

the morrow would bring forth sunshine and warmth.
The drive of six miles brought us to the locality where the

Kenmore Club did most of their coursing in October. The
ground was found to be in nice condition, there having been
but little rain during the season, the soft, thick buffalo

grass prairie making a padding almost, like a velvet carpet.

The light snow did not interfere with the running in the
least, and the hares were fairly plentiful, although it was
said that hundreds had been killed during two or three

months. And such hares! Great, big, fat whitetails, but
their muscles seemed to be hard, and away they would go,

leading the best brace of greyhounds a merry dance.
The cold weather had driven the hares to their burrows,

which accounted in a measure for the scarcity of them, com-
pared with what we found last October.
The piercing cold wind kept every one dancing about, and

old Jack Frost kept up a merry jingle with our fingers and
ears, and slow progress was made. Many a poor soul would
have gladly exchanged coursing for stove hunting. But in

spite of all, the numbers on the card were rapidly diminish-
ing, and barring the two last courses was run through, the
committee keeping the dogs in the slips until the judge
was unable to see a hare when it left its form.
When a halt was called we were about ten miles from the

town. We straggled in chilled to the marrow, but were
made happy with a warm repast and a genial fire. Such is*

coursing in February in western Kansas. It should more
properly be called a winter meeting. After consultation in

the evening it was decided to make another effort in the
morning, but after driving five or six miles it began to snow

.

and blow, and after running the two remaining courses on
the card the crowd returned to the city.

There was considerable exchange of opinion as to the advis-

ability of dividing the stake; but the prevailing sentiment
was in favor of making another effort in the morning. The
meeting was improperly advertised for three days, limited,

the judge was employed for that time, and although the
weather had not perceptibly softened, it was decided to make
one more effort to run the stake.
After dinner, the boys being hungry for more jack rabbit,

it was proposed to take a bit of a hunt on foot, using for their

coursers the beaten dogs of the day before. A dozen or more
walked into the suburbs aud had a most enjoyable time, rais-

ing fifteen jacks and coursing in the old-time way of running
until the dogs were about satisfied.

In crossing a path T. W. Bartels's Beau Brummel lost his
footing and fell, striking his shoulder and turning a complete
somersault, falling on his back and wrenching his neck most
severely. He stiffened out, aud our pleasure was turned to
sadness as we saw hitn lying prostrate, apparently dead.
With a generous dose of a stimulating fluid he soon revived
and was taken to the town in a carriage. He was badly in-

jured, and it is feared that it may be some time before he
fully recovers. Aside from this, it was a very enjoyable
afternoon's sport.
Bright and early the next morning we were in the saddle,

and although the cold had lessened very little, a goodly
crowd went to the grounds. Among others we saw a few
brave and enth usiastic ladies. Hares were less numerous than
the day previous, and it was difficult to keep even decently
comfortable. However, the second series was run through;
but poor human nature could not endure any more, and a
division of the stake was made among the eleven dogs remain-
ing in.

Mr. Green, of Colorado Springs, judged and Ralph Tay-
lor, of Colorado Springs, did the slipping. Judge Green
may be well versed in various things such as the care of
cattle, sheep, etc., but as a coursing judge he is a most
lamentable failure.

We may be prejudiced on account of the wretched work he
did at Great Bend, but the second trial only confirms the
opinion then formed, that the old gentleman has had too
little experience of late years, and this sentiment seemed to
prevail with the majority of the contestants.
Ralph Taylor did fairly well at the slipping, considering

the poor pair of slips he was obliged to use. If anything he
walks too fast and does not pick his ground with the best
of judgment. He could slip his dogs while moving up
more rapidly and a bit more in line with the hare. He is

improving with every meeting and we trust he will yet rival
Mr. Brett.
The weather, of course, had its influence in preventing the

management from maintaining order, but if the manage-
ment of any coursing meeting will keep in mind the fact
that the smoothness of a meeting depends largely on the
field officers and their ability to maintain order they will
have better meetings. Liquor drinking and drunken men
should not be tolerated, for it not only corrupts morals, but
creates the impression that coursing men are other than
what they are—sober, honest, enthusiastic gentlemen. The
weather was so cold that we can make allowance for this
meeting, but hereafter it should be rigidly sat down on.
The prominent contestants were Dr. Q. Van Hummell, of

Indianapolis; H. C. Lowe, of Lawrence, Kan.
;
C.G.Page,

of Aurora, 111.; D, C. Luse, of Great Bend. Kan.; J, R. Coch-
ran, of Winfield, Kan.; L. F. and T. W. Bartels, J. M. Van
Norman and H. Warrington, of Denver; Sam W. Vidler, of
Colorado Springs.
Those who were out for their first meeting here were C. A.

Kitzmiller, of Kearney, Neb ; O. M. Wilhite and Mr. New-
ton, of Emporia, Kan., F. A. Withers and P. J. Donohue, of
Pueblo, Col. Unfortunately, Mr. Mitchell Harrison, of
Colorado Springs, the collie man of the East, was detained
at home on account of sickness in his family. He has
recently taken an interest in the long-tails and a taste of a
public contest would have whetted his appetite, as in most
instances, once a courser always a courser. His dogs were
good ones and he is getting into the interest in the rignt way,
viz., to get good ones and get to the. front at once. We need
more like him.
The Goodland Kennels were strictly in it at the finish, and

are pursuing the right course to encourage the sport. They
ve a good kennel, are breeding up and will make their

owu famous as a coursing center. They have plenty of en-

th usiasm and sand, and will be in at the finish. The, interest

is spreading rapidly, and we wouldn't be astonished if over
a dozen meetings were held during the season.
The entry in the stake amounted to thirty-three, less than

was expected, but they were a choice lot, with the exception
of four or five, and in the division, as will be seen, there were
two each in four kennels and one in another, and had the
stake been run off there is no telling where the first money
would have landed. Nine dogs left in received $53 each.
Had the stakes been held open one more day they would
have closed pleasantly, as Friday was a delightful day.
Stakes should not be limited to any number of days. A
stake once open should be run off. If the weather is un-
favorable a postponement can'be had from day to day. The
interest of any one cannot be subserved unless he has satis-

faction for money and time and trouble expended in fitting

up his greyhounds, and we trust that hereafter the pro-
gramme of a meeting will be so worded that a deciding
course can be the only outcome of the meeting.

I was well pleased to see such an equal division among the
kennels represented at this meeting. When all of the sports-
men of the country are assured that there is a perfectly
honest contest the ranks will be swelled to overflowing.
Other game is getting scarce, but the jack rabbit remains
and multiplies. It is a high-toned sport, a clean sport, a
hunt for wild game, a scientific contest and properly enjoyed
by all ages and both sexes. The whirlwind of enthusiasm
in coursing that is sweeping over the country will end in a
deluge of public meetings, and then will my prediction be
fulfilled, that coursing will yet be the leading sport of the
country. The meeting just closed was characterized by
harmony and good feeling, all differences were healed up
and the boys went to their homes thirsting for an opportun-
ity to try their favorites again in the near future.

First Bound,
Victoria.—Rot's Vanish.—In the opening course Roy's

Vanish led from the slips, turned to Victoria, but she failed
to hold possession, letting Vauish in for a good sequence of
points, the hare taking to a hole. Roy's Vanish won.
Lanaradzo—Border Ruffian.—Border Ruffian scarcely

gave the big fellow a look in; worked his hare strong, the
hare again working for a hole.
Rear Admiral—Punch.—Admiral led six lengths up,

wrenched strong, turned the hare, placed Punch for a turn,
letting Admiral in, Punch laying off, using too much head
work, having speed enough, but was holding it for the occa-
sion. Admiral killed and won.

St. Clair—Breakaway.—St. Clair showed a wonderful
burst of speed in the run-up, showed superiority throughout
aud won handily, the hare going to earth.
Grand Fashion—Prince Rupert.—Fashion showed to

the front from the slips, had the best of it over his brother,
but Prince Rupert having an injured foot prevented him
from showing his real merit, but gamely ran the course.
Fashion won, the hare going to earth.
Mellita—Bon Bon.—Mellita went fast from the slips,

working the hare rapidly, placed Bon Bon for exchanges, but
Mellita won with considerable in hand.
Lone Widow—Rhea.—Lone Widow hung in the slips,

letting Rhea away four lengths, the hare favoring Lone
Widow, she making a terrific drive for a kill, but bunny was
too quick to the turn. Rhea went in, and workiug the hare
away in front of Widow, wiped off the score by a small
margin, the hare escaping. Rhea won.
Rook—Beau Brummell—Rook led up to the hare, turned

to Beau Brummell for a few exchanges, but Rook had the
best of it for several points. Beau Brummell then came
into the work, but was unable to wipe off the score. Rook
won. Before they were taken up another hare was started,
and Rook carried it away for a mile and holed it, but being
in pretty good condition, it didn't seem to distress him, and
the wait of two days will get him to the slips in good form.
King Crow—RaAON Dhu.—Again the slips failed to work,

King Crow hanging, giving Rhaon Dhu three lengths to the
good, but when under way King Crow held his position, the
hare going straight away, with but a feeble wrench or two,
going to a hole. Another trial would have been very satis-

factory and proper.
Lord Clifton—Valkyrie.—Clifton led up four lengths

but Valkyrie drew up, making a racing go-by, but no sub-
sequent work followed, the hare clearly outfooting them.
Valkyrie won.
Echo—BoundAway.—Boundaway was out of the slips in

good form, raced up for a turn, served himself, drove the
hare away from Echo, but she came up strong and from a
turn led away from the big fellow, turned and wrenched
strongly. Echo saved a go-by as the hare took to earth.
Boundaway won.
Buster—Bonnie Bell.—Buster was beaten pointless in a

good working course.
Chief—Miss Lottie. —In this course a most unfortunate

accident happened. As Taylor pulled the slips the strap on
his arm separated from the string and the dogs went away
still in the slips, and after a long run one of them was out of
the slips, the other dragging them to the finish; the dogs
were uninjured and in the next trial Miss Lottie led up,
rattling her hare about and only letting the big son of Al.
Farrow in for a bit of work. Miss Lottie won.
Quickstep—Just In.—Quickstep led to the hare, Just In

working out rather wild, waiting for the turn, when placed
did a bit of clever work. Quickstep getting a rattling go-by
won, the hare going to earth.
Battle Royal—Judy.—Battle Royal put it all over Judy,

never letting her have a look iu.

Princess May—Topsey.—Princess May ran up a score of
a dozen points or more, scoring like lightning, beating Topsy
pointless.
LADY. Lyon a bye. She ran with Just In, Both scoring

rapidly on a hard, strong hare.

Second Bound.

Roy's Vanish—Border Ruffian.—Border Ruffian simply
snuffed out Roy's Vanish, showing a very pretty bit of cours-
ing. He led five lengths to the hare, and came again from
the turns very strong, never once letting up in his clever
work.
Rear Admiral a bye with Lord Clifton.—Clifton had a

very unsatisfactory trial with Valkyrie, and it was the desire
of his nominator to see him have a trial with a dog that is

known to be very fast up to the hare, and Rear Admiral had
proved himself a good one. Clifton led from the slips three
•lengths, turned the hare, came again with a whirlwind rush,
making a masterly kill. If he had a bit more stay would be
a very dangerous dog in any stake.
RHEA a bye with Breakaway. —Grand Fashion being drawn

lame, Rhea ran a bye with Breakaway, a very clever little red
Babazoun bitch. They ga^e us a pretty exhibition and ex-
changed about even, Rhea killing the hare.
Melitta—Rook.—A cotton-tail was sighted in his form,

but thinking it a hare they then drew around, ready for the
slip, but discovered their mistake, and as they were getting
away without disturbing him a meddlesome young chap
thought to catch him in his hands; but.the little brown fel-

low avoided him, and as he ran out the dog saw him, and in
the slipper's effort to quiet them Rook got, out of the slips
and ran a puinping course alone, injuring one of hi3 toes.

Mr. Lowe courteously allowed the course to remain over
until another course was run; but when the dog returned it

was thought wise to draw him, and Melitta ran a bye with
St. Clair. She killed one hare, and as they were about to
take her up a second hare jumped aud she carried that to a
hole. She was looking dangerous in the stake.
Rhaon Dhu—Valkyrie.—Valkyrie showed a bit in front,

• but slipped and nearly fell, turned the hare, placing Rhaon

Dhu, he holding in front to a' turn, but in his effort to kill>

took a severe tumble, rolling over and sliding along the
ground, but was up and gamely at the work, getting placed
to Valkyrie's turn, again driving the hare back to the crowd,
for a moment obscuring the view of the judge, but Rhaon
Dhu's advantage was too great and did not affect the deci-
sion. He brought it away again, and the second time came
a cropper, but not being injured was up again before Valky-
rie could score, driving the hare to earth and won.
Boundaway—Bonnie Belle.—The big Boundaway went

out of the slips strong, raced up to the hare for a couple of
wrenches and a turn, placed Bonnie Belle, she accepted the
gift greedily, rattled up several wrenches and a kill of merit.
The hat came off very properly, giving it an undecided. As
they were called to the slips again Mr. Vidler withdrew
Boundaway, giving the course to Bonnie Belle.
Miss Lottie—Battle Royal.—Battle Royal was drawn

from some cause not known by your correspondent and Miss
Lottie ran a bye with Bon Bon. Bon Bon put it all over
Miss Lottie, giving one of the grandest exhibitions seen on
the grounds at this meeting. She was able to go to her hare,
came away for repeated go-bys, tripped, and after consider-
able subsequent work drove the hare to earth.
Quickstep—Lady Lyon.—Quickstep made the run up,

placed Lady, she taking up the work, but in a hundred yards
the hare took to the ground. The judge decided it no course
and to another slip Quickstep led up, turned the hare, went
out wild, Lady making several strong %vrenches and a kill of
merit, giving Lady Lyon a full measure for her kill. The
course could very properly have been given an undecided, but
the elements probably influenced the decision as it was getting
rather cold and everybody was anxious to get to the city.

Quickstep got the course.
Princess Mary a bye with Battle Royal.—Battle Royal

was drawn a course or two before.
This ended the running for the day and the stake also as

well, as will be seen elsewmere.
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Goodland Kennels1 b. & w. d.

Rear Admiral (Major Glen
dyne—Lady Alice)

H. C. Lowe's w. & b. d. St.

Clair (Lord Neversettle—
White Lips;

H. C. Lowe's b. d Grand
Fashion (Lord Neversettle— } beat
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A bye.

Border Ruffian beat Roy's Vanish.
Rear Admiral a bye.
Rhea a bye.
Mellita a"bye.
Rhaon Dhu beat Valkyrie.
Nine divided.

Bonnie Bell a bye.
Miss Lottie a bye.
Quickstep beat Lady Lyon.
Princess May a bye.

National Beagle Club Meeting.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A regular meeting of the National Beagle Club of America

was held at the A. K. C. room, 44 Broadway, New York, on
March 2, '94. President Kreuder in the chair. Meeting was
called to order at 4.30 P. M.
Present were H. L. Kreuder, George Laick, J. W. Apple-

ton, H. P. Schellhass, G. W. Rogers, John Bateman, Geo. B.

Post Jr. aud A. D. Lewis.
Minutes of previous meeting were read and approved.

Treasurer's quarterly report was read and ordered placed
on file. The report showed a good cash balance in Treasurer's

hands. Mr. Appleton reported that he had purchased the
New York W. K. C. show special, and forwarded it to Mr.
C. S. Wixom whose Royal Krueger was the winner of

same. A letter from the Northwestern Beagle Club regard-

ing the fixing of dates for beagle field trials of 1894 was read
and ordered placed on file.

It was voted that the N, B, C. of America claim the week
beginning with Oct. 29, for its coming field trials. The
Secretary was requested to notify all other beagle clubs of

the fact, also the A. K. C.

Voted that we donate a special prize to consist of a piece

of silver plate valued at |20 to the City of Straights K. C.

shows, to be awarded to the beat beagle the set of a dog or

bitch having been placed at any beagle field trial held in

America. Open to all.

New England K. C. made application to the N. B. C. of

America for a special. Voted that we donate a special prize

to consist of a piece of silver plate valued at $35 to the New
England K. C. show, the same to be awarded to the best

beagle the get of a dog or bitch having been placed at any
beagle field trial held in America.
The Philadelphia, Chicago, Columbus, O., Portland, Ore..,

Kennel Clubs applied for specials which were, on motion,
not granted, Messrs. W. A. Power, A- C. Krueger, aud
Aug. A. Knobloch offered their resignations from the club
and the same were accepted. Mr. W. H. Ashburner offered

his resignation from the N. B. O.andMr. H. F. Schellhass

was on motion appointed a committee to ascertain his rea-

sons for resigning. Mr. F. W. Chapman offered his resigna-

tion from theN. B. C. of America, and Mr. J. W. Appletou
and Geo. B. Post Jr. were appointed as auditing committee.
The Secretary was requested to notify all members who

are in arrears with their dues that they must pay up by
April 1, and that in case of failure to pay they will be
dropped from the club.

Meeting adjourned at 6.10 P. M.
George Laick, Sec'y.

Tarrytowjs', N. Y., March 3.

« • » •

Messrs. E. B. Bailey and S. S. Horton of Windsor Locks,
Conn., together with the East Granby sportsmen Seth
Share, George and Charles Owen, Chas, Stedman and De
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Gray, will hunt wily reynardwith a capital pack which they
secured from Virginia. The last two snowstorms have in-

terrupted the sport temporarily, and the. foxes, that is if any
have escaped, have been having a few days off, Not far from
thirty-five foxes have been shot on the mountains and plains
this season. Collector Bailey has shot seven, Horton half a
dozen, Sharpe eight, the Owen twins from twelve to fifteen,

and De Gray half a dozen. From eight to twelve dogs hunt
in the pack and the sport is superb.

e « • •

Altcar Club Business Meeting1

.

At the business meeting of the Altcar Coursing Club, held
on the evening of Feb. 21, the following officers were elected

for the ensuing year: President, L. F. Bartels, Denver, Col.;

Vice-President, Mitchell Harrison, Colorado Springs, Col.;

Secretary and Treasurer, S. W. Vidler, Colorado Springs,
Col.; Executive Committee: Frank B.obinson, Goodland,
Kas.;Dr. J. M. Van Norman. Denver, Col.; F. A. Withers,
Pueblo, Col. Members of the Coursing Board: T. W. Bar-
tels and S. W. Vidler.
The secretary reported seventeen members in good stand-

ing. A special vote of tbanks was given to the press for

their interest in trying to further the interests of coursing.
Also to the citizens of Goodland for the courtesies shown to

the club. Adjourned to the call of the president.

• • • •

National Fox Hunters' Associations.

Louisville, Ky., Feb. 27—Editor Forest and Stream:
We would be. pleased to have you publish the following news
note: The committee appointed by Admiral Jouett, presi-

dent of the National Fox Hunters' Association, to draft a
constitution and by-laws, will meet shortly at the bunting
lodge of Francis J. Hagan, Esq., near Louisville. The com-
mittee consists of Dr. A. C. Heffenger, Roger Williams, W.
S. Wade, Willis C. Goodman, W. S. Walker and F. J. Hagan.
The committee will also draft rules and regulations for the
conduct of the field trials and consider the most suitable

location for the national meet to be held this fall. They
desire to have expressions of opinion on these subjects from
every hunter, and ask every one interested to favor the com-
mittee with their views at length. Letters should be ad-
dressed to R. D. Williams, Lexington, Ky., the chairman of

committee, or to H. L. Means, secretary of the club, Louis-
ville, Ky. Haert L. Means, Secretary.

• • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

The celebrated Kinney-White pack of Worcester, Mass.,
has been meeting with misfortune. While hunting a couple
of weeks ago Fly, a very hne Walker bitch, broke her hind
leg, and on last Tuesday, while hunting over nearly the same
ground, their young July dog, Jumbo, was run over by the
cars and killed. Fly's leg has been set, but the break is a
bad one and it is doubtful if she will ever again be herself in
the hunting field. She was one of the leaders of the pack,
very fast, with an excellent nose, great endurance and an
abundance of fox sense. Her loss is a severe one.

» • •

Mr. Turpin, the well known secretary of the Brunswick
Fur Club, has just been presented with a hunting horn by
Mr. D. M. Morris, of Camp Point, 111. "It is a beauty and
beats anything of the kind I have ever seen." There is no
reason to believe, that ''Bradley's" well earned record for
modesty is in danger, for though he may now blow his own
horn it will be for the benefit of his hounds and not their

owner.
• * » «

Messrs. George Goddard, David M. Eearle and A. B. F.
Kinney, of AVorcestor, and J. L. White, of Milbury, all

.members of the Worcester Fur Co., had a good hunt Feb. 27,

with the noted hounds Logan, Aggie and Ben of the Kin-
ney-White pack, and Joe J., owned by Mr. Goddard. Mr.
Goddard shot a fox in Purgatory county in front of the
hounds; three other foxes were started, but the hunters failed

to kill.
• •

The Worcester Fur Co. closed its fox hunting season Feb.
28. Henceforth no foxes will be killed in the vicinity of

Worcester except by farmers. The unwritten law, which all

sportsmen respect, makes March 1 the beginning of the
close season. The season just ended has been the most suc-
cessful the company has ever known. The secretary has the
record of 169 brushes, and possibly a few more may be
reported, as some of the sportsmen were out the last day.
The best previous season's record wras 137.

The Hempstead Town Council have decreed that no more
bagged foxes may be hunted in the township. This is sure
to be unwelcome news for the Meadow Brook Hunt Club,
which has been in the habit of turning down foxes; but those
having made good their escape are said to. have become en-
tirely too numerous for the health of the neighboring farm-
ers' poultry. If this is the case, there should be some good
natural hunting down Hempstead way.

defying.

A curious problem in measurement is mentioned in the Field, in

t be case of a yacht on the Clyde, of the ''fish torpedo type," the after

end being conical, or more properly cigar-shaped, with circular cross

sections. For convenience of construction, about Sin. of the point or

after end is built as a part of the rudder, making a ball and socket

junt with the actual end of the boat. The. question arose whether

this conical end, which was of solid mahogany attached to the brass

plate of the rudder, should be measured as part of the waterline

length. The matter was referred to the Y. R. A., which decided that

as the cone was .'solid, and did not add to the buoyancy or power of

the boat, it should not be measured as part of the waterline, but that

if it had been hollow, it should be so measured. The Meld very

properly points out that under such a ruling a boat might be built in

two halves, one oE course being solid wood, and claim to be measured

for but half of its length.

To us the decision seems weak in that it does not touch the real

principle involved, the carrying out of the fair and legitimate form of

the boat; as distinguished from a plane surface of no material bulk

used purely for steering. In the case in question the use of the cone

was to carry out the lines of the hull to a fair ending, and as such it

should have been measured. So far as the mechanical point of hang-

ing the rudder, while it might have necessitated the ball and socket,

portion, it did not call for the main part of the small cone, which was

added solely for the sake of a more perfect form of hull. Under such

a ruling it would be possible, and probably advantageous, in the case

of the ordinary sawed-off eatboat with immersed transom, to affix to

the latter a solid block of wood shaped to carry the lines to a fair

ending and thus avoid all drag and dead water. This piece, of course,

would not be measured, but might, be of material addition to the

length. Knotty questions of this kind are not uncommon in yachting,

but if a really satisfactory solution is to he found it. must be hased on

some definite principle, such as, in this case, of the form of the hull'

rather than on abstract points of detail or construction.

The report that Valkyrie will return home in May for want of any
suitable adversaries on this side, has caused "Thalassa" to train his

heaviest guns in The Meld on American yachtsmen. After indulging

in some very severe and disagreeable remarks, he ends as follows:

"The only possible excuse which can be urged in defense may be that

these American Cup defenders require so many extra hands to keep
them up to their canvas even in moderate weather, that they are un
suited for regatta racing around a coast. If so, it would appear that

cup defenders are not even 'racing machines,' because they cannot

be raced under the ordinary circumstances attending a series of re-

gattas. They seem to form a class by themselves, and apart from any
other useful purpose than the defensd of the Cup."
In the last sentence, at least, Thalassa is perfectly right, and this,

with one or two other circumstances, offers very good reasons why
they may not be in commission next year. American yachting is, as

Thalassa evidently does not know, radically different from British, in

that racing is local rather than general; there is no such thing as a
racing circuit, as in Great Britain; and at present at least, there are

no racing classes wi^h any claims to vitality. At. the "best, the racing

is but desultory, the one great event is the New York Y. C. cruise in

August, covering ten days, with five or six cruising runs, prizes being

given in each class for such yachts as may care to compete; and two
or three special races, such as the Qoelet cups. As a rule, the spring

races are local affairs about New York, the regatta of the Eastern

Y. C. attracting few yachts and often none to Boston; and in the

fall there are a few regattas and special races. In place of thirty or
forty starts, few large yachts average ten in a season unless in a Cup
year.

Even at its best, and just now it is at its very worst, the season's rac-

ing offers comparatively little as few owners of large yachts race them
steadily aud regularly in all the races open to them. In the case of

the Cup defenders there is an additional reason for not racing them in

the ordinary regattas, in that they are a most useless and undesirable

class, built for a special purpose and entirely unsuited to the require-

ments of even the wealthier 3'achtsmen.

The origin of the so-called 90ft. class, none of which thus far have
been much over 87ft., was purely accidental, the length of Genesta,

the challenger of 1885, calling for a defender larger than the then
existing singlestickers, all 70-footers. The success of the American
yachts of 80 to 85ft,, and also the success of the British cutter Clara

in the 53ft, class, led to the idea that Americans were stronger in the

larger, and weaker in the smaller, classes, and was the cause of the

peculiar requirements of the new deed of gift, which, if lived up to,

would restrict all Cup racing to yachts of 90ft. waterline.

In view of the success of Puritan, Mayflower and Volunteer on the

one hand, and of Clara and Minerva on the other, it is not surprising

that Americans have striven to prevent challenges from smaller

yachts; but the result of this policy has been that with each suc-

cessive contest the winning yacht has been of a less desirable size and
type.

Eveu when yachting is at its best, there is no place in American
racing for a singlesticker of over 70ft. waterline; the various Cup
defenders have been kept moving at times through special efforts

and unusual inducements to the class in the way of costly cups and
trial races; but as soon as the interest relaxes they are converted

into schooners. If there was no place in yachting for Mayflower and
Puritan there is certainly none for Vigilant and Colonia; they were
built in an emergency, not because any one wanted such yachts, but
because it was absolutely necessary that the club must have them.

They have cost much more than they are worth to yachting, and now
that their special purpose is accomplished there is no disposition to

waste further money in racing them. The only possible reason for so

doing would be in chi valrous appreciation of Lord Dunraven's desire

for more racing on this side; and it is by no means certain that this

reason, and no other, may not set the whole fleet a sailing by May.

A Cruise On the Miramichi.
A LEAF PROM FEDORA'S LOGBOOK.

A glance at the map will show that the lower Miramichi, on the gulf
coast of New Brunswick, is an ideal water for small yacht cruising.
The lower reach of the iiver, with Bay du Vin on one side and Neguac
Bay on the other, is 12 or 15 miles wide; and a line of low islands and
sand-bars called beaches, shuts this expanse of water in from the
gulf. The water is from 10 to 50ft. deep, with no obstructions except
shallows that make out from certain points, and the bottom is gener-
ally soft. How placid and pretty this broad expanse of sheltered
water is in fair weather; and what a contrast it presents to the outer
bay when an easterly gale is sending white-coated rollers to thunder
against the beaches; but when it is vexed by a strong westerly wind
it kicks and snarls and jumps in a way that makes the yachtsman long
to be outside on the open sea.

It was 4 o'clock in the afternoon when Fedora, flying the pennant of
the Vice-Commodore of the Miramichi Y. C, cast off from her moor-
ings at Chatham for a three days' cruise. The storm drum went up
as she was passing the signal station, but her crew did not entertain
the thought of turning back. They had planned this cruise for days,
and had found it difficult to get out of their offices to start, and now
were not to be stopped by a storm drum. Sandy, who had had con-
siderable experience about Prince Edward Island, had confidence in

the boat. Stanley knew nothing about yachting, and trusted the
others to get the best of the storm. And the skipper rather enjoyed
the thought of a battle royal between the boat and the elements.
Fedora was 22ft. 6in. load line, 8ft. beam and 4ft. draft, and carried

3,0001bs. of iron ballast inside. She was schooner rigged, and mighty
handy is the schooner rig for amateurs on a cruise.

The light breeze freshened, and the yacht bowled along past Middle
Island, Black Brook and Bartibogue, past the groves, the grain fields,

the cavernous banks, the mills and the villages, in a style that gave
promise of reaching Bay du Vin Island Basin, where she was to anchor
for the night, early in the evening. The boys grew hilarious as the
motion of the yacht, the changing scenery, the pure air, aud the sense
of freedom intoxicated them. "Let us set the kites; up with topsail"

and main topmast!'' they cried eagerly, but the skipper's experience
and sense of responsibility made him remember the storm drum and
forbid the setting of light sails.

Past Sheldrake Island, the site of the first leper hospital in Canada,
if not in America, went the yacht, with the wind so nearly dead astern
that it was necessary to jibe in order that the Point Cheval shoal
might be cleared. 1 he skipper looked to windward before giving the
order to haul aft the main sheet and saw the child of the storm drum
so close behind that jibing was no longer safe. There was a dark
line from shore to shore in the wake of the yacht, it was under her
keel in a moment, and the rigging began to whistle as the gale struck
it. The staunch little craft heeled before the blow, plunged ahead,
straightened herself up and raced onward.
"Lower the mainsail." Down it came as fast as it could come with

the yacht before the wind, but a slack toppinglift got a turn around
the end of the gaff and held it when the sail was half down. Sandy
climbed up the mast a few feet and got the gaff clear in some way.
The skipper was watching his boat, anxiously calculating his distance
from the point, and wondering if there was water enough under him
to get safely over the shoal in the nasty chop into which the gale had
already lashed the water. No man can sail a craft properly and at
the same time watch the crew setting sails or clearing fouled
halliards. One thing at a time, my masters, and so the skipper reso-
lutely forebore looking at Sandy until the delicate task had been
accomplished.
When the landmarks showed that the shoal had been crossed the

yacht was hauled up a little, getting the wind on the starboard quar-
ter, and headed straight for Bay du Yin Island, Foresail and jib

were aU the sail she needed, and under them she went like a racer.

Oak Point to port and Pointe aux Car to starboard were left behind,
and then came a six-mile stretch across the head of Bay du Vin.
Darkness came on prematurely, the sky becoming black under a

pall of cloud, and the bay had grown pretty rough. But the wind was
steadier there was an absence of vicious squalls, the beacons showed
their lights aud the skipper knew the way into port. It was pretty
delicate work, however, to enter the basin in the intense darkness,

The range lightB were crossed at what was judged to be a safe dis-

tance from land, and then the yacht jibed and hauled close in to the
island.
It was necessary to skirt a low sandbar, which was invisible in the

darkness, and round its point into a basin that was equally invisible, a
background of forest adding to the impenetrable darkness. "With
nerves at high tension, and silently calculating the distance sailed, the
skipper kept her going ahead until he thought she must be off the
entrance, hauled sheets aboard, and stood straight in for the frowning
wall of portentous blackness. Sandy lowered the jib and stood by
the anchor. After standing in until the calm of the water and the
lightness of the wind spoke eloquently of shelter, the helm was put
down and an anchor dropped.
Soundings showed five fathoms and good holding ground. This was

no proof, however, that the boat was too far from the land, as the
Basin is very deep and has bold water up to part of its shores. So the
second anchor was dropped, the tent set up (it being too warm for
three persons to sleep in the small cabin), lantern and oil stove lighted,
and supper served. The spread was not elaborate. Hot coffee (Truro
condensed), cold meat and bread and butter, with Bass's ale, was good
enough for the yachtsmen that night.
A flash of lightning revealed the outlines of the Williston fish estab-

lishment close aboard, and the Skipper knew that he had anchored as
far in as possible. The lead showed that the yacht was not dragging,
and the cruisers went to sleep, though the novelty of a first night on
board and the thunder and lightning that set in made them wake
very frequently.

It grew calmer toward morning, and they slept till after the sun had
said good morning to the heaving waters of the bay and basin. Where
did she lie? Between two fishing craft, having rounded the stern of
one of them without seeing either, and wTithin forty feet of a line of
salmon stakes. The skipper, if boastful, might claim that it was the
accuracy of his calculation that had taken him so close to the nets
without fouling them, but it was only chance that had kept him from
running into one of the boats at anchor.
The skiff was manned and all hands went on shore. It is a low and

level island, well wooded, with broad meadows and cranberry bogs.
The basin is a deep and safe anchorage but rather difficult of access'in
some winds. It is on the inside of the island and can be reached only
from the Bay du Vin side, the broad passage to the eastward being
very shallow. It is excellent salmon water, and there is a freezer and
icehouse for preserving and packing the fish caught here and brought
in from the other stations.
One of the curiosities of the island is the veteran light-keeper, who

points out the grotto in which he used to live, with almost as much
pride as he shows one over the new house which the government has
ouilt for him and his second wife.
By the time breakfast was over the wind was blowing hard and

threatening to blow harder. It was a sou'wester, and a nasty chop
was on the water. The yachtsmen had had a vague hope of catching
a few mackerel but gave it up. The sails were reefed and Fedora beat
up the channel, crossed the bar, stood out into the bay and cruised
about for three or four hours.
The wind whistled through the rigging, the spray dashed over the

yacht, and the prospect of cooking a meal was so poor in so rough a
sea that Fedora was put before the wind and reached back into the
basin. The gale increased, and double reefs were tied down before
starting out in the afternoon.
A strong adverse tide was met in the channel, and it soon became

evident that the yacht could hardly stem it in the teeth of the wind,
under her reduced canvas. After making a few tacks, without any
progress, she stood too close in to the main land to get out of the
strength of the tide and have somewhat smoother water to tack ship
in, and caught on an oyster bed while in stays.
"Wear her! Help her around with the boat hook!" was the order,

and the crew pushed vigorously on the weather bow. It was the only-

thing that could be done in that gale and sea, and it was done at the
peril of having her driven hard and fast on the reef to leeward. As
she swung around the mainboom went over, a flying jibe, the yacht
heeled, slipped off the oyster bed (Sandy narrowly escaping a, plunge
bath), leaped wildly forward straight for the line of breakers a few
rods distant, then rounded up as the sheets were flattened, and, lying
well on her starboard side, headed far enough to windward of the
basin to show that she would make the entrance. She was in the
trough of an ugly sea, taking the tide-driven rollers on her weather
bow, and the sheets of spray that went up and over her as she plunged
into wave after wave were blinding for the helmsman.
In port once more, anchors down and sails furled, the cruisers went

on shore for a ramble and a chat with the fishermen and light keeper.
They proposed taking a rest and starting for their home next morning,
but the weatherwise fishermen predicted an equally bad blow from the
same quarter for the morrow, and as the wind had somewhat abated,
it was suddenly resolved that a start be made at once, and part of the
distance covered that night, so as to make sure of getting home next
day. It was so late that a start had to be made at once, in order that
the channel might be cleared and the bar crossed before dark, and
supper was postponed as a secondary consideration.
So with reefed jib and mainsail and full foresail Fedora left the an-

chorage and stucti her nose into the wind and sea. She was carrying
too much sail for comfort, but it was ali necessary for working out of
the channel, and wThen a safe offing had been made the wind had fallen

considerably. It was very dark and there was a heavy head sea. No
attempt was made to cook anything, but Sandy and the Vice-Commo-
dore in turn went forward and fished cooked provisions out of the
larder. Instead of coffee, they were content to wash down their sup-
pers with beer, which they drank from the bottle. Stanley—poor
Stanley—wanted no supper. He had been wrestling all day with hi*

stomach, the bottom or which had been trying to get into his throat,

and his opponent had triumphed. Stanley was sick.

Sailing in a sea of fire ! That was what Fedora was doing. The bay
was burning. Down in the depths were thousands of torchlight pro-
cessions. Tongues of brilliant flame leaped upon the bowsprit as it

plunged into the crest of a wave, and played around the end of the
mainboom as the yacht rose to surmount a roller. Tongues of flame
licked the bows and sides. Imagine a cluster of brilliants as large as
the waters within the range of vision, sparkling in the darkness as
brightly as in gaslight, and you will realize the scene that met the eyes
of the cruisers. It was a phosphorescent sea of the most brilliant and
variegated hues. It was a spectacle which the skipper, for one, would
not have missed for a great deal, and one which will never fade from
his memory.
Above, a starless sky; around, an inky atmosphere; beneath, a sea

of Are. It wr s glory enough for a lifetime.
The atmospheric pall was pierced by the Oak Point lights straight

ahead on the north shore, and after the yacht had been kept on the
port tack a couple of hours it was surely time for going about. But
there was no shore in sight, and the light looked very far off when
soundings showed the shore to be quite near.
"Beady, about ! Hard a-lee! Sheets I" Around she comes in fine

style, the skiff falls into line after making a wild plunge to windward,
and a long reach is made toward the other shore. Another reach
back until the lead shows 8ft. of water, and Stanley asks if the boat
is to be run ashore, so intense is the wall of darkness in which the
bowsprit is buried, and another board off shore is maje. And now
the Pointe Cheval shoal, which lies right ahead, troubles the skipper's
mind, and he is cautious about standing off too far. After a mile
has been made, the lead is cast, and when it shows 8ft. the yacht is

put upon the port tack again. So with short boards and the free use
of the lead, the main channel is crossed and recrossed until Sheldrake
Island light and the range of the Oak Point lights show that the shoal
has been passed, and then a long reach is made for Napan Bay.
As the tide is now running ont and the wind getting light, the yacht

barely escapes missing the mouth of the bay and being forced to
anchor on the upper edge of the shoal; but she holds the weather
gauge of Pointe Cheval, and getting into shelter, rounds up and
anchors when the lead shows 8ft. of water. Sails were snugly furled,

the tent set, coffee served, an anchor light hung up and the unbroken
sleep that comes on the second night of a cruise, after the wakeful-
ness of a first night on board or in camp, came without waiting to be
wooed.
Morning. Where is the gale that the fishermen promised? Not in

Napan Bay. A cloudless sky, a bright sun and a gentle west wind.
Keefs were shaken out, anchors lifted and sail made at once to take
advantage of the flood tide, as progress would be slow indeed above
Sheldrake Island against wind and tide. The yacht reaches out of
the bay, makes two or three short boards to pass the island, takes a
long reach across to Bartibogue church, ventures in so close as to
catch her heel in the mud, but is quickly poled off, and after passing
Black Brook, is able to lay her course close hauled for home. Coffee
is made, eggs are boiled, canned meats are opened and the last meal
of the stormy cruise is eaten. Smooth water, a favorable tide, a gentle
breeze, plenty to eat and drink, but alas! the end of the cruise so near.
No two cruises are alike. Fedora has been on more eventful ones,

and pleasanter ones, but the phosphorescence has burned the memory
of tnis one into the mental log book of his skipper, and he has chosen
it as the theme of this yachting yarn. If he has succeeded in making
the reader catch a little of the spirit that animated him on the cruise,

the story will not be wholly devoid of interest to him who has felt the
exaltation and the joy of yachting life. J. L. Stewart.

The Forest and Stream is put to press eachweek on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.
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Model Yachting About New York.
So much pleasure may be derived from the construction and sailing

of model yachts, and so much practical information as well, that it is

strange that the sport has not grown more rapidly in the twenty odd
years since it first became known about New York. In England
there are many clubs, and though good water for this purpose is not
always easy to find, the sport has received the attention which it de-

serves from designers and those mainly interested in large yachts.
The facilities for obtaining all necessary materials aDd fittings are far

greater than in this country, and the sport receives much support
from the monthly paper, The Model Yachtsman and Canoeist, pub-
lished at Hull.
On Independence Day, 1872, model yachting was initiated on the

large lake in Prospect. Park, Brooklyn, Long Island, by an organiza-
tion known as the Prospect Park Yacht Club, with the following
officers: Com., James Flernming; Vice-Corn., Geo. Sherwin; Pres.,

Sam, Avila; Sec, John H.Fisher; Treas., Jos. Peto; Meas., Henry
Heitman. Yachts, seventeen— fifteen schooners and two sloops. The
yachts were measured over all for time allowance in racing.
There being a great lack of interest on the part of the Park Com-

missioners, little attention was shown toward model yacht racers and
the accommodations for the storage of models in the Park grounds
were limited to a few members, while the only convenience near to
the lake was that of a rickety shanty outside of the Park grounds,
situated across the old Coney Island road, now avenue. Those who
were less fortunate in securing storage for their craft in either of
these places were obliged, after a day's sport, to carry these yachts to
the cars, or, as in some cases, those who lived but a short distance
from the park conveyed their models to their homes on improvised
hand wagons, and trying were the toils of conveying yachts to their

respective srore-houses,"as the number of cars going to and from
Prospect Park was small. As some of these models were very valua-
ble, great anxiety was felt ou the part of their owners as to their

security: nevertheless under such adverse circumstances the sport
was greatly enjoyed.
Such a condition of things continued until the year 1876, when a

united effort was made to obtain better accommodations near the
lake, the outcome of which attempt resulted in securing the out-house
belonging to the pumping station, which is located about 200ft. from
ihe margin of the lake, which exchange was indeed very agreeable.
But even this state of things was doomed lo be disturbed by various
causes, which led to the decline of the sport, as local jealousies evoked
by kindred yachtsmen soon led to the organization of several yacht
clubs, each of which were striving to outrival their opponents, and all

aiming to impress the Park Commissioners with the idea that they
alone were the original and bona Jlde club.

It has been well said that "In union there is strength," and it was
demonstrated that the divided influence thus brought to bear upon
the Park Commissioners did not accomplish that desired effect, viz :

the erection of a building suitably arranged and situated upon or
near the lake for the storage of model yachts.
At this time, 1876, there were in existence three yacht clubs, the

Prospect Park, which was the parent yacht club; the Long Island
and the American Y. C. (not the present American Model Y. C.) all of
which clubs were striving for recognition by the Park Commissioner.-.

Model Yacht Club has urged the necessity of more commodious stor-

age. Model yachtsmen are at present engaged in testing the rule now
employed as described above. There are a few opponents of the rule,

but some such rule is necessary since with the old rule of l.w.l. alone
there were produced big, unwieldy and heavy displacement boats,
carrying enormous sails, which if reproduced on a large scale would
be undesirable as to handling and the possibility of losing their spars.

The changes that have taken place during the interval of 22 years
are very clearly shown in the accompanying illustrations:

No. 1 represents one of the old timers of 1872-76, with short stumpy
overhang, the result of length over all measurement for time allow-
ance at that time in vogue. This model was rigged as a schooner in

one sense and a sloop in another, her fore and mainmast being
stepped very close together, in fact only an apology for a foresail

being possible, the mainsail predominating.
The mast, sails and rigging of this model have long since been lost

or destroyed. A great number of models of that time were "dug out 1 '

from the solid block, as was this one. The dimensions are length over
all 62in., l.w.l. 59in., beam 16in., draft 12in., with lead keel.

Model No. 2 was of the 1878 order of stumpy class, but was length-
ened as shown in 1889, showing very fine lines; a great improvement

edge of the stern at the l.w.l. The marking on the rule shows the
length of the yacht on the l.w.l.

In conjunction with the l.w.l. the sail area also plays an important
part in the measurement for time allowance. First the actual area of
the sail is obtained by dividing into triangles, then the square root is
extracted from the l.w.l., which sum divided by 2 gives the corrected
length. The larger yacht is taxed at the rate of 10s. to the inch over
a mile course, and in proportion according to the lesser or greater
distance sailed.
Strenuous attempts have been made to evade this rule, which have

resulted in some odd looking models, an unusually odd one being
owned by one of the members, she having been built for the second
class and measuring 44in. on the l.w.l. Her peculiarity lies in her
under-water structure, where she measures at least 60in. in length.
This yacht, however, has proven to be very fast in a breeze, but in a

moderate wind she does not do so well, due to her large immersed
surface. There can be no mistake as to the fact that this model is a
most decided effort to cheat the existing rule.

It might be interesting to know how these models are sailed ou and
off the wind, one of the great difficulties to overcome. Some English
model yachtsmen use weighted rudders, one for windward work and
one for reaching and down the wind (in fact some owners have their
pockets full of rudders of a variety of weights) thus causing loss of
time in changing.
On the American model yacht a rudder (not a weighted one), is

attached in the same way as on a large yacht, but with the tiller

shipped aft, passing under a threaded wire which is placed across the
deck just over the tiller. Then there are two nuts which travel on
this wire, one on each side of the tiller, and thejtiller is allowed to play
between them, these nuts being used to gauge the play of the tiller-

when steering the yacht on a reach or down the wind. An eye is

fastened to the tiller' through which a sheet is led from the main boom
to a cleat fastened alongside the heel of the bowsprit; this cleat being
of sufficient length to be bored with about one dozen holes, half an
inch apart. A pin with an eye arrangement having thesheet attached,
is placed in one of these holes and can be shifted fore and aft at pleas-
ure.
The main sheet is led in a similar way, a snap being used on the

traveler so that when about to sail on a reach or down the wind, the
main sheet is cast off. at which time the other sheet before mentioned
takes effect on the tiller and thus jams the rudder to leeward as far as
is necessary to preserve the balance of the yacht on her course. This
mode of steering has proven to be a very satisfactory one, and is uni-
versally used (with sbght modifications) by all yacht owners of the
American Model Yacht Club.
The advance in yacht designing is quickly followed by the model

yachtsmen, and just now the fin-keel is as prominent in model as in
large yachts.
In handling the yachts, each owner uses a small flat bateau and a

pair ot oars, following or rowing beside his craft and attending to
sails or rudder, or starting her on a new tack, as the course and wind
requires.
Too much cannot be said in favor of model yacht sailing, as it invig-

orates both the body and the mind. Those indulging in this sport
acquire considerable skill in handling a skiff, requiring quicknesB of
derision in the manipulation of their y achts.
To appreciate model yachting, one must watch thoroughly the tac-

tics required in handling a. model in a close race. Appended are some
of the growing clubs in the States: American Model Y. C, Brooklyn,

Fig 3.

MODEL YACHT OP 1893.

to such a degree as to prove detrimental to yachtsmen, since the Com
misgioners, who were at one time favorably disposed to the partici-

pants in this enterprise, became disgusted and concluded that there
should not be built any house for the storage of moripl yachts.
Aside from those who were immediately engaged in this sport, but

few persons were interested sufficiently to investigate it; not ev^n the
reporter, who is always ready to grasp any new ideas aud adventures
and promulgate them to the public, seemed at all inclined to touch on
this subject. The Times and World were the nnly daily papers Which
finally brought the sport to the attention of the public; and the
Mercury, a weekly paper, occasionally rendered service in this direc-

tion . but aside from these papers others would comment, upon it as
child's play, and thus from time to time ridicule it. Those engaged in

its practice were frequently called cranks, aDd the spectators idiots,

and perhaps in some instances this term was well applied to the latter

because of their nonsensical suggestions to the model yacht experts.
This condition of things existed for a short time only, when some of

the members, headed by the Bros. Dayton, of the different yacht
clubs, decided to make Gowanus Bay, in South Brooklyn, the rendez-
vous for the further continuance of investigations regarding the
theories conuected with the science of model yachting. Gowanus Bay
in those days was a very fine spot for such a purpose, but in recent
years it has become the receptacle of the city's debris, and by this

means the greater part of the once beautiful bay has become* oblit-

erated.
Permission was granted to the Manhattan Club to sail their model

yachts on the large lake at the northeast section of Central Park, New
York, but after a thorough test this lake was proven to be wort hlt-ss

for the purpose of sailing model yachts, on account of the intercep-
tion of the winds by reason of the topography of the surroundings;
the east and northeast boundaries of this lake being hemmed in by
massive trees, and its south and west, shores by very high grounds;
hence the Manhattan Club abandoned this lake and located themselves
at the foot of East 110th street and East River, New York, where
storage for their yachts was obtained.
Launching their model yachts from this point they sailed through

Little Hell Gate, or by way of the Kills, the intricacies of which are
probably understood by a number of our readers, to Bowery Bay,
where some very fine sailing was obtained, and close contests eusued.
This club finally disbanded, aud two of its members joined the present
American Model Yacht Club.
During the years 1880 to 1887 the Interest, which was shown in model

yachting was wavering; there was much sailing, but few new yachts
were either designed or constructed.
The leading yacht club of the day was the American Model Yacht

Club (this club at present holds a position similar to the N. Y, Y. C
in yachting). It was fouuded in 1870 and reorganized on Sept. 2, 1887.

Prominent yachtsmen were elected as officers: Geo. W. Lyon, Com.;
W. V. Hanson, Pres.; G. W. Townley, Treas. ; J. Alvah Scott, Sec'y and
Meas. The club 'at that time had 17 models, which were classified

according to their length on the Lw.L into first class, embracing those
53 to 63in.; 2d class 42 to 53in., and 3d class those 30 to 42in. in length:
the rule applied for time allowance being l.w.l., whereas the present
rule embraces both sail area and the l.w.l.

The election of a new board of officers in 1S92-3, brought about a
change, viz: W. V. Hanson, Com.; Geo. W. Lyon, Vice-Corn.; Geo. W.
Townley, Ireas.; Harry Melvin, Sec'y; Frank Nichols, Meas., andnew
boats were added at this time, making 45 yachts in commission.
The large lake at Prospect Park, situated at the southwest end, and

which is exposed to the strong west and southwest winds from the
Atlantic, has an area of about 200,000sq. ft, (the only drawback being
the trees and shrubbery which have grown since the early days), a
desirable place for model yachting; and the out-house, as stated
above, being located about 2(J0ft. from the margin of the lake, affords
facilities far superior to that of any inland waters in the immedial e
vicinity of New York city or Brooklyn. At certain directions of the
wind—say south by west, a course to windward of seven-sixteenth of

a mile can be obtained, but the majority of windward races are over a
course of three-tenths of a mile.

The rapid growth, however, in the membership of the American

Fis. 5.

over previous keel boats. It subsequently received the lead center-
board, which eventually become quite a fad, and did seem to improve
the sailing qualities of all boats fitted with it. The dimensions were
length over all 78in,, l.w.l, GOin., beam 21in., draft 16in_, construction,
oak frames and floors, oak stem, keel and sternpost, planking of
cedar 3

1Bin., deck white pine, crowned very much, for no known rea-
son.
No. 3 shows a wonderful stride, as can readily be seen, a departure

from the theories of hollow waterliues, this' model having abnor-
mally full waterlines, yet showing remarkable speed; in fact, with
no equal in her class. She was des ;gned and built in 1892, making her
first appearance in the season of 1893. carrying all before her. Her
ballast is in the form of a bulb at the lowest edge of a brass fin,

giving her great stiffness. Her dimensions are: Over all. 81in.; l.w.l.,

52.9in.; beam, 15in.; draft, 14in. Construction, stem, keel and stern-
post of cedar, frame of white holly bent, to shape, planking Spanish
cedar and deck white pine. The illustration at the head of this article
shows one of the modern model yachts under sail, from which an
idea of the rig can be obtained.
The mode of measuring yachts employed by the American Model

Y. C. necessitates the use of a large tank.
A straight edge is fastened across one end of the tank, actiug as a

stop for the after end of the l.w.l. as the yacht floats in the tank. A
long rule divided into inches and tenths is attached to the top of one
of the. sides at right angles to the straight edge; then a T square is
applied and slid along the rule uutil it comes in contact with the fore

MODEL YACHT OF 1803, SBO

N. Y. : Philadelphia, of Pennsylvania; Connecticut, of Connecticut;
Minnetonka, of Minnesota; Midget, of Boston, Mass.
Many of tbft old hulks of '72 still remain in the boat house, stacked

one upon the other in the loft, awaiting resurection by their owners,
who have forgotten them or have moved to unknown parts. The sight
of these outbuilt and neglected old craft always brings back to the
writer the recollection of many happy days spent on the lake twenty-
two years ago. Frank Nichols, American Model Y. C.

International Racing.

The latest news in yachting comes by cable from the other side to the
effect that Mr. Iselin will fit out Vigilant if Lord Dunraven really
wishes to meet her. Of the rumored challenge for 1895 the Meld
speaks as follows: ''Some weeks ago we announced on good author-
ity that probably two noblemen would be associated in challenging
for the America Cup. and in building a new cutter for the purpose."
This was telegraphed to America, snd it has now been telegraphed
back that the two noblemen are Lord Dunraven and Lord Wolverton,
and that the yacht will be 70ft. long on the waterline. This announce-
ment is evidently mostly guesswork, and as a consequence is incor-
rect. It was well known in this country last season that Lord Wol-
verton was interested in Valkyrie, and also in America, as in Septem-
ber we saw a reference to the fact in an American newspaper; but it

does not follow that the same two noblemen will set out in quest of
the America Cup again. With regard to the 70ft. boat, does it seem
likely that any one would challenge with a 70-footer, while either
Vigilant, Jubilee or Colonia could be called upon as a Cup defender?

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The Larchmout Y. C. has announced the following dates for the

season: Spring regatta, June 9: annual regatta, July 4; annual sail,

July 14 to 31; Flint cup for cabin cats, July 28; fall regatta, Sept, 1;

Larchmont cup, Sept. 15.

The South Boston Mosquito Fleet Y. 0. has elected the following
officers: Com., James T. Powrers; Vice-Corn., M C. Thore; Fleet
Captain. F- D. Perkins; Secy., F. A, Lynch: Treas., William Elliott;

Meas.. M. W. Ransom; Board of Directors, T. A. Maguire, C, J. Mori-
arty, D. N. Palmer.

The Greenville Y. C, of Greenville, N. J., on March 1 elected the fol-

lowing officers: Com., C. P. Morton; Vice-Corn., Alonzo Peniston;
Recording Sec, Harry Kattenstroth; Financial Sec, Chas. Mitzenius;
Treas , A. Renshaw: Meas., C. D. MrGeihan; Sergeant-at-Arms, Wm.
Greville; Trustees, C. D. Morton, H. M. Prichard, Alonzo Peniston, C.
Dr. McGeihan and Chas. Mitzenius.

The Court of Appeals has affirmed the judgment of manslaughter
in the second degree in the case of the People, respondents, against
Thomas Welsh, appellant. The appeal was from a judgment finding
the defendant guilty of manslaughter in the second degree for the
killing of Francis Jenkins through the sinkiDg of the sloop yacht
Amelia by the tug of which Welsh was pilot.

Shifting1 and Live Ballast.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A misprint in my letter concerning shifting live ballast in your issue

of Feb. 24 makes a portion of it unintelligible.

In the second line of the paragraph next to the last one, the word
"increase" should be "measure," so it will read, "and consequently
they measure the righting power of the ballast, etc." Sextant.
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Our readers may remember the case of an "inventor", fully describe^

in the Forest and Stream some three years back, who sent out

circulars among canoeists claiming to hold a patent on the familiar

battened lug sail, with its parrels and other gear, and demanding a

royalty from all who nsed it. Serious claims for damages and royalty

were made on some canoeists about New York, backed by intimations

of legal proceedings, but needless to say, were never pressed. We had
the pleasure of an interview with the "inventor," in which we were

able to refer him to full descriptions and illustrations of the sail, then

just introduced here from England, which we had published some
years prior to the date of his alleged invention and patent. The mat-

ter dropped and nothing more was heard of it; but we are reminded

Of it by the rudder gear described in the Yachtsman, and which is

identical with another and much older device which, by his own con-

fession, was well known to the new claimant.

A Simple and Ingenious Invention.
From The Yachtsman, Jan. 25, 1801,,

The accompanying drawing represents a very ingenious invention
for shipping or unsbipinng the rudders of small boats The idea is

simplicity itself, and will be easily understood. A is a gndgeon work-
ing on a rod bolted to the stern of the boat. C and D are two gudgeon
hooks, which catch the rod from opposite sides. To unship the rud-
der, all that is required is to lift it until A comes off the rod, and then
pull the rudder to one side so as to clear one of the hooks, push it a
little way aft, and it is unshipped. To ship the rudder again, engage
the hooks on the rod before slipping the gudgeon A on the rod. The
drawing is slightly misleading, for it shows the gudgeon hook C
slightly bent round the rod on the near side, whereas it should leaVe
that side entirely open in order to avoid any difficulty in unshipping.
Mr. Dickson J. Laker, the inventor of this contrivance, writes as

follows:
"I inclose for your inspection a rough model showing method

adopted by me in fitting the rudder to a 14ft. center-keel boat.
Doubtless you have seen, or are otherwise familiar with, Stephens'
rudder gudgpons, and the fittings now sent you resemble them gen-
erally; the essential point of difference lies in the two lower hooks
placed one above another, and separated by a distance of 3in . or so
in the rudder tested. Most owners of small boats bave experienced
difficulty at one time or another in shipping the rudder as generally
hung, in a bit of a jump. Fitted, however, in the way illustrated it

can be shipped without difficulty and without profanity in rough
water, the hooks being slipped on the rod at its upper part, and
then lowered until the eye on the rudder embraces the rod. I think
this plan simpler than the one originated by Mr. Stephens, as no
casting is necessary for the lower gudgeons, and any smith can make
the hooks, etc. The cost also would, I think, be less. The rod on
boat's stern is %\n. Muntz metal. It is riveted to a copper eye at heel
of post, and runs through another, screwed through transom into
post. The hooks and eye on rudder are copper. In conclusion, I

have tested the gear thoroughly during a whole season (on an excep-
tionally large and heavy brass rudder), and it has given entire satis-

faction, being amply strong and efficient, and I have no hesitation in

recommending it for boats, canoe-yawls, etc. ; in fact, any small craft
in which the rudder is not a fixture."

d. J. o. laker's rudder gear—1894

Mr. Laker is a benefactor to boating men, for he has not patented
his idea. It is open to any one to use.
The following is from the Yachtsman of Feb. 15, 1894:

To tlie Editor of The Yachtsman:
Sir—After a good deal of consideration. I have decided to patent the

invention so kindly noticed in your issue of the 25th ult. That there
appears to be nothing to deter others from adopting this course seems
to me a sufficiently substantial reason for my so doing, without taking
into consideration any pecuniary benefit likely to accrue therefrom.
As I imagine you -will require some public avowal of my intention,
please accept this rather laggard notice as such. I may add that I

have taken steps to secure the invention, and have made arrange-
ments with a prominent firm for its manufacture at an early date.
Yours, etc., Dickson J. C. Lakeb.

We can heartily indorse the remarks of the Yachtsman and of its

correspondent as to the ingenuity and simplicity of this device; in

fact, Mr. Stephens, after puzzling for a very long time over the prob-
lem of getting what was in effect a solid ring on to the rod with both
ends closed, was rather elated over its successful solution by means of
two split braces (or gudgeons) placed one above the other, with the
open sides facing in opposite directions. The idea was new then—some
time in 1883—and we have never since come across any device involv-
ing the same principle. So far as Mr. Laker's part in the device, as
described in the above quotations from the Yachtsman, it may be
summed up very briefly: What is good in it is not new, and what is

new in it is not good.
The use of a rod and four braces, or gudgeons, is very old, but the

splitting of the lower rudder brace introduces an entirely new
mechanical principle, original so far as we have been able to learn
with Mr. Stephens.
In first experimenting two common cast braces were used, one side

of each cut away, being placed a little distance apart, juBt how much
mattered very little. Later on a pattern was made for a single
reversible casting which, when two pieces were properly fitted

together, made a neater and more shipshape finish than the two
braces. This was a mere immaterial detail of construction and did
not affect the principle. The device was never patented by Mr.
Stephens, but was given freely for the use of fellow boating men and
canoeists, being fully described in the Forest and Stream and "Canoe
and Boat Building for Amateurs," the description being copied in
various nautical publications, and the gear used in this country and
England for some years. We are not posted on the British patent
laws and the legal aspect of the case, but there is a moral side to it

on which we hold some very fixed opinions by no means compli-
mentary to the honesty and good faith of this eleventh hour ' 'inventor"
who now proposes to exact from his fellow boating men a tribute for
something which does belong to them as surely as it does not belong
to Mm, The following descriptionand illustration of the rudder gear,

as originally published in the Forest and Stream, will enable our
readers to judge just how much of a novelty there is in the device
illustrated in the Yachtsmayi. The construction is really very simple,
though difficult to show in a drawing.

Stephen's rudder gear—1883.

"The rudder shown is of mahogany, a cruising rudder, but as effect-
ive for ordinary work as a drop rudder. The lower side, below the
keel, is sharpened to a fine edge. The rudder hanging is shown in the
small drawing. The part attached to the boat or canoe consists of an
upper and lower brace of the usual form. A and C, with a rod E. J4
in., running through them and screwed into C. On the rudder is a
common brace, B, at the top. At the bottom is a split brace, D, made
of two castings, a and b, both exactly alike, but fastened on opposite
sides of the rudder. The upper sides of the pair are shown at 1, the
fore ends at 2, and the lower sides at 3. It will be seen that by laying
the rudder horizontally with the port side, D uppermost, the opening
between a and o, Fig. 2, will admit the rod E. Now if the rudder be
raised to a vertical position, the two hooks embrace the rod E, the
upper brace B is dropped over the top of E, and the rudder is fast,
only to be released by raising B off the rod and dropping the rudder
horizontally. In practice the split brace can be put on or off the rod
by inclining the rudder to an angle of 45 degrees, without laying it

horizontal. With this gear there are no detached parts, the work may
all be done at the upper part of the rod, just below A, and it is not
necessary to grope under water to ship the lower pintle. The rudder
can only be detached by raising B from the top of the rod, and the
rudder lines when attached prevent it rising so far of itself."

Forest and Stream, Nov. 22, 1888.

Reforming the A. C. A.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Anent the Holden-Burns-Cartwright controversy regarding reform

in the A. C. A. : please come with me and we will call on a couple of
the Atlantic Division clubs.
Let us first take the Fourteenth Street Ferry and visit the land of

the Boo-Hoos. Here we find the Hoboken Canoe Club, a flourishing
little organization, with a membership of about 25. About one-half of
these are A. C. A. men. As a rule, do they attend the Association
meets? No. Why not? Because they haven't time to go so far from
home, and if they" had they wouldn't consider it worth tLe expense and
trouble. Is that all? Then, too, they do not care enough for racing.
Is racing all they do at the Association camp? Theoretically, four
days are given over to racing, but somehow the days are too short to
admit of all the races, so some of them have to be* postponed. Then
there are camp-fires and entertainments, and individual parties make
short cruises and go on picnics; but eliminate the racing feature and
the Association camps would be dull places indeed to spend two weeks.
There probably would never be another Association camp. Why is

this?
Because the average canoeman attending the Association meets does

not care enough for cruising and camping. If he could afford it he
would be, and he is when he can afford it, a yachtsman. Aren't the
races interesting? Yes, very. But a horse race is interesting, and so
is a bicycle race or a yacht race, or a pugilistic encounter, or a
wrestling or fencing bout. In fact, any competitive trial of strength
and skill is interesting.
You say the Hoboken Club does not go in for racing. What do they

do? They have an annual club cruise lasting two or three weeks,
which every member is expected to attend, and there are usually
fifteen or more participants. They cruise up the Hudson probably as
far as Poughkeepsie, or down to the Shrewsbury or up the Sound.
They know their home waters, the Hudson River, like a book. They
are familiar with all the desirable camping spots. Egg Beach, Croton
Point, Grassy Point, Camp Cowslip, Cold Spring, Polopel Island.
During the balance of the season you may come over here on any
Saturday afternoon and you wdl find five or six of the members get-
ting ready for a cruise to Egg Beach or somewhere eke, to spend Sun-
day in camp. They have a club house on the Shrewsbury. They are
all musicians and several of them are vocal artists. The club also en-
courages the culinary art, giving prizes for new camp dishes, and the
men are all accomplished chefs. Do they have fun? Lots of it. And
are they enthusiasts? You bet ! And you say they do not attend the
Association meets? No, they do not. They enjoy cruising better. Do
they know the Association librarian? I am afraid not. Could they
give him some points? Perhaps.
Now we will go out to the Passaic River. What day is it? Why it is

Labor Day, sure enough. This is the Ianthe Canoe Club, is it not? Yes.
What is it noted for? Chiefly for having the largest percentage of A.
C. A. men in its membership of any canoe club in the Association, and
for being the best represented club at all the Association and Atlantic
Division meets. It has, perhaps, forty A. C A. members, among them
some of the handsomest and best known canoemen in the country.
Are they fond of cruising? They were once, but they have "gradu-
ated" from that class. What do they do now? They hold a regatta
on Labor Day, and build racing machines, and attend the Association
meet. Is that all? No. They give a few "smokers" every winter. If

you were to call here on a Saturday afternoon or a Sunday during the
summer what would you see? You'd see several of them holding
down chairs on the balcony and swapping fishy stories.

What are those two buildings across the river? They are two other
canoe clubs. How do they compare with the Ianthe Club? Why,
where Ianthe sits there is the head of the table. Do they ever hold
regattas? Certainly. Does the Ianthe Club take part? No, they take
all. Then they must be a very active club? They are—on Labor J)&y.

Why on Labor Day particularly ? Because all three regattas are held
on that day.
Who are those four handsome men down on the float? They are the

champion club four, Palmer, Douglass, Stewart and Duguid. What
have they done? They have never been beaten in a club four race. Is

that remarkable? Well, now! Who is that distinguished looking man
in the white duck sailor suit? Does he own the river? No, but he is

captain of the club. Oh, I see! Who is the man that they are all

taking their hats off to? That is Mark Freeman. What has he done?
Why, he is even a bigger man than the Captain. He has beaten
Douglass in the single paddling race. How nice! Will he attend the
Association meet? Most decidedly.
Who are those men huddled together at the end of the float? They

are from up the river. Who is the one with the yellow whiskers?
That's McLees. What does he do? He leads forlorn hopes against
the Ianthe men in paddling races. Doesn't he ever winy Never in the
paddling races, but generally in the swimming and hurry-scurry races.
Why is it that he excels in those races? Because he is generally the
only entry. Would it not be a good idea to give him the prize withou
a contest? It might save the spectators some fatigue.

Where did you say he was from? Rutherford. Where is Ruther
ford? Up the rivei; about six miles. For what is the place noted?
Chiefly for being the home of Mr. John Trusty Holden, alias "Cycle
Oar." What does he do? Why, he writes letters to the papers. Why
does he do that? He wants to reform the A. C. A. Does it need re-

forming? Mr. Holden thinks it does. Well then, why doesn't he re-

form it? Because he never attends the meets, and he has nothing to

say in the management unless he does. Why is that? Because only
those attending have an opportunity to vote. And they are usually
only a small percentage of the membership ? Exactly. Well now,
tell me more about Mr. Holden. What does he want particularly? He
wants more for his money. What does he get now? A list of his
fellow members. Is that all? No; occasionally he gets a prospectus
of a canoe cruise to Palestine or a circular requesting him to solicit

advertisements for the year book. What does he ask for? He asks
the Association to issue a monthly paper, I believe, containing general
information for canoeists, such as new styles in canoes, sails, paddles,
listings, cruising routes, camp sites, waterways; directions for stow-
ing duffle, making Jobscouse. etc. Would it be difficult to publish
such a paper ? Not at all. Who would collect and edit the informa-
tion? Mr. Holden might if he were asked. Is Mr. Holden a practical
canoeist? No, he is a theoretical one. Wherein? Why, he is a mem-
ber of the Association, but does not attend the meet. I see! Does he
sailor paddle? No. Does he cruise and camp? No. Does he race?
No What does he do? He rides a bicycle. Pulex.
New York, Nov. 2, J893.

The Star and Crescent.
The third annual dinner of the Hartford Canoe Club was held at

the Heublein, on Feb. 25. About thirty-five persons were present and
did full justice to the excellent menu provided. Among the canoeists
from out of town were Com. Dorland, ex-Com. Winne, Rear-Com
Schuster and Purser Knappe.of the Eastern Division, and several men
from the Springfield and Hoiyoke clubs. The dining room and table
were handsomely decorated with flags and flowers, and at each plate
was a miniature flag bearing the private signal of the individual mem-
bers. The menus were hand-painted, furnishsd by a friend of the
club. Com. Dorland was elected an honorary member of the club,
and was presented with a silk H. C. C. flag. The music was furnished
by the Oescent Mandolin Club of Hartford. Historian Cheney, who
so admirably "shook off dem weights" at the Haddam Island meet in
1893, read the club history for the past season and worked off all

manner of hits on his feilow-tnenibers, besides giving an excellent
account of the doings of the club.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The executive committee of the Hartford C. C. has made the follow"

ing appointments for the ensuing year: Regatta Committee: D. S-
Morfell, T. B. Lewis, T. S. CheneyfSignal officer, R. A. Wadsworth;
Measurer, W. D. Morgan.
The Washington C. C launched its war canoe on Feb. 22 for a paddle

on the Potomac. In the eveniug the eighth annual dinner took place
at the National Hotel. The annual election was held during the even-
ing resulting as follows: Com., A. Devine; Vice-Corn.. I. P. Libbey;
See'y, J. A Oliver; Treas., J. F. OerteL
On Feb. 24 the Buffalo C. C. elected the following officers: Com., E.

W. Dunston: Vice-Corn., H. D. Pulsifer; Sec-Treas., F. D. Wood. Trus-
tees: &. L. Kelley, C. P. Forbush, F. R. Rosseel.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division: J. Herbert Carpenter, Sing Sing; Richard M.

Woods, Arlington, N. J. ; Chester Wr
. Osborn. Wendell Andreas, New

York. Central Division: E. A. Tobey. Troy, N Y.

Jerseymen at the Targets.
The team match between Collins and Plaisted, of the Greenville Club,

and Hansen and Boyce, of the Excelsior Club, 50 shots per man, was
shot off in Armbruster's Park, on Saturday last. The weather condi-
tions were fine. There was a large number of local riflemen present
to witness the contest. Hansen shoe in good form, putting up the
good score of 1,079. His partner, Boyce, was in hard luck and gave
Hansen very poor support Plaisted was also somewhat erratic in his
shooting, but the good work of his partner, Collins, was sufficient to
win the match by the small margin of 10 points.
After the finish of the match a turkey dinner at the Hotel Armbrus-

ter was in order, followed by rifle chat, speeches, etc. A return match
will be shot in the near future, when the Excelsior team expect to
down the Farmers. Scores:

Hansen and Boyce.
Hansen 19 20 17 25 23 15 22 19 23 23-206

23 21 21 24 19 24 23 22 25 23-225
19 23 24 19 21 23 21 19 25 23-217
22 19 18 22 24 21 21 22 22 19-210
23 25 22 20 18 23 22 25 18 25-221—1079

Boyce.... 13 24 16 20 14 2-4 23 19 17 24-194
23 18 21 18 24 22 25 23 19 9-202
16 21 17 17 25 15 19 23 15 20—188
7 19 0 21 22 21 18 21 20 19—168
19 18 17 21 20 21 15 22 22 22—197— 949 -2028

Plaisted and Collins.
Plaisted 18 19 25 18 22 23 17 20 25 18-205

21 23 24 21 23 19 24 25 22 25—226
19 14 23 20 16 20 20 20 18 25-195
21 23 21 19 18 24 20 15 22 18-201
25 22 23 24 22 2i 0 19 20 24—201—1028

Collins 23 21 23 18 22 18 20 16 19 21—201
23 19 23 25 21 19 23 22 17 24-213
17 20 24 18 17 23 14 13 18 25-189
20 20 19 21 23 24 20 16 23 24-210
20 21 17 20 17 21 20 16 22 23—197—1010-2038

Schmidt vs. Steuber.
The first half of a 100-shot match between A. W. Steuber and L.

Schmidt was shot on the ranges of the Our Own Rifle Club, Hoboken,
N, J., for a purse of S50, March 4. The scores were very much below
the average of both men. but better results are looked for at the
next match, March 8, on the ranges of the Miller Rifle Club.
AW Steuber 20 25 25 22 21 23 23 25 23 24-231

23 21 22 25 25 24 23 22 22 25—232
23 24 22 24 25 25 23 23 23 21—233
23 23 24 25 25 22 23 24 23 24-236
24 23 25 25 23 25 24 25 22 25—240—1172

L Schmidt 25 23 22 21 23 24 24- 20 23 25—230
24 25 23 23 25 25 24 24 25 24 -242
24 22 24 21 24 25 24 25 25 24—238
22 24 25 24 23 24 24 22 23 24-237
25 24 23 24 21 22 23 25 24 24—234—1181

A team match, same day, scored as follows:
Team No. 1.

AMalz 114
H L Hansen 118AW Steuber 116
L Schmidt 122

J H Kruse 114
F Merker 101
WBoehmke J 06
AGueber 109—900

Team No. 3.

HEBoddey 117
Jno Rebhan 115
D Miller 115
H Meyers 112
GWendt 75
T Davison 114

D E Bird 113

R Zoch 107—868

Port Chester Bine Club.
Port Chester, Feb. 26.—There was a match shoot here on Washing-

ton's- Birthday betw-een Val Horn of the Heidenreich Rifle Club of New
York city and J. E. Smith of the Port Chester Rifle Club. Conditions.
50 shots each man at 200yds., German 25-ring target, any rifle, and 50
shots at 100ft. open air range, ,22cal. rifles. Horn and Smith hf ve had
two matches previous to this and Smith was the winner in each case.
This match was for a dinner for shooters and friends and each man
seemed to have lots of them. Horn is a member of the Port Chester
Rifle Club also, and has made the boys hustle here on many an occa-
sion before. The shooting at 200yds. was done first and Horn made a
mistake in this respect as this was bis weakest end of the game. Had
he shot the short rauge match first the result might have been differ-

ent. Horn brought several of the Heidenreich boys up with him to
spend the holiday, and I guess they had a good time. He also brought
that old timer at the targets, "Birdie" Vogel, as his assistant and
coacher. The following are the scores. 50 shots, 200yds., in 10-shot
strings:
Smith 200 200 212 193 195—1000
Horn..; 188 198 186 189 183— 944
Fify shots, 100ft:

Horn , 818 235 221 233 230-1137
Smith 224 228 226 227 224—1129

RUDD.

Beideman Rifle Club.
Beideman, N. J., Feb. 24.—The following shows the weekly scores of

the Beideman Rifle Club, week ending Feb. 24. Conditions 25yds.
strictly off-hand, outside range. Targets J^in. ring, possible 250: E.
L. Gardener 246, Wm. Wurfflein 242, J. L. Wood 241, W. Gilbert 240.

Pistol score, Miu. ring, possible 250. 15yds.:
J L Wood 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 23 23 22-238
E L Gardener 24 24 24 23 23 2:1 22 22 21 21-227
W Gilbert 35 24 24 23 21 31 19 19 18 17—221

W. Gilbert, Sec'y.
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General CommentsZonL the' Drifti'of Bullets,' and
Rifles and RifleVShooting.!

',BY ARMINaTENNKIl,};

Superintendent American Testing Institution.

The projectiles as employed for our modern breech-loading rifles

are mostly of a cylindrical elongated shape. The center of gravity of
a bvdlet of this kind is found somewhere behind its transverse axis,

The effect of this condition is noticeable when such a bullet is brought
in a position horizontal to its longitudinal axis and so subjected to
the laws of gravitation, i. e.. allowed to drop.
It will display a marked tendency to reach the ground with its rear

part first, or in other words, it will tip in its course of falling. A bul-
let fired from the rifle is affected by the same laws of nature in a
similar way, and this from the first moment after quitting the muzzle.
Its course of flight is thereby more or less disturbed and the resistance
of the air with which the traveling projectile meets now comes in as
another cause, tending to make the bullet shift from its regular path.
This pressure of the air acts in the direction of the bullet's tangent

path. As long as the longitudinal axis remains true to the direction
as originally imparted to it the effect of the resisting air will be con-
fined to the arched portion of the projectile, and in this case the in-

fluence named will only show itself in the way of a retarded velocity.

A bullet traveling in the direction of its longitudinal axis is shown
by Fig. 1.

Fig, ji

Before the bullet has traveled very far the effect of gravitation, in
conjunction with the air pressure, will assume larger proportions, the
projectile will form a slight angle to the original direction of motion,
which is likely to grow in degree as the tangent path of the bullet be-
comes more' curved, and now the resistance of the air will meet a
larger part of the bullet's lower surface in front of the center of
gravity, and thus produce a similar effect to that caused by gravita-
tion, namely to lift the point of the bullet and to make the latter
assume a position something like the one illustrated by Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

The two disturbing forces named combined may. under certain con-
ditions, prove powerful enough to cause the bullet to tip or "keyhole,"
and to make it rotate or spin around its transverse axis, which at the
same time constitutes the axis of the bullet's largest momentum of
inertia. In such an event, it will of course be impossible for a projec-
tile to move in conformity with the fixed laws in question and to
describe a regular trajectory.
Ever since the rifle barrels with the spiral twist have taken the

place of those with grooves running in a parallel direction to the
soul or bore, derivation has ceased to be an important factor in rifle

shooting. With the aid of the spiral twist the tenrtencyfand possibility
of a bullet to rotate around its transverse axis, i. e., to'tio or "tumble,"
has nearly been annulled, and also the disturbing effect, of the pres-
sure of the air on surface inequalities and the chances for variations
in the position of the center of gravity have been greatly lessened,
Generally the spiral twist in rifle barrels turns from' the left to the

right, and hence the bullet will rotate in the same direction, a fact to
be borne in mind by the reader for the purpose of comprehending
more readily the following observations pertaining to the derivation
of bullets.

THE DERIVATION OF BULLETS *

The "deflexion," drift or deviation of a bullet solely due to an irreg-
ular or low speed of rotation or to the effects of gravitation is called
derivation. To determine the exact extent to which a particular bul-
let is subject to derivation is quite a difficult task, and frequently devi-
ation and derivation are confounded with one another. This rather
perplexing question can only be solved somewhat like satisfactorily by
means of a properly constructed and working shooting machine.
Although, as previously remarked, derivation no longer constitutes

an important feature in rifle shooting, the subject is nevertheless suf-
ficiently interesting and instructive to be treated here more exhaust-
ively.
The causes and effects of derivation have been the object of exten-

sive experiments and researches for a long period, in fact, ever since
rifled barrels came into use: but comparatively little of a definite
character was established in the premises until Prof. Magnus, of Ber-
lin, Germany, devoted his attention to the solution of this problem.
Magnus started and conducted his researches upon the theory that the
conditions for the pressure to which a rotating bullet is subject are
the same whether the bullet be in motion and the air in a state of rest,
or the air be in molion and the bullet at rest, provided the air can bo
brought to move against the bullet at the same rate of speed which
may be imparted to the latter.
Carrying out his experiments upon this basis, Magnus employed the

so-called Bohnenberger's apparatus, as illustrated in Fig. 3, but re-

points, which'are fastened to the inner ring a a; the latter can easily
be moved vertically within the middle ring b b, thus permitting to
give the longitudinal axis of the bullet every desired position toward
the horizontal plane. The middle ring 6 b again turns in a horizontal
direction in the outer ringce, wftii hh'a ( Miionary position upon the
frame. To maintain the longitudinal axis iu any desired position, the
projectile and the two inner rings are arranged" so that their centers
of gravity meet exactly the center of the outer ring. Now in order to
force the bullet to rotate around its longitudinal axis, a small pulley
is attached to the point of the former and this again is provided with
a string which, upon being pulled, sets the bullet in a lively spinning
motion.
The rings are all made to turn around their axes. As soon as and

when the bullet is set in motion, a comparatively great amount of force
is required to cause the ring to turn, and this for the reason that,
through the effect of the rotation imparted to it, the axis of the pro-
jectile assumes a high degree of stability and displays a tendency to
retain its position. If a force is brought to act against the bullet in
the direction through its longitudinal axis but not through its center
of gravity while the projectile is in a state of rest, the latter will turn
readily around the center of gravity in the direction of the applied force,
thus spinning around a transverse axis running through the center
of gravity, and the natural result is, the bullet will soon" tip or "key-
hole." When, on the other hand, a force is made to act (under similar
conditions otherwise) against the rotating bullet, the latter will not
move in the direction of the force, its movements will then be on a
plane perpendicular to the direction of the force. These phenomena
are quite in accord with the theorem of the parallelogram of rotations,
which establishes that every incitation toward lifting the point of the
bullet must, in consideration of the prevailing rotation from above to
the right, cause a spinning around a new axis projecting with its front
end somewhat to the right from the original direction of the longitud-
inal axis of the supposed vertical plane.
Admitted even that these experiments as here roughly outlined, do

not exactly conform to the state of affairs as they exist in reality, for
the reason that the bullet as employed by Magnu'a did not swing abso-
lutely freely, they have nevertheless convincingly shown that the
point or front end of a traveling bullet cannot and will not accomodate
its turning motion to the sense of the incitation as caused by the
pressure of the air. They have also established the fact that when the
point of a bullet is incited to shift to the right, the point must at the
same time assume a slight downward direction and thus lean toward
the tangent path, bringing the latter again on a line with the axis of
the bullet.
That such is really the case is best proven by the spherical holes

made by the elongated bullet on the target. If the longitudinal axis of
the bullet would retain, throughout its course, a position as shown in
Fig". 2, or one similar to the same, the holes on the target would be of
an oval instead of a spherical shape.
Magnus has further demonstrated (he fact that it is erroneous to

suppose that while a projectile continues to rotate around its longi-
tudinal axis, the point of the former will, at the same time, spin in an
upward direction, and that in reality the bullet does not perform
either of these movements of rotatiou, but that both culminate in a
common turn around an entirely new axis. Efforts have been made
all along to find the means for avoiding or annulling the effect of the
resistance of the air. but they have only until quite recently b9en
crowned with something like success. Further attempts are still and
continuously made in the same direction. Prof. Hebler in Zurich,
Switzerland, assisted by the Austrian ballistic engineer, Mr. Krnka,
has constructed for his military small-caliber rifle an elongated torpedo-
shaped bullet with a channel running through the entire length of the
bullet and assuming at the rear end the shape of a funnel.
This projectile is provided with a sabot in its center, made of papier

inache' or soft metal,which is arranged to leave the bullet immediately
the latter quits the muzzle. The bullet is made preferably of steel, the
sabot of copper. The inventors claim for this bullet the highest de-
gree of accuracy—flat trajectory—and penetrative power. A velocity
of 2,800ft. per second is claimed for this bullet, which is nearly 700ft.
more than that obtained with any rifle bullet now in existence. The
diameter is only about }4in., and the inventors assert that it will
do effective work up to a distance of nearly 6,000yds. Of course such
a bullet is intended for military purposes only; it will not serve the
hunter, but may, perhaps, answer for rifle shooting at extremely long
ranges. A similarly constructed bullet is said to have been lately in-
vented also in France and is there called balle tubulaire.
The old adage, according to which there is nothing new under the

sun, again applies to these inventions. Hollow elongated bullets and
those provided with sabots or guide collars have been employed in
Germany in connection with the various styles of needle guns nearly
thirty years ago.

[TO BE CONCLUDED NEST WEEK.]

Fig. 3.

placed in the same the spherical bullet, by one of a cylindrical-elon-
gated shape.
The arrangement of this apparatus may briefly be described as fol-

lows: The longitudinal axis of the projectile turns between steel

* It is hardly possible to do justice to the several subjects dwelt
upon herein in the limited space devoted to them. Those who are
particularly interested in the matter and wish for more minute de-
tails are recommended to consult the works published on the differ-

de Bahstique Experimental. (Ge^mcm) "Handbueh fiir die Offiziere
der Konigl. Preuss. Artillerie." Bud.j Pflster; "Die Rotation der Ge-
schosse," E. E. Kummer; "Tiber die Wirkung des Luftwiderstancls
auf Korper von Verschiedener Gestalt," Rordansz "Ballistik-" 4
Mieg, "Theoretische Aussere Ballistik," The latter work is the only
one employed as a source for the comments on the derivation of
ullets, etc.

Rifle at San Antonio.
For over a month the riflemen of San Antonio have been agitated

over the team match which came off yesterday. It came about in
this way: Capt. Ernest August Dosch, a veteran septuagenarian, who
has always held his own, and considerably of some one else's as a
rifleman, made a wager, unfortunately for himself, with Chas. F. A.
Hummel, the popular whiskered gentleman who sells Petmecky
cleaners and gun wads. It matters not what the bet was—the stakes
being a round two dozen quarts of Jlumm's. Capt. Dosch lost the
wager, but awaited Charlie's pleasure as to delivery of the goods, and
about a month ago the latter made the following proposition to his
confrere:
Capt. Dosch to have the first choice, and the two to choose a team

of eight men from the membership ot the rifle club and shoot a match
for a supper, on which occasion the wine was to be drunk— the ex-
pense of the occasion to be borne by the losing side of course. It was
shot on Feb. 25 as follows:
Team match, eight men on each team, 30 shots per man, 200yds. . off-

hand, any sights desired, but no artifice of any kind allowed on'rifle
by which shooter can obtain body or any other kind of rest.
E Dosch 10 05 10 75854 5-59067656886 5-57568564874 4-57-173
G Altman 398698477 7—68

6 10 6 10 8 9 9 7 7 7-79987 10 10 0976 7—79—226
Texas Field 6599777 10 7 6—73

7 10 7 10 5 7 8 10 8 8-80
7 7 6 9 8 6 7 8 6 7—71—224

A Steves

980

10 78066 4-62
6 10 84657 10 4 7—67
4 6 7 8 4 9 10 5 7 5- 65—194

A Guenther

7

8 6 5 7 8 8 5 10 8-70
6 9 6 9 10 10 - 6 6 6 0-68
8 8 6 10 6 7 10 8 10 4—77-215

*E Steves..

4009657676-

50
66 10 987576 10-74767786556 9—66-190

H Degener 8 5 8 8 8 6 6 9 5 9—70
5. 7697 10 788 8-75577775986 7-68-213

J Leyler 4 4 5 6 6 7 7 10 6 5—60
5 10 5975 565 7—64
5 6 9 8 5 5 7 7 7 9-68-192-1627

CBummell..... 6 77 10 78786 5-71797634 10 57 8—66585778799 9-71-208-
E Seffel 7786975 10 8 6—73

9 89 10 76977 10-8298889 10 10 89 9-88-243
AAltmann 984 10 78778 9—77893795686 9—69

10 10 6 8 6 9 10 8 7 6—S2-228
Dr Herff 4 6 8 4 6 6 6 9 6 8-57

7 6 7 5. 9 9 4 10 7 8—7286959 10 4 7 0 7—65—194
A Uhl 6 9 10 9 9 10 5 9 10 5-82

8 7 7 7"8 6 10 10 6 10—797878787 10 8 9-79—230
EDreiss- 389789 3 8 8 10—73877786 10 10 6 10-7987788 10 686 0—74—226
G Gresecke 1 7 8 5 8 7 10 9 10 4—75676566679 6-64874468464 9-60—199
E Leich 6 6 4 6 5 7 7 5 5 5-56585757780 9-61

6 10 7 7 9 8 9 6 8 5-75-192-1733
To say that the Doshites were disgusted at their defeat is putting it

mildly, and as I am writing these lines tht> captain of that side is
clothed in mythical sack cloth and ashes. The ruddiness of Ernest
Steve's peacfi-hued cheek was heightened by his first three shots, 4, 0, 0.
Sometimes the bullet hit the top then the bottom frame of the target',
but always a "poodle." In southwest Texas nomenclature "poodle"
meaus that the bullet has missed the target.
Albert Steves, who generally thumps his fiiands into convulsions

simply because he is glad to see them, and who shoots nearly always
close to the top row, lost his rudder. His bullets drifted about the
target like drunken sailors, so that the sum total of his score was
much below tint ever made by him.
Hans Degener shot his usual average, rather below, but he was cool

collected, and while his shooting was not brilliant, he plunked his
bullets close to the bullseye when he did not get in it,

John Leyler started in badly with two fours, but gradually im-
proved as he shot each score of 10 shots. His face had as much ex-
pression as that, of the Egyptian sphinx when the enemy fell upon him
With loud huzzas. You can't down John with defeat.
The entire winning side fell on one another's necks, but did not

weep. They yelled, screamed and applauded, and had there been an
old-fashioned Sioux Indian on the premises he certainly would have
felt at home. During the- shoot—it is stated by some' of the losing
side, to illustrate the roseate good luck the winners were playing in—
Dr. Herff, in his excitement, forgot all about the set trigger up to the
critical moment. He lowered his rifle and in setting the trigger
pulled the front, or business, trigger by mistake. Bang went the gun

j

"Och," says the doctor, "das vas ein poodle." But he was thrown
into convulsions when the faithful pointer indicated a good 9.

Uhl, surnamed the farmer, sailed away above the average he usually
makes and close unto him came Ed Dreiss, the founder of the shot in-
the-duck-gizzard theory.
Emanuel Seffel distinguished himself on this occasion, as usual, by

making the best score, an average of 8.01 in 30 shots. His shooting
was close to the center nearly all the time, making a beautiful string
of fourteen consecutive spot shots.
Following the great match a team shoot was proposed as follows,

10 shots per man, 200yds, off-hand:
H Degener 55666763 3 10—57
CHummell 799898997 7—82
AAltmann 58898 6 088 0-72
A Uhl 9 10 4585786 7-72
E Steves 7 5 8 3 3 0 8 10 6 9-63
A Guenther.... 5 10 6 5 7 9 8 8 8 8—75
G Giesecke 774767864 4—60-553
EDreiss 5 8 4 10 10 5 8 8 6 7—71
E Seffel 9 10 9 5 9 6 10 7 6 10-81
Texas Field 10 7 10 9 6 8 10 9 8 8-85
G Altmaun 7 9 9 6 7 8 10 7 8 10—81
A Steves

, 5854897 10 7 10—73
Dr Herff 6 5 3 7 10 6 7 9 10 10-73
E Leich 507654 6 00 7-40
J Leyler 7 5 7 7 4 9 7 9 0 6-61—565
After which an exodus to the city was inaugurated, and the beauti-

ful range was left to the mercy of the coyotes and a flock of goats that
have shown a predilection for barking our young trees that puts to
shame any dog barking at the moon. O. C. G.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its regular practice shoot at

its range to-day and made the scores appended. Conditions, 200yds.,
off-hand, at the standard target. Most of to-day's shooting was done
through a snowstorm, nevertheless some fair scores were made:
Gindele 8 6 10 10 8 9 5 8 10 6-80

79 10 86 10 989 8-84689969688 8-77
10 6 6 6 10 6 9 8 9 7-76

Weinheimer 8 7 8 6 9 5 8 10 5 9-75
6 7 8 10 3 10 9 6 5 5-69

• 966877986 5-716876679 6 7 5-67
Drube 10 7 10 7 7 10 8 8 9 6-82

8 8 6 8 6 7 7 9 9 9-77
8 10 9975887 6-7797897 10 9 3 4 9-75

Payne 8 5 8 10 10 8 4 10 10 5-78778 10 8946 10 7-76
'

10 8 10 9 9 7 5 8 8 7—77
8 99588845 7—71

Roberts 8589 10 898 7 7-795777 10 797 10 7—7685789 10 959 9—79
'

685 10 6 10 679 8-75 i

Louis 9 10 8 7 8 6 6 9 10 7-80
10 9 5 10 9 8 10 5 10 9-856786 10 96 7 8 10-77
10 8 8 8 10 6 7 8 8 6-76

Hake 5 10 4664 10 74 3—597287933 3 1 7-759864 5 5 964 6-6*.
0 3 2234764 6-3?

Wellmger 10 7 7 5 9 10 8 8 7 7—787?a 10 88 10 75 7—756867 10 76 10 9 .6-75
10 54 10 09688 8-77

Schmidtliug 0 3 4 0 4 2 5 4 6 5-33
58 10 6574 05 5-59305083564 5-45

Busse vs. Liuft.

The 100-shot gallery match between R. Busse and Ignatz Luft, which
has been pending for some weeks, was shot off on the Zettler ranges
on Friday of last week. Luft is an old rifleman of experience and
ability. He was one of the three who tied for the New York Inde-
pendent Corps' 8500 trophy at the great festival in Newark in 1888.
At the present time he is not connected with any rifle club. R, Busse
is a member of the New York City Corps, also the Zettler Club. He
has only been connected with rifle shooting a few years, and has had
but little experience in match shooting. His connection with the
Zettler Club is developing his shooting qualities, however, and he will
be heard from later in the ranks of the experts. Chas. G, Zettler and
William. Rosenbaum acted as judges and G. W. Plaisted referee and
score keeper. The conditions called for 100 shots each in 10 shot
strings on the 25-riug target, $10 a side. The score:
R Busse 23 21 24 25 25 25 25 25 25 25-246

23 23 23 21 2,5 25 25 25 25 25-242
23 23 24 24 24 24 24 24 25 25-210
23 23 23 24 21 25 25 25 25 25-242
22 23 24 24 24 24 24 25 25 25- 210
23 23 24 25 25 25 25 25 25 25- 245
23 23 24 24 25 25 25 25 25 25-244
22 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 - 241
22 22 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25-239
24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25 25 25-247- 2426

I Luft 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25 25-245
22 22 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25- 240
22 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25- 243
21 23 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 - 236
23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25- 242
23 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25- 239
23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25- 243
22 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25- 242
23 33 24 24 24 24 24 24 .25 25 - 240
23 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25 25-245- 2415

Smith & Wesson Team Victorious.
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 23.—The Smith & Wesson Pistol Club, of

this city, returned home from a very successful meeting with the
M. R. A. on AVashington's Birthday, Feb. 22, the former team winning
both matches. Four of the five individual merchandise prizes were
won by Messrs, Axtelle, Talbot, Wesson and Clark respectively. The
outcome of this meeting reflects great credit upon the S. '& W. team
as it was their first attempt at a match with an outside club, and the
result was all that could be desired, considering the fact that the M.
R, A. is one of the strongest shooting societies iu the country. The
Smith & Wesson delegation used exclusively the new single shot tar-
get pistol manufactured by Smith & Wesson, shooting the long ride
cartridge, and the results obtained demonstrate the fact that this
arm, in the proper hands, is a wonderful shooter. The M. R, A. used
the Stevens, Wurfflein and S. & W. arms.
Below are the totals of the matches:

Smith & Wesson Team.
Wesson 90
F Hodskins 77
CS Axtelle 91
Talbot 85
Goodrich 78
Stephens 82
C Clark 82
T D lark 79

82
84
85

M. R. A. Team.
84 Hussey 81
80 Bell 80
94 Partridge 80
88 Russell 85
84 Hinman 81
83 Harris 88
86 Humphrey . , , . 76
76 Tuck 82

J. R. Buchanan, Sec'y-

Zettler Rifle Club.
Ten members of the Zettler Rifle Club were present to participate in

the gallery shoot on Tuesday night. In the competition for the cham-
pion medal Fred Ross again came to the front with the fine score of
248. R. Busse was second with 243. In the competition for the best
10-shot score in five entries, R. Busse came in ahead, making 249.
Scores:

'

Champion medal: Fred C. Ross 248, R. Busse 243, C. G. Zettler 242,
B. Zettler 241, B. Walther 241, Gus Nowak 242, H. Holges 241, M. B
Engel 241, H. D, Miller 240. P. F. Schmidt 240
Best 10-shot score, five entries: R. Busse 249, Fred C. Ross 248, B.

Zettler 248, Henry Holges 247, B. Walther 247, M. B. Engel 246, Gus
Nowak 244, C. G. Zettler 245, Gus Nowak 244, P. F. Schmidt 246.
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Schlicht Rifle Club.

The Schlicht Rifle Olub held a successful shoot at its headquarters
on Feb. 26. In the competition for the class medals Jacob Diehl was
high for the champion medal, Win Schlicht for the first class, C. Siebel

for the second and P. Maue for the third. Fifteen members parties

pated. Scores: G. Schlicht 340, J. Diehl 231,W. Schlicht 230, J. Schlicht.

230, A. Meyer 229, G. Dorr 227, C. Mever 227, P. Maiir 224, Capt. Brellen-

thine221, G. Tribaut220, G. Richert "219, F. Lambrix 219, C. Siebel 219,

G. J. Gaehrig 216, L. Dorr 209.

LadyTMiller Club.

Nine members of the Lady Miller Rifle Club met at their head-
quarters on Monday night of last week for weekly practice and com-
petition for the class medals. Mrs. Meyns won the first medal, Mrs.
Ahnert the second and Mrs. Stein the third. Scores: Mrs. Meyns 230,

Mrs. Stein 209, Mrs. Ahnert 209. Mrs. Volt 205. Miss Sanders 208, Mrs.
Miller 206, Miss Richmond 207, Mrs. Stadler 204, Miss Mannheimer 201.

Palisade Rifle Club.

Eleven members of the Palisade Club were present on Feb. 25 to
participate in the weekly shoot for class medals. Fred Krobatsch won
the first class medal, Geo. Dorrthe secend, and Fred Esperer the third.

Scores: F. Krobatsch 231, G. Dorr 229, F. Esperer 227, H. Rose 224. R.
Glaser 223, 0. Bamberger 220, W. Ahles 219, F. Ward 211, W. Rose 210,

A. Ahles 205. O. S. Aufderheide 204.

Excelsior Rifle Club.

Five members of the Excelsior Clnb were present on Tuesday night
o participate in the weekly gallery handicap shoot. J, Binns, with
the aid of his handicap, made a full scores: C G, Reeves was second
with 246. Scores: .T. Binns 250, C. G. Reeves 246, W. J. Hennessey 336,

C. Thomas 232, W. Hughes 231.

RIFLE NOTES.
The Pittsburgh Rifle Club has made application for a charter. This

club Is one of the strongest rifle organizations in the State, and some
of its members are noted for their ability in off hand shooting.

The Monnngahela Rifle Club, of Monongahela City, Pa., is out with
a challenge for a team match with any club in western Pennsylvania.

The Empire Rifle Club has challenged the Williamsburgh Schutzen
Corps to shoot a team match in the gallery.

All tie* divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
March 21.—Union Gun Club, 25 live bird shoot, $20 entry, at Spring-

field, N. J.

March 26.—Acme Gun Club, open shoot at Dexter Park, targets and
birds.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 4-7.—Texas State Sportsmen's Association eighteenth annual

meeting, at Austin, Texas. Wallace Miller, Sec'y.
April 4-8.—California State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

San Francisco.
April 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add §200.
April 24-27—Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central Uity, Neb.
May 1-3.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, spring tournament; two days

targets, last day live birds.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add $200.
May 7-10.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual

tournament and meeting, at Ft. Smith, Ark.: $1,000 added money;
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.
Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John J. Suinpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus. O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
May 17-18.—Wesc Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.
May 22-25.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y. -

May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added money.
June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State. Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

taction of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at TJtica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, annual

tournament, at Tacoma, Wash.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. $1,000 added money.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Part, Altoona.

Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall
tournament.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
In the city of Paterson, yclept the "Silk City," are some half a

dozen sportBmen, and enthusiastic to the core over anything pertain-
ing to snooting in the field or at the trap, and who are working won-
ders in the way of imparting their enthusiasm to others It was
these men who succeeded in organizing the Paterson Gun Club—an
organization, by the way, which bids fair to rank among the strongest
in the country—and it was by their efforts that over a score of Pater

-

sonians were interested in live bird and target shooting, aud induced
to beeome members of the gun club. It was through their efforts
also that Willard's Park was brought to public notice, this place- now
being classed as one of the finest shooting grounds in America, While
the majority of these confine themselves to club and tournament,
there are others who are ever ready for an individual match^ and
among these may be mentioned Thomas W. Morfey, T. C. Wright and
Henry Wolfe. In our last issue we announced the dates and condi-
tions for five live bird matches to be shot by Mr. Morfey against five
different men, and now we have to announce that on March 20 he will
shoot his long deferred and much discussed match at 25 targets
against Ohas. F. Lenone of Passaic at Willard's Part. The conditions
will be unknown traps and angles for $10 a side, and this stake, by the
way, has been resting in our pocket ever since last November, await-
ing the outcome of the match. We hope that on March 20 the money
will find an owner. Another of the enthusiasts, Henrv Wolfe, is also
billed to shoot a match against Mr. Lenone against 50 live crows each
80yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, for $50 a side, this match also to take
place at Willard's Park. On Wednesday, March 14, at the same place,
Mr. Morfey and T. C. Wright will try conclusions at 50 live birds each
at $50 a side, 28yds. rise, 50yds. boundary, otherwise Hurlingham
rules. This kind of business keeps the. ball rolling at a lively rate and
will go a long way toward increasing the interest in trap shooting in
this place.

On Feb. 27, tha Massachusetts Shooting Association held a well-
attended tournament on the Marblehead Gun Club grounds
About 4,000 targets were thrown. In the contest for the State Cham-
pionship, for teams of three men at 10 targets per man, there were
eleven teams, the Boston Shooting Association winning with 24
breaks. The scores: Atlantic Shooting Association, fBowlby 3, Camp-
bell 2, Brown 8;, 15; Boston Shooting Association, first team (Francis
7, Sanborn 8. Eager 9), 24; Boston Shooting Association, second
team (Wadsworth 5, Winn 3, Warren 6). 14; Lynn Fish and Game
Protective Association fJudkins 9, UlmanO, Hastings 3), 20' Lynn
second team (Martin 7, Forbes 3, Ranand 5;, 15; Know-Nothing' team

Boston (Adams 5, White 7, Long 7), 19; Marblehead team (Poore 8,

Dailey 8, Green 6), 32: Marblehead second team (Gloutman 6, Orne 9,

Stacey 4), 15; Marblehead third team (Rodgers 6, Pray 7, Hooper 2),

15; Worcest er Sportsman's Club (Mascroft'8, Davis 8, Walls 6), 23;
Massachusetts Rifle Association (Wheeler 6, Snow 3, Pickles 9), 20.

Douglas. Wyo., March 1.—Last evening some of the lovers of sport
with the shotgun met and organized the Douglas Gun Club with a
membership of twelve. Officers were elected as follows: President.
Dr. M, Jesurum; Vice-President. H. G. Peters; Secretary, Geo. Dixon;
Treasurer, M. C. Barrow. The necepsary traps and bluerocks have
been ordered and the club proposes to have frequent regular shoots.
Every effort will be made to get up a team "of four or six to meet a
like number from any of the neighboring towns. Among the members
is a lady. Mrs. M. C. Barrow, who has proven herself a worthy and
capable devotee to sport with the shotgun. She has long made it a
practice to accompany her husband on his trips after the whirring
stge-grouse or the swift-flying mallard, and great is the number of
birds that has fallen to her 20-bore. The boys will have to look sharp
and aim well or she will take the high place away from some of them
at the traps.—De. Jes.

The Marion Gun Association, of AVest Manayunk, Pa., held its

monthly shoot on Feb. 27, at Bohlen's Park, thirty six members being
present. Each member shot at 20 single targets, under American
Association rules, the scores in the respective classes being as follows:
Class A: Barker 19, Philomen 18, Edgar 16, Pilot 16, McQuade 15,

Davidson 15, Gallagher 14, Kennedy 13. Class B: Tinious 20, Rigor 19,

Blythe 16, Brayson 15, Shalkap 15, Deitz 14, Carmany 14, Allison 14,

Guer 12, Brut 12. Class C: Felton 17, Greitz 16, Moyer 16, Mattos 15,

Taylor 14. Rausher 14, Ennis. 13, Doyle 12, Oarew 12, Meyers 11. Heist
10, McFeeley 10, Picot 10, Clancy 9, Wright 9, Brown 8, Dyer 8, Barker
Timons and Felton were winners of the class medals.

John C. Glenn and Benjamin Glenn recently netted 1,500 crows, 240
in one day, on the meadows adjoining the House of Correction, along
the Delaware River, near Holmesburg. This is considered one of the
best places in that section for catching crows. They are caught in a
net about 30ft. long and 12ft. in width. It is placed between strong
hickory spring poles, set 100ft. apart, and bent backward, so that the
net lies flat on the ground some distance from the bait. Chunks of
meat are laid at a point the net will cover when sprung. When the
hungry crows congregate on the bait to feed, the net is sprung by the
trapper from a blind, 300ft distant, by means of a line which reaches
from the trigger to his bower. They are sold for 25 cents a pair.

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 24.—The local trap-shooters are looking with
great anticipation toward the coming trap-shooting tournaments and
competition that will be held here in St. Louis. Mr. J. L. Winston,
the local expert shot, on behalf of the Trap-Shooters' Association,
made arrangements for the use of Compton Avenue Park for shoot-
ing on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons through the entire
sea«on. The association will put in a dozen electric traps and pulls,

and beside the beautiful trophy, emblematic of the Illinois and Mis-
souri championship, valuable prizes have been put up for the opening
shoot on March 24. Very little has been done in the way of trap-
shooting in St. Louis and this is the first step in the right direction to
get things started.

J. Frank Kleinz, of Philadelphia, and Harry E Buckwalter, of
Royersford, shot a 50-bird match for $100 a side, at the latter place on
Feb. 24, in the presence of a large number of spectators. The match
took place at Elk Park. The birds were an extra strong lot and were
helped by a very strong quartering wind. Buckwalter was erratic at
the outset, and on the thirtieth round had killed only 19 birds, while
Kleinz had killed 26. Out of the last 21 Buckwalter killed all, while
Kleinz lost 3, the match ending with 44 kills for Kleinz, to 40 for
Buckwalter.

In the near future there will be shot at Willard's Park, Paterson, a
sweepstake at 25 live birds, $20 entry, including the birds, three or
four moneys, 28 and 30yds. rise, 50yds. boundary, otherwise Hurling-
ham rules. If such well-known experts as Brewer, Elliott, Fulforn,
Class, etc., enter, they will be obliged to shoot at 32yds An admission
fee will be charged, and the entire sum derived from this source will

be added to the first money. Full particulars will be given within a
fortnight.

Red Bank, March 2.—The Riverside Gun Club held itssevqnth cham-
pionship medal shoot this afternoon. The day was pleasant and the
scores were excellent. The conditions were 25 bluerocks per man,
from 5 traps, at unknown angles. A S. A. rules governing. A sum-
mary follows: E. M. Cooper 20, W. H. Little 20, E. W. Throckmorton
23, C. E Throckmorton 14. Oscar Green 21, John Cooper 21, L. B.
Campbell 18. A back score was shot by E. W, Throckmorton and he
broke 22.

The Kansas City Gun Club held its monthly class shot at live

pigeons on Feb. 22, the members shooting at 10 birds each. The
scores were: J. Hubbard 9, George Orr 8, J. B Burrell 8. James
McGee 8, D. S. Gordon 8, W. L Halliwell 7, Dr. Longfellow 7, F. J.

Smith 7, George German 7, Charles Ross 6, G. A. Fowler 6, E.
Fletcher 5, George Youmans 5, J. Michaels 4. J. Hubbard won the
medal in class A and Dr. Longfellow that in class B.

At the annual meeting of the Emerald Gun Club, held on March 1,

the following board of officers was elected for 1894-5: Richard Regan.
Pres.; Louis H. Schortemeir, First Vice-Pres. ; Gus Nowak, Second
Vice-Pres.; Dr. G. V. Hudson, Cor. Sec'y; J. Woelfel, Fin. Sec'y; J.

Maesel, Treasurer. Executive Committee—T. Codey and J. H. Voss.
Handicapping Committee—Dr Hudson, J. H. Voss, Gus Nowak, Dr.
Leveridge and Richard Regan.

The Independent Gun Club, of Plainfleld, N. J., an auxiliary to the
Independent Germania Schuetzen Bund, which has its shooting
grounds at Hyde's Woods, is about to resume trap work. All shooters
who averaged over 75 per cent, last year will go into Class A; those
who averaged from 50 to 75 per cent, will go into Class B, and all

others will be in Class C. All new members will shoot in Class C, until
they establish a claim to go higher.

On March 1 Wm. R. Hobart, the well-known trap expert of Newark,
assumed a position with the Winchester Repeating Firearms Co., and
in future will represent them at trap-shoots. The Winchester Com-
pany is getting out a line of new shells to compete with all grades
made by other firms, and the introduction of these goods will be the
chief duty of Mr. Hobart. Sportsmen at large will unite with us in

wishing "Billy" God-speed in his new venture.

It is reported that M. Journu, the French pigeon crack, sold his
gun, with which he had won so many big prizes in the last nine years,
to Count Zichy for $750 and a new gun. This is the gun with which
Count Zichy won the Grand Prix at Monte Carlo this year. From the
moment he parted with his old weapon Journu is said to have shot in

poor form, while Count Zichy used it and won the first prize in the big
annual shoot.

To have five of their guns used in a 25-bird contest and have them
finish in one, two, three, four order, is a record of which any firm may
be proud, yet this is the record made by the Parkers at Marion on
Feb. 27, when they took first alone, second alone, one divided third
with a Greener, and two were in fourth place along with an L. C.
Smith.

The members of the Doylestowit (Pa.) Gun Club are about to re-
organize, and place the club on a more businesslike footing. At
present there are not over half a dozen real workers in the club,
while the town has a large number of good shots who are unattached^

At the monthly shoot of the New Haven Gun Club, which took place
on their grounds on Feb. 28, each man shooting at 25 singles, Potter
broke 23 and won the medal. The other scores were: Savage 19,

Sherman 14, Bristol 14, Page 11, Brown 11, Ortseifer 15 and Cowse 14.

At a meeting held on Feb. 23 the Princeton (N J.) Gun Club was
organized with the following officers: President, Dr. Bergen; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Benj. Gray; Club Captain, Dr. Tiffany. The club will

have a well appointed house and grounds within a fottnight.

In a 25-target shoot at Yardville N. J., on Feb. 22, Chas. Zwirlein tied
on 20 breaks each, shot off at the same number and again tied, this
time on 21 each. They then shot a third tie by breaking 15straight
each, and a fourth with 12 each out of 15, after which they divided the
pot.

In the 25-bird shoot at Pittsburgh, on Feb. 22, Harry B. Mohler had
five birds which fell dead just short of the boundary and one which
fell on the line. He lost three dead out of bounds.

At the shoot of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club, on Feb. 24, at 25
targets per man, M. F. Cook broke 23, Orrin Treat 23, F. S. Risley 23,
John Alger 23. John Melrose 21. E. Sexton 21, P. E. Tucker 21, C. Wil-
liamson 19, J. A. Pitkin 18 and M. E. White 16.

The Colt Hammerless Gun Club has shot every second Saturday
during the winter, regardless of weather. The club elected six mem-
bers at its last meeting, its roll now showing 124 names.

On Feb. 22, David Elliott, a brother of the American Field cham-
pion, shot a 25-bird match at Kansas City against Jacob Fry, the score
at the finish beiug Fry 19, Elliott 18.

The Herron Hill Gun Club, of Pittsburg, will hold a target and live
bird tournament at Brunot's Island, somewhere about the first of
April.

Charles Macalester, of Riverton, and George Work, of New York,
will shoot a 100-bird match at Riverton, on March 15. for $2,500 a side.

Enoch Miller is booming his 35-bird sweep to be shot on the Union
Grounds at Springfield, N. J., on March 21 . The entry fee is $20.

Chas. H. Preyer, who died suddenly at his home on Washington
Heights, on Feb. 26, was captain of the Washington Gun Club,

Sturgis City, S D., has a new gun club which starts out with seven-
teen members. Chadron, S. D., also has a new club.

The Meadville (Pa.) Gun Club will invest $275 in the building of a
new and convenient club house.

J. O'H. Denny, of Pittsburgh, will hold a live bird tournament at
Ligonier, on March 22 and 23.

The Essex Gun Club, of Newark, will hold its monthly shoot at
Marion on Thursday next.

O. H. Townsend.

Fulford vs. Class at Morristown.
Nearly two hundred people, mostly residents of Morristown and

vicinity, passed through the gates of the Morristown Driving Park on
the afternoon of Saturday. March 3, to witness the match between
E, D. Fulford of TJtica, and Frank P. Class of Morristown. The day
was delightfully warm, and until late in the day ulsters were not
needed. It was about 2:30 when the match began, the conditions
being E0 live birds per man, 30yds. rise, 40yds. boundary. It was the
original intention to shoot at 100 birds eacn, but owing to the scarcity
of birds the conditions were altered as above. John Riggott of Rock-
away was referee and C. H. Townsend scorer.

Class went first to the score and with a good first stopped a fairly
fast left quartering driver, Fulford getting one in the same direction,
on which he used both barrels to kill. Fulford scored the first loss
when he got an awfully fast right-quartering driver that changed
direction with every flirt of its wings; he hit it hard, but it carried the
loads just beyond the line. His eighteenth was precisely the same
as above in flight and direction, and got away with the loss of a
few feathers only. From this to the forty-seventh round he killed
straight, but on the next round he caught a peculiar bird. When he
called "Pull!" No. 5 trap went over, but no bird went out, the occupant
of the trap lying partly on its side and giving everybody the impres-
sion that it had been shot by a glanciDg pellet of shot. "Scotty," the
agile trapper, went out to refill the trap and found the bird was alive,

when he moved out to the front and flushed it. Quick as a flash the
bird started off straight to the front, zigzagging in course, and
keeping "Scotty" in a line with the shooter until it had gone at least
20yds. from the trap, when it swerved and gave Fulford a chance to
shoot, missing it of course Had birds been plentiful he would not
of course have taken the bird, but at this time it was a case of neces-
sity, as there were just enough birds left to carry the shoot through.
Fulford closed with 47 kills.

Class's first streak of bad luck was on his eleventh round, when a
twisting right-quarterer fell dead over the line. This bird was hit hard
with both barrels but was tough. His next bird was an awfully ugly
twisting driver that was hit. hard with the first but jumped out of the
second and went "over the hills." His thirty-sixth bird was hit very
hard with the first barrel but on this bird Frank put in one of his
bang-bang seconds, the result as usual being that the charge struck
the ground not less than 5yds. behind the bird which was a low-flying,
right quartering twister, and very fast. This was his last loss, and
he ended with 46 kills.

The birds were a mixed lot, just the class in fact to fool the shoot-
ers, two or three "duffers" being followed by the same number of
rattling fast birds and then back again to slow ones Some were as
good as ever left a trap. Both men were credited with some extra
fine shots.
Class's third bird was a fast, tricky twister; his seventh was one of

the low-flying dippers that fool almost any one and was cleverly stopped
with a neat second; his fourteenth hung after the trap was pulled and
then made a tremendous spring, which nearly fooled Frank, but he
managed to cut it down with a pretty first; fifteenth, very fast, tower-
ing driver; twenty-ninth and thirty-first, both white birds, very fast
and tricky in flight; thirty-second hung on trap, then started off fast,
got first, but fell out of second, flew over trapper's head or would
have been killed much quicker; thirty-fourth, awfully fast twister;
thirty ninth, no bird, afterward went out in field and was shot by Ful-
ford at full 60yds. while on ground; fortieth, no bird; forty-third, trap-
per got in the way and was given another bird; forty-fifth, an extra
fast towering incomer.
Fulford's third, fourth and seventh were very fast; tenth and twelfth

had to be put up; sixteenth, one of the fastest of the day and a tricky
flyer, which caught the second barrel in time to keep it from crossing
the boundary; twenty-first, extra fast and killed with quick first;

twenty-ninth, walked several yards, then resolved itself into a "hum-
mer;" thirty-second, light bird, fast and low; thirty-third, fine second
on a fast zigzagger, very fast; thirty-fourth, dog went out and gath-
ered bird before Fulford had time to shoot; fortieth, extra quick, tow-
ering twister, good second, just when needed; forty-second, started to
right quarter and just as first was fired, dived to the left, when Ful-
ford showed good judgment by letting it straighten before using his
second, which brought it to grass.
Class used a Francotte pigeon gun and Fulford a hammer Greener,

both using E. C. powder.
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C. H. Townsend

Col. Courtney Wins the Medal.
The monthly competitions for the diamond medals of the Onondaga

County Sportsman's Club, of Syracuse, took place at Maple Bay. on
March 1, there being a big turnout of members and spectators and the
weather conditions being fine. Each man shot at 50 targets, known
traps and unknown angles for the three diamond class medals. A
feature of the day was the shooting of the ever popular, ever genial
A. G. Courtney, agent of the Lefever Gun Co., wtio pulled out the
splendid total of 48 breaks, this giving him the right to hold Class A
medal for the month. "Court," however, had no "walkover" in
winning the medal, as Charley Mowry and C Arno each broke 47, and
the Veteran Charley Wagner broke 46. In Class B, M. Williams took
the medal on 45 breaks, while Class C medal was captured by George
Larned on 41. The scores are appended:

Class A.
AG Courtney. ....11111111111111111111111111111111111111011111101111—48
0 Arno 10111111111111111101111111101111111111111111111111—47
CH Mowry 01111111111111111111101111111111111111011111111101—47
Geo Mann 0l0l0i0f>limil00llllllll1llllllllll0uilomilllll—40
Geo Holloway. . . .

.11110111110110111111011110101111111101000111010110—38
Chas Wagner 11011111111111111111111101111111111110111101111111—16
Geo Block lllOOllOllllllllllllllOlOlOlllllllllllllllllOlllll—43WE Willards 11011110101101010111101111110010111111111111111111—40
Col Dugard 10101111110011111110111011011111101011011101111100—36

Class B.
MWrilliams 11111110101111111111111101111111101111101111111111—45
Dan Walters 01111011111111111111111011111111011000111111010101—40
Geo Mosher.. 11101111111011001110011111011101110111111111101111—40
John Cooi 10000111111111111111111110011010111101111000111110-30
A White 1101111110')10011101U010l0111111110011111llU00111—37
H White 11110000111110011111110001111110101110101111111111— 37
H Duguid 01101111111110111001101101100111110111111011101010-36
H Jones lllOOllllOlOlllllOlllllllOOOllllOllllOOllOllllllll—38
B Smith 0000001 1101101010011111101110100111001100011111111—30
M Keller 011111lllliOl0001110011010lll01l011111111imimi-39
D Byron llOnOlOUOlOOlllOOllUOllOnilOOOlOOlOOOllOllllll—31
WCruttie llllllllllllOlOOOllllllOllOOlOlOlllllllOlllOUllll—39
Prof Gilbite .11111010110011111111101110110111011111111111110011—40

G Larned 1llll0llllll00lllllllt0ll0llllllllllll0lll0l0lll10—41
J Herman 10101111101111011111001101011000111101110111111011—36

Peekskill Gun Club's Monthly.
Peekskilt., N. Y.,Feb 24.—Washington's Birthday in this section

was an ideal one for trap shooting, and the members of the Peekskill
Gun Olub were in attend tnce all d*y in large numbers. In the after-
noon the prize handicap shoot for che mouth of February was closed
up. I send you the complete scores for the month:
L-'kI:-< .

!'M!lO!0!lllli!ll!011100l —19
Horton 1111111111111011101100000 _]8
Mason 1111110011111101111111110 11 _23
Everingham 1011111111010111101110101 111 —22
Perry 0011011000011100110011101 010 —14
F Southard..... 1111011111101110001111101 010 —20
CLent 1110111101011111110101111 111 -23
Loder 1001111111110111111101000 01001 —20
Dain lOlllOllOlOiOOOOOllOOOHO 11011010 —17
Hill O0OU010111 1000111 1101110 0101101001—20
Richmond.. 1110101111110111111101001 1010111110—26
Armstrong 111101011111101 U01011011 1111010001—25
W D Southard 0101111011000000110000010 1101101101—17
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Opening of the New Jersey League Season.
The New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, which on Wednesday, Feb.

28, opened its tournament season of 1894 did so under most flattering
conditions both as regards weather and attendance. The air was soft
and balmy as on a spring day, albeit the light was rather trying from
the glistening of the sunlight on the snow. The shoot took place
under the auspices of the Endeavor Gun Club of Jersey City On its
grounds at Marion, and in addition to the league match for the State
championship and cash prizes, the Endeavors had arranged a pro-
gramme of open sweepstake events which kept the shooters busy
from 9:30 A. M. until dark, during which time over 4,300 targets had
been thrown. E. D. Miller was master of ceremonies, and was ably
assisted by Secretary-Treasurer W. R. Hobart and members of the
Endeavor Club. The cashier's office was presided over by Dr. Hedden,
son of C. M. Hedden, of the Newark Gun Club, who is an adept in
making up percentages and getting the moneys divided before any
one has an opportunity to ask for their share. The cashier's office is
an important annex to a trap shoot, and to have an expert to manipu-
late the cash sheets means to have everybody in a good humor, and
this is what the doctor has the knack of doing.
The State championship contest for club teams of five men each, 25

targets per man, called out seven teams. And it is to be regretted
that among them were not seen teams from the Passaic City Rod and
Gun Club of Passaic, and the Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club of
Butherford, both of whom made good showings in former tourna-
ments, but who decided not to take part in the present one. The clubs
which entered teams were the Maplewood Gun Club of Maplewood,
Endeavor Gun Club of Jersey City, Brunswick Gun Club of New
Brunswick, South Side Gun Club of Newark, Climax Gun Club of
Piainfield, Myrtle Park Gun Club of Irvington and Union Gun Club of
Springfield. The team contest began at 2 o'clock, the Maplewood
team pulling out in first place with the handsome total of 313 breaks.
No full scores were made in this contest, but there were three 24s and
nine 23s on the sheets. The full details of the score are shown below:
Championship team race:

Maplewood Gun Club.
Yeomans 111111111113111011111110]—23
Sickley 1111111110111111111111111—84
Van Dyke 1111111111111331011111111—24
Drake 1111110111111113011111111—23
W Smith 1110000011111111110111111—19—113

Endeavor Gun Club.
E Collins , 0111111011111110111111101—21
Huff 0111100110110111101110100—16
C W McPeek 1011110111011111100101110—18
Hull 0101010110111101111001 110—16
Heritage 1001011001011011111110001—15— 86

Brunswick Gun Club.
R M Pettit 0011111010010110101101101—15
Fisher 0001110111001110111101101-36
S Voorhees 0101001110111101101010010—14
Iredell 1110110111010110110111111—19
Sperring , 1111110131111111101010111—21— 85

South Side Gun Club.
BreintnaU 0111111111111011111111111—23
Hobart. 1010010011111110110111011—17
Geoffroy 1111111111111111311111110-24
Hoffman 3 01113 11113033003 10010111—38
Thomas 0331111101111111111101111—22—104

Climax Gun Club.
Brantingham 3033331111011113131111111—23
Dutchy 1111111111111111110301111-23
Keller 01000101101 11133 311131111—19
D Terry 3001111301101110113330111—19
Apgar 1111111111111110311310333-23—107

Myrtle Park Gun Club.
PCompton 0003333000111110001011101—14
T Smith 0103010010111101001101111—15
MeOallum .llllllllOllllliilOlOllOll—20
Howard 1111001330111101013333311—20
E Young 0010101001101110011100101—13— 82

Union Gun Club.
McAlpin 0111111111111111111101111—23
Sigler 3111111331111111011111101—23
J L Smith 1111111101111111101111001—21
Richmond 0011100111 111 1101 1101 1311—19
Miller 1111111111111110111011111—23—109

SWEEPSTAKE EVENTS.

No. 1, 10 birds: Hoffman 8, Van Dyke 9, Creveling 5, Hobart 5,
HofC 6, Siggler 9.

No. 16, 10 birds: Hoffman 8, Creveling 6, Hobart 10, Van Dyke 10,
Hoff 6, Siggler 9, Miller 10, BreintnaU 8, Hedden 7, Thomas 7.

No. 3, 15 birds: Hoffman 15, Hobart 15, Van Dyke 14, BreintnaU 12,
Hedden 14, Apgar 12, Miller 18, E. P. Ward 13.

No. 4, 10 birds: Hoffman 9, Hedden 6. BreintnaU 8, Thomas 10,
Van Dyke 10, Siggler 7, Whitehead 7, Hobart 9, Miller 8, Sutton 6, Ward
Huff 5.

No. 5, 20 birds: Hoffman 11, Van Dyke 17, BreintnaU 19, Richmond
15, Miller 17. Siggler 18, Hobart 18, Ward 14, J. Smith 13.

No. 6, 10 birds: Hoff 5, Hoffman 9, J. S. Smith 8, Drake 7, Ward 8,

Collins 7, Hobart 5, Lindsley 8, Hedden 8, Creveling 8, Thomas 7,
Whitehead 3, BreintnaU 10, Van Dyke 10, Richmond 10, Sutton 5,
Miller 9, Siggler 10.

No. 7. 15 birds, entry $1.50: BreintnaU 14. Vandyke 14, Smith 9 Miller
13, Drake 13, Siggler 12, Hoffman 13, Ward 9, Hobart 13, Liusley 13,
Richmond 9, Thomas 13, Huff 9.

No. 8, 10 birds, entry $1.00: Hoffman 9, Hedden 7, E. A. Young 9,
Crevling 9, Linsley 7, P. Jenerett 9, Hobart 9, Ward 5, Strader 5,

Seigler 9, BreintnaU 7, Vandyke 9, ' rake 9, McAlpin 10, Thomas 7,
Sutton 5, Hall 8, Lenone 6, Smith 9, Miller 10, Colins 9, Greiff 10, Hoff
7, McPeek 7, Richmond 5.

No. 9, 10 birds, entry $1.00: Richmond 5, Jenerett 5, BreintnaU 7,
McAlpin 8, Thomas 5, E Colins 8, Lenone 8, J. Smith 3, Miller 10,
Vandyke 5, Hall 8, Hobart 4, Linsley 4, C. Smith 0, Hedden 6, Sutton 3,
Ward 5, Siggler 7, Greiff 8, Jaffery 8, T. Keller 8.

No. 10, 5 birds, entry $2.50:
BreintnaU 1111110110111101111133100-20
McAlpin , 111111101100011111110011 3—39
Keller 1111111111111011311111101-23
Hall 0101010133100111013313031—17
Hobart 1111111030111011111111303—23
Lenone 3101010111111010010133001—36
Geoffrey 1111111111111111111111113—25
Vandyke, 1101110111111103311111111—22
J Smith 0101130011111001111111011—18
Miller „ 1111101031111000111111100-18
C Smith 1111111111101110111011111—22
Hoffman, 11111110333331 33113003033—23
Ward '.

. . .1100111111011101101031011—18
Paul 0110111111101113000311111—19
Greiff 1110011011100101111110111—18
Drake ..1011111111333310111331330—22
W Smith 1111300311111111011130111—21
E Collins 0111011131111111101011111-21
Richmond 1101111111111001111111111—22
Adison 0101111111111110011111110—20
Clarke i"H n ' i i -

Brantingham 0111101111011101101101010—17
Yeoman 1111111111111111111111110-24
Lindsley 3033100110333003111111111—19

No. 10:

Hoffman 11)1101111— 9 J Howard 1111001101— 7W Smith 1133033003— 7 Hedden 1111101010— 7
Creveling 3011000300— 4 Fisher 3301111010— 7
Collins 3100010001— 4 Hoff 1110111000— 6
E A Young.... 0013030010— 4
Paul 3111011100- 7
BreintnaU 3031113301-
Greiff... 1111110111—
Miller 1033111111—

Lenone 0001001100— 3
Youmans. , .0110101101— 6
Vanide 0101101011— 6
Sperling. 1101001010— 5
A Fletcher. , 1011111100— 7

Van Dyke 1111111101— 9 Iredall 1011011101— 7
Mahl 1111111101— 9 Geoffroy 1111100111— 8
Hall 1010110100— 5 Hobart 1111111011— 9
White 1110011311— 8 McAlpin 1111101011— 8
Thomas 1011011111— 8 Lindsley 1100013330— 6

Keller 1301011110— 7 McPeek 1011111101
Voorhees 1011011001— 6 Sutton 0011010101— 5
Pettit 0101111101— 7 Ward 1011100100— 5
Apgar..,. 1113011111— 9 Brantingham 1100100111— 6

J Smith 1111110311— 9 Richmond 1000101031— 5
McCallum 1011101110— 7 Strader 0000010010— 2
Compton 1111110110— 8 H Bock 0000010010— 2
Sigler 1111110111— 9 Proctor 0010101000- 3
Terry 0111111110—
C Smith 1111111111—10

No. 12, 15 birds, $1 50 entry:
W Smith 100101310111111—11

Hyde . . . . .1100010011— 5
Duke 1011000000— 3

__ T Keller 101100011111011—10
Lindsley 111001111111311—13 Collins. ... .... .101101111000111—10
Apgar 111111111111111—35 Geoffrey 111111110111101—13
Van Dyke 111111011111111—14 Miller 311110101011111—12
G Greiff 111031101300311—11 Hedden 1113331110013,03—32
Hall 110111111000011—10 Lenone ,101111110111111^-13
C Smith 111011011011111—12 Van Instine 101001100011011— 8
McAlpin 100111111111111—13 Thomas 110110100111111—11
J Smith 010110111111111—12 Hobart 111111111111110—14

Paul 111011111111010—12 J Mehl 101010111111111—12
Hoffmann 111111110110013—12 Bolton 010000111000001— 5
BreintnaU 111111111110101—13 Fletcher 100101011001100- 7
No. 13, 10 birds, §1 entry:

Hoffman 1110113003— 7 Campton .110301 1011— 7
C Smith 1111111011— 9 Howard 1111111111—10
TK 1111111110— 9 Hoff 0110011110— 6
Smith 1111111133—10 Paul ....3011111101— 8
Geoffrey 1100111111— 8 Sealey 0001101111— 6
Lenone. 0100110000— 3 Sigler 1101101101— 7W Smith 1111100111— 8 Greiff 1110111100— 7
Richmond 1101111011— 8 Lindsley 0111111100— 7
Apgar 0111111113— 9 Hobart .....0110111111— 8
McAldin. 0101101110— 6 Thomas 0010101010— 4
Van Dyke .1101110111— 8 Dukes 0010101110— 5
Fletcher 0101111000— 5 R Strader 0000101101- 4
No. 14, extra, 10 birds, entry $1: Hoffman 10, T. K. 9, D. Smith 7, J.

Smith 7, Richmond 8, Apgar 8, Jeffery 7, Lindsley 6. McAlpin 8, Mahl 8,
Van Dyke 7, Lenone 5, Greiff 4, Paui 5, Collins 8, Dukes 7.
No. 5, expert. 10 birds, both barrels, entry §1: W. Smitb 7, T. K. 6,

C. Smith 7, Hoffman 8, J. Smith 9, Apgar 8, Lenone 2, Lindsley 6,
Mersey 8, Mahl 6. C. H. Townsend.

Lively Work at Hackettstown.
Hackettstown, N. J., Feb. 23—I inclose you scores made at our

shoot on Washington's Birthday. We have added an extension of
10x20ft. to our club house, and made thia an opening shoot At 10
A. M. we unfurled to the breeze at the top of a brand splinter new
pole, "Old Glory" (a handsome flag, 8x10ft., presented by Mrs, James
L. Smith to the club.) On this occasion we had invited teams of five
men from Stroudsburg, Pa., Newton and Chester, N. J. They were
all on hand, and a jollier set of fellows you will seldom find, and we
hope to be present at several shoots of a similar character in the near
future, hoping this may be the precursor of a series of team shoots in
this neighborhood.

Chester, N. J.

J Hoffman..101110111111110—12
J Mapes. . . .101111111111110—13
R Carlyle. . . 1 11 3 01013 010011—10W S Howell.013311111100111—12

Stroudsburg, Pa.
CMBrownellOl 01 01 1 101 01 101— 9
J PuringtonlilllllOlOllOll—13
ME Miller.. 300010001 103011— 7
J Haggerty.000111101000111— 8

T Nesbitt, . .111110101101011—11—58 J E Kiliian, .011100013111100— 9—45
Newton. N. J. Hackettstown, N. J., No. 2.

E Decker.., 111001010113311—11 R Loder... .101110011110113—33
FSearles... 303111110133333—13 E Richter. ..011010111001001— 8
LM Morford010011111113310-ll W H Bell. . .OOIIOIqIOOIOOOI— 6
J Malone.. ..010110101101010— 8 L G Salmon.000011111101011— 9
LC Ayres, ,111010111100110—10-53 T Young.... 110101133110011—11—45

Hackettstown, N. J., No. 1.

N Mitchell. .010001111101111—10
G W Smith. 101113113311133—34
RittenhouselOlOllOOlOlllOO— 8
Tie for first:

Chester, N. J.

Hoffman 11111-5
Mapes 11110-4
Carlyle 13331-4
Nesbitt 11111-5

O E Bell. . . .111111111001111—13
J L Smith. .111111101111101—13—58

Hackettstown, N. J., No. 1.

Mitchell 11011—4
G W Smith 11111—5
Rittenhouse 00111—3
O Bell 10111—4

Howell 01101—4—22 J L Smith 11133—5—21
Tie for third place:

Stroudsburg, Pa.
Miller 01000—1
Haggerty 11111—5
Kiliian 10111—4
Purington 01111—4

Hackettstown, No. 2.

Ayres 01111—4
Richter 11001—3
WBell 01100-2
Salmon 10101—8

Brownell 10101—3-17 Young 11010—3-15
The result of the ties giving the Chester team first place, Newton

team second and Stroudsburg team third. Combined with the team
scores was an individual sweep, $1 entrance, the following is the score:

SWEEPSTAKE EVENTS.

No. 1. No. 2,

0010111110 6 0111101103— 7
0011101001 5 0001100331— s
0101111111— 8
1001111110 7 1111101101— 8
0101000111— 5 1000110010- 4
1011101111 8 1111111111-10
0110011110 6 1101100111- 7
1110111101— 8 1011110101- 7
0111011111— 8 1101111111- 9
1333333031 9 1111011111- 9
0001331011 6 1111010110— 7
1303031111— 8 1111111111- Id
1100001111 6 0100000111- 4
1111111001— 8 3301110011— 7
0110011111— 7 1101111010- 7
1111111113 10 1111111331- 10
0000000110— 2 0311111001-
1110011111— 8 1111000011- 6
0111031101— 7 1331111111- 10
1101111101— 8 1010011011- - 6
1101011011— 1101111101- 8

1111010111- 8H Kistler
No. 3, 15 singles:

Hoffman , 111111111111111—15 J L Smith 110331313111111—14
J E Kiliian 111001100113031— 7 W Coolbaugh. ..001111003101101— 9
A J Smith 111111100133333-32 J Haggrrty 101110010110100— 8
Dr Brownell. . . .111011110110011—11 G Vliet. ,111110110111011—12
C Rittenhouse.. 110111011011111—12 O Bell 101101100111011—10
E Decker 111110110101111-12 T Nesbitt 101111011011100—10
T Young 001010110111110— 8 J W Smith 301000011111101— 9

J Purington..,. 110001101011110— 9 N Mitchell 111101011100111—11
L Morford 111111111111111—15 JR Mapes 1 1 101111 1 100101—11
No. 4, 10 singles: Mitchell S. Kiliian S, O.L.Smith 10, Haggerty 9,

Kistler 8, A. J. Smith 5, Vliet 9, Purington 5, Miller 4, Malone 8,

Brownell 7, Young 8, Decker 10. Graves 8. Bell 6, Coolbaugh 5. Hoff-
man 9, Hayward 6, Nesbitt 9, Mapes 9. E. Richter 5, Ayers 9, Camp-
ball 5, Searles 10, Howell 5, Carlyle 8, Morford 8, Rittenhouse 6, G. W.
Smith 7.

No. 5, 15 singles: Mitchell 13, Kiliian 8, J. L. Smith 15. Haggerty 33,
Kistler 10, A. J Smith 8, Vliet 13, Purington 5, Morford 12, Miller 9,
Young 9, Brownell 7, Rittenhouse 14, Decker 12, Graves 11, Bell 10, G.
W.Smith 15, Hoffman 13, Nesbitt 10, Salmon 6, Richter 8, Howell 8,
Searles 8, Ayres 11.

No. 6; this sweep was the individual scores in the team contest and
can best be shown by a separate score sheet, viz. : Decker 11, Searles
13, Morford 11, Hoffmann 12, Mapes 13, Carlyle 10, Howell 12, Nesbitt
11, G.W.Smith 14, Young 11, Rittenhouse 12, Purington 12, J. L.
Smith 13.

No. 7. 10 singles: Kiliian 5, Decker 9, Hoffman 10, Haggerty 7, Mor-
ford 7, Hart 4, Bertran 5, Rittenhouse G, Searles 7, Malone 5", Veirt 7,
McMurtrie 6, T Young 8, G. T. Smith 6, J.S.Smith 9, Purington 8,
Coolbaugh 10, Miller 3, A. J. Smith 4, Graves 4, F. Young 4, Camp-
bell 3.

No. 8, 10 singles: Kiliian 7, Hoffman 9, Haggerty 0, Vliet S, T. Young
w., J. Smith 7, Perrington 7, Coolbaugh 5, A. J. Smith 8, Kunzer 1.

No. 9, 15 singles: A. J. Smith 10, Kiliian 7, Hoffman 13, Haggerty 7,
Purington 12, T. Young 12. Bertran 8, F. Young 7, Salmon 11, Hart 8,
Vliet 12, Brownell 11, Kistler 7, G. W. Smith 10, J. L. Smith 14.

! New York Victorious Again.
The second match of the series between teams of New York and

Philadelphia amateurs took place at Babylon on Friday, March 2, and,
as was expected, it proved to be the final, as the New Yorkers again
won, although they were closely followed by the Quaker City contin-
gent. Several times the teams were tied, and about the middle of the
race the score was a tie; but this had no effect on the nerve of the New
York team, who kept plodding along at a steady pace and could not be
rattled. Fred Hoey was in splendid form, and his great score of 47
went a long way toward winnning the race. The birds were a picked
lot and every one was a hard flyer. The conditions were 50 birds per
man, 30yds. rise, 50yds. boundary, the purse being $2,000 a side. The
scores were as appended:

Westminster^ Kennel Club.
Hosv : , n

. .
i

Money 0022122201011210210010«022«22222i22222120222022222—37
Work J jii-.'vr

:

_ I- :. . ; . .
l

Murphy 2222.' - .

Riverton Gun Club.
Macalester . . . 0221122.223222222U2101222122121223 2.3121 321 323 322-46
Dolan 21202200.2 J2220.222.3 1002212.12222222M10222022212—38

."< :i> OV'
.

i:, >
; v;

Thomas 1112211222232J.01221ell002122221222;2iio «();.'22283223—44—16b

Stroudsburg Gun Club.
Stroudsburg, Pa., March 2.—I inclose scoremade at the medal shoot

of the Stroudsburg Gun Club on March 1 at 15 bluerocks, expert traps,
six members taking part in it:

J L Purington. .011111110111111—13 Dr Brownell. . . .101101331011101—11
GW Born 333033111111110—13 John Hagerty. .001111100111111—11
ME Miller HiOlllOlllOlll—12 John Kiliian.... 111111110333100—12

J. L. Purington won on shoot off. M. E. Miller

Seattle Club's New Grounds.
"Seattle, Wash- Feb. 23.—The opening of the new grounds of the
Seattle Rod and Gun Club at West Seattle yesterday drew out the
largest attendance of the season. Quite a number of sportsmen were
present from Tacoma and other cities, Live birds were shot on the
old grounds and then followed targets on the new grounds. Much
interest was manifested in the live bird shoot, and, considering the
lack of practice, the scores were excellent.
The new grounds for targets when completed will be the finest in

the State. AH targets are thrown out over the Sound, giving a perfect-
view from the time they leave the trap. This was a great objection to
the old grounds, as the background was so dark that the view was
obscured, Bluerock targets and expert traps were used and will be
used entirely the coming season. Owing to delay in shipping the
electric trap pulls did not arrive in time for this meeting, but will be
used hereafter.
The large number of visitors participating prevented the contest

between Messrs, Ruppe and Kelsey for the Churchill challenge cup,
and it was postponed until the next meeting. Lunch was served on
the grounds and everybody voted having had a royal good time.
Five live birds, $5 entrance, 2 moneys:

Dr Smith 11102-4 H Norton 12210—4
Eberle 21000—2 Haven 02101—3
Ellis 02201—3 Wallingford 12201—4
Churchill 31210-4 Kelsey 21202-4
Kimball 21213—5 W H Norton , 20323—4
Stevens 22232-5 Willey 20022—3
Charles 10211-4 H H Lewis. 21222-5
Louis 21221—5
Churchill won second money on shoot off.
Miss and out, live birds, $1 pool: Dr. Smith 6, Eberle 3, Ellis 1,

Churchill 7, Kimball 0. Stevens 6, Louis 1, H. Norton 0, Wallingford 1,
H. H. Lewis 3.

Pool shoot, 10 singles: Eberle 8, Ellis 9, Lewis 9, Smith 8, Churehill
8, Willey 6, Wallingford 7, Kimball 8. Hall 6, Charles 8, Moreton 7, J.
Hardy 7.

Pool shoot, 10 singles: Eberle 9, Ellis 7. Lewis 8, Smith 7, Churchill
8, Willey 6, Graff 5, Wallingford 7, Kimball 7, J. Hardy 9, Charles 6,
Bromley 3, Ruppe 9.

Eberle's Team.
Wallingford 0111011111—8
Willey 0101011100—5
Kelsey 0100010110—4
Charles 0100100110—4
Ruppe 1101101111—8
Eberle 0111101101—7—36

Eberle's Team.
Wallingford 1011011111-8
Willey 0001001011—4
Kelsey 0011101000—4
Charles 1111101111—9
Ruppe 1111111001—

S

Eberle 1110011111—8—41

Team shoot:
ChurehiU's Team.

Churchill 1111111110—9
Hall OOllUOlOl-6
.1 Hardy 0110010100-4
Moreton 1111000101—6
Greenus 1001001010—4
Adair 001 01 1 1001—5—34
Team shoot:

Churchill's Team.
Churchill 1111011111—9
Hall 1110110011—7
J Hardy 1100011100—5
Moreton 1110111111—9
Greenus 0111101011—7
Adair 1000110001-4—41 _
Tie shot off at 3 birds per man, and won by Churchill's team, 11 to 10.

Rochester Rod and Gun Club.
Rochester, N. Y., March 3.—Inclosed find scores made this week, it

being the first shoot for club prizes on the new handicap formulated
on the plan of the one in use by the Knoxville Gun Club. We are well
pleased with the idea and think this •'certificate handicap" is going to
prove very successful. Inclosed I hand you classification and rules
of same, thinking if you can spare the territory it may be of interest.
Saturday shoot, March 3:

Class A
Worth (28) 3111111111011111111111111110 —+26
Slocum (27) 111111101111111111111111101 —*25
Griffith (29) 2d string, 11111111101011 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ] 101 —+26
Mann (28) 1st string 10111101010111 withdrew
Mann (28) 2d string 11110110111313003110101100011 — 18
F Smith (28) 1st string, 11111011030001 withdrew
F Smith (28) 2d string, 01110111100011110110 withdrew

Olsss B
Griffith (29) 1st string, 1101111111110301110110 withdrew
McVean (3D 1st string, 1011101111111111010010111101051 — jL
Quirk (32) 1st string, OOllllIOlOlllOllllllOlOlOOlllllO — 22
McVean (33) 2d string, 1100111010101110016100011010111 —*18
Quirk (32) 2d string 11100110100110001110110110011010 —*18

Class C.
Burton (33) 1st string, 113101111100111011101110101101011 — 24
Fulton (33) 1st string, 111111313303033100111011001 1101 1 1 —*2fi

Mullan (35) 11101111010011111100110111111001111—+26
Burton (33) 2d string, 033001011111001101110000110311011 — 20
Fulton (33) 2d strins 101000000010131030111101331111013 — 20
^Winning certificates.

^ :.;.;::! Mi.26, Griffith 27, Mullan 34.

Wednesday, Feb. 28:

Worth (28) 0111011113110313133111111111 —25*
Hicks (28) 1111111101011111101111311111 -25*
Slocum (27) 111111111111111101101111311 —25*

Class B.
Borst (30) 111111110000011111111111011111 -24
Jones T30) 111111111111111101111111011111 —2S'~'t

Rickman (32) 11110101010000010011111000101111 —18
Andrews (32) 1031O0Q00O331101001111111111O11O —20
Kay (31). . .

.'. 0111100111110111110101010010010 —19
Cl&ss C

Gordon (40) O00.110010O1300O00O300O00O30OOO010O010111—12*
*Wln certificates. *Reclassifled to A class, 27 birds.
Challenge shoots:

Worth (28) 1100111111111111111103111111—25
Slocum (27) 11111111113113133331101.1111 —26
Slocum wins Worth's certificate.

Worth (28) 1111110111111101010010110111—21
Slocum (27) 111111110111111111111001111 —24
Slocum wins another certificate from Worth.
There will be great fun next Saturday as there are four challenges

out already for that date^ Slooum.

Texas and the Southwest.
The seventeenth annual tournament of the Texas State Sportsmen's

Association will begin on April 4 at Austin, Texas. The shoot will be
under the management of the Miller brothers, which fact will be a
guarantee that the Texas cracks will have a good shoot and under
good management and rules.
Speaking of rules, at the last meeting of the association, which took

place at Hempstead, several of the 12-gauge men came to to the con-
clusion that the 20 and 24-gauges were making [too high scores, the
team championship at 25 targets per man having been captured by
two 20-gauge men, Messrs. George and Vernor, of San Antonio.
Twenty-five straight for the former, and 23 for the latter caused a
frigidity in the medulla oblongata of some of the 12-gauge men who
always, bless you, count the pellets in each load for tear of crossing
the line. They thought that the birds, sprung from traps at 13yds.
from the muzzle, of 20-gauge guns had no angles—that they were all

straightaways, that a man handling one of the infernal little guns
could "get on" to 'em much quicker, and named other advantages
that under the old American Association rules were enjoyed by the
owners of small guns. Of course the 12gauge men got the worst of.

it. and hence the energetic kick inaugurated for the purpose of lop-
ping off the handicap. Then the 10-gauge men came to the front with
a fully feathered protest. They claimed that if the 12-gauge men had
a grievance against the 20 that they (the 10-gauge men) had the same
argument to offer in favor of annihilating the "distance between the
10s and 12s.

Finally the claim of the twelves was recognized, and all the gauges
smaller than sixteen were brought to 14yds., but the same old distance
was preserved for the tens and twrelves, so that at the coming tourna-
ment the tens will shoot pigeons at 30yds., twelves at 28, and 16, 20 and
24-gauges at 26yds.

If the sniallbores are successful in downing their opponents. 1
suppose they will be brought at 30yds., and if they still insist on
pointing the gun as straight in the future as they have in the past,
Texas will enjoy the spectacle of seeing the 20-gauges shooting at
20yds., twelve at 28 and tens at 26. It will then be en regie for our
gun manufacturers to go to making 8 and 16-bore guns in order to
secure the handicap, for the Texas shooting world do move,
The tournament at Austin will take place on the encampment

grounds, not 100yds. away from the railroad. Everything that can be
done to make the shooters ihappy and comfortable, is promised by
the Miller boys, who are true blue in every respect.

It would not be out of place to state that while the Texas cracks do
not run around with chips on their shoulders, they would like to
see some of their Northern confreres at this tournament. We would
like to shake hands with Charley Budd, Rolla Heikes, Harry McMur-
chy, our old friends DuBray and Quimby, but of course they cannot
come such a great distance after Texas money. Suffice it to say that
the shoot will be open to the world and that all good and square men
are invited to participate.
"Texas Field." who holds the diamond medal indicative of the indi-

vidual championship, has joined the small army of small-bores. His
new gum presented to him by the State Association, is a twenty.

O. C. Guussia.
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Live Birds and Targets at Rutherford.

The monthly shoot of the Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club took

place at Rutherford, N. J., on Feb. 17, the scores being as below:

Class A.
Richmond 1111110101111111111011111-22

McAlpin 1011111011110111111111111-22

Hollister 1111100011011101110110001—16

Miiw 1111111111110011100111111-21

Huck.' 1101111111111011110111101—21

Class B.

Paul iiioiiiiiiiooioiinillooi—19

Griffiths 100000101101010 1 101111011—14

james * 1111111111011111111111111—34

Lenone • •
0010111110111110011101100—16

Lane..;;;;;;;;;;.. nooioioooooioioiionnoi—n
Class C.

Bureess 0100101 01 001001 0 1 001 00101—10

Jeannerette'.
\\\'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

,

.'. 1010011111111111110111101-20

Pocono 0111111010111111011100011-18

The above was followed by two events, one at 7 and the other at 5

live birds, of which the following were the results:

Richmond 2202222—7 Paul 0223221-- 6

Miller ...12w Lenone 1120220—5

McAlpin .' 1201121-6 Griffiths 0112202-5

James 2101101-5
Five birds: „

Lenone 22100—3 Smith 21221—5

Griffiths , 22002—3 James 21011—4

Paul 00101—2 Miller 11112-5

Richmond 2201 1—4 Morgan n S

Hopper 02121—4 Outwater 10212-4

TARGET SWEEPSTAKES.

No. 1, 15 bluerocks, 50 cents entry:
Lenone 001111100111001— 9 James.... 111101110111001—11

McAlpin 111111010111111—13 Burgess 010010000101001— 5

Griffith 110110110010101-9 Huck... lOHOlllllOlOll-11

Richmond 111111111110011-13 Paul 111101111111111-15

Miller 101111101111000—10 Jeannerette . . . .101101110011000— 8

No 2, 10 bluerocks. 50 cents entry:
Richmond 1111111111—10 Huck 1111101101-8

McAlpin 1101011110- 7 Burgess 1001011000-4

Griffiths 0111100100- 5 Lane 1111000111-7

Lenone 1111110101— 8 Miller 1111101111-9

Paul 1010001100— 4

No. 3, 15 bluerocks. 50 cents entry:
Outwater 010111111101111—12 Happer 110100111001100—18

Huck 111111011001110—11 Griffiths 0011110100100)1— 8

Lenone 001111111110011-11 Paul 111111011011111—14

No. 4, 15 bluerocks, 50 cents entry:
Outwater 111110111101111—13 Paul 110011011111100—10

Lenone. . ..... .111011111101111—13 Griffiths 101011011111110—11

Huck 111111111011101-13 Happer 011011111111110-12

Extra No, 14, 10 targets: Grimm 6, Marshall 6, Budd 8, Read 6,

Reynolds 6, Easterly 7, Calbeen 6, McBroom 4, White 8.

Forester Gun Club Tournament.
Davenport, la., Feb. 20.—The annual tournament of the Forester

Gun Club commenced this morning. The weather was very bad and
stormy, a high wind from the northwest blew the snow into the shoot-

er's eyes, almost blinding him at times, and made the shooting very
difficult, ' and I suppose as a rule a number of shooters will read the
scores and say, 'T wish T had been there, what a snap I would have
bad." To these I will say we would all have been pleased to see you.
Among the shooters in attendance were C. M. Grimm, winner of the
world's championship badge; John Reed, of Omaha; Harbaugh, of
Geneseo; Hofer. of Aledo; Black, of Rock Island; Runge, Leopold and
Black, of Burlington ; Grimm and Budd, of Des Moines. The entrance
money ran from f.l to $2.50 on targets and from S3 to $6 on live birds,

The purses divided in two to five prizes. Score;

Mrst Day.

No. 1, 10 targets: Harbaugh 10, Grimm 10, Black 9, Adams 4, Davis

2, Budd 8, Read 6, Gwynn 9, Leopold 6, Runge 7.

No. 2, 7 live birds: Read 6, Grimm 7, Davis 4, Budd 4, Harbaugh 4,

Runge 4, Maser 4, Jones 5, Leopold 2, Servis 4, Marshall 6, Day 3,

Gwynn 2, Richmond 5.

No. 3, 15 single targets: Grimm 9, Read 13, Black 12, Harbaugh 13,

Budd 13, Runge 13, Gwynn 10, Davis 11, Leopold 10.

No. 4, 6 live birds: Read 4, Grimm 0, Runge 5, Marshall 4, Richmond
3, Budd 6, Harbaugh 6, Lewis 3, Hofer 0, Leonard 5, Day 5, Davis 4,

Mudd 4, Lodder 6.

No. 5, 5 pairs targets: Grimm 6, Read 6, Marshall 7, Harbaugh 7,

Budd 7, Lewis 7, Black 4, Leopold 4, Davis 6, Hofer 4.

No. 6, 8 live birds; Gwynn 8, Read 7, Marhall 8, Harbaugh 7, Day 3,

Hofer 6. Mudd 5, Lewis 8, Budd 8, Richmond 4.

Extra' No. 1, 13 targets: Budd 13, Harbaugh 10, Black 13, Grimm 14,

Read 9, Marshall 9. Runge 10.

Extra No. 2, 5 pairs targets: Budd 8, Grimm 5, Black 6, Harbaugh 5,

Severance 8, Marshall 6, Maser 5, Read 8. Leopold 5.

Extra No. 3, 20 targets: Marshall 15, Grimm 17, Budd 18, Harbaugh
15. Black 18, Read 10, Hofer 17, Mell 16.

Extra No. 4, 15 targets; Budd 13, Black 13, Read 8, Marshall 11,

Grimm 10, Lewis 8, Harbaugh 8, Mudd 5, Hofer 11, Leopold 11. Runge
10, Davis 6.

Extra No. 5, 20 targets: Marshall 18, Grimm IS, Black 17, Harbaugh
13, Read 13, Budd 18, Hofer 15, Leopold 16.

Extra No. 6, 20 targets: Grimm 13, Marshall 16, Budd 18, Harbaugh
7, Read 14, Black 17, Leopold 17, Hofer 17.

No. 7, 10 targets'. Harbaugh 5, Davis 3. Lewis 5, Frederick 4, Mar-
shall 9, Black 7, Read 9, Grimm 7, Leopold 6, Budd 10, Hofer 8,

Runge 5.

Extra No. 8, live birds, miss and out: Harbaugh 2, Marshall 3,

Grimm 0, Read 1. Day 0, Richmond 3, Budd 4, Hofer 1, Runge 1, Leo-
pold 0.

Extra No. 9, 25 targets: Marshall 30, Leopold 20, Read 17, Grimm 10,

Black 24, Budd 23, Harbaugh 15, Hofer 21.

Extra No. 10, 7 live birds: Grimm 6, Marshall 6, Budd 7, Hofer 6,

Harbaugh 4, Read 7, Mudd 5, Lewis 5.

Extra No. 11, 15 targets: Grimm 12, Black 15, Marshall 13, Lodder 11,

Budd 13, Read 10, Leopold 11, Lewis 8, Hofer 12.

Extra No. 12, 10 targets: Grimm 10, Marshall 5, Black 8, Budd 9,

Read 8.

Second Day.

The weather to-day was cold and clear, with a high wind from the
northwest and a very difficult light owing to sun and snow. Among
the new arrivals were White and McBroom of Geneseo, Wilson of
Emmettsburg, Schaffer, Cuming, Hood and Coberne of home talent
and Hon. Tom Marshall of Keithsburg. Every oue knows Marshall
and he is the life of any party, place or kind. Alway in a good
humor, but likes to raise the limit to forty cents when he has an "ace
full." Twenty events were shot to-day. Scores:
No. 1, 15 targets: Grimm 13, Marshall 11, Black 10, Easterly 10,

White 13, Smith 11, Grant 8, Budd 14, Plumber 8, Huffier 10, Schaffer 10.

No. 2, 7 live birds: Read 7, Grimm 7, Easterly 5, Normand 3, Mar-
shall 5. White 6. Grant 5, Smith 7, Huffier 6, Budd 6, Jones 6, Davis 6.

No. 3, 0 singles and 3 pairs: Budd 8, Black 10, Plumber 9, Marshall
10, White 9, Grimm 9, Easterly 7, Smith 8, Graut 7, Schaffer 9.

No. 4, 10 live birds: Grimm 6, Easterly 7, Read 10, Marshall 8,

Budd 10, White 6. Huffier 7, Davis 8, Grant 2, Smith 7, Jones 7.

No. 5, 20 targets: Budd 17, Grimm 20, White 13, Marshall 13, Plumber
19, Easterly 13, Black 18. Smith 13, Leopold 9, Grant 10.

No. 6, 6 live birds: Grimm 4, Easterly 5,White 4, Read 4, Marshall 5,

Hofer 4, Budd 5, Normand 2. Grant 2, Watkins 5, Brannigan 3, Parish
3, Schaffer 4, McBroom 5, Hichis 1, Shado 5, Curry 3, Smith 2, Jones 6.

Extra No. 1, 15 targets: Black 12, Grimm 15, Easterly 10, Plumber
13, Budd 14. Marshall 11, Leopold 12, Reynolds 5, Colburn 10, Grant 4.

Extra No. 2, 5 pairs targets: Grimm 7, Budd 8, Easterly 10 Plumber
13, Budd 14, Marshall 11, Black 5, Grant 6, White 5, Leopold 4, Mc-
Broom 3, Smith 6.

ExtroNo. 3, 15 targets: Grimm 13, Plumber 9, Easterly 9, White 14,

Huffier 13, Shado 4, Budd 13, Marshall 9, Grant 11, McBroom 3, Rey-
nolds 8, Schaffer 12, Parish 13.

Extra No. 4, 10 live birds: Easterly 8, Grimm 10, Read 6, Marshall 9,

Budd 9, White 8, Jones 7.

Extra No. 5, 5 pairs of targets: Plumber 5, Shado 3, Brannigan 5,

Marshall 5, Grimm 7, Grant 7, Easterly 6, McBroom 4.

Extra No. 6, 10 targets: Easterly 6, Shado 8. Budd 8, Marshall 10,

Frederick 2, Grimm 7, White 9, Plumber 10, Grant 4, Cabeen 6. Mc-
Broom 6, Hancock 3, Reynolds 3, Huffier 7, Hoods 0, Jones 6, Lodder 7.

Extra No. 7, miss and out, live birds: Grimm 5, Shado 4, Easterly
4, Marshall 5, Budd 4, Plumber 0, Hood 0, Jones 1.

Extra No. 8, 6 live birds: Budd 4, Read 5, Grimm 5, Easterly 5.

Marshall 5, Mudd 3, Watkius 3, McBroom 4, Grant 2, Jones 3, Branni-
gan 3.

Extra No. 9, 10 targets: White 8, Shado 2, Marshall 7, Budd 9,

Easterly 9, Plumber 10, Reynolds 7, Grimm 8.

Extra No. 10, 10 live birds: Grimm 9, Easterly 7, Mudd 8, Marshall
8, Read 4.

Extra No. 11, 15 targets: 'White 9, Marshall 13, Read 10, Budd 14,

Grimm 14, McBroom 17, Easterly 9.

Extra No. 12, miss and out, live birds: Budd 2, Mudd 1, Frederick
0, MarshaU 8, Read 7, Grimm 6, Easterly 3, Ott 1. Jones 7, White 4, Mc-
Broom 1.

Extra No. 13, 10 targets: Plumber 6, Marshall 8, Budd 9, McGinty 3,

Rowe 2, White 7, Grimm 10, Easterly 5, McBroom 2.

Third Day.

The weather to-day was cold with some snow, and the shooting both

at targets and live birds quite difficult. Most everyone ran out of

shells of their own loading, and commenced work with the Cbamber-
lin snuff-'em-out load, 29|drs, E. C. powder, lj^oz trap sevens, which
gave the best of satisfaction. Messrs. Leonard, Davis, Kroy and
Rackster of the Foresters had charge of the tournament, and every-

thing passed off very pleasantly.

No. 1, 10 targets: Grimm 9, Marshall 7, Hancock 4, Plumber fa,

Budd 10.

No. 2, 6 live birds: Grimm 6, Shado 4, Plumber 6, Budd 1, Baker 5,

Lewis 5, Davis 3.

I iNo. 3, 5 pairs targets: Budd 5, Grimm 6, Marshall 6, Plumber 6.

| JNo. 4, 10 live birds: Grimm 9, Lewis 9, Budd 6, F. Fish 7, Plumber 7,

Baker 6, Davis 6.
, ,

No. 5, 10 targets: Baker 4, Fish 4, Henry 4, MoGee 5, Ahrens 5, Shado
3, Lewis 4, Mudd 6, Grimm 8, Paddock 8, Budd 7, Plumber 8.

No. 6, 7 live birds: Mudd 4, Grimm 5, Budd 6, Plumber 7, Davis 7,

Lewis 5, Paddock 5, Baker 4, McGee 3, Fish 3, Shado 4, Brannigan 3.

Extra No. 1, miss and out, live birds: Leonard 0, Read 2, Fish 3.

Extra No. 2, same: Leonard 2, Fish 0, Read 0.

Extra No. No. 3, 10 pairs targets: Marshall 11, Grimm 15, Plumber
9, Budd 12.

Extra No. 4, 5 pairs targets; Marshall 7, Grimm 6, Plumber 5, Mackin
2, Budd 6.

Extra No. 5, miss and out, live birds: Grimm 3, Marshall 0, Baker 0,

Baker 0, Plumber 3, Budd 4, McGee 0. Fish 0.

Extra No. 6, same: Marshall 2, Grimm 1, Plumber 0, Budd 2, McGee
1, Fish 1, Baker 1, Wheeler 0
Extra No. 7, same: Grimm 7, Budd 3. Marshall 1, Plumber 7.

Extra No. 8, 5 pairs targets: Budd 7, Marshall 6, Grimm 6, Plumber
4, McGee 4, Fish 3, Baker 5. v

Extra No. 9, 10 targets: Grimm 8, Hancock 5, Budd 10. Marshall 7,

Plumber 5, Wheeler 4, McGee 4, Lewis 3, Baker 9, Sbado 6, Da.vis 4.

Extra No. 10, 10 targets: Grimm 9, Budd 8, Marshall 6, Plumber 8,

McGee 4, Davis 3, Hancock 2, Wheeler 5, Lewis 6, Shado 5, Baker 3,

Fish 5.

Extra No. 11, 10 targets'. Marshall 8, Grimm 6, Budd 7, Davis 5,

Lewis 7, Plumber 6, Shado 7, Baker 4, McGee 1, Frederick 5, Wheeler 5.

Extra No. 12, 10 targets: Budd 9, Grimm 6, Plumber 9, Baker 7,

McGee 5, Lewis 8, Shado 4, Davis 7, Wheeler 5.

Extra No. 13, 15 targets: Grimm 14, Plumber 13, Lewis 7, Budd 13,

Ahrens 7. Mudd 4, Henry 10.

Extra No. 14, miss and out, live birds: Budd 4, Davis 3, Plumber 4,

Grimm 2, Paddock 0, Lewis 0. Mudd 1

.

Extra No. 15, 10 targets: Budd 8, Plumber 6. Grimm 10, Paddock 9.

Extra No. 16, 5 pairs targets: Grimm 7, Budd 5, Paddock 6, Plumber
0. C. W. B.

Hell Gate Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club, at Dexter Park, on
Tuesday of last week, was one of the most successful held by the club

this winter. The Arctic weather of the day previous had given place

to a warm southerly wind, making the day a most enjoyable one for

outdoor sport. The only drawback was the bright sun and the snow
upon the ground, which caused some of the shooters more or less

snow blindness. The main feature of the day was a series of five

sweeps at targets. These were follo wed by two live bird events.

No. 1, 20 targets: E. Doeinck 14, J. H. Voss 12, C. Weber 11, C.

Meltzer 5. J. Schubert 5, J. Franznik 2. P. Woelfel 2, A. Moeler 1.

No 2 10 targets: Weber 5, Doeinck 4. Franznik 3, Moeler 3, Moltzer

3, Schubert 3, Voss 3, Woelfel 2.

No. 3, 10 targets: Williams 10, H. W. Voss 8, J. H. Voss 8, F. Tros-

tel 7, Doeinck 7, Weber 6, Dannefelser 6, Brode 5, Moltzer 4, Schubert
4, Foster 3, Franznik 3, Welfel 2.

No. 4, club shoot at 20 targets:
Williams . .10101111001111111111—16 Woelfel 00011111001010010000-8

H W Voss .11111110101101011100-14 Doeinck. . ,.11000001 100101001100—8

J H Voss ..10111010101001101111—13 Brode 00100010010011000101—7

Trostel ....11001111001010100110—11 Foster 10100010010 J. 00 1 00100—7

D'nefelser .10010110100110101001—10 Franznik. .
.00000110000110000010—5

Moltzer .10110001110001010011—10 Moeler 001000C B010000 10000—3

Weber. . .
.'.00100011001010010111— 9 Schubert. .

..00000000000000010000—1

No. 5, 20 targets: H. W. Voss 16, Williams 13, Dannefelser 12.

No. 6. 6 live birds:

Doeinck 111211—6 Weber 11200;;—

i

Trostel 212222-6 J Brode 020111-4
Williams 101112—5 J H Voss 210002—3
Foster 012210-4
No. 7, 4 live birds:

Williams 2112—4 Weber 0221-3
J H Voss 1022-3 Brode 1002-2
E Doeinck'.".'.".".'.'.'.'. . . . . . . ...1101—

3

Trostel 2210-3
Quinn 2100-2

Red Bank Men Can Shoot.

Tuesday, Feb. 27, was a great day for members of the Riverside
Gun Club, of Red Bank. N. J.; a great day for Parker guns and like-

wise a great day for Walsrode powder. It was the day for the big
sweep, at 25 live birds, on Al, Heritage's ground at Marion, a sweep
from which all the noted professionals had been barred in the hope
that more amateurs might be induced to enter. It made no difference,

however, in the number of entries, only sixteen men going to the
score. This, however, can be considered a good turnout when the
stringency of the money market is considered. The management had
confidently expected entries from a number of members of the
Larchmont, Westminster, Carteret and Riverton clubs, but not a
member ot either club appeared on the grounds.
The day was a pleasant one so far as temperature was concerned,

but the glare of the sun on the white snow made an exceedingly try-

ing light for the eyes. The shoot began at IP, M„ Jacob Pentz being
referee and Qus Greiffi scorer. The entries were A. W. Money, of
Oakland; M. F. Lindsley, of Hoboken; M. H. Ruppell, of Milford;
Fletcher Walters, of Arlington; T. F. Morfey, of Paterson; E. M.
Cooper, J. Ivens and J. Ward, of Red Bank; C. M. Budd, of Long
Branch; Chas. Smith, of Plainfield; John Rothaker, of Morristown;
John Riggott, of Rockaway ; J. W. Hoffiman, of German Valley; W. G.
Hollis, of Kearney ; E. Collins, of Hoboken, and H. A. Penrose of New
London. The birds wrere a fairly good lot, some as good as any one
could wish for.

The shooting of the day was done by two of the Red Bank men,
Cooper and Ivens. who killed straight up to the last round when no
one else stood to kill more than 23 birds. On the final round Cooper
killed, but Ivens unfortunately QJJ got an awful hard (1?) bird which
he missed, this giving him second money, 890 all by his lone self,

Cooper getting first, ftlSO; while third, $60, went to Walters and Hoff-
man. It seemed to be a good day for Parker guns, which won first

and second moneys and divided third money with a Greener, and Wals-
rode powder also seemed to have struck a pace, winning first and
second moneys, third going to Schultzo and E. C. Had there been
four moneys the fourth would have been divided by two Parkers and
one Smith; by two men shooting American Wood and one man shoot-
ing Walsrode. In fifth place were a Greener and Schultze; sixth place,

Baker—E. C, Smith—S. S. ; seventh place, Smith—American wood;
eighth place, Colt—E. C, three Smith guns and two shooting Ameri-
can wood; ninth place, Greener—E. C.
Among the prominent visitors were E. D. Fulford, F. P. Class, J. H.

Keller, Neaf Apgar, C. M. Hedden, J. L. Smith, Win. Hughes, Dr. J.

G. Kuowlton, E. S. Meeker and Henry Wolf. The scores were as

below:
Money (Baker, E. C) 0120222221111211110220202-20

Lindsley (Smith. Am. Wood) 2020022222222202022201202—18
Ruppell (Smith, Am. Wood) 12122.1121111200001011220—18
Walters (Greener, Schultze) 1112120220111121112122112—23
Morfey ( Greener, E. C.) •01012222«000121231211013—17
Cooper (Parker, Walsrode) 2122222220222122221221222 -25
Ivens (Parker, Walsrode) 1222123122112222212212220 -24
Budd (Parker, Walsrode)..,., •222222201212220211222222—22
Ward (Parker, Am. Wood) 2212101130111101221222122-22
Smith (Smith, E. C.).....,'. 20222ol2212011120000U222—18
Rothaker (Colt, E. C.)..,." 220012111121200022101»222—18
Riggott (Smith, Am. wood) 2022012111012111.20021112—19
Hoffman (Parker, E. i;

;

v.!
'
o:'0< ^:-.:y\::. -

Hollis (Greener, Schu' fze) 2010112102011211121122221—21
Collins (Smith, Am. Wood) 2121112101121121022122120—22
Penrose (Smith, S. S.) 21202020121212.2012121112-20

C. H. Towksend.

Cresyent Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Crescent Gun Club, at Miller's Dexter
Park, on Thursday of last week brought seven members together iu

competition for the club trophy. The lamb-like advent of March was
a most agreeable change from the Arctic weather of last week, and
the members who were present made the most of their opportunities
to enjov the afternoon's sport with the birds. The vacancy in the
Board of Officers created by the death of Captain Shepherd was filled.

In Captain John F. Shepherd the club has lost a companion and
brother sportsman whose personality commanded the respect and
friendship of all. Scores:

Club event, 7 birds:
GW Coulston 1120221—6 J Vagts 1211021—6
C Mohrmann 2111120—6 L Hopkins 0012222—5
J G Rathjen HOlliO—4 W D Gilman 0112221—6
O Hilmer 0002221—4

Sweepstakes, 3 birds: J. L. Rathjen 3, L. Hopkins 3, G. W. Coulston
1, W. D. Gilman 1, J. Vagts 1.

Match shoot, 10 birds:

J Vagts 2110122102-8 GW Coulston 1211111220—9

Match shoot, 25 birds:
C! W ;!,-,,

! v.-.ni
,

,

W D Gilman 2220220211200111111100121—20

Pittsburgh, vs. Eagle.

Pittsburgh, Pa., March 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: To encour-

age friendly contests between the numerous gun clubs of this vicinity,

a series of team contests have been arrangeri. the first of which took
place last Wednesday between ten members of thePittsbughGun Club
and ten members of the Eagle Gun Club, of Allegheny, Pa. The
weather was all that could be desired, and quite a crowd of shooters
were present. The contest resulted in a defeat for the Eagle Gun
Club.

Pittsburgh Gun Club.

C A Painter 1 111111111111111111111111—25

E E Shaner 1111111111101111111111111-24

W M C Jones 1111111111111111111011111—24

Old Hoss 1110111111111011111111111—23

Jim Crow 1111111111011111111101111—23

E H McWhorter 1111110111111101111111111—23

G Cochran 1011111111111111111110111—23

G E Painter 1111111111111111001101111—22

S Shaner 0101111111111011101110111—20

HW Nair 1001111110011111111111110-20—227
Eagle Gun Club.

Bessemer 1111111111111111101111111-24

Black 1111111111111111111011111—24

Sanders .. OlllllllllllllllllllllllO—23

Herron
" 1111010111111011111111101—21

Cutler 1111110111111110111001101—20

McCartney 0110111111111111011010111—20

Klme 0111111011011011111101111—20

Carman .' lilllOllOlllllllOOOllllOl—19

Fagan 1110011010111111111101011—19

Ewing" 1110100101011110101111111—18—208
fa

Brx.

Team Shoot at Paterson.
One of the most interesting and hotly contested matches ever shot

in Paterson took place at Wiilard's Park, ou Saturday, March 3, under
favorable weather conditions and in the presence of a couple of
hundred people. It was a team race in which Chas. F. Lenone, of
Passaic, and J. H. Outwater, of Rutherford, were pitted against W.
Smith and E. W. Morgan, both of Paterson, each man shooting at 25

live birds, under old Long Island rules, for $50 a side. T. Smith was
referee, T. W. Morfey and Gus F. Greiffi being the judges. A feature
of the match was the shooting of Outwater, who was not a whit dis-

turbed by the "gun below the elbow" proviso, mowing down 24 of his

25 hirds in splendid style, and without any exertion. Lenone wais

away off on the question of position, and his partner's fine work alone
saved the race. The scores were as follows:

J H Outwater 1111111011111111111111111—24

C F I.. >..:>!u- ijo:i0i'.i0j00 .'A n'hXijoH'uO- --0J
W Smith 1010111100111001010111011—16

E W Morgan 1011001001101001111011001—14-30
The match was followed by two 5-bird sweeps, $3 entry, old Long

Island rules to govern, the scores being as follows:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 1.

Lenone 11110—4 11000—2 Wolff 01011—3
Donerley 11111—5 11100—3 Morgan 11111—5
Bunn 10111—4 Keyhart 01110—3
Smith 11111—5 10011—3 Grieff 10110—3
Morphy 11101—4 11111-5 Hildum
Apgar ....10111—4 11110—4 Outwater

No. 2.

10111—4
01101—3
01100—2

01001—2
01101-3

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club, at Miller's

Dexter Park,"ou Wednesday of last week was highly interesting to
the five members who were present to participate. The weather was
mild and pleasant, and the birds furnished by mine host Miller, were
of the usual good quality found at this popular resort.
Club event, 7 birds:

J Sehlietnan 2111212-7 J G Nelson 1021120-5
C Engelbrecht 2211122—7 J Schevlin 0110201—4
E Helgaus 2221220—6
Sweepstake at 8 birds: J. Schlieman 8, J. Schevlin 7, C. Engelbrecht

7, J. G. Nelson 7.

Sweepstake shoot at 25 targets: E. Helgans 22, C. Engelbrecht 20, J.

G. Nelson 18, J. Schlieman 15, J. Schevlin 13.

Flemington.
Flemington, N. J., March 2.—Inclosed find scores made at to-day's

shoot of the Flemington Gun Club. All shooting was at bluerocks,
from 3 traps, unknown angles, A. S. A. rules. The shooting was very
hard owing to the sun shining on the snow, making it hard to see a
low-flying target. Targets were thrown 60 to 70yds. and low. The
average was 806„ 3$, which we think is good considering the difficult

shooting. Scores:
No. 1:

Schaffer 1010111111111011011100111—19
Latt 1110101110111011111111011—20
Moore 1111100110111111011111001—20
Stout 1111010111111110111111011—21
Reading 1011111011111111111111011—22

No. 2:

Schaffer 0111110100111111011110100—17

Lott 1111111111111110111111101—23
Moore 10110111111111101110 —16
Stout 1111111111111000111101110—20

No. 3, match for price of targets:
Schaffer. . . .10111101100110111100-13 Stout 11111111110111111110—18

Hayseed.

Vernon Rod and Gun Club.

The cold weather of Monday, Feb. 26, was too much for the mem-
bers of the Vernon Rod and Gun Club, and the consequence was that
only three members put in an appearance at Dexter Park, to partici-

pate in the regular club shoot. An informal shoot of 7 birds was in-

dulged in by the three hardy shooters, which satisfied their ambition
for pigeon shooting under Arctic weather conditions:

WH Thompson 1112111—7 F A Thompson 0120120-4

G Ostehaut 1122022—6

\nnwtv$ to (^orteBpondqntz.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

W. McC, Jr.—Write to C. E. Cragge, Port Henry, N. Y. The dues
are $1, initiation fee $1.

W. A. H., Carlton, Or.—We know of no firm manufacturing alum-
inum cooking utensils.

R. A., Pittsburgh —Kindly tell me through the columns of your
paper whether it hurts a rifle to shoot shot through it or not. Ans.
Yes.

G. H ,
Pottstown, Pa.—The next A. C. A. meet will be held at Croton

Point, Hudson River, from July 13 to 27. There is now no paper de-

voted exclusively to canoeing.

Mr. Polley, of Forest and Stream Club.—There is a book in the
Dead Letter Office at Washington, sent from England to Mr. Polley, of

the Forest and Stream Club. Can any one supply the address?

A. H. B , Norfolk, Va.—1. Will a 30in. barrel, 10-bore gun, foreign

make, both barrels full choked for canvasback duck shooting, give as

good results wilh black powder as a 32in. barrel? 2. Should a barrel

be longer for black powder than nitros? 3. If so, how much? 4. How
much less should a gun weigh for nitro powder than for black? 5.

AVhat should be the length of barrel and weight of an ideal 10-bore

ducking gun for nitro powder exclusively? 6. What is the best length

of barrel for an 8-bore. singlebarrel gun for long-distance shooting,

34, 36, 38, 40 or 42in , for black powder, and the least such a gun should
weigh? Ans. 1. No. 2. Yes. 3 and 4. We cannot give any definite

rules for length and weight. Black powders, as a rule, require a
longer barrel than nitros to thoroughly burn the charge. The recoU
is less iu shooting nitros, and if this only was taken into consideration

a lighter gun might be used; but as the bursting strain is greater, a
stronger gun is required. 5. 30 or 32in

, SJ/g to 9}^lbs, 6. The maxi-
mum length depends on the shooter's ability to handle the gun; 36in.

is sufficient. The gun should weigh from 13 to 151ba.
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Hugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work In Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Every Man

His Own Lawyer.
With a copy of the latest edition of the Game

Laws in Brief (price 25 cents) every man may be
his own legal adviser. All dealers sell it. We send
t on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

JPROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present

>tice to Fisliermen! Out
I am with, you again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at J1.58 until all are sold. Bods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction

Length and weight of the Ply Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
; 9Jft. 6Joz. ;

10ft., 7oz. « lOift., 7Joz. ;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8Jft., 9oz.
;
9ft.

;
lOoz. • 9Jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yds., $1.00; 80yds., $1.10; 100yds., $1.20.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60vds., 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot oC Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, locts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per do^en, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Pingle Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32in., 8cts.
Special lot of best quality 100ft. rdneu R^el Lines. 8 cts., 200ft.. 15 cts.

;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Open Evenings until 8 o'clock.
Saturday Evenings,n o'clock. J, F. MARSTERS, 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y

X Taxidermists. J
i

WE W. HART & CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

lifelike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Eeasonable charges Refer-

ences from leading sportsmen and collectors.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

IF YOU WANT THE TROPHIES OF THE CH * SE
mounted, and desire to have them possess their

characteristic form and expression, and that are
guaranteed Safe from thn Destioying Moth,
send to our establishment. We have every College,
Museum and leading dealer in the country, to whom
we can refer you, and who will cheerfully testify to
the merit of our work and claims.

Webster's Studio of
ZOOLOGY,

ANATOMY,
TAXIDERMV

,

OSTEOLOGY.
106 East 23d Street, New York.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of
Artlf1 rrUU ev«s for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a* specialty. Bend for prices. Please men-
tion Fokkst and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

«BIRDS EGGS

JAMES P. BABBITT,
TAXIDEHMIST,

and dealer in all articles required by the

Taxidermist and Naturalist.
CATALOGUES FREE.

New reduced price list of glass eyes now ready.

10 Hodges Ave., Taunton, Mass.

With Fly-Rod and Camera
Price 85.00. For sale at this office.

Kennel Special.
Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set In uniform

display, 25 cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order,

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for sale a number of strictly first class

Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.
Address with stamp,
C. T. BROWNELL, P.O. Box 335, New Bedford.Mass.

My kennel of mastiffs is conceded to be the best in

America. Have won at all the large shows. Won
all 1st and 2d prizes in mastiffs late Chicago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale. A few choice pups for
sale. Send stamp for list and mention this paper.
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing joung stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington st., Peoria, 111. tf

BEAGLES.-HAVE PUPPIES BY CH. FRANK
Forest and ch. Roy K. out of crack bitches.

Young stock, unbroken and several certain show
winners that I will sell for very moderate prices.
Don't write for catalogue, but state what you
want.
13 H. L. KREUDEB, Nanuet, N. Y.

Tj^OR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN
J? ters and setters. These are dogs that have had
large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory,
tf W. B. STAFFORD, Trenton, Tenn.

WANTED.—A PAIR OF DALMATIAN COACH
dogs and a fine bred Newfoundland pup. Send

full particulars, prices, etc.

10 EDWIN W. FI8KE, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

COCKER SPANIELS.-A FEW CHOICE COCKER8
for sale. Stud dogs and brood bitches—prize

winners. Send for list.

12 EDWIN W. FI8KE, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

ST. BERNARDS.—TWO ST. BERNARDS FOR
sale, one 18 months, one 12 months old, both

registered and for sale cheap.
10 EDWIN W. FISKE, Mount Ve-non, N. Y.

FOR SALE.—MY PRIZE-WINNING ENGLISH
setter bitch May F. Bondhu. Has some experi-

ence on game; 2yrs. old, $25.

10 J. FEDLNER, UnadUla, N. Y.

WINNERS.—IRI^H SEtTepTfEMAiTeTcADiTz,
3d New York, $50. Cadim, male, 2d, 860. Cadic,

brother of above, $20. All line condition and go-*d
fielders. Send for fist. Frank Thomas, Catskill, N Y.

10

FOR SALE.-LITTER ENGLISH POINTER PUP-
pies, 3mos. old, Rip Rap, King of Kent, Hops.

Lonnie Bijou, Croxteth, Prairie Belle, Meteor blood.
Rip Rap, Jr. in the stud. Jas. McAleer.Emsworth.Pa.

18

FOXHOUNDS, RABBIT HOUNDS, COON
HOUNDS FOR SALE. FULLY TRAINED.

F. H. HAYES, Dexter, Me.

Trained fox and rabbit hounds at a bargain All
day stayer. C. F. KENT, Monticello, N. Y. 12

[TALIAN GREYHOUNDS (EXCLUSIVELY),
tf FRANK H. HOYT, Sharon, Pa.

FOR SALE.—English setters. 7mos. For descrip
tion please write JAMES WRINKLE, Lee Mass.

11

8'ome fine Irish setter pups, does and bitches.
1 REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

FOR SALE.-SPORTING DOGS
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers.—Of choice breeding. Puppies for
sale by Huguenot Kennels, New Rocheile, N. Y.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG
lish pugs from imported, registered and priz<

winning stock. In Stud—Prize pug stud doe
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY C. BURDICK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield. Mass.

>9K BEAUTIFUL B. W. & T. SETTER
Brighton Boy (31J99), one year old, sire

and darn bench winners. Send for photo, and pedi-
gree. H. D. OGDEN, Chatham, N. J. 10

IfOR SALE.-FOUR YOUNG GREAT DANES," lSmo*. old, ex champion NevergeJl, by champion
Pedro, 1 dog and 3 bitch' s, very fine specimens
10 OSCEOLA KENNELS, Osceola Mills, Wis.

FOR SALE.-FOUR FINE POINTERS. TWO OF
them winners. All nice fielders. Send for list 7.

10 FRANK THOMAS, Catskill, N. Y.

Two handsome greyhound bitches, full sisters,
thoroughly house and street broken. Grand

coursers; $50 for them. Frank Thomas,Catskill,N.Y.

DOGS TRAINED FOR PRIVATE SHOOTING ON
partridge, quail and woodcock, by C. F. ROB-

BINS, Sutton avenue, Oxford, Mass. Close to depot.

For Sale.—Elegant pointer bitch, 3yrs. old, well
broken on all kinds of game; also a puppy partially
broken. Theo. Bingenheimer, 339 West 17th st. 10

FOR SALE.—Irish water spaniels, grown dogs,
bitches, and puppies; best blood in the world.

NOKOMIS KENNELiS,12 Greenwood av., Chicago. 10

The Kennel.
|

Hempstead Farm Kennels.
POINTERS, ENGLISH SETTERS,

ENG. RETRIEVERS, COLLIES (rough
and smooth-coated) POX-TERRIERS,
IRISH TERRIERS, POODLES,
DACHSHUNDS and RUSSIAN WOLF-
HOUNDS at Stud and For Sale.
Being considerably over-stocked we offer for sale

several high class pointers by such noted sires as
Duke of Hessen, King of Kent and Sandford Druid
out of Woolton Game, Merrylegs andGem of Kippen
(aU field trial winners.) Several of these have
been broken by Cameron and are entered in the
United States Field Trials to be run at Grand
Junction. Tenn

, February, 1894. Puppies oC the
above breeds always on hand. For particulars, ad-
dress,

JAMES MORTIMER, Manager,
Hempstead Farm, Hempstead, L. I.

UGH. EST
CARBOLIC SOAP No. 11 Is the best BOGSOAP In the world. Sure death to -Fleas and a cur
for all skin diseases.

Buoliaii's Dog Wasll
will cure every case of MANGE, kills Pleas and keeps
the dog in a healthy condition, makes the hair soft and
silky and does not stain. It Is also the best disinfec tar t

tor the kennel. Ask your druggists for It.

„ „ CARBOLIC SOAP CO.,
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl at., New York

Bogs for Sale.
If you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind write

i?-
r
J?

r
i?
es aHl what y°u want t0 J- HOPE, 305 N.

Ninth street, Philadelphia, Pa,

! The Kennel.

Frencli 'oodles,
Black curly coats

Prize winners, 1893

New York, Boston
Washington, D. C
Mt. Hollo, N. J
Newark, N. J., 1

shows; Saratoga)

N. Y., 1894; als<

London and Paris.,

Registered pup
pies and growi

dogs for sale Fo
full particular

apply o

MEADOWMERE KENNELS,
Thos. T. Corrigan, M'g'r, Soutliampton,L.I.,N.Y.

CANINE SPECIALIST
DR. T. G. SHERWOOD,

(M. R. C. V. S.)

854r Seventh Aye., New York.
Hospital for Dogs. Distemper cases not received

Consultation and treatment by mail when pos^
sible. All communications requiring profes
sional reply should have enclosed $2.

Rinada Pointer Kennels,

SELLING OUT.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

If you want winners, here's your chance.

Address ADRIAN C PIOKHARDT, 530 Fifth avenue

PUPPY PHILOSOPHERS.,
"Listening to the Argument" & "Thinking It Over*

This pair of fine Artotypes, size 8xl8in.. mountei

'

on 22x28 extra heavy plate paper will be sen
postage paid on receipt of $2. Send for illustrate,
circular.

W. T. HIGBEE, Cleveland, Ohio.

"thoroughbreds:
For price llat apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS
P. O. Box 676, Albany. N.Y

HANDLING.
Geo. S. Thomas is prepared to condition an

handle dogs for the coming shows. Address
tf NORTHOROFT KENNELS, Salem, Mass.

FOR SALE.
The property belonging to the estate of Gen. J. B

Baxter, deceased, situated on the southern bank c 1

the Restigouche River, next below the fishing prhr
leges of the New York Salmon Club, about six hut
dred acres of land with large dwelling, suitable fo
club house, and about a mile of river front for salmo
fishing. Ad. O. H. Purr, trustee, Washington, D.C
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TRESPASS.

Iowa sportsmen are reported to be dissatisfied with a

•trespass law which has just . been enacted. Some go so

far as to declare that the law will not be observed by-

shooters; that the courts will not uphold it, and that the

next Legislature will repeal it. An examination of the

statute, however, shows that it does not differ in principle

from similar trespass laws which have long been in opera-

tion elsewhere. Its text runs:

I Sec. 1. No person shall hunt, with dog or gun, upon the cultivated

or inclosed lands of another without first obtaining permission from
the owner, occupant or agent thereof.

Sec. 2. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be pun-

ished by a fine of not more than ten dollars for each and every offense.

But no prosecution shall be commenced under this act escept upon
the information of the owner, occupant or agent of such cultivated or

inclosed lands.

Laws of like tenor, forbidding trespass for hunting on
inclosed or cultivated land without first obtaining per-

mission, prevail in Arkansas, California (certain counties),

Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Maryland, Michigan,

Missouri, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Ohio, South Carolina

and West Virginia. In Kansas the prohibition extends

also to "the traveled or public road that adjoins such oc-

cupied or improved property;" and in West Virginia

under certain conditions it may be extended to unin-

closed tracts. In Maryland the trespass regulations are

county laws and bear especially hard upon non-residents.

Rhode Island limits the offense to shooting at or killing

game upon the land.

In none of the States named is it necessary to post

lands or to give notice against trespass. Similar statutes,

but requiring that the land be posted or that notice be

given, hold in Kentucky (some counties), Maine, Massa-

chusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New York, North
Carolina, Oregon, Washington, Vermont, and the Dis-

trict of Columbia. In many instances the provisions of

punishment for violations are more stringent than in the

Iowa statute.

The trespass law is based upon the principle that the

possessor may control what belongs to him. If a man
owns or rents a house, he may forbid people to come into

it; if there is a yard around the house, he may keep them
out of the yard; and out of his garden and cornfield and
pasture and meadow and wood lot. His lands are his

own; he has the exclusive right to their use and enjoy-

ment and privileges, including that of taking the game
and the fish found on them. This is law and reason and
common sense.

For the most part, taking the country over, the shooting

and fishing trespass laws are more honored in the breach

than in the observance. As a rule, the sportsman with

his gun or the fisherman with his rod climbs the fences

from the fields of one owner into those of another, and
makes his way for miles through lots and woodlands

without ever thinking of himself as a trespasser or being

so regarded by the owners of the lands. Where the law

is enforced some good reasons usually exist for applying

it. The land owner may want the game or the fish for

himself or for some one else; he may not wish to have

Bob White's whistle silenced; he may have been tried

beyond all patience by insolent and rowdyish gunners; he

may dread having his horses or cows disturbed by the

uproar of gunning; he may fear fires; in short, there are

a score of reasons, any one of which may be sufficient for

keeping the gunners out; and it is for him to decide this,

and for them to respect his decision. This is the rule, and

by it every self-respecting sportsman will be governed

despite the fact that the trespass regulations sometimes

cause unreasonable deprivation, minister to churlish self-

ishness, or fortify a dog in his manger.

While a trespass law reasonably applied is decidedly for

the true interest of gunners and the game supply, there is

nevertheless much of hardship in this statute which has

been adopted in Iowa. The hardship consists in taking

away something which through long custom has come to

be regarded as a right. The Iowa sportsman has been

accustomed to hunt over the fields of others, not in defi-

ance of their prohibition but as a matter of course; and

quite as much as a matter of course have the owners of

the fields complacently permitted him to do so. Now the

statute steps in to forbid the hunting custom of the

country, declares it unlawful and renders the violator

liable to prosecution and fine. This is a new and un-

wonted condition of shooting, to which the sportsmen of

Iowa may find difficulty in accommodating themselves,

but which in the end may not prove more burdensome to

them than are similar laws to the sportsmen of other States.

NETS AS JSUISANCES MAY BE DESTROYED.

In commenting last week on the case of a netter who
sought to recover damages from a New York game pro-

tector for destroyed fishing nets, we made reference to

the Steele case in the Supreme Court of the United States,

of which we said, "It yet awaits decision; we believe that

the end will be to affirm the constitutionality of the

statute." On the very day that this was written, March

5, the decision was given out, and it does sustain the law.

We have procured the full text of the opinion; it is printed

in our fishing columns, and will repay careful reading.

The case was that of the owners of certain fishing nets

who brought an action against a New York game protector

to recover the value of certain nets which as a protector

he had seized and summarily destroyed. The defendant

set up for a defense that the law gave him authority to

destroy the nets and directed him to do so. The point at

issue then was as to the constitutional power of the Leg-

islature to authorize the summary destruction of unlawful

fishing nets which it had declared to be public nuisances,

the plaintiff contending that such destruction constituted

the confiscation of property without due process of law.

The Supreme Court holds that the Legislature has this

constitutional power.

The decision is one which will be hailed with general

satisfaction by all citizens, who as public officers or

private individuals and members of protective associa-

tions are engaged in conserving the food-fish supply in

inland waters. Those who have been most active in the

suppression of unlawful fishing contrivances know full

well the impediments that would be put in their way
under any other system than this of the summary de-

struction of nets. On the final result we congratulate in

particular the Jefferson County Fish and Game Associa-

tion, to whose alertness and ability in the conduct of the

case the public is indebted.

Last week we recorded the decision in a State Court of a

case similar to this one. It is likely to be the last one

that we shall ever hear of. Unlawful fishing nets are

nuisances and as such may be summarily abated.

That the sale of game should be prevented at all times

is something for which the controlling sentiment of the

community may not yet be prepared, but the trend of

opinion is surely in that direction. The principle is one

which the most sanguine may not hope to see put into

practical and general operation for a long time to come.
Aud yet non-market laws are already in force in cer-

tain localities, notably in some New York counties.

Wherever tried this remedy for over-killing has proved
effective. Cut off the marketing of woodcock and
grouse and trout, and the good results are at once visible.

SNAP SHOTS.

Reports from the Great South Bay announce the re-

appearance this spring in those waters of canvasback

ducks in considerable numbers. Some years ago these

birds were frequently killed in the Great South Bay,

although—for whatever reason—canvasbacks have never

been abundant there as have redheads and broadbills.

What this reappearance may mean it is hard to say, but

it is probably a part of the general abundance this year

of ducks everywhere. If one were to believe a New York
paper, we should imagine the Great South Bay a marvel-

ously favorable feeding ground for these birds, since those

killed there are referred to as weighing 7£lbs., or about

three times what the usual canvasback weighs.

The Virginia Legislature is debating the wisdom of

adopting a dog tax law. There are two sides of the ques-

tion, one stoutly defended by the dog owners and the

other advanced by the sheep raisers. The sheep men are

fortified by statistics supplied by Capt. J. C. Featherstone,

of the United States Department of Agriculture. The
figures show that during the year 1892 10,546 sheep

were killed by dogs in Virginia; the average value

of the animals killed was $2.55, and the total amount
$26,892.30. These figures are startb'ng, but they fail

to show the full damage done to the sheep industry

by dogs, for this constant menace deters farmers from en
gaging in the business. The Department of Agriculture

is authority for the statement that the sheep killing by
dogs in Virginia is only less than that in Ohio, which
State leads the Union. Common sense would dictate a

suppression of the curs in favor of wool and mutton.

If there is any one thing that is calculated to make
newspaper publishers dissatisfied with their lot and appre-

hensive of the opinion which some folks must have of

them, it is to receive in the nlail from time to time
anonymous remittances of sums of money varying in

amount from eleven cents to eleven dollars, with not even
a decipherable postmark clue to the location or name of

the senders. For newspaper publishers who receive these

favors from unknown persons are aware that the senders,

who have thus parted with their money but not with their

names, probably are wondering why they do not receive

in return the goods ordered, and are indulging in alto-

gether unwarrantable suspicions concerning the integrity

of publishers. It will readily be understood that against

such suspicions the publishers have no redress. All they
have is the money. All they want is the name of the
sender.

A correspondent writes in our columns to-day of a
game refuge which he has provided for ruffed grouse
by the very simple means of posting a tract of land and
keeping off from it all shooters at all times. This is an
expedient which has been resorted to in other in-

stances known to us with no less encouraging and sat-

isfactory results; in fact we have known of wide terri-

tories from which, save for such protected refuges, the
supply of birds would have been annihilated. In the
particular case cited by our correspondent the motive of
the game preserver was not a selfish one; and the thought-
fulness and providence shown by him are worthy of

commendation and emulation.

These are the days when there is something in the ai

suggestive of trout streams. March 1 is the opening date
in some States; but even where the law is not up until

April fishermen have been whipping the streams and
playing many a fine fish—in fancy. One advantage of
the fishing excursion of reverie is that no rheumatic
twinges ever ensue.

A reign of ruffianism has passed by in this city.
[
By a

new statute the dogs of New York will hereafter be im-
pounded by agents of the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals. The dog-catcher has had his day. The
old system was fruitful of imposition, robbery, personal
assaults, brutality; and was responsible for at least one
murder.

It is curious that so many people who dabble in orni-

thology or entomology or mammalogy or ophiology or
conchology or ichthyology use the word "specie" as if it

were a singular of "species "
'
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De Music of de Houn's.
I lib'en to de ribber

As it hurries to de sea;

To de gentle breeze a-singm'

In de or magnolia tree;

To de gurgle of de trout brook
'

In de floods of airy spring;

An 1 de music of de hedges

When de birds begin to sing.

But dey's a sweeter melody,

Dat drowns all other soun's,

It's dat noisy, joyous chorus—
De music of de houn's.

Across de russet woodlands

De mellow chorus swells,

An' fades away in distance,

Like de soun' of chiming bells;

But it leaves de air a-tremblin',

Like de music dat you bring

When you sot'ly strike de banjo

Down on de little string.

You kin talk of singin 1 angels,

Wid dey harps 'n' gol'en crowns,

But fo 1 me de sweetest music

Is de music of de houn's. The General.

DANV1S FOLKS.—XXV.
Friends in Adversity.

Sam wandered uneasily about in pursuit of work that
had no purpose but to keep him from thinking. At last

he shouldered the ox-yoke and started for the meadow.
As he passed the hog pen he fairly reseated the indiffer-

ence with which the hogs were taking on fat for another
man's benefit and begrudgingly threw them their accus-
tomed largess of nubbins, though they grunted lajzy re-

cognition of his accustomed footstep. It put him more
out of humor to see the contentment with which the
oxen and cows grazed, jowl-deep, in the aftermath, and
the sheep nibbled the pasture knolls, all indifferent to
impending change of ownership, though they had been
so long his daily companions. The old hound alone seemed
sympathetic, walking at heel, spiritless and dejected,
scarcely noticing the last night's fox trail that the reeking
herbage still exhaled, and meeting his occasional glances
with a wistful lace more troubled than his master's.
The mood of nature was as little in accord with his.

The sun shone out of the soft sky with genial warmth on
woods and helds not yet quite stripped of painted leaves
and green grabs by the final desolating blasts of late
autumn. There was a full measure of hearty cheer in
the notes of migrant crows and other birds that delayed
departure or stayed to brave the stress of winter, only the
tri-syllabic plaint of the thistle bird, gleaning the ripe-

weed seeds, had a cadence of sadness and farewell.
"It's all the same tu the airth an' the dumb critters who

goes or who comes! All but you, Drive," he said, as he
slipped the ox-bow on old Bright's burly neck and fast-

ened it in the yoke and called Broad to take his place.
"But I hope wuoever gits a holt o' you, ol' fellers, '11 be
good tu you an' the caows an' the ol' mare. I don't want
you 'bused, ner the farm nuther."
He yoked the oxen to the cart and drove them out to

the field for the last shocks of unhusked corn. The plow
stood in an unfinished furrow among the stubble and
frost-blackened pumpkin vines. Sam drew it out and
heaved it upon the cart with spiteful energy.

' 'By, the gret horn spoon, I won't plow another furrer
fer the Lord knows who," he soliloquized in a tone that
accorded with the action, and with a. long look as if bid-
ding the familiar field farewell he hauled home the last
load and turned the oxen loose.

He watched them wander off in search of the choicest
feed and then set himself to husking, while his vagrant
thoughts wandered in futile quest of a way of escape
from the troubles which beset him. His eyes went over
and over the familiar interior. It was hard to realize
that the old barn was passing out of his ownership. Every
nook and corner of scaffold, bay and stable recalled some
incident of childish sport or freak of fancy, linked with
the labors and thoughts of youth and manhood so inti-
mately that their years seemed but as days, childhood
and yuuth but parts of dawning manhood The rudely
carved initials and figures were translated again in their
old oignificance, the scars, the knots, the contortions of
grain took on again the semblance of men, beasts and
birds, that had been realities to his childish imagina-
tion. All the familiar surroundings seemed too much a
part of himself to go out of his life while he yet lived.
"Consarn it," he cried out impatiently, as he tossed

aside a bundle of stalks, "my idees runs wilder 'n a
haoun' pup on a back track and never gits nowheres.
I'll tell ye what, ol' dawg," addressing the hound curled
up in the comfortable warmth of the sunshine falling on
the barn floor, "we'll go off int' the woods a day, jest you
an' me, an' see ef we can't git 'em straightened aout."

Drive's tail beat a rustling response on the cornstalks
and his sad brow was lifted in new corrugations of
inquiry.
The shadow of a figure debased the gold of the floating

moats and crept along the floor till it fell upon the rust-
ling bundle on Sam's lap, and Pelatiah's lank figure
materialized behind it. Drive wagged recognitionand Sam
turned a surprised face over his shoulder to welcome
their comrade.
The simple geeetings, "Why Peltier," "Wal, Samwil,"

expressed a deal of friendliness, but no more was said till

Pelatiah, after the custom of such visitors, seated himself,
draw a bundle of corn across his knee and began husking.
For a while, there was a continuous rustling of husks,
leaves and stalks, punctuated by the snapping off of ears
and their sharp click upon the growing pile, then as the
two huskers finished their bundles together, Pelatiah said,
after much embarrassed clearing of his throat:
"£ s'pose it's true what I hearn abaout that aire Basconi

a-gittin' you intu sech a mess? "

Sana nodded assent and Pelatiah continued, "I'm tur-
rible sorry, Samwil, an' I wish't I hed the means tu help
ye mor'n what I hev, but I hev got some, which I want
you tu take an' use it."

He leaned far back, straightened his left leg, went

down into the depths of his trousers pocket and brought
up therefrom a dilapidated wallet from which he took a
small roll of bank notes and carefully counted them upon
his knee with a frequently moistened forefinger.

"I hed consid'able over forty dollars 'at I'd saved up
one way 'an 'nother," he said apologetically, as he com-
pleted the counting, "but the fun'al, an' the darkter's bill

an' Hamner's took above half on 't. But I want ye tu
take this an' not trouble tu pay it back ontil things eases
up on ye."
He stretched it out toward Sam with an awkward,

bashful eagerness glowing in his honest face.
"Oh, Peltier, I couldn't," Sam protested, his voice

choking and his eyes moistening, "I'm a thaousand times
obleeged tu ye, but I couldn't take it."

"But I want ye tu, Samwil, 't aint much, I know, but
it'll help over the pitches some, mebby," Pelatiah urged.
"I'm as 'bleeged tu ye as if 't was a thaousan' dollars,

but I couldn't take it. I do' know when I could pay
you an' I haint a thing tu s'cure ye, ev'rythin' 's 'taiched
up."

"I don't care when you pay me, I want you tu take it

an' use it just as if 't was yourn. " Pelatiah thrust the
money further toward Sam's withdrawn hand. "I didn't
s'pose you'd spleen agin takin' a, leetle favor f'm me, Sam-
wil, sen I've took so many fin you," said Pelatiah in a
grieved tone and still holding out the proffered loan.
Sam looked steadily into the earnest, kindly blue eyes

and took hand and money in a warm, firm grasp.
"Ef you're goin' tu feel that way 'baout it I shall hafter

take it, but I hedn't ortu."
"You hedn't ortu, you got tu," said Pelatiah joyfully.

' 'It 'ould burn my pocket tu kerry it, an' you a-needin' on
't, so there!"
"Wal, ef you will hev it so, you will, but you got tu

take a note 't any rate. Come int' the haouse an' I'll write
one."
Pelatiah protested, but Sam was inexorable, and after

counting out the loan carefully, pocketed it and led the
way to the house.

'Bad luck is good luck, when it shows a feller who his
frien's is," Sam said, laying a gentle hand on his young
comrade's shoulder as they entered the door.
Long before the constable posted the notice of the sale

in Hamner's barroom and Clapham's store, the news of
Sam's disaster was spread through half the township.
Mrs. Purington waddled across the fields to offer the

balm of condolence to the distressed family. The sound
of her labored breath and ponderous step on the threshold
as she assisted herself with a hand on her knee to sur-
mount it and enter the door, opened to the Indian
summer warmth, was the first announcement of her
visit.

Faintly acknowledging the salutations of her daughter,
Aunt Jerusha, Uncle Lisha and Timothy, she slowly low-
ered herself into the first comfortable chair, accomplish-
ing the feat with a final bounce and exhaling a long sigh
as if she were a slowly collapsing bag of inflated india
rubber. Then she rummaged forth her handkerchief and
bottle of hartshorn salts and fixed a tearful gaze on the
little boy who sat among his abandoned playthings, star-
ing in bewilderment at his grandmother's rueful counte-
nance.

"O, you poor innercent!" she wailed, in a shaking voice,
portentous of a lachrymal shower. "Little you know
what 's afore ye, a-sittin' there, playin' wi' your mother's
clo's pins, which I gin her four dozen when she went tu
haousekeepin' wi' your father, which I shouldn't think he
c'ld endure tu look at ye, ner her, a-thinkin' what he's
brung on ye. Play wi' 'em while ye can, an' it don't
make no dif'unce ef ye break 'em er lose 'em, fer 'taint

likely she '11 hev no use fer 'em, wi' nothin' tu heng aout,
on'y the clo's on yer backs, which she can't 'thout all

a-goin' tu bed. An' tu think 'at you was fetched through
the whoopin' cough an' the measles wi' Hive surrup an'
lobele an' pennyrile tea, tu come tu this, which I gathered
wi' my own han's, an' nanny-berries tu fetch 'em aout,
a-nu«sin' you an' comfortin' your mother, an' broke o'

my rest, which I will contihner tu, whilst I'm gi'n
stren'th."

She put her handkerchief to her eyes and tucked the
smelling bottle inside it to her nose, making her snuffling
sobs do double duty, while the object of her pity lifted

up his voice and wept, whereunto Drive joined a sympa-
thetic howl.
"Fer massy's sake, mother," cried Huldah, snatching

up the child and wiping his nubby nose with her apron
while she tried to comfort him, "what be you makin'
sech a fuss abaout? There, mother's man, he stop a min-
ute an hear Drive sing. Just see what a haowdalo you've
started. What's the use hevin' a fun'al afore anybody's
dead?"

"It's allers the way," whined Mrs. Purington behind her
handkerchief; "jes' as soon as ye try tu comfort anybody
they git mad, stiddy o' bein' grateful one mossel tu folks
a-toilin' 'cross lots tu console em, an' a-clim bin' fences an'
a-sozzlin' through wet grass. I do' know why that rowen
haint cut, a ton tu the acre, an' the' heart a-bustin' wi'
sympathy, an' both feet a-soppin' wet, an' then hev it all

took so ongrateful. An' Lisher an' Jerushy," making a
blind gesture toward them with the smelling bottle, fru-
gally stopped with her forefinger; "the' haint nothin' fer
them, as 1 see, but tu be hove on t' the taown."
"Good airth an' seas, Eunice Pur'nt'n! Ef I come tu

that 't aint no killin' disgrace. Poverty haint no crime,
an' I've allers paid my sheer o' the poor tax, an' ef it's my
lot tu hev some on 't used for me 1 shan't consider it no
disgrace. But the's lots o' days' works in me an' the ol'

woman yit, afore it comes tu that."

"It does seem as if some folks hedn't no shame intu
'em," she said, mournfully; and Sam, entering just then,
drew upon himself the consolatory stream.
"0, dear me, euzzy day!" she saia, regarding him sor-

rowfully and reproachfully as she slowly snuffed the
hartshorn. "I uu hope, Samwill Lovel, 'at you reurlize
naow what I allern said an' Huldy's father, what yer goo'-
fer-nothin' fruntin' 'ould come tu in the end. Huntin' an'
signin' goes han' in nan'. O, dear me, suz!"
"Wal, neow," Sam said in a conciliatory tone, "I don't

ezacly see what my huntin' hed tu du wi' my signin' wi'
that skeezuks. He never went a-huntin' 'long wi' me.
Ef I was borned a tarnal fool, I do' know what the huntin',
'at come arter, hed tu du with 't. Huntin' sharpens a
feller's wits an' I'm most afeared I haint hunted half
enough."
She groaned and went on;
"Haow in the livin' worP anybody c'ld trust that sof-

sopin' hippercrite of a Bascom 's more'n I c'n see intu. I

allers said f'm the fust 'at he was a scallywag, an' wa'n't
tu be trusted a inch. He went off a-owin' me myself tew
dollars—twenty dozen aigs the' was—an' forty cents,

'cause I couldn't think o' nothin' I wanted jes' then, never
mistrustin' nothin'."
"You must ha' ben a-huntin' that day, mother," Sam

suggested.
"Me a-huntin'?" she snorted indignantly, "nob'dy never

Come to no good a-shoolin' an' a-traipsin' raoun' a-huntin'
an'
—

"

"'Taint no sech a thing, Eunice Bord'n." With the
hoarse whistling voice came the sound of a footfall and
the emphatic planting of a staff on the threshold, and
Gran'ther Hill stamped in, glaring savagely at Mrs.
Purington, who at once took refuge in her handkerchief
and fortified herself with repeated sniffs of the hartshorn.

"It's good fer a man's body an' soul.tu go a-huntin' ef
he don't hunt like a cussed hawg, a-gawmin' daown
ev'ything he comes tu. A rest tu the body an' a divarsion
tu the min' fer sech as can enjy sensible divarsion, an'
haint got a appetite fer fun'als which I haint. Would n't

never go tu my own 'f I c'ld git red on't."

The good woman uncovered one eye as this indirect
thrust was delivered at one of her well-known weaknesses.

"The' can't nob'dy say 'at ever I went tu a fun'al on'y
f'm a sense o' duty, aouten respect tu the deseased an' tu
comfort the livin'," she protested in broken accents, "but
I declare tu goodness Capting Hill, I won't never go nigh
yourn."

"It's hopesin' I won't give ye no 'casionfer a c'nsid'able

spell yit, Eunice," said the veteran, smiling grimly,
"but I didn't come here tu jaw wi' women. I come here
on business wi' Samwil," and he turned toward him with-
out the softening of a line in his stern old visage.
"Hunters is some like sogers in hengin' tugether, an' I

heng tu you, not 'at you're much of a hunter but ye would
ha' ben ef I'd hed the bringin' on ye up, but you haint tu
blame fer that. I've jest hearn 'at you've got yer foot intu
a reg'lar bear-trap that blasted Bascom sot fer ye. That
comes o' bein' tew tarnal clever an' good-natered, which
it is the on'y fault o' hunters, an' what allers added me.
The idee is, naow, tu git ye aout on't, an' I come over tu
tell ye 'at I've jest drawed my year's pension, namely,
ninety-six dollars, nine-ty six dollars in money, an' I'm
goin' tu let ye hev it long as you're a min' tu, 'thaout use,

twenty year, mebby. I shan't want it till I git kin'e ol'

an' gin aout."
The while he spoke, Gran'ther Hill drew out a tanned

heart-case from his pocket and took out of it a roll of
crisp new banknotes which he now began to count out on
the table, and having laboriously completed the unusual
task, shoved them toward Sam.

"I thank ye more'n I c'n tell, Cap'n Hill," Sam said in

a shaking voice, "but I can't take it. I can't give ye no
s'curity, an' my note haint wuth the paper it's wrote on
naow. I couldn't take it, Cap'n."
"Damn the s'curity. Gim me yer dawg. I sh'ld like

tu own a ninety-six dollar
t
haoun' dawg. Come, ye got

tu take it, Sammy."
Sam shook his head. "No, Cap'n, I can't take it naow,

but I'll tell ye what I'll du, if wust comes tu wust, I'll ask
ye for 't, an' I'm as 'bleeged tu you as if I hed the money
in my pocket," and he thrust the notes back into the
veteran's unwilling hand.
"Wei, ef ye won't hev it no other way, so be it," he said,

returning it to the heart-case and that to his pocket.
"I don't see no way," whimpered Mrs. Purington;

having regained her speech and improving the first op-
portunity to exercise it, "no way but fer you, Huldy, tu
take Bub, an' come hum till things gits settled. The'll be
turrible onpleasant things 'at you c'n jest as well git red
on. The'll be the vandue, which the hull haouse '11 be
run over wuss 'an a donation party, thank goodness, they
won't hafter be fed—sheriff's vandue—a-peekin' intu all

the charmbers,an' a-trackin' f'm suller tu garrit, fer there'll

be mud, the' allers is, an' a-seein' your vallerdest things
sol' afore your face an' eyes, fer mos' nothin'. You take
Bub an' come hum."

"Mother," Huldah's voice was tremulous with sup-
pressed indignation and her face flushed with anger,
"What sort of a fairweather wife du you s'pose I be, tu

sneak off an' leave my man tu stan'- the brunt on 't alone?
It was fer richer er poorer 'at I promised tu take Sam, an'

what I promise 1 stan' tu, jes' as he does. What hits one,
hits both, an' the heft one kerries, t'other takes the' sheer
on."

"I do' know but you'd better, Huldy," Sam said, "It'll

be almighty onpleasant for ye here, as yer mother says."

"I've gone snucks wi' you in all the pleasant things
we've come tu, an' so I shall in them that haint." She
tossed the boy upon her shoulder and took him to his

father, into whose arms she thrust him, where, clinging
to Sam's neck, he cast furtive wondering backward
glances at his grandmother's woebegone face and the
grim visage of Gran'ther Hill.

"Bub haint a-goin' tu leave his daddy in the ruts, is he,

nor his mother nuther?" she said, kissing his plump cheek.
"Neow then, Sammy," said Gran'ther Hill, starting in

his chair with a sudden recollection, "if you've got any
cider 'at's good fer the time o' year as it was this time
las' year I want some on 't, fer I'm nigh about kiln-dried
wi' talkin' an' hearin' talk. Light a light an' I'll go ri'

daown suller wi' ye, for Lisher and Timerthy don't need
none, 't aint nourishin' 'nough fer sech ol' critters. Why,
they've gone!" as his eyes sought the corner where they
had last been. Having received all they desired of Mrs.
Purington's consolation they had retired unnoticed to the
shop.
As Gran'ther Hill carefully descended the stairs behind

Sam, placing each foot twice on every step, he ground
his gums till nose and chin met, and whispered hoarsely:
"By the Lord Harry, Lovel, I'll give ye the $96 aout

an' aout if you'll jes' le' me choke that mother-'n-law o'

yourn one minute." Rowland E. Robinson.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price 5f4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price 85)—

a

$9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For $S a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work,J"Bird;Portraitf» for th« Younjr" (the price of which

is SO;
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MAN AND SNAKES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Brother Kephart has "come back at me" in such a

graceful manner in the snake issue that I feel impelled to

send him a brotherly greeting and
t
shake through your

friendly columns. I had no intention, however, of exer-

cising such hasty judgment as to place him in the cate-

gory of gan-ie butchers, etc. , but merely used his snake
incident as a text for a sermon on a subject of much in-

terest to myself, and, I hope, to other humanely disposed
sportsmen.
Mr. Kephart with considerable adroitness places me in

a very delicate position as between the serpent and the
ladies. A gentleman of the name of Adam got into

trouble in a somewhat similar conjuncture many years
ago. If T have a greater weakness than for snakes it is

for the ladies, and if, as Mr. Kephart intimates, the same
old grudge continues to subsist between them, rendering
all hope of reconcilement impossible, then I would have
to separate them. I should first have demonstrated the
snake's harmlessness, and if the ladies still declined to

extend him social recognition on the picnic grounds (or

other grounds) I would have removed him to a safe dis-

tance. In the original episode between the serpent and
the women, it was the latter who had to retire and leave
the serpent in possession of the picnic grounds. But in

this more fortunate epoch the ladies are the undisputed
presiding genii in all the Gardens of Eden that serve to

brighten this otherwise unendurable "footstool," and the
snakes must go if they demand it.

I Will relate an incident apropos to the picnic occur-
rence. I once rescued an innocent snake from the angry
attack of some Irish laborers. The snake was of a species
Which is very common in this country, of a general olive

color, with shadings in large pattern, long and slender in
shape, and which, for want of a better name, I call the
bird snake, because he is a great climber. I picked him
up by the head and tail, and placing him at full length on
the trunk of a large tree, he very quickly climbed up out
of danger. By the way, the revelation of Capt. Gallup,
that snakes have feet is a very interesting one, if he has
made no mistake about it.

Mr. Kephart suggests the possibility of a snake getting
himself entirely "out of place" by running up his trousers'

leg. I have an incident to meet that suggestion, showing
the complete compatibility of such a situation. I was
once walking in the suburbs of a town with a lady friend,

and seeing a small snake coiled on the roadside, I placed
my foot lightly on his back. In a few moments, raising
my foot to see how the snake was faring, I discovered the
end of his tail sticking out from the bottom of my trousers,

while his head was about my knee. As this happened to
be a garter snake, I recognized the appropriateness of his
familiarity. I clasped my hands about my leg, and a
slight kick brought him out. The lady, strange to say,
did not "take a fit,'' nor make any demonstration, but
viewed the whole proceeding very coolly.

Last summer my attention was attracted by the scold-

ing of several bluejays about the roots of a tree near my
office Window, Going out to the tree, I discovered what
t expected, a bird snake among its roots. I picked him
up, and carrying him across the street to a Jew store, I

placed him in the show case among the "fine jewelry,"
cravats, collars, etc. The Jew was delighted with his
novel acquisition, thinking the snake would prove a "tak-
ing card," and attract customers. But he afterward told
me that "de niggers wouldn't come in de store wid dat
snase in dere," and so he sent his snakeship to a saloon
near by, but he proved to be non grata to the saloon-
keeper also, who dispatched him.
A word about the "glass snake," alluded to by Mr.

Kephart. I was for a long time skeptical about the exist-

ence of such a creature, classing him along with stinging
snakes, ghosts, etc., but did conceive that there might be
a snake with an extra long tail of very brittle constitution,
like that of some lizards, which theory was confirmed not
long ago by seeing a specific description of a specimen by
a writer who described what he himself saw, and who
impressed me as being an accurate observer. The speci-

men, as I remember the description, was about 20in. long,
and considerably more than half its length was tail, con-
sisting of thin transverse laminee, with a very small and
tender vertebral column in the middle, which readily
separated, from a slight blow with a switch.

Coahoma.
ClahEsDale, Miss., March 6.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In his museum in St. Augustine Dr. Vedder has several

specimens of the "glass snake," which is a lizard (Opheo-
saurus veniralis), known to naturalists as the serpent
lizard. It has no legs and its locomotion is that of a
serpent. Back of the vital parts its body is very brittle,

owing to delicate articulation, and when seized by the
tail or the after part of the body it breaks in two. Dr.
Vedder says that hawks sometimes strike the glass
snake just behind the stomach, and make away with
what they have seized of the creature; but what is left

is after all the whole snake except its tail. When broken
in this way it grows a new tail, but only an inch or two
long, and of perfect taper. The glass snake is very
slender; some of those shown by Dr. Vedder are from
ISM. to 2ft. in length. E. H. E.

Editor Forest and Stream

:

I have been somewhat worked up by the various articles
recently in dear Forest and Stream on the snake ques-
tion. "Coahoma" evidently knows what he is talking
about, though I do not agree with him entirely. But I

did not suppose any one living in a snake country doubted
the ability, especially of the black species, to clinib trees.

Of course tbey are climbers, and pretty good ones, too.
How they do it I do not pretend to demonstrate. The
first big blacksnake that I remember to have seen in a
tree in my boyhood days was on a limb of a small tree,

some 8 or 10ft. from the ground. My attention was called
to the spot by the twittering and fluttering of a bird, as
though in distress. Upon approaching and gazing
through the bushes, which were quite thick thereabouts,
I discovered a largesnake coiled about a limb, his head
erect, his eyes glittering and mouth open, facing a small
bird on the same limb and but a few feet away, The bird

seemed fascinated, charmed, I verily believed, by the
black scoundrel, and could only flutter and feebly pro-
test. Had I not interfered, the little thing would have
soon fallen a victim, and the nest of little ones would
have soon followed. I popped the robber over, when the
little warbler immediately fell to the ground, where for a
few moments it fluttered feebly, then seemed to gather
strength as the charm passed off, raised its little head,
shook itself and was off to a neighboring bush. This was
a blacksnake nearly 4ft. in length.

I have killed many since, some much larger. I never
spare them. Why, it is as natural for a boy to hate a
snake and kill them as it is for him to eat molasses
candy or go a-fishing. It is inherent and requires no
education. Does it not say , "And the seed of the woman
shall bruise his head with his heel." It is born in us.

What singular tastes some people, have to tolerate or love
a snake when even the smell of the little garter or grass
snake, the most harmless of all, is sickening. After
handling one the odor will hang to your fingers all day.
As to tree climbing, do you not recall the anecdote of

Audubon? I believe its authenticity has never been
questioned. Upon one of his excursions he discovered
the hole of a flicker or yellowhammer (highhple we used
to call them when a boy), on a dead tree some 40ft. from
the ground. The naturalist was soon up the tree, and
thrusting his hand into the hole for the eggs or young-
birds, when with a yell he let go and came straight down
the 40ft. to the ground. His attendant rushed up to him
exclaiming, "My dear master, are you hurt?" Upon
gathering himself up and giving himself a shake or two,
he replied in his broken English, "No, but if you want'
see one scare snake, look in dat hole." He had put his

hand on a black fellow enjoying his dinner of the eggs or

young. A surprise probably to both parties.

I like "Hermit's" article and especially Mr. Beal's. It is

natural to hate a snake, and I will kill them whenever I

come across them, and will go out of my way, and even
miss a shot at grouse to lay out a black one—one of those

deceitful, merciless scoundrels, what good are they any
way? They are not very good to eat, though the Indians,

some of them, think so, and from curiosity when so-

journing with them I have tasted roasted rattlesnake;

which is a rich dish with some tribes. The meat was white
and very sweet, but I don't hanker after it. But a black-

snake or a water adder, augh! If we wish to_ preserve

the eggs of our quail or grouse or even of the little war-
blers that make our glens and woodlands vocal we must
declare war upon the crawling gormandizers. We can't

have both. There is an irrepressible conflict and it is the

choice between the two. For me, give me birds around

my woodland home, and not the sneaking, slimy woods
pirate. All things living are created by Providence for

some wise purpose, we are told, even mosquitoes and
roaches. Nevertheless for our own protection and com-
fort we kill them. Hence I am down on snakes.

Jacobstaff.

[Mr. Kephart's original inquiry, in our issue of Jan. 27,

was not as to whether blacksnakes climb trees, for we all

know that they do, but "how does a snake descend a

nearly vertical surface so very slowly without perceptible

muscular movement in a perfectly straight line, when its

belly scales slope the wrong way for the trip?"

Albino Specimens.1

Cincinnati, O.—I read an interesting account in a re-

cent Forest and Stream of an albino redwing blackbird,

and the writer wishes to know if any one knows of

another such specimen. I never heard of this freak be-

fore occurring in the redwing, although it is just as apt

to happen in them as in any other kind of bird, animal or

human being. Albinos should be considered rare and
procured and preserved whenever possible, and I here

suggest that the work of preserving be given to a reliable

taxidermist, as another albino of the same type or species

may never be procured again. We have in our Cuvier
Club albinos, among which is a purple grackle (crow
blackbird). The top of head, back of neck, back, tail,

long feathers in wings and toenails are white; bill, throat,

breast, legs and part of the wings black as in the ordinary
color.

Another is a robin which is a perfect albino. Another
is a red-tailed hawk, a perfect albino excepting the eyes
which I believe are black. Two quail are not white but
between pink and light brown; the heads are a trifle

lighter in color than in the original type. Of two crows,

one is snow white with pink eyes, and tke other is a more
soiled specimen, and the eyes are black. We also have
albino squirrels which seem to be quite common. I re-

member a perfect albino squirrel whose home is under
the eaves of the Cleft House at Devil's Lake, Wisconsin.
This one was a very tame one and a little tapping on the
tree near the house would bring him down and he would
not refuse to take nuts from one's hands.

F. B. Magill.

fag nni

Communications for publication relating to business

should be'addressed to the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. If
addressed to an individual they will be subject to delay in

that individual's absence.

"The Leaping Ouananiche."

The ouananiche is rapidly coming iuto prominence, and
is attracting the attention of anglers everywhere. Little

has ever been published concerning where, when and
how to catch this fish; and to answer the questions con-
stantly being asked on all sides regarding it, Mr. Eugene
McCarthy has written a brochure, which will be ready
in a few days. Paper, price 50 cents. Published and for

sale by Forest and Stream Pub. Co. , NewYork.

Where to Find Game.
Where to find game is oftentimes a perplexing question. The sports-

man who strikes a good spot generally keeps the information as close
as possible, in order to enjoy exclusive privileges.

Along the line of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in Virginia and
West Virginia, such places are numerous, and it is remarkable how
little they are known. The mountain streams abound in* gamy fish.

Tbe South Branch of the Potomac is considered the best black bass
fishing stream in America, the Cheat, Youghiogheny, Potomac and
Monongahela Rivers are all excellent fishing streams. The hills and
valleys adjacent are fairly alive with game—partridge, wild turkey,
grouse, pheasant, wild pigeon, quail, rabbit and squirrel are plentiful,

and in the back country thirty or forty miles from the railroad, deer
and bear can be found.
Good hotels are convenient, and horses and guides can be secured at

reasonable rates.
For circular showing fishing and gunning resorts reached by the

B. & O. R. R. address Chas. O. Scull, Gen'l Pass. Agent, B. & O. R. R.,
Baltimore, Md,

—

Adv.

The FOEEST AND Stream is put topress each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as m uch earlier as 'practicable*

TWO DEER WITH ONE BULLET.
Beading an article entitled "Strange Coincidences" re-

minded me of two curious double shots, one of which
befel me while hunting and camping in the Adirondacks.
We had been fairly successful with the rod and were in
no need of venison, as the two hams of a fat young buck
still remained to satisfy our present needs. For several

days we made no effort to replenish our larder in that
line of goods until the hams had almost gone and the dis-

mal prospect of salt ham and pork made fresh meat a
necessity.

One evening, after many previous unsuccessful ones,

while my friend and the guide had departed down the
river with the boat, I set out to look at an old skiff on the
bank, with the prospect of doing a little floating on my
own account. I waited until the two hunters got well
started, as I knew they would only ridicule the notion of
my trying to handle the paddle and rifle alone. Taking
my Winchester I started on my lonely way toward the
landing, it was about a mile distant and I hoped to get
there, look at the boat, and if it was all right return and
get the lantern, etc. , before dark. I made the trip in a
half hour and found the old boat a useless hulk and in
such ill repair that I gave up all hopes and started back
to camp. Dusk had already advanced sufficiently to make
objects rather indistinct and my progress through the
brush was by no means noiseless. In one place the
trail led through a patch of moss-covered tamarack
and there silence reigned supreme. Just as I turned
a sharp corner around a huge boulder, three large
gray objects sprang from the brush with a crash, not
thirty feet away. All was indistinct, but during that
exciting moment I managed to recover myself enough to

draw a bead on one of the fleeting objects. A puff of
smoke and all was over. I ran forward eagerly to see
what damage I had done, and to my unutterable surprise

found a four-year-old buck lying over a log with a .45-70

through his sleek blue neck. After examining my trophy
carefully I came to the conclusion that this was not the
deer I had shot at. Of course this was by no means flat-

tering to mv marksmanship and sorely puzzled me. I

examined all the tracks with great care and found that

three deer had broken cover at my approach, and what
was my astonishment when I discovered another track
running horizontally with the one of the deer I had shot.

Following this up a"short way, I noticed spots of blood on
the moss, and could hardly believe my eyes when I almost
stumbled over the carcass of a doe shot clean through the
heart. Gradually things unraveled themselves. Evi-
dently I had shot at the deer running nearest to me, and
that was the doe. The uncanny bullet had penetrated her
fragile frame and struck the buck which was running
horizontally with her on the further side. Of course I

found him first, as the shot broke his spine and he fell in

his tracks instantly.

I had a great laugh on the hunters who returned unsuc-

cessful and almost frozen, and of course they would not

believe what I said until they had seen the deer. This is

the only instance that I know to be true, except one other,

where a man has taken a quick shot at a bounding deer

and had the luck to kill not only the one he fired at but a
second also with the same bullet. G. Stanton.

WASHrXG'i'OS, D._C.

YELLOWSTONE PARK NOTES.
Last month Capt. G. S. Anderson, superintendent of the

Yellowstone National Park, sent out a party of scouts to

the buffalo country in Hayden Valley to learn how the

game was wintering.

The party left the post on Feb. 10 and got back on the

20th. They encountered bitterly cold weather but had
few snow storms, and no trouble in getting about. They
saw 50 elk on Swan Lake flat, and at the Yellowstone

Canon counted 300 on the other side of the river. About
200 were seen on Pelican Creek. Of buffalo, they saw 12

4 of them calves—on Astringen Creek, a branch of Peli-

can; 45 in the Hayden Valley, 9 of these being calves;

another hunch of 40 with 7 calves, another of 28 with 4

calves, and two little bunches of 7 and 6 each. They also

saw two buffalo on Nez Percez Creek and saw signs of

more. From all this it is apparent that the buffalo are

more scattered this winter than usual, and that a good
many of them are on the east side of the Yellowstone

River. This goes to show that they are wintering well,

since when snows are deep they are apt to collect in the

Hayden Valley. Besides the elk mentioned, above 800

were seen on Sour Creek and 18 in the Hayden Valley.

A week or two since a despatch appeared in the New
York papers stating that poachers had killed in the Yel-

lowstone Park a whole herd of buffalo, that the poachers

had been captured by the troops, and that Capt. Anderson
had them in the guard house at Ft. Sheridan. This on

its face appeared to be a fake, for any news from the

Yellowstone Park would not come to us from a point so

distant and to the west as Boise City, Idaho. There is

not the slightest reason for believing that there is any truth

in the despatch. .

Arumor was recently current at Livingston and Cinna-

bar that two men whom Capt. Anderson had in the guard

house in December, have gone out to the Hayden Valley

for buffalo, but nothing definite is known about this.

There is probably nothing in it. An old offender isknown
to have recently been over on Pelican Creek with a

toboggan. He was not seen, but some of the soldiers got

on his trail and followed it out by Soda Butte, which he

passed in the night and then went on to Cooke.

A snowsboe party from Fort Sheridan crossed over

Mount Everts on snowshoes about the middle of February

and saw 103 elk, besides a very large herd which they

could not count more than a mile distant from them.

They also saw 33 mule deer, a band of sheep very close to

them, but most of them over the hill and out of sight,

and about 250 or more antelope. JJ

J
A few days after this the same party went through the

I Swan Lake'basin on snowshoes, and found it full of elk

which were busily employed digging at the snow to get
1 at the grass, and seemed in good order.
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DIXIE LAND.— II.

[From a Staff Correspondent.]

The Welsh Rarebit and the Quail Shoot.
As WE were saying about the Welsh rarebit at Little

Rock, Mrs. Irwin announced that if Mr. Irwin and I
would come back from our quail shoot at some sort of
decent hour in the evening, she would do us the favor of
building for us, in her new chafing dish, and in her own
parlors, a Welsh rarebit which would make our hair curl,

or words to that effect. We promised faithfully to be
there, and the story of how we weren't there has a great
deal to do with our quail shoot.
"When Col. Felton of Chicago, and his friend, Mr.

Jacus of Buffalo, were here last winter," said Mr. Irwin,
"we got fair shooting one evening about three miles out
of town, but I don't think there are so many birds there
this winter. We will go down to Mr. Pemberton's planta-
tion, about ten miles down the river. I haven't seen the
old gentleman for some time, but he has invited me to
come, and I have been wanting for a long time to go out
and call on him, It's a longish drive over a sand road, so
we'll have to start early in the morning."

A Mysterious Voice.

It was a little after 4 A. M. when we ate breakfast at a
neighboring all-night restaurant and began our journey
in the misty gloom of the winter morning. We jogged
along slowly with nothing to entertain us until just about
half an hour before dawn, when we were passing a little

clump of negro cabins gathered along the roadside. Here
we were startled by hearing a deep voice, apparently of
one in sore distress, which came from one of the tumble-
down shanties. There was no light in the cabin, and it

was barely gray dawn outside, all of which made the
sound of the deep-toned voice the more mysterious and
thrilling.

"Hold on, Mr. Irwin, there's some one getting hurt in
there," said I. "Let's stop and take in the fun." So we
pulled up, not ten feet from the gate near which the cabin
stood, our wheels making no noise on the damp sand.
"Oh, Lawd! oh, bressed Lawd!" said the deep voice,

most dismal and gruesome in the uncanny twilight. Not
another sound came from the house, not a motion as of
one coming to the aid of the sufferer. We held our breath
in expectation.
"Oh, Heavenly Father!" resumed the voice, and then

fetched a groan you could have heard forty rods. Seeing
something peculiar on Mr. Irwin's face, I sat still. The
voice broke out into an incoherent, jumbled chant, a sing-
song of half barbaric but certainly fluent exhortation

°

"Send Dy powah." chanted the voice, "roun' de worl'!
Make de nan' o' grace an' chasetisemen' felt everywhah!
Yea, everywhah let light done shine throo' ther veil er
'niquitousness. Pejuce Dy token, Lawd, an' make these
yer people feel ther sign!"
"Get up, Bill!" said Mr. Irwin, irreverently, and we

drove on. "Do you know what that old fellow was
doing?"
"Why, I reckon he was praying," I replied.
"No he wasn't. He was just rehearsing his prayer."
"Meaning—?"

"Don't you see that building there with the spire on it,
just back of his cabin? Well, that's a nigger church and
this old fellow is no doubt the preacher. It's safe to say
his wife and about eight or ten children are asleep yet in
that same cabin, and he gets up early to practice on his
prayer while there's no one around. These niggers are
the greatest grand-stand workers on earth. When this
old fellow lights in among 'em at their next meeting
he'll have a prayer so fervent and fluent that he'll be
congratulated on it, and if you heard him you'd think
every word was spontaneous and sincere. They've got
to have religion and they got to have it their own way,
and I reckon our friend there believes there is no excel-
lence without great labor."

This was a new experience for me, and so odd and
unreal that I can shut my eyes and see the whole dim
scene again, and hear the musical intoning of the old
black hypocrite in his matutinal ' 1

'rass'lin' " as plainly
as if he were at hand.

More Negro Nature.
Three-quarters of an hour later we had another experi-

ence of negro nature. We drove down into the sandy
flat along which the Arkansas River rolled its turbid
flood just a little while after daybreak, having timed our
trip so as to catch the first boat of the ferry by which we
were at this point to cross the river. The ferryboat, a
truly nondescript craft, operated by steam generated in
a risky-looking donkey engine, was operated by a negro
captain and crew. Unfortunately the boat, the captain
and the crew were all on the other side of the river from
us, a quarter of a mile away, and there they stayed,
while for nearly an hour we got along as best we could
in the morning wind that swept up the valley. All our
hails were answered to the effect that the boat was
"Comin' right away, boss," and when finally it did churn
itself across those niggers thought they had been hurrying.

At the Plantation.

Across the river we had only a mile and a half of our
journey to compass, and this we found led through a
wide bottom covered on the one hand with great trees
and upon the other with wide cotton fields. At the divid-
ing line stood Mr. Pemberton's plantation house, or rather
houses, for there was quite a group of smaller buildings
about the residence house. Many negroes and some dogs
were on the outposts as we drove up, and dominating
these appeared the tall form of the planter himself.
"Come in, come in," said he, "and sit by the fire. Have

you had your breakfast?" We told him we had, and that
all we needed was his consent and company for a try at a
few of his birds.

"Well, you'll have to eat another breakfast," said he,
and Miss Pemberton insisting likewise, we yielded and
did so very cheerfully. This gave me a chance at four
square meals and the Welsh rarebit that day, so I had
some hopes of being able to get the best of my awful ap-
petite.

"Sit down now and take it easy," said Mr. Pemberton
after breakfast. "The niggers have put your horse up
and there's no hurry about going out to kill those birds.
They'll be there when we get ready, and lots of 'em.
You're never going back to town this day, I'll tell you that
right now."
"Oh yes, we must," said Mr, Irwin, "my wife will be

expecting me back."

"Well, she won't see you," said our host, calmly, as he
lit his pipe with a splinter at the open fire. "You needn't
think we haven't got any meat and bread in the house,
because we have got a* little, and you're welcome. You
haven't been out here for three years, and your friend
never was here at all before. He mustn't come all the
way from Chicago down here for a little shooting, and
then go back the first day he gets here. He'd say we
turned him out. No sir, you'll never get away till to-
morrow, and maybe not then."
Mr. Irwin smiled at me and gave up the unequal fight,

though still verbally protesting he must go. "Well, how
are birds, anyhow?" he asked.
"Thousands of 'em," said Mr. Pemberton, "and I'm

mighty glad you came. I've got two of the best dogs on
earth—you can't beat 'em anywhere in the world. My
pup Pat has the finest nose a pointer ever did have, and
Grover—you know he's a brother to your dog Jack, that I
gave you—well, he's so much better than Jack that I feel
sorry for you. If you came here oftener than once in
three years, I might give you a good dog, some day."

"That's all right," said Mr. Irwin, "my dogs have run
all the way out from town this morning, but I'll bet you'll
want to tie yours up before mine get through with them."
And so on, and so on; for these two always had wordy
wars, the "old man," as Mr. Irwin called him—for Mr.
Pemberton was in the three score neighborhood, though
still very erect and vigorous—being an unmerciful guyer,
as I learned later.

I ventured to ask how far out we would need to walk
that morning, and Mr. Pemberton replied:
"Walk? Why, we won't walk at all. Young man,

where were you raised? We'll ride to our shooting, and
we'll ride when we shoot. Didn't you ever see any good
shooting from horseback? Well, we'll give you a touch
of that if you like."

Sure enough, after a time the colored boys brought
three fine saddlers up to the gate, and filling our pockets
with shells, and taking along a further supply in a saddle-
horn bag, we set out at a canter through the wood.

"Isn't the old gentleman a fine horseman?" said Mr,
Irwin to me, as we both fell back together.

"I was just about to mention it," said I, looking at the
easy erect figure on the big black ahead of us. Indeed, I
do not think I ever saw a better horseback figure in my
life, and since I returned to the city I have often looked
with pity at some of the fancy boulevard equestrians
wonderinghow they would feel if the unconsciously grace
ful and masterful seat of such a born horseman should
appear among them.

Among: the Birds.

We were only about half a mile from the house when
we struck our first bevy, and soon all four of the dogs
were roading and pointing running birds on a cotton field.

From that time on until evening we were hardly out of
sight of the game at any time for longer than a few min-
utes. Quail shooting I consider to be the most enjoyable
and sportsmanlike of any American sport with the shot-
gun, and here we had it in quality not to be surpassed
anywhere on earth. True enough I found Mr. Irwin's
assertion that up till that time I had never known what
quail shooting was. No Northern shooter can form any
just idea of the sport, and I confess I was astonished.
Here was a country perfectly level, mostly of grass-
bordered cotton fields, with corn, sedge and thicket in
abundance, but with none of the exasperating features of
the Northern tall cover. In the North you find your bevy,
say, in the open, and it takes to the timber; then you have
hard finding and hard shooting. Here nearly all shooting
was in the open and consequently very easy, for a quail is

not a hard bird to hit when you get it out where you can
see it. All the surroundings were easy and pleasant, and
there were birds, birds, birds everywhere! I never
saw so many. We kept track of twenty full, big bevies,
though there may have been more, and as the day was in
January, and as we began at about 10 or 11 in the morn-
ing and stopped before dusk, it may be imagined what
the stock of game was. All alternation of shots over
points was forgotten, for the four dogs kept us all as busy
as we liked. And four mighty good dogs they were, too,
with not a poor nose in the lot, and displaying all those
steady qualities which a dog will acquire from hunting
where there is plenty of game to take the edge off his
eagerness. Everything was perfect, and I think mortal
man will never have any more fun than we did. For the
first time I saw some of the Southern method of shooting
from horseback, and my belief in the powers of a
good shot to make a bag that way rose very rapidly. Mr.
Pemberton told me that when he was inform (he had had
an attack of grip) that he thought he could kill practically
as many birds from the saddle as he could from the
ground. In this shooting, of course, much depends on
the horse. A well-trained horse is perfectly quiet and
undisturbed by the shooting. The dogs are trained in
retrieving to stand up with their front feet on the saddle
skirts and deliver the game without the rider dismountin
at all.

It would be impossible to describe in detail a day's
shooting like this, for there would be too much detail, too
many finds, too much good work, too many fine shots, to
remember, let alone describe. I know we did not work
to make a great bag, but we had a magnificent bag that
evening none the less, about 75 birds, if I remember. Mr.
Irwin accounted for the most of the birds. Mr. Pember-
ton and I found the weather pretty warm, and along in
the middle of the day took it easy, doing more talking
than shooting, I fear. It was Mr. Pemberton's especial
delight to chaff Mr. Irwin, and if the latter ever missed a
shot, woe to him.

"Well, Joe Irwin," he would hear, "I tell you what I
think. I think you'd better put up your gun and go back
to the house and send one of the nigger boys out to take
your plaqe. Why, if I shot as poor as you do, I'd be
ashamed to leave town, I would indeed. Seems to me like
you shoot poorer every year I know you."
The humor of this was that Mr. Irwin really was shoot-

ing very well indeed, as he always does, he being one of
the best field shots I ever saw, and moreover possessed of
the ardor and tirelessness which do so much toward
"making a good bag." But Mr. Irwin was not alone the
subject of our jovial host's berating.
"Walk in there and shoot, you newspaperman," he

would say to me when one of the dogs had a point. "I'll
bet you can beat Joe Irwin, though there's no glory in
that. Shoot now, and if you miss that bird we'll throw
you in the river."

Of course under such circumstances one had to kill his
bird, and this being done, it was a pleasure to hear the
old gentleman say with a suppressed snort of laughter:
"Humph! Well you did happen to hit one, didn't you.

I'm glad of one thing, and that is that your paper didn't
send a blame little dude down here to represent it. Say,
aint most all newspaper men dudes?"

I assured Mr. Pemburton that Forest and Stream
didn't have a dude on the staff, which seemed to please
him a great deal, but didn't take the edge off from his
appetite for fun. For instance, when we stopped at a
small and very reluctant well at one of the bottom cabins,
I asked him if the water had any malaria in it.

"Full of it," said he, cheerfully, "plumb full of it. If
you drink any of it you'll have the shakes before you get
to town. Better not drink any." Though all the time
he knew I was bathed in perspiration and perishing of a
thirst which not even an actual chance at malaria would
have deterred.
And so our pleasant day wore on, full of fun and jollity,

and points and kills, and with a bag which toward even-
ing was heavy enough, in all conscience, for the most
sanguine or sanguinary sportsman. In the twenty bevies
of which we kept track there were probably 300 birds at
least, for the bevies had not been broken up and were
very large. Of course, we put up many birds the second
and third time, and in fact had the whole country full
of scattered birds. Two-thirds of our day was put in on a
little strip of country, perhaps three-quarters of a mile
long by half a mile wide.
All this part of Arkansas is full of cockleburrs, which

grow in rankness and profusion unknown in the North.
It was easy to understand the local preference for the
pointer over the setter. Indeed, it would have been
fairly inhumane to put a setter into some of the burr
patches we shot over, to say nothing of the labor of
combing him out at night.
As my friend had predicted, we did not leave for town

that night, Mr. Pemberton rebelling at all mention of it.

We ate a supper which I wish I could duplicate in
Chicago, and at about the time Mrs. Irwin was getting
her chafing dish ready for the Welsh rarebit which should
console two hungry shooters, the said two hungry shooters
were basking in the warmth of Mr. Pemberton's fireplace,
with no messenger to explain their delinquency.
In the morning we put in a little time along the road

on our host's plantation, and picked up a few more birds,
Mr. Pemberton accompanying us well on our way. We
could not induce him to take a bird for his own use. "I
could always get all I wanted," said he, "but they're not
good to eat. Same way with a duck. A duck is too
muddy-tasting for me to eat. If you want something fine
just take a young cottontail rabbit." Accordingly, the
last we saw erf our hospitable friend, he was making off
at a hard gallop across the fields, the saddle skirts of his
big black saddler covered with cottontails we had shot
along the thickets. And all I hope is that I may some
day hand him up another, and see the smile of supreme
content with which he will receive his favorite game

—

cottontail, in the midst of millions of quail!
Mr. Pemberton told us that the country we shot over

was not long ago full of deer, turkey and bear. The
former were pretty well cleaned out, and for bear, he
thought one would have tj go to the rougher hill or
swamp country of the State. We had many a story of the
old bear-hunting days.
Mr. Irwin and I were eighteen hours behind our en-

gagement when we drove up to the Richelieu that day,
to discover Mrs. Irwin sitting with the ruins of a Welsh
rarebit about her and a look of reproach upon her face.

E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

IN WEST VIRGIN 1A COVERS.
Wheeling, W. Ya.—The close of the year found our

covers depleted of quail. Last night whole coveys were
found under an icy crust that they could not break
through. In fact they were practically exterminated. A
few solitary birds were heard whistling about the fields
last summer. In the fall we failed to find more than one
covey. Captain Booth, of the steamer Hudson and I
hunted the Tomson and Johnson farms, the largest in-
dividual estates in the valley, and failed to find a single
quail. Years ago these magnificent farms yielded from
thirty to sixty birds in a day's hunt. Imagine our feel-
ings, as we sat on a rail fence after the day's tramp with
a couple of tired and disgusted dogs at our feet, and re-
called former hunts in the halcyon days. Our day's hunt
yielded but a solitary pheasant;" the Captain killed him in
the willows at the river's edge, a very unusual occurrence,

I endeavored to get a few birds to winter but did not
succeed. Mr. G. 0. Smith, of this city, purchased nine
dozen Western quail at his own expense. I am marking
their condition from day to day with jealous eye; and call
back the old dog as he breaks from heel into their stubble
home. Poor old fellow, he does not seem quite to under-
stand why I am not willing to let him hunt pheasants in
the woodland, as we occasionally pass down the wood
road, and refuse to let him hunt quail in the stubble.
However, I think the old fellow will find me willing to
follow his lead, when the sere and yellow leaf is falling
again, Some day I will take down the old gun, and with
a smile of expectant pleasure will whistle for you—old
dog, and you will come bounding to me with shining
eyes, and fairly cover me with caresses, and then scatter
the chickens right and left as you merrily lead the way
to the stubble field. You will stop just at the edge of the
field to wait for me; and you will trail slowly a little

ways, then with head to the wind you will make one of
your grand casts; and half-way around the field you will
turn and come toward me, and stop with one foot raised
and foam falling from your jaws, and there you will
stand until I come up. The old gun will crack sharplv on
the open air; two birds will fall (of course, not less), "and
you will bring them and lay them gently in my hand.
What joy will be ours on that day, old dog, until the
twilight from the sinking sun has disappeared and all
nature hushes down to sweet repose.

Squirrels and rabbits are very scarce here. Pheasants
are fairly plenty, and seem to be holding their own. I
love to stroll down through their haunts, the old wood
road. There is a wild, weird beauty about these winter
woods until nature awakens them. Oak, hemlock and
beech deeply shade the road, and from the great trees of
this primeval forest swaying grapevines swing to and fro
in the shadows. Here and there evergreen trees dot the
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forest roadside and embellish the sleeping forest with an
emerald green. Great rocks line the roadside, and at

some places form the forest floor. Scrub pines grow here
and there in crevices on these rocky ledges; and where
trees cast their shade "moss grows in scanty patches.
Around these ledges in patches of blackberry, sumack
and haw bushes is the home of the pheasant. On sunny
winter days these rocky shelves are his favorite dusting
places. Let us stroll over and view his home. Having
a good view of the road and our approach, he was on
his guard. The setter comes to a stand; there is a moment
of silence. Five pheasants plunge headlong into the
thicket and down into the ravine below. Sure enough
this is his home. At the thicket edge is his drumming
log. Mark to the left. Our setter is pointing; as we take
a step toward him he discovers his mistake, looks toward
you and wags his tail. Never mind, old fellow; it is not
necessary to apologize. Better a mistake now and then
than a lost bird is our motto when hunting pheasants.
Let us follow this cow path down through the thicket.

What strange looking tree is that to the right of the
path—a crabapple in this out of the way place. See,
where they have been building! It looks as though
chickens had been roosting here. A cliff rises behind,
from whose abrupt walls hang festoons of gray moss that
sway to the passing breeze. From the 'very top a pheas-
ant hurls himself into mid air with roar that sounds
strangely loud on the winter air. A stone fence slopes
down to the pasture field below. A ground squirrel
sounds his rasping bark, then retires to "his hole in the
fence, closely pursued by the setter. Along its moss-
grown sides, among fallen rocks, overgrown with part-
tridge berry and wild honeysuckle, is the home of the
cottontail. It is also the highway for squirrels; in early
spring many a trophy falls to the unerring rifle.

Pasture and forest descending in gentle undulations
form a cross-country prospect that makes a delightful en-
vironment; in yonder springy meadow that winds between
bushy thickets of alders is a splendid woodcock ground.
Dull, yet picturesque, it lies under the gray winter sky.
Let us turn back and cut across the woods to home. The
setter has a point; they are waiting and settle in the stub-
blefield; the setter comes to heel, stops and looks wistfully
back, then follows homeward. Cumberland.

NEW HAMPSHIRE NOTES AND NOTIONS.
Manchester, N. H., March 8.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The near approach of spring and the opening of
the trout season, April 15, is looked forward to with joy-
ful anticipations by our sportsmen, each being determined
in advance to catch a few more fish this year and to put
a few more days into the sport than in any previous
year. Hope and anticipation furnishing a large share of
the pleasures of life, fortunate indeed are we that there is

no possible hindrance to taking full advantage of that
phase of our temporal career. The tackle of last season I

will soon be under inspection, the useless discarded and
new put in its place, of better design, if experience has
tauaht that there is better to be had, the early worm will
be laid in wait for and the early bird will not profit by
his capture, and then the fun will begin.
The past winter has been an unusually prolific one for

rabbit hunters. The strings have not run up to what
they were known to thirty years ago, when the late Col,
John B. Clarke and a couple of companions would go out
and bring in anywhere from twenty to forty a day, but
among recent seasons this has taken the lead. The best
string contained fourteen and the next eleven. In the
aggregate the numbei' taken here since September has
been immense. W. C. Clarke, Dr. D. S, Adams, Charles
and George M. Clark, J. B. Estey and Warren F. Wheeler
have been the most successful parties, nearly all of them
own excellent dogs> and every one of them are adepts at
the business.

During the early part of the season foxes were wonder-
fully thick in adjoining towns, and hunters had the best
sport of their lives. So far as I have been able to learn
Walter J. Whiting stands at the head with 14 pelts to his
credit, and Edgar if, Kelsea next* with 9. For some
reason the run Of luck did not extend through many
moons, as the last two months have shown slim returns
front the sport. It is not that the supply of game has run
out, as the farmers report foxes still plenty and as mis-
chievous as ever. There have of late been deep snows,
cruets and generally poor running, but the knowing ones
advance the theory, as the principal cause of the recent
poor showing, that most of the dogs used are too fast,

causing the experienced reynards to go too far, and
entirely out of reach, and, usually, sight of the hunter,
many of those started heading for miles straight across
the country, as though they had business in an adjoining
county of a permanent nature.
Profiting by the knowledge of the benefit derived from

the establishment of the Merrimack County Fish and
Game League, the sportsmen of Hillsborough county re-

cently met and organized a Game and Protective Associa-
tion.' W. C. Clarke was chosen president, and C. J.

Darrah secretary and treasurer. The Association is se-

curing a large membership and can do a great work for
the fraternity in the county, if the interest of the individ-
ual members in the matter does not end with the signing
of the constitution and the settlement of yearly dues, as is

far too often the case, leaving ah. the practical work for
the enforcement of the laws and the carrying out of the
designs of the organization to the officers. The Associa-
tion started out with- the best of officers, but like a vessel
on a cruise, in order to make a satisfactory voyage, xt will
require the co-operation of every man connected with the
Craft, This State has long had good fish and game laws,
but like the prohibitory law of which some are so proud,
they have fallen far short of accomplishing their purpose.
The New Hampshire Fish and Game Law has existed
many years, posessed commendable purposes and has
done considerable good, but covering so large a territory

made it unwieldy, many of its foremost members have
died, others have moved out of the State or lost their in-

terest, and for the past two years little has been heard
from it, in fact it seems to have nearly or quite passed
into oblivion. It was apparent that something must be
done for the preservation of the sportsman's interests and
a county association seemed the most feasible plan to
pursue.
As an illustration of the lack of interest taken in the

enforcement of the game laws, I may note that a deer
was killed on Merrimack common, in the heart of this

city, a few weeks ago, being surrounded and captured by

a mob; then clubbed to death and spirited away, few knew
where and none made any effort to ascertain, notwith-
standing there is a law imposing a fine of $50 or six months'
imprisonment, or both, covering such an act, yet there
was no one to prosecute the offender. The animal was
started in the town of Auburn and run by dogs to the
scene of his ignominious death. There, were those who
claimed that it was lawful to kill any wild animal in the
thickly settled part of the town, as they might do someone
harm, or frighten a horse perhaps. If admitting that his
presence here was a source of danger, after being unlaw-
fully hounded to the place where he was liable to cause
trouble, is it not the part of sound reasoning that the
person responsible for his being driven to such a place
should be the sufferer, rather than the deer, and made to
settle all such damages, and the law-protected animal
allowed life and liberty. It is my impression that those
who killed that deer were fortunate that they had the
dreamy New Hampshire League to avoid instead of the
new County Association.
Herbert F. Green, one of the brightest young sportsmen

of this city, as well as an ardent boatman, met with a
fatal accident the 3d inst. While cleaning a revolver a
cartridge left in one of the chambers was by some means
exploded and the ball penetrated the man's heart. It was
unquestionably an accident, but the circumstances sur-
rounding it will never be understood, as the victim was
alone and "what might have been" will continue to be
sad words, in his case, as certainly as "what was" is

deeply deplored by his hosts of friends.
A singular, and as far as I have been able to learn, un-

precedented accident, occurred in my presence a few days
ago. A hunter was firing at a target, using a high grade
12-bore hammerless gun, with a special smokeless shell,

No. 3 primer, 45grs. Schultze powder and lioz. shot. When
he pulled the trigger to the right barrel the primer was
forced from the shell, crowded back the firing pin anel

followed it into the stock, accompanied by sufficient pow-
der and force to blow a hole in the side about 4Xfin.,
throwing the piece of stock 20ft. The barrel was clear, he
had fired the gun thousands of times, and used many pounds
of the same kind of powder with universal pleasure. Unless
some one rises to explain I shall set the occurrence down
as a freak of either the powder, shell or gun, with the
weight of probability of capriciousness resting on the first

named. Possibly the gun was made up wrong end to?

Payson.

STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Plank.—77ie sale of game should be forbidden at all

limes.—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

Clarendon, Ark.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Your,
discussion of methods for preventing the wholesale
slaughter of game is indeed timely, and I believe your
ideas could be successfully executed if the sportsmen of
the country would lend their active co-operation—that is,

use their personal influence with representatives to pro-
cure certain legislation. A personal talk with the legis-

lator is worth months of public agitation

.

Prohibiting the sale of game at all seasons would have
the desired result in many of the States, but in the South
a tax on guns in addition thereto would be necessary.
There are very few market-hunters in the South, especi-

ally is this the case in Arkansas. The colored brother
with his smooth-bore musket or pot-metal breech-loader
is the gentleman we want to stop. He hunts in season
and out of season, and woe be unto whatever cresses his

path—fat hogs not excepted. The negroes live in the
country district in the midst of the game, with probably
not more than one white family to the square mile, and
thus situated they violate the game laws with impunity.
A small tax on guns—say $5 or $2.50 each—would afford
much relief, and, so far as the South is concerned, accom-
plish more practical good than anything that could be
added to the game laws already on the statutes. I do not
believe that such tax would conflict with or abridge the
privilege to bear arms that is guaranteed by the Constitu-

tion.

The sportsmen of this State and other States where the
game is still fairly plentiful will soon be confronted with
the same conditions that now confront those of older

States. Ten years hare wrought wonderful changes here.

Then it was considered nothing Unusual to bag thirty or
forty prairie chickens in an afternoon's hunt; now it is

doubtful if a thousand of these birds exist on all of Grand
Prairie. Ten years ago our veteran hunter, Dr. R. M.
West, killed sixty-six deer; he was delighted last season
over a score of fourteen. Ten years ago more than forty

coveys of quail could be found around the outskirts of

Clarendon; season before last I found but thirteen coveys,
and last season I found only four on the same grounds.
It is the same as regards other game. Only a few more
years at the present rate will be required to complete the
work of extermination. Whatever is to be done should
be gone ahead with at once; delay would be to simply
"lock the stable door after the horse had been stolen."

Wm. E. Spencer.

Sprinofield,Vt. , March 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The sportsmen of Vermont are with you in your fight

against the market-hunter. We'll take that pl_tnk of

yours and with the aid of all intelligent voters in this

country we'll close the entrance to that slaughter pen into

which countless thousands of our game birds and animals
are driven each year. Now don't imagine for a moment
that I want to stop the market-hunter from killing fifty

birds a day to support his wife and babies and allow the
so-called sportsman to kill a hundred to give to his friends
or rot in the garbage barrel. "H. C. S." in your edition

of Feb. 24 touched the keynote to a theme that has run in

my head for a long time when he said, "Count me one
against the market-hunter, and when youget throughwith
him, then there is another man who is just as bad, and
I sometimes think worse, who wants looking after badly.

He does not go round with 'a muzzle-loader and yaller

dog. ' On the contrary he generally has the finest of out-
fits and is a good shot. He is the man who kills a hun-
dred ducks a day and boasts about it." If some poor fellow
breaks away from his weary round of toil and spends a
day in the fragrant woods or pleasant fields, breathing
God's pure air and getting in touch with all nature, then
if he sells the contents of his bag to replenish his always
slender purse, he is a "blamed pot-hunter," while the in-

dividual "H. C. S." describes may spend weeks afield,

slaughter game right and left, and the world of sports-

men smiles its approval.
"Kelpie" comes in good and strong on the chorus in the

March 3 number when he writes, "But what business has
any man, be he prince or peasant, with more than a
dozen birds in a day, or with more than one, or at most
two, deer in a season?"

I am very much pleased to hear these sentiments ex-
pressed in your columns, and I want to raise my voice in
a loud amen. These few words may fall to earth before
reaching their mark, but I have relieved my mind, any-
way. I would like to know the opinions of brother read-
ers of this paper on this theme. W.W. Brown.

Salt Lake City, Utah, Feb. 28.—Editor Forest and '

Stream: It is my opinion that no legislature of any of
the United States or Territories will ever pass a law pro-
hibiting the sale of game at all times. Insteael pass a law
prohibiting the selling or offering for sale any game (no
matter where killed) at any time during the close season
on such game, and making the having in one's possession
any of such game prima facie evidence of guilt; and for-
bidding the shipping of game out of the State at any
time, and you will have solved the game preservation
question. Such a law, in case of arrest for its violation,
would put the burden of proof on the offender; it would
prevent the storage of game, to be sold during the close
season; it would prevent the shipping of game out of the
State at any time; and last, but not least, it would effectu-
ally shut off that old dodge "that it was killed in some
other State." A. B. Witcher.

New York, March 7.

—

Editor Forest and Stream
While out for lunch to-day I saw more evidence of the
necessity of the prohibition of the sale of game, in the
shape of a bunch of rabbits hung up in front of a game
dealer's stall in Washington Market. If there is any way
to bring these violators to justice I will do my share
toward it It is bad enough to have game pot-hunted in
open season, but to do it when it is unlawful is worse yet.
I have been told that they could not be prosecuted because
they would prove that the game had been in cold storage.
Will you please enlighten me on that point? On Monday
afternoon my brother saw a deer landed at East New
York station of the Long Island Railroad. It was done
up in bagging as if it was a calf. It was immediately
taken in charge by two policemen, who ordered it sent to
the station house. I suppose they were notified by people
who saw it shipped, as they were on hand when it arrived.
Somebody did a good day's work against law breakers.
Keep putting a new prop under the platform you have
built and there will be more climbing on it all the time.

Old Squaw.
[The New York law eloes not forbid the sale of rabbits

even in close season. This is a defect which should be
remedied.]

Hudson, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Some
years ago you waged a war against summer shooting.

This was one of the many needed reforms in our
game laws, and although your task at first appeared
a hopeless one, thanks to your persistent and untiring
efforts, the sportsman saw that you were right and to-day
the shooting of woodcock in July is a thing of the past.

Now you strike the keynote to another great protection

when you say, "Stop the sale of game," and let me tell

you right here that Columbia county has already antici-

pated you in this great reform, and last year our super-

visors enacted the following law:

Sec. 9. No person shall, after the 1st day of May, 1893, catch or kill

within the limits of said county of Columbia, any -woodcock, quail,

hare or rabbit, squirrel, ruffed grouse, commonly called partridge,

meadow lark, snipe, rail, woodduck or speckled or brook trout, for

the purpose of selling or marketing the same; nor take or receive any
fee, hire, barter or reward from another for the catching or killing of

any such bird, animal, game or fish for such other person; nor shall

any person, company or corporation, market, sell, have in possession

to sell, offer for sale or attempt to sell, any of the said mentioned
birds, game, animals or fish, if caught or killed within the said county
of Columbia.

, , , .

Sec. 10. No person, company or corporation shall carry, ship or

transport from one point to another, either witnin or without said

county, any of said birds, animals, game or fish caught or killed within

said county of Columbia; provided the same are being shipped, carried

or transported for the purpose of selling or marketing, or when the

same are not accompanied by the owner thereof.

i Sec. 11. Any and every person, company or corporation violating any
of the provisions or restrictions of this act, shall be liable to a penalty

of .§25 for each violation thereof; and in addition thereto shall be liable

to a penalty of $10 for each of the foregoing mentioned and named
birds animals, game or fish had in possession, caught, killed, marketed,

sold, attempted to sell, carried or transported contrary to or in viola-

tion of any of the provisions or restrictions of this act.

Sec. 12 All penalties provided for or imposed by this act may be

sued for and recovered, judgment thereon had and executions en-

forced, and the proceeds or recovery applied or distributed as pro-

vided in Article 10 of Chapter 31 of the General Laws of 1892 of the

State of New York, for the collection and enforcement of penalties

provided for in said chapter; or as otherwise provided by law for the

collection and enforcement of penalties.

This law went in effect May 1, 1893, and was a death

blow to the market-shooters and fishers in this county.

Heretofore it had been their custom to hunt and fish

every day from the opening to the closing ofthe season, and
peddle their game and fish from door to door. Now if this

can be a success in Columbia county (as it has been) why
can it not be in every county in this and other States.

We know full well what you have to contend with, but

don't let up. Keep the ball rolling, and as in the

past, so will you have your reward in knowing that your

efforts are appreciated not only by those of us who are

sportsmen now, but also those who are to come after us.

Colt's Neck, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: I can

truly say that the sentiments expressed through the

columns of your paper in regard to market-shooting fully

agree with mine, and I would be too glad if every State

made or amended its game laws so as to put a veto on that

business entirely, for I have noted the results of market-

hunting in different places, and also of game protection.

An American contemporary, Forest and Stream, advo-

cates the forbidding of the sale of game at all seasons, on

the ground that it has no longer any economic value as

food but "has become a luxury, is so regarded, ana sold

at prices which make it such. We can now supply food

with the plow, reaper and cattle range cheaper than with

the rifle or shotgun. We are no longer dependent for our

sustenance on the resources and methods of primitive

man " Forest and Stream pleads for the game from the

sportsman's point of view. Both ground and feathered

^ame have certainly been entirely blotted out of wide

areas and unless legislation steps in, the American fauna,

will only exist in museums.—77?^ Eaho, London, Eng.
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ADIRONDACK FOXES.
The Lake Placid correspondent of the Elizabethtown

Post has furnished his paper some interesting particulars

on the length of time a fox can stay in his hole. In com-
mon with coons and bears, though to a much less extent,

foxes seem to have the power of hibernating through the

coldest winter weather. We doubt, however, if this

record has ever been excelled:
"A young man from North Elba, whose name I will not

disclose, took his gun and dog a few weeks ago and went
fox hunting. After an exciting chase of several hours
the fox was driven into a hole in the ground. When the

young man arrived on the spot he discovered by examin-
ation that there were two foxes in the hole. He accord-

ingly set a trap there, which he carried with him, and
came home to await results. An old hunter with consid-

erable experience told that nine days was the longest, to

his knowledge, a fox had stayed in the ground. The
young man watched his trap daily; soon the nine days
were up and still no fox.

'At the end of the twelfth day, however, he found a fox
in his trap. He set the trap over again and thought sure
that a day or two more would be as long as the other fox
could hold out, but in this he was mistaken, for he did

not get the fox till the twenty-fifth day. It seems
almost impossible that a fox could live in a hole twenty-
five days without anything to eat, but such was the fact,

and although very poor and weak he would have given a
dog a good race when caught. In the meantime this

young man was not idle with gun and dog, he went out
again on a similar hunt, and strange to say similar was
the result. The fox could not stand it to run long in the
deep snow and soon went into a hole where also another
fox had gone in the morning, making two foxes in that
hole. When the hunter came to the hole he set a trap,

and as there was nothing handy to fasten the chain he
stepped some twenty feet from his trap to cut a stick; in

so doing he discovered another hole, and immediately
began to stop it up with a small tree, when to his surprise
he heai-d his trap snap. He ran quickly to the other hole,

but was too late, a3 the trap had gone beyond sight and
reach. The young man, however, was not discouraged.
He stopped up both holes and returned home. The writer
was sojourning at the home of the hnnter at that time
and volunteered to go with him and dig out the trap if

not the foxes.
' 'If any of the readers of this article ever helped dig out

a fox in the winter in the Adirondacks, they know with-
out explanation what a job we had. We chopped frozen
ground and shoveled dirt five hours steady, getting a hole
down some 6 or 8ft. Wewere rewarded at last by getting
hold of the chain of the trap and pulled out of the hole a
nice fox caught by the lower jaw, the trap having a good
firm hold. Have any of my readers ever heard before of
the wily fox being caught by the jaw in a No. L} trap,
uncovered, unfastened, and a man within 20ft. at the
time? No, I do not think you ever did, but such is a fact.

By the time we had this fox dispatched darkness bad
overtaken us. We had quite a strip of woods to go
through, say nothing of the long stretch of clearing to
reach home, and we decided it was time to start, fox-

staying all night in the woods in winter is not very pleas-
ant, as many will undoubtedly imagine. We stopped up
the holes securely as we supposed and wended our way
homeward. The next morning we went after the other
fox; but the crafty fox had got out during the night and
eft for parts unknown."

ON IOWA PRAIRIES.
VlOTON, la.—Editor Forest and Stream: It has been an

excellent winter for game in this State so far. In this
section there was snow in November, but it was not deep,
and it melted off before Christmas, and there has been but
little snow since and but little zero weather. Inconse-
quence of the early snow a good deal of corn was not
husked until January, and the chickens visited these
fields every day, and they must be in fine condition to go
through the rest of the winter.

It was an unusually good season during the past spring
and summer for ground birds of all kinds to hatch and
raise their young. It was dry throughout the season,
there were occasional rains but no floody spells, yet I am
disappointed as to the amount of game this season in this
immediate vicinity, but I know what the trouble is. One
mile west of my place are some low hills, used mostly for
grass, with no buildings near them. A creek runs from
the hills by my place, and the land along this creek is

used for grazing, and since I came to this State, eleven
years ago, there has always been a chicken roost in those
hills, and in the fastnesses near them. Last winter a flock
of chickens would, nearly every day, come down the
creek, and would frequently alight in the trees aroundmy
buildings, and when spring came and the flock broke up
there were 150 chickens in it, and during the summer the
little broods of chickens were quite numerous.
A covey of sixteen quail wintered with me, and I put

out grain and every day I would see them. There was a
severe spell of weather and deep snow during the latter
part of the winter and the little flock was somewhat
reduced in numbers, yet during the summer I would fre-
quently see the young coveys and knew that some of the
quail that had wintered with me had done well, yet I
have not heard or seen one since early in the fall, and no
member of the family has shot one, or a chicken during
the past season.
A few weeks before the open time commences sports-

men from the city are accustomed to scour the country
with their dogs, not to spot the coveys, but "just to give
their dogs a little practice." There would always be
more or less shooting, "not at game, but at blackbirds
and crows, so as to get their hands in." Well, they get
their hands in all right.

It was so dry here during the fall that dogs could not
do good work and some chickens escaped, and I think
others have come in from other parts of the country, for
there is a flock of 1^5 chickens here now and only 25 in
the flock early in the winter. One year ago the flock of
chickens began with about 25 and kept increasing all
winter.
One of our local sportsmen, William Brown, is spend-

ing the winter in the South. He is at the present time
at Lake Charles, Louisana, and is having great sport.
We here in Iowa knew that he was making a good deal
of disturbance down there, because on Jan. 18 a flock of
50 geese and a flock of less size passed over here going
northwest, and on the 28th or 29th ducks were flying in

the same direction, while to-day a flock of 22 geese went
over. All went in the same direction and all were
hustling right along as though they wished to get away
from something behind them mighty quick. Mr. Brown
ought to be ashamed, he knowing what cold weather we
have here in Iowa. Mt. Tom.

A NEW JERSEY PHEASANTRY.
Harper's Weekly gives this account of Mr. Vernier De

Guise's pheasantry in New Jersey

:

The fields are all fenced in with wire netting with 2in.

meshes, and from the surface in which it is securely
embedded, it rises to a height of 10ft. In the summer
time one can hear the musical "peeping" of the little

fledglings, and the answering "clucking" of the mother
hen, with an occasional cry from the cocks in the breed-
ing pen as something startles them. The noise they make
sounds like the first tentative efforts of a young rooster,

except that whereas the latter flaps his wings and crows
afterwards, the former "drums," and then sounds his

note. In drumming they move their wings so rapidly
that they seem like gauze.
The laying season begins about the middle of April, and

before that time all the birds that are wanted for this pur-
pose are caught from the field, where they have run all

winter, and put in huge pens. These are 18ft. square, or
thereabouts, and are arranged in one large rectangle, with
alleys between each alternate double row, so that access
can be had to them through doors or gates left in the
wire meshing for that purpose. The corners are darkened
with water-proof hoods smeared with a disinfecting mix-
ture, as indeed is everything about the place. These
retreats are for the birds to lay under. The pens being
in an apple orchard, the leaves afford shade and worms
and larvee also, for the insatiable crops beneath. Clumps
of grass are left to grow about in spots, the rest of the
ground loosened to encourage "bathing" and scratching.
Five hens are put in with one cock, and unless they do
not get along well together, the family is not disinte-

grated until the end of the season—and not then, for all

are kept in one field. Birds one year old are preferred for
laying, the older ones being sold off to preserves where
they will be less confined. Two or three years in such
small quarters make a difference in their powers of propa-
gation, but they recuperate rapidly in the woods. Great
care is exercised in choosing healthy birds, but if a weak
one should be discovered—and they are rare—hi§ neck is

wrung on the spot, for Mr. De Guise has no hospital for
contagious diseases. Sickness, to reiterate, is not fre-

quent enough to require one. The manner of catching
the birds to put in the pens is simple. They are driven
into a large box commodious enough to allow two at-

tendants to get inside comfortably, with the top and sides
covered with baggiug to prevent injury to the captives in

their efforts te escape. Wide "wings" of wire netting ex-
tend out into the field from the entrance to the box, and
when a man is sent to walk slowly towards the birds all

within the radius of the wings run wildly to their fate.

They do not try to fly unless startled, but their legs carry
them along very fast. Once inside they are handed out
one at a time to have a wing clipped. Even in this con-
dition they make strenuous attempts to fly when alarmed
in' the pens, turning ludicrous somersaults in the air, only
to come down unceremoniously and try again.
The average hen will lay about forty eggs in the in-

terval from the beginning of the season to the middle of
July, when it is practically over. During this period the
birds are fed twice a day—in the forenoon on a mixture
of cracked dog-biscuit, meal and pulverized oyster-shells
softeui d milk, and in the afternoon the diet is changed to
grain. With the appearance of the first eggs attendants
begin to go around in the lite afternoon, near sunset,
with flat-bottomed baskets in which to collect them.
This is done every day as regular as clock work, for the
hatching is not done by the pheasants, but by common
barn-yard hens.
Several weeks before the first eggs are laid the farmers

in the neighborhood are notified that sitting hens will be
needed at the pheasantry, and soon after All-Fools day
they begin to bring in all their surplus stock. These are
purchased at market prices and confined in ventilated
boxes arranged in tiers inside the barn the hens being
satisfied to sit on porcelain eggs until needed for actual
utility. When the pheasants have supplied enough eggs,
the work of putting the latter down is begun. Back of
the barn, on a gentle slope, are long rows of oblong coops,
each one consisting of a closed box with a removable lid

for the nest, and a diminutive yard a few feet in area for
the hen to exercise in. This is inclosed by wire netting,
and provided with a separate drinking-pan of earthen-
ware. From fifteen to eighteen eggs are set in each nest,
the number depending upon the size of the hen, which
may be a bantam or a Plymouth Pock. When she is very
large she may take twenty, for they are smaller than
their own, light green in color, and so rich that only their
expensiveness precludes their coming into general use for
salads and mayonnaises. Each one is tested to see that it

is not cracked, and the date of the setting is marked on
the top of the nest box. The period of incubation is

twenty-four days, and should, in the daily inspection,
any hen show a disposition to shirk her duties, she is

promptly disqualified, and another is substituted. But
generally they are assiduous, and remain at their posts till

the end.
When the young birds begin to appear before June 1,

the constantly increasing duties of the attendants reach
their maximum. Every evening the coops are examined
to collect the little peepers, from whence they are trans-
ferred in baskets to one of the inclosed fields, in which
light wooden coops are set down in regular rows in the
grass. Around each of them is a little space fenced in
with boards, and while the foster-mother is secured in-
side, the chicks can run out between the slats into the
yard. By the time they have become strong enough to
leap the low walls of their prison, they have also learned
to know the "cluck" of their protector, and where to
come back at nightfall. Six times a day they are fed on
a sort of custard, made of cracked pheasant eggs and
milk, from which the whey has been expressed. When
two months old they are trapped and removed to another
field, having no further need for the shelter of their
mother's wings. The number of feedings is gradually
reduced in the mean time to three a day, and the food be-
comes more substantial by the addition of grain. They
grow wilder every day, and it is difficult to get more
than a momentary gfimse of them as they dart through
the grass, rustling the blades like a summer breeze. By

October the early birds have attained to full growth, pas-

sing the winter undisturbed and with need for little care.

The only discomfort they undergo is in the ti<aps when
their wings are clipped.

A GAME REFUGE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Having quite a tract of woodland in one of the Eastern'

States that had been gunned and gunned over by parties

who sold their game, so shat scarcely a partridge could be
found on it, some six years since forbade hunting there

and have kept the land"well posted ever since, and pre-

vailed on several of the neighboring farmers to see that
the order was carried out, so that but very little hunting
has been done on the tract during the time. Now, mind,
I did it not for my own special benefit, for I have not
shot a partridge nor any other kind of game there during
the past twenty years, but to keep the grounds as a pre-

serve or breeding place so as to prevent the game from
being nearly or quite exterminated, since other suitable

lands for breeding purposes are getting very scarce in
these parts. And now for the result of my prohibiting

shooting there.

Last August I took several strolls over the grounds and
saw in one covey hot less than fifteen partridges, and per-

haps even more, and quite tame at that. At other places

I saw two, three, four or more together; sometimes I

could almost have hit them with a stone. I was greatly
surprised, as one might well be, since I could scarcely
travel for a distance in almost any direction without see-

ing them or hearing their quit, quit. How I would have
liked to take a few snap shots at some of those groups,

with a camera-
Being asked with some show of hard feeling by one of

the local gunners why I forbade hunting there since I

was not living near so as to shoot over the grounds myself,.

I told him in reply that as long as game was well pro-

tected on that land it would spread in more or less quan-
tities over adjacent grounds, so that he as well as others,

could always have from fair to good gunning in the vicin-

ity. And 1 also said to him that instead of his feeling;

aggrieved about my posting the land, he and other hunt-
ers would thank me in after years for doing it; and he
even admitted as much himself before we parted.

I really think that if every township had one or more
suitable tracts of land on which game was fully protected

at all seasons, the result would be more than satisfactory,

and am fully persuaded that many of my fellow sports-

men will agree with me there. A. L. L.

HERE IS A BEAR RECORD.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Several months ago there was an allusion in your
columns to an old gentleman 74 years of age who had!

killed 74 bears, one for each of his 74 years. This was
considered by his friends an achievement of large pro-

portions. Our most famous bear hunter in this region is-

Mr. E. E. Bobo, who was the first white child born in
Coahoma county, and is now about 45 years old. Mr,
Bobo is a substantial cotton planter and a prominent
citizen of the county, whose- veracity is not questioned!

by those who know him. I met him yesterday on the:

train and mentioned the above matter to him. He said

he had no correct idea as to the number of bears he had'

killed altogether; that he had kept a record for some
years, but it was burned several years ago with his dwell-
ing. He stated, however, that he and Mr. F. A. Payne
in 1884 killed 151 bears. They made that number of suc-

cessful runs without losing a bear. From September,
1873, to September, 1874, were killed by the parties who
followed his dogs, white and negroes, 304 bears. On one
occasion he and Mr. "Nels" Harris (present sheriff of this

county) went out one day and returned the next, bring-

ing in 13 bears. On a similar occasion they brought in 9,

all large ones. During last Christmas holidays he hunted
five days and killed 9 bears. There is no reason to doubt
these statements, which, I presume, can be easily

verified. Coahoma.
Clabksdale, Miss., March 6.

American Testing Institution.

Pursuakt to a call, the members of this institution

met on Thursday, March 1, at No. 10 Murray streeL, New
York, for the purpose of effecting an organization of the
institution and for discussing the question as to a fixed

plan upon which work should be conducted hereafter.

Mr. Wm. Edward Carlin was called to their chair and
Mr. Justus von Lengerke was asked to act as tempo-
rary secretary.
After a liberal exchange of views, it was resolved to

delay the permanent organization for three months, and
meanwhile prepare a prospectus and formulate a basis of

operation, for which purpose a committee on organiza-

tion was appointed consisting of Messrs. J. A. Dressel,

John Dannefelser and C. H. Slater.

The following gentlemen consented to serve on a com-
mittee for the purpose of drafting a suitable prospectus:

Mr. Armin Tenner, D. Kirkwood and J. von Lengerke.
Armin Tenner was elected temrjorary manager and

offered to operate the institution for three months at his

own risk financially to prove to the members that the

same would be self-sustaining.

The committee on organization agreed to act as provi-

sional executive committee until the institution should be
permanently organized.

Winter Notes from Ontario.

The first wild geese of tho season were seen flying over
the city this morning. The deer reported to have been
killed in Prince Edward proved to have been a yearling,

which was killed by dogs that got after it. A large doe
that wintered near the city has been driven off by fox-

hounds that got on her track and chased her twice.

A large number of partridges perished in the snow in
which they were imprisoned by a heavy crust that formed
during one night in January.
Fox hunters have had many good runs, but their sport

for the season is ended.
Many hares have been shot out of season in this dis-

trict owing to a misunderstanding as to the distinction

between hares and rabbits.

Mr. H. K. Smith, our game warden, is an active officer

and has done his duty faithfully. R. S. B.
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Schuylkill County League.

Pottsvtlle, Pa., March 1 —Editor Forest and Stream:

The Schuylkill County League of Game and Fish Protec-

tive Associations met in Bensinger's Hall, Mahanoy City,

yesterday in semi-annual convention, with the following

irepresentives: + ^ ,.

Pottsville—Col. J. M. Wetherill, Capt. H. J. Hendler,

George Dewald, Edward G. Faust, Charles Parkin, F. L.

Pell tUGI*

Trem'ont—D. P. Faust, W. E. Moody, Elias Dillfield,

Jacob Lauks and D. L. Mellon.

Schuylkill Haven—P. F. Baur, Willis Bryant and Dr.

D
"BM«moy City—E. L. Silliman, W. A. Bensinger, S. S.

Miller, H.*K. Smith, Wallace Haldeman, J. J. Ooyle, T.

H. B. Lyon and Frank Wentz.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, Col. J. M. Wetherill; Vice-President, E. S. Sil-

liman; Secretary, F. C. Palmer; Treasurer, D. P. Faust;

Solicitor, T. H. B. Lyon. Messrs. J. M. Wetherell, E. S.

: Silliman, C. W. Parkin, P. F. Baur and D. P. Faust were

appointed warden committee. The committees will meet

\ in the Pennsylvania Hall, Pottsville. at 9 A. M. to arrange
'

a conference with the County Commissioners, the object

!
being to have five wardens appointed at the counties'

.expense This is in a line with the views of the Miners 1

Journal published last fall. An effort will also be made

to .discriminate in the tax rate of dogs, and the Commis-
- sioiiers will be asked to fix the tax at 50 cents a head,

-
rregardless of sex.

. .

Mr. Faust in a forceful speech pointed out the import-

ance of #11 the co-ordinate branches, being represented at

«he annual convention of the State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion, to be held in Altoona next August. This subject will

be considered by the Association. The next convention

will be held at Schuylkill Haven, Sept. 4. The thanks

of the Association were tendered Mr. Bensinger of the

Grand Central Hotel, for hospitalities, and to the Mahanoy
City Game and Fish Protective Association for kind and

cordial treatment. . ,

The following resolutions were unanimously adopted:

« Whereas, The extermination of game and game birds in our State

seems to be threatened, and _ ^ x „.-». .

Whereas, One of the most potent causes of the threatened evil is

the action and work of the "market, sportsmen, 1
' therefore be it

Resolved, By the League of Game and Fish Protective Association

of Schuylkill county, at this, the semi-annual convention, assembled

at Mahanov City, Pa., that it is the sense of these associations that

the sale of all dead game birds and animals should be prohibited by

law.

Secretary Palmer writes: "I doubt if there is any

, county in the United States which can boast of five well-

organized game and fish protective associations. Last

winter (1892-1893) destroyed almost all our quail and rab-

bits, .but this winter hasn't hurt what remained. The
grouse were fairly plentiful this winter. Some of us think

with fair weather and a little stocking we will have good
. shooting next season. Violations of game and fish laws

;
are few in our coal mining county of Schuylkill."

Manitoba is Hospitable.

Winnipeg, Man.—Editor Forest and Stream: Writing

in your issue of Feb. 17, "Saint Lawrence" condemns

the game laws of Ontario and Quebec for discrimi-

nating between Canadian and American hunters. Let

me, as a Canadian, enter my protest too. If the New
York laws prohibited the Canucks from enjoying the

pleasure of that State's hunting grounds the action of the

Provinces would be justifiable; but as it stands now, they

are ill repaying that debt of gratitude they owe to the

States for their courtesy in throwing open their hunting

grounds to the world.
Manitoba, the youngest Province in the Dominion, can

teach them all a lesson in true sportsman's hospitality.
: Her hunting fields—and they cannot be surpassed in the

florid for feathered game—are open to all; provided, of

ccurse, that they adhere to the laws concerning the sea-

:

sons; and the right hand of good fellowship is always ex-

tended to visiting shooters from the States. Let "Saint

Lawrence" and his friends journey westward in the fall

and we can give them either duck or prairie ohicken

shooting, the like of which they never saw before, and all

j without the $25 license.

I hope that the "irresponsible and marauding parties

j from the neighboring Dominion, whose habitual disregard

«of their own protective laws is an encouragement to pira-

cies on this side of the border," that your correspondent

refers to, are not taken as typical Canadian sportsmen.

The lovers of the field, forest and stream are the same fine

set the world over; and those on this side of the border are

no exception. Rod. Random)}

Doing Without "Forest and Stream."

I tried it a few years ago for two weeks; my excuse for

so doing was to economize: when I received the last paper
of the year I told my newsdealer that I should discontinue

it. Two weeks later I happened in the news room when
the package of Forest and Stream arrived. I picked up

i a copy and while looking it through saw something that

interested me, and bought the paper, paying ten cents.

After reading it through I found that there was a missing

Uink and that I must have the back number, which I

• ordered the newsman to procure. This also cost me ten

cents. And so it went on for a whole year, when I con-

cluded that it was no economy in not subscribing for the

Forest and Stream. I have now every copy for the

past thirteen years and do not know how to get aloU;

without it. J. L. Davison.

The Coming of the Birds.

Perth Amboy, N. J., March 5.—Song sparrows and
purple grakles (crow blackbirds) were heard and seen here
to-day. There are a good many whistlewings in Raritan
Bay, but rather wild. No ducks have yet arrived from the

South. J. L. K.

Deer Hunting Ethics.

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 am an old-time subscriber and reader of Forest and

Stream and have come to have abounding faith in its

judgment and wisdom. A good many times during the

years that I have been reading it I have thought that

it was wrong, but as time went on events proved the wis-

dom of its course, and so my faith has grown strong.

If it were not for this, I should be disposed to criticise

very strongly your wisdom in printing in your iasue of

March 10 the horrible brutal story of water killing- deer

by a party of Canadians, which publication, it seems to

me, can serve no good purpose. Perhaps it may have
been well to print il for the simple reason that it will

horrify a. good many people and increase their detestation
of this so-called sport, but on the. same principle you
might justify the publication of an account in which all

the hunters made beasts of themselves with licpior. How-
ever, as I say, I have faith in your judgment, and I do
not wish to criticise; but I may say that a more brutal
story of cold-blooded butchery I have never seen in your
columns. Old Man.

Another Lost Bear Trap.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The late "Uncle" Wm. Chase, of Moro, Me., one of the

most successful of hunters and woodsmen in that region,
had a trap carried off by a bear, which all the close search
by himself and his two boys and a few neighbors failed to
find. This happened, if I recollect aright, along in the
sixties. About ten years later a chopper in a lumber
camp six miles from where the trap was taken, set his axe
in the snow against a tree while he lighted his pipe. The
axe gave forth a metallic sound, and on searching, the
lost trap was found. The woods of Maine contain many
lost traps carried off by bears, and so seldom is one recov-
ered that the occurrence is interesting, to hunters at least.

Pine Tree.

Long Island Ducking Season.

No CHANGE has been made in the New York ducking
law this year. The open season throughout the State
closed March 1, but on Long Island it will not close be-

fore May 1. Possession is forbidden in the State after

March 1 ,
except on Long Island, where possession is for-

bidden after May 1.

Central Lake, March 5.—Robins reported seen and
heard March 3. Crows heard March 4. Chipmunks out
in force for the last three day. March 10.—Spring
weather. Kelpie.

California.

Ventura, Cal., March 4.—Our game season was up
March 1 for shooting quail, ducks, etc. Quail shooting
has been very good the past season , but ducks were not so

plentiful. Our fishing season begins April 1. M. E. B.

" That reminds me."

My cousin and I were sauntering down the bank of the
Ouachita RiveT one bright Sunday afternoon, taking a
rest from our week's work, enjoying the fresh air and
having a little chat about various matters. We were
both fond of hunting and were, perhaps, talking on that
very subject, when my cousin noticed something make
its disappearance in the hollow of a tree that had been
blown down and lodged in another tree I did not see
it but he said it looked like a coon, and on approach-
ing the tree and looking into the hollow we could see a
pair of bright eyes peering through the darkness at us.

I told my cousin that if he would stay there I would
go to the boat and get my rifle and we would have some
fresh meat, for we had been living on salt meat a good
while and a little coon fixed up right would go fine. In
a few minutes I was back, prepared to make war on those
two balls of fire, but the eyes were no longer to be seen;

and as the sentinel declared that the animal had not got-
ten away we proceeded to smoke him out with moss and
leaves. The tree was dry inside, and as it had a hole in

the upper end the scheme worked like a charm, and we
soon liad smoke enough going through the hollow to

smoke out any living thing with nostrils and eyes. Di-
rectly we heard a rumbling noise in the upper end, and a
terrific meow, whicii had it been at night under the bed
room window, would have brought forth a bootjack, pair

of boots, trousers and all. Then out popped a house cat

and disappeared through the woods with a suddenness
that would have rivalled a Nancy Hanks gait. We looked
in amazement at our disappearing dish of fresh meat, and
turning to my cousin I said, "You are a fine fellow,
aren't you? Don't know a cat from a coon."

Mississipi. j _^
Plumb-Bob.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
The '94 catalogue that Win. Mills & Son, 7 Warren street, New York,

will shortly issue will be unusually instructive to anglers.

B. C. Milam & Son, Frankfort, Ky., manufacture a reel with a repu-
tation tor lasting. Reels of their manufacture made fifty years ago
and constantly used are in good working order still.

TheT. H. Chubb Rod Company, of Post Mills, Vt,, will not issue a
new catalogue for 1894, as their '93 catalogue is very complete. They
will, however, issue from time to time special circulars describing new
products-

The new rust preventive called "Grunoleum," which has recently
been put upon the market, seems to meet the requirements of sports-
men in all respects. The manufacturers show letters from some of
the principal gun manufacturers and sporting goods dealers commend-
ing their product.

The total losses upon insured property resulting from the recent fire

in the Colts factory at Hartford have been placed at $72,336.94. The
appraisers appointed to estimate the loss to the buildings were Wat-
son H. Bliss and John R. Hills, of Hartford. The appraisers of the loss
to stock and machinery were Wm. Winchester, of the Winchester Re-
peating Arms Company, and L. C. Glover, of the Colts Fire Arms Com-
pany. Insurance was carried to the amount of 8187,000.

William Wood, of 35 West 125th street , New York, is showing this
early in the season a very large and superior line of St. Lawrence
skiffs, boats, canoes, both sailing and paddling; also new and second-
hand naphtha, steam and oil-burner launches. Mr. Wood is perhaps
the oldest living oarsman and trainer in the country, having been first

in 48 professional races out of 54 starts. He was also trainer to Yale
College during the years 1863-4-5, and in each year gained a victory;
hence is fully competent to judge what a boat snould be. A new and
handsome illustrated catalogue will be mailed free.

NETS AS NUISANCES,
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES.

Go to the Mountains of Western North Carolina.
Where will you spend the month of March? A more delightful

spot cannot be found than Asheville and Hot Springs, in the moun-
tains of western North Carolina. You find in the air a brain and
mind tonic that cannot be purchased in bottles or abs irbed in powders.
WJiere the mountains rear their lofty peaks against Italian blue skies
in an atmosphere fairly filled with electrical brain shocks. The air of
the mountains must be like a balm at this season, for it is like wine in
winter. It is a paradise for the invalid, tourist and pleasure seeker,
and can be reached within twenty-four hours' ride from New York,
over the Pennsylvania and Richmond & Danville K. E., in an elegantly
equipped vestibuled train carrying Pullman drawing-room sleeping
cars from New York to Asheville and Hot Springs without change.
An attractive book, "The Land of the Sky," can be had upon appli

cation to Alex. S. Thweatt, Eastern Passenger Agent R. & D. R. R.,
239 Broadway, New York.—Adv.

No. 203.—October Term, 1893.

George W. Lajtog et al ] In^ tQ the mg
"s \

Court of the State of

William N. Steele. J
New York.

[March 5, 1894.]

This was an action at law instituted in the Supreme
Court for the county of Jefferson by the plaintiffs in error

against the defendant in error, together with Edward L.

Sargent and Richard U. Sherman, for the conversion of

fifteen hoop and fyke nets of the alleged value of $525.

Defendants Steele and Sargent interposed a general denial.

Defendant Sherman pleaded that he, with three others,

constituted the "Commissioners of Fisheries" of the State

of New York, with power to give directions to game and
fish protectors with regard to the enforcement of the

game law; that defendant Steele was a game and fish
.

protector, duly appointed by the governor of the State of

New York, and that the nets sued for were taken posses-

sion of by said Steele, as such game and fish protector,

upon the ground that they were maintained upon the

waters of the State in violation of existing statutes for

the protection of fish and game, and thereby became a
public nuisance.
The facts were undisputed. The nets were the property

of the plaintiffs, and were taken away by the defendant
Steele and destroyed. At the time of the taking most of

the nets were in the waters of the Black River Bay, being
used for fishing purposes, and the residue were upon the

shore of that bay, having recently been used for toe same
purpose. The plaintiffs were fisnermen, and the defend-

ant was a State game and fish protector. The taking
and destruction of the nets were claimed to have been
justifiable under the statutes of the State relating to the
protection of game and fish. Plaintiffs claimed there was
no justification under the statutes, and if they constituted

sucn justification upon their face, they were unconstitu-

ional. Defendant Sherman was a State Fish Commis-
sioner. Defendant Sargent was president of the Jefferson

County Fish and Game Association. Plaintiffs claimed
these defendants to be liable upon the ground that they
instigated, incited, or directed the taking a,nd destruction

of the nets.

Upon trial before a jury a verdict was rendered, sub-

ject to the opinion of the court, in favor of the plaintiffs

against defendant Steele for the sum of $216, and in favor

of defendants Sargent and Sherman. A motion for a

new trial was denied, and judgment entered upon the

verdict for $216 damages and $106.09 costs. On appeal to

the General Term this judgment was reversed, and a new-

trial ordered, and a further appeal allowed to the Court
of AppealB. On appeal to the Court of Appeals, the order

of the General Term granting a new trial was affirmed,

and judgment absolute ordered for the defendant. (119

N. Y. 226.) Plaintiffs thereupon sued out a writ of error

from this court.

Mr. Justice Brown delivered the opinion of the court.

This case involves the constitutionality of an act of ths
legislature of the State of New York known as chapter

591, Laws of New York of 1880, as amended by chapter

317, Laws of New York of 1883, entitled "An act for the

.

appointment of game and fish protectors."

By a subsequent act enacted in 1886:

'Section 1. No person shall at any time kill or take from the waters
of Henderson Bay or Lake Ontario, within out mile from the shore,

between the most westerly point of Pillar Point and the boundary
line between the counties of Jefferson and Oswego, . . . any fish

of any kind by any device or means whatever otherwise than by
hook and line or rod held in hand. But this section shall not apply
to or prohibit the catching of minnows lor bait, providing the person
using nets for that purpose shall not set them, and shall throw back
any trout, bass, or any other game fish taken, and keep only chubs,

dace, suckers or shiners.

"Seo. 2. Any person violating any of the provisions of this act shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable to a penalty of $50 for each
offence."

By the act of 1880, as amended by the act of 1883:

•'Seo. 2. Any net, pound, or other means or device for taking or cap-
turing fish, or whereby they may be taken or captured, set, put,

floated had, found, or maintained, in or upon any of the waters of
this State, or upon the shores of or islands in any of the waters of this

State, in violation of any existing or hereafter enacted statutes or laws
for the protection of fish, is hereby decla td to be, and is, a public

uuisance. and may be abated and summarily destroyed by any person,

and it shall be the duty of each and every protector aforesaid and of
every game constable to seize and remove and forthwith destroy the
same, . . . and no action for damages shall lie or be maintained
against any person for or on account of any such seizure and de-

struction."

This last section was alleged to be unconstitutional and
void for three reasons: 1, as depriving the citizen of his

property without due process of law; 2, as being in re-

straint of the liberty of the citizen; 3, as being an interfer-

ence with the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the

United States.

The trial court ruled the first of the above propositions

in plaintiffs' favor, and the others against them, and
judgment was thereupon entered in favor of the plain-

tiffs.

The constitutionality of the section in question was,

however, sustained by the General Term and by the Court

of Appeals, upon the ground of its being a lawful exercise

of. the police power of the State.

The extent and limits of what is known as the police

power have been a fruitful subject of discussion in the

appellate courts of nearly every State in the Union. It is

universally conceded to include everything essential to

the public safety, health and morals, and to justify the

destruction or abatement, by summary proceedings, of

whatever may be regarded as a public nuisance. Under
this power it has been held that the State may order the

destruction of a house falling to decay or otherwise endan-
gering the lives of passersby ; the demolition of such as are

in the path of a conflagration; the slaughter of diseased

cattle; the destruction of decayed or unwholesome food;

the prohibition of wooden buildings in cities; the regula-

tion of railways and other means of public conveyance,

and of interments in burial grounds; the restriction of

objectionable trades to certain localities; the compulsory
vaccination of children; the confinement of the insane or
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those afflicted with cantagious diseases; the restraint of

vagrants, beggars and habitual drunkards; the suppression

of obscene publications and houses of ill fame; and the
prohibition of gambling houses and places where intoxi-

cating liquors are sold. Beyond this, however, the State

may interefere wherever the public interests demand it,

and in this particular a large discretion is necessarily

vested in the Legislature to determine, not only what the
Interests of the public require, but what measures are
necessary for the protection of such interests. (Barbier v.

Connolly, 113 U. S. 27; Kiclcl v. Pearson, 128 U. S. 1.) To
justify the State in thus interposing its authority in

behalf of the public, it must appear, first, that the in-

terest of the public generally, as distinguished from
those of a particular class require such interfer-

ence; and, second, that the means are reasonably
necessary for the accomplishment of the pm-pose, and not
unduly oppressive upon individuals. The legislature may
not, under the guise of protecting the public interests,

arbitrarily interfere with private business, or impose un-
usual and unnecessary restrictions upon lawful occupa-
tions. In other words, its determination as to what is a
proper exercise of its police powers is not final or con-
clusive, but is subject to the supervision of the courts.

Thus an act requiring the master of a vessel arriving from
a foreign port to report the name, birthplace and occupa-
tion of every passenger, and the owner of such vessel

to give a bond for every passenger so reported, condi-
tioned to indemnify the State against any expense for the
support of the persons named for four years thereafter,

was held by this court to be indefensible as an exercise of

the police power, and to be void as interfering with the
right of Congress to regulate commerce with foreign na-
tions. (Henderson v. Mayor, 92 U, S. 259.) A similar
statute of California, requiring a bond for certain classes

of passengers described, among which were "lewd and
debauched women," was also held to show very clearly

that the purpose was to extort money from a large class

of passengers, or to prevent their immigration to Cali-

fornia altogether, and was held to invade the right of Con-
gress. (Chy Lung v. Freeman, 92 U. S. 275.) So in Rail-
road Co. v. Husen, (95 U. S. 465,) a statute of Missouri
which prohibited the driving of Texas, Mexican, or In-
dian cattle into the State between certain dates in each
year was held to be in conflict with the commerce clause
of the Constitution, and not a legitimate exercise of the
police powers of the State, though it was admitted that
the State might for its self-protection prevent persons or
animals having contagious diseases from entering its ter-

ritory. In Roekivell v. Nearing (85 N. Y. 302), an act of
the Legislature of New York, which authorized the
seizure and sale without judicial process of all animals
found trespassing within private inclosures, was held to
be obnoxious to the constitutional provision that no per-
son should be deprived of his property without due pro-
cess of law. See also Austin v. Murray (16 Pick. 121);
Watertownv. Mayo (109 Mass. 315); The Slaughter-house
cases (16 Wall. 36); In re Cheesebrough (78 N. Y. 282);
Brown v. Perkins (12 Gi-ay, 89). In all these cases the
acts were held to be invalid as involving an unnecessary
invasion of the rights of property, and a practical inhibi-
tion of certain occupations harmless in themselves, and
which might be carried on without detriment to the pub-
lic interests.

The preservation of game and fish, however, has always
been treated as within the proper domain of the police
power, and laws limiting the season within which birds
and wild animals may be killed or exposed for sale, and
prescribing the time and manner in which fish may be
caught, have been repeatedly upheld by the courts. Thus
in Smith v. Maryland, (18 How. 71,) it was held that the
State had a right to protect its fisheries in Chesapeake Bay
by making it unlawful to take or capture oysters with a
scoop or drag, and to inflict the penalty of forfeiture upon
the vessel employed in this pursuit. The avowed object
of the act was to prevent the destruction of the oysters by
the use of particular instruments in taking them. "It
does not touch," said the court, "the subject of the com-
mon liberty of taking oysters save for the purpose of
guarding it from injury to whom it may belong and by
whomsoever it may be enjoyed." It was held that the
right of forfeiture existed, even though the vessel was
enrolled for the coasting trade under the act of Congress.
So in Smith v. Levinus, (8 N. Y. 472,) a similar act was
held to be valid, although it vested certain legislative
powers in boards of supervisors, authorizing them to make
laws for the protection of shell and other fish. In State
v. Roberts, (59 N. H. 256,) which was an indictment for
taking fish out of navigable waters out of the season pre-
scribed by statute, it was said by the court: "At common
law the right of fishing in navigable waters was common
to all. The taking and selling of certain kinds of fish and
game at certain seasons of the year tended to the destruc-
tion of the privilege or right by"the destruction consequent
upon the unrestrained exercise of the right. This is

regarded as injurious to the community, and, therefore,
it is within the authority of the Legislature to impose
restriction and limitation upon the time and manner of
taking fish and game, considered valuable as articles of
food or merchandise. For this purpose fish and game laws
are enacted. The power to enact such laws has long been
exercised, and so beneficially for the public that it ought
not now to be called into question." (Commonwealth v.
Chapin, 5 Pick. 199; McCready v. Virginia, 94 U. S. 391;
Vinton v. Welsh, 9 Pick. 92; Commonwealths. Essex Co.
13 Gray, 248; fhelps v. Racey, 60 N. Y. 10; Holyoke Co. v.
Lyman, 15 Wall. 500; Gentile v. State, 29 Ind. 409; State
v. Lewis, 33 N. E. R. 1024.)

As the waters referred to in the act are unquestionably
within the jurisdiction of the State of New York, there
can be no valid objection to a law regulating the manner
in which fishing in these waters shall be carried on.
(Hooker v. Cummings, 20 Johns. 91.) The duty of pre-
serving the fisheries of a State from extinction, by pro-
hibiting exhaustive methods of fishing, or the use of such
destructive instruments as are likely to result in the ex-
termination of the young as well as the mature fish, is as
clear as its power to secure to its citizens, as far as possi-
ble, a supply of any other wholesome food.
The main and only real difficulty connected with the

act in question is in its declaration that any net, etc.,
maintained in violation of any law for the protection of
fisheries, is to be treated as a public nuisance, "and may
be abated and summarily destroyed by any person, and
it shall be the duty of each and every protector aforesaid
nd everv game constable to seize, remove and forthwith
estroy the same." The Legislature, however, undoubt- '

edly possessed the power not only to prohibit fishing by
nets in these waters, but to make it a criminal offense,

and to take such measures as were reasonable and neces-
sary to prevent such offenses in the future. It certainly
could not do this more effectually than by destroying the
means of the offense. If the nets were being used in a
manner detrimental to the interests of the public, we
think it was within the power of the Legislature to

declare them to be nuisances, and to authorize the officers

of the State to abate them. (Hart v. The Mayor, 9 Wend.
571; Meeker v. Van Rensselaer, 15 Wend. 897.) An act of

the Legislature which has for its object the preservation
of the public interests against the illegal depredations of

private individuals ought to be sustained, unless it is

plainly violative of the Constitution, or subversive of
private rights. In this case there can be no doubt of the
right of the Legislature to authorize judicial proceedings
to be taken for the condemnation of the nets in question,
and their sale or destruction by process of law. Congress
has assumed this power in a large number of cases, by
authorizing the condemnation of property which has been
made use of for the purpose of defrauding the revenue.
Examples of this are vessels illegally registered or owned,
or employed in smuggling or other illegal traffic; dis-

tilleries or breweries illegally carried on or operated, and
buildings standing upon or near the boundary line be-

tween the United States and another country, and used
as depots for smuggling goods. In all these cases, how-
ever, the forfeiture was decreed by judicial proceeding.
But where the property is of little value, and its use for
the illegal purpose is clear, the Legislature may declare it

to be a nuisance, and subject to summary abatement.
Instances of this are the power to kill diseased cattle; to
pull down houses in the path of conflagrations; the de-
struction of decayed fruit or fish or unwholesome meats,
or infected clothing, obscene books or pictures, or instru-

ments which can only be used for illegal purposes. While
the Legislature has no right arbitrarily to declare that to

be a nuisance which is clearly not so, a good deal must
be left to its discretion in that regard, and if the object
to be accomplished is conducive to the public interests, it

may exercise a large liberty of choice in the means em-
ployed. (Newark, &e. R'w'y Co. v. Hunt, 50 N. J. Law,
308; Blasier v. Miller, 10 Hun. 435; Mouse's case, 12 Coke,
62; Stone v. The Mayor, 25 Wend. 173; Am. Print Works
v. Lawrence,, 21 N. J. Law 248; Same v. Same, 23 Id. 590.)

It is not easy to draw the line between cases where
property illegally used may be destroyed summarily and
where judicial proceedings are necessary for its condem-
nation. If the property were of great value, as, for in-

stance, if it were a vessel employed for smuggling or
other illegal purposes, it would be putting a dangerous
power in the hands of a custom officer to permit him to
sell or destroy it as a public nuisance, and the owner
would have good reason to complain of such act as de-
priving him of his property without due process of law.
But where the property is of trifling value, and its de-
struction is necessary to effect the object of a certain
statute, we think it is within the power of the Legisla-
ture to order its summary abatement. Por instance, if

the Legislature should prohibit the killing of fish by ex-
plosive shells, and should order the cartridges so used to

be destroyed, it would seem like belittling the dignity of
the judiciary to require such destruction to be preceded
by a solemn condemnation in a court of justice. The same
remark might be made of the cards, chips, and dice of a
gambling room.

The value of the nets in question was but $15 apiece.
The cost of condemning one, (and the use of one is as
illegal as the use of a dozen,) by judicial proceeding,
would largely exceed the value of the net, and doubtless
the State would, in many cases, be deterred from execut-
ing the law by the expense. They could only be removed
from the water with difficulty, and were liable to injury
in the process of removal. The object of the law is un-
doubtedly a beneficent one, and the State ought not to be
hampered in its enforcement by the application of consti-
tutional provisions which are intended for the protection
of substantial rights of property. It is evident that the
efficacy of this statute would be seriously impaired by re-
quiring every net illegally used to be carefully taken from
the water, carried before a court or magistrate, notice of
seizure to be given by publication, and regular judicial
proceedings to be instituted for its condemnation.
There is not a State in the Union which has not a con-

stitutional provision entitling persons charged with crime
to a trial by jury, and yet from time immemorial the
practice has been to tiy persons charged with petty
offenses before a police magistrate, who not only passes
upon the question of guilt, but metes out the proper pun-
ishment. This has never been treated as an infraction of
the Constitution, though technically a person may in this
way be deprived of his liberty without the intervention of
a jury. (Callan v. Wilson, 127 U. S. 540, and cases cited.)

So the summary abatement of nuisances without judicial
process of proceeding was well known to the common
law long prior to the adoption of the Constitution, and it

has never been supposed that the constitutional provision
in question in this case was intended to interfere with
the established principles in that regard.
Nor is a person whose property is seized under the act

in question without his legal remedy. If in fact his
property has been used in violation of the act, he has no
just reason to complain; if not, he may replevy his nets
from the officer seizing them, or, if they have been
destroyed, may have his action for their value. In such
cases the burden would be upon the defendant to prove a
justification under the statute. As was said by the
Supreme Court of New Jersey in a similar case, (Am, Print
Works v. Lawrence, 21 N. J, Law, 248, 25d:) "The party
is not, in point of fact, deprived of a trial by jury. The
evidence necessary to sustain the defense is changed.
Even if the party were deprived of a trial by jury, the
statute is not, therefore, necessarily unconstitutional."
Indeed, it is scarcely possible that any actual injustice
could be done in the practical administration of the act.

It is said, however, that the nets are not in themselves
a nuisance, but are perfectly lawful acts of manufacture,
and are ordinarily used for a lawful purpose. This is,

however, by no means a conclusive answer. Many ar-
ticles, such, for instance, as cards, dice, and other articles
used for gambling purposes, are perfectly harmless in
themselves, but may become nuisances by being put to an
illegal use, and in such cases fall within the ban of the
law and may be summarily destroyed. It is true that
this rule does not always follow from the illegal use of a
harmless article. A house may not be torn down because

it is put to an illegal use, since it may be as readily used
for a lawful purpose, (Ely v. Supervisors, 36 N. Y. 297,)

but where minor articles of personal property are devoted
to such use the fact that they may be used for a lawful
purpose would not deprive the legislature of the power to

destroy them. The power of the legislature to declare
that which is perfectly innocent in itself to be unlawful
is beyond question, (People v. West, 106 N. Y. 293,) and
in such case the legislature, may annex to the prohibited
act all the incidents of a criminal offence, including the
destruction of property denounced by it as a public nuis-

ance.
In Welter v. Snover (42 N. J. Law, 341), it was held that

a fish warden for a county, appointed by the Governor,
had a right, under an act of the Legislature, to enter upon
land and destroy a fish basket constructed in violation of

the statute, together with the materials of which it was
composed, so that it might not again be used. It was
stated in that case that "after a statute has declared an in-

vasion of a public right to be a nuisance it may be abated
by the destruction of the object used to effect it. The
person who, with actual or constructive notice of the law,
sets up such nuisance cannot sue the officer whose duty it

has been made by the statute to execute its provisions."

So in Williams v. Blaekwall (2 H. & C. 33), the right to

take possession of or destroy any engine placed or used for

catching salmon in contravention of law was held to ex-
tend to all persons, and was not limited to conservators or
officers appointed under the act.

It is true there are several cases of a contrary purport.
Some of these cases, however, may be explained upon the
ground that the property seized was of considerable value—(leek v. Anderson, 57 Cal. 251, boats as well as nets;

Dunn v. Burleigh, 62 Me. 24, teams and supplies in lum-
bering; King v. Hayes, 80 Me. 206, a horse)—in others the
court seems to have taken a more technical view of the
law than the necessities of the case or an adequate protec-
tion of the owner required. (Lowry v. Rainwater, 70 Mo.
152; State v. Rabbins, 124 Ind. 308; Ridgeway v. West, 60
Ind. 371.)

Upon the wmole, we agi"ee with the Court of Appeals in

holding this act to be constitutional, and the judgment of

the Supreme Court is, therefore, Affirmed.

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES.

No. 203.—October Tekm, 1893.

George W.Lawtonetal., 1 In error to the Supreme
Plaintiffs m Erior, I

Court of the gt£te Qf

William N.Steele. J
New York.

[March 5, 1894.]

Mr. Chief Justice Fuller (with whom concurred Mr.
Justice Field and Mr. Justice Brewer) dissenting.

In my opinion the legislation in question, so far as it

authorizes the summary destruction of fishing nets and
prohibits any action for damages on account of such de-
struction, is unconstitutional.
Fishing nets are in themselves articles of property en-

titled to the protection of the law, and I am unwilling to
concede to the legislature of a State the power to declare
them public nuisances, even when put to use in a manner
forbidden by statute, and on that ground to justify their
abatement by seizure and destruction without process,

.

notice, or the observance of any judicial form.
The police power rests upon necessity and the right of

'

self-protection, but private property cannot be arbitrarily

invaded under the mere guise of police regulation, nor •

forfeited for the alleged violation of law by its owner, nor
destroyed by way of penalty inflicted upon him, without

.

opportunity to be heard.
It is, not doubted that the abatement of a nuisance must

be limited to the necessity of the occasion, and as the ille-

gal use of fishing nets would be terminated by their

withdrawal from the water and the public be fully pro-
tected by their detention, the lack of necessity for the •

arbitrary proceedings prescribed seems to me too obvious .

to be ignored. Nor do I perceive that the difficulty which
may attend their removal, the liability to injury in the
process, and their comparatively small value ordinarily, ,

affect the principle, or tend to show their summary-
destruction to be reasonably essential to the suppression
of the illegal use. Indeed, I think that that argument is.

to be deprecated as weakening the importance of the
preservation, without impairment in ever so slight a
degree, of constitutional guaranties.
lam, therefore, constrained to withhold my assent to

the judgment just announced, and am authorized to say
that Mr. Justice Field and Mr. Justice Brewter concur in
this dissent.

Megantic Club.

Boston, March 12.—The first meeting of the newly
elected directors of the Megantic Fish and Game Club
was held at Young's Hotel, Wednesday, March 7, and
the following were elected officers for the coming year:
Pres., Alexander Taylor, Jr., New York; Vice-Presidents,
Walter C. Prescott and Chas. A. Kilham, Boston; Sec'y,
Arthur W. Robinson, Boston; Treas., L. Dana Chapman,
Boston.
The most important business of the evening was the

election of Dr. Heber Bishop a life member of the club.
Mr. Kilham made the motion and made a very compli-
mentary address in bringing the matter before the direc-
tors, praising Dr. Bishop for the many services he had
rendered the club, and further stated that the club owed
its existence to him and that he had done more for its

success than any one else.

Another vote raising the salary of Supt. Phillips will
be pleasant news to the club members, who realize and!
appreciate the hard work and faithful services of Mr..
Phillips.

The new board of directors propose to make many-
improvements this season, to build two open fireplaces at
the club house, and in short to make the preserve so>

attractive that visitors going there will be so pleased with,
the benefits and conveniences derived from membership
that they will immediately , in order to avail themselves of
the privilege, buy stock in the corporation.
Mr. Fred Viles, who is well known to all sportsmen,

has been engaged for steward for the coming season,
and under his management the diroctors feel confident
that satisfaction will be given to all.

Arthur W. Robinson, Sec'y,
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ANGLING NOTES.

Big Speckled Trout in Canada.

In Forest and Stream of Feb. 24 I quoted from a letter

written to me from Quebec by an Englisb gentleman
traveling in this country, as follows: "I thought our
Kentish Stout trout, which run up to 8 J- and- 91bs., were
large, but those here scale lOlbs." He did not say what
kind of trout they were, but I assumed that they were
our fontinalis, and if so I thought lOlbs. rather large

even for Canada at carnival time, therefore I wrote to

my friend, Mr. E. T. D. Chambers of Quebec, to ask
about the species and the weight, and whether it was
carnival weight or old-fashioned avoirdupois. Mr.
Chambers writes me: "Your last letter interested me
very much, particularly as I happened to have seen and
know all about the big' trout therein referred to. They
were monsters, no doubt, and all fontinalis at that. But
they played the same trick upon the visual contemplation
of Mr. H. , that really good fish always do with the weights
and measures department of even the best balanced mind
of the enthusiastic angler. The heaviest one of the lot

weighed within a trifle of 81bs. But everything looked
large up here in carnival week, and at times even the
inhabitants felt big over the success of the carnival and
the general good time. Sorry you were not here, and
sorry that I did not meet your friend, though naturally
pleased that I should have been the means tnrough send-
ing you the carnival programme of bringing him up here.

But to return to our trout. They were caught in January
in the waters of the Batiscan that are comprised within the
limits of the Triton Fish and Game Club. Of course they
were taken upon lines set through holes in the ice, and by
special permission of the Crown Lands Department, see-

ing that fishing through the ice is now prohibited here. I

suppose that from three to four dozen were brought to

town, weighing from over 3 to between 7 and 81bs. I saw
them all. Part were displayed at the Garrison Club and
part at the Chateau Frontenac during carnival week, and
one I dissected at table. To be exact, I have inquired of

Seaton, superintendent of the club, who brought the fish

to town, what the heaviest one weighed, and he frankly
admits that it was barely 81bs. But he believes, and so

do I, that the lOlbs. trout are there where the 8-pounders
came from, and the 7-pounders in plenty. And seven or
eight of the heavy hooks such as held the 7 and 81bs.

trout were broken through by the big 'uns that escaped.
Shall we go up there together this year and try to find

them? These fish, particularly when frozen, do look, if

ever fish did, as if there was something wrong with the
scales that weighed them. So symmetrical, and yet so
plump and finely conditioned ! And despite their freezing
their livery of crimson and fine gold is wonderfully lus-

trous, and they must during life have fared sumptuously
every day.

' 'The unfortunate that I subsequently carved looked a
six pounds fish . So I guessed before weighing him, but
he turned the scale at five. Others had similar experi-
ences, so Mr. H's was not a solitary one."

Ouananiche Spawning.

Having in mind what I wrote about the spawning of
ouananiche or landlocked salmon in Maine and New
Hampshire waters, as related to me by Mr. Atkins and
Dr. Quackenbos, I asked Mr. Chambers about the habits
of the fish in the Lake St. John waters, as he has made a
special study of the fish of that region. This is his reply:

"Now about the spawning habits of the ouananiche, I

know many of them run up stream to spawn, and I know
the streams they ascend for the purpose. But from the
immense quantities of young fry seen in parts of the
Grand Discharge, I am inclined to believe that some of
them run down; just as you say of the Schoodic variety.

This is a matter worthy of careful study and 1 am still

investigating it, though for years past I have been collect-

ing all available information on the subject."

To be successful in stocking new waters with landlocked
salmon it is highly important that their spawning habits
should be fully understood and the plants be made to
accommodate them if possible. It is really of no special

moment if the salmon do run down from the waters in
which they are planted to spawn in the streams below,
provided the fry get back into the water in which the
plant is made for the purpose of establishing them therein,
out the outlet stream of some lakes, admirably suited for
salmon, are of such a character that it would seem impos-
sible for young, or even old fish to return if once carried
down.
As Mr. Chambers says, the matter is worthy of careful

study as I imagine that many thousands of salmon fry
have been planted with but little thought as to suitable
conditions existing for their welfare.

"Game" and "Gamy."
We often read that a fish is gamy (and sometimes the

word is incorrectly spelled gamey) or that one is gamier
than another, or that still another is gamiest of all. To-
day I read a report of a State Fish Commission that "the
pike-perch is a very gamy fish"; and again, "Mr, M. says
lie cannot speak too highly of this handsome and gamy
fish (brown trout)." Another State report records: "They
(black bass) have no superior among fresh-water fish in

» point of gaminess." That may be a misprint, but a news-
paper clipping on my desk, in which is quoted something
that I wrote about landlocked salmon, makes me say
"gamiest" where I wrote gamest. In a local-newspaper
when I wrote that "the Loch Leven trout is one of the
handsomest and gamest of the trout of Great Britain,"

the printer made gamest into "gamiest," and when I read
proof I corrected it, but as the printer had the last whack
at it he let it stand gamest, but the word appeared in
quotation marks, as though he protested in the most em-
phatic manner of "Yours truly, Slug Two."
An authority upon, the proper use of words says: "Game

is an adjective, meaning pertaining to certain animals or
birds that a sportsman hunts, as game animals, game
birds. It also means having a plucky spirit like such
creatures. Comparison: Game, gamer, gamest, like tame,
tamer, tamest. There is another adjective gamy, which
describes the flavor of a grouse hung by the leg till he
drops! Gamy is sometimes, though only colloquially,

used in the sense of plucky. It runs: Gamy, gamier,
gamiest. A good writer would use it only with reference
to flavor."

How Smelt are Transported.

Since writing the reply to the Philadelphia correspon-

dent who wished to obtain the eggs of fresh-water
smelt, I have hunted up the details of the experiments
in smelt-hatching conducted by Mi-. George Ricardo, to

which I referred in Forest and Stream, Feb. 24. The
report of Mr. Ricardo's operations in hatching the smelt
of the Hackensack and Raritan rivers, is found in the re-

port of the New Jersey Commissioners for the years 1.884-

85. Apparently Mr. Ricardo had less trouble in handling
smelt eggs during the process of hatching than did Mr.
Marten, although he does not give the percentage of fry
hatched.
But it is to the transportation of the fry that I now

refer. Mr. Ricardo says: "It has been an open question,
whether the young smelt fry could be transported with
any degree of success on account of their apparent delicacy
and infinitesimal size, as it is almost impossible to change
the water in the cans without a great loss of fish, for it

seems that they can pass through anything that water
will run through. I have tried a number of experiments
last year in the transportation of smelt fry. I sent them
all over the State in cans and bottles, without the loss of

a fish. They will live for ten days without any change of

water, and may easily be sent from New Jersey to Califor-

nia by express without requiring any attention en route.

"At the last meeting of the American Fish Cultural As-
sociation at Washington, D. C, I gave to Prof. H. J. Rice
a number of smelt fry to be exhibited at that meeting. I
put them in a bottle of water, and he placed them in his

satchel and carried them to Washington without giving
them any air. He reported to me that he did not lose a
fish ; a result showing beyond doubt that the young fry

are very hardy and easy to transport."
In Forest and Stream, Dec. 2, 1893, under "Angling

Notes," will be found an account of transporting trout fry

in air-tight vessels as practiced in New South Wales.
Quite a number of people are desirous just at this time of

stocking inland waters with smelts, and for
4
this reason I

have given Mt. Ricardo's experiment as to fry, and the

fry may be obtained of the United States or New York
Fish Commissions, as both are hatching the fish, but, if

the adult fish are used, as I advised in a former note, the

mistake, should not be. made of trying to transport them
in the manner suggested by Mr. Ricardo for the fry. The
adult smelts are found in cold water and they must be
kept in fresh, cold water until they are planted in their

new home. A marked change of temperature will prove
fatal to them. Doubtless they will accustom themselves
to a change if the change is brought about very gradually,

but in the summer I have found in catching smelts for

landlocked salmon bait that drawing them from the cold

depths of a lake to the warmer surface water will kill

them, and it required rapid movements to get a smelt
from the bottom, transferred from the smelt hook to the

salmon hook, and. back again to the bottom as bait, and
not kill it in the operation.

A Changed Heart.

A few years ago a man was arrested in northern New
York for breaking the game law. He had been rather
pronounced in his declarations that he should catch fish

when he wanted them and he was not particular about
the means employed to this end. He was not considered
a bad man except in his disregard of the game laws, and
those he regarded as infringing upon his rights as a
citizen and a taxpayer. A game protector finally caught
him red-handed with fish that he had taken illegally, but
he "gave the law a tussle," and the law got the best of it

and the man was landed in jail. There he had time for

reflection, evidently, for so far as is known he never
again put himself in a position to "have a tussle" with
the game law. A few days ago I was talking with the

officer who arrested this man and he told me that the one
conflict with the law and the result had completely
changed the man, and he was now a strong advocate of

the game law and was active in enforcing it in the com-
munity where he lived.

With that he took from his pocket a letter which he
gave me to read, and it proved to be from the foreman of

the last grand jury of the county in which the ex-poacher
lives, It certified", privately, that the writer of his own
knowledge knew that the ex-poacher had learned that

deer had formed a "yard" on the side of a mountain near
his house, and fearing that they would be killed by crust

hunters he had watched the yard for five days when the
crust was hard and had thus been the means, probably,

of saving the deer from destruction, for it had been dis-

covered that some one was watching the yard, and men
who might have a weakness in that direction had not
dared to go near it. As privately as the letter was sent

to the officer, the officer sent a letter to the ex-poacher,
saying that he had learned by the underground line that

he had -watched the deer yard for five days and he com-
mended him for his action, and as proof that he was in

earnest in his commendation he inclosed $5 as part pay-
ment of five days of good work well done. I wish that

I was at liberty to give the name of the officer who con-
tributed $5 from his own pocket to encourage an ex-law-
breaker in his change of heart regarding game laws.

A. N. Cheney.

Florida Tarpon Fishing.

Punta Gorda, Florida, March 5.—The tarpon fishing

here is ahead of last season and the regular warm weather
wmich has prevailed has made it almost a certainty to get

a strike any day. The following is., the record to date

:

SEASON OF 1894.
ft. in. lbs,

Dec. 27, >93, A. F. Comacho, New York .6 5 150

Jan. 5, A. F. Comacho, New York 5 6 80
" 6, G. B. Magoun, New York 5 8 95
" 6, A. F. Comacho, New York 6 3 130
" 8, C. A. Dean, Boston 6 2 138
" 8, G. B. Magoun, New York 5 9 90
" 10, G. B. Magoun, New York 5 2 78
" 12, L. P. Magoun, New York 6 0 90
" 34, J. N. Camden, Jr., W. Va 6 3}^ 135
" 25, G. B. Magoun, New York 5 0 75

Feb. 22, R. N. Johnson, New Jersey 5 9 106
11 26, W. Y. M. Ripley, Vermont 6 8 103

Mr. F, A, Brown caught two beautiful tarpon last week
in one day. When we do not care for such large fish, we
enjoy ourselves from the hotel pier catching trout and
sheepshead. Mr. J. C. McCoy, of New York, who is here
with Geo. B. Magoun, on board the Oriole, caughta monster
jewfish here the other day, weighing 8801bs., and meas-
uring 6ft. Mr. Cecil Hayter, of England, shot a seven-foot
alligator here last Friday. So the variety of sport would
suit any possible inclination. The average temperature
here in February at 6 A. M. was 67°. H. B, W.

BOSTON NOTES.
The wonderfully pleasant weather the first twelve days

of March has taken away a good deal of the snow and ice,

and an early spring is promised. So far the season is

certainly two weeks ahead of a year ago. Early trout
fishing is promised. Boston fishermen who go down on
the Cape are very much interested. Some of them have
already been down to the streams and ponds to look after

the trout that may be caught in Massachusetts after the
first of April. Artist Mark Hollingsworth, than whom no
man loves to fish for trout any better, will be one of the
earliest on the ground. Charles Sias will go down to the
trout preserve, belonging chiefly to himself and brother,

as soon as the law is off.

There is yet some hope that the dreaded Gilbert trout
bill may again be defeated. The House amendments
have not yet been concurred in by the Senate. The
measure is to come up again early this week. Through
the energy of Mr. Charles F. Chamberlayne the following
circular has been issued and thoroughly distributed:

Boston, March 8, 1894. Dear Sir: The ''Gilbert Trout Bill" of 1894
can still be defeated by instant effort. Otherwise it is likely to become
a law. Are you willing to assist in preventing the threatened destruc-
tion o£ wild trout for the profit of a few individuals? If so, there is

but one thing to do. Write at once to your Senator and Represent-
atives in the General Court, urging them to use their best efforts to
prevent the enactment of the' bill. If you see these fail, write the
Governor. Write at once, and write strongly. I send this circular at
the request of certain friends of trout preservation. Very respect-

fully, Charles F. Chamberlayne. (No. 60 Devonshire st.)

A good many letters have been written to Senators
and Representatives, the result of the above circular,

but I have not great confidence in the final defeat of

the bill. Senators and Representatives have been ap-
proached and urged to vote against the measure. Gov.
Greenhalge is also being urged with the necessity of

vetoing toe measure, but to me it is extremely doubt-
ful as to his taking the interest in sporting matters suf-

ficient to cause him to stop the measure.
Mr. Ireland has a letter from W. S. Hills, the blind

fisherman, who is now in Florida, and is having a grand
time and enjoying it greatly. He goes bluefishing nearly
every clay and takes some days as many as seventeen fish.

This is early bluefishing, but it must be remembered that
the fishing ground is far south. I have very little news
of success of Boston sportsmen with the silver king this

spring. Mr. Richard C. Harding is on a vacation at
present in the vicinity of Ossipee, New Hampshire. He
went away with the intention of doing some pickerel fish-

ing, but the extreme thickness of the ice had hindered him
at last accounts. Mr. Geo. B. Appleton, who had the
misfortune to slip on the ice and break his leg some weeks
ago, is out again, though on crutches still. He says that
the recent spring days in March brought him out, though
contrary to the advice of his physician and his best friends.

His firm does not propose to make their usual show of

live trout in the window on the first day of April this

year; they are satisfied that the show of live trout attracts

the rabble rather than the sportsmen.
Capt. Fred C. Barker, the well known camp and steam-

boat proprietor of the Rangeleys, is on his way home from
his trip to Southern California. He was in Boston on
Saturday, and appears to be much improved in health. I

honestly believe that his greatest trouble is overwork.
There is not a man in the business of catering to sports-

men and taking care of them who puts in so much hard
labor and personal attention as Capt. Fred. Everybody
who has ever had to deal with him has a good word for

him. Would that there were more like him in the same
business. If he agrees that his boat shall be at a certain

landing, in season, the storm must be a terror that can
hinder it. Whatever he agrees to do, or that coupon
ticket calls upon him to do, that_is Just what is going to

be done.
Some amendments are being tacked on to the bill now

before the Massachusetts Legislature to prevent the sein-

ing of smelt at any season in the streams and bays along
the South Shore and the Cape. The smelt seiners are loth
to give up their practices, though ruinous to hook and line

fishing. The close time on smelt begins, in this State, on
March 15. The fish dealers accede to the requirements of

this law cheerfully, and all the smelt disappear from
their places of business before that day. They are either

disposed of or are shipped out of the State. New York
evidently gets some of them. But the local smelt fisher-

man along the South Shore streams and on the Cape does
not yield to the requirements of the law very willingly.

He is in fact likely to cause the fish protectors a good deal

of trouble. Special.

SHE DIDN'T LIKE FISHING.
I FEAR that I can claim for myself no immunity from

the rule that the old angler invariably grows uneasy on
the approach of spring, and I am reminded of this by a
letter lately received from a settlement in Ohio, in which
the writer mentions sixty-three waters, or thereby, which
he desires to fish during the coming season.

Finding myself in better health and spirits than I have
enjoyed for some years past, I am reminded that I have
laid up in memory sundry waters to be explored whenever
I could manage to look them up.

As I write, the memories of old fishing days come
crowding in upon my brain, I recollect that I one day
surprised the echitelka, who was not fond of fishing.

Nevertheless, she said that she would like to go out with
me when convenient, in my boat. She didn't feel very
well, and it might do her good. I replied that I should
be pleased to accommodate her, and would leave my fish-

ing tackle at home, as I had heard that she did not enjoy
the sport. She said that it was true—she didn't like to see

the poor fish taken off the spear, nor to have them thrash-

ing about in the boat; yet she insisted that I should make
no change in my arrangements. So we went, and had a
pleasant row, but did no fishing until on our return, while
off the mouth of a brook where in former days the bass

had the habit of interfering with my tackle (though none
had been taken there for some time), I thought I would
try a cast.

"I did not think that your line was so long, and I don't

see how you can throw it so far," remarked the lady, with
some appearance of interest. "What makes it act so? Is

there a fish there?"
"Truly" I replied, "I am forced to the conclusion that

there is some creature of that nature, for the reel sang
a tune which meant a 3-pounder."
"Well, I thought maybe they would bite at your tackle,

it looks so nice. See the pole bend. Does he pull?"
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"If this court understand herself, he do."
"Can't you pull him in?"
"I should not like to try it just now; besides, you don't

like.to see the fishes flapping in the boat."
"It seems queer that I cannot see him at all. What sort

of a fish is it?
"

"It is a big-mouthed bass, and they do not always show
themselves until compelled to do so, but you will probably
see him soon."
The bass was growing weary, and I reached for my

landing net.

"Oh, 1 do believe I can see it—it is a bass, sure enough."
The fish gradually approached, the net slid softly under

the gleaming form, and it lay in the bottom of the boat
with never a single flap. The lady drew a long breath,

for despite previously conceived ideas, she had been fol-

lowing the proceedings with much interest; and a certain

gratified expression lighted up her countenance.
"Oh, I never saw fish caught like that before."

"How do you like my way of angling?"
"Why, it is a great deal better than I expected."
There is much satisfaction in finding fish where you

expect only water. I made a few more casts, and was
successful in landing three. The fourth broke away, and
the ocbitelka seemed quite disappointed. Then I boated
another—this time a 3^-pounder, and said: "I believe

that is about enough for ourselves and the neighbors, isn't

it?"

"Don't you think Mrs. W. would like one? She will be
here this evening."
'Perhaps she would." And in obedience to the implied

command I placed upon my hook a frog (which 1 had
previously killed for the purpose), and taking a stroke or
two of the bowfacers, sent my line to a little cluster of

lilypads, which I had for some time had in view as the
possible lurking place of a "buster,"
The frog alighted just outside the lily leaves, and as it

descended the water broke to the rise of a rousing bass,

and the reel sang in sympathy with his movements.
"Now," said J, "there's business ahead; and if we can

manage to land that fellow I think that Mrs. W. will to-

morrow have fish enough for more than one meal."
It was a very large small-mouth, and when he felt the

steel and sprang clear from the water the lady clapped
her hands in astonishment.
"My! Why, he hopped right up in the air."

My tackle had shown signs of being a little tender, and
having much sympathy for Mrs. W., who is an honest,
hard-working woman, but though fond of bass, possesses
not the art nor tackle requisite to the beguilement thereof ,

I felt that it was incumbent upon the ocbitelka and
myself to see to it that she had this particular fish for her
breakfast.
Out leaped the bass—once, twice, thrice; and at every

spring there was a subdued exclamation from the stern
of the boat. At last the great fish floated alongside, over
the net, was safe, and we each drew a long breath. It
weighed—whatever you choose. (I may here state that
I never use more time in playing a fish than the circum-
stances seem to justify.) When I had reeled in my line,

laid the rod in the boat and assumed the oars, the lady
said: "I never liked to go fishing before, but I have very
much enjoyed the trip. I think that I should like to go
again some day."
And so Mrs. W. had her fish. Kelpie.

CALIFORNIA CASTING TOURNAMENT.

sum of the credits divided by five shall determine the score upon
which the championship and the medals are awarded, but the greatest
single cast shall constitute the Pacific Coast record.

It was also decided that in matters not covered by these rules, the
rules of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club shall govern. Namqtjoit.

NIAGARA COUNTY ANGLERS' CLUB.
Lockport, N. Y. , March 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Niagara County Anglers' Club held their annual
meeting Friday, March 2, and the reports show a healthy
growth of the club. We number 130 members—101 in

good standing, dues paid to date—at $2 a year. The club
has prosecuted and convicted three for illegal fishing.

We offered a reward last year of $25 for the detection
and conviction of all persons caught fishing in violation
of the game laws. This year we pay $10, and as much as
the fine is in addition, and propose to assist the game pro -

tector, James Ripson, to drive the devils out of the land.
We paid $75 in rewards last year, and having $500 in the
treasury we are better prepared to prosecute the work.
Half a million trout fry had been placed in Lake On-

tario in April, 1893. Dynamiters and illegal fishermen
had been prosecuted and punished, and $75 paid in re-

wards to informers.
The public as well as the law breakers had recognized

the sincerity and firmness of the organization in carrying
out the objects which it was formed to promote. The
past year has been a very successful one for the club. It

has 129 members, with $500 in the treasury, and the
coming year is likely to add to its strength and useful-
ness. Including the 500,000 whitefish and the same num-
ber of trout fry expected within a few days, the club will
have placed 3,000,000 fish in Lake Ontario, which will in
time greatly improve the fishing there.

The prizes offered a year ago for the highest count of
fish taken during the season were awarded as follows:
First, silk umbrella from A. L. Smith, to William Hart,
Gasport. Second, silk line from C. W. Hatch, to W. H
Case. Third, vest pattern from J. W, Peuss, to W. E.
Huston. Mr. Hart's catch was 332 fish or 5,048 points,W.
H Case, 258 fish or 4,594 points, and W. E. Huston's, 49
fish, or 1,342 points.

The election of officers resulted as follows: President,
W. H. Case; Vice-President, J. F. Little; Secretary, F.
K. Sweet; Treasurer, G. W. Weaver; Directors, W. A.
Williams, Jos. Dumville and John A. Merritt.

In view of the large amount of work performed by the
secretary, a salary of $25 per year was voted that officer.

Mr. Sweet has been secretary before and there is no more
active member of the club.

Mr. W. H. Case, the new president, is as good a selec-

tion as could have been made, and he will keep the boys
awake this year. The meeting adjourned until Tuesday,
April 3. • F. K. S.

Death of William S. Miniszek.

Membees of the fishing tackle trade, particularly in the
West, will be pained to learn of the death of Mr. William S.
Miniszek at his residence in this city on Tuesday of last
week. Mr. Miniszek was the representative of the well-
known fishing tackle firm of William Mills & Son, of
New York, having traveled for them through the West
and on the Pacific Coast, since 188(3. He had an extensive
acquaintance with the trade, and not only was he ex-
tremely popular, but was held in high esteem for his sterling
qualities as a man.

JgistyuUuw mid ^ginh ffroki[tian.

1 offer these as possible explanations of the difference, and
would like to know if my friend A. N". Cheney thinks them
plausible and probable. Sam. Webtser.

Portneltf, Quebec.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In your
issue of Jan. 27, Mr. A. N. Cheney had a communication
respecting the growth of landlocked salmon. My experience
has been as follows:
On the <tth of June, 1890, I placed about 8,000 fry of those

fish (hatched by me from eggs obtained from the U. S.
Hatchery, at Grand Lake Stream) in a. fine stream or large
brook flowing into a lake of about 10 square miles in super-
ficies and connecting with other lakes on nearly the same
level with about as much more.
Nothing was seen or known of these fish (except that some

lumbermen reported that they had seen some of them dead
the following spring—which report I do not consider very
reliable), until last summer, when one was taken in a river
flowing into the first named lake, which might weigh a trifle
over J^lb.
This fish must have been one of those I planted, since none

are known to exist in any waters directly or indirectly con-
necting, or nearer than the Lake St. John region, some 125
miles away.

I am not surprised that no more fish have been taken, but
am rather surprised at their slow growth. The extent of
water area is too great and too little"llshed for any results to
be looked for by the occasional fisherman in so short a time,
but the late Col. Hodge, of New Hampshire, told me that
they might be expected to weigh from 2 to 31hs. in three
years, although he did not think they would breed under
five years. Consequently the contents of Mr. Cheney's letter
vary so widely from my experience that I take the liberty of
calling attention to it. The fish caught was some three
miles (or more) from where the fry were placed and in a rapid
half a mile above a high and steep fall. Another fish was
heard and one seen to leap out of the water of the lake, in
which there are no other leaping fish, only the gray trout
(tourili), perch and minnows.

I put some 12,000 fry into another brook falling into
a lake of the same water system but several miles
away, and only connected with the first through eight
or nine small lakes and their connecting streams. None of
these have ever been heard from, but we go anywhere near
them very rarely indeed.
In 1891 several thousand fry were (through mischance, for

I intended to put them elsewhere) put iuto waters quite close
to our favorite trout lake, which is fished more or less almost
every day in the open season; but none of them have ever
been discovered. Some hundreds, at least, of the 1890 eggs
and fry must also have been spilled out of our hatching
trough into the same waters, and as the lake would seem to*

be a place in every way favorable for them, I think it sur-
prising that not one has been seen. There are no fish in that
lake except speckled trout (in abundance) and minnows. I
did not want the ouananiche in it, preferring to learve all the;
food for the trout.
Postswiirt—Since I wrote the foregoing I have received

some further information. Having seen the man who actu-
ally caught the one landlocked salmon mentioned I find it.

was only a very small one, perhaps some 7in. long, which
makes me suspect that it was of a second generation, the
product of the fry I planted in 1890.

1 fail to see how it can be otherwise, and the fact puts a,

very encouraging aspect on my experiment.
That little fellow sprang at the fly directly out of white

foam in a boiling rapid, into which the line was drawn to
prevent it from getting entangled in some branches.

I shall hope for further developments next summer.
G. DE MONTAUBAN.

Central Lake, Mich., Feb. 28.—A man living on the shore
of Torch Lake (about four miles from this village; tells me
that he saw a fish taken from that lake recently which he
believes to have come from a plant of landlocked salmon
made by the Fish Commission six or seven years ago. He
has never heard of any other result from this plant, though
he saw the superintendent, Mr. Marks, some three years ago,
at a time when they were netting, in order to secure evidence,,
if possible, that tuese fish had lived.

This specimen weighed about 3lbs.,had no spots, was white
or silvery on the sides, but darker on the back. My inform-
ant tried to buy it, in order to send it to the Commission,
but was unsuccessful. Kelpie.

A Disease of Embryo Salmon.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The fry of Salmonidai at the Craig Brook Station have

suffered occasionally from quite a list of diseases, the most
of which have, however, inflicted but slight injury. The two
most serious attacks were experienced in 1890 and 1892, dur-
ing the sack stage, and their ravages were so extensive that
I wish to consult other fishculturists with reference to any
similar experience they may have had. I have considered
the two attacks as coming from the same disease, though
there are some reasons for thinking this point doubtful.
When the disease first made its appearance about the

middle of April, 1890, the fry attacked were approaching the
middle of the sack-stage. The first symptoms observed was-
a blotched appearance of the sack, which arose from the
presence of numerous small white spots just under the sur-
face, scattered all over the sack, but mostuumerous near the
tip. These spots increased in size, and ran together some-
what, especially in the. tip, which soon became, quite white.
Meanwhile the subjects of the disease appeai-ed to lose the
instinct to hide, became indifferent to light, and instead of
clustering in the corners lay scattered about on the bottom
of the trough, resting on their sides. The breathing now be-
came weaker, and after a while ceased altogether. The
heart continued to beat a little longer, but finally this ceased
also and the fish was dead. After the first deaths in a
trough, the mortality would rapidly increase until, in some
of the worst cases, twenty per cent, or more would die in a
single day, and the lot be almost, annihilated before the com-
pletion of the absorption of the sack.
About thirty per cent, of the fry of all kinds succumbed to

this epidemic in 1890. lb began with the Atlantic salmon,
but was more deadly that year with the landlocked salmon
and saibling, and attacked all other kinds to some extent.
In 1891 there was no trace of this disease among any of the

fry, but in 1892 it re-appeared and was even more destructive
to the Atlantic salmon than in 1890, but no other sorts were
attacked, though we were rearing landlocked salmon and
brook trout under exactly the same conditions as the
Atlantic salmon.
The epidemic was generally prevalent among the Atlantic

salmon in 1892, but iu 1890 it attacked only certain lots, not
appearing to be infectious, but running in families. That is,

there was evidence tending to prove that* the descendants of
certain parents were subject to the disease while the de-
scendants of other parents were exempt. There was also evi-

dence in favor of the view that the cause of the disease was
local and not general. In some cases lots of eggs were
divided and parts of them shipped to other stations, with the
result that while those retained at Craig Brook suffered
from the disease, those hatched and reared in other waters
escaped entirely.

If other fishculturists have had experience with any such
disease as I have described, they could render an important
service by reporting the facts they have observed in full, and
offering any suggestions they may be able to, as to causes
and remedies. C. G. Atkins.
Craig Brook Station, East Oiiand, Maine.

San Francisco, Cal.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Fol-
lowing are the rules adopted for the fly-casting tourna-
ment which will be held here May 4 and 5:

Rules to Govern the Contests.
1. Officers.—Each contest shall be under the direction of a referee,

two judgeSj a timekeeper and a clerk. The clerk shall see that each
contestant is properly registered and that his tackle conforms to the
rules governing the particular contest in which he is about to en-
gage. The clerk should keep the records of the contest for which he
is clerk. The timekeeper shall indicate by means of a flag the begin-
ning and the ending of the period of time allotted to each contest-
ant. The judges shall determine the degree of excellence of each
performer and shall make the awards The referee shall decide cases
in -which the judges disagree or when a contestant shall appeal from
the decision of the judges. The referee shall interpret the rules in
case of a misunderstanding. In matters not covered by the rules
the referee shall decide. The decision of the referee shall be final.

'

2. .Fee.—The entrance fee for each contest shall be $2.
3. Who May Compete —The contests are open to all, there not

being as yet sufficient basis for a separation into classes, but the
executive committee may, for cause, decline to receive the entrance
fee of any person, and may decline to admit him as a contestant.

4. Medals—For each event there shall be a first medal of gold, a
second medal of silver and a third medal of bronze. The medals
shall be awarded in the order of averages, the highest average takes
the Pacific Coast championship; but in events 1, 4 and 5 the longest
cast shall be the Pacific Coast record.

5. Hooks, Lines and Reels.—Each fly-caster may use one, two or
three flies. The kind of reel is not prescribed and"the kind of line is
not prescribed. The leader for events 1, 2 and 3 shall be of single gut
and shall not be less than 6ft. nor more than Oft. in length. The line
shall be free from knots or any device to add weight to the line. For
events 1, 2 and 3 the hooks shall not be larger than No. 5, for event 4
the hooks shall not be larger than No. 4-0. To prevent fouling the
measuring line or the buoys, and to prevent possible injury to the
spectators, all hooks shall be broken just below the barb.

6. Rods.— For event 1 the rods shall not exceed lift, in length. The
weight is not limited. For event 2 the rod shall not exceed lift, in
length and shall not exceed 8oz. in weight. For event 3 the rod shall
not exceed 10ft. in length and shall not exceed 5oz. in weight. For
event 4 the rod shall not exceed 18ft. in length. For event 5 the rod
shul not exceed 10ft. in length. The weight of rod in events 4 and 5
is not limited.

7. Style of Casting.—-For events 1, 2, 3 and 5 the casting shall be
single-handed. For event 4 the casting may be double-handed.

8. Time Allowance.— time allowed each cintestant to extend his
line and mako his casts is 10 minutes. No time shall be allowed for the
replacing of lost flies, but the judges in their discretion allosv time for
the rejointing of a rod or the replacing of a broken section. No cast
in which the stretcher fly is missing shall be scored. Each contestant
shall, after beginning the 10 minutes allotted to him, inform the
judges when he desires the scoring to begin, calling score to designate
that he is ready.

9. Buoys and Scoring.—In casting for distance and accuracy (Event
No. 2), tnera shall be two buoys distant 50ft. and 60ft. from the edge
of the casting platform, and there shall be made ten casts at each
buoy. If the leader falls within 1ft. of the ' buoy cast at the credit
shall be 10. A demerit of 1 for each foot in excess of 1ft. from the
buoy cast at shall be made at each cast. The sum of the points
scored at both buoys, divided by 2, shall determine the percentage. In
Event No. 3 the two buoys shall be distf nt 35ft. and 45ft. from the
casting platform, the number of casts and the distance demerits to be
the same as in Event No. 2 In addition there shall be kept an account
of the delicacy, 10 being considered perfect. The total number of
points both for accuracy and delicacy at both buoys shall be added
together and be divided by 4 to get the percentage of each contestant.

10. The Platform shall be at least 8ft. sq iare and its surface shall
not be more than 1ft. above the surface of the water.

11. 7"he Lure Casting shall be done on land on a court 30ft. wide
and 200ft. long, through tne main axis of which, shall run a tape
marked off in feet. The casting shall b- done single-handed from one
extremity of the court. The weight shall be a Hoz - lead sinker. The
line shall run from the reel and the rod shall not exceed 10ft, in length.
Three preparatory casts shall be made and then five casts for record.
To determine the record of a cast, subtract from the actual distance
the number of feet, less one, that the weight falls from the tape, the

Planting and Growth of Landlocked Salmon.
Chaelestown, N. H., Feb. 7.—Editor Forest and Stream:

My friend Cheney's last letter on the habits of the winninish
(or wanuanish, as Mr. Brewer tells me they pronounce it in
Canada) recalls the fact that the plant of them which I made
at the Connecticut Lakes in 1880 followed the habits of their
Grand Lake progenitors and went down stream to spawn.
When I was up there in '82 and inquired for them "Uncle
Tom Chester" told me that one about llin. long had been
taken near the outlet of Second Lake, in which the first
plant was made. I have never heard of another one being
seen in that lake, but two or three years ago they began to
appear in First Lake, and last year quite a number were
taken there.

It is impossible for them to get up stream into Second
Lake again, as the crest of the dam overhangs the pool
below, which is very rocky and turbulent. There is also a
log chute at the falls half-way down which pours its water
out through a trough in the same manner, and it would be
impossible for any fish to scale it. On the other hand, at
the outlet of First Lake there is a sawmill, with a rack, or
strainer, through which they could not go down, and it is
two miles away from the place where they entered the lake,
if the first lot spawned, as I think they did in the stream
between the two lakes, where there is plenty of good spawn-
ing ground.
There is no such ground for at least half a mile below First

Lake, as the channel is there a steep rocky gorge, and any
fish which might have escaped at the outlet would have to
keep on down the river to more quiet waters.

I have taken lake trout (Salmo namaycush) in the little
pool where the sawmill wheel discharges, but that pool is
not more than 15 or 20ft. in diameter; and they had probably
been swept down when small and could not get back again.

Sam. Webber.
Postscript,—Further thought on what I have said about

the spawning habits of the wanuanish leads me to make the
suggestion that the position of the first plant may havresome
effect on the future migration.
As I remember, the first, and certainly the subsequent

ones at Sunapee, were made iu the waters of Pike Brook, on
which the hatching house now stands; and the young fry
were brought up and educated in those waters, and naturally
returned to them to spawn themselves.
On the other hand the fry I took to the Connecticut Lakes

were planted in the lake at a point where a strong spring
broke out on the shore of the lake and spread itself over a
bed of loose stones and coarse gravel, under which the young
fish found shelter instantly. It was late in the day, our ice
was exhausted, and we did not dare to risk the pull of a mile
iu a boat and another mile tramp in the woods to find a
suitable place to plant the fry in one of the inlets. The
place where we did put them was on the same side of the
lake as the inlet and not very distant from it, uud probably
their distinct—or in other words their inherited—experience
led them to the outlet as the nearest running water.

I think this may have been the case also in the plant in
some lake in central or western New York, of which I can-
not recall the name, though it has been often spoken of,
where I think the plant was directly in the lake, but where
the fish were afterward found to have gone down to a lower
one.
In the Sunapee case the fish from their own experience

went up to the waters in which they were bred; and in the
other cases, relying on then- inherited experience, went down.
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All those who love a dog because it is a dog,
and not merely a medium for the accumulation of
dollars and cents, are invited by the editor to con-
sider this department as one in which they can
discuss amicably any s jbject that is of interest
to the cabins fancy, without fear of their commu-
nications being subjected to personal comment
or ridicule.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

March 27-30.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Philadelphia, Pa Dr
D. B. Darby, Sec'y. Entries close March 1G.

'

April 17 to 20.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass D E
Loveland, Sec'y. Entries close March 31.

April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles
Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.

6
'

May 1 to 4—Special show of St. Bernard, Collie, Spaniel and Pox-
Terrier clubs, in connection with the Hempstead Farm show, Madison
Square Garden.
May 15.—Portland Kennel Club, at Portland, Ore. D. L Williams

Sec'y- '

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man R J Gallaue-

her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
&

Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont W B Wells
Sec'y.

'

DETROIT DOG SHOW.
The members of the City of the Straits Kennel Club are. to

be congratulated on the successful conclusion of their sec-
ond dog show, held March 7 to 10. It is always a pleasant
duty to chronicle such a success, for it always augurs well
for even a better show next time. Hitherto Detroit has uot
been considered good soil for such an enterprise Although
the club's initial show last year paid its way, this year was
considered to be a crucial test as to whether such ventures
would continue, in popularity. There is little doubt of it now
in Detroit. Popular prices ruled and crowded aisles resulted
On Thursday there were 2 500 paid admissions. On Friday
4.000 and on the last day about 3,000 people turned the stile
Saturday morning was devoted to Young America and there
are probably several hundred budding fanciers and many
worried fathers in the city this Sunday morning.
Although the bench show committee is composed of sev-

eral whose names are familiar in show catalogues, the man-
agement of the dog show they have had little experience
with. Still, all thiDgs considered, the show was fairly well
managed, and the experience gained this year should stand
them in good stead when another year comes round The
committee is composed of Geo. M. Hendrie, Louis Hilsen-
deger, W. Howie Muir, Thos. C. Onellette, C. A. Parkinson
Chas. Thurman, Guy D. Welton, the secretary, and Thos!
Blake, whose experience in such affairs must prove a great
help. Mr. Welton was the superintendent as well as secre-
tary and stuck to his duties well, and while we are compelled
to draw the attention of the club to a very few undesirable
features, we trust they will be taken in all kindly spirit Mi-
Backus, the treasurer, was also an active worker durin'c the
the week.
The judging was expeditiously gone through, most of the

regular classes being judged the first day, and, considering
the average show, with an entry of 469 dogs, this may be
termed good work, especially as the three rings placed on an
extended stage at one side of the hall were not very conven-
ientlp situated for quick ring service. The different mem-
bers of the committe threw themselves heart and soul into
the work during the whole week. The puppies were shown
against, the A. K. C. rule. Dogs not entered were allowed to
be brought in for sale. The hours for exercising the do^«
were too limited, consequently the exercising ring was at
times entirely too crowded with a romping lot of dogs of all
sizes; a menace to human and canine limbs.
The aisles were kept well swept, and the feeding and

benching being under the experienced care of Mr. "Spratts"
Ehrman and "Capt." Murphy, no fault can be found in
this respect. During the show Jas. H Burton's dog cir-
cus performed several times a day on the stage and proved a
great drawing card, as the programme was a good one
Everyone was delighted with the grand quality of the

dogs on exhibition. In fact the best we have were there
and strong teams from the East stopped off on their way to
the Windy City's show this week. The prize list shows the
kennels represented, but we may mention that pointers
setters, spaniels and collies were particularly strong both in
numbers and quality. Spaniels were better than at New
York, most of the other breeds show that the best were
present, though not in such numbers as those named, which
subject is treated of in a more detailed manner in the criti-
cisms.
Among those present we noticed C. A. Pratt, Dr. L Young-

husband, C. W. Longest, J. B. Lewis and father, A Froem-
bling, A. Bousfield, J. E. Dager, John Long, H. Jarrett P
F. Dole, T. G. Davey, Hes. Milkins, F. C. Stone, W. B Wells'
Geo. Kirne, R. Merrill, -F. L. Moe, G. Douglas, C, M. Nelles'
A. Laidlaw, J. B. Oughton, R. McEwen, J. A. Spracklin'
Messrs. Hay & Alexander, George Thomas, W. Turner c'
Davison, R. W. Armstrong, "Sef" and Tom Hallam, B ' F
Lewis, Donald Munroe, James Green, S. H. Sliper T.' A.
Howard, etc.

'

The catalogue, while well arranged as far as entries in the
different classes went, contained a number of typographical
errors, which should be more closely scrutinized another
year, as it is very important that the dogs' names should be
correctly spelled; some had lost all identity. A marked
catalogue was issued on Friday, and contained but two very
unimportant mistakes, a very good achievement indeed. Dr
S. Breimon.was the veterinarian, but he was difficult to
find.

Mastiffs (James Mortimer, Judge).—Although there
were no challenge entries it would be difficult to find an
exhibit of mastiffs more even in type and quality than ap-
peared at this show. In open dogs Prince Cola headed the
procession. This dog has improved, filled out in body and
skull and although he has light chocolate markings and his
muzzle, though deep, could be broader, there is little other
fault to find with him. The well known Emperor William
runs him close, beating Prince in muzzle, but looked light
and tucked up; Emperor Maximilian, third, loses in size and
is a trifle straight in hocks, his head is very typical; Beau-
fort Prince seemed under the weather and looked a bit thin
his feet are faulty, too open in toes, and his hind legs should
be more bent. Cardinal Beaufort was absent. In bitches
there were only two that could be considered, the well knownMmna Minting beatiug Lady Diana in head, chest and
shoulders, but not in carriage of ears. The former moved
better than last year at Chicago. Zenobia was the only poor
one shown, long faced. In puppies a very promising one in
Kimball had little trouble in beating Campania, mentioned
at New York. Frederick the Great unfortunai ely succumbed
to the excitement of travel, dying on the way to the show
Dr. Lougest took the special lor best kennel and Prince

Cola that for best mover, and with Minna Beaufort won the
brace prize. None of the Mastiff Club specials were com-
peted for, Dr. Lougesc we should think would be a member
of the club and adorn his sideboard with some of the hand-
some trophies they offer.

St. Bernards '(James Mortimer, Judge).—Some of the
best we have were represented, but though numbers far ex-

ceeded those in the mastiff division, the quality was not
nearly so even. Sir Bedivere, looking if anything better than
at New York, had only Fernwood Bruce to beat in the chal-
lenge class; both were looking well. The massive lo had no
competition on her first appearance in the challenge class;
she looked much sprightlier and better than at Chicago. In
open dogs, the handsome Eboracum was placed over Lord
Dante, who is better behind, but not so well-shaped or
marked iuhead. Eboracum is undershot slightly, but it does
not detract from his appearance. The massive and hand-
some American Caesar, I believe, had he been in better con-
dition, would have pressed the others close; his head needs a
little more stop, but for bone and general massiveness he ex-
cels the others. Sir William Wallace is a very nice small
dog, with little fault to find in him except lack of collar;
well-formed head, good bone, legs and body, and flat, rich-
colored coat; pity there is no more of him. Earl Douglass,
while a handsome dog as a pet, is too fine in muzzle; his
coat is his chief attraction. In bitches, the beautiful-headed
Rustic Beauty charmed all by her intense quality and typi-
cal expression, while her massive, deep head made a marked
contrast to the others; it is a pity her coat is not flatter.
Lying alongside Sir Bedivere, the couple made a charming
object lesson in what St. Bernard expression and quality
should be. A word of praise would not be amiss here if given
to Arthur Trickett for his splendid work in getting t hese two
dogs in the condition they are at present. Rustic Beauty
was a wreck at Chicago, and Sir Bedivere was not anything
too lively, but now, barring a little more coat, he looks as
well as he ever has done in this country, and does not require
to be lifted on his bench. Thefacthas been brought home to
him that he is but a dog after all, and he eats with the rest
now. While a dog may be a crack in his class, his internals
are prettv much the same as any of his kind, and owners and
kennelmen should remember this. The good-bodied Sum-ay,
improving in head with age, came second to Beauty; while
Uarda, third, a little plain-faced and light-colored, is well
formed in body and legs, her head requires more depth and
squareness. Arline, reserve, is a smart-moving bitch that
well deserved her letters; nice type of head, but not enough
of it. Lady Taylor might have done better had she not been
shown in whelp; she has lots of quality, but is not massive
enough in head. The others require no mention. In puppies
Sir Havelock is a bit straight-faced and snipy, other parts
good. Little Dorritt, second, while a pretty little thing,
should be squarer in muzzle and not so full in eye; her skull
is fair. Belle Isle Napoleon, though too long cast, might
have had some letters; he has a better head than the second
winner; his ribs are very flat, though.
In smooths Scottish Leader bested Alton II., both were

well shown. The latter has a little the best in expression,
but not in depth of muzzle and skull. No challenge bitches.
Iu open dogs St. Augustine wius from Lawrence Garza in
size and massiveness of head; both are faulty in hocks, the
winner more so, and though better than at Toronto, stillisa
little thin, The bitch class saw a win for Pratt's Belle, a
new face to me, a nice headed one, nearly all white in body,
faulty tail, good legs, Sunol, second, is of better color, on
the small side, fair head and nice type all through. Fern-
wood Goldie, third, has been described befor, just a fair
bitch. The Argyle Kennels took the kennel special.
Bloodhounds (James Mortimer, Judge) —This was a

repetition of New York almost, excepting the winner,
Kaweena, who has just come over the sea. She is a bitch of
excellent parts; while I don't think she can beat Belhus in
head, being shorter in skull and muzzle and not so well de
fined in peak she scarcely has Belhus's nobility of expres-
sion, but she excels, although a bitch, in body formation
and bone, and was shown in excellent condition. Vigilant
that promising young bitch we noticed at New York, was
vhc. Alchymist was a little under the weather after his
voyage and will not appear till Boston.
Wolfhounds (C. H. Mason, Judge).—-This was a repeti-

tion of New York as far as the dogs go, but awards were re-
versed in some cases. Argoss and Leekhoi and Vinga and
Zerry were again the order in challenge classes. In open
dogs Odrooska, winner at New York, losing flesh a little
had to give way to Col. Dietz this time, who was vhc. at
New York. The latter loses to the other in loin, front and
head. Leekhoi II. was reserve; he was also at New York
where he took third money. In bitches the order was again
Rega and Ermina; Lady Dietz cook a step higher, this time
being placed over Gypsey Queen, but as stated at New Yrork
she is a good sort, and especially in Lady's present thin
condition should get the better position. Seacroft Kennels
took the kennel special, but the Marlboro Kennels, taking
condition and evenness of type, to say nothing of wins
should have won.
Gp;kat Danes (James Mortimer, Judge).—A very light

exhibit, but some dogs of good type were shown, Mrs. Glynn
getting most of the plums. In open dogs, there being no
challenge entries, Senta's Brutus, first, a blue dog, has made
up into a strong, well made dog since the fall of last year, ex-
celling Stanley in formation of skull, cleanness of neck and
face, bone and carriage of stern; losing a trifle at present in
arch of loin, a splendid mover, ears should be neater. Sirius,
third, should be more bent in hocks, is cheeky, and should
be stronger in muzzle, best headed son of Melac yet seen.
Pedro, vhc, is a coarse common looking black dog, light of
eye, but good legs and bone; not a typical great Dane.
In bitches Senta's Rheda has made up into a nicish sort in
body and legs, beating Senta's Mascot, her litter sister, this
time, but the latter scores in head and is a nicely formed
bitch all through, with a good head of proper length. Rheda
is sort of down-faced and not square enough in muzzle and
is lighter in bone. The puppies were not good, the winner's
head will not do, but is better in body and legs. Mrs. Glynn
took the kennel and brace special.

Deerhounds (James Mortimer, Judge).—Lochiel, looking
more symmetrical than at New York, won nicely from Bruce
II. in head and bone and loin, but loses in texture of coat,
this dog should be shown as light in flesh as possible, con-
sistent with dog show condition. In bitches we saw our old
friend Olga once more; she keeps up wonderfully well, had
a good coat on and was as hard as nails, in fact all these dogs
were well muscled and hard. There were no specials.
Greyhounds (James Mortimer, Judge).—Iks entries, with

one exception, are so familiar to our readers that criticism is
not necessary. Gem of the Season easily won from Pious
Pembroke in challenge dogs, leaving Master Rich in the
cold. Pretty Bestwood Daisy had things to herself in chal-
lenge bitches. In open bitches—no dogs were entered

—

Southern Beauty had no difficulty in winning over Idlewild.
Spaniels (C. H. Mason, J udge).—The collection here was

one that could scarcely be excelled and must have occasioned,
especially in the cocker classes, no little trouble to the judge'
who, however, gave the exhibitors little, if any, cause to
grumble. In challenge fields Newton Abbott vTorso was
alone and looked fairly well. In open black dogs Beauty
R.'s curly coat and snipy head placed her with a second
only to her credit. Bitches saw Rose an easy winner from
Daisy R.

; her head is a bit wedge-shaped, however, short of
coat, but good body and legs. Daisy's coat should be much
flatter. In liver dogs first went without competition to
Queen, first here last year; a bit plain in muzzle, otherwise
will bear careful criticism. Any other color, the Toronto
winner, Workman, was alone; he is not long enough in body
and is "cockery" in head.
Challenge cocker dogs brought out a gay lot and that good

one Black Duke, excelliugin muzzle and body, was placed
oyer champion Middy, who would do with more flesh. Jay
Kay, Red Doc, Othello and Red Roland were out of it. In
bitches first went to the popular Miss Waggles, who beats
Black Duchess in head and condition, though her coat was

a bit scary. In open dogs (11) Juniie II., unnoticed at New
York-' won first; his head is a fairly good one, a little too
full in brow, his body needs tilling out, is not straight in
front and is very low to the ground, good bone, flat coat
Piekpama, taking the same type, has a better head and is
better in body. Wood lawn Priuce, third, is a nicely made
one, head a trifle long, but well shaped, better front than
winner, good bone and body. Douglass, reserve, is too
small and ultra cobby, but a smart little chap, nice head
little out at elbows. Donovan, vhc, is coarse in head and
leggy to the others; another type of dog, and has made him-
self famous for some time to come; he won at New Ybrk
Woodland Count, vhc, was described at Newark. King
Kole, vhc, is too high aud broad in skull, but deserved his:
letters. Wild Fire is coarse in head. Amado has too much
stop, otherwise a. nice sort. Brantford Jet went way down
this time with he In the ladies (17) first went to a sweet-
headed one in Baby Ruth, but she is out at elbow when
standing naturally and is light in body yet. Rideau Reine
we have frequently spoken of and also Lady Fidget, who
hardly stands true enough in front. Dart, reserve, I could
not find. Among the six vhc.'s were WT

oodland Jude-
rather long-headed, but good bone and body, with fair front'
Nellie S. has a nice head, but is a little bowed in front; Nel-
lie deserved her letters. Fashion is high in skull and struckme as rather a nice type all over, though she has a rather
plain profile, is a cobby sort. Miss Helyett, be; nice head
and front, but light in body. Woodstock Dora found com-
petition too warm and Lady Constance's crooked front and
full, broad skull put her out.
In any other color dogs, first went to St. Lawrence Prince

whose round coarse skull is offset by good legs. Brantford
Rnfus, second, is well known, described at New York
Brantford Redstone, won last year, is full in eye and brow
stands up well. Brown Lad, vhc, should have darker eye
and not be so full iu brow; good otherwise. Duke B., he is
too full in muzzle, and so is Gold Ring. Dandy S. is faultym head, but a good workman-like looking dog. In bitches,
Ked Rose, second, a little out before the eye but well showm
Ruth S. is also faulty before the eve, but a nice sort, de-
scribed before. Woodland Polly, reserve, is a trifle plain in
muzzle, but little fault elsewhere, in fact, so many of these
shown had but one or two prominent faults that criticism
becomes a repetition. Keeps should be shorter in muzzle
but body and legs pass muster.
There were no Clumbers entered.
In Irish water spaniels there was not one with a proper-

tight curled coat, most of those shown were open and Bat
headed. Patsy B. won in dogs, was poorly shown and is
light in body, coat open. Garry Owen shown better in con-
dition and coat, and had the best head on the bench, legs
well clothed. The well known BiddvMalone won in bitches
but her curl is all "wilted," bests Kitty of Cork in length of
head and coat such as it is. Erin, reserve, has a thick
coarse head and poor coat for ice water work.
Collies (James Mortimer, Judge).—A fine lot of do°-s

the best from Canada and tbe States. In challenge dogs
Wellesbourne Charlie and Roslyn Wilkes fought their batt le
again, and victory lay with the former, as at New York;
neither are in full bloom. Flurry III. had a nice win from
the rather plain-faced Jakyr Dean, especially in the carriage
of ears, though a bit ragged in coat, particularly in brush
Open dogs (21) must have been a puzzler after picking the
winner, Sefton Hero, who looked very fit, though more coat
would improve him. Yardley Fox came next, he is plain in
quarters, too short bodied, good type of head and gets his
ears up nicely; excellent coat all through. Orme, third, is a
nice sort, head fair length, good ear, coat soft. Blizzard
reserve, a white-coated one, has a good flat skull, but is light
in body and out of coat. Among the vhc. there were Rhod-
erick Dhont, coarse in head, good length of coat but open.
Finsbury Dude is soft in coat and head is not fine enough.
Ightewhell Chief is a rather pleasing dog that can beat his
fellow card dogs; good length of head, bit cheeky, well
coated but not dense enough, good legs, ears a bit heavy hut

!

carried well, falls away behind too sharp, should be darker
in eye. In bitches the winner proved to be Charlton Phyllis:
again; she was described at Saratoga, but stands better-
behind now than she did then, she looks well. Lady Fidget,,
from the same kennel, came next; she is out of coat and!
heavy in ear. Lassie, third, turns her feet out, but her head
is very pretty; dips in back a little. Helena, reserve, has a
sweet head, nice length with good body and coat, and might
have gone higher up. Bertha II. was outclassed in head.
Nora is too high in brow, but a nice face, heavy ears detract
however. I liked Lady Christopher the best of the two
lettered ones. Cragston Kennels took the kennel special
and Lassie the special for best owned in Michigan.
Poodles (C. H. Mason, Judge).—With the Meadowmere^

Kennels supplying all but two entries, the winners have been
written of very recently. Dinah, alone in challenge bitches
scored her first win then; Chloe being marked absent, Sidii
won in open curly dogs, followed by Yankee, a nice smart
sort. Diablo, reserve, loses in coat and muzzle to winner
In bitches the New York second winner Cybele, lost first
prize to her kennel mate Bess and sustaining the opinion I
expressed in the New York report that she is the better bitch
though beaten there, she beats in muzzle, rib and loin. Bis-
marck was the only corded one and a separate class was made
Bulldogs (C. H. Mason, Judge).—The three shown are all"

well known and were described in the New York report.
Romance won over Wal Hampton, beating in head and con-
dition considerably. The Graven Image was alone in her
class.

Bull-Terriers (C. JET. Mason, Judge).—In their game of
see-saw, Starlight and Attraction made another appear-,
ance; this time the weight of the judge's opinion made the.
former score. Then Cordona won in dogs, followed by Top--
sparkle, some distance apart though, Bellerby King coming-
in for what he deserved, the reserve card; he is not true int

front, faulty in head and eye, too light, cheeky, fairly good
body. Edgewood Tipsey and Edgewood Topsey, wrongly
entered as Modesty, furnished the bitch class winners and.
the New York decision was sustained.
Dachshunds (John Davidson, Judge) —There was little

work here, for Jay scores well over Plethyosaurus, though
losing in condition he scores so much in head and front and
length. Tapszur Horst, reserve, loses in feet, stop, ears and
stern. In the next class Jargonelle again had it her own way
as the other is not approaching in type, head, front, length
or skin.
Beagles (John Davidson, Judge).—With the extended

classification I expected to see a bigger entry. Most of the
winners are well known. Doctor led in lonely state in chal-
lenge dogs, then June M., excelling Snow in type of head,
scored another blue ribbon, and was in much better shape
than at Chicago three months since. Open dogs, large size,
Joe, described at New York, won, better in head, but not in
skull than Pomp. Pomp runs him close. In bitches the
New York winner, Oracle, was alone, traveling is not doing
her much good. In dogs under 13in. the well known Adam
scored. He is plain-faced, but a good working sort of dog,
I liked Baby Deane for first in bitches over Superba, sligb VJy.
better head; neither are good, better bone and cobbier l-^ly.
Guy D. Welton won the kennel prize and Oracle the special
for best in show, somewhat easily.
Fox-Tekkiers (James Mortimer, Judge).—A nice lot of

these dogs, though competition was not very brisk, the New
York winners sticking to the front. Raffle, in the abs nee of
Ripon Stormer, had a walkover in challenge dogs, and sohad'
Grouse. II. in her class; she looked exceedingly well, too. TheNew York winner, Warren Safeguard, had an easy win in
open dogs, beating Raby Pallisy in skull and muzzle, a more
punishing head. Raby Pallisy looked well and is a nice ter-
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rier, but was out of coat. Arrandale Mixture is light in bone,
fair head, he and Lansdowne Poverino have occupied the
same relation before. Hillside Royal is light in body and
weak in muzzle. That capital sort, improving, too, War-
ren Caution beat Warren Duty, and properly, in length of

head and strength of muzzle and coat; both are nice of stamp,
though a little more "varmint" expression would add to their

appearance. Lady Rosebery, third, is a little coarse in

head to the winner, but has more bone, she is well known,
Richmond Jesimine, vhc., should be stronger in muzzle, is a
bit leggy, good body.
In wires first went to Undercliffe Comet, whose wide front

and coarse shoulders rather spoil the effect of his good
head. Dark Eye, second, is well known, and so is Ebor
Larchmont, while Adswood Jim II. is a campaigner of the
old sort. In bitches, Jess Erost, with two sores on her stern,

should have given place to Raper's Rosanna, a better-headed
one but leggy and out of coat; Jess should not have been
shown. Glenmore Belle loses in length of head to both. The
Rutherfurd Kennels took both kennel prizes, which included
a $100 trophy. The best in show owned in Canada fell

rightly enough to Raby Pallissy, which pleased his new
owners mightily. With this also went the cigars for the best
owned in Wayne and Essex counties.
Ikish Terriers (James Mortimer, Judge).—There was

only one strikingly good fresh face, the others, excepting
one, are old campaigners. In the challenge class Jack
Briggs scored again over Jackanapes, and in the absence of
Bill Briggs. Brickbat, Jr., claimed a blue ribbon in the open
dog class; pity this dog is so much on the large size; he is

well formed. " The bitch class introduced us to a new one
from Dr. Niven's kennel, G-lenary Donagh, a ten months' old
terrier, quite large enough but of excellent type, long clean
head well formed; she should do some winning. Blue
Ribbon, second, is quite a coarse-headed one in comparison.
Dandie Dinmo.nts (C. II. Mason, Judge).—Only King o'

the Heather and Ainstey Daisy from the same kennel, but
with positions reversed from New York as they should be.

Skte Terriers (C. H. Mason, Judge).—A nice lot, but all

well known and reported fully at New York.
Bedlington Terriers (C. II. Mason, Judge).—Mount

Vernon Tibbie won: nice size. Second went to a capital
made one in Doctor A. ; rather large size but excellent and

' well shaped body. Professor looked very thin and smaller
than ever; muzzle too snipy and soft coated.
Black and Tan Terriers (C. H. Mason, Judge) —In chal-

lenge class three were put down, Broomfield Sultan getting
the verdict, with Gypsey Girl reserve; Prince Regent, a better-
tanned dog, looking on. In open dogs, Glenwood won nicely;
he was at New York; beats Rochelle Turk in head, though a
bit coarse, eye and bone and body. Rochelle Oolah, reserve,
described before; a poor one. In bitches, Rosette scored nicely
in general type and character, though tan could be better,
over Rochelle Moll; Betsy, also well known, getting reserve.
Yorkshire Terriers (C. II. Mason, Judge).—Only three,

and not a good one in the lot. And the same may be said of
the toy terriers, though Tiny has a larger head than is gener-
ally met with; tan too light, and only got second.
Scotch Terriers (0. H. Mason, Judge).—Tiree and Kilroy

were placed as before in challenge class, and Kilcree again
beat Wankie Tarn; both looked well. Culblean this time
beat Wankie Daisy; better head, ears and general type.
Merry Coll, reserve, loses in coat, front and head to the win-
ners.
Pugs (C. H. Mason, Judge).—Curtis and Vega furnished

the challenge winners, and were well shown. In open dogs,
Pinsbury Duke won nicely; should be a little cobbier in body,
but a nice sort all through. Andy D., with his long face and
shelly body, was lucky to get second over Drummer, vhc, in
spite of the latter's bent leg and smutty color; one is a pug
in general formation, the other not. But Othmar, reserve,
should be spoken of first; he is too flat in skull, long-faced
and light in body, no trace and thin tail. Al Von was ab-
sent. In bitches, Haughty Madge, a bitch of excellent type
aud general formation, scored easily from Lady Clover.
Miss Decima. reserve, scores over La Belle Petite and the
second winner in head and substance and general type.
Diamond Bessie, a nice little sort, excels Baby S. also, the
other vhc, very much in head; latter is too long and also
shelly in body; Bessie's open feet are against her. Rustic
ueen II. is too light in body and should have more skull.
he Italian greyhounds are all well known.
Miscellaneous Class (C. H. Mason, Judge).—Equal firsts

were given to the smooth sheepdog Blue Belle and the bob-
tail Herdman LI. , described last week. In the small dogs,
Dewr, the Welshman; Micke, the Schipperke, and Sheffield
Lad divided. H. W. LACY.

Foxhounds (John Davidson, Ju.dge).—The three classes
provided had a total of nine entries. Rosemary, a fine bitch,
won easily over Ranger II. in the challenge class, and in
open dogs, Denmark won quite as easily over his three com-
petitors. Second went to Clinker, light in body and poor in
head and hound character. Herberty Jack, vhc, was ordin-
ary compared to the winners. The three bitches were not
remarkable for merit. Torment, a small bitch won first,

while second went to Maud, light in body, short of leg and
long cast.

Pointers (John Davidson, Judge).—The pointer classes
were quite good in quality, the kennel teams being remark-
ably good ones. The Hempstead Farm Co. won the special
for the best kennel and also the special for the best kennel of
four with field trial records, these two specials having a very
even lot of competitors, the Hempstead Farm having Robert
le Diable, Duke of Hessen, Sanford Druid and Hempstead
Duke. Mr. Davey had a very strong kennel in competition,
but they were lacking in sortiness and average quality as
compared with the Hempstead Farm dogs. In the heavy
weight challenge class, Count Graphic took first over Tem-
pest. In the corresponding bitch class Woolton Game got
the decision over Josie Brackett. In light-weight challenge
dogs Duke of Hessen easily won over Rush of Lad. There
were three well-known competitors in the challenge bitch
class for light-weights. Lady Gay Spanker, first, Miss
Rumor, the reserve? Wild Lilly was the other competitor.
There were five competitors in the open class for heavy-
weight dogs. First went to Sandford Druid. He is a little
straight in stifles and shows throatiness. He has a good
head, body, legs and feet. Second went to Molton Banner,
described recently, and third went to Dandy, a long-cast dog,
coarse in head, straight in stifles and shoulders, body well
ribbed and well shaped. The reserve, Count Graphic's Pat,
stands high on legs and his head is coarse. In the heavy-
weight bitch class Hempstead Pearl, winner of first, has
quite a good head, though somewhat narrow in muzzle. She
stands squarely on good legs and feet, has a uniform good
muscular development and good symmetry. Lady Graphic,
second, is plain in head, and the expression of her face is
marred by prominent, full eyes. She has good legs and feet
and fair symmetry of form. Brighton Led a, third, carries
her ears badly sometimes, and she is a shade heavy in limbs.
Abbess of Kent, the reserve, is heavy in shoulders, throaty,
aud ordinary in quality.
In light-weight dogs Ridgeview Tenny, in excellent con-

dition, won first in a class of eight competitors, second going
to Ridgeview Comet, well made aside from some faults of
head and neck. Third was won by Hempstead Duke, ordi-
nary in head and deficient in symmetrical finish. The re-
serve, Sport of Hessen, is long cast and coarse. Trim, vhc,
is light in muscles, neck too widely spread on shoulders,
long body and ordinary symmetry." The open bitch class
had seven entries. First prize was won by a fairly good small
bitch, throaty and light in head. Hempstead Blossom, sec-
ond, is not clean cut in head, but well built though taking a

trifle in general symmetry. Fa,u Fan, second, described in
previous reports, won third. Devonshire Pearl is narrow in
muzzle and throaty, otherwise she is quite trimly built and
sound. Two received vhc, Duchess, wide in ribs, straight in
shoulders and head somewhat coarse, and Hempstead Jilt, a
bitch of ordinary quality with some coarseness.
English Setters (John Davidson, Judge).—The English

setter classes were strong in numbers and quality. Toledo
Blade and Monk of Furness, dogs of sharply distinct type,
were the competitors in the challenge class for dogs. The
latter is largely Laverack in breeding and type, while Toledo
Blade is more after the type of the modern setter, or rather
the idea of type of the modern setters, for they are in fact of
the greatest variety of types. Of the two distinct types,
Monk is a better dog of his type than Toledo Blade is of the
modern setter. Cincinnatus was entered in the class but did
not compete. Victress Llewellin, in good condition, won
over her two competitors, Cambriana and Albert's Nellie,
the latter getting reserve. The dog class filled the ring to
its utmost capacity consistent with judging. There were
twenty-two competitors. Paul Bo was in excellent condition
and won first; his head is his worst fault, the muzzle being
light and the head not being clean cut. He has excellent
back, body, ribs, quarters, legs and feet; ribs a bit too wide
at the shoulders, good symmetry. Secondwas won by Nether-
wood Nymrod, described recently in these columns. The third
winner, Washtenaw Grouse, is quite a good setter, a little
heavy in shoulders and straight in stifle; fairly good general
symmetry. Max Noble, the reserve, is long cast, but has
excellent muscular development and good, symmetry; he is
about medium size, stands squarely on sound legs and
feet, and has a workmanlike appearance; he was well con-
ditioned and hard as nails. The vhc. dogs were above the
average in quality. They were Monk of Furness Sting,
Robin Goch, Wordsley Dude, Ben Hur of Riverview and
Matane, both he and Max Noble pressing the winner of third
very close. I fancied the latter for third place, he being a
better finished dog with uniform, muscular development.
There were eighteen competitors in the bitch class. Toledo
Queen, first, had a very strong competitor in Luna, the latter
a bitch of fine symmetry; she is slightly faulty in knees and
sometimes stands with elbows in; she is better in head,
neck aud symmetry than Toledo Queen, though the latter is
a bitch of much merit; her head is light and narrow, neck
too short, body well shaped, strong in back and quarters,
and symmetrical in form. Third went to Nellie Breeze of
Washtenaw, a pretty bitch with a tendency to lathiness.
The reserve went to Cleopatra, quite a good bitch with a
plain head, neck short and stifle too straight. Both she
and Tube Rose, vhc, were strong competitors for third
place. The others awarded vhc. were Sylvia and Liberty II.
Irish Setters (John Davidson, Judge}.—The kennel prize

was taken by the Oak Grove Kennels. In the challenge class,
Kildare Glenmore was first with Seminole the reserve. Edna
H. had no competitor in the challenge class for bitches. The
open dog class had four competitors, of which Finglas was
easily first. Pemberton, shown in good condition, was sec-
ond, and Killane, an ordinary dog, was third. Fingaln,
coarse in head, flat in ribs, throaty and ordinary, was reserve.
There were ten in the bitch class. Nona was placed over
Ruby Glenmore II., the same positions which they were
awarded at New York. Rosamond won third. The re-
mainder of the class was ordinary. Nina Concord, reserve,
has a narrow head, light skull, short neck, but is fairly well
built otherwise. Roxie, vhc, is light in muzzle, ears set
high, faulty knees and ordinary in quality.
Gordon Settees (John Davidson, Judge).—Heather Lad

won over Leo B. in the challenge class for dogs. In the
bitch class Duchess of Waverly was first, Lady Gordon re-
serve. There were four in the open dog class, in which
Duke of Wellington was first. Second Avas won by Judge S.,
somewhat long cast in form, narrow muzzle and thin in
flesh, tan partly smudgy. Shot Boy, third, has a coarse
head, throaty, heavy shoulders, pale tan, legs and feet good.
Rah, reserve, has a flat, coarse head. There were five bitches.
First went to Highland Yola, a good bitch, though rounding
in hips, which gives her a heavy appearance. Montrose,
second, is cobby in build, a bit heavy in shoulders and ordin-
ary in symmetry. Dwight Effie, third, was first at Colum-
bus last week. Mohawk Rosa, vhc, was but ordinary, as
was also Lady Neva, the reserve. Dr. Dixon's dogs won the
kennel prize. B. Waters.

LIST OF AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Dogs; 1st, L. Youngbusband's Prince Cola: 3d and 3d,

Dr. C. A. Longesi's Emperor William and Emperor Maximilian.
Very high com., Dr. C. A. Lougest's Beaufort Prince. Bitches; 1st
Dr. C. A. Lougest's Lady Diana: 3d. L. Younghusbaud's Minnie Beau-
fort; 3d, withheld.—Pistes.' 1st, Bay City Kennels' Kimball; 2d, C.
A. Lougest's Campania.

ST. BERNARDS (Rough). Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Argyle Kennels 1

Sir Bedivere. Very high com. reserve, J. B. Lewis's Fernwood Bruce.—
Bitches: 1st, J. B. Lewis's Io. —Open—Dogs: 1st, Swiss Mountain
Kennels' Eboracum; 2d, Bay City Kennels' Lord Dante; 3d, Arthur
Froembling's Amerieau Csesar. Very high com., H. .J.Walker's Sir
William Wallace. High com., Belle Isle Kennels' Earl Douglass.
Com., J- J. McKenna's Royal Prince of Detroit.

—

Bitches: 1st, Argyle
Kennels' Rustic Beauty; 2d, Swiss Mountain's Sunray; 3d, Argyle
Kennels' Warda. Very high com. reserve, J. B. Lewis's' Arline. Very
high com.. Bay City Kennels' Lady Taylor. Com., T. C. Jones's Lady
Limond; W. A. Hetlich's Fernwood Rose U.

—

Puppies: ("rough or
smooth) 1st, J. W. Nagle's Sir Henry Havelock; 2d, Belle Isle Kennels'
Little Dorrec—(Smooth) Challenge—Dogs: 1st. Swiss Mountain
Kennels' Cb. Scottish Leader. Very high com. reserve, Argyle Ken-
nels' Alton II.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Bay City Kennels' St. Au.yisi i;

•

J. Farnof's Lawrence Garza; 3d, withheld.

—

Bitches: 1st, Argyle
Kennels' Pratt's Belle; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Suno); 3d, J. B.
Lewis's Fernwood Goldy.

BLOODHOUNDS.—1st, 2d, 3d and very high com., Dr, 0. H. Lougest's
Kaween, Belhus, Berrys Bradsbaw and Vigilant.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, H W. Hunt-
ington's champion Argoss. Reserve, Seacroft Kennels' Leekhoi.
Bitches: 1st, Seacrot't Kennels' Vinga, Reserve, H. W. Huntington's
Zerry.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Seacroft Kennels' Col. Dietz; 2d, H. W.
Huntington's Odrooska. Reserve, N. N. Wanner 's Leekhoi II. Bitches:
1st and 2d, H. W. Huntington's Rega and Dmina. Reserve and very
high com., Seacroft Kennels' Lady Dietz and Gypsy Queen.

GREAT DANES.

—

Dogs: 1st, Mrs. J. W. C. Glynn's Senta's Brutus;
3d, Paul Olagstone's Stanley; 3d, Peter Raid's Sirius. Very high com..
B. W. Pasternacki's Pedro. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Mrs, J. ~W. C. Glynn's
Senta's Rheda and Senta's Mascott. Puppies: 1st, Mrs. J. W. C.
Glynn's Wolverton's Hadie; 2d, L. C. Smith's Senta II.

FOXHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Rosemary.
—Open—Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Denmark; 2d. Jos. Smith's
Clinker. Very high com., Frank Herberty 's Herberty Jack. Bitches:
1st, Chestnut HiU Kennels' Torment; 2d, Jos, Smith's Maid.

DEERHOUNDS.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, Albion L. Page's Lochiel; 2d,
W. Howie Muir's Bruar H Bitches: 1st, W. Howie Muir's Olga.

GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st and reserve, A. W. Pur-
beck's Gem of the Season and Pious Pembroke. Bitches: 1st, A. W.
Purhack's Bestwood Daisy.—Open—Bitches : 1st, A. W. Purbeck's
Southern Beauty; 2d, Chas. W. Sarvis's Idlewild.

POINTERS.—Challenge—Dogs (551bs. or o ver) : 1st, Leamington
Pointer Kennels' champion Count Graphic. Reserve, W. Ledyard's
Tempest. Bitches: 1st, Hempstead Farm's Woolton Game. Reserve,
T. G. Davey's Josie Bracket. Dogs (under 551bs.); 1st, Hempstead
Farm's Duke of Hessen. Beserve. Heehwalt ft Windle's Rush of Lad.
Bitches: 1st and reserve, T. G. Davey's Lady Gay Spanker and Miss
Rumor; 2d, G. O. Smith's Moulton Banner.—Open—Dogs (551bs. or
over): 1st, Hempstead Farm's Sandford Druid: 3d, F.S.Evans's
Dandy. Very high com. reserve, Leamington Pointer Kennels' Count
Graphic's Pat. Very high com,, J. E. O'Connell's Duke of Croxteth.
Bitches; 1st, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Pearl; 2d, Leamington
Pointer Kennels' Lady Graphic; 3d, T. G. Davey's Brighton Leda.
Very high com. reserve, B. W. Parker's Abbess of Kent. Dogs (under
551bs.): 1st, Netherwood Kennels' Ridgeview Tenny; 2d, T. G. Davey's
Ridgeview Comet; 3d, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Duke. Very
high com. reserve, W. J. Goodspeed's Sport of Hessen. Very high
com.. B. S. Stapleton's Trim. High com., E, P. Stone's Rube and F.
W. Kueuu's Duke of Evansville. Bitches: 1st, .Leamington Pointer
Kennels' Count Graphic's Baby. 2d, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead
Blossom ;

3d, C. E. Connell's Fan Fan H, Very high com. reserve, C.

D. Roberts's Devonshire Pearl. Very high com., P. F. Stone's Duchess
and Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Jilt. High com., E. H. Robinson's
Duchess H. and Maj. J. H Smith's Tiglath Peleazer.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st and reserve, J. E.
Dager's champion Monk of Furness and Toledo Blade. Bitches: 1st,
Washtenaw Kennels' Albert's Nellie. Reserve, J. Lewis's Victress
Llewellyn. Open—Dogs; 1st, R. Merrill's Paul Bo; 2d, Netherwood
Kennels' Netherwood Nymrod; 3d, Washtenaw Kennels' Washtenaw
Grouse. Very high com. reserve, E. C. Smith's Max Noble. Very
high com., Eddy & Armstrong's Monk of Furness Sting, D. J. Peters's
Robin Goch, H. Northwood's Wordsley Dude and F. G. Taylor's Ben
Hur of Riverview. High com., R. Bangham's Ontario. Com , E. T.
Tappey's Brighton Benwell, .1. Slocum's Stonewall Jacksan, W. B.
Wells's Luke and Dr. S. W. Hartt's Beaconsfield Adonis. Bitches: 1st,
C. A. Rathbone's Toledo Queen; 2d, W. B. Wells's Luna; 3d, Washte-
naw Kennels' Nellie Breeze of Washtenaw. Very high com. reserve,
W. B. Wells's Cleopatra. Very high com., Maj J. H. Smith's Sylvia.
T. G. Davey's Liberty II. and R. Merrill's Tube Rose, High com., E.
W. Coleman's Little Girl, Dr. B. C. Moll's Albert's Kate and W. D.
Tristem's Bessie Brown. Com., W. Jenette's Josephine J.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st and reserve, Oak Grove
Kennels' Kildare Glenmore and Seminole. Bitches: 1st, Oak Grove
Kennels' Edna. H.—Open—Dogs: 1st, W. L.Washington's Finglas; 2d,
J. J. Scanlan's Pemberton; 3d, J. B. McKay's Killane. Very high
com. reserve, G. D. Welton's Fingaln. Bitches: 1st, F. L. Moe's Nona;
2d, W. L. Washington's Ruby Glenmore H.; 3d, Dr. Wm. Jarvis's
Rosamond. Very high com. reserve, Concord Cocker Kennels' Nina
Concord. Very high com,, E. B. Gregory's Roxie. High com., A. D.
Welton's Mona Scully and W. Lang's Kildare Gladys. Com., D. Gar-
rick's Nell.

GORDON SETTERS.— Challenge — Dogs: 1st, J. R. Oughton's
Heather Lad. Reserve, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Leo B. Bitches: 1st and
reserve, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duchess oi Waverly and Lady Gordon.

—

Open—Dogs; ist. Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duke of Wellington; 2d, Mohawk
Gordon Setter Kennels' Judge S. ; 3d. F. C. Baldwin's Shot Boy. Very
high com. reserve, A. McVittie's Rah. Bitches: 1st, Highland Ken-
nels' Highland Yola; 2d, very high com. reserve and very high com,.
Mohawk Gordon Setter Kennels' Montrose; Lady Neva and Mohawk
Rosa; 3d, J. R. Oughton's Dwight Effie.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Challenge—Dogs (over 281bs.): 1st, B. F.
Lewis's Newton Abbot Torso.—Open—Black—Dogs; 2d, W. B. Greg-
ory's Beauty R. Bitches: 1st, J. A Spracklin's Rose; 2d, W. B. Greg-
ory's Daisy R.—Liver—1st, J. A. Spracklin's Queen.—Ant other
color—1st, J. A. Spracklin's Workman.
COCKERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs (not over 281bs.): 1st, Luckwell &
Douglass's Ch. Black Duke. Reserve, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Ch.
Middy. Bitches; 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Ch. Miss Waggles.
Reserve, J. P. Willey's Black Duchess.—Open—Dogs (black): 1st, J.

P. Willey's Jumie II.; 2d, Concord Cocker Kennels' Pickpania; 3d,
Henry Brooks's Woodland Prince. Reserve, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Douglas. Very high com., Edwin W. Fiske's King Kole, Luckwell &
Douglass's Woodland Count and W. T. Payue's Donovan. High com.,
Mrs.'T. R. Roberts's Amado, Edwin W. Fiske's Wild Fire. H. B. Field's
Brantford Jet and Luckwell & Douglass's Black Duke, Jr. Bitches:
1st and 2d, Andrew Laidlaw's Baby Ruth and Rideau ReiDe; 3d and
reserve, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Lady Fidget aud Dart. Very h gh
com.. A. T. Knowlson's Maud S. II., Edwin W. Fiske's Fashion, J. A.
Spracklin's Nellie, Luckwell & Douglass's Nellie S. and Woodland
Jude, and Concord Cocker Kennels' La Dina. High com., A. T.
Knowlson's Miss Helyett, Dole & Thomas's Woodstock Dora and
Jersey Cocker Kennels' Lady Constance. Com., K. 0. Oraigie s

Orickett and Edwin W. Fiske's Corktown Cleo. Dogs (any other
color): 1st, C. T. Sackett's St. Lawrence Prince; 2d, Edwin Fiske's
Brantford Rufus. Reserve, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Dandy S. Very
high com , P. P. Wright's Brown Lad. High com., S. J. Bowling's
Duke B. and Concord Cocker Kennels' Gold Ring. Bitches: 1st,
Brantford Cocker Kennels' Red Rose; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Ruth S. Reserve, Luckwell & Douglass's Woodland Polly. Very
high com., H. C. Wann's Keeps.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS .

—

Dogs: 1st and 2d, Blaisdell & Gard-
ner's Patsy B. and Garry Owen. Bitches: 1st and reserve, BlaiBdell
& Gardner's Biddy Malone and Erin; 2d, B. F. Lewis's Kitty of Cork,
High com., Thomas Blake's Dasey.

COLLIES.

—

Challenge—Dogs: lat, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Wells-
bourne Charlie. Very high com. reserve, Cragston Kennels' Roslyn
Wilkes. Bitches: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Flurry HI. Very high
com. reserve, Cragston Kennels' Jakyr Dean.—Open—Dogs: 1st aud
very high com. reserve, Cragston Kennels' Sefton Hero and Blizzard;
2d, McEwen & Gibson's Yardley Fox; 3d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Oroie.
Very bigh com., W. I. & H. L. Jeffrey's Ightewhell Chief, Cragston
Kennels' Rhoderick Dhout, Saunders & Mighton's Finsbury Dude.
High com., E. A. & L. S. Rogers's Major Welton, D. J. Jeffrey's Laurie.
Com., E. A. & L. S. Rogers's Dundee Ben, Cragston Kennels' (2) Here-
ward the Wake and Cragston Cbriss. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Cragston
Kennels' Charlton Phyllis and Lady Fidget; 3d, Mrs. R. Humffreys
Roberts's Lassie. Very high com. reserve, McEwen & Gibson's Helena.
Very high com., Seminole Kennels' Bertha II., Saunders & Mighton'a
Nora. High com., Cragston Kennels' (3) Cragston Queen, Cragston
Belle and Lady Christopher. Com.. Chestnut HiU Kennels' Gipsev
n.

POODLES.

—

Challenge—1st, Meadowmere Kennels' Dinah.

—

Open—
Dogs Cany color): 1st, 2d and reserved, Meadowmere Kennels' Sidi,
Yankee and Diable. Bitches: 1st, 2d and reserve, Meadowmere Ken-
nels' Bess, Cybeleand Miss.—Corded—Dogs: 1st, Dr. S. N. Duer's Bis-
mark.

BULLDOGS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Romance, 2d, Woodland
Park Kennels' Wal Hampton, Bitches: Frank F. Dole's Graven
Image.
BULL-TERRIERS'—Challenge—Bitches: 1st and reserve, Frank F.

Dole's champion Starlight and champion Attraction.—Open—Dogs; 1st,

Dr. R. Huidekoper's Cardonna; 2d- Frank F. Dole's Topaparkle. Re-
serve, F. L. Dover's BeUerby King. Bitches: 1st, Castle Point Kennels'
Edgewood Tipsey; 2d, Frank F. Dole's Edgewood Modesty.

DACHSHUNDS.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Windrush Kennels' Jay; 2d, E.
A. Meiser's Plethyosaurus. Very high com. reserve, Arthur Froem-
bling's Tipsyur Horst. Bitches: 1st, Windrush Kennels' Jargonelle:
2d, Arthur Troembling's Gypsy.

BEAGLES.

—

Challenge—Dogs; 1st, B. F. Lewis's Doctor. Bitches:
1st. Guy D. Welton's June M. Reserve, Middleton Kennels' Snow.

—

Open—Dogs (over 13 and under loin.); 1st and 2d, Guy D. Welton's
Joe and Pomp. Bitches: 1st, Waldingfleld Kennels' Oracle. Dogs
(13in. and under): 1st, Middleton Kennels' Adam. Bitches: 1st, Guy
D. Welton's Superba; 2d, John Wallane's Baby Deane.

FOX-TERRIERS—(Smooth) Challenge—Dogs; 1st, L. & W. Ruth-
erfurd's Raffle. Bitches: 1st, Seacroft Kennels' Grouse II.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Safeguard; 2d, Foxhall
Kennels' Baby Pallisy; 3d, H.LeRoy Jones's Arrandale Mixture. Very
high com., Dr. Darby's Poverino. Bitches; 1st and 2d, W. L. Ruth-
erfurd's Warren Caution and Warren Duty; 3d, Toon & Thomas's
Lady Rosebery. Very high com., Seacroft Kennels' Richmond Jesi-
mine. High com., A. A. McDonald's Beverwyck Twinkle. Com., T. C.
Cuellett's My Lady Stardon and Hamilton Fox-Terrier Kennels' Maple
Leaf.—(Wise Haired) Open—Dogs: 1st, Archie White's Undercliffe
Comet; 2d, A. A. Macdonald's Dark Eye; Springhill Kennels' Ebor
Larchmont. Very high com.. A. E. Cleghorn's Adswood Jim H.
Bitches: 1st, Woodland Park Kennels' Jess Frost; 2d and very high
com., E. A. Cleghorn's Raper's Rosanna and Glenmore Belle. r

IRISH TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—1st, Toon& Thomas's Jack Briggs.
Very high com. reserve. Woodlaud Park Kennels' Jackanapes.—Open
—Dogs: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Brickbat, Jr. Bitches: 1st, J. S.
Niven's Glenary Oonagh; 2d, Toon & Thomas's Blue Ribbon.

DANDLE DINMONTS.—Open—1st and 2d, Heather Kennels' King o'
the Heather and Ainstey Daisy.

SKYE TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, H. K. Caner's Endcliffe Mag-
gie. Reserve, C. A. Shinn's champion Sir Stafford.—OrEN—1st, 2d
and reserve, C. A. Shinn's Queen of Skyes, Elphinstone and Princess
May.
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—1st, C. W. Lougest's Mt.Vernon Tibbie;

2d, L. R. Baldwin's Doctor A.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—Over Tlbs.— 1st, Dr.
H. T. Foote's Broomfield Sultan. Reserve, Toon & Thomas's Gipsey
Girl.—Open—Dogs: 1st, S. D. Ripley's Glenwood; 2d, Toon & Thomas's
Rochelle Turk. Reserve, Chesterford Park Kennels' Rochelle Oolah.
Bitches; 1st, Toon & Thomas's Rosette; 2d and reserve, Chesterford
Park Kennels' Rochelle McL. and Betsey.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—1st and reserve, W. C. Bishop's True
Blue and Hero

; 2d, N. H. Hawkins' Young Dandy.

TOY TERRIERS.—Under 7lbs.—1st, withheld; 2d, T. L. Berry's
Tiny.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.— Challenge — 1st and reserve, Brooks &
Ames's Tiree and Kilroy.—Open—Doqs: 1st and 2d, Brooks & Ames's
Ktlcree and Wankie Tam. Bitches: 1st, Brooks & Ames's Culblean.

PUGS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Rookery Kennels' Curtis. Bitches:
1st, Rookery Kennels' Vega.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Rookery Kennels' Fins-
bury Duke; 2d and reserve, S. H. Slifer & Son's Andy D. and Othmar.
Very high com.. G. Howard's Drummer. Com.. O. Gartner's Rover.
Bitches: 1st, Rookery Kennels' Haughty Madge; 2d, S. H. Slifer &
Son's Lady Clover. Reserve, G. Howard's Miss Decanna. Very high
com., S. H. Slifer & Son's Baby S., G. Howard's Diamond Bessie and
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Seminole Kennels' La Belle Petite. High com., G. Howard's Rustic
Queen II.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st and reserve, J. Lewis's
Sprite and Spring,—Opes—Dogs: 1st and 2d, F. H. Hoyt's Roma and
tagersoll, Bitches: 1st and 2d, J, Lewis's Lady Lee and Yinnie. Re-
serve and very high com., F. H. Hoyt's Trixie and Irene.

MISCELLA NEOUS.—30lbs. or over—Equal 1st, Hempstead Farm's
Herdman II. and Chestnut Hill Kennels' Blue Belle. Reserve, P. F
Ryan's Jack.—Under BOlbs —Equal 1st, Woodland Park Kennels'
Dewr, Chestnut Hill KeDnels' Micke and Toon & Thomas's Sheffield
Lad. Re8erve> Mrs. Boughen's Duke. Very high com.. B. Verstine's
Don.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

Mastiffs.—Best kennel. Dr. Lougest Best mover, Prince. Cola. Best
brace, Prince Cola and Minnie Beaufort.

St. Bernards.—Club medals: Best American bred dog, Alton II.

Best bitch ditto, Pratt's Belle. Best St. Bernard (2), Sir Bedivere.
Best kennel (2), Argyle Kennels, Best dog puppy owned in Detroit,
Belle Isle Napoleon I. Best bitch ditto, Little Dorrett. Best dog
owned in Detroit with two of get, Earl Douglas with Little Dorrett and
Belle Isle Napoleon I. Best Canadian bred owned in Canada, Sir
Henry Havelock, Best brace of St. Bernards, Sir Bedivere and Rustic
Beauty. Best smooth, champion Scottish Leader. Best owned in
Detroit (2), Sir William Wallace. Best smooth Swiss bred, St. Augus-
tine.

Bloodhounds.—Best kennel, Dr. Lougest.
Russian Wolfhounds.—Best kennel, Seacroft Kennels.
Great Danes.—Best kennel, Mrs. Glynn, and best brace.
Foxhounds.—Best brace American hounds, Clinker and Maud, Best

brace in show, Rosemary and Denmark.
Greyhounds —Best kennel, A. W. Purbeck.
Pointers.—Best kennel, Hempstead Farm Kennels', and best with

field trial records. Best dog or bitch with two of get, champion Count
Graphic with Lady Graphic and Count Graphic's Baby. Best bitch
owned in Michigan, Duchess.
English Settees.—Best kennel, W, B. Wells, also best kennel with

field trial records. Best under one year owned in Wayne and Esses
counties, Ontario. Best dog or bitch with two of its get, Albert's
Nellie with Washtenaw Grouse, and Nellie Breeze of Washtenaw.
Irish Setters—Best kennel, Oak Grove Kennels. Best bitch owned

in Michigan, Nona.
Gordon Setters.—Best kennel, Dr S. G. Dixon.
Spaniels.—American Spaniel Club specials: Club cup for best

cocker, Jumie II. Best brace of Irish waters. Patsy B. and Biddy
Malone. Best brace cockers, champion Miss Waggle's and champion
Middy. Best brace of fields, Rose and Queen. Silver cup for best field
spaniel, Queen. Best kennel of Irish waters, Blaisdell & Gardner. Best
kennel of cockers, Swiss Mountain Kennels. Best cocker bitch with
two of her get, Woodland Judy with Pickpania and Jumie II. Best
cocker owned in Michigan, Pickpania. Best red cocker ditto. Brentford
Redstone. Best cocker bitch in the class and one of her get (2),Wood-
land Judy with Jumie H.
Collies.—Best kennel, Cragston Kennels. Best collie owned in

Michigan, Lassie.
Bull-Terriers.—Best kennel, Frank F. Dole.
Beagles.—Best kennel, Guy D. Welton. Best in show, Oracle.
Fox-Terriers.—Best kennel, L. & W. Rutherfurd, also silver cup for

same Best owned in Canada, Raby Pallissy. Best owned in Wayne
and Essex counties, Raby Pallissy.
Black and Tan Terriers.—Best kennel, Toon & Thomas. Best

brace, Prince Regent and Gipsy Girl. Best toy terrier in class 302,
Tiny.
Scotch Terriers.—Best, Tiree.
Pugs.—Best kennel, Rookery Kennels.
Italian Greyhounds.—Best kennel, Joe Lewis.
Handlers' Prize.—First, B. F. Lewis; second, Thos. Blake.

DOG CHAT.

Spaniel Club Meeting'.

The meeting of the American Spaniel Club executive
committee was held at the secretary's office, 374 Broadway;
on March 6. Present: Messrs. A. C. Wilinerding, president;
E. H. Oldham, treasurer ; Dr. S. Bradbury, and Rowland P.
Keasbey, Secretary. Mr. Thomas H. Terry was duly elected
a member of the club. Messrs. Bradbury and Keasbey were
appointed a committee to audit the treasurer's books. It
was also resolved that at all shows, where the Spaniel Club
judges officiate and where the club's specials ave of-
fered, the judges are hereby instructed to make their
official report at once to the secretary of the Spaniel Club of
their awards, so that the same may be promptly paid by
the club.
It was decided to offer the following special prizes at the

coining Philadelphia show : "Bell " Cup for the best brace of
other colored cockers ; $5 for the best brace of Irish water,
or Clumber spaniel's ; $5 for the best brace of field spaniels

;

$5 for the best brace of cocker spaniels.
Messrs. Wilmerding and Keasbey were, on motion, ap-

pointed a committee to represent the Spaniel Club's interest
in connection with the coming specialty show. The com-
mittee also decided to offer at the specialty show the Cocker
Cup, value $100, for the best American bred cocker, and also
to offer $25 in cash, in addition to the usual $20, that goes
with Classification No. 1, the first mentioned cash prize to be
allotted as the committee on special prizes sees fit.

Boston Show.
Boston, Mass., March 10.—Since the issue of our premium

list the following special prizes have been donated to be
awarded at our show:
The Great Dane Club President's Challenge Cup for the

best dog or bitch in the show, to be competed for by mem-
bers, and must be won three times before becoming the prop-
erty of any one member.
Harry Dutton offers $10 in gold for the best pointer, dog or

bitch, iu the show, donor not to compete.
The National Beagle Club offers a piece of silver plate,

valued at $25, for the best beagle the get of a dog or bitch
that has been placed at a beagle field trial held in America.
This is open to the world.
James L. Little offers $5 for the best exhibit of four or

more Scottish terriers, entered and owned by one exhibitor

;

donor not to compete. Also $5 for the best exhibit of four
or more dachshunds, entered and owned by one exhibitor.
The New England Kennel Club offers $20 for the best ex-

hibit of four or more bloodhounds, entered and owned by
one exhibitor. D. E. Loveland, Secretary.

Honor To Whom Honor Is Due.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was glad to notice your tribute to Mr. Booth, of whom I

saw a good deal on the Canadian Circuit in 1892. The atten-
tion which this handler paid to his dogs not only on judging
day but every day of the whole circuit, was worthy of all
admiration. But it was as a man and a gentleman as well
as a handler, etc., that Mr. Booth was an honor to the pro-
fessional part of the kennel world. There is plenty of room
for such professionals as Mr. Booth, and if there were more
men in the ranks of the character, type and quality of this
gentleman, fewer men of the right sort would desert the
paths of the "fancy" disgusted, and more would enter the
kingdom of dogmen which is not now quite synonymous
with the Kingdom of Heaven. Wesley Mills, M, D.
Montreal Canada.

Cocker Rhea at New York.
Woodstock, Ontario, Can., March 6.—Editor Forest and

Stream: I notice I am credited with having won second
prize for cocker bitch puppies at the recent Westminster
Kennel Club show with the red bitch Rhea. Although the
entry was made by me, Rhea was entered as the property of

Mr. B. J. Rae, of Woodstock, to whom the credit of the win
and the breeding belongs. Andrew Laidlaw.
|The entry was in Mr. Laidlaw's name and Mr, Rae's

name does not appear in the catalogue,]

The number of dogs for which taxes are paid in England is

1,128,000, Ireland 368,000, France 1,864,000, Germany 1,432,000.
It is estimated that there are 2,000,000 dogs in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain which pass the tax.

Mr. C. D. Roberts writes: I have had quite a stroke of
bard luck, having lately lost seven out of eight of a litter of
pn;is born Sept. 19, '93 by champion Duke of Dexter and out
of my Devonshire Pearl. I tried my best to save them but
got only one through. I shall try this nick again and from
what I saw of this last litter I know they will be grand ones.
Such heads I never saw yet on pups.

A patch on a bull-terrier is no longer considered a disqual-
ifying blemish in Englaud, and prizes are now awarded to
patched dogs. Marked dogs have notbeeu scored too heavily
over here hitherto, though it will be well to draw the line
pretty sharply and do all we can to breed out the bar sinister.

A lady's dog club is the newest thing in kenneldom on the
other side. At least Miss Darbishin is organizing such a
club and has received great encouragement.

The Bedlington terrier Buckgrove Blue Belle, which Mr.
Hopkinson, of Charlottesville, Va., pusrchased from Mr.
Fred W. Smith, is now coming over from England in the
steamship Maryland, bound to Baltimore, Md.

The Mascoutah show has a total of 781 entries, made up as
fallows:

Boston terriers
Dachshunds 13
Beagles 19
Toy terriers 51
Irish terriers 5
Scotch terriers 7
Welsh terriers 1

Mastiffs 36
St. Bernards 84
Bloodhounds 5

Great Danes 27
Newfoundlands 2
Russian wolfhounds 17
Deerhounds 6

Greyhounds 16 Bedlington terriers 2
American foxhounds 13
English foxhounds 3
Pointers 36
English setters 55
Irish setters 33

Dandie Dinrnont terriers 3
Skye terriers... 14
Schipperkes 1

Black and tan terriers 13
Yorkshire terriers 10

Gordon setters

18

Toy terriers , . 2
Chesapeakes 8 Pugs 25
Irish Meld spaniels 8 King Charles spaniels 7
Field spaniels .' 15 Blenheim spaniels 4
Cocker spaniels 51 Prince Charles spaniels 4
Collies 71 Japanese spaniels 1
Poodles 18 Toy spaniels 2
Bulldogs ...10 Italian greyhounds 6
Bull-terriers 40 Miscellaneous 4

White Wonder, the well known bull-terrier, lately owned
by Mr. Harris, seems fated to create trouble wherever he
goes The dog was disqualified for deafness at the last Bir-
mingham show. From this decision Mr. Pegg, his present
owner, appealed to the Kennel Club. The committee, not-
withstanding Mr. Sewell's certificate to the effect that the
dog was not totally deaf and that he could hear a whistle,
decided not to interfere with the Birmingham decision. Mr.
Pegg can still continue to show his dog, but of course will
probably be protested wherever he wins. It is a thousand
pities that this splendidly formed terrier is so afflicted. He
was the cleanest cut bull-terrier that ever came over here.

Mr. L. A. Klein, of Black Lake, P. Q ,
Canada, is getting

together a kennel of dachshunds that are bred from both
good German bench show stock and field trial winners. Iu
1891 he imported the bitch Hexe and the dog Lump, bred by
Mr. E. Harder, of Siilze in Mecklenburg. Hexe is by Junker
Racker, first, Nurnberg and Berlin 1890, Brussels 1891, and
reserve in the field trials at Hanover; second, Berlin, first,

two specials at Nurnberg, first, Schonberg in 1890, and first,

Brussels 1891. Junker Backer's sire and dam were also win-
ners of many prizes. Lump is now owned by Mr. Ed.
Wertheim, of Chicago, and is descended from the great prize
winner Hetman Black. With dogs of this breeding, Mr.
Klein expects to show up well in the prize lists next year.

Mr. Schallenberger, the St. Bernard breeder, of Alma,
Neb., sends us some capital photographs of his dogs. Alma
would seem to be a good locality for the St. Bernard industry
if one may judge by a picture of the ten-months-old pup
Patrician, a smooth, by Aristocrat , out of Valkyrie, by
Watch. This dog has a very deep massive head, and excel-
lent body, chest and legs, and seems brimful of quality. He
will probably be shown at Chicago with the rest of this ken-
nel, and if the camera tells the truth he should score well.
That good smooth Melrose is now an inmate of this kennel.
A picture of Alton III. shows a heavily-coated, good-headed
dog, with lots of quality.

Dog "Coaxers."
The New York Sun is responsible for a story that there is

an old man living in one of the suburbs of Jersey City, who
turns to his good account a dog's appetite for the parings of
a horse's hoof, that part which the horseshoer cuts away
after burning the impression of the shoe into the hoof. This
man lives about eight miles from the nearest ferry to New
York, and it is his custom to rise at five o'clock every morn-
ing and walk to the ferry. Armed with a pocket full of
"dog coaxers" he passes through the streets where he knows
there are good dogs, and gaining the attention of one of them
he throws it a piece of "hoof" and the dog is encouraged to
follow him, which it generally does. If the dog at any time
shows signs of reluctance to follow, another piece of
"eoaxer" is thrown to him. In this manner they keep on
until the ferry is reached. The man uoav assumes propri-
etorship of the dog, and if he does not succeed in selling the
animal on the boat takes it to Wall street and generally
disposes of it there. The old man has an elastic conscience,
but if it should prick at all, reasons within himself that the
dog followed him and, therefore he did not steal it.

Sayso—"Those wbo love books almost invariably love
dogs. That is a rule with, I think, few exceptions." Nowitt
—"I am one of the exceptions." Sayso—"You love books
and hate dogs?" Nowitt—"Exactly." Sayso—"That is

strange." Nowitt—"Not in the least—I am a book agent."
—P. & S. S. S. Co. Bulletin.

Our Providence (R. I.) contributor "Tode" tells this: "The
story comes from a neighboring city that some few days ago
a man applied to the Mayor with a pitiable tale of woe. The
good Mayor Kave the man $7 and he departed in good spirits,

A little while after he ran into a man who had a bulldog for
sale. Whether the unfortunate pined for the company of the
dog or whether he considered the dog or his owner more un-
fortunate than himself we don't hear. At any rate, he gave
the man 85 for the dog, and departed toward his destitute
home with a new addition and but $2 in cash. Men with
sporty' instincts must have the necessary paraphernalia. If
they put the proposed tax on guns, we suppose some of us
poor fellows will have to go without a dinner some day to
pay the tax on our beloved outfit."

Black and tan terriers do not receive much encouragement
these days, aud the breed has made little headway. It is a
most difficult and disappointing dog to produce respectably,
as generations of fanciers have found at the cost of much
geld and mental, not to mention moral, turpitude (it is some

years since we saw this latter word used in reference to dogs,
but it fits in here). Dr. Foote, A. W. Smith and others
have done much laudable work for the breed, but somehow
they have not produced a real good one and the imported
ones are still the best. Prof. Wm. G. Graham, evidently has
a tender consideration for this handsome terrier and through
the Forest and Stream has donated a handsome scarf pin
to be presented to the owner of the black and tan terrier win-
ning the most prizes on the present circuit of the shows.
The pin represents the head of the usual toy terrier cut into
crystal, and then painted after the manner of those we
alluded to a couple of weeks since. The crystal is hand-
somely mounted in gold, and is altogether a handsome affair
although a trifle large for the modest inclinations of 'our
black and tan fanciers. The pin will be awarded to the
winner after the Boston show.

Whippet racing is receiving considerable attention just
now among sportsmen on the other side. Lord Lonsdale
and other noblemen have become patrons of the National
Whippet Club, and Mrs. Langtry and others are taking up
the sport.

The best English mastiff that ever reached the Pacific
coast succumbed to the poison fiend recently. This was
Gavin McNab's Ingleside Crown Prince, by champion II-

ford Chancellor out of Madge Minting, first, San Francisco,
1891 ,

'92 and '93. He leaves many good puppies and grown
dogs of his get, but unfortunately there were no bitches of
equal quality on the coast to mate him with and none of his
puppies promise to approach him in quality. He was not
only large and grand in head, but an unusually strong,
active dog for a big one.

During the Detroit show sales were slack. Miss Griffin,
owner of Belle Isle Kennels, sold several pups; J. E. Dager,
of Toledo, O., sold a pup by champion Monk of Furn ess to S.
W. Wayson, of Detroit; Geo. Douglas, of Woodstock, sold a
cocker by champion Black Duke to E. H. Donelly, of Sand-
wich, Mich., and J. A. Spracklin placed two cocker pups with
D. E. Phillips, of Detroit.

B. F. Lewis bought of Mr. J. B. Fisher, of Ypsilanti, Mich.,
a pup by Cincinnatus out of Albert's Nellie.

Messrs. Hay & Alexander, of Windsor, Ont., have pur-
chased from Seacroft Kennels the well-known Raby Pallissy,
and did well at his first showing at Detroit.

As a consequence of the limited exercising time at Detroit
show where so many dogs had to be turned loose in the ring
at once, a distressing accident happened on Friday evening.
While Eboracum was being exercised in the crowded ring,
Fernwood Bruce, the St Bernard, attacked him. There was
a lively shindy, and Mrs. Meacham bravely came to the
rescue of her dog, and in trying to separate the two she was
bitten severely on one hand. She acted with great nerve
throughout and we trust she will soon be all right again.
This emphasizes the fact that henceforth a rule should be
made at all shows, that no dogs shall be allowed off the chain
in the exercising ring. There will surely be a bad fight some
day if this matter is not attended to. Rings should be re-
served for different sized dogs, the little ones need them as
much as the big ones, but at present it is unsafe for many of
the smaller breeds to be put down in the ring at exercising
time.

B, F. Lewis sold, during the Detroit show, his well known
beagle clog Doctor to C. A. Parkinson, of Detroit. Also an
Irish setter pup to James McGregor.

Mr. Jarrett was busy at New York like the rest of the
"regulars;" his Irish terrier, second in puppy class, he sold to
Count von Rossen, of New York. The collie bitch Olive,
second in open, puppy and novice classes, to Mr. Wilton, of
New York; collie puppy Warwick, third in puppy class, to
Mr. F. Molton, also of New York. Two collie pups will now
belong to Mrs. Mayer, of Brooklyn. He also booked services
for Christopher, his noted collie. Mr. Forsyth leased Iduna
III. from Mr. F. Carswell for that purpose and sends his
own Lass of Gowrie (by Christopher ex Denver Lass) to the
same dog.

The Irish setter Nona was bred to Killane during the
Detroit show. Killane is owned by J. B. McKay, of Detroit,
Mich. He is by Kildare, sire of Queen Vic, dam Ruth (Dick
Swiveler—Yuba). Nona is by Finglas, field and bench win-
ner, out of the well-known Ruby Glenmore. Nona is a litter
sister to Fingaln, winner of second International field trials
held at Chatham, Ont., 1893. Nona is winner of first New
York, first Detroit 1894; Killane, first puppy New York 1894.
The litter was purchased by L. N. Hilsendegen,; Prairie
Mound Kennels. Great results are expected, as they are the
cream of field and bench Irish setter breeding. The pups
will not be for sale.

Our correspondent, W. Edward Wick writes: "Every dog
has his day, and this was a day of fate formany dogs in Ohio.
The House by an almost unanimous vote passed the dog tax
bill, of which Lewis, of Delaware, is responsible. As it

passed it provides that on the first day of October the auditor
shall certify to the constables in each township, the names of
the owners (or harborers) of dogs upon which tax has not
been paid and the constable is to proceed forthwith to collect
the tax or kill the canine."

Dr. Lougest writes: "You must have been misinformed
regarding the sale of my mastiff bitch Gerda II., as she has
not been offered for sale, nor do I wish to part with her. I
purchased the bloodhound dog Berry's Bradshaw at the late
New York show."

Several dogs while exercising in the ring at Detroit per-
sisted in jumping over the fence down to the main floor,

a drop of about eight feet. Vinga, the noted Russian wolf-
hound, tried it and now she is nursing a broken leg. The
leg was set in a glass cast and the bitch will stay during
Chicago show at Windsor, Ont., and be taken home on
Turner's return. This handicaps the Seacroft Kennels
very considerably in the kennel special competitions at the
next few shows, although they won the special here without
her.

They say a prophet is without honor in his own country,
but the cocker Pickpania has a brand of cigars named after
him.

Dr. C. A. Lougest lost by death his very promising mastiff
pup Frederick the Great, first at New York, while coming
to Detroit show. Its death occurred between Boston and
Greenfield, Mass. It did not appear very sick when leaving
Boston and must have died from a fit, the stomach swelling
considerably.

New York City Dog Law.
By a law just enacted, the license fee for a dog inNew York

city will be §3 from May 1 for the first year, and $1 a year
renewal. Every licensed dog must wear a collar with metal
tag bearing the number. Untagged and unlicensed dogs
will be impounded by officers of the S. F. P. C. A. and held
forty-eight hours for redemption (fee $3). Cats are dogs in
the eyes of this law. License blanks for dogs and cats will
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be ready April 1, at the secretary's headquarters, No. 10 East
Twenty-second street.

After three weeks of dogshowing and disappointments,
Messrs. Dole aud Jarrett intend to try amore rarefied atmos-
phere and will storm the Denver "Fancy" with their troupe.

They will then try to jump from Denver, Col., to Phila-

delphia, Pa., in time for the. Quaker show. They expect to

"land with both feet." Just Fancy!

Philadelphia Dogr Show.
We are requested to draw attention to an error on the

igntry blank which was not discovered until over 2,000 pre-

mium lists had been sent out. The date of closing is given

as March 17, whereas it should have been March 16. Exhib-

itors will oblige the club by considering the premium list

date the correct one and mailing their entries not later than
March 16. A class has been added for toy spaniels other than

King Charles. The club offers kennel prize for wolfhounds
and splits challenge and open classes of black and curly

poodles.

The Hempstead Farm Co. will give an exhibition of live

stock in the Madison Square Garden, this city, beginning

April 27. There will be all classes of -live stock from hares

to rabbits; and a novel feature will be the showing of family

groups of old and young. In connection with the Farm ex-

hibits there will be a specialty dog show by the St. Bernard,

Collie, Spaniel and Fox-Terrier clubs. It promises to be a
most interesting exhibition.

Vicissitudes of the Judging Ring.

Catskill, N. Y., March 8.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Having read the letter of "Solus" in your last issue on
"Spaniels in New York," I will state the experience of

my friend, Mr. Frank Pidgeou, of Saugerties, and myself in

the judging of the cocker Barefoot. I had a dog m another

ring at the time the class for open black dogs was called, and
Mr. Pidgeon was to go in with Barefoot. He did so, and was
sent out with him, as Barefoot was not of cocker type. I

soon went to Barefoot's stall and found him there. Not
knowing that Mr. Pidgeon had had him in, I immediately
took him in again and was awarded he. on him. Again, in

'the novice class I handled him and won vhc. on him.
Still again, when the entries to compete for the special for

"best American black dog pup" were called I again handled
him and won the special.

.

Do not think by the above that we are looking for any
name for Barefoot, for be was sold at the end of the show,

but do understand this is written by me to find whether the

udge, Mr. Wilnierding, changed his style of a cocker in less

'.than ten minutes. £ M. Thomas.

Toronto Show.
'Toronto, March 5.—The following gentlemen were elected

<ohe committee of the Toronto Industrial Exhibition Associa-

tion's bench show of dogs, to be held at the city of Toronto
from Sept. 10 to 14: Messrs. C. W Postlethwaite, chairman;
John Maughan, vice-chairman; J. F. Kirk, J. Henderson, J.

Wilson, Robt. Junor, Jos. Dilworth, J. G. Williams, J. G.

Mitchener, H. B. Donovan, W. P. Eraser, B. G. Wilkie,

George Sweetman, A. A. MacDonald and C. A Stone, secre-

tary and superintendent. C. A. STONE.

Chicago Show.

CHICAGO, 111., March 13.—The show opened this morning
with an excellent quality of dogs. Judging commenced
promptly. Mr. Anthony was prevented by sickness id family
from judging pointers and Mr. Donoghue takes his classes.

San Francisco and Portland will have no shows this year.
H. w. Lacy,

KENNEL NOTES.

'Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks

fjfaraished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.

lEIP* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Pe-pat. By Barnes Bros., Wellsville, N. Y., for fawn pug bitch,

whelped Oct' 6, 1893, by Curly Penrice (champion Penrice—Sister Bon-
Jitie) out of Ruby.

BRED.
1^°* Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bonnie Belle—Blemton Volunteer. C. A. Sumner's (Los Angeles,

Cal ) fox-terrier bitch Bonnie Belle to his Blemton Volunteer, Nov. 7.

Bonnie Buzz—Blemton Volunteer. C. A. Sumner's (Los Angeles.

Cal ) fox-terrier bitch Bonnie Buzz to his Blemton Volunteer, Sept. 22.

Lilla of Glenrose—Driver. Barnes Bros.' (Wellsville, N. Y ) beagle

bitch Lilla of Glenrose (Flute M.—Skip) to their Driver (Brittle -Pearl),

Jan. 7.

Hazel Weller—Spot. Barnes Bros.' (Wellsville, N. Y.) beagle bitch

Hazel Weller (Tony Weller—Hazel Kirk) to J. O. Fellows's Spot (cham-
pion Frank Forest—Vick R.), Jan. 7.

Mischief -Nelson II. Barnes Bros.' (Wellsville, N. Y.) Yorkshire,

terrier bitch Mischief to O. Valger's imported Nelson II. (champion
Ted—Lady), Jan. 11.

Merry Duchess—Micawber. Barnes Bros.' (Wellsville, N. Y.) im-

ported Yorkshire terrier bitch Merry Duchess (Bank's Royal-Smart's
Juno) to their Mieawber (Sandy—Mona), Feb- 8.

Empress of India—Rip. Barnes Bros.' (Wellsville, N. Y.) pointer

bitch Empress of India (Tamarack—Fleet) to C. B. Macken's Rip,

Dec. 14.

Fritz's Fan—David of Hessen. C. L. Smallwood's (Tuscaloosa, Ala.)

pointer bitch Fritz's Fan (Hindoo Fritz—Bertie May) toT. T. Asbford's
David of Hessen (Duke of Hessen—Princess Marguerite), Jan. 15.

Mien Terry—Eboracum. Woodin & Hoyt's (Berwick, Pa.) St, Ber-
nard bitch Ellen Terry (Plinlimmon—Yorke) to Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels' Eboracum (Scottish Prince—Lady Glen), Feb. 14.

Dolly—Kingstonian Count. Woodin & Hoyt's (Berwick, Pa.) St. Ber-
nard bitch Dolly to Col. Ruppert's Kingstonian Count (Scottish Prince
—Septima), Feb. 9.

Countess Addie—Kent III. A. D. FIske's (Worcester, Mass.) English
setter bitch Countess Addie (Count Noble's Boy—Clip Roderigo) to A.
IE, Davis's Kent III. (Kent II.—Miss La Salle), Jan. 28.

Hexe—Jack. L. A. Klein's (Wertheiin Mere, B. C.) imported dachs-
hund bitch Hexe (Junker Backer—Schnipp) to C. E. Levey's imported
Jack, Feb. 5.

Prairie Flower—Barnaby Budge. P. & H. Smith's (St. Stephen, N.
B.) Skye terrier bitch Prairie Flower (champion Old Burgundy—Low-
land Maid) to their Barnaby Budge (Medoc—Nip), Feb. 14.

Bessie—Ned. M. J. Flaherty's (Providence, R, I.) pointer bitch
Bessie (Dick Swiveller—Bloomo) to T. Phinney's Ned, March 3.

Tube Rose—Paul Bo. R. Merrill's (Milwaukee. Wis.) English setter
bitch Tube Rose (Count Noble—Lit) to his Paul Bo (champion Paul
Gladstone—champion Bohemian Girl), Feb. 8.

Lassie—Metchley Wonder, Jr. Maple Grove Kennels' (Logan, O.)
collie bitch Lassie (Hamish of Ruthven—Stella) to their Metchley Won-
der, Jr., Jan. 3.

Maple Grove Luath—Metchley Wonder, Jr. Maple Grove Kennels'
(Logan, O.) collie bitch Maple Grove Luath (Clifton Hero—Sparkle) to
their Metchley Wonder, Jr., Jan. 7.

WHELPS.
;
E^"" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lass of Kippen. E. G. Duncklee's (Brockton, Mass.) pointer bitch
Lass of Kippen (champion Naso of Kippen—Juno H.), Jan. 7, thirteen
(six dogs), by G. W. Lovell's Coronet (Greenfield—Lillian).
Rochelle Carla. Scott Robinson's (Allegheny City, Pa.) black and
an bitch Rochelle CarlaXBroomOeld Sultan—Broomfleld Madge), Nov.

-.25, four (one dog), by Mr. McClintock's Job Trotter (Tony Weller—
Rochelle Ma'lge).
Adaline. Turtle Bay Kennel Club's (New York city) beagle bitch

Adaline (champion Frank Forest—Ina), Feb. 1, four (two dogs), by
their Fritz of Rockland (Scottie—Frances).
Dot II. Maple Grove Kennels' (Logan, O.) collie bitch Dot II. (Chris-

t opher—Active), Aug. 20, seven (four dogs), by their Metchley Wonder,
Jr. (Metchley Wonder—Rarby Rose).
Maple Grove Luath, Maple Grove Kennels' (Logan, O.) collie bitch

Maple Grove Luath (Clifton Hero—Sparkle), Sept. 21, two dogs, by
their Metchley Wonder, Jr. (Metchley Wonder—Barby Rose).
Flossie May. Maple Grove Kennels' (Loe-an, O.) collie bitch Flossie

May (Randolph—Maple Grave LuatlO, Jan. 1, ten (five dogs), by their
Metchley Wonder, Jr. (Metchley Wonder—Barby Rose).
Sedan. Glendyne Kennels' Irish setter bitch Sedan, Jau. 1, two dogs,

by their Glen Jarvis (champion Elcho, Jr.—Maid).

SALES.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Bonnie Broom. White fox-terrier dog, whelped May 5, 3893, by Le

Logas out of Bonnie Buzz, by C. A. Sumner, Los Angeles, Cal., to Mrs.
S. A. Clarke, same place,
Dixey. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Feb. 25, 1890, by

Murkland Ranger out of Beaulah, by C. T. Brownell, New Bedford,
Mass., to G. E. Hatch, same place.
Curly Penrice—Midiiet whelp. Fawn silver pug dog, whelped July

29, 1893, by Barnes Bros., Wellsville, N. Y.. to Mrs, Fannie Loomis,
Bath, N. Y.
Curly Penrice—Vanity whelp. Fawn pug dog,whelped Oct. 24, 1893,

by Barnes Bros., Wellsville, N. Y., to W. Currier, Andrews Settlement,
Pa.
Curly Penrice—Ruby whelp. Fawn pue dog, whelped Oct. 6, 1893,

by Barnes Bros., Wellsville, N. Y,, to Mrs. H. D. Voorhies, Jamestown,
N.Y.
Murkland Ranger—Queen Noble vjhelp. Black and tan Gordon set-

ter dog, whelped Oct. 27, 1893, by C. T. Brownell, New Bedford, Mass.,
to W. H. Picken, New York.
Rose Lawn Dazzle. White, black and tan fox-terriei' dog, whelped

Dec. 11, 1893, by Hillside Rascal (champion Raby Mixer—Lady Reckon)
out of Seacrot't Boaster (champion Dominie—Brokenhurst Queenie),
by Rose Lawn Kennels, Columbia, Pa., to Hon. J. S. Wilson, same
place.
Rose Laum Rowdy. Black, tan and white dog,' same litter, by Rose

Lawn Kennels, Columbia, Pa., to H. C. Bruner, same place.
Rose Lawn Sport. White, black and tan dog, same litter, by Rose

Lawn Kennels, Columbia, Pa., to W. W. Cleaves, same place.
Rose Lawn Dolly. White bitch, same litter, by Rose Lawn Kennels,

Columbia, Pa., to H. Gladt'elter, same place.
RoseLawn Fen. White bitch, same litter, by Rose Lawn Kennels,

Columbia, Pa., io Col. Jas, Duffy, Marietta, Pa.
Reckless. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Aug. 36, 1893,

by Regnald H. out of Nan, by Lawn Gordon Setter Kennels, Chicago
Dawn, 111., to W. F. Roos, Chicago, 111.

Negress. Black and tan Gordon setter bitch, whelped 16, 1893, by
Regnald H. out of Nan, by Lawn Gordon Setter Kennels, Chicago
Lawn, 111., to F. Fulton, same place.

Nitelle. Black and tan Gordon setter bitten, whelped Aug. 16, 1893,
by Regnald H. out of Nan, by Lawn Gordon Setter Kennels, Chicago
Lawn, 111., to M Paige, Chicago, III.

Metchley Wonder, Jr.—Maple Grove Luath whelps. Sable and white
collie dogs, whelped Sept. 21, 3893, by Maple Grove Kennels, Logan, O.,
one each to J. R. Hopley, Bucyrus, O., and J. Smith, Greeudale, O.
Metchley Wonder, Jr.—Dot H. whelps. Sable and white collies,

whelped Aug. 30, 1893, bv Maple Grove Kennels, Logan, O., a dog each
to T. H. Shirley, Louisville, Kv. ; T. E. B. Kernan, Philadelphia, Pa.; G.
S. Allen & Son, Milliken, Mich., and R. L. Overton, Nashville, Tenn.;
and a bitch each to F, M. Davis, Circleville, O. ; G. W. Lloyd, Sand Run,
O., and J. A. Shaw, Logan, O.
Metchley Wonder, Jr.—Flossie May whelps. Sable and white collies,

whelped July 12, 1893, by Maple Grove Kennels, Logan, O., a dog to J.

C. McCullough, Cincinnati, O., and a bitch each to F. M. Saunders,
Haydenville, O., and W. H. Woodruff, Logan, O.

clear them; appetite good, but he is as thin as a barb-wire fence
The skin has broken out on the back of the neck about the size of a
dime. Last week he appeared all right, but has fallen back into the
old state. Ans. Probably distemper coming on. Give a two-grain
quinine pill three times a day, and also give a dessertspoonful of cod-
liver oil twice a day. If there is no improvement in two weeks write
again.

G. F. P., New Rochelle, N. Y.—1. Feed St. Bernard pup four times a
day with broth in which meat, vegetables, stale bread, oatmeal and
rice may be mixed alternately, so as to afford a variety. Give raw
meat chopped up three times a week. Dog biscuits crushed and fed
dry may with advantage constitute one meal, at breakfast best. 2.

Don't wash the pup; have his coat brushed with a dandy brush every
day. The less you wash such dogs the better; grooming keeps them
clean 3. While so young it is advisable to keep him, not actually in a
warm room, but where he will be free from draughts and perfectly
dry. St. Bernards should not be coddled. 4. Mix vaseline and sulphur
and rub on the sores.

J. G. S., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Have you treated for worms? If not do
so. Give the following mixture:

Bismuth sub. nit 3 i.

Soda bicarb. grs. xii,

Papord grs. xii.

Morph. sulph grs. ii.

Mucil acacia \ i.

Aq. merth pep a ,
? iii.

Mix, Give one dessertspoonful three times a day.

fanting dtjd ($ow
L
sing.

FIXTURES.
April 17.—South Dakota Coursing Club's inaugural meeting, at

Mitchell, S. D. Entries close April 16. S. S. Batley, Sec'y; Fox
Kenney, Judge; Joseph Dodd, Slipper,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is 7io charge for answering questions under this head. Al

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Br. T. G.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

J. T. P., Montreal, P. Q.—In about three or four months.

W. J. S., Warren, Pa.—Address O. H. Hardon, Indianapolis, Ind.

A. H. M., Central Valley, N, Y.—Try faradization to muscles of hip.

E. A. W,, Ledalia, Col—Write O. H. Hardon, Indianapolis, Ind., for
jack rabbits.

W. M. W., Pittsfield, Mass.—B. F. Lewis's address is Lansdowne,
Pa. Geo. S, Thomas, Salem, Mass. Freb. Kirby, Woodbury, N. J.

E. E. C. S., Falmouth, Mass. -The address of the secretary of the
Brunswick Fur Club is Bradford S. Turpin, Cottage street, Dorchester,
Mass.

J, J. E., Potsdam, N. Y.—Certainly. It is only when the bitch is

bred very young that these may be an improvement in succeding
litters.

H. O'C, Harrisburg, Pa.—The risks in spaying the pug at two years
old are comparatively slight. Would probably be all right again in

two or three weeks.
'

Constant Reader, Allegheny City. — St, Bernard slobbering so
much is probably due to either of the following causes: Disease of the
gums or teeth, or paralysis of the hps,

Constant Subscriber.—Give forty drops of the syrup of iodide of
iron and three drops of Fowler's solution of arsenic three times a day.
For the stomach give one grain of papoid with each meal.

M. J. S., Hamburgh, N: Y.—We do not give information where to
buy dogs in this column. Consult our business columns, and if you
do not hud what you require the best way is to advertise.

Mr. J. S.—You will find the breeds advertised in our business
columns. It would be invidious on our part to recommend any partic-
ular kennel, in this columu. You had better advertise for what you
want.

F. W. P., Highland, N. C —Your suggestion is a good one, and will

be followed in future. You will find Forest and Stream pursues this

plan in giving the entries for the different stakes and is tlie only ken-
nel journal which does so.

M. J. S., Hamburg, N. Y.-We do not know of any "full-blooded
Kentucky-trained bloodhounds." A Kennel Special in our business
columns would probably bring you what you require, that is if you
mean foxhounds used for man-trailing.

J. J. E.—Wash the ear out daily and apply the following ointment:

R Bal. peru 3 i

Ung. zinci ve Hv
Mix. Apply to ear twice a day.

H. W, B., Syracuse, N. Y.—I have a very finely bred black, white
and tan bitch, now 2% years old, which is apparently barren. She
comes into heat regularly, and I have had her served several times,
the results being unfruitful in each case. Ans. Have the vagina and
womb examined by a veterinarian.

J, H. W., New York City.—The collie Pitch Dark was owned by
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Pa. Breeder, J. Pirie, England.
Whelped July 6, 1886. We believe Mr. A. H. Megson of Manchester,
England, owned her when she was bred to Caractacus, hut this you
can probably ascertain by writing to Mr Jarrett, Chestnut, Hill Pa.

E. W., Boston, Mass.—Irish setter Eilleen was bred by John M.
Niail, Ireland; whelped May, 1875, by Going's Bob out of Niall's Fan;
Bob by Hutchinson's Bob out of his Lilly, Fan by Ponto out of
Venus. Berkley was bred by St. Louis Kennel Club, whelped July,

1876, by Elcho out of Lou H.; Elcho by Charlie out of Nell, Lou II.

by Grouse out of Maybe.

M. S. S., Germantown, Pa.—1. Will you please inform as to the ad-
dress of the American Kennel Club stud book? 2. Also the American
Kennel Register. I wish to get a copy of pedigree of the pointer bitch
Miss Nan, by Rapidon out of Lady Bird. The above was registered
three or four years ago. Ans. 1. No. 44 Broadway, New York. 2. No
longer published. 3. Miss Nan (A.K.C.S.B. 12,931), by Rapid Don
(4,09S) out of Lady Davidson (8,015), by Duane's Hamlet out of Kate
IV. Rapid Don, by Don out of Nellie Bird.

C. S. L., South Bend, Ind.—My beagle dog, 16 months old, had dis-

temper three months ago and is now in good health, apparently; with
the exception that he is distressed in breathing and makes a noise as
though snoring when awake and at night breathes so hard that we
cannot allow him in the house. At times he braces himself and acts
as though choking or gagging. Ans. Paint chest with tincture of
iodine twice a week. Give thirty drops of syrup of cloride of iron
three times a day and one teaspoonfiil of cod-liver oil twice a day,

Massachusetts.—1. Is the New England Field Trial Club still in
existence? 2. Do they intend to have a field trial on their preserve
at Assonet, Mass,, this fall? 3. Could a field trial of pointers and
setters be successfully held where State protects game bird from
being killed during the year? Ans. 1. Yes. 2. We cannot give a
decisive answer on this point. It will all depend upon how the birds
winter. If there are sufficient birds, the trials will probably be held.
3. Yes. When rules do not require retrieving it is not necessary to
kill the birds.

H. M. S., Toronto, Can.—I have a pointer pup, six or seven months
old, which has been ailing for several weeks with the following symp-
toms: Retracted eyes— discharge a thick, yellow fluid at times;
nostrils—no discharge, yet he snuffles and uses his paws as though to

Dakota Coursing.
Mitchell, S. D., March 5.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Spring coursing will open at Oaks, N. D., April 3 and follow-
ing days, with Mr. E. H. Mulcaster in the saddle. First dog
wins $130, runner-up $65, third and fourth each $32.50.

Should the stake fill the club will add four purses of $5 each.
The stake will be for thirty-two all-age greyhounds (or less),

at So entrance, with proportionate deduction in winnings if

the stake does not fill. They will also offer a consolation
prize. It is the wish of all coursers throughout the States
that this inaugural meeting will be a successful one.
The Arctic weather with which the Altcar Club had to

contend may hold back a few of the boys. But, at the
present writing here, the weather .and ground are . in very
favorable condition for training. This meeting should be a
success with such a man as A. P. Slocum at the back of it.

The next Aveek the second annual spring meeting will be
held at Huron, beginning the 10th and finish. Some $200
will be given to the winners. First money $100. And here
the splendid Mr, K, H. Mulcaster will once more say which
dog shall wear the crown, This town will surely hold a good
meeting, and to guarantee this we only refer to the previous
meetings held there.
The next week the South Dakota Club will hold its

inaugural meet at Mitchell, beginning April 17 and run of
following days. I think that Mr. Mulcaster will judge here.
Mr, Wm, Fox Kenny, of Sioux Falls, has been asked to judge
and we have not received a satisfactory reply from him. It
was supposed that Mr. Mulcaster could nob be with us, but
later the club has heard from him and doubtless he will
judge.
Sioux Falls and Artesian are talking strongly of holding

spring meetings. If they do I have no doubt Mr. Kenny
will do the judging at both places, as he has been spoken to.

H. G. Nichols.

That Beagle Challenge.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Feb. 24: appeared a challenge for me from

Mr. C. S. Wixom. In answer I will repeat: I claim to have
the best string of stud dogs in America. Does Mr. Wixom
think the superiority of our kennels can be decided at a dog
show? What matters which should beat on the bench; are
not beagles sporting clogs, and can their superiority as a
true, spirited and correct follower of a rabbit be tested at a
dog show? Does not Mr. Wixom well know there are quite
a number of the champions of to-day that could not compete
favorably in the chase with an ordinary pack dog. In fact
some are perfectly worthless in the chase. If Mr. Wixom is

anxious to have our dogs tested in the chase (which I claim
is the only way) I am willing to put up the forfeit money,
and comply with the terms of his challenge at any time; and
if he thinks I have hoisted my colors too high in my adver-
tisement, he must lower them by beating my dogs in the
field. I claim I am no usurper. I have won in field trials

with said string, an Absolute, one first, one second and re
serve. The superiority of a kennel of pugs could bi decided
at a dog show, but how a stud beagle can be I am at a loss to
know, as sportsmen generally look upon dogs that appear
to have been inmates of a baudboxsuspiciously as a sporting
dog. Potting km Dorset.
New Market, Md., Feb, 22,

• • •

Mr. Freeman Lloyd makes a rather sweeping assertion
when he says that England can "whack" the world in grey-
hounds and horses. This is probably true in regard to the
latter, but before the former assertion will go down with
graceful ease we would like to see some of the English
cracks take a two mile breather with a Huron or a Kansas
jack. English greyhounds may be a little smarter in work-
ing the hare, owing to the "flashy" style of work the English
hare gives them, but for bottom and stamina we should say
the prairie greyhounds can more than hold their own and are
little inferior in sharp point work.

faceting.

FIXTURES.

4. Brooklyn, Ann., New York. 16.

5. Atlantic, Ann. , New York. 18.

7. New York, Ann., New Yerk.
9. Larchmont, Spring, L. I. Sound 23.

American, Ann., L. I. Sound.
Squantum, Club, Squantum,

Mass.
Sea. Cor., Ann., L. I. Sound.

3. Sea. Cor., Race, Oyster Bay to 21. Squantum, Cham., Squantum
Larchmont. Mass.

4. Squantum, Cham., Squantum, 28. Squautum, Flint Cups, cabin
cats, Squantum, Mass.

Indian Harbor, Ann., Long
Island Sound.

4. Larchmont, Ann., L. I. Sound.
14-21. Larchmont, Cruise, Long

Island Sound.

AUGUST

— . New York, Annual Cruise. 25. Squantum, Club Squantum.
4. Squantum,Ladies' Day, Squan- Mass.

turn, Mass.

SEPTEMBER.

1. Larchmont, Fall, L. I. Sound, 15. Larchmont, Larchmont Cup,.
1. Squantum, Club Run, Squan- Long Island Sound.

turn, Mass. 22. Squantum, Cham , Squantum,.
3. New York Y. R. A. , Ann. , N. Y. Mass.
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The Goelet and Bennett Cups.
Although no American yacht clubs are represented at the assem-

blage of yachts which takes place this week at Cannes, the racing can-
not fail to be of interest to Americans, as two of the important events
are for prizes generously donated by American yachtsmen. Since
1882 Mr. Oeden Goelet, of New York, has annually given to the New
York Y. C. the two cups which bear his name, a most generous dona-
tion, as they have cost respectively $1,000 and S500, a total of $20 000 in

thirteen years. Ex-Com. James Gordon Benn»tv, of the steam yacht
Namouna, has also been a liberal giver during his long term of mem-
bership in the New York Y C, the many prizes which bear his name,
including the Cape May. Brenton's Ret f, Bennett-Douglas and other
cups that have passed out of memory through being permanently won,
aggregating an equal or even a still larger sum Both of these gentle-

men have spent much time abroad and have sailed much in Frenchand
other foreign waters, last spring being present at the regattas and
review in the Mediterranean. So much were they impressed by the

GOELET—BENNETT CUP—FOB YACHTS OF 20 TONS AND UNDER .

energy displayed and the results accomplished by Trench yachtsmen
in the. encouragement of designing, building and racing, that they
joined in the establishment of the handsome and valuable prizes which
bear their joint names, and which are shown in the illustrations,

which we reproduce from Le Yacht. These two cups have been given
under the following conditions:

REGULATIONS FOR THE GOELET AND BENNETT CUPS.

Art. I. These cups, established by Messrs. Goelet and James Gordon
Bennett, are the prizes for international races to be run in 1894, in
which may take part all yachts which conform to the conditions an-
nounced below.
Art. II. The first prize is an object of art, in silver, to cost 5,000

francs ($1,000), offered by Mr. Ogden Goelet, and of a compensation
offered by Mr. James Gordon Bennett, representing the expense to
the winning yacht of going from her home station to Cannes and re-
turning.
The second prize is an object of art, also in silver, to cost 2,500 francs

($500), offered by Mr. Ogden Goelet.
Art. III.—These two cups are, and remain, the property of the

Union of Yachtsmen of Cannes. The owners of yachts which may

G0ELET-15ENNETT CUP—FOR YACHTS OVER 20 TONS.

neholders shall have only provisional possession, except in the ease
provided for by Art. XII.
\rt. IV.—The races shall take place in the roadstead of Cannes.
Art. Y.—The racing rules and allowances shall be those of the

Union of French Yachts.
ArT . VI.—The races shall be open to yachts of all nations and of all

rigs, with fixed keels or centerboards, of over 20 tons for the first cup
and 20 tons or less, but over 5 tons for the second cup (the tonnage to
be measured by the rule of the Union of French Yachts), provided
the owner be a member of a club, either French or foreign, which is

recognized by the Union of French Yachts.
Art. VII.—The possession of the cups shall be decided by but one

race (each year) the details of which will be published each year in a
special programme prepared by the Union of Yachtsmen of Cannes,
and approved by the Union of French Yachts. The length of course
shall be at least 30 miles naut. for the first cup, and at least 20 miles
naut. for the second cup.
Art. VIII.—In the case of no yacht having finished the course before

sunset, the race will be declared off and sailed the following day, if

possible, or at a future date.

Art. IS.—The races shall not take, place unless at least four yachts
start. Should this number not be present, the race may be postponed
to a date to be fixed bv the Union of Yachtsmen of Cannes.
Art. X.—If the race"for one or the other cup cannot be held, for

any reason whatever, after having been once postponed, the Union of

Yachtsmen of Cannos shall not be compelled to hold the race that
year.
Art. XI.—The Union of Yachtsmen of Cannes shall deliver, subject

to a receipt, each cup to the club to which the winner belongs. The
Club shall be responsible for the cup to the Union of Yachtsmen of
Cannes.
Art XII.—Each cup shall become the property of the yachtsman

who may win it for three consecutive years, with the same or with a
different yacht, and when thus won it will be replaced, for the second
time, by Mr. Ogden Goelet.
Art. XIII.—The cup belonging to the owner, and not to the yacht,

Bhall not be transferred through the sale of a winning yacht.
Art. XIV.—The compensation to the winner of the first cup for the

cost of the voyage going and returning, will be regulated according to
the number of miles sailed and the tonnage of the winning yacht.
Art. XV.—In the case of the death of a holder of a cup, the club

to which he belonged shall return it to the Union of Yachtsmen at
Cannes.
Art. XVI.—In the case of the dissolution of the Uniou of Yachtsmen

of Cannes, the cups shall be placed under t he direction of the Union of
French Yachtsmen, and shall continue to be raced for under the same
conditions; but Mr. Ogden Goelet reserves the right to designate the
port at which the races for the cups shall be held, and he shall no
longer be held to renew the prizes.

(Signed.) J. Ogden Goelet,
James Gordon Bennett.

The President of the Union of Yachtsmen of Cannes,
Vicomte de Rochecbouart.

The President of the Union of French Yachts,
Bear Admiral Baron Lage.

The haDdsome cups were designed and made by Tiffany & Co., New
York; and. hi place of the promised sums, cost, respectivelv. 8.000
francs ($1,000) and 4,000 francs ($800). The compensation to be paid
by Mr. Bennett to ihe winner of the first prize this year has been fixed
at a maximum of 6,500 francs ($1,300). The races take place as we go
to press, on Tuesday, March 13. The programme for the whole week
is as follows: March 10 and 11, Cannes Nautical Society, international
regattas, March 13, Goelet-Beunett cups, Union of" Yachtsmen of
Cannes. March 14, Union of Yachtsmen of Cannes, yachts above 20
tons, yachts from 10 to 20 tons. March 15, Union of Yachtsmen of
Cannes, racing yachts over 10 tons, cruising yachts, schooners and
yawls over 10 tons, yachts of 10 tons and under. March 16, four
classes, 1 to 5 tons. March 17, review of the fleet. March 18, miscel-
laneous craft, sailing and rowing races, illumination and fete. March
19, cruising match to Nice; Union of Yachtsmen of Cannes.
The principal competitor in the races will he Britannia, sailed by

Capt. John Carter, and her owner, the Prince of Wales, will be pres-
ent. Mr. Goelet is at Cannes in White Layde, and Mr. Bennett is also
there in Namouna.

Building at Nyack.
The shops of C. L. Seabury & Co., at Nyack, N. Y., have been

busy all winter, and the twin screw steam yacht designed by the firm,
is now nearly finished. She is being built for a New York yachtsman,
and is 75ft. overall, lift. 6in. beam, 4ft. Bin. draft, bulwarks 12in. high.
There is a cabin trunk 22in. high from the after end of saloon, over
the saloon and engine room to the forward end of galley. The saloon
is 14ft. long, fitted with transoms with lockers under them. The wine
lockers and china closet are arranged in the after end. The finish is

in white and gold panel work. A stateroom is arranged directly
forward of the saloon on the port side with a large double berth, with
drawers under it, and a dressing case with a. mirror and drawers will

be fitted. A toilet room is arranged on the starboard side, forward of
the saloon, with an entrance from stateroom and saloon. Directly
forward of the toilet room is arranged a small room with shelves and
hooks, and with a sliding door connecting with the stateroom. This
apartment will also be used as a wardrobe. The machinery consists
of two Seabury triple expansion marine engines of latest design, aud
a Seabury patent safety water tube boiler, fitted with all necessary
appliances. The galley is forward of the engine room, fitted with a
range, sink and pump, the smoke pipe is connected with main smoke
funnel. Directly forward of the galley is arranged the forecastle or
crew's quarters, with accommodations for six people. Forward of
the crew's quarters is the crew's toilet room. These apartments have
good light and ventilation. The deck is flush forward, with deck room
on either side of cabin house, also a large after deck She is schooner
rigged, and will carry two boats on davits, etc. Her spaed is 14 to
15 miles per hour.
The 30ft. cabin steam launch built for Mr. W. B. Higgins, of this city

is completed. She is fitted with a fore and aft compound engine and
safety water tube boiler. She has a cabin forward, a cabin aft with a
toilet room arranged with a w. c. and wash basin. There is good deck
room forward and aft, and on either side of cabin house, with bul-

warks. The high speed steam launch Palos, owned by Mr. Jarvis B.
EdsoD, of New York, is being fitted with a new triple expansion en-
gine of latest design, and a safety water tube boiler. The high speed
steam launch Daisy, formerly Henrietta, and npw owned by Mr.
Walter Langdo, Hyde Park, N. Y., is being fitted with a Seabury
boiler. The high speed launch Imp, owned by Mr. J. L. Hutchinson,
of New York, has had her engine re-built , boiler thoroughly overhauled,
and looked over in general. Mr. Frank Bement, of the well known'
firm of Bement, Miles & Co., machinery builders of Philadelphia,
Pa., placed an order for a safety water tube boiler, latest design,
which will be placed in the new 93ft. stearn yacht, he is having built.

Mr. J. S. Muckle, of Philadelphia, has also placed his order for a
boiler, for his launch Scott.
^Messrs. Seabury & Co. are now building a modern racing sloop
for a New York vachtsman. from their own designs. She will be a
centerboard boat, 38ft. over all, 25ft. waterline, 9ft. beam, 4ft. 6in.

draft with board up and about 7ft. 6in. with board down. She will be
double planked above waterline, and will carry her lead outside.

George Hallet Balch.

Mr. George Hallet Balch, president of the Boylston Insurance
Company, died suddenly of pneumonia in Boston on Feb. 24. in the
forty-sixth year of his age. He was among the last of the boys to
graduate from the counting house of William Perkins & Co., noted
merchants and ship owners. After serving the customary four years,
he was given a letter of credit of £1,000. to be invested at his discre-

te n in the East Indies, and the choice of ships as a guest for the
voyage. He sailed in the celebrated clipper ship Archer for San
Francisco. Hong Kong and Manila. Leaving the ship in the last-named
city, he traveled extensively in China, the Straits settlements, India,
Egypt, the Holy Land and Europe, being away from home nearly two
years. It was partly this voyage which" developed his great love for
the sea, which in after years proved such a source of endless pleasure
to him, After his return to Boston he became much interested in

rowing, and was for a time regarded as the best amateur oarsman in

the State. Afterward he purchased the celebrated eatboat Firefly

from the late Edward Burgess, but this afforded limited facilities for
cruising, and he soon became owner of the cutter Vayu, so well known
and admired in every harbor from Boston to Frenchman's Bay for the
beauty of ber lines and her bright and staunch appearance. Few pos-
sessed his thorough knowledge of the coast line, including its lights,

buoys, courses, etc., which was derived from many trips and unceas-
ing study of the charts and the ':Coast Pilot." To enter a harbor once
was sufficient for all its landmarks to be indelibly impressed upon
his mind, never to be forgotten, and always ready for immediate
use. His thoughtfulness and care in everything he undertook
amounted to enthusiasm. About his yacht, which was his delight
and pride, nothing but the very best could be used, and the
result was that not even a piece of rope yarn was ever carried away
during long cruises in all kinds of weather. He was a firm believer
that nine-tenths of the accidents are due to carelessness and that the
remaining one-tenth are unavoidable. He always handled and sailed

his boat in a masterly manner, as though working for a prize; nothing
was ever permitted to be done carelessly. Always kind and consider-
ate of his men, he never exacted but what was just and right. "His
private character was spotless and richly endowed with manly virtues.

He had the highest ideals and the strength of will to realize them. His
nature was so genial and sympathetic that he made a host of friends.

He was modest and unassuming, except when occasion demanded,
and then there was no hesitation or retirement. He will be long re-

membered as one who advocated yachting for its manly, healthful
sport, and deprecated the abuses so often attributed to it. R. H. H-
Philadelphia, March 7.

Semiramis.
Sbjiiramis, steam yacht, has just been purchased by A. J. Drexel, of

Philadelphia, owner of Avenel, nee Narod. Semu-amis was fully de-
scribed and illustrated in the Forest and Stream of May 17, 1891. She
was designed by Mr. Alfred H. Brown, of London, one of the leading
designers of steam yachts, and is in mauy ways a model craft. She is

206ft. 4in. over all, 194ft. l.w.l., 27ft. liu. beam, and 14ft. 6in. draft.

Her accommodations are ample and elegant. The yacht will be a
very important addition to the American fleet, She has juat returned
from a long cruise to the East Indies, undertaken under rather curious
circumstances. She was purchased from her original owner, Mr. John
Lysaght, by Mme. Lebaudy, a wealthy French widow whose son, Max
Leboudy, was enjoying Parisian life in an up-to-date fashion, the
object being to interest the young man in yachting and remove him
from some undesirable associations. Arrangements were made for a
scientific trip to the East under the direction of M. Louis Lapicque,
but when the time came the young man refused to go, and the expedi-
tion started without him.

Steam Yacht Race.
MONACO TO GENOA, FEB. 27.

The steam yacht race from Monaco to Genoa excited more thara
usual iuterest because it was not complicated by time allowances, and>
because, according to reports, the yachts were pretty evenly matched!
in point of speed, and Roxana and Fauvette are probably the fastest
yachts of their tonnage afloat. The winner, Fauvette, was built in
1892 by Messrs. Ramage & Ferguson, engineers and shipbuilders off

Leith, for M. B A. Perignon, from designs by Mr. Dixon Kemp. The;
engines and boilers were designed and built by Messrs, B.amage &:
Ferguson; the propeller was designed by Messrs. W. White & Sons,,

Cow^es, and cast in Stone's patent bronze metal. The speed of Fau-
vette on the measured mile in 1892 was at the rate of 15.6 knots am
hour. Her mean speed this week on the run from Monaco to Genoa
was 15 25 knots an hour. The Foros was built, in 1891. and has recently
had some improvements made to her machinery. The Namouna, was
built in 1S82 at New burgh, U. S. A. Originally she was fitted with or-
dinary two-cylinder compound engines; but during the past winter
these' have been replaced by triple-cylinder engines, at a cost, it is

said, of £12,000. The Roxana was built at Nantes, and is a twin-sere w
yacht.
Match for steam yachts for an objet d'art. value £60, and medals for

the other competitors; course, from Cap Martin (Monaco) to Genoa
75 miles.

Yacht. Tons. N.H.P, Owner.
Foros 1086 400 M. A. Koosenetzoff.
Namouna 740 — Mr. J. Gordon Bennett.
Eros 737 155 Baron A. Rothschild.
Fauvette 420 144 M. E. A. Perignon.
Roxana 110 — Prince G. of Leuehtenberg.
The race was started off Cap Martin at 9:26, in a light wind and

smooth sea, Fauvette at once taking the lead, and maintaining it easily
throughout, her lead at the finish being about a mile and a quarter.
The yachts crossed the winning line at Genoa at;

h. m. Mean speed h. m. Mean speed
Fauvette (win'r).. 2 22 15.25 knots Roxana 2 40 14.34knots
Namouna 2 28 14.88 " Eros 2 44 14.17 "

Foros 2 30 14.82 "

The yachts were received at Genoa by the Chevalier Garibaldi Colle-
totti, vice-president of the Regio Yacht Club Italiano, who acted as
judge at the finish. The yachts were berthed in the Mole Orientale,
and excited an enormous amount of interest among the inhabitants,
as such a fine fleet of steam yachts had never before been seen in the
port.—Die Field.

New Yachts.
Yacht building about New York is this year even duller than last,,

as there is nothing on the stocks of over 40ft. in sailing craft, and of
the smaller boats now under way nearly all are for cruising. The>
John Mumm yard, at Bay Ridge, which has been managed by Mr.
Wjntingham for the past five years, has been taken by Mr. Chas..
Olmstead, of Brooklyn, and a good building shed, with steam heat,,

was erected last fall in place of the open shed built to cover Tama,
when she was built in 1890. In this shed is a very handsome bulb fin-

keel of 35ft. l.w.l., designed by Mr. Olmstead and built by him for
Henry F. Crosby. The 30ft, cutter Anita, designed by Mr. Olmstead!
for Mr. Crosby last year, was completely wrecked in the August gales,
and the new boat will replace her. The model is of the Wasp type,
with long ends, but the wooden keel is carried down into a compara
tively thin fin, below which is a lead bulb. The dimensions are 50ft.

over all, 35ft. l.w.l., about 12ft. beam and 7ft. draft, with cutter rig.
The rudder will be of the usual form, hung on the sternpost. The:
frame is of sawn oak. There is a low trunk over the main cabin, and
the two rooms forward, a stateroom and a toilet room to starboard
and a spare stateroom, fitted for use as a butlers pantry, to port. The
yacht is very well constructed, and shows good workmanship all over.
She will be named Eidolon.
Alongside of her is a finkeel, also of Mr. Olmstead's design, the

frame being partly planked. She is for John Noble Stearns, who will

race her about Greenport, the present home of Herreshoff 's Dilemma,
and she, as well as another finkeel for a syndicate, will come in the
same class. The dimensions are about 40ft. over all, 27ft. l.w.l., 7£t.

beam. The second boat has not yet been started. In the yard is the
25-footer Gavelin, designed by Mr. Olmstead last year. Her lead keel
has been removed and will be recast, and her balance rudder has been
discarded, the after side of the fin being fitted with deadwood and
sternpost, to which the usual rudder is hung. In one of the sheds in
the yard Capt. Jimmy Smith is building an 18ft, racing eatboat of his
owTn design for Mr. Maxwell, to bo used about Pleasure Bay.
At Wallin & Gorman's yard, 54th street, Bay Ridge, the frame is up

for a centerboard cruising sloop for Mr. Ensign, from his own design.
She will be 36ft over all, 22ft. l.w.l., lift, beam and 3ft. 6in. draft, with
long forward overhang. The firm have also built four open catboats
recently. At Solheim & Aronson's yard is a new yacht of 24ft. l.w.l.,

similar to Golden Hope, built last year. She was designed by C. C.
Gillespie, and will be owned by E. D. Cowman, of New York. Her
dimensions are: Over all 36ft., l.w.l. 24ft., beam 0ft., draft 5ft. Along-
side of her is a 17ft. eatboat for W. J. Brundage.

Philadelphia Y. C.

The retirement of Mr. Francis Shunk Brown from the commodore-
ship of the Philadelphia Y. C. has caused general regret in the club,
which has prospered greatly under his leadership. As a fitting mark
of the esteem in which he is held, the members of the club with their
guests, to the number of fifty-five, met at the Manufacturers' Club on
March 10 to do him honor at a yachtsman's dinner. The tables were
arranged in an oval, the space inside being filled with flowers, form-
ing an imitation lake on which floated a floral model of the flagship
Schemer, decorated with minature red and green electric lights, while
from a lighthouse of white and pink roses a red flash light shone out
over the table. The decoration was completed by yacht flags, electric
lights and anchors, wheels and other nautical furniture in flowers.
At the head of the table was the newly elected commodore, Hon.
John E. Ray burn, with Commodore Brown on his right and Commo-
dore Wm. S. Schley, U. S. N., on his left.

Among the members and guests were Com. C. H. Rockwell, U.S.N.

;

Lieut. Wm. Rowbotham, U.S.N, ; Com. Root. Center, New Y'ork; Hon.
O. S. Pruden, Executive Mansion. Washington, D. C. ; Wm. Findlay
Brown, Robt. M. McWade, H. S. Furness, Wm. M. Singerly, Samuel
SDellenburg. Samuel L. Kent, S. E. Moore, Col. J. Lewis Good, Frank
Bement, John M. Wood, Hon. Theodore F. Jenkins, Clarence B. Kug-
ler, Col. Wm. B. Mann, J. G. Ramsdell, Dr. Thos. C. Stellwagen, G. C.
Ramsdell. Geo. T. Gwilliam, J. Lindsay Little, John S. Wilbraham,
Wm. S. Stockton, Samuel B. S. Barth, Dr. W. W. Hollingsworth, M.
B. Muckle, Jr., £ N. Hannold, P. H. Johnson, Samuel F. Givin, James
W. MacFarlan, A. J. Hass, O. H. Downing, John H. Lehman, Josiah
R. Adams, John S. Muckle, T. Carpenter Smith, A. H. Haig, Matthew
Dittmann. Edwin B. Garrigues, Dr. W. Joseph Hearn, A. H. Marshall,
J. Joseph Murphy, Joseph J. Snellenburg, Wm. P. Bement, E. Y. Mc-
Curdy, Edwin E. Sentman, Benson Mann, Chas. L, Wilson.
During the dinner speeches were made by Com. Reyburn, Com.

Brown, Com. Schley and others. The affair passed off pleasantly and
was in every way a success. The Philadelphia Y. C. is now, largely
through Commodore Brown's efforts, in a very prosperous condition,
with every promise of a continuance under the new board of officers.

American Model Y. C.

At the last meeting of the above club an important rule was passed
which will have a tendency to elevate model yachting in the future.
This rule is called the five-eighths rule, that is, all future models will be
designed to represent large yachts from 56 to 96ft. l.w.l., the object
being to suppress racing eatboat models against well-proportioned
models, which was possible under the present rule. The present
classification will not be altered, the 35in. boat will represent a yacht
of 56ft„ the 42in. a 67.2ft , 48 to 53in. equal 73.8 to 84.8ft. Also Class A.
was abolished and a schooner class substituted, namely, 53 to 60in.

equal 84 to 96ft. All computations in the future will be represented
in feet.
The coming season will see the A. M, Y. C. with a suitable salt water

station at Coraniumpaw, in conjunction with the Jersey City Y. C,
where the ability of the old and new models will be fully tested. The
election of officers will take place the first Friday in April.

In the article last week a misprint occurred in the measurement
rule; the area of the sail is measured, the square root of the result is

extracted and added to the waterline length, the sum being divided by
two ;. the Seawanhaka rule used by nearly all American yacht clubs.

Yacht Clubs of Puget Sound.
The yacht clubs of Puget Sound, Washington, are as follows:
Seattle Y. C, Seattle, Wash., W. W. French, Sec'y.
Tacoma Y. C., Taeorna, Wash., E. Irving Halsted, Sec'y.
BeUiugham Bay Y. O, New Whatcom, Wash.,R. G. Calvert, Sec'y.
Fairhaven Y. C, Fairhaven, Wash.
Anacortes Y. C, Anacortes, Wash.
Port Townsend Y. C, Port Townsend, Wash.
Port Angeles Y. C, Port Angeles, Wash.

Lasca, schr., Johu E. Brooks, New York Y. O, is now fitting ou t

under Capt; Rhodes for a cruise to British waters. Her racing sai Is

and gear will be shipped b> steamer.
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Biscayne Bay Y. C. Annual Regatta.
Biscayne Bay, Fla.—The event of the year so far a8 this place and

the Biscayne Bay Y. C. is concerned, has come and gone, and Feb. 22,

1894, which means to us regatta day, is a. thing of the past. We had a
pretty good time, but not quite as good as usual, for we lacked boats,

wind, cups and music for a hop. We had some boats but not many,
and some wind but not much, and some music but . very little and
very poor what there was of it. We had no cups because, although
they were ordered early in January, we live too far away for them to

have reached us vet. So the boats not having the glittering prizes

dangling before their noses, like a. bag of oats in front of a lazy horse,

did hot go so fast as they might. Still some very pretty work was
shown, and we might ha ve had a worse day as well as poorer sport.

The new Lawlev boat. Flying Cloud, for instance, sailed like a witch,

outpointing the wind itself, and leaving the ex cup winner Netbla so

far behind that the latter was not in it. Com. Munroe, who has sold

Wabun, and is consequently without a boat for the present, sailed

Nethla, and thus experienced the novel sensation of being on a losing

boat. As there were no other entries in the first class, the race was
between these two.
In the second class there were so few entries that the committee

found it necessary to bunch several boats of diverse rig and model,

such as a big Cape Cod cat, a small sloop, a sharpie and two American
yawls, with a result that no one was satisfied. The race in this class

was won on time by Mr. Alfred Peacock's wonderful sloop Widow,
but she was disqualified by an unfortunate misunderstanding of rules

by Mr. Richard Carney who sailed her, and the cup went to Mr.
Haigh's Crosby cat, Reine. -

The third class being composed of small open boats, found the light

wind and smooth sea so great to their liking that they not only made
a pretty race among themselves, but the winner, William BrickelTs

handsome cat-boat Dalphne. more than made up the five minutes
handicap of starting, and finished among the big boats of the classes

above hers. „ „ •

The course was the usual triangular club course, from off Cocoauut
Grove to a stakeboatin the channel off Bear Cut, thence to a boat off

the inner buoy of the Cape Florida Channel, and back to point of

departure, ten miles in all, sailed over twice try the larger boats, and
once by the little fellows. The wind was light from southeast. There
were fourteen starters in the races, and as many more yachts, naphtha
launches, etc.. lRden with spectators gathered to see the fun. The
judges and time keepers were Messrs. Alfred Munroe, Wui. Albury,
Walter Eroune and Fred. Morse. The regatta was devoid of incident,

and the following tabulated summary will announce its results:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
10 52 41 2 51 11 3 58 30 3 58 30

.10 52 17 3 08 25 4 16 08 4 11 24

CLASS C.

.10 51 50 3 23 08 4 31 18 4 31 18
10 52 27 3 59 16 5 06 49 4 54 54
10 52 30 3 55 34 5 03 04 4 51 09
10 52 42 3 35 58 4 43 16 4 26 10

10 55 00 withdrew.
CLASS D.

11 06 35 1 33 13 2 26 38 2 26 38
11 06 50 2 20 50 3 14 00 3 12 16

11 06 45 1 57 18 2 50 33 2 44 02

11 09 45 1 52 24 2 42 39 2 34 49
11 06 10 2 24 35 3 18 25 3 08 55

11 07 59 2 08 34 3 00 35 2 49 30

11 09 11 1 57 43 2 48 32 2 34 46
i particularly successful regatta as compared

Daphne,.

two largest yachts on Feb. 16. The contestants were Whim, Mr.
Bradford McGregor, and Flying Cloud, Mr. S. F. Moore. Whim is 8

years old, and was designed by A. Cary Smith for cruising purposes
only. She is schooner-rigged and very heavily built. Flying Cloud is

a modern racer of the Gloriana type, designed by her owner, and
turned out by Lawley last summer. This was her first race. Afier
considerable" good-natured banter between the owners, a match was
arranged to be sailed, 10 miles to windward and return, over the Bis-

cayne Y. C.'s ocean course, out in the Gulf Stream, on the first day
that the wind was either due N. or S., the prize to be a handsome sil-

ver cup furnished by the loser.

Two days later the conditions were favorable. The breeze was
a howling norther, the stiffest we have had this season, and blowing
against the current of the stream it kicked up the liveliest kind of a
sea. To race in the open ocean under these conditions, without an-

other sail in sight, nor even a tug to render succor in case of accident,

required pluck and showed real sporting blood.

The two racers, accompanied by the big cat Reine, which was to act

as stakeboat. and moved with all necessary speed under a five-reefed

mainsail, and Nethla carrying a party of spectators, several of whom
were ladies, started from the bay about 11 o'clock for outside buoy
No. 1 of the Hawk Channel. Reine, by going through Bear Cut got
there first, and anchored 200yds. outside the buoy. Nethla turned
back after going a mile or so outside of Cape Florida, and finding the
work too heavy for her passengers. Whim was sailed by her owner,
and Flying Cloud by Com. Munroe. As they passed the stakeboat,

Whim first at 12:34. and Cloud two minutes later, the sight was one
to warm the cockles of a yachtsman's heart, and the little group on
the wildly tumbling Reine were well repaid for the discomforts of

their position by the privileges of witnessing it. Whim stood up like

a church and her crew, perched on the weather coaming of her cock-

pit were as dry and comfortable as though on shore. Her stability

and fitness for the work for which she was designed, were shown
when at the usual hour her cook served a hot dinner to both cabin

and forecastle as though the yacht was lying in port. As she dashed
over the line with a handsome lead, her men raised a cheer that be-

tokened their hope for the final result It was, however, their first

and last.ij for when two minutes later Flying Cloud drove by the same
point buried in a smother of spray that swept her from stem to stern,

lee rail out of sight, water nearly up the top of her cabin trunk, and
crew hanging on by their eyelids, she was seen to be doing all of two
points better than her competitor. Not only did she seem to be div-

ing straight into the eyes of the wind, but one of the judges declared

that she was working a trifle to windward of it. However uncom-
fortable it was on board, it was glorious to see her plunge through
those waves, smashing them into snow drifts of spray that flew a
quarter of a mile to leeward, her white decks and yellow brass work
gleaming in the hot sunlight, water streaming from every point like

showers of diamonds, as she leaped from sea to sea, like the grey-

hound she looked. .. ... Mll.»,
A long leg to seaward carried the two out mto the Gulf Stream

where a big north bound Mallory steamer was shoving her nose under
with every plunge. When they came about, Whim was half a mile to

leeward and her chances of winning had vanished. At the mark,
which was the big red Biscayne Buoy off the house of refuge, Flying

Cloud was a good three miles ahead, and the race was ended, for

Whim pulled out without turning, and the two came back together.

It was a pretty race and a plucky race, and both men have good
reason to be proud of their boats.

Whim has proved herself so stanch and weatherly as to be the.

beau-ideal of a cruiser, while the Biscayne Bay Y. C. is willing to bet

a cookie that in Flying Cloud they bave the fastest bit of wood in

Southern waters. The water is still there, a brisk norther can be
whistled up at any time, and if any Northern yachtsmen desirous of a
bit of winter sport want to try conclusions in a sea that will test their

boats to the utmost, let them take a run down to latitude 25 N. and
borrow the Biscayne Bay Y. C. ocean course for a day.

O. K. Chobee.

YACHT NEWS NOTES,
At the annual meeting of the Shackamaxon Y. C. the following

officers were elected: Com., Richard L. Binder; Vice Com., Wm. T.

Craven; Recording Sec'y, B. S. Anderson; Financial Sec'y, R. B.

Murphy; Treas., w. H. Shermer. Trustees: J. McCormaek, W. C.

Jones F. Anderson. Fleet Capt.. J. B. Brewer; Measurers, W. T.

Craven, C. Stanford. L. M. Beck. Regatta Committee: R. L. Binder,

J. Eschner, H. A. Scheuerle. The reports of the various officers for

the last year were received and showed a very prosperous season.

The club house has been rebuilt and four new yachts entered in the

club An important departure was made in amending tho constitu-

tion," removing the clause which confined membership to those having
yachts on Shackamaxon slip, and opening the club to any one of good
character interested in yachting. This move, it is hoped, will make
this the most prominent: yacht club in this section of the country.

The annual regatta of tha Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. will take

place off Oyster Bay on Saturday, June 23; and on July 3 there will be

a special race to Larchmont.

The Columbia Y. C. of New York held its annual meeting on March
6 the following officers were elected: Com., J. F. Hitchcock; Vice-

Corn , J. L. Hiller; Rear-Corn , W. D. Ellis; Sec'y, G. Park hill; Treas.,

J A. Weaver; Fleet Surgeon. D D. Stevens; Meas., J. J. Murphy;
Steward, C. M. Armstrong, Board of Trustees: T. S. Coole, A. P.

Scripture and C. N. Ironside. The club fleet includes one schooner, 20

cabin sloops, 8 steamers, 5 naphtha launches, 8 cabin boats and 8 open
cats.

The annual meeting of the Corinthian Y. 0. of New York was held

on March 8 at the residence of Mr. M. Roosevelt Schuyler, the follow-

officers being elected: Admiral, C. H. Tweed, cutter Shona; Flee Cap
tain, M. R. Schuyler; Meas., John Hyslop; Trustees: C. H. Tweed, M.

R Schuyler, E. M. Padelford, August Belmont and S. M. Roosevelt.

On March 6 the annual meeting of the New Bedford Y. C was held,

the following officers being elected: Com., F. C. Haskell; Vice-Corn.,

E. M. Whitney; Rear-Corn., O. C. Stevens; Sec'y, A. S. James; Treas.,

F. A. Booth. Directors: B. H. Anthony. F. B. Hammond, C. R. Allen,

J. K. Nye, A. W. Forbes, J. B. Rhodes,"N Hatbawaj , H. K. Snow, A.
W. Holmes, R. A. Terry, H. Wood. The club has 156 member and a
fleet of 50 yachts.

The yacht sailors of Bridgeport, South Norwalk and Saugatuck are
beginning to take an interest in model yachting, some boats are build-

ing and races will be sailed this year.

The Yale Corinthian Y. C. held its annual meeting on March 6, the
following officers being electee: Om.. G.B.Miller, of New Rochelle,
N. Y., scbr. Christine; Vice-Corn., H. W. Harris, of East Orange, N.J.,

sip Nymph; Rear-Coin., W. A. Delano, of Philadelphia, sip Veto; Sec'y
and Treas., H. W. Buck, of New York, cutter Yolande. Governing
Board: G. T. Adee, '95; C. McL. Clark, '94 S.;C Fincke, '97; G. Z.

Gray, '96; A. B. Hughes, '95; G. A. Phelps, '95, and B. G. Wells, '95 S.

Arthur G. Earle, owner of the yachts Zingara and Choctaw, died in

New York on Nov. 5 of appendicitis, at the age of thirty.

Sparkle, steam yachi, W. M. Singerly, was sunk on March 2 at Elk-
ton, Md., through the bursting of a pipe below water. She was raised
at once, the damage being slight.

At the annual meeting of the Portland Y. C. on March 7, the follow-
ing officers were elected: Com., Chas. W. Bray: Vice-Corn., Wm.
Willis Goold. Sec, Chas. F. Flagg. Treas , Carl'F. A. Weber; Fleet
Capt., John F.A.Merrill; Meas., Abie! M.Smith; Trustees, Com (e<e

officio') Wm. Senter. B. W, Jones, Chas. E. Somerby; Regatta Com-
mittee, Abiel M. Smith, Willis E. Carter, R. Samuel Rand, Wendel
Kirsch; Membership Committee, 0. J. Farrington, Frank H. Little,

Edw. H. York. House Committee, W. W. Goold, Chas. D. Smith.

The Kingdon Co., of London, builders of fast launches, has issued a
challenge to the pteam yacht Yankee Doodle on behalf of the yacht
Hibernia. to race any distance on the Thames for a stake of $5,000 per
side, which challenge has been accepted by the owners of Yankee
Doodle.

On March 5 a new yachtclub was organized in Hamilton, Ont., under
the name of the Victoria Y. C.

Mr. Gustave Caillebotte," an enthusiastic yachtsman and successful
amateur designer, died in Paris on Feb. 21, at the age of 46 years. Mr.
Caillebotte, one of whose designs we published last year, was a strong
supporter of yachting in France, and has done much good work in

writing, designing and sailing.

The Yacht Masters 1 Association, whose headquarters are at Tebo's,
South Brooklyn, have elected officers as follows: Pres., Capt. Geo. E.
Wicks, steam yacht Electra; Vice-Pres., Capt. Sam'l Lowburg, steam
yacht Oneida; Sec'y, Chief Engineer John Leonard, steam yacht Uto-
wana.

Alicia, steam yacht, H. M. Flagler, has sailed from New York for St.

Augustine, Fla.

A very interesting lecture on "Explorations of the Arctic Regions,"
was delivered before the Philadelphia Y. C. by Com. W. S. Schley, II.

S. N., on Feb. 21.

We have received the club book of the Biscayne Bay Y. C, which
lively little club has now a membership of 25 and a fleet of 23 yachts.

Ambassadress, schr., that huge and cumbrous failure more appro-
priately known as the "Actor House." has at last found her vocation,
having recently brought to Boston from Newfoundlandland the largest
and finest, cargo of frozen hearing ever known at that port. She is

now owned by Dixon Bros., who have put her into trade, the fish

trade. It has taken nearly twenty years to find out just what she was
good for.

Mr. Henry J. Gielow, the designer, has been seriously ill through the
winter, but is now nearly well.

\mtoting.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officerb, 1893-94.

CoirMOPORE: Irving V. Dofxand, Arlington, M. J.
Secretary-Treasobei;: G- A. Douglass, Newark, N. J. (136 Liberty St., N.Y.)
Librarian: W. P. Stephfns, Bayoime, X. J.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Com.: C.V. Schuyler, New York.
Bbab-Com : B. Fredrick*, Newark.
PURSER: F. Tj. Dunne]], Ii'klyn, N. Y.
Ex. Com-- J. R. Lake, F. W. foyes,

J. K. Hand.

EASTERN DIVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Com.: E. H. Barnev, Springfield.
ReAr-Com. :

«

'. F.Si • 1 in s I e r, .1 r. ,H< i Iyoke
Purser: E.C. Knappe. Springfield.
Ex. Com. 8, L. Parmele, Paul Sutler,
R. Apbllonio.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Officers:

Vice-Com. : W.c.Witherbee.Pt.Henr

y

ReAr-Com. : C.G . Belni.'i n ,Amsterdam
Purser: 0. R CYagvj. Port Henry.
Ex. Com.: C "V. Winne, W. R. Hunt-
ington.

NORTHER NT DIVISION.
Officers:

Vice-Com.: H. M. Molson, Montreal.
Rear Com.: On. Schotteid.Peterboro
Purser: H. R Tillr, Toronto.
Ex. Com.: W. H. Jl'acnee, C. E. Areh-
balcl, W. L. Scott.

Applications for membership inuai be made to division pursers, aeeoni-
panied by the recommendation of an activemember and the sum of 32.ut<

for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. Q. A. eauip shall pay .-61.011 for camp expense." Applications
sent to the Sec'v-Treae. will be. forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the a.. C- A., will he. furnished with printed forms ot application by address
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—O. *. Woodruff, Dayton, O,
Vice-Commodore—L. K. Liggilt, Detroit, Mich.
Rear-Commodore— Janie"; -ardner, Cleveland, O.
Secretary-Treasurer- P. E. Huntmcton, Milwaukee, vVis.
Executive Committee—T, J. Kirkpatrick, Springfield, 0.; G. B. Ellard,

Cincinnati, C; S. B. Mettler, Jackson. Mich.
Applications for membership should be made to the See.-Treas., on blank?

which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $2.00
initiation fee ami dues for the current year.

The description of the canoe exhibit at the exhibition in London is a

good index of the present condition of British canoeing. The decked
sailing canoe of standard dimensions is conspicuous by its absence,

the canoe-yawl, open canoe and various nondescript, craft making up
the bulk of the collection. The future of the 16x30 sailing canoe is

somewhat doubtful, in view of themany types of small craft that have
been produced within recent years. It is however the parent of all

these types, and the influence of canoeing as practiced between 18S0

and 1890 in England and America will be visible for many years to

come.

Modern British Canoes.
From the Meld.

Go to the yachting exhibition at tbe Royal Aquarium, Westminster,
is the advice we. would give to canoemen who are in London during
this month of February. Canoeing, especially the canoe-yawl branch,
is very much to the fore; and many of the trade exhibits, chiefly in-
tended for yachting, also include articles and novelties useful and
adaptable to canoe fitting. The almost entire absence of small raters
—there being only one of racing breed—is peculiar: the chief nestiog-
places of \» and l-raters—Cowes and Southampton—do not exhibit a
single craft. The solitary prater yacht, as distinguished from canoe-
yawls, is the Spruce II., built by Smith, of Oxford; and close by her
in the exhibition (at the east end thereof, on the ground floor) are
berthed some canoe-yawls and boats of extremely different types,
offering a neat opportunity for comparison.
In the loan exhibition in the gallery at the west end will be found

many exhibits of undoubted interest to canoemen, in addition to the
interesting show of tbe kindred sport, of yachting. A rigged cruising
canoe, the Shannon, is exhibited by Mr. Holding; she is fitted with the
usual deck steering gear, drop plate rudder, and most of the fittings
common to sailing canoes, including a sliding desk seat; her mast
steps in a tabernacle, with slide lever action instead of forestay for
lowering or lifting; she is also fitted with crutches for sculling—

a

mode of propulsion unnecessary, indeed detrimental, in a canoe. In
the large types of canoe-yawls, of some 5ft. beam, sculling or sweep-
ing is almost a necessary mode of propelling them in a calm for a long
distance; but for any canoe of or under Sit. in beam thedouble-bladed
paddle and the Canadian single blade will prove amply effective, and
be found far more easy to stow away and get ready for instantaneous
use.

In the loan collection will be found a half model, on Sin. to the foot,
of the Nautilus raciug canoe of 1891; and large photographs of the
celebrated yawl yacht the Pearl, 175 tons, and tb» eanoe-j awl Nauti-
lus under sloop rig, both owned by Mr. W. Baden Powell. The Pearl,
as mentioned on page 10 of the official catalogue, was built for the
Marquis of Anglesey in 1820, to the. fines of Sainty a noted smuggler— "at the time when the Marquis of Anglesea wished to build the

Pearl to beat one of Mr. Weld's yachts, he got Sainty released from
Colchester gaol, where he had been immured for an infringement of 1

the excise acts." The old Pearl was, however, entirely rebuilt by
Nicholson, at Gosport, in 1872; the amateur photograph was taken

,

from the dinghy in a calm on the Solent. On one of the side tables
there are photographs of the Spruce, canoe-yawl, and Spruce II. under
sail.

The wonderfully light life-belt and life-buoy cushions stuffed with
reindeer hair, which were so much used in canoes laet season, are
shown by Messrs. Bewers on Stand 39. So far as we have used these
reindeer hair cushions, we prefer them infinitely to those stuffed with
cork or formed of inflated rubber. The folding cushion, useable in a
moment as a life buoy, is a most handy and useful piece of furniture
in a canoe-yawl, where the ordinary circular life buoy is utterly out of
place. One point we found by experience was the necessity of hav-
ing cushion covers perforated with a suitable number of eyelet holes,
so as to always dry the hair after a wetting, otherwise the scent is

rather high.
A number of Canadian model canoes are shown. They are, how-

ever, mostly fitted as girling canoes, with fine carpets and cushions
and tiny red lug sails— nice enough for summer evening Thames
lounging; and, indeed, most are fitted with sculls and silver-plated
crutches. There are no points of novelty in construction or fitment
worthy of notice. A central, dry-storage, watertight compartment
might well be added, both for safety and comfort, in these compara-
tively open craft; and, for those who wish to do real canoeing in tbe
Canadian type, we recommend the addition of a small light centerplate,
not for mere sailing, but for use when paddling with a fresh breeze
ahead or on either side.

Turning now to the canoe-yawls, the real interest of the exhibition,
from a canoeing point of view, is before ns. It is a curious thing to
note that not a single sailing canoe or first-class sailing racing canoe is

in the show. The only new craft of this class which we hear of in the
constructing stage are being built to order; whereas, in the larger class
of canoe-yawls, in addition to those on order, builders are producing
several "on spec," and are selling them. Turk, of Kingston-on-Thames,
is exhibiting one of 18ft 6iu. by 4ft. 6in., on the lines we published in
the. Field of Feb. 25, March 4 and April 15. 1893, fully rigged and fitted.

She is for river and estuary sailing; and can easily be stripped of her
weights and gear for housing or transport on land or by steamer. She
is not intended for long passages on open Coasts, being fully small for
such work; but with expert handling, and some caution as to the
approach of bad weather, she would be capable of doing a lot of open
salt-waiter sailing. She is fitted with rod-ahd-yoke deck steering gear,
a form we do not recommend for rough water, but which is cheaper in
produclion than the horizontal head-and-deck wheels with chain gear
(as fitted on the Nautilus). Her rig is of the balance lug battened
type, main and mizen ketch;
Near by is a new form of collapsing boat (James's patent), which,

if made quite small, say 10X3f t., would prove a great blessing to the
larger canoe-yawls when using coast ports where landing is bad and
watermen are few. Though the yawl can be taken in to land her
crew, she IS apt to suffer very roughly on the shore or against a
quay while the owner is marketing in the town. A little folding boat
can be carried flat on deck while sailing, or might even be made to fit

in the well, and form a bucket well. James's boats have one excel-
lent point in their structure—they have only one 8kin of canvas—so
the skin can be painted from time to time, or mended if damaged.
The Nautilus, canoe-yawl, which was built last spring, and sailed

on the Solent and south coast for some two and a half months last
autumn, is loaned by Mr. Badell Powell and is under the care of Mr.
Turk. She is of the sea-going type, a very powerful and able sea
boat, so fitted with watertight bulkheads as to be practically unsink-
able and so ballasted by a loaded center plate as to be uucapsizable.
She is shown with her cruising rig of main and mizen standing lugs
(her racing sloop rig, we have mentioned above, may be seen in the
photograph iu the gallery loan collection). The mode of rigging the
lug with maia heel and yard halliard allows the sail to be spilled or
scandalized Uke a gaff sail, yet it can be taken off the mast in a few
seconds for stowing ashore or on a yacht, or for shifting to the
larger rig.

In size and weight the Nautilus is just about as large as can be
slung to and hoisted on a yacht's steam launch davits, or lifted in on
deck for passage; thus she was stowed on several occasions last
season. The absence of a counter and the peculiar form of her bow,
go a long way toward easy storage on such occasions; and on rail-

way trucks with rope slings she was often lifted, with centerboard
and all ballast, in position, and bermast lowered in its tabernacle trunk,
immediately from sailing or ready to sail.

The center plate is of two sheets of steel plate, kept expanded by a
wooden frame, riveted in and forming a pocket at the lower corner for
lead ballast blocks, w'hieh can be lifted in or out by hand; and the
exposed plate edges are bent together and riveted, forming a, fine edge
for cutting the water. From a light weather racing point of view, the
boat is rather too strong in substance of materials of build; but for
rough water and for long life this is an advantage, and she has taken
prizes. Her sails are by Jackson, of Norwich, and it will be noticed
on the main lug there are no lacings to yard and boom; the sail is
clipped with brass wire grips to a brass plate traveler on the spar, so
that in damp weather the sail can immediately be eased in a long
boom and yard, and then hauled out again on dry days, thus prevent-
ing that bad stretching, which one commonly sees on Mr. Jobny
Haultaut's boats. Tbe peculiarity of the rudder is that it can be used
as a balance rudder when the plate is fully dropped, or tbe center of
the effort thereof can be shifted aft as much as 12in. by hauling on
the plate tackle. Side hatches have been fitted to the well, but
have as yet not been needed; nor has the pump ever been used for
pumping a sea out, for the simple reason that she has never shipped a
sea in the well.

The next boat worthy of note by the canoeman is the Midge pneu-
matic folding boat. The boat exhibited is a very small craft of the
Kajak type, or Arctic- canoe; she is about 12ft. by 3ft. 6in. Lieut,
Sayce, the inventor, in the Field of Jan. 30 last, "hopes there may be
some cruising canoes at Dover on June 18 next with whom he mav
compare notes, or make a match across Channel to Boulogne if wind
N.E.; Calais if 8.W." Tbe boat shown has no rigging or other sailing
fittings, so we are unable to judge of the possibilities of this t> pe rr
boat; but the inventor claims she will prove as fast, or faster, than
wooden boats. If the length is to b* restricted to 12ft. the mutch had
better be kept within Dover Bay, unless the day be dead calm, and
then a sailing match for 24 miles would be "no go."
Another aspirant to fame lies within a yard of the Midge—the Por-

poise. We published a letter last week from her owner, claiming
that in the Porpoise he introduced a new type of eanoe-ya« 1. He
says: "My object has been to produce the smallest canoe-yawl, which
although 'fit for sea work, will stow in an ordinary railway truck, trill

row as well, if not better, than any open sea boat of- similar displace-
ment, will be able to tackle weather which much larger boats of tho
inlaid and French polish schools dare not look at. will launch and
beach easily and safely." In the catalogue she is described as of U-
rating, 17ft. 2in. length, by 4ft 4in. beam over all, sail area 100sq.it.
At the present time the hull only is in view; her rigging has not been
furnished, nor has her reefing rudder, her steering gear or her center-
plate gear been set up in working order. As to mode), there is noth-
ing out of the common line of a boat, sharp at each end, such as the
St. Lawrence skiff, partly decked in. The ends perhaps show fuller
sections, and the waterlines are convex at the bow and stern. The
measurements given in the catalogue do not say whether 17ft. 2in. is

her 1 w.l. length or whether that is over all, but as 17ft. 2in. by 100ft.
of sail gives the rating of 0.28, we may take it 17ft. Bin, is her water-
line. The "inlaid, French-polished" Nautilus near her is 17ft. 5in. in
1 w 1. length, and it would take a severe twist to turn one into the be-
lief that Nautilus "would not look at the weather which Porpoise
would tackle." However. Channel matches and tackling seas may be
well left to paper for the present. There may be much to learn when
tha novelties are fully fitted: at present we only see the shell.

A novelty in regard to weighted center plates is exhibited by Mr.
Brewster at stand 59. which, taken shortly, may be described as a
hollow bent bulb keel laden with leaden discs for half its length; the
half of length of bulb occupies the whole of the fore edge of a center
plate, dropped at an angle of 45", aud then the other half of length
of bulb, bent in a gentle curve, becomes horizontal, when the plate
is down the discs inside the bulb run down by gravity into and fill

the horizontal, or lower part of the bulb. When the plate is hauled
up tbe elbow or after end of bulb houses up in the case, and the discs
of lead run back into the fore part of the bulb, which is then along
the bottom of the boat's keel, the slot only being open for housing the
bulb at its after end. Large scale drawings explain the working of
the plate and the discs
We now come to the J-^-rater Spruce II. In the catalogue she ap-

pears as "a new departure from the Oxford canoe-yawl, in that she
has a bulb keel." But she has a counter and a transom, and her
rudder is not. hung abaft the stern, therefore she is not a canoe-vawl
under the definition of the Royal Canoe Club, but may be under some
other definition. That she is a clipper at match sailing we do not
doubt, provided the sailing be in confined waters or moderate weather,
otherwise her model is not sueh as goes dry iu lumpy breaking water;
but where flag winning is the only consideration, wet jackets matter
little, and with bucket well and bulb keel little harm can come so long
as the hull holds together and the garboards do not open, andin Spruce
they seem to hold on well.

Late in time, but peihaps not too late, a canoe of the first class, or
11. C. C. racing type, has been added. Of course, to experts this goes
for nothing much, but to those who are less iu the know this addition
is of considerable interest, as it fills the missing link in the chain of
sequence of types. The exhibition now contains the sea-going canoe-
yawl Nautilus; then the river-going canoe-yawls of medium size;
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the first-class racing canoe; and the small type, late second class'
canoe.

It would have b«en an interesting thing to have also in comparison
an up-to-date sailing canoe, built under tbe new rule, which permits
overhangs, bulb keels and 3ft. of beam, seeing that the canoe exhib-
ited is of the Stella design, now many years old. However, the craft
shown is on a design which has done excellent racing work, and the
boat is well built and rigged. She is on order for Rangoon, and will
no doubt somewhat astonish the natives; but we should much prefer
something absolutely uncapsizable for such waters, and with more
beam.

Toronto C. C.

Toronto, March 5.—Saturday evening, March 3, was "Athletic
night" and the handsome house of the Toronto C. C. was aeain a
blaze of lights, it being the occasion of their third, and for this winter
the last, large complimentary social entertainment. The programme
consisted of athletic and acrobatic feats, with just enough song and
music to keep the boys in good spirits, and was started in the gym-
nasium with an exhibition of horizontal-bar work by Messrs. Morgan,
Thompson, Sievert and Bruce, followed by a slack wire performance
by Mr. Bruce. Commodore Tilley then requested the audience to re-
pair to the large club room, where on a stage about 16ft. square,
erected almost in the center, the programme was continued. The in-

imitable Tomtnv Baker sang in his own happy way; he didn't sing of
"Home, Sweet Home." but he reached the spot under the vest pocket
just the same. Alf. Sturrock sang of the rolling billows, and more
than one of the boys went down to launch their canoes to go off to the
wreck only to find that skates were the only mode of aquatic locomo-
tion. There were also songs bv Messrs. Joe Baker, F. Piggot, Henry
Wright.
The athletic part of the programme consisted of three three-minute

bouts with foils by Messrs. Cooper and Barton; tumbling by Morgan,
Thompson, Bruce and Siever; three two-minute rounds sparring by
Messrs Goldman and Barton; fancy club swinging by Mr. Loghead;
three three-minute rounds sparring by Messrs. A. E. Bell and Alex.
Wheeler. The events of t he evening were, however, the acrobatic and
hand balancing feats by Mr. W. W. Taylor, instructor Beaver Athletic
Club, and his partner, Mr. Robert White. The last event on the pro-
gramme, and the one that held every man to his place and made him
take chances of missing the last car. was three five-miuute rounds of
scientific wrestling between Mr. A. W. LaMont, champion light-weight
wrestler of Canada, and Mr. W. W. Taylor. The contestants in this
event were so evenly matched that at tbe end of their fifteen minutes'
work neither had secured a fall, and they were cheered to the echo.
Commodore Tilley then invited the guests to the supper room, where
lunch was served
Among the three hundred present were many of Toronto's most

prominent business men, and it speaks well for the T. C. C. to note
that quite a number of the boys were not ashamed to bring their
fathers with them. The entire arrangements were in tbe hands of the
house committee, composed of A. E. Bell, Bert Smith and J. C. Iredale.

The Newton Boat Club War Canoe.
About fifty of the local canoe men gathered at the Newton Boat

Club house on the Charles River, on Thursday evening, March 8, at
the request of the "crew" of the Wawbewawa, to take part in their
third smoker of the season.
The chief entertainment of the evening consisted of a fine display of

stereopticon views of different A. C. A. meets by Com. Jas. W. Cart-
wright, Jr., of the Puritan C. C. Vivid pictures of Lake George, Jes-
sup's Neck, Peddock's Island and the Charles River were enthusiastic-
ally applauded, and proved to be of great interest. Aft6r having ex-
tended a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Cartwright, the canoeists
partook of light refreshments and listened to a most pleasant series
of musical selections from the followiug gentlemen:
"The Corey Hill Toboggan Club Quintette." Mr. L. G; Hoffman,

leader; selections on banjo, mandolin, harmonica and piano; songs by
Mr. Cartwright and Mr. C. B. Ashenden, who have many times been
heard at A. C. A. meets; and selections on the violin and piano by
Messrs. Robins and Pierce. Altogether the affair was most successful
and the good time lasted until the small hours.
Among tbe canoeists present were: J. W, Cartwright. Jr., Chas. P.

Dodge. Woi. Garty and Geo. R. Angus of the Puritan 0. C, Com. H. B.
Grant, E. T. Brigham, J. W. Brown, A. C. Wyer and E. P. Wyer of the
Innitou C. C, A, L Bennett of the Boston C. C, Fred P. Smith of the
Pedham B. C, ex-Capt. Wm, A. Hall. W. A. Wheeler, Louis S. Drake,
Francis J. Burrage, Geo. B. Smith. L. A. Hall, W. A. Plimpton, John
F. Linder, Wm. V. Forsaith, Chas. W. Knapp, Chester A. Howe, Thos.
C. Phelps and W. H. Pulsifer of the Newton B. C . and Clarence B.
Ashenden, L G. Hoffman, E. A. Outhank, E. P. Small, F. P. Black,
Moses Bamber, C. W. Young, A. H. Coolidge, Robt. A. Hiens and F. I.

Snow.
Those responsible for the good tiin« were the following members of

the "Crew:" Louis S. Drake, Capt. Francis J. Burrage, Lieut. Geo. B.
Smith, John F. Linder, Wm. V. Forsaith, Chester A. Howe and Chas.
W. Knapp.
The coming season will doubtless be interesting as far as war

canoes are concerned. Mr. J. R. Robertson of Aubnrndale already
bat two nearly completed, one for the Springfield C. G, the other for
Hartford. The members of the Puritan C C. also intend to have one
built, and in all probability the Boston C. C. will be equipped in the
same way.
The Eastern Division meet will certainly be interesting if five war

canoes are to compete in the races.

Reforming the A. C. A.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your issue of March 10 contains an article by "Pulex" under the

above caption. The letter is for the most part irrelevant, as it does
not treat on the reform in question. Now as regards this subject. I
again claim the A. C. A. does not need reform. The Association is all

right as far as it goes, the only trouble is that it cannot go far
enough on account of the small means &t its command. That an
A 0. A. paper can be run there is no doubt, but not by the A. C. A.
I have had some experience in that line. Tbe association has about
a thousand members. What does that figure amount to for a circu
laiion? Nothing. If the A. C. A. is to run a paper the dues of the
members will have to be doubled. That would do no harm, as the
A. C. A. needs the money Now, the main trouble arises in the lack
of members and the difficulty in obtaining more.
The present divisions are too large to be easily worked by their

officers. Then again the rivalry between the divisions is notnearly
so keen as it would be were the separate States each divisions. This
has b^en proved a fact in the experience of the League of American
Wheelmen. Then let us see what could be done if State divisions
were the rule. In the first place, each State would have its board of
officers, who would have a limited territory to travel and work in, a
distinct advantage. Each State would, or should, have its perma-
nent division camp site, to which the men would become accustomed
and learn to consider their meetings there a fixture. With a limited
territory the divisions could publish maps of the same—another
advantage The rivalry between the States would become keen and,
as sure as fate, the membership would grow. Again, by establishing
State divisions the jealousy between two sections of a large division
would be abolished, and tha"t jealousy is a matter worthy of serious
consideration in some of the divisions as at present made up. Of
course, all States would not now be divisions, as a minimum limit of
A. C. A men would have to be established to constitute a division, as
in the L. A. W. : but it can be placed low, so that a division could be
easily made up. The foregoing is not reform, but progress. We
have nearly reached the limit of our possibilities under the present
system, let us consider some other.
Friend "Pulex" speaking of a canoe club dubs them cruisers, be-

cause they cruise in a body, and ignores t he fact that individual work
makes a cruising club full as much as concerted action. My own club,
the Puritan C. 0., is a cruising club, if Saturday afternoon and Sunday
trips may be called cruises. We do not call them such, hence we have
no cruising in a body. Our aggregate of individual mileages wiB
amount to several thousand mile^ per season. Three and four hun-
dred-mile trips we call cruises, and it is upon those trips that the A. C.
A. men find the value of the Association.
"Pulex" intimates that the clubmen mentioned may be able to give

points to tbe Librarian. Why don't they do it and (jive more power to
his arm? Doubtless the racers can give them points on some equally
important matters, such as canoe sailing. Races between well equipped
cruisers are full as exciting and interesting as those bet ween racing
machines. And there is not a shadow of a doubt but that any cruiser
will learn more about sailing a canoe in a season^ racing than he
would in several years of cruising sailing. I know it for it has been
my experience, and I know that such mild racing as a cruising club
indulges in, will do more to produce a well equipped audwell designed
fleet than all the cruising that club can do in a lifetime. Ilex.

Boston, March 10.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Before answering thecommunicationsfrom "Ilex" and "Pulex" allow

me to express my condemnation of i he action of "Pulex" in going out
of his way to slur a gentleman whose only offense was that he came
from Rutherford. To avoid any personalities in the future let me
briefly state ray case. Every canoeist should be an A. C. A. man. He
can aid the A. C. A. and also it can be made to benefit him. That the
A. 0. A. has done much lor canoeing is not to be disputed, but it has
also been in an indirect wa , and at present it is rather at a standstill. I

Nowadays no man gets anything out of his membership unless he goes
to the meets. Not one of the answers I have seen have disproved"my
statements. I offered some suggestions. Those who replied, instead
of doing likewise, expressed their horror at a supposed attack on the
meet. I knew that "Ilex" advised me to get to work to enlarge the
membership. Now what inducement can "Ilex" offer to a man to
join; and what can he say to the probable response to such an invita-
tion: "What good will it do me?" If the meet is urged it will be
answered that the speaker is a clerk in a bank or a dry goods or com-
mission house or some other business where he only has his regular
vacation season at such a time as to prevent his going to the meet.
Do you suggest the division meets? He will answer that he cannot
leave business to go to them. What other inducement can you offer?
None, absolutely none. He can get all the important news of the sport
and the meet from the magazines and newspapers. The ideas as to
fittings, etc., he can pick up well enough to suit him from his contact
with others in cruising or visiting at. neighboring club houses, and he
is not apt to take much stock in the idea of joining for the sake of
having his name in the year book. And yet such a man will be found
to represent a large number who are practical canoeists.
At present the A. C. A. only appears to look after the men who come

to the meet. They don't need so much care, but as to the fellow who
stays in his own waters, why he is left to paddle bis own canoe. If
the A. C. A. is to increase its membership among such men, it must
show something else besides the meet as an inducement.
I agree with "Ilex" when he says. "It is not so much reform of the

few principles under which the A. C. A. exists as advancement—very
great, advancement—along those lines. And one of the greatest ob-
stacles is the man who cannot recognize the existing evils or see where
new and beneficial features can be introduced." If ' Ilfx" will re-read
my letter he will see that it offers some suggestions. "Ilex" does not
take his own medicine of "getting to work" in this, the only way at
present open. Why?
Let me trespass on your space a little more and I am done. Here in

Rutherford we have had a canoe club for the last eight years. After
that eight years the result is four A. C. A. members. Eight years of
experience have not been able to show one solitary inducement to join
the A. C. A. except the pleasure of going to the meet, and even that-
only covers the actual being in the camp. Everything else they get
anyhow. Now, will "Ilex" show me how to work to iucrease the
membership of the A. C. A. when there is absolutely no inducement to
offer to new members?

If the A. 0. A. is to grow among others besides racing men and those
who have leisure to attend the meets, it must pay some attention to
them.
Were it not for the wide circulation given it by the Forest .and

Stream I should ignore "Pulex's" screed. "Pulex" apparently is not
posted. If a practical canoeist is one who has passed a number of
years in various types of canoe, in sailing, paddling and cruising, why
then I. am one. If attendance on the meet is the sole qualification,
then I am not. By "Pulex's" own coufessiou, no one who is not at the
meet has anything to say in A. C. A. matters. Is that fair? Also, by
the same token, there is nothing a member gets—bar the meet—but a
list of his fellow members, unless he goes to the meet.
Mr. Burns shows more of the right kind of spirit. Hehad some ideas

himself on the subject of advancement, and he gave them. If all our
men were of the same caliber there would be no need for this discus-
sion. Let us hear from some one else. John Trusty Holden.
Rutherford, N. J., March 10.

Life Membership in the A. C. A.
Editor Forest and Stream:
By-laws, Sec. 2, states that the annual subscription is one dollar, but

does not provide for members compounding their anuual subscription

.

I would suggest that at the next annual meeting the by-law be so
amended as to read after the word "accepted" on ninth line as fol-
lows: "Any member may compound for his subscription and become
a life, member by the payment of fifteen dollars. A separate account
shall be. kept of all moneys received from life members, to be called
the life membership account, and tbe receipts shall be invested at
interest by the honorary treasurer, and no payment shall be made
from it unless authorized by a majority of members. The interest
derived from investment mentioned shall be carried to and form part
of the income of the Association. Should a life member resign, or
cease to be an amateur, or be expelled from the Association, or other-
wise cease to be a duly qualified member, no part of the fife composi-
tion paid by him shall be returned to such life member. Seventy per
cent, of the interest on the above composition shall be paid to the
purser of the division to which the life member belongs and thirty
per cent, retained for the A. 0. A. treasury."
The advantages of having life members are numerous. I invite

criticism of the above suggestion.
A Member of Six Years1 Standing.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division—Edward Muller, New York city. Northern

Division—Chas. O. Wyatt, Montreal. Central Division—Lucius H.
Washburn, Albany. N, Y. Eastern Division—William Garty, George R.
Angers, Waldo P. Kennard.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
Tbe Knickerbocker C. C. has elected the following officers: Com.,

Julius H. Seymour; Vice-Corn., James K Hand; Sec'y, William R.
Farrel,Jr., 47G West 152d street, New York; Treas., Sidney M.Wintring-
ham; Meas., Frank C. Moore.

The annual election of officers of the Yonkers C. C. resulted as fol-
lows: Com,, William R. Haviland; Vice-Coin., Daniel B. Goodsell;
Sect'y, Thomas Hale, Jr. ; Treas,, Everett Masten; Capt., H. Lansing
Quick; Lieut , Charles T. Middlebrook.

At the annual meeting of the Holyoke C. C. on March 7, the follow-
ing officers were elected: Capt.,~F. H. Metcalf; 1st Lieut., E. T.
Newton; 2d Lieut.. J. M. Ramage; Purser, A. S. Seymour; Sec, W.
L. Eaton; Executive Committee, W. D. Judd, W. C. Brown and R. T.
Wyckoff . The annual regatta will take place on Sept. 3.

The annual meeting of the Tatassit C. C. was held on March 5,

the following officers being elected: Com., T. H. Blood; Vice-Corn.,
F. A. Goodard; Purser, AV. N. Brooks; Sec, F. P. Kendall; Capt., F.
P. Dean; Directors, Howard Frost and C. L. Allen; House Committee.
W.F.Robinson, A. F. Townsend and F. D. Freeman; Membership
Committee, C. S. Day, A. E. Davis and W. M. Freeman; Historian, G.
TJ. Halcott ; Auditor, A. O. Knight, The retiring Commodore, Howard
Frost, was presented by Com, Blood with a huge wooden watch, a
reminder of the money advanced on a watch by the Commodore 10 a
tramp, the watch being worthless. In the wooden disc was embedded
a beautiful gold watch, a gift from the club.

General Comments on the Drift of Bullets, and
Bines and Rifle Shootinp*.

[sy armin tenner,

Superintendent American Testing Institution.

The path described by a bullet in the course of its flight is governed
by certain laws and cond ;tions. These may briefly be enumerated as
follows: In consequence of the tendency of the resistance of the air
to lift the bullet's point in combination with the original rotation to
the right, a variation in the spinning axis of the projectile is hrought
about, causing the latter to drift away from the shot plane to the
right. Thus a new axis of rotation is created, and while oscillating
with its longitudinal axis around this new axis the bullet offers its left

surface continuously »o the pressure of the air and is thus forced to
drift to the right, thereby creating a change in the axis of rotation
and in the position of its longitudinal axis, and these condition again on
the other hand cause the bullet to lean toward the tangent path. This
tendency of leaning toward the tangent path and of drifting to the
right is greatly lessened by a counter pressure brought about by the
meeting of the rotating with the resisting air. causing a condensation
of the latter on the bulleCs right side. The tendency of a bullet to
press to the right not only holds forth throughout its entire flight,

but on the contrary increases as the stability of the longitudinal axis
diminishes.
The trajectory of the center of gravity of a traveling bullet de-

scribes a curve with a double crook, around which all other points of
the projectile, those resting upon the given axis of rotation excepted,
must describe spiral (cycloidal.) lines of continuously growing steep-
ness. The sportsman can easily detect the effect of the deviation to
the right by examining the track left by a bullet which glanced off tbe
ground after striking it. The track or groove left by such a bullet
will, under ordinary conditions, always show a slight crook to the
right.

If bullets of different weights and sizes are employed for one and
the same caliber and propelled by the same powder charge, the heavier
will be. as shown further on. the least subject to deviation. A bullet
thrown as far as 2,000yds. will not perform a full conic oscillation short
of 800yds.

THE DIRECTION OF DERIVATION.

The derivation will be to the right (1) when the bullet rotates from
the left to the right, since the point of intersection of the resultant of
air pressure and the longitudinal axis will then be found in front of
the center of gravity of the bullet; (2) when the rotation is to the
left and the point of intersection is found in or behind the center of
gravity.
The derivation will be to the left (3) with bullets rotating to the

right if the point of intersection is in or behind the center of gravity;
(4) with bullets rotating to the left because the ceuter of gravity will

then be always in front of the point of intersection. The conditions 2
and 4 exist only theoretically as far as our modern elongated bullets
are concerned. Practically the derivation of such a bullet is to the
right if the rotation is to the right, and to the left if the rotation is to
the left, since in both cases the point of intersection of the resultant
of air resistance is always found in front of the projectile's center of
gravity.

THE TWIST OF RIFLES.

The spiral grooves in the rifle barrel called the twist serve no other
purpose save that to prevent the bullet from tipping or "keyholing,"
and to give its flight the necessary stability.

For bullets two and one-half times in length of their diameter, and
being propelled by a high velocity, the angle of the twist should be
about Z}4 degrees; longer bullets require a steeper twist angle, espe-
cially if the velocity is comparatively lower, and the same rule applies
to the smaller calibers, regardless of the bullet's weight or shape. ,If

a lighter and a heavier bullet are employed of the same caliber, that
of the heavier specific weight will do better in a comparatively less
steep angle of twist than the lighter one. With a properly chosen
twist angle the length of a bulletcan be extended to four times its

caliber, and such a bullet can still be mad« to describe a regular path.
Tbe size of the bore of the barrel divided by the length of the twist

gives the tangent of the angle of twist.
' In this country the nature of the twist is described by the distance
in which it makes one complete turn. Their lengths vary in American
rifles between 12 and 72in.
The number of revolutions made by a bullet within a unit of time

—

one second—at the speed with which it quits the muzzle is called the
angle velocity. The latter is governed by the steepness of the twist or
grooves and "the progressing velocity of tbe bullet. If, for instance,
the latter has an initial velocity of, Bay, 1,300ft., and the twist makes
one turn in 2Sin.. the bullet will make about 782 revolutions per
second.
The larger calibers, as a rule, have and require smaller twist angles,

i. e.. a slower twist than smaller calibers, and this for the reason that
with the same velocities and bullets of similar shape the surface of
the smaller must receive a greater angle velocity than the larger, or,
in other words, with the same initial velocities the angle velocities of
the surface of the different similar bullets, the same as the tangents
of the twist angles, must be in a reversed proportion to their calibers,
and considering at the same time that the lengths of the twist must
be proportionate to the squares of the calibers, in order to reduce the
derivation^ aused by the twist to the desired lowest limit. This law
is based on the observation that, although with the larger bullet,
owing to its greater surface, the air pressure from the side will grow
in single proportion with the caliber, whereas the mass to be moved

Fig. 4.

will increase in cubic proportion to tbe caliber. A quick twist has a
tendency to retard the velocity, and on this account the twist should
not be chosen quicker than necessary to serve the purpose previously
mentioned,

THE VELOCITY OP BULLETS OF THE SAME CALIBER BUT OF THE DIFFER-
ENT SPECIFIC WEI&HTS.

If a lighter and a heavier bullet of the same caliber is employed in
the same rifle, and both are propelled by a similar powder charge,
the lighter bullet will show the highest velocity of the two, but the
heavier bullet will retain its velocity over a longer distance. When a
certain rifle propels a bullet weighing SSOgrs., say at a rate of velocity
equal to 1,745ft., the same powdpr charge would propel a bullet
weighing 365grs. at the rate of 1,762ft., one weighing 350grs. at the
rate of 1,789ft., one weighing 335grs. at the rate of 1.806ft., one weigh-
ing 320grs. at the rate of 1,823ft., one weighing 305grs. at the rate of
l,838ftM one weighing 290grs. at the rate of 1,853ft., and one weighing
260grs. at the rate of 1,870ft. or thereabouts. As a rule the velocities
are as the fourth roots from the quotient of the load, and equal
quotients of loads give equal initial velocities.

EXPRESS AND AMERICAN RIFLES.

It is a matter of frequent occurrence to find things called by a wrong
name in this couutry, or that we understand something different from
what a name really implies. Dogs of a certain species are called and
known in America as "Great Danes," although the same dog is not
known by that name in his native country. The common sparrow is

here known as the. "English" sparrow, notwithstanding the fact that
this species of bird is found all over Europe and other parts of the
old world and that the ancestors of the majority of the sparrows as
they now inhabit our cities, towns and villages, were brought to this
country from Germany. The common or Bohemian pheasant is here
called the English pheasant, etc.
By an "express" rifle the American shooter, as a rule, understands

a rifle made expressly to shoot an expanding or exploding bullet, and
by an express bullet a projectile with a sort of a channel (as shown in
Fig. 4) for being filled with a copper tube, wax or tallow, or with some
explosive agent. This is all wroug. The majority of hunters on the
European continent use tbe express rifle, but not one out of a thous-
and employs such abullRt; and this for the simple reason that they
have no need for such a bullet, and that these bullets shoot less accu-
rately and are much more liable to spoil the best part of the flesh of a
roebuck or stag,
A bullet provided with a channel running from its front end to the

center, or even beyond it, is of course more liable to "flutter," as its
unsteady travel is called, than a solid bullet of the same size, and this
for the reason that the former, in having its center of gravity shifted
still further awaj' and to the rear of its transverse axis, is more sub-
ject to the disturbing effects named in connection with the causes and
results of derivation than the solid bullet.
I have before me the catalogue of the Ideal Manufacturing Co.,

which, as a whole and otherwise, contains much valuable information
for riflemen, in which, speaking of express bullets, the following
passages occur: "Properly speaking, the express cartridge consists
of a heavy charge of powder and a short, light bullet," and "Rifles for
this kind of ammunition have a slow twist and will not carry the long
bullet point on," etc. Both of these statements are wrong and mis-
leading.
The powder charge of an express cartridge is generally in proportion

to the weight of the bullet, and the elongated bullet does and must
travel on the longitudinal axis, i. e., point on, up to the distance for
which such a rifle is intended and for which they are employed. Why
should such not be the esse?
According to the figures given in the catalogue named the twist in

the .38 rifles makes one turn in 16in. in some barrels, one turn in 20in.
in others. My three-barreled gun bears this mark: "Cal. .12. 11. 52,"
which means that the guu barrels are 12-bore, that the diameter of the
bullet for the express rifle barrel is 11 mm., or about 7

16in., and that
the twist makes one turn in 52 centimeters, equal to a fraction over
20in. The length of the bullet is 14

, 6in., its weight is 295grs., the black
powder charge is 58grs. or the equivalent in nitro powder, which latter
1 have usedfbr years in my rifle exclusively, Strictly speaking, every
rifle with the spiral t wist or one that will impart to the projectile a
high speed of velocity is an express rifle.

The Marlin round-point bullet, cal .33 for instance, is only a trifla
longer than my express bullet; the former weighs 255grs.. the corre-
sponding powder charge is 55grs. But there are two more and shorter
sizes ot bullets of the same caliber besides, one weighing 175grs., the
other only 155grs., with the same powder charge as used for the longer
bullet. The proportion of the weights of the powder charge and the
bullet in my express cartridge is about 1 to 5, the proportion of the
Marlin long cartridge is 1 to 4 7u , and that of the two shorter cartridges
is 1 to 3a

ii and 1 to 3?j, respectively. The Marlin is an American rifle
and still the American shooter is informed by the authority quoted
that the express cartridge consists of a heavy charge of powder and a
short, light bullet, and that on account of the slow twist of the express
rifle it will not carry a long bullet point on.

It is true what the same authority says in reference to the shoot-
ing distances for which the express rifles are principally made,
sighted and intended, namely 150yds. The express rifle is designed
for hunting purposes only. They have a comparatively great striking
power and flat trajectory up to that distance. They should not bs
compared with rifles made for target shooting for the reason stated.
Rifle making is not a secret, neither are the tools and machinery eui
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PIASA BOD AND RIFLE CLUB.

The .Piasa Rod.and! Rifle Club.

Chicago, HI., Feb. 16.—The Piasa Rod :and :Rifle Club, of Alton, III., I

portraits of whose officers and members are shown herewith, is a fine ;

instance of one of the tendencies of modern sportsmanship, namely, -

that of friendly and effectual organization. No one better than the
sportsman of to-day has realized the force of the motto, "In union Is

strength."
The word Piasa is pronounced Pi-a-saw, after an Indian tribe which:

formerly inhabited Alton. The same tribe also named the Piasa Bluffs i

and other things along the Mississippi River. It is a mistake to think
that the members do not know how to spell "piazza," because nearly
all of them do. Moreover, this is no mere piazza club, devoted to
loafing, smoking and talking, but a body of enthusiasts who love to
hustle. I hear more of the rifle branch of the club than anything else,

and the club has some rifle shots who are hard to beat, either in the
gallery or on the 200yds. range. Mr. H. R. Wills, a handsome picture'
of whose self and whiskers is to be noted above the vice-president's
title, often comes up to Chicago, as does also his friend, Mr. Eugene
Lahee, they both belonging to prominent social clubs here. Whenever
either or both of these gentlemen arrives in town the Western repre-
sentatives of Forest and Stream have to stop work, put on their,

coats and go out and shoot a string- to a finish, the said finish usually 1

being in favor of the Alton contingent, and involving the ownership
of gallery cups whose value has run as high as $1.50.

It is not alone to the rifle, however, that the club is devoted, for a8
'

fishers, flowlers and sailors also they have a tenacious ambition, often
gratified. In addition, the members value the personal advantages of
friendly meetings and do not drop the better social features of a pleas-
ant gentlemen's club. In a recent letter one of the officers wrote me:
"We are gradually getting into shape as a shooting club, and expect

to have grounds at least this coming- summer to which we can invitei

our friends with some degree of satisfaction. Our yacht club also

,

(the Illini Y. C.~) is flourishing. We have Fix steam and naphtha
launches in the fleet. The club bought an island in the river last fall,

s'x miles above Alton, containing about seven acres, upon which a club
house has been erected, or which at least will be finished this month,
with all the conveniences needed, good rifle and trap shooting ranges,
bowling alleys, etc.

"We shall be glad to have a visit from you at any time, or times,
rather, and will try to make your stay a pleasant one."
The feature of hospitality, it may be seen, is not left out. A visit to*

the Piasa Club must needs be pleasant, but he who takes it should
master the art of taking gracefully a defeat with the rifle, and maybe
other tools of the craft of sport.
The Piasa Club is up to date in every regard, and therefore Forest

and Stream is its recognized journal.

Steuber and Schm'dt.
The last half of 100 shot match took place at the Miller Rifle Club,

Hoboken, N. J., March 8, and resulted in a defeat for Mr. A. W.
Steuber. The score is appended, 25yds.:

A W Steuber 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 23 21 21—240
25 24 24 24 24 23 23 22 22 21-232
24 25 25 25 24 23 23 23 23 23—239
25 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 21-238
25 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 23-244-

L Schmidt 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 23 23 21-234
25 25 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23-244
25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 23—240
25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 22—237
25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 22 20 -235-1190

-1193

ployed. America produces the best rifles for the money and, prob-

ably, for the purpose they are intended for. The American machine-
loaded metallic ammunition too is the best ammunition of its kind in

the world, but it is a mistake to suppose that other countries cannot
produce rifles of an equal standard of merit. The reason why the

express rifle is made to do its best and most effective shooting up to

a distance of 150yd3. only is not because European rifle makers are

not capable of making a rifle abroad to do accurate shooting at greater

ranges, but simply for the reason that it is not considered sportsman-
like (waidgerecht) to shoot at game at a greater distance.

The European continental hunter draws a very strict line between
hunting and pot-hunting, or killing and butchering game. He dislikes

chance shots, and one who is fond of such is not recognized as a true

sportsman. A true sportsman is expected to protect and care for

his game, and to glorify the Creator through the creature, or as the
German motto for hunters reads:

"Das ist des Jagers Ehrenschild,
Der treu beschiitzt und heg't sein Wild,
Das Waidwerk iibt wie sich's gehort,
Den Schopfer ini Geschopfe ehrt."

The European continental hunter is seldom found hunting with the
rifle only. He uses either the rifle-gun—Buchsflinte—or the three-

barreled gun—Drilling. If he does employ the rifle only, he favors

the double rifle, a.very neat, well balanced and light weapon. He does
not want to carry more weight than he can help, and on this account
rarely uses a larger caliber than one equal to about our .45cal. This
amply efficient, too, for all kinds of game found on the continent, and
even a smaller bullet, one corresponding with our .38 long, will develop

a pretty good killing power.
A smaller bullet should, however, not be used for hunting deer or

other game larger than a roebuck, which is smaller than our Virginia

deer. This opinion, I fear, will not be quite in accord with the views
of some of our hunters, of whom perhaps a number will prefer a larger

bullet than .45, and others again will claim that a smaller bullet than
.38 will be just as efficient as the bullets of the larger caliber. These
sportsmen may again pror ounce my assertions as the doctrine of a
student, the same as my comments on the killing effect of shot were
at the time classified as a purely theoretical opinion—the belief of a
student. When I asked the gentleman who made such remarks, where
he had gathered his practical experience, he proudly replied, "Princi-

pally at the trap in killing live pigeons and in shooting a few quail and
partridge." I smiled, because I can modestly claim a better practical

experience in the premises. I have killed with the shotgun all feath-

ered game from the bustard down to the smallest species of snipe, and
hairea game from the wild boar down to the rabbit, and I have often

been one of the shooters when as many as 1,300 hares were killed in

one day. ,

I command a little practical experience in using the rifle for game
hunting also, and I have learned a great deal from the experience of

men who have killed over 1,000 roebucks and hundreds of stags and
wild boars with the rifle. They agree with me that a smaller caliber

than .38 should not be employed. "But," I hear some of our hunters

say, "have we not read recently that some fellow killed an antelope at

a distance of 303yds. with a .22cal. cartridge? How can Mr. Tenner
account for this fact?" I confess that I cannot account for such a
phenomenon. It was a chance shot in the full and extreme sense of

the word, and I have my own opinion whether the distance was meas-
ured correctly or not. I venture to say that the same party could not
repeat the trick once out of 1,000 shots. I certainly envy the gentleman
for his visionary power. Most men cannot take a good aim at antelope

at such a distance, I for one certainly not.

Coming back to the express rifle I beg to say that the difference in

the twist between the former and the American rifles may affect the
accuracy of shooting especially at long ranges, but I hardly think that

this difference will have much of a bearing upon the penetrative

P
°ThB penetrative or killing power is governed by the velocity, the

former represents the square of the latter. Velocity is life force, and
this again requires a certain amount of energy and depends on the

powder charge. To throw a bullet of a certain weight a certain dis-

tance necessarily requires a corresponding propelling force, and this

force again is governed by the powder charge.

The extent of the work performed by a projectile is equal to half of

P "

the mass M = -r- of its body in the square of its velocity, namely:
b

2b

Extensive tests have shown that the best results are obtained from
a load in the proportion of about 1 to 5, i. e., where the powder charge
represents about the fifth part in weight of the bullet. Of course this

rule does noL apply to the nitro powders, which, however, thus far

are very little employed for rifle ammunition in this country. But the

smokeless powders will eventually come into use too for the rifle.

Their advantages over black powder are even more marked in the

rifle than in the shotgun.
But no nitro gunpowder is adapted for and can be used in the rifle.

The smokeless rifle powders must be especially made for the purpose.

As a rule thev, like the gunpowders, require a special primer, aud

they can seldom be loaded bulk for bulk with black powder, but I pre-

sume nitro powders answering this condition will soon be in the

market. It is, in my experience, much leas difficult to establish the

suitable nitro powder charge for rifles of the calibers below .45, than
for those above.
The smokeless rifle powders, as such, compare favorably with black

powder both in point of penetration and accuracy. But I caution the
riflemen against all attempts to find for thems' Ives the proper charge
of a nitro powder for the rifle. They may find such an undertaking
not only a very difficult, but also an extremely perilous task. There
is one requirement connected with the use of nitro rifle powders to
which I call attention. The rifle must be carefully cleaned within 24
hours after use. And in conclusion, I may add that the rifle powder
adapted for the small bore military rifles and the nickel or steel

shielded projectiles cannot be employed in the regular sporting or
target rifles.

Lady Miller Club.

The Lady Miller Rifle Club, of Hoboken, seems to be making good
progress both in rifle practice and in increase in its membership. At
the last meeting on March 5 four new members were added to the
roll. In the competition for class medals the following scores were
made, off-hand: Miss M. Miller 229, first medal; Mrs. D. Miller 210,

second medal; Mrs. Volk 216, third medal; Mrs. Meyns 223, Mrs,
Ahrent 205, Miss Begerow 204, Miss Saunders 202, Mrs. Stadler 208,

>

Mrs. Fisher 206, Miss Mannheim 202. Stein 204, Miss Gerhard 201.

Muzzle rest: Miss Olaussen 233, Mrs. Webb 218.

Greenville Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Club on Friday night of

last week brought 18 members together in competition for the club

prizes M Dorrler made the highest score of the night, his total being

248 Geo. Purkess was second with 242, W. C. Collins third with 289..

Scores- Collins 239, Graef 211, Lutz 331, C. Boag 238, J. Boag 237, Hill

231 F. Wuestner 196, E. Wuestner 213, Daniels 20S, Robidoux235, Schee-

line 237 Purkess 242, Charlock 218, Holzapfel 225, Dorrler 248, Spahn
235, Plaisted 237, Dodds 236.

PIASA ROD AND RIFLE CLUB,;
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Nitro in the Rifle.

Some months since we resorted to a trial of nitro powder in the
t'itle Assisted by one of out- local experts, F. 0. Ross, we shot a score
of 50 shots at WiSSel'S Cypress Hills Park, from the machine rest, the
result of which was reproduced in Forest and Stream on Dec. 16,

1893. The merits of this target were such that we were induced to go
ahead with further experiments in order to demonstrate its qualities
for reliahle work.
The target shot on Dec. 16 was made with a combination of 7grs.

nitro and about 4grs Hazard's KG powder in a .38-50 Ballard
Sehuetzen rifle. In the mean time we had the rifle recharabered for
the 55grs. shell, and continued our experiments. Some weeks since
we received from Messrs. Weibusch & Hilger, the New York agents
for the S. S. Powder Co:'s nitro powder, samples of their rifle powder.
A series of trials were made with the "Rifleite 450," with a full charge
(55grs. measure); the result Dot being satisfactory, we went back to
our original plan of using a small priming charge of nitro, and filling
the balance of the shell with black powder.
On March 5 we fired, off hand, a series of shots at 200yds. on the

German ring target, using a powder charge as follows: lOgrs. Rifleite
and 36grs. FG Hazard ("apothecary weight), shells primed with the
new Winchester No. 8, W. primer. The total of the series (.50 shots)
was 1,085, an average of 217 for each 10 shots.
Without cleaning, we proceeded to shoot two strings more of 10

shots each, using a 330 patched bullet. The shots are recorded in
their order as follows:

22 25 22 21 24 21 22 22 21 23-223
24 24 23 20 24 25 23 25 22 20—230

In the 70 shots fired only one was out of the bullseye (12io. black), a
17.

The most interesting part of this series was the close work of the
patched bullet. Including the preliminary shots some sixty shots
were fired before starting with the patched bullets, and beyond blow-
ing the smoke from the barrel after each discharge, the interior of
the barrel was not disturbed
On March 7, using the same style of load but substituting SR for

the Rifleite in a series of 80 shots, shooting off-hand, we made the fol-
lowing score in 10 shot strings: 201, 226, 226, 225, 222, 2[0, 221, 224.
In shooting this series we used the 330 lubricated bullet made in the

Ideal mould. Our purpose in shooting this style of load was to get
away from the excessive fouling which one gets in using black powder
alone, when shooting without cleaning.
The nitro powder used in the Ballard in full charges is not safe and

we would not advise its use. But used in the quantities as indicated in
this article the results have been quite to our liking. Each discharge
leaves the barrel comparatively clean as the scores with the patched
bullets show.
In loadiug the nitro, it is necessary, in order to get uniform results

to weigh each load. The black powder after the exact quantity to fill

the shell is ascertained can be loaded from the Ideal or the Wilkinson
machine We trust that any of our riflemen who have a desire to try
this combination will have as good snceess as our experiments have
indicated and should they hit upon any improvement we hope they
will favor the readers of Forest and Stream with the results.

' PliAISTED.

Ross and Dorrler Will Shoot.
Among the many topics that have been uppermost in the minds of

our local riflemen for many months past has been a contemplated 100
shot match between Fred C- Ross and Michael Dorrler. Of the many
expert riflemen in America these two are looked upon as being the
best of all at the present time. To become expert in rifle shooting as
in other sports oegets rivalry, and in the case of Ross and Dorrler,
.here has been generated, largely through the aid of the partisans of
each, a strong desire to bring the two together in an individual match.
Ross is one of the youngest in the present cotrie of experts in off-hand
shooting, he has developed phenomenal abilities in the few years that
he has given to rifle practice. Dorrler, on the other hand, is one of the
older group, who have been prominent for a number of years. In the
gallery he had no equal, and at 200yds. the only man who could ever
make him lower his colors was Wm. Hayes, of Newark. These two
have met in several 100 shot contests, with the results on the whole
rather in favor of Hayes. But Hayes has been in the fight a good
many years. Time and business cares make it obligatory upon him to
retire from championship competitions. Thus it has come to pass
that the competition for the month, that Hayes has won so well these
many years, is about to become a very interesting subject to the
fraternity.
The admirers. and followers of Ross in his rapid development as an

expert, desire to see this much coveted honor rest upon his shoulders.
In the other direction comes the old expert Dorrler, with his many
admirers, who believe that this veteran has abilities in him that have
not as yet been drawn out to the limit. The result is that with the
continual shoving and pushing on the part of the friends of these two
worthy exponents of the rifle, they have at last been brought, into
focus, and a match has been made aud articles signed calling for a 100
shot contest, to take place in WissePs Cyprus Hills Park, on April 16;
stakes $100 a side. It is to be hoped that when the two come together
on the day in question they will both be in condition to make the
scores of all previous matches past records. The friends of both men
believe that such will be the result.

California Riflemen.

Feb. m.—The most noteworthv event of the Mid Winter Fair shoot
this week is the performance of F. O. Young at the point target. He
started on Wednesday to see how many points he could make on 100
consecutive shots. He finished his first 50 shots on that day, scoring
102 points. The remaining 50 to-day yielded 94 or a total of 196 in his
100 shots—a very flue score.
No other fine shooting has been done except on the man target,

when within a short space of time the following were recorded by the
secretary: H. Heeth 91, Dr. Rodgers 90, J. E. Klein 90.
The financial outlook for the total shoot is very promising to the

projectors, as nearly $5,000 has been taken in for tickets to date.
The Canadian Pistol and Ride Club held its semi-monthly all comers'

shoot to-day, but the scores were only ordinary. Practically no at-
tention has yet been given to rest shooting by the club. As a conse-
quence the scores are by no means praiseworthy. Facilities will soon
be established for the encouragement of this fascinating department
of rifle shooting.
To-day in the all-comers' rest match Dr. Rodgers scored 99. In the

all-comers' army rifle match W. Glindeman scored 85, E. Hovey 84, F.
O. Young 83. Dr. Rodgers 83, P. Bohr 3'?, D. C. Babin 80, T. J. Carroll
78, L. Barrere 75, C. Mangels 69, G. W. Crane 65, H. B. Crane 56. J
Peters 56, A. E. Crane 63, H. G Marsh 41.
In the all-comers' military match H. R. Brown made 75 and H. L.

Pendleton 74. The following scores were made in the all-comers' pis-
tol match: E. Hovey 90. H L. Pendleton 89, S D. Kellogg 89. G. M
Ipaiss 88, F. O. Young 87, L. Barrere 83. A. H. Pape 83, C. Thurlock 80
P, Bohr 76. Roeel.

Jerseymen at the Targets.
On Saturday of last week a number of riflemen from the Greenville

and Excelsior clubs assembled in Armbruster's Park for practice.
The weather was warm and fair. Mr. Dorrler, who is matched to
shoot a 100-shot match with Fred O. Ross on April 16, was out for
practice. He shot a series of 100 shots and made the remarkably fine
so' re of 2,246. Hansen shot in good form, making a total of 1,08m in 50
shots. Colin Boag made the highest 50-shot score that he ever made
in the outdoor range, making a total of 1,063. C. Sebeeline and John
Hill were present and participated in the shoot. The scores are ap-
pended:
Dorrler, 100 shots 222 23fj 323 230 232 220 227 222 214 230 -22)0
Hansen, 50 shots 216 221 213 226 207—1083
C Boag, 50 shots 210 222 210 214 207—1063
Plaisted, 50 shots 209 215 219 209 204—1056
Scbeeline, ro shots 176 173 215 158 196— 918
John Hill, 20 shots 141 178 — 319

New York Rifle Club.
New York, March 5 —The New York Rifle Club held its regular

weekly shoot on the 3d hist, at Zettler 's gallery, 12 St. Mark's place
The following members entered and made scores as follows-
"'hadbourne 243 242 Crocker 231 229

£
0UD g- 289 239 King ..'.'.".,228 228

Gensch 238 238 Barker 225 226
march n.—The New York Rifle Club held its regular weekly shoot

•itZettler's gallery, No. 12 St. Marks place, on the'lOth inst. and the
following members were present with the following results-
Young 242 240 Crocker 0.33 033
Gensch Z40 239 King 227 220
Barker 235 226 E. R. Chadbourne',' Sec'y.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.
New York, March 5.—At our 100ft, range the members of the

Heidenreich Rifle Club have shot the following scores. March 4- Horn
36, Roberts 336 Hicks 230, Deuipsey 232, Steckel 229, Goodman 227,
Koch 220. May 216, Heidenreich 215, Kellner 213, Wm. May See y

Paterson Rifle Club.
The members of the Paterson Rifle Club had a pleasant day's sport

at the targets on March 4. The weekly shoots of the club on the
Bunker Hill range are becoming a matter of interest to the citizens of
Paterson, and every practice day finds a goodly crowd present to
watch the shooting of the marksmen. The club range is 100yds. long
and the 20-ring German target the official target. Scores:

James Welcher 18 20 17 20 19 18 18 20 18 19—187
19 17 16 20 16 17 18 22 17 19—171
19 17 20 18 1 7 18 16 19 10 18-172
17 17 18 18 20 18 19 15 19 16-177
14 17 18 16 17 15 19 17 18 18-169Wm S Brooks 15 20 20 19 1 8 20 17 19 1 9 17—183
17 18 19 14 18 17 18 18 17 17—173
19 13 18 16 19 19 14 17 15 16—166
19 15 18 19 18 w — 89Wm Dutcher 19 18 16 20 20 19 18 17 15 15—177
14 16 15 19 19 15 19 18 19 16—170
17 16 16 20 18 18 17 17 17 20-176
20 17 13 16 16 17 13 15 18 15—160

James Irons 20 16 16 15 19 16 18 19 18 19—176
18 15 17 16 16 15 16 17 18 18-166
12 17 16 20 19 15 12 17 14 17—159

August Dietrich 18 19 18 15.14 19 20 17 18 19—177
17 14 16 18 18 16 18 18 18 20-173
17 15 16 15 18 IS 18 20 17 19-173
16 18 19 17 15 19 17 19 12 15-167
17 16 17 15 16 15 14 17 13 18-158
18 19 19 20 17 w — 93

John W Johnson 17 18 18 18 19 20 15 16 17 18-176
17 18 17 18 20 16 16 16 20 17—175

Abe Newby 19 18 18 17 17 14 19 18 16 18-174
20 15 20 14 17 18 19 15 15 20-173
17 16 16 16 18 18 13 15 17 17-163

Ben Maskell 19 14 13 16 18 14 15 17 20 16—162
13 17 18 12 16 15 15 16 17 15-154
17 11 14 14 17 18 16 18 15 13-153

John Ranson, Captain 17 12 20 19 36 20 17 19 18 18—176
12 17 16 13 18 16 18 17 15 15—157
10 15 15 16 18 10 18 13 16 18-154

Jess W Foster 18 17 17 15 15 16 13 17 17 15-161
17 17 13 17.17 18 15 13 15 17—159
11 15 17 15 11 16 18 10 17 18—148Wm Maskell 11 13 10 14 16 18 15 18 20 16-151

Thos Blake 18 19 11 15 10 5 17 10 16 17—l j

TKelley 9 14 15 19 13-70 Edwards 13 16 15 18 9—71
CPyle 18 18 14 15 13-78 Maskell 15 11 16 19 17 -78
Scorer, Wm. Dutcher.

Toe 50-shot match between Jos. Irons and Aug. Dietrich for a purse
of $40 was shot off on the Bunker Hill range on March 11. a large
gathering of the club members were present to witness the contest.
The match was close and was won by Dietrich by eight points. Fol-
lowing the match came the regular club practice in which sixteen
members participated:
Dietrich 18 18 15 16 18 16 16 20 18 18—176

19 16 18 17 16 18 16 16 15 17—168
17 17 18 14 17 13 15 16 20 19-166
20 15 17 17 18 17 20 18 17 10-175
17 15 19 17 19 17 16 19 20 13—172—85;

Irons 16 19 18 18 17 17 20 18 17 19—179
19 20 18 18 13 14 19 18 17 14—165
19 19 16 13 20 14 19 13 17 13-163
15 17 20 17 15 15 19 17 17 14-166
17 19 18 18 15 16 19 17 18 19-176-849

Referee, J. Weston.
J W Johnson 19 20 20 17 16 18 15 18 19 16-17„
Jas Welcher 20 18 19 16 16 16 19 18 19 18—179
Abe Newby 15 19 18 18 18 17 19 15 19 19-177
Jas Irons 20 16 19 20 13 18 19 15 19 18—177
Jess Foster 20 19 11 18 18 17 19 16 18 19—175
Aug Dietrich 14 16 15 17 20 18 19 20 17 18—174Wm Dutcher 18 18 13 19 16 19 15 12 19 20-169Wm Newby 18 15 19 17 14 15 19 17 15 17-166WmS Brooks 15 10 16 18 19 14 18 16 15 17—158
John Gallagher, 8 13 14 17 15 18 12 19 16 16—148
John Weston 18 8 19 14 13 13 18 16 14 14-147
Root Gonne 18 18 13 16 19
John Ranson (captain) 16 18 15 20 16
Thos Kelley 18 14 15 17 18
Jas McVeigh 18 1116 18 18 —81Wm Gregg 14 17 17 15 17

With Eyes 64 Years Old.
Nearly every sportsman in America has heard of Samuel Castle of

Newark, one of the most expert field and trap shots in the country,
but '.tew know of him as a rifle shot. In the days gone by, however,
Mr. Castle was fully able to hold his own in any kind of company,
either at rest or off shoulder work, but of late years he has confined
himself almost entirely to shooting with the smoothbore A short
time ago, however, with a party of friends he strolled into John
Hollenberg's North Ward ranges, at 423 Broad street, and tried a
few strings at a rest on the 25yds. range, using a 3-F Ballard gallery
rifle and .22 shorts made by the United States Cartridge Company,
which had been left at the range by "Tee Kay" Keller.
He fired half a dozen or more of strings of io shots each, his lowest

score being 116 out of the possible 120 poiuts, <m his fourth and fifth
strings he made full scores of 120 each, and for the sake of showing
what his 64-year-old eyes are capable of doing, full-size facsimiles of
the two targets are Uere shown:

Beideman Rifle Club.
Beidematj, N. J..March 5.—The following shows the weekly shoot of

Beideman Rifle Club, week ending March 3, conditions 25yds., outside
range, strictly off-hand, target Jjfia. ring, possible 250": Dr. E L
Gardiner 245, J. L. Wood 243, W. Gilbert 242, W. Sehmedtman 232.

Pistol score, 50yds., standard American target, possible 100:
J L Wood 10 10 10 10 9 8 8 8 8 8-89EL Gardiner 1010 8 8 8 8 6 6 6 5-75
March 10.—The following shows the weekly shoot of the Beideman

Rifle Club, week ending March 10. Conditions 25yds ,
strictly off-hand,

outside range, y±m. ring target, possible 250: J. L. Wood 241, E L.
Gardiner2ll, Wm. Wurfflein 238, W. Gilbert 237, A. C. McGowan 233.

Pistol score, 50yds., standard American target:
J L Wood 999899998 9-88EL Gardiner 10 8 10 878788 7—81

- Walt Gilbert, Sec'y.

Zettler Rifle Club.
Only ten members of the Zettler Club were present on Tuesday

night to participate in the weekly club shoot. Fred C. Ross won the
champion medal on the score of 247. R. Busse was second with 245.
Henry Holges was high with the best id-shot score, making 249. Ross
and Walther were a tie for second with 248. Scores:
Champion target: F. C. Ross 247, R. Busse 245, H. Holges 246. M. B.

Engel 241, B. Walther 240, H. D. Muller .239, B. Zettler 244. C. G. Zet-
tler 238
Best 10-shot scores, 5 entries: H. Holges 249, F, C. Ross 248, B.W alther 248 R. Busse 246, M. B. Engel 215, Krauss 239, H, D. Muller 239,

C. G Z ' er 243, R. Zettler 244, Gus Nowak 245.

Schlicht Rifle Club.
The weekly shoot of the Schlicht Rifle Club at its headquarters on

March 5, brought together twenty-five members in competition for the
class medals. Geo. Dorr won the champion medal, W. Schlicht the
first class. Geo. Lautenberger the second class and A. Meyer the third
class medal. Scores: Geo. Schlicht 240, Geo. Dorr 235, W. Schlicht
239, Geo. Lautenberger 227, Capt. Brellenthine 227, G. J. Goehing 226,

C. Seibel 225, A. Meyer 224, M. Dans 223, Ad Meyer 219, Chris Meyer 218,
G. Richert.216, Jacob Diehl 215, J. Dorr 215, J. Schlicht 214, J. Dedrick
214, F. Lambrix 214, N. Mehr 210. C. Stein 208, J. Gebhardt 207, G.
Tribout 206, G. Meyer 205, P. Man 212, A. Denbline 204, J. Bonder 202.

Palisade Rifle Club.

Ten members of the Palisade Club were on hand on March 4 to par
ticipate in the weekly shoot for the class medals. Fred Krobatsch
won the first class medal, R. Glaser the second class and Geo. Dorr the
third class. The members are all making good progress in their
efforts to become proficient and each week the winners are compelled
to raise their totals in order to retain their lead. Scores: Fred Kro-
batsch 231, R Glaser 231, Geo. Dorr 227. Fred Wood 223, C. Heirnberger
218, F. Esperer 217, W. Ahles 214, O. L. Ofderheide 213, A. Ahles 209,

H. Rose 209.

Empire Rifle Club.
The following scores were made by the Empire Rifle Club, Tuesday

evening, March 6: J. Grimm 245, Wm. Rosenbaum 241, B. Zahn 239,
H. Zettler 236, Wm. Maisenholder 235, Chas. Zettler, Jr. 233.

Ben Zahn, Secretary.

RIFLE NOTES.
The Turtle Bay Rifle Club has disbanded. It is reported that a

number of the members will enter the ranks of the famous Zettler
Club.

The Miller Club, in order to increase its membership, contemplates
reducing its initiation fee.

The Our Own Club, of Hoboken, is adding new members to its roll
every week.

The Greenville Club will soon celebrate its third anniversary, and
among the interesting features of the occasion will be a match with
the Exceisior Club team. Special invitations will be sent to the promi-
nent clubs and societies of New York and vicinity to be present to
participate in the hospitalities. The Greenville Club has gained an
enviable reputation in the fraternity for its hospitable reception to
visiting shooters.

At the weekly shoot of the Excelsior Club on March 6 only two
members were present to participate in the competition for club
medals. L. P. Hansen made 245 and C. Thomas 230.

The magnificent shooting that M. Dorrler has been doing within the
past few days will add new zest to the interest, of riflemen in the com-
ing contest between him and Ross. The latter, by his work in the gal-
lery of late demonstrates the fact that he too is in the best of form.
When the day of tue contest arrives and the match opens, Wissel's
Park will contain a larger gathering of riflemen than has been seen
there in many years. The amount of interest centered in this match
is greater by far than that of any previous match among riflemen
within our memory. That old veteran of the target Wm. Hayes, of
Newark, has been requested to act as referee, and has accepted the
position.

On Wednesday of last week Michael Dorrler, who is matched with
Fred O. Ross to shoot 100 shots in Cypres Hill Park, on April 16. chal-
lenged G. W. Plaisted for a 100 shot race in the Greenville Park for a
small purse, granting the latter a handicap of 50 points. Plaisted
thought that inasmuch as Dorrler had just recovered from a severe
sickness that with the aid of the handicap Michael would be an easy
mark and accepted the offer. Tne match was shot off in the after-
noon following. After the 100 shots had been shot and the totals
footed up, Plaisted found that he had banked too much on his assur-
ance that the invalid could not shoot. The scores are appended in 10
shot strings:
Dorrler 217 226 228 237 S.21 220 225 226 228 203 -2231
Plaisted 201 226 226 225 222 210 221 224 200 206+50—2210

^haating.

: Trap-Shooters' League, eighth tourna-

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

if you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the- following:

FIXTURES.
March 21

.
-Union Gun Club, 25 live bird shoot, $20 entry, at Spring-

field, N. J.

March 22.—New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League team shoot, combined
with all-day tournament of Maplewood Gun Club.
March 22.—"Dutchy" Smith vs. Aaron Woodruff, 100 live birds each

$100 a side, at Marion. '

March 26.—Acme Gun Club, open shoot at Dexter Park, targets and
birds.
March 26.—Acme Gun Club tournament, at Miller's Dexter Park

Long Island. Targets and birds.
'

March 26.—Forest Gun Club, target tournament, Twenty-seventh
street and Lehigh avenue, Philadelphia.
Nov. 28.—Central New York Trap-Shoe

ment, at Syracuse.
March 2i.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, first tourna-

ment, at Auburn.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 4-7.—Texas State Sportsmen's Association eighteenth annual

meeting, at Austin, Texas. Wallace Miller, Sec'y.
April 4-8.—California State Sportsmen's Association tournament at

San Francisco.
April 11-13.—Baltimore (Md.) Gun Club annual tournament, under

management of H. A. Penrose and E. D. Miller.
April 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add $200
April 24-27.—Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City Neb
April 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, second tourna-

ment, at Rochester.
May 1-3.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, spring tournament; two days

targets, last day live birds.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament at

Fort Smith, Arkansas. '

May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-
ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add .$200
May 7-10.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual

tournament and meeting, at Ft, Smith, Ark, ; $1,000 added monev
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address -Joseph P

'

Matthews, Ft, Smith, or John J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs Ark'
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati O
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Associations

spring tournament.
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.
May 22-25.-Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicaD R
Van Gilder, Sec'y. *' '

May 30—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie
N. Y.,- under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.-Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-

ment, at Utica.
May aO-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added money. *

June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament at
Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.

'

June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual
tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at [Jtica
N. Y, under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association

'

June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna
ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest annual

tournament, at Tacoma, Wash.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. $1,000 added money.
July 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fourth tourna

ment, at Syracuse,
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Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annua I

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Bod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Aug. 39.—Central New York Trap-Shooters 1 League, fifth tourna-

ment, at Auburn.
Sept. 26.—Central New York Trap-Shooters1 League, sixth tourna-

ment, at Rochester.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.
Oct. 24.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, seventh tourna-

ment, at Utica.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Apropos of Acton's Park, we wonder how many are likely to forget

their experience there during the March, 1892, tournament of the
Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association? Not many, we
vow! We remember with pleasure the trip from New York to the
Monumental City on one of the "Royal Blue" trainB, the party com-
prising R. H. Breintnall, E. D. Miller, Frank Mason, H. A. Penrose and
Neaf Apgar, along with the trap editor of Forest and Stream. In
Baltimore the party put up at the Clarendon, where on the morning
scheduled for the first day's shoot some thirty shooters were on
hand. During the night, however, the rain bad begun to fall audit
continued to do so until late in the afternoon of the first day, the
result being that no shooting was done. The second day was pleasant
and so were the early hours of the third day. Shortly before noon,
however, there came a sudden and startling change, the temperature
dropping about 20°, the wind beginning to blow a gale from the north-
east, bringing along with it one of those North Dakota snowstorms
which cut like a knife. This las'ed for perhaps twenty miuutes, then
for a time there was a hailstorm with hail stones big as pigeon eggs.
In a quarter of an hour this changed to a pouring, cold rain which
quickly found its way through those of the tents left standing and
drenched the contents and occupants. At 1 o'clock all hands went
to dinner, furnished by Sam Acton, hoping that by the time the meal
was finished there would be a clear-up. The bope was vain, however,
as before 2 o'clock the rain had given place to a large-flaked, wet and
sticky snow, which lasted the rest of the day. The electric car line

which now connects the park with the city was not then completed,
stage and back drivers could not be persuaded to drive out to the
park, and so the poor, misused members of tbe party were obliged to
foot it across to Patapsco on a bridge over a mile in length and with-
out an inch of shelter from end to end. It was a journey which we
can assert none of the party care to repeat. And they are not likely

to be obliged to in April.

Philadelphia, Pa.. March 6.—On Easter Monday the Forest Gun
Club will give an all-day shoot on their grounds, Twenty-seventh
street and Lehigh avenue, Philadelphia, under the American Associa-
tion rules. Sluerock targets and expert bluerock traps will be used.
All events will be shot rapid-firing system except events 4, 7 and 9,

which will be shot under the new McMurchy system. Targets will

be deducted at 2 cents each; under twelve entries 50, 30 and 20 per
cent ; twelve or more entries 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Lunch and
loaded shells on the grounds. The events are: No. 1, 7 targets,
known angles, entrance 50 cents; No. 2, 7 targets, unknown angles, 50

cents; No. 3, 10 targets, known angles, $1; No. 4, 15 targets, unknown
angles, 81-50; No. 5, 7 targets, known angles. 50 cents; No. 6, 10

targets, unknown angles, .$1 ; No 7, 20 targets, known angles, $2; No.
8, 10 targets, unknown angles, $1, No. 9, 15 targets, known angles.
$1.50; No. 10, 7 targets, unknown angles 50 cents. Shooting to com-
mence at 10 o'clock.

Princeton, N. J., March 10.—The Princeton University Gun Club is

making active preparations for the intercollegiate gun meet, which will

be held this year at Princeton some time in May, presumably the 4th.
The meet will be held on the gun club grounds in Stockton Field. The
Yale, Harvard and University of Pennsylvania will be invited to send
teams to the meet. The club maybe said to date its intercollegiate
existence from May 24, 1892, when tbe Yale Club defeated it at Prince-
ton by a score of 92 to 89. No meet was held during 1881* but in 1892,

at New Haven, Princeton won first place, with Yale second and Har-
vard third. Last year the meet was held at Cambridge, resulting in
Harvard first, Yale second and Princeton third. It is hoped that the
University of Pennsylvania will send contestants this year to the
Princeton meet.

Paterson, N. J., March 10.—The annual election of officers of the
Pleasure Rod and Gun Club was held on March 3 and resulted as fol-

lows: President, Mart Breen; Vice-President, Richard Miller; Record-
ing Secretary, John Greer; Financial Secretary, Louis Fachler; Treas-
urer, Geo. Wehnert; Captain, Paul Breen; Director, Wm. Marshall.
Tbe feature of the meeting was the presentation of a badge to Andrew
Wehnert for his excellent marksmanship. The club will hold its an-
nual camp this summer at Cooper's Point, Greenwood Lake.

Maplewood, N. J., March 8.—The Maplewood Gun Club have decided
upon Thursday, March 22, as tbe date for tbe next shoot of the New
Jersey State League. The club has arranged to give a first-class all-

day shoot on that date. Business will begin at 10 o'clock A. M. and
continue all day. We have arranged an attractive programme and
will keep the crowd moving. Shooters from New York can get trains
on the D. L. & W. R. E. at 8:30, 10:10, 11:10 A. M. and 1 :30 P. M. Same
trains leave Newark 30m. later. Hacks will meet all trains at Maple-
wood station.

—

Mohegan.
W. Edward Wick sends us this: A brawny farmer presented himself

at a country school dragging an overgrown boy reluctantly through
tbe door. "What's yer limit here? This boy's arter an iddication,"
he demanded. The timid teacher replied that the curriculum em-
braced reading, writing, arithmetic, history, algebra, trigonometry—
"That will do, pard," interrupted the farmer, "Load him up heavy
with triggernometry; he's the only poor shot in the family."—From
McMurchy's "-Truths."

The Yanticaw Gun Club, of Nutley, N. J , has leased one of the
buildings on tbe Sattertbwaite estate, betwean Washington avenue
and River road, and is having it fitted up as a club house. The loca-
tion is admirably adapted for the purposes proposed, large, level
fields for trap-shooting being near at hand. The club bouse stands in
a cluster of stately old trees which afford a pleasant shade in the sum-
mer. The grounds will be laid out for tennis, quoits and other field

sports as soon as tbe season opens.

The work on the large club house being erected at Hagerstown, Md.,
at a cost of $10,000 by the Blue Ridge Rod and Gun Club is progress-
ing as rapidly as the weather will permit. It is situated on the Vir-
ginia side of the Patomac River in Loudoun county, opposite Sandy
Hook, and is in plain view from Harper's Ferry, one mile disiant. It
will be completed by the time the fishing season opens.

Washington, D. C, March 6—The Capital City Gun Club, of Wash-
ington, D. C, has elected the following ofiSeers for the ensuing year:
Pres., Blair Lee; Vice-Pres., J. De Witt Arnold; Treas., Jai ,• < M.
Green; Sec'y, Arthur S. Matiingly; Capt., Frank A. Happer. Fifth
member of the executive committe, R. W. Parker.

—

Arther S. Mat-
T1NGLY.

The Woodbury (N. J.) Gun Club has elected the following officers:
President, A. W. Catteli; Vice-President, Dr. George E, Reading;
Secretary, S. W. Merchant; Treasurer, J. D. Green; Captain, Adon
Miller; Directors, Joseph F. Morgan, Jesse E. Eastburn and Charles
Sliochard.

The St. Augustine (Fla.) Gun Club has elected O. D. Seavey Presi-
dent; John T. Dismukes, Vice-President; W. M. Wright, Secretary and
Treasurer; H. Leggett, Captain; Col. Gray, H. A. Barling, Jr., and L.
H. Dulles, Executive Committee.

Mr. Heritage should see that a sufficient number of hacks or stages
meet trains on the day of the Smith—Woodruff match. It is not an
agreeable walk from depot to grounds and back.

The Claymont (Del.) Gun Club has erected a club house. The club
has been presented with a silver badge by A, S. Ottey. The club
shoots on the last Friday in each month.

The officers for 1894 of the Baptist Gunning Club of Bel Air, Md,,
are A. J. Streett, President; J. B. Onion, Secretary; Marion Whitaker,
Treasurer, and Chas. H. Lamb, Captain.

The match between Chas. Smith and Aaron Woodruff has been post-
poned until Friday, March 23.

We would be glad to receive copies of constitutions and by-laws of
trap-shooting clubs.

Tbe Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club is to have a new club bouse.

0. H. Townsend.

Acme Gun Club.

Few members of the Acme Club participated in the monthly shoot
at Miller's Dexter Park on March 6. Target shooting was the order of
the day:
Short 00011011101101101101—12 Horney. . . .10000010100111011000— 8
Pf&ender . .11101101111111101100—15 Munck 00000000000001 000011— 3

Blotz 11111011111111011111—IS Hamie 01100001000100010000— 5

Stuetzle . . .01101111111001101011—14 Bailer 01111011001101000101—11
Vorbacb. ..100010)1111011111011—14 Krabbe. . . .OlOOOOllOlOOOlOOOOOO— 5
No. 1, 6 singles; Vorbaoh 3, Horney 2, Stuetzle 3, Bailer 2, Short 4,

Pfaender 4, Blotz 0.

No 2, same: Vorbach 1, Horney 2, Stuetzle 3, Bailer 3, Short 4,

Pfaender 5, Blotz 6.

No. 3, same: Vorbach 2, Pfaender 5, Short 4, Horney 2, Stuetzle 3.

No. 4, same; Vorbach 5, Pfaender 6, Short 5, Stuetzle 4.

No, 5, same: Vorbach 1, Pfaender 8, Short 2, Stuetzle

00 11 10 11 10—23
10 10 10 10 10—21
10 10 10 11 10—20
11 00 lo 00 11-14
10 10 10 11 11—25
11 01 11 10 11—26

10 01 00 10 00—11
10 00 00 11 00-19
JO 10 10 10 10-18
11 10 10 10 10-21
00 00 11 10 01—16
11 00 10 00 10—14

10 10 00 00 10—16
10 11 10 10 10-16
11 10 10 11 10—24
10 10 00 10 10—10
10 10 00 11 10—19
00 10 10 11 10—18
01 10 00 11 11—20

10 11 10 10 10—21
00 10 10 00 00-16
10 00 00 10 10—15
10 10 10 10 11—13
10 10 10 10 10-11
10 11 10 10 11-24

;Spokane Rod and Gun Club.
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 26.—The shooting of the Spokane Rod and

Gun Club yesterday was by far the best of the season; it was the
thirteenth shoot, just half of tbe season. T, B. Ware has won Class A
medal ten times, and is now looked upon as a sure winner, although
some of the other members are doing some good shooting. Carsou,
Eckhardt and McBroom each having won it once. Tbe Glass B medal
is the most interesting contest, it having changed hands so many
times, Burks aDd Francotte having each won it five times and Duffy
three times. McBroom made the best score of the season yesterday
and won the Class A medal with 26 out of 30. and Francotte made tbe
best score in the Class B medal with 21. Following are the scores:
Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Class A.
Eckhardt 11011011110111111111
Warren 11101111111101100111
Carson 1111101 01 101 101 001 1

1

Mason 10100111100010001100
T Ware 11111111111101110111
McBroom 11011111101111211101

Class B.
Morgan 10001011010000011010
A Ware 11111111001111010011
Burke 01011 101 1 1 1 10 1 111000
Francotte linilllOlOliOHOOil
Duffy 11011111100100100110
Monteitb 00011101 110011110000
No 2, 10 singles: A. Ware 3, Duffy 7, Mason 6, Monteitb 7, Francotte

8, Eckhardt 6. Rapp 6, Warren 10, Morgan 3, T. Ware 8, McBroom 9,

Carson 6.

No 3, 10 singles: Eckhardt 8, T. Ware 9, Duffy 6, Morgan 6, Burke 5,

A. Ware 6, Monteith 4, Warren 8, Rapp 1.

March 5—Following are the scores of the weekly shoot of the
Spokane Rod and Gun Club, held yesterday. Ware and McBroom
head for the A medal, but Ware won in the shoot-off; Duffy won the
B class medal:
Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Class A
Warren 10111111100010001111
Carson 11111010110000010100
TWare 11111111111 110 HOIOt
Bolster •. . . .00100000010100010101
Mason 01011110011111111101
Eckhardt 11110111101111010000
George 011011011 1 1011111100

Class B.
Duffy 01111111011101010111
Burke 00110110111111110101
Morgan 1 1 11 01 001 1 1 1 101 01000
Fraoco t te 001 00001 1 01001001001
Monteith 1 001011 00 1 000000 1000
McBroom 10111111111110111101
No. 2. 10 singles: Eckhardt 7, Warren 6. George 8, Morgan 6, Carson

9, Burke 7, Bolster 4, Duffy 7.

No 3, 10 singles: Mason 5, Ware 10, Bolster 7, Eckhardt 5, Morgan G,

Monteith 5, Duffy 7, Hardy 7, George 5, McBroom 8, Rapp 7, Carson 7.

No. 4, 10 singles: Mason 8, Ware 8, Burke 5. Monteith 0. Bolster 3,

Rapp 5, George 6. _ J. W. Withers, Sec'y.

The Central New York League.
Utica, N. Y., Feb. 26.—Pursuant to a call issued by Geo. A. Mosher,

representatives from Syracuse, Rochester, Auburn and Utica, met at
Hotel Burns in Syracuse, Feb, 24, 1894. There were present Messrs. H.
M. Stewart, representing tbe Rochester Rod and Gun Club, C. W.
Tuttle, representing the Auburn Gun Club, H. L. Gates, representing
the Oneida County Sportsmen's Association of Utica, and Messrs.
Chas. Wagner, W. H. Cruttenden, Wm. Prettie, Geo. A. Mosher,
Harvey Mc.tturchy, A. G. Courtney and D. M. LeFever, representing
the Onondaga County Sportsmen's Association of Syracuse. Mr.
5. ewart was elected chairman and Mr. Gates secretary. It was agreed
to organize the Central New York Trap Shooting League to consist of
the four clubs above named. Eight shoots will be held during the
season. There is to be a team shoot to consist of five men from each
club, each man shooting at 20 single targets. Also an individual
champion shoot at 25 singles, each contestant to shoot in at least five

contests and to be allowed to select his best five scores. The team
shoot will be for an elegant trophy and the club making the best score
in the eight shoots will become the champions and win the trophy.
An entrance of 25 cents per man each shoot, will make up the pot for
the individual championship, to be divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.
Each team may shoot a man who lives outside the county iu which the
club is located, if he has been for one year a member in good standing,
otherwise the teams must come from the county in which the club is

organized. The management is to consist of four governors, one from
each club, and Messrs. Tuttle, Stewart, Mosher and Gates were elected
governors until action is taken by each club. Mr. Mosher was elected
secretary-treasurer for 1894.
The New York State rules for target, shooting were adopted. There

will be open sweeps at every shoot, and the price of targets was fixed
at two cents each. The following is a schedule of the dates and the
programme of each sboot: Auburn, March 28 and Aug 29; Roches-
ter, April 25 and Sept. 26; Utica, May 30 and Oct. 24; Syracuse, July
25 and Nov. 28.

Programme: No. 1, 15 targets, $1.50 entrance; No. 2, 15 targets, Mc-
Murchy system, $1.50 entrance; No. 3, 20 targets, team championship,
optional sweep, $2 entrance; No. 4, 20 targets, $2 entrance; No. 5, 25
targets, individual championship, optional sweep, S3.25 entrance; Mo.
6, 15 targets, McMurchy system, 82 entrance; No. 7, 15 targets, S2
entrance; No. 8, 15 targets, $1.50 entrance. Targets extra in all events.
Extra events to follow if time permits. Each club is permitted to hold
a two-days shoot if it, so elects.
The four clubs comprising this league are the strongest four clubs

in the State and that the league will be a great success goes without
saying. It ought to prove a great boom to shooting matters in central
New York, Unundages.

The Grand American Handicap.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I desire to state at this, the earliest opportunity, that a slight change

has been made in the programme, heretofore agreed upon to govern
the Grand American Handicap of the Interstate Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association, to be held at Dexter Park, April 4, 5 and 6.

When the officials for the occasion were announced, the classification
and tournament, committee of the Interstate Association, composed of
Messrs. Justus von Lengerke, Noel E. Money and H. A. Penrose, were
named as the committee who would handicap the contestants. Since
then it has been learned that these gentlemen are desirous of taking
part in the Grand American Handicap, and in consequence the execu-
tive committee have deemed it advisable to name a handicap com-
mittee, to act especially for this occasion. The committee selected is

composed of Messrs. John S. Hoey, Jacob Pentz and Elmer E. Shaner
—to which selection we do not think any objection can be taken.
Tbe desire and aim of this committee will be to handicap the con-

testants solely on their merits as shooters, and uo other considerations
will be allowed to influence their judgment. It is quite unnecessary
to add tnat the fraternity had entire confidence in the integrity and
ability of the gentlemen comprising the classification and tournament
committee, and the substitution of a handicap committee to look after
this particular feature of the arrangements was at their earnest solici-

tations for the reasons previously named, and to prevent any possible
misunderstanding or cavil.

Every day brings fresh assurance that the coming tournament will

be among the most successful ever held in America. The liberal

amount of money guaranteed in the Grand American Handcap is at-

tracting widespread attention, and the entry list is certain to be very
large, while it will include the front rank trap shooters of several

States. Messrs, J. A. H. Dressel, Chas. Tatham and Justus von
Lengerke, who compose the executive committee of the Interstate
Association, are determined to leave nothing undone that will add to
the success, or the fair and impartial nature of each and every
contest. Elmer, E. Shaner, Manager I. M. and D. A.

Boiling Springs.
Rutherford, N. J., March 12.—Inclosed please find club scores and

sweeps shot on our grounds. You will note that some of the boys
did not shoot up to their form, in particular G . Grieff, a 90ji man, drop-
ping to 60^.

Club shoot, 25 targets:
Class A

McAlpin '.

. . . 1 1110111111111 1 1001 10101 1-20
(Hi.iiniiiioioniiiiioiii-21

Huck 1111011110111111101110111—21
Grieff 0011101110101001111111100-16
Cutwater. 1111011111011111110111111—22
Hobart 1011111111111111011111111—23

Class B.
Blauvelt 0111101000111011111001111—17
Paul 1111111011111111110111111-23
Lane 1010101111101111101111011—18
Lenone .111 1111111111111110111111—24
Adams 1110111101101111110100111—19
Mackey 1011101011011110111101111—19

' lass C'

Jeannerette ',

, . .111110011111111101111111.1—22
Robinson 1111101111011100110111100—18
Carlow 1001110001111100111011100—15
Sweep No. 1. 10 birds, 6Q cents: Mackey 9, Adams 5, Robinson 7,

Townsend 6. Carlow 5, Grieff 8, McAlpin 9, Richmond 9, Hobart 9,

Paul 8, James 8. Lenone 8, Huck 10, Laue 7.

No. 2, 10 singles, 50 cents: Paul 8, Lenone 8, Adams 8, Carlow 3,

Robinson 6, Townsend 0, McAlpin 10, Hobart 9, Richmond 8, Grieff 8,

James 8, Mackey 8.

No. 3, 10 birds, expert rules, 50 cents: Richmond 6, Hobart 8,
Linone7, Townsend 5, Robinson 4, Carlow 3, McAlpin 9, Paul 9, Jean-
nerete 5, Cutwater S, Laue S, James 6, Mackey 7, Adams 5, Griffiths 4,

Grieff 5.

No. 4, 10 birds: Cutwater 9, Richmond 9, Paul 8, McAlpin 7, Huck 7,
Hob?.rc 8, Griffiths 8, Lenone 9.

No. 5, 10 birds, 50 cents: McAlpin 9, Richmond S, Lenone 9.

No. 6, 6 pair, gl: Richmond 5, Hobart 10, Lenone 7, Mackey 7, Car-
low 8, Robinson 9, Griffiths 8. Outwater 10, McAlpin 12, Paul 9, Grieff 7,
Adams 7, Lane 7.

No. 7, 15 singles, 50 cents: Outwater 13, Huck 10, Paul 11, Hobart 15,
McAlpin 12, Lenone 13, Richmond 14.

No. 8, 15 singles, 50 cenrs: Jeannerette 12, Robinson 10, Lenone 11,

Carlow 10, Richmond 15, Hobert 11, Mackey 12, Lane 12, 3IcAlpin 13,

Adams 12, James 9, Huck 12, Outwater 12. G-ieff 12, Townsend 13.

No. 9, 15 singles: Hobart 11, Carlow 7, Robinson 12, Richmond 10,

Lenone 13, McAlpin 13, Mackey 13, Paul 14, Jeannerette 8, Adams 12,
Lane 10, Outwater 12, Grieff 13, Griffiths 11.

No. 10, 25 singles, 351: Richmond 22, Lenone 15, Paul 23, McAlpin 25.

No. 11, same: Paul 21, Lenone 19, Jim Crow 19.

No. 12, 10 birds: McAlpin 10, Richmond 9, Lenore 9, Hobart 9, Paul 0,

Huck 9. W. H. Hues, Sec'y.

Syracuse Goose Eggs.
Syracuse Gen Club, March 10:

C Arno (100) 10101011110110111110111111111001101111111011111111
11011111101110010111101010111001101111111111111111—78

A Courtney (100). .11111111111111101 111111001111111011101111111011111
11101111110111011111111101110111101111110110111000-83

W Hookway (100). 110111 11100111111111111101111100110110110101001010
1100010010111 tOOllOlllllllllOllllOlllOlllllOlOllll-72

A White (100) 10110110110111110101010100110[11011011001110011011
10111Q00011011 1100011101000011011 jlOJ 1000110001111—60

C Latbrop (50). . . . 001 10101111101 101 111011101301 101011 11001 1100001010— 31

G Mosher (80) 01 11 1 1 1 1 1001 1 1 1 11000011001111111011011 101 110101 100
001 1001 10101 100101O11110000101 —49

G Mann (SO) lllllllOllOOllOllllOiOlllllOllOOOOOllllllOlllllUO
111110111011110111110111110111 —61

Hunter (70) 01110111010001110101110101110111110100110001110011
01101110110101111111 —46

G Lamed (50) 11011100011111111101111011011101011010110011001011—34
D MLefe^er (50). .11111111111111011110111101 111011011111111110111110—43
G Holloway (60). . .01010011111110010101011111111111111111111110011010

llllllllll —47
Hollenbeck (50)... .10010111010110111111111001101011001011001010001110—30
Parker (50).''

.
hkiii.mi i<«wi •

: :n ' .•j'.ai'vjiiH.i.-.iiOtJiifiioiwwcwjii-iK

Reynolds (50) 1 001 1 . aKWXW luui nXjOOOOOim « WOOOOOi lOlOUli HloOOOll— 7
Goodrich (40) lilOlOllllOllluulimiluloOllOlOOIllllll —29
Curtis (40) lOflOOOOlJOlQlOlOOOOOOQl 'K'000100001001011 —12
Considerable money changed hand*, and when the shooting ceased

for the day the event was said to be the best held for some time on the
grounds.

A. G. Courtney, as usual, was the winner. A little rivalry between
Parker and Reynolds furnished some amusement. Reynolds claimed
superiority, but saw his mistake when he suceeded in missing 33 birds
straight. Weather was elegant and we had a fine time. Fallstaf*1

.

Newark Gun Club at Erb's.

ThE Newark Gun Club held its monthly shoot on March 8 on the
"Old Stone House" grounds, the attendance and the birds being good
and the weather favorable. The contests were: No. 1, 4 birds, $3 en-
try; No. 2, club shoot at 10 birds, an optional sweepstake; No. 3, 7"
birds, 355 entry; No. 4, 5 birds, $5 entry, No. 5, 5 birds, $5, between
Heath and Harrison. The scores:

No. 1. No. 2.

1200—2 1111010101--F
1100-2 0001110020- - 4
2022—3 2012212211- - 9
1111—4 1112123133--10
2112—4 0200111120-- 6
2212-4 1122211121- 10
1231—4 2220121102--8
1022-3 1111001111-- 8
1102-3

1111211211--10

Aberdeen Rod and Gun Club.

Aberdeen, Wash., March 1.—The Aberdeen Rod and Gun Club held
their regular shoot yesterday; the attendance was fair. Peoria black
birds were the target used. In the medal shoot, following were the
scores:
Sherman . ,1100001011110001 10' 1—11
Gil! iiiiiiirOfr.; KMiil j j ij— .->

Sherwood. .10110100001100001110— 9
Pratsch. . ..10000101011011111010—11
Brauer . . . ,10101001010111010110—11
Koehler . . . 11100111111011111111-17
Travis, . . . .00000111110001101010— 8

E Koebler. 01011011101101100011—12
C Weather-
wax 00011101011100011011—11

Schofield...01110011111101001101—13
J vVe£itb©r-

wax OlOlllOlOllOlOllOOOO-lo
C. K.

North Shore Gun Club.
New York, Marchl4.—The regular monthly shootof the North Shore

Gun Club was held at Port Richmond, S.I., ou Saturday, March 10,

Six members took part in the medal shoot, each man shooting at 25
bluerocks, thrown from 5 unknown traps. The following scores were
made: Bartran 14, Zimmerman 18, Westbrook 12, Deane 10, Seawood
16, Howard 18. J. A. Howabp.

Van Dyke.,

No. 3:

Castle 1021122—6 Hollis 2012220-5
Johnson 0001220-3 P Jay 1120212—6
Erb 1011112-6 Griffen 1200111—5
Dutchy 2210222—6 Heath , 1 20 1 220—5
Hedden 1220102—5 Harrison 0010112—4
No. 4:

Harrison 12031-4
Heath 10000-4
Johnson,, OQ00O—

0

Erb , ...11111—5
No. 5:

Shoot-off,

Heath 02021-3 1211

Hollis 02000—1
Griffen 11012—4
Castle 22222—5

Shoot-off.
Harrison 11020—3 1230

"Scott" Defeats "Henry."
An interesting match at 25 live birds each for $50 a side took place

at Brenner's shooting grounds, the stamping grounds of the Climax
Gun Club, at Fanwood. N. J , on March 1, the principals being Scott
Terry, of Plainfield, and Henry C. Koegel, of Newark. Dr. P. J.

Zeglio, of Warrenville. was referee; Frank Perment, of Newark,
judge for Koegel; Neaf /Vpgar. of Evona, judge for Terry; Charles
Smith, scorer, and H. B Richardson, trap-puiler.

The match was extremely close, first one, then the other, going to
the front. The match was governed by Hurlingham rules except
50yds. boundary. Tne scores follow:

Trap score type—Copyright ism, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

2353311311423245144451424

"Scott" 1 •1211320202022022202112 1—18
344353 35244254 15 3354213451
*a ^/*<-\J,TT.M^\->T^^.*\\<-;'\\

"Henry" 1 122112200«1200122201120 1—19

The match was followed by the following sweepstake at 4 birds, S3
entry, 3 moneys:
Batch. ,

2111-4 Davey 1221—4
Hassinger 020«-l Earl 0010—1
Woodruff 1111—4 Haskar .' 1200—8
Hedden 2121—4 Henry 1211—

S

PJ 2012-3 Campbell 2101—3
Perment 0101—2 Mose 1110—3

Standard Gun Club.

Baltimore, Md., March 10.—The Standard Guu Club, of this city
held its annual meeting March 5, and the following gentlemen were

to sene. for the year: Presideut, L.C.Rice; Vice-President,
E. H. Storr; Secretary- Treasurer, Dr. H. E. Lulus; Captain, W. T
Clements; Board of Directors—L. C. Rice, E. H. S .orr, Dr. H. E. Lupus
W. T. Clements, W. E. Buckbee, Chas. E Bonday, H. T. Ducker. Tb
club offers nine valuable prizes to be shot for during the year in thro
series, commencing March 13 and ending Oct. 2. Regular shoots every
Tuesday. H, E. Lopub, Secretary.
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Boone's First Annual.
Bgone, Iowa, March 1.—The first annual tournament of the Boone

Gun Club ended to day. The attendance was fair, among the visiting
sportsmen were Christ?son and Peterson, of Randall; Georgeson, of
Kelley; Abbott, of Charter Oak; Kline, of Manson; C. W. Grimm, of
Clear Lake; Read, of Omaha; Trotter, of Kingsley; McCartney, Brooks
and Budd, of Des Moines. The live birds were a good lot, and the
match between Morgan and Georgeson was quite exciting and about
500 spectators witnessed the contest. When 39 birds had been shot at
by each contestant. Mr. Georgeson was 15 birds in the lead and Mr.
Morgan withdrew. C. W. Budd.

Mrst Day.
No. 1, 10 targets, entranee 351.50:

Matt 1001011111— 7 O L Clapp 1010000010- 3
Hamaker 1010100101— 5 E G Abbott 0100100111— 6
H A Kline 0111010000- 4 J C Read 1111111100— 8
GChristeson 1111111101— 9 C W Budd 1111111111-10
•J Peterson 1111111111—10 E D Trotter lllllllini— 9
C M Grimm 0111111111— 9 J Georgeson 1111111111—10
No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $3:

Grimm 110110111111111—13 Abbott 111111111111111—15
Christeson 111111110110111—13 HA Kline 110111011111111—13
Budd 011101111101111-12 Christeson 111111101111011—13
Hamaker 100011001110100— 7 Peterson 011011111101111—13
Trotter 111111111101111-14 Matt 110111110010111—11
Georgeson 111100111110111—12
No. 4, 20 targets, entrance $2.50:

Read Ill 111 11011110001090—16 Matt 10000010100111000000— 6
Budd 11110111101111111111—18 Georgeson. 11111101111011111111—18
Trotter. . . .11110111111111111110—18 Grimm . . . .11111111100111111101—17
Abbott.... 11001111110111011101—15
No. 5, 10 live birds, entrance $7, $25 added:

Grimm 0111111111—9 Georgeson 1110011111—8
Blyth 0100101110-5 Budd 1111111110-9
Butler 1001110011—6 Morgan 1000100101—4
Christeson 1111111001—8 Webster 1101000110-5
Abbott 1110101110—7 Rivtrs 1100110011—6
Read 0110010111—6 Trotter 1011100110—6
Nu. 6, 10 pairs targets, entrance $3, $5 added:

Grimm 10 10 10 01 10 11 11 01 10 11—13
Read 01 10 01 00 00 10 10 10 10 11— 9
Abbott 10 10 11 01 10 11 11 10 10 00-12
Butler 00 00 00 00 00 11 01 11 10 11— 8
Budd , 11 11 10 10 11 10 11 11 11 00-15
Perry 00 10 10 00 00 11 01 11 00 10— 8
Trotter 11 10 11 11 01 10 10 11 01 10—14
Christeson 11 11 11 00 10 10 10 11 01 10—13
Georgeson 11 10 00 11 10 10 11 10 11 10—13
No. 7, 5 live birds, entrance S3:

Grimm , , .01111—4 Sellers
, 1 1000—2

Christeson 11001—3 TUlie lOOno-l
Butler 01111—4 Hamaker 11011—4
Budd 11111—5 Plumber 11010—3
Matt 00011—2 Peterson 11011-4
Trotter 01111—4 Abbott 01110—3
Georgeson 11101—8
No. 8, 25 targets, entrance $4:

Grimm 1111111111111111111111111—25
Budd 1111111111111111111111111—25
Ferry 0010101010010000111101110—12
Hamaker 1001111100101001011111110-16
Abbott 1111111111111011111111111—24
Trotter lllllOlllilliOllOllllllll—22
Extra No. 1, 20 targets, entrance $8: Grimm 17, Abbott 15, Butler

7, Read 14, McCartney 14, Rivers 13, Georgeson 16, Kline 12.

Extra No. 2, 6 pairs targets, entrance $1: Budd 9, Grimm 10, Trot-
ter 6, Read 4, Abbott 5, Christesoe 8, Butler 5, Georgeson 7, Kline. 5.
Extra No. 3, 20 targets, entrance $2: Grimm 19. Budd 19, Read 14

Butler 11, Abbott 17, Trotter 17, Budd 80, Trotter 16. Ferguson 15.
'

Extra No. 4, 10 targets, entrance $1: Grimm 6, Abbott 9, Hamaker
4, Butler 6, Ferry 8, Read 7, Trotter 9, Christeson 8, Eudd 9, Matt 3
Georgeson T, Peterson 7, Kline 6, Clapp 1, Fuller 2, Johnson 3.

Extra No. 6, yt targets, entrance $1.50: Georgeson 13, Read 9
Ghristeson 15, Butler 7, Budd 15, Grimm 18. Hamakar 6. Abbott id
Matt 10, Trotter 14, Potereton 9.

Second Day.

No. 9, 15 targets, entrance $9: .

Budd 111011111111111—14 Read 110111101010110-10
Abbott 101111101111111—IS Christeson 110111111101110—12
Grimm HOflOlOll 11001—10 Trotter 111011101111011—12
Butler 010011101101001— 8 Peterson 0111 0111 110100«— 9
Georgeson 111111111111011—14
No. 10, 15 targets, unkaown angles, entrance $2.56:

Grimm 111111111100111-13 Plumber 111101011110100-10
Abbott 111111101111000-11 Budd minimum-is
Georgeson llllOOlflOOlllO—10 Trotter 111111111111110—14
Butler 000100011000010- 5
\P No. 11, 10"pairs targets, entrance $€.50:
Grimm 11 10 10 11 10 li 01 10 11 10—14
Plumber 01 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 00- 8
Budd 10 01 11 11 01 10 11 10 11 II—15
Abbott 00 10 10 10 10 11 00 00 11 11—10
Trotter 11 10 11 10 11 01 11 00 10 11—14
No. 12, 10 targets, entrance $1.50:

Grimm 1110110011— 7 Budd 1111111111—10
Abbott 0111110110— 7 Hamaker 1111011110— 8
Plumber 0010111101— 7 Trotter 1111111101— 9
No. 13, 10 live birds, entrance $7 00.

Buttler 0010001100-3 Hobbs 001 1111 080-5
Grimm 1101010111—7 Sellard 1010111110-7
Abbott 1011001110—6 Christeson 0111101101—7
Trotter 0110010211—6 Plumber llOllllHO-8
Georgeson 1100111000-5 C E Wells • -0101111010-6
Budd 1111101111—9 Peterson 1111111000—7
Mo. 15, 20 targets, entrance $4.00:

Budd 01111111111111111111—19 Trotter.... llOllllllllililiino-18
Plumber...11101111110110111110—16 Abbott ... .11001111110111111 111—17
Grimm . . . .11101111111111111111—19
Extra No. 1, 10 targets, entrance $1.00: Grimm 8, Butler 6, Abbott

8, Tilley 6, Pearson 5, Budd 8, Plumber 7.

Extra No. 2, 7 live birds, entrance |5.00: Budd 5, Plumber 6, Abbott
4, Grimm 6, Georgeson 6, Hobbe 2, E. B Sellard 4, Trotter 5.
Extra No. 3, 15 targets, entrance $1.50: Abbott 18, Budd 13, Wells 6

Pearson 9, Plumber 13, Georgeson 13, Grimm 14.

Extra No. 4, 10 live birds, entrance $5: Grimm 9, Abbott 10 Budd
10, Foster 7, Bluhm 8.

Extra No. 5, 10 targets, entrance $1: Christenson 7, Matt 4. Butler
3, Holliday 5.

Extra No. 6, 10 targets, entrance $1: Abbott 9, Grimm 10, Pearson 7,
Hannalcer 8, Walter 8, Plumber 6, Seeling 2, Finegan 0, Peterson 5.
Extra No. 7, 10 targets, entrance $1: Grimm 7, Abbott 9. Pearson 5,

Haymaker 7, C. E. Wellg 5, Plumber 5, Goodson 4.

Extra No. 8, 10 targets, entrance $1 : Grimm 9, Wells 5, Phimber 6,
Abbott 8, Haymaker 7, Pierson 2, Matt 5.

Extra No. 9, 10 targets, entrance $1: Grimm 10, Plumber 7, Abbott
10, Trotter 9, Georgeson 5, Budd 9, Butler 5, Wells 6, Tiller 5, GaUoin
3, McDevitt 3, Seilers 5.

v

Extra No. 10, 10 targets, entrance $1: Grimm 8, Budd 10, Abbott 9,
Plumber 6, Hamaker 4, Trotter 7.

Miss-and-out at live birds, $2 entrance: Sellard 0, Grimm 2, Budd 0
Butler 1, Abbott 1, Plumber 2.

Miss-and-o*t, $2 entrance: Sellard 0, Grimm 3, Budd 9, Butler 0
Abbott 8, Plumber 3.

Match at 50 live birds, $50 a side:
John Georgeson 22211202021210: LO . 1112931122820—34
Win Morgan 000200eill00222002102200212020«oo002102-19
Morgan gave up the match after 39th bird.

On Oneida County Grounds.
Utioa, N. Y., March 5.—Editor Forest and Stream: Inclosed scores

made to-day in a series of sweepstakes at live birds on Oneida County
Sportsmen's Association grounds. Birds were the finest we have ever
trapped, many of them falling dead outside boundary, but scorer
failed to keep record of them. Mr. John Fulford is now securing live
birds and hopes to be able to get enough to hold an all day shoot in
the near future, notice of which will be given later:
No.l:

Booth 1111012181—8 Cummings 1111100210 -7
Hunter 0110100212—6 Scott 1101200120-G
Kilbourn 1111124010-7
No. 2:

Booth 2210211210—8 Cummings OCUiOOieiOl—

4

Hunter 0112012210—7 Fulford 2001012221 -7
Kilbourn 2110211100-7
No. 3:

Hunter 1121111111— 9 Fulford 1211212121—10
Kilbourn 0112121111— 9 Richardson 1101021111— 8
Smltn 0022023122— 7
No. 4:

Hunter 22101—4 Dick 11122—5
Kilbourn 10220—3 Smith 00101—3
Fairchilds 12012—3
No. 5:

&ilbour» 2118110111—t Hunter 3311131010-S
Makitou.

Riverton vs. New Utrecht.
The return mateh between teams representing the Riverton Gun

Club, of Philadelphia, and the New Utrecht Oun Club, of Brooklyn,
for the bronze trophy was shot off on the Wbodlawa Park grounds on
Thursday of last week. The previous match, which was shot some
weeks since on the ground* of the Riverton Club, at Riverton, N. J.,
wasWon by the Riverton team with a margin of 8 birds. A special
train from Bay Ridge carried a large number of enthusiastic sports-
men to Woodlawn in the early part of the day, among whom were W.
H. Wolstencroft, J. A. R. Elliott, T. W. Morfey, R. G. Downing, C. L.
Flanigan, Lee Helgans, E. M. Giiuther, L. A. Btenigau, J. Bennett, W.
Hartjye, C. Furgueson 3d, Dr. Wingert. Jerome Eddy, Wm. Stewart,
R. J. Van Brunt, Neaf Apgar, W. Townsend, Guy Robinson, W. S.
Van Cleff, Dr. .1. C. De Mund, A. P. Bigelow, John McKay, Dr. Cum-
mings, Peter Hageman, Neil Van Brunt, J. B. Voorhees, Anderson
Squire, Dr. Shepherd, Geo. Pool, Major Bertier, Chas. Van Brunt, P.
S. Bogart and John Matthews.
The Rivertons were*handicapped by not having soma of their best

men present to participate in the contest, Messrs. Dolan, Macalester
and Walsh, three of the best of the Riverton team being absent. The
Riverton men, however, brought along a large supply of confidence
and as the result of the match shows, the best element of the club was
not needed to overcome the Long Island representatives. John S.
Hoey was made referee, W. S. Sykes was captain for tbo New Utrecht
and D. S. Thomas for the Rivertons.
The contest was opened at 11 :15, with Dr.Wynn of the New Utrechts

at the trap. The Doctor opened the ball by killing his bird with his
second barrel. J. W. Smith of the Rivertons followed, missing a
strong left-quartering bird. N. E. Money was the secoud man of the
New Utrechts to face the traps; he killed his bird, an incomer, with
his second barrel. E. H. Godschalk, the second man of the Rivertons
to face the traps, made a fine kill on a fast right-quartering bird. C.
Furgueson, Jr., followed for the New Utrecht, killing hia bird. W. H.
Sterling of the Rivertons was next and brought bie bird to grass with
his second barrel. C. E Morris for th« New Utrechts was next, killing
his bird with the second barrel. A. Gillingham of the Rivertons
scored a miss on his first. When the first four men of the two teams
had finished their scores the New Utrecht team was two birds in the
lead, and Long Island stock was inclined to be bullish. The second
squad of five from each team to face the traps resulted in the Rivertons
gaining Ave birds upon the New Utrechts, leaving the latter three
birds in the rear. After lunch the last squad of five men from each
team faced the traps. The Rivertons had a lead of three birds but the
Long Island men were strong in the belief that they would overcome
this lead, and the consequence was that a number of small wagers
were made on the final result. The contest, however, proved to be un-
fortunate for the New Utrecht team. They only succeeded in holding
their own, each squad killing fifty-nine birds, leaving the Rivertons
three birds in the lead on a total of 161 against 158 for the New
Utrechts. Fourteen men shot on each team, and of the twenty-eight
men engaged in the contest only one, J. H. Davis of the Riverton
team, killed his fifteen birds. The best individual score on the part of
the New Utrecht team wras made by L. F. Davenport, who killed four-
teen. The scores are appended:

Riverton Gun Club.
JW Smith (28) 002022022180000- 7
E H Godschalk (80) 222222121220221-14
W H Sterling (29) 21*221022221012—18
A Gillingham (30) 021222200222220—11
J Alberg (28) 032220201120132—11
J B Ridge (28) 022102220230020— 9
E B Showell (28) 2 122000211 22011—11
CKeinh&rd r'2f) • 2:12223211-14
L Finletter (28) 22212' 1

J C Wismuth (30) 210122020021212—11
J H Davis (28) 112112111112111—15
H Peck (30) 222200232222202—12
H Jones (30) 012212001021122—10
D S Thomas (30) 202222322020021—11—161

New Utrcht Gun Club.
Dr Wynn (30) 223100111212000—10
N E Money (28) , 2220220022S0022—10
C Furgueson, Jr (30) 222220222222220—13
CE Morris (SO) 222220120122222—13
C AV Myer (28) 000302120222122—10
GEGrieff (30) 221202010202211—11
GW Coulston (28) 212022001212120—11
A W Money (30) 122222002212102—12
GW Cropsey (28) 023222210200001— 9
F L Davenport (30) 222222222222092—14
C Plate (28) 001111222212220—12
C Kattenstroth (28) 122202000211022—10
D Deacon (28) 222022020202222—11
G Nostrand (30) 012002221112121—12—158

Lakeview Rod and Gun Club.
Lakeview, Mass-, March 5 —There was a good attendance at the

club shoot on Saturday, March 3. It was an ideal day for shooting,
the sun shining beautifully and no wind to mar the flight of the tar-
gets. The shooting was not up the average, the shooters' score being
a mass of slush, making difficult footing. All but the first two events
were rapid-fire, at 10 singles, in two squads with the following scores:
No. 1, 5 single standards, known angles: J. T. Mascroft 3, R W.

Robinson 2, W. H. Buck 3, E. T. Kirschbaum 2, S. Randall 1, V. D.
Kenerson 0, G. S. Davis 1.

No. 2, 5 singles, unknown angles, 5 traps, 8 moneys:
11010—3 G-S MeLellan
11000—2 G S Davis
00000—0 W H Buck
01010-2 C H Goodell . 00010—1
01100-2 R VV Robinson .00000—0
11010-3 F Bucklin 11000-2

C H Goodwin 00010—1
No. 3. rapid-fire, 2 moneys: MeLellan 8, Randall 7, Robinson 6. Mas-

croft 8, Kenerson 7. Buck 7.

No. 4, rapid-fire, 2 moneys:
Mascroft ....1111111011—9 GS Davis 0000000000—0
Buck 1111010100—6 T Davis 0001000110—3
Kenerson 101 1 001 011—6 MeLellan 1 11001 1 101—

7

Randall '..0111101OH—7 Goodell 1101111111—9
Robinson 10010111 10—6 Goodwin 0110011010—5

No. 5, rapid fire, 5 traps, two moneys:
Mascroft 1111011111—9 Emerson 1110111001—7
Kenerson 1111111110-9 Randall. 0011001100—4
Buck 1011110101—7 MeLellan

, 0000101001—3
Robinson 1001011010-5 Goodell 1110101110—7
Walls 1100111111—8 Bucklin 0111011100-6
Roach 1111101100—7 Roper UlOlOllOl—7
No. 6. novelty system, rapid fire, two moneys: Walls 3, Mascroft 4,

Roche 4, Kenerson 5, Buck 6, Emerson 4, MeLellan 1, Goodell 2, Robin-
son 2, Goodwin 3, Raper 4.

No. 7, rapid fire, three moneva:
Mascroft 1111011110-8 Goodall 1 010001 000—3
MeLellan IOUOIOIOO—5 Goodwin 1011010110—6
Robinson 1111010111—8 Kenerson 1100111011—7

MeMurchy vs. Van Gilder.
Knoxville, Tenn.—I notice in issue of Feb, 17 of your valuable paper

an article on the subject of protection to the amateur shooters of the
country. The proposition advanced by Mr. MeMurchy at first glance
and a slight study of his figures looks rather catching, but when thor-
oughly digested and at t\:e same time compared with facts and figures
gained through practical experience, his new scheme drops to pieces.
I propose to give you figures, something from the May 1893 tourna-
ment of the Knoxville Gun Club, and will take the second day to get
an average of the three days' shoot. On this day there were eight
events at 20 targets each. $3 entrance, with $240 cash added for the
day, five moneys—30, 25, 20, 1214 and 12V£ per cent. Result of the full
day's shooting of eight event*:

24 men in for 1st place for $460.00, put in g 72, won $388.00
41 men in for 2d place for 8384.00, put in $128, won $261,00
67 men in for 3d place for $335.00, put in $201, won $134.00
81 men in for 4th place for $584.75. put in $248, lost $ 58.25

. 107 men in for 5th place for $182 75, put in $821, won $138.25

320 $1,546,50 $960

As will be seen by the above all first, second and third place men
were winners, whereas in McMurehy's plan, our winners in secondand
third place would have been loser?;; our fourth money lost 71 cents
each, while by MeMurchy 'a plan they would have lost 60 cents, and
our fifth money men, who win back $138.25 of the §321 they put iu,
would under McMurchy's plan have lost all they put in the pot.
The figures show conclusively that our plan is best for the amateur,

while McMurcby's gives all or nearly all the "stuff" to the top guns
and the tup guns mostly mean experts and lets the amateur simply
shoot all day and pay, then pay him back his entrance fee less his
targets, and said amateur has the poor prospect of an all-days wrestle
with the expert for top place. Our plan opens to the gaze of th
amateur not only a chance to land on top, but he also has the chance
to land in second and third places and come out a winner; in fourth
place a chance to come out nearly even and ditto in fifth place.
According to McMurchy's plan we think the amateur starts in on an

uphill race and is virtually beaten before he begins. It don't take him
long to see that he is being "played for a sucker," and he soon
"jumps the game."
In regard to dropping for places, our experience during the last

three years shows that with our system of cash average money for
each day, and then for the three days has done away with it is so far
as the better shots are concerned. The fact is, no good shooter can
afford to throw away the chance to win our prizes of $45, $36, $31, $37,
S20 and $6 in cash for the three days, and the result has been very
gratifying to the management, and a pleasure to attending shooters
at our tournaments.
Right here I beg to differ with Mr. Hough in his scathing remarks in

regard to the shooters of the country. His experience at tournaments
has been in sections of the country where such disgraceful conduct is
permitted, but the writer has yet to witness such proceedings at any
tournament held in the southern section of the country, and we here-
with invite Brother Hough to attend our tournament in May, when we
will show him an entirely different state of affairs and guarantee that
when he writes us up he will have no use for the strong language used
in his article of Feb. 17.

We have made tournaments a study, and we think we have as good
a scheme as can be devised to give general satisfaction; and from the
kind expressions from our many shooting friends we feel warranted
in the attempt to carry forward our May, 1894, tournament, and in-
vite all to attend, promising a first class shoot in every particular.

S. Van Gildeh.

College Men at the Trap.
Princetown, N. J., March 10.—Our showing at tha trap this week is

poor, owing to a temporary arrangement of traps which forced the
shooters to face the afternoon sun. Next week our club house and
grounds will be completed, and we will have as cosy quarters as any
in the State. Scores as follows: Twentv single targets: Clarke 11
Leggett 4, Davis 7, King 5, Hoff 8, Tiffany 11, Skilhnan 2.

No. 2. same as above: Clarke 10, King 10, McDowell 9, Davis 8,
Tiffany 16 King won on shoot-off.
No. 3, same as above:

King 00001011000010101010— 7 Davis 10100110010101110160—10
Clarko 10100010000100101001— 7 Tiffany,

. . .01101011)11101100111—14
Next week (day not yet decided), the Varsity Gun Club begins prac-

tice for the intercollegiate match (which wlli be shot at Princeton
thiBTear). There will be nine weekly practice matches, at 30 Key-
stones per man, the fl"v6 men making the highest averages to be
chosen for the intercollege team. Yale and Harvard \rill send teams,
and it is hoped that Rutgers University of Pennsylvania, and other
colleges will compete. Wade.

Liive Birds and Targets at Dexter Park.
In response to invitations sent out by Louis Miller, in the early part

of the week for an open shoot of birds and tergets, a number of Brook-
lyn's trap shooters assembled in Dexter Park on Wednesday of last
week and engaged in a series of sweepstakes.
The first event at 5 birds was won by Woods and Short, 5 each;

Bromwell and Edgerton second, with 4 each.
The second event, same conditions; Woods, Simpson and Miller

first, with 5; Edgerton, Short and Koy second, with 4.

Third event, same conditions; Woods, Bromwell, Short and Simpson-
first with 5; Edgerton, Miller and Koy second, with 4.

Fourth event, 15 targets; Koy first, with 11; Short and Edgerton
second, with 10.

Fifth event, 10 targets; Miller first, with 10; Koy second, with 9;
Edgerton and Short second, with 8.

Sixth event, same conditions; Edgerton first, with 10; Miller second,
with 8; Koy third, with 7.

Roach 0011100100-4 Roper.
Emerson 0001110111—6 Bucklin.

.1001101101—6
..0101001111-6

Randall OlllllOllO—7 Walls 1011110111—

J

No. 8, rapid fire, 10 singles, 5 trap<\ two moneys, known angles:
MeLellan 0100101101—5 Kenerson 0011101111—7
Davis 0110100011—5 Mascroft 1101001111—

7

Goodell 0100101001-4 Buck 1101111110—8
Goodwin 1000100001—3 Bavis 1000011010-4
Robinson 0011101111—7 Walls 1100101011—0
Randall 0001000011—3 Roach lOHOlOUO-6
The next, shoot of the club will be held March 17. The annual meet-

ing for the election of officers will be held April 2 The secretary and
and treasurer's report will show a very successful season. The win-
ners of the various club prizes will be announced at the meeting.

Unknown Gun Club.
Thb monthly shoot of the Unknown Gun Club, at Dexter Park, on

Thursday of last week, was highly successful; twenty-four members
were present to participate in the club event. The weather was mild
and spring-like and 1 he birds of good quality. J. Vaghts was the only
one of the twrenty-four engaged in the contest who killed his full quota
of 7 birds, winning the club trophy. Messrs. Flynn, Hyde, Bohling
and Lakeman tied with 6 each for second place. Messrs. Vroome,
Boyd. Chichester, Ramppen, Littlefield, Ring and Bommerman tied
with 5 each for third place. A series of miss and out sweepstakes
followed, won by Flynn, Thompson and Chichester.
J Flynn 2222102-6 JBohling 1220111—6
E A Vroome 0022111—5 M Chichester 0201111—5
E Skidmore 1010021—5 G Ramppen 0110112—

5

H Von Staden 0011202—4 W A Littlefield 1221200—5
JAckhurst 1101010-4 C Ring 0011112—6
J P Hvde 2121101—6 F A Thompson 2210020—4
J Vagts 2111212—7 H Boemmerman 2001111—5
W Boyd 0120122—6 0 Lakeman 1101121—6
M Detjen

,
,1120122-6 H KnebeL Sr 0022100-3

No notice taken of anonymous communications

A.F.D., New Orleans.—I would like some of your readers familiar
with the coast on Mississippi Sound, say at Waveland, Miss., to tell me
of the hunting there and game to be found by going in toward north-
ern part from coast, and on the islands.

G. W. H.. Brooklyn,— 1. Has the law for duck shooting on Long
Island been changed, and what is the open season on ducks there now?
2. Where in New Jersey, near New York, can Ifind good English snipe
shooting during the month of April? Ans. 1. Closes May 1. 2. At
Manahawken.

A. W. H., Chicago.—Can you inform me if a biographical sketch of
"Nessinuk" ever appeared in your papor, and if so, can a copy be had?
he reading of his books has given mean acquaintance with hinrwhieh

I would like to supplement by a history of his life and death. Ans.
There is an autobiographical sketch in "Forest Runes."

A. L. P., Oberlin, O.—Last fall in an article on the exhibit of taxi-
dermy at the World's Fair, the author spoke of a report of the exhibit
to be published this past w'inter. Can you inform me whether it has
been published and where I can obtain a copy? Ans. The report is
now in preparation, and will be published by the Smithsonian.

Guatemala, Ocos, Rept'iblica de Guatemala, C. A.—Would you con-
sider Bhooting deer with a jack light at night legitimate sport—of
course hitting them in the head? Ans. It is a mode commonly prac-
ticed by sportsmen in this country, and is among the modes recog-
nized as legitimate by the laws of some of the States and forbidden in
others.

Ka-to-kek, Denton Ranch, Strangmuir.—1. Supposing a train going
1,000 miles an hour and rifle bullet fired from the train in the same
direction, with a velocity of 1,000 miles an hour, would the bullet go
ahead of the train ? 2. I saw about the Weed bullet in an old number
of your paper. Is it any use for big game, such as bear ? 3. Can it be
bought in Canada? 4. Where can it be bought? Ans. 1. Yes. 2. Yes.
3. We do not know. 4. Write the inventor. Mr. A. Weed, Tarrvtown
N. Y.

W. C. S., Brambleton, Va.—Kindly reply to the following through
your correspondence column: A friend of mine who resides in Paris
writes me that he has had a 10-bore Francotte gun built for ducking
purposes, with first quality Oxford barrels. Will you please explain
what kind of a barrel is an Oxford? Is it first-class? Is it Damascus
laminated or twist? Is the barrel as nice as a Damascus one? Ans.
Oxford is the name by which a certain kiud of steel and iron mixed
Damascus is known. The barrels named are first-class.

J. R. P., Philadelphia, Pa.—Will you please inform me in your next
issue how 1 can load shells for my Letever shotgun and use size 11
wad without bulging shell? I have tried it several times, but without
success, as the shells fit so tight 1 cannot use some of them. Ans.
When using 11-gauge wads in 12-gauge paper shells, it is necessary to
use a very tight-fitting funnel loader, or to use only soft kicd of wads.
You will not find it necessary to use 1 1-gauge wads in 12-gauge guns
which are true to gauge. With many of the American makes of guns
made some yearB ago it will be necessary to use 11 gauge wads, as
many of these have a larger inner diameter than 12-gauge. All modern
guns are bored true or small to gauge.
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads ana
Bugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work In Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Most sensible people who realize how complex and
variable the game and fish laws are, do not try to

REMEMBER
.hem, but depend for reference upon the standard
compilation, the Game Laws in Brief, which is the
only comprehensive and correct compendium. It

covers the United States and Canada, and has num-
erous half-tone pictures of field subjects. It may be
had of your dealer, or will be sent postpaid by the
Kohest and Stream. Price 25 cents.

JPROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

for
I am with yon again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
f

. .

One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats silk wound, complete m wood form and will give satisfaction

Length and weight of the Ply Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
; 9Jft. %>z.

;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lOJft., 7£oz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8£ft., 9oz.; 9ft., 10oz.: 9$ft., lloz.; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand. -

1nnTr(1a ti on
A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying keels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts. ;

60yds., *1.00; 80yds., $1.10, 100yds., $1.20.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage. inlw ,a RH • 1KD vr!« 78 ota
One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ;

60yds., 48 cts. ; 80yds., 58 cts. ;
100yds., 68 cts.

,
150 yds., 7» cts.

A special lot of Trout Plies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

\ special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage. . , OK . s i fllr1
.ra npP fOP nostasre

\11 kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gat 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, loots, doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen tor postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra tor postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage,

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double G-ut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 7 cts. each.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines. 8 cts., 200ft.. 15 cts. ;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-eent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Pour-ply Leaders, 32in., 8ets.

Open Evenings until 8 o'clock.
Saturday Evenings n o'clock. J. F. 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Taxidermists. J

WM. W. HAET & CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

lifelike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Reasonable charges Refer-

ences from leading sportsmen and collectors.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

WHERE ARE WE?
Well, we have removed to

106 East 23d Street.
WEBSTER'S STUDIO is now finely located

in a big, handsome store, with work rooms and
storage space, where we invite new customers to

examine our stock of Mounted Specimens.
We print no catalogue, but will quote prices on all

work, and continue to furnish estimates on collec-

tion of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and Fish
The best of work at the lowest prices. We allow

no one to outbid us and defy the world to knock us
out on quality.

Kennel Special.
Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set In uniform

display, 35 cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for sale a number of strictly first class

Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.

Address with stamp,
O. T. BROWNELL, P.O. Box 335, New Bedford,Mass.

My kennel of mastiffs is conceded to be the best in

America. Have won at all the large shows. Won
all 1st and 2d prizes in mastiffs late Chicago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale. A few choice pups for

sale. Send stamp for list and mention this paper.

CHAS. E. BTJNN, Peoria, 111.

J. JKAJJJiOF8KY,

Practical Glass Blower

/And manufacturer of
Artificial eyfw for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a" specialty Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New Vork.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing j oung stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-

ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington st., Peoria, 111. tf

BEAGLES.—HAVE PUPPIES BY CH. FRANK
Forest and ch. Roy K. out of crack bitches.

Young stock, unbroken and several certain show
winners that I will sell for very moderate prices.

Don't write for catalogue, but state what you
want. „
13 H. L. KREUDER, Nanuet, N. Y.

GORDON SETTER PUPS, BY RANGER B , 1ST
special (llo ) N. E. Field Trials; 18 a2, and Belie-

Loraine, first, puppy class, Ohio Field Trials, 1892.

Bench show record furnished on application. These
are the best field trial Gordon puppies ever offered

in this country.
14 W. L. ALEXANDER, Canton, Ohio.

Ij^OR SALE.—XOUNG LIVER, WHITE AND
' tickea pointer dog, whelped June 27, 1893, from

registered stock. Healthy, kind, quick, and partly
trained. Price $50.

12 JOHN R. HOWARD, 47 E. 10th St., New York.

FOR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN-
ters and setters. These are dogs that have had

large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory,

tf W. B. STAFFORD, Trenton, Tenn.

COCKER SPANIELS.-A FEW CHOICE COCKERS
for sale. Btud dogs and brood bitches—prize

winners. Send for list.

12 EDWIN W. FI8KE, Mount Vernon, N. Y,

"BIRDS EGGS

2 £STAMP ro«

UuslrzMCdt&iog.K

IfcMainSt.WORCESTER,MA5S&

.JAMES P. BABBITT,
TAXIDERMIST,

and dealer in all articles required by the

Taxidermist and Naturalist.
CATALOGUES FREE.

New reduced price list of glass eyes now ready.

10 Hodges Ave., Taunton, Mass.

WINNERS.—IRISH SETTER, FEMALE, CADIZZ,
3d New York, $40. Cadim, male, 2d, $50. Cadic,

brother of above, $20. All line condition and go<d
fielders. Send for list. Frank Tnomas, Catskill, N.Y.

11

LALiAjS GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG
lish pugs from Imported, registered and priz-

winning stock. In Stud—Prize pug stud dos
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY C. BURDICK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield. Mass.

FOR SALE.—Large handsome St. Bernard dog,

3yrs. old. Fine companion and a thorough wa; ch
dog. Is a grandson of ch Victor Joseph. Price $60.

Ad. '-Jeweler," Lock Box 386,Suspension Bridge, N.Y.

WANTED.-A young pointer stud dog of approved
breeding and winnings. Price must suit the

times. LIBERTY KENNELS. Hyattville, Ohio. 11

IRISH SETTER FOR SALE.—l^yrs. old, strong

and active. Fine points. Good nose. etc. Address
Chelmsford Kennels, P.O. Box 02, Flatbush, L. I. 11

FOXHOUNDS, RABBIT HOUNDS, COON
HOUNDS FOR SALE, FULLY TRAINED.

F. H. HAYES, Dexter, Me.

FOR SALE.—FOUR FINE POINTERS. TWO OF
them winners. All nice fielders. Send for list 7.

11 FRANK THOMAS, Catskill, N. Y.

Two handsome greyhound bitches, full sisters,

thoroughly house' and street broken. Grand
coursers; $50 for them. Frank •ihomas,Catskill,N.Y.

11

DOGS TRAINED FOR PRIVATE SHOOTING ON
partridge, quail and woodcock, by C. F. ROB-

BINS, Sutton avenue, Oxford, Mass. Close to depot.

encli Poodles.
| Black curly coats.

;
Pri/.e winners, 1893,

I'jB^Sfe -| New York, Boston,

Washington, D. C,

* "^KBr '-
1

'

Mt HoUo
'

N- J- '

fBBKjp ") Newark, N. J., 1893

r JBHrak' •
• • '•

SUOW8
i

Saratoga,

JT /
^PHBf'

I

N. Y., 1894; also

! London and Paris.

! Jti ...j Registered pup-

: pies and grown

\r V full particulars

;:"
.

•

v "''

apply o

BIEADOWMliKE KENNEI!5,
Thos. T. Corrigan, M'g'r, Southampton,L.I.,N.Y.

English setter pups, blood of Paul Gladstone and Vic-

tress Llewellin. E. A. Carrier, Westchester, Ct. 13

FOX-TERRIERS FOR SALE.
W. F. PORTER, Sharon, Pa.

k"pnnpl

FOR SALE.—LITTER ENGLISH PuINTERPUP-
pies, 3mos. old, Rip Rap, King of Kent, Hops,

Lonnie Bijou, Oroxteth, Prairie Belie, Meteor blood.
Rip Rap, Jr. in the stud. Jas. McAieer,Emsworth,Pa.

With Fly-Rod and Camera
Prio* M.00. Fwr a»)e at thin office.

A WINNER.—THE BEAGLE BITCH THASMO
Joy, winner V.H.C , New York, Nice black, tan

and white, perfect condition. Trained, $35.

11 FRANK THOMAS, Catskill, N. Y.

Trained fox and rabbit hounds at a bargain
day stayer. C. F. KENT, Monticelio, N. Y. 12

All

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS (EXCLUSIVELY).
t£ FRANK H. HOYT, Sharon, Pa.

FOR SALE.—English setters, 7mos. For descrip-
tion please write JAMES WRINKLE, Lee, Mass.

11

The Kennel.

bxt'oha^s
CARBOLIC SOAP No. 11 Is the best DOG
SOAP in the world. Sure death to Fleas and a cur
for all skin diseases.

Buohaii's Dog "W »,s3a
will cure every case of MANGE, kills Fleas and keeps

the dog in a healthy condition, makes the hair sott and
silky and does not stain. It is also the best disinfectant

for the kennel. Ask your druggists for it.

CARBOLIC SOAP CO..
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl St., New York

ST. BEKKAM
A few fine puppies for

sale. Prices low.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

H. S. PITKIN,
Box 94, Hartford, Conn

CANINE SPECIALIST.
DR. T. ©. SHERWOOD,

(M. R. C. V. S.)

854r Seventh Ave., 3STe-w York.
Hospital for Dogs. Distemper cases not received.

Consultation and treatment by mail when pos-
sible. All communications requiring profes-
sional reply should have enclosed $2.

Rinada Pointer Kennels,

SELLING OUT.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

If you want winners, here's your chance.

Address ADRIAN C PICKHARDT, 530 Fifth avenue.

E. B. GOLDSMITH,
Custom House and Forwarding Agent

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., etc., to

any destination. Kennel Clubs, Sportsmen and
others, intending to import dogs from Europe,
should have their stock consigned to him. Informa-
tion furnished in regard to the best methods of im-
porting, shipping, etc.

Terrii
thoroughbreds:
For price list apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS

P. O. Box 676, Albany, N.Y

Some fine Irish setter
REDSTONE KENNEI

)ups, dogs and bitches.

3, Huntington, N. Y.

T7<OR SALE.-SPORTING DOGS.
r GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers.—Of choice breeding. Puppies for
Bale by Htowshot Ksnnkjs, New Rochelle, N. Y.

St, Bernard Pups
for sale, of choicest blood and fine quality. Also
valuable pugs.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS. Lancaster, Mass.

Dogs for Sale.
If you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind write

for prices and what you want to J. HOPE, 305 N.
Ninth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

HANDLING.
Geo. S. Thomas is prepared to condition an

handle dogs for the coming shows. Address

tf NORTHCROFT KENNELS, Salem, Mass.

FOR SALE.
The property belonging to the estate of Gen. J. H

Baxter, deceased, situated on the southern bank of
the Restigouche River, next below the fishing privi-

leges of the New York Salmon Club, about six hun-
dred acres of land with large dwelling, suitable for
club house, and about a mile of river front for salmon
fishing. Ad. O. H. Platt, trustee, Washington, D,0»
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A PREMIUM ON CRIME.

The killing of ten buffalo in the National Park by a

skin hunter from Cooke City and his capture by the Gov-

ernment scout is announced in another column. The
news comes to us by telegraph from a staff correspondent

now on the ground, and while for the present full details

are lacking, the capture is unquestionably the most im-

portant that has ever been made in the National Park.

The occurrence calls public attention again and most

forcibly to the criminal negligence of which Congress has

been guilty for all these years in failing to provide any
form of government for the Park, or to establish any pro-

cess of law by which crimes against the public committed

within its borders can be punished. The result is that,

although misdemeanors and crimes of many different

grades have been perpetrated in the Park, only in excep-

tional cases has any punishment been meted out to the

offenders. Practically the only punishment that can be

visited on the criminal is to lock him up in the guard-

house. In other words, a man while in the National

Park is not subject to the law of the land; within its

borders he may without fear of punishment do those

things which are forbidden in all other parts of the

country.

Such a condition is not only an anomaly under our form
of government, but a disgrace to every American citizen.

Every citizen shares with all the others the ownership in

the wonders of our National pleasure ground, and when
its natural features are defaced, its forests destroyed, and
its game butchered, each one is injured by being robbed

of so much that belongs to him.

There is at present no remedy. Representatives elected

by the people to guard their interests have steadily refused

to enact bills brought before Congress for the protection

of the National Park, or if willing to enact them have
insisted on nullifying the good that they might do by
coupling with the good provisions, others wholly bad and
menacing the Park and all that it contains. A measure

which should merely protect the National Park has in it

nothing to excite the enthusiasm of the politician; there

is the hope neither of gain nor of political preferment

—

nothing but the public good—and the average politician

is not looking about him to see how he can benefit the

public. His ambitions are more modest. He is quite

satisfied if he can benefit himself.

The man Howell, who has just been arrested, has de-

stroyed property belonging to the Government—that is,

to the people—which was worth from $2,500 to $5,000;

yet if we may judge the future by the past, he will be

allowed to go on his way practically without punishment.

If he had committed a similar act anywhere else—if he
had destroyed Government horses or mules or grain or

supplies of any sort to this extent—he would have served

a long time in prison. So long as these lewd fellows of

the baser sort, who lack only daring to be' horse thieves

and rustlers, know that they will not be punished for

their invasions of the Park, ten regiments of troops could

not protect it against their raids, but let it once be known
that punishment will follow swiftly on the heels of cap-

ture, and they will give the Park a wide berth. As things

stand at present, they laugh at the troops.

Behind the miserable scoundrels who commit the dep-

redations are the still more cowardly wretches, who by
offering high prices for skins and heads, tempt the poach-

ers. These men are more contemptible than their tools,

for they have not the courage to face the cold and snows
of the mountains, the fatigues of the chase or the chances

of capture. They merely buy the spoils. They are the

"fences."

In the Yellowstone Park the buffalo—remnant of a
continent—have increased year by year, until now they

number perhaps 500; the most curious ornaments, the

rarest of the living wonders of our American Wonder-
land. But Congress, by its continued neglect, encourages

the evil-minded to believe that they may penetrate even

here and destroy this last remnant of a race long nearly

extinct. It puts a premium on this crime.

A year ago this winter several buffalo were killed; last

spring and the spring before, a number of calves were
captured; this winter ten buffalo have been slaughtered

at a single killing. At this rate it will not be long before

the last shall have been shot down. It is for the people

to say whether or no they desire this.

FROM THE COURTS.

Unlawful Nets as Nuisances.
We printed last week the full text of the finding of the

Supreme Court of the United States, sustaining the con-

stitutionality of the New York law which provides that

fishing nets used unlawfully are public nuisances, and as

such may be summarily abated. This case has excited

wide interest, and the decision has been received with
satisfaction. Incidentally the Supreme Court has deliv-

ered much sound doctrine on the subject of fish and
game protection. The document is worthy of careful

study. The cause of protection is more firmly established

than before. Indeed, the trend of the courts is in that

direction. The fish and game laws are in principle so

reasonable that appeals to the higher courts only demon-
strate anew their strength.

Responsibility for Bear Traps.
The Maine Supreme Court has just rendered a decision

affecting the legal responsibility of bear trappers who set

their traps in wild or abandoned lands. Marshall P.

Whitney set a bear trap on abandoned land at Byron, and
in it caught Freeland D. Abbott's thoroughbred colt.

Abbott sued and recovered $733 damages.

Game Sold in Close Season.
The Supreme Court of Ohio has given a decision in the

case of Roth vs. The State, the point involved being the

right to sell imported game in the close season. Mr. E. N,

Roth, proprietor of the St. Nicholas Hotel, in Cincinnati,

having served quail to a guest after the open season had
closed, was prosecuted and fined in the lower courts, and
appealed the case, contending that the statute did* not

apply. The agreed statement of the facts was as follows:

The defendant is the proprietor of the St. Nicholas Hotel, of Cincin-

nati, Ohio, and a citizen of said city; on the 21st day of October, 1891,

he had in his possession for the purpose of sale (not in the original

package) to his guests in said hotel in the city of Cincinnati, and State

of Ohio, six quails, which quails were by him purchased in the State

of New York and shipped to him for the purposes aforesaid. That he
did sell one of said quails (not in the original package) to , for

the sum of seventy cents, to be eaten by her as a guest in said hotel,

on the 21st day of October, 1891, in the said city of Cincinnati, and
State of Ohio. Said quail having been killed in the State of New York
at a time when the killing and selling thereof was not prohibited by law.

Mr. Roth's counsel claimed that the law was not intended
to apply to these birds which had been imported from
New York; and that if it was so intended it was uncon-

stitutional, since it sought to regulate inter-state commerce
and interfered with property rights. This contention

was overruled by the Circuit Court, and the Supreme
Court has just affirmed the decision. This is in line with

the decision in Phelps vs. Racey, in New York, Magner
vs. the people, in Illinois, and numerous other precedents.

We see it stated that Mr. Roth will appeal to the Supreme
Court of the United States.

A California Deer Skin Case.

The great problem in certain districts of California is

to put an end to the killing of deer for their skins. The
hide-hunter or skin-butcher is the most destructive agent;

if he were suppressed, in some counties there would hardly

be need of any deer protection at all. California game
laws are now for the most part county ordinances; and

that of Humboldt county prescribes.

Every person who in the county of Humboldt shall buy, sell or

offer for sale, transport or carry, or have in his possession any deer

or deer skins, or any hide or pelt from which the evidence of sex

has been removed, or any of the aforesaid game at a time when it

is unlawful to kill the same, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Two men convicted under this section came on habeas

corpus before Judge Hunter of the Supreme Court of

Humboldt county. Their counsel claimed that this pro-

vision of the law was intended to apply only to persons

who had in possession deer skins at a time when it

was unlawful to kill deer; and that such skins were

only those from which the evidence of sex was removed.

But the Court dissented from this view, and concluded its

opinion in these words:
The object of the law undoubtedly was to prohibit entirely the

traffic in deer skins and in that manner to prevent the killing of

deer when it was unlawful to do so.

It is for the Legislature or the Board of Supervisors to say what the

law shall be. With the policy of the law the courts have nothing to

do. Its plain duty is to declare the law as it finds it.

I am satisfied that I have given the proper construction to the law,

and the deer under the provisions of this ordinance are so hedged in

that it is only possible for a person to kill male deer for three months
of the year, and then only for his own use. He cannot sell the hides.

He may utilize them for any purpose he wishes to during that time.

For the rest of the time he cannot buy the skins or transport them or

be found in their possession and he cannot be found in the possession

of skins from which the evidence of sex has been removed at any
time.

Reared Fish in Public Waters.
Fish Commissioner Richard E. Follett of Connecticut,

has become involved in lawsuits in Massachusetts over

netting some trout which he claims were his own fish

in his own waters, but which the authorities contend

could not be classed as any other than wild fish in pub-

lic waters. In addition to his duties as Fish Commis-
sioner of Connecticut, Mr. Follett is superintendent of a

private fish hatchery maintained by Mr. C. W. Barnum
on a farm leased for the purpose. Lee Brook, an outlet

of the hatchery ponds, is a stream several miles in

length, and Mr. Barnum also has under lease, but not

inclosed, portions of this stream. Last year there were
in one of the hatchery ponds, which was between 200

and 300 feet long by 75 to 100 feet in width, some 1,500

brown trout, which had been bought in Rhode Island.

In June it was noticed that these brown trout were
afflicted with fungus, that bane of fishculture establish-

ments. After trying in vain to rid them of this by salt

water baths, Superintendent Follett decided to turn

them out from the pond into Lee Brook, and to take

his chances of recovering them. They were set free in

the stream but were fed with liver by the. hatchery

employees through the summer and were regarded as

still belonging to the establishment. In September, when
spawning time came, Superintendent Follett and one of

his employes netted out some of these fish from Lee
Brook, carried them back into the hatchery pond, took

their spawn and finally returned the fish to the brook.

For this prosecution was instituted under three counts

—

unlawfully taking 300 trout out of season, unlawfully

taking them with a net, and having them in pos-

session not alive. Trial was had on the second count.

Superintendent Follett set up for a defense that he

had acted under license of that section of the Massa-

chusetts fish law which provides:

Sec. 26. Fishes artificially propagated or maintained shall be the

property of the person propagating or maintaining them; and a

person legally engaged in their culture and maintenance may take

them in his own waters at pleasure, and may have them in his posses-

sion for purposes properly connected with said culture and main-

tenance, and may at all times sell them for these purposes, but shall

not sell them for food at seasons when their capture is prohibited by
law.

He claimed that the porcion of Lee Brook into which

the fish had been put, inasmuch as it was leased by Mr.

Barnum, was a part of the hatchery waters, and that the

trout put into it and fed there came within the classifica-

tion of "fishes artificially propagated or maintained." It

does not appear that the leased portion of Lee Brook was
cut off from the rest of the stream, so that the trout

might not come and go; the only contention was that

these were hatchery trout, given leave of absence from

the hatchery for their health, fed by the hatchery,

recaptured by hatchery employees, and taken back to the

hatchery.

Assuming that the only fish recovered by Mr. Follett

were brown trout, which he had put into the stream, the

netting of them was in itself an act hardly coming within

the category of those robberies of public waters by netters,

which the statute is intended to punish. On the other

hand, whatever may have been the merits of this particu-

lar case, there appears to be no question that it was a

technical violation of the statute forbidding netting of

trout, and we do not see how the trial could have re-

sulted otherwise than as it did, in a conviction. For

while the fish in Mr. Follett's ponds were within his con-

trol to do with them as Sec. 26 permits, the moment he

turned them out into Lee Brook, a public water within

the meaning of the law, he surrendered his special pro-

prietary rights in them, and thenceforward could recap-

ture them only with hook and line and in open season.

The occupation of the defendant as a trout culturist

and his purpose in taking the fish could not count for

anything, in an interpretation of the statute, when as a

matter of fact he was taking fish from a public stream.

Whether the trout were intended for breeding purposes

or for frying had no bearing on the case. They were
fish in public waters, captured in a mode plainly contrary

to the statute; and to the lay mind it will appear that Mr.

Follett has acted upon an ingenuous misconception of the

principles governing the case, which is not altogether to

the credit of one holding the office of State Commissioner

of Fisheries.

The decision of the case, rendered by Judge Sanford,

was as follows, an appeal from it having been taken:

The statutes have surrounded with many restrictions the taking of

I
rout in this Commonwealth, and the more recent legislation upon
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this subject has tended to increase rather than reduce such restric

tions.

In Berkshire and its sister counties of Hampshire and Franklin the

time within which trout can be legally caught, is still further limited

and restricted, and with justice, for among the hills of these three

western counties are to be found the best trout streams in the Com-

monwealth.

Of the three counts alleged in the complaint, the Commonwealth has

presented evidence sustaining the second count, viz., the taking of

trout from the Lee Brook with a net, and claims that such taking is

contrary to Section 51, Chapter 91, of the Public Statutes, which pro-

vides that whoever takes a trout with a net at any season of the year

shall forfeit not less than five dollars nor more than twenty dollars for

each fish so taken, as modified by the statutes of 1884 and 1890.

The defendants, conducting a trout hatchery near said brook, and

controlling by lease lands for a considerable distance bordering upon

said brook, claim that, under the provisions of Sections 25 and 26,

Chapter 91 of the Public Statutes, which provide that a riparian pro-

prietor may, within the limits of his own premises, inclose the water

of a stream not navigable for the cultivation of useful fishes, provided

he furnish a suitable passage for migratory fishes frequenting such

waters, and that fishes artificially propagated or maintained shall be

the property of the person propagating or maintaining them, and a

person legally engaged in their culture or maintenance may take them
in his own waters at pleasure, and may have them in his possession

for purposes properly connected with said culture and maintenance,

etc., he has a right to take trout for certain purposes, and justifies

such taking under the sections named.

The defendant acknowledges the taking of a number of trout, to wit

150, from the Lee Brook, with a net, on his own premises, and claims

that the said trout are a portion of a large number of trout placed by

him in said brook some three months previous to the time of taking,

and that he has a right to take said trout for purposes of fishculture.

Presuming the facts stated by the defendant to be uncon troverted,

and that the trout placed in the Lee Brook were defendant's property

originally, and that he fed the fish in certain portions of the Lee
Brook every day, it seems to the court that the law was intended to

give the defendent no such latitude as is claimed by him in the right

to take such trout with a net at pleasure. The ownership in trout

exists only while they are in the absolute possession or control of the

party who may be engaged in their culture or maintenance, and the

fact that certain trout were fed each day by the defendant, as in the

present case, would not be maintaining them as intended by the

statute. The Lee Brook is a trout stream several miles in length,

and trout placed in it without furnishing inclosures for their control

are placed at the owner's risk and cannot be considered as under his

control. The question as to whether trout running for the length

of time testified to in a brook can be identified as tame or domestic

trout is one of considerable doubt, and is one of secondary import-

ance in this case. The court finds the defendant Pollett guilty on the

second count of netting 150 trout contrary to the statute and orders

him to pay a fine of $150, aud finds the defendant McDonough guilty

on the same count and orders him to pay a fine of $10.

HOW 'RAS FOOLS THE DIVERS.
One pleasant morning the writer sauntered out on the

Biloxi wharf to await the departure of the supply boat
for Ship Island, twelve miles distant, where he hoped to

bag a few snipe, as well as to enjoy the delightful trip

across the sound.
This wharf is the landing and favorite lounging place

of oystermen, fishermen, sailormen; in short, all sorts

and conditions of men of aquatic or semi-aquatic tenden-
cies. The reason for this preference is sufficiently obvious
when it is understood that the outer end of the structure
terminates in deep water, while at the shore end there is

liquid of another kind—for here is found the only bar-
room on the beach.
The occupants this morning were a couple of dagos, as

all Italians, Sicilians, Spanish, Portuguese and Austrians
are indiscriminately called hereabouts, who were dozing
in the sunshine, while on the opposite side of the wharf
sat a sour-visaged old negro, his throat gashed from ear
to ear with a fringe of white whisker, a pair of huge
silver-mounted spectacles astride his nose, and armed
with about ten feet of the business end of a heavy cane
fishing-pole, to which was attached an uncommonly
robust-looking line bearing a large float, on which a gaze
of gloomy expectancy was fixed as it bobbed gently on
the surface of the water.
Seated near him, on a pile of lumber, were four young

negro oystermen, one of whom was dramatically describ-
ing, to the intense interest and amusement of the others, a
court trial of a colored man for larceny, which he had
recently witnessed. I seated myself, quietly listening,

and was astonished at the talent displayed by 'Ras, for so
the speaker was addressed, in his recital. The inimitable
manner in which he portrayed the pompous gravity and
deliberate utterance of the judge, the eagerness of the
lawyers and their squabbles over points of law and evi-

dence, together with the sly cunning of the culprit, veiled
under an affectation of simplicity, would make the fortune
of any sketch artist onthe stage who could master the dia-

lect, sense of humor, and above all, the unction of the nar-
rator and his evident enjoyment of his own tale. Frequent
bursts of laughter, ki-yahs and eager questions showed
how absorbed were his listeners. I noticed, however, that
the patriarch of the pole did not seem to share the general
hilarity, and every now and then would wag his head
contemptuously in the direction of the group and grumble
something apparently not of a complimentary nature.
'Ras and another called 'Dolphus, the two talkers of the
party, were evidently in his black-book, to judge from his
glances and mutterings.
The conversation about the trial having flagged, I

slipped a nitro shell into my gun and dropped a gull flying
by—rather a longish shot. The darkies were amazed at
the slight report and at the distance as well, and, as it is

not etiquette in the South for them to enter, unbidden,
into a conversation with a white "getnman," they fol-
lowed, in this instance, their usual custom of talking at
him among themselves.

"Sho." said 'Ras to his associates, "wha' kin' o' pow-
dah's dat? No noise an' no smoke, but mi'ty wicked kill-

in'. Des a lill poppy noise—soun' like Unc' Joe dere
scratchin' a match on de seat o' he pants."
"Den hits pooty pow'ful match Unc' Joe got," rejoined

Dolphus, "ter fotch down dat gull so fur off." Uncle Joe
cast a baleful glare at the party and kept on mumbling
with added bitterness. "Did ye see dat gun, 'Ras?" asked
'Dolphus. ''Dat's one o' dem 'douten no hammahs on her.

'

"Dat's fac'," replied 'Ras, "haintgotno hawns 'tall—des

look like one dese yere mooley cows. Wot gits me 's dat
lill snappy noise like w'en she shoots. Now ef I'd cut
loose heah wif my ole smokestack 'tw'u'd shake dis yer
whawf off'n its laigs an' tum'l Unc' Joe in de brine, specs

an' all, fo' bait fo' de gars. Dey done sho got pizened
dough ef dey got bite o' him."
These allusions to Uncle Joe were by no means well re-

ceived by that worthy. The two wags knowing his in-

firmity of temper had doubtless been baiting him before
my arrival. Their last shot was too much for him, and
with a stern look he opened on them: "Ef yo' 'Ras an'

yo' 'Dolphus would wag dem oyster tongs o' your'n ha'f

so fas' like yo' wag yo' jaws, yo'd a each lifted two bits

wo'f o' oysters by dis time o' mawn. I never see sich

lazy, shif'les', no 'count niggahs. Stan'n roun' talkin'

fool talk an' grinnin' like 'gaters at dere own foolishnes',

'sturbin' 'spect'bl' people an' keepin' dem f'm dey
wo'k."

But 'Ras and 'Dolphus were absorbed in my gun, and,
beyond exchanging a wink, gave little heed to the old

man's scolding. It is astonishing all through the South to

note the affectionate and almost reverent regard the
negroes have for a modern gun. Rarely do they possess

even the most primitive breechloader, and wherever I

have been my gun has excited among them a most
respectful admiration, part of which seems to be extended
even to the owner of so wonderful a weapon. Nearly
every darky has a love for hunting, and it would be diffi-

cult to imagine anything more dangerous and grotesque
than the assortment of junk-shop cripples that pass with
them for guns. Old army muskets and carbines, No. 8

singlebarreled shotguns, reminding one of the old-fash-

ioned blunderbuss, single and double discarded Creole
shotguns, with barrels 36 to 40in. long, all muzzleloaders
—in short, every description of firearm that can be pos-

sibly made to shoot—most of them in the last stages of

rust and general decrepitude, the barrels holding to the

crazy stocks by dint of wrapping with twine, wire and
even leather straps. These they load, by guess, with a
handful of the cheapest black powder, usually 5 to lOdrs.,

with shot in proportion, the peril of the discharge being
about equally divided between the game and the shooter

—to say nothing of any unfortunate bystander.

With a view of drawing out the boys, I showed them
my gun, explaining its mechanism, and 'Ras, who had
taken a glimpse through the barrels, broke out, astounded:
"Golly, Dolph, take er squint froo dat bar'l; 'nuff to put
yo' eye out; she shine like one dese yer tellus-copes. Ef
ye look froo my gun ye t'ink yo' lookin' up er chimley."

"Da'B so," assented the other, "an' yo' barTs mos'
twice's long as dis, even 'lowin' fo' de piece offn' de muz-
zle; look like some ole hoss cum along an' chawed off de
end."

"Well," said 'Ras confidentially, with a side glance at

the old fisherman, "I done spec de way de end o' dat
bar'l got frazzled off was dat Unc' Joe happen along some
time an' done took a bite off'n de muzzle wif dat one toof

o' his'n."
The laughter which followed this personal allusion was

too much for Uncle Joe, and he retorted savagely: "I
done tell yo' two low down niggahs youse common as

hawg tracks; you bin spoilt in de cradle; yu' parents aint

done dere dooty by ye; you aint had no bringin' up, yo'

aint. Ole brack snake 's de only med'cin' fo' yo' sort. Ef
yo' b'long ter me I'd des naterally w'r ye out, I wud, if I

hatter cut ye inter shoestrin's fus'."

"Wow," said 'Ras,"ef ole Unc' Joe make sech bitin' re-

marks wif on'y one toof, w'at he do ef he got whole set?"

"I tell you w'at.'Ras Kent," said the old man, now
thoroughly aroused, "You aint gwine ter lose none o' yo'

teef f'm ole age—gum tree or tellumgraf pole do yo' biznis

sho', fo' you git much oldah. You git 'vited to er dance
some dese days wha' yo' aint got no lady padnah, but dey
give yo' a necktie fo' dat party, an' mi'ty snug fit, too;

dat's wha' 'tis. Dah's wha' you'll en'—dancin' on nuffin',

an' sarve ye right, too." he added vindictively, "ye mis'ble

swamp niggah."
The boys were delighted with the burst of ire on the

part of the old man and would have continued to pester

him, but I called 'Ras's attention to a couple of divers just

out of gun shot from the wharf, and asked him if they
were good to eat.

"Yas'r, Yas'r, fines' kin' o' eatin' if ye know how to cook
'em. But dey's mitey hard to shoot, dey is. Dey's mitey
cute an' quick, an' dey know heap 'bout er gun, an' dey
des dive at de flash, dey ain't waitin' fer no shot to git

dar. But," he went on, "I cud tell ye how to git 'em,
sah, on'y I aint got no see-gyah to show you wif—got to

have see-gyah, or pipe, or sumpfin to gi' ye de propah
idee."
The cigar was produced, and while 'Ras was lighting

up the old man delivered himself in a stage aside, in tones
of deepest disgust: "J'eber heah de likes o' dat imperunce.
He mout des 's well ax de gemman right out fer a see-gah
—dabs wer' he shows his bringin' up. He aint got no
man'ehs mor'n one o' dese yer ole he billy-goats, he aint.

Dat's de kin' o t'ing make me feel like I lib too long."

'Ras, never heeding him, commenced: "You des light

up yo' see-gyah like dis, sah, an' paddle yo' skiff clost up
to de divah. He aint gwine ter fly cos he knows ye git

him den, dead sho'. No sah, no flyin' fo' him. W'en ye git

clost up he des dive, an' byme-by up he come an' cock he
eye roun' at ye, den sah, ye des go so at im: Pouf! [here
he emitted a prodigious volume of smoke] an' Blip! down
go Mr. Divah! He t'ink dat pouf smoke he seen, de smoke
f'm er gun. Byme-by up he pop agin, an' you go like dis

agin: Pouf! [another cloud] an' Blap! down he go agin.

Now sah, gityo' gun ready. De tird time he come up, yo'

go Pouf agin, like dis, wif de seegyar smoke, but ole Mr.
Divah. he bin fooled twict an' he des set still an' waggle
he tail an' laff. Den you up an' tu'n loose wif dat snappy
powdah o' yo'n an' Mr. Divah he des tu'n up he toes to de
sky. Yah, yah, dat fetch em ebery time. An'," he added
with a side grin, "eny time sah you shoot mo' divah like

y' wan' ter eat, Unc' Joe heah be mitey glad ter git a nice
fat young un ter put dat toof in—cos Unc' Joe he ver'

nice ole gemman—onct ye git ter un'stan' im. He r'ar

good deal, an' talk pooty wicked—but bress de Lawd, he
doan' mean noffin' by dat—dat's des his way. He mitey
fon' o' me too, Unc' Joe is. He do anything fo' me, lub
me better'n one his own chill'n, he do. But heah cum de
cap'n o' de boat, sah, an' dey'll sta't off in er minit. I'll

tote yo' traps aboa'd sah," and taking my gun and shoot-
ing coat, the dusky humorist led the way to the boat, fol-

lowed by an unspeakable glance from the old black fisher-

man. L. J, M,

HODGE PODGE.
As the snake question seems to be having another

inning, and several- of your worthy contributors have
been "to the bat" as it were, I'd like to "strike out" in

one way or another, in this and other fields suggested by
articles in the last number of Forest and Stream, and
would remark in the first place thirty-fourth]y that I sup-
port, in the main, "Coahoma's" position. I don't know
why he should be wholly incredulous, though, as to the
"Garden of Eden myth," as he calls it, for part of it is

true, as he must confess, viz.: "On thy belly shalt thou
go," etc., but as to the latter part of the curse, "and dust
shalt thou eat all the days of thy life," I am a little

shaky myself, though we don't know positively that the
snake addressed didn't die of want of nourishment. I

don't pretend to be thoroughly grounded in the faith that
the curse was intended as to diet, to extend to all future
generations of snakes; that is, considering dust as we
know it to-day. It would be a mighty unsatisfactory
and unsatisfying as well as monotonous course of diet,

and I don't believe we should have snakes to worry about
and scare the life out of women now, if snakes had been
thus limited. But maybe, some brother will say, that
the dust business was figurative. Well, I believe it was
myself; it has to be; but if that part was figurative, what
about— Oh! Well, say we drop it. Deep water. I

might say, though, in wading out, that I'm aware that
there are more than one kinds of dust, and that we all,

snakes and people, eat dust in one form or another. I

don't believe in killing snakes indiscriminately. If a

snake attacks me I kill it in self-defense, not otherwise,
unless it is a rattler or moccasin. I sometimes think that
it was the cobra that was cursed. He was down that
way.

I don't know what right I have to kill a snake that is

harmless to me or any one else any more than I have to

kill a young robin. But "Hermit" says he is troubled in

his mind because snakes ea.t birds. Did he ever see a
robin in spring or some other time cock his head on one-

side and suddenly pounce down with his cruel beak on a 1

poor innocent worm that was browsing around under
cover of the grass after something to eat, and brace back
on his hindlegs and pull and jerk and kick until he had
the defenseless writhing worm before him, and then
gobble it down, or perchance, after jabbing it with his

beak until it was limp and lifeless, leave it and hop off

after another, because forsooth it wasn't in good con-

dition?
Which has done most good in this world, robins or

worms?
There, are lots of people in this world crueler and more

venomous than snakes. Mr. Beal says, "Against the
mice which the snakes catch and eat must be set the
birds' eggs, etc. ," as if it were a virtuous and highly

i

praiseworthy act in the snake to kill mice. What harm
do field mice do? Of course, when mice play games in
the partition about 2 A. M., why, that'B another thing;

but that's Mus domesticus. Busticus isn't guilty, and he's

the one the snake affects. I always had a liking for

mice. They are such cute little beasties, and since the
"Singing Mouse" of Mr. Hough has set poesy to music in

the wonderfully sweet and tender melody of "Lake Belle-

Marie," I shall always have a tender spot beneath my
jacket for mousie. It's many a long day since any-
thing in that vein has so played on my sensibilities. No
maurauding, prowling, sleep-dispelling house mouse ever i

sung like that. No, it was the field mouse who lives

among the soothing, kindly influences of nature, who
hears the morning stars sing together, and the evening
breeze in dying cadences, as it lulls the fields to sleep,

while the silver sickle hangs in the darkening vault,

who sniffs the fresh fragrance of the morning, sees the
liquid diamonds as they tremble on leaf and flower,

listens to the thrilling carol of birds and the dashing
music or gentle lullaby of the stream.

Yes, it was a lovely song. The "Singing Mouse" may
sing and sing, but it will hardly waken our emotions in
another as deliciously tender song as that. I thank Mr.
Hough for it. He has afforded us much pleasure, for

he always writes well, but in my estimation he has done
nothing else quite so good as that.

But to return to snakes. Some years ago, in writing

of my experiences in Florida for Forest and Stream, I

told of finding a moccasin near the banks of the St. John
in much the same position as that of Mr. Kephart. It

was about two feet from the bottom of a smooth-barked
hickory tree eight or ten inches in diameter, head down-
ward, position a little out of vertical, not much. The
snake lay perfectly straight, motionless, and I stood a
few feet away and watched it some time, when on being
touched with a stick it slid down the tree slowly and
crawled away. The tree was almost perpendicular, not
enough lean to it as apparently to afford any support for

the snake. I thought it quite remarkable and so remarked
about it, but there was no comment on it, probably
because your readers thought it a snake story or because
times were not ripe for consideration of such subjects.

For one. I am in condition, you see, to believe Mr. K 's

story. I think we all should feel very much obliged to

Capt. Gallup for explaining how certain snakes can
totally ignore the laws of gravity and climb a tree both
ways quite the same as legged creatures. But this thing
shouldn't have been hidden in a corner since 1832, or

anyway since Forest and Stream was born. People
should tell what they know right away when they know
it, especially about snakes. Those automatic dogs, or

clutches, aro great, but I couldn't help thinking that

s'posin' they should accidentally get set when a snake was
pulling out for home under great stress, why he'd go
right out of his skin. Maybe after all that's what these

clutches are for principally, and so the manner in which
a snake sheds its skin is solved.

It iscommonnow, as it alwayshas been, to discreditexpe-
riences which are not one's own. This is wrong. Because
I, a thousand miles away, didn't witness that Kekoskee
bullhead eruption, or because you at a like distance didn't

see the man kill a puma with a club, proves nothing.

Truth is stranger than anything a man can invent. Hap-
penings are bobbing up every day that never bobbed be-

fore. Time wasn't ripe, that's all.

My friend Judge Greene, who writes so entertainingly

and seductively about Green Lake and the Molalla, said

recently that a friend of his had lost all the brightness

and gayety out of him, had in fact become a pessimist of

the most pessim type, and held an undying grudge against

the man who killed the puma because he (the Judge)
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jokingly remarked that the killer could draw the long
bow very effectively. Supposing he could. We can all

do a good many things we won't.
The Judge asked his friend if cougars went paddling

round in the water like muskrats. Why, nobody expects
they do regularly. That one didn't but once. The ser-
pent didn't tempt Eve but once. Romulus and Remus
were the only boys who ever suckled a wolf so far as we
know. And then the Judge wanted to know if it wasn't
a little strange that the man should find a nicely-fashioned
handspike, etc., etc. As I remember the story it wasn't
a nice affair at all, just a plain every day old battered
spike providentially washed up with the drift. And to
further weaken the man's trust, the Judge asked him
what he thought about the papa cougar wading in and
taking his baby out of the wet. Any cougar who would
see his own offspring drown when he could save it ought
to be killed with a more ignominious weapon than a hand-
spike. I'm mighty sorry about all this, for I think we
should each try to inspire confidence in our fellow man.
But speaking of the Judge, what a cinch he and Mr.

Mead have on the Green Lake canvasback business,
haven't they? When I read of that camp and surround-
ings, and tbe sport they have, I get so worked up I have
to take two or three tours around the block to cool off.

That boat, and ferry, and Mike, and cabin, and coziness
and comfort, and old barn with the hay in it, and ducks
galore, and good fellowship are just "gorjus." We can't
all enjoy the good things, but if the Judge will tell us all

about it we'll get along the best we can.
Speaking of spelling reminds me of a word Mr. Hough

used and no doubt spelled correctly in his last letter. He
mentioned the Aransas Pass R.R., and the "intelligent"
compositor, who knew more and better geography than
Mr. Hough, set it up Arkansas Pass. Once or twice else-
where lately I have seen the same mistake made, and I

want it stopped right here. It won't probably make any
difference in the amount of lead the ducks take in for bal-
last down that way, but the spell must be broke.

I verily believe that Mr. McCarthy has struck bed rock
in the matter of fighting qualities of the ouan, or ooue, or
oui—why no, I had it right the first time, ouananiche.
While correspondents have been somewhat at loggerheads
about the matter, they have entirely overlooked the fact
that an athlete can knock out a dude, that a fish trained
amid the dashing foam of a rock-strewn stream will out-
fight a pampered brother that eats and dawdles his life

away in the deep waters of a lake. Stands to reason. He
has to rustle.

I meant to have told you how much I enjoyed that
sketch. "How the Sleepers Got Egg Nogg," in your Feb.
10. It was just a daisy. The man who wrote it lives down
South, "I reckon." There is only now and then a writer
who can hit off the darky dialect pat, and the writers are
seldom who can tell a story so well.

Finally, I am with you on the "Platform Plank."
o. o. s.

NORTH CAROLINA MOUNTAINS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I wonder if all of our brethren of the rod and reel ex-
perience the same feeling that comes over me on any
bright, warm day after Jan. 1, when, it does not matter
how engaged my time may be, little transient visions of
"likely" places on some romantic trout stream will flash
before my vision. For years it has been thus with me,
and my good wife, who does not take much stock in my
pilgrimages to "The Land of the Sky," has learned the
signs of the fever so thoroughly that I am forced into
many a hearty laugh when deeply buried in my thoughts,
by her laconic remark, "Fishing again!"
Of course the Foeest and Stream in its weekly visits

has much to do with aggravating the fever, and has much
to answer for to long-suffering wives who do not think as
does your correspondent Mrs. Tomlin. How I wish they
all did; then a fellow would not have to look so foolish
when he saw that strange little doubting twitch in the
corner of his wife's mouth when he is trying to entertain
her with some of his grand exploits among the trout.
"Seeing" alone "is believing," has, unfortunately, come
to stay, as connected with the statements of an angler.
Through the columns of the Forest and Stream we

are constantly being invited to join (second hand) the
joys of life round the well-equipped camp in the West
and North, and to assist in the capture of some monster
of a landlocked salmon, ouananiche or great lake trout,
and I regi-et to say that that is as near as we in the South
ever get to the reality, for nature in her throes, long ages
ago, broke down the rock barriers that formed the ' 'pre-

adamite" lakes of the Blue Ridge and has left in their
places smiling valleys or "coves," as they are locally
termed. As far as I have been able to find out in my
wide wanderings in the mountain region of western North
Carolina, not a single lake exists.

No well appointed club house, with cook and steward,
awaits the weary angler after a hard day's fishing, but
all the same we have our good times as well as our
more favored brethern round the Northern lakes; and
this is about the way we have it. In the first place wc
have several hundreds of square miles of mountain land
forty to fifty miles "away from the madding crowd"
that haunts the track of the iron horse, and through
these mountains rush and dash and dance dozens of
noble streams, chuck full of as fine mountain trout as
any pot-hunter or angler might desire. The very absence
of the luxurious club houses betokens the total absence
of any clubs, with their restrictions and surly keepers to
warn you off of a tempting piece of fishing. Too far
from the railroad to tempt for market-fishing, the native
kills what he can eat, consequently the supply for the
angler is never impaired. The proverbial kindness and
hospitality of a rather poor people furnishes you with a
rough, but hearty, welcome.
The short courses of the torrents from their sources,

4,000ft. above sea level, to the sluggish rivers in the low-
lands naturally have developed strength and rare fight-

ing powers in the denizens of the waters, and though I

have killed trout in many parts of the world I have yet
to find any that can excel those of the "Old North State"
in gamy properties. But we are not entirely debarred
from the pleasure of the capture of nobler game fish, for
through the enterprise of your occasional correspondent
Mr. Henry Stewai-t the stream which takes its rise on
his property and rushes madly down some 2,000ft. in a
short ten miles has become literally alive with thousands
of rainbow trout. Well, I never caught an ouananiche,
but if there is anything to beat, for his size, a 1

rainbow trout fighting for dear life at the end of 50ft, of
line, while you grasp the butt of a 6oz. fly-rod and steer
him clear of the sharp volcanic rocks that seem to reach
out for your line, why I would like to tackle it. It is a
fight to a finish with them, and they are finished by the
time you have them in your creel, and from the aching of
your right arm you fell that you are about finished too.
To enjoy all this you have to put your "tenderfeet" in

your pocket and fraternize with the hardy mountaineer
and go camping. And we do camp sometimes, but not in
the approved style of some of your correspondents, with
living tent and cook tent, with cooks and guides and half
a carload of "duffle." I believe there is one tent in these
mountains that an enterprising livery stable man bought
from a party of dudes who had been chased out of it near
Highlands by a shower of rain. But we go it in the
original way, by selecting a nice dry fissure in the face of
cliff, calledby courtesy a cave, and with plenty of hemlock
twigs for bedding, and an endless supply of dry driftwood
washed high and dry by the winter floods for fuel, we
fish, eat, smoke and sleep, with nothing to worry us
greater than the anxiety of returning in good order the
coffee-pot and fry-pan we have borrowed from some
kindly neighbors. What glorious times these are! The
mild climate of our Southland makes it a matter of
indifference if the fire does go out at night, and if the
eddying smoke from the camp-fire, as it curls around the
corners of our rock house, does make you start from a
sweet sleep with your lungs pretty well smoke dried, you
are more than recompensed by the first breath of pure
mountain air ladened with the perfume of the white
azalia, that greets you at the entrance.
But with all this, there is one great drawback for the

true sportsman. There are too few anglers who go into
these fastnesses to enjoy your triumphs and condole with
you for the loss of that monster. Very few have found
their way in, and while an occasional party can be scraped
together to enjoy with you the luxuries of our "rock
house" and smoke, yet oftener your fishing is severely by
yourself, and it becomes uninteresting to relate, your ex-
ploits to a native who coincides with all you say, and is

supremely oblivious when you throw down the gnuntlet
for an argument. "It's an ill wind that blows nobody
good," so I am in hopes that the "hard times" that every-
one feels, more or less, may tempt some of my brethren
into|,this "angler's paradise," as it costs you about as much
per week there as you have been in the habit of paying
for one day's boats and guides. There's lots of room and
lots of trout, so come on, and be able, when you return
home, to say that there is something good in the South.

B.

CAPTAIN, COLONEL AND MAJOR.
The Captain's Story.

"It has always seemed strange to me that history has
not done justice to the shot tower of the Confederate
Army. I built it. Without shot towers, bacon ruled
supreme. With shot towers, it abdicated in favor of the
Virginia partridge. Before the war my uncle brought
me from London a very fine shotgun made by Purdy and
costing forty guineas. I carried it into the struggle, but
the Confederacy soon got out of bird shot and if I had
not constructed my shot tower it would have become use-
less long before it escaped from Richmond. But one day
I procured a piece of Sin. plank, 4in. wide and 2ft. long,
and whittled one end of it down to a handle and bored
a 2in. hole in the other end. Then with a saw I cut a slit

lengthwise of- the board, and through the hole. In this
saw kerf a piece of cardboard was placed after having
been perforated with numerous holes of a size suitable for
bird shot. Between the handle and the improvised ladle
at the other end a series of transverse notches were made.
The shot tower was complete. One Confederate would
hold the shot tower over a pan of water while another
poured melted lead into the hole and upon the perforated
cardboard, while I, with a short stick, would scrape up
and down the notches causing the melted lead to "jump"
on the cardboard and leak through into the water in
the form of shot. Selah!"

The Colonel's Story.

"If horses had the gift of human speech, I am sure that
a thrilling history of the war could be told from the
equine standpoint. They had much to do with every
part of the conflict. In one of the most exciting in-
cidents of my part of it, they had it all to do.
"We were at B. on a scouting expedition and, although

we expected an attack, it was so fierce and furious when
it came that almost the whole attachment was captured
without a struggle. Before we knew the Yanks were
upon us, they came galloping into town from all direc-
tions. Our men in charge of the horses turned them
loose and stampeded them, and down the street they
came in a panic-striken rush that nothing could have
stopped. A moment before I had jumped on my own
horse in front of headquarters thinking to do a little

stampeding myself down that very street, but had given
it up on seeing a squad of bluecoats approach. I knew
they would never stop those horses, though, and the in-

stant they passed me I dug in my spurs and took their
dust and followed. I was well past the Yanks before
they discovered that there was a 'Johnny Reb' on the
side of one of the horses and opened fire. They missed
me but hit old Joe, although he kept bravely on. Ahead
of us was a bayou which the flying herd skirted, but
which Joe and I plunged into as our only refuge. We
were nearly over when he began to falter, and as our pur-
suers were clattering down the road behind us, I slipped
off my side arms and slid off into the water and struck
out for shore, and was just able to scramble up the bank
and throw myself flat in the bushes and swamp grass be-
fore the Yanks came in sight. Poor Joe made an heroic
effort to follow me and succeeded in getting his fore feet
on the bank, where he hung for a moment with his noble
face so close to me that we looked into each other's souls.

After a moment, he sank back into the water."

The Major's Story.

"Yes, it's tbe Grand Passion. The powder burning pas-
sion. We burn it in firecrackers and toy cannons long
before we are able to carry a gun, and when we can no
longer burn it in a gun we he down and die.

"One afternoon, in our firecracker period, Jim and I i

borrowed father's powder horn and went down to the I

'quarters' to our 'nigger mammy's' cabin and climbed up
on The roof where we could reach the top of the mud I

chimney and overhear what was going on inside. Aunt
Liza's husband was on his knees, evidently, at the fire-
side, for we could hear him praying. From the other side
of the fireplace Aunt Liza offered up another kind of
incense. We could distinctly smell sausage cooking, and,
in tbe pauses of his prayer, we could hear old Uncle Isaac's
supper sputtering in the pan. He was a very religious
man, and we were not at all surprised to find him at the
Throne of Grace. It was a very fervent supplication, and
between our ears and our noses we concluded that he
must have been making a raid on the smoke house.

"Directly he got through with his own sins, and in a
feeling of general amnesty he prayed:

" 'Oh Lawd, bress de white folks.' " And just then we
slightly tipped the powder horn. There was a quick
fizzle in the fire and Uncle Isaac stopped short.

" Wha' dat? Wha' mek dat spit en de fire?'
"

" 'Wha what? Yo brack nigger; dat's jes de way de
fire alias spit when hit gwinter snow.! "

"As soon as he settled down to the white folks again we
gave the horn another tilt.

" 'Dar 'tis again, Aunt Lize, don't twell me dat's case
hit's gwinter snow; cfem's ^em'fe'

" 'G'wayt Yo superstitiouser old nigger yo! Yo so
deep in yo sins yo wa'r out dat ha'thstone on yo knees
wif one eye on yo Maker and de yether eye tu'n roun' fo
feah some one grab yo. I twell yo hit gwinter snow,
w'en de Are spit dat aMTay.'
"And somehow the old horn got away from us and

went down the chimney, and the next it seemed as
though the whole cabin shot past us. We slid down and
cut for the house and got behind the kitchen just as the
two worst scared darkies I ever saw met my father at the
door.

'

' What's all this running about?' he demanded as they
hurled themselves upon him.
" 'Oh, Marse John, de devil's down en de quaters.',
" 'Nonsense.'
" 'Fo de Lawd, I'se fryin' sassiges, an Unc' Isaac he

offerin' up he evenin' pra'r 'n' de debil jump down de
chimbley en grab de sassiges en hit me over de haid wif
de pan 'n' hook Unc' Isaac en de side wif he ho'n en bruk
hit off en he side, en hyar de Tid'n!"

George Kennedy.

WOMAN IN THE WILDS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Let me second the advice given by "Podgers" in his

recent article relative to ladies enjoying out of door sports.
When the summer sun is high in the zenith and its rays
fall almost perpendicularly upon our heads, a man will
exclaim, "Oh, this unbearable heat," and forthwith pack
a grip and hie himself away to the cooling mountain
breezes. Now, "Why should not the wife go also?"
Women need little urging to take to horseback riding,

shooting, fishing, rowing and camp fife; and what is

better or more exhilarating, or will send the blood cours-
ing faster, or sooner bring roses to pale cheeks and luster
to tired eyes than a good canter, the excitement of a shot
at game, a row on the placid waters of a lake, or tempting
the wary trout with a bogus fly?

I speak from experience. I have known the heat of the
city, the burning pavements and the sultry air, and until
I began an out-door life thought them uncomfortable
necessities; but now to pen me up in the city during the
hot summer months would be like confining the wild bird
of the forest in a gilded cage.

I go with my husband everywhere. No bush is too
thick, no stream too deep, no forest too dark, no hill is so
high that I cannot follow him, and the best part is that
he enjoys having me go with him. With the gun, por-
cupines are my pet game. After work is done in the
morning and the others have all gone their respective
ways, I shoulder my little .25-20 Maynard, and start out,
and fine fun it is to bring a porcupine tumbling down
from the tree he is destroying (by peeling off the bark).
Sometimes I vary the sport in favor of camp meat-
mountain grouse, sage grouse or antelope. Fly-fishing and
boating are more pet pleasures, but 1 do like the gun and
hope soon to try my hand with my rifle on big game. A
hammock swung to the breeze enhances the enjoyment
at camp, while the occasional shower only serves to
brighten nature and make her more pleasing. Then the
glorious sunrises, the golden sunsets, and the pale silvery
rays of Luna as she slowly appears from behind a snow-
capped mountain would make every fiber of a nature-lov-
ing person's being quicken with a new sense of apprecia-
tion of all that is grand and good.
Yes, ladies, take "Podgers's" advice, and for a Christmas

present accept the rod and gun, and when your husband's
grip is packed for the next summer's outing just remark
quietly, "What time did you say our train left, dear? I
will be ready at any hour you mention," and be ready,
and he will take you gladly. Then enjoy yourself.
Don't mind torn dresses, worn out boots, and scratched
and sunburnt hands and face; take such things as they
come, and you will find health and new pleasures, pleas-
ures which cannot become blase, and then you free your-
self from the duties of society for a while, and drink in
the life-giving oxygen which nature provides so bounti-
fully but which would be denied you in your city home.

Mrs. D

What the Kingfishers Would Have Done.
Cincinnati, O., March 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: After read-

ing Ctiapter XXLV. of the incomparable character sketches and home
life of the "Danvis Folks" I was moved to exclaim,"Poor Sam Lovel,"
and in the same breath to anathematize that smooth, oily tongued
rascal Bascom. I think brother Robinson made a mistake in letting
him get away without giving: Sam a chance to take a flying shot at
him with the old "ore bed." Even now (only it is too late) it would
afford me—and a few hundreds of other readers as I am convinced—

a

"power o' comfort" if brother Robinson could put old Drive and Sam
on the trail, run him to earth, smoke him out and bring back his hide
as a trophy of the best hunt of his life, this "figgeratively speakin',"
and for a satisfactory round-up to the whole story. ' Kingfisher.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forkst and Strjcam one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

a

$9 value for $f

.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewal*.

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for sis months will receive the

Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet'B

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which,

isaas
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TREE-CLIMBING SNAKES.

A Call for the Previous Question.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Even after my last statement, the vials of wrath con-

tinue flowing until one would suppose, by implication,

that I had been running around through the woods kill-

ing everything I saw, out of sheer wantonness. Very
well, gentlemen, have it so. If it will do the woods-folk
any good, or inculcate a truer sportsmanship, to make me
ipose as an awful example of what I never was, and
•always did detest, why just crack away.

i killed a snake; not because he was a snake, nor be-

cause I was afraid of him, nor because he might be after

birds, nor in the interest of science, nor to try my pistol,

nor yet out of mere deviltry. I killed him because he
had invaded the precincts sacred to women and children,

and had frightened a peaceable housewife so that she
seized her basket and ran to the station Crying: "To
think that I was passing back and forth under that horrid
thing all day ! I will never come near the woods again in

all my life.

The woman was from a great city,, where the air is

poisoned with sulphur and befouled with soot. Her holi-

days, I judged, were few. She had an instinctive and
unconquerable repugnance to the reptile, and a fear of it

which was not altogether fanciful. One glance at the
powerful muscles of a 5ft. blacksnake, one thought of
toddling children who knew no better than to play with
it—that was enough for her.

Now which had a better right on the premises, the
woman or the snake?
You say that it was all ignorant prejudice on her part.

Very well; but was she to blame for it? Read your
Bible.

But that Garden of Eden story is all a myth?
Certainly; and shows how the instinctive loathing of

serpent forms has always been part and parcel of our
human nature, not a proof of malignity or idiocy in some
one individual.
Why didn't I teach her better? Well, 1 have been

several kinds of a fool in my day, but I haven't sent
missionaries to uninhabited islands, and am not thinking
of doing so at present. You can teach men to respect
snakes—that is to stay, some men, a very select few. But
woman? Well, there is Miss Hoply ; I mention her in pro-
found respect; she is one in just about five hundred
million woman, so far as the snake question is concerned;
and I don't feel called upon to preach at the test of them
for the sake of a thing that I have no special fondness for
myself. I would rather speed my energies on something
that gives some promise of tangible result.

If that misguided snake had been sunning himself on
the bluff that backs the picnic groundsy a mere matter of
50yds. away, or anywhere else in the woods where I had
been giving the household-defender its annual targeting,
he would be alive to-day for all of me. But he came
where he was not wanted, frightened a good old lady
half out of her shoes, and I killed him* Consequently I
am a brute and a barbarian. All right} I will not quarrel
over a definition.

And now let us see if we can't get back to the point
from which this discussion started. My only object in
writing was to report a fact about blacksnakes, which I
had not seen previously mentioned, namely, that they
sometimes descend a nearly vertical and comparatively
smooth surface in a straight line. I made no comment
on their ability to climb trees, taking it for granted that
everybody knew as much. Perhaps everybody knows,
too, that they can execute the seemingly contradictory
feat that I witne-sed at Creve-Coeur; but if so, then
everybody has a provoking way of keeping such knowl-
edge quiet.

Before writing my letter of June I had examined
such works on herpefcology and animal locomotion as our
library affords, but found no mention of snakes ascending
or descending trees in a straight line, 1 ordered Miss
Hopley's treatise, but it has not yet arrived from London.
Most authorities are content to simply say that the Colu-
bridce are nimble climbers. DeKay Says of the black-
snake: "It climbs trees with great ease, by coiling itself
found the trunk in a spiral manner, in search of eggs and
young birds" (Nat. Hist, of N. Y, Zool. iii., 86). This
statement about coding round the trunk is repeated by
others, but my research ended in finding nothing about
vertical ascent or descent, and so I wrote to Forest and
feTREAM for information.
Meanwhile I have been hunting diligently through our

sets of periodicals for some light on the subject, and at
last have found an article bearing directly upon the
matter, and from which I take the liberty of quoting
In Science for Dec. 16, 1892 (vol. xx., pp. 338-9), there isa most interesting report by Waldo Dennis of "Watchingabnake for an Hour," in which he says: "One brightmorning in July I was walking in the woods when asnfko

crossed my path only a few feet in front of me. It wasabout two feet long and its dark blotches made it resemblea water snake. It had not been disturbed by mv pres-
ence, as it moved very slowly, and this slow movement
led me to watch it.

"It scarcely crossed the path before it began to ascenda medium-sized dogwood tree (Comics florida). This tome was a coveted opportunity. The story of an eye wit-ness as to how a blacksnake had climbed the naked corner
of a house to a height of ten feet had left me curious tosee something of the kind myself.

"u
he

-

d°¥wood tree
> near the ground, was about sevenmcnes m diameter, and was a rather smooth-barked oneIhe tree leaned but slightly for about ten feet of its height"but then it curved sharply to a horizontal, making the

highest part of the body about fifteen feet from the groundthe snake started up on the under side of the slant and
apparently found no more trouble going up the tree than
it nad in going over the ground. It made no effort towind itself around the tree nor to hug the tree bywinding
back and forth, as the blacksnake had been reported todo on the corner of the house. It went straight up with-
out crook or turn." * * * F
The entire article is very instructive reading, but I can

only quote a little here and there.

birds were only four or five days old. Later in the day Iheard the two old thrushes making a tremendous fussand on walking carefully toward them I found akWblacksnake m the act of swallowing the last of that little

? ^ J h
f
V0 no doubt that he was fche rascal who de-

"When suchapro^beran^aknot came in its way, wratih I toed^to^n?htV^r^J0^'^^d
,

in my
£5S3Lto °?E ve^ ttle for ite advantage, and left I hi salvatSn ^ bUt & fn6ndl* hole was
to one szde. After getting up four or five feet it stopped; I A few day's later I was attracted by a large gathering of

being anxious that it should go on up, and fearing it

would come down, I touched it with a stick, whereupon it

moved faster, gliding quickly out of my reach, showing
thus that it had been going so slowly from choice and not
from any difficulty in going faster. * * * It occurred
to me to wonder how it would manage its descent, so

I left off experimenting in this line and retired to

watch. * * *

"After a sun bath of nearly half an hour, the snake be-

gan slowly to descend. His course was as straight coming
down as it had been going up; but, now being on the top

of the trunk, he naturally kept to the outside of the bend.
His progress was interrupted with frequent pauses, and at

times it was so slow that I could scarcely detect any move-
ment."
This tallies closely with the conduct of my blacksnake,

which, after it was shot, descended in a perfectly straight

line, very slowly, as though the tree trunk were smeared
with molasses and the stiffened snake was passive, letting

gravity pull him down, while the sticky fluid sufficed to let

him down easily. The following paragraph from Mr.
Dennis's article is worthy of notice in this connection, but
I draw no inferences at present:
"Not finding his game in this instance, however, his

highness stiffened himself and withdrew. But, as if loath

to give up the treat he had promised himself; he lingered

quite a while, at the spot and busied himself in away
which probably accounted for his moving so slowly be-

fore, but which from my distance had been unnoticed.
He seemed to be using his tongue as a tactile organ on the
bark, playing it back and forth from his mouth like a
little brush, running it way out, or dropping it down
close to his chin, according to the nearness of the piece

of bark under inspection. It finally turned up the tree

again, carefully sampling the bark as it went. It seemed
in quest of something, but what could it find with its

tongue? when so evidently* to the eye, there was nothing
for a snake to eat. After going for a little ways, he again
turned down. But all the way, from here down, it kept
Up that use of its tongue on the bark."

I observed a similar action of the tongue on the part of

my snake, but supposed that it was because he was
wounded, and so made no comment.

I am very much obliged to Capt. Gallup for his interest-

ing answer to my query, and would like to hear more
about those needle-like spines or "claws." How long are

they? Are they stiff like a needle, or flexible like a hair?

Are you sure, Captain, that they do not slough off after

the snake has cast its skin?
After reading "Coahoma's" Valiant defense of snakes in

general, I felt more kindly toward a class which I had
always been told were the foes of birds, and toward
which I had cherished some resentment accordingly.
But Mr. Beal, "Hermit," and Capt. Gallup give us pretty
strong evidence that the blacksnake is a bandit who
deserVes no quarter. I love birds; I wish justice to snakes;
but between birds and snakes, if a choice must be made,
there is no question whatever from my point of view.
In conclusion, Mr. Editor, let me reiterate once for all

that I wish harm to no creature. I may be mistaken in
estimating the relative value of species, but the humblest
reptile is an object of curious interest to me, even if I

cannot love it, and I kill nothing without what seems good
reason. At the same time I have no use for a hysterical
sentimentalism, which, carried to its logical conclusion,
would destroy gun and rod, and make vegetarians of us alb

Horace Kephart.
St. Louis, March 10.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have taken much pleasure in reading the snake

articles that have appeared in ForesT and Stream lately,
and before the controversy ends Would like to add my
mite,

t have always believed the blacksnake to h& one of the
greatest foes that the nesting birdfe in this part of the
country have to cohtepd with; hot ftom what I have
read-, but frdm what I have seen with my own eyes.
"Kelpie" says he, believes Shake's Have the power to
charm birds arid other §rhall animals, but I doubt it, for
I haVe lived for twenty-five years where snakes are com-
mon, and although I have always been on the lookout
for such an occurrence, it has never been my good for-
tune to verify this geUeral belief,

Four years ago I caihe upon t^M catbirds that were
much excited about Something, and on examination I
found a blacksnake coiled aroUnd a limb of a small tree,
not far from the neat of the bitd&i The two Catbirds
would flutter almost into \he face of the snake, and then
with a quick dart strike his body with a vicious peck.
The snake was immovable most of the time, but once in a
while struck at the birds, who were always too quick for
him. In fifteen minutes the birds were exhausted and
rested on a branch three feet or so away, Finally the
snake decided he had other business to attend to, and
started to glide down his branch, but iii ah instant the
two plucky birds were at him again. The snake was
evidently afraid to retreat while the battle was on, for he
at once became quiet and stood fifteen minutes' more
buffeting, when suddenly he wildly untwisted himself
and dropped to the ground. Before he had crawled ten
feet I killed him with a stick, and found that his body
was literally covered with tiny marks made by the beaks
of the birds. If I had followed the impulse to dispatchnim at once I would probably have been a believer in
snake charming, for those birds were fluttering right
into his face just as I have always read they did It is
possible this particular snake was cross-eyed, or had some
other ocular defect which interfered with his charming
powers, but at any rate he was the worst licked snake I
ever saw. And the catbirds, oh! didn't they have a re-

iSSS&^^S?.
1161* 0* young birds that thej had 80

Last summer I found two song sparrows and one Wil-son thrush nest in a hedge. I saw these nests when thevwere under construction, when they contained eggs and
after the eggs were hatched. One day the nests of thesong sparrows were empty, which I wondered at, for the

birds around a bush that I knew contained a nest of

young catbirds. On looking I found this nest was not
empty, for a blacksnake had coiled as much of his ugly
body in it as possible, and was evidently wondering what
the poor parent birds were making such a fuss about.

I have witnessed many other sights of the kind, and a
blacksnake was always the thief, so can you wonder that

I consider him my enemy and try to kill him? Mr. F. E.

L. Beale spoke words of wisdom when he said he did not
believe the snakes in this country occupy a position of

great importance from either an economic or aesthetic

point of view. I for one am open to conviction, and if

Forest and Stream can convince me that the blacksnake
has other good qualities that overbalance his bird-killing

proclivities, he shall always be spared by me.
The bird arrivals in this neighborhood so far this season

are: March 3, bluebirds; March 6, robins and starlings

(male only); March 13, pewees. Percivae Chrystie.

High Bridge, N. J., March 16.

An Albino Weasel.

Toledo, O., March 12.—Editor Forest and Stream: My
hired man killed a weasel the other day which was en-

tirely white, Vtdth the exception of about one-half inch at

the end of the tail, which was black. It is the first

weasel of the kind I ever saw and would ask if white
weasels are common. This weasel was domiciled under
a rotten log, and his larder contained partially devoured
portions of two quail, two chipmunks and some small an-

imal with a gray skin, probably a field rat. Autokee.

An Albino Hawk.
AnnIston, Ala.--I see in your columns occasionally a

reference to albinos. We have in Anniston ahawk which,
while not an albino altogether, is white. It is of perfect

shape but its eyes are black. It has very few feathers but
what aire pUre white—some three or four in its wings and
tail. It was caught near this place in a trap. P. F. A.

m^t §&g mti

IN DIXIE LAND.— 111.

[From a Staff Correspondent.]

the Plot "thickens.

W !!p.:; 1 first determined upon my trip into Dixie Laud,
iere were a number of my friends who expressed the

As usual, this?

there were a number of hay
wish and determination to go with me.
number grew less as the time for debartute grew hear]
and when it came to actually getting on the train, 1 round
that I was qtiite alone, with a journey of a few thousand
miles, more or less, to be taken in that condition. It had
happened, however, that my friend, Dick Merrill, of Mil-
waukee, had talked over the prospects of the trip with m^
while he was over in Chicago taking in a fetv more prizes
in the dog show with his wen-khown setter Paul Bo. t

persuaded Dick that Paul's health would be benefited by
a winter journey South* and we both concluded offensive

and defensive alliance for the purpose of havingmofe fun
in one month than anybody ever did have before. At the
last moment Dick wired that he was detained by business,
but that he would meet me in Little Rock on such and
such a morning. "That/s the last I'll ever see of him," 1
thought; and when a telegram Came Oh that morning
instead of the sehder of it, I was the more ready to bad
that belief; though all the telfegram said was that be would
be at Little tiock two days later. At any irate, I was per-

fectly comfortable and happy at Little Rock, the more ad
as Mr. Irwin and myself had good promise of getting Mr&
Irwin to relent abbiit that Welsh rarebit, and as 1 felt that

I should hot easily find a part of the country where 1

would have better opportunity to get into subjection an
appetite which was reallybecoming alarming. Therefor«,-
reasoned I, why not let the world wag a couple of days,

and wait for Dick, whether he is going to come or not?

So we let the world go right on, and on the morning
when Dick was billed to appear as per his last schedule, I

sauntered down to the depot with the calmness that can
only ceme to the philosophical man who is sure of three

mesl? a day, atid rhay be more'.

Much to my surprise and delight; Dick did really com§
this time. I saw him down the platform,, his young,-

blonde face at dome altitude above, the average of ih«

crowd, his long limb's incased id an elegant pair of these

trousers whose creases are the despair of the Milwaukee'

bloods, his Fedora hat creased with equal accuracy, his

necktie tied small at the bottom of the knot, and a fresh

flower in the lapel of his coat. On the whole, he' ^fw*

quite a wholesome-looking boy, and I was glad to see him.

If the audience will keep its eyes upon the creases of

those trousers, I will later on lay a legal foundation fur

introducing them in evident
"Well, what kind of shooting hate you been having?

asked Dick, the first thing. Of course lie did. He didn't

care whether or not everybody was well, or how the!

country was getting along. In the enthusiasm of youth
the only thing of importance was the shooting. The
three meals a day, or the Welsh rarebit, of which I was
about to tell him, made no figure in his mind.
"Oh, we killed a buggy load of birds or so yesterday,"

said I, nonchalantly, as if we could do it any time we
wanted to.

Where? Whereabouts? How far out did you go?

Can we get out again to-day?" And so on. To all of

which I answered suitably, and begged him to be calm,

and to come on up and enjoy his breakfast, as became a
wise young man.
Meantime approached a very dirty and ragged nigger,

with the query, "Is them all yd' dawgs, boss, 'n' does you
want 'em fotched up town, sah?"
"Oh, yes, the dogs," said Dick. "You know I told you

I would bring Paul Bo and a pointer along for the trip.

Well, I concluded it wasn't best to bring Paul the way he
was feeling, and my pointer cut his leg on a piece of glass*
so I brought along two pointers that belong to a friend o\
mine. He says they are fair, and will be helped by more
field work than he can give them, so he wanted me to,

bring th,em along." ,

Decent Baggagemen.
We found the pointers to be a pair of opposites, Nip, a

gau^t. Colossus, about 6ft, long, not fat and alleged to be
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unfattenable; Gyp, a short and stocky one, of much Che
converse description, since it seemed nothing could reduce
her solid flesh. Dick had them in a good roomy crate.

"It's a good deal of a nuisance to take dogs along usu-
ally," said he, "and IVe often dreaded a trip over the
Western railroads, the baggagemen rob and bother you so
much ; but the Iron Mountain men treated me the nicest
I ever was treated when I had dogs along. Mr. Townsend,
the general passenger agent, saw that I got a permit for
the dogs, there was a man at the Union Depot to help me
with them from the Alton train on to the Iron Mountain
at St. Louis, and the baggageman coming down was so
nice about I just gave him a tip anyhow. These men
down in this country don't seem to act like the fellows
I've met in the West and North." Which latter reflection
my friend repeated many times before our journey ended.
In short, we were now in another land, a land less harsh

in climate and in customs, a land where men have time
enough to live, and kindliness enough to want others to
live also. We were out of the snow, and among the
quail, and away from work, and what more could one
ask? As one reflected on all this one experienced a large,
generous, comfortable feeling in the cardiac region, a
glow of warmth extending quite about the neck (a North-
ern man usually feels cold to the touch under the ears),

and a buoyancy of step such as was ample repayment for
the trip, if it ended right there and had no further plans.

Side Trips for Quail.

We didn't take Dick right out after quail as soon as
breakfast was over, neither do I wish any to think that
we could find quail in the hotel yard. We explained to
him, as I would like to explain to others, that the birds
were not to be found right in the edge of town at Little
Rock, any more than at any other town of its size. The
negro shooters and other owners of cheap sporting gear
keep the crop cut down pretty close, out for a few miles,
say four or five miles, or walking distance—though I
imagine that even within that radius the shooting would
seem good to a Northerner. It is the custom of the Little
Rock shooters to drive out ten to fifteen miles, or else to
make a railroad trip to some point twenty to forty miles
distant. By taking the Ft. Smith road out for even short
distances one gets to little way stations in the heart of a
*purely rural country, and a widely scattered population,
where the great plantations are dotted only by occasional
negro cabins, and where the birds breed practically un-
disturbed by the residents from one end of the year to the
other.

If one could get good accommodations in any of these
little villages it might do to stop there, although I do not
think the residents would look kindly on any party who
stayed for along time and killed a great many birds. The
best way to do, and a remarkably convenient way. is to
make Littte Rock the headquarters, where one can be ad-
mirably quartered and have at hand everything he needs,
ammunition, good quarters for his dogs, etc., and then
to use the railway trains instead of horse and wagon.
The trains leave very early in the morning, so that one is

landed on his shooting grounds earlier than if he had
gone the usual driving distance by team, and they come
in late in the evening, so that one can close his day's
shooting comfortably and take the train home as he would
his wagon, with the difference that the train is the more
comfortable. Or, if one objects to the early morning de-
parture, he can take an evening train out of the city and
drop off, say, at 8 to 10 o'clock in the evening at the small
town where he intends shooting, taking his chances on
getting hotel accommodations there for the night. There
are dozens of good shooting points thus available, the ac-
commodating quality of the railroad trains being depend-
ent on the fact that Little Rock is a central and import-
ant railroad point, and hence entitled to have its trains
arrive and depart in the morning and evening, as all good
big cities do. There might be some who would object to
this, and say that they "would rather be right on the
shooting grounds." A trip would teach them wisdom as
to that, unless they had invitations to stop with some of
the planters. That, however, is not the question. No
shooter who is in the least a gentlemanly shooter ought
to expect or to wish to go down into that country and
shoot every day in the week, for that would mean simply
a butchery of birds. In a country where fifty birds to
the gun daily is no herculean task no sportsman can wish
to shoot every day of the week, nor more than half the
days of the week. Therefore, this city oifers inducements
of the most remarkable sort. One can here be absolutely
sure of one or two "good days"—days when he sees hun-
dreds of birds, and bags dozens of them; he can also be
sure of comfort when he is not shooting.g

Arkansas Vox Populi.

I have no use for a man who is not satisfied with one
or two actual "good days." If any man wants more than
one or two such days to the week, and if he wants to
shoot every day, and kill every bird he can every day,
then I certainly don't want him ever to go down into this
country; probably he'll wish he hadn't if he does. The
men of the State Association make the laws, so far as the
sportsmen are concerned. They say the law absolutely
prevents shipment of game out of the State, but does not
prohibit gentlemanly shooting by non-residents. Any
shooting of ungentlemanly sort would very soon have
visited upon it a practical stigma from the source to
which all laws ultimately revert. Don't run against any
of the Arkansas vox populi. Be a gentleman in your
shooting there. Indeed, you have my permission and ad-
vice to be a gentleman no matter where you may be shoot
ing. If you are a gentleman, you can't beat Little Rock
country very badly for game, not in America, and not
to-day. Thus, at Plummerville, one of the little way-
stations referred to, one Little Rock shooter bagged 52
birds to his own gun in a little over half a day, the week
before my visit. Two gims had bagged over 150 there.
A party of several had bagged—I do not know how many,
but much in that proportion. I heard many stories of
large bags, and saw much to prove their truth, so much
that my memory does not carry them all, yet I think it
can be substantiated that two years ago two guns in one
day up the road, bagged nearly 200 birds. I am sure it
was over 175, and have a vague recollection it was 197.
One party of three guns came in with 88 birds, the result
of one day's shooting. My own experience at Mr. Pem-
berton's place would show the uselessness of further fig-
ures. It is easy to see what the shooting in this favored
country is, and how easy it would be to abuse it. It
simply must not be abused by any Northern man who

goes in there, for that would be poor return for the treat-
ment he would be certain to receive.
Well, it may readily be imagined that, as Mr. Irwin

and I got Dick into a corner—I by this time being quite
a settler in the country—and related all these things to
Dick, we had the poor boy about wild, for it must be
remembered that we had had our shoot and he hadn't
had his. Mr. Irwin, of course, had his business to look
after and a reputation as a citizen as well as a shooter to
maintain, but when he saw how nervous Dick was get-
ting he relented and said:
"I did think I couldn't go out again for a while, but

seeing it's you, and you want to go so bad, we'll just take
one more trip. We'll go up the road to Morrillton and
shoot in the Arkansas Valley bottoms." And this, if

readers will pardon so personal a story, is what we did.
I cross my heart, there's plenty of blood in this story, so
it's worth reading.
We took the evening train up the road after having

eaten a comfortable dinner, which, be sure, I was in
no mood to overlook. It was between 10 and 11 at night
when we tumbled into the little hotel at Morrillton,
perhaps fifty miles from the city. We couldn't get any-
thing to eat then, at which I rebelled. But I got even in
the morning. The waiters actually looked at me with
trepidation.
We expected to meet at Morrillton Mr. Percy Stout, a

friend of Mr. Irwin and the best hunter of the neighbor-
hood. Unfortunately, Mr. Stout was out of town, being
across the river on a deer hunt. Mr. Irwin was, however,
well acquainted with the country we were to shoot over,
so in the early morning we acquired a good double rig
and a poor nigger driver, and sallied forth before the
mists were cleared away from the "mountain" at the
edge of town—a hill which will be a mountain some day,
or which anyhow is laid out all right for one.
Over the mountain, we crossed, a creek, along whose

bottomlands the fog still hung white and heavy. Here
the dogs began to work, but we called them in, as our
drive was to be six to eight miles out in all. We had
along two brace, Mr. Irwin's pointers and those brought
from the North by Dick. One of the latter, the long one,
Nip, showed the speed and nearly the size of a lightning
palace train, and we allowed he wouldn't last till night if

ne kept that up. Ham, or Jack, as Mr. Irwin alternately
called his stub and twist little pepper and salt fellow, was
also out and away. This dog never would ride in any sort
of a vehicle, and seemed to be practically tireless. The
two canine ladies were more dignified, and were con-
tent to stay in the wagon and crawl all over the occu-
pants.

The First Bevy.

The sun was just beginning to roll up the fog into sheets
and pillow cases, when we pulled up on top of a high
ridge which skirted the bottomlands over which we were
to shoot. We cast down a little cottonfield, Mr. Irwin
working to the right and Dick taking his brace to the left.

It was a lovely scenting morning and the cover was cer-
tainly promising.

"Well, here surely is a good cover for a bevy," said
Dick, as we followed a hedge row down into "a little

weedy hollow by the cottonfield. His prophecy was good,
for Nip made game, though being of limited experience
on birds he could not hit it off right at first. The other,
Gyp, was of wider field experience and very quickly knew
what to do. She made a rapid cast and was just at point
when Nip, with fire in his eye, came clattering through
the tall weeds looking for something he had lost. The
noise in the weeds put the birds up wild and they went
off at a. great pace.
Meantime we heard Mr. Irwin's gun, and working on

over after our bevy found that his birds were marked
down on practically the same piece of ground as ours, a
heavy and tangled thicket near some tall young timber.
Here the dogs got plenty of work, and we began to pick
up a few birds. I very quickly saw that I was out with a
couple of hot-class ones that day. Mr. Irwin I had seen
shoot before in the field, but though I had seen Dick Mer-
rill often at the traps and knew he was a clinker there, I
had never shot in the field with him. He didn't do any-
thing but kill a double the first thing—which he did a good
many times later in the day—and then he and Mr. Irwin
began to get them all kinds of ways. We had lots of fun
in this little corner. I suppose I ought to remember just
how many birds we took out of our pockets when we
reached the wagon, but I don't. It was quite a handsome
little bunch of them, though.

Delectable Country.

And now before us, further than we could see in the
early morning, there stretched as pretty a bit of country
as every made scene for the sport of shooters. Let us say
two miles wide and four or five long, and flat as a floor,

lay the bottom land, covered with corn, cotton, grass,
weeds and burrs—as good a country for quail as ever lay
out of doors, no matter what the climate. This, our guide
informed us, was a strip of country on which he had made
some of his heaviest bags in earlier seasons.
We spread out and started in at the upper end of the

flat, and before we were fairly started in Dick's dogs had
a bevy nailed, and he got a double. Mr. Irwin, getting a
shot at one of the bevy as it came in over him, killed it

very handsomely. And the ball was on.
From that time on I need not describe the fun. In fact,

I can't. Again there was too much of it, too many birds,
too much good shooting, to work into the description of a
shooting day. We all had good guns—cylinder right
barrels and open lefts—for the sport, our loads were per-
fect, the dogs were lovely, the day was pleasant and the
birds were there. No ingredient therefore, was missing.
During the day we put up twenty-odd bevies, and had

we worked on down more rapidly to the further end of
the plot, where we found so many birds in the evening,
we should have seen yet more, for we learned that Percy
Stout had been among the bevies when we first started in,

which meant a perceptible thinning down, the same Percy
being a bad man with a shotgun. As it was, we did most
of our work early and most of our shooting late. I don't
know how many birds we killed in all, but I know I kept
track up to 75 and think we had somewhere between that
and 100, probably 89 or 77, or something like that. Those
two men surely did make me walk and shoot.
Somebody or other, or may be more than that, lately

found fault with me for telling how to skin quail. Said
it was no good way to fix quail, because quail ought to be
picked. Of course they ought, of course. If a fellow
hasn't got anything but time, he can sit around and pick

quail, and it isn't against the law to do that, so far as T
know. I have eaten picked quail in a country where
there weren't any quail. Likewise, I have eaten skinned
quail, in a country where there were quail. It's this way:
Down East, they count quail and pick them. Down South,
they don't count 'em and don't pick 'em. Bless my heart,
if I had to pick all the quail I could kill in Arkansas in a
day, I never would go shooting. Quail are like oysters;
you can skin and eat 30 or 40 of them, without wasting
any time, and not feel any the worse for it. At least, that
is the way I felt along toward evening. Dick felt the
same way. In fact, our hotel, in revenge for the break-
fast I had eaten, had composed for us three adult men a
lunch consisting of four biscuit, two small parti-colored
apples and a piece of sponge cake. But here let us draw
a veil.

Plenty of Game.
During the day we startled from their feeding grounds

in the corn a great gang of Canada geese, and saw them
come out again from the river later in the day. We
heard a great many geese honking out on the bars of the
river, and it seemed that if one were prepared for it and
cared to take the trouble, he could have gotten a goose
without much trouble, as the flyway was easily located.
Dick's dogs went fairly wild in their hunting for a while,

for they had never seen so many birds in their lives, but
after a time they steadied down and showed the making of
a very good pair of bird dogs. The short, fat one stood the
day better than the long, lean one. The latter lost a lot
of his exuberance along in the evening, for the weather
was quite warm, and he was just recovering from the
grip. Nancy and Jack, Mr. Irwin's brace, behaved like a
perfect lady and gentleman. Poor Jack, since then I
learn that he has gone over the range, a sudden malady
having cut short his merry and sturdy young life, as I
have elsewhere stated.

And so, we saw quail, quail, quail, all day long, until
their scent no longer excited the green dogs, and until
their whirring flight no longer disturbed our nerves. One
bevy would go down into the cover, and we would put up
another bevy while we were looking for it. Once, in the
evening, Dick and I put up three bevies at the same time,
and Mr. Irwin was at that moment shooting in another
not 150yds. to our right. Out of that rise, singularly
enough, Dick knocked down three birds and. never got
one of them. He laid down his hat to help mark, and
lost his hat for quite a while. The dogs got rattled and
went to pointing singles, and Dick had to give up his
birds. We left part of these scattered birds on a bit of
level ragweed cover when the wagon came up, for we
already had a bag big enough for anybody, and both dogs
and men were tired and hungry.

Percy Stout Had Results.

In the North you go hunting, and you get plenty of air

and sunshine and walking and poetry, but you don't get
anything else. You have to go home to your wife—if

you have any—and explain all about it, and tell how it

happened, and what a good time you had. In short, you
have to bring back explanations and not results. Now,
it's results that count in this sinful world. The fellow
who has results doesn't have to make many explanations.
In the South you bring back results and not explanations
when you come from your hunt. As see below-
On our way in we overtook a horseman who was plod-

ding along on muleback, if a horseman can be doing that
—anyhow he was. Him Mr. Irwin recognized to be Mr.
Percy Stout, the missing friend who was out hunting.
After salutations and introductions, the first question was:
"What luck?"
"Oh, we've got three deer coming along in the wagon

behind," said Mr. Stout carelessly. "We ought to have
had more, but we had a pleasant hunt. We chased a big
buck right across your quail ground here once to-day. Of
course we got a lot of squirrels and things. We've been
camped out on the bluff over there, across the river, three
or four days, andwe had a lot of good runs with the dogs,

though some of our men didn't understand their business

very well. There's a good deal of sign over in there, and
plenty of deer, too." It was evident then that Mr. Stout
had more results than the single fox squirrel we saw
dangling at his saddle.

At this stage of the game Dick wanted to stop the
wagon and get right out and go deer hunting. Mr. Stout
smiled gravely and assured him that it was "no trouble to

get a deer." Later on, Mr. Stout called at our hotel in

the village, that evening, and we had a long talk with
him over the game question. He reported quail and squir-

rels unending and a few turkeys. Traveling much all

over the section he knows the game supply as thoroughly
as any man of the State, perhaps. He told us that in the

Nations one could still get quail, chickens, deer and tur-

key on the same hunt, and further stated that he thought
he could get a deer or so by going about forty miles from
where we were.

"If you gentlemen could only stay here a little longer,"

said he, "we'd get a wagon and go up country thirty or

forty miles on a camp hunt into a wilder part of the State.

We would surely show you bear, deer and turkey, and
would jolt you up a bit on some of the rough roads. Or,

if you can't stay now, and can get down in here next fall,

we'll go then. You'll be down next fall, won't you?"

To this question I could only shake my head in doubt.

Dick, however, who has fewer cares to restrain him than
most folks, perhaps, practically concluded on a trip for

next fall with Mr. Stout after deer, turkey and bear.

Some or all of these they will get if they go, for there is

no better posted hunter of that section than Mr. Stout, and
as we have seen, he brings in results and not explana-

tions.

To be Continued.

We sat late that night talking, and after parting with
our friend for the night, we bribed the singularly and
uniquely worthless nigger who officiated as porter to give

us an early call for the 4 A. M. train in to Little Rock.

He didn't do it. If he had, it might have been different

with the creases in Dick's trousers.

But I presume it will add interest to the next section of

this story if I postponed till then the account of what hap-
pened to Dick's trousers and the creases thereof. This I

promise to be of thrilling interest. You know, it was all

dark in the early morning, and the train had whistled,

and we were all hurrying as fast aswe could— But there

,

this is to be continued, and there's plenty of time about it.

E. Hough,
900 SEOTarry Building, Chicago.
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TRANSPLANTING QUAIL.

Much activity has been shown this year by clubs and
individuals in stocking the covers with quail. The birds

are procured in the West and the South, most of those of

the West being shipped from Kansas, whose peculiar law
is commented on in our editorial columns.

Pennsylvania.

In reply to an inquiry from this office, Alderman David
L. Deen, of Lancaster, Pa., wrote us under date of Feb.

26: "About the 12th of January, 1894, we received from
Chas. Payne, of Wichita, Kan., 115 dozen quail. They
came to us in first-class condition, healthy and strong,

only nine having died in shipping. They were immedi-
ately distributed among the members, every member
taking care of his own birds. They are doing very well,

the most of the birds being kept in coops. We feed wheat,
screenings, buckwheat and millet, giving plenty of water,

gravel and greens, such as cabbage, lettuce and water
cress. We will liberate our birds in pairs about the mid-
dle of March if the weather is good. We expect to have
good shooting in this county next fall. It is an experi-

ment with us. We had plenty of quail here until last

winter, when the snow destroyed nearly all. We have
placed another order with Mr. Payne for quail, which we
expect in a few days. David L. Deen,
"Sec'y Lancaster County Game Protective Association."

The Game and Fish Protective Association of Potts-

ville was less successful in its importation of birds from
Tennessee. The Pottsville Journal of Feb. 5 reported
that of the 180 quail received from Tennessee some were
very lively, but about 46 of them must have bien handled
very lively by the railroad crews. One agent at Cincin-
nati wrote the word "dead" on several crates, and when
the birds got here they were so dead that even a benevo-
lent looking pointer owned by Frank Seltzer turned
away with disgust. One crate contained only one live

bird. The other birds were dead. It is believed that a
number of the birds were dead when shipped.

The Roxborough Gun Club adopted a novel scheme for
raising funds for quail. They held an all-day shoot at

clay targets for valuable prizes on Christmas Day on the
grounds at Snawmont, the proceeds of the tournament
being applied to purchasing quail to stock the woods along
the Wissahickon Creek. A considerable sum was also

donated by the members and their friends for the pur-
pose.

Connecticut.

Mr. A. C. Collins, President of the Colt Hammerless
Gun Club, of Hartford, writes that the club "subscribed
$50, and its members $50 more for the purchase of live

quail for ^stocking grounds not posted in towns adjacent
to Hartford. Some of the sportsmen (not all of them) in
this city 'chipped in' some funds, and we have ordered
thirty-five dozen live quail. We have received already
twenty-five dozen. These birds are to be kept by persons
interested until spring, when we propose to liberate the
quail in pairs."

Rhode Island.

Several lots of birds have been put out in Rhode Island
by the State Association, though with doubtful success.
A writer in the Providence Evening Bulletin wrote the
other day:

It is stated that the 150 Southern quail which were liberated on Pru-
dence Island in December last, none have been seen since the heavy
fall of snow which occurred two weeks ago, and it is feared that they
have all perished. It is also stated that a bevy of twenty Southern
quail, which were liberated recently in another section of the State,
were found dead in the snow. So it seems that we cannot depend on
Southern birds for restocking, unless they can be kept in captivity
during the winter and liberated in the spring. Our native quail are
much more hardy than those from the South, and can endure any de-
gree of cold if their supply of nourishment is sufficient.
In placing food for them, which may consist of rye, corn, buck-

wheat, oats or hayseed, it should be put in or near their known haunts
on a southern exposure,where the snow soon melts, or a place cleared
of snow and covered with evergreens, raised about a foot from the
ground, which will prevent the food from being covered by subse-
quent falls of snow and furnish a shelter from storms aud birds of
prey. Another excellent place is around spring holes, where the snow
always melts as rapidly as it falls. It is to be hoped our farmers will
do all they can to help the quail survive the winter, and there is no
doubt their sportsmen friends will remunerate them for any food
which they may supply, and the pleasant note of Bob White will cheer
them in their labors next summer.

Our correspondent "Tode" wrote us of a lot of quail
put out in the Blackstone Valley that the farmers on
whose land they were put have offered to feed them if the
association would pay for the grain.

Not all Ehode Island farmers, however, appear to
believe in fostering the game supply. Something of the
animus of one class, at least, may be inferred from what
"Warwick Farmer" writes in the Providence Journal:

I have noticed several articles In the Journal upon stocking the
State with quail, and their poor success, which is not altogether
owing to our severe winters, for, while the farmers like to have the
quail around and to hear them whistle, they do not like to have their
farms overrun in the fall by a mess of apparently lawless hunters
with their dogs, which generally do more or less damage before they
leave, and no farmer dare leave his farm to go to church of a Sunday
or any other day for fear of a visit from this class of marauders.
Nine-tenths of the damage done to sheep by dogs has been from the
red setters, as they do not bark to give warning of their presence.
The farmers in general in this section will do all they can to prevent
the multiplication of game of all sorts for this reason, for extermina-
tion is our only resort, for the aggressors are generally worthless,
irresponsible parties, their sole capital being invested in a gun and
dog, and don't own ground enough to be buried upon. I would sug-
gest that parties who wish to raise quail or other game purchase
some of our abandoned farms and stock them with game; then they
can do all the hunting they please upon their own ground and nobody
can object. Much more could be written upon this subject, showing
how young quail are shot and sold in the markets that would not
weigh 4oz., and how flocks that have been brought up in our own
barnyards have been exterminated by gunners that had no more right
to them than to our hens and turkeys. Suffice it to say that you can-
not raise quail on somebody else's land. .

A correspondent who sends us this well remarks: "I
enjoy an occasional day in the woods and endeavor to
injure no man's property upon whose land I go. There
are, of course, two sides to this question, but it seems to
me that destroying the game, of which there is now little

enough, is not a very manly way to settle it. The same
parties would probably take fruit or anything else they
wanted if the game was all killed off, and no sportsman
worthy of the name would willfully injure any man's
property."

Tennessee.
Some time ago a few of our interested citizens, includ-

ing Tate L. Earnest, J. M. Fink, J. B. Simpson and others,
says the Jone3boro Herald, raised a sum to be used in the
purchase of quail to stock some of the farms in this

0 wnty, $q far about five or six dozen have been received

and turned out on some of the farms selected as suitable

localities. It is hoped that the people in the neighbor-
hoods in which the birds have been liberated will take
sufficient interest in the matter to see that they are

afforded legal protection, and if needed given some food,

although the latter will not likely be necessary. The move
is one that is creditable to the gentlemen concerned, and
should meet with appreciation from all.

West Virginia.

The Parkersburg (W.Va.) Gun Club have received
twenty-three dozen quail from Memphis, Tenn., which
will be distributed throughout the county to replace the
birds which had become almost extinct in that neighbor-
hood. W. Edward Wick.

Nebraska.
Chadron, Neb., March Q.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Noticing in your issue of Oct. 28, 1893, an inquiry as to

the practical results of quail-stocking enterprises, I am
pleased to report gratifying success in this (Dawes) county.
In the spring of 1885 Mr. T. J. Wilson, locally known as

"Happy" Wilson, brought from Missouri two pairs of quail

and turned them loose at his homestead east of this city.

These quail seemed to do well from the start. On July 4.

1890, while attending a picnic in the vicinity I was sur-

prised to hear the familiar note of Bob White in this

strange land. Suffice it to say that Bowery dancing, red
lemonade and frontier oratory lost their charm, while I

made a still-hunt for Bob, and watched him a long time,

totally unknown to him, until my admiration drew me
too close and frightened him away. In the winter of 1892
I found coveys on Beaver and Chadron creeks about
twenty miles apart, and this winter on White River.

Local sentiment has been the only protection afforded
these birds, and they are now becoming sufficiently plen-
tiful to afford fine sport. Our open winters seem to be
especially favorable for their increase. L. A. C.

A GEORGIA BIRD HUNT.
In the spring of 1893 I wrote you a short letter on "Tur-

key Hunting in Middle Georgia." You expressed the de-
sire to have me write again. In these hard times (for

Georgia has not escaped the general depression) we look
about us to see where we may economize, but find it hard
to give up the-weekly issue of Forest and Stream. Has
it not truly become a necessity? Well, it seems so, at least

to me, as I find myself looking forward to each Monday
for several days prior to its coming. I have been getting
the paper of late from a local book dealer. For years I

was a constant subscriber, and after a lapse of several
years I find I enjoy it as well as ever. It was a standing
joke with the "Madame" when I told any game story, fish

yarn or big snake item, to remark, "That came from the
Forest and Stream, didn't it?" I never enjoyed the in-

sinuation, as it reflected on Forest and Stream, for why
should not the majority of the interesting articles be true?

I believe most of the articles, but some I read cum grano
salts, and suppose most readers do. Itis with delight that I

follow a true sportsman in his roamings, as I find myself
praising one for his good shots and blaming him for his

bad ones. I am free to confess I love the paper, as it always
brings brightness and is refreshing to my mind when I

read it. It was my purpose to write you of a Christmas
hunt, but I am wandering from my subject, though I

trust my slight praise of your worthy self will excuse my
digression.
As to the hunt. It was Christmas of 1893. I felt a dis-

position to ride over my old familiar hunting ground,
more for the sake of old associations, as I did not expect
to kill many birds. My mind took me back several years
when I could find eight or ten bevies of birds there in a
day's shoot, and when I generally killed from fifteen to
twenty-five birds; where I shot over my handsome black
pointer Pete, sired by Pete, Jr., and he by Strong's Pete,
of Dedham, Mass. Many a time has he pointed when I

had to stop and admire his style and beauty, longing for
an artist to give me his picture. But he has passed away
and his like I fear I will not own soon. There too I

killed many birds over a setter—cross from Elcho Irish

and Laverack, and who, when in his prime, would find

as many birds as any dog I ever shot over. Over these
two dogs I made a score one winter of twenty-five birds
out of thirty-seven shots, and the next season over the
same ground the same score—quite a coincidence.

I find myself living over the past and this calls to mind
a hunt I took there with two ministerial friends and
brethren. Both were fair shots and we bagged thirty-

five birds. We had found a covey of birds, and after

flushing them mounted our horses to follow, when I

observed that one of my dogs had pointed a single. I

rode forward, followed by the others, and had gone but a
short distance when I heard a noise, and turning back
discovered the Professor turning a somersault over his

horse's head, which had stepped into a rotten stump
hole. He was soon up and unhurt, while I had to laugh
at the amusing figure he cut. I could but remark that I

had often heard of ministerial acrobats, but had never
before seen one in the performance of the very act. I
have laughed over it many a time since then.
Well, after breakfast I took my gun and dog, made my

way, saddled my old horse, crossed the Ocmulgee close by
and at nine o'clock departed for the old grounds four
miles away. I soon reached the fields and found at once
a small bevy in few yards of where I had so often found
them before. My pointer was wild and going with the
wind, ran amuck the covey and flushed them. I soon
dismounted and followed them,walking along some small
pines, flushed a bird, took snap shot and scored a miss.

Soon I get up two more, get one shot, bag it, locate the
fourth bird that flushed, follow it, flush unexpectedly but
grass him easily. I go back and soon three more get up;
with my right I make a beautiful shot, hit the left hard
but to my surprise he does not fall, I follow close on and
Max soon pins him down, and as I approach he moves on
and gathers in the dead bird. One more flush, another
bird is bagged and I leave the remnant for future breeding.
I mount my horse, move forward and a quarter mile on
my dog gets scent of small batch of birds, and after faith-
ful and long working locates them in an open field, hav-
ing passed near them twice. I saw one on the ground,
flushed it, "knocked it into pie," quickly wheeling fired

at another but scored a miss. I followed, and going into
a thick place Max points—the bird flushed and I was
delighted to see him fall, as I made one of the seeming
impossibles, as it had to be killed by shooting through a

thick hawe bush. Soon another point and equally satis-

factory kill. Surely, I thought, "I am in my shooting
jacket to-day."

I went a half mile further on before I found another
bevy, and it, too, had been depleted^ got only one shot on
the rise, which I bagged. Two more shots, both hit, but
I failed to bag. I covered quite a large, territory before I

found the next batch. Spent about fifteen minutes to

lunch before locating these, however, and felt much
refreshed. Failed to down my first shot but bagged the

second. Following on Max soon pointed and there was
my first bird stone dead. A snap shot and a miss after

much hunting. Four more were found, only one shot

and another bird is bagged. I soon found one of these,

and seeing it on the edge of a thicket in a small gully, I

went between it and the bushes hoping to force it into the

open, but it was too smart for me and whipped around the

pines. I took a snap shot but scored a miss. I soon
flushed another and my little 16 hammerless has sent him
to grass as limp as a rag.

I mount and hasten over old familiar ground. Soon
Max gives unmistakable evidence of birds; he hunts hard
but fails to locate, I then pass the home of my farmer
friend, Mr. Edwards, who has so often invited me to shoot
on his place, and there I see a merry party of young
people enjoying the Christmas holiday. Soon I pass over
ground where I remember having killed nine birds out of

a bevy, my companion bagging only one. Soon I find a
batch of four birds and on the rise I got nothing. Soon I

get a rise and bag a long shot. Looking up a bird which
I had badly wounded, Max* finds five or six more. • I
killed with my right, having made a very poor shot with
my left barrel. I located only one bird, the rest having
flown over a hill where I could not find them. I soon had
a beautiful left-quartering shot, and at the crack of the
little hammerless he "tumbled to the racket."

I had not gone more than a quarter of a mile before

Max showed signs of birds. I dismounted as he worked
through hedge, fearing he would flush, and soon found
him on a point. The birds got up badly, and I got only
one shot, which I failed to bag. I marked one down and
thought the covey had pitched in a beautiful place, but
found the only bird that lingered was running and feared

I would miss him, but put him to grass in good style.

The rest had flown. Two hundred yards further on and
Max soon had one pointed. I killed this one, scored a
miss, bagged one, badly wounded the next, but lost it, as

I wheeled quickly to my right to send another to grass.

Would have gotten the wounded bird could I have marked
it down. I was content with that covey, and left a few
"for seed."
Moving on toward home, I was surprised to see Max

show signs of birds, having passed about out of the

grounds. Dismounting and tying my horse, I follow the

dog, who soon locates them. They rise badly. I score a
miss with first barrel, but kill a long shot with second. I

mark two nearly down, and follow them with the last

shells I have in my gun. Coming suddenly upon one
which takes wing, I score a miss. A long shot is made,
immediately the bird soars high in the air, and I know he
is mine. He soon pitches forward, and I bag my twenty-

first bird with thirty-seven shots, only four to five miles

from the city, and I am back before sunset, having had a
delightful day, with the exception of the lonesomeness of

hunting alone.
Thus ended my Christmas hunt, and greatly to my sur-

prise I had found so many birds. I thought they had all

been killed in that neighborhood. Old Subscriber.

Georgia.

KNOWING ONE'S GUN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Every practical, experienced and intelligent huntsman

knows that to obtain the best service from a dog, and to

fully appreciate and enjoy its work, we must, first of all,

make ourselves familiar with its individual qualities and
disposition. Quite the same rule applies to the shotgun.
With the very best barrel material, the most improved
machinery and tools, and the highest skilled labor at his

command, it is impossible for a gunmaker to produce two
guns, yes, even two barrels of the same gun, with precisely

similar shooting qualities, and why? Because the condi-

tions governing these qualities are only partly known to

him and within his control.

The momentum of elasticity or expansion, for instance,

which plays quite an important factor in regard to the

shooting quality of a shotgun, is beyond the control of

the gunmaker; and yet this very feature of the barrel

material accounts, to a great extent, for the well-known
phenomenon that some guns will not shoot one particular

propelling agent nearly so well as another. The vari-

ous powders develop their gases under different conditions,

and whenever these conditions are in close harmony with
the expansive qualities of the barrel, we may, as a rule,

look for good and uniform results and vice versa.

It is nothing exceptional to find that a gun will shoot a
load less satisfactorily at one time than at another and
under different climatical conditions. We know that

even the bullet of a rifle, owing to the effect of the influ-

ence of temperature upon the powder, will describe a
different curve in its flight in winter from that during
summer, and yet the rifle is much less capricious in its

behavior than the shotgun.
For several reasons a particular gun or barrel will do

the best service with a certain size and load of shot, and
a slight increase or decrease of the powder charge
frequently has a great bearing upon a gun's shooting
qualities. Only quite recently I repeatedly experienced
and established the fact that even such a slight difference

as that existing between shot No. 7 and 7£ has a bearing
upon the behavior of a gun.
Strange as it appears, some guns will actually put a

smaller number of pellets No. 7* into the 30in. circle than
No. 7, some guns again will shoot No. 6 shot better than
No. 3 or 4. The relations between the cartridge chamber
and the soul of the barrel are often such as to render a
gun particularly susceptible to the wadding material both
in point of elasticity and diameter.

It can hardly be expected from the gunmaker that he
should establish for every gun he puts out the best suited

load. Even if he did, the gunner would be very little

benefited by such work unless he would employ some
load as found to suit the gun best. The shooter must de-

termine the proper load himself or have this done by
others. When the sportsman carries out such a test, he
should bear in mind that a good pattern deserves only to
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be called so in case the corresponding velocity or striking

force reaches the standard value. This last-named ques-

tion is much more difficult to solve than many imagine.

In the first place a distinction must be made between the

penetrative facilities and striking force of the pellets.

These pellets, which are propelled by a very high velocity,

i. e. , imparted with a comparatively great striking force,

cannot and will not penetrate a paper pad or any other

object so deep as the pellets of a shot cloud propelled by a

lower velocity.

In view of this fact all tests carried out by means of a
paper or card board pad are generally based on false

premises and lead to erroneous conclusions. The results

of such tests are worthless and misleading.

A certain class of shooters, again, are guided in their

choice for ammunition by the high scores made by others

|

with a certain load; they do not consider that a load

which may do good service in one gun is likely to behave
properly in another, and that they not only act foolishly

in employing the same ammunition, but assume a great

risk in doing so.

A 3in. shell, for instance, can be forced into a gun bar-

rel chambered for a 2fin. shell, it can readily be exploded
too, but what the result may be is another question.

Under favorable circumstances the gunner employing
such a shell not suited for his gun may only experience a

"kick," creating an impression as though his gun had
suddenly been transformed into a hind leg of a mule, but

he may also see his gun go to pieces.

There is no occasion for going to such extremes in the

way of a powder charge and shot load to kill a pigeon as

some gunners do. To boil a potato, boiling water is re-

quired, but as soon as the water has reached the boiling

point no amount of extra fuel will facilitate the process

much further. To kill a pigeon, a certain sum of striking

I
force is required, not quite as high as that necessary to

[
kill an elephant. The penetrative force of pellets is gov-

erned by a maximum, whenever this is reached, no extra

powder charge will serve to increase it still further. The
chances of hitting a bird with a gun of a certain caliber

and size shot, too, are subject to certain laws,£and these

laws will not give away to any artificial enforcement.
As a rule, the gunneremploying a gun of 12-bore cannot

increase his killing chances much by enlarging his shot
load beyond l^oz. of shot No. 7. I know that this asser-

tion will not meet the views of many trap-shooters, but I

make it all the same, and stand ready to admit my mis-
take as soon as they prove to me that I am wrong. I

cannot, however, yield to any superstitious belief—I want
facts, indisputable facts, as I shall here name them in
regard to the relations of the striking force between a
load consisting of 1-Joz. of shot and 3drs. of Schultze, and
3ldrs. of the same powder and ljoz. of shot No. 7, both
loads to be employed for a 12-bore gun. It is claimed for

the heavy load that it will kill further than the light one.

Now, let us see what the facts in the premises are: At
50yds. from the muzzle the standard or light load will

show a velocity of 770ft. , and the velocity of the heavier
load at the same point is 760ft., or 10ft. less than that of
the former. The muzzle velocity of both loads is about
the same, or only 2ft, higher with the heavier load. What
has the gunner employing the load gained? He has suc-

ceeded in increasing the recoil about 25, the bursting
strain or pressure in the gun barrel about 35 per cent.

,

that's all.

I have recently been called upon to determine for a
number of shotguns the most suitable loads. From 16
guns tested eight proved to shoot Schultze powder better
than any other. In nearly all cases the wadding material
had to be chosen with due regard of the relation between
cartridge chamber and soul of barrel. Four guns made
the best showing with Walsrode powder, and two with
E. C. and American wood powder respectively.

A Purdy gun produced with Schultze powder, wadded
in a certain manner, and l^oz. No. 7 shot, an average pat-
tern in the 30-inch circle at 40yds.—right barrel 234, left

barrel 244 pellets. A Scott gun produced with Walsrode
powder an average pattern—right barrel 232, left barrel
245 pellets. One gun, a Francotte, did best with Schultze
powder in the right, E. C. powder in the left barrel.

In one case fully 300 shots were fired before the proper
load was established for the left barrel of a gun which
proved very stubborn and would not put more than 190
pellets in the 30-inch circle. The same barrel finally pro-
duced an average pattern of 230 pellets.

The pellets found in the 30-inch circle must be judged
also in point of distribution. If a gun is patterned for
pigeon shooting, a skeleton of a pigeon is placed in the
center of the target; if for ducks, that of a duck is substi-

tuted. By counting the pellets found in the skeleton, and
considering the force at impact of each pellet, a pretty
fair conclusion can be drawn as to the chances of hitting
and killing for every load employed. Armin Tenner,

TEXAS GAME INTERESTS.
San Antonio, Tex.—In May, 1890, a State sportsmen's

convention was called in the city of Waco, which was
attended by over fifty gentlemen, who began at once a
"campaign of education" in the State. Later on Mr. John
Gilbert, of Houston, organized the Harris County Game
Protective Association, and in connection with Mr.
Guessaz, of San Antonio, prepared a game bill, which was
presented to the legislative body at Austin at the last

meeting. The bill was iron-clad in every respect, making
possession of game primafacie evidence of guilt and pro-
viding fat fines for any violation of any of its provisions.
It passed the Senate but was killed in the House by only
seven votes. That is the situation in a nutshell.
But this is not all. This great State, with its boundless

territory, at one time overrun with the nimble-legged
deer, has a Governor who at present is under bond for
violating the game law in Nacogdoches county. In Feb-
ruary, over a month deep into the chase season, this man,
who should have set the example as a sportsman, as the
foremost citizen of the State, hied himself to the wilds of
Nacogdoches county, kills a deer when the law forbids it

and when he is spoken to for a statement by a representa-
tive of the press, replies that he thought that "Nacog-
doches county was exempt from the application of the
law." A great excuse for a sportsman to make, isn't it?

Of course Mr. Hogg is so benighted that he does not know
that even if the good law on the books of Texas does not
apply, there is an unwritten law which is engraved on the
innermost lining of a true sportsman's soul, which reads:
"Thou shalt not kill at seasons set aside by nature as
mating time,"

STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Plank.—The sale of game should be forbidden at all

times.—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

Boston, Mass., March 14.—Editor Forest and Stream:
While approving of your new "platform plank" prohibit-
ing marketing of game, I am not so sure that it is not so
radical a departure that it will fail to receive the support
of many who might be led to favor a less stringent meas-
ure. Would it not be better to start off with a plank
of no marketing or possession of game in close season?
This would clean out the cold storage warehouses, that

in this vicinity are filled up in January and February with
game and carried over until open season in the fall. For
instance, pinnated grouse are exposed the day season
opens in Quincy Market (and I doubt not elsewhere in the
country), that have lain in cold storage since the deep
snow of the previous winter. Clammy, slimy, water-
soaked pieces of flesh that will become putrid in a few
hours' time if not cooked, are palmed off on the misin-
formed public as "the first of the season." Anyone can
easily distinguish them from season birds, as they are ex-
posed for sale denuded of feathers ready for the cook; and
good reason why, as it requires but a stroke or two of the
hand when feathers and skin readily slip off the body,
being in first stage of putridity. And again they are
offered all prepared for cooking at from 50 to 75 cents per
pair less than fresh unpicked and undrawn birds.

Further, to-day in Quincy Market, in Market street

commission houses and throughout the city, grouse, quail
and venison are more plenty than at any time for the
past year. Why? Simply because the trappers and
market-hunters, aided by the deep snows, are getting in

their work. Boston for years has been the dumping
ground for illegally-killed game. Great efforts have been
made in times past to regulate the traffic, but the parties

who sell grass seed when grouse are out of season, in fact

are ready to sell anything for a commission, backed by
capital which carries legislative influence, have thus far

been enabled to cany their point. Their Interests are
now carefully looked after every election by men who are
known to be in sympathy, and I understand they now
are fortified by having one of their choice on the legisla-

tive committee upon fisheries and game. The society

supposed to have special care of game, the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association, have never seem-
ingly dared to take positive and aggressive grounds
against the Market street dealers, and the consequence is

that for the past few years those who wish to see the fast

disappearing game saved from total annihilation are com-
pelled to keep quiet, no protest to the Fish and Game
Commissioners would avail, as their time was taken up
by the exacting duties of junket trips on the Ocean Gem.
See Boston newspaper reports of legislative action regard-
ing repair of said State pleasure yacht.
My idea for the preservation of fish and game is to

energetically carry out the practice followed in Maine

—

with possibly some slight variation,|and which has proven
to be of so much value to that State, because it has been
faithfully executed, and is as follows:

Make any common carrier punishable by a fine of not
less than $500 who transports game out of the State in

close season.
Make it a criminal offense to kill, sell or have in posses-

sion game in close season with a fine of not less than $25
for first offense, double that for second, and imprisonment
for not less than six months or more than two years for

third or succeeding offenses.

Pass these two laws and then tax every gun $2 per year,

this fund to be used by game commissioners to carry the
law into effect. This will enable them to employ com-
petent officers to detect [and bring offenders to punish-
ment.

Finally, let the commissioners of game be men who
have the ability, are competent and interested in the pre-

servation of game, making the office one of responsibility

rather than of ornament.
My judgment is that if these laws were passed and

proper officers selected to execute them, the crying neces-

sity which prompted this new "plank" will be largely

done away with. The killing with a gun is not what has
destroyed the game, it is the trap and snare, and in close

season during heavy snow—and the modern cold storoge

warehousing of the game. Regulate the season when it

may be killed, allow none to be had in possession at any
other time, and faithfully execute the law; this will do
more to save our fgame than anything else, with all due
respect. Mr. Editor, you and I both know that it is

possible to make laws which cannot be executed, and in

many States the statutes are now cumbered with such;
let us then rather make what we can execute and call

upon all good citizens to aid us.

With an experience of twenty-five years, I may send
you some ideas on planting of game birds, particularly in

New England. W. W. Castle.

Dansville, N. Y., March.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The consensus of opinion of a majority of your corres-

pondents seems to be along the line of prohibiting the
sale of game, and after a careful reading of what they
have to say I am forced to the conclusion that the motive
of their protests is a purely selfish one. I am neither a
market-shooter nor have among my friends any who
practice that line of business, but I fail to see where
there is anything disreputable or wrong in it. I can
readily understand how a man might have the genuine
sporting instinct in his heart and yet through lack of

means be unable to gratify it unless he resorted to the

crime (?) of disposing of a part of it for money.
_
No one

certainly would question his right to do so; in fact, I

think lovers of the field would be glad that an impecu-
nious fellow sportsman was able to gratify his sporting

instincts so easily.

A market-shooter wastes no game; he goes out with no
crowd of enthusiasts into some distant well-stocked

region, far away from points where game cannot be
given away, much less sold, and in the excitement of

pursuit allow himself to destroy that which will only be
wasted. On the contrary, he looks to it that the ship-

ping facilities are the best and is careful that every head
arrives in market as sweet as a nut, where it goes to

minister to the comfort of those who enjoy wild food yet

lack the skill or opportunity of securing it in the field.

If it is to be illegal to sell game it must also be illegal to

give it away. There is a law that liquor can neither be
sold or given away without a license, and the same rule

should apply to game, If the law says to A, "You must

not shoot game for the market any more," it must also
say to B, "You must only shoot enough for your own
use and not do as you have been in the habit of doing.
That is, bring home a couple of barrels of ducks that you
couldn't use and distribute among your friends."
This utter selfishness on the part of your correspondents

is very sad to me. JI read between the lines that if a law
prohibiting the sale of game can be passed that the
market-shooter will be crowded out and the game that
would naturally fall before his gun and be eaten by the
people in general, would find its way instead into the
pockets of the favored sportsman and be eaten by his
family and friends. What logic! Isn't it patent to every
thinking mind that our game, provided by an all-wise
Providence, has a mission in the economy of life other
than to delight the killing instinct of the wealthy gunner,
who shoots for the same reason that he takes a hand at
draw poker or drives a fast horse—for the excitement of
the thing? Game was made not only to delight man in
the taking, but to eat. The gun cracks, the little puff of
feathers announcing the dead shot delights the sports-
man's eye. The grouse falls, is retrieved by the setter,
fondled by the shooter and put in the game pocket. Now
what? Why cooked and eaten, of course. The eating
must follow the shooting; just as certainly as the report
follows the pressure of the trigger.

It is rank nonsense to say that one man can shoot, kill
and eat game and another can't shoot, kill and sell game
that.somebody else eats. The advocates of this measure
are on the wrong tack; they don't consider how un-
American and petty such a law would appear on our
statute books. There is game enough for all if sportsmen
will bend their energies toward conserving it by looking
to the passage and maintenance of wise laws. Both
sportsmen and market-shooters can do their part by act-
ing in unison, instead of trying to deprive one another of
rights that are legitimate and honest. Taxing guns and
saying "you shan't" to market-hunters won't bring about
the desired result, but restocking and honest, concerted
action will. There is a growing sentiment to-day among
farmers looking toward the preservation of game, and as
they are the hope of the sportsmen their feelings and
ideas should be considered on all game measures. Get
the farmer boys interested, not by telling them that if

they bring a grouse or a couple of squirrels to town for
sale they will be arrested, but by teaching them how val-
uable the game on the farm is and asking them to wage
war on the destroyers of partridge and quail eggs, get
them to feed the birds in winter when the cruel crust and
icy coverings on the buds cut of their natural food sup-
ply. Don't mind the market-shooter, brother sportsmen,
he is with you, and will stay by you until the desired good
is obtained. H. W. D. L.

Danvers, Mass.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The best
game law I know of is to prohibit the sale of game alto-

gether. Such a law undoubtedly would make a howl of
much extent from the.market-shooters and marketmen,
but it would do the work as never done before. The mar-
ket is what exterminates our game, from the buffalo to
reed birds, and I think in due time such action will be
taken. J. W. B.

Ithaca, N. Y.—That's a good platform; one that will,

if carried into practical execution, replenish the game
supply and vouchsafe to us and those who are to come
after us, a perennial period of good shooting. Tompkins
county is cursed with the presence of the market-shooter,
more's the pity. Cut this individual's chief source of in-

come short and I verily believe the game ' supply problem
is solved. Keep up the fight, and drive the market-
shooter into other pursuits. It can be done, and Forest
and Stream is the paper to do it. M. C. H.

Rochester, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I am
acquainted with che planks of many platforms, and of
them all I should choose to stand on "The sale of game
should be forbidden at all times," O. S. B.

A Muclhen Tournament.
Los Angeles, Cal., March 11.— Editor Forest and

Stream: On the preserve of the Long Beach Gun Club,
the mudhens have become so numerous as to prove a
nuisance. They consume a great amount of food, which
otherwise the ducks would have, and in return they
afford no sport. In view of the above facts, the members
of the club have decided to hold a grand "mudhen tour-

nament," one week from to-day, the weather permitting.
The programme is about as follows:

At the invitation of the club, the sportsmen will as-

semble on the grounds, and will be assigned to their

positions, when the shooting will commence, at 9 A. M.
and last until about 5 P. M. No questions asked as to

how you bag your mudhens, take them as you can, ' 'pot

shots" and all.

There is a medal, with an appropriate inscription and a
mudhen engraved thereon, to be given to the man bring-

ing in the largest number of heads. There are also

various other prizes donated by the merchants of this

city, such as loaded shells, cigars, etc.

There will be a "barbecue" in connection with the
shoot, where the sportsmen will be treated to "barbecue
bull's heads d la Mexicano," and "eMZe con came" ad
libitum.

The affair is gotten up solely for the purpose of exter-

minating the mudhens, or at least to decrease their num-
bers, and incidentally to have a good time. Truly this

will be a novel shoot. I will inform you as to the result.

Culpepper.

American Testing Institution.

The names of the following gentlemen have been added
to the membership list: C. Howard Slater, Jersey City;

James N. Dupuy, president I. G. C. , Ironton, O. ; Chas. L,

Horner, Greensboro, N.C.; W. H. Gibbs, Saratoga Springs,

N. Y.; Geo. W. Coulston, New York city; Peter Gibson,

attorney at law, Cincinnati, O. ; Edward E. Fox, secretary

Cicero Gun Club, Oak Park, 111. ;
Percy F. Stone, secre-

tary Horicon Shooting Club, Chicago, 111. ; J. Henry Kerr,

attorney at law, Auburn, N. Y. ; C. L. Wilcox, secretary

Andover Rifle Club, West WiUiamsfield, O.; Erwin M.
Beale, attorney at law, Lewisburgh, Pa. ; O. D. Delano,
manager LeRoy Shot and Lead Works, New York city;

Edward L. Travis, attorney at law, Halifax, N. C. ; J. R,

Beam, New York city. Armin Tenner, Supt,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
\From our Staff Correspondent]

A Woolly Bear Country.

At the World's Fair, as I have earlier mentioned, I met
a Western newspaper man and former government scout,

Mr. J . W. Redington, who told me about some good bear
country, the best, in his opinion, now left in the West.
Asking Mr. Redington for such details as he could add, he
writes me as below. The unique letter head of the
Puyallup Commerce is worth facsimile reproduction, and
the copy of the paper which Mr. Redington adds is as
startling all the way through as the letter is at its start.

I am satisfied that Mr. Redington's bear story is due to

have wool on it, and know his friend is the right sort, but
some way I can't escape the idea that no bear hunt out
in that section will be quite complete unless Mr. Reding-
ton is along. Mr. Redington's full name is J.Watermelon
Redheadington, as his card implies. The letter follows:

Department of Bkar Hunting and Big Yarns—DICTATED.

THE GREAT PUYALLUP VALLEY IS THE HOTBED OF THE
HOP-VINE AND THE FRUIT-TREE.

• • MEMORANDUM • •

HOME RANCH OP

TJieOnlyPayallUD Commerce

Inkstigated by J. W. Redington.

A Western Washington Paper that
Never Cans Dogs, Barely Gets
Drunk, and Uses but Very
Little Profane Language.

$2.00 a year—in advance when it can
be got. Notary and Fire Insurance
Shop. Land .business Done in All
kinds of Weather, a Standard
Authority on Irrigating Oy.-
charts, Clam Trees, etc. Nine* *>srs

old and not a Bald Hair in its Head.
Bustles made from the Commerce
are not affected by electric wires.

Jan, S, '94

TO E. Hough,

Forest and Stream

Chicago

In answer to your elegant

epistle of last fall.

Dear Sir—Referring again to our conversation at World's Fair
about a good bear country, etc., I think that the man you want to ar-
range with is Capt. S. G. Fisher, present address Blackfoot, Idaho.
When I was scout and war correspondent in '77, 1 served under him,
and he is a man to tie to. You can read what Gen. Howard says of
him in his book "Chief Joseph; His Pursuit and Capture," page 231.

Capt. Fisher and his nephew have some quartz mines in the Salmon
River region, and they have complete pack and hunting outfits, and
they know every part of the wild region. Blackfoot is quite a town
on the Utah Northern R.R., about twenty miles from Pocatello, Idaho,
on the TJ. P. R.R. Anywhere near there would be a good point to
start on a hunt. And Capt. Fisher knows just where to go to get
game. When I went into the bear country I went from this side. But
come to figure on it now, I see that the best starting point now would
be from near Blackfoot or else from near the end of the Wood River
branch of the TJ. P. R. R. Capt. Fisher is an intelligent gentlemen, who
has been post trader and agent on the Bannock and Shoshone reserva-
tion for about twenty years. He resigned last spring to superintend
development work on his Fisher mine in the Salmon River region. My
last letter from him is from Blackfoot, Idaho, where he moved his
family when he left the agency at Ross Fork, Idaho. When I was there
last he had quite a collection of Indian curios, etc.

If you or any other Chicago gentlemen think of going after big
game, drop a line to Capt. Fisher, and if you can get him to rig up an
outfit and go you will never regret, it. He is a man among men.
Hoping to meet you at the No-Winter Fair, and that '94 will be pros-

perous to you and Forest and Stream, I am, very respectfully, etc.,

J. W. Redington.
Hoodoos.

There are such things as hoodoos. We had one in

Texas. It was a decoy duck with a broken nose. The
fellow who found that decoy in his fleet always had poor
luck, and was fortunate if he got back home without
getting wet. We tested this so often that no room re-

mained for doubt.
A Horned Doe.

There are such things as horned does (Virginia deer),

at least there is one nead of a horned doe at old man
Dorch's place at San Antonio, Texas. The head only
remains, but the testimony is direct and not to be doubted.

Expensive Head.
At San Antonio is Albert Friedrich's 78 points head,

which was illustrated in Forest and Stream. This head
cost in traveling expenses and all about $600. It could
not be bought for $1,000.

All Hens,
When the bluewing teal first appear in Texas from the

North in their migratory flight, they are all hens. You
will see no white bars on the head.^

To Load Buckshot.
To load buckshot so they will shoot close and even, put

in a loose layer, then separate the shot from each other,
by rolling up little spills of stiffish paper, letting these
stick up clear out of tne top of the shell. Then put in the
next layer of shot, which will be identical in arrangement
with the layer below. After all the layers are in, clip off

the tops of the paper rolls even with the top of the shell,

put in the wad and crimp. The shot will not jam or
scatter wildly, and this method of loading is better than
the use of bran, cornmeal or tallow. Percy Stout, of
Morrillton, Texas, devised this way. E. Hough.

" That reminds me."

While on a visit to a friend about a month ago, at

Montreal, the conversation turned upon the subject of

rats, which my friend stated were very troublesome in

his house, and so cunning as to defy all attempts to catch
them.

I mentioned a case where a rat had been troubling me
in my office, finally making his headquarters in one of
the drawers of my desk. I set a trap one Saturday night,
and was rewarded by finding in it on Sunday morning,
part of a rat's fore leg. On Tuesday night, hearing
a noise in the drawer, I called assistance and routed out
the rat, which we finally killed, and we found that the
injured member had been neatly gnawed off at the "el-

bow" joint, and was already perfectly healed.
"Oh!" said my friend, "you can't expect much from

country rats. If that had been a Montreal rat, now, he'd
have stolen one of your pen handles and made himself a
wooden leg."

Major X., a retired English officer, who lived some
months ago in the Credit Valley district, Ontario, used to

tell the following story of a wonderful pointer owned by
him:

"I went out fishing one day, accompanied as usual by
my dog. Our route lay along the bank of the river,

which was at the time remarkably clean. Suddenly the
dog wheeled around and pointed stiffly at the water, and
following the direction of his point I could dimly per-
ceive a large fish, though why the dog should point a fish,

I could not at the moment imagine. However, I adjusted
my tackle, put a minnow on the hook, cast my line, and
in less time than it takes to tell it, I had a fine pike on the
bank.
"As the dog still continued to point him, my curiosity

was aroused, and taking out my knife, I cut open the fish,

when the mystery was solved—there was a snipe in the
pike's belly." Pintail.

Soitsl P. Q.

Buffalo Poachers In the Yellowstone.

Fort Yellowstone Wyo., March 17.—[Special to For-
est and Stream:} Capt. Scott, in charge scouting party,
reports from the Lake to Captain Anderson that Park
Scout Burgess has captured Howell, the notorious Cooke
City poacher with ten fresh buffalo skins, on Astringat
Creek, near Pelican. The prisoner has been ordered
brought in. This is the most important arrest ever made
in the park. E. HOUGH.

"The Beautiful Flower Garden."
Readers of Forest and Stream interested in gardening will appre-

ciate "The Beautiful Flower Garden," from the press of W, Atlee
Burpee & Co., Philadelphia. The book is written by an artist, F.
Schuyler Mathews, in collaboration with a professional grower, and
is illustrated by over 200 drawings and reproductions from photo-

A bright idea was that of the author to show how plants of differ-

ent varieties appear just after they have sprouted through the
ground. All amateur gardeners know how extremely difficult it is to
tell the little seedlings from weeds. With these sketches, made direct
from nature, any one can tell what would be a poppy and what would
he a rag weed.

All the works previously published on this subject are expensive,
treating of great estates and parks; this book is for the million. The
subject matter is drawn from the best in the artistic world of garden-
ing, showing the influence of the formnl English style, the Italian
renaissance and the art of the Japanese upon gardening. An import-
ant part is that devoted to descriptions of flowers easily procured and
grown from seeds, bulbs and cuttings, with bright sketches showing
their forms of growth. The prevailing idea in the book is to teach
harmony in the arrangement of flowers and plants. The price is 50
nts, postpaid.

The Von Behr is a large trout, much larger than the
brook trout, and should never be planted in waters in
which the latter fish is native, unless the risk of extermi-
nating the smaller fish is first fully considered. The Von
Behr, under favorable conditions, reaches the weight of

SOlbs. as, for example, in Finland where a fish of that size

was caught last year by Mr. Thesleff, as described recently
in these columns, A wild specimen, 7 years old, taken in
the United States, weighed about lllbs.

The trout thrives in clear, cold, rapid streams and at the
mouths of streams tributary to lakes. In its movements
it is swift and it leaps over obstructions like the salmon.
It feeds usually in the morning and evening, is more active
during evening and night, and often lies quietly in deep
pools or in the shadow of overhanging branches and trees
for hours at a time. It feeds upon insects and their larvae,

worms, mollusks and small fishes, and, like the rainbow,
it is fond of the eggs of fishes. In Europe it is described
as rising eagerly to the surface in pursuit of gnats and is

said to grow most rapidly when fed upon insects.

It begins to spawn at the age of two years in America,
the season extending from October to January. The eggs
are from one-sixth to one-fifth of an inch in diameter and
yellowish or reddish in color. They are deposited at inter-
vals during a period of many days in crevices between
stones, under projecting roots of trees, and sometimes in
nests excavated by the parents. The eggs are covered by
the fish to some extent with gravel. They hatch in from
40 to 70 days, according to temperature of the water.
The young thrive in water about fifty degrees Fahrenheit.
Sterility is common in females, and breeders have been
known to cease reproduction when 8 years old.
The trout is in its prime from May to the end of Sep-

tember. Its flesh is very digestible and nutritious, and
deeper red than that of the salmon when suitable food is

provided; the flavor and color, however, vary with food
and locality. Insect food produces the most rapid growth
and best condition. T, H. B.

VON BEHR OR BROWN TROUT.
Among the "distinguished immigrants" from foreign

waters the European brook trout is now nearly as well
known in the United States as our own fontinalis. The
active history of its introduction dates back only eleven
years, and yet the fish is now thoroughly acclimated in
Colorado, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, New
York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and other States.

In some waters, notably in New York, there is a differ-

ence of opinion about the wisdom of its introduction, and
this was foreseen by the late Prof. Baird, who devised
and set in motion the machinery of exchanges of fish

eggs with foreigD countries. It may prove interesting to
readers of Forest and Stream to know how the eggs of
the trout were first obtained, especially as the request for
them was sent from the office of this journal by Mr. Fred
Mather. The letter follows herewith:

Office of Forest and Stream Pi-bushing Co., Nos. 39 and 40 Park
Row, New York, Dec. 28, 1882.—My Dear Professor: We think it
desirable to introduce both the European brook trout (Salmo fario)
and the grayling at the new hatchery at Cold Spring. Should you
have an offer of any from your foreign correspondents we will be
glad to receive and care for them. Very truly yours, F. Mather.

On the next day the Commissioner, replied to Mr.

ANGLING NOTES.

Will American Saibling- Rise to the Fly?

My friend, Frederick Bryton, the actor, came to see me
last year after a. brief visit to Sunapee Lake, New Hamp-
shire, where he had failed to take a single Sunapee saibling
on the artificial fly. Mr. Bryton is a fly-fisherman pure
and simple, and if the fish that he seeks will not take a
fly he never catches them, for he will fish with no other
lure. Knowing that I had been to Sunapee Lake several
years in succession, he asked me in substance: Will the
American saibling or Alpine charr of Sunaspee Lake, rise

to the fly? I was obliged to say: Honest Injun! I do
not know that any one has taken this fish with the fly.

My visits to Sunapee have been made in June, latter
part; July and August, when the saibling are found only
in deep water, and therefore I have not even tried to

catch them with the fly. In fact, I do not know that any
one except Mr. Bryton has tried them with the fly, and
during the time of two visits that he made the fish were
in deep water, where they could not see a fly on the sur-
face. What I do know is that the saibling affects the
small Skinner spoons throughout May and early June,
and on the spawning beds in late October, when hundreds
are taken for the State hatchery for breeding purposes.
These are the only times when the fish is at or near the

surface, and possibly the right fly has not been offered at
the right time and in the right place; for there is no
known reason why they should not take a fly if it is pre-
sented to their notice. The ouananiche early fishing at
Sunapee is casting or sinking a live smelt, the natural
food of the saibling; no one apparently has tried the fly

so successful with the brook trout and the ouananiche. I

further know that next May Dr. Quackenbos proposps to

.VON BEHR OE BROWN TROUT.

Mather, and we extract the portion relating to foreign
eggs desired at Cold Spring:

U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, Washington, D. C, Dec.
29, 1882.—I note what you say about eggs of European trout and
grayling. I am offered plenty of trout eggs, but have hitherto
declined them; will, however, ask Von Eehr to send some. Yours
truly, S. F. Baird.

On Dec. 29, 1882, Prof. Baird wrote to Herr von Behr
announcing his intention to ship 500,000 whitefish eggs,
100,000 lake trout eggs and 25,000 eggs of the brook trout.

He had already sent eggs of various kinds, including Cali-

fornia salmon. His letter concluded as follows:

U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries, Washington, D. C, Dec.
29, 1882.—Dear Mr. von Behr: Mr. Mather is about .starting a new
hatchery on Long Island, near New York, in which he will do a great
deal of work for the United States. He thinks he would like to have
some eggs of the European trout. Can you seud him some? Very
truly yours, S. F. Baird.

The eggs were received in due time, and on March 20,

1883, Mr. Mather wrote to Prof. Baird concerning them

:

Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y., March 20, 1883.-3/2/ Dear Professor:
Mr. Blackford asked me about those German trout eggs. I told him
that I received them through you, and we decided that the State had
do claim on them, although we sent Mr. Green 12.000. If you have
any orders concerning them we will be pleased to receive them. They
are hatching rapidly, and as Frank Clark has asked for some we will

send him a Tot without waiting for further orders, as they cannot be
delayed long. Hoping that this will meet your views, I remain,
Very truly yours. F. Mather.

The introduction of the Von Behr trout is, therefore,
due to the suggestion of Mr. Mather; but it was effected

by Professor Baird, whose friendship for and cooperation
with Herr von Behr begun many years before the exchange
in question was broached. The first streams to receive the
young trout were a branch of the Pere Marquette River in
northern Michigan and a brook at Caledonia.'N. Y. It is

not unusual at present to collect 250,000 eggs of this species
at a station in one season.

devote considerable time to casting the fly for this charr,
and he has promised me the record of his experience
when I join him at the lake in June.
In the meantime I can give an extract from a letter re-

lating to the experience of an English angler fortunate
enough to enjoy a day's charr fishing in a Lapland lake;
it was the opposite of Mr. Bryton's. Although informed
that this roding or red trout would take neither fly nor
metallic bait, but could be caught only in nets. Piscator
equipped with flies and spoon baits made his way to the
birch-bordered water, with alpine environment, the home
of the coveted charr. Attaching a silver spoon with red
lining to his line, he soon felt a heavy tug, and thus
describes the battle that followed:
"Down to the bottom went the something, and there

sulked in 60ft. of water. But the tackle was strong and
we soon made him show himself—a sight never to be for-
gotten. A splendid slaty-blue fish, shaped like a plump
mackerel, pearly spots along the broad sides, belly gleam-
ing a vivid pink, fins dyed like the fingers of rosy morn
to an almost crimson hue, and the edge of each fin out-
lined as by a pencil mark of silver.

"No sooner did he show himself than he jumped fully
2ft. out of the water. We had no gaff, and netting in our
small and flimsy boatseemed a ticklish proceeding, so we
made for the shore, where, after a dozen splendid rushes
into deep water, C. netted him. He was in the pink of
condition and weighed 21bs. 8oz."
This describes to perfection a spring battle with a

Sunapee saibling, whose colors, however, affect the cream
with the same pearl spots and white ribboned fins.

Dr. Quackenbos has told me that one May he hooked on
a cast smelt a 41bs. saibling which made for each pound
of its weight a magnificent 2ft. leap into the air. Our
Lapland angler later tried the fly: "I cast well out into
the lake, keeping myself as far back from the water as
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possible. A bar of pink] and silver flashed through the
waves, and a grand fish threw himself bodily out of the
water on to my Scotch fly. I knew that lie was well
hooked and at once gave him the butt and led him into
the depths of the lake. C. netted him for me after twenty
minutes of hard fighting. His weight was 31bs. loz. , and
on my fly tackle his fighting qualities appeared to far
better advantage than had been the case with the victim
of the spoon."
Similar tactics brought other specimens of Salmo alpi-

nus to book. May we not expect that the saibling of
Sunapee will also take the fly, soon after the ice goes out
in the month of May? No one has made a study of this

at Sunapee, for all are content to capture the fish with live

results, and whisper it in the bushes, worms. I verily
believe the American alpinus will do as his Lapp congener
when feathers and silk to his liking are deftly offered.

Fine'erling Fishermen.

On the back of an old letter which relates the capture
of undersized brook trout, and the disgust of the writer at
such unsportsmanlike conduct on the part of the "finger-
ling butchers," a friend of mine wrote:

"Oli the depravity!

Dig a big cavity,

And in all gravity,

Tincture with brevity

Lives of such men."

A Baby Tarpon.
Mr. Alfred C. Harmsworth, an English gentleman at

present in this country for the fishing, writes me from
Marco, Florida: "Between constant traveling and fishing
our correspondence is sadly in arrears. Following the
advice of Dr. Trowbridge, which you sent me, I came to
Punta Gorda. Although they did exceptionally well in

January, no tarpon had been taken for three weeks.
Yesterday I had a big day at Naples, where we are stay-
ing. About forty pounds of 'trout,' lady fish (very game
this), red snapper, etc., and one tarpon—a baby tarpon of
lOlbs., nevertheless the first this year at Naples.
"To-day I have come down here, the most southerly

inhabited spot on the Gulf of Mexico side of the State,
and am writing this in a very wabbly small boat while
patiently waiting for silver king No. 2. Florida (this part
of it, indeed) is undoubtedly the best place for all-round
fishing in the world.

"Just now a big shark gave me three-fourths of an
hour's hard work. I reeled him in, and while getting my
revolver from my pocket he jumped almost into the boat,
and—crack! My No. 18 bass wire was snapped. Shark
are fairly game. The best small game fish in Florida is

the ladyhsh (local name probably). One jumped fourteen
times yesterday, and fought very much like a salmon of
twice its size. I find a good sprinkling of English over
here for the fishing this year. Will write anon of my
sport. Am having an immense time and well fixed gen-
erally."

There is a family of ladyfishes (Albulidce), and the fish
that Mr. Harmsworth refers to is Albulavidpes, commonly
called ladyfish or bonefish, game on the hook, but not
highly regarded for the table.

Spawning of Rainbow Trout.

A correspondent, writing from Jackson, Mich., under
date of March 6, says: "I saw, at Allegan, Mich., to-day
what was called by the fish warden of that place a rain-
bow trout. It was caught in a net by men who said they
were fishing for suckers, and who turned it over to the
fish warden. It was taken at the foot or lower side of
a dam, and was a female fish, full of spawn as large as
double B shot. It measured 22in. from tip to tip, 4jin.
wide, and weighed 4^1bs. I always supposed that trout
of all kinds were fall spawning fish. Will you state in
your notes in Forest and Stream whether the rainbow
trout and landlocked salmon are spring or fall spawners?"
Landlocked salmon spawn in the fall, October and

November, and rainbow trout spawn in the spring. In
the McCloud River, California, where the spawning of the
rainbow trout has been closely observed, they have been
known to spawn as early as Jan. 10 and as late as May.
Stone has said that it was reported to him that the rain-
bow trout was spawning somewhere in the State of Cali-
fornia every month in the year. This is owing to variations
in elevation, latitude and temperature. In New York
State, in confinement, the rainbow trout spawns from
March to May, but eggs of this fish have been received in
New York during the first few days of March that were
taken from the trout in Michigan, therefore they must
have spawned in Michigan in February. Further, the
spawning season of the rainbow trout and our common
brook trout, fpntinalis, have become so nearly identical
in New York in some instances that the two species have
been crossed. This was accomplished by bringing together
late-spawning fontinalis and early-spawning irideus.
Temperature may advance or retard the spawning of
either species.

Smelt in Rivers.

A gentleman in New Hampshire writes me: "I am
obliged for the letters you have written in Forest and
Stream about smelt eggs. I have in mind one of the
rivers in southern New Hampshire which I think needs
some sort of food for the fish now in it. There are five
dams on the stream in a distance of five miles, and rapids
or falls at each dam. I have doubts if I should plant
either adult smelt or the eggs, whether the fish would
find their way to the sea, over the dams or through the
sluices, and be lost, or if they would run up stream still
further. If they will do the latter that is what I wish,
but as it is a public stream I do not wish to go to the ex-
pense of planting smelt only to lose them."
The smelt is not a stream fish, they enter streams from

the sea, or tributaries of lakes, if they are landlocked,
only for the purpose of spawning. They run up the
streams at night, spawn, and return to the sea or lake
before morning. It would be a waste of fish, money and
time to attempt to stock a stream containing five dams or
to establish them permanently in any stream. As soon as
the smelts are hatched they run down into the water, sea
or lake, into which the stream empties. I have seen
thousands of little smelt at the mouths of the streams in
which they were hatched, and their size gave the best
evidence that they lost no time in leaving the nursery
stream.
My correspondent does not say what species of fish he

wishes to feed. If trout, the best food for planting the

stream is fresh-water shrimp; if black bass are to be fed,
plant crawfish. Both of these crustaceans are easily and
cheaply obtained, and they are very prolific.

To Preserve Salmon Eggs.

A correspondent in Portland, Oregon, wishes a formula
published in Forest and Stream, which he may use for
preserving salmon eggs. I think I can say, after due de-
liberation, that the gray hairs in my head are due, in
part, to experiments ,in this direction which ended, as a
rule, in failure. But at this moment I have eggs and fry
of brook trout, brown trout, Loch Leven trout and salmon
{solar), that were taken and hatched more than two years
ago, and they retain their color perfectly, so that the eggs
look as if they were just spawned and the fry look as if

they were just hatched. They are preserved in equal
parts, in bulk, of glycerine, water and alcohol. The
formula was given to me by Mr. Mather, of the New York
Fish Commission.
In the impregnated eggs the embryo is to be seen as

perfectly and clearly as if they had never come in contact
with anything but pure water. The eggs and fry are in
bottles, and a year ago I used them to illustrate a lecture
upon fishculture, when they were poured out into open
glass vessels, and for the time the preserving fluid became
slightly cloudy, owing, as I afterwaxd thought, to the
cold, but they are now perfectly clear again except for
the sediment in the bottles containing the fry—the eggs
have no sediment. Alcohol and water, eighty per cent,
of the former, and twenty per cent, of the latter, will
preserve the eggs, but it will turn them white and they
become opaque instead of semi-transparent as in nature.

A. N. Cheney.

FISHING WITH A BARE HOOK.

hen I was a boy we used to con-
sider the act of fishing with a bare
hook as the very acme of pleasureless

and profitless follies. Indeed we often used
the phrase, as descriptive of any enterprise
that afforded neither present enjoyment nor
prospective advantage; and I might have
gone on forever in the same way of thinking,
if chance had not brought me to the good
city of Oswego, on the south shore of Lake
Ontario, where the art is practiced, to very
great advantage.
The Oswego River, a large and powerful

/ km stream, bears the annual tribute to Ontario,
' flw of an extensive chain of lakes in the interior

of the State of New York. Near its mouth
the river is about 500ft. wide, 'and 8 or 10ft. deep, and
it flows rapidly in a rocky bed. It divides the city of
Oswego into two nearly equal parts, and furnishes abun-
dant water-power for its numerous mills and factories.
But it is not of these that I intend to speak.

,
Every spring, beginning about the middle of April, the

river is visited by a prodigious number of fish of the genus
Catostomus, commonly called suckers. Doubtless they are
inspired by a tribal tradition, transmitted from their re-
motest ancestors, to the effect that the Oswego River is an
admirable place to set up housekeeping and bring up a large
and interesting family. They seem to ignore the fact
that the river in reality is polluted by factory waste, and
obstructed by mill-dams surmountable only by the aid of
absurdly impossible fish-ladders.

The fish enter the river from Lake Ontario, and work
their way slowly up stream against the strong current.

SUCKER FISHING.

They swim close to the bottom, and often lie motionless
for long periods in the shelter of some stone, their heads
pointing up stream; or they may cling to the smooth sur-
face of the rock by their sucker-like mouths. They ap-
pear to have no disposition to feed, and steadfastly refuse
the most tempting hires. The river water is turbid from
the spring freshets, so the fish are concealed from view
and therefore can not be reached with the spear. The
laws of the State, and the swift current for that matter,
forbid the use of nets and seines. So it would seem that
the fish were in a fair way to avoid capture.
The young men and boys, however, have discovered a

way to circumvent them, and provided witn an apparatus
which I shall presently describe, they eagerly await their

coming. A cynical writer has summarized the gentle
craft of angling as '

!a stick and a string with a worm at
one end and a fool at the other;" and to make use of this

definition, without in any way indorsing it, I will begin
at the worm end of the arrangement to describe the
tackle.

Three large fish-hooks are first fastened together back
to back, so as to form a grapnel. Two of these grapnels
are generally used, and are hung about eight or ten inches
apart from the ends of a wire spreader. This last is

simply a piece of wire about a foot in length, bent in
such a way as to form an eye at each end and one in the
middle. To the middle of the spreader a strong line with
a heavy sinker is attached, and this with a long and very
stiff bamboo pole completes the outfit.

There are two bridges across the river at Oswego about

a furlong apart, and between them a stone wall has been
built right in the middle of the river, parallel to the cur-
rent, so that the river is divided and the water flows on
each side of the wall. This wall is about 6ft. wide on top
and stands 2 or 3 ft. above the level of the water, which
here has a depth of 10 or 12ft. This forms the fishing
ground, and here upon every pleasant day, as long as the
season lasts, dozens of men and boys can be seen, engaged
from morning till night in active pursuit of the fish. The
operation is exceedingly simple. The angler casts his line
upstream, allows the sinker to carry the grapnels to the
bottom, and then by a motion of the pole draws them
gently down with the current. If the hook touches a fish

he gives a smart jerk to fix it firmly, and at once lands his
fluttering victim on the top of the wall. When one looks
at the size of the river, the chance of lowering a hook
down into it and pulling it up with a fish on it seems
infinitely less than that of drawing the grand prize in the
lottery. In fact, it is like discharging a fowling piece in
the direction of a forest in the hope of bringing down
some game. But owing to the abundance of the fish, to
the great crowds and shoals of them that are forcing their
way up the river, large numbers'are caught. Indeed, it

is not an uncommon thing to pull up two at a time.
The fish thus caught consist of two or three different

varieties of suckers. They are of good size, averaging 2
or 31bs. in weight, and much larger ones are sometimes
taken. Occasionally a fisherman hooks on to a lOOlbs.
sturgeon. Then there is a lively contest, as a result of
which the sturgeon sometimes departs with the tackle.
Locally these suckers are called "shad," "mullet" and

other delectable names, but it would require more than
this to make them really desirable for the table. They
certainly have a sad lack of flavor and an undoubted sur-
plus of small bones.
They eat them, though! Oh, yes! Perhaps the best

that could be said of them would, be a remark once made
to me by an old hunter when we were reduced to living
on porcupines: "They are a long ways ahead of nothing."

Capt. Dan C. Kingman, U. S. A.

BOSTON NOTES.
Somehow the weather has played the smelt fishermen

"fast and loose" this spring. At least the smelt fishermen
who usually so much enjoy smelt dipping with their
hands in Parker River, and at other rivers along the
North Shore, have had no success worth mentioning this
spring. The fashion is to go with lantern strapped to the
waist or the forehead, wading with rubber hip boots up
the stream to where the spawning smelt are struggling to
reach the swiftly-running fresh water. The smelt are
seen by help of the lantern's rays, when, with a quick dip
of the fisherman's hand he is in the basket. On spring
nights in former seasons it has not been more than fun
for a single fisherman to dip out 20 to 301bs. of smelt in a
few hours. But this spring no good hauls have been
made. Mr. Claude H. Tarbox, an authority on Parker
River smelt, had made one or two smelting excursions up
to the end of the open season last week, but with poor
success. He thinks that the unusually early spring has
demoralized the time of smelt spawning some way. On
Tuesday evening he did succeed in getting twenty-eight,
however, and the twenty-eight weighed 51bs.

The tackle dealers say that there is a good deal of in-

terest being manifested among the trout fishermen, and
the lines and rods are being put in readiness for the first

of April. Perhaps it is the early coming of the robins
that has set the fishermen to thinking. On St. Patrick's
Day these beautiful harbingers of spring were singing
merrily in the suburbs of Boston. Reports from the Maine
woods and waters also indicate an early spring. Mr. C.
Stevens has advices from Andover which say that the
snow is going fast, and that the water in Richardson Lake
is rising rapidly, with every prospect of early departure
of the ice from the Rangeleys. He predicts that the ice
will be out of these lakes as early as April 25, provided
the weather holds fine. He is making further improve-
ments on Camp Vive Vale, in the Narrows of Richardson
Lake. On the other hand, Capt. Fred C. Barker is of the
opinion that the ice will be late about going out, for
the ice is always very slow about leaving the lakes when
there is a good deal of snow, and consequently snow-ice
on top of the clear blue ice. The snow-ice stops the action
of the sun's rays, and the blue or solid ice melts away
only very slowly.
Mr. Harry Dutton is at home from his winter trip to

Florida. I learn that he has built a camp at Borie Beach,
Big Richardson Pond, and that one of the Soules will

have charge of it. Doubtless they have already torn
down the old Borie Camp, that has sheltered so many
hunters in days gone by. It was there that Herbert
Kempton, of the Boston Herald staff, caught the tame
bear (?) last year, and exhibited him, with a string to his

leg, to the rest Camp Stewart party. He played trained
bear in the evening, with Mr. W. T. Farley as manager,
and came very near getting put out of the camp, to sleep

among the hedgehogs, to which class of animals the bear
caught at Camp Borie really belonged. A man who will

go deliberately to work to make the ladies believe that a
porcupine is really a bear, deserves to be put out of camp.

Special.

Potomac River Fish Protection.

By recent^Congressional legislation, the shad and her-
ring of the Potomac River will be protected on their

spawning beds, a bill having been passed to continue in
force the provisions of the act approved March 2, 1885,

entitled "An act to protect fish in the Potomac River in

the District of Columbia, and to provide a spawning
ground for shad and herring in the said Potomac River.

It would be well if the protection contemplated in this

act could be extended to the black bass in the vicinity of

Quantico and Potomac City, which have been caught by
hundreds in seines, and are doubtless still being taken by
the same means. We have this statement from an eye
witness, an enthusiastic bass fisherman whose feelings

were outraged by the shameless destruction of the fine

fish recently introduced by the Government.

Robin and Trout Tackle.

Pittsburgh, Pa., March 15.—To-day I saw the first

robin of the season in the Twentieth Ward of this city.

He was lively, looked large and fat, and made me feel

like going fishing. J. W. HAGUE,
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Mortality Among Barracudas in California.

Barracuda put in an appearance one month earlier

than ever before. They came in immense quantities and
something happened to them. Thousands came ashore
dead, while the water was full of fish that seemed dazed,

swimming about Avith their heads out of water. Among
them were some halibut, yellowtails and some other fish,

but they were principally barracuda. All kinds of the-

ories have been advanced, one that fishermen had used
dynamite bombs, another that it was caused by volcanic

disturbances from the bottom, another that the fish com-
ing from tropical waters become chilled ; then another,

that the newspapers put forth much to the disadvantage
of fishermen and fish dealers, that it was disease, and
there has been a great falling off in the consumption of

fish in consequence. The disease theory cannot be correct,

for decomposition does not set in any sooner than if the

fish were taken from the sea in the natural way. (From
letter of John L. Griffin, dated Los Angeles, Cal., March
2, 1894, to the U. S. Fish Commission.)
This will recall the accounts of fish mortality in the

Gulf of Mexico and the almost total extinction of the tile-

fish off the northern coast, due in all probability to sudden
changes of temperature. This may have caused the de-

struction of the barracuda above mentioned. The subject,

however, is one which has provoked endless speculation

and diverse theorizing, and will doubtless continue to

excite the imagination of persons who see the results of

causes which appear, to them, deeply mysterious. The
explanation of such phenomena is to be found, not by
guessing, but by the known methods of scientific research.

One good thermometer is worth more than a thousand
conjectures in the solution of such problems.

Pennsylvania Association.

A largely attended meeting of the Pennsylvania Fish
Protective Association was held at the rooms, 1020 Arch
street, Philadelphia, on Saturday evening, March 10.

Communications conveying intelligence of infractions of

the fishery laws in different localities were read and thor-
oughly discussed, and prompt action was taken to secure
the correction of same..
The association has been the favored recipient of Thad-

deus Norris's original manuscript of the "American
Angler," which valuable gift was highly appreciated and
a vote of thanks tendered to its donor, Dr. Howard Kings-
bury, of Philadelphia.

Adirondack League Club.

The annual meeting of the Adirondack League Chib
was held last week in this city. The following trustees

were elected to serve for three years: Mils W. Barie, D.
L. Snyder, Harry E. Howiand, Eobert C. Alexander and
Spencer Aldrich. The hold-over trustees are Warner Mil-

ler, A. G. Mills, Warren Higley, Henry S. Harper, Wm.
H. Boardman, Rev. Dr. S. J. Niccolls, Frederick G. Burn-
ham, Dr. B. G. Fernow, Alexander R. Harper and Wm.
G. DeWitt. At a meeting of the Board of Trustees the
following officers were elected: President, A. G. Mills;

Vice-President, Warren Higley; Treasurer, Henry S. Har-
per; Secretary, Robert C. Alexander.

Scioto River "Salmon."
Circleville

,
O., March 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have taken Forest and Stream six or seven years; I

get it at our news stand; and permit me to thank you for
publishing so readable and interesting a paper. Our local
fishermen have caught severai.salmon already this spring,
near the city, at the State dam in the Scioto River. I am
afraid, though, that they were not caught by legitimate
means. Probably caught in dip nets. I saw quite a num-
ber exposed for sale, from 10 to 201bs. weight.

J. W. L.

^inhquUwt and ^ish ^vok^tion.

Landlocked Salmon Planting.

Dixfield, Me.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In a late issue
of your paper was an article from the pen of A. N. Cheney
in regard to the habits of the landlocked salmon, a query
whether, if the eggs were taken from fish that spawned in
the outlet of a lake, the progeny of those fish if placed in
another lake would seek its outlet to spawn. I have had the
stocking of a large number of lakes and ponds in Maine with
these fish. We had thousands of eggs from Sebago which
were taken from Crooked River (an inlet), also from Grand
Lake stream (an outlet). I have observed their habits care-
fully. I think that if everything is favorable they prefer the
inlets; but I have not the least doubt but what they select
what is the best ground to propagate their species, without
any regard to whether it be an inlet or an outlet,

u -Neither will they always return to the stream in which
they are hatched and bred. The first salmon eggs we had
for distribution in Maine of any amount came from Sebago
Lake. Some 2,000 of them I put in Weld Pond, part iu the
outlet and a part in a tributary. Some four years after- they
appeared at both places. About that time we established a
hatchery there, and hatched quite a large number of eggs
from both Sebago and Grand Lake. Flowing into this pond
are six large streams, all excellent trout streams and spawn-
ing grounds, to which they have free access for miles. On
one of these we had our hatching house. In all of these
streams we put thousands of salmon fry, yet never a single
salmon came into these streams to spawn. They all go into
the first stream they were placed in and the outlet, the larger
number in the stream. The pond is now one. of the best fish-
ing grounds in Maine for trout and salmon. Why they will
not come into all the brooks to spawn is a conundrum to me.
My judgment would be that the streams they discard would
be the best, being larger, with pure water, plenty of shade
and deep pools. The young fry will stay there till one to two
years old, when they go to the lake and never return. There
are many strange things about fish, I presume they know
why they do so, I don't. I can only guess. I may be right,
Out don't feel at all sure. Am sure I don't know it all.

H. O. Stanley.

Salmon Disease—Correction.
East Poland, Me., March 16.—Editor Forest and Stream:

In my communication on "Disease of Embryo Salmon," pub-
lished in your issue of March 17, 1 used the term "infectious"
where contagious would have more correctly expressed my
meaning. The sentence where, the term occurs should read:
"In 1890 it (the disease) attacked only eer ain lots, not appear
jng to be contagious, but running in families."

C G. Atkins.

Iowa Fish Commission.

Fish Commissioner T. J. Griggs has sent to Governor
Boies his report for the years 1892 and 1893. The work of

rescuing and distributing fish from overflowed areas so en-
ergetically begun by a former commissioner, was carried on
by Mr. Griggs with untiring industry and excellent results.

Nearly a million and a quarter of crappie, black bass, pike-
perch, yellow perch, pickerel and catfish were deposited in
the waters of the State, and two and a half millions of good
fish were planted iu Spirit a,ud Okoboji lakes from sloughs
in their vicinity. Carp were sent to 127 applicants, and the
owners of 166 private ponds were supplied with such kinds
of fish as they deemed suitable.
Iowa is richly provided with beautiful lakes and streams,

and many famous summer resorts owe their charms mainly
to their advantages for lovers of the line and reel. "Spirit
and Okoboji lakes with their tributaries have a shore line of

50 miles, Clear Lake 20 miles, Storm Lake 15 miles, Wall
Lake 12 miles, Twin Lakes 15 miles, Iowa Lake 8 miles, Lake
Park or Silver Lake 6 miles, besides many other lakes all

fairly well supplied with fish, and thousands of pleasure-
seekers visit their shores every year for fishing and recrea-

tion. Spirit and Okoboji lakes are, beyond question, the
most popular summer resorts in the Northwest."
The law relating to fishways is found defective, because it

can be interpreted to mean that fishway outlets should be
flush with the top of the dam, which construction does not
afford an opportunity for fish to pass over the obstruction.
It is defective, too, in compelling the Commissioner to pro-
secute offenders before a justice of the peace, from Avhom
there lies no appeal to a higher court. One of the evil re-

sults of this law is seen in the existence of 116 dams in vari-

ous parts of the State, which are still unprovided with fish-

ways.
Commissioner Griggs has prosecuted over 600 offenders

against the fish laws, and has secured 500 convictions, which
yielded to the credit of the school fund an amount nearly
equal to the appropriation for the Fish Commission. He

T. J. GRIGGS.

Iowa KIsh Commissioner.

would, however, divert a portion of these fines to the com-
pensation of deputy fish and game wardens, and the balance
to the State treasury, to assist in maintaining the Fish Com-
mission.
The Commissioner received about 200 letters last year

informing him of the slaughter of game out of season, but
as he had no jurisdiction over such cases, he cotild do noth-
ing. Spearing through the ice in winter and seining upon
the spawning grounds and in the approaohes to spawning
grounds are among the common offenses against fish protec-
tion. Mr. Griggs recommends that the laws be so changed
as to make the ownership of a seine prima facie evidence of
guilt, and to require the owner to furnish proof that such
unlawful device was not used by himself or by others while
in his possession to catch fish.

For the purpose of protecting Iowa fish over boundary
lines he recommends the enactment of the Minnesota law
which provides that the possession of any bird, animal or
fish shall be prima facie evidence that it was the property of

this State, and that it was caught in this State, to disprove
which it shall be necessary to show by the testimony of the
party who actually caught the same, that it was not the
property of this State, or that it was caught outside of this

State. Whenever it shall appear that auy bird, animal or
fish was caught outside of this State, it shall be prima facie
evidence that it was the property of the State in which it

was caught, and that it was caught at a time, in a manner
and for a purpose prohibited by the laws of the State, and
shipped in violation of the laws thereof, to disprove which it

shall be necessary to show by what direct and positive evi-

dence that it was not the property of the State, or that it was
killed at a time, in a manner and for a purpose permitted by
the law of the State, and that it was not snipped in defiance
of any law.
The appendix to the Commissioner's report contains chap-

ters on the fishes of Iowa extracted from Dr. Bean's work on
the Fishes of Pennsylvania, and concludes with the fish laws
of Iowa, approved April 1, 1890.

Smelt Eggs.

Dixfield, Me.—Editor Forest and Stream: I notice in
the last issue of your paper an article from Mr. A. N. Cheney
in regard to smelts and where their eggs can be obtained. In
the last two years I have gathered the eggs from the bottom
of the brooks in Maine, where the smelt run up to spawn
about the time "the ice goes out in the spring; and I have
transported them successfully to stock other ponds and lakes
in our State. Many of our ponds are well stocked with the
fresh-water smelt: in fact, all or nearly all that are the natural
habitat, of the landlocked salmon have them.
The smelt deposit their eggs on the grass, moss, sticks and

stones on the bottoms of brooks. They stick to whatever
they touch, and can be easily gathered by thousands. I have
packed them in damp moss or sphagnum, and had no trouble
m transporting them where they would not be more than a

day or two on the route. Of course many are poor, but I
should judge that 40 to 50 per cent, hatched. They should
be handled carefully and placed in running water in some
stream thet flows into the pond you wish to stock. This can
be done much cheaper, and I think it a surer way, than to
undertake to transport the live fish. The eggs could be sent
by express, and would need no one to accompany them. I
doubt if one would get any benefit from the live fish the first
year, as they would be very likely to get rid of their eggs
before reaching their destination; and one could gather ten
times the amount of eggs in the same time as to catch live
fish; also transport eggs much cheaper and iu smaller pack-
age. If the parties who desire them will write me, I think I
could procure them a box of eggs well packed and delivered
at express office for about 810. This would have to be done
about the 1st of May. I could not warrant them to reach
their destination in good condition, but I think the chances
would he that a fair percentage would be good. They hatch
in about two weeks after the eggs are deposited, and go to the
lake at once.
The fresh-water smelt in Maine vary very much in size in

our different ponds. In some they never attain a length of
over 3 or 4in., while iu others they grow to 12 or 14in., run-
ning larger than they do in salt water, All our ponds that
contain smelts are so nearly connected with the sea that they
might have originally come from that source. I consider it
very necessary to have them in ponds where it is desired to
stock with salmon, as they are their natural food. All the
waters in Maine which are the original home of the salmon
contain the smelt.

Henry O. Stanley, Com. of Fisheries.

Nets in Inland Waters.
Here is some sound reasoning from the pen of Gen. D. H.

Bruce, of Syracuse, who writes the "Easy Chair" column of
the Sunday Standard of that city. Gen. Bruce is president
of the State Association for the Protection of Fish and
Game, and has given much study to the subject of the food
ash supply.
"The subject of increasing and cheapening fish food is con-

stantly awakening new interest throughout the State, the
public having become convinced of its importance. Men
who are leading in such direction are beginning to be looked
upon as philanthropists rather than enthusiastic sportsmen
with selfish purposes to attain. Nothingis more certain than
unless protection is given to the waters of the State they will
very soon become barren of fish food. No convincing argu-
ment can be made, it would seem, in favor of opening the in-
land waters to a few men making it their vocation to supply
Eastern markets to the exclusion of thousands of people who
would enjoy the recreation of a day now and then in a legiti-
mate way of taking fish. If it shall be said that net fisher-
men should be allowed to supply our inland markets the
answer is, that inland markets would be neglected for the
better Eastern markets. At Brewerton alone the shipments
during forty-three months, scattered over the five years—
1874, '75, '76, '76, '78—amounted to S.359 barrels, or l,757",8491bs.
Nobody can now tell the quantity shipped during the same
period from Cleveland, Bernhardt Bay, Constantia, Lake-
port, Bridgeport, South Bay and other places. It is a well
known fact that the grand swoop which was made, almost
wholly removed fish from the lake. There was profit iu it to
a few fishermen, but what benefit did the people at large re-
ceive? This record would be repeated everywhere if nets
were again to be allowed in the fresh waters of the State.
The public is beginning to understand this fact and to give
proper support to protective work. The need of it is mani-
fest to every thinking, intelligent person, and somebody
must perform it if fish food is to be saved to the people."

Where to Find Game.
Where to find game is oftentimes a perplexing question. The sports-

man who strikes a good spot generally keeps the information as close
as possible, in order to eDjoy exclusive privileges.
Along the line of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in Virginia and

West Virginia, such places are numerous, and it is remarkable how
little they are kaown. The mountain streams abound in gamy fish.
The South Branch of the Potomac is considered the best black bass
fishing stream in America, the Cheat, Youghiogheny, Potomac and
JVlonongahela Rivers are all excellent fishing streams. The hills and
valleys adjacent are fairly alive with game—partridge, wild turkey,
grouse, pheasant, wild pigeon, quail, rabbit and squirrel are plentiful,
and in the back country thirty or forty miles from the railroad, deer
and bear can be found.
Good hotels are convenient, and horses and guides can be secured at

reasonable rates.
For circular showing fishing and gunning resorts reached by the

B. & O. R. R. address Chas. O. Scull, GenU Pass. Agent, B. &. O. R. R.
Baltimore, Md.—Adv.

All those who love a dog because it is a dog,
and not merely a medium tor the accumulation of
dollars and cents, are invited by the editor to con-
sider this department as one in which they can
discuss amicably any subject that Is of interest
to the canins fancy, without fear of their commu-
nications being subjected to personal comment
or ridicule.

FIXTURES.
'.DOG SHOWS. .

March 27-30.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Philadelphia, Pa., Dr.
D. B. Darby, Secy. Entries close Mat ch 1G.

April 17 to 20.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.
rjoveland, Sec'y. Entries close March 31.

April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,
Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 1 to 4.—Special show of St. Bernard, Collie, Spaniel and Fox-

Terrier clubs, in connection with the Hempstead Farm show, Madison
Square Garden.
Sept. 10 to 14.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaug
her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W, B Well*.

Sec'y.

POINTS AND FLUSHES'.
\By a Staff Correspondents

Capt, C. M. McMURDO writes me as follows: "Mr. Brails-
ford is to send me out Dogwood shortly. I have not his
breeding yet, but know the dog well, as he was with Mr.
Johnson's dogs last fall, in Manitoba, inchargeof S.Hallam.
We worked our dogs a great deal together, owing to the
kindness of Mr. Johnson in giving us kennel room, etc. You
will remember that he was first in the Derby at Morris, Man.,
last year, where he showed himself to be a very high-class
dog. Mr. Davidson (who was one of the judges) writes me
that he did better afterward at Chatham, though he lacked
experience on quail."
With Capt. McMurdo's continued interest in the pointer,

progressive improvement in that breed is certain.
B. WATEKS.

909 Security Building, Chicago.
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CHICAGO DOG SHOW.

March 1 3 to 16. Entries, 773. Dogs benched, 69 1

.

The Windy City has scored again. There may be another
city in this wide country that can stand three dog shows in
thirteen months and crowd the aisles of each one,but we doubt
it. Cbicago people love dogs, there is no doubt about this,

and this adoration is not restricted to class, the Ward Mc-
Allisters jogging elbows with those who have to work hard
for their bread and butter. Hard times may be a good sub-
ject to talk about, but the dog shows this season have so far
more than held their owd—New York with its one dollar ad-
mission probably holds the record, Columbus and Detroit
both did well, and Chicago with fifty cents admission was a
fitting climax to the Western circuit, and we only hope
Philadelphia and Boston may do as well. Afternoon and
evening the aisles in both buildings during the Mascoutah
Club's fifth annual gathering were crowded, uncomfortably
so at times. The arrangement of the benches and rings was
much superior to former years. In Battery D were placed
the six rings arranged as at New York and most of the large
dogs. The rest, about 400 dogs, were benched in the adjoin-
ing Second Armory building. Here the light was not
very good, gas having to be burned during the day. There
was some delay in getting the benching up here on Monday
night, the management not being able to get in till 10:30

P. M., everything, however, was ready to put up, and early
Tuesday morning the benching was ready for the dogs. This
occasioned some little inconvenience among the early comers
on Monday, but could not be helped.
Judging commenced promptly at 10:20 A. M., and soon all

the judges were in full swing, dealing joy or sorrow as oc-

casion served. Mr. Payson, Mr. Woodward, and other mem-
bers of the club acted as stewards, and rings were well
served when one takes into consideration the fact that the
dogs were as a rule benched without much consideration
in regard to rotation. This is wrong, and the good example

• set at New York should have been carried through. Judging
was completed, with the exception of a few of Mr. Mortimer's
specials, the first day, and his work was done by noon
Wednesday.
The different members of the committee worked with a

will, but especial praise should be given to Mr. Bryson, the
president, who was here, there and everywhere, early and
late the. whole week, attending to the varied interests of the
show. In this he was ably seconded by Mr. Walter C. Gunn,
the treasurer, who was active in making everything go
smoothly , Mr. S. C. Payson I also noticed was always near
when wanted, in fact the committee is such in. fact as well
as name. Dr. Withers attended to the veterinary part, and
was a second Glover for being in evidence when wanted.
With such willing workers it is little wonder that John
Read's duties as superintendent were considerably lightened
and the show worked smoothly from beginning to end. The
Mascoutah Club has demonstrated that it could give a
show when required without any catchpenny devices to
swell the entries.

The quality of the dogs entered could scarcely be excelled,
as the prize list will show, many of the best dogs from New
York having taken in the circuit. The valuable prize list

demanded such recognition. Prizes were paid promptly on
Friday, and from what we could gather the club must have
a balance to the good, although the expense for hall rents
was higher than formerly. The buildings are rather low
and with little ventilation it was a difficult matter to clear
the atmosphere of offensive odors, but "Sanitas" did as well
for it as anything could do. Spratts Company benched and
fed, and this year there was no grumbling on their account
in regard to benching. Joe Locke attended to the press
duties, and his work was apparent in the space afforded the
show by the daily papers, though several paragraphs leaked
in in regard to one of the judges that good taste might well
have forsworn, as there was really no cause for such "sec-
tional" remarks. A number of well-known dog men were
to be seen during the week, in fact, most of the principal
owners in the West and many men interested in field trials

were present.
The catalogue was well and tastefully arranged on the

model of that of the W. K. C, interspersed with sketches
from the A. K. C. Gazette. There were no objectionable
features, such as litters of puppies, mock auctions and such
devices, that tend to lower the tone of any show. All things
considered, the Mascoutah Club scored a distinct success, and
we are glad of it.

Mastiffs (James Mortimer, Judge).—Chicago shows for
some time past have been notable for the excellent quality
of the mastiff classes, but this time the quality excelled any
former year, and the open dog class brought out such a gath-
ering of good mastiffs as we have not seen in many years.
Nearly all the best dogs we have were there, and between
the three first there is little to choose. There were no chal-
lenge dogs; in bitches, Lady Coleus, looking as well as she
probably ever will do, scored over Sinaloa, so much in sub-
stance, size, massiveness of head and body that the issue was
scarcely in doubt. In open dogs, a grand class, first went to
the Detroit winner, Prince Cola, who beats the second, an
old acquaintance, Melrose Prince, in volume of skull and
body. Emperor William, third, loses in volume of skull, but
has a better muzzle; shown a bit leggy, too. Melrose is

lower to the ground and deeper-bodied. Leamington, whom
we spoke so well of at the West Side show, has since then
been very sick and has not been improved thereby, his muzzle
becoming somewhat pinched and wedge-shaped ;'hisimmense
skull makes this more apparent; his ears are also faulty,
otherwise he is a very good dog. Emperor Maximilian loses
in size and body to the others. Cube, vhc, has a fair-shaped
head, but is small. Alarm is another nice dog, by Ormonde,
standing on good legs, should have more rib. Marquis, vhc,
looked tucked up and light in body; in fact, most of Mr.
Bunn's dogs showed the effects of the sickness that prevailed
in his kennel the past three or four months. Rossington and
Baby Bunn well deserved their letters; the former is too
high in brow, and a very short head gives him a "bully"
expression. Baby Bunn is a light-eared dog, lacking in
expression, faulty in back; head should be deeper and
squarer. The bitch class was not so large, but the entries
were choice. The well-known Lady Diana was considered
the best, followed by Minna Minting, a reversal of the Detroit
decision the week before. Rowena, a good-sized bitch, light
in markings, came third; her head has scarcely breadth
enough, and she needs more rib and body, Cerene, well
known, deserved her place. Fortuna, vhc, is a little flat-

faced, and muzzle should be deeper, forelegs and elbow are
not quite truly formed, nice body and hind parts. Persia,
he, was lucky; her face is long aDd a bit flat, eye light, is

light in body, too. Vistula II. I liked better; better in head
and body. In the absence of Frederick the Great, Druid
walked over in puppy dogs; he is faulty in ear carriage,
otherwise a rather promising sort of youngster. First went
to Campania in bitches, and Gyda might well have had a
second, though other prizes were withheld. In novice class
first to Rowena, who should in our estimation have given
place to Leamington, whose massive head, better bone, dept h
and shape of body, and greater character would seem to fully
entitle him to the place. Beaufort Prince, well known, came
in for third. Tiger, a correctly colored sort of dog, mean
expression, was given c; head of fair shape, bad tail. The
kennel prize fell to the Peoria kennel.

iST. Bernards (Miss.A. 11. Whitney, Judge).—As in mas-
tiffs, Chicago can always be counted on for a good show of
his breed, and especially so in home-bred ones. The entry
%is time compared more than favorably with New York.

Challenge rough dogs brought out Sir Bedivere, Aristocrat
and Fernwood Bruce, the first named looking better even
than at Detroit, and won easily; but between Bruce and
Aristocrat, the struggle was keener. Bruce loses in head,
slightly in body and bone, but is better on his legs all round,
and gets it a bit in length of body. Io was the only repre-
sentative of her class. Open dogs (5) cannot be considered a
very happy effort on the judge's part. Safford, first, is a
dog brim full of quality, with perfect markings, and needs
ouly a little more stop to boast a good head, nice body and
legs, in fact, a well-made dog all round, showing lots of
type and quality. Second to Captain Nedep, a son of Lord
Melrose, a wide jump in type, for he has absolutely nothing
but bis size and flat coat to recommend him for the place.

He is devoid of markings or white on face or collar, a big,
upstanding, light-ribbed dog, washy in color, wretched hocks,
very weak head of fair shape, a dog very far from the winner
in type and quality, although of the same blood. Tramp,
third, is rightly named, he needs grooming and "culturing"
a bit; he has great bone, a fair stamp of head, though a trifle

long, good head markings, no collar, shows quality. Lord
Dante, fourth, should have come second; he is an all round,
well-made little dog, who would be improved with dark
shadings. Alton III. is a dog standing on excellent legs,

muzzle should be deeper and squarer, good color, bone and
body especially, a dog of excellent quality that might well
have been nearer the top. Mauprat, vhc, deserved his let-

ters and no more in this class. Complete was lucky, a dog
showing too much white, fair head, but narrow, shown too
fat, and has little character. American Caesar, vhc, is the
best headed one in the class, and taking all into considera-
tion, type, size, bone and general characteristics, he should
have won, though he was shown thin he was in good healthy
condition. Caesar first, Lord Dante second, Safford third
and Alton III. fourth, would have suited better. There were
half a dozen in the class superior to Captain Nedep. Lord
of Richmond is another nice sort of dog, with immense bone,
should be broader in chest and deeper and longer and
squarer in muzzle, excellent coat and legs, body should be
longer, but it has good depth and ribs. Boris, he, has a
wedgy muzzle, but good skull, feet turn out a little and his

body should be longer. Melrose Rex loses in muzzle, coat
curly in places.
In judging such a class as this where there were so many

dogs that had no earthly chance to win, it would be better if

Miss Whitney would clear a lot of the worst out of the ring
instead of keeping them there all the time, where they take
up much desirable space that is required to move and prop-

erly examine the good ones. The bitch class (15) furnished
material for careful judging, too, as several good ones were
near the top. First went rightly to the beautiful-headed
Rustic Beauty, who only loses in flatness of coat. The well
known Alta Berna claimed second; she was well shown, and
so was Lady Adelaide II., whom Ave have not seen for some
time; both should be deeper and squarer in muzzle, and Ade-
laide have more stop. Sunray, fourth, I preferred for second
place, taking body, legs and head into consideration, although
she perhaps does not show quite so much face quality as
Adelaide, she beats Alta in head and front. Arline, reserve,

should be deeper in stop. Lady Gladys, of the mentioned
ones, is quite a fair sort, faulty in muzzle. A lot of he. cards
were given but some did not deserve so much consideration;

such was Karenina, too curly-coated, fat, and nearly all

white. Mandina, he, should have more stop and ribs. Fern-
wood Rose Il.well deserved her letters; she is a little scooped
out before the stop, shows too much stop, but was well
shown and might have had another let; er. Tot was shown
too fat; would be improved with more stop; good legs and
body. A good-looking pup in Columbus Avon in dog pups
(6); he was in New York; bit flat-faced but head is fairly

well-shaped, is narrow-chested at present; good coat and
body. Easter Cyclone is but a weak-headed one, in fact out-

side the winner there was little to attract attention. In bitch
puppies (4) first went to Aristoeratine, a nicely-grown
youngster, that could be much improved in head if stop

were more defined. Flora, second, loses considerably in head,
which will never be a good one, too light in muzzle and
straight-faced. Sadie Lassie, third, has rather a nice head
but small, shows intense quality but turns her forefeet out.

The novice class (14) for roughs was a mixed lot and the win-
ners have been described in open classes, where they occu-
pied the same positions, Uarda, described last week, get-

ting reserve; all but four numbers were carried on from the
open class and therefore required little judging.
Smooth challenge dogs had two entries, Melrose and Alton

II., the former loses in massiveness of head what he gains
slightly in expression and markings, is improving in head,
broadening out; both are well made dogs, showing lots of

quality. There were no entries in the corresponding bitch
class. In open dogs (5) first went to Lawrence Garza, a well
made, typical little dog; second to Argyle Alpha, a bit plain
in coloring, lacking shadings, hocks might be stronger, fair

short square head, excellent bone, a bit back in pasterns,

nice coat, will improve. St. Augustine, third, was hardly
treated,; his fine head, size, quality, body, in spite of

being in light flesh, good color and general type, should
have placed him well first, as he was at Detroit: Patrician,

fourth, has a nice, well-shaped, short head, but not enough
of it, in fact, is bitch-headed, dips a trifle in back, a well
grown youngster that with time will do much better. Vic-
tor Anton, c, loses much to the others, in poor condition. In
open bitches (7) the Argyle Kennels furnished another Avin-

ner with Judith's Rachel, faulty in ears, a long cast bitch,

light in body, good legs, fair shaped head, muzzle should be
deeper, too much white but shows a good deal of quality in
head; Sunol, second, was at Detroit; Fernwood Queen, third,

was lucky; she has a poor, shallow head, not stop enough,
good legs and body; Valkyrie, fourth, is also plain faced, not
depth enough, good body, trifle straight behind, rich body
color, but more face shadings would improve her, a true
smooth; Pratt's Belle, reserve, I thought harshly treated; she
might have been at least second or third. Columbian Queen,
vhc, I could not find. In dog puppies (2) Argyle Alpha was
again placed OArer Patrician, and the same order was main-
tained in the novice class, Argyle Kennels with a very even
lot won both kennel prizes, and as their dogs were benched
together made an interesting display.

Great Danes (James Mortimer, Judge).—The.interest in
the exhibit of these dogs Avas considerably dampened by the
fact that Kennel Lawrence's dogs were not present, although
entered. Major McKinley, looking very well, walked over
for his challenge prize. In open dogs Stanley, second at

Detroit last week, won nicely from Anderson's Sandor, also
well-known, getting broad in skull. Leo Waldeman is too
pinched in muzzle, straight behind, but, barring hindlegs
beats Hero R , fourth, in type; he was shown thin, good
forelegs and bone. Hero is very throaty, big eye, cheeky,
good bone and legs. Lady Hauno, the winner in bitches
(formerly Minca) beats Flora in body, the latter being too
flat in loin, muzzle too short, skull fair; in fact, is better all

round in type and quality. Ruth, third, is a rather common,
short-headed sort, not very straight in front. Neverzell did
not arrive till the third day and Avas, of course, too late for
competition. Jessie, first ih puppies, has a plain, snipy head
and is very throaty; there is little to choose between her
and Nord for the position. In novices Major D. won; head
too coarse and too much stop; I liked the second winner, a
harlequin of much sprightlier type, Juno R. is of the plain,

common, coarse type, a black. With the Kennel Lawrence
eleven entries the exhibit would have been a good one; as it

was it was disappointing for Chicago.
Newfoundlands (Miss A. H. Whitney, Judge).—A poor

turnout. One dog from whom first was Avithheld; too long
in head, good size, faulty in coat, too open. Flora L., first

in bitches, is small, long, narrow head little stop, shown
fat, fair coat.
Russian Wolfhounds (Boger P. Williams, Judge).—This

exhibit was merely a repetition of Detroit, with the exception
that Vinga's unlucky accident allowed Zerry an easy win,
especially as Svodka in jumping off the bench, slipped on
the floor and was quite lame in the ring. In open dogs Col.
Dietz again beat Odrooski, who is looking a bit light all
through. Cedric II. , third , loses considerably to both in front
and size and coat. In bitches, Riga and Irmina again took
the blue and red ribbons, this putting the former in the chal-
lenge class now. Gypsey Queen was given third over Lady
Dietz, Avho has gone all to pieces. In puppies, however, her
quality pulled her through, and she beat the same lot from
Mr. Gould's kennel that she faced at Nevr York, These dogs
need conditioning and fattening up; they are very much in
the rough. Marlboro Kennels rightfully took the kennel
prize, having a better conditioned and more even lot.
Deeehounds (Roger D. Williams, Judge).—Olga was the

only challenge representative. In open dogs (3), Bruar II.
won nicely from Strebor, whose light bone, faulty feet and
straight second thigh keep him back, fair coat. Rob, third,
loses in size and substa.nce to the others. Lassie, the win-
ning bitch, I think is inferior in size, head, bone and coat to
the second, Madge. Bruar II. and Olga took the specials.
Geethounds (Roger D. Williams, Judge).—Gem of the

Season easily won again, while. Master Rich this time was
placed over Pious Pembroke on account of condition, though
thin himself. Pious Pembroke, poor fellow, will not need
any further attention. In challenge bitches Southern Beauty
was rightly placed over the dainty Bestwood Daisy, both
nicely shown. In open dogs (4) first went to a rather coarse
dog, Glenkirk, especially so in neck and plain behind, good
front for his age, ten years. This dog has sired puppies that
are winning stakes in England this year. Yorkshire Lad,
second, is heavy in shoulders, lacks quality, though a fairly
well built dog. Dick W., third, is too broad in front, does
not stand over enough ground, wide in skull and ears too
large. Black Cloud, fourth, has a nicely turned body, good
front, and I almost preferred him for third place. In bitches
Mr. Williams made the only break we have ever seen him
guilty of, by placing Hasty Pudding, a pretty enough little
bitch, but not straight in front and heavy in shoulders, over
Yorkshire Lass, a capitally made one all through, perhaps a
bit coarse, but little fault can be found with such a strong
symmetrically built animal; Hasty Pudding's capital hard
condition was no doubt some cause for her placing, but
should not outweigh the other's good points. Jennie
Glendyne, third, is much of the same build as Lass, but
heavier in shoulders, skull too round and wide and would do
with more rib. Graee O'Mally, fourth, is a smart little one,
a bit light throughout and is too short in body and falls
away in quarters too much. Idlewild, reserve, is a little
wide in front and is hardly true at elbow and would do with
more swell of rib. A. W. Purbeck took the kennel prize, his
exhibits showing very much more quality than the rest.

Spaniels (J. F. Kirk, Judge).—It is some time since we
saw this veteran judge in the ring, but nevertheless he has
not forgotten a spaniel, and though we could scarcely follow
him in some of his decisions, on the whole he judged accept-
ably.
In Irish Avater spaniels many of the entries were at Detroit,

so it is not necessary to write about them so fully. The win-
ner in dogs, O'Cleary, has a rather short, plain head, coat
long and little curl. Patsy B., second, was shoAvn last week,
and so was Garry Owen, third. Sport, c, is too smooth in
coat. In bitches, Biddy Malone was again placed OA'er Kitty
of Cork, as at Detroit. Mallard Duck, third, has a rather
good head, topknot and ear, good eye, but lacks proper curl
of coat. Erin was absent.
There were no Clumbers shown.
Field spaniels showed up well and were almost a repetition

of New York as regards the principal winners. In challenge
dogs, Newton Abbot Torso this time beat Newton Abbot
Farmer, but the latter is lower on the leg, better in head and
bone. In the corresponding bitch class the well-known Sus-
sex Bridford Ruby was placed over Rosedale Bess, both from
the Keasbey Kennels, In open black dogs (5), the well-known
Echo again scored, beating Sport, in muzzle, which is too
long and plain-shaped, is down in quarters, good coat and
ear. Third went to Dan, who also loses in depth and square-
ness of muzzle, coat and front. Dash White has a rather
good head, but his coat should be flatter. Bitches had three
entries, and Daisy Dean and Dorothy were both placed over
the Detroit winner, Rose, being better in shape of muzzle and
having more and better coat. The well-known liver, Queen,
was alone in the next class for her color, and Joe won again
in puppies.
Cocker challenge dogs had an entry of seven veterans of

the fancy, and Black Duke repeated his Detroit victory.
Brantford Red Jacket came next, with Red Roland reserve,
Jay Kay, Othello, Red Doc and champion Middy being
lookers on, the latter's lack of flesh being responsible for his
unnoticed position, as really he is up to the winner's form
when in shape. Miss Waggles, though looking ragged and
out of coat, had no difficulty in beating I Say, who was well
shown. Jessie O, also looking well, came next.
In open black dogs (7) there was strong competition and

first went rightly to the Avell made Pickpania, who excels
Woodlawn Prince in head, shorter and deeper, and in other
parts he is just as good. Brantford Jet was lucky, his faulty
trout and heavy skull should have placed him behind Black
Duke Jr., who beats him in head and only requires a little

deeper, better furnished body. Douglas, reserve, is a bit too
short in body and el bows turn out a little, a cocky sort, head
too strong lor his size. Wildfire and King Kole, he, have
been mentioned before. In bitches (14) it took the judge
some time to single out the winner, but in putting Dart
ahead of such a strong class there is room for disagreement;
good head she has but her body is a bit long and light and
her front is not true enough; Cora II. is better in body and
front. La Dina, third, must depend on her body more than
head for such recognition. Woodland Jude, fourth, should
be shorter in head. Fashion, vhc, is too high in skull but
good otherwise. Topsy S. in the same division seemed hardly
treated, her head, front and body are good if the latter is a
trifle long, she should have been well in the money. Nellie
S. and Corktown Clio have been spoken of before. Any other
color dogs, five faced the judge and most of them won at
Detroit. Red Prince was chosen for the blue followed by
Brantford Ruf us; the winner is nice type all through, a little

full in skull yet but good fault at his age; Rufus won at
Detroit. Woodland Jim, third, should be a little cleaner in
skull aud straighter in front, his body should be a little

shorter, otherwise a nice sort; St. Lawrence Prince, the
winner at Detroit, should have been higher up, though his
.head would do with fining down a little, waswell shown and
is better than average in front; Dandy S., c, is poor in expres-
sion and too much stop, well built otherwise. In bitches (5)

two being absent, first went to Tonita, a nicely made one,
compact, built on good working lines, good front, if feet did
not turn out a little. Red Rose, second, had all she could do
to beat Woodland Polly, which she does merely in muzzle.
Brantford Beauty, fourth, loses in front, coat and head to
the others; Ruth S. should be stronger before the eye, nice
body and legs, should have been reserve. Red Prince won
in puppies with Black Duke Jr. second. Swiss Mountain
Kennels took the. brace and kennel prizes, while Black Duke
scored over everything for the cup for best sporting spaniel,
though close pushed by Miss Waggles, his condition pulled
him through, though beaten in action by the bitch.

Collies (J. A. Long, J udge).—Probably a stronger entry
than (Jhicago has ever seen before, being in great part a repe-
tition of New York Avith only the Hempstead Farm Kennels
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not showing. Weliesbourne Charlie and Roslyn Wilkes and
Flurry til. and Takyr Dean in challenge classes was once
more the order, and probably for the last time, as open class

winners Sefton Hero and Charlton Phyllis will now have
something to say. Open dogs had thirteen entries. Bendigo
absent, though on the bench. Sefton Hero and Christopher
occupied their accustomed positions, and the latter will now
have an easier time of it. Chesterford Hero, looking very
much better than ever before, came in for third; it is a pity
he is not a larger dog. Toronto Wonder, fourth, still retain-

ing his mane and frill, has lost some of his body coat. Scots-
man, reserve, has too much stop, too full and round in skull,

lots of coat, but not dense enough: a fine, up-standing dog,
with scarcely the quality of the winners. Blizzard, vhc,
was at Detroit; Douglas* is a bit plain, and hardly shows
the quality we look for from this kennel; needs more coat.

Rhoderick Dhout deserved his letters. Charlton Phylliswon
again in bitches, second going to Chesterford Hattie, who
looked well, with dense coat, though scarcely long enough.
Blossom, third, shows intense quality; is small, but well
made, with a dense coat; a daughter of Christopher and the
winner at the last December show. Donna, fourth, is a bit

full and round in skull, back of this she is a showy, nice
bitch. Fanny Kay, reserve, is down-eared, plain in head,
brow too full; for this place I thought Gypsey II. well in;

head well shaped, but lack of white makes it a bit plain, nice

body, but short of coat, gets her tail up too gaily at times.

Lady Christopher and Lady Fidget are well known; they are
out of coat. Grange Nellie has gone all out of form, coarse

and fat. In puppies, the handsome little dog Ormewon well

from Hereward the Wake, whose lack of coat and wall-eye

are against him. Puppies change so much it is little use
commenting particularly upon them. Piper is a good-coated
one. a little cheeky and strong in skull, Willowdale Pride,

the puppy bitch class winner, I did not see. Blphin, second,

.

has a rather coarse head and heavy ear, good coat. Cragston
Kennels took the kennel prize, but were closely pushed by
Chestnut Hill, coat, condition and all things considered.

Novice class winners have been commented upon.
Poodles {Tames Mortimer, Judge).—The principal win-

ners have been described so repeatedly lately it is not neces-

sary to enter into a repetition. In the absence of Milo and
Chloe, Dinah, from the same kennels, was the only challenge
representative. In corded open dogs Bismarck rightly won,
beating Parisian so much in cords and condition. Czarina,
the only entry in the other class, was absent. In open black
curly-coated dogs Rajah won again, with Lais, a smart-look-
ing fellow, not\so good in curl or head, second. Sidi, well
known, took third. Dahomey, fourth, is plain in loin and
quarters. Clicquot, reserve, is a smart stamp but coat is

brushed out and a bit woolly. Moughlow is slack in back,
good coat, but head rather short and coarse. Yankee, second
last week, could get no higher than he. ; he looked tucked up
and leggy, though a smart stamp of poodle. Diablo had
wasted to a shadow, being very light in loin, or would have
done better. Bess, Cybele and Miss furnished the corre-

sponding class winners. Miss is soft in coat with little curl.

In any other color a sort of a first cousin t o a bobtail was given
first, a white dog with little character and rough coat.

Bulldogs (James Mortimer, Judge).—The entries here
were all of well known animals, Leonidas and The Graven
Image taking the challenge prizes respectively, which Leon-
idas further supplemented by taking the special for best in
show. Romance and Sally Brass II. had each a walkover in
their classes for 451bs. and over; the former improves all

the time; Sally is too high on leg and flat-faced, not broken
up enough nor depth. In light-weight dogs Wal Hampton
had little difficulty in beating the terrier body and front of
African Monarch.
Bull-Terriees (James Mortimer, Judge).—These terriers

always show up well at Chicago, and competil ion was strong
in the. various classes and wins well placed on the whole. In
challenge dogs (2) Streatham Monarch had no difficulty in
beating Dufferin, grown altogether too thick and cloddy.
In bitches (2) Attraction again vanquished her kennel mate
Starlight. Open dogs. 301bs. and over (8), saw Cardonna once
more returned the winner, followed by Duke of Rochester,
Topsparkle and Billy Bulger, all dogs I have commented on
quite recently. Bellerby King, vhc, was also at Detroit.
Croydon Monarch has a nice head but lacks substance and
fails in front to the others. Vesper Bell won once more in
the corresponding class; should be cleaner in cheek and
longer in muzzle. Edgewood Topsy comes next and ran her
very close with Countess of Dufferin, who keeps her head
well and stands on good legs, not far behind either. White
Gypsy is cheeky and heavy in shoulder and was not well
shown. White Queen loses in length of head, neck and
shoulders. Under 301bs., dogs (2), Rookery Boy beat Prin-
cipio, but I think the latter scores all over in head and front.
The bitch class was a smart one, the winner the cleanly-made
Lady Rochester, who excels Jeanne DArc in eye and front,
but latter has good neck and body. Lowland Duchess, third,
is well known, while Pearl Rochester pushes her close; bet-
ter in head and front. Mermaid, vhc, has gone off very
much. Tarquin beats Croydon Fay in shape and character
of head, but loses to the other in body and legs. Rookery
Boy, Bellerby King and White Queen was the order in the
novice class. The special for best heavy weight went to Car-
donna, but barring having a little the best of Streatham
Monarch before the eye and coat, the latter excels to our
mind.
In the Boston terriers Tony, winner in heavy dogs, is too

long-faced, light in body and "bully" front. Ben, the win-
ner in under 201bs., has a fair head, light in body, out at
shoulders. Hector, second, loses in head but has a better
front.
Dachshunds (John Davidson, Judge).—Challenge entry

Fritz K. was absent. In open dogs (8) Nips took the blue,
followed by Knirps; he is coarse and his tail tickles the back
of his neck almost. Jay beats Knirps all over in type and
character, and especially in head and ear, skin and length of
body, but was shown out of shape. Plethyosaurus also is of
better type than the others, in spite of too much wrinkle.
Topsy, too high in skull, short ear, good length of body and
loose skin. Tips Zur Horst was at Detroit. Fritz is coarse
and full in skull. In bitches there was nothing to beat Jar-
gonelle, whose sweet head and type easily beat the rather
coarse Gypsey. Nellie S. was absent.
Fox-Teeriers (James Mortimer, Judge).—Many of the

entries here have been seen on the benches during the past
weeks. The quality was good on the whole and would have
been better if the Blemton entries had put in an appearance.
In challenge dogs Raffle had another walkover, Blemton
Victor II. being absent and Grouse II. filled her place in the
corresponding class. Open dogs (9) saw the old familiar
names of Warren Safeguard and Tip Top at the top, the lat-
ter loses in skull and muzzle to the former, who is as game
a terrier as he is good looking, and that is also the opinion of
the Detroit coon with whom he struck up such an intimate
acquaintance. Arrondale Mixture, third, was at Detroit.
Hillside Royal, vhc, loses in body and muzzle, while Pov-
erino, who seems to be a puzzler to all catalogue compilers,
is losing flesh, but should have had another letter. Sport
and Toronto are ordinary. Warren Captious and Duty
headed the list in the next class; they were at Detroit; so
was Lady Roseberry, third. After them came Richmond Jes-
samine, whose head is of good length, but a weak jaw is

against her, besides being on the leg. Maple Leaf was at
Detroit. In dog puppies (6) there was nothing particularly
noticeable, Audubon Stipend and Seacroft King being the
only mentioned ones; the former is the best, a promising
sort, though he turns his feet out. Warren Tory was absent.
In bitches (3) first to Maple Leaf, second to Chip, whom I
could not find. Hillside Royal and Seacroft King and

Crocus II. were the winners in the dog novices in the order
named and do not require, much mentioning. In bitches
Richmond Jessamine,Glendon Dixielosing in head and front,
but better in body, and Maple Leaf furnished the only suc-
cessful candidates for the money. The wire division was
represented by Ebor Larchmont and Jess Frost, who won in
their respective classes; both were at Detroit. The kennel
prize went of course to the Rutherfurd Kennels, and War-
ren Safeguard took the cup for best in show.
Irish Terriers (James Mortimer, Judge).—Jack Briggs

again succeeded in beating Jackanapes in challenge dogs,
while Candor made a very acceptable entry for the corre-
sponding class. Brickbat, Jr., walked over in open dogs,
and the same owner's Blue Ribbon had a bloodless victory in
her class. She was described last week.
Scotch Terriers (James Mortimer, Judge).—"Tiree and

Kilroy were placed as before in challenge class, and Kilcree
again beat Wankie Tam; both looked well. Culblean this
time beat Wankie Daisy; better head, ears and general type.
Merry Coll, reserve, loses in coat, front and head to the win-
ners." This is the Detroit report, and the entries were iden-
tical here.
Dewr was the only "Welshman" on the bench.
Bedlington terriers had only The Professor and Mount

Vernon Tibbie, both at Detroit, and described there. Each
walked over for its $10.

Dandle Dinmonts (James Mortimer, Judge).—Pretty
much the same entries again, King o' the Heather and
Ainstey Daisy being the challenge winners in the order
named. Tweed, winner in open dogs, was lucky; he is a good
sort of rough dog, has not the coat and type of the others.
Skye Terriers (James Mortimer, Judge). — Endcliff

e

Maggie beat Barnaby Rudge in challenge class, the big dog
is a bit coarse all round and loses in action to the other. In
Stafford, reserve, lost in coat; it is time he was retired if he
is going to be beaten. Elphinstone had no difficulty in beat-
ing Toodles in open dogs, better head, coat and bone. Queen
of the Skyes and Princess May occupied their accustomed
positions. Prairie Flower, third, and Lady Stafford fourth,
all well known. Prairie Flower beat Lady Stafford again in
novices as well as Belle Stafford, who loses in head and bone.
Puppy prizes withheld. Elphinstone and Queen of Skyes
were the winning brace and Barnaby beat Elphinstone in
head and length for best dog, the competition between Queen
of Skyes and Endcliffe Maggie was keen; Maggie having the
stronger head, but in action, coat and general type Her
Majesty should get it a little bit; Maggie was never shown
better.
Mieke was the only Schipperke and won.
Black and Tan Terriers (James Mortimer, Judge).—The

same old faces, but the judge did not view them the same
way as usual. Broornfield Sultan and Prince Regent were
placed equal in challenge dogs; the former I thought should
have won, especially in Prince's present bare-headed condi-
tion. In bitches I could not follow Queen III. second to
Gypsey Girl, who loses in head, make and shape of body,
especially set on of stern, is a bit clearer in leg markings,
but tan is washy comparatively, both were well shown.
Louie came in for reserve; she can beat Girl both in mark-
ings and body. In open dogs the well made, but rather
coarse Glenwood won easily over Rochelle Turk and Rochelle
Oolah; better markings, body and head. Rochelle Mac,
reserve, loses in head, neck and front, Rochelle Sultan has
nice tan, but faulty head and front. Rosette beats Rochelle
Sultana in head and markings. For the special for best I
should think Sultan or Prince Regent a truer-shaped terrier
than Gypsey, whose queer set on of stern and round rump and
washy tan should place her back; she is whippety too. Queen
III. not being a first winner is not mentioned in this criti-
cism.

Yorkshire Terriers (James Mortimer, Judge).—Some-
thing better than we usually find. The well known Minnie
York in nice coat was alone in challenge class. Fisepool
Gem simply smothered the others in open dogs in size and
coat, being well shown. Charlie, second, is short of coat but
of fine color. Joker II. I could not get a sight of. Prince
Harry must have lost in length of body coat for his body
color is good and so is his tan; Dick York, Jr., vhc, is tob
leggy and big, coat short and mixed. In bitches first went
by default to Pinkey York, a beautifully-coated little thing
of excellent type and rarely shown. Toy terriers were poor,
the winner, Lotta, being quite large but with fair tan and
markings.
Pugs (Miss A. H. Whitney, Judge).—This breed is usually

strong here, and this show proved no exception, some of the
best in the country being shown. Curtis and Eberhart's
Cashier furnished the challenge winners in order named, the
former beats in size, but his black face is against him. Vega
was the only entry in challenge bitches. In open dogs, a
strong class, Al Von caught the judge's eye for first, as at
New York. Bobbie Mac came next, big, coarse ear and head,
though fairly well shaped, but smutty, good wrinkle, body
and curl. Patsy Bolivar loses in skull. Finsbury Duke,
fourth, should have been higher up, although shown light;
he is as good in type and build as any, head too smutty in
color. Uncle Bob has the spot on forehead to perfection,
nice body, curl and trace, needs a deeper stop and would
then be a good one. Duke Howard, vhc, faulty in front and
ears set on too high, well shaped muzzle, which should be
shorter. Sir Douglas is well known, is a bit coarse, but well
made, good curl, muzzle should be shorter. Tito, vhc, had
retired, and Drummer was not for competition. In bitches
(5) Haughty Madge of course won; traveling does not seem
to hurt her at all. Lady Verne, second, loses in muzzle and
skull, and was too fat. Miss Decima pressed her close.
Sprake's Patti, fourth, has a fair head and body. Hooker,
reserve, has a rather plain, flat face, nice ear and should be
clearer in head color. Miss Robinson is supposed to be a
black pug, its tail curls and it has a "pugly" head, though
too long for the fawns, body light and long, a puppy yet.

Some fair puppies were shown, the best of all being Queen
Zitka, a very promising sort, if a little shorter in muzzle,
but still is well shaped, deep and square. Rookery Kennels
showed an even lot for kennel prize and won.
Tot Spaniels (Miss A. H. Whitney, Judge).—An excellent

lot of these pet dogs, and the Western breeders are evidently
going to make their Eastern friends look to their laurels.
Calumet Alice, looking fat and big and curly, was alone in
challenge King Charles. In open dogs Little Duke won
nicely; a capital-headed one, short-faced and deep, good
earage and body, excellent feather, even to tail, and rich tan
markings. Second went to Bentick; excellent skull and
stop, coat should be flatter, tan should be brighter, nice
feather. Calumet St. Cyr is smutty in tan, short of coat,
excellent short face and high skull. This was a class very
much above the average. In bitches American Beauty, by
Royal Duke, won well; she has excellent tan, skull and
short deep face, good fiat coat and length of ear, but should
have been in better shape. Lady of the Lake, her mother,
has nice face tan, a better skull than muzzle, that should
be a bit shorter, nice coat and feather, a trifle bowy in front.
Special for best King Charles spaniel went to Calumet Alice,
but either Little Duke or American Beauty can outpoint her
in her present shape.
In Blenheims Rex, Jr., won in dogs, stop not deep enough,

rather flat head and long, good legs. Miss Ruby, the bitch,
had a walk-over, not very good in forelegs, but excellent
head, body and coat; she also won the special. Prince
Charles and Rubys brought out Ruby Pasha for first, who
beats Taffy in skull, eye and a little in coat, but is not so
cobby and well made in body as the latter. In bitches Fasie
could scarcely be shorter in face or better in skull; coat curls
a little in places, but she has plenty of it, and good body and
legs—a very good one. Miss Wally is another of the same

stamp. Quite a nice little Jap, faulty in one ear, carries it

out, and should be shorter-faced—won without competition.
In toy spaniel puppies Young America is a most promising
short-faced pup, winning nicely in squareness of muzzle, eye
and tan from Duchess of Bellevue. Fasie easily took the
special in the lot.

Italian Greyhounds (Roge - D. Williams, Judge').—Sprite
and Spring in challenge classes and Taglioni in open dogs
were the winners; the latter is down-eared, but has a good,
long, clean head and is of nice, dainty size. Tinie and Lady
Lee in the bitch class were very much under the weather
when shown and had bad coughs; they should be blanketed
this changeable weather. Lottiewon in this class; she is too
much out before the eye but very nice size in body and shape.
Jos. Lewis took the kennel prize.
Miscellaneous Class (John Davidson, Judge).—In dogs

(3) first went to the bobtail Herdman II. and second to the
"Pom." Sheffield Lad, a moderate Dalmation getting third,
In bitches Blue Belle the collie was probably the only true
bred entry, the other, Sightly, I suppose is a Chihuahua,
though liver and tan in color. H. W. Lacy.

Foxhounds (John Davidson, Judge).—The exhibits of
American foxhounds were far away above the average
exhibit at dog shows, both in quality and numbers. Mr.
Roger D. Williams owned nearly all of them. In the chal-
lenge class for dogs Commodore had no competition. He is

a hound of exceptional muscular development and foxhound
quality, although his head could be improved, particularly
in muzzle. In the corresponding class for bitches Femur had
a walkover. She is a bitch of a great deal of quality. The
four dogs in the open class for them were owned by Mr.
Roger Williams, as were also five out of the six bitches in
their class. First in dogs went to Simple Simon, excellent
in body, legs and feet; leather good and even, muscular de-
velopment; in muzzle he was somewhat light and too round.
Second went to Topgallant, rather lanky and long c«st, and
his head was not clean cut. Dickens, fourth, is short in neck
and a trifle heavy in shoulders, and light behind, his head is

quite good. The Admiral, fourth, is throaty, ordinarily good
head and good in body, legs and feet. Topsy, first in bitches,

is remarkably sound, and she stands squarely on excellent
legs and feet. The bitches, after first prize winner, did not
rate in merit so high as the dogs. La Jora, second, is but a
fairly good bitch, while Loopey, fourth, is a leggy bitch,

coarse generally, lacking in symmetry and inferior in fox-
hound character to those placed below her. Flossy, fourth,
has a good neck, a well ribbed body, plain head and awk-
ward carriage of ears. The kennel of Mr. Williams was . a
sorty lot. In English foxhounds Denmark had no competi-
tion in the class for dogs, while the sterling bitch Rosemary
easily beat Torment in the corresponding bitch class.

Pointers (Mr. Tim Donoghue, Judge).—The exhibit was
rather inferior both in number and the quality of the entries.

It was quite a disappointment that the competition was so
light. Duke of Dexter won over Tempest in the challenge
class for heavy weights, while Woolton Game, notwithstand-
ing her age, easily beats the younger bitch, Josie Bracket, in
the heavy-weight bitch class. Dogs over 551bs. had but three
entries, of which Sandford Druid was easily first. He has
been described recently. Molton Banner was drawn finer

in flesh and did not appear so heavy in build to the eye as he
really is. Third went to Dictator, recently described, while
fourth went to Sport Viscount Edisto, ears set on too high,
muzzle a bit light and pasterns too strong. He shows some
throatiness and has a well-ribbed body. There were four
entries in the heavy-weight bitches, of which Hempstead
Pearl, good in body, legs and feet, fairly good head, shows
some throatiness and somewhat on the cobby order, won
first. Second was won by Brighton Leda, short in muzzle,
throaty, well built, but of ordinary symmetry. Beppo's Girl,

third, has ears set high, straight shoulders and is somewhat
too wide in ribs, andIs more symmetrical than the winner of
third, and also is superior in neck, head and shoulders. In
light-weight challenge dogs Duke of Hessen was first over
Rush of Lad, while in the corresponding class Lady Gay
Spanker was first, Miss Rumor was second and Wild Lily
was the other competitor.
Seven competitors faced the judge in the light-weight

dog class. Ridgeview Comet was first, though hard pushed
by Ridgeview Tenny, both well known, as is also the third
prize winner, Hempstead Duke, while fourth went to the
well-known field trial winner Lad of Rush While the latter

is a tidily built dog, he can never compete successfully on
the bench with the best pointers. Luck of Kent, vhc, is

long cast and has a poor head, though he is upstanding and
is somewhat leggy, good in neck and fair, general symmetry.
The bitch class had five entries, first going to Hempstead
Blossom, a fairly good bitch, while second went to Devon-
shire Pearl, of more than average symmetry. Third went
to the well-known Fan Fan II. Mab of Kent, thick in
shoulders, short muzzle, good legs and feet, won fourth.
There were seven in the field trial class, Tempest, Woolton
Game, Sanford Druid, Duke of Hessen, Ridgeview Tenny,
Lad of Rush and Hempstead Duke. Duke of Hessen and
Sanford Druid were first and second, third going to Hemp-
stead Duke, though there was a far better one in Ridgeview
Tenny. The kennel prize was won by Mr. T. G. Davey over
the Hempstead Farm's exhibit, though the latter were a
sortier and more workmanlike lot.

English Setttbs (Maj. J. M. Taylor, Judge).—The classes
were quite well filled, particularly the open dog class, which
had twenty competitors. Toledo Blade and Albert's Nellie
were the winners in the challenge classes for dogs and bitches
respectively, with Bohemian Girl second to Nellie. Paul Bo,
shown in good condition, again took first honors in the open
class; second going to Washtenaw Grouse, third to Matane,
all well known dogs. Fourth went to Paul Hill, light in
skull and bone, curl in stern, good shoulders, body and quar-
ters and fair general symmetry. The reserve went to Nether-
wood Nymrod, shown thin in flesh. Six were given vhc,
Piercy Hill, King Gladys, Tremont, Price, Chesterfield Sur-
prise and Ben Hur of Riverview. The first mentioned is

plain in head, light barrel, out at elbows. King Gladys is a
trifle leggy and light in bone. Tremont has a fairly good
head, is heavy in shoulders, not quite heavy enough in loin.

Price is slack built and too high on legs. The rest of the class
was somewhat better than ordinary. The bitch class had fif-

teen entries,of which Luna,light in muzzle and bone, was first,

second going to Daisy of Riverview, light in muzzle and
bone, a trifle leggy, good in body, Bhoulders and fair in
symmetry. Nellie Breeze, third, is a bitch of average
quality. Flight of Riverview, fourth, is narrow in skull
and muzzle, light head, bone and body, and while she
has fair symmetry, she just escapes being weedy. The reserve
went to Liberty II., while of the three which received vhc,
Tube Rose is plain in head, and was too high in flesh. Arline
was but average in quality and Miss Shattuck has a good
head, tnough narrow in skull and deficient in short ribs.

The bitch class was inferior to the dog class in quality.
There were two dogs in the puppy class. Count Bo is plain
in head, a bit large in knees, good neck, shoulders and gen-
eral symmetry. Second went to Pembroke Dick, a large
puppy, plain in head and short in neck. There were four
bitch puppies. Belle of Riverview, first, is light in build and
fair in symmetry. Second went to Elese, and third to Pem-
broke Lill, light in muzzle and bone. In the field trial class,
the winners were Cincinnatus, Toledo Blade and Paul Bo,
first, second and third. Paul Bo is better than Toledo Blade
in symmetry, shoulders and body, the latter is carrying a
good deal of lumber, and in my opinion was inferior to Paul
Bo. The Riverview Kennels took the kennel special prize.
Ieish Setters (Major J. M. Taylor, Judge).—The classes

were inferior in merit and small in entries. Kildare Glen
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more was first in challenge dogs, Seminole second, Duke.
Elcho, reserve, while in the corresponding challenge class
for bitches, Queen Yic was first and EdnaH. second. There

I

were ten in the open dog class. Finglas repeated his victory,
second going to Bob Jr., a large dog, flat in ribs, leggy and
straight in shoulders. His color and coat are good. Lord
Elcho, third, is light in body, long cast, straight stifles and
inferior in physical development. Gerald, fourth, is thin in
flesh, long cast and throaty. Teddy O'Rourke, an ordinary
dog, received vhc. Bitches had seven competitors. First
was won by Bessie Einmore, second by Ruby Glenmore II.,

third by Rosamond and fourth by Gussie, leggy and light in
bone. The remainder of the class was ordinary, as were also
the seven puppies shown. Finglas and Teddy O'Rourke
were first and second in the field trial class. They had no
Other competitors, The Oak Grove Kennels won the kennel
special prize.
Gordon Settees {John Davidson, Judge).—The entries

were light and very ordinary. Heather Lad was first with
Leo B. second in challenge clogs. Lady Waverly was first in

challenge bitches, with Lady Gordon second and Duchess of
Waverly reserve. There were three competitors in the dog
class. Highland Kent, first, is somewhat straight in stifles,

heavy in head and shoulders, fairly good in legs and feet, an
upstanding, large dog of good general symmetry though too
high ou legs. Second went to Duke of Wellington and third
to Archibald, an upstanding dog of good quality but shown
in poor condition. There were three bitches. Highland Yola
was first and second was awarded to Nellie D., grossly fat
and inferior in every way to Dwight Effie, winner of third.
The six puppies were an ordinary lot with the exception of
Dwight Eflie.

Chesapeake Bat Dogs (Major J. M. Taylor, Judw)-—
While the number shown was few, it was larger than com-
monly seen at shows. In the dog class October easily won
first. " He is heavy in shoulders and throaty, good coat, body,
legs and feet. Deacon, second, is a curly-coated, muscular
dog, leggy, poor bead and deficient in short ribs. Cleveland,
third, is light in body. There were two bitches. Rose, first,

has a sway back, ears badly set on and is ordinary. Mary II.

is light in bone, poor in head and ordinary.
Beagles (Major J, M, Taylor, Judge).—The classes were

poor in quality. Doctor had a walkover in challenge dogs,
and June M. and Snow were first and second in challenge
bitches. Dogs over 13in. had three entries. Joe, first, is light
behind, a bit coarse, in head, and out at elbows. Pomps, sec-
ond, is light in bone and heavy in shoulders. Ilwaco is
coarse and lacking in beagle character. Bitches over 13in.
had three, Fancy M., M'liss and Little Spotty, placed in the
order mentioned. The first is light in muzzle and deficient
in short ribs. Adams had a walkover in the class for dogs
under 13in, In the like elass for bitches there were five.

First went to Actress, cheeky and bad carriage of ears. Sec-
ond went to Little Fraud, light behind and out at elbows.
The. rest of the class was ordinary. In the field trial class,
Snow was first, Uwaco second; neither noticeable for high
merit. B. Waters.

LIST OF AWARDS.

MASTIFFS.—Challenge—Bitches: 1st and 2d, 0. E. Bunn's Lady
Coleus and Sinaloa.—Open—Dogs: 1st, L. Younghusband's Prince
Cola; 3d, Oakhurst Kennels' Melrose Prince; 3d and reserve, Dr. C A.
Lougest's Emperor William and Emperor Maxiniillian; 4th, very high
coin, and high com., C. E. Bunn's Leamington, Marquis and Rossing-
ton. Very high com-, C G. Hawley's Alarm and B. R. Morse's Cube.
High com., P. Myers's Baby Bunn and H. A. Williams's Cole Mac.
Com., F. Beinhard's Leo S. and S. S. Badger's Hector. Bitches: 1st,
Dr. C. A. Lougest's Lady Diana; 2d, 3d and very high com., 0. E.
Bunn's Minna Minting, Rowena and Fortuna; 4tn. Woodbury Kennels'
Cerene. High com., C. C. McLean's Persia. Com., W, C. Gunn's Vistula
n.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Druid. Bitches: 1st, Dr.
C. A. Lougest's Campania; 8d, withheld—Novice—1st, 2d and high
com., C. E. Bunn's Bowena, Leamington and Bossington; 3d, Dr. C. A.
Lougest's Beaufort Prince. Com., Eberhart & Heywood's Tiger.

ST. BERNARDS.— Rough-Coated —Challenge— Dogs: 1st, C. A.
Pratt's Sir Bedivere; 2d, F. S. Anderson's Aristocrat. Reserve, J. B.
Lewis's Fernwood Bruce. Bitches: 1st, J. B. Lewis*s Io —Open—Dogs:
1st, Ashland Kennels' Safford; 2d, L. Brutkienie/.'s Captain Nedep; 3d,
South Bend Kennel Club's Tramp; 4th, Bay City Kennels' Lord Dante.
Reserve, A. C. Shallenberger's Alton HI. Very high com., E. Sauer-
hering's Lord of Richmond, A. Froembling's American Csesar, T.
Gould's Mauprat, W. A. Quigiey's Complete. ^High com., C. P. Bryan's
Boris, Mrs. Kaiser's Prince Earl Corn , R. S. Hazen's Melrose Rex.
Bitches: 1st and 3d, C. A. Pratt's Rustic Beauty and Lady Adelaide It,

:

2d, A. C. Shallenberger's Alta Berna; 4tb, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Sunray. Reserve, J. B. Lewis's Arline. Very high com., Mrs. J. Gal-
braith's Lady Gladys. High com., J. E. Wright's Tot, W. A. Hetlieh's
Fernwood Rose II., C. P. Bryan's Karenina and F. Bachiueyer's Man-
dina. Com., F. Bachmeyer's Eulalia and Ashland Kennels' Fernwood
Lucelle.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, F. Reiehardt's Columbus; 2d. Ashland
Kennels' Easter Cyclone; 3d, T. Boadford's Sultan. Reserve, E. At-
water's Duke of Rosemary. High com., R. C. Lemon's Prince Edward
Com., L. Schwass's Romeo. Bitches: 1st, Ashland Kennels' Aristoera-
tine: 2d, Mrs. B. Brandt's Flora; 3d, C. W.Wright's Ladir Lassie.
Very high com., Brighton Kennels'Rooney. Com., H. L. Pelles'sLady
Juliette.—Novice—1st, Ashland Kennels' Safford; 2d, L. Brutkienicz'a
Captain Nedep; 3d, South Bend Kennel Club's Tramp. Reserve, C. A,
Pratt's Uarda. Very high com., E. Sauerhering's Lord of Richmond.
W. A. Quigiey's Complete, Mrs. J. Galbraith's Lady Gladys and F.
Reiehardt's Columbus. High com., Mrs. M. Kaiser's Prince EarL G.
Lily's Barry L„ Miss Bryan's Iva. Com., F. Bachmever's Eulalia and
Mandina, and R. S. Hazen's Melrose Rex.

ST. BERNARDS.—Smooth-Coated— Challenge— Dogs: 1st, A. C.
Shallenberger's Melrose; 2d, C A. Pratt's Alton II.—Open—Dogs; 1st,
J. Fornof's Lawrence Garza; 2d, C. A. Pratt's Argyle Alpha: 3d, Bay
City Kennels' St. Augustine; 4th, A. ;C. Shallenberger's Patrician.
Com., F. Bachmeyer's Victor Anton. Bitches: 1st and reserve, C. A.
Pratt's Judith's Rachel and Pratt's Belle; 2d. Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Sunol; 3d and 4th, A, 0 Shallenberger's Fernwood Queen and Val-
kyrie. Very high com., A. Froembling's Columbian Queen. High
com., F. Bachmeyer's Isabella B.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, C. A. Pratt's
Argyle Alpha; 2d, A. C. Shallenberger's Patrician.—Novice—1st, C. A.
Pratt's Argyle Alpha; 2d, A. C. Shallenberger's Patrician. High com ,

W. H. Roach's Rehne. Com , W. P. Brabazon's Don A. Pedro.

BLOODHOUNDS —Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Bel-
bus.—Open—Dogs: 1st. Dr.C. A. Lougest's Berry's Bradshaw. Bitches:
1st and 2d, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Kaween and Vigilant.

GREAT DANES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, South Bend Kennel Club's
Major McKinley.—Open—Dogs: 1st, P. Clagstone's Stanley

; 2d, F. S.
Anderson's Anderson's Sandor; 3d, W. Mueller's Leo Waldemar: 4th,
W. Rodger's Hero R. Bitches: 1st, J. W. Heitz's Lady Hanno: 2J. m'
F Reis's Flora; 3d, T. G. Karniff's Ruth. Furies; 1st, F. L. Jen-'
nings's Jessie L. ; 2d, C. H. McGurrin's Nord.

—

Novice— 1st, F. Dres-
ler's Major D.; 2d, W. A. Schoenburn's Cora B.; 3d, A. Bartels's
Juno B.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.

—

Dogs: 1st, withheld; 2d,
r
J. J. Nicola's Fuldo.

Bitches: 1st, M. Simon's Flora L.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, H. W. Hunt-
ington's Argoss; 2d, C. S. Hanks's Leekhoi. Bitches; 1st, H. W.
Huntington's Zerry; 2d C. S. Hanks's Svodka.—Open— Dogs: 1st, C. 8.
Hanks's Col. Dietz; 2d, H. W. Huntington's Odrooski; 3d, Geo. J.
Gould's Cedric II. Bitches: 1st and 2d. H. W.Huntington's Riga and
Irmina; 3d and 4th. C. S. Hanks's Gipsy Queen and Lady Dietz. Pup-
pies: 1st. C. S. Hanks's Lady Dietz; 2d, reserve, very high com. and
com., Geo. J. Gould's Vera, Czar, Czarina and Vladimir.

DEERHOUNDS.

—

Challenge— Bitches: 1st, W. H. Muir's Olga.—
Open—Dogs: 1st, W, H. Muir's Bruar II.; 2d, G. W. Roberts's Strebor;
3d, W. Potter's Bob, Bitches: l?t and 2d, W. Porter's Madge and
Lassie.

GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st and reserve, A. W. Pur.
beck's Gem of the Season und Pious Pembroke: 2d, W. G. Fife's Mas-
ter Rich. Bitches: 1st and 2d, A. W. Purbeck's Southern Beauty and
Bestwood Daisy.—Open—Dogs: 1st, E. H. Muleaster's Qlenkirk; 2d
and 4th, A. Haigh's Yorkshire Lad and Black Cloud; 3d, Dr. Walters's
Dick W. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. Hayman's Hasty Pudding; 2d and 3d, A.
Haigh's Yorkshire Lass and Jenna Glendine; 4th, M. Allen's Grace
O'Malley. Reserve, C. W. Sarvis's Idlewild.

FOXHOUNDS.—Challenge— Dogs: let, Roger D. Williams's Com-
modore. Bitches: 1st, Marraroif Kennels' Femur.—American Fox-
hounds—Dugs : 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th, Roger D. Williams's Simple
Simon, Top Gallaut, Dickens and The Admiral. Bitches: 1st. 2d, 4th,
very high com. and high com., Roger D. Williams's Topsy, La Jora,
Flossy, Houri and Bowsprit; 3d, J. Giots's Loopey —English Fox-
hocnds—Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Denmark. Bitches: 1st
and 2d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Rosemary and Torment.

POINTERS —Challenge—Dogs (551bs. and over): 1st, Charles D.
Roberts a Duke of Dexter; 2d, Win. Ledvard's Tempest. Bitches
(501bs. aud over): 1st, Hempstead Farm's Woolton Game; 2d, T. G.
Davey's Josie Bracket.—Open—Dogs (551bs. and over): 1st, Hemp-
stead Farm's Sandford Druid; 2d, G. O. Smith's Moulton Banner; 3d,
B. F. Seitner's Dictator; 4th, Claude King's Sport Viscount Edisto.
Bitches (50lbs. and over): 1st, Hetnostead Farm's Hempstead Pearl,
2d, T. G Davey's Brighton Leda; 3d, Chas. C. Wiedling's Beppo's Girl;
4th, T. B. Turner's Rose Le Hessen.—Challenge—Dogs fuuder 551bs,):
1st, Hempstead Farm's Duke of Hessen; 2d. A. F. Hochwalt & W.
Windle's Rush of Lad. Bitches (under 501bs.): 1st and 2d, T. G.
Davey's Lady Gay Spanker and Miss Rumor.

—

Open—Dogs (under
651 bs.): 1st, T. G. Davey's Ridgeview Comet; 2d, Netherwood Kennels'
Ridgeview Tenny; 3d, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Duke; 4th, J. L.
Adams's Lad of Rush. Very high com,, Henry Behrens's Luck of
Kent. Bitches (under 501bs.): 1st. Hempstead Farm's Hempstead
Blossom; 2d, Chas. D, Boberts's Devonshire Pearl; 3d, Chas. Council's
Fan Fan II; 4th, M, K. Pope's Mab of Kent. Very high com., George
Callahan's Jip—Field Trial Class (dogs and bitches which have been
placed at any public field trial in the United States or Canada): 1st,

2d and 3d, Hempstead Farm's Duke of Hessen, Sandford Druid and
Hempstead Duke.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

—

Challgngk—Dogs: 1st, J. E. Dager's Toledo
Blade. /.''''••/'•' 1st, Washtenaw Kennels' champion Albert's Nellie:
2d, J. Shelley Hudson's Bohemian Girl.—Open— Dogs: 1st. Richard
Merrill's Paul Bo; 2d, Washtenaw Kennels' Washtenaw Grouse; 3d,
W. B. Wells's Matane; 4th, Riverview Kennels' Paul Hill. Reserve,
Netherwood Kennels' Netherwood Nimrod. Very high com., J. Shelley
Hudson's Piercy Hill, L T. Ward's King Gladys, Bryson & Bedford's
Tremont, Tennessee Training Kennels' Price, Chesterford Park Ken-
nels' Chesterford Surprise, and F. G. Taylor's Ben Hur of Biverview.
High com., J. Shelley Hudson's Apollo Hill and Monte Cristo III.,D. C.
Jones's Lexington, Whyte Bedford's De Soto and Frank F. Dole's
Young Howard. Com., Tim Donaghue's Ben Gladstone HI. Bitches:
1st, W. B. Wells's Luna; 2d and 4th, Riverview Kennels' Daisy of
Riverview and Flight of Riverview; 3d, Washtenaw Kennels' Nellie
Breeze. Reserve, T. G. Davey's Liberty II. Very high com., Richard
Merrill's Tube Rose, J. Shelley Hudson's Arline and Scotts Wood
Kennels' Miss Sbattue. High com., G. E. Bruner's Fantasma. Com.,
Jackson Denmark Kennels' Pearl Price.

—

Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Tim
Donaghue's Count Bo; 2d, G. E. Gale's Pembroek Dick. Bitches: 1st,

Riverview Kennels' Belle of Riverview; 2d, Whyte Bedford's Blese;
3d, G. E. Gale's Pembroek Lill.—FrELD Trial Class (for dogs and
bitches that have been placed at any public field trial in the United
States or Canada): 1st and 2d, J. E. Dager's Cincinnatus and Toledo
Blade; 3d, Richard Merrill's Paul Bo.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, 2d and reserve. F. C.
Fowler's Kildare Glenmore, Seminole and Duke Elcho. Bitches: 1st

and 2d, F. C. Fowler's Queen Vic and Edna H.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, W.
L. Washington's Finglas; 2d, James Martiu's 'Bob, Jr.; 3d, D. L. Car-
michael's Lord Elcho, Jr.; 4th, Dr. E. B. Weston's Gerald. Very high
com., Claremont Kennels' Teddy O'Burke. Bitches: 1st, W. H.
Eakins's Bessie Finmore; 2d, W. L. Washington's Ruby Glenmore II.

;

3d, Dr. Wm. Jarvis's Rosamond; 4th, Mrs. G. A. Buchannan's Gussie.
High com., Claremont Kennels' Sally Gold. Com., Frank Noghteu's
Barnbo.—Puppies—Doas: 1st, Claremont Kennels' Chief Red Cloud;
2d, Perry & Mitchell's Pride's Dash. Bitches: 1st, Perry & Mitchell s

Pride's Heather; 2d and reserve, Dr. E. B. Weston's Una and Daisy J.

;

3d, Concord Cocker Kennels' Nina Concord.—Field Trial Class (for
dogs and bitches that have been placed at any public field trial in the
United States or Canada)—1st. W. L. Washington's Finglas; 2d, Clare-
mont Kennels' Teddy O'Burke.

GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge — Dogs; 1st, J. R. Oughton's
Heather Lad; 2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Leo B. Bitches: 1st, 2d and re-

serve, Dr. S. G Dixon's Lady Waverly, Lady Gordon and Duchess of
Waverly.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Highland Kennels' Highland Kent; 2d,

Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duke of Wellington; 3d, J. W. E. Clarke's Archibald.
Bitches: 1st. Highland Kennels' Highland Yola; 2d, R. H. Donnelley's
Nellie D. ;

3d, J. R. Oughton's Dwight Effie.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, R.
H Donnelley's Sandy; 2d, Highland Kennels' Rebus. Bitches: 1st, J.

R. Oughton's Dwight Effie; 2d, Highland Kennels' Norma; 3d and very
high com., R. H. Donnelley's Shy and Nellie H.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—Dogs: 1st, F. J. Merril's October; 2d,

F. C. Fowler's Deacon ; 3d and reserve. B. A. Smith's Cleveland and
Tuckernuck Prince. Bitches: 1st and 2d, B. A. Smith's Rose and
Mary II. Puppies: 1st aud 2d, B. A. Smith's Tuckernuck Prince and
Mary II.

IRISH WATER, SPANIELS.—Dogs: 1st. W. Smith's The O'Cleary;
2d and 3d, Gardner & Blaisdeil's Patsy B. and Garry Owen. Com., H.
Mart's Sport. Bitches: 1st, Gardner & Blaisdeil's Biddv Malone; 2d,

B. F. Lewis's Kitty of Cork; 3d, Wm. Smith's Mallard Duck.

FIELD SPANIELS.

—

Over 28lbs—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, B. F.
Lewis's Newton Abbot Torso; 2d, R. P. Keasbey's Newton Abbot
Farmer. Bitches: 1st and 2d, R. P. Keasbey's Bridford Ruby and
Rosedale Bess.—Open—Black—Dogs: 1st, R. P. Keasbey's Echo; 2d,
A. Witchell's Sport; 3d, H. K. Smith's Dan; 4th, F. G Whitman's Dash
Whit. High com, L. L. Ferris's Mac. Bitches: 1st and 3d, J. A.
Spracklin's Daisy Dean and Rose; 2d, John Smith's Dorothy.

—

Liver
—1st, J. A. Spracklin's Queen.—Puppies — Any Color—1st, J. A.
Spracklin's Joe; 2d, J. C. Eastman's Sir Richard; 3d, John Smith's
Nelly Ray.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—Dogs (not over 281bs.): 1st,

George Douglas's Ch. Black Duke; 2d and reserve, Brant Cocker Ken-
nels' Brantford Red Jacket and Red Roland. Bitches: 1st, Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Miss Waggles; 2d, Edwin W. Fiske's I Say.
Reserve, Andrew Laidlaw's Jessie C—Open—Black—Dogs: 1st, Con-
cord Cocker Kennels' Pickpania; 2d, Henry Brooks's Woodland Prince;
3d, H B, Field's Brantford Jet; 4th, George Douglas's Black Duke,
Jr. Reserve, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Douglas. High com,, Edwin
W. Fiske's King Kole and Wildfire. Bitches: 1st, Swiss Mountain
Kennels' Dart; 2d and reserve, Andrew Laidlaw's Cora H. and Rideau
Reine; 3d, Concord Cocker Kennels' La Dina; 4th, George Douglas's
Woodland Jude Very high com , Swiss Mountain Kennels' Topsy S,

and Edwin W. Fiske's Fashion. High com., George Douglas's Nellie S.

and Edwin W. Fiske's Corktown Cleo.—Open—An? Other Color—
Dogs: 1st, Brant Cocker Kennels' Red Prince; 2d, Edwin W. Fiske^s
Brantford Rutus; 3d, George Douglai's Woodland Jim; 4th, St. Law-
rence Kennels' St. Lawrence Prince. Com., Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Dandy S. Bitches: 1st, Andrew Laidlaw's Tonita; 2d and 4th, Brant
Cocker Kennels' Red Rose and Brantford Beauty; 3d, George Doug-
las's Woodland Polly. High com., Swiss Mountain Kennels' Ruth
S. Puppies: 1st, Brant Cocker Kennels' Red Prince; 2d, George
Douglas's Black Duke. Jr. Reserve, J. A. Spracklin's Annie Laurie.
High com. and com., C. Kirvin's Columbia Queen andPotter P.

COLLIES—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Welles-
bourne Charlie; 2d, J. Pierpont Morgan's Roslyn Wilkes. Bitches:
1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Ch. Flurry III.; 2d, J. Pierpont Morgan's
Jakyr Dean.—Open-Dogs: 1st, very high com. and high com., J.
Pierpont Morgan's Sefton Hero, Blizzard and Rboderick Dhout; 2d
and high com., Chestnut Hill Kennels' Christopher and Douglas; 3d,
Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford Hero; 4th, Frank S. Anderson's
Toronto Wonder. Reserve, McEwen & Gibson's Scotsman. High
corn. James E. Hayes's Cumming. Com., Willowdale Kennels' Moray
and E. H. Cook's SUverwood. Bitches: 1st and high com., J. Pierpont
Morgan's Chariton Phyllis, Lady Christopher and Lady Fidget; 2d,
Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford Battle; 3d, Tom Godsland's
Blossom; 4th, George W. Roberts's Donna, Reserve, Wm McKay's
Fanny Kay. Com., E. H. Cook's Queen, John Hawkes's Grange NelUe
aud McEwen & Gibson's Dawn.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill
Kennels' Orme; 2d and com., J. Pierpont Morgan's Hereward the
Wake and Cragston Pinto. Reserve, Frank J. C. Borwell's Royal
Bob. Very high com., McEwen & Gibson's The Piper. High com., A.
McLeish's Dictory and Willowdale Kennels' Willowdale Priuce. Com.,
David MaKay's MaKay's Boy. Bitches: 1st, Willowdale Kennels'
Willowdale Pride: 2d, Charles B. English's Elphin; Reserve, David
Grant's Flora G. Very high com., McEwen & Gibson's Effie.

High com., Chestnut Hill Kennels' Omen.—Novice—Dogs: 1st and
high com , Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford Hero and Chester-
ford Bruce; 2d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Orme; 3d and reserve, J. Pier-
pont Morgan's Hereward the Wake and Rhoderick Dhout, Very high
com., Willowdale Kennels' Alan Adale. High com., T. H, Wick, Jr.'s
Streathem Laddie. Bitches: 1st, Tom Godsland's Blossom; 2d, J.

Pierpont Morgon's Lady Fidget; 3d, McEwen & Gibson's Dawn.
Reserve, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Gipsey II.

POODLES. — Challenge — Curly or French—1st, Meadowmere
Kennels' Dinah.—Open—Corded- or Russian—Dogs (black): 1st, Dr.
S. N. Duer's Bismarck; 2d, R. S. Hatcher's Parisian.—Curley or
French—Dogs (black): 1st, 3d, High com. and com., Meadowmere
Kennels' Rajah, Sidi, Yankee and Diablo; 2d, Mrs. F. M. Avery's Lais:
4th, J. F. Schnaitman's Dahomey. Reserve, J. O. Armour's Clicquot.
Very high com., Eberhart Pug Kennels' Moughlow. Bitches: 1st, 2d
and 3d, Meadowmere Kennels' Bess, Cybele and Miss.— \nt Other
Color—1st, G. P. McNally's Roger.

BULLDOGS —Challenge—Dogs: 1st, R. D. Winthrop's Leonidas
Bitches: 1st, F. F. Dole's Graven Image

—

Open—Dogs (451bs. and
over): 1st, Toon & Thomas's Romance. Bitches (401 bs. and over):
1st, Nokonus Kennels' Sally Brass II. Dogs (under 45ibs.): 1st, Wood-
lawn Park Kennels' Walhampton; 2d, G. H. Russell's African Mon-
arch.—Puppies—Dogs: 2d, C- E. White's Prince Lud. Bitches: 1st,

W. C. McArthur's Burlington Belle.

BULL-TERRIERS. — Challenge — Dogs: 1st, J. Moorhead, Jr.'s
champion Streatham Monarch; 2d, W. J. Bryson's Dufferin. Bitches:
1st and 2d, F. F. Dole's Attraction and champion Starlight.—Open—
Dogs (301bs. and over): lBt, Dr. R. Huidekoper's Cardonna; 2d and

4th, W. J. Higgiuson's Duke Rochester and Billv Bulger; 3d, F. F
Dole's Topsparkle. Very high com., F. L. Dover's Bellerby King.
High com., W. F. Clarkson's Croydon Monarch. Bitches: '1st, W
Hammall's Vesper Bell; 2d, F. F. Dole's Edgewood Topsy; 3d. W. J.
Bryson's Countess of Dufferin; 4tb, Chautauqua and Brighton Ken-
nels' White Gypsy. Very high com., C. Jackson's White Queen, High
com., E. Townseud's May Darling. Dogs (under 301bs.): 1st, T. S.
Craig's Rookery Boy; 2d. Wentworth Kennels' Principio. Bitches: 1st
and 4th, W. J. Higgiuson's Lady Rochester and Pearl Rochester: 2d
F. F. Dole's Jeanne D'Arc; 3d, F. L. Dever's Lowland Duchess. Very
high com., D. F. Mitchell's Mermaid. High com., G. H Whitney's
Croydon Fay. Puppies: 1st, Castle Point Kenuels' Tarquin: 2d. G.
H. Whitney's Or-.);, doti (-'n.v.- -No vice—1st, T. S. Craig's Rookery Boy;
2d, F. L. Dever's Bellerby King: 3d, C. Jackson's White Queen. Very
high com., W. F. Clarkson's Croydon Monarch.
BOSTON TERRIERS.

—

Dogs (under 201bs.): 1st, H. J. O'Brien's
Tony. Dogs (over 201bs.): 1st, H. J. O'Brien's Ben; 2d, J. A. Locke's
Hector.

DACHSHUNDS. — Dogs: 1st. P. Boening's Nips; 2d, G Reil's
Knirps; 3d,Windrusb Kennels'.Tay. Reserve. E Meiser's Pletbyosaurus
Very high com., A. Eroemhling,s Tips Zur Horst and C. Boberts's
Topsy. High com., R. L. James's Fritz. Com., H. C. Schaare's
George's Own. Bitches: 1st, Windrush Kennels' Jargonelle; 2d, A.
Froembling's Gypsy.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, B. F. Lewis's Doctor.—Bitches:
1st, G. D. Welton's June M.; 2d, Middleton Kennels' Snow,—Open—
Dogs: (over 13in.) 1st and 2d. G. D. Welton's Joe and Pomps; 3d, G.
A. Buckstaff's Ilwaco.—Bitches: 1st. Middleton Kennels' Fancy M.

;

2d. G. D. Welton's M'Liss; 3d, C, Harris's Little Spotty.— Dogs (13in.
and under): 1st, Middleton Kennels' Adams.—Bitches: 1st, J. C.
Weeks' Actress; 2d, Middleton Kennels' Little Fraud; 3d, J. Mullane's
Baby Deane Beauty. Very high com., Chesterford Park Kennels'
Chesterford Eve—Field Trial Class (for dogs and bitches that have
been placed at any public field trial in'the United States or Canada)
—1st, Middleton Kennels' Snow; 2d, G. A. Buckstaff's Ilwaco.

FOX-TERRIERS (Smooth).—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, L. & W. Ruth-
erfurd's Raffle.—Bitches: 1st, C. S. Hanks's Grouse II.—Open—Dogs
1st and 2d, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Safeguard and Warren Tip
Top; 3d, H. L. Jones's Arrandale Mixture. Very high com., J. F.
Belt's Hillside Royal. High com., Dr. Darby's Poverino. Com., H.
Thomas's Toronto; J. Raison's Sport.—Bitches: 1st and 2d, L. & W
Rutherfurd's Warren Captious and Warren Duty; 3d, Toon & Thom-
as's Lady Rosebery. Very high com., C. S. Hanks's Richmond
Jesamine. High com.. E. E. Davis's Oponui; Hamilton Fox Terrier
Kennels' Maple Leaf.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, 0. G. Birnstill's Audubon
Stipend; 2d, C. S. Hanks's Seacroft King —Bitches: 1st, Hamilton Fox
Terrier Kennels1 Maple Leaf; 2d, L. E. Meyers' Chip.—Novioe—Dogs:
1st, J. F. Belt's Hillside Royal; 2d, C. S. Hanks' Seacroft Kiug;
3d, Oliver & Gilbert's Crocus II.—Bitches: 1st, C. S Hanks's Richmond
Jesamine; 2d, R. E. Fishburn's Glendon Dixie; 3d, Hamilton Fox
Terrier Kennels' Maple Leaf.—Open—Dogs (wire-haired): 1st, J. C,
Weeks' Ebor Larchmont.— Bitches: 1st, WoodlawnPark Kennels' Jess
Frost.

IRISH TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs; 1st, Toon & Thomas's Jack
Briggs; 3d, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Jackanapes—Bitches: 1st,
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Candor.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Toon & Thomas's
Brickbat, Jr.—Bitches: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Blue Ribbon.
SCOTCH TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st and 2d, Brooks & Ames's

Tiree and Kilroy,—Open—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Brooks and Ames's Kilcree
and Wankie Tarn.—Bitches: 1st and 2d, Brooks & Ames's Culbleau aud
Wankie Daisy; 3d, Toon & Thomas's Merry Coll.

WELSH TERRIERS.—1st, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Dewr.
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st; C. W. Lougest's
Professor.—Bitches: 1st, C. W. Lougest's Mount Vernon Tibbie.

DANDLE DINMONT TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—1st and 2d, Heather
KenDels' King o' the Heather, and Ainstey Daisy.—Open-Dogs' 1st
C. C. McLean's Tweed.

SKYE TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, H. K. Caner's Endcliffe Mag-
gie; 2d, P. & H. Smith's Baroaby Rudge. Reserve, C. A. Shinn's Sir
Stafford.—Open—Dogs: 1st, C. A. Shinn's Elphinstone; 2d, E. A.Wheat-
ley'e Toodles. Bitches: 1st, 2d and 4th, C. A. Shinn's Queen of Skyes
Princess May and Lady Stafford; 3d, P. & H. Smith's Prairie Flower.—
Novice—1st, P. & H. Smith's Prairie Flower; 2d, C. A. Shinn's Belle
Stafford.

CLYDESDALE TERRIERS.—Prizes withheld.

SCHIPPERKES.—1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Mieke.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS —Challenge—Dogs: Equal 1st, Dr.
H. T. Foote's Broomfield Sultan and Toon & Thomas's Prince Regent
Bitches: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Gipsey Girl; 2d, C. Wilson's Queen III
Reserve, McLean & Erdman's Louie.—Open—Dogs: 1st, S. D. Ripley's
Glenwood; 2d, Toon & Thomas's Rochelle Turk; '3d. Chesterford Park
Kennels' Rochelle Oolah. Reserve and very high com.. McLean &
Erdman's Rochelle Mac and Rochelle Sultan. High com., C. S. Stuart's
Play Boy. Bitches: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Rosette; 2d, McLean & Erd-
man's Rochelle Sultana.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Dr. N. E. Oliver's Min-
nie York.—Open—Dogs: 1st, R. Stanley's Fishpool Gem; 2d, C. Rob-
erts's Charlie; 3d, Mrs. H. McAuley's Joker II.; 4th and very high
com., Dr. N. E. Oliver's Prince Harry and Dick York. Jr, High com.

,

Miss Lizzie Stanley's Dampire, Mrs. Dr. F. Formaneck's Baby. Bitches •

1st, Dr. N. E. Oliver's Pinkey York.

TOY TERRIERS (other than Yorkshire).—Under 7lbs.—Smooth-
Haired—Bitches: 1st, McLaren & Erdman's Lotta; 2d, withheld.

PUGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Rookery Kennels' Curtis; 2d, Eber-
hart Pug Kennels' Eberhart's Cashier. Bitches: 1st, Rookery Kennels'
Vega—Open—Dogs: 1st, The German Howard Pug Kennels' Al Von;
2d, J. F. Schnaitman's Bobbie Mac; 3d, Eberhart Fug Kennels' Patsy
Boliver; 4th, Rookery Kennels' Finsbury Duke. Reserve, H. L. Good-
man's Uncle Bob. Very high com., Chautauqua & Brighton Kennels'
Tito, Lake Shore Kennels' Duke Howard, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Sir
Douglass. High com., F. Alringer's Lord Fauntleroy. Bitches: 1st.
Rookery Kennels' Haughty Madge; 2d, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Lady
Verne; 3d and reserve, The German Howard Pug Kennels' Miss Decima
and Hooker; 4th, Mrs.'F. Alringer's Sprake's Patti.—Black—1st, Eber-
hart Pug Kennels' Miss Robinson. Puppies: 1st and 3d, Eberhart Pug
Kennels' Cyrene and Good Boy; 2d, J. Stroud's Polly Perkins.—Novice—1st and 3d, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Queen Zitka and La Belle Senora;
2d, The German Howard Pug Kennels' Hooker.
KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, A. M. Goldsmith's

Calumet Alice.—Open— Dogs: 1st, Mrs. J. S. Buhrer's Little Duke; 2d,
R. W. Holmes's Bentick; 3d, Mrs. A. M. Goldsmith's Calumet St. Cyr.
Bitches: 1st, Mrs. J. S. Buhren's American Beauty; 2d, R. W. Holmes's
Lady of the Lake.

BLENHEIM SPANIELS,

—

Dogs: 1st, H. Hayden's Rex, Jr. Bitches:
1st, J. F. Schnaitman's Miss Ruby.

PRINCE CHARLES AND RUBY SPANIELS.

—

Dogs: 1st, T. E
Shreve's Ruby Pasha; 2d, C. Roberts's Taffy. Bitches: 1st, R. W.
Holmes's Fasie; 2d, Mrs. H. S. Hayden's Miss Wally.

JAPANESE SPANIELS.— BitcJies: 1st, Mme. F. M. de Rivas's
Jujiyama.

TOY SPANIELS.

—

Puppies: 1st, R. W. Holmes's Young America;
2d, T. H. Davies's Duchess of Bellevue.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge— Dogs: 1st, Joe Lewis's
Spring. Bitches; 1st, Joe Lewis's Sprite.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, H. E.
Keough's Taglioni. Bitches: 1st, H. L. Goodman's Lottie: 2d and 3d,
Joe Lewis's Tinnie and Lady Lee.

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

Dogs: 1st, J. P. Morgan's Herdman H; 2d,
Toon & Tnomas's Sheffield Lad

; 3d, A. F. Cotton's Kellev C. Bitches;
1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Blue Belle; 2d, Mrs B. Brandt's Sighty.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

Mastiffs.—Best American-bred under 2yrs., Prince Cola; Melrose
Prince reserve. Best Americau-bred bitch, property of a member of
American Mastiff Club, Lady Biaua. Best exhibit of four, C. E,
Bunn's.

St. Bernards.—Best stud dog, to be judged by two of his get out of
different bitches, Aristocrat. Best rough-coated dog over 12mos.,
American bred, Alton IH. Best rough-coated bitch over l2mos.,
American-bred, Alta Berna. Best American-bred smooth-coated dog,
over 12mos. , Melrose. Best smooth-coated American-bred bitch over
12mos., Pratt's Belle. Best American-bred dog puppy, Argyle Alpha.
Best exhibit of four rough-coated and best exhibit of four smooth-
coated. Argyle Kennels. Best rough-coated St. Bernard, Sir Bedivere.
Great Danes.—Best, Major McKinley, with Lady Hanno reserve.

Beht puppy, Jessie L.
Newfoundlands.-Best, Flora L.
Wolfhounds.—Best dog, Argoss. Best bitch, Riga. Best exhibit of

four, H. W. Huntington.
Deerhounds —Best, dog, Bruar n. Best bitch, Olga.
Greyhounds.—Best dog, Gem of the Season. Best bitch, Southern

Beauty. Best exhibit of four, A. W. Purbeck.
Foxhounds.—Best pack of Dot less than ten, Roger Williams. Best

pair, Commodore and Simple Sirnon.
Pointers— Best, dog, DuKe of Hessen. Best bitch, Lady Gay Span-

ker. Best exhibit of four, T. G. Davey.
English Setters.—Best field trial dog, Cincinnatus. Best kennel,

J. T. Williams.
Irish Setters.—Best exhibit of four. Oak Grove Kennels.
Gordon Setters.—Best exhibit of four, Dr. S. G. Dixon.
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Sporting Spaniels.—Best American bred, Black Duke.
Irish Water Spaniels.—Best brace, Biddy Malone and Patsy B.

Field Spaniels.—Best brace, Bridford Ruby and Echo. Best exhibit

of four, R. P. Keasby. .

Cocker Spaniels —Best brace, Miss Wangles and Dart. Best brace

other than black, Jessie C. and Toniba. Best exhibit of four, Swiss

Mountain Kennels.
Collies—Best bred by a member of the Collie Club, Christopher.

Best in open classes owned in Chicago, Toronto Wonder (3). Collie

Club's silver medals-Best dog in open class, Sefton Hero. Best bitch

ditto, Charlton Phyllis. Best bom in 1893, Orme. Best dog or i „'•,

in challenge classes, Wellesbourne Charlie. Best dog or bitch in

novice class,. 0h6aterford Hero. Best kennel, Cragston Kennels.

Poodles.—Best dog in open class, Rajah. Best kennel, Meadowmere
Kennels. , .

,

Bulldogs.—Bulldog Club medals—Best in show, Beomdas; Graven
Image, reserve. Best American bred, Burlington Belle. Best owned
in Western S ates, Geo. H. Russell's African Monarch. Best in show,

Leonidas , t. ^ ^
Bull-Terriers.—Best in show over 201bs. (2) Cordonna. Best under

SOlbs , Tarquin. Best in show, any weight, Cordonna. Best puppy,

Boston Terriers.—Best dog or bitch, Tony. Club medal, best in

show (2), Tony, also best dog.
Beagles—Best kennel, Middletown Kennels.
Fox-Terribes, smooth, best dog in open class. Warren Safeguard.

Garfield cup for best in show, Warren Safeguard. Best kennel, L. &
W. Rutherfurd. Best wire-haired, Jess Frost.

Skyk Terriers.—Best pair, Elphinstono and Queen of the Skyes.

Best dog, Barnaby Rudge. Best bitch, Queen of the Skyes.

Black and Tan Terriers.—Best in show, Gypsey Girl. Best kennel,

Toon & Symonds.
, ,

. •,
Yorkshire Terriers. Best dog in show, Fishpool Gem. Best ken-

nel, Dr. N. E. Oliver.

Pugs.— Best kenuel, Rookery Kennels. ,

Toy Spaniels.-Best King Charles. Calumet Alice. Best Blenheim,

Miss Ruby. Best Prince Charles, Fasie.

Italian Greyhounds.—Best Kennel, Jos Lewis.

Louisville Kennel Club.

THE following is from Mr. St, Marc M. Mundy, secretary

of the new organization hereinafter mentioned:
Suppose yon have heard about the new Louisville Kennel

Club. It has just been organized or ra,ther incorporated

under our State law with a capital of $3,000. It is not, com-
pletely organized yet in all details as to its working officers,

there being two vacancies to be filled to-night in the bench
show committee. Have delayed writing you about this until

everything was in working order, but will give the present

list of officers and send you names of those elected to fill

vacancies as soon as possible, also will give you list of mem-
bers or stockholders.
Dr. David W. Yandell, Louisville, President; Hon. Henry

S. Tyler, Mayor of Louisville, First Vice-President; Col. C. P.

Atmore, General Pass. Agent L. & N. R.R., Second Vice;

nap & Co., Louisville, Sixth Vice-President.
Board of Directors: Dr. D. W. Yandell, Col. J. B. Castle-

man, Morris B. Belknap, Marion E. Taylor, J. L. Adams, T.

J. O'Bryan, Hon. H. S. Tyler, Roger D. Williams, John Bar-
ret, Alex. L. Semple, Dan P. Ritchey, Harry Weissinger,
Col. C. P. Atmore, Norvin T. Harris. Jas. S. Phelps, Jr., Dr.

J. B. Alexander, A. F. German.
Secretary, St. Marc M. Mundy; Treasurer, James Clark,

Jr. Bench Show Committee: Dan P. Ritchey, T. J. O'Bryan,
A. F. German. Superintendent, George H. Hill.

Additional list of members or stockholders: Ex-Gov.
Simon B. Buckner, Warren N. Henderson, J. M. Vaughn,
E. Altsheler, Harry L. Means, Chas. L. Nelson, W. G. Bar-
ret, S. Zorn, Oscar Fenely, Louis Hite, Jas. B. Thompson, F.

J. Hogan, Bland Ballard, J. H. Mansir, St. John Boyle, Otho
Graves, Stanley Adams, D. G. Rowland, Geo. Bowman, T.

P. Watts, Wm. P. Johnson.
The list of members as a whole contains the names of

some of most prominent business men, in fact, all the stock-
holders are prominent men, and their influence will make
the dog shows we will give social fads.

We have secured the Armory on Seventh near Chestnut
for holding our show in. It is well located and of easy ac-

cess from any part of the city by car lines—you know Ave

have an excellent street-car system of transfers here; can go
from most any part of the entire city to another for 5 cents

by transferring.
Roger Williams says the hall is one of the best adapted

for holding a dog show in he has ever seen and capable of

benching over 600 -dogs; it is 180ft. long on lower floor by
60ft. wide with no posts, has a wide gallery running around
the two sides and back, well ventilated a,nd lighted. Ad-
joining the south side of the building is a yard inclosed by
a 10ft. board fence. This yard is 200ft. by 40ft. and will

make a good place to exercise the dogs.
Have just written on to join the American Kennel Club

and try to get May 9, 10, 11 and 13 as the dates for our first

show.
If Washington, D. C, and Nashville are to give shows

this year near ours, Col. Atmore will arrange to have
through-cars from New York to Louisville via Washington
at cheap rates for the Eastern handlers. He is also going
to get all the roads running into Louisville to give a special

passenger rate of one fare for the round trip during the
show.
Our premium list is going to be quite liberal, the purses

amounting to nearly if not $3,000 with plenty of club specials,

some of the latter to be offered in a new form, viz., for braces.

Have written on to all the specialty clubs asking them to give
prizes for their particular breeds.

"Vicissitudes of the Judging Ring,
Editor Forest and Stream:
The inclosed letter, which comes to me unsolicited, covers

the one that appeared in your paper this week under the
above caption signed F. M. Thomas and requires no com-
ment from me. A. Clinton Wilmerding.
Saugerties, March 15.—Mr. A. Clinton Wilmerding:

Dear Sir—I received my Forest and Stream this evening
and was surprised to find what was contained therein under
the heading "Vicissitudes of the Judging Ring." 1 never
saw Mr. Thomas until he made application to me to take
charge of and care for my dogs at the New York show, and
his use of my name in connection with the above is entirely
unauthorized, as is also an attempt to connect me, even
inferentially, with a train of circumstances which are said
to have occurred, but of which I know scarcely anything

—

of my own knowledge. It is news to me that Barefoot was
sent but because you did not consider him of cocker type.
Mr. Thomas is also in error in stating that he handled Bare-
foot in the special. Barefoot was only a puppy, eligible to
the classes in wnich he was shown by a few days, and com-
peting as he did against mature dogs he probably got all

he was entitled to—from the judge's point of view. At all

events, when there is any kicking to be done which interests
me I would prefer to do it in my own ornate style. I appre-
ciate the difficulties judges labor under in the placiug of
dogs consistently in the ring too well to make them a target
for newspaper criticism unless there be some flagrant breach
of fairness.
My experience in the use of cockers in this country has

taught me that we must have a dog for use higher on the
leg than seems to be preferred by most of the Spaniel Club
—on the bench; but that is no reason to my mind why the
advocates of the different types should pound each other in
the newspapers. Life is too short. Frank K. Pidgeon.

Denver Show.
"LANDED both feet; all well. Entries, 180."

Jarrett & Dole.

Meeting of the U. S. F. T. C.

The annual meeting of the club was held on the afternoon
of Thursday, March 15, in the 2d Regiment Armory, Chicago.
The meeting of the board of governors was held first.

There were present Messrs. P. T. Madison, who presided,

Richard Merrill and B. Waters. There were fifteen members
represented by proxy. Charges had been preferred against
Mr. J. M. Avent for misconduct at the club's trials at Biek-
nell last year. The offense consisted in publicly impugning
the decisions of the judges and reflecting on their abilities in

a,n unpleasant manner. The occurrence was most disagree-

able, and seriously offended several members at the time, but
it was understood that the matter would be officially acted
on by the club. For certain reasons it was thought best to

defer action till the annual meeting. Charges were preferred
against Mr. Avent, and a copy mailed to him in ample time
to comply with the by-laws, which require that at least ten
days' notice in such cases shall be given. In the meantime
the secretary received an apology of which the following is a
copy:

Hickory Valley, Tenn., March 5.—To the Officers and members of
the U. 8. F. T. Club: Gentlemen—I desire to apologize to the officers

and members of the club and to the judges for my uhthoughted action
at the Bicknell trials last November. What I did wTas done in the heat
of passion, and caused by excitement by many present. I ask that
you overlook the occurrence, assuring you that no one regrets the
unpleasantness more than I do, and in the future, if I should run any
dog in the club's trials, I will accept the decision of the judges with-
out comment. Yours respectfully, J. M. Avent.

The written apology of Mr. Avent, with many personal
assurances of regret and acknowledgment of his offense,

caused the members present to take a lenient turn and the
apology was accepted.
Mr. Avent's protest, in respect to the Strideaway-Topsy's

Rod heat, was disallowed, and the decision of the judges was
sustained. The grounds of protest were that some person or
persons unknown had tampered with Topsy's Rod on the
night before the race for the purpose of insuring his defeat
in the absolute heat. Mr. Avent could not name any one,
nor even any one whom he. suspected. The testimony offered
were vague statements and inferences which amounted to
nothing as evidenoe. hence the action of the club.

The board then adjourned and the club meeting began.
There were present, in addition to those already mentioned,
Messrs. Stafford, Avent and Rice. Mr. Stafford was elected
chairman. Mr. Madison was secretary pro tem. The min-
utes of the previous meeting were read and approved. Mr.
St. Marc M. Mundy, Louisville, Ky., and Mr. John Barker,
of Racine, Wis., were elected to membership.
The treasurer's report showed the club to be in a healthy

financial condition. There were 32 members in good stand-
ing. Trials A paid $498.25 above expenses. Trials B paid
$405.20. The balance on hand was §1,369.20, out of which
$100 was to be paid the winner of the Derby absolute heat
last February.
Messrs. O. P. Weisburgher and Dr. W. C. Duke are to each

have 30 days' notice in which to pay certain entry forfeits or
be prohibited from entering in the club's trials hereafter.

Mr. J. H. Trezevant, the same, except that he have 60 days'
notice.

It was carried that the. dues of 1893 and 1894 be passed,
except that in respect to the dues of this year they be col-

lected if the secretary found it necessary to do so for the
beneiit of the club.

It was resolved that the club's rules governing competitors
shall be rigidly enforced at the club's future competitions, to
the end that harmony and good fellowship prevail, and the
judges be protected in the exercise of their duties.

The resignations of Messrs. R, P. Daggett, R. L. Shannon
and J. N. Seale were accepted.
Following is the list of the Board of Governors elected:

Dr. N. Rowe, J. M. Freeman , Wm. M. Kerr, Col. A. G. Sloo,
H. Hulman, Jr., C. G. Stoddard, Norvin T. Harris, Richard
Merrill, J. M. Avent, P. T. Madison, J. A. Balmer, J. L.
Adams, W. B. Stafford, A. S. Person and B. Waters.
The new board then convened. It was carried that Trials

A be held at Bicknell, Ind., commencing on the first Mon-
day in November, and that Trials B be held in the South at
some point to be selected later, commencing on the third
Monday in January. Mr, Madison was appointed a com-
mittee on grounds with power to make necessary arrange-
ments.
Four stakes were provided, namely, a Setter and Pointer

Derby, and an All-Age Setter and Pointer Stake. The
prizes in each Derby are $575, divided into $200 to first, $150
to second, $100 to third, $75 to fourth and $50 to fifth.

Entrance $30. Entries close Sept. 1 for Trials A, nomination
$10, second payment, $10, Oct. 1.

The All-Age stakes have each $500 divided into $150, $125,

$100, $75 and $50, first, second, third, fourth and fifth respect-
ively. Entries close Oct. 1, $10 to nominate and $20 to start.

Entries to the Derby, trials B, close Aug. 1, second payment,
Oct. 1. All-Age entries close Nov. 1. Dr. N. Rowe and Mr.
P. T. Madison were appointed a committee to engage judges.
The secretary's salary was fixed at $500 in such years as the
club holds two trials. The clause in Rule 18, referring to
bitches in season or unduly attracting the attention of any
dog was repealed. The other officers were re-elected: Pres.,

Dr. N. Rowe; 1st Vice-Pres., C. G. Stoddard; 2d Vice-Pres
,

H. Hulman, Jr.; Sec-Treas., P. T. Madison.
It was a grave mistake to elect Mr. Avent on the Board of

Governors under existing circumstances. B. WATERS.

DOG CHAT.

Pomona Kennels lost by death last week a very promising
young female collie, by champion The Squire out of Jane
and a fine Prince Charles spaniel dog by Pomona Ben out
of Trinket.

The following specials have been offered at the N, E. K. C.
show: The club offers $15 for the best couple of foxhounds
and $10 for the second best couple; $5 for the best poodle in
the open classes. A member of the Bull-Dog Club offers $15
for the best American bred bulldog or bitch under 15 mos.
of age. A friend of the Boston Terrier offers $20 for best dog
or bitch of that breed exhibited. The American Fox-Terrier
Club offers their grand challenge cup, valued at $300, for the
best fox-terrier in the show. James L. Little, Esq., offers $5
for the best exhibit of four or more Irish terriers and owned
by one exhibitor. Arrangements have been made with the
various railroads running into Boston as follows: The Bos-
ton and Maine and the Fitchburg will transport three doss
free with a ticket. The Old Colony system of the N. Y., N. H.
& H. R. R., will carry two dogs free with each ticket. All
in excess of that number must be turned over to the express
companies unless crated, in which case they will be carried
at excess rates. All New York lines will take two dogs free
on chains, and a,ny in crates at excess rates.

Books on Non-Sporting Dogs.

Mr. Horace Cox announces for publication early in April
the concluding volumes of "Modern Dogs of Great Britain,"
by Rawdon B. Lee. The early volume, which appeared in

1893, was confined to hounds and sporting dogs generally;

now we are promised the "Non-Sporting Dogs" in one
volume, "The Terriers" in another, the two appearing simul-
taneously. The illustrations will be by Arthur Wardle and
R. H. Moore. From the numerous inquiries we have had
lately for an up-to-date work on non-sporting dogs we antici-

pate a great demand for the two books. They will be for sale

at this office.

Can any one supply the address of Mr. Hopfe, formerly
owner of the Hospice Kennels?

An executive meeting of the Canadian Kennel Club will be
held at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, at 3:30 P. M., on Friday,
March 30. The following is the business to come up: 1.

Proposed agreement between the C. K. C. and the A. K. C.

2. Melac-Minerva's Fawn case. 3. Election of new members.
4. Miscellaneous business.

The Cragston Kennels are going in for bob-tails, and will

show a team next year.

A dispatch from Minneapolis during the Chicago show
stated that Mr. W. A. Locke, of New York, had arrived there
in search of a St. Bernard owned by Mr. Geo. J. Gould, which
was stolen from his kennels. A clew led to that city, where
it is said the dog had been shipped after being dyed, black!

The entries for the Manice challenge cup for American-bred
dachshunds, to be competed for at the Boston show, close

March 31 with Forest and Stream.

Gordon Setter Club Meeting.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The adjourned annual meeting of the Gordon Setter Club,

of America, was held at 938 Prospect avenue, New YTork city,

Thursday evening, March 8, and the following members were
present in person or proxy. Messrs. Jas. B, Blossom, L. A.
Van Zandt, H. F. Ludlow, Noyes Billings, J. R. Onghton,
Geo. Meister, A. W. Harrington, Jr. After the usual rou-
tine business the treasurer reported 851.65 balance on hand
and no indebtedness.

It was decided to donate $10 to be competed for at the
Philadelphia Kennel Club show, and $5 at Louisville.
The subject of field trials was then discussed and as

several large donations for that purpose were promised, it

was resolved to hold entirely independent trials next fall.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year;
James B. Blossom, Pres.; J, R. Oughton, Vice-Pres.; L. A.
Van Zandt, Sec-Treas. Executive Com., W, S. Lee. Noyes
Billings, H. F. Ludlow, Geo. Meister, together with the
other officers. Five new members were elected and the meet-
ing adjourned. L. A. Van Zandt, Sec'y.

After Many Months.

A remarkable incident in the way of the recovery of a
stolen dog occurred at the Detroit dog show. A setter dog
owned by~Mr. Hamilton, of Detroit, was stolen last October.
Mr. Paul Wensthoff bought the dog of some boys for 85.

Then came a peculiar chain of circumstances which fitted as
well as if made purposely for the case. Mr. Wensthotf
brought his dog to the show for some purpose. The real
owner happened to be standing by and recognized the dog.
An officer happened to be standing by, too. The matter was
amicably settled by the payment of $25 for the dog by Mr.
Wensthoff. B. WATERS.

Mayor Stuart of Hamilton, Canada, has been presented
with a kindly-worded testimonial by the members of the
Toronto Kennel Club testifying to their admiration of him as
a man and a fancier. We regret that lack of space prevents
its publication this week.

Sales were slack at Chicago this time, though a few good
ones changed owners. The well-known Skye terrier Barnaby
Rudge will now be shown for Dr. Eller, of Philadelphia, and
will help to swell the strong interest in this breed that is

already claimed for the Quaker City.

Seacroft Kennels disposed of a little surplus stock. Mr. E.

P. Preston, of Chicago, bought the wolfhound Gypsey Queen.
The fox-terrier Richmond Jessamine was also sold to a
Chicago party.

Mr. Winslow presided at the Philadelphia Kennel Club's
last monthly meeting at the Aldine Hotel March 13. Those
present were Doctors G. D. B. Darby, G. G. Davis, Alexander
Glass and Loder, Harry Sinnott, G. H. Thompson, T. Phelps,
F. G. Taylor, J. G. Doban, H. S. Painter and S. D. Biddle.
The names of W. H. Child and C. G. Thompson were added
to the life membership list, and Messrs. Riddle, Doban,
Painter and Dr. Karsner were admitted to membership. The
club accepted the Public Ledger loving cup, which will be
given to the best fox-terrier in the open classes. Ten dollars
will be given to the best four wolfhounds, and two challenge
and two open classes were made for curly black poodles. The
special prize list promises to be a large one.

The Louisville Kennel Club was to have held a bench show
committee meeting last Saturday evening, but as the com •

mittee was not quite ready to havethe directors pass on their
work the evening was passed in general talk. The club is

endeavoring to persuade the Nashville people to run a show
the week after their's and Mr. Searight was to attend fche

meeting of the bench show committee to talk over the pros-

pects. The judges have not yet been formally selected, but
Major J. M. Taylor for sporting dogs and Mr. James Morti-
mer for the rest is the ticket at present, with probably
another judge to take great Danes and beagles.

The cocker spaniel bitch Dame was found smothered in

her box when it arrived by express at Chicago show. We
must say that to ship several cockers in the»long box which
Mr. Fiske sent them in simply courted such a disaster, and
was a cruelty to his pets. The box was built almost solid

with four or five solid partitions, air being supplied merely
through a few auger holes round the top. Better run the
chances of coughs and colds than certain death by suffoca-

tion. When dogs must as at present be sent by express,

especial care should be exercised in their crating, as there is

no telling where they may be placed during transit.

The St. Bernard bitches Rustic Beauty and Adelaide II.

have been bred to Sir Bedivere and the results are anxiously
awaited in the Little Rock kennels.

Messrs. McEwen & Gibson sold the reserve in open class

dogs, Scotsman, by Edgbaston Excelsior out of Ryland Lady,
to Mr. Ford of Cohoes, N. Y., during the Chicago show, and
it, is probable that the Piper will goto the Chestnut Hill

. Kennels. Mr. Gibson also sold their vhc. bitch Effie to a
Chicago Lady.

George S. Thomas, of the firm of Toon & Toomas, won the
special of $100 at Chicago, for the handler showing the larg-
est number of first and second prize winners and Ben Lewis
took the second prize of $25. There is a good deal of grumb-
ling over the way in which these prizes are competed for and
in fairness to all, some hard and fast rule should be set down
to govern the competitions. As it is at present, handlers'
names are attached to the entry blanks, who have nothing
more to do with the dog at the show than a friendship to the
owner implies. The prizes should be awarded to the handler
who really has his dogs in charge, brings them to the show,
and draws the prize money for their winnings.

Lovers of a good greyhound will regret to hear that Pious
Pembroke, the well-known bench winner, was smothered in
his crate the day after Chicago show. We heard the news as
we were leaving that city for home, and were unable to gain
anyfurther particulars. The dog was not in good condition,

but we cannot account for his being smothered, as the show
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building was not at all warm. This kennel is unlucky, as at
Washington last year Lilly of Gainsboro paid the penalty of
a too close confinement.

P. K. C. Show.
Just before going to press we received the following wire

from Philadelphia, dated March 20: "Run over 450 entries,

cannot give exact number till to-night."—Philadelphia
Kennel-Club.

The Collie Club announces that in addition to the annual
collie sweepstake, it has been decided to revive the futurity
stakes. A sweepstake, for litters of collie puppies born on or
after Jan. 1, 1894. Entrance fee, fifty cents for each pup.
The entire number of the litter born alive must be entered,

and the entries must be made prior to the puppies attaining
the age of six weeks. One or more of any litter entered may
be selected to compete for the stake. A collie entered in this

stake having changed ownership shall be eligible to com-
pete, upon condition of the transfer being registered by the
breeder with the secretary of the Collie Club. 50$ of the
stake shall go to the winner, 20% to the second, 10$ to the
third, a.nd 20$ to the breeder of the winner. To be competed
for at the Westminster Kennel Club show of 1895. Entries
after July 1, 1894, will be competed for at some dog show in

the fall of 1895.

As some litters may have passed the limit of age, any such
will be accepted prior to April 1, 1894. It being highly
probable that the winners in this stake will also be winners
in the-regular sweepstakes it will be quite an object to enter
both. Entry blanks will be furnished by the secretary,

J. D. Shotwell, 82 Hillside ave., Orange, N. J.

It is well known that this journal does not interfere in
politics except as they may affect game legislation and kin-
dred matters, but some of our contemporaries in their efforts

to involve Tammany even in a dog deal have pounced upon
our announcement that Mayor Gilroy had purchased the
great Dane Major McKinley. The man who had charge of

Major McKinley at the New York show is responsible for the.

statement, but on inquiry at the Chicago show we find that
the deal fell through on a disagreement about the price.

The dates claimed for Toronto, Canada, show are Sept. 10

to 14. C. A. Stone, secretary and superintendent.

Spaniels At New York.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Allow me space in your paper to thank "Solus" for his

comments on the spaniel j udging at the late New York show.
Whosoever he may be he understands spaniels and merits
the thanks of all spaniel breeders who wish to improve and
establish a strain of spaniels that will breed to a type—his
remarks I heartily indorse and would add: I was an exhibi-

tor at this show, but never again will I enter or lead a spaniel
before Mr. Wilmerding for an opinion of it, as he has amply
demonstrated to me his inability to properly judge a good
class of spaniels, as he has no fixed type that I can discover.

He takes the position that size influenced some of his decis-

ions. As "Solus" remarks, had the jtidge come out before,

entries closed and given exhibitors to understand he was to
"lift them up" and weight was to cut such a figure in the
awards, would there have been such a large entry? I assure
your readers had such been known, nine entries that did go
in would have been absent. I would like him or any other
judge to explain wherein under the American Spaniel Club
standards he finds any authority to place a single point to
the credit of weight or size. The standard says from 18 to

281bs. I claim no judge has any right to place a larger ovei
a smaller specimen unless he can score a point or part of one
more than the smaller. Personally I like a good size spaniel
and breed to obtain it, but not at the sacrifice of other points.

It is only by breeding and exhibiting and selecting the most
perfect specimens, that we can improve our type and make
that type a fixture. But no improvement must be expected
from such decisions as placing Newton Abbot Farmer over
Newton Abbot Torso; Coleshill Rufus at the foot of his
class; Middy, a dog that should have won in his class, left

without a card; placing Donovan at the head in his class,

were decisions that caused me to retire and take a seat, the
better to observe the burlesque. That the judge wanted
light, more light, further light, when he had spent a half
hour rejudging some of them again in the novice class, was
no surprise to me. J. P. Willet.

Safety of the Columbus Show.
Columbus, Ohio, March 12.—Editor Forest and St/ream:

Mr. Waters in his report of the Columbus show says: "Had
there been a fire the fate of the dogs on the upper floors was
easy to predict."
In this Mr. Waters does us a slight injustice, first because

Mr. Waters surely must have noted how carefully we had
prepared to guard against fire. Again, Columbus should
not be continually harped upon because of her great misfor-
tune of 1888. The past has gone and should be forgiven, if

not entirely forgotten.
When I give your readers an outline of the protection we

offered our exhibitors they will, I think, uphold me in my
bold assertion, that "a fire was almost an impossibility in
our show room."
The safety of our show was under the personal supervi-

sion of the chief of our city fire department and his able
assistant, and at no time was it possible for a fire to spread
to an extent to do the least harm. In addition to our own
careful vigilance Ave had on each floor, under the care of a
competent fireman, a fire extinguisher ready at all times to
quench the least spark. No smoking was allowed in the
show room, and how rigidly this rule was enforced our
exhibitors can testify. Ben Lewis and Mr. Turner both
stated to me that at no other show they ever attended was
this rule enforced so strictly; two of our lady exhibitors
also made the same statement. Our night watchmen
received their instructions from our fire chief and were care-
fully instructed in the use of the electric calls placed in the
show room. Taken all in all we thought the precautions
taken were the best, and I hope you will pardon me for
taking exceptions from the otherwise fine report of our
show. H. A. Bridge.

Manitoba Dog Show.
The first annual dog show in connection with the Mani-

toba Poultry Association's Exhibition, opened at Winnipeg,
on Tuesday, March 6, and continued until Thursday, March
8. The entries in all classes were large and valuable canines
from all parts of the country participated. A noticeable
feature was the abundance of the larger breeds which seem
adapted to the rigid temperature of the Northwest. In mas-
tiffs there was a splendid entry in both quality and numbers.
Among the St. Bernards were found some excellent ani-
mals and the Newfoundlands, deerhounds, wolfhounds and
great Danes were well represented. Setters, pointers and
retrievers were numerous and some old prize winners of the
East were among the successful ones. Spaniels, terriers,

collies and foxhounds were all of splendid quality and the
few bulldogs on exhibition are excellent animals. The
entries in the toy class were not very numerous; but there
were some dainty little canines among them. The whole ex-
hibition was most successful and promises to become one of
the most important events of the winter season in Winnipeg.

Dog Protective Association.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The annual meeting of the Grand Rapids Dog Protective

Association was held March 5, with a large attendance.
The reports of the different officers for the year were made
and that of the. treasurer showed a good financial condition;
and the secretary's disclosed a membership of just 100, inter-
ested in protecting their dogs and who are willing to pay any
assessment their executive" committee may levy for that
purpose. The President reported that in one way and another
about 25 dogs had been recovered and returned to their
owners, some by law, some through the medium of a postal
card to the members and some having been picked up on the
streets, having strayed away.
One fact that was apparent to all was the moral influence

our Association has had in the reduced number of dogs that
have been run off, never to be heard of again, and although
this is an uuknown quantity still the members have felt just
as much more secure in their membership as the dog thieves
have felt alarmed at the prospect of the Association getting
after them. We trust other associations will be formed in
other cities to cooperate with us and each other, when, I can
assure you, we will give the fraternity a. lively race.
The followine: officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, C H, Annin; Secretary, W. D. Pnerh; Treasurer,
Eber Rice; Executive Committee, R. C. Wharton, D. G.
Henry, Francis Lilley and C. F. Rood. W. D. PuGH.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kenuel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks

(furnished free) will he sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lump II, Black Rascal, Maeus'chen von Venlo, Flossie and Witch.
By Venlo Farm Kennels. Black Lake, Quebec, for black and tan dacbs,
hunds, two dogs and three bitches, whelped Sept. 10, 189% by imported
Lump out of imported Hexe.

BRED.
EST" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Novice—Clyde. A. D. Fiske's (Worcester, Mass.) beagle bitch
Lady Novice (The Rambler—Lady Vic) to B. S. Turpin's Clyde (Frank
Forest—Sue Forest), Feb. 19.

WHELPS.
t3g~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lass of Kippen. E. Or. Duncklee's (Brockton, Mass.) pointer bitch
Lass of Kippen (champion Naso of Kippen—Juno II.), Jan. 7, thirteen
(six dogs), by G. W. Lovell's Coronet (Greenfield—Lillian).

SALES.

£3P~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Rip Bap. Jr.—Prairie Belle whelp. Pointer dog, whelped July 12,

1893, by .J as. McAleer, Emsworth, Pa., to A. G. Lanks, Sheriff of Luce
county, Mich.
Rip Rap, Jr.—Prairie Belle whelp. Black, white and ticked dog,

whelped Nov. 25, 1893. by Jas. McAleer, Emsworth, Pa., to A. G. Lanks,
Sheriff of Luce county, Mich.
Dixey—Blossom u-help. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped

Nov. i; 1893, by C. T. BrowneU, New Bedford, Mass., to B. A. -Kelly,
Carbondale, Pa.
Waterman's Spihe: Bull-terrier dog, by Mr. Faversham, to M. M.

Enrich, New York city.

Tube Rose. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped June
20, 188?, by Count Noble out of Lit, by J. S. Hudson, Covington, Ky.,
to R. Merrill, Milwaukee, Wis.
Prairie Flower. Imported steel gray Skye terrier bitch, by cham-

pion Old Burgundy out of Lowland Maid, by C. H. Smith, St. Stephen,
N. B., to P. & H. Smith, same place.
Islay. Imported steel gray Skye terrier bitch, by Fruachan out of

Helen MacGregor, by C. H. Smith, St. Stephen, N. B., to P. &H. Smith,
same place.
Barnaby Rudge. Imported steel gray Skye terrier dog, by Medac

out of Nip, by C. H. Smith, St. Stephen, N. B., to P. & H. Smith, same
place.
Don. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Jan. 21, 1892. by

Dandy out of Maud, by C. T. Brownell, New Bedford, Mass., to Chas.
Ashley, same place.
Murkland R. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Feb. 25,

1890, by Murkland Ranger out of Beaulah, by C. T, Brownell, New Bed-
ford. Mass., to ex-Mayor Chas. L. Ashley, same place.
Lily L. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped May 1, 1893, by

Prince L. out of Sadie B., by A. J. Lewis, Central Falls, R. I., to J. W.
Lawson, East Providence, R. I.

Bonnie Brownie. White, tan head, tan patches fox-terrier bitch,

whelped May 9, 1893, by Blemton Volunteer out of Bonnie Belie, by C.

A. Sumner, Los Angles, Cal., to W. V. Howard, same place.

Bonnie Betty. White, black and tan head, black patch fox terrier

bitch, wbelped May 1, 1S93, by Blemton Volunteer out of Bonnie Buena,
by C. A. Sumner, Los Angeles, Cal , to A. J. Griswold, Nogales, A. T.

Bonnie Beau. White, tan head, fox-terrier dog, whelped May 9,

1893, by Blemton Volunteer out of Bounie Belle, by C. A. Sumner, Los
Angeles, Cal., to Mrs. T. B. Shepherd, Ventura, Cal.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
P., New Rochelle.—1. How often and what should a St. Bernard pup

nine weeks old be fed? 2. Should he be washed? If so, how, and if

not, in what way can his coat be kept clean? 3 Should his pen be
kept warm or cold? Ans. 1. From three to four times a day. Sweet
milk, mutton soup with vegetables and stale bread, oatmeal, etc.; also
raw meat, chopped fine, every other day is good. 2. At his age washing
is unnecessary, if the quarters are neat and clean, with plenty of clean
bedding. 3. If he has plenty of clean bedding and the sleeping quar-
ters are free from draughts, artificial heat is unnecessary.

C. E. S , Middletown, Conn.—1. I have two setter pups that I intend
hunting together, one of which is a wide ranger, while ibe other hunts
close but quarters his ground well. Which one is the proper dog to

teach to retrieve, or would you teach them both? 2. What is the
proper way to prevent them from chasing chickens? 3. Is it a good
idea to work them on quail in field without gun? Ans. 1. The wide or
narrow range has very little relation to the qualities of a retriever. If

you intend to keep the dogs for your own shooting teach the slowest
one to retrieve. 2. Punish them'every time you catch them chasing
chickens. 3. Yes.

W. E. R , Reading, Pa —The slime and blood may be the result of

constipation and straining, or ic may be due to disease of the rectum.
Take the dog to veterinarian.

G. S., Boston.—1. It is probably a tumor and should be removed. 2.

Feed on raw lean meat once a day.

fnnting m\d <j£attt[8ing.

FIXTURES.
April 17.—South Dakota Coursing Club's inaugural meeting, at

Mitchell, S. D. Entries close April 16. S. S. Batley, Sec'y; Fox
Kenney, Judge; Joseph Dodd, Slipper.

Central Ohio Fox Hunters' Club.

The Central Ohio Fox Hunters' Club, of Coshocton.Wayne,
Tuscarawas and Holmes counties held its fourth annual
meeting at Millersburg, March 7. It was the largest and
best attended of any ever held by the club, every county
being well represented. The meeting was held in Agricul-
tural Hall, and at 10:30 o'clock A. M. was called to order by
the president, John A. Bucklew, of Warsaw. After hearing
the reports of the committees and treasurer and secretary,

Hon. E. L. Lybarger presented a resolution to change the
name of the club to the Central Ohio Sportsman's Club.
The resolution was unanimously adopted. This change was
made in order to admit other sportsmen outside of fox hunt-
ers to membership.
On motion, E. L. Lybarger, L. F. Findley and Lake F.

Jones were appointed a committee to draft new by-laws,
after which an adjournment was taken until after dinner.

Immediately upon reassembling the committee reported the
new by-laws which were adopted. Among them are the
following:

This Association shall be known as the Central Ohio Sportsman's
Association. Its objects shall be:
First—The encouragement of interest on the part of the people in

the preservation of game and fish.

Second—Encouragement of gentlemanly sport, the assembling to-
gether from all parts of the district of gentlemen fond of sport,
friendly enjoyment, mutual acquaintance and the recuperating of our
physical powers by outdoor exercise.
Third—The membership shall consist in addition to those already

enrolled, of such other persons as may apply and be enrolled by the
secretary upon the payment of the membership fee of twenty-five
cents.
Fourth—The officers of the association shall consist of a president,

secretary and treasurer, and one vice-president from each county be-
longing to the association.
Fifth—The officers first chosen shall serve until the next annual

meeting, aDd shall thereafter tie chosen for a period of one year, or at
each annual meeting.
Twelfth—It shall be the duty of all members of this association to

assist each other in recovering lost or stolen dogs, and when any dog
is lost or stolen, and any member knowing of its whereabouts, shall
communicate said knowledge to the secretary of the association, at
Millersburg, Ohio.

The following resolution was also adopted:

Resolved, That this association will aid and assist the legally con-
stituted authorities in the enforcement of all laws made and provided
for the protection of game and fish. That we discountenance fox
hunting during the months of June and July, and that we pledge our-
selves to abstain from fox hunting during these months.

The election of officers resulted as follows: President,
John A. Bucklew; Vice-Presidents, Coshocton County, J. L.
Moore; Wayne, Lake F. Jones; Tuscarawas, Wm. T. Zinkon;
Holmes, Merriman Lisle; Secretary, L. Gr. Barton; Treasurer,
Charles M. Williams.

• * • •

Northwestern Beagle Club of America.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A meeting of the Northwestern Beagle Club was held

at Battery D, Chicago, March 15. Members present, G. A.
Buckstaff, E. H. Rummele, Jr., H. A. Dillingham, Chas.
Niss, Jr., E. Bardoe Elliott and Louis Steffen. The meeting
was called to order by the president, Mr. G. A. Buckstaff, at
2:30 P. M.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

Letters from the National and New England Beagle clubs
were read. It was decided to hold the coming field trials the
week following the National Beagle Club's trials, beginning
on Nov. 7.

The secretary was authorized to get some Eastern gentle-
man to represent the N. W. B. C. at the American Kennel
Club meetings.
The arranging of classes for the field trials, also the adop-

tion of the Beagle standard were laid over until the next
meeting.
New members elected are: Edwin A.Woodward, Chicago;

G. W. Werner, New London. Wis.; Oscar and R. Hintze and
Frank Winneman, Milwaukee. Meeting adjourned.

Louis Steffen, Sec'y.
Milwaukee, Wis.

• • • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.
Mr. F. M. Whipple, the M. F. H. of the Brunswick Fur

Club, contemplates settling in southern California. His de-
parture will be a loss to fox hunting interests of New Eng-
land. His favorite hounds, Ned and Spot, well known on
the bench and in the field, will go with him.

• • • •

Mr. A. B. F. Kinney, Worcester, Mass., has presented his
interest in the celebrated Kinney—White pack of foxhounds
to his friend and partner, Mr. John M. White, Millbury,
Mass.

• • •

The interest in coursing at St. Louis, Mo., is increasing
rapidly. Of late they have been holding local club meets at
Brentwood Park, but they have now advanced to an open
meeting to be held on March 26 to 28, open to all comers.
Dr. George Irwin Royce will judge. Nearly all of the
prominent greyhounds in the West will be in attendance to
compete.

• • • •

There will be coursing meetings at Oaks, S. D., April 3 to

5, Huron, S. D., April 10 to 12, and Mitchell, S. D., April 17
and following days.

faceting.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

St. Lawrence, Squad. Cruise. 26. Portland, Cruise.

JUNE.

St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, first 18. Squantum, Club, Squantum,
series Mass.

Brooklyn, Ann., New York. 16. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft.

Atlantic, Ann., New York. Classes, second series.

New York, Ann., New Y«.rk. 23. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, third
Larchmont, Spring, L. I. Sound series.

St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft, 23. Sea. Cor., Ann., L. I. Sound.
Classes, first series. 23. Yonkers Cor., Ann., Hudson

St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, sec- River.
ond series. 30. St Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft.

Portland, Annual. Classes, third series,

American, Ann., L. I. Sound.

JULY.

. A. M., St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 14. St. Lawrence, A, 30. 25, 21ft.

21ft. Classes, challenge cup; Classes, fifth series.

P. M , steam yacht race, 18ft. 14-21. Larchmont, Cruise, Long
fourth series. Island Sound.

. Sea. Cor., Race, Oyster Bay to 21. Squantum, Cham., Squantum
Larchmont. Mass.

. Squantum, Cham., Squantum, 28. Squantum, Flint Cups, cabin
Mass. • cats, Squautum, Mass.

. Larchmont, Ann., L. I. Sound. 28. Indian Harbor, Ann., Long

. St. Lawrence, A, 30. 25, 21ft. Island Sound.
Classes, fourth series.

AUGUST

. New York, Annual Cruise. 25. Squantum, Club Squantum
, Squantum, Ladies' Day, Squan- Mass.

turn, Mass,

SEPTEMBER.

. Larchmont, Fall, L. I. Sound. 15. Larchmont, Larchmont Cup,
, Squantum, Club Run, Squan- Long Island Sound.

turn, Mass. 22. Squantum, Cham
, Squantum,

. New York Y. R. A., Ann., N. Y. Mass.

Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C.

The preliminary programme of the Seawanhaka-Cor. Y. C. for 1893
will include: A naphtha launch and small class races on opening day.
a special race for class I of sloops, tbe annual race on Saturday, June
23, special races to and from New London, June 25 to 30, a special race
from Oyster Bay to Larchmont, July 3, a race for the Alfrea Roose-
velt memorial cup, a special race for a cup presented by Mr. George
Bullock, an oyster boat race and the usual Saturday races. The com
plete programme will be issued later, detailing the courses and
conditions for all races and announcing additional events. The special
race for class I of sloops, contingent upon entries, will be sailed for
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the prize offered at the annual meeting. The annual race on Saturday,
June 23, will tie open to all classes and visiting clubs, with the Leland
Corinthian challenge cup open for competition in a special class. It

is also intended to provide an entertainment at the club house, on the
evening of Friday, June 22, of which due notice will be given by the
House Committee.
The special races to New London and return, open to all classes and

visiting clubs, will be provided, at the pleasure of yacht owners, for
the purpose of attending the Yale-Harvard boat race. The general
programme will include a reception at the club house and a race to

New London covering two days. All yachts racing in cruising trim
and in two classes: schooners and sloops; time to be cumulative for
the two days; time allowance of the club with the wind factor of five-

tenths, used in tables, varied proportionally to average wind velocity
on each day. Prizes to be awarded to winning yachts. A reception
will be held on board the flagship in New London Harbor. On Satur-
day, June 30, the day following the Yale-Harvard contest, or on
Monday, July 2, in event of postponement, the fleet will race to the
westward under conditions to be announced; finishing at Oyster Bay.
Prizes to be awarded to winning yachts,
The special race to Larchmont is fixed for Tuesday, July 3, the con-

ditions to be hereafter named, and in event of delay in returning from
New London the start will be made from New Haven or Black Rock
instead of Oyster Bay. The Alfred Roosevelt memorial cup race will

be open to classes under 35ft., racing over the inside course unless
otherwise specified. The special race for the cup presented by Mr.
George Bullock will be for yachts of the smaller classes over the bell

buoy triangular course unless otherwise specified. The oyster boat
race and usual Saturday races will be sailed under conditions to be
named; dates for the above to be announced in the final programme.
The race committee for the year are Messrs. Gordon Wendell,

Chairman, 61 Worth street; R. A. Rutherford, Secretary, 19 W. 24th
street; Walter C. Kerr, Valentine Mott andE. C. Weeks.

St. Lawrence Y. C.

The St. Lawrence Y. C, of Montreal, is preparing for what promises
to be a prosperous and interesting season. Many changes and improve-
ments are being made about the club quarters. Innumerable alter-

ations to the fleet are under way, by the busy sound of the hammer
and saw about the club storage sheds, the yacht that finished a weary
third last season may keep her swifter sister closer company this
summer. For the 30ft. class Mr. G. Herrick Duggan is building a new
flyer designed by himself, which no doubt will give a good report
before the season is well advanced. Mr. C. E. Archbald has bought a
31-footer from the West, which proved herself very able and fast last

season. Mr. H. M. Molson is getting on a Clapham Bouncer from

squinx—"double oat" cruiser.

Forest and Stream, Nov. 4, 1893.

Roslyn, while three other wonders of assorted sizes are positively
coming to help on the racing interest.

The events arranged for the season are as follows: May 24, Squad-
ron cruise; June 2, 18ft. class, first series; June 9, A, 30, 25, 21ft.

classes, first series; June 13, 18ft. class, second series; June 16, A, 30,

25, 21ft. classes, second series; June 23, 18ft. class, third series; June
30, A, 30, 25, 21ft. classes, third series; July 2, A. M., A, 30, 25, 21ft. (all

for Sir Donald A. Smith challenge cup on this day) ; P. M., steam
yacht race, 18ft., fourth series; July 7, A, 30, 25, 21ft. classes, fourth
series; July 14, A, 30, 25, 21ft. classes, fifth series.

Class A, yachts measuring 30ft. corrected length; 30ft. class, yachts
measuring «5ft. and under 30ft. corrected length; 25ft. class, yachts
measuring 21ft. and under 25ft. corrected length; 21ft. class, yachts
measuring 18ft. and under 21ft. corrected length; 18ft. class, yachts
measuring 16ft. and under 18ft. corrected length.
Dinghy races and races for craft not within yacht classification will

be arranged later on.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The Jersey City Y. C. elected the following officers on March 1

:

Com., G. Van Horn; Vice-Corn., A. Roe; Pres.. J. Hilton: Sec'y, J- V.
Wolcott; Treas., P. VV. Figuera; Meas., Dr. O. F. Coe. Directors: the
above and C. H. Benson, H. C. Roome, Dr. W. J. Parker, F. W. Lyons,
A. B. Reynolds Executive Committee: C. F. Ockerhausen, O. F. Coe,
Chas. Miller. Finance Committee: A. B. Reynolds, E. P. Buffet, F.W.
Lyons. Regatta Committee: C. H. Benson, Dr. Parker, Dr. Coe. En-
tertainment Committee: A. Roe, J. V. Wolcott, E. P. Buffet. W. H.
Hooker was elected an associate member. The regatta will be held in
June.

Flying Cloud, yawl, mentioned in the report of the Biscayne Bay Y.
C. last week was designed by Waterhouse & Chesebrough of Boston
to meet the requirements of her owner, Mr. S. F. Moore. The yacht bas
turned out a complete success, being tried hard on the passage from
Boston to Florida, and proving a good seaboat in some very bad
weather, although of light draft. Her owner proposes to make a trip
to the Bahamas before returning North.

Minneapolis, Minn., is taking up model yachting, having two clubs,
the Minneapolis Model Yacht Racing Association, John Hadden, Sec-
retary, and the Calhoun Model Y. C. organized last fall, Geo. Turner,
No. 1,320 Fourth avenue, South, secretary.

Exile, the fast 21-footer designed and raced by J. F. Small, of Bos-
ton, has been sold to F. M. Randall of the Pavonia Y. C. She is 30ft.
over all, 21ft. l.w.l., lift, beam and 1ft. 6in. draft. She was built, like
all of her class, as an open boat, but a light trunk cabin will be added
to bring her into the class about New York.
Almost as a matter of course, Britannia has been successful in all

the races in which she has started, her only antagonist being the old
Valkyrie, 70ft. l.w.l., and the40-rater Deerhound, now Oretta, of 60ft.

FIXTURES.
SEPTEMBER.

3. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass.

As bearing on the discussion now taking place in our columns, we
commend to canoeists the proposed programme for the annual meet.

While the usual events are provided for the racing machines, both

paddling and sailing, it will be seen that the cruisers, ex-racers and
general purpose canoes of all kinds are by no means neglected, as

some of our correspondents have inferred, but that every possible

provision is made for them.

In sailing, the record races are strictly limited to hoisting and lower-

ng sails; and so far as is possible, the conditions are framed to

encourage the all-around canoeist rather than the sailing specialist.

For the exclusive benefit of the cruiser or retired racer, one event is

arranged for which the committee has attempted to set no definite

,imit, but from which it proposes to exclude anything that is obviously

VICINITY OF CROTON POINT AND A. C. A. CAMP GROUND.

of the nature of a racing machine as distinguished from the older

type of canoes such as Notus, Eclipse, Hornet and Vesper, in which
some of the best racing of the Association has been done. The success

of this race, and we feel safe in saying that it is very doubtful, depends
on the men who are heard every year in an outcry against racing men
and racing machines. It is clearly impossible to lay down exact
limits in advance, but we have every confidence that the committee
will fairly and intelligently discriminate to exclude canoes which in

build or fitting may belong to the racing rather than the ex-racing

class; it only remains to be seen how many canoes will present them-

While this race is intended for one class of canoes which, ac-

cording to a widespread idea, is entirely sacrificed to the racing

class, event No. 13 is similarly intended for the wide canoes, canoe-

yawls and other odd-sized craft which are the subject of a similar

complaint of neglect. In this class, too, it is impossible to set limits

until it is known what the entries may be, but the committee has
shown an honest and earnest intention to remedy a complaint
which, whether well or ill founded, is quite general; the result can-

not fail to be instructive.

In the paddling classes a provision is made for the purely cruising

and general purpose type, the 15x30 open Canadian canoe of ser-

viceable build, a class which last year, in its very home, failed to fill.

The programme is, as stated, only provisional, and all members
are at liberty to make suggestions to the committee, or through
our columns, for its improvement.

One good feature of the new programme is the abandonment of

the limit of 16x30 for the club fours, as recommended at various

times by members. Although by chance this size of canoe has come
into general use for the club fours, it is entirely unsuited for such
work, being much too small. Just what size will prove best is a
question, but the committee are in hopes that enough canoes of

suitable dimensions and working build will be present to solve it.

The intention is to favor the use of service canoes in this race rather
than racing shells

:

THE A. C. A. MEET OF 1894.

Croton Point—July 13-27.
The inquiries which reach us as to the location and date for the

coming A. C. A. meet indicate the existence of considerable interest
on the part of men who, while members, have not attended previous
meets or kept posted on A. C. A. matters, but who now propose to
avail themselves of the accessibility of the new camp site. The
accompanying maps, for which we are indebted to Mr. J. K. Hand,
show the immediate locality, as well as the adjoining points on the
Hudson River, Peekskill and Sing Sing on the east, and Haverstraw
on the west, all points of the great trunk lines and easily reached
from New England, the North and West. The details of the secondary
transportation, between the camp and the railroad stations, are now
being arranged in a way that promises immunity from the usual
delay and expense on this stage of the journey. The following pro
visional programme has been arranged by the regatta committee:

A. C. A. Regatta Programme, 1 894 Meet.
Event No. 1.—Record race, paddling and sailing combined, miles

alternately, total 3 miles. Time limit \y hours. Sails to be known
as lowering sails.

Event No. 2.—Record race, paddling, y> mile straightaway. Same
canoe to be used as in event No. 1.

Event No. 3.—Record race, sailing, 4\4 miles. Time limit 2 hours.
Same canoe, sails, seat, etc., to be used as in event No. 1.

Note.—For record races see Rule 5, sailing regulations.
Event No. 4.—Trophy paddling, 1 mile straightaway.
Event No. 5.—Paddling, open canoes not under 501bs. weight, %

mile straightaway; single blade.
Event No. 6.—Unlimited sailing, 6 miles. Time limit 2}4 hours.

Starters in the trophy sailing race to be selected from this race. See
Rule 5. sailing regulations.
Event No. 7.—Trophy sailing, 9 miles. Time limit Zy3 hours.

Starters to be selected as per Rule 5, sailing regulations.
Event No. 8.—Dolphin sailing trophy, iyz miles. Time limit 3 hours.

The canoe winning first place in Event No. 7 will not be allowed to
compete in this event.
Note.—This race will not be called until event No. 7 has been sailed.
Event No 9.—Novice sailing, 3 miles. Time limit 114 hours. Open

only to members who have not sailed a canoe prior to Sept. 1, 1893.
Event No. 10: Club sailing, 4y, miles. Time limit 2 hours. First

three members of any one club to count. No club can be represented
unless it enters at least three men, all men entered must have become
members of the club they represent before the first day of the 1894 A.
C. A. Meet.
Event No. 11.—Passenger cruising sailing, 3 miles. Time limit V/^

hours. Canoes to enter this event must come within the regular class-
ification, to have a well 16in. wide and at least 3ft. 6in. long, with a
Bleeping space of 6ft., of which at least 5ft. will be clear. Lowering
sails must be used. No limit on seats. Canoes must carry a passenger
weighing at least HOlbs.
Event No. 12.—Outclassed sailing, 3 miles. Time limit l^a hours.
Note.—It is the intention to give this race for the outclassed canoes,

without bath-tub wells, etc. Conditions will be posted when the com-
mittee see what class and number of boats there will be to enter this
race.
Event No. 13.—

L

Tn classified sailing, A% miles. Time limit 2 hours.
Conditions to be posted.
Event No. 14.—Tandem paddling, y> mile straightaway. Decked

sailing canoes, double blades; open canoes single blades.
Event No. 15.—Club four paddling, y2 mile straightaway. Not limited

to a 16x30 canoe.
Event No. 16 —Sailing upset and maneuvering. At signal throw

paddle over astern and recover, second signal canoe to be heeled over
until top of mast touches the water. Canoes to be righted and cross
finish line under sail.

Event No. 17.—Paddling upset, 14 mile Usual conditions. No spe-
cial appliances.
Event No. 18.—Hurry-scurry. Run, swim and paddle. Short dis-

tance.
Event No. 19.—Gymnastics.
Event No. 20.—War canoe, 1 mile. Conditions to be posted.
Note.—This race will be made a special feature it the committee re-

ceive enough entries.
The Dolphin sailing trophy is a silver cup presented to the A. C. A.

by the Yonkers C. C. as a perpetual consolation cup for the trophy
race.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The Yonkers C. C. is making material improvements to its house.

The old dressing room has been taken down and rebuilt with all new
racks in the front of the house, also a new dressing room with im-
proved shower, etc. A new feature is a work shop with work bench,
etc., and room to varnish canoes in. A new platform will be erected
in front of the house, putting the float about 100ft. further out into
the river. The Ko-ko-ko-ho is being overhauled and put in shape for
the meet and the boys are getting to work already so that a very good
year for canoeing is promised around Yonkers.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division: J. L. Held, Hoboken, N- J. ; Frederick W. Don-

nelly, Trenton, N. J,
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The A. C. A. and its Critics.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It was an evil moment when I allowed myself to be drawn into the

discussion regarding reform in the A. C. A. I have been assured by
friends who have read my letter that I am a fool; my language has
been characterized as "beastly personal;" it has been said that my
composition lacks style; Ianthe men have accused me of drawing
odious comparisons in favor of the Hoboken Club, and Hoboken men
have complained of my doing the reverse. I have even heard it re-
marked that my letter was humorous (and Mr. Holden will bear me
out when I say that this reform is too serious a matter for levity).
These and more would I willingly bear, but to have Mr. Holden turn
on me! Aye, there's the rub ! As A. Ward would say, "It is 2 mutch!"
But Mr. Holden misunderstands my letter and my attitude on the

reform question. I believe, with him, that there is a great deal to be
desired in that direction. (I have attended a few of the meets.) The
prominent men in canoeing circles to-day are those who are skillful
with the sails or mighty with the paddle. Those who seek enjoyment
in cruising only are seldom -heard of, even when they cruise 400"or 500
miles. I compared the Hoboken and Ianthe clubs merely to exemplify
this difference. To my mind the Hoboken men are the better canoe-
ists. The Ianthe men are "graduates" of the cruising class and would
enjoy their regattas and racing just as well if they were yacht races,
boat races or tub races.
But how are we going to help it? I do not think that publishing a

regular newspaper would effect much of a change. As Mr. Cart-
wright says, the Association has about a thousand members. If you
could get 100 subscribers out of this number you would do well. Each
club would get one copy and the members would take turns reading
it. It we must have a paper here would be my plan. Require every
club purser to forward to the Association commodore or some other
competent man, all matters of n«ws and information coming to his
attention. The commodore would then issue this in the shape of a
"Bulletin" to the clubs, and it could be tacked on the door where the
hien could read it. This would not be expensive. The printer could
take the various communications and arrange them to suit himself,
and the expense could be assessed on the clubs subscribing to the
"Bulletin."
Now Mr. Holden, a word with you. You say that but for the wide

circulation given my letter in these columns you would ignore my
screed. I gather from this that, had I written direct to you, you
would have thrown my letter in the waste basket. How perfectly

1wtr, NMe$t
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dreadful of you! As to my hot feeing posted, you, of course, are a
competent judge. But tell me. Have you not achieved fame under
the nom. deplume of "Cycle-Oar" in your ltfdal upaper at Rutherford,
New Jersey? "Who has not heard tne story of the "Purser and his
Chum" who sailed the billowy Passaic one summer afternoon? Did
not the gentle zephyrs blow on that occasion, and was it not the
purser's boast that he would rather upset than luff, and didn't he
upset? forgetting that (with apologies to the autograph album),

"It were better to have luffed and lost
Than never to have luffed at all."

And who has not read the thrilling adventures of the "Captain and
Mate and the three tugs?" And are you not an authority on Indian

names? "Well, I guess! Didn't you build two canoes with a jack-knife

and a few rude tools, and didn't you name one of them the "Sew-Ga,"
which when transulated, you said, meant "Big Man." And some of

the boys, however, upon searching the Indian archives, discover that,

read backward, it meant "Big Girl?"
Now a word to Mr. Cartwright. You take Mr. Holden too seriously.

The only person in the Atlantic Division who takes Mr. Holden
seriously, is Mr. Holden himself. I don't believe him to be bent so

tHtich on overturning the existing order of things as he is of seeing his

full name at the bottom of a printed letter. We, of the Atlantic

Division who know him well, appreciate his wide experience as a
canoeist and newspaper correspondent, and we love him. He owns
three or four canvas canoes, and has cruised the entire distance from
Rutherford to Newark several times, and it must certainly be four or

five miles. And it was on only one occasion that the trip was too

much for him and he had to be brought home on a lumber barge.

Only one. , , 4 „
He avers that I have slurred a gentleman whose only oftense was

that he came from Rutherford. Now that was really no offense at all

!

If he had remained there! Ah! that would have been different!

However, I am sorry for having slurred him and hasten to apologize,

and I hope that during the meet next summer he will come from
Rutherford again and bring his reform ideas with him.

I admit that it would be courteous toward Mr. H., for me to con-

tribute these few stickfuls over my own name. But then a man of

Mr Holden's perspicacitv (hold on! where's my dictionary?) and
thorough knowledge of A. C. A. meets and matters must know
"Pulex." If he does not I would suggest his visiting at least one

would really be nothing to the honor conferred on Mr. H., by hav-

ing his eyes opened to Pulex.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Perhaps you and your readers will pardon my saying a few more

words on this (at present) absorbing topic, at least, providing that

those words contain a little sober advice, or if they serve to correct

some mistaken ideas. .

My advice to Mr. Holden would be to cease jumping at conclusions.

When he takes offense at the term "general-purpose-built-by-himself-

canoeman" he concludes that it is used in a sneering sense, and not as

a handy expression to designate the large number of canoeists whose
champion—self constituted—is Mr. Holden. And when he sayB that

my boat is the result of much research and labor and money spent by
certain gentlemen whom he names, does he not conclude that I am a

racer? I can produce evidence to show that I have won no races, and
have not even made serious attempts at doing so—on the other hand
my boat is an open, basswood, paddling, everyday canoe, and when
the wind is fair she carries canvas to the extent of about 50ft. If a
few trips, of a few hundred miles or so, over waters unknown to most
canoeists, makes a cruiser, then I must plead guilty and enrol myself
under the banner of that great army whose prestige is maintained by
Mr. J. T. Holden aforesaid.

If "imitation is the sincerest of flattery," I have flattered Mr. Holden
by following his example in two particulars; I offered a humble sug-
gestion as to how the condition of the A. C. A. might be bettered; and
signed my own name. Would that "Pulex" had done likewise, rather
than to shoot the arrows of sarcasm from behind the protection of a
nom de plume.

"Ilex" answers Mr. Holden on one or two points, and both he and
"Pulex" write very pretty letters; but what have they to offer for the
good of the Association? If the text of "Pulex's" letter means
anything it means that there is something wrong in the Association
which needs righting, but I am afraid his story is without a moral,
and that the text is lost sight of before he reaches "in conclusion."
There is something wrong with the A. C. A. ; it does not advance

with those rapid strides that its supporters would wish to see; but is
there any society or institution that will not stand reforming? Be-
cause the citizens of the United States are not a unit in regard to its
administration do one-half of them leave, or advise foreigners not to
come in, that they will get nothing for their dollar? No, they do their
level best to get into office and run the show on a better plan; they
write away to their friends to come and help them, and say, "Amer-
ica, with all thy faults I love thee still."

If a cruising meet is going to right this wrong, then let us have one
by all means; if State divisions are the panacea, then let us cut the
Association up into little pieces; if the publication of a monthly sheet
devoted to the interests of cruisers will bring that abused class relief,
then by all means let us publish

,
provided an editor can be secured; if

"Pulex" has anything to suggest let him set it forth, but before ex-
perimenting on these lines let us have a few more ideas, and while we
are about it we might as well have some practical ones.
Here is one. Do away with the general mess at the meet. Take the

responsibility off the shoulders of the executive and divide it among
the members who attend. Give the man who makes his own camp kit
a chance to glory in his efficiency, and when the racing man comes to
the tent of the cruiser and sues for a meal, won't the cruiser have a
chance to heap coals of Are on the head of the said racing man.
In this connection it is worthy of note that the 1893 secretary had

some inquiries before camp as to how to reach there, what the grub
would be like, whether there would be men on the ground ready to
do all the work of pitching tents, etc., etc. The questions were not
asked by racing men.
For "Pulex's" information I may say that Mr. Holden didnotreceive

a request to secure advertisements for the Year Book. That request
was sent only to the officers and members of the executive committee.
Their names appear in the Year Book. Some of them live in New
York. I wonder if "Pulex" secured any of the very few ads. sent in
response to this request.
Will "Pulex" in return give me some information? How is it that

the Ianthe men, who spend all their time holding down chairs and
swapping fishy stories, keep in condition to race? Why do not the
Hoboken men, with muscles hardened by constant exercise, with skill
made perfect by steady practice, rise in their might and sweep into
eternal oblivion this club who race—and sit in balconies? It would be
a service to all canoedom. R. Easton Burns.

Rifle at San Antonio.
The regular practice shoot of the San Antonio Rifle Club took place

on the afternoon of the 11th inst. The attendance was good and the
shooting excellent, as will be seen by the scores below.
On the 18th, almost the entire membership of this club will attend

the annual prize shoot of the Vogel's Valley Rifle Club. This is the
first prize, event of the season, and a full report of same will appear in

these columns.
^ Conditions: 200yds., muzzle rest, open sights, 10 shots per score:

G Altmann 11 6 9 10 9 11 9 9 9 12— 95
9 11 8 11 8 5 7 7 12 8— 87
12 11 7 10 9 7 9 8 8 9— 90

ESeffel 9 10 9 11 8 8 8 12 9 9— 93
9 1% 69 10 9769 10— 87

11 9 12 10 7 9 10 10 12 6— 96

E Teich 7 8 10 8 7 9 6 8 8 10— 81

Ad Altmann 9 7 9 8 9 7 9 9 7 3— 82
8 9 12 12 10 12 12 9 11 11—106

A Heiff 7 10 8 11 9 12 8 11 11 12— 99

A Uhl 12 8 11 7 9 8 9 9 12 8— 93
8 11 8 9 12 10 10 9 12 10— 96
9 10 11 10 9 7 12 8 8 11— 95

Al Altmann..,.

6

7 8 9 10 8 7 11 7 10— 83
8 6 7 9 8 9 8 10 8 11— 84

Stuve 9 11 8 7 11 12 9 6 6 7— 86

Sness 11 6 4 12 7 9 6 10 10 5— 80684634 10 554— 55

Rennert 4 8 5 6 9 5 7 7 7 10- 68
10 8 8 8 6 5 8 8 6 7— 74

Neumann 7 12 5 6 6 12 6 5 8 7— 76

A Guenther 7 8 6 8 6 5 6 7 7 10— 70
12 10 7 10 9 7 9 8 7 9— 85

Giesecke

8

7 8 9 8 10 11 7 12 6— 86
12 10 7 10 9 7 9 8 7 9— 88

JLegler 9 7 3 6 8 8 3 5 6 10— 65

C Hummel 6 6 9 9 12 9 8 10 9 8- 86

Wm Herpel 8 4 11 7 9 11 7 11 12 8- 88
O. G.

Riflemen vs. Bowlers.
Some weeks ago the Greenville Rifle Club received a challenge from

the Linden Bowling Club, of Greenville, to bowl a match and shoot a
match. The challenge was accepted by the Greenville Club. In the
bowling match the Linden team won by some eighty odd points, but
in the contest with the rifle, which came off on the Greenville Club
ranges on Wednesday of last week, the bowlers found that the bulls-

eye was a sort of head-pin game that was new to them, and the con-

sequence was that the Greenville team buried them under a margin of

485 points. The scores are appended, distance 82ft :

Greenville Rifle Club.

Collins 25 25 25 25 25 25 23 23 23 22—241

Hill ' 24 23 22 22 21 20 18 18 18 17—203

G Wtiestner 24 23 23 21 20 20 19 18 18 16-202

E Wuestner 24 23 23 20 20 19 19 18 15 9-190
Graef 25 24 24 24 23 23 22 21 18 17-221

Barr , 25 24 24 23 23 2.3 23 22 21 20-228

H Gotthardt 25 25 24 23 23 23 21 20 17 22-223
R Zeiger 25 24 23 23 22 20 19 18 18 14—206
Huelsen 25 25 22 21 21 19 19 18 17 13—200
Lutz 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 20 20 19-227
Chariock 23 23 23 23 22 21 21 21 20 19-216

Agneau 24 24 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23-232-2589

Linden Bowling Club.

Pilexamo '. 25 24 23 23 22 21 21 16 17 22—214

Perry 20 16 15 13 9 9 9 8 7 0—106
Edingei- 24 22 19 19 15 16 14 14 19 0-162
Schultz 23 21 20 19 16 14 11 0 0 0—124
Vasser 25 25 24 22 21 19 19 17 15 14—201

McDonald 22 21 18 18 17 14 15 10 10 7—152
O'Halloran . , . .

21 21 20 19 19 18 16 15 15 14—173

Mitchell 24 22 21 21 20 20 18 17 16 16-195
Bancker 24 23 23 23 23 20 19 19 17 0-191

Jackson 23 22 22 22 20 17 17 14 14 10—181

Herig 24 24 20 20 20 20 17 16 15 0—175
Allaire* '.'.'.'.[

V.
'.

'.
25 25 25 24 23 21 21 21 20 20-225-2104

Conlin's Shooting Gallery.

The latest novelty in shooting is a shot pistol. Mr. Albert A. Conn
has had one made similar to the on6 gotten up by Gustave Renette, of

Paris. It seems to be quite effective at 15yds., and I have no doubt
that Mr. Cohn will do well with it at the traps. It is .38cal., everlast-

ing shell, 2% long, using nitro powders, S. S., No. 9 shot.

Mr. Wm. E. Carlin has been making some good scores with the re-

volver at [25yds. Major D. Crockett has made several good scores

with open sight rifle, 126ft.

I am making experiments with different kinds of nitro powders for

revolver shooting; as soon as I decide on one giving satisfactory re-

sults I will send the particulars to the Forest and Stream.
Thursday evenings are set apart for revolver practice, and Saturday

for rifle shooting. All are invited to give us a call, J- S. G.

Jerseymen at the Targets.
There was the usual contingent of riflemen in Armbruster's Park,.

Greenville, N. J-, on Saturday afternoon of last week. Pine weather
and good form on the part of some of the shooters brought forth
some remarkably good scores.
Michael Dorrler gave another exhibition of his remarkable shooting

abilities. L. P. Hansen of the Excelsior Club, was present, and
started out to shoot a 100-shot race with Dorrler for a small stake, but
the afternoon was so far advanced before the match was opened that
Hansen was compelled to retire on the completion of his eighth score.
Dorrler shot his final shots when the last rays of daylight were fading
away. He got a 15 on his 97th and a 9 on his 100th shot, reducing his
total on the remarkably fine score of 2,259. Last week he made a
total of 2.246, and the week before 2,231. His two last scores (200 shots)
are ahead of all other previous records. Hansen's shooting was first-

class. He made a total of 1,791 in 80 shots, an average of 223 8 per
10-shot score. Plaisted, Boyce, Boag, Chavant, Hill and Scheeline were
present and participated in the afternoon's sport. Hill's and Scheeline's
scores were mislaid owing to the darkness in the shooting house at the
close of the shoot; we are therefore unable to publish them with the
others. C. H. Chavant had the misfortune to disable his rifle and was
unable to shoot out his scores. On next Saturday. March 24, ft. is

expected that there will be a number of New York riflemen present fax

the park to participate with the local riflemen. Scores:

M Dorrler, 100 shots 24 25 24 23 25 24 23 20 22 21—232
25 24 20 25 21 21 18 24 23 24-226
22 21 25 24 22 23 19 24 24 21—225
25 24 23 22 25 24 23 23 23 21—2M3
21 22 24 23 23 25 23 23 24 25-233
21 21 24 24 24 25 22 19 23 18—221
25 23 25 23 22 23 25 22 22 21—231
25 21 19 23 23 21 25 25 21 23—m>
22 23 20 22 23 24 22 25 19 25-225-
22 25 24 24 24 19 21 15 24 9-207—225»

L P Hansen, 80 shots 23 21 22 20 23 24 23 23 20 22—221'
24 23 21 22 19 23 23 22 22 24-223
21 22 25 21 19 22 22 25 24 21—222
20 21 23 21 24 22 22 22 22 24—221
24 24 23 24 23 23 22 25 23 20-231
24 21 22 22 22 24 22 17 23 24—221
24 24 22 23 21 22 21 25 24 25 - 231
21 25 22 24 23 25 22 25 19 25-221—1791

G W Plaisted, 50 shots 19 21 23 23 25 19 21 19 20 24—214
22 22 25 20 16 21 24 21 20 25-216
18 20 22 24 23 23 19 20 21 23-213
25 24 23 13 2 f 24 24 24 22 17—225
10 19 24 22 24 20 22 24 20 21-214-1082-

O C Boyce, 50 shots 20 18 13 19 21 20 24 25 24 24—208
17 22 23 23 19 22 .23 21 16 22-207
20 15 17 21 20 22 22 22 23 20-202
25 21 19 23 17 21 16 17 23 10—201
22 21 20 22 22 25 19 21 19 23—214—1032

C Boag, 50 shots 22 18 25 23 18 14 24 19 22 23—208
23 19 13 21 18 25 20 22 25 23—209
24 25 18 23 23 14 24 16 22 17—.206

20 21 19 17 24 23 20 23 19 17—203
18 24 22 21 22 18 18 18 22 18—201—1027

C A Chavant 18 21 20 22 20 19 23 25 19 21—208

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, March 11.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its reg-

ular practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores appendedi
Conditions 200yds., off-hand, at the standard target:

Nagel

.

.10 9 10 6 9 8 8 8 7 6-84
10 8 10 8 7 In 10 8 8 8-87
10 10 6 9 7 7 9 8 7 9-82
10 7 9 9 10 7 7 8 7 7—81
10 7 6 7 7 9 8 7 10 6-78
8 6 10 7 8 9 9 5 5 6-73
6 10 7 5 9 7 5 B 8 8—70
6 9 6 8 -5 7 9 8 7 4—69
6 10 9 4 10 5 10 6 7 9—76
7 10 8 8 8 5 6 7 9 6-74
10 6 7 9 5 7 8 7 8 8—77
6 9 7 6 6 10 6 5 9 4-68
10 5 7 6 10 7 8 9 8 7-77
10 5 7 10 7 5 S 7 7 8—74
8 8 5 10 7 8 5 6 8 10—78
10 7 10 6 5 9 8 5 10 5—75
9 8 7 8 8 5 6 5 7 9—72
4 10 7 10 4 7 8 6 10 6—72'
9 7 7 3 7 5 8 6 9 6-67
5 5 10 5 6 9 8 5 9 4—66
7 10 8 7 10 5 5 5 7 10—74
8 8 5 4 8 6 9 7 7 8-70
6 9 7 5 7 4 9 8 7 9—71
5 4 4 8 8 7 9 7 8 9—69
7 2 3 7 7 7 6 6 7 4—56
7 5 4 10 9 6 7 8 6 7—69
8 4 10 4 6 7 10 6 5 8—68
5 7 10 10 10 8 7 7 7 10—81
8 6 5 6 5 7 8 6 8 8-67
6 0 0 6 0 7 0 2 2 3—36
5 6 9 8 8 JO 7 8 7 10-78
8 10 6 6 6 8 5 7 9 9-74
5 7 10 8 6 7 7 8 7 10-75
8 8 5 9 9 8 9 7 6 5—74
2 7 6 3 5 9 3 5 6 9—55
4 4 8 5 7 8 2 3 5-53
4 4 5 5 7 4 3 4 5 3—44
14 8 1 3 4 6 5 8 6—45
2 5 5 2 2 1 3 1 2 0—22
2 4 1 4 0 4 1 7 1 2—24
4 2 6 0 4 6 6 6 4 2—40
0 13 7 3 3 i 1 2 3—23

Hartford Rifle Club.
Hartford, Conn., March 12.—I inclose you scores niaae by the Hart-

ford Rifle Club on Saturday, March 10, Standard target, 200yds., off-
hand. Wind light but light very glaring.

Re-entry Match.
J Edwards 8 88567696 10—73
FRRand 9 10 8 5 7 8 8 9 7 9-808895778 10 7 10—798894787 10 10 8-78
R D Garden 5 7 6 8 9 8 8 10 10 9—80

8 9 8 10 6 10 10 6 10 9—86
H M Pope (60 shots) 9 9 6 10 6 7 10 10 9 6-825898588 10 10 8—79788764 10 99 10—78

9 10 9859699 10—84979999986 7—82
8 10 10 10 10 8 8 9 7 9-89

Medal Match.
Pope 9 79999986 7—82
Rand 8 10 5 6 5 6 10 6 7 8—71
Edwards 3 87767579 3-62

H. M. Pope, Secretary.

Revolver Top Notch in Canada.
Agincourt, March 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The accompany-
ing five consecutive scores, which we believe to be the best hitherto
made with the revolver in Canada, were made by Dr. H. McLaren,
sergeant Queen's Own Rifles, Toronto, over the range of the Scarboro
Rifle Club at Agincourt, March 1, range 25yds., off-hand, S. & W.
revolver, 7in. barrel:
UrH McLaren 7 5 4 7 5 6 7—41

6 4 6 6 6 6 7-41
5 7 7 5 6 6 6—43
7 6 7 6 7 7 6-46
6 6 7 7 6 5 6—43

The target is the standard revolver target—one-half actual size—as
used by the military and police organizations in Canada.

D. A. Clark. M.D.

New York Rifle Club.

The New York Rifle Club held its regular weekly shoot at Zettler's
gallery, 12 St. Mark's Place, on the 17th inst. The members present
and their scores were:
Young ....246 241 Crocker 233 233
Chadbourne 244 242 Barker 227 223
Gensch 240 240 Dannefelser 225 223

E. R. Chadbourne, Sec'y.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.

New York. March 18.—Scores shot at a distance of 100ft.: Hon
245, Steckel 240, Enders 237, Roberts 234, Rata 227, May 225, Napier 250.

Heidenreich 218, Kellner 204, Goodmaii 223. Wm. May, Sec'y.
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Dominion Off Hand Rifle Association.
Parry Sound.—Scores made by the several teams of the Dominion

Off Hand Rifle Association, at their monthly match on March 2 and 3.

The match was shot over the ranges of the several affiliated clubs:
100yds. 200yds,

King City Team.
JW Crowley 10 9 10 10 10-49 9 10 7 7 10—43-92
A Carley 9 9 9 10 8—45 10 9 10 7 8—44—89
Dr Norman 10 9 9 10 8—46 8 6 7 10 10-41—87
J Cameron 8 9 8 4 10—39 10 10 5 8 9-^2—81
CHHall 10 8 7 10 10—45 8 10 6 6 6—36—81—430

Midland Team.
• W Stafford 10 8 10 9 0—46 10 10 7 9 10—46—92
R O Stokes 10 10 10 8 10-48 10 10 10 4 8-42—90
J Soden 7 6 7 9 9-38 10 10 10 10 10-50-88
G Strathern.. 9 10 10 10 8—47 6 10 10 4 10—40-87
G H Stokes 747S 9 32 6 6 1 6 10—29—61—418

Bradford 1st Team.
HEMcKee 10 10 8 10 10—48 9 5 10 10 10—44—92
D Nielly 10 8 8 10 9-45 7 10 10 7 5—39—84
J G Nielly 8 10 9 7 10-44 6 5 6 10 5—32—76
H Parker 9 0 9 7 7-41 4 6 5 7 4—26-67W Probert 10 8 9 8 10-45 7 10 10 2 3—32—77—396

Goderich Team.
ER Watson. 9 9 10 7 8-43 7 10 7 10 7-41-84
RWRuuciman 9 10 9 5 10-43 9 8 5 5 6-33—76
O H Perrington 9 10 7 8 10-44 8 5 8 4 10- 35-79
FJTNaftel 7 8 6 9 10—40 7 4 5 5 10—31—71W Rutson 9 10 7 8 8- 39 10 7 8 10 10-45-84-394

Toronto, First Team.
A Elliott 9 10 7 7 10—43 10 10 9 10 9-48—91
JSBayles 10 9 5 7 10-41 10 8 10 10 7—45—86
WJGraham 10 8 7 9 10-44 10. 3 2 9 9-33-77
J Allan 9 6 8 8 3—34 7 8 5 7 9-36—70W J Davidson 9 10 6 7 5 -37 3 8 7 5 9—32-69-393

Scarboro Team.
SRennie 10 10 6 9 10-45 8 3 8 10 6-36—80
J E Elliott 9 8 9 8 9-43 10 7 9 5 8—39-82
W A Kennedy 10 9 7 5 8-39 10 10 9 10 8—47—86
J C Clark 10 7 10 10 10—47 8 7 7 7 8-37—84
JChisholm 4 10 3 9 6—32 3 10 6 6 0—22-54—386

Parry Sound, Second Team.
J B Miller 9 7 9 10 7—42 10 9 8 10 8-45—87
D F Maedonald 9 10 6 9 7—41 8 9 10 6 7-^10—81
T Newbum 5 6 7 8 7—33 0 10 9 10 10—39-72
J McClelland 6 10 7 9 10-42 6 5 9 7 3—30—72
Geo. White 7 9 10 6 5—37 3 5 3 16 10—31—68—380

Clarksburg Team.WL Goldsmith 9 8 10 10 10-47 8 6 7 10 9—40—87
F Henman 2 10 10 10 8-40 10 7 4 0 0—21—61
DHenman 8 10 10 9 7—44 10 6 1 7 7—31—75
M Mahoney 4 10 8 5 4—31 10 8 7 2 6—33—63
CWHartman 10 8 8 10 8—44 10 10 4 10 9—43—87—373

Bradford, Second Team.
G Timmons 10 9 7 9 10—45 10 3 10 10 9-42-87
J Nielly 0 10 8 5 6-29 10 5 4 5 10—34—63
JANeilly 9 9 10 6 6—40 9 4 9 5 2—27—67
A Nielly 8 10 10 9 9-46 7 10 10 7 10-44—90
Robt Nielly 9 8 8 8 6-39 1 8 6 3 7—25-64—371

Orillia, First Team.W Paine 9 9 10 8 10-46 5 7 0 3 0—15—61
AHarvie 8 10 6 6 8—38 7 7 8 7 8—37—75W Hammond 8 7 10 10 9—44 6 10 8 3 8-35-79
H Ross 9 10 6 6 5-36 7 7 8 8 7—37—73WW Wood 10 10 5 8 9-42 3 10 6 5 5—29-71—359

Bradford, Third Team.
J Doolittle 8 9 8 7 10-42 10 10 10 10 7—47—89
AMcWilliams 8 10 10 8 10-46 3 4 8 10 6-31—77
A Goldsmith. 3 4 8 6 9-29 9 5 0 5 3-22—51
J O'Connell 10 8 6 6 8—38 2 7 8 9 7—33—71
EStibbo 3 5 5 8 8—29 4 5 5 5 2—21—50—337

Parry Sound, First Team.
J Moorish 10 9 9 7 5—40 9 8 10 10 8-43-83
TWHuff 7 7 9 9 9-41 5 10 4 10 5—34—75
JRLeggatt 10 7 6 9 8-40 2 5 8 5 10—30—70
RJCIarkson 6 9 8 9 10—42 5 0 2 6 9—22-64
G Richardson 1 7 4 10 10—32 10 0 0 0 0—10—42-334

Orillia, Second Team.
J Barnes 10 6 1 1 0—18 6 0 6 2 6—20—38
J Duffy 8 10 0 4 9—31 6 0 6 0 4—16—47
DHadden 6 2 8 1 2—19 0 4 4 3 3—14—32
J Kennedy 9 10 8 9 8—44 4 4 9 7 10—34—78
M Robinson 8 8 6 8 8—37 0 3 1 5 10—19—56—251

Toronto, Second Team, Four Men.
J Allen 5 6 9 0 2—22 5 9 10 0 3—27—49
J Dixon , 6 9 10 6 7—38 7 10 0 0 1—18—56
J F Scholes 7 9 8 9 8—41 7 4 10 10 4—35—76
JLScholes 8 8 10 5 8—39 3 7 0 10 0—20-59-240

Wausakasene, Four-Men Team.
R W George 2 9 6 8 3—28 0 8 10 1 4—23—51
F Laurie 0 5 10 10 10-35 10 3 10 0 8—31—66
S B Purvis 2 9 6 6 3—26 6 3 0 10 2—21—47
E Taylor 5 7 6 6 6—30 7 7 5 7 0—26—56-220

Schlicht Rifle Club.
A team shoot between the members of the Schlicht Club made mat-

ters lively at the weekly shoot on March 12. Each team consisted of
seven men, Geo. Schlicht captain of one and Geo. Dorr the other, the
stakes $10 a side. Capt. Schlicht's team won by 55 points. In the
competition for the class medals Geo. Dorr won the championship
medal, Capt. Brellenthine the first, M. Dans the second and George
Richerfc the third class. Scores: Geo. Schlicht 244, O. Meyer 235, A.
Meyer 231, J. Schlicht 229, Geo. Richert 225, D. Dorr 220, J. Diehl 218, J
Gebhardt 216, A. Deubline 203, C. Stein 200, Geo. Dorr 243, M. Dans
233, Capt. Brellenthine 229, Wm. Schlicht 226. Geo. Laulenberger 223,
G. J. Goehrig 218, F. Lambrix 217, P. Mane 213. J: Banders 203 £
Mehr 200.

Team shoot, 5 shots per man:
Geo Schlicht 123 Geo Dorr 119
Capt Brellenthine 119 A Meyer 93
MDans 114 C Leibel 112
JDedrick 108 J Schlicht 93
C Meyer .106 W Schlicht Ill
Geo Richert.. 106 F Lambrix 97W Waller .102—778 C Stein 98—723

Zettler Rifle Club.
Eleven members of the Zettler Club were present on Tuesday night

to compete for the club prizes and the champion medal. Henry Holges
was in good form, he won the medal on his first entry on the score of
249, it proved to be the best score of the night's practice. Scores:
Championship target: Holges 249, Busse 246, Walther 244, Brown

241, C. G Zettler 241, Mulkr 234, Flack 246, Ross 245, Engel 242. B. Zet-
tler 241, Harmann 228.

Best 10 shot score, 5 entries: Holges 219. Flach 247, Busse 247, C. G.
Zettler 245, B. Zettler 242, Ross 248, Engel 247, Brown 245, Mullet 343
Walther 245, Hartmann 238.

Greenville Rifle Club.
Twenty-three members of the Greenville Rifle Club were present on

March 16 to participate in the competition for the class prizes. The
four ranges were kept in continuous use until midnight. Scheeline
was high with 242. Purkess and Collins tied for second place with 23!)

each. Scores: Scheeline 242, Purkess 239, Holzapfel 205, Charlock 227,
Graef 204, Collins 239, Barr 225, Chavant 234, Dodds 230, Spahn234,
Plaisted 235, Agneau235, Hill 221, Robidoux 233, J. Boag234,F. Wuest-
ner 200, Huelsen 216, Lutz 229, Becker 214, Daniels 219, E. Wuestner 198,
Lombeck 225, Gotthardt 222.

Another Challenge for Youngsters.
Chicago, March 12.—Editor Forest and Stream: As my former

challenges, published over two months ago, have not been taken up,
I will let my son Alfred shoot against any boy under 12 years of age
in the United States 100 shots, in series of 10 shots each inside of 15
seconds at a target, no score to count outside of said time, and 5 points
added to each score for every second of reduction in time. Condi-
ditions: Range 50 to 150ft. to the option of party accepting ^challenge,
open sights, oft'-hand, German ring target, reduced according to range!

.
C. H. Bisson.

Lady Miller Rifle Club.
The weekly shoot of the Lady Miller Rifle Club, at its headquarters,

on Monday night, brought out the usual attendance. The medal win-
ners were Mrs. Meyns in first class Mrs. Ahrent in second class and
Mrs. Stem third class. Scores: Mrs. Ahrent 232, Mrs. Boardman 2i4,
Mrs. Meyns 228, Mrs. Stein 218, Miss M. Miller 220, Miss Begerow 217
Mrs. Volk 211, Mrs. Fisher 210, Miss Saunders 208, Mrs. D. Miller 210,
Mrs. Stadler 208, Miss Yurenian 205, Miss Gehardt 204.

Palisade Rifle Club.
Eleven members of the Palisade Rifle Club were present at head-

quarters March 11 to participate in the competition for class medals.
Fred Grobatsch won the first class medal, George Dorr the second
and Fred Ward the third. Scores: F. Krobatsch 229. George Dorr
228, F. Asprer 224, F. Ward 225, W. Ahlos 223, C. Hemberger 221, R.
Glaser218, A. Aufderheide 216, H. Rose 217, A. Ahles.213, August
Abies 210.
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Excelsior Rifle Club.
Only four members of the Excelsior Club participated in the weekly

shoot on March 13. Scores: Charles Thomas 238, L. Ryer 225,
Charles Reers 224, J. Binns 221.

RIFLE NOTES.
We received samples of the Leonard powder last week for trial in

the rifle. A few shots were tried in the .38-55 Ballard, using 25grs.
This powder gives an extremely high velocity to the bullet, so much so
that we were compelled, after firing a dozen shots, to postpone fur-
ther shooting on account of the leading of the barrel. With a patched
bullet or a lubricated bullet of a hardness sufficient to withstand the
friction, this powder will no doubt give good results. It burns clean,
and so far as we could judge, gave no extraordinary chamber pres-
sure. Next week we hope to try a series of shots from the machine
rest with this and other powders. The want of a suitable primer for
the rifle shell is a great obstacle to the use of nitros in the rifle thus
far. The new Winchester No. 3 W. primer, if made of harder metal,
would give more satisfactory results than it does now. As it is made
at the present time it has a disagreeable way of working in and
around the firing pin. Dissolving as it were, and when next heard
from is playing high jinks in the lock action. This is a matter that is
interesting our manufacturers at the present time, and later on we
may hope to see a primer in the market that will meet the wants of
our riflemen.

Messrs. Walther, Hayes and Krauss, the shooting masters of the
new National Bund, are hard at work upon the prize programme for
the festival of 1895. The general committee (delegates) of the soci-
eties composing the Bund will meet early next month, when it is
expected that a programme for the festival will be formulated and
prospectus printed and issued to the public by May 1. The feeling of
harmony which seems to have settled upon the various interests con-
stituting this new Bund augurs well for its future success. In Wm. V.
Weber, the president, the Bund has an executive whose magnetic
qualities will prove a tower of strength in keeping the various elements
in the Bund in harmonious unison. Where to hold the festival is a
question that is seriously agitating the minds of the delegates at the
present time. Union Hill, N. J., was the scene of t he last festival heldm this vicinity, which was in 1878. The vicinity of Morris Park is said
to have great attractions as a park for a, Bundes Fast. New Jersey, as
the spot for the festival, has not much favor with the New York and
Brooklyn delegates. May 1 will probably see the whole matter settled.

The summer of 1894 is going to be a busy one among our local rifle
societies. The coming festival in '95 will be the stimulus that will add
vigor and strength to many of our socieiies. Riflemen who had laid
aside the rifle as one of the pleasures of a past experience will feel
compelled to return to their old lovo. New affiliations and the modern
rifle will make some of the old veterans as frisky as a colt, and when
1895 rolls around they will be found in line with the younger genera-
tion contesting for honors at the target.

Michael Dorrler, who is on the shady side of forty, and who shoots
with glasses, never shot so well in his life as he is doing at the present
time. A year ago he was going to retire; sell off his guns; nothing in
it any more. The prospects now are that he will delay the sale until
next season.

A proper backing for targets in the target houses of our city ranges
will be a serious question to our park proprietors when nitro powders
come generally into use. Wooden backs and brick walls will have to
give way to some other mode of catching and holding the bullets.
Some of our base ball catchers may be in position to give us a pointer.

A team match between teams from the Our Own Club of Newark
and the Hudsons of Marion, is on for Thursday of this week. It will
take place on the Marion ranges.

The team match between the Excelsior and the Greenville clubs
came off on the Greenville Club ranges on Wednesday night. A full
report will appear in next week's issue.

Result as shot
Broke. Received.

A $6 A
B 6

2
2
2
2
2

B
C 18
D 17 D,
E 17 E
F F
G G
H H
J J
K 8 K

) entry, at Spring-

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
March 21.—Union Gun Club. 25 live bird shoot,

field, N. J.

March 22.—New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League team shoot, combined
with all-day tournament of Maplewood Gun Club.
March 22.—"Dutchy" Smith vs. Aaron Woodruff, 100 live birds each,

8100 a side, at Marion.
. March 26.—Acme Gun Club, open shoot at Dexter Park, targets and
birds.
March 26.—Acme Gun Club tournament, at Miller's Dexter Park,

Long Island. Targets and birds.

March 26.—Forest Gun Club, target tournament, Twenty-seventh
street and Lehigh avenue, Philadelphia.
Nov, 28.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, eighth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse.
March 2tS.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, first tourna-

ment, at Auburn.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 4-7.—Texas State Sportsmen's Association eighteenth annual

meeting, at Austin, Texas. Wallace Miller, Sec'y.
April 4-8.—California State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

San Francisco.
April 11-13.—Baltimore (Md.) Gun Club, tenth annual tournament,

at Grason's Park; two days targets, thu d day live birds.
April 11-13.—Baltimore (Md.) Gun Club annual tournament, under

management of H. A. Penrose and E. D. Miller.
April 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add $200.
April 24-27.—Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central Uity, Neb.
April 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, second tourna-

ment, at Rochester.
May 1-3.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, spring tournament; two days

targets, last day live birds.

May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at
Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add $200.
May —.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual

tournament and meeting, at Ft, Smith, Ark.; $1,000 added money;
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.
Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
May 15.—Second annual tournament of* the Atlantic Trap-Shooting

Association, at Lynn, Mass. W. F. Brown, Sec'y.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament..
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.
May 22-25.- Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap R
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N, Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-

ment, at Utiea.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added money.
June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual touruameat, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, annual

tournament, at Tacoma, Wash.

June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first
annual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June 27-28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

sixth tournament, under the auspices of the Elwood Gun Club, at
Elwood, Ind. Elwood Gun Club will add $200.
July 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associations's

seventh tournament, under the auspices of the Kentucky Gun Club, at
Louisville, Ky. The Kentucky Gun Club will sdd from $200 to $400.
July 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fourth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Aug. 29.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fifth tourna-

ment, at Auburn.
Sept. 26.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, sixth tourna-

ment, at Rochester.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.
Oct. 24.—Central New York Trap-Shooters'1 League, seventh tourna-

ment, at Utica.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
A few weeks ago we expressed the opinion that dropping for places

under the plan of money division devised by Harvey McMurchy
would be extremely difficult. Later, however, in a conversation with
the genial "Rainbow" Thurman, of shooting blouse fame, we were
given a "tip" which caused us to change our opinion, although we are
forced to acknowledge that the chance to profit by dropping is not
likely to occur very frequently. We take for example a race at 20
targets shot near Philadelphia a few weeks ago. The entry was $2 and
the targets; there being ten entries in the pot was $20, there being
three moneys. At the fihish there were two 20s, one 18, three 17s, two
16s, one 11 and one 8. Below in the "deadly parallel" we show how
the contestants would have fared had the contest as shot been under
the McMurchy system, and also how they would have fared under
same system by a little scheming on the part of A and B:

As it might have been.
Broke.

,.19

.18

,.17

.17

.17

.16

.16

.11

Received.

The pot was $20; in the event as shot C, D, E and F would have
received each his entrance fee of $2, making $8 in all deducted from
the pot, and leaving $12 to be divided by A and B. "As it might have
have been" is thusly: A has finished his score with 20 straight, and
the only man who can get 19 is B, who will wave to miss his last target
to get 19. If he does so it will shut out the three 17s and leave only
himself and C to get back their entrance fees. So he goes to A ar.d
says: "A, if I break 20 and get in the top hole with you we get only
$6 apiece, but by dropping I can shut out three 17s, raising the pot to
$16. Shall I drop and 'divy'?" "Sure," says A, whereupon B loses his
last target, goes out with 19, shuts out three 17s, and he and A get $9
apiece against $6 by straight shooting. As we before stated, the oppor-
tunities for this kind of a play may be few and far between, but when
they do come they will be taken advantage of bv any shooter who
gets the chance to profit by dropping. Mr. McMurchy will have to do
some more deep thinking in order to devise any scheme that will abso-
lutely stop dropping for place.

The Brighton Gun Club held a shoot on its East Orange grounds, on
March 17, artificial targets being used. In a 20-target event for prizes,
Badgeley and O'Meally tied for first on 17 breaks each, O'Meally
winning on the shoot-off. Second went to Canfield, 15: third to Jos.
Gower, 14; fourth to Kutcher, 12; fifth to Potter, 11; sixth to Acker-
man, 10; hooby prize to Hoffman, 7. Sweep at 5 targets: Canfield 5,

J. Gower 5, Kutcher 4, Badgeley 4, Pattix 2, Herrigan 1, Harrison 1,
Burnett 0. Second sweep, same: Badgeley 5, O'Mealley 5, Canfield 3,
Harrison 3. Kutcher 3, George 3, Moore 3, Stull 3, Kerrigan 1. No. 3,
same: Canfield 5, Badgeley 4, Kutcher 4, George 4, O'Mealley 4,
Harrison 2, Kerrigan 2, Stull 1, G. Gower 1, Moore 0. No. 4, same:
Canfield 5, Kutcher 5, O'Mealley 5, Badgeley 4, Healey 4, J. Gower 3,
Moore 3, Harrison 2, Herrigan 2, Pattix 2, Ge orge 2, Stull 0, G. Gower 0.

Discussions in regard to the proper methods of equalizing shooting
at club or tournament shoots are always of interest, to our readers,
and such communications will always be accorded space in our col-
umns. Nearly every shooter has ideas of his own on this subject, and
there seems to be no reason why they should not publish their ideas
for the benefit of trapdom at large. In another column will be found
a communication from Rogers Van Gilder, secretary of the Knoville
Gun Club, who, along with his colleagues, has made a careful study of
the subject of equalizing shooters. The communication sets forth
Mr. Van Gilder's ideas and deductions in an explicit manner, and he
invite criticism from all his brother shooters.

A find, trap and handle match at 25 birds each for $25 a side, took
place at Perth Amboy on March 15, between Samuel Hall, of Wood-
bridge, and Harry Campbell, of Plainfield. Hall shot Campbell out on
the twenty-fourth round, when he had killed 17 to Campbell's 14.

Campbell had been ill for several days preceding the match and was
in no condition to shoot, being clearly outshot by Hall. The birdB
furnished by Campbell were a trifle better than those furnishad by
Hall. Neaf Apgar was referee, Dan Terry judge for Campbell and
Jas. Van Brackle judge for Hall. The race was shot in a combination
hail, rain and snow storm,

Worcester, Mass., March 7.—The annual meeting of the Worcester
Gun Club was held last night at 34 Front street. R. W. Robinson
called the meeting to order. Officers were elected as follows: Presi-
dent, R. W. Robinson; Vice-President, Virgil D. Kenerson; Secretary,
William H. Buck; Treasurer, Gilbert E. Warren; Captain, Elmer E.
Merrick. The receipts during the year were $591 and there is $5.59 in
the treasury. An addition of $231 worth of implements has been made
to the club property. It was voted to open the season with a shoot,
Saturday, March 24. It was voted to receive from all dealers who care
to compete, bids for furnishing birds. All members are to have the
privilege of shooting at any time they choose.

The Wilmington and Claymont gun clubs of Delaware shot a match
with teams of eleven men each on March 4, each man shooting at 25
targets. The result: Wilmington Rod and Gun Club—McKendrick 23,
Grubb 1G, Clark 17. Stout 13, D. Palmer 19, Cooper 15, Marrl4, Cross 20,
Bilderback 23, Wood 18, Ewing 20; total, 18b. Claymont Rod and Gun
Club—W. S. Bird 18, T. A. Williams 16, C M. Casey 15, S. Hopps 14, W.
S. Casey 16, A. S. Edwards Hi, A. AVhirtouby 16, W. E. Davidson 14, W.
H. Danjenbake 11, G. Smith 10, W. G. Vernon 12; total, 158. We are
pleased to see that our genial and portly friend "Bilderback" led the
score with 23 breaks. And by the by, "Bilderback," when is the spring
tournament of the Wilmington Rod and Gun Club to be held?J

The Standard Gun Club, Baltimore, Md., has elected officers as fol-
lows: L. C. Rice, Pres.; E. H. Starr, Vice-Pres.; Dr. H. E. Lupus,
Sec'y-Treas. Directors—L. C. Rice, E. H. Starr, Dr. H. E. Lupus, W.
F. Clements, W. E. Bucklee, C. E. Bonday and H. T. Ducker. The
first series of shoots will be from March 15 to May 15, inclusive,
making ten shooting (Tuesdays) days, the prize to be a $20 gold piece
or a gold medal. The midwinter series, which closed last Tuesday,
was won by W. T. Clements, L. C. Rice second, J. W. Johns third.

At the annual election of officers of the Green Ridge Gun Club, of
Scranton, Pa., the following were elected: F. M. Spencer, Pres.: Dr.
C. L. Hill, Vice-Pres. ; H. D. Swartz, Sec'y Treas. ; A. C. Monies, Capt.
Directors—J, D. Mason, E. R. Peckens and J. H. Davis. The club is
in a flourishing condition and will hold regular weekly shoots on its
grounds, near theStowers' Packing Company's works, every Saturday
afternoon.

The Calumet Heights Gun and Rod Club, of.Chicago, have elected
the following officers for the ensuing year: Pres., A. W. Harlan;
Vice-Pres., G. C. Lamphere; Sec'y-Treas., L. L. Davis. Directors—W.
E. Chapman, L. J. Marks and J. P. Fisher. The new officers will be
installed at a meeting of the club at the club house, Calumet Heights,
Ind., Saturday night of this week. The chief event of the gathering
will be a dinner of fish and game secured by the members with rod
and gun during the day.

Roger Van Gilder says he has already received a large number of
inquiries for programmes for the May shoot of the Knoxville Gun
Club. The programmes will appear in a few weeks. AU the principal
events will probably be at 20 targets, $3 entry. With 100 shooters and
$1,000 in cash added to the purses, there will be some fat pots to
struggle for. On the fourth day, beside the live bird events there will
probably be a number of champ onship target events with big entry
fees on one set of target traps while the other will be devoted to 15
and 20 targets events for the masses.

A match between theYardviile and Crosswicks gun clubs was shot at
Chas. Zwirlein's place on March 5, the teams comprising 10 men each,
and shooting at 25 targets per man. The result: Yardville—C. Zwir-
lein 21, H. A\ icoff 20, H. Robbing 19. C. Wright 20. C. Cole 22, J. Heart
M. Johnson 18, H. Cole 13, D. Sprowls 18, C. Powell 13; total 180.
Crosswicks—C. Frances 18, W. Ellis 18, Z. McCabe 11, F. Ellis 11, H.
Hutchison 11, C. Chambers 16, O. Davis 10, H. Conic 20. Sathsrate 1Q
G. Geibegon 19; total 149.
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Entries to the Grand American handicap of the Interstate Manufac-
turers' and Dealers 1 Association have been received from Florida,
Massachusetts, Connecticut. Pennsylvania and New York, which argue
well for the success of the tournament. Shooters who contemplate
entering this event should not forget that, regular entries close March
31.—Elmer E. Shaner, Manager I, M. and D. A.

At a recent meeting of the Pcenix Gun Club of Port Dover, Ont., the
following officers' were duly elected: J. B. Pick, President; S. L. But-
ler, Vice-President; R. Taylor, Treasurer; J. W. Lawrie, Secretary;
Managing Committee, H. Barrett, John Horn; Auditors, J. R. Davis,
H. Holden. This club is in a flourishing condition and hopes soon to
have permanent shooting grounds and protection from weather.

Don't forget that in order to enter the grand American handicap for
$25 your entry with a forfeit of $510 must be received on or before
March 31 by Justus Von Lengerke, 8 Murray street, New York, or
Rimer E. Shaner, 123 Diamond Market, Pittsburg, Pa. After the
above date and up to and including the firing of the last shot in the
second round of the handicap, it will cost $35 to enter.

I fBiNGHAMTON, N. Y., March 17.—We have organized a gun club here
of about 40 active members. Following are the officers: President, G.
A. Kendall; Secretary-Treasurer. H. S. Vance; Executive Committee,
N. W. Waldron, H. S. Vance and H. W. Brown. We shall erect a new
club house and shall put in a new set of expert traps fitted with Paul
North's electric pull. Probably the bluerock target will be adopted —
Winfield.

The Textile Gun Club, of Gloucester City, N. J., ha* elected the
following officers: President, James Hutchinson; Vice-President,
Joseph Cheeseman; Secretary, Harry Williams; Treasurer, William
A. Guy; Directors, James MeQuaide, Stephen Hommedieu, Frank Mc-
Quaidft, George Daisey, Lawrence Moran, S. Smith and Frank Coates.

Frank Class, of Morristown, is anxious to match his trapper, Scott
Davenport, to trap more birds without stopping or to trap 300 birds
in quicker time than any man in the world, the stake to be $100 a
side. Class would like to have the match decided at Dexter Park dur-
ing the interstate shoot.

At the March badge shoot of the Wawaset Gun Club of Wilmington.
Del., J. White carried off the honors with a score of 34 breaks out of a
possible 25. Other scores were E. Mason 10, C. Buckmaster 22, L.
Mauldin 22, C. Springer 20, J. Huber 15, J. Springs 19, I. Elliott 33, T.
Wright 21, R. Miller 21, E. Melchoir 21, H. Donaldson 11, F. Martin 11,
W. Buckmaster 19.

A 4-man team race at 25 targets per man, took place on the Pansy
GanClub grounds on March 10, the scores being appended: W. S.
Smith (Parker) 20, C. Hume CSmith) 1G. J. R Kenyon (Lefever) 12,
W. Weston (Webley) 8; total 56. J. Schaffer (Parker) 17, H. Myer
(Lefever) 16, J. Cable (Lefever) 14, C. V. Hester (Lefever) 8; total 55.

Rollo Heikes, the handsome blonde expert from Dayton, O. is spend-
ing a little time in and about the Metropolis, "Rollo" looks to be in
splendid health and says he is fit to shoot for his life. He will be one
of the contestants in the grand American handicap and will show what
can be done with the new Winchester repeater.

The Fitchburg (Mass.) Rifle and Gun Club, at its annual meeting,
elected the following officers: President, Chas. H. Brown , Vice Presi-
dent, Dr. C. W. Pillsbury: Secretarv-Treasurer, E. B.Twitchell; Board
of Directors—H. I. Wallace, H. E Houghton, C. L. Tenny, E. W.
Lewis, David Salmond, F. S. Washburn.
The Braddock (Pa.) Gun Club has re-organized for the season of

1894. George Nimon, Pres.; Alex. Durant, Vice-Pres ; W. J Vance,
Sec'y-Treas. Directors—John Gelm and Mike Connelly. W. J. Vance
nnd John Gelm are a committee on grounds, which are expected to be
secured on the other side of the river.

At the shoot of the Standard Gun Club of Baltimore, on March 13,
Lupus broke 38 targets out of 50, Clements 37, Ducker 34, Hankins 33,
King 31, Mariell 31, Johns 31, Camdye 31, Johnson 29, Price 29, Peters
39, Starr 28, Franklin 37. Buckbee 26 and Sanders 32.

Fred'k Marsden, of Wissahiekon, shot a 50-bird match for $100 a side
at thePenn Square Driving Park, on March 14, against Frank Hoag-
land, of the Roxborough Gun Club. 21yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, under
Long Island rules; Marsden killed 36 to Hoagland's 45.
r«Rollo Heikes, of Dayton, Ohio, recently performed a phenomenal
feat in the way of rapid firing, breaking 500 target in 37m. 15s., thus
beating the previous record (his own) of 40m. 40s. He used three
Smith hammerless ejectors.

Have you sent in your entry for the grand American handicap? If
not, why not? Send your entry now to Justus Von Lengerke, 8
Murray street, New York, or Elmer E, Shaner, 112 Diamond Market,
Pittsburg, Pa
The New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club has leased Woodlawn Park. L

L, lor five years, beginning May 1. The club has put nearly §1,000
worth of improvements on the grounds and will hold them for their
own exclusive use.

The initial shoot of the Central New York Trapshooters' League
will be held at Auburn on Wednesday of uext week, and the chances
are that a big crowd of shooters will be on hand other than those who
shoot on the teams.

The live bird and target tournament of the Acme Gun Club, to be
held at Dexter Park on Monday, will attract a big crowd of shooters
from New York as wTell as from the Island.

B. H, Barnett. of Jacksonville, is now the target championship of
Florida, having won that title at the Orlando tournament. Mr. Bar-
nett lays it all to his Parker gun.

W. A. WETHERBEE.

President Atlantic Trap-Shooting Association.

Beliefonte. Pa., has a gun club with a dozen members, of which
Frank Warfield is president, Geo. B. Jackson secretary and John Furst
treasurer.

T. W. Morfey and C, F. Lenone recently shot a 15-bird match, old
Long Island rules governing, for $25 a side, Morfey killing 13 to
Lenone's 4.

The Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company are having a big
call for their handsome catalogue and programme of the June tourna-
ment.

The Pansy Gun Club, of Kingston, N. Y., has 30 active and 6 honor-
ary members. This comprises about all the shooters in the town.
The Beaver Falls (Pa.) Gun Club are about to purchase club grounds

when they will remove their house from Geneva Park.

Several shooterB from up the Hudson have signified their intention
of attending the Knoxville shoot.

The April tournament of the Baltimore Gun Club will be held at
Grason's Park.

Louis Miller intends to put out a "corking" lot of birds for the
American handicap.

The Pansy Gun Club, of Kingston, N.Y., is about to erect a clubhouse.
Save your odd pennies for the Knoxville shoot.

C. H. Townsend.

Sloppy Weather Gun Club.
A new gun club known as the Sloppy Weather Gun Club, was or-

ganized last week at 131 East Fourth street. New York, and held its
initial shoot at Dexter Park on Friday, March 16. Gus Nowak, one of
the Emerald Guu Club heavv weights, is president. Scores:
J Mess 20020220—4 J Wagner 01000012—3
(lus Nowak 12021131—7 C Heckler 20010112—5
H Bailer 11122012-7 F Eisell ,01011011—5

Massachusetts State Tournament.
Ltsn, Mass., March 14.—The sixth tournament of the Massachusetts

State Shooting Association took place here yesterday, under the aus-
pices of the Atlantic Trap-Shooting Association, situated at Lynnhurst.
It was a beautiful spring day, and the sweet songs of the sparrows,
robins and bluebirds made everything seem like unto a sportsman's
paradise. A harmonious wind blow across the traps and slightly rein-
forced the targets in their speedy flight; yet with such dextrous and
agile experts as John Mascroft, W. L. Davis, E. T. Smith, A. W. Walls
and A. B. F. Kinney, of Worcester; H.W Eager, of Marlboro; Messrs.
Sawyer, Wheeler.Winn, Gore, Sanborn and Warren, of Boston; Messrs.
Pray, Rodgers and Marvel, of Marblehead, very few targets escaped
the unerring and deadly aim of such eracl-8.
The Atlantic Club tendered the Massachusetts boys a rousing recep-

tion, and visiting sportsmen will long remember the" courtesy extended
them at this meeting. With grounds located at the beautiful suburb,
Lynnhurst, where grand and picturesque scenery abounds surround
ing the shooting grounds on ail sides, the Atlantic Trap-Shooting Asso-
ciation can boast of one of the finest clubs in eastern Massachusetts.
Its fixtures are none but the finest and its members are a most gener-
ous and sociable community, and its club house is alwrays open to every
lover of the trap and gun.
We present a good likeness of Mr. W. A. Wetherbee, of Stonehara,

president of the Atlantic Trap-Shooting Association. Sportsmen will
recognize Mr. Wetherbee as one of the most agreeable sportsmen in
the fraternity, and an expert field and trap-shot He was elected
president of the Atlantic Club in June, 1893, and is a great enthusiast.
W. F. Brown, of whom we note below, secretary and organizer of

the Atlantic Trap Shooting Association, is undoubtedly known to every
lover of trap-shooting in New England. He is an enthusiastic trap-
shot and won the Massachusetts individual championship in Novem-

G. L. BAXTER.

Captain Atlantic Trap-Shooting Association.

ber, 1802. Mr. Brown is very entertaining, and sportsmen will receive
the most courteous treatment at his hands.
G. L. Baxter, captain of the Atlantic Club, is one of the most suc-

cessful fowl shooters in the United States, as well as a good trap-
shooter. He is always willing to shoot, and a great lover of the sport.
It was 10 o'clock when President Wetherbee called the first event to

order. Mr. John L. Skinner, representing the Forehand Arms Co. of
Chicago, was present with a grand display of gun mechanism and
shot throughout the tournament in good form. The State champion-
ship events were well fought. W. G Pray, under the nom de plume of
Yarp, winning the standard event with 18. The team championship
was a tie between the Massachusetts Rifle Association and the Boston
Shooting Association. A very palatable lunch was served free by the
club and everyone, spectator and competitor, enjoyed a grand occa-
sion. The events follow:

No. 1, 10 targets, expert rules:
Winn 9 Shot 9 Somes 6
Eager 9 Sawyer 5 Fairchilds
Smith 7 Wetherbee 3 Walls
Wiieeler 9 Mascroft 8 Skinner 6
Davis 8 Brown 7
No. 2, known angles, 0 targets:

Winn 6 Shot 6 Baxter 2
Eager 6 Sawyer 5 Wetherbee. .'.

.

'.4

Smith 4 Mascroft 3 Somes 4
Wheeler..,. 4 Walls 4 Brown ..."
Davis 6 Skinner 5

No. 3, 10 targets, expert rules:
Winn 6 Shot 8 Witherbee . . 3
Eager 8 Sawyer 8 Somes "s
Smith 4 Mascroft 8 Brown... .

'
'7

Wheeler 8 Walls 8 Baxter a
Davis 9 Skinner 9

No. 4, 6 known angles:
Winn 6 Sawyer 6 Baxter 2
Eager 6 Mascroft G Gore 4
Smith 5 Walls 4 Wadsworth. "4
Wheeler 5 Skinner 6 Yarp 6
Davis 5 Brown 6 Wetherbee. 3
Shot 2 Somes 2
No. 5, 10 targets, known angles:

Winn 1111001111— 8 Skinner 1111101101— 8
Eager 1110111111— 9 Wetherbee UlOJiOlOl— 7
Smith 1111111111—10 Brown 1111110111— 9
Wheeler 1111101111— 9 Baxter 0001111001— 5
Davis 1001101111— 7 Wadsworth 1011110011— 7
Shot 0111011111— 8 Yarp 1111101111— 9
Sawyer 1101011111— 8 Gore 1111111111—10
Mascroft llllllllll—10 Somes 0011110110— 6
Walls 1011111010— 7 Warren 1101111111— 9
No. 6. team race, 10 targets, 3 men:
Boston Shooting Association. Massachusetts Rifle Association

Eager 1011101111—8 Snow 1111011010— 7
Winn 1110101011—7 Wheeler 0000111101— 6
Gore 1111101011—8—23 Warren 1111111111—10—23

Worcester Sportsman's Club. Atlantic Association No. 1
Mascroft 1111100011—7 Parker 0010010101— 4
Davis 0101101110—6 Elder 1110101011— 7
Smith 1110101111—8-21 Baxter 0111000111— 6—17

Atlantic Association No. 2.

Wetherbee 1101001101—6 Fairchilds 0100111001—6—17
Dodge 1101010110-6
No. 7, 5 pairs, known angles:

Gore 10 00 10 10 10—4 Sawyer 11 11 11 11 !0-<„
Warren 11 10 11 11 11—9 Smith 11 10 10 10 00—5
Davis 00 11 10 11 10—6 Wheeler 11 01 11 10 10—7
Skinner 00 01 10 10 11—6 Daley 10 10 10 10 10—5
Pray. 10 01 10 10 11-6 Powder 10 11 00 10 10—5
Wadsworth 11 00 11 10 10—6 Sanborn 11 00 11 11 10—

7

Mascroft 00 11 11 11 10—7 Walls 11 00 10 11 00-7
Winn 10 11 10 01 10—6 Shot 00 01 00 10 01—3
Eager 11 10 10 11 10—7
No. 8, unknown angles:

Gore 7 Mascroft 9 Sawyer 7
Warren 6 Yarp 3 Powder 8
Winn 7 Eager 8 Daley y
Davis 6 Smith 8 Sanborn ',.'."7

Skinner 6 Wheeler 9 Kinney..., 3
Wadsworth 4 Shot 7
No. 9, individual championship:

Gore 01110111111111010110—15 Smith niOllllllOllllllllll—1?
Warren.

. ..00011101001111011101-12 Wheeler, . .00111111011001011111—14
Davis 11101110U0011110011—14 Daley OOlllUOmillliiOOl—15
Skinner. . .

.01111110101101111111—16 Fairchilds.. 10010000000010100010— 5
Short 11111111010100111110—15 Dodge 10110100000000111101— B
Wadswor'hOOlOOOOOllOllOllOlOl— 9 Yarp 11101111011111111111—18
Mascroft

. .10110110101111111111—16 Baxter . . . .00010000111111001110—10
Winn 11000111111111011110—15 WetherbeeOllllOOOllOllOOlllOO—11
Eager 01001111101100101111—13 Somes 00000001001111100101— 8
Clough . , . .10000111000011010011— 9
No. 10, 7 straightaway:

Gore 1111110—6 Wheeler 1111111—7
Warren 1001111—5 Kenney 0111001—4
Davis 0111001—4 Daley 1101110-5
Skinner 1111111—7 Walls 0111001—4
Wadsworth 1010111—5 Eager 1111011-6
Mascroft 1001111—5 Powder 1011011—5
Winn 0111111—6 Sanborn lllllii—

7

Shots , 1110110-5 Baxter 0001010-2
Sawyer HOllll-6 Dodge 1111000—4
Smith. 1111011—6 Healey 1110111-6

Flemington Gun Club.
Flkjiington, N. J., March 16.—Inclosed find scores made at the las*,

two weekly shoots of the Flemington Gun Club, March 9 and 16. All
shootiDg was at Empire targets, from three traps, unknown angles

.

under American Shooting Association rules, one man up, and as all
shooters use 12-gauge guns the shooting was from the 16yds. mark.
Lott, Schaffer, Reading and Moore shot American E. C. powder, Gas*
shot black, and Chamberlin shot Walsrode. The way Lott "snuffed
'em out" was the feature of to-day's shoot, although the work of
Schaffer was nice and clean. Scores follow:
March .9.—No. 1, 10 Empires: Chamberlin 7, Lott 6, Moore 0, Cass 6

Sutphin 9.

No. 2, 15 Empires:
Chamberlin 101111111011101—12 Cass 001000111011001— 7
Lott 011110101101110—10 Stout 110111111110101—12
Sutphin 111101110000111—10 Larue 110010010010000— 5
Moore - 101101110101111—11
No. 3, 10 Empires:

Chamberlin 0111011111— 8 Cass 0011100011— 5
Lott 0111100111— 7 Stout 1110111111— 9
Sutphin 1111111111—10 Larue 0110000010— 3
Moore 1001010111— 6
March In,—No. 1, 10 Empires: Chamberlin 7, Reading 6, Lott 8

Moore 8, Cass 6, Schaffer 7.

No. 2, 15 Empires:
Chamberlin 111011110100011 10 Moore 110100010001000— 5
Reading 110010110010111— 9 Cass 110111111110100-11
Lott 011101011111110—11 Schaffer ...111010000110101— 8
No. 3, 10 Empires: Schaffer 8, Lott 3. Cass 6, Moore 3, Chamber-

lin 9.

Shooting in the Nutmeg State.
Bayport, Conn., March 18.—The regular monthly shoot of the Rig

Rag Oun Club was held on the 17th inst. New grounds have been
selected, and while they are much more convenient than the old ones,
the shooting is much harder, all targets being thrown over the water.
Messrs. G. E Horton and J. D. Ayres presented the club with three
prizes to be shot for during the day. Each contestant shot at 100
Keystones:
S Chard 110101110110001111111010111010101100110001 01111011

01110111111011110011001000010011010110100001010111-60
ET Lockwood 00010101111110111001101010110010100110100110000010

101 1 ! 01010000001 1 1 101011110101 001011 10110011 100111—5 4
G P Foote 11110111001001010110110011000101000000000000011111

101001000000001111111010001101001101 11111 iOUOOlll—50
C E Peck .11110111111010101001011000110011000011110010100010

10011110111000010111111111010011111000001101111001—57
G M Kalb 01100110101 00011 1000010011010111010100111011111010

liooiiiioniioiionooioniiioioi iiiiniioouiiiiii—65
WPeck 10101011100110101010100001011011011001000010000101

110101111100(11101010111111011111101101101100101100—5 (W I Sanger 11101010000 tOlOOOlOlOllllllllilOlOOOlllllOlOOlIlJl
00111111111 110110111111110110101111011101010011110—67

First prize was won by W. I. Sanger, second by G M. Kalb and third
S Chard. The prizes were: First, silver cake basket; second, silver
butter dish

; third, silver pickle dish 999

Waverly Gun Club.
Eight members of the Waverly Gun Club participated in the

monthly shoot at Miller's Dexter Park, on Tuesday of last week.
Club event, 10 targets:

Hillmer ..1001111111—8 Mohrman 0100100101—4
Van Stadan 111011'HOl—7 Fehleisen,, 0000010000—1
Grace 001 101 1101—6 Schuster 0010000000—1
He! mstead 1 1 10010011—6 Rugen 0000010000—1
Sweepstakes, 6 targets:

nilhner 100111 -4 Van Stadan 000100-1
Schitlz 010101—3 Helmstead 000100—1
Grau 001010—2 Fehleisen 000000—0
Mohrman 100100-2 Schuster 000000—

0

Rugen 010100—2

Central Gun Club.
Dumjth, Minn.—The local tournament of the Central Gun Club,

which was arranged for Washington's Birthday, in which a gold watch
was to be competed for and which has been from time to time post-
poned owing to unfavorable ireather, was shot off March 11. The day
was all that could be desired and some good work was done, showing
that everybody taking part was after the "ticker," which was captured
by Jos. Dodge by an average of 86 per cent., with several very close
followers.
All events were known angles and traps, rapid firing system. In the

team shoot of 9 singles and 3 pairs some very clever work was done
on the doubles. Following is the score by events-
Team shoot: Dodge's Team—Dodge, Nelson 12, Pastoret 10, McClure

9, Greene, Bonehill 8; total 59. Pearson's Team—Day, Metcalf 9, Pear-
son 8, Little, Haskins 5, Gunderson 3; total 39.

No 2, 10 singles: Pastoret, Dodge, Nelson, Bonehill, Pearson 8, Day
7, Greene, D. Day G, A. Pearson, Metcalf 5, Gunderson, Little 4.

W. F. BROWN.

Secretary Atlantic Trap-Shooting Association.

No. 3, 10 singles: • Dod;?e, Pearson, Greene 9, Pastoret Bonhill, Mc-
Clure 8, NeJson 7, Little Metcalf 6, Day 5, Haskins 4, Gunderson 2.
No. 4, 10 singles: Metcalf 7, Day 0, Peterson 5, Haskins 4.

No. 5, 15 singles:
Dodge 111111111110111—14 Peterson 001000110000100— 4
Pastoret 111100010111110—10 Bonehill 110110100110100— 8
Metcalf 011111000101101— 9 Day 101010100100101— 7
Pearson 100000111101011— 8 Nelson 111111111011010-12
Greene 111101111011101-12 McClure lOUlllllllllll—14
R Little 111001300111000— 8 J Greene lOUlllllllllll—14
The annual meeting of the Central Gun Club of Duluth, Minn., was

held at the>r rooms on March 7, and elected the following list of
officers for the ensuing year: John W. Nelson, President; Dr D. H
Day, Vice-President; H. L. Heisler, Secretary; L. M. Gunderson!
Treasurer; T. H. Little, Field CaptatQ; Robt. Moore, Lieutenant. The
report of the treasurer shows the financial department of the club to
be in good shape. Several commhtees were appointed, among them a
committee to arrange for our second annual tournament which will be
held July 4, 5 and 6, 1894. An elaborate programme, one which will
suit everybody, is assured. The club has recently ordered a complete
set of five expert traps with electric pulis, which will reach here soon,
a"d with these the attendance at local and tournament shoots will be
large. Several names were added to the roll of tne club, which num-
bers about fifty. The club is to be divided into three, shooting classes,
and two additional medals have been ordered.

Philmont Bod and Gun Club.
Philitont, X. Y., March 17.—Inclosed find scores made at our clnb

shoot yesterday, 20 targets per man:
Ames 10010111101110010001—11 Dingman... 10101110000111011011—12
Vanderb'h.1 1011 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1111 10—15 Baker 01111101011011000100—11
Vedder. . .

.101001 10000001 001 110— S Powell OlOOlllllllliooiHMO—12
Howland .. .01 1001 1 01 1 01 10111111—1-1 Ferguson.. 10011111111001111111—1G
Bilandel. ...01110110111110000101—12 Richards'n 00100111001110110111—12
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Rochester Bod and Gun Club.

Rochester, N. Y.. March 17.—Inclosed find scores made at our regu-

lar shoots held on Wednesday and Saturday of this week, also scores

of challenges shot on Saturday, the 10th inst.

These shoots are held every other week, creating great enthusiasm,
and the contesting or rather "challenging for certificate" part of it

has given rise to a friendly rivalry. The challenges for the "bit of

pasteboard" are pouring in on the secretary at a great rate, so there

is plenty of fun ahead. The "certificate handicap" having just been
commenced, there are a number of would-be certificate winners who
as yet have not been able to secure a card, who are heard cussing
their luck and saying "just wait till I get a certificate." The scheme
thus far has certainly proved the most successful plan yet devised to

bring the members out, and after each shoot he has something to

show for the good work done.
The alternate week is filled in with another handicap for a Parker

gun, but the handicap is too severe and the shooting too hard for the
average shot, so they do not participate, but since the certificate

handicap started they come out on these dates to shoot off challenges

and fill in with a string on the gun handicap.
The club has just purchased a parcel of land and will at once erect

a fine club house. The new grounds are admirably adapted for rifle

shooting, and it is is expected a 200yds. range will be put in, so in the

future tnis sport will take a prominent place in the club doings.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14.

Class A.
Meyer (28), 1st string 01101101111110101011 w —14
*Meyer (28), 2d string 1111110111111111111110101111 —25
*Meyer (28), 3d string 1101111011111011111011111111 —24
Truesdale (28), 1st string . . . 101111 111 11 01111010w —15
Truesdale (28), 2d string. . . .lllllOlOlllinilOHOw .

—16
Truesdale (28), 3d string. . . .lOOHOHOlOw — 6

Byer (28), 1st string OllOllltOlOw — 7

Byer (28), 2d string lOllllOliOlllllllOw —14
Byer (28), 3d string llllOllllllllOiOlllllOOw —18
Hicks (28), 1st string OllllOillOOw — 7

Hicks (28), 2d string OlOlOllllllOlllOw —11
Hicks (28), 3d string llOOUlllllllOllOllllOllOw —19
Slocum (26) 11011010011111111111111111 —21

Class B.
Borst (30), 1st string OOOllOOllOOllOOlllOOOllllOw —13
*Borst (30), 2d string 101111111110111111110101111001 —24
Kent (31), 1st string 101 111010101 1010100100010111001 —17
*Kent (31). 2d string 1100111111011011111111111011101 —25

Class C
*Burton (33) 111111101011110110100111110101011 —24
Fulton (33) 101110110100010011100001100110111 —18
*Wins certificate.

Challenges.
Burton (33) 111011011111111011011101001011110 —24
Drew (40) 0111100100101011101100110001000011000110—19

Burton (33) 011100100100111011111011101111110 —22
Fulton (33) 011000100010010001011111111011111 —19

Burton (33) 101111111110011110001110010111110 —23
Meyer (38) OllllOlllllllOlllOlllOUllll —23
Burton (33), shoot-off 101101100101111111011010011111011 —23
Meyer (28), shoot-off 1100011100111110111101111111 —21

Slocum (27) 111111111111111111011011100 —23
Burton (33) 001101010101101010110011001100011 —17

SATURDAY,' MARCH 17.

Class A.

*Worth (26), 1st string 11111101111111111111110111 —24
*Worth (26), -?d string 11111111111111111111110111 —25
Slocum (26) 11111110111111111011001101 —21
Rogers (27), 1st string lOOllllllOOllOllllllw —15
Rogers (27). 2d string llHOOOllllllllOOHOw —14

Class B.
Lewis (31), 1st string 0011111111101111111001001101111 —23
Lewis (31), 2d string 1110111001010000000001111011111 —17
*Kent (31), 1st string 1111110111111010110101111101111 —25
Kent (31), 2d string 1111111111100101010011111111111 —25
Barhite (30) 10001 1110111011111110111101111 —23
McCarthy (311, 1st string 1001100000011111011110110001110 —17
*McCarthv (31), 2d string OOOOlOOlllllllllOllll 1011100111 —21
Andrews (32), 1st string lllllllOlOHOOlOlOOOOlOllllllOll —21
Audrews (32), 2d string OllOllllOlOOllllOUllllOllOOllll —23

Class C
Fulto i (33) 101100111011011111110011111011110 —24
Burton (33) 101110110010111111110011111101100 —23
-niuilan (34) 1011111011101100111101100011101001 —23
Rugg 035) 00110111101001000011010010010011000-15

'Wilis certificate.
Challenges.

McVean (33) 1101101111111101110110111011111 —25
Quirk (32) 11111111111111011111110111110111 —29
Quirk (33) 11110001111101111010111101111111 —25
Kent (31) 1111101101011111111111111111011 —27
Rogers (29) 00110111011010101000011111111 —18
Slocum (27) 101111111111111111111111111 —26
Burton (33) 000010111001011011100110111111010-19
Hicks (28) 0011101011111111111111011111 —23
Hicks (28) 1111111111111110111101011101 —24
Slocum (27) 111011111111111011111111111 —25

SATURDAY, MARCH 10.

Challenges.
Fulton (33) 011001111001010001100101111101111—20
Burton (33) 011010011110011000111111111101111—22

Slocum (27) 110110101111111111110101101 —21
Rogers (29) 11011111101101011111110110101 —22
Fulton (33) 111010110101110 Wins certificate.

Burton (33) 100010100101110W

Slocum (37) .101111101111111111110111111 —24
Rogers (29; 10101100101010111100111101101 —18
Slocum (27) 111111111111111111111111111 -27
Burton (33) 111111100001110001111001111111011—23

Slocum.

The Ashbourne Gun Club.

Ashbourne, Pa , March 16 —The Ashbourne Gun Club held a shoot
on March 10, for a fine double-barrel breechloading gun, the event
being a re-entry miss and out. There were eighty-nine entries and
after a long fight the gun went to I. Houpt on 20 straight, this being
on his third ticket. Green broke 18, Reed 17 and Petterman 16, no one
else going close to the winner. The full list of entries and breaks on
each entry were as follows: Petterman 2, 5, 1, 16, 3; Lisenger 1 0, 0, 0;
Freible 0; I. Houpt 0, 1, 20, 1; Greeen 5, 0, 3, 0, 18; Du Bell 0; Eugle 6;

(iireacey 0; W. Hallowell s, 3, 0, 1; Ferguson 0; Hellerman 0; World 0;

Wiley 0; Tomlinson 1; Kelley 3, 6; Miench 0, 0, 1,0; Miehner 3, 2;

R >berts 0, 2; Carlisle 1, 6, 0, 2, 10, 0; Phillips 5; May 1; Loveland 1, 3;
Fle.ck 0; Wantiman 2; Schomaker 1; Coon 4; Blake 1; Thomas 0;

(loremann 0; BoyerO; LoekhardO; Pearson 0; Calvin 6, 0; Foster 0;
Mainwaringl; McConnelll; Schmitt4; Flower 0, 10; Boyd 0; McNa-
maral; I. Rouse 0; P. Rouse 0; Preston 0; Linson 0; McCann 4; Mc-
Clelland 0.

Sweep No. 1, 10 targets. Si entrance:
Petterman 1111111111—10 I Houpt 1011110011—
Green 1010101011— 7 W Hallowell 0111101011- 7
Myers 1111101011— 8 Miehner 1110110011— 7
Reed 1111111110- 9 Garble 1011101011—

~

J Houpt 1011111111— 9
No. 2, 10 targets: T. Houpt 9, Teiple 9, W. Hallowell 7, Carlile 9,

I. Houpt 6, Miehner 6. Myers 9, Garvin 8, Petterman 8.

No. 3, 10 targets:
Petterman 1111111111—10 I Houpt 10'lOHllO—

7

Myers 1111101110— 8 Pearson 1001001101— 5
Green 1110111101— 8 Miehner 0101111000— 5
J Houpt 1111111101— 9 Carlile 1111011111— 9
Reed 1111111111—10 Roberts 0000010110- 3

R Hallowell 1001011011- 6 ' Ed. Bitting, Sec'y

Morfey Again Defeats Wright.
The second of a series of live bird matches between T. W. Morfey

and T. C Wright of Paterson, took place at Willard's Park on Wednes
day, March 15, in the presence of a fair number of spectators. The
wind blew directly in the faces of the shooters. This caused a num-
ber of the birds to change their course and trend inward. J. H. Out-
water was referee, Wni. Dutcher scorer and G. W. Hill trap puller.
The birds were a fairly good lot on their own merits, and with the
strong wind to help them, a great number developed into "hummers."
The conditions of the match'were 50 live birds each, 30yds. rise, 50yds.
boundary, otherwise Hurlingham rules, for $50 a side, Morfey to con-
cede Wright 5 dead birds.
Morfey went first, to the score, shooting at 5 birds before retiring,

and of these he lost 2, giving W right a lead of 2 to this point. From
here of course they shot alternately. Wright had a streak of misfor-
tune on his 12th round, when he got an incomer, hit it full with both
barrels, but had to groan as the wind carried it 6in. beyond the
boundary wire. His 42d bird was hard hit, but tough, and. managed to
set to the grand stand, where it was picked up dead by an urchin. His
45th carried a double allowance of No. 7 trap over the picket fence.
Morfey caught a Tartar on his 13th round; he hit it hard with both

charges, but it failed to stop until just over the right rear boundary,
when it fell stone dead. His 37th, a fast right-quarterer, was also hit
very hard, but this also managed to get over the wire before it gave
up the ghost.
Considering the weather, it was hard shooting, as once on the wing

the birds flew very fast. Then again, the powder smoke blowing back
made it difficult to use an effective and quick second. The scores
follow in detail:

Trap score type—Copyright, fsajt, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

3511323252121234433422532
->->/< .?<-.s"->W \\->\->\-V ?

Morfey 220012220102.21220122012 2—18

5215451143425344435411541
\->->-)v*\ \i/ 1/ /*<-<-f-\-X-T I*/* ^<-T
2. 2 001 2 120121122 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 2-20-38

33231323431321222215
Wrright 1 1 111220020.220222011112 2-19

4 3 15122222 5 35251113225113
1020111220130212.22.0200 0—15—34

The following is the score of a match shot at Willard's Park on
March 6, between T. W. Morfey and C. F, Lenone, 15 live birds each,
old Long Island rules, for 525 a side. The first seven rounds were shot
at 25yds. rise, after which both went back to 38yds. The birds were a
poor lot throughout:

433255123243554
Morfey 111111111110 11 0-13

3 44421221425422
Lenone .1 01000000100100—4
On the same day the club shoot was held, the conditions being 10 live

birds per man, optional sweepstake. Lenone, Wright and Morfey shot
at 30yds., the others at 28yds. The scores:
Lenone 01000.1.01— 3 Hopper 0002022311— 6

Wright 2222122222—10 E George 120.121201— 7
Morfey 1221121100— 8 R Boyle 02.0121201— 6
E Morgan 1101112012— 8 Wolf 1021122111— 9

Here's a System.
In a chat with Mr. John Parker at the dog show in Detroit the con-

versation took a turn trapshootingward. Said he, "Why shoot but
one barrel? Why shoot at known angles? Why not shoot at unknown
angles, unknown traps and use both barrels, so that the sport will
conform to the conditions of field shooting? Again, why should the
contestants shoot against each other? That is what causes dropping
for place and other abuses. Why not arrange the contests so that
the contestants will shoot against the management ? That is, a shooter
can only win a fixed amount for breaking a certain number of birds.
For instance, each shooter who breaks 10 in a 10 bird event gets $10 or
$5 or any other sum fixed upon. The 9-bird men each get a fixed
amount. The 8-bird men get a fixed amount. There can then be no
dropping for place. There can be no pooling to the injury of the
other contestants. This system will be tried at the shoot next Tues-
day, Rusch House, Grosse Point, under Jake Cline's management. By
the way, there will be effected the permanent organization of the De-
troit Gun Glub. B. Watuw.

Trap at Watson's Park.
March 3.—Ten live birds, $3 entrance, 2 moneys;

No. 1. No. 2.

RSMott 2010220311—7 1000101000—3
J P O'Brien 0002112200-5 0030001110-4
G Kleinman 0221012101—7 1101131120—7
A Kleinman 1012110011—7 1121212011—9
Bob White 0111212122-9 2111101210-8
W E Yader 2121200120-7 3110201011—7
Dr Forthingham 1122200012-8 1022303110—7

C L Eaton 0120000020-3 2110010010-5
Same day, 5 live birds, low man pay for birds:

No. 8.

1120201010-6
1011001100—5
1001021110-6
1131300001—6

1011101010—6
1120101111—8
2001011221—7

No. 2. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

RS Mott 10001—2 11121-5 11100-3 01120-3
Dr Forthingham 12111—5 20111—4 22010—3 21012-4
C L Eaton 10000—1 10000—1
Goodrich 21101-4 10201—3 20002—2 11012 -4
Crossley 20202-3 00201—2 20010—2 00100—1
March 6.—Chicago Shooting Club medal shoot, 15 live birds per

man:
G Kleinman. . . .111112211220202—1.3 J Watson.

, 011011200120111—10
R B Wadsworth201202211222031-13 M J Eich 021102210121121—12
March 7.-25 Jive birds per man, for price of birds:

C Antoine 1022212121111012111112012-22
Rice 0002' N ii I '-22301010—9
March lk —South Chicago Gun Club, 20 live birds:

Reeves 1102312123220100111 V-16 Leeming. . .21001312101012202311—15
Watson ... .00211121112002030100—12
For target medal:

A W Reeves 011011010111111100010111101111-31
Leeming 000001011111111111101101011111-21
Watson 101110011011111010111110011111-23

Rayelrigg.

Bad Weather for the Climax.
On March 14, the only day up to that date, when March gave us a

genuine March, wind, the members of the Climax Gun Club, of Plain-
field, N. J., assembled on their grounds at Brenner's Grove, Fan-
wood, to hold their monthly handicap shoot at targets. The wind
blew with almost cyclonic force all the afternoon. The men shot in

strings of 10 target's each before retiring, so that a man was likely to
get a much stronger blow on some strings than on others. There
were sixteen on hand to try their luck, a fine showing for the day.
With good weather this olub will turn out from thirty to forty
shooters. The scores in the club shoot, with the number of targets
allowed each man, are here shown:
Keller 01 1 101 10101 1 1 1 1 1 100100001 —15
Smith 0101111111111111111111110 —22
Brantingham 0001111110111011111111111 —30
Manning (4) 11111011110010011011111011010 —20
J Darby (6) 1101111101010101110011001111100 —19
Cramer (5) 001101011100111011110111001100 —18
Goodman (5) 000011011011110010100110111101 -17
Mundy (10) 000111001100011 i oofii ino '1100] i 1 1 j in
Pierson (4) 11001110101011011000001011111 —17
D Terry (2) 101111011110111111101111111 —28
JZeglio (8) 110101010010111001011011110011011 —20
Swody (10) 00000110000000100011000001101010010—10

New Utrecht Gun Club.
The New Utrecht Gun Club held a practice shoot at Woodlawn Park

on March 7, the birds being a good lot and the weather fine. There
were three events at 5 birds each and a miss and out, Coulston and
Ferguson dividing the pot in the latter on 9 Kills each. Scores of
swees:
No. 1, 5 birds:

Davenport 12023—4 N E Money 02011—3
Coulston 10322—4 Deacon 31000—3
Kattenstroth 20001—3 G E Nostrand 21011^1
No. 2, 5 birds:

Davenport 21013—4 G E Nostrand Ill 02—4
Coulston 20221-^ C M Meyer 22232—5
Kattenstroth 22123—5 S N Mpyer Oww—

3

N E Money 13123—5 P A Hegeman . . . ...-11^1— 5
D C Bennett 11211—5
No. 3, 5 birds:

Davenport 22110—4 M Van Brunt 12300—:;
N E Money. . .

.' 21200-3 Kattenstroth 22021-'!

D C Bennett 10222—4 Coulston . . . .12113—1>

C M Meyer 12000—2 Deacon «AJ2—

6

C Ferguson 22021—4 G E Nostrand 20111—4
J N Meyer 00202—2 C Ferguson, 3d 10111—4
H Eddy 02321—4 GW Cropsey 02303—3
W Eddy 00220—2 W F Sykes 20212 -4
Hopkins 01212-4

THE CliUB MEDAIj shoot.

On March 10 occurred the regular club shoot for the gold and silver
medals, and again the members were blessed with good weather as
well as a good lot of birds and a good attendance. C. Ferguson drew
a fast lot of oirds but he was in killing form and made a full score for
the medal, killing 23 straight during the afternoon. The veteran
"Uncle Jim" Voorhees was also in great fettle and brought down his
10 straight as did D. Deacon. The scores:
D Deacon 3332311222—10 J E Orr 0211011101— 7
J B Voorhees 1112111132—10 C A Sykes 2111301.10— 7
C Ferguson 2222222221—10 GW Coulston , 0220120221— 7
D C Bennett 2221220121— 9 P A Hegeman 1211.02102— 7
W F Sykes 2122222220- 9 A A Hegeman 22.11.01.1— 6

G Nostrand 1112.11222— 9 Ferguson. Jr 211.000221— 6
Sweepstakes, No. 1 at 5 birds, Nos. 2, 3 and 4 miss and out:

No. 1.

C Ferguson 22223—5
Coulston 21221—5
Hegeman 01221—5
Ferguson, Jr 21221—5

No. 2.

2
0

No. 3. No.4.

1110 120

Read Defeats Duer.
Central City, Neb., March 8.—Match at 75 live birds, $50 a side:

Trap score type—Copyright /89A, by Forest and Stream. Publishing Co.

4153431231454235524125144
/> \S\ J, S/ /" /" I /•\ <S ?>N ^/ /»7> N.^N *S /" /* /*J C Read,

Omaha

W S Duer,
Hastings

...2 .22011212 2 33212 2 1322221 2-23

5415323512312351315252524
02.2.2221122221112211211 1—22

22341 4. 4 325232435521351552
• 212.1222111232211212222 1-23-6!

245 2 13254222541354 2 3 51351

..02221222113.2.0222022222 2-20

12321544553541345 3 5 331453
N v/ AW \\ x \/»\ </ \^\ /" ? <S^\ >/

032222 0' 2.222122021201122 1-20

4232412421424342121215255
3 3 3 1 0 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 3 2 2 2 2 1-22-62

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.

Spokane, Wash., March 12.—The Spokane Rod and Gun Club held
their weekly shoot yesterday. It was a drizzly, wet, nasty day, and
though the members were able to keep their powder dry it was not so
with their guns. However, there was a good attendance and some
fairly good scores. T. B. Ware won the A class medal for the twelfth
time, and his brother A. C. Ware won the B class medal for the first

time this season. Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:
Class A.

Brown 10001010111110011010 00 1 0 11 11 11-18
Mason 10100100110001011011 10 10 00 10 10-14
Eckhardt 10010101110000001111 10 10 10 10 10-15
Carson 11100111111100100100 10 11 10 00 11—18
George 11101101110000110001 10 10 00 00 10-14
T Ware 11111111111111111001 00 10 10 10 10—22

Class B.

Francotte 00010000100110110000 11 11 00 01 10—11
Duffy 11100100101001000010 10 11 11 10 10-15
Burke 00100101101001001110 10 00 00 10 10-12
Monteith 11Q0001Q011101001010 10 00 10 01 1C—13
A Ware 10101111101001001111 00 10 00 10 11-1
No. 2, 10 singles: ;Masou 8, Francotte 7, Rapp 7, Carson 0, Burke 5

George 5, Brown 4.

No. 3, 10 singles: Car<on 10, T. Ware 9, Brown 9, Mason 8, Eckhardt
7. A. Ware 7, Monteith 7, Francotte 6, George 6, Rapp 6.

J. W. Withers, Sec'y.

Macalester Defeats Work.
The 300-bird match between George Work of New York, and Charles

Macalester of Philadelphia, shot at Rlverton, N. J., on March 15, was
won by the Philadelphian. The stakes were $2,500 a side. Both men
shot at 30yds. rise and the boundary was 50yds. Before the match
was one-quarter over it began to storm and hail and rain alternated
to the finish. The birds were not a prime lot. The scores:

C Macalester. 12222221202100121201220101112101121221212220210112- 41
i

.

.-:'.'- :i \ .i m:-"': n-:oonioi.223- if;

i

:
:

if :-!
, : . .

n--.jT.J
1

.
- l : i:

221 231201220122 1111 23 nil '131.23322223.2223233022222—45=176

G Work . . .012211012021331133322120213111.0221102122210202332—40
222222202 J22223211 111212213132222—43
^2-^;;211':;C2L3222!l:-:"'.":j:r;. .'v.' I'-.:-.

1

"ii !';•;".-:: -17
2102221202.322121332020l22l2m2«23l«11011Cu21103—39=169

D Darby (5) 01111000100011 i'i j
'

: 0 i_; '01 b : i

W Terry (5) .111000011111001001010011011111
Scott (3) 1001011011001011101100100111
Squires (5) 111101011110101111110110111011

—16
—18
—10
—33

Maplewood Gun Club.
Monthly badge shoot, March 10, 35 targets, Keystone system:

Class A.
A A Sickley '....1100111111111111111111111—23
W Smith 101 1011011111111111111111—23
W A Drake » 1011011011111101111111111—21
OLYeomans (expert rules) 1111111101010111001101111—19

Class B.

D Wolff. 1011101011111110110101111—19

D W Van Ide 1111111101100001011110111—18
WJ Smith 0101111111110110110101011—18
Dr Jackson. 1001001 110010101111111001—15
H Quad 0111111011110001110000100—14
STillou 0011010110011110011000110—13
A A Parry (expert rules) 1110010101111110111101111—19

Class C.
E Beeves (expert rules) 0101110110011110011101111—1

Tie for B Class badge:
D Wolff 1011110111-8 Parry (expert rules) .0111111111—9
Ten targets, $1:

Tillou 1101110001—6 Quad 1111111000—7
Yeomans 0111101111-8 Reeves 1111001111—8

Jackson 1111010010—6
Van Ide 1011011011—7

Drake OHOllllll—

8

Smith 1011111101—

8

Parry 1111110110-8
Fifteen targets, $1:

Smith 111111111111111—15 Jackson 111101110011100-10
Yeomans 11 llllllllOOlll—13 Tillou 011111011 101111—12
Van Ide 010101111111111—12 Reeves 110011110111111—12
|uad 011111111010101—11 W Smith 101111011111110—12

,

011111011110110—11

Baltimore Gun Club.

Ellicott City, Bid., March 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Bal-
timore Gun Club heldit annual meeting and elected offuers lor 1894 en
March 13. at their headquarters, 15 St. Paul street: President, W. H.
Linthicum; Vice-President, John Williar; Secretary, C. H. Welton;
Captain, E. C. Hall; Treasurer, James Malone. The financial condition
of the club is in good shape, and it has been decided to offer $75 id

three moneys for club members to contest for during May, June, July
and August, April 11, 12 and 13 the club will give their annual spring
tournament, and will be assisted by H. A Penrose and Enoch Miller.

The Ellieott City Democrat has offered a handsome and valuable
medal to be contested for at inanimate targets by residents of Howard
county, the medal to represent the county championship. The pre-
liminary contest will be shot Easter Monday on the grounds of the
Ellieott City Gun Club. Sam'l J. Fort, Sec'y E. C. G. C.

Forest Gun Club.

Philadelphia, Pa., March 12.—The following is the scores of the
regular monthly shoot of the Forest Gun Club, held on their grounds,
Twenty-seventh street and Lehigh avenue, Philadelphia, Saturday
afternoon, March 10:

Ely shot at 60 and killed 30; Van Nort (55) 40, Miller (54) 38, Henry
(50) 48. Wetzel (55) 41, Baum (57) 24, Riotte (57) 32, Morison (52) 38,
Donnelly (50) 36, Landis (50) 47, Hillpot (50) 38, Foster (35) 10, Dr.
Hancock (50) 30, Eisenbrey (20) 1.

On Easter Monday, March 26, we will give an all-day shooting tour-
nament on our grounds. Lumch and loaded shells on the grounds.:
shooting to commence at 10 o'clock, bluerock targets and expert blue-
rock traps will be used. Wm. Morison, Sec'y.

Falcon Gun Club.

Six members of the Falcon Gun Club, met at Dexter Park, op
Friday of last week, for the regular monthly shoot. In the club erentj
10 birds, Long Island rules, second barrel to count J£ bird:

Herrman . 1 0 1 1^ 0 1^ 1 0-6 J Meyer... 1 1 0 lJfiVS 0 111—7
C Moller.. 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 \% 1-734 J Moller..^ 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0-7H
CMeyer... 1 1^ 1 1 1 0^ 1 1—8 J Bohllng.^l 1}4 1J^ 0 0 1 1 1—

6Jjjj

Sweep at bluerocks:

J P Herrman 0110011001—5 John Moller 0011101111—7
0 G Moller OOOOlOOoOl—2 C Moller , , , , .0101000000-f
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Equalization of Shooters Solved.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The problem of how to equalize the shooters of a club has in my

humble judgment been solved, and is now in successful practice at all

the meetings of the Knoxville Gun Club.
This question has agitated the minds of the shooters for a long time,

and systems have been evolved by enthusiastic, sportsmen from time
to time, but only partially practical in their results.

To equalize a 60jS member of a club with the 75, 80, 85, 88 and Q2%
members seems impossible, and practically has been so considered,
yet with tbis system the club has no trouble, and the problem is solved
and simply works like a charm.
The great difficulty on this problem was the key to the starting

point or basis to begin work on. Find this average basis, then let
merit of one's own shooting ability win. Experience at all our shoots
and other tournaments demonstrates that 92,<4 will win or tie. Now, to
obtain this base you cannot use 10 or 15 target race, because they are
too short to determine a shooter's average ability. Neither will
SO targets get 92#, as 18 out of 20 = 90 # and 19 out of 20 = 96£, hence we
go one step higher and find that 25 targets is not too long to tire a
shooter and is the only proper number to determine his shooting aver-
age, and the base 92$ = 23 out of 25, which will win or tie more than
the average.
A shooter may make 15 out of 15 = 100$. but let him shoot 20 and he

makes 19 out of 20 = 96$, or 25 = 23 or 92$, the tie or win, as a shooter
will by his record show from the club scores his average on 25 targets
will not go beyond 23 out of 25 or 92$. Now, let merit step in and beat
the average base 23 if it can do so and the shooter feels proud of his
win on 24 out of 25 or 25 straight.
Hence having determined the base or starting point for equalization

in all club contests (briefly stated, shoot at 25 targets, necessary aver-
age to win or tie=23 out of 25= 92$) we can begin to easily classify the
members of a club.
There are always in a club two or more members who can shoot 88

to 92$ on an average=22 to 23 out of 25. They will constitute class A,
and are only entitled to what they can break out of 25 without any
allowance. The next class will be those who can shoot 80 to 88$, and
class C who sboot 60 to 80$, as follows:
Class A=S8 to 92$=22 or 23 out of 25—no allowance made.
Class E=80 to 88$=20 up out of 25, equalized to basis of 83 out of 25.

Class C=60 to 80$=12 up out of 25, equalized to basis of 23 out of 25.

As follows:
Class B.

Must make 16 out of 1st 20 or 80$, doing so allowed 2 targets=18 or 90$
Making 17 " " 20" 85$, " "1" " =18 or 90$

18 " " 20 " 90$, " " 0 " =18 or 90$
Class A.

Making 12 out of 1st 20 or 60$, doing so allowed 7 targets=19 or 96$
" 13 " " 20 " 65$, " " 6 " =19 or 96$
" etc., etc., etc., =basis 19

Class B must make 16 to be entitled to the benefit of class allowance,
and then if they break their last 5 targets straight, by merit, they
come in for tie or win on 23 or 92$. If they fail to make 16 out of 20
then their score counts for only what they make without allowance,
and hence come in on same basis as class A that fail to make their
supposed basis, 23 out of 25 or 92$.

The same rule will apply to class C, who must make their class per-
centage, 12 out of first 20, to be entitled to their class privileges or 19,

and breaking their per cent. basis=3 to 2 out of 5, or places them on a
possible win at 24, but a probable win at 23 or 92$, as they will only
average 4 out of 5, hence breaking say 12+7, their allowance=19+4
out of last 5 shot at=23 out of 25= 92$ tie or win by merit of the possi-
ble win.

If the clubs of the country will try this system of classification, and
in connection with it use our "certificate trophy challenge scheme,"
they will find renewed interest taken by the old members.
Our club is absolutely revived, as we now have out nine certificates,

and each holder of same wants another, and the consequence is great
rivalry to win and "rub it in on a fellow."
Now, a word about nitro loads, shell, wads, etc. Above and beyond

all considerations, let each member of a club get the best shooting
qualities of his own gun by practical tests and not theoretical demon-
stration. We have been surfeited by certain theoretical tabulated
statements, that so far as they concern the individual merits of the
shooter's gun are practically of no value.

I believe in theory, but I must say when combined with practical,
painstaking work, experimenting by shooting loads of different pow-
ders, wadded differently in different length shells of different kinds is

the only way, for each individual can determine the best results for
his own gun. This is absolutely necessary to become an expert with
his gun, which may fit him perfectly, but he shoots a certain load that
some one recommends with no good results, simply because he did not
try it before he used it at the match which he lost.

No two guns will shoot alike, however near they may seem to be
bored. A small percentage of powder added will give different results
in one from the other; also make a change in length of shell for long
or short crimp and different wadding, and your results will be sur-
prising.
The average target is broken 30-35yds., and the load must be tar-

geted at the proper distance each individual kills it. If you target at
40yds. and you kill your target at 30 you are certainly handicapped by
a surprising target if you will only test the question. This point,
proper distance to target for open even results, is what every shooter
should bear in mind when ordering a gun and have it bored that way.
The quicker the load or greater the shot velocity the nearer you can
hold on a target and consequently the better chances to kill, as you
eliminate the per cent, holding so and so. Hence practically and not
theoretically determine the load your own gun will give best regular
results, and when found stick to it, even if Mr. A, who shoots some-
thing entirely different that fits his gun, says: "Why, try some of my
shells and I am sure you will do better." Confidence in your load by
practical trial and sticking to it will improve any shooter's score, even
if he does make a few bad scores, as he absolutely knows it is himself
at fault and not the gun or load. The sooner the vascillating shooters
find this out the better and quicker will it be to their own good and
improvement as a trap shot.

I have been all along this whole line, and doubt not many others also
who read the records, and by practical hard work I have found out
that my Smith ejector No. 12 will give the best results for open, even
distribution (pull the load out from center, the great fault of all guns)
after trying all sorts and kinds of powder, shells and wadding as fol-

lows: Climax 3in. shell, primed with 3grs. FFFG Hazard .Kentucky
rifle, 45grs (trap) E. C, American made, one trap wad No. 11^, one
white felt % No, lijg (all D.M.C ) one black edge No. 12 (Winchester),

lJioz. No. 7yz chilled shot and their Keystone trap shot wad.
All the wads put down solid not to mash the grain of E. C., but to

prevent also the hard grain priming from getting displaced. Let
some one try E. C. loaded this way and I will guarantee he will not
have a "torture to a pigeon" if he "holds on" with his gun.
The best cheap killing load for targets I find to be as follows and

next best for even work: Climax or Rival 2?£ primer as above and
41grs. (trap) E. C, one trap or field wad, one black edge J4in.

U. M. C), then ljgoz. full No. 7y2 chilled shot and thin shot wad (all

the time). This load gives a full J4in. crimp which is absolutely
necessary with any nitro powder for even and regular results.

I prefer to use the % white wad because it will in 100 birds give
more regular results and relieves the recoil of the gun at the small

additional cost. Also the new No. 3 W. Rival 2% primed lgr. and
41grs. E. 0., with trap wad 1J4 black edge No. 11U and one common
12; then lJ4oz. chilled No. 7%. This load is a killer and is used by
some of the Knoxville Gun Club with great success.

If the shooters of the country will now in friendly criticism "tear
out the thread of my narration" for my modest claims, and by such
discussion advance the cause of shooting, my object will have been
accomplished. R. Van Gildbe, Sec'y Knoxville Gun Club.
Knoxville, Tenn.

Trap At San Antonio.
The trap shooting season of 1894 was officially ushered into being by

the two clubs of this city on the 11th inst. The attendance at West
End and Lakeview was large for the first shoot of the season, and the
interest shown bespeaks well for a successful year at the trap.
At West End, the Powder Hill Gun Club regular medal shoot took

place. The new medal for 1894 is the prettiest ever contested for in
this region and is the result of Mr. A. B. Critzer's good taste. This
club has departed from the stereotyped rapid firing system and is

now shooting from five unknown traps. Thirty singles and five pairs
constitute the regular medal contest. The medal to become the
personal property of any member winning the same three consecutive
times. It was won on the 11th by Mr. A. B. Critzer on the modest
score of 32, and the scores of all the members are a clear indication of
what 90 per cent, men at the rapid firing system will do when they face
unknown traps without practice. Score:

Singles Doubles Tntal
Critzer 24 8 32
Texas Field 20 7 27
Gloeckner 18 6 24
Dreiss Jr 18 7 25
George 20 8 28
Olmesorge 20 7 27
Arthur 19 6 25
At the Lakeview grounds the members of the San Antonio Gun Club

were treated to a merchandise prize shoot at 20 singles and 5 pairs,
known traps, unknown angles, with the following result:
First class: Black 23, Bresenbach 22, Epp 23, Kelley 26, McCormack

19, Vernor 26, Chabot 22, France 17, MeVicker 19, Paris 21, Thiele 20.

Rothwell 23, Veith 13, Adams 21.

Second class: Shields 20, Learn 16, Witchell 17, Riellv 16, Fay 15,

Tendick 18, Wagenfnhr 20, Hice 17, Philips 22, Barber 15, Volbrechtl9,
Grossmann 11, Frank 18, Smith 10.

The prizes were distributed in the following order: First class:
Silver flask, won by Vernor; lamp, second, won by Samuels; gun case,
third, won by Rothwell; hat, fourth, won by Chabot; pocket knife,
fifth, won by Paris. For second class: Silk umbrella, first prize, won
by Phillips; Shields won second prize, a shell case; Vollbrecht won
third, a pair hunting shoes; Vendickwon fourth, gold pen; Witchell
won fifth, jointed fishing rod.
No. 2, 15 singles: Adams 13, France 10, Barber 5, Samuels 12, Chabot

11. McCormack 13,Vollbrecht 9, Paris 9, Philips 11, Rothwell 14, Shields
11, Learn 10, Tendick 13, Rielly 11, Kelley 13, Wagenfuhr 14, Fay 8,

Veith 12, Biesenbach 14, Vernor 14, Hice 10.

No. 2, 10 singles and 2 pair; France 11, Learn 4, Shields 7, Vollbrecht
10, Adams 10, Tendick 9, Paris 9, McCormack 9, Black 10, Hice 6, Sam-
uels 10, Chabot 8, Philips 9, Biesenbach 10, Rothwell 10.

No. 4, 15 singles: France 13, Adams 13, Rielly 11. Barber 6, Rothwell
9. Tendick 13, Grossmann 10, Paris 6, McCormack 7, Samuels 13, Black
15, Frank 11, Chabot 12, Biesenbach 11. O. G.

Parkway Rod and Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club at Dexter
Park on Wednesday of last week brought together the average attend-
ance of members and the usual crowd of spectators. The day was a
typical March day, the weather pleasant with a strong northwest
wind blowing across the grounds. As we have had previous occasion
to remark, the Parkway's day at Dexter Park brings extra prepara-
tions on the part of mine host Miller, for the Parkways are active and
numerous, circulation normal and their digestive organs generally in

good order. Mr. Miller's preparations on Wednesday were of the
order that brings satisfaction to both the patron and host. The birds
that went into the traps were mostly good, strong flyers, and made it

difficult for the gunners to put up clean scores. In fact, only one of
the fifteen men engaged in the club event at 7 birds killed all of his
birds. This honor fell to Henry Bramwell, one of the Class B men.
He was later in the day decorated by President Bookman with the club
trophy. The three prizes donated by the club for the best score in
each class on this occasion consisted of three sets of knives and forks
(silver). The prize for Class A was won by Jim Bennett, who killed 6

of his 7 birds. Lew Helgans was second with 5. The Class B prize
went to Henry Bramwell, along with the club trophy on the score of
7 kills; Jas. Link was second with 6.

Sweep lor shotgun, 5 birds, $2:

C M Meyer 20222—4 Bookman 22120—4
W R Selover 11000—2 J B Kay 12220-4
J Young 2010w. Wooley 01002—1
Edgerton 11110—4 Bramwell 11112—5
Bennett 01122—4 Helgans 12112—5
H Selover 22001—3 Martin 1202w.
Club handicap, 7 birds:

Class A--28yds
C M Meyer 2021002—4 Lee Helgans 2222200—5
J Bennett 1111022—6

Class B—25yds.
H Bramwell 2112121-7 T Short 1221070-5
H Bookman 0000020- 1 W R Selover 2122210-6
T Edgerton 1012000-3 H Lemire 0112201—5
J Link 2122101—6

Class C—21yds.
C Wissel 1010112-5 J Young 2120212—6
J Wooley 1120101—5 J B Knowlson 1101121—6
H Selover 0211211—6

Interstate Bates.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The sixth tournament of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers'

Association will be given at Elwood, Ind., June 27 and 28, under the
auspices of the Elwood Gun Club. The Elwood Gun Club will add
$200 in cash to the purses.
The seventh tournament will be given at Louisville, Ky., July 18 and

19, under the auspices of the Kentucky Gun Club, of Louisville. The
Kentucky Gun Club will add from $200 to $400 to the purses.

Elmer E. Shaner, Manager I. M. and D. A.

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association.
Hot Springs, Ark., March 13.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I con-
tinue to receive letters from shooters all over the country inquiring
about our tournament, and it is safe to say that the fourth annual
tournament of the Arkansas State. Sportsmen's Association will be a
grand success. Recent advices from Ft. Smith are to the effect that
the Igl.OOO added money is a certainty and they are making prepara-
tions already lor a big crowd. J. J. Si'mpter, Jr., Sec'y.

Boiling1 Springs Monthly.
Rutherford, N. J. March 14.—Inclosed please find scores made at

our monthly live bird shoot.
Sweep No. 1, 15 singles, $1: Carlos 10, Simpson 7, Van Dyke 12,

Lenone 11, Mackey 9, Paul 8, Richmond 13, McAlpin 12, Elliott 15,

Hobart 12, Huck 12, Lindsley 10.

Sweep No. 2, 10 birds, 50 cents: Lenone 9, Carlos 4, Paul 7, Mackey
7, Van Dyke 10, Richmond 7, Simpson 7, Elliott 9, McAlpin 4, Frank 6.

Sweep No. 3, expert rules, 50 cents: Elliott 6, Simpson 6, Hobart 6,

Lindsley 6, McAlpin 6, Lenone 8, Paul 7, Carlos 6, Geofrey 6, Abbott 8,

Wellock 1.

Sweep No. 4, 25 singles, $1: Lenone 17, Abbott 17, McAlpin 23,

Paul 24.

Seven live birds:
Lenone 0001010—2 Loomis 1102122—6
Greiff 2011021—5 James , . . .0111222—

6

Mackey 2210111—6 Dill 2200010—3
Collins 1120100—4 Hobart 1201210—5
McAlpin 2112222—7 Elliott 2112212—7
Van Dyke 1102111—6 Simpson..., 1122212—7
Richmond 2200221-5 Lindsley... 2222222—7
Carlos 1110002—4 Paul 000121L-1
Sweep, 3 birds, $3:

Lenone 001—1 Loomis 111—3
Greiff 201-2 James 211-3
Mackey 220—2 Dill 112-3
Collins 110-2 Hobart 212-3
Mc A lpine 211—3 Elliott 211-3
Van Dyke 112—3 Simpson 111—3
Redmond 222—3 Lindsley 222-3
Carlos 110—2
Match between Lenone and Van Dyke, 25 birds, $25: Lenone 6, Van

Dyke 17.

Sweep No. 5, 10 singles, 50 cents:
McAlpin 1101111011-8 Paul 1111101110-8
Lenone 0110011101—6 Abbott 1111110101—8
Lindsley 1100001101—5 Huck 1111100111—8
Sweep No. 6, 25 singles, $1:

McAlpin 1111110111111110111111111-23
Lenone 0111011110011111101111100—18
Paul ..1111111111100111111111101—21
Abbott 1111111011011101110101101—18
Sweep No. 7, 25 singles, $1:

McAlpin 1111111111111110110111111—23
Lenone 0111101010111011100110111—17
Abbott. 1111010100111110111111101—19
Paul 1100111001111010011111101-17

Hartford.
The good weather of March 10 brought out a fair attendance at the

medal shoot. Following are the scores at 25 targets thrown from five

traps:
Purington 1011100001111110110111101—17
Hall 1101111110000000111101001—14
Melrose - 1101101011101111111111101—20
Risley 1011111111111111111111111—24
Tucker 0111101100111101101100110-16
Sexton 0011111011111011110110101-18
Pitkin 0101011100111110100100111—15
Hotchkiss 0111111111101101111111111—22
Olmsted 0111110111100111111111110—20
Colt 0110101011000100011101001—12
Cook 1111111111101111111111111—24
Alger 1001010111110010111001010-14
White 0110001111111011111101111—19
•Villey 1111111111111111111111011—24
Williamson 1111110111111111111111110—23
W Hills 0101001111111111111111011—20
Manross , 1111111111111111110111111—24
Collins 1111011010111101011001100—16
Douglass 1111101111110111111110111—22
O B Treat 1111100111111011011111111—21
Vibberts 1111111101011111111111110-22
O Treat 1111111111111011111101111—23
Geisleman 1101111111111011110011010—19

Cook, Sec'y.

Morfey Outshoots Coulston.

A match at 50 live birds each for $50 a side, loser to pay for the
birds, took place at Woodlawn Park, L. I., on Saturday, March 17, the
principals being T. W. Morfey of Paterson and Geo. W. Coulston of
Brooklyn. The day was delightful and the birds fairly good. Morfey
was in great fettle and shot his opponent out in the third quarter.
John L. Brewer was referee. The scores:
Morfey 1 120120121221222212222122—23

20111102221221.2.21122211-21 - 44
Coulston 22021 2022221 1122022OO0222—19

002200220122200202002.1 01—13—32

Jfmwerg to (^orresyondqnts

No notice taken of anonymous communications

C. M., Winchester, England.—I am a constant reader of Forest and
Stream, and seeing what you say Feb. 24 about the quantity of wild-
cats in Massachusetts, I should like very much to know whether they
could be hunted with hounds like a fox, or would they tree at once?
Ana. They would tree.

F. C. A., Auburn, N. Y.—Will you kindly inform if spring duck
shooting is prohibited on Cayuga Lake and Seneca River? There has
been shooting there this spring, and if it is legal I want my share.
Ans. The law closes the season March 1 everywhere in the State
except on Long Island. See Game Laws in Brief.

I. W. F., Roscoe.—Will you please inform me when the open season
on trout begins? Is there any local law affecting the trout season in
the counties of Sullivan, Delaware and Ulster? There are various
opinions expressed by the local fishermen here. It requires watchful-
ness to keep posted on the game and fish laws, owing to the constant
"tinkering" of our representatives at Albany. Ans. By the general
law the trout season will open on Long Island oh April 1, elsewhere in
the State on April 15. County supervisors' laws extend the opening
date to May 1 in Columbia and Madison.

R. S , Madison, Wis.—Will you kindly inform me through your
columns whether 32in. barrels give better penetration when using
black powder than 30in. barrels on a 12-bore gun. Ans. For all prac-
tical purposes the difference in length mentioned would have very
little effect on the shooting. Many 30in. 12-bores will surpass 30in.

guns. With ordinary loads the penetration is about equal. The
onger barrels, however, would have the advantage when increased
oads were used.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.

Writs for Our Illustrated Catalogui

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins. Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
tiuga, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work In Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SGIENGE ESTABLISHMENT,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

For Seasons
for all Fish and Came
and other points of Fish and Game laws consult the
Game Laws in Brief, which is sold by all dealers or
sent by ForeBt and Stream Pub. Co. Price 25 cents.
Covers the whole country. Is reliable and has 25
half-tone pictures.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
18 Vesey Street, New York Cm
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>tice to
I am with, you again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo My and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
; 9Jft. 6£oz. ;

10ft., 7oz.
;
lOJft., 7Joz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: Sift.. 9oz.; 9ft., 10oz.: 9ift., lloz.; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yds., $1.00; 80yds., $1.10; 100yds., $1.20.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels. 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot uf Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.

;
60yds., 48 cts. ; 80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, l"5cts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

800ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32iu., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32in., Sets.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Rp61 Lines. 8 cts., 200ft.. 15 cts. ; 300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.
Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Open Evenings until S o'clock.
Saturday Evenings ii o'clock. J. F MiJ&STERS, 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Do You Know?
that the

HANNAFORD
VENTILATED RUBBER BOOTS

are worn at all seasons with

Absolute Comfort.
NO SWEATING.

Aak your dealer for them,
or send for catalogue,,

HANNAFORD,
VENTILATED*
BOOT CO., 79 MILK ST., B03T0M,

DEAFPSS & HEAD NOISES CURED
.Sk'sIuvisiMf '1 uimlrir l.ur i. usn uns. Whispers

heard. Successrulwhen&Ureraediesfai]. SoldCDCC
only by F.Hiscox, 853 B'way.N.Y. Write for book of i/rootsT ItCC

Book nf the Black Bass. S3 00

Publications. %

You had better
not send eigbt2c.
stamps for a sam-
ple copy of the
beautiful illustrated
magazine SPORl
AFIELD, unless you
are prepared to sub-
scribe; for you won't
be able to do without l

it after seeing it once. Sports Afield Priblistr-
ing Co., Pontiac Building, Chicago.

Ganoe and Boat Building
FOR AMATEURS.

Price, 82. or.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Favorite Flies and their Histories.

By MARY ORVIS HARBURY.

Mrs. Marbury is thoroughly enthusiastic over her subject, and after an introductory essay

on "Insects, Natural and Artificial,'' etc., she gives the history of the various favorite flies, ac-

companied by letters from anglers relating to their use. Two or three years were spent in col-

lecting information in this way. The kind interest shown by fellow-fishermen in cordial replies

giving their knowledge and opinions was both surprising and delightful, and awakened warmest

gratitude. These letters are records of actual experiences, and conclusions deduced from the

same; and they cannot fail to be of great assistance to any one who may wish suggestions regard-

ing new waters. The colored plates depict 17 hackles, 18 salmon flies, 48 lake flies, 185 trout

flies and 58 bass flies, the comprehensive character of the collection, and the value of the detailed

comments on each of its 291 flies, will be more apparent. . . "It is destined to remain foi

generations to come," says Fo/est and Strea/n, "a prominent landmark in angling literature. The

fly-fisherman of to-day who does not possess it lives below his privileges."

Square octavo, 522 pages, 32 colored plates, 6 engravings and 8 reproductions of

photographs. Price $5.00, postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

WM, W. HART & CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

lifelike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Reasonable charges Refer-

ences from leading sportsmen and collectors.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

WHERE ARE WE?
Well, we have removed to

106 East 33d Street.
WEBSTER'S STUDIO is now finely located

in a big, handsome store, with work rooms and
storage space, where we invite new customers to
examine our stock of Mounted Specimens.
We print no catalogue, but will quote prices on all

work, and continue to furnish estimates on collec-

tion of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and Fish
The best of work at the lowest prices. We allow

no one to outbid us and defy the world to knock us
out on quality.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of
ArtifWal ey«s for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream .

369 Canal street, New York,

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. T., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

Kennel Special.
Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set an Mraiform

display, 25 cents a fine first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for sale a number of strictly first class

Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench Bires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.
Address with stamp,
C. T. BROWNE LL, P.O. Box 335, New Bedford,Mass.

My kennel of mastiffs is conceded to be the best in

America. Have won at all the large shows. Won
all 1st and 2d prizes in mastiffs late Chicago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale. A few choice pups for
sale. Send stamp for list and mention this paper.
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing young stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington st., Peoria, 111. tf

BEAGLES.—HAVE PUPPIES BY CH. FRANK
Forest and ch. Roy K. out of crack bitches.

Young stock, unbroken and several certain show
winners that I will sell for very moderate prices.

Don't write for catalogue, but state what you
want.
13 H. L. KREUDEK, Nanuet, N. Y.

GORDON SETTER PUPS, BY RANGER B., 1ST
special (Ho ) N. E. Field Trials: 18=2, and Belle-

Loraine, first, puppy class, Ohio Field Trials, 1892.

Bench show record furnished on application. These
are the best field trial Gordon puppies ever offered
in this country.
14 W. L. ALEXANDER, Canton, Ohio.

WANTED TO BUY.—GORDON SETTER DOG.
Must be thoroughly trained for field work

and good retriever for ducks. Price must be low.
Address

14 W. H. HARRISON, Adrian, Mich.

tpOR SALE.—"SOUNG LIVER, WHITE AND
F ticked pointer dog, whelped June 27, 1893, from
registered stock. Healthy, kind, quick, and partly
trained. Price $50.
12 JOHN R. HOWARD, 47 E. 10th st , New York.

iTOR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN
1 ters and setters. These are dogs that have had

large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory,

tf W. B. STAFFORD, Trenton, Tenn.

COCKER SPANIELS.-A FEW CHOICE COCKERS
for sale. Stud dogs and brood bitches—prize

winners. Send for list,.

12 EDWIN W. FI8KE, Mount Vernon, N. Y

FOR SALE.—LITTER ENGLISH POINTER PUP-
pies, 3mos. old, Rip Rap, King of Kent, Hops,

Lonnie Bijou, Croxteth, Prairie Belle, Meteor blood.
Rip Rap, Jr. in the stud. Jas. McA_ieer,Emsworth,Pa.

12

Modern Training,

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. WATERS.

A comprehensive and practical guide to the
training, care, management and breediDg of field

dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price $2.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
818 Broadway, How York.

FOR SALE.—POINTER PUPPIES—SENSATION,
Bang Bang, Croxteih, Tammaoy bljod, 11 weeks

old, price $15. Also noted winner La^a of Kipp^n.
Would take fine gun. E. G. Duncklee,Brocktor,Mass.

13

TRAINED SPANIEL FUR SALE A.T HANDSOME
BROOK KENNEL, Franklin, N. Y. 12

Trained fox and rabbit hounds at a bargain All
day stayer. C. F. KENT, Monticello, N. Y. 12

[TALLAN GREYHOUNDS (EXCLUSIVELY),
tf FRANK H. HOYT, Sharon. Pa.

'i-fl-biArt GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG
_ lish pugs from imported, registered and priz<
winning stoek. Ira Stud—Prize pug stud dor
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY C. BURDICK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield, Mass.

FOXHOUNDS, RABBIT HOUNDS, OOON
HOUNDS FOR SALE. FULLY TRAINED.

F. H. HAYES. Dexter, Me.

TT'or Sale at Reasonable Prices —Several fii.e litters

1? rough-coated st.Bernard puppies blood of Alton,
etc. Ad. A. H. Moore, 17H Spg. Garden st.,Phila ,Pa

For Sale —A fine 8mos. Eng. setter dog, sire, Breeze
Gladstone; blue belton markings; pania ly trained;
fine retriever; pedigree, etc , address H. D. Fetbers,
Cherry Valley, N. Y. 12

For Sale.—Elegant pointer bitch, 3yrs. old, well
broken on all kinds of game; also a puppy partially
broken. Theo. Bingenheimer, 3,19 West 17th st. 12

For Sale at low price, iriah setter and retriever;
thoroughly trained and broken. Write F. J. O,
Box 113. Nantucket, Mass. 14

DOGS TRAINED FOR PRIVATE SHOOTING ON
partridge, quail and woodcock, by C. F. ROB-

BINS, Sutton avenue, Oxford, Mass. Close to depot.

English setter pups, blood of Paul Gladstone andVic-
tress Liewellin. E. A. Carrier, Westchester, Ct. 13

F OX-TERRIERS FOR SALE.
W. F. PORTER, Sharon, Pa.

BEAGLE BITCHES almost given away if taken at
once. Standard Kennel, Georgetown, N. Y. 15

A DOG TRAINED BV HAMMOND'S "Train-
ing vs. Breaking" will "get there" and get

the game. The book costs $1 at this office.

POCKET KENNEii RECOED. 50cts.

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 318 B'way, ST. Y.

The Kennel.

CARBOLIC SOAP No. 11 Is the best DOG
SOAP in the world. Sure death to Fleas and a eur
for all skin diseases.

Buohan's Dog Wasb
will cure every ease of MANGE, kills Pleas and beeps
the dog in a healthy condition, makes the hair soft and
silky and does not stain. It is also the best disinfectant
for the kennel. Ask your druggists for it.

CARBOLIC SOAP CO..
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl St.. New Tori

ome fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches.
' REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

FOR SALE.—SPORTING DOGS
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers.—Of choice breeding. Puppies for
Bale by Hdsuemot Kenksu, New Rocheile, N. Y,

CANINE SPECIALIST.
DR. T. ©. SHERWOOD,

(M. R. C. V. S.)
854: Seventn Ave., New Yot-Is.

Hospital for Dogs. Distemper cases not received.

Consultation and treatment by mail when pos-
sible. All communications requiring profes
sional reply sboulo have enclosed $2.

Dogs for Sale.
If you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind write

for prices and what you want to J. HOPE, 305 N.
Ninth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Frencli Poodles.
Black curly coats.

wmh Prize winners, 1893,

New York, Boston,

Washington, D. C,
Mt. Hollo, N. J.,

Newark, N. J., 1893
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If you want winners, here's your chance.

Address ADRIAN C PIOKHARDT, 530 Fifth avenue.

"thoroughbreds:
For price list apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS

P. O Box 676, Albany, N.Y

HANDLING,
Geo. S. Thomas is prepared to condition an

handle dogs for the coming showB. Address
tf NORTHCROFT KENNELS. Salem. Mass.

ST. BERNARDS.
Brood bitches. Also few < hoice pups.

». W. PATTERSON.
Lake View, Worcester, Mass,
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DANGERS OF SEGREGATION.
It was in March, 1872, that Congress set aside the Yel-

lowstone National Park as a public park or pleasuring

ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people, and

during all this time it has been preserved and used by the

people for the purposes for which it was established. Its

integrity has many times been threatened. The specula-

tors and money getters, who are constantly watching their

opportunity to get from the United States Government

something for nothing, have made efforts to seize the

whole Park, to cut away portions of it and to secure strips

of its territory for private purposes, but none of these

things have ever been done. None of the Park's area has

been taken from it.

Now it is threatened again, and in several directions. Of

these dangers the most imminent is the project for the

segregation of the northeast corner. This project is the

successor of a plan set on foot years ago by a small num-
ber of speculators to obtain a right of way for a railroad

running down Soda Butte Creek, the East Fork and the

Yellowstone River from Cooke City to Cinnabar. This

right of way project having been several times defeated

on the ground that no railway should be allowed in the

Park, the same speculators are now trying to have the

northeast corner of the Park and a large portion of the

forest reserve cut off, and to have the Yellowstone River

made the northern boundary of the reservation.

If this change should be made it would in practice open

the whole northeast corner of the Park to the skin-hunters,

and would vastly increase the difficulties of protecting it.

As the boundaries stand at present, there are really but

two entrances to the Park on the northeast. One of these

is by way of Cinnabar, up the Yellowstone, the other is

by way of Clark's Fork and down Soda Butte Creek,

t Everywhere else the reservation is walled in by mountains

so high and so rugged as to be quite impassable. But if

\ the boundaries were altered as proposed, the north bank
^of the Yellowstone River would at once become a legalized

presort for the horde of lawless characters, who constantly

-. hover on the borders of the Park, and it would be easy

afor them to slip across the river and to commit their dep-

redations. All the game in the country proposed to be

Bthrown open—a few buffalo, two fine herds of mountain
[Sheep, and the only antelope to be found in the Park

—

would at once be destroyed and the existence of the game
actually ranging south of the river would be gravely im-

perilled. Fires would be started along the river, and the

forests, now green and flourishing, would soon be burned

off so that the water supply of the Yellowstone, which is

of such vast importance to thousands of farmers on the

plains below, would be made irregular and seriously

lessened.

The facts lot the case are thoroughly understood in

Montana. The segregation project had its origin in the

mountain towns of that State, and it is earnestly opposed

by the towns on the plains, whose chief industry is agri-

culture and stock raising. These dwellers on the plains

comprehend very well that the segregation bill threatens

their very existence, for it endangers their water supply,

and without water they cannot grow their crops nor sus-

tain their herds. The whole cry for segregation is con-

fined to a few speculators in Livingston, Cooke City and
Helena, the last named town furnishing the money for

the movement, since the means of Livingston were long

ago exhausted, and Cooke City never had any. These

speculators, however, have succeeded in persuading cer-

tain Montana papers to take up their cry, and have endeav-

ored to make up for the smallness of their numbers by
the great tumult they create. The facts are, however, that

the newspapers of all the plains towns, such as Stillwater,

Red Lodge, Billings and others, reflect the strong senti-

ment which exists in their sections and are opposed to

segregation, and this for the most excellent and practical

reason that it will mean ruin of their farmers and the

practical depopulation of their territory.

In Forest and Stream of last week we announced ex-

clusively the capture, red-handed, of a poacher with the

spoils of eleven buffalo, slain in the National Park. This

man had entered the reservation from Cooke, quietly

slipped by the soldiers at Soda Butte and had erected his

lodge and was hunting in the Pelican Creek Valley,

where he was taken in the act of skinning one of five

buffalo that he had just killed. Since the publication of

this dispatch a general press telegram has been sent out,

which states that extensive depredations of this nature

are going on in and about the Park. Such destruction

of the public property will continue so long as no law

exists by which those who violate the regulations can be

punished.

If the segregation bill should be passed, the natural

barrier which now protects the Park on the north and

east will be thrown down, and nothing will take its place to

keep out intruders save a narrow river which can easily be

crossed. When this shall have become the Park boundary,

neither laws nor patrols will keep out the poachers, and
the game will disappear before the horde of poachers

like snow beneath the warm spring rain.

It were better that a thousand elk should be killed than

a single buffalo, but it is just the buffalo that most attract

the skin-hunter, and so are most in danger from his gun.

It is these few survivors of all the myriads that once

thronged this continent that most need protection. This

protection they should have, not because they are game,

but because they are the last relics of America's greatest

land animal.

NO WORDS WASTED.
Mr. Alex. Starbttck sends us the full text of the deci-

sion of the Supreme Court of Ohio in the case of Edward
N. Roth vs. The State of Ohio, referred to in these

columns last week. Here is the decision, all of it:

3736.

Edward N. Roth 1

vs. > Error to Circuit Court of Hamilton County.
The State of Ohio,

j

By the Court:

It is an offense under Sec. 6964, of the Revised Statutes, to sell

quail in this State, except Between the 10th day of November and the

15th day of December, though such quail were killed outside of this

State, and where it was lawful to kill the same. The section is con-

stitutional.

Terse and to the point. But if the Court had written

its decision as Mr. Starbuck writes of his fishing trips to

the North Shore, for "quail" we should have had "the

speckled beauty of the dewy stubble," or some other

interjection of the poetry of the field into the court

records.

We neglected to say last week that to the Cuvier

Club of Cincinnati belongs the credit of establishing this

point of Ohio law. The club engaged the detective to

secure the evidence, retained Judge J. P. Murphy as

counsel—and a very able and masterly counsel he proved

to be; supplied the sinews of war; and fought the case

through from magistrate to Supreme Court. The result

is a decision which will materially assist in the protec-

tion of game in Ohio: and for this the people of the

State have to thank the public-spirited members of the

Cuvier Club.

SNAP SHOTS.

The Massachusetts Association, in making determined

opposition to the Gilbert trout bill, have prepared an
effective document reviewing the legislation of the Com-
monwealth for the protection of its wild trout. We print

this review elsewhere. The strongest factor of the soci-

ety's opposition to the proposed measure is found in the

actual experience of the past. When the statute per-

mitted the sale in close time of trout "killed outside of the

Commonwealth," it was impossible to distinguish between

native fish and foreign fish; and there was absolutely no
way to shut off the market supply of trout from Massa-

chusetts brooks. The first trout protective law quoted by
the committee was the work of Daniel Webster, who once

said of it:

It has so happened that all the public services that I have rendered

in the world in my day and generation have been connected with the

general government. I think I ought to make an exception. I was
ten days a member of the Massachusetts Legislature and I turned my
thoughts to the search of some good object in which I could be use-

ful in that position, and after much reflection I introduced a bill

which, with the consent of both houses of the Legislature, passed into

a law and is now a law of the State, which enacts that no man in the

State shall catch trout in any manner than in the old way, with an
ordinary hook and line.

If Webster were living to-day how he would sweep

away the fallacious pleas and pretensions of the advocates

of marketing brook trout in close season.

In our game columns will be found some extracts

from the third annual report of the Minnesota Game
and Fish Commission. This is one of the most level-

headed, intelligent and efficient commissions in the

country; and in their executive officer, Mr. W. P. Andrus,

they have a level-headed, intelligent and efficient agent.

We have put these extracts under the head "Stop the

Sale of Game" for the reason that the report dwells

with such emphasis upon the cold storage establish-

ments and the markets as factors in the problem of

preserving to Minnesota its game stock. If any one is

in doubt about where our game is going to, let him re-

flect on the figures given in this report—4,000 carcasses

of venison shipped to outside markets, and 480,000 birds;

and these the work of a single season. One of these

days the people will wake up. Then the Forest and
Stream plank will mean something.

Massachusetts will try the year's close season plan on

quail again, a law just having been adopted making it

illegal to kill quail in 1894. But there is another bill in

the Legislature which should be not only scotched, but

killed, for it is thoroughly bad, permitting the possession

and sale of quail by dealers and cold storage establish-

ments from Oct. 15 to May 1; and of other game- at all

seasons. Massachusetts can never accomplish protection

with concurrent close killing season and open market-

ing season.

The New York Assembly last week rejected a bill mak-
ing lawful the Sunday fishing, which is done in the waters

about New York city. The prohibition of Sunday fishing

is a part of the penal code. We believe that there is now
another bill in the legislature to amend the penal code in

this respect.

It appears that we erred when we said last week that

the fish which Fish Commissioner Follett had netted out

of public waters were brown trout; they were brook trout.

This point is immaterial. It was just as much a breach

of the law to take one species as to take the other.

Mr. W. H. Rogers, inventor of the Rogers fishway,

died at his home in Amherst, Nova Scotia, last week,

aged seventy-one years. Mr. Rogers was widely known
in connection with his fishway, a contrivance in which

he had abiding faith.

The New York Legislature is considering a bill which

requires Canadians to pay a license fee of $25 for shooting

and fishing. It is a game of tit for tat.

When you come to think of it, a legislative deadlock is

not without its compensation, for so long as it lasts the

fish and game laws cannot be tinkered.

Something like 565,000 acres of Adirondack lands are

in the possession of individuals and clubs for private pre-

serves, from which the public is excluded.
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ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
"Should you lure,

From his dark haunt beneath the tangled roots

Of pendent trees, the monarch of the brook,

Behooves you then to ply your finest art."

The angler who voyages to the North Shore of Lake
Superior for the ever beautiful trout of radiant dyes has

revealed to him a region of primitive wildness and pic-

turesque beauty that is without a parallel on this conti-

nent. The lake itself, the largest body of fresh water in

the world, alone impresses him far beyond his most san-

guine expectations. Imagine a vast reservoir of the

purest, clearest and most wholesome water, having for

its dimensions a length of 380 miles, a breadth of 160 at

its widest part, and a shoreline of rough and ragged walls

of 1,500 miles, with a depth varying from 500 to 1,000ft.

This is not all, for in addition to its having a waterway
of 2,100 miles from the source of the St. Louis emptying
at its head to the. mouth of the St. Lawrence, it receives

the waters of 200 rivers and contains 25,000 islands and
islets. Its very purity and coolness, never rising above
46° Fahrenheit, make it the most favored home for the

matchless beauties who so proudly wear the celestial

colors of the rainbow and the sunset.

From Gros Cap Island to the mouth of the famed Nipi-

gon, and, in fact, along the entire coast line, they he in
quiet concealment in rocky chasms, under ledges and
around big boulders. In the first mentioned boundary
they are found to be more numerous and of more ample
proportions, but always of that graceful symmetry and
ideal iridescence which pre-eminently make them worthy
the pen and pencil of both poet and painter.

For a number of years, in company with Mr. P. E.
Roach, whom I have in other published serials called

Ned, and will hereafter in this, I have sailed along the
beetling cliffs and purple mountains of the North Shore,
tempting, with alluring flies of shimmering tinsel and
feathers gay, these scarlet-robed Hebes of the "gleaming
stars" that in expectancy lie in their rocky lairs ever ready
with,blazing eyes and tiger-like savagery to spring upon
their unsuspecting prey.
In the early part of last July, when the sun was pour-

ing down a flood of bright goiden light, and lovely clouds
of crimson were serenely drifting in the empyrean blue,

we started with very hopeful hearts and unfaltering
tenacity of purpose for the iron-bound coast in a Mackinac
—a special name for that class of boats—well provisioned,
and manned by two sturdy half-breed sailors. The water
being as smooth as polished steel and the heat unduly
intense, we took a tow from the "Soo" with the little tug
Annie Clarke as far as Grindstone Point, where we "cast
off," went ashore and camped. It being near 6 o'clock
when we struck the beach, and having had nothing but a
few crackers since early morn, we hustled things around
quite lively, and soon saw the white wings of our tents
arise amid a cluster of spruce and balsam, the provisions
carefully stowed away, and then the long-wished-for
supper prepared, to which we brought a plow boy's insati-

able appetite. It was dispatched, I assure you, with
alacrity, and without the formula of finger bowls or linen
napkins. We were roughing it, and as a necessity, the
dining-room auxiliaries of a first-class menu were omitted
on this particular outing.
Camping, we will here remark, while incidentally

touching upon the delightful recreation, is not for every
one; it is not for those whose appetite fails them at a
table less than three feet above grasshoppers and crickets;
it is not for people of few resources, miserable when alone.
It is for all who are in love with nature, who desire to
know her in every mood—in storm, in the wilderness, in
the night, and with Keats,

"Far, far away to leave

All meaner thoughts, and take a sweet reprieve

From little cares;"

who, away from the shows of things, find clearer judg-
ments sifting down between the leaves with the sunlight,
and springing up with the grass blades, and who are will-
ing to pay for all this the price of some sacrifice of ease
and order and conventionality.
Ned and I always took this philosophic view of it, really

the angler's view, and fully discussed it that evening over
our "tea and toast," satisfied that no perfumed dandy of
the gentle art with soft muscles and silk stocking affini-

ties should ever seek this rock-bound and mountainous
shore in pursuit of the tinted beauties. His Utopian ideas
of the angle would soon go glimmering if he ever had
the hardihood to attempt it.

Desiring, after the wholesome repast, to enjoy the
frettedanddying fires that then filled the vault of heaven,
we sought a convenient spot on some rocks overlooking
the great late, and there watched the regal loveliness of
the west, as the clouds took on the scarlet of the sea-
shell, and the far away hills the blue and tender gray of
the departing day. Turning to the luminous gateway of
the east, as twilight lost itself in the crimson hues, we
were greeted with the silver face of the full moon in sum-
mer glow rising slowly o'er the rustling treetops into the
amethystine sky.
Our cup of emotional pleasure was now filled to the

very brim with this impressive scene of heavenly splendor
where nature had massed her choicest colors like the
threads of some delicate embroidery,

"Purpled and paled with dreamy mist,

Shaken from breezy wafts that lie

Calmed in their isles of amethyst."

A myriad of murmuring insects, as if to destroy our
quiet contemplation of the bejeweled arch, had now risen
on all sides of us, and those that blood alone would satisfy
made such a ravenous attack upon us that the fly repell-
ent which we were fortunate enough to bring along, was
soon deluging our faces and hands. Ned bawled out in
bitter agony at the savage onslaught of the bloody horde,
which make life such a misery on these lonely shores'
while I was not a bit behind in the use of that lurid
language which seems to afford a pagan as much relief
as tears do the gentler sex. The odoriferous liquid,
however, soon began to display its subtle powers upon
these little trumpeters of the woods, and then we became
as gentle as sucking doves.
The night wore on apace in unclouded grandeur with

"the silver-footed queen" proudly advancing in her celes-

tial pathway and flooding lake and land with shimmering
beams and shifting shadows.
The silence which prevailed—deep as death itself—was

only broken by the clamorous hoot of some far away owl,

or the flutter of some hungry whippoorwill as he snapped
up the tiny insects for his nocturnal meal. My piscatorial

camarade was so deeply enthused with the ravishing-

beauty of the night and the luxury of a fragrant regalia,

that nought but the leap of a trout or the bite of a brillot

would bring him back to things terrestrial. The latter,

however, soon drew his blood, and then sentiment was in

hurried retreat and he himself once more.
"The beastly pirates will never let up," was his awaken-

ing response to the insectivorous invaders, and then there
was a free anointing once more with the powerful mix-
ture.

The plans for the morning's sport being talked over and
fully matured, we quietly retired to luxuriant beds of

fragrant balsam leaves which soon wooed us to restful

slumber and delightful dreams.
The earlydawn, like a rose of joy, introduced a refulgent

sun, accompanied with tinted clouds lazily floating in un-
numbered battalions across the spangled dome of blue,
and charmingly imprinting their delicate reflections o'er

the far-reaching prospect.
The gentle breeze, a southwest one and always a de-

light to the gentle angler, came laden with a fragrance
and exhilaration from the dense forests that made the
eyes sparkle with the radiant glow of ruddy health. It

was reallythe exquisitemorning of afaultlesssummer day.
Eager for the anticipated sport, the camp was at once
aroused, breakfast hurriedly served, and then to the home
of the Apollo of the dotted robes.
Our half-breeds, we will here particularize, were experi-

enced and active boatmen, and in every way exceedingly
meritorious, taking as much interest as ourselves in raids
for the rose-colored leopards of the rocky reefs and pel-

lucid pools. The chief boatman answered to the name of

Peter, being the one who was with us on our trip of last

year, while his "helper" responded to that of Kenosh.
Though the latter was a "sub" on the trip, he was the best
of the twain, and could give his boss many fine points in
skillful navigation, and also discount him as chef of the
frying pans. He was unusually daring with a boat, and
would venture in storms that would make many a half-

breed turn pale, if not his more civilized brother. He
was a rare exception to his class, and so apparent was his

superiority to that of his chief that that individual was
constantly kept on the strain to prevent being entirely
overshadowed. We were confident we had drawn a prize
in Kenosh, and that he would prove superlatively satisfac-

tory, and could fully be depended upon in time of threat-
ened peril. Invariably he was the first to obey, and that
morning had arisen unusually early, so there would be no
delay in starting for the retreats of -the golden fins. Ned
was also another of the peep-o'-day boys, for he was
always up with the first coming of dawn, arranging his

tackle, and particularly his flies, which so frequently had
to have, in his opinion, an additional red feather or two,
and doubtless a glass eye.

"All aboard!" was the cry immediately after breakfast,
and into the shapely Mackinac we all tumbled with an
alacrity that astonished ourselves. The prospective sport
was undoubtedly the incentive for our unusual agility,

and to have seen us hustling around that morning, like

boys on the common, you would think we had been par-
taking of the waters which Ponce de Leon so long sought
for, but never found.
My tackle had been ready long before the breakfast bell

had tinkled. I had selected a silver-doctor for my drop-
per and a gray-hackle with a red body for my stretcher,

having always found these very choice flies; and with my
7-ounce split bamboo with cork handle and aluminum
reel, was satisfied, thus prepared, to secure my share of
the quarry.

,

Ned had selected a couple of flies of his own creation,
which might as well be termed the ' 'red-headed-terror"
and the "scarlet-avenger," as they were without any dis-

tinct nomenclature or of any specific class. Which was
the dropper or which the stretcher I never ascertained,
suffice it to say, he idolized them as if they were priceless

pearls. It mattered not to him whether it was terror or
avenger that took precedence on the leader—they went
sailing all the same to the sun-kissed waters with as lurid
a streak in their wake as a comet displays in its erratic

course through the regions of unknown space.

After proceeding along the wood-crowned and serrated
shore a short distance, we reached what we thought
coveted waters, and then the work of earnest casting
commenced. Ned sent his blood-red flies over some
streaks of darkened waters, while I sought a victim
around some huge boulders. Neither of us getting a
response to our very industrious flogging, we passed on,
casting as we went in every available spot that we thought
harbored the beautifully mottled trout. Over ledges,
chasms and debris of dismantled rocks our flies industri-
ously fell, only to be lifted from the dimpled waters to go
through the same modus operandi time and again, till our
hearts grew sad and weary of the persistent work.

Flies were changed a dozen times or more, but it was
futile work, as no red-jacket showed the least bit of
inquisitiveness. It was "love's labor lost," and were it not
for the radiance with its soft and balmy air, the rhythmic
beat of themurmuring waves.thesapphired beautyand"the
deep sunset of hope," which whispered promised pleasure,
we would have turned the prow of our boat campward,
satisfied that the trout were not there or else not rising to
the most attractive or deftly thrown fly.

Ned suggested a move onward to the "big rocks," a
mile or two ahead, and if they failed to yield us the tinted
trophies, to return and break camp, either then or in the
morning. Being in accord, a move to this haven of hope
was ordered, and then two pairs of glistening blades
swept through the mirrored green of the crystalline

waters. Arriving at the rocks, we cast off our hob-nailed
brogans and then encased our feet in tight-fitting slippers

covered with rough-bottomed rubbers, that we might be
enabled to clamber more readily over the ragged and in-

clined rocks without danger of a plunge into the icy
waters below. I took the outer edge of a big block of
granite, and sitting down for concealment, commenced
casting. On the second throw I had a rise from one of
the small fry, which I lamentably missed. Again the
flies went out and fell like fluttering snowflakes, as I
thought, upon the rippling water, and the same investi-

gating trout—or one like it—struck at my silver-doctor,

and then was repenting of his hasty interview with a
frantic frenzy that availed him but little. Though of less

than half a pound, he fought gallantly, but for all that
he was soon pressing the meshes of the net, being the
first victim of the angler's allurement. Although he be-
longed to the infantile class, he was received with as
royal a welcome as if his weight were in pounds. We
were not just then elevating our proboscis at this size.

Later on he would have been treated with an indignity
that would have insured his contemptuous return to the
element from which he had been purloined.
Once more my flies sailed out for others of the dotted

tribe, and soon I impaled one a shade larger and more
lovely in his silken coat of ravishing hues. My pride at
these tom-tits in tints began to rise, vain man that I then
was, and in a minute or two, as if to increase my triumph,
had another racing around with my dropper—a red-tip
coachman. This one completed a trinity of the rainbow
beauties and led me to believe after all that the trouting
would yet be generous before the bright sun kissed his
usual good-night to the breathing waters. I turned
around to look at my associate, and there he was, poised
on the apex of a slanting rock, casting and fluttering his
flies with an industry and patience that alone belong to
the accomplished angler.
"You have a boss place there," he said, as he noticed

my observing eyes.

"Yes, for baby trout."
"Well, I am not too proud just now for even that class

of pisces, I assure you," and then with the arm of an
athlete and the eye of an eagle he silently resumed his
casting with an expectant hope that indeed merited
generous success.

The sun was at meridian and its lance-like rays quite
ardent, yet the ardor of the angler still remained un-
quenched, though "the flesh pots of Egypt" were tempt-
ingly reposing in the lunch basket near by under the
rustling branches of some clustered pines. Our appetite
then was only for the radiant redcoats, and so we both
kept up a steady flogging of the gleaming lake, expecting
every momen t to see some hungry or inquisitive trout
break with wolfish snap for the quivering flies. Finally
I received a savage response and this time it was from a
foeman worthy of my steel. I felt the barbed hook sink
into his trembling jaws as I gave the necessary twitch at
the proper timeand then thereel sang the tuneful rhythm
so pleasing to the patient angler, as the bewildered trout,
as I then thought it, dashed for deeper water and un-
limited freedom.
Yard after yard of line spun out, and then, as I applied

the pressure of the silver spool, he came to the surface
and made an acrobatic leap-somersault, if you will; and

\much to my astonishment, as well as that of the entire
,

party, who were now interested in the fight, revealed I

himself as a genuine bronze-backer, and a heavy-weight ll

at that. Now it requires more time and patience I think
to kill a small-mouth black bass, such as this was, with
a trout rod, than it does a brook trout of equal weight
under the same circumstances.

"Give him ample time," was the cautious cry of the
originator of the lurid flies, and time it was, for I played
him through all his savage dashes, his frantic leaps, his

stubborn sulks and his crafty strategy, until I almost de-
spaired of bringing him to the net. At last he comes to
the surface, and then, as if harboring some grand coup, i

yields to the running thread as it is returned to tn«
rhythmic reel. I well knew the bulldog fighter had
another trump to play and that it would drop ere he in-
voluntarily consented to be encircled in the fatal twine.
Gently he approached, and as he rested a moment on his ;

panting sides I saw the savage glare of his fierce eyes, too
vital indeed for a complete surrender. "Ah! there he
goes once more," but he was not the surprise party he had
plotted for, as I had learned the tricks of these old bronze
warriors too well in my many exploits around the pic-

turesque islands of Lake Erie to be now taken at a disad-
vantage. "Eun on, my frantic brave, for I opine it will

be your last race ere your funeral dirge is sung. Tired
and broken-hearted are you, and even the white flag goes
up in token of surrender." Well, stand ready with the
net. Ah! here you are; now lift him out gently and
ascertain what his weight registers. "Three and a half
pounds," say you? "All right, lay him carefully on the
grass with the other symmetrical beauties, and there you 1

have in the two species the realistic picture of the gamest
and handsomest fish that ever made the heart of an
angler palpitate with pleasurable emotions. Now for
lunch."

As it was quite warm we sought the grateful shade
under some spreading maples in the deep woods, and
there did ample justice to the contents of a well-filled

lunch basket. It was probably not as fine as the Egyptian
cookery, of which it is said the great Cassar grew fat with
the feasting thereof, but our keen appetite rendered it so
very palatable that we were not at all envious of the im-
perial gourmand.
After the tid-bits of the basket—really our dessert—had

,

been disposed of, the half-breeds and my associate
indulged in a smoke, while I, piscatorially inclined, took
my rod and again sought the big rock in expectation of
alluring another trout or bass to the feast of the flies.

Through repeated castings I rose another black bass, with
which I unfortunately failed to connect, and then , after

the lapse of a few minutes, hung one of the bespotted
beauties' of a little less than half a pound, and that was
all I could coax from the icy waters around this choice
spot during an hour's constant casting.

The smokers having imbibed enough of the poisonous
nicotine, now pronounced in favor of taking the boat and
coasting along, in hopes of bettering our sport. Trying
the experiment for fully an hour or more without the'sur-

face of the water being broken by the desirable fish, we
concluded they were not in it at all, and then the prow of

the Mackinac was turned to our far-away camp. On com- 1

ing to what we considered choice places en route, we
stopped and offered our flies as a temptation to S. fonti-
nalis, but they were not to he buncoed with the fluttering

feathers, and so we reeled up and went on our "winding
way," content to take in the shifting panorama, always a
source of great delight to the ardent lover of nature,

A glance at the distant and beautiful Bachewauaung
Bay revealed the faint mist of blue, gently stealing o'er

the wooded hills, until lost in the bright sunshine; to the
west, where Aurora was fast coursing, streamed clouds in

mantle of gold that scarcely moved; soft shadows fell o'er

the valleys and the heights above; zephyr breezes laden
with the fragrance of the balsamic forests caress your
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cheeks; the water, cool and pure enough for a bath for
Diana, rippled from the bow in rolls of silver, while as if

to give completeness to the scene, an unseen warbler in a
grove near by was breaking his heart as if he were

' The sweet and plaintive Sappho of the dell."

With these delightful auxiliaries it was a lovely row
along the rugged shore. The steady dip of the flashing
blades kept time to the carol of blithesome birds and the
tinkling melody of murmuring waves against the gray
and moss-grown rocks. Soon the fluttering folds of our
tent were in view, and then the half-breeds, as if inspired
with the sight, increased the speed of the craft till the
foam in a rainfall of snowy sea roses dropped from her
cutwater in graceful and spreading curvatures. In a
few minutes we were at the desired haven, fully satisfied

with the day's outing, though the vermilion-dyed victims
were few, and small at that.

After we had partaken of supper, we had a conference
and concluded to change our base on the morrow and sail

for Bachewauaung Bay, where we hoped to find the
freckled beauties more plentiful and more eager to court
the acquaintance of the flies artificial. Word, therefore,
went out to the half-breeds for the breaking of camp at
an early hour in the morning, and then after a luxuriant
smoke and the usual pow-wow, which always followed a
day's sport, we sought our comfortable beds and soon fell

asleep to the hum of the industrious mosquitoes, who
were in countless numbers around our netting, striving to
find an aperture for a blood-sucking banquet. We awoke
in the morning feeling exceedingly refreshed and rein-

vigorated, as our slumbers had been unusually sweet and
sound.
The lake which panted at our feet was a picture of

serene delight, every jutting crag, dome and pinnacle
aglow with sparkling radiance; the southwest wind,
balmy as if it had come from fields of flowers, rippled the
water into twinkling crystals, while the sky developed a
marvel of delicate tints "shot with silver and amber from
the early sun."
Eager to take the morning breeze, the half-breeds went

to work with a will, one preparina: breakfast and the
other dismantling the camp and arranging the packages
of provisions, etc., for the boat. The meal, a hurried one,
at which the bronze-hacker, a victim of the previous day,
formed part of the culinary, was soon partaken of, aud
then all hands aided in loading the floating craft. As the
morning indicated a hot day, with the probability of its

soon being a breezeless one, the boys were unusually
eager to be afloat, and in about forty winks we were off

with a favorable though uncertain " wind. It was but a
short time before we had zephyr lullabys that scarcely
straightened the sails, and which necessitated a prompt
resort to the ashen blades long before we reached our
destination, lovely Bachewauaung Bay. The sun sent his

silver lances with such a prostrating effect that the shore
and shade were just then objective points of great interest.

The half-breeds toiled manfully at the row locks, with the
beads of perspiration dropping from their rigid faces at
every dip of theoars. Anon, some chanson ofa lively nature
fell from their lips, and then our troubadour, the musical
Ned, gave an aria so deliciously replete with melody that
the tawny warblers feeling their inferiority in the musical
rhythm so palpably, did not again venture upon vocalism
when our minstrel of the lute-like voice was near by.
Ned's repertoire of the sentimental and comic was liter-

ally, so to speak, inexhaustible, and when there was toil

to lighten he was always to the front through the inspir-

ation of the divine art.

About meridian we reached our destination and camped
in a most charming spot commanding a full view of the
magnificent bay. The mirror-like condition of the lake,

as well as the intense heat, prevented trouting, so we
passed the afternoon in cards, reading, converse and the
like.

About meal time a grave and pale-faced girl from the
lighthouse, having dark tresses, black eyes, pinched lips

and mournful voice, indicative of a cheerless and solitary
life, sold us two quarts of wild and luscious strawberries,
and as I stood in need of a camp chair, which I had inad-
vertently omitted from our outfit, also purchased from her
a small rocker, and was therefore made supremely happy,
for during the trip I realized a world of solid comfort out
of it. A camp chair in an outing is a jewel above price,

but when you have a luxuriant rocker to sink into after a
day's hard toil you feel thrice blessed.

The supper hour had come and gone, and the afternoon
sun, which had been notably hot and had laid her bars of
quivering gold with a lavish hand on sea and land, was
now fast relaxing the fierceness of her burning rays, the
shade being no longer sought for comfort. Bachewau-
aung, flushed in its tempered glow, was a picture of incom-
parable loveliness, and though I have seen it time and
again, written frequently of its charms and often angled
around its wave-worn shores, I can still find new surprises
that charm, new suggestions that fill with kindling emo-
tions. Bathe it in sunshine, assail it in storm, give it

autumnal haze or vernal bloom, sweep it with arctic
blasts or tropic whisperings, it is always an object to
excite the adoration of the true lover of nature. It is,

and always will be, the paradise of Lake Superior's wild,
rugged and imposing scenery.

"Nature here
Wantnued as in her prime, and played at will

Her virgin fancies, pouring forth more sweets,
Wild above rule or art; enormous bliss."

Alex. Stabbuck.
[to be continued.]

Spring in the Northwest.
Silvebbale, Wash. , March 12.—Spring has come with

us; ducks are beginning to go north, trees are leafing,
grouse have commenced to hoot and skunk cabbage is
"high enough for bear feed," so I guess the rainy season
is about over.

About fifteen deer have been killed in the. vicinity this
winter, but the woods are fulL of them yet. My quail are
doing nicely and are in good condition. I have noticed
tracks of the possums several times, so they are all right
too, I guess.

I got caught in a squall on the bay not long since and
was blown high and dry on the beach, canoe and all,
when the sea went down, but I reckon I'll paddle over
to the post-office every Wednesday after Forest and
Stream just the same, blow or no blow; got to do it or
break a king-bolt. El Comancho.

ISIAH'S FIRST DEER.
"Fine haid, yes, seh, 'tis so; got antlers on it like a

bresh heap.
"Yes, seh, dey is a mighty curiousness look 'bout de

eyes, but, you see, de man what done stuffed de haid on'y
had one pa'r ob eyes lef in his shop, an' dey war'n't
mates; one on 'em is yaller, 'n' tunner one's brown. Dat's
de haid ob my fust deer, seh, an' I'll never fergit de day
when I shot him.
'"Twas 'bout de fifties—I disremember de yeah ezactly,

'n' we all was down in Maimphus, Tenersee, de ol' Marster,
Marse Will 'n' me.
"De ol' Marster he wen' down de ribber to Jackson, 'n'

leave Marse Will 'n' me to wait fo' him in Maimphus.
"De secon' day after de ol' Marster lef, Marse Will he

say, 'Isiah, how you like to go up de kentry a bit an' do
some deer shootin'?'

"You see, Marse Will he never did no shootin' at big
game yit, 'n' I ain' nuther, so we was bofe kin'er anxious
like to 'stinguish oursel's befoh de ol' Marster come back,
so I 'low I like to go mighty well, so de nex' day we took
de boat up de Mississip' to a place called Darnell up in
Lake county, den 'cross de kentry in a buckboa'd to.Reel-
foot Lake.
"We had two fine houn's along, fo' in dem days people

didn' think nothin' ob houn'in' deer. We got to de lake
'long to'rds evenin' an' made camp on de upper en'. Den
I tu'n to an' cook de supper, 'n' we sot up oveh de fiah fo'

an hour or mo' befoh we tu'ned in.

"'Twas one ob dem .still kin' o' nights, de skies was full

o'big white stars an' dey shine in de lake twell hit look like
dey was another sky layin' on de yearth.

"Jus' as was tu'nin' in Marster Will he say, 'Look yeah,
Isiah, de fus' deer we fin' to-morrer 'longs to me 'n' I don'
wan' you to eben shoot at it un'er any circumstances
whatsomever—if you do, I'm gwine fo' to cut de toughest
switch I kin fin' 'n' I'll w'ar it out on yo' back,' 'n' I say,
'All right, Marse Will, I ain' gwine shoot twell you all

tell me.' Wall, in de mo'nin' we fin' a good runway, an
Marse Will he sot down on a log behih' a bush, an' I

loosen de houn's. 'Twarn't long befoh de houn's 'gin to
whimper, den ol' Yaller he soun' one long note 'n' off dey
bofe went. I got back to de camp 'n' I was feelin' mighty
miserable to think I couldn't git no chance at dat deer.
Anyhow I put a cap on my rifle, one ob dem ol' fashion'
Kaintucky rifles, an' layin' it down clus at hand, I start
in to clear up de breakfas' things.

' 'De houn's cry was a-growin' fainter and fainter, twell
it soun' like de sof music dem little black keys make
down on de lower end ob de big pianner. Den bime-bye
dey 'gin to come a little clusser, an' de clusser dey git, de
mo' I 'gin to feel dat I was in fo' a good switchin'. Den
I 'gin to sing so as I couldn't hear em, but dey got nearer
'n' nearer, twell jus' 'bout a quarter of a mile down de
lake, a big buck come jumpin' out ob de un'erbrush an'
wen' splashin' into de water. I drapped de skillet I was a
scrapin', grab de gun an' start a-runnin' fo' de pint ob
lan' de buck was a-haidin' fo'.

"I tried to keep out ob sight behin' de bushes, but de
deer cotch sight ob me, an' my lan's how he did make de
water curl aroun' his neck!
"Twict I done trip myself up an' wen' sprawlin' out on

my face; de thorns 'n' briers scratch my face an' han's
twell dey was a-bleedin' in a dozen places; my shirt 'n'

coat look like dey was nothin' but rags, an' every little

while I had to wade in water up to my neck, hoPin' my
gun up over my haid. Jus' as I got within 'bout a hun'red
yards ob de pint, de deer struck bottom, an' as he 'gin to
wade up de slopin' beach, I drappen on one knee, an' was
jus' a-takin' aim when I hear Marse Will a-shoutin':
" 'Hoi' on dere, you brack nigger, don' you shoot dat deer

or I'll lick de hide clean offen you.'
" 'Den jus' you cut yo' switch, Marse Will,' I yells; an'

jus' as de two sights come in line wid de deer's shoulder I
pulled de trigger, he gave one or two jumps to'rd de woods,
den stop short 'n' drap all in a heap.

"Well, seh, all day long I was a-thinkin' 'bout dat
switch, an' if it haden' a been fo' a buck dat come Marster
Will's way to'rd sundown dey ain' de slightes' doubt but
I'd a caught an ungordly lickin'.

"When Marse Will come to camp dat evenin' I done cut
a toler'ble good switch an' ban' it to him; but he on'y
laugh 'n' say, 'You brack debbil, you know well you
'serves it, but it was a mighty good shot, 'n' I'll leff you off

dis time, fo' to tell de trufe, Isiah, when dat deer passed
within twainty yards oh me I was a-shakin' so hard dat I

jus' stood an' boller'd at him, an' never 'membered dat I

had a gun twill he was gone.' " The General.

DANVIS FOLKS.-XXVI.

In the Woods.
"They say the Widder Needham wants tu let her place

on sheers," said Sam to his wife the next morning, when
they, the baby and the hound were the only occupants of
the kitchen. "An' I thought o' tryin' fer that, but I do'
know, I can't git a holt o' nothin'. I b'lieve I shall hafter
go off int' the woods by myself a spell. The woods is allers
my cure-all," and he cast a casual glance up at his gun
that was gathering the dust of disuse. "Then agin, I
kinder want tu look over aour mountain lot. That haint
ben 'taiched, an' it seem's 'ough it might be turned tu
some 'caount. The's a slew o' timber on 't, an' I c'ld build
us a turrible neat lawg haouse aouten them spreuce."

"I allers thought a lawg haouse was jes' as cute as c'ld
be an' allers wanted tu live in one," Huldah said with en-
thusiasm."
"Mebby you'll git the chance. An' if I c'ld hit the

Forge folks on a coalin' job, I might make well on 't. If
't was cleared up, I s'pose we might git a livin' off on 't.

It's consid'able uphill an' I don't s'pose the s'ile o' land is

fust chop, but I guess it 'ould raise white beans an' buck-
wheat, an' both on 'em is fillin'."

"Good land, Sam, don't fer lan's sake say 'buckwheat'
afore mother. She'd hev a conniption fit an' hev aour
ears all cracked off 'm aour heads afore the buckwheat
was in blow."

"I don't set no gre't store by it myself," Sam conceded,
"but it's better 'n a snow bank, an' high duck folnsis git-
tin' tu think buckwheat pancakes is some punkins. But
the' can't no Green Maountain boy go agin beans. They
was victuals an' chink tu the ol' settlers, an' ammernition
tew, fer I've heard Gran'ther Hill tell, haow 'at they shot
Yorkers with 'em. I guess I'll go up an' look the lot over
an' see ! An' I s'pose I might as well take my gun along,

I an' Drive 'ould feel bad if I left him."

"No, you mustn't hurt Drive's feelin's," said Huldah,
laughing as she roused the hound from the heavy sleep
that linked one hunting bout with another.

"I allers feel better in the woods an' c'n think better in
'em an' mebby c'n git my idees straigtened aout."
Hiildah had great faith in Sam's sovereign balm for all

his ills of body and mind, having seen it work many cures
of both; and offered no objection to a trial of it now. As
he stepped forward to take down his gun his father came
in with some husks in a basket to sort for braiding. With
suprise, but no reproach, he said:

"Why. Sammy, seem's 'ough you was takin' a late start
a-huntin' fer you."
"Wal, father, I'm goin' more tu see abaout the wood

lot. Seem's 'ough we c'ld get somethin' aout o' that,"
Sam explained and went out, Drive careering about him
in clumsy expression of joy at the unexpected outing.
Sam's heart felt a fresh pang as he passed the shop win-
dow and thought of the anxiety his credulity had brought
upon his two old friends.
As Huldah fondly watched her husband out of sight she

sighed to see how wearily he walked with downcast eyes
as one whose thoughts were far from sport or pastime.
Yet his dulled senses were alert enough to feel keenly how
his mood was mocked by the Indian summer day that
seemed to have caught all the year's serenity in its misty
web of gold and purple.
The breeze touched him softly as the breath of June, nor

scarcely stirred the drifted windrows of fallen leaves, nor
tossed a-lee the gray ashes of the golden rod's burned-out
flame, nor bore from the veiled mountain the low song of
its evergreens. The tranquil babble of the unswollen
brooks rose and fell with the light wafts, the bluebird's
carol floated down through the haze that was spun from
sky to earth, the meadow-larks sang their long-drawn
summer songs and the lazy caw of lingering crows came
from their latest woodland camp among the evergreens,
and a partridge's April drum-call throbbed through the
filmy copses. It was as if nature were solacing herself in
this autumnal truce for all turbulence of her forces, past
or henceforth possible.
With scarcely a thought of his course, Sam entered the

woods and heard as in a dream the old hound's rustling
footsteps as he ranged about him. Nor did he scarcely
notice more, the impatient whine that told of a puzzling
scent, half-exhaled since reynard fared homeward from
his early mousing, nor yet the first clear note that an-
nounced a more exhilarating savor with assured direction.
But when the melody became exultant and continuous
with competing echoes he awoke to a realization that the
fox was afoot, and he instinctively made for a favorite
runway.

It was at the crest of a ledge that wrinkled the moun-
tain side lengthwise, where the starved trees, beggarly
with patches of lichen and rags of moss stood far apart
among the rocks and gave eye and gun a range of several
rods. Sam stood listening till the hound's voice with its

attendant clamor of screaming jays had faded out of hear-
iug, leaving the woods about him as silent as if he was
their only tenant.
He sat down on a fallen trunk and his thoughts went

wearily back to a confused consideration of plans for the
future that came and went like a procession of fog
wreaths and wotild take no more definite form.
The bugle notes rose faintly again in the distance, and

rolled nearer and nearer, but if heard were not heeded,
till a sudden burst close at hand recalled with a start his
wandering thoughts and he got quickly to his feet. There
was a rustling of the dry leaves in the hollow at his left,

and he caught fleeting glimpses of the fox running at top
speed in evident alarm at a sight or sc|nt of the hunter.
With one motion the cocked gun was at Sam's shoulder,
sighted a foot ahead the flying target and the trigger
pulled, and in that moment, his mind all on the game
now, he was aware with a pang of vexation that a tree
trunk had intervened. He heaved a sigh of disappoint-
ment.
"By the gre't horn spoon! Jewed by a skeezucks and

fooled by a fox! I wonder what's a-comin' next?"
Rowland E. Robinson.

Are Mongolian Pheasants Desirable?

Lewiston, Me., March 19.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I notice from time to time in your columns letters from
different sections of the country in regard to the introduc-
tion and propagation of the ring-neck or Mongolian
pheasant. The introduction of foreign game birds is a
question of great interest to every sportsman and one that
should be carefully considered. We are well aware of the
disastrous results which followed the introduction of the
house sparrow, better known as the English sparrow.
These "rats of the air" were imported to check the rav-
ages of insects from the foliage of trees. Instead of this,

they themselves have proved more destructive than the
pests they were intended to destroy.
The Mongolian pheasant is a magnificent game bird,

handsome, hardy and prolific, and is termed the king of
the forest; and for this reason alone we should give much
careful thought and study before introducing them here.
Evidence is given where in California and Oregon these

birds destroy whole broods of young of the dusky or sooty
grouse. Can we afford to take the chances with any birds
that are antagonistic to our ruffed grouse, one of the best
and noblest game birds of the world? There is a great
question in my mind whether the increase of pheasants
would compensate us for the decrease of grouse.
There are many well-behaved species of game birds that

would be a welcome additition to our forests; but I think
we should carefully consider before taking a too hasty step
in the introduction of the Mongolian pheasant.

E. G. Gay.

Albino Blackbird.

Portland, Conn., March 19.—Your correspondent, F.
B. Magill, inquires about albino red-winged blackbirds. I
have in my collection a specimen that was shot here

i Sept. 10, 1877. It is white above, and a light straw or
cream color below, from throat to vent. The red on the
bend of the wings shows distinctly, Eyes pink.

'

'
" Jno. H, Sage,,
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EUROPEAN SONG BIRDS IN AMERICA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At different times and in various sections of this country

numerous species of European singing birds have been
liberated for the purpose of acclimatization. The most
extensive and probably the most- systematic attempt in

this direction was carried out under the auspices of the
Cincinnati Acclimatization Society about twenty years
ago. In my capacity as secretary of the organization
named, I made a trip to Europe for the purpose of gather-
ing there a large number of birds presumably adapted to

our climates. To carry out in j mission properly, I found
it necessary to have the birds 1 rapped for the purpose,
since females are rarely kept alive and in captivity. The
birds thus collected, over three thousand in number, and
made up of over forty different species, arrived in good
condition at Cincinnati in the latter part of December.
They were comfortably quartered in the upper story of

the 'old Burnett mansion, in Burnett Woods Park. A
small portion of them were acquired by Mr. Carl Danzer,
the well-known German editor, at St. Louis, Mo. , and in

due season were liberated by him near St. Louis. The
rest and mass of them were set free in Burnett Woods
Park the following spring. Some of the birds immedi-
ately started for parts unknown, others left the next days
and weeks, but quite a number were seen all summer
in Burnett Woods, Spring Grove Cemetery, and other
suburban points. When the autumn and the migratory
season came, all of those which had remained near Cin-
cinnati until then departed never to return again; only
the skylarks came back the next and every subsequent
spring and multiplied. Their acclimatization was accom-
plished.

Now what has become of the other birds? This has
ever since been a much discussed question, and no definite
explanation could thus far be advanced. Some were and
still are of the opinion that the birds had been shot by
pot-hunters or devoured by birds of prey, others cher-
ished the belief that the more tender species had fallen
victims to our changeable and rough climate during the
winter, and others held that the birds probably had
sought and found suitable quarters in various distant
parts of the country, where they have attracted no par-
ticular attention and are not recognized as foreigners.
All these theories are justly open to question, none of
them have been proved conclusively or convincingly.
Only one thing appears to be certain, the birds are lost,
apparently lost for good, the same as those liberated for a
similar purpose previously and subsequently.
A short time ago Heinrich Gatke's work, "Die Vogel-

warte Helgoland'' (The Ornithological Observatory of
Heligoland), made its appearance in Germany, which
offers us an entirely new explanation for the probable
fate of the lost birds. Gatke has lived fifty-three years
on the island in the North Sea and has devoted a lifetime
to the study of the migration of birds. He is a thorough
ornithologist, a lover of nature in general and birds ""in

particular, a scientist and sportsman. He has carefully
watched the movements and life of the birds as they in-
habit Heligoland and as they pass by millions every spring
and autumn over the rocky little island. Never before
has the nomadic life of the feathered wanderers been so
exhaustively and interestingly pictured and described as
in Gatke's work.
During the migrating seasons, in especially dark nights

or on stormy days, Heligoland is found literally covered
with millions of different species of wandering birds.
Millions and millions pass the island unnoticed and un-
seen because, as Gatke has established, most birds rise,
when they migrate, to very high regions of the air, from
10,000 to 15,000ft. above ground, probably for the reason
that thus they meet with less resistance of the air and
their flight is thereby facilitated. He also proves very
conclusively that the young birds never depend on their
parents to guide them on their first travel to distant parts
of the world. The young commence the journey from
one to two weeks in advance of the old birds and return
about as much later again in the spring. The old male
birds are the last to leave their summer abodes, the first
to return.

According to Gatke's observations, all the birds gener-
ally make their journey in the spring in a course south to
north, but they do not travel in a direction north to south
in the autumn. In the latter event the majority of birds
proceed first in a westerly direction. The birds, for in-
stance, inhabiting in the summer the northern part of
Germany, Russia as far as Asia, Norway and Sweden,
migrate westward, cross the Baltic or North Sea bound
for England and Ireland, from where they make a sharp
turn by way of Gibraltar to Africa. Very few of them
stay over winter on British soil.

Gatke has paid considerable attention to the speed of
flight of migrating birds. His figures in the premises are
partly based upon direct observation, partly upon calcula-
tions. He gives the speed of flight of crows, when trav-
eling across the North Sea, at 135 miles an hour. The
northern blue-breasted robin, a bird of the size' of our
common bluebird, makes the journey from central Africa
to Heligoland in one single night, requiring a speed of
travel at the rate of 225 miles per hour. But even this
remarkable speed is surpassed by a species of the plover
family, which inhabits Labrador in summer and takes up
its winter quarters in Brazil. This bird crosses the
Atlantic Ocean without stopping on its way on any of the
islands found on its route of travel.

Instinct evidently plays a very important role in the
migration of birds. Let us take the northern blue-breasted
robin as an example. The young bird rises at sunset for
its distant journey. It continues its travel all night and
approaches and touches the ground again in the morning.
In one night it has crossed Germany, the Alps, and at
daybreak it finds itself in southern Italy. Here it rests
during the day and when the sun sets again, the journey
is resumed. On the second morning it has reached its
destination, never known or seen before, the bird has
arrived in central Africa and takes its second breakfast
among a forest of palm trees.
Now, returning to the lost European birds as liberated

in this country, we will, as we justly may, suppose that
these birds were influenced with the same natural
instinct which governs their migration at home. In
searching for warm climates in winter they would take
the same westerly course as if they had begun the -jour-
ney in their native lands. They very likely have chosen
the route to Africa via England and Ireland. To reach
these countries they would have to cross the North Sea

Their instinct teaches them this. Arriving at the Pacific

coast they would likely and naturally take the ocean
before them to be the North Sea. They start to cross

this sea. They fly hundreds of miles and find no sign
of land. They become bewildered, but they continue
the journey as long as their power holds out. But this

power is not equal to the emergency. They cannot reach
the land on the other side. Completely exhausted and no
longer able to fly they drop one by one into the water of
the Pacific Ocean. They are drowned, lost. No one has
witnessed their last struggle. No one can chronicle their

fate from actual observation. Thousands of birds perish
annually in a similar way on their way to Africa, princi-

pally such as the European quail and other poor flyers.

May be that this new explanation for the fate of the
imported birds too narrows down to a vague theory, but
it certainly is based on a pretty fair possibility, and those
who can study Gatke's work, and digest his observations
and conclusions, will, I think, agree with me, that we
have some reason to suppose that the European birds are
buried in the waters of the Pacific Ocean.

Armin Tenner.

• SEA SERPENT, SO-CALLED.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of Feb. 3, under the heading, "Exit the
Sea Serpent," I see that A. N. Cheney denies the probabil-
ity of the existence of the sea serpent, and also quotes
from an article by Dr. Jordan, in a California newspaper,
the following: "Although there have been many reports
of sea serpents, there is not, at present, the slightest posi-

tive evidence that such a creature now inhabits the sea.

It is not within the realm of probability that any marine
reptile of large size, other than sea turtles, now exists.

The sea has been as fully explored as the land; the fishes

of the sea, from the surface to the depth of five miles, are
as well known as the animals of similar size on any of
the Continents, except Europe. The larger animals,
which swim near the. surface in the open ocean, are for
the most part well known, and have been known ever
since oceanic navigation began. Probably not half a
dozen marine animals reaching a length of 15ft. have
been discovered in our century; most of thosenow known
were known to the ancients."
In order that both sides of the question may have a fair

chance, and that the sea serpent may not be included in
the modern slaughter of animal life, I present the follow-
ing criticism on Dr. Jordan's article, and also some of the
evidence that leads me to believe that some sort of a sea
serpent exists.

Dr. Jordan is right when he says there have been many
reports of the sea serpent. Here are a few of them:

Capt. the Hon. George Hope states thatwhen in H. M. S.

Fly, in the Gulf of California, the sea being perfectly
cairn, he saw at the bottom a large marine animal with
the head and general form of an alligator, except that the
neck was much longer, and that instead of legs, the
creature had four large flappers, somewhat like those of a
turtle, the anterior pair being larger than the posterior;
the creature was distinctly visible, and all its movements
could be observed with ease; it appeared to be pursuing
its prey at the bottom of the sea. Its movements were
somewhat serpentine, and an appearance of annulations,
or ring-like divisions of the body, was distinctly per-
ceptible.

Capt. Hope was not acquainted with the fossil remains
of lchythyosauri and Pleiosauri, the forms of which were
very similar to the creature he saw. Again, we have the
following from Holder's "Marvels of Animal Life:"
Lynn, Mass., June 26, 1881.—Mr. C. F, Solder, Dear Sir: Yours of

the 24th inst. came duly to hand, and in reply to that part of it relat-
ing to the account given by myself of a strange fish, serpent, or some
other marine animal, called a sea serpent, 1 have to say that I saw him
on a pleasant, calm summer morning of August. 1819, from Long
Beacu Lynn, now Nahant. At this time he was about a quarter of a
mile away; but the water was so smooth, that I could plainly see his
head and the motions of his body; but not distinctly enough to give a
good description of him. Later in the day I saw him again off Ked
Bock; he then passed along about 100ft. from where I stood, with
head about 2ft. out of the water, and his speed was about the ordinary
of a common steamer. What I saw of his length was from 50 to 60ft.
It was very difficult to count the bunches, or humps (not fins; upon
his back, as by the undulatory motion they did not all appear at once.
This accounts in part for the varied descriptions given of him by
different parties. His appearance on the surface of the water was
occasional and but for a short time; the color of his skin was dark,
differing but little from the water, or the back of any common fish.
This is the best description I can give of him from my own observa-
tion, and I saw the monster just as truly, although not quite so clearly
as I ever saw anything. This matter has been treated by many as a
hoax, fish story, or a sea-side phenomenon, to bring trade to the
watering places; but notwithstanding all this, there is no doubt in my
mind that some kind of an uncommon rover in tke form of a snake,
or serpent, called an ichthyosaurus, plesiosaurus, or some other long-
named marine animal, has been seen by hundreds of men and boys in
our own, if not in other waters; and five persons besides myself, Amos
Lawrence. Samuel Cabot and James Prince of Boston, Benjamin P.
Newhall of Sangus, and John Marston of Swampscott, bore public
testimony of seeinghim at the time. Yours truly, Nathan D. Chase.

James Prince says he saw the sea serpent off Nahant
Beach, and that a great crowd of people was present and
saw the animal; he says that he counted thirteen,bunches
on its back, although his family thought there were
fifteen. He drove along the beach following the creature
and watching him with his glass.

Another example of what might be called expert testi-
mony is furnished by the crew of the bark Pauline, of
London. Their testimony was taken before the stipen-
diary magistrate of the Liverpool Court as follows:
"Borough of Liverpool, in the county of Palatine of Lan-

caster, to wit: We, the undersigned captain, officers and
crew of the bark Pauline, of London, of Liverpool, in the
county of Lancaster, in the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, do voluntarily and sincerely declare
that on July 8, 1875, in latitude 5° 13' S., longitude 35°
W., we observed three large sperm whales, and one of
them was gripped around the body with two turns of
what appeared to be a huge serpent. The head and tail

appeared to have a length beyond the coils of about 30ft.
and its girth about 8 or 9ft. The serpent whirled its

victim round and round for about fifteen minutes and
then suddenly dragged the whale to the bottom head
first. [Signed] George Drevar, master; Horatio Thomp-
son, John Henderson Landells, Owen Baker, William
Lewaren."
How any one can pronounce these reports false is more

than I can understand; if they are not positive evidence
they are very near to it, too near to be thrown out as
false. The time has come for such reports from men of
good character to be received with respect and serious
consideration. That it is "within the realm of prob-
ability that any marine reptile other than sea turtles now
exists" the following evidence will show:

Take the squid, for instance. The stories of a squid
large enough to capsize a boat, or pull a man out of one,
were formerly all set down as false. How is it now? In
the Peabody Museum of Yale College, can be seen a model
of a squid about 40ft. long, made by Prof. Verrill after

actual parts which he was able to procure. Individuals
have been taken over 60ft. long, and they are known to
have attacked the natives of the Indian Seas, when out in

their canoes.
The tile fish wa3 unknown to either fishermen, or

science up to 1879; its discovery was entirely accidental.
Captain Kirby, of the schooner Wm. V. Hutchings, while
trawling for cod, southward of Nantucket, took 5,0001bs.

of a species of fish which we had never seen before.

This fish was found by Prof. Verrill to inhabit a strip of
water having a temperature of 48° F., and lying on the
border of the Gulf Stream slope; sandwiched between the
Arctic current on the one hand, and the cold depths of
the sea on the other.
In the months of March and April, 1883, vessels crossing

this belt of water, reported seeing the sea covered for
miles with dead fish, which afterward proved to be the
tile fish. Captain Collins, of the schooner NavarinOj
plowed through 150 miles of water, dotted as far as the
eye could reach with these fish ; he made a careful com-
putation and found that their numbers must have ex-
ceeded the number of one million. The fish were prob-
ably killed by a change in the temperature of the water
they inhabited.
Here, then, are two recent discoveries; one of a large

creature and the other of a smaller, but very numerous
one, that escaped our attention until a short time ago.
Many more such could be cited. They seem to me to be
good evidence that a creature such as the sea serpent
could exist until the present date, without being also

captured.
Newman says that "Negative evidence alone is an un-

safe basis for argument against the existence of unknown
animals," as the following will show: During the deep
sea dredgings of H. M. S. Lightening, Porcupine and
Challenger, many new species of mollusca and others
which had been supposed to have been extinct ever since

the chalk, were brought to light, and by deep sea trawl-
ings of the last-mentioned ship there have been brought
up from great depths fishes of unknown species and which
could not exist near the surface owing to the rupture of

their air bladders when removed from the pressure of

deep waters.
Gosse mentions that the ship in Which he made the

voyage to Jamaica was surrounded in the north Atlantic
for seventeen continuous hours by a troop of whales of
large size, of an undescribed species, which on no other
occasion had fallen under scientific observation. Unique
specimens of other cetaceans are also recorded.

Bartlett directs our attention to the fact that even on
land there exists one of the largest mammals, probably
in a thousand, of which only one individual has been
brought to notice, viz., the hairy-eared, two-horned rhi-

noceros (R, lasiotis), now in the Zoological Gardens,
London. It was captured in 1869 at Chittagong, India,

where for years collectors and naturalists have worked
and published lists of animals met with, and yet no knowl-
edge of this great beast had ever before been obtained, nor
is there any portion of one in any museum. Newman ar-

rives at the conclusion that to assume that naturalists

have perfect cognisance of every existing marine ani-

mal of large siz°, would be quite unwarrantable. He
says: "It appears to me more than probable that many
marine animals Unknown to science, and some of them of

gigantic size, may have their ordinary habitat in the sea

and only occasionally come to the surface; and I think
that it is not impossible that amotig them may be marine
snakes of greater dimensions than we are aware of, and
even a creature having close affinities with the old. sea

reptiles whose fossil skeletons tell of their magnitude and
abundance in past ages." Newman's opinion is that the
closest affinities of the sea serpent would be found to be
the Enaliosaurans, or marine lizards, whose fossil remains
are abundant in the Oolite and the Lias; and on this point

Gosse agrees with him.
Agassiz said, eoncerning this point: "It would be in

precise conformity with analogy that such an animal of

the Enaliosaufan type should exist in American seas, as

I have found numerous instances in which the fossil

forms of the Old World were represented by living types

in the New."
Dr. J. E. Gray, late of the British Museum, a strict

zoologist, is cited by Gosse as having long ago expressed
his opinion that some undescribed form exists, which is

intermediate between the tortoises and the serpents, and
he (Gosse) sums up the English evidence of the sea serpent
as follows: "Carefully comparing the independent narra-
tives of the English witnesses of known character and
position, most of them being officers under the Crown, we
have a creature possessing the following characteristics:

(1) The general form of a Berpent; (2) great length, say
above 60ft,

; (3) head considered to resemble that of a ser-

pent; (4) neck from 13 to 16in. in diameter; (5) appendages
on the head, neck or back resembling a crest or mane
(considerable discrepancy in details); (6) color, dark brown
or green, streaked or spotted with white; (7) swims at the
surface of the water with a rapid or slow movement, the
head and neck projected and elevated above the surface;

(8) progression steady and uniform, the body straight, but
capable of being thrown in convolutions; {9) spouts in the
manner of a whale; (10) like a long 'nun buoy.'

"

Dr. Jordan states that the sea has been as fully explored
as the land. Well, it may have been; but that is not say-
ing very much for our actual knowledge of its vast hordes
of life, when we consider the limited means we have for
exploring the sea. If its inhabitants are not obliging
enough to come to the surface, and let us view them
there, then we have only the dredge left as a means of
forcing our acquaintance upon them, and how uncertain
that is. A prominent member of the U. S. Fish Commis-
sion, who has had long experience in dredging, told me
that he thought he would have as much chance to dredge
up a trilobite, or a sea serpent, as he would to obtain a
buffalo skull by dragging an anchor over the plains from
a balloon. Yet, he hoped to live to see the day when a
trilobite and a sea serpent would somehow be caught.

Finally, there is no biological, zoological, or geological
reason why a modern sea serpent should not have come
down to us from any of the old sea serpent stocks.
We have the king crab as such a descendant from the

pre-Cambrian tribolite stock, the Lepidosiren, Protop-
terus Ceratodus and Polypterus from the Devonian
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Lepido-ganoids, and a number of modern Placoids.
Agassiz concluded that it was possible for some modem
form of the Enaliosaurans to still exist in the American
aeas; why not have some descendant from the cretaceous
Moaasaufs, of which there were at least fifty, different
species, some reaching a length of 7Sft., or from the many
forms of Plesiosaurs of the Jurassic period?
Flainfield, N. J., Feb, 37. STEPHEN A. KllOM.

[If correspondents who are especially interested in this
subject will turn back to the issues of Forest and Stream
for Dec. 14, 1882, p. 381. and Dec. at, 1882, p. 406, they
will find there a good deal that bears on the "sea serpent"
question.]

A PET BAT.
I have often glanced over your Natural History

columns, and been both amused and instructed. As one
of your purposes seems to be to rid the readers of an
unnatural and inhuman antipathy to all forms of life

lower than man, allow me to aid by describing my experi-
ence in taming and making a pet of a common bat. This
little animal is too often stamped and beaten out of exist-
ence on grounds as ill-founded as those on which all

snakes are condemned.
I found my bat on a window sill one spring-like day in

mid-winter (1894), and brought him in to save him from
freezing to death. I gave him the free range of the two
rooms more particularly appropriated to me. For some
days the bat was quite shy and hung himself away during-
daylight behind a picture frame, coming out at nigbt to
circle around, perhaps in search of food. On these occa-
sions I would place a very fine piece of raw meat on my
finger, and waiting for him to light, would place it near
his jaws. He soon learned to snatch it off and devour it,

chewing it a long time. I then gave him a few drops of
water from my finger or a pencil, and he would fly around
for a while and then hide himself away. For a week or
$ight days at a time he would chatter and snap (and bite,
too) at any one touching him.* However, his bite would
scarcely penetrate the outer skin.
He soon got so tame that I and my twcyear-old boy

Could handle him with impunity, and my boy grew much
attached to him, and always asked for his "bug" to be
placed on his head or hand, and would carry him around
that way for some time, the bat clambering all over him.
The bat seemed to become quite attached to me. "While

I was sick in bed he would lie for hours in my half closed
hand or against my neck, and by the time I got well
could often be called to me. On such occasions he
seldom flew right on me, but would fly near, alight, and
come up my pantaloons, up my vest, and seek his ease
hanging on my collar or in my bosom. This habit even-
tually caused his death, for having to wear a flannel cloth
on my chest soaked in camphorated oil, the fumes one
day overpowered him, and clogging his lungs suffocated
him. Before this happened I found out that this little

mammal is capable of a great deal of affection and will
prove a familiar and interesting, if odd, pet. He would
forsake his haunts at any time to be on me, and when I

tired of him and gave him a toss into the air he would as
likely fly back to me as anywhere else, next preferring
tbe headboard, window or door-casing, or bookcase,
where he would hang upside down.
Further, I succeeded in proving to my wife and mother

that a bat's ambition in life is not to fix itself in a woman's
hair, and that if he did get in that it was not necessary to
sacrifice the hair to get the bat out. And that, instead of
being covered with insects, the little animal was very
cleanly* I never discovered, and I searched carefully and
microscopically, any vermin on him. After eating he
would fly to the window-casing and there, upside down,
would perform his ablutions, always keeping his fur as
soft and clean as could be desired.

T'his pet bat I kept alive and thriving on raw meat
chopped fine or scraped, milk and Water, and he soon
learned his feeding place and the feeding hour. Of course
the season being mid-winter, no trouble was experienced
in keeping him prisoner. My mother and wife got to
regard the little fellow favorably and would allow him to
crawl on their hands and arms, which I considered a
great victory over prejudice, antipathy and superstition,
for the bat is unfortunately rated among the unlucky
possessions.
After death, though reluctantly, I dissected the little

fellow and found a large brain half as large as the first

joint of my finger. His backbone with ribs was termin-
ated by a finely tapering set of bones forming the tail.

This mammal is not far below man in development, and
in zoology is rated above birds, reptiles and rodents. He
had lungs, heart and liver in proportion to his size and a
stomach much resembling the human stomach.

If this eulogy of my pet bat is doubted, I would say
that this is by no means the first time a bat has been
tamed and made a pet, as will be found by referring to
books on zoology (Cheiroptera), Chambers' Encyclopedia
and Brittanica; but I do hope I am the first to relate such
an experience in your columns. Lloyd J. Smith.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mountain Sheep Horns.
* Cora, Wyoming.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I would
like some of your correspondents who have hunted and
killed Rocky Mountain sheep give the size of the largest
horns of the bucks measured around the base, that is, the
circumference. I have killed a good many bucks, and
some of them were so old that they were almost toothless,
and I never got horns yet that were over 15^in. in size.
Some of the old ones would measure as much a foot from
the base as at the base, but the points are most always
badly worn off by long usage, especially when they come
in front of their face. I hear of 18, 20, and even 22in.,
and one report is that a party has offered $500 for a pair of
22£in. I think he can offer $5,000 and not be afraid of
having to pay it; I do not think that such a sheep lives in
the Rockies. I have my doubts about the 20in. and I
would like to see the 18in. Mountaineer.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona, fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price ¥5)—

a

¥9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.
For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during [that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for fcbp Young" (the prloe of whlob
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IN DIXIE LAND.-IV.
[Prom a Staff Correspondent.]

An Iliad of the Trousers.
As I WAS saying, it was early morning at Morrilton,

and the nigger hadn't called ua. and the train had whis-
tled, and we wanted to catch that train the worst way in
the world. "We had two guns and a shell box and a bag
or so apiece, besides the four dogs and other odds and
ends. The crossing between the hotel and depot was
paved with large, irregular stones. When one adds that
it was dark, and supplements it all by again reverting
to the incomparable creases in Dick's trousers, what more
remains to be said? The mind at once leaps to the con-
clusion that Dick had both hands full, that he was hurry-
ing, that in the dark he stumbled and fell and that his
trousers
Ah, why is it that the good die young, that flowers can-

not last, that one's good girl marries some one else and
raises a large family, that the beautiful is the perishable,
that the sun of life's hopes is the total of life's disappoint-
ments? Of Dick's trousers I approved fully, and they
must have been a source of secret satisfaction to that
modest young man himself, they sprung so nicely over
the hips, hung so faultlessly straight and easy, clung so
delicately but firmly in at the heel, dropped chastely at
the instep, and withal supported so severe, so ascetic a
crease, the same extending not too high, but just high
enough. Why, then, was it in the cynicism of fate that
Dick must fall, must strike one of the yawning cobble
stones, and rise again still running, with face flushed
with the dominant determination to catch' that train, but
with a wide and ragged cut across the knee of his trousers
at right angles to the divine crease and extending indefin-
itely far to the right and left until lost in the gloom of the
early morning twilight?

It is enough. The sun rose. The train whistled and
pulled in. We boarded it. We sat attempting to con-
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verse in figured carelessness. We gazed from the window
at the passing show of the landscape. In pity one offered

Dick a cigar. As best we could we assumed a gaiety
we little felt. Useless. We could not disguise the fact

that Dick's other trousers were locked fast in his trunk
at Little Rock depot; that the said trunk was checked
through to San Antonio; that we had just three minutes
time to make the connection with the south bound train

at Little Rock; that our plans necessitated our making
this connection; that therefore in a few short hours he,

Dick, would be speeding southward, not twenty yards
behind another pair of trousers, reaching for them, yearn-
ing for them, longing for them, knowing they were there,

there in the baggage car, so near, so impossible, so like a
flitting, evanescent dream, while strive as he might, he
could gain no nearer to the quest, but must sit for a day
and a night hopeless and uncomforted, until relief and
San Antonio should come. We could not evade this

heartless truth. Meantime, there was lack of woman's
musing, there was dearth of woman's tears, and not a
safety pin in the outfit. Dick crossed his knees convul-
sively and I thought I heard a sob.

Southward Nevertheless.

But we hasten. Let us only say that we were late .into

Little Rock, and instead of three minutes had only twenty
seconds in which to catch the Iron Mountain train south.
Here Chicago training was useful. In fifteen seconds we
had our guns and pack bags aboard, our dogs slammed
into the baggage car, the crate thrown in after them, the
waiting trunks from the Little Rock depot slung in after

that, our breakfast ordered at the buffet, and were stand-
ing on the platform waving adieu to our kind Little Rock
host, Mr. Irwin, who stood holding in one hand our
enormous bundle of birds, and in the other the chains of
his faithful friends, Nancy and Jack. Perhaps it is as

well the adieus were short, for we couldn't have thanked
Mr. Irwin enough for his kindness to us if we had tried

all day.
'And so we sped southward rapidly, putting in most of

the time eating soft boiled eggs, and pork and beans from
the buffet, for Dick's appetite was now as impetuous as
my own. The public may lose interest in this appetite,

but it goes, because I know that the main thing in a
winter trip for rest is an appetite that increases with
every roll of the wheels away from home, That means
that a trip is a success. Try it, and you will find it a
success in your own case of g'rudge against the world, the
cook and the sons of men.

I hope that on your sleeping car there will be a pretty
girl. There nearly always is, especially in this part of

the country, and there may be worse things to help pass
the time, if the girl be not too disturbingly pretty or
inane. There was one on our sleeper. But Dick—what
did Dick do? Alas! He convulsively crossed his knee

and looked out of the window; and again I thought I
heard at least a sigh.

I hope also that, when you take your trip, you will have
made proper commissariat arrangements for your dogs.
We still found the baggage man polite and kind to a de-
gree, but dogs can't eat newspapers or oranges, and there
was nothing else left on the train. The short stops al-
lowable at the meal stations left us only time to take the
dogs out on the platform for a little exercise, and not time
enough to get any table scraps for them to eat. The only
thing we could depend on was the staple lunch counter
sandwich, the price of which remains ten cents, no matter
how far south you go. When it comes to supplying a dog
with a body 6ft. long, every inch of which is filled with a
yearning, craving want for food, with railroad sandwiches
enough at ten cents each to keep the craving want in even
reasonable subjection, the situation is one deserving the
attention of our ablest financiers, especially if you are a
trifle hungry yourself, as I believe I have said we were.
Dick would go to the baggage car and take out the dogs
when we came to a meal station, and I would go to the
lunch counter and get a long paper sack full of the most
desperate sandwiches. Then we would anchor the dogs
to a post, and surrounded by a curious crowd of grinning
niggers, proceed to feed the dogs. This latter was a
simple thing. You held in your hand a large, luscious
sandwich, and fixed your eye upon Nip's generous mouth,
which was practically a red-lined sandwich cistern, that's
all it was. You dropped the sandwich delicately, with a
slight turn of the wrist. Nip did the rest.

Still in Great Game Country.

Meantime we must not lose sight of the fact that we
were still in a great game country. Arkansas is one of
the very best game States in the Union to-day. It is per-
haps only a question between Arkansas and Texas. The
West is out of it now. The West is done, and its game
is gone. The story is told in effect for that country. The
story will not be told so soon for the South, for there the
conditions are more favorable for game. Moreover, the
settlers of the South are not apathetic foreigners who care
nothing for a gun, but sportsmen themselves, who know
how to value sport. Hospitable to the point of puncti-
liousness, they will welcome gentlemanly shooters, but
that is the only kind they will welcome, and therefore I
believe it will be a long time before they are going to allow
their game to be killed off as it has been in the West. You
will not have to study far to reach in the South a very
pronounced sentimentwhich is the best possible protection
for game—a sentiment which is inherent and natural,
not artificial or compulsory.
At Texarkana, for instance, one can stop off and make

a central headquarters as at Ltttle Rock. He will be in
the heart of a country full of quail, turkey and deer. At
any one of a dozen points between these two cities, one
can find himself in practically the same sort of situation.

I have said something earlier about bass fishing in this

country. We hear nothing of it as we do of the Northern
famous waters, yet there are Arkansas streams by dozens,
which would drive the fly-fishers crazy. The bass are
there and they will take the fly, and one can depend on
his catch. Our host at Little Rock told us that he had
had the finest fly-fishing for bass he ever had in his life,

in the streams and bayous about that favored city. Of
course, the best of this sport comes earlier in the season,
and we did not try for the bass, though with bait the
members of the little club whose house stands only a few
miles from the city, were taking fine strings of bass late

in December. As the weather grows cooler the bass take
to the deeper water, but they hardly hibernate and will
bite on warm days practically the winter through. In the
summer time Arkansas is not a desirable country for the
Northern angler, they told me, for the danger of malaria
is very pronounced.

I found the Little Rock anglers using the most modern
appliances. For instance, the Johnson Fancy fly was one
of our host's favorites. Bait-fishing also was much done,
and our friend showed us a very killing minnow trap in-

vented by his father. It was simply a fiat basket made of
fine-meshed wire, the top of the wire being so drawn in at
the edges as to make a covered rim around the entire top.

The basket being baited is thrust down in the water like a
dip-net, by means of a pole. When brought up, the min-
nows dart down and out at alarm, as is their habit, but are
caught and held in by the covered rim. This I was assured
was a very deadly style of minnow trap, and was the
invention of an old and very successful angler, Mr. Irwin
pere, who lives at Kansas City, and is an ex-president of
the Missouri State Association.

Half and Half.

At Texarkana you are half in Texas, half in Arkansas,
and wholly in paradise, if the weather is as balmy as it

was when we were there. Here we left the Iron Moun-
tain road, our car now continuing south over the Texas &
Pacific Railroad, still in a game country, and still among
baggagemen different from the genus intraetabile of the
North. Therefore, the trying question of transporting our
dogs became a task of pleasing lightness. I think the
baggageman of the South has a soft spot in his heart for

a dog. Also, he knows a pointer from a setter.

At Longview the fast train continues its way still south,

but now over still another road, the International Great
Northern. And still you are in a shooting country.
Gradually the character of the country is changing now.
You approach the plains, the mesquiteand the cactus; but
always there remains with you the gray aspect of the
tangled coverts, the wide cotton fields and the rude cabins
of the negroes. The cabins grow more and more pic-

turesque, and apparently less and less habitable. Evi-
dently you are reaching a land where easy weather is the
usual thing. Presently the mesquite will grow grayer,

the moss will show more on the trees, the cabins will turn
from logs laid crosswise to logs standing upright or to

adobe. A still greater languor will be in the air of the
local life. The sun will be shining warmly, brightly, not
keenly but dreamily. There is no ice, no snow. You are
a million miles from winter and from care. Life is not a
stark spectre, but a swimming, radiant dream. You are
young, you are again happy, you are—

In short, you are asleep, and it is a good sleep.

San Antonio.

When you awake you are away, 'way down South in

Dixie, and things have drawn about them in the night, you
find the intangible serape of half-Spanishness. And pres-

ently you are in Sac Antonio, San Antonio the old, the mys-
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terious, the sun-bathed, San Antonio de Bexar, the sphinx
of the Southwest. Now that you are there, it is ten to

one you can't pronounce the name of the town. On the

plains we used to call it "Santone." The city itself, now
becoming modern and advanced, prefers a departure from
the border days, and calls it San Antonio in full. The
Americans speak of Bexar county, Bexar street, Bexar
anything—and there is a good deal of Bexar around—as

if it were pronounced "Bear." But the Mexican who
devoutly dreams away the warm sunshine of the day in

front of the ruined missions which speak so plainly of

another day, crosses himself and beseeches the good San
Antonio de "Bay-ar" to send him success with the senorita
whom he loves or the chicken he will fight in to-morrow's
cocking main over in the "old town." The man has not

yet been found who calls Bexar "Bex-er."
My friend Dick had never been in San Antonio before,

and it was a keen delight for him to walk out in the
bright morning air and see the oddly clad greasers, the
picturesque niggers and the hardly less picturesque white
hangers-on about the depot building. It was all very
different from anything of the North. We liked it so

well that we [determined we would not go directly on
through to the Gulf coast, but would spend a day or two
first in San Antonio the blessed, San Antonio the golden
—San Antonio, which after a while will be so well known
to Northern travelers that it would be thought foolish to

spend even so much time as this in writing about it.

In the first place, we got located at our hotel, and
turned the dogs out for a run, which certainly they must
have enjoyed after their long ride cooped up like market-
bound fowls. Then Dick heaved a sigh of relief as he
opened his trunk, mingled with a sigh of regret as he laid

aside the trousers fatally injured at Morrillton. After
that, we kicked aside our useless overshoes, hung up our
overcoats at the hotel and went out for a walk.

America's Thermopylae.

History cherishes the story of Thermopylae, and Leoni-
das will long remain a good card at country lyceums. But
if my memory serves me aright there was one Greek got
away at Thermopylae., and it's no cinch a good many of
the others wouldn't, if they hadn't been embarrassed by
the Persians. Yet here, in this old, un-American town,
about which we hear little in history, took place that un-.

sung Thermopylae in which there was not one survivor, a
battle in which every man of the victims fell a hero, and
took with him his pro rata of the enemy. That fight in
the stuffy, smoke-filled, shot-riddled old adobe, the old
Alamo mission, is not distant enough for us to reverence
it. The proof is too tangible. You can see too easily the
place where the Mexicans dropped into a heap and burned
the bodies of Crockett, Travis, Bowie and their fighting
men. They have built a church on that place. When the
church has fallen in ruins will be time enough, perhaps,
to begin to think about the Alamo and the men who de-
fended it, and who helped give Texas to the Union.

Had Sustained a Loss.

Dick and I visited the old plaza where once the chile

girls held their midnight fires, but here we met a disap-
pointment, and found the town had sustained a loss. The
chile girls had moved to another plaza, and Martha, the
chile queen of four years ago, was gone, deposed, lost—in
short, married. Another chile queen had arisen, Sadie
yclept, who scorned to sell chile out of doors at midnight,
and who actually had a chile restaurant up on the Alamo
plaza. Thither, then, that evening.
But about the chile pastime and the chile queen as about

many things in San Antonio and elsewhere, I must write
later, promising faithfulness. It grieves me to reflect

that we have not killed a single thing in this article—ex-
cept the Mexicans at the Alamo, who had been dead

—

but I promise that from now on this story shall become
bloodier and bloodier, and in parts shall fairly reek with
gore.

I can hardly help stopping to write about our chile
soiree at the casd de la Reina de chile Sadie. You see,
the new chile queen was called Sadie. Dick had never
seen a chile queen, and wouldn't have known one from
Adam. Indeed, I imagine that a great many people don't
know what that unique being, a chile queen, is; neither
do they know what a chile supper is. But it takes time
to tell all these things. For instance, as I was saying,
when Dick E. Hough.
009 Security Building, Chicago.

A TRIP FOR MEAT.
Columbia Falls, Mont., Jan. 17.—On Dec. 4 Jack, the

Young Person and I started from Coram on the morning
train for Belton to get a little meat for winter use, for, be
it known, that dried venison is a favorite of mine, with
milk gravy or any other way. We had shipped the boat
the day before, and on arrival at B. found the craft in
good shape. We had to drag it over snow about 50yds.
to the river, and after loading in bedding, provisions, etc.,
we started to float down the stream for Columbia Falls, a
distance of about 20 miles. Jack was provided with a
.50-95, the Y. P. with a .40-60, and I had my old .45-60.
About two and a half miles below Belton we stopped to

investigate a small island. J, strayed off to the right. I
went north from the river, and the Y. P. started for a
small rapid above where we landed, in order to get a few
trout if possible, but without any success. In about 20
minutes I heard the "mountain howitzer" roar four or
five times, and then Jack's signal. Got to him in about
15 minutes and learned he had wounded a doe, which had
taken to the river and swam out of sight around a bend.
I have forgotten to mention the most important part of
the outfit, Jack's dog Nigger, than which there is no
gamer dog on earth. Of the five mountain lions Jack
has killed this fall and winter Nig has treed four, and
tackles them at any time or place, without fear of the
consequences.
On getting around the bendwe saw the doe standing on

a gravel bar and chased her about forty rods; she then
took the water to swim ashore, andwhen she got ashore I
finished her with a shot that broke her back. On her run
she started two more deer that escaped.
Two miles below where we captured the first one we

saw another deer on a small point at the foot of a rapid.
The Y. P. was in the bow, Jack in the middle and I was
paddling and steering. We were still as mice and got
within 100yds. before she noticed us, and there she stood
and looked at us until we were within 60 or 70yds. I
fired two shots at her, Jack two and theboy three, and the

last shot he downed her. We put in to shore, and just be-

fore landing out jumped her fawn and started along the
side of the hill. I take the credit of stopping him. Having
cleaned these we loaded them in and started on.

On a point where the North Fork joins the Middle Fork
we saw two more deer, and as we intended to stop here
for the night in a trapper's cabin we drifted down as
slowly and quietly as possible. When within about 80yds.

they started and Jack turned the moutain howitzer on
them. In the intervals the boy was getting in his work
with the .40-60, and your uncle occasionally swelled the
chorus with the .45.. They ran 200yds. to the bank of the
North Fork, turned to run up the stream, when one of
them took to the water and swam across, ran a few yards
and laid down. Jack got out on the point with Nig and
ran to where this one had crossed; the other kept up the
North fork, uninjured, at least we saw no blood. We put
Nig across after the one that was lying down, but on his

approach up she jumped and started down the river.

Jack stopped her with ease about 100yds. away.
We carried the dunnage up to the cabin, unpacked, and

while the boy and I were getting wood, Jack ran the cul-

inary department. In about half an hour we gathered
round the fireplace to a meal of venison, light bread, but-
ter, coffee, pickles, cookies and milk.
Just after dark it began to rain, and kept it up until 12

M. next day. After dinner we started, and after passing
a bad rapid Jack got out to walk a short distance, and in-

side of 100yds. knocked over a towhead. We now con-
cluded that we had meat enough, and set sail for Coram,
reaching Jack's house about 4 P. M., and next morning
started for Columbia Falls.

We could have killed a dozen more deer if we had
wanted to, but we had enough, and quit. By the way, let

me mention that if any one imagines he can drive center
in 100yds., standing or sitting in a boat on the streams in
this part of the world, he must do finer work than I have
seen done by any one up to date.

Since writing you before, Jack has killed another moun-
tain lion, making five, and saw tracks of two more. He
has the greatest dog I ever saw. Don't seem to be afraid
of anything. H. H. G.

AN OLD-TIMER ON THE PARK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
By reports in the papers I see that the annual assault is

being made on the Yellowstone National Park in a bill

before Congress, granting right of way to a railroad
through it, this time from a new direction and from a
new motive. Heretofore it has been alleged that the
Cooke City mines could only be reached by a railroad via
the East Fork of the Yellowstone and Soda Butte Creek.
Now the proposition seems to be to run a railroad into and
across the Park for the accommodation of tourists, etc.

Now, it is a singular fact that the applicants for all such
franchises in this country are parties who could not build
a railroad ten miles long even if they could obtain per-
mission from Congress to do so, but would probably try to
sell out to some company able to build the road. It is

quite common in this country for parties to get right of
way over some route which will be likely to be of value in
the near future, and to make a preliminary survey and
make a little show of work and then wait for some com-
pany to buy them out; failing this the whole scheme drops
out of sight. The great trans-continental fines have been
greatly embarrassed in this way, and it would be well for
our law-makers to bear this in mind and refrain from
granting exclusive privileges unless the grantees are able
to do the work, or else prohibit the transfer to another
party.
Now every man in this country believes that the miners

of the new world (Cooke City) district should have a rail-

road as soon as possible, as many of them were there
long before the National Park was thought of as such;
and went there young and vigorous men, and are still

there representing their mines, even though they have
grown old and gray waiting, never losing faith in ultimate
success. But even these men are beginning to look to the
East instead of the West for an outlet. Now the route
via Clark's Fork to connect with the N. P. or any other
road is but little longer, and doubtless just as good, as
that by way of East Fork and Cinnabar, and has many
advantages which the other has not. It would not be
confined to connection with the Northern Pacific only
and would open new fields of coal and other minerals.
Besides, the Northern Pacific is not now in condition to
extend its lines or build new ones, while the Burlington
and Northwestern are both reaching out into this country
and are not financially embarrassed.
In the past, all attacks on the Park have been met and

defeated by its friends in the East, and we confidently
look to them for its future protection. They are too far
away to be interested in its spoliation, and men who have
lived for years in the midst of the sublimest scenery are
not so alive to its grandeur and beauty as are people from
the East, to whom it is entirely new. To the old-timer it

has become commonplace and he cares less for its preser-
vation, and considers it only for its commercial aspect.
Now the facts are, that the Park has not in itself been

made more attractive by the carriage roads, hotels, etc.

,

constructed there, but it has been made accessible to a
class of tourists who without them could never have gazed
on its wonders. But I will leave it to any one who visited
the region twenty years ago, before any roads were made
or houses built, when all was as nature formed it, to say
if it was not more attractive then than now. On the other
hand, we know that good hotels and good roads are a
necessity for Eastern and European visitors.

Friends of the Park who knew the true condition of
things, have always insisted that a railroad through the
Park would drive all buffalo, elk and other large game
away, and that in a few years all the animals of that class
that are left will be those protected by the Government.
But there is one thing in the management of the Park

that is wrong, and that is that the national pleasure
ground is becoming too much the private property of the
licensed transportation companies and hotel syndicates,
and many people of limited means are deprived of the
pleasure of visiting the Park by reason of the exorbitant
charges at the hotels and for transportation. The regula-
tions should be such that people could hire any one to
carry them through the Park so long as they obey the
laws concerning it and abstain from mischief. I believe
that most of the acts of vandalism committed in the Park
have been done by those whose wealth or official position
has caused their acts to pass unnoticed.
The regulations should be as liberal as possible, for

while all people are taxed for its maintenance but a small
percentage visit the Park, and it is very unpleasant for

many who do so to be constantly under military surveil-

lance, and military, and the military in charge should be
as strictly prohibited from destroying game as ate the
citizens visiting it. Pioneer.

THE CAPTURE OF HOWELL.
WE published last week a brief telegram, announcing

the capture of the notorious poacher Howell with the
skins and hides of ten of the National Park buffalo which
he had killed near Astringent Creek, in the Hayden Val-
ley. This news was exclusively for the Forest and
Stream, none of the other papers, either daily or weekly,
having learned of it, but two or three days after its publi-

cation in Forest and Stream, a general press despatch
appeared in all the papers, announcing that hunters were
committing depredations in the Park and explaining that

this was due to the laxness of Congress in failing to pro-
vided any law by which such depredations can be pun-
ished.
As stated in the Forest and Stream, the capture was

made by Burgess, the Park scout, and a full and detailed

accout of it will shortly appear. In the meantime we are
able to give some facts connected with the capture which
cannot fail to be of interest.

On Tuesday, March 13, in obedience to orders received

from Capt. George S. Anderson, Burgess left the Lake
Hotel for the Pelican Creek, traveling of course on snow^
Bhoes. That night he spent not far from Broad Creek and
a few miles northwest of Fern Lake. Early the next
morning, very soon after starting out, he struck an old

trail of snow-shoes, and following it up stumbled upon a
cache of six buffalo scalps and six skins, from three of

which the hair had been partially removed as if for the
manufacture of rawhide. He took this plunder in and
passed on to the south until he had come near the mouth
of the Astringent Creek, where he again struck a snow-
shoe trail, this time freshfy made. Following it up he
came to the lodge belonging to the traveler, which was
pitched about two miles northwest of the mouth of the
Astringent Creek. While waiting here Burgess heard
some shots, and soon located his man, whom he found on
the north bank of Pelican Creek, about one mile west of

the Astringent Creek.
The man was busy skinning a buffalo, and five of these

animals lay about him. Burgess rushed upon him, and
Howell was so occupied with his work that he did not see

his captor until he was close to him. He had no time to

think about making any resistance, but threw up his

hands at once. Burgess brought him in and reached the
guard house at Fort Sheridan at about 4:30 onWednesday,
March 14. Howell is now confined there, and will no
doubt remain nntil news has been received from Wash-
ington as to what is to be done with him.
A party from the post was at that time at the lake, and

at the date of our advices were about to begin to bring in

the plunder.
There have been at least eleven buffalo killed and no

one knows how many more. It is certain that Howell
has been in the Park several times during the winter, and
it is not very unlikely that he may have killed a large

number of these animals. It is evident that unless some-
thing is done at once to make poaching a crime, the Yel-
lowstone Park buffalo will very soon be wholly exter-

minated.

WHERE ARE WE AT?
Editor Forest and Stream:
"Coahoma's" recent animadversionson the snake killer as

approved by Forest and Stream, the sportsman's arbiter,

brings us to that point where we must stop and study the
compass of life and try to determine where we, as sports-

men, are at. This is evidenced by the interest manifested
by readers of Forest and Stream in the issue just at

hand.
It is no new subject, for in every thoughtful sports-

man's mind there rises now and then, like Banquo's
ghost, the question: What place does the sportsman
occupy in the great problem of life? It will not down,
and we are forced to contemplate it whether we would
or not.

Man with a show of reason assumes superiority over all

other creatures and by that assumption he further assumes
a terrible responsibility, the responsibility of the con-

queror in his treatment of the conquered; the responsi-

bility of him to whom is given the power to say to one:

thou mayest live: unto the other; thou shalt die. That
responsibility that assumes the arbitration of matters in-

volving life and death. Reflections pertaining to this

subject cannot come under your ban, "political or
religious." They are close to the sportsman's heart and
he is still entitled to know , his true^place if anybody can
teach him.
This undefined, semi-dormant desire manifests itself on

every page of Forest and Stream, as every observant
reader knows. We read between the lines if not in them
this desire for enlightenment. Naturally as sportsmen
grow older and become stiffened with rheumatism, the
witchery and glamour of the chase abates. When the fires

of life begin toburn low and the light inthe eye grows dim

,

it is then that we stop and take our bearings and begin to

ask serious questions. Seldom do we see the red-cheeked
boy with a rod or gun in his hands handicap himself with
any such embarrassing reflections. He steps from the
cradle inspired with high resolves to kill and destroy the
lower orders of life mercilessly, and to wage a war of ex-

termination against snakes, spiders and "injuns" in par-

ticular. When confronted with the proposition that even
the least of God's creatures have been created for a pur-

pose, and have some rights and certain priveleges, he falls

back on the Bible admonition, "and thou shalt bruise his

head," in the matter of snakes, and rests his cause
against other forms of life on assumptions, extremely
vague it is true, but all founded on the general declara-

tion that all things are created for his use, benefit and
pleasure. He tells us that the big fish are made to eat the

little ones, because they do eat them, and Dean Swift
only reverses the anatomical allegory when he declared:

"a flea

Has smaller fleas that on him prey;

And these have smaller still to bite 'em,

And so proceed ad infinitum,"

but all going to show that "the course of nature seems a

course of death."
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The proclamation giving the snake the "right to life,

liberty and the pursuit of field mice," may interfere some-
what with the vested rights of the field mouse to pursue

his usual avocations, but it is doubtless founded upon the

correct theory. Conceding as much, do we not find our-

selves in a rather anomalous position? We must inter-

fere and abrogate the penalty of death inflicted by the

strong upon the weak in the lower orders of life so far as

we can, or just keep hands off and let nature take her
course absolutely and without any limitations, with the

chances decidedly in favor of the snakes, hawks, sharks,

cougars, skunks and others of the enviable "four
hundred," the elect as it were.

If "Coahoma's" intentions were peaceable, why was
that Marlin carbine "conveniently hanging to his saddle"

at the time when he observed the eagle rending the fish

on the bank of Flower Lake. We are informed that the
Marlin was for duck, squirrel or rabbit and not intended
as a disturbing element where "Coahoma's" own appetite

was not concerned. This raises another question, viz.

:

If "Coahoma" or his family was not hungry he certainly
had no right to compass the lives of any of these
creatures, If hunger required the sacrifice of life then he
must disclaim any element of sport in connection with
the transaction and concede that he was pot-hunting
'hunting for the pot), for when one takes the life of a
reature to appease the cravings of a hungry stomach he
nno more entitled to call it sport than the farmer would
jave to speak of the sport of killing a fat hog or cow.
Jnderstand, "Coahoma," you are no more guilty than
myself or any other sportsman; it is the proposition we
nave in hand, not the individual. If sport is "that which
diverts and makes merry," then the sportsman's anxiety
about the welfare of his family must be modified even if

they are out of meat.
Many perplexing questions follow each other when we

pause to consider tnis question. For example: Are the
protective laws of our country enacted in the interest of

the game itself or only that we may be in at more deaths,
on the same principle that the farmer by the sweat of his
brow looks after the increase of his herds and flocks?

Does the taint of barbarism still stick to us thatwe should
find the greatest of our pleasures in the sorrows and
sufferings of other life? However, I will venture the
assertion that no thoughtful sportsman ever took the life

of fish, flesh or fowl without experiencing a sort of prick-
ing sensation at his heart; a remorse born of the con-
sciousness of guilt.

But, Mr. Editor, will you or kind-hearted "Coahoma"
please tell us where we, as sportsmen, are at?

S. H. Greene.
Portland, Oregon, March 14.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.']

A Game Pocket.

A gentleman who wishes to be known as "W. W. W."
very kindly writes as follows from Mandan, N. D., and I

know his letter will be read with interest by many who
do not often meet with such generosity of purpose:

' 'Being a sportsman and good reader of Forest and
Stream, and therefore unselfish, I would like to share
my game pocket with yourself or any of your friends who
may stray out this way the coming fall. The shooting
here is excellent and game of all kinds more plentiful
than it was six years ago, with perhaps the exception of
antelope. We have white-tail deer, cranes, swan, geese,
ducks, sharptail grouse and jack rabbits in plenty. I

have never seen grouse as plentiful before as they "have
been the past two years, and we should have lots of them
this coming fall as the winter so far has been very mild
and food easy to secure.

"The deer are increasing every year, and will continue
to do so as long as the Indians are kept on the reservations
during the 'breaking up' of the Missouri in the spring.
Then is when they do the most damage to the game, as
the water drives the deer out of the thick brush to the
hills and small brush patches near the river, where they
can be killed easily.

"Last spring I saw an Indian with the skins of over a
dozen fawn antelope which were not over three to four
days old when killed. All the deer the Indians (Sioux)
kill during the open season wouldn't keep them from
starvation, as they are most indifferent shots. Most of the
deer ground we have here is on the Missouri bottoms, and
there they can 'laugh and grow fat,' as it is almost an im-
possibility for a man to secure one by still-hunting. About
the only way to get a shot is at a water hole, morning or
evening, or to find a runway near a clearing and camp.
It requires a vast amount of patience, as I have found out
from experience,
"By the way, as I understand it, 'still-hunting' means

following a runway or taking a trail and following that,

am I right or wrong? One evening last October I found
a haystack just west of a cabbage patch on the river bot-
toms near town, and as the stack was between two well
defined runways which led to and from this patch, I con-
cluded to 'go into camp.' I crawled up on the stack, and
fixing myself comfortably, waited for perhaps an hour.
Finally, just as it was getting dusk, I caught a glimpse of

something coming out of the brush. At first I didn't
know whether it was a fox or a deer, but as it approached
I saw it was an old doe, head and tail up and stepping as
if on eggs. She came within about 30ft. of me, and right
in line of the rifle. I did not dare raise the gun, as she
was looking right at me, and it was so near dark I couldn't
see the sights. She stopped opposite me and I lowered the
rifle a trifle and pulled the trigger. She dropped to shot
and I found I had struck her in shoulder, and ranging
back the bullet had broken her back. This was within
two and one-half miles of town.
"About two or three days after this I went down to

the same stack one morning at 4 o'clock and at daylight
saw an immense wildcat making a breakfast off the
paunch of this deer. I shot him and he jumped around
for about a minute, I should judge, with a .40-65 bullet
hole clear through him lengthwise.
"The climate here is "way up' and in the fall we have

the finest weather I ever saw anywhere. It is great
sport to start out after grouse here in October, as then
they are good, strong, swift flyers and do not have to be
kicked up.
"My dog is not a very good one, that is, no prize win-

ner. She is just a common meat dog, of the English
setter type, pedigree unknown. I never owned a better
dog, however, for trailing wounded deer.

\ | "I had quite a heart-rending experience last fall while
on a little hunting trip with a party of friends just below
Fort Abraham Liucoln. We all left town about an hour
before daylight, and as we had only six miles to go, we
got there in plenty time. After taking care of the teams
we separated, and each taking one of the many wood
roads running through this bottom, we started out with
the firm resolve of laying out some old buck the first

shot. I went over toward the Missouri River, where the
timber is more open, and about 7 o'clock, as I came to a
little clearing, I saw two very animated-looking white
things bobbing up over the rose bushes. Soon I saw more
than the tails, and found out they were an immense buck
and doe. The buck kept well in the brush, and the doe,

not being so wary, was hopping along out in the open.
They turned and came down toward me. I waited until

after the doe passed, as I wanted a shot at the buck; but
he wouldn't show himself plainly enough. Finally I cut
loose at the doe and down she went, only to get up again.
I shot her again as she jumped, and this time she stayed
down. At the second shot the buck ran out into a thin
patch of willows, and I got a shot at him as he was going
away from me. I don't think I hit him the first time, but
at the second shot he fell all in a heap and lay there kick-

ing, within 7oyds of me. I walked down to where the doe
was and bled her. Starting for the buck I was surprised

to see him get up and skip, and as I was in a thick tangle
of grapevines and brush I couldn't use the rifle at all.

Calling to one of the other boys who was not far away,
we dressed the doe; hung her up, and then started after

the cripple. He bled but a few drops and we never
found him, but found out later in the day that he ran by
one of the other boys, giving him three good open shots

at less than 50yds. , but he failed to score a hit. In the
course of a couple of hours I went back to where I had
hung up the doe, and she 'was not.' Some miserable
whelp from Bismark appropriated it, as there were two
of them on our side of the river that day. I saw them
while looking for the crippled deer just as they were leav-

ing our side of the river in a boat, but at that time I did

not know the deer had been stolen. Had I known it I

rather think they would have come back. I had no more
shots that day, but two of the other boys were more for-

tunate, each getting a fine yearling buck. That day we
saw ten deer in this patch of brush, and it is only about a
mile long by a half a mile in width. Not very large but
plenty thick.

"Should either yourself or any of your friends happen
out this way I would be glad to put them on to the best

shooting. Hoping that the Forest and Stream 'rabbit

scheme" is working smoothly and that old Forest and
Stream will never grow less, I will close. Do not forget

me when you come this way. "W. W. W."

STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Plank.—The sale of game should be forbidden at all

times.—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I most heartily indorse your platform, and in line with

this, hope the new organization, the National Game Bird
and Fish Association, will nail your colors to their mast-
head and work for the same end.
Let the many local societies adopt these sentiments,

and it will not be long before such laws will be made
and enforced as shall stop the destruction of the many
thousands of game birds killed for profit.

Last fall in Minnesota and North Dakota I heard and
saw enough to open wide the eyes and set to thinking
the most credulous sportsman. In Minnesota tons of

chickens and grouse were killed and shipped by market-
shooters and self-styled sportsmen, and sold (lawfully)

within the State, while there were as many more shipped
out of the State (unlawfully) and sold. In North Dakota
every man with a gun and brains enough to use it suc-

cessfully would kill every marketable bird he could, and
ship to St. Paul or Chicago, according to the state of the
market, it being just as easy to send to the latter place
as the former, although against the law of the State.

I also found some of these self-styled sportsmen from a
city in an adjoining State, with dogs, tents and cook, who
had been out from the day the chicken season opened,
killing, killing, killing, and shipping out of the State to a
certain cold storage house, where the game would be kept
until it was a scarcity in the market, and then "give it to

their friends. " What a feast those friends must have had,
for they had sent up to the time of my meeting them,
about 1,000 chickens and grouse, and when I left, those
ardent, expert sportsmen were still slaughtering.

I know of others in the East, who go to the Western
prairies for sport, who shoot day after day every game
bird they can, but they say none are wasted or lost. Why?
Because they stifle their consciences by sending all they
cannot eat to the market to be sold and use this ill-gotten

money toward paying their expenses.
I was informed by a native of Dakota that he had no

trouble in sending his game to St. Paul or Chicago. A
pair of chickens now and then, handed to the express
messenger, changed every box or barrel to "dressed
poultry." Must these things go on forever? Shall railroad

companies and individuals continue openly to violate the
laws, because of the "almighty dollar?" Take from these

individuals and. corporations this, the only incentive, by
forbidding the sale of game at all seasons, and the ques-

tion will be promptly and most satisfactorily answered.

Philadelphia, March 19. H. O. WILBUR.

From the Annual Report of the Minnesota
Game and Fish Commissioners.

We have the honor to lay before you the report of the

Board of Game and Fish Commissioners of Minnesota, for

the year ending Dec. 1, 1893. Since our last report was
made a new game code formulated by this board was pre-

sented to the Legislature, and with a few minor altera-

tions it was enacted into law, and it is now accepted as

the most practical and efficient game law that this State

or the Northwest has ever enjoyed.
Under the provisions of this law the board appointed

one of its members to act for it and to be known as its

"Executive Agent, and who should have, all the powers
possessed by the board when it, the board, was not in ses-

sion." This was for the purpose of concentrating respon-

sibility and authority, and for the more efficient adminis-
tration of the law in its practical workings. The wisdom
of such provision has been evident from the start; the
department has had a head, and the work of its employes
has been subject to constant supervision and direction.

The duties devolvent upon the executive agent, as rep-
resentative of the board, have been voluminous and have
required almost his entire attention. To one not familiar
with work of this kind it would seem as though there
could not be such a vast amount of work. But when one
is conversant with the detail required to intelligently ad-
minister the duties of the office, it at once becomes evi*-

dent that this has assumed a department of itself, and is

one of no little responsibility.

This board has not looked at the subject of the protec-
tion of the game and fish of the State from simply a
sportsman's point of view; but we have considered it

rather from an economic standpoint. In the bountiful
supply that has been provided this State of the food pro-
duct, as seen in the quantity of game, birds and animals,
and the great variety and number of fish that inhabit our
waters, is to be found a matter which is worthy more
than ordinary attention.
The people of the State, as a whole, seem to appreciate

but sparingly the bountiful provision that nature has
made of this food supply, and the importance of it is only
realized by them when the supply has become exhausted.
Our citizens who live in the section of the State known

as the "Park Region," are not aware of this bounty that
nature has provided, or if they are aware of it they seem
to care so little about its preservation that they give no
thought to any caring for it, or realizing its value to them,
or that it is sure to be soon exhausted, if they do not take
measures to protect it. They seem to be impressed with
the idea that it is something that will never fail, and act-

ing upon that impression they unwisely and indiscrimi-
nately slaughter it at all times and seasons; not taking
thought for one moment that there must surely follow
the inevitable result of exhaustion and extermination.
This was and still is to some extent the condition of affairs

in several sections of the State.
It has been the aim of the board in the past to endeavor

to educate the people to an understanding of what the
' 'laws for the preservation and protection of game and
fish" mean. Having this idea in view since this commis-
sion was organized, and working out on the lines of edu-
cating the people, as before stated, we are pleased to an-
nounce that we can see that our efforts have been success-
ful in a great measure, and that to-day the sentiment of a
vast majority of the citizens of the State is in favor of
propagation, preservation and protection of the birds, ani-
mals and fish of this State. They begin to realize what it

means in the way of a cheaper food product for them, and
their assistance in aiding our officials in the enforcement
of the law, has been, and is, of great value. The old idea
of protection, that it meant the preservation of the game
and fish of the State as a benefit for sportsmen alone, has,

in a large degree, passed a,way, and has given place to the
newer idea that it is for the preservation of the food sup-
ply and the provision of that supply for its citizens. The
farming element of this State are aware of what this food
product means to them, and our most valuable assistance

comes from the farmers and those living on the frontier,

or in sections where the game more largely abounds.
In carrying out this new game code the State was dis-

tricted and a warden for each district was appointed,
the idea being that the warden so appointed, and re-

siding near the commissioner, might be more im-
mediately under the supervision of the board, and
he, the warden, might have the opportunity of con-
sulting with the commissioner in the pursuit of his

duties. We are very much pleased to refer to the work of

our wardens and their efforts, as having been very effect-

ive in greatly reducing the lawlessness respecting the
killing of game and fish in large quantities, as has been
the custom heretofore. Many of these officials have en-
countered extreme danger, and but for their firmness and
the idea that the State was behind them in all its authority,

they would have been unable to perform their duties and
secure the results that they have. These wardens were
required to report to the executive agent each month in

full, the work that they had performed during the month
last past, and to keep in constant communication with him
in reference to cases in hand. We also made use of a de-

tective force which we have scattered through the State,

and we have received the assistance of numerous citizens

who have made reports to this office. For obvious reasons

we have preferred not to embody in this report the report

of the wardens and the detective force and others above
referred to, for by these reports we have secured informa-
tion which we can the more readily make use of advan-
tageously by refraining from their publication.

In the beginning of our work, under this new law, we
realized the necessity of having at our command a legal

adviser, who should be fully conversant with all the legal

requirements, and well versed in the law pertaining to

this especial subject. We, therefore, had a consultation

with the Attorney General, which resulted in our finding

that his office was so burdened with duties of the State,

that it would be practically impossible for him to give us
the required assistance in the prosecution of our work that

we deemed necessary. He, therefore, upon consultation

with Your Excellency, informed us, that with your con-

sent, we might secure the services of William Ely
Bramhall, an attorney of St. Paul, who had given the

"Game Laws" an exhaustive study, andwho was probably
better versed and posted in all matters pertaining to this

subject, from a legal standpoint, than any one else of his

profession in this western country. We have drawn very
heavily upon his time and knowledge in all our work, and
by his counsel and aid we have been enabled to secure a
great deal of valuable information that we trust will

ultimately result very beneficially to this State. As his

work was largely of necessity in the cities of St. Paul and
Minneapolis, we secured his appointment by the County
Attorney of Eamsey county, as especial counsel to prose-

cute in Ramsey county courts, all cases of infraction of

the game and fish laws, that might come before these

courts. We are now in a position to Oarry on our work at

less expense in this department than we have ever been
before.

The matter of game laws and the knowledge of them,
looked at from a legal standpoint, is a subject in itself,

and that it is a subject of no small import is well known,
when one comes to study it.

We now have in vogue a system which we believe will

be invaluable to us in the future, in the apprehension of

those who are engaged in the wholesale slaughter of game
and fish and the transportationof the same out of the State.

The use of nets in our inland waters and streams in the

past, has been the means of largely undoing and destroy-

ing the work of the fish commission in the stocking of the
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waters of the State. The new code, absolutely forbidding
the use of a net for any purpose, and the enforcement of
that portion of it, has already proved the wisdom of such
legislation. The increased quantity and number of young
fry of all kinds that are to be found in our Jakes and
streams is abundant proof of our assertion, and if we can
keep the nets out and prevent the wholesale and indis-

criminate taking of fish by them, we can, in a short time,
restock these now depleted waters. In the counties of

Otter Tail, Douglas, Becker, Grant and Crow Wing, where
are to be found the greatest number of lakes, there reside

a large number of people who seem to think that the fish

supply will never be exhausted, and who, at all times and
seasons, have insisted on taking them, and that too, in
unlimited quantities and amounts. The wardens have
put in a great deal of work in that section of the State,

which heretofore has not received much attention, and
have endeavored to break up this practically wholesale
netting, and we are pleased to report that they have suc-

ceeded fairly well.

In our efforts to prevent the destruction of game and
fish, we have carefully considered the different ideas and
methods suggested by the members of the board, and
those of others of experience, in handling this subject.

We have arrived at the conclusion that if we could
control the markets or control those who handle the game
and fish in quantities, and restrict the sale and quantity
of these articles, that we could the better protect the
same. 0ur efforts have, therefore, been directed to shutting
off and controlling the marketing facilities in the large
centers of the State. But the law being new, and we not
having had it adjudicated by the higher courts of the
State, we have deemed it wise to "make haste slowly"
and have now several cases which are in process of ad-
judication. We have also accumulated evidence in a
great number of other cases, so that when judgment
shall have been rendered in those cases that are now in
court, and in case the judgment should be favorable to

the State, we will be in a position to take the action
necessary to put a stop to the illegal business of game
traffic, as now carried on in such voluminous measure.
In the cold storage business as carried on in this State,

we recognize one of the greatest obstacles to the enforce-
ment of the law for the protection of game and fish of the
State. This business depending in a large measure for
its success upon the handling of game and fish for a profit,

it is a question of great importance to determine if it can
openly and flagrantly continue to act as a "fence" for the
use of the market-huuters and dealers in game and fish,

and the shipment of the same out of the State. For with-
out the facilities afforded by the system of cold storage,
there would not and could not be such a great amount of
this material handled. The quantity of these articles

handled yearly by these cold storage companies is some-
thing enormous, and by the reason of then- method of
conducting their business, which they realize is contrary
to law, it is impossible for us to ascertain accurately the
quantity handled. We are able only to approximate. It

is safe, however, to estimate that at least 4,000 carcasses
of venison will be handled and shipped out of this State
for the year 1893, and the number of birds we estimate at
40,000 dozens, or 480,000 birds, that have been handled in
this market since the open season began in July. This
includes duck, plover, grouse, partridge, woodcock and
pheasant, the larger paii; of which have been taken in
this State and killed. In addition to this, thousands of
ducks and geese, which have been killed in North Da-
kota, have been marketed and transported through the
game centers of St. Paul, Minneapolis and Duluth to East-
ern markets. A large quantity of this product is secured
ostensibly on the Indian reservations; and by those who
are professional market-hunters, who are employed by
dealers in that commodity, both in this and adjacent
States. It is the custom of these dealers to employ In-
dians and irresponsible white men and half-breeds, who
reside on the Indian Reservation, to do the killing and
to bring the material to some convenient point for ship-
ment to the dealers who reside in Chicago, or some other
large city outside of the State. The game is killed in
quantities and is frequently in quantities sufficient to
make carload lots, and is billed by the agent and shipped
out of the State by aid of the common carriers under the
name of anything else than its proper name.
The question of such killing on the reservation and how

to handle and prevent it is one that is at present receiv-
ing the attention of this

t

board and of the game and fish
commissioners of several of the other States in which In-
dian reservations exist. This matter was brought up at
a recent conference of the game and fish commissioners
of the several States which was held in Chicago under the
auspices of the United States Government in October,
during the World's Fair, and the matter was deemed of
sufficient importance to bring it to the attention of the
Interior Department of the United States Government,
who alone have jurisdiction on these reservations, and
we trust that we may secure such action through that
department as will in the future shut out and shut off
the above named class of irresponsible game butchers.
The common carriers doing business in the State, who

transport all this game from places where it is killed,

have not seen fit to endeavor to co-operate with this
board, nor to comply with the plain provisions of the law
applicable to them

,
although it was plainly, thoroughly

and fully set forth and made known to them through
circulars issued by this board, and through the game laws
which were put into the hands of each one of the man-
agers of the several companies from the time of the en-
actment of the law. They have seen fit to figure that the
small amount of money that they might receive from the
transportation of the game in and out of the State, con-
trary to law, was of more importance to them than such
an amount as they might receive from those who would
come into the State-to indulge in the sport of killing and
the consequent amount of money that they would neces-
sarily expend while here.
Inasmuch as these game carriers refuse to recog-

nize the law, we were under the necessity of having
one of them indicted, and since indictments have
been secured, they one and all have manifested a
disposition to aid us very materially and energetically
in the enforcement of the provisions of the law. We
are able now to state that we have the hearty co-op-
eration of the officials of the express and many of the
railroad companies in our work. This has been evident
in the cases of one or two of the express companies who
have requested our executive agent to draw up such a
circular letter, addressed to the agents of their com-

panies, as he wished, relative to the shipment and hand-
ling of game and fish, and they have given this circular
their official sanction and signature, and distributed it

among their employes.
The difficulty is not so much with the official manage-

ment of the common carriers as with the subordinate
employes, andnow that we have an understanding with the
officials, and have their aid and the promise that their in-

structions will be lived up to to tne letter, or that the
offending employe will be summarily discharged, we
have reason to believe that we shall meet with greater

I success than we have heretofore even hoped for.

I

It is but justice to say that when'the matter has been
thoroughly presented to and understood by the above-
named officials, and the position that they have unwisely
assumed toward the law has been made plain to them,
that they give us their hearty co-operation, particularly

so after we have given them to understand that it is our
intention to enforce the laws relative to the protection of

game and fish of the State through the common carriers.

A few examples of decapitation among the employes
will have a very salutary effect upon the balance of the
forces of the railroad and express companies.
The sentiment in relation to the retention of the game

and fish of this State, within this State, for the use of its

citizens has grown and increased very rapidly, as it has
become known in what vast quantities it is being shipped
out for consumption in the Eastern States; for, as a
matter of fact, Minnesota, Wisconsin and North Dakota
furnish for the Eastern markets at least fifty per cent, of
all the large game consumed, and Minnesota alone con-
tributes a large percentage of the cheaper and coarser
food fish that are handled in St. Louis and Kansas City,

and points adjacent to these cities.

One great source of trouble and annoyance that we
have experienced in the enforcement of this law, arises

from the refusal of the justices of the peace throughout
the State, to enforce the plain provisions of it. Many of

those who commit the offenses hold such community re-

lations, that the justices are loth to perform their plain
duties, and in many instances they presume to declare
the law unconstitutional, and do not even hold a prisoner
and give the State an opportunity to |prove otherwise.
The county attorneys have also in several instances looked
with disfavor on the enforcement of this law, because,
perchance, it may interfere with their political fortunes,

and they, therefore, have but feebly assisted our officers

in their prosecutions.

Binghamton, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: You
have surely sounded the keynote of the situation when
you say prohibit the sale of game. Some of my observa-
tion is in a way that I have not seen mentioned. Having
been in the restaurant business I can safely say that three-
quarters or more of those who eat the game would gladly
see the sale prohibited. I mention this to show how little

real demand there is for game, and were it not for the
profits to commission merchants and to those who serve
the game, there would be no selling. It is the few against
the masses. H. W. B.

Asleep on Post.

Ten summers ago I camped for six weeks on' a little

lake which is situated in Herkimer county, New York,
and which at that time was a veritable sportsman's
paradise. Little did I then think how near the day was
when the "summer girl" would drive us old hunters to
seek new lakes and forests. But alas, with the opening
up of that country by the railroad, it came only too soon.

I arrived in camp that summer late in the afternoon,
and was not long in getting my duffle arranged and tak-
ing my place in the bow of the boat under a jack. But
luck was not with me, and for five nights I floated with-
out seeing or hearing a deer. I was then invited by a
neighboring party, to join them on Moose Eiver for a
day's hounding. I accepted, and was stationed on an
island just below where a runway crossed the river. I

shall never forget that day. It was so still and peaceful
that a hound's voice could have been heard for miles.
Not a cloud was in the sky, and the warm air heavily
laden with the scent of balsams and spruces, caused a
drowsiness to come over me. I lay down on my back,
well hidden in the long grass, and pondered over my
recent hard luck in floating. Suddenly my heart gave a
bound, for there was a splashing in the' water at the
lower end of the island. That's a deer at last, I thought;
but on looking I saw nothing but a flock of sheldrakes.
Again I lay down, and although I fought it off, the sleep
lost in floating soon asserted itself, and I dozed. In the
course of an hour I was waked up by more splashing, and
this time it was apparently very close. So, without
thinking, I jumped up, and there, not 15ft. away, stood
the most startled buck I have ever seen. I looked at him,
he looked at me; twenty seconds passed. My heart was
thumping against my ribs fifty pounds to a thump. My
rifle was at my feet, and that confounded deer trying to
look holes through me. But at last I stooped for my rifle,

and the spell was broken. With a whirl and a spring my
venison was vanishing down stream. Then the bullets
began to fly, but I verily believe that deer went faster
than they did; at any rate six empty shells lay at my feet
when that buck disappeared around a bend of the stream.
Perhaps the wasting of all that good lead was caused by
buck fever. I will not deny it, although I had hunted
and shot a good many de er before this buck took such a
mean advantage of me. I was looking for a deer ahead
of the hounds; not for one to sneak up behind me in that
fashion. But I learned a lesson, and since that time I

have never slept when watching for deer. Pekcival.

A Townsend Wildfowl Sketch.

The series of sketches, which we printed some time ago,
entitled "Among the Wildfowl," from drawings by Mr.
Wilmot Townsend, attracted much attention and admira-
tion from practical duck hunters. Mr. Townsend's ducks
are real ducks, the creatures actually seen in the air and
on the water. Mr. Townsend has just completed a new
drawing, entitled "Outside the Danger Line." It depicts
a flock of broadbills alighting; and the study of action
will readily be recognized by observing gunners as true to
the life. The scene represented is on a calm day, when
with nothing to alarm them, the ducks have concluded to
rest a while far from shore. The sketch depicts the action
displayed by the different individuals comprising the flock
as they pitch to the water. It is distinctly a Btudy of
broadbills, for other ducks have different methods of

accomplishing the same feat'. The drawing has been
reproduced by the artotype process, the plate being 16X
21in. When Mi*. Townsend brought one in to us the other
day we suggested that some of our readers might like the
engraving. The edition is limited to 100. The price is

$3. We can supply it.

No Punishment for Park Poachers.

Along with the dispatch which we printed yesterday
announcing the destruction of big game in the Yellow-
stone Park, comes a dispatch to Forest and Stream an-
nouncing the capture by a Government scouting party of

a notorious poacher named Howell with eleven fresh buf-
falo skins in his possession. This arrest would be a mat-
ter for great congratulation if the poacher was likely to

be properly punished, but, as Forest and Stream points
out, there is practically no remedy against the perpe-
trators of such outrages, although the Government spends
considerable money keeping troops in the Park for its

alleged preservation. The stealer of a Government mule
would suffer much more severely and certainly at the
hands of the law than the destroyer of a part of the few
remaining buffalo on this continent. The Senate com-
mittee on territories will give a hearing next Wednesday
on a bill which will supply some of the legal safeguards
which the preservation of the Yellowstone Park requires.

It is to be hoped that in Borne way enough members of
Congress can be interested in this matter to secure favor-
able action.

—

New York Evening Post.

A Button that will Do the Rest.
Chicago, March 22.—Editor Forest and' Stream: Some time ago I

saw in a sportsmen's journal a notice, where the writer suggested that
a badge for sportsmen and lovers of rod and gun be gotten up, by
which, they might recognize each other, and the idea has taken me by
storm. When we see what a hard task it is to effect any national as-

sociations, owing to the utter impossibility to unite all interests of the
many States of our wide land, and when we see how important it

would be to see the grand army of sportsmen united and visible also
to the eye of the uninitiated, it'seems to me that some way may be
found by which this could be done, and I think here the way is found,
a badge, to wear which shall be a sportsman's pride, which shall at
once stamp him as one of a great creed of men who have at heart not
game destruction, as so many seem to think, but game protection, as
one who loves the game and will only diminish the supply when the
law allows it and when it will not tend to exterminate the species. He
who goes to the field and streams with this love for our game cannot
and never will be a game butcher and a game hog.

I have, therefore, executed a design for a badge
-*sSffp16{&. and submit it to the American sportsmen as a token

'.sOg^. of good fellowship. It bears the motto "Protect the
Game." For a centerpiece I took the noblest of ourM came birds, "Bob White," he who is inhabiting our

EIB^J^M^P'HI broad land from the Atlantic- to the Pacific, from

\BiMs$£>*MfM& North to South, who, by bis cheery voice, bis gaine-

J&T Dess anc* beauty, ^s known and loved by all who ever

^^jjil"^ Permit me to state what I hope this badge may
accomplish:

First—The closer acquaintance of sportsmen, who so often, when
out on the road, would like to meet another, yet do not like to broach
the subject to any one, and who, when they do see one, would only
too gladly receive all information they may want and which is always
so gladly given. They could recognize him at once, and we all know
wherever two sportsmen meet, open hearts and hands are waiting; he
sees himself among friends; for no club, no lodge, no association of
any kind brings men together so closely as sportsmanship will do; but
so often we do not know that maybe near us sits a man whose heart
beats as warmly for our beloved passion as our own and we pass by
him unknown.
Second—Would not the sight of the badge on many a man's lapel

cause the public to inquire and see with wonder that the sportsman
recruits and comes from all walks of life, from palace and hut; and
seeing that one great impulse moves them all? Field sports will be-
come more popular, more respected and known, and the subjecs of
universal game protection will begin to interest those who now are
almost or totally ignorant of the matter, this would certainiy educate
our people to that end that they will begin to value the birds and.
beasts and fishes which inhabit our fields and streams, not as a matter
of commercial value, but because they furnish such recreation and
out-door exercise in their pursuit to their many friends, their husbands
and brothers; more noble indeed will be the wearer of the sportsmen's
motto to his friends. Proudly indeed would the happy father present
the emblem of love for nature to his son who now and through wear-
ing it is made to feel the importance that he is a companion to many
worthy men, how proudly he will try to be like them, and the boyish
idle ways of harrowing and killing of any small birds will be scorned
by him who now wears the sportsman's emblem.
Third—Would not our legislators, when they see and notice every-

where the emblem worn by good citizens of all classes and trades, get
to understand the part that sportsmen may figure? Will they not be
more solicitous to their wishes, and be more cautious how the game
laws are being framed, because they can see then the power and great
number of us? As it is now, they might almost and do say, "where
and who are the sportsmen of the State? I see one now and then, but
that's all. They are not numerous, hence their wishes are neglected."
Many a great object has been achieved through comparatively small
and insignificant means, and I hope this little emblem may be one of
these small meanB through which sportsmen will be united for a noble
purpose.
By way of explanation allow me to say that the badge will be the

size of a cent, and will be executed in heavy oxidized silver, raised let-

ters and bird, finished as sharply and finely as engravers' skill can
make it, I hope it will meet with general favor. A. M. Weinhardt.
Chicago, HI.

New York Game Legislation.
Albany, March 22.—The Assembly yesterday passed Assembly Bill

No. 1209, which was introduced by the Committee on Fisheries and
Game, and embodies the substauce of such bills as have been approved
by them The chief provisions are as follows: Sec. 49 is made to read
as follows: Black and gray squirrels, hares and rabbits shall not be
hunted, shot at, killed or possessed between the 1st day of January
and the 1st day of September, except as provided by Section 174 and
except that in the counties of St. Lawrence, Franklin, Essex, Clinton,
Lewis, Warren, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Monroe, Chemung,
Richmond, Fulton, Seneca, Ontario, Wayne and Oneida, rabbits may
be hunted, shot at, killed and possessed between Aug. 15 and March
15. The use of ferrets in the hunting of rabbits is hereby prohibited
in the counties of Onondaga and Orange.
The open season for wild fowl is made from Sept. 1 to May 1, and

boats propelled by hand are allowed on the Hudson, below the Troy
dam.
Mongolian pheasants are protected for three years.
The trout open season is made April 1 to Sept. 1, except in Lake

George and counties of Lewis, St. Lawrence, Franklin, Clinton, Essex
Warren, Hamilton and Herkimer, where it is May 1 to Sept. 1.

Salt water striped bass may not be caught less than Sin. in length.
Sec. 115 is amended to reduce size of prohibited mesh from V%m. to

lj^in. bar.
Sec. 140 is amended by repealing the clause permitting fyke nets in

Seneca river.

Sec. 141 is amended to read: Pickerel, bullheads, catfish, eels, perch
and sunfish may be fished for through the iee, with tip-ups, in any of
the waters of the State not inhabited by trout, lake trout, salmon
trout, or landlocked salmon; and suckers, bullheads, eels and dogfish
may be caught at any time by means of rakehooks. grappling, hook-
ing:, spearing, and dipnets in any of the waters of the State, except in

Clyde River, in the county of Wayne.
Section 149 provides that frostflsb and whitefish may be taken with

nets from inland fresh-water lakes at such times and in such man-
ner, and uuder such rules and regulations as the Commissioners of
Fisheries prescribe. The rules may be either general or special, at
the option of the board.

Sec. 271, Sub-division ?, is amended to read: Where an act is pro-
hibited between certain dates, it is not lawful upon the date first

named, and is lawful upon the date last named, but when such last
date shall fall upon Sunday it shall be lawful to shoot, hunt or fish

on the preceding Saturday, as if that day was the date so named in
this act.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication shoidd reach

us at the latest by Monday, and us much earlier as practicable.
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" That reminds me."

THE LAST OF THE STRETCH SNAKES.
"Hol' on er bitl" Lighthouse Charley emerged from

the cavernous depths of his old green "gre't co't" and
held up a deprecating hand. Treat Clark had been pain-
fully spelling out a half column account of a savage prize
fight in an adjoining county, at the end of which, the
reporter, warming up to his subject, declared, "Thus
ended a famous battle, one long to be remembered in the
annals of the grandest form of contest on earth—between
two human beings with bare fists to the finish!" Ejacu-
lations of ''Thet's so, ber gosh!" and " En he ain' very fur
wrong thar nuther!" came from the expectoratorial
targeteers who had been decorating the stove to a con-
siderable extent during this enthralling narrative.

"Twa'n't ter enny ways compare with ther hookin' er
them two bull pups daown to Stratford Pint las' Fast Day,
I'll bet er wad er money!" put in Eph Sandford, the
doubting disciple, "why, them dawgs ud er bin chawin'
yit ef thet infaxnal, dad-blasted, flap-eared ol' Dawson
had'en er yelled 'p'lice'!"

"Arfther all Oi doan't know that onny uv yees his iver
sane a rale schrimmidge," interrupted Pat Nolan, surrep-
titiously refilling his yellow clay pipe from the box
behind the counter under cover of the argument, "that is
onny er yees that misht ther foight b'twane Larry Mc-
Bride's owld gold bantam an' Barney Craven's silver
whoite lasht Sotherday evenin', be ther howly face av ther
praste, thim wor r'yul boyds! Whoy, yees hav' no cra-
ohures on this side er ther big salt drink thot kin foight."
Just here Lighthouse Charley woke up with a last violent
snore, and snatching an idea of the controversy, promptly
took a hand.

"Hol' on er bit," said he, rubbing his eyes and blinking,
"thar may be er good many kin's er fights an' er heap er
diffrunce er 'pinion 'bout 'em, but when all's done an' said
ther cre'tur' ain' been born yit ter outmaneuver er git
aroun' er reel clever snake. Er snake wuz tu much fer
ther fust man an' woman thet ever breathed on airth, an'
they've kep'. on bein' tu much ever sence. Fac' is, they're
sech er plaguey sight smarter 'n other things, that ther
am' no km' er struggle when they tackle hold; but yer let
one snake grab ernuther an' then, says I, thar's er skirmish
ter make ther Pope git down off his gilt throne en holler
'Bully!' Thar ain' anuther livin' cre'tur', whether man,
bird, fish er reptile, betwixt sunrise en sunset thet kin
twist horns with Mister Sarpint. An' speakin' er snakes
fightin' 'minds me er sumpin. I see the wust tussle last
Sunday er week thet ever I did. Awful 'twas!"
The old man assumed an awed expression, as if the

mere recollection overpowered him, and relapsed into
silence. Every one was regarding him anxiously, for
Lighthouse Charley was recognized as an authority on
snakes, and his observations on curious species were care-
fully treasured up and passed from one to another of the
villagers. Invariably he fell into this state of apathy after
he had awakened peculiar interest in some new story, and
it had been discovered years ago that nothing save a good
blood-stirring drink could arouse him to a talking mood

,
or refresh his failing memory.
"Phwat wuz yez erboot to obsarve, Misther Baldwin,

aboot ther snaix yez wuz spakin' uv?" ventured Pat, study-
ing the label on a starch box with well-feigned interest.
Only the asthmatic ticking of the clock broke the still-

ness. The student of snake life had apparently resumed
his slumber. With a despairing glance at Eph, Pat, who
was devoured by curiosity and could not have waited five
minutes more, called:

"Hoi! Misther Gregory, could yez be sittin' oot er small
glash of rye for Misther Baldwin an' mesilf?"

Gregory dropped his painful mathematical chore of
adding up the daybook and brought from the little trian-
gular cupboard a yellow-glass bottle and two small tum-
blers with badly broken edges. If the onlookers thought
the cheering music of clinking glass would awaken the
sleeper they underestimated the art of the venerable sage.
Not until he had been called several times did it even
dawn on him that anyone had spoken, and after that on
account of his deafness it had to be explained to him that
he was invited to take a drop of cheer. After a murmur
of protest he submitted and, strangely enough, heard
Pat's purposely low-toned query of "Wather in yours
Misther Baldwin?" and started up a prompt "No!" that
caused just a shadow of a smile to play across the Irish-
man's face. After a preliminary sip he renewed his in-
quiry, vigorously stirring his grog:
"Yez wuz soyin erboot thot snaix foight yez obsarved,"

with a wink at Eph's younger brother, who was purloin-
ing a few very dry prunes during Gregory's absence on a
trip to the cellar for molasses. And by the way. these
journeys to the nether world were invariably times of
universal depredation, and even the short measure that
the conservative Gregory took care to give in the dark
barely equalled his unconscious losses above board.
"So I wuz, so I wuz," Lighthouse Charley admitted,

with some reluctance. "What wuz I a-sayin'? Oh yes
hum! hum! Awful, thet fight, awful!" Pat, seeing that
a lapse of memory was imminent, sighed and refilled the
empty glass.

"It's loike pourin' wather intu er bothomless pot, sure,
Mother Baldwin, fur me ter thry ter kape thish glash

"You rec'lec' ther ole foundations en' timbers thet he
down ter ther junction er Mill Race Brook en the Wepa-
wang, whar Beman's ole gris' mill oncet wuz?" Light-
house Charlie was under full sail now, and did not wait
for the nods of assent. "Wal, en' und'neath them j'ists
en' wheels thar's bin ever sence I cum' on ther stage er
fam'ly er all fired remarkerbul snakes, en I very much
daoubt ef enny er yer ever seen one on 'em, even Eph
thar, thet fishes the brook reg'lar when ther trout 'gin ter
flip in ther April days. Yit et's more'n er score er years
gone now thet I faoun' them dark green divils livin' thar.
En er loose pile er broken wood en mortar wuz the'r den,
en thar er warm day t'werds noon time yer could allers
spy 'em et play er feedin' ef yer wuz quiet-like en' still.
No wonderment ter me 't er slashin', kersplashin', per-
shxshin' cuss like Eph never seen 'em. 'Tarnal s'prise' ez
't he kin ever git er smell er fishmakin' sech er raow long-
stream."
The old man paused to cast a severe glance in Eph's

direction, but Eph with his eyes half closed was appar-

ently unconscious. The fact was, owing to a shortage in
funds, that sportsman had not been able to "call aout" a
glass of whisky for the snake historian of late and hence
the mild rebuke. "But then lordy-me, enny yawpin'
school gal kin ketch these yer 'hand, traout' leetle min-
ners thet's on'y fit fer bait fer er decent fish," pursued the
old man with contempt. "Some er these dark nights,
Pat, my boy, ther ole man '11 take yer aout en show yer
wher' ther parients er Eph's traout live. But ter git back
ter these snake. 'Twarn't ther purty green shiny cut with
red specks en, ner ther yeller eyes ez big ez er York shil-

lin' thet flickered en burned some like fire thet wuz ther
s'prisement 'baout 'em. - Yer might well git ter garpin' w'en
I tell yer they wuz stretch snakes!"
"Howly Mither ! Phwat, a stritch snaix?" gasped young

Nolan, letting his underjaw drop in uncontrollable aston-
ishment.

"Stretch snakes they wuz, jes' the samey," proceeded
the oracle, moistening his lips with an unctuous smack,
"en more'n thet, they e'u'd stretch ter beat enny livin' er
dead thing thet wuz ever pulled aouten ets natrii length
er thickness. Menny er time I've seed 'em er feedin' by
ther brook with jes' ther tip er ther tails lef en ther bur-
row waoun' raoun' er beam so 's ter hol' like death 'tself

,

stretchin' 'way aout, ter twelve, yis, bergobberswang, I've
seed 'em reach sixteen feet goin' fer er frog er one er
these lizard-creepers. Course the natrii size warn't more'n
three feet long en er inch thick, but this reachin' more'n
made 'em ekal ter er seven-foot moc'sin er black snake.
Enny other snake thet cum by en picked er row wuz done
fur. No more'n he'd git huffy 'n he felt hisself grabbed
en drawn enter this burrer like er rope walk hed tuck him
'fore he c'u'd spell letter S with his tail. Somehaow,
though, this yer climate didn't do well fur these stretchers.
They kin' er died off en petered aout tell ther warn't las'

year on'y one lef, er slappin' big chap, nearly four foot
long, thet what long er practicin' all these years en er
natrii born genius fur extendin' hisself, got so he c'u'd
fa'rly lengthen aout ter twenty-five foot. I b'lieve ez er
solum fac' thet thet cuss c'u'd reach from Sunday after-
noon er this week plum enter Saterday night er week
arter next."
Another libation and following smack of appreciation

from the gray-haired keeper of the inland "lighthouse,"
who seemed to be seriously affected by his recollections of
this serpentine marvel.

"Yis, thet wuz his gre't fortee like, this lettin' hisself
aout, but all ther same et wuz longer this yer same 'lastic

trick thet he cum ter grief las' Sunday a week. Yer see
all these years diff'runt kin's o' snake champiowns hed
tried ter daown these chaps er some er the biggest er the
lot hed cum plaguey near doin' it. But thet 'pull in' biz-
ness hed allers so tuck ther breaths erways thet they
warn't good fer nothin' when they landed en ther burrer.
Then too late years this yer ole stretcher rigged up er
couple er stones close tergither wedged tight en ther
maouth er ther den so 's when he drew back on thet 'snap'
game er his'n he yanked ther poor divil he'd grabbed
'tween these sharp edges en did him hifalutin' quick. Yit
when er feller's pridin' hisself on sech er dog-blasted keen
bit er wisdom, some other man's allers layin' awake nights
thinkin' how ter bust his kertrapshun. En over en the
wilier-shoots cross ther Mill Race ther lived er leetle

stumpy water-moccasin thet wuz xio fool, nuther, tho' he
hedn't enny store clo'es ner enny top-notch tricks. Fur
weeks he's bin er lyin' guiled up en er heap top er ther flat

rock en ther stream whar the sun wuz hot. Other folks
might er thought he wuz jes' er swimmin' er sleepin' but I
seed his tail kerwaggle ev'ry now en agin enwhen er snake
does thet he's layin' powder-trains und'neath somthin'. Yit
nothin' turned up till las' Sunday er week. I wuz sittin' on
ther wes' bank er ther main stream whittlin' aout er new
ax halve when I see ther cute leetle moc'sin cum slidin'

aout'n ther wilier clump en dive en. He swum und'r
water tell he got mos' ter t'other shore en then cum up
ter take er squint. Ther stretch snake wuz layin' short-
wise front er ther burrer, blinkerin' his eyes en rollin'

over so's ter show up his el'gant suit er clo'es en ther
sunlight. All 't once he caught sight er this leetle gray
snake makin' imperdent signs at him en kin' er darin'
him ter fight. The small feller hed clumb ashore en wuz
in the line er er big kerwallopin' strong hick'ry tree
nearly twenty foot off from the burrer. That wuz all

suffisbunt fur Mr. Stretch; aout he shot, en ez t'other

snake dodged he follered him like lightnin' raoun' ther
treo en raoun' ergin 'fore he cud grab him. Ther little

fighter hed tuck er turn raoun' er root en then the Injun
rubber man snake 'gun ter draw en. Thar he wuz, one
end wrapped raoun' er beam en tied en er hard knot (fact

guess 't had growed so sence 'twas tied, no one cud er
unloosed it), en t'other double lapped raoun' er twenty-
year-ole hick'ry tree. Course 'twas like you er me playin'
tug-er-war long er one er these yer forty-ton steam bull-

gines, en ther more nothin' give way ther more thet
snake made his muscles jump. Don' need no prophut
ter tell ther rest. Las' he giv' sech a dad-flung, scatter-

blotted ole pull thet he broke hisself plum en two en died
er agonizin' death. I kin fa'rly see ther smile er
triumphus thet ther moc'sin hed on when he onwrapped
himself en swum off ter his fav'rite rock, Thar he
guiled up en snoozed, en ev'ry now en agin he'd kin' er
put his head with his tail en say, "Thet settles em fer
good, ole boy."
Lighthouse Charley seeing that no more spirituous

moisture was at hand, rose and buttoned up his woolly
wrapping, preparatory to departure.
"Look yeah, Misser Baldwin," interjected 'Jedge'

Spence, a dilapidated ex-slave, black as pitch and bent as

a pine knot, "whar kin er po' man -like me see one dem
won'ful snaixes yo' bin tellin' us er stratche story ob?" A
doubtful smile played across the old negro's scarred face.

"Enny body but er nigger would er listened en heered
me say thet that wuz ther 'las' er ther stretch snakes!"
With which parting words the outer door slammed and
the old man was gone. H. Prescott Beach.

ANGLING NOTES.

CHAINED
to Business?
Can't go Shooting?
Do the next best thing-

Read the

Forest and Stream.

Smolts.

Mb. John Mowat, of Campbellton, N. B., writes me
again about the smolts, and little by little we may come
to a better, truer understanding of the full history of the
salmon, and reconcile conditions which now, apparently,
contradict one another when observed in different coun-
tries or different waters. Mr. Mowat's letter is eminently
practical and is as follows: "I read with pleasure your
notes in Forest and Stream of Feb, 24 on the age and
growth of salmon, about which there is such a, diversity
of opinion held by what seems to be tangible proof
Much of this could be explained, I think, if climatic con
ditions and locality were properly considered. For
instance, take a river with fairly clear water, gravelly
bottom and shelving banks, where the water close to the
shore is warmed by the sun and seldom touches the
freezing point, and having in it a large supply of insecl
life. Take another stream without these favorable con
ditions, and having a solid girdle of ice on its surfac
and in places frozen to the bottom. Would not the
young fry become smolts possibly in six months in one
case, while in the other it might take eighteen months,
as is the case in our Northern rivers, thus making it
nearly two years from the laying of the egg until the
fry becomes a perfect smolt?

"It is possible some parr may be hindered in growth*
from some cause, and remain for another year in fresh
water. My attention was drawn to this by catching some
smolts much larger than common; they were probably
9 or lOin. long, and on examination as to their extra full-
ness I found the milk ovaries full, something I never
found in the common smolt. The question arises, had
they been to sea, if so, how long? One of the reasons
why I imagine they had been to sea is this:- We believe
the descending December smolts return as grilse the fol-
lowing July, weighing from 3 to 41ba. , and so far as I have
observed, all of them males, some years more, some less;
in some rivers they are plentiful, -in some rivers there are
none.

"It is possible, however, in rivers where the fish run
small, say an average of lOlbs., that females of 61bs.
weight will give spawn, but in all my piscicultural experi-
ence of 10 years I never saw a female under lOlbs., and
the grilse were all males, forcing me to the conclusion
that the females remain nearly two years at sea before
returning to fresh water.
"Regarding experiments in the growth of the young

salmon, you mention smolts one and two years old being
about the same size. This may be perfectly true and to
my mind can be easily accounted for.

"Let each of us take 100 eggs of the same hatch, you
keep yours in water from 33 to 40°, and I place mine in
water at from 60 to 65°, and I will have the young fish
feeding with the sac absorbed, and yours will not be out
of the eggs—this I know from actual experiment. I have
seen ova from Fraser River salmon taken in October, and
brought overland here fully eyed in November. Placed
in the troughs the fry would burst the shell in January,
and in April they would be an inert mass on the bottom
with the sacs still attached. Our eggs of the salar, are
laid down Nov. 1, and about the first week in May the fry
are clear of the shell; if the weather is fine and the snow
water gone they will wiggle around quite lively; should a
frosty week come, then it seems to take the vitality out of
them and they look as if they feel the cold, huddling in
heaps, so they often have to be moved to prevent their
smothering. This is caused by the water getting 2 or 3°

colder.

"I should^certainlyj.think the salmon you mention, taken
in the lower Hudson at 1 and l^lbs. were older than
eighteen months, or had, some time, got a taste of salt
water.

"Respecting the young salmon taken last fall in the lake
that I spoke of, the two largest taken were some of the
product of 500 fry only, which my son placed there in
June, 1891, consequently they were about 2+ years in the
lake. The smaller ones, of which a dozen were taken,
being about 3in, shorter than the others, and about fib. in
weight, were planted in June, 1892. In this lake are very
fine trout, plenty of them, and averaging l^lbs. in weight.
It also contains fresh-water smelt and chubs. The water
is not clear, although there is a good deal of gravelly bot-
tom. We are watching with much interest the results of
this little stocking now that we are assured of its success.

"I may say further on this smolt question that I think
ours when going to sea will average about 7in. in length,
but remember that our salmon are big fellows. Would it

follow in the family, do you think, that the smolts would
be above the average size? Who knows? At all events it

is a reason."
Comments.

The smolt that I mentioned in Forest and Stream as
giving ripe milt as I took it from the hook, had not been
to salt water. I caught it in the brook where I planted
the fry, and between that stream and the sea are three
falls and a number of dams, not one of which could smolt
or salmon reascend after once passing down over them.
This smolt was even more advanced than the one men-
tioned by Mr. Mowat, for the milt was ripe and the time
was October. The ripe smolt was on the gravel where
there was a rapid in the brook, and it was quite by chance
that I cast my fly where he got it; for all the best of the
young salmon in the brook appeared to be in quiet pools,
and it was from such pools that I caught the others men-
tioned. It is possible that had I fished, the rapids other
ripe smolts would have been taken.
That Mr. Mowat's reasoning, based npon theoretical

conditions of temperature for retarding or advancing the
growth of young salmon, is sound, there can be no doub
except that he does not go far enough and lay stress upo
food as a factor most favorable to growth, although foo
naturally results from the conditions of sunshine an
warmth. This is illustrated in a marked manner in a

* Not only possible, but an established fact. I planted one lot
yearling Atlantic salmon (they were really about 15 months o
hatched from the same lot of eggs and reared together, and th
ranged in length from under 3in. to o-ver 6in. I went with a carlo
of yearling California salmon to plant them in Vermont for the U.
Eisn Commission. They were really 11 months old, and though
reared together, there was the same difference in lenprth as in
salar. The strongest fry got the most food, and their growth w
more rapid. A* N.
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article in a French publication of recent date. The author
of the article i9 Mr. J. Kuustler, and Mr. Charles G. At-
kins of the U, S. Fish Commission has just sent me a
translation made by his assistant, Mr. Charles Cecil

Jocylen. The author relates that by a system of feeding
rainbow trout hare, in France, been brought to maturity
and ripe ova have been taken from them, when they were
less than twelve months old.

It is not unusual to hear that some of our native brook
trout breed when they are yearlings, but in such a case

"yearlings" is a conventional expression. Trout do breed
the year after they are born , but they are born in the
month of January, perhaps, and spawn in a year from the

following October or November. Or they may actually

be two years old, as I will show.
These are facts: In Pennsylvania trout begin to spawn

Oct. 10 and they may be hatched in forty-five days, so

they may be born Nov. 25, and as the sac may be ab-

sorbed in thirty days they may be feeding before Jan. 1,

and yet as they are turned out the following spring or

summer as fry, it is customary to call them yearlings the

succeeding year, when by a strict accounting it may be
twenty-four months between the time of breaking the

egg and spawning of the "yearlings,"
But the results obtained by Mr. Kunstler fade into ob-

scurity alongside of the claim made by an European cor-

respondent of mine. By his system of feeding he claims
that he can raise trout in ten months to one and two kilo-

grams (21- to 4|lbs.) and salmon in the same length of

time to two and four kilogramms 4f to 8£lbs.). That is

in ten months from birth he produces grilse or salmon. I

have for more than a year been investigating this reported
miraculous growth, but so far have obtained nothing to

publish.

As to Mr. Mowat's final query, Why is it not reasonable
that a race of large salmon should produce larger smolts
than a race of small salmon? I planted a large number of

lake trout fry from a race of large lake trout in a lake
containing only a race of small lake trout, and the aver-

age size of the trout and the maximum size of individuals
have increased in this lake. Much of the increase is

doubtless owing to the fresh blood, but the introduction of

a race of larger fish must play its part. Some years ago it

was given out from one of the New York State hatcheries
that lake trout reached a length of 13^in. when three years
old. I have always assumed that this measurement was
obtained from the young of Lake Ontario trout, as I under-
stood at the time that the eggs at the hatchery came from
that lake. On the other hand, Mr. Frank Clark, at North-
ville, Mich., gives the length of a lake trout three years
and three months old at lO^in., presumably the fish being
descended from Lake Michigan trout.

Analogous Testimony.

It is perhaps curious that 1 had written to this point
when the mail brought me a letter from Mr. Charles G.
Atkins concerning a subject in no way related to what I

have been writing about, but in which he incidentally
touches upon the subject of smolts in illustrating another
matter. This is the extract: "So far as my own experi-
ence goes (I own that it is not quite sufficient to settle the
matter) salmon are not quite so rapid growers during their
two first years as trout, but this is in water that rarely
rises to the temperature of 70° F., and possibly in water
above 70° the salmon would grow faster.

' 'Now, a salmon passes the first one or two years of its

life in the river. I mean, of course,when at liberty under
natural conditions, and during that whole period (I have
reason to conclude that in our river it is two years) it only
attains a length of 6 to 8in. If it comes back as a grilse,

it then weighs, at the age of say three years, only 3 or
41bs. A salmon weighing S ^-lbs. would surely be an
adult, and could not be less than four years old."

Conclusions derived from observations made on a river
stocked with salmon, the stream never before having
contained them, are more reliable than observations
made on a salmon river with no fixed point to start from
and no means of tracing individual smolt or Salmon,
and no way of separating one individual from another.
It is from data obtained on a stocked stream that leads
me to believe that smolts go to sea when two years old
and return as salmon when four years old; and as no
grilse have been taken, so far as can be learned, it is

assumed that grilse do not enter the stream. I am in
hopes to try still further experiments with salmon fry
the present year.
Mr. Atkins having had charge of the salmon breeding

works of the United States Fish Commission since its

organization, I know of no man in this country more
competent to speak of the habits of the fish than he, and
the little that I have been able to observe confirms his
views. A. N. Cheney.

BOSTON FISHING LINES.
A movement is on foot to get the Maine Central Rail-

road to put on a night train from Portland, Me. , to Farm
ington, and for the Sandy River and the Phillips &
Rangeley roads to put on a connecting train. The propo-
sition is to have the night train leave Portland for Farni-
ington immediately on the arrival of the train over the
Boston & Maine which leaves Boston at 7 P. M. This
train would land the Boston or New York sportsmen at
Rangeley in season for breakfast, and then down the lakes
in the morning. Such an arrangement would greatly
convenience a majority of sportsmen in Boston, wlio are
desirous of reaching some hunting or fishing grounds by
night trains. The want of time keeps more of the
busy sportsmen at home than any other cause,
and if the Rangeleys could be reached by one
night's ride from Boston, it should increase the
travel in that direction. Mr. L. Dana Chapman, with
Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, has already taken consider-
able interest in the scheme and has mentioned it to many
sportsmen, and finds the plan to meet with their most
hearty approval. The plan would put the Rangeleys on a
par with Moosehead, which lake may be reached by the
usual summer trains in one night from Boston, By
means of such a train over the Maine Central, New York
sportsmen could leave that city at noon and be landed at
rxangeley the next morning. The scheme is to be laid
belore the General Passenger and Ticket Agent of the
Maine Central, Mr. Fred Boothby, at once.
The ice left the Penobscot River on Thursday of last

week, the earliest, say the Maine papers, since 1851—other
papers say since 1818. The celebrated salmon pool at
Bangor is clear of ice and the salmon fishermen will now

try the fish every day. But the chances are not favorable

for a run of salmon for some time vet, though the ex-

tremely early departure of the ice would indicate an
early run of salmon.
Boston fishermen are fitting out for April 1, the opening

day of the trout season in Massachusetts. The members
of the Monument Club are getting their lines ready, and
many of them will visit their preserves in the vicinity of

Bourne on the opening day. They will take some large

trout, no doubt, as in former seasons. By the way, it is

darkly hinted that Mr. Walter L. Gilbert's preserve is

sometimes drawn upon a few days in advance, and that

some good-sized cultivated trout are let go in the pre-

served waters along the Cape, in order that the owners of

the preserved streams may have the supreme pleasure of

catching the big trout. One thing is sure, and that is that
there is little fishing on the Cape and the Sonth Shore
nowadays, except in the protected waters. The country
boy, with his pin hook, his alder rod and his wriggling
worm, stands but little chance, except that he steals the
fish. Great is wealth and weak is rusticity!

Capt. Fred C. Baker, of Rangeley, reports the ice very
thick and strong in the Rangeleys, with a good deal of

snow ice over it. This, he believes, will cause the ice to

be slow about going out. On the other hand, Billy Soule,

one of the best known guides and camp keepers at the
Rangeleys, thinks that the ice will go out before May 5.

The Gilbert trout bill had not passed its final stages in

the Massachusetts Legislature on Saturday, and there was
then some hope that it might be defeated after all,

though but little is being done to hinder its passage.

The defenders of a good trout law have got tired, and
there is danger that the Gilbert bill may go through
from a sheer lack of interest on the part of those who
have formerly labored nobly in its defeat. Special.

THE FLY-CASTING TOURNAMENT.
San Francisco, March 14.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
At a meeting of the committee on fly-casting tourna-
ment, held Tuesday evening, March 13, it was decided
to make the style of casting in event No. 5 (lure casting)

double-handed instead of single-handed, as at first pro-
posed.
The merchandise prizes already donated are one Leon-

ard rod, one Bristol steel rod, reels, lines, flies, etc.

The height of the platform will probably be raised to
18in. above the surface of the water instead of 1ft. as orig-

inally proposed. In all other respects the rules will re-

main unchanged.
The tournament will be held in the Midwinter Fair-

grounds. Director-General Young has offered to make a
lake suitable forthe purpose of thetournament somewhere
in the Recreation grounds, and has also offered a handsome
trophy to be presented to the one making the highest
average in events 1, 2, 3 and 4 (fly-casting), both of which
offers the committee has accepted.
A candidate for the trophy must enter in all the fly-

casting events, viz., 1, 2, 3 and 4.

The date of the anglers' convention has been fixed for
Friday, May 5, at 8 o'clock P. M., to be held in Festival
Hall, "at the Fair grounds.

It is proposed to give a "fish dinner" on Saturday even-
ing, May 6, at a cost not to exceed $2 per pla,te, to which
dinner all anglers and their friends will be invited; further
notice of same will be given hereafter.

Copies of the rules and events will soon be printed and
forwarded, together with blank applications for entries

to all anglers in the State whose names are known to the
committee.

All who anticipate entering the tournament should,
however, immediately forward name and address to Wal-
ter D. Mansfield, No. 3 Pine street, San Francisco.
The above is a complete record of the business done at

our meeting on the 13th. W. D. Mansfield,
Secretary of Committee.

Florida East Coast.

Palm Beach, Fla., March 16.—We are enjoying superb
fishing here at present, some fine catches having been
made. Last week Mr. J. B. Rilley, of New Haven, and
myself caught during the forenoon 33 fish that weighed
268lbs., the largest two weighing 331bs.; they were the
gamy kingfish. During our fishing we used a sponge
R-lass to see in deep water, and could see perfectly plain
50ft. deep and watch the thousands of great fish moving
about feeding. It was great sport to see them take our
bait and after they were hooked to watch their maneu-
vers to get away. Occasionally we would see a great
shark and then it was a question to get our hooks in the
boat before they got hold to cut them off. We had to
look out for the jewfish, monstrous great fellows, weigh-
ing from 200 to 4001bs. Our boat was too small to tackle
such fish. Yesterday one was hooked and landed here
that weighed 2161bs.

Several sharks have been caught; one was landed here
a few days ago that was 9ft. long.

The finest black bass fishing I have ever had is also to
be enjoyed by going but a short distance from the hotel,

to one of the fresh-water lakes, that is one of the many
that form the great everglade country. The bass seem
to be waiting to be caught, and the largest kind; I have
not caught any larger than 7lbs., it was not my fault, but
the fault of my light tackle. One wants to be equipped
with plenty of good stout fishing tackle to land the big
ones of these lakes; they are caught here weighing as
high as 201bs. N. W.

New Jersey Trout.

ASBUEY Park, N. J., March 19.—The very warm weather
prevailing has sent some of the most enthusiastic anglers
to the brookside during the past week, and some very good
catches of trout are reported. Personally I have seen
none of the big strings, but have seen enough to know
that they are not all fake stories. The law, which permits
taking trout March 1, is regarded by most anglers as
wrong, and was repealed last week in our Legislature,
making the date April 1, but it has not yet received the
Governor's signature. Owing to the unofficial character
of our Senate, the legality of the bill is questionable, and
doubtless will receive but small attention from the frater-

nity. Striped bass are beginning to move in our locality.

Last Friday six were taken at one haul in a herring net.

In Manasquan River, so far, none have been taken with
rod and reel. But this week will witness the effort made
if weather holds good. Leonard Hulit.

MASSACHUSETTS TROUT LAW.
AN OUTLINE OP LEGISLATION FOR THE PROTECTION OP
TROUT, WITH SOME OBJECTIONS TO THE GILBERT BILL.

As early as 1822 (Acts and Resolves, Chapter 21) a law
was passed prohibiting the catching of trout in "any
rivers, streams or ponds within the Commoxiwealth, by
day or by night, in any other way or manner than by
hook and lines." Penalty, fifty cents for each fish illegally

taken.
In the year 1849 (Chapter 36) the first close season on

trout fishing was established. It applied to "Mashpee
River" and the "District of Mashpee," from Sept. 15 to
April 1. Penalty, fifty cents for each fish had in posses-
sion, knowing the same to have been taken illegally.

As early as the year 1856 three commissioners were
appointed to investigate and report to the next general
court upon the artificial propagation of fish and the
expediency of introducing the same into the Common-
wealth.
In 1866 the taking of trout within the Commonwealth

from Sept. 20 to March 20 was prohibited. Penalty, one
dollar for each fish unlawfully taken.
In the same year (1866) two commissioners were

appointed on the fisheries in the Merrimac and Connecti-
cut rivers.

This was the origin of the State Board of Commis-
sioners on Inland Fisheries and Game.
In 1869 the laws were "amended and enlarged," and

the close time continued as before (Sept. 20 to March 20).

In 1874 (Chapter 186) the law of 1869 was repealed and
a stronger enactment passed, as follows:
"Whoever takes or catches any trout, landlocked

salmon or lake trout within the limits of this Common-
wealth, or buys, sells or has in possession the same, taken
within said limits between the twentieth day of August
and the twentieth day of March in each year, or takes or
catches any trout, landlocked salmon or lake trout with
any net or salmon-pot, at any season of the year, shall

forfeit for each fish so caught a sum of not less than five

nor more than twenty dollars."

The friends of trout protection found in their attempt
to punish offenders, that the phrase "taken within the
limits of this Commonwealth" was a loop-hole by which
dishonest dealers were able to escape conviction, as it was
impossible to prove where the fish were taken.
They sought to improve the law of 1874, and in their

efforts were ably assisted by ex-Governor George D. Rob-
inson, then a senator from the second Hampden District.

He caused the law as it came from the House in the year
1876 to be amended and vastly improved in effectiveness.

The iron-clad statute of that year was largely the product
of his brain. Under that law the penalty was raised to
ten dollars for each fish illegally "taken or had in posses-
sion."

The law declared also that "In all prosecutions under
this act, the possession of any trout during the time
included between the dates stated above shall be prima
facie evidence to convict under this act."

The law was further strengthened by the addition of
section two, making it the duty of selectmen, police
officers and constables to cause the "provisions of this act
to be enforced in their respective cities and towns."
Under this law it was possible for the friends of protec-

tion to secure convictions. A great stumbling-block had
been removed in striking out the phrase "taken within
the limits of this Commonwealth." By his work in con-
nection with this bill, Governor Robinson won the grateful
regard of every true sportsman acquainted with the facts.

All previous laws had been in some degree experimental,
with an evident disposition on the part of lawmakers to
give added strength to each new enactment. Penalties
were increased. The close season extended. There had
come to be greater certainty of conviction. This was the
culmination of enlightened public sentiment.
The law was enacted in obedience to public opinion in

regard to the protection of food fishes.

The same sentiment manifested itself in more stringent
laws for the protection of smelts and lobsters.

The year 1880 was marked by a retrograde step—allow-
ing trOut not taken in any of the waters of Massachusetts
to be sold or had in possession. But thanks to the intelli-

gence of the legislators of 18S4, it became unlawful for
' 'any person to take, sell, offer, or expose for sale or to

have in possession a trout * * * between the first day
of Sep-tember and the first day of April. The weakness
of ths law of 1880 was removed.
The close season has continued to the present time

(Sept. 1 to April 1).

Under the law of 1874 the prosecution were forced to

show that trout illegally sold were "taken within the
limits of this Commonwealth." This proved an insur-

mountable obstacle in attempts to secure convictions under
the law.
So under the law of 1880, when it was lawful to have in

possession or sell trout "not taken in the waters of this

Commonwealth," all the trout to be found then came
from outside the State. This was a loophole by which
avaricious dealers were enabled to escape the penalties of
the law.

It cost the friends of protection large expenditures of
time and money to test the laws of 1874 and 1880, and they
are not anxious to be compelled to test such an enactment
as the Gilbert law, against which the first objection is that
it contains an avenue of escape for those who for any rea
son wish to engage in the illegal capture or sale of trout.

Under that bill the prosecution must show that trout
illegally held, or offered for sale, are not artificially raised.

The external appearance of such trout is not different

from that of wild trout. The difficulty in the case is ap-
parent. As under the law of 1880 all the trout to be found
were taken without "the limits of this Commonwealth,"
so under this bill all the trout will be "artificially raised "

trout.

By one stroke the passage of that law will undo the
work of more than a quarter of a century.
The Boston market will become the dumping ground

for the poachers of all New England and the British

Provinces.
It may be urged that the Commissioners are to provide

means of discrimination. The difficulties in their way are
too great. They cannot circumvent the cunning of poach-
ers and law-breakers.
In that regard, the framing of the bill is a device for

concealing the "true inwardness" of the bill under the
cloak of the Commissioners' indorsement. It has even
been reported that the Commissioners are not opposed to
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the bill (?), with this proviso: "If it can be passed without
injury to the wild trout,"
The second objection to the bill is that it is unfair to

other States in 1891 the Legislature of Massachusetts
passed a resolution in "relation to adoption of uniform
laws for protection of food fishes in the New England
States

"

It requested the Commissioners on Inland Fisheries and
Game to confer with the proper authorities of each of the
other New England States, with a view to securing the
adoption of "uniform laws" to protect the food fishes of
those States and report the result of the conference to the
next Legislature. (Acts and Resolves of Mass., 1891,

p. 1107.)
The conference met in Boston, Nov. 16, 1S91, and Com-

missioners from all the States were present, with the ex-
ception of Vermont,
Commissioner Brackett, in his report for 1892 (p. 34),

says: "A large majority of the Commissioners were
strongly opposed to the Gilbert bill. And all appeared to
agree in regard to liver-fed trout for food."
Of all the New England States (five of which were

represented in the conference) Rhode Island alone allows
fishing- for trout earlier than April 1. Out of twenty-five
States having a close season, twenty do not allow trout
fishing earlier than April 1; six do not allow it till May
1, while several have the open season from April 15.

Some States have non-export laws, others limit the amount
to be taken, and some prohibit taking trout through the
ice.

The third objection to the bill is that it is inconsistent
with the established policy of the Commonwealth.
In the veto message of Governor Russell, submitted on

the return of the Gilbert bill to the House of Representa-
tives in 1892 (Acts and Resolves, p. 633) His Excellency
says:
"The Commonwealth by many and careful regulations

and restrictions has vigorously undertaken the preserva-
vation of her useful fish. In furtherance of this well-
established and wise policy she has created important and
expensive offices, made large appropriations of money,
imposed restrictions and obligations upon private owner-
ship of land and water used or useful for fisheries, care-
fully limited the time, manner and place of fishing, and
as a regulation the most stringent and efficient, short of
entire prohibition, forbidden the purchase, sale or pos-
session of many fish out of the lawful season. All of this
State supervision and interference with personal liberty
and private property have been onlyupon the conceded fact
of the common interest of all the people in the preserva-
tion of useful fish in the Commonwealth, and the neces-
sity of united and so of State action to this end.
"Such action, year by year increasing, has been with

the approval and upon demand of the people.
' 'Among the first most needing such legal protection

have been the trout."
The Governor further speaks of the "large expenditures

* for hatcheries, propagation and distribution," tells us that
unrestricted fishing would soon "exterminate the trout."
"Such restrictions already established are difficult of

enforcement, and in my judgment would become impos-
sible of enforcement if it is made for one's pecuniary in-
terest to violate them by opening to him a valuable market
out of season."
"The restrictions" intended to prevent the sale of other

trout can be easily evaded, and I believe will be practically
useles.

"All trout may soon be made to meet the required con-
dition, or to escape detection if they do not."
He declares that he cannot give his "approval to such

legislation or aid in" the establishing of an articial trout
industry by special favors from government to the injury
of the public.

The Governor sums up his objections as follows:
"First, because it permits an act which I believe will

remove the most efficient restraint upon the illegal catching
of trout, and will lead to their extermination.
"Second, because it establishes a precedent which, if

followed, will go far to destroy the usefulness of the fish
and game laws of the Commonwealth.

"Third, because in effect, if not in form, it is legislation
for a special interest against the public interest, and to
the public injury."

George W. "Wiggin, President,
Henry H. Kimball, Secretary,
John Fottler. Jr.,
Horace T. Rockwell,
Benjamin C. Clark,
Arthur W. Robinson,
Dr. Heber Bishop,
Dr. John T. Stetson,
John N. Roberts,

of the Board of Management of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game Protective Association.

More Rhyme than Reason.
Providence, R. L—Several times I have seen in articles

reference as to the direction of the wind for fishing. Here
is a little verse which although known to some may be
new to others:

"When the wind Is in the north.

No good fisherman will go forth;

When the wind is in the east,

'Tis good for neither man nor beast:

When the wind is in the west,

Fishing is at its very best;

When the wind is in the south,

It blows the bait to the fish's mouth.
H. T. M.

Death of Col. R. M. Taliaferro.

After a lingering illness Col. R. M. Taliaferro died at
his home near Rockville Centre, N. Y., aged 72. He was
born in Wythe county, Va., and was always a typical
Southern sportsman with the rod and gun, and during his
prime was one of America's experts at fly-casting. He
was the father of the wife of Mr. C. K. Farmer, of Indian-
apolis.

Mr. Blackford's Trout Opening.
Mr, Eugene G. Blackford, of Fulton Market, this

city, will make his usual display of trout on the opening
of the season, April 16.

Natchaug Fishing Prizes for 1894.
The Natchaug Silk Co. , whose big fish prize competi-

tion was so successful last year, announce a new list of
prizes for 1894, as follows, aggregating $225 in gold for
fish caught between April 1 and Nov. 1

:

First prize, $25 for the heaviest muskallonge; second,
$25 for the heaviest small-mouthed bass; third. $25 for the
heaviest large-mouthed bass; fourth, $25 for the heaviest
lake trout; fifth, $25 for the heaviest brook trout caught
in other waters than the State of Maine; sixth, $25 for the
greatest variety and largest number of fresh-water fish

caught in one day by one person; seventh, $25 for the
greatest weight of any kind of fresh-water fish caught in
one day by one person; eighth, $25 for the heaviest fish of
any kind caught with the Natchaug silk line in fresh or
salt water; ninth, $25 for the heaviest brook trout caught
in the State of Maine. As the trout caught in the lakes
of Maine are acknowledged to be genuine brook trout, on
account of the size of these fish we bar them from our
fifth prize, and offer this as a special prize for these waters.

Conditions.—All of these fish must be caught with the
Natchaug silk fishing line in fresh water (except prize 8)

and by fair angling. Competitors must forward to the
Natchaug Silk Co., Willimantic, Conn., or Chicago, 111.,

their full name, post-office address, together with the
description and weight of fish caught, and name of dealer
from whom line was purchased, within seven days after
such catch is made, together with the name of one reput-
able witness affixed. On Nov. 7 the award will be made
and the list of successful competitors announced in the
Forest and Stream. All successful competitors before
receiving their prizes will be required to send an affidavit

as to their statement of fish caught.
The winners last year were: First prize, John J. Hilde-

brandt, Logansport, Ind., caught Oct. af>, Kankakee
River, muskallonge weighing 26ilbs, Second, George J.

Bradbeer, Detroit, Mich., caught Sept. 30, St. Clair Flats,

small-mouthed black bass, weighing 71bs. 2oz. Third,
Paul Lang, Orford, N. H. caught May 14, Newfound
Lake, N. H., lake trout, weighing I4jlbs. Fourth, R. N.
Parish, Oakdale, Conn., caught Sept. 15, Rangeley Lake,
Me., brook trout, weighing Gibs. 9oz. Fifth, B. Waters,
Chicago, and Ben. Wolf, Ewart, Mich., each having
caught a large-mouthed bass, weighing Gibs. 2oz. Sixth,
Will. Cunningham, Attica, Ind., caught Sept. 22, Kanka-
kee River, 111,, 101 fish, including 11 varieties, the largest
weighing 12^-lbs. Seventh, J. B. Carlin, Ashland, Wis.,
caught July 22, Pelican Lake, Wis., muskallonge weigh-
ing 261bs. Fish was not weighed until five days after
being caught.

Sunday Fishing.

Some years ago a number of gentlemen visited the
mountains of Colorado for the purpose of fishing. Among
the party was a bishop of an Eastern diocese of the Epis-
copal Church. Fishing was the sole occupation and
amusement of the visitors; so when Sunday came, as'
there was nothing else to do, the laymen of the pa,rty got
out their rods, preparatory to casting a line. But they
were in a quandary as to the bishop. They did not want
to hurt his feelings by leaving him behind, nor did they
want to offend his religious principles by inviting him to
go fishing on Sunday. Finally one of them plucked up
courage and told him of their dilemma, whereupon the
good man said that he would tell them of a happening in
his earlier life which he thought rather apropos.
"Some years ago," he said, "when I had charge of the

affairs of a parish, I was awakened about 2 o'clock one
morning, and upon inquiring who was there, heard a
man's voice reply that he was there with Miss Blank, and
that they wanted to get married. I reasoned with him
about the untimely hour, but to no avail; he meant to get
married right then and there. So I put on my clothes and
gown, and went downstairs and began the marriage ser-
vice. Everything went along as dictated in the service
till I asked the man, 'Wilt tliou take this woman to be
thy wedded wife?' to which he replied, 'What 'm I here
fur?' " They waited for the bishop.—Harper's Magazine.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
A New Lyman Sight.

Dr. William Lyman has devised a leaf sight, which is a combina-
tion of a bar with a triangular ivory center and a wide open V

crotch. "Mauy sportsmen who use my rear sights, 1 '

jg*. says Dr. Lyman, "do so with the ordinary crotch
« 'J sight on the barrel. This is much in the way and

s // / f the shooting is done at a great disadvantage. My
leaf sight can be put in place of it. It folds down

W$ i close to the barrel, allowing the shooter to use the
combination sight in an unobstructed manner, and

(fflBSE§5^?7il the result is that- the shooting is twice as good as
jHHHgWkJ when the ordinary crotch sight is on the barrel.••^"^^ Although the shooter should in any case use my

tang sights for nearly all shooting, he has the
satisfaction of knowing that if he wishes to use this leaf sight that
it is the best form of crotch and bar sight in use. The bar leaf is

excellent as a twilight sight or when used at night with a jack."

Wm. Mills & Son's Catalogue.
The long-established and popular firm of Wm. Mills & Son, dealers

in fishing tackle, of this city, have issued an elaborate catalogue of
anglers' appliances; and they have shown a good deal of horse sense
by getting the document into shape at this time when the average
fishermun's fancy is lightly turning to thoughts of a spring outfit for
the waters. Everything that an angler in his right mind could want
as essential and some things that no one unless out of his right mind
would count as other than pure luxuries are here catalogued, named,
illustrated and price-listed. The Messrs Mills can supply everything
but the actual water, the fish in it, and the skill to take it out.

Conroy's Catalogue.
An interesting illustration in Mr. Thomas J. Conroy's catalogue of

angling goods, just issued from the Conroy establishment on the
block with Forest and Stream, is the very last one in the book. It is

a vignette printed from the original woodcut used by John Conroy in
1830. It is not quite up to the mark of modern wood engraving, but
Mr. Conroy ought to regard it with much complacency, for its

antequated air is suggestive of the long life of the Conroy fishing
tackle house. The catalogue illustrates lines, rods, hooks and all the
other articles that in 1894 go to make up a complete stock of anglers'
supplies.

Mason's Chess Book.
We have received from Horace Cox, London, a copy of "The Princi-

ples of Chess." The author is not Mr. Frank Mason, but the cele-
brated chess player James Mason.

An Opinion from Lansing.
Lansing, Mich., March 18.—I hand you $4 for a year's subscription to

Forest and Stream I have files for fifteen years. Have just been
reading ' Danvis Folks' " "Friends in Need." This alone is worth the
whole '-price of admission." I like your "plank;" it is a winner. In
fact, I can't just think of anything I don't like, unless it be that Bre'r
Hough's wind Cor ink) gives out too soon sometimes. If I ever get
time again will send some notes. Launt Thompson.

^istyulhtre mid $bH §rotecfion.

Causes ofMalformation in Artificially Hatched Fish.

SOME months ago I think I noticed an article or two on the
obscure character of the causes of deformity in young fish
artificially hatched, and I trust that my interest in the sub
ject may be my excuse for offering these notes from my per
sonal experience. Such instances as have come under my
observation have led me to think that deformities in fish em-
bryos belong to two distinct classes, viz,, one class com-
prising those that have two heads or two tails, or any por-
tion of the body duplicated, though otherwise perfect in
form, and a second class comprising those that are literally
malformations, i. e., badly formed fish having curved spines,
spiral-shaped bodies, crooked tails and the like.
Though not an embryologist. I conjecture that the de-

formities of the first class have their origin away back in the
period when the germ of the egg is being formed in the
ovaries of the parent fish, for I cannot see how any duplicate
bodies or duplicate parts of bodies can be produced after the
framework, so to speak, of the egg has been completed within
the parent fish. The duplicate forms must of necessity
already exist potentially in the germ of the egg when it is
ripe for extrusion from the ovaries. No subsequent manipu-
lation, of course, can make a double embryo, if it does not so
exist in the egg germ when development is completed. If it
is a perfectly formed egg to begin with, nothing can make a
double-headed or double-tailed fish develop in it while hatch-
ing. Consequently no mismanagement or misfortune in the
hatching of the egg can cause this first class of malforma-
tions. They at present lie beyond the power of human
agency to cause or to prevent. These consequently belong to
a province with which the fishculturist has nothing to do,
and which consequently impose no responsibilities on him.

.

I think, however, that it is not so with the second class,
comprising the embryos with imperfect and misshapen bodies
—at least not always so. These certainly can be produced
and I think generally are produced by something that hap-
pens to the egg after it leaves the fish. By this I mean that
an egg which comes from the parent fish perfect may be so
treated that it will produce an embryo with a curved or
spiral spine, or with a crooked tail or anything else that has
been found to actually occur in the way of a literal mal-
formation. If my conclusions are correct, then the germ of
the duplicate forms already exists in the egg before it leaves
the fish, and the misshapen forms are produced by some
injury to the egg after it leaves the fish. This being true,
the subject becomes a matter of practical interest to the fish-
culturist and it comes within his pi-ovince to deal with it.

And now the question presents itself directly to us, how do
these injuries happen and how do they produce the malfor-
mations? That it is an easy thing to cause the injuries may
be inferred from the exceedingly delicate and sensitive nature
of the substance of which the foetus or embryo is composed,
at least before the appearance of the black choroid pigment
usually called by fishculturists the eye spot.
Every fishculturist knows that a short time before the eye

spot shows, and while the base of the skull is hardly out-
lined and the spinal column appears only as a fine dark,
thread in the middle of the embryo, the eggs are so ex-
tremely sensitive that they will hardly bear the touch of the
soft beard of a feather without being killed. If they are so
delicate as this, and they certaiuly are, it naturally follows
that a slight touch or a jar, though not sufficient to kill the
embryo, might nevertheless injure the internal structure of
the egg sufficiently to produce a malformation. Indeed, I
have often wondered, when I considered that the brain,
heart, gills (lungs), eyes and spine were all nothing but a
semi-fluid substance at this stage of development, that these
organs did not get all jumbled together sometimes in an
indistinguishable mass as the eggs were rattled about in the
trays. Considering the delicate material inside the egg, the
wonder to me is, not that there are so many malformations
at birth, but that there are so few. Think for instance how
easy it would be for some of the delicate cells of the dorsal
cord while they are forming to get displaced or possibly
ruptured by some slight blow or jar, but if it does happen,
the result must be a deformed spine. I am consequently
inclined to believe that malformations are usually caused in
this way, viz., by* injuries to the embryo, too slight to kill
the egg, but effective enough to disturb or displace the
delicate cells forming within, to the extent of producing im-
perfect and misshapen forms when hatched.
Now, a fishculturist has only to look back over one season's

experience in hatching eggs to recall many ways in which
these not quite fatal, but nevertheless damaging injuries
may happen to the embryo. For instance, at the very outset,
when the eggs are first pressed from the fish, we know that
sometimes they strike the bottom of the pan very hard, with
apparent impunity; but though they are not visibly hurt,
who knows but what the germ right then and there receives
an irreparable injury, afterward to manifest itself in a mal-
formation. Then again, I have often seen egg pickers in the
hatching house, before the appearance of the eye spot has
indicated that the delicate stage is past, whirl the eggs about
with great force, and excuse themselves by saying, "that
does not hurt the eggs. You see it does not kill them," and
then give the eggs another whirl to emphasize their state-
ment. Now, it's true we do not see the eggs killed before our
eyes, but how do we know that such handling is not disturb-
ing the delicate structure within, and getting the sensitive
little embryos out of shape, to appear ultimately as deformed
fish?

There are other ways in which careless management may
produce this. For example, if sediment is allowed to collect
on the eggs when hatching, although it may not so entirely
stop up the pores of the shell membranes as to kill the eggs,
it may nevertheless so interrupt the development of certain
parts of the embryo as to create a deformity.
Sometimes, owing to the want of a proper water supply,

or to the eggs being left too long in the packing boxes dur-
ing transportation, the shell will shrink and appear to have
a dent on one side of it, although the egg survives apparently
uninjured. Whether this actually produces a malforma-
tion I cannot say, but at all events it usually develops an
embryo that never will be good for much. Sometimes again
little parasites^ will fasten themselves on the egg while
hatching, and if they are allowed to remain long enough
they will, I think, though not wholly destroying the life of
the egg, cause an imperfect development of the embryo,
resulting in a malformation at birth. And lastly, I must
mention that I have sometimes suspected that abrupt
changes of temperature in the hatching water might pro-
duce deformities. Of this I am not sure, however, so I will
only say that when the water supply changes several degrees
between night and da,y, and the development of the embryo
is rushed forward at a great rate of speed during the day by
the warm water, and retarded again at night by the cold
water and rushed again the next day, it certainly would not
be surprising if the various organs of the embryo within did
not get formed just right. This, however, is only a suspi-
cion of mine.
Although I do not claim to have established the fact that

malformations are caused in the way above described, it
seems to me that there is a possibility that sometimes they
may be, and accordingly, if any novice in hatching fish eggs
is not unwilling to accept advice from a fishculturist who
perhaps may lay claim to the doubtful merit of having had
the longest experience of any in this country now living, I
would say, "Do not think you can be too careful in handling
the fish eggs in your care. If you do not know whether any
specified treatment will hurt the egg, give the delicate little
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embryo the benefit of the doubt, and avoid that particular
treatment; and because the egg does not die and turn white
right before your eyes on account of rough treatment, do not
be too positive that the rough treatment is not going to show
its effect some time in the future.
Above all, do not, as the writer has often done, lose your

temper when the eggs at their sensitive stage die so easily
and almost at the slightest touch; for this is doubtless a mer-
ciful provision of nature to avoid giving life to misshapen
and ill-organized, and consequently unhappy and pitiful,

creatures. Livingston Stone.

Mr. Jex on Sea Fishery Depletion.

London, England, March 3.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I find in your issue of Feb. 10, 1894, that you have mentioned
my name in connection with the important question of the
destruction of immature fish, and brood and fry. There is

no question that this is a serious matter for fishermen and
the public alike, not only of food for the masses but the
employment of the men engaged in the catching of food fish.

In the waters around the British Islands of late years, sail-

ing vessels have been replaced by steamers, involving a
much larger catching and killing power, and I am sorry to

say that in some places our waters have been nearly depop-
ulated of fish. Many varieties now command three or four
times the price that they sold at thirty years ago. I find
that not one of my vessels, which are nearly double the size

they were then, 60 and 70 tons of your measurement, can now
catch as much fish in afortnight'as they did forty; years back
in one night. This has been steadily going on in the catch
per vessel, yet since that tune we have increased our catch-
ing powers to an enormous extent. At one port where I was
when a lad forty-five years ago there were but six vessels en-
gaged in trawling for bottom fish; I have seen over 900

vessels registered from there; at other ports then unknown
there are now from 300 to 1,000 vessels engaged, many of

them steamers. This increased catching power keeps our
markets fairly supplied, but the quality and size is very
much inferior to what it was in years gone by. I have
12 vessels that I work at one port and another; I am part
owner of 30 steamers and 50 sailing vessels, and have been
engaged in all classes of sea fishing, long line, drift net and
trawl, and I speak not with a theoretical but a practical
knowledge of the effect of the destruction of , brood and fry.

I know of a fishery on this coast line that within the last
twenty-five years has been swept out clean by the use of
small meshed nets. That fishery extended about 150 miles,
and was a mid-winter herring, with a good many shad, most
prolific fishes. Of late years we have neither had nor seen
a fish. There is not a doubt that this is due to the de-

struction of brood and fry; and there are many other
fisheries in a similar danger. Many of our deep sea fishes
come into the bays, estuaries and mouths of rivers for food,
light and heat; as they become larger they migrate into
deeper water; but before they leave it must be that vast
quantities are taken by improper instruments, especially
small mesh nets, the required size picked out, and the fry
allowed to be washed away by the tide or used as manure
upon the land. Such wholesale destruction of the people's
food should be stopped. It would be well for your people
if laws can be passed prescribing the varieties and sizes that
may be taken, with adequate punishment for violation; also
a limitation as to distance from shore, whether three miles
or otherwise. These are the measures that we are trying to
get pased here. Should reasonable protection be had, [those
engaged in the fisheries will in a short time see for them-
selves a vast improvement in their catches. Your purse
seines, pound nets, top and bottom seines, and all nets with
small meshes do no end of killing of what should be pro-
tected. On this side there is no question that such has been
the means of a vast destruction of our own deep-sea, mid-
surface and surface-swimming fisheries. I am certain if pro-
tective measures were taken it would be for the benefit of
those who may for a time think that they will be deprived of
their means of livelihood. But on the contrary they will
find in a short time an improvement, and they will be glad
of the adoption of such measures for their own interest.

Your mackerel and menhaden and many of your whitefish
need protection, or you will find that the catches will go
from bad to worse, and those engaged in the industry will be
sorry that they did not take measures in time to protect
their own interests and the well being of the- people at large.
I could say much more upon this subject, but 1 have taken
up too much of your time already.

Edward Jex.
(Fish salesman, auctioneer and smack owner, Billingsgate.)

All those who love a dog because it is a dog,
and not merely a medium for the accumulation of
dollars and cents, are invited by the editor to con-
sider this department as one in which they can
discuss amicably any subject that is of interest
to the canins fancy, without fear of their commu-
nications being subjected to personal comment
or ridicule.

F I XT U R E S.
DOG SHOWS.

March 27-30.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Philadelphia, Pa., Dr.
D. B. Darby, Sec'y. Entries close March 16.

April 17 to 20.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.
Loveland, Sec'y. Entries close March 31.

April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,
Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 1 to 4.—Special show of St. Bernard, Collie, Spaniel and Fox-

Terrier clubs, in connection with the Hempstead Farm show, Madison
Square Garden.
Sept. 10 to 14.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. K. J. Gallaug
her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells.

Sec'y.

Don't forget that entries for Boston show close
Saturday night, March 31, with David Loveland,
New England Kennel Club, Boston, Mass.

Adornment of Sideboards.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of March 17 you state: "Dr. Lougest, we

would think, would be a member of the club and adorn his
sideboard with some of the handsome trophies they offer."
The rule of the American Mastiff Club reads: "None of
these cups to be awarded unless there are three at least en-
tered and actually in competition." I have seut my entries
for both Detroit and Chicago shows, but the money was re-
turned to me, there not being sufficient entries to' compete
for same. I should only be too pleased if more of the mem-
bers of the American Mastiff Club would enter for these
handsome cups—to adorn their sideboards.

C. A LOU&EST, M.D.
Boston, Mass, March 17.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

The following extract from a letter received by Mr. F. R.
King, of Leighton, Ala., contains information of special
interest to sportsmen. The writer of the letter is Mr. H. J.
Burrell, of Portland, Ore., and is in reply to a letter of Mr.
King containing a request for information on the subject.
Mr. King is a member of the Manchester Kennel Co., which
has an important place in the annals of field trials and in
field trial records for several years, and a high place in the
esteem of sportsmen. Mr. King informs me that an earnest
effort is being made to introduce the pheasant in his section,
and the information contained in the following letter was
sought to advance that purpose. It reads as follows:
"You say a gentleman of your place is raising pheasants

for sale, but you do not say what kind. I will take it for
granted that they are Chinese pheasants, better known as
Mongolian pleasants. Chinese pheasants were imported into
this State about eight years ago. About twenty-five pairs
were turned loose in different sections, and now there are
thousands of them. They breed very rapidly. An old hen
will raisetwo or three broods a year, according to the season,
averaging about 10 chicks to the brood. As soon as the first

brood is hatched, the old cock takes them in charge, and the
hen goes to laying again, and so on.
"It is no uncommon thing to kill three different sizes of

pheasants out of the same covey.
"Late in the fall the birds separate; that is, the hens bunch

together and the cocks the same until spring, when they
mate.
"They work mostly in open ground, around wheat fields

and pasture lands, where they can catch grasshoppers, and
around cornfields, old orchards and vegetable gardens. They
are very fond of cabbage and garden truck in general.
"Now, as to the sport they afford in the field—they are en-

tirely different iu their habits from any birds we have in
this country. Dogs have to be specially broken on them.

"It is very seldom you can take a dog which has been
broken on quail, prairie chicken, etc. , and then break him on
Chinese pheasants,
"They are great runners. It takes a good dog to catch an

old, wing-broken cock. Old and young birds run more or
less, but young birds only run a short distance, when they
lie nicely for a dog.
"A dog has got to do lots of trailing. He must not stand

so soon as he strikes the scent, as the bird is probably 100yds.
or more away.
"Mr. Monteith, my shooting companion, owns one of the

finest Chinese. pheasant dogs in this part of the country. I
have seen him trail an old cock fully 500yds., making half a
dozen stands before the cock would lie close, or as we say,
'hole the bird. ' A young bird usually lies close after the
first run.
"You can readily see that a dog not used to that kind of

working will not be in it for a minute. Lots of times the old
birds will not lie at all, but will run for a ways and then
flush.

"It is useless to work a bird down wind when once flushed,
for the moment he hits the ground he runs like a race horse
for pastures uew.
"Mr. Monteith and I have made several large bags over his

dog Dukes. We killed 101 in one day a year ago last Septem-
ber. Last September we killed 73 in one day. Mark's Hal is
a very good retriever, but he don't 'catch on' to China pheas-
ants very well,

"

There is most excellent quail shooting along the Illinois
Central and Kansas City, Memphis& Birmingham railroads,
but what is now an abundance will gradually diminish to a
dearth of shooting if more restrictive laws are not passed
and the season shortened. There is now nearly six months of
open season in the South; too long by far considering the
numbers and destructiveness of the modern shooter. The in-
troduction of the pheasant would be a great addition to the
game resources of the South.

Back in the Fold.
The many friends of Mr. W. W. Tibus, of Waverly, Miss.—and few people, handlers or otherwise, have more friends

than "Billy"—will be pleased to learn that he will join his
business interests with field trials and again will be iu the
thick of the competition^ I quote some extracts from his
letter to me, not the least interesting part being the amusing
satire on the wide-ranging dog. He says:
"After much deliberation, I have decided to come back to

the fold again and handle in field trials. What induced me
to do this more than anything else, was the opening of the
'Selling Stake' in the Eastern trials. If I go there for the
purpose of running shooting dogs, it will be just as easy to
take a few dogs for the other stakes.
"There is little here in the way of news, especially that of

a canine nature. I might tell you of some wonderful dogs
that 1 have, but I suppose it would be more wonderful for
some gentleman to tell of dogs they owned which were any
other way. * * *

"1 had quite a chat with old Uncle Chess. Among other
matters, we talked about dogs. Uncle Chess was very anx-
ious to know what constituted a .first class dog iu these de-
generate days, and I tried mighty hard to tell him, but I
don't think the old man comprehended very clearly. At last
I told him about the wide-ranging dogs we had, and the old
man wanted to know if they were not a heap of trouble to
keep track of. 'I had a dog once,' he said, 'way back in the
50's, that was the outrangingest dog I ever saw. I recollect
one day I was out hunting in a country I was a stranger to,
and I lost my dog. I kept hunting and a-hunting for the
dog until finally I was lost myself. About this time I met
a old gentleman on a horse, with a sack of corn in front of
him, evidently on his way to mill.

"'Mister,' said I, 'have you seen anything of a dog that
looked like he might be lost?'

" 'No, my boy,' he replied, 'are you sure you aren't lost
yourself?'
" 'No sir, I ain't sure about not being lost. In fact, I know

I'm lost. But, Mister, that dog is lost so much wuss 'n I
am, that I ain't got any time to think about my own
troubles..'

" About this time my dog came in sight, and, though I
caught him, I had to lead him home and tie him—couldn't
use him for a week.'
" 'How was that, Uncle Chess,' I required.
" 'Why, the blame dog was so badly lost that it took him a

week to find out who I was, and the durn fool was always
mighty distant after that. I always thought he acted like
he was suspicious that I was an impostor and was palming
myself off for his master, till finally I felt so hurt about the
way he treated me, that I gave him away, but he was a
ranger, though right.'

" 'Would he retrieve?' I asked.
" 'Would he what?' said Uncle Chess, eyeing me suspi-

ciously.
" 'Would he bring a bird when you killed it?'
" 'Oh, I didn't exactly understand you. Yes, he would

bring a bird every time. Once I was out turkey hunting (he
was a good turkey dog} and he crossed the river and got
after something in the cane on the other side. I thought it
was turkeys and I ripped and snorted, and told him to
catch 'em. Bring him out, I yelled; and from the way the
cane was a smashing and a cracking I decided he had caught
one, Directly he and somethiug come rolling out of the
cane into the river, and then began to swim toward my side.
As he was below me I made my way down to where he
would land, and what do you think he'had?'

" 'I'm sure I don't know, Uncle Chess, without it was a
turkey.'

" 'He had the biggest, blackest billy goat you ever put
your eyes on.'
"About this time the train stopped at my station and I

got off.

"I am preparing to go to North Dakota about the last of
June, and will take my field trial dogs up there and give
them a good start for next fall."

There is a rumor of the formation of a new field trial club
in the South. It is the intention to give liberal purses and
to hold the trials in January. There will be more definite
information to give soon.

There is a strong sentiment iu favor of forming a club
which will cater more especial ly to the interests of amateurs.
Such a club could be formed successfully, I believe, as there
is a large amateur contingent which hold aloof from trials
from a belief that they have no chance to win against profes-
sionals. B. WATERS.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

Denver Dog Show.
THE first show given under the auspices of the reorganized

Continental Kennel Co., now known as the Western Kennel
Club, seems to have been a success, at any rate, as far as the
quality of the dogs exhibited is concerned. Although there
were only about 180 entries, the show boasted some of the
most prominent dogs of their breeds in the country. Such
are Sir Bedivere, Rustic Beauty, Melrose, Alton II. , Gem of
the Season, Wellesbourne Charlie, Maney Trefoil, Attraction,
The Graven Image, Wal Hampton and others. The local
kennels, stich as St. Patrick Greyhound Kennels, with Pearl
of Pekin, that Best Gem of the Season, Boomerang, St.

Patrick, etc., and the Carlowrie Collie Kennels, with their
collies, Maney Trefoil, etc., quite held their own in open
classes with the strong Chestnut Hill Kennels. Mr. John
Davidson judged all classes. Our detailed report of the show
has not arrived yet. The list of awards is as follows:

PRIZE LIST.

MASTIFFS.

—

Dogs: 1st, R. H. Goulding's Mars; 2d, F. A. Hassen-
plug's Bevis II. Reserve, Carrie Bock's Troy. Very high com., J. F.
Synies's Standish of Berkshire. Bitches: 1st, M. Miller's iSfitger. Pup-
pies: 1st, Carrie Bock's Doctor.

J JST. BERNARDS.

—

Rough-Coated—Challenge—1st, Argyle Kennels*
Sir Bedivere.—Open—Dogs: 1st, F. H. Fisher's Saladin; 2d, Mrs. F. E.
Shepherd's Big Ben Lamond. Reserve, A. C. Shallenberger's Alton III.

Very high com., Q. Rice's Mascot-Captain. High com., R M. Ken-
nedy's Bob, Duke of Highlands and N. Goff's Mountain Chief. Com.,
Mrs". W.W.Williamson's Beauty and Mrs. J. Filmore's Roxey. Bitches:
1st, Argyle Kennels' Rustic Beauty; 2d, A. C. Shallenberger's Alta
Berna. Reserve, E. Jones's Nellie J. High com., S. L. Bigelow's Ute
Princess. Puppies: 1st and 2d, C. T. Wentworth's Lord Alton and
Lady Alton II. Very high com., Hon. O. E. Le Fever's Sir Bevis.—
Smooth-Coated—Challenge—1st, Argyle Kennels 1 Alton H.; 2d, A. C.
Shallenberger's Melrose.—Open—Dogs: 1st, A. C. Shallenberger's
Patrician. Bitches: 1st, Argyle Kennels' Pratt's Belle; 2d, E. T.
Weiant's Columbia Venus. Puppies: 1st, A. C. Shallenberger's Pa-
trician.

GREAT DANES.—1st, F. S. Anderson's Anderson's Sandor; 2d, J.
McAuliffe's Don Juan. Very high com., Mrs. M. Crawford's Captain.
High com., B. K. Walker's Prince. Bitches: 1st, F, S. Anderson's
Flora A; 2d. D. Fitzsimmons's Lady Venus.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Prizes withheld.

BLOODHOUNDS.—1st, R. G. H. Huntington's Jack Shepard.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.

—

Dogs: 1st, 2d and reserve, P. H. Hackees
Smeltchak, Odinor and Argus. Bitches: 1st, P. H. Hacke's Koketka.

DEERHOUNDS.

—

Dogs: 1st, M. Harrison's Douglas. Bitches: 1st,

Broadmoor Kennels' Lassie Jean.

GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—lst,Gem of the Season.—Open—Dogs."
1st and 2d, St. Patrick Greyhound Kennels' Monk Bishop and Boome-
rang, Bitches: 1st and 2d, St. Patrick Greyhound Kennels' Pearl of
Pekin and Black Maria. Puppies: 1st and 2d, R. L. Lee's Montana and
Donald.

FOXHOUNDS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Denmark. Bitches:
1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Rosemary; 2d, Vinewood Kennels' Dolly-
go-nimble.

POINTERS.—Birches; 1st, J. C. Harrington's Dido A. Puppies; 1st,

H. C. Glaze's True Silver.

ENGLISH SETTERS.-Challbngk—1st, J.Lewis's Victress Llewellyn.
—Open—Dogs; 1st, American Field Kennels' King Gladys; 2d, T. J. Mans-
field's Frank. Bitches: 1st, L. Dingle's Nit; 2d and very high com.,
AmericauField Kennels' Pattie and Queen Gladys. Puppies: 1st, 2d and
very high com., E F. Thomas's King Leo's Valentine, King Leo^s Antony
and King Leo's Mary. Reserve, J. M. Norman's Bella. High com.,
American Field Kennels' King Allister.

IRISH SETTERS.

—

Dogs : 1st, W. H. Hill's Donowa; 2d, D. L. & A.
Carmichaers Shamrock Bruce. Very high com., C. W. Marche's
Terry. Bitches: 1st, Kildare Kennels' Ruby Glenmore II,; 2d, Lake
Shore Kennels' Lake Shore Ruby.

GORDON SETTERS.—Bitches: 1st, Mrs. N. M. Clapp's Dixie.

CHESAPEAKE BAYDOGS.—1st, D. L. Mechlin's Punch; 2d, J. Lan-
sing's Vic.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.— 1st, B. F. Lewis's Kitty of Cork.

FIELD SPANIELS.

—

Dogs: 1st, B. F. Lewis's Newton Abbott Torso;
2d, Lake Shore Kennels' Nick Ott. Very high com., J. Smith's Coup's,
Gyp. Bitches: 1st, J. Smith's Dorothy; 2d, F. Van Dornum's Dandy,

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, C. F. Sackett's Othello.—
Open—Dogs: 1st, Luckwell & Douglass's Woodland Count; 2d, C. F.
Sackett's St. Lawrence Prince. Very high com., J. H. Mc'i'ague's Mc-
Tague's Cherry. Bitches: 1st, Dole & Thomas's Woodstock Dora.

COLLIES.—Challenge—1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Wellesbourne
Charlie Reserve, Carlowrie Collie Kennels' Maney Trefoil—Open—
Dogs: 1st, Carlowrie Collie Kennels' Chrishoirn

; 2d, Rose Hille Kennels'
Denver Robin. Reserve, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Prince Wilkes. Very
high com., L, H. Field's Psyche and Rose Hill Kennels' Denver Sandy.
High com., F. S. Anderson's Toronto Wonder and A. H. Lowe's Ros-
lyn II. Com., J. H. P. Voorhees's Senator. Bitches: 1st, reserve and
high com , Carlowrie Collie Kennels' La Creole, Sooty and Heather
Twig; 2d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Gipsy H. Very high com., high com,
and com., Rose Hill Kennels' Rose Hill Dolly, Maid of the Mill and
Princess Sheila. Puppies: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Orme; 2d and
reserve, Carlowrie Collie Kennels' Chrishoirn and Sooty.

BULLDOG.—Challenge—1st, F. V. Dole's Graven Image.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Wal Hampton.
BULL-TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, F. F. Dole's Starlight; 2d, Luz-

boro Kennels' Crisp.—Open—Dogs: 1st, F. F. Dole's Topsparkie.
Flitches: 1st, F. F. Dole's Edgewood Topsy; 2d, Chautauqua Kennels'
White Gipsy.

DACHSHUNDS.—1st and 2d, Winrusb Kenneis' Jargonelle and Jay.

BEAGLES—Challenge—1st, G. D. Welton's June M.

—

Open—Dogs:
1st and 2d, G. D. Welton's Joe and Pomp. High com., R. C. Perky's
Don. Bitches: 1st, G. D. Welton's Superba.

FOX-TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—1st, Toon & Thomas's Lady Rose-
berry.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, South Shore Kennels' George Bell; 2d,
Painter Bros.' Stinger. High com., L. E. Myers's Aristocrat. Bitches:
1st, W. P. Tichenor's Muggins; 2d, L. E. Myers's Chip. Reserve, Wood-
lawn Park Kennels' Jess Frost. Very high com. and com.. South Shore
Kennels' Fancy II. and Flirt. High com., C. A. Scofield's Fidget.
Puppies: 1st, T. K. Twist's Whistle; 2d, L. E. Myers's Chip. Very high
com., South Shore Kennels' Fury. High com., Ed Smith's Denver Ed
Smith.

IRISH TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st,Woodlawn Park Kennels' Jackanapes;
2d, Toon & Thomas's Brickbat, Jr. Bitches: 1st, Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels' Candor.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.

—

Dogs: 1st and 2d, A. F. Hertzler's KUltipand
Rattler. Bitches: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Merry Call; 2d, A. F. Hertz-
ler's Bessie.

SKYE TERRIERS.—1st, H. K. Conor's Endcliffe Maggie.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—1st, John Bell's Bo-Peep.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—1st, Chesterford Park Kennels'
Rochelle Oolah.

PUGS.—Dogs: 1st, Lake Shore Kennels' Duke Howard. Bitches:
1st, Lake Shore Kennels' Lake Shore Julia; 2d, E. Triplett's Judy.
BLENHEIM SPANIELS.—1st, G. H. Moore's King of Diamonds.
KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—Prizes withheld.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Equal 1st, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Dewr and
F.-"W. Broad's Chihuahueria.

special prizes.

St. Bernards—Best kennels, Argyle Kennels; best in show, Sir Bed
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vere; best pair, Sir Bedivere and Rustic Beauty. Russian wolfhounds
—Best kennel, P. H. Haeke. Greyhounds—Best kennel, St. Patrick
Kennels; best greyhound, Pearl of Pekin English setters—Best ken-
nels, American Field Kennels. Collies—Best kennel, Chestnut Hill

Kennels. Beagles—Best kennel, Geo. D. Welton. Fox-terriers—Best
kennel, South Shore Keanels.

DOG CHAT.

Messrs. James Mortimer, E. M. Oldham and Major J. M.
Taylor are the judges so far chosen for the Toronto show in

September next. Mr. Oldham will of course take spaniels,

and it is to be hoped that he will not, for his own sake, raise

the "anti."

Mr. J. C. Vail, of Warwick, N. Y., intends, according to a
local paper, to build some new kennels on his property and
will again take a limited number of dogs to board and train.

The Frank Forester Kennels have held some good dogs in

their day.

The Boston Herald says there are fully 10,000 dog owners
in Boston who take more or less interest in the doings of the
kennel world. If this is the case the N. E. K. C. should not
bother themselves about the loss of Fast Day.

P. K. C. Show.
The entries for this show closed with 479 entries as follows:

Mastiffs 7 Poodles 26
St. Bernards 33 Bulldogs 12
Bloodhounds 2 Bull-Terriers 14

Great Danes 10 Dachshunds . 4
Newfoundlands 1 Beagles 28

Russian Wolfhounds 9 Fox-Terriers 42

Deerhounds 2 Irish Terriers . . 4
Greyhounds... 15 Black and Tan Terriers 4
Foxhounds 9 Scotch Terriers 3

Chesapeake Bay dogs 3 Skye Terriers 5

Pointers 36 Yorkshire Terriers 2

English Setters 43 Toy Terriers 2
Irish Setters 31 Pugs , 9
Gordon Setters 7 Toy Spaniels 14

Irish Water Spaniels 1 Italian Greyhounds 1

Field Spaniels 9 Miscellaneous 8

Cocker Spaniels 47 —
Collies 28 Total 479

The entry of English setters must be peculiarly gratifying
to Mr. Taylor, as he makes his debut as a judge. Spaniels,

beagles, fox-terriers and poodles must also be considered as
complimentary to the judges. Collies have a good entry,

too, considering the fact that the judge is himself a prominent
exhibitor in this breed, and therefore his entries are so many
lost.

Los Angeies Show.
The dog show committee of the Southern California Ken-

nel Club have decided, owing to the great expense that
would be incurred in getting a judge from the East for their
show alone, to secure local talent. Mr. H. H. Briggs, a
prominent San Francisco sportsman and president of the
Pacific Kennel Club, together with A. Russell Crowell, ken-
nel editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, will take all

breeds except fox-terriers and bull-terriers, and these will

be passed upon by Mr. G. L. Waring, a gentleman who has
lately come out' from England and who is said to have
judged at some small shows in England; and pointers,
which Mr. R. T. Vandevort will judge. Owing to the
backing down of the other clubs on the Coast, the Los
Angeles enthusiasts, to whom such an event is furthest
trom their thoughts, this show should be given the support
which their enterprise and love of dogs deserve. The club
has never missed a show since its organization and this will

be their sixth gathering, while only two shows have ever
paid a profit. The club is supported by sportsmen and they
.see no reason why they should not hold ashow because there
is some work and no pay.

We omitted to mention last week that Mr. George S.

Thomas, while at Chicago, sold his black and tan terriers

Rochelle Turk and Rosette to Mr. Fred C. Stilson, Janes-
ville, Wis. Mr. H. Jarrett also sold a cocker spaniel by
Fascination to Miss Materson, of Kansas City.

While at Chicago show we heard a rumor that Mr.
Lawrence Sinister, of Philadelphia, had died very recently.
We regret to hear the sad news confirmed. Mr. Shuster was
well known as one of the oldest and most prominent fanciers
in Philadelphia, his English setters having won both on
bench and field. He was identified with the early Phila-
delphia K. C. shows, being treasurer, we believe, and also was
connected with the Fanciers' Journal in that capacity when
it started on its troubled career. In late years his interest in
kennel affairs, outside of the P. K. C. field trials, has not
been very active.

Mr. Reick, contrary to custom, did not purchase any St.

Bernards during his recent trip to Europe, but from the'ken-
nels of Mrs. L. E. Jenkins, of Forest Hill, he secured the
Blenheim spaniels Wild Honey and Nokomis, said to be the
smallest in this celebrated exhibitor's kennels. They are
each under 61bs. weight.

It is most amusing to read the learned opinions of those
who have never seen the dog Pade as to wnether he is a pure
beagle or a basset-beagle or what not. StocJc-Keeper prints
a picture of the dog and then asks, "What is it? ' which is

just about the best way to treat the subject. Mr. Millais
takes up the question as to whether the dog has basset blood
in him, but as his deductions are entirely drawn from the
photograph spoken of it is merely an opinion as to that pho-
tograph and not of the dog, as no one from that picture can
form a correct idea of the dog's crooked forelegs. We may
say in answer to Mr. Millais's opinion regarding malformed
beagle legs in their similarity to the basset crook, that the
peculiar formation of Pade's legs is not due to "osseous en-
largement of the distal cords," but the crook is "largely due
to the arrangement of the bones in the carpus" and "the
philanges are turned outward." No one ever said that Pade
had a "basset front, pure and simple, but rather that Pade
showed in his forelegs every indication of a basset or dachs-
hund d'OSS.

Dr. H. Koenig, of Lexington avenue, New York, has pur-
chased from the Dutchess Kennels a very handsome dog pup
by Alton, Jr., out of Miss Anna.

The Philadelphia Kennel Club will make a "bold bid for
success in the matter of attendance, at any rate. To each
ticket of admission will be attached a coupon which will
entitle the holder to participate in drawing for a pedigreed
dog that will be donated each night. Each day a dog of a
different breed will be given away.

The English fancy is having a regular Donnybrook sort of
a time over the appointment of the Irish terrier judge for the
Kennel Club's show to be held next month. It seems Mr. G.
R. Krehl suggested Mr. Hill, a well-known judge of the
breed, for the office, and he was appointed. Mr. Hill not
being on the Irish Terrier Club's list of judges, the president
of that body of specialists is using his best endeavors to boy-
cott the show in true Irish fashion, which, in the interests of
the breed the club is supposed to foster, cannot be called very
praiseworthy on his part. Mr. Krehl, as vice-president of

the club, on the other hand, has explained his position in a
letter to his paper, and calls upon the exhibitors to back up
the judge with their entries. The fight is only just com-
mencing, but will attract considerable attention on' all sides
before the show comes off.

The noted deerhound exhibitor and breeder, Mr. Weston
Bell of Rossie, Perthshire, Scotland, is dead. He owned the
celebrated dog Rossie Ralph and was counted the most suc-
cessful exhibitor of deerhounds in Great Britain, besides
having a number of winners in other breeds from time to
time. He was the author of "The Scottish Deerhound" and
was only 35 years old at the time of his death,which occurred
March 9, from pneumonia.

Mr. Geo. Bell, of Toronto, we are glad to see, is on the war-
path again, this time as a competitor for P. K. C. prizes.

He called at our office on his way to the Quaker City, and is

enthusiastic over a 7-months-old Canadian-bred black and
tan terrier he is sending there. Dusky Trap he reports as
looking fit and well, weighing 181 bs. A 4-months-old pu^ by
him is to make us all open our other eye at Toronto next Sep-
tember.

The N. E. K. Club.

The N. E. K. Club have provided a class to be known as
"207A," for Dalmatians, dogs and bitches, offering $10 and
$5 for first and second respectively. Friends of the Boston
terrier have offered the following additional specials for that
breed: $10 for the best brood bitch, to be shown with two of
her produce; $10 for the most typical-headed bitch, and $5 for

the best dog or bitch puppy.

The Toronto Kennel Club held its annual meeting March
22, with President J. F. Kirk in the chair. The club's spring
show, which will be open to dogs owned in Canada, will be
held April 13 to 14, at the Granite Rink. J. S. Williams will
judge St. Bernards, C. A. Stone pointers, English and
Gordon setters, Richard Gibson fox-terriers and George Bell
all the rest. Premium lists will be issued this week and a
number of specials are promised. The old list of officers was
re-elected with J. F. Kirk as President, A. A. McDonald and
W. S. Crawford being added to the executive committee. A
deputation from the club was to wait on the Attoney
General on March 23, to urge the passage of a bill under
which dog thieves may be more easily prosecuted.

In collie bitch pups at Chicago show first should read Tom
Godsland's Blossom and Willowdale Kennels' Pride, which
was the next, number to Blossom's, and the number against
their names could apply to either, hence the mistake.

Referring to dachshunds at New York, Dr. E.Guenther, of
Newark, N. J., writes: "I would ask you in justice to Mr.
Manice, of Pittsfield, Mass., to make the following correc-
tion in your valuable and—to me—ever welcome paper. In
your list of prize winners at the late show of the Westmin-
ster Kennel Club, in Class 144A, dachshund puppies, you
give first to my bitch puppy Nanette; second, to Pretzel
(John H. Mathews) and vhc. to Hermit (Windrush Kennels).
I am aware that the official catalogue published the awards
as above, a,nd this very likely explains your mistake. The
awards were as follows: First, Hermit (Windrush Kennels);
second, Pretzel (John H. Mathews); vhc, Nanette (Dr. E.
Guenther)." We are pleased to give Dr. Guenther the op-
portunity to make such a courteous correction.

Mr. C. Stedman Hanks, the owner of the Seacrof t Kennels,
is passing the winter in the South. At present, he is enjoying
the fishing on the east side of Florida, in a houseboat. He
writes: "I am away from all doggy news; please send me a
copy of the Forest and Stream which has the account of
the New York show and the reports of the different judges
on their awards."

Mayor Stewart, although he is a busy man these days with
the care of the municipal affairs of Hamilton, Canada, on his
hands, has not entirely relinquished his interest in dogdom,
and speaks of getting out from England another bulldog or
two. We may yet see another show at Hamilton, and under
the patronage of his Worship.

What has become of the Bull-Terrier Club?

Lord Walbeck.

Last week we referred to a dispatch, sent to the dailies dur-
ing the Chicago show, which alluded to a St. Bernard stolen
from Mr. Geo. J. Gould. Mr. Gould has not lost a dog, and
the report is entirely erroneous. It will be remembered that
after the New York show we stated that some one had ship-
ped No. 25 instead of No. 52 from the Garden on the
morning after the show. No. 25 was Mr. S. Miller's dog Lord
Walbeck and No. 52 was Mr. E. W. Fiske's dog Hamlet. As
soon as Mr. Miller heard of this when he went to the building
to get his dog on Saturday morning, and not finding his dog,
he at once shipped No. 52 in his own crate to Mr. Fiske at
Mount Vernon, and then proceeded himself to Mr. Fiske's
place. Arrived there, he found that no St. Bernard had
reached Mr. Fiske's kennels, although his spaniels had
arrived. Mr. Fiske subsequently received his dog Hamlet,
but no trace has as yet been found of Lord Walbeck. The
dog.is a valuable one and well known at dog shows. He is

the only son of Young Bute and Miss Anna in this country,
having been imported in ut&ro. Mr. Miller is naturally very
anxious about his dog and is investigating the source of the
dispatch alluded to above, thinking the dog referred to may
be his. Whether the W. K. C. can be held responsible for the
dog's loss is an interesting question which is now under con-
sideration, Mr. Miller having put the case in the hands of his
lawyer. If any one should hear of the dog it would be a
kindness to advise Mr. Miller at 21 Centre street, New York
city, as to its whereabouts. The W. K. C. is using every en-
deavor and no little money in trying to trace the dogs—the
Irish terrier Shargar is alao still missing.

The name of the donor of the scarf pin to be given to the
owner of the black and tan terrier winning the most prizes
during the present dog show season is Prof. Wm. G. Ingram
and not. Graham, as first stated.

Great Danes.

While at Detroit we had the pleasure of meeting Mrs.
Glynn, the owner of the Wolverton Kennels of Great Danes.
She stated that it was her intention as soon as she could sell

her kennel, to follow her husband to England. We are
therefore not. surprised to hear that Mr. Lawrence, of Colum-
bus, Ohio, who has lately made such rapid strides to the
front in the great Dane fancy, has purchased the whole of
Mrs. Glynn's kennel. This purchase includes three fine

youngsters out of the well known Senta, that died recently in
Mr. Lawrence's kennels. They are about one year old;
Senta's Brutus is one, the blue dog that won at Detroit and
Senta's Rheda and Senta's Mascot, first and second respect-
ively at that show, are the others. With the help of this new
and young blood, the Kennel Lawrence expect to add many
more winning brackets.

The British Fancier did an enterprising piece of work in
getting out a special edition of their paper containing a re-

port of the Manchester show, with jts 050 entries, on the
second day of the show. This journal seems to be a more
than lively "corpse," and its predicted death appears to be
as unlikely as its success seemed assured. Forest and

Stream does not wish to be robbed of its laurels, and we
must remind our trans-Atlantic contemporary that this
journal was the first to issue, a special edition during an im-
portant show. This was in 1892, when the New York show,
with its 1,400 entries, was fully reported, embellished with a
large number of half-tone pictures of the winners and all the
judges.

The late Manchester show was scarcely the success of for-
mer years, as far as entries went, though the quality could
not be cavilled at. The Deakin challenge cup for the best in
sporting and non-sporting divisions was captured in the for-
mer section by the well known pointer champion Saddle-
back, the wire fox-terrier Cauldwell Nailer getting reserve,
and ir^the latter by the crack smooth St. Bernard Lola IV.,
Southport Perfection, the collie, coming in for reserve.
"Billy" Graham brought out a new Irish terrier bitch Breda
Bee, that is said to be a "corker." Owing to a number of un-
fortunate causes, chief among them being the very mystify-
ing new classification of the Kennel Club, a number of classes
were cancelled, such important breeds as bloodhounds, pugs
and greyhounds not having sufficient entries.

Mr. A. H. Megson, of Manchester, recently purchased a
young collie, Guy Mannering, by Sefton Hero, for $1,000,
that is said to be very nearly a world beater if he only gets
his ears up a bit more; in coat, bone, substance and style it
is said he cannot be excelled. He won all before him at the
Manchester show, where he was first shown.

The Sporting Mirror (Eng.) says in speaking of the New
York show, "Forest and Stream wins the whippet so far as
full judges' critique goes. " This is a new term to us, but as
a whippet is supposed to be fast and gets to the front pretty
quick we take the above as a compliment.

The English Mastiffs Ogilvie and Jubilee Beauty, together
with the crack Plutarch, have been sold since Capt. Pid-
dqcke's death, which occurred recently, to Mr. A. D. Int-
cliffe, Failsworth, Lancasture.

We learn that an order has been placed on the other side
for the best Irish terrier dog or bitch that can be procured.

Louisville Dog Show.
The secretary of the Louisville Kennel Club, Mr. St. Marc

Mundy, writing about their coming show, says:
"The directors ofthe Louisville Kennel Club (incorporated)

held their regular weekly meeting on Wednesday evening.
March 21, at the Armory. Of the nineteen directors only
two were absent, which illustrates the interest taken in the
club's affairs and the present important topic of interest,
its first annual dog show, which will be given May 9 to 12,
the week following the Hempstead Farm Specialty show in
New York.
"The dog show committee reported themselves ready to

submit the result of their labors on the premium list and
the list recommended by them was adopted unanimously.
It provides for forty-five different breeds, including miscel-
laneous, and 152 different classes, while the total sum of the
purses will amount to over $2,000, exclusive of the handlers'
prizes, of which there will be five. Three for handlers non-
residents of Jefferson county, Ky., or Floyd and Clark
counties, Ind., and two for handlers residents of those three
counties exclusively. The moneys for the five handlers'
prizes will amount to a total of $150.

. "The judges so far decided upon are Messrs. Mortimer,
Roger D. Williams and Major J. M. Taylor, but there will
be one, and possibly two, other judges added to the list, as
we are now waiting to hear from several gentlemen. Our
premium list will be ready for distribution MarchJJl.
"Louisville being a port of entry, arrangements are now

on foot to enable our Canadian brother exhibitors to bring
their dogs here in bond, and so avoid the disagreeable pay-
ment of duty on their animals. We also hope to make
arrangements for special transportation for the Eastern and
Northern exhibitors, by having two special cars leave New
York after the Hempstead Farm show, and come out over
different routes.
"These two routes will be selected with the idea of securing

the most benefit to the different exhibitors, by having the
cars pass through certain cities, so that exhibitors living
between New York and Louisville, who may not attend the
New York show of May 1 to 4, can meet these cars at points
nearest to their homes, and thus secure the benefit of their
use and cheaper transportation to Louisville and return, for
these cars will return over the same route they came here by.
We are also figuring on having a special car put on and run
from Chicago for the benefit of the exhibitors from that city
and vicinity and the Northwest.
"Nashville is also talking about giving a dog show the

week after ours, and if they do, the exhibitors from a dis-
tance will then be able to take in both, as Nashville is only a
little over six hours' run from here. Should they give this
show, and commence it on May 16, all the exhibitors can
have their dogs cared for here, the few intervening days be-
tween the two shows, remain and see the Kentucky Derby on
the afternoon of the 15th, and yet be in Nashville the follow-
ing morning in plenty of time to bench their dogs. To any
one who has never seen the Kentucky Derby and the grand
stand thronged with the beautiful Southern women, as it is

on Derby day, I will simply say, it is a sight well worth
going skfeio miles to see."

"Vicissitudes of the Judging Ring."
Editor Forest and Stream:
In behalf of F. M. Thomas, relative to "Vicissitudes of the

Judging Ring," will say he is out of town and on his return
will make answer to the above. A. Milton Mters.
Catskill, N. Y., March 24.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
I. P. M., Erie, Pa.—Is there an English mastiff dog registered under

the name o£ Bex? If so. what is his pedigree? Ans. Rex (A. K. C. S.
B. 9,705), by Turk II. out of Bess, by Major out of Mollie. Turk II.,

by Rajah out of Brenda.

E, F. G., Nashua, N. H.—You do not give the name of the beagle.

FIXTURES.
April 17.—South Dakota Coursing Club's inaugural meeting, at

Mitchell, S. D. Entries close April 16. S. S. Batley, Sec'y; Fox
Kenney, Judge; Joseph Dodd, Slipper.

Brunswick Fur Club.

There will be a special meeting of the Brunswick Fur
Club, at Mechanic's Hall, Boston, Mass., on April 17, at 12 M.
A delegate to the American Kennel Club will be elected, and
other important business will come before the meeting.
The annual field trials will take place during the week of

Nov. 5. The place will be announced later.
• • • •

International Coursing Meeting.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As there never has been published a report of the receipts

and disbursements of the International Coursing Meeting,
would it not be of interest to a great many readers, for the
treasurer to do so? Nominator.
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Coursing in South Dakota.

E'-The Huron Coursing Club has decided to offer a ".sapling"

stakes, to be run at the meeting there on April 10. It will be

for eieht or ten puppies whelped since April 10, 1893, and
will be run in connection with the twenty-four-dog stake

The meetings at Oaks, Huron and Mitchell are expected to

be large, as there is so much interest manifested among the

overs of the leash in those towns. Mr. H. G. Nichols writes

us that the weather at present is fine, and the ground could

not be in better condition. tt .„
After April 1 that enthusiastic courser, Mr. J. H. Rew, will

be located at Artesian, S. D., in the general merchandise
business. He will also keep his kennel of greyhounds there.

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

On March 9, while E. Gray Griswold, M. F. H. of the

Meadowbrook Club, with E. T. dishing, E. W. Roby and H.

L. Herbert had a pack out on Hempstead Plains, L. for

an. exercising run, a fox was found near Hone's Wood which
afforded the liveliest sport for nearly two hours. Reynard
ran through Wheatley and then through a pretty stiff fence

and rail country, finally being run into near Stanley Morti-

mer's place in the Wheatley Hills. This is said to be first

wild fox put up by these hounds in some years.

8 • • •

"flu Queens county, K Y., the county law, passed at the

last session, authorizes the payment of $5 bounty for each

fox and $1 bounty for each weasel, 'possum, racoon, skunk or

woodchuck killed,

^drifting.

The article by "Thalassa," on the length and sail area of recent

British yachts, which we reproduce this week from The Yachtsman,

is interesting in connection with a similar investigation of yachts built

under the old tonnage rule and the then newly adopted rating rule by

the same writer in 1887, and also with the comparisons of American

yachts made by us in 1889. The diagraphic method followed in all

three cases appeals immediately to the eye, end is clearer and more

convincing than any tables of figures; and the curves as plotted throw

much light on the comparative development of the different sizes of

racing yachts. It is worth noting that in our investigations the 30ft.

and 40ft. classes showed an abnormal proportion of sail area, and a

similar excess is found in the present diagram in the nearly equivalent

classes of 10 and 20 rating. Owing to the lack of a few well developed

small classes, our comparison was not carried below the 30ft. class,

butfrom that class upward the curve was very similar to that shown

n the present diagram for the old tonnage boats, the smaller ones

being more heavily rigged and the ratio of sail to length decreasing

rapidly as the size increased; the largest ratio in the 30 and 40ft.

classes being 150%, while in the schooners of about- 100ft. l.w.l. it de-

creased to less than 100%. The result of the rating rule, as here shown,

has been to produce craft of much less sail area than is found in con-

nection with any given length on this side of the water; while the pro-

portion of sail area is very small in the open sailing boats, such as the

y2 and 1-raters, but comparatively large in the yacht classes.

There are two points in "Tbalassa's" letter with which we cannot

agree, his conclusion as to the effect of lighter materials, and his sur-

prise, as expressed in the final paragraph. As we understand the case

the use of lighter materials in hull or rig means an increase of ballast

and sail-carrying power on the same model, permitting a larger rig

and increasing the length of the ordinate of the curve instead of de-

creasing it. As regards the comparative power of the large yachts

built under the tonnage and rating rules, it has been known to Ameri-

cans for some years, in fact, since Genesta raced here in 1885, that the

old tonnage cutters, in spite of their weight of ballast and displace"

ment, were vessels of low power. It is with regret that we note that

while in 1885 there was a large fleet of American racing yachts to

which such investigations might profitably be applied, to day there are

not only no live racing classes as the basis for such work, but practi-

cally no racing yachts in any class.

The condition of yacht racing on both sides of the Atlantic at the

present time shows a curious paradox. In spite of Navahoe's defeat

last year, the great event of the season was the successful defense

for the eighth time of the America's Cup, and the defeat of the

sixth British challenger. The victory of Vigilant over Valkyrie was
no less complete and notable than in former years, and the honors

of the season clearly rested on this side of the A tlantic. As the

natural result of thi3 state of affairs one would look to see life and
activity on the part of the victors and corresponding discourage-

ment and apathy on the part of the vanquished. Far from such
being the case, however, the result is exactly opposite; in England
and Scotland designers and builders are busy with new yachts and
alterations on those of last year; in America there is no talk of
building or racing, in fact the only new yacht of any note in the
shops of the builders of the successful yacht of last year is for a
Scotch owner. Of course the prevailing business depression is an
important factor in the condition of yachting, but that it is not the
only one is proved by the similar dullness that has prevailed in

former years, though never to so great an extent, immediately
after a successful defense of the America's Cup.

So far as true racing goes, there is nothing in the condition of busi-

ness to hinder the building of racing yachts, as the best sport to-day is

to be had in the classes below 46 ft. If yachtsmen really want to race,

there is ample opportunity for good sport in the 21, 25, 30 or 35ft.

classes at a moderate outlay; in fact now. when many of the large

steam yachts and expensive craft are likely to be laid up all the sea-

son, is the very time for yachtsmen to seek the keenest kind of sport

in the smaller racing classes. It is an interesting question why, after

being beaten on this side, British racing goes on as usual, while a vic-

tory here is as likely as not to be followed by a dull season. While
Vigilant lies rusting on the beach and Colonia in the water, Valkyrie is

busily fitting out for her return voyage and a busy season with
Britannia and Satanita. In the next class, the 40-rating, there will be
one new and several old yachts; the 20-rating class promises to be
especially good this year; the fight in the 10-rating will be hot enough
through the attempts to beat the new Herreshoff boat, and there is a
certainty of good raeing in the smaller classes. A careful review of
he outlook on this side will show that every class from the smallest

up is practically dead, so far as continuous racing through the season
s concerned, and there is no saying when building and racing will take
a turn upward. The course of designing, building and racing in Great
Britain of late years has been by no means all that could be desired

;

but at its worst it is far better than on this side, where regular class

racing seems a thing of the past, and where the national prestige
depends on a successful spurt at intervals rather than a regular pro-
gress from year to year. Just now that course of experiment and im-
provement has absolutely stopped in America, while on the other side

is going on steadily in the building of new boats and the racing of
them with older ones.

After a prosperous existence of five years, the New York Yacht
Racing Association has lately been threatened with serious trouble

from within through the attempt to pass an amendment to the consti-

tution which is obnoxious to a number of clubs The two prime func-

tions of such an organization are first to promote good feeling and
harmonious action among all local clubs, and second to promulgate
uniform regulations and rules for racing. The first end has been very

successfully accomplished thus far; a number of olubs about New
York have been brought together and have worked very harmoni-

ously, their esprit clu corps in fact being the mainstay of the organiza-

tion, as local conditions prevent the holding of more than one Associa-

tion race each year, and interfere with any general attendance of a

majority of the fleet in the club regattas of the various Association

clubs.

In the second end the Association has been less fortunate, as the

measurement rule adopted by it at the start and retained ever since, is

diametrically opposed to all modern tendencies in yacht racing. While

for a certain limited class of boats the rule answers well enough, it

places a heavy tax on everything of modern design, and its adoption

and retention has undoubtedly retarded the growth of the Association.

The principal if not the only argument in favor of the rule has been

that it was acceptable to a majority of the clubs in the Association,

and that its adoption prevented the disputes and dissensions which

must inevitably follow an attempt to adopt any rule taxing sail as well

as length. As a matter of expediency, this reasoning carried some.

wTeight five years ago, and the adoption of the rule was acquiesced in

by those who were opposed to it as wrong in principle, merely because

it smoothed a way for the union of the varimis clubs. The recent

attempt to rivet this same rule on all Association clubs, to the exclu-

sion of all other rules, presents a strange state of affrirs; the same
men who in the interests of union and harmony have opposed all

attempts to replace a poor rule by a newer and better one, have now
deliberately sacrificed the general interests of the Association in an

attempt to force a general compliance with the old rule.

The adoption of a rule that would be up to the times and suitable

to the present trend of yacht racing might have cost the Association

some members, and have temporarily interrupted its successful

growth, but with the final result of placing it on a stronger and better

footing, and of attracting to its membership those new yachts which

are so rapidly outnumbering the old square-ended craft. Now, the

Association has met with a serious setback, and with no possible

good results to follow; it will take no short time to heal the present

breach between the advocates and opponents of the disputed amend-
i

ment. The latest proposal toward a compromise is most unsatisfac-

tory, the pressing of the amendment in a mutilated and emasculated

form, which makes it inoperative in practice, but retains it in the

constitution as a constant source of irritation to both sides. If

those who have already pressed the matter to a point where it has

wrought serious injury to the Association are houest in their pro-

testations of allegiance, and unwilling to sacrifice much good work
that they have done in the past, they will see the propriety of quietly

dropping the whole matter and using the powerful influence which

should still remain with them to smooth out all recollection of it.

The local conditions in the vicinity of New York are decidedly un-

favorable to general interclub racing, such as maintains about Bos-

ton ; the clubs on the Hudson River proper, the Upper Bay and the

Sound are separated by distance and by tidal waters covered with

steam craft, so that a trip from Qravesend Bay to New Rochelle, or

even to Y onkers, is too lengthy and troublesome to be undertaken save

for some special occasion; and yet such trips are necessary to a large

number of yachts which would enter any local race. Under such cir-

cumstances the Association cannot hold more than one open race in a

season, and it must be coutent with an indirect influence on the club

races. Its true field is a wide one, but still it has limits; the ordinary

jealousies and disputes that afflict all local organizations, afloat or

ashore, must be subdued by allegiance to the general association as a

body, and by respect for its officers and laws. While the first object

is to secure harmony and unity of action, and the observance of

uniform rules, it is hardly less important that all rules should be

brought to the highest standard, and that the Association should be

progressive.

The question of a measurement rule is the most difficult one which

the Association has yet been called on to settle. The "mean length"

rule was in 1889 in use by most of its clubs, and a large proportion of

the yachts were built to race under it. Apart from other considera-

tions, the practical difficulty of measuring a fleet of at least 100 yachts

from twenty different clubs was a serious one, and would have been

much greater under a rule including sail area as well as length. Even
at that time, however, the length and sail area rule was almost uni-

versal, and since then it has become the recognized rule of American
clubs; while the length rule in its various forms has disappeared, save

from the smaller New York and Boston clubs.

To-day the objections to taxing overhangs and the desirability of

taxing sail are recognized by clubs and yachtsmen wherever yachts

are raced; and in striving to force the Association to the sole recog-

nition of the "mean length" rule, its leaders have placed themselves

in opposition to everything which is modern and progressive in yacht-

ing.

The whole question may be summed up briefly: If the New York
Yacbt Racing Association is right in prohibiting overhangs and com-
pelling the building of yachts with plumb sterns and stems, then

Herreshoff and Watson are wrong, the great yacht clubs of America,

Great Britain and Prance are wrong, and yachtsmen throughout the

world have fallen into grievous error.

New York Y. C.

The phenomenal growth of the New York Y. O, which began just
after the Puritan-Genesta races in 1885 and has gained impetus with
each succeeding contest, has made necessary a very general revision
of its laws, which work has been in the hands of a committee for some
time, and was finally submitted to the members on March 22, at a reg-
ular meeting. In the absence of Com. Morgan, Vice-Corn. E. M.
Brown presided. After the routine business, the report of the special
committee on the admission of ladies as members, Messrs. Win. P.
Douglas, J. D. Smith and P. T. Robinson, was taken up and the follow-
ing amendment, proposed by the committee, was adopted, subject to
ratification at a future meeting:
"Any woman owning a yacht is eligible for election to the club as a

flag member, and shall upon election pay annual dues, but no initiation

fee. Such membership shall continue only during the period of a
yacht ownership and carries only the following privileges: The right
to fly the club burgee, to have private signal registered with the sec-
retary, to enter yacht in club races and the use of the club stations and
floats."
The following amendments were discussed and adopted:

CONSTITUTION.

Add to Article III., paragraph entitled "Treasurer," the words
'which he shall keep in two accounts, to be known as principal ac-
connt and income account respectively. To the principal account shall
be transferred and therein kept all moneys now invested in bonds or re-
ceived from life membership funds, and all moneys which shall here-
after be received by tne club from life memberships and admission
fees. In the income account shall be included all other receipts of the
club."
Strike out of Article VIH. the last clause thereof, reading as follows:

"These payments shall constitute a reserve fund to be deposited in a
New York trust company by the treasurer, and no disposition of this
fund shall be made except by a voce at two meetings, one of which
shall be a general meeting."
Amend Article IX. to read as follows:
"At the first general meeting in each year or as soon thereafter as

an election can be held there shall be elected on separate ballots a
regatta committee, a library committee, and a committee on club
stations."

"The flag officers, together with the secretary and treasurer, shall,
ex-officio, constitute a finance committee.
"At the last general meeting in each year there shall be elected by

ballot a nominating committee.
Strike out of Article X., paragraph "House Committee," the words

"They shall, at the second general meeting in each year, submit to the
club an estimate of the amount that they may deem necessary, inclu-
sive of tbe rent of the club house, to properly carry on and maintain
the said club house until the first general meeting of the club, and an
appropriation shall then be made which shall not be exceeded except
by special action of the club."
Strike out of Article X., paragraph "Library Committee," the words

"At the second general meeting of each year they state what appro-
priation should be made for the ensuing year."
Strike out of Article X., paragraph "Committee on club sites, sta-

tions and floats," both from title and body of the paragraph, the words
"sites" and "and floats."
Add to Article X. as amended the following:
"The finance committee shall consist of the flag officers, the secre-

tary and the treasurer.
"The finance committee shall hold a stated meeting at the club house

on the third Tuesday of February in each year, at which meeting all
applications for appropriations of club moneys for the use of the sev-
eral committees and of the secretary and treasurer for the ensuing
year, and also an abstract trom the treasurer's accounts for the past
year, showing the income of the club during that time in four separate
items, namely:
"First—From life memberships.
"Second -From admission fees from new members.
"Third—From annual dues.
"Fourth—From all other sources; and also showing the amount of

principal funds in the treasury, shall be submitted in writing by the
chairman of each of the said several committees and by said secretary
and treasurer.
"The finance committee shall have supervision of all appropriations

of club moneys for use of officers and committees, shall revise all ap-
plications for the same, and upon the basis of the abstract of the
treasurer's report shall estimate the income of the clu o for the en-
suing year.
"At the second general meeting in each year, under the head of

'miscellaneous business, 1 the finance committee shall submit to the
club its estimate of income of the club, together with a statement of
the several amounts which it deems necessary tor the use of each
committee and officer for the ensuing year, for the performance of their
several duties and for the maintenance of all club property in charge
of said officers and committees respectively,which several and respec-
tive amounts said finance oommittee shall then move be made by the
club as general appropriations
"All applications for appropriations shall be submitted to the

finance committee at its stated meeting, or at any other time, pro-
vided that if not submitted at the stated meeting a special meeting of
said committee shall be called as soon as convenient after such applica-
tion shall be made to consider the same.
"The finance committee shall report on such application at the

next meeting of the club, when, if it approve the application, it shall
recommend the same and move that the necessary appropriation be
made by the club, or, if it do not approve the same, it shall so report
to the club.
"Application for all appropriations shall be made by addressing the

same in writing to the finance committee at the club house."
And to Article X. the parapraph entitled "Nominating Committee."

and at present constituting Article XI. of the constitution, except the
last clause thereof, to wit, the words "This committee shall be elected
at the general meeting in each year," and except that from the second
paragraph there shall be stricken out the words "First general meet-
ing in each year," and inserted in lieu thereof, "Meeting of the club at
which action shall be taken thereon."
Add to Article X. the following:
"No change as to yacht ownership on the part ofany member of any

committee shall disqualify him from serving during the full year for
which he shall have been elected.
"Each of the committees mentioned in this article shall have power

to fill vacancies in its membership occurring during the year for
which it shall have been elected."
Amend Ar.icle XI. by transferring the existing provisions thereof as

thus amended to Article X., and inserting in lien thereof the following
provision:

"All expenditures of club moneys shall be authorized by the club
upon recommendation and motion of the finance committee, or against
or without the same only as herein provided.
"Appropriations shall be classified as general appropriations, which

shall consist of all appropriations made and paid from the income
account.

"Special appropriations, which shall include all made and paid from
the principal account.
"General appropriations shall be made at the second general meet-

ing of the club in each year for the use of the secretary, the treasurer,
the regatta committee, the house committee, the library committee,
the committee on club stations, or any other general meeting or
special meeting called for that purpose, for any object not herein
specified. In the aggregate the general appropriations shall not ex-
ceed the estimate of income for the ensuing year as made by the finance
committee.

"Special appropriations shall be made at any two meetings of the
club, but only upon vote taken upon call of the roll.

"No appropriation shall be made without the recommendation and
except upon the motion of tbe finance committee, nor in amounts in
excess of those recommended by and moved for by that committee,
except by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members entitled to
vote, present and voting, taken upon a call of the roll.

"No member present and entitled to vote shall be excused from vot-
ing on a motion to appropriate money without recommendation of
the finance committee or in excess of the amount recommended by the
committee; upon refusal of any such member to vote he shall be
recorded in the negative.

"It shall be the duty of each committee and officer named in this
article to prepare in writing a detailed statement of the expenses neces-
sary properly to be incurred during the ensuing year by the committee
or officer succeeding it or him, and cause the same to be presented to
the finance committee at or before its stated meeting in February.

BY-LAWS.

Strike out of Chapter 13 the last clause thereof. Amend Chapter 15
by striking out the clause thereof which reads as follows:
"An appropriation shall be made at the same time to defray the ex-

penses of the regatta and all other club races held during the season,
which appropriation shall not be exceeded without the written consent
of a majority of the flag officers."

The following new members were elected: John Moller, John
Habershaw, Henry W. BucknaU, Walter S, Logan, John 1. Waterbury,
H. O. Havemeyer, Jr., George B. Magoun, Franklin L. Gunther,
Alexander M. Proudfit, Henry H. Hendricks, Lieut. J. D. Selfridge,
U. S. N. ; Lieut. R. G. Davenport, U. S. N.; Eugene Tompkins, Vincent
C. King, Jr., D. Le Roy DreBser, John B. Mills, Robt. Stewart. W. H.
McCord, Caius C. Bragg and John H. Gourlie.
Mr. J. S. Bergen, Secretary J. V. S, Oddle, Mr. A. B. Jones, Mr. F. T.

Adams and Treasurer F. W J Hurst were appointed a committee to
arrange for the proper celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the
club's organization, which will occur on July 30 of this year.
Mr. Smith, chairman of the America's Cup committee, offered the

following resolution, which was unanimously passed:
"That the members of the New York Yacht Club desire to officially

express their appreciation of the patriotic and sportsmanlike action
of those gentlemen, to whom we owe the fleet of splendid vessels
called for by the challenge of the Valkyrie in 1893, and on behalf of
the yacht clubs of this country to thank them for their noble efforts
to guard for us the emblem of the yachting supremacy of the world,
the America's Cup."
Letters from Lord Dunraven thanking the club for electing him an

honorary member, and advising that the Valkyrie would not be raced
in American waters this year, were read.
During the evening there was on exhibition a very handsome silver

trophy designed and made by the Whiting Mfg. Co., of New York, to
the club's order, for presentation to Mr. (J Oliver Iselin, the head and
representative of the Vigilant syndicate. Mr. Iselin being absent
through illness, the presentation was deferred, but Mr. J. D. Smith, on
behalf of the cup committee, transferred the cup to the club.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Valkyrie still lies on Tebo's drydock, but her racing spars were

shipped on March 17, on the steamer Ethiopia, and Capt. Cranfield
and his crew will sail for New York on April 4, to fit out at once for
the return voyage.

Romola, steam yacht, sailed from New York on March 80, for Ports-
mouth, Eng., in charge of Capt. Hammomd, having been sold by Mr.
Pulitzer to an English owner. The price is stated at §25,000.

Semiramis, steam yacht, sailed on March 23 from Marseilles for
Philadelphia, having on board her designer, Mr. Alfred H. Brown and
Messrs Pearce, Roberts, Forest and Danielson. Her new owner, Mr.
A. J. Drexel, will change her name to Margherita.

Messrs. A. B. Sands & Sons, the yacht plumbers, have recently
patented a very compact and light folding lavatory for yachts, two
sizes being made. The smaller size complete, with pump, bowl, soap,
dish, etc., weighs but lSlbs.
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Cruising in the Cy-Pres-1893.

The story of our first cruise in the little keel sloop Cy-pres was told

in the Forest and Steeam about a year a.go, the yacht being; fully de-

scribed She is 25ft. over all, 32ft. l.w.l., 8ft. 6in. beam, and 4ft. 8in.

draft, with 4,8001bs. of iron on keel.

When first built the Cy-pres was rigged as a catboat, and as her
mast was chock up in the eyes, the transoms or seats were carried

clear forward until they met iu the bows. This arrangement was not
changed when her rle was altered to that of a sloop, and she had,
therefore* a very much longer transom on each side than was usual or
necessary. In order to stow away clothing, dishes, knives, forks,

spoons, etc., I had built on the port side a bulkhead of yellow pine just

7ft. from the after end of the cabin, and the width of the transom at

that point; 18in. forward of this was another bulkhead, leaving an
open iocker or compartment. 18in. wide by 2ft. high, in which were
screwed a number of coat hooks, where we had each an extra suit of

clothes, besides heavy pea jackets and numerous shoes, etc. The bot-

the other. We slowly crept out past Kettle Island and into the steady
S.E. wind, when we took a board off shore till we could just fetch
Baker's Island Light on the port tack, then we went about and stood
for it. We expected to hold on this tack right up to Salem Harbor,
but as we neared Baker's Island the wind headed us off gradually
more and more till finally we were forced to go to the eastward of the
buoys on Misery Ledge". We stood close in to the shore off Beverly
Farms and tacked, about a half mile to the eastward of the Hospital
Point Light. The wind was fresh and unsteady, sweeping down out
of Beverly River in strong puffs, We overhauled and passed two
coasting schooners that had been a mile ahead of us at one time. The
tide was rising, so we ran well up the harbor at Salem, dropping our
anchor about 100yds from the end of Derby Wharf at 12:30 P. M. We
hurried ashore to get something to eat, but found the lunch rooms
pretty well cleaned out. The clerks in the stores, and the factory
hands make a rush for the restaurants at noon sharp, and unless you
get there before that hour, you will have iittle to choose from. After
trying one or two places, however, we succeeded in getting some soup,
bread and coffee, none of it of the hest quality. We then made a few
more purchases and ordered all our stores sent down to the wharf.
We walked slowly back to where we had left our dingy tied at the

steps, and were surprised and pleased to find the wagon from the
grocery waiting there for us. They had packed everything into one
large box and the teamster helped us get it safely into the dingy where
it occupied the whole centre of the boat. F. and little Jacob sat in the
stern while I took the oars and pulled out to the yacht,where we found
it a difficult task to get the heavy box on board. We lashed the dingy
stem and stern to the yacht, and I finally succeeded in upending the
box and getting one end on the rail, then I boosted on the other end
while F. lifted it on board and we got it down below, where it com-
pletely filled all the standing room in the cabin. Then we took a rest
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torn of this compartment was the top of the transom, and was cut so
that access could be had to the space underneath Forward of the

second bulkhead was a tumbler rack, a shelf for plates, a drawer for

knives, spoons, forks, etc., and over the knife drawer was a roomy
shelf on which could be set bottles of pickles, jam, preserves, or what
not, there being loin, from the top of the drawer to the deck.

Under the plate rack and drawer for knives was a long shelf in which
we kept our dishpan, saucepan and other cooking utensils, besides

our sugar, salt, coffee, milk, cocoa, bread and other eatables. Below
this shelf was the transom, and around it was a beading which pre-

vented things from sliding off, and we used this as a part of our shelf

room. We had all the room we needed and some to spare, and did not

see how we could use more if we had had it. Right up in the bows we
put two shelves, the top one 18in. from the deck. On this we kept our
side lights and anchor lights, and they filled it up nicely. On the lower
shelf we kept our sail bags, rubber boots, oilskins and such things as

we had very little use for. The oil can and lantern just fitted down in

front of the mast and steadied each other.

The oil stove was kept in a deep pan such as bread is mixed in—we
picked out one with vertical sides and just large enough to hold the
Btove. We never took the stove out of this pan except when we
cleaned and washed the pan, which was not often. We lifted stove,

pan and all on to a box when we wanted to use it; this brought it up
to a very convenient height for cooking; when through with it we set

pan and all down into the box and it was out of the way completely.

We never had a particle of trouble with the oil spilling out into the

cabin; what did spill was caught in the pan and could be returned to

the stove or thrown overboard. This box just fitted down between
the transom aft of the mast; when cooking we could sit on the center-

hoard transom and reach the stove and everything in the lockers with-

out any trouble. ., .

There was just room to sit up straight here between the carlms

after removing the starboard cushion. We hung a curtain aeross the

cabin from the bulkhead shown in the sketch to the starboard side by
means of a J^in. brass rod held in place by a couple of brass screw-eyes.

As the curtain was on rings we could push it onetfilde when cooking
and then had the whole interior of the boat open.

The chain locker was on the starboard side, and to accommodate it

We cut out the floor forward of the end of the transom. Our windlass

was a gipsy, with sheares 5 or 6in. in diameter; this brought the chain

in rapidly and at the same time had plenty of power.

The first of July found us speeding from an inland city to the sea-

shore as fast as steam could carry us. Swiftly we flew along the iron

track, but swifter still was the flight of thought, and all through the

long journey my mind was busy overhauling the rigsing, bending

sails, polishing brass work and doing the thousand thiugs necessary

to fit out a yacht for sea. We reached our destination on Saturday

evening and took the first train on Monday morning, July 3, for

Salem, Mass, where we bought our supplies—enough to last us fully a

month. As we did not intend to start on our cruise immediately we
had the supplies carefullv packed in a big box and told ths shop-

keeper to hold them till w'e should calt for them, as we had found on

previous occasions that we could not sail from Magnolia to Salem,

buy our provisions, stow them away on board and return in one day.

Having provided for the necessaries and some of the comforts of

life, we took the electric street cars for Marblehead and were soon

at Billow's yard, where we found the Cy-pres launched and iu first-

class condition. Everything that had been ordered to he done was
attended to and in a very satisfactory manner.
We cast off the mooring at 11:30 and ran out of the harbor before a.

light southeast, wind, which freshened as we went along, till we had
all we could stagger Under; after passing Baker's Island the sea

began to get up and we wished we had less sail on, but as we were

rapidlv nearing our home port we held on to everything and tore

through the water at a good rate. A fisherman had promised to have

our mooring ready for us, hut as there was such a chop running in

the cove we feared that he might not have been able to atteud to it,

as he had to get up the end of the chain and bend on the stump and
standing part. So we ran to the westward of Kettle Island and
dropped our anchor just one hour and a quarter from the time we
left Marblehead, eight miles away. On going ashore we found, how-

ever, that our mooring was all ready for us, but we did not take, the

yacht to it till the evening, as she lay more quietly where she was.

Tuesday, July 4, was the day for the Marblehead Corinthian Y. C.

race, so at 10:30 we got underway and ran out to Half-way Rock,

where we lay to and waited for the yachts, and a beautiful sight it

was, Boine twenty or thirty yachts running before a moderate west-

erly breeze with every sail set. They came straight toward us, then

rounded the rock and tacked back toward the Brimbles, the 30-footer

Gladys leading in her class and rapidly overhauling the cats, which

had evidently started earlier. We were to leeward of the Rock and

of the fleet, and noticed that the boats that gave the Rock a good

berth held the wind longer and gained by it, although they sailed tur-

ther than those that hugged close in. The latter seemed to lose then-

headway when in the lee of the rock and suffered from being too close

to it. While we wire waiting for the racers to pass we had a good

view of the Jubilee, which followed them out. She tacked just to

leeward and ran close to us. She impressed us as a very powerful

vessel and one that was very quick in stays, but we did not think Her

beautiful—her long, full bow looked heavy and very ugly.

The Cy-pres was hove to with the foresail aback, the boom sheeted

in to about where we carried it when close-hauled, and the jib sheet

eased off till it shook in the wind. She forged slowly ahead at the

rate of about a quarter of a mile in half an hour, and we decided to

try her with mainsail sheeted flatter next time. After the yachts had

all passed the Rock, we bore away for home, and with started sheets

bowled merrily along, enjoying to the utmost the bright blue sky and

bluer water, the crisp fresh air and dancing waves.

Wednesday, July 5.—At 9 o'clock we got under way bound for

Salem to take on board our provisions, etc. We were a long time

getting out of the cove, as the light westerly wind seemed to be strug-

gling with a stronger S.E. breeze, and we would get first; one and then

and a look around at the weather. The wind had died out completely

and a storm was evidently gathering in the S. W.
After a half hour it grew less threatening and a good breeze sprang

up from the southward, so we weighed anchor and started back for

Magnolia. F. took the tiller, and I, after setting the foresail and stow-

ing the anchor, went below to break out the provisions. Little Jacob
helped me at this work, passing the articles forward to me as fast as

I found places for them in the lockers. As it still looked a httie

squally, we kept inside of Misery Island where the water was smooth
and where we could anchor at a moment's warning. After passing

Great Misery we ran between House Island and Smith'sPoint, keeping

a good lookout, for the Red buoy that marks the extreme end of a

nasty reef (White Ledge) that makes off to the southward from the

Ram Islands. , _ _ , ,

This reef runs out so far that it nearly overlaps House Island, and
it is hard to believe that the channel is between the red buoy and the

island. I very nearly ran aground here several years ago—the sea

breaking just 'under the bow when I noticed it. I was in a catboat at

the time, and the onlv thing that saved us from a bump was the way
she spun around on her heel as I jammed the tiller down. This inci-

dent fixed the position of the reef in my mind and I have never for-

gotten it. Keep House Island well on your port hand coming out

until you open clear water between it and Smith's Point or Ram
Island, then steer boldly through, keeping well over towards Ram
Island, as there are rocks near the northern point of House Island.

Ordinarlv there is 15ft. of water in this channel at low tide. With a

northeast wind and ebb tide there is a nasty chop here and it is hard

work beating ihrough it. (<
-

Just after passing through this channel we had a slight shower and
got out our oilskins, but a» it did not amount to much we soon slipped

them off again. W e could see showers behind us, but ran away from
them all, reaching our moorings in good season. That evemng a

hp uled out for repairs and painting, or rowed through the harbor to
and out among those anchored there admiring their clean-cut lines
and trim appearance. In this way we passed a lazy, pleasant day,,

getting back on board the Cy pres in time for a hot supper before
dark. In the evening the numerous anchor lights were multiplied by
their reflections on the water, until it seemed as though there, was not
room for another boat anywhere. The clock in the town hall struck
the hours so they could be heard ail over the harbor, and at 9, iro

accordance with the usual New England customs, it rang long andi
loud, warning the good people of the village that it was time to go tp)

bed. We acted on the suggestion and turned in soon after, sleeping;
soundly till sunrise.
Tuesday, July 11.—The morning was bright and fair on shore, Irate

hazy over over the water. We arose at 4 o'clock, got breakfast
washed the dishes, and were under way at 6. We ran out of the haf-
bor before a light southwest wind. After rounding Marblehead Rock
we flattened sheets hard in and ran close to Tom Moore's Rock and
Tinker's Island, lea ving both to starboard. We stood on this tack till"

near the whistling buoy off the Graves, when we went about on port
tack and headed for Nahant.' We just cleared Nahant Head on our
starboard and Bass Rock to port, and ran on toward Bailey's Hill,

where we tacked again. As we neared Nahant, Jubilee, which was
anchored there, spread her sails and started for Boston. She seemed
to move very fast in the light air and point very high, much higher
than we could, in fact, we were "not in it" at all. The schooner Sea
Fox was also at anchor here, aud her huge sails were going slowly up
as we passed. The Breeze, a smart-looking little schooner of about
40ft. l.w.l., got under way at just about the same time. She slood off

to the eastward, and we afterward saw her reported at Nova Scotia.

The wind which had been light all the morning fell still lighter here,
and as we were now on starboard tack again, we were met by the
strong ebb tide and made very little progress, but we crept along
till just abreast and close to the black buoy on Devil's Back, when the
tide overcame the breeze and we began to drift stern first. We took
the bearings of objects on shore, and as soon as we were satisfied that,

we were actually losing ground, took in jib and foresail and dropped!
our anchor. After our anchor was down we were astonished at the
swiftness of the tide which went dashing past us, making a rushing;

sound as it was cleft by our stem. We saw then why we had come m
slowly from Nahant, and were satisfied that we had made any headl--

way at all.

We lay here for about two hours, with several coasting schooners',

anchored just ahead of us in the channel, and amused ourselves
watching the thousands of jelly fish that went whirling by. We got
out our compass and took the bearings of the prominent objects im
view, such as Deer Island aud Long Island lights, Nix's Mate Beacon ,.

Narrows light, etc. With the glass we could see Jubilee beating im
short tacks up the channel, beyond Fort Independence. Her huge top
sail anally disappeared and we saw no more of her till just before
sunset, when we. caught a glimpse of her going back to her anchorage
off Nahant. As it was now noon we took advantage of our enforced
idleness and ate our lunch.
About this time we noticed that there seemed to be a great collection

of debris over toward Deer Island, and with the glass we could see that
it was probably due to an eddy formed by the current which comes
down through Shirley Gut, meeting that passing through President's
Roads, and concluded that if we could get over there we should be
able to work more easily up the harbor. As anything was better than
lying still in the hot sun, we got up our anchor and tried it. We found
it just as we had expected, and by working close into Deer Island,
looking out of course for Little Fawn Bar, were soon abreast of Deer
Island Light. There we struck again the full force of the tide, but in

two short tacks we were out of the worst of it, and had no further
trouble. Just before getting under way we noticed a fine-looking 30ft.

cutter working up the channel a mile ahead of us. Our lighter draft
enabled us to cut across the middle ground, and we gained rapidly on
her till we were forced to take the main channel again between Deer
and Long islands' lights, when she ran right away from us.

Just after passing Spectacle Islands the breeze began to freshen, and
we were soon rail under, tearing along in the smooth water in fine

style. A nice little yawl called the Sea Fox chased us for a while,

taking tack and tack with us. We sailed a trifle faster than she did!

when we attended strictly to sailing the boat; but. as we were in

strange waters we could not do this, for we had to keep a sharp look-
out for buoys, etc. We worked up to Fort Independence, then stood
over to Thompson's Island, intending to go up the Neponset River and!

lie there over night. After taking several short tacks up the narrow-
channel and getting nearly to Commercial Point, we saw that the rest
of the river was very uninviting. The banks were covered with fac-
tories and mills, whose tall chimneys were vomiting out volumes of
dense black smoke; so we turned about and ran back to Thompson's-
Island, dropping our anchor near the dock on the west side of tha
island.
We had not been lying there long, when we saw a lot of boys march-

ing down the hill two by two. They filed along the sandy beach,,

halted, and undressed and then made a dash for the water where they"
splashed and swam about for some minutes, and then at a signal from
one of the larger boys they all came out, dressed and marched back
again, in the same manner that they had come. The island appeared
very attractive from our anchorage. There is a large building a little

way from the dock, with a good road leading up to it, lined on both
sides with large shade trees. This we were informed was a school for

poor boys in Boston, a sort of manual training school for those who
are too poor to go elsewhere; only boys of good character are ad-

mitted and they are obliged to stay a certain number of years. On
leaving there they are able to take care of themselves and earn an
honest living. The place looked so inviting that we were strongly

ANCHORAGE AT KETTLE ISLAND VIEW FROM MAGNOLIA POINT.

heavy thunderstorm passed over the point and to the south of us,

doing considerable damage to yachting and farming property.

We spent the next three or four days at Magnolia, getting cushions,

blankets, towels, etc, on board; grinding knives, polishing brass work
aud hardening our hands by takiug short sails morning and afternoon.

Monday, July JO—After buying two loaves of fresh bread, one
dozen eggs, one pound of butter and a gallon of coal oil, we embarked
for the cruise, which was to be around the shore of Massachusetts Bay
from Gloucester or Magnolia to Provincetowu and back, as we felt

sure that we could find enough of interest in that direction to occupy
us two or three weeks. The morning was beautiful and bright with a

light S.W. wind. We cast off our mooring at 9:05 and sailed slowly

out of the cove, our friends on shore waving us a fond farewell. Just

as we passed Kettle Island we were met by a brisk breeze from b.E.

which enabled us to lay a good course for Baker's Island. This breeze

held true and strong enough to make delightful sailing, and vve

dropped anchor in front of Billow's boat house, in Marblehead a few
minutes after eleven, making the run of eight miles in just a httle

over two hours, stemming the ebb tide all the way.
After luncheon we went ashore to settle our winter's bill with Bil-

lows, and to buy some cooking utensils, as we found that some of ours

had rusted badly during the winter, having been left on board the

yacht. We got a piece of wire cloth of about %xa. mesh made of fine

wire—lOin, wide and 12in. long—this we put on top of our oilstove,

bending the edges down all around. We had had trouble in getting

our coffee pot to stand on top of the stove at the same time with a can

of soup or a cup of water, as the top casting of the stove had five or

six little lugs sticking up to allow space underneath the cooking uten-

sils for ventilation. This wire cloth made a smoot h, even surface, and
we had no further trouble on this score. I had the washing^ of the

dishes to do as a regular part of my daily duties, and was delighted to

find a diminutive mop for sale made for that very purpose. It was
exactly like the mop used on deck but was about as big as a silver dol-

lar. I used it every day for the rest of the cruise and could have the

water boiling hot without scalding my fingers.

We wandered around, the boat builders' yards looking at the yachts

tempted to go ashore, but we had been told that we would not be pe
mitted to land, so did not try it.

As we lay at anchor we had a fine view of part of Boston Bay. A
little southwest of us was Mt. Bodoin and Dorchester Heights. Beneath
these hills lay the yachts of the Savin Hill Y. C, most of them on the

mud at low tide. A little to the right of Dorchester is South Boston,

jutting well out into the water. Many yachts of all shapes and sizes

lay swinging at their moorings in Old Harbor, a well sheltered cove
except in a southeaster. It "was here that the storm of Aug. 14

wrought such fearful havock, piling seventy yachts iu a heap on the

shore. At the extreme end of South Boston or Dorchester point, there
is a tine substantia! iron bridge or causeway built out to and connecting
with Fort Independence or Oastle Island-part of this is covered over
and is used as a band stand occasionally. There are plenty of sea-s

and -electric lights, and of a hot summer evening it is a very pleasant

promenade. At sunset the clouds looked very stormy and wild but
we had a quiet night, the barometer high and steady.

[to be continued.]

Messrs. Ramage and Ferguson, Limited, Leith, launched on March
6 a steel screw steam yacht of about 262 tons, built for Mr. W. J.

Menzies, Stretton Hall, Maples, Cheshire. This yacht, which is named
the Zeta, was designed hy the builder. The following are her dimen-
sions: Length 133ft. 6in.; breadth, 20ft. Bin.; depth moulded, lift, 9in.;

and she is to be fitted with powerful triple-expansion engines, the
cylinders of which are 12in. , 19m., and 30ra. in diameter, by 21in. stroke,

Steam is supplied by a large boiler working at 1801b. pressure. The
vessel is schooner- rigged, and has a large area of canvas for use when
on foreign cruises. The cabin accommodation, in the fore part of the
vessel, consists of large deck saloon with chart-room in front, while

below there is a fine saloon with seven staterooms for the owner and
friends. In the after part of the vessel there is accommodation for

the officers and crew.—Engineering.
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The Action of the Y. R. A. Rules on Length
and Sail Area.

To the Editor of the Yachtsman :

Although you are a strong opponent to the present rule of rating,
many of your readers may possibly be interested in an analysis! have
recently made with a view to determine best lengths for the Y. R. A.
classes in British waters and climate, more especially as some of the
results were unexpected.
My object was twofold—firstly, to indicate what may be termed the

best lengths in each of the existing classes of the Yacht Racing Asso-
ciation; and, secondly, to show the different action of the present
Y. R. A. rule (where Rating = LS<- 6,000), and of the old Y. R. A.
rule (where Tonnage = B (L+ BP 1,730).
As regards the first question, it will be found that the most conveni-

ent way to analyze the subject is to compare the length of hull on
.load-line with the square root of sail area, and perform it in such a
manner that the results at once appeal to the eye.
A comparison of L.W.L. with R. on a diagram gives the same

results; but they are not so easily seen, the curves being much flatter,
;and, consequently, the variations from the mean curve in those
classes which do not agree with it are less convincingly displayed.
Moreover, the mean curve itself could not have been found by a simple
comparison of L.W.L. to R , whereas the analysis pursued shows that
no curve could pass through the main point of existing tens and
twenties, the Britannia point and the origin.
After trying various methods for indicating the relations of L to S

diagraphically, I found that the clearest and most easily compre-
hended was one in which the ordinates represent the percentage
iratios of yS to L, and the abscissas represent the rating of the yachts
and classes to be compared.
The diagram is plotted from the following table, in which the first

column gives the names of yachts, the second their ratings by existing
Y. R. A. rule, the third their sail area, and the fourth the percentage
ratio of their to L, which is of course = 100 yS L:
The table would be of inconvenient size if taken into the smaller

classes of 1 and lj^-rating, but the results can be stated briefly, thus:
The percentage ratios of 4/S to L in the class of 1-rating are:

Callista 90 0. Corisande 74.7, Osillacom 84.4, Dona 84.3, Doushka 81.5,

Dot 83.9, Fadette 94.4, Fantasy 70.0. Fiend 93.5, Fleetwing 83.0, Hark
Holla 91.8, Icipici S3.9, Javelin 85.2, Kitten 80.6, Leading Article 86.3,

Maharanee 86.0. Mahatma 80.7, Marion 75.9, Mazoe 84.7, Minuet 86.6,

Morwena97.3. Querida 83.0. Rhosyn 78.2, Kogue 76.2, Roulette 85.8,

Sacharissa 80.8, Scud 81.6, Tartar 93.2, Tip-Cat 82.9, Titsan 83.1, Tramp
86.4, Unit 93.0, Unit (Mersey) 89.5. Vikendor 72 2, Viva 99.1, Whisper
83.8, Whoo-hoop 87.0, Wolfhound 92 3. Mean -(of 38), 84.90.

The ratios for the g rating class are:

It is interesting to note that Columbine's point lies close to the racing
curve, although she is a "cruisingyawl," intended only "for occasional
racing."
In conclusion, let the student observe the different action of the old

Y. R. A. rule, sometimes called the 1730 rule. The result is roughly in-

dicated by the dotted line on diagram, and passes near to the points
occupied by Doris, Ulerin, Lenore, Tara and Marjorie. Their relative

sizes are compared by the existing rule of rating, because it gives as
true an index of their power as the tonnage rule under which they
were built, and because it obviates a second diagram and enables us to

compare them, not only inter se, but with the boats built for the ex-
isting rule. It has not been considered necessary to plot a large num-
ber of the old boats. The two curves show the precisely opposite ten-

dencies in the two rules—so far as the relation of sail to length is

concerned. This, of course, was already known. But the fact that the
curves intersect at all (as they do near the Tara point), and that con-
sequently the present rule produces more powerful boats per unit of
length in the large class than did the old rule, may possibly cause sur-

prise to some yachtsmen, as it certainly did to ThAlAssA.

COMPARISON OF RATING, LENGTH AND SAIL AREA Of BRITISH RACING YACHTS.

7. .Columbine.

10.. Castanet
11.. Creole...
12.. Lais
13..Queen Mi
14.. Thalia...
15. .Varuna.

1 oovs
R L s

L
178 86.20 12330 128.8

151 87.73 10327 115.8
141 81.95 10305 123.9

114 83.72 8157 107.8

157 86.93 10816 119.6
162 97.65 9923 102.0

148 86 82 10207 116.3

87.47 mean 114.23

60 67.60 5270 107.4

58 65.50 5312 122.4

44 61.11 4281 107.0

40 59.02 4055 107.9

40 59.61 3994 106.0

40 60.35 3973 104.4

40 59.20 4053 107.6

40 59.14 4055 107.7

40 59.17 4046 107.5

40 60.45 8967 104.2

59.56 mean 106.47

20 Rd*tn«j

Assegai 84.0, Coquette 83.1, Eileen 84.7, Humming Top- 90.6, Idono
74 0, Jabiru 87.0, Kbistie 73.1, Ladybird 76.6, Lady Grizel 75.5, Mosquito
78 8' Nautilus 71.3, Pique 74.2, Ragamuffin 86.7, Sagamore 72.3. Spruce
87,2, Vega 95.8, Wee Winn 78.0. Mean (of 17), 80.76.

Collecting the means, they are:
a

In the large class, 114.23; 40-rating, 106 47, 20-rating, 110.35, 10-ratingr,

112.89; 5- rating, 93.52; 2% rating, 89.14; 1-rating, 84.90; ^-rating, 80.76.

Now, it is evident that the variations in these means must follow

some law of change, and, as such change must be gradual, the means
themselves should follow a curve when the boats race in the same
climate under similar conditions. It will be found on trial that the
small classes and the large class, as represented by Britannia, fit the
curve shown on the figure (the mean value for the large class is

probably too low, owing to the ridiculous sail plan put upon Satanita);

but the 40- raters are slightly below the curve, the 20-raters are above
it and the 10-raters (except Doreen and Mabel) are dreadful sinners.

A dark spot shows the mean value in each class to the limits of
diagram. Any attempt to raise the curve toward the tens and
twenties fails to produce a probable result. Moreover, it would be
worse for the forties. I am, therefore, convinced that the curve
shown on the diagram is nearly correct for the average climate of an
English summer and for our present means of building racing yachts.

The successful use of lie-hter materials in the construction of hulls,

or of lighter cotton or silk in the sails, or lighter spars and rigging,

would lower the curve, not raise it—in which case the position of the
forties would be improved, but the positions of the 20 and 10-raters

would become still worse.
Now, the best percentage, of yS to L, as shown by the curve in each

Y R A. class, being 78 for !4-R., 82 for 1-R.. 88 for2K-R., 93.5 for 5-R.,

100 for 10 R, 104.5 for 20-R., 108.4 for 40-R.,, 110.7 for 60-R., 116.5 for

150-R. ; let us convert these percentages into best lengths.

Call the percentage of yS t0" L >
P-

ThenL=100 yS-=-P
But L=6,000 R-^S (by rule of rating).

Estimating L from these two equations we get:

.yS3 =6,000 R P+100.
=60X^X78 for the ^-raters
=60x1x82 for the 1-ratars.

=60X2.5X88 for the 2^-raters.

=60x5X93.5 for the 5-raters.

=60X10X100 for the 10-raters.

=60x20X104.5 for the 20-raters.

=60X40X108.4 for the 40-raters.

=60x60x110,7 for the 60-raters.

=60x150X116.5 for the 150-raters.

Solving, we get the best values of S and L in each class to be:

5
10
20
40
60
150

14 rating
1

"
176.2
289.3
558.2
923.2

1532.8
2505.3
4075.3
5415.5
10321 .0

17.02
20.74
26.86
32.50
39.14
47.89
58.89
66.47
87.20

Examples in Support.

Wee Winn 0.5
Scud 1.0
Babe 2.5
Natica 5
Doreen 10

Deirdre 20
Queen Mab 40
Columbine 60
Britannia 151

177
289
556
934
1572
2590
4053
5270

J 032?

17.04
20.83
26.76
32.25
38.05
46 19
59.20
67.60
87.73

17.. Deirdr6 20
18..Dragon 20
19.. Ghost 20
20..Idalia 20
21..Maladetta 20
22.. Molly". 20
23..Siola 20
24..Velzie 20
25,.Vigorna 20

26.. Lassie 11

27..Phantom 11

28.. Doris 10

29..Eurynorne 6.1

30. .Quinta 5.2

31..Decima 10
32..Dis 10
33..Dora 10
34..Doreen 10

35.. Mabel 10
36..Woodcock 10

37..Yseult 9.9
38..Yvonne 10

39.. Archer 5
40..Cyane 5
41..Dacia 5
42. .Fleur-de-Lys 5

43. .Geraldine 5

44.. Natica 5
45..Quinque 5

46. .Red Lancer 5
47..Savourna... 5

48. .Valentine 5
49.. Wild Rose 5

50.. Windfall 5

51..Bahe 2.5
52..Cock-a-Whoop 2.5
53.. Dolphin 2.5
54.. Elf 2.5
55 . . Faugh-a-Ballagh 2.5
56..Fiera 2.5
57..Gareth 2.5
58..Hoopoo 2.5
59. .Humming Bird 2.5
60.. Kismet 2.5
61.. Manx Cat 2.5
62..Meneen 2.5
63.. Papoose 2.5

64. .Wenonah 2.5

46.19
46.28
46.65
45.75
45.99
45.72
46,27
45.74
46.71
46.14

34.70
34.50
33.58

30.39
28.85

35.67
36.42
34.95
38.05
37.54
36.80
35.50
33.95
36.11

30.43
34.00
34.40
32.79
30.80
31.83
32.85
31.44
33.40
30.45
33.13
32.89
32.37

26.76
25.00
25.68
27.30
27.48
27.36
28.02
27.83
25.90
27.34
28.25
24.82
27.65
24.95
26.74

2590
2593
2471
2622
2608
2624
2585
2569
2569
mean

1755
1766
1781

1192
1071

1679
1644
1716
1572
1593
1622
1666
1761
mean

982

909
970
934

556
600
581
548
542
536
533
539
567
541
526
•596

543
599

mean

110.1
110.0
106.6
112.0
111.1
112.0
109.9
112.0
108.5
110.35

120.7
121.7
124.7

113.4
113.5

' 114.8
111.3
118.5
104.3
106.2
109.4
115.0
123.6
112.89

10.3 ;o

86.7
86.1
92.0

101.1
94.7

86.1
101.9
90.0
91.6
93.52

88.1
98.0
93.9
85.7
84.7
84.6
82.4
83.4
91.9
85.0
81.2
98.3
92.6
98.1
89.14

On March 12, in the U. S. District Court at Boston, Judge Nelson
gave his decision in the suit of Mr. Vanderbilt against the Metropolitan
Steamship Co., for the loss of the steam yacht Alva; the decision being
in Mr. Vanderbilt's favor. The amount claimed is 3305,000, but the
amount to be paid will be settled by an assessor, and will probably be
limited to the appraised value of the colliding vessel, the H. F, Diniock,
at the time of the disaster.

The Mediterranean Races.
The absence of a suitable number of competitors made the racing

at Cannes rather perfunctory, as Britannia, of 87ft. l.w.L, was of
course much more than a match for the old Valkyrie, of 70ft„ and the
40 rater Oretta, nee Deerhound, of 59ft. The Srst race of the Society
Nautique de Cannes took place on March 10, Britannia winning by
40m. from Valkyrie, while in the 20-ton class Luciole, a French-built
yacht, won from three competitors, and Va Partout, nee Glycera,
Sailed over in the smaller class..

On March 11 the races were for feluccas, sand boats and small craft,

and oh March 12 Valkyrie, Oretta, Cristoforo Columbo and Va Partout
started for the Mediterranean cup. Valkyrie took the ground while
leading, and Oretta won.
The races for the Goelet-Bennett. cups were sailed on March 13,

Britannia easily beating Valkyrie and Oretta, while Cristoforo Columbo
won the 30-ton cup. On March 14 Britannia won the city of Cannes
prize, and Cygne the Monte Carlo prize. The race for the Carnot cup
was started on March 16, but a storm drove the yachts home. It was
sailed on March 20, Britannia winning. On March 17 the grand review
took place. The Prince of Wales sailed on Britannia in all the races.*
Among the steam yachts were Mr. Bennett's Namounaand Mr. Goelet's
White Ladye, and Queen Mab, chartered by J. T. Lord, all under the
American flag. Mr. James Gordon Bennett has offered a prize of
$1,000, in addition to the cost of the coal on her home voyage, to the
winner of a steam yacht race, for vessels over 100 tons builders'
measurement, with a prize of $4Q0 for yachts under 100 tons, and one
of $25 for steam launches carried on yachts. The races will take
place off Nice on April 2.

A New Schooner Yacht.
During the past week nearly all of the daily papers have published

the notice of the launch of a new schooner yacht, built at Bayles's
yard, Port Jefferson, for Mr. George G. Cbisholm, of New York. This
elegant craft, said to have cost $25,000, is none other than the old
schooner Lancer, for the second time masquerading under a new
name, having discarded her late name, Enigma, for the new one. Way-
farer. Lancer was modelled and built in 1881 by Alonzo E. Smith, of
Islip, for Col. Josiah Porter, a wooden centerboard schooner 81ft. 8in.

over all, 77ft. 6in. l.w 1., 21ft. beam, 9ft. 6in. depth and 7ft. 6in. draft.
In 1892 she was purchased by her present owner, and in the course of
fitting out, in lifting one of the masts for some repairs, it broke in two
while slung, and on examination the spars and rigging were found to
be so far gone that it was necessary to replace everything above the
deck. Under her new rig the yacht was known as Enigma, and as
such she was in commission last season. When she laid up in the fall,

some repairs to the hull were found necessary, and she was taken to
Bayles' yard, where an examination disclosed the fact that the hull
was in much the same state as the spars had been. The yacht was
placed on the ways, the spars still standing, and the planking and
frames cut away, leaving the keel, sternpost and deck, and on this

foundation the so-called new yacht Wayfarer was built. We recently
had the pleasure of viewing the result, and of the model the less said
the better.

The Sewaren Land and Water Club is considering the establishrnen t
of a floating club house off its station at Sewaren, N. J., on Staten
Island Sound, and a canvass of the club members indicates a strong
feeling in favor of such a step. With a commodious,and handsome
club house, and a safe and quiet anchorage which will admit yachts
of up to 8ft. draught at all times, the club will be able to offer advan-
tages to local yachtsmen that few other organizations possess. The
station is only fdrty-five minutes from the foot of Liberty street, and
the trains are frequent and comfortable. The club has now about
twenty boats on its list, from a forty-footer down, and the membership
is made up of Neir York business men.
F The annual meeting of the Yapewi Aquatic Club, of Bordentown, on
the Delaware, was held in the club house on March 7, and the follow-
ing officers were elected: Pres., S. W. Beldon: Vice-Pres., D. R.
Brown; Purser, Chas. E. Burr; Captain, Fred. G. Wiese; Mate, J. M.
Hartley; Directors, Geo. F. Tyler, W. Robbins and R. Bennett. The
club is in a flourishing condition, being practically out of debt and
owning a $2,000 club house on the river front.

FIXTURES.
SEPTEMBER.

3. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass.

The A. C. A. and its Critics.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Oh, he's all right. Who's all right? Why, Holden is. Except that

he is misguided and misinformed, and thus is all wrong. Now, I have
always thought Mr. Holden a pretty decent sort of a fellow and with
considerable enterprise; had he gone to a few of the meets in order to
get the right view of the case under discussion, he would either be
talking on a different strain if, as "Pulex" says, he talks in order to
see his name in print, or he would not be talking at all; for he would
be of the opinion as all right-minded canoeists are, that the A. C. A.
meets are just the best place in the world to go to, when yott have
been around with the bicycle cranks, the rowing men, and others of
that ilk, and are tired of that sort of thing, and when you are in a
state of mind to relish a sojourn among the most manly^ jovial and
true-hearted men that draw the breath of life; when you want to find
sportsmen of whom you are proud to call yourself one of them and
consider that you belong to the finest body of "amateurs" in the ut-
most purity of the word, that is in existence.
Now for "Pulex." He is a funny fellow and ought to apply for a

position with Barnum & Co. But I repeat, who is he? He claims to
be on a par or even ahead of our noble "Ilex;" but I am pretty well
posted on canoeing matters, but fail to recall ever having even heard
of him. If this discussion keeps on, we will have even men who are
not members of the A. C. A. taking a hand in it, for I have heard of
funnier things than that happening, and just speaking of funny, I
would not be very much surprised to learn that "Pulex" could not
show a certificate of membership, or any credential that he is even a
canoeist. It strikes me, from the accurate knowledge he has of Mr.
Holden's movements, that he is probably a disgruntled Jerseyman
who has an axe to grind and probably does not live far from the
famed Rutherford. Perhaps Mr. Holden has beaten him in a race
some time, or even perhaps won the smiles of a girl that "Pulex" was
suing for. From the way he talks I should judge that he was "down"
on the whole Passaic River. Probably he is not well thought of out
there, and if the Jerseymen find out who he is they will probably
think less of him than heretofore.
s I should judge that some time one of the Hoboken men had gotten
him in tow and taken him along with them on one of their delightful
little cruises, treating him as all canoeists treat one another, and he
thought he had reached the Mecca of canoeing. No, no, Pulex, it was
only the beginning. Just cruise up to Croton Point this summer and
you will see how tar you were from the height of your happiness.
Then, too, we will have a chance to see what sort of a cruiser and

combined funny man you are.
You are as badly informed as Mr. Holden is. If you do not believe

me, ask Com. Dorland, and while you are at it, ask him about "collect-
ing news and editing a bulletin." I have not heard yet of hislooking
for a situation, and if he don't gi^e you a bigger fright than the man
that wanted to make him "speak German as soon as he opened his
mouth" last week, I miss my guess.
Mr. Burns is the right sort of a man after all.

Much obliged old man, you are right, if Ianthe sat on the balcony all
the time, it is not likely that she would be doing some of the things
she does. It would be wasting ink to deny Pulex's statement that we
do not do any canoeing out there. Let him come around almost any
day, or any time of day, during the season, and he will find some one
about.
Let him join us around the camp-fire, on the cruise, on our "picnics"

with the girls, or even in a race (if he can go fast enough to keep up),
and see if he don't think we are as nice as we think we are.
There is one point that I indorse thoroughly in Pulex's letters; his

admiration of Hoboken. They are a fine set of fellows, hospitable, en-
tertaining, good cruisers and have only one failing, they do not race
enough.
As to Mr. Holden, at times I have thought there was hope for him,

and then again he will say something which will disprove it. I admire
his feeling that every canoeist should be a member of the A. C. A.,
but not for a mercenary object. He says a man gets absolutely
nothing for his dollar unless he goes to the meet and that no one has
told him to the contrary.
He says he can get all the important news of the meet from the

newspapers and magazines. The ideas as to fittings etc., he can pick
up well enough to suit him from his contact with others in cruising or
visiting at neighboring club houses. What a narrow-minded, mean
policy that would be. Suppose every one followed the same lines,
would we have any A. C. A., any clubs, anv canoeists or any canoeing
at all?

I am afraid that the fellow who would be satisfied to work on such
principles, would be the kind^that would borrow his neighbor's paper
instead of buying his own, or would cut a hole in the circus tent to
t>ee the show, instead of paying his admission. Ianths
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The Foolish Young Man and His Wise Critics.

A PARABLE OF THE A. C. A.

And it came to pass in the year A. D., 1886, the year of the A. 0. A.
the sixth, that there lived in the land of Jersey a young man. And
the young man looked with favor upon all manner of outdoor exer-
cise, but most of all did the pleasures of water sports seem good unto
him.
And it came to pass that the canoeing fever settled down and took

strong hold upon him, even so that he hath not recovered therefrom
unto this day.
And it was in the time of the Jabbenvock, and of Bishop and Neide,

and Palmer, and of the Shanghai Boatswaiu, he who was mighty with
the varnish brush and the jack-knife, and of many others of whom t he.

scribe hath not space whereof to write.
And as the young man lived word came unto him of their mighty

deeds and of the A. C. A. which had been founded, and he said unto his

friends: "Go to, have not these gotten for themselves canoes even as
we have done, and joiDed themselves together for mutual benefit and
the good of the sport f Come then, let us go and do likewise, for in so
doing we shall both give and receive rich reward."
But they laughed him to scorn, saying: "Whereiu shall it profit us?"
And he, being young and foolish and fearing to mislead them, spake

no more, but quietly sent in his mite to the coffers of the A. C. A. And
this hath he done from tnat day until now.
And wherever possible he hath sailed, sometimes in canoe, some-

times In other craft, on the raging Passaic, the stormy Shrewsbury,
or the mighty waters of the bays that are nigh unto New York, and
also hathTie,' so far as lay in his power, kept advised as to the advances
and improvements in canoeing matters.
Now it so happened as the years wore on that the young man would

commune with his friends and would say unto them, "Why stand ye
without the gates of the A. C. A.? Come ye in and be of us and we
will do thee good."
And they spake unto him, saying, "Verily, gladly would we be of

thee, but canst thou offer unto Us anything therefor which we have
not?"
Then he, replying, saith unto them: "Come thou unto the different

meets, and there wilt thou find those assembled of like spirit unto
thee, with many new and valuable ideas in rig and boats and a joyous
time also." Then they answering said unto him: "Nay, but is this all

that thou hast to offer unto us in exchange for our shekel'!"'' And he
answered in sorrow, "Yea, it is." Then said they unto him: "Look
well upon us. Save we the semblance of fools, that thou asketh us
to give unto thee of our substance for naught?" And they went away
jeering.
And he in sadness of heart said unto himself: "Why are these

things so? Why do those who are high in the councils of the A. C. A.
expect others to pay for membership when nothing is offered therefor
except a meet, which they cannot attend?" Then thought he further
andsaid: "Lolmay not this;beone of the reasons why our noble
sport flourisheth not as in days of yore? I will write unto the
Forest and Stream, that mighty organ for good, and ask if we can-
not do somewhat to remedy this evil." And he wrote.
Now, in the land there dwelt a certain class of men who had been

to the meets. And, having been there themselves, it occurred not to
them that there might be those to whom by reason of distance or
time or business cares or other cause it might be well-nigh impossible
to attend thereon. And, assuming that the young man was attacking
the meet (when in reality he said little against it, but rather asked if

by united effort something else could not be added to the A. C. A. use-
fulness), some of these, in their wrath at any hint that improvement
was possible, wrote divers letters, wherein they took him to task for
his supposed sin. And to his suggestions for good they paid little

heed. And others, seeing this, said one to another: "Go to. Shall
we, for the sake of benefitting canoeing, run the risk of also being
abused?" And they held their peace.
And there the matter standeth. Earnestly desiring the good of the

majority, the young man hath asked that those with ideas advance
them. So far there hath been little response.
Moral: Those in high position, who really wish to advance the

A. C. A. should be careful how they discourage honest, effort, lest with
it that interest which sustains canoeing be also diminished.

Rutherford, N. J., March 25. J. T. Holden.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
Boating men and canoeists who are in doubt over the momentous

question of a new craft cannot do better than to send for the 1891 cat-

alogue of the St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co.,
Clayton, N. Y., or to call at the New York agency, Spalding & Bros.,
116 Nassau street. For several years the company has paid special
attention to procuring the latest and best designs for all types of
boats, such as the 18-footer and the canoe Avis, specially designed for
hem by Mr. Gardner, and their list now covers the best of everything
propelled by oar, paddle, sail or steam. Among the specialties are
the two Gardner models noted above, a serviceable model of yacht
dinghy, the St. Lawrence skiffs, on which the reputation of the firm
was originally made, the little cruiser La Gloria, originally built by
them, and the Scarecrow. At present the shops at Clayton are work-
ing to their fullest capacity, among the orders being a large one for
all the pleasure boats, barges, etc., for the Detroit Boat Club, an 18ft.

Scarecrow for Mr. O. J. Field, of New York, to be completely equipped
for cruising; another 18ft. Scarecrow, two 15ft. La Glorias for Chicago,
and two 18ft. catboats for Pleasure Bay, designed by Mr. W. P.
Stephens. Messrs. Spalding & Bros, have recently concentrated
their business in the building formerly occupied by Peck & Snyder,
and their larsre show room has space for a display of canoes and boats,
this department being in the charge of Mr. W. J. Averill, a practical
yachtsman and canoeist.

In a letter to the Yachtsman, Mr. Dickson C. J. Laker announces
that he has abandoned his intention of patenting the rudder fitting

which he claims to have invented. He does this, however, not from
any sense of justice to others, but, as he is careful to state, because
the publication of the device in the Yachtsman of itself prevents a
patent.

On Thursday evening, March 39, Miss E.Pauline Johnson will give an
entertainment in Newark, N. J., for the benefit of the Women's Indian
Association,

The arrangements for local transportation between Croton Point
and Sing Sing for the A. C. A. meet have been completed, and three
trips per day will be made, at 9 A. M., 18 M. and 4 P. M. Negotiations
are now under way with a firm of caterers who have had a great deal
of experience in this line, and if successful the result is likely to be
most satisfactory.

We have received from Messrs. Chas. D. Durkee & Co. a very com-
plete oatalogue of supplies and fittings of all kinds for yachts, boats
and canoes. The firm is located at 26 South street, New York.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division—F. O. Gross, Philadelphia, Pa.

Imge mid $*Utt%.

Chicago Challenges New York.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Pastime Rifle Club, of Chicago, 111., will shoot a match for a $50

gold medal, with any organized club in the city of New York. Each
club to furnish a team of five men, who are to be members of their

respective clubs. Conditions: Distance 25yds., off-hand, any trigger

pull, any sights except telescope, 22-eal. rides, 30 shots to each man,
in 10-shot scores, German ring target, knob rest barred, the referee to

indorse his name and the name of the shooter on eaah target, before

it is used, and the targets to be exchanged and the secretaries to mail

them on the day following the shoot at the latest; the scores of the

teams to be telegraphed to each other under the referee's name as

soon as the shoot is over. The match to take place within thirty days
of the acceptance of this challenge, and to be shot on the same day
and hour, sun time. Either club winning the medal three times, to

become the owner. Each club to deposit $50 in the hands of its

referee, the money to be turned over to the winning club for the pur-

pose of purchasing the medal. The competition for the medal to be
confined to the two clubs first contesting for it. Modifications of these

conditions will not be accepted. The decisions of the referees are to

be final. Ten dollars to be added for a medal for the best individual

total score. L. F. Ingersoll. Sec'y.

310 State St., Chicago, Marcb 24.

Following is a list of the officers of the Pastime Rifle Club, of Chi-

cago- President. E. H. Lahee; Vice-President, H. R. Wills; Sec-Treas..

L. F. Ingersoll: Executive Committee, C. A- Hankie, L. F. Ingersoll

and Frea Ingersoll. B. Waters.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.

New York, March 25 —Scores shot at a distance of 100ft. : Horn 241,

Roberts 236, Goodman 233. Steckel 233, Kaufman 233, Koch 226, Heiden-

reich 80S, May 218. . Wm. MAY.gj

Masters Bisson and Long.
The shooting parlors of Messrs. L. H. Ingersoll & Sons, 310 State

street, Chicago, were the scene of a remarkable rifle contest on Mon-
day evening, March 19, the contestants being Master Alfred Bisson, of
Chicago, and Master Clarence E Long, of Lafayette, lud. The match
was uncommonly interesting, from the novelty of the conditions gov-
erning it, and the youth and skill of the competitors. It was for a
medal emblematic of the championship of the United States, under
the conditions governing the contest. The medal, to be in value not
less than $60, is the property of the boy who wins it three times. The
range was 50ft., though the conditions allowed the acceptor of the
challenge to choose any distance from 50 to 150ft, The conditions re-
quired that each contestant fire 100 shots, off-hand, open sights, gun
below the elbow, each contestant shooting alternately 10 Bhots, any
shots fired outside of the time limit of 15 seconds allowed for 10 shots,
not to count. Every second less than 15 in which the 10 shots are
fired to count 5 points in the score. Fractions of seconds were counted
in the same ratio. Contestants to bo under 12 years of age.
Mr, C. H. Hen We, of Chicago, was timekeeper, assisted by Mr. F. W.

Morgan, of the firm of Morgan & Wright, Chicago. Mr. Henkle also
judged the contest. Stop-watches were used. Mr. Henkie stated
that in timing, the two timers uever varied more than ODe-quarter of
a second. The time was taken from the order to shoot to the firing

of the tenth shot.
Mr. J. E. Long coached his son carefully throughout the match,

while Mr. C. H. Bisson permitted his son to exercise his own judgment
almost entirely.
The two contestants, though well-formed lads, are distinctly differ-

ent in physique. Master Bisson is slender, but he handles his rifle

with ease and freedom. He has a large, clear, intelligent eye, and is

noticeably cool and self-reliant. He handled his rifle quickly and ac-
curately, making some groups of shots with wonderful precision con-
sidering the quickness of the shooting. He had excellent judgment in

timing his shots, the reports coming in even time without flurry.

Master Long -was coached by his father. He made a good showing,
though his shots were delivered in what seemed an over-hurried man-
ner. Sometimes two reports would be almost together, and then
there would be an interval of about a second. He is a strong, trimly-
built lad, and shot, gamely to. a finish.

Neither contestant, it was explained, had bad much practice before
the match. Photographs of the boys were published iu Forest and
Stream of Feb. 10.

The target used is the German ring target, which was to be reduced
according to the distance shot. The one used was, by agreement, the
target for 75ft. It is Sin. in diameter, bullseye 2in., center J^in , 16
concentric circles }4m. apart. The center counts 25, the next ring 24,

and so on. one less to the outer circle, which counts 10.

Following is the score and the time in seconds to each 10 shots:

Score.
195...
173. .

.

205...

195. .

.

193, .

.

203...
206...
189...
179...

ALFRED BISSON".

Score.
153,,

151..

178.,

151..
162..

125..

158.,
195..

175.,
181.,

clarence e. long.
Time

1,936
Total, 2,236.

9J£
12^8
103^

::::::::::: P
im
103*4

The above are the official scores and also the correct order in which
the scores were fired. The official score of Master Bisson contains an
error. Instead of 90 seconds, it should be 91 seconds, which would
make his score 2,214%. The error, however, only affects the accuracy
and not the result.
Before and after the shooting, Master Long gave an exhibition of

fancy and difficult shots. B. Waters.

Columbian Pistol and Rifle Club.
The Rochester Democrat and Chronicle of March 25, reports:

"That flourishing organization, the Columbian Pistol and Rifle Club,
celebrated its prosperity last evening by dedicating enlarged quarters
in the basement of Reynolds Arcade.
"The growth of this club has been something phenomenal. It was

organized late in the fall in the office of C. H. McChesnev, with about
a score of members. A long and narrow room in the basement of the
Arcade, was fitted up with targets and the members of the club began
to gather there in the afternoons and evenings for practice. Tbe
members told their friends about the club and took them in to see the
range. Soon the applications for membership began to pour in on
the secretary and now the number of members has reached 125.

"The membership is made up of business and professional men, who
are partial to sports of the field. To them the smell of powder smoke
is alwTays inspiring. The club range is centrally located so that a
member who finds an hour or two to spare from his business during
the day may drop in and shoot.
"There was a short business meeting at which the admission fee

was changed from $5 to $10, the change to go into effect May 1, next.
"After the business meeting a supper was served and there was

music by an orchestra. During the evening speeches were made by
President McChesney, Vice-President K. P. Shedd, Dr. Mallory, Beebe,
Bamber and Ottoway, of Charlotte, George F. Loder, W. H. Lewis,
of the Sunday Herald, and City Treasurer S. B. Williams. Mr.
Williams asked for an explanation of the fact that there are 57 physi-
cians in the club. He is the treasurer of the club and says his figures
on the physicians is correct. Among the other physicians are Dr. T.
Oliver Tait and Dr. Ira T. Johnston. The club's new room is decor-
ated with flags, pictures of hunting and fishing scenes and trophies of
the chase. The hide of the big buck which President McChesney shot
in the north woods last season hangs at one end of the room beside
that of a smaller deer which Fred Shedd killed last fall.

"On the president's desk two stuffed gray squirrels are mounted in
duelling attitude. One of the squirrels wears the flag of the Wesox
team of the club, and the other that of the Blue Grass. The Blue
Grass team was recently defeated in a match with the Wescox, and
the sword of the Wesox squirrel is plunged into the heart of the rep-
resentative of the Blue Grass.
"The Blue Grass team presented to the club last evening a. handsome

rocking chair. The club expects to increase the membership to 200
before May 1."

Paterson Rifle Association.

The weekly haudicap shoot of the Paterson Rifle Association, at
East Side range, on March 18, was quite successful, fourteen members
participating. Each member was handicapped according to his shoot-
ing ability based upon passed records. That the handicap committee
made a close guess as to ttie shootingability of the members is proven
from the fact that Win. Dutcher scratch; Win. Newby 8 points; and
T Kelley 10 points handicap, were tied with a total of 177 points out of
a possible 200, shooting 10 shots per man. In the shoot-off, Newby
won on a total of 182, Dutcher and Kelley tieing again with 164 each.
E. N. McCarthy, another handicapped member, won the second prize
on a total of 172. Scores:
Wm Dutcher 16 19 15 18 18 19 19 16 18 19 —177
Wm Newby 18 18 18 19 15 17 18 19 18 8 —177
JW Foster 16 18 15 11 13 20 15 16 17 17 —158
A Newby 15 18 15 14 11 13 15 15 18 19+ 8-159
WS Brooks 17 12 14 16 20 13 19 16 15 16 —lf>8

Jas Welcher 20 19 18 14 18 20 2 is 18 IS —165
J W Johnson 15 18 18 16 18 15 17 18 17 17 —16V>

B Maskel 19 11 12 15 16 18 16 13 18 14+ 8—160
Thos Kelley 16 17 13 20 16 17 17 19 16 17+10—177
J M Gallagher 19 15 15 19 16 12 16 19 10 19+ 8—168
A P Ritchie 16 16 17 12 19 5 18 15 16 15+13-162
H Smith 15 7 0 11 15 18 10 19 18 11+28—152
A Dietrich 15 18 20 16 18 16 18 17 15 18 —171
EN McCarthy - 12 13 13 18 18 16 18 15 13 18+18—172
Shoot-off tie.

Wm Dutcher 19 14 16 18 15 17 19 16 13 17 —164
Wm Newby 16 19 17 18 17 18 18 18 17 16+ 8-182
T Kelley 12 18 15 15 16 16 18 17 12 15+10-164

Captain, Jas. Welcher, Scorer, F. R. Stokes.

Here is a Score.
Cypress Hills, L. I., March 19.—Inclosed find 100-shot score shot

in practice by F. C Ross at Cypress Hills Park range yesterday:
F C ROSS 25 20 23 22 22 22 24 20 24 23-226

23 23 25 25 22 21 22 24 23 23—231
23 23 21 22 24 2a 23 22 24 24 2211

24 22 19 13 22 lti 22 21 22 22—213
25 25 24 23 24 24 23 24 20 24-236
20 20 24 20 21 25 21 23 21 23 -218
21 21 23 24 2a 25 24 24 .25 24-233
25 23 22 22 23 19 22 20 20 25-222
22 20 22 20 21 24 22 25 24 23-223
22 22 20 21 24 24 22 21 20 21—217—2248

By this complete score you can see that the shooter only missed
the black once, on his thirty-sixth shot, maWng a 16; and at the same
time he made the highest 100-shot score, topping the high score of M.
Dorrler by two points. Charles C. Wissel.

Midwinter Fair Shooters.
San Francisco. Cal., March 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: Last

Sunday, at the Midwinter Fair shoot, Geo. Helm made one of those
lucky strings that seldom fall to any marksman, viz., on his first

ticket of three shots for merchandise prizes on Midwinter Fair target,
he made the possible 25 25 25—75. He received the hearty congratu-
lations of all the competing marksmen.
To-day some good scores were made, D. W. McLaughlin 94 and J.

ITtschig 93 on the ring target; G. Helm 93 on the man and Dr. Rodgers
71 on the Midwinter Fair target. The festival closes two weeks from
to-day.
The much talked of contest of military teams in connection with the

Midwinter Fair festival was held to-day. The crack California teams;
were compelled to lower their colors to a "Sage Brush" team—the-

renowned Carson Guards of Carsoii City, Nev. Ten teams of ten men
each entered, 10 shots per man, 200yds.. Blount target, usual rules.
The favorite, Co. C, 1st regiment, of San Francisco, led until the last,

two Nevada men stepped to the stall. These two soon pulled the
Guards up even, and when the last shot was disked it was seen that
the latter had beaten "C," heretofore unconquered, by four points.
Everybody on the range, and there were hundreds present, united ta
hearty cheers for the winners. The end is not yet between these ex-
pert shooters.
Some of the higher scores were: Carson Guards, 443; Company C',.

First Regiment, 439; Company B, 425; Company G, 424, etc. Five
prizes for best individual score's were: O. Norte 48, J. G. Holt 47, G. C.
Thaxter 47, F. C. Muller 47, C. Meyer 46, all San Francisco men except.
Tbaxter, who saved tbe day for his team, the Carson Guards.
•The Columbia Pistol and "Rifle Club held its regular monthly shoot .

to-day for members' medals, also its semi-monthly all comers' con-
tests. Scores: Members' club medals, champion class, pistol, no re-
entry: Top score, F. O. Young, 63; first class, A. Baumgartner, 91 j

second class, L. Zimmerman, 80.

Rifle, members' champion class, no re-entry: F. O. Young, 89; first

class, H. Hellberg. 79; second class, H. R. Crane. 70.

All comers' pistol medal, re-entry, 50yds.: H. L. Pendleton 94, E
Hovey 93, S. Carr 91, C. M. Daiss 91, F. O. Young 89, G. Ungerman 88.

F. Gehret 87, A. Gehret 87, Col. Kellogg 87, A. Baumgartner 84, A.
Heeth 84, H. Heeth S4, A. H. Pape 80.

All comers' target rifle medal, 200yds.: E. Hovey 82, A. Gehret 81,

C. Mangels 80.

AU comers' military rifle, standard American target: H. R Brown
82, Capt. Thaxter 80, F. Gehret 79, A. Heeth 77, A. Gehret 77, H. J.
Mangels 74, Lieut. Middleton 73.

March IS.—The feature of the Midwiter Fair shoot on Wednesday
was the remarkable shooting of Mr. Fred Gehret, one of the rising
young marksmen of the Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club. He began his
Golden Gate ticket of 100 shots (no re-entry) at about 2 o'clock P. M.
(This is a point target, only the 24 and 25 rings bringing a red flag, and
only red flags counting.) He shot continuously until he had finished
85 shots, which placed him ahead of all competitors up to date. His
85th shot brought, him his 24th 3in. center; 23 reds had previously been
high.
No other fine work was done on that day. To-day developed another

surprise on the Golden Gate target. Andrew Mocker, who is consid-
ered only a fair rifleman, finished his 100 shots with 25 reds to his
credit. Gehret, with 15 shots yet to fire, ought, to still stand first. The
only other good score completed on this target was that of Dr. L. O
Rodgers, president of the Columbia Club. His ticket foots up: Red
flags 19, blue 28, white 41.

Max Rosenthal, a visitor from Wisconsin, made the very fine score of
95 on the man target. He received the hearty congratulations of every
one on the range.
Scores on the ring target were only fair, C. Thierback making 92 and

Dr. Rodgers 91. D. Taktor made 69 on the Midwinter Fair target. The
"kingship" is in great doubt and will not be decided until the last shot
is fired next Sunday. Only three are seriously competing for this
honor, and it is apt to prove somewhat costly to the winner. .Roeel.

Hudson vs. Our Own.
The last match of a series between the Hudson Rifle Club and the

Our Own Club of Newark, N. J., was shot at the ranges of the former
on Thursday evening, March 22, and resulted in a victory for the
home team. The Hudsons have been quietly plugging the bulls-

eyes during the past few months and keeping their team in excel-
lent condition as will be seen by the scores which were made. After
the match refreshments were served in abundance, during which time
the Our Own Quartette rendered several exquisite vocal selections. Mr.
Goerk of the Our Owns next made an eloquent speech for his club's
defeat and hoped that they would do much better next time.
Another series of matches between these clubs has been arranged

to take place at an early date, and it is hoped will result with higher
scores than was made in this match. The following score of the Hud-
son Rifle Club is the highest score ever made by a ten-men team in
Hudson county:

Hudson Rifle- Club.
Hutch 25 24 25 23 25 25 25 25 24 25-246
Hansen 24 24 21 23 25 24 23 24 24 22-234
Graf 24 21 24 20 24 24 21 23 23 20-234
Malz 23 25 25 23 25 24 23 24 25 23—240
Steuber 24 23 .25 22 25 25 25 25 25 25-244
Smith ..23 20 19 25 25 25 28 24 25 24-233
Mahlenbrock 23 25 24 24 23 21 22 25 21 25—236
Braun 22 21 25 25 23 24 25 25 21 24-235
Rebhan 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 25 25 25 -244
J Autenreith 25 23 25 13 24 24 23 24 21 22—234—2370
Captain Mahlenbrock. Scorer. C. E. Bird.

Our Own Club.
Coppersmith 23 24 24 24 25 24 22 25 '25 24—240
Gensch 23 25 20 22 24 S3 22 22 28 23—227
Bander 23 23 23 24 24 22 24 23 25 .24—235
Sandvald 23 25 24 18 22 16 22 24 19 25—218
Goerk 24 22 21 25 23 24 25 22 24 23—233
Criqui 22 16 20 21 18 23 0 23 23 18—184
Graef 25 22 25 22 25 24 22 24 25 21—236
Fetting 24 24 20 24 22 25 25 21 24 22—231
VPigman 25 23 24 22 25 25 24 23 23 25-239
Watts ..23 25 25 23 25 25 24 22 23 22-237—2280
Captain. J. Bander. Scorer, H. Boddey.

Schottler Rifle Club Prize Shoot.

The newly organized rifle club known as the Martin Schottler Club,
with headquarters at No. 61 Morrell street, Brooklyn, N. Y., held its

first shoot at March 18 and 19. Ten prizes ranging from $10 down to
$2 were put up for the jiflemen to compete for. Representatives from
New York and Brooklyn societies were present on both days and put
up some good scores. The range is the usual gallery distance, 70ft.

The programme called for three shots per ticket, two best to count,
possible 150 points. The scores are appended:.
Wm Rosenhaum 74 73—147 A Eppig 72 72—144
L Buss 74 73—147 A Albrecht 72 69—141
C Horney ,.73 73—146 Menninger 68 68—136
F C Ross .73 73—146 Lindstedt 67 66—133
Muth 73 73—146

Beideman Rifle Club.

Weekly shoot of the Beideman Rifle Club at their range, Beideman
Station, N. J., for week ending March 17: Conditions, 25yds., possible
250, 25*4in. targets, l%m. bull outside range, strictly off-hand:
J L. Wood, .25 25 25 25 25 25 25 24 24 24—247
Dr E L Gardiner 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 24 23 23—245
W Wurfflein 25 24 24 24 24 .24 24 23 23 23-238
A C McGowan 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 22 22— 238
W Gilbert, 25 25 25 25 24 23 23 23 22 22-237
Pistol score, standard American targets. 50yds.:

EL Gardiner 10 10 10 10 9 9 9 8 8 7—90
J L Wood. 10 10 9 8 8 3 8 8 7 7-83

Walt. Gilbert, Sec'y.

Zettler Rifle Club.
Only nine members of the Zettler Club were present at headquar-

ters on Tuesday night to participate in the gallery season shoot.
Louis Flach carried away the honors on the champion target, making
249 on the first entry. He also tied Ross with the same score for the
best 10-shot score for the night: Scores:
Champion target: Louis Flach 249, B. Walther 245, H. Holges 245,

F. C. Ross 245, C. G. Zettler .244, R. Busse 243, B. Zettler 212, M. B.
Euge! 239, H. D. Muller 238.

Best 10-shot score, 5 entries: Louis Flach 249, F. C. Ross 249, H.
Holges 246, B. Zettler 245, R. Busse 246, C. G. Zettler 244, B. Walther
246, J. H. Brown 245, H. D. Muller 239.

New York Rifle Club.
The New York Rifle Club held its regular weekly shoot at No. 12 St.

Mark's place, on the 24th inst. The following members were present
and made the scores below. Rifles, .22 short; range, 100ft.:

Young 243 342 Herrington 230 327
Gensch 240 233 Case 228 228
Chadbourne 238 236 Barker 235
H Duane 237 333 Daly 218
Crocker ...,338 230 E. R, Chadbotjkne, Sec'r

,
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Greenville vs. Excelsior.

On Wednesday night of last -week, the "celery" district in Jersey
City known as Greenville, was the scene of a large gathering of rifle-

men and their friends. It was tbe third anniversary of the organiza-
tion of the Greenville Rifle Club, and in order to make the occasion of

greater interest to members and guests, a team match was arranged
with the Excelsior Club, 10 men a side
The weather was beastly, rain and heavy fog enveloping the entire

city and harbor, making travel both uncomfortable and dangerous.
Many friends of the club from the upper part of New York and Brook-
lyn were prevented from being on hand to participate in the festivities

owing to tbe weather conditions. The two cities, however, were well

represented by a delegation of sportsmen who were impervious to
rain or fog. With them came the Mauhasset Quartette of Brooklyn,
the echo of whose songs are so popular in the Edison Phonograph at
the present time. Recitations and good stories by Messrs. Spayne
and Dalton of Brooklyn, and by that local humorist Robert McDonald,
interspersed with songs of the qaartette, and others kept the large
gathering which filled the club house in a continuous condition of
mirth and good fellowship. The club's ''Chef,'' Edward Borr, was in

his element; he had his lunch tables loaded with the good things that
help to put the inner man in good humor with the outer.
The shooting off of the match part of the programme was not

started until nearly 9 o'clock P. M. The hime club had its best shoot-
iDg talent on hand" and In good form to uphold the honor of Green-
ville. The Excelsior team, accompanied by a large delegation of
friends and members of the club, was on hand at an early hour in the
evening engaged in practice upon the ranges, in order to get the lay of
land, as it were. It was reported that Capt. Hansen had been for
several days previous to the match engaged in putting his team
through a severe course of training in order to be in condition to

recover the prestige which the Greenville team secured in the last

series of matches. Capt. Hansen's well-laid plans went amiss through
the machinations of Chef Borr, who, as soon as his eye rested upon
their good form, says to himself, "By gum! EH stiffen every mother's
son of them, till they're so full they can't shoot a little hit," and at
them be went, and in short order all of Capt, Hansen's labor of the
previous week was gone to the dogs.
The Greenville team put up the highest total score for a 10-men

team ever made in the gallery, it being no less than 2,341, against 2,261

for the Excelsior team. The latter team, as a whole, shot, in poor
form, but as Jimrnie Hughes expressed it. the}"" had a Hugh time, and
if the Excelsior team desire to down the Greenville team in the future,

the Excelsior Club will have to add all the latest improvements in club
shooting, among which will be a Chef "a la Borr." The scores are
appended, 10 shots per man. possible 250:

Excelsior Team,
Weber 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 22 19 18-228
Hughes 25 24 23 22 21 21 20 20 20 20-2)0
Phinev 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 22 22 22-233
Chauning 25 25 25 24 24 23 22 21 21 19- 229
Thomas ; .25 25 24 24 24 23 23 22 22 21-233
Hennessey 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 22 22 21—235
Bauchle 24 24 23 2.3 22 22 22 21 21 21—223
Boyce 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 22 22 21—232
Hansen 35 25 25 25 25 24 24 22 22 21-238
Duff 25 25 24 24 24 22 22 21 19 18—224-2291

Greenville Team.
Plaisted 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 23 21—230
Chavant 25 25 25 24 23 23 21 20 20 18-224
Bobidoax 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 22 21—237
C Boag 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 22 21 20-233
Lutz 25 24 24 24 24 24 23 23 23 22—236
J Boag 25 25 24 22 23 22 22 21 20 20-225
Purkess 25 25 25 25 25 24 23 23 22 21—238
Collins 25 25 24 24 24 24 23 23 22 22-236
Scheeline 25 25 25 24 24 23 22 22 21 19-230
Dorrler 25 25 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 24-246—2341
E. A. Caef, scorer.

Jerseymen at the Targets.
The Saturday outing of riflemen from the Greenville and Excelsior

Clubs, in Armbruster's Park, on March 24, brought together the usual
number of regulars. The weather was warm "and clear, light and
variable winds with a dry atmosphere gave some of the lubricated
bullet cranks more or less trouble during the afternoon. Messrs.
Dorrler, Hansen, Plaisted and Chavant went into a handicap sweep,
100 shots per man, Dorrler granting Hansen 25 points, Plaisted 50 and
Chavant 100.

Dorrler did not shoot in the high form that he has been in of late,
his total for the 100 shots being 2.228. Hansen made with bis handicap
of 25 points a total of 2,227, one point behind the old veteran. Plaisted
got into trouble, in his third and fourth strings and made a poor
showing in his 100 shots, making only 2.0132 in his total. Chavant
retired from the contest on his fifth string. Robidoux, C. Boag,
Scheeline, Hill, Agneau and Frank Chase, of the Greenville Club, were
on hand and participated a few practice scores. After the close of the
shooting, all hands adjourned to the dining room of the Hotel Arm-
bruster, where a pleasant hour was spent in discussing the merits of
one of Mother Armbruster's Saturday evening lunches. Scores:
Chavant 20 19 22 20 22 22 21 17 18 24-206

18 15 20 25 25 22 17 20 21 16—199
22 19 20 17 19 21 24 13 10 25-199
18 22 22 22 22 20 19 15 24 22- 208
21 18 16 17 24 11 19 15 15 25w

Hansen 21 19 25 18 19 20 23 22 21 23—211
24 24 25 19 23 24 24 22 21 23-228
23 83 23 20 23 21 24 20 22 24-223
24 25 22 23 23 25 23 19 18 23-225
22 22 24 25 19 21 24 23 23 22—221
18 21 22 13 24 23 23 23 23 514-213
23 21 22 23 18 22 17 23 23 19—211
22 21 20 25 20 23 24 21 24 24-224
21 24 25 22 24 25 23 24 25 20—283
21 19 22 24 21 22 16 24 20 24—213—2202

Handicap 25

2227
Robidoux 21 24 19 17 24 25 22 13 20 23—218
0 Boag 25 23 19 21 23 20 19 17 24 21-212
Scheeline 16 21 10 17 24 20 18 24 25 21-206
Hill 18 ]8 21 14 16 13 21 15 10 18—170
Agneau i 22 21 20 16 16 22 10 13 20 9—169
Plaisted 22 23 18 20 23 21 20 24 19 19-209

25 13 33 19 20 24 20 21 21 25-210
19 23 22 18 19 21 20 16 14 14—186
22 22 19 9 10 20 20 17 14 19 - 176
24 21 23 19 18 22 24 22 18 24-215
19 20 20 18 23 21 25 24 22 21—213
23 25 18 22 23 25 21 16 25 10—214
15 23 23 20 22 20 25 19 25 20—212
21 18 25 22 22 17 23 30 19 31—206
20 25 21 21 18 25 24 18 24 25-221—2062

Handicap , 50

3112
Dorrler, scratch 23 21 24 21 24 21 24 17 24 22—221

22 23 22 21 20 21 20 25 25 25-225
21 22 24 24 17 24 22 20 25 25—223
24 24 19 22 18 18 25 21 24 22—220
23 19 25 21 20 24 17 24 22 21—215
25 25 25 23 24 23 21 23 23 21-233
16 21 24 21 22 25 25 23 21 25- 335
19 22 25 25 19 20 11 14 23 22-218
21 25 24 23 18 22 25 24 21 18-221
23 24 25 24 21 25 25 10 21 23-227—2228

Schlicht Rifle Club.
Twenty-four members of the Schlicht Club were present at head-

quarters on Monday night to compete for the class medals. The fol-
lowing are tbe winners: Geo. Dorr, champion medal; Wui. Schlicht,
first class; M. Dans, second class; E. Mehr, third class. The scores
are appended, 10 shots each, possible 250: Geo. Schlicht 243, Geo.
Dorr 287, Wm. Schlicht. 237, M. Daus 232, J. Diehl 230, A. Meyer 229,
Capt. Brellenthine 236, E. Mehr 234. C Siebel 221, Geo. Laule'nberger
221, Geo. Richert 220, John Oedrick 220, J. Schlicht 219, L. Dorr 219, G.
J. Goehring 219, C. Meyer 216, C. Greek 316, P. Mane 215, G. Scholys
215, E. Eoersch 211, P. Dambrix 210, C. Stein 208, J. Bouders 206, A.
Tribout 305.

Our Own Rifle Club.
The Our Cwn Club of Hoboken, N. J., held its weekly gallery shoot

on March 19. Twelve members participated in the competition.
Adolph Malz put up the good score of 344. Kruse was second, with
240, Boehmcke third, with 238. Nearly every week sees one or more
individual matches shot off on the club range' between members of the
club. This sort of practice adds to the shooting form and confidence
of the rifleman in his rifle. Scores: Adolph Malz 344, J. H. Kruse 240,
W. Boehmcke 238. W. P. Dilger 231, F Sessmann 228, 0. Schmidt 224,
R. Harthoff, Jr., 218, J Stein 203, H. Molkeuber 203, C. L. Dilger 202,
A. T. Cuneo 212, C. Schmidt 202.

Lady Miller Rifle Club.
The Lady Miller Rifle Club of Hoboken keeps up the even tenor of

its weekly practice for class medals. Some weeks the matrons get
away with the medals and the honors, and then again the misses make
a rush and reach the goal. This week the matrons got a little the best
of the game, winning two out of the three. The winners were Mrs.
Meyns first, Mrs. D. Miller second, Miss Sauders third. Scores: Miss
Sanders 227, Mrs. Meyns 218. Mrs. D. Miller 218, Mrs. Stein 221, Miss N.
Miller 217, Mrs. Ahreiit 215. Mrs. Stadler 212. Mrs. Fish 210, Mi<s Bege-
row 207, Mrs. "Volk 211, Miss Maanheimer 209, Miss Yourman 203, Miss
Clausen 209.

Greenville Rifle Club.
The anniversary racket and team match of the Greenville Club at

its headquarters on Wednesday night previous had a disastrous effect
upon the nerves of some of the shooters that stuck to them until the
practice shoot on Friday night. Only sixteen members were present
to participate in. the competition for the class prizes. The scores are
appended: Dorrler .215, Plaisted 240, C. Boag 240. Robidoux 239, Pur-
kess 239, Collins 236, J. Boag 237, Chavant 234. Dodds 235, Agneau 224,
Lembeck 228, E. Wuestner 228, F. Wuestner 210. Hill 323, Barr 228,
Holzapfel 204.

Palisade Rifle Club.
Fifteen* members of the Palisade Rifle Club met. at headquarters in

Geo. Sehlicht's gallery March 18, for weekly practice. Scores: C.
Hemberger 234. FredEsperer 234. Geo. Dorr 233, Fred Krobatsch 231,

H. Bose 231, R. GUser 219, O, L. Aufdsrheide 216, Fred Ward 212, Wm.
Rose 211, Wm. Ahles 210, Ad Ahles 209, Aug. Ahles207, W. Bomtamps
205, Henry Aufderheide 200. L. Dumont 200,

Hartford Rifle Club.
Hartford, Conn., March 25.—I inclose scores made by the Hartford

Rifle Club on Saturday, March 24. Standard American target, 200yds.,
off-hand. Light good, wind light at first, but blowing a gale at the
close. Medal match, singleentry:
W J Dunbar 8 4 4 6 9
FKRand , 10 5 7 10 8
J Edwards 8 9 9 8 8
H M Pope 7 10 8 8 8
Re-entry match:
HA Fox 6 13

6 3 5W J Dunbar 9

7 3 6 5 S—65
7 7 ft 8 8-78
9 6 5 9 8-79
7 10 10 6 10-i

RIFLE NOTES.
At the weekly shoot of the Excelsior Club on Tuesday night only

three men were on hand to compete for the class medals. Heunessey
made 244, Duff 241 and Binns 241. The members of the club have been
rather negligent In their practice of late, and the result is that their
last series of matches with the Greenville Club have been in favor of
the Farmers.

We have been requested by one of our correspondents to set a rule
for the settlement of ties in handicap matches. The best rule that we
know of in the interest of the sport is to shoot, or in other words, shoot
off the ties. Any rule that decides ties by the most center shots or the
least outers, gives the advantage to the scratch man in most in-

stances.

The contemplated gallery match between teams from the Williams-
burg Schuetzen Corps and the Empire Rifle Club, which grew out of
the rivalry generated at the Zettler Club tournament on Feb. 22, will
not be shot off this season. The Williamsburgh Corps will open its

outdoor shooting at Cypress Hills Park the early part of April, and the
gallery rifle will remain in the rack until next winter.

Tbe Paterson (N. J.) Rifle Association forwarded a challenge to the
Greenville Club last week, to shoot a friendly home and home team
match, on the outdoor range. The Greenvile Club has accepted the
challenge, and the first match is arranged to come off at the Greenville
Schuetzen Park, Saturday, April 14.

The New York Independent Corps opened its season shooting at
200yds. on Wednesday of this week in Washington Park, a report of
the shoot will appear in next week's issue. The New York Central
Corps also opened its season on Thursday in the same park.

Champion Gus Zimmerman will pay another visit to Europe in June
to participate in the great shooting festivals which will be held in
Germany, Switzerland and France in July and August

A visit to Cypress Hills Park last week developed the fact that Chas.
C. Wissel is getting this popular resort into first class order to receive
the host of riflemen who will be found there with the opening of the
summer season in April.

The Zettler Club will open its summer practice here on April 8.

The club has organized a liberal programme of prizes, which should
draw out the maximum strength of the shooting element in the club.

The report in last week's issue of the team tournament of the
Dominion Off-Hand Rifle Association shows that our cousins over the
border are keeping rifle matters in a healthy condition. We hope to
see them represented at. our great shooting festival which comes off
in New York in the summer of 1895. This recalls to our mind a
remark made some weeks since by that old American rifleman and
inventor, J. H. Brown, who, in speaking of the rifle and its interests,
declared that the riflemen of America should make a concerted effort
to revive international match shooting. No doubt this recommenda-
tion of Mr. Brown's will be seconded by every lover of the rifle in the
land, but there is a mountain of obstacles in the way of its accom-
plishment and no engineer in sight competent to remove or tunnel
the obstruction.

Some of our local followers of rifle matters are inclined to get
hysterical over the Ross—Dorrler match, which comes off on April' 16.

The two principals in the coming affair are not losing any sleep over
its outcome, and to all others we would say keep cool until the crisis

is over, when "Wissel will probably have a stock of chopped ice and
Mumm to stimulate the joy of the winners and likewise drown the
sorrow of the losers.

A committee from the New York Rifle Club is out looking for a
desirable park in which to hold the weekly practice shoots for the
coming season. This reminds us that our park proprietors report
that their dates lor the coming season have filled up unusually fast
thus far and that the prospects are good for a successful year for
rifle shooting.

Now that the outdoor shooticg season is drawing near and rthe
gallery will be discarded to some extent, it would be a rather interest-
ing match to have some Hudson county club pit a team against the
famous Hudson Rifle Club. Where are the Millers, could they not
make a go at the Marion boys?

The equipment of the ranges of the Hudson Rifle Club is as near
complete as any in the country, being supplied with four ranges, with
excellent light, good targets and systematic marking and takes but a
short time to shoot team matches, so that the evening can be devoted
to sociability as well as marksmanship. Now is the time for some of
the clubs to give them a i ub. Who will be first to "knock off their
chip" and enjoy their genial hospitality which is always noticeable at
their home.

.

J Edwards...
D S Seymour

4 6 10
. 8
, 6 10 10

10 8 7
8 6 10

FKRand 9 10
9 9

5 4 7
8 0 6
5 5 6
4 8 6
5 7 6

4
4
6
0

7 6 10-68
8 8 7 6-79

9 9—77

4-45
5- 45
7-01
7-65

9 6 9 _

7 9 8 a 4
8 9 7 6 10 8 9-81

8 9 5 8 9 10 9 6-83
7 10 10 10 6 10 6 9-1

8 87889779 8—79
RD Gardner ..10 10 9 9 8 9 10 9 7 6-87
H M Pope (50 shots) 10 9 10 10 9 8 10 9 9 9—93

9 8 7 10 8 10 7 6 10 8—83
9 6 7 9 10 10 8 7 10 9-85
7 10 8 8 8 7 10 10 6 10-840889998 10 8 6-81^126

H. M. Pope, Sec'y.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
April —,—New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, third team contest,

combined with all-day tournament of South Side Gun Club, at
Newark. ST. J.

April 4 —Morfey vs. Outwater, 50 birds, $50 a side. Morfey vs.
Ryan, 25 birds, $25 a side, at Willafd's Park, Paterson.

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 4-7.—Texas State Sportsmen's Association eighteenth annual

meeting, at Austin, Texas. Wallace Miller, See'y.
April 4-8.—California State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

San Francisco,

April 7.—Union Gun Club, 50 targets, $5 entry, open to all. Also
club and sweepstake shooting, at Springfield, N. J.
April 11-13.—Baltimore (Md.) Gun Club, tenth annual tournament,

at Grason's Park; two days targets, third day live birds, H, A. Pen-
rose and E. D. Miller, Managers.
April 12.—Morfey vs. Smith, 50 live birds, $50 a side, at Willard's

Park, Paterson.
April 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add $200.
April 24-27 —Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
April 25.— Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, second tourna-

ment, at Rochester.
May 1-3.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, spring tournament; two days

targets, last day live birds.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual

tournament and meeting, at Ft. Smith, Ark.; $1,000 added money;
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.
Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add $200.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
May 15.—Second annual tournament of the Atlantic Trap-Shooting

Association, at Lynn, Mass. W. F. Brown, Sec'y.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N, Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournameut, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.
May 22-25 — Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks. Sec'y.
May 30.— Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-

ment, at Utica.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, aud second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added money.
June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Sheparcl. Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 8-9.—Binghamton CN. Y.) Gun Club, first annual tournament.
June 11 16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, annual

tournament, at Tacoma, Wash.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June 27-28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

sixth tournament, under the auspices of the Elwood Gun Club, at
Elwood, Ind. Elwood Gun Club will add $200.
July 4-6.—Central Gun Club tournament, at Duluth,
July 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associations^

seventh tournament, under the auspices of the Kentucky Gun Club, at
Louisville, Ky. The Kentucky Gun Club will add from $200 to $400.
July 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fourth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Aug. 29.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fifth tourna-

ment, at Auburn.
Sept. 26.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, sixth tourna-

ment, at Rochester.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.
Oct. 24.—Central New York Trap- Shooters' League, seventh tourna-

ment, at Utica.
Nov. 28.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, eighth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse.
4

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.

At the annual meeting of the Fitchburg (Mass.) Rifle and Gun Club
the following committees were appointed: Finance Committee, H. I.

Wallace. E. B. Twitchell, I. O. Converse; Membership Committee, H.
E. Houghton, David Salmond, E. B. Twitchell; House and Grounds
E. N. Choate, F. S. Washburn. L. R. Sharkey. G. C. Pierce: Committee
on Range, E. E. Howard, C. L, Tenney, W. V. Lowe; Trap Shooting,
S. W. Putnam, I. O. Converse, H. A. Estabrook; Indoor Ranse, E. E.
Howard. F. S. Washburn. I. O. Converse. A. M. Sanderson, E. F.
Lewis; Fish and Game, Chas. H. Potter, C. W. Pillsbury, I. O. Con-
verse, S. W. Putnam, Dr. J. W. Stimpson. The report of the range
committee that, notwithstanding the new Wallace street, the club
would be unmolested, and the range of the club can be used as here-
fore, was accepted.

Columbia, Pa., March 15.—There was a big meeting of sportsmen at
Hotel Columbia last evening to reorganize the Columbia Gnu Club,
increase Its membership, and make arrangements for the shooting
campaign. It was agreed to increase the membership to forty five or
fifty. Officers were elected as follows: President, Dr. W. G. Taylor;
Vice-President, John C. Broome; Secretary, Harry H. Myers; Treas-
urer, Samuel Hoffman; Finance Committee, Messrs. Broome, Taylor,
Myers, Watson and Fendrich; Committee on By-Laws. Messrs. Hoff-
man and Watson, The club has leased a tract of ground from Mr.
Wm. Morris, iu East Columbia, and at the meeting last evening it was
decided to erect a club house on the lot. It will be comfortable and
adequate for the purposes.

If the new repeating shotgun of the Winchester Repeating Arms
Co. does not go to the front it will not be on account of not having
crack shots to handle it. First and foremost the company has secured
the services of the champion of Kansas Ciry, Mo., who is shooting
the race of his life with tbe new arm. And then they have W. R
Hobart, the crack shot aud hustler of the South Side Gun Club, and
one of the best of the Jersey shots; and also Ferd E Van Dyke, also
of New Jersey, who won the target championship at New London in
1892 and who i* a rattling flue shot under all conditions. And again
Rollo Heikes has started in to shoot the new gun and intends to
make some new records at targets, as well as making it talk loud on
live birds.

'Dutchy" Smith, of Plainfleld, has made two matches with T. W.
Morfey, of Paterson. the first to be shot at Willard's Park on April 13
and the second at Plainfiekl three weeks later. The conditions, which
are identical for each match, are 50 live birds per man, Hurlingham
rules to govern, for $50 a side, loser to pay for the birds. Morfey and
Lever, of Elizabeth, have also arranged to come together in two
matches, one of which will have been shot before this issue appears,
but too late for particulars. The conditions for each match are 25
live birds per man, $25 a side, Hurlingham rules, except one barrel
only to be used.

Greensboro, N. C, March 18.—The annual meeting of the Greens-
boro Gun Club was held last night. All the old officers were re-elected
for the ensuing vear, namely: President, James D. Glenn; Secretary
and Treasurer, E. L. Hilmer; Captain and General Manager. J. F. Jor-
dan. J. W. Fry was elected a member of the executive committ"
and E. T. Garsed was elected a member of the club. It was decided to
have the weekly shoots for the badge every Sat urday afternoon at 5
o'clock. E. L. Gilmer was also directed to look into the matter of
holding a tournament during the summer or fall and make the neces-
sary arrangements for the same.

Enoch D. Miller has arranged for a big day's sport on the Union Gun
Club grounds at Springfield, N. J., on Saturday, April 9. The main
event will be a contest at 50 single targets. $5 entry, for which sixteen
entries have already been pledged. There will also be an attractive
programme of sweepstake events This will be the regular club day
and member will shoot at 30 singles each for the class prizes. Hacks
will meet all trains at Millburn. The fun will begin at 10 A. M.
The Wilmington Rod and Gun Club and the Claymont Gun Club had

drick 20, BUderhack 18. Claymont Club-G. Casey 18, Bird 16. A. Casey
15, Whortennv 7, Hobbert 12, Brown 20, Cloud 16. Lindsay 8, Hooper
19, Edwards 12.

J. Frank Kleinz retains his old form and is winning live-bird
matches from all comers. On March 17 he had a 50 bird go against
Horace Young ou the Gloucester race tracks and killed 46 to Young's
34. Young lost 6 birds dead out of bounds. The score was as fol-
lows, Kleinz allowing Young to shoot at 52 birds:
Kleinz 20linilyi313anili23l21022ll22132011132l2l2l21120 —4ft
i uttng ..2231001212131030212201010220010^01121203000121011001—34,
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In a recent match at 25 bluerock targets each, between a team of

eight men from the Bustieton Gun Club and a picked team, shot at
Bustleton, Pa., the result was thusly: Bustieton team: S. K
Foster 15, W. Maguire 21, E. Stephens 10, E. M. Boileau 21, M. Neauian
16, W. Negus 15, J. Blake 17, J. S.|Knorr 19. Total, 134. Ticked team:
George Tomlinson 16; S. Livesey 14; H. Johnson 1?; J. W. Tomliusou
12; I. Tomlinson, Jr. 7; John Tomlinson 11; L. 0. Robinson 7; G. Mc-
Mullin 16. Total. 100.

There will be some lively work at Paterson next Wednesday, when
T. W. Morfey, of Paterson, and J. H. Outwater, of Hackensack, will
shoot a race at 50 live birds each, under Hurlingham rules except.
50yds. boundary, for $50 a side. After the above shoot Morfey will
shoot at 25 birds for $25 a side against Jack Ryan, of Hackensack,
this match to be under Long Island rules. Plenty of birds lor sweep-
stake shooting after the matches.
At the March medal shoot of the Germania Gun Club, of Philadel-

phia, at 26 birds each, Ambrose Reiber and Fred Sinimer tied on 20
kills each, Reiber winning on the shoot-off, killine 9 to Sinimer's 8.

Other scores were: Grose 19, Steinman 18, F. Ryder 17, G. Reiber 16,
H. Grose 14, B. Bayer 15.

The Central Gun Club, of Duluth, la., has elected officers as follows:
J. W. Nelson, President; Dr. Day, Vice-President; L. M, Gunderson,
Treasurer; H. L. Heisler, Secretary; H. Little, Field Captain, and
Robert Moore. Lieutenant. The Spirit Lake grounds will be retained.
A set of Paul North electric pull traps will be purchased. The annual
tournament will be held on July 3, 4 and 5.

All the events during the Interstate Manufacturers 1 and Dealers'
Association tournament at Dexter Park on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, April 4, 5 and 6, will be at live birds, and all will be open to the
world. Shooting will begin at 9 A. M. each day and continue until
dark. All the tents belonging to subscribers to the Association will be
pitched on the grounds. Just take a look at the exhibit of Forest
and Stream.

At the annual meeting of the Lake Side Rod and Gun Club of Bur-
lington, Vt., the following officers were elected: President, B. R. Sey-
mour; Vice-President, W. B. Conger; Treasurer, W. S. Phelps; Sec-
retary, J. S. Denning; Club Captain, E. E.Morgan; Board of Direc-
tors, C. F. Reynolds, E. H. Shattuck, F. Howes, H. E. Spear, L. O.
Harding.

The Jerome Cook Gun Club held a snoot at Canarsie on March 19.
In a team contest at ten live birds per man the scores were as follows:
Capt. Reid's Side—P. H. Reid 8, S. W. Cring 9, W. Griffin 8, W. Brun-
dage5; total, 30. Capt. Davenport's Side—J. Davenport 7, C. Daven-
port 6, W. Cook 8, F. Harms 0; total, 21.

A match at seven live birds each, between Charles Weiman, of the
Mount Vernon Gun Club, and Wm. Van Fossen, of the Roxborough
Gun Club, was shot at Willow Grove on March 17, the score at the finish
being Weiman 6, Van Fossen 5. E. McDade was referee, Geo. Blundin
and John Hopkins judges, and C. Whitehouse scorer.

Under Its new management the Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club
should have a bright future, as every man on the roll is an active
shooter. H. W. Brown is one of the liveliest hustlers in the town, and
it is largely owing to his efforts that trap-shooting is becoming so
popular there.

The Pottsville (Pa.) Gun Club had a reunion and banquet at Jacob
Kline's Tumbling Run Hotel on March 35. and a jolly time was had.
This club has a commodious park and a club house at Tumbling Run
and have club rooms in town. Henry C. Matten is president, John
Vanderslice, secretary, and W. W. Foster, treasurer.

An effort is being made to organize a gun club in Trenton, where
there is some strong material. "Eddy Hill, Wm. Fisk, Stacy Haines,
Eiias Miner, Mahlon Fox, J. I. Beebe, Frank Starkey, Ed Updegrove
and a host of other crack shots of the town, should be enlisted iu the
enterprise.

It is reported that Geo. Work, Fred Hoey, Oakleigh Thorne, A. C.
Money, L. T. Davenport, Frederick G. Moore, Charles Maealester and
H. Yale Dolan will go to London in May to take part in the events of
"international week," in which rich stakes are offered.

If you propose taking part in the grand American handicap at
Dexter Park next week, don't forget that in order to enter for 825 you
must make your entry on March 31. If you enter on the day of the
shoot it will cost you $35. Just think of $500 or more for first money

!

At the annual meeting of the North Shore Gun Club, held on March
16, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year. President
and Captain, George Seawood; Vice-President, Frank Westbrook;
Treasurer, Henry Seawood; Secretary, L. Scofleld, Jr.

See Fobkst and Stream, issue of April 14 for full report of Inter-
state tournament, grand American handicap, etc. Direction of flight
of each bird shown by means of our copyrighted trap score type.
You can't beat it.

Jos. Beckler, Paul Brain and Ben Maskel shot a 25-target match on
Donnelly's grounds, near Paterson, on March 17, Beckler and Brain
tieing on 10 breaks each. On the shoot-off Beckler won, breaking 3 1 to
Brain's 10.

In a 15-bird race between Wm. Greenwood, of Germantown, and H.
J. Minch, of Philadelphia, shot near Fern Rock station, each man
killed 5 and drew the stake. Hurlingham rules governed,

The Washington Gun Club was recently organized at Morristown,
N. J., with Harry T. Hull President, A. B. Ayers Vice-President, J, H.
Madigan Secretary, and H. G. Wolfo Treasurer.

At the monthly shoot of the Roxborough Gun Club, at Shawmont,
Pa., on March 17, the medal was won by Cowan with 20 breaks out of
a possible 25 targets.

Louis Miller promises for the American handicap the finest lot of
birds ever trapped on Long Island, and Mr. Miller knows what good
birds are.

The annual tournament of the Texas Slate Sportsmen's Associa-
tion will be held at Austin on Wednesday to Saturday, inclusive, of
next week.

On Wednesday to Sunday of next week will be held the annual
tournament of the California State Sportsmen's Association at San
Francisco.

J. A. R, Elliott used his new Winchester repeater at Yardville a few
days ago and out of 31 birds shot at he killed 30.

The West Newburgh (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association have begun
their season's practice both with shotgun and rifle.

The Pottsville (Pa.) Gun Club will hold a three-days' tournament this
season.

The monthly shoot of the Paterson Gun Club will be held at Willard's
Park on Tuesday.

The return match between L. T. Davenport and C. Furgueson, Jr.
will be shot next week.

Forest and Stream will keep open house at Dexter Park next week.
Call and see us.

Pittsburgh and vicinity will enter half a dozen men in the American
handicap. C. H. Towsend.

Syracuse Gun Club.
Syracuse, N. Y., March 24,—The following scores were made by

members of the Syracuse Gun Club to-day on their Croton street
grounds, under the new management of Elder Forsythe. The traps
were all in better shape than at the previous shoot and worked per-
fectly. Some good scores would have been made had the wind not
been quite so strong and tricky and carried the targets out of the pat-
terns. The wind was in the right direction, however, to blow the
smoke of the "soft coal burners"' back in their faces:
CF Ayiitigcioo)...iooiiniiiiiiniioiioininoiioniiioioiiniiiiin

31313111101111101111110111111111111111110111101111—87
A GCourtney (100)01303011111101111101111111111111110111111011111111

11111101100101101111011111110111331111111311111110—85

G Luther (100). . . .11011l0im01Olllllllll3n033333imiO3l31O0131111
10111110111100313010111111111111111111011101011111—83

Bchenierhorn (100)31101111111101330010303303333333331013101333333033
10111111111010111111011330303333031111111111111013—82

D M Lefever (100). 10111033330300333333311100133330030033331101111111
10100111110111133303333333310101011111111000101101—75

C H Mowry (100). .Il0111110l0111110111111101111131011111in011103101
101110011101)11111111111111001313330333333301331011—SO

C Wagner (50) 11101110111110lllllOl0113101303301lliii3i30303llll—40
B White (100) 11011010llllU00110110111113030111111101l011101110

11011101100033111 11 1303033333 11 001 10O31010133O3OO1—72
T Hunter (75) 0301101113 1O01033O01111O33031110101111O33331O1101O

11O11O1333O3O33331110101O _52
H Willards (901... .10111010010101113011011110133133333001330330311301

' '
:

m 1
1
n 1 nn; r

Geo Lurned (50) . .111O0133OO33O3111010110133033311111013333103333333—39
HDuguid (50) ....300003333101111111313OI330333103333003033000111111-35

U Eddy (60) 10010011011001311001311111001010101011111101101011
10011001110 _38

C Holenbeck (50). ,1011001 U 1111001 1113 3 1001111333 3 3003 3103010111011 1—37
FHolenbeck (5O),.10O1111110111110101O0l0000niO01OllllllllllluiOlO-34
I Parkham (50), . . . 111011030010111011100011010333333330330111101 11110-35
A Smart (50) OllllOllllOllllllOOlolOOoOlOOOOloiOiOOOOlOlUOOllO—2fi
O Curtiss (25) 001 0010101100000 100000101 — 8
Geo Glahn\25).... 1000000000110000110011011 - —17
Geo Mann (50) 10111111011110111111011111111030011111013313110101—40

FALSTAP7.

Aaron Woodruff vs. Charles Smith.
Despite the drizzling rain which rendered outdoor lifei miserable up

to 3 P. M. on Friday, March 23, about 200 lovers of trap-shooting
journeyed to Marion to witness the match between Charles Smith of
Plamneld and Aaron Woodruff of Elizabeth. The match had been
well advertised, and had the weather been clear during the earlier
hours, the audience would have been mucb larger. Among those who
witnessed the exhibition were Jas. A. R. Elliott and Ferd. Van Dyke,
representing the Winchester Arms Co.; W. Fred. Quitnby, the c&nvas
and leather sporting goods man; Rollo Heikes, the target champion
and rapid-fire expert; 0. M. Hedden and Asa Whitehead, of Newark:
W. G. Hollis, of Kearney; "Uncle Billy" Hughes, of Jersev City:
MoseMulford and Wm. Clark, of Elizabeth; T. W Morfey and T C
Wright, of Paterson; Wm. Lever and Frank Batsch, of Elizabeth:
Dan Terry, Ed. Campbell, W. S. Pierson, Wally Squires and W. Terry,
of Plainfleld; Jos. Compton of Irvington, and John Benner, of Fan-
wood.
Neaf Apgar of Henry C. Squires's, was referee, and "Tee Kay"

Keller wes scorer. The birds were furnished by Al. Heritage, and a
fine lot of hard-plumaged flyers they were, too fast and tricky hy far
tor the men who were shooting at them, as the scores will show. The
low scores, however, do Dot denote that the shooting was altogether
bad, but simply that the birds were a little better.
One thing was demonstrated in the second quarter, and that was

that while the genial "Dutchy" has few superiors as a team or Bweep-
stake shooter, he will get rattled in a match. And Woodruff, too,
showed a little nervousness on the third quarter, although four of his
nine lost birds fell dead out of bounds. Smith is not satisfied with the
result and another match may be made. The scores follow:

Trap score type—Copyright, moa, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

0 -£,?T,*,/*,^/'>\\^t/\/^\^\^\\<-/><->
Smith 2 121020222021220312112 1 1 2-21

2 12.001220200002000 0 0012 1—12

N *"-> \/ ->^ /" p Hi \f\ £S */ &? /> 7> \1221.02212 2 2112101. 0 0 3 1 1 2-19

Si Ss\H T^-M .f-^-v? \,*^ T /* i121210222201120012200120 1-19-71

Woodruff 0 0112 2312102201202220221 0—18

22. 01.2 222210122221002220 1—19

^/-M^Si vr"i->h/-»/*«-T.s" i// T*4 —>i" /2201.220..2202 2 0122.2120 2-16

^ T->i*->HHN^->^-^->->H^>/ r\H<~
2 2 2 0 01112110 2 0 2 2 2 0 2112 3 2 1—20-73

After the match there wore shot three 7-bird sweeps, $5 entry, with
two moneys in the first and three each in the secoud and third

No. 1.

Sweet 221.222-6
Van Dyke 2.21111—0
Elliott 1221212-7
Heikes 1122112—7
Woodruff 1321222 -0
Folsom 2002001-3
Quimby
Mulford
D Terry
S Terry
Morfey
Ross
Batsch
Apgar

;

,

No. 2. No. 3.
1112000--4 1002001--3
3 300000--2 2110111--6
1321230- -6 2213222--7
2222220--6 0022211--5

.100000--1
0202322- 5
1218233- 2002002-3
1111120--6
0211210--5

2102210--5
2210121- 6
2022221--6
2200111-

Morfey of Paterson vs. Greiff of Carlstadt.
With a genuine London fog lying close to the ground, prompting

the birds to fly low and almost biding from view at times those which
needed a long second, T. W. Morfey of Paterson and Gus Greiff, Von
Lengerke & Detruold's representative, faced the traps at Willard's
Park on Wednesday. March 21. in a match at 50 live birds for $50 a
side, under Hurlingham rules, 50yds. boundary. A fair-sized audi-
ence saw the match.
Greiff was badly out of condition, having suffered with the malaria

for several weeks. Some of his work was splendid, but at times a
languid manner could readily be detected. Morfey shot well, better in
fact than he expected to, as he had been troubled with a severe cold
contracted at Woodlawn Park duriug his match with C'oulston. Greiff
was in decidedly hard luck in having eight birds fall dead out of
bounds, Morfey naving four the same way.
Morfey's 7th reached the fence to die, taking along a double charge

of shot; 10th, a fast twister killed at long range; 13th, the same kind;
15th, fast, driver to left, died just over boundary; 17th, ditto; 21st, fell
and got under wire to die; 28th, a black and wnite bird, fast, hit very
hard but got outside wire fence; 43d, a good fast bird grassed with
first, but got up and had to get the second before turning over; 48th,
fast driver which required quick second at long range. Morfey used a
ij^lbs. Greener, 46grs. American E. C. powder and l^drs. No. 7 shot
in both barrels.
Greiff had some extra hard birds and at times made some splendid

shots, in fact some of the prettiest of kills at long range were shown.
His 3d bird was killed with a fine first at long distance; 4th and 5th,
both hit hard, but scaled the fence, as did his 12th, 20th and 21st; the
12th alighted on the fence and fell dead outside; the 20th was good
enough for any one to lose; 30th, awfully fast and hit very hard with
both charges, still managing to go outside to die. His 35th, fast, and
should have come to grass, still got over the wire; the 40th was a
pretty kill at long distance of a fast bird; his 41st was a slow one,
hard hit but carried his loads to the stand; 43d another long kill; 45th,
very fast and well stopped, dropped at Greiff'sfeet: 4Sth got both
barrels full but would not stop, very fastand tough; 49th wasapretty
stop with a well aimed second. Greiff used a 7^1b. Francotte, Scbultze
powder, IJ-goz. No. 6 shot in the right and No. 7~in the left barrel.
The referee was John H. Outwater, of Rutherford; trap-puller, W,

G. Hollis, and scorer, Wm. Dutcher. Below are the scores:

Trap score type—Copyright istu, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

1242434244323242313122442
Morfey 2 22122.1212122.1.121.111 1—21

4553432242 '1 33232542221221
22 . 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 0 2 21 121112 1 2 2-23-44

5144143215221435224255353
Greiff 211..0 2222001012022..122 2—17

541554145413 4214452124522
2203.0021.20212.12222102 0—16—33

Then followed a number of interesting sweepstakes, miss and out,
$2 entry, the results of which are best shown by the following tables:

Morfey...... 0
Wright '22

Greiff 20
Morgan
Hart
Donkerlv
Hill
Hopper

No. 1. No. 2.

11110

12210

No. 3.

1220
2120
2222
10

No. 4.

22211
1220
22112
120
2120
020
0

No. 5.

1121
120
2220
210

No. 6.

21111112
22212220
1220
1210

No. 7.

1123220
12312222

1111 21311212

1.21210
33233221

During these contests C. F. Lenone was referee; Henry Wolf trap
puller, and Wm. Dutcher scorer.

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.
Spokane, Wash., March 19.—Following are thescoresof the Spokane

Rod and Gun Club shoot held here yesterday. T. B. Ware won the
Class A medal for the thirteenth time, and J. R. Burke won the Class
B medal with a score of 22 out of 30. the best in the class this season.
Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Class A.
Burgess Ill 1 1 1 3 01 3 003 0001 000
Carson 11111111301000101101
Eckhardt 11101111010019110101
Mason 01101110110100101101
TWare 11133111110010101101

Cl£tss -B

Morgan 01001001111300010001
Monteith 10111101001110110111
Burke OllllllllllOOllllliO
A Ware 00100110101011000101
Francotte 11000010010010101011
Duffy 11011100100111000011
No. 2, 10 singles: Wise 9, Eckhardt 9, Burgess 8, Mason 8, Morgan 8,

Burke 8, 3Ionteith 8. Vetter 8, T. Ware 8, A. Ware 7, Rapp 6, Moore 6,
Duffy 6, Francotte 5
No. 3, 10 siDgles: Monteith 10, Duffy 6, WiBe 7, Morgan 7, Burgess 7

Vetter 6, A, Ware 6, Eckhardt 5, Mason 5. J. W. Withers, Seo'y.

10 10 11 10 10—17
00 11 00 10 10—17
30 10 10 10 10—38
11 11 10 10 11—19
11 11 10 10 11—23

00 01 11 11 11—16
11 10 10 10 01—20
01 10 10 11 10—22
10 00 10 00 10—12
10 12 00 10 01—13
11 00 10 10 10—16

Great Shooting at Carteret.
One of the most interesting matches ever shot in this vicinity and

one in which the contestants were of the crime de la crime among
the trap shooters of the section, took place at Bergen Point on the
grounds of the Carteret Club, on Friday, under conditions that in part
could be called favorable for the birds but not quite so favorable for
the shooters. During the early part of the day a drizzling rain made
everybody feel uncomfortable. At 11:45, when the match began, it
was misty and foggy, this making the light bad and favoring the
birds. Shortly after noon the fog and mist cleared away and the sun
i howed its beaming face. As though the clerk of the weather had a
special grudge against the shooters the strength of the wind increasedm proportion as the light improved and the last half of the race was
shot in a gale.
The principals in the race were Charles Maealester, of Riverton.

and George Work, of New York, who shot against Fred Hoey, of Long
Branch, and L. S. Thompson. The conditions were 100 birds per man,
30yds. rise, 2) yds. boundary, for a stake said to be $500 a side. The
birds were of the best, in fact once off the ground any kind of a bird
would have become a "rocket" with the wind during the latter half of
the race. John S. Hoey was referee.
The disappointment of the day was the showing made by the'

veteran .Maealester, who was low man of the quartette, scoring only
79 kills. That he was out of form was plainly apparent. He had hard
luck, however, in losing 5 birds dead out of bounds. Hoey lost 7„
Thompson 6 and AVork 3, the same way. The wind and boundary
were almost wholly responsible for the above losses as all the birds;
were hit hard and would have been scored in a 50yds. boundary..
Some brilliant work was done at times. The finest exhibition was by
Thompson, who made a straight run of 43 kills; Hoey made a run of
26 ; Work one of 34 and one of 24.
The score by quarters was Hoey nnd Thompson, 48, 92, 133, 176;:

Work and Maealester, 46, 91, 13?, 170. The time of the race was four
hours and ten minutes. Below will be found the scores in full:

'-'"V
•

... .'
'

.

"'. - -

20.22222202032.2.21222222-19
2.. 3';22-.23- 'M : ::i.«:-".r

222222o23'.; :>. :2.;.:-i'-' ,m_;:1 -
Thompson 022222221222122222.122222-23

2222322122222222222221222-25
222222211122.20222.022222—21i

.. .., .

Work 2222322222222222222222220-24
2222220222201222222222223-33
:". 3 I ' - :',:_ -.

02222222002.22 1 2
1 33 1 1 1

.- 12 -:>. — 3
1;

Maealester...,
,

; i ; i

2220111133 -"13111130220-22
20020121 231 22221 .0022.011—3 7
012.121 22101220222200202.—18—79—1 70

Cobweb Gun Club.
Pblhamvillb, N. Y., March 22.—Scores made under Hurlingham

rules, 50yds. boundary, birds deducted in all events from purses.
No. 1, 5 live birds, 28yds. rise, $5 entry, 2 moneys:

JPilkington 12111—5 J Bannon 10000—1'
P F McKeon 01120—2 W Hendricks 30130—3

:

F Train 03203—3 J Fay 20023—3.
E Charles 11000—2
No 2, 25 live birds, $25 entry, 1 money:

J Pilkington 1111220112211201201130110-201
F Train 10103 101111 01101121121112-20
E Charles 13O2100OOO, I "MC3100—17
J Pay 1011212010100111001011212—17
P 1 McKeon 0001002103110210001121002—131
Shoot off of lie, 5 birds:

Pilkington 11101-4 01101-3'.
Train 01111-4 10100—2:
Nos. 3, 4 and 5, each at 5 live birds, $5 entry, 1 money:

Mo. 3.

Train 11110-4
Pilkington 20110-2
McKeon 11123—5
J Fay 03031—3
E Charles 11001—3
Referee, E. Kerker. Scorer, Dan M. Van Cott.

No. 4.

01111—4
01310-3
01011—3
01011—3
01121—4

No. 5.

11111-5
11011—4
11101—4
01010—2
00011—2

New Utrecht Gun Club.
Woodlawn Pabk, March 24.—The following were all $3 sweeps,

50yds. boundary, 30yds. rise, with the exception of Conney Furgueson
(aged 11), who with bis featherweight 20-gauge stood at 21yds. As
good a lot of birds as any man could desire. W. Leib, who supplies
all our birds, is to bfl congratulated. His heart is right in the busi-
ness and he rarely fails to get a clipping lot together. The proudest
boy in the State to-night is little Conney, who divided first money in
sweep 5 with J. A. R. Elliott as he remarked. "Me and Jim is the cham-
pions." Scores:

WlW No I- No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.
C W Coulston 00111-3 22102-4 ••322—3 00002—1JAR Elliott 23110-4 12211—5 11112-5 21221—5
C Kattenstroth ..82011—4 0412-4 20132-4 02111—4CM Meyer 02202- 3 .0120-2 22020—3 22222—5-
G Nostrand . . . , 32.11-4 21303-4 2.111—4
J B Vonrhees 22331—5 11100 -3
C Furgueson 12331-5 22022 - 4 2i22i-5
Conney Furgueson 00010—1 02210—3W F Sykes 22212-5
No. 5:

Elliott 12222-5 C Furgueson 20222 -4
Kattenstroth 23000—2 Conney Furgueson 22211—5
Meyer 22202-4

A Rainy Day at Springfield.
A drizzling rain which made everybody feel cold, dreary and miser-,

able, ana a dense fog at times which made it almost impossible to
draw a bead on live bird or target, were the weather conditions on,
March 21, the day when E. D. Miller expected to greet a big crowd of

'

shooters on the Union Gun Club grounds at Springfield. Tbe weather."
however, was too heavy for the majority of smoothbore devotees'
and only a half dozen appeared. As a matter of course the big sweep!
was declared off. A couple of 7 bird sweeps were shot, the entry feei
being g5, with two moneys. These resulted as below:

No. 1 Nn. 2 No. 1 No. 2:ED Miller... 1111111—7 1120221—6 Chas Smith. .1100111—5 2111222-TR Heikes....0111111—6 0121211-0 A Ivias 1111111—7 2212222-7-
MLindsley.. 0111111-6 1201212—6
Rollo Heikes used his new Winchester for the first time on live

birds and made some nice kills.

Ten targets, $1 entry, two moneys:

„ ilv No. 1 No. 2
Smith 1010111101—7 1011001110—6
Heikes ..11 iliiji i-'i-

i
-T - _

Miller 1111111111-10 llllllllll_io
Ivins 1111011111—9
Lindsley 1111110011— 8 OOOOl'iioii— 5
Keliar ..1100110110—6

Pansy Gun Glub.
Kingston, N.Y., March 23.—The Pansy Gun Club, of Kingston. N Y

held a business meeting on Tuesday, March 20. Four new mernher's
were elected, making a membership of forty-two in all. The c'ub
which has been formed only a short time, is now in a flourishing con-
dition. Their grounds are unsurpassed by any along the Hudson
River, having a clear sky background and are fitted up in good shape
with bluerock expert traps. All that is now needed is a new club
house, which will doubtless be erected in the near future. In a short
time the new Colonial electric railway will be in operation, making the
grounds very easy of access from any part of the city, as well as
from the Union depot of the West Shore, Ulster and Delaware and
Wallkill Valley railroads. The club hold practice shoots ever Satur-
day afternoon, and on the first Saturday of each month is held a handi-
cap shoot for the club badge, a very handsome gold emblem pre-
sented by the Pansy Club of Boston, a ladies' social (organization At
the meeting Col. Chas. V. Hester, the club's president, who has lust
returned from Florida, bringing with him a magnificent collection of
mounted birds, beasts and reptiles found in that State, presented one-
of the handsomest pieces in his collection to the club as a prize the.
fi-st member winning it three times to become the owner. This' will
also be shot for under a handicap, and should be very interesting con-
tests. It is thought that with the material now in the club they-
should be able to put out a strong team next summer.

Live Birds at Larchmont,
On March 24 an interesting match took place at Larchmont

between L. T. Davenport and J. C.^Palmer, each man shooting at 100
live pigeons, 50yds. boundary, for a substantial stake, Davenport
standing at 30yds, and Palmer at 29yds. The weather was good and
the birds fair to good. Palmer lost 7 and Davenport 5 dead out of
bounds. The score follows:
Davenport. . .

.1221123333222122221 i 'i 132 222221022220.2020302—41
122121«'2222221332l2.232.33»333223322113a2222222223—46—87

J C Palmer , . . .23222323201J3^1fl^3122082l200121.1212201.32221—39
21122123.1222220201333223232n01211122012202l21101—43-83
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Winners of Lakeview Prizes.

The Lakeview Rod and Gun Club held its last shoot for the season
of 1893 March 17. The warm spring day thawed out sixty of the boys,
all anxious to see the deciding scores for the 1893 prizes, and see the
new automatic trap-pulling indicator invented by A. W. Walls.
The prize winners for 1893 were: Silver pitcher, decorated with

crossed guns and laurel leaf wreath in alto relief, line-engraved hunt-
ing scene, etc.. conditions 15 targets, unknown angles, American Asso-
ciation rules, ho handicap, weekly shoots to begin May 1 and end Sept.

11. Fifteen entries were made and the prize won by N. \V. Parker
with 156 breaks out of 285 shots; C. M. Williams second with 145

Gold-lined silver cup. 10 birds, seven shoots, N. W. Parker, winner,

38 breaks, 70 shots; (J.M.Williams second, 25 breaks, 50 shots, in a
field of 16 entries.

Silver trophy, 20 birds, 12 shoots, 50 cents entry. 83 contestants, 240

shots each, N. W. Parker, winner, 122, 10 shoots; C. M. Williams, sec-

ond, 84, 8 shoots.

5 iHighest number of shots during the season, 85, C. M.Williams, 1,590.

Highest number of breaks during the season, S3, N. W. Parker, 902.

Attending greatest number of shoots, $2,50, C. M. Williams, 28.

Best average shooting for season, $2, C. M. Williams.

Greatest improvement, $1. C. A Hansen.
SiThe scores for the day were as follows, special silver cup race, 20

singles, 5 traps, unknown angles:
McLellan. .OlOlOOOOllOUOOlOlOll- 8 Kinerson . .0100111111 1 111010111-13

Skinner .. 1101000111011 1011101-13 Williams. ..11000110010011110000- 9

Mascroft ..11111011011011011010-14 Pade .0000010100101 0O00000— 4

Walls 01011101010011000110—10 G Reeves. .00000001111101011000—

8

Foreh'a'nd'.:illlll01100100111010-13 WReeves.. 00001110111110001010- 9

Parker , , . .00100101011001110011—10

No. 2, rapid-fire, 10 birds, known angles, 5 traps:

G S McLellan 0010101000 - 3 E W Ide 1010010001- 4

PJKimm ... .1011011111— 8 G H Reeves 0111100001—5

J T Mascroft 1111111011— 9 W R Reeves 0110000101— 4

G S Davis 0010010111— 5

C A Hanson 1000100000— 2

C E Fay 0100100000— 2
F Bucklin 0100011111— 6

his birds were carried over the boundary by the wind and fell stone
dead:

W Lair (26yds).... 1111120-6
Dr Van Ord (30) . . .1100201—

4

J Schleemann (25).12O0111—

5

F McLaughlin (25) 0012011—4

Ties. Ties.

012 FPfaender (28). ...22.1.12-5 10
1221 JEOrr(25) 1011022—5 121

0 W Schelges (25) . . . .2121120—6 201

1120 C Englebrecht (25)0020001—2
PEppig (23) 1002210-4 2112 C Plate (25) 1212210-6 121

I) Lynch (23) 010022W 01

Cap'tCraemer (25)1221112-7 10
H McLaughlin (25)1021112-6
J B Voorhes (27).. .1221122—7 121

A Eppig (25) 0012022—4 101

The shoot off of the ties was at three birds, then miss and out.

Huerh McLaughlin was referee and John C. De Fraine scorer.
On Dec. 13, 1893, Mr. Pfaender won the badge competition by killing

11 to W. A. Little's 10; Jan. 10, kil ed 10 to W. Lair's 9; Feb. 14, killed

11 to C. Murphy's 10, Dr. Northridge's 9 and O. Engle's 7.

R W Walls..... 1111110111- 9

W H Buck 1011010110— 6

CE Forehand 1111111111—10

VDKenerson 1110011011— 7

CM Williams 1110011001— 6
No. 3, 5 clays, unknown angles, traps 1,2,4, 5:

GS McLellan 00010-1

PJKimm 11100-3

JT Mascroft 01100—2

RW Walls 11000—2
WHBuck 11110-4

CE Forehand 00110-2

N W Parker 00011—2

VD Kenerson 00001—1

C M Williams 11000-2
E Wide 00110—2

GH Reeves 00000-0
WR Reeves 00000-0

A W Walls 01110—3

W C Hamilton 00001—1

GS Davis 10000—1

D WBradt 00001—1

C A Hanson 11000-2

F Bucklin 11100-3

CE Fay,,. 00000—0

WG Allen 01000-1

No. 4, rapid fire, 10 birds, known angles, 5

traps:
N D Kenerson 1001110100- 5

G H Reeves 0110010000- 3

W R Reeves 0110101100— 5

N W Parker 1101010111— 7

GS Davis 0010100100— 3

GS McLellan 1110001101— 6

CE Forehand 1111111111—10

P J Skinner 1111011111- 9

JT Mascroft 1111111111—10

W H Buck 1111111101— 9

R W Walls 0010001011— 4
F Bucklin ....0011110111— 7

C A Hanson 0011000100— 3

C M Williams 1010110000— 4

E W Ide 0000000101— 2

W G Allen 0110101001— 5

HM Winchester llOUHOOO— 6

No. 5, rapid fire, 10 birds, unknown angles, 5

traps:
N D Kenerson 0000010101— 3

GS Davis UllOOllGO- 6

GS McLellan 1000001110- 4

C E Forehand 0111101111- 8

P J Skinner 1010110011— 6

J T Mascroft 0111111111— 9

W H Bulk 0110000010- 3

RW Walls 1110010111— 7

F Bucklin 1001101001— 5

W G Allen 0111000000- 3

D W Bradt 0011000001— 3

(1 E Fay 0100001000— 2

W C Hamilton 0110000000— 2

EW Ide 0000010101— 3

C HGoodeil 0110000000- 1

No. 6, rapid tire, 10 bads, known angles,

"sportsman's system, " No. 1 calls 5, No. 2 calls

4 No. 3 calls 3, No. 4 calls 2, No. 5 calls 1:

Bucklin 0111001111— 7

Mascroft 0110010100— 4

Skinner 1100101111— 7

Walls 0000101111— 5

McLellan 0011110010— 5

Forehand .
1111111101—9

Kenerson 0000000100— 1

Hamilton 0001000011— 3

Parker 0111011000— 5

Winchester 0110000111— 5
Bradt 0001010001— 3

Fay 0000000000- 0

Davis 0101011010— 5

Robinson 0010001000- 2 Walls 1111101101— 8

No, 7, 3 pairs double, known angles, 5 traps:

RW Robinson 2 C E Forehad 0 VDKenerson 3

P J Skinner 4 F Hucklin 0 H M Winchester 3

E U Ide 1 G S Davis 1 JT Mascroft 1

No. 8, 10 birds, rapid-fire, known angles:

V D Kenerson 0011010111— 6 F Bucklin 0000011010— 3

GS Davis 001 1000000— 2 RW Robinson 0110110101— 6

G S McLellan 0000010110— 3 W C Hamilton OOIOIOOHq- 4

C E Forehand 1011111101— 8 D W Bradt 1101100111— 7

P J Skinner 1101110111— 8 CM Williams 1011100111— 7

J T Mascroft 1111111111—10 C E Fay 0000000000- 0

RW Walls 1111100001— 6 H M Winchester 0110000000—2
No. 9, 10 birds, rapid-fire, known angles, 5 traps:

P.i Skinner 9 E U Ide 2 F, Bucklin 6

C E Forehand 9 W R Reeves 6 H M Winchester 2

AWWaUs ....6

Jeannette Gun Club.

There was a big turn-out at the last shoot of the Jeannette Gun
Club, and besida the regular club contest, at 10 birds, a team race was
shot between F Baar and F. Walbaum on one side, and C. Carr and O.

Langcake on the other, 25 birds per man, for $100 a side. Jacob Pentz
was referee, and A. Christen scorer. The result:

F Baar 1001 1 lllnillll 11101100011—18
F Walbaum . , 01011001111 11010001001000—12—30
C Carr 1100110010001111110111010—15
Langcake 0111111111111110110111111—22—37
Club shoot:

C F Offermann 1011011101—7 O Steffens 1110111111—9

H Otten 10 )1101101—6 J Kroeger 1101110011—7

C Boesch 0011001111—6 C Mohrmann lllOlllOii—

8

Princeton 'Varsity Gun Club.

Princeton, N. J.. March 14.—The 'Varsity Gun Club faced a March
gale to-day in their first practice for the intercollegiate race. The
targets did not mind the wind a bit, but towered, dipped and dodged
like a lot of iaeksnipe. The blizzard brought tears to the shooter f

1

eyes, but the hard shell tar-coats went right on, unbroken, round
after round, though the shot could be plainly heard rattling against
them.
The targets were a bad lot, acknowledged by the manufacturers

"too hard a bake," but even this would not altogether account for the
awful scores.
The veterans Lewis, Vaughn>nd;Tiffanyscored 14, 12 and 13 respect-

tively out of 25. Balance of score is unfit for publication, and sve sup-
press it with satisfaction.
One incident of the melancholly meeting raised'a smile: A crow,

beating to windward, pass°d overhead (out of range), but immedi-
ately after weathering traps, pressed downward by the gale, came
near the ground. He could not fly as fast as man could run and some
of our undergrad. sprinters started after him.
Oh, what a sight for gods and men—and a Kodak—was the race that

followed! No. 8s were too light, however, and the result was very

Ironton Defeats South Point.

Ironton. O,—The trap shoot between the Ironton and South Point
gun clubs, on the former's grounds in this city, Monday afternoon,
was won by the Ironton team in a score of 137 to 94 out of 200 birds

The latter had eight men, Ironton seven. Scores:

Ironton Club.

Austin 110111111011111101101101101011—23
J Welch 11011010101110011101 1111011111—22
J Rogers 00111011101001001111100101110 —18
W Williams 0001110101110010000001110 —11
W Nigh 101111111101111011110111011 —22
J Dupuy llOOlTllllllllimilOlOllOllll—25
H Paul 011101101100100100100111111 —16—137

South Point Club.

H Davidson 0011010000110100100000100— 8

W Hastings 1110110101010100011110110—15

H Soupepe. 0101001110110011001101000—13

P Davidson 1010000001100001110001000— 8

CBrubaker 0100100110011011111000111—14

S Davidson 0100111001011000010110000—10

M Edwards 0111101101000110011000111—14

J P Welch 0110101101001011011101000-13— 94

Princeton Gun Club's Initial Shoot.

Princeton, N. J., March 17.—The Princeton Gun Club held its initial

shoot at its handsome and well-appointed club house this afternoon.
The day was perfect and everybody happy. There was a large at-

tendance and twenty-four entries in second event. The light was ex-
cellent, the shooter faced the northeast, and every target reached a
sky background. The day was fiar and warm, with a moderate
southwest wind. Empire targets were thrown from five bluerock
traps and the combination proved to be a good one. American Asso-
ciation rules governed, the rapid-fire system being used. The scores
follow:
No. 1, 10 single targets:

Clarke ....0011010110—5
Johnson. , , 0000100000—1
Leggett 0100110011—5
Jessup.. 0010011101—5
Collins 1000110100-4
Mittendorf 0010110010—4
Kennedy 1100001101—5
Thompson 0000000101—2
Wright 0000000000—0
Hawkins 1011110101—7
Wadhams 1111001001—6
Bergen 0111101100-6
Lloyd 1001110100—5
Rose 1000000000-1
Phillips 0111111111—9
Zazzelli 0001000001—2
Dark 0001101010—4
Vaughn 1110000110—5

No. 2, 15 singles:
Collins 000010000110010— 4

Clarke .

000101010011010— 6
000111111001001— 8
011100000010011— 6
110110010011011— 9
101111010001001— 8
010100111000100— 6
011000000101010— 5
011100110111010— 9

. 1 i :;,;! ii.n HJO'.'M'-
001110000000100— 4
000010000000000— 1
111100110100000— 7
101111111110001—11

McCardell 010110111001010— 8
Leggett 110000001111010— 7

101111111111101—13
101111111111010—12
110101101011110—10
000000000000000— 0
001001011011110— 8

No. 3:

1101010110— 6
1111111111—10
0100111111— 7

H Helmke 1001001101—5
H Raub 1100011011—6
Carr 1001000111—5
F Baar 1011101111—

8

H Winter 1011111111—9
A J Chester 1011101111—8
11 Kuuart 0111101011—

7

L Lehing LlllOOtlOO—

5

W P Rinkhoff 1111101U1—9 F Reichard 1010011011—5

FKarstens 1010011001—5 F Walbaum lOnoilOlOO—

4

H Rottmann 1100111011—7 H Nobel 1011001010—5

C Meyer HllOlllll—

9

Coney Island Rod and Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Coney Island Rod and Guo Club held on
March 14, called out a goodly number of members and some good
scores were recorded, despite the cyclonic breeze that blew across
Woodlawn Park. The main attraction was the club shoot at 7 live

birds, handicap ri3es, for the Plate diamond badge, this being the
eleventh of the series of twelve contests. Mr. Fred Pfaender is prac-

tically the owner of this handsome souvenir, which is well worth the
winning. He has won it four times out of eleven competitions against

Borne of the best wing shots in this section In to-days contest two of

like the late siege of Rio, largely bloodless. The only gore spilled was
the result of contact between an ill-held gun and a shooter's nose.

The crow went on.
One of the survivors of this "light brigade" charge asserted con-

fidently that the crow, had "enough shot in his hide to sinkhim."
We doubt it. Anyhow he "sank" the wrong way—upward.

Wads.

O. C. Guessaz.

Mr. O. C. Guessaz, whose portrait is given herewith, is a type of the
virile and energetic sportsman of the Southwest. One of the best
known and most energetic sportsmen of San Antonio and of Texas,
aggressive, fearless and yet of sunny temperament, his fellows' have
delighted to honor him in many ways. Mr. Guessaz has been four
times chosen president of the Texas State Sportsmen's Association,

and holds that office now. No carpet sportsman, but a successful
hunter of large and small game, Mr. Guessaz has also established his

skill in the friendly contests of amateur skill with gun and rifle. He
holds the State Association individual championship medal on live

birds for 1893 4, the greatest trophy Texas offers. This winter he broke
the State rifle record of thirty-flve years' standing, off-hand shooting,

on the San Antonio range of 150yds., 90 points out of 100 possible, on
the American standard target, and since that time has beaten his own
record. This rifle club medal he values highly.

Into everything, full of vim and go, Mr. Guessaz has made a good
business success in Sao Antonio, though in that he has not lost inter-

est in the life of sport. For a long time he conducted the Texas Meld,
finally discontinuing it owing to press of other duties in his extensive
printing business. He thinks, however, that he can And time and sub-

serve the sportsmen's interests of his State by representing Forest
and Stream. Surely the paper could find no better man.

Live Birds at Pelhamville.

The members of the Cobird Gun Club had an interesting con-

test at live birds on N. F. Brickner's grounds at Pelhamville. N. T.,

Thursday, March 15, the conditions being 25 live birds, §25 entry,

28yds. rise, Hurlingham rules, with 50yds. boundary. The weather
conditions were unfavorable, with a troublesome wind and dashes of

snow, sleet and rain alternating. On the twenty-fourth round the
birds were used up, and the ties for first and second money were post-

poned to March 22. During the day the following scores were made in

a 10 bird match, for $10 a side, 25yds. rise:

Bannon .220100001—4 Hendricks •020102121—6
Twenty-four-bird sweep:

JPilkiugton 120101112020210112211111—19

J James 11102ll20l212e2111«12220—19
F Train. 212422221002011100211112—19

P F McKeon " 01»200200101111010121321—15
J Fay 102122121001110102^)1100—15

F Kerker 101101010110101101100211—15
E Charles 10212H22.1002.122000100-14
Frank Jarvis, of New Rochelle, was referee,

Zazzelli 0001000000— 1

McCardell 0110001010— 4
Zabriskie 0101000010— 3

Vaughn OllllOllll— 8
Leggett 1001 111001— 6

Tiffany 1110111111— 9
Margerum 0011010100— 4
Davis 0111111011— 8
Stryker 1111100010— 6

Wright 0000001000— 1

Jessup 1100110101— 6

Lloyd 1010100111— 6
Wadham 1101 001 111— 7
Huff 0111001010— 5

No. 4:

Leggett 111011100010110— 9
Margerum 110011010111001— 9

Clarke 110101111011110—11

Tiffany 101101110101111—11
Davis." 101000101001011— 7
Phillips.....' 111111110011101—12
Stryker 000001110001010— 5
McCardell 001010110010001— 6

Johnson 000000101000010— 3
Vaughn 110111011101100—10
Lloyd 010011110001011— 8

- No. 5, 10 singles:

R Leggett 6 Lloyd 7 W Leggett 3

Wright 4 Davis 8 Vaughn 6

Johnson 2 Tiffany 5 Huff 3

Margerum 6 Clarke 7 Wads.

Syracuse Special.
Syracuse, N. Y., March 19.—The Syracuse Gun Club held a special

shoot yesterday afternoon at the Croton street grounds in honor of two
special guests,W. Fred Quimby, a prominent sportsman of New York,
and Harry Febiger, of Philadelphia. The conditions were difficult,

being from known traps and unknown angles. The sportsmen seemed
to be almost without exception in the best of form; they were Cer-

tainly on their mettle, and demonstrated to their guests that Syra-
cuse can boast of marksmen competent to cope with the best, Chas.

H. Mowry was in superb form, and 90 birds out of a possible 100 fell

before his aim. A. G. Courtney was second with 86 to his credit,

shooting his new ejector for the first time. Montgomery third with
82 to his credit aud Arno fourth whh 80, The largest consecutive

score was made by Courtney, who brought down 34 birds without a
|

miss. Geo. Luther was also in excellent form, shooting at 70 birds, i

and bringing down 61, thus placing an average of 90 per cent, to his

credit. We oil hope to see him soon back in his old style, when he will

make it warm for some of the leaders. The day was all that could be
asked for to make things pleasant, and a good time was had by all,

and made the visitors happy and hope they will soon come again:

D M Lefever (100) 11011111110111110000111110000101100111111111111111
'01100001101001010111101111001110111110111111010111—69

C H Mowry (100).. 11111111101101110111111111101101111111111111111111
11111111011011111111111111111111011111011111011111-90

c Arno (100) 11011111111111110111101101100101000010110111111110
10111111111110111111111111111111001011101111111111—80

A G Courtney (100)11101111111111111100111111111101111111111111111111
11111111111111101111100111111011011111000011111101—86

Williams (100) llOllllllOllllllOOOlllOlomiOllOllllOllllOOllOOOO
10101111100111111101110101111101111111111101111101—73

Montgomery (100).1110l0110imn0111101000111111111011111001111iril
10101111111111111011111111111111110111101111011111—82.

W F Quimby (70).. 1011101010101011011100010110001 111011010001000Q110

10011011111010001000 —35
H Febiger (60) 01000000111010111101111100010100110010010000011110

1000110011 -89
C Wagner (70) 10111111111101111011011101111111111010111101110110

100000111 11110100011 —51
G Luther (70) 11100111110111011111111111111111111111011011111101

10111111101111111111 —61

B Smith (60) 00010110021001100111111111111101100101011111100001
1101010111 —85

GMosher (50) 01111111111101001111110012111111111111011011111111—41

B White (80) OOllOlOOlllOllllOlllOllOllOOlllOOOOlOlOO'lllOOllllO 1

lioiimooioiionoiiiioooiiooo —47
D King (60) ,

10011111111111111111111000001010111001111111000111
. 1111111111 -46

F Lefever (50) 11010U1101110H111111111111010101010111U11011111-4
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Maplewood Makes a New Record.
They are five great shooters are the League five of the Maplewood

Gun Club.
Roilo Heikes, the handsome blond from Dayton, O.. thinks they are

'a great aggregation !"

"Tee Kay" Keller says, "Nothing on earth can beat them except
Climax shells! 1 ''

W. Fred Quimby says. "Of course they made a great score. How
can they help it when they hold straight on the Empire targetl"
Enoch D. Miller thinks "they are out of sight!"
Lieut.-Col. R. H. Breintnall said nothing, but gazed wonderingly at

the score.
Cbas. M. Hedden, the old veteran, said, "Oh, my!"
"Dutchy" Smith said, "Who vas clem Tellers study py dot dey shoot

like dose?"
"Big Jim" Smith remarked that Hackettstown might try to borrow

some Maplewood talent in the near future.
"Old South Paw" Heritage allowed that the figures were "pretty-

high!"
Ferd. Van Dyke gained a pound when the score was announced.
Billy Hobart says, "Nothing but the new Winchester repeater will

ever raise that record!"
£ And everybody said the team was entitled to a diploma.
For know ye that to put up a team of five men. have them shoot at

25 targets each and break 118 out of the possible 125, is a great, a phe-
nomenal feat. It is not always that you can get together five men, all
of whom are in perfect shooting condition.

It was on Thursday, March 23, when the second monthly team tour-
nament of the New Jersey Trap-Shooters 1 League was held on the
Maplewood Gun Club grounds that the above great feat was per-
formed, the Maplewood team leading the field by breaking 118 out of a
possible 125, and beating the League record, which since the beginning
of its existence has stood at 115, this having been scored several
times.
The weather on the above date was decidedly favorable until 4:30

P.M., when suddenly the clouds gathered and then broke, sending
down a torrent which drove all hands to shelter. Previous to this
the air had been dry and clear and the beams of the bright sun
kept everybody comfortable. The attendance was good, there being
seven teams represented in the championship team shoot, while in one
of the sweeps there were forty-two entries. Previous to the rain
there was just breeze enough to clear away the smoke without inter-
fering with the flight of the targets.
The dubs represented were the Union Gun Club of Springfield, E. D.

Miller, captain ; South Side Gun Club of Newark, R. H. Breintnall,
captain; Endeavor Gun Club of Jersey City, Ed. Collins, captain;
Maplewood Gun Club of Maplewood, J.Warren Smith, captain; Bruns-
wick Gun Club of New Brunswick, J. H. Van Nuis, captain

; Myrtle
Park Gun Club of Irvington, E. Compton, captain; Climax Gun Club
of Plainfield, T. K. Keller, captain.
The grounds were in first class condition; the stove in the house was

kept at a red heat and the lunch counter was well stocked with sand-
wiches, pies, etc.. while a big pot of coffee was kept boiling. One set
of traps, five in number, were used, these being of the old Standard
model, which handled the Empire targets in splendid shape. This was
the first time we had seen these targets thrown, and they certainly
gave satisfaction, having a regular, steady flight, and the percentage
of breaks in the traps being nominal.

"Billy" Marshall, the well known Milburn hackman, brought two
conveyances down to Maplewood to transport the shooters to and
from the grounds, and his "rigs" were well patronized. As a rule
shooters and others are obliged to walk between the station and
grounds, a disagreeable task after a wet spell of weather. The inno-
vation made on this occasion was appreciated by all.

The shooting on these grounds is done from a platform about four
feet high, this being done for the purpose of getting an improved
light, the targets having been previously thrown toward a wood.
Now the direction of flight has been changed, and by raising the traps
the targets clear nearly all obstructions and get nearly a free back-
ground.
In connection with the team shoot the Maplewoods had arranged an

attractive programme of open events, comprising contests at 10, 15
and 20 targets, and one at 25 targets, the entry fees being $1, 81.50. $2
ana $2.50. Owing to .the rain, however, the full programme was not
shot, the 25-target event being one of those dropped.
As has been before mentioned, the team work was splendid, the

Maplewoods particularly distinguishing themselves. The South Sides
also did great work in putting up 112 breaks, as did the Unions, who
got 111. The only full score In the team race was made by E. O.
Geoffrey of the South Sides. Scores of 24 each were made by J. L.
Smith, E. D. Miller, O. L. Yeomans, A. Sickley and F. Van Dyke,
while Wickliffe. Smith, W. C. Drake, L. Thomas, Tom Brantingham,
Dan Terry, E. Collins and R. McPeek got 23 each.
Below will be found scores of the team shoot, followed by the

standing of the clubs to date and also the regular programme shoots:

Championship team shoot:

Climax Gun Club.

Dutchy Smith 1011011110111101111111111—21
Keller 1100111101101010110111111—18
Brantingham .1111111101111101111111111—23
Terry 1111111011110111111111111-23
Apgar 1111111111111100111101111—22—107

South Side Gun Club.

Hoffman 1111111110111110111011110-21
Thomas 0111111111111110111111111—23
Breintnall llllllliOllOlillllllHOlO—21
Hedden 1111111110110111101111111—22
Geoffrey ; 1111111111111111111111111—25—112

Maplewood Gun Club.W Smith 0101111111111111111111111—23
Yeomans 1111111111111111111111110-24
Sickley 1111111111111111111111110-24
Van Dyke lOllllliiiilliiimiinii—24
Drake 1111111111111111110111110-23-118

Endeavor Gun Club.
E Collins ,,,, 1111111111110110111111111—23
McPeek 1111111011111111111111011—23
Quimby 1001111010011111111110110-18
Creveling.. 0101111111110101011111111—20
Heritage 1101111101110010110111011—18-102

Union Gun Club.
McAlpin 1110111111101111010111111—21
Richmond 1111101111111110101110011—20
J T Smith 1111111111111111111111110—24
Sigler 1111011101111111111110111—22
Miller 1111111111111111111111110-24-111

Myrtle Park Gun Club.
F Compton 1111011101111111111111110-22
Howard 1000100101001100001101001—10
Young 0011110111111110010001001—15
McCallum 1001101111011111100111011—18
T Smith 1011000110111001111110110—16— 81

Blunswick Gun Club.
Stevens 1011111110111011111011111—21
Hoagland 1111111110111111111011110-22
Oakley , , 111111001000111 1011100010—15
Griggs 1 1 101 11111011101010111111—19
Van Nuis 0111011111111101111111101—21— 98

BTAKDTNG OF THE CLUBS.

Feb. March. Total. Feb. March. Total.
Maplewood 113 118 231 Brunswick 85 108 193
Union 109 111 220 Endeavor 86 102 188
South Side 104 112 216 Myrtle Park. . .. 82 81 163
Climax 107 107 214

LEADERS FOR INDIVIDUAL PRIZES.

Powder. February. March. Total.
Geoffroy S. S. 24 25 49
Sickley M. 24 24 48
Van Dyke M. 24 24 48
Miller U. 23 24 47
Yeomans : M. 23 24 47
Drake M. 23 23 46
Brantingham C. 23 23 46
Thomas S. S. 22 23 45
Apgar C 23 22 45
J L Smith U. 21 .24 45
Sigler U. 23 22 45

Tacoma.
Tacoma, Wash., March 13.—Inclosed you will find scores for first

week of season for Tacoma Ride, Rod and Gun Club . Match at Jblue-
rocks, 5 traps, expert, unknown angles:
Kimball 1101011110 11 11 11—13 Dodge 1011010111 10 10 10—10
McNaughton 1111111011 10 10 00—11 Burwell 0011100000 01 01 10— 6
Bingham . . . .0011101110 00 10 00— 7 Kimball 0011010011 10 10 00— 7
Eberly 1010011111 10 10 10—10 Lanning 0100111101 10 11 10— 7
Stansfield. .. .1011000011 10 00 10— 7 Crosier 1110010001 10 11 10— 9
Fife 1101001010 10 00 10— 7 Clausen 1100010000 — 3
Second match, same conditions:

Bell 1101001010 11 10 10-9 McNaughton .0110101111 —7
Denham 1000101011 00 1011—8 Denham 1111101110 —8
Ellis 001011110011 1010—9 Ellis 1000110001 —4
Fife 0000000010 11 11 01—6 Fife 0111011100 —6
E Kimball. . . .1010010000 11 10 00—6 Kimball 100111110100011 —9
Tnird match, same:

Smith 0100011100 00 10 11— 7 Kimball 1101001011 00 10 10— 8
Garrison 1101111110 10 00 00— 9 Crosier 1111000100 10 00 11— 8
Stansfield. ...0001000101 10 00 10— 5 Burwell 0001111000 01 00 00— 4
Foster 1010110110 10 11 10—10 Lanning 0010010001 10 11 00— 5
Fife 1110100100 10 00 10— 7 Breckton. , . .0110000101 00 10 00— 5
Eberly 0111001001 10 10 11— 8 Wing 0111010101 — 5
McNaughton 0011111010 11 10 11—11

Findlay Gun Club.
Ftndlay, O., March 22.—The Findly Gun Club held their first regular

shoot of tho season to-day. The weather was very disagreeable and
consequently the attendance was small. The following scores were
made:
No. 1, match at 50 birds between Hodge and Minnich.

Minnich 11111111110111101111111111111111101111111111101111—46
Hodge 11110011111111111111111111101111111111011101111110-44
No. 2, for club badge, 25 birds:

Hodge lllllllllllllllOlllolllll—23
Minnich 1010111111110111111001111—20
Ritter 1101101011110010111101111—18
No. 3, 25 birds:

Minnich 1111101110111100111111111-21
Ritter 1111101111010011101110111-20
Hodge 1111101011110110010111111—19
No. 4, 25 birds:

Minnich 1111111101111011111110111—22
Ritter 1111111011110100110111110—19
Hodge 1011100011111110111011111—18
No. 5. 10 birds:

Minnich 0010111111—7 Ritter 1111101010—7
H. J. M.. Cor. Sec.

Trap at Dexter Park.
March 19.—First New York German Gun Club, 10 birds each, club

medal:
John Schwack 1111110011-8 Anton Neusch 0101001100-4
Adam Pfaff 0000010100-2 G Schneider 0110011110—6
Fred Brandhorst 1010111111—8 Carl Dietz 1000010000—2
F W Pfaender. leloll0111-7 Peter Wannamacher..1111111101—

9

Wm Soli HllllOiOO-7 Adam Goetz 0100011011—5
Fred Schell. 0110101111—7 AStolzenberger 0100111011—6
Phil Neusch 0100011000-3
Schwack wins on shoot-off.
March W.—Emerald Gun Club, 10 birds each, club medal, club handi-

cap:
J Woelfel 2000000010-2
J Maesel 0210102121—7
J J Fiodge 1012000101—5
Dr V GHudson 1011022201-7
Gu« Greiff 212221U10-8

JH Voss 2121111201—9
H R Fessenden 0120221101—7
"~ B H'.?; u

E Doencke 0111101101—7
C Maesel 1000012020—4

M Quinn 100^201220-6 L H Schortenmeyer. .2222222012^9
G Nowak 2022101202—7 FW Place 0222122111—9
P Butz 0121022210—7 C W Floyd 0122122222—9
C Stuetzle 2100111220-7 T F Russell 1220012021-7
J H Moore 2210212000-6 L C Goehring 1112201202-8
TCody 2021210101—7 W Maesel 0102212011—7
HThau 2211112220-9 F Walters 21*2222102—9
SPPierson ....0110110011-6 M Herrington 1121201110-8
Sweep, 5 birds, $2 entry, 2 moneys:

H P Fessenden 11200-3 T F Russell 21122—5
C W Floyd 11111—5 Dr G V Hudson 11131—5
L H Schortenmeyer 22120—4 F W Place 22200—3
M Herrington 12202—4
March 21 —Sweepstake shoot members of New York German Gun

Club, 3 live birds, 2 moneys, $1 entry:
1st.

F Sauter 001—1
A Schmitt 022—2
F Huff 111—3
S E Edwards 101—2
J Steurnagel 011—2
G Smith 011—2
E JRadle 221—3
P Leibinger 112-3
M Bonden 201—2 Withdrew.
Bad weather, otherwise would have had larger attendance.
March 22—Nassau Gun Club, 10 birds:

R Woods 2112111121—10 TT Edgerton 0111022200— 6
WLevens 2122122211—10 J Young 0120100121— 6
G U Forbell 1212111101— 9 E A Vroome 0010101102— 5
E B Buckley 2220»21111— 8 Dr Knowlson 2112111100— 8
CMagee 120122^110— 8
Sweep, 5 birds: G. U. Forbell 3, J. Young 4, H. Bramwell 2, T. T.

Edgerton 5.

Sweep, 3 birds: T. T. Edgerton 0, W. Levens 2, R. Woods 3, J. Young
2, E. Vroome 2, Forbell 1.

Sweep, 3 birds: Edgerton 2, J. Young 0, Bramwell 2, Kay 3, Smith 1,

Dave Storms 2, Forbell 3.

2d. 3d. 4th. 5th.
001—1 111—3 112-3 111—3
111—3 112—3 210-2 101—2
110—2 011—2 102—2 121—3
012—2 110-2 210-2 220—2
001—1 202—2 221—3 110-3
121—3 201—2 021—2 212-3
002-1 111—3 000—0 002—1
100—1 110-2 112-3 111—3

Trap at Watson's Park.
March 21.—Audubon Gun Club medal handicap shoot, allowing

birds as handicap:
C Dicks .212022120111111—13+2—15 C Morrisl02100220201001— 8+7—15
/.WWcc- ' ::'' " "

-
^V.;ii-iOJ -

-

FAPlaceOOlllllOOw Wads'th 22222000w
Hamilne0020000w
Ties on 15 for the monthly prize, same handicap:

C Morris . 022222200000220-8+ 7—1 5 C Wiicox.0020220w
C Dicks. .2110220201210w
March %%,—100 Peoria blackbirds per man, 3 unknown traps, known

angles:
Geo Mailet 00111111101000110111010110110111110111101011111111

1011101010010011100111111011111100111111U110101 H1—72
RDwyer 11110011101011111111011111101110111101111001111110

00011111011101011111101111011111111111011011111111—78
R Wade 00100000000000001101100100000000110111010100110010

10001111011111110001101011000011001010101000001001—41
Ravelrigs.

\mwer$ to ^arrespand^nts.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

Lancewood, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.—Kindly inform me when does the law
expire on trout in Weschester county, N. Y. Ans. April 15.

M. L.—Will you inform me in your paper if quail are found as far
north as Rockland, Me. Ans. Some have been put out at Rockland,
but we believe that they did not survive.

S. Van R,—I am desirous of getting a permit for New Jersey and
other States, if possible, for killing birds and collecting their eggs for
scientific purposes; can you tell me to whom I should apply and what
requirements are demanded? Ans. The Fish and Game Commission-
ers may issue permits good for one year, to applicants more than 18
years of age and properly accredited. No fee. The Commissioners
are Wm. Wright, Newark; F. M. Ward, Newton; R. D. Foote, Morris-
town; W. A. Newell, Pennsville.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Wrlti for Our Illustrated Gatalopi

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Life a Muddle.
What do we mean by "morbid?" We mean a brood-

ing, desolated spirit, which sees everything draped in
VdHi-k, which finds life a lnuddJe, aad an unenjoyable
muddle, which takes no delight in the great natural
things -sun, stars', and sea, and Uie beauty of women,
and the freshness of woods and innocent laughter.—
London Saturday Review.

And the cure for it? Buy a Game Laws in Brief
and go fishing. See advertisement elsewhere.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York Citv

)tice to FisIiermenS Cut Prices for
I am with, von again with, lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the qnality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9ift. 6ioz.
;
10ft., 7oz.

; lOift., 7Joz. ;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand

Length and weight of the bass rods are: SJft., 9oz.
;
9ft., lOoz.

; 9Jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.
A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.

;
60yds., §1.00; 80yds., $1.10; 100yds., $1.20.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or lOOvds., 2S cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.

;
60yds., 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent oy mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, locts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra ner dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.
BrasB Box Swivels, all sizes No. i to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Glut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Glut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in,, 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32in., 8cts.
Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts.. 200ft., 15 ct3. ; 300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

28&£F£S£££ftff$^' J. F. MAR.STERS, 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Hotels for Sportsmen.

Bromfield House, Boston.

EUROFBA2S FLAJJ.

MESSENGER, Proprietor.

HOTEL PUUTA GORDA,
Punta Gor&a, Florida.

ON CHABLOTTE HARBOR,
THE HOME OF THE TARPON.

Below the frost line. Is now open for the recep-

tion of guests. Splendid shooting and fishing.

Special rates to families Through parlor car from
Jacksonville to hotel door.

HARRY B. WARDEN. Manager

CRANBERRY LAKE HOUSE.
In the Heart of the Adirondacks.

The best trout fishing and deer hunting in the
wilderness. Over 100 trout and deer -ponds within
seven miles of the house. Altitude 1600ft. Corres-
pondence relative to route, etc , will receive prompt
attention. P. O address Cranberry Lake or Rare-
ward, St. Lawrence CO., N. Y. W. R. BISHOP, Mgr.

Canoe and Boat Building

FOR AMATEURS.
Price, 82.O0.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

Miscellaneous. |

The Adirondacks.
Vlap of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. 81.00.

"It is the most complete map ot" the Adirondack*
region ever publiKhed."—Forest and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champiain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 60 cents.

Snide Books.—The Adirondack!*, illustrated

16mo.. 2T2 pages, pseudo elyth cover, 26 cts.

I.nlje Hvorge aid Lake CWamiilaln- 25 cts.

Address S. Si. STODDARD, (ii-nt, Fall*. N. V.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity oi

THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

^XCTlSnETSr BROS.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors.) Also man-
ufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

J Publications. %

THE BAY LYNX.

— ME-
You had better

not send eight 2c.

stamps for a sam-
ple copy of the
beautiful illustrated
magazine SPORTS
AFIELD, unless you
are prepared to sub-
scribe; for you ivorit
be able to do without i

it after seeing it once. Sports Afield Publish-
ing Co., Pontiac Building, Chicago.

Forest and Stream Pub. C->.. 3 1 8 B'way, N. Y.

"Forest and Stream .Animal Series."
© g

We can supply full sets of the seventeen illustrated supplements which

have been printed from

time to time in Forest

and Stream, giving por-

traits of American wild

animals. The subjects are:

Deer, Moose, Woodland

Caribou, White Goat, the canada lynx.

Mountain Sheep (young), Antelope, Gray Wolf, Panther, Ocelot, Canada Lynx,

Bay Lynx, Fox, Coyote,

Coon, Forest and Stream's

Grizzly, Group of Elk.

Each is on a sheet ijxi6

and is suitable for framing.

the ocelot. The entire set of 17 will be

sent postpaid, in a tube, for one dollar. They are not sold separately. Address:

The FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

With Fly-Rod and Camera,
\ magnificently illustrated volume descriptive ot fiy-

nshing for trout and salmon. By Edward A. Sam-
uels. Cloth. Price, $5.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadwav, New York.

THE panther.

•4©*©*©*©*«*©*©*©*®*®+©*©«©

Taxidermists. J
©j»©+©»©»©»©»©»©»©»©»©»©»©

WM. W. HART & CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

5felike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Reasonable charges. Refer-

nces from leading sportsmen and collectors.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

WHERE ARE WE?
Well, we have removed to

106 East 23d Street.
WEBSTER'S STUDIO is now finely located

i n a big, handsome store, with work rooms and
storage space, where we invite new customers to
examine our stock: of Mounted Specimens.
We print no catalogue, but will quote prices on all

work, and continue to furnish estimates on collec-

tion of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and Fish.

The best of work at the lowest prices. We allow
no one to outbid us and defy the world to knock us
out on quality.

Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set in uniform

display, 2§ cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for sale a number of strictly first class

Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.
Address with stamp,
C. T. BROWNELL, P.O. Box 335, New Bedford.Mass.

My kennel of mastiffs is conceded to be the best in

America. Have won at all the large shows. Won
all 1st and 2d prizes in mastiffs late Cbicago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale. A few choice pups for
gale. Send stamp for list and mention this paper.
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, ni.

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing young stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington st., Peoria, Bl. tf

J. KAJSTNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

(And manufacturer of
Artificial ey«w for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

BEAGLES.—HAVE PUPPIES BY CH. FRANK
Forest and ch. Boy K. out of crack bitches.

Young stock, unbroken and several certain show
winners that I will sell for very moderate prices.

Don't write for catalogue, but state what you
want.
13 H. L. KREUDER, Nanuet. N. Y.

GORDON SETTER PUPS, BY RANGER B , 1ST
special (llo ) N. E. Field Trials; 18,2, and Belle-

Loraine, first, puppy class, Ohio Field Trials, 1892.

Bench show record furnished on application. These
are the best field trial Gordon puppies ever offered
in this country.
14 W. L ALESANDEB, Canton, Ohio.

WANTED TO BUY.—GORDON SETTER DOG.
Must be thoroughly trained for field work

and good retriever for ducks. Price must be low.
Address

14 W. H. HARRISON, Adrian, Mich.

rpOR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN-
Xs ters and setters. These are dogs that have had
large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory,

tf W. B. STAFFORD, Trenton, Tenn.

T70R SALE.—POINTER PUPPIES—SENSATION,
I Bang Bang, Croxteth, Tammany blood, 11 weeks
old, price 315. Also noted winner Lass of Kippen.
Would takefinegun. E. G. Duncklee.Brockton,Mass.

13

sBIRDS EGGS

For Sale—Two pups by Gien Jarvis (Elcho, Jr. ex
Maid) ex Sedan. Winner of Irish setter trials,

1891, defeating the crack winners of Europe and
America. Only $10. Glendyne Kennels, Bristol, R I.

13

WANTED.—PURE BRED WHITE PERSIAN
cats. Also a few toy spaniels and Skye terriers.

Price must be low. Address JEWELER, Box 385,

Suspens.on Bridge, N. Y. 15

FEMALE COOKER SP.ANIEL PUP, 2MOS. OLD.
White principal color,brown marking. Registered

s:ock. N. H. English, 17 March st., Salem, Mass. 14

lodern Training,

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. WATERS.

A comprehensive and practical guide to the
training, care, management and breeding of field

dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price $2.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
81$ Broadway, New York,

For Sale or Trade.—A pair of fine pedigreed Eng-
lish setters, omos. old., for 12 gauge hammerless

gun. J. FOX, La Fayette, lnd. 14

AT STUD.—Al ENGLISH SETTER AND FOX-
hound. Young dogs for sale. S. L. IRVING.

364 St. James street, Montreal. 13

TTALIAN GREYHOUNDS (EXCLUSIVELY).
1 t£ FRANK H. HOYT, Sharon, Pa.

I"
TALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG

Ji- lish pugs from imported, registered and prlz*
winning stock. In Stud—Prize pug stnd dof
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY O. BURDICK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield. Mass.

(GREATEST BARGAINS EVER OFFERED IN
T trained foxhounds and rabbit does. Gu°ranteed

No. 1. Price iu reach of all who wants a good dog or
bitch not kennel kept.
14 J. H. MTLLER. Christiana, Pa

F>OR SALE.—My kennll of Greyhounds, or trade
for ]2-gauge haaimerless or cruising canoe, or

offers. No dogs. C. E ROWLAND, Toledo, O. 14

TT'or Sale at Reasonable Prices —Sevpral flue litters

I? rough-coated at.Bernard puppies, blood of Alton,
etc. Ad. A. H. Moore, 1711 Spg. Garden st.,PhiIa ,Pa

For Sale at low price. Irish setter and retriever;
thoroughly trained and broken. Write F. J. O,
Box 113, Nantucket, Mass. 14

DOGS TRAINED FOR PRIVATE SHOOTING ON
partridge, quail and woodcock, by C. F. ROB-

BINS, Sutton avenue, Oxford, Mass. Close to depot.

BULL PUPS BY CHAMPION LEONIDAS FOR
sale. ROBY, 55 Liberty street, N. Y. City. 18

S'
T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—Dogs, bitches, pup-
pies ntinois St. Bernard Kennels, Streitor, 11L J 8

IfWTWTWTWTWTWTWTW

[ The Kennel

m
Thos.

Poodles.
Black curly coats.

Prize winners, 1893,

New York, Boston,

Washington, D. C,
Mt. Hollo, N. J.,

Newark, N. J., 1893

shows; Saratoga,

N. Y., 1894; also

London and Paris.

Registered pup-
pies and grown
dogs for sale For
full particulars

apply o

MEADOWMEKB KENNELS,
T. Corrigan, M'g'r, Southampton,L.I.,N.Y.

ST. BERNARDS.
A few fine puppies for

sale. Prices low.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

H. S. PITKIN,
Box 94, Hartford, Conn

English setter pups, blood of I'aul Gladstone and Vic-
tress Llewellin. E. A. Carrier, Westchester, Ct. 13

F OX-TERRIERS FOR SALE.
W. F. PORTER, Sharon, Pa.

BEAGLE BITCHES almost given away if taken at
once. Standard Kennel, Georgetown, N. Y. 15

A DOG TRAINED BV HAMMOND'S "Train-
ing vs. Breaking" will "get there" and get

the game. The book costs $1 at this office.

The Kennel.
|
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BUG
CARBOLIC SOAP No. 11 Is the best DOG
SOAP in the world. Sure death to Fleas and a cur
for all skin diseases.

S-uoIxaxi'is Dog w asli
will cure every case of MANGE, kills Fleas and ieeps
the dog in a healthy condition, makes the hair soft and
silkv and does not stain. It is also the best disinfectant
for the kennel. Ask your druggists for it.

CARBOLIC SOAP CO..
Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl st., New York

Come fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches.
O REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

T]\OR SALE.—SPORTING DOGS.
F GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers.—Of choice breeding. Puppies for
sale by Huqubwot Kknnkls, New Boohelle, N. Y.

CANINE SPECIALIST.
DR. T. G. SHERWOOD,

(M. R. C. V. S.)

854 Seventh Ave., New York.
Hospital for Dogs. Distemper cases not received

Consultation and treatment by mail when pos-
sible. All communications requiring profes-
sional reply should have enclosed $2.

St. Bernard Pups
for sale, of choicest blood and fine quality. Also
valuable pugs.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass.

Rinada Pointer Kennels ,

SELLING OUT.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

If you want winners, here's your chance.

Address ADRIAN C. PICKHARDT, 530 Fifth avenue.

PoxTerrien
"thoroughbreds:

For price list apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS

P. O. Box 676, Albany, N.Y

Dogs for Sale.

For Books Treating of Dogs
always send to J. Lordjg Thayer Publishing Co.,
448 Boylston street, Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

KENNEL SECRETS, by Ashmont, tells all about
Management, Breeding and Exhibiting; and is ex-
quisitely illustrated. Price $3. Postage 34 cents.

ASHMONT'S DISEASES OF DOGS is simply indis-
pensable when your dog is ailing. Price $8.

WATERS' MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING
is universally conceded to be the best book on th«
subject ever written. Price

ST. BERNARDS.
Brood bitches. Also few choice pups.

G. W. PATTERSON,
Lake View, Worcester, Mass,
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The Forest and Stream is put to press
on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
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wind flower, and blood root on the sunny banks—show
their tender beauties to him. Though known to so few
of those who share his life in the busy world, they are

old friends of his.

He hears the roll of the woodpecker on the dead limb,

the lighter tapping of the vagrant chickadee and the

sharp complaining of the clambering nuthatch. From
some knoll in the depths of the wood comes the distant

thunder of the grouse's drum; crows caw on the tops

of the tall chestnuts, and from far above them falls the

shrill cry of a red-tailed hawk poised on motionless wing.

Only now and then are such sounds heard. For the

most part the woods are silent. The song birds have

not come, yet he knows that through the forests, over

the meadows and among the brambles that grow along

the old stone fences, is marching northward noiselessly,

but steadily the vanguard of an army soon to make itself

both seen and heard. But it is not yet here.

Everywhere in field and wood and air is the sense of a

silent unseen brooding motion, which shall soon burst

forth into something to be seen and heard and felt every-

where. Catkins of alder are swelling, buds of willows

are turning green and those of the soft maple red. Yet

a little while, and all this silence of preparation shall

have passed and we shall see nature no longer working

in secret, but openly, joyously, in the sight of all the

world.

THE TROUT SEASON. .

This week in waters of Long Island and Massachusetts,

and in Connecticut and Iowa the season has opened in

which trout may be lawfully taken. There has been an
exodus of men completely equipped, with their tackle in

perfect order, intent on luring from the waters the prey

from which they have been so long debarred. Side by
side with these, up and down the brooks and along the

little rivers, the small boy with his cut pole, his gigantic

hook and his pocket full of worms, wriggles his way
through the underbrush, making his way to the deepest

holes, where he knows the "big ones" lie. These he

takes, and perhaps before night turns into metal or paper,

to him much more acceptable than the ruddy flesh of

trout.

It is only in the southernmost tier of States where trout

are found that the season opens as early as All Fools' Day.

For New York in general, for Pennsylvania and for some
other States the date is April 15, while in Maine, Michi-

gan, South Dakota and Pike county, Pennsylvania, May 1

is the opening day, and in Colorado it is postponed until

June 1.

We are not of those who believe in always starting out

on the opening day. Too often this means facing a cold

rain, handling an ice-bound reel and line, fishing with

numbed fingers, and—worst of all—getting no fish; for

these are slow to rise in the cold, rough weather of early

spring. Better it is, we think, to be governed by the

weather conditions rather than by the calendar, and to

choose for the first outing for the season one of those

warm soft days which even now are at hand. There may
be fewer fish in the brooks than there were on the open-

ing day, some of the big fellows may have found their

way into the frying-pan and so have escaped you forever,

but on the other hand, those that are left will rise with
more energy, fight harder for their inches, and last

longer than those taken in a snowstorm or out of water
that is icy cold. Besides the actual pleasure to the angler

from the fish and their condition, there is the still greater

delight to be derived from all the beauties of awakening
nature now spread before him, and which the warm sun-

shine invites him to enjoy and to dream over.

The man is happy who goes a-fishing for the first time,

if not on the opening day, at least early in the season.

Shut up, perhaps, during the long winter months in office

or store or city, the sights and sounds and odors of

nature now seem to him something altogether new.
They are revelations of another existence, yet each

charmed sense brings back to him memories of other

days like this, but none so beautiful nor so happy. For

him now the new-come bluebird warbles his sweetest

notes; for his pleasure the ruddy-chested robin hops fear-

lessly over the brown meadow and digs his yellow beak
deep into the soft earth in search of the luckless worm
that too early is seeking the light. The modest flowers

of early spring—liverwort and violet, adder's tongue and

SNAP SHOTS.

thing variegated and patched. By the way, it strikes

us that Dr. Fort has a not unworthy ambition, ex-

pressed in the declaration, "I don't know that I can

leave my children any better legacy of public good than

to have them know their father was one of the first

active and actual movers in a struggle for sportsmen's

rights and privileges."

Not until within comparatively very recent years have

competent scientific and systematic investigations been

undertaken to determine the true character of certain

species of birds and other animals commonly called ver-

min. As a result of such studies abundant reason has

been found already for a reversal of opinion respecting

some species which have heretofore always been under

a ban. The public at large is slow and reluctant to

accept scientific testimony in behalf of such creatures.

Hawks and owls, for example, are now known to be of

incalculable benefit to agriculture as destroyers of noxious

animal life; and yet it would be too much to ask of the

present generation, nursed in prejudice, that it should

turn sharp about and befriend the birds which it has

always pursued with such unrelenting assiduity.

Time is gradually revealing to us the latent and un-

suspected potentialities of journalism as exemplified in

the onward and upward progress of the "Sportsmen's

Favorite Journal." It has in times past by alluring de-

scriptions of favored regions impelled folks to desert their

altars and their fires and the green graves of their sires

and move their lares andpenates to distant climes; and it

has even restored members of a family, lost to one

another and separated by the distance of the Atlan-

tic from the Pacific. It has promoted acquaintances

among scores of people, who but for it would have been

ever as strangers, and by it have become lifelong friends.

And now comes an esteemed contributor who avers,"And
do you know that, not only many of my most prized

friends, but some of my best clients, have come to me
through the columns of Forest and Stream. * * * I

can trace several thousand dollars directly to the friend-

ship of Forest and Stream." There is a record indeed;

and it is one worth having, and not to be hid under a

bushel.

The Minnesota Game and Fish Commissioners have

given much attention to the enforcement of the law pro-

viding for fishways in dams. They report that almost

invariably, when the owner of a dam which is an obstacle

to the passage of fish has been properly approached, and

the matter has been properly explained to him, he has

cheerfully complied with their request. During the year

1893 notices were served on fifty-seven dam owners,

thirty-seven ways were constructed, and others will be in

readiness this season. To provide free passage for fish is

half the battle. Too often the public is ignorant, officials

apathetic, dams numerous, fishways unknown and fish

never heard of.

It does seem that if we must adopt some one name for

the fish known as landlocked salmon, and as ouananiche

or winninish or fresh-water salmon, we might choose

something better than ouananiche, which is a heathen

word done into French and given a Parisian accent. If

whonanishe is the English equivalent of the Montagnais

name, why is not whonanishe to be adopted rather than

ouananiche, which not one person in ten knows how to

pronounce until he is told? Whatever name be adopted

there will be some advantage in having one uniform

designation, for this will materially aid in the discussion

of the game qualities of the fish as it is found in different

waters. The ouananiche of the Lake St. John district

might lose some of its wild flavor if called landlocked

salmon; but it is quite certain that the landlocked salmon

of our own New England waters would be none the less

worthy of the angler's keenest skill even if it were

handicapped with the outlandish Indian-French hybrid

cognomen.

Another instance of the perverse wilfulness of fate.

Commander Verney Lovett Cameron was the first Euro-

pean to cross the Africanjcontinent in its central latitudes,

accomplished many other feats of exploration notable for

their arduous and hazardous nature, was honored by geo-

graphical societies for his daring and achievement, and

came through all perils unscathed, only to die last week
from the effects of a fall from his horse in the hunting

field.

Maryland is not likely just now to have a long close

season on quail. A bill making a close time for two
years was introduced into the Senate recently, but

tabled indefinitely. Dr. John J. Fort tells us that the

new bills amending the law are almost as numerous as

the counties of the State, and the result will be to make
Joseph's coat a thing of the past as a reminder of some-

The game law committee .of the New York Assembly

possesses a dangerous capacity for mischief, when, as

the chairman remarks, it goes into exe-cutive session.

Exhibit A—Its impatience to discuss seriously any spe-

cific point except license to spear suckers. Exhibit B

—

The bill in which it has incorporated its ignorance of

what the game interests of the State demand and its

callous disregard of the demands of people who do know
something of these things. We printed a summary of

the bill last week. It has gone to the Senate, and there

it should have nine-tenths of its provisions eradicated

for the public good.

Long Island trout fishermen have crowded the season

this year by getting their representatives at Albany to

put through a bill making Saturday the opening day,

when according to the calendar it would fall on a Sun-

day. The Long Island trout season opens by the letter

of the statute on April 1, which was Sunday, but by

virtue of this new rule the opening day was Saturday,

March 31. The season for the State at large then will

begin on Saturday, April 14, instead of on Monday the

16th. The full text of the new law is given elsewhere, it

applies to both fish and game.

The didn't-know-it-was-loaded idiots have close com-

petitors in the knew-it-wasn't-loaded variety. One of

these latter in Pennsylvania the other day was fooling with

an old revolver, pointing it in joke at his sister and

his father; and when they had been frightened as much
as he thought they should be by a weapon which he

knew to be not loaded, he placed the muzzle against his

own head and pulled the trigger. What happened then

was so sudden that he probably never realized his

mistake.

Mr. Eoth, the Cincinnati hotel man who has just been

beaten on his quail case, will carry it up to the United

States Supreme Court, and there the Cuvier Club will

continue the fight. If we were advising Mr. Roth we
should tell him to stop where he is; but it will be a

satisfaction to have the question passed upon by the

Supreme Court.

The annual meeting of the American Fisheries Society

will be held Wednesday, May 16, at the rooms of the Fish

Protective Association of Pennsylvania. Papers of inter-

est will be read. The secretary is Mr. Edward P. Doyle,

No. 53 Broadway, New York.
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Luck of the Woods.
The report of the gun led Drive to the spot by a shorter

route than the devious course of the fox. The hound
looked up with reproachful,wondering inquiry a moment
when laid on the trail, and then resumed his slow, persist-

ent pursuit with a renewed burst of far-echoed melody.
Sam listened in vexation of spirit to the receding notes of
the hound and the answering echoes growing fainter and
fainter till they were scarcely distinguishable above the
fitful stir of dry leaves in the vagrant wafts of air and
the constant monotone of the evergreens on the wind-
loved heights.
At last they faded quite beyond the scope of intentest

listening, and then dismissing with them all thoughts of
sport, he went on over ledges and through depressions
toward the mountain lot. His woodsman's eye soon dis-

covered the faint marks of one boundary, which he traced
to an ancient comer tree, encircled by its axe-scarred
''witnesses" and bearing the moss-grown initals of the
colonial surveyor and the numbers of the four lots whose
common corner it had established, when Governor Ben-
ning Wentworth held disputed sway over theNew Hamp-
shire grants. Thence he carefully followed the eastern
line through the forest whose autumnal silence was as
unbroken as the dead stillness of winter, save for the
occasional rustle of fallen leaves and the liquid tinkle of
a rivulet ringing its course with a chime of foam bells.
The iterant clamor of a log-cock on his accustomed

beat, the patient tapping of his lesser brethren, a squirrel's
rasping of a nut, the petulant squalling of the jays, were
sounds common to both seasons; but as Sam, with the
habitual caution of a hunter, went noiselessly onward, he
became aware of sounds that seemed strange and at vari-
ance with these. It was the noise of delving with spade
and pick in stony soil. He moved cautiously in its direc-
tion till he came to the brink of a ledge overlooking a
level plateau or terrace, whereon he saw almost beneath
him three men, two entire strangers, but one who was
steadily wielding a pick he recognized as a trapper and
root digger, from a neighboring town.
A ministerial -looking gentleman in seedy black

clothes, was 'carefully examining the upturned earth and
stones, and the third, who was evidently first in the or-
der of their worldly standing, was intently watching the
proceedings while nervously puffing a cigar of such fra-
grance that when it reached Sam's nostrils he was pos-
sessed of a desire to smoke and instinctively put his hand
in his pocket for pipe and tobacco. But denying himself,
he quietly stretched out in a comfortable position to peer
over the edge of the cliff to see wnat kind of work was
being done on his property.

"Well, Professor," he heard the smoker saying, "what's
your opinion of it?"

The Professor chucked some specimens thoughtfully
from hand to hand and answered in measured precision:
"It is apparently an ore of good quality, but that can of
course only be ascertained by smelting it in sufficient
quantity for a practical test of its quality."
"Worth buying, do you think?" the other asked.
"Certainly," was answered with a decision that was

presently qualified by "at a reasonable figure, Colonel."
"Of course," the Colonel answered impatiently, "It isn't

likely any one will ask a steep price for a mountain wood
lot, but suppose they should get their ideas up, how much
would it do to pay?"

"It is very convenient to the Forge," the Professor pon-
dered, "hematite is apt to be hard, but it can be mixed
with a softer ore to advantage; the bed appears to be
quite extensive, I should consider it safe to pay a thousand
dollars."

Sam's heart was beating so loudly that he mistook it for
the ponderous throb of the forge hammer two miles away
and prognosticated a storm from what he called the "hol-
lerness of the air."

"Pooh, a thousand dollars. Any of these people would
jump at half that. It's more money than they ever saw,
and it's nothing but a wood lot anyway." The Colonel
threw down the stump of his cigar and stamped it out.
"And that would leave you $500 to buy a race horse,

another Cock of the Eock, or to divide between me and
our friend Trask here, who is the real discoverer of the
bed."

"O, William is going to be paid well for his time and
trouble," said the Colonel.
"Wal, I cal'late I ortu hev suthin' more 'n days' wages

seein' 'at I diskivered this 'ere bed," the person referred
to remarked squatting on his haunches so that his knees
were in aline with his ears, his arms outstretched between
them, while he meditatively poked the earth with the
point of the pick. "Yis, an' more 'n I c'ld ha' airnt
diggin' jinshang, or trappin'. Sh-sh-sh! Hear that aire
haound dawg. He's comin' right stret here. Gawlly
bleue, I wish 't I'd fetched my gun."
He suddenly uncoiled his long legs and sprang up like

an attenuated jack-in-the-box, bending an attentive ear
as he stretched out a widespread hand to enjoin silence.
Sam was giving such close attention to this conversa-

tion, that his ear did not catch the voice of the returning
hound until drawn to it by the words and attitude of
Trask. Almost in the same instant he saw the fox a long
gunshot off on the brink of the ledge, picking his way along
the naked rock, intent on the strategy of a puzzling trail,

yet with ears and nose alert for any lurking enemy. Sam
took in at a glance that most perfect picture of cunning
that nature gives, the cunning which it was his chief de-
light to foil, and the hunter's instinct arose above all other
thought or plan, joined with a desire to atone for the
morning's blundering shot.
His gun was aimed with deliberate celerity, and in the

same instant spat forth its deadly charge, and in the midst
of a requiem of echoing report and resounding bugle notes,
poor reynard tumbled down the cliff, almost at the feet of
the prospectors, who were more startled by the sudden
apparition than was he by the stroke that ended his life

with its first shock.
The secret of his presence being disclosed, Sam de-

scended to secure his quarry, which he did with well-
simulated surprise at the discovery of witnesses to his
ehot.

"By the gre't horn spoon," he declared, coming to a
sudden halt before the group, with the fox lying yet
untouched at his feet. "You folks scairt me aouten a
year's growth, a-comin' on tu ye so onexpected. I'd jes'

as soon ha' thought o' runnin' on tu a camp-meetin' up
here, fer I s'posed me an' Drive an' the wil' critters hed
the woods all tu aourselves. Haint strayed off an' got
lost ner nothin', hev ye ?"

The Colonel hesitated a moment, considering whether
it was not best to accept this as an explanation of their
presence, but at once dismissed it as not a plausible one.

"Why, no, I can't say we're lost, for our friend Trask
seems to know the lay of the land. But I'd like to know
who owns this lot. There's some timber on it I'd like to
get. This yellow birch is just what I want. There's
some pretty good trees here. That tree, and that," indi-

cating with his forefinger a couple of shaggy giants that
reared their rustling manes just beside him; "don't you
think they'd do, Professor?"
The Professor ran a critical eye upon them and nodded

a dubious affirmative.
"There's slews o' yaller birch all through here fer tew

miled, jest as thick as 't is on this lot," Sam said.

"Yes, I know," the Colonel replied hurriedly, "but I

want the pick of it all, and I'd as soon begin here as any-
where."

"I don't see what on airth anyb'dy wants of yaller
birch in p'tic'lar," said Sam, "ef 't was cherry birch for
furnitur', naow, but yaller birch, good land, what d' ye
want o' that ?"

"Never mind what I want of it," said the Colonel with
the air of one impatient of questioning, "I want it. I've

been informed this part of the mountain belongs to aman
by the name of Lovel. Do you know him ?"

"Yes, I know him."
"Do you think he'd be likely to sell it? For a reasonable

price, of course, you understand."
"Yes, I know him. He'll sell," Sam said, and then con-

tinued with apparent irrelevance, as he stirred the up-
turned ferruginous earth with his toe, "this ere is a
kinder cur'us lookin' sile o' land. Looks as 'ough it hed
got rusty a-lyin' roun' useless so long, Guess like 's not
the' 's iron in 't."

The Colonel deigned to notice it with a sidewise glance.
"Ah, yes, it does look a little odd. Trask 's been digging

some of his wonderful roots here. The owner's name is

Lovel, I believe I'll call and see him."
Sam straightened his fox upon a convenient log pre-

paratory to skinning it, seated himself astride it and be-
gan whetting his knife on his boot.
"You needn't bother tu," he said, "he's right here, all

ready for a trade. I'm him, Naow, haow much be you
goin' tu offer?

"

"You?" cried the Colonel, quite taken by surprise, and
then advancing toward him with his right hand cordially
outstretched, "Why, Mr. Lovel, I'm delighted to meet
you, sir. De-lighted. You are just the man I want to
see and meeting you here saves lots of bother. My name 's

Ketchum, they call me Colonel sometimes."
Sam stuck his knife in the log and not without a flat-

tered sense of receiving distinguished consideration, took
the proffered hand of the most celebrated speculator and
fast man of the county.
"And this is my friend, Professor Stillman, and Mr.

Trask, you may have met Trask, for he's a hunter," the
Colonel said, introducing his companions, with whom Sam
shook hands with less embarrassment. "That was a
capital shot, Mr. Lovel. If I'd made it I should be proud
as a peacock. I never could shoot a fox. They're too
smart for me. Have a cigar, Mr. Lovel."
Sam was nothing loth to accept the proffered Havana

already recommended by the fragrance of its predecessor
beyond all need of words. The Colonel obligingly lighted
a new-fangled match in a little vial of liquid and held it

for him till the cigar was properly fired. He had never
tasted anything with so delicious a flavor before, yet it

only made him hungrier for his more satisfying jpipe.

Having his own cigar well lighted the Colonel took it

from his lips to say, while he regarded Sam with a
shrewd, downward glance:

"Now, about this wood lot," he emphasized wood.
"What are you going to ask for it, cash on the nail the
minute the deed is signed?"

"What '11 you give?" Sam asked, feeling the edge of his
knife with a critical touch.
"Oh, I don't want to put a price on another man's

property," said the Colonel, encouraging his cigar with a
few rapid whiff8. "Name your price and I'll tell you
whether I can pay it."

Sam nerved himself to a supreme effrontery and made
his offer in a voice so steady he wondered if it was his

own
"Wal, then, I'll take fifteen hunderd dollars for 't,"

and was so appalled by the extravagance of the price he
had named that he did not venture to look up, but began
carefully ripping the hindleg of the fox.

"Whew!" the Colonel blew out a mouthful of smoke in

a long whistle of surprise. "Fifteen hundred dollars!

Good Lord, man, are you crazy? Why that's more than
a thousand acres of this mountain land would bring.

You're joking, Mr. Lovel. Let's quit fooling and talk

business."
"I mean just what I say," Sam said, gathering confi-

dence he knew not how, "fifteen hunderd 's my price."

"Oh, well, then it's no use talking," the Colonel de-

clared with assumed indifference that scarcely concealed
his vexation. "I don't want the birch bad enough to

give that or half of it. Some other lot will do about as
well. Come, Professor, we might as well be off; come,
Trask, show us the way out."

Trask shouldered his pick and spade and led the way
with long strides, followed with slower steps by his com-
panions, who presently halted and conferred together in
low tones. Then the Colonel returned a little to ask,"You
really mean to say that fifteen hundred is your price?"

"Sartainly," said Sam, stripping a leg of his fox.

"It's ridiculous," the other insisted, "fifteen hundred
dollars for a patch of mountain land only worth the wood
and lumber that's on it."

Sam suddenly faced toward him: "Look a-here, Col-
onel, what's the use o' your foolin'? It haint the wood you
want. It's this 'ere iron ore." He picked up a handful of
the black and rusty fragments and held them out in his

open palm. "I do' know what it's wuth, mebby four
times what I ask fer it, but you c'n hev it fer that, hit er

miss."

It had seldom befallen Colonel Ketchum's brazen face

to be surprised into such blank astonishment as now over-
spread it.

"Who the devil told you there was ore here?" he blurted 1

out.

"O, I've knowed it fer quite a spell," Sam said with a
coolness that was amazing to himself, considering he had •

known it but half an hour.
"Well, if there is, it may not be worth a thing."
"I've hearn the' was them 'at 'ould pay a thaousan' dol-

lars for 't. It's consid'able handy to the Forge. I guess;
the Comp'ny 'ould give suthin' for 't."

The Colonel retired to confer with the Professor, then
came back. "Well, I've concluded to take the chances
and give you a thousand." Sara shook his head. "Well, I

le's split tne difference and call it twelve-fifty."

"No," said Sam, completing the stripping of the fox of
its beauty and tossing the carcass aside, 'T guess I'll give
the Comp'ny a chance fust."

The Colonel chewed his cigar, forgetting to nurse its

languishing fire, and after some moments of silence said:
"Well, I'm going to be a confounded fool and give you
your price."

"I p'sume tu say I'm the fool," answered Sam with a.

nervous laugh.
"Mi-

. Lovel," the Colonel said
,
regarding him with grow-

ing admiration, "I aint surprised that you take in thei

foxes."
"I can't help a-knockin' 'em over when they blunder

right ontu me," Sam said with becoming modesty.
"Well, Mr. Lovel, I'll pay you cash down, when we git

the papers made out to-morrow."
"All right, an' naow I s'pose we might as well hyper

aout o' this!" Sam said, carefully shaking the fur of thei

fox skin, turned right side out, into comely fluffyness.

"Be you folks goin' my way? Come ol' dawg,"
Drive reluctantly arose from the bed he had made in

the leaves, refreshed himself with a sniff of the fox tail'

dangling from his master's pocket, and limped with,
gingerly, footsore steps in the rear of the party as it took
its way down the rough descent.
The Colonel discoursed with as continual volubility as the,

uncertain footing would permit and seemed in excellent
spirits for a man who had just made a bad bargain, as he
continually averred he had done. After appointing a
meeting at Joel Bartlett's for "drawin' writin's" for the;

next morning, Sam parted from his new acquaintances'
where their ways and his diverged, and held across thei

fields homeward with a light heart.

•"I've allers faoun' my luck in the woods," he thought.
"It fetched me Huldy, an' naow it's saved me a hum' fer
her an' Bub an' the ol' folks." Rowland E. Robinson.

ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
(Continued front Page 266.)

After breakfast the next morning we started for the
angle in Pancake Bay, but as it was a long mile beforei
we could reach it, and along a shore that had heretofore!
been considered the trysting place of the vermilion-hued'
beauties, we concluded to give it a thorough flogging, in
hopes of arousingsome dappled patriarch of the deep. At
it we went, sending our lures into every tempting place 5

that looked like a lair for the gameful fish. I never was
so hopeful of starting one for my fly, for never was there
place that appeared more trouty than this. Boulders bigi

and little, shattered rocks of all sizes and forms, chasms
deep and narrow, ledges ragged and shelving, were in
ample confusion; yet the particular denizen of the deep;
we sought stirred not at sight of bright or dark or fanci-
ful feathers, whether tossed with the lightness of down
or fluttered with incomparable skill. We gave them the
range of almost the entire catalogue of flies, with a few
novelties of Ned's masterpieces done up in ruby red, but
it was in vain, for they moved not.

The place had evidently been depopulated by the tawny
savages with their terrible pot-hunting tactics of the
treacherous gill-net and the deadly set-lines. The pre-
mium they received from the market purveyor of ten:

cents per pound was too tempting to permit of leaving
any of the handsome tribe in their native haunts. At!
last, wearied and saddened over the deplorable develop-i
ment, we reached Pancake Bay, and then, after two hours
of industrious work, were rewarded with only two tiny:

trout that ran a few inches overthe legal size. Ned couldf
contain himself no longer at the miserable luck we were

'

having, and therefore sought consolation in singing,

"The trout I'm catching now are naught
To those that in my youth

I threw right back as soon as caught:

Six-pounders they in truth.

And so I sigh for days gone by,

My heart bleeds, O, it does

—

And tears come weliing to my eye

For times that used to was."

There was still one chance more for the quarry, and
that was an earnest search for a noted reef about a mile
or more from shore, which we had heard of time and
again, and said to swarm with lovely trout of gigantic
proportions. Well, we began the quest, but it was like

looking for the sunken treasure of the piratical Captain
Kidd. We rowed here and we rowed there, and we
rowed all around, looking for the shallow water, but ere

we found it indications of rain and storm showed up in

the west. Immense clouds of inky blackness were driven
before the wind with an appalling look, as if on mischief
bent. A moan of thunder was heard and then a vivid

streak of lightning painted its sharp and lurid lines on
the rolling clouds, which were heavily surcharged with
dense \'apor.

The reef and its finny dwellers thereon were very sud-

denly forgotten, for we were over three miles from camp,

i

and with a head wind to contend with it was indeed ques-

tionable whether we could make it without being deluged
with the threatened shower or driven ashore on the rocks
by the storm. The boys were quick to realize the situa-

tion and applied a vigor to the blades that made them bend
as if they would momentarily break.

"We may make it," said Peter, as he made the water
foam from the tip of his oars, "but it will be a close race."

Ned was sure we could, but as I viewed the great, ugly-

looking wings of smoky clouds Spreading out on all sides

as they came tearing along before the fierce gale, I was
exceedingly doubtful of the result. There was no appar-

ent danger of swamping, but only in getting a good
soaking, for neither of us had our rubbers aboard, as we<
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were positive when we started Of a continuance of favor-
able weather.
Lake Superior is a capricious monster, a veritable womb

of storms. Zephyr breezes are soon turned to hurricanes,
and gentle waves" form in foaming crests with a sudden-
ness that would inevitably shatter the most substantial
fabric.

Every minute the wind was increasing and the waves
rolling higher. Soon tbe white caps were tumbling on
every curving ridge, and as the boat rode into the battling
surges it would fall with a decided thump, and the water
fly from the sides with a stubborn spitefulness. The late
was evidently becoming enraged, making it harder and
harder every minute for the toilers at the rowlocks. Man-
fully stuck the half-breeds to their work, and after an
hour's incessant and vigorous rowing we rounded into

lovely Bachewauaung Bay and a good harbor, with the
pattering rain at our heels. As violent as the indications
were for a tempestuous storm, it, fortunatly for us, veered
to the southeast, giving us only the fringe of it in a small
shower. That ended the pursuit of the carmined beauties
for the day, for we remained at our quarters during the
afternoon drawing consolation from our books and the
cribbage board, which were ever enjoyable.

Indications of a change in the heated term which had
continued for the past week were now quite manifest, as
cooler weather and a somber sky liad fully developed. This
would evidently improve the fishing, for the lake, during
the reign of the sultry weather, had been as smooth as a
parlor floor, scarcely a tinkling cat's paw being observ-
able, and that only during the morning and evening
breezes.
A boy from the lighthouse, that evening after supper,

set a gill-net in the bay in our immediate vicinity for the
capture of herrings, as he stated, but we presume if a
spotted trout got ensnared it would hardly be liberated,

particularly if it were marketable as to size, for down to

the fishing station near by it would go for its value in

ducats. OhI these pot hunting Indians; what fearful
raids they have made the past few seasons on this beauti-

ful and delicious fish! Tons upon tons of them have
gone to the Chicago market, where they sell for about 50

or TO cents per pound. The Fish Commissioners at both
the American and Canadian "Soo's" pay no attention
whatever to it, satisfied to keep their eyes closed to the
defiant piracy. Julian Ralph in Harper's Monthly says:

"1 find that on both shores of the lake there is a grow-
ing feeling that, in spite of the millions of 'fry' the Fish
Commission dumps into that and the other lakes, the vast
resefvoirs of delicious food are being ruined by the same
policy and the same methods that make our lumbermen
the chief criminals of the continent. Men who have
Spent years on the lakes solemnly assert that not only are
the annual yields becoming smaller and smaller, but that
the sizes of the fish ate growing less and less. Worse yet,

they assert that illicit practices, or those which he made
illicit, result in the Catching and destruction of millions
of fish which are too small to market. 1 do not believe
that any man of leisure could find a more benevolent
Cause in which to enlist than, in that of a crusade against
the iise of smali-meshed nets in Lake Superior. I will
hot, on my present knowledge* say that the planting of
fish fry is a waste of time and energy, but it certainly is

Regarded by many as ineffectual in the present crisis.

(Government had better direct its energy to that ounce of

net^cutting that is better than a ton of fry.

"At present there are trout a-plenty in the streams that
flow into the great lake through the beautiful forests
which clothe that enormous tract, in which, south of
Superior alone, there are said to be between 500 and 600
little lakes. Exactly like it, from the sportsman's point
of view, is the region north of the lake, where the land
looks, upon a detailed map, like a great sponge, all glis-

tening with water, so crowded is its surface with lakes
and streams."
Early the next morning the young half-breed was on

the lake with his boat, lifting his gill-nets, but the finny
harvest did not pan out to his entire satisfaction, as he
only had eight herrings and a lot of perch and suckers,
the two latter being disdainfully thrown upon the bank.
I asked why he did not return them to the element, and
in reply he stated they were dead when taken out of the
net and that to throw them back would drive the fish

away, and this is the belief of every Indian and half-breed
along the shore; and further, they will not even put any
vessel in the lake near their nets in which fish have been
washed.

When the young half-breed passe 1 our quarters he gave
our boys three of the herrings which he had cleverly
cleaned, and in such a thorough manner had the work
been done that not a bone remained in them. The back
bone had simply been deftly taken out with the other
bones adhering to it. We had them—the herrings—for
our breakfast, and I must confess they were almost as
toothsome as the delicious trout of the* pellucid pool. I

now looked with more favor on this much abused fish,

for I had always shared in the general bel ief that they
were entirely too bony for. the table. Ned remarked,
when at breakfast, with a humorous twinkle in his eye,
as he lifted one of the browned fish to his plate, "We
came for trout, but it looks very much as if netted herring
were to be the substitute."

"Be patient, gentle angler, till we have reached the
golden beds where abideth the peerless fish of the painted
tins and spotted sides."

"How far hence lieth this royal bed of rose-colored
beauties?

"

"About fifty miles; far beyond the famed river called
Aeuawa."
"Would we were there now."
Aud then we sighed in unison, and sighed deeply at

that, for this land of promise, but with the prospect of an
adverse change in the weather, as well as an adverse
breeze, it was just then impossible to make the advance,
and so we concluded to await the arrival of tbe tug Annie
Clarke, in order to secure some mail matter we were ex-
pecting. We were evidently anchored for another day.
After breakfast, we crossed to the island opposite,

which was about three miles distant, in expectation of
inducing some hungry or inquisitive trout to investigate
our lures. Here again we found the wind blowing to
such an extent that it was hard work to satisfactorily lay
our flies upon the water. We, however, received a rise

or two from some of the juvenile class, but failed to im-
pale them. Every minute the wind was increasing and
the white horses gaily topping the waves, while the rocky
shore was one mass of creaming foam.

"The sky looks black around, around,

The sky looks black around;
And he that would be merry, boys,

Come haul his boat a-ground."

Ned suggested an immediate retreat, as there was
strong evidence in the sombre masses of clouds scudding
low and swiftly, of an approaching storm. The warning
was one to heed, and in consequence word was given to
hoist sail and let her slide for the fishing station on the
opposite side. The boys turned to with willing hands and
soon the sails were in position , and when the stiff breeze
filled them we fairly flew over the racing waves, lifting

the water in dazzling snows and gracefully tossing the
foam bells from her plunging bow. It had become a wild
and wicked sea in a very short time and bade fair to test

the sailing capacity of our Mackinac long beforewe would
reach the distant shore. She, however, behaved most
handsomely, gallantly riding the rolling, roaring, angry
waves and bringing us into harbor without shipping a
single sea.

As it was two miles from here to the camp, and the
wind was in rur teeth, and nothing but disagreeable tack-
ing would take the boat there, we concluded to anchor
her here and tramp the distance through a dense wood
to our quarters. The storm which had been threatening
when we started was now fast becoming one in reality,

and it was indeed questionahle whether we would reach
camp before the vapor clouds dissolved and the silver

drops pattered. The wind was also assuming a fierceness

that wildly tossed the overhanging boughs and made the
forest roar and crack, while "the thunder winged with
red lightning and impetuous rage" lent assistance to tbe
elemental warfare. In addition to this it was intolerably
sultry, the road rough and stony, and the walking, as a
consequence, very toilsome. Soon a few drops of rain fell,

then a brief cessation, and by the time we reached camp
Jupiter was about ready to again open his floodgates and
deluge, the parched earth. Observing our tents in a fair

way of going to sea over the bluff from the unruly winds,
Ihey were at once strengthened, and no sooner was it done
than the storm broke with terrific violence, giving us a
heavy downpour,

"Foul with stains

Of gushing torrents and descending rains,"

The heavy shower continued for about an hour and
then it fretted itself away to the mutter of distant thunder.
With the disappearance of the storm the air began to

grow quite chilly, and then a heavy fog arose that envel-
oped both land and sea in the misty vapor. It was a
dismal picture, all the delicious charms of the lovely bay
and its surroundings having suddenly disappeared in the
dense masses of cloudy dampness. The wail of the waves
sounded as audible and dreary as the very groans of nature
itself; cold winds constantly sighed o'er the bare scarps
of the low cliffs in our immediate front; the trees, thick-

ets and the bending grasses were all beaded to the full

with the dripping moisture; in fact, everything was dull

and blotted with humidity; not even the shrill scream of

a white-winged gull was heard, nor the tender note of a
robin broke the dismal solitude that prevailed.

After the radiance and softness of a summer morn,
marvelous in gold and crimson tints, this sudden plunge
into an abyss of dreary gloom was not without its de-

pressing influence. Ned whistled and sang to keep his

courage up, but the notes were only half-hearted, more
mournful than melodious. We, however, wore the long
hours away with the excitement of cards, the reading of

fiction and the discussion of varied topics until supper was
served under our tent.

The tug we had expected during the day did not arrive,

owing doubtless to the storm and fog, so we took on a
good stock of patience that night when we retired, hoping
to hear more favorable news in the morning of the over-

due boat.

The dawn disclosed a heavy fog with the sun endeavor-
ing to penetrate through the vaporous masses. It was a
very favorable indication and our hopes for clearing

weather ran high. Another straw of importance to this

effect was noticeable in a spider's gossamer web that had
been spun with "thread of the finest tether" during the

night, on a tall bush in front of pur tent, and which
looked like a delicate piece of lovely frosted silver work
as it swayed to and fro in the morning breeze. Mr. Spider

is evidently a weather prophet, and would never have
worked his airy loom if rain had threatened.

Soon as breakfast was over we sent the boys down to

the fishing station for the anchored boat, while Ned and
I strolled over to the rocky beach and surveyed the

waves as they beat against the iron-bound shore.

In a brief time the fog began to rise and fade away,
and then the blue above appeared in its regal beauty,

while the bright sun once more poured its golden
libations o'er the woods and waters. The hills gleam out

as clear cut as crystal against the sky; the valleys charm-
ingly recede in hazy softness, while the gentle wind once
more sways the sable plumes of fir and balsam and plays

with the tall pine tops.

A steamer's whistle is now heard and then a small

tug comes in view and heads for the fishing station. It

is evidently the missing tug which has had a hard night

of it wandering aimlessly around in the heavy fog.

About noon the boys returned with the boat, bringing

us a big package of letters and papers which they had
received from the long-looked-for tug.

The afternoon developed into one of infinite loveliness,

which we enjoyed in reading our delayed mail and in

luxurious idleness. Myriads of flies drawn from their

secluded retreats by the warmth of the sun's bright rays

were drying their tiny wings and warming their round
bodies as they soared and flashed in the golden glow.

Some were in sombre colors, others bore aureate hues on
their gossamer drapery, while many there were as black

as night, or painted with "olives dark as the midnight
tree" and as coarse-robed as of "beetle stamp." What
a strange fascination there was about them as they
swarmed around our tents with their bulging eyes and
their slender shapes. It was but a brief time, however,
before our admiration and observation were turned to

denunciation, for the piratical species which had collected

in great clouds on every side of us began their vam-
pirish tricks of painful boring and cruel blood sucking,

and then there was a scamper and a hasty anointing
|

with the powerful repellent. This held them at bay
,

until it was thoroughly dried and then another attack 1

and another anointing, and so on till bedtime, when the

protective mosquito bar completely baffled them,

The next morning at 6 o'clock we left Bachewauaung
Bay with a balmy air blowing mild and glad through the
bending trees and o'er the rippling lake. It was really
one of those elemental conditions, surprisingly delicious,
an earthly joy that one is prepared to demand in Pa,ra-
dise. We sailed along as if

"in a magic dream,

By shadowy wood and crystal stream,

By mountain peak and forest dell,

Where fawns and fairies love to dwell."

Rounding the lighthouse point we skirt along a low-
cliffed shore that is wooded to the very edge for at least
two miles, and then are at charming Pancake Bay, with
a stretch of eight miles to the opposite shore. We made
the crossing in about an hour and a half to the tinkling
cadence of the snowy spray as it fell and raced from the
bow in fan-shaped ripples. Nowwe reach a rugged shore
that assumes the picturesque, and which changes as unex-
pectedly as the pictures presented by a revolving kaleido-
scope. Rounded forms of granite, gneiss and other
igneous rockt>, massive and grand, generously line the
coast. It is an impressive and bold, formation that runs
ragged and serrated, with gravelly beaches here and
there, and then again, a small islet or two of aged and
well-worn granite in a variety of tints, comes into view
with a grace of irresistible attractiveness. Scarred cliffs

of a dreary and interminable gray look sternlydown upon
us, while, as if to brighten the scene, clusters of birch and
balsam, cedar and pine, give vividness and relief to the
weather-stained and lichen-covered rocks that almost con-
tinually form the shore.
Reaching Maimase, we are amid the most impressive

scenery, which continues till we come to the harbor at the
point where a fishing station has recently been located,
and which very materially detracts from the magnificence
of the islands so attractively clustered here. Unsightly
shanties and rude store houses now stand where formerly
lovely groves were in regal mantle of living green.
The breeze is now fast giving way to the burning orb,

the sails scarcely fill, and the tinkle from the bow is a
mere whisper. Overhead the silvery skies are beautiful
with tiny snow-banks that float and mingle with a grace
of motion that is poetry itself, while the gentle air from
the deep woods is laden with balm on its wings that intoxi-
cates with the very essence of health.
The half-breeds look ominously at the half-filled sails,

shake their heads and sigh, and inwardly count the pros-
pective hours of toil; still we move lazily by rocks and
reefs, by points and promontories, by lovely coves and
retreating bays, by ragged cliffs and towering mountains.,
until the old sails are lifeless.

Then the boys take to the oars, and again we move with
an increased speed that gave us hope of reaching our des-

tination a few hours before sunset.

Ned, tired of idling, concluded to try the silver spoon
for the capture of a Mackinac trout, and so overboard
went the deceitful lure that span with the revolving regu-
larity of clock-work. He patiently waited for a strike,

and when within about a mile of the twin sisters, or split

rock as some call it, an aroused Mackinac dropped on the
bright lure like a" panther on his prey, and then the
braided twine was gathered in, hand over hand, with an
astonishing swiftness, and when the proper time to boat
him came he was swung with a surprising swiftness to

the bottom of the craft that must have about deprived
him of his remaining senses.

"He will do for the pot," says the troller.

"Ay, for the pot-hunter, too," I responded.
"Thanks."
And then in deep silence and with a sardonic grin at

my malicious reference, he again had the silver spoon
whirling in the water, but he received no response, and
was fain to wind up when we were about to land. The
fish he had taken was a "shore Mackinac" and weighed
about 41bs. and was quite an acquisition to the larder and
would assuredly prove appetizing as a supper dish, for we
were both like hungry wolves, having had nothing but a
cold collation since morning.

It was about 5 o'clock when we entered the channel that
divides the two islands, and in the course of an hour had
the camp in apple-pie order; and then supper was duly
served and hugely enjoyed, for there is nothing like a keen
appetite to give relish to the smoking viands.

Dryden felicitously covers the case when he said:

"No poignant sauce she knew, nor costly treat;

Her hunger gave a relish to the meat."

Satisfied that we were on good trouting grounds, we
concluded not to cross to the main shore for fishing till

the next morning. We had had unexampled sport there

the previous season and presumed it would be repeated
again; but Ned thought not, and pointing to some of the
implements for gill-netting and a few tepee poles which
had been left behind by some vandals said, "Were it not
for these evidences of the barbarians' recent visit we
would have had faith in it, but surmised they had netted

and fished out about every trout in the neighborhood."
This somewhat destroyed my confidence, and wishing to

disprove Ned's unfavorable prediction at once got my rod
and flies ready for action and went to the choicest places

around the islands and commenced casting, hoping to

lure and hang a trout or two. I worked incessantly for

nearly an hour, but not a rise did I receive, and then I

began to feel a convert to his belief. I hoped, however,
that the main shore would develop on the morrow a tribe

of the jeweled beauties eager to spring upon the flutter-

ing fly.

The twilight hours were indicative of stormy weather,

and shortly after retiring Old Jove let loose his hosts and
rain fell in torrents, accompanied with vivid lightning

and heavy p»als of deep-toned thunder. To add to our
misery the gale brought down the tent, and the boys being

aroused by our resonant yells, came to our relief and
raised and strengthened the canvas with additional cord.

This little event, though somewhat disagreeable, was
heartily laughed over by all parties. Silence one more
reigning in camp we were soon in peaceful slumber, amid
the racket of the elemental battle that moaned ever and
anon like a frenzied beast. Alex. Starbuck.

[to be continued.]

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day, Corresjioridence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as tfiiwh earlier as practicably
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JAGUARS IN HONDURAS.
I'll be shot if I know just how to take the confounded

tigers," said Pense, as he handed his cup for a second in-

stalment of hot coffee. "I've seen a few jaguars, and
I've heard the Waikas and the Payas tell yarns about
others, but the brute I had an interview with on that
arroyo running into the Oro, up here a little ways, beat
me completely.

"I was following up the arroyo when I came to a place
where it was choked to the top of the banks with big
boulders. I thought that it would be easier to climb out
of the ravine and go around than it would be to clamber
up those smooth stones, so up I went out of the ditch.

The woods were open enough there. Well, sir, the
minute I put foot on the top of that bank I was looking
square into the eyes of the biggest tiger I ever saw."
"Of course. Each tiger is the biggest ever seen."
"Oh, I know that," replied Pense good humoredly.

"I've said the same, many a time, when others have been
telling their tiger yarns. So I'll take it all back. The
fellow I was staring: at, and that was staring at me, wasn't
really a big one. To confess the honest truth, I don't
believe that he was bigger than an elephant; but it is the
solemn truth, he looked as big as a church—he looked to

me bigger then than all the rest of outdoors.
"That fellow just lay there in the sunshine and blinked,

actually blinked, as much as to say, 'Come, here's a nice
warm spot and I've had a good dinner. Come and lie

down here and we'll take a little nap.' He had a waree's
head and bones beside him, so I knew what the matter
was.
"At first I was fairly paralyzed at seeing him lying

there in the sunshine that made the yellow spots among
the black of his sleek hide look like big nuggets of gold
set in black lava, only his coat shone more than lava
shines. His tail lay curled around beside him, still except
the tip end, and that bent a little, slowly. It was plain
enough at a glance that he had stuffed himself as full as
a tick, and was too sleepy and good humored to care a
darn for anything or anybody.

"Well, it was a curious chance to see a menagerie, and
after I'd looked at it may be two minutes I began to think
that it might be really a free show for me after all. So I

thought that I'd back down into the arroyo and skin out
to where I left my gun and things, same as we all do
just when we are going to run our noses into some place
where we'll want our shooters. Then that blasted tiger
shut both eyes for a moment, then half opened them and
shut them again. He was too sleepy to care.

ft 'Well, I'll be hanged,' says I to myself. 'Have I

tramped through these woods and tramped up that rocky
quebrada to be stopped and insulted in this way? I'll

have that chap out of there or know the reason why.' So
I looked out a good place to jump for in case of trouble,
and then gave a big yell. Going to scare him out of that,
you know. His eyes popped open, but he didn't scare
worth a cent. •

" 'I'll try a stone or two, and see how you'll like that,'

says I. I grew bolder, you see, when I saw that he was
too lazy to move. So I slipped down into the gully and
tossed half a dozen stones up to the top of the bank and
followed them myself. I pitched three or four of the
stones over the bushes to where the tiger lay, but was
careful to keep out of his sight. I waited half a minute,
then peeped through the leaves. There that lazy beggar
lay, in the same place, but his eyes were open.
"Maybe you know, some of you, how many different

kinds of a darned fool a man can be. I haven't found out
all of them yet, and don't expect to. What the dickens
ossessed me I don't know—maybe it was the sleepy,
on't-care way he acted, but I ought to have known bet-

ter, for his eyes were shining green, and his tail was
straightened out, all but the tip end, and was waving over
the wet leaves behind him; and his ears were cocked a
little toward where I stood. Like a fool I chucked a stone
at him.
"The next moment I was skinning out of that. I just

flew down the quebrada, but how I ever got to the place
where my gun was I'll be blessed if I can tell. It would
break any man's neck to run over those smooth and loose
stones, when he took care how he went. But I got my
rifle, and of course didn't care then how quick he came;
but he didn't show up. So I went on up the arroyo again,
and climbed out to look for him in the old place; but he
wasn't there. I saw no sign of him after that. I wonder
what he thought of the impudence of the two-legged
brute that wouldn't leave him in quiet to enjoy his
siesta.

"What I've been wondering ever since is: How many
times out of a hundred can a man fool around black tigers
in these woods, and stand and yell at 'em, and chuck
stones in their faces like a blasted idiot, without getting
scratched. Why, it gives the coffee in my cup a chill
when I sit here and think of that interview I had with his
royal nibs in his bedroom."

Captain Brown lit his cigar, tilted his chair on its hind-
legs, and swung it around until his elbow could rest com-
fortably on the table.

"You see that jaguars can be quite good-natured. In
fact, I have known them to be quite sociable in their
way, and to show considerable interest in people. I re-
member, for instance, a time when I took the short cut
over the mountain between Concordia and Guaymaca.
"Twas late when I started, and night was near by the
time I rode out of the green montes on the top of the
range. I thought little of that, however, until my mule
snorted and wheeled in the trail. I stopped her and
turned her nose down hill again; then I saw in the dim
light a long, slender form beside the trail and not more
than 10yds. away.

"I pulled my pistol and dug my spurs into the flanks of
my mule; I spoke to her and she started forward, for she
was brave and had great confidence in me. We've
known each other intimately for five or six years, and
have pulled each other out of more than one scrape.
"The jaguar trotted off 10 or 15yds., when it heard my

voice and saw us start on down the trail. The moon rose
just then, and we could see the cat quite plainly. It
trotted along quietly over the pine leaves that covered
the ground, keeping about a rod or perhaps two from the
trail. When it found it was" forereaching on us it would

stop and wait until we came nearly abreast; then it would
start down the hillside again.
"Some way I didn't shoot at first, possibly because I was

giving attention to my mule. And then I thought that,

as I was safe enough with my pistol in hand, I'd see what
the brute would do. So we* jogged along, Dolly and I,

studying natural history when it was natural. Dolly did
jerk her tail once in a while, and snap her jaws on the
bit, but she made no other sign to show that she was not
quits contented with the condition of affairs.

"We three went three or four miles in that way. Then
the cat stopped in a patch of moonlight that seemed as

bright as day—you all know how wonderfully plainly
the moonlight here shows everything it falls upon—and
turned her head toward us, as much as to say: 'Hear
those dogs! What do you think about them?'
"Old Don Pablo's dogs had heard us coming, and were

making the usual racket. I rode along, and when we
were abreast of the tiger it started down the hill again, as

though it had come to the conclusion that it would be safe

to go on, if I was ready to face the dogs.
"The voice of the dogs came ringing up from the valley

again, and seemed nearer than before. The tiger stopped
again, gazed at the valley where the dogs were, looked at

me for a moment, and slowly turned and walked up the
hillside. I put the revolver hook in my belt. There was
nothing near that I wished to shoot."

"I was on a tramp through the woods of the Uampu,
one day," said Peritara, in quiet, reminiscent tones.

"There had been a light rain, most of the afternoon, and
the newly made trail I was traveling was wet. I saw the
fresh tracks of a tiger in the sand beside a creek which I

forded, and came across it two or three tim<j s afterward
when I crossed the stream, which I had to do often, be-

cause the trail followed the little valley for several miles.

"This fellow was keeping company with me, I knew,
but it did not trouble me any, because I knew that tigers

hereabout often do that, from curiosity, probably. But
toward night I began to wish that the brute would either

quit my trail or give me a shot at him or her. It may be
well enough to jog along with a tiger beside you, by day-
light; but one is likely to feel some distrust of such a
neighbor in the darkness—especially when he has never
been properly introduced.
"At last I came to where the trail ran down a steep clay

bank, and near the foot of the incline I saw the two roofs

of leaves that the men had slept under when at work cut-

ting the trail, a week or two before. And in the clay of

the hillside I also saw eight or ten footprints, each as big
as my hand, left by the tiger. The water running down
the hill had not yet filled the imprints—so I knew that
they had been made less than a minute before I saw them.
"Night was near, so I hurried to make a fire. I felt

that I wanted a good Are that night, as much as I ever
wanted a fire in my life. Not that it was likely to bo cold,

but I had a turkey on my back, that I had killed that day,
and roasted turkey would be good to eat. But everything
was dripping wet, except, perhaps, the under side of those
roofs of leaves, and I had hard work to start a fire.

Again and again did the leaves and bark burn out and
leave unburnt the splinters which I had split from the
charred sticks I found on the ashes of the old camp fires.

I began to fear that my matches would give out, and then
I would be uncomfortable, for raw turkey is not really

good food for man; and I would not like to be suddenly
called upon in the night to welcome a neighbor whom I

had never seen, to a house in which there was no cheerful
blaze.

"But at last the fire blazed up brightly, and lit all the
dripping trees about. I cut a goodly pile of branches
from a dead tree that had been cut down near the camp,
and then I squatted beside the bed of coals and roasted
part of my turkey. I threw the bones out on the trail

where I could plainly see any animal that might come to
get them.
"Then I put on more wood, spread my hammock on the

dry spot under the leafy roof, put my blankets in the
hammock and sat down to wait for the coming of dawn.
After a while I thought that it would be more comforta-
ble to lie down to watch than it would be to squat there
all nights—and it was then only 8 o'clock. So I piled on
more wood and lay down to wTatch those bones.

"It was broad and sunny daylight when I saw the
place where the bones of the turkey were thrown. They
were gone, but the tiger had left tracks there. I don't
know that I ever saw him, or her."

"That reminds me of a trip I made across the moun-
tains, from Culmi to San Estaban," said another of our
party. "The region is pretty wild, for there is only one
house in the whole thirty miles, and it is green forest all

the way, with rather rough hills, tumbling streams in
wild quebradas, and tangled thickets—a place that
would make the true hunter's heart laugh. We lost

time in getting away from our friends in Culmi, and
sunset was near when we reached the bank of a creek
where our Paya guide pointed to some tracks in the
sand. 'Tigre negro, sefiores,' said he, in quiet tones.

"I was new to the country and the people in those
days, and his manner and voice were so quiet that I

thought that he might be trying to scare us, and when
he proposed that we should go into camp within five

rods of those tracks, I felt sure that he was fooling us.

So when our mules had been picketed where they could
reach some gamelote, I went back and examined the
sandy borders of the stream. Sure enough, the foot-
prints were those of some big cat. They looked to me
like those of the mountain lion, but the Paya said: 'Lion
here, too, but he is gone long time.'

The next morning I examined the bank of the creek
where we had crossed it, and also where we crossed it

again after leaving camp, and not five rods from our
camp-fire. There were scores of footprints in each
of the places. Our beasts snorted once or twice in the
night, and one of the horses squealed and let fly with his
heels, but there was not a scratch on any of them in the
morning.

' 'Not one of us got a glimpse of tiger or of mountain
lion that trip, although we feel quite certain that one or
more followed us for miles through the thick woods. I
have learned since that they are almost sure to skulk
along beside travelers in the woods, sometimes for days,
seemingly from curiosity, merely. We all know that
they seldom actually attack a human being."

D. E. Veras.

Amiable Wolves.

Vinton, Iowa.—There are always prairie wolves here,

and sometimes a gray wolf is seen in the timber along the
Cedar Eiver. Last winter a wood hauler was coming up
the river, when he was startled by seeing two wolves run
up and trot along, one on either side of his team. The
only weapon the man had was an axe, and several times
he struck at the wolves. When he did so the wolves
would spring to one side, and then work back close to the
sled. After they had followed along in this way for a few
minubes they trotted off into the timber. They may have
been the same jolly pair that a man saw afterward trotting

along beside his team just the other side of the road fence.

They acted so friendly like that the man stopped his team
and walked up to the fence with his whip in his hand.
The waives stood still and looked at him until he cracked
his whip at them and almost reached them, when they
jumped back and sat down. Soon they moved up nearer
the man , and he snapped his whip at them again, and
again they jumped back, and went through their former
movements until the man became tired of it. The wolves
seemed to think it was great fun.
These wolves were better natured than a timber wolf

that was seen by a wood chopper at Fish Lake, eight miles
north of this place. The man was on his sled, and was
surprised to see a big, ugly-looking fellow walk past him,
seemingly paying no attention to him, as much as to say,
' 'I am minding my own business and I expect you to do
the same." After the man had gotten somewhat over his
surprise, he thought that he would at least hurry that
wolf a little; so, seizing his axe, he sprang from the sled

and started for the beast, but the wolf wheeled around
and opened his jaws, and snarled and looked so hostile

that the man could not tumble over himself fast enough
in his endeavor to get back on to the sled. After the wolf
had got good and ready he turned to walk away again.
The man scratched his head and concluded that he and
the axe ought to be enough for one wolf, so again he
jumped from the sled and ran to overtake the fellow; but
the timber prowler wheeled again and with savage snarls

started to meet the man half way, and again the man let

no snow melt under his feet while getting on to his sled,

which he concluded—and wisely, too—was the best place
for him, while the surly wolf took his time and disappeared
in the woods.
These incidents remind me of a good and true wolf ex-

perience connected with a sportsman of this place, but I

am a litte touchy about relating it, because 1 do not wish
to be called a Mt. Tom.

Mountain Sheep Horns.

Worcester, Mass., March 31.— Editor Forest and
Stream: I have hunted mountain sheep wherever they
are to be found on the American continent. I have a
head with horns on which I killed that measure 17iin.

at the base and are 42in. long. I believe this to be the
largest set of horns that can be produced in this country.
Like "Mountaineer," I have on my hunts often heard of

these 20 and 23in. horns, and have left offers of bis:

money with guides to let me know when they get one
larger than mine. I have never heard from them.

A. B. F. Kinney.

An Albino Fox.

Worcester, Mass., March 29.—Albino is getting to be
quite the fashion in almost everything this season. I

think I have got the best yet. My brother sent me last

week from Conticook, P. Q., which is close to the Ver-
mont line, an albino fox skin. It is not an arctic fox, but
a real red fox, perfectly white. A. B. F. Kinney.

§ag mid (§tttf.

ON THE LOWER POTOMAC.
During the Christmas holidays "Billy" Hofer and I

made a trip on the steamer T. V. Arrowsmith around the
mouth of the Potomac Paver. We started about 3 in the
afternoon, and almost before we were away from the
wharf we saw a flock of about fifty ducks. When we
were a little way below Alexandria we saw another flock,

this one having nearly seventy-five duoKs. They were
too far off for us to tell what they were, but from flight

and general appearance they seemed to be teal. We were
in the pilot house at the time and the quartermaster, who
was at the wheel, said it was rather unusual of late years
to see many ducks so near Washington.
The steamer is the old Arrowsmith, of New York Har-

bor, She is almost entirely made over and has lost much
of her former speed, but she can still do fourteen knots
an hour under favorable conditions. The dining saloon
is on the main deck and has windows all the way around,
so that you miss none of the sights while eating. This
is a great advantage, as every inch of the way between
Washington and the mouth of the river is interesting.

About an hour after seeing the flock of teal our atten-

tion was attracted to the continuous flight of crows across

the river toward the Virginia side. There must have
been many thousands in sight, all the time from about 4
to 5 P. M. On asking the pilot about them he said that
thousands of them leave their roosting place, a "rook-
ery" back of Alexandria, every morning at sunrise, and
go up toward Baltimore to feed. There they spend the

day and return at sundown to the rookery, which they
have occupied for many years.

Late in the afternoon we began to sight occasional

bunches of ducks, whistlewings and waterwitches most
of them, and just before sunset we saw a flock of about
150 ducks. By the time we passed Mount Vernon it was
quite dark, so we were unable to see a flock of geese,

which we heard honking right under the shores of Wash-
ington's home.
The first landing made after leaving Alexandria was at

Colonial Beach, a recent but flourishing summer resort.

Billy and I had just gone to bed, and as the noise made
by the deck hands in shifting cargo was great, we lost

our first nap and got into a talkative mood, which served
to keep us awake till we made the next landing and took
aboard a man who was also in a talkative mood, and as he
had a penetrating voice he kept every one on the boat
from going to sleep for a couple of hours. Still there was
some compensation, for when he got throngh talking the
whole boat knew everything about everybody who lived

on the river from Hunting Creek to Chesapeake Bay,
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There were several other landings made that night, and
;hanks to our friend with the loud voice we saw them all.

The next morning we were within a couple of miles of
;he bay and we saw ducks flying in every direction, but
;here were no large flocks. After breakfast we went up
x> the pilot house, where we spent most of our time, and.
saw the pilot kdl a gull with a ,45cal. Winchester at what
le called 200yds. The only kinds of duck we saw during
ihe whole trip werej the southerlands, whistlewings,
waterwitches and teal. The pilot said he had only seen
>ne small flock of canvasbacks this year. At a landing
svhich we made shortly before lunch we saw a man bring
iboard quite a string of gray squirrels; some of them had
ails ten inches long. In th« string was a red-headed
ivoodpecker. The market-hunters of this region send
;heir strings of game up to Washington by the steamer,
ffld we got a very fair idea of varieties and quantity of
;he game of this section by seeing what the men brought
iboard. At the same landing we notpd a pair of coons
j,nd a wild turkey. At other places rabbits, woodcock,
mail, possums and, I am sorry to say, larks and sparrows
ivere brought on board. These sparrows are shipped to
Washington under the name of "reedbirds." There were
llso strings of miscellaneous small birds that should never
lave been shot. A great many fish are brought to Wash-
ngton by this steamer. The pilot said quail shooting was
jood here, so that the people around the mouth of the
Patomac have no cause to complain about their land
;anie, but they have good reason to protest against the
mooting of the much-diminished numbers of ducks.
The steamer's business is at the river landings, and up

ill the narrow creeks and bays putting into it, and after
sitting in the pilot house in an inky black night and see-
ng the pilots feel their way through the winding channel
jf the creeks, unaided by buoys, search lights, or light-
louses, one comes to the belief that river pilots must have
some sense not possessed by ordinary mortals. In most
if the channels the boat's keel was so near the bottom,
ihat the wake was all muddy and the speed was greatly
•educed by the suction caused by the closeness of the
middy bottom. On several occasions the channel was so
larrow that the waves of the wake broke in 6in. of water
}ut 15 or 20ft. off on either side of the boat, and it was
aot uncommon to feel her keel grating on the bottom as
she passed over some hump in the channel.
Among the creeks ami bays we visited were Nomini
Ireek, St. Clements Bay, Smith's Creek and Coan River.
Is we were coming out of Coan River, bound for St.
jeorge's Island, we saw the President coming home from
i shooting trip on board of the U. S. buoy tender Violet.
3he turned around after a duck and gave us a chance to
patch up with her a little, so we had an exciting race up
river. As the Violet is a small boat, the Arrowsmith beat.
We spent a whole day on the lower river, and a most

5njoyable day it was. W. B. H.
Washington, D. 0.

RHODE ISLAND QUAIL.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I read with interest the article last week in regard to
the transportation of quail for the purpose of restocking
depleted covers. Our little State was given more space
than any of the others, but the same as all of the other
communications on the subject the results of the experi-
ment were mere conjecture. It would be gratifying to
all persons interested in the work of transplanting quail to
have some tangible facts in regard to the success of their
efforts. Our State is the most thickly populated of any in
the Union, and still there is an abundance of cover left
wherein game may find refuge. The expansion of civili-

sation has not decreased the range for game as the open
land is for the most part under a state of cultivation and
affords better cover for quail every year. The larger
game has departed to be sure and no reference is made in
the game laws for the protection of deer. Two weeks
ago one was killed in Exeter, and several have been seen
in the southern part of the State this winter. Last week
the blood in the veins of the old hunters became almost
congealed when they heard of a big bear in Exeter, and a
stage of rejuvenation commenced. The bear is still at
large.

But as to the quail. Our winters are somewhat
tempered from what they were years ago, but occasionally
we have an old timer and then the crop of quail becomes
blighted and shooting the following season is poor.
Under the circumstances we are obliged to rely upon
this gamy little bird for our sport. To let nature take its

course would be a slow means of replenishing the supply*
so after the severe storms of a year ago the sportsmen de-
cided to assist nature in order to insure some sport during
the last decade of the vanishing century. Under the
auspices of the State Game Association, subscription
papers were started and a goodly amount was raised.
Orders were placed for birds early in the fall and during
the winter they have been filled, a few birds being sent
on at a time. The money now has all been expended and
we believe that we shall profit by the work that has been
ao well inaugurated. Since last December, 121 dozen birds
have been received from the South through the State
Association. As many more have been purchased by
private parties for preserves. It has been surprising to
see the interest that has been aroused in the movement
by persons who never saw a quail. They have handed in
contributions and many of them have even done better
than some of the hunters.

I have occupied a position in this work that has brought
me in close touch with the association and have had
under my personal supervision the handling of a great
many of the birds. This enables me to speak with a cer-
tain degree of know.'edge. The experiment was a costly
one and we have profited by it. We have to-day after a
most severe winter a supply of birds in our woods that
has not been equalled for years. Some are native, most
axe Southern birds. We have lost some of the birds that
were liberated, but we have saved many. The exact
mumber it is impossible to tell. Our work has been done
in a most systematic manner and so well pleased are we
with the result that we shall repeat the work not as an
experiment next winter. We lost some birds. That was
to be expected. Next year we will lose few. Why? This
year has been one of experiment. We have tried every
means that was suggested for the preservation of the
birds and know what can be done with every conceivable
pen and method, while the birds are kept in confinement
and know what to expect and how to treat birds that are
liberated. Our experience has cost us considerable and
it would take too much space to relate it, but I shall en.

deavor to place it before the sportsmen of the country in
pamphlet form if it can be clone at a reasonable cost. It

would be the means of saving sportsmen a great many
dollars. Nearly every week we hear from the birds that
were liberated early in the winter before we had had any
snow, and we know for a fact that a large ma jority of the
birds we put out have survived the severe storms.
You quoted in your last issue a letter that appeared in

the Providence Journal, from a Warwick farmer with
comments from a sportsman. I inclose a clipping from
the same paper that I furnished in regard to the matter.
"In an open letter to the Journal, a farmer from the

town of Warwick has considerable fault to find with the
sportsmen. The latter speaks in bitter terms about the
way the farmers are treated by the hunters, and the only
thing to be regretted is that the letter is full of truths.
There are a great many persons who go into the woods
who are anything but sportsmen. They do not recognize
the rights of the farmers, and are nothing more than
armed marauders. They trample down gardens and
meadows, steal fruit and kill fowl, and, if remonstrated
with, insult the farmer. It is this class of men who have
no regard for the laws of the State, either those pertain-
ing to the killing of game, or the rights of individuals,
that make the average farmer the enemy to a man who
carries a gun and owns a bird dog. The farmers are not
to blame for the way they treat the hunters, for they
have been forced to use them as they do for protection to
themselves and their property. A farmer who is treated
as a man is easily managed, and will have no objections
to gentlemen hunting on his land. The Connecticut law
that makes every farmer a constable on his own land is a
pretty good law, and would be appreciated by the gentle-
men hunters of this State as well as by the farmers. The
hunters cannot expect to shoot on private land if the
owners object, and if the owners are not treated properly
they are bound to object."
While the farmer may have carried matters a little too

far by killing off the game, it must be remembered that
he has some rights that must be recognized. Few people
recognize what the farmers of this busy State have to
contend with from the hunters. Every water privilege
in the State is occupied by a mill or factory making these
plantations a hive of industry. The operatives are
numerous and the State is crowded with mills and large
corporations, and these operatives find that they can get
into the country by walking a very short distance. This
brings the farms into close communication with the mill
villages, and the people fairly overrun the farms on
Sundays and Saturday afternoons. Many of them carry
guns but they are not figured as a factor in the depletion
of game. They do, however, impose upon the farmers,
and for this reason many of the farmers believe that
every man who carries a gun is an enemy to him and a
source of danger to his property. S.'H. Roberts.

owing to the painstaking efforts of the industrious mar-
ket suppliers. Our Fish and Game Club is making great
effort to restock the streams, and we have put in a great
many thousands of the fry of brook and rainbow trout;
but we have much to contend with in illegal fishing.
Stopping the sale of game would also stop about 90 per
cent, of illegal fishing and shooting here. C. F. E.

Ellicott City, Md.—I am with Forest and Stream in
its broad policy, vote first, last and all the time for the
plank, "no game to be sold." Samuel J. Fort, M.D.

STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Piank.—The sale of game should be forbidden at all

times,—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

Editor Forest and Stream:
No doubt Brother D. L.'s position against the prohibi-

tion of game marketing is well taken, but it does go
mightily against the grain of resident sportsmen when
such a pestiferous fellow as we have here in a neighboring
township ranges with his spaniels through all the best
shooting grounds of the region in the first days of the open
season, or a little before, and gets the cream of the
partridge shooting, just for the money he can get out of
it. The resident sportsmen are farmers, mechanics and
professional men, who can get but now and then a day's
shooting, while this fellow can use all days for this pur-
pose. Though he is suspected of sending many of his
birds out of the State, they go ostensibly to Burlington
market, and so the non-exportation law does not reach
him. If farmers post their lands they cannot watch them,
nor afford to have them watched, and this man, who dis-

regards all laws that he can safely violate or evade, does
not care a snap of his finger for a posting notice. An
entire prohibition of game selling would put an end to his
evil practices. Yet in some respects his ways are no worse
than those of another man that I know of, a non-resident
who leases an extensive tract of marsh to the exclusion of
all residents, kills four times as many ducks as he can
use, and leaves half of them to lie and rot. Surely they
might better be sold than wasted, as Mr. De L. says, and
eaten or in someway made useful, which is the legitimate
end of all game.
But, after all, what does it matter? Do we not remem-

ber "Nessmuk's" prophetic words, "The game must go,"
and going it is, inevitably, beyond the reach of us ordi-

nary mortals, into the control of the rich, who will share
it only with their rich friends. This lapse into Old World
aristocratic custom goes sorely against the republican
grain, but it must be endured , and really, it is the only
hope of game preservation, for the guns of the multitude
are too many for the wood folk. Either way, it is not of
much consequence to us old fellows, who have had our
day, but we cannot help being sorry for our boys, who
will have no shooting but at lifeless targets, unless by luck
or crookedness they acquire riches.

Concerning the destruction of game by predatory ani-
mals, I can bear witness that 45 years ago there were a
dozen foxes, raccoons, skunks, mink, hawks of all kinds
and the larger owls, where there is one now, and I am
quite safe in saying that there were at the same time
twenty to one of the present number of ruffed grouse,
twice as many woodcock in their more restricted haunts,
and innumerable ducks, where now can be found only
individuals or scattered flocks. Nature rarely disturbs
her own balance, but civilized man is continually inter-

fering with it. He is the arch-enemy of the game, cir-

cumscribing its ranges, and waging an incessant warfare
against it with constantly improved devices for rapid
destruction. AWAHSOOSE.
Ferrisburgh, Vt.

Titcsvtlle, Pa., March 27.

—

Editor Forestand Stream:
May the day be near at hand when the solid plank in our
platform for the suppression of traffic in game, which you
are so ably advocating, becomes an effective law in every
State and Territory. It will be the last and only law
needed for the protection of game outside of an observ-
ance of the breeding and spawning seasons.

Until within the last two or three years fishing and
shooting has been excellent about here, but now the
streams and woods are nearly depleted of game, largely

The Chatham Reunion.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Chatham Fish and Game Protective Association of

Chatham, N. J. , celebrated the fourth year of their exist-
ence as a corporate body by a most elaborate game dinner
on Wednesday evening, March 28. The affair will long
be remembered by those who participated as one of the
greatest treats ever given by the association.
The dinner was served in the club house at Chatham, so

well known to passengers on the D., L. & W. R.R., and
was most enjoyable in every detail. It has for some time
been the wish of a large proportion of the rnernb rs to
afford an opportunity to discuss the qestions that have
arisen from time to time concerning the work undertaken
by the club, and this was the indirect cause that led to
the filling effect commented upon late in the evening by
the members. The participants included a large number
of the members of the association residing in Morristown,
Madison, Orange and Newark.
The president, Mr. E. L. Phillips, acted as toastmaster

and delivered the address of welcome, which was enthusi-
astically received. The Rev. Dr. J. Clement French of
Newark responded to the toast "The Forest and Stream,"
in a most eloquent and humorous manner.
Mr. Wm. Elder, the ex-secretary and treasurer, followed

Dr. French with a very interesting history of the Associa-
tion and its work, and expressed the wish generally echoed
by members, that the Association will in the near future
be a power felt throughout the State for the protection of
our game and enforcement of our game laws.
This was followed by Mr. J. H. Hardin, who responded

to the toast, "Our Game Laws,"in a veryhumorous demon-
stration of how it was sad but true that our members
found it more to their interest to know nothing whatever
on this subject. The respect with which these statutes

are treated in our vicinity now, however, would suggest
that somebody knew something about them.
The toast, "The Ladies," was responded to by Mr. John

Jephson, and most nobly were they treated at his hands.
After Mr. Jephson's toast a general discussion of subjects

of interest was indulged in, and the party broke up with
a feeling that the evening was all too short to thoroughly
enjoy the affair.

It has been the practice of the Association for three

years past to buy and liberate early every spring sev-

eral hundred quail on their preserve, which includes a
large proportion of the "great swamp" of Morris county,

N. J., and some of the finest shooting ground in the Pas-
saic Valley.
Some very fine shooting has been afforded to the mem-

bers as the result of this and the farmers in the whole
northern end of the State have commented on the num-
ber of quail on their grounds of late, having scattered

from the club preserve.

A pheasantry is now under consideration and the club

hop..j s within a few years to afford its members the
pleasure of shooting on its preserve this most royal of

game buds. A Member.

An Incident with the Grays.

While on a still-hunt for gray squirrels one day last

fall I did something that pleased me so much that I

want to tell of it. I had just brought a gray to bag and
stood reloading when I saw another run up a tall maple
further down in the woods. I got down there as quietly

as possible, when I discovered a hole in the tree about 50ft.

from the ground. I made up my mind to wait for "his

nibs," so seated myself comfortably on a large boulder
with a good view of the hole. Presently a little black

nose was poked out and a pair of bright eyes examined
the situation and disappeared immediately. I "froze" to

that boulder, my gun at a ready, and for about five min-
utes watched this game of "Now you see it and now you
don't." Of course 1 couldn't shoot for he would only drop
back into the hole and be lost.

At this juncture,with a noise like a young freight train,

a big gray came tearing down from the top of the same
tree. He did not see me till he got right beside the hole,

and then he brought up with a jerk that must have dis-

turbed his internal machinery. My first impulse was to

"unhook" on him, but it flashed through my mind that

such action would insure the one in the hole staying there,

and if I did not fire I might get a chance at both. Almost
immediately the first squirrel jumped out, and the pair,

one on each side, started up the tree. With as pretty a
right and left as I ever made I tumbled twj grays in the

autumn leaves. I felt so much elated at the way I had
outwitted the wily fellows that I laughed outright, which
frightened the red squirrel on the dead linib of the old

hemlock so that he beat a hasty retreat to the dense foli-

age of its top. W. W. B.

Vermont. '

That Mudhen Tournament.

Los Angeles, March 20.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The '-mudhen tournament" has come and gone, and as a
result there are just 409 fewer mudhens in Los Angeles
county. About twenty-five sportsmen participated in

the shoot, and the three highest scores were 65, 63 and 4e5,

made by Mr. Nottman, Mr. George Shields and Mr. Ed.
Tufts.
The shoot did not take place on the grounds of the

Long Beach Gun Club, as announced, because, owing to

a scarcity of water, the mudhens had all left, or mayhap
it was because they had a foreboding of coming evil. So
it was held on the grounds of the Cerritos Gun Club, a
small but aristocratic club of five members. And so

closed a successful season, and for a time the guns will

repose idly in their cases, except for an occasional turn at

the traps, until the coming of next season shall call them
forth again.
And by the way, I am on that plank t Forest and

Stream started the wedge, and it rests with the sports-
I men of America to drive it home, Culpepper,

«
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IN DIXIE LAND.—V.
[FYom a Staff Correspondent.]

As I was saying, Dick had never eaten a chile supper,
so while we were at San Antonio we ate one. But I have
changed my mind about telling of this one, because we
had a much better one at the same place later on, and
about this one I can tell after a while.
At San Antonio we were taken bodily in charge by that

vigorous and generally known sportsman, Mr. O. G.
Guessaz, and his friend, Mr. A. C. Paris, another of the
San Antonio reliables, and they took us all over the town
and introduced us on an average to three sportsmen a
minute, all day long. It is simply astonishing what a
number of sportsmen this cosmopolitan town contains.
The gun clubs run away up in the fifties and sixties in
membership, and the strength of the rifle interest may be
seen from the fact that over 100 contestants are sometimes
gathered at one of the shoots on the leading range. Of
tarpon fishers, and bass fishers, and duck shooters, and
deer hunters the name is legion. I am frank to say that
I do not believe there is a city in the United States where
the percentage of sportsmen is so large compared to the
population as it is here. Sport here is practical and
earnest, and savors not so muoh of the unhearty dille-

tanteism of a country where the opportunity for sport is

meager and infrequent.
We found the shooters of this section all lamenting the

extreme dryness of the season. Mitchell's Lake, the great
club preserve, about ten miles' from town, was entirely
dried up. Many of the lagoons between San Antonio and
the coast were entirely dry, and the complaint was gen-
eral that even tbe quail were driven from their favorite
grounds by reason of the drought, and had departed for
regions unknown. A bag of 50 birds a day to the gun in
the country around Marcellina was now thought good,
where once 100 to the gun was common—where, indeed,
the most conservative shooters told us, it was once clearly
within the possibility of a good shot to bag 200 birds a
day, provided he had men to carry guns and ammunition
for him. (This statement may be scoffed at, but only by
those who have never seen the number of Bob Whites in
the level pastures of the section mentioned. The state-

ment is unfortunately true. Such heavy shooting has
been done there that it is likely it can never again be pos-
sible now).
As to the duck shooting on the Gulf coast, we heard all

sorts of conflicting reports, Some said it was good, some
said it was poor. All thought it would be better if the
marshes were fuller of water. We got straight tips on
country covering about 500 square miles, and finally con-
cluded we would have to chance it and not try to go to
all the places we heard about. In time it will appear
that what our friends lamented as scarcity of game was
to us the greatest plenty. Eeviewing the trip, we now
know that we visited in all the best all around country
now left in the United States.

A New Tarpon Country.

On one thing all the San Antonio men agree, and that
was the excellence of the tarpon fishing to be had at the
Aransas Pass, near the coast town of Rockport, which
was t® be the furthermost point of our journey. Mr. T.

H. Micklejohn, one of the tarpon coterie of San Antonio,
told us we would hardly get a tarpon in January or
February.
"At any time from March or April till December, de-

pending on the weather," said he, "you can not have only
the prospect but the certainty of hanging a tarpon at the
Pass, without the tedious uncertainty which marks the
Florida fishing for the Silver King. In September I
believe I could guarantee a decent fisher a tarpon for
every day. I have hung eleven tarpon in one day, and
landed two of them, and all of our little party that go
down there have had equal experiences. Four of us
killed nine in one day. The tarpon come into the channel
of Aransas Bay, and in the proper season you can see
them not only in dozens, but apparently actually in scores.
You need not smile, for I have seen days when this was
absolutely true. They run in out of the Gulf through the
Pass at the jetties, and play up and down in the channel
and in the shallow water inside. We don't fish for them
still-fishing with ground bait as they do in Florida, but
troll for them with mullet bait, as you would for mascal-
longe. When a tarpon strikes a trolling bait he does it

with a rush, and you've got your hands full from then on.
"Yes, sir, I do not hesitate for a moment to say that

we have the finest tarpon fishing at Aransas Pass there is

to be found in America. It surely surpasses that of
Florida, just as much as you can imagine. Moreover, our
tarpon season is eight months long.
"You never heard of this country for tarpon fishing,

did you? No, and there are a great many other things
about Texas that you never heard of. The sportsmen of
the North don't come here because they don't know the
country, and they don't know it because no one has ever
taken the trouble to tell about it."

Mr. Micklejohn's assertions we found borne out by
every one we met along the coast, and although the season
did not invite us to use the tarpon rods and outfit which
he insisted we should take down with us, we only re-
gretted the late date of our visit, and resolved next time
to so regulate our dates as to add the killing of a tarpon
to the long and varied list of sports possible in this singu-
larly-favored corner of the world.

A Winter Paradise.

At San Antonio we met Mr. A. W. Adams, of Chicago,
who has spent two or three winters there to escape the
tortures of a rheumatic trouble which is always aggra-
vated by the Northern winter. Mr. Adams is a devout
sportsman and looks on the winters now as being the hap-
piest portions of his life.

"This town is simply a winter paradise," said he, "and
I am surprised that it is no more widely known—though I
believe they claim that over 1,000 Northerners wintered
here last winter. The climate is dry, so warm and yet so
bracing, that a fellow just can't stay sick here. I have
tried California, all of it, and I consider San Antonio far
and away superior in point of winter climate, and especi-
ally much better than California in rheumatic troubles.

"This is a great place to spend a winter. You can have
every and any kind of field sports. The region about is

full of all sorts of game, from deer and turkey down to
quail, and even if you didn't want to shoot you always
had plenty to see, for this is the oddest old town you ever
did see—50,000

s about half Mexican, half American, one-

third German and another third of all sorts. It's as cos-

mopolitan as any city in America, and yet as friendly and
easy as a country village, and full of the best fellows you
ever saw.
"What San Antonio needs more than anything else in

the world is a good hotel. Give her that, and you can't

hold her back from a big share of the winter traffic of the
country. Her natural advantages for that purpose are
not equalled anywhere in the United States."
San Antonio grew on us strongly as we went about it

with our friends, and we almost regretted to turn our
faces to the still further South. But we had not yet
smelled the salt-water or killed a canvasback, and this we
were billed to do. Therefore we told Mr. Guessaz and
Mr. Paris that we would stop again on our way north and
made our preparations for the short railroad journey which
lay between us and the terminus of our long trip from the
North.

The Southern Railroad Man.

There is a difference between the Northern railroad man
and the Southern railroad man. The railroad man in
general is a maligned individual, for whom no one ever
has a good word. He has to be brief and exact to hold
his job, and he has to be icy and austere to save his time,
but back of the cold front you usually will find a good
fellow, well posted and liberal, fond of a joke and often
fond of sport. The difference between the Northern and
Southern railroad man is, I presume, largely one of ex-

terior. The Northern official is gruffer and harder to get
at. The Southern man is easier and more democratic of

habit, and if I must say it, more polite.

Mr. Martin, the general passenger agent of the San
Antonio and Aransas Pass R. R., to whom we had letters

equivalent to a sight draft on his general information
about the country, was out of town, but Mr. G. F. Lupton

,

assistant passenger agent, took us into the office of the
road, stopped all the stenographers in their work, opened
the doors, told us to take possession, and made us feel as

though we owned a controlling interest in the stock, to
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say nothing of a large slice of the State of Texas. Once
more we received the courtesy of a baggage frank for our
dogs, and letters to employes which proved of great ser-

vice. I cannot say enough for the courtesies shown us by
the railroads all through our trip.

"We have been expecting you through here for sev-
eral days," said Mr. Lupton, "but knew you were hav-
ing a good time at Little Rock. They are looking for
you down at Rockport, too, and you are sure to have
a great time there. We hear of good bags of ducks
down there still, and you will get shooting without a
question. My only regret is that you are not here in a
better tarpon season. You never ought to leave here
without killing your tarpon, and if it were almost any
month but this you surely would not have to. We have
the best tarpon country of the United States and I don't
say that because I'm in the railroad business either. You
will have to come down again, if you don't get your tar-

pon this time. You can tell the readers of Forest and
Stream unhesitatingly that you have discovered a new
tarpon country, and one where it isn't all waiting and no
fighting, and you can say this on my personal, and not
my railroad, advice, too."

The Last Link.

It may be seen how close is the relation between San
Antonio and the sea coast country. It is a mere trifle

from one to the other. As San Antonio increases in
vogue as a winter resort—which it cannot fail to do—the
coastwise country below it will be visited by greater and
greater numbers for the sake of the added variety and the
great excellence of the sport offered. At present no one
in the North knows of Rockport—nor many in the South,
for that matter. Yet Forest and Stream will presently
show that here is one of the very best, perhaps actually
the best, all-round sporting country for winter tourists

there is on the continent—a place where you can get
climate and actual shooting and fishing all combined.
This is news, and good news.
Therefore we hastened to cover the last link in our

journey, the shortjrailroad run from San Antonio to Rock-
port over the Aransas Pass road. In this you leave San
Antonio at 2:10 P. M. and get in to Rockport at 8 P.M., if

memory serves, anyhow in the early evening.

Kennedy Junction.

At Kennedy Junction, between the two points above
mentioned, the shooter could locate for a great shooting
time. The country is a beautiful one, and the San Antonio
shooters told us it was a great place for quail, with the
usual chance at bigger game, which prevails in all this

region now in hand.
Beeville.

Beeville is still further south than Kennedy Junction,
and is another fine point. Beeville has been written of a
great deal in the papers, and many will recognize this

name before any others mentioned herein, because of the
game stories from that village. The stories are not exag-
gerated. The quail, deer and turkey are not shot out of
that country, but Beeville was in the center of the drought

this year, and much of the game moved away to the water
courses.

Alice.

Alice is the name of a terminal station on another
branch of the Aransas Pass Railroad from that which we
were on. We were told that a magnificent trip could be
made by going to Alice and taking wagon there to the
southeast, among the fresh-water lagoons, in the King's
Ranch and Santa Rosita Ranch pastures. This is a great
wildfowl country when there is any water in the country.

This is newer ground than that directly south of San An-
tonio, and I believe I would rather risk it than the Bee-
ville country, because it has not been much shot and is

practically unknown. By getting down between Alice

and Corpus Christi, well into the southwest corner of the
State, and along the Nueces River bottoms also, one is in

the best of the deer and turkey country, though away
from all civilization and all supplies. This sectionwe had
not time to visit, so all I can say is hearsay, though hear-

say of practical certainty. In short, when you get this

far down, the only puzzle is to know which way to go.

It is an embarrassment of riches. You are now in a real,

actual, genuine game country at last. Don't worry where
to go. Go anywhere, and be satisfied, and don't grieve if

you didn't get to the best place of them all, and kill more
game than anybody ever did before. Certainly you will

here meet all sorts of contradictory advice as to the actual
Mecca for you. Don't mind that; you meet it in any
country, no matter how wild. Don't mind it. Be sure, it

is Mecca all around you.
Perhaps readers will pardon the personal part of our

story, in order to learn definitely what sort of sport we
actually had at the points we visited, that being to some
minds the only actual test. Therefore I shall give
patiently the further details of our hunt.

Rockport at Last.

We ran into Rockport at last, after our pleasant after-

noon across the live oak intervals, the cotton fields and
the open grass country of the great ranches. At the
depot we were met by Mr. Milton Everett, the proprietor

of the Aransas Hotel, to whom we had letters. So,
though we were now a long way from home, we were
still not out from among our friends. Mr. Everett im-
pressed us as though we had always known him. It

was natural to meet him, natural to get our baggage and
our beloved dogs over to his house, to "clean up a bit,"

to eat a supper—dea,r me, what a supper we did eat of

sea fish and oysters—and then to sit down for a rest or
talk, at length safely and happily arrived at the end of

our journey, in sound of the sea, many hundred miles
away from Chicago, and an untraversable distance away
from winter and from care. In Chicago you grow old.

In Rockport you grow young. If I have luck I will again
go down there and from time to time slip off a load or (

so of years. I say, then, in the morning after you arrive
j

at Rockport you are young. Ponce de Leon missed the \

place.

Couldn't Hurry.

You can't hurry at Rockport and you needn't try it.

They won't have it. After a little you won't want to
hurry yourself. In this salt, summery air you feel too :

good" right where you happen to be to want to get up and
go anywhere else. It isn't laziness, but a divine restful-

ness. Don't try to hurry. You'll onlyjgrieve and astonish
people, anc1 you won't be near so happy as if you take it

easy. Don't jjo down there with only a week or so of

time to spend. Make it a month. Then you will throw
in another month when you wake up and fiud the first

month is gone.
Dick and I, full of the city restlessness, wanted to get

right out and do everything and go everywhere at once.

Mr. Everett gravely acquiesced. So did Mr. J. C. Fulton,

to whom also we had letters. Mr. Fulton is one of the
wealthy and well-known citizens of the place, and to him
and Mr. Everett my friend and I were indebted for most
of the pleasures of our visit. I imagine they must have
thought us two nervous individuals, we were so impetu-
ously eager to catch a boatload of fish before breakfast,

and kill another boatload of ducks before dinner. To all

our wishes they gravely acquiesced, and said, "To-mor-
row."

To-Morrow.
In fact, we were in mafiana land, the country of to-

morrow, the only country on earth where a man can
actually rest or get rested. It was to-morrow, though I

forget which to-morrow, when we made our first trip out
of town after sport.

This is a very to-morrowish story, on the whole, it

seems to me, but I can't help that. To-morrow, then,

that is to say, in a later chapter, I shall describe Rockport
fundamentally, shall explain how it is tha,t most of the
sporting at that place must be done by means of sailing

boats, whose cabins afford cooking and sleejjing accom-
modations. My immediate concern now is to kill a few
ducks, and so bear out tbe promise of less bloodlessness in

the future of this story.

A Tidy Craft.

We sailed from the Aransas Hotel wharf, of a lovely
morning and on a lovely craft. Our good fortune never
forsook us, and we struck the best of the several sailing

craft which carry passengers for this purpose. This was
the Novice, a 31ft. cat-rigged centerboarder, 12ft. beam
and 34in. draft. Novice has for skipper Capt. Johnnie
Bludworth, and for mate Jimmie Bludworth, the former
25 years old and the latter 22. These two boys built

Novice from stem to stern and from gaff to keelson, doing
all the work from shaping the ribs down to caulking and
painting. Johnnie Bludworth designed her, working
from a sectional model of his own make. "I never have,
got far enough along to design a boat on paper," said he,

"but I'm going to, some time." When I add that away
down here on the Southern Sea Johnnie and Jimmie
Bludworth have been ^reading Forest and Stream for

years, and know pretty well what all the Northern boats
and builders are doing, it may be less surprise to add that
Novice was a success from the start. She trimmed up
everything in her country, and carries undisputed the
gold ball of supremacy aloft on her mast. Moreover, in

1892 she left home and went clear east to Galveston, going
out into the Gulf, and at the Galveston regatta beat every-
thing that sailed against her in all kinds of weather, and
brought home the great silver regatta cup, which now
rests at Johnnie Bludworth's cosy home down at the,
Sheilbanks shipyard. Novice has beaten the best North-

]
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era-built boats of professional design that have been sent

to this country, and the seamanship that obtains here is

by no means amateurish. I hope she will continue to

beat them all, partly because we came to love the boat

Ifrom sailing on her and learning her so satisfactorily, but

mostly because she is sailed by two of the whitest boys

that ever hauled a rope or shot a gun—two perfect young
gentlemen, quiet, pleasant, plucky, cheerful and kind,

absolutely the best guides I ever met on any trip. The
stranger will do well to get these boys to take him out,

Ifor they have shot for the market, carried shooters and
fishers, and gone out for sport themselves so much all

lover this coastwise country, that they know every inch of

land and water thereabout, know where the birds are and
know how to get to them if they can be gotten. More-
lover, they are two lovable boys, boys out of a thousand,

boys who will blush if they see this, but still boys who
will sail in any wind and not get rattled in a squall—as

Iwe learned for ourselves. We thought it a big part of

lour luck that we fell upon Novice—the which we owed to

Mr. Fulton's plans.

I Our host, Mr. Everett, Mr. R. M. Innes, superintendent
of transportation for the Aransas Pass R. R. ; Mr. McCul-
llom, of Covington, Ky. ; Dick Merrill and myself, made
up the passenger list, and Johnnie and Jimmie the ship's

company. We were bound for the Shellbanks, on the
dredged channel through the flats that separate Aransas
and Corpus Christi^bays. The run was about eight or

nine miles, and we made it easy as a dream, Novice coni-

jpelling our admiration the first hour we sailed aboard her.

By the Sea Shore.

At the Shellbanks the channel makes a swift bend out
of Aransas Bay, and twists away through the flats, past
the mouth of that wide and expensive dredged canal,

which once made the claim of Aransas City to "deep
water" and therefore to a metropolitan future—now,
lias, not in the least metropolitan. The land here is

low, with little islands and tongues and shallow sprits.

Bere Johnnie Bludworth has his shipyard, where the
boats pull out when they want to calk or repaint, and he
and his young wife are the only inhabitants of the bank.
A.cross the channel is the Quarantine station. Beyond
that is the lighthouse. Beyond that again, about six

miles or so from the banks, is Aransas Pass, where the
3-overnment jetties are, and where the tarpon are, too.

Beyond the Quarantine station, half way over to it,

jack of it—in short almost any direction you may look
—are passes where the redheads fly to and from their

feed. At the Shellbanks itself is a flue pass, and on all

hands from this central point are miles and miles and
miles of feeding grounds, covered with water from 3in.

to 3ft. deep and full of the sweet bulbous rooted grass

which is here the staple food of the wild ducks. Cer-
tainly a very pleasant set of circumstances for one wish-
ing some easy and easily accessible duck shooting.

Among the Redheads.

Everybody Iwent fishing but Dick and nryself. The
boys took us out with the sneakboxes to try for some of
the redheads which we saw beginning to work. The
Novice has two of these boxes and about 100 decoys in

her outfit, The sinkboxes are made by the boy's father,

who is a good metal worker, and are built after an
Original but very good model. They are about 7£ft.

long by 3ift. wide, with a high turtle-back deck, with
coaming, leaving a cockpit about 4ft. long and just wide
enough for the shooter to lie down, which feat he must
accomplish by sticking his feet under the turtle-back
deck in front of him, and hunching his shoulders in side-

ways into the cockpit. When he wishes to shoot he
simply sits up and shoots from that position. When in
use, the deck of the sinkbox is covered with mud and
salt marsh grass. The material of the boat is galvanized
iron, and there are no air chambers. If filled, the boat
would sink at once, but they will take an astonishing sea,

so long as one keeps cool and doesn't fall out. Oar locks
of collapsible sort are provided. When in position the
boat sits low in the water and makes an admirable blind.

It must be borne in mind that nearly all the coast shoot-
ing at this locality is open water shooting, with not a
particle of cover of any kind about. As usual, the hunter
instinct has developed precisely the most useful sort of
means to get at the game. By the use of these sinkboxes
we made good shooting when others were helpless and
could get no bag at all,

' 'Do you expect me to get into that cast iron tub and go
but there into that sea?" I asked of Johnnie, as he signi-

fied his readiness to start.

^'Why, we fellows do," said he, deprecatingly, "It's

safer than it looks."
"All right," I told him, "if you can stand drowning I

suppose I can, but I want to tell you right now, I'm plenty
scared of iron boats with no air in 'em, when the waves
are higher than a meeting house and the wind off shore."
Johnnie was too polite to laugh at me, and seeing he

was so polite, I resolved to drown gracefully. I soon
found, however, that the pesky little thing was a lot bet-

ter than it looked. You couldn't upset it; and though it

rowed just as well sideways as any other, it bobbed on
the seas like a cork, and the waves never got beyond the
coaming. Moreover, we had only a quarter of a mile or
so to go, and then we struck a flat, whereat we pulled up
our top boots and waded. This was on a feeding bed
where the birds often banked up, and here Johnnie left

me after we hadput out our decoys and anchored the sink
box quartering to them.

Killed Something At Last.

I lay down full length in the box, with one eye just
over the leeward edge, with my open shell box between
my legs, and with Roll Organ's gun poked out through
the low fringe of grass about the coaming. It was a

J couple of hours before dark, perhaps, the wind was right,
I and the birds were moving, for I could see flock after
flock passing, some in one direction and some in another.

I Many headed up the shore line of the Quarantine island,
I and of these I knew at once I should get in a few flocks,
I for the wind was exactly right for it.

It was not long before I saw a long, black line of rapidly
I moving fowl coming up my way, and when I gave them
I a call they swung straight in for me, and I don't believe
I you could have kept them out of that tough looking flock
I of home-made decoys if you had tried your best.

I "Oh, dear, but won't I just kill about 19 of you, now!"
I I chuckled to myself, as they dropped and came skini-
I ming in with their wings set and their toes pushing out
I in front of them. I ought to have "let 'em light," as my

friend Harry Dale says, but I couldn't keep down any
longer. I sat up, and it seemed to me that I had pulled
most of the deck with me when I did. The birds bunched
for an instant, and at 25yds, I let them have it, expecting
to kill the whole 19 right there. I heard the swish of the
shot as they struck, but to my surprise only one bird fell

out, though he was very limp and folded-up like. In my
surprise at not killing the other 18, I dwelt so long that I

had to be very careful with the second to cut out another
bird, which also fell in a very tired way on the water. I
had to let the other 17, go, but on the whole felt satisfied

with my pair of redheads, which were in full plumage
and extraordinarily fat and heavy—as indeed we found
all the birds in that country.

I hardly had screwed myself into the sinkbox again
before I saw another flock breaking their necks to get in
among my decoys. As they drew down I sat up calmly
on a wet place my rubber boots had left on the bottom
boards, and the shot of Roll Organ's gun went snip! snip!
about like snapping your fingers, against a pair of birds,

and they came out with never a mark as they hit the
water.
"The trouble with me is," thought I, as a bitter smile

wreathed my cruel lips while I put in a couple more shells,

"that I'm not understood. I'm probably the best duck
shot there is in the whole world, and I never knew it ber
fore. I can do this every time. It's dead easy for us
good ones."

I suppose I ought to stop the story right here, and let

the impression go abroad that I was correct in my sur-
mises as above. The truth is, however, that out of the
very next flock I only got one bird, and failed so many
times to get my double that I concluded probably I wasn't
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actually the best duck shot in the whole world, but maybe
only the next best. For a time the birds swung to the
right instead of to the left. That made it awkward
shooting from the box, and I would miss with my second
barrel. Then they would break to the left of me, and
come in so close that I would miss them with the right
and kill with the left. I killed a number at less than
20yds. from the box, and this, it should be remembered,
was right out in the open water. One way or the other,
I found it almost impossible to keep from getting at least

one bird out of each flock, for they were decoying beauti-
fully and coming fast, so that soon I had a very nice little

bag, indeed—enough to cover up the fantail of the big
skiff in which Johnnie came out after me. I was quite in

love with the world that evening, for I had had one of

those rare treats—a thoroughly satisfactory little shoot on
wildfowl. I was pleased with the sinkbox, jpleased with
the nitro loads I had brought all the way down from
Chicago, and tickled to death with Roll Organ's gun,
which mentally I resolved to steal. Evidently my first

day at Rockport was a success.

Meantime another schooner-load of shooters had de-
ployed along the channel back of my point and had can-
nonaded the birds in such fashion that Dick, who was
stationed still further back, had had little or no shooting
and had only bagged half a dozen birds. "He's a mighty
good shot, though," Jimmy assured me, confidentially.
The wind fell at sunset and we could not sail back to

town. Dick and I ate a few dozen oysters after supper,
and then tiring of that monotonous pastime went spear-
ing flounders by lantern light with Johnnie. We had no
spear so we sharpened a stick. That's good enough for a
flounder spear. We got half a dozen of these misfit, side-

wise fish, which we traded on the schooner for more
oysters. Then a breeze sprung up and we tranquilly
sailed home with a fine display of redheads cooling out
in pairs along the stays. E. Hough.

909 Skotiuty Building, Chicago.

A New Wrinkle in Bear Traps.

Silverdale, Wash.—An Indian gave me a receipt for
a—to me—new wrinkle in bear traps the other day. He
says: "Get a pony beer keg and drive big wire spikes
through from the outside, slanting toward the bottom.
File them plenty sharp and knock one head out of the
keg. Put honey in the bottom and leave it on or near
the bear trail. Mr. Bear puts his head in (easy enough)
after the honey and gets "spiked in" so he can't get the
keg off. What's the matter with poor Lo for "ways that
are childlike and bland?" El. Comancho.

Maine Wildfowl.

Brunswick, Me.. March 26.—Geese and ducks are com-
ing along in considerable numbers on their way to their
summer resorts; but the shooting is not very good this

spring on account of the unusually warm weather we
have had since the first of March, and the ice is nearly all

out of the salt-water bays. When there is plenty of ice

we can approach the birds much better by making our
floats resemble ice cakes. Nimrod.

Velocity and Penetration.

Brunswick, Me.—Editor Forest and Stream: In your
issue of 24th inst. Mr. Armin Tenner makes the statement
that the penetration of shot at a high velocity is not so
great as it is at some lower velocity. Mr. Tenner does not
make the statement without some good reason no doubt,
but I have always found that I could drive shot deeper at
30yds. than at 40yds. or any greater distance, and I have
always supposed that shot at 30yds. had a higher velocity
than at 40yds. or any greater distance. I have always
thought in common with most people that the higher the
velocity of shot or bullet the greater the penetration
would be. It is said by those who have tried it that a
common tallow candle can be driven through a pine
board of considerable thickness if propelled at a very high
velocity, and I have always supposed the higher the
velocity the greater the ability of any substance to over-
come resistance; of course weight and hardness are addi-
tional factors.

I would like to hear from those who have had experi-
ence whether the penetration of a 12-gauge gun properly
loaded is as great as an 8-gauge gun properly loaded. It
is maintained by many in this vicinity that the 12-gauge
is quite equal in this respect to the 10 or 8-gauge.

Nimrod.

A Great Flight in Iowa.
Algona, la., March 28.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
We are in the midst of a great flight of ducks and geese.
I have never seen anything like it in the twenty-eight
years that I have lived in Algona. The birds appear to come
from every direction, the largest share from the north.
They fly close to the ground and are very anxious to fight
wherever there is a little water. I think the bluebills
outnumber all the rest, although there are a great many
canvasbacks, redheads, mallards, widgeons and green-
wing teal, with now and then a broadbill. The birds are
in good condition. There is a great deal of feed in the
country. The Canada geese light in the river close to my
house. The great storms in other parts of the country
must have driven the birds here. We have had quite a
good deal of wind, but no snow or rain.

John G. Smith;.

*' That reminds me."

A Good Skunk Day.
Editor Forest and Stream:
This was in Maine and not over fifty miles from the

capital city. It was cold; it seemed as though the mer-
cury had gone down cellar or off to hibernate with the
bears. But the big bay horse was a goer and recalled
that of which Scripture says: "His neck is clothed with
thunder, he paweth in the valley, he smelleth the battle
afar off."

The robes were ample, and with the good fur coat, cap
and gloves made that sleigh ride seem like those of long
ago and almost renewed one's youth.
The driver, an improvised, but good one, then out of

other work, grew confidential and reminiscent.
"I used to go skunkin' 'bout here in the winter."
Upon inquiry he said he made skunk catching his busi-

ness in dull times. He had caught forty-two skunks alone
and then formed articles of partnership with Sam, and
they two together caught 135, all in one month. That
made 177 of the odoriferous beasts disposed of in one
moon by two men. They sold the skins and the "ile,"
and thus made a good thing.

"We bed one darned good day jess beyend them woods.
We hed two dogs to find the holes, an' when they found
'em the dogs 'ud go off so's not to git the parfume an' we
did the killin'. We hed spades, shotguns, revolvers an' a
hook on a pole. Ye see the dogs told us jess where to
dig an' when we opened a hole we could see the fellers,

an' a clip on the head fixed the fust one an' the hook
hauled them out, an' so on to the last. Now I'm tellin'

ye we got fifteen skunks from that one hole an' there
was no more smell than there was to tho snow itself.

"We sot in to skin 'em an' when we'd got to the last two
we tried to best each other. Jess then one o' the dogs
spoke down by the crick an' we knew he hed something
that wasn't skunk. We hustled down an' found, the dog
barkin' at a hole under the stun in the bank. I looked in
an' see a coon an' shot it with my revolver, an' hauled it

out with the hook. The old dog still barked an' I run in
my hook an' pulled out another coon. The old dog still

said there was something more an' I hauled out another
coon—that made three coon, We went back an' finished
skinnin' the skunks an' then separated, Sam takin' one
dog an' me the other, an' Mister, 'twa'n't more'n ten
minutes 'fore my dog fit out a yelpin' like all possesst
right toward Sam, who was a listenin'. Sam see a big
fox comin' his way, an' he got behind a tree, an' when
the fox was nigh enough Sam let strip with the shotgun,
an' Mr. Fox keeled over. We skun him, an' Mister, I'm
tellin' ye that in the next hour we got two more foxes.
That made 15 skunks, 3 coon an' 3 foxes all in one day,
"We didn't lug home the carkisses of the skunks an'

foxes, we took their pelts an' the fat of the skunks. We
carried a flat tin can to put the taller in.

"The coon we carried in whole an' we sent the carkisses
to Boston an' got $5 apiece for 'em, an' we hed the pelts
left. The skunk skins everedged 75 cents. Coon skins
$1.50; foxes $2, an' the skunk ile brung $4. I call that a
good day's work."

I ventured on the antiquated chestnut and said: "And
it wasn't much of a day for skunks after all." I was sorry
I said it. for he indignantly fired back: "Yes 'twas too,
the gosh all firedest day I ever see." Kenn E. Bec.
Augusta, Maine.

In Hard Luck.

Editor Hard I/uck Department:
This incident has been related to several of my friends,

who did not see anything funny in it, so as a last resort,

I will endeavor to unload it on Forest and Stream, and
try to forget it.

Sitting in my office on the top floor of one of Chicago's
sky-ticklers one cloudy day recently, every little while I

could hear a volley of shots, fired by hunters out on the
harbor breakwater. The day was perfect for the sport
and there was evidently a good flight. I had the same
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reason for not being out there that the recently quoted
Irishman had for not joining his neighbors in the "pro-
cession of the unemployed," "the boss wouldn't let me
off."

A portly German entered and desired to see one of the
firm on an important business ma,tter. The gentleman
inquired for was engaged, and in order to hold my Ger-
man friend I commenced conversing with him about the
view from our windows, incidentally mentioning that the
shots we hear occasionally were fired by men shooting
ducks out on the pier.

Previously listless he was now all attention,
"Vat,"' he said. "Vild ducks?"
"Yes."
"Out on the pier?"
"Yes."
He regarded me solemnly with evident distrust and sur-

prise in his manner. After a short reflection he said, very
deliberately and earnestly: "Dot is very singular. I
didn't know dot de vild ducks would ever light on de
pier."

I just showed the above to another client, who read it

without changing a muscle. After a second, however, he
smiled.
"Of course I see it," he said, "they wouldn't light on

the pier, they would light on the water." Algodon.

ed m{A f^wqr fishing.

NOW THAT APRIL'S HERE.
Now that April's here, there are bird songs everywhere,

Floating ouc upon the lazy, hazy springtime atmosphere;

The shallow, sandy brooks come leaping, laughing from their nooks,

Like children after school is done, now that April's here.

Little flowerets peep from their beds of winter sleep,

Across the velvet lawn, at dawn, the annelids slowly creep.

A time of smiles and blisses, for the sun throws happy kisses

Through the tears that the changeful skies of April weep.

The piping robins come back to the quiet home
From which the frosts unkindly, blindly drove them far away to roam,

The quail calls from the covers, safe retreat for feathered lovers;

The plow turns to the sun the rich and yielding loam.

Here sit I and ponder, if the swift stream over yonder,

Of happy days reminding, winding in its banks and under,

As it murmurs down the valleys, holds some Salmo fontinalis,

Of all his tribe the peer, the great and glowing wonder.

Now that April's here, I begin to question where
My wife has hid the tackle that I laid aside last year,

For I hear a voice that's calling where the water's foam in falling,

And the eddies swirl and darken, now that April's here.

J. H. LaRoche.

ANGLING NOTES.
Pronunciation of Ouananiche.

Judge S. H. Greene writes me: "Through the columns
of Forest AND Steeam will you kindly educate us of the
'wild and woolly West' in the pronunciation of the name
of that game fish of yours of the East, 'ouananiche'?
Many of us who boldly, without the least hesitation, talk
freely about Skamokawa, the capital of Wahiakum
county; Humptulipe, Semiahoo, Stillaquamish, Wa
Wawai, etc., hedge on the word ouananiciie, by simply
spelling it, leaving each auditor to mentally pronounce it

to suit himself, or, at most, stammering out something so
entirely unsatisfactory that the attempted pronunciation
is invariably followed by the parenthetical remark, 'or
however you pronounce it.'

"

I am a little surprised that this question was not asked
long ago by some one of sumeboay, for common as this
rather queer-looking word has become of late years I

have known of but one attempt made to represent the
correct pronunciation in printed letters, and in that
single instance such dense ignorance was shown regard-
ing the genealogy of the fish that the given pronuncia-
tion mignt have been regarded with suspicion, particu-
larly as after representing the sound of the word the
writer thereafter, throughout his article, gave an English
rendering of the word entirely different from that which
he had just said was correct. Canadian angling writers
have sometimes spelled the word in English in one way
and at another time in another way

,
representing entirely

different sounds, but in the following I am contirmed by
Mr. E. T. D. Chambers, of Quebec, who has collected
fifteen mongrel forms of the word and who is an
authority upon the subject.
Ouananiche is pronounced by the Montagnais Indian as

if it were spelled in English

—

whonaniske. The first "h"
is used because they pronounce the word as if it com-
menced with an aspirate, and the "o" is employed for
the broad sound of "a," as in the English word, wan. I
think the most common form of the word represented
in English spelling is "wininnish." and Mr. Chambers
explains how this has come about: "The French, having
no 'w,' and their 'ou' being nearly its equivalent, as in
oui, pronounced 'we,' the original French spelling 'ouan-
aniche,' for the employment of which in preference to
English forms of the word I have always strenuously
contended, is the best possible picture of the spoken sound.
Some of the French residents about Lake St. John pro-
nounce the word as if its first vowel was an 'i,' and give
it the English sound, and some anglers have carried this
pronunciation away with them, and so have arisen the
many mongrel forms of the word."

Webster's dictionary, 1892, perpetuates the spelling
"winninish," and defines the fish as "the landlocked
variety of the common salmon (Canada)." This is not the
form generally or officially accepted in Canada, nor is the
fish a landlocked variety.

Ouananiche or Landlocked Salmon?
It is rather agreeable than otherwise to have one differ

with you, when it is done so pleasantly as in Forest and
Stream, March 10, where Mr. Eugene McCarthy objects
to my description of ouananiche as weighing 251bs. But
have they not been caught weighing more than 251bs.?
1 did not say in Canada, nor did I even mean to intimate
that such was the case. Is Canada alone entitled to the
common name of a species of fish that exists elsewhere
and grows to a larger size than in Canada? About the
time of writing the note to which Mr. McCarthy refers, a

friend wished to mention in a pamphlet the fish called

ouananiche in Canada (and, by the way, it is called land-

locked salmon by a well-known Canadian writer in an
article devoted chiefly to the Lake St. John fish), and
landlocked salmon in New England, and he desired to use
the most appropriate common name for the fish and con-
sulted me about it. Gorman had just said that the salmon
of Lake St. John, of Sebago, of Schnodic and of the
Atlantic coast streams were one and the same, namely,
Salmo solar. That whether they were called landlocked
salmon in the United States, or ouananiche in Canada,
they were not a variety, but the species itself. They are

not landlocked salmon, for wherever found they can go
to sea if they have the desire, as the way is open, and in

all probability they were called ouananiche before they
were called landlocked salmon. We really need but one
common name for a single species of fish, as a rule, but to

distinguish the salmon that go to sea from those thatremain
in fresh water, it is necessary to have two, and which is the
best for the fresh-water fish, ouananiche or landlocked
salmon? And which holds the age? I voted for ouananiche,
no matter where the fish is found, and so used the word.
"Trout" sufficiently describesfontinalis whether the fish is

2oz. in weightin Pike county, Pennsylvania, 8ibs. in weight
in the Batiscan, in Canada, or 121bs. in weight in Mooseluc-
maguntic Lake in Maine. The big-mouth black bass is

not to be envied because it is anOswego bass in New York,
a chub in Virginia and a trout in Florida.

If there is danger of international complications arising

over this name we could say the ouananiche of Canada
and the ouananiche of the United States, to separate one
from the other. When the country is in a depressed state

and economy is in order, it is a great time to reduce the
number of common names of some of our fishes that

lead only to confusion and bad language on the part

of some of our fishermen, as for instance when they find

that a pike-perch may be, according to the waters in

wThich it resides, a dory or a dore; a yellow pike or a
green pike; a wall-eyed pike or a glass eye; a hornfish or

okaw; a jack-salmon or a plain salmon.
Unless served with an injunction, I wish hereafter to

write of the fresh-water salmon, whenever I have oc-

casion to do so, as the ouananiche, no matter in what
waters it may be found.

The Other Side.

A gentleman who is a staunch friend of the ouananiche
as found in New England waters, read Mr. McCarthy's
letter in Forest and Stream, and wrote me in defense of
his favorite fish: "There is no difference anatomically
between the landlocked salmon of New England and the
ouananiche of Lake St. John—therefore they are the same
fish.

' 'Environment, of course, modifies habits and conditions,

size and energies. Fish that spend their lives fighting a

'turmoil of waters' have no time to grow, and are, as Mr,
McCarthy says, usually washed off the hook when struck
in their native element. The current does three-fourths

of the fighting. Transfer such a fish to smooth water
and he will be more easily mastered.
"Can it be that the vaunted fish of Eoberval, tearing

about in 'waters than which none can be wilder,' keeps
the angler busy for 15 minutes only? There must be
something abnormal here, some lesion of the fighting-

quality lobes, judging from the action of New England
ouananiche when hooked in those deep, quiet waters Mr,
McCarthy affects to despise. I have known anglers play
a New England landlocked salmon for an hour, the fish

leaping repeatedly, and it required all their experience
and strength to bring him to net. I have seen their

bloodless hands and noted the reaction in complete nerv-
ous demoralization.
"Note their argument: 'The weight in the New Hamp-

shire lakes is still another indication that those landlocked
salmon are different from the ouananiche.'
"A given fish will grow to three or four times the size in

one water that it attains in another. Every angler knows
this. Give the Roberval fish less fighting to do and more
food, and they will doubtless grow as large and as fast as

the New Hampshire salmon. Mr. Cheney is right, the

name , 'little salmon' does not correctly describe the fish in

question, which attains a weight of over 301bs.—not
where it is stunted from birth by a harrowing fight for

life in those terrible rapids we are told about.
" 'Pseudo relatives of the States!' Big, flabby congeners

of that Canadian wonder, this fighting pigmy of the
Grand Discbarge, how dare you 'usurp' the name the red
man gave you? Aren't you ashamed to 'steal the
thunder' of this minnow of the Petite Decharge?

"After all, Mr. McCarthy admits that he has never met
you, 'but formulates his ideas entirely from the experi-

ence of others'—who appear to have spooned for you,
doubtless in vain. When he makes your acquaintance he
will acquire a deep respect for you."
In this connection I am reminded of a fight that I wit-

nessed and timed on a New England lake when it required
an hour and forty minutes, as I now recall it, for an
angler to kill an ouananiche of about 151bs. I thought
the time overlong in which to kill the fish, but as it was
not my fish perhaps I would better not air my views
about the manner of killing it.

Spring Fishing.

There is every prospect at this writing that the. ice will

be out of Lake George, N. Y., before April 1, as there are
miles of open water now. This is such an unusual thing
that no one can remember its like. Last year the ice

went out April 29 in the main lake, although there was
ice in the bays on May 1, on which date the open season
for lake trout fishing begins.

The trout come to the surface as soon as the ice is gone
and remain on the top of the water rarely more than two
weeks, so that the prospect for good surface fishing this

year is not flattering, as there is yet a full month and
more before it will be legal to fish. It remains to be seen
whether or not the whitefish remain at the surface longer
than usual this year. If they do, the trout will stay also,

for they follow the whitefish and prey upon them. Just
now there is a heap of speculation about what will hap-
pen.
Under date of March 18, one of the New Hampshire

Fish Commissioners writes: "One week ago to-day I was
at Newfound Lake, and while there saw a beautiful sight.

At the outlet of the lake where, I should judge, there
were some two acres of open water, I saw a salmon rise,

and a man living there told me that the day before he
saw six different salmon rising at almost the same time."

This is another indication that the season is unusually
early this year, and that anglers may be disappointed
about the surface fishing when the season legally opens.

A. N. Cheney.

THE LEAPING OUANANICHE*
BY EUGENE M'CARTHY.

"Felt the loose line jerk and tighten;

As he drew it in, it tugged so

That the birch hark canoe stood endwise."

Aptly do the words of Hiawatha portray, in part, what
I wish to describe.

"How!" A small word, indeed, but what a task its

explanation sets before me to perform. Should I begin
by confessing that I do not know how to catch ouananiche
myself, I believe that I would approximate the truth.

The more time one spends in this fishing, and the more
one studies the fish, the sooner one's belief is strengthened
that the knowledge which should follow practice grows
less instead of greater. With experience in catching
ouananiche, one formulates certain ideas as to the proper
way to strike them, to play them and to land them. Sud-
denly a change comes over the spirit of the fish, and the
supposed proper methods are far better to honor in the
breach rather than in the observance. These changes are

radical and oft-occurring; applying as well to just where
to find them as to their action when striking and when
hooked.

I have before mentioned that the ouananiche are great
,

fighters, surpassing even the trout and black bass in this

particular, and it would almost seem as though there was
method in their fight, they vary it in quality, but not in

quantity.
To-day they are to be caught only in the white, boiling

water just under a fall, to-morrow in the more quiet .

water beyond; to-day they fight when hooked, by con- i

stantly leaping from the water, to-morrow by running
and sulking deep down; now they make prodigious jumps
for a passing darning needle cr some other member of the
mouche family, and are not to be tempted by any of our
flies. Again they rise quickly to any color or kind of cast

that we may give them.
When an ouananiche is hooked, be is not even half

caught; as my guides would say, "Brebis eomptees, le loup
les mange;" truly one should not count their chickens be-

fore they are hatched, nor their ouananiche before they
are netted.
The ouananiche has one mortal enemy in the pickerel

(brocket), with which Lake St. John abounds, and. which
grow to enormous size. I have frequently caught ouan-
aniche bearing large scars, both recent and old, showing
narrow escapes from the enemy. Perhaps feeling the
wound when hooked, and attributing it to their natural
enemy may have something to do with causing them to'

fight as they will. In any event, the fighting they do is

simply tremendous.
In rough water the ouananiche is rarely seen when he

takes the fly, the choppy waves concealing bis strike.

:

The first intimation will be to see it jump from the water
in the vicinity of the cast, and a severe tightening strain

on the line. If this occurs when the cast is being drawn

i

m and the rod elevated back, something will break unless

it is possible for the tip to be rapidly given. If in smooth I

water, the strike can be seen, and the tip given at once,
j

Strike the fish firmly, but without a sharp jei-k, as they:
usually hook only in the lip lightly, and the fly is easily,

torn out. Follow at once by drawing quickly an abso-

lutely tight line, never relax, even an inch. Stop the
reel, draw out between the reel and first ring from 3 to
4ft. of line taut in the left hand. Give the fish the butt'

of the rod as much as possible, hold it absolutely tight

without giving line except when it leaps; then slightly

draw the tip and follow the leap with the necessary line:

from that held in the left hand. Being held absolutely

in check without slack, the fish rtms only within a shorfci

radius, pulling usually with all its strength; this may re-

sult in laming the wrist, but more fish are saved. Ifl

preferred, the reel can be used and the ouananiche allowed
to run, but they turn and return so quickly that the slack

cannot easily be recovered; result, that another run with
the slack tightens the line with a jerk, the hook is torn;

out or broken, and the fish gone. Individually, I find an
automatic reel preferable, as it will take the slack as
rapidly as given, and to it I attribute the saving of many'
fish. Never hurry the fish, or attempt to lead it to the
net until satisfied that it is thoroughly tired out, and do
not relax the strain, or watchfulness, until safely netted.

An ouananiche of about 31bs. weight will require fully

fifteen to twenty minutes or more, to kill it, and it will

fight hard every moment.
"Now it will leap from the water anywhere from two or.

three to a dozen times, rising fully 3 or 4ft. from the sur-

face, returning to the water only to make an immediate
wild rush toward the bottom. If near a fall it will make
many attempts to rush under the falling water, or in the

rough part of the rapids, there to sulk, pull, and often

shake violently to release the hook. Then perhaps, a!

rush toward the fisherman, a quick turn and deep down
again, a moment's rest and then a violent race to and fro,

as far as the line will permit. The jumps are quick, and
occur when least expected, often following one another

in quick succession. In fact, the fish are never at rest,

but change their tactics every moment; each fish fights

differently, the method pursued in catching one will

scarcely apply to the next. The hand and mind must act

in unison quickly, and both will be thoroughly occupied.

There are so many il
ifs" that it is easy to understand how

questionable is the saving of the fish after being hooked.

If well hooked, if the hook shall tear out, or if the hook,

leader, line or rod shall not break. Be prepared to lose;

as a rule, more fish than you save; that is the common,
experience. «

In regard to the selection of tackle, the greatest care

must be used. I find that an "E" silk line with a 6ft.

leader is best, and am always sure that my leaders and
flies are new, well made, and will stand a good prior test.

An "E" line being heavy, is less liable to break, and can-

not be cut by the rocks when drawn across them, as fre-

quently happens in playing a fish. A short leader u
necessary to prevent its being tangled in the rough water
of the rapids, or from the violent play of the fish.

All anglers have their favorite rods, either split-bamboo,J

lancewood or greenheart. All are good—the lighter andl

* From Mr. McCarthy's hook of this name just published by the
Forest and Stream Pub, Co.
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more springy they are the better. Rods from 6| to 8oz.

in weight are the best, although lighter and even much
heavier ones are used. The practical point is to have
plenty of them, at least two or three, with several extra
tips. Broken rods, and tips especially, are a frequently
occurring contingency of ouananiche fishing.

Eight or ten varieties form an ample variety of flies

and most of them sh ould be tied on No. 4 hooks. The
Jock-Scott, silver-doctor, brown-ha.okie, cow-dung, Seth-
Green, Lord-Baltimore, Parmacheene-belle and scarlet-

ibis I have always found to give me sufficient variety,
and I have rarely used anything else. A good supply
should be taken, since those not broken soon become

SNAGGING SALMON ON THE HUDSON.
I noticed the article in your last number on ''Fishing

With a Bare Hook." There was a similar method used
on the Hudson last year at Mechanicville. As is well
known salmon were abundant in that river last year.
The fishway at the Mechanicville Dam was not opened
for some time and many fine salmon were spawning in

the river near the mouths of several cold streamlets which
flowed from springs near the river. Where these streams
entered the river there would often be a few feet of sand
covered by shallow water and then breaking off abruptly
into a deep round hole which was surrounded by a

%lbs. OUANANICHE TAKEN BY MR. EUGENE MCCARTHY.

worn and battered from violent usage, are useless and
need to be frequently renewed. I find, as a rule, that the
most successful cast is cow-dung or brown-hackle for
trailer and a Jock-Scott or silver-doctor for dropper. Use
two flies only and fasten the dropper at the last knot on
the leader next to the line. By doing this it will skip
the surface better and take most of the fish, as its action
seems to attract them more.
To give advice just how to fish for ouananiche, and to

make fishing successful, is an utter impossibility; general
information only can be given. It is practically neces-
sary to know what to take in the way of clothing, tackle,

etc., as one is too far removed from a base of supplies to

get anything that may be needed. It is necessary also to

know what one has to combat with in catching the
ouananiche, what to use, and in a general way how to
use it. Such knowledge to the angler fishing these waters
for the first time will save him much vexation, a quantity
of broken tackle, and perchance some fish. Beyond this,

his own acquired experience will be his guide. Experi-
ence alone can prove his teacher. As the French say, "A
force de forger on devientforgeron"—practice alone makes
perfect. Previous fishing experience is a great aid, but
the ouananiche is so totally different from other fish that
it is like learning a new art to successfully angle for and
land it.

When fishing the pools in the rivers, it is generally
better, and more convenient to fish from the rocks, but in

the Grand Discharge one can more readily reach the pools
from a canoe.
Imagine yourself in the midst of a boiling rapid, your

canoe dancing and bounding on the troubled waters. You
make a cast, and you have an ouananiche, or perhaps
two. as sometimes happens. Here you have excitement
beyond compare. Imagine the skill necessary to handle
and save them; your varied emotions; your surroundings
«—all—and then one fully appreciates that he is engaged
in the finest fishing known. No fitting eulogy can be
given such fishing. Only those who have been fortunate
enough to enjoy it can understand and appreciate.
But one proviso is to be made to insure satisfactory suc-

cess in ouananiche fishing, and that is to take sufficient

'time to fairly test them in the right waters at the right
times mentioned.

The Brook Silverside.

Central Lake, Mich., March 10.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I send you by this mail in separate packages
two specimens of small fish taken in our lake. The)7

are not familiar to us and may be from the plant of

"wall-eyes" made three months ago, of which no results

have been apparent. It is hoped that you may be able

to identify them. F. H. Thruston.
[The fish is known as the brook silverside, or skip

jack. It is not related to the "wall-eye," but belongs to

the family containing the silverside or friar of the Atlan-
tic Coast. The species grows to the length of only four
inches and is valuable only as food for larger fish. It is

common in streams and ponds in the Ohio and Missis-

sippi valleys, and has been taken recently in the States of

South Carolina and Florida. The brook silverside is a
surface swimmer; its habit of skipping out of water and
along the surface suggested for it the name skip-jack.

This little fish is an excellent species for introduction
into black bass waters and proves a most attractive live

bait for that species when properly placed before the
game.]

Rappahannock Club
Fredericksburg, Va.—We have a club under the name

of the Rappahannock Rod and Gun Club and Fish and
Game Protective Association, with a membership of 75.

Luke W. White of the Grace Pointer Kennels, President;
Hy. Weman, Treasurer; C. McCalley, Secretary. We have
secured the control of 1,500 acres of land as a game pre-
serve, and have planted 200 large-mouth bass in the Rap-
pahannock, with the same number of rainbow trout in a
stream above town. We have also six Mongolian pheas-
ants which we keep in pens, and with the increase of
which we propose to stock our preserve. L. G. R.

growth of weeds. The salmon would come into these
holes and be in the cool water, rolling on the surface oc-
casionally so as to be plainly visible. The fishing was
done entirely from the shore until a fish was hooked,
when the person who was so fortunate, jumped into a boat
and followed the fish into deeper water. All the boats were
run up on the shore and from the stern several persons
would fish. The boats were so numerous and so close to-

gether that it was almost impossibele to cast. In pulling
in your line you would always catch either a big stump,
which must have been one mass of flies and broken lead-
ers or another line. It was very odd salmon fishing to
any one who had cast their flies on the swift salmon
streams of Canada. The rods used were what each man
happened to have and were a surprising collection for
salmon fishing. A leader with four or five flies was the
usual thing. These were in most cases baited with small
pieces of salt pork. A very light sinker was used by those
who had the best success. The most desirable position
was to be right over one of the holes which I have already
described. The flies, pork and all were allowed to sink.

If a salmon was attracted by a fly so as to touch it or the
pork (the feeling was like a minnow nibble), the line was

THE ALBEMARLE SHAD FISHERIES.

Comparatively few who eat shad in their season are
aware that the greater part of the supply in the New
York and Boston markets comes from two single fisheries

in Albemarle Sound in North Carolina. These two fish-

eries are vis-d-vis. One, the largest, belonging to Dr.
Capebart, at Avoca, near Edenton, employs fine steam
seine boats and 50 men; the other, Hare-Woods, directly
opposite, has only two seine boats and a proportionate
number of men, but it saves a handicap by using a seine
which is five miles long, including the hauling ropes!

Just now the season is nearing its best, and in a - few
days will be at its height, fishermen being augurs. When
the runs of shad are largest, as many as 6,000 fish are
known to have been taken at a single haul. Four hours
are required for a haul, and four hauls are made in a day,
throughout the season, which is supposed to last 60 days.
It is hard work. Last Saturday, when I was down" at
Hare-Wood's beach, 1,200 shad came in at one haul.
Sometimes half a dozen big rockfish, or striped bass,

come in, too, and no end of herring. Six rockfish came
in on Saturday. During the climax of the herring season,

which follows the shad, and continues after the shad have
done, 200,000 herring at a haul are not uncommon. This
makes a pile at the beach of 80ft. front, which measures
22ft. wide, and nearly 2ft. deep. At a distance it looks
like a snow bank. Parties of ladies and gentlemen drive
down from Edenton in carriages to see the sight.

Many of Edenton's best citizens operate fisheries, and
while the season is on they rough it in common with the
working fishermen, who are quartered in large barracks,
where there is also a mess room, salting and packing
rooms, barrel houses, engine houses for the steam winches
which haul the seines, and other accessories. Recently,
owing to warm weather, the business has not been
remunerative, although the catch has been satisfactory.

Prematurely hot weather is as fatal to profit in shad
catching as premature frost is to the trucking interest.

On March 23 the thermometer at Albemarle showed a
noon temperature of 90°. On the 26th following snow
threatened the growing peas which were already in blos-

som. Such are the vicissitudes of life and occupation on
the Sounds.

Of course a good many shad are caught in seines in the
Neuse River and at other places in Pamlico and Albemarle
sounds; and they are caught in stake, drift and pound
nets as well. Horse power is employed in hauling second-
class seines, and the scows which "shoot" them, or lay
them out, are propelled by oars. Their average length is

6,000ft., which is over a mile long. Pound-fishing is the
least laborious and expensive. To operate a big shad fish-

ery costs $L0,000 a month, and the plant or outfit requires
a capital of $20,000. It costs a good deal of time, money
and laborious work to prepare the ground for seining by
clearing it of snags and other obstructions. Drags, dyna-
mite and sweeps are used, and frequently the services of

submarine divers are employed. When ledges or reefs

are discovered other ground has to be selected.

Formerly in Tyrrell county there were operated some of

the largest seine fisheries in the world, but they were de-

stroyed in the late war, and for want of capital have never
been refitted. There are openings now for others to take

ouananiche pool, fifth falls, mistassini.

Club Constitutions.

Secretaries of game and fish protective clubs will

favor us by sending copies of their club constitutions and
by-laws.

jerked straight upward in the hope of hooking the fish in

the side or belly.

I believe there was only one fish taken fairly. He rose

to a fly cast in the proper manner and weighed a little

over 91bs. I did not care to try the pork method and cast

my flies on the surface, but with little success.

While fishing I noticed a tremendous fish-hawk which
was sailing over the island in the center of the river. All

at once he shot down into the water, and it was easy to

see that he had fastened into something that was no toy,

for though he flapped his great wings he could not fly,

and could not seem to raise the fish at all. He kept beat-

ing his great wings, however, and striving with all his

might to go off with his prize, but after ten minutes he
saw that this method was all to no purpose, and tried a
cute trick. He let go his hold for an instant and then
fastened his claws firmly into the fish's head. He raised

his right wing and struck it into the water, giving a pow-
erful shove, then with the left, and in this way he swam
75yds, to a shoal off the island, and here succeeded in get-

ting the fish ashore. Two fishermen started at once for

the island and scared the bird away. They brought the

fish to where I was and I saw that it was a salmon that

would easily weigh 91bs. W. T, Morrison.

Nkvt Brunswick, N. J.

their places. This fact may be of interest to the proprie-

tors of the deserted fisheries of the Connecticut.
Shad all go North on ice, but herring are chiefly salted

and shipped in barrels. Herring roe has become quite an
important commodity of late. Sturgeon of large size are
occasionally taken in the seines, and their roe is utilized

for caviare. Charles Hallock.

Took Two to Catcn Him.

Fredericksburg, Va.—Tom Larkin and myself were
bass fishing together in the Rappahannock, above this

place. Tom had on a large chub, or fallfish, for bait,

while I had a smaller one. After a few minutes Tom
had a strike. The fish proved to be a slow biter, and
mouthed the bait for ten minutes or more. Finally he
made a circle and passed around my line before I had a
chance to move it, and as I supposed, fouling my line.

Tom said a few things and struck the fish, while I gave
him plenty of slack. He was landed after a struggle of

ten minutes and was found to have both hooks deep in

his throat. He was a 4-pounder and a beauty. I promptly
claimed half the honor of capture, which it is needless to

say was not accorded by Tom. L. G. E.
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BOSTON NOTES.
Boston, April 2.—The trout season, of 1894, in Massa-

chusetts, is open. April 1 was the opening day, and a
most auspicious and delightful day it was. In the night
the wind changed to the southwest, and the weather also
changed from the chill and freezing of several days
previous to the most delightful of April days. By 9 o'clock
in the morning the mercury registered 60 in the shade.
What a day for trout! But alas! It was Sunday! It is

darkly hinted that some fishing was really done on Sun-
day, however, the sportsmen taking their chances with
the authorities of the State.

The complaint is a bitter and a growing one that "there
arenow no waters on the Cape that amount to anything,"
where the private citizen may fish. The ponds and
streams are nearly all under control of individuals rr
clubs. The angler, who is not so fortunate as to belong
to a club, or to own or control a fishing preserve himself,
is more than ever asking himself the question as to where
he is to fish in the Bay .State. But invitations to fish the
stocked and controlled trout preserves are not very hard
to obtain, if one manifests the proper spirit, and shows a
true interest in the sport.

A good trout season is predicted. The streams are clear
of snow ice unusually early, and the temperature of the
water is favorable. This is especially true of the streams
and ponds in Connecticut, in which several Boston and
Worcester parties are interested.
The Boys' Party, of the Monomoy Brant Club, left Bos-

ton on Wednesday fot the shooting grounds. In the party
were Mr. Harry Bead, Mr. E. Frank Lewis, of Lawrence;
Mr. Harry Wright, of Walpole, and several others. The
parties ahead of this one at the Monomoy and the other
clubs in that vicinity are reported to have obtained but
few brant, though many were seen. The weather was too
fine, and though the birds seemed to be numerous off

shore, they would not rise and come near to the decoys.
Hence but few brant have been obtained. But the duck
shooting has been fair. The party of which Mr. Adams,
of Adams & Chapman, was a member, is reported to have
taken "a barrel of ducks" at the Masaquoit Club, across
the bay from the Monomoy. But a late report from the
Boys' Party, at Monomoy, says that the brant are behav-
ing more to the liking of the shooters, and that some good
hauls have been made.
The Bangor, Me., salmon pool is open much earlier than

usual this year. Prominent resident members are trying
the salmon, but up to ttoe time of this writing no salmon
had been taken. Special.

A New Fishing Tackle Store.

Within the past few days a big gilded fish has taken up
his position overhanging the sidewalk next door to the
Forest and Stream. It is the totem of the United States
Net and Twine Co. , who have just opened at 316 Broad-
way a very handsome new retail fishing tackle store.

They celebrate their opening with an elegant display of
oil paintings of fish, trout, salmon, grilse and black bass,

from the studios of the most celebrated painters in the
country, such as William M. Brackett, F. A. Tait, La
Goodwin, Kilburne and others. These will remain on
exhibition during the month of April, and anglers gen-
erally are invited to view them.
The Kosmic rod display is something wonderful. The

United States people have recently bought this split-

bamboo rod from A. G. Spalding & Bros;, and now own
the complete plant and factory. The exhibit is the same
one that won the prize at Chicago, and it consists of a
great variety of most beautiful Kosmic rods, from the
$500 gold-mounted beauties to the regular standard work-
ing rods.

Mr. E. S. Osgood, formerly manager of the fishing
tackle department of A. Gr. Spalding & Bros , is in charge
of the retail department of this new store, and Mr. H. J.

Frost, who for many years has represented the company
on the road, has now been brought into the office and
placed in charge of the wholesale, sample rooms as house
salesman. Since Jan. 1 Mr. Francis R. Wardle has been
elected secretary and manager of the company, Mr. W.
H. Wallace remaining in the position of treasurer.
May the big fish swing aloft many years and the golden

sheen be the symbol of the continued prosperity of these
new next door neighbors of Forest and Stream.

The Red-Bellied Dace.
Webster, Mass., March 19. — Editor Forest and

Stream: Would you kindly tell me the common name
of inclosed fish '? The prominent black stripe on its sides
is something I have not noticed before.

^Chas. Gerber.
[The red-bellied dace or minnow is a.strikingly beauti-

ful little fish at this time of the year^ as it is now ap-
proaching the breeding season. It abounds in small
streams from New England to Dakota and southward to
Tennessee. Along the sides are two jet black narrow
bands, one beginning above the eye and extending to the
tail; the other occupying the snout in front of the eye and
continued behind the eye to the base of the tail fin,where
it ends abruptly in a slightly enlarged spot. The belly
and the space between the bands are bright silvery, re-
placed by scarlet in breeding males, which have the same
red color at the base of the back fin, tail fin and the fin
behind the vent. In the height of the breeding season
the fins are bright yellow and the body of the male is

covered with small tubercles. The dace reaches a length
of 3in. In its habits it resembles the stone roller, with
which it associates. It prefers clear streams which arise
from springs. As an aquarium fish it is scarcely excelled
in beauty and hardiness, and as a bait for the black bass
t has few superiors among the minnows.]

Delaware Bass.
Wilmington, Del., March 26.—A number of local fish-

ermen have made good catches in this neighborhood.
Last week some very good strings of bass and pickerel
were taken on live bait at St. Georges, Del. J.

Albany Game Legislation.
[Special Correspondence Forest and Stream,]

Albany, March 31—The following is Chapter 183 of the Laws of 1894:
Section 1 of subdivision 7 of Section 271 of the game law is hereby-

amended so as to read as follows: Where an act is prohibited between
certain dates, it is not lawful upon the date first named and it is lawful
upon the date last named. But when said last date shall fall upon
Sunday it shall be lawful to shoot, hunt or fish on the preceding day,
as if that day waB the date so named in this act.

Fortunate Bangor.
Bangor, Me.

,
enjoys the distinction of being the most

convenient city in the world to a first-class salmon pool.
It is perfectly possible for a citizen to go fishing there
every day during the season without neglecting his busi-
ness. He does not lose track of his interests and can give
his directions from his boat almost as well as from his
office.

The big game of the Maine woods crowds down close to
Bangor, too. Fortunate residents hitch up their horses
and drive out a few miles to hunt, and return with their
venison still warm.
Bangor boasts of the pioneer canvas canoe builder, a

first-class taxidermist and the largest manufacturer of
moccasins and hunting-boots in the world. J. B. B.

tgjishquliun and <tjjtBh ffrokqtion.

Vermont Trout.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I read with pleasure the courteous comments on my letter
relating to Mr. Titcomb's plan for proctecting Vermont
waters by your correspondent "Rod," and as a continuation
of what has been written on the subject, must say I do not
think it the purpose of Mr. Titcomb to post all small stream?,
as there must be some localities where all streams are small;
and to deprive the people of one section entirely of their
neighboring trout fishing would be unreasonable and unjust,
causing the law to be felt as oppressive to them, thus render-
ing it practically inoperative.

Still, even these small streams could be shut off for a few
rods at their heads, thus leaving an occasional spring hole to
contain once and awhile a fair-sized fish for propagating
purposes;?and one good-sized spawner is worth a great many of
the so called 6-inch fish, that amount to practically nothing
as breeders. It 4s only recently that the Vermont people
have realized the. value of their State as a summering place
for city folks, and now that they have commenced to adver-
tise it, the volume of business in that line must increase,
letting loose each year a large army of fishermen. How
many keepers of hotels or boarding houses would be likely
to have one of their boarders or their children fined for taking
trout under size? Not one, I believe. Were the streams
posted in a manner to make it plain the State did the
posting, and all trespassers were amenable to the State, the
moral effect would help largely toward partial, protection.
Absolute protection cannot be had without prohibiting the
catching of trout entirely for a number of years or on waters
that have become the private property of individuals or
clubs.
In the Adirondacks I know of small brooks that are seldom

fished, but left to grow trout of sufficient size to be useful as
breeders. These will drop down into deep water during the
winter and such of them as escape the summer fishing work
up stream in the fall and perform their natural functions,
filling the little rivulets with small trout, they in turn be-
coming reproducers. Perhaps the plenitude of good fishing
is one reason of this abstinence from fishing such waters;
Perhaps it is education forced on the people by the logic of
events, and as human nature is largely selfishness, the best
way to protect the trout is to educate the Vermont folks that
it is to their interest to observe the law, only I tremble for
the fate of the little spotted fellows while the lesson is being
learned.
I had a case come under my observation last summer that

brought out strongly how queer may be some of the reasons
actuating the defense of violators of the fish law. I was at
Middlebury, Vfc.; the county court was in session; they were
trying a poor Frenchman from Orwell for netting fish (not
trout). One of the selectmen of Orwell was there and worked
very zealously for his acquittal. I was surprised to see this
unwonted interest, and being personally acquainted with the
gentleman quizzed him a little, developing the fact he wished
to clear the man to prevent his family becoming a town
charge, thus increasing the individual's tax, how much I
wonder?
Now if we can make the people feel that it is to their

interest to assist personally in carrying out this idea, by
showing an increased trout supply, an increased revenue
from city boarders and of lands sold for the erection of sum
mer homes, giving a larger number of tax payers and a
smaller amount of tax on theindividual. Why won't selfish-
ness do the rest? H. C. Kirk.
Albany, N. Y.

Rearing Brook Trout.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In May, 1891, 1 planted upward of 7,000 speckled trout fry

(American brook trout) in a pond about an acre in size,
possessing, I think, many of the conditions for successful
trout raising, both as the locality and temperature of water,
etc. The pond is fed by about a dozen bottom springs in
different parts of it, and will soon be reasonably well shaded
with trees and shrubs, the depth being from a few inches to
seven or eight feet, and in one spot, twelve feet.

The trout have thriven well, and as they attained a large
size as yearlings, must have bred in 1891 as well as '92-3, at
least judging from the great number of all sizes that appeared
in the pond last autumn. They were fed the first summer
and winter, but owing to my absence from the locality, have
not been fed since. They appear to have done well, however,
without artificial food, but I am a little anxious about then!
this winter (the pond being seven miles off), and would like
you to give me a hint as to whether they ought to be fed for
the remainder of the winter through holes in the ice.
But what I desire principally is your opinion as to how

many speckled trout, say an acre pond, with regular feeding
would maintain without overcrowding? Do you say about
thirty, forty, fifty, sixty thousand—or how many?
My object is to make a business of trout culture, adding

other ponds interspersed throughout our locality with the
expectation of realizing a profitable return. I may say that
angling for pleasure by our citizens and others would be the
principal source of profit, but of course the stock being kept
up, netting for the market might also be resorted to.
Given, then, that the trout having been three years in the

"original" pond, and that the largest sized ones average, say,
half a pound, how many do you think it would be prudently
safe to fish out every year, having in view the keeping up of
the stock and making a permanent business of it? It will be
easy under my plan to keep a record of the number caught—
of course returning to the water all under eight inches—and
call a halt when the maximum number has been reached.
As I have little idea practically of the fecundity of speckled

trout, and cannot very well estimate, even approximately,
the number of a sufficiently large size for table use that in a
well-stocked pond of a given area it would be safe to catch
each season, I shall be grateful for your advice as a guide in
the management of a trout business.
This letter may appear to you chimerical, rather than prac-

tical, but if an approximate—guiding—answer can be made
to it at all, I do not doubt but that it can be found in the
sanctum of Forest and Stream. Charles Armstrong.
Hamilton, Ont., Feb. 28.

[As the trout have survived two winters without artificial
food and have increased in number, it seems highly reason-
able to suppose that the pond contains natural food suffi-
cient for their needs. Among trout culturists, as well as

other members of a community, the motto ''Let well enough
alone" is never forgotten. Brook trout, as a matter of fact,
are extremely capricious about feeding in winter.

It is well nigh impossible to lay down a rule for (he
capacity of a body of water for supporting fish life. This
ean be determined with accuracy by experiment only. The
amount of the inflow from springs, and the extent and kind
of food present, will prove the most important factors of
the problem. The volume of the water supply can be deter-
mined from the amount escaping at the outlet, hut the food-
producing capacity is to be learned by actual trial with fish.
And this matter will soon regulate itself, or it can be con-
trolled by feeding during a portion of the year, say for a few
months preceding the breeding season and in the coldest
part of the winter if the fish can be induced to feed.
A better system of trout rearing involves a. series of ponds

in which the fish may be always assorted according to size
and facilities for artificial hatching of the eggs and care of
fry-]

Handicapped Salmon Fry.
Editor Forest ami Stream:
A rather remarkable condition of affairs in the life history

of salmon was related to me to-day by Mr. James W. Mc-
Gowan, of the Cascades, up the Columbia: About the 10th
of this month while Mr. McGowan with a force of men were
clearing a place for one of their fish wheels on the sloping
gravelly bank of the Columbia they unearthed—or rather
ungraveled—a whole hatful of salmon fry l^in. in length.
Numerous springs in the adjacent bank kept the gravel moist
enough seemingly to support fish life while the youngsters
more or less patiently awaited a "rise in the Columbia." Pos-
sibly there is nothing very remarkable or unusual about
this, but it was a revelatiou to me, and the McGowans, who
have been actively and prominently engaged in the salmon
industry for thirty-five years, were so impressed with the
novelty of their discovery that they expressed a desire that it

should be made known to the readers of Forest and Stream.
I might add that they found a number dead where [the

gravel bad dried, although this would be hut a natural con-
sequence. S. H. Greene.
Portland. Ore., March 23.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
A. G. Spalding & Bros., athletic outfitters, moved into thtir new and

large quarters 149 and 151 Wabash avenue, Chicago. April 2. In addi-
tion to the increased facilities consequent to more space, the firm will
have a well-equipped riding school tor bicyclists, and for those inter-
ested in aquatic sports a full line ot sailing boats, canoes and steam
launches.

The Waterbury Watch Company:, Waterbury, Conn., March 19, 1894.
—Messrs. E. A. Buck & Co.: I received this day the shoes sent me
and they are very satisfactory indeed, and I want another pair made
without heels, same style of shoe, only what you would call a moeca-
sin, with sole same weight as the sole on these shoes sewed on. Will
hold this letter until I see some of my friends who I think will try the
shoes. If so, hope to send you orders for more. In this I inclose pos-
tal note. Want also one more pair of shoes same as those jusfi sent,
but lighter soles. I inclose the note received from a friend who saw
these shoes. Yours very truly, Geo. Hurt.—Adv.

All those who love a dog because it Is a dog
and not merely a medium for the accumulation of
dollars and cents, are invited by the editor to con-
sider this department as one in which they can
discuss amicably any subject that is of interest
to the canine fancy, without fear of their commu-
nications being subjected to personal comment
or ridicule.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

April 17 to 20.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D B
Loveland, Sec'y. Entries close March 31.

April 18 to 21 —Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,
Cal. C. A. Sumner, See'y,
Mayl to 4. —Special show of St. Bernard, Collie, Spaniel and Fox-

Terrier clubs, in connection with the Hempstead Farm show, Madison
Square Garden.
Sept. 10 to 14.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaue:

her. Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells.

Sec'y.

PHILADELPHIA DOG SHOW.
March 27 to 30. Entries, 4-S4.

The Philadelphia Kennel Club did all that lay in their
power to achieve a success with their show held last week in
Tattersalls, on Market street, and take it all in all it was
the best gathering of dogs that the Quaker City has seen in
many years. The show was well advertised and the press
lent its aid as probably never before, and lots of people came
to see the dogs. But, as usual, the P. K. C. will have to
shoulder a loss. The phenomenal run of fine weather expe-
rienced by all the shows in the circuit so far, was broken on
Thursday last, when rain fell quite heavily and interfered
considerably with the gate. It was fine in the evening, how-
ever. A number of prominent fanciers were present and
seemed to fully enjoy the opportunity to meet their fellow
fanciers. Among those we noticed were Col. II. O'Baunon,
C. W, Longest, H. G. Trevor, B. Alton Smith, Dr. Long-
necker, Prank Carswell, Dr. Caldwell, Dr. Huidekoper, Prank
P. Dole, L. Finletter, Dr. H. T. Foote, M. A. Thiruan, J. T.
Barnes, J. H. H. Maenner, E. L. Kraus, E. W. Fiske.'M C
Viti, Geo. R. Preston, T. H. Garlick, C. S. Wixom, R. Fox,
John N. Lewis, T. Johnson, W. T. Payne, G. P. Run ton
Frank P. Smith, W. Tallman, F. Senn, C. A. Shinn, W. J.
Higginson, J. Gf. Thomson, G. W. H, Ritchie, Geo. Bell, Mr4.
Smyth, Mrs. Trevor, Mrs. Meacham, Mrs. Gilligan, Mrs,
Read, Mrs. Atwood, etc.

The judging was all completed the first day and a marked
catalogue issued the morning after by 7 A. M., a record,
scarcely even approached in this country before. The catal
ogue had few wrong entries and was well arranged, inter-
leaved catalogues being provided for the press. Spratt's
Co. fed and benched and Mr. John Read as usual, in his quiet
undisturbed way, made an efficient superintendent, and
everything was kept sweet and clean. Mr. James Watson
was press agent and it is due to him in no small degree that
the papers did so well and that the marked catalogue was
out so early.
Mr. "Bert" Winslow,_ the popular president, was a whole

reception committee himself, and did all, as he only knows
how, to make things go. The bench show committee of the
club, composed of Messrs. H. G. Sinnott G. H. Thomson, C.
G. Thompson, J. J. Schnellenberg, Phil Walsh, Jr., G.
Schreiber and Dr. L. C. Sauveur, worked hard and some of
them were always on hand. During judging, Mr, H. W.
Smith's ring was stewarded by Geo. Thomson, who also
looked after Mr. Oldham's interests in the spaniel ring.
J. R. Paintor held the ribbons for A. C. Krueger, whiie
Mr. Mortimer was relieved of much trouble by Geo. W,
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Price. Dr. Darby helped bis fellow medico, Dr. Sauveur,
in the collie ring, while Harry Siuuott and Mr. Price
looked after Mr. Mason alternately. Dr. Glass attended
to Mr. Taylor and Dr. Glover. Four rings were furnished
upstairs, the show as usual being held on two floors in Tat-
tersall's sales rooms. Dr. Glass "vetted" the show and Dr.
Darby had lots to do as secretary and did it.

The judging of several of the specials created a great deal
of interest. At the same time, in fairness to the three judges
on whom devolved the arduous duty of selecting the best
owned in Philadelphia and best American bred for the
Asbmont Trophy, the judging of these events should have
been attended to before the other judges returned home.
Neither was it fair to the exhibitors, for, however good, say,
a terrier might be, it would receive scant attention at th e

hands of a setter or a spaniel judge. On Messrs. Taylor and
Oldham and Dr. L. C. Sauveur devolved the unwelome tasks.
Iu the competition for best owned in Philadelphia, those left

in were Sandy Gladstone, the English setter, Bob Ivy, the
pug, and Wellesbourne Charlie, the collie. The latter rightly
won. There were others that should have been kept in, such
as Scottish Leader, Queen of Skyes, Miss Waggles or champ-
ion Middy, in preference to Sandy Gladstone.
The next competition, and one over which as usual there

was lots of talk, was the Ashmont trophy for best
American-bred in the. show. Quite an assortment trooped
in for this, but first one then another fell out, such as Royal
Krueger the beagle, Warren Captious, the fox-terrier; Em-
press of Contoocock, etc., but still the little black and tan
terrier Perfection held on until he and Antonio, the English
setter, and Ridgeview Tenny, the pointer, were alone left in
to wrestle with the judges. As far as we could make out.
the terrier was the "plump" for Mr. Oldham, Dr. Sauveur
was undecided and Mr. Taylor wanted Antonio, and he
wa.nted it badly and be got it. Antonio won, Perfection
being counted out for not having enough flesh on his ribs,

the judges forgetting he was but a seven months old pup.
He should have won hands down, especially considering the
difficulty of breeding such a good one of this breed, and this
we suppose enters into the idea for which such a trophy is

given.
Mastiffs.

James Mortimer, Judge.

Seven entries and three prizes withheld does not speak
well for breeders of these dogs nor for the interest the mem-
bers of the Mastiff Club evidently take in the breed. Dr.
Lougest has kept to the front well this season and it is to
be regretted that while the array of Club specials has
been temptingly displayed at the head of every catalogue,
the plums had to be passed for lack of other club entries.

Lady Diana was the only challenge entry and looked none
the worse for her travels. This is her first challenge prize.

Emperor William scored again and must be getting danger-
ously near the coveted class. Bruce Caution loses to him
much iu massiveness of head, size and bone. In bitches (2)

Ccrene, well known and well shown, scored head and
shoulders over Nell, from whom second was withheld.
Nell and Bluff were in the local class, but the judge could
not allow them in the money even then. Emperor William
won the special for best in show.

St. Bernards.
Chas. H. Mason, Judge.

Had it not been for the Swiss Mountain Kennels which
came out with all its local colors flying, the entry would
have been very mediocre. With thirty-three shown alto-
gether, sixteen came from the Germantown Kennels. There
were no challenge roughs. That good dog Eboracum scored
nicely in open dogs, beating Ardmore in body, size and mas-
siveness, and squareness of bead; although as a son of Lady
Adelaide, Ardmore shows nice quality and a good type of
head. Nero D. loses considerably in muzzle, front and hind
quarters, though showing quite some quality. Bruce, Jr.,

he, deserved his letters and that was all; lacks the quality
of the others. In bitches, Sunray and Harmony, the latter
losing in size and substance, were placed as named, I like
Harmony's head better, more quality. Lady Juno Jacques,
should have more stop, and shadings would improve an
otherwise fair head, good legs. The other five entries here
were N. F. C. from the Swiss Mountain Kennels. Madam B,,
a rather well boned pup, too straight in face and not broad
enough, won from a better headed one in Columbus, that has
been round so much lately. Voodoo, reserve, is scarcely
promising, plain head. In smooth challenge class, Scottish
Leader as usual made the welkin ring and showed in his
usual robust form Empress of Contoocock, the only entry
from the Duchess Kennels, was alone in her class and looked
deeper in body than ever. In open dogs the short-tailed
Chester is not so good on his legs, head and other parts that
his short tail could be overlooked. Cestor of Contoocock
should be broader and deeper in muzzle and shows a little

too much coat. In bitches (2), Sunol, June having strayed
away, was the ouly entry; she has been out this season.
Castor of Contoocock won in pupuies, in Beauty's absence.
The local class (7) prize fell to Ardmore, Rosabel second and
another dog by Tristan G., Empire State, took reserve, shows
great bone and rather nice head. Tne others need no par-
ticular mention. Swiss Mountain Kennels took the kennel
prize, and A. L. Martin's Nero D. the special for best Ameri-
can-bred rough dog.

Bloodhounds.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Only two of this good old breed showed up and both have
been mentioned on the Westexn circuit, Kaween again beat-
ing Belhus. Both looked well.

Great Danes.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Just an average show for Philadelphia, scarcely, perhaps,
so good as last year's show. Theseus beating in head won
over another equally well known one in Stanley that was at
Detroit. Victor, third, loses in muzzle, cleanness in neck
and a little in type of body and general makeup. Caesar is

inclined to coarseness and straight behind; nice body and
front. Bitches had three present, one absent. Pay won but
was cleverly handled; her feet are out in front, plain muzzle
and dips in back. Cora stands much better on her legs, is

not so clean in throat but has a better head all over and is a
better mover, and has more character and type. Dora, third,
moves poorly, is throaty, elbows out, a trifle open in toes but
otherwise a fair all round stamp with a muzzle too lippy and
not of correct type.
The Newfoundland prize was withheld from the only

entry, Rover.

Russian Wolfhounds.
H. tr. Smith, Judge.

This show was interesting from the fact that both of the
principal kennels have had a week to recover from their
WeMern trip, and the way Turner had pulled his dogs to-
gether was very commendable. Stokes had not been idle

either, but Turner had more to do in this respect. Leekhoi,
in challenge dogs, looked fit to go for his life, and Argoss
never came nearer being beaten in his American career; he
looked bare and did not move with that sprightliness of

action the other dog showed. Leekhoi excelled in coat and
cleanness of shoulders; type put Argoss ahead. Leekkoi's
time is coming if Argoss does not pull together. Col. Dietz,

who showed the good effects of his week at home, scored
again over Odrooski. At the same time if Argoss beats
Leekhoi, Odrooski should beat the other. Sorvanets is get-

ting cloddy and does not look half the dog he did. In bitches

Olivia, a grandly conditioned and coated one, showing beau-
tiful quality, carried the judge away completely, so that he
forgot her very faulty front and open feet, still she is a good
bodied bitch. Riga came next, showing signs of the cir-

cuit's wear and tear against the other's prettiness. Lady
Dietz, vhc, is picking rip a bit, but still looked light.
Olivia, rather strange to say, took the special for best in
show, still if condition was the cause of Argoss being put
back, Leekhoi on Olivia's type should certainly have won in
his class. But the more we see of these dogs the less satis-

factory seems to be the judging results, and probably there
has been more hard feeling engendered than in the judging
of any other breed, and when we import a Russian Demi-
doff or something of that sort we shall perhaps get a cor-
rect line to go by. H. W. Huntington took the kennel prize.

Deerhounds.
H. W. Smith, Judge.

Only one, Minna, from Mr. Page's kennel, his other, Loch-
iel, being absent. Miuna was at New York. She took the
medal for best.

Greyhounds.
H. W. Smith, Judge.

The trials of the circuit showed themselves plainly here,
for Gem of the Season could scarcely stand up, and neither
he nor Master Rich were really fit to show. And no wonder
the light little Miss Dollar III. beat them out for special.
Gem of the Season had been on the rail from Denver since
the previous Friday night. In open dogs, first went to Bal-
tic, a well put up brindle, excellent front, plain head, very
good behind the shoulders, beats Norway Star in front and
ear carriage, but is not so clean in outline nor so good in
head. Cheeky Charlie, third, is a well made dog and a good
greyhound, but handicapped here by condition; the others
being shown very fit. The bitch class was poor—very, Miss
Dollar III. very rightly being the only entry recognized
for first honors, second was withheld and third given to
a poor-fronted one in Nellie. Miss Dollar took the special
for best in show and Baltic that for best owned in Philadel-
phia.

American Foxhounds.
Dr. U. C. Glover, Judge.

With" the exception of one or two there was little in the
open classes to command attention, Ranger II. though on
the heavy type, beat Elite again in challenge. In open dogs
Tuck beats Skip in body, front and muzzle. Bitches had
five and the three winners were much on same type, Nip,
vhc, being a lighter sort. The kennel prize went to the
Lima Hunt.

Chesapeake Bay Dogs.
E. M. Oldham, Judge.

#

Mr. Oldham here made his debut as a. judge in this breed,
but his duties were not at all arduous. _

Cleveland was alone
in dogs and Mary II. was also absent in the bitch class, so
Bigelow Rose, from the same kennel, took the blue, the
handing out of which was the only difficult duty the judge
had to perform.

Pointers.
Chas. Heath, Judge.

A number of well-known dogs greeted this popular pointer
man. Duke of Hessen and Tempest once more met with the
same result, and Wpolton Game, well shown, beat Hemp-
stead's Pearl by the skin of her teeth, good bitch as the
former is; Wild Lily and Lady Tammany were out of it;

both are better in body conformation than head. The win-
ners in heavy open dogs are known; that good dog, Sandford
Druid, we have frequently spoken so well of, was placed over
R. Panic, whom he excels in head and shoulders and front.
Hempstead Drake, a nice sort, good legs and body, would do
with more stop and has too light an eye. King of Hessen
has a nice head, though wide between ears, a well-made son
of Duke of Hessen. Gamester, vhc, should be cleaner in
shoulders, good head, not well shown. In bitches only one,
Kent's Belle, that was described at New York; she should, be
cleaner in skull. In light-weight dogs both Jersey dogs
scored, Ridgeview Tenny first and Ridgeview Donald next.
Tenny was iu the heavy brigade at New York. I like
Tenny's head better than the other, who is inclined to be
dished. Hempstead Carlo, third, is a nice-headed one, a
little light in body. Aspiration, reserve, is rather a nice-
bodied one, muzzle too fine. Doc Tanner would have a fair
head if muzzle were not so plain, good legs and body. In
bitches others that are well known scored. Hempstead
Blossom moved up more than one or two pegs on her New
York form; she is a good legged and bodied bitch. Spring-
side Nell again took honors above Fan Fan II. Graceful II.,

if a little stronger in head, would De better, shows lots of
quality. Hempstead Zoe's, vhc, light eye and wide skull
are against her. Fannie Kirk, in the same division, stands
on good legs, but is plain in head, especially muzzle. Mod-
eration, he, deserved his letters, but is faulty before the eye
and in shoulder. Some fair pups were shown, the Springside
Kennels with its Pax and Lill, two more of the Donald-Lady
Tammany litter that has done so well, scored somewhat
easily. In the local class King of Hessen and Gamester took
the money. Hempstead Farm Kennels won the kennel
special, and their Duke of Hessen special for best dog with two
of his get, Hempstead Drake and Hempstead Blossom; the
bitch prize under same conditions was won by Woolton Game
with the same two. Best pointer with a field trial record and
best pointer in show was Sandford Druid; best American
bred, Gamester.

English Setters.

Francis G. Taylor, Judge.

The challenge class dogs seemed a hot one with Toledo
Blade, Glendon, Cincinnatus and Monk of Furness entered,
but the latter two were for specials only. Toledo Blade won,
but Glendon is a better type, especially in head. In bitches,
Donna Juanita beat the well-known Spectre. She excels in
substance and hindparts. In open dogs Mr. Taylor had a
motley class; there was little real bench English setter type,
the field sort having the call. Antonio won; he is not a
bench show dog, though he can go in the field, and was none
too well shown, in fact looked rough. Sandy Gladstone has
a better head and is fairly made all round, but is a plain one,
lacking quality. Paul Hill is plain in muzzle, light in eye,
otherwise showing some quality. The Earl might well have
been higher up, shows more pretensions to bench form. Rock
Noble, vhc, is too broad in skull and stop is not defined
enough, good otherwise. Kent III. well deserved his letters;

nice head, might be better in shoulders and front. In bitches
a hard and trying class faced the judge, and many of them
should have been weeded out to allow the others to be seen.
The well-known Countess Rush scored again; she has been
repeatedly written up. Toledo Queen, second, should have
more stop; otherwise a good head and set on good shoulders
and body. Flight of Rivervievv, t hird, is another well-known
entry. Belle of Brownstone, reserve, is a well-ribbed one,
with a good head, but stands a bit out in front. Among the
lettered ones Prima Donna was hardly treated; she might
have come in a good second; she is well known. Gossip

t an-
u other plain one, but shown fat; can use her legs we know.
Edgemark's Nellie and Victoria D. both deserved their cards,
though the former has a better body than head; Victoria D.,
on the contrary, has agood head, if it had more stop, but, is not
so well ribbed. It is a noticeable fact that most of these
English setters are to a great extent straight-faced. A well-
defined stop adds so much to the make and symmetry of an
English setter head. Cincinnatus's Pride won in puppies,
but 1 could not find it. Pop Monarch's head should be deeper

and squarer in muzzle, and legs need straightening. The
others need no comment. Sandy Gladstone won in the local
class, having a better head than Edna, second, who also lost
in rib and loin. J. E. Dager took the kennel prize, and
Antonio took specials for best in show and best with field
trial record. Best bitch, Donna Juanita; best bitch owned in
Philadelphia, Nanon.

Irish Setters.
Dr. H.C. Glover, Judge.

A number of good ones were on hand, the Seminole Ken-
nels having a good entry, but the rank and file was not up
to form. The classes were well handled. Challenge dogs
brought champion Tim once more to the front, followed by
Pride of Patsy, Montauk, Jr., getting left. In bitches,
champion Laura B. had no difficulty in beating Elfreda
from the same kennel In open dogs, Seminole Kennels
took first and second with Young Tim and Elcho, Jr., both
well known; then for third came Mark Anthony, who is
plain in head, too cut out before the eye. Pemberton, a
large dog but well made, was given extra third. Don, re-
serve, has a head more on the English order, but nice legs
and rib. Among the vhe's I liked Dennis the Gossoon,
though he should be deeper and squarer in muzzle; Count
droops behind, fair head and color; Bang has a very good
head but turns his feet out, good color, considering type he
might have been higher up; Young Signal is scarcely a show
dog, plain head, stocky build. In bitches, Seminole Kennels
took first and second again with Fly and Delphinne, at the
same time Delphinne has a better head and eye, but loses in
color a little, that is if I got the right one; numbers through-
out the show were set with no attention to rotation. Ruby
Glenmore II. has been recently described, she got third.
Biddy, reserve, is another well-known member of the Sem-
inole team, a little small. Maid of Borstol, while faulty in
skull, should have had more than he In puppies, first was
withheld and second given to Maggie Moore, a rather poor
one, light in color yet, A big coarse dog in Speedaway won
in "locals," his color is commendable. Roscoe II. has a
coarse common head. Seminole Kennels took the kennel
prize; champion Tim the special for best in show, and Ruby
Glenmore II. that for best with Seminole Kennels not com-
peting.

Gordon Setters.

Dr. B. C. Glover, Judge.

The entries here were disappointing, Dr. Dixon keeping
out of the way; with one of the best Gordon judges we have
officiating, the Philadelphia kennels should have come out
in force, but probably the team needs a rest. Lady Gordon
was the only challenge entry. A good-headed and tanned
one in Homer S. won in open dogs. Wang Ivanhoe is not
far behind had he more stop and squarer muzzle. Archibald,
well known, is of different type, light in tan. In bitches,
Tesse, first, although a little Roman-nosed, excels Daisy
Ivanhoe in muzzle and before the eye, better forelegs, too.
Belle T., third, should be flatter in skull and longer; good
legs and tan. Kennel prize did not fill. Best Gordon owned
by a member of the G. S. Club, Archibald.

Spaniels.
E. M. Oldham, Judge.

There was a pretty fair entry here and many of the faces
are so familiar they scarcely need describing. The judge
placed them well, sticking to his type all through. Kitty of
Cork was the only Irish water represented. In field chal-
lenge dogs Newton Abbott Torso had not much trouble to
score over Brantford Mohawk, better head, legs and body.
Open blacks only entry, Sorry Jake, absent. Midnight HI.,
a bitch of excellent type, faulty in head, won nicely in the
next class from Maid, a little high on the leg, fair head and
good body length. In any other color Coleshill Rufus, a
dark liver, won from Brownie and Romeo, excelling in gen-
eral type, height and coat. Russett, the only entry in bitches,
was absent though her owners were there. In cockers, going
through the catalogue is simply a repetition of late shows,
although the awards are not the same. In challenge dogs
champion Middy, very much improved with his week's rest,

scored from Jay Kay, Pickpania being absent. Othello
should havejhadalook in, althoughnotin hisusual bloom. In
bitches Miss Waggles and champion I Say, in Black Duchess's
absence, was the order; there was little between them this
time, muzzle and skull being in favor of Waggles. In open
black dogs King Raven, Jr. , beats in body and general type.
King Kole is small and Douglass, third, is shorter still.

Donovan was put back to reserve; he is not this judge's type,
but more of a cocker than Ihe "extreme" Douglass. In
bitches the entry was much larger, first, Rideau Reine;
second, Lady Fidget; third, Miss Phyllis; reserve, Raven
Belle, who loses in front and muzzle, nice sort otherwise.
Among the three letter ones I liked Fashion, atrifle long, but
all-round good type, well shown. Circe loses in front and
muzzle, high brow. Other than blacks, Brantford Rufus
scored another for Mr. Fiske, Wang, second, losing in body
and front. Daudy S. was absent, in bitches Tonita, a trifle

long, scored from the charming Ruth S., who loses before eye
a bit, but body and legs cannot be beaten. Red Niobe's
coarse head and front put her out. Fannie, vhc, had to give
in to Cherry Blossom for reserve, losing in head and front to
the other. In puppies, Midshipmite, one of those "dear"
little things, scored over Zuleika, a red one, Circe getting
reserve, beaten in skull, front and coat by the others. In the
local class Jay Kay II., won from Wang. Kathleen, reserve,
faulty in head and forelegs. Best brace of cockers, Middy
and Miss Waggles Best brace other than black, Bell cup,
Ruth S. and Zuleika. Best in open classes, King Raven.
BesHieaded cocker, Rideau Reine. Best brace of fields, Mid-
night III. and Coleshill Rufus. Best field bitch in open
class, Midnight III.

Collies.

Dr. L. C. Sauveur, Judge.

A nice entry and the Doctor handled his classes correctly
again. Wellesbourne Charlie and Flurry III. took the chal-
lenge prizes without competition; both looked well consider-
ing their recent campaigning. In open dogs (9), Christopher's
sweet quality, excellent mane and style could not be denied.
Woodmansterne Trefoil and Conrad II. came next; both are
getting well into coat and should be right for Boston. Ches-
terford Marvel we scarcely recognized with his heavy coat on
and promising mane; he was a bit light behind, has lots of
quality. Hempstead Chief, short of coat, is bunched up in the
shoulders, fair head. Ben Nevis, Jr., is a bit coarse, but a
good deal like the old dog; faulty in ears. Bruce Christo-
pher loses in head and size. In bitches, Ormskirk Julia, first,

Woodmansterne Deborah, second, were streets ahead of Net-
tle, third. Julia showed light in body, nice head and ear.
Deborah has scarcely the quality in head, but looked better
in body, having a longer coat. In puppies, Hempstead Rex
and Hempstead Bess, the New York vhes., were placed in
this order, although for sweet type I like the bitch best; the
dog looked faulty in ear carriage and tucked up, the bitch
was in better coat. Squire II. is a bit coarse Pansy is too
full in skull yet. In locals, Bruce Christopher was the win-
ner. Chestnut Hill Kennels took the kennel prize. Breeder
of best collie in 1893, Hempstead Farm Kennels with Hemp-
stead Rex. Best stud dog with two of his get, Christopher.

Poodles.
C. ZT. Mason, Judge.

An excellent gathering of these dogs welcomed the judge.
As usual the Meadowmere Kennels furnished the majority.
The winners, most of them, have been so recently on the cir-

cuit, it is not necessary to describe many of them. Milo and
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Dinah furnished the challenge -winners, Rajah and Chloenot
being shown. In corded dogs Duke beat the well known
Bismarck, better condition and cords. In curly black dogs
Sidi won again with Girofle second, losing in head and coat
to the other. Ithel, a nicely made one with fairly crisp coat
came third, and Dophan, inclined to cords, took reserve.
The others were much on the same style, though several
showed a good start for cords. In bitches that smart one,
Bess, scored again with Girofla and Snowball in order next,
all from the same kennel and with little difference between
them. Juno, vhc.,asmarter, better curled one than Frou Frou,
reserve; Stella and Countess lose in coat. Diamant had no
difficulty in scoring over the white half and half coated Bon-
Ton. Best kennel, Meadowmere Kennels; best any variety,
Milo; best black curly bitch. Dinah.

Bulldogs.
C. H. Mason, Judge.

The competition for best in challenge class was interesting
and Saleni, let off her chain, pulled off the prize; King Lud
ran her close, but dips behind shoulder, and is not sostiaight
in forebone as the hitch; the bitch was much better shown
than at New York. In open dogs, Romance and Wal Hamp-
ton took the money, and Argonaut, reserve, should be deeper
in muzzle and more out at shoulder. African Monarch, vhc.,
was at Chicago. In bitches, first went to Lucy Glitters, a
Dudley nosed one, the judge when asked about it, maintain-
ing that as the rest of her color was in keeping, she should
not be penalised in such a class. The club standard says
Dudley nose is a disqualification and it is so held in England.
Lucy in shape of head beats Katisha easily in depth and
squareness of foreface. Careless, reserve, is too long in face
and not broken up enough, Saleni took the specials for best
in show and best bitch. Best bitch in open classes, Lucy
Glitters.

Bull-Terriers.

C. H. Mason, Judge.

A very nice lot altogether faced the judge, but as so many
of the winners have been on the circuit their placings will be
sufficient to record. Cox'dona won in challenge dogs, but
Kit beating Starlight and Attraction in challenge bitches,
considering the former's condition, was scarcely the thing,
a« the latter's bag was down and she was not in her Sara-
toga form. In open dogs Duke of Rochester won again, fol-

lowed by Topsparkle, whoni he beats in head and front.
Harborne King, third, is cheeky, light in eye and stop too
defined. Billy Bulger is coarse compared to winner. Ad-
miral Mello is throaty and not long enough in face. In
bitches Edgewood Tipsey, Lady Carrabrook and Thelma
took the money, with Edgewood Topsey reserve. Topsey
should have been second, better type than either of the other
two, although she did not show so well. Lady Carrabrook's
light eye and short neck are against her.
Light-weight dogs and bitches had Tarquin a winner

again; his head pulls him through. Lady Rochester I like
better in front and body. Rookery Boy was in his right
place here. Pearl Rochester, third, her quality and nice
model throughout being rightly recognized. F. F. Dole
took the kennel prize and Cordona the cup for best in the
show.

Dachshunds.
A. G. Krueger, Judge.

In open dogs, in spite of condition, Jay had no difficulty in
beating Dash, a plain, light tanned one. In bitches Jar-
gonelle beats Jessie Victoria in length of muzzle and front;
both show lots of type and quality.

Beagles.
A. C. Krueger, Judge.

A number of the familar names were absent, hut with the
Hornell-Harmony dogs and Consolidated Kennels on hand,
quality was good. They were well handled. In challenge
dogs, Sherry, a dog we have always commended beat Forest
Hunter especially in head and front. Royal Kreuger and
Tricotrin were not for competition. In bitches, the sweet
little Ava W. scored over the rather coarse Twintwo, the latter
has many good points, but is not the show bitch she was. In
open dogs a clinking good one just under size came to the
front, Bauman, a little wide and bowy in front and feet

could be better, outside of that he is a "cracker" for type and
substance. Directum, second, is coarse headed. Roger W.
gets his tail over; third has been seen before, Keith is faulty
in front though nice type. In bitches, Daisy Corbett, scored
from a good fronted one in Popsey, she is pinched in muzzle
and even longer than Daisy in back. Actress, third, is wide
in skull and shown thin. Rockland Nellie gets it in front
from Actress, but is a little long faced, still I prefer her to
the other. Gypsey A. is well known, loses in head, and body
too long. In open dogs, small sized, Paderewski, not a very
good one, loses in front to Little Wonder; he has, however,
more substance. Young Royal, third, has a very poor
muzzle, good otherwise. In bitches, Evangeline a bitch of
sweet quality, beats Hia in head but not in body or legs.

Queechy gets her feet out, nice type and better than average
in muzzle. Smut is not straight in front. Velvet, a very
nice stamp of pup won in her class, Rose Graham losing in
head and coat, being third, the others I did not see as they
went home early. Best kennel Hornell-Harmony Kennels;
best in open class Daisy Corbett; best in show Royal Kreuger,
Bauman reserve.

Fox-Terriers.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Outside of those of the Rutherford Kennels and one or two
others the quality here was not such as one could go into
ecstacies over.

,
Grouse II. was the only challenge entry.

Warren Tip Top and Warren Layman, the latter losing in
skull and muzzle, were the winning dogs, followed by Raby
Nigger, also well known; so are Arrondale Mixture, Hillside
Royal and Poverino, who looked improved since his return.
In bitches Warren Captious and Duty were again placed as
named, and they looked very well, too. Lady Roseberry,
another familiar face, third. Trim, vhc, loses in front, and
muzzle and ear. In puppies, Warren Regent, a nice-headed
one with full skull yet, won from the nice-headed Mister
Great Snap. Mere Jollice, he, is a big dog but has many
good qualities; for his excellent front he should have had
more notice; his coat is soft. Triton won in the local class—
a son of Raffle, rather good front and head. Philadelphia,
second, should be longer in neck and squarer in muzzle. Ia
wire-haired open dogs Mister Great Snap scored, his half
brother Brittle Bright, whom he excels in coat and head,
coming next, the coarse-headed Ebor Larchmont third and
Jack Prompter, coarse in head and faulty in ear and front,
vhc. A very nice-headed and fronted bitch with excellently-
carried ears in Roche Tacit, scored easily from Jess Frost,
beating in length of head and front. Mistress Betsie, third,
loses to both in carriage of ear, front and coat, but is a nice
type though. Rutherford Kennels took the kennel prize.
Best American bred dog in the open class, Warren Tip Top.
Best in open class (2), Warren Captious. Best in local class
(2), Triton. Best in show, Warren Captious.

Irish Terriers.
C. U. Mason, Judge.

Jack Briggs and Jackanapes again in challenge class.
Brickbat, Jr., had no competition in open dogs and a rather
nice-headed bitch, Kathleen, won in open bitches without
competition.

Black and Tan Terriers.
G. H. Mason, Judge.

Gypsey Girl, fresh from her Chicago victories, in Broom-
field Sultan's absence, had to beat Glenwood; but for the

'atter's coarseness he should win, better color and
body, shape and ear. In open dogs Perfection, a son of
Black Earl, was alone and, of course, took the blue; he is
the best pup I have seen in many a year, his style, head,
neck, body and carriage of tail could scarcely be beaten;
good bone; eye a little, light, badly breeched and scarcely
true in front feet, are the only faults one wants to
pick out yet. If he is lucky he should have a winning
career, and George Bell is his owner.

Scotch Terriers.
C. Pf. Mason, Judge.

Not a very good class, just three, with the moderate Merry
Call first, followed by Glenelg and Glenshea; Glenelg easily
beats the other in coat and style.

Skye Terriers.
C. H. Mason, Judge.

Plenty of quality and all of them well known, in fact here
in the. Quaker City is the main stronghold of "ihis breed.
Queen of Skyes and Endcliffe Maggie came together in chal-
lenge class and the Queen won as before; her color could be
improved. Barnaby Rudge was the other competitor. El-
phinstone again captured the open dog ribbon, and in bitches
Belle Stafford and Princess May was the order, followed by
Islay, all well known, the latter beaten in coat. C. A. Shinn
took the kennel prize.

Yorkshire Terriers.
C. II. Mason, Judge.

A small entry in the three classes, but a choice lot and well
known. Young Ted in challenge class; Prince beating
Jacks in color and size in open dogs, while Judy, a nicely
colored one of nice size, was alone in her class. In toys Little
Plimmer, a very fair little terrier, won, Snap not being con-
sidered eligible for second.

Pugs.
Dr. L. C. Sauveur, Judge.

A rather nice lot altogether. Bob Ivy, looking tip-top, was
alone in challenge class. Ivy Boy, a little on the leg, took
the next class prize, followed by Capers, who loses in front,
depth of muzzle and curl to him. Pomona Fritz loses in
muzzle and skull to winner. In bitches Pansy G., a very
smart sort, might be a bit squarer in muzzle, but excellent
legs, body and curl, as I saw her running naturally. Little
Ruth is a very pretty little one, not the depth of body of the
other: Lady Treasure loses by length of face and body and
curl. Dr. Cryer took the kennel prize and Bob Ivy best in
show.

Toy Spaniels.
James Mortimer, Judge.

The short-faced King of the Charlies won from Romona
Nina in the class for King Charles, Nails, vhc, losing in
skull, color and coat to the others. In any other toy spaniels
the Jap, Mamie won, Rhoda being given an extra prize, the
Jap, O'Kikusan getting second. Kobie, vhc, I liked for
this; shorter faced and better size. Tamak, Princess Colonna
and Looloo well deserved their letters. Best Japanese in
show, Mamie; best toy spaniel, King of the Charlies; best
kennel, Mrs. F. Senn.
Spring was the only Italian greyhound.

Miscellaneous.
James Mortimer, Judge.

A poor lot. Bey and Turk, basset hounds, were the win
ners in the heavy division; Turk loses much to the other in
forelegs and head. In small size a little sort of black
Pomeranian, won from Dewr, the Welshman, a fair Maltese
coming next. Toodles we don't know what she is.

H. W. Lacy.

LIST OF AWARDS.

MASTIFFS.

—

Challenge—1 st , Dr. C A. Lougest's Lady Diana.—
Open—Dogs: 1st, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Emperor WilJiam; 2d, J. V. C.
Roberts's Bruce Caution. Bitches: 1st Woodbury Kennels' Cerene;
2d withheld.

—

Local Class—Prizes withheld.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-Coated—Dogs; 1st, Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels' Eboracuru; 2d, Hall & Burgess's Ardmore; 3d, A. L. Martin's
Nero D. Hisrh com., J. T. Barnes's Bruce, Jr. Bitches: 1st and 2d,
Swiss Mountain Kennels' Sunray and Harmony; 3d, Dr. T. S. Carring-
ton's Lady Juno Jacques. Puppies: 1st, A. Burgess's Madam B

; 2d,
F. Reichard's Columbus. Reserve, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Voodoo.—
Smooth-Coated.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
champion Scottish Leader. Bitches: 1st, Col. Ruppert, Jr.'s Empress
of Contoocook.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, M. A. Thimmi's Chester; 2d, Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Castor of Contoocook. Bitches: 1st, Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels1 Sunol. Puppies: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Castor
of Cont.oocook.

—

Local Class—1st, Hall& Burgess's Ardmore; 2d and
reserve, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Rosabell and Empire State. Very
high com,E. Loeb's Rector. High com., J. T. Barnes's Bruce, Jr., and
E. B. Beaumont's Mac Queator.

ENGLISH BLOODHOUNDS.—1st and 2d, Dr. C. A. Lougest's
Kaween and Belhus.

GREAT DANES —Dogs: 1st, W. L. Deegn's Theseus; 2d, P. Clag
stone's Stanlev; 3d, J. H. H Maenner's Victor. Very high com., E. L-
Kraus's Csesar. Bitches: 1st, F. H. Klauder's Fay; 2d, J. H. H. Maen-
ner's Cora; 3d, E. L. Kraus's Dora.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st, H. W. Huntington's
Champion Argoss.—Open—Dogs: 1st and reserve, C. S. Hanks's Col.
Dietz and Sorvanets; 2d, H. W. Huntington's Odrooski. Bitches:
1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Olivia; 2d, H. W. Huntington's Riga.
Very high com., C. S. Hanks's Lady Dietz.

DEERHOUNDS.-Riicfi.es; 1st, A. L. Page's Minna.

GREYHOUNDS — Challenge— 1st. A. W. Purbeck's Gem of the
Season. Reserve, W. G. Trite's Master Rich —Open—Dogs: 1st, F. P.
Smith's Baltic, 2d, W. S- Gibson's Norway Star; 3d, P. J. Walsh, Jr.'s
Creeky Charlie. Bitches: 1st, Maybrook Kennels' Miss Dollar HI.; 3d,
A. E. Wills's Nellie.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.—Challenge -1st, Seminole Kennels'
Ranger IL—Open—Doc/s: 1st and 2d, Lima Hunt Club's Tuck and Skip.
Bitches: 1st, 2d and 3d, Whittier & Higgins's Belva, Queen W, and
Maranny Cook II. Very high com., Lima Hunt Club's Nip.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.

—

Dogs: 1st, B. A. Smith's Cleveland.
Bitches: 1st, B. A. Smith's Bigelow Rose.

POINTERS —Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Hempstead Farm's Duke of
Hessen. Bitches: 1st and reserve. Hempstead Farm's Woolton Game
and Hempstead Pearl.—Open—Dogs (551bs. and over): 1st and 3d,
Hempstead Farm's Sandford Druid and Hempstead Drake; 2d, Spring-
side Kennels' Ridgeview Panic. Reserve, Dr. Parke L. Longnecker's
King of Hessen. Very high com., Frank H. Fleer's Gamester.
Bitches (501bs. and over): 1st, Springside Kennels' Kent's Belle. Dogs
(under 55ibs.): 1st, Netherwood Kennels' Ridgeview Tenny : 2d,
Springside Kennels' Ridgeview Donald; 3d, Hempstead Farm's Hemp-
stead Carlo. Reserve, Leonard Finietter's Aspiration. Very high
com., M. L. Eavenson's Doc Tanner. Bitches (under 501bs,): lsi.
Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Blossom; 2d, Springside Kennels'
Springside Nell; 3d. O. E. Connell's Fan Fan II Reserve, Eldred
Kennels' Graceful II. Very high com.. Dr. 'J. G. F. Holston's Fannie
Kirk and J. B. Baker's Westminster Zoe Puppies} 1st and
2d, Spangside Kennels' Springside Pas and Springside Lill. Reserve,
H. W. Goundie's King Croxteth. Very high com., John E. Fox's
Cricket, Jr.—Local Class—1st, Dr. Parke L. Longnecker's King of
Hessen; 2d, Frank H. Fleer's Gamester. Reserve, Leonard Finietter's
Aspiration.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs." 1st, J. E. Dager's Toledo
Blade Bitches: 1st, Jas. W. Wood's Donna Juanita.—Open—Dogs;
1st, Blue Ridge Kennels' Antonio; 2d, S. Murray Mitchell's Sandy
Gladstone; 3d, J. Taylor Williams's Paul Hill. Very high com., Vic-
toria Kennels' The Earl, John Mink's Rock Noble and Arthur E
Davis's Kent III. High com., Fox & Seller's Dion C. and Wm. E.
Caldwell's Aldine. Com., W. H. Wolstencroft's Kenwood. Bitches:
1st and very high com., Blue Ridge Kennels' Countess Rush and
Gossip; 2d, Chas. A. Rathbone's Toledo Queen; 3d, J. Taylor Williams's
Flight of Rlverview, Reserve, Phil. Demmel's Belle of Brownstown,
Very high com., E. J. Mye> s's Prima Donna, Jos. E. Borden's Edge-
mark's Nellie and John Denver's Victoria D. High com,, S. Murray
Mitchell's Nanon, J. E. Dager's Lady Beatrice, W. L. Kidwell's Modest
Girl, H. D. Ogden's Queen of the Elms and Jacob Schroth's Fannie

Noble. Com., J. E. Dager's Doris C. Puppies: 1st. B. F. Lewis's
Cincinnatus Pride; 2d, Wm. G. Register's Pop Monarch. Very high
com., W. P. Mercer's Ben Barlow.—Local Class—1st, S. Murray
Mitchell's Sandy Gladstone; 2d, G. W. Hunter's Edna.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st and reserve, Seminole
Kennels' champion Tim and Pride of Patsy. Bitches: 1st and reserve,
Seminole Kennels' champion Laura B. and champion Alfreda.—Open
—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Seminole Kennels' Young Tim and Elcho, Jr. ; 3d
E. H. Brennan's Mark Anthony; extra 3d. J. J. Scanlan's Pemberton.
Reserve, C. G. Alexander's Don. Very high com , C. G. Alexander's
Bang, E. H. Brennan's King Idle and Dennis the Gossoon. Com., G. O.
Smith's Young Signal. Bitches: 1st, 2d and reserve, Seminole Kennels'
Fly, Delphme and Biddy; 3d, W. L. Washington's Ruby Glenmore II.
High com , N. Mcintosh's Maid of Borstol. Puppies: 2d,N. B.Young's
Maggie Moore.—Local Class—1st. P. Guckes's Speedaway; 2d, S. J.
DeLany's Roscoe II.

GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge—Bitches: 1st, J. Graham's Lady
Gordon.—Open—Dogs: 1st, W. O. Lindley's Homer S. : 2d, O- WT

. Schaf-
er's Wang Ivanhoe; 3d, J. E. Clark's Archibald. Bitches: 1st, L.
S. Green's Tessie; 2d, P. E. Matthes's Daisy Ivanhoe; 3d, C. Y. A.
Thompson's Belle.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—1st, B. F. Lewis's Kitty of Cork.

FIELD SPANIELS—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, B. F. Lewis's Newton
Abbott Torso.—Open- Bitches: 1st, Hempstead Farm's Midnight III ;

2d, Woodbury Kennels' Maid. Dogs ("other than black): 1st, Hemp-
stead Farm's Coleshill Rufus; 2d, C. A. Watts's Brownie; 3d, L. Ba-
tjer's Romeo.
COCKER SPANIELS. — Challenge — Dogs; 1st. Swiss Mountain

Kennels' champion Middy. Reserve, E W. Fiske's Jay Kay. Bitches:
1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels' champion Miss Waggles Reserve, E.
W. Fiske's I Say—Open -Black-Dogs: 1st, and 3d, Swiss Mountain
Kennels' King Raven and Douglass; 2d, E. W. Fiske's King Kole.
Reserve, W. T. Payne's Donovan. High com., E. E. Miller's Cloudy
Mid. Bitches: 1st and very high com , A. Laidlaw's Rideau Reine and
Oirce; 2d and reserve, Swiss" Mountain Kennels' Lady Fidget and
Raven Bolle; 3d, E. A. Wilson's Miss Phyllis. Very high com., E. W.
Fiske's Fashion. High com., T. S. Parvin's Blossom and E. W. Fiske's
Eugenie.—Other than Black—Dogs: 1st, E. W. Fiske's Brantford
Rufus; 2d, J. Calvert & Son's Wang. Bitches: 1st and very high com.,
A. Laidlaw's Tonita and Fannie; 2d and reserve, Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels' Ruth and Cherry Blossom; 3d, Pomona Kennels' Red Niobe.
Puppies: 1st and 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Midshipmite and
Zuleika. Reserve, A. Laidlaw's Circe.—Local Class—1st and reserve,
Swiss Mountain Kennels' Jay Kay H. and Kathleen; 2d, J. Calvert &
Son's Wang,

COLLIES —Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Welles-
bourne Charlie. Bitches: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' champion Flurry
III.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st and reserve, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Christopher
and Ohesterford Marvel; 2d, 3d and very high com., Hempstead Farm's
Woodmansterne Trefoil, Conrad II. and Hempstead Chief. Very high
com., W. R. Cuthbert's Bruce Christopher and William Benner's
Ben Nevis, Jr. High com, J. H. Shepard's Lad. Com., Arthur
Black's Scot. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Hempstead Farm's Ormskirk Julia
and Woodmansterne Deborah; 3d, Dr. G. W. Caldwell's Nettle. Pup-
pies: 1st and 2d, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Rex and Hempstead
Bess. Reserve, H. B Fry's The Squire II. Very high com., May-
brook Kennels' Maybrook.—Local Class—1st, W. R. Cuthbert's Bruce
Christopher ; 2d. C. J. Maxwell's Du Pont. Reserve, William Benner's
Ben Nevis, Jr. Very high com., P. Muller's Prince Charlie.

POODLES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Meadowmere Kennels' Milo.
Bitches: 1st, Meadowmere Kennels' Dinah.—Open—Corded—1st, M.
C. Work's Duke; 2d, Dr. S. N. Duer's Bismarck. — Curly — Dogs
(black): 1st and 2d, Meadowmere Kennels' Sidi and Girorle; 3d and
reserve, J. B. Ellison's Ithel and Dophan. Very high com., J. L.
Woolston's Negro, A. G. Barrie's Jean Jacques Rousseau and Meadow-
mere Kennels' Romeo. Bitches: 1st, 2d, 3d and very high com.,
Meadowmere Kennels' Bess, Gerofia, Snowball and Juno. Reserve,
Mrs. G. A. Freeman, Jr.'s Frou Frou. High com., J. B. Ellison's
Stella and Countess. Dogs (other than black): 1st, H. H. Hunuewell,
Jr.'s Diamant; 2d, E. E. Boris's Ton-Ton.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Woodlawn Park Kennels'
Saleni. Reserve, J. H. Congdon's King Lud.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Toon
& Thomas's Romance; 2d, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Wal Hampton.
Reserve, J. D. Bush's Argonaut. Very hinh com., F. F. Dole's African
Monarch. Bitches: 1st, R. D. Winthrop's Lucy Glitters; 2d, J. H.
Congdon's Katisha. Reserve, J. D. Bush's Careless.

BULL-TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs; 1st, R. S. Huidekoper's V.S.
Cardona. Bitches: 1st, G. P. Runton's Kit. Reserve, F. F. Dole's
Starlight.—Open—Dogs: 1st and reserve,.!. W. Higginson's Duke of
Rochester and Billy Bulger; 2d, F. F. Dole's Topsparkle; 3d, J. Pat-
terson's Harborne King. Bitches: 1st, G. P. Runton's Edgewood
Tipsey; 2d, A. Thomson's Lady Carrabrook; 3d, Dr. G. D. B. Darby's
Thelma. Reserve, F. F. Dole's Edgewood Topsy.—Light- Weight—
1st, G, P. Runton's Tarquin; 2d and 3d, W. J. Higginson's Lady
Rochester and Pearl Rochester. Reserve, T. S. Craig's Rookery Boy.

DACHSHUNDS.—Dogs: 1st, -Vindrush Kennels' Jay; 2d, R. Konigs-
bauer's Dash. Bitches: 1st, Windrush Kennels' Jargonelle; 2d, Dr.
Motschenbacher's Jessie Victoria.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st. Hornell-Harmony Kennels'
Sherry. Reserve, Consolidated Beagle Kennels' Forest Hunter.
Bitches: 1st, Hornell Harmony Kennels' Ava W.—Open—Dogs (over
13in,): 1st, Consolidated Beagle Kennels' Bauman; 2d, Wm. Reb-
mann's Directum; 3d and very high com., Hornell Harmony Kennels'
Roger and Keith. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels'
Daisy Corbett and Popsey; 3d, J. C. Weeks's Actress. Reserve, E. L.
Stine's Rockland Nellie. Very high com.. Consolidated Beagle Ken-
nels' Gypsy A. Com., W. P. Simpson's Topsy T. Dogs (under 13m ):
1st, Consolidated Beagle Kennels' Paderewski; 2d, Hornell-Harmony
Kennels' Little Wonder; 3d, Frank H Bolton's Young Royal. Bitches:
1st and 3d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Evangeline and Queechy; 2d,
Charles D. Bernheimer's Hia. High com., E. L. Stine's Smut. Pup-
pies: 1st and 3d. Hornell Harmony Kennels' Velvet and Rose Graham;
2d, Consolidated Beagle Kennels' Chrion of Glenrose.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge— 1st, Charles Steadman Hanks's
Grouse II.—Open—Dogs; 1st aud 2d, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren
Tipton and Warren Layman; 3d, E. A. Cook's Raby Trigger. Reserve,
H. Le Roy Jones's Arrandale Mixture. Very high'com., James Ferris
Belt's Hillside Royal and Dr. Geo. D. B. Darbv's Poverino. Bitches:
1st and 2d, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Captious and Warren Duty;
3d, Toon & Thomas's Lady Rosebery. Very high com.. Dr. Geo. D. B.
Darby's Trim. Com., E. H. Cook's Seacroft Assert. Puppies: 1st,
L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Regent; 2d, G. W. H. Ritcue's Mister
Great Snap. Very high com., John T. Peacey's British Prince. High
com., Mere Kennels' Mere Jollice and Dr. Geo. D. B. Darby's Diego.
-Local Class—1st, Dr. Geo. D. B. Darby's Triton; 2d, J, G Tomson's
Philadelphia. High com , John T. Peacey's Prodigal and W. T. Mc-
Alees's Vic Prompter.—

W

rrRE-HAiREB

—

Dogs: 1st, G. W. H. Ritchie's
Mister Great Snap; 2d, H. T. Fuote's Brittle Bright; 3d, J. C. Weeks's
Ebor Larchmont. Very high com , L. A. Rice's Jack Prompter.
Bitches: 1st, Maybrook Kennels' Roche Tacit; 2d, Woodlawn Park
Kennels' Jess Frost; 3d, G. W. H. Ritchie's Mistress Betsie.

IRISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Toon & Thomas's Jack Brigga.
Reserve, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Jackanapes.

—

Open—Dogs; 1st,
Toon & Thomas's Brickbat, Jr. Bitches: 1st, Wm. C. Dulles's Kath-
leen.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—1st, Toon & Thomas's
Oipsey Girl. Reserve, S. D. Ripley's Glenwood.—Open—Dogs: 1st,
Manchester Black and Tan Terrier Kennels' Perfection.

SCOTTISH TERRIERS.—1st, Toon & Thomas's Merry Call; 2d and
reserve, T. H. Garbck's Glenelg and Glenshea.

SKYE TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, C. A. Shinn's Queen of Skyes.
Reserve, H, K. Caner's Endcliffe Maggie. —Open—Dogs; 1st, C. A.
Shinn's Elphinstone. Bitches: 1st aud 2d, C. A. Shinn's Belle Stafford
and Princess May. Reserve, P. & H. Smith's Islay.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—1st, F. Senn's Young Ted.—Open—Dogs: 1st, F. Senn's Prince; 2d, Pomona Kennels' Jacks,
Bitches: 1st, F. Senn's Judy.

TOY TERRIERS (other than Yorkshire).—1st, Jas, Patterson's
Little Plimmer.

PUGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy.—Open—Dogs:
1st, M. H, Cryer's Ivy Boy; 2d, Mrs. J. F. Sinnott's Capers; 3d, Pomona
Kennels' Pomona Fritz. Bitches: 1st and 2d, M. H. Cryer's Pansy G.
and Little Ruth; 3d, 0. J. Mischiefs Lady Treasure.—Local Class—1st,
M. H. Cryer's Ivy Boy.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—1st, F. Senn's King of the Charlies;
2d, Pomona Kennels' Pomona Nina. Very high com., Mrs. H. B.
Coxe, Jr.'s Nails.

TOY SPANIELS (other than King Charles).—Extra 1st, Merry
View Kennels' Rhoda; 1st, Mrs. F. Senn's Mamie; 2d, Mrs. P. A. At-
wood's O'Kikusan. Very high com., Mrs. F. Senn's Kobie. High
com., Mrs. F. Senn's Tamak, Mrs. 0. H. Buzby's Princess Colonna,
Mrs. S. J. Spooner's Looloo.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS,—1st, Joe Lewis's Spring
MISCELLANEOUS.—Over. SOlbs.—1st and 2d, J. T. Richards's Bey

aud Turk.—Under Bulbs—1st, Mrs. Robt. Glendenning's Mirtza; 2d,
Woodlawn Park Kennels' Dewr (Welsh terrier), Very high com., A,
Wood's Toodles, L. E. Bixler'a Pride of Malta.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

Clubs and Handlers.

From some remarks made on my recent writings on
handlers and club membership, I am led to infer that some
of the readers may think that there was something personal
in the objection. It is difficult to handle any subject in
which personality is concerned without seeming to have a
personal motive, either open or concealed. But the objec-
tions raised were not on personal grounds at all. The whole
matter rested entirely on a principle of equity which always
has been and is recognized in all competitions. No man is

allowed to judge his own dog or horse in a competition, nor
is there a sentiment in favor of a contestant taking part in
both sides of a competition; that is, in the judging or man-
aging and in the competition. The sentiment is against it

in all competitions, whether the action or influence be direct
or indirect. The feeling that it is improper to have even a
remote personal interest, in both the judging or manage-
ment and the competition, has been shown a number of
times at trials when a judge withdrew from judging a stake
in which was a dog of his own breeding. Tbis I consider as
being an act of over-sensitiveness and unnecessary, since no
sportsman would be suspected of prejudice in favor of a dog
from such a commonplace and unimportant incident as be-
ing the breeder. A gentleman who has The standing and
qualifications which induce a club to give him an invitation
to judge certainly has stability enough to judge in a compe-
tition any dog he may have bred.
This matter is presented merely to show to what an ex-

treme limit the principle is recognized when the circum-
stances are all direct, and not concealed by apparently inno-
cent and detached interest, as, for instance, club member-
ship.
To bring out my meaning clearer, the protest made by Mr,

Avent in respect to the matter of the. alleged tampering with
Topsy's Rod in connection with the running of the absolute
heat of the Derby at Grand Junction, Tenn., in February
last, will serve for illustration as to the manner in which
complications may arise which affect the equity of a compe-
tition. Mr. Avent when he made the protest was a member
of the board of governors and for that matter he is now a
member. He entered a formal protest while the heat wa3
being contested in his capacity as a handler and owner. As
a member of the board he had a perfect legal right to pass
onhiB own protest in his capacity as such member. The
club has no rule against it nor has it any usage to the con-
trary to appeal to. Mr. Avent did not attempt to pass on
his own protest, nor do I mention the matter as implying
that he would do so. My purpose is simply to show the
complications which arise when a competitor is also one
who gives the competition and passes upon it, and to show
the imprudence of organizing a board on principles which
are antagonistic to a perfect equity of competition.
It may be said that members of clubs who are handlers

would have too high a sense of courtesy and propriety to
ever act as a member on a matter in which they are directly
interested as a competitor, but that simply reduces a broad
trinciple of equity to a matter of individual discretion. I
o not believe that the handlers who are now club mpmbers

would do anything which would impair the equity of a com-
petition, but, as I explained at the outset, there is abso-
lutely no intention to discuss persons. The broad principle
of equity is sufficient. Moreover, the membership of clubs
is not a fixed quantity. It changes more or less from year
to year. What a member or members this year might not
do other member or members next year might do if there be
no law against it.

Again, a member of a board of governors should be able
to perform all the duties to the office. If he cannot do so for
private business reasons or interests which disqualify him,
he is not eligible to the office, particularly when there are
numerous members who have no disqualifying interests,
who could be elected to the office. A member of a board of
governors, at the same time being a competitor, might not
pass on his own protest, but he might be called upon to pass
on the protest of another competitor in the same compe-
tition, or to interpret a rule, or to rule on some circumstance
for which no rule was provided. He thus would have an ad-
vantage over his fellow competitors, since he had privileges
as a competitor, though under color of his office or by virtue
of his office, whichever term is most pleasing, which the
other competitors could not enjoy, and which he as a mem-
ber was free from; that is, his fellow competitors could not
pass on any of his protests or interpret rules or rule on unusual
cases.
To this it has been replied that all handlers have the same

privilege to become club members and thus enjoy the apper-
taining privileges alike. All handlers cannot afford expen-
sive club dues, nor take the responsibility which comes to a
member, of standing an assessment for a deficit. Then
again, if all handlers belonged to a club, they would control
it in every respect, and it is necessary, to give the competi-
tion proper prestige, interest and importance, that the club
be managed by sportsmen who are not interested as handlers.
In my opinion, handlers are in a manner opposing their

own interests when they become club members. It is not to
their interest to have a voice in the competition The non-
professional sportsman, who pays bis dues from mere fond-
ness of the sport, likes to have the arrangement of the
competition himself. He is an important factor from every
standpoint. It is not to the best interest of the handlers to
arrange and maintain, as members, a competition. If they
are members they will be present in force at the club meet-
ings, and will gradually get possession in managing the club's
affairs, this the more easily as they will practically be a unit
in their action. The other club members will never be at a
trial or club meeting in force, and they will hold entirely
different views, in all probability, as to the policy of the club
and will not act in unison. As they lose control of the club's
affairs they will lose interest, and everybody knows what
happens when a member loses membership interest.

In presenting this somewhat novel idea, I feel quite sure that
time will prove the soundness of the principle that it is to the
mutual advantage of the clubs andthehandlersto remain in
their respective special domain. I have not much belief that
the foregoing will be accepted at present as good reasoning,
but I feel confident that it will beintime. ltwill beof interest
if some of the handlers will express their opinions on this
subject; and also club members might have some opinions
worth rjerusing.

The Manchester Kennel Company was very unfortunate at
Grand Junction. Both their entries, Gleam's Sport and
Gleam's Pink, were very sick and conseq uently unfitted to
start in the stake of the U. S. F. T. C. Both dogs are excel-

lent performers, and it was a great disappointment to their
owners that they were incapacitated to compete.

It would be wise for any club to engage four judges, one
of whom could be held as a reserve. At nearly all trials one
or two of the judges fail to appear or cannot act for some
reason. With a judge in reserve, the vacancy could be filled

without loss or annoyance. In case of a vacancy the usage is

to engage the most available man on the grounds or one of

the reporters, often against their inclination and judgment.
Often, too, against their convenience. Often, again, to their
discomfort after the decisions are made.

The Heat System.
There was some little advocacy of a return to the heat sys-

tom in the competition at field trials, or at least a modifica-

tion of it. That is, the heat system was to prevail, accord-

ing to the views presented, till first place was decided, after
which the spotting system would be used in placing the rest
of the winners. The heat vs. the spotting system is already
a twice told tale, and needs nothing more in the way of argu-
ment. The theory that a dog which beats another dog beats
also all the other dogs which the latter has beaten is a
fallacy. It is unsound in theory and produces false results
in application. The reasons are that no dog's work or his
ability to do work is a fixed quantity. He may do perfect
work one day and may be "off his nose" or sick the next, or
he may be headstrong and bolt or chase in one heat and not
in others; in short, he may do a thousand things to lower
his work, and at best the average performance of a dog is not
made up of uniform detail, nor are the opportunities or con-
ditions alike one heat after another.
But I promised to present the subject for an expression of

opinion, and for that purpose it is written.
Any set of rules which are intended to serve the double

purpose of bringing the best dogs to the front and atthesame
time placate the vexation or temporize with the owners of
poor dogs or defeated dogs are a failure in conception and
must fail in practice. The time limit is one of the farcical
details of the rules at present. The dogs are in the competi-
tion to win or lose. When a dog is beaten or wins, he has
completed all that, in common sense, the competition affords
or is intended for. But it has been decided to give the owner
a fixed amount for his money right or wrong, thus at every
trial can be witnessed the solemn farce of a brace of dogs
being run over any kind of ground to kill time, because they
have not merit even to make a creditable competition.

B. WATERS.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

"Vicissitudes of the Judging Ring."
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of March 17, under above heading, I gave the

true happenings of the judging of the cocker Barefoot at the
New York show and asked the question, "Did Mr. Wilmer-
ding change his style of a cocker in less than ten minutes?"
In your issue of the 21th, under same heading, Mr. Wil-

merding, in answer to my question, says: "The inclosed
letter covers the one which appeared in your last week's
issue under above caption signed F. M. Thomas and needs
no comment from me." I fail to see wherein Mr. Wilmer-
ding answers my question, the Only one I asked, viz., "Did
he change his style of cocker in less than ten minutes?"
Mr. Pidgeon says: "I am surpi-ised to find what was con-

tained therein under the head 'Vicissitudes of the Judging
Ring.' "

His being surprised was unnecessary, as I wrote him
saying that I had sent the facts to you. As to connecting
him, even inferentially, with "a train of circumstances"
which he. says are said to have occurred, and of which he
knows scarcely anything of his own knowledge, I will say
plainly that he knows fully of all I wrote in regard to Bare-
foot's judging and I have proof of this, or at least that he
did know before he left the show. It being news to Mr.
Pidgeon of Barefoot being sent out of the ring because Mr.
Wilmerding did not consider him cocker type surprises me,
for it was Mr. Pidgeon who told this to me and my friend.

I am not in error as to handling Barefoot for the special,
but I was not with him in the ring during the whole of the
judging for the special. Mr. Pidgeon says further, "Being
only eligible to the classes he was in probably got all he
was entitled to—from the judge's point of view." What a
change in his opinion and choice of words. At the time of
the judging I remember well his being just the reverse and
having a much different feeling toward the judge and an
organization not necessary to mention here.

Frank W. Thomas.
Catskill. N. Y.

[There are certain parts omitted in the above letter that
are not relevant to the case.]

Denver Dog Show.
The fifth annual dog show which opened at the Coliseum

Hall, Denver, on March 21, as in former years, did not prove
a financial success, and we are sorry to hear that the mem-
bers will have to dip into their pockets to make up the loss.

The lack of a suitable building in the central part of the
town, together with bad weather for the first day and a
big tire near the show on the second day which cut off the
electric lights, have much to do with the failure. The show
was well advertised and the dogs, while few in number,were
of very high quality. The show was kept open on Saturday
and the shortage reduced to about $250.

The management was excellent in every respect and great
praise is due the committee, and especially to the superin-
tendent, Mr. H. C. Withengton, who did all in his power to
make the show pleasant to both visitors and exhibitors.
Messrs. F. F. Dole and J. Naylor were on from the East with
big strings and captured most of the prizes, the former win-
ning the prize for largest number in best condition.
There was scarcely any competition in any classes except-

ing the St. Bernard and collu-s, and as the winners are all

well known criticism is unnecessary.
In St. Bernards the Argyle Kennels and Mr. A, C. Shallen-

berger captured the blues, and in collies the local dogs were
well able to hold their own, the Carlowrie Kennels winning
both open classes with two very nice puppies of their own
breeding.
A few sales were made during the show. The St. Patrick

Kennels sold a good young greyhound by Monk Bishop ex
Lady Graham Glendyne, six months old, to Mr. Jarrett
The Argyle Kennels sold the well-known smooth St. Bernard
Pratt's Belle, for $500, to Messrs. Wyaut and Bishop. The
Carlowrie Kennels sold a collie dog pup, litter brother to the
winner in open class, to Mr. Jarrett, also a nice young dog by
Maney Trefoil, to Mr. Mitchell Harrison, who is staying at
Colorado Springs, and who came to the show to see his deer-
hound Douglas win first prize. J.

Hogs as Bird Dogs.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I read in your Chicago contemporary, in an article from

"Tar Heel," that in an English book published some sixty
years ago it is recorded that a sow named Slut was trained
to trail, point and retrieve game birds, and you have no idea
how sorry I am that this bit of English history has been un-
earthed, for I am afraid that the arms akimbo coterie, in
their great desire to be "Henglish you know," will be after

all the sows—razor backs—in the South to put into their field

trials and therefore handicap still more, and if possible set

aside entirely our truly useful and practical field dog. I fear

the danger still more on account of its being so well known
how fleet these sows are; they can easily outrun any pointer
or setter in the country. Our setters that are so intelligent,

so tractable, that have so often sat up before us for the pur-
pose of divining and anticipating our every waut, have been
snubbed and set aside long enough by the high class men by
calling them names in derision—such as plugs, scrubs, etc.,

etc, and upon second thought I am not sure but it would be
well for them to transfer their pretended devotion from our
lovable setter, who is capable of fully understanding and
doing our bidding, without becoming sulky and inactive,

like those that run wild because they will not stand training,

to the sow, for there is no question but the sow could get into
the next county quicker and the race among the horsemen
would be so much more exhilarating and exciting. Let her
cornel S.

Feb. 13.

Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

Toronto, Can.—Mr. "Andy Laidlaw," he of cocker fame,
has added the Irish water spaniel bitch Marguerite and a son
of hers to his string, and we shall never probably see more of
the bitch on the bench which she has frequently adorned with
honor to herself and her late breeder, Dr. Nicoll, of Montreal.

Mr. S, C. Stevens, the manager of the Montreal exposition,
informs me that a show will be held in Montreal this fall
probably the week following Toronto. If Ottawa hangs on
and one or two other places come into line, forming a brief
fall circuit, it would do much to strengthen the fancy here.

Mr. Jno. B. Carmichael, of Victoria, B. C, has bought the
smooth fox-terrier bitch Blemton Rapture, bred by Mr.
August Belmont. She has been in California for some" time
and in 1888 was first in the puppy class at Syracuse, and in
1890 vhc. reserve at Boston and vhc. at Buffalo. She is in
whelp to Blemton Reefer (champion Venio—champion
Rachel.

An executive meeting of the C. K. C. was held in Toronto
on March 30. Present: Dr. J. S. Niven in the chair, Dr, H
S. Griffin, Messrs. R. W. Boyle, T. G. Davey, C. A. Stone, H.
B. Donovan, secretary; Mr. Richard Gibson was also present.
The minutes of last meeting (as published in Gazette) taken
as read. In the matter of the agreement between C. K. C.
and A. K. C. the articles of agreement, letters from the sec-
retary of the A. K. C. and Mr. F. S. Wetherall read. It was
resolved to amend C. K. C. rules to agree with those of the
A. K. C. Moved by Dr. Griffin, seconded by Mr. Stone, that
report of committee be received and adopted by this execu-
tive. Carried. On motion of Dr. Griffin, seconded by Mr.
Stone, the secretary was instructed to communicate with
A. K. C, informing them of action taken by executive, but
that financial ratification must be referred to the club at the
next annual meeting (in September), but that notwithstand-
ing this delay we trust that awards at shows in Canada this
year under C. K. C. rules may be recognized.
On the reading of evidence sent in the club found it had

no jurisdiction in the Melac—Minerva's Fawn case. A grant
of $43 was made the president for his expenses to New York
in connection with official business for this club.

Both Messrs. Gibson and McEwen were in Toronto this
week attending the spring stallion show, where Mr. Gibson
judged. He informs me that he will judge the smooth fox-
terrier classes only at the Toronto spring show, having de-
clined to take the wire-haired classes.

The special prizes, both cash and kind, offered at the
Toronto show, to be held on April 13 and 14, are both numer-
ous and valuable, and it is hoped the entry may be more than
a merely local one. H. B. DONOVAN.

[Mr. Donovan forwards a list of the specials, but unfortu-
nately space does not permit of publishing a tithe of them.]

The Specialty Show.
Forest and Stream was the first journal to give news of

the coming specialty show to be held in New York, and in
fact provided all the news so far given on the subject. The
first official notification of the affair, however, comes to us
with the premium list. The show will be held in Madison
Square Garden, New York, in connection with the Hemp-
stead Farm display. The breeds that will be represented
are St. Bernards, collies, rough and smooth, and bobtails,
fox-terriers (smooth and wire), spaniels and bulldogs.

St. Bernards and collies and smooth fox-terriers get $20 and
$10 in challenge classes, $20, $15, $10 and $5 in open; puppies
and novices, $15, $10 and $5. The other breeds get $5 less in
each class than the above-mentioned breeds. Clumbers and
Irish water spaniels do not have separate sex classes. The
specials are very numerous. St. Bernards, collies and fox-
terriers get $25 cash from the Madison Square Garden Co.
Other cash specials of more than ordinary value are given,
besides the numerous trophies and other specials donated by
the different specialty clubs.
Entries close April 20, and the fee is $5. Mr. Jas. Mortimer

will superintend.
The show will commence May 1, and continue till the 4th.

The bench show committee will be composed of W. H,
Joeckel, Jr. and J. A. C. Johnson, of the St. Bernard Club of
America; J. D. Shotwell and Thos. H. Terry, of the Collie
Club of America; John E Thayer and H. W. Smith, of the
American Fox-Terrier Club; A. C. Wilmerding and Rowland
P. Keasbey, of the American Spaniel Club; J. H. Matthews
and E. Willard Roby, of the Bulldog Club of America.
Judges will be: For collies, Robt. McEwen, of Canada;

fox-terriers, R. F. Mayhew, of New York; spaniels, E. M.
Oldham, of New York; bulldogs, James Mortimer, of Hemp-
stead, L. I. The St. Bernard Club hopes to secure the ser-

vices of Mr. Sydney W. Smith, of Leeds, Eng., as judge.
Dr. H. Clay Glover will be the veterinarian.

Red Cockers.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It is far from my intention to meddle with the storm of

criticisms Mr. Wilmerding seems to have stirred up through
his judging at New York, preferring to leave this to the old
hands at the game. What strikes me as peculiar in their
many spaniel controversies during past years is the fact that
while a great deal of interesting reading is afforded, there is
little real information to be gained that would help a novice
like myself to breed on the right lines. Lately I have been
very much impressed with the fact that the red or dun
cockers seem almost invariably to be well-made, active-look-
ing dogs, higher on the legs and much straighter than the
black ones. Now, in going through the aisles at New York
it was almost the exception to find a black cocker straight in
the forelegs. Many of them were wretchedly crooked, and
"Uncle Dick's" pat simile of "crocodile fronts" occurred to
me.

I have never been fortunate enough to breed a red cocker,
but I am told that they will often come in litters whose
parents are pure black. How is this? And how is it that
they are so straight in front compared to their black brothers
and sisters. In breeding reds to reds can one be sure of get-
ting all that color, or must the breeding be persisted in until
a strain is formed? These may seem foolish questions to the
veteran breeders, but I think many others will concur in my
statement that too much of dog breeding is taken for granted
nowadays, and the new ones, like myself, that, is, new from a
show point of view, must glean their knowledge by casual
remarks dropped at the bench side, or worry along as best
they can and find out for themselves, which is an unsatisfiie-
tory process at the best. I don't want to interfere with this
judging controversy, but I would like to know about tho-e
red cockers. Red Cockers.
Mount Vernon, N. Y., March 33.

We learn that in the early part of the New York show, Mr.
Oldham, the spaniel judge, was walking near the Post-Office
and saw an Irish terrier with a show tag on going full speed
down Broadway. In speaking of the loss of Shargar, the
Irish terrier, from the New York show, to a Broadway police-
man, the latter stated to Mr Oldham that he also saw the
dog below Fultonstre3t, and had it not been for his belt, that
impeded his quick stooping, he would have caught the dog
as it passed him on the run. The police were on the lookout
for it. The dog has not been seen since. He was evidently
frightened at the noise and bustle of the streets.
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DOG CHAT.

It seems that Ben Lewis won the handler's prize at Chi-

cago show after all, as considering the dogs he actually took
and handled at the show he had much the hest of the record.

Geo. Thomas, we understand, was second, but in view of his

contention that the dogs named in the catalogue as handled
by him constituted a claim to the prize, the club generously
made up the difference and he got the $100 too. These prizes

as we have stated, give rise to a lot of talk if nothing else,

and some other plan should be adopted to secure the dogs
these handlers can command. It would be better for the

club to pay them so much according to the number and
value of the dogs they can bring personally to the show.

At Philadelphia the manager of the Woodlawn Park Ken-
nels, "Jim" Robinson, purchased the well known bulldog
The Graven Image from Prank F. Dole for $200. She will

be bred to their Wal Hampton to get the proper degree of

"Chiarascuro," we snppose.

During the Philadelphia show the collies owned by James
Corbett were placed on exhibition. They are Bert and Mol-
lie; Bert is by Christopher and came from the Chestnut
Hill Kennels. They showed lack of training and needed a
bath. Since the show we learn that they have been sent to

Mr. Jarrett's kennels to be put in shape for the Specialty

show at New York next month.

There is to be another show at Saratoga at the end of

August,' under the management of the Saratoga Kennel
Club. The show will be held in the same hall as in Janu-
ary, and preparations will be made to accommodate 500 dogs.

It is expected that as Saratoga will be crowded at that time,

enough may be realized to reimburse the club for its last

failure, and' as the Hiltons will be interested in it there is

every likelihood of the visitors showing up in force.

Mr. H. T. Payne came up to Philadelphia to see how his

New York sensation, Donovan, fared. He was disappointed,
but like a good fancier will try again and will now send the
"any other color" Tonita along, having purchased her
at that show.

Mr. Tallman severed his connection with the Turf, Field
and Farm, April 1. Probably his work as manager of the
Springside Kennels of pointers demands most of his time.
"Billy" is quite proud of the record the pups by Ridgeview
Donald out of Lady Tammany have made this season. At
New York they took 1st and 3d in dogs, and 1st, 3d and re-

serve in bitches. At Philadelphia, 1st and second with
different pups, Springside Pax and Springside Lill, these
two he sold at the P. K. C. show to Mr. Joseph L. Woolston,
of Germantown, Pa. He also sold some pups at home to Mr.
Thos. McKem, of Philadelphia. The kennels still have two
more of this litter which will come out at Boston, and we
hope with the same good luck thst their brothers and sisters

have had.

Mr. Jarrett, of Chestnut Hill Kennels and Prank P, Dole,
arrived in Philadelphia from Denver at 5 A. M. on the morn-
ing of the show, having been under full sail since the previous
Friday night. They both looked tired and their dogs more
so, the big ones especially being affected by the journey.
The Denver show people were unfortunate, as on the first

night of the show a building on the same block as the show
hall was burned down and the electric light connections de-
stroyed. This necessitated the closing of the show the
evenings of the early part of the show. Mr. Jarrett sold a
cocker to Mr. Smythe, of the Swiss Mountain Kennels and
bought a collie from Mr. Dole at a very short figure.

Mr. R. H. Burr, of Middletown, Conn., an old reader and
advertiser of Forest and Stream, writes us that he has just
received word from a party in Bridgeport, Conn., who has
found a red Irish setter bitch with a collar with his name on,

and writes to know if she belongs to him. She does not, but
probably belongs to some one who had purchased her from his

kennel, and he gave the collar with her. The collar has been
sent to Mr. Burr for identification, but he cannot make out
from this who owns her. It has attached a dog show brass
tag, No. 473, which looks as if she had been at the New York
show; she has been around Bridgeport two months or more,
but he has only just received word in regard to her.

The Swiss Mountain Kennels lost their smooth bitch June
about a fortnight since and nothing has been heard of her.

Information as to her whereabouts will be gladly received.

A rather amusing incident occurred at Philadelphia. A
lady exhibitor was very much displeased with the secretary
because, having gone to the trouble of writing out a long
pedigree for her spaniel she very much wished to have it

printed in the catalogue for "It has such an influence on the

j udges, you know. '
' It was not printed.

Sales at Philadelphia.

C. S. Wixom of the Hornell-Harmony Kennels sold his

beagle Keith to Mr. E. L. Stine, who is getting together
quite a nice kennel.
John M. Lewis, the well known and "smiling" field dog

handler, sold the English setter bitch Jennie L. by Roi D'or
ex Countess Christina to Dr. J. W. Kent of Philadelphia
during the show.
Mr. Wixom struck while the iron was hot and Olivia's

honors were thick upon her, selling her to Mr. Mortimer of

the Hempstead Farm Co. She should make a very useful
bitch bred to a good-fronted dog.
On the last day of the show Dr. Sauveur sold a collie pup

by The Squire out of Gypsey Maid to a gentleman in Read-
ing, Pa.
Mrs. Smythe, of the Swiss Mountain Kennels, sold to Mr.

Mundy, the owner of TattersalPs building where the show
was held, the smooth St. Bernard Castor of Contoocock,
winner of first in smooth puppies.
Mr. Robinson of Woodland Kennels sold three Irish terrier

pups to Frank Dole.

Red Cockers.

Mr. C. M. Nelles, of Brantford, Out., was busy with his
red cockers at Chicago, and while he did a fair share of
winning he also was successful in disposing of some of his
stock. To Mr. Julian Ramsay, of Chicago, he sold Red
Prince, winner of first in open and puppy classes. Mr. H.
Lester, of the same city, bought a red dog pup, and so did
Mr. Roger Williams, the greyhound judge. Mrs. J. L.
Onstott and Mr. H. J. White, both of Chicago, bought a dog
and bitch pup respectively. From indications at late shows
it would seem as if the red cocker is running the black a
close race for popularity, and justly so, for we quite- agree
with "Red Cockers," whose letter will be found in another
column, that the reds show uniformly better in front and are
of more active proportions than the blacks, and for that rea-
son, if nothing else, they should be encouraged, though breed-
ing in for color may hurt them in the same way the black
has suffered in th« controlling of type,

Los Angeles Show.
The Southern California Kennel Club's premium list

comes to hand at the last, moment. With the exception of
maatiffu, St. Bernards, greyhound*, great Danes, pointers,

setters and fox-terriers which, in addition to challenge prizes

of $5 and $8, have also $3 and $3 in open classes, nearly all of

the breeds have the money $5 and $3, only, in challenge

classes and open get merely honors in the way of diplomas.

Since the premium list was printed the judges' list has been
changed and now Mr. G. L. Waring will pass on bull-terriers

and fox-terriers and Mr. A. C. Waddell of Coffey ville, Kas.,

on all other breeds. A number of specials are given and 214

classes are provided in all. Entries close April 7.

It looks very much as if the Glenrose and Forest Beagle
Kennels had joined forces, the Consolidated Beagle Kennels
being the result. We were told to look out for beagle news
in the P. K. C. catalogue and this may be it, unless it refers

to their new dog Banman.

Mr. E. H. Moore does seem to have bad luck not only

sometimes with his dog; but now we hear that his house has
been burned down again. This was a handsome residence.

We have no further particulars as to the fire or its origin.

The Rinada Kennels are selling out their stock. They have
already sold Musette, by Chancellor ex Dauntless; also

Dauntless, by Arkos II. ex Cora. The bitch Solitaire, by R.

Panic ex Ridgeview Revelation, is also sold. A number of

good bred ones yet remain in the kennels.

In the Pall Mall Gazette of March 20 the following edi-

torial paragraph appeared, "Walter Wellman's Polar expe-

dition, in an order to Spratts Patent (Limited) for biscuit

supplies, has included 'Armebis'—a concentrated meat bis-

cuit—and wheat meal biscuits similar to those the company
has for some years furnished to the English Government de-

partments." This shows confidence, for it does not pay to

run any risks in food supplies for those regions.

We acknowledge the receipt of an excellent photograph of

Dr. Younghusband's Prince Cola, the winner at Detroit

and Chicago. It shows his head and body off to perfection.

Dr, Cryer has practically dropped out of the active showing
fancy in pugs, but still keeps up a lively interest in the breed

at home. He showed us a team, naturally off the chain, at

Philadelphia that is hard to beat. There may be others in

the country with better individual members, but for sorti-

ness, with the possible exception of Ivy Boy, who is a little on
the leg to the others, he has four that would take some pull-

ing down anywhere. Bob Ivy, Pansy G. and Little Ruth are

a very pretty trio.

The National Pointer and Setter Field Trials will be held

April 24, on the estate of Sir W. O. Corbet, near Shrewsbury,
England.

Mr. Jos. Evans, some time connected with British Fancier,

and who, we understand, was the amusing writer known as

"Diogenes Up to Date," is seriously ill.

Whippet racing seems to be taking hold in the London
(Eng.) districts and several important handicaps are on the

tapis. The racing is very simple. Men "runners-up" go be-

yond the winning mark, and when the pistol has been fired

and the dogs slipped the runners-up wave handkerchiefs and
whistle to attract the attention of their favorites, who are

trained to run to them as straight, and almost as swift, as an
arrow. Any dog that quarrels with a fellow-competitor en
route is disqualified. Whippet dogs can cover the ground-
grass, cinder path or any other—at a surprising speed, the

champions running 200yds. in twelve seconds or nearly 17yds.

in a second.

Collie breeders are looking forward with more than usual
interest to the specialty show to be given by the Collie Club
in connection with the Hempstead Farm show, May 1 to 4.

The amount of cash prizes offered far exceed any heretofore

offered by the club. The premium list will be exactly the

same as that of the late Westminster Kennel Club show, and
in addition there will be six or eight special cash prizes of $20

each, with same number of silver and bronze club medals.

The Collie Club trophy and the President's cup will be com-
peted for. Thos. H. Terry and J. D. Shotwell constitute the

dog show committee, and Mr. James Mortimer will be the

superintendent. The specials are all confined to collies

owned by members, and to get a piece of the good things

those who are not members had better get in as soon as pos-

sible.

Edward A. Smith, The Florence, N, Y., offers §25 at the

Specialty show for themost level team of four cockers, weight
18 to 251 bs.

KENNEL NOTES.

Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Brummy -Clyde. A. D. Fiske's (Worcester, Mass.) beagle bitch

Brummy (Fitzhugh Lee—Lady Novice) to B. S. Turpin's Clyde (Frank
Forest—Sue Forest), March 2.

Little Girl-Murklcmd Ranger II. C. T. Brownell's (New Bedford,

Mass.) Gordon setter bitch Little Girl (Sam—Ohloe) to his Murkland
Ranger II. (Murkland Ranger—Beaulah), Jan. 5,

Oowar's Vic-Bathos. Dr. Blodgett's (New York city) bull bitch

Croinar's Vic to J. H. Matthew's Bathos.

Wake—Clyde. A. D. Fiske's (Worcester, Mass.) beagle bitch Wake
(Fitzhugh Lee—Lady Novice) to B. S. Turpin's Clyde (Frank Forest-
Sue Forest). Feb. 26.

Skylark—King of Lynn. F. G. Lefavour's ( Beverly, Mass.) pointer

bitch Skylark (Frank W.—Snipe) to B. Leslie's King of Lynn (Tempest
—Nadjy of Naso), March 7.

Wanda—King of Lynn. G. W. Lovell's (Middleboro. Mass.) pointer

bitch Wanda (Graphic—Vinnie) to R. Leslie's King of Lynn (Tempest
—Nadjy of Naso), Dec 19.

Tuna Wanda—Kino of Lynn. F. M. Nash's (Sornersworth, N. H.)
pointer bitch Tona Wanda fBang Bang—Underbill's Jane) to R. Leslie's

King of Lynn (Tempest—Nadjy of Naso), July 19, 1893.

Dorrity Ann—King of Lynn. T. C. Wilson's (Ipswich, Mass.)
pointer bitch Dorrity Ann (Duke of Beaufort—Main'zelie) to R. Leslie's

King of Lvnn (Tempest—Nadjy of Naso), Oct. 17, 1893.

Ollie B~—Tribulation. B. M. Stephenson's (La Grange, Tenn.)
poiter bitch Ollie B. to his champion Tribulation, Jan. 18.

Sue—Tribulation. O A. Morgan's (Columbia, Tenn.) pointer bitch

Sue to B. M. Stephenson's champion Tribulation, March 1.

Cora C— Tribulation. F. F. Capers'3 (Greenville, S. C.) pointer

bitch Cora C. to B. M. Stephenson's champion Tribulation, March 17.

Croxie O'Bannon— Tribulation. P. L. Atherton's (Louisville, Ky.)
pointer bitch Croxie O'Bannon to B. M. Stephenson's champion Tribu-

lation, March 26.

Midget Nellie—Happy Toby. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.)

pug bitch Midget. Nellie (Lord Clover—Sister) to their Happy Toby
(Spokane—Nellie T.), March S3.

Dolly Tester—Bathos. J. H. Mathews's (New York city) bull bitch

Dolly Tester to his Bathos, March 27.

WHELPS.
|3F~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Daffodil. J. M. Fronefiald, Jr.'s (Wayne, Pa.) English setter bitch

Daffodil (Roderigo—Maud Val Jean), Feb. 4, six (four dogs), by his

Trickster (Buckellew—Minnetonka).
Trixie H. E. R. Thornburgh's (Jamestown, Pa.) fox-terrier bitch

Trixie H., March 16, four (three dogs), by W. F. Porter's Woodale

Blackrock Belle. Newton Kennels' (Elmira, N. Y.) fox-terrier bitch

Blackrock Belle (Vesuvian—Rescue), March 22, five (three dogs), by
their Starden's Prince.
Mabel E. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, 00 pug bitch Mabel

ILfchampion Kash—Lady Thurman), March 23, six (three dogs), by
cnSfr John Bull (champion Loris—May Queen).

Colleen Bawn. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug bitch

Colleen Bawn (Spokane—Lady Verne), March 25, five (three dogB), by
their Bradfor dRuby H. (champion Bradford Ruby—Puss B,).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Hillside Rosalind. White and black fox-terrier bitch, whelped June
18, 1893, by Starden's King out of Hillside Model, by Hillside Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass., to Dr. W. W. Varick, Jersey City, N. J.

Hillside Beckon. White, black and tan fox-terrier dog, whelped
Sept, 1, 1892, by Starden's King out of Lady Reckon, by Hillside Ken-
nels, Lancaster, Mass., to F. A. Littlefleld, Bedford Park, N. Y.

Hillside Rhoda. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped
Aug. 20, 1893, by Starden's King out of Hillside Ruth, by Hillside Ken-
nels, Lancaster, Mass., to J. C. Davis, Fall River, Mass.
Hillside Decision. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped

Aug. 14, 1893 by Dusky Trap out of Verdict, by Hillside Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass., to F. J. Nolan, Albany, N. Y.
Hillside Royalty. White and tan fox-terrier dog, whelped June 4,

1893, bv Starden's King out of Princess, by Hillside Kennels, Lancas-
ter, Mass., to H. A, Tuthill, Easton, Md.
Hillside Pitcher. Black, white and tan fox-terrier dog, whelped

April 23, 1892, by Pitcher out of Princess, by Hillside Kennels, Lancas-
ter, Mass., to John Wren, Columbus, O.
Hillside Royal. White, black and tan fox-terrier dog, whelped Juno

30, 1S92, by Starden's King out of Hillside Freda, by Hillside Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass., to J. F. Belt, Wilmington, Del.
Hillside Nymph. White and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped Aug. 21,

1893, by Starden's King out Lady Newforest, by Hillside Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass., to C. R Kennedy, New Orleans, La.
Hillside Sparkle. White and tan fox-terrier dog, whelped Aug. 6,

1893, by Starden's King out of Richmond Dazzle, by Hillside Kennels,
Lancaster. Mass., to W. C. Freeman, Cornwall, Pa.
Teddo. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped May, 1893, by Happy Toby

out of Midget Nellie, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to F. E.
Goodman, Waco, Tex.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A. C, Fort Niobrara, Neb.—We do not recommend kennels, but you

will find Irish setters advertised in our business columns.

V. B. M., Raleigh, N. C—For canker in the ear, wash the ear out
daily and blow powdered boracic acid into the ear twice a day.

F. B. E., New York.—You had better write to Mr. A. C. Wilmerding,
the president, 163 Broadway, New York. The annual dues are $5.

C. D. B„ Hartford, Conn.—Write to W. Philips, corner of Forty-
ninth street and Broadway, New York, about clipping. Spaying a
bitch is not a dangerous operation.

A. H. M., Central Valley, N. Y.—I have a valuable St. Beraard that
has a kind of sprain in the left hip. Ans. This is a case that requires

the personal attention of a veterinarian.

P. W. B., New York.—First season of oestrum comes on when he
pug is about ten months old. She could be bred then, but it is better

as a rule to wait till the bitch is fifteen or sixteen months old.

FIXTURES.
April 17.—South Dakota Coursing Club's inaugural meeting, at

Mitchell, S. D. Entries close Aprd 16. S. S. Batley, Sec'y; Fox
Kenney, Judge; Joseph Dodd, Slipper.

Beagle Pedigrees.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Can you or any of your readers kindly give me through

your columns the pedigrees of the following beagles:

1. Pet (dog). All I can ascertain concerning him is that
he was imported from the pack of Mr. Trefey, Cornwall,
Eng. 2. Imported The Hermit (dog). 3. Rosey (bitch),

bred by Gen. Rowett. 4. Beauty (bitch), imported.
J. P. T.

New Yoke., March 24.
• • • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

A meeting of the New England Beagle Club will be held
at Mechanics' Building, Boston, April 19, at 2 P. M., during
Boston dog show.

• • • •

The Brunswick Fur Club will make an exhibit of fox-

hounds at the dog show of the New England Kennel Club at

Boston.
• • •

Mr. A. B. E. Kinney, president of the Worcester Fur Co.,

has purchased Mr. P. M. Whipple's noted hounds, Ned and
Spot, and has presented them to Mr. John M. White, of Mill-

bury. This addition will make Mr. White's celebrated pack
stronger than ever, both on the bench and in the field.

faceting.

FIXTURES.

15. Savin Hill, Open, 15ft. class, Dorchester Bay.

MAY.

1. New Jersey, Open, N. Y. Bay. 26. Portland, Cruise,

24, St. Lawrence, Squad. Cruise. 30. So. Boston, Open, City Point.

JUNE.

2 St Lawrence, 18ft. Class, first 16. American, Ann., L. I. Sound,
series. 16. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft.

4 Brooklyn, Ann., New York. Classes, second series.

5 Atlantic, Ann., New York. 18. Squantum, Club, Squantum,
New York, Ann., New Yerk. Mass.

9 Larehmont, Spring, L. I. Sound 18. Massachusetts, Open, Nahant.

9
-

. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft. 23. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, third

Classes, first series. series.

9. American, Special Class, New- 23. Sea. Cor., Ann., L. I. Sound.
bury port. 23. Yonkers Cor., Ann., Hudson

12. Schoo'dic, Special Race, Club. River.

13. New Jersey, Ann., N. Y. Bay. 23. American, Seaver Cup, New-
13. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, sec- buryport.

ond series. 30. St Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft.

15. Portland, Annual. Classes, third series.

JULY.

2-. A. M., St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 14. St. Lawrence, A, 30. 25, 21ft.

21ft. Classes, challenge cup; Classes, fifth series.

P. M., steam yacht race, 18ft. 14-21. Larehmont, Cruise, Long
fourth series. Island Sound.

3. Sea. Cor., Race, Oyster Bay to 17-18-19. Interlake Y. A., 1st Meet,
Larehmont. Lake Erie.

4 Squantum, Cham,, Squantum, 21. Squantum, Cham., Squantum
Mass. Mass.

4, Larehmont, Ann., L. I. Sound. 21. American, Seaver Cup, New-
4, City of Boston, Open, Boston buryport.

Harbor. 28. Squantum, Flint Cups, cabin

7. Dorchester Bay Clubs, Union
Race, Dorchester Bay.

7. St. Lawrence, A, 30. 25, 21ft.

Classes, fourth series.

12. Schoodic, 1st Cup Race, Club.

AUGUST

cats, Squantum, Mass.
28. Indian Harbor, Ann., Long

Island Sound.
30. Schoodic, 2d Cup Race, Club,

— . New York, Annual Cruise.

4. Squantum.Ladies 1 Day, Squan-
tum, Mass

13. Schoodic, Open, St. Andrews.
16-17-18. Corinthian, Midsummer

Series, Marblehead.

18. American, Seaver Cup New-
buryport.

25. Quincy, Open, Dorchester Bay.
25. Squantum, Club Squantum,

27. Schoodic, 3d Cup, St. Andrews.
SEPTEMBER.

1. Larehmont, Fall, L. I. Sound.
1. Squantum, Club Run, Squan-

tum, Mass.
1. Hull Cor., Open, Hull.

3. So. Boston, Open, City Point.

3. New York Y. R. A., Ann., N.Y.
10. Schoodic, Sail-off for Cup.

15. Larehmont, Larehmont Cup
Long Island Sound,

22. Squantum, Cham , Squantum,
Mass.

22. American, Seaver Cup, New
buryport.
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With the shipping home of Valkyrie's racing spars and gear, and
the formal letter from Lord Dunraven notifying the New York Y. C.

that Bhe will not be raced here, the last chance of further racing is at

an end. As yet the fact is unappreciated by American yachtsmen that

the loss is almost entirely on their side, and that a serious blunder has

been made in declining tacitly but none the less positively a bold and
sportsmanlike challenge.

The advantages to be gained by a continuance of racing in the large

class are two-fold; in the first place, the putting in commission of

Vigilant, Colonia, Jubilee, Navahoe and Volunteer would infuse life

Into a season that now promises absolutely nothing in the way of

racing, and would give just the stimulus of which American yachting

is now in dire need.

In the second place, it is only through a further continuance of the

experiments of last year that any adequate return can be had for the

immense amount of money wasted in the construction of the Cup
defenders. As matters are now, the large class is dead, and its mem
bers will sooner or later go the way of all Cup defenders, to be sold

for what they will bring and be converted into more or less inferior

schooners; in which case the results of this most expensive experi-

ment will be almost nothing. The sole fact brought out last year i s

that Vigilant is a very fast yacht, but how fast for her size and cost

or how much superior in model to the others, is not known. The
others are but half-tried experiments, and their failures are due to

clearly defined causes, such as the faulty rig of Jubilee and the deficient

draft of Colonia; no one can say to-day that the fln-k^el or the con-

ventional keel boat has been proved a failure on its merits apart from
obvious faults of design and construction.

The further racing of these yachts is necessary to the realization of

a fair return in the shape of authentic data for the amount of money
expended. Every year the competition of the designers is keener,

and with the prospect of a challenge for the Cup in 1895, American
yachtsmen cannot afford to lose almost two years of experiment, and
to rest content with the incomplete and possibly misleading conclu-

sions of the last trial races, while their rivals are busy'building, alter-

ing and racing in every class.

It would seem that the immediate demands for a season of racing

and for a further knowledge of the new boats were reasons sufficient

to set the fleet afloat, but there is still another and stronger one. The
reasons for not racing their yachts again may be clear and satisfac-

tory to the members of the Vigilant syndicate, on whom the matter

chiefly hinges, and in fact may be good and valid; but they will never

be understood on the other side of the Atlantic; and, rightly or

wrongly, they will create a feeling that will only increase with years,

and which will never be removed. American yachtsmen are not

likely to forget soon the cowardly backdown of the owner of the

Arrow from his open challenge; and although the circumstances in

the present case are entirely different, in the miuds of British yachts-

men the two cases are apt to be classed in much the same category.

However unjust this may be, it is not unnatural from the standpoint

of British racing. There the class racing goes on year in and year

out, with ups and downs it is true, but still with twenty to forty races

in a season for the regular classes. When a new yacht is built, it is

not for a special service of a couple of months, to be sold for a song

or laid up to rust afterward, but for regular racing for a series of

years. The owners of Valkyrie, Britannia and Satanita are as busy

this spring as they were last, and just as Meteor is still in the racing

though outclassed, the new yachts are likely to fly their racing flags

for many years. So accustomed are BritiRh yachtsmen to this regular

racing, that they fail to comprehend that in America there has been

for some years no regular racing of large cutters or even of 70-footers'

and that when yachts are built of hitherto unknown size aud cost, it

is but for a few months or weeks of racing for some special event, and

not for a long and honorable career as winners. Under these circum-

stances, it is only to be expected that the failure of this peerless fleet,

headed by the victorious Vigilant, to meet a direct and open challenge

from Valkyrie, is laid solely to a fear of defeat.

The reasons given by the American press, and which are mainly

derived from various "prominent" but anonymous yachtsmen, are

neither convincing nor creditable, and not calculated to remove such

an impression. One, which has been ascribed to Mr. Iselin, but which,

in default of confirmation, we are loath to believe is really his, is that

Lord Dunraven has not challenged Vigilant to a race. Such a quibble

as this hardly needs an answer; the open declaration of Lord Dun-

raven that he would leave his yacht here and race her in all races up

to July, and the testimony of her new spars and rig, should be all the

challenge necessary for the owners of the American yachts of her

class. In the same connection it is argued that if Lord Dunraven

really wishes to meet Vigilant he can do so for a stake of twenty

thousand dollars. American yachtsmen have been slow in the past to

look to money prizes as compared to fair and chivalrous sport; only a

few years since they condemned freely the financial instinct which

came to the surface after a grand ocean race, and such sordid excuses

as this but misrepresent the general feeling. The whole conduct of

Lord Dunraven last year, with his liberal expenditure of money indi-

vidually in opposition to three wealthy syndicates, places Americans

in a very bad light when they ask for money before giving another

race.

The other excuse that Vigilant might be beaten (by a fluke) should

she venture to meet Valkyrie again speaks for itself; it is a strange

thing if Americans are afraid of a yacht they profess to have beaten

with the utmost ease.

Dear to the heart of every true American yachtsman is the good

old story of how the famous Dauntless once sailed up and down the

English Channel with a board in her rigging bearing in big letters a

challenge to all British yachts, which, of course, was not accepted.

Are they prepared now, in this Valkyrie episode, to provide their

rivals with material for a similar story, no less apocryphal, but just

as hale and vigorous, to be handed down to future generations, of how
Valkyrie challenged the whole fleet of Cup defenders, from Vigilant to

Volunteer, of whom none dared to meet her? This is the way that

history is made, and American yachtsmen have only themselves to

blame if their British cousins retort "Valkyrie—Vigilant" whenever

they say "Arrow—Mayflower."

The action of the New York Y. E. A. last week in dropping the

amendments which have created so much ill feeling, and in restoring

matters to their original condition, is likely to have a good effect in

restoring harmony among tbe clubs. Just now, when the larger

yachts are not racing, is the time for the clubs which concern them-

selves with the smaller craft to do the most good. There is a chance

for plenty of racing in yachts under 40ft. this year, as there are no

new yachts or trial races to attract attention from local events. The

New York Y. R. A. is now in a position to aid and encourage local

races, and to do good work for yachting about New York.

Lord Dunraven, after ill success last year in the 20-rating class, has

purchased the fastest 20-rater. tbe third Dragon, designed and built by

Will Fife, Jr., and will fit her with a centerboard. He has also a

design of his own for a 20-rater, which he will build from, the work

being done by Summers & Payne.

New York Yacht Racing Association.
The most important meeting ever held by the New York Yacht

Racing Association was that of last Friday evening. March 30. At
8:30 the meeting was, in the absence of tbe president and vice-presi-
dent, called to order by Secretary George Parkhill. Com. J. T.
Hitchcock of the Columbia Y. C. was then elected chairman. The
roll call showed that the following clubs were represented at the
meeting: Columbia, Harlem, Hudson River. Jersey (Jity, Newark,
New Jersey, Pavonia, Tappan Zee, Yonkers Corinthian, Oceanic, Kill

von Kull. Canarsie, Bayonne, Audubon and Tower Ridge yacht clubs
(15).
The minutes of the previous meeting were now read, and a motion

made to approve them brought, out rather a heated discussion between
Com. Prime and several of the other members, the former gentleman
claiming they were incorrect and Secretary Parkhill insisting that
they were correct. The minutes were Anally corrected to every one's
satisfaction. The secretary reported that he had chartered the iron
steamer Cygnus for the Labor Day regatta of the Association on
Sept, 3.

Com. Prime, chairman of the dinner committee, now submitted
his report, after a canvass of the clubs, wheu it was found that but a
little more than 50 had signified their intention of being present at the
dinner on April 3 Mr. Gartland moved that it be postponed from
April 3 to 18, and the motion prevailed A motion was then made
that when an adjournment was had it would be to April 13, which was
carried.
The secretary then read the resignation of the Brooklyn Y. C. After

various motions had been made to accept, lay on table and to postpone
action Until the meeting of April 13, the resignation was finally accep-
ted by a close vote. The discussion of this resignation took up much
valuable time and in the various phases of it Com. Prime, who was in
favor of its aceptance, managed to hold tbe floor for a great part of
the time. There is no doubt that Com. Prime made a great fight, and
he finally carried his point.
Immediately following the acceptance of the resignation, a letter

from Com. Sutton, the president of the Association, was read, declin-

ing to accept the office on the ground of his ineligibility, because of
the withdrawal of the Brooklyn Y. C. It was the unanimous opinion
of the delegates present that he be requested to remain. As the Com-
modore is a member of the Pavonia Y. O, in the event of his consent
being obtained, the matter of eligibility can be easily fixed. •

On the last, cruise, prizes were offered by Admiral Sutton as follows:

1. To the club reporting the greatest number of yachts (irrespective

of size) at the rendezvous, a complete set of international code signal

flags. 2. To the club reporting the second greatest, number, a suitable

decorative flag souvenir for the club room." 3. To the Commodore of
the club reporting the third greatest number, a suitably engraved
medal souvenir.
The first prize went to the Brooklyn Y. O, the second was a tie be-

tween the Pavonia and Yonkers Corinthian clubs, which was decided
by lot and Pavonia obtained the second prize; the third went to the
Yonkers Corinthian.

It now being nearly half past eleven, Com. Prime moved to adjourn.
The chair declared the motion out of order as the principal business
for which the meeting had been called had not been taken up. The
decision of the chair was now appealed from and sustained. Judge
Simms immediately obtained the floor and moved the following
amendments to the constitution, which were respectively passed by a
two-thirds vote: To amend Article VHI. by striking out the following:

"And any club failing to be represented at any meeting of the Asso-
ciation shall be fined the sum of 81."

To Article VIII. by striking out the following: "Any yacht club in

the Association giving a race or regatta open to one or more clubs in

the Association under any rules contrary to the Association shall be
fined such sums as the delegates of the Association shall determine."
To Article II. by adding thereto the following:
"But nothing contained in this constitution shall be deemed to make

it obligatory on the part of any club in this Association to hold any
regatta open to one or more clubs under tbe rules of this Association,
provided that such club shall state in the invitation to or notice of

such regatta that it is to be sailed under other rules,"

As the opponent to the adoption of these amendments had just left

to catch a train, very little, if any, discussion was had, and their adop-
tion followed, as previously stated.
By striking out the two amendments to Art. 8 it leaves it as in the

original constitution, which is as follows:
"Assessments.—Funds for defraying the current expenses of the

Association shall be raised by an annual assessment on each club of
ten dollars, which shall be due and payable in advance, and the finan-

cial year shall begin at the date of the annual meeting. No other
assessments shall be levied except by a two-thirds vote of all the
clubs present at a meeting called for that purpose."
The other amendment adopted is to Article II., which defines the

objects of the Association. The meeting finally adjourned at mid-
night.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The fixtures of the Cleveland Y. C. for 1894 are: May 30, squadron

sail to Rocky River: July 4, ladies' day; Sept, 3 (Labor Day), fall re-

gatta. At the meeting of the board of directors; held on March 28.

bids were opened for the construction of a new club house, at the foot
of Erie street, but action on them was deferred for two weeks to allow
the stock subscription committee more time to push their work of
raising the money still required to finish the building Mr. G. W.
Luethemeyer was elected as the representative of the club in the
new Interlake Yachting Association, which was formed in Cleveland
on March 19, and of which Mr. E. W. Radder, of 104 Superior street,

Cleveland, is secretary and treasurer.

At a meeting of the Minneapolis Model Yacht Racing Association,
held March 27, it was agreed to form two new classes, 35in. Lw.L, and
30in. l.w.l., the latter taking the place of tbe 27in class. Its officers

for 1894 are as follows: Com., C. H. Mehlin; Vice-Corn., G. M. Hos-
sack; Sec'v-Treas., John Hadden, 100 Washington avenue, N. The
Minneapolis Saturday MveMng.Journal has promised its support to
the clubs in the city, for which a vote of thanks was extended. The
club has taken in six new members since the last report.

The Schoodic (Me.) Y. C. has arranged the following events: May
30, clam bake, Sandy Point, club and guests; June 12, special race.

De Monts, club yachts; June 27, fish chowder, Robbinston, club and
guests; July 12, first cup race, Robbinston, club yachts; July 30, second
cup race, De Monts, club yachts; Aug. 13, open race, St. Andrews Bay,
all comers; Aug. 27, third cup race, St. Andrews Bay. club yachts;
Sept. 10, sail off for cup, De Monts, club yachts; Sept 25, clam bake,
Sandy Point, club and guests. Measurement rule: Load waterline
plus one-fifth of the after overhang. No restriction on sail. Yachts
eligible to enter in the above regattas must be between 15 and 30ft

waterline length. Prizes in the Mosquito Fleet class, comprising all

boats under 15ft. waterline length, will also be given on some of the
above dates.

An important meeting of yachtsmen was held on March 23, at the
winter quarters of the Massachusetts Y. C. in Boston, representatives
being present from the following c'ubs: Hull, Hull Cor., Winthrop,
Dorchester, Massachusetts. Savin Hill, South Boston and Quinoy. Mr.
Percy Hodges, Savin Hill Y. C, presided, and Mr. Barclay Tilton.Hull

Y. C, acted as secretary. The principal object of the conference was
to arrange suitable dates for all open regattas of the clubs interested,

in order to avoid the confusion and clashing which have oeen common
at times. The first business transacted was the selection of the follow-

ing dates: May 30, South Boston, open race at City Point; June 18,

Massachusetts, open race off Nahant; June 23, Winthrop. open race;

July 4 (left for City of Boston, open race off Citv Point.); July 7,

combination race: Dorchester, Massachusetts and Savm Hill clubs in

Dorchester Bay. July 28, Hull open race; Aug IS. 17 and 18, Corin-

thian mid-summer series at Marblehead; Aug. 25, (Julncy open race;

Sept. 1, Hull Corinthian open race; Sept 3, Labor Day, South Boston
Club, open race off City Point. It was then voted that the South Bos-
ton Y. O. be allowed to furnish numbers at its May 30 regatta to be

kept by the boats and worn by them during the series, the numbers to

be furnished at cost, not to exceed 25 cents a set. The general man-
agement of the races in the series is left to the clubs under whose
auspices they are to be held. The extreme limits of boats to be al-

lowed to enter the races were fixed at from 12 to 28ft. waterline in-

clusive. The matter of classification within these limits was discussed

and was finally left to the clubs for settlement. The question of

waiving club events in ease they conflicted with the dates set for tbe
open races was also left to individual preference.

McBride Brothers' fast steam launch Yankee Doodle was taken out
of dry dock yesterday, and in tbe afternoon her boiler was put in

place, To-mbrrow her engines will be put in aud if the weather is

favorable the little flyer will take her first trial trip of the season dur-

ing the week. Nothing more has been heard from the Kingdom Com-
pany or the English yacht Hibernia, so the Yaokee Doodle is Open to

a match race with anything afloat.—Philadelphia Record, March 85.

Coronet, schr., A. C* James, was at Wilmington N. O, on March 28.

The Philadelphia Times of March 25 contains an interesting article

on the Philadelphia Model Y. C.

Messrs. Waterhouse & Chesebrough have an order for a 21ft. c.b.

knockabout, 30ft. over all, 21ft, l.wd.. 9ft, beam and 2ft. 6in. draft,

with l,600Ibs. of iron on the keel She will have a cabin and water-
tight cockpit.

Vanduara. cutter, the steel 80-tonner which made Mr. Watson's
name in the large classes of 1880, has been renamed Madrigal by her
present owner, Mr, T. B. C. West. Vanduara, with her old rival,

Samcena, is now a historic vessel, marking nearly the highest point in
British racing, just before the advantages of the lead keel and of im-
proved construction were sacrificed to extreme narrow beam. Her
name has been a familiar word in yachting for many years, and it is a
pity that, she shonld now be deprived of it, and her identity obscured
under a more commonplace appellation.

Some statements have recently been made that Lord Dunraven
could have as much racing as he desired with Valkyrie against
Vigilant, Colonia or Jubilee. We believe this is perfectly correct,
only the races would have to be for very large stakes in ordor to make
them worth the doing or to make them of great international import-
ance. However, this is not what Lord Dunraven desired, but rather
to race Valkyrie in the regatta matches of the New York Y. C. and
other clubs. For these races it is doubtful if Vigilant will be fitted

out; at any rate, she would not be if Valkyrie took part in them. We
said some time ago we did not see how the owners of the Vigilant
could be blamed for their decision; by racing Vigilant against
Valkyrie in open matches they had everything to lose and nothing to
gain in point of prestige, and, however much we may regret that
Valkyrie will not have a chance of turning the tables on Vigilant, we
can scarcely And fault with the discretion which keeps Vigilant out of
the way.

—

Field , March %U.

Mr. A. E. Abbott, of Montreal, has ordered from A. G. Cuthbert a
yacht for the 18ft. class of the St. Lawrence Y. O, to be 27ft. over all,

17ft. l.w.l., 2ft. 6in. draft.

The Keystone Y. C, of Woodsburg, L. L, have elected the following
officers: Pres.. Frederick K, Walsh; Vice-Pres., Joseph Rotino; Sec'y,
Counsellor William E. Jav ;

Treas., Benjamin Lyon. Governing Com-
mittee: Frederick K. Walsh. Dr. Edward C. Smith, Dr. George A. Wil-
son, Edward L. Mailler and Charles A. Frost. It was decided by unau
imous vote to change the name of the organization to the Woods-
burg Club. Outdoor sports and social amusements will be the feat-

ures.

In the United States District Court to-day Judge Brown granted a
decree to Rinaldo D. Braley against John Bell for damages done by
the defendant's yacht Growler to the plaintiff's yacht She. Both men
are members of the Pavonia Y. C . and on the night of Sept 13. 1892,

their yachts were anchored outside the club house at Communipaw.
A severe storm arose during the night, which caused Growler to drag
her anchor and foul She, doing her serious damage. The rules of the
club did not prescribe the limits of anchorage ground, but Judge
Brown holds that the anchorage ground of Growler was unsafe. The
place was soft mud, so that anchors could not take a firm hold, and
reliance ou them in case of a storm was at the risk of the owner. A
decree is therefore given to Braley. A referee will compute the
damage.—New York Evening Post, March Sit.

The Horseshoe Harbor Y. O, of Larchmont, has elected officers as
follows: Com., J." H Sterling; Vice-Com., George S. Towle; Sec'y,
Frank A. Moore: Treas., George C. Murray. Trustees: Edward F.
Caldwell, Frederick C. Hilliard and Chas. A. Singer.

Natalie, steam yacht, has been sold to Hippolyte for $21,000, and the
blood curdling yarn of the capture of the yacht and the massacre of
her crew proves to be without foundation.

The Toronto Mail of March 24 contains an excellent illustrated!

article on the Royal Canadian Y. C, with portraits of the officers.

The following are the season's fixtures of the Knickerbocker Y. C.r
June 16, opening regatta, open ; July 14, club regatta; Aug. 25, club
regatta; Sept. 22, ladies' day, club.

CEnone, schr., has been sold by Col. Hugh Cochraue to Mrs. G. B.
Thompson, owner of the cutter Indra. Mrs. Thompson last season had
the schooner Orynthia under charter.

The Philadelphia Y. C. has extended the courtesies of its anchorage
grounds and club house at Tinicum, to the officers and members of
the New York Y. C. for the season of 1894.

The New Jersey Y. C. held its annual meeting on March 29. the fol-

lowing officers being elected: Com.. Franks. Ketchum, sip. Charm;
Vice-Corn., Alfred Wenzel, sip. Wanderer. Rec-Sec, George E. Gart-
and: Treas., Edward W. Ketchum; Fin-Sec. Bernard A. de Edjeu;
Cor-Sec Louis Wunder; Meas., Frank Springing. Regatta Com-
mittee: Alfred Wenzel. John W. Dickinson and William Sherman.
Trustees: Edward W. Ketchum, Edward A. Stevens, Frank S. Ket-
chum, John W. Dickinson and Alexander Berry. The following
delegates to the Yacht Racing Association were appointed by the com-
modore: George E. Gartland, Daniel O'Brien and Louis Wunder.
The opening day was set for May 1, and the annual regatta for Tues-
day, June 12.

Atalanta, schr., F. W. Savin, was launched at New London, March
27. after a thorough re-building, including the addition of 8ft. to her
after overhang. Messrs. Sawyer & Son will fit her with new sails.

Barracouta, steam yacht, J. R. Fell, has been reported at St. Jago de
Cuba, on March 21, whence she was to sail two or three days later

for Jamaica, St. Thomas, Martinique and Barbadoes.

Lapwing, cutter, has been purchased by Morgan Woleott. of New
York, giving in part payment Nayade, cutter. Mr. Woleott is a keen
Corinthian and a cruiser. The yacht is at Manning's Basin, to over-

haul and fit out.

The proposed race of model yachts at City Point on the large pond
of the Marine Park, yesterday did not amount to much as a race. One
intrepid MarbkJeader. Capt, Giles, arrived on the scene at 2 o'clock
with his pet carefully tucked under his arm, but the. res'". Capts. Sher-
lock, Frisbie and Perry, were not in evidence. Capt, Giles displayed
the excellent qualities of his Ruthie H., to a knot of spectators for
half an hour, then rapped her fin in paper and went home. A bout
3 o'clock Capts. Frisbie and Perry arrived, and the latter's new boat,

with her aluminum fin and fittings, was given her first spin. Sh«
manifested a strong tendency to fall off and refused to go to wind-
ward. A few alterations will be necessary before she will blossom out
as a full-fledged racer. Capt. Frisbie's boat, a beamy fin, did great
work to windward in a heavy breeze with topsail set, and proved her-

self an able boat. Capt. Giles's boat is a 40in. fin, drawing 16in of
water. She is built on the p'au of the Jubilee, with fuUer lines for-

ward, sbe- carries 9Ibs. of ballast and is named for Capt, Harding's
daughter.—Boston Morning Journal, March 27-

The Savin Hill Y. C. will give an open sweepstakes race April 19, for
boats of 15ft. overall or under. There will also be a class for open
boats or tenders. Entrance fee will be $1, and full particulars will

be given later.

Mme. Lebaudy, the owner of Semiramis, steam yacht, has given the
amount received from the sale of the yacht, 390,000, for the care and
education of children who are left by their parents to their own de-
vices.

Wenonah, centerboard sloop, has been purchased by John G. Mee-
han of Brooklyn through Hughes's Agency.

Smuggler, cutter, has been sold by Mr. Morgan to Messrs. Peebles &
Moore of New York through Manning's Agency.

Talisman, steam yacht, has been chartered through Hughes's
Agency to S. A. Maxwell.

Herald, steam yacht, has been sold by E, B. Harvey to the Venezu-
lean Government, and after fitting out at New London she will sail for
Venezuela. The yacht was designed by J. Beavor-Webb and built by
Lawley in 18S4.

The racing boat designed by Stewart & Binney and building for W.
De Graw of Red Bank by Thos. Biddle, will be 31ft. over all, 26ft. l.w.l

and 1ft. 6in. draft, with centerplate and rudder of Tobin bronze. The
mast will be 42ft., boom 35ft. and gaff 19ft. She will be jib and main-
sail rig, but with topsail.

Polly, sloop, is at FoiUon's yard, where a new and larger stern is

being added.

Anaconda, sloop, designed by Philip Ellsworth and owned by John
G. Prague, has been sold to Com A. J. Prime, Yonkers Corinthian
Y. O, who will convert her into a schooner, Sawyer & Son making the
sails.

Vamoose, steam vacht, has been sold by the Munro estate to F.
T. Morrell for 811,500, as stated.

Alicia, steam yacht, H. M. Flagler, has returned to New York, being
ordered home suddenly from the Southern cruise on which she lately

sailed.

Intrepid, steam yacht, was at Barbados on March 17, having en-
countered rough weather on the passage out.

The newly organized Inter Lake Yachting Association, of Lake Erie,
will hold its first racing meeting on July 17, 18 and 19.

The Sodus Bay Y. C , of Sodus Bay, New York, on Lake Ontario, a
new club, has elected the following officers: Tom., A. C. Bartle; Vice-
Corn., F. J. B. LeFebvre; Sec'y-Treas., Wm. LeFebvre.

Tbe race of March 27, off Nice, was won by Britannia, beating Val
kyrie by 17 minutes. Ou March 29, Britannia again won. Only three
yachts started the steam yacht race, Roxana being first, Eros second
andForosa third.
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Cruising in the Cy-Pres—1893.
(.Continued from Page $79.~)

Wednesday July 12.—We were in no hurry to start, so took things
easily, and it was eight o'clock before we got under way. The breeze
wasligbt from N. W. and had been growing lighter for an hour before
we started, hut we thought we could stem the last of the flood tide,
and cross Quincy Bay before the turn, which would be about ten
o'clock, and then it would be a very easy matter to drop down on the
ebb to Hull, our next stopping place. We passed around the northern
end of Thompson's Island, about midway between Sunken Ledge
Beacon and Hangman's Island, where there is 10ft. of water at low
tide, our course being S. S E. by chart. The breeze gradually died
down till we could not tell whether there was any air stirring or not,
but as the water was as smooth as glass,we kept moving slowly along.
The chart shows a very irregular depth of water over this course,

the figures for low water off Moon Island being 9ft. A short distance
further on there are three fathoms, then it shoals again to 9ft. and
quickly sinks to and 4 fathoms just before reaching Sunken
Ledge. We kept the lead going constantly all the way from Moon
Island to Sunken Ledge; partly because we had nothing else to do and
wanted to check our work by the chart, and partly by way of prac-
tice. We found the soundings exactly as they were marked on the
chart, allowing of course for the stage of water which was now about
full flood.
Quincy Bay is a beautiful sheet of water, 214 miles long from Moon

Island to Nut Island on the S. E , and about 1% miles deep. It is well
protected from easterly winds by numerous islands and reefs, and the

Island, keeping the island close to and on our port. We held this
course till we were past Sailor Island, the third of this little group,
where we turned south sharp round the end of it and at right angles
with our former course. We kept close to the edge of the island till

we came to two large piles, when we again turned to the east, pass-
ing between the piles. The channel from this point was more crooked
than before, but plainly marked by piles and brush, for the benefit of
steamboats that run up to Hingham several times a day; one of
which passedjus, going up, in this narrow channel.
There was scarcely room for us, our boom just grazing the buoy or

mark on one side with not more than twenty' feet between us and the
steamer. This steamer and her mate caused us lots of trouble at
Hingham and for a few moments we afforded their passengers consid-
erable amusement. As we got up close to the docks we noticed that
one steamer was just getting ready to leave, and that the other was
lying in the channel just beyond waiting for her to get out of the way
that she might back round the end of the pier, so as to be ready to
start bow first when it should be time for here to leave. We kept well
over to the right, so as to be as much out of the way as possible, and
were just about to pass the first steamer when we ran aground on
what proved to be the edge of a deeply dredged channel. We took in
our sails at once and threw out a light kedge to prevent drifting on to
the dock should we suddenly work loose.
While we were doing this the outgoing steamer left the dock, and, it

seemed to us purposely, ran close to us under a full head of steam,
her bigsidewheels churning the water into a froth. Her rapid motion
caused us to take a quick lurch toward her and brought our rail on
that side clos? to the water's edge. As she passed us in this helpless

Hull Y. C. House. HULL—FROM OUR ANCHORAGE.

shores are hilly and picturesque. There is an average depth of water
of 7ft. at low tide and a prettier place to sail of an afternoon would be
hard to find.

The tide turned just as we passed between Hangman's Island and
Sunken Ledge Beacon, and we began to drift oft to the eastward of
our course, or in the direction of Nantasket Roads. We thought, the
ebb tide, would probably run pretty strong down both sides of Ped-
dock's Island, as the water wai from four to six fathoms deep all

around it, and that if we could squeeze past Nut Island we would find
the tide then setting us in the direction in which we wanted to go. We
therefore bore away to the south all we could and still clear the island,

but for some time it was very doubtful which would prevail, the wind
or the tide; and we were just debating whether it would not be best to
anchor where we were and wait for more wind, when the breeze began
to increase perceptibly and continued, from that on, to fan us gently
along.
We ran close to Nut Island (which is not an island at all, but a com-

ical little hill on the extreme end of Hough's Neck, which separates
Quincy Bay from Hingham Bay), keeping in the shallow water be-
tween it and Pig Rock Beacon, so as to avoid the tide, which was run-
ning to the westward strong: when we got well over into the stream
of Weymouth Fare River we turned N.E. and ran directly toward
Hull, which was in plain view a little over two miles away As the
wind continued very light we headed for the center of the high land,
wishing to be carried through Hull Gut by the swiftly rushing tide

(We found afterward that t his was the correct way to do, as the best
anchorage is well to the eastward of the two big spindles shown on
the chart.) The sail from Nut Island is very delightful as we had
enough breeze to make us slip nicely through the still water, and the
tide being with us. we glided by the islands and land marks very
rapidly. We were surprised and delighted at the extent and beauty
of Hingham Bay and enjoved the. quiet blue water and green rolling

hills. F. was full of early history of this region and had many inter-

esting things to say about nearly every prominent landmark.
We reached Hull at 1 P. M. and dropped our anchor off the club

house of the Hull Corinthian Y. C. As I was expecting letters here,

we went on shore immediately, taking our water jug and market bas-

ket with us. We pulled up to the landing of the club house, but a big
sign telling us in language more forcible than polite to keep off, stared
us in the face, and we were forced to row quite a distance to the land-

ing at the old town. We hauled our dinghy up on the float and took
a look around us. The landing is at the end of the main street, which
winds around between two hills that rise quickly up from the water's
edge. The western one is almost completely covered with rather plain

summer cottages. They are close together and those on the water
front have long stairs leading down to the beach, where there are a
few bath houses. The eastern hill has very few houses ' on it and the
top is used as a signal station, where a square white flag over one of
similar size of black was flying.

We walked up the main street a short distance and found a fountain
of good, cool water, that we were told was pumped from Hingman, sev-

eral miles away. We left our jug at a little booth near the fountain,

which was presided over by a tiny girl not more than eight years of

age. The post office is a little further up the street, and on the left-

hand side. It is a little one-story cottage kept by a very old woman
who had some knick knacks for sale. When I asked her if she had
any letters for me, she handed me a pile to look over and see for my-
self, remarking as she did so that that was the last mail. I told her I

was expecting to get a letter here, and possibly it had come by an
earlier mad, whereupon she handed me another pile, very like the first,

but much dirtier, from frequent thumbing. I was disappointed at not
finding anything, and. leaving my address, asked her to forward what-
ever might come to Plymouth or Provincetown.
The walk from the landing to the stores was long and hot. There

was no breeze at all between the hills, but the sun searched out every
nook and corner, and the perspiration rolled from us. The greedy
store is on the right hand side of the street and over on the northwest
side of th« point. We could stand in the door of the store and see

George's Island and the Narrows Light almost immediately in from of

us. After laying in a stock of bread, butter, eggs, cherries and ginger

ale we trudared back to the fountain, where we fil ed our jug and
bought a glass of birch beer of the little girl at the booth to pay her

for taking care of the jug for us. We found we had all we could
carrv. and were glad to get down to the landing where we could drop
our burdens.
We noticed on getting on board again that the barometer had fallen

quite a little and about 4 o'clock we had quite a squall from the north-

ward, with dark, lowering clouds and occasional spiteful burs'S of

rain. The wind was so strong that we thought it best to take down
our awning, which shook and flapped in a very disagreeable manner,
and were therefore forced to seek shelter from the storm in the cabin.

We had a hot supper at 6 o'clock, and were about to turn in when we
heard st rains of sweet music issuing from the club house. As the

rain had ceased we came out on deck and listened to the music for

about, an hour. It was very good, indeed, and we were close enough
to hear all the more delicate passages, and to join in the applause.

We were greatly annoyed by the swells from the passing steamers,

which ran quite' close *to us, and we decided if we ever came here

again that we would anchor off the landing at the foot of the main
street, where we would be more out of their way, and closer to our
base of supplies. We turned in about 9:30 and slept soundly and
quietly. There were occasional showers during the night, but none of

much violence. ,

Thursday, July IS —We were up at daybreak, and while taking our
morning wash on deck were treated to a most gorgeous sunrise, as

old Sol crept up behind the hill at whose foot we were anchored. We
made an early start, Hingham being our objective point, as we wanted
to take advantage of the younsr flood tide. The channel is crooked, and
we knew we would be liable to eet aeround. W e passed along close

to the west side of Bumpkin Island keeping a sharp lookout for the

red buoy midway between it and Crow Point, so that we should not

run on to Crow Point flats, where there is but one or two feet of water

at low tide. The wind was light but steady, just exactly right for an
exploring expedition, and it would take us anywhere we wanted to go;

while we were not obliged to tend sheets, but had all our time to de-

vote to navigating our craft iu the narrow channel.

Crow Point, or Downer's Landing, is a high headland covered with

cottages. There is a large hotel near the docks with a covered walk
out to the pier. The steamers from Boston to Hingham stop here,

both coming and going. There are boat and bath houses, and the

place seemed to us a very attractive one. We ran close to the docks

and straight on past them to the black buoy near Ragged Island,

where we turned eastward and ran between the buoy and Chandler's

condition, her big swells completely drenched us, and it took all of F.'fl

strength to keep the dinghy from coming bodily on board of us: for it

had drifted round broadside to us as soon as we h«d struck the
ground Just ahead of us there lay a tug and three or four mud scows
all hard aground. A dredge was at work close into the docks, deepen-
ing and widening the channel. As soon as the stage of water would
admit, the tug took a loaded scow out toward the open water to dump
it. and the crew of the dredge hauled one of the empty ones along-
side and began filling it with the black, odoriferous mud from the
bottom.

In about half an hour from the time we went aground the tide had
risen sufficiently to float us. The wind and the tide both being fair,
we got the foresail on her and ran down past the end of the docks,
anchoring in 8ft. of water. After watching the dredge for a few min-
utes, we went on shore and inquired what time the next steamer
would leave, as we did not relish the idea of being aeain caught in the
narrow channel just as sh« was about to leave her dock. We wan-
dered about till half-past 9, when we returned to the yacht and got up
our mainsail. We set the jib in stops, and were just about to break
out pur anchor when we noticed that the crew of the dredge were
hauling another scow across the channel, and had a rope stretched
right in our course.
We waited till thev had things fixed to their satisfaction and then

weighed anchor, breaking out the jib as it came up out of the water.
The breeze bad freshened somewhat, and we found we could just lay
our course clear of the ends of the dock and down the channel to the
first buoy or stake. We tacked back and forth, keeping in the channel
most of the time, and following the same course we bad come by,
although there was plenty of water for us anywhere, it being nearly
high water. We had a delighful sail back to Hull, the breeze freshen-
ing as we got further out into the more open water. We felt that we
had explored waters not commonly sailed in by the yachtsmen along
the coast, and this feeling of discovery, added to the charm of the
perfect day, made it, on the whole, one of the most delightful trips we
bad undertaken. On reaching Hull we dropped our anchor abreast of
the landing at the foot of the street—spread our awning and ate our
lunch.
The weather had been fine all the morning, and as far as we could

see there was every indication that it would continue so, but the

had of a change in the atmosphere was the rather sudden drop of one-
tenth of an inch in the barometer. There are two large beacons or
spindles off Hull that mark two rocks, the best anchorage for small
boats is to the eastward of these, as the tide runs less swiftly there
and the swells from the passing steamers are not so annoying.
Friday. July 1U-—We arose with the sun and hurried our breakfast,

as we wanted to get out through Hull Gut before the tide began to
flow. The breeze was very light from northeast and we knew that if

we waited until the tide got to flowing that we could not beat out at
all. We weighed anchor at 5:45 and expected to find it slack water in
the Gut, but were surprised to find the flood tide already running
and to see how swift the current was. The tide 'ables gave 5-40 as
the time for low water and we were not more than ten minutes late,
if we were that much.
We stood across the current on starboard tack and succeeded in

just clearing the point of Peddock's Island, although for a few
minutes it seemed as though we would have to go about and cross
the current again. We held on the starboard tack till well over to
Fort Warren (George's Island), when we went about and laid our
course to just clear the black buoy off Point Allerton, The breeze
was a little fresher as we got out from among the islands and the
seas were quite large, evidently the result of the squall we had had
the day before. The Cy-pres slid up and down the big rollers in a
very exhilarating manner, as the brisk breeze, drove us swiftly along.
We had studied the chart a good deal and thought we could find our
way into Cohasset without any trouble, but on hearing the entrance
to the channel we could not tell which buoys were inside and which
were outside of the rocks. We could see the breakers in several
places and did not dare to go in very close, fearing in the old sea then
running that we might strike. We therefore ran on by all the buoys
till very near to Minot's Ledge Light, when we went about and ran
back, picking up the buoys in turn and following the sailing direc-
tions as laid down in Stebbin's guide book. Shag Rock is a small
rocky islet plainly visible at all stages of water and the Glades House
is the only large building in sight on the left hand side of the harbor.
Keep the Glades House well open from Shag Rock till you pick up
the Bla f-k Buoy on Jack Rock, then port your tiller and run across
toward White Head. As we ran in before the wind we spoke to a
fisherman in a dory and he told us to pick up a white keg buoy near
White Head, which is the prominent kind on the right hand side of
the entrance as you go in. We found the mooring without any diffi-

culty and slipping the bridle over the hitts were at rest once more.
I was anxious to hear from my family, so jumped into the dinghy

without changing my clothes and rowed ashore. I had on an old soft
felt hat, a flannel shirt, white cotton duck trousers (not very clean)
and "sneakers".on my feet. The shore along which I rowed was very
pretty, and wooded down to the water's edge. Numerous summer
cottages occupied the point of White Head, the grounds extending
back toward the village I was surprised to find a picturesque htt»e
harbor up at the village, completely landlocked, but unfortunately
dry at low tide. This little basin was full of sailing craft of all sizes,
from 15 to 30ft. long, all of the shallow centerboard type. There was
a little yawl of about 25ft. 1 w.l. that particularly pleased me, and I
spent some minutes rowing around her and admiring her beautiful
proportions. After landing I had a long walk up to the Post Office,
through a delightfully shady street. The fact that I was a stranger in
a strange country was impressed very forcibly upon me. I thought
to drop a postal card to my wife, but found on putting my hand in my
pocket that I had no purse, and furthermore I had no knife, no
trinkets, no finger ring.no scarf-pin, not even a scarf or a handker-
chief to exchange for a postal card, and was forced to turn away and
retrace my steps, not knowing a soul that would be wilting to lend me
even one cent.
The exercise of pulling the dinghy to the village was a pleasure, but I

found it quite a different matter to pull back. The tide was running
up the channel like a mill race, and the old sea heaving in, helped on
by the breeze, made it very hard work. It was a good mile or more
from the dock to the yacht, and when I reached her I was nearly
played out, my hands were swollen and I was shaky in the legs. We
were anxious to get out of this open harbor or cove before night, so I
could not stop to rest, but got under way at once.
We had to beat out against a sharp chop and swift tide and found it

very tedious doing so. Twice the breeze left us almost entirely, and
we thrashed and tumbled about amazingly till we turned back to
pick up the moorin again, when, just as we were ready to do so, we
got a puff and decided to try it once more. We finally managed to
creep out between the buoys we had passed when going in. and found
more wind as we stood off shore. We seemed to ride the waves much
better on the starboard tack so held on in a northwesterly direction
till we could clear Minot's Ledge on port tack. This made us sail over
two miles further than necessary, but, as we held a good wind off
shore, we thought that we gained by it in the long run.
We rounded the breakwater at Scituate at 1:30, running over the

bar in a breaking sea. The harbor is small and well protected by an
artificial breakwater that runs in a S E direction from the old octag-
onal tower on the point. The channel is curved and narrow. After
rounding the end of the breakwater it follows back nearly parallel
with it and then turns in an easy curve off to the left and toward two
spindles or beacons—one of which is on either hand. The deepest
spot or pool is about two-thirds of the distance from the tower to the
beacons, and in it there is about 7ft. of water at low tide, and room
enough for ttiree or four boats to swing at their anchors. As we
rounded the end of the breakwater we noticed a good-sized schooner
at anchor and concluded that she was iu the pool, so ran down near

SCITUATE MAIN STREET—LOW TIDE.

barometer had dropped a tenth by noon. We took things pretty
easily after dinner; F. was below writing up the log, I was on deck
reeving a new pair of jib sheets and doing other little odd jobs, of
which there are so many on a yacht, when my attention was called to
a rushing sound to the eastward. Looking up from my work I saw a
white streak coming rapidly toward us, and in a moment we were
struck by a hard squall which slatted and banged our awning about
at such a terrific r«te that I called F. out on deck to help me furl it.

Near us lay a large catboat that had been out in the morning. The
owner had gone ashore without, furling the sail, leaving it down in a
heap on the cockpit floor. The wind caught this loose canvas and
threw the gaff up, then bl«w the whole sail overboard, where it

thrashed and whipped about in a frantic manner for some time before
the owner came out and secured it.

There were several small boats out sailing and some of them had a
hard time of it. We were very sorry for two poor fellows who were
out in a skiff, over near Paddock's Island and heading toward us
They luffed up in the squall when it first struck, and finding that it

was "full of business," turned a reef in their single sail. They tried to
beat under this reduced rig, but could not make any headway at all

against the wind and ebb tide. After struggling against fate for afew
minutes they took down sail, mast and all, and began to row. By
this time the wind had kicked up quite a little chop m the channel, and
every sea flew clear over them. Ic was a long hard pull anda wet one,
but by persevering they finally got over to the club house landing. It

took fully an hour to accomplish in that wind what they could have
done in ten minutes with ease under ordinary circumstances.

All the boats in sight turned in from one to three reefs, and even
then they had all they could stagger under. We were so close to the
landing that we lay in perfectly still water and enjoyed the fun.
Numbers of boats started out from the club house with parties on
board, but all wore oilskins or waterproofs of some kind. The wind
died down about 6 o'clock, and by sunset it was perfectly calm. There
was not a cloud in the sky of any kind, and the only indication we had

her and dropped our anchor. We got into the dinghy immediately
and sounded all around, and found that we were just on the edge of
the pool, so got out our kedge and warped into a better position.
About an hour before low tide we were astonished to see a fleet of

dories pull out past us into the shallow water just outside, the bar. On
inquiring what they were after we learned that they were "mossers'
and were raking moss of the edible kind. They had each a long-
handled rake and some of them had a long fork, They go out as far
as they can at low tide and work back with the incoming tide, pulling
the moss off from the rocky bottom as they go along. In two hours
they can gather about one barrelful, worth $3.50 when bleached and
dried. The women and children do their share of the work, washing
the moss, turning it over and over to dry and bleach, and gathering it

up in piles at night or before a shower, and covering it with canvas.
The gathering of this moss is the j>rineipal occupation of the sea-
faring folk during the summer months, and is, on the whole, a very
profitable one. We counted twenty dories in the fleet and all were
painted or decorated in some peculiar manner, so that they could be
easily recognized by any one at all familiar with them.
We had not been in the harbor very long when a small schooner

about 27ft. long came down from the village and dropped anchor near
us. She was a dilapidated-looking craft, with dirty and torn sails and
a smashed taff rail. Her crew was made up of a man and his two
Bons. The father proved to be an old soldier, and was very talkai ive;

we invited him on board and he amused us for an hour telling about
his army experience and his adventures on the water. He purchased
the little schooner without knowing a single thing about sailing, and
his description of the various scrapes he got into was very funny.
After eating our lunch we went up to the village, a very quaint, old-
fashioned town, the principal street winding along the water. Hand-
some old residences are mixed in with fish houses and coal yards. 1

took several pictures of the town from the water and a few of the
surroundings of the harbor,

[to be continued.]
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Executive Comiviii ie.- —T. J. Kirkpatrick, Springfield, O.j G. B. Ellard,

Cincinnati, O. ; S B Mettler, Jackson, Mich.
Applications for membership should be made to the Sec.-Trcas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $2.00
initiation fee and dues for the cm-rent year.
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3. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass.

The A. C. A. and' Its Critics.

Editor Forest and Stream:
How would a. laugh look in print? Will you please print one for me?

It need not be a very big one. Modesty compels rne to return to
"Ianthe" the first prize for funny men which he thrusts upon me with
so little appreciation of his own capabilities. I am easily outclassed.
As a "jollier" he is the best in his line.

Was it a cyclone? No, it was only a Tempest! Low pressure and
plenty of wind. My perspicacity may not be of a very high order, but
I shall not wait for the Association meet to have my "eyes opened" to
"Ianthe." There will be quite enough "eye opening" on that festive
occasion when Mr. Holden and "Ilex" take the floor.

But I should regret it very much were any of the members of the
Ianthe C. 0. to gather the impression that my appreciation of their
glorious career is not in proportion to the general good opinion of
their many admirable virtues. I can probably testify to these with
even better taste than can "Ianthe " There is only one point whereon
we differ, and Mr. Burns spoils his otherwise very good letter by
emphasizing it. He asks how the Ianthe men manage to keep in con-
dition to race, etc., and "why the Hoboken men do not rise in their
might and sweep them into eternal oblivion. It would be a service to
all eanoedom!" Very lofty language. And as he returns to earth
"Ianthe" pats him on the back and says, "You're all right, old man!
There's no use talking; we are the people!"
Now for my point. Mr. Burns and "Ianthe" should bearinmind that

keeping in condition to race is not absolutely the most important con-
sideration with a man who takes up canoeing for what it is—a sport;
a relaxation; an enjoyment. Were keeping in condition the only
motive actuating the' Ianthe men in their choice of canoeing it might
be well for them to try dieting. Turkish baths, punching a bag, row-
ing in a shell, a dog-trot before breakfast, early hours, the discon-
tinuance of smoking, and so on. No, that is not the purpose of canoe-
ing. The Ianthe men would be in just as good condition were they
never to race. True canoeing is not an athletic sport in the accepted
sense of the term, and it should not be allowed to degenerate to the
level of an athletic sport. It is essentially a means of recreation. As
a feature of canoeing, racing is only incidental. It has developed the
light-weight cruising canoe, combining speed with the least possible
weight. What other really substantial benefits have resulted? Am I

right. Mr. Holden? Very well.

I do not wish to pose as a disturber of the peace between the Hobo-
ken and Passaic River men. Such an outcome is very far from my in-

tention. When I say that I think the Hoboken men are better canoe-
ists than the Ianthe men I refer to the average, and I read nothing in

"Ianthe's" letter to change my opinion. I deplore the fact that such
good material should be given over so entirely to racing.

Now, gentlemen, don't get so flubdusticated. Don't go home feel-

ing insulted, and don't come making faces and throwing stones
through our front windows because you think we question your right

to race. Not at all. Go ahead and race to your heart's content, and
may Heaven bless you. It is worth a dollar to Mr. Holden and me to

stand by and watch you do it, or to read about it in the Newark Sun-
day Call.

And above all things don't imagine that you are the only canoeists

in the world. Don't flatter yourselves that because thirty or forty of

you racing men get together at the meet that your racing is the only
reason for holding the meet or for the existence of the Association.

There are a great many canoeists who are not members of the Asso-
ciation and there are a great many who do not attend the meet. To
argue that a man becomes a canoeist by merely joining the Associa-

tion is about as absurd as to argue that a man leaving the Association

necessarily ceases to be a canoeist. And I have known of men who,
with no previous experience, with no "conditioning," and with very
little practice, have walloped some very well-known paddling men in

the flr6t canoe races in which they ever entered. And were they
called back and warned never to do it again? No. That accomplish-

ment stamped them as true canoeists forever, or for so long as they
race and keep up their Association membership. Pules.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In an editorial comment on Mr, Holdeu's second letter you said that

he was evidently not open to conviction, and it would appear now as

though you were right. However, Mr. Holden has dropped most of

bis former contentions and now confines himself to one which he con-

siders unanswerable.
I was willing, for the sake of argument, to admit that something

might be done to increase the inducements to outside canoeists to

come into the A. 0. A., but Mr. Holden is not content with this; he
feels that he gets nothing whatever for his money. In such an argu-

ment a good deal depends on the value a man places on his dollar;

surely dollars must be valuable in Rutherford. Mr. Holden will say
Rutherford is not the only place where canoeists do not join the A. O.

A. Very true, but they don't set up the dollar a year as a reason

Now let us see what I get for my dollar. In the first place, I get the
satisfaction of knowing that I am supporting an institution that fos-

ters pure amateurism. Is that au offset, Mr. Holden, to the paper the

L. A, W. sends you every week or so?
Secondly, I have the feeling of satisfaction that goes with a good

deed done* for others, in supporting an association that, at its general

meet, gives all its members an opportunity of enjoying a maximum of

pleasure at a minimum of cost.

Thirdly, I have the knowledge that as a member of the A. C. A., I

am entitled to and will receive attention at the bands of my brother

canoeist, who is also a member, if I conduct myself in a gentlemanly
manner and make known to him that I am of the fraternity.

Fourthly, I have the valuable knowledge and experience of the

masters of the art of canoe building, sailing and paddling, exemplified

at the meets, and thence through the whole land by those who attend.

Is the Chicago Exposition going to benefit only those who went to

Chicago? Do the millions who could not go grumble because the Gov-
ernment made a large appropriation of their money to support it?

There are other things I get, but these four are worth to me more
than a dollar a year. Mr. Hoiden will say perhaps that these things

are not tangible. I admit it. If he wants a dollar's worth of stuff

that he can take into stock he had better withdraw his subscription

from the A. C. A. and put it into the L. A. W., where he will get more
than his money's worth.
In making this contention Mr. Holden either does not believe what

he Bays, or is inconsistent, inasmuch as he places great value on a
dollar, and then invest* it where he knows he will get no return.

This letter is not meant so much for Mr. Holden individually, but
for the canoeists he professes to represent, and for a large class of
canoeists who may watch the controversy with some degree of
interest, aDd whom it may determine one way or the other. If they
can appreciate any one of the four things I have mentioned, or others
that may be suggested of a similar nature, they may join the A. C. A.
with the assurance that their dollar will not be wasted. If they can-
not attend the meets and yet want a dollar's worth of marketable
results they had better invest elsewhere.

It passes my comprehension why a man should—leaving the money
out of the question—belong to an association that he is convinced is

doing no good. On general principles that which does no good must
do harm, and the least a man can do in a case of this kind, where he
feels that the institution is achieving no result, is to drop out, and by
doing so help to annihilate the unworthy object. The fact that Mr.
Holden has remained a member for eight years leads me to think
that he does not at heart believe what he says. Whether this be so
or not, we may thank him for starting a discussion which ought to do
good to the A. C. A. and which has certainly brought to light a good
many points in his personal history which had otherwise been an
unwritten chapter. R, Easton Burns.

Editor Forest and Stream:
During recent weeks and months, in the pursuit of the only kind of

canoeing now within my power, viz., the columns of Forest and
Stream, I have read much by and of one John Trusty Holden, whom
it has never been my fortune to meet, and was not greatly interested
in the said reading, until in your last issue he intimates that, though
a member of the A. C. A. since 188G. it has never been possible for him
to attend a meet. That catches me ! I can feel for a man so situated,
for haven't I been in the same box for the past four years. Not in the
way of distance. No, John Trusty, if you live in New Jersey, you
don't know what distance to a meet means. I figured up one time
how far I had traveled in getting to A. C. A. camps and home again,
and if memory serves, it was something over 7,500 miles. Maybe
you think I am stretching it, John T., but I assure you there has not
yet been a general Association meet at any point which I could
reach with less than twenty hours steady railroading with the closest
possible connections, from" the place where I live, and where I am now
writing. Neither is it lack of time nor business cares that restrain
me, for the same utter loss of health which keeps me prisoner here
prevents all thought of business. You may consider, J. Trusty, that
still your case is worse than mine, in that you have been striving to
get to camp since. '86, while I was there as recently as 1889; but I tell

you nay. Yours is an instance where ignorance is bliss; you simply
don't know what you have missed by not getting there, and so can't
adequately mourn the loss, while I have had to stand it after having
attended six successive meets, until the going had become an estab-
lished habit, and all the other fifty weeks of the year were filled either
with the fond memories of that last camp, or in equally joyous antici-
pations of the good times to come at the next. No, J. T., I can't bring
myself down to the question of "What do I get for my dollar?"
I know what I did get, and the memory is enough to repay the out-
lay of each successive dollar as the years come around; though in
strict honesty I confess that I doubt if my constancy would have
equaled yours, dear J., and fear I should have long since fallen by the
wayside had I been fated never yet to have reached a meet after
striving since far back 1886. 1886 ! Yes, that was the year, the last
of that glorious trio at Grindstone Island, when our friends from
England first came to an A. C. A. camp and tried their speed with our
crude, half-rigged canoes. Do you remember, Mr. Editor (you ought
to, for you were starter, and had your hands full with them), the
crowds of racers there were that year? When shall we see again
a field of sixty odd canoes starting together in a single sailing race?
(To say truth, I have no ambition to be again one of such a field,

however attractive the picture may be from shore, and have always
plumed myself on squeezing through that crowd and finishing among
the first half dozen in the "free-for-all,"—going on the principles of
Phil W., I mean Thetis, who used to say, "When I win it's skill; when
the other chap, it's all luck.")
Well 1 well ! those were great days, and for me they are all that is

left of canoeing. I suppose (if you print this) "Ianthe" will be dis-

posed to class me along with "Pu'ex" as a false pretender, and say,
"I never heard of him," for while I think I have camped with Mr.
Ianthe, it was after the days of my first canoe, whose name still comes
back to me with many fond memories clinging, and in the time when
the roll of the A. C. A. numbered less than a quarter of one thousand
names, Ianthe, though now well posted according to his own claim,
was not in it. Katrina.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I beg leave to submit, as an enthusiastic lover of the canoe, that the

principal reform needed is to make the A. C. A. what its name implies,
a "canoe" association. What I mean is that no craft should be
allowed to compete which is not an honest, efficient canoe. Abolish
the sliding deck seat, abolish the plate center-board, abolish the bath-
tub well and bring the canoe back to what it was when the A. C. A.
stood for canoeing. Is there any reason why racing men cannot
enjoy the sport in such canoes as the Snake and Vesper? I can see
none and certainly the Association was stronger then than now. Do
you not think that a canoe association instead of a racing machine
association would solve the problem? C. A. B.

The A. C. A. Racing Programme.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In looking over the proposed programme for the A. C. A. regatta, as

published in the Forest and Stream, two or three points occur to me.
In Event No. 1 the wording is apparently incorrect and should read,
"one-half mile alternately." In Event No. 14, why should open canoes
be limited to single blades or decked canoes to double blades? In
Event No. 20: If the race could be made as between divisions it might
be easier to get it arranged. In the Northern Division, for instan je,

there are a good many war canoes, but it would be hard to get the
crew (entire) of any one to attend. About fifteen go to a crew, and if

it was understood that it was a Divisional matter there would be no
difficulty about borrowing a canoe, say the Lachine, to be manned by
a crew made up of those Canadians who attend the meet. In order
that there may be no hard feeling over it, the committee should an-
nounce that the crews may be Divisional. The Division might rea-
sonably bear the expense of transportation on the canoe to uphold its

prowess. This race, if arranged, should be the event of the meet. R.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The third camp-fire of the Connecticut River Canoeist's Club will be

held on Saturday, April 7, at Red Men's Hall, Northampton, Mass.
Should a sufficient number desire it. a special train will leave North-
ampton after the camp-fire in time to connect with the 2:20 train from
from Springfield to Hartford.

The Knickerbocker C. C. will hold its annual regatta on June 30. It

is probable that arrangements will be made for a series of club re-

gattas, beginning on the Passaic River, then on Newark Bay and on uo
the Hudson as far as Yonkers, so that men may go from one to the
other and on to the A. C. A. meet.

Mr. D. H. Crane, of Chicago, has ordered of the Racine Boat Mfg.
Co. a Scarecrow of 16ft. l.w.l., but with square stern, and 75-pound
iron centerplate, as the boat will be housed when not in use, and Chi-

cago boat houses are at a considerable height above the usual level of
the lake.

The war canoe of the Hartford C. C was received from Robertson,
on March 26, and the boys are already getting into trim for racing.

Tbe canoe is fully up to their expectations, and will soon be fitted with
a name and a crew.

A. C. A. Membership.
Eastern Division —Frank A. Heyer; Wm. S. Young. Central Di-

vision.—G. E. McWilliams. Detroit. Mich. Atlantic Division.—Dr. W.
C. McFetridge. Philadelphia; Leavitt Cauley, Birind Brook; C. J. Mc-
Lees, Rutherford.

Revolver Shooting in England.
The opening day of the North London Rifle Club took place on

March 14. The weather was fine, but cold, with a strong gusty wind
making the shooting very difficult at times. Eight members shot in

the revolver competition, which was at 20yds., and counts as one of
the short range scores for the revolver championship of the club for

1894. Result:
Walter Winans 41 Carter 35 Capt Jones 32
C F Lowe 39 Maj Munday 33 Lieut Howard 29

Lieut Farley 36 Frost -32

The five flrBt named won prizes.

Cincinnati Rifles.

Cincinnati, O., March 25.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to-day, and made the scores
appended. Conditions: 200yds. off-hand at the standard target. A
strong gusty 8 to 10 o'clock wind made the shooting fall below the
general average:
Gindele 9 10 8 8 7 10 7 8 8 6-81

10 98 10 77788 7-81878778989 9-8085997 10 898 8-80
Weinheimer 9 10 97 fi 6689 6-75

7 10 7 5 6 10 10 7 4 6—72758874787 10-7185777965 10 7—69
Payne 10 96776579 7—73

6 10 7677788 6-72568596987 9—72659859 10 5 7 7-71
Wellinger 977858897 8-76

10 10 5 10 8 6 6 6 7 7—75696899885 7—75988549768 8-72
Hake 4 5 6 5 10 5 5 6 6 9-61

526 3 53675 4-46677635555 8-57863866578 5-62
Schmidlin 372292207 6-4010103 3 265 0-21050626304 3-29250200325 8-27
Drube 8 5 7 7 7 10 9 10 7 6-7696676678 10 10—75

10 88565679 7-71
598 10 65495 5-66

Jersevmen at the Targets.
The shooting house in Armbruster's Park, Greenville, N. J., on

Saturday of last week was filled with riflemen and visiting friends.
Among the visitors we noted was Wm. Hayes, of Newark; Aug. J.

Christian, of the New York Schutzen Corps; Geo. Varick, Thos.
Hughes and C. E. Boyce, of the Excelsior Club. Among the local
shooters present were W. H. Robidoux, C. H. Chavant, Geo. Pinkers,
C. and J. Boag and John Hill. Messrs. Dorrler, Hansen and Plaisted
started out to shoot a 100 shot race, but as there was no "Joshua"
present to hold up the sun, the contest was brought to a close at the
end of the seventh string, owing to the darkness. Dorrler, even
though he granted his opponents their full handicap for the 100 shots,
came out ahead by a small margin. Outside of these three there were
no other scores kept for record. Scores:
Dorrler, scratch 20 21 17 20 21 24 19 2s 20 24—210

22 24 24 20 24 20 22 24 20 23-223
24 24 23 23 25 22 3 22 25 25—236
23 24 21 19 22 21 23 24 24 17-218
22 22 20 25 21 23 25 21 24 22-225
21 23 22 23 24 25 23 19 23 25-225
25 23 23 23 19 23 20 19 21 23-219 —1,556

Harrison 21 19 24 20 23 23 22 24 19 22—218
25 22 24 23 20 22 24 20 22 24—226
23 19 22 24 19 20 21 24 22 23—215
21 23 24 22 24 23 23 22 22 21—225
21 19 20 21 23 22 21 22 22 6—197
24 20 18 21 25 25 22 23 23 18-219
21 25 25 25 23 21 23 24 20 21—228+25—1.553

Plaisted 25 21 18 21 24 35 25 24 23 21-227
18 20 17 22 18 19 22 23 18 23 -200
25 23 25 18 17 20 25 24 32 21—220
24 22 21 22 19 19 21 24 13 23-208
21 20 24 21 24 22 21 19 21 23-216
23 21 22 19 21 20 22 17 20 24-209
18 22 22 18 20 21 21 20 24 21-207+50-1,537

New York Central Schuetzen Corps.
The New York Central Schuetzen Corps, Capt. D. Meerse, opened the

summer practice shoot for 1894 at Washington Park on Thursday of
last week. Unfortunately for the corps the weather was bad. The
morning opened dark and dismal, and at 1 P. M., when the members
began to arrive in the park, there was a downpour of rain and sleet,

which continued the balance of the day. This no doubt kept many of
the fair-weather shooters at home. The shooting house, however,
was comfortable, owing to a good fire well attended. Twenty-six
members are recorded as participating in the competition for the
medals and prizes on the various targets. The light was poor, owing
to the weather conditions, and the scores were correspondingly low.
On the ring target the competition was brisk. Gus Zimmerman lead
in the champion class with scores of 66 and 65, Fred Schmidt was sec-

ond with with 67 and 61, and Henry D. Muller third with 68 and 60.

Champion class, 3 shots per ticket, two best to count:
Gus Zimmerman 66 65—131 J Reitsweisner 59 43—102
Fred Schmid 67 61—128 D Meerse 51 45— 96
H D Muller 68 68-128 Fred Schill 53 40— 93
PF Schmidt 56 62—118 Ered Schroeder 43 46— 89

Firsi Class.

C Pletz 62 62-124 J Eisenhardt 57 62-119
A Rohde 62 58—120 M Brendel 49 49— 98

Second Class.

CFGennerich 69 53—127 W Koch 56 46-102
EBerckman 63 60—123 WFazer 42 48— 90

J Jordan 57 56—113 WTeschmacher 37 51— 88
NGramerman 54 54—108 M Teschmacher 31 50—81

Third Class.

M Ficken 60 61—121 J Forsch 32 46— 78
J Lowe 49 48— 97

Fourth Class.
Thlenburg 29 39— 68 J W Bosch 26 15-41
A Richter 33 11—44

Wilmerding Rifle Club.

The Wilmerding (Pa.) Rifle Club held their regular practice shoot
on their grounds on March 24, at 100yds off-hand:

J. Dias 86654 10 7 7 6 4—65
6 10 6667887 o—72
10 10 8889665 0—70
10 10 7669877 6—75
10 9887 10 875 5—77

J Harrison 7 766 10 7755 0-607740 10 8765 0—54
10 10 9 7 6 10 8 5 5 4—73
10 8 6 5 5 10 8 6 5 5-68986449876 5- 65986449875 5- 659864497 7 6 6-66

JHMcElheny, open sights 5558755889- 07
7 7 6 5 5 8 9 6 4 5- 6299555 5 667 8—65'640978645 4-53874054645 4—47

J J Barrett 10 8 7 6 5 4 4 7 6 5-62966657705 8—65
J M Williams .4 5 6 0 1 10 8 5 6-58748408748 9—59
J Hartman, open sight 5 4 0 5 0 4 4 4 4 5-8.084444 5 7654- 51

8 5 5 9 4 10 7 0 4 5- 63
J. Hakrison, Sec'y.

Fred. C. Ross.
We paid a visit to Wissel's Cypress Hill Park, on April 1, hoping to

catch Fred C. Ross at his practice with the rifle. We were too late,

however, to see him at his work, for when we arrived he had just fin-

ished a score of 100 shots and was packing up his kit A little per-
suasion on our part brought forth the result of his shooting and per-
mission to publish the same. The total of his 100 shots aggregates
2,326 poiuts, an average of 222.6 for each 10 shot score. His lowest
score was 218, and his highest 232. Of his 100 shots, 99 werein the eye.
The one missing the eye was a 17 made on his 38th shot. The weather
was warm and fair, and the light fau'ly good, there was little or no
wind to interfere with the flight of the bullets. The scores are ap-
pended:
F CRoss,, 20 21 24 24 23 22 21 24 23 24-226

24 20 19 22 21 25 33 23 18 23-218
19 24 19 23 24 23 25 24 23 23-227
20 20 24 24 21 24 24 17 22 22-218
23 22 1* 20 23 22 24 19 24 23—218
20 24 22 23 20 24 23 32 21 20—219
24 23 24 23 22 23 24 22 23 25-232
21 24 23 21 21 21 23 21 24 33-221
22 22 25 23 22 22 21 23 21 20-222
22 23 23 21 23 23 22 21 24 22—224—2226
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New York Independent Schuetzen Corps.
The opening of the shooting season for 1894 by the New York

Independent Schuetzen Corps, Capt. Wm. V. Weber, at Washington
Park, on Wednesday of last week, was quite successful. The weather
was pleasant, but rather cold: a good hot fire in the shooting house
stove, however, raised the temperature to a point of comfort. The
best shooting talent of the corps was out in force. The best of them,
however, showed the want of outdoor practice. Scores:
Ring target, 5 shots, possible 125: Zimmerman 120, E. Fisher 111,

Stein 109, Martin 109, B. Walther 112, Krasiss 107, Hayes 106, Bittschier
97, Hoist 80, A. Frank 77, Koerber 76, Zubiler 73, Snell 59, Holz 57,
Zuschlag 41, A. Schmidt 79.

Man target, 3 shots, possible 60: Marten 59, Walther 58, Stein 58,

Zimmerman 57, Hayes 56, Fisher 55, Krauss 55, Bittschier 49,
Schneider 49.

Point ticket, 5 shots, possible 20: Zimmerman 19, B. Walther 19, B.
Fisher 18, A. Stein 17, G. Krauss 17. Bittschier 14, Baob 13, L. H. Hoff-
man 13, Zubelleria. Loell 12, Kutzerll, A. Frank 10, Dr. Herold 8,

Sf.ernkopf 11, Schneider 12, Aug. Schmidt 13.

Beideman Rifle Club.
Philadelphia, March 26.—The following shows the weekly shoot of

the Beideman Rifle Club at their range, Beideman Station, N. J., for
week ending March 24. Conditions 25yds, possible 250, J^-ring targets,
lWn. bull outside range, strictly off-hand;
Dr E L Gardener 25 25 25 25 24 .34 24 24 24 23-243
J L Wood .25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23—240W Wurfflein 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 22 22—240
W Gilbert 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 23 23 28—239
A C MeOowan 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23 22-238
Pistol score, standard American targets. 50yds.:

JSLGardeoer 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 8 8 8-90
Walt. Gilbert, Sec'y.

Greenville Rifle Club.
The Greenville Rifle Club's cosy club house was well filled with

members and friends on Friday night of last week, it being the regu-
lar weekly shooting night. Among the visitors were Messrs. Gensch
and Young, of the New York Rifle Club. Eighteen members partici-

pated in the shoot for class prizes. The non-shooting members de-
voted the time to whist, and the layout of the chef. Score: H. Lutz
240, Collins 240, C. Boag 240, Purkess 239. F. Wuestner 220, Agneau 230,

Hill 231, Dorrler 214, Spahn 237, J. Boag 229, Chavant 329, Graef 318,

E. Wuestner 213, Robidoux 235, Borr 222, Hnelsen 200, Scheeline 236,
Becker 231.

Miller Rifle Club.
At the weekly shoot of the Miller Club on Wednesday night of last

week there were some good scores made. E. Fisher was high with
247, L. Schmidt 242, F. Sohl 240. Aue. Meyns 237. D. Miller 233, Fred.
Brandt 231, R. W. Dewey 230, F. Vanderheyden 229, Zoch 226, Wash. H.
Rogers 220, J. Meyer 215, Kamniel 201, Wills 232.

Lady Miller Rifle Club.
The weekly shoot of the Lady Miller Club on Tuesday night of last

week had its usual attendance. Mrs. Meyns won the first medal. Mrs.
Bordman the second and Mrs. Yolk the third. Scores: Mrs. Meyns
221, Mrs. Yolk 213, Mrs. Bordman 210, Mrs. Stein 212, Mrs Fisher 205,

Mrs. D. Miller 206, Miss Kloepping 305, Mrs. Ahrent 204, Miss Mannheim
202.

Our Own Rifle Club.
At the weekly shoot of the Our Own Club of Hoboken the following

scores were made: H. Malz 241, J. H. Kruse 240, Capt. Hencken 234.

W. Bohmcke 234. Otto Schmidt 228, F. A. Cuneo 211, C. Schmidt 210, F.
Dierker 206, W. Dammorer 202, O. W. Keller 201.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.
New York, April 1.—Scores shot at our 100ft. range, April 1, 1894:

Horn 291, Koch 226, Roberts 225, Dempsey 225, Goodman 222, Heiden-
reich 214, Kellner 196. Wm. Mat, Sec'y

RIFLE NOTES.
The all-absorbing topic in the minds of our local riflemen at the

present time is the coming match between Messrs. Ross aud Dorrler,
which takes place on April 16 at Wissel's Cypress Hills Park. Both
men are keeping in form by regular practice at least once per week,
and which will no doubt be continued up to the date of the contest. In
comparing the results of the work of the two men in their practice
for the past three weeks it will be found that the average is very close
between the two. In a series of 370 shots Dorrler's average per 10-shot
score is 223.5. In a series of 300 shots we find that Ross has an average
of 223.4 per 10 shots. In Dorrler's practice he has had Hansen and
others to shoot along with him and stimulate him to a little extra
exertion in holding. On the other hand Ross has been alone in his
practice except a few friends to witness his shooting. This, we think,
will account for the slight difference which is found in the average in
Dorrler's favor. From a. betting point of view as to the results of the
coming match there is little choice between the two. The friends of
the two contestants no doubt figured out and anticipated the result
weeks ago, and they now await the coming of the day simply to estab-
lish the fact that—well, we told you so

!

An incident occurred in the shooting house of one of our local parks
a few days since that illustrates the fact that the path of the gun-
smith is at times rocky. One of our local riflemen, who jumped into
prominence as a shooter much like the infant who begins to walk be-
fore it has strengthened its limbs in trying to creep, was doing a little

practice shooting with ammunition loaded by his gunsmith. In load-
ing his rifle one of the cartridges, through the fouliDg of the chamber,
would not seat so as to close the action, and the consequence was that
the rifleman was in a quandary, the cartridge would neither go in nor
come out. The services of a brother shooter were called into play,
and with the aid of brass rod the cartridge was finally forced back
and out of the chamber. The worthy rifleman in picking up his cart-
ridge and noting the unusual breadth of the point of the bullet, owing
to the pressure that had been brought to bear upon it in order to
force the cartridge out of the chamber, jumped to the conclusion that
his gunsmith had seated his bullets in the shells wrong end to, and the
consequence was that for a short space of time the atmosphere in that
particular shooting house was decidedly sulphurous. It required an
exhaustive argument on the part of some of the shooters present to
convince the unfortuate shooter that he was not the victim of a care-
less gunsmith.

The challenge of the Pastime Rifle Club, of Chicago, to theNew York
riflemen to shoot a gallery team match, comes a little late in the sea-
son to meet with prompt acceptance on the part of our local riflemen.
As a general thing, the coming of April finds our gallery shooters pre-
paring to la5' aside the gallery rifle in order to take up the outdoor or
target rifle. We hope, however, that our Chicago friends will not
bave to wait for another season to get a chance at the New York ex-
perts.

The Zettler Club is out with its programme for its season shoot at
Wissel's Park for 1894. The shoot opens on April 8 and will be con-
tinued every two weeks up to and including Oct. 21, One hundred and
fifty dollars has been appropriated and will be divided into fifteen
prizes, raDging from $25 down to $5. Wissel donates a fine trophy, to
go the member making the best bullseye (center shot), during" the
season. In order to accommodate visiting riflemen a mail target will
be open to all comers under the following rule: Man target, open to
all comers, entry 25 cents for 3 shots, tickets unlimited. After deduct-
ing 20 per cent., the balance of the money will be divided into five
prizes on each shooting day. The dates for' shooting are as follows:

Oct. 7, 21. ' ' ' j f ,
.

Messrs. Young and Gensch of the New York Rifle Club, paid a visit
to Armbruster's Park, Greenville, N. J., on Friday of last week in or
der to examine the range and the accommodations for rifle snooting.
There is no doubt but what they were favorably impressed with both
the park and mine host Armbruster.

So it has fallen to the lot of one of our California riflemen to make
the possible 75 in a three-shot score on the German ring target. Geo.
Helm is the lucky man who makes the record which has been the am-
bition of our expert riflemen for years to reach. The nearest ap-
proach to the possible on the part of our Eastern experts has been 74,
and this has been made only in a very few instances.

Rifle matters in Hoboken, N. J., are at the present time in an ani-
mated condition. Lambert Schmidt of the Miller Club is dangling the
scalps taken from two members of the Our Own Club of late and he is
said to be now looking for the third victim.

The Excelsior Club of Jersey City will soon be housed in its new
club house, No. 54 Gregory street. The new quarters will be fitted up
with all possible conveniences for gallery shooting.

AH ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES
April —.—New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, third team contest,

combined with all-day tournament of South Side Gun Club, at
Newark, N. J.

April 4.—Morfey vs. Outwater, 50 birds, $50 a side. Morfey vs.
Ryan, 25 birds, $25 a side, at Willard's Park, Paterson.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers1 and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park Long Island.
April 4-7.—Texas State Sportsman's Association eighteenth annual

meeting, at Austin, Texas. Wallace Miller, Sec'y,
April 4-8.—California State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

San Francisco.
April 7.—Union Gun Club, 50 targets, $5 entry, open to all. Also

club and sweepstake shooting, at Springfield, N. J.
April 10.—West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association, open to all.

Address David Brown, Newburgh, N. Y.
April 11-13,—Baltimore (Md.) Gun Club, tenth annual tournament,

at Grason's Park; two days targets, third day live birds. H. A. Pen-
rose and E. D. MiUer. Managers.
April 12.—Morfey vs. Smith, 50 live birds, $ 50 a side, at Willard's

Park, Paterson.
April 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add $200.
April 24-27.—Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
April 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters 1 League, second tourna-

ment, at Rochester.
May 1-3.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, spring tournament; two days

targets, last day live birds.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual

tournament and meeting, at Ft. Smith, Ark.; $1,000 added money;
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.
Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add $200.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
May 15.—Second annual tournament of the Atlantic Trap-Shooting

Association, at Lynn, Mass. W. F. Brown, Sec'y.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, Bl. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.
May 22-35.— Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-

ment, at Utica.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added nioney.
June 4-9.—Ulinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 8-9.—Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club, first annual tournament.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty -sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest, annual

tournament, at Tacoma, Wash.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June 27-28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

sixth tournament, under the auspices of the Elwood Gun Club, at
Elwood, Ind. Elwood Gun Club will add $200.
July 4-6.—Central Gun Club tournament, at Duluth.
July 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associations's

seventh tournament, under the auspices of the Kentucky Gun Club, at
Louisville, Ky. The Kentucky Gun Club will add from S200 to $400.
July 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fourth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononoek Park, Altoona.
Aug. 29.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fifth tourna-

ment, at Auburn.
Sept. 26.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, sixth tourna-

ment, at Rochester.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.
Oct. 24.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, seventh tourna-

ment, at LTtica.
Nov. 28.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, eighth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.

During the amateur circus performance given in Nutley, N. J., on
March 27, Miss Annie Oakley introduced an entirely new act original
with herself, which comprised bareback riding aud glass ball shooting.
The New York Sun has this to say about a rehearsal which one of its
correspondents witnessed: "There is only one professional at work in
the bareback rehearsals, Miss Annie Oakley, the rifle shot, and she
is an amateur, too, so far as this work goes. She is a Mrs. Butler in
private life, and lives in a pretty Nutley cottage during the winters,
when she is not 'showing.' But the cause of charity easily brought
her from her comfortable winter's rest, and, after a'few visits to the
circus ring, where at first she intended only to do some rifle shooting,
She was affected by the prevailing craze for bareback riding, and soon
had invented a new act, wnich she wiil do in public for the first time on
the afternoon and evening of the 27th This act will combine bareback
riding and glass ball shooting, and is about as brilliant a piece of dar-
ing and nerve as can be imagined. Miss Oakley has long been an ex-
pert horsewomar., and as she has coolness and nerve, it took but a
short time for her to feel as much at home standing erect on the back
of a galloping horse as she has loog been in the saddle. When the Sun
man saw her she was tiptoeing on iier horse's back with perfect ease,
and soon afterwards accepted a bautering challenge to pick up a hat
from the ring. She came down on her horse astride, urged the animal
into a lively gallop, and just before she came to the hat swung over,
holding on, heaven and her muscles only know how, made a sweeping
reach with her arm, and regained h°r seat, waving the hat triumph-
antly aloft. A broad shield of boards has been built against the slop-
ing rafters of the building over the double entrance, and as Miss
Oakley passes this, standing on the bareback horse, glass balls are
thrown in the air by attendants between her aud the shield, and these
she breaks with bullets from her rifle as calmly as another breaks
hard-boiled eggs with a knife."

We are in receipt of a handsomely piinted pamphlet giving the pro-
gramme for the first target shoot of the season of the Interstate Man-
ufacturers' and Dealers' Association, to be held at Exposition Park,
Pittsburgh, Pa., on April 18 and 19, under the auspices of the Pitts-
burgh Gun Club and Iroquois Rifle Club, who add $200 to the purses.
On the day preceding the opening of the tournament eveQts, there
will be a handicap event, 100 to 125 targets per man, $5 entry, under
the novelty rule, open to all comers. The tournament programme in
full is here given: April 18, Keystone target day: Event No. 1, 15
targets, Novelty rule, entrance $1.50; No. 2, 15 targets, known traps,
unknown angles, 551.50; No. 3, 20 targets. Novelty rule, $2. $15 added;
No. 4, 15 tagets, Novelty rule. $1.50, 10 added; No. 5, 20 targets, known
traps, unknown angles, $.2, $15 added; No. 6, 20 targets, Novelty rule,

$2, $15 added; No. 7, 15 targets, Novelty rule, $1,50, $10 added f No. 8,

15 targets, known traps, unknown angles. ©1.50, $15 added; No. 9, 20
target". Novelty rule, $2, $15 added; No. 10, 15 targets, Novelty ruK
$1.50, $10 added. April 19, bluerock target day: Event No. 1, 15 tar-
gets, Novelty rule, entrance $1.50; No. 2, 15 targets, known traps, un-
known angles, $1.50; No. 3, 20 targets, Novelty rule, $2, $15 added: No.
4, 15 targets, Novelty rule, $1.50, $10 added; No. 5, 20 targets, known
traps, unknown angles, §2, $15 added; No. 6, 20 targets, Novelty rule,
$2, 15 added; No. 7, 15 targets, Novelty rule, $1.50. $10 added; No. 8, 15
targets, known traps, unknown angles, $1.50, $10 added; No. 9, 20 tar-
gets, Novelty rule, $'i, $15 added; No. 10, 15 targets, Novelty rule,
$1 50, $10 added. The|shooters will make their headquarters at the
Hotel Anderson. Exposition Park may be reached by the Rebecca
street and Beaver avenue electric cars (red sign) at corner Sixth and
Liberty streets, Pittsburgh, or at hotel entrance and ride to Grant
avenue, Allegheny City, which is close to park gate.

Sot Springs, Ark., March 30.—Will you kindly announce in your
columns that arrangements have been made whereby Mr. John Parker
Will manage the fourth annual tournament of the Arkansas State
Sportsmen's Association which will be held in Fort Smith, Ark., May
7, 8, 9 and 10. Mr. Parker is so well known all over the country as a
successful tournament manager and trap shot that it is wholly un-
necessary for me to say anything about him. The programmes will
be ready for mailing about April 10, and any one desiring a copy can
secure it by addressing Mr. Joe P. Matthews at Fort Smith. We bave
everything In readiness and expect to give one of the best tournaments
of the season, and already have been assured that such well known
trap-shots as Elliott, Collenberger. Rexroat, Bennet, Conner, Prender-
gast and Haggerty (the last two from St. Louis), together with many
others well known to the shooting world, will be in attendance, which
means much.—Jno. J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y.

H, A. Penrrse is laying out grounds for the newly organized Thames
Gun Club, between Ocean avenue and the Boulevard. These grounds
will be in condition for the big tournaments this sunjmer, and will be
among the finest in the country, both as regards natural advan-
tages and scenery. The grounds comprise twenty acres in that part
of New London especially devoted to fashionable summer residences,
are well graded and have nothing to interfere with a perfect view of
the targets, Electric cars run along the Boulevard at one side of the
grounds, and Ocean avenue on the other side is a favorite drive. A
commodious club house will be erected near the latter street. From
the grounds a fine view is had of the Thames Kiver and Long Island
Sound, Fisher's Island and the ocean beyond.
The following scores were made at the March medal shoot of the

Kansas City Gun Club:
G B Carter 2112211212-10 J B Burrill 1121121112— 9
Dr Longfellow .2112110132— 9 M Juengling 2101010010— 4
J H Hubbard 2020102022— 6 D S Gordon 1112010211— 8
E Fowler 0211101212— 8 MGHeim 1010211110- 7
F J Smith 1101022122— 8 JUnderwood 0020111012— 6
Lee Ross , 122111001]— 8 E F Fletcher 2102110101— 7WS Hallowed 0100121110- 6 J Callahan 1010111000— 5
Geo Youinans, 1111222100— 8

Albany, N. Y., March 24.—At the annual meeting of the Forester
Gun Club of this city the following officers were elected to serve for
the ensuing year: Hon. Lansing Hotaling, President; Gen. Nathaniel
Wales, Vice-President; Horace B. Derby/Secretary ; Elwood W.Vine,
Treasurer; Frank C. Herrick, Harry A'. Vanderpo'el and George Lan-
sing, Directors. This club was organized May 6, 1879, and has a lim-
ited membership of twenty-five. The shooting grounds and lodge are
at Garbranee's Station, on the line of the Albany & Troy electric rail-
way.

—

Horace B. Derby.
The sportsmen of Colorado will hold a convention at Salida, on May

7, 8 and 9, for the purpose of organizing a State Association for the
protection of fish and game and in order to afford them entertainment
and make their visit pleasant, there will be a tournament on the above
dates under the sole management of the Salida Gun Club, which will
add money to each event. A reduced rate of one and one-fifth fare
for the round trip to Salida and return, has been granted by the D &
R. railroad. Full programmes will be published at an early date.

Those who care to post themselves on the rules regulating the live
bird and target shooting under the direction of the Interstate Manu-
facturers' and Dealers' Association should send for a copy of a clev-
erly arranged and very neatly printed book, published gratis. The
book is of a convenient size for the vest pocket. Besides the rules, it

contains a very valuable artice in re the organization of a new gun
club and a blank form of constitution and by-laws. Copies may be
had by addressing Justus von Lergerke, 8 Murray street, New York,
or Elmer E. Shaner, 122 Diamond Market, Pittsburgh, Pa.

A well-attended shoot at 15 live birds, $15 entry, handicap rises,
took place at Marion on March 29. the result being as follows: C.
Smith (29) 15, F. Van Dyke (30) 14, F. P. Class (31) 14, J. A, R. Elliott
(33) 13. E. M. Cooper (30) 13, M. F. Lindsley (30) 13, R. Heikes (31) 13,
R. Roche (28) 13 C. Zwiriein (27) 13, E. D. Miller (30)13. Howes (28)
13, Vvhite (28) 12, Hall (27) 13, Woods (23) 13, Cyrus (29) 12, W. F.
Quimby (30) 12, W. G. Hollis (28) 12, Ward (29), Rothaker (27) and
Kearns (26) withdrew.

The Tuxedo annual sweepstakes will be shot on Friday and Satur-
day, April 13 and 14, at Tuxedo. The conditions are 100 birds, $100,
70 per cent, to the winner, 30 per cent, to second, 50 birds each day,
$25 forfeit, entries to close April 5, 30yds. rise and 50yds. boundary.
This is open to Westminster Kennel Club, Country Club, Philadelphia
Gun Club, Riverton Gun Club, Valley Gun Club, Carteret Gun Club
and Washington Park Club, Chicago. Shooting will begin on the ar-
rival of the 9:10 train from the foot of Twenty-third street.

L. S. Thompson is the first entry for the Hollywood Futurity, which
is to be held at Hollywood on June 30. It is a 25 bird handicap rise,
ties at 5 birds, entrance $50, play or pay, or only $25 if declared out by
June 15; 60 per cent and cup to the winner, 30 per cent, to the second
and 10 per cent to third, shooting to commence 11:30 A. M., entries
close May 15.

Some great sport at the traps will be seen at Woodlawn Park on
April 13, the weather permitting. Walter F. Sykes, the New Utrecht
Club's energetic and hustling captain, is arranging for two events at
25 live birds each, to be shot on that day, and open only to members
of the New Utrecht, Riverton. Larchmont and Carteret gun clubs.
The grounds are now in perfect condition, and everything points to a
great day of sport.

The first of the series of 50-bird races between Charles Smith of
Plainfield and T. W. Morfey of Paterson will be shot at Willard's Park
on April 12, and a hotly contested race is looked for. The chances,
however, should be slightly in favor of Morfey. The conditions will
be 50 live birds each, $50 a side, Hurhngham rules except 50yds. bound-
ary. There will be plenty of birds for sweepstake events before and
after the main event.

At the annual meeting of the Winchester (Va.) Gun Association, held
March 14, 1894, the following officers were elected for the coming year:
Wm. A. Alexander, President; Edward E. Stone, Vice-President; P.
W, Miller, Secretary; George W. Haddox, Treasurer; J. P. Ha'dox,
F\ B. R. Anderson and Albert Worthington, Board of Directors; Team
Captains, P. W. MiUer and A. M. Zirkle. P. W. Miller, Sec'y.

The Nutley Rod aud Gun Club and the Yanticaw Gun Club shot a
team match on March 31 on the grounds of the former club. Each
man shot at 25 targets aud the results were: Yanticaw—Ward 11,
DeWolfe 11, Tilton 9, Cooke 7, Conduit 12; total 50. Nutley—Richard-
son 9, Stager 2, S. Cockefair 14, Davis 11, T. H. Cockefair 4; total 40.

A two-man team race at 25 bluerock targets per man, for $20 a side,
took place at Class's Morristown grounds on March 29, the result being

On March 24 1 he Oxford (Pa ) Gun Club and the Bartville Gun Club
shot a team match at the former place, each team shooting at 200
targets. Bartville won with 124 breaks to Oxford's 103. The visitors
were entertained with a dinner in the evening.

On April 10 three members of the West Newburgh (N. Y.) Rifle and
Gun Association will shoot a match on the club grounds, and there
will also be a live bird and target match between a club member and a
well-known shot of Hartford, Conn.

The Tnames Gun Club of New London, Conn., elected the following
officers on March 20: President, John G. Crump; Vice-President,
Walter Cady; Secretary, Jas. W. Clinton; Treasurer, W. S. Chappell;
H. A. Penrose, Captain.

Some months ago we were informed by "Billy" Summerson, of
Staunton, Va , that his club was thinking of holding a big tournament
this spring, but up to date no further information has been received.

A ten-bird match for $100 a side took place at Mountain Top, near
Hazleton, Pa., on March 24 between Geo. Lafferty of Silver Brook and
P. F. Herron of Hazleton. Herron kdled 8 to Lafferty's 4.

The South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., will hold a tournament
on its grounds on April 25 and 28. On the second day will be held the
team contest of the New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League.
The Standard Keystone Target Company, whose factory is located

near picturesque Fort Trumbull, overlooking New London Harbor, is
running night and day to keep up with orders.

The monthly shoot of the Newark Gun Club will be held at Erb's
Bloomfield avenue grounds, on April 12. There will be a number of
open sweepstakes in addition to the club shoot.

The April shoot of the Connecticut State League will be held on the
grounds of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club, of Hartford, on a date to
be named.
Baltimore will attract all the cracks next week.

C. H. Townsend.

Fremont Gun Club.
Matches shot March 7 and 16, American Shooting Association rules-

Rafferty 1111 10101100111001010111100000—17
Hamilton , 000010110100110110111101011111—18
Lang lllOOlllOllOulllJOOOlllllO 101—19
Wheeler 01 1 1 001 1 0001 0001000 1 1 1001 00011—1

3

Thomas 001010.111100001011000110110001—18
Buckland 111111111110100100111010000111—20

Rafferty lOOOllOOOllOllllOOOllimOlllO- 10
Hamilton 111011010111011111111111101111—«5
Bucklacd 1101100110011111Ullllllimu-'J
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Keystone League vs. Doylestown Gun Club.

On Tuesday, March 27, the' members of the Keystone League (bet-

ter known by its old name of the North End Gun Club of Philadelphia)
left Philadelphia for Doylestown. Our team instead of having only 10

men to shoot has nearly double that number, and Capt. Rust has his

hands full to decide who shall shoot and who shall not But every-
thing;was amicably arranged on tne train. After dinner we moved to
the shooting grounds, a field next to the county prison (but none of
us got inside}. The traps were set facing southeast and the wind
blowing from the northwest, so the birds had the full benefit of it and
some of them was corkers, the wind would get under them and fairly

lift them so fast that the shot could hardly catch them. But consider-
ing everything some of the scores were very good.
The match was 10 men a side, 15 live pigeons per man, $10 per man

or 8100 a side, Hurlingham rules. The birds were a good lot, slow to
start, but when on the wing fast flyers. George Ott of Buckingham,
Pa., was referee; Nelson V. Naylor, judge for the Doylestown Club;
Harry Thurman, judge for the Keystone League.
The return match will be shot in Philadelphia in about two weeks,

but the day has not been set, the forfeit of $25 by each club is now in

the hands of the Philadelphia Item. H. T.

Keystone League.

Trap score type—Copyright, ism, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

343534421212135
W Wolstencroft 1 0222222222220 1—13

231155144351535
? T T \NT V\

E D Miller ...1 1121110122120 2—13

224423251 521233

Roberts 1 2212122020122 0—13

111443224553115
\\J,/TT<--?^TT\N\-»

FKleintz 0 11112 10 12 1111 1-13

5 41545335515523
^/ /*N /" \-V <-

1

J Wolstencroft , 2 1101211020101 0—10

443221131531452

WM Pack 2 21202202222 2 2 2-13

453331223552112
TJ, «i t /» \\\S S H H^\^

J Treadway 0 1221110121212 2—13

432213235335113

Landis 0 2201202212110 0-10

4 3 555 3 223113 544
TVT \T T^^ ^ T T \ /"

W H Pack., 2 1010001020021 0—7
43554322 3 113544

A Rust 0 0221121001011 0— 9—114

Doylestown Club.
215154125333254
\ \\ T /* T t ^

J Warford 11101121221111 1—14

451121551324443

Wm Apgar 1 2 1 002001 1 021 1 2-10

211251231333332

Jas Garner 2 1 001122201 102 0—10

534132412553454
\T\T T T H T

D Jones 0 02 2 1210010001 1—8
151441124454324
vH"\ t *i t ?"T> / ->TW Holges 1 0002102011102 1—9
242442412234334
TT^>^;?V, H't,*-»T/"

E Wagner 1 2221 1 22 1 200 1 2 0—12

515214554252443

C Heist 1 1020110000220 2—8
555524511252552

A Brinker 0 0120001112020 1—8
543245421334344

R Quirk 2262O1221201IO 0—10

343241145323231
T T<-^^ /• ? tW \ N. T T

W McKuen 0 1120112222121 2—13—102

Under Old L.ong Island Rules.

The lover of trap-shooting who went to Thos. Rogers's grounds at
Totowa, a suburb of Paterson, N. J., on March 29 and 30, were treated

to a fine exhibition of flying on the part of a lot of match birds,

although the shooting was not quite up to the standard, so far as the
scores were concerned. The attraction was a match at 10 Jive birds

each for 825 a side between James Donnelly and Wm. Stewart, old
Long Island rules.

Snow fell during the whole progress of the match on the first day,
bothering the shooters and favoring the birds. Although Stewart lost

the match he did by far the best shooting, hitting all his birds hard,

but having three fall dead out of bounds. This lost him the race.

When Donnelly killed his tenth bird, thus winning the match, Stewart
immediately challenged him to another similar contest for $50 a side.

This figure was too high for Donnelly, but after considerable palaver-
ing he consented to shoot on the following day for $15 a side. About
150 people saw the first match. The Beore follows:

<-TW/"\\/'<M-
Donnelly 0 10000011 1—4

->T->T Tt<-T<-
Stewart • 0 • 0 • 1 1 0 1 .-3
The second match attracted a much larger crowd than the first.

The first day was all that could be desired for good shooting, except-
ing that! the wind, which was from the west, was a little strong and
flighty, blowing directly from the shooter toward the traps. The
birds were a rattling good lot. In the first match Stewart used a cyl-

inder bore, which was a veritable "scatter gun," but to-day he was
persuaded to use a 12-bore Parker hammerless, U. M. C. shells, with
56grs. of E. C. powder. Donnelly used a Colt hammerless, U. M. C.

shells and 3drs. E. C. powder. A number of bets were made on the
result at 3 to 2 on Stewart.
This was Stewart's day, certainly, as he seemed to have no trouble

in stopping any kind of a flyer while Donnelly was clear out of form,
being shot out on the seventh rounds. The judges were Thomas Mil-

lership and Gerry Gould; trappers. Robert Boyle and William Wil-

kinson. Thomas Smith refereed Thursday's match and T. C. Wright
that of Friday.
Another match will soon be shot at fifteen live birds under Huling-

nam rules and fifteen targets under old Long Island rules. Friday's
scores follow:

Donnelly 0 00001000 1—2

Stewart 10 0 11110 11—7

1 Peekskill Gun Club.

Following is the score of the Peekskill Gun Club for the month of

March iu the prize competition for 1894. Shooting at 25 targets, rapid-

firing system, with added birds not to exceed 10, very windy:
J HHalsted 1111011111111011111 -22
DrHBWygant 010010011010111110011010111101 —38
B C Everinghim 111111111101111111001011110 —22
E F Hill .

00000100110110101001000110000011101—14

Dr P H Mason 10111001111111111100111111 —21
H P Dain 1100100011110010111001001001101010 —17
O J Loder 01111000101011100011001111101100 —18
Dr s F Horton 11 1 11 1 101 1111110111111111 —23
MS Ferry 111000101111111111111011001111111 —26
G W Richmond 001001010010011011111001000111001 —16
H L Armstrong 11001011111111111001111001000110 —21
Frank Southard OOoOiOullOOlOlOiOOOlOilOOlOll —12

B. C. Evkkikobim, Secy,

McMurchy vs. Van Gilder.
Editor Forest and Stream;
In your valuable paper of March 1" I was very much surprised to

see a communication from my friend S. Van Gilder claiming the sys-
tem for the division of purses" at our trap shoots, that I explained in
your paper of Feb. 17 was no good, and with it the "amateur was
played for a sucker."
For the last claim am going to try and "lick" friend Van G. the next

time I have the pleasure of meeting him. I don't believe he meant to
say that, as he surely knows I should not knowingly advocate any-
thing of that kind. I cannot but think he does not fully understand
the system I proposed From the result of the full day's shooting of
the eight events that he illustrates he cannot in that way possibly
prove for the good or bad of my system. His illustration amounts
to but one event, not eight, as there were, with no information as to
total number of entries, but showiug 320 contestants in for places, or
money, and wir.h the old system 188 of them, fourth and fifth places,
would be losers, and they are the ones supposed to be amateurs,
because of their making lowest scores; while with the system I pro-
pose not a single man of the 3S0 would have lost, as in a 20-target
event there would be five places Does this not show conclusively
that my system is the best for the amateur, or those making low

In his illustration he is not correct where he states 107 men in for
fifth place won $138.25. They lost that amount. With my system
they and the 81 men in fourth place would not have lost anything,
but won $564, amounting to their entrance, or $3 each. The only way
for him to ascertain which is the best system is to take each of the
events separately and the names of each of the contestants, and
figure out the results according to both systems and compare them.
It is impossible to take result of the eight events and tell which is the
better. Shall have to ask friend Van G. to figure considerably, as I am
anxious to know how it comes out. If anything about the system he
does not understand write me and I shall gladly try and inform him.
As for him differing with Mr. Hough in regard to shooters drop-

ping for places I have nothing to say, as I think Hough will take
care of him on that subject. H. McMurchy.

Freehold Shooting Club.
Freehold, N. J., April 2.—Below you will find the result of the

shooting of the Freehold Shooting Club for the year ending March 31.

First won by H. Hance, second by A. H. Sherman, as shown by scores
below, after an interesting shoot-off. Q.Hall won third place. The
scores below were made in a strong wind, 15 targets at known and 15
at unknown angles:
Walling 011101111000101011100101110100-18
Burtis 111111111111111111101010000000—21
H Hance 010101010010111111101000001111—17
J Atkinson J 100'W 1 100111 111101 00 1 00001 10—16
J WDanser 110000110011001011100111101101—17
CC Snyder 110001111101101000101011001111—18
J Buck 0111 00000000

1 0O0 1 0001000000111— 9

C Shepherd - 101010011001001001010001001100—12
F Denise 0003 0 1 00 1 01 1 000000010000011000— 8
A H Sherman 011111100011111111101001101000—19
C Campbell 101100111111111110000110100011—19
Gummere 001110110110100011100111101101—18
G Hall 111101010000000011001010011101—14
Solomon lOllOiOHOOOOlOOOlOOOllOlOlOOO—12
Ties for second:

Sherman 0110111010—6 1111110111—8
Campbell 1 1 1 0101001—6 1 01 1 001 011—6
Shoot-off for second prize, 20 targets: Sherman 17, Burtis 13.

Chattanooga Gun Club.

Chattanooga, Tenn., March 30.—The Chattanooga Gun Club is made
up of a live, progressive crowd. Mr. Creed F. Bates, one of our well-
known attorneys, has just been elected president and the club will
prosper under his leadership Here is the score of the last weekly
shoot, scores being small, but number of shooters indicates the
interest; been going all winter:
Dubray 1111010101011010101111111-18
Bogle 0110110010010110000010100-11
Pritchard 0111110011011101010001110-15
Stone 1001001110010001010111000-11
Waddell 0100000000010100000001001— 5
Ragon 01000000001 00001 010001 1 10— 7
Gaskill lOOil 1000001 0010001001 100— 9

Patton lOOlOOllOOOOHOOOllOliOOO^ 9
Kunz 1110111110110111001111001—18
White 0000100010001001001010100— 7
i.-rift-

Everett 1010010011001111101100101—14
McCal lie 1 000001000000000000000000- 2
McBroom 100 1 1 1 1 001 001 100000000010— 8
O'Connell 1000010010100110000000001— 7
Kirby 1101000011000000101010010— 9

Erwin 1001011100000010110011011—12
Hardwick 0010101111001101001100110—13
Rigg 0110100100011010111111011—15
Bates 0111100001111110100001000-12
Thompson 1001101000100111101011011—13
Woodworth 1010111001001000101010110—12
Kennedy 1000100101001000100000101— 8

Lookout.

Rockfords are Hospitable.
Rockford, 111., March SI.—I inclose you herewith the score made by

the Rockford Gun Club, at its regular weekly practice shoot, March
27. We are trying to awaken an interest in trap-shooting, and to
that end will, as soon as the weather permits, expend several hundred
dollars in imp oving our grounds, including a new club house and
attaching North electric pulls to all our traps. With these improve-
ments completed we expect to have as fine a house and grounds as
can be found in this neck of woods, and to sportsmen I can say that
the Rockford Gun Club will be glad to see you at any of its regular
Tuesday afternoon shoots, and shall certainly expect to see some of
you at its tournaments, which will probably be held monthly during
the coming summer and fall. Scores March 27:

A Hutchins 11011101111110101011111001011011011011010111111101—36
JT Buker 11111111011111011100111111101111111011111110111111—43
A E Henry llllOllliOlninillllllllOlllllOlollOllllllllOOOll—41
C Helen 10110111111010000111111111110111111110111111100111—39
D Curry 11001111001011100001001111010100101000111100011111—28

F Haines 11110001001111100111101011011111101011111111111000—35

F Schoomaker.... 11111111100101110111111000110111111011011011011101—37
JMonteith 11110011101101100000011010111101101110100111001111—31
Dr CHelm 10000100000101111110111101111001110111110111110000—30
W B Helm 0111111111111001111101111 —21

Fred Haines, Sec'y.

San Antonio Gun Club.

San Antonio, Texas, Maroh 17.—The i ollowing scores were made
to day at Lakeview. the grounds of the San Antonio Gun Club. The
weather was all that eould be desired, but a strong wind from the
southeast made the Keystones dance fantastic jigs:

No. 1, 15 singles: Adams 12, Rothwell 11, Samuels 11, Paris 8, Ten-
dick 11, France 14 Hooper 9, Barber 6, Thiele 13, Hice 9, Black 13.

No. 2, medal shoot, 30 singles and 5 pairs: Samuel 2.3, Rothwell 23,

Paris 18, Thiele 21. Tendick 18, France 23. Adams 21, Hooper 17, Hice
39, Barber 15, Philips 18, Shields 17, Volbrecbt 10, Epstein 13, Veith 20,

Newton 16, Micklejohn 18, Black 21. Grossman 14, Chabot 10, Frank 16,

Butler 17, Biesenbach 15,

Samuels dropped out on the first round in the tie shoot with Roth-
well, and France and the latter fell in the second round, leaving old
man Rothwell in possession of the field.

No. 3, 15 singles: Blace 11, Newton 6, Samuels 11, Micklejohn 11,

France 10, Hooper 10. Grossman 10, Thiele 8, Adams 12, Butler 5, Cha-
bot 2. BarHer 2, Tendick 12, Hice 7, Vernor 9, Paris 10, Rothwell 9.

No. 4, 15 singles: Black 11, Micklejohn 11. Hooper 9, Veith 9, Newton
8, Adams 7, Barber 2. Chabot 8, Vernor 7, Teudick 9.

The attendance at the rifle club grounds was very slim on the 17th.

It leaked out during the week that has just passed that 22 San Anton-
ians attended a prize shoot at Vogel's gallery on that day. Some-
thing terrible must have happened, as they brought, no laurels on their

brows. O C. G.

Eureka Gun Club.

Chicago. —The season for contests of 1894 will commence the first

week m April and continue each Saturday thereafter, ending with the
last Saturday in October. Contests for trophies to commence at 3

o'clock P. M ; members to be divided into three classes, viz., A, B and
C. Suitable trophies to be furnished each month, and for each class,

all to be alike and costing the same and to be won by the member
making the best average in his respective class. Said average to be
determined by taking his three best scores of the month A member
winning a trophy for the. current month shall not be eligible to win the
next month following, but after that is eligible same as before. The
charge for targets Bhall be one cent to club members and two cents to
non-members. Committee, 0. R. Willard, J. T. Glover, A. W, Adams,

West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association.
Newburgh, N. Y., March 30.—We have started the season of 1894

with members' shoot for two prizes, fishing rod and gun case, clay
birds, one winning three times gets one prize. For the rifle there are
two prizes, Remington rifle and cartridge case, one winning five times
gets one prize. I inclose score of clay shoot, others will follow. On
Tuesday, April 10, we will have a full day, starting at 10 A. M., for the
purpose of shooting off several matches with out-of town people. A
Hartford gentleman will shoot one of our members 100 clays for $50.
unknown traps, unknown angles. Chas. Lenone has a match on. A
good time is expected. All are invited. There will be purse shooting
for all. Scores:
Taggart 1111111001011110111111101-f5-25
Lenone 1011101110111011101011101 —18
Higginson 1001110011100110111111111+2-20
Halsted 1011111111111011101110011+2-22
Lively 0111000110111101111111110-4-2—20
Taylor llllOlllllllillllOlOlim —22
Payland ,1111111111111111111111110 —24
J A Wood 11001001110110000100111 10-H—17

C Leicht .100101000' 010100100110000+5—14
A Leicht 1011 000100100000101100001+4—13
Mitchell 0111000110000111111001010+7—20
Harrison 0000101001000010110101111+6-17
Dribson 0110011111101111111111111+4—25
Donohue 1000100111011101110111111+4-21
McDowell 0111111011011101101011110—9—27
Kissam 11110011000100101110100014-3—16
*Not a member. McDowell wins a heat for first prize. No heat for

second prize, two ties. David Brown.

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.

Spokane, Wash., March 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The Spo-
kane Rod and Gun Club held their regular weekly shoot yesterday.
It was the best day of the season for shooting, but the attendance
was poor. T. R. Ware again won the Class A medal, and J. R. Burke
the Class B. Following are the scores. Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5
pairs:

Class A,
Carson lllllOlllioiOHOlOOO 10 10 10 01 10—18
TWare 10110001111111111001 11 11 11 10 11—23
Burgess 11111110011101111010 10 11 10 11 10-22
Mason 11110111100111001110 10 11 11 10 10—21

Class B.

Jones 00101010010000001001 00 00 00 10 10— 8
Smith 00100101001001001011 00 00 00 00 11—10
Morgan 001000001001 00000001 10 00 10 00 10— 7
Burke 11110101111001110100 11 10 01 10 10—19
No. 2, 10 singles: Mason 10, Garson 7, Burgess 7, Burke 6, Wilson 4,

Jones 1, Smith Jl.

No. 3, 10 singles: Mason 9, Ware 8, Carson 8, Burgess 8, Wilson 6.

J. W. Withers, Sec'y,

Wilmerding Gun Club.

Wilmerding, Pa., March 30.—Inclosed you will find the score of the
club shoot. The day was pleasant, and the shooters enjoyed them-
selves snuffing out bluerock targets.

First shoot:
Gihm 0101101011111110111111111—20
Bishop 0101011111101111111011111—20
Stone 001 111 1 1 1 11 01111011011110—19
McEntosh 1010111101111110011110110—18
Mackert 1011010111011110101011110—17
McElhaney 0111101110110110011101011—17
Reich 0100011110011011111001101—15
Dr Fix 0111010101010111110100100—14
Jewell OOOllOllinooillOOOll 00110—12
Johnson 0101 0010100001 10001010010— 9
Second shoot:

Johnson 1110011011101111101111101—19
Jewell 1011101100111110101011100—16
McElhaney 0011100001111111111011100—16
Bishop 1101010010110011001010111—13
Sweep, 10 bluerock6:

DrFix 1111111110 9 Jewell lllOrilll—

9

Johnson 1111011011—8 Bishop 1111001011—7
Gihm 1111100101—7 Stone 1110011010—6
Mackert 1111010100-6 Reich 0001101110—5
McEntosh lOHOOlOlO—

5

Dr. Fix and F. Jewell shot for first, money Dr. Fix won. Johnson
won second money, and Bishop and Gihm divided third

G. G. Mackert, Sec'y.

Pittsburgh I. M. and D. A.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The second tournament of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Deal-

ers' Association, to be given at Pittsburgh, Pa,, April 18 and 19, under
the auspices of the Pittsburgh Gun Club and the Iroquois Rifle Club,
promises to be a big affair. No better place could be selected for the
holding of a tournament thnn at Pittsburgh, for within a radius of 50
miles there are 33 gun clubs, having an active membership of 565.

Pittsburgh proper has the reputation of turning out more shooters
who will shoot all through a programme than any other city in the
State. All previous tournaments of the Pittsburgh Gun Club and the
Iroquois Rifle Club have*proven successes, not a single failure being
recorded, as the columns of Fore&t and Stream will show. The im-
mediate management of the tournament for the Pitt>burgh Gun Cluh
will be in the hands of Messrs Elmer E. Shaner, "Jim Crow" and "Old
Hoss," while Messrs. C. B. Dietz, A. C L Hofmeister and Andrew
Goldstrom will look after the Iroquois Rifle Club's interests. It is the
desire of these gentlemen, with the aid of the Interstate Manufac-
turers' and Dealers' Association, to make this the most successful
tournament ever given in Pittsburgh The reputation and ability of
the gentlemen having the tournament in charge is such as to assure
everything being properly attended to.

Exposition Park, where the tournament will beheld, is within six
minutes' ride by electric cars from the center of both Pittsburgh and
Allegheny. Programmes will be furnished upon anplication to

Elmer E. Shaner.

Aberdeen Rod and Gun Club.

Aberdeen, Wash , March 24.—The Aberdeen Rod and Gun Club held
their third regular shoot. The weather was stormy and the rain was
falling all the time while the shoot was going on, but that did not keep
the sports away who are out for the medal. Sherman carried off the
honors of the day with a score of 15 out of 20. J. Weatherwax was
right after him with 14 out of 20. The next regular shoot will be held
on March 28. Following is the score of last shoot:

Pratsch 01000011010001001110- 8 CWeath'axllOOnoOOOOlllOlOlOO— 9

Hayes OOOOlOlOllOOOOlOOlll— 8 J Weath'axlOllOOlllOlOll 101111—14
Sherwood 11010110111001000000— 9 Schoefield..lll01001101001611111—13
Gill 01000010100101001000— 6 E Koehler..l00l0ll0111001100001—10
C Koehier. 10010110111010111000—11 Patterson. .01101101000010100110— 9
Sherman .

.11110011111110011011-16
Chas. Koehler.

Syracuse Gun Club.

Syracuse N. Y.. March 31.—George Mann made the best average at
the shoot this afternoon, breaking 83 out of 100 in a stiff gale of wind.

C. F. Aylingfell away behind and could but shatter 76 out of 100.

Mowry was also in hard luck, getting but 74. A. G. Courtney came
within one bird of tieing Mann. Mr. Paul North, of bluerock fame,
was our guest, and his glasses did not seem to focus as usual:
a h Mann (100) 83 G C Luther (100) ... . 72 P North (70) 51

A G Courtney (100). 82 W Williards (100) . . .08 H Jones (70) 43

(

1 F Ayling (100) .... 76 B White (100) 66 DM Lefever (60) .... 43

C Lathrop (100) 75 J Montgomery (80)..41 Holenback (50) 35

C H Mowry (100) . . .74 G Earned (75) 53 M Eddy (50) 29

R Hunter (100) 76 H Morris (75; 45 M Curtis (20) 13
Fallstaff.

Tacoma Traps.

Tacoma, Wash., March 21.—Tacoma Rod, Rifle and Gun Club shoot
atbluerocks- rapid fire, five traps, unknown. Weather clear:

Dodge . 0111011111 01 11 10-12 Fogg 0011111000 11 11 10—10
Crosier ....HOllllllO 10 11 11—13 Kelling 0011100010 01 10 10— 7
E Kimball.. 0000010101 10 10 10 - 6 Bell 0111011110 01 01 01—10
McNaufht'nlOOllOllOl 10 10 00— 8 Denham ... .0001011111 11 00 11—10
Eberlv 1010101101 11 10 11—11 Mansfield. . .010010M11 00 00 10— 6

Garrison' ' 0111111110 11 11 10—13 Breckfel. .. .1101010010 11 00 00— 7
Rurwell " 1001111111 10 10 00-10 Lanning. .. .1011100100 00 00 01— 6

O Kimball' 0101011111 00 10 10— 9 Fife 0010010010 10 00 10— 5

Qeorse ' .OllOOiniO 10 10 10— 9 Smith 1010000101 01 10 10—7
Rowlings' .1011001000 10 10 10— 7 Ellis 1010011101 10 10 11—10

Lovers of target shooting should bear in mind the 50-target race to

be shot on Enoch Miller's Springfield grounds to-day. The entrance
will be $5. The regular club 30-target event will also be shot, as will

be a choice programme of sweepBtake events. All open to all. Shoot-
ing from 10 A. M. until dark.
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Acme Gun Club Tournament.
Miller's Dexter Park, Monday, March 26—Ten bluerock targets,

50 cents:
Woods 0111111111—9 Charles. 0000010010—2
Knebel, Jr..... OHOmoiO—6 Shorty 1111110111—9
Sherman 0111110111—8 Pick.; 1110001101—6
Sanger 1111110011—8 Pfaender , 0100101011—5
No. 1, 10 birds, 50 cents entry. 3 moneys:

Kuebel, Jr 0111100100—5 Wood 1110001111—7
Van Riper 0101010110—5 Charles 1010000000—2
Pfaender 11 11001010—6 Sanger 1011110010-6
Sherman 1101101011—7 Peck 1000001101—4
Levens 0010100001-3 Shorty 0111101111—8
No. 2, 15 bluerocks. 75 cents:

Skinner 111H1010110101—11 Van Riper 111100111111100—11
Van Dyke 011011111001111-11 Pfaender 111101101110010-10
Levens 111110100111011—11 R Woods 001111111111111-13
Woods 111111110100111—12 Short 101101010100111- 9

Sanger 000111101111011—10 Munk 100000100001000— 3
Sherman 111111010011011—11 Nelson 111111111111111-15
Charles 001000111010101— 7 Short 111101110111111—13
Knebel, Jr 101000101111001- S
No 3, 20 targets, entry SI. 50, 4 moneys, 40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent:

Skinner. ...OOlllllilOliniLOli 0—15 Pfander .. .0000000101 11 1 01 00111— 9

Charles. . . .01101010000101001010— 8 Short 10000100001110110100- 8

Levens . . . .00100011101111101111—13 Simpson. . .11111101011111111001—16

R Woods,. 11011101110101011011-14 Sherman ..01111111111110111111—18
Knebel, Jr. 00011001011011110111—12 Edgerton. .00100110000011111101—10

Wood 01111111000111110011-14 Nelson 11111111111111111110—19
Van Dyke .11001111101011111111—16 Shorty 11101110111111111111—18
No. 4, 10 targets, entry 75 ets.. same conditions:

Pfander 101O101001- 5 Nelson 1011111101— 8

Simpson 1111011111— 9 Sherman 1111111111—10
R Woods 1111011011— 8 Wood 1001011110- 6

Edgerton 100011.0100— 4 Shorty 0011111010— 6

Van Dyke 1101110111- 8 Peck 0011110110- 6

Lerens 1010100001— 4 Skinner 1111111110— 9

No. 5, 15 targets, entry $1, same conditions:
Skinner 110111111101111—13 Sherman 111111101101001—11
R Woods 011101111111011-13 Pfander 111110010111100—11
Simpson 011111111010011—11 Shorty 101111111011101—12
Edgerton OlOOllllOllllll—11 Wood 110011111111101—12
Van Dyke 101111110111111—13 Thompson OOOOnooillllOOO— 5

Nelson 011111010111111—12 Levens 111110011100001— 9

No. 5:

Skinner 110111110111111—13 Sherman 111111101101001—11

R Woods 011111111110111—13 Pfaender 111110010111100-11
Simpson 01111 1 110110011 —11 Shorty 101111110111101—12
Edgerton 010011011111111—11 Woods 111001111111011—12
Van Dyke 110111101111111—13 Thompson 000000011111000— 5

Nelson 101111010111111—12 Levens 111110011100001— 9

No. 6, 10 targets, entrance 75 cents, gun below elbow:
Knebel, Jr 0001001101—4 Sanger 0000110011—4
Short 1010001100-4 Skinner 0001000110 -3
Offerman 0100010000—2 Shorty 0010000010-2
Simpson 1011111011—8 Thompson 1011010110—6
Van Dyke 1101110100-6 R Woods 0111011101-8
Hemington 0100001110—4 Nelson 0111111111—9
Pfander oioillllll—8 Elliot 0011110000—4
Sherman 1111010101—7 Edgerton 0000111001—3
No. 7, 10 targets, entrance 75 cents, American Association rules,

same conditions:
Skinner 1011001101— 6 Botty 1011001001— 5

Skidmore 0010111001— 5 Sherman 0101111000— 5

Thompson 0011011111— 7 Pfander 1111101111— 9

VanDyke 1110111111—9 Nelson.... 0111111111—9
Edgerton 0101110000— 4 Woods 1011001110— 6

Simpson 1110111000— 6 Shorty 1111111111-10
No. 8, 5 live birds, entry S3:

Little.,
Lair
Skidmore.

,

.11102-4 Woods 21101—4

22022-4 12221-

22112-5
02012—3 Short

02222
11120

01110-3 12212
00012—2 12212

.22022-4

Thompson
Van Dyke.
R Wood
Levens 20222—4 Sanger
Horington 12120—4 Edgerton 11121-5
Simpson 10112-4 Skimmer 01202 - 3

P fander 12111-5 Apgar 11121-5
Hudson 22202-4 Hesk 22222-5
Shorty 01022 -3 Davenport 21222-5
Botty 21212-5
No. 9, 7 live birds, entry So:

Elliot 1212111—7 Little 2012210-6
Davenport 1122111-7 Osterhout 0110121—5
Thompson .211222—6 Peck 2002222—5

..1102111—6 Skinner 2011112—6

..1212121—7 Shorty 1202021-5
.2.22211-6 Sanger 0112111—6

Van Dyke...
Simpson
Herrington .

.

Nelson 222.200-4 Moeller 0021112-5
Heikes .2120100—4 Short 1110220—5
R Woods 1221222-7 Greiff 2101211—

f

Edgerton 1222211—7 Hegorst 2211121—';

No. 7, 15 keystones, entrance $2: Ayling 14, Whyte 13, E, D. Fulford
14, Byer 14, Tuttle 14, Glover 15, Carr 15, Church 10. Whitney 15, North
12, Lane 13, G. H. Mann 15, Norton 14, Myer 13, John Eulford 12, H. M.
Stewart 14.

~No. 8. 15 keystones, entrance $1.50: E. D. Fulford 15, Whyte 11,

Tuttle 11, Byer 12. Myer 13, Courtney 14, Ayling 15. Church 9, Carr 14,

Whitney 15, North 13, Lane 13, Dugard 9, Wagner 8, Glover 13, H, M.
Stewart 13, Norton 14.

Second Day.
No. 1, 10 Keystones, entrance $1: Courtney 10, Fulford 10, White 9,

Lansing 9, Goodrich 9, North 7, Vanderloo 5, Carr 10, Tuttle 10, Whit-
ney 8, Lefever 4.

No. 2, 15 Keystones, entrance $1.50: Fulford 15, Courtney 13, Whyte
Tuttle 12, Carr 15, North U, Vanderloo 12, Lansing 10, Lefever 9,Whit-
ney 14. Goodrich 14,

No. 3, 15 birds, McMurchy system, entrance SI.50: Courtney 15, Ful-
ford 14, Whyte 14, North 14, Carr 15, Lansing 10, Tuttle 14.

No. 4, 20 birds, entrance $2: Courtney 19, Fulford 17, Whyte 16, Carr
17. Tuttle 15, Whitney 18, North 18, Goodrich 17.

No. 5, 10 singles and 5 pairs, entrance $1,50:
Courtney 1111111111 01 11 11 01 10—17
Fulford 1111111111 11 11 11 11 11-20
Carr 1111111011 11 11 00 11 10 16
Whyte 1111110110 11 10 1 10 11—16
Lansing 1010101010 10 11 10 10 01—11
Whitney 0111101111 11 11 10 11 11—17
Tuttle 1011111101 10 11 10 11 11—16
No. 6, 25 Keystones, entrance $2 50: Courtney 22, Fulford 24, Carr 23,

Whyte 20, Tuttle 21, North 20.

No 7, 10 Keystones, entrance $1: Courtney 9, Fulford 9, Lansing 7,

Whyte 9, Tuttle 9, Carr 10, North 8.

No. 8, 15 Keystones, entrance $1.50: Courtney 14, Fulford 15, Whyte
13, Carr 13, Tuttle 13, Lansing 14.

Cowee 6

O Treat 6
Fowler 5
Cady 5
Wilcox 4

Goodwin 7
Fowler 5

Dickson 5
Pitkin 5
Mills 5

Cowee 4
Ames 3
Wilcox 2

Central New York League.
Auburn, N. Y., March 30—Editor Forest <md Stream: Herewith I

hand you scores made at the two days' shoot just held here. This in-

cludes the score of the first meeting between the members of the Cen-
tral New York League, and the score gives Rochester the first place
in the first contest. Paul North acted as referee, and everything on
the programme was worked off very smoothly and very rapidly.

C. W Brister, Sec'y.
Mrst Day.

No. 1, 15 Keystones, entrance $1.50: Courtney 13. Carr 13. Tutt'e 14.

Whyte 14, Brigden 12, G. H. Mann 10, Arno 13, Fix 13 Williams 9,

Crutty 12, Wagner 14, Luther 13, Mosher 10, Hunter 11, Dugard 11,

Goodrich 12, Lefever 10, Garrett 11, A. S. Hunter 10, Howry 13, Kilborn
13, Richardson 11, Jno. Fulford 12, Whitney 15. H. M. Stewart 15, Myer
12, Glover 11, E. D. Fulford 14, Byer 15, Schermerhorn 13, Norton 15,

W. J. Mann 10, Lane 13, Hicks 14, Arno, re entry 15.

No. 2, 15 Keystones, McMurchy system, entrance $1 50: Courtney 12,

Tuttle 13, Brigden 13, Carr 15, Whyte 11, Smith 10, Arno 13, Wagner 14,

G. H. Mann 13, Fix 13, Barnes 5. Williams 11. Dugard 14, Hunter 13,

Byer 14, North 15, W. J. Mann 12, Schermerhorn 14. Glover 12 H M.
Stewart 13. Norton 14, Lane 14, Hicks 11, Vanderloo 10, Mosher 11. Le-
fever 11, Luther 12, Crutty 11, E. D. Fulfo-d 15. Richardson 13. John
Fulford 12, Kilborn 12, Hunter 13, Mowry 13, Whitney 13, Myer 11.

No. 3, league contest:
Rochester Team.

H M Stewart 11111110111111111111—19
Myer 11111010111111111111—18
Norton 11111111111111111111—20
Glover 11111111111111111101—19
Byer 01111110111011111111—17—93

Auburn Team.
Goodrich 1101001111111 1101111—16
Whitney 11111101111111111111—19
Carr 11111101111111111111—19
Brigden 01111110111111111111—18
Tuttle 11111111111111011111—19—91

Utica Team.
J Fulford 11111111111111111111—20
Hunter 11101011110110111111—16
E D Fulford 11111111111111111111-20
Kilburn 01011111111101011111—16
Richardson

,
11111111111101111111—19-91

Syracuse Team.
Arno 010111C1110101111111—15
Luther 11001101110101000111—12
Courtney - 11111111011111111111—19
Mowry 1111111111X111111111—20
Wagner 10111100111011111111—16-82

No- 4, 20 kevstones, entrance $2: Courtney 17, Tuttle 15, Whyte 15,

Carr 15, Ayling 16, Fix 16, Glover 18. Brigden 14, Goodrich 19. E. D.
Fulford 19, Lefever 13, Schermerhorn 19, John Fulford 16, Myer 19,

Richardson 17, Wagner 17, G. H. Mann 18, Mosher 17, North 15, R.
Hunter 16, W. Stewart; 15, Whitney 18. Williams 16, Dugard 17. A. S.
Hunter 19. Kilbourn 10, Norton 19, Luther 16, H. M. Stewa-r 16, Mowry
17. Byer 19, Lane 14, W. J. Mann 19, Vanderloo 17, Hicks 15, Crutty 15.

No. 5, individual championship, 25 keystones, entrance $2,25: Wil-
liams 16. Mosher 20, Ayling 21, R Hunter 21, Carr 24, Brigden 20,

Mowry 23. Courtney 23, Tuttle 21, E. D. Fulford 24, Wagner 19, White
23, Lefever 13, Fix 23, G. H. Mann 21, Whitney 21, Glover 23, W. G.
Mann 20, Schermerhorn 23, Richardson 22, Myer 23, Crutty 20, Howell
15, John Fulford 24, North 22, Luther 22, H. M. Stewart 23, Norton 21,

Church 17, Hicks : .0, Brister 13, Byer 22, Dugan 24, A. S. Hunter 18,

Lane 21, Kilbourn 20,

No. 6, 15 keystones, McMurchy system, entrance $2: Courtney 14,

Wagner 9, Carr 14, Whyte 12, Tuttle 14, E. D. Fulford 11, Mowry 14,

Barnes 10, Whitney 14, North 14, Mosher 11, Fix 14, Tripp 10, Nellis 8,

Goodrich 13, Ayling 13, G. H. Mann 15, Richardsou 14, John Fulford 12,

Myer 13, Church 9, Norton 11, Garrett 11, Smith 8 Byer 13, Dugard 14
A. S. Hunter 13, Kilbourn 12, H. M. Stewart 13, Brigden 13, Lane 11,

Glover 15, Ayling 15, Crutty 9

Connecticut State League.
Below we publish the scores made at the tournament of the Con-

necticut Trap-Shooters' League, held at Hartford on March 23, the
scores reaching us too late for our last issue. The affair was very
successful and a number of visitors were present from other States.
Extra No, 1,10 birds, 50 cents: Burbidge 10. Sterry 9, Skinner 9,

R. A. G. 9 Willey 8, O, B. Treat 7, Edgarton 7, Macfarlane 5.

Extra No. 2, 10 birds, 50 cents: R. A. G. 10, Skinner 9, Macfarlane 8,

Edgarton 8, Willey 8, Burbidge 8, Sterry 8, O. B. Treat 7, Dickson 7.

Extra No. 3, 10 birds, 50 cents: Sterry 10, Burbidge 9, Skinner 9,

R. A. G. 9, Macfarlane 8, Edgarton 7, Willey 7, Dickson 7, O. B. Treat 7.

No. 1, 10 birds, 50 cents:
Skinner 10 Penrose 8 Burbidge
Sterry 9 Macfarlane 8

'

RAG 9 Melrose 8
Edgarton 8 Dickson 7

MP Cook 9 Bill 7
Clark 9 Bristol 7
Longdon 9 Hobart 7

Savage 8 Goodwin 7

No. 2, 10 birds, 50 cents:
Burbidge .,..10 Bill 8
Penrose 9 Hobart 8
Sterry 9 Clark 8
M F Cook 9 Skinner 7
Macfarlane 9 Edgarton 7
RAG 9 Longdon 7
Cady 8 DrUS Cook 7
Bristol 8 Milrose , 7

Savage 8 O Treat -. 7

No. 3, 15 birds. $1

:

Goodwin 111111111111111—15 Hobart 110111010111101—11
D Treat 111111111111111—15 Savage 010101111111011-11
RAG 111111111111111—15 Cowee lOlOlllllOlllOl—11
Edgarton 101111111111111—14 Longdon 111110110111001-11
Skinner 011111111011111-13 Bristol 111000110111011—10
Macfarlane 101011111111111—13 O Treat 111101111110000—10
Bill 011011111111111—13 Mills 111100011011010— 9

Fowler 111111011111110-13 Penrose — 9
M F Cook 1110111111^1111—18 Cady — 8

Sterry 101110111111111—13 Dickson — 8

Burbidge 110111101111011—12 Ames — 8
Clark 111111011010111—12 Jordon — 5
No. 4, 10 birds, 70 cents:

Macfarlane 10 Sterry 9 Ames 7
D Treat 10 Whitney 9 Willey 7
M F Cook .10 Goodwin 8 Melrose 7
RAG 10 Longdon 8 Kdgarton 6

Skinner 9 Bristol 8 Lee 6

Cady 9 Bill 8 Wilcox 4
Dr Cook 9 Burbidge 8 Dickson 4
Clark 9 Hobart 8 Lindsley 4
Cowee 9 Penrose 8 Jordon. 4

Savage 9 Manross 7
No. 5, State team race, $2 optional sweep, 30 birds:

Willimautic. Bristol.

Edgarton 25 Manross 24
Macfarlane 27—52 Mills 19—43

Hartford.
Burbidge , 27
Willey 24-51

Colt.
Sterry 26

Cook 25-51
New Haven, No. 1.

Clark 24
Bristol 27—51

New Haven, No. 2.

23

Forest Gun Club.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 87.—The following are the scores of the

Forest Gun Club tournament, held on their grounds, 27th street and
Lehigh avenue, Philadelphia, Easter Monday, March 26.

We had quite a good attendance and everything passed off smoothly.
The shooters seemed well satisfied with their visit to us, and requested
us to notify them when we gave another shoot. Thanking the For-
est aud Stream for their assistance in making the shoot a success, we
remain, Wm. Mobison, Sec"y.
No. 1, 7 targets:

Mills 1011010-4 Cleaver 1111011-6
Henry 1111011—6 Yeakel. 1100111—5
H Thurman 1101111—6 Peterman 1111111—7
Morison 1101101—5 W Hallowell 0111111—6
Walcott 1001111—5 Terry 1101111—6
White , 1101000-3 Evans 0111110—5
Bender 1110110—5 Wood 0010011—3
Schmick Ill 1 111—7 David ;f.

,

Greenland
Hobart
No. 2. 7 targets:

Mills
Henry
H Thurman
Cleaver
Walcott
Morison
David
Peterman
Schmick
Hobart
Greenland 1001111-5
No. 3, 10 targets:

Mills 0111111101— 8 Wood 1010010110— 5

Henry 1110111001— 7 W Hallowell. ....... .1111111111—10

Colt.
Melrose 20
Bill 22-42

Moodus.
Fowler 18
D Treat 22—40

New London.
Cowee 20
Ames 19—39

Hartford.
Pitkin 13

Longdon 23—46 O Treat 23—36
Thames. Also in sweep but not in State

Penrose 25 teams: Hobart 23, Skinner 25, R.
Cady 22—47 A G. 26, M. F. Lindsley 25, Dick-

son 15, Whitney 22.

No. 6, State merchandise, 15 birds, 80 cents entrance:
Burbidge 111111111111111—15 Sexton 101111110110111—12
Savage limilllllllll—15 Lee 101111011111001—11
RAG . .111111111111111—15 Manross UlllOlOlOlinil—11
Skinner 111111111111101—14 Fowler 011010110111110-10
Sterry . 110111111111111—14 Longdon 001110111111100—10
Tucker 111111111101111—14 Lyman 010111111001101—10
Willey 111011111011111—13 Clark 001011101111001— 9

Macfarlane 111111011011111—13 Cowee 111101100010011— 9

D Treat 011111011111111-13 Bill 100101110001111— 9

O B Treat ...111111111111100—13 Bristol 1100011 0101 1110—

9

Edgarton 110111110111011—12 Melrose 001101001100111— 8

Penrose 110011111101111—12 Ames 101101011001000— 7

M F Cook 101110111111110—12 Pitkin 001011100110010- 7
Goodwin 010111110111111—12 L G Webb 001011011000100— 6

No. 7, 20 birds, $1.40:

Macfarlanelll 11111111111111111—20 Hobart. .. .10101101110111111111-16
Sterry 11111111111111111111—20 Bill 00101101011111U1111—15
RAG ....11101111111111111111—19 Sexton 11100111001111011111—15
Skinner.. ..10111111111110111111—18 Tucker 11100011101011111111—15
Savage . . .

.11111111111111101011—18 Willey 01110111110111101101—15
Burbridge. 10111111111110111111—18 Pitkin 11100010111111011110—14
Edgarton. .10111111110011111111—17 Goodwin . .11010111101000111111—14
Cowee 111101011 11101111111—17 Clark 11110101110111001100—13
Bristol 11111011110111111101-17 Dickson. ...11100010111100010110—11
Whitney. ..11011111110111011111—17 Jordan 1001O011000101000100— 7
No. 8, 10 birds, 50 cents:

Whitney 10 RAG 9 Hobart 7

Macfarlane 10 Burbidge 8 Pitkin 7
Sterry 9 Skinner 8 Edgarton 7
Bill 9- Goodwin 7 Sexton 7
No. 9, 10 birds, 50 cents:

Skinner 10 Sterry 9 RAG 7
Whitney 10 P Tucker 9 Macfarlane 6
Edgarton 9 Burbidge 7 Goodwin 6
Hobart 9

1011110-5

1010001—3 White
1111011-6 Yeakel 1110111-6
1011100—4
1101011—5
1101111-6
0110110—4 J Thurman 1111111—7
1111111—7
0011110^
1011111—6
1111111—7

H Thurman 1011101101- Yeakel 1111113111—10
Cleaver 1111110110— 8 Green 0101110111— 7
Walcott 1110110111— 8 Timm 1110110111— t

..1100111100— 6 Evans 1111110110—8

.. 0001 1 11111— 7 David 1111111110— 9

..1111010111— 8 Terry 1101110111— 8
,.0101111111— 8 Peterman 1011111011— 8
.1110111111— 9 Landis 1111001111— 8

Morison..
J Thurman.
White ,

Schmick
Hobart
No. 4, 15 targets:

Mills 111110111111100—12 Evans 100111001111011—10
Henry 001 100100011.111— 8 Green 011111111101111—18
H Thurman.... 110111111111101—13 Wood 100010110010101— 7
Cleaver 011111101000111—10 J Thurman 101111111011110—12
Walcott 111101111011111—13 Yeakel 110010111100111—10
Morison 101111111001111—12 Lindsley 111111001011101—11
David 110011001110011— 9 Terry 111011001110111—11
Peterman 110011011101011—10 Landis 111111001111111—13
Schmick 1111.1101111101—13 Quimby 010011111111011—11
Hobart 111100111111111—13 Irvin 101100101100111— 9
W Hallowell....110101110101111—11 Timm lOlOOOllllOOlli— 9

No. 5, 7 targets:
Mills 1110101—5 W Hallowell 1011111—6
Henrv 1111111—7 Timm 1101111-6
H Thurman 1111011-6 Hobart 1011111—6
Cleaver 3111101—6 Evans 1111111—7
Wolcott 1111000-^1 Terry 0001010—

5

Morison 1111001—5 Wood 0100001—5
David 1111010—5 Yeakel 1111101—6
Peterman 0111111—6 Taney 0101011—4
Schmick 1111111—7 J Thurman 1000111—4
Quimby 1101110—5 Green, 1111111—7
Lindsley 1111111—7 Landis 1011111—6
White 1101111—6 Ware 1010010—3
No. 6, 10 targets:

Mills... 1111111111—10 Hobart 1111110111—9
Henry 0011011111— 7 W Hallowell IIIIOHOIO— 7
H Thurman 0110111111— 8 Evans 1111101011— 8
(Heaver 1111111111 - 10 Yeakel 0010111111— 7
Walcott 0101111011— 7 J Thurman 0010111101— 6

Morison 1011101110- 7 Green 0100111001— 5

David 0000111110— 5 Taney 1111101101— 8
Peterman 0011011101— 6 Ware 1010100011— 5
Quimby 1111110111— 9 Terry 1110111111— 9

Lindsley 1111111100— 8 Wood 0011100100— 4
Schmick 1110101011— 7 Irvin 0111011010— 6

Landis 1100111001— 6

No. 7, 20 targets:
Mills 10101 1 001 1 1010001 110—11 Hobart.

. . , 10110111101111111110—16
Henry 11101111111101111111-18 Yeakel .... 110111110011001) 1011—14
HThurm'nOllOOOlllOlOlllllOll—13 J ThurmanOl 110111011 110110011—14
Cleaver. .. .11111011111111111110-18 Ware 00111101111111101111—16
Walcott .

..11100110111101011111—15 Evans 01111011100011010101—12
Morison....10001011111110110111—14 Hallowell. .01110111101100011111—14
David 10111111111110111111-18 Green 11101101001111110111-15
Peterman .11111101111111101111—18 Terry 11111010111110111111—17
Ciuimby ...01111111010110111011—15 Carlisle. .. .01111100111111011010—14
Lihdlev ....11110011111010010011—13 Lane 11100111111101101010—14
Schmick. ..01111111110111101111-17 Irvin 01011011100111111101—14
Landis . . . .00111101111111011101—15 Myers 10110111110110011111—15
No. 8, 10 targeis:

Mills 1011101110— 7 Landis 1011111111— 9

Henry 1100111111- 8 White 0111111010- 7
H Thurman

.

Clover
Walcott
Morison
David .

Trap-Shooting at Ellicott City, Md.
Ellicott City, Md., March 26.—A very small attendance at the

Easter Mondav shooting of the Ellicott City Gun Club, made up in en-
thusiasm what they lacked in number. Much interest was displayed
in the Democrat trophy contest, and quite a number of spectators
braved the heavy northwest wind to see the shooting. The following
are the scores of the prize events:
No. 1, 25 targets, Democrat trophy representing the championship

of Howard county: Kirby 17, Dr. Fort 17, Jones 12, "Hilsy" 9, Talbott
9, Makisson 9, Scaggs 8, Dr. Sykes 8, Leisheai 8. Ties on 17, 15 targets:
Kirby 14, Dr. Fort 15.

No. 2, 15 targets, prize box of cigars: Dr. Sykes 8, Dr. Fort 8,

Clandje 12, Kirby 10, Talbott 10, Jones 9. "Hilsy," Jr. 9, "Hilsy," Sr. 9.

No. 3, 10 targets, prize, buggy whip: Dr. Sykes 10. Clandje 8, Scaggs
6, "Hilsy," Sr. 7, "Hilsy," Jr. 5, Kirby 5, Dr. Fort 5, Jones 5, Leisheai 5.

Immediately after the shooting was over, Dr. Fort, the winner of the
Democrat trophy, was challenged by Thomas Kirby, the next high
man in the contest, and the match will be shot Saturday, March 4.

Sbcretaby.

1110111111— 9 Evans 1111001010— 6
1111111111-10 Taney 1111111111-10
01U0101111— 6 Terry 1111111111—10
.0001011111— 6 Lane 1110011101— 7
.0111111111— 9 Hallowell 1101101111— 8

Peterman 1111111111—10 Green 1101101101— 7
Quimby 1111111110— 9 J Thurman 1111111111—10
Lindsley 1111000011— 6 Ware 0011110011— 6

Schmick , . , , .0111101110— 7 Myers 1101111010- 7
Hobart 0111111111— 9 Carlisle 1110010110— 6

Yeakel 1101111011- 8 Bisbing 1101010011— 6
No. 9, 15 targets:

Mills 111101101101111—12 Wood 000101111000011— 7

Henry 101111110101111—13 Lange 011111010111110—11
H Thurman. . .

.011101111011011-11 Ware 111111011011111—13
Cleaver 111111111001111—13 Terry 011111110010111-10
Walcott 111010111011110—11 Hallowell 111111101111101-13
Morison' 010101011111111-11 J Thurman 111010111101111—12
David 101111111110110—12 Green 101001111101111—11
Peterman 111111111011111-14 Carlisle 011111100110110-10
Quimby ....... .011111110111111-13 Bisbing 100010111010011— 8
Lindsley 011111111111101—13 R Bisbing 1100000

i
'

;
i
lion-

Schmick 110111111101110—11 Taney 100110110111111— 11

Hobart 110111111101110—12 Lehman 110001100011111— 9

Yeakel 111010110110111-11 Franklin 001111101100111—10
Landis 111111111111101—14 Lysinger 110001110011010— 8
Evans 111111101111111—14. Myers 100101110101110— 9

No. 10, 7 targets:
Mills 0100111-4 Landis 1101011-5
Henry 1111011—6 Lane 0111011—5
H Thurman 0011011—4 Green 1001010—3
Cleaver 1110101—5 Evans 1101110—5
Walcott 0000011—2 J Thurman 0001111—4
Morison 1111000-4 Terry 1011000—3
David 1111100—5 Hack 1101011—5
Peterman 1101110—5
Quimby 1011110—5
Lindsley 1111010—5
Hobart 1100111—5
Yeakel 1 1010111—5
White 0111110—5
Wood 1101010—4
Schmick 1111011—6
Extra No. 1, 7 targets: Mills 5, H. Thurman 5, Greenlund 4, Henry 5,

Bender 4. Morison 6, J. Thurman 4, Walcott 4.

Extra No. 2, 10 targets: Lindsley 8, Morison 6, Henry 10, Hobart 8,

Schmick 5, Landis 10, Peterman 8, Lane 8, Cleaver 9, Learning 5,

Yeakel 9, Quimby 5, H. Thurman 10, Mills 3, Taney 8, Wood 5, J. Thur-
man 10, Ezrah 8, Evans 7, Terry 5, Franklin 7, David 8, Green 6, Ware
6, Carlisle 8, Bisbing 6.

Extra No. 3, 10 targets: Landis 9, Schmick 8, Henry 8, Hobart 8,

Morison 7, Lindsley 10, Learning 8, H. Thurman 6. J. Thurman 3, Lane
3, Mills 4, Ware 6, Peterman 8, Laird 8, Franklin 7, Yeakel 5, W. H, W.
9, J. Wolstencrof1 5.

Extra No. 4, 15 singles: Lindsley 10. Henry 8, Schmick 9, Landis 15,

Peterman 11, Hobart 14, Lane 8, H. Thurman 11, Mills 9, David 13, J.

Thurman 11, Franklin 9, Learning 11, Carlisle 9.

Extra No. 5. 10 targets: Morison 7, Landis 7. Henry 7, David 8,

Peterman 9, H. Thurman 9, Quimby 7, Mills 6, Ware 7.

Extra No. 6, 10 targets: Morison 5, Peterman 9, Landis 8, H. Thur-
man 5, Ware 1, David 9.

On Friday, April 13, there will be a shoot for a 8100 buggy, on the
grounds of the Flemington Gun Club, at Flemington, N. J., the con-
ditions being 25 targets per man, $2 entry, 5 traps, rapid-firing system.
Shooting will commence at 10:30 A. M., and will be held regardless of
weather. There will be open sweepstakes before and after the buggy
shoot. Coaches will meet afi trains up to 11 A, M, Plenty of lunch on
the grounds.

Sanev 1001111—5
1010110—4
1100010-3
0111111—6
0110011—4
1101011-0
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Union Gun Club.
Sardinia, N. Y.. March 26.—The Union Gun Club, of Western New

York, held their monthly shoot at Sardinia, N. Y. , on Saturday, March
24. The attendance was not as large as expected Those that did at-
tend had all the shooting they wished for. Following are the scores:
No. 1, entrance 50 cents:

Kelsey 10111 11101—8 Pope 0011101000^
Hammond ,...0101111111 8 Bartlett 0011100011—5
Andrews 1110111111—9 Olmstead 1101110101 -7
No. 2:

Kelsey 5 Hammond 9 Uapt Bartlett.

9

Andrews 8 Pope 8
No. 3:

Kelsey 7 Andrews 9 Capt Bartlett 7
Hammond 6 Pope 5
No. 4:

Kelsey 9 Andrews 8 Capt Bartlett 8
Hammond 8 Pope 8
No. 5:

Kelsey 8 Andrews 9 Bartlett 8
Hammond 6 Pope 4
No. 6:

...10 Andrews 8 Bartlett 10
... 9 Pope 6Hammond

No. 7:

Hammond ' .

No. 8:

No. 9:

.(

1

Andrews ]

No. 10:

Olmsted 1

Andrews 5 Bartlett

.

Pope 4

Bartlett 5

Pope 0111110011— 7
Bartlett 1001110101— 6
Olmsted 1111111111—10

Hammond 1100011110— 6
Kelsey 1111111011— 9
Andrews 1111111111—10

Bartlett 1110011011— 7
Pope 1011101101— 7
Hammond 1111011111— 9

Pope 1101101110- 7
No. 11:

Andrews 1111111111—in
Kelsey 1101111011— 8
Olmsted 1101011100— 6
No. 12, 25 birds:

Kelsey 1101110110110011111000111—17
Andrews OnoilllllOllllllllllllll—22
Pope 1011101111110001111111100—18
Hammond lllllllllllllllOlllllllOO—22
Bartlett 1111011000001111011111101—17
Olmsted lOllllllllllOlllOOOllllOl—19

T. B. C.

Princeton Gun Club.

Princeton, N. J., March 26.—The Princeton Gun Club held its reg-
ular weekly shoot to day. A handicap match for 261bs. American wood
powder, divided into 8 prizes, was the event of the afternoon. Luck,
not science, won. Conditions: 25 birds per man, at 16yds. rise, from
5 traps, rapid firing system. Prize winners were as follows:
First, J. R. Clarke, given 5 birds. Fifth, Win. Leggett, given 12 birds.
Second, J. Hoff, Jr., given 7 birds. Sixth, Schellinger, given 14 birds.
Third, Geo. Davis, given 4 birds. Seventh,W. Hankins, given 5 birds.
Fourth, C . Zazzelli, given 13 birds. Eighth, J. C. Stryker, given 6 birds.
Inclosed find complete scores: Wads.

Tiffany. 1110101001111001111111111—19
Stryker 0000010000000000000000010— 2
Leggett 0000001001000000101011000— 6
Johnson , 0000000000000000000000000— 0
Wright 0100000000001000000100000— 3
Rose 0000100000000000001000000— 2
Schellinger 0000000000000100000001000— 2

Davis 1110010000101111101111011—16
Lloyd 1111001011010001100100111—14
Zazzelli 1100000000000100001010010— 6
Hoff ..1011010110100111110000110—14
Gray 0110100100010000001010000— 7
Clarke 1101001011111111110101100—17
Rankin 0000100010000000001010000— 4
Practice shoot:

Packer 3 Zazzelli 3 Schellinger 1

Davis 3 Lloyd 3 Clarke 4

Hellgate
Miller's Dexter Park, March 27.

tion rules:

J Link 1100002012—5

A Moeller 1000212n20—

4

A Moltzer 2201020100-5
JSehm 1010000020—3

C Forster 2111111110—9
JH Voss 1120000120-5

P Woelfel 1212210120—

S

C Friesen 0122210201—7

J Woelfel 0002001101—6

C Reiger 0101101000—4
J Newman 1100001020—

4

R Regan 1221002110^
C Webber 1221002110—

7

J Schubert 0820122100-5
J Brode 1222201020—7

Gun Club.

—Ten live birds, American Associa-

C Robenstine 2200001112—7
J Trostle 0212002112-5
W Robenstine 2200001110—7
W Hogan 2110221202-8
H Than 2120110122—8
G Lindner 0102020021—5
G Scbaffer 0220002000-3
G Doeink 1100111201—7
J Strattman 1012222010—7
F Petersen 0000200112—4
B Knodel 2120012212—8
J Adams 2120101012—7HW Voss 2100010220-6
J Dannenfelser 2220201022—7

Two Amateur Records Established.
The New York Sun says of the great amateur team match which

took place at Babylon, L. I., on March 29:

The return match at 100 live birds each between Fred Hoey, of
Hollywood, and L S. Thompson of Brookdale on one side, and George
Work of New York, and Charles Macalester of Philadelphia on the
other, decided at the grounds of the Westminster Kennel Club, Baby-
lon, yesterday afternoon, was sensational, the former team repeating
their triumph at Bergen Puint, and winning by a scor« of 190 to 187.

The vanquished men shot a strong race, strong enough in fact, to win
nineteen out of twenty matches; Macalester killing 94 and Work 93
out of the 100, but Hoey was in phenomenal form, 97 tirds going down
before the raking Are of his Purdy. Thompson's run of 91 birds at
the Carteret grounds, when the boundary was 21yds. and the wind
blowing a gale, had eaused many to believe that he would be high
man yesterday, but his companion was simply invincible, and he had
to be content with tieing George Work's score of 93. Hoey not only
broke the amateur record for kills in 100 birds shot at. but ran 57
straight. Macalester's high run was 41, Work's 34, and Thompson's

A distinguishing feature of these matches is the good fellowship
that always prevails. There is a lack of feeling that is most com-
mendable. It would be a good idea to arrange a match between
Messrs. Work and Thompson. They tied at the Certaret grounds,
with 91 out of 100, and were again tied yesterday with 92 kills.

The match was over at 4:45, and everybody was at dinner in town
by 6:30.

It is altogether likely that a strong team of Americans will shoot at
the great English meeting in June. The four men taking part in
yesterday's match with L. S Davenport, Edgar Murphy, D. S. Thomas
and others, could hold their own anywhere. The scores:

F Hoey 221 120222222221 11 21 1 122222222221 122220221221222122—48
.!'"-.. -<:-

L S Thompson.22! 2222221221222222212212222312222212220222.220222-47
222222222.222222212022222222222.222222222222.22222-46—93

190
G Work 20211222222221222120221112211122121110222122112011—46

C Macalester.. 21221.122212122021120111222212212221211S2222222022—46
2321222,2222121222222222222223222222-.',"3Ji'X"^-'^C",'0 -48-94

187

Rust and Thomas Tie Again.
Philadeiphia, March 29.—This was the day set by A. J. Rust, of

Philadelphia, and Wilmer A. Thomas, of Ambler, to shoot off a tie.

The cau..e of this match was a fine trophy (a large silver pitcher)
which was shot for at Allentown last winter, when Thomas and Rust
tied on 14 each and decided to shoot off the tie in Philadelphia, but
were a long while making arrangement satisfactory to each. They
finally came together on the Keystone Shooting League grounds.
The weather was miserable, there being a drizzling rain which kept

a number of friends of each away. Along with Thomas from Ambler
came Charles Brillman, A. Clements and about fifteen others, all of
whom were very anxious to see the trophy go back to Ambler, but it

was not to be, for Rust shot first and killed 21 out of 25. Thomas had
21 down out of 24 and only one bird to kill to win, but that one proved
too much, for it went sailing over the boundary in a hurry with both
loads of shot after it. The match was shot under Hurlingham rules,

50yds. boundary, as follows:
A J Rush 0121220021022212222211222—21
W H Thomas 2122122100222201212112220—21
On Friday, the 30th, a little three-cornered race was shot on the

Wingohocking Gun Club grounds by three local shooters. As this
race was kept very quiet only three spectators besides a lot of boys
were on the grounds. It was a three race all around—three shooters,
three spectators and the low score was three kills. Scores follow,
Hurlingham rules:
W Greenwood 2122011—6 Paul Greenwood 0211011—5
T Mitchner 2010020—3
Stakes nominal. H. Thurman was referee, judge, stakeholder and

scorer. H. T.

Colt Hammerless Gun Club.

Hartford, Conn., March 24.—Inclosed find scores made to-day
members of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club:
Collins 01 001 01 11 1010010000101001-
Pitkin 1100110101001111111110011-
Melrose 1111011111111111111101111-
Williamson 1101111110111101111111111-

O B Treat 1111111111110111001111011

White 0111101111110101111110111-

Owen Treat 1111011111011011111111011-

Cook 1111110111111111111011111-

Manross llllllllOllloillllllllOll-

Hotchkiss 1111111111101111111111111-

Olmstead 1111011010111111101111011-

Sexton 1111111111001011111111010-

Risley 1111111111111111111111111-
Purrington 1010011010111100110110010

Tucker 1011110111011110110011001-
Talcott 0110011111011011011111010-

Goodwin 1111111111000111111001111-
Kehoe 0011110111011011001100111-
Hills Wiley 01 101 1 100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1111110100-
Alger 1110111000101111101101011-

M. F. Cook, Sec'y

by

-11

-17
-23

-22
-21

-20

-20
-23
-22
-25

-20
-20
-25

-14
-18

1—17
19
16
17
17

The Pansy Gun Club.
Kingston, N. Y., March 26.—There was a good attendance of spec-

tators at the weekly shoot of the Pansy Gun Club of Kingston, N. Y.,
held March 24. The shooters had to contend with a high wind which
at times almost blew them off the platform, and made the targets
change their direction of flight every yard. The team races were
especially close and interesting.
No 1, 5 bluerocks:

Howard Myer 3 J M Schaffer 4 JRKenyon 2
WCVanAnden 4 John Cable. . , 3 C Hume ....4W Scott Smith 5 W H Van Gaasbeek. .3
No. 2 was a handicap shoot for a prize presented to the club by

its president, Mr. C. V. Hester; must be be won three times to become
property of shooter. Number of birds allowed each contestant, in
parentheses: John Cable (25) 18, W. Scott Smith (27) 22, J. M. Schaffer
(29) 19, W. H. Van Gaasbeek (29) 21, W. C. Van Anden (29) 16, J. R.
Kenyon (31) 21. Howard Myer (35) 26, C. Hume (35) 20.
No. 3, 25 bluerocks:

John Cable 1101111110111111111111111—23W C Van Anden 1100111111011111110110111—20
J M Schaffer ..1101111011101110011011111—19
Col C V Hester 1011011100000000011101110—12W Scott Smith 1111110110111111111110111—22
J R Kenyon 1111001111101111110110110—19
Wm Weston OOllOOllllOilOOlllUOlllOl—15
H Wood 0001010100000000010001011— 7
No. 4, four-man team shoot, 25 bluerocks:

J Cable f.

S

. .

e
.llM011111011110111010110—18

H Myer 1111011001010111111011010—17
J R Kenyon 1011101110101101100011111—17
J M Schaffer 1110010110101011010111111—17—69

Smith's Team.W S Smith 0111111111111110111011101-21
W C Van Anden 0100011001110011101011111—15
W H Van Gaasbeek 0110110110111100111101111—18
C Hume 0101100101101011001011011—14—68
No. 5: Smith's taam was not at all satisfied with these results so

another match was shot between the same teams, but as it was getting
late only ten birds per man were shot at:
Cable lOnoilllll—7 Smith 1110011111—8
Myer ...1111111010-8 Van Anden 1111101101—8
Kenyon 1011101010—6 Van Gaasbeek. . . .1100110101—

6

Schaffer 1000000111—4—25 Hume 1100110011—6—28
W. S. S.

Fort Dodge and Mason.
Fort Dodge, la., March 26.—Contest between gun clubs of Manson

and Fort Dodge. Conditions, 5 men on a side, 15 Keystones and 15 live

birds each. The Keystones were shot at unknown angles , and the live

birds at 28yds., 50yd«. boundary. A gale of wind across the traps and
the excellent qualities of the live birds, many of which proved their
capacity as lead carriers, combined to lower the scores. This leaves
the clubs "hoss apiece," as Manson won from Fort Dodge about a
month ago. Another match will be shot to decide the tie:

Manson Team.
Keystones. ' Live Birds.

Kline 11' ''^ ICOiviinn— 0 - —21

Julius 000111101101101— 9 021020012«12100— 8—17
Clark 001010100101101- 7 022e21«11111002—10—17
Kelley OlOOlOlOOOOOOll— 5 021000 -•000»012— 5—10
Foley 000011111101110— 9-38 112200100111211—11—20—85

Fort Dodge Team.
Bryant 111011010111010-10 1211221»0211wl—11—21
Reynolds 0000U0O11O11O1— 7 1212 2111102202—13—20
Carter 110101111001110—10 22.022011021002— 9—19
Pray 001 011110100000— 6 21012020»20»011— 8—14
Greene OOHOIHOOOIOjO— 6—39 221020021210111—11—17—91

C. A. Bryant.

$mwet$ to (Usarrespvndqnte,

No notice taken of anonymous communications

R. H. J., Amsterdam, N. Y.—We cannot recommend any one make
in particular; the whole subject was discussed in the Forest and
Stream during February, March and April, 1890.

Sharps and Flats.—A complete revelation of the secrets of cheat-
ing. By John Nevel Moskelyne. New York: Longmans, Greene &
Co. Aims to open the eyes of the "fiats" who are cheated by the
'•sharps," but is more likely to open the eyes of the "sharps" that
they may cheat the '-flats."

P. B. S., Boston.—I am interested to gather what information is to
reached in reference to progress hitherto made in this country looking
to the preservation and cultivation of forest tracts, either by indi-

viduals, or by communities or States. Having followed your friendly
course toward all such means, I venture to solicit of you names of
any reports or publications dealing with the subject, which can be
secured. Perhaps an answer through the columns of your paper
would meet similar want on the part of others interested in the sub-
ject. Ans. We advise application to Mr. E. B. Fernow, the chief of
the Division of Forestry, Washington, and to Mr. W. B. Harrison,
Franklin Falls, N. H.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-

dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENGE ESTABLISHMENT,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The A B C of the Game Laws in Brief:

A
B

ccuracy

revity

Qompleteness
There it is. Unless for B you would substitute

Beauty,
For the handsome illustrations unquestionably have
something to do with it. Sold everywhere for a
quarter. Buy of your ammunition or tackle dealer,

or send to Forest and Stream.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York Cm

otice to Pisliermen I CSxxt Prices for
I am with vou again with, lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.5S until all are sold. Bods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction

60yds., -$1.00; 80yds., $1.10; 100yds., $1,20.

OneSx^ 40yds., 38 ct,; 60yds.. 48 ct, : 80yds., 58 ct,
;
100yds., 68 cts,, 150 yds., 78 cts.

, 20 cts. doz. ; four t>ly, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300frBrai°ded^ra 9 tnrea<i. 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes JSo. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage. ...

Single Gut Leaders 3ft 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts, each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32m., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32m., 8cts.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, S cts., 200ft., 15 cts. ;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-ceait stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Open Evenings until 8 o'clock.
Saturday Evenings n o'clock. J. F. M A TESTERS, 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Hotels for Sportsmen.

Bromfield House, Boston.

EUROPEAN FLAN.

HOTEL POTTA GORDA,
Punta Gorda, Florida.

ON CHARLOTTE HARBOR,
THE HOME OF THE TARPON.

Below the frost line. Is now open for the recep-
tion of guests. Splendid shooting and fishing.
Special rates to families Through parlor car from
Jacksonville to hotel door.

HARRY B. WARDEN, Manager.

CRANBERRY LAKE HOUSE.
In the Heart of llie Adirondacks.

The best trout fishing and deer hunting: in the
wilderness. Over 100 trout and deer ponds within
seven miles of the house. Altitude 1600ft. Corres-
pondence relative to route, etc , will receive prompt
attention. P. O. address Cranberry Lake or Hare-
ward, St. Lawrence co., N. T. W. R. BISHOP, Mgr.

HOMES by beauti-
ful Islands. Game, Oysters

_ and Fish in abundance.
Tne best place for sportsmen ea~tof the Rockie*.
Climate delightful, summer and winter. Send for
booklet about this comparatively unknown nook in

"PT AT5 TT^ A to lemon bay land CO.,
J. LUlulUii 1412 Old Colony Building, Chicago.

Do You Know?
that the

HANNAFORD
VENTILATED RUBBER BOOTS
»re worn at all seasons with

Absolute Comfort.
NO SWEATING.

Ask your dealer for them,
or send for catalogue.

HANNAFORD,
VENTILATED*
BOOT CO,. 79 MILK ST., BOSTON.

HUNTING RESERVES IN THE SOUTH

E. C. ROBERTSON, Cincinnati, O.

Timber Lands. Large Tracts.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
"It Is the moat complete map of tiie Adirondack*,

region ever published."—Forest and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Cbamplain and Lake
George. Hay-bond paper, SO cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondack**, illustrated
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 Cts,

Take Reors-f and Later rha'nolatn. 25 cts.
Address S. R.STOnilARn. filon- RiilU. 10. V.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity ol

THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE,

SPECIAL FAVOURS,
Manufactured cnly by

K.I3\r3SrEY BROS.
(KINNEY TOiiACOO CO., Successors.) Also man-
ufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

A DOG TRAINED BV HAMMOND'S "Train-
ing vs. Br^akiDg" will "'get there" and get

the game. The hook costs SI at this office.

"Forest and Stream Animal Series."

We can supply full sets of the seventeen illustrated supplements which

have been printed from

time to time in Forest

and Stream, giving por-

traits of American wild

animals. The subj ects are

:

Deer, Moose, Woodland

Caribou, White Goat, the cAn'ada lynx.

Mountain Sheep (young), Antelope, Gray Wolf, Panther, Ocelot, Canada Lynx,

Bay Lynx, Fox, Coyote,

Coon, Forest and Stream's

Grizzly, Group of Elk.

Each is on a sheet 11x16

and is suitable for framing.

The entire set of 17 will be

sent postpaid, in a tube, for one dollar. They are not sold separately. Address:

The FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

THE BAY LYNX.

THE OCELOT.
THE PANTHER.

SMALL YACHTS, $10.

WM, W. HART & CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

ifelike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Reasonable charges, Refer-

ences from leading sportsmen and collectors.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

WHERE ARE WE?
Well, we have rem >vt d to

106 East 23d Street.
WEBSTER'S STUDIO is now finely located

in a big, handsome store, with work rooms and
storage space, where we invite new customers to
examine our stock of Mounted Specimens.
We print no catalogue, but w.ll quote prices on all

work, and continue to furnish estimates on collec-

tion of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and Fish
The best of work at the lowest pnces. We allow

no one to outbid us and defy the world to knock us
out on quality.

Advertisements sunder KENNEL SPECIAL head, set In uniform

display, 25 cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

WINNERS.—Closing out. must sell, Irish setter
dogCa'dim, second, New York, ten months

old, $35. Thasmo Ca'dic, brother to Ca'dim, just as
good, $20. Both well broken. Thasmo Joy, 13in.

beagle, handsome, black, white and tan, third,
New V ork; now in season, will be bred if desired,
$35. Two beautiful spayed greyhound bitehe3,
fawn and white, full sisters, never apart, breeding
unobtainable, grand coursers, perfect house, yard,
street and children's pets. Nicely bred fox terrier
bitch, eight months old,
Catskill, N. Y.

FRANK THOMAS,
14

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of
Artificial eyns for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for sale a number of strictly first class

Gordon setter puppies from first prize field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed and registered.
Address with stamp,
C. T. BROWNELL, P.O. Box 335, New Bedford,Mass.

My kennel of mastiffs is conceded to be the best in
America. Have won at all the large shows. Won

all 1st and 2d prizes in mastiffs late Chicago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale, A few choice pups for
sale. Bend stamp for list and mention this paper,
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing j oung stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars. RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 330 S. Washington St., Peoria, 111. tf

GORDON BETTER PUPS, BY RANGER B , 1ST
spec'al (llo ) N. E. Field Trials; 18i>3, and Behe-

Loraine, first, puppy class, Ohio Field Trials, 1692.

Bench show record furnished on application. These
are the best field trial Gordon puppies ever offered
in this country.
14 W. L ALEXANDER, Canton, Ohio.

WANTED TO BUY.—GORDON SETTER DOG.
Must be thoroughly trained for field work

and good retriever for ducks. Price must be low.
Address .

14 W. H. HARRISON, Adrian, Mich.

IjlOR SALE.—SEVERAL WELL BROKEN POIN-
V ters and setters. These are dogs that have had
large experience on game and I will guarantee that
they will prove satisfactory,

tf W. B. STAFFORD, Trenton, Tenn.

gBIRDS BQQS^

gf- ^9STAMP ro«
'

lllustrarteaCafAlog-.K

iteMainSt.WORCESTER.MASSS

BROKEN DOGS AND PUPS, ALL AGES. I HAVE
a Gordon and Eng. setter dog, worked two sea-

sons and are very fine ones, which I will sell for $35
each. Write for particulars. A. E. BROWN, Box
42, Carolina, R. I. r

TRISH SETTER POPS FOR SaLE, BY CH. KIL-
JL dare, ch. DukeElcho, etc. Send for catalogue con-
taining photos of our celebrated stud dogs and bitches
Address OAK GROVE KENNELS, Moodus, Conn.

JT'OR SALE.—Choice lOmos. dog and bi'ch, sire

J? Breeze Gladstone. J. Feulner, Uhadilla, N. Y.
14

Modern Training,

Handling and Kennel Management.
By B. WATERS.

A comprehensive and practical guide to the
training, care, management and breediijp of field

dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price 82.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00.,
818 Broadway, New York.

FEMALE COCKKR SPANIEL PUP, 2MOS. OLD.
White principal color.brown marking. Registered

stock. N. H. English, 17 March st., Salem, Mass. 14

For Sale or Trade.—A pair of fine pedigreed Eng-
lish setters, 5mos. old., for 13 gauge hammerless

gun. J. FOX, La Fayette, Ind. 14

[TALIAN GREYHOUNDS (EXCLUSIVELY),
tf FRANK H. HOYT, Sharon, Pa.

TTALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG
i- lish pngs from imported^registered and priz*
winning stock. In Stnd—Prize pug stud do-
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY O. BURDICK
15 Wellesley street. Springfield. Mass.

GREATEST BARGAINS EVER OFFERED IN
VJ~ trained foxhounds and rabbit dogs. Guaranteed
No. i. Price in reach of all who wants a good dog or
bitch not kennel kept.

14 J. H. MTLLER. Christiana, Pa.

WANTED—PURE BRED WHITE PERSIAN
cats. Also a few toy spaniels and Skye terriers.

Price must be low. Address JEWELER, Box 386,
Suspension Bridge, N. Y. 15

FOR SALE —Lemon and white pointer dog, ij^yrs.
By Ridgeview Dazzle ex Dauntless. Partly

broken. Sold for no fault ; houBe broken. Pricecheap.
Waldo P. Kennakd, 24G Andover St., Lowell, Mass.

14

WANTED —YOUNG MAN TO TAKE CHARGE
of St. Bernards, must have had some experi-

ence with large dogs and rearicg pups. Write B.,

c re Forest and Stream. 14

English setter pups, 4nios., blood of Bob Breeze ex
Pearl Y. S. TATE, 269 49th street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

15

IT'OR SALE.—My kennel of Greyhounds, or trade
V for 12-gauge hammerless or cruising canoe, or
offers. No dogs. C. E ROWLAND, Toledo, O. 14

For Sale at Reasonable Prices —Several fiiie litters

rough-coated bt. Bernard puppies, blood of Alton,
etc. Ad. A. H. Moore, 1711 Spg. Garden st.,Phila.,Pa

For Sale at low price. Irish setter and retriever;

thoroughly trained and broken. Write F. J. C,
Box 113, Nantucket, Mass. 14

DOGS TRAINED FOR PRIVATE SHOOTING ON
partridge, quail and woodcock, by C. F. ROB-

BINS, Sutton avenue, Oxford, Mass. Close to depot.

BULL PUPS BY CHAMPION LEONIDAS FOR
sale. ROBY, 55 Liberty street, N. Y. City. 18

IT. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—Dogs, bitches, pup-
5 pies Illinois St. Bernard Kennels, Streator. 111. 18

The Kennel.

Frencli Foodies.
1 Black curly coats.

•JBSSb 1

Prize wiDners
>
I893,

.jilpS^J • New York, Boston,

Washington, D. C ,

J^^SHP^.l Mt. Hollo, N. J.,
"

sHMlBSft Newark, N. J., 189:1

"-A •"' 5JHBKfe^ ; '' shows; Saratoga,

HE N. Y, 1894; also

M
j
London and Paris.

Registered pup-

<f j
pies and grown

' 'isSHH dogs for sale For

V . "',
j

full particulars
---~Tr-p^ apply o

MEADOWMEEE KENNELS,
Thos. T. Corrigan, M'g'r, Southampton,Ii.I.,N.Y.

AUSTIN & GRAVES,
116 Commercial sfre-t. Boston, Mass.

Rinada Pointer Kennels.

SELLING OCT.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

H you want winners, here's your chance.

Address ADRIAN C PICKHARDT, 530 Fifth avenue.

F OX-TERRIERS FOR SALE.
W. F. PORTER, Sharon, Pa.

BEAGLE BITCHES almost given away if taken at

once. Standard Kennel, Georgetown, N. Y. 15

t The Kennel.

BUCH. ..Mr*.

Some fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches.
REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

FOR SALE.—SPORTING DOGS.
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers.—Of choice breeding. Puppies for
ale by Huecwor Kshxku, New BoobeUe, N. Y.

CARBOLIC SOAP No. 11 is the best DOG
SOAP in the world. Sure death to Fleas and a cur
for all skin diseases.

Buohau's Dog Wasb.
will cure every ease of MANGE, kills Fleas and keeps
the dog In a healthy condition, makes the hair soft and
silky and does not stain. It is also the best disinfectant
for the kennel. Ask your druggists for it.

CARBOLIC SOAP CO.. ^ .

Manufacturers and Proprietors, 230 Pearl St., New York

Dogs for Sale.
If you want to buy a dog or pup of any kind write

for prices and what you want to J. HOPE, 305 N.
Ninth street, Philadelphia, Pa,

"thoroughbreds:
For price list apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS
* O B'>* tW<.. Uhanv *a V

For Books Treating of Dogs
always send to J. Loring Thayer Publishing Co ,

448 Boylston street, Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

KENNEL SECRETS, by AshmoiU, tells all about
Management, Breeoiug and Exhibiting; and is ex-
quisitely illustrated Price $3. Postage 34 cents.

ASHMONT'S DISEASES OF DOGS is simply indis-

pensable when your dog is ailing Price $2.

WATERS' MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING
is universally conceded to b« the best book on the
subject ever written. Price $2

ST. BERNARD BITCHES
For Sale.

Address G. W. PATTERSON, Lake View, Mass.
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.
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\ Save the Park Buffalo.
I Snap Shots.

The Sportsman Tourist.
I Danvis Folks.—xxvii.

fr
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Superior.
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The Wew Steam Yacht Eleanor.
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News Notes.
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Trap Shooting.
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Matches and Meetings.

Answers to Queries.

"Forest and Stream's" Yellowstone Park

Game Exploration.

In February of 1887, in the face of, or on the heels

of, the disastrous Schwatka expedition, the Forest and

Stream dispatched Mr. Elwood Hofer, as a special com-

missioner, to make a snowshoe exploration of the Yel-

lowstone Park. Commissioner Hofer accomplished his

mission successfully and with much credit; and his

account of the exploration with its results was con-

tributed to our columns in a series of extremely inter-

esting chapters describing "Winter in Wonderland."

The story was extensively copied by the daily press,

and we believe had an important influence in the

making of public opinion favorable to the Park. So

rich was the store of information then obtained, so

valuable the facts ascertained, so fascinating the story

of adventures amid the tremerldous scenery of the Park

—

that it was determined to repeat the undertaking when-

ever the occasion should arise to demand it.

That occasion came with 1894. For with the assur-

ance of raids on the territory of the Park by con-

scienceless money-hunters in the United States Congress,

there came to us rumors of projected raids by no less

conscienceless head-hunters on the game of the Yellow-

stone. In view of these things the expedition was sent

out.

The events of the past few weeks have abundantly

justified our prevision. The Park has been assailed in

Congress. The buffalo butchers have committed their

depredations. Now, if ever, there is need of direct,

authentic, first-hand information about the Park and its

game. Now, if ever, the time has come to sound a call

which shall awaken anew public interest, and direct the

attention of the public to those priceless possessions of

the public which can be protected only by the activity

and the voice of the public.

Last month the Forest and Stream's Yellowstone Park

Game Exploration party was equipped for an extended

snowshoe expedition, and set out upon its work, Mr. E.

Hough, our Chicago and the West staff correspondent,

and Mr. Elwood Hofer, of the Mammoth Hot Springs,

being equal in command. Comradeship in the Boone

and Crockett Club Cabin of the World's Fair had

tried and proved their camp compatibility; and no two

men ever put on snowshoes for a wilderness tour better

equipped than they with lively interest in their cause

and alertness and intelligence for its successful prosecu-

tion.

The first fruits of the exploration have already come

to us in a personal letter from Mr. Hough telling of the

diminution of the buffalo of the Park and of the raids of

trophy thieves. Extracts from this letter are given on

another page. When the whole story shall be told, as it

will be with every detail, the facts will demonstrate anew

the crying urgency for action by our apathetic Congress.

We need not add that the new pictures of "Winter in

Wonderland," which are in store for readers of Forest

and Stream, will be awaited with high expectation. The

graphic pen of our versatile correspondent has never had

a worthier task than the picturing of the Yellowstone in

the time of its winter enchantment. And if all shall go

well there will be some big-game photographs, taken by

Forest and Stream cameras, which will prove notable

additions to the series already published in our columns.

SAVE THE PARK BUFFALO.

It is but a short time since we announced the capture

of a poacher in the National Park, and the fact that he

had killed eleven buffalo, and this announcement greatly

surprised and alarmed all who are interested in the

National Park and all public-spirited citizens as well.

In another column we quote statements contained in a

private letter received from our staff correspondent in the

National Park, and these statements show that the condi-

tion of things there, so far as the buffalo are concerned, is

infinitely worse than any one had supposed. Besides the

buffalo known to have been killed by Howell, Messrs.

Hough and Hofer, of
t
the Forest and Stream Yellow-

stone Park Game Exploration, discovered in another

place eight buffalo carcasses scattered over the hillside

and buried under 4ft. of snow. The date at which these

were killed has not yet been determined, as it was im-

possible with the means at hand for the travelers to get

to the carcasses.

There seems now to be little doubt that within the last

year or two a wholesale slaughter has been taking place

among our buffalo preserved in the Yellowstone Park. It

was believed that these, if they had been protected, would

by natural increase have reached four or five hundred by

this time, but if the herd has been preyed on by poachers

in other years as it has in the winter of 1893^4, we can

well imagine that two hundred or two hundred and fifty

is the outside limit for the buffalo in the Park.

As we stated a few days ago, Congress has put a

premium on the head of every one of these great beasts.

Any man is free to enter the National Park and kill- them,

and knows that—even if taken in the act—no punishment

can be inflicted on him. The chances against his capture

are considerable, and even if he is taken, the only incon-

venience that he suffers is a confiscation of his outfit,

amounting to but a few dollars in value, and a few weeks

discomfort in the guard house. Against this there is the

prospect of selling for $200 or $300 the head of every

buffalo which he has killed, and in the deep snows of

winter there would be no difficulty in killing in the course

of three or four days, all the buffalo in the Hayden Valley,

which, as our correspondent reports, are now not more

than from seventy-five to one hundred head.

It is not surprising that sportsmen and many of the

newspapers of the country are stirred up about this

matter, nor that a number of police bills have been intro-

duced in Congress to remedy the existing state of things.

Most of the bills introduced thus far are entirely inade-

quate, partly because they have been drawn by persons

who are not familiar with the condition of things in the

Park, and so are ignorant of what is required in such a

bill. It is somewhat absurd to provide the penalty of a

fine of $100 for killing a buffalo, when it is perfectly well

known that if a man kills one and succeeds in getting its

head out of the Park, he can obtain for it three times the

amount of the possible fine. On the other hand the

penalties should not be so severe as to excite sympathy

for the law breaker, and so to render the law inoperative.

We have already said that these animals are Gov-

ernment property, and that injury to them should be

punished in the same way as injury to any other Govern-

ment property. The Yellowstone Park has by law been
distinctly set aside as a public Park or pleasuring ground
for the people, and the natural objects in it, whether

animate or inanimate, belong to the public. It is

the business of the Government, which acts for the

people, to protect this property which belongs to those

whom it represents. The executive branch of the

Government has done and is doing all in its power to

furnish this protection, but the legislative branch has

failed and continues to fail to do its duty, for it refuses to

provide methods and means for enforcing the protection

which it has authorized in the organic act establishing

the Park.

We suggest that every reader of Forest and Stream
who is interested in the Park or in natural history, or in

the things pertaining to America, should write to his

Senator and Representative in Congress, asking them to

take an active interest in the protection of the Park. In

no other way can Congress be made to feel the force of

public opinion, and be induced to enact the necessary-

laws for the protection of the National Park.

SNAP SHOTS.

If you visit the Greatest Show on Earth you will ob-

serve that of all the brute performers, horses, donkeys,

bears, lions, dogs, monkeys, elephants, the dog is the

only one that shows any recognition of the audience. All

the rest go through their tasks as stolidly as if they were

in the solitude of the wilderness, with never a look to the

right or the left, from the time they enter the arena to

the moment of going out again. But no sooner does the

dog come in than he looks about the vast auditorium;

with eye and ear and wag of tail—and all the canine

modes of expression—he recognizes the thousands who
are looking at him; and never through all the perform-

ance does he forget that he is going through his part in

the presence of spectators. In the intervals of the acts,

the trick elephant stands stolid, an inert mass; but the

dog improves the opportunity to glance about at the

people and to give them a wag which is canine for a wink.

Thus the animal show of the circus exhibits anew the

human companionability of the dog above that of all

other brute creatures.

Forest and Stream's yachting editor, Mr. Stephens,

has a little Scotch-Yorkshire-Skye terrier about four

months old. Last week, while playing in the road in

front of the house, this puppy was run over by a passing

wagon and lay in a rut, unable to move. He had been

playing with a fox-terrier, which, seeing another wagon
coming along, and evidently appreciating the disabled

condition of his young friend, deliberately put his nose

under the puppy's body and pushed him out of the rut

before the wagon passed. Then the fox-terrier ran to the

house door and barked until he attracted the attention of

the inmates, who at once hastened to rescue his disabled

friend. The two legs on one side were found to be broken.

These were put in splints, and the puppy is now in a fair

way to recovery, for on Sunday he walked twenty feet

and down a flight of stairs on the remaining two sound

legs. The fox-terrier cannot boast a pedigree, but this is

little consequence when his heart and head are evidently

in the right place.

Carrier pigeons are employed in the lake fisheries to

some extent. Cleveland (Ohio) companies are said to

supply each of their boats with two birds, the first of

which is set free after the nets have been drawn. This

bird bears a note announcing the size and character of

the catch in order that the necessary preparations may
be made for receiving it at the wharf and for commu-
nicating with the buyers. The second pigeon is held in

reserve to give notice of any accident or danger.

Senator Lindsay of Kentucky having been removed to

a higher sphere of usefulness, the Legislature of that

State has at last adopted the long-fought-for measure to

forbid the seining of fish in inland waters. Now that

there promises to be an end of ^discriminate destruc-

tion there will be some encouragement for the stocking

of Kentucky streams with fish of old and new varieties.

The Russian Government is about to found two chairs

for instruction in pisciculture. One will be at the

Forestry Institute of St. Petersburg and the other at

the Rural Economy Station at New Alexandria.
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Under Clear Skies.

As with, swift strides that seemed too slow to carry
home the good news to its inmates Sam topped the crest
of a pasture knoll, he became aware of a familiar odor of
rank tobacco too late to avoid its source, for in the next
moment he was confronted by Antoine making a short
cut homeward from his day's chopping.

"Hill-o, Sam. Dat was you, don't it. Wal, Ah '11 ant
s'pose prob'ly you'll felt for went huntin'. Wal, you do
pooty good for gat dat fox. Say, Sam, ant he too bad
baout dat Bascoms howe up everee body an' rim hesef
away. Dat was too shem. Dey say dat poor hoi Buttle
gal mos' crazy in hees head for loss hees two bonded
dollar, an' de widder Needham mos' as crazy for glad she
ant marree it, and, seh, dey was tol' dey was constubble
you all up, an' was goin' for^sol' you all aout. But it was
mek you felt good yet for get dat fox ant he? You was
look pooty good nachel, hein? Ah tol' you, Ah was felt

bad for you, Sam, an' all of it. What all we goin' do if

One' Lasha broke off hees shaup for loafin' place, hein?
Mees Purimtim say he'll gat for go on taown, an' Aunt
Jerrushy. O, dat was too shem. Ah tol' you Sam, if

Ah '11 can fan all de money dat hoi feller bury Ah '11 len 1

you of it an' set you all up."
"I'm 'bleeged tu ye, Antwine," Sam answered at the

first opportunity given him, "but I guess I'm goin' tu git
things straightened aout an' I shouldn't wonder ef we
c'ld continner right on a-hevin' settin's in the shop. But
Pve got to be a-moggin; good evenin'," and he pushed on,
leaving the Canadian staring after him, for once in his
life speechless with wonder, till he ejaculated with a deep-
drawn sigh:

"Ah b'lieved he was be so troublesomed it mek it crazy
in hees head. Ah dat was too bad for heem." Over-
whelmed by a sudden suspicion he exclaimed, "By tun-
der! Ah bet he fan dat money. Dat too bad for me."
When Sam saw his own house light shining through

the early autumnal gloaming, chimney and roof taking
form against the hazy sky and nebulous glimmer of re-
lighted stars, and traced the dusky slopes and swells of
meadow and pasture, they had never seemed so dear as
now with the sense of re-established possession.
Now he could see Huldah appear at one of the kitchen

windows whose welcoming light he had seen on the hill
afar, and knew she was looking out for him as she doubt-
less had done for countless times since the shadows began
to blend with the hazy twilight, and the crickets, warmed
to life again, chirped faintly in farewell concert.
Huldah's face, sadly sobered of late, brightened at the

sight of her husband's, and its brightness was mingled
with surprise when she noted its unexpected cheerfulness.
"Why, Sam, you must ha' had 'stror'nary luck a-huntin'

erless you faoun' a better farm 'an what you expected tu,
up in the maQuntain."

"I hev hed a streak o' luck in the woods ag'in, Huldy,"
he said; and when he had hung up his gun and kissed his
boy, he beckoned her to the bedroom and told her his
story.

Aunt Jerusha's face, sober almost to sadness, yet calm
with the peace conquered in many trials, met his in ques-
tioning surprise and caught a reflection of its renewed
cheerfulness as he passed her, saying:

"I've fetched home good news, Aunt Jerushy, Huldy
'11 tell ye;" and going into the shop he imparted it to his
father and Uncle Lisha.
Before the evening was far spent, Pelatiah, Joseph Hill

and Solon came in, assuming a cheerfulness of speech that
their funereal faces belied. Influenced by the happy,
care-free manner pervading the shop, the old comrades
drifted into the familiar channels of discourse. A t length,
unable longer to restrain his curiosity, Solon said

:

"Samule, we come in tu express aour symptoms, it

bein' onderstood quite gin'ral 'at you had got revolved
pecuniary wi' that aire Bascom, an' him hevin' absquate-
lated."

"We've felt dreffly 'baout it up tu aour haouse," Joseph
broke in with his deliberate drawl. "I tol' Mari' 'at I
do' know 's I ever hearn father talk so much abaout any-
thin' 'thaout 't was Ticonderogue, an' he 's cussed Bascom
baout as bad as he ever did Tories. Seem 's 'ough, but I
d' know."
"By gin'ral hints," Solon continued, "sence we here

assembled I've gethered 'at you've ben reimbusted. Be
we so tu onderstan' it, an' ef so wherefore an' whyfore?"
Sam tilted his chair backward, stretched his legs

straight out before him, clasped his hands behind his
head and fixed his eyes upon the dingy ceiling.
"Mebby," he said after a considerable pause, during

which the hum of the women's voices, his father's careful
feeding of the stove and the clatter of the baby's play-
things could be heard in the kitchen, "Mebby I've got a
rich uncle 'at you never heard on, an' mebby I've busted
intu a bank an' mebby I've faoun' a ore bed hendy tu the
Forge, an' mebby I've diskivered perpet'al motion. Bimeby
you '11 know, but take my word for 't, things is all right
an' we're goin' tu keep right on a-visitin' in this ere shop.
But the's one thing we do' wanter fergit, the fust run o'
sleddin' at' we git, an' that is tu all ban's turn aout an'
draw up them Buttles gals a big wood pile. They've lost
all the' savin's an' haint got no rich uncle. An' now I've
got tu git that boy tu sleep."

The lives of the Danvis Folks resumed their ordinary
tranquil course.
For me, Time has touched them as lightly as it has the

crowns of their own mountains, which centuries have not
changed.

I find myself forgetful of the lapse of fifty years, think-
ing of my old friends as yet alive, preserving the quaint-
ness of speech, the homely pastimes, the simplicity of
dress and manners and above all the neighborly kindness
that belonged to their day and generation, untouched by
the strifes and ambitions and changes of the busy world
that chafes and beats around them, and without a desire
for a part therein.
The uneventful day is spent. The shadows of the moun-

tains and the early twilight creep across the quiet valley.
Out of the dusk and deepening gloom homestead fights

shine forth like stars in a nether sky and after a time go
out, one by one.

I cannot say farewell as if the lights of my old friends
were extinguished forever, but only good night.

Rowland E. Robinson.
Fbrrisbukgh, Yt.

ALONG THE MINNESOTA RIVER.
Years ago, when the "Twin Cities" were infants in

swaddling clothes, when Fort Snelling existed in much
of its primitive picturesqueness ere the incoming tide of
immigration had peopled the surrounding territory,

drained the sloughs and marshes and transformed the
boundless prairies into cultivated farms, when ducks in

countless numbers swarmed on lakes and ponds that were
found in every valley and hollow along this river, when
the "scaipe" of the gamy little snipe was heard at almost
every footstep as we tramped the marshes, when our
pointers and setters could still find prairie chicken within
the now limits of the two cities.

A bright day in October, in this halcyon time, my
friend P. and myself set out for one of our favorite re-
sorts, on the Minnesota River. Leaving home on the C.

M. & St. P. R. R. we were soon at Fort Snelling, where
the Minnesota merges itself in the "Father of Waters."

Crossing on the old ferry we soon had out our birch
bark canoe, bought on a previous trip for the munificent
sum of four dollars from a degenerate son of the noble
redman, whose tribe had their, lodges at the nearby vil-

lage of Mendota, the long-time home of the late General
Sibley, a pioneer famous in the early history of Minnesota
and afterward Governor of the State. Its resting place
had been in the old ferryman's poultry house. A careful
examination showed us that before trusting ourselves in
our frail bark sundry repairs would be necessary, but we
were prepared for this emergency, sad experiences in
the past having taught wisdom, and with the pitch and
tow brought for the purpose we soon had the cracks and
seams patched and our craft was pronounced seaworthy.
Launching the canoe, after filling it about half full of

straw upon which we spread a rubber blanket, lunch
basket and other traps were snugly stowed away, and
with guns handy for a chance shot, our voyage up the
river began. The Minnesota River is a pretty stream as it

winds its way with many a twist and turn; its banks are
low and fringed with bushes and trees; most of the foliage
is gone now, but the bare trunks and limbs are almost
concealed by the tangled mass of vines and creepers; an
overhanging tree is encircled by a huge wild grapevine,
and from the limbs hang immense quantities of grapes.
The sunshine and frost have given them a delicious flavor,

and we have but to steady our boat and reach up to gather
all we wish. The hardy scrub oak still retains its dark
green leaves, which mingled with the clusters of berries

of the bittersweet form a pretty picture. Wild plums,
cherries and the brilliant red of thorn apples, add to the
beauty of the scenery and afford feasts for countless birds
of all varieties, that, thronging their branches, give life

and music to the charm of our surroundings.
The profusion of berries had tempted here many of the

most rare and beautiful birds. The tanager, who had
changed his spring jacket of scarlet, was still beautiful in
his summer tints of green and yellow; an oriole clothed
in bright orange and black still lingered; the golden-
winged woodpecker, the belted kingfisher, the gaudy but
disagreeably noisy bluejay, tiny warblers of all kinds,
were here, while from the adjacent marshes rose thou-
sands of blackbirds, from the common every-day, plain
blackbird to red-winged starling, and the yellow-headed,
the handsomest of all varieties. Animal life was not
confined to birds alone. Every now and then the stillness

of the river was broken by the plunge of a muskrat;
squirrels, gray, black and red, chattered defiance, and as
we silently rounded a bend, an otter was seen gracefully
sliding down the bank into the water. The stream is

sluggish, and our light boat moves so easily that I have
dropped my paddle, leaving the work for P., who is an
adept in the business, and have been lazily smoking my
pipe and enjoying the many pleasant sights and incidents,
but we are to leave the river, and have some hard work
before us.

A tiny little brook comes in here, too small to float a
boat at its mouth, but up it we must go. The beauties
of a birch bark are now shown; a quarter of a mile up,
the stream widens out and is deeper and for a short dis-

tance a boat will float. A short carry along an old wood
road, with a corduroy bridge across the stream is soon
made, the lightness of our boat making it an easy one,
and we are again afloat but with so little water under us
that the boat will only carry one, and that one will have
to wade and drag the boat half the time. P. kindly vol-

unteers and is generally allowed the honor; with my gun
I stroll through the woods for perhaps a mile as the creek
winds and turns, though really our destination is less than
a mile from the river. Coming again to the boat at the
end of the woods I re-embark; the stream is now swift
and deep, running through vast beds

r
,of wild rice with

many a turn that brings us at last into an open bit of
water, dotted all over with clumps of grass and wild rice.

Before leaving this spot we push a pole into the soft mud
and tie a handkerchief to it, as without this landmark
the opening to the creek may be sought for unsuccessfully
for hours.

Selecting a well known spot, in the usual line of flight,

our little boat is pushed well into the rice, the broken and
bent stalks are straightened up and bent around and over
the boat until our blind is perfect.

The day has been bright and warm so far, but as the
morning grows into afternoon there comes a little cloudi-
ness, a suspicion of what later in the season might be
snow; all the better for ducks we think, for ducks are
what we are after, and, as the sequel proved, ducks we
were to get. We had not long to wait; they came early
and stayed late. First came a flock of blue-winged teal;

a right and left from P. with a miss and kill from myself
brought three of them to bag, and the ball was opened;
then for an hour or more flock after flock of teal flashed
by, the air was full of them and they fell to the right of
us and to the left. As there came a lull in the flight, we
moved out from the rice and picked up the dead birds,

and a goodly number we had.
Hardly had we regained the shelter of our blind before

the birds began coming in again, andnow came mallards,
bluebills and black ducks. We were more particularnow
and picked out the birds we wanted, leaving the rest to
pass by unharmed. Large flocks of the lesser ducks
would settle in the water near us, only to take wing

again as our guns spoke to some of their more aristocratic

brethren, but although "man may make the forenoon,
God makes the afternoon," as a dear old hunting compan-
ion used to say, and we have got to get through the creek
before dark, and the river is a long way off, so we hasten
to gather up the last birds shot and find our way to the
head of the creek. We cannot see our pole, but we go to

where we know it is, and it is not there; the openings all

look alike to us and we paddle from one to the other,

every now and then sure that we have found it, but after

paddling a while only bringing up in a cul de sac.

•The twilight is short and we know that darkness will

soon overtake us. Something must be done. The shores
are entirely surrounded with a dense growth of wild rice

through which we cannot get our boat, neither can we
get ourselves through without the boat. The dismal
prospect of spending the night in the little canoe begins
to force itself upon our minds; we have about given up
hope of finding the creek, thinking as it proved that our
pole had fallen. Looking toward the west the reflection

of the dying sun enables us to see some objects, but
around us it is rapidly growing from dusk to darkness,
still we somewhat mechanically keep our paddles going
while the situation is discussed. Guiding the boat close

to the margin of rice, hoping to find some opening
through which we can reach solid ground, our hopes are
partially realized; we find a rock way out in this marsh,
a rock large enough to land upon, and our long confine-
ment in the boat makes us mighty glad to stretch our
limbs on this bit of ground.
Landing, we pull the canoe up and secure it, then ex-

plore a little. We seem to be on an island, three sides are
surrounded by water, the fourth seems to be a very wet
meadow, over which in daylight we could probably make
our way, but it is not to be thought of at this this time as
these wild meadows, marshes, which at times are dry
enough to cut the grass upon, are treacherous; water
holes abound and the upper crust is thin, you may stand
upon it in places and shake whole acres, but not far from
us we see a haystack; this we will reach. We go to it and
find it in rather a wet place, so return to our rock of
refuge, each with a large armful of dry hay; we light

some of it, and by the blaze see the extent of our dominion,
and also that a fallen tree, the only one probably that
ever stood there, will furnish us fuel, A fire is soon built,

the coffee-pot put to boil, a couple of ducks skinned (as

the easiest way of preparing them) and broiled. After
the inner man is satisfied we feel better and set about pro-
viding beds; another trip to the haystack and enough is

provided to soften the rock; a crevice some two feet deep
and a foot in width in our rock furnishes us with a fire-

place, into which the remains of our fire are swept; the
rock has been heated by the fire and our beds soon occupy
the spot; our only blanket, the rubber one in the canoe, is

fastened up about two feet high over our beds and we
crawl in, first replenishing the fire and providing more
wood, for the night is cold.

Our work has taken time; it is nearly 11 o'clock and we
are weary; we do not have to woo the drowsy god, he is

waiting for us and folds us in his arms and wraps his

mantle around us, and we sleep as quietly as an infant in
its mother's arms; but after a couple of hours I awake
with the sensation that my feet and legs must be frozen.

As I rouse up and rebuild the fire, I notice that a quantity
of loose flat stones where our fire has been have become
thoroughly heated. With thick gloves I secured a num-
ber of them. Then building up a good fire I returned to

bed, and placing the heated stones around me become
warmed through and sleep soundly until morning. The
thick white frost over everything in the morning gives

evidence of the coldness of the night; but we have not suf-

fered. Our breakfast, a repetition of our supper, is pre-

pared and finished before daylight.

Long .before the eye can discern them the whistling
wings of the early incoming ducks make music for our
ears, and ever and anon countless shadowy forms darken,
for a moment the faint line of color which appears her-
alding the coming of the day god, and slowly widens and
spreads over the horizon until the whole eastern sky be-

comes one mass of rose-tinted flame. The water beneath
us, covered with myriads of birds, reflects the colors of

the heavens, and the twilight of early morning is dis-

pelled by the glories of the rising sun. We lie and watch
the birds silently as we smoke our pipes, and find as much
enjoyment in noting their ways as we had the day before

in bringing them to bag.
4
The true sportsman is not a

game butcher and does not find all his pleasure in the
mere killing of game, noting the many different varie-

ties, studying their habits and learning of nature its

part, if not the highest part, of his enjoyment.
It is Sunday morning. We do not usually shoot on

Sundays and do not care to this morning; we have birds

enough, and the charm of everything about us seems too

sweet to be rudely broken. After a time we silently un-
fasten our boat, and hardly ruffling the water, glide softly

over it, but our appearance is the signal for alarm, and with
great commotion and fluttering the birds are on the wing,
We readily find the creek in the daylight, and are soon
through it and back in the river; the slow current carries

us quietly along, and we reach the ferry about noon. We
have loitered idly by the way, and consumed much time,

but the hours have not been wasted, and we shall never
regret them; we have been alone with nature's God and
have learned lessons that will not be forgotten; we have
gained in health by our outing, and can take up the battle

of life with new courage and faith. If we have done no
good, we have at least done no harm, and is not that day
well spent wherein we can say "we have nothing to

regret?" Go thou, reader, and do likewise:

"If thou art worn and hard beset

With sorrows that thou wouldst forget,

If thou wouldst read a lesson, that will keep

Thy heart from fainting and thy soul from sleep,

Go to the woods and hills !—No tears

Dim the sweet look that Nature wears."

Everett O'Donnell.

The Better Way.
TSditor Forest and Stream:

Bravo for Rowland E. Robinson! To have the true-hearted hunter,

SamLovel, escape his threatened ruin in the fragrant forests of his'

beloved mountains is a far better ending to his troubles than to pursuej

the man that wronged him, and with "or ore bed" end the chase with

a homicide. Horace B. Debby,

Albant, N. Y,
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THE STRANGE ANIMALS OF THIBET.
Thibet has long been a land of mystery, it is only quite

recently that any reliable information on its physical
\ features and natural productions has reached the outer
world, and to this day it continues to be the least known

I section of the globe in all senses. It is such an immense
region, so isolated by natural and artificial barriers, and

I so peculiar in its conditions that it would indeed have
I been a wonder had its zoological productions not proved
y new and strange in a degree unknown since the discovery
of America and Australia.

It was in fact a virgin field for the zoologist when in
1869 the Catholic missionary, Abbe Armand David, went

II to live in one of the valleys of the district known as the
Moupin, and there collected in a few months the speci-

II mens that were forwarded to Professor Alphonse Milne-

| Edwards, of Paris, and formed the material for the studies

| that he afterward published in his "Researches on the

I

Mammals of Eastern Thibet."
Attention is directed anew to the fauna of this region

H by the paper on the collections made recently by Prince
D Henri of Orleans, read by Prof. A. Milne-Edwards at the
I International Zoological Congress, at Moscow, in 1892,
I and recently published. While the results of l'Abbe
II Armand David's explorations are known to zoologists, to
I many readers they will be wholly new.

Prof. Milne-Edwards proceeds to examine in detail

\ the various mammals that the indefatigable missionary
I, discovered in less than a year. In all there are forty of

| these; some thirty odd are new to science and the rest are
r extremely rare; many are types of new genera, while not
a few represent new families, and this among large

I mammals. What a naturalist's paradise 1 Truly Thibet is

( to the world just now what Mexico is to America.
The attention of the general observer of this collection

would at once be arrested by the coon-bear, on account of
its great size and extraordinary appearance.
This animal, Ailuropus melanoleucus (till now unknown

to science), looks much like a large black and white bear;
but according to Prof. Edwards it is struc-
turally not a true bear at all. In its denti-
tion it approaches rather to the hyenas and
the cats, while its feet remind one of the
panda or Asiatic raccoon (Ailurus), whence
the name that it has received

—

Ailuropus
or "Ailurus-footed." The cranium, again,
differs extremely from the types of Mus-
telidce as well as from that of the Hyaena,
and supports the claim of a new group for
the species. Its feet, as seen below, are not
truly plantigrade, as in bears and coons,
but resemble the semi-plantigrade feet of
the panda. The fur is like that of a bear,
and the curious coloration is the same in all

ages and sexes.

"The Ailuropus inhabits the most inac-
cessible mountains of eastern Thibet, and
never descends from these retreats to ravage
the fields, as does the black bear, and the
chase of this animal presents very great
difficulties. It feeds principally on roots,
bamboos and other vegetables.
"According to the information furnished .

to the Abbe David by the hunters of Moupin,
it attains to a very great size; but the adult
male, of which the museum possesses the skin, is not so
large as our Pyrenean brown bear. He measures from
the point of the nose to the base of the tail (following the
curves of the back) 1,50 meters [about 4ft. 9in.]. and his
height at the withers is .66 meters [about 25*in.]."

|
Not less curious to the zoologist will be found the beau-

tiful little Nectogale elegans, a sort of large shrew with
the habits of an otter.

"The Abbe A. David discovered this curious insectivore
on the margins of the fierce torrents which descend from
the mountains of Moupin. In these it swims and dives
with remarkable ease in spite of the rapidity of the cur-
rent, and gives active chase to the smaller fish. Although

)
it is not rare it is difficult to secure specimens on account
of the peculiar manner in which it lives; it is necessary to

lopes, is thick-set and low on its feet. Its head is heavy
and its neck short; its chest iB broad, its body massive and
its limbs extremely robust; it seems to be organized for
climbing on steep declivitips and to rush upon its enemies
after the manner of the Cape buffalo and the musk-ox,
rather than to bound lightly and to save itself from danger
by flight. In short it is seen only on the high mountains,
and the hunters assert that it is very formidable. * * *
"According to the information which they gave to the

Abbe David this species lives on the steepest and most
densely wooded declivities of the highest mountains. It

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SHEEP OR BIGHORN.

does not go far from these excepting during the night to
feed. In winter, when all the mountains are covered
with snow, it retires to the highest naked summits,
where at this season the snow never falls, and where it
finds abundance of long dry herbs on the steep banks ex-
posed to the sun, which has melted the snow which fell
in summer and autumn.
"The budorcas seems to be quite common on all the

great mountains of eastern Thibet; it ranges as far as those
of western Se-tchouan. It lives generally alone or in
small bands. However, it seems that in the month of
June they are found in large herds.

"Its strong and sharp horns inspire the hunters with

POLO SHEEP.

drain the little stream and pursue the animal into the
bottom of the holes in which it takes refuge.
Another curiosity is the weeping muntjac or Cervulus

lacrimans, a tiny deer only I6in. in height at the withers.
It has remarkably long pedicels for its horns and almost
no horns at all, so that in a sense it may be said to shed
only the tips of its antlers. Its immense tusks are another
remarkable feature.

•
The budorcas (Budorcas taxicola tibetand) is character-

ized by Milne-Edwards as one of the most remarkable
animals of the Thibetan fauna. "It is one of those
animals with mixed characters, which seem to have bor-
rowed the peculiarities of their organization from several
very distinct types; it has affinities at the same time with
the antelope, the sheep and the bovine families.
"The budorcas, far from being an animal of light and

elegant shape, formed for speed, as are most of the ante-

dread, and they prefer to take the animal in traps rather
than to pursue it with firearms.
"The cry of the budorcas is a low, very deep bellowing;

it snorts loudly when it is alarmed. Its dung is hard and
round, like that of sheep and goats, and not confluent
like that of cattle.

"The total length of a young male, following the curves
from the end of the nose to the base of the tail was 2.13
meters [about 7ft.]; height at the withers 1.02 [about
40in.]."

Other animals of great interest are one or two species
of flying squirrel, one of these Fteromys albo-rufus, a
giant measuring in total length some 40in., being in fact
the size of a small fox. Several species of true Mus, at
least three species of Lagomys, or tailless dwarf hare,
deer, marmots, martens, etc., corresponding in a measure
with our own, as well as monkeys, leopards and pheasants,
of which we have no representatives. Other animal
wonders of this vast landlocked continent, not encountered
by David, are the pale, or snow, tiger, the white, or
snow, leopard, the Thibetan bear, the yak, or grunting
ox, and the ailurus, or Asiatic raccoon, with its wonder-
ful rainbow fur, and several large species of mountain
sheep and goat, some of them somewhat like our bighorn;
but the monarch of them all, the king of the bighorns,
the great Polo sheep, is worthy of more than merely
categorical notice.
This magnificent animal was discovered and described

by Marco Polo several centuries ago when he made his
famous journey into Asia. But nothing more was heard
of the creature, and in time men came to believe that the
great Polo had been indulging in a traveler's romance
and had founded his account of the fabulous horns on
the very poor foundation presented by the horns of a
Himalayan wild sheep. Recently, however, the further
exploration of western Thibet has led to the re-discovery
of the great sheep. From one of the specimens brought
by Messrs. de Breteuil and Ridgway from the Pamir I made
the herewith drawing, and from a specimen alongside in
the same case I made the sketch of the American big-
horn. They are drawn to the same scale and the reader
who knows the Rocky Mountain species can make com-
parisons for himself.
In 1840, Mr. Blyth read before the Zoological Society of

London, a paper on the genus Ovis, in which he intro-

duced to the scientific world the great Polo sheep. He
makes the following remarks:
"Ovis polii, nobis (the Pamir sheep). In the narrative

of the celebrated Venetian traveler, Marco Polo, we read
(in Maraden's edition, p. 142), that upon the elevated plain
of Pamir, eastward of Bokhara, and which is 16,000ft.

above the sea level, 'wild animals are met with in great
numbers, particularly shpep of a large size, having horns,
three, four and even six palms in length. The shepherds
form ladles and vessels of them for holding their victuals.

They also construct fences for inclosing their cattle, and
securing them against the wolves, with which they say

the country is infested, and which likewise destroy many
of the wild sheep or goats. * * *

Mr. Blyth had nothing but a pair of horns to found
his description on, but a second pair was found, and in
1860 a third pair found their way to London. It was not,
however, until 1874 that a complete skin was procured
and described by Dr. Stolicza in the Proc. Zoo. Soc, with
a colored plate of the animal.
Travelers and sportsmen have added to our information

from time to time since then, and recently in a work on
the "Mammalia of India," by Sterndale, we have the
following facts: The weight of an adult Polo sheep is
from 576 to 6121bs., the head and horns weighing over
721bs. He also mentions a pair that was 48in. from tip
to tip, 14in. girth at the base and 73in. "round the curve."
The last measurement evidently means of one horn, which
would give 12ft. 2in. as the total length of the pair.
Another pair mentioned were nearly 5ft. from tip to tip,
and 16in. in girth at the base seems common, while Stol-
icza mentions a pair that were each 18£in. in girth.
The concluding paragraph of the describer is as follows:

"Large flocks of Ovispolii were observed on the undulating
high plateau to the south of the Chadow-Kul, where
grass vegetation is abundant. At the time the officers of
the mission visited this ground, i. e., in the beginning of
January, it was the rutting season. The characters of
the ground upon the Pamir and upon the part of the
Thian Shan inhabited by these wild sheep are exactly
similar."
From this it would seem that this is not an Alpine

species like the American bighorn, but rather an inhab-
itant of the plateaus and foothills outskirting the great
backbone of Asia on the north.
The original describer having nothing but the horns,

supposed a much larger animal than it really is, but still
it is considerably larger than our bighorn, while the
great size of his majestic horns renders them a fitting
crown for him as king of all the bighorn race.

Ernest E. Thompson.

The paper above referred to, read by Prof. A. Milne-
Edwards before the International Zoological Congress at
Moscow, enumerates a great number of species contained
in the collection of Prince Henri of Orleans. On the

slopes of the Tien-Tsin Mountains of Chinese
Turkestan are found many large mammals
very different from those of Europe and also
different from those of Thibet. There are
wolves, bears, deer, roe deer, tigers and
panthers, while on the elevated and arid
desert at the foot of these mountains gazelles
are very abundant, as are also foxes, a cat
somewhat resembling one of the smaller cats
of northern Africa, and wild camels in small
herds.
On the higher land between Turkestan and

Thibet are the great Polo sheep and the bur-
rell sheep, gazelle, wild yaks and wild ass*.
Southwest from here in the mountain

country, covered with forests of coniferous
trees, monkeys are abundant, some of them
with long, thick fur, and living even up
among the snow. Here, too, are found
many species of cats, the panthers being the
largest. Wolves and wild dogs, foxes,
skunks and martens are all common, and
there are at least two bears, as well as one
species of raccoon-bear. Ailuropus, how-
ever, is not found in this region. Among
the rodents are many squirrels, a ground

hog, several mice and hares, as well as two species of
Lagomys,
Ruminant mammals are also numerous here. Two of

them are wild yaks, another is a large antelope which
belongs to the same group with the American white goat,
two musk deer, a roe buck and a rusa deer.

The collection is one of extreme interest, and the species
contained in it show more or less resemblance to many
Chinese forms, while also possessing certain peculiar char-
acters which are not found elsewhere.
An American traveler, Mr, W. W. Rockhill, now resid-

ing in this country, has several times penetrated into the
very heart of Thibet, and indeed has traversed it from
end to end. As Mr. Rockhill is not only an explorer and

WEEPING MUNTJAC.

geographer, but a sportsman as well, it is to be hoped
that before long be will give his countrymen the benefit
of some of his experience with the big game of Thibet.

| lit is to be remembered in considering the great polo
sheep and comparing it with our bighorn , that it is by no
means certain that the latter is an "Alpine species." It

is true that at present it lives high up among the bare
rocks of the mountain tops, and we are disposed to re-
gard it as "Alpine" in the same sense that we call the
white goat or the white-tailed ptarmigan Alpine, but
there is very grave question whether this designation was
originally applicable to the mountain sheep. On the con-
trary we are inclined to believe that this habit of life is

one which has been recently acquired and which has re-
sulted from its persecution by hunters. Richardson men-
tions that a member of his party found them living on
the slopes at the foot of the mountains. We ourselves
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have seen them out on the plains at
considerable distances from the moun-
tains. Until killed or driven off they
were abundant in rough bad land
country far from the mountains along
the Platte, Yellowstone and Missouri
rivers. We have known of an indi-

vidual of this species being seen on the
sand plains as far east as Birdwood
Creek in Nebraska, not very far north-
west of North Platte City. Moreover,
Indians and white hunters who trav-
eled the plains fifty years ago have
often told us that in those days sheep
were common on the plain—though
perhaps at no very great distance from
the mountains. The late Hugh Mon-
roe, who went to the foot of the Rocky
Mountains in 1813, has often described
to us the great abundance of sheep
on the rough buttes in the plains

country of northern Montana, and
the Indians' method of hunting them.
In those early days, when sheep skins
were needed, the Indians on horseback
would surround one of these buttes
where sheep were abundant, and after
the circle had been made complete. lifi^^g^g
one or two men would climb to the ' 2
top of the butte and drive the sheep
off, when they were easily killed by
the mounted hunters below. Though
the settlement of the West, with the
activity of the hunter, is of comparatively recent date,

quite enough time has elapsed for these changes of habit
in the game.

Size of Mountain Sheep Horns.

Billings, Mont., April 2.—Editor Forest and Stream:
In reply io ' 'Mountaineer" in your last issue, I will say
that as a taxidermist I have mounted hundreds of moun-
tain sheep heads. The largest one I ever got hold of
measured 17^in. around base of horn. I do not call tbis a
world beater. Old hunters will look at a head and will

say they have one 2 or 3in. larger, but when they send it

in it generally measures about 15in.

While I am on the subject of large heads I would like

to mention one I have in my possession. It is of a black-
tail buck, killed in Wyoming. It has seven perfect
points on each side, not counting the spike point. It

measures 33in. spread. I think this is a record breaker
for spread, and will so consider it until I hear of a larger
head. Geo. Sotjle.

A Pennsylvania Cinnamon Bear.

Editor Forest and Stream:
• A Mend writes me from Ralston, Lycoming county,
Pa.: "Two bears have been caught in traps and two
Bhot this winter. I had a choice piece of one and it was
very fine. Two of them were cinnamon bears, a very
rare thing in this country. I saw both of them and can
vouch for them being cinnamons."
Please note what is said about the cinnamon bears. I

thought the cinnamon bear was not found east of^the
Rocky Mountain region.

[The cinnamon bear—so-called—of the Rocky Moun-
tain hunters, is a brown color form of the grizzly (Ursus
horribilis), while the brown color form of the black bear
(Ursus amerieanus) is the cinnamon bear of the books
and of the East. It is not uncommon to find cubs of
both colors in a single fitter.]

COON-BEAR,

would come to grief before dark. He was the best still-

hunter I ever knew. He did the hunting, and I follow-
ing, did the rest. His position in the hunt was about
10ft. in my advance, and he was compass, chart and
director-in-chief. His judgment of the proper locality
in which to find game was almost infallible, and as soon
as he located deer his every movement announced the
fact.

When the scent was warm his excitement would be
intense, but he rarely broke or uttered a sound other than
a low whine. Sometimes he broke at the crack of the
rifle, but not if I kept cool enough myself to check him.
He found many deer forme, and frpquently they would

COON BEAK,
Hindpaw. Porepaw.

A Woodchuck in Distress.

Benj. Bevier, of Highland, N. Y., in company with
others, one day heard a continuous chirping sound and he
concluded to ascertain whence it came. On approaching
it, great was their astonishment at seeing a young wood-
chuck wedged in the jaws of a snake—blacksnake I think
it was. The animal was about half engulfed, the head
protruding. The snake was killed, and on withdrawing
the chuck it was seen that its posterior parts were shrun-
ken to a pitiable degree, as if their dimension had been
reduced by compression and the extraction of the juices
of the body. N. D. Elting.

HUNTING WITH A DOG.
Shasta Mountains, Cal.—Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of March 3 I note "El Comancho's" disserta-
tion upon still-bunting without a dog. I differ with him
in his estimation of still-hunting, but in the one particu-
lar—that I prefer a dog. I have also known the Indian
hunter of admirable sagacity to use them.

Whose soul "proud science never taught to stray
Far as the solar walk or milky way;*****

But thinks, admitted to that equal sky,

His faithful doj shall bear him company."

My dog, however, must be a good one, and he is not for
.he purpose of hounding deer into runways or lakes. In-
/eed, I use him much as poor "Lo" does—as a friend and
companion in the mountains and forests, and upon many
a lonely ramble into obscure and distant nooks.

1 have done a great deal of deer hunting, and upon the
grounds I have hunted I have always considered a good
dog almost indispensable. In the mountains, heavy tim-
ber or dense brush, deer usually have their haunts, and if
"El Comancho" and "B." read this they may make excep-
tions in denouncing dogs for deer.
In order to give my definition of a good dog I will

describe the best dog I ever had for deer. He was
named Johnny, because he was presented to our house
by a Chinaman when he was a very small puppy. He
grew and proved to be a yellow, short-haired dog, with-
out any known pedigree. I think he had some hound,
some shepherd and a great deal of ordinary kind of dog
in him. He was fond of hunting, and after a few trips
to the woods he proved easily trained and intelligent.
When in his prime, Johnny's companionship on a
'leer hunt was for me almost a guarantee that a deer

be in the very last places I woidd have expected to find
them without his guidance.
With him I usually had the advantage of being fully

prepared for the game, and was often able to select from
a number and avoid shooting does or animals out of con-
dition. Even with his aid snap shots were often neces-
sary, and snap shots, as deer hunters know, often result
in wounded deer. In case 1 wounded a deer, slightly or
seriously, Johnny knew it, and would follow a cripple or
bleeding deer as long as there Was a hope. It was seldom
indeed that he failed to stop one that was at all disabled.
After stopping a cripple his baying would always an-
nounce the state of affairs. Upon one occasion ht; took
me three miles on my back track where I foUnd a buck
dead that I thought Was but slightly wounded. A heavy
wind was blowing and I could not heat his Cry, and had
finally set off for home without him. When he overtook
me I was fully three miles from the deer, but his actions
"spoke louder than Words,

-

' and following his lead I
found the buck lying dead one mile from where I shot
him. Upon another occasion I shot a deer just at dark,
It was a "snap shot," and broke the buck's foreleg be-
tween the foot and the knee. Johnny stopped and bayed
him no less than a dozen times in going two miles over a
brushy mountain, but when I approached he could not
hold the frantic animal, which proved to be a 2001bs.
"forked horn," and it had become so dark I could not see
dog or deer. Guided by the dog's baying I followed over
rocks, brush and mountain, and finally found myself in
the stage road but half a mile from town. It was pitch
dark and the dog and deer were fighting in the road not
10ft. from me. i could see neither of them, and could
only locate them by then pantings and stragglings. Of
course I could not shoot, and I lost my gun by laying it

down to help the dog. It was midnight when I at last
groped my way near enough to get the buck by ahindleg,
and by twisting him around a bush threw him to the
ground. The dog was so near exhausted he could not
bite the deer's throat, and I had a desperate time before I
could use my knife.
There—I got started on that yarn, and had to finish it.

I have told it to a great many people, but never wrote it
out before. But it was a memorable struggle with an
almost uninjured and formidable animal upon his own
ground during a very dark night. I learned afterward
that a man drove up in a buggy while the struggle was
going on in the road, and he immediately turned back
and stayed over night in town. He predicted to the
sheriff that a desperate tragedy had taken place in the
road, but the morning light only revealed a "mighty big
buck" hanging in a bush.

I have deviated. I intended to spread myself on 1

Johnny's good qualities in particular, and upon those of i

other dogs I have known. But I must add that the selfish
object of getting the game is not the only charm in fiav-

1

ing a good, properly trained dog upon a still-hunt for
deer, as well as other game. I never enjoy a hunt of any
kind alone. Some companions are better to have along
than a dog—but none are more faithful—none can be
more silently sociable.

In regard to the study of "little things in detail," as
"El Comancho" has it, study a good dog. Note his won-
derful instinct, his sensitive nose, his faithful zeal, his
anxious quest, his excitement when game is found, his

joy when it is secured, his unswerving fidelity in any
event!
As I recall to mind many long and lonely tramps in all

sorts of wild thickets, dense timber, on mountain sides
and in deep ravines and canons, many a long and weari-
some chase, or short and sharp struggle with game, I
recall, as part of every mental picture, the faithful dumb
animal that was always ready to go and never failed to
do his best—always the same in storm ot saitfe, good luck
or bad. He never complained; he never grew weary or
discouraged. He never answered a dross Word with a
surly reply. To a kind Word he never failed to manifest
good fellowship With a wag of his tail and a brighter
gleam from his eyes. Besides the companionship of a
good dog, he is Often the means of giving alarm if danger
is met with in the wilderness, and many a beast of prey
would be now plying its vocation but for the alertness of
main's closest dumb friend.

To sum up briefly, I prefer a dog for almost any sort of
hunting, and most of all in still-hunting or deer stalking.
I want a dog to find game, but not to chase it away; a
dog that will obey orders and not break; a dog well
enough bred to retrieve if there is occasion for him to
do so, or fight if necessary; above all, a good, mannerly,
sociable and amiable dog who will stay with me under
any and all circumstances upon an expedition. Such dogs
are by no means rare, either.

With all deference to "El Comancho" and "B." I beg
to record my differing opinions, and believing I am one of
a majority I would suggest that they reconsider their

declarations and try a good dog once. Many a deer has
limped off to die in thicket or ravine, and was lost to the
sportsman who hunted without a dog. He is an excep-
tional hunter in the mountains, who does not lose two
out of five deer shot if he hunts without a dog. This may
seem surprising, but think it over. Ransacker.

EVIL OF SPRING SHOOTING.
Chicago, April 5—Editor Forest and Stream: tjtJofi

leaving home this morning, on my way to the office I
was accosted by a man Carrying a large bUnch of mal-
lard ducks; he offered to sell me a pair for twenty-five
cents, I asked him where he got them, and he said, "I
purchased them on South Water street." When asked if

that was all he had, he said no, and pointed to an expriss
wagon standing in the huddle of the street. Being a
sportsman and naturally interested in the preservation of
our game birds and fishes, I was anxiolis to find oUt what
was in this wagon, and so went to it. I found it contained
fully 250 to 300 wild ducks, among which were mallards;
bluebills, pintails, ringbills and a few widgeon, and a
number of smaller ducks, such as teal, butterball, etc.

And Upon further inquiry I foUnd that they Could be pur-
chased anywhere along our principal market thorough^
fares, ranging in price from 75 cents to $1.50 per doaen,
being classified according to size.

It seems to me that when our game birds are getting to
be such a common commodity that they arfe sold On the
streets of this cit^as any one would buy garden vegetables;
and at about a proportionate price, that it is about time
that we, as sportsmen, should use strenuous efforts to stop
this wholesale slaughter of ducks in the spring.'when they
are on their way to the breeding grounds of the Dakotas
and the British possessions. A large number of birds that
are shjpped to this market for sale cannot possibly find

buyers, as they come in such quantities that they only
spoil on the hands of the commission merchants, and are
thrown away when they become unfit to be placed on sale.

There has been a great deal written upon the subject of
game protection , and they pitch into the market-hunter and
lay alltheblame at his door. I do not, however, believe that
this much abused individual is the only source uponwhom
we are to turn our attack ; he is not so much to be cen-
sured as the "gentlemanly" spring shooter; and I have
personal knowledge of several who have been shooting
along the Illinois and Kankakee rivers, and at Fox Lake
and other points, who have made bags averaging from 35
to 100 birds each day. If this will not exterminate game,
for gOodhess sake What will? And 1 think that out
National Association for the Protection of Came Birds

OTTER-SHREW,

"

and Fishes would do well to turn their guns upon the
greatest of all evils found in this line of game extermina-
tion, namely, spring shooting. The experience that the
writer had this morning was enough to set any man
thinking who has the interest of game at heart, and if

he was ever inclined to do any spring shooting would, I
think, turn back from his purpose and see the folly of his
certainly evil intentions.
On March 3 I wrote a letter to one of your esteemed

contemporaries upon the subject of an emblem for sports-
men, and I observe that Mr. A. M. Weinhart has taken
up my suggestion and submitted a long article, with illus-

tration, upon the subject, forgetting, however, to credit
the original idea to the writer. 1 am not particularly
anxious for "glory," but to use an old-time expression
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"Give the devil that which is due him," and therefore I
ask Mr. Weinhart to "bring back my smoke." That, how-
ever, is neither here nor there; the main object of my
communication is to call your attention, and that of
sportsmen in general throughout the United States, to the
universal outrage of spring shooting, by citing this forc-

. ible argument in favor of its abolition. Bluebill.

Apropos of this is this vigorous expression of opinion by
,
Mr. G. R. Peck, printed by him as an editorial in his
paper, the Auburn, N. Y., Advertiser: "Thirty years ago
the wild pigeon was so common around Auburn as to be
an easy mark for even a flint lock. To-day there is not
one left to tell the story and in fact there were not any
left to speak of in 1870, ten years after 1860. Reason: No

I

protection, robbery of nests and butchery of squabs to
I enrich marketmen.

"It will be the same way with ducks if they are to be
killed for the market. Years ago battery shooting came
near killing all the ducks. That was checked and pro-

J

hibited and now ducks are quite common again and
to-day are mating and nesting in the Seneca River,
tame and at peace because the shooting season was
shortened to March 1. The effort to lengthen it again
to May 1 means death and destruction. Ducks do not wait
until May 1 to pair. They pair earlier than that. But
does not the continual chasing of them and shooting at

j

them retard development of young? Certainl . A prom-
inent politician of this city informed us the other day of
the fact that his fowls which were laying 20 eggs a day
dropped to 4 and 5 a day in one day, caused by fright at
a couple of fox-terriers which broke into the coops one
night and killeJ 4 or 5 of them. If that will disturb egg

I

laying in fowls, what will a continual chasing of ducks
[
with shotguns do in their mating season? Why, retard

f
the production of ducks, of course. Some sportsmen act
like a pack of wild pigs or ignorant boors in regard to the
protection of fish and game."

The Washington Post, in a paragraph about spring
snipe shooting, says:

A word of advice right here should be remembered. Let every gun-
ner after snipe make up his mind that he would as soon shoot his best
friend as a woodcock at this time of the year. The finest birds thnt.
fly are now mating, and one killed now means two or threo less in
August. You are liable to flush them any time along the edges of th
marshes, where the underbrush and thickets begin, and when you se

e

them rise and flutter in the air and drop almost immediately, you wir3
be a brute to raise your gun and give it to them, for they are either 1

[
with young when they take flight as described, or are about to become

i proud parents. Don't forget this warning if you have a drop of
I sporting blood in your veins.

What is the difference between woodcock shooting in
spring and snipe shooting in spring? Both "are about to
become proud parents." Why should the "drop of sport-
ing blood" be the salvation of one any more than of the
other?

A VIRGINIA WILD TURKEY HUNT.
Leaving home before daybreak I was soon at E. T. Y.

& G. R.R. depot with faithful Max and my little hammer-
less and a few shells loaded with No. 6 shot, and also some
with No. 8, besides a couple of buckshot shells.

Just at daybreak I leave the cars, deposit my overcoat
and gun case at a house and hasten toward the turkey
range two miles away. On my way Max points a bevy of
quail scarcely moved from their last night's roosting
place, and I tarry long enough to bag a brace. Moving
on I cover a large area and find turkey signs very scarce,
more so than ever before in my acquaintance with those
woods. I decide that the turkeys are in the pine thickets.
So I leave the woods and soon Max shows signs of game.
I judge that they are quail, exchange 8s for 6s, follow
him till he crosses a large gully, and when I get over miss
him, but he soon comes back to me. I go forward and
finally decide that it must be a cold trail for turkeys. Re-
placing a shell of 6s I notice that Max quickens his gait;
I do the same, and soon he is out of sight, when his rapid
barking tells the tale. I hasten noiselessly forward as
one large old gobbler has flown up into a pine tree. Get-
ting about 35yds. from- the tree I search for, locate him,
step aside to get a better view of him, he sees me and. is

about to take wing when I quickly raise my gun and
down he comes, killed outright. Max is on to him before
I can reach him, and how he enjoys it.

Waiting thirty minutes or so I begin to call, but the
wary old gobbler will not reply, and though I have waited
an hour and a half no response to my yelping cheers me.
About that time some hounds on the creek below me are
making the woods ring, and soon a beautiful doe passes
100yds. below me. I quickly exchange buckshot for 6s
and step up to see if she will come my way, but she is out
of reacn and I am disappointed.
My turkey hunt is broken up, so I return to the railroad

station and await a way freight train which is four hours
delayed. The deer, hunters in the meantime have gone
three miles below on Savage Creek, jump a two-prong
buck and run him up the creek. I hear the dogs as they
near the station, but did not dream they would come near
to me. My gun was taken apart, put in its case and lying
on a bench near me. A negro boy steps up on the porch
near by and listens to the dogs. Suddenly he cries,
"Look at that deer! Look at that deer 1" In a few mo-
ments the buck leaps the fence around the park, runs a
few yards, suddenly stops and wheels to his right. The
boys and Max take after him, while Col. G. , of Macon, who
is awaiting the train like myself, slips in a shell of small
shot and fires at him, only to accelerate his speed. Oh,
how I wished my gun had been ready, then I would have
had both turkey and venison to carry home.
Deer are accumulating rapidly, the game law for the

last few years being favorable; the open season Sept. 1 to
Jan. 1, but was very recently changed Oct. 1 to Jan. 1.

So ended my turkey hunt and we had two Christmas
turkeys.
Birds were plentiful last season and we made some nice

bags, Old Subscriber.

The Mt. Vernon Deer.
Washington, D. C—The quail shooting of 1893 across

the Potomac in Virginia was fair, but not anywhere near
as good as it was last year. It is all on account of the
bad laws, and moreover because the few good laws are
not enforced.

'

Out at Gen. Washington's old home, Mt. Vernon, there
is a herd of fine Virginia deer, there are twelve in num-
ber; last year there were twice that number, but the other
half were sent up to John Wanamaker'g place up in,

Pennsylvania, Vtbgini.a,

BUFFALO SLAUGHTER IN THE PARK.
In a private letter from Mr. Hough, now with the

Forest and Stream's Yellowstone Park Game Explora-
tion, comes this story of the raid by the head hunters on
the buffalo of the Park. Fuller details will be given in
the report of the expedition. The letter was written on
March 29:

I am afraid you are all wrong in your belief that there
are now 500 buffalo in the Park. Capt. Anderson ad-
mitted last night that he feared 200 would cover it now.
I do not believe there are over 200 or 250 buffalo left

alive. There may be a large band up at the head of the
Pelican Creek hot country, but unless this is so the herd
is not half as large to-day as it was last year reported.
The hay was largely cut on the Hayden and other valleys
two years ago and also last year. Unquestionably this

sent the elk out of the Hayden Valley, and it is to be
hoped it also sent the buffalo, though the latter have not
yet been located elsewhere. Capt. Anderson thinks the elk
are in large bands on the upper Pelican, and argues that
the buffalo must be in there, too. The man Howell had
been camped in that country since September, and I do
not be.Ueve he ever stopped at eleven head,
We counted 75 to 85 head of buffalo in Hayden this

trip. Hofer was surprised at the scarcity of buffalo and
elk. Sergt. Parker makes the Hayden and Nez Perce
district buffalo 81 head. Capt. Scott counted 103 head in

Hayden Valley one day three weeks ago. One band of 6

and another of 7 head were seen in the Pelican country,
20 miles, say. from Hayden Valley. This comprises the
total winter report of buffalo seen. We saw three head
in Nez Perce Valley.

The worst of it all is, Hofer and I found where a killing

had been made on Trout Creek, in the Hayden Valley.
The carcasses were under four to five feet of snow and
the animals may have been killed in January. We
noticed the unusual number of coyotes, and found at
length a hillside covered with coyote and fox tracks. We
saw also tracks of a mountain lion, a wolverine, a lynx
and a large bear. We then found six deep pits in the
snow, which we investigated, and I saw two others which
I did not go to. From the bits of hair, the bones, con-
tents of intestines, etc., we knew there was buffalo at
the bottom of each hole dug by the animals that were
feeding there. The bodies were all on a quarter of mile
of ground and it looks like a killing, of course. The snow
was packed and icy and we had no way of digging down,
so we could not tell whether or not the heads had been
taken, though we thought the skins were. We could
only see a little of the stripped bones and the fresh meat
torn by the feeding animals. We reported this to Capt.
Anderson. He sends out a party to-morrow to investi-

gate. I think he will find' that 6 or 8 head of buffalo

were killed here. This is 15 miles from the Howell
killing.

I think forty buffalo have been killed this fall and
winter, and no one knows how many more. While
exactness is impossible, and while I am still new in the
Park, I do not feel as though there were over 200 or 250
head left alive. I could have killed 60 head one day.
Any man could do that in the snow. It is a big country.
You are right in saying that ten troops could not protect
the buffalo. The Park can be patrolled, but until there is

a penalty established, how can the poachers be stopped
from taking the 1,000 to 1 odds? Howell boasted to me
that all he could lose was $26.75 (the cost of his outfit),

and said that if he had been left alone he would have
cleaned up $2,000. I do not believe the extent of this

year's killing has been learned as yet. That it is 20 head,
at least, is sure. I would not want to be an alarmist, but
there are no 500, or 400, or 300 head of buffalo in the Park
alive to-day. Congress will delay making a law until

there are not a score left. The present system puts a
premium on their heads, and invites their destruction.

Capt. Anderson knows this Park thoroughly, I am sure,

and he is energetic and positive to a delightful extent, but
either or any other man is working against awful odds
when he has the short end of 1,000 to 1.

I hope that a later and better count will show up the
rest of the herd elsewhere, but Captain Anderson tells

me this moment that we may emote him as saying that
without further information he will not report over 200
or 250 buffalo in the Park in his next annual report.

JACKSNIPE SHOOTING.
In my opinion, of all the game birds of America, there

is none which affords more genuine sport to the gunner
than the Wilson snipe, more commonly called jacksnipe.
Here in California, or at least in this section of the State,

some snipe can be found almost any time during the open
season (Sept. 15—March 15), but I have always found them
in greater numbers during the last month of the open sea-
son. In fact, the open season should extend to April 1. at
least, as none of the birds breed here, and the season closes
just as it is at its best.
I enjoyed exceptionally fine sport with the snipe at the

last of the past season. The preserve which I shot over
was a cattle pasture, of about four or five hundred acres
in extent, devoid of all cover save a small growth of wiry
grass and a few patches of cockle burrs here and there,
and with just enough water in it to afford a splendid feed-
ing ground for the jacks, but not sufficient to make it
tiresome walking; in fact, it was an ideal snipe ground.
It was to this meadow that I came one day in the latter
part of the season in quest of snipe.
In hunting snipe, it is better not to commence shooting

until about 10 o'clock, as the birds will rise closer after the
sun has warmed things up a little than earlier in the day.
But on the day in question I had been hunting duck all
morning on a nearby lake, and had bagged a few brace of
those showy birds, cinnamon teal.

So, changing my No. 6 shot for No. 9, I walked on over
to the meadow. I had not walked far, after arriving at
their feeding grounds, when three of the long-billed gen-
tlemen got up with their peculiar, quavering cry, and I
threw up the gun, only to miss with both barrels. But
that did not phase me, for as every one knows they are
very hard birds to hit.

On the next rise, however, I did better, and had the
satisfaction of doubling up a single in great style. I
always make it a rule, in snipe shooting especially, to load
my gun immediately after shooting, keeping my eye on
the fallen bird, if any, because it is a very easy matter to
lose snipe, as they are almost exactly the color of the
grass in which they hide.

It is well I did so in this case, for as I stooped to pick up
my bird, another rose almost under my nose, and I
promptly knocked him down. Walking on a, little way,
I found myself in the thick of them, with birds popping
up from the grass on all sides, most of them beyond range,
however. They would only circle about for a short time,
and then suddenly pitch into the grass again.

I only took the most promising shots, and managed to
tumble them over with pretty fair regularity after having
gotten warmed to the work.
At one time I was in a predicament: I had brought

down three successive snipe without moving from my
tracks, and as the birds had all fallen some distance apart,
and added to that, there was a provoking sameness about
the ground, I knew that if I moved to retrieve the first,

I would stand but a slim chance of finding the other two.
As I stood there trying vainly to find some mark by which
I could find the second and third, suddenly a brilliant idea
suggested itself; I laid the gun on a convenient tussock,
with its muzzle pointed toward jack No. 3, and while I

made a mental calculation of the relative position of No.
2, I walked over and picked up No. 1. In this way I
found all three.

It certainly was delightful sport. The day was a perfect
one, with not a cloud in the sky, and just warm enough
to make one feel lazy. Presently a bird rose about 10yds.
ahead of me, and commenced tacking lazily across the
meadow. Bang! bang! Seaipe! scaipe! and not even
a feather to show- for my burnt powder. He kept
on his erratic flight until he was a mere speck outlined
against the deep blue of the sky, at intervals uttering his
squeaking cry, which seemed very much like a derisive

laugh at my expense, and finally pitched down beside a
rail fence.

I decided that I would have that snipe or burn some
more powder in the attempt, at least. So I lined him by
a distant windmill , and walked on over to the spot where
he had lit. I followed^the fence along knowing that often
the snipe run for quite a distance after alighting, but this

one did not materialize. Becoming impatient I uttered a
sharp "Get out of here," and sure enough he rose some
distance ahead of me, and as luck would have it, on the
opposite side of the fence. He skimmed along quite near
the ground, and I caught only a glimpse of him over the
rib of the barrel as he appeared for an instant between
two fence rails, but as I pulled the trigger I felt that he
was my bird. Nor was I disappointed, for there he lay
on his breast, with his wings spread as if in flight.

After a few more turns around the meadow, knocking
down a snipe now and then, my supply of No. 9's gave
out, and I was compelled to stop, although the birds were
still plentiful.

On my way to the buggy I made a handsome double on
two mallards which rose squawking from a pond ahead
of me.
When I straightened out the contents of the capacious

pockets of my shooting jacket, I counted just one more
snipe than an even two dozen, which, with the cinnamon
teal and brace of mallards, made a very fair showing.

Culpepper.

The Yellowstone National Park.
(From Garden and Forest^

Much indignation has naturally been kindled by the
stories recently published of the slaughter of the few buffalo
which were nominally under Government protection in the
Yellowstone Park. A late number of Forest and Stream
contained a circumstantial account of the capture of one mis-
creant in the very act of skinning one of the five buffaloes
which lay dead about him, and there were evidences that he
had been quite as successful in his murderous work on for-
mer days. The situation is made more depressing by the
knowledge that this is probably a representative case, and
that other poachers are engaged in the work of exterminat-
ing the few surviving individuals of the countless herds
which once ranged over the plains. More aggravating still
is the reflection that no law exists for the punishment of such
crimes. The fact that Yellowstone Park and the adjacent
reservation have been set apart for the use and enjoyment
of the people forever, is really no protection to its forests or
its game, but rather an advertisement to every outlaw that
he can steal the timber, or set the woods on fire, or slaughter
the game, without fear of punishment. Obviously the first
duty of Congress in this mutter is to pass laws for the gov-
ernment of all our parks and reservations and then
administer them in such a way that they will command re-
spect. It is a national disgrace that property which belongs

|

to all the people should be more unsafe than prorprty that
' belongs to any $ne of fchg popple,

A Bewildered Wild Swan.

While Mr. E. G. Pendleton, of Washington, D. C,
was hunting wild turkey in the mountains of Virginia,

2,500ft. above tide mark, he saw a large white swan
stumbling along over the rocky ridges nearing the sum-
mit of one of the highest peaks. The day was extremely
foggy, and the swan evidently desired to get above the
heavy mist before starting off in its flight. When within
35yds. the hunter fired, only intending to wound the bird

if possible. As luck would have it, only a few shot took
effect in the neck, and running forward he caught the
swan up in his arms and carried him to the foot of the
mountain, placing him with a tame goose in his pond on
his beautiful preserve there. The wounded neck soon
healed up and the swan seemed quite contented with his

lot. He became perfectly tame, in a short time answer-
ing to the call of the keeper and running along with the
tame goose to be fed. Wm. W. Hart.

New York Grouse.

Lester, N. .Y.—Grouse have wintered splendidly and
are more plenty than for years at this season, H. W. R,
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IN DIXIE LAND.-VI.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

After Canvasback.
In the account of a Southern trip near Galveston last win-

ter I spoke of the excellent snipe shooting we had. Dick
Merrill and I hoped to find the jack snipe iD plenty about
Rockport, and usually one can do so. The present season
was so extremely dry, however, that the coast marsh was
quite dried up. *So extreme was this drouth in the south-
western part of the State that crops were failures. In
Starr county much of the range stock perished and the
people were in want. At Paisano, Texas, the summer
drouth and the cold northers of the winter combined
caused the people to issue a public call for aid, to which
Corpus Christi responded nobly. The water courses and
lagoons of a large section of the country were utterly
dried up. It is to be supposed, therefore, that the pres-
ent was hardly a fair season to judge of the snipe shoot-
ing, the marsh duck shooting or even the quail shooting
of that part of the State. Under the circumstances Dick
and I concluded not to try for quail or snipe, but to stick
to the deep-water duck shooting. Moreover, we wanted
something even better than the fine redhead shooting.
Nothing but canvasback would do us. So one day we
went aboard the Novice and started for Puerto Bay, some
twenty miles or more distant from Rockport, where our
guides told us there were a great many canvasback, and
where they had been less disturbed than at Hines Bay,
still further east along the coast, at which latter bay most
of the heavy market-shooting had been done, until the
drop in the market made it profitless to kill the ducks for
shipment.
"There is celery in the Hines Bay," said Johnnie, "and

there isn't any in the Puerto Bay. Hines Bay is very
shallow, and it is hard to get in there with a sailing boat.
We can get part way into the Puerto Bay with our boat.
There is no place to stop at Hines Bay nor at the Puerto
Bay either, unless Mr. Kemp will take you in." (We had
letters to Mr. Kemp, who lives on the shore of Puerto
Bay, but never found opportunity to present them.)

It was noon when we got out of Rockport, and the air
was so light and baffling that it was sundown when we
got around the horn of the long and beautiful Live Oak
peninsula around which we had to double. We crawled
on in the dark, the boys following the tortuous channel
among the shoals and keys by instinct. Once we went
hard and fast aground on a reef in the dark, and it took
us an hour to kedge off, but finally we made our way into
the wide waters of the Puerto Bay, dropped anchor,
cooked a rattling good supper on the gasoline range in the
cabin, and slept soundly till early dawn.

Plenty of Birds.

In the night a stiff wind came up and it was much
colder than on the day before. The face of the bay was
covered with white-tipped waves, enough to make a man
look twice at a sink box. Johnnie and Jimmie said it

was all right, though. After breakfast our two parties took
a skiff and a sinkbox apiece and pulled out for the head
of the bay with the wind directly astern. The boxes
towed all right, and the wind helped us so kindly thatwe
made two or three miles over the rough water almost be-
fore we knew it.

Johnnie and I were ahead, and as we went we could see
great bodies of ducks on all sides of us, floating out in the
open. Most of these were redheads, with some bluebills
(dos-gres). We saw a few canvas flying about. Atlengtth,
as we passed the mouth of a shallow side bay, we saw a
great body of birds whose white backs were so apparent,
that we looked twice at them. Once in a while one would
sit up on his tail in the water and shake himself; also, we
could see how high and straight they held up their heads.
There was no doubt of it, it was a raft of those rare and
much prized birds, the canvasback ducks. There were
acres and acres of them, bobbing around and feeding in
a great long line. We thought there were probably 2,000
at least in that one body, and more were continually
dropping in.

Dick and Jimmie were about half a mile back of us, and
at length we saw that they had located the same body of
birds. We decided to pass on and let Dick have that lot,

as he had had poor shooting on the Shellbanks trip.

Presently we saw them put up the birds, put out their de-
coys and get in position. "Yes, and he'll kill 50 canvas
in there before noon," said Johnnie, "if the birds begin to
work at all."

Johnnie and I kept on further toward the head of the
bay, passing innumerable brush blinds which had been
made by the market-shooters out in the open water. The
great bulk of the birds put up by Dick had left the bay
and gone out inshore.

"There's a big dam and a tank of fresh water up at the
head of this bay, on the Fulton Ranch," said Johnnie,
"that's what they call the 'port,' or 'puerta' of this bay.
Some call this 'Purdy Bay,' meaning Puerta Bay. The
ducks go over to that fresh water once a day, and if a
fellow had decoys and cover there, he might get shooting,
though they come in high, and mostly at night when
they are disturbed a good deal. A canvasback duck is

going to have fresh water once a day, somewhere or
other. Those birds '11 come back from there pretty soon,
and they'll come in here high If they go back to the bay
where we put them out, your friend will have good shoot-
ing. We may get a few down in here. Anyhow, we'll
put out and try it."

So we did put out, and Johnnie left me tied to a stake,
out in the middle of the ocean, with the. wind getting
higher, and the waves growing whiter, and the pitch of
the rolling sinkbox so sharp that I wouldn't have sworn
I could have hit my decoys with a rest.

Decided a Question.

I was square in the course of the incoming flight, but
the birds would not decoy. Canvas and redheads crossed
over me, but said only "ha-ha!" chucklingly as they
passed. It was a perfect duck day, but the ducks
wouldn't do their share. They went on by and massed
up in great bodies on the other side of the bay. Dick's
gun spoke back of me only rarely. Johnnie's blind showed
only an occasional puff of smoke. In despair I began to
shoot bluebills, and every time I unhitched and went out
after a dead bird I had ten minutes of fight trying to get
back against thewind to the vague spot where my wooden
anchor was awash. Only one canvasback came into me.
a solitary, desolate old hen which conceived an affection
for my decoys. Flickering up and down the water with

uneven wing along the water, she evidently meant busi-
ness. I lay low, and she lit among the decoys. With a
slow, careful motion, I got a bead on her long, snaky neck,
which she raised to its full limit as I sat up. Then I joy-
fully swatted her as she sat, and taking no chances,
swatted her again, for I thought maybe she moved a leg
after the first time. Then once more I rode the sidling
sea-horse of a sneakbox out, and picked up a very dead
canvasback. I was in no mood for foolishness. The
question whether it is even right to shoot a duck on the
water may now be considered as settled. It is right, when
it's a canvasback, and they're working as badly as they
were that morning.

November the Best Month.
Johnnie and I now laboriously pulled baok against the

wind to where Dick and Jimmie were located. We found
them complaining bitterly and with only half a dozen
canvasbacks in their boats. They said the birds had all

gone across the bay and banked up in great rafts, not
working at all.

"That's the trouble," said Johnnie, "it's too late in the
season for good canvas shooting now, unless you hit a
very hard norther. The birds have been shot at so much
by this time that they are educated. This whole bay is

full of feed, and if you put them up out of one cove they
just go over and light in another one as good.
"You may think it odd," he continued, "but the best

time to get canvas shooting here is from Nov. 16 on for
thirty days, just about when you are having your shoot-
ing in the North. It doesn't take the birds long to cross
the country clear down to this place. When they first

come in they are not wild and will work to the decoys
nicely. Very heavy bags are then made here and at
Hines Bay on canvasback. I have known of one gun
killing 167. Jimmie and I have between us killed some
pretty good bags in this bay, 60 to 100 a day.
"The total number of canvas shipped out of Rockport

every winter is very large. Over 50,000 were shipped
last winter in less than two months. I suppose there
were 30 or 40 market-shooters shipping then. This season
there was no price at all for birds, and the shooters all

quit shooting. One man told me he shipped 430 canvas-
backs to New York at one time this winter, and he only
netted $5 above the ice and express. Of course he quit
shooting. Nelson, of Galveston, one of the best market-
shooters there, came over here to shoot, because their best
water was closed up there, but he's gone back home now.
I think Nelson is the best duck shot that ever shot here.
He made the big bag I have told you about, 167 in one
day."
While we sat in the boats and talked, Jimmie, quiet,

faithful Jimmie, had pulled clear back to the Novice and
cooked a fine fat canvasback for lunch. In about an hour
and a half he came skating down over the white-topped
water with a basketful of good things to eat. Then we
concluded we would all go back to the Novice, as there
was no flight at all. This we accomplished at the cost
of a good deal of labor, for the wind was dead against us
and increasing. In the middle of the bay I broke an oar-
lock on the sinkbox I was rowing, and was helpless till

Johnnie picked me up, after which we found it all we
could both do to row the skiff and tow the box. Dick
was still worse off, for he was taken suddenly indisposed
and had it not been for Jimmie's tough young muscle he
would have had a sorry time in getting his iron ship home
against the wind and sea.

We rode out a rough ish night, all snug and warm
below. In the morning Dick did not feel well enough to
go out agniu, so we left him to keep ship, Johnnie going
toward the head of the hay, while Jimmie went back
toward the foot, into a cove where we put out fully 5,0U0
birds. On all sides we could see great rafts of birds, over
1,000 in a bank, apparently, and among them many rafts
of canvas, but though the weather was good and rough,
we got no work out of them and only killed a few
stragglers. The best fun I had was in running the little

sinkbox, in which I had now gained the greatest confi-
dence as a sea boat. It always kept right side up, and
even the heaviest seas broke harmlessly around the coam-
ing and did not come inboard. With a proper apron, one
of these boats would be practically unsinkable. Ii sits so
low in the water that at a distance it looks as though the
occupant were sitting flat on the water, and rowing him-
self wdthout any boat at all.

It now seeming to us that we could have more certain
and satisfactory shooting at the Shellbanks than in the
Puerto Bay, we weighed anchor and made for town,
going under reef, and tearing along at a great gait, which
landed us home early in the evening.

Sailing: and Shooting.

In one of the two following articles of this series I wish
to describe the sporting situation at Rockport fully, as I
believe it is a point to which the attention of Northern
shooters may well be turned. It will be well to make
brief the personal experience of my friend and myself
there, the which could be indefinitely expanded.

It did not take us long to learn that we could easily

have all the duck shooting we wanted if we cared to go
after it. One day we heard of a bag of 61 redheads
made off the peninsula point, only three miles from town.
Another day we learned of one gun killing 88 redheads
on the channel below the quarantine station. One even-
ing we and the two Bludworth boys picked up 52 fine red-

heads in about an hour down at the Shellbank, most of
them on a pass, not over 300yJs. from Johnnie's house.
Sometimes we would take the sneakboxes and drag them
around on some of the shallow flats of that locality, and
get some rapid fun of a morning or an evening," while
maybe in the middle of the day there would be no
birds moving at all. Then there would be whole days
when everything was quiet, and when the birds kept
bunched up on the flats, not stirring a wing. One squally

day Jimmie and Dick and I took the Novice and sailed 20
miles down the coast to the Shamrock Cove, at the edge
of Corpus Christi Bay, hoping to get heavy shooting
there. We got very little shooting, though we passed
flats where thousands of pintails and redheads were feed-
ing. We sailed down in half a gale of wind, making the
20 miles in less than two hours, the Novice apparently
needing every ounce of her 6,0001bs. of ballast, but trav-

eling like a witch, with her rail under. We had a wildish
night that night at anchor, and the next day had to reef
down four points. How Jimmie ever kept her in the
narrow, crooked, dredged channel I can't say, but Dick
and I exulted in the way Novice ran and handled. We

only put out the decoys once for the ducks that day, and
again they were disinclined to come to us. That day I

again had the misfortune to break an oarlock on my
sneakbox, though fortunately to windward of the Novice.
Dick and Jimmie couldn't for a long time make out why
I didn't row, but at length Dick put out with a skiff and
saved my life. If I had missed the Novice in my drift, I
should have had six miles of wild water to cross before
striking land, and hungry as I was, should have starved
to death before I got there. You can't paddle one of
those sneakboxes when it is loaded down with decoys,
because it would only turn around, and there was no way
to scull it. All a fellow could do was to hold her straight
with the one oar, and let the waves do as they liked about
it. Dick sat off in the skiff and laughed at me, and since
I couldn't get to him, I had to stand it. The next day we
fixed those rowlocks.

A Lazy Country.

We found that the experience of going out and killing a
whole lot of birds every day was not the only possible
pleasure to be had on a winter resting trip. When we
found the shooting was so easy and so good we soon lost

the edge of our snooting appetite. We ceased to get up
at unheard of hours in the morning, or to work all day
long in hunting, and confined ourselves more and more
closely to the neighborhood of the Shellbanks, where we
put in the last five days of our stay. We told Johnnie he
would have to keep us, so Johnnie smiled and consented,
and there we larked and loafed away the laziest, precious-
est week two mortals ever knew, shooting tin cans and
bottles when we got too lazy to go out after redheads, but
mostly lying in the sun and letting the universe run itself

without our aid. If anybody had told me that I would
ever lie an hour on a board and watch a hermit crab, I

should have thought him much mistaken, but such I

found to be a possible thing for me under the warm sun of
a Texas "winter"—which isn't really any winter at all.

We just loafed, and said "to-morrow." We let the
great banks of white pelicans alone, and didn't even wish
to break the law by murdering the gulls. When the
evening flight of redheads began to scurry over the bank
we would pull across the channel, just ninety-five meas-
ured yards, and knock out a few of them as they crossed.
The rest of the day we watched the porpoises and the her-
mit crabs, and the gulls, and ate oysters, and wished it

was time for the next meal. Dick began to have cheeks
like a ground squirrel, and both of us had long since been
baked and burned to a red-brown color.

Good Commissariat and Good Fun.

We discovered a bed of oysters in a little bayou not a
biscuit toss back of the house—Johnnie just happened to

mention it, they cared nothing for oysters and could not
realize why any one should—and from that time on Dick
and I always had a job on our hands when nothing else

was urgent. We would go over to the bayou and pull up
a double armful of the great oysters, and carry them over i

to the edge of the beach, where a shell ridge broke off the i

wind, and build a little fire of chips and blocks. Thenwe
J

would roast the oysters till they fizzed, take them out and :

have a morsel fit for the gods. Sometimes it was toward
midnight, and everybody else was in bed, when Dick and i

I would be sitting out in the dark, beside our little fire,

roasting oysters and telling stories. Sometimes the Dago
fishing craft would come to Johnnie's shipyard to haul
up, and very often they would have a deckload of oysters t

aboard, for all the Aransas Bay country is full of oysters.

The custom in such case seems to be to help yourself. One
fisherman, who was repainting at the yard, stayed there

for three days, and one of her crew, Pietro, the most vil-

lainous-looking—and the most obliging—black pirate that

ever was, whatever may have been his nationality, used
to open oysters for us. One time we caught him we
noticed him sort of wiping the oyster knife on his bare

foot, and—though maybe it was very foolish of us to mind
a little thing like that—we somehow didn't care for any
more just then.
We fell in love with the Novice and made many trips

on her, exploring the country about Rockport thoroughly
and sailing in all probably between 150 and 200 miles

along the shallow waters of the adjacent bays. Mr.
Everett and Mr. Fulton made plans to take us on a long
voyage up to Hines Bay and over to St. Joseph Island,

where we could surely have killed a deer, but the naphtha
|

launch engaged for this journey proved unfit and the

project was abandoned. Lack of time also compelled us
j

to give up at the last moment our intended visit to the

home ranch of the great Fulton property, near Gregory
station, where Mr. George Fulton was expecting us, and
where we should almost certainly have seen turkey and
deer, and have had some good duck shooting. We
learned all too thoroughly and to our sorrow that one
can not go down there and see that country thoroughly,

and go into all the branches of the sport which is offered,

in the space of two or three weeks. One should give

himself far more time if he expects to do the subject

thoroughly in all its diversity. We worked hard to

get a fair knowledge of the country, but found it im-

possible to engage in all the sorts of sport. For instance,

we did not fish at all, yet Mr. Everett, who is an ardent

fisher, always got a good catch of trout (weakfish) and
other sorts of seafish when he went out with us. Mr.
H. B. Smith, of Whitewater, Wis., who was at Rockport
while we were there, has the best theory of it. He will

stay there until next April.

Dick and I realized that we couldn't do everything we
wanted to do, so we did what we could. When not en-

gaged in a half-Nelson hold on some husky oyster we were I

trying to open, we were sailing, or shooting, or just

thinking. I can't remember what I thought. Of course,

we progressed in able semanship, and Dick, whom at first

we had to correct for calling the starboard locker "that'

right-hand little cupboard downstairs," developed into a
great crew, so that he and Jimmy could take Novice any-

where in any weather.
There are several of these sailing craft at Rockport, and

they get a good deal to do in the winter taking out hunt-

ing and excursion parties. They charter usually at $8 to .

$10 a day, sometimes as low as $6 for a mere sailing trip.

The passengers furnish their own provisions and the boat

company will cook for the party. Some decoys go with

the boat, but none of them have sneakboxes but Novice.

One of these boats, a schooner-rigged one, is called

"JEneid," and the story goes that her owner named her

after his daughter, but Fm sure there's a mistake some-

where if that's what his daughter is named._It was this 1
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misfit freak of nomenclature, by the way,which made fast

at our wharf down at the Shellbanks one day, and she had
on board a merry party from up in Texas—Col. Wm,
Kelihor, Mr. G. W. Mendel and two friends from Taylor,
Texas, and Mr. B. W. Hunter, of Austin, Texas. Col.
Kelihor is a devoted sportsman and spends his winters
fishing for tarpon at Rockport, and his summers away
North in the Wisconsin pine woods. It is thus that ex-
tremes meet in the sportsmanship of to-day. Naturally
Col. Kelihor and I had a pleasant time comparing notes.
He assured me of the excellence of the tarpon fishing at
the Aransas Pass, to which he said Florida tarpon fishing
could not compare.

Homeward Again.

There was enough of interest to keep us busy, aside
from the industry of duck shooting—a village fandango
in the Mexican quarter, one evening, for instance, or a
trip inland after doves, here rightly classed as game
birds, or a stroll up the beach after willets or curlews

—

but to all of it there had to come an end. Dick could
have stayed longer, but my time was already overdrawn.
Dick promised the boys to be down again next winter,
saying that he would bring a party and spend two or
three months in the State. I promised to come again if I
ever could, and then we said good-bye to Johnnie and his
kindly young wife, and left the Shellbanks for the sail

to town, with Jimmie as ship's master and ourselves as
crew.
Novice came gracefully around as we left the channel

and rounded the point and leaned over gently to the in-
sistent breeze. Then she heeled sharply as we caught it

fair, and the water whitened under her bows. As we
passed the little gray dwelling where we had spent so
many pleasant days, we manned the rail and gave a
salute of four guns. At the door Johnnie ami his wife
were standing, and at once he reached inside the door
for the old 40-gauge and answered our salute. This we
acknowledged as we wore ship and raced off on the star-

board tack, And then the fluttering of the handker-
chiefs grew fainter, and we knew that we were faced
toward home. E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Plank.—The sale of game should be forbidden at all

times.—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am an "impecunious fellow sportsman." To make it

more plain, I am a poor man; I make this honest confes-
sion right on the start or I will be accused of "utter selfish-

ness in this."

I enjoy a day's sport with dog and gun. I can't shoot
as well as the market-shooters withwhom I am acquainted
and don't kill as many birds; and from my own observation
am prepared to say that the market-shooters in this country
kill more birds than all the enthusiasts, sports, pot-hunters,
dudes (call them whatever name you choose), put together.
One of your correspondents says, "The utter selfishness on
the part of your correspondents is very sad to me." Now
the selfishness of the market-shooter and fisher is very sad
to.me.
Upon my neighbor's farm and back of my house is one

of these nice little warm covers where the woodcock come
early in the spring, and by the middle of July have their
little brood. Further up this run and where the cover is

thicker, the grouse (partridge) frequently rear their young.
Through the cover runs a trout brook; the open season
for trout fishing begins April 15, and as soon as it is light
on that morning you will find the man on hand who
catches fish to sell. He fishes all day, while I am obliged
to work for my dollar; at night or in the morning he
starts for the town with the catch and sells them for $2.50
or $3.50 according to his catch. When the day comes that
I have no work or can leave to go fishing, the fish are all

gone. Where? Sold. And the money is in the pocket of
this friend to the poor man, the market-fisher. While
fishing, he is looking for the signs of game birds; and be-
fore the season opens he knows just where every brood of
partridge and woodcock is located for miles around, and
how many there are in each brood. As soon as the day
dawns on the morning of the open season, bang goes a
gun. My little boy jumps up; "I say, Father, do you hear

I that? I guess they are after our partridge." Sure enough
I they are, and it is "in no distant well-stocked region," but
I right by my house; with a good dog and being good shots
Ithey clean up the brood, never leaving the cover until all

| are killed; if by any chance one or two escape, you can
[rest assured that they will come again another day and
[continue coming until all are brought to bag and "sentto
market as sweet as a nut."
You can talk, preach and write, but you cannot con-

vince me that a man who hunts for the market isn't look-
ing for the dollars there are in it. And I believe the mar-
ket-shooter is more to be dreaded by the poor man pot-
hunter, the man who shoots and enjoys it, and takes
home the game for his family to enjoy, than all the sports
and wealthy shooters in the country. They are as a rule
men who have trades, but when the season opens they
can make more by hunting and at the same time enjoy
the sport. If there was no place to sell the game, do you
suppose for a minute they would do it? No. Take away
the sight of the dollars and they will not have that "gen-
uine sporting instinct in their hearts" that the gentleman
from Dansville writes about.
This reads well: "The gun cracks, the little puff of

feathers announcing the dead shot delights the sports-
man's eye; the grouse falls, is retrieved by the setter,

fondled by the 8hooter and put in the game pocket. Now
what?"
To the market-shooter another seventy-five cents added

to the receipts. "Now what?" To the poor man, the pot-
hunter, it means that he can go home to his family (after

the day's sport) and have for his dinner what money can't
buy, what isn't on sale in the market. "Now what" for
the wealthy gunner? "He shoots for the same reason
that he takes a hand at draw poker or drives a fast horse
—for the excitement of the thing." What stuff! The
wealthy sportsman to-day is more of a friend to the poor
sportsman than the market-shooter, and is doing more for
them.

I am in favor of clubs and game preserves, for the rea-

son that wherever such a preserve is located all the woods
in the vicinity are benefitted; and many a poor man may
have an opportunity to shoot on the preserve. Not many
miles from where I five there is a small game preserve,

and you ought to see the wild duck in there this spring.
Some poaching has been done, but with the present law
no shooting ducks after March 1. We have more than we
ever saw before, and can it be possible that these men who
are clamoring to shoot ducks in the spring can't see that
every duck shot now will make from ten to twelve less to
come back in the fall.

"There is a growing sentiment to-day among farmers
looking toward the preservation of game." You are right,
"Dansville," there is; we have got the same growing
down here; all breaking out with it; got it bad; a regular
epidemic. But say, you don't think they are going to
preserve it and have market-shooters come in and kill it

off and sell it? Oh no! they want it so that their own boys
can have a hunt and have game for them and their tables.
Farmers' boys don't sell game down this way and they
don't intend any one else shall take it to sell. Let a
farmer post his land, put up signs "No trespassing or
shooting here," who will do the most growling about it?

Who will be tearing down the signs? Will it be the
wealthy sporter, the poor pot-hunter or the market-
shooter? Who does it hurt the most? Stop the sale of
game and you stop the snaring of grouse, the catching of
game in traps, the netting of ducks and all the shooting
devices that send tons and tons of game to market daily.

I read the other day that President Cleveland came
home with a wagon load of ducks; I don't know but he
sells ducks. Take away the selling of game and the con-
tinuous slaughter of ducks we read of last fall in Forest
and Stream, why, some of the clubs would be stopped. I
understand they sell ducks to help pay running expenses.

I can readily see how a law prohibiting the sale of game
will deprive many of the enjoyment of eating it. But
such a law is only anticipating by a very few years what
will be the inevitable result of the wholesale slaughter of
game that is going on now. Our game birds will follow
in the path of the buffalo, and but a few years will have
passed when there will be scarcely enough left for speci-
mens in our public institutions.

I am for the new plank. Bushwhacker.
Taghkanic, N. Y.

Sanders, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Twenty
years ago deer were quite plenty. I was acting as guide
for hunting parties, and it was very rare for a party to go
out empty-handed. There was no easy way of getting
game out, as the inhabitants knew nothing of commission
houses. There was only the love of sport to induce a
killing of the game. But as our roads became better, out-
side parties came in hunting for market, buying all they
could as well, and deer were slaughtered at all times and
in all ways. In the fall and winter of 1882 more than 200
deer were taken out of the East Fork alone, and it was
computed by those competent to judge that over 700 deer
were taken out of the county. If there had been no
market it is safe to say that half that number would have
been left for future needs. Now there are very few left,

and if something is not done to stop the hounding, a year
or two more will clean them out entirely.
The same story holds good with trout. In 1881 I was

guiding a party from Philadelphia. It was the early part
of the season; the weather was unsuitable ; trout had not
been taking the fly. The party's time would be up on the
Saturday; they had not had enough to eat in the eight
days they had been in. On the Friday about noon the
fish, commenced to take the fly, and in three hours I

caught 171bs. of dressed trout, all over Gin. Now, thanks
to the count fisherman and dynamite fiend, you can not
catch that weight in a week. Our streams are lined as
soon as the season opens by those who fish for market,
and nine-tenths of their catch will be under 6in.

If you stop the sale of game it will do away with the
inducement to snare grouse. We have stopped the spring
shooting of woodcock and grouse to a great extent by
appeals and threats.

The bad man "H. C. S." censures in your paper is fre-

quently met with. As an instance, a few years ago we
planted 7,000 California trout in our streams. The resi-

dents all promised to return all caught. The streams
were posted to that effect. A party of men from a neigh-
boring county were in that summer, and on looking in
one of their creels I saw 14 little rainbows, not over 3in.

long. When I spoke to the owner of the creel he said,

"Oh, yes, I saw the notice. But they all count." These
men all claimed that they belonged to a fish and game
club. R. F. M.

Editor Fprest and Stream:
I have had it in my mind a dozen times to tell you how

heartily I am in sympathy with the Forest and Stream's
plank in favor of doing away with the marketing of
game. It has been my own notion for years and a mat-
ter which I have talked over many times with brother
sportsmen. On the principle that constant dropping
wears away the hardest stone, I believe that a frequent
reiteration of the views you hold upon this subject and
constantly keeping the matter before the people will

eventually result in bringing about the desired end. To
my mind it is the true and only solution of the game
protective question.
In common with hosts of others of your reeders, I look

forward with eagerness to the day which brings me the
weekly copy of your paper, which after reading I send
up into the country to some friends, who pass it from
hand to hand, and in -this way it does a vast deal of
missionary work. Robert J. Mis.

St. Loins, Mo.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Your argu-
ments for suppressing the sale of game are logical and
have my cordial indorsement; but logic and politics have
little in common. It is true that the markets are respon-
sible for most of the slaughter of game. But if any indi-

vidual should undertake to fight the traffic single-handed,
you know just how he would fare. If I understand your
editorials aright, they urge sportsmen to help educate
public sentiment in this direction, but do not call upon us
to try to influence legislation at present. That is all right.

There are some sections of our country, and this is one of
them, where there is field enough for plucky work in the
educating line alone. St. Louis is one of the greatest
game markets in the world, and the Southwest, from
which most of the supply comes, is largely peopled by
professional market-hunters. The man who should go
down into the Ozarks, where I recently camp°d. and
preach your crusade, would probably stay there. Here in

the city he would only be laughed at as a harmless crank.
So, I repeat, there is plenty to do in the educating fine,

especially since such game laws as we nowhave are openly
defied by dealers and restatirants. To undertake more
than this at present would spoil the work already done.
But, alas! by the time public sentiment is willing to

back a movement to prohibit the sale of game, there will
be no need of it.

What we need out here is an association of sportsmen
who will raise money to prosecute evei-y violation of the
present game laws right here in St. Louis. When there
are no more "snow birds" served at the restaurants to "the
best people in the city," then the association can go a step
higher and enlist in your work. I would be glad to join
such an organization and contribute to it my pen and
purse—such as they are—but I would give precious little
for our chance of influencing legislation against the sale
of game in this State, so long as there is any left to sell.
I hate to say this, but I must, for I believe it'true.

Horace Kephart.

Greene, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: I think,
with W. W. Castle and "H. W. D. L.,'' that while the
"platform plank" would, without doubt, stop a good deal
of game-killing both in season, and'out, that it is not quite
fair. If we could have a game warden or commissioner
in this county supported by a tax on guns and dogs, and
further stimulated by a fee for each case won and be ap-
pointed by some non-partisan power, our game would be
better off than with the "platform plank" in force, for
there is no one who makes any pretense of enforcing the
law. F, B. S.

Atjcurn, R. I.—Editor Forest and Stream: I certainly
believe the "platform plank" to be a move in the right
direction and I am in hearty sympathy with the idea ex-
pressed and all else that will lead to the same end.
Why don't yon make your paper twice as large? I don't

have enough reading in one to last until the next is out.
It is so good that when I begin I do not want to leave off
until I have read it through. I think it grows better and
better every week. A. B. C.

Irvino, Mich., March 26.—Geese were very plentiful
here, but I have heard of none killed. I tried several
times, but could not get within range; cover was poor
and a blind would nvt answer, as they fed in a dozen
places. If a man had decoys and a call he would be all
O.K. Birds have wintered well. I have talked with sev-
eral sportsmen regarding your platform plank, and like
myself they are with you. I have been out but one day
with my gun in a year, with a bag of six rabbits, so you
see what a game destroyer I have become. But I never
am weary of reading of the deeds of my brethren recorded
in Forest and Stream. Brian the Still-Hunter.

Holland, Mich., April 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Inclosed find stamp for postage on 100 each of "A Plat-
form Plank" and "The Absolute Prohibition of Game
Traffic" if you can spare me that number. The game
and fish protective clubs of the State will hold a conven-
tion at Lansing some time in May, with the object of
recommending to the Legislature such laws as may seem
best. We will see what we can do with the "Platform
Plank." Arthur T. Baumgartel,

Sec'y Rod and Gun Club.

Pennsylvania Quail.

Waynesburg, Greene County, Pa—Editor Forest and
Stream: I am a regular reader of Forest and Stream
and have been for years. Having read "A. G. B.'s"
letter from Holland, Mich., I can say that the same con-
ditions in regard to the quail exist here. The last day of
the season of 1892 myself and companion found as many
if not more quail than on any day we were out, and
nothing short of a ball and chain—if I am well—will keep
me out of the field on a fine day during the open season.
We could find any day in walking distance of our town
anywhere from four to ten bevies. As soon as the snow
and cold weather had left us I went over this same
ground, where, as we went home on the evening of the
last day of the season of 1892 we left them calling and
getting together on all sides. I believe it a low estimate
when I say we saw over one hundred quail on the "Old
Tamen Taylor place" that day, and could not find a single
quail. I was out several times last fall after grouse, and
in all my tramping I found but three small bevies.

The last bevy I found had among them one with his
right wing shot off close up. The wound was almost
healed up. I brought it home and have it yet. It is a
female, has recovered and is bright and lively. I shall
try and find its bevy if any are left and turn it out with
them as soon as all danger from cold and snow has
passed.
The grouse will soon be a thing of the past in this

county, and squirrels are getting very scarce. You can
find a portable sawmill on every run or stream in this

county and the woods are fast disappearing. This has
been a very favorable winter for game in this section.

We had the heaviest snow fall of the season in the last

twenty-four hours; from 10 to 12in.; but it has not been
cold and will soon disappear. I can just recollect the
winter of 1855 and '56, and last winter was the worst since
that time here. W. L. A.

Buttons.
Little Sioux, la., March 31.—Editor Forest and Stream: I am

heartily in accord with Mr. Weinhardt's suggestions outlined in his
letter to Forest and Stream under date of March 22, and would sug-
gest that all sportsmen throughout the country give their views on
the subject in the columns of your valuable paper, If the badge is

adopted generally, as I hope it will be, I think some one of our game
birds should be selected for the centerpipce of all the badges worn,
and not left to the fancy of each individual wearer, as suggested by
Mr. Weinnardt. I am in favor of the quail, as it is found in all parts
of our country, and to my mind is the gamest of all our game birds
and the most fitted to adorn an emblem that will be worn by men who
love the birds and the grand sport they afford, and who will protect
and not wantonly destroy th«m. I also think that the badge should be
made either of silver or gold exclusively, so that they may be uniform
in all respects; and will say I am in favor of the silver badge, as I be-
lieve it would be more generally worn by sportsmen throughout the
country on account of its small cost as compared with gold.

P. G. Hicks.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Weinhardt's button is the nucleus for an organization that will

be of great benefit to the people. Let its presence on the lapel of a
man's coat be his indorsement of the purest principles of sportsman-
ship. Let it be the emblem of principle, a badge of honor, the talis-

man of a friend. And render it impossible for fish and game hogs,
market-shoot, rs and fishers, or men who illegally or in close season
capture or kill fish or game, to wear this button. Let it be a guaran-
tee of good behavior, and may the farmer understand that a man
wearing this button will not injure his crops, break his fences, shoot
his hens or tame doves, or commit any act unbecoming a sportsman.

Bert Knapp,
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Massachusetts Game Interests.

Danvers, Mass.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Fish
and Game Protective Association of Massachusetts have, I
think, taken the right step to protect some of our game
birds by securing a law to make the whole of the year of
1891 a close season on quail. I feel very sure that the
sportsmen of Massachusetts will be pleased to hear of this
and will heartily thank the Association for introducing
the bill. There is now but one thing to do to improve the
situation, and that is stop the sale of quail in this State for
this year and I feel sure that the open season of 1895 will
give to the sportsmen as good shooting as they have had
for many years. There are a good many small flocks of
quail in the vicinity of our town that have escaped the
gunner and have survived the winter. The flocks have
from 4 to 10 birds in them, a,nd I have heard of as many
as 5 of these flocks that have been seen within a few days
and all of them within two miles of town, and there must
be many birds besides. These birds if not killed will re-
stock this part of the country in pretty good shape, and I
sincerely hope that they will all be allowed to live. But
if quail are allowed to be sold at all times of the year I am
afraid that there will not be as many birds another year
as there would be otherwise. If marketmen are to be
allowed to sell quail that come from other States, how is

any one going to tell how many of the birds come from
other States and how many from Massachusetts?
The men who like to shoot have to contend with the

snaring of partridge. There is one man not 10 miles from
this place, who during the last season snared and sent to
market over 1,000 partridge. This is a good many birds,
but I am told this by men who are so situated that their
word can be taken as authority. We have no game war-
dens in this part of the State ; and as I understand the law
it is very hard to stop the snaring, as it allows a man to
snare on his own land and can allow any one else to do so
if he chooses. This is very nice for the man who snares,
but is rather hard on the man who likes to shoot once in
a while and goes into a piece of woods where he knew
there had been a brood of partridge all summer, only to
find when he gets there that there is only one bird left.

And there are lots of twines hung up on the bushes and
perhaps this on the first day the law is off. It makes a
man feel that the game laws as they are intended are good
things, but as they are enforced are very poor things and
no credit to the ones that make them, nor any protection
to the game; but I think the Game Protective Association
of Massachusetts is doing some good work, and I am satis-
fied that the only way to accomplish good results is to
accomplish it through these Associations. A.

When George II. Reigned.
Ogdensbtjrg, N.Y., April?.—Editor Forest and Stream:

In turning over the leaves of the second volume of "Laws
of New York from 1752 to 1762," I find that upon Dec. 16,
1758, in the thirty-second year of the reign of King
George II., the General Assembly of the Colony of New
York passed a law entitled "An Act More Effectually to
Prevent the Killing of Deer and Firing the Woods Within
this Colony." By the first section of this law it was en-
acted that if any person should kill or destroy any wild
buck, doe or fawn, "or any other Sort of Deer whatso-
ever" in the months of January, February, March, April,
May or June, such person should forfeit the sum of three
ounds for every such buck, doe, fawn ' 'or other deer" so
illed or destroyed. And by Sec. VI. it is provided that
"One act entitled 'An Act to Prevent Killing of Deer,'
passed in the twenty-fourth year of His Majesty's reign,
shall be and hereby is repealed," which indicates that the
killing of deer was regulated by law in the Colony of New
York at least as early as 1750.

Section III. of this act of 1758 tells a sad story, and
perhaps furnishes an authority in favor of the passage of
the bill introduced during the present session of the Leg-
islature for retaliacion upon our Canadian neighbors. It
reads as follows:
"And whereas several idle strolling persons come out of

other Governments into some parts of this Colony and
continue lurking about in private in the woods, and kill
and destroy the deer for the sake of the skins only, leav-
ing the flesh in the woods to rot, and at the same time
firing the woods, to the manifest injury of the inhabitants
of this Colony. For remedy whereof, Be it enacted. * * *

That from and after the publication of this act if any per-
son or persons, not being an inhabitant residing in this
Colony, shall come into the same and kill or destroy any
wild buck, doe, fawn or other deer, and being thereof
convicted as aforesaid, every such person shall, for every
such offense, forfeit and pay the sum of Five Pounds,"
etc.

Verily "the wisdom of our ancestors" is in the policy of
game protection. Let us continue to exercise the same
wisdom, and may "the absolute prohibition of the sale of
game" be not far distant! Oswegatchie. ^

Shad Bun and Snipe Flight.

"I have always noticed," said Dick Jones, the press-
man,who is the best authority on wing shooting in this sec-
tion of the country, and who knows every good piece of
sport-giving ground within forty miles of Washington,
"that when the first big run of shad comes up the river
there is always a good flight of snipe. I don't know the
reason for it. but in years of observation I have never
known the snipe to fail to come with the shad. During
the last year or two," he concluded, "there have been
more snipe killed near this city than for many springs
previously, and I reckon we'll have pretty good sport this
year."
For the information of sportsmen not familiar with

good shooting ground for the jackies near Washington, a
few pointers may be given. The marshes in Eastern
Branch and the meadows along it above Banning's Bridge
are always apt to give a snipe dog rewarded work during
the season, and the marshes in the Potomac at the foot
of Seventeenth street and from there up toward George-
town have also been prolific of good bags to sportsmen
who hunt with sense and system.

—

Washington Post.

Camp Notes from the Minnesota Woods.
Pelan, Minn., April 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have just returned from the Big Ridge country, twenty
miles east of here, the intervening stretch of country
being one vast muskeag, in which are small patches of
quaking asp. These large muskeags and aspen thickets
are a favorite feeding and hiding ground for moose.
The Big Ridge I refer to has been for many years past

a favorite range for deer and bear especially. I have occa-
sionally found there moose and caribou. On th - present
trip, however, I found two saw mills running there, and
a gang of men cutting and hauling logs. This has spoiled
our hunting in that locality. The gold fever in the Rainy
River country has brought a great many people into that
region, and thus the game is being hampered and cor-
nered It will be but a few years, at this rate, until this
whole northeastern Minnesota forest will be cut up with
settlements, and the moose and other game will have to
emigrate toward Hudson's Bay, in order to find an un-
disturbed range. The black bear will come out of their
winter quarters now within a week or two, and I shall
be prepared to meet a few of them half way.

Burton Harris.

Birds' Eggs are Free.
The Wilson Bill puts on the free list eggs and yolks of,

and eggs of birds, fish and insects.

" That reminds me."

Enforcing the Game Laws.
About three miles out from town on the road to Wills-

boro lives Barney McLane, on a little well-kept farm of
sixty acres
Of what nationality Barney is would be hard to say,

and what the fashion of his attire still harder.
In appearance he is of medium height, with an open

countenance and bright blue eyes. He has no regard for
style whatever, and utterly abhors that inoffensive crea-
ture, the dude. His long hair floats unkempt in the
wind and his sun-burned face is ornamented with a
i-idiculous spattering of rusty beard, reminding one of
a stubble field in August. He invariably wears in sum-
mer and winter a Scotch cap with the vizor turned to
the back, a long woolen outing shirt hanging outside his
trousers like a butcher's frock, and heavy rubber boots.
He was at one time employed by the Hudson's Bay Co.
as a hunter and trapper, and it is undoubtedly from his
wild life that he has adopted most of his peculiarities.
Barney is inclined to be garrulous, and his drawling

voice is to be heard on all occasions. When in 1890 he
was appointed special police for the enforcement of the
game laws his importance knew no bounds. Late into
the night, seated on an empty cracker barrel at the vil-

lage store, he would harangue to an open mouthed audi-
ence of sturdy sons of the soil on the necessity of enforc-
ing the game laws.
Not least attentive among his audience was Dennis

Holland, who though to all appearances serene, was in-
wardly boiling over with envy. The two had never been
on friendly terms, and now that one had risen to such
distinction among his fellows the other was filled with
fierce jealousy and bent on his downfall.
One bright spring morning as Dennis was passing by

he espied his rival down by the edge of the pine woods
sawing kindling-wood. Instantly a plan flashed through
his brain whereby he could entrap the old man. What an
opportunity! Stealing into the woodshed he appropriated
a discarded soap box and crept down by the barn into the
woods. When within fifty feet of the siz, siz, of the
bucksaw, placing the box upon the ground he began
drumming upon it with his fists in imitation of a grouse,
slowly at first, then increasing into a prolonged rumble.
Instantly the saw ceased, then came a muttered exclama-
tion and the sound of departing footsteps. Soon the
worthy game-keeper appeared returning with his trusty
Queen-Anne musket. Assuring himself that no one was
in sight he began beating about for the supposed bird.
At the end of half an hour, seating himself on a fallen
tree to rest and mop his brow, he exclaimed, "By gum,
that war a rousin' big pa'tridge. I wonder where he is."

"Right here," exclaimed Dennis, stepping from behind
a hemlock and presenting the box.
"What are you a-doin' here!" cried the huntsman in

surprise and alarm.
"Enforcin' them game laws," was the demure reply.
Poor Barney! His chagrin was too keen for descrip-

tion. Of course Dennis promised never to tell, but you
may rest assured, kind reader, that within twenty-four
hours the story had been the rounds with sundry embel-
lishments which strict adherence to the truth would have
rendered unnecessary.

If you ever happen to be passing through Belleville and
stop at the store to chat, don't mention the subject of
game protection if Barney McLane is there, for he is sen-
sitive on this point. B.

A Washington Trapper.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 24.—Until a few mornings

since my mental picture of a trapper had been such a
man as Cooper puts in his stories, living on the outside of
civilization alone amid numerous dangers, with long hair,
a long stride and a long rifle. But recently I have dis-
covered one doing an active business inside the city limits
of the capital of the United States. I got in my boat a
few mornings since for a pull down the river before
business hours, and while rowing along saw an old negro
man pull out from under one of the wharves a steel trap
with a muskrat in it. Pulling up" I found him to be a
venerable specimen of the "Ole Virginny nigger" type, and
consequently v ry friendly and talkative. He has twenty-
four traps which he sets under the wharves and along in
the holes made in the bank of the river by the numerous
rodents. He averages a dozen each morning, he tells me.
the hides of which bring fifteen cents apiece, at a local
furrier. This is not such a bad financial return for four
hours' work each day.

"I had a funny 'sperience down yander by the bridge
dis winter," said he. "I sot a trap in a hole and I guess
I didn't fasten de chain tight 'nough, kaze de nex'
mornin' when I come down de trap was gone and I could
see where de rat had dragged it in de hole. Dat was las'

winter. Well, a few mornin's ago I was passin' dere and
I could see where de trap was still bein' dragged in and
out de hole, so I went home and got a spade and after two
hours' hard work I dug out dat rat."

"Well," said I, "was the trap still on it?"

"Yes, boss, it was on its tail; and dat aint all, it was a
she rat, and dere was four little ones in dere and each
one af dem had a little steel trap on its tail."

He got his quarter. Roe Fulkerson.

IN BILLY BOWLEGS' LAND.
Palm Beach, Fla.—This region, from its ease of access

under present conditions by an all rail route and the ex-
cellence and variety of the fish caught in the lake and in
the ocean, must become a very great resort for those who
love variety in sport. Besides the lake and the ocean
which swarm with so many varieties of salt-water fish,

you have to go but a little way to the westward to come
to the fresh-water lakes, which abound in bass. The re-
sult has been that those coming for a few days have
lengthened their stay into weeks, because when one man
has caught a kingfish weighing 301bs. the other man feels
that he cannot possibly leave until he has done as well;
and a string of fish caught may consist of red snappers,
kingfish, groupers, with any number of the smaller fish.

A few days since a party had an interview with a large
whale which rose quite close to the boat, and not one of
the little black whales so often seen along this coast
either, but one whose size would have made an old
whaler's eyes flash. A harpoon, however, was not part
of the fishing tackle, nor were any of the party ambitious
to capture a whale, and so a rapid retreat was made for
the shore. In the eyes of all the party his size was pro-
digious, while to the gaze of the colored boatman he
seemed like a veritable monster of the deep.
Going westward from the lake you soon come into the

country of the Seminoles, where there is no lack of game.
As almost all the fish caught are shown on the lawn

and weighed, the stories told have an element of veracity
that is quite charming, and the only romance allowed is

in the tale of those who got away, when the imagination
must be allowed some play or half the charm of fishing
would be gone.
We have a summer sea, where the rowboat can be

safely launched from the shore and a day's sport enjoyed
on the open ocean, without a thought of clanger, amid
schools of fish eager to take almost any sort of bait. So
pass the days away, and the tired man of business goes
back to his di-sk browned and tired, but well and able
once more to take up his toil refreshed and invigorated,
and with a memory stored with pleasant recollections of
sea and shore and lake and woods.

Billy Bowlegs is a frequent visitor at the hotel, where
he finds a ready market for his skins, etc. He dresses in
true Indian style and is quite an attraction. "Tiger" is

another Seminole brave who often visits civilization I
send a photo of Billy Bowlegs, that your readers may
know how our red brethren of the Everglades appear.

April 2.—How does this account show for the fishing at
Palm Beach for one day? To-day three parties were out
on the ocean fishing for what are here known as kingfish.

Col. Clow and Mr. Royce of Chicago caught 57, averag-
ing over 201bs. each.
Mr. Merrill and Mr. Doming of New York caught 77,

averaging 17Albs. each. Mr. Vandergriff and Mr. Arms
caught 63, averaging tfOlbs. The day was fine, the sea
smooth, and the boats sailed merrily along with lines
trolling and the fish following, apparently eager to be
caught. The flying fish arose in flocks as they were
chased by the larger fish, and often were caught whde
in the air by the frigate bird, which swoops upon them
like a flash. Although the fishermen were not more than
three hours engaged in the catch, they all returned thor-
oughly tired from what proved the greatest day in num-
bers caught in the history of Palm Beach. None of them
needed to tell but the plain, unvarnished tale, for the fish
were there to speak for themselves. The three boats cer-
tainly did remarbably well. W.

ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
{Continued from Page 289.)

The morning was not much improvement on the even-
ing, for there was every indication of a continuance of the
unpropitious weather. The wind blew fiercely, the waves
pounded the rocks with terrible violence, and a thick fog
arose from the valleys, that soon sought the waters and
began to creep outward, much to the dismay of mariners
as well as anglers. It was evident there was to be no trout-
ing soon, and, as a necessity, we hugged the snug quarters
of our tent, played "crib," read and made observations on
the weather, as if that alone had been the business of our
lives. The half-breeds busied themselves i n improving the
comfort of our tent by a generous spread therein of foli-
aged branches. Rain, which had been threatening all the
morning, soon came, and then we were prisoners indeed.
After dinner the fog disappeared, the sun came out and

the massive clouds which had filled the heavens suddenly
broke and charmingly wreathed the summits of the
mountains, now settling below or hanging in patches on
the sides, again soaring above, displaying a long line of
irregular peaks lying far and brilliant in the streaming
light, and anon taking on gorgeous colors from rosy pink
to glowing red, as if ablaze with internal fires. Although
a northwest wind was blowing and the waves tossing in
froth, we concluded to try a little bay just opposite our
quarters that gave us a very comfortable lee. It was a
half mile through a decidedly lumpy sea to the desired
locality, but confinement in camp had become so irksome
that morning that any change we thought would be for
the better, so we took the boat and started for the land of
promise. It was a hard row o'er a sea that was festooned
in froth, but as it was a short distance the boys heeded
not the bounding billows. Now, if there were any place
that looked like an ideal spot for trouting, it was along
the rugged shore of this little bay. The entire bottom de-
veloped one continual line of broken and upheaved masses
of granite and trap-rock, and with such generous cover
for the fontinalis you'd declare they were here in count-
less numbers.
Arriving at the bay we pulled to a rugged rock which

had but recently toppled from the cliff above, as an un-
bleached side of it evidenced, and around which the
waves were curling in anything but whispers or dimples.
We were confident we had reached a promising spot
where wary trout must lie, eager for some dropping or
passing prey. As light as the first flakes of snow, so we
flatteringly thought, two choice flies, a Parmacheene-
belle and a scarlet-ibis, were sent from my rod into the
tempting waters, but the only response, the spreading cir-

cles where the artistic lures so Bilently fell, Ned was a
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close second with two of his fanciful creations, and he
also failed to arouse a fin.

The first dropping of the flies does not always receive a
rise, though it may attract some far away trout to the
place. Again and again they fall and flutter, until every
foot around this huge rock, and every crevice that dis-

played a darkened line, had been completely covered. It

was futile, for no trout rippled the surface; so we moved
along, casting as we went, and not till we had reached a
small gravelly beach did our lures attract, and then a half

pounder snapped at my stretcher and was caught on the
fly. Peter, on taking him out of the landing net, discov-

ered several gill-net marks upon him, and that alone told

the entire story of their paucity here. The pot-hunting
savages had been ahead of us and had captured about all

the trout in the neighborhood.
We fished an horn.' or so more without receiving a

response, and then returned to camp with a wind that
was fast dying out. Ned, as he stepped from the boat,

said in despairing tones, ' 'If we can't catch trout we can
take in the exhilarating ozone, and that at least is some
solace."
He thought at one time that it was entirely too early in

the season for the trout to rise well to the fly, but now he
was positive we were entirely too late, it being simply
another instance of the early bird (savage) getting the
worm. We had now come about seventy miles and it

was evident that the entire coast so far had been about
depopulated of the beautiful game fish. Our only hope
in striking the quarry was to move ahead and try to find

waters that the cunning barbarians had not netted, or

fished to death with their set lines. As the weather had
been very unpropitious for the angle, the lake being either

too smooth, too rough or too foggy, we concluded to re-

main another day and try the shore fine westward.
Ned could hardly comprehend such a total absence of

the trout, for this place last year was decidedly the best

we had fished. He, however, consoled himself as far as

he could, with the idea that the pure water and healthful

climate still remained.
I thought this an opportune time to remind Ned that

W. C. Prime, the accomplished author of '"I Go A-Fish-
ing," said that "there is always that distinction to be kept
in mind between going to get fish and going a-fishing.

There is no possibility of convincing the general run of

people tbat the old angler has his enjoyment in the going
for fish, and that the getting of fish is but a minor part of

the day's pleasure."

"That is exactly the way I look at it, and though I may
be somewhat disappointed in returning without the quarry ,

I always feel as if I had had much real enjoyment from
the simple pastime."

"I am delighted, Ned, that you take such a pleasant

view of it, but listen to what he further says:
" 'But as you grow older, we learn more and more to

appreciate the innumerable joys which dwell on the banks
and in the waters of the rivers and lakes, and which are

surely to be taken when one goes a-fishing. And, there-

fore, the old angler always has a successful day, catching
that which he went out to catch with great certainty, and
coming home with a load of beauty to talk and tell about,

though there be not a fish in his creel.'

"

"TUat is delicious, and when I return to civilization

again, I shall certainly take infinite pleasure in reading

Prime's 'I Gro A-Fishing.'"
"Do, and you will revel in a book that will recall the

delightful memories of the gentle art and fascinate you
from its first page to its last."

After supper, the stiff breezes having fallen to mere
zephyrs, we sent the boys over to the main shore to

gather some fragrant balsam boughs for our tent, while

Ned and I had our usual rubber of "crib." In about an
hour the boatmen returned with a liberal supply of the

green foliage, which, when spread in the tent, filled it

with a fragrance, the inhaling of which was akin to

draughts of enlivening tonic.

The early dawn brought a bright sky and a southeast

wind that tossed the water in dancing waves of silver,

just ijhe thing for fishing. Ned sang, as sweetly as a lark,

while he was putting his tackle in order for the prospec-

tive angle, and was so eager for the start that he fairly

bolted his breakfast and did not care whether he had hot

cakes or not as the fiaal dish. Not satisfied with his own
haste, he hurried the boys for the departure, as he was
fairly aching to cast his flies, some upon which he had
made a slight improvement which he thought no trout

with curiosity or appetite would fail to attack with tiger-

like ferocity.

Out from the canal-like harbor, between the two islands,

we shot into the green waters with a balmy air as exhila-

rating as new wine. It was but a short time before we
reached the main shore and commenced the work of en-

ticement. Every moment I looked to see some beauty of

the. deep pounce upon a lure, but it was a full hour before

I aroused and fortunately hung one, but unfortunately he
released himself after being indulged in the most careful

and delicate handling. The fates evidently seemed to be

"forninst" us, for we had now been on the pursuit for the

past five days and had not caught over that many fish.

It was a case of do or die with us, and, as time was not to

be considered, we became more earnest than ever in our

search for the redcoats. Again the strife is continued,

and the flies from bow and stern fell upon the water with

an unflagging industry and patience deserving generous

reward. At last one small trout, under a half pound, was
the victim; and then satisfied that further advance would
be profitless, concluded to return, break camp at once and
go to Aguawa, some five miles ahead, where we were con-

fident of meeting with better success. Word was accord-

ingly given the half-breeds to head for camp, and in less

than half an hour the boat entered the narrow channel to

our quarters and the work of dismantling and loading im-

mediately commenced.
Once more we are off, with a gentle breeze that about

filled the sails and started a tender and tuneful cadence

from the bow as we slid o'er the silver surface with a

silvery blue sky above. The wind held till we reached

the river, for which the boys were duly thankful, as row-

ing on a hot day, which this was, was not a very

agreeable occupation. On landing, the tents were at once

pitched and dinner prepared, which was partaken of with

keen appetites, it being far beyond the noon hour.

On making arrangements for the trip up the river, Ned
discovered that he had left his Frankfort reel at the

island, and the result of it was the boys had to return for

it, which going and coming consumed the remainder oj.

the afternoon. We reluctantly abandoned the trip tin

the morrow and then concluded to make a day of it on
the famous river.

After supper I caught a fine trout in front of the camp,
in an arm of the river that extended some distance

parallel with the lake. He was a crimson warrior that

fought fiercely for his freedom, but his brave efforts were
in vain. After his first fierce dash he suddenly leaped
from the water shaking the diamond drops from his

spangled sides, and then plunged violently to the bottom
where he struggled till his vital forces were sadly de-

moralized. Having no landing net with me just then, I

worried him till I was satisfied I could safely land him on
the beach. Carefully I drag him along, and so completely
subdued and exhausted was he that when his scarlet side

pressed the shining sand there was not a quiver in him
that was perceptible. He was a royal beauty, "in

vestures of silver and azure and gold, just out of the swirl

of the veering stream," and justly proved the dish de

resistance at the matutinal meal.
This raised our hopes to a high degree and led us to

believe that after all the rippling river would yield us an
abundance of exciting sport. With this feeling, we re-

tired that night to dream of the prospective pleasures of

the gentle art, and the beauties of wood and dell through
which we would have to tramp en route to the famous
pools.

The morning for which we were so impatient came at

last, with a cloudless sky and with the amber sunways

-
!
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glinting and spreading on all sides, and everyone astir and
eager for the departure.
As we were to make a day of it at the first big pool, we

had a lunch prepared in which was included the inevitable

tea, which of course necessitated the taking of pot and
kettle, and as the boys suggested that a fish fry would be

agreeable, a frying-pan was also included. These, with the
lunch, were put in a sack for convenience of carrying, as

we would probably have some fallen timber to climb over

as well as thickets to breast through.

As the road through the woods to the pool would save

us at least two miles, we wisely, as we thought, concluded

to take it. But here was a dilemma, for not one in the en-

tire party knew it, though Kenosh said he was confident he

could pilot us to the place. Placing confidence in his

statement, we took up the line of march, single file, and
entered the deep wood just back of the Indian settlement

called Aguawa, and which, strange to say, did not that

day contain a single inhabitant, as they were all at Mai-

mase engaged in the fisheries. We here struck a narrow
path which was well denned for about a mile and a half,

and then it suddenly ended. Here we went into an un-

trodden forest, making detours here and there, around
fallen timber and through tangled thickets. It was hard
work now, for when we were not circling around the dead
timber we were climbing over or crawling under it. In

addition to this, the black flies were very numerous and
pestered us not a little. At last the half breeds called a

halt and suggested that we remain where we were and
they would go ahead and endeavor to find the trail that

led to the pool. This satisfied us that our guides were all

at sea relative to the correct route, but as the suggestion

was a sage one, were satisfied with it and told them to go
ahead, and then we sat down upon a fallen tree and com-
menced fighting the multitude of flies and mosquitoes

with some foliaged branches.

We were somewhat fatigued, not with the tramp, but

the constant climbing and creeping, and began to think

after all that the sylvan beauties we anticipated were not

a bit entertaining. Discomfort and admiration are not

harmonious companions at all. If we became enthused

with the brilliant plumage of some forest warbler as he
came in view, the feast of the flies upon our exposed

anatomy would soon recall us to protective duties. Anon,

a red squirrel would race along, and just as soon as we
began to take interest in its graceful movements, a fly or

two with venomous fangs would alight upon our nose or

some other tender spot, and make the blood trickle and
the flesh tingle. Here we sat for at least two hours,

listening to the hum of our tormentors, with the agree-

able variation of a bird's sweet note, awaiting the return

of our guides, until at last we began to think that they,

too, had lost themselves in their wanderings. Ned sug-

gested a return to camp, and here another embarrassment
struck us very forcibly. It was a disagreement about the

correct direction to our quarters, Ned insisting that it was
to the right of us, while I claimed it was to the left.

While we were thus arguing the points of the compass
and looking for the trail we had come over, a shout was
heard from our boys, to which we gladly responded. On
joining us they gave the lamentable information that

they could not find the path, though they had found the

river and dipped from it one small trout.

As we did not ieel like tramping all day in the sultry

insect-infested woods, we returned to camp somewhat
disgusted with the morning's venture.

Immediately after dinner we took the boat and went
up to the river to the first shallows, where we got ashore

and commenced casting. I picked up two or three small
trout here, and not being satisfied took Kenosh and
walked up the river about a mile, fishing each pool as we
came to it, from the bank, and with very good results.

The last pool, and the best, required considerable wading
to properly fish it. I really did not feel like getting wet,

but as I gazed into the sheet of limpid water I saw several

trout leap from it in sportive play, and that determined
me to venture, though a case of rheumatics immediately
ensued as the result. Kenosh smiled encouragingly as he
saw me wade in, and remarked, "Now we get 'em."

And sure enough, we did "get 'em," for at nearly every
cast a trout sprang for the lure.

At the upper end of the pool where the ripples ran
merrily, I was fortunate enough to hang two at once,

both of which Kenosh succeeded in adroitly netting. My
next cast brought a half-pounder, and then the next vic-

tim just about reached the legal limit. There was then
a cessation of the sport for a few minutes, but when I

cast by a submerged tree near the opposite shore, I re-

ceived a savage response, but being a little off my guard,

missed him by about the fiftieth part of a second.

"Big fellow, that," says Kenosh, looking somewhat
disappointed at my failure to connect with the greedy
trout.

"Yes, big and active; but I will change my tactics on
him," I replied. And then I waded ashore and put on a
larger fly for my stretcher, and also increased the size of

my dropper. I had been using a No. 9 sproat, not expect-

ing to find such a large fish at this part of the river. A
No. 4 gilt-coachman was now on my dropper and a No. 3

silver-doctor on my stretcher; and with these I again
waded in and sent them to the very spot the inquisitive

trout had so suddenly disturbed. There was no response

to this invitation, so I sent another with an R. S. Y. P.,

and this time the gilt-edge allurement was accepted with
an impolite but fatal greediness. The little Chubb rod
gracefully bent and the reel hummed as the gameful
trout dashed down the stream with a rapidity born of

desperation.

"Full well was strained the silken braid,

By swift retreat and sudden tack;

At last one furious lunge was made,

And then the line lay slack."

I saw a golden gleam, and then it appeared to me very
much like an entrancing dream. He was gone, and a
bird on a swaying limb caroled a note of serene joy,

while Kenosh and I looked at one another so despairingly

and so hopelessly that words were unnecessary to picture

our great disappointment. It was already graphically
expressed; the handwriting was on the wall.

Without a word between us, I commenced casting

again, and after a few droppings of the lures I had
another proposition, which I accepted, and had the
infinite satisfaction of seeing the dotted darling safely in

the net. He was a half-pounder, and was a victim to the
coachman in gilt.

Again and again the flies dance on the crystal pool, but
no trout breaks the rimpling water. I move along to

some shelving rocks tinted by the rays of the sinking sun,

and here I snatch four more lovely lOin. trout from their

secluded lurking-places. A tempting spot a few yards
ahead, where some clustered cedars were casting their

fanciful shadows on the quiet waters, now attracted my
attention, Wading carefully and quietly up the stream,
I soon have my lures dropping amid the lines of sun and
shade, and was duly rewarded with the capture of three

more of the pretty specimens that gleam in gold and
scarlet, crimson and purple. Changing my base once
more, I tramp silently on till I reach the head of some
rapids whose tossing waters are running over the shallow
beds of glistening pebbles to as merry a tune as the wood-
land piper plays. It is the same old story of the success-

ful angler's pursuit, and so it continued as we wandered
along the banks of this sinuous stream to the evening
hymn of sweet-throated birds.

I fished for about an hour more in this lengthy and
translucent pool, and having caught sufficient during that
time for the entire camp for a day, I concluded before
retmning to reel up and rest on a fallen tree that had
been undermined by the rapid current. Now that my
pleasures of the angle had been fully satisfied, I became
an enraptured admirer of the picturesque landscape,

which surrounded me on all sides. The very water at

my feet rippled in tinkling tones over glistening beds of

gravel and along banks bordered by ferns and flowers,

shadowed by birch and balsam, and rife in evergreens
and sedgy grass. It is impossible to write in terms which
will not seem extravagant, of the unbroken forests

which cover the sugar loaf mountains on the immediate
west of this racing river. Here we see familiar

shrubs grown to stately trees; towering pines piercing the

upper air, tapering cedare in strange confusion, somber
hemlocks with their spreading arms, while beneath, the
lesser growth of birches and tangled thickets hide the

flinty rocks among which they grow. Beautiful berries

gleam, strange wild flowers shine like stars, ferns run
riot in luxuriance, velvet-like mosses cover every Tock
and fallen timber. Innumerable rills, clear as crystal

and cold as ice, drop into the parent stream in musical

whisper, while at infrequent intervals small lakes sleep in

silent beauty on the level plains. It is an Arcadia of an
icy region serenely and peacefully reposing in the long
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light and deep slanting shadows of the fading afternoon;
no angler eager for nature at her best could ask for more:

"And here, where the eddies so pearly white
Sink away into gloom or wheel into light,

Where the trunk of decaying pine tree doth throw
Its leaning bridge o'er the current flow,

The patient angler, with rod and line,

May cast his flies and his tackle so fine;

And soon his basket a treasure will hold

Of azure fishes o'erspangled with gold."

Rested and content, I take up the tramp for Ned and the
Graft, crossing and recrossing the river a dozen times or
more on the trip before I stumble on my comrade fast
asleep in the boat, with the balmy air moving his gray
locks and the sun browning his rugged and expressive
face. He said he had grown weary of fishing as well as
disgusted with the size of his victims, and concluded to
enter the Land of Nod. Peter, who had remained, went
into the woods while Ned was napping and gathered a
large supply of balsam boughs for our tents. This is a
luxury that princes may envy, for its inhalation is as
healthful as the most coveted balm, and possesses the
magnificent virtues of lulling to the most restful slumber.
We would sooner have missed our meals than not to have
had our tent redolent with it. Balsam was the first and
the last thing thought of in camp, and we had it in gen-
erous quantities, fairly reveling in it; and so fragrantwere
we with it that we began to feel as if we were closely
allied to the odoriferous tree.

It was but half a mile to camp, which we reached in
the glow of a luminous sunset that filled the western sky
with a golden curtain of alternating bands of the most
lovely hues—purple, violet, gold and amber.

"Falling dews with spangles deck'd the glade,

And the low sun had lengthen'd every shade."

We found on reaching our quarters the Hlliputians of
the insect world, with their tiny spears sharpened and
their little knives whetted, ready for the gore of human.
Like all their pestiferous tribe, they stood not on ceremony
in their greetings, but fell upon us in such clouds and
with such ferocity that we were bleeding at many a pore
before we could find the misplaced repellent. Once in
our possession, we routed them with the subtle mixture
as if it carried death in its very fumes.
These malignant hummers boing disposed of for the

present, I at once disrobed myself of my damp clothes,
and after a vigorous rubbing with a crash towel was soon
enrobed in dry garments that were then a positive luxury.
Now, if I could only escape from the penalty for my
rashneps in wading, all would be well, but as one of my
knees was already aching I was satisfied I was in for a
case of rheumatics or something akin thereto. The
adolescent angler who has everything to his advantage,
may wade without so much danger of ailment, but when
it comes to an old man attempting it who has nearly
three score and ten to his account, it savors somewhat of
idiocy.

That evening after supper a couple of Indians from
Michipicoten, who were in camp with their families on
the opposite side of the l'iver, made us a visit, and hear-
ing of our failure to find the big pool, offered to pilot us
to the place for $1.50. Our boys were averse to our
engaging them, stating at the same time that they were
positive of finding it on a second attempt. They were
fearful of falling in our estimation if we engaged a guide,
but as we did not wish to have a repetition of the morn-
ing '3 wanderings, concluded to take one of them and
make an early start at dawn for the distant pool. The
bargain being concluded they took their canoe and
crossed the stream to their quarters, decidedly pleased
with the prospect of so easily earning a little money with
a lunch and supper in addition thereto.

I was so worn out that evening with my piscatorial
pursuit of the afternoon, that I sought an early couch
and was soon lulled to slumber by the sweet song of the
sea and the gentle rustle of the forest.

Alex. Starbuck.
[to be continued.]

THE TORCH-FISH.
One of the most noteworthy and striking facts of

animal life is its adaptation to the conditions of its en-
vironment. Study any animals or groups of animals, and
it will be seen that its leading physical characteristics are
in exact adaptation to its habits and conditions. A very
interesting illustration is afforded by the torch-fish (Lino-
phryne lucifer), a cut of which, taken from Sehorer's
Familienblatt, Berlin, is given herewith. The torch-fish

is a deep-sea fish carrying on his nose an organ which he
can illuminate with a phosphorescent light or extinguish
at pleasure. L. lucifer does not use his lantern to guide
him on his pathless course in the dark depths of ocean, or
to enable him to look around him; but, when meal-time
comes, he lights up to attract small fishes, which, mis-
taking the lantern for a phosphorescent insect,dart straight
for it, only to find their way into the capacious jaws of
L. lucifer. The mode in which the lantern is lighted and
extinguished is not yet clearly understood. The illustra-
tion appeared originally in Haacke's "Schopfung der
Thierwelt."

—

Literary Digest, New York.

The Forest AND Stream is put to press each week on Tues
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable

ANGLING NOTES.
Fraser River Salmon Pen.

The most comprehensive picture that I have seen of the
artificial spawning of salmon—and at best there are
precious few of these of any sort—is one that was sent to
me from Vancouver, B. C. , of the Fraser Kiver salmon
pen belonging to the Dominion Fish Commission, and
reproduced in this issue of Forest and Stream.
The Fraser River hatchery is on Harrison River, a

tributary of the lower Fraser, and the salmon pen shown
in the picture is on Morrison Creek. At the time the
photograph was taken the hatchery was in charge of the
late Mr. Thomas Mowat, a son of the veteran salmon
fisherman, John Mowat, of New Brunswick. In the
picture Mr. Thomas Mowat is the second figure from the
left, holding a female salmon over a pan, on a box. In
the foreground is the pen, filled with salmon, where they
are retained until ripe, and from which they are dipped
to be artificially spawned. After the fish are handled by
the spawners they are put into the raceway at the ex-
treme right and rear, from which they find their way
back to the river. The operation of spawning is clearly
shown. With one hand gloved in a worsted glove the
fish is firmly held by the tail over a pan, and the other
hand is pressed along the belly of the fish, forcing the
ova into the pan. The man standing between the two
spawn-takers holds a male salmon by the tail ready to be
passed to the spawn takers that the milt may be taken in
the same manner that the eggs are taken, and in the same
pan, and thus the eggs are impregnated. The male
salmon is indicated by the hooked jaws. A reading glass
will aid one to see how solidly they are packed in the pen.
As a whole the photograph is remarkably clear, and
Forest and Stream has made a reproduction fully as
clear and well worth preserving by those interested in the
process of artificial breeding.

Feeding Bait Fish.

A correspondent in Meriden, Conn., writes: "What is

the best food for bait fish (shiners)? They are kept in a
tank that has water running through it all the time." As
boy and man I have dealt extensively in bait fish, and as
a rule fed the fish nothing at all, because the "bait box"
was generally placed in a small stream, so the water ran
through it and the fish got enough out of the water to
keep them in condition until they were used, this being
soon after they were put into the bait box. Such feeding
as I have done has been withcorn bread crumbs in winter
and earth worms in summer. On one occasion I fed a lot
of bait with chopped raw liver that had been pressed
through a wire sieve and then mixed with water until it

was of the consistency of syrup. This treatment fouled
the water more than bread crumbs or earth worms, and
the bait box required frequent clean ng, which it must
have, no matter what the artificial food may be that is

introduced into the box.
Overcrowding a bait box with shiners and the conse-

quent developement of fungus is more fatal than starva-
tion from lack of food. That water contains minute
organisms to sustain life in a given number of bait fish
confined in a given space is illustrated by an experience
of my own. In April I bought a lot of suckers as bait
for lake trout trolling. I was obliged to buy more than
I wanted in order to get any. Those that I did not use at
the time were put into a spring in the cellar of the man
from whom I bought them. I forgot all about them
until late in the fall when I wanted bait fish, and then
for the first time I saw the spring. It was about as
large as a bushel basket and the fish were all alive, but
very thin, and it was cruel to have left such a number of
fish in such small quarters without feeding.
To furnish an ideal bait box or tank for keeping such

fish, my idea would be to construct it large enough to in-
troduce some of the water mosses from Caledonia Creek,
N. Y. There are four mosses found in this famous trout
spring in which natural food breeds abundantly. They
are the moisture-loving, river-bank, fern-branched and
ruscus-like mosses. See the advertisement of Mr. James
Annin, Jr., in Forest and Stream and write to him, and
I have no doubt he will furnish the water mosses and a
water cress too, if desired, and with the mosses will come
a supply of natural food that will reproduce itself to feed
shiners or trout.

Westwood's Angling- Books.
How many anglers in New York city know that the

rare library of angling books collected by Thomas West-
wood, author of "The Chronicle of the Compleat Angler,"
"Bibliotheca Piscatoria," etc., etc., is to be found in the
Lenox Library? I did not know it until long after Mr.
Westwood's death, although on more than one occasion
he mentioned in his letters that his books had come to
New York. Once he said to me: "If I go on I shall be
setting up an angling library again, I, that renounced
the luxury years ago and scattered my thousand volumes
over the world. New York got the best of them. I think
New York gets the best of most rare and curious things
nowadays. I have never ceased to regret having parted
with my collection."

Yet I never happened to ask him where in New York
the collection went to. He had every edition of Walton
up to the time he parted with his books.

Surface Fishing for Lake Trout.

As indicated in a note in this column last week, Lake
George, N. Y., is now entirely free from ice. From the
Narrows, at Bolton, to the Canoe Islands the lake was
clear as early as March 19. On March 31a steam yacht
came from Ticonderoga to the Sagamore Hotel at Bolton,
but not until the afternoon of April 1 did the last of the
ice between Caldwell and Diamond Island disappear.
Even with April 1 as the date it beats the record. Pre-
vious to this year the earliest that the ice has entirely left
the lake within the memory of any one now living was in
1873, when it went out on April 4. Already local fisher-
men and local newspapers are predicting that there will
be no surface fishing this year, as the trout will have
come to the top and returned before the season legally
opens, on May 1. Should this prove true, it will be a
great disappointment to many anglers, for of late years
fishermen from all parts of the country have visited Lake
George on or about May 1 to troll on the surface for lake
trout, and the success has been such as to extend the fame
of the lake as a fishing resort. The first week in April
trout were seen in large schools at the surface of the
water near the Sagamore Hotel dock, and on the east side

of Green Island. This is where the fish gathered for
some reason last year as they never were known to do
before, and where tons of them were caught, as I related
last season.

I have had several letters of inquiry about the prospects
for fishing after May 1, and presume I shall have more.
I can only guess at it, and may not be a good guesser,
but it may prove of comfort to some of my correspond-
ents if I give some facts from my journal instead of
guesses as to what may be. In 1878, the year the ice
went out on April 4, 1 reached the lake on May 2, going
direct to Bolton. On the 3d I trolled at the bottom, as I
believed that the trout had been at the surface and re-
turned to the bottom. Alec Taylor was my boatman on
that day (and he is considered the best professional fisher-
man at the lake), while his father, who was my regular
boatman, went for bait. The next day six boats started
for Hague, and most all the trout were caught at the
surface. It was the same on the 5th, 6th and 7th. The
night we reached the hotel at Hague, our six boats dis-
played such a catch of trout as may not have been seen
there since. Coming out of Hague I caught three trout
one after another, at the surface, that weighed 51bs. each.
Our total catch was not as large as might be made now
that the trout are more plentiful and run larger, but it

was the banner year of that period before the lake was
restocked with trout by the State. A. N. Cheney.

FROM WORM TO FEATHERS.
Asbtjry Park, N. J.—Editor Forest and Stream: After

three weeks of continual disappointments, we three busy
men, Counsellor John E. Lanning, Dr. H, S. Kinmouth
and myself, set out Friday, 23d ult., for a trial at the
trout, which were reported to be very plentiful in the
streams tributary to the South Shrewsbury. We were
accompanied by Caasar Riley, the Doctor's man of all
work (who, by the way, in spite of the fact that his name
is suggestive of Celtic origin, is as black as the proverbial
ace of spades; and Lanning savs he can prove that Caesar
is the only negro ever born in Ireland).
After a disagreeable ride of 12 miles in the face of a

drizzling rain we arrived at what the Doctor was pleased
to term the right spot. Calling out the aged colored man
who lives near by the stream, we managed to secure com-
fortable quarters for our team; and having adjusted our
suits were ready for business. "Now, you fellows," ex-
claimed the Doctor, "just watch me pick out a fine fish,
right down here in this little, pool. I took three from
there one day" last spring in less than as many minutes;
and it wasn't a very good day for trout fishing, either."
With bated breath we stood still and watched his

stealthy approach to the bank and admired his faultless
cast, but, alas, no reward attended his efforts. After a
kindly remark from the Counsellor that anybody could do
as well as that, we proceeded down stream about 100yds.
below our starting point, and while I was passing around
a cluster of alders I was startled by a wild whoop-ee from
the Counsellor, and ran out in time to see his right leg re-
tire from active service down a convenient muskrat hole,
and his left assuming gyrations a la Midway Plaisance.
In his hurry to have the thing over he had carelessly
tossed his hat into the top of a bunch of alders, leaving
his head (which is entirely devoid of its crowning glory)
bobbing around like an animated billiard ball, the black,
adhesive mud returning his unexpected call in the form
of a patch about the size of a full-blown pancake square in
the face. Borrowing a rail from an adjacent fence, we
pried him out and laid him tenderly on the grass. While
I was removing the mud from his face, making my
leather cap perform the double service of washbasin and
towel, I heard the Doctor, who was carefully examining
the wreck, murmur something about "Compound frac-
tures of the Third Commandment." However, we were
soon moving on down stream, the Doctor almost immedi-
ately taking two fine fish from a small pool, while I
caught three from near the foot of a small run emptying
into the stream.
Being desirous of saving all fish taken for stocking pur-

poses we pressed into service two barrels found in the
meadow, which were water-tight. In all we got twenty-
seven fine fish and transported them in safety to a brook
which we had prepared in advance for their reception;
and we will see to it that they are well protected.
A heavy rain now setting in, we were compelled to re-

turn to the house where we had left our rig and lunch.
The Doctor soon began negotiating with the old darky for
some articles suitable to move our fish in, and was thus
employed, when he was surprised to feel a heavy tug on
his rod, which he was holding behind him. A glance
was sufficient to reveal all. An inquisitive old hen spying
the worm dangling at the end of his rod, had swallowed
it, hook and all, at a gulp. It is hard to determine which
of the two were most surprised when the situation became
apparent, the Doctor or the hen. Starting off with a
rush to join her fellows in the barnyard, she was soon
brought to a full stop by a dextrous motion of the Doc-
tor's rod, known only to expert anglers. And now the
fun began in earnest. The more she realized her position
the more determined she became to get away. Around
and around the wood pile went the old hen, her gait
broken now and then by a wild flop of the wings, in-
stantly followed by a gleeful somersault as the line would
tighten, the Doctor maintaining his position as a good
second in the race and continually receiving encourage-
ment from the rest of the party. "It do beat terrifyin'
snakes, an' she was my best layin' hen," exclaimed the
old darky mournfully. ' 'See here," at last broke in the Doc-
tor, ' 'this thing has got to stop some time. Catch her, some
of you roaring idiots, will you!" And as we surrounded
and secured her we all agreed that decapitation was ne-
cessary, as the hook could not be secured. So toward the
chopping block we started, one carrying the hen, another
the axe, the Doctor holding on to his rod and the darky
bringing up the rear.

Yesterday when I asked the Counsellor confidentially
if he didn't drive the hen up to the hook purposely he got
mad. Leonard Hulit.

Warren County Association.

Warren, Pa.—Thanks to the praiseworthy efforts of
the Warren County Fish and Game Protective Association
illegal fishing has been greatly lessened. Several arrests
have been made and heavy fines imposed on persons
caught spearing fish through the ice. Many spearing
tents were also seized. Some time ago German carp were
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introduced into these waters and everything goes to show
that the stocking will prove fruitful, some big ones of
8 and 91bs. , and many smaller ones having been caught.
The anglers here are eagerly waiting for April 15, when
the open season for trout begins, and as much stocking
has been done the fishing promises to be fair in what few
streams that have not been ruined by sawmills.

W. A. V. O.

THE GRASSHOPPER-LOVING TROUT.
It was once my luck to be one of a party who were the

second to drop line in a certain lake of British Columbia
for the trout which there did abound. It happened thus:
Some section hands on the railroad told me of the place,
which was a pond of spring water which had only been
discovered after a recent forest fire. The pool was about
a quartpr of a mile in diameter and nearly round, with
indications of considerable depth.
Now the funny part was that the steep mountains

which hemmed this pool in swarmed with grasshoppers,
and every time a grasshopper hopped, five times out of
six he went down hill, thus most of them in the end
brought up in the pond, where they were at ouce taken
care of.

I tried these trout with a fly, but only the small ones
would notice it, and they rarely. But a grasshopper they
would take every time. In the stomach of one which I
caught I found twenty-five hoppers in a nearly perfect
state, and I should judge as many more partly digested,
still he evidently wanted at least one more, which landed
him in the great hereafter.
On our return to the car we laid out as many trout as

would go on the bottom of an old trail wagon and had
them photographed, as you see by the illustration. ': On
the back of photograph I find written, "One-quarter of
six hours' sport." The interesting thing about it was that
the trout evidently knew where they could find plenty of
grasshoppers at that season of the year, for in the river

can be reached without too much labor after leaving the
railroad and where we can find at least good fishing, you
will confer a favor on all of us and on a few of your sub-
scribers. Trusting to receive an early reply, I remain,
truly yours, Horace E. Kistler, President J. O. C.

Angling Incidents.

Portland, Oregon.—Editor Forest and Stream: After
reading all the articles pro and con in regard to killing
snakes, I want to say that I never would do it until last
summer. While we were on the Molalla one afternoon, I
was fishing the riffles, my curiosity was aroused by some-
thing on the shore. There I was surprised to find a
harmless snake about 20in. long fishing. A fellow feel-
ing caused me to stop and see how it was done. He
would let his head down to the surface of the water and
let his tongue down, and about one-half inch under; the
trout fry, about two inches long, would gather and begin
nibbling at it; then a splash and Mr. Snake drew back
with a fish in his mouth. I saw this repeated three
times and still he was not satisfied, so in the interest of
future anglers I picked him up by the tail and thumped
his head against a rook. Wi, J. Newman.

On one occasion while fishing at night on the banks of
the Appomattox River, in Virginia, with a companion,
while we were sitting with a light between us, my friend
remarked, "Don't move, there is a moccasin ready to
strike at your back." I did not stir, but cold chills began
to run up and down my back. He got up very quiet, but
as his hand reached for a stick the snake let fly and 1
jumped to my feet like one galvanized, and at same time
he hit it with the stick as it some way stuck to my back.
The rubber coat I had saved me, but the blow with the
stick almost knocked the wind out of my body. The
snake had struck with such force that his fangs were
imbedded in the rubber. Well, we tried fishing again,

FRASER RIVER salmon pen.

and streams within a mile of the pool they were by no
means plenty, so must have purposely gone up to have a
fine, extensive lunch party.
When a grasshopper struck the water from three to

four dozen trout would go for him. None of these fish

were large, not one in ten reaching the weight of one
pound. They were of the red-throated variety.

Willard Nye, Jr.

Johnstown Outing Club.

Johnstown, Pa., March 13.—The Johnstown Outing
Club is composed of thirty members—business and profes-
sional men—and its objects are, as stated in the constitu-
tion, as follows:

"Sec. 2. The objects of this club shall be the protection
and propagation of all game and fish: co-operation with
the authorities in enforcing the game and fish laws; to
provide an annual outing for its members, and to encour-
age in them the true sportsman spirit."

The club was organized in April, 1892, and our first

annual outing was held about three miles above Conflu-
ence, Somerset county, Pa. , on the Youghiogheny River,
and our sport was chiefly catching the gamy black bass.

For it size and weight the black bass in the Youghiogheny
and Castleman rivers, just above their confluence, will
afford a true sportsman more genuine enthusiasm and
pleasure than any black bass in any other waters that I
have fished or read of. They are game. I have had one
jump over my head; and they weigh only from f to l^lbs

,

yet they have more fight in them than a 4-pound lake
bass.

Last spring several articles appeared in the Forest and
Stream referring to Indian Lake, near Huntsville, Logan
county, Ohio. Our club sent a committee of two to
Indian Lake to investigate, and their report corroborating
th articles referred to, we decided to camp there.

We left Johnstown on July 16, 1893, in two special cars
over the B. & O. R. R., and camped for two weeks on the
shores of Indian Lake, and had a very satisfactory outing,
excepting that the bass would not bite. We tried to
make up for our disappointment by making large catches
of ring perch, sunfish and calico bass, making sport by
using light, springy rods.

vVe have a first-class camping outfit worth $500, and we
go out to enjoy ourselves. Some members are satisfied

with ordinary camp life, but the majority want to hunt
and fish. Owing to the fact that our outing takes place
in the latter part of July or the first part of August, you
can see how we are handicapped. Now, if you can sug-
gest a place within 600 or 800 miles of Johnstown which

but there were so many of thosp spotted devils about
that we gave it up and went to killing them. But hunt-
ing snakes by lantern light is not very quieting to one's
nerves, so we got out of the brush and tall grass in double
quick time. Brian the Still-Hunter.

Carp in Cayuga Lake.
Ithaca, N. Y.—A good many large pickerel were

caught here last fall, together with some pretty big carp.
A few years ago one or two carp ponds, located at Lud-
lowville and Sheldrake, I think, gave way, emptying
their contents into Cayuga Lake. Since then carp have
been taken in considerable numbers annually. Ham
Spiccer holds the record of '93 for heavy-weight carp,
having taken one which weighed 221bs. The fish, at the
first tug on the line, pulled Spicer, who was not looking,
though perhaps longing for leviathans, into the water and
mud knee-deep, and it took a lively and exciting two min-
utes to land the beauteous bouncer of the sluggish inlet.

Spicer thinks about the proper carp tackle is a barn
raiser's pike pole and a steamboat's anchor rope, with a
modern Hercules at the land end of the outfit.

A large consignment of pike for Cayuga Lake is shortly
expected here. Two or three consignments of trout fry
have already been placed in neighboring streams. For
good trout fishing the angler should visit the vicinity of
Speedsville, Hartford Mills, Slaterville, McLean and
Cortland. The present outlook indicates clear running
streams for opening day on brook trout. M. C. H.

Suckers Survive Freezing.

Ithaca, N. Y.—As bearing on the question recently
discussed in Forest and Stream relative to the injuries
sustained by fish from freezing, allow me to say that a
local angler cut cakes of ice from along the west shore of
Cayuga Lake the past winter in which suckers were found
frozen solid. The fish were chopped out of the ice, put
in water and in a few hours were swimming about with
as much animation as usual. The gentleman who gives
me the above item also tells me that recently one of a pair
of goldfish he has long possessed escaped from the tank
in which it is kept, and, although diligent search was
made for it, some six hours elapsed before it was found.
The fish was returned to the water as an experiment, all

signs of life having vanished, and to the wonder and de-
light of the family, it soon assumed a lively and spirited
air, apparently none the worse for its exhausting experi-
ence. M. C. H.

^tehyulttm mi grakqtion.

The Trdut Netting Case.
Sheffield Mass.—Editor Forest and Stream: In mvForest and Stream of March 24, 1 notice your article on

the action brought by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
against R. E Follett Fish Commissioner of Connecticut
for the illegal taking of trout, and his conviction and fine of
$150 tor same. As I am a resident of this town, a lessee of
part of the same brook, and have helped stock the same for
the last nine years, I want to give you a few notes on this
matter that your correspondent omitted

'

A friend of Mr. Follett's or he himself in a letter to the
Hartlorcl 1 imes, states that the sportsmen here have from
the start antagonized the hatchery and Mr. Barnum's in-
terests in the same. The man that made that statementknew it to be false, and only said it to try and create, a littlesympathy for the Fish Commissioner. The sportsmen
around here know Mr. Barnum to be a sportsman and a
gentleman, and one who would not knowingly violate the
law nor have any one in his employ do so. He leaves the
full management of the hatchery to Mr. Follett, who resides
here, while Mr. Barnum lives in Lime Rock, Conn. This
Lee Brook is about five miles long, and has always been
noted as a good trout brook, and has been stocked for the
past ten years regularly by fry furnished by the State of
Massachusetts. Mr. Barnum leases the upper portion of it.
about two miles in all.
Mr. Follett was arrested for netting trout in the close

season last fall in this running brook, and his defense is that
because he turned some trout out of his ponds into the brook
last June because they were not doing well—turned right in
among the wild trout—he had a right to net them, and on
the witness stand under oath he testified that four months
later when he netted the stream he could easily identify his
fish from the wild ones, and I want to add right here that
there isn't a single fisherman up here believes such a thing,
nor have I met one anywhere in my travels who does. He
says he knew them by their peculiar color, because he fed
them some liver nearly every day. But by far the greater
part of their nourishment whs derived from the natural food
in the brook, and besides it is a well known fact that trout
adapt their color to their surroundings.

It is a mystery to the sportsmen around here why it is that
Mr. Follett went the two miles of the brook to net his trout,
when he only fed them in one place Fish generally congre-
gate where they are fed. His sole defense was that because
he turned the trout out in January, '93 and fed them, he had
a right to net them.
How does he explain his action in netting that brook some

nine months before? He netted the brook in September and
October 1892, long before he turned any fish into it, long
before he bought any trout to put in his pond. In fact
his first pond was stocked with the wild trout netted
from the Lee Brook and its tributaries in September
and October of 1802. Here' a man, who holds the office of
Fish Commisioner of the State of Connecticut, who says that
"From his earliest recollections he has been interested in
fishculture; and for years has been in the fish hatching
business." He above all others should be posted in laws
pertaining to fish and fishing; and in netting as he has, he
must have known he was going contrary to law, and for
such deliberate and willful violation should be fined the ex-
treme penalty. There might be some excuse for a man who
had not made a study of fish, fishing and fish laws, but none
for this commissioner.
Mr. Follett has appealed the case and the decision of the

higher court will be awaited with interest by all sportsmen
in Berkshire county. Harry S. Andrews.

All those who love a dog because it is a dog
and not merely a medium for the accumulation of
dollars and cents, are invited by the editor to con-
sider this department as one in which they can
discuss amicably any subject that is of interest
to the canine fancy, without fear of their commu-
nications being subjected to personal comment
or ridicule.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

April 17 to 20—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E
Loveland, Sec'y. Entries close March 31.

April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles
Gal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 1 to 4.—Special show of St. Bernard, Collie, Spaniel and Fox-

Terrier clubs, in connection with the Hempstead Farm show, Madison
Square Garden.
May 9 to 12.—Louisville Kennel Club, at Louisville, Ky. St. Marc M.

Munday, Sec'y.
Sept. 10 to 14.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y.

FIELD TBIALS.
Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. E. J. Gallaug

her. Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Out. W. B. Wells

Sec'y.

Don't forget that the Specialty show entries close
April 20, with James Mortimer, 44 Broadway, New
York.

Shooting Dog vs. Field Trial Dog.

Virginia.—Editor Forest and Stream: Would a gentle-
man's shooting dog—a good ranger, staunch, and a first-class
retriever both from land and water—stand any show in a
field trial with a regular field trial dog, broken and handled
by a professional?
Does retrieving count for anything in a field trial or is it

objectionable? and is a dog required to drop to shot?
S. W.

[There are ten chances to one that the dog would not under
the conditions you state. This is the hub on which the whole
argument about the way field trials are conducted at the
present day is turning. The better the amateur's dog is
trained the less chance he would seem to have in present com-
petitions. It depends chiefly upon the handler, and until the
adept professionals, who seem to have things all their own
way and are allowed to break up an opponent's dog as much
as they choose, are put into a class of their own and amateurs
are allowed to compete with amateurs, the amateur's dog
per se, however well trained, stands little chance for the
money. . We cannot explain our meaning better than to quote
the words of a veteran shooting dog handler who competed
this last fall in the Southern trials: "They're too fast for me;
it isn't field work, it's racing." Retrieving, in the principal
trials, is not recognized. If the dog is steady to shot that is

sufficient; dropping, of course, is preferable.]

Mr. Andrew Laidlaw has purchased the crack Irish water
spaniel Dennis Marguerite from a party in Montreal.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.}

The Migration of the Handlers.

I QUOTE one paragraph from a letter by Mr. J. M. Free-
man of Bicknell, Ind., which contains cheerful information
concerning game prospects at Bicknell, and therefore favor-
able for field trial interests, that place having been fixed
upon for the next trials of the IT. S. F. T. C. It also contains
mention of the homeward flight of several handlers. He
says:
fes"There is not much dog news here at present. Birds have
wintered well and there will be an abundance left over for
seed. Mr. John T. Mayfield is expected home here this week
from Mississippi. Mr. Geo. B. Gray will also stop off here a
few weeks on his way home from Mississippi.
"Mr. Andy Gleason expects to locate here permanently, so

that in the future we will be decidedly doggy around Bick-
nell."

A Chance for a Trainer.

From that delightful Morris, Mon. city which is yet fortu-
nate in being both in civilization and a greatgame country,
comes information of the need there of a field trial trainer.
There is a good business opening in that country for a good
man. It is useless for any other kind to go there. An un-
skillful or negligent trainer would not succeed. Mr. R. J.
Gallaugher, secretary of the Manitoba Field Trials Club,
writes me as follows:
"Canine matters are not making the rapid moves antici-

pated a short time ago, but they are not at a standstill by
any means. Every now and then a new youngster is brought
on for the express purpose of sweeping everything in the
Derby. I trust that some of our people will succeed in reach-
ing the money this year.
"The latest addition which I have had the pleasure of tak-

ing out of bond was a nice bitch puppy from our friend Mr.
L. W. Smith, which I sold to Mr. Borrodaile, of this place.
It is by Orlando—Atalanta, and looks like a mover. An-
other is the young dog Gladiator, by Gladstone's Boy—Queen
Novice, purchased from the Manchester Kennels by Mr. F.
W. Scott. Mr. Young speaks highly of this young dog and I
have hopes that we will hear from him later on.
"In reference to the obtaining of a good trainer for this

locality, we are still in the same position as when I wrote
you last—nothing decided upon. * * * I have not much
hesitation in saying that if a good, honest trainer came here
there would not be the slightest difficulty in his getting at
least fifteen dogs in a short time. The prices which have
been paid here in the past are about $50 each dog.
"By the way, I might say to you that I had a letter from

Mr. White, of Florence, Col., asking if I could get a good
trainer here for his dogs, and that if we could do so, he would
enter them in our trials. I do not know how many he has,
but wrote him that we were endeavoring to get a good man
specially for field trial work. I asked him what number he
wished to send, everything being satisfactory.
"Don't you think that if you writers were to point out the

advantages to the Eastern trainers of training out here on
the prairies, that some of the owners would send their dogs
West to run in our trials andwork their way East to the other
trials later on?"
Many of the field trial trainers and others know the ad-

vantages of the chicken country, but few of them know the
magnitude and value of the canine interests in Manitoba and
adjacent provinces. These interests are destined to be much
greater in a few years. It is a great and growing country
with business interests of great value.

Dog Training.

Mr. J. B. Stoddard, of Thomasville, N. C, writes: "There
are not so many birds about here as there should be to insure
a good crop." A scarcity of birds entailsmuch greater work
on trainers and dogs. Mr. Stoddard further states that he
has concluded to continue dog training, and to that end is

prepared to negotiate with parties who desire to engage the
services of a trainer.

In the Alligator District.

From a letter received from Mr, W. S. Bell, of Pittsburgh,
who is well known to sportsmen, I infer that he had a
pleasant trip while sojourning recently in Florida. It will
be remembered that Mr. Bell, while judging the Irish setter
trials, was suddenly called home from Thomasville, N. C.,
on account of the severe illness of Mrs. Bell, who was in a
critical condition from pneumonia for many days. In his
pleasant way, Mr. Bell in a private letter to me writes:
"I have taken Mrs. Bell to Florida, stopping at all princi-

pal places and points of interest down the east coast to Palm
Beach, on Lake Worth, which is truly the garden spot of
the earth. We took iu the climate—although expensive, we
enjoyed it very much, having indeed a most delightful trip,

and best of all, Mrs. Bell has returned in full health, looking
ruddy and healthy.
"While I was at Palm Beach I met Mr. Wallace, a judge

many times at the Central field trials, and we had a long
chat on field trials, etc.,which was to the effect that a sports-
men's field trial club should be formed with a purpose to
cater more to the sportsma.u or the 'one-dog-man' entry
than to the professional handler. They have to come in to
advertise and dispose of their produce, and need not be
fondled. A club of this kind would prosper and have more
support from more people than is engendered by the present
mode, of conducting trials."

The cumulative appetites, described by Mr. Hough in his
charming articles on Dixie Land, which he and Dick Merrill
took from the North into the inoffensive State of Texas,
supplemented by the appetite which permeated the entire
hollow gloom of a dog six feet long, into which they threw
vanishing sandwiches, a bag full at a time, to check his
appetite, was all right in a way. Still, it was not treat-
ing the dog with that consideration which is due man's best
friend. It was too much after the manner in which news-
paper men eat their lunches in Chicago. This dog, being
six feet in length, could stand longer on a point than any
other dog in the business, therefore he was, by virtue of his
longing, entitled to have his food handed to him with
deliberation and attention, instead of throwing it down his
neck into the recesses of his inner consciousness. The sand-
wiches of railroad commerce are made primarily for dur-
ability and to resist torsion strains or sudden flexure. They
might do to throw at a strange dog, or as a test of the dog's
stamina; but with such a scrap-iron diet for a dog of which
yeoman service is required, how can he be expected to do
good work with a barrel full of disks? I know that Mr.
Hough has a novel and, with dogmen in a degree, obsolete
theory about setters and pointers. For instance, he un-
waveringly maintains that a dog with a long pedigree and
fine figure should be able to work, as well as to look pretty;
and to be properly up to his standard the dog must not
show any annoyance or self-conciousness when run over by
a loaded wagon. He must eat like an Indian, jump any
fence, or crawl under it if he has to lift the fense to do so,
etc. But this is by the way, it is the appetite which caused
me to think. At first I thought it might have been a case,
not of a new appetite, but an old one under a new environ-
ment, a case as it were of unconscious gastric opportunity;
but I was in error—I believe it was the climate. Of that
trip Mr. Bell writes:
"Tell Mr. Hough that I have waded through 'Dixie Land,'

Nos. 1, 2 and 3, and have laughed, cried and been thrilled by
his experiences. By way of sympathy, let me state that Mrs.
Bell's appetite was something alarming while down in Dixie.

It was beneficial, however. I assure Mr. Hough, if he lives
in Chicago with his increased appetite, it will be more ex-
pensive than in Dixie's Land, as I found in Chicago it took
more cash to the square inch to supply the demand than any
other place I've been."
There is no one whose opinion I esteem more than I do Mr.

Bell's, but in the case of Chicago he seems to have formed
an erroneous but popular opinion. That Chicago is peculiar
I will admit. Only that and nothing more. If a visitor
comes here with an intention to be a citizen, or a,n alderman,
or a newspaper man, etc., he is welcome. Chicago will give
such a dimpled smile of welcome. But if he comes here with
an appetite—well, he is a transgressor, and the way of the
transgressor is not easy. B. Wateks.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

Specialty Club Dog Show.
From numerous letters which have been received by Mr.

Mortimer, the superintendent, it seems there is an impression
prevailing that the coming show of St. Bernards, collies,
spaniels, fox-terriers and bulldogs given under the auspices
of the specialty clubs devoted to these breeds, is open only to
dogs owned by members of these clubs. This is entirely
wrong. The show is open to all exhibitors and owners of
dogs of the above breeds irrespective of membership. At
this show the prizes given by the different clubs are more
than ordinarily valuable, and are sure to bring together some
of the best dogs in the country. While, as stated above, the
competition in the regular classes will be open to all, there
is, or should be, an esprit de corps that will result in the dif-
ferent specialty club members showing their best and vieing
with each other for the prizes and specials so generously
offered.
In St. Bernards the winning kennel will capture $25 from

the W. K. C, and the best St. Bernard will also win $25.

Silver cups for best dog and best bitch are also given. Then
there are the St. Bernard Club medals, and such works of
art are well worth winning. Spratts Patent's 501bs. can of

MR. J. H. W1NSLOW.

President Philadelphia Kennel Club, 1894.

pepsinated meal is a particularly happy and useful contribu-
tion. A glance through the collie special list makes one's
eyes fairly bulge at the array of cash specials, and we are
pleased to see that a good deal of the money will go for
American bred stock. The W. K. C. again gives $25 for best
kennel, and the best collie gets another $25; these are open to
any one. Open to members of the Collie Club are the Collie
Club trophy, value $300, for best American bred, and the
president's cup, value $500, for best in show. The best stud
dog with two of his get will win $20 and a silver medal; the
best brood bitch will take $20 and a medal under the same
conditions. Another interesting competition, for which $20
is given, will be the exhibit of the best four American bred
collies. Then $20 each are given for best American bred dog,
best bitch and also best pair in open classes, of the same
breeding, owned by one exhibitor. The best dog and best
bitch in novice classes get $20 each and bronze medals. The
bobtails are not forgotten; the best will win $10, so will the
best smooth. Such specials help to pay expenses.
The owner of a good fox-terrier kennel can start a new

banking account. If he has the best four and the best brace
he will win $25 in each competition. The American Fox-
Terrier Club has come to the front in a very open-handed
way. There is the Grand Challenge cup, value $300, for the
best in the show. The Apollo Challenge and stakes for 1894
will be worth winning, too. Then there is a $5 sweepstake
for the best stud dog shown with four of his get; and the
same conditions apply to the Matron Stake. The old "boys"
are not forgotten, for those over seven years old can "chip
in" for a $5 sweep, or rather their sponsors can for them.
Specials of $25 each are given for best dog and best bitch,
both wire and smooth, in the show. The best in open classes
and the best under two years of age in either sex can also
win $25. The four best American-bred will also get $25; so
will the best dog and bitch puppy and the best brace under
fourteen months. This is probably the most valuable list of
cash specials yet offered and should provoke keen competi-
tion.
Spaniels are also very well looked after and an encouraging

fact in this connection, showing the broad principles of this
club, is that with three exceptions, these being the club
trophies—the Cocker Cup, Dr. Smith's silver trophy and the
oil paintings presented by Mr. Bell, the competitions are open
to all, irrespective of membership. The best kennel of parti-
colored cockers gets $25. Then $5 is given for best brace of
each breed the club fosters. The best five red cockers will
win $25 and the W. K. C. also gives $25 for the best five over
281bs. weight. Dr. Smith, to equalize matters, offers $25 for
the most even kennel of four cockers. The best brace of
puppies, any breed, gets $10 from Mr. H. Brooks, and Mr.
Oldham provokes an interesting competition by offering $10
for best stud dog, any sporting spaniel, with three of his get;
$5 each for best black cocker dog and bitch in open classes

owned in N. Y. State, and $5 for best any other color, same
conditions, comes from Mr. Fiske.
The owner of the best brace of field spaniels has a chance

at a case of champagne, and Spratts Co. wishes to encourage
the breed by putting up another 501bs. case of Pepsinated
Food for best puppy any breed. Cameras are also given for
field spaniels and Clumbers.
There is little doubt that the Bulldog Club will not allow

their breed to fall behind either in enthusiasm or the value
of specials donated, but particulars of the latter we have not
yet received. It is reported that the Rev. W. H. Wallbridge,
owner of the Contoocock Kennels, will, in the event of Mr.
SidneyW. Smith's not officiating, take the difficult task of St.
Bernard judge. This will be this well-known breeder's dehut
in this r61e and he should be well supported. Entries close
April 20, with Mr. James Mortimer, 44 Broadway, New
York, and the fee is $5.

Cocker Truths.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A big little dog is a good dog to look at, but a larger one

or one in proportion for the work he is required to do, is bet-
ter. Big bone in a little dog is rot, and a big head on a little

dog is worse. A cocker never had a big head or big bone out
of proportion to size until he was crossed with the field
spaniel, that crosH gave him a long body, crooked legs and a
big head. They have bred out the long body, have raised
him up a trifle, but thebad legs and big head remain. Every
one who knows a cocker admits that they are a general pur-
pose dog or the dog for all kinds of work; an all day and
every day in the season dog. In a day's work he may be
called upon to retrieve a duck, flush grouse and woodcock,
run a rabbit, tree a squirrel, scatter a covey of quail, sample
a tramp's trousers, etc., etc. Can a 201b. dog with a big head
and crooked legs do all the above? I have fourteen dollars
all saved up in copper that I'll bet he can't do one-quarter
of it, and that he will have to be carried after working five
hours in this county, even if he lasts so long.
Men and women who get their ideas about a cocker from

seeing him on the bench; those that never bred one or even
saw one at work; men that know as much about a gun as a
cow does about a telescope, are those who do the most harm
to the breed. They think because they have seen pictures of
big-headed, crooked-legged dogs that were champions > in
England, that they are the kind of dogs that the sportsmen
of America want, but surely men who shoot only over cock-
ers should know the kind of dog best suited for their work.
Of course I know the old cry "if we can't beat you on the
bench we can in the field," but it does not apply to me, for I
always bred for work and guarantee every dog I sell to be a
natural hunter and retriever. When the craze for the "long
and low" set in, I just quit exhibiting. I fought that worst
of all fads alone and killed it as dead as Caesar's grandmother.
A 201b. dog may do for England if he has a small head, good
legs and feet, but nothing under 241bs. will do for the Alle-
ghany hills of Steuben Co., because the work, the game and
the men are different. I was very sorry to see the attacks on
Mr. Wilmerding because no man has done as much as he has
for the Spaniel Club. At New York he only aimed at cor-
recting great abuses that have crept into cockers in the last
few years, the toddling infants with legs going like a boy's
drumsticks were rank libels on any sporting dog, and the
man who undertakes with determination to stamp out this
evil, will certainly raise a storm of adverse criticism. Such
a reformer cannot possibly "stick to type," as "type" sticks
to monstrosities closer than mutton gravy to the roof of your
mouth. Emphatic condemnation, turning down type for
decent physical ability, and making it stand out in the most
glaring light that ability to do his work is the main thing in
a sporting dog, with type a secondary consideration, is the
only way the effect can be produced. J. Otis Fellows.
Hornellsville, N. Y., March 31.

Antidote to Strychnine.

Editor Forest and Stream:
"Dog Berry's" allusion to the strychnine poisoning in Feb.

10 issue of Forest and Stream, recalls my experience with
a pointer of mine. "Dog Berry" calls dog poisoners the
meanest of men. We who love dogs think hehas told "the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth." And
there are the meanest of women, for one threatened, in my
hearing, to poison my dog, and he was poisoned. It was
with strychnine, for I had before observed its effect upou
dogs.
Noticing one day that my dog Mack acted strangely, I ob-

served to my son that I feared he was poisoned. I tapped
him on the back to ascertain the fact, but there was no nerv-
ous excitement as the result. My son then went down-
stairs, Mack standing at the top, looking down. I thought
I would watch him, for if it was strychnine poisoning an.
attempt to go downstairs would induce a fit. I guessed
rightly, for on taking the first step he straightened out in an.
instant and plunged to the bottom of the stairs with vio-
lence enough, it seemed, to break every bone in his body. I
told my son to stay with him while I went to the doctor's
office. "Give laudanum and tannin." I didn't stop to pay
him, neither did I pay the druggist (at that time), for my
dog's life precluded all thoughts of promptness in anything
else. When I returned Mack was on bis feet. I poured a
teaspoonful of laudanum and about as much tannin down
him, followed by a little water to take the bad taste out of
his mouth. He had two fits after this—it may be more, but
I went to bed hardly expecting to see him alive in the morn-
ing; but he survived, although he was a rather sorry-looking
dog that day. He got along well, but some months after
that as he lay in his box I saw that he had a fit. I knew,
however, that it was not like that caused by strychnine.
These fits he would have two or three times a year. On this
account I sold him, informing the purchaser, however, that
he was subject to the malady. The dog slept in my house a
good deal, and I suggested that if he was kept more in the open
air he might not have any more attacks.' He was then four
years old. The man has had him six years, and I think the
dog is in good health. I have never heard him say the dog
had a return of the fits. N. D. Elting.

The Amateur Trainer.

A NEW work on dog training has recently been presented
to the public by Mr. Ed. F. Haberlein, of MePherson, Kan.
The special claims of the author for the system is that it

teaches the "force system without the whip," and defining it

more fully in the text as "Force system, omitting suasion
and the whip, applying the force collar to effect attention
and obedience, words of praise and caresses to encourage and
reward." The author claims that the treatise is a plain, con-
cise, yet thorough guidance in the art of training, handling,
and in correcting the faults of the bird dog in his work to
the gun. While much of the matter in it is not new, there
are all the training subjects treated in a brief yet pertinent
manner, the whole giving the beginner a succinct course of
instruction in his art of training. There is some doubt as to
the wisdom of basing a system on the use of the spike collar,

since that useful article should be used as little as possible,
and not at all as a corrective instrument. For instance, it is

useful in forcing a dog to retrieve, an act he dislikes to per-
form; but, if he commits a fault, it is not a proper instru-
ment to use for the sole purpose of punishment. At the best,
the less it can be used consistently with perfecting a few ac-
complishments, the better for all concerned. Many good
ideas can be gotten from the work, however. It is bound in
paper and contains 73 pages of reading matter. Price $1,

For sale by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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DOG CHAT.

All spaniel men will regret to hear that Mr. Geo. Douglas,
who has been exhibiting quite actively this spring, had the
misfortune to lose his black cocker Black Duke, Jr., on the
way home from Chicaeo show. His dogs were compelled to
lie over Sunday at Detroit and the exposure induced pneu-
monia, from which this promising young dog died. The ex-
press agent there had orders to release the dogs, but failed
to do so.

The new agreement between the express companies and
the railroads regarding the transportation of dogs to shows
has already led to much loss and no end of annoyance to the
dog owners, as the cases of sickness and poor condition of
the dogs, owing to the neglect of the express officials during
transit, have never before been so numerous as during the
past circuit. We have heard nothing about the petition so
numerously signed at New York show, but something should
be done before the fall season comes around or the shows
will surely suffer. Unless some guarantee is given, owners
of valuable dogs will not intrust them to the careless care of
the express companies.

We understand that Ed Warner, who had charge of Mr.
T. G. Davey's dogs at the shows out West this spring, has
accepted a position as kennel manager to Mr. George J.
Gould, who owns Forest Rex, the English setter, and several
Russian wolfhounds.

Squire Naton Walters, Winimac, Ind., has the reputation
of being one of the oldest hunters throughout this part of
the country, and was always accompanied by his dog Pink
Mink. Along in the latter part of the winter of 1893 he
started out one early morning to hunt in the marshes that
adjoin his farm upon the sand hills. The Squire had a
splendid streak of luck, and his game bag was soon filled
with game that fell under his steady aim, with the assistance
of his dog. As the sun slowly disappeared in the west the
Squire started home, but his dog was missing. The Squire
now tells the story of how he found his dog. He says: "A
few days ago I was down on that patch of grubs figuring if
it would pay to clean them out. I found his skeleton stand-
ing with his right forefoot in the air, tail straight out, and
his nose on a point on the skeletons of six prairie chickens
that were hid in the wire grass." And that is how the Pink
Mink Marsh derived its name. IVANHOK.
[Forest and Stream will offer a substantial reward for

an authentic specimen of one of these skeletons.]

There seems to be a good deal of "inside" feeling in ken-
nel circles on the Pacific Coast just at present, and the San
Francisco press is showing some jealousy over the Los
Angeles show, directing their attention more especially to
one of the judges chosen—Mr. A. R Crowell. We should
think that Mr. Crowell was quite capable of judging at such
a show. He officiated acceptably twice at Taunton, Mass.,
and Lewiston, Me., shows, and followed our principal shows
for some years, besides having, while in England, excep-
tional opportunities of seeing the very best in every breed.
In this respect we should think he is better equipped than
any one we know of on the coast, and especially so in St.
Bernards and spaniels.

We notice that the Mere Kennels have placed their new
purchase, the smooth fox-terrier Ripon Stornier, at stud in
our business columns. This dog has had a successful career
since he came to this country, and has done well as a stock-
getter. Bred to light bitches wanting in bone and coat
properties he should produce good results. They also offer a
choice of other well bred terriers.

A little bird whispers that Mr. Mortimer did not keep
Olivia, the Russian wolfhound that bowled the champions
over at Philadelphia, very long. Olivia will now grace Mr.
Hanks's team and will probably try again at Boston under
her breeder's judicial eye.

We have received a number of inquiries lately regarding
toy spaniels for sale and especially King Charles spaniels.
One received this week comes from an American now in
England. We feel certain if the breeders of these dogs will
advertise their stock in our business columns it would result
in considerable benefit.

We hear of a crack Irish terrier pup to come out at Boston
It has, or is said to have, no faults. Eureka!

We have received from Mr. Frank Pidgeon a rejoinder to
the note from Mr. Frank W. Thomas in our issue of last
week, emphatically denying "generally and specifically his
allegations so far as my knowledge goes." As by this time
most folks have forgotten what it is all about we must con-
sider the "incident closed."

The San Franciscans do not intend to be done out of their
show altogether, but will look to Oakland for a venue. A
show will be held under the auspices of the Alameda County
SpQrtsmen's Association. The association intends to apply
for membership in the A. K. O, to be passed upon at the
May meeting, and the show held as soon after as practicable.
A dog show committee has been elected, and it is expected
that the show will be held in the Tabernacle, which is said
to be well adapted for the purpose. A good deal of ill-feeling
has been occasioned by the appointment of other judges by
the Los Angeles show people, than those advertised in the
premium list, and to say the least, it does not seem to have
been a very wise move. It is not always well to bow too
much to the disgruntled.

We are particularly pleased to publish a portrait of one of
the most popular fanciers in the country, Mr. J. H. Wins-
low, president of the Philadelphia Kennel Club. Mr. Wins-
low has been identified with dog shows as an exhibitor and
judge for many years. In fact, there are few men in the
country who talk so far back knowingly and personally as
our Philadelphia friend. In 1872, if we heard rightly, he led
the bull-terrier Tarquin into the ring at Birmingham. The
first time we remember seeing Mr. Winslow judge was at
the "cattle shed" show held by the P. K. C. in connection
with the agricultural fair out at Germantown Junction, Pa.,
in 1885, when he judged spaniels. Since then he has donned
the ermine several times, but to officiate in another breed

—

pointers, to which his fancy and field sporting inclinations
turned. Owing to business engagements he has refused a
number of invitations to judge, but where he has officiated
he has invariably given satisfaction. As a hon carnarade
the "only Bert" is unsurpassed and he is one of the few of
whom one can say, he has not an enemy in the fancy.

Louisville Dog Show.
At the last moment we receive the premium list of the

Louisville dog show. We cannot give it more than cursory
notice this week. Mastiffs, St. Bernards, great Danes, point-
ers and setters get §15 in challenge classes and §15 and §5 and
diploma in open classes; novice and puppy classes are given
with $7, and $3, §5 and diploma, respectively. Other import-
ant breeds get §10 in challenge and §10, §5 and diploma in
open classes; puppy and novice prizes the same as above
where provided. Terriers, except fox and bull, get from $8
and $4 to §5 and §3, the latter also for toy spaniels and Italian
greyhounds. Kennel prizes of $15 are given in many breeds

and a large number of cash and other specials are offered.
Handlers' prizes of $50, §40 and 830 are given for having the
largest number of dogs. The judges are: Mastiffs, St. Ber-
nards, bloodhounds, Newfoundlands, collies, poodles, dachs-
hunds, bulldogs, all terriers (except fox-terriers, smooth and
wire-haired), pugs, Italian greyhounds and miscellaneous,
Mr. James Mortimer, Hempstead, L. I.; great Danes and all
spaniels, Mr. George Bell, Toronto, Can.; pointers. English,
Irish and Gordon setters, American and English foxhounds,
Chesapeake Bay dogs and beagles, Major J. M. Taylor, New
York city; Russian wolfhounds, deerhounds, greyhounds
and whippets, Mr. Roger Williams, Lexington, Ky.; fox-ter-
riers, smooth and wire-haired), not decided. We heard that
probably Mr. Fred Hoey would take these if he could get
away from business. Entries close April 23 with Mr. St.
Marc M. Mundy, Louisville Legion Armory, Louisville Ky.

,

and the fee is $3.

Breeders are making room for spring pups, and what more
natural than they should advertise their stock in the best
medium. Here are a few of the new ones: Undershot Ken-
nels offer a well-bred bull pup, by King Lud; C. T. Brownell,
Gordon setter pups; Donald Munro, very well-bred collies,
"house broken, etc.; A. E. Seidel, pointers and setters, etc.;

W. Strawbridge, young Irish setter dog; A. W. Page, setter
bitch pups; Becker Bros., beagle pups; H. Abegg, three mas-
tiff dogs; Geo. Douglas, dispersal of noted cockers; W. B.
Stafford, two broken pointer bitches; Fox and Coon Hunter,
fox and coon dogs; H. D. Ogden, well-ored Euglish setters;
Neill Apps, England, Blenheim and King Charles spaniels.
Trainers: "Trainer" wants position; J. T. Mayfield, dogs for
field trials; W. B. Stafford, dogs on chickens and quail.
These three men are well-known handlers and reliable.

Boston Dog Show.
This should be a banner year for the N. E. K. C. It is

many years since they scored such an entry as they have done
this year. Somehow, Boston is always a popular show, and
in spite of rather economic arrangements in past years never
ran much below 700 entries. This year there are 902 entries
and 834 to be benched, divided as follows:

'93 '9k
16

'93 %
2

St. Bernards ,65 50 Collie= 46 21

4 Poodles 18 41

28Bloodhounds 4 7 13
Foxhounds 16 51

3
Fox-terriers 61 58

Deerhounds 11 Bull-terriers 27 19
14 22 Dandie Dinmonts 6 4
7 15 3
I 4 Scottish terriers 15 39

,
5 11 Irish terriers 29 30

English setters
84

,
73

75
72

Black and tans
Skye terriers

6
4

8
4

Gordon setters
, 41

20
29
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Yorkshires
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3

7
5
7

68 1 3
13
16Dalmatians

60
0

60
1

Pugs
11

Dachshunds
56
12
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13
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Last year's entry was 808. This year foxhounds, grey-
hounds, wolfhounds, spaniels, bulldogs, Scottish terriers
and poodles show a decided increase over last year's figures.
There is a falling-off in the sporting classes, pointers and
setters, with the exception of Gordons, of which there were
20 last year. The large entry of foxhounds must be attrib-
uted to the efforts of the Brunswick Fur Club. Altogether
the show promises to be a success if favored with decent
weather.

We are told that Mr. John Read, who has been so long and
favorably identified with our shows, has been chosen super-
intendent of the new arrangements for taking charge of the
stray dogs in New York under the auspices of the S. P. C. A.
This should be a happy selection as it is always well to have
a man in such a position who knows a dog from a log of
wood.

A regular meeting of the Pet Dog Club will be held at 105
East Fifty-seventh street, New York, Wednesday, April 11,
at 3 P. M.

The Supreme Court of Nebraska has decided that dogs are
property and their value can be recovered if made away
with. To entitle the owner to this protection he must see
that his dog wears a collar with his name and address on.

We are sorry to learn that since Detroit show, two of Dr.
Hoyt's Italian greyhounds, Roma and Ingersoll, have died.
The former was first at Detroit and the latter second.
Knowing as we do now near to the doctor all his dainty pets
are, we sympathize with him in his loss. His little bitch
Irene has also been very sick.

The noted Dandie Dinmont Ettrick King must be over by
this time, but we do not know what kennel he will repre-
sent. Perhaps Mr. Brooks can tell us, if he would.

Maybrook Kennels have sold Roche Tacit, the noted wire-
haired terrier, to Mr. Fred Kirby, of Philadelphia; and they
have just bought the wire-haired dog Halifax Revival, win-
ner of 13 firsts and specials at seven shows in England. He
is an all white dog, by champion Jack Frost out of Nettle,
by champion Carlisle Tack. He will be shown at the Specialty
how.

Sporting Mirror wonders if Dr. Lougest keeps his dogs
"in such hog-fat condition as we were used to see his
exhibits on this side." A fat dog generally means a kind
master, but the Doctor has evidently experienced a change of
heart since his residence in the Bay State and now tempers
his kindness with mercy, for we have never noticed any
undue degeneration in that respect, the dogs having been
almost invariably well shown. The above journal quotes
Forest and Stream's remarks on the New York show.
The Stock-Keeper also finds our table of entries at W. K. C.
shows of sufficient interest for extended notice and compari-
son with English entries in many of the breeds.

We have heard something like this before, but a good joke
we find in the. Toronto Empire will bear repetition:
A country vicar once went to fill the pulpit of a colleague

who was temporarily absent from home. After the service
he thought he would gauge the effect of his discourse by the
opinion of that very fair index of public feeling, the parish
clerk.
"Well Rogers," he said, "did you like my sermon?

"

"I did," was the reply.
"I hope I wasn't too long? " he anxiously inquired.
"No, you wasn't too long about it," rejoined Rogers.
"Well, then," said the vicar, "I hope 1 wasn't too short."
"No," answered Rogers, "nor yet too short neither. You

were just about right."
The vicar felt relieved, and said, "I'm glad of that, because,

to tell you the truth, while I was writing that sermon my
little dog got hold of four of the folios and destroyed them,
and I was afraid it would be too short."
Rogers looked very thoughtful for a moment, and very

confidentially remarked: "Lor' now, did be? I suppose you
wouldn't mind lettin' our vicar 'ome 'ere 'ave a pup o' your
dog."

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.

One-Man Judge.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I ask the favor of a little space in your valuable paper to
air what I think is a grievance that should be remedied, and
that is the system of the one-man judge.

I would like to say at once that I am not a disappointed
exhibitor, but a dissatisfied one. Following the ideas of one
of the oldest and most successful breeders of my particular
fancy, I have tried for certain results as being the most im-
portant and have obtained them beyond all dispute. Ap-
parently they are not the vital points, and if 1 am on the
wrong track I want to know it, but I do want more than one
opinion on it.

There are but few shows after all that a breeder residing
in the vicinity of New York can conveniently send his dogs
to, and when these same few employ the same gentleman for
the same classes time after time, there is no chance of taking
an appeal as it were.
Judges of dogs are no more infallible than judges of law

but if you don't like the decision of the latter you can try
somebody else, whereas in the other one has either to enter
his dogs under the inevitable Mr. or keep them at home,
and so remain uncertain whether the ideal you have adopted
is undeniably the wrong one or not. Should such things be?

Perplexed.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; aud blanka

(famished free) will he sent to any address.

BRED.
£W Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Peckham Lass—Pathfinder. C. P. Lawshe's (Trenton, N. J.) bull

bitch Peckham Lass (Sir Garnet Wolsely—Kit) to E. K. Austin's
Pathfinder (Nap—Mercedes II ), March 19.

Theo Chimer—Fritz of Rockland. M. L. Schneider's (New York)
beagle bitch Theo Chimer to Turtle Bay Kennels' Fritz of Rockland,
March 24.

Mollie—Duke Dashaway. W. C. Patterson's (Lockport, N. Y.)
pointer bitch Mollie (Staunch Bob—Flash) to P. L. Nicholls's Duke
Dashaway (Duke of Dexter—Dashaway), March 20.
Prairie Belle—Rip Rap, Jr. Jas. McAleer's fEmsworth, Pa.) pointer

bitch Prairie Belle to his Rip Rap, Jr. (champion Rip Rap—Lonnie
Bijou), April 4.

Lucy Blade—Sig. Gladstone. Jas. Aleer's (Emsworth, Pa.) English
setter bitch Lucy Blade (Toledo Blade—Rod's Bessie) to Dr. J. A. Hart-
mau's Sig. Gladstone (Gladstone Boy—Demon), March 18.

WHELPS.
fW Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Countess Addie. A. D. Fiske's (Worcester, Mass.) English setter

bitch Countess A ddie (Count Noble's Boy—Clip Roderigo), March 26,
eight (five dogs), by A. E. Davis's Kent III. (Kent II.—Miss La Salle).
Nan—Lawn Gordon Setter Kennels' (Chicago Lawn, 111.) Gordon set-

ter bitch Nan (champion Argus—Laura), April 4, eleven (six dogs),
by their Regnald H. (Leatherstocking—Smith's Rhoda).

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. Q.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary .Surgeons.
Cornmunicatiom referring to other matters connected with Kerinei
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

C. W. W., Center Pt., W. Va—Champion Gladstone was by Llewel-
lin's Dan out of Petrel, Dan by Duke out of Rhoebe; Petrel by Prince
out of Lill II.

E. F. G., Nashua, N. H.—Beagle Minnie (A. K. R. 5,717), whelped Nov.
7, 1888, by Marc Antonv out of Sand, by Punch; Marc Antony by
imported Major out of Diana, by Gay out of Old Lucy. This is as far
as we can trace her pedigree, but you might write to her breeder,
Pottinger Dorsey, New Market, Md , or her owner at that time, Jas
Gibson. Apollo, Armstrong Co , Pa.

F. H. H., Washington, D. C—Gun was by Gladstone (113, Vol. I.)
out of May B., by Rake (212, Vol. I.) out of Fanny (359, Vol. I.), Vic-
toria Laverack by Tempest (1799, Vol. 11.) ont of Lilly (.2070, Vol. ]!.).

T. B. D., Kezar Falls, Me.—Cocker spaniels are not required to be
trained in the manner set forth in the book named. You will And all
information on the subject in "The Spaniel and its Training," for sale
at this office, price $1. A picture of a. cocker spaniel will shortly ap-
pear in Forest and Stream. A description of them will be found in
the book mentioned above.

J W. B., Danvers, Mass.—Dash III. was owned by A M. Tucker,
Boston, Mass. Whelped 187C, by Blue Prince out of Armstrong's Old
Kate, by Old Blue Dash out of E. Armstrong's Kate; Blue Prince by
Pride of the Border out of Lew<=llya's Nellie. The nnly Rex we can
trace is Rex (A. K. C. S.B. 3506) by Gladstone (113 Vol. I) out of Donna
J (1954 Vol. II). We are afraid these are not the dogs you mean, but
they are the only ones registered under those names,

tinting w\d ^aui[mngt

FIXTURES.
April 17.—South Dakota Coursing Club's inaugural meeting, at

Mitchell, S. D. Entries close April 16. S. S. Batley, Sec'y; Fox
Kenney, Judge; Joseph Dodd, Slipper.

Beagle Challenges.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Not long since, I noticed a challenge in your valued paper

directed at Mr. Dorsey by Mr. Wixorn. The object of this
challenge seemed to be to settle a claim as to who had the
best kennel of stud beagles in the country, Mr VVixom
evidently being of the opinion that the point in question
could be decided, at a bench show. On this point Mr. Dorsey
rightly takes exception, but makes a similar error in think-
ing the mooted question can be settled at a field trial.

As I understand it, a stud dog to be of any value as such,
must show his ability as a sire, and the first question asked
by the experienced breeder when contemplating the use of
any animal is what has he sired? Even as the tree is known
by its fruit, so is the stud animal of any kind known by his-

get, therefore it matters not so much that the animal m
question be a champion on the bench or even a winner in the
field. The point at issue is, what shall I be likely to get if I
use this dog? What has he ever sired that have shown
quality? I claim that on these lines and these only can a
correct decision be reached and on these lines I claim that I
myself have the best kennel of stud dogs, the same consisting
of the two champions, Bannerman and Fitzhugh Lee. Bach
of these dogs has sired a long list of bench winners, and
what is of far more importance, each has sired several field
trial winners as well. If any one is inclined to dispute the
fact of my dogs' superiority, I am willing to publicly com-
pare records, and I now affirm that to the best of my knowl-
edge and belief no other breeder in th;s country has any two
dogs in his kennel whose progeny have equalled the field
records of the progeny of Bannerman and Fitzhugh Lee. If
any one has two or more such dogs let us hear from him.

P. W. Chapman.
Malden, Mass,

• • • •

English coursing men are much put out over the fact that
Texture, the winner of this year's Waterloo cup, is to leave
the country. Land and Water says: "Texture, Taste and
another o£ Count Stroganoff's English team left this country
for St. Petersburg, with the object of being bred from. The
Russian rules having been recently altered, only greyhounds
bred in the country can now compete in the principal events.
In Count Stroganoff's Russian kennels fire the English-bred
greyhounds Troughend, Simonian and Monowana, and one
of the first-named pair will no doubt be selected as Texture's
mate. Taste will probably be mated with Monowana."
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The Foxhound Standard.
Editor Forest amd Stream:
In answer to your letter asking me for my opinion on the

Brunswick Fur Club standard I may say that at the first, meet-
ing of theAmerican Foxhound Club, held at Saratoga, Jan. 19,

it was unanimously agreed that each member draw up what
seemed to his individual mind the proper standard from
which an American hound should be judged, and present
his views in writing to the secretary of the club, and the
following is my letter on the subject:
Perhaps there is no breed of dog upon which opinion is so

widely at variance as the foxhound This fact will in a
great measure account for the diversity in type, which as I
xinderstand the object of our club, is to attempt to overcome.

I think most of the members will agree with me when I

affirm that the head is by far the most characteristic part of

all animals—man not excluded. If I should ask your opin-
ion of a certain man's nationality you would not look to see
how he was bent iu stifles or what sort of feet and legs he
had. You would most likely look at his head and infer
from that alone, for that only can tell the story. Therefore,
I would particularly urge upon the members of the club
that whatever we may decide to adopt as our standard for
an American hound, let the head be so distinctly American
in all that the word implies that even the most casual ob-
server could not fail to recognize it as such. Now, inasmuch
as the head is the most distinguishing feature, T would re-

commend that the head and throat be regarded 15 points in
value in judging from a 50 point standard. My reasons for

advocating the above would be to prohibit dogs with the
English type of head from winning on the bench in a class

for American dogs, no matter how good they might be at
other points.
FfTn presenting my own views of an ideal American hound,
I must first say that I do not approve of a large dog. Ex-
perience has taught me that a small well-built hound has
many advantages over a large and heavy one, among which
may be mentioned running on crust and ice with less liability

to footsoreness. We must bear in mind that something more
than a set of long legs is required to run well. A dog must
have plenty of bone and muscle, together with a fine large
sound pair of lungs (facts which the advocates of the giraffe

type are very apt to overlook). You may naturally ask the
question, how is a dog of say 19 or 20 inches to compare in
speed with the larger ones? To this let me reply, he does it

in the same manuer and from thesameidentical reasons that
the fox does. He is much lighter and consequently more
agile, takes better advantage of the ground over which he
runs, and his muscle,wind and feet being equal in proportion
to the larger one, we are very apt to find the little hound
well in the lean, particularly if the race be a long one.
srRe the standard advocated and published by the Bruns-
wick Fur Club, I am very well suited, perhaps with the ex-
ception of size and type of head. The fact is quite obvious
to my mind that this so-called standard was made more to
suit a certain strain of dogs owned by certain men, than for
the advancement and welfare of the American foxhound.
Just imagine a nice, well -built dog with nothing discrimi-

native in a head, which may be either domed or rounded, and
with short ears—a bead which might be taken by anybody
for a cur's. Why not have the ears cut (A la bull-terrier)?

At all events, the thing is just laughingly absurd. There
appears to be a sort of speed mania among the fox hunters
of to-day, together with a theory that practical fox catchers
can be bred, and hi riding their hobbies the hound is entirely
lost sight of. There we have a standard advocated describ-
ing a fine, speedy dog, with nothing particularly character-
istic in head to indicate whether he is a foxhound or fox-
terrier. The B. F. C. wisely reduce the valuation of this
typical head from 15 to 10 points in 100. They might go still

further and dispense with it entirely without doing American
foxhounds the slightest injustice.

The following 50-point standard will express my own ideas
of a model foxhound:
Head and Neck (15 points).—Head should be moderately

long and narrow, slightly domed, with prominent occipital
bone and entirely free from wrinkle. Eye, dark brown, full

and expressive. Muzzle, moderately long, well developed
and clean cut, without any marked or defined stop. Flews,
shallow and receding from nose. Nose, black in color, with
open nostrils. Ear, set well back on head and of good thick-
ness; their length from tip to tip should correspond with the
dog's height at shoulder. Neck, clean, muscular and taper-
ing from head to shoulders.
Body and Loin (10 points).—Chest, deep and capacious,

with close, well-rounded ribs, and back ribs well defined.
Hindquarters and back strong and muscular. Thighs, well
spread. Shoulders, firm, upright, strong and clean cut.
Legs and Feet (10 points).—Forelegs, straight, with plenty

of bone and muscle. There should be a slight enlargement
of bone at the pastern joint to give strength. Elbows should
be let down well to give freedom of motion. Hindlegs,
should spread sufficiently to clear front legs in running;
hams should be straight behind. Feet should be round
and compact, well cushioned and haired between toes, with
high, prominent knuckles.
Tail (5 points).—Tail should be set on moderately high;

large at base and tapering gradually to a point, and showing
a decided brush.
Coat (5 points).—Coat should be long, dense, rather harsh

to touch, perfectly flat and of a wet resisting nature.
General Appearance (5 points).—Dogs should stand 19 to

Slin at shoulder and bitches 18 to 20in. They should present
in appearance a very compact, cobBy little dog, symmetrical
in shape, with the very best of legs and feet, and showing
plenty of hound character.

Color.—This is a matter of taste, although I try in breed-
ing to avoid any except black, white and tan.

SCALE OF POINTS.

Head and neck 15
Legs and feet .".10

Body and loin 10
Coat 5
Brush 5
General appearance 5

Total 50
Dr. H. T. Thuebek.

« • e •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

The San Francisco Coursing Club will close the season with
a club stake for members only, on April 15. The club will
add $150 to the purses.

• « « 6

Several of the hunt clubs around West Chester, Pa., are
losing a number of valuable foxhounds through distemper.
Already eleven hounds have succumbed and others are badly
affected.

• • •

Mr. L. F. Bartels, of Denver, Col., writes us that on March
23 some scamp cut a panel out of his barn door and stole
his well-known black and white greyhound dog Border Buf-
fian. He thinks the dog may have been shipped out of the
city and wishes to warn fellow coursing men to be on the
lookout for him.

• • • •

Mr. Winehell has forwarded the following letter to the
Hornell-Harmony Kennels, and as the inquiry unwittingly
opensup a new line for beagles, we publish the letter: "Dear
Sir—Have you in stock the man-hunting beagle hound pups
of pure blood? If so please send me a description of them,

stating price, age, size when matured and disposition. I am
looking for dogs to use in detective work. If you haven't,
etc." There is no reason why the beagle should not make
as good a man trailer as any'other hound. He has all the
qualifications of perseverance, intelligence, nose and voice to
fit him for the work.

• • • •

Mr. Fred'F. Merrill, of Milwaukee, Wis., is evidently
getting together a pack of good working beagles, for we
learn that he has just purchased from that rare good fancier
and sportsman, ''Johnny Dngan" Zimmer, as his chicken
friends affectionately term him, the noted beagle stud dog
Stormy, winner of third, and special for best voice at N. B.
C. field trials of 1891. Says Mr. Zimmer, "When hunting
qualities are desired I do not believe the dog lives that is

more valuable as a sire, as I never knew of a single pup
sired by him while I owned him but was a good hunter, and
that he sired hunters previous to the time he came to my
kennels you have the living proof in his daughter Snow.
This bitch is also now, we believe, in Mr. Merrill's kennels.
Mr. Zimmer reports his dogs as all in prime condition—fit to
kill, we suppose—and trade was never better despite the
"hard times." This is encouraging news.

FIXTURES.

15. Savin Hill, Open, loft, class, Dorchester Bay.

MAT.

1. New Jersey, Open, N. Y. Bay. 26. Portland, Cruise.
24. St. Lawrence, Squad. Cruise. 30. So. Boston, Open, City Point.

JUNK.

2. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, first 16. American, Ann., L. I. Sound.
series. 16. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft.

4. Brooklyn, Ann., New York. Classes, second series.
5. Atlantic, Ann., New York. 18. Squantum, Club, Squantum,
7. New York, Ann., New York. Mass.
9. Larchmont, Spring, L. I. Sound 18. Massachusetts. Open, Nahant.
9. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft. 23. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, third

Classes, first series. series.
9. American, Special Class, New- 23. Sea. Cor., Ann., L. I. Sound.

buryport. 23. Yonkers Cor., Ann., Hudson
IS. Sohoodic, Special Bace. Club. Biver.
12. New Jersey, Ann., N. Y. Bay. 23. American, Seaver Cup, New-
13. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, sec- buryport.

ond series. 30. St Lawrence, A, 30, 25,21ft.
15. Portland, Annual. Classes, third series.

JULY.

2. A. M., St. Lawrence. A, 30, 25, 14. St. Lawrence, A, 30. 25, 21ft.
21ft. Classes, challenge cup; Classes, fifth series.
P. M-, steam yacht race, 18ft. 14-21. Larchmont, Cruise, Long
fourth series. Island Sound.

3. Sea. Cor., Race, Oyster Bay to 17-18-19. Interlake Y. A., 1st Meet,
Larchmont. Lake Erie.

4. Squantum, Cham., Squantum, 21. Squantum, Cham., Squantum
Mass. Mass.

4. Larchmont, Ann., L. I. Sound. 21. American, Seaver Cup, New-
4. City of Boston, Open, Boston buryport.

Harbor. 28. Squantum, Flint Cups, cabin
7. Dorchester Bay Clubs, Union cats, Squantum, Mass.

Race, Dorchester Bay. 28. Indian Harbor, Ann., Long
7. St. Lawrence, A, 30. 25, 21ft. Island Sound.

Classes, fourth series. 30. Schoodic, 2d Cup Race, Club.
12. Schoodic, 1st Cup Race, Club.

AUGUST
—

. New York, Annual Cruise. 18. American, Seaver Cup New-
4. Squantum.Ladies 1 Day, Squan- buryport.

turn. Mass 25. Quincy, Open, Dorchester Bay.
13. Schoodic, Open, St. Andrews. 25. Squantum, Club Squantum,
16-17-18. Corintnian, Midsummer Mass.

Series, Marblehead. 27. Schoodic, 3d Cup, St. Andrews.
SEPTEMBER.

, Larchmont, Fall, L. I. Sound. 15. Larchmont, Larchmont Cup
Squantum, Club Run, Squan- Long Island Sound.

turn, Mass. 22. Squantum, Cham , Squantum,
Hull Cor., Open, Hull. Mass.
So. Boston, Opnn, City Point. 22. American, Seaver Cup, New
New York Y. R. A., Ann.,N.Y. buryport.

Schoodic, Sail-off for Cup.

The English papers are now bragging over the exploits of two new
Yarrow torpedo boats, Havock and Hornet, the latter having made a
speed of 28.33 nautical miles. Measured mile and even sea trials may
be all very well for effete Europeans, but if the builders of these boats
want a ''World's Record11 which will stand, with unlimited free adver-

tising thrown in, they must come to New York and race against the
Monmouth and Sandy Hook over the shoals in the Lower Bay.

Since the latter part of last week the yachting world has been on
the qui vive over a report which is alternately made and denied on un-

impeachable authorities that Mr. James Gordon Bennett has pur-
chased Vigilant from the Morgan-Iselin syndicate, and will race her

abroad this season. Now that all hope is over of racing on this side'

the next best thing will be the sending across of the recognized repre-

sentative of the Cup Defending class. While American yachtsmen
have always been prompt and liberal in the matter of defending the

Cup, they have for many years shown little disposition to assume the

offensive rather than the defensive in international yachting, the ven-

ture of Mr. Carroll last season being the first serious attempt in many
years. There is something bold and chivalrous in an expedition of

this kind which places it on a far higher plane than any measure of

mere defense, however well it may he carried out; and it will be a
matter of general congratulation if the report prove correct, and
Vigilant carries the flag of the New York Y. C. into British waters.

If such a venture is to be made, it could be in no better hands than
the owner of Henrietta and Dauntless, one of the oldtime racing

yachtsmen, a sportsman and athlete from his boyhood. Mr. Bennett
is but one of many famous yachtsmen who have long since abandoned
sail for steam, or yachting for other sports, and whose names are fast

becoming only pleasant memories to sailormen. The return of one
such to active racing is a substantial gain to the sport, much needed
in these days of syndicates.

The times in the steam yacht races in the Mediterranean are slow, a
matter of less than fourteen knots. However much American design-

ers and steam yachtsmen may be disposed to scoff at such speeds,

they may well make a note of the fact that two bona fide races he-

tween steam yachts have actually taken place in European waters

while the many alleged attempts at racing between thirty-one-knot

flyers about New York have one and all resulted in discreditable fail-

ures

It is the Commercial Advertiser of New York which is responsible

for the report that Vigilant was "built without stanchions," and much
work will therefore have to be done on her before she can cross the

Atlantic Such slipshod methods of construction are much to be rep-

rehended, and it was really very wrong in the Herreshoffs to build her

in this way.

The Taledo Y. C. has elected the following officers: Com., E. D.
Potter, Jr.; Vice Com., William Gates; Fleet Capt., H. S. Bissell; Fleet
Surgeon, Dr. M. H. Parmelee; Sect'y and Treas., George P. Brayley;
Meas., J. W. Hepburn; Directors: E. D. Potter, Jr., L. C. Van Vleck,
William Gates, T. W. Childs, George P. Brayley, Ed Mitchell, J. W.
Hepburn, L. Mathias, A. P. Crane.

Capt. Bayly's Yachts.
"We have several times had the pleasure of publishing the designs of
Capt. Henry E. Bayly, of Exmouth, Eng , a veteran yachtsman and
amateur designer. In connection with his latest design, for a bulb-fin
cruiser of 1 rating, the Field gives the following interesting particu-
lars of his work as a designer:
Of the many amateur designers Capt. H. E. Bayly, of Exmouth, has

perhaps won most distinction, and has practiced the craft now nearly
40 years He began with the 15-tonner Ethel in 1856, which had a lead
keel of 1% tons—a really wonderful thing in those days—and since
then has turned out 52 designs. In these he has, of course, suited all
the moods of fashion that could be traced from the beamy craft of
1856; the plank on edge of 1886, and the broad, shallow, pram-bowed
bulb-keeler of 1894. Noted among the racers which he designed and
built was the famous 15-tonner Buccaneer of 1865; the successful Buc-
caneer (19 tons) of 1879; the extreme 3-tonner Spankadillo of 1882. and
then after 1887, such well-known names in the rating classes of 2.5 and
under as Scaramouch, Jack o' Lantern, Picarroon, Thelma and
Soprano, besides many cruisers, from the 50-ton Frog to the 20rton
Murre. His latest contribution to specimens of marine architecture
is the 1-rater Scourge, which has been designed for cruising and handi-
cap racing. The rig is main and mizensail of the fashionable leg of
mutton lug type; the yard points in a line with the mast, and its heel
is "jawed" to the mast; the boom is goose-necked to the mast. The
leach of the mainsail has a round of about 1ft., which is steadied by
battens. The mizen is a simple 'Mudian. The lead keel is "bulbed,"
and weighs about 14cwt.

;
through the bulb a good-sized center-plate

is fitted, and there will be a small center-plate under the forefoot
about 1.5sq. ft. The boat is being built by Mr. Hodge, of Dartmouth,
and will be quite a stylish-looking craft; this feature, however, is com-
mon to all Capt. Bayly's craft.

niMENSIONS.—scourge.
Length over all 25ft.
Length on l.w.l 20ft.

Breadth 7ft.

Draught of water 2ft. 6in.
Displacement 1.9 tons.
Center of buoyancy aft center of length of l.w.l 0.55 1.

Center lateral resistance ditto 1.4ft.
Center lateral resistance, including center plate. ..... 1.1ft.

Center of effort of sails abaft C.L.B., plate down 0.15ft.

Center of effort of sails (mizen excluded) ahead ditto 1.6ft.

Weight of lead keel 13%cwt.
Sail area—total 296 sq. ft.

Waterproofing.
Of late we have received numerous inquiries for receipts for water-

proofing of all kinds, for clothing, tents and canoes; an evidence that
our readers are preparing for a new season afloat or under canvas.
Many of these have been published in the Forest and Stream at var-
ious times in the past, but for the convenience of new inquirers we
reproduce some of the best receipts. The following directions for fin-

ishing a canvas canoe were furnished by an amateur who has had an
extensive experience and now turns out a boat that is probably as
duraDle and serviceable as can be had in canvas, and that is saying a
great deal.
'•The frame is first well oiled with boiled linseed oil, then, after, the

canvas is all on, I give it a good coat of boiled linseed oil, mixed with
turpentine and dryer, about a wineglass full of each to a gallon of oil.

Some authorities recommend first wetting the canvas, as it then takes
less oil, I do not do this, as the oil will not fill the grain so well, and oil

is cheap The oiled canvas should lie for a couple of weeks to allow
time for the oil to harden thoroughly, and once a day the canoe should
be turned over and left for the next twenty-four hours with the other
side up, as while the oil is fresh it has a strong tendency to run or
'seep 1 down to the lowest part of the boat, where it collects in a
thick, gummy mass that will not dry. When the oil is dry and hard,
I mark off a line parallel with the deck and some 5in. below it, where
a bilge keel is placed later on ; and the bottom below this line is then
painted with black asphaltum varnish, thinned with a little turpen-
tine. The sides above the line, as well as the decks and fittings, are
painted with linseed oil paint, in any desired colors, and left to dry
for ten days or two weeks, until perfectly hard, when another coat is

put on. Even after this the canoe is left for a further time to dry be-
fore putting it in the water, by which time the canvas becomes a hard,
tough, leathery skin that will stand unlimited scraping and knocking
about; and th9t will be almost as good as new in its second season
with one coat of paint."
The oiled clothing, yellow and black, is made by patented processes

known only to the makers, and the best is apt to be sticky on slight
provocation. The materials used are linseed oil and dryers. A mix-
ture of linseed oil and turpentine will make cloth waterproof without
impairing its flexibility. A full account of the sugar of lead process
was given in the Forest and Stream of Jan. 16, 1890. If any of our
readers have had success with home-made oil clothing we shall be
glad to hear from them.

Mosquito Boats and Mosquito Fleets.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The origin of the word "Corinthian" as applied to various sports,

including yachting, seems to be pretty generally understood now by
all interested in the subject. But the use of the word "mosquito" in
relation to yachting does not appear to be as clearly understood.
A friend recently wrote me: "You are out of your reckoning on

the mosquito question. The application of that 'insectism1
(if I may

use the term) to yachts or boats was first made by an association on
Barnegat Bay. It has not as yet been adopted in England and is one
of those crazy Americanisms that are permitted because we love
novelty above good taste."
Now, the gentleman is entirely at error, not only as to the origin,

but as to national precedence.
The term "mosquito" I hardly need inform you, Mr. Editor, has

long been in use in English waters, and one of their early famous
flyers bore the name "Mosquito."
A glance at the etymology of the word will readily explain its

applicability and entire appropriateness to certain yachting organiza-
tions which use the term The Latin for fly is "nausea" and the
Spanish "moscha;" furthermore, the latter language, rich in diminu-
tives, tacks on to "moscha" "quito," the diminutive for little, and
gives us "mosquito," or "little fly."

By a very slight stretch of the imagination a mosquito fleet is an
organization of little flyers, or siugle-handed boats.
There are as many ways of spelling mosquito as there are degrees

in Masonry—thirty-three, I believe. So when we read of a yacht club
calling itself the "Corinthian Mosquito Fleet" we realize at once, with
a knowledge of these two terms, its perfect adaptability for the
object in view. F. S Grant, M.D.,

Ex-Com. Corinthian Mosquito Fleet.

Knockabout Boats in Boston.
Said George Lawley yesterday : "We are at work on thirteen knock-

abouts of our own designs, beside a few others from local designers.
Orders for this type of boat are coming in now quite frequently, and
it looks as if there would be a big fleet out the coming season. The
boats are fairly fast, are uncapsizable, and, to my opinion, will make
better and more comfortable cruising boats than the catboats. The
yachtsmen ordering them will not be limited as to dimensions, but
desire boats such as will be the best for cruising. O wners prefer to
build these boats for their own comfort, rather than build a boat re-
stricted in dimensions."
The average cost of a knockabout, with from 1,500 to 2,0001bs. of

lead on the keel, is about $800. The cuddy, which is forward, is of
good size, with transoms wide enough for berths. The sail plans are
moderate, and can be carried comfortably in most of our summer
breezes. The lug sail boat on Clyde is similar to the present knock-
about, and this type is used a great deal in British waters, and is very
suitable.
For letting purposes the knockabout will prove a safe boat, and

with its growth the number of drowning accidents will be greatly
lessened. Sailing parties can come and go in any weather, and under
short sail they are absolutely safe. The boats now building by Law-
ley are very substantial ones, well put together, and for style and
looks quite an improvement on the catboats.
The knockabouts are especially adapted to Buzzard's Bay, where

the wind is strong and puffy. The knockabout is a fine boat for the
young beginner.—Boston Herald.

C Oliver Iselin, the chief owner of Cup winner Vigilant, is gradually
recovering from his recent illness, but is not yet in a humor to make
any plans for the coming season of yachting. Mr. Iselin recently told
a friend that it was doubtful whether Vigilant would be put into com-
mission this season. Had Lord Dunraven shown any disposition to
race the English cutter Valkyrie against Vigilant, Mr. Iselin would
have consented to put Vigilant in commission. At the present time
there does not appear to be a sloop in her class to give her a race, and
the bronze sloop may not be seen under sail this year.—New York
Advertiser, April h.

Com. Forbes has finally decided to fit out Volunteer, under the
single-stick rig shipped late last fall, in part that of Pilgrim. The
yacht will take part in the New York Y. C. cruise, and the fact of one
of the class being in commission may stimulate others.



STEAM YACHT "ELEANOR" Designed by Charles R. Hanscom for Wm. A. Slater.

The New Steam Yacht Eleanor.

Thb Bath IroD Works of Bath, Me., have now under construction a

large and magnificent steam yacht to be named El°anor, and building

to the order of William A. Slater, Esq., of Norwich, Conn., a member
of the New York and Eastern Y. C. i

The Eleanor has been especially designed to meet Mr. Slater's re-

quirements, by Naval Architect Charles Ridgley Hanscom, a gentleman
whose talents as a designer of all classes of vessels are well known
throughout the country. The principal ends sought in the vessel are

seaworthiness and strength, with large sail area and superbly finished

interior.
, , , ,

It is Mr. Slater's intention to take a two years' cruise round the

world, and it is with this object in view that Mr. Hanscom decided to

build a yacht of large sail area, so that if at any time the engines or

coal should give out, her commander would find himself with an Al
full rigged barque under his command, perfectly competent to with-

stand any weather, and also to show her heels to the majority of sail-

ing crafts.
,

The principal dimensions of the Eleanor are:

Length over all , 231ft.

Length Lw.l 208ft.

Length keel lWft
Beam, extreme oin.

Depth of hold 17ft. 5in.

Mean draft A3lh4ln -

Displacement 1.136 tons.

She is constructed of steel throughout, with water ballast tanks

forming a double bottom forward and aft of the machinery spaces.

The hull is minutelv subdivided by transverse and longitudinal bulk-

heads into a large number of watertight compartments, and no doors

are cut in the bulkheads below the waterline unless they are absolutely

necessary. The general arrangements of the vessel are shown in the

accompanying engravings.
The cabin arrangements are ample and luxurious. The owner s

stateroom and study are fitted up in the m, modern and artistic

style, with bod. wardrobe, writing desk, etc. of carved mahogany.
The bathroom is fitted strictly from a sanitary standpoint and finished

in polished hardwood and marble Adjoining the owner's room is the

nursery, complete in all its appointments. On the opposite side of the

passage there is another suite of rooms, consisting of two staterooms,

nursery and bath, which are equally well fitted and finely finished.

These rooms, in connection with the linen closets and pantry, occupy
the space forward of the main saloon.

The main saloon is finished in paneled mahogany, with polished

floor; luxurious couches are arranged on either side, while an open

fireplace lends its homelike glow to the surroundings. The saloon is

to contain an elegant upright piano, cabinet, etc. ; and oil paintings to

the value of about $60,000 will be added to please the eye. Abaft the

saloon are staterooms and bath for governess, nurse and female ser-

Vft

The house on main deck is of steel, finished in paneled mahogany
outside with brass rails and stanchions around top. Within the deck

house is located the dining room, social hall, pantry, laundry, drying

room, galley, captain's dining room and captain's stateroom.

The dining room is finished in mahogany and furnished similar to

the saloon with open fireplace, sofas, an electric piano, etc. Abaft of

the dining room is the social hall, finished in harmony with the duung
room. A stairway of elaborate design leads to the saloon below from
this room. „ c
On the starboard side there is a passage from the dining room tor-

ward, leading through pantry, galley, etc., thus maintaining commu-
nication between the after and forward part of the yacht without ex-

posure to the weather. Between the boiler and engine hatches is

located the laundry and drying room fitted with the necessary tubs,

racks steam pipes, etc. Forward of the boiler hatch is the galley,

flniBhed with white glazed tiles on the sides, and provided with range,

ice chests, dressers, sinks, and all necessary dish-racks, etc. Ihe cap-

tain's dining room and state room is tastefully finished in white ma-

^(fn'the forward berth deck immediately forward of the boiler room
bulkhead, is the officers' mess-room and state-rooms, two guests state-

rooms and bath-rooms finished in ash, with front of berths, bureaus,

etc., of mahogany and fitted with marble wash-stands. Forward of

the officers' accommadation are the quarters for the petty officers, and

the forecastle for the crew. The ventilating and plumbing systems

are most complete in all details.
. , „

The propelling power consists of a vertical inverted direct acting

triple expansion engine with cylinders 18, 28 and 45in. diameter by 30m.

stroke. Steam will be supplied by two steel Scotch boilers, each 12

6^* long and 12' 5' diameter. The total grate surface 120sq. ft.
,
and the

working pressure 1651bs. The propeller is four-bladed IV 4}a" diameter

and 11' 6' to 12' pitch. The yacht is also provided with a Hyde
patent steam windlass, a Williamson steam steerer, and a distiller

and ice machine. She is fitted with a complete electric plant includ-

ing a powerful search light, and besides the ordinary signal and other
lights, the deck will be illuminated and everything done to give com-
fort to the guests, officers and crew.
The vessel is bark-rigged, the area of her principal sails being

10,935sq. ft. The following are the dimensions of her spars:

Length of mizzen mast, deck to hounds 43ft. 6in.

mainmast, deck to hounds 51ft.

foremast, deck to hounds 49ft

mizzen topmast including top gallant.. 46ft. 6in.

maintopmast, including top gallant 53ft. 4in.

foretopmast, including top gallant 53ft. 4in.

spanker boom 56ft.

spanker gaff boom 34ft. 6in.

main gaff 18ft.

fore gaff '. 18ft.

bowsprit 47ft. 6in.

bowsprit outboard 34ft. 6in.

foreyard 64ft.

mainyard 64ft.

foretopsa :

l yard 48ft.

maintopsail yard 48ft.

fort top gallant yard 33ft.

maintop gallant yard 33ft.

The Eleanor will carry seven boats, as follows: One steam launch
28ft. 1-ng, one naphtha launch 25ft long, two 29ft lifeboats with a

capacity of twenty-eight persons each, one six-oared gig 28ft. long, one
dinghy 20ft. long, and the catboat Willie, 19ft. llin. in length, the lat-

ter being built for racing and pleasure sailing. The complement of

the vessel will be as follows: Captain, first and second officers, phy-
sician, three engineers, carpenter, four quartermasters, four appren-
tice boys, boatswain, fifteen seamen, four firemen, two messmpn, three

oilers, six stewards, four cooks, barber, two Chinese laundrymen and
two deck boys.
The vessel will be under the command of Capt. C. W. bcott, for-

merly of the Sagamore. . .

The workmanship and finish of the boat is of the highest order in

every department, and reflects great credit on both the designer and
builders, and without doubt will prove one of the finest pleasure

yachts in the country.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Yachtsmen will find plenty of entertaining reading in the last story

of the America's Cup and the racing which has resulted from it re-

cently published by the Outing Company, New York. The author,

Capt. A. S Kenealy. is an old sailor man and with a long experience

as a writer, his work on the Herald and various other New York pa-

pers being well known to yachtsmen. Old as the story is, his version

of "Yacht Races for the America's Cup" is bright, fresh and interest-

ing, including much in the way of anecdote and description to enliven

the plain narrative of challenges and races. The development of yacht
designing and construction in the last half century is incidentally de-

scribed in connection with the various races, and of itself makes an
interesting story; and the two chapters on the English cutter and the

American sloop are worth special mention. The descriptions of the
many Cup races are graphic and accurate, but in the portions relating

to the challenges and negotiations which have accompanied each race,

it is to be regretted that the writer has not made a personal study of

che first and last deeds of gift, but has been content to accept the

official views of the New York Yacht Club, and to waive all individual

judgment. The "New Deed" in particular is handled tenderly and
considerately, and the interesting history of its inception and execu-

tion is entirely omitted. Beginning with Maria and coming down to

the end of last season, with Navatioe's races included, and enlivened

by many illustrations, the book is likely to find favor with yachtsmen,
and the author's treatment is in most cases so fair and impartial that

the omission we have noted is all the more unfortunate as leading to

erroneous opinions in a very important piece of history.

A new club, by the name of the Forest City Y. C. has been organized

in Cleveland with the following officers: Com., P. J. Martin; Vice-

Corn., J. Humphrey; See'y, Arthur Bryant; Treas., Anthony Cine.

We have received from the Millbay Engineering Co. of Plymouth,
Eng., their catalogue of marine machinery. The company supplies

engines and boilers alone, ready to be placed in vessels, and also

builds launches, steam yachts, tugs eCnd steam craft generally.

Murray & Tregurtha, South Boston, Mass., have recently completed
or under way, the following orders: A 30ft. X8ft launch with 85rn.

Tregurtha boiler and 5x7 engine for W. L. Wood, Pawtucket, K, I.;

a 32in. Tregurtha boiler for S. E. Eldredge. York Harbor, Me. ; a com-
plete outfit for a 36ft. launch, comprising a 35in. Tregurtha boile?

,

4i£ and 9x5 compound engine, steam pump, shaft, wheel, condensei,
etc., for C V. Sanders, Taunton. Mass.; a 10 horse power tandem com-
pound engine for H. P. Cashion, Newark, N. J. ; a4^£ and 9X5 compound
engine for Giles Avery. Groton, Conn. ; a 32in. Tregurtha boiler for
Eugene Cowin, Medford, Mass., and a 10 horse power compound
engine for Vice-Corn. W. H Russell of the Lynn Yacht Club, which
will be placed in his launch Vanita, built bv them last year.

The annual meeting of the Owasco Lake Y. C, of Auburn, N.Y., was
held on March 30, the following officers being elected: Com., F. I.

Allen; Vice-Corn., G. C Smith; Sec.-Treas., C. I Avery; Meas., Douglas
Beardsley. The Commodore appointed as members of the regatta
committee W. E Case, C. E. Thorne, Douglas Beardsley, N. B. Burr.
The club resolved to hold three regattas during the season of 1894 upon
da< es to be decided by the committee. Among the additions to the
club fleet are th« two fin-keels El Chico, recently purchased by W. E.
Case, and Nemadjy, C. E. Thorne.

The Seawanhaka C. Y. C. will give a musical entertainment at th«
town house, 7 East Thirty-second street, New York, on April 14, at 8:45

P. M.
Lakeview, Mass., April 4.—The annual meeting of the Lakeview

Club was held April 2 and the following officers were elected: Presi-
dent, C M. Williams; Vice-President, C. A. Hanson ; Secretary-Treas-
urer, H. B. Long; Directors-O. F. Dodge, G. S. Davs, E. T. Kirscb-
baum, C. E. Fay. The treasurer's report showed the receipts to be
§436. 88: expenses. $412 46; cash in treasury, $24.42; increase in valu-
ation, $164 38; number of members, 46. A number of new sailing

dories will bs added to the club fleet the coming season.

The new Yale Cor. Y. C. has challenged the Harvard Y. C. to a race
off New London during the week of the rowing race.

Fanchon, sloop, has been sold for $25 and converted into a steam
launch. A few years back she was one of the champions on Lake Erie.

The Seawanhaka Cor.Y. C. has extended the privileges of the Oyster
Bay house and anchorage to the New York, Atlantic, Eastern, Larch-
rnont, Corinthian of New York, American, New Bedford, Marine and
Field, Massachusetts. Riverside, New Rochelle, Corinthian of Phila-

delphia, and Baltimore Y. C, and the Royal IS ova Scotia Yacht
Squadron. The club will give a musical entertainment on April 14, at
8:45 P. M.

A new edition, revised and extended, of W. H. White's "Manual of
Naval Architecture," is announced by John Murray, London.

Ambassadress, schr., is announced for sale, after a short service in

the fishing trade.

Waterhouse & Chesebrough have designed a fin-keel racer- for Mr.
Lynch, owner of the 25ft. Garilon. The yacht will be built by Mclntyre
and will be used about Greenport.

The Haverhill Y. C has elected the following officers: Com.,
Augustus Kilhv; Vice-Pres , H. A. Littlefield; Fleet Capt., George
Ellis; Sec'y. Ralph C. Shapleigh, 44 Washington street, Haverhill,

Mass.; Treas., A I. Jackson; Meas, John Goodeil. Trustees—John
Goodell, Augustus Kilby. George Graham. Regatta Committee-
Augustus Kilby, George Tuxbury, Wilfrid L Houle.

Emerald, schr., J. R. Maxwell, is now at Tebo's.

Wacondah, sloop. Henry Doscher. is the first yacht in commission
this season about New York, being launched on March 20. On March
31, when lying off New Rochelle, she was entered and robbed of a
yacht cannon and other articles valued at $500. Detectives have
found part of the goods at Glen Cove, where they were hidden by
Reuben Titus, of New Rochelle, who has been arrested.

The New Rochelle Y. C. at a meeting on April .3 adopted the Sea-
wanhaka rule with the Larchmont table of allowances. The season
will open on May 19 with a catboat race. Eleven members were
elected.

Glendoveer will be the name of the schooner yacht designed by H. J.

Gielow and building by A. C. Brown, Tottenville, Stateu Island, for

O. K. Dimock, She will be 70ft. over all, 53ft. l.w.l., 17ft. 6in. beam
and 7ft. draft.

The South Amboy (N. J.) Y. C. has elected the following officers:

Com., Leonard Fur'man; Vice-Corn., Daniel C. Chase; Sect'y, Orlando
Perrine, Jr. ;

Treas., Joseph A. Sexton ;
Meas., Thomas Baker; Regatta

Committee: F. E. De Graw, Wilfred Smith, F. M Parker, Joseph
Smith and M. N. Roll. House Committee: C. B. Munday, Capt. J. D.
Worth and C. J. Voorhees.

On March 23 the sloop Orion left Wallin & Gorman's yard, Bay
Ridge, for Nyack, with her owner, Mr. Footman, and her skipper.

Capt. James Furgueson, on board. When off Piermont a squall
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struck the yacht, and she jibed, the boom striking Capt. Furgueson
and knocking him overboard. He sank and did not rise, and the body
has not yet been found. He hailed from Bath, Me., and was unmar-
ried.

The steam yacht race for the Bennett prize of 5,0"0 francs, begun
on March 29, was finished by a second race over the 52 mile course on
April 4, Roxana winning-, with Eros second, Foros third, while Mar-
chesa withdrew. Mr. Bennett has offered three prizes of $1,000 for

1895.

Thetis, sloop, has been sold by P. V. Stevenson to Edwin P. Baugh,
Jr., of Philadelphia, through Waterhouse & Chesebrough. Capt.
Perry, who has sailed her for some years, will retain command.
The new Allan 10 rater has been tried under sail at Bristol and will

soon be shipped to Glasgow. There is little doing at the Herreshoff
shops and most of the men have been laid off.

Helen, 40ft. cutter, has been sold to P. C. Smith of Harvard.

Sultana, steam yacht, has been chartered by T. L. Park to John R.
Drexel.

The frame of the 30ft. racing cutter for George Gooderham has ar-

rived at Toronto aud the yacht will be completed by a local builder.

Mr. A\ atson made the design and had the frame got. out and set up
under his direction.

On Tuesday last Valkyrie was launched from Tebo's new floating

dock, where she has laid during the winter. Her copper has been re-

moved entirely except from the lead keel, and the bottom has been
painted a dark lead color. On her arrival in the Clyde she will be
newly coppered and the cabins will be upholstered. The dock gates
were opened at about 9:30, the dock settling slowly for the first twenty
minutes. When the floor was once under water the dock sank more
rapidly and the keel soon disappeared, and after the water was some
Sffr. deep over the floor a very few minutes served to set the yacht
afloat. Capt. Cranfield and his crew were expected on Wednesnay.

Cruising in the Cy-Pres-1893.
{Continued from Page 8020

Saturday, July 15.—As it was low water at half past six, and we
could not get out of the harbor till nine, or ten. we did not huny
things any, but wa.shed and stowed away all our breakfast dishes

and made' a trip ashore for water and bread. Just as we returned to

the boat we met the "mossers" coming back from their morning
work, and as the wind was fresh from the southwest we asked one of
them if there was much wind outside. He said, "Yes, it blows hard
and it is going to blow harder." We thought it would too, so tied

down two reefs in our mainsail before hoisting it. We intended to

cast her head to starboard, as the deepest water was on that side,

and we could jibe round as we followed the channel out; but the tide

was running swiftly, setting us well ahead of our anchor, and while
I was taking the stops off the foresail a puff struck us and we paid
off on port tack, dragging our anchor out. We let the main sheet
run clear out and set the foresail, sheeting it flat, hoping she would
swing off in deeper water, but the anchor dragging over her bow pre-

vented this and before I could get it up on deck we grounded in the
mud. We lowered all sail at once and waited for a little further rise

of tide.
In about half an hour we had enough water under us to float us, and

hoisted the foresail, which was sufficient to drive her along slowly and
carry us over into the channel, when fairly under way. we got the
mainsail up and sailed ont of the little harbor under double-reefed
mainsail and foresail. We ^found the wind very fresh from S. W. and
puffy, and were very glad that we had reduced our canvas betore
starting as the wind increased to half a gale by noon and the sea rose
very fast. We could not point as close as usual owing to our reefed
mainsail and found that the best course that we could make would
carry us five miles out from the Gurnet Lights. As this would take us
clear of the Bartlett Rocks and Howlaud Ledge, it just suited us. and
keeping a good full on her we plowed along till we could make out the
Gurnet Lights, to the westward of Monomer, Point; and Standish Monu-
ment bore west by north. We were out about two aud one-half miles
from the nearest Shore and the wind had a sweep of fully eight miles,

blowing right out of Plymouth, or, more strictly speaking, out of War-
ren's Cove.
Standish Monument is the most conspicuous landmark on the coast

after leaving Scituate. It is a tall, black looking shaft, and for along
time we took it for a church steeple. As the sea was getting heavier
every minute and the wind increasing, we thought we would find
smoother water nearer shore, so went about on port tack and stood
in, pointing our bowsprit right for the monument, and held on this

course till we could fetch the Gurnet Lights easily, then we went
about on starboard tack. We wereflying through the water, pointing
straight for the lighthouse, when we caught sight of a buoy on our
port bow, a hastyglance at the chart convinced us that we were
inside of High Pine Ledge. This is a large shallow spot almost due
north of the Gurnet, and part of it has but 2ft. of water at low tide.

We concluded that we had better keep outside of it, so slacked off

our sheets and bore away, passing the buoy on our starboard hand.
We hauled sharp round the buoy, and flattened down our sheets hard,

as we bad lost time by this unexpected change of course. By pinch-
ing a little we could just make the whistle off the Gurnet and passed
it on port hand, but so close that our boom barely cleared it. As the
wind had increased to a gale and had a long sweep here, we found a
very sharp jump of a sea running past the Whistler, and watched
;Hl"irr.J?,'Y ,
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her around quickly and started up the channel on port tack. This
was the roughest piece of water we had ever been in, out the Cy-pres
behaved so nobly that we enjoyed the excitement hugely.

We had been told that the channel up to Plymouth was a "yeasty
place.''' and we fouud it all we expected and more. The wind howled
through the rigging and carried the spray over us in sheets, so that we
had to wear waterproofs. Everything was wet the minute it was
brought on deck. Our glasses, a new pair, were so sticky from the
salt water that we could not focus them, and we had to get along with-

out them for the rest of the day. We were able, by sailing close, to

just clear the small lighthouse on Duxbury Pier, and as we passed it

we eased off sheets and ran up the Cow Yard, dropping our anchor ia

4J4 fathoms, midway between the black and red buoys that mark this

channel. Wo had made the run from Scituate, a distance of 19 miles,

but by our course over 24 miles, thrashing dead to windward inagood
sea and half a gale of wind, in a little over three hours; and we felt

proud of the little Oy-pres' seagoing qualities. She went dancing
over the waves, and the bigger they grew the better she liked n

.

LTntil we reached the chop in Plymouth Channel we had not taken a
drop of water on board, and we drove her all the time as hard as we
could, as our quick passage shows.
Soon after leaving Scituate we saw a fishing sloop outside of us,

with two men on board. They stood in for the smooth water near
shore, passing near us, but astern, luffing to every puff and evidently

carrying more sail than they could stand Soon after passing them
we saw them heave-to and take a reef in their mainsail. They followed
after us, but we left them very fast, running out ot sight of them by
the time we reached the Gurnet Light.

We were well pleased with the Oy-pres 1 performance under sail, but
not at all pleased with her performance at anchor. We lay right in

the middle of the channel and the tide was running out at a terrible

rate directly in the teeth of the gale, which had a. long sweep of over
two miles. The, seas were short and deep, their tops white with foam,
and they Hew past us with a hissing, rushing sound. The powerful
tide caught our deep keel and swung us round irresistibly, stern to

the wind. The gale drove us ahead so that our anchor was under us,

aud we horsed about, first one side and then the other. The seas at
times striking us broadside on and rolling us down rail under, would
break clear over us, then they would hit us under the counter with a
hammer-like shock that made her tremble from truck to keelson.

When she would take one of her savage sheers we could, if in the
cabin, hear distinctly the chain dragging over the pebbly bottom, and
when we hauled it up next morning it was for several feet polished as
bright and smooth as though done with file and emery paper.
During all this time the dinghy was a constant source of care and

even danger, the wind would drive it down upon us every few seconds
and each shift of the yacht's position would bring it up on us in a
new place, so that one of us had to watch continually and be prepared
to fend off every instant. Once or twice a sea caught it broadside on,

and we thought surely it would turn over,but fortunately it did not.

Fearing that this might happen we got ft alongside and removed the
oars, bailer, sponge and oarlocks. Later in the day we bent on to the
painter about 75ft. of good, stout line and paid it all out, so that the

boat rode 50ft. ahead of us. and we had no more trouble from that
score; the long rope dragging in the water acted as a spring on her,

and she was less violent in her motions.
At the turn of the tide the waves quickly subsided, and as both cur-

rent and wind were from the same direction we lay quietly at our
anchor, though straining the cable very hard. We took advantage of

this change in the situation to get our supper and a little sleep, lying

down with our clothes on, prepared to jump up at a moment's notice

should our anchor drag or chain part. J ust before sunset a cutter

about 40 or 46ft. long came in under reefed mainsail and jib and
anchored about a quarter of a mile to the westward of us, near a
coasting schooner that lay there when we came in. We saw the
schooner at anchor as we rounded the Duxbury Beacon but thought
she was over in the channel that runs up Kingston Bay, or we should
have followed her example and anchored near her. The party on the
nutter seemed to know just were they wanted to go, steering in with-

out any apparent hesitation, as if they had been there before.

As t&ey went over what we supposed was shallow water, we got out

our chart to see why these two vessels should anchor outside the
channel. We found they were inside a kind of basin or pocket, where
they had from 13 to 24ft. under them, and with shallow water all

around, and were not affected by the tide so much as we were. We
considered the advisability of following them, but finally concluded
that as our anchor had held us so well we would not break it out until
we were obliged to, and hoped the gale would let up before another
change in the tide.

Everything remained comparatively quiet until about 1 o'clock at
night, when we were aroused by the violent pitching of the boat. On
getting on deck we saw that- the tide, had turned and the wind if any-
thing was blowing harder than before. The yacht was at her old
tricks again, shooting across the channel, first one side, then the
other, sometimes riding up over the anchor till the chain was slack,
and then suddenly turning and shooting off at a tangent until she
brought up with a jerk. We knew nothing short of a miracle could
keep us from having a foul anchor, yet as near as we eould tell, it

seemed to be holding us securely. The night was dark as pitch, and
we could not see a thing except the lights on the vessels near us, a
light on Clark's Island about two miles north of us and of course the
light on Duxbury Beacon. We thought the last two were in about
the same relative positions as when we last looked at them and con-
cluded that our anchor was still hanging on nobly. As our anchor
light had gone out we relighted it. and as an additional precaution set
another lantern on the cockpit seat, then went below again to get out
of the chilly wind and flying spray.
Sleep was wholly out of the question, for we were tossing and pitch-

ing about in n v*ry uncomfortable manner, and every little while
woald kok out to see it our light was burning, or if we'had changed

SCITUATE—LANDING PIEH.

our position relatively to the beacon. After several hours of watch-
ful anxiety we became hardened to our surroundings and would doze
off into little cat naps, only to wake up with a start as a bigger wave
than usual would give us a heavy roll, or some loose rope would slat

against the mast with a crack like the report of a rifle.

At last, after what seemed to us the longest night we had ever
known, the dawn began to appear and we strained our eyes to make
out the two buoys between which we had anchored on the previous
afternoon. I first discovered what I took to be the black buoy on the
west side of the channel, but much to my surprise I could not find
the red one which should be close by and to the eastward of us. I

immediately began to think that our worst fears had been realized,

that in the darkness and storm we had dragged our anchor, no one
knew how far or whither, but the Duxbury Beacon was not far off

and it still bore about the same position from Clark Island, so we
could not be very far from our old berth. I called F.'s-attention to
these points and he suggested half jocosely and half in earnest that
the red buoy must have been carried away during the height of the
gale, aud that we would find that we were all right as soon as the day
was fairly begun.

I volunteered to stay on deck and keep a lookout while he went
below and lighted the stove and put on dry underclothes. It was not
long before 1 made out the exact situation in which we were, the buoy
that I took for the black was actually the red, and we had dragged our
anchor about an eighth of a mile or a little more, nearly due east, and
were then in very shallow water, and just over the sand bar that
extends from Clark's Island to the Duxbury Beacon, which is on its

southernmost extremity. I called to F. to come on deck immediately,
that I knew where we were, and that we must get under way at once.
After getting our anchor we hoisted our double-reefed mainsail and

CY-PRES—AFTER THE STORM.

foresail and stood over by the two vessels, which were still at anchor
where we had seen them the evening before. When our anchor came
up we were not at all surprised to find the chain wound twice around
one of the flukes. We were pleased to see how much more quietly we
lay in our new berth than we did in the channel; the tide did not affect

us very much, and the yacht lay head to wind as she should. We had
learned a lesson that we would not soon forget, and determined in

future not to anchor in narrow, deep channels when there was any
other place available.
Soon after breakfast the white cutter went out of the harbor under

double-reefed mainsail and jib, carrying two boats on her davits. We
laid at our anchorage until about half-past 10, when, it' being about
half flood tide, we weighed anchor and sailed up to the town The
harbor is full of shallow places and we touched bottom twice before
getting up to the docks, but, as the tide was rising, we were not de-
layed more than a few minutes each time. The channel l>es very close

to Long Beach for about a mile, and then turns at right angles toward
the docks, meeting midway between the docks and the beach a narrow
dredged channel. The proper place to turn is directly in front of a
frame hotel, called the Columbian Pavilion, which is on Long Beach
facing the harbor. In front of this hotel is a pier used by a ferryboat
which plies back and forth carrying excursionists and pienic parties
over to the beach, which is a famous place for clams. When going in

keep close to Long Beach, following the curve of the shore till you are
just past the pier in front of the Pavilion Hotel, and then turn sharp
to the right, running straight for the docks at Plymouth, as the
dredged channel is in"a straight line with them.
We were under double reefed mainsail and foresail as the wind still

held fresh, and were delighted to find how easily the Cy pres worked
in the short tacks which we were obliged to take white beating across
from Long Beach to Plymouth. We ran under the lee of the laud as
we approached the town, and found the water very still. Dropping
our anchor in a pool as quiet as a mill pond, we could scarcely believe
that we had for the past twenty four hours been battling with such a
vexatious sea out in the Cow Yard. The sun was shining bright and
we got our blankets, cushions, etc , out on deck to dry, the whole boat
being covered with them. As it was Sunday we did not go on shore
but lay quietly at anchor and basked in the quiet, warm sun all the
rest of the day.

Late in the afternoon the 30ft. centerboard sloop Zingara came in
and anchored near us. She had on board a professional sailine master
and a crew of four young Corinthians. The captain told us that they
started from Marblehead on Saturday for Plymouth and got as far as
Cohasset when they were forced by the fierce wind and heavy seas to
turn back and put into Hull, where they lay till Sunday morning. He
said they were very anxious to make Plymouth, but their boat would
dive into the heavy seas, stopping stock still nearly every time she
struck a sea, and they made no headway for hours, but kept sagging
off to leeward all the time. We felt quite proud when we heard this,
for two of us had come along easily in the little 22-footer Cy-pres,
under the same conditions that had forced the well-manned 30-footer
back.
We lay side by side in a small basin at the end of the docks. Right

in front of us, at the head of the slip, was Plymouth Rock, covered by
a stone arch and surrounded by a high iron fence to protect it from
curiosity seekers, who would soon carry it all away if lef: to them-
selves. The harbor is full of catboats ranging from 15 to 18 or 20ft.

long. They are of the wide shallow type and well suited to the shal-
low water. The favorite sail is a lug and they seem to be too large
for the boats, as the mastB are very high, but they were out all day
Sunday in the strong wind and are evidently able to carry them. One
thing that struck us as peculiar was the fact that the barometer did
not tall any during Friday or Friday night nor on Sunday till about
3 P. M. When we left Scituate it registered 30.04, just about the same
as it had been all the previous day. The sky was clear and bright and
there was no indication of the strong wind that we had on Saturday,
or the gale of the afternoon and evening. On Sunday as the wind be-
gan to moderate the barometer began to go down and reached the
lowest point, 29.68, at 2:80 P. M., at which time it was quite calm. This
is the first time in our experience when the drop of the barometer fol-

lowed the high wind instead of preceding it.

Monday, July 17, was a beautiful day, and we lay at anchor resting
our tired bodies and thoroughly drying everything on board. We
made a short excursion into the town, visiting old Burial Hill, Pilgrim
Hall and other places of interest, buying among other provisions on
our way back to the boat a huge watermelon. We found that water
could be had at a fish house on the dock close to the landing float. In
the afternoon about high tide we were hailed by some one on the dock
to "get out of there," as a tug was coming in with a coal barge. There
seemed to as plenty of room for anything to get by, but not. wishing
to have any row about it we took the kedge out about 100ft. further
from the wharf, and paying out chain on our anchor, warped our-
selves o'H of the way. When the barge (the Cohocton) was past, we
hauled the kedge up and drifted back into our old position The
ereater part of Plymouth Harbor is dry at low t'de, and all the boats
lie on the mud several hours each day, but we lay in a pool. Monday
evening just at sunset we were somewhat startled by the honk, honk,
honk! of a flock of geese that were flying low, just skimming along
the surface of the water. We supposed they were wild birds at first,

but after circling around the harbor once or twice, they settled down
at the rear of one of the little houses on the shore, where we saw
another lot just like them. They were not the ordinary white variety,
but resembled very closely the wild fowl.

[to bk concluded.]
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3. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass.

Whether as a matter of merit or merely because they are new and
fashionable, ttte two designs, "La Gloria" and "Scarecrow," published

in the Fohest and Stream, have proved wonderfully popular, and a
very large number of boats have been built from them. This year a

number of new ones are under way in various places, and it is likely

that the class will be well represented at the coming meet at Croton

Point. An excellent opportunity will be presented for a test of these

larger boats against the 16x30 canoes, and also for exciting and inter-

esting races among themselves.

The accessibility of the camp by water alone should result in a large

attendance of canoe yawls, Scarecrows, and all types of smn 11 craft

and the racing of these boats may be made one of the attractive fea-

tures of the meet. Of course, the canoe racing proper must claim

first place, but no one will be better pleased than the canoeraen at a
chance io test the speed of the larger boats. Much has been said at

times about the superior speed of the St. Lawrence skiffs and similar

craft over the 16x30 canoe, but thus far the canoe has come out ahead

in all trials that have been made at the meets. None of these, how-
ever, in the past have been thoroughly satisfactory; and the question

of the speed of the canoe compared with skiffs and other wider craft

is yet unsettled; hut the meet of this year should place the matter

beyond doubt.

Red Dragon C. C.

On Saturday evening. March 31, the Red Dragon C. C. gave a smoker
to its members and their friends, and after a pleasant evening all

voted it one of the successes of the club.
One of the interesting features of the evening was a lantern slide ex-

hibit, the slides appertaining principally to the club. Among the num-
ber were some taken from photographs of the club's meet at Delanco
in 1889. Com. McCormick's explanatory description of the views was
highly commendable. The music—and there was lots of it—was fur-
nished by the R. D. C. C. Mandolin and Banjo Club.
The original poem by Dr. McFetridge upon the R. D. C. C. foot ball

team, of which our Wilt was captain, was received with deafening
applause. The "Hoodoo Song," by H Fleischman, in the chorus of
which all present joined, added greatly to the merriment.
Although disappointed in the non-appearance of our. wrestlers and

some of the sparring talent, we fortunately had a few "clever ones"
among our members to produce interesting events.
Amid the fumes of tobacco and the aroma of food for the inner

man, impromptu speeches were made and songs sang until close to
the advent of the first day, when the majority returned to the city with
pleasant remembrances of another successful smoker. F. O. G.
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CANOE NEWS NOTES.
A successful smoker was given by the Lawrence 0. C. on April 3, the

entertainment including music, wrestling and hosing.

At the annual meeting of the Arlington, N. J., 0. C, the following
were elected officers: Com., B. R. Roome; Treas., R. E. Molloy;
Purser, W. C. Frazer; Capt., W. H. Geib. Messrs. H. B, Lawrence
and H. L. Frazer were elected to membership.

On April 7 the Knickerbocker 0. 0. gave a very pleasant smoker
which was well attended, Com. Borland and other well known canoeists
being present. Mr. Seavey exhibited a number of lantern slides, with
the efficient aid of Mr. Berry, and refreshments and music followed.

Zettlers at Cypress Hills.

The first shoot of the Zettler Rifle Club for the season of 1894 took
place at Cypress Hills Park on April 8. It was expected that there
would be a large crowd present to participate; but the weather in the
fearly part of the day gave proinise of wind and rain, which kefrtmany
from Venturing out. Eleven members brought out their rifles and
sbbt through the programme. Some of the members Shot in good
form, owing no doubt to their winter practice the fast season, Ross
and Dorrier tied for the highest individual score, each with 229. For
the three best scores Ross was first, Plaisted second and Dorrier third.

On the man target Plaisted was first, Dorrier second, Ross third. The
scores are appended:
F C Ross 21 22 24 25 24 20 23 25 22 23-229

24 19 21 21 23 25 2:3 22 22 24—226
21 25 23 20 22 22 24 21 19 20 -222-677

G W Plaisted 24 21 24 24 20 25 23 21 21 21-224
22 23 23 20 23 21 S>3 25 20 23-223
23 21 24 24 22 24 20 24 19 23—220-667

M Dorrier 24 24 24 21 25 22 22 21 25 21—229
23 21 20 21 24 20 22 23 24 25—223
25 20 20 20 18 23 20 22 21 19—213—665

M B Engel 19 25 23 22 21 22 21 22 24 19-218
24 21 21 24 18 22 22 ?.0 22 23-217
23 17 24 24 19 23 22 21 21 22-216—651

P F Schmidt 22 21 23 22 23 23 20 20 23 21—218
24 20 19 23 25 22 21 22 22 21—219
24 23 22 14 22 19 20 21 22 22-209—646

R Harmann. 22 24 22 21 16 24 21 22 22 24—218
20 20 21 24 22 23 24 23 19 17—213
20 19 20 23 21 22 22 20 23 22—212-643

H Holges 23 22 23 20 22 23 20 23 21 20-217
19 24 24 19 20 23 19 20 22 22—212
25 18 23 19 23 23 19 19 21 21-211—640

B Zettler 23 23 20 23 24 22 18 23 19 21—216
28 22 23 22 23 19 50 18 19 23-212
17 20 22 23 21 22 18 20 21 20 -204—632

C G Zettler 20 20 17 19 22 24 23 23 25 20- 213

15 19 23 20 21 23 21 19 23 22-205
19 20 28 22 20 24 13 21 19 18—201—619

Geb KraUss ,24 21 19 23 18 18 22 19 19 20-203
21 18 19 21 23 22 20 17 22 16-199
21 21 19 20 19 10 22 19 20 24—195-597

H ft Muller 15 15 20 16 20 21 22 17 20 23-189
16 18 15 17 13 22 22 16 21 23—182
17 15 23 17 28 16 11 20 14 19-175-546

Man target, 3 shots, possible 60. 5 prizes: Plaisted 59, Dorrier 58, Ross
86, Engel 55, Walther 64, Krauss 54.

Wissel trophy target, 4in. center, 3 shots, possible 3: B. Zettler 2,

Plaisted 2, Ross 1, C. G. Zettler 1, Muller 1, Engel 1.

On Wilbraham Road.
StrtiNOFiKLn, Mass., March 80.—The following scores were made by

the Smith & Wesson Pistol Club at their range on Wilbraham Road,
last night, 20yds.:
J Goodrich... 9 9 8 10 10 10 9 8 10 10-93

C S Axtelle 9 10 7 9 10 9 10 9 10 10-93
W Goodrich 10 9 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 10-90

ZCTalbdt 8 8 8 6 10 10 10 10 9 10-89

TDClark „ 10 7 8 10 9 8 10 8 9 10-89

E A Woodward 8 9 10 7 10 8 10 9 8 10-89

C E Hodskins , - fl 9 10 8 10 9 4 10 9 10-85
FGl Hodskins « .10 8 10 6 7 9 4 9 10 10-83

C Clark-.,.- , 10 8 8 10 6 6 10 10 7 9-83
OCCall <<»<.'. 6 8 7 10 6 10 8 10 7 10-82

ACSonthall ,....8 10 9 9 10 6 10 6 6 7-81

WC Whiting. 10 75599687 5—71
HfcCoMey.7... 886687795 7-70
DWWare ....... 7 6 5 7 6 8 9 7 5 10-70

Fifty yards:
FGHodskins ,..10 8 8 10 10 8 9 10 6 9-1

J Goodrich.... 10 7 10 9 7 8 9 9 8 9-L.

0 S Axtelle 8 8 7 7 8 7 10 10 10 8-88

E A Woodward 10 9 6 6 9 6 10 7 10 9-83

W Goodrich 10 67889798 8-80

C E Hodskins 8 8 6 7 10 9 6 8 8 8—78

A C SonthaU 9 5 9 8 7 8 7 6 10 9-78
Z C Talbot 7 10 6 5 10 8 7 8 7 9-77

Turtle Bay Rifle Club's Omega.
Ma#y weeks since we chronicled the unwelcome news that the Tur-

tle Bay Rifle Club was about to disband. This week we have received

a cottimbnieation from one of the members that the end had come and
that a post mortem" shoot for a division of the effects of the defunct

club was held at Woodsidej L. L, on April 1. There were eleven

mourners present looking for their share in the division. It was
arranged that each heir should shoot five scores of ten shots each,

the highest total to have first choice, the next best score the second,

etc. The distance of the range was 50yds., the rifles .S2cal. Scores

GTjPaPntzer
d
: 225 222 221 219 2-24-1111

JobnOchs,Jr 214 218 219 227 222-1100

G H Plate 217 208 203 222 316-1066

HWaither".; '.;;;'.'.*/.. 205 219 211 216 212-1063

IWTarhm 193 209 211 213 188-1011

JKrampert"": " 187 1.12 206 186 219-1010

HZubeller. Wl 210 195 189 205- 970

O Fuchs 191 195 195 172 215— 968

HLingelb'a'ch".'.'.'. 155 196 194 177 153- 855

JO'Berte ... 146 167 162 153 153- 781

T Fitzpatrick 172 189 179 150 159- "
'

On West Newburgh's Range.

Newburoh, N. Y. April 7.—West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Associa-

tion, decimal target, 200yds., wind northeast, weather cloudy, for

prizes:
Stansbro
Sneed, Sr
Harrison

Mitchell.

.

. 3 6 7 8 5 3 4 8 6 7—57

. 6 3 8 6 7 6 9 6 7 7-65
10 8 4 10 9 8 6 4 4 6-69
9 3 5 3 6 4 5 3 7 5-50
4 5 5 8 6 10 7 6 3—61
6 3 5 9 6 4 4 4 6 6-53

10 8 3 5 6 8 7 4 4 7—59
10 8 6 5 9 3 4 6 6 5-62
1 9 3 2 4 0 3 6 4 3—35
5 6 3 6 8 4 6 3 3 3-42
9 2 3 10 7 1 3 5 4 4—48
3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 1 6-37
3 3 8 3 0 5 4 1 3 2—32
9 8 5 2 5 7 3 3 4 2—48

and Sneed, Sr. , wins a heat for

second prize.

West Newburgh Rifles.

Newburoh, N.Y., March 31.-Prize shoot of the West Newburgh

Gun and Rifle Association, 200yds., decimal target, weather fair,

First prize, a $50 rifle, second a cartridge case.

cjnepri Sr 4 4 10 9 0 0 4 I I t—Da

Harrison

3

8 8 8 3 1 4 6 3 3-37

Staw 4 7 4 2 7 4 3 3 3 6-43

Stoolbro

5

5 1 3 3 8 5 7 5 7-49

Ktesam 7 4 6 3 6 6 5 8 4 5-54

FEtarod

9

9 8 8 5 5 5 10 3 10-72

Sutton 3 3 8 3 5 3 7 7 4 4-47
S2S2g 1 7 6 3 2 5 3 4 3 2-36

Ravland 5 5 3 7 4 7 7 10 9 6—63

Ktason s 597578 s 10 10-72

F. Sneed and Higginson tie for first prize. Sneed, Jr., wins a heat

for second prize,

The Mid-Winter Shooting Festival.

San Francisco, Cal., March 25.—The last shot of the Mid-Winter
Shooting Festival was fired this P. M. The projectors have netted at
least $2,500 by their undertaking; and some good shooting has been
done, although I expected a greater number of high scores. A de-
tailed statement of scores etc , has not yet been announced,
F. Gehret, a most promising young marksman, was an easy winner

on the Golden Gate target, making in his 100 shots 27—3in. centers—
a surpassing score. Mr. G., though quite a young man, is one of the
best "all around shots" in the Columbia Club, and consequently in the
State. F. O. Young, who is well known all over the U. S. as an expert
shot, was high on the man target with 96 out of 100 possible. Geo.
Helm, however, carried off the king medal as he was high on the
honorary target with 75, the possible; also on the ring-target with 97 out
of 100. Mr. H. also shot more point tickets than any competitor, and
hence gained most points. Mr. H. is one of the most reliable shots on
the Pacific Coast.
Mr. A. McBean, of Chicago, arrived a few days ago, and to-day made

the fine score of 22 red flags on his Golden Gate ticket. Several Los
Angeles marksmen entered the contest, but they were not in good
shooting form. As a more detailed account of the scores made might
interest your rifle loving readers; I shall forward same as soon as it

shall have been announced.
The Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club held its semi-monthly all comers

contest to day. Mr. McBean showed himself an expert marksman by
making 87 points on his first 10 shot score with the rifle. This gentle-

man speaks of locating in this city. He would be a most welcome
addition to our shooting ranks.
Mr. Werner, of Los Angeles, borrowed a Springfield rifle on the

range and made the good score of 72 on the Standard target.

The following are scores to-day, Blanding pistol medal, 50yds.,

re-entry: A. H. Pape 92. Dr. Rodgers 89, 0. M Daiss 88, F. O. Young
88. H. L. Pendleton 87, S. I. Kellogg 87.

Roos'any rifle medal, 200yds., re-entry: A McBean 87, F. O. Young
86, Dr. t. O. Rodgers 85, D. W. McLaughlin 83. P. Bohr 80, H. R Brown
80, A. Heelh 79, H. R. Crane 71, F. Fay 70, C. Nobak 66, R. Stettin 65.

Glindeman military rifle medal, standard American target: H. R.
Brown 82, M. Werner 72.

This club returns to contestants quarterly one half of all moneys
received on the all comers' targets for the sale of tickets. To-day
ends the first quarter, and the distribution (five prizes on each target)
resulted as follows:
All comers' pistol, first prize for highest 10-shot score during past

quarter, H. L.Pendleton, 94 points; second, F. O. Young, 94; third,

C. M. Daiss, 94: Ed. Hovey, 83; A. H. Pape, 92.

All comers, any rifle: First, A. McBean, 87; second, F. O. Young,
87; third. E. Hovey, 86; fourth, S. I. Kellogg, 86; fifth, Dr. Rodgers, 85.

All comers' Springfield rifle, standard American target; first, H. R.
Brown, 82; second, S. I. Kellogg. 82; third, Capt. Thaxter of Nevada,
80; fourth, F. Gehret. 79; fifth/F. O. Young, 78. Roeel.

Zettler Rifle Club.

The Zettler Club held its weekly gallery shoot on April 3. There
are now only three more dates in this season's shoot to bring it to a
close, viz., April 10, 17 and 24, while the attendance has not averaged
high in point of numbers. The shooting has been of the highest
order. In the competition for the champion medal on Tuesday (third)

R. Busse was high with 246; F. C. Ross was second with 246, and B.
Walther third with 245. F. C. Ross made the highest score of the
night, 249. Louis Flach and C. G. Zettler tied for second place with
247 each. Scores:
Champion medal: R. Busse 246, F. C. Ross 246, B. Walther 245, H.

Holges 244. L. Flach 214, B. Zettler 243, H. D. Muller 241, P. F. Schmidt
239. M. B. Engel 239, Gus. Nowak 238, C. G. Zettler 236.

Best 10-shot score, 5 entries: F. C. Ross 249, Louis Flach 247, M. B.
Engel 246, C. G. Zettler 247, H. Holges 245, R. Busse 246, B. Zettler 244,

P. F. Schmidt 244, H. D. Muller 241, Gus. Nowak 244.

Beideman Rifle Club.

Philadelphia, April 2.—The following shows the weekly shoot of
the Beideman Rifle Club, at their range. Beideman Station, N. J., for
week ending March 31. Conditions: 25yds., posssible 250, J^in. ring-

targets. lVoin. bull outside range, strictly off-hand:
Dr Gardener 25 25 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23—245
J L Woods 25 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23—242
W Gilbert 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 23 23 22-238

Pistol, 50vds., standard American targets:
Dr Gardener 10 10 10 10 10 9 8 8 8 8—91
J L Wood 10 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 6—85

Walt. Gilbert, Sec'y.

Armbruster's Park.
There was only a small gathering of riflemen in the Greenville

Schuetzen Park on Saturday afternoon of last week. The usual 50-

shot handicap match was not shot off for lack of attendance. The
weather was unfavorable for shooting, snow squalls and rain making
high scores a question of luck. The riflemen present indulged in a
few scores for pools only. Scores:
L P Hansen 25 20 24 22 24 20 21 18 23 24—220
C Boag 25 24 24 19 22 14 21 20 24 19—212
W C Collins 23 18 21 23 21 13 21 21 21 23—205
C H Chavant 23 13 20 21 22 25 15 18 22 21—200
John Hill 17 16 23 22 17 20 22 15 9 23—184

New York Rifle Club.

The New York Rifle Club held its regular shoot at 12 St. Marks Place
on Saturday, the 7th inst. The scores made were as follows, off-hand,

100ft., .22 short:
Young 237 236 Shorkley 230 230

Chadbourne 234 232 Moss 230 210

Gensch 234 228 Barker 222 221

HDuane 233 226 Daly 222 218

King 231 220 E. R. Chadbourne, Sec'y.

New York Rifle Club.

The New York Rifle Club made the following scores at its weekly
shoot on Saturday, March 31. German ring target, range 100ft., off-

hand:
HDuane 241 240 Shorley 233 230

Chadbourne 240 239 Barker 231 228

Young 239 238 Daly 226 216

Case 234 232 E. R. Chadbourne, Sec'y.

Miller Rifle Club.

Hoboken, N. J., April 7.—At the regular monthly meeting of the
Miller Rifle Club, a very large attendance was observed. The follow-

ing scores were made: E. Fischer 243, L. Schmidt 239, A. Meyns 237,

A Stadler 234, D. Miller 232. R. Newman 230, G. Will 225, R. Zoch 224,

F. Brandt 224, R W. Dewey 222, H. Vanderheyden 222. W. H. Rogers
220, J. Scott 213, F. Gollan 206. It was decided to hold the annual shoot
on May 7, due notice of which will be given. W. H. Rogers, Sec'y.

Friday Night Rifle Club.

The Friday Night Rifle Club, of Hoboken, held its practice shoot
April 7, fourteen members participating. Scores: Gus Wendt 288,

Aug. Meyns 236, Chas. Zang234, Aug. Gerber 233. Thos. Davidson 233,

M Hickey 230, H. Spohr 229, F. Murken 228, Ch. Geils 227, J. Valleau
226, H. Wendt 226, Edw. Phalon 221, H. Gerber 204, H. Louis 201.

Miller Rifle Club.

Thirteen members of the Miller Club participated in the weekly
eafierv shoot on April 4. Scores: E. Fisher 243. L Schmidt 239, Aug.
Meyns 237. D. Miller 228, H. Roch 224, M. Wills 225, Max Stadler 224. R.

W. Dewey 222, Scott 213, W. H. Rogers 210, Vanderheyden 222, Gollon

206, Newman 207. .

Greenville Rifle Club.

At the weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Club on Friday night

the following appended scores were made by members present:

Dorrier 243, Robidoux 235, G. Boag 236, Purkess 234, Collins 233. Schee-

line 244 J Boag 235, Dodds 333, Lutz 227. Chavant 230, Spahn 231, Hill

225 Holzapfel 234, Graef 220, Huelsen 218, E. Wuestner 200, F. Wtiqst-

ner 205, Charlock 233.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.

New York. April 8.—Scores shot at our 100ft. range April 8 by Horn
238 Hicks 237, Goodman 236, Busch 289, Steckel 228. Heidenreich 218,

May 224, Roberts 228, Kellner 209, Geib 208, Koch 225. Wm. May, Sec'y.

Empire Rifle Club.

The following scores were made by the Empire Rifle Club, Tuesday,

April 3: W. Rosenba'im 240, H. Zettler 239, C- Zettler, Jr., 238, J,

Grimm 237, W. G. Maisenholder 237.

RIFLE NOTES.
Don't forget that the Ross—Dorrier match comes off at WissePs

Park next Monday,"April 16. These two riflemen are the'most expert
of America's great army of off-hand shooters, and their exhibition of

marksmanship on that day will be highly interesting to all lovers of

the sport.

The Hoboken Schuetzen Corps opened its summer practice shooting
at the Union Hill Schuetzen Park on Monday last. There was a large
number of the active members present to compete for the medals and
others prizes on the programme.

The Lady Miller Rifle Club, of Hoboken, held its annual election of

officers last week. The new board is as follows: Mrs. Stadler, Presi-

dent; Mr. Bordman, Vice-President; Miss Sanders, Secretary; Miss
Kloepping, Financial Secretary; Mrs. Volk, Treasurer.

Teams from the Paterson Rifle Association and the Greenville Rifle

Club will meet in the Greenville Schuetzen Park this afternoon. The
Paterson riflemen hope to score a victory. The Farmers say nay.

The winter gallery shoot of the New York Schuetzen Corps the past
season has been highly successful. Forty-two members shot through
the season and made themselves eligible for the handsome and costly

prizes which were distributed at the corps headquarters on Thursday
night of last week. The corps held its first shoot for the season of 1894

at the Union Hill Schuetzen Park yesterday. The attendance was
large.

The Williamsburg Schuetzen Corps, Capt. G. A. Schmidt, will hold a
two days' festival and prize shoot in WiseePa Cypress Hills Park on
May 13 and 14. Prizes to the amount of $450 will be divided among the

successful riflemen.

The Savannah (Ga.) Wheelmen's Track Association will inaugurate
under its management a military contest with military and sporting

rifles, to continue for two days, commencing at 10 o'clock May 4.

Early last week our rifle ' promoter" received an invitation from F.

O. Ross to bring his rifle out to Cypress Hills Park on Thursday after?

noon, and indulge in a friendly match. Plaisted thought it would he a
good opportunity to get his (Ross's) measure, so he accepted. A fifty-

shot race was (shot off in a heavy northwest wind, Ross granting
Plaisted 25 points handicap. The scores are as follows:

Ross 228 211 220 232 222 —1113
Plaisted .WW 206 215 217 217 216+25-1096

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.-

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following;

FIXTURES.
April 14.—Annie Oakley will give an exhibition on the grounds of

the Princeton (N. J.) Gun Club.
April 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers1 Association

tournament, at Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Gun Club will add $200.

April 24-27.—Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
April 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters1 League, second tourna-

ment, at Rochester.
April 25 26 —Opening tournament Michigan State Trap-Shooters 1

League, at Nason, Mich., under management of George Searl. S. A.
Howes, Sec'y.
April 25-26.—South Side Gun Club tournament, at empire targets;

second day, team race of New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League. Grounds
near Emmett street station of Pennsylvania R. R , Newark, N. J.

May 1-3.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, spring tournament; two days
targets, last day live birds.

May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual
tournament and meeting, at Ft. Smith, Ark.; $1,000 added money,
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.

Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add $200.

May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-
ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.

May 15.—Second annual tournament of the Atlantic Trap-Shooting
Association, at Lynn, Mass. W. F. Brown, Sec'y.

May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament. . .

May 17-19—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at

Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.
May 22-25 .-Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets,' $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y. • . .

May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles

May 30.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-

ment, at Utica.
, . ..

May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers 1 Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club. $200 added money. __

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.

President James Dupuy. of the Ironton, O., Gun Club, is working
up the live bird shoot for Decoration Day, and says it is finding favor

with all prospective participants.

The return match between teams from the North End Gun Club of

Philadelphia and the Doylestown Gun Club, will be shot at Frankforu
to-day. Live birds will be used.

Jas. A. R. Elliott started on Saturday for his home in Kansas City.

During the season he will visit the various live bird and target tourna-

ments in the interests of liE.C." powder, the Winchester Arms Co.,

and the Elliott loading block.

Fred Deuser and Henry Adkinson shot a match at 25 live birds each

at Kansas City on March 30 and the scores were:
Denser 1111001110011111011111111—20

Adkinson.".'. llllllOllUOllOOlOllllOOl—18

The shoot for the Admiral trophy at 50 bluerock targets took plsci

at St. Louis on March 28, in a strong wind and with a Dad lighc. Tne
winner was J. E. Haggerty, who broke 41 to N. O. Meade's 32, H
Stroh's 32, F. Fink, Jr.'s 32, A. Lewis's 30 and A. Adolphus's 30.

A match at 25 targets per man between teams of eight men es< h
from the Youngstowri and Lowellville (Ohio) Gun Clubs shot on Marcn
29, resulted as follows: Youngstown: H. C. Fry 18, G. Franklin 20,

Haid 16, Weakland 13, Chapman 17, Andrews 22, Franklin 17, Nutt 12

Total, 135. Lowellville: Robinson 17, Wright 15, Mitchell 14, Graham
20, McBride 7, May berry 14, Houston 14, McCullough 15. Total, 119.

E. Dj Fulford, of Utica, N. Y, and Wm. Tell Mitchell, of Lynth's
Station, Va., will shoot a series of 100 live bird races in the South, ui*»

first to take place at Richmond on April 16, the second at Norfolk on
April 21 or 23, the place and date for the third match to be decid^u.

Each man will stand at 30yds. These matches are purely exhibition

affairs.

The Yanticaw Gun Club and the Orange Gun Club shot a five-man

team race at targets last Saturday afternoon on the grounds of rhe

former in Nutley. Each man shot at 25 targets, E. R. Tillou was the

referee and the scores as follows: Orange—T. N. foster 17, A Col-

gate 11, C. Von Lengerke 21, E. O. Quigley 4, J. Von Lengerke 22;

total 75 Yanticaw— E. R. De Wolfe 11, R. K. Cooke 16, W. S. Conduit

12, G. R. Deakin 11, F. E. Butler 17; total 67.

The Walsrode Gun Club, recently formed in Newark, N. J,, has the

following officers: Pres. W. Schaefer: Vice-Pres.. M.Rose; Treas.,

J Alexander; Sec'y, Henry Reinhardt. Trustees—Theodore Leu-

theuser and Robert Sehraft. The first club shoot, at 25 empire targets
j i -1 A II K * I kmnn- T?fl t*\tlTT 1 T -II.

14, Krouse 10, P. Alexander 10.

A neat programme has been issued for the tournament of the South

Side Gun Club of Newark, N. J., to be held on April 25 and 26. The
pnigiamme comprises sixteen events each day. On the second day

wOl occur the team race of the New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League,

thi-s beginning at 2 o'clock. Special rates for shooters have been made
at the Continental Hotel opposite the Broad Street Depot of the D.,

L & W R R There will be three moneys in the 10-target events, four

moneys in those at 15 and five moneys in those at 20 targets. And
here we would like to state that all the shooting will be at Empire
targets and not at "birds" as stated in the programme. Why people

will persist in dubbing a piece of clay as a "bird" is beyond our com-
prehension,
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J. E. Haggerty, of St. Louis, and M. 0. Brown, of Carondelet, shot a
match at 100 live birds each for $100 a side, at St. Louis, on March 25.
the result being1 as appended:
Haggerty millin2mi20212..21.1111..1112122l02111120.121

0112122122121111111111111212111222212221212112211—90
Brown 212111.1U111222210.120211112011220..1211101.22211

11221.2121211011111222112121101220111.21111111111—85

The long-talked-of match at 25 targets each between C. F. Lenone
and T. W. Morfey will be shot at Willard's Park on Tuesday, April 17,
and may the best man win. We have carried the stake for this match
since the early part of last November and are beginning to think of
charging storage. On th« above day there will be shot at Willard's
Park a match at. 25 live birds each between Allen Willey, of Hartford;
Neaf Apgar, of Evona, N. J., and T. W. Morfey, of Paterson, each man
to shoot at 25 live birds, §25 a corner, winner to take the pot, loser to
pay for the birds.

Red Bank, N. J., April 6.—The series of shooting matches of the
members of the Riverside Gun Club for the championship medals of
1894 will be decided this month. The shooting is at 25 bluerocks in
each event per man, and there are three classes,, which are classified
according to the averages of the shooters. This afternoon the eleventh
contest took place, and was as follows: First event: Jas Cooper, Jr.
13, Wm. Green 19, John Cooper 12, E Garnsey 10. A black score
was ^shot by Jas. Cooper, who scored 21. Second event, sweep 25
bluerocks: Green 20, J. Cooper, Jr. 21, Phil Daly 15, John Cooper 9.

Third event, 5 singles: Garnsey and C. Throckmorton tied on 5 each,
John P. Cooper 4, Fourth event, 10 singles, expert rules: Green 7,

John Cooper 4, Jas. Cooper 3. Fifth event, ma'ch between Green and
Jas. Cooper at 5 singles: Cooper won, smashing 4 to Green's 2.

The monthly shoot of the Brighton Gun Club, of East Orange, N. J.,

took place on Saturday last on their North Park street grounds, all

shooting being at 18yds. rise. In the first four sweeps, at 5 targets
each, the results were:

From Worcester, Mass., came J. T. Mascroft, 2901bs. in weight and
about 6ft. 2J^in. in height and who came down to have his initial prac-
tice on live birds. For the last thirty-five years Mr. Mascroft has been
an active field shot, never missing a season, but not until this year has
he become interested in live bird contests. Columbus, O., sen*, on
Charley Young, one of its finest target and bird shots; Cleveland was
represented by D. A. Upson; from Boston came R Dickey and
"Pickles" Paine; F. D. Kelsey came from Buffalo; H. Stewart and E.
C. Myer came from Rochester; J. M. Green and J. D. Arnold from
Washington, D. C. ; Allen Willey from Hartford; J A. R. Elliott from
Kansas City; Rollo Heikes from Dayton; W. T. Spicer from Danville,
Pa ; C. Smith from Plainfield; "Big Jim" Smith from Hackettstown;
J. W. Hoffman from German Valley, N. J. ; Justus Von Lengerke from
Orange; H. A. Penrose from New London: John Timmons and Frank
Class from Morristown; T. W. Morfey from Paterson; M. F. Lindsley
from Hoboken; A. W. and N. G. Money from Oakland; T. W. Peacock
from Westfield; Dr. Weld from Boston; C. L. Edgarton from Willi-
mantic; W. H. Wolstencroft and J. F. Kleinz from Philadelphia; W.
C.Drake from Maplewood; E.D.Miller from Springfield; R. Ivens
from Red Bank; Fenn Cooper from Mahanoy City, Pa., besides a big
crowd of local and near-by men whose names the scores will show.
The day's sport began with a "warmer" at 5 live birds, $3 entry, 2

moneys, the score being:
Elliott 12112—5 Upson 1.122- -4

Phister 12222—5 Edgerton H21«—

4

Young 21222—5 Vandergrift 01120—3
Kelsey 11111—5

The birds would have been fairly good in the ab jve and succeeding
sweeps had the weather been at all favorable, but as it was, they were

loggy and ^clumsy as a whole, and made comparatively easy shoot-
ing.
The second event was No. 1 on the regular programme and had 23

entries, the scores being:
No 1. class shooting, 7 birds, 28yds rise, entrance $7, 3 moneys:

Fulford 1111121—7 Pickles 2.21220-5
Denny .212022-5 Kelsey 0121111—6
Elliott, 1121122—7 Edgarton 2102102—5
Upson 1221121—7 Wolstencroft. 0022221—5
Young 2221222—7 Vandergrift 0212112—6
Kleinz 211111.—6 Mascroft 0112..1—4
Dickey 1011 012-5 Macbeth 22012.2-5
Wyld 2222222—7 Lake. 2202102-5
Phister 2121.12-6
Then came regular No. 2, at 5 birds, 32 entries,,high guns to win, the

three moneys aggregating $104, which was divided by fourteen men on
straight scores.- Gus E. Greiff, of Von Lengerke & Detmold's, was
referee in this and the succeeding race. The scores:
No 2, not class shooting, 23yds^ rise, 5 birds, $5 entrance, 3 moneys:

Fulford 20222-4 Wolstencroft 22210-4
Elliott 11112-5 Ph ister 1 1 122 - 5
Denny 11212—5 Hobart 12222—5
Remsen 01210-3 Heikes 22201—4
Hyde 21112—5 Jones 22122-5
Dickey 21111-5 A H King 11210-4
Wyld 22120-4 Bessemer 22202-4
Young 10222-4 Lindsley 22222—5
Timmons 20102—3 McWhorter 22220—4
J M B .1102-3 W S King 01102-3
Upson 22211—5 Kelsey 12121—5
Kleinz 22121—5 Knowlton 22222—5
Arnold 120.2—3 Arno 00212-3
Greene 1.221—4 Meyer 1H22—

5

Hoffman 21221—5 Peacock 01221—4

During a portion of the above race the rain slacked up a little, but
at no time could it be called favorable. After the above there was
started event No. 3 at 15 live birds, 815 entry, handicap rises, class
shooting, with four moneys, this having 52 entries. At the start
Manager Shaner announced that he should reserve the right on any
even round to call for the match for the day provided the light began
to fail. Consequently it was declared off on the sixth round and the
announcement made that the rest of the race would be shot in with
the American handicap on the following day, the first nine rounds of
the handicap to count on the 15-bird shoot for those who entered in
the handicap, while those not entered therein could shoot nine birds
aDd then draw out. This arrangement seemed to be satisfactory to
the majority. When the shooting stopped 22 men had killed 6 each;
20 had lost 1 each and 6 had lost 2 each. The scores will be included
in to-morrow's report.

Thursday, the Second Day.

Thursday morning opened bright and clear with a brisk, sharp
breeze from the southwest, the air being just keen enough to cause
the blood to circulate briskly and to prompt birds to fly at their best.
Shooters and spectators began to assemble on the grounds as early as
eight o'clock, although it was after ten when the shooting began. The
attendance of spectators was the largest ever seen on the grounds,
there being at least a thousand people present during the day. They
came from all over the country, and were one and all deeply inter-
ested in the sport.
Among others were F. C Ross. Gus Nowak and G.W. Plaisted, of the

Zettler Rifle Club; J. R. Blauvelt, of Hackensaek, N. J. ; John Leonard
and wife, Mrs. Frank P. Class and M. Montgomery, of Morristown, N.
J. ; H. L. Gates, of the Oneida County Sportsmen's Association, of
Utica, N.Y. ; C. W. Tuttle, captain of the Auburn Gun Club of Auburn,
N. Y. ; Eddie Collins, captain of the Endeavor Gun Club of Jersey City;
Al Heritage, the ever-popular "Old South Paw" of the Jersey City
Heights Gun Club and the Marion shooting grounds; Dr. Hudson, Dr.
Leverage, J. Blenderman, Col. John Voss and Com. Griffith, of New
York; Ben. E^eringham and Dr. H. Perley Mason, of the Peekskill (N.
Y.) Gun Club; C H. Manchester, of Fall River, Mass.; Lieut. R. Sum-
ner Paine, Capt. Chas. Buffington, Dr. Wells and S. Bowker, of Boston;
Thos. Hall, of Fall River; Capt. E. A. Weaver, of Philadelphia; Col.
Chas. F Lenone and John Hall, of the Passaic City Rod and Gun Club;
John Green, "Bub" McLaughlin, Charles Plate, John Schliemun,
Charles Umla, Henry Borde and Williamm Harteye, of Brooklyn;
Henry White, J. Cooper and E. M. Cooper, of Red Bank, N. J.;
Miles Johnson, of Newton, N. J., one of the wayback veterans at field

and trap work, and who is as enthusiastic as of old, despite his grow-
ing age; A. Sickley, of Maplewood, N. J., reprfsenting the Union Gun
Club; W. L. Osborne, of the Capital City Gun Club, of Washington, D.
C; Dr. P. J. Zeglio and his brother Joe, of Warrenville, N. J., and the
Climax and Newark gun clubs; O. M. Hedden and Gus L. Freche, of
the Newark Gun Club; "Uncle Billy" Hughes, of the Essex Gun Club,
close to seventy years of age, but as warm over the sport as when in
his twenties; Henry Wolfe, of the Paterson Gun Club; J. I. Beebe, the
always jolly; "Jay I See," who hails from Trenton, N. J.; then thTe
were C. A. Damon, Geo. W. Mosher, Wm. M. Thomas, Lieut Geo. W.
Albee, Paul North; and Treasurer Dressel, with a satchel full of hard
cash ready to be paid out to the winners of the American handicap.

1 2 3 I,

Sam Badgley 3 5
George Kutcher 0 4 4 2
Charles Harrison 1 0 1 2
John O'Meally 4 12 3

1 2 3 It

M Potter 2 0
ES George 2 4
Emmons Campfield 2

Two 10-bird sweeps were then shot, resulting as follows: First
sweep: Badgley 8, Kutcher 8, Harrison 3, O'Meally 6, George 7,

Campfield 5. Second sweep: Badgley 9, Kutcher 9. Harrison 1,

O'Meally 6, George 7, Campfield 8, George Moore 3. The last event
was a walking sweep, resulting as follows: Badgley 6, Kutcher 4,

Harrison 5, George 9, Campfield 9.

C. H. Townsend.

THE GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP.
On the morning of Wednesday, April 4, there were in the vicinity of

Dexter Park, Long Island, a very much disgruntled lot of trap-shooters;

a disgruntled manager and a disgruntled lot of people who had ar-

ranged to visit the aforesaid park and witness the opening of the
three-days' shoot of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' As-
sociation, scheduled to begin at 10 A. M. on the above day. Early in

the morning the air looked hazy and threatening, and about the time
for the shoot to begin the clouds opened, down came the rain and
down it continued to come for the re^t of the day. It was not one of
the pouring kind, but a mean, nasty drizzle, that caused everybody to
feel uncomfortable. The day can be summed up a poor one for any
kind of out door pastime.

"

But the inclemency of the weather did not seem to dampen the
ardor of the lovers of live bird shooting nor of the men who shoot, for
over two hundred of the former and better than half a hundred of the
latter were on hand to try their nerve preparatory to their shooting
in the grand American handicap on the morrow.
Louis Miller, the hustling proprietor of Dexter Park, which is famed

as one of the best shooting grounds of the section, had his coops
well filled with good strong flyers. Elmer E. Shaner, the handsome,
suave and never to-be-rattled manager of the Interstate Manufac-
turers' and Dealers' Association, had everything arranged in first-

class order on the shooting grounds and was ready for any number
of shooters. Charley Dellar was on hand prepared to step into the
scorer's "coop" and go to work.
Outside of the shooting house the grounds presented their usual

appearance, not making anywhere as near a good showing as last

year, when over a dozen lents added to the picturesqueness of the
scene This year the only tent pitched was that of the American
E. C. Powder Company, presided over by Captain Money and son. In

our last issue we stated that Forest and Steeam would keep open
"tent" during the week, but we were unable to make good our
promise, owing to the failure of the association to cause said tent to

appear on the grounds. Under the weather conditions, however, the
tents were not missed. The visitors for the most part were residents

of Brooklyn, the bad weather being too much for the majority of out-

of-town people.
As to the shooters, however, they were there from all over the

country, and a representative lot they were, experts every one, and
well able to hold their own in any kind of company. The rain did not
serve to keep them away, and in one of the events there were no less

than fifty two entries. The professional ranks were represented by
the blonde giant "Captain Jack" L. Brewer, E. D Fulford, J. A. R,

Elliott and Frank P. Class, each of whom had In his mind's eye a
thought of the rich pot ready for first man.
The H<=rron Hill Gun Club, of Pith burgh, Pa., one of the strongest

c'ubs in the State, deseives the utm< s . credit for pluck, being repre-

sented by no less than seven men, every one of whom came on the

scene prepared to shoot in every event. The representatives of the

Herron Hills are J. E England, E. H. McWhorter, A. H. King, W. S.

King, James O'Hara Denny. W. M. C. Jones and Harry Vandergrift,

all of whom have been practicing frr weeks to get into practice for

the Interstate shoot. This is a splendid showing for any one club to

make, considering that its members are obliged to travel 500 miles to

reach the Bhoot. But they love the sport and distance does not enter

into their considerations.
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The wind, as stated above, was brisk in the early morning and by
the time a start was made in American handicap it was blowing about
twenty miles an hour. On these grounds the traps face the northeast
so that the wind was in favor of the birds, blowing directly from the
shooter toward the traps.

It was about 10:30 A. JVI., when Referee Jacob Pentz called the first
shooter to the score for the big handicap. Chas. A. Dellar of Brook-
lyn was the official scorer. Fred Hoey, who recently killed 97 out of
100 birds on the Babylon grounds; George Work, he of the military
carriage and possessed of skill equal to the best; Capt. A. W. Money,
with the big goggles and usual genial smile; Noel G. Money, not as old
in years as his father, but nearly as good a shot; Fred G. Moore and
Louis "Davenport," these were the occupants of the big tents; and
inside the house was a whole company of cracks, and strange ( !) to
say everybody intended to be in for first money.
When the great event of the shooting year, the grand American

handicap, began it bad an entry list of fifty-four, comprising the

POSITIONS CAUGHT BY "FOREST AND STREAM'S" CAMERA.

c-rcme. de la creme of the shooting world. One man only, Charles
Macalester of Riverton, N. J., failed to appear, this leaving fifty-three
to shoot and making the moneys $667.50 for first; $400.50 for second
and 3267 for third, this to be worn by the guns.
The sport opened with Dick Phister at the 28-yard mark and he

made a fine kill of a right-quartering incomer, using both barrels;
Upson, Class, Morfey and Duryee killed down, and the first lost bird
was scored to ' Dutehy" Smith, this being a right-quartering driver
that knew bow to twist and made use of its knowledge. Kleinz,
Spicer, Work, "Mack," Brewer and Simpson killed, and then came
J. L. Smith, who lost a terribly fast right-quartering driver. Hoff-
man, killed, as did Thompson, Dickey and Elliott, Timmons following
with a miss. E. D. Fulford and Macbeth killed; Charley Young lost;

N. G. Money followed with a loss of a hard driver; E. D. Miller killed,

as did W. S. King. Meyer, A. W. Money, Ireland, Jones and Moore,
when came along M F. Lindsley. who made an excusable miss of a
fast and tricky right-quartering driver, being followed by Neaf Apgar
with the loss of a tricky bird taking the same direction as above. A.
H. King then scored a kill and up stepped the intrepid young amateur
Fred Hoey, on whom all eyes were centered; Hoey got a fast bird
going straight away, but a little halt in his work caused him to lose
it. Penrose, Ivins, Willey, Heikes, Waiters, Wolstencroft, and Denny
killed; Canon lost a. hummer; Post lost ditto; Drake, Von Lengerke,
Cooper, Peacock and Weld killed; Little lost; Arnold, Stewart and
Helgans killed; Edgerton lost and Bessemer killed, this ending the
first round.
The birds were a good lot of flyers, some being rattling fast and

others fair to good. The wind being in their favor caused a majority
of them to trend to the right and front and assisted them greatly in

their flight. The light was erratic to an extreme and changed with a
sort of monotonous regularity that aggravated the shooters.
On the second round Simpson, Dickey, Timmons, Miller. Lindsley,

Willey and Canon lost. On the third round Lindsley and Canon again
lost, this shutting them out, as under the conditions three misses
were out provided there were any straight scores. Hoey and Young
made their second misses on the third round. On the fifth round Tim-
mons shot himself out of the race, being followed on the same round
by Hoey, who lost a twisting driver. The sixth round sent Ireland to
the rear; the eighth round retired Heikes; on the ninth round Young
and Helgans went out, on the tenth Duryea stepped back after
making an excusable miss and W. S. King and Penrose stopped on the
eleventh. The twelfth round was the last of the day, the manager
having reserved the privilege of calling the shoot off for the day when-
ever in his judgment the light began to fall. In this instance his
judgment was good and was approved by all, especially by those men
whose growing years cause them to prefer daylight to twilight.

As stated in the report on the first day's shooting, the first 9 birds
shot at in the handicap by those men who were in the 15-bird sweep
started on Wednesday, counted as the finish of the latter sweep.
This was class shooting with 4 moneys, the first being worth 3163,

divided by Denny, Hyde, Upson, Kelsey and Wolstencroft on clean
scores. For second money there were 11 ties; for third there were 16,

and for fourth there were 11. The fact of having possibly the result
of two matches depending upon one shoot made the contestants
extremely careful, and resulted in a fine average for the shoot. After
shooting in the handicap had been suspended for the day there came a
miss and out with an entrance fee of $5, the birds included.
Below will be found detailed scores of the 15-bird event and of the

$5 miss and out, the score of the big handicap to be shown when com-
pleted:

No. 3, 15 live birds, entrance $15, four moneys:
Fulford (33) .... 022322322022222—13 Young (31) 222202020222220—11

Elliott (33) 001212211210222—12 Kelsey (30) 211222221 12 z2—15
Penrose ,29) . . . .202111210012122—12 Lake (28) 2100021w
C Smith (30). ...221210022122211—12 Hobart (28) . . . .121121112112002—13
Denny (26) 111222212222222—15 T Edgerton (28)101101021102112-11

A H King (29) . . 021220212222111—13 Mascroft (28) . . .221122220102122-13

Jones (27) 222222220222222-14 Kleinz (31) 220213220203313—13
Heikes (32) 112211220202202—13 Timmons (26). .001002002201W
Remsen (27) . . . .120222220222222 -13 Meyer (28) 222222211222102-14
Hyde (27) 111223223211232—15 Phister (28) 221122222102120-13

J M B (27) 122112011121120—13 Lindsley (29) . ...222220000w

Bessemel (28) . . 123223822030^23—13 Brewer (33) .... »222221 12122002-12
Vandergrift ( 25>22111101222202—12 Apgar (30) 2222220222222-22—14

Van Dyke (30)..0220211022100w Morfey (28) . .
.•12221212322223—14

Dickey (29) 111012102120221-12 Bowker (26). . . .3) 1211101110201—12
Dr Weld (29). ...122222122200222—13 Simpson (29). .. 222222201121222—14
W S King (27). .201 120222110222—12 F Class (32).. .

.223222222202222—14

McWhorter (27)221213212022222—14 DrLittlefi'ld (25)»11221011111111—13

Cooper (28) 012222222122022—13 J Von Len-
Upson (39) 121121222212211—15 gerke (29). . . ,21211»222121122—14

Edgarton '(28) . .20012200w Hoffman (28) . . .0211121212*1222-14

Arnold (26) 121101111222211—14 Knowlton (27). . 21.222222202022—12

Greene (26) 111111121321001—13 Helgans (30). ...222221220122220—13

Pickles (26) 221222220222220—13 Wolst ,

ncr'ft(29)22222l222222222-15

Arno (26) OlOOllw Bennett (28) . . . .112022020211212—22

Peacock (29). ...011122211110111—13 Herringtou (28) 021222222t)0ll0w

Stewart (28). . .
.222212121220222-14

Extra, $5 miss and out:
McWhorter 222220 —5 Edgerton, Jr 0 —

0

Elliott 0 -0 Tampa 2222220-6

Lindsley 0 —0 Knowlton 2222330-6

Class 2122232—7 Ivins 2122221—7

AW Money 1110 -3 J L Smith 1221121—7

Meyer 22110 —4 Hoffman..... 2222232—7

Upson 21110 —4 Hughes 0 —

0

Bessemer 2222233—7
Below will be found a table showing the rise, residence, gun and

powder used by the principal contestants during the week:
Name. Distarice. Residence. Gun, Powder.

R. Phister 28yds. .Brooklyn. N. Y Parker Schultze.

A. D. Upson 29yds, .Cleveland, O Greener Schultze.

Frank Class 32yds. .Morristown, N, J Francotte, . , .Schultze,

T. W. Morfey . . ,38yds, .Paterson, N, J Greener E, C.

Name. Distance. Residence, [Gun. Poioder
L. T. Duryea 30yds. .Glen Cove, L, I Francotte. . . .E. C.
Chas. Smith. . ... .30yds. .Plainfield, N. J Smith ........ E. 0.
J. Frank Kleinz. .31yds. .Philadelphia, Pa Greener .Schultze.
W. Spicer 28yds. .Danville, Pa Daly .....Am.Wood
Geo. Work 31yds..New York Purdy E. C.
E. H. McWhorter 27yds. .Pittsburgh, Pa Parker Walsrode.
J. L. Brewer 33yds. .Bridgeton, N. J W.-Richards.. Schultze.
W. J. Simpson....39yds.. California Greener E. C.
J. L. Smith 28yds. .Hackettstown, N. J... Smith .Am.Wood
J. W. Hoffman... 28yds.. German Valley, N. J.Parker E. C.
W. H. Thompson 27yds..New York Purdy E. C.
O. R. Dickey 29yds. .Boston, Mass Parker Schultze.
J. A. R. Eiliott. . .33yds. .Kansas City, Mo Greener E. C
Jas. Timmons.. . .26yds. . Morristown, N. J Scott : . . .Am.Wood
E. D. Fulford.... 33yds.. Utica, N. Y Greener Schultzo.
C. A, Young 3lyds. .Springfield, O Young E. C.
N. E. Money 29yds. .Oakland, N. J Parker E. C.
E. D. Miller 30yds. .Springfield, N. J Parker Am.Wood
W. S. King .27yds. .Pittsburgh, Pa W.-Richards .Walsrode
E. C. Meyer 28yds. .Rochester, N. Y Smith Schultze.
Capt. Money 30yds. .Oakland, N. J.. Greener E. C.
W. M. C. Jones.. .27yds. .Pittsburgh, Pa Greener Walsrode.
Fred. G. Moore. . .29vds. . New York Purdy .E C.
M. F. Lindsley. . ..29yds. .Hoboken, N, J Smith Am.Wood
Neaf Apgar 30yds. .Bvona, N. J Greener .Walsrode
A. H. King 29yds. .Pittsburgh, Pa ..Scott Walsrode
Fred Hoey 32yds. .Long Branch. N. J Purdy E. C.
H. A. Penrose 29yds. .New Loudon, Conn... .Greener S. S.
A. L. Ivins 31yds. .Red Bank, N. J Parker Walsrode
A. Willey 28yds. .Hartford. Conn Greener Am.Wood
R O. Heikes 32yds. .Dayton, O Winchester. ..Am.Wood
F. Walters 29yds. . Arlington, N. J Greener.. Leonard.
W. Wolstencroft. 29yds. .Frankfnrd, Pa Francotte E. C.
•TO'H. Denny..., 20yds.. Pittsburgh, Pa Francotte. .. .E. C.W S Cannon 26yds. . Newark, N. J Francotte E. C.
E. L. Post 28yds. .New York Purdy E. C.W N Drake 28yds. .South Orange, N. J. . .Smith E. C.
J von Lengerke. .29yds. .Orange, N, J. Francotte Schultze.
Thos Peacock. . . 29yds. . Westfield, N. Y W.-Richards.. Schultze.
Dr. Little 25yds. .Brooklyn, N. Y Greener Schultze.
J. D. Arnold 26yds. . Washington, D. C Greener E. C.
H W. Stewart....28 ids.. Rochester, N. Y Lefever Schultze.
Bessemer 2Syds. .Pittsburgh, Pa Lefever E. C.
F. D. Kelsey 30yds. .Buffalo, N. Y Smith Schultze.
M. Herrington 27yds.. New York Parker Leonard.
C. L Edsrertou... 28yds.. Willinmntic, Conn. .. .Am. A. Co....E. C.
J. T. Mascroft, . . .26yds. . Worcester, Mass Scott E C.
J. M. Green 27yds. .Washington, D. C Purdy E. C.
F. Van Dyke 30yds. . Newark, N. J Smith Am.Wood
H. Vaudergrilt. . .27yds. .Pittsburgh. Pa W.-Richards.. Walsrode
Jos. Baker 28yds. .Ridgewood, N. J Lefever Walsrode

Friday, the Third Day.

At six o'clock on Friday morning when we peeped through the
blinds to catch an idea of the weather prospects, the outlook was any-
thing but encouraging. The sun was shining it is true, but there was
a portentous haze in the air that boded ill for a clear day. Along
toward eight o'clock th« prospects were somewhat brighter; at 10
o'clock it had clouded over and for a few moments the rain fell, then
out again came the sun. The air was cold and raw, making heavy
clothing a necessity and keeping in a shiver those who ventured out
with light overcoats. Long before eight o'clock the crowd began to
gather, the news of the good shooting to be seen having been scattered
broadcast by the score of newspaper men who were present the day
before. The shooters too were early on hand sizing up the weather
prospects.
On Thursday night when the handicap was stopped, there were ten

men with clean scores of 12 kills each; twenty-one who had missed
one each, and eleven who had missed two each, the other eleven hav-
ing been shot out with three misses each. Each of the professionals
had one or two misses to their credit, and were practically out of the
race so far as first aud second money were concerned. Denny seemed
to be the choice of quite a number in the selection or a probable win-
ner, while a good many pinned their faith and placed their money on
Morfey. Capt. Money also had a considerable backing, as did Von
Lengerke, Wolstencroft and Drake. The odds, however, were ex
tremely light in all cases.
The number of spectators kept increasing steadily until at 10:30.

When shooting was started there were fully 400 on the grounds and
during the afternoon this number was nearly doubled. Nearly all the
sport lovers of New York and New Jersey were there, as were a num-
ber from Pennsylvania.
At the above hour Referee Pentz called time and Frank Class went

to the score, promptly making a quick second-barrel kill of a fast
bird. Morfey, D. Smith, Kleinz, Spicer, Work, Mack, Brewer, Simp-
son, J. L. Smith, Hoffman, Thompson. Dickey, Elliott and Fulford fol-

lowed with kills, and then the first loss on the round was scored by
Macbe'h, a right quartering driver being too much for bim. Then
Noel Money killed; Miller lost; Meyer killed; Capt. Money killed;
Jones, Moore, Apgar. A. S. King, Ivens, Walters. Wolstencroft, Denny,
Post, Drake, Von Lengerke and Cooper followed suit and then Tom
Peacock scored a miss on an extremely ugly twister that tried to fly

third money for the 24, who were Kleinz, Fulford, Simpson, J. L.
Smith, Jones, Moore and Walters.
The birds were far and away better than on the first day, and were

still better by the stiff breeze blowing directly from the score toward
No. 4 trap. Some few failed to get off quickly when the trap was
sprung, but as a rule the pause was but momentary and once they
caught their wings they were as good as any. Good as they were,
however, they should as a whole have been much better considering
the price paid for them by the shooters, who were obliged to pay 35
cents per bird. The standard price per bird at all pigeon matches,
club shoots and tournaments is 25 cents each, and no higher price is

ever charged without advance notice having been given. In this case,
however, neither by word nor sign were the shooters given to under-
stand that an advanced price would be charged. Nearly every shooter
protested at the charge, but the protest availed them naught. Elmer
Shaner said the management paid Louis Miller 32t£ cants each for the
birds, Mr. Miller getting the dead birds. This was a very neat arrange-
ment for Mr. Miller, who gets from $1.50 to $1.80 a dozen for the dead
birds, gets his profit out of 82J-& cents and beside reaps all the bene-
fit of a fat bar trade for four days. Even granting that the associa-
tion did pay $2% cents each for thtf birds, it was not justified in
charging the shooters 35 cents each, as its. object is not to make
money for itself, but rather to spend money to advertise the wares of
its subsc ibers.
In the "luck of the birds," so-called," there was not a great deal of

difference, the chances being nearly even. The really fine shots made
on extra good birds by one or another of the 53 shooters were so
many that to record them would fill a page. Each and every
man did the best he knew how to kill every time be went to the score,
although it must be conceded that some were playing in harder luck
than others. For instance, Dr. Weld of Boston, Arnold of Washington,
and Stewart of Rochester, killed every bird they shot at, and yet each
of them were shot out because for each of them 3 birds crossed the
boundary to die. Ivins of Red Bank, Von Lengerke of New York,
Wolstencroft. of Philadelphia, Drake of South Orange, McWhorter
(•'Mack") of Pittsburg, Noel Money of Oakland, and Miller of Spring-
field, each lost 2 dead out of bounds. Mack's last bird was an awfully
wicked chap which caught both loads, but lived long enough to go
over the wire. Brewer got a screamer in his final round, hitting it

hard both times, but it was tough enough to go over. Elliott's last
bird fell less than a yard beyond the wire. Upson's last was a hum-
ming driver, fell stone dead just past the wire. Noel Money and
Miller got right-quartering drivers, both of which fell just a few yards
too far out to score. Apgar stopped shooting when he had a twister
to the left fall a couple of yards out. Drake's final fell to grass about
20yds. out; Edgerton's last was a swift and and low driver, dead 3yds.
past the wire.
Below will be found detailed scores of the big shoot, the conditions

being 25 live birds per man, $25 entry, 25 to 33yds. inclusive, 3 moneys,
high guns to win, $1,000 guaranteed by the association. Referees,
Jacob Pentz and John J. Hoey; scorer, C. A. Dellar:

Trap score type—Copyright >S9A, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

R Phister (28) 2 2 2 1 02 1 2 0 2 2 1 2 2 0

\/"N,\\-V\M"T\-+-»t
A D Upson (29) ...2 2221231133010*

F Class (32) 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2—23

T W Morfey (28). ..2 1222222222 1222222222222 2-25

LT Duryea (30).. ..2 0 2 2 2 2 1 0 1 0

Chas Smith (30) ,.,.0 22122211221210221222122 0—22

J F Kleinz (31) 2 2 2 2«2212221222321113213 3—24

W Spicer (28)

Geo Work (31) 2 22222222

E H Mack (27) 2130322233232..

JLBrewer (33). ...1 121220022222 2 2 2 •

$ S T S> \S>?«—M>t? N/* NT/"? /> 7>S-W J Simpson (29). .3 01121222221222212222212 2—24

J L Smith (28) 0 12111122221212121112212 1—24

T /" -»/ ->\ /* /" *V <-/" /" \/ t ^t
JW Hoffman (28)..1 2 1 22 l223322202222«22222 2—23

W L Thompson (27)1 1»02211222110^ \ \,* J, N TW1-^ u'V
O Dickey (29) 1 02 1 2 0 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

J AR Elliott (33).. .2 112 1 0 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0—23

112 2 2222 2 22202 2—23
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in a dozen directions to each yard. Weld, Arnold, Stewart, Edgerton
and Bessemer killed and the round was ended. Allen Willey and Dr.
Little who had scored two misses each on the previous day failed to
appear when their names were called and they were scratched. Dur-
ing this round the shooting was good, the birds being several yards
better than on the previous afternoon and having a strong, fluky wind
to assist them.
On the fourteenth round Upson lost a right-quarterer; Spicer lost a

twister to the right and front, this making him a non-competitor,
being his third miss; Mack lost a rather slow incompr; Hoffman losta
right-quartering driver; Thompson scored his third miss on a left-

quartering incomer that towered out of the charge, this throwing him
out of the race; Meyer lost a fast one that went to the front and then
dodged to the left evading both barrels; Wolstencroft and Denny got
each a fast right-quartering driver and scored a miss each; Stewart
scored his second miss while Edgerton scored his third miss and
dropped out. On the fifteenth round those to go out were Phister,
Upson, Mack (lost one of the fastest birds of the day), Noel Money,
Miller and Bessemer. On the twentieth round there were twenty-six
in the race, Brewer and Weld having gone out on the seventeenth
round; Dickey and Stewart on the eighteenth and Meyer on the twen-
tieth. At this point those who had clean scores were Morfey and
Capt Money, all the others having scored one or more misses,
although when the shooting began there were twelve with clean runs.
Those with one miss each were Kleinz, Work, Simpson, J. L Smith,
Elliott, Fulford, Jones, Moore. A. H. King and Walters. At this stage
the chances were that nothing short of 24 would get a place, and so it

resulted, Morfey and Capt, Money killing out straight, this leaving

J Timmons (26)..

ED Fulford (33),

M Macbeth (28)..

OA Young (31)...

N EMoney (29)...

E D Miller (30) ....

WL King (27)....

EC Meyer (28)...

Capt Money (30)..

WB Ireland (28).

W M C Jones (27}.

F Q Moore (29)

.,0 0 3 2 0

...2 220222222222212222 2 2 2 2 2 2-24

..120121212212.23221220

.0 30222220

.0 22.2222221222.
|-»t<-\\\N/\\-»///
.2 . 2 12111122201.

2 221102200
\\\^\\//\/-)i

—

2112221.222120222210

..2 1 2 2 212221222221 3 2232232 2—25

..210*20
H ->/"/»/TV," \^->'\<-*-T-»T/, ;, \?< /*
..2 2022 2 2 332322222223232 2 2 2—

J 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 2 3 3 2 8 2-34
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MFLindBley (29)..0 0 0

..•2 22222223221221012 20N Apgar 0

A H King (29) 2 1 2 2 2 21 1 1 2 2 0 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2-23

FHoey (32) 0 2 0 2 0

CMacalester (31)...

^^^^^^^^^H A Penrose (29). ..2 1 00 1 2 1 2 2 2 0

A L Ivias (31) 21 222.22221222201 1 222222 2—23

Allen Willey (28) . ..2 0 2 0 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 w

R O Heikes (32). .. .2 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 w

F Walters (29) 2 1122112 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—24

/,->\/,, \T->-»\;*\/*/*/, /,<-\-->'r'rT
WWolstencroft(29).2 222222222222.222222.W

J O'H Denny (26). .2 12 2 2222222220212112120w
A? I

WSOanDon (28)... 0 0 0

E L Post (28) 0 22121212212122122.12122 2—23

W N Drake (28). ...1 12111121 2 11212111.02.

JvonLengerke(29).B 2212 1122222122.2.122122 0-22

^ /< /< t ** /*/ /"^A /*? /*P *// /*^ \
FW Cooper (28). ..2 2 2 1 2 2 • 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 2 1 2 2 w

T-»->1V/'"\\/,<-T t $ t-V»
T Peacock (29) 2 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 11 0

C G Weld (28) 1222..2222222222.

Dr Little (25) 0 11111111012w

J D Arnold (28) 11122221112112.2212«2«

HW Stewart (28). .1 2122.2221221< " '

E Helgans (30) 2 2 0 1 2 2 2 2 0

TTEdgerton (28). .0 2 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 •

Bessemer (28) 2 22020222222220
T. W. Morfey and Capt. Money had previously agreed to divide first

and second moneys, provided they both killed straight, but in order to
decide the wagers they shot off for the positions at 10 birds, then miss
and out, with the following result:

Morfey (28) 0 02222222 2-8

Money (30) 2 2 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 2—8
This was one of the best exhibitions of the day, every bird being a

fast one and over one-half of them being veritable "hummers."
Of those who were in the tie for third money, all were agreed to

divide with the exception of Fulford, who very sensibly decided that
if he could not get a stake worth taking he would take nothing, so he
declined to divide, insisting upon a shoot-off . To this the others agreed,
first telling Fulford that he would have to take the odds of six to one
against himself, as the others would divide in case they succeeded in
shooting him out. Fulford replied that he was aware of the odds as
well as the strength of the combination, but was perfectly willing to
chance it, as he saw no satisfaction in paying $33 75 for an entry to a
match and taking out 830. So at it they went, and a good fight they
had. On the first round of 10 birds Simpson, Fulford and Moore tied
on 9 kills each, Smith getting 8, while Smith, Jones and Walters
drew out. On the second 10 Fulford lost 4, while Moore and Simpson
lost 3 each and then shot off miss and out to decide bets on the
position. As Simpson lost his first bird and Moore killed, the latter
was declared the winner of third place. Here are the scores:

JFKleinz ,...2 2 2 2 • 2 1 • w

W J Simpson (29) .
2*"2V? 2 2 0—9

J L Smith (28) 1 1 . 2 1 2 2 2 1 0-8

> > I
E D Fulford (33). . .2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2-9

-T<-
2 2a

2 1—10

2 0—9

2 2.2.01212-7

202200110 —6

• 0 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 —7

W M C Jones (27).. 2 • 2 2 2 2 0 w

F G Moore (29) 2 . 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2-9

F Walters (29) 0 222022.1 —5
After the deciding of the ties in the big sweep, there was shot a 7-

bird event, $7 entry, not class shooting, three moneys, and for these
moneys there was a hard fight, as shown by the following score,
Elliott and Hoffman finally capturing the purse:
Bessemer 0022222—5 Gould 2202200—4
McWhorter 2111202—6 Tampa 1222211—7W S King 1021202—5 N E Money 0010112—4
Elliott , 2221122—7 Edgerton 0100121—4
Morfey 1122222-7 Jones 2220222-6
Apgar 2222111—7 Lindsley 2222222—7
Schmitt 0212021—5 Denny 0120222-5
Capt Money 0111011—5 Peacock 0012112-5
Pickles 0200202—3 Dr Little 1022222-6
Ross 2211102—6 Hoffman 2222222-7
JudMns 0122022-5

Ties.
Elliott 221112121 Tampa 222112110
Morfey 0 Lindsley 2220
Apgar 122220... Hoffman 222222222
Previous to the conclusion of the above event it was decided to carry

over the tournament for another day, as there was still a good stock
of birds on hand and a number who were primed for more shooting.
The weather on

Saturday, the Fourth Day

was decidedly unpleasant, but still there were almost twenty-five
shooters on the ground, and the number of spectators was fair. Up
to noon the clouds hung dark and threatening and the air was raw
and cutting. Shortly after dinner it rained for a time and about four
o'clock snow began to fall in a manner that reminded one of the
blizzard of March 12, 1888. The snow held the fort until dark, after
which rain followed in its train. During the early hours three extra
events were shot as warmers. The first two were at 5 birds each, $5
entry, two moneys, high guns to win, handicap rises, the result being
as follows:
No. 1:

Fulford (31) 11121—5 11110-4 Lord (28) 22220—4 12211—5
Gates (28) 22112—5 21121—5 Judkins (26) 20002-2
Claremont (29)..02201—3 01222—4 Edgerton (28) ,. 11120—4
Simpson (29). .. .02112—4 10122-4
Extra No. 3, 10 live birds, $7 entry, three moneys, high guns to win:

Ties.
Fulford (31) 1121211012- 9 1112111
Gates (29) 2211212110— 9 1112120
Claremont (29) 1222222822—10
Lord (23)... OllOw
Simpson (29) 2202121212— 9 2220
Capt Money (30) 2112012222— 9 2221121
Morfey (29) 2212010

w

Edgerton (28) 2222211120— 9 1111121
Hoffman Q18 2222201222— 9 22222.2
Extra No. 4, 10 live birds, $10 entry, class shooting, three moneys:

Peacock (29)... 1212221122—10
Jones (27). . . 2220222222— 9
King (27) 2220222021— 8
Bessemer (28) 222020*222— 8
Capt Money (30) 1221101221— 9
Morfey (28) 2222121212—10
Fulford (33) .1202321110— 8
Gates (28) 2112121221—10
Bartlett (26) 121 1121211—10
McWhorter (27) 2102021222— 8
Edgerton (28) 2122120101— 8
Vandergrift (26) 2121002200— 6
Apgar (30) 2121012202— 8
Heikes (28) , 2222222222-10
Simpson (29) 8802218122- 9

Ties.
2222
2120
1120
0

221220
0

Extra No. £, 7 live birds, $7 entry, three moneys, high guns to win:
McWhorter 2212201—6 Capt Money 021220w
Claremont 200w Tampa 2210111—6
Fulford 2222222-7 Morfey 010222w
Hates lllOw Apgar 2222212—7
Lord 20w Lindsley 2222222-7
King 2120220-5 Kattenstroth 2020020—3
Vandergrift 0222812-6 Edgerton 022120w
Bessemer 1120222—6 Simpson 222020

w

Jones 22222<!2—

7

Next came a five-bird match for $5 a side between M. F. Lindsley
and Arthur Schleman, "Tampa," the guide of the Tampa (Fla.) Hotel,
who has been in constant attendance during the shoot and who has
surprised the talent by his skillful work at the trap. The score:
Lindsley 22322—5 Tampa 1201
Then Morfey and T. T Edgerton at nine live birds each, 25yds. rise,

one barrel, gun beloir elbow until bird is on the wing, $10 a side:
Morfey 001.1.110—4 Edgerton 110.11101—6
Then Morfey and Tampa started a ten-bird match for $10 a side

under Association rules, but on the sixth round the Patersonman gave
up the job:
Morfey 100200-2 Tampa 11121—5
The windup of this, the greatest live bird tournament ever held on

the island, was in the form of a five-bird sweep, $5 entry, high guns to
win, of which the following tells the story, Adams, Apgar, Jones and
LiDdsley dividing the pot:
Morfey 10200-2 McWhorter 1220w
Tampa I00w Gale 120w
Adams 11222 - 5 Fulford lOw
King 200w Morgan 12110—4
Apgar 11212-5 Dr Littlefield OOw
Jones 22222—5 Lindsley 22222—5
Vandergrift 20w Edgerton 22220-4

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Apgar and Wolstencroft vs. Peacock and Heikes.
Nearly 300 people, trap-shooters and lovers of the sport, visited

Dexter Park on Monday, April 9, to witness the match at live birds
between Wm. Wolstencroft of Philadelphia and Neaf Apgar of Evona,
N. J. on the one side, against T. W. Peacock of Westfield, N Y., and
Rollo O. Heikes of Dayton, Ohio. The weather was perfect and the
birds a fair lot as a whole, some being exceptionally good.
Each man shot at 100 live birds, 28yds. rise, 50yds. boundary, other-

wise Hurlingham rules, for a stake of $1,000 a side. Jacob Pentz was
referee and C. A. Dollar scorer. Apgar and Wolstencroft were the
favorites in the betting from the start and did not disappoint, their
friends. Heikes was decidedly out of form, having been sick for sev-
eral days and in consequence his score was not up to his usual average.
Wolstencroft and Peacock had a battle royal between themselves for
a side bet, Wolstencroft winning out by one bird.
The score of the race in full was as below:

Trap Score Type—Copyright m'i by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

T Peacock 2 22122201112 1 22121210212 2—23

V->4-W >H/"/V *V #>* \|->->/
022222112111122111022121 1-23

111.12211211021121121112 1—23

1122111..121111210211121 .—21-90

R O Heikes ....202020 1 01 121 1821120200
- 1110!

2 1—18

112112101102 1.20222112221 8—22

012111110021102210.12122 .-18

12121111200112119111 8 212 2—23-81

Team total .... .
171

Neaf Apgar. ...2 01122212112101122102222 2—21

28821111120112122 2 021122 2—23

222121110112222212011212 1—22

122210210112111211111102 2—22—88

WWolstencr'ft.2 222.22820228321 12122222 2—23

->W\,<-212222212102221128122211 0—23

222222222222222122221222 2—25

T-><-/ A \ \ /* \^/ <-<-\y» ?N
2 1 2211.2 0 2 2 1 22 1 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 2—20—91

Team total 179
C. H. Townsknd.

In Oneida County.
Utica, N. Y., April 2.—^Inclosed find scores made to-day in all day's

shoot at live birds on Oneida County Sportsmen's Asosciation grounds
with a fine lot of birds and half a gale blowing from right to left across
the traps. We consider the scores made excellent, Mr. E. D. Fulford
shooting a great pace, killing 49 out of 50. Birds trapped by Mr. John
Fulford, Mr. Ike Davis referee.
No. 1, 10 bird sweep, entrace $5:

Fulford 2101221212— 9 Gates 2020221022— 7
Hunter 0121111111— 9 Mayhew 0221222022— 8
Kilbourn 1221011120— 8 Wheeler 2101121121— 9
Arno 0110112210- 7
No. 2, same:

Fulford 1111221111—10 Kilbourn 2110222121— 9
Hunter 1211120221— 9 Hinds 1201121111— 8
Arno 1020012001— 5 Gates . .1122111020— 8
Mayhew 2022210i'01— 7
No. 3, same:

Fulford 1111211111—10 Gates 0121211012— 8
Hunter 1102121211— 9 Mayhew 212122^211—10
Kilbourn 1211021202— 8 Wheeler 2011100110— 6
Arno 0120112111— 8
No. 4, same:

Hunter 2202111111— 9 Cummings 12111<!ll 1—10
Kilbourn 1101011011— 7 Scott 1112111011— 9
Fulford 1111111121—10
No. 5, same:

Fulford 211221211—10 Kilbourn 1101111211— 9
Hunter 1101110111— 8 Scott 1212102.20— 8

Manitou.

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.
Spokane, Wash.—At the last weekly shoot of the Spokane Rod and

Gun Club the following scores were made; it was a bad day. raining
all the time. Eckhardt won the A medal and Burke the B medal.
Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Class A.
Carson llllllllllOOlOOOOlOO
Mason 001001 01 1 1 101 1110101
Eckhardt lllllOOlOlOollllim
George 1110111111 OOOOllOi Go
Fitzimmons 11110111101101110100
T Ware UlllllilOlilOlOlOOl

Clas 5
* B.

Morgan 001 OllOOOOlOOlOl 1 000
Wise 10000111111011010110
Carver 0111100110000000 1 10

1

Duffy 001000001 1 0000011010
Burke lOlOlllllllOOl 100111
Monteith 10011110111011110111
No. 2, 10 singles: Eckhardt 6, Mason 6, Morgan 6, Creighton 4, Duffy

8, Fitzsimmons 2.

No. 3, 10 singles: Wise 10, Mason 9, T. Ware 9, Creighton 8, Monteith
7, Morgan 7, George 7, Eckhardt 6, Doolittle 6, Duffy 6, Carson 4.

No. 4, 40 singles: Monteith 8, George 7, Mason 7, Doolittle 7, Duffy 6,
Wise 6, Fitzsimmons 4. J. W. Withers, Sec'y.

Aberdeens at the Traps.
Aberdeen, Wash,, March 28.—The Aberdeen Rod and Gun Club held

their fourth regular shoot yesterday. It was raining all the time the
shoot was going on but that did not keep some of the old sports away
who are out f<?r the medal. The attendance was not very large owing
to the wet weather. C. G. Koehler won the medal with a score of 19
out of 20. R. M. Sherwood followed with 13 out of 30. Following is

the score for the medal, 20 singles, Peoria blackbirds:
CGill 00000010000101110000— 5 RSherwo'dOllOllllllOlllOlOOlO—13
H ShermanOllOOllOOOOlUOl 1111—12 J Weather-
C Pratsch..10010100110111011100—11 wax 10111100011001110000—10
CKoehler..llll0111111111111111—19 Schoefield..l0010111011000111100-ll
A Brauer. .00000001011110010111— 9 E Koehler. ,00000100000101111001— 7
H Hayea . ,.01101001001110000001— 8 0, G. K.

11 11 00 11 11—20
10 10 00 01 10—16
00 11 11 10 10-22
11 00 00 11 10—17
10 10 10 10 11—20
10 01 10 11 00—20

11 10 01 10 10-13
00 00 10 10 00—14
10 10 10 00 10—13
10 10 10 00 10— 9
11 10 11 10 11—23
11 01 10 01 10-20

Texas Traps.
San Antonio, Texas.—The regular weekly shoot of the San Antonio

Gun Club took place Sunday afternoon, the 25th inst., at their grounds
at Lakeview. There were nineteen men at the score and the shooting
was very indifferent, as will be seen bv the scores below. Some at-
tributed their bad shooting to the north wind, which blew in gusts,
others had been experimenting in powders foreign to their shooting
experience, some were attacked by fits of fudging—at any rate the
excuses offered were pretty much the same as those heard on any
other trap ground in America. These gun men are about all alike.
No. 1, 15 singles: Rothwell 10, Adams 13, France 8, Newton 6, Simp-

son 7, Vollbrecht 6, Smith 10, Faurote 6, Learn 7, Tendick 8, Biesen-
bach 9, Veith 5, Epstein 3, Chabot 7, Grossman 8.

No. 2, medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pair: Rothwell 16, Shields 19,
Newton 17, Grossman 10, Chabot 14, Adams 18, Thiele 17, Smith 18,
Biesenbach 11, Learn 10, Barber 6, Tendick 18, Dignowity 8, Vollbrecht
15, Simpson 13, Veith 7. Faurote 19, France 21, Epstein 21. France won
the medal.
No. 3, 15 singles: Shields 8, Newton 7, Smith 11, Adams 11, Chabot

8, France 10, Barber 3, Vollbrecht 6, Dignowity 6, Faurote 10, Roth-
well 8.

No. 4, 15 singles: Newton 10, Adams 9, Chabot 6. Faurote 9, Roth-
well 6.

The next shoot of the club will be held on Thursday afternoon.
As will be seen by the above, Mr. France carried off the honors as

far as the medal for the week is concerned. It is a great affair any-
how—not the medal, but France. He is florid, fat, far from forty, and
full of good humor generally. The wildest enthusiasm raged in his
heaving bosom as the gentle maiden pinned upon his four-button vest
the mystic bauble indicative of his prowess with the shotgun. He
kissed his gun three times, held his right hand aloft and swore by all
the cleaning rods in his house that the new smokefull DuPont fine-
grain, hit-me-a-whack powder did it; and many of the boys believed
him and are putting in a stock of the new explosive.

POWDER HILL GUN CLUB.

This organization, although small in number, is away up in shooting
qualities, and constantly has a good-sized chip on its shoulder. They
are the State champions and expect to remain so. At their regular
shoot on the same date as above the following scores were made:
Regular medal shoot, 30 singles, expert rules, and 5 pairs doubles,
Critzer 31, Ohnesoye 34, A. Dreiss, Sr. 28, A. Dreiss. Jr. 27, Texas Field
32. Mr. Ohnesoye will therefore wear the beautiful diamond badge
until the next shoot. 0. C. G.

Pansy Gun Club.
Kingston, N. Y., April 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: Inclosed find

scores made by members of the Pansy Gun Club at their regular
weekly shoot held March 31. Some of the scores are very creditable,
the shooting being done in a very high wind, which twisted the targets
around in every conceivable direction.
No. 1, introductory, 5 bluerocks per man:

WCVanAnden 01110—3 JR Kenyon 11110—4
C V Hester 11110-4 J M Schaffer 11101—4
H Myer 01000—1 J A Cable 01101—8
GB Styles 00011—2 W S Smith 11111—5
C Hume 00110—2
No. 2, Hester prize shoot, club handicap: J. A. Cable (allowed 25

birds) 21, W. S. Smith (27) 26, W. C. Van Anden (29) 25, W. H. Van
Gaasbeek (29) 17, J. M. Schaffer (20) 13, H. Myer (31) 19, J. R. Kenyon
(31) 13, C. Hume (35) 23, H. Wood (50) 8, G. B. Styles (39) 22.
No. 3, 6-man team race, 25 bluerocks:W S Smith 1111110111111111111111111—24

J A Cable 0111101111110111111011111—21W C Van Anden 0011110111110111111111111-31
CHume 1100001110001111110111001—15
C V Hester 0101101111111001010010110—15
J T Rider 1001001010100100000000100— 7—103WH Van Gaasbeek 111110101 1010001110010100—14
H Myer 0101001100010001111011111—14
J M Schaffer , , 1100001100010000111111011—13
J R Kenyon 0010001111000001001100100— 9
G B Styles 1001110111001100011010110—14
H Wood 0010000000100000000100000— 4— 68
No. 4, 10 bluerocks:

Hester 0101110111—7 H Myer 1001111111— 8
Van Gaasbeek 1111011111— 9 C Hume 1011111011— 8
Smith 1111111111—10 Van Anden 1111101110- 8

W. S. S.

West Newburgh Shooting.
Newburgh N Y., April 5.—West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Associa-

tion prize shoot, 25 keystones each, 16yds. rise:
Higginson llonmilllOOllllOllllll 2—28
Likely 1001111110111011011111101 2—21
Stanbro 1011111111111011111010101 3—23
Harrison 1001110110011011011010101 6-21
Wood 0111101110110111110111111 4—24
Dickson 0101111011111011110111011 4—23
CLeicht , 0011101011011100101010010 5—18
Mitchell 1110110110010101111000101 7—22
A Leicht 1111010110010110100011101 4—19
G Wood 1000100000010100011000010 10—17
*Van Gasbeek lllllOlOOllllllllllOlllOl —20
Myers 1101010111100111111110110 —18
Taggart .1100111000010100111011000 5—17
McDowell 1101000100101101001001000 9—19
Rayland 0110111111111011111101111 . .—21
Kissam 1011100011111111001111111 S—22
Wood wins a heat for first prize; 3 ties for second prize.
*Not a member.

The Scioto's First.

Oyster Bay, Long Island, April 9.—The Scioto Gun Club was
formally organized and held the first monthly shoot at bluerocks on
the Berry Hill farm. Oyster Bay, Saturday, April 7. Sixteen enthusi-
astic lovers of the gun signed the constitution and by-laws, and
promised to avail themselves of every opportunity to try their skill

at the traps and encourage the protection of game. The following
officers were elected for the ensuing year: Dr. Lordly, Pres. ; Theo-
dore Burtis, Vice-Pres. ; F. Kittle, Sec'y ; M. Moyses, Treas. ; C. Moyses,
Team Capt. Directors—Dr. Doughty and D. C. Root. After the
shoot the members adjourned to the hospitable home of the treasurer
and captain, the Moyses brothers, and were refreshed with some of
their famous champagne cider, for the manufacture of which the
Moyses brothers are noted throughout the county. Miss Carrie
Moyses and the talented secretary, Mr. Kittle, entertained the club
with musical selections on the violin and banjo, and altogether the
club had a most enjoyable time. The next shoot will be held on
Saturday, May 5, and a very interesting time in expected; in fact, it

is intended that the Scioto shall be one of the live gun clubs of Long
Island and the Forest and Stream may expest to hear from it in the
near future. Bluerock.

Princeton Gun Club.
Princeton, N. J., April 2.—I inclose score of regular weekly shoot

of Princeton Gun Club, at 25 targets, for a shooting blouse. The
usual handicap made things lively for the claas A men, Clarke, handi-
capped 2 birds, and Johnson, handicapped 12 birds, tieing for first
place: tie will be shot off next Saturday; Scores:
R Leggett 0011101110010100110010001+ 5—17
Clarke 1111101101111111110100111-- 2—22
Johnson 1000001010100001101010101--18—22
Jessup 0001001 000100000000000000- - 7—10
Philfips 0110100011111011111111111 —10
N Leggett 0000000000000000000000000+10—10
Mittendorf OOOOOOIOIOIIOOOOOOOOIOOOO- - 7—12
Wright OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO- -10—10
Stout OlllOlllOlllOllOillOOOllO— 3—19
Hankins imWySMlWWmmWi-i- 5- 7

R Leggett OlOOlOllOOw
Connor OlOOlOOlOOw
Tiffany 01011 1011001111w
Event No. 2, 10 birds: Mittendorf 2, Gray 2, Phillips 8, Cubberly 0,

R. Leggett 6, Connor 2, Johnson 4, Jessup 0, Cubberly 1.

Saturday, April 14, at 2 P. M , Annie Oakley, "Little Sure Shot,"
gives an exhibition shoot before the Princeton Gun Olub. We antici-
pate a great day and will be pleased to see all our shooting neighbors
from New York to Philadelphia. Wads.

West End Gun Club.
The West End Gun Club of Elizabeth, N. J., met at the residence of

Mr. T. E. Batten April 3, and permanently organized by electing Theo.
K. Pembrook President; J. Z. Batten, Vice-President; G. D. Baremore,
Secretary and Treasurer; T. E. Batten, Field Captain. The club is
organized under the rules of the American Association, with the fol-
lowing membership: T. K. Pembrook, W. Knapp, J. A. Clark, T. L.
Batten, J. Z. Batten, B. Sissell, R. R Laird. Rev. Prof, L. W. Batten
of Philadelphia was elected an honorary member. Through the
efforts of Mr. Pembrook grounds have been secured near the Elmora
Station, and a suitable platform erected, with comfortable seats, gun
racks, trap pulls, etc. Traps have been secured and permanent
stands erected for them. The club had its first regular shoot Saturday
afternoon, April 7. G, D. Barkmore, Sec'y,
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Paterson Defeats Hartford.

The party of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut shooters who
visited Paterson on Monday, April 2, were treated to an exhibition of
shooting, the attraction beiDg a 50-bird match between Allen Wiiley. of
Hartford, and T. W. Morfey, of Paterson, tue stake being $50 a side,
Hurlingham rules governing. The day was a good one for the sport,
the wind being just strong enough to prompt the birds to fly and the
sun warm enough to keep one comfortable when out of doors. Among
the spectators from a distance were W. L. Skinner, of the.Forehaud
ArmB Company; F. D. Kelsey, of Buffalo, and J. L. Brewer, of Bridge-
ton. Al Heritage was referee; Neaf Apgar, trap puller; Jacob Pentz
and Wm. Dutcher, scorers.

It was abnut 2 o'clock when Neaf Apgar pulled trap No. 4 for Mor-
fey, who, having won the toss, decided to shoot first. The bird was a
very slow right-quarterer, the kind -which will fool most quick shoot-
ers; 8th was a good fast driver killed with a fine second; 16th, fast in-

comer which took a good second to stop; 21st, a very slow twister; 23d
managed to carry his load over picket fence; 25th, a very fast driver,
as soon as the trap was pulled it was up and away for safety; 27th, an-
other extra fast right-quarterer, killed with a fine first barrel; 29th was
another slow left-quartering incomer, which went over the stand to be
killed by the army outside; 30th, a fast driver which managed to escape
both barrels, then turned around and came back over the shooters;
31st, a fast right-quartering driver which got . away the same as the
preceding one; 33d, a left-quartering incomer hit with both barrels,
but got under the wire; 36th, an extra fast right-quartering driver
which took a good hard second to kill inside of bounds; 41st, another
right-quartering driver, extra fast, killed with a well-aimed second

;

42d was a right-quarterer; extra fast, which took another good second
to kill. Those t » o birds were well earned.
Wiiley warmly congratulated Morfey on these two shots. Morfey's

48d was a slow driver killed at 40yds.; 44th hit hard and dropped just
inside the line, when the wind carried it outside, the wire at this point
having been lowered to let a wagon enter the grounds; 48th, an extra
fast right-quarterer, stopped wi h a good first.

Willey's first loss was of his 4th, a slow left-quarterer which carried
a good load over the fence and fell into the "jaws oi the Philistines"
beyond; 5th, fast driver, well stopped with good first, a pretty kill

;

12th, very fast, got away from both barrels; 13th, good first on a
hummer; 15th, extra fast, got away with loss of its tail; 20th, slow
twister; 22d, very fast, a pretty first; 24th, a hummer, killed with fine
second at 45yds.; 27th, fast twister, well stopped; 30th, fast and tough
and tried hard to carry a double charge away but failed; 31st, dropped
a yard over the wire, hit hard but helped by the wind; 36th, struck
picket fence; 37th, a hummer, got away unscathed; 42d, hit with first,

dodged second and escaped; 45th, slow twister, should have been
killed.

Morfey used a T^jlbs. Greener, U. M. C. new "Trap" shells, 46grs. E.
C. powder and l%oz. shot.
Wiiley used a 7}^lfs. Greener, U. M. C. new "Trap" shells, 46 and

50grs. E. C. powder and IJ^oz. shot.
The scores follow and Oelow them will be found the result of the

sweepstakes which preceded and followed the match:

Trap score type—Copyright, 1894, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

44 2 2131112112224552122514
/" n;* ->*>->-»->\ 4- < < < ^->->,*

Morfey 0 121211222222122111202»1 0—21

2431543123131222425252425
2120001»2221222222«22212 1—20-41

1153412241131514152251214
WiUey. 2 10001222210110212201122 2—19

2355134251415345441444313
P \ \/» <-\S /->\ \->\21122.10 2 2 2 0112 2 0 2 1 0 2 211 1—20—39

8weep No. 1, 7 birds. 85 entry, 2 moneys:
Apear , . . 11 22011—6 Brewer 2222202-6
Wiiley . 1222111 -7 Kelsey 1122212-7
Morfey 0011222-5 Skinner #202221—5
Sweep No. 2, same, except 3 moneys:

Brewer 2012222—6 Nelson 2212112—7
Apgar 2011221-6 Morfey 1202220—5
Kelsey 0112121-6 Wright 0122212-6
Wiiley 1221212—7 Skinner 2112201—5
Sweep No. 3, miss-and-out:

Brewer 222122122122—12 Nelson • —

0

Apgar 221212212121—12 Morfey 220 —2
Kelsey 111212221211—12 Wright 20 —

1

Wiiley 0 — 0 Skinner 1210—3

hit; 51st, very fast; 52d, a twister, died just over the wire
; 63d, a tough

bird which caught both barrels, then zig-zagged to the wire and fell
dead outside ; his 66th, this one was expected to go out, but he alight ed
half-way to the wire, when Brewer started to gather it, failing to do
which he called for the dog which chased the bird around for a while
and finally caught it on the jump ; the bird got away however a second
after, but Jack got credit for a kill for it; his 70th was a fast twister
which got away without many pellets; 88th, a fast twister, well killed
at long range.
At one end of the 35th round it was seen how much of an advantage

it is for a man like Brewster to concede 35 dead birds to an opponent.
At the beginning of the match as a matter of course Wiiley was 35
birds to the good, that number being scored to him without shooting.
On the 35th round, however, Brewer had lost only two birds, and con-
sequently it was an advantage of just two instead of 35 dead birds that
Will y had at this point.
When WI1 ey started to shoot (on the 36th round) he got an easy

shot on a slow right-quartering driver, which he grassed; 38th, a
medium-paced driver lost by a flinch on the second; 47th, fast twister
and tough; 48th, fast and mean driver, good second; 50tb, pretty stop
of fast bird; 51st, fine, long kill; 52d, hit bard but succeeded in going
out to die: 53d, shot behind; 59th, splendid first on an ugly zig-zagger;
63d, fast driver, good enough to get awav from any gun; 64th was hit
with both charges and fell dead out of bounds; 66th, a regular old-
fashioned hummer which got away without a scratch; 69th, clever
second on good bird; 71st, hard hit but tough enough to get away;
77th, a bad one, not hit; 80th, hit hard, lit on fence and fell dead out-
side; 89th, well stopped with good first. The scores follow:

2424231334281525135314242
^i/\<—>->-»<-\'Si^ /

7i7, N\T->/,-»-*\->-H-/
Brewer 2 12122021222222112221212 0—23

3524352352453213244133 5 24

212022222111»«11«2211201 2-20

4141225542254422121522241
\T'V> 4. "OxW-^J.^ \202222222222.22211201211 2—22

2213213512243412532344445
211212021222121012 2 00122 2—21—S6

Wiiley.

Brewer vs. Wiiley.
On the day following the above contest J. L. Brewer and Allen Wii-

ley had a sceance at the well-known Willard Park, the conditions
being 100 live birds per man, Hurlingham rules to govern, the stake to
be f100 a side. Brewer conceding Wiiley 35 dead birds, this having been
arranged during a jollification held on the previous evening at Morgan
and Morfey's cafes. J. W. Morfey was referee; Messrs. Dutcher and
Hill scorers.
Brewer's first bird was a slow right-quartering driver, which kept

close down, but came to grass when the second spoke; 7th, a fast one
on which two charges were wasted; 13th, a game bird which carried
a double load almost to the fence; 25th, this one surprised Jack as it

went "over the hills and far away," it was a hummer; 29th, fast got
away with loss of portion of plumage; 30th, extra fast right-quarter-
ing incomer, caught by both barrels; 37th to 43d, as good a lot as could
be trapped, three of them falling dead out bounds, after being hard

.111111111111111111111111 1-25

844444424212254
11111111111201212221202 2 1—23

4431222424414454245251544
2001210212110»20 2122*222 0—17

228125225422^542422552442
^i^/^<-^ t-»<—>/\\///W 4- N/"/71

1021.01011 11112211011221 2-20-85

Then followed the monthly shoot of the Paterson Gun Club at 10 live

birds, club handicap rises:

Wright (30) .122.20020-5 Morgan (28) 0010001011—4
Morfey (30) 2222222120-9 Boyfin (28) 112.211201-8
Lenone (30) 2200000011-4 Wolf (28) 2212002022—7
Hopper (28) 2022.00101—5
Next in order came three matches between T. W. Morfey and C. P.

Lenone. The first was at 10 birds, Hurlingham rules, the other two
at 5 birds under old Long Island rules. The scores:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Morfey 2212112222-10 11001—3 11111—5
Lenone 2110121101— 8 00010—1 10110—3

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.

Maple Bat, N. Y., April 5.—Club shoot at 50 targets for diamond
medals:
AG Courtney 11111111111111011101111011111111110011111111111111—45

A G Ginty 01101110110011111111111111111110101001101100101111—36

G C Luther 10001011001101101111010110110111011111010101101110—32

GHolloway HlonoiOllllOllllllinillOOllllllllOllOllllllOOll—40

A White .... lOllllOlOOln 1101110010100111011111011111110111111—36

H Jones 00100110101111111111100111101011010111111111001111—37

W Prettie 01110110111101101011011110101101100101110011011001—31

Chas Ames iioiOlOOllOllOllOlOlOllOOOOllOlOHllOlOOlllOOllllO-30

J Dunham 10011100110101101101011011100011001011011011010110—29

D Norval 11101110111010001101010100011000101100011100011010—25

The wind was too fresh for the members to do any great shooting,

but notwithstanding, A. G. Courtney broke 45 out of a possible 50

birds. Geo. Holloway was second with 40. Next Thursday at the

diamond medal shoot we will have.10 double traps, the Elder Forsythe
system. Fallstaff.

Tacoma R., R. and G. Club.

Tacoma, Wash , March 25.—Match at 5 unknown traps, expert elec-

tric pull, bluerocka, clear weather:
Smith 0110010001 00 10 10— 6 George 1111111110 11 10 11—14

Eberly 0111111111 10 11 11—14 Stansfleld.. .0010000110 10 10 10— 6

McNaught'nlOOOllllll 10 01 11—11 Lanning. . . .1101011000 10 11 11—10
Dodge 0100111111 10 10 10—10 Clausen 1011010010 10 10 00— 7

E Kimball..0110010111 10 11 10-10 Rowlings . ..1110011101 11 11 10—12
Garrison.. ..0111111111 10 00 11—12 Brechtel. .. .1001010001 11 00 01—7
Crosier 1011111111 01 11 00—12 Young 0001000010 11 00 00— 4

Kelling 0110000000 60 00 10— 3 Fogg 1010100101 10 10 11— 9

BurweU.... 1001100011 10 00 10— 7 Denham. .. .1110111111 10 10 10-10
Fife 0011101100 11 00 10— 8

Syracuse Gun Club.
Syracuse, N. Y., April 8.—At the shoot of the Syracuse Gun Club,

held April 7, A. G. Courtney, Geo. H. Mann and Chas. F. Ayling tied
for first place. A peculiar coincidence -each broke 88 out of a possi-
ble 100 targets, which is elegant shooting for a day like yesterday. The
snow was blinding and the murky atmosphere disturbed the aim of the
marksmen. Scores as follows (number of birds shot at in parenthe-
ses):
A G Courtney (100). 88 D M Lefever (60) 43 Gardinier (50) 16
G HMann (100) 88 A White (70) 49 M Morris (50) 31

C F Ayling (100). . . .88 C H Mowry (60) ... .37 F Lefever (50) 35
G Luther (100) 78 G Corning (60) 34 H Gardinier (40) .... 28
C Lathrop (100) 75 H White (50) 35 M Eddy (40) 29
H Williard (100) 67 M Davidson (50) .... 33 F Hunter (30) 15
R Hunter (70) 58
The Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club at its annual meeting,

April 3, elected as officers for the ensuing year: President, A. C.
Ginty; Vice-President, M. Weidman; Secretary, John Steadman; Treas-
urer, Jas. Montgomery. The reports of the secretary and treasurer
showed the club to be in a most prosperous condition. Fallstafb'.

West Farms' Regular Monthly.
West Farms, N. Y., March 31.—Bronx River Gun Club, 25 bluerocks,

March medal:
Herrington 1101011001101011000010111-14
Loomis 0111111001011111001111110—18
Brown .1101010110111111111011111—20
Dr Adams 1111111111010010111110111—20
Duane 0011000010011010001000100— 8
Byrnes 0010001000000011110010111—10
Cathcart 1000111101000010010110010—12
Dittmar 0110O10011OO0O01110101011—11
Fensterer 1100111111110111000111011—18
Miller 1111110110011010101001111—17

H. Fensterer, Sec'y.

Jfmwerf to j^arrtspondqnts.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

B. F. C. J.—See our advertising pages.

J. V. P., Montreal.—Minkeries have been conducted with success.

J. E K.—The Long Island trout fishing is all preserved by individuals
and clubs.

W. H. A., Waynesburg, Pa.—I would like to know where we can get
some black bass to stock our stream. Ans. Apply to Mr. Mark
Samuel, 10 East 16th street, New York.

A. A., Evanston.—1. We are preparing a picture of the America's
Cup race to be publish .n colors. 2. We have no record of the long-
est distance that ever was swam in fresh or salt water.

L. R. W., Minnesota.—The Wilson bill fixes the duty on firearms:
Muskets, muzzleloading shotguns and sporting rifles, and parts thereof,
25 per cent, ad valorem. Sporting, breechloading shotguns and pistols,

and parts thereof, 30 per cent, ad valorem.

C. K., Aberdeen, Wash.—Please advise us where we can buy wild
rice and celery to plant on breeding grounds for duck. Ans. Chas.
Gilchrist, Port Hope, Ont. ; C. Valentine, Janesville, Wis.

;
Northrup,

Braslin, (ioodwin Co., Minneapolis, Minn. Probably you will have to
wait until the fall crop shall be gathered.

H. H, Brentwood, Essex, Eng.—Will you kindly inform me if there
is any demand for game keepers in any of your large game parks and
what wages would a man of lifelong experience be able to getf Would
there be any privileges as is customary in this country, say, cottage
to live in and garden, livery, fuel, and on some of the estates the keep-
ing of a cow is allowed? Ans. As game preserves are multiplying,
there will probably be such openings, but we know of none now.

A. E., Grand Forks, N. D.—In February I received a letter from a
New York firm offering to receive consignments of live quail on com-
mission. Does the New York law permit possession and sale of five

quail in the close season? Ans. The law reads: "Quail shall not be
sold or possessed between the first day of February and the first day
of November, but possession thereof between the first day of January
and the first day of February is forbidden and shall be deemed a vio-

lation of this section, unless it be proved by the possessor that said
birds were killed within the lawful periods for killing the same or out-
side the State." While the text reads "quail," and makes no specifica-

tion as to the bi^-ds being alive or dead, the intent of the statute
appears to be to forbid the sale of dead birds.

W. C. B., Indianapolis, Ind.—1. Will you kiDdly inform us through
your columns whether the channel and the blue catfish are the same?
2. Whether the yellow cat belongs to the same family ? to settle a dif-

ference of opinion in the Fly-Fisning Club. Ans. 1. In your locality

blue cat and channel cat are names of the same fish; the channel cat
of the Potomac and other Eastern rivers, however, is a different fish.

2. The yellow cat belongs to the same family, but to a different genus
(Leptops). The same name is applied also to a smaller cat of the
genus Amiurm. A study of the common names of the catfishes will

convince any reasonable angler that they are as thoroughly subject to
change as the scientific names; it is not uncommon to find twenty
names given to the same fish in different localities.

®JTlemans siioKj, I

WE COULD NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY

if paid double the price It is

the choicest Smokingloliacco

that experience can brculuce

or that money can buy

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for Jboth. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York Citv

_»tice to Pishermen X Oixt Prices for
I am with von again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pnttmg down the

orices and not decreasing the qnality, it increases my business every year.
y and Bass Rods will be Bold at $1.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction

One lot of Sp.it Bamboo Fly
Length and
Length and

weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft. , 6oz. ;
9*ft. 6Joz. ; 10ft., 7oz.

;
104ft., ?ioz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand
weight of the bass rods are: 8*ft' 90& : 9ft., lOoz. ;»tft.

f
lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz. lOJrt., 14oz. Reel seats

:

above hand.
j xt---i_-i -o_.-„.,.q*D;i1„„ Tvf., H-4WI-trir.tr Roala wiT.ri T?n.lnnr>« Hnndlft and Ride Snrms Click. 40vds.. 90 cts.

:

, 90 cts.
;
60yds., $1.00; 80yds., $1.10; 100yds., $1.20.

Jjengtu ana weigat ot tne oassroasare: »$iti., j-w- l v, vi
j-"j- u-> ^"-> ^, s^., ^w-, ----- ~ -

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage. , ^ . 1t;n
,

7fi
.

One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60yds.. 48 cts.
;
80yds., 58 cts.

;
100yds., 68 cts.

, 150 yds., 78 ota.

All sums oi nouow jroin* oesx quan.y xxooks »n«u^ - » -™ a~, ~~~ ,
--> cts

-
d<«-

j

fou
ffj' ^\Jj^ ***** d°2en^

300ft Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cte. extra for postage.

Rmss Rdt Swirala all sizes No 1 to No 12 15 cts. ner dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

Ke Wers, aK cts.? 45 cts. per dozen Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cte. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaden, 32in., Sots.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cte., 200ft., 15 cts. ; 300ft., 22 cte. ; 3 cte. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Open Evenings until 8 o'clocte.
Saturday Evenings xi o'clock. J, F. MAKSTERS, 5l, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, H. T
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Property For Sale. j

FOR SAXE
The property belonging to the estate of Gen. J. H.

Baxter, deceased, situated on the southern banker
the Resti^ouche River, nest below the fishing privi-
leges of the New York Salmon Club, about six hu -

dred acres of land with iavge dwelling, suitable tor
club house, and about a mile o f river front for &&' amu
fishing. Ad. O.R. Platt, truste Washington, D C

Salmon Fishing.
The privilege of one rod for sale in the Moisie

River, one of the best Sdlinon rivers in Canada In-
quire of F. E. TAYLOR, 109 & 111 Worth st., N.Y. 18

Miscellaneous.

Bo You Enow?
that the

HANNAFORD
VENTILATED RUBBER BOOTS
are worn, at all seasons with

FOR SALE.—ONE OP" THE MOST ATTRACTIVE
salt water farms in Maryland. Fine game coun-

try. Addrees F. S. LOOOKERMAN, 1501 Bolton St..

Baltimore, Md 15

Excellent Salmon Fishing.
An unusual opportunity to obtain a very valuable

fishing right at a nominal price. Address H. T,,
care of Forest and Stream. 16

A New Authority on a New Fish.

The LEAPING OUANANICHE
What It Is

When, Where and How to Catch It

Br Eugene McCarthy.

The Ouananicheis rapidlycoming into prominence,
and is attracting the attention of anglers every-
where. Seven years' experience in catching arid
Studying the Ouananiche has thoroughly fitted the
author to speak with authority on his subject, and
the work is a valuabl. one. The book contains a
large number of half-tooe cuts from photograpla
taken by the author, and a correct portrait of the
fish itself. A line map ot the St. Johns country, also
made by the wi iter, is given. This *ork will be a
recognized authority, and should be in the library of
every angler. Paper, 66 pp. of t st. Price tO cents.
Published and for sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

Absolute Comfort.
NO SWEATING.

Ask your dealer for them,
or aena for catalogue.

HANNAFORD/
VENTILATED*
BOOT CO,, 79 MILK ST„ BOSTON.

The Adironasa.cks.
Vtap of, the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. SI. 00.
"It is the moat complete map of the Adirondack^

region e«-er published."—Forest and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, SO cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondack)*, illustrated.
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cluth cover, 28 cts.

Iialte Beoi'Sf and Lake Chauiplnln, 25 cts.
Address H. R. STODDARD. Cllvnm FalU. S. V.

. CK©,rr\padr\e Bottler

.Vljsl DEL POMMtt
Ur\Ferrr\er\ted 6-pple Juice- ..

"Mop-Tonic Ale

Equinox SpringWater.
best of ajl Tibia W^te^.

Bottled u/i tK N&turaJ G<v^ at tKe 3pnr\£,
ML Eqviirvox MekrvcKe^tef Vt.

EquinoxOinoeciG-hampaone
Jyjpenor to at\y lrrvported Gir\^<zr -AI&

GENESEE FRUIT COMPANY'
501 West St. NewYob.i<.. _

(Pint sanjp/e sent prepaid on receipt of ten 2* stamps.

PAR'

White Label
Su/e-e-t, uyitK Fruity flexor:

Red Ltabel
Ta,rt flavor. Mzxde From Cro.b Appley

Gold Label
Extra Dry, Ma.de Fron\Golder\Rv55et
apptej. NothitN^ better at ar\y price.

Crab Apple Vinegar.
Ir\ quart ar\d tu^o quart bot?le\
"Hi^tK 5trer\crtK. Rich flavor:

GENESEE FRUIT COMPANY
501 West St., NcwYork.

Pint sample sent prepaidon receipt of ten 2 C stamps.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

^XHNTJSriESTr BROS.
(KINNEY TOtfACCO CO., Successors.) Also man-
ufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

A DOG TRAINED BV HAMMOND'S "Train-
ing vs. Breaking" will "get there" and get

the game. The book costs SI at this office.

Log; Cabins
'~ AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its
pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-
struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

Boston Sells the Brief.

Chicago Sells the Brief.

New York Sells the Brief.

St. Louis Sells the Brief.

Philad'a Sells the Brief.

Costs a quarter. Illustrated. Gives the Came
and Fish Laws of all North America.

Small Yachts,
4 7^ P'sres. SIO.OO.

WM, W. HART & CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

ifelike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Reasonable charges Refer-

ences from leading sportsmen and collectors.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

WHERE ARE WE?
Well, we have removed to

106 East 23d Street.
WEBSTER'S STUDIO is now finely located

in a big, handsome store, with work rooms and
storage space, where we invite new customers to
examine our stock of Mounted Specimens.
We print no catalogue, but will quote prices on all

work, and continue to furnish estimates on collec-
tion of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and Fish.
The best of work at the lowest prices. We allow

no one to outbid us and defy the world to knock us
out on quality.

J. KANNOPSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

<And manufacturer of
Artificial ey«e for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty Send for prices^ Please men-
tion Foeest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

•jBlRDS EGGS

Kennel Special.
Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set In uniform

display, 2§ cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

THE BEST GORDON SETTER IN AMERICA.
Who wants to have it? For sale in England at

the present moment, General Gordon, winner of the
championship prize of the Ketmel Club, for the best
Gordon setter of all classes ar, last Kennel Club show
at the Crystal Palace, in October, 1893. Winner of
the special priza of the Gordon t etter Club, at the
Kennel (jlub show. Agricultural Hall, London, 1891;
first prize (novice), first prize (open, Kennel Club
show, Agricultural Hall, 1891; first prizo (open to
all comers), and championship, Kennel Club show,
Crystal Palace, 1893. Never yet been beaten. Born
February, 1890. .by Grouse ex Sihr. Address the
Rev. A. R. W. SETON, Elsted Rectory, 1 etersfield,
Hampshire. England. Telegrams, Elsted Station,
England. Price $1,000. 16

WINNERS.—Closing out. must sell, Irish setter
dogCa'dim, second, New York, ten months

old, $35. fhasujo Ca'dic, brother to Ca'dim, just as
good, $20. Both well broken. Thasmo Joy, 13m.
beagle, handsome, black, white and tan, third,
New iork; now in season, -will be bred if desired,
$35. Two beautiful spayed greyhound bitches,
fawn and white, full sisters, never apart, breeding
unobtainable, grand coursers, perfect House, yard,
street and children's pets. .Nicely bred fox-terrier
bitch, eight months old, $5. FRANK THOMAS,
Catskill, N. Y. 14

MOUNT PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS ARE
offering for sale a new invoice of strictly first-

class Gordon setter puppies, first prize, field and
bench sires and dams. Pedigreed ana registered.
Prices to suit tne times. Address, with stamp, C. T.
BROWNELb, P. O. Box 335, JNew Bedford, Mass.

ROUGH COLLIES FOR SALE.—THREE DOGS
and one bitch, by ch. The Squire. Beautifully

tuurked, with capital coats, one of tttem, Glendy ne,

got reserve in dog puppies, New York, 189*. All
house broken and used to children. Apply to
DONALD jiiUNRO, Allamuchy, Warren Co., N. J.

16

Bargains in dogs closing out.—Young 1 & w pointer
uog, thoroughly broken, price $t>0, or will ex-

change tor alight hammerless, Two young 1 & w
pointer dogs, thoroughly broken, $3u eacu.. Two
good setters, one Irish, one English, $30 each. One
foxhound coon bitch; a dandy, $12. A. E. SEIDEu,
Washingtonyille, Pa. 15

My kennel of mastiffs is conceded to be the best in
America. Have won at all the large shows. Won

ail 1st and 2d prizeB in mastiffs late Cnicago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale, a few choice pups for
sale. Send stamp for list and mention this paper.
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

BROKEN DOGS AND PUPS, ALL AGES. I HAVE
a Uoidon and Eng. setter dog, worked two sea-

sous and are very fine ones, wbicn I will sell for 335
each. Write for particulars. A. E. BROWN, Box
42, Carolina, R. I. 15

Position Wanted.
An expert taxidermist wants position with some

good firm. Am expert in all branches of the trade.

Ten years expeiidnce.

Address, stating salary, Box 525, Reading, Pa. 15

First Lessons in dog 1 raining.
PRICE SO CENTS.

Forest and JStream Pub. Co,, 318 Broadway, tt, x.

rpRAINING. — ONE OF THE BEST KNOWN
JL trainers in America desires a situation. Will
train foi a kennel or individual. Address TRaINER,
care 909 Security Building, Chicago. lb

IRISH SETTER POPS FOR S*LE, BX CH. KIL-
dare, ch. DukeElcho, etc. Send for catalogue con-

taining photos of our celebrated stud dogs and bitches
Aadibsb OAK UitOVE KENNELS, Moodus, Conn.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS (EXCLUSIVELY),
tf ERAJSK H. HOYT, bharun, Pa.

ome fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches.
REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntington, N. Y.

FOR SALE.—SPORTING DOGS.
GEO. W. LOVELL, Middleboro, Mass.

Irish Terriers.—Of choice breeding. Puppies for
gale by Huguenot Kknhiw, New Bocbelle, N. Y.

DISPERSAL SALE OF COCKERS.-CHAMPION
Black Duke,Woodland Count, Mirkwood,Wood-

laud .Tude, and thirty young dogs and brood bitches
in whelp. All colors. All must be sold, no reserve.
Persons wanting $ 0 dogs need not write. GEO
DOUGLAS, Sec'y, Woodstock, Ont. 20

FOR SALE.—Two broken pointer bitches, sired
by a deld trial and bench show winner, and

now in whelp to one of King of Kent's best sires.
Also several pointers and setters that have had con-
stant hunting for the last six months. Can now take
a lew dogs for thorough training on chickens and
quail. W. B Stafford, Trenton, 'ienn.

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing j oung stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington st., Peoria, 111. tf

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS AJNi) J!JJNJi, JfiiNu
lish pugs from imported, registered and prlzt

winning stock. in stud—Prize pug stud dog
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY C. BUBDICK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield, Mass.

Blenheim Spaniels.—The largest kennels in Eng-
land. Celebrated first prize winners at stuu.

Djgs. bitches and puppks always for sale, alsoning
Charles, Prices from £6 to £100. NEILL APRS,
2 Bedford Road, T <vickeitham, England. 17

dj> 15 each or $25 for two large, beautifully marked
qp b. w. & t. setters, lyr. old, registered; sire and
uctm bench -winners. Rockingham—Kent II. stock.
Natural retrievers Choice ot litter. H. D. Ogden,
Chatham, N. J. 15

For Sale.—No. 1 foxhound pups from superior
hunting stock, Aiso coon hound pups from

champion coon dogs and tree barkers. EoX AND
CuON HUNTER, oherborn, Middlesex Co., Mass. 15

L?OR SALE—YOUNG IRISH SETTER DOG, BY
Jj ch. Kildare out of Kildare Joan (22,<52). Very
handsome. Fnce $50. W. STRAWBRIDGE, The
Wilderness, Germantown, Pa. 15

Two Ethan Allen setter bitch pups, born Feb. 13.

Black and white, brown and white, $8 each. Parents
are bird finders. H. W. PAGE, il Story street,
Cambridge, Mass. 15

|70R SALE OR EXCHANGE.—Beagle pups 8mos.
JD old, registered sh e and dam, for something that
does not eat. BECKER BROS., Scarborough, N. Y.

15

\ Kennel Special.

FIELD TtilAL TRAINING.—I can handle two
brace for U 8. A. B and Southern trials. Ad-

dress J. T. MAYF1ELD, Bicknell, Ind.

Three mastiff dogs, cheap, one 10 months old
weight lOOibs. A. ABEGG, Schenectady, N. Y. 15

The Kennel.

MEADOWMEBE

oodles.
I

Black curly coats.

Prizewinners, 1893,

New York, Boston,

Washington, D. C,
Mt. Hollo, N. J.,

Newark, N. J., 1893

shows; Saratoga,

N. Y., 1894; also

London and Paris.

Registered pup-
pies and grown
dogs for sale For
full particulars

apply o

KENNELS,
Thos. T. Corrigan, M'g'r, Southainpton,L.I.,N.Y.

Rinada Pointer Kennels.

SELLING OUT.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

If you want winners, here's your chance.

Address ADRIAN C PICKHARDT, 530 Fifth avenue.

FoxTerrier»
"thoroughbreds:

For price list apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS

P. O. Eox 676, Albany, N.T.

WANTED.—PURE BRED WHITE PERSIAN
cats. Also a few toy spaniels and Skye terriers.

Price must be low. Address JEWELER, Box 386,
Suspension Bridge, N. Y. 15

English getter pups, 4mos., blood of Bob Breeze ex
reaU \. S. TaTej, 269 49th htreot, Brooklyn, N. Y.

15

For Sale at Reasonable Prices.—Several fine litters

rough-toated ot.Bernard puppies, blood of Alton,
etc. Ad. A. H. Moore, 1711 fapg. Garden 8t.,Phila.,Pa

DOGS TRAINED FOR PRIVATE SHOOTING ON
partridge, quail and woodcock, by C. F. ROB-

B1NS, Sutton avenue, Oxford, Mass. Close to depot.

BULL PUPS BY CHAMPION LEONIDAS FOR
sale. ROBY, 55 Liberty street, N. Y. City. 18

S'
T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—Dogs, bitches, pup-

' pies, Illinois St. Bernard Kennels, Streator, 111. 18

OX-TERRIERS FOR SALE.
W. F. PORTER, Sharon, Pa.

BEAGLE BITCHES almost given away if taken at
once. Standard Kennel, Georgetown, N, Y. IB

For Books Treating of Dogs
always send to J. Loring Thayer Publishing Co.,
448 Boylston street, Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

KENNEL SECRETS, by Ashmont. tells all about
Management, Breeding and Exhibiting; and is ex-
quisitely illustrated. Price S3. Postage 34 cents.

ASHMONT'S DISEASES OF DOGS is simply indis-

pensable when your dog is ailing. Price $2.

WATERS' MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING
is universally conceded to be the best book on the
subject ever written. Prioe $2.

St. Bernard Pups
for sale, of choicest blood and fine quality. Also
valuable pugs.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS. Lancaster, Mass,

ST. BERNARD BITCHES
For Sale.

Address Q. W. PATTERSON, Lake View, Ma
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J F he is a friend of yours; if he is inter-

ested in the gun or the rod ; if he is not a

reader of FOREST AND STREAM; if you

would like to have him see it for three

weeks ; and if you will give us his name,

we will supply him with one of the

Forest and Stream's Silver Bullseye

Cards, which will make it easy for him to

send for the paper

A STEP FORWARD.
At last Congress has taken action. On Tuesday of last

week a bill, introduced by Mr. John F. Lacey to protect

the birds and animals in the Yellowstone National Park,

and to punish crimes in said Park, and for other pur-

poses, passed the House of Representatives. Before tbe
Senate there is a bill introduced by Mr. Carey, of Wyo-
ming, which has the same purpose, and which will prob-

ably pass without opposition at an early day. These two
bills will no doubt be considered in a conference com-
mittee of the Senate and House, and such committee
should have no difficulty in agreeing upon a substitute

embodying the best provisions of both.

Mr. Lacey's bill is printed in another column. The
measure is a long step in tbe right direction, yet it does

not specify all offenses which are likely to be committed
by visitors to the Park, nor do its provisions apply to the

forest reservation as they ought to.

Mr. Carey's bill is more full than Mr. Lacey's, and
besides, covers some points which the House bill omits,

by providing that any person violating any rule or regula-

tion promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior for the

preservation "of timber, mineral deposits, natural curi-

osities or wonderful objects within the said Park," or for

the protection of birds or animals or fish, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor. But here the penalties pro-

vided are too small, being only a fine of not more than

$100, or imprisonment not exceeding six months, or both,

with the costs of the proceeding. Such penalties, while
appropriate enough to certain offenses, are by no means
heavy enough for some others. To kill one of the few
remaining buffalo of America or to fire the forests of the

National Park is a much more serious offense than to

knock away a piece of rock from a hot spring formation,

and while a fine of $100 would be an ample penalty for

the last offense, it would be absurdly inadequate for the

first-named. There is, however, material in these two
bills for a very satisfactory government and police law to

protect the natural objects within the Yellowstone Park,

provided certain necessary amendments shall be made to

their provisions.

It is very important that the provisions of any bill for

the protection of the Park should be made to apply to

the forest reservation on the south and east as well as to

the Park itself; for this forest reserve, as we have often
said, is practically, though not in name, a part of the
Yellowstone Park.

However much opinions may vary on other points in

connection with this great reservation, there can be but
little difference of sentiment about the necessity of pro-

tecting it from injury. All can unite on a protective

measure, and every vote in both Houses should be re-

corded in its favor. It is to be expected that the Senators
from those States adjacent to the Park, who must feel an
especial pride in it, will give their strongest support to

such a measure, and a like enthusiasm for it may be
looked for it in the Western members of the House.
The effort to protect the Park originated in the Senate.

Senator Vest, of Missouri, was the first one to take up
arms in defense of this reservation. He first entered on
the struggle many years ago and carried it on long and
successfully, and he may justly be regarded as the father

of legislation for the Park. In his efforts he was ably
seconded by Mr. Manderson, of Nebraska. For his prompt-
ness in drafting and putting through the House the first

bill for protection, Mr. Lacey deserves generous credit,

and Mr. Carey's bill, as we have said, is a wise one, pro-

vided certain strengthening amendments shall be incor-

porated in it.

The news printed in Forest and Stream last week
shows how rapidly the natural objects in the National
Park are disappearing, and how vital to their preservation

is the passage of a protective bill. A good beginning has
been made, but it is of great importance that there shall

be no slackening of effort in this matter. The Senate
bill should be passed without delay, and as soon as possible

thereafter a substitute which will afford adequate protec-

tion should be agreed on in conference. There can be no
doubt that the measure, when passed, will receive execu-

tive approval. .

FAMILIAR ACQUAINTANCES.—XIV.
When the returned crows have become such familiar

objects in the forlorn unclad landscape of early spring

that they have worn out their first welcome, and the

earliest songbirds have come to stay in spite of inhos-

pitable weather that seems for days to set the calendar
back a month, the woods invite you more than the fields.

There nature is least under man's restraint and gives the

first signs of her re-awakening. In windless nooks the

sun shines warmest between the meshes of the slowly

drifting net of shadows.

There are patches of moss on gray rocks, and tree

trunks and fairy islands of it, that will not be greener
when they are wet with summer showers, arise among
the brown expanse of dead leaves. The gray mist of

branches and undergrowth is enlivened with a tinge of

purple. Here and there the tawny mat beneath is up-

lifted by the struggling plant life below it or pierced

through by an underthrust of a sprouting seed. There
is a promise of bloom in blushing arbutus buds, a promise
even now fulfilled by the first squirrel-cups just out of

their furry bracts and already calling the bees abroad.

Flies are buzzing to and fro in busy idleness, and a
cricket stirs the leaves with a sudden spasm of move-
ment. The first of the seventeen butterflies that shall

give boys the freedom of bare feet goes wavering past

like a drifting blossom.

A cradle knoll invites you to a seat on the soft, warm
cushion of dead leaves and living moss and purple sprigs

of wintergreen with their blobs of scarlet berries that

have grown redder and plumper under every snow of all

the winter. This smoothly rounded mound and the hol-

low scooped beside.it, brimful now of amber, sun-warmed
water, mark the ancient place of a great tree that was
dead and buried and all identity of its kind molderedaway
and obliterated before you were born.

The incessant crackling purr of the wood frogs is

interrupted at your approach and they disappear till the

wrinkled surface of the oblong pool grows smooth again,

and you perceive them sprawled along the bottom on the

leaf paving of their own color. As you cast a casual

glance on your prospective seat, carelessly noting the

mingling of many hues, the brightness of the berries

seems most conspicuous till a moving curved and recurved

gleam of gold on black and a flickering flash of red,

catch your eye and startle you with an involuntary re-

vulsion.

With charmed eyes held by this new object, you grope
blindly for a stick or stone. But if you find either, for-

bear to strike. Do not blot out one token of spring's

awakening nor destroy one life that rejoices in it, even
though it be so humble an one as that of a poor garter
snake. He is so harmless to man, that were it not for the
old, unreasoning antipathy, our hands would not be raised

against him; and if he were not a snake, we would call

him beautiful in his stripes of black and gold, and of
graceful motion—a motion that charms us in the undula-
tion of waves, in their flickering reflections of sunlight on
rushy margins and wooded shores, in the winding of. a
brook through a meadow, in the flutter of a pennant
and the flaunting of a banner, the ripple of wind-swept
meadow and grain field and the sway of leafy boughs.
His colors are fresh and bright as ever you will see them,
though he has but to-day awakened from a long sleep in

continual darkness.

He is simply enjoying the free air and warm sunshine
without a thought of food for all his months of fasting.

Perhaps he has forgotten that miserable necessity of exist-

ence. When at last he remembers that he has an appe-
tite, you can scarcely imagine that he can have any
pleasure in satisfying it with one huge mouthful of twice
or thrice the ordinary diameter of his gullet. If you
chance to witness his slow and painful gorging of a frog,

you hear a cry of distress that might be uttered with
equal cause by victim or devourer, for, as the Irishman
said, "They both has rayson to squale." When he has
fully entered upon the business of reawakened life, many
a young field mouse and noxious insect will go into his

maw to his own and your benefit. If there go also some
eggs and callow young of ground-nesting birds, why
should you question his right, you, who defer slaughter

out of pure selfishness, that a little later you may make
havoc among the broods of woodcock and grouse?

Of all living things, only man disturbs the nicely ad-

justed balance of nature. The more civilized he becomes
the more mischievous he is. The better he calls himself,

the worse he is. For uncounted centuries the bison and
the Indian shared a continent, but in two hundred years
or so the white man has destroyed the one and spoiled the
other.

Surely there is little harm in this lowly bearer of a
name honored in knighthood, and the motto of the noble
order might be the legend written on his gilded mail,

"Evil to him who evil thinks."

If this sunny patch of earth is not wide enough for you
to share with him, leave it to him and choose another for

yourself. The world is wide enough for both to enjoy
this season of its promise.

Some weeks ago we noted the prosecution of a member
of the Governor's Staff for unlawful shooting, as a gratify-

ing evidence that the game laws are intended to apply to

all men irrespective of the handles affixed to their names.
Another case in point, and teaching the same great truth,

is that of the Chief of Police of Poughkeepsie, who was
brought up with a round turn last week by Deputy Game
and Fish Protector Mase, of that city, and fined for net-

ting fish in a near-by lake. Every successful action

brought against individuals, who because of office or
position in the social scale may assume immunity from
the protective statutes, affords an instructive object les-

son, and commands respect for the principle of game and
fish conservation.

The suggestions of Mr. Hallock and of Mr. La Roche
respecting the relations of sportsmen and land own-
ers are worthy of more than passing consideration. In
a word, the plea is for square dealing. It is a plea
which cannot be spoken too often or insisted upon with
too great emphasis. Read the two letters and tell us
what you think of them.

The Fish Protective Association of Monmouth County,
N. J., has caused to be introduced at Trenton a bill to
regulate the employment of pound nets. The text of
the measure is printed in our fishing columns.

We publish to-day the programme of the recently organ-
ized National Shooting Association for its initial shooting
festival in 1895. The formation of the Schuetzen Bund
points to a growing interest in rifle shooting; and in 1895
we may expect to witness something like the fervor of the
tournaments of Creedmoor days.
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ARKANSAS FRUIT, FISH AND GAME.
I would like to sing a little about Arkansas, if you

please, particularly about that portion of the State that
lies directly beneath the shadow of the line separating it
from Missouri, so close in fact, that five minutes' walk
will put me where I can stand with one foot in each State.
Mammoth Spring is the name of the town and Fulton the
county, lying among the foothills or rather footsteps of
the Ozarks, for this range of so-called mountains is only
an upheaval of big hills, stretching across southern Mis-
souri and northern Arkansas, at least that is the impression
one gets in riding through it, the greatest elevationbetween
Springfield and Memphis being about 1,700ft., from which
point the eye sees no peaks, only a vast billowy wooded
panorama—I say "the eye," but perhaps I should say my
eye, for it may be that other persons can see, or have seen
peaks "in the mind's eye, Horatio" if nowhere else. When
the foliage is on the trees the view must be a beautiful
one, butnow the tints aresombre and the leafless branches
of the oak which everywhere covers the hills and valleys,
give little promise as yet of umbrageous drapery. This
whole region is underlaid with minerals of almost every
description, lead and zinc predominating, but it has been
prospected only in spots, and it is the mineral that makes
this country so exceptionally valuable for fruit growing.
It is attracting the attention of fruit growers far and wide,
and hundreds, yea thousands from the Northern and
Western States have come down into the two lower tiers
of Missouri counties, and the two upper tiers of Arkansas,
within the past few years, and are still coming, clearing
the forests and setting out orchards, largely of apple and
peach, for it is proven that this is to be the orchard of
America. The thrifty growth of trees, and flavor, size
and beauty of fruit, are phenomenal. The big apples and
peaches which carried off the blue ribbon attheColumbian
Exposition, came from this vicinity. A prominent fruit
grower told me a day or two ago, that he had any number
of peaches last year that when measured were as large
around as his neck, and then I walked around said neck,
and as I couldn't see that his neck had gone down any)
concluded that the fruit niust have beenabout Sin. through.'
What he said was, that the gauge of those big peaches was
the same as his neck, as shown by the calipers. When
apples are big they weigh from 18 to 24oz., and are as crisp
and delicious as they are big. I have seen plenty of peach
trees here, three years old from the planting of the pit, that
were over 2in. through at the butt and 8 to 10ft. high, and
in bearing. Maybe budded trees bear as soon as they are
set out. I shouldn't be surprised. Apples bloom regularly
the third year from setting out, and frequently the sec-
ond. All fruits flourish like the proverbial green bay
tree. I suppose maybe I ought to except the cocoanut,
orange and bread fruit, but I'm talking of fruits of the
temperate zone now. The hills and valleys of this country
are for the most part just covered with stone, a whitey-
gray conglomerate of flint and limestone in chunks up to
the size of a half bushel, and the strangest part of it is the
fact that they are all on the surface, loose, none in the
soil beneath. These rocks are plainly igneous, or largely
so, and continually disintegrating, furnishing plant food
ad lib. Of course I'm no rock sharp, and so geologists
needn't feel obliged to accept my opinion, but how these
stones came to be spread all over the face of south Mis-
souri and northern Arkansas, a vast rocky coverlet, with
the foot or two of rich soil beneath resting on ten or more
feet of strong red clay loam, is a nut that the sharpest of
geologists can pound on to their heart's content. I'm glad
the correct solution of the question don't devolve on me.
But here are the rocks, and if you should tell a Northern
fruit grower that these forbidding, white, stony hillsides
grow the best fruit in the country, probably you'd have to
flee his presence and he'd flee the country. Now don't
understand that every square rod of land is so covered.
Oh, no. Sometimes it is only every other rod. The fact
is that there is a considerable area, scattered around,
where the stone is so small that it does not interfere at all
with cultivation, and other areas where only here and
there the stone is so large that picking it off is necessary.
Some tracts have none to mention, but taking the country
over the majority of the land is stony. Clear the surface
and the labor is done forever, as far as stone is concerned,
and being so rich in mineral elements the soil produces
amazingly, and the fertility would seem to be permanent,
So much for soil. There isn't much in this letter so far
relating to sport, but it's just possible that one of your
readers somewhere will be interested in something besides
sport.

The town of Mammoth Spring is so named because of
the existence of a spring here that is a veritable Jumbo.
It boils out of the ground at the rate of 50,000 cubic feet
a moment and makes a river from the word go—a river
of beautiful greenish blue water clear as crystal that
ripples and rushes down grade 28ft. to the mile (first mile
anyway) over a gravelly bed, among rocks and under
steep bluffs in a wholly captivating manner. Half or
three-quarters of a mile below the spring the river (Spring
River) is over a hundred yards wide. A dam of solid
masonry has been built just below the spring, affording-
power for a cotton mill of 3,000 spindles, and a flouring
mill with capacity of 300 to 500 barrels a day, both millsm constant operation, the latter day and" night. The
water above the dam covers an area of twenty-nine acres
The spring at its boil is 70ft. deep. It is said to be the
largest spring in the world. In the river are fish of many
kinds, mud cat, blue cat, goggle-eyes, "sun perch," bass
jack salmon (pike), suckers and eels, and the man tuat
isn't satisfied with that list wants to have his pole and
line taken away from him. Near the dam is situated a
fish farm, a hatchery with a capacity of a million and over
and ponds and tanks proportionate. They hatched about
a third of a million eggs this season. I went down a
morning or two since and saw the man in charge feed the
trout, which are largely rainbow, only a few speckled
In the stock pond, 600X 200ft., there are 800 breeders, and
about 100 more in the spawning race, *00x30ft., which
have not been returned to the big pond. In the yearling
pond, 200x100ft., there are 6,000 trout, and there ari
eight rearing tanks 4x 30ft. with dirt bottom. The oldest
fish are five years old, remainder one to three. Largest
trout about 2ft. long. Besides these, there are 1,100 carp
scale and mirror, in a long pond, largest 20 to 251bs./three

years old. This seems large to me, but I give the state-
ment of the colored man in charge. I saw several large
fish, but they were evidently several pounds less than
twenty. The man said that the carp would weigh 4 to
61bs. at one year old. In addition to the trout and carp,
there are gold fish, some 800 yearlings, which sell for fifty

cents apiece.
The trout bring 40 cents, the carp 10 cents per pound,

and the demand cannot be supplied. The facilities are
excellent, an unlimited supply of the purest water at a
temperature of 60°, and I judge in the hands of a practical
fishculturist there is a bonanza in it. The present owner
is a lady living in Little Rock, who of course cannot give
it that supervision which is imperative. I hear the plant
is for sale. 1 walked to the edge of the different ponds
and saw the fish churn the water to foam as the attendant
threw the feed (cooked flour and chopped liver mixed)
in, and it was a sight to make the blood leap to see thou-
sands of trout rushing back and forth, leaping from the
water a seething mass of whirling beauty; but when the
big fellows in the stock pond got started and the piscine
acrobatics was at its height, the bottom fell out of the
language tank, and speechless admiration and tingling
nerves held sway. I want to remark that it was a great
sight.

Some years since a big freshet came sweeping down the
valley, and, owing to inadequate waterway, backed up
into the hatchery and washed a hundred thousand fry or
so out into the river, where for some years they were occa-
sionally caught, and even now I understand one is now
and then caught; but it is thought they are gradually dis-

appearing. There are some huge beauties in the dam,
however, that refuse to be taken out.
For game hereabout there are some fox and gray squir-

rels on the hills, more in the bottoms, hares, numberless
quail all through the woods, a good many turkeys back a
little from the settlements, and in the sparsely inhabited
sections many deer. I saw a young fox squirrel yester-
day which a hunter had killed, that was nearly as large as
a gray squirrel, and this is April 8. Walking through a
large fruit orchard the other day with the owner, I saw
just ahead of us on either side the peach rows twenty or
thirty quail trotting along at a moderate gait, seemingly
little alarmed. The proprietor said he never shot them
nor allowed any shooting on the place, and that there
were hundreds of birds probably scattered over the farm.
It was a very pretty sight, and I wished I owned the
quail—wouldn't object to the farm.
For birds there are the bluejay, and pewit, and tom-tit,

and robin, redbird, great crested woodpecker (ivory
billed ?) and two or three other varieties, and the "mock-
ingbird makes music all the day," especially in the even-
ing.

I am surprised to find no grouse in these hills. It would
seem that this would be the very country for them, but
though I have inquired diligently I am unable to learn of
any. It would be a good plan to try stocking the Ozarks,
the only drawback 1 see is that the thickets are rather
scarce, at least in this vicinity, and that leads me to re-
mark that there is no very old timber in this region, nor
ever has been, at all events there are no old stumps, and
the oldest settlers say that when they first came to this
country there was no good-sized timber and much of the
land that is now covered with oaks 6 to lOin. through was
perfectly bare of trees, and tall grass covered the land. I
chink I am safe in saying that nine-tenths of the timber is

from 6 to 12in. in diameter.
This is a queer country, long neglected, there being

twelve counties in northern Arkansas without a railroad,
but with fresh blood and capital it will yet blossom as the
rose, for it is budding even now. The natural advan-
tages in various lines are here, and people who have
struggled in Kansas, Nebraska and the Dakotas with
grasshoppers, droughts, blighting winds, snow, ice and
misery, are coming down into this land of short winters
and fruit by the thousands. O. O. S.

Mammoth Spring, Ark., April, 1894.

REVERIES OF A DISMAL MAN.
As I have been a Dismal Man for many years, it is but

natural that the cheerful, gushing and effervescent style
generally adopted in shooting sketches should be distaste-
ful to one of my nature. As a rule a shooting trip is a
serious affair and a great strain upon one's nerves and
digestion, and therefore should not be treated in a light
and vivacious vein.

Sportsmen's reveries are described generally as taking
place in a cosy "den." The sportsman sits before a blaz-
ing open fire, tilted back comfortably, with feet high
above the head. The old and trusty pointer dozes upon
the hearth. Outside the storm roars and the wind beats
fitfully upon the casement. The smoke from the sports-
man's Havanna (never domestic) curls lazily upward in
fantastic shapes, etc., etc., etc.

Now, I haven't a den. I don't keep a pointer, for they
come high and are expensive to keep, to say nothing of
the constant worriment of mind over their evil doings. I

do not smoke, for it makes me sick. I dare not extend
my pedal extremities in the comfortable mariner of the
musing sportsman above, for at my time of life I find it

extremely difficult to unhinge them after remaining long
in that position. Outside, the storm is bad enough for all

p ractical purposes, and I am reminded that my mackintosh
id a delusion and a snare, though purchased in good faith
from a seemingly honest house. I have no open fire to
sit before, simply a radiator in my office. But I can
"reverie" just the same, for there is no business to attend
to. My thoughts run riot; and again I am visiting the
scenes of many a southern shooting trip.

December. Blowing, freezing, and anything but the
ideal sunny South. A long, tedious sail down Currituck
Sound, and I arrive at my destination and spend the rest
of the day and evening before a pine wood fire. At times
roaring hot, then dying down till cold chills race up and
down the spine. Then Jim "totes" in more wood, at the
same time leaving the door open, letting in blasts of cold
air. I bake one side, while the blood congeals in the
other, and thus alternate until I retire. I sink into a
feather bed and keep on sinking until my backbone rests
upon the bed cords beneath. I arrange the few feathers
in the tick on each side, and make a mental resolve to
suggest to my host that he use larger bed cords, as they
cut into the flesh less. An ancient and musty smell pre-
vails. Why shouldn't it? Have not the feathers been
imprisoned in the tick since time primeval?
After a few hours of fitful slumber I am aroused, and

don several layers of heavy clothing, and descend at an
unearthly hour to breakfast. To be sure, the coffee is

boiled, and the chicken dough called hoecake would be
better if done more. Less grease would be more pleasing.
I long ago learned that it is useless to try to reform such
customs, so 1 partake of that which is set before me,
endeavoring to feel thankful that it is no worse.
The skiff is ready. The cold sweet potato lunch is

aboard. At the risk of bursting blood vessels the heavy
boxes containing the live geese decoys are hoisted
in, and we are off. Down the creek we pole. Dark-
ness and silence reign and nature still sleeps. Brightly
shines the morning star. The blind is soon reached,
and as the water is too deep for the live decoys a clod
from the marsh is cut for each goose and placed
in the water, and ere long our birds are staked out.
After a good bath each goose mounts his clod and con-
verses with his neighbor. We get into the blinds and
thrust feet and legs into the half barrel sunk in the marsh,
and until daylight I am employed in efforts to shrink
myself into the smallest possible compass. The guide
possesses this art to perfection, and at will can collapse
into the half barrel. This I am unable to do, owing to
length of limbs, and therefore "loom up" much too con-
spicuously. LordI how cold it is. Is there a bleaker
spot on earth than this hole in the marsh with but a few
short reeds and water bushes to break the chilling blasts?

How warm and comfortable that almost featherless bed
was after all.

At last the eastern sky grows pink. Old Sol soon peeps
up from behind the sand hills and begins his daily journey.
Large flocks of ducks, and gangs of geese and swans rise

from their feeding grounds to seek new quarters for the
day. The boom, boom, boom, of heavy guns comes from
every point, and at times one might imagine a heavy
battle going on. Suddenly the guide whispers, "Ducks
coming. Lie low. I will tell you when to shoot." I

squeeze every possible portion of my anatomy into the
barrel and await orders. The guide nudged me. "Here
they are; jump up and let them have it." I now find

that I am cast in my barrel; but finally, after a terrific

struggle, get on my feet and manage to pour the contents
of both shells after a fleeing bunch of redheads entirely
out of range.
The flight now keeps up in good earnest and I blaze

away at the birds instead of ahead of them. Result,
only now and then a bird killed by me, though Jim
repeatedly wip es my eye and cuts them down at long
range after escaping my fire untouched. This state of

affairs is anything but soothing to one's nerves and
after each shot I make a mental resolve to hold well
ahead, but make but little progress in that direction, the
excitement proving too much for me, to say nothing of
the disturbing influences caused by my frantic efforts to

. unlimber from my cramped position.

The weather, which early in the morning promised to
be fine, changed, and a beastly drizzle and sleet set in,

and for the rest of the day I sat hunched up and miser-
able while the rain slowly percolated the seams of my
sham of a mackintosh; and I can think of no greater
punishment for the wretch who sold it to me than to

I

wish he were in my position.

; Just before leaving the blind a gang of geese came over
! us. They evidently were suspicious and would not light,

but with loud honking sailed overhead some fifty yards
1 or more high. Slipping in a B.B. shell I for once hold
well ahead of a large gander and let drive, and have the

;
satisfaction of seeing him wince, rnak« a few frantic
attempts to keep his wings going and fall, striking the
marsh with a terrific crash, killed dead by the little 12-

gauge. It is surprising what a change comes over
one after making a good and successful shot.

For the rest of the day I heed not the wretched rain.

When, as I helped take up the decoys, I stepped over
the top of my wading boot and let a pint of water down,
I neglected to pour forth the usual volley bewailing my
luck, though I knew it would take a week to dry that
boot. In quite a cheerful mood I sat in a pool of water
while Jim paddled home, and after eating a large and in-

digestible supper I sit by the fire and toast my shins,

close my eyes and see that goose come down again," and
for the nonce forget I am A Dismal Man.

WILD GEESE IN THE FOG.
Boston, April 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: One year
ago the 1st day of this month, I was nearer to a bunch of

wild geese than I ever expect to be again.

Arthur Cahill and I were exploring for trout, and bein^
unsuccessful were resting a while. Presently my ears

were greeted by the calling or honking of the geese, who
were bewildered by the dense fog. Gradually they drew
towards us until they were directly overhead and not
more than 25 or 30ft. above us.

To say that I was thrilled would be talking mildly.

The only chance in my life and not a gun at hand. Oh
opening day this year Mr. Cab ill and I took a trip to one
of the noted brooks in the vicinity of Sharon. We were
unable to discern anything that resembled a trout, although
we were assured by some of the knowing ones that they
were waiting to be caught. Later we hoped for more
success.

Mr. G. J. Brann and I have been enjoying ourselves

very pleasantly during the past winter with the whistlers

and old squaws. And right here on Revere marsh, too.

No need of going off to the great Horicon marsh Mr.
Hough tells about, to have a little fun, though I know
that Mr. Hough would not consider our shooting as.

worthy of his consideration. When he can take Roll

Organ's gun and knock down a pair of big fat redheads
out of a bunch of 19, of course no common old squaws
would have any charms for him.
Black duck (so-called) have been fairly plentiful tins

spring. We averaged about two dozen each during the
first two weeks of the arrival. They are very wary fal-

lows and do not seem to decoy readily. During the day
they spend their hours on the flats off Nahant, feeding, etc.

At dusk they wend their way into the many small
streams that abound through the marshes, and if allowed
will remain till morning. But they do not obtain much
rest, as they are kept on the go all the time by rapacious

man. They are very poor in flesh and hardly worth, the

getting. Our fish dealers had some very faded looking

trout on last Monday morning, April 2, evidently not

more than three or four days out of water.
John P. Wallace.
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THE WOLVERINE AT HOME.
Although most of the better known quadrupeds and

birds of this country are frequently discoursed upon, and
many curious and interesting accounts of adventure with
them are related, there is one animal of which we rarely
see mention made of in print. This is the wolverine or
North American glutton.
During several years' wanderings in some of the wildest

sections of the Northwest, I have been brought in con-
tact with various individuals of this most interesting
species. Hunting the wolverine has, at different times,
afforded me some of the keenest pleasure, besides supply-
ing matter for both surprise and reflection, for there is no
member of the Carnivora inhabiting the continent that is

of more absorbing interest. Most works on natural
history give the inquiring mind but scant information re-
garding it, stating merely that it is known in Europe as
the glutton, belongs to the Mustelidce or weasel family,
and is a great nuisance to the fur hunters of the far West,
owing to its annoying way of robbing their traps. From
this source one gains little insight into the, true nature of
the wolverine, but in the course of a winter passed in the
Cascade Mountains I received considerable enlightenment
on the subject, and these experiences may perhaps be
worth relating.

Although several thousand wolverine skins are annually
disposed of at the London fur sales, none but the hunters
themselves can conceive the
wonderful cunning and match-
less audacity displayed by
these animals in their natural
home. In appearance a wolver-
ine strongly resembles a small
short-legged brown bear, with
which ppecies it is frequently
supposed to be connected. This
is erroneous inasmuch as the
animal is the largest member of
the weasel tribe, a good speci-
men measuring 4£ft. from tip to
tip. It is conrpactly and power-
fully built and possesses amazing
strength, while for courage and
bulldog tenacity of purpose, it

has no equal. It will fight,

when cornered, to its very last

breath, and no other animal ap-
proaching its size will attack it.

Although a slow runner the
wolverine is very agile and an
excellent tree climber, and it is

partly on this account that cre-

dence has been given to many
wonderful stories of its habit of
lying in wait for its prey. It has
even been asserted that the elk
and moose were dropped upon
from above and thus attacked
and overcome, but these "yarns"
have been exaggerated. The
truth is, animals of that size

are far beyond the wolverine's
strength, as it is exceptional for

. one to reach the weight of 601bs.

In the fall of 1891 I found my-
self at Lake Chelan in the new
State of Washington. The ex-
treme beauty of the place, its

fine climate, and the excellence
of the hunting said to be ob-
tained there, all proved strongly
attractive to me, and I decided
to spend the winter at a spot
some fifty miles up the lake, in
company with a hunter and
mountain man of life-long expe-
rience. The location selected
was on a flat bar of 150 acres or
so, which had formed at the
mouth of a deep canon that ex-
tended about twenty miles back
into the great Cascade Mountain range, and down this
gorge coursed the foaming torrent of a stream fed by the
glaciers and snow banks on the mountain summits which
here mingled with the deep clear waters of Chelan. To
the left of the bar, when looking up the canon, stood a
solitary mountain some 2,000ft. high and removed a mile
or more from the main range, and in this space was a
small lake about two miles in length and possibly half a
mile wide. It was at an altitude of nearly a thousand
feet above its larger neighbor. The shores were thickly
timbered to the water's edge, and the surrounding
mountain slopes were covered with a heavy growth of fir

and pine, and a dense forest of cedar stood at the upper
end of the lake. My friend Shannon and I had deter-
mined to try fur hunting, and as this seemed a promising:
bit of country from a trapper's point of view, I resolved
to string my line of traps through it, while my companion
handled the wooded slopes on the other side of the canon.
We built our cabin down on the bar, and by the first of

October it was completed, and a supply of provisions con-
sisting of flour, groceries and vegetables, laid in. For
fresh meat we were to depend upon our rifles, and we
calculated on having a sufficiency of everything for the
entire winter, and nothing now remained but to spend a
few days in hunting deer, as we needed meat for ourselves
and bait for our traps, and venison would supply both.
We soon discovered that, as a hunting country, our new

location was greatly over-rated. In fact, deer were very
scarce and they stayed so high up on the mountains that
we hunted for two days with but little success, except for
some blue grouse, which seemed quite plentiful. "Heads
or nothing," was the word then, and heads generally
went, for when shot in the body by one of our rifles most
of the bird disappeared into space, leaving little but a
bunch of feathers with a hole in it. Late on the after-
noon of the third day, however, I saw a young buck on a
little bench in some heavy timber. He was looking
directly at me and was not more than 70yds. away, and
at the sharp clear crack of my rifle he gave a couple of
wild plunges down hill and fell dead. The bullet had
passed nearly through him, endways, and we were no

longer troubled about the question of fresh meat. Now
came the most important part of our work, that upon
which depended the question of success or failure, i, e.,

the putting out and baiting of our traps. We each pos-
sessed considerable knowledge of our work and thought
that we had little to learn about the trapping of the fur-
bearing animals of the Washington forest, but this con-
fidence in our powers was somewhat misplaced, as we
were destined to find out in a most convincing manner.
The day after the killing of the deer we took with us

an axe, hatchet and a load of traps and bait, and, climb-
ing the steep trail that led up to the little lake, we made
our first attempt just beyond the ridge. Collecting
a number of light poles 8 or 9ft. long, we built up an
open pen shaped like the letter V, and about 2ft. high at
the angle. This was roofed over with small fir boughs
for 3ft. or so from the angle, and under this covering was
a stake, placed as far back in the pen as possible. On the
stake was impaled apiece of venison, and about 6in. in
front of this bait we set the trap, which had been pre-
viously attached by its chain to a heavy drag pole, usually
a 4ft. piece of green fir. Then the trap was carefully
covered with light moss or dead grass cut up short, and
everything was ready for the expected visitors.
My line led down into the dense brush at the head of

the little lake where we placed another one: we had also
to clear a trail here in order to travel. Then through
some little openings in the forest and on to a long grassy
open slough or hay meadow, along which my trail went,
and this brought us to the heavy belt of cedar through
which a small stream meandered. Beyond the cedar
swamp was the wooded base of the main mountain,

A MAINE WHITE DEER.

Killed at Lobster Lake, Maine, October, 1893.

broken into numerous ravines and ridges and thickly
strewn with fallen timber to the very edge of the river
canon. Here we set the last trap, having placed my line

of fourteen at intervals of a quarter of a mile or so,

besides putting one down on the bar where the cabin
stood, and, after setting out Shannon's line of sixteen in
the same manner, we were ready for business.

It shortly became manifest that, although deer were
scarce, other animals of more importance to us were
fairly plentiful, the beautiful little pine marten predomi-
nating, and soon everything was working nicely. The
heavy snows back in the mountains commenced to drive
the deer down and Shannon killed two fine bucks on his

line, while I floored another on the further end of mine,
and by the end of November our string of furs began to
assume a very handsome appearance. Several bunches of
marten furs, four fine fisher skins, two foxes and a lynx
were hanging in the cabin. We also saved our deer hides
and tacked them on the walls in company with those of a
black bear and two white goats, and the interior of our
log house became quite attractive. The snow gradually
got deeper, and by December it was three feet in depth
around the little lake, but we kept our trails open by con-
tinual traveling until they were beaten hard and firm.

We usually visited our traps twice or thrice a week, and
one day after a light fall of snow I noticed the track of a
large animal. It crossed my trail just beyond the cedar
swamp, and after making a short detour, re-entered and
followed it, soon coming to a pen. But however effica-

cious this proved in catching other fur-bearing animals, it

was plainly evident that it would not work with this fel-

low, for a mound of dirty snow, round behind, told its own
tale. The visitor had burrowed beneath the poles, ab-
stracted the bait and made off with it, and a smooth hol-

low in the snow a short distance away with blood stains

and a few fragments of bone explained the rest, for there
he had made his meal.

It was a wolverine, of course. Both the tracks and the
work told me that, and the next three traps had fared no
better, for two were snapped and the third held the
remains of a mouse and all the baits were gone, but the

last one on the line was untouched. It was also clear to
me that not one, but two or three of these gentry had
come in company, and the question now was, how to be
ready for them in the future, for I was confident they
would repeat their visit. Fortunately the last pen con-
tained a large-sized bait, so I divided it up into smaller
ones and re-set my traps, and in order to prevent a
repeti tion of the burrowing process, I cut thick stakes with
my hatchet and drove them deep into the ground along
the outside of the poles and returned home with but one
marten for my day's work and with avague presentiment
that my new friends would cause trouble in some manner
or other before long.
Next day I took a fresh supply of bait and attended to

the other three traps besides making the pens narrower,
and over our pipes that evening the subject was discussed.
Shannon had heard something of these tricks, he said,
but had caught wolverines in Idaho and had no great
bother with them, although he admitted that he might
have something to learn yet, in which I fully agreed with
him. He also expressed a wish to see some of their work,
as we decided that should any more such thefts occur he
should accompany me one day and investigate matters.
Several heavy snowstorms now came, keeping us within

doors for nearly a week, and then the weather cleared;
but 2ft. of new snow made walking extremely hard, as
we had no snowshoes. Taking a shovel with me I man-
aged to clear eight of my traps and get them in order
again, for the entrance to the pens was sometimes drifted
full of snow, notwithstanding the shelter afforded by the
overhanging branches of the trees, under which we
always placed them. At dusk I reached the cabin re-

. solved to go again next day and
attend to the remainder. That
night was clear, and the stars

=—,
an(* a y°unS moon shone out

I •'M'i'" Ti brightly—a good night for fur
to run, we thought—and next
morning found us both on the
warpath again, each on his own
line. I got a fine large marten
at my first trap down on the
bar, which seemed to be doing
very well, as I had caught four
there so far, but the next five
traps were untouched save for a
squirrel, which was utilized as
bait, but on approaching the
last one reached the day before,
a great shambling track was
seen close by and a few scattered
blue feathers and a missing bait
showed that chance had foiled
me this time. A thieving jay
had been caught and served to
sharpen the appetite of a hungry
wolverine, and not content with
that morsel the brute had also
devoured the bait. However,
anticipating this, I had brought
some more in my knapsack, and
after replacing it with a fresh
piece I proceeded on my way,
taking the shovel with me. The
trees were heavily laden with
snow, presenting a most beauti-
ful appearance, and now and
then some over-taxed limb would
release its burden and a dense
feathery mass would descend in
a momentary storm from which
I occasionally received the bene-
fit. But my attention was fully
occupied with the signs on the
white carpet underfoot, for night
prowlers had evidently been out
m force, and a little band of
wolverines had been traveling
in every direction. To the un-
initiated it would seem as if

there had been a dozen of them,
but I knew that only three or
four had made the tracks, and
their object had been the same
as before, i. e., to rob my traps,
and in thi3 they had succeeded

most admirably, as everything was in their favor. A
marten lay dead in one, killed by a bite across the
shoulders but not eaten, as its flesh is not liked by them
and is rarely touched. Another trap contained the paw
of a fisher, being all that was left. This was going to
extremes, as fisher skins were valuable and very scarce
hereabouts, and this act made me more anxious than
ever to catch the perpetrator, and I also found that
another pen had been entered from the side—there being
a wider space than usual between the poles—and of
course despoiled in the usual way, so I once more went to
work to make things secure. Every open space was
stopped by driving in stout fir stakes, and all weak look-
ing places were reinforced in the same manner, and it

really looked to me as if no animal could possibly reach
the bait in the last six pens without going in at the front.
The other traps nearer home were not molested, as the
marauders confined their attentions to those in the cedars
and along the foot of the mountain, and then retreated
to their haunts in the almost inaccessible recesses of the
rocks and dense brush and timber away back up the
canon, emerging at intervals of a week or so to feast at
my expense, it seemed. This was getting exasperating,
as we were doing quite well otherwise, and it made us all

the more anxious to add a wolverine skin or two to our
collection if only for the sake of variety.
Another heavy snowstorm now came and for several

day8 neither of us went away from the house. Then we
started in company one fine morning for the cedar swamp,
clearing the pens of snow as we proceeded, and by noon
we reached the scene of operations. A glance told us
there had been trouble in one bait house anyway. The
roof was partly torn off and a hole appeared in the side of
the pen, and the trap, a single spring No. H, was dragged
through as far as the chain would allow, but it was empty.
The heavy weight of snow held the drag pole firmly down
and the wolverine's great strength had enabled him to
pull his foot out and escape, which it could never have
done had the clog been loose. However, this was en-
couraging, so we proceeded on our way, seeing no tracks,
as this had occurred before the last snow fell, but a sur-
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prise awaited us at the nest place. Pen there was none;
a mound of closely packed dirty snow had replaced it.

Bits of wood pitted with teeth marks were strewn around.
Poles three inches thick were gnawed in two and the ends
here and there protruded from the smooth beaten snow
together with some of the fir branches that composed the
roof, and there was not even the semblance of a trap pen
left. Closer examination showed the broken end of a
chain at the top of the pile of snow, and the author of all

this had escaped with a double spring No. 2 trap on his
foot by way of a memento. As before, the clog was held
fast by the snow and the wolverine, after destroying
everything within his reach, had broken the chain and
made off, trap and all.

It took us twenty minutes to straighten up things here
and cut new poles, and then we had no trap to set, but
we had a spare one athome and resolved to utilize it on
my next visit, and at the very next pen we found a most
convincing example of the wonderful cunning possessed
by these animals—a cunning amounting almost to powers
of reason it seemed, for this was surely more than mere
instinct. The pen happened to be one I had strengthened
and was, as I thought, unassailable, but after fruitless

efforts to enter from behind, the wolverine had attacked
the roof, dug through 2ft. of crusted snow, eaten a hole
through the fir boughs and secured the coveted morsel.
Shannon was fairly astounded at the wonderful sagacity
and boldness displayed, while I, too, was learning an in-

teresting^Iesson,. but we at once went to work to frustrate
such dodges in future. Every bait was thoroughly pro-
tected by more poles driven in, and, as it were, forming a
pen within a pen, with but a narrow opening in front
where the trap was, and when we returned that night
we felt sure that our efforts would now prove successful,
as it was evident that our only hope lay in causing these
gluttonous brutes to forget their cunning in their extreme
greed, and to this end all our efforts were directed.
Hanging a bait over the trap I had found by trial to be
worse than useless, so we stayed by the pen system as
being suitable for everything that might come along.
For a week or so nothing was caught except camp rob-

bers (a mischievous, meat-eating bird common in the

of the trouble I had experienced, and, although I lost two
more by reason of my traps being too small for this kind
of game, we were proud of the seven fine hides we se-

cured, and our handsome pile of furs was much admired
when we took them down the lake in the spring, although
it was a difficult matter to convince people of the wonder-
ful boldness and cunning shown by a wolverine when at

home in the forests of the North. The foregoing narration
of simple facts will suffice to show that it is not always
the largest and noblest specimens of our North American
fauna that command the greatest wonder and admiration
on our part. Some of the smaller members are equally
worthy of attention, and prominent among them—in the
front rank indeed—stands the wolverine, for in cuteness,

sagacity and courage it is simply unrivaled.
Charles Greenwood.

A FAMILY OF^WOLVERINES.

North), bluejays and one or two pine martens, when the
weather, which had held very fine, changed again. Two
inches of snow fell, which was just what we wanted, and
then, warned by previous experiences, I looked out for a
visit, knowing that everything was in order, and better
prepared than ever before, and one morning early in Jan-
uary I started once more on my usual trip.

Long before reaching the mountain base beyond the
cedars I became aware by numerous tracks in the new
snow that the previous night had been a favorable one for
the denizens of the forest, and after despoiling two nice
martens of their rich brown skins I approached my ninth
trap with feelings of keen anticipation, but, save for the
legs of a bird, there was nothing, although my friends
had been there, eaten both bird and bait, as usual, and
then gone toward the next pen. This was where the
chain had broken before, and they had carefully avoided
a too near approach to this spot, but the pair, for there
were two of them, kept on to the next inclosure which
contained a heavy trap, one of our largest and strongest,
and the first glimpse told me of success. The trap and
drag pole had gone, and a broad trail leading down into a
dark hollow in the heavy timber adjacent told me in
which direction, and I immediately followed it. For a
hundred yards or so it was easily traced, and the clog had
occasionally caught in a small bush which was promptly
mowed down by the powerful jaws of the animal, which
again struggled onward with its incumbrance, only to be
stopped every few feet in the same manner, and presently
I saw him. The drag was entangled in a clump of wil-
lows, and a big wolverine, held fast by the forepaw, was
fiercely attacking them. On seeing me he ceased his ex-
ertions a moment, growled at me, and then made desper-
ate efforts to escape, but all to no purpose, and a little

bullet from a Stevens pistol dropped my snarling enemy
dead.
At last! A feeling of extreme satisfaction came over me

as I gazed on the dark, thick, glossy skin of the wolverine,
and when I examined the muscular limbs and compactly
built form, I no longer wondered at its strength. This
was a fine specimen too for this section, although those
from the far north are finer still. Moreover, if one could
be caught, others could too, and after taking off the hide,
which was fully prime, I reset the trap and looked at the
remaining three, all of which had been visited and one of
them snapped. A marten carcass was untouched, but the
venison bait had disappeared, and thatnight as we dressed
and stretched our furs we agreed that, as the winter pro-
gressed, some more of that little band would share their
companion's fate.

Nor were we disappointed. The cold of January and
the pangs of hunger overcamethe caution habitual to them,
and when hard pressed they went for the meat more
boldly. Shannon, too, caught three without having any

Freaks in the Hen.
Certainly the thoughtful, philosophical farmer must

often be interested in the peculiarities—may I call it

idiosyncracies?—of fowls. Rev. R. F. Patterson of Bar-
boursville, W. Va., had a hen that, instead of laying her
eggs in a nest, dropped them from the roost regularly
every day. The roost was about 4ft. from the ground.
The eggs, however, were not broken, as the ground was
soft and yielding. After the usual time she began to
cluck and would sit on the roost as persistently as other
hens do in the period of incubation. The freak is strange
indeed, but nevertheless a fact.

Some months ago I gave an account of a hen I had that
would come off the nest daily for weeks, cackle, but lay
no eggs. We killed the hen, which was fat and healthy.
We found a sac about as big as a man's fist composed of
successive layers of a skin-like substance, and within it

two full-sized eggs of a yellowish color without a shell

covering. The eggs were smooth and about as hard as
hard-boiled eggs. There was another sac about half as
large containing only a fluid. There was no unusual
odor about them. The other eggs were in the normal
natural stage of progress. It is probable that the hen
would have sickened and died had she not been killed.

N. D. Elting.

The Saucy Weasel.
The weasel is a robber, but a cute little fellow for all

that. One day my mother heard one of our hens, which
was tied some distance from the house, making a great
outcry. She guessed some ' 'varmint" was on a raid, and
so it proved. A weasel had caught a chicken and was
running into a stone wall with it. She put in her hand
and drew the chicken from the weasel's grasp. But the
little rascal was not so ready to give up his victim. He
came out after it, but dodged back with every attempt to
hit him. Mother then resorted to stratagem. She held a
stone just above the hole and enticed him with the dead
chicken, and pinned him the next time he put out his
head.
Notwithstanding the weasel's reputation for bloodthirs-

tiness, I would rather have half a dozen of them around
than one positive chicken-killing rat. The former comes
boldly out, but the latter sneaks through the grass and
drags the chicken to its den without awakening a shadow
of suspicion. I once saw a rat seizing a chicken half as
big as a bantam hen and trying to force it into a stone
wall. Doubtless he would have succeeded if I had not
gone to the chicken'B rescue, N. D. Elting.

An Albino Deer From Maine.
Bangor, Me.—Editor Forest and Stream: I send you

a photograph of an albino deer, which I received for
mounting last fall. Having often seen inquiries about
albino deer in your columns, I think it will prove of
interest to you. We have had no less than five deer this
season that showed more or less albinistic forms. The one
I photographed was the most perfect I ever saw. The
deer was killed at Lobster Lake Oct. 21, 1893, by Mr. C. P.
H. Corbin, of London, Eng. It was a spike-buck, and is

shown as mounted by S. L. Crosby & Co. I believe in
your platform. Stop the sale of fish and game; that will
shut off the poachers more effectually than any other law
can do. S.L.Crosby.

[Mr. Crosby also sends us a photograph of a handsomely
mounted moose head, from which we have made the en-
graving on page 335. The moose was killed in Maine, in
October of 1893.]

What Are These?

Willington, Conn., April 2.—I have often seen the
red-winged blackbird here and have seen the bird men-
tioned by John W. Sage, of Portland. Every year in
May there come for a day or two a few small, pure white
birds with red wings. The loveliest little creatures! quite
tame. They always come to the black ash tree very near
to the house. Can you tell me what they are? Thanks to
Lloyd J. Smith for his bat experience. I have never
been over-fond of bats. Shall now regard them more
kindly. Annie A. Preston.

Buffalo Galloway Cross.

Mt. C. W. Puffer, superintendent of Mr. Rutherford
Stuyvesant's Tranquillity Park, at Allamuchy, N. J.,

writes us:

I believe I told you last winter about our crossing a
buffalo with Galloway cows. We have one heifer calf
from the only cow with calf by the buffalo. We shall
try a number this spring, and another year I am in hopes
to give you a better report. The calf is a beauty, and I

believe the only one ever born in New Jersey. Game in
Mr. Stuyvesant's park has wintered well and we havehad
no losses."

The Last Chapter of "Danvis Folks."
With sincere regret I have just read the last chapter of "Danvis

Folks." All earihly things end sooner or later, and likewise the story
of our Danvis friends. To me the whole tale, from the school meeting
in Uncle Lisha's shop, to the closing lines where the lights go out
"one by one," has been most interesting, perhaps from the fact that
the greater pari of my life has been spent in one of the back towns of
New Hampshire, where there is not a railroad, a lawyer, a doctor nor
a poorhouse, and I have personally known some quaint characters
who would not have been out of place in the gatherings at Uncle

" That reminds me."

A Memory of the Frontier.

In the year 1871-2 I made a trip to Kansas City to have
a hunt. Kansas City was at that time a small town and
very dead. Many of the stores were unoccupied and busi-

ness was at a standstill. I had my camp outfit with me,
tents, dogs and guns. On my arrival I made the acquaint-
ance of a man who owned a fine store on Main street that
was vacant. He gave me the use of the store free of
rent, and I pitched my tent on the floor. The store is oe*
cupied now by one of the best tailoring firms in the eiry,

and no doubt pays an enormous rental. I used to shoot
quail, sometimes as many as one hundred in. a day on the
hills, where now is the best and most thickly settled part
of the city.

I had been reading for several days in the daily papers
an account of a party having been massacred out neaf
Fort Dodge; and being a tenderfoot I had paid consider-
able attention to it. One morning I read that a party was
being made up to go buffalo hunting, and my greatest de-
sire on earth was to see and shoot a buffalo. I hunted up
this party, who were old buffalo hunters, and of the wild
and wooly character, but as afterward proved to be men
of the best of stuff. I told them I was from the East and
would awfully like to go with them, assuring them that
I would cause them no trouble and pay my way. They
seemed to enjoy the idea of my going and said, "Stranger,
get your gun and come with us."
When all was ready we started with our outfit, wagons,

ponies, etc.; our route was over the famous SantaFe Trail.

We were some time making the trip, and enjoyed much
good sport; the country was alive with chickens, antelope
and much other game. I got along nicely with my new
made friends and finally we came to the point where we
were to go into camp and do our buffalo shooting. We
saw the spot where the party had been massacred by the
Indians, the ashes and remains of their wagons. Of
course from what I had read and seen I expected to see
Indians, buffalo and antelope jumping up from behind
every blade of grass.

We went into camp in the afternoon at a spot most of
the party well knew, for they had been here before*
While some were pitching tent and others getting stuff

for fire, one of the party told me to take a pan and follow
the trail over a hilltop about a quarter of a mile, Where I
would find a nice spring of water and to get some for
coffee. I had with nie a single-shot rifle .98cal. , which t
used for sport. 1 took the pail; and expecting that 1
might see something to shoot I took the little rifle with
me; but this, it seems, none of the company knew.

I found the spring, saw nothing to shoot at and started
toward camp with my pail of water. I had got well over
the hill and in sight of camp, when I heard reports of
rifles in my rear. I looked back and saw, to my horror,
several Indians shooting at me and yelling with all their
might. I do not believe that any man was ever more
scared than I was. I knew I could not get to camp; and
I suppose it was by instinct that I set down my pail and
gave them a shot with the little .38cal. I did not think
that I took aim at anything, but just fired. My shot,

however, did its work, and I had killed a pony from
under its rider. Not expecting this turn of affairs, they
immediately threw off their blankets and disclosed to me
that they were my own party, who had sent me out for
the purpose of having a little fun, and as quick as I had
gone had mounted their ponies, wrapped blankets around
them and ridden around the hill to come in behind me.
While I was really so frightened I could hardly hold my
gun they never knew it, but thought I was a brave ten-
derfoot.

I spent six weeks there with them, and never had a bet-

ter time in my life. There is no life like the hunter's and
no place like the frontier. If I could do so I would spend
every year of my life from August to January in the
West, commencing in Dakota in August on chicken and
working south as the winter advances. A. M. D.

After an unusually successful day with the black bass,

while we were packing our fish preparatory to our long
ride home, an old man, whose age had had no less effect

upon his physical than his mental powers, came up and
looked with a good deal of interest upon our catch.
After he had satisfied his curiosity he straightened up and
with a shrug of his shoulder said, "They are fine ones,

but I caught on to one over there by the island that was
an old rounder. I was a-fishing for bullheads when this

fish bit, and I knowed by the way he took holt he was a
big un; so I pulled in my anchor so the skiff could float.

Off he started, a-draggin' me and the skiff arter him. As
we went along by the shore we sort o' sheered in under
those maples and I ketched holt on one of the branches.
He pulled and I held on till suthin' gave way, and over-
board I went. I waded on shore and looked to see whioh
way he had gone, and there lay my pole floating on the
water a little way out. I got the skiff and shoved off to

get the pole. When I pulled my line in I had the
darndest big bass head on my hook you ever saw; and
say, Mister, that fish had pulled himself in two a-tryin' to

get away. I wish I could have got the rest of him, for
his head, weighed 71bs." M. D.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT,
For Value Received.

A dozen of the largest firms of dealers in sportsmen's supplies have
advertised continuously in the Forest and Stream through its twenty-
one years of publication. They are shrewd and successful business
houses, and do not expend money except for value received. Would
they go on year after year paying for advertising unless this adver-
tising paid them?

On the Home Table.
Forest and Stream goes into thousands of families, and is read by

old and young. No occasion to scrutinize it either. The editors never
break faith with their subscribers. Never a copy leaves the press that
may not with welcome—as a well spoken guest—enter anyhome in the
land.

The Bridgeport Gun Implement Company has just issued a supph
Lisha's shop. While fully appreciating the contents of each number

, ment to its catalogue that contains illustrated descriptions and prices
of Forest and Stream, I always read Mr. Robinson's chapter first. 1 of a n
My dear Mr. Robinson, couldn't you have made the story of "Danvis

Folks" a little longer? 0. M. Stabk.

DuNBARTON, N. H.

of a number of articles of interest to sportsmen. Among these may
be mentioned bullet moulds, reloaders, creasers, cleaning sets, etc. A
patent pistol clip and a special measure for Walsrode powder are also
listed, as well as the new Bridgeport cyclometer
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tree could not climb it. On describing what I had seen
on my arrival at camp, an Aroostook lumberman told us
it must have been a moose, describing the animal and
what he lived upon, and saying also thatthey were plenty
in the Maine woods and excellent beef. Of course we did
not believe the man, and laughed at what he termed his
"Yankee gas." This was the first sign of moose seen on
the Restigouche or in northern New Brunswick.
The Indians, however, had a legend among them that

one hundred years before moose had been plenty, but
that all had been killed. Why they moved and why they
returned is a mystery so far unsolved.

It appears that moose are not found east of the Great
Saguenay River and it is just possible the^forest growth
in this very large territory is unsuitable, the growth
being nearly all spruce, which I never saw touched by
the moose, although when pressed by hunger toward
spring they will strip the balsam fir.

The grandest example of the wonderful power and
activity of the moose that I ever had was on the Upsil-
quitch River. I was paddling down it facing a strong
east wind when on rounding a turn I saw what I thought
was four horses wading up the stream a half mile below
us. At first I took them for a lumberman's tow team,
but not seeing the barge I could not think where the
horses came from. Directly the largest bull I ever saw
lowered his head, bringing the huge antlers into view.
My man reached over to uncase the repeater, but this I
would not permit, as I never killed unless the meat could !

be utilized.

As we drew close to them they stopped wading, looking
at us in wonder, and I actually paddled within ten feet
of the large bull and might have struck him with my
canoe-pole. In another instant they had the scent; one I

of them gave a peculiar snort; they seemed to jump into
the air with all four feet at once, then sprang for the
bank, about 30ft. away, the large bull leading, the two

throwing the whitewoods—strong hardwoods 4 to 6in.
in diameter at the butt, 10 to 12ft. high, with numerous
branches—to right and left, bearing and breaking them
like pipe stems. You could hear the blows given to a
stouter bush than common when the antlers struck. His
hide was steaming, his eye fairly gleaming, as he
lowered his nose every minute, and when he came to the
big dry tree he hesitated only for an instant; with a slight
backward step he was in the air, over the top of the great
dry limbs and again on his course. I now said to my
Indian, "That fellow follow cow. Kill her sure when
cafch her." "Wogh, never catch him; hab him plenty;"
suctbi was my Indian's reasoning, and I think it correct.

I never had a fight with a bull, although I have killed a
good many. I have had them turn on their track when
chased, coming back for fight if you choose. In such a
case discretion is best, as all you have to do is to move
aside behind a tree, killing the bull as he passes. If you
have a good dog the moose will soon come to bay,
tramping a battle ground under some wide-spreading
evergreen where the snow is shoaler. The cow runs until
exhausted, never turning. Few dogs will go near the
moose when thus prepared. A fine mastiff I once had
got a young bull thus cornered, and when I arrived the
dog seemed determined to go into close quarters, and
would not mind my calls. He circled around the moose
and thought by using the tree as a blind he could grab the
ham nearest to him. As he sprang from the tree the
moose struck with the hindfoot, missed the dog, but
struck the tree, peeling off its bark. The dog missed the
ham; his spring carried him under the moose, and he tried
to get clear by going through between his forefeet. Alas,
the moose caught him with both feet and cut him in two.

I never yet met a hunter or Indian who ever saw a pair
of bulls fighting. If they strike at a man it is the forefeet
they use, although the hindfoot comes handy and it has
a long reach. My opinion is, if two large bulls came in

A MAINE MOOSE HEAD. Spread of Antlers, 57 Inches.
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THAT VANISHING MOOSE.
I have read with great interest Mr. Madison Grant's

article on the moose in the January Century, which I
would like to supplement with some facts coming under
my own observation. A residence of 57 years in the
northern wilds of New Brunswick, 30 of them in the
lumber woods and 16 in charge of the Restigouche River
and its tributaries, to whose head-waters I made periodical
visits, gave me exceptional opportunities for observation.
The face of this country, from Gaspe through the

peninsula in Quebec, away around the Metis and Rimou-
ski rivers, and around the head-waters of the St. John,
Tobique and Mirimichi, is all very much alike in con-
tour, the streams all interlocking, passing each other on
the divide, all—big and little—having lakes as their
sources. All the streams in the northerly portions are
banked by hills 400 to 900ft. high, many of them very
steep, brooks, ravines and gulches, entering the main
streams very frequently. The traveling, therefore, is
mostly up one hill and down another. So you can
judge of the impracticability of road making in such a
country. Notwithstanding the roughness of the country,
nearly all the larger streams are navigable by the lumber-
man, either by towing with horses or toting on the ice the
winter supplies.

The original growth of wood on those hillsides was the
pine, spruce and cedar, the small level ridges producing
birch and maple. Within the last forty years many hun-
dreds of miles of those mountain sides have suffered from
the lumberman's fires, in stream-driving time, the smoke
often obscuring the sun for days at a time. On those
burned hills the new growth soon appears, unless the soil
is totally burned to the rock; if it is, the blueberry
soon grows up—a pasture for Bruin. If soil is left, the
aspen, white birch, moose and white woods come up so
thick as to stunt the growth of the individual trees. None
of the original wood ever grows again. So every fire
brings the lumberman nearer the end, now in sight.
Now, this young wogd is the moose's paradise; it is ex-

actly his favorite food. From June to October they keep
as near the water as possible, not for feed alone, although
the water-lily is a great favorite, but the moose fly pest
drives them into the mud and water, along with the cari-
bou. In November and December, with perhaps a por-
tion of January, they range along the brows of the hills
and on the hardwood ridges, cropping the branches of
the rowan, birch and whitewood, not yet peeling the
bark, but continually moving; generally the cow with
her two spring calves, perhaps with one or two bulls in
company.
Just as soon as the snow gets about two feet deep a

move is made for the winter yard. Probably the moose
have some knowledge of where they are going, but the
place is never near the one where they have been feeding.
I have followed their trail for fifteen miles, and during
this tramp they will not feed or break a bush. In choos-
ing their yard they pick out a thick growth on the hill-
side, about half way from the bottom and facing the sun.
They need no water, the snow supplying that. The bulls
now part company from the cows and young. Often two
of them keep together, sometimes three. Why they
separate is as yet unknown. Indians say, "Bull kill em
calves." This is imagination, as the cow does not drop
her young until May. On this sidehill and among the
thick growth a small space will suffice for them, and they
break up hill, rearing up and trampling down the snow,
and peeling the bark from the saplings and every branch
an inch and a half in diameter. In spring one of those
yards looks like a chopping or clearing. Should the yard
be on a level, which sometimes occurs, they commence
breaking in a circle, extending it as needed. Some hun-
ters travel round on the ridges, among the early fall nooks,
fearing to tackle the snowshoeing on the steep sidehills,
thick growth and loose snow. Amateurs after a week or
two of tramping get astray and out of provisions, and
come home without meat or hide.
There are laws in the Provinces (on paper only) for the
rotection of moose; officers are appointed who are paid
y half the penalties, on conviction of the offender, but

should the suit fail, the officer pays the expenses. The
officer cannot arrest but he may confiscate if he can; as
likely as not he never saw the men personally, is ignorant
of their names or perhaps of their residence. As for going
to search a lumber camp for moose meat, a game warden
knows better than to attempt this; the hides, if any, are
put out of the way and are sold when the season is open,
and a man who undertakes game wardenship must be
prepared to meet obstacles he little dreams of.

But let us go back to our moose yard. In March when
the snow is crusted there is no chasing to be done. The
moose cannot leave the yard, and cows and yearlings can
be knocked on the head. I have seen a bull go for a mile
through six feet of snow—without crust on it—but the
'moment he sighted me he turned on his tracks for battle.
I never knew a cow to show fight, even to save her calf.
One peculiarity in both moose and caribou is that they

can't believe their eyes. In going up or down our rivers
in canoes I have got within 20 or 30ft. of the moose on
the bank or in the water. It would stand there, head up
and nostrils dilated, but as soon as the scent was caught
the first move was a turn, then leap after leap, until he
or she was a quickly vanished moose. Of course, should
the animal be to leeward of you the vanishing would take
place before you came in sight. The caribou, although
keen of scent, does not seem to mind the advent of the
hunter. Like the moose, they will often run 50 or 100yds.
and then stop and look back. They do not fear the lum-
berman's works, but will poke around the fallen treetops,
selecting the moss from the dry branches, of which they
are peculiarly fond, having beaten paths through and
around. In such places they are often snared by the
lumbermen in a running noose.

I well remember the first moose works I ever saw.
About 1840 I was hauling provisions from the river to our
lumber camp, in early winter, At a turn in the road I
saw a small-sized rowan tree heavily laden with its scarlet
berries. I noticed that the bark was torn off, and on ex-
amination found the tree all torn and furrowed. At that
time I had been four years out from Scotland, but had
never heard of the moose. As my team was moving along
the road I had no time for close examination, but could
think of no explanation except that a bear had been try-
ing to reaoh the berries and owing to the smalLaeas of the

young cows and bull following. The ascent began at the
water's edge, and the hill was furrowed in places to the
bare rock by the snowslides in spring, with patches of
trees and bushes scattered over its surface, and was be-
tween 400 and 500ft. in height. Up this hill went those
four large animals, and for the first 100ft. they jumped
straight up its face. The large bull was the first to try
quartering, followed by the others, but they all passed
him before reaching the top.

Myself and man were poling up one of our small
branches late in September. Just as we got in sight of
its forks we saw a cow moose deliberately walk over the
beach or spit at their junction. On»reaching this spit we
drew our canoe on the shingle and prepared lunch. We
just had the kettle boiling, when on the hill behind us,

covered with a dense growth of young wood, we heard
what resembled a large boulder tearing the bushes and
young trees on its way down the slope. At its foot the
wood was not quite so dense, and we saw a great moose
emerge from it. At one bound he was on the spit beside
us. Pausing for an instant he lowered his head. Never
looking at us or our fire he jumped over the canoe, crossed
the other branch and vanished. After crossing we could
trace his course by the sound of the bushes breaking when-
ever he lowered his head to follow the scent of the cow.
The following year, in company with an Indian hunter,

I was cruising out a lumber berth in September. I had
climbed a large spruce to have a look around, and seeing
a ridge of pine on the border of a lake I called up the
Indian to see if he knew the locality. Just as he got to
my side we heard something coming toward us, which
turned out to be a cow moose. I thought her actions
were erratic, for she was traveling in a zig-zag course.
Close to us a large dry spruce had blown down, its great,
long, dry limbs extending outward and upward in all

directions. She did not care to go round it and it lay
well up from the ground, in which an inequality or hol-
low enabled her, by going on her knees, to go under. I
said to my Indian, "Moose crazy?" to which he replied,
"Maybe. See bye and bye."
We had just begun to descend the tree when we beard

quite a thrashing, cracking noise drawing rapidly near,
and soon a splendid bull was in sight, following as
rapidly as possible exactly in the footsteps of the cow,

contact with force they would tear the antlers from the
skull, as they are not bedded in the bone as in the domes-
tic bull. I also think they are really more horsey or mule-
like in their nature, particularly in the head and quarters.
The hoof is small for such an animal, sufficiently sharp
and hard to prevent slipping on clear ice. As for the
great chisel teeth and powerful jaws, should the moose
get a hold with them the piece would be torn out. I
therefore think that when fighting occurs it is much more
after the horse mode.
Our northern moose do not reach the size of the Maine

or Upper Canadian. Few will weigh 7001bs. , in fact that
is a big moose in northern New Brunswick or Quebpc.
Moose have now been with us for fifty years, and for all

the slaughter done—often 200 in a winter killed for the
hide alone, by whites and Indians—they are still here and
fairly plenty, and I must say much more meat is now
brought to market than ever, and few hotels are without
a moose steak for the traveler if he wants it. One thing
is certain, if our law-makers would give them even half
protection they would not leave us again, and they are
much plentier now than they were ten years ago, the
lighter snows of late years, together with the thick growths
of young wood, saving many of their lives.

John Mowat.

Adirondack Deer.
Utica, N. Y., April 12.—A. D. Barber, Frank R. Groves,

Frank M. Baker and E. A. Klock, of Honnedaga Lake, in
the Adirondacks, recently made a long trip into the
wilderness, mainly for the purpose of ascertaining how
the deer had wintered on the lands of the Adirondack
League Club. Starting from Forest Lodge, on Honnedaga
Lake, they went to Jones Lake, Indian River, Indian, Squaw
and Beaver lakes, and thence to Moose River, returning by
the way of Brook Trout Lake, the West Canada Lakes and
West Canada Creek. They found plenty of deer signs, but
no dead deer. They do not believe any of the animals
died of starvation. At one of the lumber camps they saw
a man who had been around the woods a great deal dur-
ing the winter and he had only seen the carcasses of two
deer, and those had been killed by dogs. The fish hatchery
at Honnedaga Lake is working well and some of the fry
have already been distributed, Portsa,
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STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Plank.—The sale of game should be forbidden at all

times.—Forest and Stbbam, Feb. 10.

Binghamton, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I am
heartily with you in your platform. "The sale of game
should be forbidden at all season." My observation has
proved to me the necessity of some such legislation. I

have seen shipped from a small western Pennsylvania
town to the New York market at one time 40 pheasants,

60 quail, 45 gray squirrels and a box full of rabbits. For
this amount of game the shipper paid the magnificent
sum of $11 and made a clear profit of $40 or $50. We
examined the birds pretty carefully and could find no
shot marks on many of them. These probably "fell dead
from fright." Now, figure on the profit to the rural

sportsmen and farmers' boys in that $11. Would it not
have been more profitable for them to protect the game
on their farms and then charge for the shooting privi-

lege? I have found farmers usually a very kind and
gentlemanly class; having made it a rule to ask permis-

sion to shoot over the land I have rarely met with a
refusal. There is only one way to do it; ask permission,

and if you cannot get it bid Mr. Farmer good morning
and seek "green fields and pastures new."
Now, suppose Foeest and Stream's plank made into a

law, the pot-hunter and the farmer's boy are the two
classes who would oppose it. As far as the pot or market-
shooter is concerned a word is sufficient; he is in a hope-
less minority in any community, let him wail and fine

him everyjtime he breaks the law. I have known a good
many farmers and farmers' boys, and have shot with
them too, and found them good fellows and true lovers

of sport for its own sake. The farmer or his boy who
sells game usually does so to pay for his ammunition.
Now, if those who go on the farmer's land would remem-
ber this and so arrange it, with tact and delicacy—for

the farmer is very keen to resent any seeming slur on
his hospitality—to leave either ammunition or its equiva-

lent in money, the hearty co-operation of the farming
class in observing the law will be assured. A dollar for

a pot of coffee, a few quarts of milk or a horse feed has
often brought a good day's sport on favorable grounds
and a very kind invitation to come again. Sportsmen
generally*would certainly be willing to pay enough for

the privilege of shooting in good covers to reimburse the
farmer's boy for his loss in the sale of game. I once
knew a man who wanted $5 for the right to fish 500yds.

of trout stream one afternoon, but that is another story.

J. H. LaRoche.

Victoria, B. C—Editor Forest and Stream: I am
sorry that H. W. D. L. thinks your correspondents who
are in favor of prohibiting the sale of game are at all

selfish. I know quite well that if the market-hunter were
stopped here there would be more game for every one.

There are hundreds of fine blue grouse killed for the mar-
ket and I think it is a great shame it cannot be stopped.

E. M.

FIELD PERMITS.
Once upon a time, in the indefinite past, the woods and

fields were alive with wild game which it was everbody's
privilege to shoot. To-day freeholders have only a few
partridges, quail and prairie chickens left on their

premises, and a sorry chance even for them, for most of

this class of farmers have little leisure for sport, and every
gunner from town or neighborhood has an envious eye
on the birds and covers. Lands are for the most part
posted, it is true, though strangers who are gentlemen
usually get permission to shoot over them for the asking.
Nevertheless, human nature is so perverse that it gener-
ally prefers to trespass rather than apply, and disputes
are consequently occurring constantly between shooters
and land-owners as to their respective equities in creatures
which the law adjudges to be ferce naturae, upon the pub-
lic domain, and exclusive property only so long as they
remain on grounds in which there is vested fee. To
adjust these conflicting claims has been an irritating

problem for many years, for which litigants and claimants
would gladly accept a solution that would be mutually
satisfactory. Perhaps a combination might be effected

in a way which involves no humiliating concessions from
either party, and it might even aid, Mr. Editor, in your
commendable scheme to preserve the game and squelch
the market-shooter. Let me submit it dialeetically:

When a farmer grants a sportsman the privilege to

shoot over his fields, the sportsman bags the game, but
what consideration does the farmer get? Often nothing,
not even a thank you, for the sportsman usually leaves

the premises at a more convenient point than where he
entered, so that he does not meet the owner, who occa-
sionally suffers an actual loss in crops and fences by the
permitted raid. He does not deem it incumbent or obliga-

tory to make acknowledgment or amends. Now, in the
wooly West and bumptious South, where it is customary
to farm "on shares," the owner furnishes the land and
seed, and the tenant the tools and labor, and the two
divide the returns even, or pro rata. Just so it should be
between sportsman and faroaer. As soon as permission
is given the former to enter the premises they become
partners. The farmer furnishes the land and the birds
(which are the seed), and the sportsman the tools and am-
munition, and does all the work. Obviously, the farmer
is entitled in equity to a division of the game, and so they
divide the proceeds, as agreed upon.

This, Mr. Editor, is the mainspring of the movement,
and I am persuaded that sportsmen's hotels and railroads

would not only countenance and abet the scheme, but
become potential factors in inaugurating it. Jealousy
between farmers and gunners would cease by removal of

its cause. Market-shooters and pot-hunters would be ex-
cluded from the fields by the right of land owners to dis-

criminate in granting permits, and the inducement of

pecuniary gain to mercenary land owners and market
men would be diminished one-half by the regulation
requiring division of the spoils. Prosecutions for trespass

would cease. Game wardens would be strengthened in

the performance of their duty, and hayseed would no
more stick to the green cloth. Besides, the radical ter-

giversation involved by the legal adoption of your "plat-

form plank" would be tempered by letting it into place
gradually. Bona fide sportsmen who hunted on shares
with farmers might be permitted to sell game in restricted

quantities, whereby it would be possible for invalids who
had no shooting friends to obtain a bird now and then by
purchase. The masses of the community ought not to be

disbarred from the luxury of eating game in order that

Lucullus may feast.

Whether feasible, sensible or advisable, I believe that

my idea is at least novel; and it may serve to start a dis-

cussion in your paper, such as is needed periodically to

stimulate its circulation. Charles Hallock.

JIM.

We were camped amid the wilds of the Rockies in

Wyoming, and on the banks of a small, noisy mountain
stream. H. had gone fishing that morning, but after

futile attempts to lure the trout from their sool and
sparkling homes, he concluded to go up the mountain to

where a bear trap was set. Here he found a brown bear
fast in the jaws of steel and two of the cutest little cub
bears near her. But, immediately upon his approach
these ran nimbly to the very top of a tall tree. A shot

quickly settled the mother bear, and then H, did look
longingly at those little fellows in the treetop. Camp
was five miles away, that tree was high and devoid of

limbs to the very top; he could not fell it without an ax,

and not knowing the natures of bears, was afraid to leave

them for fear they would come down and make off while
he was gone.
Suddenly an idea flashed into his mind, and calling to

Ranger, a handsome bird dog, he took a fish cord from
his pocket and attaching it to Ranger's collar secured him
to the tree. He said he left the place as quickly as

possible, for Ranger's howls were piteous.

The news excited all at camp, and after a hurried lunch
we were soon to the spot. Here a pretty scene presented

itself. A dead bear, and up the tall tree, more properly a

pole, a little, cunning black head on one side and four
paws clasping the tree, and just below the picture re-

peated, and at the base the wondering Ranger.

HAS A SWEET TOOTH.

To climb the tree was impossible for any one there, and
Daddy, our helper, was soon making the chips fly. Down
came the tree but no bear, for the top had lodged in

another tree and the little fellows were safe in its top.

Another pine fell and with it one cub, but the other es-

caped to another treetop. H. immediately grabbed the
one and sent him head foremost into a gunny sack and
handed all to me for safe keeping. I secured the sack
and put it on the ground some 25ft. from the carcass of

the mother, but the poor little fellow with cries almost
human, crawled in the sack to her side.

Meanwhile Daddy was felling another tree, and when
this was nearly ready to fall, H. admonished Daddy to

fall it easily, so it would not kill this cub. The admonition
was of no avail, as the tree crashed into the only clearing

around and the poor little brother was kicking his last

when H. and my husband reached him. We all felt bad,

for it would have been pleasure to have had both.

But soon he and his mother were stripped of their coats

and we were at camp again. The cub was immediately
christened Jim, and secured by a chain attached by a
piece of rope to two buckskin thongs around his neck and
back of his legs. He would drink condensed milk
eagerly. One tablespoonful in a tin cup of milk-warm
water three times a day was his rations and he thrived.

He was cunning and amused us very much by his antics.

He and. Ranger were good friends and a pretty sight it

was to see them asleep with the bear's head on the dog's
neck.
But alas! for human hopes and ambitions. One after-

noon Jim was missed, and upon investigation we found
he had severed the rope from the chain and gone with the
two thongs of buckskin around him. We searched every-
where but we never found him and H. was obliged to go
home without him.
But the story of Jim is not without a sequel. Some two

weeks after H.'s departure, an Indian appeared at one of

our small stores with a brown cub that had two buckskin
strings around him when caught. To inquiries of "How
did you catch him?" the Indian said, "Him heap tame,
him no fight, no scratch, no run. Me heap catchee." It

seems that while hunting in the mountains he had come
upon him, and Jim having no fear of man was easily

made captive again. He was purchased from his second
captor and sent to H., and when he and the cub attempted
to renew acquaintance Jim bit the ends of his fingers

so severely that H. declares they are not on speaking
terms now.
The picture appended shows Jim in the act of gratifying

his constant desire for sweets by reaching for a stick of

candyg Mrs, D.

IN DIXIE LAND.-VII.
[From a Staff Correspondent]

A New Sporting Country.

The Rockport region is one undoubtedly unfamiliar to

many if not most of the Forest and Stream readers, and
is worthy of careful description. I shall try to cover in

advance some of the questions sure to be asked about it.

It is a new sporting country.
The town of Rockport is situated on Aransas Bay. There

is little marsh about the region, except at the heads of

the bays. The live oak motte country comes down close

to the town on the north.
Aransas Bay is one of those long shallow bays which

skirt the coast for perhaps hundreds of miles. Its outer

boundary is one of the long, low, narrow sand dunes
common in the coast contour. The outer island, key, or

sand sprit, is known as St. Joseph's Island. To the west
of this runs the Mustang Island. These outer fringes of

land are not much visited. They are covered with sand
and scrubby trees in many parts. From Rockport to St.

Joseph's Island is only about six or eight miles.

Beyond these narrow outside skirts of land the Gulf of

Mexico lies. The points where the Gulf breaks through
and connects with the inner bays are called "passes." The
"deep water" scheme was to open a ship channel from the

passes across the shallow bays and up to the towns on the

mainland. Corpus Christi, Aransas City and Rockport all

had this dream and the consequent boom. Rockport is

thirty years or more old. It is simply a quiet, lazy, sleepy

town of perhaps 1,000 inhabitants, with a lovely climate

and a large indifference whether school keeps or not.

Many winter resorts have bepn built up with not one-tenth

of the attractions naturally possessed by this town.
Twenty years ago Rockport was wealthy. Twenty years

from now it may be wealthy again.

The average temperature in winter is 57°; in spring

months, 77°; in summer months, 86°; in fall 60°. The
summer climate is not bad, being tempered by night
breezes.
The town is built on a live oak peninsula. Back of this

lies the great extent of the Fulton ranch, once the property
chiefly of Col, Fulton. Since the recent death of Col.

Fulton it has been known as the Col. Fulton estate. This
ranch comprises 172,000 acres. I have spoken of visiting

the Puerto Bay, then of going west of that 20 miles to the

Shellbanks, and then of sailing 20 miles further west to

Shamrock Cove. In all this stretch we had hardly sail ed
the length of the shore line of this one great "pasture."

Part of this "pasture," or what was once the pasture, is

that lovely live oak promontory which runs out into the
bay at one side of the town site, and which is practically

or will be part of the town. This high and breeze-swept
peninsula separates Aransas Bay from Copane Bay.
The Aransas Hotel, conducted by Mr. Milton Everett, is

the one where the sportsman naturally goes, because of

Mr. Everett's sporting tendencies, as well as because the

hotel is the best of the town, is at the center of the town,
and at the main wharf. Rates here are $2 and $2.50 a day,
$15 a week. Mr. Everett knows how and where to go for

all the sport of the region.

Sailing and Boating Waters.

There are no finer sailing and boating waters on any

;

coast than those of Aransas and adjoining bays. The
outer bar or island forms a breakwater, so the river bay

]

is not rough like the Gulf. Then there are bays within i

bays. One may be half a mile from land and not have
over 8ft. of water under him.
There are plenty of sailboats and rowboats, but no steam

or naphtha launches. The tarpon fishing is 10 miles or*

more from the hotel, and when one depends on a sailing

craft, he may lose his day, for there are no accommoda-
tions of any extent at the Pass. In time there may be bet-

ter transportation. The present methods are in keeping
with the climate and with the whole disposition of the,

place, and perhaps they are better than more rapid onesc

for him who is seeking a resting country.

Varieties of Ducks.

The redheads seem, perhaps, the most numerous ducks,

and of these the market-shooters say there are as many as

ever. Pintails are also very numerous, and there are some,

bluebills (dos-gres). The marsh ducks in general como on
the salt flats to feed, but the pintails more especially. At
least this was our experience. We did not see a mallard '

nor a teal.

Chief of all the fowl is the canvasback. This country

;

is a natural winter home for this bird. We saw greatnum-|
bers of them. As was stated, they are annually shipped

;

by thousands out of Rockport, which is one of the great-
|

est of the market-shooting headquarters. The annual'

shipment is 25,000 to 60,000 head of canvasbacks, I was
told. The best months are November and December. led
is obtained readily of the fish and oyster companies. Thisl

year the low price of game stopped the shipment.

No Club Preserves.

Rockport is probably, indeed almost certainly, the best

canvasback water now left open to the public in the

United States. There are no club preserves. I do noli

know where to direct any one for better open duck coun-

try.

Character of Shooting.

The shooting is almost all open-water shooting. Tht

shallow bays afford untold miles of feeding ground. Th£
shooters stick down bushes into the mud, making brusl

blinds, into which they run their boats. For this sort oi

shooting one needs large fleets of decoys. The local de
coys are rude but seem to serve. The sailing boats carry

some decoys. There are few houses at which one caii

stop, and practically one must figure on stopping on boarf;

his schooner. Terms for schooner, as mentioned, averagr

$8 a day.
The shooter should take with him all the ammunitior

he needs. He can get nothing good but shot at Rockportj

The best way is to take in shells loaded with powder and
wadded. These can be shotted and crimped at Rockpor
by the shooter, who will find its weight saved in baggage
a great consideration.
Take plenty of the best gun oil and rust preventives,,

and be] very careful with your guns, for the sea air and
salt water will_rust_them fearfuUy, _ J\ly.£viend's,expen
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sive ejector gun became disabled by the rust, and he had
to lay it aside.

Other Game.

Rockport is just below the quail country. One can
make short riiil or wagon trips and get good quail shoot-
ing (at the Bob White).

Chiltepin Creek is an old turkey country. Beeville
turkey country, much written of, is only a short way
above Rockport. By a brief rail trip one can get into the
timbered watercourse, where he can get as good turkey
shooting as he can anywhere in the country. There is no
place where one can get all these sorts of shooting on the
same piece of ground, but there is probably no place in
the world where one can get them all so close together.
The Nueces River bottoms are good for turkey.
Deer abound in this part of Texas. There are numbers

on St. Joseph's Island, six miles from the Aransas Hotel.
One party brought in two deer one day while we were
there. They saw 21 deer that day. If one wants a wider
and wilder country, he can go back on the Fulton pasture,

or he can go by rail over toward the Nueces country.
There are no deer in the dooryards, but the shooter at
Rockport is in a deer country, and can get his deer by
going after it in hunter fashion.

Jack Snipe and Geese.

I
In all seasons the jack snipe shooting is fine along the

bays. The amount of rain also determines the supply of
geese, brant, swan, etc., etc., which often is very large.

Doves in the South are held to be game birds. Their
strength of wing and wariness entitles them to the claim,
though in the North they are protected as song birds.

Dove shooting is one of the liveliest sports in Texas.
These birds abound along the roads and fields back of
Rockport.

Sea Food.

Oysters of great size and fine quality are to be found all

through the bays. Most of the edible sea fishes of the
latitude come into the market, as do also the green sea
turtles. The diamond-back terrapin is still taken in con-
siderable quantities, and there are several terrapin farms.
Sea trout (weakfish), redfish, Spanish mackerel, sheeps-
head, etc., etc.. are taken with rod and reel. The great
jewfish is sometimes captured. One can have very
decent fun at the smaller sea fishes if he likes.

Tarpon—Tarpon—Tarpon !

' I did not make any attempt to fish for tarpon, but
wished keenly that I had been earlier, or later, in the
season. There is no doubt whatever that the tarpon fish-

ing here is the finest in the country, though that fact is

not known at all outside of a very limited part of the
State. The tarpon fishing is really the greatest and most
rare and valuable attraction which Rockport has. Is

there any other tarpon country which has also so many
other sporting attractions?

Mr. Milton Everett writes thus about the tarpon fishing
of Rockport.

The home of the tarpon is to be found in Aransas Pass. The Pass
Is the channel between St. Joseph and Mustang: islands, connecting;
the waters of the Gulf with those of Aransas Bay. It is about a half
mile long, 1,600ft. wide and from 30 to 45ft. deep. The tides and winds
cause strong inward and outward currents to prevail at all times, and
in these seething waters the tarpon makes his home, his feeding and
play ground, and is to be found nearly all the year round. Here they
spawn early in June, the young fish seeking the shallow grassy flat?

in the bay, where they remain until of sufficient size to keep out of
wav of the big fish. In the month of July, while fishing for trout, I

have caught them 4 to 6in. long, and again in September I have caught
several from 8 to lOin. long.
The action of the young ones when caught is the same as the grown

ones, and it is an amusing sight to see them vainly striving to get un-
hooked. Only within the last three or four years has rod and reel
fishing been practiced here.
Aransas Pass is beyond the dream of any tarpon fisherman who has

never been there and tested it. The supply of tarpon is practically
unlimited. They play and feed by hundreds. I have many times seen
a hundred of them out of water at once. This might seem an extrava-
gant statement to some, and toothers, who have never fished for them
except in Florida, a colossal fish tale, yet it is the whole truth and
nothing but the truth. This statement can be verified by Judge W. W.
King, district judge; Mr. T. H. Micklejohn, Hon. A. W. Houston, gen-
eral attorney S. A. & A. P. R. R.; Senator P. J. Lewis, Judge Bryan
Oallaghan, Capt. Phil Shardein, and others who live in San Antonio,
and who form a coterie of sportsmen who first introduced reel fishing
here. Gentlemen who have been in the habit of spending their win-
ters in Florida in search of this fish will hardly credit this story, but it

can be substantiated by one trial. During the spring months these fish
go all over Aransas and adjoining bays and can be seen everywhere.
Several have been hooked by parties fishing off the Rockport wharf
and at other points along the shore in the town.

All Tell the Same Story.

Of course, there will be surprise at statements like the
above, but pleasant surprises like these occasionally
await the readers of a reliable sportsmen's paper. I
have no wish nor intention of lowering the character of
Forest and Stream for reliability, and do not believe I

am doing so in publishing the above, though, of course,
it is in one sense hearsay evidence only. It was impos-
sible to verify everything on one short trip, yet I consider
the tarpon statements the best substantiated of any we
heard as to the sport of the locality—in no respect of
which were we in the least disappointed. All agreed as

to the excellence of the tarpon fishing. The San Antonio
gentlemen above mentioned bear authority with them.
Another piece of testimony to which I attach great value
is that nf Johnnie Bludworth, whose fair and quiet con-
versation we had every reason to admire.

"I could guarantee a man a tarpon a day in the best
season," said Johnnie. "You've no idea how many there
are over there at the Pass. I've stood on the jetty and
seen them swimming under me in the channel by dozens
and dozens, and sometimes I have harpooned them there.

On the whole I think September is the best month for
the tarpon fishing. I have often caught two or three a
day, and, of course, you get a great many strikes you
never land. The best way to fish for them is to troll for
them with mullet bait. January and February are the
poorest months for them. In March they will begin to

come in. If we had a stretch of warm weather we might
get one even in January, though we don't often catch any
then. They bite all summer long and all through the
fall. If a fellow wants a tarpon he wouldn't have much
trouble getting one here."

What Rockport Needs.

What Rockport needs is a good hotel—not at Rockport,
but at San Antonio. A really good hotel at San Antonio
would help Rockport more than if it were at Rockport.
A really good hotel at San Antonio would help the State

of Texas, and I don't see why the San Antonio people
don't realize this. The winter tourist who stops at San
Antonio will drop down to the coast to shoot a bit and
kill a tarpon, and once there, he is apt to stay a month
or so. The winter tourist, more especially those of the
more rugged sportsmanlike type, is to be a factor yet in
this odd old sunshiny corner of the world.
And so we must dismiss Rockport, which I believe to

be the most interesting and valuable sporting discovery I
ever fell upon. E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

A Texas Ducking Score.

San Antonio, Texas, April 6.—Editor Forest and
Stream: From the attached clipping I see that Mr. O. C.
Guessaz is your representative at this point. I inclose you
herewith a copy of the Corpus Christi Caller with this
marked item. It speaks for itself:

Ducks by the Hundreds—On Saturday night Messrs. A. B. Critzer
and O. C. Guessaz came down from San Antonio to indulge in a little

sport of shooting ducks. Sunday morning bright and early, in com-
pany with Messrs. Max Luther and J. T. Comforth, they drove down
to the Oso and put in the day shooting ducks. The hunters returned
to town about supper-time and brought back with them 410 ducks.
Monday the same party went to the Oso again and returned in the
evening with 392 ducks, making 802 in all, the result of two days'
shooting. This is the best record made this season in the way of
shooting ducks, and the San Antonio gentlemen returned home Tues-
day, completely carried away with their success.

I understand that Mr. Guessaz is also one of the vice-
presidents of the National Game Protective Association.

A ROCKPORT TARPON.

I understand that your valuable paper is in favor of game
preservation and not extermination, and trust that this

matter is of enough importance to take up. If this stcry
is false—though it has been bragged about by the parties
openly—Mr. Guessaz should have a chance to refute it. I

am one of a large body of sportsmen who are trying to
preserve and protect game. We have a hard time, and it

is uphill work, and if we have not the support of the
prominent papers representing our interests we can ac-
complish but little. A protest through your valuable pa-
per reaches thousands, where we can reach no one by any
other means. I am secretary of the San Antonio Gun
Club of this city, a club pledged to protect game, and this

is my reason for appealing to you.
Willard L. Simpson.

Frightened to Death by Quail.

Editor Forest and Stream;
At Wynne, Ark. , a few days since a young lady school

teacher came upon a bevy of quail while on her way home
from school, and was so frightened by the noise of their
wings that she died within three hours—frightened to
death. I never flush a bevy of quail without becoming
startled at their rise, and I know of many sportsmen who
are similarly affected; but this is the first instance that
has come to my notice where the fright was so severe as
to cause death. Wm. E. Spencer.
Clarendon, Ark., April 7.

A Bill for Park Protection.
Fifty-third Congress, second session. H. R. 6442. In the House

of Representatives, March 26, 1894. Referred to the Committee on the
Public Lauds and ordered to be printed. Mr. Lacey introduced the
following bill:

A bill to protect the birds and animals in Yellowstone National Park
and to punish crimes in said Park, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United Statesjof America in Congress assembled That it shall be unlaw-
ful for any person or persons, without the written consentand author-
ity of the Secretary or the Interior, to kill, ensnare, trap, catch, or in

any manner injure any wild beast, bird, or wild animal of any nature
or description within the boundaries of the Yellowstone National Park
as such boundaries are now or may be hereafter defined.
Sec. 2, That it shall also be unlawful for any person or persons to

catch any fish within the said limits of said Park otherwise than as
may be authorized and provided by the regulations now or hereafter
to be made by the Secretary of the Interior.

Sec. 3. That all guns, traps, teams, horses, or means of transporta-
tion of every nature or description used by any person or persons
within said Park limits engaged in or guilty of killing, trapping, en-
snaring, or capturing such wild beasts, birds, or wild animals shall be
forfeited to the United States, and may be seized by the officers in
charge of said Park and held during the prosecution of any person or
persons arrested under charge of violating the provisions of this act,
and upon conviction under this act of such person or persons using
said guns, traps, teams, horses, or other means of transportation, said

forfeiture shall be adjudicated and ordered by the court as a penalty
in addition to the punishment provided in this act. Such forfeited
property shall be disposed of and accounted for by and under the
authority of the Secretary of the Interior.
Sec. 4. That any person found guilty of violating any of the pro-

visions of this act shall be punished by' fine not exceeding one thous-
and dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding two years, or by
both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.
Sec. 5. That the Yellowstone National Park shall hereafter be

under the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the United States,
and that all the laws applicable to places under the sole and exclu-
sive jurisdiction of the United States shall be in full force and
effect in said Park. If any offense shall be committed in said
Yellowstone Park, which offense is not prohibited or the
punishment thereof is not specially provided for by any law of the
United States, the offender shall be liable to and receive the same pun-
ishment as the laws of the State of Wyoming in force at the time of
the commission of the offense may provide for a like offense in the
said State; and no subsequent repeal of any such law of the State of
Wyoming snail affect any prosecution for such offense committed
within said Park, and the laws of such State defining such offenses are
hereby extended over said Park. All fugitives from justice taking
refuge in said Park shall be subjected to the same laws as refugees
from justice found in the State of Wyoming; that the said Park, for
all the purposes of this act, shall constitute a part of the United States
judicial district of Wyoming; and the district and circuit courts of the
United States in and for said district shall have jurisdiction of all
offenses against the laws of the United States committed within said
Park.
Sec. 6. That if any or all rights granted in any contract, lease, agree-

ment or privilege heretofore made or that may hereafter be made,
shall become forfeited by the failure of the lessee to comply with the
requirements of the law or the stipulations of the contract or lease, it

shall be the duty of the district attorney of the United States for the
State of Wyoming to institute proceedings in the district court of the
United States for said State to have such contract, lease, agreement
or privilege declared forfeited and the possession of the granted prem-
ises or privileges restored to the Government of the United States,
and the said district court is hereby vested with jurisdiction to hear
and determine all such cases.

m m{A Jjfw^r jinking.

A SPRINGTIME MUSING.
"Announced by all the trumpets of the sky,

Arrives the snow, and driving o'er the fields,

Seems nowhere to alight, the whited air

Hides hills and woods, the river and the heaven,

And veils the farmhouse at the garden's end."

R, W. Emerson.

"Saw you ever the like of this?" said Stephens, as he
came into my room and shook himself vigorously to free

bis clothing from the clinging snow. I turned from the
window where I had been looking out upon a blurred and
indistinct scene, caused by the fast falling snow.
"How it does come down," I said, "I cannot see to the

Court house."
"Yes, a nice April shower," he replied. "It looks a

heap like we'll go a-fishing next week, don't it?"

I had to admit that the outlook was not good for wet-
ting a line in the near future in any of the lakes of north-
ern Minnesota.
"And we can't hire a special car and be whirled off

southward as some of our pampered sportsmen can either."

he said.

"No," I replied, "we haven't even influence enough to

set a dog 'franked' through like the brilliant representa-
tive of Forest and Stream."
So we talked on for a while until Stephens, looking out

of the window, said: "This is just about such a day as

the one I recall, when two despondent fellows were sitting

in a tent up on Isle Royal and watching the snow come
down so fast that they could not see across either Wash-
ington or Grace harbors."

"Yes," I replied, "but that snowstorm was in June, and
we were four hundred miles from home and had come
that distance for trout, and it did seem too bad to be
knocked out by a snowstorm so far out of season."

"Well, we had a good time anyway, and I never shall

forget how pathetic you looked as you stood on the shore,
all dripping, after your unexpected bath."
This unkind remark of Stephens referred to my going

after a pail of water, and slipping on the snow-covered
rocks, went head first into the clear, cold water of Lake
Superior. Stephens heard the splash and he came to the
tent door in time to see me crawl out on shore.

He started to laugh, but I stopped any undue show of
hilarity by assuring him that if he dared to laugh I'd kill

him then and there. He has had many a joke about it

since, and has often graphically pictured the scene to the
unbounded edification of our friends.

"Are you going to stick to the old bamboo this year?" he
asked.
"Of course. How could I go a-fishing with anything

else?"

This "old bamboo," as Stephens calls it, has been with me
on every fishing trip, and had part in every catch which
I have made for the past five years. On inland lake and
stream, on "north shore" river and creek, and old Superi-

or's waters, it has filled its place and filled it well. Bass,

small-mouth and large, pike and pike-perch, mascallonge,
ouananiche, brook trout and "lakers" have tested its

suppleness and strength. Never a tip has been broken or
a joint cracked, and it lies in its case to-day ready for use,

as good seemingly as when Stephens gave it to me, five

years ago. At that time I had only a solid wood rod,

which I had used for some time—a gift of a friend in

St. Louis. The rod was an aggravation to Stephens, and
he often said "I'll make way with that rod sometime."
The sometime came one fair July day when he and I and
a friend went north of town to a little lake famed for

bass of the laTge-mouth variety. When we started I saw
an extra rod case among our traps, and upon inquiry was
informed that it was a new rod, that one of his friends

wished him to take and try the mettle of. We arrived at

the lake, put up our tent, for we were to stay all night,

ate our dinner, shoved the boat into the water and went
to setting up our rods—at least Stephens and our friend

did, but I was in a "state of mind," for I could not find

my rod. I distinctly recalled taking it from the wagon
and placing it with the rest of the tackle, but now it was
not to be found. I hunted excitedly everywhere in the
vicinity, but no rod or sign of rod could I find. At length
Stephens called from the boat:
"Come on, we're all ready; .you can use this new rod

and when we come back we'll help you find the old rod
you're making such a fuss about." After a further un-
availing search I went to the boat and there found, all set

up, an elegant split-bamboo rod. My reel was already on
it, and grumblingly I picked it up. We shoved off and
went to fishing. Many times Stephens asked me that

afternoon how I liked the rod, and I could soon assure
him it was a good one.
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When we went to shore with a goodly string of bass, I
at once prepared to resume my search for my rod, when
Stephens stopped me with, "See here old man, I know
where your old stick is, and you'll never see it more.
Take this rod and many be the fish you catch therewith."
Tha.t is how I came in possession of my first and, up to
this time, only split-bamboo—all of which, has been sug-
gested by the inquiry of Stephens, as to using my old rod
the coming season. How our thoughts do rove. From
my room with an Aprilsnowstorm raging—a storm which
lasted twenty-four hours—to a camp on Isle Royal, and a
June snowstorm—to a midsummer trip after bass, on a
placid, landlocked lake, where

"On sunny slope and beechen swell,

The shadowed light of evening fell.

Myron Cooley.
Detroit City, Minn.

THE OUANANICHE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in your issue of the 7th inst. that Mr. A. N.
Cheney quotes a communication received by him from a
friend, who takes issue with me in my claims regarding
ouananiche, set forth in my article in your issue of
March 10.

I have made a conscientious study of the ouananiche
in my own experience of six years, and have endeavored
to hold to exact facts in all that I have written.
In instituting comparisons between the Canadian and

American landlocked salmon, I have been handicapped by
the fact that I have never had any experience with the
latter personally. Consequently I have been obliged to do
the next best thing, depend upon those that have. I have
paid no attention to hearsay, nor have I depended upon
the experience of any one prejudiced. I have had long
talks with a large number of fishermen, well known and
otherwise, who have caught landlocked salmon in New
England waters, and then have fished in the Lake St. John
country. I have gone into, with them, every detail of
the American fishing, and having secured a thorough
knowledge in regard to it, I write "whereof I know."

I have yet to find a single one who has caught both fish,
who does not freely admit the great superiority of the
Canadian ouananiche. Not in size, I will admit, but in
their superior fighting qualities, than which nothing can
be greater, if perchance it can be equalled. I always note
too that these same fishermen never return to the Maine
fishing, but do to Lake St. John year after year.

I maintain that a fish bom and bred in the swiftest run-
ning rapids is far stronger and a better fighter than the
one found in the deep waters of lakes. For comparison,
two young men grow up together, one enters athletics,
becomes strong in every muscle, able to cope with an ad-
versary, to withstand any amount of fatigue. He leads a
life of activity, his development becomes perfect, he is a
perfect man without superfluous flesh. His companion
with equal health and physique, chooses easy-going
sedentary habits. Without the constant exercise of an
athlete he becomes fleshy, and will outweigh his compan-
ion. He has only his weight and certain natural strength
to aid him in a contest, while his companion has the science
of tense, well developed, hardened sinews. Is there any
question which is the better man? Is there any question
which will transmit to his children the greater amount of
vigorous manhood?
From the comparison made in my communication of

March 12 there can be no question that the Canadian
salmon is a much stronger fish, a much harder fighter
than those caught in American waters. I do not mean
that a 34-pound fish of Canada will outfight or even equal
an American cousin of 251bs—one that makes "bloodless
hands" and "complete nervous demoralization." (These
same effects I have seen, by the way, produced also in
catching large pickerel and maskinonge.) But, pound for
pound, and even with an extra allowance of weight to
his competitor, the ouananiche of Canada is the superior.
As previously stated, small ouananiche, in the same

manner as small trout, will come to the surface of lakes
at evening, and can be taken on the fly, but not the
larger ones. The American landlocked salmon do not
exist under the same conditions of waters as in the Lake
St. John country; no one questions that. As a conse-
quence, they cannot be caught in the same manner in the
same kind of pools; and to quote from Mr. Cheney's letter
"environment of course modifies habits and conditions'
size and energies." The fish of the States does no possess
the environments, hence has the modified habits, size and
energies.
As to the idea that "fish that spend their lives fighting

a turmoil of waters have no time to grow," that is a
witticism, not an argument. The ouananiche of Lake St.
John are a species of landlocked salmon peculiar to them-
selves, and the fact that none larger than 8 or S^lbs. have
been seen or caught, proves that to be their limit of
growth.

I have great respect for a fish of 15, 20 or 251bs. weight,
whatever may be the kind; but I venerate one that has
fighting blood in his veins. If possessing this latter qual-
ity you hook him on a 7-ounce or even a 10-ounce
rod, no human power can bring it successfully to net
under three-quarters of an hour's playing or even a longer
time, and preserve the tackle intact. Now, if I can suc-
cessfully land a fish of his caliber in an hour, and one of
only one-quarter the weight or less in from fifteen to
twenty-five minutes (not just fifteen minutes, as the mis-
quotation from my letter states), which, I would ask, is
the greater fighter in proportion? Has not the smaller
fought more in proportion to his weight?
The 7jib. ouananiche shown in my book, "The Leaping

Ouananiche," just issued, required 55 minutes of hard
work to bring successfully to net. How much more in
proportion is this to one double or treble the weight that
may require one or even one and a half hours to kill?
Give me the "minnow," the "fighting pigmy" of the

Grand Discharge, fighting as he does, as he will outfight
in proportion on a time allowance his "abnormal," over-
grown relative of the deep New England lakes.
I am far from despising this latter, and would gladly

seek him did opportunity offer. I do not believe that it
has any "lesion of the fighting quality lobes," except to
the extent that bringing up instill waters would naturally
bring about. I do know that no "lesion" exists in the
Canada ouananiche, as its daily life in rough waters pro-
hibits it. As a consequence, I prefer to fish for the latter
in the limited fishing time at my command.
Again, I am misquoted in saying that the ouananiche

are "usually washed off the hook when struck in their
native element." I have never made this statement, but
such a thing is occasionally possible, and has doubtless
occurred, particularly if the fish, when hooked, is allowed
to run under a fall or across a swift rapid. As soon as
hooked in a rapid, I always lead my fish, where possible,
and it generally is, to a more quiet eddy at the side, where
I master him or he .masters me. Therefore, the majority
of my fish are played in comparatively quiet waters, and
their fighting is neither by or attendant upon rough
rapids.
Then, also, after much study given to ouananiche fish-

ing, and trying all ideas that may present themselves, I
firmly believe that, owing to the manner in which they
hook in the lip, lightly, and their constant and hard fight-

ing, they should be led to net at the earliest moment com-
mensurate with safety. Hence another reason for short
playing.

I still maintain as my many informants have all advised
me, that the landlocked salmon of New England are
more frequently taken on the spoon than on the fly. At
only certain seasons there, can they be found in rapids
within reach of a fly; first, because it is not the natural
abiding place for this fish, and again, such waters do not
exist in any similarity or extent with those of Lake St.

John. The results of fly-fishing in the States, therefore,
are far from satisfying except in a few very favored pools,
and the spoon must be called into requisition to insure
success.

Finally, I would add that if my critic would try the
Canadian variety of landlocked salmon— ouananiche
proper, he would have more respect for them. He would
find that avoirdupois does not alone constitute gameness.
If the Maine salmon fought in proportion to his size, with
the vim of the Lake St. John fish, I doubt if tackle could
be made strong enough to catch it.

Now, as to the idea of apylyingthe name ouananiche to
all landlocked salmon as a generic appellation, I certainly
can see no objection; but that there is a difference in the
species, as I have endeavored to prove, I must maintain.
From these differences it will be found that fishermen
seeking Canadian waters will hold to the original name,
ouananiche, and those seeking New England lakes will
still say landlocked salmon.
As to the pronunciation of the word ouananiche, I have

made a special effort in the past to get it correctly, both
from full-blood and half-breed Montaignais Indians. I

find among them but little if any variance of pronouncing
the word. The majority pronounce it as if the first syl-
lable were spelled ow, and this is strongly accented. The
a in an following is pronounced as in father. The third
syllable an, a is pronounced as in man, making it ow-tin-
an-ish. I have heard it spoken in this way so often that
I find I always pronounce it in the same way myself. Be
that as it may, the varieties of pronunciation of the name
will only be equaled by the varieties of opinion regarding
the merits of the two species of the fish.

So it will continue until numberless fishermen will unite
without controversy, in one consensus of opinion, namely,
that the famous ouananiche of Canada is the gamest fish
that swims in fresh water. Ecoene McCarthy.

ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
(Continued from,Page 318.)

The morning broke beautifully over the ringing woods
and rippling lake, and the entire camp was astir when the
first soft sunbeams made the leaves glisten and the roses
smile. It was really a halcyon morn for our tramp, and all

were eager for a prompt departure to the far-away home
of the lovely trout.

The Indian who was to pilot us was an early visitor, for
he doubtless had an eye single to the breakfast in prepara-
tion, to which he well knew he would be invited when the
half-breeds succeeded us at the table.

I was everything but satisfied with my right knee when
I first arose, and the more I walked the more painful it

became. Despite this intense pain, I was still in humor
for the trip, and hurried myself with the preparations
while breakfast was being served.
After we had all partaken of the meal and about ready

to start, I found it simply impossible to walk the three or
four miles to the pool; for I had now taken on a decided
limp, every step sending a thrill of pain through that par-
ticular knee that made me writhe in agony.
"I can't go," I said to Ned when he was about to start.
"What, not go?"
' 'Even so," and then I pointed to my knee by way of ex-

planation, and taking a camp chair, seated myself on the
shady side of the tent, looking the very embodiment of
despair, Ned sympathized deeply with my affliction and
proposed to abandon the trip; but I would not tolerate such
a sacrifice. At last he reluctantly left with the Indian
guide and Kenosh, leaving Peter with me as chief medi-
cine man and custodian of the camp.

I followed them with longing eyes until they disap-
peared in a grove of cedars near by, and then my mind
ran to that magnificent pool, weaving fanciful pictures of
piscatorial delights that I well knew they would realize.
At that immediate time I would have parted with much
wealth to have been with them; but prudence dictated the
course I had taken, so I nursed the aching knee instead of
playing the role of angler.
Sighing after the unobtainable is folly, and therefore I

at once dismissed the idea as if it had never possessed me
and then taking a book was soon absorbed in its fascinat-
ing pages, it being a realistic narrative of a coal mine
strike, entitled "Nana's Brother," from the wizard pen of
the illustrious Zola, who has but recently won great re-
nown in a masterpiece called "The Downfall."
Peter, the half-breed, in the meantime busied himself

mending his clothes, and after that was completed came
over to my tent and chatted a while, giving me a history
as far as he knew of the Indians on the north shore of
this great lake. He also intrusted me with a very import-
ant secret, and that was his betrothal to one of the daugh-
ters of the Hudson Bay agent stationed at this place. As
the marriage was to be consummated the second day on
his return to the "Soo," the veil of secrecy no longer
exists.

One of our oars having been broken on our trip up the
river, I suggested to him now that he had time to make a
new one. He started off, saying he thought he could find
one; and sure enough he returned with one which, he
stated, belonged to his prospective father-in-law. I de-
murred to such a piece of piracy, but he laughed at me

and said it was all right, and furthermore stated that tli^

agent had borrowed a pike-pole of him last fall which
he had never returned, and that this was simply an offset.

"Don't worry," said he, "I will soon be in the family
and it will be all right," and then on his sawing off about
6in. of the blade and whittling down the handle the ap-
propriation was made complete.

I didn't worry about it, but gave him to distinctly un-
derstand that it was a highly questionable proceeding and
what a pale-face would style pure brigandage.

"He's got my pike pole, I've got his oar; everything is

square," again muttered the stolid half-breed, who really
could not understand my opposition to his takiDg the oar.

He finally walked away, taking the oar with him and
humming a French chanson as he went, evidently pleased
with his method of balancing accounts.
The day had developed into perfection, spreading far

and near a magnificent panorama which only the clear
sky and the golden sunshine presents without a blurr.

Aguawa Harbor, with its glittering breastplate of perpen-
dicular cliffs, was plainly in view; towering mountains
with peak after peak, ridge beyond ridge, valley after val-

ley, rested to the right of the flowing stream, while miles
after miles of a beautiful coast range of rocky bulwarks,
illustrating every variety of picturesque formation, ran
eastward in crescent lines till lost in the glare and glitter

of the bright sunlight. By joining somewhat of the poet's
contemplation to the artist's study, we may here see
glimpses of sylphic shape that o'erlook the silver spray as
it strikes the mighty blocks of ragged adamantine. As if

to give barbaric effect to all this poetic and rugged grand-
eur, a birch bark canoe, laden with children of the forest,

darts out from a cove opposite and glides up the glinting
stream with the little paddlers in frolicsome play. A
veritable old squaw, with tangled and streaming black
hair and repulsive mien, is attracted to the river's bank
by the glee of the prankish children, and then there is an
unmistakable recall. The canoe turns, reaches the bank
again, and without ceremony the youngsters are roughly
jerked out, the birch bark raised to the bank, and then
the old hag hurriedly takes the tawny brood to her tent,

as if fearful, in their sportive capers, the waters would
engulf them.
At this juncture Peter called for the time, and as it was

near noon I suggested dinner, telling him to prepare what
he thought proper in addition to the trout, which we now
had in superabundance. While he was attending to the
preparation of the menu, I bathed my painful knee with
some of Pond's Extract, the only remedy I could then
think of as available, which, if it did not cure, might act
as an emollient until I could secure something more
active for reducing the inflammation. I now began to feel
that I was truly a cripple, and that wading with me was
one of the lost arts.

After dinner, weary of watching the soft white clouds
which filled the sky, as well as depressed with the solemn
stillness which was broken only by the murmur of the
lake and the ceaseless song of the grasshoppers among
the weeds, I determined to have Peter take the boat and
row me to the first rapids with evident intent of slaughter
among the small fry. The half-breed, who had got into
a lazy humor, did not relish the idea of being disturbed
in his dreamy state; but as he gave no expression to the
revolutionary revolt within him, I gave no heed to it,

knowing full well that a little activity would soon awaken
him into a pleasant frame of mind. I almost regretted
going myself, for the sun was blistering hot as we glided
along the foliaged banks, breast high with tangles of
underbrush and beds of water plants. Reaching the
rapids I got ashore on what formed a kind of peninsula,
and with two small flies, one a pale evening-dun, and the
other a yellow-drake, both on a No. 10 Sproat, started in
to make sad havoc in the ranks of the little beauties that
sport in the rippling shallows. Much to my disgust, there
was little toying with the lures, but after an hour's hard
work in the broiling sun I secured half a dozen from 8 to
lOin. long.

My object in breaking the monotony of camp isolation
that day being accomplished I was satisfied to return with
my limited string of scarlet babies and patiently await the
arrival of the party from the pool.

About 4 o'clock they showed up in single-file order,
Ned leading with a heavy string of trout, followed by
Kenosh and the guide similarly loaded with the freckled
beauties. They had had most excellent sport and were
unqualified in their praise of the big pool. Although the
fish were not large, running from ^lb. to l^lbs., they
made a collection handsome enough in their spangled
coats of mottled dyes to win the admiration of any dis-

ciple of the gentle art or other who had an eye for grace-
ful symmetry and ravishiDg colors.

Ned gave me a very graphic description of the wood-
land trip, the magnificent pool and the sport. The loca-
tion of the pool, he said, was wild and beautiful beyond
power of description. It was hemmed in by dense and
unmeasured forests of pine, birch and balsam, matted
with ferns and fallen timber and in close companionship
with almost impenetrable thickets, which threw their
bending branches and grateful shade over the rushing
waters that came tumbling in one wide sheet of foam into
a picturesque basin below, and then wildly surging and
fretting its way through masses of storm-worn granite
that were heaped in the wildest confusion in the bed of the
racing, roaring river. He was satisfied, he said, that after
he had reached its craggy and ragged edges that there
were concealed deep down in its rocky riffs, ledges and
chasms, trout galore, but he sadly felt the want of a pair
of wading boots or pants for the choice spots that were
far from the torrent-washed shore. He fished a while
from the bank, meeting with reasonably fair success, but
he sighed all the time for the little islets of rock, around
which the water dashed in bubbles and spray, that he
might further advance his fortune with the fontinalis.
At last he struck upon a novel idea to reach the coveted

place, and that was upon the backs of the half-breed and
Indian, for being of portly frame he well knew that no one
person could carry him safely over the stony and slippery
bottom. "It was a laughable sight, but afar more serious
event to me," he continued, "after I was well on the way,
than I anticipated. We were all so full of laughter at the
novelty of the situation.that I was fearful every moment
we would all be floundering in the water. Fortunately, I

reached the isle of delight and then I made lamentation
in the domain of the spangled beauties, for here I found
the river a very Pactolus in golden treasures. Kenosh
waded into the pool up to his waist and made a capital
record. He threw his flies very deftly and generally let
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them drop in the foam, for there the trout are always to
he found, if anywhere. The most laughable sight, how-
ever, was that of the angling of the Indian guide. He used
a pole that was almost as thick at one end as at the other
and as crooked as a worm fence. To this was attached a
common piece of wrapping twine with a good sized eyed
hook. This he baited with some salt pork, and then tak-
ing position on a decli dtous rock, where he could drop his
line over a small spring that was bubbling up from the bed
of the pool, quietly let his bait sink within an inch or
two of the bottom ; buthe never put it in until he saw some
trout that had come to sport in the cold flowing water,
"When there was a bite there was a sudden jerk, and if

he missed the trout his hook would invariably catch in the
branches of the tree above him. He as often hooked them
foul as fair, and succeeded in catching as many as either
of us. His crude angling was really farcical, and frequently
I stopped my fishing and sat down and watched him till

the tears rolled down my cheekB from excessive laughter.
'Look out for the tree,' I would cry aloud, when I saw
his lips close and his fingers tighten, ready for the culmi-
nation of the bite. "When he missed, and caught the tree
from his violent jerk, I would yell; he would Bmile and
Kenosh chatter a little Chippewa. It was a circus, I assure
you, and would have made a donkey smile, if such a thing
were possible."

Just before supper, a Mackinac, with two half-breeds
and the angler from "Old Kentucky," one whom we had
met on the North Shore last year, rounded into the mouth
of the Aguawa and landed on the bank opposite to us,
where they made camp. We paid him an immediate
visit, and learned that he was en route for Michipicoton
River and was after big trout, which he expected to ob-
tain there. He stated that he had caught three large
Mackinac trout on a spoon hook as he came along, and
was kind enough to offer us one; but having more fish in
camp than we could well dispose of or care for, gratefully
declined accepting, and in turn proffered him some of our
rose-colored beauties.

After Ned had given him an interesting account of his
trip to the big pool, he concluded to remain over one day
and give it a trial, if the weather was at all favorable in
the morning; if not, he would simply try the small pools
near the mouth. I was satisfied that his trip to the Michi-
picoton River would not result favorably, for the Indians
located there are quite numerous, and had doubtless, ere
this, cleaned the stream of nearly all fish that could be
taken by net or otherwise. His boatman, however, had
fully impressed him with the idea of monster trout to be
caught there, and he was not to be deterred from his en-
terprise by our adverse talk. It was a long trip and along
a very dangerous coast, and with contrary winds would
prove anything but a pleasant voyage.
A signal for our recall to supper being made by our

chef, we left for the feast with undue haste, as our appe-
tites were as keen as if we had been chopping wood all

day on half rations.

The evening closed in etherial beauty, the sky being a
poem in clouds, the lake in gentle ripples and the sun one
burning blaze of golden light with lovely fleeces enriching
the western horizen with the soft colors of rosy blush and
crimson tint. This gorgeous spectacle continued till the
stars came out, crowding the sky with silver points.

"Oh Night, most beautiful and rare I

Thou giv'st the heavens their holiest line;

And through the azure fields of air

Bring'st down the gentle dew."

The morning, much to our surprise, opened rainy and
foggy* seriously interfering with our trip to Jackson's
Cove. We very sensibly concluded to wait for more pro-
pitious weather before breaking camp, as a day or two's
delay mattered little to us, as we were not on the trip
with a limited railroad schedule.
Time hanging heavily on our hands, we paid our neigh-

boring angler across the river another visit and were de-
lightfully entertained while there in listening to his ac-
count of his travels last winter in Japan. He gave us a
more impressive and intelligent account of the condition
of the country, its people and their habits, than could be
garnered from the many books on that subject. Being a
professional man, an attorney, he handled the subject
•with a complete understanding, illustrating it in a
very elaborate and earnest manner. As Japan is not my
subject proper, I wfll bid good-bye to the traveler and re-
turn to America and the painted beauty of the lake.
Toward the closing hours of the day there was a decided

change in the weather. The dense banks of fog that had
wrapped the mountains and the coast in a misty veil,

began to fade away under the bright rays of a golden
sun. The west was soon aglow with radiance—the most
beautiful colors momentarily changing in the sky—and
the reflection gilding the great lake at our feet, which the
wind was gently tossing into little billows of silvery seas.
Ned suggested, at this auspicious change, to take boat and
ascend the river and toy with thetroutlings as a means of
diversion. I was in harmony with him, for I was tired of
the inactivity which had possessed us during the day, and
was therefore ready for any venture that had a scintilla
of change in it. The boys were accordingly called from
their cozy tent and the boat put in readiness. The half
mile was soon made and then the rapids and pools were
fished from the banks. Ned stuck to the first rapids, but
I limped along to more favorable waters where I knew
the dotted darlings were to be found in generous abund-
ance. I waded no more, I assure you, and when I had to
cross the stream it was on the back of my faithful half-
breed, Kenosh. When I came to a pool where wading
was required, I handed the rod to my man Friday and let

him have his share of the angle, for he not only delighted
in it with the zest of a professional, but cast a fly equally
as well.

As we had but a couple of hours in which to fish, the
time soon came for us to retrace our steps and renew the
fording. The trout were not rising well at all, but we
managed to basket a few 8 and lOin. ones, which well re-
paid us for all the toil. Ned had three to his account, but
as usual I found him in the boat drinking in the bound-
less glories of the sapphired sky—which had so suddenly
grown into etherial splendor—and the wide-reaching
landscape, with its miles of towering mountains and
hazy valleys.
We lost no time in going to our quarters, for the even-

ing shadows had spanned the lovely stream and were fast
creeping up the aspiring heights where the eagle had his
eyrie. Of course my crippled knee had suffered from the
brief outing, but as I was to have a day of rest in sailing

on the morrow, if the wind were favorable, I felt that it

would then take a step or two toward recovery. Consol-
ing myself with this comfort in prospective, I gave the
demoralized old limb no further attention and went to

the call of supper as if the entire ailment were but a
trifle and would soon bid me an adieu.
The bright sun having dried up the moisture from the

heavy fog, sank to its resting place as if pleased with its

kind mission, while a myriad of ephemera from their
cloistered retreats sprang into existence with their pallid
wing3, as if the night were theirs alone. Cloud upon cloud
of them assailed us as never before, until it seemed to take
double doses of the repellent to keep them at any distance
at all. Ned said it was a grand attack by the entire host,
and so direful was their revolutionary ferocity that we at
last were compelled to beat a retreat to our tent and take
refuge inside the mosquito bar. There, we held them
safely at bay and let them hum their indignation in
choruses pianissimo or fortissimo, as they might elect.

Slumber soon took us in her embrace, and then I went off

in one of those remarkable dreams where I saw the blood-
thirsty insects expand into such gigantic growth as to per-
fectly appallme. There they were, with ferocious heads
and big bulging eyes, and armed with such horrid imple-
ments of torture, that I awoke with a cold shiver to find
that I was without cover and nearly frozen. I was soon
in my blankets again, and then a gentle warmth possessed
me and once more I was in dreamland; but this time it

was of an idyllic land, in which were magnificent pools
with trout of unexampled beauty and of tarpon-like size,

that gracefully sported in the soft sunbeams that fell in
rosy flashes o'er the crystal waters. I awoke, just as I

was about to try the virtue of a mammoth fly, with a ray
of the bright sun streaming through the opening of the
tent. Ned, who had already risen, declared the wind in
the right quarter, and the morning one of perfect loveli-

ness. The camp at once assumed a busy air for the on-
ward move to the haunts of the iridescent and gameful
fish. Alex. Starbuok.

[to be conttntjed.]

ANGLING NOTES.
Plants for Aquaria.

A correspondent asks to be informed "what plants he
will need to make an aquarium self-sustaining, and how
often it will be necessary to change the water."

I assume it to be a fresh-water aquarium, in which case
bladderwort, water-crowfoot and brook starwort (Calli-

triehe) will prove to be excellent plants for the purpose, as
they have been used successfully, if a moderate number
of animals, especially fishes, are included. If the plants
and fishes are properly proportioned to the water it will
not be necessary to change the water, except to add to it

as evaporation takes place, and this must be determined
by observation and experience.
Mr. Wm. P. Seal, one of the foremost aquarium experts

of the world, says the plants most commonly sold for
aquarium purposes areMyriophyllum, Ceratophyllum and
a species of Oabomba. That they do the best under all

circumstances, and have from choice the largest sale. The
correspondent does not say that he wishes to introduce
fish into his aquarium, but it is presumed that he does, in
which case the plants should be introduced first and the
fish a week later. Some aquatic plants root, some do not,
and the latter will grow freely, fastening down or float-

ing loose. Bladderwort and Ceratophyllum are of the
latter sort. Seal says: "The water should not be changed
unless the fish show signs of great distress by keeping
their mouths out of the water and sucking in air. This
denotes the exhaustion of the air or free oxygen in the
water. The water may be re-aerated by the use of a
syringe or by dipping it out and pouring it back." Seal
gives four points demanding consideration to insure suc-
cess in the management of aquaria. First, absolute
purity in the vessel used; second, an abundance of light;

third, to avoid overstocking with fish; fourth, great care
in introducing food into the aquarium.

Modern Angling Literature.

A very dear friend of the writer's affects to look upon
the information given in the pages of angling periodicals
as ephemeral, and to contend that in order to convey a
lasting impression upon any given subject one must
employ the vehicle of a printed book. There is some
force in this argument when applied to a specific object,
an atom, as it were, which with other atoms constitute a
combination of the entire matter under a general head,
as for instance, "A Treatise upon the Five-Spined Stickle-
back. Its History, Habits and Habitat. Illustrated,"
might in book form contain more researches and informa-
tion concerning this valuable game fish than could be
found in any single issue of Forest and Stream, and
thus condensed, be more indelibly fixed upon the retina
of the mind, than if the same information were given in
fragments in this journal. But is it not true that the
modern technical periodical plays a most important part
in gathering together the fragments from every "corner
of the earth" (although I never could understand why a
round body should have coners), to make the treatise pos-
sible? Would the treatise ever see the light of day
between book covers if it were not for the modern tech-
nical periodical which does this collecting without expense
for railway and steamer fares and hotel bills?

Modern angling literature is not confined to the printed
pages of books any more than the literature upon any
other subject, however much it may be assumed that
angling literature is book literature. Literature is not
bounded by or bound in books, for it is "the collective
body of literary productions, embracing the entire results
of knowledge and fancy preserved in writing; also the
whole body of literary productions or writings upon a
given subject."
Now, I might ask what part does angling literature

play in the history of a people, but an unknown Scotch
writer has answered the question far better than I can:
"It is obvious that this varied, yet simple, kind of litera-

ture will last as long as the taste for angling endures; it

is part and parcel of the sport, and it is just as clear an
indication of a natural characteristic of the time as the
old legends of Tyrol which peopled the mountain, lake
and dark forest with supernatural beings. It reflects a
feature of the age just as much as the drama of the
Restoration shows us the coarseness and the de-
moralization of its social life. Thus, as it has to be
regarded as part of the body of modern literature for

its own merits or faults, in days to come it will be
perused by the historian of the Society of the Nine-
teenth Century for indications of some of the notice-
able characteristics of the period with which he is occu-
pied. While, therefore, we may in serious mood look
upon a great deal of it as trivial, we must not forget its

relative character, we must not overlook the absolute
and uniform healthiness of the entire body of it, and we
must not shut our eyes to those parts which are full of
charming description, which touch on enduring human
interests, or which accurately portray and analyze the
operations of nature."

All on Account of the Festive Sucker.

"I wish to call attention to a law that outrages every
natural right, and tramples down every principle of jus-

tice. A law conceived in ignorance and born in selfish-

ness. There could be nothing more directly calculated to

induce disregard for, and a violation of all laws than one
that legalizes the seizing of honest, upright citizens and
hurrying them before a magistrate, away from their town,
there to be charged for the high crime of fishing for
suckers with a net, and subjected to fine and imprison-
ment.
"But such is the law of our land, such is the law we

have had imposed upon us by those we have chosen as
our law makers. A law, a blot upon our statute book,
and a scourge to the people. Although its violation is a
legal crime, it is not that of a moral obligation. While
we may be bound to regard a bad law in the view of
men, it cannot be a sin to disregard it in the sight of
God."
This is a protest from Mr. J. V. W. Doty, of Dutchess

county, New York, and it could not be more emphatic if

double-leaded, not more in earnest if the Constitution and
framework of the republic were in danger. It should be
read slowly that it may not be mistaken for a call to arms
to resist foreign invasion. The bulwark of our liberties

as a free people is safe, and incidentally the suckers of
Dutchess county are protected by law from the netter.
Therefore this wail which rises to the empyrian blue and
changes it to a terra cotta red. Mr. Doty should be calm;
he need not retire to the primeval forest to conceal his
emotions, for there is balm in Gilead. It is true, sadly
true, as Mr. Doty more than intimates, that it is illegal to
net suckers in Dutchess county, and this law was passed
not so much to prevent the extinction of the gamesome
sucker by the netter, as it was that the netter of our
ponds and streams is proverbially species-blind and when
he hauls his net he cannot distinguish suckers from trout,

black bass or other fish, and it became necessary in order
to protect any fish from capture by devices other than by
fair angling, to include the sucker under the mantle of
the law.
Mr. Doty should not give way to grief when the hand

of the tyrant oppressor smites him and hedges the sucker
about with the meshes of the law to the exclusion of the
meshes of the netter, he should follow the example of the
Puritan and emigrate to a land where the sucker, like

necessity, knows no law, where it may be netted, speared
and shot at any and all seasons of the year. Come to
Warren county (and it is not far from Dutchess), the
blooming oasis of netter and spearer—"Little Warren,"
the lair of the poacher, who is under the protection of the
same law which has coiled itself about the toothsome and
bony sucker in Dutchess county. It is one of the beauties
of a republican form of government that suckers are
protected in one county and poachers are protected in
another, so that a man has only to change his residence to

flock with one or herd with the other.

Mr. Doty makes one statement which seems to me, to

say the least, misleading, to wit: "The tendency, and it

seems the purpose, of these laws (game and fish laws) is

not to protect the birds or the fish, but to confine the
taking of them to a privileged class."

The foundation of all game laws is protection during
the breeding season, to enable fish and game to reproduce
and keep up the stock. Regulations as to size and selling

are natural sequences. What appeal's to the complainant
to be class legislation is that, while no harm may be done
(except to the suckers) if suckers are netted during the
season that they are spawning, no guarantee company
will give bonds for the sucker netter that he will not net
fish at the same time that are not on the free list.

Perhaps with a higher state of civilization sucker nets,

and a permit to use them, will be given away with a
pound of baking powder.

To Move a Fishway.

A petition signed by residents of Fort Edward, N. Y.,
has been sent to the Legislature asking that the location
of the fishway in the dam across the Hudson River at
Thomson's Mills or Fort Miller, as it is variously called,

be changed, because it is alleged, the fishway in its pres-
ent location is constantly filled with driftwood, so that
fish are unable to pass through it.

A letter now before me from the member of Assembly
from Washington county informs me that he has for-

warded the petition to the Fish Commissioners of the
State, with the recommendation that it be promptly con-
sidered.
The last letter that I received from the late W. H.

Rogers, who built the fishway, was in relation to that
structure. He said, in substance, that the fishway in
question was located in its present position by an exper
of thirty years' experience in such matters, and the loca-
tion was selected because it was considered the best in the
dam for the purposes for which the fishway was built. It
was located where it now is for many reasons, any one of
which is of vastly greater importance than the question
of driftwood, and it was located with a full knowledge of
the driftwood difficulty, which can be prevented in an
hour's time by any handy man. Furthermore, when the
builder left the fishway, the structure was provided with a
guard against the driftwood.
At the time of writing me Mr. Rogers hoped to exam-

ine the fishways on the Hudson during the coming sum-
mer, but soon after I received a letter from Mr. Herber
Rogers, a son, announcing his father's death.

It is more than likely that the fault complained of
not due to the location of the fishway. A year ago a pai
of Thomson & Dix's mill was carried away by the spring
freshet, and with it a part of the fishway. Mr. Dix told
me that he repaired the fishway when he repaired h
mill, and it is quite possible that the floodwood guard
were not replaced. A. N. Cheney^
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MY FIRST TKOUTING EXPERIENCE.
The hour is 7 in the morning. The sun is struggling

mightily to peep out from behind its purple curtain of

thick clouds. The stream is babbling and tumbling
along, just down there in the woods at the foot of the
rugged old hill.

At least, that is probably what I would have written,
before the poetry had vanished out of the old hill and
dark woods, and cool, inviting stream. But I had never
been trout fishing in all my life; much less had I ever
caught a trout, so it was only natural that, as I stood upon
the summit of the hill and surveyed the scene of the
work in hand, I should see nothing but green beauty, and
pleasant retreats, and refreshing waters. I should see
something different now, after the tragedy, or farce, or
what you will, that was there enacted.
Two neophytes and an expert were the dramatis per-

sonce; L., the strong, sturdy man, who worked out doors
from season to season, and who had agreed to show us the
best fishing we had ever seen; H., the bantam weight
little bookkeeper, wiry and tough as whip cord, who had
beguiled me away from my clients and my books; and I,

pale and slender, brimful of conceit in my own powers
of endurance, and longing for a breath of spring forest
ozone.
After we had descended the hill, the burst of scorn with

which H. greeted the dancing little brook was a magnif-
icent masterpiece. "Was that the place," he demanded,
"where we were to catch such numbers of trout, of giant
size, as we had promised our friends we were to do? Why,
the water wasn't a foot deep, etc. , etc."

I thought that perhaps we were about to catch some
minnows to use as bait for the big fellows; I'd heard of
such things, but I did not know that in my creel was a
small tin box full of nasty, wriggling worms and grubs.
Nor, by the way, did I know how much that creel
weighed. I thought at 7 o'clock that 51bs. would be a big
estimate; at 1 o'clock 25 would have been nearer the
mark.

L. only said sententiously, "Rig up." It beats all how
decisive old trout fishermen become, in time. They must,
somehow, catch the snappy, no-room-for-argument spirit

of their favorite quarry.
The splendid luck which I had fondly anticipated at-

tended us from the start. H. carefully laid his tip down
upon the moss, and in less than ten seconds I had stepped
squarely on the middle of it. Of course I didn't mean to,
but that made no difference. It never occurs to a fellow
with eyes like telescopes that a near-sighted man cannot
see every little thing like a tip, when he has left his spec-
tacles fifty miles behind him. Before H. had fairly got
under good scolding headway, however, the damage had
been repaired after a fashion, thanks to L.'s handiness
with an old bayonet of a thing that he sarcastically called
his pocket knife; it looked more like an abbreviated cav-
alry sabre.
In the meantime, following his instructions, I prepared

my own tackle, unearthed the worms from beneath my
sandwiches and proclaimed myself ready to catch a fish.

Stepping cautiously out upon a bit of stone I tossed my
line down stream just in front of an old mossy log. No
bite, so I went along a few yards further and did the
same thing again. This time a queer little jerk at the
end of the line warned me that a fish of some kind had
taken the bait. But I didn't jerk back, oh no, I only
swished the line swiftly across the stream and said,
"Scat, you little fool!"

"Catch that fish!" cried L. softly to me.
"He's too small," I whispered back, "he'll scare the

big ones."
"Catch that trout!" again commanded my instructor,

and I proceeded to obey. He took the hook the very
next time and I dangled him out. L. said he was a
"beauty," and he did look rather pretty as he flopped
around on the bank, all golden and red, and full six
inches long.
"But say, you," exclaimed L., "if you think all you've

got to do is to walk down this creek and have 'em jump
into your basket from under the bank you want to mend
your ways of thinking. That's a trout, that's the way to
catch 'em and that's the last time I want to see you
scorn Providence when she just flings fortune at your
head. Ten to one you won't catch another all day."
I took my reproof meekly, and harmony restored,

a-down the winding stream we all three started, L.
ahead, H. next and I last. Suddenly the woods rang
with a frightful yell, which startled an old crow in the
top of a neighboring tree so badly that he nearly fell off
his perch and went clamoring away through the air like
mad. A scared look in H.'s direction revealed that fish-
erman cavorting around on the bank like a darky at a
husking bee, and vainly clutching at his first trout swing-
ing gracefully from a dead branch over the water, just
out of his reach. How that "beauty" got there I couldn't
quite make out; he certainly didn't grow there. Perhaps
H. could have told, but he wouldn't; perhaps a tangled
fish line, wound dozens and dozens of times around every
twig on the branch, had something to do with it. At any
rate we rescued the trout, line and all; and after some
more mild comments from L. upon the baselessness ofyank-
ing a fish into the treetops of the next county, we drifted
along.
In five minutes L. was out of sight. He had the most

astonishing trick of disappearing from right under our
noses, that mortal man evercould acquire. How he would
thread his way through a network of brush and limbs
that apparently would have stopped a rat-terrier, and that
H. and I never attempted to penetrate. It was not a great
while after he had vanished before I wanted to borrow
that mighty pen-knife. L. said he wanted to use it also,
after I had done with it; just as though I would let him
have it, there in that vast forest whose solitude was ten-
fold, now that L. had disappeared from sight! Oh, how
endless it seemed, and how somber and wild it suddenly
grew! Why, what would I do, in case a bear or a cata-
mount sprang out from behind some fallen tree, to claim
a dinner? I wanted that knife very much; and the more
I thought about it, the more I wanted it; so taking my
line from the water, I started rapidly ahead to find L.
Now, the sober truth of the matter is, I did not overtake
that man for near an hour. When at last I did come up
with him, he was sitting on a mossy log, calmly waiting
for us laggards, more than a mile from where he left us;
and he had pretty good evidence that he had fished most
of the time, too.

|We both waited for H,, whose speedy arrival told that

he hadn't fished much of the time, and whose first breath-
less demand, "L., let me take your knife," caused L. to
smile. But I had the weapon, and I wasn't done with it

either, although it lay stowed away in the right hand
pocket of my coat. A few minutes' breathing time were
allowed H. and myself, and then we were up and at it

again. This time it was for me to make some remarks to

L. , and I think he must have been impressed with my
language, or my manner or something, because he kept
to the rear and within easy hail the rest of the morning.
But in ten minutes H. and I were whelmed in difficulties.

If travel along that infernal stream had heretofore been
hard to us, that which we now encountered was simply
excruciating. The brook took its course through a
tangled growth of hemlock, and sapling and willow; and
it wound, and turned and twisted around on itself, and
choose the most mucky, oozy portion of what I took to be
a young Dismal Swamp in which to make its bed. I

punctured a great hole in one of my heavy shoes, by
stepping sidewise upon a sharp, iron-like stub, and ripped
my clothing in more than a dozen places. It would have
been a tremendous task for me to have walked through
there unencumbered by fish-basket and rod; with that
impedimenta I was in a continual drooping despair of
ever getting out alive. That fishing-rod seemed to assume
the unwieldy proportions of a gigantic pine; and the hook
and line developed into a fifteen-fathom cable with an
anchor at the end of it. I tried to fish; but, alas! the hook
would catch in some old, sunken log. In trying to un-
tangle that the rod would mix itself up with the limbs
and branches around and overhead. Many times when I
wanted to go to one side of an intervening tree that rod
would insist on traveling another way. How it would
shoot up through the brush tops; how it would whip itself

around some slender tree jut when I desired to cast my
bait into some quiet, limpid pool, from which L. would
subsequently be sure to take a beauty; and how it would
hang my line a dozen feet overhead just at the moment I
wanted to use it myself. In one of my struggles with
rod, line and underbrush, H., who fished pretty close to
that penknife, somehow got mixed up with his parapher-
nalia. In the excitement a lithe sapling was bent to the
ground by me, and when released it carried skyward with
it a good-sized piece of his trousers. How I thanked my
stars that those spectacles were not astride my nose, even
though I couldn't see ten rods without 'em. I couldn't
have kept them there an instant. Once in a while L.
would appear serenely to view and exclaim, "Just got a
fine one back there by the root of that old stump;" and it

was always sure to be the very place where H. and I had
vainly tried to cast our lines. However, we two slowly
achieved success, at the rate of a trout an hour; but
when 1 o'clock came I struck for grub. Out from
the mess of fish and worms I rescued a substantial
lunch, and quickly put it where it would not make
my back ache any more. L. and H. were prob-
ably better fishermen than I, but when it came to
lunch, I was away ahead. Half an hour for rest, and L.
gave the word to start in again. He might as well have
told me to fly! I was exhausted, disgusted, humiliated.
My legs were stiff from sitting still, and I quietly informed
my companions that I was going back to the house. It
took L. about ten seconds to comprehend what I meant:
then he went all to pieces, and acted like an idiot. Said
he, "Well, you are a good one! Why, you haven't seen
any trout fishing yet; wait till we get down to the
swamp—

"

He never finished that sentence, because I promptly
injected some vigorous king's English into it. If he
wanted me to wait till I g< >t into the swamp, I wanted
him to tell me where I had been for the last four hours.
Then he changed his tune and sang wonderful songs of
great trout which were anxiously awaiting our advent
"only about half a mile below here." However, I con-
sulted my lame legs, sore foot and brief but bitter experi-
ence, and very shortly ended the argument by unjointing
my rod and setting out across lots for home. I was com-
pletely done up for the rest of that day, and what galled
me most was that H. had outworked me. It seemed
funny; I could have put him over my shoulder in a
scrimmage, but he had bested me then, and badly, too.
Three hours after I got home H. and L. arrived. The
former had a creel pretty full of trout, but a suspicious
emptiness in L.'s basket accounted for that all right. A
hearty supper was eaten, plans laid for the next day's
sport, and candle-light found me snug in bed.*******

It seemed to me that I had only just closed my eyes
when that owl L. came booming into the room with
"Come, get up here, breakfast's ready, so's the horse,
and we must get an early start, for a whole crowd are
going down to Little-River-and-we-must-get-there-first-
or-r-r-buzz-z-zm-ni-" Yank! and the bed clothes went
flying into the far corner of the room. Why couldn't
that devil have let me sleep a few minutes. I soon heard
him hammering away at H.'s door, and judging from the
racket which immediately issued from the room he was
giving that gentleman some assistance in getting up. I
arose, tottering across the floor on my lame legs, and
after a refreshing scrub, went down to a glorious break-
fast of fried trout. How good they did taste; I thought
H. would eat till he burst.

"Say, L. ," said he suddenly, "where did you get these
fish?"

"Oh, you and I caught 'em yesterday."
The look of blank dismay which broke over poor H.'s

face was pitiful to behold.
"I intended to take my fish home," he wailed, "and

here you've made me eat every cussed one."
Breakfast done, we drove five or six miles across the

country and struck the same stream where it had grown
into proportions which justified the name of Little River.
"That is the place to catch fish," said I, "this idea of

tramping over a whole township to catch a trout is all
nonsense. I'm going to stand right here on the bank and
fish all day in that deep pool."
"No you aint either," replied L., crescendo, "you're go-

ing to hoof it down the current just three miles, and back
again up to that old saw mill about a mile above here, to-
day." I collapsed.

Our horse was duly cared for in a neighboring barn, by
a big, blue-eyed farmer whom L. knew, and once more
we started in. The stream here issued rut of the most
dreadful looking swamp I ever saw; the one in which I
had yesterday fought, and from which I had ingloriously
fled, was respectable farm land compared with it. But for
half a mile or more, the river then ran in the clear, open

meadows. And here we saw another exhibition of L.'s
great skill as an "across country" fisherman. Before H.
and I had reached the first fence, he was over the third,
and going in apparent disregard of his errand in that part
of the world. It was only apparent, however, as was
afterwards proved. Blessings on him! He meant to do
the right thing by us, and sincerely undertook to teach us
how to do it. As well might the sailing kite have attempted
to teach the average rooster how to soar. He probably
forgot all about H. and me, ten minutes after he wet his
line.

Deserted by L. , we two determined upon a course of
action for ourselves. H. was to take one side of the
stream and I the other; by keeping pretty close together,
and giving each other points from our personal experien-
ces, it was H.'s idea that we might "catch on to the hang
of the thing, without L."
That gentleman was soon lost in the shadow of the far-

away woods, along which, at the foot of a giant hill, the
brook skirted for a quarter of a mile, but neither H. nor
I waB in any hurry to leave that pleasant mead.
"All solid ground to walk on here, and nothing over

your head but the sky," was the way he put it.

Pretty blue and white flowers dotted the turf in won-
derful profusion, their fragrance lingering with us long
after they themselves had been left behind. The air was
warm, and balmy, and delicious; bluebirds everywhere
were warbling their liquid springtime song; the peeping
grass was green and velvety beneath our feet, and from
the woods on the distant hillside, dark and solemn, the
murmur of the rapid rushing little river was borne back,
dreamily and pleasantly, to our ears.

"Verily, this is the poetry of life," thought I; "How I
should like to linger here by the hour, solitary and
alone "

An ear-splitting screech from H. set the echoes ring-
ing, and waking once more to the sterner realities of life
I discovered that individual making a desperate effort to
grant my mental wish, fo far, at least, as his presence was
concerned. A slight commotion in the grass on the oppo-
site side, followed by a light plunge into the water,
needed but the one word wildly yelled byH., ' 'S-n-a-a-k-e!"
and I had the explanation of it all. Another nice feature
of this delightful recreation. L. had assured us that it
was too early for snakes to be out. I succeeded after a
time in coaxing H. back to the stream, down which he
meandered very gingerly for nearly three miles, finding
L„ at an old bridge, just below which the water formed a
deep black pool thirty feet in circumference. This was
the terminus of our excursion in that direction. Into
that pool we eagerly cast our lines, L. trying patiently
every known art to the fisherman, or at least saying that
he did, to entice a trout from its lair. No use, not even
a nibble from what looked to me to be the most promising
bit of water we had yet seen.

L. claimed to be amazed; he dwelt at length upon the
size and numbers of trout which he had taken from that
pool in days gone by, until H. said quietly, "Look here,
L., we're too frail to stand that ail at once." L. quit.
We fished back up stream more rapidly than coming

down, and finally arrived at the spot where we began
that morning, near the swamp. The brook here cut
directly across the end of this swamp, and emerging on
the other side for a rod or so, turned around almost upon
itself and flowed through the very heart of it. What a
place for a tenderfoot to be caught in! At the very worst
spot on the creek, I had the good fortune to kill a really
fine trout. The water here came tumbling over the ex-
posed root of an old tree, and with many a swirl and
foaming eddy, shot swiftly under the green, mossy bank.
I cast directly into that miniature maelstrom, the hook
went swinging in to the dark cavity, and flash! I had
him. I won't repeat the story; you Forest and Stream
readers know just what I would like to say, so I won't say
it; only, as I lifted the glorious fellow out, and chased
him flopping around over half an acre of dense under-
brush, I felt something of the triumph of a true trout
fisherman in all his glory. He weighed one pound.
That encouraged me to go on. Proceeding a few rods

further, we came to a wide tract of cleared lowland.
Later in the season it would probably have been a pretty
good pasture; now, however, it was a gigantic mud hole
concehled beneath a last year's growth of coarse grass.
Along the margin of this lowland the creek ran a short
distance. A wide and deep ditch, draining the water
from the flat here emptied into the stream, its opening
being just at a point where the creek itself emerged from
under a dreadful mass of underbrush. H. was ahead, I
next, and L. somewhere behind, owing to an accident to
his rod, which had detained him. We two could have
been easily pardoned for the error we made, of taking the
wrong watercourse and fishing patiently up the ditch for
ten rods. When we discovered our mistake, instead of
going directly back, as we should have done, we thought
to save time by cutting across the marshy flats and strik-
ing it further up. As I said, the stream turned off from
the flats aluiost at a right angle, so of course the further
we went, the further out of the way we were. Over an
hour did we struggle in that wandering maze, fighting
several million varieties of swamp flies meanwhile, until
H., up to that time chock full of pluck, cried out,
"Enough! Let's quit and go home." We never saw the
stream again. I never want to.

A long, weary tramp brought us to the place where our
horse was put up, and while resting we were joined by
our burly, blue-eyed friend, the good-natured farmer. He
seemed to take a real interest in our hardships, looked over
our fish, complimented me upon my good fortune, and
gave us a lot of advice about trout fishing which I, for
one, will never follow. Some time later L. put in his ap-
pearance, "wet, and soiled, and wearied." I went for his
creel, and the very first fish I brought to light was a
"darling," about four inches long. L. blushed deeply,
and became very glum indeed, while H. and I were
making the neighborhood echo to our howls of laughter.
He didn't even smile, but grumbled something about
"catching it for luck." Fifteen minutes afterward, when
we were well on the road toward home, L. turned sav-
agely upon us with, "You blanked fools, didn't you know
that man was the game constable, and the crankiest one
in the business?"
How should we?
A faithful summary of my experience as a trout fisher-

man would read about as follows: Disbursements, six
dollars, three days, lots of good energy, my profane
vocabulary several times over. Receipts, 500 fly bites,
scratches too numerous to mention, a lame foot, violent
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shock to my faith in outdoor recreation, and seventeen
trout. Balance largely against me. Ana,thema upon the
whole business!

H., who has read this manuscript down to this point,
adds: "Bass fishing, with a minnow, out of a boat, is
good enough for me." D. F. Hall.
Oswego, N. T.

FISHING ON PATRIOTS' DAY.
Boston, Mass., April 16.—The trout fishermen have

done nothing for a week beyond talking the matter over
and getting ready. Such weather in April is almost
beyond the record. The storm began early in the week
and continued almost to the end of the week. Snow on
Sunday in Massachusetts, followed by rain on the coast
on Monday and with snow in the interior. A gale with
more snow and rain on Wednesday, Thursday and Fri-
day, the weather not clearing, in fact, till Sunday again.
Such a record for the week has been enough to keep any-
body at home, to say nothing about-following the swollen
streams with line and rod. Such a record is good for
the trout, and doubtless the fishermen are just as happy,
for the trout are left to be taken some other day. Massa-
chusetts has abolished Fast Day, appointed by the Gover-
nor, and has made April 19 a holiday for all time—the
date of the battle of Lexington. Somehow the name
Patriot's Day has become affixed to the holiday, though
I believe nothing in the act of appointment makes this
name binding. As a holiday it cames at about the right
time. The fishermen are planning to improve it. A
large number of Boston lovers of the rod and reel have
signified their intention of going a-fishing on that day.
At the tackle stores there are a good many bundles of
new rigging that has been selected and is to be held in
readiness. May the day prove to be propitious.

Reports from Maine mention the worst of weather for
April. Ice has actually been forming, rather than melt-
ing, for a week or more. The date of the departure of
the ice from Moosehead and the Rangeleys has been still

further put off by the prophets, and the trout season,
instead of being early, as indicated during the warm
weather in March, may be very late—all depending upon
the weather. But the preparations for fishing in Maine
were never greater. This assertion is from actual observa-
tion, rather than from any desire to boom the business,
such as actuates some of the reports in the Maine papers.
Nearly every fisherman I have talked with is planning a
trip to Maine, instead of the World's Fair, as last year.
But there is a feeling of discontent as to the old resorts,
and new fields will be sought for. Sportsmen are looking
with longing eyes to some of the points that have been
opened up by the completion of the Aroostook Railroad
last year. They tire of the much advertised resorts where
"thousands of trout are to be had for the catching, and
big game is only waiting to be killed." Sportsmen have
learned that such advertising really means no game and
no fish; simply the tracks of the summer tourist.

Trout Opening.
The trout season in New York State opened last Satur-

day, April 14. The date named in the law is April 15,
but the 15th was Sunday; and the act adopted by the Leg-
islature last month makes the preceding Saturday the
opening day in all such cases.

The cold and stormy weather of last week had put the
streams out of condition for fishing, and although Satur-
day was a lovely day, the anglers' rewards were not gen-
erous.
In accordance with time-honored custom Mr. Eugene

E. Blackford celebrated the accasion with a handsome
display of brook trout, the specimens coming from Ver-
mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York and California.

Utica Association.

Utica, April 12.—At the annual meeting of the Utica
Fish and Game Protective Association, held last evening,
the following officers were elected: President, Gustavus
Dexter; Directors, I. C. Mcintosh, W. K. Gilmore, W. E.
Wolcott, T. Jay Griffiths, Elon G. Browu, M. M. Colby,
A. S. Oatley. The secretary and treasurer will be elected
by the board of directors. Pobtsa.

The Pennsylvania Association.
Philadelphia, April 16.—The regular monthly meeting of

the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association, held on Sat-
urday; evening, April 14, at the rooms 1020 Arch street, Phila-

i delphia, was well attended. Additional information upon
violations of the fish laws was presented and acted upon.
The executive committee reported satisfactory progress in

correcting several violations previously reported. The topic
' of destructive effects of the use of pound nets along the
Atlantic coast line was then introduced and discussed at
length, and it was the sense of the Association that the great

1 decrease of fish in the bays and estuaries along the New Jer-
sey coast was due in a large degree to these fish pounds,
which should have shorter leaders and a larger mesh than
those now in use, and should be placed not before June 15
and removed before Sept. 15. A resolution was therefore
adopted earnestly recommending such legislation as will per-
mit the increase of fish along the coast.
A general revision of the constitution was then proceeded

with and provision made for the election of a board of trus-
tees to take charge of the permanent fund of the Associ-
ation.

A special committee was appointed to arrange the neces-
sary preliminaries in conjunction with a similar committee
of the Fish Commission for the reception of the American
Fisheries Society on the occasion of its annual meeting in
Philadelphia, May 16. M. G. Sellers, Sec'y.

A Bill to Regulate Pound Nets.
The following measure has been introduced as Senate, No 122, in

the New Jersey Legislature, by Mr Bradley, of Asbury Park:
Sec. 1 Be it enacted by the Senate and General Assembly of the

State of New Jersey: That hereafter it shall not be lawful for any
person or persons to put, place, maintain or use in any of the waters
Within the jurisdiction of this State, including the waters of the
Atlantic Ocean within three nautical miles of the coast line of this
State, either on his own account and benefit or that of any other
person or persons, any pound net, heart net, trap or other fixed or
stationary device, for the capture of fish, except upon the following
conditions, namely, that such net, trap or device has in all of its parts
meshes of not less than four and one-half inches drawn measurement;
that such pound net, heart net, trap or device shall not be used in any
of the said waters, excepting between the fifteenth day of June and

the fifteenth day of September; that the wings or leaders connecting
with any trap (which shall be limited to one compartment) shall not
extend further than two hundred feet therefrom; that no such net-
trap or device as aforesaid, shall be so placed that the same shall be
nearer to each other than two miles, nor shall the same be placed
within the distance of one mile of any permanent inlet of the Atlantic
Ocean along the coast line of this State.

Sec. 2. And be it enacted, that any person or persons who shall
offend against either of the provisions contained in this act shall,
upon conviction thereof before any justice of the peace, either in the
county in which said offense is committed or in which the offender
resides or may be found, be punished by imprisonment in the county
mil of the county where the conviction is had for the term of ten
days, or by a One of one hundred dollars and costs for each and every
offense, one-half of the said fine to be paid by the said justice to the
county collector of the county in which such conviction is had, and
the other half to the person or persons making the complaint, and
when any fine or imprisonment is imposed by virtue of this act the
offender or offenders shall stand committed until the fine and costs
are paid.
The third section provides for the seizure and forfeit of apparatus.

hnntl.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

April 17 to 20.—New England Kennel Olub, at Boston, Mass. D. E
Loveland, Sec'y. Entries close March 31.
April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Olub, at Los Aneeles

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y-
May 1 to 4.—8pecial show of St. Bernard, Collie, Spaniel and Fox-

Terrier club3, in connection with the Hempstead Farm show, Madison
Square Garden.
May 9 to 12.—Louisville Kennel Club, at Louisville, Ky. St. Marc M.

Munday, Sec'y.
Sept. 10 to 14.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y.
Sept. 18 to 21.—Rhode Island State Fair Association, at Cranston R

I. W. W. Dexter, Sec'y.
'

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaug

her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells

Sec'y.

The Specialty Club Show.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There are many matters in relation to the Bulldog Club's

Specialty show, which will be held at the Madison Square
Garden, New York, on May 1 to 4, in connection with the
Hempstead Farm "Farm Show," to which I should like to
draw special attention. For this reason I beg a corner of
your valuable space, as I know of no better way to reach the
public.
We hope to make our display on the benches as extensive

and as interesting an exhibition of bulldogs as ever seen in
America. In addition to the $140 cash offered in the regular
classes, the following specials will be open for competition •

The W. K. C. offers .$25 for the best kennel of four bulldogs'
The Madison Square Garden Company offers $25 for the best
pair of bulldogs (dog and bitch). The Woodlawn Park Stock
Farm, $10 for the best dog in the open or novice classes. Also
$10 for the best bitch in the open or novice classes, and $5 for
the best puppy. The Bulldog Club of America offers its
silver medal for the best American bred dog owned and ex-
hibited by a member; silver medal for the best American
bred bitch owned and exhibited by a member. Mr. John H
Matthews, president of the Bulldog Club, offers $10 for the
best American bred puppy owned and exhibited by a mem-
ber. Mr. Wm. Marinet, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, offers
through the Bulldog Club, $10 for the best dog or bitch
owned and exhibited by a non-member. The Club Cups and
Bowl were offered at the W. K. C. Show for competition, and
as our rules provide for only one offering each year, we can-
not again place them upon our list of specials. "Our trophies,
however, will be on exhibition at the coming show. Unusual
efforts are being made to add every feature thatmay increase
public interest in this much abused breed of dog, and we
propose to advance our pleas in every legitimate manner, and
remove the prejudice and ignorance which now so generally
exists regarding his good and bad qualities.
The Bulldog Club will have a competent man constantly

in attendance at the show to see that all the dogs (whether
the property of club members or not) are properly benched
aud securely chained; that each animal is provided with
clean and comfortable bedding; that the stalls will be fre-
quently renovated, and that their food and water is properly
prepared and fed in abundance. In case of illness or injury
to any dog, he will report the facts at once to some member
of our bench committee, and suitable care and treatment
will be given without delay. Any special orders or directions
sent by mail to the writer as to the feed or care required for
any particular dogs will be faithfully carried out; the exhib-
itor, however, will be expected to pay any extraordinary-
expense.
This "superintendent" will be sufficiently posted on all

essential matters that he may give proper information to all
inquirers that may address him in regard to affairs of our
club, etc., and he will also be instructed to allow the public
every opportunity of viewing the dogs, removing them from
their benches for critical examination when so requested
(always at proper times), and in everyway to give the visitors
an interesting and profitable exhibition. The resident mem-
bers of the Bulldog Club and such others that may be in
attendance will consider themselves members of a self-con-
stituted committee to assist in carrying out our arrange-
ments to perfection.
The exhibits of club members will be specially designated

by our usual stall card (which will be nailed in each stall),
hearing the dog's name, thus assisting visitors during their
inspections, without continual reference to the catalogue.
There will be, however, no distinction made as to the care
and attention to be devoted to the others; all will share and
share alike.

I feel sure that you will pardon this lengthy letter, which
will seriously encroach on your limited space, if you but see
that our will and objects are to bring our selected breed of
dog properly before the public, to demonstrate that the bull-
dog is a faithful, companionable brute, worthy of affection;
and that the Bulldog Club proposes to come boldly forth and
proclaim its mission, and will spare no pains to establish its
claims as a useful and hard-working institution, that works
with a will for a good purpose, and has and will be blessed
with good results. Bulldog Club of America,

Per John H. Matthews, Pres.
New York, April 16.

Cocker Truths.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your last issue a letter by our esteemed friend Uncle

Dick merits the attention of every spaniel lover. If his
theories are right, the views of the writers of several letters
which have recently appeared in your paper are most de-
cidedly wrong and vice versa. My first impulse on reading
his letter was to answer it at once, but the old saying of
"Second thoughts are best" prevailed, and I decided to defer
my answer until after he has judged the spaniels at Boston,
where, if he practices what be preaches, an answer will be
necessary, whereas, if he preaches what he does not practice,
he will, as heretofore, have set the seal of his strong disap-
proval on his utterances through the medium of the kennel
press. I may possibly at the same time turn the search light
of open criticism on some strange decisions at other shows.
Watch and wait. Solus. '

Philadelphia K. C. Meeting.
The Philadelphia Kennel Club held an enjoyable meeting

last Tuesday week at the Aldine Hotel. Mr. Pierre
Lorillard, Jr., and some new members were initiated into the
club's jollity, which this time was enlivened by a string
band. The combination with the Eastern Field Trial Club
was the principal subject of discussion. They have secured
a well stocked preserve of 6,500 acres, at Newton, N. C. The
stakes and final conditions of the coming trials are as
follows:
Members' Stake.—To be run Friday, Nov. 23; entries

close the evening previous, and no dog that has been
placed in any open recognized trial to be eligible. Members
must handle their own dogs. Eastern Field Trial members
to be admitted to the Philadelphia trials, and vice-versa- the
entrance.fee, $5.

Derby Stake—To start Monday, Nov. 26; entrance fee,
$35; first forfeit $10, payable June 1; second, $10, payable
Sept. 15; additional $10 to start. Value of stakes, $600; $300
to first, $200 to second and $100 to third.
All-Aged Stakes.—Open to pointers and setters; to be run

on the conclusion of the Derby. Entrance fee $30; entries
close Oct. 15; value of stakes, $600; $300 to first, $200 to
second and $100 to third.
The Selling Stakes.—Originated by the Eastern Field Trials

Club. To be run conjointly after the Eastern Club's All-
aged stake. To be for dogs that have never been placed at
an open recognized field trial. Entries close Oct. 1; entrance
fee, $10. The starting fee to be 5 per cent, of the selling
price, payable the evening before the stake is run. The
price of entry, which is not to exceed $300, must be placed
upon each dog at time of payment of the starting fee. Win-
ning dogs to be offered at auction by the club at 9 A. M. of
the day the awards are made. Any surplus over such price
to go to the club. Beaten clogs may be claimed at entered
selling price at 10 P. M. In the event of more than one
claimant for a dog, the ownership to be determined by
auction between such claimants. A certificate signed by
judges and presidents and secretaries of the two clubs will be
given all dogs showing merit as good shooting dogs
Value of stakes, $350; $200 to first, $100 to second, $50 to
third.
The object of the stake and conditions is to give men in-

terested in dogs a chance to attend the trials and see the
dogs run in the field and in competition, and purchase them
afterwards at a moderate price. The certificates of merit
will show for the dog's working qualities, and as all surplus
beyond the fixed price at the sales reverts to the club's
treasury, this will prevent members from running high class
field trial dogs and bidding them in themselves.

Toronto Local Show.
A vert successful show was held by the Toronto Kennel

Club in the Granite Rink, at Toronto, Ont.. April 13 to 14
The attendance was excellent and some of the competition
proved very exciting. The indefatigable secretary, Mr. W.
P. Fraser, was ably aided in his arduous duties by other offi-
cers of the club. Cockers and fox-terriers were the princi-
pal breeds, and some very good dogs were shown. The
judges did their work well, as judging was almost com-
pleted the first day. The judges were: St. Bernards, J. S
Williams, Toronto; mastiffs, great Danes, Newfoundlands,
greyhounds, foxhounds, Irish setters, spaniels, collies, bull-
dogs, beagles, all terriers, except fox-terriers, pugs, toy
spaniels and miscellaneous class, George Bell, Toronto-
pointers and setters, Englisb and Gordon, C. A. Stone, To-
ronto; fox-terriers, smooth and wire-haired, Richard Gibson,
Delaware. Airedale terriers made a good showing, and the
signs are that this breed will be taken up earnestly in the
future.

A. K. C. Meeting.
The regular quarterly meeting of the executive committee

of the American Kennel Club will be held on Thursday, May
3, at 3:30 P. M., at the specialty dog show at Madison Square
Garden, New York city. Admission tickets will be furnished
to delegates upon application to Mr. Thos. H. Terry, 59 Lib-
erty street, New York. A full attendance is respectfully re-
quested.

DOG CHAT.

The W. K. C. have used every possible endeavor and have
gone to considerable expense to find the St. Bernard and
Irish terrier that were lost at their recent show. When they
heard that the Irish terrier Shargar had been seen running
down Broadway, they at once put on detectiveswho searched
every likely place, as far as South Ferry, where tbe dog
would likely be detained. The disappearance of Lord Wal-
beck is most mysterious. The story of the lost dog from
Minneapolis has probably no connection with it, as we hear
that this dog was sold by a policeman for $15, and then
shipped 100 miles into Wisconsin. Mr. Miller, his owner
brought suit against the W. K. C for Lord Walbeck's loss,
and if the case should come to court it would have an
important bearing on the question whether show committees
are responsible for the dogs committed to their care.

It is not generally known among the dogmen exactly what
the coming exhibition in connection with the specialty show
will consist of. Under the auspices of the Hempstead Farm
&o. a farm show on a very ambitious scale will be given.
This will consist of horses, cattle, ponies, donkeys, goats,
sheep, pigs, fowl and rabbits, etc., in fact everything in con-
nection with live stock farming will be set forth. There will
also be a flower market, vegetable exhibition as well as a
model dairy, etc. The idea is to give an exhaustive and, at
the same time, lucid demonstration of what a model farm
should be. This being the case the exhibition should prove
most interesting to visiting fanciers, in fact almost more so
than the regular New York dog show.

The Maybrook Kennels sold their bitch Roche Tacit to
Fred Kirby for Mr. Dallas, of Philadelphia, but they still
have two very good pups out of her by Roche Talma, that
were imported in utero; they are a wire and a smooth. The
wire is especially good.

A Canadian correspondent sends us word that Mr. Bell's
black and tan terrier Perfection has gone the way of all good
dogs. Great things were expected of this young dog—he
won at Philadelphia, and we regret to hear of his death, but
black and tans are tender cattle and should be treated as
such.

The Maybrook Kennels have brought charges before the
A. K. C. against the P. K. C. on account of their withhold-
ing from them the special advertised at their late show, in
the premium list, as for the best greyhound in the show.
This was afterward changed in the catalogue to read, "best
owned in Philadelphia," and was thus awarded.

Mr. James Mortimer will judge fox-terriers at the Louis-
ville show. A class has been provided for Schipperkes, with
prizes of $10 and $5, Mr. Bell to judge.

The Maybrook Kennels haveimported the crack greyhound
Southern Belle.

Mr. W. H. Nicoll, of New York, received last month a fox-
terrier from England by the steamship Tauric.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Coi-respondent.]

It may be possible that tbe affairs of field trials are a
wearisome theme to many readers, the more so since an
agreement on anything is seldom reached and discussion
seems to multiply differences of opinion. But only by dis-

cussion can progress be made, be the same regularly rapid or
slow, or only a little at long intervals. In my opinion, the
men, whose ability is conceded and whose experience is

measured by numerous events in many years, should be
conceded a knowledge of the sub-
ject in respect to which men of
small experience or theories evolved
from heresay, have but opinions. Such
men always write something sound
and comprehensive, aDd of such is a
letter recently received from Capt. C.
E. McMurdo, from which I take the
liberty of quoting some most pertinent
matter on field trial interests. He says:
"General interest in field trials is cer-

tainly falling off, and one of the chief
reasons is no doubt as you say, due 'to

the bringing to the front so often of dogs
which were not field dogs except by
the grace of an empty name. ' This will
continue so long as judges allow them-
selves to be misled by flash dogs, ones
with great speed and range perhaps,
but lacking in bird sense and quality.
A really high-class dog is always high-
class, and if he fails to show his qual-
ities, it is due to want of opportunity.

"It is very unfortunate that some of
our most competent judges have ceased
to help us, Mr. A. Merriman in particu-
lar. Mr. S. T. Hammond would have
made a first-rate judge. I remember
years ago he pointed out in his report
the difference between a high- class and
a common dog, giving as an example
the work of two young pointers, both
of which were about equal in pace and
range. They were put down in a long
and rather narrow stubble, with the
wind blowing direct in their teeth.
The high-class dog took in about half
the width of the stubble and the whole
length in his first cast of about 600yds.,
and on the return cast, coming down
wind, wheeled around, making a sort
of loop every 50yds., till he got within
some 100yds. of the starting point.
The common dog had struck the scent
of the covey soon after the start but
had not succeeded in locating it in the
time that the high-class one had taken
to beat out the whole field.

"We know how some of the flash
kind will go at a killing pace with a
great show of quality in throwing their
heads up, but which never locate their
game in good shape, except when the scent reaches them
justm the one way that suits their style of hunting. These
are the woret kind of frauds, for they 80 much resemble the
really high- class dog that it takes an expert to detect the
difference. Palpably low- class dogs occasionally get to the
front because they have bird sense, and succeed in doing a
good deal of effective work in their own common way. I
think that judges should more often avail themselves of the
power so wisely given them m the club rules of testing one
dog at a time. Of course a han,jier hates to take up his do„
just at the moment when he thinks he would have an oppor-
tunity of showing how superior
his dog is to that of his com-
petitors, but that should not
for a moment deter them from
doing so. Every dog should
be worked till the judges have
satisfied themselves as to his
quality, and no longer.
"I believe that the most in-

teresting feature of field trials
is the breeding of puppies, and
that the Derby ought to be a
stake tor puppies only, and not
for dogs that are old enough to
know nearly as much as they
ever will, that thorough break-
ing should not be required,
but that steady pointing and
backing, together with a rea-
sonable amount of obedience
to orders, should be considered
enough. This would put ama-
teurs on a more even footing
with professionals. It is the
breeders who are the greatest
supporters of field trials, and
they should never be discour-
aged by seeing their high-class
puppies placed behind lower-
class ones, simply because the
latter may chance to find more
birds or behave better.
"In regard to the All-Age

Stakes, I think that all dogs
in them should be thoroughly
broken, and that their handlers
should not be allowed to inter-
fere with them in any way
when they are making game.
Their doing so is liable to
hinder the judge from seeing
what their natural qualities
really are."
Nothing could be more posi-

tively expressed in favor of
abolishing the time limit than
one sentence in the foregoing,
namely, "Every dog should be
worked till the judges have
satisfied themselves as to his
quality, and no longer." It is
a peculiar phase of a competition where a man is allotted a
certain minimum time in which to run his dog, whether the
latter has any merit or not. It, too, denotes the absence of
that quality of true gameness, moral and physical, when a
competitor insists on having to himself something or
other outside of the direct line of the competition.
It, too, denotes a weakness on the part of clubs in conceding
something unnecessary and not competitive in the competi-
tion for the sake of an entry fee. The demand for a time
limit is confined to a few, and has not a competitive origin.
Some trainers do not like to have a worthless dog beaten or
ordered up in ten or fifteen minutes, as it brings the dog's
inefficiency too distinctly into notice, which is not desirable
for business reasons. When a time limit of thirty or forty
minutes is enforced, the heats then average a more uniform
length one with another, and thus it does not seem that a
poor dog is so poor as he really is. The usage furthermore
helps such owners as love the sport for the revenue it brings,
inasmuch as the judges are tied up in cutting out the dogs
on the real merits in respect; to time, and thus we have the

peculiar competitor who can say, "You can lick me, but you
can't do it real bad, for if I don't get anything else I get
thirty minutes for $30."

The remarks on the age of puppies are worthy of consider-
ation. When late winter trials were established, they gave
an additional three or four months to the age of puppies, an
age already exceedingly liberal. They now permit an age
limit of over two years, an age when a dog is matured physi-
cally and quite well mentally. He is not a puppy in any
sense at that age. Of course it helps to swell the entries
when the age limit is so great, but, in the matter of getting

cious. When an owner enters his bitch in a competition, he
does so with a full knowledge of the possibility of his bitch
coming in season at the time of competing. So far as rules
and usages go, there is no hardship inherent in them. The
hardship, if any, comes to the owner from entirely extrane-
ous circumstances, the same as if his dog suddenly became
lame, or was injured or sick.

It is further held by some whom it seems should know
better, that the modern field trial dog is so keen a hunter
that when at work he will take no notice of a bitch in sea-
son. He loves work above all things else. He is so bred

that he bounds away joyously over hill

and dale in an ecstacy of working de-
light. His neck is clothed with thunder.
He skims across the earth's surface
with head erect and tail lashing furi-

ously. What, to him, this modern-
bred hunter, are porterhouse steaks,
warm sunny corners in which to bask,
or companionship? He is bred to work,
work, work. A great science is this
science of breeding high-bred dogs to
work.
But there are dogs, possibly of coarse

natures, which eat betimes, sleep be-
times, work betimes, and in a general
way follow out the laws of their being,
betimes. The most powerful instinct
in dog is sexual. He will battle with
the males of his own sex for possession
of the female. He will dig under board
fences, or gnaw a hole through oak
boards with his teeth to effect the same
purpose. Defeated in his purpose, he
grieves and frets and will not be com-
forted.

It certainly is a hardship to an owner
to be forced to run his dog with a bitch
in season, if the dog from the circum-
stances will not hunt. A much better
way would be to leave the matter to
the discretion of the judges.

B. Waters.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

ENGLISH SETTER "FLYING JIB."

Now owned by H. I. Babbage, Newark, N. J. Formerly owned by F. W. Samuels, Indianapolis, Ind.

entries, the clubs have been somewhat over eager, caused
primarily by giving larger prizes than their revenue or
support warranted. I note a cut in the prizes offered this
year, which I think is a departure for the better, for it will
have a tendency to reduce the intensely mercenary aspect of
the competition.
The act of the U. S. F. T. Club, in making five prizes of the

purses in the different stakes, is awise and just move. Here-
tofore the bulk of the money has been "scooped" by one or
two handlers. Now there is a chance for dogs of merit to get
a chance at the money. Often in a stake there are four or

CRARSTONE KENNELS TAKE TO WATER.

five dogs which are nearly equal in merit after the first and
second prize winners, and to select one from them often
required some fine and perhaps trivial reasons. It is now a
fairer arrangement of the money. If some one handler comes
in and "scoops" the whole purse from first to fifth, I have no
doubt but what the club can so arrange the purse and condi-
tions that he cannot do it again.

It seems as if nearly every phase of field trial practice has
gone from one extreme to the other in some part of its
history. The latest subject to excite interest is in respect to
bitches in season. For many years, all rules have a clause
as follows: "Dogs afflicted with any contagious diseases, or
bitches in season, or unduly attracting the attention of the
competing dog, will not be permitted on the grounds." The
U. S. F. T. eliminated that part of the clause referring to
bitches, on the ground that it was a hardship to an owner to
be prevented from running his bitch, since he had paid his
entry fee the same as the owner who entered and ran his
dog. So, too, did the man whose dog may be suffering from
a contagious or infectious disease. The reasoning is falla-

Field Trials and Our Dog's in
America.

The International Field Trials, held
at Chatham, Out., were originated by
Mr. Brailsford, manager of one of, if
not the finest kennel of sporting dogs
in England, belonging to Mr. Heywood-
Lonsdale, of Ightfield, Salop, England,
and it was by his advice that Mr. W. B.
Wells, assisted by a number of other
sportsmen from London and elsewhere,
have brought these trials to such per-
fection that they have become both
popular and recognized throughout
the continent.
In 1890 the Ightfield Kennel dogs

swept all before them, but since, so
great has been the improvement in our dogs, that those sent
out to compete last year, found their match, although
Ightfield Musa, Mr. Brailsford says, "is one of the very best
pointers I ever walked behind." This speaks volumes, for
although the breed of most of our American dogs came
originally from the British Isles, it shows that the breeding
has been carefully sustained , and with less material to work
on, the proficiency in work has in no way deteriorated.
Field trials all over the continent of America point clearly
to this. Few better dogs could be found anywhere than
those owned by Mr. W. B. Wells, of Chatham, Ontario, and

by Mr. I. Eame, of the same
place. Also some fine workers
are invariably entered from
Michigan and Manitoba, whose
owners spare neither time nor
expense in seeing that they are
equally as good in the field as
they are in appearance.
The State game laws of the

United States and the Provin-
cial game laws of Canada, as
they are at present, have been
great factors in the increased
proficiency in the work of our
sporting dogs, as now almost
anywhere quail can be found
either in greater or smaller
numbers, although, of course,
it is necessary for the better
working of the dogs, and the
time being generally limited
that the trials be held where
the game is most numerous
and the country practicable
and accessible.
Of late years sporting dogs

have been greatly on the in-
crease, and many fine looking
animals can be seen in almost
any town, but at the same
time a great number of these
are good to look at and noth-
ing more, in fact they are worse
than useless; these belong, as
a rule, to persons who know
little or nothing about the
training and management of
dogs, but let them roam about
at their own sweet will, an-
noying every one, and picking
up all kinds of bad vices. No
thorough sportsman allows
his dogs out except under pro-
per control. Where birds are
scarce it is reasonable to ex-
pect that a dog's work would
not be up to the mark, but.
surely where a well-bred sport-
ing dog is kept, it is worth
while to give him some tuition,,
and were field trials held more

frequently on this continent there would be fewer useless
canines roaming at large and the breeds would be greatly
improved.
There is a great diversity of opinion as to which breed is

best suited for general field purposes in America—pointers
or setters. Many say the former, giving as a reason that
they can stand the heat better, want less water, burrs do not
collect on their coat, and when once well broken do not.
require much work to keep them proficient. Then others
say the latter, as they can stand cold and damp better. But
be it as it may, taking the field trials altogether, both breeds
are fairly balanced as regards work, so that it would seem
that the nature of the country and its climate must decide
which is the best breed of dog to shoot over.
Our dog shows in America have certainly done wonders

toward improving the breed of our dogs, but it is a pity that
in regard to sporting dogs that the number of events won at
the different field trials should not be brought to bear toward
winning prizes at dog shows, of course according to the
age of the animal and the estimation in which the particular
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event in the particular field trial is held. The reason of this
being, without doubt, that many dogs win prizes at dog
shows that are worse than useless, having nothing to recom-
mend them but their appearance, in fact are full of bad vices
contracted from never having been trained or kept under
proper coutrol. It is a fact almost entirely ignored that these
very vices, sheep-killing, poultry-killing, hunting on their
own account, egg-sucking, and the fault (hardly a vice) of
being gun shy, are passed on from one generation to another.
Field trials are therefore beneficial in more ways than one as
they are conducive to the better preservation of game and
the proficiency in work of dogs in the field, though if dog
shows worked more in unison with field trials in regard to
our sporting dogs, there would be no need of the saying
"Handsome is that handsome does," for both would be as
near perfection as possible. VIATOR.

Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

Toronto, Can.—A curious law is in force here which per-
mits a man to steal a dog and practically go unpunished.
If he, however, takes the collar he can be "sent down." The
fact is that the dog is not recognized as personal or chattel
property and is not recoverable except on a replevin suit,

which most times is an utterly useless expense. To have
this law changed and rectified a deputation of local breeders
lately waited on the Attorney General for Ontario and laid
their grievances before him." The deputation consisted of
Dr. McCully and Messrs. J. Morgan ,W. P. Fraser and David
Kennedy, who were introduced by Mr. Joseph Tait, M. P. P.
They asked that dogs be declared as chattel property. They
are chattels when imported and have to pay customs duty,
and are also subject to a municipal tax of from one to five
dollars per annum. Sir Oliver Mowat, the Attorney-General*
declared this phase of the case was new to him, and there
appeared to be sound logic in the arguments adduced; he
could, however, give no final decision, but it should receive
the best consideration.

It will be in place here to print an extract from a letter
from Mr. Frank A. Stanton, manager of the Chateau Fron-
tenac, Quebec. He says: "In my own case my Irish terrier
bitch Miss Stout, C. 1638, has twice been stolen and is 'out of
sight now,' and although I have a fair idea of where she is,

I shall have to steal her before I can recover her."H B. Donovan.

Mr. J. B. Martin's (San Francisco) new purchase, the fox-
terrier Blemton Spinaway, from theBlemton Kennels, arrived
safely on the Pacific coast. She will be bred to Blemton
Reefer.

tinting m\i <H/om[8ing.

The Oaks Coursing Meet.
The Oaks Coursing Club's inaugural meeting was held

April 3 to 5. The first two days of the meeting were marred
by bad weather and a start was not made till the afternoon
of the 4th. The moisture resulting from the recent snows
left the going very heavy. "We have seen better coursing
grounds than the club had at their disposal, but never have
we seen the hares so resolute and as speedy as we found
them at Oaks. Only two weak hares were raised and on
these a short slip probably aided a quick kill. With but
few exceptions the slips were exceedingly long, due to the
wildness of the hares. In nearly every instance puss sought
safety on plowed ground, thus upsetting all calculations.
The stake was for thirty-two all-aged dogs at $5 each,

first dog to receive $135, second $65, third and fourth $32.50
each, and four more S5 each, if the stake filled, with a pro-
portionate decrease if the stake did not fill. Only sixteen
paid entrance money—a fair stake for the first attempt.
The officers of the club are: H. C. McCartny, president;

A. P. Slocum, secretary; H. B. Goodrich, treasurer. Execu-
tive Committee—H. C. McCartny, H. B. Goodrich and C. M.
Good. Field stewards, W. J. Wilson, B. F. Raddle and J.
M. Reynolds; judge, E. H. Mulcaster; slipper, Joe Keating.
And they did all in their power to make it pleasant for
coursers and visitors. Mr. Mulcaster's decisions gave
thorough satisfaction. Being an experienced horseman he
was always well up with the dogs, but never placeing him-
self in position to be dangerous to their work. It is pleas-
ing to course under a judge who gives his decision on the
merits shown and is capable of splitting a pair of close
working greyhounds.
At 10 P. M. Monday night the last string of dogs arrived

and the club officers immediately proceeded with the draw,
which resulted as follows:
H. C. Waterhouse's Slater—W. W. Good's Bess.
Columbia Kennels' Laplander—D. C. Luse's Nettlefield.
A. P. Slocum's Rachel—Eastern Coursing Kennels' Judge

Barnaby.
A. P. Slocum's Roy's Canary—Eastern Coursing Kennels'

Royal Crest.
R. Miles's Ansel—Eastern Coursing Kennels' Will-'o-the-

Wisp.
M. Williams's Guess—Columbus Kennels' No Mercy.
A, P. Slocum's Outcast—Columbus Kennels' Ramona.
A. P. Slocum's Rendezvous—M. Williams's King.
Nothing could be done Tuesday on account of the weather.

Wednesday broke unfavorably but the boys decided to make
a start after dinner.
At 1:30 P. M. a long string of carriages and dog wagons

started southwest through mud and an occasional flurry of
rain. At 2:30 P. M. the first brace was called to slips. A
small patch of stubble was crossed before reaching the prairie
and after a long tramp of two hours without sighting a hare
the crowd was momentarily interested by the gesticulations
of an approaching horseman. "He has a hare located," came
from different individuals in the crowd. But on his arrival
we found it was only a red fox. "We would have liked the
chase but it was not on the programme, so we proceeded on
our weary tramp. The grass being damp, it was evident
that the hares were not on the prairie. This fact was demon-
strated when we reached a small strip of stubble. A hare
was raised at 100yds. to the left and 50yds. back of the slip-
per.
SLATER—Bess.—Getting the dogs fairly well into line, they

were delivered in a long run up. Bess secured the first turn
by four lengths. Going on she did some good work, brought
the hare back within 100yds. of where it was raised, wrenched
twice when Slater dashed in for the kill. Bess won a one-
sided course.
Laplander and Nettlefield went next to slips. A

short walk to a piece of stubble up one side of which Keating
took the dogs. A hare was raised and the pair delivered to a
long slip. Before Nettlefield was sighted, Laplander dashed
up directly behind his game, while Nettlefield ran to the
right some distance before she sighted, thus giving Laplan-
der a tremendous lead. Laplander turned toward Nettlefield
and it looked as if she would get in for an exchange, but
Laplander went on, driving a stiff hare through a long course
alone, Nettlefield never getting up. The hare got away on a
piece of plowed ground. No course.
Rachel—Judge Barnaby.—A short walk and a good

hare was raised out of the same stubble. A long slip, some-
what in Rachel's favor and Judge Barnaby dashed up on the
outside for the first turn. Going right to work he ran up
several points, driving his game into a piece of plowed
ground which was unsuitable to his style of going. Rachel
on the contrary proved to be a wonderful mud lark; going by

Judge she got in and showed some wonderful working
qualities, soon wiping out the score and won a hard course.
The hare ran away.
Rot's Canary—Royal Crest.—The crowd shifted around

and again worked the stubble. A hare was soon up and
Keating (to a very long slip) delivered them fairly well.

Crest immediately showed in front. In a long run up (all on
stubble), Crest got first turn by any number of lengths.
Canary finally got in for a few weak wrenches, but Crest
went on after an awfully stiff hare, never allowing the bitch
a chance. The hare got away.
Laplander—Nettlefield were then called for the unde-

cided. After a long tramp, working alternately the stubble
and prairie, a horseman rode up and directed us to where he
had one located. The hare raised as if bewildered with the
crowd, refused to run, and after squatting a couple of times
to the discomfiture of the slipper, he finally let them go,
Laplander immediately showing in front, got the first turn
by two lengths; going on he worked his game merrily, never
letting Nettlefield to the hare. Puss evidently was in form,
for pulling away the pair quitted.
This finished the work for the day, leaving the remainder

of the card to be run through on the morrow.

THURSDAY.
Second Bound.

Morning dawned clear and bright and the start was made
at 10 A. M. for grounds some six miles southeast of town.
Will-o'-the-Wisp—Ansel were first in slips. A nice

piece of prairie was worked, and on nearing some stubble a
hare raised in direct line of the slipper, but a long way out.
They were delivered, Will-o'-the-Wisp going out unsighted,
The hare disappeared over the little hillock. Ansel pulling
to the left, the hare came his way, and going in he did some
sharp work, driving puss on to stubble. Will o' the Wisp,
sighting, after a long run, got in, worked Ansel away from
his game, never allowing him a look in. Will-o'-the-Wisp
won.
No Mercy—Guess were then called. A hare was soon up.

To a good slip No Mercy went up a good length for the turn.
Going on for the next, Guess came in for a turn. No Mercy
raced by, drove puss through a wire fence, getting a nasty
cut on his thigh, but she went on and won a long course
alone. The hare got away.
Ramona—Outcast.—The crowd coming around to the

left soon raised puss. Ramona, immediately showing up in
front, raced two lengths for the turn, going on for the next
placed Outcast. Puss doubled right back, jumped clean
over Outcast, who was coming fast. She righted around
behind her game, but Ramona raced by and worked puss
until it went into a hole.
Rendezvous—King.—A hare was located and the crowd

drew up on a high place in plain sight. Rendezvous drew
out four lengths for first turn; keeping well behind his hare,
he did good work. King went by and wrenched to Rendez-
vous, who killed it and won.

Third Bound.
Laplander—Bess.—To a stiff hare Laplander went up

five lengths for the time, going on working his game placed
Bess; she was only able to wrench twice; Laplander went
by, drove the hare into some stubble. Bess scored a go by,
but never got up to the hare, which ran away.
Royal Crest—Rachel.—Working through a piece of

stubble, a hare was soon raised. To a good slip Crest led up
two lengths for the turn, held his place for the second, made
some strong'wrenches, drove his hare into a pasture, where
he turned to Rachel, who got quite busy and did some telling
work, turned to Crest, went by and was on even terms when
the hare stretched away on some heavy going. Crest, not to
be denied, raced past, wrenched and drove the hare into a
hole, winning a long, well worked course. This finished
the day's work.

FRIDAY
Morning clear and bright. By 10 A. M. we were on the

way to the grounds in the same locality where we coursed
yesterday. It was 11 P. M. when
No Mercy—Will-o'-the-Wisp were placed in slips. A

half-mile walk brought us to a strip of stubble. A hare was
put up, and clearing the stubble they were delivered to a
very short slip, just as the hare tripped and turned a double
somersault, alighting with face toward the crowd. He
shifted about just as Will-o'-the-Wisp dashed up and
wrenched to No Mercy, who wrenched back, Will-o'-the-
Wisp killing and winning a very unsatisfactory trial.

Ramona—Rendezvous.—A hare was soon up a long way
out and ran across the path of the dogs, and the slipper being
unable to get them behind the game, let them go to a side
slip. Ramona immediately forged away from Rendezvous,
but the hare was lost in some weeds before she could effect a
turn. They were ordered back into slips. In the next
attempt Keating got the dogs in line with the game and
delivered them to a long slip. Ramona immediately drew
away, but before she could get up the hare had reached
plowed ground. She dashed in, however, turned puss off the
plowing, and Rendezvous coming up, immediately necked
in and drove the hare along the prairie, leaving Ramona
laboring on the plowing, and ere she reached good footing
Rendezvous had evened matters. The bitch came again, but
Rendezvous seemed always to nick in and keep her at a dis-

advantage. Ramona finally got in for a few wrenches, but
could never rub out the dog's score. Rendezvous went on,
but could never get up to his game, the hare escaping to
some stubble.
Royal Crest—Laplander.—A hare was soon up to the

right of the slipper. To a good slip they were away neck
and neck for 40yds , when Laplander drew away for the
turn, being slightly favored; Crest came in, turned to Lap-
lander, who did some good work, placed Crest, went by and
wrenched to Crest, who got in a few wrenches, when the
hare broke away up a nice piece of road; Laplander came
with a rush, got alongside of Crest and it looked all over for
the mighty son of Greentick, when the hare from his own
accord shifted into a piece of fall plowing; Crest seeming to
realize his opportunity got in and did some good work and
had evened matters up when the hare broke away to a piece
of spring plowing. Crest went on but could never get up,
winning the grandest course of the meeting by an awful near
thing. Lunch was then indulged in.

Fourth Bound.
Rendezvous—Will-o'-the-Wisp were placed in slips at

I P. M. and quite a distance was traveled before we raised
puss. To a very short slip Will dashed in for the first turn,
wrenched twice and made an unsuccessful attempt to kill;

Rendezvous then went in for some very rapid work, killing
off .his own turn and getting the flag , a near thing.
After the customary thirty minutes

Deciding Course.

Royal Crest—Rendezvous were placed in slips. A long
weary uninteresting tramp followed over prairie, stubble and
plowed field without any signs of game. A council was held
and it was decided to make a move to the grounds we
coursed on the previous day. The dogs were ordered out of
slips, and after a half hour's drive a nice piece of prairie was
reached. The dogs were again put in slips, and after an un-
successful attempt to find game on the prairie, a piece of
stubble was worked. It being full of Russian thistles and
tumbling weeds, Rendezvous refused to go through it; so the
dogs were carried to the opposite side and again taken in
charge by the-slipper. Ahare was raised, butit was impossible
to deliver them on account of bad going. While crossing a
road, Mr. Slocum made a proposition to divide, but Mr.
Wilson (who was handling Royal Crest) wisely ordered the

slipper to proceed. Entering another piece of stubble a hare
was soon up, and the pair let go to a very long slip. Crest
drew away and got first turn by a number of lengths, going
on he drove his hare out on a piece of prairie; this suited
Rendezvous and he got in some telling work, a fine exchange
followed, Rendezvous came again and made it look like bad
for Crest. In attempting to kill he was only rewarded with
fur, then Crest jumped in for a few quick wrenches and a
kill—winning the stake outright. C. R. H.

• • • •

Huron Coursing Meet.

The grounds for the spring meeting of the Huron Coursing
Club were in the finest condition, and, with the exception of
a high wind, the weather was at its best. The hares were
very plentiful and the stakes were finished sooner than ex-
pected.
Mr. E. H. Mulcaster's grand horsemanship and his ability

to split a brace of close-working greyhounds to the satisfac-

tion of the most experienced coursers, once more leaves con-
vincing evidence of his ability as a judge I do not give the
credit due him when I merely say he gave perfect satisfac-

tion. The confidence in his judgment proves itself when the
owners of such greyhounds as Judge Burnaby, Sir Hugo,
Nettlefield and the strong puppy Glenkirk, as well as others,
send them to be run in the hands of men strange to them.
The officers of the club did their work well. The slipping

of Mr. E. B. Dinneen was very good, with the exception of
one or two cases, and I presume those were due to the condi-
tion of the slips. As we know, this is the most trying posi-
tion a man can be in, and the slips were not in order after
the first or second brace of dogs went from them. Mr. Din-
neen's judgment is good and his delivery is better than the
average.
A word for the president of the club is not out of place.

Mr. Huntley did his work most commendably, and that he
will continue faithful to his fellow lovers of the leash seems
pretty certain. The other officers of the club did compara-
tively as well.
April 9 at 9 P. M. the entries closed. In all there were

twenty- six entries, ten for the Sapling Stake and sixteen for
the All-Age. The favorites in the Sapling Stake were, after
the first round, Master Glenkirk, Miss King and Gilkirk. In
the All-Age, No Mercy, Sir Hugo and Judge Burnaby were
the favorites, but there was very little money at stake on any
of them.

TUESDAY.
Sapling Stake—First Bound.

Tuesday morning was beautiful and a large crowd started
out about 10:30 to witness the sport. The first brace was
slipped about 10:30 A. M., and at 3 P. M. we stopped for
lunch, after which the first round of the All-Age was run
through.
No better bred saplings ever met on American soil than at

this meet. The first pair to the slips was
Coon—Master Glenkirk.—This was a short course and

given to Coon, but I really think Master Glenkirk won this
course. He led to the hare, and with a few exchanges the
kill was made, both heads together.
Lady Dedlock—Jessie Green.—To a good slip, in the

first 300yds. Lady Dedlock led Jessie Green by five lengths.
Jessie then drew past, and in a long lead to cover, got the
verdict.
Robert le Diable—Miss King.—Robert led by a length

for first turn; Mis King then getting an opening, and in a
long course had it all her own way, the jack going to ground.
Thomas B. Reed—Gilkirk.—Gilkird led Thomas B. a

couple of lengths to the game; went on for a nice sequence.
Thomas B. then got in, and in a long trial worked the jack
for a long chase.
Wir, McKinley—Glenn Wood.—The jack slightly fooled

McKinley, who got up for first turn, and after some nice ex-
changes Glenn Wood went on and finished the course with
credit, showing good speed and excellent staying qualities.
This completed the Sapling Stake and a stop was made for

lunch, after which the All-Aged Stake was commenced.
All Age Stake—First Bound.

The first pair to the slips was
Lady—Jack.—Lady led to the jack by five lengths, and in

a long course never let Jack have a chance, Lady making the
kill.

Guess—No Mercy.—To a poor slip No Mercy led to the
jack by two lengths for first turn, placing Guess for next.
No Mercy then got in and did some clever work, and never
left any room for doubt in the course. She made a kill and
had it all her own way.
Willis H.—Grover.—The dogs ran wide, Grover shifting

the jack to Willis H, who got first turn. Grover came io.

for second turn and made a wrench and a kill. This gave the
course to Grover.
Rachel—Sir Hugo.—Sir Hugo ran out for first turn by

three lengths, and kept in for some good wrenches, never let-

ting Rachel in until toward the end, when Rachel scored a
go-by and got in for a turn. Sir Hugo won easily, the jack
getting away.
Ramona—Rendezvous.—To a poor slip Ramona led to the

jack for first turn, keeping her place for next, and in a long
and pumping trial had things her own way, puss going in a
hole.
LailAnder—Will-o'-the-Wisp.—Laplander led for the

first turn by two lengths, coming around nicely for the
second. Will-o'-the-Wisp then got in and made a few
wrenches. Laplander tripped and fell. Coming to his feet
again he raced past and kept his place during the remainder
of the course.
Carter O—Nettlefield.—Nettlefield led Carter to the

jack by three lengths for first turn, Carter coming in for the
next. After a few changes Carter C. finished the course
alone, making a kill.

Flash—Judge Burnaby.—Judge led Flash full five
lengths and kept his place to the end, never letting Flash
in. Judge made a strong race and a nice kill.

Thus ended the first round and the day's sport.

WEDNESDAY.
Sapling Staltc—Second Bound.

Another beautiful day and a larger crowd went out to see
the stakes ended. On account of a natural bye and guard-
ing it made one brace and three byes for the second round
of the Sapling.
Coon—Thos. B. Reed.—The former was a little the

speedier from the slips, but in a long chase Tom Reed was
too strong for her.
Jessie Green (a bye).
Miss King (a bye).
Glenwood (a bye).

All-Age Stake—Second Bound.
Lady—No Mercy.—No Mercy showed the most speed and

killed.
Grover—Sir Hugo.—Hugo led some five or six lengths

and did not let Grover in until after a long, hard pull, possi-
bly the longest race of all. No kill.

Ramona—Carter C.—The former beat him pointless.
Laplander—Judge Burnaby.—The judge led a few

lengths to the turn and with a bit of luck won.
Sapling Stake—Third Bound.

Thomas B. Reed—Jessie Green.—This was a beautiful
course, the former leading a length or two, then they ex-
changed very evenly until the kill gave the course by a small
advantage to Thomas B.
Miss King—Glenn Wood.—Miss K. showed the effects of

her hard bye-course and was handled quite easily by Glenn
Wood, whose work had been light before.
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AU-Age Stake—Third Round.
No Mercy—Sir Hugo.—Hugo led 'to the bare; they then

took turn about, when Hugo tripped and fell; the hare then
favoring No Mercy, and she being very clever with her teeth

killed and won. This was very close. Hugo was not in as

good form as he should be, owing to his previous hard pump-
ing course, but came up to the slips well and game.
Ramojta—Judge Burstabt.—Down a road they went from

the slip, the Judge in the lead and leaving the bitch further

every jump. When he turned puss he was some ten lengths

ahead; made another turn, and then let Ramona in for the

kill.

Sapling Stake—Deciding Course.

Thomas B. Reed—Glenwood.—Glenwood was too speedy
for his brother, and won the Sapling Sbake, leaving Thomas
B. Reed runner-up,

All-Age Stake—Deciding Course.

No Mercy—Judge BurnAby.—They both went into the

slips with a forefoot injured, No Mercy spraining her ankle
in the course before, and the Judge ran the stake through
with a sore pad, caused while training. The judge beat the

bitch to the hare, making the turn and placing her, and
from then on she gained points on the Judge until the kill.

No Mercy won, Judge Burnaby runner-up, Sir Hugo and
Ramona third and fourth. H. G. N.

• > •

Mr. J. H. Watson, of Brooklyn, must feel very proud over
the success of his greyhound, Royal Crest, and so must Mr.
Nelson, who is associated with him in the Eastern Coursing
Kennel. The very in teresting account of the meeting sent us
by Mr. Huntley, president of the Huron Coursing Club,
makes us almost, feel the stirrup iron round our feet. Mr.
Watson has stuck persistently to the game and has had his

full share of hard knocks and we are therefore more than ever
pleased that the. dog which gave him his first sorrows has
consistently run a true greyhound until victory came to

cheer his owner. A number of the dogs such as Ramona,
Laplander, Will o' the Wisp, won in the International Meet
at Huron last year, and for Royal Crest to go out there and
defeat such dogs on their own heath, is glory indeed to him-
self and his great sire, as all his courses seem to have been
regular.

Cruising in the Cy-Pres—1893.
QConcluded from Page $2h.~)

Tuesday, July IS.—We were up at daybreak, hoping fco make Prov-
incetown; the weather was calm and hazy, but, we hoped it would
clear away as the day advanced. We were ready to start at 6 o'clock,

and as there was a light air stirring from the west, we weighed anchor
and were off. We were about half-way across the harbor, in the
dredged channel, when the breeze died out completely, and the ebb
tide carried us out of our course, so that there was danger of our
sticking in the mud. I jumped into the dinghy and towed back into

the channel, when the breeze sprang up again, so that we were able
to keep on our course. The fog settled down occasionally, but was
not at any time so thick that we could not see Long Beach. We were
following the channel as laid down in the chart corrected in 1891, and
thought we would be perfectly safe if we stuck to it, so after passing
the beacon on the end of Long Beach, we turned eastward, expecting
to pass through the channel, where the chart gives from 15 to 25ft. of
water at low tide.

The breeze had increased a trifle, and, the tide being with it, we were
fairly flying along, when suddenly we felt the boat bump gently in the
soft sand and then stop dead We knew at once that we were in for a
long siege this time, as the tide was ebbing fast. We stowed all sail

and threw a kedge overboard as a safeguard, then got into the dinghy
with our leadline and sounded all the way across from where we lay
to the beacon on the end of Long Beach. The deepest water we could
find was 5ft., and it was not yet low water. We learned from a fisher-

man who was rowing by that this channel was called the Slue, and
that it was constantly shifting and changing, and could not be
depended on.
The tide fell very rapidly, and it was not long until there was a

crescent-shaped sand bar entirely out of water, stretching from N.W.
of us round to N. E. by E. This bar should be left on starboard hand
going out, but by trusting to a chart out of date we attempted to
cross it, with disastrous result. I would advise any one going into
this harbor to get the very latest chart obtainable, and even then it

would be a good thing to take a pilot.

The tide continued to rush past us till there was less than 18in. of
water on an average near us. We could see that the light sand was
being carried along in great quantities, and the bottom was rough,
looking like very small waves when first started by a brisk br*eze. F.
stepped overboard, after taking off his shoes and stockings and rolling
his trousers up as far as his knees; the water seemed very shallow
and the bottom very hard, but he was deceived in both, and at the first

step plunged in over his knees, thoroughly soaking his clothes. The
water was nice and warm, and he could not resist the temptation to
take a bath, so stripped and plunged into a little oval pool near by,
where he rolled and splashed about for a few moments very much as
one would in a big bathtub.
We lay a little quartering to the direction of the current. It eddied

and swirled around us, stirring up the sand, so that the water was
turbid and looked as though a very large quantity of ashes had been
thrown in. The sand was scooped out on our starboard side till there
was a large hole there over 6ft. deep, while it was deposited on the
other side, filling up all along the bilge of the boat, so that at slack
water we did not heel over any more than we were accustomed to
when sailing in a stiff breeze. The rail on the lower side was nearly
6in. out of water when she was over to the furthest point. The rapid-
ity with which the shifting of the sand took place caused us some un-
easiness, and we feared if it piled up on the other side in the same way
when the flood should set in, that we might have some difficulty in
getting off.

Thinking that the incoming tide might swing her head off and twist
the keel before it should be deep enough to float her, I took off my
trousers and jumped overboard, F. lowered the anchor and I took it

in my arms and carried it out about 10 fathoms, straight in a line with
the direction of the current. I worked one of the flukes deep down
into the sand, and then with the windlass got a good strain on the
chain. By this time the fog had cleared off and the sun shone down
on us with terrific heat. As the yacht was listed well over, we could
not use the awning, so got out one of our blankets and with clothes-
pins fastened one side to the peak halliards and the other we held
down outside the cockpit rail by weights This made a very comfort-
able "lean-to," and we ate our lunch under its shade, winding up with
the big watermelon purchased at Plymouth.
After the yacht began to right we kept her moving all we could to

loosen her keel from the sand that was piling up on each side of her.
We would both run out on the bowsprit and sway up and down, then
we would loosen the main sheet and swing the boom far out, first on
one side and then on the other, adding our weight to that of the furled
sail each time. The sand continued to pile up around us, and we con-
cluded that our lying at an angle to the current helped it to do so, and
tried the experiment of slowly paying out the chain, letting her head
gradually fall off. We were astonished at the tremendous power of
the current, for as the boat got more and more of her broadside to the
stream, she strained so on the chain that the bobstay across which it

pulled was permanently bent out of shape, although it was a solid bar
of ^in. iron set up taut. We worked carefully, one of us slacking out
the chain while the other rocked and swayed the boat, and gradually
got her round where the current swept more nearly in a fore-and-aft
direction, and it was surprising how quickly the pile of sand under our
bilge was cut away.
We lay stern to the tide for some little time, as we drew most water

juBt under our stern post, but finally we swung off and brought up
with a jerk that bid fair to part our chain, but fortunately it held us
all right. The breeze sprang up with the turn of the tide, and we im-
mediately made preparations to get under way.
It was too late to think of going to Provincetown, so we decided to

put back into Plymouth and try again another day. We had been so
busily occupied getting loose from the sand that we had not noticed
the change in the weather until we were ready to break out our
anchor, when we saw a very heavy thunder storm gathering in the
N. W. We hesitated for a moment about starting in the face of such
a squall, but, thinking anything was better than a renewal of the ex-
perience we had just been through, we made sail.

The wind by this time was sucking strongly toward the approaching
storm, and we had to tack against it all the way back to the dock on
Long Beach in front of the pavilion. Our experience with the shallow
water of the harbor made us very cautious, and one ot ua stood up

forward watching the color of the water while the other steered. We
took very short tacks and managed to keep in the channel this time.
The storm seemed to be chasing us and it grew very threatening, the
black ragged-looking clouds hung low over the water, and the fog
which had continued outside was rolled up by the wind in long cigar
shaped clouds, that looked like cotton. The fishermen came flying in

from outside, and were evidently in the edge of the squall, as they
were running some with lowered peaks and others with double reefs
in. The hardest part of the wind and rain passed off to the east of
us and we got but a little puff of the one and none of the other.
We ran a little past the end of the dock so as to be out of the way

of the ferry boat and other passing craft and anchored in 4% fathoms
of water. Not knowing exactly where the best water was, we got out
our lead-line and sounded all around the yacht, finding we had plenty
of water to swing in any direction without getting aground. This
first thunderstorm was followed by a singular succession of others
during the afternoon and evening. We counted five distinct thunder
gusts from 1 o'clock until we turned in, each one accompanied by
more or less rain. They seemed to gather west of Duxbury, then
came up over the Staudish monument and passed out to sea beyond
us. We felt the strong breeze sucking in toward each storm center,
but got only a few drops of rain from the first three. The fourth
came more to the southward and while we were in the cabin at sup-
per. It grew quite dark, and the first warning we had was the roar-
ing, rushing sound of the wind, accompanied by the sharp clatter of
hailstones and the patter of big drops of rain. We threw on our rub-
ber coats and scrambled out on deck as quickly as possible. The
heaviest part of the squall seemed to be right over us. The wind blew
with terrific fury, forcing the yacht up against the ebb tide and she
darted from one side to the other, tugging at her chain like a live

creature determined to get loose. The squall was short and sharp; in
half an hour It was perfectly calm, and we cleared away our tea
things.
On coming on deck again we saw another black gust forming, more

angry looking if possible than the last one, during which we had been
in constant danger of bumping into a large catboat moored near us.

We decided to put down our large spare anchor with its heavy

yacht could be left in good hands if necessary until such time as
should be able to use her again.
As the wind was still fresh from N.E., we started off under single-

reefed mainsail and foresail at 8 o'clock. Just after rounding Long
Island Point we met a steam fishing-vessel coming in. They waved
frantically at us to go back, and came near to us and hailed us, saying
"Go back ! Go back !" We supposed they must have had some warn-
ing of an approaching storm or they would not have paid any atten-
tion to us, so turned back and followed them in, feeling very much
disappointed that our plans had been so quickly upset. After drop-
ping our anchor and furling our sail we jumped into the dinghy and
pulled over to the wharf, where they were lying and asked them why
they advised us to go back. They replied that there was a very heavy
sea outside, far too heavy for a craft of our size to be out in. We re-

gretted very much on hearing this that we had not kept on, for we
had the utmost confidence in the sea-going qualities of our little Cy-
pres, and there was not the slightest evidence of a storm.
I felt that I ought not to lose any more time in getting to Boston ,so

went on shore to see about trains. I found that there was but one
train I could go on, and that arrived there about the same time as the
steamer, so I concluded to take the latter, preferring to be on the
water rather than in the dusty cars. After telegraphing my wife to
meet me at Boston with a decent suit of clothes and a "biled" shirt
we went back to the yacht and waited quietly for the time for the
steamer to sail. It was agreed that I should telegraph F. immediately
after consulting the oculist whether I could return and finish the
cruise or not. If not he was to engage a sailor In Provincetown to
help him bring the boat back to Magnolia. We had a beautiful trip on
the steamer, and I could not help thinking all the way over what a
lovely sail we would have had if we had kept right on that morning.
It was nearly dark when the steamer reached her dock. I took a

herdic up to the hotel, and as I opened the door two or three bellboys
sprang forward with their usual celerity to take my "grip." hnt, wh«n

1 "un
,

, but when
they saw my long, lean figure clad in wornout salt-stained trousers,
flannel shirt, loose jacket and no vest, sneakers on my feet and a
faded soft felt hat pulled down over my eyes, they slunk back into
their chairs with a "no nickel there" kind of a look on their faces tha

manilla line to keep us more nearly in the center of the channel. This
anchor was in the lazaret and it was quite a job to get it out, put it

together and bend on the line. We were in the midst of this task when
this the final storm broke on us. The wind was not quite so strong as
in the preceding one, but the rain fell in torrents, and it was so dark
it "could be felt."

We went on with our work in the drenching downpour withno light

except our lanterns and got our second anchor down where we
wanted it, then shortened our cables till we had out only enough to

ride by at high tide. We felt better after this job was completed, as
we felt sure now that there was no danger of the yacht dragging in

the night, and either fouling our neighbor or going on the mud.
When the rain ceased we found ourselves very wet and uncomfort-
able. F., especially, who had torn one sleeve out at the shoulder,
was drenched to the skin on one side, while both of us were soaked
from the knees down. We got off our wet clothes, rubbed down with
a crash towel till we were dry and warm and then turned in. We
passed a quiet night, although we got up two or three times and
looked around to see how things were going.

Wednesday, July 19—Having had a long hard day of it on Tuesday
we slept till 7 o'clock. The morning was beautifully bright and a
delightful sailing breeze was blowing from the northwest. The
barometer was high and there was every indication of a fair day.
We decided that this was a fair chance for Provincetown, so hurried
through our breakfast and got under way at 8 o'clock. We took
short tacks in the long narrow channel, avoiding every appearance of
shallow water. Giving the cause of our yesterday's experience a
wide berth, we turned the black buoy on Brown's Bank in safety and
with lifted sheets made a straight course for the whistler off the
mouth of the harbor. While beating to windward we had found the
breeze all we could well stand, our rail being frequently pressed under,
but as soon as we eased the sheets a little and got out into open
water where the white caps were running the sailing was delightfully

exhilarating. Our course from the Gurnet Light to Wood End Light
on Cape Cod was east by south. It was nearly a beam wind for us
and we tore along at a great rate, passing the whistler off the Gurnet
Light at 9 o'clock and dropping our anchor near the long railroad
wharf in Provincetown at 1 o'clock, making the distance of 24}^ miles
in four hours.
We would have made much better time than this but in our hurry

to get an early start we paid no attention to our dinghy, and did not
notice until we were well off shore that it was full of water. When
we did notice it we were in too much of a sea to make bailing out a
comfortable operation, so we were forced to drag it along as it was
until we made port. The day was clear and bright and at the end of
the first hour's sailing we could just make out the spires of Province-
town. About the time we lost sight of the Gurnet Light we could see
the Wood End Light, which made the trip across simpler and easier
than we had expected. Manomet Point is the most conspicuous land-
mark on this part of the coast, and we did not lose sight of it till we
rounded Long Point and shut it out behind the land on Wood End. It

would be the proper point to steer for if one were going from Prov-
incetown to Plymouth, and did not feel sure of his compass.
We were delighted with Provincetown as a harbor. The bay is large

and there is no bar or obstruction of any kind at the broad entrance.
Numerous fishing schooners are always lying there and they show
where to anchor. We ran through the fleet and beyond them until
well inside of two long wharves that make out from the town. The
one on our left is the steamboat dock, where the daily steamer from
Boston lands her passengers. The one on our right, which is the
longer, is the railroad dock.
After eating a hasty dinner we went on shore and were much amused

with the quaint old town. The principal street runs round close to the
water, following the curves of the shore. There is no sidewalk on the
side next to the water, in fact there is only room for one, and that a
very narrow one, two boards wide. The dwellings and stores are
mixed in together in the most singular way, dry goods, ship chandlers,
grocers, bakers, shoemakers and liquor sellers side nyside, all the way
down the long winding street. Thre are a few dwellings on one or two
side streets, but almost the entire town is on the main street. We
wandered up to the top of a high sand dome called Town Hill. To pre-
serve it for park purposes, grasses that will grow in the sand have been
planted on its steep, sloping sides, to prevent it washing away. It is

a very picturesque and charming spot and the view of the bay from the
top is fine, and well worth the climb up there. A very interesting view
of the barren sand hills that go to make up this end of Cape Cod can
also be had from this place. On our way back we bought some pro-
visions, filled our water jug and returned to the yacht well pleased
that we had reached the objective point of our cruise, and that it had
proved to be so exceedingly interesting.

Thursday, July SO-—A strong N.E. wind sprang up in the night, and
hearing it moaning through the rigging we got up and paid out more
chain. We lay so close to the Bhore that there was no sea on, and we
slept long and soundly, and did not get up until 7 o'clock. My eyes
had been troubling me a little for several days, but thinking it was
due to the glare on the water and that it would soon pass off I paid
very little attention to them. This morning when I awoke they were
very much worse, and I found on examining them with the aid of a
hand mirror that an ulcer had formed on the corner of the right one.
Having had a very painful experience the year before with the same
thing and in the same place, I knew it was necessary for me to put
inyself into the hands of an oculist for treatment at once. We decided
therefore to sail immediately tor Scituate, hoping to go on from there
to Boston the next day, where I could find a doctor and where the

was immensely funny. 1 was ordered by the good doctor to go back
to the cottage and stay there a week, and by no means go on to or
even near the water, so I telegraphed to F. that the fates were against
us, and he engaged Capt. Joshua Cook to sail with him back to Mag-
nolia, where they arrived on Saturday afternoon just before 4 o'clock,
having left Provincetown just before 6 in the morning. The trouble
with my eyes proved more serious than I at first expected and for five
weaks the Cy-Pres lay swinging idly at her moorings, riding safely
through the two terrible southeast storms of August when so many
yachts were wrecked along our Atlantic coast. Cruiser.

Yacht Races at Atlantic City.

The Corinthian Fleet of Atlantic City, N. J., is an active and enter-
prising organization that is doing much for racing and sailing in gen-
eral, and is reaping its own direct share of profit thereby. With a
view to further stimulating racing about the Delaware River and
southern New Jersey, it has this year arranged a series of races to
take place in August, and has sent out the following invitation to all
such clubs as are likely to be interested:

Secretary T. C.i
Dear Sir—I have been instructed by the Corinthian Fleet, of Atlantic

City, to extend a cordial invitation to the Y. C. to attend the
series of races to be sailed at Atlantic City on the 10th, 11th and 13th of
August next, weather permitting.
Aug 10, annual race of the Corinthian Fleet, open only to mosquito

type; 25 entries.
Aug. 11, second annual race for the Muckle cup, under the auspice?

of the Muckle cup race committee. Open only to mosquito type or
boats of similar measurement and sail area; probable entries, 75.

Aug. 13, special ocean race over a course of 10 nautical miles to wind-
ward ana return, under the auspices of the Corinthian Fleet. Open to
sloops and cutters of the second, third and fourth classes. Start and
finish to be made outside the sea buoy. Sails limited to cruising rig,
clubtopsails barred. Time allowance as per rule of the Philadelphia
and Corinthian Yacht Clubs, of Philadelphia. Nine prizes will be
offered, three for each class entering five yachts or more. Eighteen
yacht clubs will be invited, besides the , to witness the races of
Aug. 10 and 11, as well as to actively participate in the special ocean
race of Aug. 13.

Sail limit to be decided by vote of yacht owners at meeting one day
prior to race.
Entry blanks fcr this race will be gladly furnished upon application

to the secretary of the Corinthian Fleet, and must be accurately filled

out and returned prior to Aug. —. The bar off Atlantic City can be
safely crossed by any yacht not drawing over 6ft.

A warm welcome is assured to any yacht or member belonging to
your club, and every assistance will be given regarding information
as to anchorage, fresh water, ice, provisions, etc.
Earnestly hoping to have the opportunity of welcoming a represen-

tative number of yachts from the Club, believe me. very truly
yours, Wm. H. Edwards, Esq., Secretary.

P. O. Atlantic City, n. J.

Southern Y. C.

The Southern Y. C. of New Orleans held its annual meeting and
election on April 5, the election furnishing one of the liveliest cam-
paigns in the history of the veteran organization. As a consequence
of the friendly rivalry between the factious, the yachting spirit has
been stimulated and the club itself greatly benefitted by being brought
prominently forward so early in the season . Twenty- three new mem-
bers joined, making 306 in all. The administration or boat-owners'
ticket won the battle, Com. Thos. Sully, Vice-Corn. Alex. Brewster and
Rear Com. L. O'Donnell being re-elected, and J. Walton Glenny, Sec

,

and H. T. Howard, Treas ; all by a handsome majority. The fight was
started by the boat owners and ended in a sweeping victory in their
favor. Those of the boat owners who bravely stood by Com. Sully
were more than rewarded and have seen their course justified by the
decided manner in which his popularity in the club was demonstrated.
The steam yacht Helen will continue to be the flagship. Ex-Sec. F. F.
Hall and ex-Treas. Hugh Brown were honored with a life membership
in the club in consideration for long and faithful services.
The full list of officers is as follows: Com., Thos. Sully, steam yacht

Helen; Yicfi-Com., Alex. Brewster,, sloop yacht Mephisto; Rear-Corn.,
L. O'Donnell, sloop yacht Florence; Sec, J. Walton Glenny; Treas.,
H. T. Howard; Meas., A Forchy; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. John B. Elliott;
Governing Committee, T. R. Richardson, A. M. Ancoin, J. W. Stone,
N. E. Baumgarden, C. L. DeFuentes; House Committee, W. W. Crane,
H. T. Catham, W. B. Leonard, J. D. Farrell, Robt. Lynd.
The fine club house at West End has suffered by the severe storms

of the past season, but will be placed in thorough repair, and the sea-
son of 1894, wnich opens with the annual regatta on May 12, bids fair
to outrival all previous ones, The club has adopted the same uniform
as the New York Y. 0. The button adopted for the club is a very at-
tractive emblem and represents Vigilant plowing along under a cloud
of canvas. The initials S. Y, C, are on the mainsail in gold. Ex-Com.
Robt. S. Day has been requested to draw up a deed of gift for the cup
donated by Mr. H. M Littell, There will be half a dozen cups sailed
for this season. The club book for 1894, in new and handsome form,
and containing the new rules, is nearly ready to leave the printer's
hands.
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Modern Yachts as Sea Boats.

The question of the sea-going qualities of the modern racing yacht
has been generally discussed among yachtsmen for some time, and
with no definite conclusion, the opinion of many being that the new
type, with forefoot cut away and mast stepped well forward, is much
inferior to the older craft built prior to 1887. The Yachtsman, in

opposing the present rating rule of the Y. R. A., has strongly con-

demned the later yachts, and in particular has criticised the perform-
ance of Queen Mab and Valkyrie in their passage across the Atlantic.

The following letter to that paper is particularly interesting as com-
ing from an old sailor, Admiral Montague, who presumably shares
the prejudices of most deep water sailors in favor of the ideal "ship"

as opposed to the racing machine. A long experience at sea in uaval
vessels, supplemented by an extensive experience in yacht racing,

fully qualifies the writer to criticise the qualities of a vessel; and as

to the new yachts in particular, Admiral Montague has built in suc-

cession the three 40-raters Corsair, Vendetta and the new Carina.

Editor nf the Yachtsman:
I see you have another crack at the seaworthiness of the modern

racer, for in your last number you state "that even in the height of
summer their owners may cousider their vessels ill adapted to a short
North Sea voyage ." This is rather strong. As a matter of fact, the
distance is about 700 to 750 miles from the upper Thames to Kiel; from
the Skaw down to Kiel it is more or less landlocked, if I recollect my
Baltic campaign days rightly, so that open sea without shelter cannot
extend more than 350 miles Did you notice, sir, the weather Britannia
encountered down Channel, and afterward in the Chops, when she had
to run for shelter into Plymouth owing to a gale of hurricane force?
and quite right, too. Would your old cruiser have got to Plymouth
even? I doubt it She would have gone on pile driving, trying to get
around Portland Bill or the Start, lying to half the time, bagging like

a sack; and as for your racing vessel of the crniBer type ever reaching
Marseilles to race and arrive in time, it is perfectly ridiculous to

assume such a contention.
I own that for lying to in a gale I should prefer the old-fashioned

cruiser, or the Brixham trawler, so as to "ride it out" like an old sea
dog. But then, I want to get to Marseilles by a certain date, and I do
it, I get there in spite of gales and head seas: you do not. Your ship

has either to lay to or to crawl along at half my speed. You lose your
races, I win them because I can get there, in time.

As you have often allowed me to state so previously, I will state

again, racing craft have always been, and will always be, designed
and built for utmost speed. Your cruisers you were so fond of were
built for speed before they became ex-racers They could not build

them faster because they did not know how to do it. I grant that
they laid to better in a gale owing to forefoot. What's the good of

only being able to lay to in a gale? Queen Mab had atrociouB weather
and weathered it somehow with an inexperienced skipper and a crew
ignorant of Queen Mab's peculiarities. Valkyrie had also a succes-
sion of bad weather and gales in crossing to America. The taste is

always the best proof of the pudding, arid I have instanced at least

three modern racers, all of which have weathered different degrees of

bad weather in crossing the perhaps worst stormy parts of the world's

seas.
If, sir, your theory is that we are building a bad type of vessel for

racing to-day that will make an indifferent cruiser to-morrow because
your ship's cook cannot stand up in comfort in his galley owing to

want of head room, or the owner cannot store his wife's basket-trunk
under hatches, then I am, to a certain extent, with you. But we can
never go back to slower vessels for the want of headroom or the stow-
age of ladies' basket-trunks; uor yet because greater displacement in

the bows offers you a better ship to lay to with in your beloved gale,

with what are termed good sea-boat qualities. That the modern racer
will come to and fall off and get too much headway I verily believe,

while laying to; but you will always weather the point, which is far
more important. I have sailed and been in very bad weather in many
different types of vessels for many years of my life; luck goes a great
way, but the helm is everything in 99 cases out of 100. V. Montague.

American Model Y. C.

The annual meeting of the American Model Y. C. was held on April

6, the following officers being elected: Com., W.V.Hanson; Vice-

Corn., C. Van Ness; Treas.. G. W. Townley; Sec, Herbert Fisher;

Meas., Frank Nichols; Regatta Com., Messrs. Davis and Nichols.

Messrs. Hanson, Grahn and Nichols were selected as a board of ex-
perts to decide on the eligibility of models of recent construction under
the % rule. Those who are ahout to build or are building, are required
to place in the hands of the board a drawing of midship section, also

stating the l.w.l., that they may decide as to whether the boat, if built,

will be allowed to compete under the rule in future races, thereby
giving the designers an opportunity to alter their plans to fit the re-

quirements of the rule. It is to be regretted that the model yacht
Neola will not start in any of the races this season, as her owner, Mr.
Q. E. Pfeiffer, has tendered his resignation, which has been accepted.
The % rule is assigned as the cause of his withdrawal from the club,

as it will no doubt debar his 3d class model yacht Ampere under the
rule. There are a number of other boats that will succumb to the %
axe.
The opening races of the club will be sailed on May 30. It has not-

been decided as to whether they will be sailed on the Prospect Park
lake or at Communipaw, the salt-water station of the club.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The new 20-rater, designed by Will FfFe, Jr.. and building by C.

Hansen & Sons, Cowes, for A. Barclay Walker, will be named Thelma.
The Watson 20-rater building at the same yard for Prince Henry of
Battenberg will be named Asphodel. Another 20 is under way at

White's yard, Cowes, designed by C. P. Clayton for a syndicate,

including Prince Batthyany-Strattman, Count Andrassy and Paul
Ritter von Scholler. She will be named Stephanie. Lord Dun raven's

new 20, designed by himself, is building at Summers & Payne's yard,
Southampton, and Charles Nicholson, the designer of the unsuccess-
ful Vigorna for the Earl of Dudley last year, has a new 20 under way
at Camper & Nicholson's yard, Gosport, for the same owner. As
already stated, Lord Dunraven, after selling his last year's 20,

Deirdre, to the Earl of Lonsdale, has purchased the very successful
Dragon HT. of Mr. F. C. Hill, and has had her hauled up at Summers
& Payne's yard for alteration by the addition of a centerplate. The
20-raters thus far have been all keel craft and Dragon has been the

best of the lot; the experiment of converting a successful keel boat
into a centerboard craft is a novel one and the result is likely to be
important, as Lord Dunraven is certain to make the trial a thorough
one; and with some ten yachts in the class there will be every oppor-
tunity for ascertaining the merit of each. The experiments with the

cen ferboard in deep cutters, a3 made in Iverna, Dis and Queen Mab,
have been very unsatisfactory so far as yachtsmen in general are
concerned, however much the designers may have profited by them.
While Dragon is not the type of boat to be improved by a center-

board, and by no means what a desiguer familiar with centerboard
boats would turn out for the 20-rating class, the experiment will not
be without value. Deirdre will be raced in the class by her new
owner, and nearly as possible in last year's form, serving as a trial

horse. Dragon will be sailed by Charles Bevis, of Hamble, formerly
skipper for Mrs. Schenley in the smaller rating boat racing by her.

A meeting of the New York Y. R. A. was held on April 13, with
Pres. Sutton in the chair. The proposed annual dinner on April 18,

was postponed indefinitely. The following resolution, offered by
Com. Prime, was adopted: "Resolved, That a committee of five dele-

gates be appointed to revise the constitution, by-laws and sailing rules

of the Association, and that thev submit to each club of the Associa-

tion on or before May 15, 1894, such chauges as they deem proper for

the club's approval, and request that such clubs pass on the same,
and give notice to such clubs that they will present such proposed
changes to the Association at a meeting to be held on June 22, 1894,

and that such committee report such changes to the Association at a
meeting to be held June 22. 1894," President Sutton appointed the
following committee: Com. A. J. Prime, Yonkers Corinthian Y. C;
Judge Charles E. Simms, Columbia Y. C; George E. Gartland, New
Jersey Y. C; Com. Norman L. Bowe, Pavonia Y. C. and N, Smith.
Canarsie Y. C. The application of the yachting department of the

Newark Bay Boat Club for membership was placed on file. A com-
mittee was appointed to purchase prizes for the winning yachts in

last year's regatta.

The hearty patronage of the German Emperor is having a good
effect on yachting in German waters, and the present year promises
to be a notable one, the chief event being the racing- about the Baltic

between June 23 and July 2, of the Kaiserlicher Yacht. Club. The fleet

of 40-raters will be a strong one. including Irene, built three years
since from Watson's designs for Prince Henry of Prussia, Lais and
Varuna, lately sold to German owners, and a new Watson 40, Kom-
modore building by Schicau at Ebling. It is now proposed that the
English' fleet shall visit the Baltic instead of the usual trip to the
Clyde, the German yachts returning with them for Cowes week. Ad-
miral Montague is likely to take his new 40, Carina, to Kiel, and some
other British yachts will find their way there in all probability.

The Ball von Kull Y. C. has elected the following officers: Com.,
John Cronk; V~ice-Com., H. E, Buel; Rec. Sec. L. H. Defile; Fin.-Sec,
John Y. Caughey; Treas. Henry S. Vroom; Trustees, for two years,

David F. Simonson, Jacob I. Hoesman, W. H. Prall and Abram W.
Applegate; Trustees, for one year, Chas. 35. Griffith, Frederick Jehan,

Chas. Notz, Geo. H. Dunham and Geo. Rose. At a meeting of the

trustees the following committees were appointed: Regatta, George
Ross, H. E. Buel, J. S. Donovan. Membership, H. E, Buel. Wm, H.
Prall, Chas. E. Griffith, House. A. W. Applegate, Abram Walsh, John
J. Caughey. Auditing, Wm. Prall, F. Gehan, Chas. Griffith. Bowling,

D. L. Simonson, E. J. Van Pelt. W. M. Lose. Billards and Pool, John
Cronk. Geo, Ochs, Geo. H. Treadwell. The club is now at home in its

fine new house at Port Richmond.

The Schoodic Y. C. has heen honored beyond any similar organiza-
tion in this country. Capt. Geo. Goodwin, of the ship Dirigo, a member
of the club, having expressed a wish to use the club colors as his pri-

vate signal, has been presented with a beautiful 30ft. flag made after

the design of the club pennant. This beautiful flag will wave over the
first iron ship ever built in the United States and will be carried by a
member of the Schoodic Y. C. to the most distant parts of the world.
The flag was purchased by Commodore Willard Pike and a few of the

active members and presented to Capt. Goodwin as a mark of then-

regard and good wishes, and hope it may be a mascot to himself and
his beautiful steel ship Dirigo, as well as a remembrance of his friends

on the St. Croix.

—

Daily St. Croix News.

The yachtsmen west of Ontario have made a new effort for the
formation of a permanent, organization, and at a meeting on March 21

in Cleveland, the Interlake Yachting Association was organized, with
the following officers: Com., the Hon. George W. Gardner, Cleveland
Y. C; Vice-Corn., J. E. Gunckel, Ohio Y. O, Toledo; Rear-Corn., H.
C. Kendall, Citizens' Y. C, Detroit; Sec'y. -Treas., E. W. Radden,
Cleveland Y. O; Meas., W. A. Ladd, Put-in-Bay Y. C. ; Fleet Surgeon,
Dr. A. E. Claypool, Ohio Y. 0., Toledo; Race Committee, C. B. Lock-
wood, Sandusky Y. C, chairman; Wm. Gates, Toledo Y. O; C. J.

Lichtenberg, Detroit Y. C- A meet will be held at Put-in-Bay, Lake
Erie, with races on July 17-18, and a cruise starting on July 19.

The third annual spring regatta of the Oak Point Y. C. will he sailed

on June 17, from off the club house, 149th street, Fast Biver, New
York. The courses will be: For sloops over 25ft., around Gangway
Buoy; 20 miles naut. For all smaller classes, around Stepping Stones
Light; 10 miles naut. The start will be made at 11 A. M., with 5 min-
utes to cross. Two handsome cups, similar to last year's Commo-
dore's cup, will be given for boats over 25ft. The prize for the 20ft.

cat class will be two lamps; for the 20 to 22ft. jib and mainsail class, a
set of yacht lights and a gold badge; for the 16 to 18ft. cat class, a sil-

ver-mounted punch bowl. The entries already number 28.

The Corinthian Y. C. of San Francisco will open its fifth season with
a dinner on April 28 at the club house, Tiburon, with a squadron
cruise on the following day. Our list of fixtures shows that the club
has planned a busy season, in which short squadron cruises will be the
feature. The officers are: Com., T. F. Tracy; Vice-Corn., A. T. Lyons;
Sec'y, F. E. Baker; Treas., N. F. Dixey; Meas., F. Stone; Port Capt.,

J. H. Keefe. Regatta Committee, J. R. Howell, W. H. Crowell, C. A.
Graham.

The Bay Shore Y. O. has elected the following officers: Com., H.
M. Brewster; Vice-Corn., J. R. Howell; Rear-Corn., Edgar Reybert;
Treas.. Dr. E. S. Moore; Sec'y, Arthur Dominy; Meas., Josiah Rob-
bins. Regatta Committee—Henry L. Brown, John Daggett, S. C.

Hulse. House Committee—Harry S. Raven, Samuel B. Gibson, Ned
Dominy. The opening regatta will take place on June 13.

On April 12, Capt. Cranfleld and twenty of Valkyrie's crew arrived

at New York on the Majestic and were taken on the White Star tug

40-rater, designed by Will Fife, Jr., 1893. From an amateur photo.

Pulver to Tebo's, where they installed themselves aboard the yacht.
The work of fitting out is now going on. the two new masts will soon
be shipped, and the yacht will sail for Glasgow as soon as possible.

She will he fitted with a wheel instead of a tiller for the ocean voyage.

The Savannah Y. C. has elected the following officers: Com., F. S.

Lathrop; Vice-Corn., A. S Bacon; Rear- Com., G. L. Cope; Sec.-Treas.,

M. A. Cohen; Stewards—H. A. Palmes M. Y. Henderson, H. M. Comer,
Jr., F. F. Jones. W. D. Simkins, I. Beckett, w. w. Starr, H.H. Gilmer,
John Screven, Jr., J. A. G. Carson, G. J. Baldwin, J. L. Walthour. The
annual regatta will take place about May 15.

The Carolina Y. O, of Charleston, S. C, has elected the following
officers: Com., E. A. Simons; Vice-Corn., C. E. Prioleau ; Sec, E, P.
Ravenel; Treas., W. D. Middleton; Meas., M. D. Haig; Fleet Surgeon,
E. F. Parker, M.D.; Solicitor, G. M. Trenholm; Executive Committee—
Jas. Armstrong, F. Y. Porcher, H. M. Tucker, Jr., M. B. Hamilton, J.

S. Harleston, R. B. Lebby, R. Holmes, D. J. Porter.

The Victoria Y. C, of Hamilton, Ont, organized last fall, starts its

first season with a membership of 68, the officers being: Com . Rev.
Chas. E. Whitcombe; Capt., T. Stephens; Sec'y., W Bayley: Treas.,
W. J. Briggar; Meas., Robt. Hunter; Asst. Meas.. W. J. Lewis. The
club will make a special effort to promote skiff racing. It has applied
to the Lake Y. R. A. for admission.

The Minnetonka Y. C. has elected the following officers: Com.,Wm.
Peet, Jr.; Vice-Corn., F. J. Hopkins; Sec, Robert G. Gale; Treas., C.

S. Langdon; Measurer, B. C. Hurd; Directors, Wm. Peet, F. J. Hop-
kins, J. B. Janney. C. B. Eustis, W. K. Morison, James Wyman, F. B.

Long, C. S. Langdon.W. A. Ramsey; Regatta Committee, F. B. Bailey,

C. H. Sweeney, Willis Williams.

The New Haven Y. C. has elected the following officers: Com.,
HenryS. Parmelee; Vice-Corn., H. S. Holcomb; Rear-Corn., F. T.
Hammer; Measurer, George W. Hunn; Trustees, Chas. Kimberly,
Geo. P. North; Sec, Geo. W. Guion; Treas., Geo. R. Chamberlain;
Regatta Committee, Daniel M, Goodridge, Stephen D. Baker, James
Gallagher, Jr.

A cahlegram from Mr. Lloyd Phoenix to the Secretary of the Navy,
states that Intrepid had called at the Cayman Islands and recovered
the bell, memorial tablet and logbook of the wrecked Kearsage from
the wreckers who stole them and burned the wreck.

The Carolina Y. C, of Wilmington, N. C, has elected the following
officers: Com., Geo. W. Kidder; Fleet Capt., Geo. N. Parsley; Flag
Capt., Ancrum Lord; Meas., Donald MacRae; Purser, J. MeRee Cowan;
Marshal, H. McL. Green; Governing Committee, J. H. Watters, Junius
Davis, Chas. E. Borden.

The Milwaukee Y. C. has just been organized with the following
officers: Com., C. J. Williams; Vice-Corn., H. A. Coleman; Rear-
Coin.. John Joys. Jr. ; Sec, E. T. Bolcam; Treas., Fredk. Cook. Two
previous attempts have been made, in 1870 and 1880, to establish a
yacht club in Milwaukee, but each has failed.

The Winchester Arms Co. have just completed two very fineLavigne
yacht guns of large size for the new steam yacht Columbia, J. H.
Ladew. They are on high carriages of mahogany, to clear the rail,

without portholes- Another fine gun now on exhibition in the Broad-
way store is for Mrs. Carnegie's new steamer Dungeness.

The recent numbers of The Yachtsman have been specially interest-
ing on account of a number of excellent views of Nice, Monaco, Mar-
seilles and other Mediterranean ports now much heard of among
yachtsmen. The colored supplements are very fine and many other
views have appeared in the letterpress.

Gloriana, cutter, has been sold by W. Barton Hopkins to H. M.
Gillig, owner of Ramona. schr. Mr. Gillig will not fit out Ramona
this year, but will race Gloriana, his old skipper, Capt. Gibson, going
from the. larger to the smaller boat.

The rigging and tackle of the schooner Dauntless were sold at New
London last week to Mr. Morgan of that place. The sails have also
been sold, and the fittings and furniture have been taken to Hartford.
The hull will be moored in the Connecticut River.

The Keystone Y. C , of Woodsburg, has elected the following officers

Pres, F. K. Walsh; Vice-Pres.. Jos. Rotino; Sec, W. H. Jay; Treas.

_

B. W. Lyon; Governing Committee—G. A. Wilson, E. C. Smith, Jos
Rotius, B. W. Lyon, E. L. Miller, C. A. Frost and F. K. Walsh.

At a meeting of the race committee of the Rhode Island Y. O, the

following fixtures were arranged for the season of 1894: Jure 22,

ladies' day and June regatta; July 16, annual cup regatta; Aug. 20,

open regatta.

Eidolon, cutter, designed and built by Chas. Olmsteadfor Vice-Corn.

Crosby, Riverside Y. C, was launched at Bay Ridge on April 10.

Garilan, the 25-footer built last year, was also put over at the same
time.

Neckan, steam yacht, lately launched at Bristol, is now in Florida

with her owner, H. C. Baxter, of Brunswick. Me., and his family

on board. She will Start this week for Boston and Portland.

Among the new British yachts' names are Carina, for Admiral Mon-
tague's 40-rater, and Romara, Unorna and Armorel for smaller racers.

One new boat is to be named Gaiety Girl.

The Lincoln Park Y. C. has elected the following officers: Com.. W.
A. Paulsen: Vice-Corn., E. E. Berryman; Rear-Corn., A. C. Mather;
Sec, C. O. Andrews; Treas., D. D. Dutton.

Nada, steam yacht, Chas. R. Flint, has returned from a cruise to the

Southern sounds, and is at Wood & Son's yard, City Island, for re-

pairs.

Shearwater, steam yacht, has been sold by Henry Wolcott to Vice-

Corn. E M. Brown, New York Y. C, former owner of Fedalma.

Capt Hank Haff will speak before the Massachusetts Y. C, at an
early date, giving some of his experiences in international races.

Avenel, steam yacht, has been sold by A. J. Drexel, through Water-
house & Chesebrougb to a Boston owner.

The Riverside Y. C. has announced the following fixtures: July 16,

annual cruise; April 17, club ball.

Ventura, the 53ft. Pride of the Bronx, has been sold by H. J. Tif-

fany to Baron Harden Hickey.

Lt. Henn is reported as dangerously ill at his father's home, Para-

dise Hill, Ennis, county Clare, Ireland.

Polly, sip., has been sold to C. C. Noyes, who is having her altered

at Poillons'.

The Yonkers Y. C. will build a new club house at once.

The A. C. A. and its Critics.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been very much interested in the various contributions that

have appeared in your columns regarding the reformation of the
A. C. A., aud not a little amused at some of the reformers' attempts
to tell how it should be done and also the amount of "undeveloped"
wit found in our midst. There is surely one thing that we have
learned; that is, where to look for our "board of governors" next
summer.

I never see a "scrap" of this kind going on without having a desire

to take a hand in it, and had not weighter matters (sending out circu-

lars soliciting advertisements for the year book, as "Pulex" says)
kept my hands full I should have spoken my little piece before.

Briefly stated, my ideas of the casus belli are as follows: First,

Mr. Holden comes "out and says, "Knock that chip off my shoulder."
Then Mr. Burns jumps on him and vice versa. "Ilex" next sets 'em
up and knocks 'em down. "Pulex" jumps on the wreck and incident-

ally nearly every one else (my turn will come next, I suppose).
"Ianthe" gets indignant and fires up, and then "Pulex" "laughs,"
and so it goes. As "Pulex" says, "Now, gentleman, don't get flub-

dusticated."
My impression is that if this discussion is carried on in proper lines

it will result in possibly new ideas, and at any rate an interchange of
thought that should result in good. But just as soon as you begin to
throw stones somebody's windows are bound to get broken.
Mr. Burns and "Ilex" have the right idea -that it is advancement,

and not reform, that the A. O. A. needs. I might say for the enlighten-

ment of many, and which Mr. Holden has already found out if he is a
member of the L. A. W., that even with their memhership of nearly
50,000 and the immense trade backing that they have they could not
successfully publish a paper and send it free to every member for the
annual dues of $1, but have this year raised the dues to $1.50. More-
over, they don't have the expenses, without more than a commen-
surate gain, of an annual meet that the A. C. A. does.
Now, I have an idea that will give the "funny men" a chance to

show what they can do.
I have heard of an old saying that "What is lightly earned is lightly

spent," or another application, "That what is lightly gained is lightly

held." This refers to membership in our Association.

I do not think the dues are too light, but I do think the initiation fee

is. It should at least be $3, or more properly f5. Then our member-
ship would not be so lightly gained and would be much more strongly
held. Then, to protect our members, the camp dues of non-members
should be raised proportionately.
This question of crying down the racing and the racing machine

should not be. Rather let us increase it all, and not only this but the
cruisers as well, and all other things pertaining to our camps and
canoeing. Goodness knows we don't want to go backward, as C. A. B.

would have us, to the time when we nearly broke our back or legs
trying to "hold" the canoe up; whereas now we are comfortable and
dry in a sliding seat. Nor do we want to abolish the plate board and
go back to the time when we could not make to windward against the
tide or even in a heavy blow; or for that matter to the old open cock-
pit, when you would gt t swamped in a seaway, or in case of a capsize
had to wait for some one to rescue you. These things should not be
legislated against but rather left to work out their own kill or cure as
experience proves them to be good or bad.

I was quite amused last week to have one of my club mates come to
me and ask me who "Katrina" was and something about him; so I
suppose there will be something in answer to his letter in your columns
soon. I, at least, am glad to hear from "Katrina" and know that he is

still interested in the old A. C. A. Such letters as his show the feeling
that we should have for the association and its meets. Would that he
could come to Croton Point this summer and receive the hearty wel-
come that would await him, for many are the. inquiries that have been
made both to and by me as to his health and probability of attendance
at each camp since we met at Stave Island in '89.

While I am at it, I might as well go through the list. To "A member
of six years' standing" regarding his proposition for life membership,
without criticising the idea, but merely as he would have it carried
out, I would like to ask if he thinks the secretary is looking for a job,
or needs some more detail to his work? If he does, I could give him a
tip or two. Now, gentleman, is your chance to "jump," but don't
jump too hard or you won't get any year book. Geo. P. Douglass.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I think a laugh in print would look about as funny as "Pulex" in a

canoe!
No, no, "Pulex," you take the cake for being funny, and you really

must not try to evade the issue by asking every one to "smile" with
you when you are safe in the oblivion that your nom de plume gives
you. If you should call at my store, for instance, and ask me to take
a "smile" with you, I would quickly grab my hat and go out with you.
Please don't be so tantalizing as to do it in print, though.
But to come right down to business. Why, when I mentioned four

things that "Ianthe" does, and racing as the last one, did you select
only that one to elaborate on about your "conditioning?'' That seems
to b« but a fair sample of the way you meet the question all through.
Also, why did you not deny my allegation that perhaps you "could

not show a certificate of membership or any credential that you are
even a canoeist"?
Did my inspiration strike nearer the truth than even I had any seri-

ous thought of? Now, own up to the truth and don't beat about the
bush or even pass it by altogether, but come right out and tell us.

Are you a member of the A. C. A, or even an active member of any
canoe club?
As a matter of fact, I believe you don't know why or what you are

talking about. To prove my assertion.
Surely you are opposed to so much racing, and yet in your first let-

ter you wrote, to quote your own words, "But eliminate the racing
feature and the association camps would be dull places indeed to
spend two weeks. There would probably never be another Associa-
tion camp. Why is this? Because the average canoeman attending
the Association meets does not care enough for cruising and camp
ing."

How do you reconcile these facts, as a first question, to what I state
above; and secondly, you are dead wrong, for the records will corob-
orate me that each year a smaller and smaller percentage of the men
attending the meets go in the races, and besides the racing men are
but a small percentage of the total attendance of the meets.
I am sure that the cruisers are as anxious as any one to attend the

meets, why I even knew of one fellow that called himself a canoeist,
and he came from the famed Rutherford too, who was so anxious to
attend one of the meets that he "walked" all the way to Lake Cham-
plain to do it, and I doubt if he ever set foot in a racing canoe, either-
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I am glad to see such men as "Katrina" take a hand in this argu-
ment, for they are well qualified to talk on this subject.
No, "Katrina," you are wrong if you think I would class you as a

false pretender. I have too high a respect for the men of your
standing in the old days, when as you rightly say, " Tanthe' was not
in it."

But do not for a moment think I do not know who you are. Even
without the points you gi^e as to your identity, have I not heard my
fellow club members tell about how you led the fleet in the trophy
race in 1889 for three rounds and until your tiller broke?
I regret that I do not know you better than by reputation. I sin-

cerely regret that continued ill-health keeps you from our camps, and
in this I know I am echoing the sentiments of many others.

However, I hope that the day will not be far distant when you will

have sufficiently recovered to do some more of the oldtime canoeing.
IANTHE.

The War Canoe Calla Shasta.

well! well!! well!!! WELL!!!! ha!!!1! ha!!I!!1

Amid a howling snow storm on April 8, the Springfield Canoe Club's
war canoe Calla Shasta was christened and launched at the Wish-ton-
wish Canoe Club's house at Northampton by Raymond Apollonio, and
the crew, including Apollonio and Cutter of Boston, Blelock (Lilacks),

Banks, Sargeant, Hodgdon and Knappe, started on their first cruise,

with wind and rain beating on their backs, bound for Springfield.

The start was made at 12 M., arriving at the Holyoke Canoe Club's
summer resort, Sans Souci, at 1 P. M., where Messrs Schuster, Met-
calf, Brown, Ramage and Cox did themselves proud in serving a
wholesome and much enjoyed dinner at their club house, after which
the different cottages comprising the camp were visited. Leaving
Sans Souci at 3 P. M., Holyoke was reached at 3:30, where a carry of
two miles around the dam was made, and the crew started, full of life

and enjoyment, for Springfield, arriving at 6 P. M ,
having made a

most successful cruise. During the paddle the crew inaugurated their

war cry. Messrs. Apollonio and Blelock being the authors.
' AOAWAM.

A. C. A. Membership.
Eastern Division.—R. H. Hammond. Geo. H. Hill, A. M. Whitcomb,

Chas. A. Earle, W. U. Hyde, A. A. Seymour, E. M. Chase, W. Libbey
Eaton. Northern Division.—F. A. C. Bickerdike, R. Bickerdike, Jr.,

Montreal.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The Mohican C. C. has always been at a disadvantage in the matter

of a club house, the quarters at Piepenbrinck's boat house being
inconvenient and in a very bad part of the river for canoeing, near
the center of the city and close by a sewer. The club is now building
a handsome and convenient canoe house on the river bank immediately
below its summer house at Staats's, down the river, a stairway up the
hill connecting the two.

The Buffalo C. C. has elected the following officers: Com., E. W.
Dunston; Vice-Corn., H. D. Pulsifer; Sec'y-Treas., F. D. Wood;
Trustees, G. L. Kelley, C. P. Forbush, F. R. Rosseel.

The Newburgh Canoe and Boating Association has elected the fol-

lowing officers: Com., Wm. T. Hilton; Purser, Jas. T. Van Dalfsen;
Treas., Chas. D. Robinson; Chairman of Regatta Committee, Henry J.

Jova.

The new Hartford war canoe will compete in the war canoe race at
at Calla Shasta on May 30; the crew, which is now at work, including
Messrs. Reginald Berney, captain; D.S. Morrell, stroke; J. W. Ball,
W. R. Slocum, Iva C. Peck, F. H. Hills, T. S. Cheney, J. W. Cheney, J.

W. Danforth and J. C. Staples.

At a meeting of the Cataraqui C C. on April 12 the following officers
were elected: Capt., H. W. Richardson; Mate, R. Easton Burns;
Purser, W. C. Kent; Committee, C. Gay Shannon, I. McD. Mowat.
The club will hold races once a month during the season. The club
membership is 71 and the A. C. A. membership is 71 also.

Ross vs. Dorrler.

The 100 shot rifle match for $100 a side between Fred C. Ross, of
Brooklyn, and Michael Dorrler, of Greenville, N. J., which has been
the one topic of interest to the New York riflemen for weeks past, was
shot off at Wissel's Cypress Hills Park on Monday last, and much to
the disappointment of the friends of the two shooters the match was
declared a tie by the referee, Wm. Hayes.
The day opened fine, a bright and almost cloudless sky, a light

breeze, varying from east to northeast, kept the range free from
smoke.
The two principals were early on the grounds and devoted consider-

able time to preliminary practice. The practice of both men was
closely watched by all present.
Ross's rifle was the first to sound the tocsin, his first effort was a 21

at 6 o'clock. Dorrler's first shot followed closely after, and re-
sulted in a 24 at 12 o'clock. Ross's second shot was another 21 at 4
o'clock. Dorrler s second and third shots were 24s at 12 o'clock in
close proximity to the first. Ross followed with 22 on his third. Dorr-
ler's fourth shot developed another 24 at 6 o'clock, 96 points out of a
possible 100 on the first four shots of the match—wonderfully fine
work, and the question arose in the minds of many interested watch-
ers: How soon will he break this fine run? A 23 on his fifth shot
startled them a little, a 25 on the sixth and a 24 on the seventh shot
put every one on the ragged edge. A 21 on the ninth gave a slight
chill to those who had anticipated a record score; his tenth was a 24,
giving him a. total of 234 for his first ten shots. Ross was for the first

two or three scores apparently a little nervous. The total for his first

ten shots was 214 against 234 for Dorrler. This was an unexpected
event to everyone. Dorrler's second score was another surprise,
from the brilliant 234 he dropped to 214. Ross's second was 213, add-
ing another point to Dorrler's lead.

Again did Dorrler give another surprise and at the same time bril-

liant exhibition in bunching a series of shots. The total of his third
string was 239, the best recorded 10-shot score ever made in a 100-shot
match, and within one point of the best 10-shot (240) record score,
made by A m. Hayes seven years since. Ross, from the commence-
ment of his third score, began to gtt settled down to steady work. He
however got an accidental shot, on his 27th, which was a 15; but under
the rule as agreed upon previous to the match, thai any shot not
pulled or if declared accidental by the shooter it should not count,
Ross was given an extra shot. He finished his third string with a total
of 223. His 4th string was still better, he making a total of 229. From
this point on to the 8th string he shot in good form, keeping up an
average of 22 and better. The 8th string brought a break in his good
work. He fell off to an average of 21, or 210 for the string. His 9th
was the best of his 10 strings, being 230. The 10th and last string to
wind up his 100 shots showed good steady holding, he getting 228, a
grand total of 2,217 for his 100 shots.
After Dorrler's third string he made no more brilliant spurts, 218

each in the 4th and 5th strings, 234 in the 6th, 214 in the 7th, 222, 830
and 220 in his 8th, 9th and 10th gave him a grand total of 2,223 against
2,217 for Ross. But hereby hangs a tale, which when told changes the
whole aspect of the final results of the match. When the match was
opened Geo. W. Plaisted and Jos. Bonzer were appointed scorers to
record the shots as called out by Mr. Hayes, the referee. Barney
Zettler and John Wissel went down to the targets to watch the mark-
ing by the men at that point, and at the same time keeping record of
the shots from that end of the range as they came, into the target.
On Dorrler's 16th shot the markers showed up a 24, which the referee

called out and which was recorded as such. This was the beginning
of the trouble. This 24 was in reality only a 19. The markers had
mistaken a wet patch on the target for a shot. They corrected their
error by showing up the figure 19 in place of the 24, but the referee
had in the mean time turned away from the target and did not see the
correction, so that the 24 continued to stand to Dorrler's credit at the
upper end of the range. In the mean time Ross got his accidental 15.

The referee decided this no shot. The men at the other end of the
range not knowing this marked it up against Ross.
In the meantime one or more errors had been discovered in the

showing of the numbers at the targets, and rumors began to circulate
that there was a mistake in the recording of the shots either in the
target house or in the shooting house, and as nearly every man on the
ground had a little cash invested on the match and was keeping score
of the shots from whatever point of view he could, the consequence
was that as the match drew near the end there was much excitement.
Outside of the two score-keepers in the house with the referee there
were no two kept by the others that agreed.
Ross, in his iaBt two scores, by steady holding and remarkably

good nerve, pulled Dorrler's lead down to zero, and in fact his friends
claimed that he had won the race by a margin ranging from one to
seven points. Dorrler and his friends claimed that the victory rested
with Dorrler.
The referee call' d for each man's target containing the 100 shots of

each, and with the two principals and the corers from both ends of
the range repaired to the hotel in the park where, with the aid of a

penknife and the expenditure of much patience the patches upon the
targets were removed and an effort made to verify the shots with the
scores. Did anybody ever undertake to name the shots in a bullseye
that contained from 90 to 100 shots and the moBt of them inside the 22
ring? Well, this was the job that Referee Hayes, the two principals
and the scorers set out to accomplish in order to demonstrate who
won the match. This committee started in on this job at 5:15 P. M.,
just after the match closed. At 8:30 they were still deeply interested
in the question as to how many bullets might have passed through
some particular hole and what was the value of each. In despair the
referee went back to the original scores as kept under his supervision.
He deducted 5 points from Dorrler's 16th shot, making it a 19. to cor-
respond with the correction made at the target at the time it was shot.
Ross was given credit for one more point on his 33d shot, which was

claimed should have been a 24 instead of 23. This correction made
Ross's 4th score 230 instead of 229, and Dorrler's 2d score 209 instead
of 214, giving each a total of 2,218. The match was then declared a
draw and all bets off.

That such a decision was not satisfactory goes without saying.
But it was the best that could be done under the circumstances. The
betting men broke even. The shooters are yet both champions in the
eyes of their followers. Another match made and shot off under
Scbiitzen rules as this one should have been, will demonstrate who is

the best shot of the two. Why not eliminate this element of gambling
from our sports? We'd be the better for it.

Direction: 6 4 11 1 8 10 1 10 2 2
Fred C Ross .21 21 22 23 20 21 24 21 20 21—214

2239 11 65797
19 20 22 19 21 24 24 22 19 23-213

6 5 3 4 9 8 10 10 9' 12
23 22 24 19 24 24 18 24 21 24—223

10 10 10 3 7 12 o 6 3 2
23 23 24 23 18 23 25 25 23 23—230

20147 11 122a
22 25 22 20 21 22 24 23 20 25—224

11 7 10 10 3 10 9 3 10 6

20 23 20 21 21 23 22 24 23 24—221

686943 10 p61
23 22 23 24 18 24 20 25 22 23-224

43 11 656o891
18 19 24 22 19 23 25 21 22 17—210

d 4 8 8 D 4 3 10 o p
25 23 19 24 25 22 21 23 25 24-231

4 8 10 2 7 7 10 2 11
21 22 22 22 24 23 24 25 24 21—228—2218

Scorer, Jos. Bonzer.

Direction: 12 12 12 6 10 11 2 7 2 5
Michael Dorrler 24 24 24 24 22 25 24 22 21 24—234

2 1 2 10 11 12 10 4 9 11

21 20 22 16 22 19 21 23 23 22—209

8 12 9 11 12 8 12 9

22 25 24 25 24 24 21 25 24 25-239

3 12 10 10 12 11 5 7 5 8
24 21 21 20 23 21 22 24 23 19—218

6247876924
25 19 22 21 23 20 24 22 20 22-218

12 2 11 6 11 4 12 9 3 4
21 18 25 23 23 24 25 22 23 20-224

5792444822
24 22 22 23 23 21 22 20 20 17—214

87 IS 252 10 643
21 24 24 23 20 21 24 23 19 24—222

10 3666 8 9 8
20 21 21 24 24 25 25 22 20 18—220

12 373363 12 8d
23 17 22 21 22 23 21 23 23 25-220-2218

Scorer, George W. Plaisted.

National Shooting Association of the United States.
About one year ago the prominent German-American shooting

societies located in tsna about New York city inaugurated an associa-
tion (Schuetzen Bund) for the purpose of holding a grand shooting
festival in New York in 1895. Since the formation of the association
we have from time to time published reports of the progress that was
being made by the board of delegates representing the societies inter-
ested in the movement. Since our last report the committee on prize
programme, Messrs. Walther, Hayes and Krauss, finished its task, and
at the last regular meeting, held a few days since, submitted the re-
sult of its labors to the full board. That the work was both thorough
and complete in all its details is obvious from the fact that the pro-
gramme as submitted to the full board was adopted with hardly any
changes. Through the courtesy of the committee we are permitted to
publish a synopsis of the programme in advance of its regular distri-
bution to the public. As yet the board of delegates has hot decided
in which of our local parks the festival will be held. There are,
however, strong probabilities that the final adjustment of the matter
will result in favor of the Union Hill Park, located at Union Hill, N. J.
Its location and adaptability for accommodating a large number of
visitors, and its fine shooting range give it the preference in the minds
of many of the delegates who have had previous experience in the
management of large festivals of this character. We append the
board of officers of the association and the programme:

OFFICERS.

President, Wm. Weber, captain Independent New York Corps; Vice-
Presidents: First, Lorenz Zeller, captain Harlem Independent Corps;
second, Henry Offerman, captain New York Corps; third, A. Richter,
captainNew York|Central Corps; fourth,C. D. Rehm, captain New York
City Corps. Recording Secretary, Fred. Baumann, New York Central
Corps. Corresponding Secretary, Chas. F. Roedel, New York City
Corps. Financial Secretary, Henry J Behrens, Independent New
York Corps. Treasurer, Geo. H. Wehrenberg, New York Corps.
Shooting Masters: First, Bernha'-d Walther, president Zettler Rifle
Club; second, Gebhardt Krauss, ex-captain Williamsburgh Shooting
Society; third, Wm. Hayes, Newark Shooting Society. Trustees:
Fred. Cook, ex-captain New York Corps; Roht, Henke, captain New
York Schuetzen Gilde; Fred Erxmeyer, captain Hoboken Independent
Corps; F. W. Witte, captain Brooklyn Schuetzen Corps; George H.
Friedrichs, captain Hoboken Schuetzen Corps.

PROGRAMME.

The following targets will be in use: Association targets—one
Union, one Stich, distance 200yds.

; open only to members of good
standing in societies belonging to the association. General (public)
Prize targets (open to all comers), Ring, Man, Standard American and
Point.
Note—Riflemen not members of some society belonging to the

association, in order to shoot upon the public targets will be obliged
to purchase a festival ticket costing $1.

Union Target.—Open to members of the Association only: This
target is the regular ring target divided into 25 rings fein. apart. The
black (bullseye) 12in. in diameter containing rings 18 to 25. The bal-
ance of target white, containing rings 1 to 17 All prizes given by the
different societies connected with the Association and individuals will
be placed upon this target. The Association guarantees 81,000 cash to
be divided iDto three prizes, viz., $500, $300, $200. The other prizes
will undoubtedly be numerous and valuable. Tickets for three shots
$7.50, which must be taken in conjunction with the ticket for the Stich
target. The shooter making the highest score shall be entitled to first
choice of prizes, etc. In case of ties such ties shall be decided by the
last best shot or shots.
Stich Target.—Open to members of the Association only: This tar-

get has a black of 12in. in diameter, in the center of which is placed a
bullseye, also black, 6in. in diameter; the balance of target is white
The shooter hitting a bullseye nearest the center shall be entitled to
first prize, the shooter hitting the next nearest to the secoDd prize
etc. Tickets for three shots $7.50, which must be taken in conjunc-
tion with the ticket for the Union target. $1,500 cash will be divided as
follows: First prize $300, secondJ.'OO. third $100, fourth $90, fifth $80
sixth $70, sevenih $60, eighth S50, ninth $40, tenth $30, eleventh §25,
twelfth $20, five of $15 each, ten ot $10, twenty of S5, thirty of S3 fortv
of $2.

J

Ring Taret.—This target is the same as the Union; i. e.. the regu-
lar Min- division. The shooter making the highest score on any one
ticket shall be entitled to first prize, the shooter making the next
highest on any one ticket the second prize, etc. Tickets for three
shots, $2. Number of tickets unlimited In case of ties, the shooter
having the next highest score shall be given the. preference. Fifteen
hundred dollars cash will be divided as follows: First prize $300 sec-
ond S150, third $100. fourth $90, fifth $S0, sixth $70, seventh' $60
eighth $55, ninth $50, tenth $45. eleventh $40, twelfth $35, thirteenth
$30, fourteenth $25, fifteenth $20, four prizes of $15 each, five of S10
each, twenty-one of $5 each, twenty-five of $3 each, thirty of $2 each
Man Target.—This target represents the upper part of a man's

body, the whole figure being black and divided into perpendicular
lines J£tB, apart, the center line counting 20, the numbers ruon'ng
down on each side to 1. The shooter makiug the highest score on any
one ticket shall be entitled to first prize, etc Tickets for five shots
$2 Number of tickets unlimited. Ties to be divided as on ring tar-
get. Twelve hundred dollars cash will be divided as follows- First

prize $200, second $100, third $90, fourth $80, fifth $70, sixth $60, sev-
enth $50, eighth $45, ninth $40, tenth $35, eleventh $30, twelfth $25,
thirteenth $20, four prizes of $15 each, six of $10 each, twenty-two of
$5 each, twenty-five of $3 each, thirty of $2 each.
American Standard Target.—The well-known American standard

target, with llin. black, will be used. Open to any rifle, same as other
targets. The shooter making the highest score on any one ticket
shall be entitled to first prize, etc. Tickets for five shots. $2. Number
of tickets unlimited. Ties to be divided as on ring target. One thou-
sand dollars cash will ba divided as follows: First prize $150, second
$100. third $80, fourth $70, fifth $60, sixth $50, seventh $40, eighth $35.
ninth $30, tenth $25, eleventh $20, five prizes of $15 each, five of $12
each, seven of $10 each, ten of $8 each, twelve of $5 each.
Point Target.—This target has a black of 12in. diameter, the inner

circle, which constitutes the bullseye, being of 3in. diameter counts 3
points. The next circle of 6in. diameter counts 2 points and the bal-
ance of black counts 1 point. Shots out of the black do not count.
The shooter hitting the bullseye neatest the center shall be entitled to
first prize, etc., same as the Stich target Tickets for 10 shots $1 ; num-
ber of tickets unlimited; $1,200 cash will ne divided as follows: First
prize $100, second $80. third $70, fourth $60, fifth $50, sixth $45, seventh
$40, eight $35, ninth $30, tenth $25, eleventh $20. Two prizes of $18 each,
four $15, five $12, eight $10, ten $8, ten $7, filteen S6, fifteen $5 and
twenty $4.
Each shooter upon making 25 points will be entitled to a "Festival"

silver medal; 150 points, a "Festival" gold medal, value $15; 300 points,
a solid silver goblet.
Premiums.—For the first and last (flag) bullseye of the festival $5.

For the first and last (flag) bullseye each morning and afternoon of
each day $2.
King of the Festival.—The shooter making the most points in his

first 200 shots shall be declared king of the festival and shall be entitled
to the king's medal, value $100, and $50 cash.
The shooter making the second most points $50, third $40. fourth $30,

fifth $25, sixth $20, seventh $15, eighth $12, ninth $10, tenth $8, eleventh
$7, twelfth $6, thirteenth $5, fourteenth $5, fifteenth $4. sixteenth $4,
seventeenth $3, eighteenth $3, nineteenth $2, twentieth $2.

Rifle at San Antonio.
The San Antonio riflemen had a jolly meeting on the 8th inst., the

regular practice day. The shooting was well up toward the expert
mark, Mr. Albert Uhl again breaking the rest record by piling up 109
at 200yds. Score, 200yds., muzzle rest, globe and peep sight, 10 shots
per score:
EDosch 10 8 7 10 9 7 8 10 12 9-90

98 11 7 11 9789 9-88
11 9 8 9 10 10 6 8 9 6-86
7 7 6 10 10 11 12 8 10 6-87

G Altman 8 9 9 9 8 9 7 8 9 10—86
11 9799 10 999 10—9299989999 12 10—93

G Giesecke 9 7 10 9 10 8 11 9 9 8—90
9 9 11 12 12 10 10 8 5 8-94
8 8 10 10 9 12 10 9 9 10—95

G Heye

8

8 10 10 7 11 9 11 9 6—8976867897 10 9—77
E Seffel 97799987 10 9-84

10 12 9998989 8-91
11 12 9 9 9 10 10 9 9 11 9989999 12 889 10—91
11 7 12 8 10 12 8 9 9 9-95

A Uhl , 9 9 11 9 12 10 10 8 9 9— P6
11 9 8 11 9 9 9 8 9 8- 91
10 9 10 10 9 9 9 10 12 11— 99
12 10 12 12 9 10 11 10 12 11—109
12 9 7 11 9 12 12 9 10 9—100

H Dreiss 10 5 7 8 9 6 6 6 6 7— 72
7 6 8 8 6 10 12 7 9 8— 81

H Vogtlander 9 7 8 11 6 8 8 6 7 7— 76
A Guenther 9 11 7 8 8 9 7 8 9 12- 89
E Steves 11 9 11 11 9 10 10 7 9 6- 93

10 10 9 10 9 11 11 12 10 9-101
Texas Field 12 8 9 10 9 9 10 8 8 8— 91
A Altmann.... 8 12 8 9 7 10 9 9 10 12- 94

10 8 11 7 6 9 11 8 8 9- 88
HDegener 879776898 9- 7H

10 9 7 6 11 8 8 7 9 7— 82W Herpel 7 8 7 10 7 6 4 7 12 6- 74
One hundred and fifty yards, off-hand:

E Steves 10 10 7 7 5 8 6 7 9 8-77
9 10 6966958 8-76

A Guenther

9

6 5 6 8 8 7 6 8 9-72
10 67636999 9-74

Texas Field 7 88 10 88897 7-80997899779 8-84
G Altmann 8 10 7 7 10 10 7 8 8 9-84

8 7 8 6 10 8 8 7 10 10-82
The State Rifle Association will meet at New Braunfels on May 5 and

6. It is estimated that not less than 200 riflemen will be in attendance.
A full report of the event will be found in these colums.

Greenville vs. Paterson.
The first of a series of outdoor team matches between teams rep-

resenting the Greenville Rifle Club and the Paterson Rifle Associatioti
was shot off at the Greenville Schuetzen Park on Saturday, April 14.

The weather conditions were most perfect for outdoor sports. The
Paterson contingent, headed by Dutcher and Dietrich, was on the
grounds early in the afternoon looking for preliminary practice
With few exceptions they have never had any experience in shooting
at distances over 100yds. and the match to-day was a new experience
to many of them. The consequence was that the scores averaged
low. The Greenville team was minus some of its be«t material and
many of those who did participate in the match were decidedly off in
form. Each team consisted of 10 men, each man shooting 10 shots on
the German ring target. On the Greenville team Messrs. Chavant and
Boyce led with scores of 212 and 211 respectively. For the Paterson
team Messrs. Dietrich and Dutcher were high with 187 and 179. The
Greenville team won by 270 points on a total of 1872 against 1604 for
the Paterson team. After the match was shot off the members of
both teams devoted the balance of the day to practice and pool shoot -

ing. This was followed by a dinner at the Hotpl Armbruster, where
the wants of the inner man were looked after. The Greenville Club
has earned a great reputation for its entertainments to visiting clubs
and riflemen, and this occasion was no exception to the rule, for as
soon as the dinner was over the visiting shooters and their friends
were escorted to the club house of the Greenville team. Here another
feast awaited the visitors in the form of music, speeches, funny
stories, etc. The Manhasset quartette from Brooklyn was present
and in good voice. Dalton was loaded with new stories for the occa-
sion. A new day was close at hand when the last of the visi'ors had
taken their departure from the home of the Greenville Club. The
return match will be shot off on the Paterson range in May. Scores:

Greenville Rifle Club, Greenville, N. J.
Plaisted 22 23 16 21 17 11 16 23 18 23—190
Purkess 18 14 12 17 19 6 15 19 15 23—158
Scheeline 18 19 13 24 22 13 21 20 18 20—188
Collins 23 12 17 13 17 19 24 18 15 17—175
Chavant 15 25 23 19 23 25 18 23 23 18—212
J Boag 14 22 24 17 17 18 16 23 21 18—190
Robidoux .....18 19 16 23 13 23 21 21 22 24-200
Boyce 22 23 21 24 23 21 22 12 20 24—211
C Boag 17 23 17 20 14 18 19 20 16 20—184
Gotthardt t 7 22 18 17 14 15 18 13 20 20—164-1872

Paterson Rifle Club, Paterson. N. J.
Dutcher 23 20 20 16 1 7 21 13 14 24 11—179
Masked 17 24 23 23 13 15 9 8 10 15—157
Newby 23 1 18 17 17 1 9 14 15 8 24—156
Weston 14 18 14 13 19 16 14 11 16 10—145
Kelley 0 22 20 21 15 17 17 16 12 21—161
Foster 22 17 20 14 19 25 16 14 17 14—178
Vaunan 13 13 9 19 17 20 17 17 14 11—150
McCullough , 1 9 5 19 5 19 20 16 19 18—132
Dietrich 19 23 15 22 9 19 21 15 22 22-187
Cregg 12 20 16 21 12 17 17 17 17 10-159—1604

New York Rifle Club.
New York, April 16 —The New York Rifle Club held its weekly

shoot at 12 St. Marks Place, on the 14th. The following scores were
made, off-hand, 100ft., German ring target:
Young 241 240 Shorkley 231 230
Chadbourne 238 238 King 231 231
Gensch 237 234 Barker 229 228
Crocker 234 231 Moss 221 219

E. R. Chadbourne, Sec'y.

Palisade Rifle Club.
Srx members of the Palisade Rifle Club were present on Monday

night to compete for the class medals. Fred Krobatseh won the first
class. Henry Rose the second class, and Fred Asperer the third class
medal Scores: F. Krobatseh 238, H. Rose 233, F. Asperer 228, Geo.
Dorr 227, R. Glasser 224.
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Dominion Off-Hand Rifle Association.

Parry Sookd, April 13.—Editor Forest and Stream: I herewith

incloBe the scores, for publication, made by the Dominion Off-Hand
Rifle Association over their club ranges on the 7th inst.

King City Team. Barrie Team
100 200 100 200

yds. yds. Total. yds. yds. Total.

A Carley 45 48 93 T Dodds, Jr 47 49 96

JWCrossley 47 42 89 W H Johnson.... 47 44 91

Dr NormaA 48 40 88 W H Myers 48 46 89

E Braund 49 37 86 W J Johnson 40 43 83

WJGrossley..... 47 34 81 J Coffey 43 85' t8

.

280 201 437
Scarboro Team.

W A Kennedy .... 42 41 83

J 15 Elliott 44 81 75
SRuunie 44 43 87
A MePherson 83 33 66
J C Clark., 36 20 56

220 217 437
Bradford Team.

H E McKee 48 45

A Nielly 48
D Kielly 43
JDoolittle 40
GTinimons 31

48 91

41
43
25

199 168
Midland Team.

ft O Stokes 47 38
W Stafford 45 89
G Strathern 40 4'

ISoden 38 36
OH Stokes 42 31

. g. Sis ,185 397
Bradford, Second Team.

J C Niellv 47 41 88
J A Nielly 48 41 89
H Parker 46 9 85
WProbert 39 30 69
A McWilliams. ... 35 12 47

216 163 378
Parry Sound, .Second Team.

40 21 61

G White 46 36 82
T Newburn 40 20 60
J McClelland.... .. 43 20 63

28 66

207 125 332
Clarksburg Team.

WL Goldsmith. . 44 40 84
R ALougbead.. . 38 39 77

36 40 76
41 28 69

CWHartman... . 37 23 60

196 170 366

220 197 417
Orillia Team.

W W Wood 42 48 85

H Rogs 46 46 93

W Paine. 36 38 71

W Hammond.. S"8 44 82

A Jamiesoh ...... 86 35 71

199 202 407
Parry Sound. First Team.

TWHuff 44 35 79
jMorrish 38 39 77

W F Thompson. . , 44 28 72

J R Leggatt 46 23 69

G Richardson .... 32 36 68

204 161 365
Wausaukasene Team.

DFMacdonald... 46 88 84

RW George 35 80 65

F Laurie 37 21 58

E Taylor 29 27 56

S B Purvis 23 21 44

170 137 307

Bradford, Third Team.
(Three-men Team.)

R Nielly 40 28 68

S Nielly 43 21 64

A Goldsmith 28 24 52

111 73 184

D. F. Macdonald.

Zettler Rifle Club.

There were only eight members of the Zettler Club present on Tues-
day night of last week to participate in the competition for the
champion medal and the club prizes. Ross lead the group for the best

Score for the medal, making 248, R. Busse was second with 244, In

shooting for the best 10 shot score, 5 entries, Henry Holges came first

with 249; Ross second with 248, and Engel third with 247. Scores:
Championship target: F. C. Ross 248, R. Busse 244, M. B. Engel 243,

C. G. Zettler 243, B. Walther 243, H. D. Muller 238, B. Zettler 239, H.
Holges 238. Best 10 shot score. 5 entries: H. Holges 249, F. C. Ross
248; M. B. Engel 247, C. G. Zettler 245, R. Busse 244, B. Walther 243, H.
D. MUllef 242, B. Zettler 241. ^^^^

Mi*. Montgomery Scores.

Owensville, Ind., April 18 —James Montgomery made the followin;

scores to-day, 200yds., off-hand, German ring target, with Ballar
Schuetzen .32-40-185, grooved bullet:

James Montgomery 98 21 23 25 19 19 22 25 23 20-219
22 23 20 % 24 20 23 25 21 22—220
24 19 23 17 22 20 18 20 18 24—205
20 20 22 22 33 19 24 23 22 24—219
23 20 24 23 20 20 23 38 22 20—218—1181

Schlicht Rifle Club.

At the weekly shoot of the Schlicht Club, April 9, twenty-one mem-
bers were present to compete for the class medals. Geo. Dorr won the
champion medal, Jacob Diehl the first class, Aug. Meyer the second
class, and Chas. Meyer the third class. The scores are appended:
Geo. Schlicht 241, Geo. Lauterberger 221, Geo. J. Geohrig 224, Peter
Man 221, Geo. Richert 228, Gus Scholp 225, M. Dans 229, M. Sifibel 222.

F. Lambrix 227, W. Schlicht 215, Aug. Meyer 331, Gus Tribant 220, Chas.
Meyer 230, L. Dorr 224. Geo. Dorr 241, C. Schlicht 220, Capt. Bellenthine
223, Jas. Schlicht 226, Jas. Diehl 226, A. Deubline218, J. Diedrick218.

Greenville Rifle Club.

At the weekly shoot of the Greenville Club on Friday night 18 mem-
bets were preBeht to participate In the competition for the class

prizes. The scores ate appended: Agneau 284, Collins 233, E. Wuestner
307, Huelsen 225, F. Wuestner 205, Spahn 228, C. Boag 219, Dodds 226,

Scheeline 237, Lutz 232, Dorrler 240, Daniels 209. Robidoux 234, Purkess
233, Graef 220, Becker 228, Charlock 219.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.

New York, April 15.—Scores shot at our 100ft. range: Horn 241,

Steckel 238, Goodman 236, Kaufman 227, Heidenreich 225, Koch 234,

Bogner 212, May 201, Busch 226. Wm. May, Sec'y.

&r*$-&haatmg.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following!

FIXTURES.
April 24-27.—Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
April 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, second tourna-

ment, at Rochester.
April 36 26.—Opening tournament Michigan State Trap-Shooters'

League, at Mason, Mich., under management, of George Searl. S. A.
Howes, Sec'y.
April 25.—Southport (Ind.) Gun Club tournament.
April 25-26.—South Side Gun Club tournament, at empire targets;

second day, team race of New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League. Grounds
near Emmett street station of Pennsylvania R. R , Newark. N. J.

April 30-May 1.—Independent Gun Club tournament, at Cincinnati,

0. ; first day at targets, second day at live birds.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

hese columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.

After the team match at Dexter Park, April 9, a hotly contested

match at 15 birds each for $25 a side, took place betweeu Rollo Heikes
and Arthur Schleman. of Tampa Bay, Fla. Each stood at the 28yd.

mark, Heikes using a Winchester and Schleman a Greener. The birds

were a good lot, some of them being particularly fast and tricky.

Schleman's fourth was an awfully fast left-quartering driver which
was scratched by the first and hit hard with the second but managed
to get over the fence, His seventh, ninth and thirteenth were of the

zig-zagging order, the first two being killed with finely judged seconds.

The thirteenth was stopped on a turn with a quick first. Heikes, in-

stead of shooting a quick first and depending upon his second as he
had in the team race, used his first in a deliberate manner, the result

being a clean score and some excellent stops. His second, eighth and
eleventh were rattlers but went to grass though at long range. His
prettiest shot was on his fourteenth bird, a low flying twister which
had plenty of speed but was stopped by a good second at long range.

The scores were as follows:

Schleman 2 11.1221211211 1-14

Heikes 1 1111111211112 1-15

Mr. Schleman who shoots under the nom de guerre ot "Tampa," is

the chief guide of the Tampa Bay (Fla.) Hotel, and while he has been

at field shooting since his boyhood days, he claims never to have shot

over a trap previous to coming to Dexter Park. To see him shoot,

however, one would judge him to be a veteran at the sport. He holds
his gun in the old Hurlingham style with the butt below the armpit,
but gets it to his shoulder with wonderful celerity after calling "pull."

He states that an aggregate of over 4,500 quail were killed last season
by the various parties for whom he acted as guide.

Everything points to a successful carrying out of the tournament
to be held at Newark, N. J., on April 25 and 36, under the auspices of
the South Side Gun Club. The events will be open to all and there will

be no postponement on account of weather. Targets two cents each.
In 10-target events, three moneys; 15-target events, four moneys and
in 20-target events, five moneys. All ties will be divided. There will

be plenty of wholesome lunch on the ground. The team contest of
New Jersey Trap Shooters' League will be shot at 2 P. M. on the
second day. The governing committee, W. R, Hobart and I. H. Terrill,

have published the following unique programme which will obtain on
both days. Ten singles, known angles (to warm your gun), entrance
50 cents; 10 singles, unknown angles (to see how you can shoot),

81; 15 singles, known angles (for the boys), SI 50; 15 singles,

unknown angles (for the men), $1.50; 10 singles, expert rules (for the
cracks), SI.50; 20 singles, known angles (for the boodle), 82; 10

singles, unknown angles (for your nerves), 81; 10 singles, known
angles (for all to come in)gl; 20 singles, unknown angles (for hard
knocks), 83; 10 singles, known angles (for the same old thing), $1; 10

singles, unknown traps and angles (Parker system), $1; 15 singles,

known angles (all hands around), $1.50; 10 singles, expert rules

(to suit some), $1; 15 singles, known angles (to suit all), 81-50; 10

singles, unknown angles (to keep it up). $1; 10 singles, known angles
(for a wind up), 81. Note.—Two of above events will be omitted if

necessary on second day, to make room for team contest of New
Jersey Trap Shooters' League.

The last shoot of the season of the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club
was held at Woodlawn Park, Gravesend, on April 11, In a blinding

snowstorm. Five members shot at 7 birds each, club handicap. C.

Detlefsen was the winner of the Plate diamond badge for the present
month and the first cash prize; C. Plate took the second prize, Dr.
Van Ord third and H. McLaughlin fourth. The scores: C. Detlefsen
(27yds.) 7, C. Plate (27) 6, F. McLaughlin (25) 6, Dr. Van Ord (29) 5,

Hugh McLaughlin (25) 4, After the shoot a meeting was held to

make arrangements for next season's shooting, as the grounds at

Woodlawn will be used exclusively by the New Utrecht Rod and Gun
Club. A committee consisting of F. Pfaender, 0. Plate and J. C. De
Fraine were appointed to select new grounds, which will probably be
at Dexter Park. At the club dinner and the annual meeting for elect-

ing officers, to he held next month, the Plate diamond badge, the
Courtney 8100 trophy, and the rod and reel prizes will be awarded to

the several winners. F Pfaender is a sure winner of the diamond
badge, having captured it four times during the season.

The executive committee of the Kansas State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion has changed the dates for the fifth annual tournament of the
Association, from June 5, 6 and 7 to June 12, 13 and 14. The change
is made for the reason that the Republican State Convention which
meets in Topeka, will be held on the same dates originally chosen for

the State tournament. Conservative estimates place the number of
persons who will attend the convention from out of the city at 3,000,

and while Topeka has excellent hotel facilities, the number given is

largely in excess of their capacity, and a large percentage of the
crowd will have to put up with very uncomfortable sleeping accom-
modations. The committee is anxious that every sportsman who
attends the annual tournament be made as comfortable as possible,

and while loth to make any change in the dates, it considers the reason
given sufficient to warrant it. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.

The monthly medal shoot of the O. K. Gun Club, of Kansas City,

took place on April 3, with a good lot of birds and pleasant weather.
Each man shot at 10 live birds for the class medal. Keene won the
class A medal on a clean score, Bennett withdrawing while Gordon
got the medal in B class, Everingham forfeiting. The scores were as
here shown:
Everingham 2121121310- 9 Stewart 2222022011— 8

Hickman 0121212221— 9 Cogswell 0220111110- 7

Hall 2110111111- 9 Smith 1011011222- 8

Keene 2222222222—10 Gordon 2202121112— 9

George Carter 1200121101— 7 Dan Quinn 1222211100—8
Jones 0202211220- 7 Hubbard 0101022120- 6

Preston ..0101122012— 7 Bennett 2211211211—10

Thomson 1102000121— 6 Charles Ross 0222110122— 8
Burrell 2211022222— 9 Earhardt 2122021010— 7

Weir City, Kansas, has a gun club which holds the record of being
one of the liveliest in the State, or in fact in that section. It has about
35 members, all business men, and every one an active shooter; some
of them being remarkably strong at either targets or live birds. The
club now holds the "Owl" trophy, the emblem for the best fpam of
three men in the Owl Association of Southwestern Missouri and South-
eastern Kansas, having won the trophy in 1892 and 1893. The next
Owl tournament, the eighth annual, will be held at Springfield, Mo., on
May 15, 16 and 17, and the Weir City team inteuds to make another
effort to win the trophy. The Owl tournaments are usually better at-

tended than either the Missouri or Kansas State shoots. The officers

of the Weir City Gun Club are: E. R Franks, President; J. I. Morris-

son, Vice-President; J. N. Kirk, Treasurer, and W. W. Mcllhany, Sec-

retary.

An intercity match at live pigeons, one that is likely to attract a big
crowd of interested spectators from two cities, will take place at tbe
Morristown Driving Park on Tuesday, April 24, beginning at 1 P.M.
The contest will be between teams from the l'aterson Gun Club and
the Morristown Gun Club. Each club will put in a team of five or
seven men, and each man will shoot at 10 live birds, the consideration

being $50 a team, the losing team to pay for the birds. Each club has
named five men, the others to be named on the day of the match if

seven men to a team is decided upon. The men who will uphold the
honor of Morristown are Frank P. Class, John Riggott, John Tim-
mins, John Leonard and S. R. Young. Paterson's prestige will be
ably upheld bv T. W. Morfey, Eddy Morgan, T. C. Wright, J. R, Boyd
and Henry Wolf. There is little, if any, choice between the merits of
the above teams, and the contest should be a close one throughout.

Winslow, A, T., April 2.—Yesterday was a big day in Winslow. The
town was crowded to its utmost capacity. The following is exact
data of the shooting contest: No 1. 20 clay pigeons: Frank Moore 19,

R. J. Kruse 16, C. Henry, Doc Bledsoe and Frank Gibson 15 each. No.
2, 10 live birds: Frank Moore 10, R. J. Kruse, Mr. Henry and Frank
Gibson 8 each, Bledsoe 7. No. 3, 10 clay pigeons: Moore and Gibson 9,

McCarthy, Kruse and Bledsoe 8. Henry 7. No. 4, 15 clay pigeons:
Bledsoe and Gibson 13, Moore 12, Kruse 11. No. 6, 8 live birds: Moore,
Bauerbach and Kruse 6, Henry and Bledsoe 5, Howe 4. No. 7, 10 clay
pigeons: Bauerbach 10, Bledsoe 6, Moore 2. No. 8, 10 clay pigeons:
Howe 10, Bledsoe, Bauerbach and Moore 9, Kruse 8. No. 9, 10 clay
pigeons: Moore and Bauerbach 9, Howe, Kruse and Bledsoe 8, Gibson
and Henry 6. The fifth event was a novice shoot. Red Cloud won
the horse race and $5,000 changed hands.

Weir City, Kan., April 7.—Below find score in live bird match
between Joseph Wilkinson, Jr., of the Weir City Gun Club, and
Joseph Conway, of the Cherokee Gun Club. The match was at 10

single live birds, use of one barrel, 28yds. rise, 50yds. boundary, for

$50 a side. The birds were a good lot and flew well. Conway scored
3 dead out of bounds, so his shooting was not quite as bad as tbe
score would indicate. Weir City boys won considerable money on the
result. Wilkinson shot a fine score and many of his kills were
remarkable. Score:
Wilkinson 1111111111—10 Conway ll»l«0»100-4

Mamaluke.

There will be an all-day tournament on the grounds of the Union
Gun Club, of Springfield, N. J., on May 30, and beside the programme
of open to all events there will be two team matches between the
Union and Maplewood Gun Club. The first will be for teams of five

men each at 10 lives birds per man, under association rules; the second
for ten men teams at 25 Keystone targets per man. These will be the
third of a series of five contests of each kind to be shot between these
clubs. Each club has previously won one of each of the team races
and this fact will lend additional zest to the Decoration Day affairs.

Kansas City, Mo., April 10.—The Metropolis Gun Club, of Kansas
City, Kansas, held its annual election of officers last evening, when
Newton Smock was elected President; W. J. Wright, Vice-President;

A. W. Peck, Secretary; WT
ill Arends, Treasurer; and J. W. Mount,

Manager; George A. Fowler, Jr,, and U. S. Epperson were elected
honorary members of the club. The club has secured grounds on the
river front north of the Fowler packing plant, and improvements are
being made preparatory to the opening club shoot on Tuesday, April

A. W. Peok, Sec'y.

A series of five 10-target events wer6 shot on the grounds of the
Walsrode Gun Club in Newark last week, the results being:

Cook 4 6 5 7 5 Schaefer 6 6 8 6 7

Reinhardt 66S76 Sieber 0 0 0 1 0

Baar 7 8 8 7 8 Cooper 6 5 6

Farley 5 4 5 3 6 Alexander 566
Chas. Woolmington and A, Johnson shot a 50 bird match at Sulli-

van's Park, Guttenburg, on April 11, the stake being S200 a side. The
birds were a good lot and Woolmington pulled out a winner by a
score of 41 to 40. In a 20 bird sweep which followed, $10 entry, there

were five contestants, Collins winning with a score of 17.

At the shoot for the Fay diamond medal at San Francisco, on April

7, Chick and Fay tied, each making a clean score of 20 kills. On the
shoot-off at 10 birds they again tied on straight scores. At 5 birds

each Fay lost 3, while Chick killed 4 and won the medal

One of the most attractive features of the Interstate shoot to be'

held in Chicago, May 17, 18 and 19, will be a contest between teams of

10 men each captained by Justus von Lengerke, of New York, and A.

M. Hoffman, of Chicago, 10 men per team, 50 live birds per man, for

81,000 a side,

The new Thames Gun Club grounds in New London, Conn., are
about completed. Several one-day tournaments will be given during
the season in addition to the four days' annual affair of the Standard
Keystone Company which is expected to eclipse any of their previous

efforts.

At the weekly shoot of the Orange (N. J.) Rod and Gun Club, on
April 14. each man shot at 25 targets, the scores being 0. C. Young Iff,

T. Llppe 13, L Young 13, W. W. Adams 11, C. HanwoodlO, G, Mcintosh?

9, J. Jacobus 8, and C. Speer 8.

At the annual meeting of the Red Hook (N. Y.) Gun Club, held ApriS

4 the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President,

George H. Cramer; Secretary, Robert J. Carroll: Treasurer, John W,.

Bain.

The Endeavor Gun Club, of Jersey City Heights, will hold their an-

nual shoot at Marion on Sept, 3. The secretary is Mr. E. Holhster, No.
496 Pavonia avenue, Jersey City Heights.

The Peekskill Gun Club tournament will take place week after next
and a big attendance is anticipated. The first two days will be devoted
to targets and the third day to live birds.

Harvey McMurchy. of Fulton, N. Y., took part in the California

State shoot, and on the first day got first money in an event at 15 live

birds, killing straight.

The usual "Third Saturday shoot," open to all of the South Side
Gun Club, of Newark, will be held to-day and everybody will be ac-

corded a welcome.

The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association will hold!

tournaments at Charleston and Greensboro, N. C, this fall, on dates
not yet fixed.

The Standard Gun Club, of Baltimore. Md., claims July 16. 17 and?

18 as the dates for its annual tournament. The club will add $150 to
the purses.

On April 10 Chas. Gottert and G. H. Fueschel shot a 15 bird match
at Farmingdale, L. I., for $25 a side. Fueschel won, killing 5 to Got-
tert's 4.

W. R. Hobart, Ferd. Van Dyke and Justus von Lengerke left New
York on Monday evening to attend the Interstate shoot at Pitts-

burgh.

April 25 and 26 are the dates for the South Side Gun Club tourna-

ment, and Newark is the place.

There will be no big tournament with fat money additions at Wash-
ington, D. C . this season.

C. H. Townsend.

Massachusetts Shooting1 Association.

The Massachusetts State Shooting Association held its seventh
shoot of the season on the grounds of the Lynn Fish and Game Pro-
tective Association on April 10. The results of the various contests
were as follows:
No. 1, 6 targets, 3 traps:

Snow 4 Gale
Davis 6 LeRoy ....

Mascroft 6 Wheeler
No. 2, 10 targets, unknown angles:

Davis 7 Forehand

Wheeler 8 Mai
No. 3, 3 pairs of targets:

Snow .8 For

No. 4, 10 targets, known angles:
Snow 9 Forehand..

6
5 1

5
.5

8 9
4 7
9 7
3

3 0
5
1

6

5

,9

7 4
.9

8

Bowker 8

LeRoy . 4
1 6
3
3

Mascroft 8 Gale
Thurber 10 Martin
No. 5, 7 targets, unknown angles:

Snow 5 Forehand...
Davis ...7 Dailey
Mascroft 3 Gale
Wheeler 5 Martin
No. 6, grand championship contest for the team gold badge of the

association. 10 targets, open to any number of teams of three men
each belonging to the association, *>ntrance free, optional sweepstakes:
Massachusetts Rifle Association. Worcester Sporting Club.

Snow 1101111100—7 Mascroft 1011101011—7

Bowker 1011111101-8 Forehand 1010100101 -5
Wheeler. . .

1011011111-8-23 Davis 1111111010-8-20
Lynn Fish and Game Club.

Hastings 0110011110—6 Forbes 0111011011-7-20
Martin 1111111000-7

. _ '

, .
. M

No. 7, grand championship contest for the individual challenge gold
badge of the association, 20 targets, entrance free, optional sweep-

Dafify 01000011111011111011—13 Martin 01110U 111101111 1111—17
Gale" 01111101110101110110-14 Wadsw'th. 01011111001100101010-11

Davis' 10000111011111100101—12 Hastings. ..11100100010100101000- 8
Mascroft 01111110111111111011—17 LeRoy 11100111001110101101—13

Wheeler 11111001101111110111—16 Ulman ... .11111011101110111111—17

bowker . 01111111111011111000-15 FairehUd. .01011101000111010101—11

Forehand. .111010110001010111111—13

No. 8, individual subscription match, 7 targets, straight away, 25yds.

Davis 6 Wheeler 6 Mascroft 6

Dailey 5 LeRoy 7 Bowker 6

Snow 5 Gate 4 Wadsworth 4

Forehand
"

Montana State Sportsmen's Association.

Helena, Mont., April 10.—The initial and organization convention of
the Montana State Sportsmen's Association was held at Butte last Satr

urday. The Association bids fair to be strong. The officers chosen
were: J. F. Cowan, of Butte, President; A. J. Fisk, Helena, Vice-

President; C. A. Tuttle. Anaconda. Secretary-Treasurer. Board of

Directors are Dr. T. H. Pleasant, Helena; J. M. Stewart, Butte; J.

Tuohy, Anaconda. These officers hold till the convention in June. A
verv full representation of the desirable clubs of the State is assured.

J
E. Hocgh.

Further details are given by the Helena Independent: "The Mon-
tana State Sportsmen's Association, which met at Butte on Saturday,

April 17, decided to hold an annual State tournament which will be

passed around among the different cities each year. The tournament
will run for three days, and the three principal events for which State

trophies will be put up are the individual championship at bluerocks

and individual championship at live birds and team championship at

bluerocks. All three of these championship trophies will belong per-

manently to the Association and cannot become the property of any
one man no matter how often he may win them. The individual

championship shoot at inanimate targets will be at 100 bluerocks at

known traps and angles. The entrance of $10 and 60 per cent, of the

entrance monev goes to winner of the trophy of the previous year.

The medal now held by Robert Rogers, of Missoula, will become the

State trophy for this shoot. This medal, which was put up four years

ago was first won by A. J. Fisk, of Helena, with 89 out of a possible
100;' next by John F. Cowan, of Butte, with 92; next by J. D. Finn, of

Livingston, with S3; next by W. F. Sheard, of Livingston with 92, and
the last time by Mr. Rogers, 92. The hardest shooting was done in the
second contest. Out of 12 entries there were 4 men who made scores

of 91, and Mr. Cowan had to hit the last bird, which the others had
missed, to win the medal.
The shoot for the live bird individual championship will be at 15

birds. The entrance fee will be $10 and the cost of birds extra. Ties

will be Bhot off at. 5 birds. Sixty per cent, of the entrance money for

the first year will be devoted for the purchase of a suitable champion-
ship medal. Each succeeding year the entrance money will be divided

as follows: Sixty per cent, to the winner, 25 to the second and 15 to

the third. The championship team shoot will be at 50 bluerocks to

each man. Three men from one club shall constitute a team and any
one club may enter more thau one team. The entrance fee will be $10

a team, which will include tbe cost of the birds The first prize will

be the State championship cup, which is to be provided, and the second
prize the balance of the entrance money after deducting the cost of

the birds, which will go to the man making the highest individual

score. It is possible that the elegant and costly champiohship cup
which is now owned by the Butte Rod and Gun Club may be put up as
the State trophy if the club will agree to it. If not, the Helena Club's

cup will be used. The tournament will be held June 14, 15 and 16.

The annual meeting will be held on the first day of the tournament,
and steps will then be taken toward securing legislation which will in-

sure a more rigid and general enforcement of existing game laws and
the better protection of game.
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Shooting in the Storm at Erb's.
All through the morning of Thursday, April 13, the so-called beau-

tiful snow fell with a sort of monotonous regularity that reminded one
more of midwinter than of spring. It did not look as though the
monthly shoot of the Newark Gun Club billed to take place at Erb's
grounds in the afternoon would be very largely attended, as a number
of the members are obliged to come from a considerable distance to
reach the grounds. About 1 P. M. the snow had given way to a more
annoying drizzle that caused one to think of nestling beside a. warm
stove. At the above'hour, however, well equipped with storm clothes,
We boarded a car for* Erb's and met Dr. P. J. and Jas. W. Zeglio, who
had come all the way from Warrenville for a shoot, and Samuel
Castle, our 67-year old "gun-below-the-elbow" crack, who has recently
recovered from a severe attack of the grip and is slowly coming back
to his old winning form._ Arriving at the "old stone house" we found that we were the first

arrivals and it was not near three o'clock that the party grew any
larger. Then in came T. W. Morfey, of Paterson, the American handi-
cap winner, his clubmate and traveling partner, Harry Wolfe and
Eddy Morgan, who, beside having the reputation of keeping one of the
most popular buffets in Paterson, enjoys the enviable distinction of
being the champion amateur Indian club swinger of America. Mr.
Morgan is an all around athlete, having won honors at rowing, sprint-
ing and other athletic sports, but his favorite pastime is swinging the
clubs, and he is willing- to enter a contest for championship honors for
from $500 to $1,000 a side against any professional or amateur in the
country. He is a recent convert to the use of the smoothbore, but
judging from his present work he will not long remain a novice. Other
arrivals at the above hour were Jacob Pentz, organizer of the Newark
Gun Club, who are generally yclept "Pentz's Pets;" Prank Class and
John Leonard, of Morristown.
It was not long before the party repaired to the shooting box,

unpacked their kits and were ready to face the traps in a contest at 5
live birds, $3 entry, two moneys. This finished came the club shoot
at 10 birds, this being also an optional sweepstake. Event No. 3 was
at 5 birds, $3 entry, two moneys; event No. 4 at 7 birds, $5 entry, two
moneys.
Previous to shooting event No. 3 there arrived on the scene Wm. G.

Hollis, a club member from Arlington, and Chas. W. Tuttle, captain
of the Auburn Gun Club, who stopped over for a few days' shooting
before going to the sunny South. Both of them took part in the sport
for the rest of the day. The scores of the events follow:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Morfey 0212132—6 2011011132— 8 01111—4 .122022-5
Castle 1111101—6 0111011121— 8 11110—4 1112111—6
PJay 1012120-5 21112212.1— 9
Class 2222220-6 .110101212- 7 10110-3 2211022-6
Morgan 2212100—5 102202.21.- 6 10111—4 0120221-5
Erb 2121122123-10 00111-3 1111021-6
Hollis.. 11111-5 1221201—6
Tuttle 11011—4 2100202—4
Event No. 3 was a gun below the elbow shoot, 25yds. rise, one barrel

only allowed.
The final event was a 5-bird match for $10 a side between Class and

Castle, gun below the elbow bird was on the wing, otherwise Hurling-
ham rules. They tied, and in order to decide the ownership of the
money shot at empty shells tossed in the air, each man to toss the
shell he shot at, miss and out. The result is here shown:

Tie. Tie.
Castle. 21111-5 0110 Class 21121-5 0111

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Findlay vs. Cleveland.
Findlay, Ohio, April 5.—A team shoot between ten men of the

Findlay Gun Club, and a like number of men of the Arlington Gun
Club, of Cleveland, OWo, took place this afternoon. Each team shot
on its own grounds, selecting a referee to look after the scores, and
the results were given by telegram. The weather was unfavorable
for high scores. The dark clouds for a back ground, and the cold,
high wind, with an occasional snow storm, made the day anything
but an ideal one for smashing bluerocks. Notwithstanding all this,

the Findlay boys went into the race to win, and made, perhaps, the
best average score for that number of men, that has ever been made
on their grounds, and I doubt whether there is another club in the
StBte that can show a better average score, there being a difference of
only three birds between the highest and lowest scores made There
was a good attendance and great enthusiasm prevailed from the time
the first gun was fired to the end of the contest. The birds were
thrown from 5 traps, unknown angles, A. S. A. rules governing. Each
man shot at 25 birds. The following are the individual scores of the
members of each team:

Findlay Team.
Hodge 1111111111111111100111011—22
Drake llllllllllllOllllllOOHll-22
Minnich 0011111111111111110111111—22
Evans 111011011 lOlolllllll 11111—21
Robinson 1110110100111111111101111—20
Dunn llOinOlOlllOllOlllllini—20
Steen 1111011111011001111111101—20
AKarg 1110011111111111001110011—19
flitter 1010110111101011111110111—19
Loomis 1111011110110110111011101—19—204

Cleveland Team.
Louis 001 1001 11 001 001 110011 1101—14
Trunk 1110111111111110011010111—20
Raleigh 1011100001010111010011001—13
Feller 1111100011111111111001110—19
Hinde 01 1 010001001 10001 1 0000 1 01—10
Bisset 1101110101111000101111100—16
Aim... 1000010111101111011111110—17
Zepp .0011111110101010101101011—16
Carline 1101101010111110101100110-16
Mack 1001011110111111111111100—19-160
No. 2 was the contest for the club badge; 25 targets per man, same

conditions as above:
Drake 11 11 1 11011111111111111111—24
Evans 1110111111111111110101111—22
Steen 1111111101011011111101111—21
Hodge 1011011110101111111111101—20
Robinson 1100110111011011111111111-20
Minnich 1110011111000111111111111—20
Loomis 0110110111110011111100111-18
Dunn 1011111111010011101001010—16
AKarg 1100011000110101110011100—13
Ritter. 0011101001110010111000100—12

It is proper to say that in the badge shoot, Loomis and Karg shot
borrowed guns which they were unaccustomed to handling, while
Ritlerand Dunn shot a broken gun in partnership. These unfortunate
circumstances caused the gentlemen to lower their scores:
No. 3, 15 targets per man same conditions as above:

Evans 111111111111111—15 Robinson 111101110101111—12
Steen 111111110111111—14 Minnich 111111100111101—12

011110110111111—12 H. J. M.

The Handicap Pigeons.
Dexter Park, April 14.—Editor Forest and Stream: Tour corre-

spondent, Mr. O. H. Townsend, exercises much unjust and uncalled

for criticism in his report on the grand American handicap. He finds

fault with the price charged for pigeons and asserts that the price

asked usually at such tournaments is twenty-five cents. Mr. Town-
send forgets that circumstances alter cases. I can show that the bulk
of the pigeons used in the shoot in question were hilled to me at sixty

cents per pair delivered at New York.
Now If you will add to this price the expense of transporting the

birds to Dexter Park and bear in mind that the greatest number of

birds had to be kept on hand for weeks previous to the shoot, you will,

I think, agree with me that thirty-two and a half cents per bird was a
reasonable charge, and one warranted by the circumstances.
Neither I nor the management of the shoot realized a great profit

out of the birds, and Mr. Townsend does the gentlemen who had
charge of the tournament and myself great injustice by making it ap-
pear that undue advantage had been taken of the participants of the
shoot. Mr. Townsend evidently forgets, or is not aware of, the fact

that even at the price charged for birds the association lost money.
There are a good many expenses coupled with such a shoot, and Mr.
Townsend should first make himself familiar with all the facts in the
premises before he gives vent to such a harsh criticism as that re-

Mr. Townsend asserts that the prices paid for dead birds vary from
$1.50 to $1.80. Here again he is much mistaken. If he had consulted
the market quotations he would have found that prices are only $1 to

$1.25. Louis Miller.
Proprietor Dexter Park.

New York, April 13.—Editor Forest and Stream: We wish to pro-

test against such unwarranted and uncalled-for criticisms as your
reporter has seen fit to make about the cost of pigeons while report-

ing the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association shoot at

Dexter Park, L. I., last week. Our association paid Mr. Miller 65 cents

per pair for pigeons trapped and allowed him the dead birds. We
charged 35 cents each not to be bothered with fractions, and if pos-
sible to make up for such losses in birds which are unavoidable. The
fact is, our association has lost money on the total birds furnished so
far. The price charged is not unusual or exorbitant, as picked birds

command even higher prices in all leading clubs at this time of the
year. No pigeon ground can afford to contract for such a large num-
ber of picked birds for less money.

Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association,
J. V. L., Sec'y.

Hamilton Gun Club.

April 10.—Cowie cup handicap:
W Stroud (24 birds) 100101011011111101101000 —14
J Crooks f24) .' 110010101100011010100011 —12
Clifford (21) 111011110101011011111 —16
Reardon (21) 111111110100111011110 —16
Hunt (21) 101111111111111111110 —19
Fletcher (25) 0110011010011110010110111—15

Wilson (20) 11111111111111001111 —18
Munroe (20) 10110111001111111011 —15

First merchandise, 10 birds:

W Stroud 1011110100-6 Wilson 1011111111—9

Crooks 1100111110-7 Fletcher 1110101100—6

A Smyth 1110111010—7 John Smyth lOlllOOw
Reardon 0101000111—4 Munroe 0100111 1 11—7
Clifford 0011111110—7

Second merchandise, 10 birds:

W Stroud 1111101111— 9 Crooks 1011110111— R

Munroe 0110111111— 8 Wilson 1111111101— 9

Reardon ,.0111111101— 8 A Smyth 1111011111— 9

J Smyth 1111011111—9 Graham lllOOw
Hunt 1111111101— 9 Joe Smyth 0101101110— 6

Clifford 1111011111— 9

Ties in second merchandise. 5 birds:

W Stroud 01111—4 Clifford 11111—5
J Smyth 11101—4 A Smyth 11011—4

C Hunt 11111—5 Wilson 01111-4
C. Hunt wins leather gun case. Value, $5.

Third merchandise, 10 singles, 5 traps, one man up:
W Stroud 0011111101—7 Graham 0111101100-6
Fletcher 1001101001—5 Wilson 0101011101—6
Hunt 1111001111—8
Team shoot, Stroud and Fitch against Reardon and Crooks. Con-

ditions, 100 live birds, forglOO, 5 traps, one bird at a time, Hamilton
Gun Club rules, 80yds. boundary:
I Stroud 211.2101103132112212211001-21
W Fitch 2211202000122222020001011-16-37

M Reardon 1212 1 20011222021112111201—21
J Crooks 1010100111121111232122110 - 20—41

"Wads'" Princeton Budget.
Princeton, N. J., April 11.—Middle of April, and the most blizzar-

tudinous blizzard of the year. This sort of "showers" may "bring
May flowers;" they are more likely to "bring down the house," and not
in encore, either. They certainly bring down the score as the mem-
bers of the Princeton Gun Club found to their srrrow, in the first of a
series of 4 handicap matches for merchandise prizes.
Conditions of these matches, 15 singles, 5 pairs, 5 traps, known

angles, rapid firing system. Scores: Clarke 8, Zazzelli 12, Dye 16,
Zabriskie 16, Mittendorf 16, Stout 10, Schelliuger 12, Johnson 21, Wad-
hams 9, Margerum 11, Hoff 12, Wesley 16, Davis 13, Jessup 9, Stryker
7, Phillips 15.

A there are 9 prizes offered, this gives every man a place, so far.
A practice match followed, same conditions except number of

birds, 10. Scores: Warren 4, Wadhams 5, Packer 3, Johnson 2, Zaz-
zelli 2, Margerum 4, Zabriskie 3, Phillips 8, Dye 2, Davis 8, Gray 7.

At the University Club grounds, only two members showed up for
practice, Clarke and Willock. The first named gentleman did up 26
Keystones out of 30, at 3 traps, unknown trap and angle. He is shoot-
ing in great form; will probably be one of the Intercollegiate team,
and is going to be a "bad man from the West" for Yale and Harvard
to bump against. Wads.

Rockford Gun Club.
Rockford, 111,, April 11.—I hand you herewith the score made by the

Rockfovd Gun Club, at its regular weekly practice shoot on April 10.

The day was anything but propitious for trap-shooting, and a man
had to he a "crank" indeed to face the cold northeast wind, accom-
panied by hail and rain that was falling; but we have a few "cranks"
in our club that nothing will stop when it comes to trap-shooting. Be-
fore another week is gone we expect to be in our new club house;
then, brother sportsmen, come and see us.
Dr Bean 1110111101111111011111110 —21
C Helen 11111100110111111110111111101111111111111101111111-44
A Henry 01111111111101111111101101111111111111011111111111—45
J T Burke 11011110011110111111111011110110111111110111011111-40
A Hutching lOlOlOOllOOlllOlOllOlOOlOlllO 11100110111111101011-32
D Curry lllOOOllOlOOnOllOOmOiaXinimiOOilOOOOOlOOOlll—37
F Haines 0101110011 111111 1111 101111011111111111110111111000—40
Dr Helm

s , ,
. (ll ! 02 ] 1 001 1 101 1 Ul 1 1 1 1 1 01 11 101 1 1 1 1 1 10001 111 01001111—36

Fred, Hajses, Sec'y,

Colt Hammerless Gun Club.

Hartford, Conn., April 9.—There was a good attendance of the Colt
Club Saturday. This was the last of a series of twenty-four shoots
held during the past year, any one shooting ten times out of the
twenty-four to qualify for prizes. The club has a valuable lot of
prizes, and they will be distributed Saturday, April 14. The club has
taken in quite a number of new members and some of them are com-
ing ff st in the shooting line:

BrowneU 0011110111101101001111110—17
Belden llOOOOlllllllOlOlllOllOU—17
Melrose 0111111110111011110111111—21

Cook 1111111011111111111111111—24
Williamson 0111111 1 101 11 1 110110111 11—21
Risley 1111111101111111111111111-24
Owen Treat lOOllllllllllillllllioiOl—21
Hotchkiss 1111111111010111101100101—19
O B Treat 1111111111111101111111111—24
Olmsted llllOlllOlllllllllllllin—23
White 111101(1000000001111111111—15
Tucker 1111111010000111110011110—17
Douglass 0011000001010101011111010-12
Pitkin 1011101 11 1 001 11001 1111100-1
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Colt 1100111101110111100101101—17
Sam Hills lOlOllOllOlloiOllOlllllll—18
Bishop 1111011100111010111100101—17
Vibberts 0011111110111111111111111—23
Kehoe 1001101111 1 10111101111110—19
Goodwin 1001011101011110011000101—14
Feisleman 1000101 11 UlliiiOllOlOOll—17
W Hills 1001111011100101110101011—16
Beveridge 1111101111101111110011111—21
Purrinton 0011000110001001110011101—12
Sexton 1101111001000111110111101—17
Alger 1101111111101111111101011—21

Cook.

Spokane Bod and Gun Club.

Spokane, Wash., April 9.—Following are the scores of the Spokane
Rod and Gun Club's weekly shoot held yesterday. The attendance
was small and the shooting not up to the average. F. H. Mason won
the Class A medal and Henry Doolittle the Class B medal, both for the
first time.
Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Carson 11101111110111100011

Mason 01111111111100111100

T Ware OllOlllOlOllOlllllOO
Clas« B.

Doolittle. 10101100000001001001

Wilson 01010000001000000000

Burke lOlOOlllOlOlOOOOOUl
Monteith OlOllOllllllllOOOlll

No. 2, 10 singles: Carson 10, T.Ware 10, Doolittle 8, Monteith 7, Mason
7, Wilson 2, Burke 1.

No. 3, 10 singles: T.Ware 10, Mason 8, Doolittle 7, Carson 7, Monteith
5, Burke 5, Wilson 4

No 4, 10 singles: T. Ware 10. Doolittle 8, Carson 3, Mason 8, Monteith
6, Wilson 2.

No. 5, 10 singles: T. Ware 8, Mason 8, Carson 7. Burke 5.

J. W. Withers, Sec'y.

Wauregan Gun Club.
Pelhamville, N. Y., April 13.—Handicap rises for club medals,

Wauregan Guu Club rules:

J H Mills 022121020—6 E A Thurber 1.0000010-2W H Brickner 1022.2021-6 W H Picken 202110201-6
G W Silberhorn 00001112.-4 J J Loonie 211030121—7
Remson 110002100-4 Aug Schmitt 111102.01—6
William Wauser 211210012-7 F Lyon 100000220—

3

Frank Jarvis, 20.000210-3 JW Spencer 221022002—6
Each member shot at 9 birds The birds were a fast lot of of flyers,

and the wind being strong northwest made it very difficult to score,
J. H. Mills, Sec'y.

10 11 10 00 11—20
10 11 11 10 11—23
11 11 10 10 11—21

10 11 10 01 11—14
00 00 00 00 00— 3
00 10 10 01 00—13
00 01 10 01 01—18

Hillside Defeats Norristown.
Norristown, Pa., April 14.—The Hillside Gun Club journeyed to Nor-J

ristown this afternoon, the weather being all right for this time of
year, the ride through Barren Hill and the rest "of the hills in S.
Loughrey's four-horse coach was very pleasant. The reception the
Norristown boys gave us on our arrival was the finest. Although the
Hillsides won the last two matches the Norristown boys are game and .1

insisted on the third, which the Hillside Club won also. After the
match a few sweeps were indulged in:

Norristown Gun Club.
Kerper 1100100100101111010010011—13
Gross 0001010000101000111010001— 9
Cassell 0111111111110101111100001—18
Kohl 0111011011110001011110101-16
J R Yost 1011011110010101110100101—15
R Sheetz OOllOOOOOIlllOllllHOOlOO-13
P Yost 0111100111011001011011101—16
Haas 1111111101001100111110011-18
JRighter 0011001111000101111110011—15
Stanger 1101011101101001101011011—16
S Krieble 1111001000100011110111101—15
G Rrieble 000101001011 1010101 110101—13
M F Mack 1101110111011110000011101—16—193

Hillside Gun Club.
J Petemah 1111111111110111111111111—24W Annen 0111110100101110101110011—16W H Lysinger 0000111010010100001110100—10
MBisburg 0001011011011111111000101—15
D Yeakel 1101100111111101111101101—19
T Carlisle 0111011101101011111011001—17
Snyder 1 01 01 10010101 101 01 1010010—18
A Bainhard 1111000111001101010011100—14W Greenwood 1 01 01 1 1 100101001 1 1 1 1 1 1001—1
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RBisburg 1010110100110010000110111—13
A Cair 1000010111101110001010110—18
J Dhrich 01000001 0000011111 1011111—13
HThurman 1111111001111111011111111-22-205
No. 1. 7 targets, rapid fire: Thurman 6, Carlisle 6, Peterman 7, Sny-

der 5, Thomas 7, Cair 5. Aimen 3, P. Yost 5, Sheetz 4, Kerper 4, J. R.
Yost 5, M. Bisbing 6, Yerkel 6, C. Rorer 3, Kohl 4, Cassell 6.

No. 2, 7 targets: Thurman 7, Sheetz 4, Thomas 6, Peterman 6, Bis-
bing 3, Carlisle 3, Snyder 5, Yerkel 5, Cair 4, Kerper 4, J. R. Yost 5, P.
Yost 3, Aimen 4, Cassell 4, Kohl 6.

Miss and out: Kerper 0, Thurman 1, Thomas 4, J. Yost 0, Peterman
4, Yeakle 0, Bisbing 3. H. T.

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Maple Bat, N. Y., April 12.—Five known traps, unknown angles.

Class A.
AG Courtney 11111111111111111111111111111111011111111110111111—48
C Wagner 11111111111111111111111111111101111111011111111111—48
GMann 01111111011110111111111111111111111111111111111111—47
C Dugard 11111111101111011111101101111111110111111111111111-45'
C F Ayling 11111111111111111111111111011111101001011001111111—43
A O Ginty 11001111101111011111110111110111101111111101111101—41
D M Lefever 11101111111111110001111111111100010111101011111011—39
GHolloway 11011011010111111110111011111110111100000101011111—31

OJ&ss B
A R King 01101101111001111010111111111111111111111110111111—48:
H White 10111111111011101110111110101111111111101100101111-40
J Cool 10101011110110110111111110011110111111111100111001—37
H Jones 11111100011111110010011111101101011101110111010110—35
D Walters 00110111110111111110011101111010111000101001010101-32

Class C.
GMLarned lOlllllllOOllllllllllilOlOlllOOlllllllOlllllllllll—42
J Herman llOllllOllOllllllOOlllOlllllllllOllllOllllllllOlll—41
G C Luther 0111011111011111011111111-21
A White 0101111101111111101111111—21
Prof Gilbite 1111111111010111110111111—23W Cruttie 1011001011011110111111111—19
R Hunter 1100110110111101111101111—19

•'

M Williams. . . ; 1101110001111110111111111—20
Ties for diamond medal, Courtney wins:

Courtney. .11111101111111111111—19 Wagner . ..01111111111111101111—18
The weather was fine. Fallstaff.

The Weir City Gun Club.
Weir City, Kan., April 12.—Inclosed find scores made by club

members in regular medal contest, at 25 single targets, dead bird-
handicap being allowed as noted. After the medal contest a team

(

race was shot; Mcllhany r.nd Calhoun defeating Marshall and Best by
the appended score. It was a miserable day for target shooting, as a
Btrp.se wind blew against the traps, making the targets most erratic in \

their flight. Trap-shooters who have toed the scratch in Kansas when
the gentlft zephyrs made it impossible* to stand alone long enough to
call "pull," will all appreciate the difficulties under which our ama-
teurs labored and can excuse the poor showing made.
Regular medal shoot:

Marshall 1100001111111100111011011 —17
Mcllhany OllllltllllOllllOOllllllO —20:
Calhoun lOlllooi 0001 01 1 1 01 1011011 —15
Best 1011001111010100010011111 —15
Morrison OOOOllOOOOOlOOOllOllOOOll-f-lO—19
Granat 00110000000H r

00001]0001<H-12—19
McKim 0101111111110000011011111-1- 5—22
Kirk 1100000110100000110110000+17-26'
Holmes 01001101011101110111000014- 5—19
Doan , 1000100011101101110000111+ 5—18
Team race at 100 targets:

Mcllhany ....100110110111111111111111111011011111111111101111110
10110111111111111101101111111111111111110101111110-85

Calhoun 10111111101011111111101111111011111101111111110011
11100010011111111011111001011010111111110111111110—79=164

Marshall 1101101001010111010011011111111 llOOOllliinn 10101
11001111111110111111010101111010101110101111101111—73

Best 1110011110010101110110110111111001 10'' 011001 1001111
10011111101001101011100110101001101110010010100001—60=133

Mamaluke.

White Plains vs. North Shore.

Port Richmond. S. I.
,
April 16.—I inclose scoresmade at a team shoot'

between the White Plains (N. Y.) Gun Club and the North Shore Gun
Club, which was shot on the grounds of the latter club at Port Rich-"
mond, Staten Island, on April 14; 25 bluerocks per man. rapid-fire
system, The return match will take place on Decoration Day at White
Plains:

White Plains Gun Club.
Piatt 1101011111101111111101111—21
Tom Ward HlOlllOllliOlOllOOOlOOOl—15
Hyland 1 1 OOOOl 1 11 101 1 1 1 1 100 10001—15
Woods 1010011111110010111110111—18
Paulding 0001000101101010101000100— 9
Halpin 1101011111110101110111111—20
Suiton 1110000111111111111101011—19
Grey 0010101001111000101010100—11—126

North Shore Gun Club.
Bartram 1110110110111011111111111-21
Scofield 1011111011111100110111110—19
Howard 1 110111000IOlimoillllllO-18
Westbrook 0100101011000110101101001—12
GSeawood 0101011011101110101111000-16
Dickson 1011011111011111111011111—21
Medora 1011111111111111011110110—21
Warner 0010001111010101011010111—1.1—14:.
Sweep, 20 birds: Warner 9, Westbrook 5, Scofield 15, Dickson 15.

Piatt 13, Sutton 16, Ward 16, Woods 18, Grey 12, Seawood 12, Bartram
18, Paulding 10, Halpin 16.

Sweep, 15 birds: Scofield 11, Dickson 10, Piatt 7, Sutton 11, Ward 11
Woods 12, Seawood 9, Bartram 12, Paulding 7, Halpin 12, Hyland 9.

L. Scofield, Jr., Secretary.

San Antonio Gun Club.
Fifteen single targets, unknown angles: France 9, Volbrecht 11

Paris 8, Rothwell 14, Adams 10, Tendick 11, Grossman 10, Mitchell 13

1

Samuels 10, Thiele 12, Donnan 9, Smith 10.

The next was the medal shoot at 20 singles and 5 pairs: France 18 I

Volbrecht 16, Paris 19, Rothwell 21, Adams 19, Tendick 32, Grossmai
1

15, Smith 21. Samuels 24, Newtown 22. Philips 24, Thiele 24, Mitche.
22, Lean 17, Cann 9, Frank 11, Shields 19, Biesenbach 22. Thre
shooters—Samuels, Thiele and Philips—tied for the medal, but in th
shoot off at 5 singles and 2 pairs, Thiele won on 8 out of 9,
The third shot was at 15 singles, rapid-firing system, unknow.

angles and there were 16 entries. It resulted in the following score
Adams 13, Biesenbach 10 France 11, Rothwell 12, Newton 10, Tendii

"

10, Paris 12, Mitchell 9, Shields 11, Volbrecht 12, Smith 11, Epp 1

Learn 8, Cann 1, Donnan 5, Philips 12.
Shoot No. 4 was same as above: Adams 14, Newton 9, Paris

France 10, Volbrecht 10, Rothwell 12, Biesenbach 9, Learn 12.

The closing shoot had 4 entries at 15 singles; Adams 14, Newt 0
Paris 9, Rotliwell 11.
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Paterson Defeats Elizabeth.

Those who mustered up courage enough to visit Willard'S Park in

iPaterson on Wednesday, April 11, are entitled to medals commemora-
tive of their pluck and staying qualities. The day was just the sort to

iremind one of the much-talked of and always-to-be-dreaded Dakota
[blizzard, albeit the mercury was a little too high. There was a driving,

Ibeavy downfall of snow all day long, and the wind, fmm the east,

blew a veritable hurricane, such an one indeed as no pigeon could
make headwav against. Among the intrepid ones who were on hand
iwere Chas Asfalk, Al Conover, J. Blodgett, S. Ryder, F. Batsch^Chas.
Johnson and Win. Backerman, of Elizabeth; T. O. Wright, Henry
Wolfe, rihas. Harford and Win. Hill, of Paterson.

, The attraction was the match at 25 live birds, one barrel only al-

lowed, otherwise Hurlingham rules, for S25 a side, between T. W.
Morfey, of Paterson, and Wm. Lever, of Elizabeth. Chas. Johnson, of
Elizabeth, wss referee; Wm. Duteher, scorer, and Smith Hill, of Pater-
son, trup puller. With a 15-mile wind blowing almost from right to

left, it may be imagined that almost any bird would be obliged to fly

[hard, A glance at the direction of flight, as shown by our copyrighted
[trap score type, will show that few of the birds attempted to breast
the wind. They did not rise promptly when the traps were sprung,
but once on the wind soon made up for any delay in starting.

I

Some fine work was done by both parties, as the birds had to be
killed quick and clean to avoid their beiug blowu over the line. Mor-
fey's 4th bird was killed at 40yds. ; 8th, extra fast, towered, hit hard,
Ibiit carried over fence to die; 12th, hit hard, but got over; 18th should
have been killed; 17th twisted, got both barrels and carried them to the
grand stand, where he fell dead; 19th started to right, changed quickly
and dodged both barrels.
Lever's 5th and 6th birds were terribly fast and twisted out of both

loads, both attempted to face the wind but were turned around; 8th,

hit very hard but got at last over the wire; 10th, left incomer, hit

hard and dropped just over the dead line at score; 13th, an ugly
twister, hit and fell, everybody thought it dead, but when dog got
near it revived and with an heroic effort got over the fence, falling

dead; 14th, hit hard; 16th, very fast and a pretty kill: 18th, hard hit,

fell outside; 19th, got first but escaped second.
At times it was almost impossible to locate the traps, while only a

few times during the day could the fence in the background be seen.
Tt was a hard day for the shooters with the snow beating full in the
face as they stood at the score, and Morfey's score of nineteen kills is

considered a highly creditable performance.
Below are the results, Lever standing at 30 and Morfey at 38yds.

rise:

Trap score type—Copyright, ism, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co-

3152333344115332 5 31423553

Morfey 1 11 1 11 1 Oil 1 0 0 1 0 1 »1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1-19

1235321413145434453331315
Lever 1 1 1 1 001 0 1 • 0i 001 1 0 • 01 1 1 1 1 1—14

Morfey Defeats "Tampa"—Utter Defeats Morfey.
Magnificent weather conditions prevailed on Saturday, April 14, and

those who rentured out on pleasure or business bent were able, much
to their relief, to substitute spring overcoats for the burdensome great-

coat. At noon the mercury had reached the comfortable point of 54°

f above and everybody felt in a springlike humor. Shortlv before 10 A.
M a small number of sportsmen and lovers of trap-shooting, some
ft om New York, some from Brooklyn and Newark, and others repre-
senting the great "City of Silk." gathered at the Eagle House in Pater-
son aud a few moments later had boarded an electric car en rou te to

Willard's Park, there to witness a match at live pigeons between T. W.
Morfey, of Paterson, and Arthur Schleman, of Tampa Bay, Fla.

The match was at 100 live birds each, 28yds. rise, under American
Shooting Association rules, the stake being $250 a side. Neaf Apgar
was selected as referee, Henry Wolfe pulled the traps, the Boyle
brothers handled the birds, and the trap editor of Forkst and Stream
kept the official score. John L. Brewer, Dr. Frank of Brooklyn, and a
number of others equally as well-known sportsmen, were interested
spectators.
There was a twenty-mile wind blowing diagonally across the line of

fire from No. 1 trap across a line between the score and No. 5 trap.

The wind was gusty at times, sending the smoke in the shooters' faces.

The grounds were in good conditions, as they usually are. and the
birds can fairly be classed as a good lot. Less than a dozen had to be
flushed when the traps were sprung, and these flew well once they
caught their wings. Only five birds were called, and of these two
were caught fast by the traps.
Morfey, with his usual fortune, won the toss and elected to shoot

first, and he opened the ball by losing a fast twister which got both
loads in full and fell dead outside. His 3d was a lead carrier which
looked as though it would go out, but succumbed less tban a yard in-

side the hue. His 6th bird was caught by the trap and called "no
bird," and he shot at another, scoring a kill; 12th, extra fast and a
good second; 15th, ditto; 16th, a fast towering driver, killed by a
quick first, second used for safety; 17th, hit by first, fell and was up
and off again like a flash to be cut down with a well-aimed second;
18th, a bird that was filled with shot and supposed to be dead, but it

revived when the dog approached it, circling around several times in-

side the lines, Eagle finally securing it by a jump just in time to pre-
vent it from crossing the line; 20th, good second on hard bird; 2.3d,

caught first and dropped out of second, but was gathered
; 25th, fast

and towered but cut down with a good second. This gave him a total

of 22 kills out of the 25.

Schleman started in by grossing a fast incomer to the left which re-

quired both barrels; 4th, a hard bird and bard hit by first, but the
second was behind and the flyer escaped; his 5th was caught by the
trap, called "no bird," and another given which he killed; 6th, tow-
ered but had to come down when the second cracked; 9th, an ugly
zig-zagging circler which seemed to dodge the center of bDth charges
and escaped with the loss of a few feathers; 10th, towered, killed by
good second; 12th, fast, twisted out of first but got center of second;
14th, slow on first barrel, caught at full 60yds. with an elegant second;
15th, fast, grassed with good second; 16th, shot on ground, got an-
other bird, was slow on both barrels and although the bird was mor-
tally wounded it went outside to die; 18th, long second on twister;
20th, good second on fast bird; 24th, fast and tricky, was undershot
and got away; 25th, towered and had to have second. Score for
round, 21.

On the second quarter Morfey's first bird started to twist and got
out of the first, then started to right and was promptly cut down;
30th had to be put up; 32d twisted out of a slow first and was missed
by second, going over the fields; 33d, brought down with neat and
quick first'; 34th, an awful fast twister and prettily killed; 37th, fast,

good kill; 40th, ditto; 41st, a hot one from the spring of the trap and
only stopped near boundary; 45th dodged both charges, very fast
bird; 50tn, a "screamer," full of lead and fell 3yds. over boundary.
Score on the half 45.

Schleman put a double charge in his first bird on this round, but it

was tough and wriggled over the line, being helped by the wind; 34th,

a twisting one, which started as an incomer to the left, but changed
its course and was grassed by a fine second just on the turn, one of the
best shots of the day; 35th, long second; 36th, ditto; 38th, stopped as
the first was pulled, then dodged out of second and gotaway; 39th. hit

slightly with first, but got away from second; 43d, started to circle,

then went to right and was cut down as it straightened; 46th, caught
by a finely placed second on a turn; 47th, a fast one, second was be-

hind and it went out; 48tb, a hot one and well stopped near boundary;
50th, another "hummer," hit hard but died outside. Score 41, four
behind Morfey.
Morfey's 5Bth got a double allowance of shot and took it over the

back boundary, struck outside fence and fell dead; 60th, got away
from both charges; 62d, long second; 67th, very fast bird, good kill;

68th, had broken wing, called "no bud" and shot at another, which he
killed; 72d, twister, carried a big lot of shot over boundary; 74th, a
fast left-quartering driver which was hit with first, but gotaway from
a too quick second. Score, 66.

Schleman 's 54th fell dead just over the boundary, it was out of the
center of both charges; 58th, this was the best shot of the day and on
one of the fastest birds that ever left a trap, it was bit with first, but
refused to stop when he cut it down with his second at full 35i ds.

from trap, this shot brought out applause from even Jack Brewer;
57th, this bird was riddled with shot, and every one was wonderstruck
to see him wriggle and twist until he got over the wire, where he fell

dead; 61st, behind with both barrels; 62d, behind with second, hit witb
first, fell outside; 65th, good second; 66th, "no bird," got another and
killed, the bird falling less than a yard inside the. wire fence; 70th and
71st, both incomers to right and both hard bit, but in each case fell

dead out of bounds. Score 60.

Schleman's luck in losing four birds dead out of bounds in one
round did not seem to bother him a bit, and from his 72d to his 100th
round, inclusive, he killed straight, grassing hard birds as easily as
the medium ones. His 88th was a fast and vicious twister, cut down
with a prettily placed first; 91st. another zigzagger and neatly killed:

99th, ditto and very fast. He finished the race with 85 kills to his
credit, having lost 7 dead out of bounds and making a run of 26
straight.
On the final quarter Morfey's 77th was killed by an elegant first; Slst

hard hit, fell dead just over line; 86th, long second barrel kill; 88th,

ditto on fast bird; 91st. towered, but caught enough to bring him to
grass; 92d, shot on ground, called "no bird" aud shot at another,
which was a "hummer" and fast enough to get away from both bar-

relsl his 100th was clearly missed. His score at the finish was 88 kills,

he lost 5 birds dead out of bounds aud made a clean run of 26 kills

During the latter part of the second quarter and part of the third
there seemed to be signs of a "ra< tie" ou the part of Schlernau, who
did not seem able to do any effective work with his first, although his

second barrel work at times was fine. He was clearly out lucked on
the birds. As a matter of course the man who uses a slow or an in-

effective first will get credit from an uninitiated audience of having
"harder" birds than the man who uses a quick first and stops his

birds close to the trap, In this instance, however, there were on the
grounds over half a dozen experts, and they united with us in saying
that Morfey certainly had the luck of the birds throughout.
It must not be inferred from this that Morfey did not shoot a good

race, on the other hand, he shot in splendid form after the twentieth
round, getting on to his birds quickly and killing cleanly. He is a
shooter and a good one at that, but we cannot forego expressing as
our firm pigeon opinion that had the luck of the birds been more even
he would not have won on 88 kills, as we believe that under ordinary
conditions Schleman is good for 20 or better.
In this case he made the gross mistake of shooting with a gun com-

paratively unknown to him, and it was not until the race was practi
cally lost that he caught the swing, after which he did some fine first

barrel work. With the second barrel be is a wonderfully fine shot.
Morfey pulled himself together early in the race, and the quality of

the birds seemed to make little difference to him, although he was
considerably bothered by the working of the gun he used. At the
start nearly everybody conceded the race to Morfey, who seems to
have hit a lucky groove and is winning nearly everything he tackles.
Whether this luck, backed by his undoubted skill, will follow him for
any length of time, remains to be seen.
The chances are that before many weeks have elapsed Mr. Morfey

will receive another challenge from the Florida man, this time at 200

birds each, for an advanced stake, and being the winner he will be
almost duty bound to accept. Here it may be well to mention that
previous to the above affair neither man had ever shot a 100-bird race
and so far as Mr. Schleman (Tampa") is concerned, he declares that
previous to his appearance at Dexter Park he had never shot at a
bird or target sprung from a trap.
Below are the detailed scores of the race:

Trap score type—Copyright ism, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

385143114435454114233 3 142

Morfey • 10101222322222212221122 2—23

3553123122431213 533141242
->H<—><—>'^7'J"^<<-/>-^-»'^^->^^^T/,T/7,

21122202 322212 2 222 2 02221 .—22

4211434241451441325323524
/ 4- I / <-<—>-» t -*^ ^->^^ \<-
222^222»2012221111212«30 1—21

23 4 5 4 2 3 2 5 2 4 5 113 4 3 112 5 4 4 4

11212e21112122120111121a 0—22—88

3413151253844252541454545
Schleman 2 2201222021222 2 .22222110 3—21

51525 45 13351144 5 433432232
• 12 2 22122222002222222012 •—30

3323345213335442132455112
1 /< \ J^ H H H211022«2110»222222l»«222 2—19

3 13 5 22423133541314243 3 444
T71 -> t^ \\ S\ % TVTTN \\ $T2211121121121132 1 22112 1 2 1—25—85

The following table shows how the race looked after each string of
10 shots:
Morfey 8 18 28 37 45 53 63 71 80 88
Schleman 8 17 25 33 41 49 56 65 75 85
The retrieving was done by Morfey's Eagle.

A MATCH AT NORTH PATERSON.

As soon as the above match was concluded the party returned to
Paterson, and while some went to their homes, others betook them-
selves to the rest-iurant to discuss dinner, after which they boarded a
train of the Susquehannah Road and were soon landed in Nonh
Paterson. an outlying suburb of the Silk City, where Morfey was to
shoot ft 25 bird race for $50 against Dr. S. Utter, a local physician, who
is as well nn expert with the smoothbore. The match was governed
by old Long Island rules, and was shot on an open field just under the
shadow of a spur of the Watchung Mountains. The rise of 21yds
was paced off from the single trap, and there was no boundary line
except such as were provided by a thin fringe of trees on two sides, h

fence in rear and the road on the left. The birds were brought up
from Paterson and were a good lot, having the wind behind them
when going to the front or left. Morfey was first to the score, as
usual, and killed until the third round. litter's third fell dead oui of
bounds, and he lost the next two. On the 10th round the score was
even; on the 15th still even; on the 20th Utter was one ahead, and thus
the race ended. Utter killing 18 to Morfey's 17. The best birds of tbe
race were Morfey's 23d. Utter's 11th, 16th, 17th, 19th and 22d. James
Smith was referee, Neaf Apgar trap-puller and C. H. Townsend scorer.

\\,s»<-\!\$ /" T t T<-<-*V->/";?V1101101011111001101.1111 0—17Morfey.

t-\ 'hT<-\<-\'0'\'W—>W W
Dr S Utter 1 1 • 0 0 11 1 1 1 1 Oil 0 1 1 1 1 0 11 1 1 0—18

After the race there was shot a S3 miss and out, old Long Island
rules, the money being divided on the second round by Apgar and
Morfey, Utter going out on the second and Waldron on the first
round.
Then came the $3 sweepstake at five birds, Hurlingham rules, the

tie for second money being shot off under old Long Island rules owing
to a scarcity of shells. The scores: Tie.
Morfey 21211—5 Morgan 10220—3 «111
Doomelly 20002—2 Bonn 11100—3 0111

C. H. Townsend.

Parkway Bod and Gun Club.
Miller's Dexter Park, April 11.—Club medal, class prizes, 7 birds,

American Association rules:
Class A

H Rramwell 2222222—7 J Bennett 1212111—7
E Heleans 1222222—7 H Selover 2020210—4
A Botty 0022211—5 A Andrews 2021221—6
T Short 1011200-4

Class B.
JWoolley 0222212 6 J B Knowlson 1111011—6
T T Edgerton »2«2121-5

Class C
M Ellis 12«12e2—5 H Bookman 1112122—7
Bramwell won medal and class A prize, Knowlson won class B

prize, Bookman won class C prize. Shot in storm of Wednesday,
w orst day I ever saw for a shoot.
Miss and out, S3, one money: T. T. Edgerton 1, A. Andrews 3. E.

Helgans 3, H. Bookman 3, J. Woolley 2, A. Botty 3, H. bramwell 0, F.
Short 3, M. Ellis 0, J. B. Knowlson 2.

Riverview Gun Club.
Amsterdam, N. Y , April 9.—Friday afternoon, April 6, was the date

for the opening club shoot of the Riverview Gun Club for the season
of 1894, and only three members showed up After a long wait for
others to appear shooting was commenced aud the following scores
appended as the result:
R M Haritey (30) 111111111111111111111111101111—29
A B Briggs (20) llllllOinOllIlOlOllw —16
DS Pierce (13) lllllllllOlllw —12
The weather was cold and windy, blowing directly into the faces of

the shooters. Haritey finished his score of 30 with the fine showing of
29 breaks, missing his twenty-sixth target, an easy left-quarterer.
Briggs and Pierce withdrew owing to extreme cold. This is the first
shooting done since the last club tournament on Oct. 12, and the
scores under the circumstances are certainly fine.
f^Prospects are more than discouraging for trap-shooting here this
season. Amsterdam is a manufacturing city and our mills are nearly
all closedand have been since last August and September.

Chuctkmenda.

Unknown Gun Club.
Miller's Dexter Park, Friday, April 13.—Seven birds, club medal,

A. S. A. rules:
E A Vroome 0021221—5 J Yagts 201»110—

4

W J Boyd ..2221212—7 W Skidmore 1221212—7
J Akhurst 21211 10- 6 J Flynn 2212121—7
M Johnson 2112101—6 H Boemmerman 2001020—3
A Rankin 012»200—3 C Ring 0122113-6
J P Hyde , 2302111—6 J Boemmerman 0100001—2

Baltimore Gun Club Tournament.
The tenth annual tournament of the Baltimore Gun Club, held on

April 12 and 13 was ushered in by anything but good conditions. The
ground was covered with snow and slush and the arrangements any-
thing but perfect. The attendance was not the best. Among those
present were H. A. Penrose, of New London, Conn.; "Billy" Fields, of
Christiana, Pa.; E. D. Fulford, of Utica, N. Y.; Wm. Tell MitcheU, of
Lyuche's Station, Va. ; Dr. E. F Wayman, of Staunton, Va.; A. C.
Krueger, of Wrightsvilie, Pa,; W. H. Skinner, Worcester, Mass.; C. A.
Demon; C. A. Young, of Springfield, O.; H. A. Bartlett; Major J. M.
Taylor, of Bergen Point, N. J. ; J. Schaaber, and John Schmeck, of
Reading, Pa., and Wm. Wagner, of Washington, D. C.
The shooting was at both Keystone targets and live birds, and the

results follow

:

No. 1, 20 targets, $2 entrance:
Shaaber 19 Young 17 Cantler 15
Fieles 18 Krueger 17 Mitchell 15
Kkinner 18 Ward 16 Schmeck 14

Fulford 17 Bartlett 15

No, 2, lOtargents, |2 entrance:
Fieles 9 Williar 7 Bartlett 5

Fulford 7 Young 6 Hobart 5

Mitchell 7 Damon 5 Ward 3
Skinner ,. 7 Fayette 5

No. 3, 15 targets, 52 entrance:
Fulford 13 Ward 11 Skinner 9
Shaaber 12 Schmech ,.11 Fieles 9

Young 12 Bartlett 11 Damon 7
Mitchell 12 Cantler , 10 Evans ......4
Krueger 12
No. 4, 15 targets, Si. 50 entrance:

Fieles 15 Cantler 13 Krueger 11

Fulford 15 Ward 13 Skinner 11

Young..: 14 Bartlett 12 Schmeck 8
Franklin 13 Williar 12

No. 5, 20 targets, $3 em ranee:
Fieles 17 Young 14 Bartlett 11

Frandlin 16 Mitchell 14 Krueg°r 11

Ward 15 Fulford 13 Schmeck 10
Slduner 15 Shaaber 11

No. 6, 20 targets, $2 entrance:
Ward 17 Fieles .- 15 Skinner 13
Bartlett , 17 Schmeck 13 Fulford 11
Mitchell 16 Shaaber 13 Krueger 11

No 7, 12 targets, $1.50 entrance:
Shaaber 12 Young 10 Fieles 9
Skinner 13 Kruger 10 Hobart .....8
Bartlett 11 Ward 10 Fayette 8
Mitchell 11 Schmeck 9 Damon 5
B'ulford 10
No. 8, 20 targets. $2 entrance:

Young 19 Ward 16 Bartlett 13
Fieles; 18 Krueger ........... .16 Shaaber 11
Fulford 18 Schmeck 15 Evans 12
Skinner 18
No. 9, 20 targets, $2 50 entrance:

Fieles 17 Mitchell 14 Shaaber 13
Cantler 17 Bartlett 14 Fulford 12

Young 16 Schmeck 13 Ward.. 12
Krueger 16 Skinner 15 Franklin 13

Second Day.

No. 1 , 35 targets,
Penrose

$2 50 entrance:
,18 Feiles 16 Fulford
,17 Skinner 16 Bond
.16 Cantler 16

Ward .16 Mitchell 16
No 9, 25 targets,

Bartlett
$3.50 entrance:
.24 Ward 20

Dr Wayman .23 Skinner 20
.23 Mitchell 20

Fieles .22 Fulford 20
No. 3, 15 targets,

Fulford
S3" entrance:
.14 Ward 9

Bartlett .10 Fieles 9 Mitchell e
N>">. 4, 15 birds, $1

Cantler
.50 entrance:
,14 Bartlett 13 Hartner 11

Bond .14 Fulford 12 Ward 11
.13 Mitchell 12 Damon 9

Dr. Wayman 11 Arbill 8
Waener .13 Fieles 11
No. 5, 10 birds, 51 entrance:

Skinner 10 Malone 9
Penrose 10 Kruger 8 Young 6
Dr Wayman 9 Ward 6
Fieles . 9 Fayette 8 Damon , , ,5
Bond . 9 Fulford Arbill 3
Bartlett 9 Mitchell 7
No. 6, 20 targets,

Fulford
E2 50 entrance:
19 Mitchell 13 Cantler 10

Fieles 13 Hartner 8
Ward Wagner 6
Dr Wavman 15 Ra.vt.lett. 1ft

No. 7. miss and out, $3 entrance, live birds:
Fieles .0

Wagner
Penrose 0
No. 8, 4 live birds,

Penrose
$4 entrance:

, d Fulford
Wagner
Coe
No. 9. 5 live birds,

Penrose
'$5 entrance:

Ooe

.5 Ducker .
,

,
,4 H.

Shooting in Hunterdon County.
Huntington, N. J., April 14.—The shooters of this vicinity are he-

ginning with the advent of the more settled and warmer weather to
evince more interest in trap matters, and the shoots of the Fleming-
ton Gun Club are better attended in consequence. On March 30, at
the monthly prize contest at 25 targets, from one trap, one man up,
the scores were as follows:
Lott 1111010110111110111110111—20
Chamberlin 1111101100011110101011111—18
Moore 1011111001101000001010111—14
Henzler 1100110100001000100000101— 9
Garne 0010100010000100001 001011— 8
Fink 01010111 OlOlOOllOlOOOOw —10
The afternoon of April 6 again found the members contesting for

honor, the conditions being the same as above. During the shooting
the wind blew a gale from the north. The winner used American E. C.
powder:
Chamberlin 1011110110111101110111111—90
E G Lott 1111111111111111111111111—S5
R Moore 0111110)00011001010001101—13
Schafer 01001 01 01 011 001001 001 01 10—1

1

Yesterday the club held an all-day's tournament, open to all, and
this attracted a good sized party to the grounds. Among the visitors
were "Dutchy" Smith, of Plainfield: Tom Brantingham, of South
Plainfleld; Ed. Bloom, of Point Peasant, Pa.; Messrs. Apgar, Warford
and Quirk, of Frenchtown, and ex-Assemblyman George Cramer, of
Nrrth Branch, N. J.

The shooting was from 5 traps, rapid firing system, known traps
and angles. The events were at 10 targets each, 50 cents and $1 entry.
A heavy wind blew during the day, but otherwise the day was favor-
able for the sport. The results follow:

No. 1. Nn. 2. No. 3. No. 4.
Brantingham. 1111011111-9 1110110110— 7 1111111101— 9 1011111101— 8
Warford...... 111110011 1—8 1111111111-10 1111111111—10 1100011111—7
Chamberlin . .1111010111-8 1100111111— 8 1101111100— 7 1111111111—10
Stout 0111111101-8 0011011111— 7 0111101101— 7 1110111010— 7
Bloom 1001000011-4 1000110111— 6 1101011111— 8 1010110111—7
Hayes 0010101110-5
Schafer 1011000010-4 0111101111—8
Lott 1011011101-7 1111010110—7 1011111111— 9 0111101111—8
Reading 1001101111—7 1001111011- 7
Smith 1111111111—10 1111111101— 9 1111111111—10
Quirk 1110110009— 6 0111100101— 6 1011101101— 7
Scott 0001101011— 5 1100101100— 5
Cramer 0011111111—8
Apgar lllllOliOO— 7

No. 5. No. 6. No. 7.

Dutchy 1111111111—10 llllllini—10 1111111111—10
Brantingham 0111U1111— 9 0111111111— 9 1111111011— 9
Scott 0101011010—5 ".. ..... ,

Chamberlin 1111110111— 9 0101001111— 6 ,,

Bloom 1101011011— 7 0101101111— 7 0100000001—2
Schafer 0011010011— 5 1001001111— 6
Stout 1111010110— 7 1111011111— 9
Cramer...., 1110111111—9 1111010111—8 lOlOOlliii—

7

Warford 1110111010—7 1111111110—9 ,. ..

Apgar 1111110111—9 1111101100-7 J"
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TEXAS STATE SHOOT.
The eighteenth annual tournament of the Texas.State Sportsmen's

Association, advertised for April 4, 5, 6 and 7, at Austin, Tex , is now
a thing of the past, and has glided into historic shades as one of the
most enjoyable events within the recollection of the oldest trap shot
of this State.
The Miller boys, under whose auspices the shoot was given, devoted

all their time and energy to catering to the wants of the shooters. The
service at the traps was excellent, live pigeons plentiful and of good
wing, and altogether a very fair lot—some duffers of course, but it

makes it all the more interesting to have a lazy incoming cock and
then a screaming tailer. The thanks of the fraternity are due Miles
and Wallace Miller, two of the most popular gentlemen of the Associ-
ation.
The attendance was not large, owing to the hard times generally and

the drouth in southern Texas in particular. But the fraternal spirit

with which the average Texan breast is laden was doing business at
the old stand, and we had a good time.
"Where's Holland and his cannon?" was one of the first questions;

and nothing but sympathetic expressions were heard in response to
the statement that the absentee's wife was ill unto death,
Mr. C. Triblier, who for years has been known by his nom de trap

' St. Hubert," and who has not failed to attend the tournament for
years, wrote that "hard and dry times prevented my attending what, I
have always considered the happiest time in my life."

The veteran "Jim" ( W. F. Stewart, of Galveston) was also conspicu-
ous by his absence, and a letter of regret was also received from him.

A. Holzapfel, of Cuero, was one of the first on the ground. As will

be seen bv the scores below, he is now champion of the State by vir-

tue of his" having won the individual medal. Brown, of Burton, tied

him, but on the second round of the tie shoot. Brown slipped his trolley

a little on a pair of blue pigeous, and the little Dutchman from Cuero
came in an easy winner.
One of the most conspicuous characters present was "Red" Register,

He is large because he is big, both in heart as of stature, and he con-
tributed, along with "Fritz" to the enjoyment of the shooters. Hemp-
stead's guide, in the person of W, H. Wheeler, otherwise known as
McGinty, was on hand in all his glory, He killed all his singles in the
individual shoot, but slipped up on his doubles. Farrnersville was
represented by that famous pair of giants, Messrs. Moore and Hope,
two men hard to down at any kind of shooting. Mr. A. F. Wilson, of
Hearne, dropped in on the third day, interviewed a few friends,,

dropped into a lucky "hole" by himself, raked in fifty dollars and
gracefully bowed himself out. Mr. Ambold, of Waca, was on hand
part of the time camping on Forsgard's trail. His big 10-gauge and
six drams of black powder made the heavens frown with a damp dis-

approval A petition was circulated, signed by all present, asking him
to leave his soft coal burner at home the next time he came.
Mr. Sparks, of Giddings, Messrs. Cleveland and Speers, of George-

town, were under the protecting wintr of Ben Rogers, of Brenham, the
n«w president, who knows more about chaperoning shooters than the
devil knows of holy water. Ben is a good man and the Association
will have a president in him that will do it a great deal of good
San Antonio of course sent the largest delegation, it always does

She was ably represented by Messrs. H. E. Vernor, A, W. Adams
(partly of Chicago), A. B. Critzer, G. A. Cbabot and O. C. Guessaz,
otherwise known as "Texas Field."
The meeting of the Association was held at Salge's parlors on the

evening of the 5th inst., and the following officers were elected: Pres.,
Ben Rogers, Brenham; Vice-Pres., A. B Critzer, San Antonio; Sec'y-
Treas., Adolph Dreiss, San Antonio. San Antonio was chosen as the
next place of meeting and that announcement alone is sufficient to
secure a large attendance. Scores:

First Day.
No. 1, 10 targets:

Miller 1101111101— 9 Brown 1011111111— 9
Register 0111100001— 5 Texas Field 10' 1101110— 7
Forsgard ,...1111111111-10 Holzapfel 1111011100— 7
24-gauge 1111110111— 9 Atcheson 1001011111— 7
Hope ...1010111110- 7 McGinty 1110111111— 9
Moore 0101111011— 7 Rogers 1000010001— 3
Fritz 1111111011— 9 Sutor 1101100101— 6
Greener 10010^1010— 4

No. 2, 15 single targets:
Moore 111110101000011— 9 Greener iionoooif'UOOOOl— 4

McGinty 111011111111111-14 Brown 11111101111 '111-14
Miller 111011110111111—13 Fritz 101111111111111—14
Sparks OllllOlllOlOOOl 9 Holzapfel 101111111111111—14
Texas Field 101 11 1 1 1 10 1 101 1—12 Hope 011110110101010- 9
24-gauge 011111101011001—10 Register ...100100001001101- 5
Forsgard 011111101101110-11 Atchison 111111110111110-13
No 3, 15 singles, unknown angles:

Greener 111000100010000— 5 MeGinty 011111111011111—13
Holzapfel 111111011011111—13 Fritz 111101111101111—13
Miller 111111111101111—14 Forsgard 111110110111111—13
Moore 101011001110011— 9 Register 111010110100001— 8
24-gauge. 110111001110111—11 Sparks Olllllll 1011010—11
Brown 010111110000111- 9

No. 4. 10 live pigeons:
Rogers 0002220102 - 5 Fritz 1001110120— 6
McGinty 1211211211—10 Holzapfel 1212111201— 9
24-gauge 1121222210—10 Register 0120100110— 6
Moore 1210111102— 8 Brown 2122111012— 9
Greener 0201001112— 6 Texas Field 1111111222—10
Hope 1220111111— 9 Forsgard 1212122111—10
No. 5, 20 targets:

Holz 11111111111010001111—16 Miller 11110111011101100111—15
Fritz 11111111111010011111-17 Sayers 01110011111110101100-13
Texas FieldlOllllOlOiOl lOlllltl—14 ForsKard. .01101111111110111101—16
Sparks .... 10111000101 1 1 1 101 101 - 1 3 Booth 000100011001001 00101— 6
McGinty... 11110011111001110111—15 Brown 10111

1 10111011011101—15
24-gauge.. .11111111111010101111—17 Atchison. ..11110011010110011111—14
No. 6, 10 targets, unknown angles:

Fritz ' 0111111111—9 Forsgard 1111111011—9
Holz 1111110101-8 Miller 1011011100—6
MeGinty 1111111101—9 Register OilOOOQOOO—

2

Moore 01 0001001 1—4 Sparks 111011 1110-8
Hope 0010100110-4 24-gauge 0111101001—6
No. 7, 15 targets:

McGinty 111000001101110- 8 Register.., 111011011111111—13
Miller 111111111011111—14 Brown 101111110111110—12
24-gauge 111111001111111 -13 Fritz 111111101110001—11
Moore 010111101011111-11 Atchison 111101101111111—13
Holzapfel 111111111111111—15 Sparks OllillOllllOlOl—10
Forsgard 101101100011111—10
No. 8, 7 live pigeons:

Miller 1120121-6 Hope 1121121—7
Holz 1812322 - 7 Moore 1112011-6
24-gauge 1110111—6 Brown 12.2220 5
Register 0000210 3 Fritz 1211-22-7
Texas Field 112.211-6 Forsgard. 2111111—7
McGinty 1111121—7
No. 8, 7 live pigeons:

Miller 1 1 21 101—6 Hope , 02121 12—6
Register 1111100—5 Fritz 2121122—7
Holz 0211120—5 Texas Field 1.12112-

6

Moore 1121122—7 Greener 1000200 2
McGinty 12)1210-6 Forsgard 0212021- 5
24-gaege 1211022-6
No. 9, 15 targets:

Miller 011011111011111—12 Fritz 001100101001011— 7
Register 111110111110101—12 2 -gauge 111111011111111—14
Sparks 101011110111100-10 Holz 011111101111011—12
McGinty 1111111110^1011—12 Lee lOlUloioiliOOl—10
Greener; 1000000 tlOOOOOd - ;-; s-wD 1H101H1111010-12
Forsgard 110101011011111-11 Durst OlOloiw ,

-

No. 10, 15 targets:
Fritz 100110110110011-10 Register 110110111111110-12
Brown 110111111011111—13 Miller...,,..., .011001110101111—10
24-gauge 110010101111101—10 Durst 110111100001011— 9
Wilson..... 010100001111101— 8 Holzapfel 111111111110111—14
Moore lOlllOOlOOOllll- 9 Sparks OllllOlllOllOlO—10
Hope OlOlOOllOimil—10 Forsgard 100111001101011— 9
McGinty 101110101101110-10
No. 11, 15 targets:

McGinty 110110111111111—13 Holz.- 110111111111011—13
Fritz 110111111111011-13 Miller 111111111011111—14
Moore 111110101111111—13 Durst 110011111111111—13
Wilson 1 01 10000001 ] 010— 6 24 -gauge 1 1 101 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1 1—14
Brown 111111111111110—14 Forsgard 111111111010111—13
Register 111111111111111-15 Goodrich 000000000101100— 3
Hope 011011001100111— 9
No. 12, 5 live birds:

Brown 12112—5 Durst 01011—2
Fritz 10111—4 Moore 10112—4
Wilson 11201—4 Register 10100—2
McGinty 01110-3 Hope 21101—4
Miller 11001—3
Ties on second won by Fritz and Moure. Ties on third won by Miller,

Second Day.
Ten targets:

Brown , 1011111111— 9 Fritz 0111001111— 7
Hope 1110011110— 7 Moore 1100111001— 6
Register 1101111001— 7 Sparks 1101111011— 8
Holzapfel 1101110111— 8 Ambold OlOlillin— 8

McGinty 0111010100- 5 Forsgard 1010100110- 5
Miller 1111111111—10 Atchison, 1011011111— 8

Fifteen targets:
Fritz 1011 1 1 1 1 1 101 1 11 -13 McGinty 011110111101001—10
Holzapfel 011111111111111-14 Miller 110111111101101—12
24-gauge 1 1101 1 1 01 101 101-11 Brown 1 1 11 1 101 0001 1 1 0—10
Ambold 010110000110000— 5 Sparks 100010111101100— 8
Moore 301011111100111—11 Forsgard 010111011101111—11
Ten live pigeons:

Miller 1102000201 5 Ambold 0220200211— 6
McGinty 1111111112-10 Register 0201011111— 7
Moore 1111111001— 8 Holzapfel 1212111111-10
Hope 1111010101- 7 24 gauge 1121021120- 8
Fritz 1012102210— 7 Forsgard 0101212211— 8
Brown 1021112112- 9
Six live pigeons:

Holz 101111-5 Moore
Brown 121112—6 Register •00111—3
Miller 001021—3 Hope 101211—5
McGinty 201101-4 Ambold 210221-6
Fritz 212111—6
Twenty-five targets:

Holz 1101011111011111111111111-22
Swiveller 10001110110.0001111011011—15
24-gauge. 00001110111111111111H111—20
Miller 1111110111111111111110111- 23
Register 1111111111111111111100011—22
i'.'.' J-:::.r~ .,i i". :.;,': '
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Fritz .- 1111101111101111111111110-22
Ambold 101101 110001! I

Brown 1111111111101111101111111—23

Fifteen targets:

Ten targets:

1011110111111011011111101—

101110111101110—
101110110011101—

Fritz 111111110111111—
101110101111111—

Clark 0101010110-
0110101101-
1101000111-
.0101100001—4

11 10—11
10 01— 7
10 .1-11

Moore 0011000101—4 Forsgard
Fritz 1(00111111—7
Ten targets:

Register 0101100101—5 Brown 0110011111—7
Hope 1011111110-8 24-gauge 1111111011-9
Moore 0001101111—6 Sparks 0011110111—7
Swiveller 1111001011—7 Fritz 1011110111—

8

Ambold 1010001110—5 Clark 0111011101—7
Holzapfel 1110101111—8 McGinty 1101001111—7
Miller .1011111110-8 Forsgard 1101011011—7
Miss-and-out at live birds: Miller 0, Holz 3, McGinty 1, Brown 3,

Fritz 3. Ambold 2, Sparks 1, Moore 2, Hope 2, 24-gauge. Holz, Brown
and Fritz divide
Same as above: McGinty 2, Moore 0, Holz 5, Fritz 5, 24-gauge 3,

Ambold 3, Miller 0, Brown 4, Sparks 0.

Ten live pigeons:
McGinty 2112111212-10 Holz 2121112111-10
Moore 2122222210— 9 Fritz 2102020101- 6
Hope 2012121111— 9 Miller 1011210112- 8
Brown 0111201121— 8 Ambold 1021011111— 8
Twenty targets:

McGinty.. .1011011011 1111111101—14 Miller 11110110111111011111-17
Fritz 11101101011111001111—15 24-gauge. ..10111111001011001110—13
Moore 01010101011111110111—14 Register. ..11100110111111101111—16
Holz 11111101111111111111—19 Forsgood.. 11111010111111111111—18
Ambold ... .1 1010010011 1 1101 1 101—13
Miss-and-out. at pigeons: Moore 1, Register 1, McGinty 1, Fritz 4,

Texas Field 7, Sparks 7, Critzer 4, Miller h

Third Day.
Fifteen targets:

Fritz 1100111101 11 111—12 Holz 111111111111110—14
Durst 111000111111101—11 Moore OOOllOlOllillOO— 8
Brown 11 111111 1 11 1 110—14 Miller 1101 1 11 11101111—13
Lockhart 011111100011100— 9 Turner 111011001101011—10
Nalle 001110011000010— 7 Adams 111101101111110—12
24-gauge 011001001101100— 7 Greener 011110011100001— 8
McGinty 111101101111011-12 Booth 111100100010111— 9

Ten targets:
Adams 0111001 110—6 Fritz 011 1101001—

6

McGinty 1011110101—7 Holz 1100101010-5
Turner 1111011101—8 Sparks 1011101111—8
Rogers 0001111010—5 24-gauge 1110111101—8
Miller 1001 1 1 1 1 1 1—8 Brown 1011 100101—

6

Seven live birds:
Holz 1 112112—7 Texas Field .112112—6
Greener 1111121—7 Fritz 1202110-5
Miller t 0211211—6 Sparks 10.2101—4
Chabot .0.1111—4 Brown 211H21—

7

Adams 0001210-3 24-gauge 211211.—

6

Moore 1121112—7 Hope 2221110—6
McGinty 2111011—6 Turner 0012001—3

Ten single and two pairs live pigeons, for the individual champion-
ship medal:
Greener, 12-g. Greener 021121.011 11 10—10
McGinty, 12-g. Colt 1112122121 01 00—11
Miller, 12-g. Greener 1011112001 00 00- 8
Fritz, 12-g. Greener 22..112201 01 10— 9
Brown, 10-g. Greener 1211222)12 10 11—13
Moore, 12-g. Smith 01 1 1 1 1 .21

1

Chabot, 20-g. Kessler ..1.022011
Texas Field, 20-g. Kessler 11.1112111
24-gauge, 20-g. Kessler 1.111121 11 00 1 1—11
Turner, 20-g. Kessler 11202.2101 01 01— 9
Holz, 12-g. Smith 1112212112 11 01—13
Hope, 12-g. Smith 2102201011 11 01—10
Wilson, 10 g. Smith . . .• 1201112111 01 11—12
Holzapfel, of Cuero, wins the medal on the tie shoot with Brown.

He used E. C. powder and No. 7 shot. Brown used Walsrode powder,
same shot.

Seven live birds:
Miller 11.1102-5 Turner 2121101—6
Chabot 1210111-6 Adams .101121—5
Brown H22121—7 Greener 1211111—7
McGinty 1112112—7 Fritz 2.12211—6
Holz 1101211-6 Hope 121.110—5
24-gauge 11.1101- 5 Wilson 0101011—4
Moore 1212111—7 Harrell 1021111—6
Texas Field 11.1111-6

Ten targets:
McGinty 1111111100-8 Greener 1101111111—9
Holz 1011111101—8 Adams 01111 1 1 1 11—9
Harrell 1 100101011—6 24-gauge 1111101010—7
Fritz 11)111 1010—8 Turner, 00)1 1 1 1 011—

7

Chabot 1010000100—3 Moore 0100100011—4
Texas Field 0111111110—8 Forsgard OiilliOOOO—

5

Miller. 1111111110-9 Wilson 1100100101—5

Twenty targets:
McGinty... 01111001101010111011—13 Holz 11110011111111011101—16
Miller lOlOOlllllllllllllll—17 Fritz 00101101101111111111—15
24-gauge... 00111110010101 111011—13 Turner ....10110111100011011100-12
Greener.. . .11011101101001010110—12 Harrell. . . .00111110001110010000— 9
Adams 00000101010101111111-11 Wilson.... ,10000011001111111010—11

Fifteen targets:
Holz 011111111011110—12 Adams 111011)11101111—13
Turner 101110011101101—10 24-gauge 011111111111101—13
Moore 111011001110101—10 McGinty HOlOll 11 010011—10
Texas Field lll01010l01lUl-ll Greener 111110011011110—11
Register 101110011 111111—12 Harrell 001011011111011—10
Miller 111111111111110—14 Brown 111110111101111—13
Fritz 111101101111010—11 Wilson 100011101111100- 9

Twenty-five targets, $25 added, merchandise shoot:
McGinty 1011111100111111101101101—19
Durst 11 0101100011 01 1 1 100010100—14
Lockhart 100011 1 1 1 1110001010100101—14
Basnet

, 1001010001111110001110010— 9
Nalle 0011101010011110111111011—17
Brown 1110111110111111111111011—22
Booth 1001111100010000001111111—14
Moore 1111101110101111111111101—21
Holz 0111101111111111111111111—23
Chabot 1001110000010100101011011—12
Greener IOIOIIOIII11I11 1011100111—19
24-gauge OOOUllllllllllOlllOllOll—19
Adams

, 0111111011111101111111111—21
Texas Field 01110111 1 1011001 111111110-18
Turner 1110111101111111110110111—21
Rogers 1111101010111111101110011—19
Hope 1111011110111100010011100-16
Miller. lllllllOlllllllllllimiO—23
Sparks 1101101111110000011011111—17
George 0110000101000000100001010— 7
Forsgard .0101001111111000000011000—11
Fritz 1101110101110110011111111—19

11 01 11 10 10-13
01 00 11 10 10—13-26

10 11 11 11 11—19
11 10 10 11 10—16—35

00 11 10 10 10-13
11 10 11 10 10-12—25

00 10 10 10 10- 9

11 00 11 11 11-16-25

Fourth Day. *

Shoot for team championship medal, at 10 singles and 5 pairs tar-
gets:

Austin Team No. 1.

Greener 0101110011
Durst 1110011111

Austin Team No. 2,

Miller llllllllll
Fritz ; 0111111111

San Antonio Team.
Turner 1111101111
24-gauge 0010100111

Hempstead Team.
Register 1101010010
McGinty 0110111111
Austin Team No. 2 wins the team medal.
Miss and out, live pisreons: Greener 4, G. S. Cleveland 0, W. F.

Cleveland 0, Chabot 1, Holz 1, McGinty 1, Steele 2, Durst 2.

Twenty single targets:
24-gauge. . .11011100111001011110—13 Steele 00000100010000001001— 4
Greener... .lOOllllllllllOOOlirO—13 WF Cleve-
Adams 11111110010111101111—16 land 00110000001000000001— 4
Holz 00111100011100011100-11 Durst 11011110111101101011—15
Register... 10111100111011111101—15 Brown 10011111100111101100 -13
C S Cleve- . Turner 1101101011011011111—14
land 0100110*000000000000— 4 Fritz 11111011100111111111—17

McGinty...01011011011011111111—14 Texas FieldllllllOllOlOllllllll—17
Ten targets:

Holz 1111100101-7 Steele 0111001001—5
Fritz 0110101010—5 Turner 1101011110—7
24-gauge 11)1111110—9 Miller 1011101011—7
Greener 01 1101 101 1-7 McGinty 1 1 01 11 1 111—9
Durst 1010111111—8 Chabot 1110101100-6
O S Cleveland 0000001 f>00—1 Register 0011110001—5
Adams ,. 1111111010-
W F Cleveland 1010001100-4
Twenty targets:W F Cleve-

Brown 1111101100—7
Texas Field 1101111010—7

24-gauge. . 11111111111111111001—18
land 00010000100101010010— 6 Fritz 01011111111110111101—16

Holz 11111011111101111110—17 Chabot 01101111000111001101—12
Adams , . . .00111010111111111010—14 Register. . .111001111111111111C1—17
Miller 1 1 1 1 01 1 1 1ll 111110110—17 McGinty. . .10011011110111011101—14
Greener. ...11110101111100111011—15 Brown 0110110101011 1110111—14
C S Cleve- Steele 011 01 000010100000011— 7
land 100000000 11000000000— 3 Durst 11110110111111010111—16

Turner ....01011011111111100111—15 TexasFieldllOlOllllllllllOOlll—16

Ten targets:
WF Cleveland :,:,,r - ;

Adams 1101111110—

8

Turner 1111101111—9
Texas Field 0110101111—7
Miller 1011011101—7
Fritz 0111111011—8

Fifteen targets:
Miller 111111111101111—14
- r m 1 1 > 11 1 ,H_

Holz 111111111011101—13

Holz 1101110111—8
Brown... 1011111011-8
Register 1101101010-6
24 gauge 1000001000-2
C S Cleveland 0101000000-2

Durst 111110110011111-12
Adams 101111111111111—14
C S Cleveland. ..001100001001101— 5

Brown 011011111011111—12 Register 011101010101010— 8
Turner. 111111010111111—13 Fritz 111001111111011—12
24-gauge 101111011100011—10 Greener 111100101101110—10
McGinty 011111001011011-10 Texas Field . . , .001111111111111—13
Ten pigeons, one barrel:

Brown .11111)111—9 Register 11.1011100-6
Holz 111011)011—8 Greener 10001101.1—5
24-gauge 1110.10.11-6 Durst 11110101.1—7
Miller 1011101110-7 Fritz 1.0010.111—5
McGinty 1001111111—8 W F Cleveland 0000010010-2
Texas Field 01111111.1—8 Chabot 01101.1101-6
As Mr. Adams (a visitor from Chicago) says: "I have been to many

tournaments in my life, but never have I ever met such a lot of fine,
broad-hearted and rollicking good fellows as I have met at your tour-
nament, and if I live until your next meeting I shall certainly he on
hand, and will probably bring Rollo Heikes and a few more of our
Northern sportsmen to enjoy your splendid hospitality and warm-
hearted reception. The crowd was small, but we had lots of fun "

O. C. G.

Trap Shooting at Ellicott City.

Continued bad weather since Easter Monday prevented the usual
weekly shooting in this town, but the match between Dr. Fort and
Thos. Kirby for the Democrat trophy was scheduled for April 7, rain
or shine, and as it was a fairly pleasant day, a large number of
spectators visited the grouuds and witnessed tile shooting. As there
were two other would-be challengers present, it was suggested that a
squad be made of four men, the high man to take the trophy, Conse-
quently the "big four" of the club lined up. and this is the result:
J O Jones 1111111111101111111111111—24
Dr S J Fort lllllllllOOllllllllllllll—23
E A Talbott 1111011111101111111110111—22
Thos Kirby 1011111101111111111011111-22
Mr. Jones, the second winner of the trophy, is the oldest member of

the club by virtue of years and experience in the field. He shoots a
high grade Parker gun and American wood powder. His victory over
Dr. Fort is all the more creditable since this latter individual, though
young in years is a veteran trap-shooter, as well as a first-class all-

round shot with any firearm.
E. A. Talbott, the third of this club syndicate, is the president of the

club, a prominent citizen and business man of the town, but a very
new man at the traps, having only begun such shooting the fall of
1893. He shoots a Colt gun and American wood powder.
Thos. Kirby, last but "by no means least in the quartette, is a stone

mason by trade and a shooter by birth. He is also a begiuner in trap-
shooting, but a bad infant to beat; like all the rest, he believes in
American wood powder and the Parker gun.
Mr. Jones was immediately challenged for the trophy by S. Hill-

singer, and the date set is April 11.

The following scores were made by the club during the afternoon,
Nos. 1 and 2 at 5. the rest af 10 targets:

1SSU56 78 1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8
JO Jones.... 4 3 6 6 7 8 7 7 S Hillsinger ..2 3 6 6 6

DrSJFort..4 4 9 9 8 10 9 9 N Jones 3 2 5 5 4 5 5..
T Kirby 4 3 7 7 7 6 7 8 Makesson 6 6
EATalbott..3 3 6 7 7 8 8 8

Secretary.

Boiling Springs Club.

Rutherford, N. J ,
April 7.—Inclosed please, find scores of monthly

shoot and sweeps shot on our grounds on the above date in a snow
storm:
James 101101000110011 11 11 101011—16
Paul 1111111111101111111100111—22
Mackey 0111011011111101111111110—20
Lane lllllOlllOOtiollllOOlOUl—18
Hallister 1111111111111111111111111-25
Huck 1011101111111011111011110—20
Jeannerette 1001101111111111111010011—19
Lenone 1110111111111011011100110-19
McAlpin 0111101111111111111111111-23

.

Gaylor 0111111011111110110110111-20
Johnson 1000010101101101 000100100—10
Sweep No. 1, 25 birds, $\: Hollister 21, Lenone 18, McKay 17, Paul 20,

Lane 16, E. Jeannerette 19, Huck 20.

No. 2, same: Tjenone 11, McAlpin 21, Johnson 13, Gaylor 15, McKay
20, Huck 20, Paul 21.

No. 3, 15 birds, $1: Huck 13, Lenone 10, McKay 13, James 9, Hollte-
ter 11, Lane 10.

No. 4, 25 birds, $1 : Lenone 18, Hollister 23, McKay 22.

Expert rules, 10 birds, 50 cts.: Johnson 2, McAlpin 7, Lenone 7, Mc-
Kay 6, Paul 5, Gaylor 6, Hollister 8, Collins 9.

k
W. H.

George Work Wins at Tuxedo.
There was some of the finest kind of shooting during the progress

of the Tuxedo sweepstakes on April 13 and 14 at Tuxedo, N. J. The
conditions were 100 birds per man (50 each day), 30yds. rise, 50yds.
boundary, $100 entry. The entries were L. S. Thompson, Carteret
Gun Club: George Work, Westminster Kennel Club; C. A. Macalester,
Philadelphia Gun Club; Fred Hoey. Westminster Kennel Club; R. A.
Welch, Riverton Gun Club; Edgar G. Murphy, Larchmont Gun Club,
andN. C. Reynal, Westminster Kennel Club.
On the first day (tie weather was cool, with a northwest wind. John

S. Hoey was referee. At the finish of the day the scores stood, Work
47, Thompson 46, Macalester 46, Murphy 44, Welch 43, Reynal 40 and
Hoey 36. The dead out of bounds were: Thompson, Welch and Mur-
phy 1 each , Work 2, Macalester and Reynal 4 each and Hoey 6.

On the second day there was a stiff wind from the northwest and
the birds flew strong. Work kept up his pace of the previous day and
gac 49 out of his 50, giving him an aggregate of 96 kills. Macalester
killed 47, Murphy 47, Thompson 45 and Welch 45. Hoey and Reynal
withdrew. The totals for the two days were, Work 96, Thompson 91,
Macalester 91, Murphy 91, Welch 88. The three men in the tie for sec-
ond shot off at 10 birds each. Macalester and Murphy killed 9 each
and divided, Thompson killing 7.
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Keystones at Springfield.

The snowstorm of April 7 cut down the attendance at the target

tournament arranged by Enoch Miller to be held at Springfield, N J.,

and of the twenty or more entries expected for the 50-target event
only a dozen materialized. Some were frightened off by the bad
weather, while several were obliged to go to Dexter Park to look
after business interests. There was a rousing hot fire in the shoot-

ing box and this proved a great attraction to the contestants and
other visitors, especially after standing in the storm long enough to

shoot off a string. Among the out of town visitors were w. H. Skin-

ner, of Worcester, Mass.; H A. Thurman and "Butch" Landis, of

Germantown, Pa. : Charley Young, of Springfield, Ohio; C L. Edger-
ton, of Willimantic, Conn,: Ferd Van Dyke and W. R. Hobart, of

Newark, representing the Winchester Arms Company; A. C. Krueger,
"B'ackbird"; E. O. Geoffrey and Lemuel Thomas, of Newark; J.

Warren Smith, of Orange, and T. K. Keller, of Plainfield.

Acting on the suggestion of the shooters the 50-target event was
split into two parts (events 6 and 7) of 25 targets each. Those who
cared to do so put up 85 and counted the two strings as one sweep,
while others went into each half as a separate event.

Event No. 1 was a warmer at 10 targets, $1 entry. The results:

Skinner 7 Thurman 9 Jackson 2

"Van Dyke 7 Kruger 8, Sayre 4

Barrett 7 Miller 9 Bryant 5

Landis 8 Williams 6 Sickley 9

Miller 9

No. 2, same as above:
Hobart 7 Van Dyke 8 Miller 7

Thomas 6 Edgerton 6 Jackson ....4

Landis 9 Skinner 9
No. 8, 15 singles, $1.50 entry:

Skinner 111111111111111-15 Thurman 110111011111001—11
Edgerton 111010011111110-11 Kruger 111111111111101—14
Landis 011011111111111—18 W Smith 011111110111001—11
Hobart 011111111111110-13 Young 111101111011111—13
Thomas 111101000110111—10 Geoffry 110011110111111—12
Van Dyke 111111111111111-15 Tee Kay 110011011111110—11
Miller 111111110011111—13
No. 4, 20 targets, entry $2:

Van Dyke..11011111111111111111—19 Krueger. . .11111110111011011111—17
Landis 01011011111101011111—15 Thomas. ...11111110111111110101—17
Edgerton. ,01011111001111111011—15 Miller 11101101111111110110-16
Skinner . . .11111111111111011111—19 Thurman. 11001111111111101011—16
Young 00101111110101111111—1.-) Geoffrey.. .01110111111110101111—16
Hobart. . . .11101111111111111011—18 Tee Kay. . .01111100111111110110—15
No. 5, 20 targets. 82:

Van Dyke..millllllllll011110-18 Thurman. .01000111111111011111-14
Landis Olllllllimil 11111—19 Krueger. . .11111111110111111111—18
Skinner.. ..10111101111111111111—18 J W Smith.0101011111111100 till—14
Hobart. . . .OlOlOOlOlOTOllOOlllO— 9 Thomas. . ..10100101111111111101—15
Geoffrey ..101111010.1110011111—15 Young 11101111101111111011-17
TK 01100011110111110011—13 Miller.. ..10111110011111101111-16
Edger 10010' 01011 JOOOOlOll— 9

No 6 25 targets, $2 50:

Van Dyke 1111111111101011111011110-20
Skinner 1010101111111111111111111—22
Landis 1111011110111110011101011—19
Geoffrey lllilllllOllllllilll 11111—24
Hobart 10H 010001101101010011111—15
Thurman 1111100011111110111111111—21
Krueger 1011111101111111111011011—22
Davis 1011001111111110010111100—17
W Smith 1111111011011101011111100—19
Thomas 1001111100101111101010000-14
Young 1110011111111101111101111—20
Miller 1100111001111101111111101—19
No. 7, 25 targets, $5:

FVan Dyke 1101111111111111111111111—24
Landis 1011111111111111111111011—23
Oeoffrev 0111111111011010011110101—18
Krueger 0011111011101100111111111—19

Youne 1111110111111101111101111—22

Thurman.'.'.'.' llOOriOOlllOllOw

Barrett 0111111111100010100111101—17

Miller 1110110111111111011101101—20

No. 8, 25 targets, $2 50:

Van Dyke 0111111111111110111111111-23

Landis 1101111111110101111111111—22

Geoffrey' " 0011111111011011110110001—17

Krueger"" ,1011111111111111111111111—24

Youne 1010101111011111100110111-18

Thurman 0110111111111110111111111-22

Hobart 0111101101111010111011011—18

Skinner
' '

'.' V
'

' V.
.' 1111111111110101111 111111-23

Barrett" 0011011101100111110110111-17

Miller '.'.'.'.'.'.'. .'.'.'. 0101101111111111111011011-20

Those who put in $5 for the 50-target event (Event 6 and 7) and the

scores were: Van Dyke 44 Landis 42, Young 42, Geoffroy 42, Krueger
41, Miller 39, Thurman 21 (withdrew on second half).

Bath Gun Club.

Bath Me., April 9 —The Bath Gun Club held their annual meeting

April 4 and elected the following officers for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent Geo. E. Thompson; Vice-President, A. A. Percoy; Secretary and

Treasurer, J. C. Higgins; Captain, Dr. H. A Bates; Executive officers,

Chas. B Furber, A. S. Merrill and Henry Hartleb. Inclosed find shoot

No 1 held Thursday, April 5. The club will continue shooting every

Thursday afternoon until Sept. 15. Then they will try their hand on

woodcock and ruffed grouse until Dec. 1. Known angles:

TP HiP'Erins 1111111110111111111111111—24

Wm Ledvard .'.'. 0110100011111110000110011-13

A A Percev 1111101111111011011001111-19

A S Merrell
." 000110)111111111001100111-16

Dr Rates 1101101110111111101011011-18

T JonesT.V.V.'.'.V.V.V. ".V.V.V.
V. ".'.'.' 0011111111011011101111011-19

J 0 HteXs"
1

^'
" 01111100111110001111 11110-18

T^dvard .
0011011010111011011010111-16

P^bv 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 00001 01 1 000 11011—16

A Werr'el 1
1011011111111111110011111—21

ftp Rati*? 1101111001111011111011001-18

T Tones 0101111111001111111111011-20

FPnrleton' 0111111011111100001001001-15Ulrlel0n
J. W. Higgins, Sec.

Live Birds at Morristown.

During the heavy snow storm on Saturday, April 7, with the wind

blowing 35 miles an hour, a quartette of intrepids took their chances of

a wetting and faced the traps in a live bird contest on the Morristown

Driving Park The principals were A. Dean and Frank P. Class on

the one side, against A. C Clarkson and E. Randolph; each man shoot-

ing at 20 live birds under Hurlingham rules for $40 a team. The birds

were a eood lot despite the conditions. The scores follow

:

Dean
S

.miOaUS§0881 081213-17 Clarkson . .022002TO222102120121-13

Class.'.'.. .
..12222122212011200000-14 Randolph .20121121101211222210-17

West Newburgh Gun Club.

Nbwbubgh, N. Y., April 12.—Inclosed you will find scores made at

yesterday's shoot of the West Newburgh Gun Club. The conditions

were 25 keystone targets, thrown from 5 Empire traps, 16yds. rise.

The day was stormy, with a strong northeast wind:
Harrison ..

0110111010111001011101111+6-23

McDowell ' 01010111110110101111010004-9-24

CLeicht ' ' 1101001010110000001011000+5-15

Andy 11101110110000111101111004-4—20

Ravland 0101101111111101111001111+0—19

Higglnson 1001011110101101100110100+2—16

Wood IOOIIOIOOOIIIOIIIIOIOIIIO44-I9

Taeeart 111110111110110010111011145—24

Kissam .' inooilllOOllOlOOllOOOlllO+3—16

Sutton 0010011000111001110110111+8—22

Donohue 1100011010010110111110111+4—20

Mitchell ....OIIOIOOOOOOIOIOIIIOIIOOOI47—18

First New York German Gun Club.

Millter's Dexter Park, Tuesday, April 10.—Club shoot, at 10 birds

each, for club medal and cash prize A,.8. A. rules:
0„ n„10A1 , _

G Schneider 0012010000 -3 P Wannemacher 2210012011—7

J Schwack ....... ..1111001001 -6 O D^tz 0 102200001-3

F WPfaender 1211022211-9 P Neusch 0100000111-4

CPfaff ......0001010202-4 A Goetz 1122201011-8

A Neusch
' ' ...2010002201-5 J Branthorst 1200002002-3

F Schell. .'.'.'. .' 1100111001-6 W Soell 1011111220-8

Mohr vs. Fehr.

Allentown, Pa., April 10.—To-day was a big day for the John F.

Weiler Gun Club. The event was the long-talked-of match between

Radley Mohr, of the Weiler Gun Club, and John Fehr, of the Wyan-

dotte Gnn Club of Bethlehem. The stakes were $50 a side, 2o birds,

Long island rules. Mohr won. Following* the score:^^ _^
; '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

V.... 1010101101011111110000101—14

The birds were the best that could be secured, and the match was

shot in a snowstorm. Taking all as in regards to the weather, the

shooting was good. Boas.

\nnwtr$ to ((komxpondqnts.

No notice taken of anonymous communication

s

J. F. N.—See our angling columns.

B. W. S., Macon, Ga.—"Nessmuk," Geo. W. Sears, died in 1890.

Bantt. who writes on prohibiting sale of game, will oblige by send-

ing address.

J. H. T., Rochester, N. Y.—We would recommend a pointer or setter.

The Game Laws in Brief is what you want. We supply it. Price. 25

cents.

W A. R , Hinton, W. Va.—Will you please inform me how to pre-

serve* it for presentation to culinary officials, bass caught in a narrow,

rocky, rapid river (no railway accessible), for 10 days. Expect to fish

such a stream for a distance of 70 miles by boat, and have never yet

on similar excursions been able to bring my catch home in a presen-

table condition Can you or any of my fellow subscribers to Forest

and Stream enlighten me? Ans. The best advice we can give you is

either to have a well constructed in your boat, or if that is not

practical, to tow a live I ox astern In the live box the majority of

your bass will live and be in good condition at the end of your trip,

provided they are not too crowded.

J G. S., Brooklyn.—Please inform me in your next issue what is the

best bait and kind of tackle to use in the capture of wall-eyed pike;

also what is the best time of the year to fish for the same? Ans. Dr.

D C. Estes recommends for boat fishing a three-jointed bamboo rod

about 12ft. long, a click reel placed in front of the hand and on top of

the rod, 30 or 40yds. of braided silk or linen line and a sproat-bend

hook No. 3-0, tied to a single length of twisted double gut or to gimp.

For swift water fishing he used a much longer rod, sufficiently pliable

for long casts. As a rule, ordinary bass tackle is used in taking this

fish and either live bait or long strips cut from a fish and trimmed so

as to spin nicely. This fish is often taken through the ice, but the fall

is probably the" best time.

A GENTLEMAN'5 SMOKE.

!

WE COULD NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY

if |>aid double the price. It is the

choicest Smoking Tobacco that ex-J

perience can produce or that moneyli

can buy.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

ne who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
18 Vesey Street, New York Cm

Motice -to Fislie men Z Oia."t Prices
lornXith ma-akwith lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the
am witu vou again ^^ower pii

it increases my business every year.

1 cts. ;
60yds., 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

ciat lot 01 nam ivuoDer ana moKei, xvaiseu ruiw, .uiuiu^.j-^o «
Any of the above leels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.

Oqs lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lilting Drag: 40yds.,

A special lot of Trout Plies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen ert*» F—
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra lor postage.

t t dozeQ for ,gtag _

** «* ~ Leaders, Set*.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Moen Reel Lines. 8 cts., 200ft.. 15 ots. ; 300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

open Evenings until 8 o'clock. T "F MARSTERS. 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. V.
ttafurday Evenings n o'clock. «* • * • J»a«tO A —

Hibbard, Spencer, Bart- J P. Lovell Arms Co.

lett & Co., Chicago, HI. Boston, Mass

Geo. Worthington Co. J. 0. Porterfleld & Co., Louis Erbardt & Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio. Columbus, Ohio. Atchison, Kan.

A B P. Kinney, Thorsen & Cassady Co., Schoverling, Daly&Gales, W. B. Belknap & Co

Worcester, Mass. Chicago, 111. New York. ^oulsvllle, Ky.

CAR [LOAD BUYERS AND AGENTS FOR

F. S. Parmalee Gun
Co., Omaha, Neb. EMPIRE TARGETS A. J. Rummr-1,

Toledo, O.

The good breaking qualities of the EMPJRE TARGET recommend it to all.
^

They cost no more-perhaps less-and are carefully packed to

stand transportation, and in ordering targets from your nearest dealer, specify "EMPIRES."

V!L2S?A,»' EMPIRE TARGET CO., 294 Broadway, New York.
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Three thousand acres on Long Lake, with miles of
beautiful shores, fine beaches, bold points, sheltered
coves and the magnificent forest. Choice camp and
villa sites in 10 acre lots for sale at $600 to |l.000
each, may be leased at $25 or $50, with right to pur-
chase. To let for season, Forked Pine Camp, spacious
rustic lodge, with big flro place Kitchen and dining
room separate, rustic buildings. Landing, beach,
bathing place, springs, all complete. Magnificent
views of lake and mountains. Applv to

HAZARD STEVENS,
20 53 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.

Salmon Fishing.
The 'privilege of one rod for sale in the Moisie

River, one of the best salmon rivers in Canada In-
quire of F. E. TAYLOR, 109 & 111 Worth St., N.Y. 18

Excellent Salmon Fishing.
An unusual opportunity to obtain a very valuable

fishing right at a nominal price. Address H. T.,
care of Forest akd Stream. 16

SALMON FISHING-. — A GENTLEMAN WILL
sublet his fishiDg, which consists of about fifteen

miles on the Bestigouche Biver, Canada, either for
whole or part of the season. For further particulars
addressX Y. Z., Forest and Stream office. 17

TO LET FOB THE SEASON OF 1834.—A LAEGE
and completely furnished camp, on Raquette

Lake, Hamilton county, N. Y. The finest situation
on the lake. For particulars and terms address
ADIRONDACK^, care of Forest and Stream. 19

LEE'S MODERN DOG
History and Description of the Mod-

ern Dogs (oporting Division) of
Great Britain and Ireland, by
Rawdon B Lee, Kennel Editor of the
London Meld. With illustrations., 584 pages
Price $6.00, postpaid.

FOBEST AND STBEAM PUB. CO., 318 BVay, N Y.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondack^

region ever published."—Forest and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, Illustrated.
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 ets.

Ijake Oeorsrpand Luke Chawplnln, 25cts.
Address H. R. STODDARD. Rlnnw RaIIh. N. V.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of

THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGAKETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

3aLITSJ3NT33-y BROS.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors.) Also man-
ufacturers of the Old Sellable

SWEET CAFORAL.

A New Authority on a New Fish.

The LEAPING OUANANICHE
What It Is

When, Where and How to Catch It

by Eugene McCarthy.

The Ouananicheis rapidly coming into prominence,
and is attracting the attention of anglers every-
where. Seven years 1 experience in catching ai d
studying the Ouauaniche has thoroughly fitted the
author to speak with authority on his subject, and
the work is a valuable one. The book contains a
large number of half-tone cuts from photograpts
taken by the author, and a correct portrait of the
fish itself. A line map of the St. Johns country, also
made by 1 he writer, is given. This work will be a
recognized authority, and snould be in the library of
every angler. Paper, 66 pp. of text. Price £0 cents.
Published and for sale by

FOBEST AND STBEAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

Ir\ Ckexmpe.o'rN.e- Bottler^

vPin1T3 "AfJD Ql)arx5

VV DLL POMMtL
Ur\ferrr\e(\ted a.pple juice. ..

"Nop -Tonic Ale

Equinox SpuingWater.
be^t of 8.11 Table Wd.ter5

Bottled u/itK Natural Ga.^ at the ~Spi-lr\if,

Mt Equir\ox Marxche^tei' Vt.

EquinoxGinger.Champagne
^upenor- bo a-r\y Irrvported Gir\^cr Ale-

GENESEE FRUIT COMPANY
501 West St. NewYob.i\.

Pint sa/rjile sent prepaid on receipt of ten 2' stamps^

(VtAMPAGNE^TYLEL

4)1^13 *fJD QlJao.T5

White Label
5wee.t. u/itk Fruity flavor;

RedLtabel
Text flavor Mo.de f ram CrcbApplej.

Gold Label
Extro.Dry. Made from Oolder\ Cujjet
o.pp!e$. NotKitxc: better at any price.

Crab 'Apple Vinegar
lr\ quart ar\d two quart botsle*
HidK strength. Rich Flavor:

J

GENESEE FRUIT COMPANY
501 West St.* NewYork,

Vint sample sent prepaidon receipt of ten 2 r stamps.

The Sportsman's Directory
Compiled and Edited by

Chas. P Goldey and Will Wildwood.

Rules for Pistol, Trap and Rifle Shooting.
Fishiug Resorts within 50 Miles of Chicago.
Fishing Reso ts within 60 Miles ofNew Sorb.
10,000 Nam.s of Clubs and Secretaries.

Sportsmen, Athletes, Dog Breeders Manu-
facturers and Dealers.

Also numerous fine portraits and special artic'es
on topics of interest to sportsmen.

Sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00

POREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO ,

318 Broadway, New York.

Small Yachts, 470 p., $10

TO
TELL f

WHEN 1
AllConsult tbe Game Laws in Brief.

dealers. 25 cents.
Forest and Stream Publishing Co .

318 Broadway, N. Y.

By "KTE8SMT1K." Price 81.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

J Taxidermists.
|

WM. W, HAET 8c CO.,

LEADING TAXIDERMISTS,
No. 5 West Third st., New York.

Animals, Game Heads, Birds and Fish mounted in

ifelike manner,

Poisoned against Moth,
and promptly returned. Reasonable charges. Refer-

nces from leading sportsmen and collectors.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

WHERE ARE WE?
Well, we have removed to

106 East 23d Street.
WEBSTER'S STUDIO is now finely located

in a big, handsome store, with work rooms and
storage space, where we invite new customers to
examine our stock of Mounted Specimens.
We print no catalogue, but will quote prices on all

work, and continue to furnish estimates on collec-
tion of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and Fish.
The best of work at the lowest prices. We allow

no one to outbid us and defy the world to knock us
out on quality.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

(And manufacturer of
Artificial ey«e for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

360 Canal street, New York.

SEA SHELLS, BIRDS' EGGS,
Corals, Bird Skins, Curios, Novelties, etc. in large or
small quantities. Mounted birds under convex
glasses, such as we exhibited at World's Fair. Agents
wanted. Send for catalogue. F. H. LATTIN & CO.,
Albion, N. Y., or 3571 Cottage Grove av., Chicago, 111.

Advertisements under KENNEL SPECIAL head, set in uniform

display, 25 cents a line first time, 15 cents a line each time after.

Count seven words to a line. Cash must accompany order.

THE BEST GORDON SETTER IN AMERICA.
Who wants to have it? For sale in England at

the present moment, General Gordon, winner of the
championship prize of the Kennel Club, for the best
Gordon setter of ail classes at last Kennel Club show
at the Crystal Palace, m October, 1893. Winner of
the special priz > of the Gordon .- etter Club, at tbe
Kennel Club show. Agricultural Hall, London, 1891;
first prize (novice), first prize (open, Kennel Club
show, Ag. ieultural Hall, 1891; first priza (open to
allcomers), and championship, Kennel Club show,
Crystal Palace, 1893. M ever yet been beaten. Born
Ftbruary, 1890. ny Grouse ex Silk. Address the
Rev A. R. VV. SETON, Elsted Rectory, I'etersfield,
Hampshire, England. Telegrams, Elsted Station,
England. Price $1,000. 16

MOUMT PLEASANT UOKDON KU.NNELS ARiS
offering for sale a new invoice of Sirictly first-

class Gordon setter puppies, first prize, field and
bench sires and dams, fedigreed ana registered.
Prices to suit toe tunes. Address, with stamp, C. T.
BROWNELb, P. O. Box 335, jNew Bedford, Mass.

ROUGH COLLIES FOR SALE.—THREE DOGS
and one bitch, by ch. The Squire. Beautifully

marked, with capital coats, one of them, Glendyne,
got reserve in dog puppies, New York, 189*. All
house broken and used to children. Apply to
DONALD MUNKO Allamuchy, Warren Co., N. J.

16

My kennel of mastiffs is conceded to be the best in
America. Have won at all the large shows. Won

ail 1st and 2d prizes in mastiffs late Chicago show.
Dogs at stud and for sale. A few choice pups for
sale, send stamp for list and mention ttas paper.
CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

FOR SALE.—TWELVE FINE YOUNG DOGS BY
such sires as champion Monk of Furness,

Koderigo, Dan Gladstone, imported Viscount, cham-
pion Antonio and champion Gath's Mark. All
nandsomely marked, blacfc, white and tan, will be
sold at a bargain. Oak Grove Kennels, aioodus, Conn.

17

rpKALNLMG. — OWE OF THE BEST KNOWNA trainers in America desires a situation. Will
train for a kennel or individual. Address TRAINER,
care 9U9 Security .Building, Chicago. 18

"BIRDS B0QS

3
'

, _ .'AMP fo«
IllustraTcdCafolog'.

CHAS.K.REED. b _

^sMamSt.WORCESTER. MASS)

TRISH SETTER PUPS FOR SALE, BX CH. KIL-
JL dare, ch, Duke Elcho, etc. Send for catalogue con-
taining pnotos of our celebrated stud dogs and bitches
AUdrtidb OAK GKOVE KENNELS, Moodus, Conn.

GREAT DANE STANLEY AT STUD. WINNER
of first, Gloversville and Boston, 1893, aad

Ouicago, 1891. Fee $50. Addres3
16 P. GLADSTONE, Sal Fifth av., New York.

MUST SELL 2 BROKEN bETTERS AND 1
pointer; also 2 pointer and 1 setter puppy; fine

SLock. .Exchange. J. M KELLY, Montrose, Pa. 19

I^OR SALE.—Three thoroughbred fox-terrier dogs,
JL one year old. For description and price address
J. HoKACE COOK, Ches.nut Hill, Philadelphia. 16

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our Illustrated Gatalogn

HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing andpreserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy

WARD'S NATURAL SGIENGE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. T.

ITdELD TlsIAL TRAINING.—I can handle two
JJ brace for U. S. A. B and Southern triais. Ad-
dress J. T. MAYF1ELD, Bicknell, Ind.

ST. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—Dogs, bitches, pup-
pies. Illinois St. Bernard Kennels, Streator, LI. 18

TTALIAN GREYHOUNDS (EXCLUSIVELY).
JL tf FRANK H. HOYT, Sharon, Pa.

DISPERSAL SALE OF COCKERS —CHAMPION
Black Duke.Woodland Count, Mirkwood.Wood-

land .Tude, and thirty young dogs and brood bitche^
in whelp. All colors All must be solo, no reserve.
Persons wanting $ 0 dogs need not wri.e. GEO
DOUGLAS, Sec'y, Woodstock, Ont. 20

Tj^OR SALE.—Two broken pointer bitches, sired
JO by a fleld trial and bench show winner, and
now in whelp to one of King of Kent's best sires.
Also several pointers and setters that have had con-
stant hunt ing for the last six months. Can now take
a few dogs for thorough training on chickens and
quail. W. B Stafford, Trenton, Tenn.

CROWDED AND MUST MAKE ROOM FOR COM
ing young stock, consequently will sell for half

value some well trained pointers of excellent breed-
ing as well as some very choice young stock. Ad-
dress for prices and particulars, RICHWOODS KEN-
NELS, 230 S. Washington St., Peoria, 111. tf

fTALlAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENt*
A lish pugs from imported, registered and prizt
winning stock;. In Stud—Prize pug stud doe
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY O. BURDICK
15 Wellesley street, Springfield. Mass.

Blenheim Spaniels.—The largest kennels in Eng-
land. Celebrated first prize winners at stud.

Dogs, bitches and puppies always for sale, also King
Charles Prices from £6 to £100. NEILL APPS,
2 Bedford Road, Twickenham, England. 17

For Sale at Reasonable Prices —Several fine litters
rough-coated ot.Bernard puppies, bloodof Alton,

etc. Ad. A. H. Moore, 1711 Spg. Garden st^Phila.^a

DOGS TRAINED FOR PRIVATE SHOOTING ON
partridge, quail and woodcock, by C. F. ROB

BINS, Sutton avenue, Oxford, Mass. Close to depot.

BULL PUPS BY CHAMPION LEONIDAS FOR
sale. ROBY, 55 Liberty street, N. Y. City. 18

Forest and Stream File Binders. SI.
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| The Kennel

THE BEST DOG FOOD,

Home fine Irish setter pups, dogs and bitches
5 REDSTONE KENNELS, Huntmgton, N. Y.

FOR SALE.—SPORTING DOGS.
GEO. W. LOYELL, Middleboro, Mass.

FOX-TERRIERS FOR SALE.
W. F. PORTER, Sharon, Pa.

AUSTIN & GRAVES,
116 Commercial Street, Bon con, Mass.

ST. BERNARD BITCHES
For Sale.

Address G. W. PATTERSON, Lake View, Mass.

| The Kennel.

•VWf Ifif

French Poodles.
Black curly coats.

Prizewinners, 1893,

New York, Boston,

Washington, D. C ,

Mt. Hollo, N.

Newark, N. J., 1893

shows; Saratoga,

N. Y., 1894; also

London and Paris.

'.:.!_.'.'.,''.. ;."ip-

pies and grown
*;1 dogs for sale For

x
j

full particulars

.

j
apply o

MEADOWMEKE KENNELS,
Thos. T. Corrigan, M'g'r, Southanipton,i..I.,N.Y.

Rinada Pointer Kennels.

SELLING OUT.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

If you want winners, here's your chance.

Address ADRIA.N 0 PICKHARDT, 530 Fifth avenue.

terriers
"thoroughbreds:

For price list apply to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS
P. O. Eox 676, Albany, N.Y.

For Books Treating of Dogs
always send to J. Lobejg Thayer Publishing Co.,

Boylston street, Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

KENNEL SECRETS, by Ashmont, tells all about
Management, Breeding and Exhibiting; and is ex-
quisitely illustrated. Price $3. Postage 34 cents.

ASHMONT'S DISEASES OF DOGS is simply indis-
pensable when your dog is ailing. Price $2.

WATERS' MODERN TRAINING AND HANDLING
is universally conceded to be the best book on the
subject ever written. Prioe $2.

E. B. GOLDSMITH,
Cnstoffl House anft Forwarflini Agent

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
Receives and forwards Dogs, Fowls, etc., etc. to

any destination. Kennel Clubs, Sportsmen and
others, intending to import dogs from Europe,
should have their stock consigned to him. Informa-
tion furnished in regard to the best methods of im-
porting, shipping, etc.

Best Spike Collar.
(IMPROVED.)

For Sportsmen and Trainers,
10 cents additional.

SI. 50. Postage

B. WATERS, Box 415, Chicago, 111.

COCKER SPANIELS.
Grand assortment of fancy marked young stock,

liver and white, black and white, lemon and white;
also black, liver, red, etc. Bitches in whelp. HAND-
SOME BROOK KENNEL, Franklin, N \K.
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and

as much earlier as may be practicable.

JF he is a friend of yours; if he is inter-

ested in the gun or the rod ; if he is not a

reader of FOREST AND STREAM; if you

would like to have him see it for three

weeks ; and if you will give us his name,

we will supply him with one of the

Forest and Stream's Silver Bullseye

Cards, which will make it easy for him to

send for the paper. ••••••

the game and forests of the Yellowstone Park that a sec-

tion should be added to this bill extending its provisions

over the area of the adjacent forest reservation, and

pains should be taken to clearly express the evident and

proper intent of the bill, that the penalties of this statute

and not of the laws of Wyoming, are to be enforced. It is

also desirable for many reasons that the Circuit Court

should appoint the commissioner and the deputy marshals

for whom the act makes provision. These officials should

be so appointed that they will n< t be swayed by local

influences.

Senators Vest and Cary have or rned the thanks of all

friends of the Park by their prompt action, and the in-

terest which Congress at last appears to feel in the matter

is a hopeful sign. The interest was long in awakening,

but if, as now seems to be the case, Congress is aroused to

a realizing sense of the dangers which threatens one of

the choicest possessions of our people, it will be an easy

matter for the future to prevent the abuses which have

prevailed for twenty years; and the destruction of life

which has recently taken place will have been a blessing

instead of a bane if it shall induce Congress to pass the

laws so urgentlv needed.

On the other hand it must not be imagined that this is

a time for any relaxing of effort by those who hope to see

the National Park preserved forever as the people's

pleasure ground. Good bills for the Park's protection

have passed the Senate before, and the matter has ended

there. This bill should meet a better fate and should be-

come a law of the land.

ACTION BY THE SENATE.

We announced last week the passage in the House of

Representatives of Mr. Lacey's bill providing protection

for the Yellowstone National Park. This bill having gone

to the Senate was there amended so that, although it is

no longer the same bill that the House passed, it will

go back to the House as a House bill and will thus have

preference over a Senate bill proper, being treated as a

House bill with Senate amendments.

As soon as the bill came to the Senate it was referred to

the Committee on Territories, and two days later Senator

Carey reported it in its changed form. In this form it

> icludes the best portion of the Vest bill, the Carey bill,

and the Lacey bill, and while there are some points in

which it might be improved, yet it is emphatically a meas-

ure that deserves support.

On Monday last Senator Carey called up the bill in the

Senate, and after some discussion and some amendments

it passed that body.

One of the most important changes in the bill as finally

passed is that its provisions apply to the whole Park in-

stead of to "the Yellowstone National Park in the State of

Wyoming" as Senator Carey's bill originally, read, since,

as narrow strips of the Park lie in Montana and in Idaho, a

law which limited protection to that part of the Park in

Wyoming would merely invite law breakers to settle on

such portions as are without the boundaries of that State,

and from these strips—where they would be safe from

punishment—they could at will raid the treasures of the

National Park. Another most useful amendment is

that increasing the penalty for receiving for transporta-

tion game or dead animals from $100 to $300. The in-

adequacy of the original penalty was obvious.

The bill now goes to a conference committee of mem-
bers of both houses, and this body should have no diffi-

culty in determining the form which the measure shall

finally take. It is essential to the proper protection of

1HE GILBERT TBOU1 BILL.

A second time the Gilbert trout bill .in the Massachu-

setts Legislature, having been passed by both houses, has

met a veto. The measure as passed this year provided

that trout artificially reared in private ponds and streams

might be sold for food during February and March (close

months) under such restrictions as might be prescribed by

the Fish Commissioners. Franklin, Hampden, Hamp-
shire and Berkshire counties were excepted. The meas-

ure met with determined opposition from the Massachu-

setts Fish and Game Protective Association. The brief of

objections prepared by the Association has been printed in

our columns. This opposition was maintained even after

the adoption of the measure by both houses, and to the

intelligent presentation of the case by the Association to

the Governor must be credited the executive action which
has come in the very gratifying form of a veto, which
reads as follows:

dealing in game or engaged in the cold-storage business

may buy, sell or have in possession, and any person may
buy from such person, firm or corporation, and have in

possession if so bought, quail, from the fifteenth day of

October to the first day of May; and any such person,

firm or corporation may have in possession on cold stor-

age, quail, and may buy, sell and have in possession pin-

nated grouse, wild pigeons and any of the so-called shore,

marsh, or beach birds, or of the so-called duck species, at

any season, if said quail, grouse or other birds have not

been taken or killed in this Commonwealth contrary to

the provisions of this act."

In practical working such a law invites the market

hunters of the West to ship tons of game to the East, and

it invites the game snarers of Massachusetts and neigh-

boring States to kill game in season and out of season.

There cannot be protection for game and an open market

for game at the same time. This, we repeat, is the

A B C of the matter; and everybody knows it. Experi-

ence demonstrates it, and the experience of New
England and of every other portion of the country has

by this time been so ample and so instructive that no

legislature can plead ignorance of the facts. The law as

adopted this year is a disgrace to Massachusetts.

To the Honorable Senate and Souse of Representatives:

I return herewith without my approval "Senate bill 66," entitled,

"An act to permit, during February and March, the sale for food of

trout artificially reared in this commonwealth," assigning for such

action the following reasons:

First—The words in the act "artificially reared" are not precise and
definite, and are liable to various interpretations, meaning, on the one

hand, trout reared in hatcheries of elaborate construction, and, on the

other hand, trout reared in a greater or less degree on food artificially

supplied in ponds and streams or in inclosures of rude construction.

Second—The difficulty of readily distinguishing artificially reared

trout from wild trout must make the administration of the proposed

law practically ineffective.

Third—The opening of the closed season in the manner proposed,

even with restrictions prescribed by the Commissioners, would in

effect tend to bring in all kinds of trout, wild or artificially reared,

and to annul or impair the policy of preserving and protecting fish

and game which has become the established policy of the common-
wealth.

Fourth—The discrimination in regard to the counties of Berkshire,

Hampden and Hampshire does not appear to be based on constitu-

tional principle or on good and sufficient grounds.

[Signed,] Frederic T. Greenhalge.

The absolute necessity of prohibiting the sale of fish

and game in the close season is the very A B C of protec-

tion. Gov. Greenhalge has done well to veto the Gilbert

bill. It is a pity that he did not recognize the same reas-

oning and adopt a similar course of action with respect to

the iniquitous measure which has received his approval

this month legalizing the sale of game in close time. At
this distance from the big dome in Boston, it is difficult to

reconcile the approval of the game bill with the veto of

the trout bill. The principle of one is identical with that

of the other. Moreover, the selling clauses of the game
law are inimical to the interests of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts and of her sister States as well.

As amended by the present Legislature the game law
is altogether in the interest of the Boston markets as a
"dumping ground" for game in season and out of season,

SNAP SHOTS.

Mr. Armin Tenner recently propounded in our Natu-

ral History columns a theory to account for the disap-

pearance of the thousands of song birds imported into

America by the Cincinnati Acclimatization Society. Mr.

Tenner's theory was based upon the observations by
Heinrich Gatke, of the migratory flights of the birds of

Germany, whence the Cincinnati birds had been brought.

In the autumn migration, according to Gatke, the flight

is first westward and then south; from northern Germany
they fly across the North Sea, bound for England and
Ireland, and thence south by way of Gibraltar to Africa.

Following this instinct, argued Mr. Tenner, the birds lib-

erated in Ohio would first fly west, and mistaking the

Pacific Ocean for the North Sea would try in vain

to cross it, and finally fall exhausted into the sea

and perish. If this theory is based on facts, it

would appear that it must have application no less to

the German song birds put out on the Pacific Coast, and

that following the migratory instinct guiding them west-

ward these birds too should lose themselves in the Pacific.

But the fact is that the introduced song birds are now
returning to Oregon in flocks. Mr. Charles F. Pfluger,

the secretary of the society which imported the birds,

reports that many of the songsters are back from their

winter migration, including starlings, goldfinches, sky-

larks and black thrushes, all of which have become fix-

tures in the State. This certainly is extremely encour-

aging, and if the birds can be acclimatized on the Pacific

Coast, why may they not be added to the bird contingents

of other regions?

Our canoeing columns this week contain the first chap-

ter of a report of an expedition made in the summer of

1893 "Away Up North" in the Laurentian Wilderness

of Canada. The report is of decided interest, for it notes

new waters to be explored, amid inspiring scenery and in

a country which, the canoeist, being the first comer, may
have ail to himself. What with the enterprise and push

of the sportsman tourist of the day, there are not left

many districts possessing the novelty and freshness of

this one.

Mr. C. F. Amery, so widely known as the secretary of

theAudubon Society, now occupies a chair on the editorial

staff of the Literary Digest, a journal which is winning

its way as the busy man's weekly compendium of the

literature, science, art, politics and intelligence of the

day.

Maryland needs a State sportsmen's association to be
constituted of non-partisan elements, irrespective of

political affiliations, bent only upon securing measures

which will meet the urgent requirements of the hour,

if game interests are to be served.

Dr. Frederick A. Cook, who is fitting out a summer
excursion to Greenland, was the ethnologist of the Peary
Expedition of 1891-2. He is an enthusiast on the attrac-

tions of the North, and the itinerary he has laid out for

The law reads, "That any person, firm or corporation I this summer ia an inviting one.
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RAMBLING IN WYOMING.
Visaua, Cal.—Editor Forest and Stream: On July 2,

1893, Ernest Britten, of Three Rivers, John Broder, W. T.

Cooper and myself left here for a pleasure trip through
Wyoming and the Yellowstone National Park. We took
passage for Casper, Wyoming, the terminus of the Fre-
mont, Elk Horn & Missouri Valley railroad, distant 220
miles from Cheyenne, located upon the south bank of the
famous Platte River, and built upon the site of old Fort
Oasper. Carey Bros. , one of whose ranches is near Casper,
are among the largest cattle growers in the State. From
them we secured nine head of horses at the reasonable
figure of $20 per head. They were the regular Wyoming
cow ponies, averaging 900 to l,0001bs,, and proved most
excellent animals for both riding and packing; their en-
durance was astonishing.

All offers of a guide were rejected, and on the morning
of July 10 we left Casper for the southern spur of the Big
Horn Mountains, distant 85 miles. The whole of this
distance lies across Casper desert, where, save an occa-
sional sage brush, nothing green is seen; it is 20 and 25
miles between watering places, and so strongly is the
water impregnated with alkali that one must be very
thirsty to drink it. This difficulty was greatly overcome
by carrying drinking water in a large keg lashed on a
pack-horse, and also in canteens.
The first camp was pitched 25 miles in the desert,

where we found some springs of water. Antelope
abounded and the camp was well supplied with meat. The
sage brush was literally alive with prairie chickens, the
young of which, being about two-thirds grown, were
delicious eating. Next morning while breakfasting we
could see a hundred antelope curiously surveying the
camp from the neighboring hilltops.

Four days' travel brought us to Oakey post office, on
Bad Water, and within a few miles
of the southern spur of the Big
Horns. Bad Water seemed a mis-
nomer, for the water was pure and
cold; the Indians so named the
stream on account of its rising
rapidly after a rain and doing great
damage along its course.
On July 14 camp was pitched in

the spur of the Big Horns, a series of
low, gently rolling hills about 30
miles wide by 100 miles long. This
country presented an unbroken
carpet of luxuriant green grass; pure
water was everywhere abundant,
and an occasional copse of pine or
spruce timber dotted these beautiful
hills, upon whose gentle slopes any-
where a wagon could be driven.
Deer, elk, antelope and prairie
chickens abounded. The apparent
excellence of this country for a stock
range was frequently remarked, but
only a few bands of sheep were seen
and they were there but temporarily,
the herders using tented wagons to
enable them to move easily from
place to place. This beautiful do-
main is unsurveyed, and why it

should remain unsettled can be ex-
plained only upon the probability of
very severe winters. Seven days'
travel brought us to the snow-
capped peaks of the famous Big Horns, whose range is

200 miles long by 40 miles wide. Camp was pitched on
Little Ten Sleep Creek, a stream vieing with any of those
on Kern River in the number, beauty and quality of its

speckled trout; its waters literally teem with these pretty
fish, all eager to see which can get into your frying-pan
first. Prior to this, other trout streams were found, out
none compared favorably with this. Before the day
closed four deer and two elk were slaughtered, Mr. Broder
bringing in the finest deer—a four-point buck. Camp
was now well supplied with meat, and for a time hunting
gave way to fishing. At this point, unfortunately, the
ranks of our little party were broken by the departure of
Mr. Britten, who accepted the position of packer with a
party of soldiers, out on a pleasure trip from Buffalo,
Wyoming,
The Big Horn range is heavily timbered with pine and

spruce of small diameter; rarely is a tree seen measuring
more than l^ft. in diameter. In times gone by extensive
forest fires have prevailed, killing a great deal of timber;
in many places one can walk for miles on fallen dead
timber.
Big Ten Sleep Creek, twenty miles further north,

proved a most attractive place. Camp was pitched on
the lake of same name, a body of water one-fourth mile
wide by one mile long, surrounded by snow-capped
mountains and beautiful woodlands, its mirror-like sur-
face reflecting a splendid picture of the gorgeous scenery
about it. The quiet loveliness of this pretty place stirs
the soul and kindles feelings of the keenest pleasure.
The fishing here was equal to that of the former camp,
and elk and deer abounded.
Were the game laws of Wyoming strictly enforced the

non-resident hunter would be shut out entirely. Under
the law non-residents are allowed to kill nothing. Hides,
horns and meat of wild game are not allowed to be
shipped out of the State by any one. But like the game
laws of California, they are not strongly enforced, and
the non-resident hunter usually finds little difficulty in
shipping his hides and horns.
Two days' travel northward brought us to the banks of

one of the largest and most interesting streams in the Big
Horns—South Paint Rock Creek. Some difficulty was
encountered in reaching this camp, we being compelled
to cut our way for a distance of five miles through what
is termed in Wyoming a "wind fall," or fallen dead
timber. Once through this we had plain sailing. Travel-
ing in the Big Horns, even without a trail, is usually
good; there is always mpre or less open country.
The reader may be puzzled to know how we avoided

being lost, being in a strange country and having no
guide. This was obviated by good maps and compasses.
By means of these, and a scale of miles provided with the
map, and by keeping a record of the distance traveled
daily, our locality could always be determined with
tolerable accuracy. Locality was a matter of little con-
cern. If plenty of wood) water, grass and wild game
were found, it was a royal residence^

South Paint Rock is a rushing stream similar in size to

Little Kern River, and one of the most famous trout
streams in Wyoming.
When the excellent fishing and hunting afforded by

this locality had been well enjoyed, we determined to turn
westward, cross the Big Horn Basin, and explore the
Shoshone range of •mountains for game and fish. From
our camp on Paint Rock there extends toward the basin
a gently sloping tableland, through which, for a distance
of fifteen miles, the creek had cut its remarkable canon,
2,000ft. deep and less than a quarter of a mile wide.
Everywhere could be seen the skeletons of numerous elk
and mountain sheep that had perished there during severe
winters. For miles this canon presented an unbroken
surface of gigantic wall and a magnificent display of
colors. In many places the precipices were blood red
from summit to base, relieved by horizontal strata of
yellow, purple, brown and gray. Red predominated, and
hence the name Paint Rock Creek, the beautiful and
tumultuous stream that traverses the canon. To the
lover of the beautiful and grand this is a most glorious
place.

Big Horn Basin is 150 miles long by 75 miles wide, much
lower than the surrounding country, and formed of low
hills and tablelands poorly watered. The basin is bounded
on the east by the Big Horn Mountains and its southern
spur, and on the west by the Shoshone and Owl Creek
ranges. The Big Horn River flows a northerly course
through the center of the basin and empties into the
Yellowstone.

Pickerel, catfish and grayling are caught in the waters
of Big Horn River, the pickerel and cat frequently weigh-
ing 10 to 151bs. The borders of the river are well tim-
bered and the adjacent country abounds in wild game-
antelope, deer, elk and bear. Little time was spent here
after game, our destination being the picturesque Sho-

A STUDY OF ELK. By J. B, Burnhait.

shones. For three days the course was up the river, at
the end of which time the Owl Creek range was sighted
and camp was pitched at the mouth of the creek of the
same name, one of the largest tributaries of the Big Horn
having its source in the Owl Creek and Shoshone ranges.
Here we left Big Horn River, and for three or four

days traveled up Owl Creek, along whose little valley we
saw a few ranches, nearly all of which were devoted to
alfalfa, cattle and horses. The absence of wheat and
barley was remarkable, not a field of these cereals having
been seen in the State. During the third day's travel up
the creek two of the largest cattle ranches in Wyoming
were passed. The first of these was the Keystone, whose
herd numbers vO.OOO head, and superintended by Mr. Mc-
Coy, of Denver, Colorado. A few miles distant was the
Embar ranch, their brand being the letter M and a bar
beside it, hence the name; their herd numbers 100,000.
Embar post office was soon reached, where we waited two
days for our mail.
Our first camp in the Shoshones was upon the head-

waters of Big and Little Grass creeks, twenty-five miles
to the northwest. This proved a fine elk country, every
canon containing a band of them. Not well understand-
ing the habits of the elk and his ability to elude the
hunter, several fruitless attempts were made before any
were killed; on the third day's hunt a bull elk was killed,
dressing 5001bs. Do not make the mistake most hunters
do who are unused to hunting this royal game—that
because he is as laTge as a cow he can be as easily cap-
tured. At this season of the year they are to be found in
the highest timber at the heads of canons; rarely does he
feed during the day, but ventures forth on moonlight
nights. During the dark of the moon he takes his food
during the earliest hours of the morning, retreating to
heavy timber on the approach of sunrise. They are ever
on the alert for their enemies, and their fleetness of foot
and keenness of eyesight, hearing and smell, make them
among the most difficult game to capture. The elk does
not bound like the deer or gallop like the horse, but he is

a most excellent trotter; during his flight the nose is ele-
vated and the huge antlers rest on the back; it is truly
astonishing what headway they can make through tim-
ber. On first seeing a frightened elk speeding over the
mountain, it was strongly suggested to the writer that
could one be harnessed to a sulky the world's trotting
record could be easily lowered and the famous Maud S.
would not be in the race at all. The elk of to-day is a
much smarter animal than the elk of twenty years ago;
he is no longer stupid enough to venture upon the open
plain to fall an easy target for the hunter's rifle, but
makes his home in dense forests, from which he seldom
ventures save for food and water. The- deer soon re-
covers from his fright, and you find him waiting for you
in the neighboring gulch; but the elk, once alarmed, does
not halt till he is ten or fifteen miles from his pursuer.
The experienced hunter chooses his feeding time in which
to hunt him, taking great care to keep the wind in his
favor and well knowing that to hunt with the wind is the

utmost folly. Unless those vast forests are destroyed and
since the Indians are growing less numerous, it is certain
that they will gradually increase in numbers. The sleek,
plump body, graceful head, lars-e lustrous eyes, gigantic
antlers and majestic carriage combine to make the elk the
most royal game of the forest.

Fifty miles to the northwest we encountered Wood
River and its grand canon twenty miles long, up which
we passed. The beauty and sublimity of this canon is

worthy of remark. Snow-capped summits 4,000 to 5,000ft.
high rise precipitously and almost continuously through-
out the length of the canon. The canon was headed and
the dividing ridge crossed, bringing us to the headwaters
of the east fork of Wind River, down which we passed
toward the main stream.
The head of Wood River carion is a noted place for

mountain sheep and goats, and a day was spent in search
of these wary animals, but a snowstorm cut short what
might have been a successful hunt. It was suggested by
a member of the party that a pair of wings would prove
of great service in the pursuit of mountain sheep. I
quite agree.
Three days' travel gained "Two-ow-tee Pass," the divid-

ing ridge between the headwaters of the Wind River and
Buffalo fork of Snake River. "Two-ow-tee" is not the
famed Two-Ocean Pass, from which the waters upon one
side flow into the Atlantic and those upon the other into
the Pacific Ocean. How impressive and almost incom-
prehensible must be the sight of two streams, whose sources
are only a few yards apart, but whose destinations are
separated by thousands and thousands of miles.
The Pass is about 10,000ft. high, on reaching the sum-

mit of which a grand sight was presented. A few miles
to the northeast lay an immense terraced mountain
several miles long and around which the Almighty had
placed a splendid inclosure. The vertical walls of the
principal terrace was a magnificent palisade hundreds of
feet high and rivaling the famous palisades along the
Hudson River, New York, while sixty miles westward
and shooting high into the heavens, were the clear cut
spires of the unique and beautiful Teton range. They
lie just west of Snake River and along the eastern
boundary of Idaho, and are among the most strangely
picturesque and beautiful mountains in America. Unlike
our Sierra Nevadas, they have no foothills, but resemble
a series of cathedral spires rising from a level plain to
the sublime height of 14,000ft. The picture they present
amid the glories of a summer sunset, once seen is never
forgotten.
Vast numbers of elk, antelope, deer, bear and many

moose and caribou are found in the range, but so rugged
are they and so dense the timber that the hunter finds
pursuit of game almost impossible.
We traveled down Black Rock Creek, one of the tribu-

taries of the Buffalo fork, passing through lovely valleys
and much pretty, sparsely-timbered country untenanted
by man and. untrodden by anything save the deer and the
elk. We soon reached Snake River, up which we traveled
on the Sheridan trail toward the National Park, the
second day's travel bringing us just within its southern
confines, and at a point called Snake River Station, where
a few soldiers were guarding the Park.

T. J. Patterson,
[to be concluded next week.]

IN NEZ PERCES TIMES.
During the Nez Perces Indian war I drove a small

band of horses down in to what is called the Cove, a nice
range for horses in between a small hollow that put down
from Mount Idaho and the Clearwater. Here I could
look after them occasionally and could prevent the Indians
from driving them off. One day I went down and as I
was not feeling very nervous I took nothing but a Colt's
.45 revolver. I had got along down nearly half way from
the summit to the river when I saw my band of horses
not more than half a mile distant. They were all in a
bunch, and from then appearance I knew that they had
seen something in a small thicket between me and them
which I could overlook. I jumped off from my horse
and led him back a little so I could see without being-
seen, and about the first thing I thought of was Indians.
Then I began to wish that I had brought my Remington.
I had but a few minutes to complete all my wishes whpn
out from the brush walked a good-sized brown bear. He
was going quartering up the mountain. I had quite a
rocky place to go down. I started and kept my eyes on
the bear, for I did not want him to get alarmed and bolt
for the Clearwater Canon. He soon stopped and so did
I, when he started I led on as fast as I could; when he
would stop so would I, In this way I reached the bot-
tom, where I had fair going, just as he passed over a
small rise into some buck brush.

I soon galloped up on to the rise when I saw him disap-
pear and was looking too far to my right, when my horse
threw up his head and looked quartering to my left. I
turned my head just in time to see the bear get down from
his haunches and start down the ridge through the open
timber and buck brush. I gave chase and my horse be-
came excited, and it was hard for me to hold him down
to a gait I considered safe. I soon ran up to within 10yds.
of the bear, but he would not take to a tree. He crossed
the hollow and started up a very steep bank which was
about 50yds. high. I stopped at the foot of it and took a
running shot at him. At the crack of the revolver he
rolled back down the bank not 20ft. from my horse. He
struck the bottom at the foot of a big, leaning fir tree, and
before I had time to make a good shot he jumped up and
started to climb the fir. I shot at the back of his head and
he rolled out dead. After he quit kicking, I rode my
horse up to him and he did not care at all, but went to
nibbling grass unconcernedly right by the side of the dead
bear.

I went back to Mount Idaho, got a good pack horse, and
my brother-in-law and me went back and got the bear,
which I think would have weighed 3001bs. We took him
to town, hung him up and skinned him in the main street
and told every one to help themselves. Col. Green was
there with a company of cavalry. He examined the bear,
congratulated me on my luck and said he considered him-
self well posted on the efficiency of the army revolver, yet
he had had no idea that it would make such a wound as
was shown in this bear. I got $4 for the gall; the hide
being a summer skin was not good. Lew Wilmot,
Oroviiak, Wash.
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WOODCHUCKS AFIELD.
I Soon it will bewoodckuck season in New England, and
Hhe young rodents will be abroad to forage on the spring
grass. The hill country of Massachusetts is a favorite
habitat for these creatures, whero they are troublesome
to farmers on account of their numbers. In some local-

ities they afford almost the sole sport at present for the
farmers' boys and their dogs.
I Woodchucks hole in together for the winter, sometimes
las many as fourteen in a community. "When the young
nones have grown big enough to hustle for themselves,
ithey are turned out of the domicile, when they betake
Ithemselves to stone walls, where the dogs find them and
kill many. One collie dog in Cummington, belonging to
A. S. Streeter, has a record of seventy-eight woodchucks
in one season. The boys often help by pulling away loose
Itatones so that the dogs can get at them. It takes a clever
|dog to yank a chuck out of a wall without being much
bitten. A chuck in a stone wall is almost as good game
las a badger, as he sits in the embrasure with only his
ivory muzzle presented to the aggressor. Sometimes the
Iboys bury steel traps in the sand and gravel which the
animals have thrown out at the entrances when digging
Ktheir burrows, and frequently they drown them out by
deluging the holes with, two or three barrels of water,
which they spend much energy in filling and hauling to
the spot on a wagon after school hours. Occasionally
Ifchey catch or shoot them afield, for often the woodchucks
forage at long distances from their holes. Clover is pre-
Iferred to other food, though havoc is made with the
growing stalks of small grains. Young woodchucks
dig new holes or appropriate old ones according to
circumstances. Frequently skunks take possession and
are caught in the traps, to recover which gives the boys
la sweet-scented job. If they happen to have no guns
Ithey cut a sapling as long as they can wield with effect,

Iso as to be beyond reach of the varmint's trajectory, and
I then beat him to death with the end. Generally they are
obliged to bury their clothes after the achievement.
There are sometimes two entrances to a burrow, which is

dug first downward and aslant if in a level field, or
straight into a bank, then upward for a foot or two, and
Ifchen down again at a steep incline to a big round cavity
Bit the terminus, which is used for a nest. Prairie dog
burrows are dug in the same fashion, the object being to
prevent their being flooded by heavy rains, as well as to
resist encroachment of intruders. Holes in banks have
Ian obvious advantage over those in levels, as it is im-
IpoBsible to flood them. Boys, however, locate the nests,
land digging down to them pour the water directly in.

(Many whip lashes used to be made of woodchuck hide in
New England forty or fifty years' ago, and the flesh was
often baked and eaten. A dead woodchuck is a superla-
Itive plaything for a young puppy, especially when on
chain. It amuses him more than a ball, a rag baby, or
Ian old bonnet; it educates his nose and stimulates his
ardor for field work. Chas. Hallock.

NOTES ON FOXES.
G-rand View, Tenn.—I suppose that I really ought to

know something about foxes, having caught them in
every possible way and manner that I ever heard of their
being, except, perhaps, the method which Samson took
when he captured those 800. There were some four or
five varieties in the States of New York and Pennsyl-
vania, but the red were the most numerous, say about 70
per cent. I estimate, as I found them forty years ago.
There were two varieties of the gray fox. The dark gray
is a fine specimen, a trifle larger and more heavily built
than the red, full furred, and the long hair tipped with
black, black legs and furred clean down to the toes, and
invariably with a tuft of long white hair on the end of
the brush. This fox when running on snow, directly
from or toward you, might easily be mistaken for a
genuine black fox.

The cross fox is believed by many to be a distinct
variety, but I imagine it is only a cross between the dark
gray and the red.

The light gray fox is a red-legged chunky little animal,
although considerably outweighing the red: his legs are
bare of fur and his tracks very much resemble tile tracks
of a small doe:. Under favorable circumstances he gets
quite fat. His fur may be reckoned as third rate.

I describe foxes as they are found in early winter; they
appear somewhat different in spring and summer. The
Samson fox is about the size of the red and covered with
a short woolly coat of a dirty pale yellow, destitute of fur
and nearly so of hair, having somewhat the appearance
of being singed by fire, hence the name of Samson fox.
Whether this apparent freak of nature is caused by a dis-

ease of the skin, or whether it is a distinct variety as some
believe, I am unable to say. This I know, that when
stripped of its skin the body shows no signs of disease.
The red fox has wonderful running power, and is a
shrewd, sharp, cunning hunter Avith marvelous instinct,
reaching far beyond that of ordinary game animals.

Antler.

[The dark gray fox mentioned by our correspondent is

evidently the gray fox (Vulpes cinereo-argentatus), the
species which is somewhat notable for its tree climbing
habits. The Samson fox is not known. Its peculiar coat
may be due to disease or possibly to age.]

Lincoln, Neb., April 10.—A friend writing from my
old hunting ground in Presque Isle county, Mich., states
that during a recent stroll through the woods, he came
upon and killed a fox or something of that species, and
describes it as follows. I cannot tell him anything definite
and submit his question to you. Is it a freak or some dis-

tinct species?

"It is black from head back to behind phoulders, gray
and black back to tail, tail black all but tip end, say Bin.',

and this is white as snow. It is a very small fox, no one
here ever saw anything like it; may be you could tell me
something about the kind of animal it is and what is its

value as fur. Wjish I had got it mounted." E. E.
[The animal was probably a gray fox {Vulpes (urocyon)

cinereo-argentatus), though the tip of tail in this species
js usually dark.]

A HOLLOW-HORNED BUCK.
Coutts, Alberta, Canada, March 17.—Editor Forest

and Stream: Not very long ago while hunting with a
friend near here we killed an ordinary black-tail (mule
deer) buck which had hollow horns. The animal is a
common deer with five points and was in very good con-
dition when killed.

The head, which is now stuffed, belongs to a great
friend and fellow hunter here. He is also a taxidermist
and he values the head very much, so I am unable to send
you the horns. The hollow commences in the fork of
the top prong and consists of a small hole about the size
of a ,33cal. rifle. How big the hollow is further down I

cannot say, but my friend who stuffed the head says it is

a good deal larger. While examining the head I took a
small stick and could shove it down through the cavity
nearly to the head. This hollow is in the left horn; the
right antler has no hole that you can see, but on tapping
the horn it sounds hollow, and the owner assures me
that it is so. You can notice nothing strange about the
animal or antlers different to any other deer.

I think that is all the information I can give you. My
friend who owns the head and who has had great experi-
ence in all kinds of deer, assures me he has never seen
anything like it before, and I can say the same for myself,
and I have seen and shot many deer in my time. This is

why I informed you of the matter, hoping it would in-

terest the readers of that splendid paper, the Forest and
Stream. W. Shaw Loogin.

[We have hanging above our desk in this office a pair
of Virginia deer horns, the right antler of which has a
hole about an inch long, through the beam from above
downward . It is no doubt dut- to an injury to the an tier

when it was soft.]

A Twenty-one Point Elk Head.
Bozeman, Mont.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: We send
you a photograph of a 21-point elk head. The widest
spread of horns is 63in. We have had it mounted, and it

is now at our store, the Montana Armory. This elk was

TWENTY-ONE POINT ELK HEAD.

Property of the Montana Armory.

killed last year in the upper Madison Eiver Basin. It is

an exceptionally fine head, and is quite a curiosity, even
to the old hunters.
We also have a bison bull head, the horns of which

measure 16in. in circumference at base, 20iin. each in
length; and the spread of the horns is 33in. The head we
consider the largest perfect bison bull head in America.

Montana Armory.

A Snake in a Fix.

Silverdale, Wash.—I was hunting ducks along a
marshy draw in Nebraska some months ago, and while
walking along a small brook fringed with weeds and
tules, I frightened a small garter snake into the water a
few feet ahead of me. As I came to the place where I

saw him slip down the bank I glanced down in the water;
there I stopped, for the snake was acting in a curious
way. The head was out of sight under the grass that
hung down from the opposite side of the brook, but the
rest of his body was twisting and turning in the water
until it struck a weed or grass stem ; then two or three
turns of the tail would wind about the object and a ten-
sion of the muscles would "bring it all adrift." I didn't
understand that kind of business, so I cut a big sunflower
and stuck it down within reach. Pretty soon I "got a
bite" and hauled out the snake with a freshwater clam
tightly closed on its neck.

I laid the pair in the trail and sat down to see how the
snake would get out. Then came the curious part of it. The
snake would apparently extend its ribs straight and level

from the backbone and try to back out. In doing this he
would shorten about one-fourth in length and "widen" to
about three or four times his proper gauge; and every
time he did this the clam would shut down a little. Then
the snake would try his former tactics and try to get a
"tail holt" on something. I finally cut the muscles of the
clam and released the snake, but had to kill him too, for
the shells of the bivalve had broken his back before I got
him locse.

While watching this performance I very clearly saw an
explanation of how snakes get through seemingly solid
stone walls and in other apparently impossible places,
through this power of expansion and contraction. This
snake was about 14in. long and probably an inch wide
when he flattened, but was only the thickness of his
spinal column, perhaps a quarter of an inch, so he could
get through a pretty small crack if he traveled "edge-
ways."

I nad forgotten the circumstance until lately, and then
I didn't care much about telling it, for, like the genial
O. O. S., I thought maybe the "time wasn't ripe," but this
snake dance in Forest and Stream brings all things
snaky to the fore, El Comancho.

An Unique Kingfisher.

A registered parcel, bearing several kinds of stamps
so curious as to attract the attention of the postmaster,
arrived atSandusky yesterday addressed to Prof. Moseley.
It contained a specimen which has traveled far enough
at one time and another to have gone quite around the
world. But its chief interest lies in the fact that no per-
son or institution in the world has another specimen of
the same kind. It is a beautiful kingfisher which was
shot by Prof. Moseley in the Island of Negros, Philippines,
one thousand miles southeast of China. It is not as large
as our American kingfisher, but has a greater variety of
colors, the breast being buff and white with bars of black,
and the back green, blue, buff, black and brown, arranged
in such an intricate pattern that a full description would
occupy a column. It was shot at dusk from a bamboo
on the bank of a little stream about a mile from the ocean.
It was alone and none like it was seen during: the re-
mainder of the expedition; nor did Bourne and Worcester,
who have since spent two years collecting in the islands,
obtain a specimen Prof. Steere, the leader of the first

expedition, on arriving in this country and comparing
the specimen with other kingfishers from the East Indies
and the descriptions in works on ornithology, decided it

to be a new species and named it Halcyon moseleyi. But
Prof. Moseley, not feeling sure that it was really distinct
from other species of Halcyon already known, took it to
the British Museum, which contains the largest collection
of birds in the world. The chief ornithologist of this
museum, Mr. R. B. Sharpe, has made a special study of
the kingfishers and is the author of a book devoted to
them, and illustrated with colored plates. Mr. Sharpe
pronounced the bird distinct from any previously des-
cribed and tried to induce Mr. Moseley to let the British
Museum have it, offering liberal exchange. Not succeed-
ing in this he obtained consent to keep it long enough to
have an engraving made of it. After this it was in some
way lost until a few weeks ago one of the ornithologists
of the museum in overhauling some cases^ ran across it

and sent it on. It will be kept at the high school build-
ing, and Sandusky may well be proud of having a bird
which is unique in the true sense of the word.

—

Sandxisky
Register.

A Tame Snow Goose.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read with no little interest the article byWm. W.

Hart in your issue of 14th inst., "A Bewildered Wild
Swan," as I once had an experience nearly the same.
Some twelve years ago I came from the West to visit my
old home at Glens Falls, N. Y. It was in the woodcock
season, and one day my brother-in-law and I went to
Lake George, where I have often had a good day's sport.
We followed up one of the little streams that come run-
ning down the mountain side, and finally concluded to
climb the mountain. As we were nearing the top, I was
looking up the stream and saw on a sheet of water where
the stream widened out so as to form quite a little pond.
Something snow-white was floating there. At first I
thought it a bunch of foam, but immediately discovered
that it was alive. Being so far from any habitation, I
concluded that it must be wild , and cocking both barrels
of my hammerless, I started to walk directly toward it,

expecting to see it rise and fly. It did not do so. I got
within 20ft. of it. I then saw that it was a genuine
snow goose. I actually walked up to and picked it

up. It seemed to be in perfect health, but very tame.
Then of course I thought it was some one's pet. We took
it down the mountain into the town of Caldwell and tried
to find an owner. But no one knew or had ever heard of
it. We put it under our buckboard seat and took it home.
My father-in-law, Mr. J. L. Kenworthy, had a nice lawn
with a large fountain and basin. He put it in the water,
and they kept it there for a year or two. It lived on the
lawn and in the fountain, and was a beautiful specimen
of the genuine snow goose. The very strange thing
about it was its being so very tame and where it could
have come from. I have never seen any common goose
so tame and such a pet. The only version I could ever
have was that it was entirely void of any brain or sense.

A. M. Decker.

" That reminds me."

She was Grateful for the Venison.

Lebanon, N. H.—Last September I was in Errol on one
of my yearly fishing and hunting trips, and while there I
discovered a new kind of venison which I would like to
have some of your learned contributors classify. I was
awakened about 3 o'clock one morning by a racket in the
office directly under my room. Going down to investi-

gate, I found six sportsmen, who had driven over from
Colebrook for a day's hunt. We let them take our guide
and they secured another and started for the woods.
Along in the afternoon one dog drove a buck in at the head
of the pond. There was hurrying to and fro; two boats
were manned and then the fun began. One of them was
armed with a . 45-90 and when the cannon spoke you would
think the guns were bombarding old Sumpter. The
sportsman in the forward boat shot four times and then
the rifle went click; in the hurry he had forgotten to fill

his magazine. Well, they shot eight times at the game,
and then it swam ashore within 4 rods of them, and, I

presume, is still happy in its native wilds. When they
got back to the house their blood was up and some-
thing must be done, so they sent the guide to me to try
and buy the deer that we had killed the day before. (I

believe in that platform plank, no game for sale). Being
refused that, the guide came back and wanted to buy the
hide. I told him that they were welcome to that. The
old guide had a farm and on it some very large sheep and
lambs. So they gave the old gentleman $3 to go up and
shoot one of his sheep and to take the pelt off, so that there
would be no "give-away." Then they started for Cole-
brook. But the best of the joke was when the genial lady
editor of the Colebrook News came out in a card of thanks
to the boys for their generous slice of venison.

Mascomy.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and much earlier as practicable.
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THE SOUTH JERSEY DEER DRIVE.

A Belated Rejoinder.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Returning from a winter's wandering in the West In-

dies, Mexico, Yucatan and Florida, I find upon my return

to my home in South Jersey a bundle of Forest and
Streams, beginning with the issue of Jan. 20. Before

lea,ving home I had induced my friend Col. J. Howard
Willets, of my county, to contribute to the journal an
account of his most extraordinary deer chase of last

autumn, when by superior strategy and management he
was enabled to kill a deer by means of his pack of hounds
without the use of firearms. In my ignorance, I thought
this feat of sportsmanship, taking into consideration the

nature of the country and the inexperience of the dogs,

unique. I have known the neighboring deer country for

more than thirty years, and never before heard of an in-

stance of dogs killing an unwounded, full-grown deer, as

this was. This deer was fifty times during the chase
within a hundred yards of freedom, for had she recrossed

the railroad she would have been free; but the manage-
ment of the Colonel, who directed the hunt, in each
instance headed her off and turned her course back into

the river meadows and swamps. If the chase produced
no other valuable result, it at least converted a pack of

green rabbit and fox-pursuing dogs into experienced deer-

hounds.
The mild criticism of O. H. Hampton is that of a gentle-

man, and is the sole occasion of this notice of the con-

troversy. I induced my friend to furnish the narration,

although not at all in sympathy myself with deer hunting.

The Colonel was a brave and distinguished soldier in the
war, and carries about his person some seven souvenirs of

rebel lead. At the same time, all little children love him,
and the disinterested dog's tail wags ever a welcome to

him. Cruelty is as foreign to his nature as truth and con-
siderate speech is to that of some contributors to respect-

able journals. He cannot take exception, however, to

the comment of 0. H. H., with which I sympathize, for

personally I do not like killing deer in States like New
Jersey at all; they are too pretty and rare to be molested.
For the past nine years I have had many opportunities to
kill deer in Florida, and have never availed myself of one
of them, But I can understand that others enjoy the
pursuit by hounds of foxes, jack rabbits or deer, and in
amusing themselves in this way, I do not presume to
criticise them, even amiably—certainly not with viru-

lence.
It must be borne in mind, too, that still-hunting is

impossible in South Jersey, owing to the nature of
the country; the only method of killing a deer is by
having hounds chase it to the hunter; if the deer passes
the stand, it, and the hounds as well, are lost for the day.
The assumption of all the critics, agreeable or other-

wise, on this subject, seems to be that a small doe was
turned into a barnyard, with a pack of ferocious blood-
hounds to pull her down. They are absolutely ignorant
of the topography of this region. Dogs, except in this

unique instance, never have taken an unwounded deer,
and that alone is sufficient raison d'etre for the contribu-
tion.

There is no ground for the assertion that the chase in
this instance was "a little deer," for it was distinctly
stated that its weight was 901bs., dressed, which would
be that of a full grown buck in Florida, a region with
whose deer I am most familiar. Nor is it fair to assert,

as did one of the violent critics, that the doe was in an
improper condition for slaughter; this was untrue, and
would impugn the wisdom of the Legislature of New
Jersey, which has prescribed the six weeks' open season
in which the chase occurred.
Hasty and inconsiderate attacks like the most which

this narrative has elicited, proceed from sportsmen of
limited experience whoJbelong to the mugwumps of the
guild, a class defined in politics by a prominent politician
as those who "never vote for any one, but always against
some one." They have the power to wound the sensitive,
and in this case, without justification, have, I doubt not,
annoyed a gentleman and thorough sportsman.

F. S. J. C.

DR. COOK'S EXPEDITION TO THE NORTH
Willie and Clara, son and daughter of the frozen

North, whose Eskimo names are not so readily pro-
nounceable as the familiar English ones, by which they
have become acquainted in Brooklyn, will bid farewell to
American friends and American habits next June, and
return to their Labrador homes on the ship that carries
the summer excursion party to northern Greenland.
They do not say very much about their impressions of
America, its peoples, its institutions, because they are
able to talk only in broken English, but their expressive
looks when something new or odd comes within range,
denotes the curiosity, pleasure or admiration they feel.
The brother and sister have got along amazingly well
since landing in New York last autumn, have accustomed
themselves to civilized clothes and modes of living, and
do not grieve for the snow and ice, the seals and the black
bear of their Northern home. But I promised to return
them, and they will be restored to their parents' await-
ing arms, before the year is much older. Occasionally
the boy and girl experience fits of home sickness, but
these never continue long enough to be worth consider-
ing. Gentle Clara, with her lovable manners, who has
learned to follow American ways even more rapidly than
her brother, will not return eagerly to the Eskimo attire,
however glad she may be to find herself really at home.
She is extremely fond of her new style of dress, and when
on occasions I have desired her to don the old habit and
appear in her skin suit before an audience listening to a
lecture, it has been with much reluctance that she con-
sented. She has acquired the art of housekeeping fairly
well; and strange to say has made firm resolutions to
hereafter wash herself at least once a day, so fortunate
indeed will be the Eskimo gallant who wins the accom-
plished Clara for a wife. Willie, besides finding out how
to beat the neighboring boys at their favorite games, has
become a useful individual about the house, and in taking
care of my pack of Eskimo wolf dogs. A number of the
latter have been lost by death, but this was not Willie's
fault. The boy, who is yet only sixteen, will take back

to his native heath a fund of juvenile information cal-

culated to astonish the younger element, and the old ones

too, of his tribe, and he will have enough tales of wonder-
ful happenings and strange sights to entertain them for

at least several of their four months long seasons of con-

stant night. Willie and Clara, Mikok and Kahlahkatak,

MISS liAHLAHEATAK.

as they are known at home, in years to come may cease

to think of friends who have gone before, but they are
not likely to tire of reverting to their American exper-
iences and the sciences which to them were nothing less

than marvellous.
The story of how this interesting couple were "cap-

tured," is easily told. I merely "borrowed" them from
their parents, and am soon to' return them their loan.

Both were anxious to come, and I am rather pleased to be
able to say they are not so anxious to go back. The girl,

who is two years older than her brother, has by her
quickness in learning proved herself the brighter of the
two, though I have never seen smarter or more active
Eskimos in either Labrador or Greenland, than Clara and
Willie. During my two previous visits to the far North,
I made a special study of these odd people, and I intend
this summer to continue the work, which has proved ex-
tremely interesting and instructive. I may not have
another opportunity to carry off the contents of an
isolated Eskimo graveyard to add to my present collec-

tion of decaying homes, but there is ample material
among the living representatives of a most curious race to
occupy the entire attention of a diligent student.
This summer"s trip, though, is not to be wholly given up

to scipntific pursuits. The excursion party to sail from
New York late in June for Labrador and northern Green-
land, will include a number of men and perhaps a few
ladies, who would not join the expedition were it not for
the facilities, exceptional facilities too. it will afford for

MIKOK AND THE DOG CHIHO.

hunting and fishing. They are going to enjoy the
pleasures that ardent sportsmen can extract from the chase
for big game, in which the countries to be visited abound.
Superb indeed is the sport to be found among the drifting
Arctic ice-floes, and our hunters when they return will
have tales of rare adventures to unfold. Ice*"that moves
slowly along the Greenland coast, is the home of the bear
and walrus, and I have been an eager participant in
a score of hunting excursions after these immense brutes.
They are quite easy prey, but there is plenty of fun and
excitement for a bear-killing or walrus-spearing party,
and those who go North this year, say they intend to
secure as much of it as possible. Mr. Walter S. Sinn
proposes to decorate his theater office next winter with
trophies, and I have no doubt he will be able to satisfy \

his hopes. The wooded wilderness of Labrador and the I

snowy wastes of Greenland, are ideal regions for the en-
thusiastic sportsmen. In the former we find the black

'

bear, caribou, timber wolf, lynx, the red, blue and gray
fox, otter, mink and other fur-bearing animals, the snow-
goose, eider duck, guillemot, great northern diver, auk-^

and partridge. In Greenland or on its ice-bound northern
coast, besides the polar bear, walrus, whale, narwhal and
seal, are found reindeer in great numbers, and many of
the varieties of animals and birds with which Labrador
abounds. The Labrador streams and Greenland fjords

teem with salmon and trout, those to be caught in south-

ern Greenland being of rare size. Northwestern Canada
and .Alaska are described as possessing strong attractions

for the hunters and fishers, but the inducement they hold
forth to the sportsmen cannot rival those possessed by
Greenland and Labrador.
The excursionists will be away from the United States

something less than three months. Starting before the
end of June, we go first to Labrador, where a scien-

.

tific party of ten from the University of Pennsylvania
are to be landed. After spending as long a time as is

worth while, on this coast, we cross to southern Green-
land, and then proceed leisurely northward, making
numerous stoppages, until Inglefield Gulf is reached.
Some of the party will land at different points, to be *

picked up on the return trip. These will be provisioned
and equipped for hunting, fishing and journeys over land.
At Inglefield Gulf, we will meet Peary and his party of
observers. Here I will take charge of a sledge trip to the
interior, which is intended to occupy two or three days,
those who accompany me being given a realistic taste of
the experiences of Arctic explorers, in traveling over
snow and ice, sleeping in skinbags in the open air and
cooking our pemican by the heat of an oil stove, just as
the Arctic explorer does it. If possible, we are going a
little further north to Verhocff Glacier, but time or the
weather or ice may prevent this.

The plans laid out, and here briefly outlined, are calcu-
lated to make the expedition as interesting to the summer
tourist as it will be attractive to the knowledge-seeking
scientist, or adventurous and exciting to the bloodthirsty
huntsmen. The coast and inland scenery is incompar-
able in its unique beauty, the marvelous glacial phenom- *

ena is worth journeying thousands of miles to gaze upon,
and the majestic icebergs as they sweep grandly by in
the Arctic currents, give us an impressive lesson of
the wonderous mysteries of Northern nature. Those
who accompany the steamer to the northernmost point,

Will be within a few hundred miles of the long sought
Pole, and almost as close to it as man has ever penetrated.
But they will not be as far away from New York as they
would be in San Francisco, and the clothing they would
wear at home in the months of spring will most times be
quite sufficient for comfort within the Arctic circle. Fori
the season of constant day in the North, the time we are
to visit it, is a season of warmth and balmy breezes with-
out malaria or mosquitoes. Frederick A. Cook, M.D.

15 Hart Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

MOOSE IN NORTHERN MAINE.
Every sportsman enjoys a description of a successful

hunt, especially if it contains information that will enable
him to go to the same locality and have the same success.:

Sportsmen are the subject of so much slander in respect
to their reputation for truth and veracity that amateurs!
hardly dare to let then- friends know they are going on a
hunt." If on their return they have been unsuccessful,

they are guyed, and life is made a burden. If they bring
home big game they are always accused of having bought
it or hired some one to shoot it. A truthful story of how
two amateurs shot moose, with only such assistance from:

1

the guides as any sportsman can accept with honor, may
be of interest.

On Dec. 9 last the writer and another amateur, both of

Caribou, started out on a hunt for large game. It was:

moose we wanted, and it was moose we intended to get;

and in the face of jeers and derogatory remarks from in-

terested friends we started. Our destination was some'
point on the headwaters of the Aroostook River. Our firsts

day's journey took us to Oxbow Plantation, which is

situated on the Aroostook River, and on the border of:

the immense wilderness of northern Maine, forty milesi

from Caribou. Here we engaged Clarence Peavy and)

Miles Arbo as guides, they having been recommended toi

us by an old hunter. Just here a little advice to amateur,
sportsmen about guides. If you are going into a strange
country, place yourself unreservedly in the hands of your
guides. Tell them what you want and trust them. Some
are dishonest and will take advantage of you; but these

are the exceptions. A good guide has a reputation to sus-

tain; and if put on his honor will seldom go back on you.

Don't blame him for what he cannot help; be considerate,,

especially when disappointed, and you will get good*

service, and game, if it is in his power to find it. We told]

our guides that we wanted moose, and left them to make]
all arrangements, select the locality to be visited and take

'

us to it. They selected Smith Brook Camp, a small
branch of the Mooselick stream, which is a branch of the^

Aroostook River. It is thirty miles from Oxbow, and we]
arrived at the camp the second morning from home.
The next morning we started at daylight, taking differ-J

ent directions. The snow was about a foot deep and
traveling was tiresome. We gave out before noon andij

returned to camp, much to the disgust of the guides.

We traveled about eight miles that day, and at no time]
were we over 3£ miles from camp. We held a consulta-]

tion in camp that night and decided to send the guides out I

to find moose signs while we rested. The guides started]

at daylight the next day, taking different directions.)]

Arbo got back about 3 o'clock. He had found two bull]

moose, but had frightened them, and it was no use to'

I

chase them. Peavy got in about 5 o'clock. He had found]
three bull moose and had not disturbed them; they were;]

about five miles from camp and were feeding. He had|
taken a circle of about eighteen miles before he found
them.
The next morning we started at daylight all together. I

The guides broke down the snow, and we followed. On
]

we tramped. We saw deer and caribou on the way.
The thermometer marked 10° below zero. The windJ
blew a gale. It was a perfect day for still-hunting.]

There was no crust to make a noise, and the cracking of

the trees by the wind drowned all noise we made. Sud-
]

denly, directly in front of us an enormous cow moose and
two calves got up from the snow, not 50yds. away.
"Don't shoot," cried Peavy, "you want horns, don't you?"
It was a trying time, to let this enormous animal, weigh-,

ing at least l.SOOlbs., go away unharnied, This cow was
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larger than the bulls we afterward shot. The calves were
odd-looking beasts, the most ungainly animals that travel,
all head, body and legs. A camel is a beauty compared
Iwith them. The cow was not handsome, but she was so
large that she looked imposing and respectable. We were
impatient that the guides had not allowed us to shoot her,
but after they told us that if we shot her we should prob-

lably lose the bulls, which were not a mile away, we felt

better. "The bulls were in the next valley," said Peavy.
I "They were feeding down the wind. We will go round
this mountain and meet them. It is no use to follow
them down the wind. They have the finest scent of any
lanimal living, and will smell us a mile."
I So we started round the mountain. We had gone less
than three fourths of a mile from where we saw the
cow and calves when suddenly our guides halted. We
Iwere on the side of a mountain in an open beech and
birch growth. The wind blew a gale right in our faces
land the air was thick with snow from the trees. We
could not see five rods, but the guides could. "I see
them," he said, "they are lying down." His keen eye
had seen the head of a moose 300yds. away. Even after
he had pointed it out to us we could not for a long time

tell what it was. When at last we had located it we pre-
Ipared to shoot; off came our gloves, we melted the snow
from our eyes and warmed our hands—forgotten were
lour tired legs and cold fingers.

I "If they start, shoot; if not, don't shoot till I give the
word," said Peavy. Slowly we moved toward them.
Soon we could see two immense heads. Nearer and
feearer we came till we were less than 100yds. from them.We stopped. "Take good aim at the neck, near the top.
Can you hit it?" asked the guide. "All right, fire!" The
Itwo rifles made but one report. The mark looked as big
fas the side of a barn; both heads dropped. So sure had
Ibeen the aim that neither of the moose got up, but from
behind a small fir about 10ft. away an enormous animal
sprang to his feet. Crack, crack, and he plunged head-
long. Both guides had fired. We rushed forward,
land a sight which will rarely be seen greeted us. Three
bull moose weighing over l.OOOlbs. each lay dead in a
space not 20ft. square, each with magnificent antlers, all

perfect. The smallest set spread 4ft. lin. , and had nine
prongs on one side and ten prongs on the other; the
largest set spread 4ft. 6in. and had ten and twelve prongs.
I To get these immense carcasses out of the woods whole
pwas the next question. We were five miles from camp
and thirty miles from Oxbow; but our guides were equal
ltd the emergency. Arbo walked to Oxbow the next day,
and came back on the following day with a big pair of
horses. While he was gone we swamped a road from
Camp to where the moose lay, and the next day we loaded
our moose and started for home at Oxbow. The load was
go heavy we were obliged to put on four horses, and we
arrived home in just ten days from the time we started,
bringing with us the two moose which we had shot, all

!Whole. Although these moose had been exposed to a
temperature of over 10° below zero the whole of five days,
and part of the time to a temperature of 20° and 25° be-
low, so great was the animal heat in them and so thick
the skin and hair, they were not frozen when we got
home.
We want sportsmen to know what can be done in north-

ern Maine in the way of large game, and if this account
will encourage any one to try his luck we shall be satis-
fied, for we belong to that great body of sportsmen who
are all friends and hail fellows well met everywhere. Let
them try northern Maine for big game, and with only
reasonable effort they can be assured of success.

Caribou, Maine. C. G. L.

IN NORTH CAROLINA SWAMPS.
"Sammy's a nice boy." Yes, I quite agree with you

Pappy, Sammy is a nice boy; we all like Sammy, yet there
were two things I had "agin him," one his mania for
quail hunting, the other his capacity for smoking "blow-
Iputs." We cured him of the first, by giving him a deer
hunt, but the other we couldn't check. In other respects
he was all right. "As trim a little feller as I ever saw,
gentlemen," says Pappy. And who is Pappy? Well, Pappy
is a bred and born hunter, living in the Dismal Swamps of
North Carolina, and with whom we spent the last week
in October and the first week in November. He has killed
more deer and bear than any man in the State, so he says,
but Pint says he don't believe he ever saw a bear outside
of a zoological garden. Anyway he is a capital hunter;m theory. Pirn is an authority on bear hunting, though
Sammy says he has but one specialty, and that is skinning
deer, he invariably sends head and feet on the hide to
have them all tanned together, and has been known to
pay as much as $7,50 for the tanning of one skin. On
that one skin hangs a tale, and for the benefit of his feel-
ings I won't make it public.
The ten days we spent with Pappy hunting, were cer-

tainly full of excitement, though toe weather was really
too warm to do much tramping, but as we went for pleas-
ure and health, and not for slaughter, we were well satis-
fied. We found an abundance of game, and could have
killed a dozen deer had we wanted "simply to kill.' We
were satisfied with one apiece.
I shall never forget our first and only night in camp.

We had planned a big time bear hunting by moonlight,
and in lieu of this sailed six miles down the river and
made camp. We were late starting in the afternoon,
consequently it was night when we arrived at the place
selected by Pappy for camp. When we landed we found
water all over the swamp, so we had to fall to and pitch
our shack in the dryest wet place we could find. After
Cutting pine boughs enough for bedding, and using our
sail for shelter, we pitched in and got supper. The wind
was blowing a gale and kept us moving around the corners,

las it were, to avoid the smoke. This was a new experi-
I ence to Pirn and Sammy, and how we enjoyed it. Supper
oyer and pipes finished, we concluded there was too much

I wind to hunt bear successfully, so we turned in, after
I fighting for outside places. About 3 A. M. I awoke, and
I was wedged in so tight between Tommy and Sammy I
I could scarcely breathe. Sammy was also "breathin' hard"
I andawake. I don'tknowwhetherwe had all swollen during
I the night from being water-logged or from eating the cold
I Wet sweet potatoes they grow there, I only know we had
I to crawl out and take a breath. We were cold and hungry,
I «o grabbing the coffee pot I made for the water, while
I Sammy hunted the flask; in a few minutes we had a pot
I of boiling water and soon a hot punch. The perfume of
L this aroused Pirn, and in an instant he had a nervous
f chill, but he couldn't work ofl our sympathy that way.

He begged for "just one drop;" finally he said, "Let me
smell it." We didn't. He turned over, muttering some-
thing about "bumps on a log" and went to sleep. We sat
up keeping the fire warm until time for breakfast, and I
assure you it was a welcome time. After feeding men
and dogs we started on a deer hunt, but there was too
much water in the swamps. I got one shot at a fine deer
but scored a clean miss, though three weeks after Pappy
informed me they had found a nice deer about 300yds.
from where I shot, with a hole through him. I believe he
was only trying to make me feel better over my decidedly
poor shooting. That night saw us safely back at the
house and with good, dry beds.
The next day a little buck ran plump over Pirn. He

says he aimed at the place the heart should have been,
though later on we discovered he had hit it on the foot;
that was a pretty good shot, though, for him. The little

buck then ran to Sammy, who brought him down. This
was Sammy's first deer; it made a convert of him.
The next day Tommy shot and killed a nice doe. I had

almost forgotten to introduce you to Tommy; he is the
son of Pappy, and a fine, healthy, strong, honest and in-

dustrious young man, with any amount of "go" in him,
which is more than I can say for many in that country.
He is an excellent hunter also, and one I could recom-
mend a friend to who wanted sport. Never too tired "to
tramp up another" if you say so. The next day Pirn
went to the "stompin' ground" and the dogs ran another
fine buck to him, which he got in some way, though
Sammy swears he coulnn't find where the ball struck him.
We came near losing Sammy while on this trip.

Pappy's "wife's cousin's daughter was the girl for him."
Pirn and I thought it was settled. Pappy told him "there
was no better stock in the country, and that her father
was well off . 'Why," said he, 'T reckin he's worth as
much as $1,500." He also informed the young lady that
' Sammy had a good job, and was makin' nigh on to
$1,000 a year, and his daddy was rich."
The section of country we visited is a paradise of game.

Deer, bear, quail, woodcock, duck, geese and swan can
be had in quantities in season, and for that matter, they
are had out of season, too, as little or no attention is paid
to game laws. The people in most parts are very hos-
pitable, at least I have found them so the past two seasons
I have hunted there. Should we not make the Northwest
next fall we certainly will pull out for North Carolina and
Pappy's. In the mean time we shall do our utmost to
marry Sammy in order to head Pappy off, for there will
be no escape for him another time should he gaze on her
with "those nice blue eyes of his'n." May we all be
spared health and wealth enough to visit Pappy and his
interesting family for many years to come. J. R. P.
Philadelphia.

An Indian Turkey Call.

Our contributor "Brian the Still-Hunter" sends us from
Michigan the interesting turkey call illustrated. "It was
made," he writes, "by an Indian and used by him several
years; then he gave it to an old hunter and trapper, who
used it as occasion offered for twenty-three years. He in
turn gave it to me some seven years'ago. In the hands of
one who knows how, a splendid call can be given with it

TURKEY CALL.

in several different tones. But one has to use both hands,
and in that it is behind the calls now in use."
The call consists of a segment of cow's horn, 2Jin. deep,

in the base of which is fitted a thin wooden bottom piece.

From the center of the bottom rises a wooden pin 440in.
in diameter, with a rounded end. A bit of slate com-
pletes the outfit. The call is produced by scraping the
face of the slate across the top of the peg, when the sound
given out is so marvelously like the note of the turkey,
that when it was first made in this office every man-jack
within hearing grabbed his gun and lay low for the gob-
bler. The call has a place in the Forest and Stream
museum.

That Connecticut Deer.
Connecticut has two novelties, an occasional deer and

a law on occasion to protect it. Last winter near Darien
a deer was come upon, hounded and killed by Ira C. Petty.
A recent issue of the Stamford Advocate says: "The first

prosecution in this county under the new game law which
went into effect the first of last October, was conducted on
Saturday before Justice Scheldnecht, of Darien. Game
Warden Toomey appeared for the county and charged Ira
C. Petty with having willfully and maliciously killed a
deer, which was wandering around Darien last winter.
The accused was found guilty and fined $100 and costs.

He took an appeal. The law reads: 'Any person who
shall hunt, kill, attempt to kill, chase, or take any deer,
buck, doe, or fawn in this State, during the ten years
succeeding Oct. 1, 1893, shall be fined not less than $100.'

Few people were aware that there were deer in this part
of the State. But there appears to be a few in some of
the towns."

Will Give the Game a Rest.

Hampton, Va.—Editor Forest and Stream: Our Leg-
islature has given us a law for Elizabeth City county,
which prohibits the killing of partridges, woodcock and
rabbits, until November 15, 1895, with a penalty of from
$10 to $50 for every violation of same. The sportsmen of
the county are very much in earnest about the matter and
will prcsecute offenders to the full extent of the law.

Segar Whiting.

THAT TEXAS DUCKING SCORE.
San Antonio, Texas.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

only truth contained in the clipping sent you from the
Corpus Christi Caller about our duck shooting is the fact
that Mr. Critzer and myself visited Corpus Christi and
shot ducks at that time, but there were no such number
of ducks killed—nothing near it. The killing existed only
in the diseased imagination of the reporter of the Corpus
Christi paper. Of course we know that there was no in-
tention of doing harm as far as the Caller man was con-
cerned. He simply noted that some prominent gentlemen
were visiting his town and thought to please them by
printing the exaggerated report of the duck killing, which
is frequently done in other cases. They like to print these
exaggerated killings in the hope that it may induce
sportsmen to visit them. That is perfectly natural.
Furthermore, Mr. Critzer had but 210 shells, and shot a

24-gauge gun. We went to Corpus on a telegram which
we received from Mr. Max Luther of that place, and had
just a half-hour to load shells, etc. Having but a few on
hand, Mr. A. W. Adams, who is visiting here from Chi-
cago, volunteered to load 100 shells for me. They were
20-gauge, so we two criminals went on that duck hunt
armed with 20 and 24-gauge guns and 200 shells apiece.
That we struck good shooting we don't deny. We also

shot our shells away before dinner, when we returned to
town. Guns and ammunition were offered us to shoot
out the rest of the day; we refused both.

If men are to be condemned from a sportsman's stand-
point of having killed too much game by shooting under
the above circumstances, and all very stiff wing-shooting
at that, to the tune of a bitter norther, then Mr. Critzer
and the writer plead guilty. We might have carried
some shells back with us, but the ducks flew in our faces,
and any man who can keep from snooting a pop-gun
under such circumstances, through fear of violating the
laws of propriety, I don't think exists in Texas.
Undoubtedly Mr. Simpson is a great game protector

—

much better than the pair he accuses and criticises; but
then he never goes hunting—except in his office with a
villainous pencil. If he should go, the game is perfectly
safe, for he can't hit anything if he does shoot. Generally
when an attack is made on reputable citizens there is a
motive. So there is in this case. It is revenge.
In May, 1891, Mr. Simpson was secretary of the local

gun club, who "entertained" the State Association on the
occasion of the fourteenth annual tournament. Mr.
Critzer and the writer were appointed a committee to
solicit merchandise and funds to be used as prizes and
added moneys in the tournament. The result of a hard
two weeks' canvass of the city netted a lot of merchandise
prizes and over $500 in cash, which was clearly under-
stood to go to the shooters.
During the shoot and preceding a certain event the

sum of $100 was announced to be added to that event by
an agent of the club. He distinctly said "added." When
the shoot came off the management refused to add the
money, and virtually kept every cent of that which had
been given by the citizens for that purpose. I character-
ized the action of the management as infamous and inde-
cent. Simpson was not on the side of honesty, and ever
since that time he has been attacking me in the press.

I do not desire to extend the blame contained in these
lines to the present membership of the San Antonio Gun
Club, which has materially changed. In fact the entire
personnel of the organization is metamorphosed and I
only refer to this fact to show that the attack by Simpson
is not made purely for the love of protection, but for the
purpose of harassing me and placing me in a false posi-
tion before my sportsmen brethren.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Simpson is anything but the

sportsman's friend. He never at any time took the initia-

tive in prosecuting violators of the game law, or in en-
deavoring to secure proper legislation for the protection
of game. Per contra: I have individually engineered all

the prosecutions in cases of game law violations, securing
the help of friendly lawyers, spent my own funds in
securing witnesses, and generally attending to all matters
of that kind. I have written pounds upon pounds of
"stuff" for publications of all kinds in the advocacy of
game laws and their enforcement. O. C. Guessaz.

Bullets for the .45cal.

Last year after shooting deer for a long time with a .38-

40-180 Winchester repeater, I bought a .45-90 single shot.
I have had little opportunity to test this gun except at the
target. I am a good deal interested in the question of
loads and bullets. The African hunter, Mr. Selous, is

quoted in a recent number of Forest and Stream, as say-
ing that for really big game the light hollow pointed ball
is not satisfactory. As your readers know that, for the
cartridge above mentioned weighs 300grs., and has a very
deep hollow with thin walls around it, can some one
who has shot moose, bear, etc., give us some light here?
In that most entertaining and instructive article on
American bears which you recently published, the writer
speaks of using a .45-125, in which this same 300grs. ball is

employed. Does he consider it a sufficiently heavy
miosile for grizzly bear?
I was surprised when I received my .45-90 at the very

slow twist and shallow grooves of the barrel. The
question with me is how heavy and long a ball such a
barrel will hold end on. The manufacturers make a cart-
ridge for this rifle loaded with 82grs. of powder and the
.45-405 bullet, but I am so far from civilization that I have
never had an opportunity of trying it. The point with
me is to find out just how I had best load my shells for an
interview with the jaguar or Mexican tiger, an occasion
to which I am looking forward with much interest.

Have any of your readers had experience with a ball

sucli as Mr. Selous describes—"one weighing 360grs.
with a small hollow at the point, thick walls around the
hollow part and a heavy solid end?" Is such a bullet on
the market? It seems to me that his reasons for recom-
mending it are eminently sound. Meantime here is the
Winchester Co., with an advertisement on the cover of
the "only" Forest and Stream, telling how with this rifle

of theirs (.45-90), a mighty hunter killed rhinoceros,
giraffe and other large beasties. Could they enlighten us
as to what bullet did all this remarkable work? Aztec.

[It was probably the metal patched bullet weighin
295grs.]

77<<? Forest AND STREAM is put to press each week on Tues-
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IN DIXIE LAND.-VII1.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

Do Bob Whites Pack?

If one should ask 100 experienced sportsmen the ques-

tion, Do Bob White quail ever band up in numbers larger

than bevy numbers, i. e. , do several families ever unite
and take wing together, after the fashion of the mountain
quail or the blue quail, or as the pinnated grouse do in

autumn? it is very likely that 99 out of the 100 would say
No. Among those who would say "Yes," would be Mr.
A. 0. Paris, of San Antonio, Mr. R. Merrill of Milwaukee
and myself. Mr. O. C. Guessaz of San Antonio, who saw
the same instance perhaps less perfectly than we did,

would say "No," and would ridicule the idei that it could
be possible. Yet Mr. Paris, Mr. Merrill an 1 myself fully

believe that we saw one flock, bunch, or aggregation of
Bob White quail which numbered between 75 and 100,

which all took wing together in one body, and which lit

as one body, no more scattered than such a number natu-
rally would be. Mr. Guessaz was a little further back and
did not see the birds at the instant they rose to the dogs.
He saw them on the wing and thought they weremeadow-
larks, though he does not claim that he saw the white tail

of the larks, and I think only offers the lark theory as the
best explanation of the phenomenon. Mr. Paris, Mr.
Merrill and myself thought the manner of flight was that

of the Bob White. We marked the birds down upon the
top of a cottonfield knoll. Some of them, nearly one-third,

I saw go into the thicket, which larks would not do and
which quail would. Moreover, where we marked the
birds down on the cotton, we began to put up quail, and
found them scattered and running all over that field all

the rest of the evening. Yet we did not put up any larks

there. Mr. Guessaz thought the birds were larks, and
that they ran off, and that the birds we found were a
bevy which had not been started, but which we found
right where we marked down the mysterious birds. And
there the question rests. I have not yet met a sportsman
who would admit that our birds were quail. Yet I am
myself altogether satisfied that they were. The impossi-
ble thing often happens.

It may seem still stranger to readers how there could
be any question about this, since it was simply a matter
of eyesight in which all should have agreed, if all were
hunters enough to know quail at all when seen. Yet how
this could very easily happen will be understood at once
by any one who has shot over Texas cotton field country
on a very cloudy and rainy day. We were having just

such a day, and we found it very hard to distinguish the
birds against the reddish brown and gray of the cover
over which they flew, and it was hard to mark them
down well at any great distance. Often we pulled down
on larks that sprang near us, thinking they were quail.

The country was full of larks, which were often in great
flocks. At 200yds. it would have been hard to distinguish
a lark from a quail at first sight. We were 60 or 75yds.
behind this big flock of birds when the dogs put them up,
and we saw them the whole of their flight, I think they
were quail. It is possible that several bevies may have
been feeding near together, and have gone up together
for the once. We saw no more such large bodies of quail,

though of distinct bevies we found a remarkable abund-
ance, and they were all very large bevies, some with 25
or 30 birds apparently.
We found that the Texas Bob Whites run a great deal

more after they alight than the Northern birds do. Very
often the dogs would road hundreds of yards from where
the birds were marked before they would get them
fairly stopped and pointed, and often it seemed that the
birds would rather run than fly. Evil associations cor-
rupt good manners, and I suppose this trait is caught
from a too close juxtaposition to the racehorse blue quail
of the Southwest.
The Texas Bob White seemed to me smaller than the

Northern birds, of an ashier cast of plumage, and of a
flight hardly so strong or long. The apparent swiftness
of a bird is much diminished when you have it out in the
open, and most of our shooting was done in the open
fields.

Details.

But I suppose a great many people will be most anxious
to learn how many birds we saw, where they were and
how many we killed. To these let me patiently reply that
I don't know how many we killed. The rain stopped our
shooting, and we were able to keep afield for only a few
hours; but I think we had about sixty birds to the four
guns. We could have killed a great many more if we
had had any pressing necessity to do so. As it was, we
found it much drier over at the Mexican house where our
team was put up, and much cleaner in the Mexican's door-
yard than it was in the cotton fields during the rain.
No matter how tumble-down a Mexican's house is, or how
poor the owner, you will always find the dooryard swept
scrupulously clean for some * distance about the house.
This is a sort of insect-like habit the Mexican women
have.
How many birds we saw in all I could not say, but

probably as many as 400, nearly all on a place not much
over three-quaxters of a mile square. The locality was
about twenty miles out from San Antonio. Our friends
apologized for not showing us any more birds. No shooter
in the North has any idea of the numbers of birds even
now in these Southern States. It seemed to me that Dick
Merrill and I were singularly fortunate in always landing
right where the birds were the thickest. Certainly no
one could ask a country any fuller of game than that on
which we shot that day in January. The face of the
field was continually animated. Doves, larks and quail
were flying, one or 1 the other, and the cottontail rabbits
were unflagging in their efforts to get shot—in which
many of them were successful. Our Texas friends shoot
quail so much that this was an old story to them, and they
gracefully left most of the shooting to Dick and myself.
This deficit of valuable guns was valuable to the quail,
but not to the rabbits, for both Mr. Guessaz and Mr. Paris
were seeking for cottontails with an unappeasable eager-
ness. They said they knew a great way of making
Hasetvpfeffer out of these cottontails, the which was a
dish a great deal better than broiled quail, baked quail, or
any other kind of quail. The cactus thickets and chapar-
ral were full of the cottontails, and every once in a while
the crack of a gun would be followed by a wild yell of
' 'Hasenpfeffer!"

The Last Shoot in Texas.
This was our last shoot in Texas, and it was very clever

of our friendB to give us the benefit of it, when the cir-

cumstances are considered. Both of them had been late

with us the evening previous, talking as shooters will over
all the themes of interest, and. had then found business to
keep them up still later. Mr. Guessaz came to our hotel,

so that we could all get an early start together, as we had
to drive about 20 miles out in the country. Our scheme
of all occupying one room, so as to wake up together,
resulted in a talking bee, prolonged till past midnight, so
that I can vouch for it none of us had slept over an hour
when the porter rapped on the door and assured us on his
personal honor that it was after 3 o'clock. Then we
hustled out, got our team and looked up Mr, Paris, who
looked as though he had never been asleep at all, but
wanted to be. A late and early cafe gave us our break-
fast, and we were miles on our way before the day broke.
Then followed rain squalls all day long, so that at the
middle of the afternoon we ptarted back to escape
another which was heralded—and escape it we just barely
did, for things were freezing when we got to town, and
that night the hardest storm of the winter set in, the
thermometer going down to 18° above zero. The quality
of a norther is such that a man will nearly freeze to death
in one when the thermometer registers only 32° above
zero.

We were a sleepy but still a merry party that rainy day
in Texas, and as I have shown, we had good sport and a
pleasant time in spite of the weather. Poor Guessaz
went to sleep once while he was driving the team. Once
we left Mr. Paris with the team while the rest of us beat
out a field by the roadside, and when we came back we
found him stretched out on the seat, fast asleep, with one
long leg stuck through the front wheel. The team, un-
hitched, was standing patiently in the middle of the road.

"I don't see what you fellows are laughing at," said
Mr. Paris; "I put that leg through the wheel on purpose.
If the horses had started up, I reckon I'd have known it,

wouldn't I?"

Mr. Paris, at present a well-to-do photographer, and a
good one, too, was at one stage of his still young life a
member of the Texas Rangers, and there acquired a very
low opinion of horses in general, hitched or unhitched,
"bronco" or not. He came near having a circus with one
that same day, however. As we approached our Mexi-
can's house, driving across the fields, we came up to a
team of Texas horses which the Mexican, in greaser
fashion, had left standing fastened to the plow, out in the
middle of the field. As we came up the horses took fright,

and one of .them, a wild, unbroken thing, started to
plunge and run. We looked to see both the creatures cut
to pieces by the plowshare, but Paris got to the handles
and the lines, and by dint of good horsemanship kept
their heels away from the share. Plunging and pitching,
both horses started off at a great gait. Paris sunk the
share deep into the loose soil, and away they went full

tear for the house, with Paris holding on bravely, though
hustled hard to keep his furrow straight. After him came
the greaser, calmly smoking a cigarette, and seemingly
unconscious of the fact that he had nearly lost his team,
as he would have done but for the slim ranger, for had
the horses ever started running with the plow out of the
ground they would have kicked and cut themselves to
pieces.

Paris was lightly dressed, and the ground was wet as it

could well be, but whenever we stopped for rest he would
lie down full length and take his rest that way—enough
to horrify a physician and terrify a tenderfoot.
Both our friends were prime field shots, as indeed nearly

all the San Antonio shooters are. In so good a game
country they have much practice, of course, and that is

something. I noticed one little device that Mr. Paris had
which I never saw before—a small, pointed ivory sight
let into the rib of his shotgun about three-fourths of the
way back from the muzzle. He thought this helped him
to line up more accurately, and perhaps the eye would
learn to catch it swiftly, if one were deliberate, though I

am afraid I could never see it or the front sight in quail
shooting.

Plenty of Deer.

The place where we shot quail that day is near the edge
of a great wilderness, mostly covered with mesquite and
other wood, which stretches away for some thirty miles
or more. There are no roads and no houses in these, and
one could easily get lost in that monotonous, rolling, closely
covered country. In this timber there are many deer and
turkey, with wild cats and some javelinas (peccaries). We
longed to explore this region a little, but had not time.
Of deer there surely must be a great abundance even

along the edge of this timber belt, for I am confident I
saw the fresh sign of 30 or 40 different deer that day.
Most of this was in the fields where they crossed at night.
We did not hunt in the thickets.

"Iwould rather hunt quail than deer," said Mr. Guessaz,
who has had a wide experience with all the game of the
State. "You see a deer standing off a way in the woods,
and you plank him, and there you are. You go hang him
up and get all bloody up to your elbows, and have to carry
your deer may be a mile, and then your fun is done. One
shot ends it. In quail shooting you can walk along and
enjoy yourself, be a good deal cleaner and less tired, and
don't need feel that you've killed a great big animal you
don't want anyhow."

A Little One For a Cent.

Mr. Paris had along his young setter, a lashing, wide-
ranging fellow, and Mr. Guessaz had his famous heavy-
weight pointer. This dog weighs, I should think, about
2501bs., or maybe 3501bs.; anyhow, he's bigger than a
man. He's a good dog, a thoughtful dog at times, but
when he goes over a cotton field he leaves dents in it like
prehistoric rhinoceros tracks. I wouldn't have that dog
step on me again for a thousand dollars. One time we
noticed the old fellow stopping and sort of pausing and
thinking, and we thought maybe he was going to point a
bevy. He wouldn't come away, and at length we went
up to him. He was snuffling and digging at a little hole
in the ground, and we saw that he was haling from their
fur-lined nest a whole hatching of tiny little cottontail
rabbits, which he was eating, and apparently enjoying,
much as one does Blue Points on the deep shell. He had
all the little fellows eaten but one, a blind and fuzzy being
about as large as a mouse. This one our slim ranger man
rescued and held tenderly in his hands. Finally, not dar-
ing to leave it in the nest, he carefully put it in his pocket
till we got to the buggy, when he put it in among the
dead quail under the buggy seat. The long ride to town
was cold for the little fellow, and when Mr. Paris took
him out at the hotel he fell over in his hand, apparently
at the verge of death. A little warnith revived him,

however, and the next day Mr. Paris was carrying him
j

around town in his coat pocket, and said he had taught
the infant to eat milk famously.

Cactus and the Greasers.

In all this part of Texas there is more or less cactus,

and the Northern dog or the Northern shooter is quite apt

to grow more or less informally but satisfactorily

acquainted with it about a hundred times a day. The
cactus is a thriving plant, but I don't like it as well as a

;

watermelon vine. The residents of the country, horses,

dogs and all, have a better understanding with the cactus,

and never get stuck with it. There is no getting rid of it, 'j

so the population is resigned.

The odd ways the greasers have of doing things makes
one think they must have a streak of Chinese in them.
At El Paso there is a church, where the good fathers

once upon a time wanted to put a bell up in the belfry.

(They had carried the bell, which weighs a ton or so,

from the sea coast on the shoulders of the Christianized In-

dians.) They didn't have any block and tackle, but they
had plenty of time; so they built a sloping mound of dirt

,

as high as the belfry and about a quarter of a mile long,

and found no difficulty at all in carrying the bell up along
the incline.

Speaking of cactus, you know, if you burn the thorns
off the leaves, the cattle will eat the leaves. In fact, a
great many cattle had nothing better part of the time this

winter, and the thorns wern't all burnt off, either. Well,
not long ago the devout greasers of a certain little Mexi-
can town were annoyed, so the story goes, by a lot of

cactus, which persisted in growing on top of their church.
They thought over it, and even prayed the patron saint

to remove it, but it wasn't removed, and they concluded
to take desperate measures. They knew that cows would
eat singed cactus, so they sent a man up who spent a

week and got about all the thorns burnt off. Then they
roped a cow and hoisted her up on top the flat earthen
church roof. In about a week the cow had eaten all the

cactus. Then they let her down, and gave thanks that

they had got rid of the cactus on the church. If a Mexi-
can thinks anything is wrong about his church he gets

uneasy and is driven to mental activity.

The Old Missions.

He who thinks America has no ruins has not studied
America, and he who thinks all the Spanish missions and
all the mission climate are located in southern California

is again evident in his ignorance. No more interesting

ruins exist on the earth than those of the old San Antonio
missions, and no chain of missions possesses more interest

than these, provided one qualifies both the above state-

ments with a reference to the conditions under which the
buildings were erected. They were great church builders,

those early Spanish fathers." Why did they overrun al

the desert country of the dry southwest, spreading all

over New Mexico. Arizona, California, even all over the
State of Texas? What drove them on, and what magic
had they in their tongues, or their arms, to compel the
savage natives to do those incredible feats of labor? One
must remember that this was a wilderness and that build-i

ing of any sort must have been accomplished only under
difficulties . which we can only imagine. Yet the old

fathers, hundreds of years ago ventured out into the
wilderness, spied out the little streams of water, compelled
their savage subjeets to labor as slaves in the unusual
task, built great irrigating ditches which compel admira-
tion even to to-day with the astonishment they create,

and made the land bloom and bear perennially. Noi
only this, but they, who must have been a mere handful;
with the rude assistance of these wild savages—hereaboute
some of the most warlike and savage of all the American
tribes—builded churches, so long ago that their stone
walls are crumbling, but so well that even to-day then
ornamentation imperishably defies our best skill of to-day,

You will travel long before you see cold stone fretted intc

more lovely detail than you will find in the carvings oi

one of Huica's windows in the ruined "Second Mission.',

You stand and look at it, and wonder and dream and sigt

over it all—the nobleness of the artistic thought, the

energy of the purpose, the carefulness of the executive
mind which here wrought so well the work which is a1

last fading away and gradually being reclaimed by nature,
Always man is piercing the ears of nature, to put ir.

jewels. And every century nature looks to it that the
conventional wounds shall need reboring.

On our way in from our quail hunt our friends drove us

around by two of the old missions. One of these, th<.

Mission of Nuestra Sefiora de la Concepcion la Purissims
de Acuna, usually known as the "Second Mission," if

about three or four miles from town. This was once ttu

most beautiful of all the missions, and it is now the mos'
in ruins. It was here we saw the carvings of Huica, th<!

Spanish artist and sculptor, whom the early father)

brought hither from old Spain for the purpose of making
beautiful their temple in the wilderness. This missioii

was a fortress as well as a church, and was well built fo:

the warfare of those days. Half its walls are down, thi

vaults and subterranean passages lie bare, and in a smokV
remnaut of the larger wing live in ^squalor a greaser fam
ily who are supposed to be caretakers for the spot. Thej
pray and dream, and though they do not understand th<

ruins about them, no doubt cross themselves to the sam<
saints worshipped by the men who laid their broad foun
dations, who had built the great acequias which even ye-

scar deep the earth, and who laid out fields and gardeni>

which can still be faintly traced. So let the roses take thi

ruins and kiss them finally to sleep, and well rest tht

fathers and the artist Huica who wrote so well in stone,

Sadie, the Chile Queen.

But we are forgetting something which should not be

forgotten, an attraction of San Antonio which to sonu
minds would no doubt rival the old missions in interest-

Sadie, the present reigning chile queen, under whose reginu,

Dick ate his first and his last chile suppers in San Antonio,

as well as a great many between.
There are few who know what a chile queen is. As e

type she is the one new thing under the sun. No novelis)

has discovered her (though some day I am going to ge*

Sadie to tell me her story, which will be pretty near
novel) and no newspaper writer has exploited her so fal

as I know. She remains a type.

The chile queen is a result of evolution. Originally all

chile girls were born free and equal, and engaged in tht

sale of tortillas and the pursuit of happiness all abou
alike. They sold their peppery wares at night out oi

doors because they lived in a summer country and be
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(cause their customers were out of doors at night. Then
came in the American, the gringo, who found a certain

ipioturesqueness about the custom, and a certain fascina-

Ition about the civile girls and their costumes. A smartish

Kellow would go to buy, and linger to talk, or would make
ffche buying merely a pretense for his chaffing. The cus-

tomers were all men, and therefore merciless and brutal

tin their wit very often. The prettiest girl would get the

•most attention of this sort and the most chaffing. Na-
turally her wits grew sharper, and if she thus gained the

[readiest and keenest tongue and retained the prettiest

[face and figure, she became by tacit consent the cham-
Ipion of them all, their "queen." Against her the others

seemed to feel no enmity. Possibly they reflected that

[the chile queen's reign is but transient. Thus the "queen"
(herself grew up to be a woman young and pretty, yet

[hard and cynical, with a bitter knowledge of the utter

[unchivalrousness and selfishness of the average man, yet

[with a good-natured tolerance of human nature as she

[found it; with a tongue swift in rude repartee, yet with a
[temper which did not show and did not feel the least of

[bitterness. Lazy, soft of voice, slow of motion, feline

[perhaps, and perhaps really attractive, your chile queen
[would answer you with speech peppery as her wares, but

|smile at you so kindly you could not take offense, and the

[next minute teach you you were there to eat civile and not

[to be hunting smiles nor expecting them. In short, being

[unable to classify this being as belonging either to the

[half or whole world or any known fraction thereof, you
Imu8t end by giving her a world of her own, and wishing

it were a better one and one not so full of disillusionments,

for it would be the surest of all a queen's privileges to

keep the illusions of life unhurt.

Not so Spanish.

Sadie is dark and adorably Spanish looking, 18 or 20,

with fine figure, fine eyes, fine dark hair, and an air

which is a mixture of tenderest solicitude, of coquetry and
of cold-blooded indifference to you, any of your family or

any of your relatives. Sadie speaks Spanish with the

prettiest little voice in the world. There could be nothing
more charming than to see Sadie lift her skirts daintily

(for this particular queen has left the plaza and set up a
Mexican restaurant indoors so that she can costume some-
what), to see her adjust the great mass of roses on her
bosom (for Sadie will have fresh red roses, grand fragrant

ones, every day you may be sure), to see her jab her head
well into the narrow kitchen window (for Sadie has two
rooms to her cafe), and to hear her call out to her Mexican
cook Pancho (for Sadie has a cook, bless you!) in the

sweetest, most Meissonier-painting-like voice on earth,

and with the purest Castalian inflection possible to be
found "Enchilladas y chile, Pancho! Dos blanquillas y
chile! Chile con came! Tres tassitas de cafe! Pronto!
Pancho, pronto!" To see and to hear this, I say, is

the most charming thing imaginable, especially when
you are hungry, and when you wonder if Pancho really

is going to be quick about the enchilladas, the eggs with
chile gravy, the chile and meat, and the little cups of

coffee.

While Pancho cooks, Sadie knits with bright silks, and
smokes a cigarette the while. You rest, grow hungrier,

and imagine that you are the first man that ever tried to

guy a chile queen. You relent. You reflect on the pure
Oastilian beauty, upon the liquid Castilian speech of the

being before you. You dream. You are in old Spain.

You can dream all you want to in the place so you don't

throw bones and things under the table, but don't you
dream too long that Sadie is Castilian, or Andalusian, or

any of that, or that she speaks Spanish as a native tongue.

The fact is Sadie was born in the Blue Grass land of old

Kentucky. Sadie and her mother live together. Sadie

keeps her mother, I suppose, and feeds all the beggars

brusquely, and has a heart larger than her income. She
and her mother have a history, no doubt. I do not know
their other name and would not give it if I did. That
part does not belong. In common with all the boys at

San Antonio I pay my homage to Sadie because she is a
good fellow. If a queen is a good fellow it makes no dif-

ference whetber she was born in Andalusia or Kentucky,
and as to her record or her history, it is nobody's business.

Therefore, long live Sadie, and may her cafe flourish.

Those who seek it will find it on the Alamo plaza, a

stone's throw from where Kentucky Davy Crockett died.

Adios

It was with Sadie, the chile queen, then, that Dick ate

his last chile supper in San Antonio. " This was not the

evening when Mr. Guessaz and Mr. Paris joined us there

for supper after the quail shoot—the time when Sadie

went into raptures over Mr. Paris's resuscitated baby
rabbit—but the evening after that, after we had bidden
our friends all good-bye, and had just time after supper

to catch our train for the North. Again we ate fresh

eggs swimming in the biting chile gravy, and again

enchilladas. When you order enchilladas, you get some-
thing like a pancake, rolled up, and inside of it are red-

hot chunks of genuine fire. You take a long breath to

cool your mouth, and it only burns the harder, till Sadie

gravely says, "I think you will find this coffee makes it

easier, sir," and sets beside your plate the small sup of

antidote to the red pepper. No wonder the Spanish are

bull-fighters. If I got full of that blazing red pepper, I'd

fight anything.
We told Sadie that we were going North that night,

and would not get to eat any more chile for a long time.

So far from this causing that bland young woman any
crushing grief, it seemed to make no impression at all

upon her.

"Oh, are you going to-night?" she said. "Well, I must
give you a rose." So from her ever fresh bunch of roses,

she took one for each of us, and sent us on our way
decorated, indifferent whether or not the roses stood the

frosty ah-. Sadie had given away many roses to many
men, no doubt, and had learned well the sad lesson that

all men are much alike, and none of them good for

much. For discovering this in regard to Dick and me, I

can forgive her, for the last we saw of her she was
beckoning inside the one-legged tramp who asked alms
of us as we went out, and whom, with city-taught un-

charitableness, we had refused. Outside the norther was
raging, and it was cold.

So we said adios to San Antonio and the South. And
so we caught one rose out of the winter time, and ended
a journeying which for a long time will remain in mem-
ory as a gracious flower against the wintry monotony of

work. I am more and more convinced that this business

of work is a mistake. When you feel that way too sin-

cerely, and also feel that you wouldn't try to live through
the Northern winter, not for four dollars and a quarter,

go to the South. It will seem like another world to you.
E. Hough.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Plank.—The sale of game should be forbidden at all

times.—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

In September, 1874, the writer and three companions,
shot 1,000 prairie chickens in ten days; all of which were
shipped to Chicago. We shot these birds because we liked

the sport, and sold them because we could not afford

the time and expense of shooting them if we did not sell

them. The profits were no more than those of our regular

vocations, and we did not expect they would be more.
The effect of this slaughter on the future game supply
did not enter our minds, and it did not occur to our minds
that there was anything unsportsmanlike in selling the

game. Most of the game was killed on the lanl of non-
residents, who cared nothing for it, and would not have
harvested any of it. We took the view that it was public

property, or rather no property, and belonged to the man
who got it. The birds were all carried by express com-
panies, and in violation of a State law that forbid the

carrying of game for sale.

A year before this shooting and shipping was done I

had begun to read Forest and Stream, and by the time
another season opened, I was a convert to its teachings,

and have never followed market-shooting as a business

since. At times when game was very abundant, some
birds were sold for several years thereafter, but for the

past ten years not one piece of game has been sold, and
no bird, or other game that falls by my shooting shall

ever be sold. So much for the good teachings of Forest
and Stream, for it was its teaching, and associating with
Forest and Stream men that brought about my present

views.
Unfortunately, most of the market-shooters are not of

the Forest and Stream class, and the restraints of law is

all that will reach them, but local enforcement of laws is

impossible where a preponderance of local sentiment op-

poses, or is indifferent to the law. It has not been dif-

ficult to get the proper laws, but often impossible to en-

force, them. The enforcement of laws forbidding the sale

of game is possible, while laws against killing for sale or

shipping could not be enforced, for the reason that most
of the game sold reaches the larger cities, and there the

laws against the sale of game could be made effective,

and would be made so whenever the sportsmen became
sufficiently interested in the matter. If the sale is stopped,

all market- shooting is stopped, and enforcing laws against

selling, in a doz n of our largest cities, would practically

stop it all over the country, while illegal killing would
have to be prosecuted in a thousand different places, in

many of which public sentiment is stronger than the law.

It lies within the power of the sportsmen of this country
to secure such wholesome legislation as they need, and it

is also in their power to enforce laws against the sale of

game in the chief markets of the country, while they are

in most cases powerless to prevent illegal killing, and
illegal shipping is often very difficult to suppress.

Meanwhile, go on educating people in the right direc-

tion. Vast good has already been accomplished, and
more will be, so long as the subject is kept before the

people. O. H. Hampton.
Indiana.

Boston, Mass.—Editor Forest and Stream: I am afraid

your plank is too radical just now. I have been interested

for over thirty years on this subject, ever since a time
when in Ohio some fellow came there and peddled what
were called Boston quail traps among the farmers'- boys,

at the same time making arrangements to take all quail

they caught. Since 1872 I have lived in Maine and Mas-
sachusetts, and have fought publicly and privately for

our game and fish until I found, a few years ago, that it

was no use. It was a few in earnest against the many
with capital behind them, and a large contingent of what
ought to be, by their public profession in the interest of

preservation, but who never to my knowledge entered

into the matter with any heart, many to my knowledge
who were prominent and should aid, privately doing so by
encouragement but publicly very quiet, not wishing to

antagonize their neighbors' business.

It is a shame and an outrage that this should continue,

and unless quickly disposed of it will be too late. Even
now, in Ohio, where we used to have millions of birds,

they are nearly as scarce as here in Massachusetts. It

won't do to say it is the winters or the breechloader. It

is the trap and the commission dealer with his cold storage

warehouse. This last wants to be done away with, else

when he can't sell here he will send across the water. I

have bought grouse in Leadenhall market cheaper than I

could have got them at the same time in Fulton or Quincy
markets. That was before cold storago days. Keep ham-
mering away on this line of protection for our game and
you will win in time, before long I hope. C.

Amsterdam, N. Y., April 7.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Your platform plank, "Prohibit the sale of game at all

times," is something I have been advocating for two
years. Last fall I nailed it to the mast here. As a mem-
ber of the Board of Supervisors of Montgomery, I drew
and offered at the annual meeting a resolution (among
others) to this effect, which was adopted, as follows:

SALE, POSSESSION AND TRANSPORTATION.

It shall be unlawful for any person or persons at any time to buy,

sell or expose for sale, or to have in his or their possession for the pur-

pose of selling, auy ruffed grouse or woodcock that shall have been
caught, snared, trapped or killed within the limits of the county, and
it shall further be unlawful for any person, corporation or carrier to

receive for transportation, to transport, carry or convey any of the

aforesaid ruffed grouse or woodcock that shall have been caught,

snared, trapped or killed within the limits of this county, knowing the

same to have been sold, or to transport, carry or convey the same to

anv place where it is to be sold or offered for sale, or to any place

outside of this county for any purpose. This resolution shall take

effect May 1, 1894.

For some years the Legislature of this State has been

enacting laws solely to the benefit of the pot-hunters and
game dealers, and seem determined to totally destroy the

little game left by long open seasons and little protec-

tion.

Our game birds are already very scarce, and their de-

struction is slowly and surely being accomplished. The
time is more than ripe for rigid laws against the market-

hunters and the sale and transportation of game.

Keep on with your good work and upon your plank
will soon stand,thousands of sportsmen who will help the
cause along. Yours for protection to game—and country,

Kobt. M. Hartley.

Wabasha, Minn., April 11.—Editor Forest and Stream:
For nearly thirty years I have hunted ducks and other
game in Minnesota and Wisconsin, every season, more or

less; but in all that time I have never known of so many
mallards being slaughtered in the spring as have been
here this spring. We had a very warm spell about the

17th of March, which brought them up here.^ Then a cold

snap came with mercury down to zero, which drove the

ducks all in to the open water in the Mississippi valley; and
they were so exhausted with cold and want of food, that

they became easy victims to the pot-hunters and market-
hunters. From 50 to 100 mallards were brought in at a
time by different parties and sold for a song. Many were
thrown away. Some of them were too poor and thin to

pay for dressing; others had maggots in the breast. I ex-

amined one female mallard and found the breast bone
lined with maggots. Some one might have eaten this duck
in blissful ignorance. Verily the "great American game
and fish hog" is abroad in the land, and he is getting in

his work in such shape, that in a few years more he will

have to go to work and earn an honest living or starve.

I have not shot a duck in the spring for many years, and
never did shoot more than a few. Owing to a blunder in

our game laws the past year has been a failure, so far as

the protection of small game is concerned; but we five in

hopes of better protection, the principal items of which
are—no spring shooting whatever and the sale of game
entirely prohibited.
Keep the wedge in the plank and as "Culpepper" says,

"Drive it home." H. B. Jewell.

Chicago, April 13.—Editor Forest and Stream: Your
plank, "Stop the sale of game," is the thing. Last fall I

spent a month camping in southwest Minnesota, and the

weather so hot in September that ducks shot for own use

one day spoiled by afternoon of the next day, and yet a
few miles from us were camped a party of four market-
hunters who had made several shipments of 50 to 100

ducks each, and out of the lot they told us that only
about two dozen reached St. Paul in good condition.

Another thing which might do some good while work-
ing up sentiment for the "plank," would be to get a law
parsed abolishing entirely spring shooting, and then
enforce it strictly. Such a law in force would knock
out the dealers having game in their possession after

say Feb. 1 or 15. I see that Mr. George R. Peck, of

Auburn, N. Y.
,
says that thirty years ago wild pigeons

were plentiful thereabouts; only ten to fifteen years ago
there was a regular spring and fall flight of wild pigeons

along the lake shore just north of Chicago, and looking

back over my shooting diary I find, Sept. 26, 1883, when
living at Winnetka, sixteen miles north of the city, the

note, "Out at 5:45 A. M.; saw several flocks of wild

pigeons, bagged ten." And this is the last I remember of

wild pigeons in this vicinity. Will it be the same with
the ducks and snipe? It certainly looks that way unless

something is done at once and done "hard."
Winnetka.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

am thoroughly in favor of the new plank. When that is

adopted and honestly enforced (in connection with the

older plank of no spring shooting, which several of us

have long called for and personally practiced), will the

prospect of game for the present and coming sportsmen
brighten.

I speak not for myself, for my shooting days are in the'

past, with all their pleasant memories of dear companions,
healthful outings, scenes, camps and game. But added
years have not lessened my interest in game, rod, reel and
gun, and I find much pleasure in the interesting and
varied articles that come to me weekly in the Forest and
Stream—the brightest, cleanest and most readable sheet

that gladdens the sportsman's home. It has accomplished
wonders in the past in inculcating correct principles, not

alone in individual minds, but in securing legislative

action in several instances. And until the Yellowstone
Park and other parks are made secure by law and penal-

ties, its work will not be done. J. H. D.

Jersey City—Editor Forest and Stream: In regard to

spring shooting, of which I read articles in Forest and
Stream, I wish to call attention to the game law in New
Jersey, which allows the shooting of ducks or any wild-

fowl for a period of nine months—Aug. 1 to May 1. It's

a shame for a State where so few ducks are, to allow them
to be shot at nine months out of every twelve.^ I think it

ought to be just the reverse. Give me some room on that

platform plank, for it is our only way of saving the game.

On a British Game Preserve.

New York, April 5.—Editor Forest arid Stream: Think-

ing that perhaps the inclosed may interest you, I send it

you4 Oliver Adams.

LIST OF GAME KILLED OK THE ELVEDEN ESTATE, SEASON 1893-4.

Oct. 4

Date.
1893.

Pheas- Part- Rab-Wo'd-Vari-
Guns. ants, ridges. Hares, bits. cock. ous. Total.

5 37 173 3 5 .. .. 218

Oct. 5. 6 115 235 7 7 373

Oct. 6, 6 79 360 21 14 3 477

Oct. 7 6 5 202 41 15 2 265

Oct. 9 6 8 365 10 16 .. H 410

Oct. 10 6 13 297 30 15 .. 9 364
545Nov. 6 6 311 40 1 193

Nov. 7 6 973 5 40 65 1083
748Nov. 8 6 453 42 80 171 "i 'i

Nov. 9 ........ 6 605 18 128 141 3 .. 895
977Nov. 17 6 541

"43
171 259 6 ..

Nov. 18 6 521 41 118 723

Nov. 20 6 1237 5 103 415 "i 'i 1762

Nov. 21 ' 6 914 10 38 179 3 .. 1144

Dec. 18 6 566 10 85 131 1 2 795

6 454 10 34 100 1 1 600

Dec. 21 6 368 16 102 105 4 .. 595

Jan. 11,

1894.

6 313 84 153 » t$ :iS 503

Jan. 12 6 263 83 *96 98 539

Jan. 13 6 251 93 ifi. 12 361
601Jan. 15 6 426 106 12 56 V. 'i

Jan. 16 6 383 107 6 2 498
1595Odd days.by kee E>ers,etc. 875 59 203 458

Total for season 9710 2313 1257 2728 23 40 16,071

Total of pheasants' eggs sold during season 1893, 101,457. Only a

few hen pheasants shot. Area of land shot over, 17,000 acres_
Jambs IlLAybs.
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YELLOWSTONE PARK GAME.
A few items of interest about the Yellowstone Park

have come to us this week, and are given in advance of
the full report which we expect soon to receive from Mr.
Hough, of the Forest and Stream Game Exploration.
After reaching the Mammoth Hot Springs on its return
from the Hayden Valley, the expedition made a trip up
the Yellowstone River some distance beyond Yancey s, in
order to be able to say whether this winter the game
gathered, as it has always done, in the valleys of the Yel-
lowstone, Soda Butte and Lamar rivers. It was found
there as usual in great abundance, and thus thestatements
of those persons who declare that segregation or a railway
linewould not interfere with a great winter rangeforgame
are again proved false. Our correspondent writes: "You
may say positively and without reservation that the whole
country of the proposed segregation—all the region around
Yancey's, the East Fork (Lamar River), Slough Creek,
Hell Roaring Creek and all that bare country clear over
to Soda Butte—is absolutely full of elk. I saw 500 in one
band, 1,500 at one sight, 30 bands in one day's travel and
3,500 Dotal at least count in two days. That section is the
very best wintering ground of the whole Park.

It is evident, then, that there has been no change in the
situation; that, notwithstanding the statements that have
been made, this country maintains to-day what it has
always been, a great winter range for large game. This
we knew, but in view of the extreme importance to the
public of this matter, it seemed to us worth while to
expend some time, energy and money to bring forward
additional testimony, carried down to date and incontro-
vertible in its character.

The fiendish malignity of the butcher Howell, who
was recently captured in his buffalo shambles, is shown
by an examination of such of the animals slain by him as
were brought to the fort. Only 9 out of the 11 animals
killed at this particular place were saved and transported
to the fort, the other hides having spoiled through lack of
care. Of these 9 buffalo 7 were cows heavy with calf,
while only 2 were bulls, one a yearling and the other an
old one. It would almost seem as if Howell's buffalo
slaughtering expedition into the Park had been inspired
by malice rather than by the hope of gain—as if he had
gone there for the sole purpose of doing as much harm as
possible. Here he was killing cows about to drop their
young, and even young calves, when big bulls, which
would be more salable, were readily accessible.

One of Captain Anderson's men named Matthews, who
was stationed at Riverside in the Yellowstone Park, left
that station March 11 to go for mail to a neighboring sta-
tion. A sergeant accompanied him for some miles and
then turned back, and Matthews has not been seen since.
It is thought that, overtaken by a snowstorm, he may have
become bewildered, lost his way, wandered off and per-
ished.

"Benny to May."

„v,, _ , [Southern papers please copy.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A Dallas City, 111., duck hunter last week killed a mal-

lard drake in the gizzard of which was found a plain gold
ring, evidently solid, and valued at between five and
six dollars. On the inside of the ring is engraved the
words "Benny to May." The question that is puzzling
the people is how the ring come in the duck's gizzard,
and where and who are Benny and May? As Forest
and Stream circulates all over the whole country, let us
see if we can't find out who Benny and May are.
Evidently the duck was on its way from the South to the
Red River country in the Northwest. May might have
lost this ring while fishing in some of the Southern lakes.
There may be one chance in a half a million for May to
get her ring back again. W, o. B.

On the Principle of Life Insurance.
With the restocking that is now being attended to in

some of the States, and if measures are taken to stop the
sale of game, shooting will be as good twenty years from
now as it has been in the past. Every man should do
what little he can to keep the game from becoming scarce
if not extinct. A man will have his life insured so as to
provide for the comfort of his family after he is gone
Now, why not let him provide for their amusement and
recreation, by doing his best in behalf of the preservation
of the game, so that they can reap the benefits of the most
healthful and invigorating sport God has given us?

E. C. K.

The "First Close Season."
In the Game Laws in Brief is given a reproduction of a sixteenthcentury picture of Noah's Ark, with Noah and the animals coning outupon Mount Ararat. The Brief calls this the ending of the first closetime on all species of game, and the inquiry was made in these
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< £°W long was Noah in the Arj£? We o^ed a copy of theBrief for the correct answer. Here are some of the replies ; are theycorrect/ J

In '-Hartford's" comments on the Brief, and his claiming the rewardfor errors m the duration of the "first close season" only being fortydays, he is mistaken. But the exact days are hard to give and mvW0UU m
f.t

Jt 240^ K this is correctfnougn Iopen for a copy of the Brief. T _ j Cutler

According to my reckoning it was one year and ten days beforeNoah left the Ark. If I am right please send me the Brief
Sumner P. Rosebhook.

Noah was in the Ark one year and ten days. J. j\ Stoddard.

The "close season" referrei to by "Hartford" lasted one year andten days. For the beginning see Genesis VII., 11-12-lg; for the endingsee Genesis VIII., 14-15-16. The first reads "In the 600th year ofNoah's life in the second month and seventeenth day of the samemonth Noah entered the Ark. In the 601st year of Noah' s lifefto he
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nth ^twenty-seventh day Noah went firth out of the
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la8ted one year and ten days. If I am right sendme the Game Laws in Brief. James N rvnprrx
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ir>ge been by the Gregorian calendar or by theJewish calendar? and should not the Jewish be employed"]

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fidenew subscriber sending us 85 will receive for that buo,

the Forest and Stream one year (price 84) and a set of ammerman'e
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price 85)-e
89 value for 85

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewal*
For S3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive th«Forest and Stream during (that time and a copy of Dr. Van F -w>'

handsome work. "Bird Portrait* for the Youur" rthe prloe of whHb

ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
(Continued from Page 339.)

Breakfast was prepared and over in a twinkle almost,
and then the tents and provisions were as quickly aboard
the Mackinac, and with a stroke or two we shot into the
broad lake that was tossing in wavelets of silver. The
breeze was a mild one, but it filled our sails and sent the
boat along with graceful ripples and tinkling sounds.
I was in delight with the prospect as we gently moved
o'er the waters and studied the high receding shore with
admiring eyes. The rocks for some distance ran very
confusedly and wildly. Here we saw a huge split in the
flinty bulwarks, which formed a lovely cove; then would
come great frowning buttresses with their scarred faces,

telling of the fury of the elements which had for ages
battled fiercely against them; anon, a sloping hill in wood-
land green would gracefully reveal itself, to be soon
retired by some savage cliff, the beauty of which was in

its rough sculpturing and its variety of dint and dimple,
now enriched with the flashes of the advancing sun.
A range of glittering mountains, chiseled into lines of

grim expression, suddenly comes in view as we clear a
jutting point. There they stood, looking down upon us
with a majestic sublimity, as if they were "the great
cathedrals of the earth with their gates of rock, pavements
of cloud and choirs of stream and stone, altars of snow
and vaults of purple," fit subject for the genius of a
Turner. Th^se ran to the perpendicular bulwarks and the
adjacent islands of Aguawa harbor, which glistened like

emeralds on the green sea. Turning a point at right
angles, we slip along the deep channels in this picturesque
harbor, doubly fortified by beetling cliffs in aged gray and
beautiful beyond expression with their tops draped in
delicate mosses, rare lichens and a few wild flowers in
blue and gold that had sprung into life from the narrow
crevices.

The fierce sun, as we reach these wave-worn shores, is

now fast beating the wind into mere whispers, indicative
of hard toil for our men. They had been expecting this

calm, and when it fully realized, lowered the sails and
sprang to their oars with commendable activity, sending
the boat along with increased speed o'er the dying ripples

vand by shores thatwere fast losing their precipitous grand-
eur.

Ned said, as we emerged into the more open lake, that
we were now reaching fine trolling waters for "shore
Mackinacs," and with an eye to greedy sport got out his
trolling line and sent the silver spoon spinning on its

treacherous pot-hunting mission. I informed him that
there were already a dozen trout in the boat and that more
would be wanton waste, but he smilingly replied, "We'll
make it a baker's dozen, and then wind up."
Many a mile he trolled before he had his first strike, and

that he lamentably missed. Just about a mile from our
destination he felt another savage snap at the spoon, and
this time he had his victim in his toils. I inwardly prayed
that the unfortunate fish might escape, in hopes of having
a little fun at his expense, but he safely landed it, thus
completely turning the tables on me. It was about a
four-pounder and in prime condition, and the half-breeds
said it would prove almost as rare a tid-bit as the tooth-
some trout. An accomplished chef, when he serves the
latter fish, gives you a dish of "choicest sort and savor."
Ned, satisfied with his victory, drew in his trolling line

and consigned it to his tackle box with the remark that it

is a more deadly lure than the most attractive fly, for an
impaled fish has not even the ghost of a chance to flop his
tail till he is in the bottom of the boat.
"And yet," said I, "you practice the trick."
"Only on rare occasions."
"And why then?"
"Simply because I am impelled with the demon desire

to destroy."
"A frank admission of the savage nature of a bar-

barian."
"Here, here; call off your satirical bulldogs."
"Off it is then," and the subject of the questionable

sport was relegated to oblivion.
We were now in sight of Jackson's Cove and the old

familiar grounds where we had time and again taken un-
limited trout, and it impressively recalled the pleasant
memories of that sport.

"Yonder." says Ned, pointing to some ponderous rocks
that rose up from the lake with smooth rounded tops, "is
where we murdered many a tinted innocent with the
illusive fly, and just beyond where the sunbeams are
chasing away the dark shadows of the sombrous pines is
where you made your notable double catch."
"And don't forget, Ned, that it is the exact locality

where the big trout got away with your big fly and caused
a lamentation on your part that was perfectly heart-
rending."

"Yes, but the loss of such a monster would make any
angler weep and wail."
"Here we are at the point where one muggy morning

we spoilt a whole day's sport by catching enough in half
an hour to last the camp a couple of days or more. Do
you remember?"

"Yes, but I'm positive those halcyon days will never
recur again."
And so we continued wilh the delightful reminiscences

of other days, so full of subtle pleasure, so fragrant with
tender memories, so sweet with the charm of the gentle
craft, until we struck the sandy beach at Jackson's Cove
and commenced the work of unloading preparatory to the
establishment of our quarters. It was a wild and lonely
place, grand and picturesque in its rugged mountains
and sublimely beautiful in its valleys of pine and hem-
lock. In our immediate front reposed tne Lizard Islands
with their unviolated forests; to the east, Sand River a
notable stream that forces its way through walls of solid
rock, leaving in its wake pelltcid pools, tossing rapids
and torrents of foam; to the west, Blind River, a dimplin°-
little wandering ribbon of water, the very ideal of a trout
brook, tumbles into the lake with scarcely a ripple- fur-
ther along, Gravel River, a more pretentious stream
winds its serpentine course through sbady dells and over
rims of rocks with a delightful gushing sound truly sug-
gestive of fairy haunts. Follow the crescent line of the
stern and rugged shore beyond this, and Gargantua with
its islands and precipitous cliffs are standing out like
giants to sentinel this enchanted land, and then the

ragged coast disappears in a receding angle, leavings
nought but the great shimmering sheet stretching into

the dim distance like burnished gold. Such was the pros-

pect ever in view from this place, and no grander or more
impressive landscape of bold beauty could be found along j

this great basin.

Here we expected to remain for weeks, if we found the
lake at all populous with the fish that radiate in the robes
of the three-fold tints. With a view of just feeling the
pulse of the waters, I at once put my rod together and
after reel and line were in position with my two
favorite flies, a silver-doctor and a gray-hackle, dangling ;

from the leader, I started for the outside of the gigantic
granite, where there were magnificent ledges of rock and
where We never failed to capture a trout at the first or
second cast.

"If you hear me yell, you know what it means," I said,

as I tramped to the outer rim of the massive masonry.
"All right," says Ned, who had concluded not to fish

until everything was in complete order around the camp.
As the water rippled but slightly, I carefully approached

the spot, and when within about 30 ft. of it let my
flies sail out and drop with a delightful softness; then a
flutter followed by an upward rise of the deceits, and with
a curve forward they light again in the desired place.
This time there was a gleam of silver, a vigorous snap for
the lure, and racing ripples and nothing more. I had
missed and keenly felt tbe disappointment. Once more
the flies drop and again the trout springs with tiger-like

bound for the feathery deceits, but alas! he tempts his fate
once too often, for the angler behind the rod is on the qui
vive for just such a desperate dash, and sinks the cruel
steel into his snapping jaws, and then the fight is on.
Away and away dashes the infuriated and bewildered

fish with the rod bending and the bright reel singing until
the braided thread is many yards distant. A slight pres-
sure sends him to the top, when upward he vaults and
shakes the diamond drops from his scarlet coat. Once
more, as he enters his element, he is off, cleaving the
silent water and straining the tireless thread as it rolls

again from the silver spool under another gentle pressure.
This frets him beyond endurance, and then as if gathering
his remaining strength for some grand coup, checks his
onward speed, hesitates a moment—a fatal error, resulting
in the recovery of much line and the further bewilder-
ment of the red-coated captive. I could almost feel his
strength waning as he came along to the click of the reel,

but he was far from being conquered, for with a sudden
and fierce plunge he started once more for deep water,
making dashes right and left in his onward move. Satis-
fied that his strength and savageness were well worn, I

test the strength of the little Chubb rod with satisfying
results in bringing him to a halt, and then inch by inch I
reel him close to the rock, where I have the pleasure of
seeing his evanescent tints as they gleam through the
translucent waters. I feel that I now have the battle
nearly won, and desiring the services of a netter I shout
the promised hallo, and then the pattering footsteps of
Peter fall pleasantly upon my ears. Reaching my side, I
instruct the intrepid half-breed to take position on a flat

rock at the water's edge and there await until I had the
impaled trout completely killed. A few more feeble
dashes, a splash or two, a tremble and a quiver, and then
his spangled sides m eet my admiring gaze. Carefully and
patiently I draw him along and when he is within a few
feet of my trusty aid I signal for the sweep of the fatal
net, and instantly it drops with an unerring aim and
skillfully closes around the enameled beauty of the icy
lake. Proud of his skill, the tawny boatman with a tri-
umphant smile springs up the inclined rock and then
holds aloft for admiration as lovely a specimen of a jew-
eled beauty as ever rivaled the colors that outblush the
rose or dim the crimson of the clouds.

"Just out of the swirl of the veering stream,

In niches and caverns 'neath moss-fringed shelves;

Like gossamer floating in idle dream,
In wildest haunts hewn by the river elves,

In castles of crystal whose turrets old

And battlements rugged like networks rise,

In vestures of silver and azure and gold,

The indolent king of the river lies."

"His weight?"
"Three pounds to a dot."
Ned, who had been in at the death of the glittering

prize, was so delighted with the prospect of our old time
sport that his rejoicing took place in an impromptu warble
reciting that:

An angler stood on a moss grown rock,

And sang till his throat was sore;

For all day long he sang this song,

"We'll meet 'em on this lonely shore."

"Shall I arouse another beauty?'" said I, after Ned had
finished his amusing aria.

"No, no; let the preserve alone for an adverse day."
I saw the wisdom of his advice, and then taking up the

trophy we all returned over the rounded rocks to our
quarters and busied ourselves making the camp complete
for our comfort.
About 3 o'clock in the afternoon, having our quarters

in good shape, we took the boat and skirted around the
east arm of a small bay, intent only on ascertaining
whether the trout had all been gill-netted here the same
as below. We were, however, very agreeably surprised
at our investigation with the lures, for on the second cast
made by Ned, he hung a lovely darling that gave him a
world of pleasure in an exciting battle. It was a full two-
pounder and as "pretty as a pink" in its bright colors of
silver, orange and gold.
Reaching a sloping granite wall a few yards in advance

that ran into the lake in ragged seams, and just where a
dreamy sunshine was idling with weird shadows, I let my
flies, a Henshall and scarlet-ibis, gently drop o'er the
fissured lines, and ere I commenced the flutter, a trout
with savage fury took in the Henshall, and after a vigor-
ous struggle, with all the accompaniments incidental
thereto, I landed him as a companion for Ned's peerless
idol. This satisfied us that the ruthless barbarians had
left these waters untouched and that we would here have
weeks of delightful sport. Coming to the big rocks which
had always been a favorite spot with us, we went ashore
to fish them from their rounded tops. Ned, as soon as he
landed, ran to the upper end, the choice place, where he
made a pre-emption claim which ruled me out according
to the ethics of the guild, and so having the cream elimin-
ated, I contented myself for a while with "starvation
point," the adverse end, though I fully determined when
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jpportunity offered, to give greedy Ned a "Roland for an
Oliver." I smiled, though with a sickly cast paled o'er

it, at the cunning tactics that here gave me no chance for

the finny brood whatever.
There I was, flogging away at the rippling waters with-

out a rise, while Ned hung one at the first cast, which he
soon duplicated a moment after. Now, I am not an en-

lyious angler at all, but you can wager your wealth that

P love to keep my record somewhere near the head of the
hist, and I knew it could not be done at my end of the
irocks, so I concluded to change base and commenced a
tramp along the rough and ragged shore in hopes of bet-

Itering my fortune, which I soon did in making a double
catch from some overhanging rocks about 15ft. above the
water. I sang lustily for Peter to bring the landing net
when I had the trout in play, and by the time he arrived
had the twain so completely exhausted that it required
neither skill nor care to land them. This satisfied my
angling aspirations for the afternoon, and in a great
measure reconciled me to Ned's cunning coup. I, how-
lever, kept in view the balancing of the account with him,
simply as a remedial, not in revenge; for no better camp
companion than dear old Ned ever fluttered a fly in
wandering brook or along the rugged shores of the great
lake.
I On reaching Ned, after arduous climbing over the sharp

|edged rocks, I suggested a return to camp, as the object of
lour outing had been satisfactorily accomplished. He ac-

I quiesced, and we at once embarked and headed for our
[quarters with the sun sinking among clouds gleaming in
gold and crimson, and amid the infinite freshness of

Inature in all her grand and impressive beauty. Here

"The trees to every crevice clung,

And o'er the dell their branches hung;
And there, all splintered and uneven,

The shivered rocks ascend to heaven."

But here is the famous red-wing-coachman with which I

caught a 71b. trout, the largest I ever killed," and then a

pleasant smile radiated over his bronzed face, as if the

sight of that particular fly refreshed his memory with the

exciting events of the grand battle, which gave him the

grand prize.

"See what a stout sproatupon which tbey are mounted.
I tell you they are dandies and double discount the pretty

playthings they now make."
And so he went on until he had about gone over his en-

tire fly-book, and then he closed it and put it away as

carefully as if it were a treasure beyond purchase. The
opening of the book had so filled him with the early

recollections of the gentle art that he commenced a dis-

course on the subject, which, if not sustained by authori-

ties, was one that led to a long discussion between us.

Referring to the antiquity of the gentle art, he affirmed
that Adam was the first angler and taught the art to his

own Seth. Job was also well up in angling, and the
prophet Amos alludes to fish hooks. So you see, angling
comes with the first creation of man. Even the old ser-

pent was an angler, but he landed his game, to the griev-

ous lament of the human family, with the historic apple.

Sir Walton, honored above all, has beautified the art and
"sings its beatific praises" in his pastoral production. He
has really "made fishing the type of the gentle mind that
finds, even in the midst of hot and angry tumults, a
refuge for quiet hours, a haunt of peace by happy river

sides."

"That is all perfectly delicious of the 'Immortal Master,'

Ned, but how would he rank with our accomplished ang-
lers of the present day? Is not his theory of a different

fly for each month a fallacy? Take even the authorities

of the present day, and see how they antagonize on the
subject as to the best-taking flies for our game fish. I

waters, notwithstanding the most reasonable arguments
to be adduced per contra.'—F. F. Manley.
'"Asa general thing it is a waste of time to be forever

changing your flies. If the fish are not rising it is entirely

useless to fling an assortment of flies at them.'

—

T. S. Up
de Graff, M. D.

" 'Of winged flies I use only the brown-hen and the
coachman; of hackles, only a brown, a black and a gin-

ger.'

—

Thaddeus Norris.
" 'The flies used in lake fishing are larger than those for

rivers, and I have frequently observed that the winged
flies answer better than palmers.'

—

T. ,C. Hofland.
" 'Imitate ever so closely the form and general charac-

ter of the fly at which the fish are rising—if the color be
wanting you will have no sport.'

—

Hewett Wheatley.
" 'The angler, on making a lengthy tour for sport, can-

not have too great a number or variety of artificial flies.'

—Genio C. Scott.
" 'There are times when the sorriest conglomerate tied

on a hook in the most barbarous manner, will take trout

as fast as presented, and why this is so no one has yet
solved; when they will take a "chunk of old horse," or any-
thing else, and that thrown at them with a splash loud
enough to wake the dead; and then again, the choicest

specimen of the fly-tyer's art, the very darling of his im-
agination, cast with the practice of years and as light as

thistle-down, will cause S. fontinalis to scurry to his

friend in the next county and cause all thinking anglers

to argue, "why is this thusly." '—Z>. S. Kimball.
Salvelinus fontinalis is the most "curious cuss" that

poor tired humanity has ever been called upon to tackle

and he who gets the art of fly-fishing "down fine"deserves
to wear a No. 9 hat, have a soft, soft cushion in his every-

day chair, be buried beside some babbling brook of his

choice and have upon his tombstone, "When this man
walked the earth Salvelinus fontinalis' s 'name was Den-
nis.' May he never have wet feet any more; may he
always be warm, not too warm, but just warm enough;
may he have a little cloud for his very ©wn, and may he
'among the angels stand,' a creel upon his shoulder
and a fly-rod in his hand. Requiescat in pace."
And so we might indefinitely continue to the utter con-

fusion of the guild. "Now, your own experience tells

you that the varying moods of the trout are a thing 'no

feller' can find out, and that if he won't take a fly of one
construction, give him another, and so on, till you finally

have him down fine."

"Your authorities are worthy of great consideration,"
replies Ned, "but, at the same time, I beg to have an
opinion of my own on the subject, and that is that the
cast, the flutter and size of fly are just as important as the
construction, combination of feathers, tinsel, etc., and I

sometimes think decidedly more important."
"That is all O. K. and I hope you will practice whatyou

preach; drop your fly with airy lightness, and flutter it as

if the thing were about to take wing and fly away."
Ned looked up a little surprised at my critical remarks

and then quite pertinently said:

"There are some anglers who, in casting, dwell so long
between the recovery and the delivery of the fly, that there
is apparent danger some day of a trout being taken in the
rear and lifted over the shoulders."

"All of which means that I am not on exact time in my
return cast."
* 'Nearly so; quite so, sometimes."
"Thanks for the information, and as I am a candidate

for a premium at the World's Fair Casting Tournament,
will at once endeavor to make the correct time."
With this the fly talk and good-natured badinage ended,

and then on Ned putting away his tackle we strolled out
on the gray rocks in our immediate front and made a
favorable forecast of the weather. A bright sun was
showing up on the rim of the western horizon and a few
birds in the thickets along the shore were making the air

melodious with their sweet notes, all of which confirmed
our diagnosis of the atmospheric elements.

Alex. Starbuck.

[to be continued.]

Trouting at Parkside, Fa.
Parkside, Pa., April 16.—Though 13in. of snow had

fallen it had had almost disappeared by opening day.
There was still a little left in the woods, but the trouting
was excellent.
At the Park House a number of fishermen from New

York and Philadelphia, among whom were Mr. J. Steele,

Mr. Wm. H. Ziegler and wife, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Reich-
ert, Mr. Geo. R. Fleming, Mr. C. A. Bragg, Mr. A.
Marble, Mr. D. A. Keyes, Mr. J. A. Seeley. The day was
perfect, and toward evening the fishermen came in. Mr.
Keyes and Stimson had thirty-seven nice fish, Mr. Ziegler
took twenty-seven. Mr. Bragg and Marble also made
good catches.
Of those stopping at other houses, Mr. C. A. Boyan made

a splendid catch of half a hundred. He is a crack fly-

fisherman. Mr. R. Coleman made a good catch on the
second day. He has been fishing the West Broadheadfor
over thirty years, and knows just how to get them. He
uses the fly so cleverly that it is a treat to watch him.
There were a number of others who passed who had well-
filled baskets.
The flies in use are on Nos. 10 and 12 Sproat hooks, and

of dark color; no bright flies are used.
The streams have been clear and the very moderate

winter has left them unusually full of trout. Fishermen
are passing all the time, and the farmers, who charge a
quarter for fishing their part of the streams, must be
doing a thriving business. W. T. Morrison.

A One-Armed Angler in Clover.

Mr. Samuel Collyer sends us this note from the
Tacoma (Wash.) Union:
"W. S. O'Brien, the wellknown one-armed enthusiastic

disciple of Izaak Walton, went trouting on Wednesday
up Clover Creek and brought home a large basket of
fine speckled beauties, the largest of which measured over
14in. in length. Mr. O'Brien says he lost more fish that
day than any day in his whole fishing experience. Just
as he would get a fish nearly to hand, it would drop back
into the water. He will use larger hooks next time. He
caught all the fish after 3 o'clock and came in from Brook-
dale on the 6 o'clock motor. Mr. O'Brien says the best
trouting place in the State is Round Top Lake, in Succo-
tash Valley

Ji(
this side of Mt. Tacoma."

We had a royal supper that evening, it being reinforced
by a couple of partridges one of the half-breeds had killed

while gathering balsam at noon in the forest. I informed
the boys that it was a close season for the toothsome
birds, but they replied that there was no close season upon
the North Shore for the Indians, and that they killed

whatever they desired for their own use.

"But you are not Indians, nor are we," I responded to
his explanation.
"Half Indian anyhow, and that makes it go," Peter

answered.
Ned, who was somewhat of an epicure and had an un-

bounded stomach, insisted in not splitting hairs on the sub-
ject. It was, I thought, a slight encouragement for more
of the prohibited game, and so Peter and Kenosh both
concluded, for there was an inquiry shortly after from the
twain as to the number of cartridges in camp. If this

kind of freebooting on the forbidden game was to be
done under the rose, a serious question arose within me,
viz. , whether I was to partake of it if spread before me, or
whether I should hand the red-handed violators over to the
minions of the law when we returned. I, however, con-
cluded to settle that important question when the law
was again fractured, but Ned said it never would be and
so I bothered no more about it. One day I did think I

was eating something that tickled my palate like unto
the toothsome partridge. On inquiry, Ned said it was a
jobberwink, a bird I had never heard of before; but then
my education in ornithology had been sadly neglected in

my early days. I was simply an example of dense ignor-
ance on the subject, I assure you, though I was a dear
lover of the jobberwink. While on the subject let me
here state that I have never seen them quoted in our
market reports of game, and think they must be a rara
avis indeed, yet the boys declared the woods were full of

them.
We arose the next morning with a southwest wind and

a sombre sky greeting us. It being exceedingly favorable
for trouting, we immediately after breakfast started with
the boat along the shore, casting as we went. Ned was
rewarded with a noble rise and hung and killed the fon-
tinalis. Shortly after, I received a rise from one of the
juvenile class that had doubtlessly strayed away from
parental eyes and happily missed it. Securing no more
responses here we went to the ' 'big rocks," but failed to

tempt with our clever deceits after a full half hour's
earnest endeavor.
The storm which had been threatening all morning now

gave evidence of a sudden and terrible visitation by vivid

lightning and loud thunder. It was the signal of a hasty
retreat to camp and as there was no standing on the order
of going,we hustled into the boat more rapidly than grace-
fully. The wind, as if it desirad to take a prominent part in

the elemental outbreak, came bounding o'er the waters in

spiteful violence, and in a few minutes had the great lake
in curving clouds of foam. As we had about a mile to go,

the boys looked upon the angry sea as a mere bagatelle,

one of them saying:
"We willmakecamp all right, andwithdry jackets too."

Manfully they pulled the ashen blades, scattering the
pearly spray from the bow as if going through a roaring
cataract. The half-breeds seemed to enjoy the wildness
of the waters and laughed and sang as if on pleasure bent.

Around the jutting point we swiftly swept, and then hav-
ing the wind at our heels went into our snug harbor with
the snow-like froth fairly flying from the head of our
little craft. Away out by the Lizards wesaw the Mackinac
of the Kentucky angler pitching and tossing at a great
rate and evidently making for Gravel River, the only har-
bor of retreat this side of Gargantua. We waved our
handkerchiefs as a salute and the response duly came
with a lively fluttering of the white linen.

We had been in camp but a few minutes when the rain
poured down bounteously, but as the surcharged clouds
of inky darkness moved tj the east of us, we escaped the
worst of the storm. The atmosphere was now perceptibly
cooled by the shower, but the leaden sky still prevailed,

and it looked as if we would have to pass the remainder
of the day in camp.
Ned sought enjoyment in overhauling his tackle; his

flies, however, being his especial delight, for many of them
were pleasant reminders of his outings on the famous
Nipigon.

"There," said he, as he held aloft a favorite fly he had
taken from his spacious book, "is the most taking lure I

ever cast."

It was a gray-hackle on a 1-0 sproat hook and made by
Mrs. McBride.
"And here," he continued, "is another, a black-spider;

and still another, a red-ibis, all made by the same party.

FLORIDA TARPON.

Taken by Miss Bertha Woodward, near Port Myers, Fla., March 17, 1894.

Length, 6ft. lin. Weight 1251bs. Time 50 minutes.

will give you a few quotations which I have, here at hand
from well-known professionals on the subject:
" 'The idea that each month has its own killing flies is

sheer nonsense; a fly that is good on a bright day in spring
is good on any other bright day.'

—

Fred Mather.
'

' 'It is well to have in your fly-books a little of every-
thing, but of gray and brown-hackles, coachman and pro-
fessors an abundance.'

—

L. B. France.
"'The kind of flies to be used vary with the locality,

stream, state and stage of the water, weather, etc. * * *

The only way is to keep trying until the one is found that
does please.'

—

Ghas. F. Orvis.
" 'A brilliantly-colored imitation of a fly will lure them,

and herein largely consists the science of a fisherman in

judging what style of fly is appropriate to a peculiar state

of the atmosphere or locality.'

—

T. Robinson Warren.
" 'The aim of the angler ought to be to have his artificial

fly, by its form and colors, to attract the notice of the
fish; in which case he has a much greater chance of suc-

cess than by making the greatest efforts to imitate any
particular species of fly.'

—

Prof, Bennie.
'

' 'I esteem the color of the fly's body of far greater im-
portance than that of the wings.'

—

Hewitt Wheatley.
"

'I would advise all experts to keep a well-filled fly-

book.'

—

George Dawson.
" 'My favorites, on the whole, are all the red, brown,

orange and yellow hackles, and ^the blue and yellow
duns.'

—

Frank Forrester.
" 'The palmer hackle is never totally out of season.'—

Alfred Ronalds.
" 'Good flies for black bass trolling are Montreal, scarlet-

ibis, brown-hackle, Cheney and grizzly-king.'—ilf. M.
Backus.

" 'The trout fly is a conventionalized creation, as we say
of ornamentation. The theory is that fly-fishing, being a
high art, the fly must not be a tame imitation of nature,
but an artistic suggestion of it.'

—

Charles Dudley Warner.
" 'To load yourself with swarms of flies is folly. * * *

Use a dark fly for dark waters and a bright fly for bright
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ANGLING NOTES.
[New Hampshire Hatcheries.

The Fish Commissioners of New Hampshire have
adopted the plans of the New York Fish Commissioners,
and placed certain hatcheries belonging to the State in

charge of certain commissioners. New Hampshire has
nine hatcheries, two more than New York will have when
the two under process of construction are completed. The
nine hatcheries are divided as follows: Commissioner
Shurtleff has charge of those at Meredith, Ashland and
Colebrook; Commissioner Griffin those at Manchester,
Laconiaand Bristol; Commissioner Wentworth those at

Keene, Sunapee and Plymouth.
New Hampshire is keenly interested in her wealth of

fish and game, for she recognizes its value to the people,
but it seems a mistaken policy to erect a swarm of little

fish hatcheries all over the State, where a less number of

well equipped stations properly located will do the better

work at less expense for operating. I mention this, as I

understand that appropriations have been made to add to

the present number of hatching stations in the State.

Death of Judge Ferriss.

On Wednesday morning, April 11, at his residence in
Glens Falls, N. Y, Judge Orange Ferriss died suddenly.
He was nearly 80 years of age and up to the day of his

death was as active as a man of half his years. Judge
Ferriss, a lineal descendant of John Alden. four times
removed, possessed the upright, honest and sturdy char-
acteristics of his Puritan and Quaker ancestors. Much of
his life was spent as a public man, as judge of his native
county for twelve years, four years in Congress, six years
as Commissioner of the Court of Southern Claims, and six
years as auditor of the U. S. Treasury. A few years ago
Judge Ferriss and I were stormbound for an entire day
on an island in Like George while trolling for trout in
May, and he said that during fifty odd years he had spent
a part of each season at Lake George, fishing in its waters
and shooting on its shores. He recalled that he was once
similarly stormbound with my father when they were
camping together, probably before I was born.
Judge Ferriss was president of the Glen Club at the

time of his death, an organization that has occupied an
island in Lake George with permanent cottage for a camp
for nearly thirty years, and it is to Judge Ferriss and
another member of the club, Mr. Frank Lapham, that we
are indebted for the largest small-mouth black bass in the
world. In 1886 these two men, as they were breaking
camp at Glen Island, caught a number of little black bass
from Lake George and put them in a bait bucket and
later in the day planted thirteen of the fish that were
alive and active, in the inlet to Long Pond, now called
Glen Lake. The thirteen little bass stocked the pond and
from it have since been taken small-mouthed black bass
weighing lOlbs.

To his out of door life as a sportsman Judge Ferriss
ascribed his rugged health for four score years. Within
ten days of his death he said to a fellow director of the
Glens Falls Insurance Company that he had never been
sick, and he never would be but once, and then it would
be a brief illness; and his life came to a close, full of years
and honors, as he had predicted.

An Angling Sir Bountiful.

In several notes in this column I have mentioned an
English gentleman who was in this country for the fish-
ing—Mr. Alfred C. Harrasworth, of London.
Before he left the other side I told Mr. Harmsworth

that the only fishing I could recommend in this country
between Jan. 1 and April 1 was in Florida; and to Florida
he went, and was from the first so enthusiastic about
what he found there in the way of sport that I should not
be surprised if the citizens presented him with the free-
dom of the State in a gold box. After catching a single
tarpon, Mr. Harmsworth was suddenly called home, and
the London Times takes a column and a half to explain
why he was called.

Mr. Frederick G. Jackson, an Arctic explorer, was ap-
parently consuming with a desire to have another try at
reaching the North Pole, and all that was lacking was a
hatful of money to procure a steamer and other things
necessary for the expedition. Mr. Harmsworth, quietly
fishing for tarpon down in Florida, apparently hears of
it, and he reels up his lines, hurries to New York and
then across the Atlantic, and as the Times says: "Owing
to the munificent offer of Mr. Alfred C. Harmsworth to
bear the entire cost of a fully equipped scientific expedi-
tion to Franz Josef Land, with a view to advancing as far
as possible toward the Pole," the thing is done, the way
is prepared, and the expedition will start early in the
summer to be gone three years. Altogether, "the Jack-
son-Harmsworth expedition to Franz Josef Land" may
be called rapid transit irom Florida to the North Pole.
In a personal letter from Mr. Harmsworth, dated at his

place in Kent on March 31, he says, with the modesty of
an angler of high degree: "I had to come back from
Florida more rapidly than I expected, owing to a polar
expedition which I am fitting out. My expedition is
entertaining the American expedition (Wellman's) to-
morrow. Wellman is a particularly fine fellow. * * *
I have not had time to tackle the fishing articles yet. I
had hoped to have written them on the return voyage
but we had rough weather, and writing was almost
impossible. The advice you sent me regarding Florida
fishing proved most useful and accurate. It is a pity that
there is no reliable book, in fact, no book at all, on Florida
fishing. An impartial work, run in the interests of sports-men and not hotel keepers, would sell, of that I am con-
fident. I estimate that between 5,000 and 10,000 people
take rods to Florida every season. This year, although
the fishing was very good, the number of people was
poor on account of the depression. All those to whom I
spoke agreed that there was great need of such a work as
I refer to. The hotel advertisements are most misleading
that of being particularly ridiculous, as there is no
fishing there.

"I did not, unfortunately, get another tarpon. Had I
stayed a fortnight longer, as I intended, I should probablv
have landed three or four. I had a big fellow on and arnnow impatient for 1896 to arrive, when I propose going to
Florida again. . •

e

^ "™w^
s rather surprising to me that so few people from

the North go to Florida for sport. Most of the Northernerswe met there sat in the hotels all day. To go to Florida
and not to fish for tarpon is criminal.

•

'I met some people in NewYorkwho had been to Florida

for fishing and came away disappointed. The reason was
simple. They had gone to the wrong place and at the
wrong time. Except perhaps in the very best salmon
rivers in Scotland or some parts of Norway or Lapland, I

do not imagine there is such good fishing in the world as

can be found in Florida, if one goes to the right place.
' 'I had my first fishing here to day. Twenty-threetrout

in an hour is certainly my record. I never had so many
before and do not expect to again in so short a time. They
took any kind of fly. By the way, I ought to say that
the tackle dealer you sent me to for tarpon tackle, treated
me extremely well. His tackle was of the very best and
he would not let me take any more than I really wanted.

' 'I hope to send over crowds of sportsmen for the tar-

pon fishing presently. A good many go already via
Havana, but if the fishing were better known here
thousands who spend a great deal more money in going to

outlandish places like Lapland (for salmon and trout) and
India (for masheer) would run over to Florida, which,
after all, is only an easy nine days from London. * * *

I am off to London early to-morrow morning to meet
your compatriots."
The fishing articles referred to are some that are prom-

ised to me about Mr. Harmsworth's experience in Florida
the past winter. When he returns to America he will
find another fish, the ouananiche, waiting to give him
first-class sport, and with which I feel sure he will fall in
love.

As Mr. Harmsworth owns a newspaper in London he
may have something to say about Florida fishing on his
own account, which surely will benefit the country in
view of his high opinion of it. A. N, Cheney.

NOTES FROM MOOSEHEAD LAKE.

FLORIDA TARPON.
Woodward, Ala., April 11.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I send you inclosed a photograph which I thought might
interest you. I may say that 1 was a witness to this catch
and that no assistance whatever was rendered in taking
the tarpon, except when the fish was drawn up to the
boat he was gaffed by the guide, which is the usual way
of taking him.
Fort Myers, Fla., afforded excellent tarpon fishing dur-

ing part of the month of March. I was there with my
family for two weeks, and all of us captured six tarpon,
three being credited to me, two taken by my son, a 17-

year- old boy, and one by my daughter, of which the in-

closed is a photograph. J. H. Woodward.

Punta Gorda, Fla., April 12.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I think you have had reports from this place
as to the tarpon fishing this spring, but I don't recall hav-
ing seen anything in your paper as to the fishing at Fort
Myers. W. P. Washburn has kindly supplied me with a
list of those who have caught tarpon and. the weight and
length of the fish, as hereafter given.
The best two days' fishing so far was on the 8th and 9th

inst. (about four miles below Fort Myers), when twenty-
six tarpon were caught. Mr. N. M. George on last-named
date had ten strikes and landed three fish. Mr. W. Ashley
Jones, of Richmond, Va., succeded in landing a fish which
weighed 168+lbs.; and that, too, on a broken rod.
Mr. Wm. W. Jacobus, of East Orange, N. J., who has

been stopping at the Tarpon House at Punta Eassa, told
me that he had been trolling lately for tarpon in Estero
Bay, using a drumfish belly to troll with, and he said that
he had twenty-eight strikes and caught four tarpon, all
of which averaged over 901bs each. Here is the record of
tarpon so far caught at Fort Myers:

Dec. Lbs. Ft. In. March Lbs. Ft In
28. A. M. McGregor... 124 6 3 29. N. M. George 62 5
Jan. 29 F. B. Frishhiuth... 180 6 8
8. A. W. Cochran..... 98 5 9 29. F B. Frishmuth . 103
Feb. 29. H. S. Drinker, Jr.. 150 6 7
1. Alva Finney 102 5 9 30. R. J. Holloway. ...130 5 8
2. B. F. Ray 124^ 6 7 31. A. M. Mitchell 106 6 2

24. J. L. Ellwood 117 6 2 April
March 2. F S. Hodges 98 5 11
14. Dr. E. P. George. . . 76 4 9 2. E. P. Borden 129 6 1
14. Dr. E P. George. . . 78 5 1 2. David G. Yates .124 6 4
15. J. C. Mattison 92 6 2. Mrs. G. A. West... 107 6 2
15. J. 0. Mattison 63 5 3. Slocum Howland 89
15. F. S. Hodges 94 5 11 3. Clarence Howland 137
15. J. Bird Nixon 108 6 1 3. W. Ashley Jones. .. 86 5 10
15. F. B. Frisbmuth.. .114 5 10 3. A. M. Mitchell 163 7
15. F. B. Frisbmuth... 78 4 7 4. W. Ashley Jones. 92 5 8
15. J. V. O'Donabue. ..109 5 1 4. R. T. Holloway. .105 5 8
15. A H.R.Woodward 78 4. E. P. Borden 130 6 2
15. J.H.Woodward,,. 83 * 4. A.M. Mitchell 62 5
16. F. S. Hodges 91 5 10 5. J. R. Moore 57 5 2
16. F. B. Frishmuth 51 5. Dr. E. P. George 72 5 2
16. F. B. Frishmuth. ...104 5. Amos R. Little ".151 6 6
17. L. S. Cole 60 5 2 5. Amos R. Little 115 6 3
17. F.S.Hodges 66 5 5. David G. Yates... 68 5
r,. R. C. 'jiiiriiov.... cii i ii 5 k. F.rarn-1 'm u i

17. F. B. Frishmuth. ... 87 6. E. Beadel "133 6 7
17. F. B. Frishmuth. ... 61 6. R. T. Holloway ' 114 6 4
17. Geo. D. Wi.trous... 82 5 7 6. N. M. George "'l09 6 »V,
17. Geo. D. Watrous... 82 5 7 8. R. T. Holloway "ll8 6 4
18. J. Boyd Nixon 134 6 0 8. R. T Holloway "64 4 10
18. L. S. Cole 88 6 8.R.T. Holloway 75 5 5
18. C. J. Hicks 142 6 10 8. A. M. Mitchell 107 6 1
18. J. W. Comstock. ... 54 5 9 8. A. M. Mitchell '75 53
18. Miss B. Woodward.125 6 S. A. M. McGregor" ' 87 5 s
18 J. H. Woodward... 93 8. A M. McGregor 122 6
18. F. B. Frishmuth. ... 77 8. W. Ashley Jones" '.112 6 2
19. W. J. Comstock.... 71 • 5 8. David G. Yates 1G7 6 7
19. W. J. Comstock. ... 98 5 10 8. Amos R. Little ]

'
'

143 6 4
19. John M. Lakin 70 5 1 8. David G. Yates 106 6 1

19. W. G. DeWilt 120 6 4 8. Amos R. Little "'.105 5 10
19. W. G. DeWitt 138 6 7 8. Amos R. Little "l08 6
19. F. B Frishmuth 90 9. W. Ashlpy Jones" . 87 5 8 '

20. A.H. R. Woodward!-^ 6 6 9. W. Ashley Jones" 163^ 6 11
20. F. 8. Hodges 126 6 9. Mrs. R.T.'HoUaw'a'yllO 5 10
20. E. H. Pardee 167 6 11 9. Dr. E, P. George 122 6 3
20. Dr. C S. Baldwin.. 6'J 5 2 9. Robert. Walpofe 'l06 5 6
21. J. H. Woodward... 73 5 1 9. David G. Yates "

50
21. F. B. Frishmuth. ... 89*4 9. E. P. Borden "93 59
21. F. B. Frishmuth. ...114 9. Clarence Howland! 61 5
22 Com. Falls 9. Slocum Howland 111 59
22. F. B. Frishmuth.,..103 9. Amos R. Little "l03 6
22. F, B. Frishmuth, ...104 9. N. M. George 100 5 s
23. F. B. Frishmuth. ... 73 9. N. M. George 138 6 3
23. F. B. Frishmuth 114 9. N. M. George 110 5 8
24. F. B. Frishmuth. ...110 9. E. L. Toland 164 6 3
24. J. H. Hildreth 146 6 9 9. F. B. Frishmuth"" 114 c 2
25. F. B. Frishmuth.... 88 9. S. Low.. "

'l06 fi

27. R. R Rand 120 6 4 9. G. A. West 95 « n
28. A. M. McGregor. ...150 6 6 9. G. A. West 85 6 9
28. F. B. Frishmuth. ...106 6 10. Prof. C. E. Aklev' lSO 6 R
28. M. Toland 78 5 7 10. N. M. George ' 'l02 H 7
28. S. Low 85 5 6 10. R. M. Riddle 158 6 k
29, Com. H. Belknap... 85 5 11 10. E. L. Toland 106 5 10

Neversink Trout.

Fallsbdrgh, N. Y., April 31.—A party of two gentle-
men from New York city, stopping at H. W. Dean's
Hotel, at Neversink, caught out of the Neversink on April
16 and 17 eighty very fine trout. On April 20 and 21 Col
Niffeyand three friends from Goshen caught 293 fine
trout from the Neversink. Willie Dean,

The Winter Fishing.

The winter fishing is over. Take it all in all, the catch
has not been remarkable either in point of size or num-
bers, though several fine togue have been taken in the
vicinity of the Deer Island House, which, by the way, is

the most convenient place for winter fishing, as well as
one of the neatest, quietest, prettiest stretches in the world
for the summer angler.
Although large catches have not been made in Moose-

head itself, many heavy hauls have been made from small
lakes and ponds in the vicinity.

The Ice Going out Early.

There is now every prospect that the ice will go out
much earlier than usual. Recent advices from Williman-
tic state that the ice will certainly leave Sebec Lake about
April 26-28. The spring salmon fishing will of course
come on immediately after the going out of the ice.
There will probably be a larger number of anglers at the
head of Sebec this year than ever before, and there are
some reasons for expecting that the fishing too will be
better than usual.
The ice usually leaves Moosehead within a week after

Sebec is open, so that it may be confidently predicted that
Moosehed will be clear about May 5, or possibly a day or
two earlier.

The Salmon Pool.

Fishing began rather brilliantly at the salmon pool at
Bangor, but for the past ten days high and roily water
have made the fishing a failure. The snow is now nearly
gone, however, and it is likely that the water will clear
this week.

Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game Association.
In a recent letter, Mr. E. C. Farrington, the secretary of

the Association, says: "Considering the times, we are
getting on finely. One satisfactory feature of member-
ship is the class of men who join. I doubt if there can be
found in Maine an association of any kind with men of
more note and ability.

"Our work is not for personal benefit. We have no
club house. What we put out is for the good of the State.
We are constantly pushing and sustaining the State Com-
missioners, and our programme now is to get up and keep
a general public interest in ourgame and its increase. We
shall have the present laws thoroughly revised by a board
of good and able men, then brought before the Asso ji-

ation, and when we are agreed as to law and appropri-
ations, go before^the Legislature and secure it. A whole-
some public opinion is what we want.

' 'I hope that a little later on we may have a reservation
and association building, a place where any member can
go cheaply and have all needed opportunity for rest."
May Mr. Farrington stand firmly on the Forest and

Stream "plank" when he secures the needed legislation.
That plank alone would be a good enough law for pro-
tecting our fish and game. F. S. Bunker.

Ice-Bound Canadian Waters.
Quebec, April 19.—The spring weather that was ex-

pected so early this year has tarried long in the coming,
and as a consequence almost all the lakes in northern
Canada are still in the fetters of the ice king and in the
Lake St. John country snow still lies deep in the woods.
Not until the early days of May is the ice likely to leave
Lake Edward and Lake St. John, but there will be excel-
lent trout fishing in Lake Beaufort, Lake St. Charles,
Lake St. Joseph and Lake Edward within a couple of days
after the disappearance of the ice. The 10th or 12th of
May will be none too early for the large fontinalis of
Lake Edward, and as summer is likely to come in with a
rush after such a late spell of cold in the spring as we are
now having, the weather in the middle of May will prob-
ably be very pleasant for camping out, though the dis-
tances are not so great but that anglers may return each
night to the hotel at the station.
From American friends who are members of the Meta-

betchouan and Springfield clubs, I learn that we may
expect a number of American anglers up here from the
15th to the 25th of May, most of them bound to the Kiski-
sink and Lower Metabetchouan waters. For spring fish-
ing in these waters anglers should be well supplied with
fairly large-sized flies of the Parmachene-belle, jungle-
cock and professor varieties, with a sprinkling of Jock-
Scots or silver-doctors.

Fishermen in the habit of crossing to the Grand Dis-
charge of Lake St. John or to the large tributaries of the
inland sea, will be pleased to learn that a new steamboat
is rapidly approaching completion at Roberval, which will
make the fourth steamer to navigate the waters of the
lake. The Canadian Government is also constructing a
suitable wharf at Roberval.

I would not recommend crossing to the Grand Discharge
for ouananiche fishing before June 10, though May 18, as
described in my last letter, will not be too early to take
them in the mouths of the Ouiatchouan or Metabetchouan
"vers. E. T. D. Chambers.

Point Senasqua Rod and Reel Club.
Sing Sing, N. Y—Editor Forest and Stream: We have

here the finest striped bass fishing ground on the Hudson
River and there are many enthusiastic fishermen. We
have an angling club, the Point Senasqua Rod and Reel
Association, Senasqua being the Indian name of Croton
Point. As an incentive to make the sport interesting,
the club has prepared a handsome gold badge which will
be awarded the member landing the heaviest fish during
the season beginning April 1 and ending Dec. 1. The
fish to win the prize must be either a striped bass, weak-
fish or salmon, and must be caught in the Hudson River
between Tarrytown and Verplanck. The club members
also have a button badge. W. S. S.

Chemung County Association.
Wellsburg, N. Y., April 12.—Editor Forest and

Stream: We have organized a club of thirty members
called the Chemung County Fish and Game Protective
Association. The officers are: W. H. Wagener, President;
Aaron Seafuse, Treasurer; Dr. F. G. Dean, Secretary;
Willmot E. Knapp, Attorney; Louis Balch and Cbas.
Whealer, Wardens. F. G. Dean, Sec'y-
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READY FOR OPENING DAY.
Boston, April 21.—Still the preparations go on for one

of the liveliest angling seasons that the trout and salmon
waters have ever known. But up to within a few days
the weather has been very cold for April and but little

real fishing has been done. At the preserves on the Cape
and the South Shore owners and invited guests have
had some fishing, but it has not been as satisfactory as
good April weather would have made. In the tackle
stores the report says a good trade is in progress—much
better than a year ago. Orders for fishing tackle and
repairs are numerous. Trout fishermen mean to be ready
for the clearing of the ice from the Maine lakes. Hun-
dreds of rods and reels are in the tackle stores and the
repair shops. It is curious to note the interest the
genuine trout fishermen takes in being sure that his
tackle is ready. But reports from the Maine ice are not
encouraging now for a very early season, notwithstand-
ing the very warm weather in March, I have letters
from several guides and camp and hotel keepers right in
the trout centers, and the entire report summed up makes
the date of the Rangeleys clearing of ice about May 15,
with Moosehead a day or two earlier. Each one of the
reports mention more engagements than usual. Rooms,
boats and guides are being engaged in a manner that
ought to be pleasing to those reaping the most pecuniary
benefit.

The chances of a night train to Farmington, Me., over
the Maine Central, for the accommodation of the fisher-
men who would like to reach the Rangeleys in one night
from Boston, are ypt uncertain. The railroad companies
are slow to wake up to the main chance. There will be a
great many fishing parties to the Maine waters this season,
but after all a great many changes have taken place.
Some of the old parties are entirely broken up, and others
nearly so. The Eugene Clapp party is a thing of the past,
the members being nearly all dead. Mr. G. W. Wads-
worth is left, and he thinks strongly of joining one of the
younger clubs. The Hobart and Reed party is broken up.
Mr. Reed is ill, and Mr. Hobart is probably going to Grand
Lake Stream for landlocked salmon. Doubtless the
Magee party will be a full one this season. Mr. Tuttle
and his friends will early be at Lake Point Cottage,
Rangeley Lake. This is always one of the first parties of
the season. Mr. Tuttle rather expected, during the warm
weather in March, that he should hardly be on the
grounds as soon as the ice was out this year, but later re-
ports indicate good sledding on the ice on the same lake.
The Powers party will be one of the foremost of the
season. This party has its steamer already engaged. The
Inglewood Club members are preparing for a splendid
fishing trip this spring, though some of the members will
wait till warmer weather and fly-fishing rather than rush
off for early trolling. This club has received several val-
uable accessions to its membership the past year; among
the best the entire Harry Moore party. This party, made
up of almost the same persons, has visited various fishing
resorts year after year, till at last it is anchored with the
Inglewood Club. The Megantic Club is starting in for a
prosperous season. Its membership has been increased,
and the best of management is looked for this season.
A special to the daily papers say that Supt. McGlinn, of

the New Hampshire State hatching house, was to ship on
Monday, April 26, 75,000 brook trout fry, as the season's
allotment of the Fisheries Commission to the Merrimack
County Fish and Game League. The fish are to be planted
in the waters of that county. Special.

It Did Not Pay.
Threis weeks ago several enthusiastic sportsmen of this

city, including Chief of Police McCabe, and officers Mc-
Donald and Leroy, went fishing in Morgan Lake. They
were not satisfied with the inglorious worm or the frisky
fly, but decided to try their luck with nets. This was
against the law, but the party included the Chief of
Police, and of course if he thought it all right, why the
others thought so too. Then the Morgan boys were along,
and as the lake is for the most part the property of their
aunt, they, too, thought it all right. They fished in broad
daylight, using a big river seine, and caught a nice mess,
some of the bass being as big as shad. Coming in town,
the party felt so generous that they presented a few of
the surplus fish to their friends, who pronounced them
most excellent eating. The sequel of the story was that
Game Protector Kennedy got hold of the matter and
placed it in the hands of Game Constable Mase, of Mat-
teawan, and on Friday the Chief of Police and his friends
settled the matter out of court by paying $135 in fines
and $7 costs, which made about $23.66 apiece—rather
expensive, even for the splendid haul of fish they made.
Others who had the fish in their possession and enjoyed
eating them are equally liable before the law, but the
game constable decided not to go outside of the circle of
sportsmen. The matter is considered a huge joke by the
friends of the sportsmen, but they can't see it in that
light, in view of the present lightness of their pocket-
books.

—

Pouglikeepsie (N. Y.) Eagle.

New Hampshire Trout.

Lebanon, N. H., April 8.—The past winter has been
favorable for trout, but I think the season will be late.

One week from to-day is open season and it has snowed
hard about all day. The 15th comes on Sunday, so if the
drifts are not too deep I shall try to find some brook early
Monday morning. I would like to meet my old friend
"Von W." once more before we pass the Grand Divide,
and to enjoy another as perfect a day as I did with him
three years ago in Acworth. I hope that he will live
many years to enjoy nature as she is. Mascorey.

New York Game Legislation.

Albany, N. Y., April 2i.—Special to Forest and Stream:
The Committee made, its report on game law amendments
to-day. By its terms no changes are recommended as to deer
or woodcock, except That the season for deer in Sullivan
county is made to comprise October only. Mongolian pheas-
ants are protected at. all times. The wild fowl season for the
Hudson River helow Troy and for Long Island waters ends
May 1; in the rest of the State ending March 1. Striped bass
are protected. Fishing through the ice is allowed iu waters
not inhabited by trout or by landlocked salmon. The trout
season is made to open in the Adirondacks on April 15 and
elsewhere on April 1.

The above are recommendations. The bill incorporating
them has not yet been adopted, M.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

May 1 to 4.—Special show of St. Bernard, Collie, Spaniel and Fox-
Terrier clubs, in connection with the Hempstead Farm show, Madison
Square Garden.
May 9 to 12.-Louisville Kennel Club* at Louisville, Ky. St. Marc M.

Munday, Sec'y.
May 30 to June 2.—Alameda County Sportsmen's Association, at

Oakland, California.
Sept. 10 to 14.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y.
Sept. 18 to 21.—Rhode Isla"nd State Fair Association, at Cranston, R.

I. W. W. Dexter, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaug

her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W. B Wells

Seo'y.

BOSTON SHOW.
April 17 to 20. Entries 8S8, Dogs Benched S6 1.

The tenth annual dog show of the New England Kennel
Club, marks an era of good feeling and prosperity for ihe
club that reminds one of its early shows. No club, with the
exception of theW. K. C, has held to its purpose with
greater tenacity through fair weather and foul than the N.
E. K. C, and now with the open handed management at
present ; in control its future looks bright indeed. The
economic policy is past and a feeling of democracy and the
greatest good to the greatest number reigns in place of it.

The entry accorded the club this vear was well in advaDce of
late years, though not up to tha't of 1888, when the total of
1,053 was reached.
The following table will show each year's entry: 1S85, 619;

1886, 622; 1887, 1.039; 1888, 1,053; 1889, 701; 1890, 737: 1891, 637
1892, 700; 1893, 807; 1894, 888.

This year the coming specialty show had a decided effect
upon the entry in several breeds, notably collies, and if, like
other large shows, novice classes had been provided, no
doubt the thousand mark would have been reached again.
Elsewhere will be found items of interest connected with

the show, and we turn at once to a criticism of the classes.

Mastiffs.

James Mortimer, Judge.

The three principal kennels in the East were represented by
their best dogs, so that though the entries were not large,
quality was well represented. Beaufort's Black Prince and
Lady Diana, both well shown, took the challenge prizes
without competition. In open dogs (8), Ingleside Minting
again proved equal to the occasion and scored well over
Emperor William in eye, body and hind legs, his coat might
be better. Emperor Maximilian took third, he is much
smaller than the others and not so well ribbed. Beaufort's
Prince, reserve, is slack in hack and only just recovering from
eczema, skull too domy. Brutus, c, a light-eyed, sour-faced
dog, back on pasterns and light in body, got all he deserved
in such company. Bitches (4), saw GerdalL, that wonderfully
good matron, an easy winner over Eider, whose light bone
and rather plain flat head and lack of massiveness were off-
set by good body and hind parts. Nellie, third, was shown
much too fat. a light eye detracts from her expression, stands
on good legs and has a much better skull than muzzle, the
latter not deep nor square enough. Brampton Beauty was
absent, being heavy in whelp to Beaufort's Black Prince.
The dog puppy Druid was absent and Campania, a lucky
one, represented bitch puppies, as at other shows this season.

St. Bernards.
James Mortimer, Judge.

One cannot extol the quality on the whole, on the contrarv,
outside of the old winners there was little to commend. A
Boston show wi'h no challenge rough dogs is something
unusual; in the corresponding bitch class (2), Lady Living
ston scored once more, beating Miss Anna in size, bone and
general massiveness; in type and quality both are superior
specimens. Her Ladyship was not in such good coat as we
have seen her. Open dogs proved a lame class (22), and the
winner, Altoneer, whom we never saw looking better, was
well placed ahead of Ardmore, beating him in skull and
muzzle, quality and body, which has filled out nicely. The
well known Jim Blaine came next, he is a useful sort, well
made all round if we except a dip behind the shoulders, he
was never shown better. Gov. Russel, vhc, has a very nice
typical head, deep and square with excellent markings and
stands on good lees, he was rather thin and looked tucked
up in body. Prince Hector, he, carries great bone, but lack
of sufficient stop and a too short face are very ruueih against
him, good coat but curly in places. Sir Albert Victor, he,
scarcely deserved his letters; his head is long, narrow and
snipy in muzzle, and to this we must add a shelly light body.
The commended dogs were distinctly poor specimens com-
paratively, their heads being principally at fault. Benning-
ton, whose disposition was not of the best, has good legs and
coat to commend, he has a half white head. The bitch class
was very meagerly supported with but two entries, one of
which was our old friend Lady Sneerwell, who, however, did
not look at her best, her skin seemed out of order and coat
was short, she was too fat as well. Second was withheld
from Bonny and that is all that need he said. Iu dog pups
(16), Lord Ripon deserved his win for a good head, great
bone and the quality he shows. Columbus, second, loses
uite considerably to him in head, stop and muzzle especially,
im Blaine, Jr., 1 could not find. Madam B., second, again

scored in the corresponding class, second being withheld
from Junis II.

In smooth challenge dogs, Melrose King, beautifully
shown, was alone; but competition was keen in the next
class when Empress of Contoocock and Miss Alton came to-
gether. The former looked very well and excels in muzzle
and carriage of ears, quality and expression, and depth of
body. Miss Alton is a cleaner built bitch, but lack of face
shadings is a distinct detraction compared with the other;
she excels in bone and feet and carriage of stern. Open dogs
(4) proved a "snap" for Alton, Jr., who stood head and
shoulders above the others in quality and general make up;
he was put down in faultless condition and has improved in
body; he is a hard one to beat in any company. Rex Bedi-
vere, second, has a well-shaped head, if too much peak be
excepted, and stands on good legs. Cato, third, while plain
in muzzle, has a very good skull; stop should be more defined,
good legs, well-ribbed, white body and shows but moderate
quality. Judith, the well-known matron, was placed over
Lady Alton in bitches (4). The latter beats in bonebut loses
iu squareness of muzzle and in eye; both are good in body
and legs, and Miss Alton scores a little in type and quality.
Judith's Ruth, a bitch of nice type and color, shows too much
coat; more depth of stop would improve her, and she is a bit
straight behind. A noteworthy fact regarding this class is
that, the three others are daughters of the winner, Judith,
who evidently intends to keep her position as the head of the
family. Clara Barton was absent. In smooth dog pups (5)
first went to Counch, a nice all-round dog; ears lay back a
little, good bone and body for his age, well marked, faulty in
carriage of stern. Cyclone, second, is a little long and nar-
row in head, good bone, a son of Altoneer and Judith. His I

brother, Snow King, reserve, is rather plain-faced, good bone
and legs. Puppy bitches did not fill.

Great Danes.
James Mortimer, Judge.

The showing here was a disappointment to lovers of this
coming fancy. Entries were poor and quality hv no means
conspicuotis. Challenge dogs did not fill, and " Minerva's
Fawn was the only entry in the corresponding class, she is
now owned by Mr. White, of Worcester; her snipy head is
her worst fault and she was shown too fat. Open dogs
had but two, Stanley and Molke; the latter is a plain,
coarse headed dog with little type, fair body and legs,
and Stanley, well known now, had no difficultv in scoring
first. Owl's Nest Topsy was the only entry in bitches; she
is short headed, good in neck, body and legs, a dark brindle
with a light eye.

Bloodhounds.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Here was quality in abundance and one new face. Belhus
took another challenge prize. Alchymist filled his en-
gagement in open dogs (4) for the first time since
his importation, and though not in the best of skin
condition he scored well; his grand body, legs, earage
and wrinkle make one overlook his rather light head; it
would be improved with more depth, but shows intense
type and quality; he is a distinct acquisition to the breed on
this side. Brough, second, is beaten in body, length of
leather and quarters, but has a deeper and better head.
Berry's Bradshaw is plain beside these two; he is well
known. Bruno, reserve, is leggy and rather plain in head
compared to winners, good body and condition. In bitches
(2) Kaween, repeatedly shown lately, was too fat, but had
nothing to beat but the sweet-headed, undeveloped Vigilant,
who is improving in condition at every show.

Foxhounds.
John Davidson, Judge.

At no show held in the North have we seen such a large
entry, and nowhere do we remember seeing such a good
lot of hounds, taking them all round. At the same
time never did it appear more apparent that a standard
is necessary for the American hound. Legs and feet were
uniformly good, which is something unusual, but heads,
ears and bodies were of all shapes and lengths. In English
hounds (3) the well known winner Rosemary scored over
another bitch. Winsome, a rather plain-headed little bitch
with good body and legs, losing to the winner very much in
muzzle and thighs. I liked Denmark, third, better for the
place.
In American hounds Elite was the only challenge entry

present, Commodorenotshowingup. Elite was shown rather
gross. The open dog class (17), White Oak Kennels' four
being not for competition, must have been a puzzle for the
judge. For the blue he selected Argonaut, the Chicago win-
ner; barring a fineness in muzzle he has a capital head and is
well put up all round and looks like going, being a light
English type to some extent. Second went to the well known
trial winner Logan, a little pinched in muzzle and should be
better ribbed up; body a little long. Rock, another good
one in the field, came in third; this is a very well built
hound all round, well ribbed, short-coupled body, excellent
front with just enough bone, head rather on English type
with short ears, good neck and shoulders, in fact, consider-
ing his condition, style and everything, one need not have
looked further for the winner, and should fill the eve as a
type for the standard; he is perhaps a trifle leggy, but'such a
dog should be able to stand any amount of work, rough or
smooth. Rover, reserve, is rather heavy in head, especially
in skull, excellent legs and body, ears flat. Billy, Ned,
Pooler and Brave's Boy were vhc. Billy is faulty
in loin, not chest enough, fiat-faced, nice legs and
leather. Ned I did not see. Pooler is a well-shaped
hound with a rather good head, little short in
neck. Brave's Boy was in very poor shape, dirty and did
not deserve his letters, though a pretty good hound when in
shape. Dave Crockett, he, was hardly treated, for he is a
well-made dog, though a little long in loin, and more rib
would improve him; good legs and feet, and plenty of sub-
stance. Sport is another that, might have scored over some
of the vhc. dogs, for combined with a nice head and true
foxhound expression he is well ribbed and conforms to
American requirements; he is a mottle. White Oak Ken-
nels showed a very nice level pack, but did not compete. In
bitches (11) another hard lot to judge came forward and the
prize again went to Kentucky through the medium of Bow-
sprit, another of the same type as Argonaut—same breeder;
she might be better in feet, but has good legs, body and a
sweet hound head. Judy, second, first last year, is a fair-
headed one, and if she had more rib would do. Katie, third,
seemed in whelp, is throaty and in spite of her good legs
was rather lucky under the circumstances. Aggie, reserve,
is another worker in the trials, well-shaped head, her lower
eyelid has been torn open and she wore a shield over it,

good legs and feet. Norah, vhc, is a well-known winner,
with quite a nice head and good legs, but was a bit light in
loin. Lilly Dale is another known to fame; her sweet head,
combined with good legs and fair body and shoulders, show
that she well deserved her letters; she might be shorter
coupled if anything. Fancy, he, is light in muzzle and
should be deeper ribbed up, legs and feet will do. The
puppy class was divided, five dogs"aud four bitches, and three
from White Oak Kennels N.F.C. Driver won in dogs, a very
promising, well-made pup; in fact, most of the pups were
well formed. Tarn O'Shanter was a good second; there is
little between them. Dawn took the "blue in bitches, but
was removed before I came around, as were most of the
youngsters.

Deerhounds.
J. Otis Fellows, Judge.

Not a very numerous entry, but quality made up for any
deficiency in that respect. Alfred Heald, Mr. Thayer's ken-
nel manager, just brought the dogs in as fast as he could
and pocketed the ribbons and didn't care what happened, as
they all came from the Hillside Kennels. H. Warrior and H.
Rotnola furnished the winner in each challenge class and
were shown in good form. In open dogs (S) it was Raven.
McGregor, and Argyle, Raven, in excellent coat, beats Mc-
Gregor iu body, loin, bone, lengtn and strength of head and
feel of coat. Argyle loses in muzzle and length of head, but
beats the second winner in body and coat. Three well
known ones came forward in the bitch class. Sylvia scored
in head, bone and quarters, but Heather, third, excels Ruth
in ribs and thighs, heads about equal. There were no pup-
pies.

Greyhounds.
J. Otis Fellows, Judge.

There is generally a good lot of this breed shown here,
and though a good entry was benched, somehow the cracks
failed to show up this year, which left the moderate, short-
bodied Imperator a bloodless victory as the only ctiallenge
representative He was well shown. The judge could not
go back on his namesake, Uncle Dick, in open dogs (9), so
gave him the blue; he is wide in skull, with big, flat, down-
hanging cars, heavy shoulders, fair legs and feet and nice
swell of ribs. Baltic, second, is a better dog all rouud, ex-
cepting in rib; a deeper and stronger loin would improve
him. Dakota, third, is making up nicely, and was looking
well. Vigilant, reserve, is a plain sort, flat in loin, snipy
headed, but stands on good legs. Lord Torrington, vhc,
should have more hone, but his legs are well formed and
body well ribbed up, shoulders nicely placed, Duke, he,
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scarcely deserved his position, heavy shoulders, light ribs,

poor feet, short head and big ears are not to be commended
or desired; he is good behind, however. Pedro, c. Kis fat, and
heavy in shoulders and not clean enough in neck.
One can scarcely agree with the decision in bitches (6).

Hattie. another of the Gem of the Season—Rose breeding,
which Joe Lewis has been fortunate enough to produce, isa
very promising sort, but not yet furnished. Marguerite is

too small, faulty in front, well ribbed; she should not have
divided Hattie and the new importation, Southern Belle,

The latter, just off the ship, looked sleek and too fat, but
still her beautiful outline from head back should please the

eye of every greyhound man, well ribbed, strong, deep loin,

beautiful quarters and long, broad thighs, strong hocks and
good front and neck, sloping shoulders, though at present a
little heavy there owing to fatness, makes one pass over
a slightly plain head—little round and full in skull,

which her peculiar marking does not enhance. She is a
bitch that will be hard to beat in any company when in

proper fettle. She should have won with Hattie second and
Miss Dollar III. reserve, betweenwhom and Marguerite there
is little comparison, should have been at least third. It was
scarcely fair to score Belle so hard for her sleek appearance.
Catchfly II., he, is weedy and snipy headed compared to the
others. Hattie rightly beat Dakota in puppies, better ribbed,

and in loin and head. The others were a poor lot.

Wolfhounds.
J. Otis Fellows, Judge.

The same old faces again, but the rest since Philadelphia
has done them all some good. The owners of the two princi-

pal kennels deserve every credit for the way they have sup-

Eorted the shows this season and they should reap a goodly
arvest from their efforts to push this handsome breed to

the front. Argoss and Leekhoi once more faced each other
in challenge dogs and both were well shown. Argoss has
improved very much since Philadelphia and was again able
to hold his position, while Zerry repeated her former victory
over Svodka, who was also well shown. Poor Vinga, with
her bent leg, should not have been shown; the fractured
part has knit together well but the joint is quite enlarged.
In open dogs (4) the order was again Colonel Dietz and
Odrooski and Sorvanets, latter better shown than at Phila-
delphia, not so cloddy-looking, and Leekhoi II. reserve. All
have been repeatedly commented upon in these columns. In
bitches Irmina won, followed by Ymeika, who is a good all

round bitch barring her straight hocks, good body, loin and
front, feet could be closer, excellent coat and feather. Riga,
third, same stamp as the winner, is well known; loses in

depth and breadth to Ymeika, also in quarters and thighs.
Ylobellis, reserve, was hardly treated, I thought; a nice type
of bitch, good loin and body, better ribbed than the winner,
excellent front; she only loses in head, and no great mistake
would have been made if she had won, that is if the dog class
winner's type was followed. Olivia, the Philadelphia win-
ner, could do no better than vhc; her poor front is against
her. Lady Dietz was the only puppy shown.

Newfoundlands.
John Davidson, Judge.

A'poor lot as usual nowadays. Ponto, the winner in dogs
(4) is too long in head and it is not deep enough; light eye,
big ear, rather good coat. Cinders has a better shaped head
but a lighter eye and is cloddy in body. Jumbo, vhc. , is a
curly-coated fellow with a lemon eye, fat and snipy head; it

is no use giving letters to such dogs; they are not Newfound-
lands.

Chesapeake Bay Dogs.
John Davidson, Judge.

Dr. Bigelow made a brave showing in this breed, and with
one exception retrieved all the ribbons. Mr. E. Brooks's dogs
were benched N. P. C. Cleveland and Bigelow's Rose ac-
counted for the challenge classes. In open dogs (2), Rough
beat Deacon, though I should think the latter's better head
and harder coat should have pulled him through. In bitches,
Tivoli, the Saratoga winner, scored over the puppy Tucker-
man's Favorite, beating her in closeness of coat and slightly
in head, but types are so diversified in this breed at present
that it is risky work venturing a decided opinion on any of
them, though there is one thing certain, they should have a
crisp, wet-resisting coat and jaws long and strong enough to
grasp a refractory duck or gcose. In puppies, Favorite won
over a pretty little one in Otter Girl, that shows much
promise.

Pointers.
James Mortimer, Judge.

The breed was well represented, and, while quality was a
little mixed, it was a representative collection, especially of
New England stock. The classes were well handled. Chal-
lenge dogs brought out Tempest, Duke of Kent II. and Duke
of Dexter; Pontiac N. F. C. Tempest won; a trifle better in
head, but loses in front to Duke of Kent. Lady Tammany
was alone in her class and was put down in good style. Open
dogs (13), heavy weights, brought out several well-known
winners. First went to Prince Regent, whose good ribs
neck, shoulders and skull are noticeable; he should be truer
in front and not so much cut out before the eye; nice bone.
Ridgeview Panic and Hylas of Naso were second and third-
these are names familiar to pointer men by this time. Budd
D. took the reserve card; he should stand stronger on pas-
terns, skull be a little finer and body deeper ribbed; muzzle
and hindparts good, and was well shown. King of Lynn,
vhc, should be longer in head, not so cut out before the eye'
which is light and stary; other parts good. Lord Bracket'
he,, would do with more rib and should be flatter in skull'
good bone, shoulders a trifle heavy. Robert S., he, has a
nice head and body, but is a bit coarse in shoulders. Ponset
vhc.

,
has a rather coarse head, brow too prominent well-

ribbed, but shoulders should be cleaner. Dare Go keeps up
well and is an old winner in this part of the world; heavy in
shoulders and throws out a little in front now. In bitches
(11), Kent's Belle took the blue; she is a nice, well-formed
bitch, might be a bit stronger in muzzle, and falls away a
bit behind. Kathleen Kent, second, has a clean, well-shaped
head, a little more back rib would improve an otherwise
good body. Bloomo II., well known as a good one, came
next, and Tempest Queen, reserve, is faulty in expression and
throaty, head fairly well shaped, nice body, feet could be
better, and is heavy in shoulders. Emblem, vhc, has a fair
head, but ears are not well hung; a rather plain bitch, faulty
in front. Belle Vernon, he, was out when I called.
In lightweight challenge dogs (3), Rush of Lad took the

honors from Arthur, who has gone off from his youthful
form, though he beats the winner in head considerably, Lad's
being flat and plain, and a prominent eye does not improve
it, otherwise he is well made. Arthur is getting strong in
skull and is not right in front of stop, and pasterns should be
stronger. In challenge bitches (2), Wild Lily, a smart stylish
bitch, though losing considerable in substance and body to
Fan N., was in much better condition, the latter being shown
too fat. Open dogs had eleven entries and the winner was
not far to seek in Ridgeview Tenny, well known. Ridge-
view Douald from the same kennel coming second; faulty in
bone and muzzle. Chancellor, third, is rather plain in head
though fairly well shaped, good legs, shoulders and body'
Roderick, reserve, is a little flat in face and should be better
ribbed up, otherwise he will do. The vhc. dogs were Zack
Prince of Pontiac and Flintlock. Zack has lumps ou muzzle
near the eye and a rather poor head, good legs, fair body
Prince Pontiac has been described before and deserved his
letters. Flintlock not very well shown, throaty and muzzle
should be stronger, beyond this, little fault can be found

Advance I could not find. Bitches had sixteen entries and
proved a. hard class to judge. The well known winner
Springside Nell was again to the front, followed by Devon-
shire Pearl, a nicely made lemon and white, elbows set a
little too close. Westminster Zoe, third, should be better in
feet, face a little flat, more stop and more rib would improve
her, otherwise well formed. Fan Fan II. is well known and
deserved her position. Jingle Belle is too prominent in
brow, a nicely fronted bitch with a good body. The he's
were Belle and Sarah, the latter is leggy, but they deserved
their letters. Two good dog puppies were shown by the
Springside Kennels, Faust and Tory, and placed as named;
the winner should be deeper in muzzle and a light eye de-
tracts from his appearance, but he beats the other in skull
and general formation of body. In bitches (9), Urada Kent
was placed over Daisy; winner is a well ribbed pup with a
rather nice head, beating Daisy in these respects. Springside
Juno, reserve, is a little one with a poor muzzle and light
eye, others not mentioned, not a good class. Tempest beat
Duke of Kent 11. again in the field trial class.

English Setters.

John Davidson, Judge.

These classes were well filled, and here and there a good
deal of quality was to be found. This year the N. E. F. T.
Club did not make a special display, but most of their dogs
were there just the same. Challenge dogs had two entries,
Monk of Furness and Kent II., placed as written; Kent has
the better head, stop more defined, and was in better coat
and condition, but loses behind somewhat. It was close
work between Blue Nell and Princess Beatrice in the next
class; Nell has the better shaped head, especially muzzle,
but loses considerably to Beatrice from loin back; the lat-
ter's gross condition probably accounted for her defeat. In
open dogs (25) there was lots of work for the judge, first

going finally to Cactus, a well-known dog with whom little
fault can be found, a strongly built one with a good head.
Harry L., second, is another good-headed dog, standing on
nice legs, would do with more rib and be stronger in hocks.
Dad Monarch, third, was a bit too fat, short neck, good
otherwise. Albert's Ranger was shown light in flesh, a
well-formed dog if better ribbed up, good shoulders, legs
and feet and coat. There were five vhc. dogs; Count Noble's
Boy well deserved his letters and so did the well-known
Robin Goch. Norma has a fair head, is a bit plain behind
and ribs should be better sprung. The Earl is well known.
Gasseau Orange Belton should have a deeper stop, was too
fat and is faulty in set on of stern, good legs and coat.
Albert's Garry, he, has a rather plain head, feet out a bit,
with more rib body would be good, deserved his letters.
Berkshire, also he, is not flat enough in coat, a little strong
in skull, but good muzzle, bone and legs and body. Druid
Noble I could not find. Critic should certainly have had
more than c , as he is nicely put up all round; he is a brother
of the winner.
The bitch class (16) was another strong lot and here

Countess Zoe was shown a little above herself, but in fairly
hard condition; a little more stop would improve an other-
wise good head, good body, legs and coat. Albert's Moll,
second, has a fairly good head, beaten in coat, body and legs
by the winner, Toledo Queen, third, was at Philadelphia.
Monk's Mina is filling out nicely and shows lots of quality,
muzzle should be stronger. Countess Berkshire, vhc, is
faulty in muzzle, but otherwise nicely made. Blue Jenny,
vhc, is light in loin, in poor shape, good head. Madge M.,
in the same lot, should have a better defined stop, plain in
muzzle. Among the he division I liked Flight of River-
view, who was hardly treated with but two letters. The
Duchess, he, is light in body, while Idol is too fat altogether,
good head, but throaty. Our Pet shows lots of quality, a
little heavy in shoulder, as she was shown too fat; excellent
head, legs and coat; deserved another letter. Harry L. won
in dog pups (12), with Sir Winford second; fair head and a bit
out in front. In bitches (12) Lilly L. scored, a very promis-
ing sort when body is filled out, nice head, legs and coat.
Reverdy's Leah is another good-headed one and so is
Monk's Lill, all the way from Hoboken. In the field trial
class Cincinnatus and Toledo Blade were absent, and this
left Our Pet the ribbon without a run.

Irish Setters.
John Davidson, Judge.

The classes were fairly well filled and the quality good.
Challenge dogs brought out Kildare, Inchiquin, Duke Elcho,
Kildare Glenmore and Seminole—a galaxy of Irish quality.
Inchiquin, reserve, was beaten by Kildare in head and front;
both were put down in rare fettle, and I never saw Inchiquin
looking better. In bitches Edna H. had a walk over, Queen
Vic and Norma competing for specials only; they were well
shown, as were all of Jos. Lewis's dogs. Open dogs (7) saw
Bob J. take the blue, his excellent color, good body and legs
scoring palpably, though head should have the occipital bone
better developed. Pemberton, second, rather plain in head
and feet should be truer, otherwise well built. Principal,
third, is too flat-faced and should be better ribbed up. Ruff-
dan, reserve, is light in loin, Roman nosed, should be deeper
in body, more stop, in poor flesh. King Grue, vhc , is coarse-
headed, and so is Phormio, he, and also light in rib. Shan-
don Belle, the winner last year, repeated her victory in open
bitches (6), a most meritorious triumph, as all the others
have taken ribbons one time or another. She is of a rich
color, feet turn out a bit and neck could be longer to advan
tage; nice head, and was in beautiful condition. Second
went to Ruby Glenmore II., repeatedly described, and third
to Maid of Borstal, another well.known animal, who loses
in head to the others. Alice Kent, reserve, would do better
if her head were more typical, a little plain. Rosamond,
vhc, I have spoken of before, nicely shown. Jessequin de-
served two letters. Puppy dogs had two entries, but Kildare
Odin was the only one to catch the judge's eye, and he took
first; ears set on high, rather good head, feet not truly set
on, a promising sort. Kildare Neville, from the same kennel,
took first in bitches, only entry; she is not up to much.
Finglas, looking well, took the field trial class prize on a
walk over.

Gordon Setters.
J. Otis Fellows, Judge.

Quality here was fair and entry good, but surprises were in
order all round and the old standbys had few collar decora-
tions of the usual color. To begin with Count Noble, shown
in faultless condition, threw down Leo B., who was mas-
querading under the name of Duke of Wellington. This
will be explained elsewhere. The charming Janet scored in
the next class (5) beating Fan, her kennel mate, and the old
winner. Duchess of Waverley and Lady Gordon. In open
dogs (7), the big ones went down again, but a little dog was
the order and this was found in Trim B., whose wide, round
skull and rather straight stifle are against him, nice body but
too small and light. Prince, second, is light in loin, turns
his feet out, flat plain head, light in rib, a small dog. Homer
S.

,
third, in spite of arather plain head should have won, as he

scores so in bone, body and legs especially; type and general
good build must not be sacrificed to size. A Gordon is a
heavier built dog than an English setter, and the winners
were smaller than is usually met with in the latter breed-
there is danger in rushing to either extreme. Heather Dash'
reserve, is slack in body, light in tan, fair head. Bitches (9),'

Fenmont won; is rather mealy on legs, poor in head compared
ci
ady Maud

» second, losing in stop and muzzle. Jessie
Noble, third, has little character, is mixed in tan and was
shown too fat. Belle O, vhc, body well made though light
fair head, should have more stop, small sized; Pocahontas'
vhc., with a little more stop has a good head, rich tan and

good legs and feet, shoulders and body; should have been
higher up. Maid of Waverly was left in the cold. Belle of
Waverly gets her feet too close and elbows scarcely true, good
body and. coat, fair tan. Jolly G.'s time will come in the fall.

Lady Noble is not very good in front, and tan should be
warmer. Bobolink won in dog pups (3). Belle of Waverley
rightly won in puppies; the others I did not see—gone home.
Mr. Fellows stuck to his little ones all through, and as he re-
marked in his dry style, "I'm not judging lumber piles this
time," he must be praised for consistency at least. Count
Noble won in the field trial class. A petition was signed by
the New England breeders for Mr. Fellows to judge Gordons.

Spaniels.
J. Otis Felloivs, Judge.

The entry was a good one, and many familiar faces were to
be seen, in fact, we were surprised at their presence, consid-
ering the pronounced views of the judge in certain direc-
tions. Whatever one may say about the correctness of the
awards, one must admit that with few exceptions the judge
did his best to get what he wanted. The ball opened with
challenge field dogs, Newton Abbott Torso having a walk
over, and so did Rosedale Bess in her class. Open dogs had
two, Echo and King Cassius, the former winning easily,
Cassius high in leg and curly-coated. Maid was the only
entry in bitches and took the blue; light in body, nice head,
but rather on the leg. In livers first was withheld from
Lord Kew, just a common sort. In any other color Romeo
could do no better than second, though he had the class to
himself. Then came the fun and the long faces. It started
when Middy and Jay Kay went down before Othello. This
latter is a bigger dog than the others, and though a trifle
long, is a well-built one. He is said to be blind in one eye,
and the other is none too good. Miss Waggles again beat
I Say in their class, the good-headed Black Duchess being
left in the cold. Thirteen trooped into the black open dog
class and three were absent. They took some sorting, and
when the smoke cleared away Adam and Woodland Prince
were counted equal for first place. This was wrong. First
should have been solely the Prince's property, for in addition
to filling the requirements of good length of leg and good
body, his head is so far superior to Adam's in type and qual-
ity that it more than offsets any little advantage Adam may
have in the former respects. Third went to Jumie IV., the
very antithesis of the other two, a little long in body and
light in flesh, fair head; a candidate for distemper. King
Raven, Jr., well known, took reserve. Jersey Nebo. vhc,
has a poor front and coarse head, nice, flat coat, a bit faulty
behind, droops in quarters. King Nebo, vhc, has a nice
front, full in skull, and more rib would even up a slightly
long body. King Cole has a crooked front, and is too round
in skull. Wyoming Obo is faulty in front and too high in
skull, otherwise all right. In bitches (12) the rather long-
bodied Fashion won, fair front, but should be more on the
leg to get so high up. Lisa, second, I liked better; although
scarcely made up, well formed all round, and shown in fault-
less condition. Cricket, third, has a pretty good front, too
prominent in brow, and loses in skull. Flossie Butter I must
have missed in the excitement; she won at Providence last
December. Topsy S. should have been higher up; she is a well
formed bitch, though a trifle shorter body would improve
her. Rideau Reine should fill the new conditions if she had a
better front; she has the type, too, and can beat the winner.
Cleo W., he, a nice-fronted one, a little full in skull, good
body, and should have had at least another letter. Dart, the
Chicago winner, in better shape, had to be content with he
Sunderland Bess, he, has white on feet and chest. Eugenie,
he, seemed in whelp; stands on good legs, nice head, and'
was well shown, Bim scored nicely in any other color dogs
(6), second going to Neda, not flat enough in coat, nice head,
feet come together, nice height. Brautford Rufus, which
should have been placed here, got third; he has been out all
the season. Red Obo, reserve, is a nice little red, a good
deal smaller than the winner. Brownie, vhc, was out of his
stall. Daisy Atkins, quite a small one, proved the winner in
bitches (10), losing in body and front to Hamilton Beauty, a
sweet-headed one, a bit faulty in muzzle Gypsey Queen,
third, had been taken away when I came round, in fact all
this kennel went home early. Ruin, reserve, stands well in
front, and if cobbier and better ribbed and not pinched in
muzzle, would be a good one. Red Niobe, vhc, was in Phil-
adelphia, a coarse-headed one, poor in front. In Clumbers,
Mr. Little had a glorious time, scoring everything without
competition. There were no challenge entries, and the open
class introduced us to Friar Boss, a good-headed one if its
base were higher, not quite true in front and should be
shown deeper in body, all round a good dog. Albert, second,
is light in body and muzzle, not deep or square enough, good
legs and coat. Prince Karl, reserve, is rather snipy, fairly
good on his pins and should be deeper in body. Rover was
absent. In bitches (2) Meta scored over Friar White; she is
excellent behind the head, which is not strong enough in
muzzle and too full and high in skull; was very well shown.
Friar White has fair head and front, length of bodyand good
coat; ran the winner close.

Irish water spaniels only numbered three. Musha won
over Dan Rice but both had gone away to Canada before I
got round. Kitty Cork, reserve, we have seen a good deal of
lately. The kennel prize went to the Clumbers, whereat there
was much wailing and gnashing of teeth. We were glad to
see Mr. Little win for it saved a lot of kicking and pleased a
good fancier.

Beagles.
W, 8. Clarke, Judge.

Mr. Clarke must have been pleased with the large entry
accorded him on his first public appearance, and on the whole
he acquitted himself well. Forest Hunter and Twintwo fur-
nished the only challenge entries; the latter I have not seen
looking better for some time. The Philadelphia winner,
Bowman, scored again in the large-size dogs (13), and as
stated, barring his front.—and he seemed better in this re-
spect^-he is a hard one to beat, and should do a good deal of
good for type crossed with some of those long-headed and
bodied ones. Diamond Forest, a large-sized one, is a good
sturdy hound, a trifle long, head well shaped, soft coat.
Puzzle, third, was the same last year, looked leggy, good
front, should be cobbier in body. Piper has improved a little
since Cranston show, is still leggy, and should be shorter in
body. Spartacus, vhc, is a good fronted one, long in head
and body, coarse in skull; flat ear and coarse in texture.
Rambler II., he, is not straight in front. In bitches (10) the
winner proved to be Mollie L., a bitch showing lots of qual-
ity, nice front and bone, head and body, a little long, other-
wise a well-built bitch that looks like work. Dorsey's Wanda,
second, has a long, narrow head, and body should be cobbier,
nice earage and well ribbed, good shoulders. Gypsy A. , third,
is well known. Flash, reserve, is a well-made bitch showing
quality, trifle long in body. Blossom, vhc, should have more
substance and be deeper and shorter in body. Oracle and
Lufra have nothing against their names.
Dogs under 13in. saw a well put up little dog in Sport, the

winner, good front, nice head, but the same fault as most of
them in body. Dorsey'sBuck is not a show dog, too long
and light in body, muzzle should be squarer and forelegs are
not straight, he has a small flat ear and is too fine in coat;
he likes rabbit hunting though. Dandie, third, is full in eye,
nice skull, but weak muzzle, light in body, good front.
Clyde, weil known, took reserve, his worst faults are in
head, stop too prominent, body and legs good. Joe H, is
light in body, too much stop, good front and brush, could
be improved in leather. Little Lee, he, might have been
better treated. Though a bit light in loin, he is well ribbed
up, fair front and head shows lots of quality. In the bitch
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lass (8) several well known faces appeared; nothing could
touch the sweet beaded TopsyS., she is nice type through-
out and sturdy withal. Maida, second, occupied the same
position last year; not quite true at elbows, but a nice all

round bitch with a good head. Lady of Denmark, third, is

too much out before the eye, nice skull and ear, more rib
would improve her body. Diamond Krueger, reserve; her
too prominent eye and brow detract from an otherwise good
head, well built behind that. Glenrose Topsy was harshly
treated; she deserved something. In puppy dogs (6) first

went to Zeno, long cast yet, fair head and ear. Silverena,
second, and Richard I., reserve, too long in bead and body.
In bitches (6) Cloister, the winning New York puppy, scored
for his owner at last. Speed Forest, an appropriate name to
be sure, has little type. Daisy S., reserve, is flat iu back,
but has plenty of substance, head too long. In the held trial

class Lee II., Gypsey and Gypsey Forest was the order.

Dachshunds.
John Davidson, Judge.

Don Quixote, well shown, supplied the challenge winner.
In open dogs (6) Pretzel, a sou of Jay and Sister, scored
nicely, though he se«med weak in pasterns and feet, nice
clean long head, and fair length of body. Zigzag, second,
has good ears and rather good head, though too prominent
iueye; loose skin, fair bone and muscle behind. Grief II.,

vhc, good length, nice chest and crook, elbows throw out a
little. Bismarck, he, has around full skull, with too pro-
nounced a stop, and not well crooked, chest should be
aeeper. Polly Finders, scored once more in a hot class, and
afterward won the Manice Dachshund cup. Lovely K.
must have pressed her close, a sweet-headed bitch, losing a
little to the other in length, with good skin, length of ear,
body and crook; both were well shown. Jane Shore, reserve,
nice che-t and crook, long body and loose skin, head bit
plain. Daughter well deserved her vhc. card, as her head is

good, shows lots of quality, chest well let down, and good
length of body; she must have pressed Jane Shore very
closely. Frou, vhc, is not so good, deficient in crook, too
pronounced in stop, and muzzle should be longer; he. in
this class would have been enough. Daisy B., he, is too full
in skull and eye.

Bassets.
John Davidson, Judge.

Only two were on hand, the winner, Bey, beats the other,
Turk, very much in front, depth of chest, and make and
shape of head, the winner was shown light in flesh, good
earage. Turk is too high and straight on legs.

Collies.

Tlios. H Terry, Judge.

But for the Specialty show, no doubt there would have
been a much better entry out of compliment to this well
known and popular fancier; as it was, quality and numbers
were not what they should be. There were no challenge
dogs and the bitch contained but one, Highland Floss, who
was out of coat. In open dogs, first went to one of Mr. Jar-
rett's Saratoga purchases, Douglas, a sturdily built active
looking dog with good sensible head, ears a bit heavy but
well carried, coat dense and nice texture; he had quite a
good time among the specials. Trump, second, has a rather
long head and thick coat, ears down hung; the others were
coarse headed and need no mention. In bitches (7), first
went to Gilderoy 's Daisy, who has too prominent a stop, but
fairly correct expression, head should be longer and ears
carried not close to head, but semi erect and outward from
the head. Lady Royal, second, has big ears, fair head, was
out of coat. The class was poor; Douglas won in dog puppies
and Ruby Proctor in the corresponding class; big down
carried ears, fair head, dense coat but soft. Maybrook
Pansy, second, ears faulty, but better head than the winner
and much better coat and bone, a sister of the dog pup winner.

Poodles.
James Mortimer, Judge.

One of the largest entries we ever remember seeing, and
quality was very strong. Milo beat Diamant in challenge
curlies; both were well shown and Chloe won the corre-
sponding prize; shown in excellent curl. Duke, the Phila-
delphia winner, was the only corded one in the show. In
open dogs Sidi won once more, looking none the worse for
his travels. Second went to Ithel, a very good curled one,
beaten in head by the winner. Girofle, reserve, was looking
in better shape. Zola took vhc, faulty in curl and muzzle.
In black bitches Bess won again, followed by Snowball and
Girofia, who reversed their Philadelphia positions. Both
fail to the winner in muzzle and curl, Girofia especially.
Cybelle, vhc , is well known and so is the youngster Juno. The
Meadowmere Kennels, as usual, made a most creditable dis-
play. In any other color curlies Poobah was the winner,
beating Hill Hurst Taffy in body and head; should be better
in curl. Plon Plon is too long in coat. In bitches (4) Vivette
and Bellone were the winners, followed by Hill Hurst Dinah,
a daughter of Bellone's, faulty in muzzle and down behind.
Zola took the dog puppy prize for blacks and Juno and
Triga were the corresponding winners. In any other color
Targo won, good curl and nice head, a little faulty behind.
Hill Hurst Taffy and Nap have been commented on. Hill
Hurst Dinah and Posey won in bitches; both have been
spoken of before. Hill Hurst Kennels' display of browns
was quite an attraction, as pleasing as it is rare.

Bulldogs.
John E. Thayer, Judge.

This popular fancier was well supported on his second
appearance, and the Boston terriers claimed no attention
from the Bulldog Club this time, and all was serene. In
challenge dogs King Lud, Wal Hampton and Leonidas were
the entries, and the former won handily. He was put down
in good shape. In bitches (3) Saleni had little difficulty in
taking the blue from Dolly Tester, scoring considerable in
head; both were very fit. In open heavy-weight dogs (3)
Rustic Sovereign, who should be better out in front, claimed
the blue from Dr. Rush, a rather coarse-headed one, straight
in front, great skull and muzzle, but not deep enough n
stop. Crown Prince vhc, is down-eared, plain long body,
and not out at shoulder, fine head. In the next class Katisha,
a bit light in muzzle, good skull and ear, not out enough in
shoulder, scored over Lady Nan, plain in head. Nadjy, third,
fair muzzle and skull, but not broken up enough, front pass-
able. In light-weight dogs (6) Heathen, a rather coarse dog all
through, won from the well-known African Monarch, beat-
ing in make and shape of head; the latter is better at shoul-
der. Heathen II. has a fox-terrier ear, fair head, fairly well
out at shoulder, but crooked forelegs. Rustic King II. is
making up nicely. Ned, he, was decidedly lucky, a frog-
faced bull-terrier; Jack Horner, is plain in head. In bitches
(3) first went to Juno, nicely shown, ears not so good as they
were. Cromer's Vic, second, I did not see. Rustic King II.
won in puppies (5).

Bull-Terriers.

T. S. BelUn, Judge.

Some of the classes were well filled and there was quite a
good deal of quality on hand, but many of the winners do
not need comment. In challenge dogs (4) Cordona had an
tasy win, as just before the judging, owing to carelessness
on the part of the attendants, Streathani Monarch and he
got together, and Monarch came out with a badly bitten
foreleg, so, of course, could do little in the ring. Cordona
was in excellent shape; Carney is getting cheeky, nicely
shown, and Sir Rudolph is notup to this quality. In bitches

competition was keen. Attraction, Edgewood Fancy, Grove
Duchess and Lady Dinah facing the judge. Dinah won,
though beaten in eye and body and head by Attraction; she
had a suspiciously fine tail and was afterward disqualified
on protest—the judge should have detected this. Edgewood
Fancy did not show herself; getting thick in neck. In open
heavy dogs (3) Topsparkle won nicely from Prince III., a bit

fine in muzzle and cheeky, good legs and body. Harbone
King, third, is full in eye and flat in loin. In bitches (3)

Lady Carrabrook, the winner, looked fat; she was second at
New York. Castle's Pride, second, is well known; good ear
aud too much stop. Marjoram seemed in whelp, is heavy
in shoulders, a bit slack in back.
In light weight dogs (5) Rookery Boy, well known, scored,

followed by Billy Plimmer, pinched in muzzle, shown fat,

cheeky, good body and legs. Jack of Clubs, third, is a bit
out in front. Sir Rudolph was transferred to challenge.
Lady Rochester won neatly iu bitches from Jeanne D'Arc,
commented on before. White Queen, third, is cheeky, round
in skull, good body and front. Mermaid is all off now.
Jack Frost and young Miss Giddy were the puppy winners;
the winner has a coarse head, good legs and feet.

Boston Terriers.

John P. Barnard, Judge,

The turnout here iu this breed is peculiar and inseparable
with Boston now, and we must say that the efforts of the
Boston Terrier Club to secure more uniformity of type, is

meeting with unqualified success. There was a big differ-

ence in this respect since 1892. Heads are getting flatter and
muzzles squarer, and there is not so much of the bulldog
front as seen then. In dogs over 201bs. Prince Walnut, the
New York winner scored again; somebody remarked with
all earnestness, etc., that the sire of this dog was a fox-terrier

and his mother a bull bitch. This shows that there is con-
siderable feeling in Boston terrier circles. Jem Mace, second,
is a bit bully in shoulders, good flat skull. Ross, third, has
a rather pointed muzzle, good skull and front. Sir William,
reserve, has rather a nice head and fair front, well ribbed.
The others were just ordinary. In bitches (8), first to Nan-
kin as at N. Y., and second to Diana, fairly good front and
head. Peggy, third, is another nice headed one with straight
front. Miss Thora, reserve, is heavy in shoulders and not
true in front, nice head. Nellie, he, was too fat. Famous,
c, was the winner in 1893, too bully. In light weight dogs
(4), Dandy, the winner, beats Commissioner in flatness of
skull. Dixie, third, was at New York. In bitches (10),

Evadne scored nicely, though a bit scooped out before the eye,

second going to Tansy, who has been described before.

Bessie third , is a nice headed one, fair front. Judy, reserve, is a
bit too full in skull. Dolly was left this time. Some fair

pups were shown.
Fox-Terriers.
T. S. Bellin, Judge.

Quite a good collection, with the Thayer, Rutherford,
Smith and Hill Hurst kennels out in force. In smooth chal-
lenge dogs Starden's King, looking well, scored without com-
petition, Dusky Trap being absent. In bitches Warren Cap-
tious's victorious career was stopped for once by Miss Dollar
and Dona, though the latter loses in muzzle to Captious, and
also coat; all were in excellent form. In open dogs (13) War-
ren Safeguard added another win to his score; he keeps in
good form. Second went to Bevervvyck Royalist, the New
York puppy; Warren Tip Top, not so clean in front and skull,
coming next. Reserve went to Arrondale Mixture. Kenny-
ettePunch,vhe, abitcoarse inskulland short in muzzle, good
bone, Hillside Domo, vhc, was second at New York. Roch-
dale Spark's ears should be carried closer, looked heavy in
front and fat, nice head. Hillside Royal is too full and
high in skull and light in loin; fair bone and front. Seacroft
Avenger I did not see. In bitches (o) Warren Beauty won,
though the class was poor comparatively. The winner is

not good iu head, too much stop aud.weak muzzle, soft coat,

nice ears and legs. Seacroft Empress, second, nice ears, well
carried, good length of head, good front, eye and shoulders,
might have been first. Bevervvyck Twilight has been out
before, and so has B. Moonbeam. A smart terrier, Warren
Tony won in dog pups (7), with the well known puppy Seacroft
King second and Tim third. Many of these went home the
first night. Hill Hurst Diana, a real smart little one won in
bitches (6), good bone and coat. Seacroft Snipe is well
named, pinched and fine in muzzle. Hillside Lena third.

A nice lot of the coming fancy—wires—was on hand. Oak-
leigh Bruiser had a bloodless victory in challenge dogs; he
was well put down, and so was the handsome Sister Pattern
in her class. Open dogs saw St. Cribbage an easy winner.
Brittle, scarcely looking as lusty as at New York, came sec-

ond, and Brittle Beaut, that has been sticking to it well this
season, came next, beating his friend Mister Great Snap in
condition and body. In bitches (3), Sister Janet scored easily
over Hillhurst Pansy, so much longer and stronger in head;
the latter has good ears, fair front, coat and body. Rose,
from the same kennel, is big in ear, but has a nice long head;
better than second's but is a bit wide in front; fair coat.
Brittle Beaut and Mister Great Snap were the puppy dog (7)

winners, followed by Hillhurst Piper; good legs and bone,
but soft in coat and round in skull yet, ears big. A good
little sort won in bitch puppies (5); excellent coat, fairly good
head, needs time, front will improve probably. Mistress
Betsy, second, loses in substance to the others.
The Danme Dinmonts were all from Mr. Ed. Brooks, the

president's, kennels, but not for competition; he believing,
with a good many others, that the principal officers of a club
should not exhibit at their own shows.

Bedlingtons.
T. S. Bellin, Judge.

Mt. Vernon Tibbie won again over Professor, beating in
substance, head and coat. Ted, vhc, is not up to form by
any means.

Scotch Terriers.

T. S. Bellin, Judge.

Never has there been such a display of Scotch terriers in
this country, audit is questionable if a more sorty lot could
be shown anywhere than those put down by Messrs. Brooks
& Ames. The challenge class saw Kilroy take the blue, his
kennel companions Tiree, Rhuduman and Culblean, com-
peting for specials only. They all looked in good fettle. In
open dogs (8) Kilcree won, followed by Wankie Tarn, both
well known. Wankie Caddie is a new home bred one, a lit-

tle out in front at present, splendid head, ears a trifle large;
a very promising sort. Wankie Masher is a little coarse in
head, nice otherwise. Wankie Ted is another nice one, hardly
so good in head as Caddie. Claverhouse, vhc, is coarse in
skull and a little long in body. In bitches (5),Wankie Diana,
Vorda and Wankie Freda was the order. Vorda is the dam
of the good puppies shown; a little long cast and short of
coat, excellent straight front, an exception. Wankie Freda
is a nice-headed one, not so strong in muzzle as some. Wan
kie Daisy is well known. Rosie, also vhc, is snipy in muz-
zle but excellent coat and fair front. Wankie Tarn and Wan-
kie Caddie and Wankie Ted, followed by Wankie Masher and
Pedler, was the order in American bred dogs, and made a
warm team of youngsters. Gypsey John, also vhc, is short
in muzzle, good front, Tn the corresponding bitch class
Wankie Diana and Freda were the winners, followed by
Wankie Cambria, whose nice front and good, strong head
offset a rather lengthy body. Hazlecroft Norma, first at
Providence, 1893, came next, with the rather short-faced
Wankie Gerda next, he The puppy winners were a repeti-
tion of other classes. Newcastle Allen, third in dogs, has a
fairly good head, while Woodside Charlie is a bit coarse in

head, though well shaped, and big in ear. The classes were
well handled.

Irish Terriers.
T. S. Bellin, Judge.

Boxer IV. and Crib were the challenge dogs; Crib's front
knocks him out, he is equal in other parts. In bitches,
Candor beat Dunmurray, the former is a little better in stop,
but not so good in skull. In open dogs (7), Merle Grady
scored again, followed by His Honor, another well known
face, both well shown. Jack Desmond has filled out into a
fairish dog, good head and ear, a little full in eye and soft in
coat. Hanover Boy got only e; his head is against him, but
he should have had more; the others are not deserving of he
if he is not. Timothy is too heavy in shoulders and has too
much stop. Memento is too big, fair head, big ears and soft
coat. Blue Ribbon, vhc. , was lucky and so was Fritz. In
bitches, Crate was closely pressed by Romp, a capital headed
one; Crate beating only in body, substance and coat. Hill
Top Surprise, well known, was third; Mr. Brooks two were
N.F.C. In puppy dogs, Shamus is a promising sort. Romp
scored easily from a fair class in bitches; this bitch will make
a name for herself if she goes on all right. Hill Top Fly has
a capital head and is a good sort all round.

Black and Tan Terriers.
T. S. Bellin, Judge.

Broomfield Sultan won, in Glenwood's absence, without a
struggle. He is in better shape now. Meersbrook Maiden
succumbed to Gypsey Girl, who is having a lucky time of it

this circuit; both were well shown. Rochelle Rush, thi-ough
Perfection's non-appearance, he having joined other good
terriers that have gone before, had a bloodless victory. In
bitches (2) the coarse-headed Lady Prudence beat a toyish
specimen in Lilla.

Skye Terriers.

T. S. Bellin, Judge.

The entries here—Endcliffe Maggie and Barnaby Rudge in
challenge class, and Islay and Prairie Flower in open bitcnes,
are all well known and recently described.

Yorkshire Terriers.
T. S. Bellin, Judge.

No challenge entries. In open dogs first went to Tatters,
mixed in color, and large-sized. Teddy, first last year, was
second, and Jocko, the silver, reserve. The bitch entry was
absent.

Schipperkes.
T. S. Bellin, Judge.

Mickie, first, is better in frill than Cople Sophia, a well-
known winner. Skipper, third, too smooth around shoulders
and neck.

Toy Terriers.
T. S. Bellin, Judge.

There was nothing in the dog class here to call for particu-
lar mention; the usual goggle-eyed sort. In bitches two
smart little bull-terriers were shown.

Pugs.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Many of them have been seen this circuit. Bob Ivy scored
in Robin Hood's absence, and Haughty Madge took her first
challenge prize wishout turning a hair. In open dogs Drum-
mer, in spite of a bent foreleg, was placed over Finsbury
Duke, who excels him in color and front. Pomona Fritz,
third, loses in skull and muzzle and curl. Ivy Boy I pre-
ferred for place, though a bit leggy. Bob-a-la-Bob, vhc, has
nice ears, head and body, but',is not good in front. In bitches
(5) first went to the smart little bitch Pansy G., Miss Decima
coming second, and Otterburn Pearl, light in body, but
fairish head, third. Pet, shown too fat, as usual, could not
get her ears close enough, nice head and wrinkle. No pup-
pies.

Toy Spaniels.
James Mortimer, Judge.

King of the Charlies was absent in challenge dogs. Royal
Roy scored decisively in skull and muzzle over Romeo, who
was not in the best of shape. Cockney Charlie, with his
curly t:oat, could expect no more than vhc. Bitches had
three entries. First to Dora, whose good skull and muzzle
and coat could not be denied. Titania, second, excellent
ear, coat and in head fair, skull the best part.
In Blenheims the new one Chiselhurst Hero, still gross

looking and very curly, was alone in open dogs, while first
was withheld from Daisy in the next class; a rather poor
headed one, too long faced and stop not deep enough.
A very fair Ruby in Rubin was shown in open dogs, face

a little long, good body, legs and coat. In bitches Princess
Nevia scores over Rena in muzzle, volume of skull and coat.
The "Jap" Tootsie was absent and Oota represented the

breed; he is leggy, but has an excellent skull, muzzle should
be shorter, and is light in body.

Italian Greyhounds.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Spright and Spring won again in order named, while
Brownie took third; I could not find her. Nikoli, vhc, is a
well made one, set back on account of color no doubt, blue
and white, ears not correctly carried.
Dalmatians, only one and prize withheld from it; spots

not clear enough.

Miscellaneous.
John Davidson, Judge.

In heavy weights Blue Belle, the smooth collie, scored; then
Aleck and Pau, Esquimos, came second and reserve. In the
light weights the money was equally divided between Dewr
the Welshman and Too Too—a Chinese chow-chow.

H. W. Lacy.
LIST OF AWARDS.

MASTIFFS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, J. L. Winchell's Beaufort's
Black Prince. Bitches: 1st, Dr. 0. A. Lougeat's Lady Diana.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, G. W. Glazier's Ingleside Minting; 2d, 3d and reserve, Dr.
C. A. Lougest's Emperor William. Emperor Maximilian and Beaufort's
Prince. Com., H W. Castner's Brutus. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Dr. C. A.
Lougest's Gerda TI. and Eider; 3d, M. Holzman's Nellie.—Puppies—
Bitches: 1st, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Campania.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-Coated—Challenge—Bitches: 1st, E. H.
Moore's Lady Livingston. Reserve, J. Ruppert, Jr. 's Miss Anna.—Open
—Dogs: 1st, E. H. Moore's Altoneer; 2d. Hall & Burgess's Ardmore; 3d,
E. B. Sears's Jim Blaine. Very high com., J. W. Comey's Gov. Rus-
sel. High com., A. Jones's Sir Albert Victor, G. M. Harmon's Prince
Hector. Com., H. C. HaHiaway's Hathaway's Monk-, M*rry Mount
Kennels' Prince Karl, H. Bfirmeister's Duke B. and J. Donelly's Ben-
nington. Bitches: 1st, E. H. Moore's Lady Sneerwell; 2d withheld.

—

Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Bayard Kennels' Lord Ripon; 2d, F. Reiehardt's
Columbus. Very high com., J. W. Comey's Jim Blaine, Jr. Com.,
P H. Reader's Woton II. Bitches: 1st, A. Burgess's Madam B.; 2d
withheld.

ST. BERNARDS.—Smooth-Coated—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, E. H.
Moore's Melrose King. Bitches: 1st, J. Ruppert, Jr.'s Empress of
Contocook. Reserve, E. H, Moore's Miss Alton.—Open—Dogs: 1st, E.
H. Moore's Alton; 2d, E. Hamel's Rex Bddivere; 3d, J. A. Walsh's
Cato. Bitches: 1st and 3d, G. P. Wiggin's Judith and Judith's Ruth;
2d, E. H. Moore's Lady Alton.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, E. A. Perry's
Coumch; 2d and reserve, G. P. Wiggin's Cyclone and Snow King. Very
high com , J. A. Dupuis's Qrover Cleveland. High com., H. K. Lang-
don's Melrose King, Jr.

GREAT DANES.—Challenge—Bitches: 1st, 0. B. White's Minerva's
Fawn.—Open—Dogs: 1st, P. Clagstone's Stanley; 2d, Mrs. M. Classen's
Molke. Bitches: 1st, R. F. Perkins's Owl's Nest Topsy.

BLOODHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st, Dr. 0. A. Lougest's Belhus.—
Open—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Dr. 0. A. Lougest's Alchymist and Berry'g
Bradshaw; 2d, L. Winchell's Brough. Reserve, C. H. Innes's Bruno.
Bitches; 1st and 2d, Dr. 0. A. Lougest's Kaween and Vigilant.
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FOXHOUNDS.—English—1st and 3d. Chestnut Hill Kennels' Rose-
mary and Denmark; 2d, J. Gibnev's Winsome.—American—Challenge
—let, Massaaoit Kennels' Elite.—Open—Dogs: 1st, R. P. Williams's Ar-

gonaut; 2d, J. M. White's Logan; ad, O. F. Joslins Rock Reserve,

The Governor's Kennels' Rover. Very high com., C. L. Wellington's
Billy, J. M. White's Ned, J. H. Murphy's Pooler, Jt T. Mason's Brave's

Boy. High com., J. M. White's Sport. A McDonald's Dave Crockett.

Com., Muskeilunder Kennels' Prince and Tom. Bitches: 1st, R. D.

Williams's Bowsprit: 2d and com., Muskedunder Kennels' Judy and
Victoria: 3d and high com., M. T. Mason's Katie and Fancy. Reserve,

J. M. White's Aggie. Very high com,. M. T. Mason's Norah, The Gov-
ernor's Kennels' Lilly Da le. -PUPPIES-Dogs; 1st, G. W. Pierce's Drive;

3d, Dr. A. C. HeffeDger's Tam O'Sbauter. Reserve. J M. Wbite s

Diamond K. Very high enm., M. T. Mason's Guide. Bitches: 1st, Dr.

Heffenger's Dawn; 2d, J. M. White's Belle K. Reserve, G. W.
Pierce's Jennie Redstone. Very high com., W. A. Braddon's Delia.

—DEERHOUNDS.

—

Challenge—Dogs; 1st, J. E. Thayer's Hillside

Warrior. Bitches: 1st, J. E. Thayer's Hillside Romola.—Oprn-I>O0$;
1st, 2d and 3d, J. E. Thayer's Hillside Raven. Hillside. McGregor and
Argyle. Bitches: 1st, 2d and 3d, J. E. Thayer's Hillside Sylvia, Hillside

Ruth and Hillside Heather.

GREYHOUNDS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, D. B. Leinley's Imperator.
—Open—Dogs: 1st, W. T. Minard's Uncle Dick; 2d, Frank P.

Smith's Baltic; 3d, Mavbrook Kennels' Dakota. Reserve, D. B. Lena
ley's Vigilant. Very high com.. H. Barker's Lord Torrington. High
com., A. P. Knight's Duke. Com., D. F. Haekett's Pedro. Bitches:

1st, Joe Lewis's Hattie; 2d, Mauatang Kennels' Marguerite; 3d and

Middleton & Oilman's Lady Tearaway..

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.—Chaxlenge—Dogs: 1st, H. W Hunt-
ington's Argoss. Reserve. Ghas. Stedman Hanks's-Leekhoi. Bitches:

1st, H. W. Huntington's Zerry. Reserve, Ghas. Stedman Hauks'e
Svodka —Open—Dogs; 1st and 3d, Chas. Stedinau Hanks's Col. Dietz

and Sorvanets; 2d, H, W. Huntington's Odrooski. Reserve, Nevra M.
Warner's Lc.ekb.oi II. Bitches: 1st and 3d. H W. Huntington's Irmina
and Riga; 2d, reserve and very high com., Chas. Stedman Hanks's
Ymeika, Yiobellis and Olivia. Puppies; 1st, Chas, Stedman Hanks's
Lady Dietz.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Open—Dogs: 1st, J. T. Parker's Ponto; 2d,

Daniel Deshone's Cinders. Very high com., Frank Golden's Jumbo.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Dr. W. S.

Bigelotv's Cleveland. Bitches: 1st, Dr. W. S. Bigelow's Bigelow's
Rose.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Dr. W. S. Bigelow's Rough; 2d, F. C. Fowler's
Deacon. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Dr. W. S. Bigelow's Tivoli and Tucker-
meck Favorite. Puppies: 1st and 2d, Dr. W. S. Bigelow's Tuckermeck
Favorite and Otter Girl.

POINTERS.—Challenge—Dogs (551bs. and over): 1st, W. Ledyard's
Tempest. Reserve, Glen Rock Kennels' Duke, of Kent II. Bitches
(501bs. and over): 1st, Springside Kennels' Lady Tammany.—Open—
Dogs (551bs. and over): 1st, Rinada PoiDter Kennels' Prince Regent;
2d and 3d. Springside Kennels' Ridgeview Panic and Hylas of Naso.
Reserve, C. W. Winsbip's Budd D. Very high com., R. C. Cornell's
Ponset and R. Leslie's King of Lynn. High com., A. A. Savage's
Robert S., C. A. Parker's Dare Go and G. Muss-Arnolt's Lord Bracket.
Com., W. S. Hyland's Hungry Sam. Bitches (501bs. and over): 1st,

Springside Kennels' Kent'- Belle; 2d, R. Leslie's Kathleen Kent; 3d,

Rinada Pointer Kennels' Bloomo II. Reserve, L. K. Morse's Tempest
Queen. Very high com.,E. E. Kelly's Emblem. High com., C. D.
Roberts's Belle Vernon. Com., A. E Eldridge's Belle. —Challenge—
Dogs (under 551bs.): 1st, Eldridge Kennels' Rush of Lad. Reserve, F,
A. Hodgman's Arthur. Bitches (under 50lbs.): 1st, G. AY. Lovell's
Wild Lily. Reserve. Red House Farm Pointer Kennels' Fau N.

—

Open
—Dogs (under 55Ibs.): 1st, Netherwood Kennels' Ridgeview Tenny;
2d, Rinada Pointer Kennels' Chancellor; 3d. Springside Kennels' Ridge-
view Donald. Reserve, R. 0. Cornell's Roderick. Very high com., J.

B. Baker's Zack. G W. Lovell's Prince of Pontiac and M. T. Mason's
Flintlock. High com.. G W. LaRue's Advance. Com , C. D. Roberts's
Prince of Hessen. Bitclies (under 501bs,): 1st. Springside Kennels'
Springside Nell; 2d, C. D. Roberts's Devonshire Pearl; 3d, J. B. Baker's
Westminster Zoe. Reserve, C. E. Cornell's Fan Fan H. Very high
com., Rinada Pointer Kennels' .Tingle Belis. High com., G. A. Vick-
ery's Belle and H. G. Trevor's Sarah. Com., G. L. Place's Fascination
and F G. Lafavour's Skylark.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Springside
Kennels' Springside Faust and Springside Tory, Reserve, N. L. Chaf-
fln's Dan. Bitches: 1st. Spring & Lenoir's Urada Kent; 2d, N. L. Chaf-
fln's Daisy. Reserve, Springside Kennels' Springside Juno.—Field
Trial Class— 1st, AY Ledyard's Tempest; 2d, Glen Rock Kennels'
Duke of Kent.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, J. E. Dager's Monk
of Furness. Reserve, Cohauuet Kennels' Kent II. Bitches: J.W.
Lawson's Blue. Nell. Reserve, Rockingham Kennels' Princess Beatrice.
—Open—Dogs: 1st, H. Pape's Cactus; 2d, E. Lewis's Harry L. ; 3d,
S3. B. Allen's Dad Monarch. Reserve, Warwick Kennels' Albert's
Ranger. Very high com , J. M. AYhipple's Gasse.au Orange Belton,
Agawam Kennels' Count Noble's Boy, Elm Lawn Kennels' Norma,
Victoria Kennels' The Earl aud D. J. Peters's Robin Goch. High com.,
Agawam Kennels' Druid Noble, Elm Lawn Kennels' Berkshire, A. E.
Davis's Kent III. and Warwick Kennels' Albert's Garry. Com., Mat-
field Kennels' Dash Kent, G. H. Eddy's Cliquot, H. Pape's Critic and
Cohannet Kennels' Count de Noble. Bitches; 1st. Rockingham Ken-
nels1 Countess Zoe; 2d, Warwick Kennels' Albert's Moll; 3d, 0. A.
Rathbone's Toledo Queen. Reserve, F. 0 Fowler's Monk's Nun. Very
high com., Elm Lawn Kennels' Countess Berkshire, AVarwick Kennels'
Blue Jenny aud .1

. B Mars ton's Madge M. High com., H. Mellen's
Nellie, Oakland Farm's Our Pet, L. Batjer's Idol. Elm Lawn Kennels'
The Duchess and J. T. Williams's Flight of Riverside.—Puppies—Dogs:
1st, C. E. Lewis's Harry L. ; 2d, J. W. Lawson's Sir Wiuford. Reserve,
J. W. Lawson's Rob of Rumford. Very high com., Regester Bros.' Pop
Monarch. High com., Cohannet Kennels' Westport. Com.,J. A.R. Mun-
roe's Dan Monarch. Bitches: 1st, J. W Lawson's Lilly L

;
2d, J. M.

Whipple's Beserdv's Leah. Reserve, D. J. Peters's Monk's Lill. Very
high com., F. J. Capron's Dot Monarch. High com., Matfleld Kennels'
Daisy T. aud Cohannet Kennels' Esther. "Com., Agawam Kennels'
Princess Noble, Matfleld Kennels' Clio T. and T. J. Dunn's Lillie Mon-
arch.—Field Thial Class—Oakland Farm's Our Pet.

IRISH SETTERS.-Ohallenge—Dogs: 1st, F. C. Fowler's Kildare.
Reserve, J. J. Scanlan's Iuchiquin. Bitches: 1st, F. O. Fowler's Edna
H.—Open—Dogs: 1st. M. H. York's Bob, Jr.

; 2d, J. J. Scanlan's Pem-
berton; 3d, Mcintosh & Potter's Principal. Reserve, F. Whitney's
Ruffdan. Very high com., R. B. Fay's King Grua. High com., F. G.
Goodridge'sPhoraiio. Uom , R. E. Forbes's Eiger. Bitches: 1st and

—Puppies -Dogs: 1st, AY. L. Washington's Kildare Odin. Bitches: 1st,
W. L. Washington's Kildare Neville.—Field Trial Class—1st, W. L.
Washington's Finglas.

GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, MissS. A. Nickerson's
Count Noble. Reserve, Dr. S. G. Dixon's wrong entry. Bitches:
1st and reserve, Miss S. A. Nickei son's Janet and Fan.—Open—Dogs:
1st, C. T. Brow-nell's Trim B.; 2d. H. O'ReihVs Prince: 3d, W. O. Lind-
ley's Homer's S. Reserve, C. H. Leonard's Heather Dash. Bitches:
1st, Smith Bros.' Fenmont; 2d, E. O. Tucker's Lady Maud: 3d, J. Tyr-
rell's Jessie Noble. Reserve, J. Walker's Belle C. Very ' high com.,
Dr. S. G. Dixon's Pocahontas and Belle of Waverly. High com., Miss
S. A. Nickerson's Lady Noble.—PuppiES-Dogs; 1st, Mrs. E. P. Blake's
Bobolink; 2d, G. W. Jones's Beau Noble. Reserve, G. W. Lovell's Dan
D. Ditches: 1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Belle of Waverly; 2d, C. T. Brownell's
Susie Maud. Reserve, D. S. Bennett's Iris. Very high com., A. B.
Jones's Beauty Noble.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, H. LeRoy Jones's New-
ton Abbott Torso. Bitches: 1st, R. P. Keasbey's Roseda'le Bess.—Open
—Black—Dogs: 1st, R. p. Keasbey's Beho. Reserve, G. Blaser's King
CasBius. Bitches: 1st. M. It. Vork's Maid.—Liver—Frizes withheld —
Any Oiher Color -2d, L. Batjer's Romeo.

— - ~— . ^i.^a nu6fciDD. j-vcocivo, 1^. vt.riBHOBiOiiV.
—Open—Black—Dogs: Equal 1st. F. F. Dole's Adam and H. Brooks's
Wooriland Prince; 3d, J. P. Willey's Jumie IV. Reserve, Swiss Moun-

„ « ., „™„6 jjiiviiOT. ion, i^. >v . r isle 6 r tibmuii; «u, 1IU83
ianny Brooks Lisa; 3d, F, D. Pidgeon's Cricket. Reserve, J. P. WU-
ley s Flossie Butter. A

Tery high com.. Swiss Mountain Kennels' Topsy
S. High com., J. AY. Sunderland's Sunderland Bess, J. P. Willey's Cleo
W.. Swiss Mountain Kennels' Dart, A. Laidlaw's Rideau Reine, E. W
Fiske s Eugenie. Com., T. F. Delanej 's Beauty.-ANY Other Color-
Dogs: 1st, G L. Tarr's Bim; 2d, J. P. Willey's Neda: 3d, Dr, Thos. B.
Barley s Brantford Rufus. Reserve, T. McK. Robertson's Red Obo
Very high com

,
S H. Briggs's Brownie. Bitches: 1st, J. P Willey's

Daisy Atkins; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels" Hamilton Beauty; 3d,
Kingston Kennels' Gypsy Queen. Reserve. Chestnut Hill Kennels'
K.
ui!?0' ery nl£h com -> Pomona Kennels' Red Niobe. High com., T.

McK. Robertson's Cora. Com,, J P. Whitters's Daisy Stubbs.
CLUMBER SPANIELS.-Doys: 1st, 2d. and reserve, J. L. Little's

Friar Boss Albert, and Prince Karl. Ditches: 1st and 2d, J. L. Little's
Meta and White Friar.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—1st and 2d, T. A. Carsonte Musha and
Dan Rice, Reserve, B. F. Lewis's Kitty of Cork.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Forest Beagle Kennels' Forest

Hunter. Bitches: 1st, Forest Beagle Kennels' Twmtwo.—Open (over

13in.)—Dogs: 1st, Forest Beagle Kennels' Bowman; 2d, National Beagle

Kennels' Diamond Forest; 3d, S. J. Pettingill's Puzzle. Reserve, A. D.

Fiske's Piper. Very high com.. J. Donohue's Spartacus. High com.,

Kennebec Vallev Kennels' Rambler II. Com., D. A. Williams's Inves-

tigator. Bitches: 1st, M. Lewis, Jr.'s Mollie L. ;
2d, Pottinger Dorsey's

Dorsey's AYanda; 3d, Glenrose Baagle Kennels' Gypsy A. Reserve, G.

F. Reed's Flash. Very high com., A. D. Fiske's Blossom.—(13m and
under)-Do<7s: 1st, G. F. Reed's Sport; 2d. Pottinger Dorsey's Dorsey's

Buck; 3d, J. W. Dennen's Dandie. Reserve, B. S. Turpm's Clyde.

Very high com , G. W. Proctor's Joe H. High com,. Glenrose Beagle

Kennels' Little Lee. Bitches: 1st, National Beagle Kennels' Topsy S.

;

2d. J Reardon's Maida; 3d, H. Hanson's Lady of Denmark. Reserve,

Awashonk Beagle Kennels' Diamond Krueger. Very high com.. Forest

Beagle Kennsis' Gvpsey Forest. High com,, Glenrose Beagle Kennels'
Cleopatra of Glenrose —Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Awashonk Beagle Ken-
nels' Zeno; 2d, S. Smith's Silverena. Reserve, J.W Dennen's Richard
I. Very high com., G. W. Proctor's Slogan. Ditches: 1st, Waldmg-
field Kennels' Cloister; 2d, S. Smith's Speed Forest. Reserve, C.

Shaw's Daisy S. Very high com., Awashonk Beagle Kennels' Miss A.
High com., Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Cleopatra of Glenrose.—Field
Trial CLAss-lst, Pottinger Dorsey's Lee II. ; 2d, Glenrose Beagle
Kennels' Gypsey A. Reserve, Forest Beagle Kennels' Gypsey Forest.|

DACHSHUNDS.—Challenge—1st, Windrush Kennels' Don Quixote
II.—Open—Dogs: 1st, J H. Matthews's Pretzel; 2d, J L. Little, Jr.'s

Zigzag. Reserve, F. W. Keasbey's Leviathan. Very high com,, E. H.
James's Grief II High com., M. C. Lippett's Bismarck. Bitches: 1st,

J. H. Matthews's Polly Finders; 2d, C. Klocke's Lovely K. Reserve,
J. E. Thayer's Jane Shore. Very high com,, Windrush Kennels'
Daughter, M. C. Lippett's Frou. High com., G. P. Berry's Daisy B.

BASSET HOUNDS.—1st and 2d, J. T. Richards's Bey and Turk.

COLLIES.—Challenge—Bitches: 1st, Lambert Stansfield's High-
land Floss.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Douglas; 2d, H.
Dumaresq's Trump; 3d, Hornpipe Kennels' Glenwood AVonder. Com.,
N. I. Bowditch's Herbert and Miss Grace W. Fletcher's Proctor.
Bitches; 1st, Geo. A. Fletcher's Gilderoy's Daisy; 2d, Geo. H. Eddy's
Laay Royal. -Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Chestnu t Hill Kennels' Douglas.
Bitches: 1st, G«x>. A. Fletcher's Ruby Proctor; 2d, Maybrook Ken-
nels' Maybrook Pansy.

POODLES.—Curly—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Meadowmere Kennels'
Milo. Reserve, H. H. Hunnewell's Diamant. Bitches: 1st, Meadow-
mere Kennels' Chloe.—Corded—Open—1st, Milton C. Work's Duke.
—Curly—Open—Dogs (black); 1st, reserve and very high com.,
Meadowmere Kennels' Sidi, Girofle and Zola; 2d, John B. Ellison's

Ithel. Bitches: 1st, 2d, reserve, very high com. and high com.,
Meadowmere Kennels' Bess, Snowball. Girofla, Cybele and Juno.—
Dogs (other than black); 1st and 2d, H. H. Hunnewell's Poobah and
Hill Hurst Taffy. Reserve. Chas. F. Sprague's Plon Plon. Arery high
com., A. D. Lewis's Poodley. High com., Wm. A. Sheafe's Dick.
Bitches: 1st, 2d and reserve, H. H Hunnewell's Vivette, Bellone and
Hill Hurst Dmah.-Puppies—Dogs (black); 1st, Meadowmere Kennels'
Zola. Bitches: 1st, Meadowmere Kennels' Juno; 2d, Robert G.
Shaw's Trk'a Dogs (other than black); 1st and com., J. E. Harlow's
Targo and Presto; 2d, reserve, high com. and com , H. H. Hunnewell's
HilFHurst Taffy, Hill Hurst Nap, Hill Hurst Tartuffe and Hill Hurst
Ruffles. Very high com., Geo. von L. Meyer's Brownie. Bitches: 1st
and 2d, H. H. Hunnewell's Hill Hurst Dinah and Hill Hurst Posey.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, J. H. Congdon's King Lud.
Reserve, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Wal Hampton. Bitches: 1st, Wood-
lawn Park Kennels' Salina. Reserve, J. H. Matthews's Dolly Tester.—Open—Dogs (45Ibs. and over): 1st, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Rustic
Sovereign; 2d, R. H. Waugh's Dr. Rush. Arery high com.. H. L. Libby's
Crown Prince. Bitches (401bs. and over): 1st, 2d and 3d, J. H. Cong-
don's Katisha, Lady Nan and Nadjy. Dogs (under <J51bs.): 1st. C. A.
J. Smith's Heathen; 2d, F. F. Dole's African Monarch; 3d, H. B. Con-
verse's Heathen U. Very high com., AYoodlawn Park Kennels' Rustic
King II. High com., E. H. Rich's Ned and J.P.Barnard's Jack Horner,
Bitches (under 401 bs.): 1st, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Juno; 2d, S. H.
Bloodgett's Crotnar's Vic. Puppies: 1st, Woodlawn Park Kennels'
Rustic King II. ; 2d and reserve, S. S. Green's Tomato and Cucumber.
BULL-TERRIERS.—Challenge-Does; 1st, R. S. Huiderk»per's

Cardona. Reserve, J. Moorhead, Jr.'s Streatham Monarch. Bitciies:
1st, F. F. Dole's Attraction.—Open—Dogs (301b3. and over): 1st, F. F.
Dole's Topsparkle; 2d, F. C. Haskell's Bruce III.; 3d, J.Patterson's
Harbone King Bitches (301bs. and over) : 1st, A. Thompson's Lady
Carrabrook; 2d, H. F. Church's Castle's Pride; 3d, D. T. Mitchell's
Marjoram. Dogs (under 301bs.): 1st, T. S. Craig's Rookery Boy; 2d,
H, F. Church's Billy Plimmer; 3d, F. W. Neall's Jack of Clubs.
Bitches (under 301bs.): 1st, W. G. Higginson's Lady Rochester; 2d. F.
F. Dole's Jeanne D'Arc; 3d, D. T. Mitchell's White Queen. Puppies:
1st, A. Thompson's Jack Frost: 2d, H. F. Church's Young Miss
Giddy.

BOSTON TERRIERS.

—

Dogs (over 20lbs.): 1st and reserve, R. J.
Clark's Prince Walnut and Sir William; 2d, T. Plant's Tom Sayers; 3d,
H. J. O'Brien's Ross. Very high com., F. C. McMullen's Towser. High
com., D Baldwin's Jack. Com., Grove Hill Kennels' . Bitches:
1st, R. J. Clam's Nankin; 2d, 3d and high com., Grove Hill Kennels'
Diana, Peggy and Nellie. Reserve. A. M. Tyner's Miss Thora. Com.,
G. M. Rossman's Famous. Dogs (201t>s. and under): 1st and 3d, R. J.
Clarke's Dandie and Dixie; 2d, Grove Hill Kennels' Commissioner,
Bitches: 1st, C. F. Clarkson's Evadne; 2d, J. F. Holt's Tansy; 3d, R.
J. Clarke's Bessie. Reserve, E. L. Bragg's Judy. Very high com..
Grove Hill Kennels' Fan. Com.. O. F. Vedder's Cricket.—Puppies—
Dogs: 1st and reserve, H J. O'Brien's Bullfrog and Dan: 2d, A. H.
Higginson's Buz; 3d, Grove Hill Kennel's Commissioner. Bitches: 1st,
Grove Hill Kennels' Fan.

FOX-TERRIERS.

—

Smooth-Coated— Challenge — Dogs: 1st, J. E.
Thayer's Starden's King. Bitches: 1st and reserve, J. E. Thayer's
Miss Dollar and Dona.—Open—Dogs: 1st and 3d, L & W. Rutherfurd's
Warren Safeguard and Warren Tip Top; 2d, C. Rathbone's Beverwyck
Royalist, Very high com,, J. E. Thayer's Hillside Donio, H. LeRoy
Jones's Arrandale Mixture and A. DeWitt Cochrane's Kennyette
Punch. High com.,J.F.Belt's Hillside Royal, A. Cobb's Rochdale Spark
and C. S. Hank's Seacroft Avenger. Bitches: 1st, L. & W. Rutherfurd's
Warren Beauty; 2d C. F. Hank's Seacroft Empress; 3d, C. Rathbone's
Beverwyck Twilight. High com., A. B. Cobb's Beverwyck Moon-
beam.—PupprES—Dogs: 1st, L. & W.' Rutherfurd's Warren Tory; 2d, C
S. Hank's Seacroft King; 3d, B. Wadsworth's Tim. ATe.ry high com.]
F. J. Nolan's Blarney. High com., G. L. Perkins's Dusky Bailiff
Bitches: 1st, H. H Hunnewell's Hill Hurst Diaua; 2d, C. S. Hanks's
Seacroft Snipe; 3d, J. E. Thayer's Hillside Lena. Com., A. B. Cobb's
Rochdale Sunbeam.
FOX - TERRIERS. — Wire - Haired — Challenge — Dogs: 1st,

H. H. Hunnewell, Jr.'s Oakleigh Bruiser. Bitches:* 1st, H. w!
Smith's Sister Pattern,—Open—Dugs: 1st and 2d, H. W. Smith's Saint
Cribbage and Brittle; 3d, H. T. Foote's Brittle Beaut. Very high com.
G W. H. Ritchie's Mister Great Snap. Bitches: 1st. H. W. Smith's
Sister Janet: 2d and 3d, H. H. Hunnewell's Hill Hurst Pansy and Hill
Hurst Rose.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, H. T. Foote's Brittle Beaut; 2d G.
AY. H. Ritchie's Mister Great Snap Reserve and com., H. H. Hunne^
well's Hill Hurst Piper, Hill Hurst Broom and Hill Hurst Brick.
Very high com., H. W. Smith's Saint Brush and H. H. Hunnewell's
Hill Hurst Racquets. Bitches: 1st, reserve and high com., H. H
Hunnewell's Hill Hurst Blossom, Hill Hurst Nettle and Hill Hurst
Duster; 2d, G. W. H. Ritchie's Mistress Betsy.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—Open—Dogs: 1st and 2d, C. W. Lou-
gest's Mount A'ernon and Professor. Very high com . A D T
Mitchell's Ted.

'

SCOTTISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Brooks & Ames's Kilroy.—Open—Dogrs; 1st, 2d, 3d, very high com., high com. and com., Brooks
& Ames's Kilcree, Wankie Tam, Wankie Caddie, Wankie Masher
Wankie Ted and Wankie Pedler. Very high com., Jas. L. Little's
Claverhouse. Bitches: 1st, 2d, 3d and very high com., Brooks &
Ames's Wankie Diana, Vorda, Wankie Freda and Wankie Daisy. Very
high com., Dr. A. Marshall's Rosie —American-Bred—Dogs: ist, 2d,
3d, Very high com. and high com

,
Brooks & Ames's Wankie Tam'

AYankie Caddie, AYankie Ted, Wankie Masher & Wankie Pedler High
com,, Winslow Clark's Gypsy John. Bitches: 1st, 2d, 3d and high
com,, Brooks & Ames's Wankie Diana, Wankie Freda, Wankie Cam-
bria and Wankie Gerda. Very high com,, Winslow Clark's Hazelcroft
Norma.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, 2d and very high com., Brooks & Ames's
Wankie Caddie, Wankie Masher and Wankie Pedler; 3d and high com
James L. Little's Newcastle Allen and Woodside Charlie. ^Bitches-
1st. 2d and 3d, Brooks & Ames's Wankie Freda, Wankie Cambria and
Wankie Gerda.

IRISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Walter Jay Comstock's
Boxer IV. Reserve, Dr. AY. F. Kenny's Crib. Bitches: 1st, Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Candor. Reserve, Walter J, Comstock's Dunmurry —
Open—Boys; 1st, 2d and com.. Walter Jay Comstock's Merle Grady
His Honor and Hanover Boy; 3d, Sam A. Fletcher's Jack Desmond'
Very high com., B. F. Lewis's Blue Ribbon and Philander Williams s
Frits,. High com., P. R, Turner's Timothy and R. H. I. Goddard's
Memento. Bitches: 1st, Walter Jay Comstock's Crate; 2d, Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Romp; 3d, G. Gordon Hammil's Hill Top Surprise —Pup-
pies—Dogs: 1st and very high com., Dr. W. F. Kenny's Shamiis and
Brevity; 2d, M. W. Murray's Milton Galtee Boy; 3d, B. F Lewis's
Blue Ribbon. High com. G. Gordon Hammil's Hill Top Jack
Bitches; 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Romp; 2d, Q. Gordon Hammil's
Hill Top Fly; 3d, Dr. W. F. Kenny's Belle of Shannon. High com
Dr. Z. J. Lewis's Katherine. Com., Dr. AValter L. Burt'a Bridget
Donahue. s

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-Chaxlknob-Dogs: 1st, H. T.

Foote's Broomfield Sultan. Bitches: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Gypsy
Girl: 2d, H. T. Foote's Meersbrook Maiden,—Open—Dogs; 1st, Davis
& Winter's Rochaile Rush. Bitches: 1st, Albert Searl's Lady Pru-
dence; 2d, Mrs. Tenney's Lilla.

SKYE TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, H. K. Caner's EndcJiffe Mag-
gie. Reserve, P. & H. Smith's Barnaby Rudge.—Open—Bitches: 1st

and 2d, P. & H. Smith's Islay and Prairie Flower.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.

—

Dogs: 1st, J. Smith's Tatters; 3d, Mrs.
E. Plant's Teddy. Reserve, Pomona Kennels' Jacko.

SCHIPPERKES.—1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Miekie; 2d and 3d, F.
W. Connolly's Cople Sophia and Skipper.

TOY TERRIERS.

—

Dogs (other than Yorkshire, under 71bs.): 1st,

Mrs. Tenney's Gus: 2d, J. AA'alter's Gus; 3d, J. J. O'Connor's Spider.

Bitches: 1st, Munkittrick's .liny; 2d, J. Walter's Doll. Very high
com., I. Plimmer's Cynthia and M. Munkittrick's Frances.

PUGS—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy. Bitches:

1st, Rookery Kennels' Haughty Madge.—Open—Dogs; 1st, German-
Howard Pug Kennels' Drummer; 2d, Rookery Kennels' Finsbury
Duke; 3d, Pomona Kennels' Pomona Fritz. Reserve and very high
com., Dr. M. H. Cryer's Ivy and Bob-a-la-Bob. Com., C. S. Kih's
Frisko. Bitches: 1st, Dr. M, H. Cryer's Pansy G.; 2d, German-How-
ard Pug Kennels' Miss Decima; 3d, Mrs. A. H. Ford's Otterburn Pearl.

Reserve, Mrs. J. Smith's Pet.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS. — Dogs: 1st, Union Pet Dog Ken-
nels' Royal Roy; 2d and reserve, Mrs. E. Plant's Romeo and Cockney
Charlie. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. W. Borrowscale's Dora; 2d, Miss P. Whit-
lock's Titania.

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Union Pet Dog Kennels 1 Chisel-

hurst Hero. Bitches: 2d, Union Pet Dog Kennels' Daisy.

PRINCE CHARLES OR RUBY SPANIELS.—Dogs: 1st, B. Pierce's

Rubin. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. C. S. Tuck's Princess Nevia; 2d, W. L.
Tuck's Rena.

JAPANESE SPANIELS.—Dogs: 1st, Mrs. J. R. Munroe's Oota.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS. — 1st and 2d, J. Lewis's Spright and
Spring. Reserve. Miss M. Lewis's Brownie. Very high com., Miss A.
E. Storrs's Nikoli. High com., B. Lewis's Prince.

DALMATIANS.—1st, withheld; 2d, A. F. Cotton's Kelly C.

MISCELLANEOUS.—25lbs. and over—1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels'
Bluebelle (smooth-coated collie); 2d and reserve, Dr. F. A. Cook's
Aleekaand Pbu (Eskimo dogs).—Under25lbs.—Equal 1st, A. Smilyer's
Too Too (Chinese crested) and Woodlawn Park Kennels' Dewr
(Welsh terrier).

SPECIALS.

Mastiffs—Best kennel, Dr. Lougest. American Mastiff Club's
challenge cup for best American-bred dog or bitch, Beaufort's Black
Prince. Taunton gold medal for best American-bred under two
years old, Lady Diana. Best mastiff dog, club challenge cup, Beau-
fort's Black Prince; best bitch, challenge cup, Lady Diana. Club's
silver medal for best dog or bitch under 12 months of age, Campania.
Best group of mastiffs owned in Boston, Dr. Lougest's.

St. Bernards.—Best kennel, E. H. Moore. St. Bernard Club silver

medals.—Best stud dog with two of his get, did not fill. Best brood
bitch with two of her produce, Judith with Alton, Jr,, and Melrose
King. Best American-bred rough coated dog twelve months or over,

Altoneer. Best American-bred smooth-coated dog twelve months
or over, Alton, Jr. Best American-bred smooth-coated bitch twelve
months or over, Empress of Contoocock. Best American-bred dog
puppy, rough or smooth, under twelve months, Cyclone.
Gkeat Danes.—President of Great Dane Club's cup for best in the

show, Stanley.
Bloodhounds.—Best kennel (2), Dr. Lougest.
Foxhounds.—Best pack of six, Milbnry Kennels. Best couple, Argo-

naut aud Bowsprit. Second best couple, Denmark and Rosemary.
Best American foxhound in show, Bowsprit.
Deerhounds —Best kennel, John E. Thayer's. National Greyhound

Cub medals—Best dog. Hillside AVarrior; best bitch, Hillside Romola.
Gbeyhounds.—Best kennel, D. B. Lemby. National Club medals-

Best dog, Imperator; best bitch, Hattie.
Russian AVolfhounds.—Best kennel, H. W. Huntington. National

Greyhound Club's medals—Best dog, Argoss; best bitch, Zerry.
HaDks cup, value $100, for best kennel, H. W. Huntington.
Chesapeake Bay Dogs.—Best, kennel. Dr. Bigelow.
Pointers —Best kennel, Springside Kennels. ' Pointer Club's specials

—Best brood bitch with two of her produce, Lady Tammany with
Springside Tory and Springside Juno; best sired by Pommery bee or
Ossining, Ossining's Bess. Best in show, Prince Regent, Mr. Dutton
not, competing.
English Setters.—Best kennel, Warwick Kennels. Best dog sired

by Count Howard, Kent II. Best bitch sired by Count Howard, Blue
Nell. Best dog sired by Rockingham, Cactus. Best bitch in show,
Countess Zoe.
Ihish Setters.—Best kennel, Oak Grove Kennels. Best setter placed

at field trials in England or America, Finglas.
Gordon Setters.—Best kennel, Miss S. A. Nickerson. Best in the

show, Janet.
Spaniels.—Best kennel, any variety, Newcastle Kennels' Clumbers"

American Spaniel Club trophy for best cocker shown with two of his
get, J. P. Willey with Jumie n. Best brace of Clumbers, Friar Boss
aud Meta. Best brace of Irish water spaniels, Musha and Dan Rice.
Best brace of fields, Rosedale Bess and Echo. Best brace of cockers,
E. W. Fiske. J. L. Little's specials—Best Clumber dog, Friar Boss;
best bitch, Meta.
Beagles.—Best pack, Forest Beagle Kennels. Best stud dog with

two of his get, Frank Forest with Clyde and Topsy S. National Beagle
Club Plate for best placed at a beagle trial held in America, Mollie L.
Best pack 13in. and under, Glenrose Kennels.
Dachshunds.—The Msoice challenge cup, Polly Finders.
Collies.—Best kennel. G. A. Fletcber. Collie Club's president's cup

for best collie, Douglas. Best American bred dog in open class,

Douglas. Best bitch ditto, Gilderoy's Daisy. Breeder of the best col-

lie born in 1893, Woodlawn Park Kennels, breeder of Douglas. Best
American bred collie never having won a prize before, Douglas.
Poodles.—Best brace of browns, Poobah and Vivette. Best curly in

open class, Vivette. Best brown curly in the show, Vivette. Best
brown puppy, Targo.
Bulldogs —Best kennel, Woodlawn Park Kennels. Bulldog Club

Medals—Best dog or bitch, Saleni. Best American bred dog or bitch,
Rustic King II. Best under fifteen months. Rustic King II,

Bull-Terriers.—Best kennel, A. D. T. Mitchell. Best in the show,
Cordona.
Boston Termers —Best kennel, R. J. Clarke. The Boston Terrier

Club Specials.—Best dog, Prince Walnut. Best bitch, Nankin. Best
kennel, R. J. Clark. Best dog or bitch bred and owned by exhibitor,
Diana. Best dog or bitch, Nankin. Best brood bitch shown with two
of her produce, Nellie. Most typical-headed bitch, Nankin. Best
puppy. Bullfrog.
Fox-Terriers —Smooth, best kennel, John E. Thayer. Best kennel

of wires, H. W. Smith. American Fox-Terrier Club's specials: Grand
challenge cup for best in the show, Cribbage. also best dog, wire or
smooth. Best bitch, wire or smooth, Sister Janet. Best puppy, wire
or smooth, Brittle Beaut. The Home Bred Stakes, Beverwyck Royal-
ist. Best American-bred wire or smooth, never haviug won a first
before, Brittle Beaut. Best puppy sired bv champion Dusky Trap,
Dusky Bailiff.

Scottish Terriers.—Best kennel, Wankie Kennels. Best American-
bred dog puppy, Wankie Caddie. Best bitch ditto, Wankie Freda.
Irish Terrieks.—Best kennel (2), W. J. Oomstock. Best American-

bred in open classes, Romp. Best in the show, Merle Grady.
Pugs.—Best kennel. Dr. Cryer. Best pug, Haughty Madge.
Toy Spaniels.—Best toy spaniel, (2), Royal Roy.

A Bloodhound Club.

A number of gentlemen interested in the welfare of
English bloodhounds, held a meeting at the residence of Dr.
Lougest, on Friday, April 20. After consideration it was de-
cided to establish a club to be called "The English Blood-
hound Club of America," whose object should be the general
improvement and encouragement of the breed and assist in
having them used more generally in connection with the
detective service throughout the country.
Mr. J. L. Winchell was elected President, Dr. C. A.

Lougest,Vice-President and C. H. Innes Secretary and Treas-
urer.

It was voted that the club apply for admission to the
American Kennel Club, and Dr. Stahl was appointed to fur-
ther this purpose,
As there have been a great many false pedigrees registered,

and a number of attempts have been made to register others
which have, failed, C. W. Lougest was appointed a com-
mittee to look after this matter. A committee was also ap-
pointed to draw up a set of by-laws and a standard for judg-
ing.

It was voted to recommend James Mortimer, John
Davidson and C. W. Lougest as judges.
The Club voted to otter specials at all the leading shows in

the country.
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DOG CHAT,

A large number of prominent exhibitors were present at

Boston show on the first day, many of whose names will be
found in the list of those present at the club dinner on the

second evening of the show. Others who were to be seen were
R. C. Cornell, whose presence at the ringside reminded one
of the old days, and, of course, John E. Thayer was there to

see Starden's" King score again, and Bayard Thayer, whom
we are glad to see once more able to be about, was an in-

terested spectator of the judging. H. G-. Trevor, ran up
from New York to see how his poodles fared; E. B. Sears ran
in for a few minutes to view the scene of former triumphs,
and Thos. H. Terry snatched a few minutes from his busy
life to judge the collies. Dr. Perry wasn't telling any kennel
secrets, but whispered that his book on "Disease of Dogs"
would probably be out about August next, if his health re-

mained good and he could get up early enough to devote a
few hours a day at it. E. H. Moore, though he has just been
burned out of house and home, spent the first morning in a
happy manner with his winning dogs, and P. Blackwood Fay
watched the judging for some time. Another old timer and
one of the organizers of the club, Mr. J. A, Nickerson,
dropped in on "Lexington Day" to see if he could recognize
any of those present and we were pleased to see him looking
so well; his last show was about 1887. G, P. Wiggin was also

there to enjoy some of the reflected glory that his Judith
brings to him. W. J. Comstock, ran up from Providence
two or three times and invited everyone to the Providence
show next September, which is goiDg to be a record one by
all accounts.

Around the foxhound benches were O. F. Joslin, M, T.

Mason, J. L. White, R. D. Perry, Dr. Tburber, A.McDonald,
Dr. Heffenger and others. Dr. Bigelow looked in to see

what his Chesapeakes had retrieved. Pointer men were much
in evidence. Robert Leslie, looking younger than ever, kept
his eye on King of Lynn, and W. Ledyard was the proudest
man in the building when Tempest won, while genial Harry
Dutton was correspondingly sad. A. A. Savage thought he
could have done better than he. with a. second prize winner
last year, but Miss Nickerson was delighted with her Gor-
don victories, while Mrs. Meaeham was too astonished when
when, the spaniel returns came in to say auything. Geo. F.

Reed didn't bring a "purple" pup, but some dogs that

could win on the bench and drive rabbits to home. Dr.

Faxon, another old-timer, sauntered through the collie aisles

looking no different than he did ten years ago. H.W. Smith
andH. H. Hunnewell, Jr., talked knowingly of wire coats

and bone, besides tacking up some blue ribbons. John Moor-
head, Jr., came all the way from Pittsburgh toseeStreatham
Monarch deposed and indulge in a rough-and-tumble fight

with his only rival, Cordona. H. Fred Church was also there

With his bull-terriers, and H. S. Hoyt came in to see Lucy
Glittors thrown out by her unfortunate Dudley nose. R. J.

Clarke, the Police Commissioner, saw Nankin repeat her

New York victories amond the Boston terriers, while Henry
Brooks and Oliver S. Ames, 2d, walked on "banks and bon-

nie braes" to victory with their smart little terriers. Dr.

Foote brought Mr. Ritchie with him to see how their wire
pups fared; the latter is fast becoming imbued with the

true spirit and takes defeat with as happy face as he did at

Philadelphia, when the ribbons were going his way on Mis-

ter Great Soap. Although Crib was defeated, jolly Dr.

Kenny wouldn't think of his patients till the end of the

show. F. W. Connollv was there to look after his "Ship-
wrecks." and F. C. Nims, from Painesville, O., wanted to see

Haughty Madge win her first challenge prize, and Dr. Cook
was getting points for a dog show among the Eskimos this

summer. The list could be extended indefinitely, but the

editor calls a halt.

Under John Reed's able management the dogs were most
comfortably fed and housed, aisles and benches were kept
very clean and there was no lack of clean straw and good
feed, the Spratt's benching being a decided improvement
over the wooden benching used last year. Spratts Co. had
their stand tastefully arranged in charge of W. C. Ehrmann
and T. S Banks. Thymoline proved a most agreeable and
effective deodorizer, the little atomisers on the pillars being a
decided innovation. ".

The officers of the club, President Ed. Brooks, who is a

second Bryson for hard work, Geo. A. Fletcher, who looks

after the cash, and David L. Loveland, the secretary, worked
early and late, while Sam Hammond, Jr., A. B. Cobb, Mr.
Clark, Walter C. Baylies and F. M. Curris were good and
faithful stewards. The rings were well served as they must
have been to get all theregular classes judged the first day, as

were most of the specials, which was a record in the history

of the club. One little grumble and we nave done. It is an
annual one about benching in rotation. This year it seemed
to be worse than ever and especially amongst the sporting

classes where the entries by kennelswas large, here there was
scarcely a consecutive number. Dr. Glover attended to his

veterinary duties well.

The rumor that Messrs. Brooks & Ames are to be in part-

nership for one year only we are requested to deny. The
plans these gentlemen have formed for the improvement of

Scotch terriers in America and which will be carried out

with James E. Green's practical aid, will consume a much
longer time than that. It is wonderful how popular these

terriers are becoming; they bid fair in time to become more
than rivals of the much admired Boston terrier. Nearly all

the young bloods talk about the fun they are having with

them and the woodchucks out on the farm, you know.

The St. Bernard Bennington established an unenviable

record during the show. Donald Munroe, who was keeping

an eye on him during the show will carry the marks of his

violent affection and temper for some time to come, having

been badly bitten on the hand; another person also felt his

teeth and a young lady on the last night of the show ventured

to pat him and was severely bitten on the left hand. He
should have been wired up.

The weather, which this season has been phenomenally

pleasant, was all that could be desired. Philadelphia alone

experienced during its week the only wet day during the

whole circuit so far. The attendance was very good through-

out the show and the club must have come out at the right

end They took in $400 more the first day than toe corres-

ponding day last year. As usual, the club gave its mid-day

lunch to all comers on the first day.

There was only one untoward event to mar the general

good feeling during the show. In challenge Gordon dogs

Duke of Wellington was entered, but Leo B., the old cham-

pion was shown in his stead. This gave rise to a protest

which we understand was thrown out when the circum-

stances were explained. It seems Ben Lewis entered Duke
and after Philadelphia sent him into the country to Di.

Dixon's place for a rest. In the meanwhile Dr. Dixon had

presented the dog to Mr. Allen, of Bangor, Me. W hen ready

for Boston Ben Lewis seat for the dogs and the man brought

Leo B instead of Duke, explaining the reason. Ben thought

he could perhaps have the entry changed on arrival at Bos-

ton and brought the dog along. He claims he asked Mr.

Read if the entry could be changed when he arrived the day

before the show; Mr. Loveland was consulted and fie said

no, and Lewis benching the dog rather than keep him m his

crate made his first mistake. The dog was taken into the

ring by an attendant and was beaten by Count Noble, fc irst

one, then another saw the dog and were unanimous that

the dog was Leo B. Then Mr. Lewis made mistake number
two by sticking to it to those who knew better, ourself

among the rest, that the. dog was Duke of Wellington.
Here he was distinctly in error and gave cause for every one
to think that he had been guilty of sharp practice. Finally
he owned that the dog was Leo B. and a telegram was
received by the management from Dr. Dixon to that effect.

There was some talk of the case being taken before the
A. K. C, but according to Mr. Lewis's side of the case we
fail to see what good can be done by this. If the manage-
ment knew it was Leo B. that settles it, though both Ben
Lewis and the superintendent are to blame for allowing the

dog to be benched, at least, until after the judging. On the

other hand we have it on good authority that Mr. Bead
stated that Ben Lewis never came to him at all about it.

The children of the Perkins Institute for the blind visited

the show nn Thursday by the special invitation of President
Edward Brooks. It is wonderful how the blind children feel

for the points of a dog, but it is rather dangerous to allow
them to ramble round the aisles handling dogs indiscrimin-

ately, and bending over the benches in their blind confidence.

It is not likely that Mr. Fred Hoey will judge fox-terriers

at Louisville, Ky., and the classes will be given to Mr. Mor-
timer.

Two prominent exhibitors are to be investigated by the
Advisory committee this week, and at the meeting of the

A. K. C. next Thursday. One is on a fox-terrier transaction

by a Canadian exhibitor, and the other the outcome of a

spaniel disagreement where the club may have to settle the

difference between meum and tuum.

The New England Kennel Club with their usual hospi-

tality bestowed the following invitation freely among the

exhibitors and visitors to the Boston show;
"DEAR SIR: The Bench Show Committee would be pleased

to have your presence at a dinner to be given to the press and
visiting exhibitors at the Copley Square Hotel, Huntington
avenue, Wednesday, April 18, at 6 o'clock P. M. Yours very
respectfully, D. E. Loveland, Sec'y."

The occasion was an excuse for quiet sociability, and a
pleasant reunion ensued . Time was valuable, so no speeches

were indulged in. The following gentlemen sat down at the

five long tables in the order named, Mr. Brooks and others of

the officers sitting at the cross table facing the company:
Hoi lis White, Sid. L. Brockett, James E. Green, "Uncle
Dick," Francis M. Curtis, D. E. Loveland, Edward Brooks,

G A. Fletcher, O. W. Donner, James L. Little, Louis Con-
toit, Chas. N. Symonds, H. Clay Glover, Y. S., J. C. White,
B. Alton Smith, Lester A.Pearle, B. F. Lewis, Fred P. Kirby,

John N. Lewis, Harry B. Tallman, F. W. Whitlock, G. E.

Bobbins, G. E. Cornwall, Gardner H. Williams, William
Burke, Bradford S. Turpin, Jos. Lewis, H. A. de Russy, E.

M. Oldham, D. Jarrett, Frank F. Dole, H. W. Lacy, W. B.

Atherton, E. K. Sperry, W. C. Ehrmann, C. W. Lougest, J.

M. Taylor, N. Q. Pope, C. F. Lewis, Jas. Mortimer, W. Tall-

man, W. S. Clark, F. W. Chapman, John Davidson, Jas. E.

Hair, V. S., H. Y. Jamieson, F. H. Roberts.

It was understood that the close of this show would seethe

retirement of Mr John Read, for the present at any rate,

from dog show management. A few of the boys got together

and it was decided to offer him a substantial testimonial.

A neat sum was soon collected and two large cases of solid

silver spoons and forks and silver knives were selected. The
presentation was made on Friday evening at 8:30 o'clock in

the exhibitors' room. Mr. Bead was literally dragged from
his work and made to listen to the following paper, which
Mr. Oldham intoned in his melodious voice:

"Mk, Read—Your friends in the dog fancy, while pleased

to hear that vou are called to an important position in New
York, regret'that it may in future interfere with the friendly

relations which have continued so long between us. You
have always been a good friend to the dogs and their owners,

and you have the heartiest good wishes of us all for the

future. More than that, we wish to show in a more substan-

tial manner the estimation in which you are held, and,

therefore, it is my pleasant duty to present you, in the

name of those present, with these two cases. May you and
your good lady live long to enjoy the good things of this

world , and when there are no more dogs to catch in New
York, you will always find a welcome among your friends

the exhibitors, for there is not a man here who is not under
an obligation to you."
Mr. Read then accepted the handsome present m a few

appropriate words, and telling a man to give them to Mrs.

Read, hurried down stairs again to ship dogs from the show.

Mr. Bead will assume his new duties with the S. P. C. A. on
May 1.

Beaufort's Prince, the well-known mastiff, was the victim

of mistaken identity on Friday, at the Boston show. The
affair created considerable excitement in mastiff circles. It

seems a Mr. Farron, of Bridgewater, Mass., claimed that

Prince was his dog, having lost it about five months ago.

He created some trouble in the show and was requested to

leave He then got the sheriff to seize the dog m Dr. Lougest s

absence some time during the day The dog was taken to

Al Watts's place and he appraised it at $500, and Mr. Farron

had to put up a bond for that amount. Dr. Lougest ot

course treats the affair as a serious matter in one sense, for if

a man can do this with impunity no one's dog is safe at a
Massachusetts show. The dog is well known as Beaufort's

Black Prince's brother, and has been shown two years in New
York, having been whelped in 1890. He was bred by Mr.

Winchell, who sold him to Mr. Freleigh, secretary of the

United States Life Insurance Company in New York, who m
turn disposed of him to Mr. H. Mead, secretary ot the Mastiff

Club, and from him Dr. Lougest purchased the dog. Dr.

Lougest will employ able counsel in the matter and bring

suit for the dog's recovery, as well as for damages in the case

if Mr. Farron does not come to his senses before long.

N. E. F. T. C. Meeting.

The New England Field Trial Club held a meting on
Tuesday evening of the Boston show at the Hotel Thorndike.

Dr. Haywood presided. A good deal of discussion arose on

the retrieving question and also as to whether trials should

be held this year. A sweepstake trial is most favored, but a

committee c5mposed of A. R. Sharp, W. C. Baylies and Ed-

ward Brooks, will decide the matter, so that in all probabil-

ity field trials will take place, and the Gordon Setter Club

will probably hold theirs at the same time. A pleasant din-

ner was given afterward, at which the members and visitors

sat down in the following order: Dr. Haywood and Mr. E.

D. Brooks, "end men," Hobart Ames, A. L Finney, H. W.
Lacy, I., Hammond, Jr., W. B. Atherton Hollis White, p.
E. Loveland, G. A. Fletcher, Lester Pearle D. Tallman, A.

R. Sharp, Major J. M. Taylor, E Knight bperry J. A.

Sharp, Jr., T. S. Bellin, G. W. Lovell, F. H. Roberts, F. W.
Whitlock and Walter C, Baylies; the talk afterward was
kept up till a late hour.

The St. Bernard Club of America will hold a meeting at

Madison Square Garden Tuesday, May 1, at 8 P. M ,
the first

day of the specialty show. It is understood that Mr. hidney

W Smith will after all judge at this show, as he is now on

the way to this country.

Mr George F. Reed, of Barton, Vt., never sold so much
stock at ajshow in his life. Fourteen beagles will change

hands as a result of his visit to Boston. Among them he
sold Drive to Mr. Plunkett, of Lowell, Mass.

New England Beagle Club Meeting.

The quarterly meeting of the New England Beagle Club
was held on Thursday afternoon last in the press room at

the Boston show. The second annual field trials were dis-

cussed and the date fixed upon is the. week commencing Oct.

23. Entries, except for Champion Stake, will close Oct. 1.

It is probable that the trials will beheld at Oxford, Mass., as

before. The classification will be about the same as last

year, but this the field trial committee will finally settle.

Classes will be made for dogs and bitches, 13 to 15in. and 13iu.

and under. There will also be a Derby. The selection of

judges is left with the executive committee. The secretary

wili correspond with the following: H. B. Tallman, A. C.

Krueger, Jos. Lewis, G. B. Appleby, Geo. Laick, E. J. Ken-
neally, Mark Lewis, Jr., and A. Parry, and from these two
iudgeswill be chosen. Delinquents must settle their dues
by June 1 or bid adieu to the club. Mr. E. Manice. was
elected to membership. The field trial committee was elected

as follows: Messrs. Chapman, Joslin, Hanson, Fiske, Reed,
Shelleross, Manice and Clark, The club made a special dis-

play at the show, their dogs being benched together.

The Fox-Terrier Club followed the example of the Bulldog
Club, and had special cards over the members' dogs exhibited.

In a large glass case were displayed the handsome cups and
trophies given by the club. They have a hustling and sys-

tematic secretary in Mr. H. W. Smith.

Seacroft Kennels sold Seacrof t Avenger to Mr. Sullivan,

McGregor, Iowa, during Boston show. Ben Lewis bought a

cheap pointer in Emblem that will probably do some win-
ning for him.

Mr. R. Leslie has placed King of Lynn in John N. Lewis's

hands to prepare for the fall trials.

The greyhound men had a laugh on Geo. Thomas, Joe
Lewis and A. C. Bradbury. Each thought the other would
be there in full strength and the consequence was one chal-

lenge class was empty, and the kennel prize went a begging,
with their good dogs"at home.

We have received a copy of Mr. Rawdon Lee's second
volume of "Modern Dogs," devoted to the non-sporting

division. We shall have more to say about this handsome
work next week.

Louisville Show.
"A Friend of the Irish Setter" offers at the Louisville show

a silver-plated cup for the best Irish setter which has been
placed at any public field trial in America or Europe. The
same for the best dog, same conditions. A silver-plated cup
for the best Irish setter stud dog that has sired both field trial

and bench show winners, and a silver-plated cup for the best

Irish setter dog or bitch that is the sire or dam of any Irish

setter ever placed at any public field trial in Europe or

America. A number of specials have been added to the list

for the Louisville show. Canadian exhibitors will have their

dogs admitted under the same bonded conditions that ob-

tained at the Chicago show. Special rates will be given by
the railroads entering Louisville for both dogs and exhibi-

tars. The local interest in the show has been fully aroused,

and as many of the breeds will be new to the "folks," it

should be a good place for sales. Exhibitors should remem-
ber that the show commences on Wednesday, May 9. Late
advices state that a challenge class is made for Chesapeakes,
prize $10. Black and tans, under 71bs

,
challenge dogs and

bitches, $7 each. Entries have come in well; the local entry

is surprisingly large, and signs point to an entry of over 500.

A Russian wolf spitz (?), imported fromRussia two years ago
and owned in New Albany, Ind., is entered. Another nov-

elty is said to be a French toy terrier, 18mos. old, weighing
lib. 4oz. .

Brunswick Fur Club.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Brunswick Fur Club was held

at Mechanic's Hall, Boston, Mass., on April 17, President

Pope in the chair and a large number of members present.

Dr. A. C. Heffenger, of the committee on the revision of

the standard for judging American foxhounds, reported the

standard as finally formulated. It was unanimously
adopted as the. official standard of the club.

Messrs John M. White, L. O. Dennison and H. J. Given
were appointed a committee to select grounds for the field

trials of '94. '

. _ „ _ m
Messrs. N. Q. Pope, A. C. Heffenger and Bradford S. Tur-

pin were appointed to select judges for the field trials of '94

Mr. N. Q. Pope was elected delegate, to the American
Kennel Club, and Mr. L. O. Dennisou was chosen M. F. H.
to serve during Mr. Whipple's absence in California.

Rule 10 of the running rules was amended to read as

follows: The hounds in the Ail-Age class shall be divided

into two packs, and these packs shall be run separately dur-

ing the first and second days of the trials. On the evening
of the first day the judges shall post in a conspicuous place

the names of the hounds in each pack, that they wish to see

run on the second day. On the evening of the second day,

the judges shall post the names of the hounds they wish to

see run on the third day. On the third day the hounds
remaining in the class shall be run as one pack, and in the

evening of that day the judges shall make the awards. Pro-
vided, however, that no hound shall receive a prize for

tonguing or style, unless he has been placed in one of the fol-

lowing classes—hunting, speed or endurance.
Mr D. D. Roundy, Surrey, N H., was elected to mem-

bership. Adjourned. Bbadford S. Ttjrpin, Sec'y.

The Specialty Show.

THE entry polled for this interesting show, while not quite

so large as was expected, is made up of the crime de la crime
in the different breeds represented; in fact, all the principal

kennels are represented. Canada sends some of her best, and
Mr Piatt will have Sir Bedivere, Rustic Beauty and others

from Little Rock, Ark. Mr. Sidney W. Smith, of Leeds,

England, came over on the Arizona, which arrived last Mon-

Mortimer will s^il for England soon after the Louisville

show, and a much mooted question in great Danes will

receive attention. More we cannot say at present.

United States Field Trials Club Grounds.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have located the spring trials of the U. S. F. T. Club, at

West Point. Miss. 1 was there last week and looked over

the grounds', and am pleased to say that I consider them the

best grounds I have ever seen for field trial purposes. The
preserve is ten miles square, without fences, ditches Or

gullies. The dogs can be seen in any part of the grounds,

and wagons can follow the horsemen wherever they go.

Birds are plentiful. I found over 100 birds in less tnan one

hour. The hotel and livery accommodations are entirely

satisfactory, and first class fare will be served at second class

prices. The citizens of West Point are pleased to know
that the trials are held there. They promise us the keys to

the town on our arrival, and the best they have is subject

to our order, •^'P- T. Madison, Sec'y-Treas,
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MAP OF THE REGION ABOUT LAKES TEMISCAMING AND TEMAGAMI. Drawn by H. K. Wicksteed, 1893.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

30. Eastern Div. Meet, Calla Shasta, Connecticut River.

JUNK.

10. Hartrord, Spring Regatta, Con- 30. Red Dragon, Spring Regatta,
necticut River. Delaware River.

30. Knickerbocker.Spring Regatta

JULY.

7-21. W. C. A. Meet, Picnic Point, Lake Mendota, Wis.
SEPTEMBER.

8. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass. 15. Red Dragon, Fall Regatta, Del-
aware River.

Away "Up North."
Fringing the St. Lawrence, the Ottawa and ihe Great Lakes to the

north, and extending from Labrador to the Arctic Ocean in a belt
from 200 to 500 miles in width, lies the great LaureDtian Wilderness
one spur of which, crossing the Ottawa, extends south across the St'
Lawrence, appearing above water as the Thousand Islands and thence
into the State of New York, where it is known as the Adirondacks
Throughout its whole extent this country is rocky and broken inter-
sected by innumerable lakes and streams, and nearly everywhere it is
covered with a dense forest. Here and there are belts of excellent
land, and settlements are springing up in a great number of places-
but these areas are always limited in extent, and the everlasting hills
and rocks are always in sight.
The greater part of the area must ever remain as it is now—a pic-

turesque wooded wilderness— and serve perhaps the noblest of all
uses, that of a breathing ground and park for the great, restless over-
worked population of the vast plains to the south and west of it and
a nursery for some of the greatest rivers of the continent. The writer
was born in sight of this wilderness at Quebec, and has spent a con-
siderable portion of his life wandering through it, and he never leaves
it without a sigh of regret, and never sights it again without keen
pleasure.
This past summer of 1893. it fell to his lot to conduct an exploring

party through a portion hitherto almost unknown and wonderfully-
picturesque; and as this particular corner is not difficult of access
nor very remote from railway connection, he thinks that the readers
of the Forest and Stream may possibly care for a brief description
of the trip, and that perhaps that young man of Erie who was lately
looking for a companion, may turn the bow of his canoe m that direc-
tion, if he wants pure air and water, cool nights, good fishing and
pretty scenery, with an occasional dash at a rushing rapid "and a
tussle with a head wind. In short, to accumulate health and strength
nerve and decision, he cannot do much better.
On the morning of July 12 a small party was gathered on the little

makeshift dock at Mattawa, bidding adieu to their friends, the Hud-
son's Bay Co.'s factor and his charming family, departing for the Up-
per Ottawa. The tug whistles, the last straggler jumps aboard and
the nose of the scow swings out into the stream. These are the writer
two assistants, three young gentlemen supernumeraries, five axmen
and canoemen, and last, and most important, the cook, a good-tem-
pered, stout-built, middle-aged French Canadian lumberman, who has
settled down with his wife and family as a baker in this frontier vil-
lage, but who, like some others of us, felt as if things were not quite
right with him unless he had a run in the woods now and again.
Of the men, two were young Scotchmen who had been in the lum-

ber woods for some years, and had long since rubbed off all vestiges
of the tenderfoot; they were bold, quiet, hard-working and self^e-
specting young fellows, but rather too independent and impatient of
control. Henri and Terrine were pure French Canadians, active
splendid axmen, good canoemen, civil and obliging. Lastly Gus Pil-
lon was a French Canadian with a considerable dash of Indian blood
quick as a flash with rifle and paddle, with a great deal of French in-
dustry coupled with an Indian taciturnity and sullenness; a usefulman but a little difficult to handle.
Of the young gentlemen, Frank was a rolling stone who had wan-

dered across the continent and then to China and back and who
although young in years and heart, bad lived and seen much- he was
frank, generous, hard-working and very quick-tempered; a lovable
character but a trifle unstable. Allan was a half-breed but of a nobler
race than Pillon, being descended from the once warlike Mohawks
now settled peaceably m the Grand «iyer Valley

The Indian side of his character was the dominant one. and showed
itself constantly in his love of wandering and his rooted dislike to
fixed work, and his pertinacity in hunting game of any kind.
For myself, I am simply a weatherbeaten old stager of some forty

summers, who has knocked about too much for his own good, and
who gets occasionally restive under the constraints and narrowness of
modern civilization and longs for the wilderness with an intensity of
longing which is almost uncontrollable. I was almost invariably
known among the party as the "Chief." This will probably meet the
eye of my two assistants, L. and B., so perhaps it will be safer not to
describe them too minutely, and to say no more than that they were
loyal and trustworthy and well up to their work.
The transport service in the upper Ottawa is a somewhat peculiar

one. Portages are close together and are crossed by light tramways,

on which run cars capable of carrying seven or eight tons of stuff. In
order to avoid the constant trans-hipment from boat to railway and
back again, a wide scow is built and tne track laid on her deck, and the
car is run on board with its load and off again at each break in the
navigation. The scows are towed by small screw tugs or steam
launches.
Having waved our adieux, we seated ourselves comfortably in the

bow of the scow, and lighting our pipes resigned ourselves "to dolce
far niente and the enjoyment of the delightful July morning and the
wild scenery. On either side were bold mountains, sometimes de-
scending sheer into the water, sometimes with a fringe of alluvial flat
at their bases. Sometimes a trihutary stream came in through a
gloomy-looking gorge, but more commonly they tumbled tumultuously
over the bluff, often forming most beautiful cascades. In front was
always the great, strong rive-: here, though over 300 miles from its
mouth, still from a quarter to half a mile in width, and flowing at a
rate which sometimes bothered our little tug, albeit she made a good
five or six miles an hour to stem Working the eddies for all they
were worth, however, she brought us up the first two-mile reach of
the river, and rounding a point, we sight the tumultuous, seething
rapid known as the "Cave:" and, pushing our way through a multi-
tude of tossing sawlogs which had been caught in the eddy at its foot,
we reached the landing. The cars were run off, a veteran horse was
hitched to them, and in fifteen minutes we were at the upper end of
the half-mile portage and soon speeding over another navigable
reach.
Another three miles brought us to "Les Arables." and to dinner in a

shanty at its upper end. whence there was a four mile stretch to the
Mountain Rapid. The tug had broken down on this reach and was
unable to take us; but after some little delay, two large flatbottomed
rowboats were procured, and with these and our own canoes we trans-
ported ourselves and our two tons of provisions and outfit, together
with the other passengers, to the upper end of the smooth reach.
The mountain portage is a short one, about one-quarter of a mile.

and we were soon re-embarked and spinning along over the smooth
surface of the Seven League Lake, so called because it is about five
leagues long. The sun began to sink in the west and the shadows to
lengthen before we came in sight of the Long Sault Rapids This as
its name implies, is a rapid, or rather a series of rapids, extending for
a long distance, some seven miles in all. and is overcome by a tram-
way as usual, but in this case, a tiny steam locomotive does the work
of the ancient horse, and hauls a miniature train over a very rough
track and across some very crazy looking trestles at the rate of fifteen
to twenty miles per hour
Just as the sun was setting we were landed at the foot of Lake

Temiscaming; and, having made arrangements for a passage next
morning on the steamer Meteor, we looked for a resting place for the
night. The evening was settling, and the wooden shanty which served
as a hotel did not look attractive. So spreading the tents out on the
ground alongside the track, four of us laid down on them while the
remainder made themselves comfortable on the hurricane deck of the
Meteor. The sandflies were somewhat troublesome, but on the wholewe passed a comfortable night, and after a hearty breakfast we wero
quite ready to enjoy the lovely sail of forty miles before us
The Meteor is a staunch, seaworthy steamer of about 80 tons, with

powerful compound engines and a modern equipment. At 7 A M
sharp she cast off her lines and was soon ploughing through the blue
waters of the great lake Temiscaming. This is an expansion of the
Ottawa some 70 miles l^ng by a width gradually increasing from half
a mile to 5 miles near its head. Mile after mile we swept along, high
mountains to the west, mountains again not quite so high but ex-
tremely precipitous on the east. At the Opemican Narrows the width
contracts, and for a short distance there is quite a current, so that
strictly speaking there are two lakes.
About 20 miles up th* Keepawa River enters from the east in a wild

seething cascade. It is the outlet of the lake of the same name, an
extraordinary labyrinth of bays and points, furnishing many miles of
navigation. The Ottawa in this neighborhood is said to be of immense
depth and looks it; and with its barren, rocky, precipitous shores and
dark water extending miles arid miles ahead in an almost unbroken
straight line, one is irresistibly reminded of the world-famous Sague-
nay. whioh it strongly resembles in every respect.

All too soon, a huge mountain, standing up bold and solitary on the
left hand shore to a height of 800ft., is pointed out to usas overlooking
the mouth of the Montreal river; and at 11 A. M. the Meteor's bow
grates on the sand and the first stage of our journey is over. We have
left steam locomotion behind us, and our progress must henceforth be
by dint of our own muscles.
Flour bags, tents, blankets and impedimenta of all kinds are bundled

ashore. We shook hands hastily with the captain and in a few min-
utes the Meteor had backed off again and was ploughing her way on
again to the north. While the cook was getting a lunch for us, the
canoes were loaded, and after a hasty meal we shoved off, the club's
canoe, the Nora, leading the way. Entering the mouth of the Mon-
treal,we crossed it and proceeded to ascend the Metabetchouan, which
enters it a few yards up. The Montreal is a strong river, coming from
150 miles or more in the interior: and, like the Keepawa and nearly all
the other rivers falling into this lake, it descends very abruptly in the
last mile or two of its course; breaking through a narrow crack in the
rocks it comes roaring and tumbling over a boulder bed almost into
the lake itself.

Crossing at the foot of these rapids was somewhat nervous work
with our overloaded canoes, but was accomplished without accident-and entering the mouth of the Metabetchouan we had practically dead
water almost to the first portage, two miles up. Landing the loads on
the bank the canoes turned back for a second trip with a crew of twomen each, while the remaining four started packing over the portage,
this proved a most arduous undertaking, involving an ascent of 300ft
in about a quarter of a mile; and for the first 100ft. the slope musthave been at least 1 in 2, and clay at that. The afternoon was verywarm, and the labor told severely on the boys, none of whom had
done any such work for several months. The Chief, thinking to set agood example, swung upon his back a bundle of dunnage, 401bs or soand got one of the men to throw a side of bacon on top; but after
several months of city life he found he was not equal to it, and after
a, jbrief struggle was fain to leave the bacon and proceed with the
bundle alone.
AH the afternoon we tramped backward and forward over that half
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- M - we flad everything over except a few
odds and ends. Hastily launching the Nora after supper, we put out
a troll andwithm 20yds. of the shore struck a fine bass. The hookwas no sooner out again than we got another and in a few minutes a
third, when as it was getting dark, we were fain to come ashore andcamp under the stars on the little grassy flat at the end of the portageAt gray dawn tne cook was up and getting breakfast, and a final
trip was made over the portage, from the summit of which a magnifi-
cent view is to be had. the valley of the Metabetchouan beneath? the
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STEAM YACHT "SEMIRAMIS." Owned Anthony J. Drexel, Philadelphia

river, hidden by the early morning mists, beyond the broad expanse
ot Lake Teuiiscaming, shimmering in the morning dew, and beyond
that again, a sea of hills rising one beyond the other into the blue dis-

tance. Almost at our feet as it seemed, though really more than a
mile away, was the last vestige of civilization which some of the
boys saw for some months, a clearing and farmhouse on the table-

land above the river, which farmhouse was also the Montreal River
Post-office.
The portage cuts directly across a mountain ridge to a lake formed

by an expansion of the river which finds its way around the ridge by a
somewhat circuitous route in a series of wild rapids and falls, aggre-
gating 250ft. of descent. The lake is one of a chain of four, named the
Bass Lakes, extending inland some four miles; between them are
small rapids and swift current. No portaging was necessary but
some wading and tacking had to be done.
The morning was still young when the little fleet set out, the Nora

loaded to the gunwales, and her birchen satellites, designated for the
sake of alliteration the Dora, Cora and Flora, following in her wake.
Shortly after noon each canoe had made her two trips, and the Nora,
as the faster, three, and packing began again. For the next five miles,

to Rabbit Lake, the river is a series of rapids and falls with short
pools between. Some of these had to be carried round, past others

we tracked the canoes with a half load, the crews working up to their

waists In water. Some of the scenery is grand, and the uppermost
fall, at the outlet of Rabbit Lake, is especially beautiful.

On Friday at noon, three days after leaving Montreal River, the last

oad was dumped at the upper end of the last portage, with a sigh of
relief to think that for a time at any rate the odious pack strap would
no more gall our foreheads, and in high spirits the boys set out for

Rabbit Point, seven miles up the lake, with the camp impedimenta,
leaving some of the heavier stuff en cache on the portage. Just before
leaving we met an Indian descending with letters from Temagami
Post with a fine bark canoe, and after some parley we persuaded him
to exchange it for one of our smaller ones, enabling us to get on much

Three o'clock found us out on the broad lake, breasting a strong
head wind which forced us to hug the shore to avoid the heavy sea.

Sweeping down the center, in two hours' hard work we were ashore,
and soon had a splendid site selected for the camp, which was to be
our home for a couple of weeks and a permanent base of supplies.

The tents were soon rigged up, and while the cook was getting supper
all hands turned into the water and enjoyed a glorious swim.

The Chief.
[to be continued.]

Bucket Wells in Canoe Yawls.
Although an American invention, one of the many for which canoe-

ing is indebted to the ingenuity of Mr. Paul Butler, the bucket well
has come into more general use in England than in this country ; being
here confined exclusively to racing canoes, while abroad it is exten-
sively used, in one form or another, in canoe yawls which, though used
for racing, also aspire to the possession of cruising qualities. One side

of the question is brought out in the following letter to the Field:
"I quite agree with your remarks in the last two issues of the Field,

that the idea that a bucket well, when applied to a shallow and easily

capsizeable type of canoe-yawl, makes a safe seagoing craft of it is a
notion as dangerous as it is unfounded. It is also quite true that any
seaworthy type of canoe-yawl, of which all but the 7ft. middle com-
partment is snut off by watertight bulkheads, requires no such con-
trivance. But it appears to have been overlooked that there is a third

case, apart from either of these, in which the useof a bucket well may
be most valuable. I allude to wnat, in my opinion, is by far the most
comfortable and efficient boat for all-round purposes, an otherwise
seaworthy canoe-yawl that has no compartments. In this case it is

easy to demonstrate that the objections to the bucket well, well
founded as they are as applied to other kinds of craft, entirely disap-

pear. Firstly, when the well lining is in use the crew need not sit on
deck. The lining may be shaped to the form of the well over the two
seats and fitting close to its bottom and sides, the cushions, which, of
course, are also life-buoys, being inside the lining, and the seats being
as comfortable as ever.
"Secondly, what charts and food are required for a few hours, with

glasses, etc., can undoubtedly be conveniently carried in the two
waterproof pockets, and as to this arrangement being considered 'a

nice jumhle for single-banded night work at sea,' I do not know that
the position would be materially improved by access to the whole of
one's stores, the fact being that the navigator of so small a craft as
even the most seaworthy canoe yawl, who finds himself single-handed
at night in so high a sea as to risk filling his well, is in a somewhat
false position, whether he relies on bulkheads or canvas.

"Thirdly, as to the point not mentioned by Mr. Brand, as to the pos-
sibility of getting at oars, anchor, etc.. I, at any rate, have never had
any difficulty on this head, for the simple reason ttmt I always carry
them on deck when at sea or in a tideway, whether the canvas lining

is in use or not, the oars fitting into chocks along the waterways,
where, though perfectly firm, they are immediately available, the
cable passing through the fairlead at the bows, and being stopped
along the outside of the gunwale, and is coiled and secured on deck aft

of the well, the anchor being either secured in the same place or
brought down into the well. This, I think, meets all the objections
that nave been brought against the use of bucket wells at sea, and
disposes 'of the argument that they cannot be called 'sea going'
because no yawl requiring one can be itself fit to go to sea, the fact

being that every yawl, to" be safe at sea, must have either a bucket
well or watertight bulkheads, and that the former, properly fitted, is

by no means an inefficient substitute for the latter.

"So much for work at sea, but it is when we come to consider the
yawl as an inland cruiser, and as a home, that the advantages of hav-
ing no compartments becomes overwhelming. The capabilities of the

canoe-yawl on these points is the merit and the attraction of the type,

apart from which, for sea work alone, it would be easy to design an
altogether safer and more commodious kind of craft. It is impossible

to overestimate the advantage, for living and sheltering in, of having
a craft of which the whole interior is available for all purposes, or to

question the superior comfort, say after a wet day and during a rainy

and squally night, of being able to sleep under a solid deck or hatch in

a spot that has been dry all day, instead of having to lie under the

shelter of a tent in a well that has been open to a whole day's ram.
And, though I am alluding now to inland work. I can remember at

least one occasion when this arrangement has scored even more heav-
ily at sea, both for comfort and safety. A rainy night coming on on a
coast where dangers are many and tides strong, where it became
necessary to anchor till dawn, is not a position one would willingly

choose, and yet I remember that, lying dry under decks, with sails and
all gear ready for an immediate start should the wind rise, we slept by
turns the sleep of the just and the tolerably secure, and I fancy were
far ahead of the man of compartments, who, unless he ventured to

hamper himself with a tent—and there was an occasional heavy puff

off the land—would have had to Bpend his night in the open. But, for

inland work at least, the advantage of an undivided interior is obvious

—we never capsize, remember—and considering how often one profits

by the comfort and stowage capacity of one's craft, and how com-
paratively seldom even the most seagoing of yawls is in danger of fill-

ing her well at sea, I think we may fairly claim that a temporary con-

trivance like the bucket well is more in accordance with the spirit of

such an all-round type of craft than are permanent bulkheads. W."

Mahnahbezee.
(THE WHITE SWAN.)

On the Massachusetts holiday, April 19—Patriot's Day—the Puritan

C. C.'s new war canoe was christened. The crew leaving Boston at an
early hour reached the Robertson factory at Riverside in good season.

The canoe was launched on the river without formality, as the Puri-

tans deigned not to christen their canoe in the fresh water of Charles

The reason assigned for the failure of Mr. Bennett to purchase the

yacht is that no satisfactory arrangement as to courses could be

made with the owner of Britannia. This sort of cock and bull story

is absurd on its face, while in any club races which she might enter

abroad, Vigilant would have to take her chances over the regular

courses on the Thames, the Solent and the Clyde, there is no reason

to believe that she would be limited to the same courses in any special

matches with Britannia; and in any event she would have the cer-

tainty of fair and open courses in the races for the Royal Victoria

and Cape May cups.

Another reason given that is much 'nearer the truth, is that Mr.

William B. Douglas, who made the offer of $30,000 on behalf of Mr.

Bennett, had the yacht surveyed and then declined to accept her on

account of the condition disclosed by the survey.

The exact intentions of the new owners of Vigilant are as yet un-

known, but it is certain that the yacht will be fitted out and raced, and

there is a possibility that she may be sent abroad.

One important item of news is the positive statement of Gen. Paine

that Jubilee will not fit out this season, Gen. Paine intending to

accompany his family to Europe in June to remain until September.

Such a visit would of itself seem to offer a special opportunity for

sending the yacht across and taking part in the British races. The

deficiency in rig which resulted in her poor performance last year

might be remedied in time by a month's racing on this side, with
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River. The trip down the Charles was without incident, and the
fifteen miles to the harbor was covered in two hours and a half.

When the canoe felt the crisp salt water of Boston Harbor all felt at

home, and the commodore spilled a bottle of "bock" (which had acci-

dentally broken in his bag) down his throat and gurgled "I dub thee
Mahnahbezee, the swan." The commodore having set the pace and a
bottle of bock beside each of the crew every one gurgled "Mahnah-
bezee," and the formality having been finished, the paddles were re-

sumed and the Great White S n an (which is painted green by the way)
swept proudly over the wrinkled face of the bay until City Point and
the house of the Puritan C. C. was reached. About fifteen men will

practice a bit for the final crew, and it is hoped that a fair crew may
appear at Springfield on May 30. The canoe is precisely similar to

those of the Hartford and Springfield clubs and a pretty race should
result. Ilex.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division: Theodore H. Bridgman, Nelson F. Griffin, New

York city; Reuben A. Heller, Newark.
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FIXTURES.

1. New Jersey, Open, N. Y. Bay.
5-6. San Francisco Cor., Cruise to

McNear's.
12. Atlantic Oity Cor., Trophy

Race, Atlantic Oity.
12-13. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,

California Oity.
19. Baltimore, Opening, Baltimore
19. New Rochelle, Cabin Cats, L. I.

Sound.
19-30. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,

Vallejo.

. St. Lawrence, Squad. Cruise.

. Portland, Cruise.

. San Francisco Cor., Sail to
Quarry Cove.

. San Francisco Cor., Sail Out-
side.

. Atlantic City Cor., Trophy
Race, Atlantic City.

. So. Boston, Open, City Point.

. Racine, Opening, Racine, Wis.

. San Francisco Cor., Annual
Cruise, Tiburon.

The past week has produced three or four items of news of more
or less interest which tend to shape more definitely the prospects of

the approaching racing season. In the first place the negotiations on

the part of James Gordon Bennett for the purchase of Vigilant are

positively at an end, the yacht having been sold on April 18 to George

J. and Howard Gould. The price paid was $25,000.

Capt. Haff and young Mr. Paine to work her up, giving time to reach

Cowes in May.

As matters now stand, there will be three of the large yachts in the

racing—Vigilant, Navahoe and Volunteer. The first two will prob-

ably start in the spring regattas, but Volunteer will not be seen with

the fleet until the August cruise.

The last bit of news is to the effect that Mr, Tankerville Chamber
layne, owner of Arrow, has again offered the Queen's Cup wen by the

yacht in 1852. In view of Mr. Chamberlayne's peculiar action in the

same matter in 1887, American yachtsmen are not likely to fit out at

once for Cowes in order to race for this cup.

On April 21 the schooner Lasca, Mr. John E. Brooks, left New York

for Glasgow, her owner and two friends being on board and Capt.

Unas Rhodes in command, with Capt. Mackintosh as navigator. The

racing gear and other fittings have been already sent by steamer.

Just what opportunities for racing maybe met with is a matter of

doubt, as there are no longer any racing schooners in British waters;

but there is no fear that the yacht will not do credit to her designer

and owner, whether racing or merely sailing with the fleet.

It ia reported that Decima, ten-rater, is soon to sail from South-

ampton for New York; a very risky experiment in view of the fact

that the yacht is smaller than any racing craft which has made the

Atlantic passage, and that she is of comparatively light construc-

tion, intended for home racing, and not, like Minerva, Uvira and

Jessica, for the ocean voyage.

Union des Yachts Francais.

We have just received a copy of the handsome year book of the
Union des Yachts Frangais (the Union of French Yachts), containing

t he rules, list of members and yachts, and other particulars of this

flourishing organization, The new rule, recently adopted after much

discussion, is as follows: T = ^L~^P) X T .g the measurementi

P the perimeter of the hull, measured by running a chain from
planksheer to planksheer, wherever the greatest measurement can be
found, to which is added the extreme beam wherever found, L repre-

senting the load waterline and S the sail area, both being measured as
in Y. R. A. rules. The Union now includes 50 clubs.
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Semiramis.
Semiramis, steam yacht, recently purchased by Anthony J. Drexel,

of Philadelphia, arrived at Delaware Breakwater on April 18, after a
stormy passage of 14 days from Madeira. After telegraphing to Mr.
Drexel, the yacht proceeded up the river toPbiladelphia, where she
was docked the following day at Neafie & bevy's yard. She will be
overhauled and some alterations will be made to suit her new owner
before she goes into commission under his flag.

Semiramis was designed by Mr. Alfred H. Brown, N. A., of London,
who has made a specialty of steam yacht designing, among bis larger

yachts being Eros, of 737 tons, length 319ft., beam 27ft.; Star of the
Sea, a composite vessel of 383 tons: Merrie England, also composite,
411 tons; and the present vessel, of 703 tons. Her dimensions are as
follows:

Length between perpendiculars 206ft. 4in.

27ft. lin.

6ft.

16ft.

14ft. 6in.

14ft. 6in.

Ramage& Ferguson. Leitb, in 1889. She is classed 100 A I at Lloyds
and marked "Lloyds M.G" in red, her machinery having been surveyed
by Lloyds while building. Her engines are triple expansion, cylinders

18, 29 and 47in by 33in. stroke, indicating 730 H.P. Her bunker
capacity is 150 tons, the consumption at 10 knots being 8 tons; while
on 12 tons she has made a steady speed of 12 knots. It was intended
that on long cruises she should easily steam 4,000 miles at 10 knots on
her bunker coal. The total space given to the machinery is 47ft 6in.;

engines 15ft., boiler, double ended, "of steel, 1601bs. pressure, 27ft., and
thwartship bunker 5ft. 6in.

The space below, as shown in the cabin plan, is very large and excel-

lently arranged, The main saloon is 15ft. long and 22ft wide, finished

in fumed mahogany, the panels being hand painted The furnishing
includes a large table with two smaller ones, a writing desk, corner
cupboards, a sofa and a large semicircular divan, two sideboards, a
piano and large revolving arm chairs at the table, Abaft the saloon
is the owner's private room, also finished in fumed nmhoeany, with
large bedstead, writing desk and sofa, a bath and toilet room adjoin-
ing. This room, with two smaller staterooms for guests, finished in

birdseye maple, opens on the main passage at the foot of the compan-
ion, there being at the after end a dumb waiter to the deck and hold,
and a press and drawers for linen. Forward of the saloon is a second
passage, leading to a bath room and pantry, on which open four more
staterooms, two of them quite large. These, as well as the five after
staterooms, are finished in white enamel, with polished black walnut
fronts to sofas, bed berths, etc.

Immediately abaft the engines is a smoking saloon, 16x9ft., finished
in polished American oak, with large table, and sofa. From this room
open five staterooms, finished in enamel, as described, and a large ba.th

room The mess room is 18X8ft., with six staterooms for petty officers,

in addition to large rooms for the captain and engineer.
On deck there are two teak deck houses a bridge and a teak steering

house on the latter, not shown in the drawings, as it was subsequently
added. The forward house is 19 X 9ft. 6in. inside, forming the deck
saloon. The after house is 3ft. shorter and fitted up as a chart room.
The galley is in the fore end of the boiler house, on the main deck.
The plumbing of the yacht is very complete, each of the three baths
being heated by steam. Electric lights are fitted throughout, even to
the stokeholds, the engine aod dynatno being located, as shown, on
the starboard side of the main engine room. The steering gear and
capstan are both operated by steam. The rig is a schooner, with
yards on the foremast. The Semiramis was built for Mr. John
Lysaght, during whose ownsrshio the yacht did a good deal of cruis-
ing, visiting Norway and the Mediterranean.
The accompanying pictur e is from a photograph taken at Stock-

holm. The story of the sale of the yacht to Mme. Lebaudy, of Paris,
and of the projected cruise for the. benefit of her son, has been recently
told in our columns. After the return of the yacht from the cruise
to the East Indies, she was purchased by her new owner. As will be
seen from the picture and plan, she is both handsome and commodi-
ous, and will make a fitting companion to May, Conqueror and others
of the same class.

Rochester Y. C.

Scenes of the greatest activity are witnessed daily in and about the
Rochester Y. C. house. A wave of enthusiasm has swept over us,
inoculating every one with an insatiate desire to open the season as
soon as possible. Members who have never attended a meeting since
they joined are coming at every communication, and a season of
unalloyed success is assuredly guaranteed.
Commodore Mackie is seeing mature a golden harvest as the fruits

of his springtime husbandry in formulating and carrying into success-
ful execution plans for the general improvement and benefit of the
club. Never before has such widespread popularitjr been given to
yachting as at present and it is safe to predict that the blue waters at
Charlotte will be studded by white-winged craft never before equalled
as to numbers or beauty.
At no very distant day the club will be called upon to attend the

raising of its 120-foot flagstaff, with its outspreading crosstrees 60ft.
wide, which, when it shall have reared its head heavenward and
finally settled itself on its historic base, with Old Glory floating
majestically at its peak, will endear itself to the hearts of all and
become "A thing of beauty and a joy forever."
For this we have to be thankful to the untiring efforts of our inde-

fatigable associate E. J. Burroughs, who secured the gift of the pole
from the Telephone Company, and for a foundation the immense base
of one of the historic columns from the now rapidly disappearing
court house,

If the same young man is as successful in consummating his plans'
for the purchase of a site on which the club may erect its own house
as he has been in all bis past projects, we will see a positive reality
what to us now appears but as a dreamy vision of the future. The
general disposition of club members to appear uniformed on all occa-
sions is a step in the right direction. The adoption of the miniature
club pennant to take the place of the letters R. Y. C. for the embel-
lishment of the cap has proven very gratifying to all, and on the
whole the club uniform appears to be about the nattiest ever donned
by a fresh-water tar. The regatta committee is hard at work arrang-
ing for the sports of the coming season. If there be any truth in the
old sayings, "Coming events cast their shadows before," or "Straws
show which way the wind blows." the Rochester Y. C. may prepare
for the liveliest season of its existence. H. L.

tional lead bolted on her keel and her draught increased. This means
that she is up to date as far as ballasting is concerned, and with new
and larger canvas may be able to hold her place among the novel-
ties. The Ptarmigan will be launched at once, and it will be curious to

note how her improvements will place her alongside the centerboard
Dora, which, for a time, threatened to abolish keel cutters.
For Mr. Balfour Neil, Mr. G. L. Watson has designed a 5-rater, also

budding in Messrs. Henderson's yard, at Meadowside. This racing
cutter is built of wood, with a bulb keel, and in model partakes of Mr.
Watson's most rec=»nt convictions.
But these are, perhaps, most explicitly illustrated in Mr. Watson's

design for a new 23ft. racing boat for Mr. George Coats, of Paisley.

This rater is building for Mr. Coats by Mr. Robertson, of Sandbank,
in Clyde, and some years ago would have created quite a storm of pro-
tests among Clyde yachtmen. She belongs to the same class as the
23ft. Pike, Mr. Coats got built last season, but the new boat is a wide
departure. She looks to have more beam than the Pike, carried right
aft to the stern-board, which is rather broad. The class is limited to
23ft. waterline, with 30ft. over all, and full advantage has been taken
of the measurement to give the counter considerable overhang, and
which, from its form, will add to the body of the boat when laid over
in a breeze quite 4ft. The bow is drawn to a very fine point, and
lifted well out of the water. From the stem head the curve of the
bow and the keel is continuous in a flat curve to the stern-post, which
has some rake.
But the notable feature of this yacht, is the high bilge and extremely

hollow floor she is built with, and which reminds one of the midship
section of an American centerboard yacht, without the centerboard.
With her deep lead keel she will draw about 7ft, by the heel. The per-
formance of this yacht, which is to be cutter-rigged, will be watched
with the keenest interest, and with her success will follow quite a
revolution iu the building of even the smaller racing yachts—in which
beamy shallow bodies will become the fashion, and big displacement
deep-bodied vessels be neglected.

Besides these sailing yachts, Mr. Watson's time is occupied with the
supervision of several steam yachts, some of which are of long ton-
nage. For Mr. A. S. Wood, be has designed a steam yacht of 1,000
tons, building in the yard of Messrs Henderson. The owner of this

fine vessel is proprietor of the Island of Rassay, and she will have her
berth iu srotg anchorage at the southern end of the island. For Lord
Algernon Lennox, Mr. Watson has designed a 700 ton steam yacht,
whicb will be built by Messrs. Rammage and Ferguson, of Leith—The
meld.

South Boston Mosquito Fleet.

OPENINS RACE APRIL 19— BOSTON HARBOR.

The South Boston Mosquito Fleet as usual opened the season in the
North on the holiday, "Patriot's Dav," April 19, which this year for the
first time takes place of the old New England "Fast Day. 1 '

-

The wind
was S.W. strong and squally, and before the race Katydid lost her
mast, and Transit, after taking off Katydid's crew, capsized. Bother
also capsized and Cutty Sarli lost her centerboard. The start was
made at 11 A. M., after Transit had been righted and bailed out. The
times were:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Tantrum, F. D. Perkins 14.11 1 12 40 1 12 40
Transit, S. N. Small 14.09 1 14 10 1 14 CO
Marion, H. Yerxa 14.11 1 14 11 1 14 11
Icurex, Walsh Bros 14.11 1 16 09 1 16 09
Tuxene, E. B. Greenlaw 14.05 1 21 58 1 21 28
Kismet, Hyde and Laudes 14.10 1 26 06 1 26 01
Winning prizes: Tantrum $10, Transit $5, Marion $3.

Clyde Yacht Building.
A burst of splendid weather has been hastening on preparations for

the Clyde yachting season. Carpenters and crews have their hands
full, and in the yachting- ports the sound of the scraper is heard on all
sides. Such a spell of fitting out weather has not been enjoyed for
many years, and the savage storms of the win er are rapidly being
forgotten, At Gourock, Fairlie, Largs, Holv Loch and Gareluch, th*
prospects of a stirring summer are bright. The interest in the new
yachts building centers in t be cutters being built in Messrs. Hender-
son's yard at Meadosvsidt\ Glasgow, where the 40-rater for Admiral
Victor Montagu, the 60 ton cruiser for Mr. Paget, and thelO-rater for
Messrs. Allan, all Iron, the designs of Mr, Watson, are being built.
Admiral Montagu's cutter, to be named the Carina, is a keel composite
cutter, with no extreme feature about her. As may be guessed, she
approaches the Britannia more than any previous design of Mr.
Watson, with, possibly, some more beam in proportion, and some
more hollow in the floor. She is planked up, has Uer decks laid, and is
being coppered, and has a look of Britannia about both the bow and
stern She will have some less draught than might hava been ex-
pected, and carries her depth a trifle further forward than Mr
Watson's more recent cutters. She will be launched in a few days.
Her cabins are being rapidly fitted up in a handsome style, but not
with the incumbrance of much weight. The cutter, of course, em-
bodies Mr. Watson's most recent experience, and it will be discovered
in good time in which direction this experience tends. On the Clyde,
the hope is that she may have an early meeting with Lais. Capt.
Sycamore, who has sailed Admiral Montagu's forties, will nein charge
of the Carina, b

The 60-ton cruiser building alongside the Carina, is for Mr, W. B
Paget, of Loughborough, \\ ho previously owned the 60-rater Colum-
bine. The new cutter is built, for a fast cruiser, is composite, and

eap matches, and, with a powerful body, she will carry her sail in all
weathers.
The 10-rater building alongside these two cutters for Messrs Allan

s a keel cutter, and not, a centerboard like Dora. She is altogether
built of wood, is well forward, and will be launched in time to have
ner canvas stretched beforo the opening cruises. This new cutter will
have to meet the new 10-rater building by the Hereshoffs for Mr
Allan, of Glasgow, the new 10 rater building by Messrs. Fife for Mr.
Collins, and the new 10-rater building by Messrs. Camper and
Nicholson for Mr. Allan, of Glasgow. The Ptarmigan, built, by Messrs.
Fife two seasons since, is the only one of last year's tens—since the
Yseult was soid to France—that will have a look in alongside of these
new tens. The Ptarmigan has been in the yard of Mr. Robertson, of
Sandbank, Holy Loch, miring the winter, and has undergoce various
alterations. She has had her fin or centerboard removed, and addi-

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The new catalogue of the Gas Engine and Power Co. is the finest

work of th« kind that has come under our notice, and is in every way
most creditable to the concern. The cover is of cream cardboard,
heavily embossed, the design beiug very ariisticas well as appropriate.
The letterpress is in light brown ink, while the illustrations, of which
there are many, are printed in a different tint. The book as a whole
bears testimony to the artistic instincts and business enterprise of the
company. The rapid growth of the business has during the present
year carried it beyond the field originally intended, of naphtha launch
building, and the works are now turning out the highest class of
naphtha, steam and electric launches. A look at the froutispiece—

a

general view of the shops, yards and basin—will show in detail the
various operations which produce the completed launch. The many
varieties of launches are shown by the illustrations; from the small
tender to the large cabin launch with one or two engines, and driven
by naphtha, steam or electricity.

At a meeting of the Sewaren Land and Water Club, held on April 18,
Messrs. C. W. Boynton, O. W. Ballard and D. G. Whitlock were ap-
pointed as a building committee for the new club house. Mr. L. Bruce
Fulton was elected secretary, Mr. F. A. Sollace, treasurer, and Messrs.
C. M. Cooper, H. Hartshorn and W. H. H. Smith, committee on meas-
urements and time allowance. The following new members were also
elected: Messrs. Jas. A. Whitlock, C. M Connor, Walter J. Whitlock,
Charles Badgley, Wm. M. Martin. By-laws were also adopted increas-
ing the dues and initiation fee. Elthilda, cabin naphtha yacht, Wm. M.
and C. W. Billard, has been overhauled for the season and is now iu
commission as the flagship of the club. Conchita, Naifa, Kiku and
Emily will go into commission during the week.

Lovers of yacht sailing will be glad to hear that Mr. James Gordon
Bennett, owner of the Namouna, steam yacht, has expressed his
intention of building a cutter to compete against Britannia and
Valkyrie on the Solent next, season. This will be infinitely more in
touch with the popular idea of yacht racing than the steam yacht
competitions Mr. Gordon Bennett recently promoted in the Mediter-
ranean. His connection with yacht racing has been of the most
adventurous character, and he has never ceased his fondness for the
sport since he took to yachting in 1860. In 1861-4 he was with the
American cruisers during the war of secession, in his schooner yacht
Henrietta, and in this yacht, in the month of December, 1S66, he raced
acro's the Atlantic against the Vesta and Fleetwing, and won.
The American yachtsmen, although it was in the depth of a most
inclement winter, had a very great reception at Cowes, the members
of the Royal Yacht t'emadron mustering in great force to welcome
them. Mr. Gordon Bennett, in a very graceful letter, offered the
Henrietta to Prince Alfred (Duke of Edinburgh and Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha); but His Royal Highness, according to the rule of the consti-
tution, was unable to accept the present In 1868 Mr. Gordon Bennett
purchased the schooner Daumless, and in 1870 matched her against
Mr. James Ashbury's schooner Cambria to race irom Queenstown to
New York. The Cambria won, but by one hour and three-quarters
only. Mr. Gordon Bennett raced the Dauntless in America after this,
but in 1882 he took to steam yachting, and built the Namouna. He,
with Mr. W. P. Douglas (onca owner of the schooner Sappho), built,
in 1886 the large sloop Priscilla, as an America Cup defender against
Genesta, but she was not the vessel selected for the purpose.—Field.
The Cape Cod Y. C. has arranged the following fixtures for the com-

ing season: In Cape Cod Bay—June 9, first race, off East Dennis;
June 23, second race, off East Dennis; July 7, third race, off Nobseus-
sett Pier. Races in Cove Town, Orleans—Aug. 4, first race: Aug. 11
second race; Aug. 18, third race The officers for 1894 are: Com., j'.

H. Cummings; Vice-Corn., H. H. Sears: Fleet Capt., E. Penniman-
Sec'y.-Treas., D. W. Dean; Meas., A. O. Hind and J. Crowell: Regatta
Committee, D. L. Young, H. Osborne, P. Sears and L. Hall.

The Galveston Y. C, which has just dropped the word "Corinthian"
from its name, is discussing an interstate yacht race for boats from
New Orleans, Mobile and other Gulf and Mississippi ports.

The California Y. C, organized last February, is now erecting a
commodious club house on the Alamenda shoie of Oakland Creek
and will open the season on April 2-3 with a race. The officers are-
Com.. E. A. von Seoultz; Vice-Corn., H. R. Wilson; Treas., Edward
Walter; Sec'y, Bruce Palmer; Port Capt., John Sherry. Board of
Directors—J. C. Wilson, William Wallace, W. H. Duncombe and Louis
McMurtry.

The Citizens' Yachting Association, of Detroit, has elected the fol-
lowing officers: Com., John J, Ackerman; Vice-Corn Harry C
Kendall; Rear-Corn., William H. Reid; Rec Sec, John A. McDonald-
Fin. Sec

,
Charles M. Scheuren, Treas,, Frank Schaldenbrand- Fleet

Herman Bowman, Capt. James Skiffington ; Board of Directors Jacob
F. Younsblood. Louis Newberry, John F. Stuart, Fred D Sheiil- His-
torian, Edward Blanehard.

Formosa, steam yacht, built by the Atlantic Works, East Boston for
Geo. F. Faby an, of New Y ork, wa s launched on April 18 being christened
by Miss Fobyau. The yacht is of steel, 157ft. over ail 132ft lwl 22ftbeam and lift. 6in. draft, schooner rigged with 4 bulkheads. Capt
Rich will be in command.
Isolene, steam yacht. Com. J. H. Flagler, American Y. C has been

a most unfortunate vessel, being burned and sunk on the night of
April 20, while laid up at moorings in Northport Harbor. She was de-
signed and built by the Herreshoffs in 1880, for T. H Garrett of
Baltimore, and under the name of Gleam attracted much attention
to her builders, tlieu ju^t cmiiog into prominence in steam yacht con-
struction. On June 7, 1888, while bound up the Patap=co River shewas in collision with the steamer .loppa, and was sunk, Mr. Ga'rr ett
being drowned, though all others on board were saved. Her captain

was deprived of his papers by the IT. S. Inspectors, for negligence and
disregard of signals. The wreck was raised and sold to J. H. Flagler,
who rebuilt, her under the new name Isolene. On Nov. 19, 18S3, the
yacht caught fire in Northport Harbor, from the explosion of two
cans of naphtha, and the engineer was badly burned, while the hull
was damaged to the extent of $2,000 to $3,000.
The last mishap is attributed to lightning in the severe thunder

storm of Wednesday night, the yacht being discovered on fire about
3 A. M., but as the tide was out no boats could reach her with the fire
apparatus, and in spite of work with buckets she burned until she
sank.

Rex, steam yacht, formerly Dandy, has been sold by Boyer Bros, to
a Boston yachtsman. She made the cruise from New York to Chicago
and back last year.

On April 14 an adjourned meeting of the American Y. C. was held
at Delmonico's, with Com. J. H. Flagler in the chair; the principal
business being the election of a treasurer, the vote at the annual
meeting being a tie between two candidates, Geo. W. Hall, who has
held the office for some years, and Wm. L. Qulntard. On this occasion
each received 40 votes, but in the second election Mr. Hall received 62
votes and his opponent but 39.

On April 8 a new yacht was launched by Fourchy & Fourcby, at
New Orleans, and christened Meteor. She is 48ft. over all, 36ft. 6in.
l.w.l , 13ft. 6in. beam and has an iron keel of 3,7001bs., a steel center-
board of l,0001bs. and 2,3001bs. inside iron.

The purchaser of Avenel, steam yacht, is Frank E. Simpson of Bos'
ton, a member of the Eastern Y. O. Capt. Sherlock, late of Pilgrinn
will probably be in command.
Walter Cary Tuckerman, owner of Liris and rear-commodore of the

Seawanhaka. Corinthian Y. O, died at his residence in New York on
April 18 after a brief illness, a cold resulting in pneumonia.
Arethusa, schr., has been sold by F. de Funiack to Chas. VanD, of

Brooklyn.

Princess, schr., has been rebuilt for Mr. Geo. H. Seeley by Jesfe
Carll at Northport, and rechristened Ivanhoe. She was built in 1876,
and was originally named Alice. The expense of rebuilding is stated
at $10,000.

Naphtha Launch For Sale.
Thirty-foot, second hand, at Chicago. C. N. FAY, 58 Dearborn

street, Chicago.—Adv.

Rifle at San Antonio.
The regular practice shoot of the San Antonio Rifle Club took place

on the 15th. The day was all that could be desired, bright, balmy and
just enough breeze from the southeast to make the rifleman pay close
attention to his wind gauge. Scores, 200yds., muzzle rest, 10 shots per
score, range No. 2:

R Giesecke 10 9 12 9 9 10 30 10 10 10— 99

E Bosch 9 9 9 9 11 12 11 8 12 8- 98
G Altmann 9 9 9 9 10 10 8 11 9 12— 96

O Pape 8 11 6 9 10 11 9 8 8 10- 91

z .-, n a s> n id n 10 9 9 10- 98

A Altmann 7 7 8 9 12 11 10 11 8 11— 94
F Lange 10 7 10 8 12 8 12 9 8 10— 94

H Degener 8 8 10 9 11 9 8 9 9 7— 88
AGuenther 10 8 8 8 10 8 9 11 9 8— 89
A Herff 9 8 12 9 10 9 9 8 12 9— 95
AUhl 12 10 11 12 8 10 10 11 12 11—107
R Neumann 7 8 9 12 11 9 10 8 8 9— 91

G Heye 8 10 8 11 8 10 7 9 8 6—85
Vogtl'ander 9 9 7 9 8 8 8 7 7 9- 81

Two hundred yards, off hand strictly, no artifice of any kind, 10
shots, range No. 1:

Texas Field 8 5 8 8 9 7 7 10 9 6-77
A Steves 6 S 5 9 5 6 10 7 10 7—70
EStever 10 665897 10 9 8-78
A Guenther 7 4 10 6 8 9 8 7 6 7—72
FSeffel 10 7 8 7 5 5 7 5 5 7-66
G- Giesecke 5 7 10 7 6 10 5 5 6 4—65
GAltmanD 567657989 6—66
A Herff 5 5 3 5 6 10 3 5 3 6-51

Beideman Rifle Club.

Philadelphia, April 16.—The following shows the weekly shoot of
the Beideman Bine Club, at their raDge, Beideman Station, N. J. Con-
ditions, 25yds, possible 200, J4in. ring target, l>£in. bull outside range,
strictly off-hand.
Week ending April 6:

Dr Gardiner 25 25 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23—245
J S Wood. 25 25 25 25 24 21 24 24 23 22—241
W Gilbert 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 22-236
Week ending April 14:

E L Gardiner 25 25 25 25 25 So 25 25 24 22-246
J L Wood 25 25 25 25 24 14 24 24 22 22- 240W Gilbert 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 22 .22 21-236
J Wilson : 25 25 24 24 23 23 23 22 2J 22-232
W Parks 25 24 24 23 23 23 23 22 21 20—228

Pistol score, 50yds., Standard American target:
Dr Gardiner 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 8 8 7— 89
J L Wood 10 9 9 9 8 8 8 7 7 7— 82

Walt Gilburt, Sec'y.

Chicago Rifle Notes.
(From our Special Correspondent.')

Chicago, April 21.—Two Dew rifle clubs were organized recently in
Chicago, the Central Rifle Club and the Columbia Rifle Club. The
former has a list of officers and members as follows: Pres., Jos. A.
Weber; Vice-Pres., George J. Schmaus; Sec'y, John F. Roeder; Treas.,
Julius Brieske; Capt., Math Ya'lman. Members—Robert Brieske, C.
F. Troosen, Joseph Oscuiski, Charles H. Weber and Paul Meusch.
This club meets every Monday evening corner Southport and George
streets. The officers of the Columbia Rifle Club are: Pres., Henry
Zom; Vice-Pres., William Nieman; Treas., John Gatz; Sec'y, Otto
Mehrholz: Capt., William Mehrholz. The other members are John
Grimand and John Hohse. This club meets every Friday evening
corner Southport and George streets. In the recent tournament of
the Central Rifle Club Master Alfred Bisson, whose name figured in a
rifle contest recently in these columns, won first prize, a rifle. His
score was 49 out of a possible 50, 55ft., open sights. The following
named gentlemen won in the order mentioned: J. W. Christman,
Peter Patchier, Henry Zom, H. Leitensdorfer, J. Hundriser, William
Mehrholz, A. Danmitz and Nic Wagner. B. Waters.

Zettler Rifle Club.
The Zettler Club held its second practice shoot at Wissel's Cypress

Hills Park on Ap ii 22. The weather conditions in the early part of
the day were unfavorable for making fine scores, but notwithstand-
ing the poor conditions there were some fine scores made, Ross, in
particular, in a match with Plaisted made the best 50 shot score ever
made on this range, a total of 1132, With a handicap of 25 points
Plaisted made a great effort to down his man, but he was not in it.

A 10-shot match with that old veteran Max Engel gave our promoter
a little satisfaction. Gus Zimmerman was out for the first lime this
season, his score of 226 demonstrating the fact that he is at home
among the experts. Henry Holges was experimenting with an
aperture; he made some good scores, but he says he feels a little

odd with it, Geb Krauss's score of 22t gave him much satisfaction.
Busse, Harmann, Schmidt ane B. Zettler put up some good scores
during the day.

Wilmerding Rifle Club.
The regular shoot of the Wilmerding (Ta.) Rifle Club, took place on

its range, April 6. The following scores were made; conditions 100yds,,
off-hand, American standard target: scores:
J Dias 73 47 62 68 JMcWiUiams 43 36 62 38
J W Harrison 55 66 70 52 Jas Barrett 80 74 67
J Wilson 65 52 69 69
April U;

J Dias 87 86 79 82 74 JMcElhacey 62 65
J Barrett 67 75 J. W. Harbison, Sec'y.

New York Rifle Club.
The scores below were made by members of the New York Rifle

Cluo at its regular weekly sbooung Headquarters at 12 St. Marks
Place. Off-hand, .22 short ran^e. 100ft , German ring target:
Chadbourne 239 '238 King 232 223
Young 239 236 Marker !!'.232 218
Gensch 237 236 Crocker 227 227
Herrington 237 238 Case 215 215
Shorkley 283 232 E. R. Chadbodrkk, Sec'y.
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New York Central Schuetzen Corps.
The New York Central Schuetzen Corps, Capt. D. Meerse, held its

second monthly practice shoot at Washington Park on Thursday of
last week. Gus. Zimmerman, of the champion class, gave some
exhibitions on tbe hullseye and point target in flag shooting that have
not been equaled on any range in New York this season. He made 7
consecutive flags (4in. centers; on the bullseye target, and on the
point target, the center of which is 2 1

5 in. in diameter, counting 3, in a
aeries of 20 shots he made a total of 45 points out of a possible 60. In
tbe 20 shots he made 11 flags (2 !

6in. centers).
Emil Berckman, one of the second class men, was another member

who showed great improvement in his shooting. On the ring target
h« outshot all of his competitors, making 135 points but of a possible
150. He was second to Zimmerman for the best ticket on the point
target, making 19. On the man target Zimmerman was first, with 58,
J. Eisenhardt second, with 57.

West Newburgh Rifle and Gun Association.
The rifle contingent of the West Newburgh Rifle and Gun Associa-

tion held a successful practice, shoot for the club prizes at Gedney's on
^ oril 14. Young Mead won the first prize on the score of 69. and
Mitchell the second prize, with 68. The association uses the decimal
target, distance 200yds.:
Hewitt 38 Harrison 62 Kissam 54
Higginson. 47 Standing 51 Wood 25
Sneed, Sr.. 52 Sneed, Jr 69 Brown 45
Stansbrough 56 Covert 51 Mitchell 68
Shaw 43 Sutton 44 Rayland .43

Smith & Wesson Pistol Club.
Springfield, Mass., April 14.—The following scores were made by

the Smith & Wesson Pistol Club at their range, on Wilbraham road,
last nieht:
J Goodrich 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 10 8—96
Z C Talbot 8 10 9 9 7 9 10 9 10 9—90
FGHodgkins 7 8 9 8 9 8 9 9 10 JO—87
.TRBuchanan ....10 888599 10 9 5—81
C Clark 10 9977 10 797 10-86
A C Sonthall 7 8 5 8 8 9 10 9 9 9—82

J. B. Buchanan, Sec'y.

Zettler Rifle Club.
The gallery practice of the Zettler Club for the season 1893-4 is

drawing to a close. One more shoot on April 24 will wind up the
series. In the competition for the champion medal H. Holges was
first with 247; he was also tied with Boss for the best 10-shot score
for the evening, 247 each. Scores:
Champion medal: Henry Holges 247. F. C. Ross 244, C. G. Zettler

242, M. B. Engel 242, R. Busse 240. B. Zettler 239, H. D. Miiller 231.
Best 10-shot score, 5 entries: Henry Holges 247, F. C. Ross 247, R.

BusRe246, M. B. Engel 245, B. Zettler 244, C. G. Zettler 244, H. D.
Miiller 235. '

'

Conlin's Shooting Gallery.l
At the Manhattan Athletic Club, Madison avenue and Forty-fifth

street. New York, the following have made full seores with the .44cal.
revolver, reduced charge, 12yds., at the British revolver target, hulls-
eye 2in in diameter, deliberate aim, shooting according to the rules
governing pistol shooting: P Lorillard, Jr., C. T. Adams, A. A. Chone,
H. C. Failes, Edward Wasserman, Major D. Croker, Theo. Beck, Geo.
P. Work, Capt. Money, D. Elliott, W. E. Carlin, Barton Willing, Moses
Sumerfleld, St. Louis; L. Bulton.

Port Chester Rifle Club.
Port Chester, April 23.—The following is the score for a 50 shot

match for championship between two members of the local club:
Smith 193 188 204 197 205—986
Hess 190 202 202 185 196—975
Practice score: Rudd 214, McNeil 200, 140 Boegers 113, 166.

Rudd.

Woodmont Rifle Club.
"Otica, N. Y, April 12.—The Woodmont Rifle Club has just been

organized at Holland Patent, in this county. The officers are: Presi-
dent, S. R. Fuller; Vice-President, S. Mason Potter; Secretary, W. E.
Wolcott: Treasurer, Ira G. Wells; Directors: W. L. Fowler, W. C.
Rollo, Charles F. Nolton, W. V. Richards, F. C. Wolcott, William
Wynn, R. C. Smith. A new range is being prepared and the initial
shoot will occur April 21. Portsa.

Miller Rifle Club.
Hoboken, N. J., April 19.—At the regular weekly shoot of the Miller

Rifle Club, Captain, R. W. Dewey, the following scores were made:
Schmidt 242, Fischer 241, Meyns 239. Miller 233; Zoch 230, Will 219,
Dewey 228, Scott 236, Rogers 225, Vanderheyden 214.

W. H. Rogers, Sec'y.

Palisade Rifle Club.
The Palisade Rifle Club held its practice shoot at Geo. Schlicht's gal-

lery on April 15. The followine scores were made: F. Esperer 232 G
Dorr 228, R. Glaser 227, F. Krobatsch 224, W. Ahles 223.

RIFLE NOTES.
The match between Ross and Dorrler at Wissel's Park, last week,

has had the effect to stir up rifle matters in and about New York to its
Utmost depths; in fact, everything pertaining to the sport has been
decidedly roily all the past week. We are pleased to record -the fact,
however, that these two expert riflemen have dispensed with the ser-
vices of their respective backers, and have come to an understanding
in the matter of a new series of 100-shot matches, best two out of
three, to be shot off in the near future. The first match will take
place in the Greenville Schuetzen Park to-day (April 28). It is to be
hoped that these contests will settle beyond question the fact as to
-which is the better marksman of the two. Then let some other expert
step in and dispute the honors with the winner. The woods are full of
riflemen who would like to be champions, and all that is wanting is an
opportunity to display their ability.

The programme of the National Shooting Association ("Nationaler
Schlitzenbund"), which we published in last week's issue, has struck
a responsive chord in the hearts of our local riflemen. Information
derived from many of the delegates belonging to the Association de-
velops the fact that by the 1st of January, 1895, the Association will
contain a membership made up from societies extending all over the
country, and that the Association will in truth be national in the broad-
est sense of the word.

The Italian Shooting Association will hold a shoot at Brinckner's
Pelhamville grounds on May 1. Rifle shooting as well as live birds and
targets will be the order of the day. Competition is open to all.

The New York Independent Corps held its monthly practice shoot in
Washington Park, on Wednesday, of this week, a report of the shoot-
ing will appear in our next issue.

Hugo Krabel, of Union Hill Park, carried off a large share of the
honors at the Hoboken Independent shoot last week.
The New York Rifle Club will open its out-door practice for the sea-

son in the Greenville Schuetzen Park, on Decoration Day.
Our rifle promoter paid a visit to the home of the Heidenreich Rifle

Club last week. Capt. Goodman, backed up by Messrs. May, Horn
and others, made the visit one of much pleasure to our news-gatherer
so much so that he will wander that way again later on. The liberal
programme of the. Heidenreich Club for its spring festival to be held
May 27 and 28, is a matter of favorable comment among our local
riflemen.

The Miller Club, of Hoboken, is out with a programme for its eighth
annual shoot, to be held in the Union Hill Schuetzen Park, on May 7
There are fifteen prizes on the ring target, ranging from $35 down to
$2. On the bullseye target there are twelve prizes, from $20 down to
$2. Our experts will no doubt all be there.

Three Jerseymen had a quiet afternoon's practice in Armbruster's
Park on Saturday of last week. One of the trio, Mr. Hansen, had an
opportunity to make a 10-shot record score. The record faded out on
the last shot, however. Messrs. Robidoux and C. Boag made some
good scores; the best work of each man is appended:
Hansen 23 25 24 24 23 24 24 24 24 21-236
Robidoux 22 20 22 25 22 21 23 17 24 24-220
C Boag 23 19 21 22 22 24 19 23 21 24—218
The Greenville Rifle Club brought its winter gallery practice to a

close on Friday of last week. A list of the class winners with their
scores will appear in our next issue.

Tbe familiar sign of the Zettler Bros, will disappear from the front
of No, 12 St Marks Place this week. They will confine their business
to No 219 Bowery, after the first of May.

Schlicht Rifle Club.
At the weekly shoot of the Schlicht Club on April 16, nineteen mem-

bers were present and participated in the competition for the class
medals. Geo. Dorr won the championship medal, Capt. Brellenthine
the first class, Aug. Meyer the second class, and Geo. Richert the third
class. Scores: G. Schlicht 244, G. Dorr 238, Capt. Brellenthine 233. W.
Schlicht 232, G. Richert 231, C. Meyer 230, A. Meyer 225, G. J. Goehrig
225, F. Lambrix 222, J. Schlicht 222. C. Schlicht 220, G. Lautenberger
222, M. Dans 224, C. Stein 220, L. Dorr 222, G. Scholp 219, E. Mehr 217,
P. Man 205, A. Denoline 217.

Conlin's Gallery.
Mr. Conlin's Rifle, Revolver and Pistol Gallery, corner of Madison

avenue and Forty-fifth street, has every facility for practice with all
kinds of approved and modern firearms. On exhibition may be seen
the most complete collection of targets and records, exhibiting the
beBt shooting records made in the world : also photographs of noted
marksmen, all of which is well worthy of a visit.

AH ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:;

FIXTURES.
April 30-May 1.—Independent Gun Club tournament, at Cincinnati,

O. ; first day at targets, second day at live birds.
May 1-3.—Peekskill (N. Y.) Gun Club, spring tournament; two days

targets, last day live birds.
May 1-3.—Waverly (O ) Gun Club tournament.
May 2-3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourn-

ament, at Springfield, O. Springfield Gun Club will add $200.
May 2-8.—Thames Rod and Gun Club's first tournament, at New

London, Conn.
May 2-3.—Penn Gun Club's first tournament, at Three-Mile House,

Shillington, Pa.
May 7-9.—Salida (Col.) Gun Club tournament.
May 7-10.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual

tournament and meeting, at Ft. Smith, Ark.; $1,000 added money;
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.
Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
May 9-10.—Leavenworth (Kan.) Gun Club tournament; open to

amateurs only.
May 15.—Second annual tournament of the Atlantic Trap-Shooting

Association, at Lynn, Mass. W. F. Brown, Sec'y.
May 15-16.—Pekin (111.) flun Club tournament.
May 15-17.—Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association's eighteenth

annual tournament, under auspices of Columbus Gun Club, at Colum-
bus, Neb. ; $300 added money.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.
May 19.—Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club, 25 bird handicap, $15

entry, 30 per cent, to be paid on or before May 16. For amateurs only,
at Rutherford, N. J. Address W. H Huck, Sec'y, Rutherford, N. J.
May 22-25.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 23-25.—Minneapolis (Minn.) Gun Club's fifteenth annual tourna-

ment.
May 29.—Massachusetts State Shooting Association's tournament,

under auspices of Hingham Gun Club, at Hingham.
May 29-30.—Big Four Gun Club tournament, at Sheldon, Iowa.
May 29-30.—Janesvilie (Wis.) Shooting Club, third annual tourna-

ment; targe ts and live birds.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-

ment, at Utica.
May 30.—Nitro Gun Club's second annual tournament, at West

Pittston, Pa.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club, Mason. $200 added money.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

sheet columns, also any news notes they may care to haveprinted.

The third tournament of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers'
Association, to be held at Springfield, O., on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday of next week, promises to be an immense success. The
target events on the first two days, with $200 added to the purses by
the Springfield Gun Club, will draw all the shots from various sections
of the State as well as a goodly contingent from Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and elsewhere. Springfield is the county seat of Clarke county,
lies at the confluence of Mud River and Lagonda Creek (sub-tributaries
of the Ohio through the Miami), eighty-four miles northeast of Cin-
cinnati and has a population of 40,000. The shooting will be done on
the grounds of the Springfield Gun Club, reached in twelve minutes
from the center of the city by the Landsdowne Park electric line,
south. The shooters will make their headquarters at the Arcade and
Lagonda hotels. The target events to be shot on Wednesday and
Thursday are as follows (the same programme each day). Event No
1, 15 targets, entrance $1.50; No. 2, 15 targets, $1.50; No. 3, 20 targets,
$2, $15 added; No. 4, 15 targets, $1.50, $10 added; No. 5, 20 targets, $2
$15 added; No. 6, 20 targets, $2, $15 added; No. 7, 15 targets, $1.50, $10
added; No. 8, 15 targets, $1.50, $10 added; No. 9, 20 targets, $2, $15
added; No. 10, 15 targets, $1.50, $10 added; Events No. 1, 3,4, 6, 7, 9
and 10 will be shot under the popular Novelty rule, Nos. 2, 5 and 7
known traps, unknown angles. Friday, the third day, will be devoted
to live bird shooting under the rules of the Association. The events
will be 5 birds, $3 entry; 7 birds, $5; 15 birds, $15; miss-and-out $5, and
extra events to suit shooters.

The Prairie Gun Club is putting forth great efforts to secure the
success of the fourth tournament of the Interstate Manufacturers'
and Dealers' Association, to be held on the grounds of the Garfield
Jockey Club, Chicago, on May 17, 18 and 19. The grounds are almost
in the heart of the city and the cable cars pass the gate every half-
minute. In an advance pamphlet, giving the conditions for the stake
events, the club says: "It has invoked the aid of the great city of the
West with the result that not only has the freedom of the city been
granted Mr. Justus Von Lengerke and his team of Eastern shooters,
which are to compete against a picked team from Illinois, captained
by A. M. Hoffman for the supremacy, but will donate a handsome
amount to a sweepstake to be caled the 'City of Chicago St. Leger.' "

A large number of valuable prizes have already been secured and
there are many more to come. The club will run two sets of traps
for targets and two sets for live bird events. In its salutatory the
club recognizes "the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-
tion as the parent shooting organization of this country and anxious to
assist it in its efforts to promote the interests it fosters," and intends
to co-operate with it in making this the greatest shooting tourna-
ment ever held in the West, if not in the country.

Aurora, Mo., April 6.—The annual meeting of the Aurora Gun Club
was held to-day, President Longman occupying the chair. The elec-
tion of officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows: President,
A. Longman; Vice-President, T. J. Liles; Secretary, C. T. Johnston;
Treasurer, Ed. Ogle3by; Captain, W. T. Branham. The president was
instructed to appoint an executive committee consisting of three
members. It was also decided to change the regular weekly shoot
from twenty singles and five pairs to ten singles and three pairs. Mr.
C. W. Westcott was elected a member of the club. It was suggested
that the club be divided into two classes, class A to consist ofthose
who won the medal three times last season, and class B all who did
not have it that number of times, class B to be allowed two birds in
the ten singles and one bird in the three pair. These suggestions, if
proven satisfactory, to be incorporated in the by-laws.

The first tournament of the newly organized Thames Bod and
Gun Club will be held on their finely appointed grounds, Ocean
avenue and the Boulevard, New London, Conn., on May 2 and 3. The
tournament will be managed by H. A. Penrose, captain of the club.
Targets two cents each. Shooting to commence at 9 A. M. each day.
Electric cars run direct to the grounds. Programme, each day, five
10-target events, amateur rules, $1 entry; one 10-target event, known
trapB, unknown angles, 81 entry; two 15-target events, known traps,

ungnown angles, $150 entry; one 20-target event, known traps, un-
known angles, $2 entry; one 25-target event, three moneys, high guns
to win, known traps, unknown angles, $2.50 entry.

Since writing the above we have received the cheering information
from our liebe friend Herr "Bilderbach" that the club will hold a
tournament on June 5, 6 and 7, the committee in charge being "Hire-
a-Hall" Hartlove, Charles "Bilderbach" and "Jersey" DeCray. This
combination will be on duty from the crack of the first gun until the
last farewell has been said. "Bilderbach" also sends us the following
result of the annual meeting: President, J. D. Underwood; Vice-
President, Sam'l Chadwick; Treasurer, J. R. Marr; Secretary, Chas.
Fehrenbach: Financial Secretary, W. H. Hartlove; Captain, W. H.
Hartlove; Quartermaster, Mark DeCray.

The Penn Gun Club, of Reading, Pa., will hold its first tournament
at the Three-Mile House, Shillinsrton, Pa., on May 2 and 8. The pro-
gramme states that all members of the club will shoot through the
tournament. On each day there will be four 15-target events, $1.50
ana $2 entry; three 20-target events, $2 50 entry, and two 25 target
events, $3.50 and $4 entry. On the second day at 1 P. M. there will be
an event at 15 live birds, $10 entry. Targets, 2 cents each.

An important event to be shot on the Biverton Gun Club grounds on
May 4 and 5 is the contest for the "Riverton Challenge Plate," 50 live
birds per man, handicap rises. 50yds. boundary, $50 entry. The win-
ner holds the trophy for one year and it will become the property of
the shooter winning it three times. Entries close with the Secretary
of the Riverton Gun Club on May 1.

We have received a letter signed by a number of well known shoot-
ers, all of whom affirm that they are anxious to see an announcement
of a tournament by the Wilmington Rod and Gun Club, and who
pleadingly call upon Messrs. Bilderbach and Hartlove to get to work
upon the arrangements. June seems to be the month of their desire.

At the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' tournament at
Greensboro, N. O, the Greensboro Gun Club will add $200 to the
purses. No dates have yet been announced but the shoot will proba-
bly take place about the third week in September.
A series of team races between the Climax Gun Club of Plainfleld

and the Union Gun Club of Springfield is being arranged. The teams
will comprise fifteen men each who will shoot at twenty-five targets
each. The first contest will probably take place on the Climax grounds
on May 9.

The Walsrode Gun Club, of Newark, shoots each week and the scores
made on the last club day, in four contests at 10 empire targets each,
were as follows: Mabr, fi 7 10 4; Roth, 9 10 8 7; Farley, 5 5 8 6; Leuth-
nesser, 8 7 10 7; Cook, 5 5 8 4; Reinhardt, 6788; Alexander, 5579;
Schaeffer 6 5 7 8.

In a 25-bird match between John Timmons and H. Day, shot at
Morristown on April 18, for a stake of $50, Timmons killed 16 to Day's
15. Sweepstake, 10 birds, $10 entry: Timmons 10, Day 8, Dempsey 8,
Leonard 7, Hibler 7, Cooney 7, Hathaway 6, Norris 6, Headley 4.

Janesville, Wis., April 16.—Please announce the third annual tourj
nament of the Janesville shooting Club, to be held on May 29 and 30,
targets and live birds to be used. H. H. McKrimey, Sec'y.

The Peekskill tournament will attract a big crowd of shooters on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of next week. Targets on the first
two days, live birds on the third day.

The live-bird shoot at Knoxville will probably be carried over to May
26. Roger Van Gilder says the birds are positively secured, and no one
need fear a scant supply.

There will be an all- day shoot at John Erb's Newark grounds to-day,
beginning at 9 A. A feature will be a 15-bird race, $15 entry, handicap
rises.

Jack Parker, of Detroit, will manage the Arkansas State shoot at
Fort Smith, May 1 to 6 inclusive.

Just watch our columns for news anent the Knoxville shoot.

.
C. H. TOWNSEND,

Putney Rod and Gun Club.
Putney, Vt., April 19 —Inclosed please find scores made at our first

weekly shoot of the season, after b rest of over seven months, held on
the grounds of the Putney Rod and Gun Club, Saturday April 14; all
birds thrown from 3 traps, 16yds. rise, unknown angles. A great deal
of interest was shown by the members, and the prospects for a suc-
cessful season are good. W. E. Ayer.
Twenty-five singles:

F M Robertson 1011111110110011100110111—18WE Ayer (40) 1100111001111111111111111
11 1110111011111 —34

F S Robertson. ]

Wing
, loioioooiooooooioooioim—io

Five singles:
Wing 01000—1 F E Rob 10011—3
F M Rob 10010—2 Wlllard 01111—4
A J Ayer 11001—3 WE Ayer 11101—4
Ten singles:

A J Ayer 1001111110—7 F M Robertson 1000011100—4WE Ayer 1101111111-9 C B Willard 1000100100-3
F E Robertson 1010110100—4 G A Wing 0001110100-4
Twenty singles:W E Ayer.lOllOllllinilllllOl—17 Robertson. 11011311011101011111—16

A J Ayer. .10001010101111110010—11 F E Robert-
Wing 01011001001110010110— 9 son .. .10011100101000000110— 8

Boiling Springs Fishing and Gun Club.
Rutherford, N. J., April 21.—Inclosed please find scores of sweeps

and a live bird race shot on our grounds Saturday. April 22. Live bird
race between J. Griffiths and W. Ricardo, 25 birds per man, Hurling-
ham rules, for $50. I also give you flight of birds. W. W. Currle,
referee; Ed. Jeannerette, scorer:

Trap score type—Copyright, issia, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Griffiths 2 *220222222202022 2 002222 2—19

Ricardo 1 1102201 2 00102.2 2 1010012 2-16

Shooting at Frederick, Md.
April 14.—A shooting contest took place between the Frederick City

Gun Club and theBallinger Creek Gun Club near Frederick, Md., on
April 13. A large crowd witnessed the shooting. Bluerock targets
were used. The teams were comprised of 10 men from each club, 10
shots for each man. At the conclusion of the contest the score stood
Frederick 75, Ballinger Creek 53, made up as follows: Frederick Gun
Club—P. Mantz 6, G. Phoabus 7, M. Kennedy 7, V. Molesworth 6, W. H.
Duvall 8, C. Molesworth 8, O. Smith 9, M. Phcebus 9, W. Smith 8,
Mateeney 7. Total, 75. Ballinger Creek Club—V. Myers 4, H. Smith
7, H. Kessler 7, W. Howard 5, J. Myers 5, E. Kessler 5, Kohlenberg 7,
J Kessler 3, D. Miller 7, P. Kessler 3. Total, 53.
Directly after this contest an event at doubles took place between

the same teams, each man having 5 rounds and no score was counted
unless both clay pigeons were broken. The Frederick Club was also
victorious in this contest, the score standing Frederick 14, Ballinger
Creek 12. w. H. D.

Thames Rod and Gun Club.
New London, Conn., April 20,—The opening tournament of the

Thames Kod and Gun Club will be held on their grounds, Ocean avenue
and the Boulevard, this city, on May 2 and 3. Electric ears will
run direct from the depot to the grounds, which are located on the hill
overlooking Long Island Sound. The background is perfect, not a tree
or other obstruction to obscure the flight of the target from the guns.
The score faces directly northeast, and the sun from morn till night
"'ill shine on the back of the shooter and not bother his eyesight.
The feature of the shoot will be a 25-target event, known trap, un-

known angles, entrance $2.50 each day. Not class shooting; high guns
to win. Purse divided 50, 30 and .20 per cent.
Everything will be done to entertain visiting sportsmen and make

their trip to New Loudon so pleasant that they will come again. For
programmes and other information please address,

Jas. W. Clinton, Secretary.

Lakeview Rod and Gun Club.
The Lakeview Rod and Gun Club held an all day shoot at their

range on Lexington Day, April 19, and pulled off the following events.
The first event was to get the standing of the new members, some of
whom had never shot at the trap before, and was at 100 targets each.
E. T. Kirschbaum 83, C. M. Williams 78. C. A. Hanson 77, G. S. Davis
59, M. E. Stanton 54, C. E. Fay 48, F. E. Barker 44, H. B. Long 41 H
M. Spencer 40, W. H. Hayden 39, G. S. Boutelle 39, G. A. Goodnow 30
W. Hacker 31, M. Hacker 30, W. S. Woods 27, M. S. Richards 20, 0 e'
Gytrye 18.

The 25-bird match race for a purse between E. T. Kirschbaum and
G. S. Davis resulted in a victory for the former, with a score of 23 to 19
In the 25-bird race for club members the following scores were

made at known angles: E. T. Kirschbaum 19, C. M. Williams 23 C A
Hanson 16, H. B. Long 14, G S. Davis 14, M. E. Stanton 13, C. E Fay 9
Several sweepstake events followed.

'
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THE INTERSTATE AT PITTSBURG.
Pittsburg, Pa.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associ-

ation's target tournaments for the season of 1894 were formally opened

at Pittsburg, Pa ,
April 17, 18 and 19, by a tournament given under the

auspices of the Pittsburg Gun Club and the Iroquois Rifle Club. Ibis

was the Intestate's second tournament of the season, the first oemj,

the grand American handicap at live birds, at Dexter Parte, .New Yorit.

A little history of Pittsburg will not be amiss: i~i*«t^«.
Columbus discovered America. Washington discovered Pittsburg

when he stood at the head of the Ohio River in 1753. If Washington

could return to earth again, the transformation wrought between tne

head of the islaDd that was opposite the ground now occupied by tne

Allegheny Arsenal (where he narrowly escaped drowning), and tne oia

stockade that served as a peg to support the claims two great nations

contested and around which the battles were fought that decided the

future of the North American continent, is so great that he would

probably exclaim, 'What genii has accomplished this!

Pit sburg is a great city; great by virtue of her geographical posi-

tion, her inexhaustible resources in coal and minerals, her river and

rail facilities, her central location and her proverbial industry.

More tonnage-railway and river traffic-originates in Pittsburg than

in any other city on the globe. In all that illustrates substantial

growth and steady progress, Pittsburg is far ahead of the times, She

has distanced the'Old World in steel working, glass making and other

industries, and has earned the name of beine the "Birmingham of

America," perhaps better known as the "Smoky City.

Nature has done much for Pittsburg; the picturesque view pre-

sented from Highland Park, embracing portions of the two cities and

the Allegheny River, is unequalled. Globe girdlers, charmed with the

picture embracing cities knit together by bridges, uplands alternat-

ing in field and forest, and a noble river, assert that it is not sur-

passed in the world. Altogether unique are the night vi«ws of the

twin cities, obtained from half dozen points on the rampart-llke hills

that environ Pittsburg and Allegheny. The vast network of Pitts-

burg's factories aod mills lines her twenty-two miles of water rront

and extends back to the base of the hills on either aide of the Monon-
gahela River. , - . ,

Exposition Park, where the tournament was held, was formerly

known as Smoky Island, although it has long since been rilled in and

now it is not an island at all. Directly opposite the river from the

shooting grounds the old block house, famous in hi itory, was in

plain view. ,
•-

Manager Elmer E. Shaner had everything arranged on time for the

opening of the tournament, the tents arranged back of the 18-yard

mark in a Hemi-circle. Messrs. Justus von Lengerke and Noel E.

Money, of the Board of Directors of the Interstate Association, were
present during the entire tournament. Mr. Ben O Bush, of Kalama-
zoo, Mich., introduced his new electric automatic indicating trap-pull,

*hich is a great invention, indeed. By means of one push button Mr.

Bush's invention will spring targets under the Novelty rule, five

unknown traps, and doubles, and in unknown traps or the novelty

rule the puller himself does not know what trap is being pulled and
cannot show any favoritism whatever. Mr. Bush has certainly invented

a wonderful machine, indeed.

The opening day of the tournament, which was an extra day ar-

ranged by the local clubs, was devoted to the shooting of a handicap
target race at from 100 to 125 targets; that is, the "scratch" men shot

at 100 targets each, while the "limit" men shot at 125 each, and the

other handicaps rang, d between 100 and 125. The handicapping was
done by a committee of three from each club, and this race was ar-

ranged in the first place to give the local shooters a chance for pre-

liminary practice under the Novelty rule prior to the opening of the

Association tournament the following day.
Previous to the issuing of the Pittsbugh programme, the Pittsburgh

and Iroquois Gun Clubs requested permission to give this handicap
race as an extra day. which permission was granted, the local clubs

taking the entire responsibility. The race being open to all resulted in

a total of 44 entries, and proved to be one of the main attractions of

the tournament; nltnough some of the events had as high as 64 entries.

Had as big an entry been anticipated, two sets of traps would have
been placed in position in order to give contestants all the shooting
they wanted
Following are the scores:

The First Day.

Handicap shoot at 100 targets, $5 entry:

Jim Crow (105) 93 Denny (114) 76

W J Vance (115) 85 Bartlett (105) 79

Kochenderfer (118) 93 H J Levis (115) ....94

C Hamilton ill") 97 Hoffman (112) 76

Nelson (118) 94 NE Money (101) 83

J Skllman (125) T5 D A Upson (100) 90

Brown BUI (125) 74 Kamp(120) 42

Greesinger (118) R7 W G Clarke (110) 94

T) Sbaw (125) 53 Blackbird (115) 83

W M C Jones (100) 91 R Pierce (125) 58- T Wall (115) 74GW Lemon (105; 85
R S Deinker (120) 72
June (100) 79
O A Young (100) 73
WS King (105) 83

80

AH King (105) 75
J H Shaffer (118) 54
Armstrong (125) 88
Hessemer (105) ; 80

LCornman (120) 83

Sterling (118) 88

Bluebird (118)

J von Lengerke (110) 99
68 McWhorter (108).

Wampler (120) 58
Greener (100) 77 W H B Ward (112) w.
Rummell (110) 74 R O Heikes (100) 88
F Van Dyke (100) 82 E D Edwards (110) 92
HBMohler (118) 50

The Second Day.

No.l, 15 targets, $1.50:

Van Dyke 13 Bartlett 9

Heikes 11

Skinner 9
Edwards 14

Young 12

Fieles. 9

Wolstencroft 12

Jim Crow 11

Red Wing 10

Thurman 10

Bessemer 14

Dinger 8
Rummell 9

Hnbart 6

RD Revet 11

Crosbv 14

N Johnston 14

Jones 10 Scott 11

Upson 12 David 11

Von Lengerke 11

A H King 11

Lemon 11

Clarke 11

Fulford
Parker _
Denny 9
Rounds 6
Z Jont-s 8
Cuudall 13
Banks 8
Thomas ,

Ewing 11
R Stewart 3
J Hall 18

Wright 15 Du Bray 8

Money 13 Vance 6

Raymond 1« Z Nelson 12
Old Hoss 12 Penn 11

North 8 McWhorter 10
No. 2, 15 targets, £1.50:

Van Dyke 14 Thurman 14

Heikes ...13 Bessemer 11

Skinner 12 Dinker , 12

Krueger 11 W S King 14
Killets 12 H J Levis 11

Cochran 11 L Smith
Sterling 9 Kel«ey 9

" G Nelson 9

Thurman. .11111001111111111110-17 Harbison. .11011111111111100111-17

B™semer..lllllll010010mil01-15 Hoffman . .0110001110110 010 00-10

Hobart. . .
.11011110)10111011101—15 Dinger (W111011111111111110—16

Burt... ... .00101)00011110111111-1.3 Sheaffer. .. 101111010101000 1011-12

Crosby ....11110110011111111111-17 CotteryahrlOllimnOOOlO 1011-14

Johnston. .11111100111011011111-16 L Smith. . . 1 01 1 10J 001 001 001 0101—10

Scott . .11100000111111111111-15 Cherry.... 11010011101111111011—15

David . .,10111111110111110001-15 Cochran. .
.10111011111011111101—16

No. 4. 15 targets, SI.50, $10 added:
, in

Van Dyke 13 Old Hoss 10 Banks 10

Heikes 13 Penn 12 Sterling ..10

Skinner 10 Thurman 14 Rounds -7

Edwards 12 Bessemer 11 Thomas 12

Young 13 Johnston 12 Cundall 10

Fieles.... 12 King 9 Z Jones 8

Wolstencroft 14 Killits 12 North 9

Jim Crow 14 Nelson 12 Henderson ...6

Red Wing 12 Levis 12 Singer 9

WM Clones 13 Hobart 10 Ewing 10

Upson 13 Crosby 14 W S King 11

Von Lengerke 10 David 12 Shaffer 9

Clark 9 Krueger 8 Parker 9

Fulford 12 Bartlett 11 Harbison 11

Shaner 10 DuBray 14 Colteryahn 5

Wright 13 McWhorter 13 Williams 10

Money 14 D Scott 4 Arden 12

Raymond 11 Cherry 9 Hall 9

No. 5, 20 targets, $2, $15 added:
Van Dyke 11111111110111110111-18 Bartlett.... 01011111011011111001 -14

Heikes.... .11111111001111111111-19 W S King. .10111111111011111111-18

Skinner... .10101111011001100011—12 Levis 11110001111111111110-10

Edwards... 01111111111111101111-18 Killits 11111010111101111110-16

Young 11111111111111111111-20 Z Nelson. .11010011111111101110-15

Fieles 11111111111111111101—19 Hobart, .. .11111110111101011110-16

Wolst'nc'ftlllllllOllllltlOlllO-17 Crosby .... 11111100111111111111-1"

Jim Crow. 11100011111111011111-16 David 11111111111011111111—19

Red Wing. 11111111111111111101—19 Krueger. .
.11111111111111111111- 20

Jones 11111111111111111110—19 North 01011011111111111111—17

Upson 11111111111111111111-20 McWhorterlllllllll00001101110-14
Henderson 11111011001110100111—14 Du Bray. ..11101111111101111110-17

Clarke 11111111111001111111-18 Shaffer. .. .00110010111111100111-13

Fulford. . 11111111111111111111—20 Goldstroin.OtOllOOlOlOlOlOlllll—12

Johnston.. 11111111110011111111—18 Ewing 01101111111111111111-18

Wright . 11011110111111111111—18 Banks 01110101101011111111—15

Money.... 11111110111111101111—18 Rounds. .. .01110101111111101110-15

Raymond.. 11111111111111111111—19 Thomas .. .11110111111100110101—15

Old Hoss.. 11111111111111111110-19 HarbiDSon.lllllllllllOlillOlll—18
Thurman.. 11111110110011011111—16 Kelsey 1111 1011110111111110—17

Bessemer. .11111101111000111111-16 Hall 10101111111111101010-15

The Third Day.

No. 6, 20 targets, $2, $15 added:
Van Dyke. 11111111111110111110—18 Krueger. . .11111111010111101111—17

Eelkes 11111111101110111111—19
Skinner.. ..10111111100111011111—16
Fieles 11111110111111111111—19
Crow. . . . . .11110111111011111110—17
Fulford.. ..11111111111111111110—19
Wolst'ncr'tlllOlOlOlOlllllllOll—15
Edwarda .. .0100001 1 010011 1 01 11 l—il
Young 11111100111111111111—18 Thurman.. 11111111110111110011- 1'

Jones 10001110111111110111—15 Hoffman .
.01001110111111001011—13

Clarke. ...01100110010111011111—13
Old Hoss. .11111011110111010111—16
Money 11111011111101111101 -17

Raymond .11011111100111111111—17
Bartlett . . .10111111111111111111—19
Killits 00010100011001111111—11
Hughes.. ..11111011101110011111—16
No. 7, 15 targets, $1.50:

Van Dyke 12 Raymond 10 Huffman 5
Clarke 14 Old Hoss 13 David 9

Heikes 14 Bartlett 9 J Nelson 13

Skinner 12 Thurman 14 Cochran 10

Fieles 9 Killits 9 Wall 9

Crow 10 Hughes 9 Thomas 14

WMC Jones 10 A H King 10 WSKing

Edwards ,.14

Young .....13
Fieles 13
Wolstencroft 14

Jim Crow , .12

Red Wing 15
Jones 11

Upson 11

Bergen 11

Clarke 13
Fulford 14

Rummell ,.11
Hobart 13

Hurt 11

Crosby 14

Johnston 15
Scott 11

David 13
Krueger ,'.2

Killets 9
Cochran 10
Sterling 8

Hoffman 11
Armond
Cherry
Hamilton 12

J Nelson
Hamilton 11
Parker
Smith 11

Denny 12
Rounds , 11

Z Jones 11

Cundall 15
Banks 10

Thomas 10
Hall 11

Huffman 11
Armond
Cherry 10
Henderson 12

Vance." 10 Ewing 14
Z Nelson 15 Arden 12
Penn, 14 H L Smith 6
McWhorter 14 Mesaner 10

W S King 13 Roberts 12
H J Levis 1*

Bartlett 13 Kelsey 10
No. 3, 20 targets, $2:

Van Dyke.. 10011111111111111111—18 Krueger. . .11110111111001101101—15
Heikes 11111111101101101101—16 Killets 11011111100011111110—15
Skinner. .. .01111011110111110110—15 W S King .10011111111101111011—16
Edwards ..11110101111111011001—15 Du Bray. .11110000111111110110—14
Young llllllllllllOllllOll—18 Nelson.. ..00101100111111111110—14
Fieles 10110111110111011111—16 Penn 11011110111111011111—17
Wolst'ncr'tllllllllliniOOllllll—17 M'WhorterOl 111 11100011 10111 11—15
Jim Orow.. 11111011111101111111—18 Levis 11110111111111111110—18
Red Wing..0l lioniinillllll 11—18 Kelsey 11101110010111111111—16
W MJones.101 10010111111111111—16 J Nelson. ..11100101000001011111—V
Upson 01101111110111110110-15 OHamilton01110011101lllllll00-14
Von Leng..01101U111111010ini—16 S S Shaner.01100101011111011110—13
Clarke 11111100011111111110-16 Denny 01111111011111011111—17
Fulford. . ..1100111011111 1011101—15 Rounds. . . .01001101111101010111—13
A H King. .10101011110111111111—16 Cundal 11111001111110100011—14
Lemon . . . .llllllOlOlllOllOOlll—15 Banks 11001011101011111100—13
Wright.... 11110111110111111111—18 Thomas. ...01100011011000101110—10
Money 10110110111110101111—15 Hall 001011111101111CU01—14
Raymond. .11011110111111011100—15 Messner. . ..10110111111001101110—14
Old Hoss, ,11010010001101101101-11 Sterling, ...11001111000111110001—12
Hoden 01111111111111110111—18 L H Suiitb.00110100111000111001-10
Bartlett, ,..10101111110011111101-15 Vance 10101001011011110101-13

AH King 13 DuBray 12

Lemon 12
"

Wright 14

Money 15
Raymond 11

Old Hoss 30
North,

Hobart. . . .10111111111111H1110—18
Bush 11101110010110101111—14
Du Bray. . .110111001 illOlllOlll—15
Bessemer. .10010110011111100111—13
Crosby . . . .01111101110111111111—17
Thomas.. ..11101U1110010111000—13
King 10110111001111000111—13

David 10111110111110111111—17
Nelson 110110011101 11) 111] 1-17
M'WhorterOlllllllllinoinill—18
Cochran. ..01111101111111011111—17
Von Leng .11111011111111101111—18
Wall 1011001) 101011111111—15

Fieles 14
Jim Crow 12
Jones 12
Fulford 14
Wolstencroft 15

Hobart IE
The Unknown 13
Goldstrom 13
Penrose 10
Messner 14
Armstrong 14
Bush 13
Quimby 9

Fulford 13 Krueger 12 H J Levis 9

Wolstencroft 13 McWhorter 13 Goldstrom 8

Von Lengerke 13 Hobart 9 J Messner 11

Edwards. 12 Crosby 13 The Unknown 12

Young .... ........ 13 Bessemer .12 Penrose 11

Money 14 DuBray 10
No. 8, 15 targets, $1.50:

Van Dyke 13 Old Hoss 14 David 12

Clarke 10 Bartlett 13 J Nelson 14
Heikes 14 Thurman 13 Cochran 7

Skinner 13 Killits 13 Wall 13

Hughes 8 Thomas 13
A H King 13
WSKing 14

Levis 12
Krueger 9

Von Lengerke 12 McWhorter 12

Edwards 13 Bessemer 15

Young 10 DuBray 10

Money 11 Crosby 15
Raymond 11 Huffman 10

No. 9, 20 targets. $2, $15 added:
VanDyke..0lllllllllll0ll1llll-l8 Hughes... .11010011010111100111—13
Clarke llllO01111im0000110-12 A H King. .10111101111011111011-16

Heikes 11111110101111111111-19 WS King. .01111111110001100011-13
Penrose.... 00010111011011110101—12 Levis 01101111111011110101—15
Fieles lOOil 11 11 111 11100111—16 Krueger . .01111011111100101100—13
W.Tones... 11111110011111111111—18 M'Whorterl 111111101 1111111 111—19
Fulford. ...11111101011001111011—15 Bessemer. .11111111111111111111-20
Wolst'ncr'tl 11111 10110111110110-16 Crosby. . . . 11111111011001 110101-15
Von Leng. 11001111111111110111—17 Wall 11111101110011011111—16
Edward.. ..11111111100111111110-17 Huffman ..01010011011111011010—12

Young.... 11111111111101011110—17 David 11011100111111110111—16
Hamilton.. 0111 1111111111011110—17 J Nelson. . .01100111011111111111—16
Money 01100111101010010111-12 Unknown.. 11111111101101001101—15
Raymond..llll011111010111110l—16 ArmstrongllllllllOllOllllllOl—17
Old Hoss.. 00111011110011111111—14 Zuemer ...00001111011111110111—14
BBartlett..llll0110inOOOOinil—14 Skinner .. .11111111101011011111—17
Thurman.. 11111111111110011111—18 Jim Crow. 01110111101011011111—15
Killits 11111011110110011111—16

No. 10, 15 targets, $1.50:

Van Dyke 15 Raymond 10 David 10
Clarke 18 Old Hoss 10 Wall 11

Heikes 13 Bartlett 11 Howard 10

Skinner 13 Thurman 15 Armstrong 12
Fieles 10 Killits 13 J Nelson 13
Jim Crow 10 Hughes 12 DuBray 11

AH King 12 Edwards 8
WSKing 13 Ormand 9
Levis 11 Bush 12
Krueger 14 The Unknown 14
McWhorter 13 WolBtencroft 9
Bessemer 11 Money 10
Crosby , 14 Cornwell 13

, 8 Zuemer 10

Jones 14
Fulford ...,15
Von Lengerke 18
Penrose 13
Young 10

Hamilton 9
Hobart 12
Cochran 14 Hoffman....
No. 11, 15 targets, $1 50, $10 added:

Fieles 12 David 10

Skiuner 12 The Unknown 12

Heikes 13 McWhorter 13

Clarke 8 Nelson 13

Jim Crow 13 Bartlett 11

Shooting- at Willard's Park.
On April 17 half a dozen members of the Paterson Gun Club met for

their monthly medal shoot at 25 Empire targets per man, from five

traps. The scores:
Wright 1111111111110101101111111—22
Lenone HlOimoillOloiinimOl-20
Morfey 1111111111101111111111111—24
Hopper 111111101 1111111001001001—18

R Boyle 1111101111101111101111110—21

Morgan ,
1101010000100100101010110 -11

Anent the above club shoot and the scores of Morfey and Lenone
hangs a tale. Away back in the early part of last November we were
requested by these two gentlemen to act as stakeholder in a match at
twenty-five targets each for $10 a side. We were handed the whole
amount of the stake and it was arranged that the match should be
shot a fortnight later. On the appointed day serious illness in the
family of Mr. Lenone caused a postponement, and try as we would we
were unable to get the principals to come together and settle the ques-
tion of superiority. Finally, however, they agreed upon April 17, and
allowed the ownership of the stake to be decided by the scores in the
club shoot. As these show, Morfey was the winner by a score of 24 to
Lenone's 20, and right glad were we to turn over the stake to the win-
ner.
April SO.—The grounds were visited by a big crowd of sportsmen

from Newark, Hackensack, Rutherford, Passaic and other places to
see the match between Morfey and J. H. Outwater at 50 birds each,
HurliDgham rules, at $50 a side. T. C. Wright was referee, Wm.
Dutcher scorer and Hery Wolfe trap-puller.
The birds were a fairly good lot and both men in average form. At

the close of the firsc halt it looked like '-anybody's game," each having
lost five birds. On the windup, however, the Paterson expert pulled
up, and with only one lost bird crossed the wire a winner.
Both were credited with good work. Morfey made a very long kill

on his first round; his 2d was hit hard but got away; 10th, ditto; 11th,

fine first barrel kill ; 13th, fell a yard too tar out to score; 17th, fell

dead between fences; 21st, on ground, got another bird; 28th, good
kill, fast bird; 34th, extra fast towering driver, pretty stop with sec-
ond; 46th, long stop; 50th, fast bird, clean miss with both barrels.

Kills, 44; dead out of bounds, 2.

Outwater's 1st twisted and turned its prettiest- to get away, but
had to come down when second reached it: 4th fell just over the line;

13th, full of lead, fell dead in grand stand; 15th, fast, got both barrels,

but decided not to stop; 16th, dead over fence, full of lead; 22d, easy
mark, should have been killed; 23d, missed with first, killed on ground
with second; 26th, extra fast driver, twisted and towered and got
away, was hit hard; 32d went out with good share of lead, a tough
one; 36th, mean twister, pretty stop with second; 37th, a game bird,

long stop with second; 46th. caught both charges, but went out to
die; 47th, same; 48th fell dead on shooter's platform; 49th got out
with full quota of shot. Kills 40, dead out of bounds 5.

The detailed scores follows:

Trap score type—Copyright 189/., by Forest and Stream Pubtishinc Co.

5441445424333322288353154
Morfey 20202212101 l»222»11222ll 2—20

345545451155241435535412 5

^ t ->

\

P^ "V^T >^->-»\ H H T /" /" ~>

^

12 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2111122 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 -24- 44

4114241422254252552132312
Outwater 2l2»212231 1 1»3»»11322022 1—80

4545541415432545444224 5 14

0 2 2 2110 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 221 1*0 1 0 1—20-40

Morfey and Jack Ryan, of Hackensack, prepared to shoot off their

15 bird race for $25 a side, under old Long Island rules, 21yds. rise.

Wm. Bunn was trap-puller for Morfey, Thos. Rogers performed a like

service for Ryan; T. C. Wright was referee; Rodgers trapped for Mor-
fey; Boyle trapped for Ryan, and the scorer was Wm. Dutcher.
Only three shots were scored by each man when, our correspondent

informs us, that "the match was broken up by the crowd breaking in

on shooters after a dispute over Ryan's fourth bird, which the referee
decided "no bird," as he had previously cautioned Ryan three times
about holding his gun too high. Morfey claimed the stakes, but we
were not informed as to whether or not he received them. The score
as far as shot follows:
Morfey 010—1 Ryan 000—0

OPEN SWEEPSTAKE SHOOTING

filled in the rest of the afternoon, the events being at 5 birds per man,
$5 entry, Hurlingham rules to govern, all ties to be shot off, miss and
0Ut:

XT 1No. 1.

Morfey 11222-5
Apgar 11112—

n

Hopper 122 1-5
Griffen 22020-3
Bunn 22110-4

Morgan 01101—3

Ties.
0
2
2

No. 2.

12211—5
22122—5
21110—4
10212-4
21212—5
01120—3

Ties.
1112J2
211222

2220

Van Dyke 11

Jones , , .11

Penrose 6
Young 9
Hoffman 9
Wolstencroft 12

Hughes 8
Crosby 12
Howard 10
Cochran 13
Ormand. . , 9

Thurman 12 AH King 13
Hobart 14 Bush 8
Hamilton 10 Cornwall 11
Lewis 7 Raymond 12
Armstrong 9 DuBray 18

Shooting at Dexter Park.
The following club shoots took place at Louis Miller's Dexter Park,

Jamaica avenue and Enfield streets, last week:
April 16.—Waverly Gun Club. 10 birds per man, for club medal: J.

Mohrman 1, G. Helmstedt 2, G. Grau 3, J. Fehleisen 4, C. Hautshorn 1.

Sweep, 6 birds, $1 entry: C. Hautshorn 3, G. Grau 3, J. Fehleisen 3,

J. Mohrman 2, G. Helmstedt 2.

April 17 —Emerald Gun Club, 10 birds each, A. A. club handicap: E.
Doenick 10, G. Nowak 0, E. Woelfel 7. Dr. G. V. Hudson 6, J. Hodge 4,

P Woelfel 6, Dr. Klein 3, J. H. Moore 9, J. Maesel 10, P Butz 7, N.
Maesei 7, J. H. Voss 10, F. W. Place 5. C. Stuetzel 5, H. Thau 8,T. Short
10, S. P. Pierson 10, R. Regan 10, H. P. Fessenden 9, L H. Schorten-
meyer 7, M Herrington 9, C. W. Floyd 7, T. F. Russell 8, T. Cody 7, F.
Walters 4, O. Bowen 7.

Sweep, 5 birds, $3, 2 moneys: Russell 4, Regan 4, Hudson 3, Doenick
5 Herrington 5, Fessenden 4, Voss 1, Blake 2, Schortenmeyer 4.

Match at 15 hirds each, $10: H. P. Fessenden 10, C. W. Floyd 13, L. H.
Schortenmeyer 14.

April 18.—Down Town Gun Club, 8 live birds: H. Kohla4. H, Zahn
3 J Huff 4,W. Benger 5, H. Fajen 4, J. Muhs 5, H. Lang 3, D, Schminge
3*, A. Goetz 6, H. Moeller 5, H. Joost 4, A. Wolff 6, J. Doscher 6.

April 10.—New York German Gun Club, 8 birds each for club
medals, handicap: J. Steuernagel 6, H. Noble 6, C. L. Kingsley 7, G.
Winter 2, J. Schlicht 7, P. Garms, Sr. 3. G. H. Smith 5, A\ . Miller 6, D.
Schreeke 2. F. Sauter 6, P. Garms, Jr. 6. H. Thomforde 3, E. Stradt-

man 1, M. Borsden 2, J. H. Boesenecker 5, J. Frazer 7, J. Wellbrock 7,

F. Huff 7. E. Radle 1, S. Edwards 8, A Schmitt 4, A. Busch 5, P.

Leibinger 7, J P, Dannefelser 5. Edwards won first medal; in the
shoot off Leibinger won second.
Sweep No. 1, 4 targets, $1: H. Noble 3, J. Schlicht 3. D. Schreeke 2,

F Sauter 3, WT
. Busch 4, E. Radle 3, P. Garms. Jr. 3, J. H. Boesenecker

4, S. Edwards 4, P. Leibinger 2, J. Wellbrock 2, W. Muller 2, J. P.

Dannefelser 2, A. Schmitt 3, G Smith 4, J. Steuernagel 3, J. Frazer 2.

Sweep No. 2, same: H. Noble 3, D. Schreeke 1, F. Sauter 4, W. Busch
3, E. Radle 2, P. Uarms, Jr. 2, J. H. Boesenecker 2, S. Edwards 3, W.
Muller 4, A. Schmitt 4, G. Smith 3, J. Steuernagel 2, J. Frazer 1.

April 20.—Phoenix Gun Club. 15 birds: D. Fraligh 15. J. Smith 15, A.
Bot.y 12, J. Cbasmer 10, M. Chichester 14, R. Routan 14, W. Hughes 13,

J. Akhurst 12, C. Madison 14.

Hoboken Gun Club.

Killits 13

Money 9 Fulford 14

Wall 10 WSKing 10
Quimby 8 Old Hoss 14

Krueger 10 Thomas 11

Harbison 11
Edwards 13
Bessemer 10
Zuemer 12

Brs.

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Maple Bay, April 19 —Practice shoot:
AG Courtney 00110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110—46
C Arno 00111111111111101111111011111111110111110111110111—44
C Dugard 00011111111110111111110110111111110111101111111101—42
G C Luther 11111111111011111111011111111111101111101100110011—42
H Jones 10110111100101111111111101011111011111111111111111—41
G Mosher lllOllllllOiiiiOlOOllOOlinilllllllllllOlliilOlHO—40
A 0 Ginty 11111011111010001011111111010101111111111111111101-40
Prof Gilbite Ill 111 11 1 11 1 1111 110111101 —23
H James 10011 1101 111010U00111011 _17
0 Arnold 1111111111111110111111111 —34
The traps worked in perfect order; there are now ten traps (two

cloBe together), a bird breaking in one, call pull for the other, causing
no delay, throwing the birds as fast as the marksmen may wiBh.

Fauotaw.

The newly organized Hoboken Gun Club held its inaugural practice

shoot at Secaucus on Thursday, April 19. Twelve members and
several invited guests left headquarters, "Chris" Weitkamp's, First

and Hudson streets, in a big tallyho at 1 P. U. The grounds were
reached at 2:15. Shooting commenced imme'liately after, during
which several good scores were made A majority of the members
are new beginners at this sport. The first event was a sweepstake, 5

live birds a man. The scores were

:

Capt Chris Intemann 11011-4 J H Kruse 10010-2

Henry Englebrecht 11101—4 Geo B Bergkamp 11110-4

H D Hencken 11101-4 Frnest Finkelstedt 00000—0

L Jansen 01101-3 Robert Zoch 10001—2

Hugo Ochs 00000-0 Herman Luettich 00000—

0

Frederick W Sina 10001 -2 Chris Weitkamp 00010-1

Another sweepstake followed, 3 birds, resulting as follows:

Capt Intemann 111—3 Kruse 001—1
Englebrecht 011-2 Bergkamp 110-2
Hencken 000—0 Finkelstedt 000-0
Jansen ..101—2 Zoch 110-2
Oeha 000 - 0 Luettich 000—0
Sina 000—0 Weitkamp 100—1
Shooting bluerocks was next indulged in. On the return a band of

musicians was met and were taken along. The monotony of the
homeward journey was relieved with their melody. The officers of
thiB promising organization are: Captain, Christian Intemann; Vice-

President, Hugo Ochs; Secretary, J. H. Kruse, and Treasurer. Christian
1 Weitkamp. Jay H, Kav,
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Eureka Gun Club of Chicago.
The regular weekly shoot on Saturday, April 14, had a large at-

tendance of both members and visitors. Over 1,500 targets were
thrown. The weatner was pleasant and all that could be desired for
trap-shooting. Dr. Frothinghatn and Mr. Eaton drove to the grounds,
and on the arrival of their turnout, were promptly ordered "hands
up," all complying but the driver, who looked to bemorebadily scared
than those whose hands were up; on promising not to outshoot any
one, they were released from their uncomfortable situation, and
allowed to stay awhile, this promise of theirs explains their scores.
We thank you gentlemen for your presence, and hope you will come
%,gain; we also extend an invitation to all shooters visiting and resid-
ing to come whenever they wish ; we make special efforts to have
strangers feel at home; shells for sale and guns gladly loaned.
No. 1, 25 targets, unknown angles:

Bingham 1111011011011111011111110—20
O'Brien .1111111111111011110111110-22
Steck 1110111111111111011111111—23
Grubb 1101111111111101111001101-20
Drake 1111111111000100010000100—13
Bowers 1111110111011101110111111-21
Frothingham 1 1 1 1 1 01 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 101 1 1 1001 0-20
DeWolf 1001110001111111011101010—16
S:- .n. r'.:.j r.i'i ;." :< .i.'tiH i-k:
Goodrich llOOtllOlOOlOllllOOOnOOl—14
Thacker 3111100101100011111011000—16
Maltby 0011 1 01 1 001 101 01 1 1 0000111—14
Ferguson OlllllllliOOiillloiOOllll—19
Carson 101 1 11001 1 lOOOlOlOOl 1 1 1.10—1

5

No, 2, 25 tare is, unknown angles: O Brien 20, Frothingham 19,

Steck 23, Carson 13, Thack. r 17, Drake 20, Ferguson 19, Eaton 17,
Maltby 14, Hendricks 8, Richards 17, Goodrich 21, DeWolf 17, Grubb 16,

Bowers 18.

No. 3, same thing: Eaton 17, Drake 21, Bowers 18, Furguson 20. Hen-
dricks 7, Thacker 14, Maltby 13, Richards 20, Frothingham 20, DeWolf
21, Goodrich 20.

No. 4, same: DeWolf 16, Maltby 16, Hendricks 10.

No. 5, 5 pairs:
DeWolf 11 11 11 10 01-8
Medal shoot, 25 targets, known traps, nnknown angles:

Class A.
Ed Bingham 1111111111111111111111111—25
E M Steck , lOllllinilllCOinillOOll—20
Dr Frothingham 100001 1 011 01 01 0001 01 1 1 000-1

1

J P O'Brien 0111111111111111 111111111-24
Class B.

L H Goodrich •. 1011110101001001111010000-13
H A Fei guBon 10011011010110111 0111 1111—17WF DeWolf w.

Ol&ss C
Hendricks '.

. . .0101101001011110101100101—14
G K Maltby 1001101101011011101011101—17
Dr Carson 1110110111011101100110111—18
F Thacker 1101110010110110001101110—15

Visitors.
Drake 0111111101011110111111111-21
Eaton 0010000010011010100111111—13
Grubb 1100111110111110011111111-20
Bowers 1 01 011 010001 1 1 1001101011 1- 1

5

Richards 001 1 1001 1 .1 100101 1 1 1 001010—14
Copp" 110111100111.11110101.11001—18

Trap at Watson's Park.
April 2.—Chicago Shooting Club, 15 live birds:

R B Wadsworth 110112222222111-14
April 6.—Dr. Forthingham and O. von Lengerke, f0 live birds per

man, $50 a side, loser to pay for the birds:
O von Lengerke. . .101220^22220122212113312210012011212111021232222-43
Dr Forthingham... 22101222022212221 '.V 21 ! 00210210131013302112020--38
April 11.—South Chicago Gun Club. 20 live bird* per man:
AW Reeves 00201 02022222200021 1—12 IkeWatson 21212212112122020202-17
LCWillard2l20l0121lll2n22«ll—18 JhoWatson010030l022122210!' !-i2
PMiller. . . .12200000222020211100-11
Same club, 30 targets per man:

A W Reeves 011110111111111111011101111100- 25
LCWillard 01 1 1011 1111 13 13 11110111 1111111—27
T Miller 011101001011000011133010003110-16
IkeWatson 111101111010111101001110103303—21RW Learning 111101100011131103330111011101-22
April IS.—R, Dwyer and George Kleinman, 100 targets, $50 a side,

loser to pay; the match was 5 traps, DO birds walk around and 50 un-
known traps:
Dwyer 10111100111 11101111110111111001 1111011111111111011

1O11O11111111111O110011133313O3333333O333333333033-83
Geo Kleinman 13311111011111111111113310011330101333303101333111

11111111111111111111111113111133313313313303330331-91
April 1U.—Ten live birds:

B V Jackson 2222121112—10 1111032312—9
Henrotten 1111001133— 8 2031110101—7
Same:

Jackson 1121110111—9 1201122102—8
Henrotten 1000110111—6 1100021100-5
Same:

Jackson 2110202120-7 1011101111—8 1012112211—9
Henrotten 0111022120—7 0111000101—6 3022102122—8
Twenty live birds:

Jackson.. ..22121120121221111022-18 Henrotten.01110111001110201111—14
Same:

Jackson....00022111121111212022-16 Henrotten.12122211121111110112—19
Same day, 100 live birds:

R 8 Mott 12111102020112221111021220111111102121211112011120
32101112120100110211211111122112221211011111110100—83

Ravelrigg.

Sweeps at Earle's Halfway House.
A fair number of trap experts and a larger number of interested

spectators were on the shooting grounds connected with Earle's Half-
way House, on the Elizabeth-Linden road, on April 19, and there were
a number of sweepstakes with a fair lot of birds.
The first event was at 7 birds, $5 entry, 2 moneys:

Ties.
Apgar 2222222—7 1112 D Terry 1111121—7
Morfey 1222213—7 20 McAlpiu 0211221-6
Smith 2111112—7 0 Williams 1221220-6
Brewer 2112122—7 2112
Terry drew his pro rata of first money.
Event No. 2, at 15 birds, $10 entry, handicap rises, birds extra, 3

money8

:

Williams (30). ..122212220211222—14 Geoffroy (31). . .221121122122112—15
Morfey (33) . . . .202222222.22222-13 Woodruff (31) . .211211212110.221—14
Smith . 31 > . ,

0220212.. 22222:.':— n Jersey (30) 201211112211200-12
Apgar (32) 1333212110.3232-12 n Terry (29) . . . ..1111.122110w.
AstfaLk (30). . . .11.110101223220—31 Scott (29) 111110212222.22—13
Ties on 13 shot off at 5 birds:

Morfey 11212-5 Scott 2201w.
Event No. 3, 7 birds, $5 entrv, 3 moneys, all 30yds. rise:

Ties. Ties.
Apgar '.2211111—7 0 Morfey 2121220-6 12
Smith 12.0121—5 Geoffroy 1122220-6 10
Woodruff 21221.0-5 Scott 2221210—6 20
Jersey 3323113—7 2 Brewer 2111222-7 2
Williams 2122211—7 0 Botsch 0201220-4
Team match, 810 a side, 5 birds each:

Earie 22000—2 Folsom 00002—1
Botsch 12121-5—7 Blodgett 2.201—3—4

The Climax Monthly Shoot.
The monthly handicap shoot of the Climax Gun Club of Plainfleld

took place on the club grounds at Benner's Grove on April 18 under
favorable weather conditions. Empire targets were used and these
were thrown hard and low to make the shooting as difficult as possi-
ble. The members all shoot at unknown angles, one man up. The
turnout was good. Below are the scores of the club event:
W Squires (allowed 5) 133110111011111111133333011001 —25
Smith i 1111101101111101301111111 —21
Keller Ill 1000000 101111111330333 —17
Apgar 1110111110111111111101310 —21
Brantingham 1O1111111101OO1133O1H3O3 —19
D Terry (2) 110331111111133101011111113 —24
A Trust (5) 111111111010111011333303333.111 —26
Manning (4) 01000111110010110011111101100 —17
Voehel (5) llllOllOlllOOOOOOlOlOlOllllllO —18
Williams (4) 13033111011111011111111010111 —24
Goodman (5) OOOlOOllllllOOllOlOOlilOlliOll —18
JZeglio (8) 111111111111101101111111100110110—27
Cramer (5) 110100110011101100101010111010 —17
Scott (3) 1101111111111111110001101131 -53
Riehter (15) OOlOOOOOOUOOOOlOOlOOlOllw
T Darby (5) 000030131111001110010111113100 —20
W Terry (5) 10101001 1 101 1 1 1 1001 01 1 1 1010010 —17
D Darby (5) 001011111100111111111101110010 -34
p jay (4) oiiimiiiiommioioiomoi -gj

00 00 03 00 30-f 3-30
33 10 10 10 10+ 9-23
00 00 00 00 10+ 7—14
10 00 10 10 10+ 4—19

"Wad's" Princeton Budget.
Princeton, N. J., April 16.—A perfect day, a large and most en-

thusiastic audience of Princeton's best people, including a large dele-
gation of the blithest and bonniest of its bonnie lassies, greeted Miss
Annie Oakley, as she stepped from the Princeton Gun Club house to
give one of her unrivalled exhibitions of skill, with gun, rifle and pistol
on Saturday.
First on the programme came that wonderful exhibition of trick

work with the rifle, so familiar to all who have seen Miss Oakley,
which, in the strong wind blowing, seemed to partake of the marvelous.
Then came some fancy pistol shooting, and a brilliant bit of speed
work at Empire targets, both singles and doubles. The crowning
event of the afternoon was her work on live pigeons, Miss Oakley kill-

ing 23 out of 25 very fast birds; two were killed out of bounds, one
just blowing over the line.

Next came a live bird race, between Quimby of New York, and
Bainbridge of Trenton, at 10 birds, 28yds. rise. If Fred won, it was
Mr. B.'s fault, as he had two birds released on his first round, and
dividing his shells between them, lost. "Deserved to," Referee Stout,
of Princeton said. Afterward came four sweeps, which the shooters
from abroad came near having all to themselves, as their well known
reputations as "bad men" caused the home club members to fight shy
01 them. Full scores follow:
No. 1, 10 Empire targets, 5 bluerock traps, 16yds. rise:

Van Dyke 0111110111—8 Bailey 0001330010—4
Quimby 0100033030—4 Stout 0100111101—6
Allen 1101333030—7 Phillips 1001130311—7
Beebe 1111 1 10111 -9 Clark 1001010110—5
Lewis 0101 1 3 01 3 3—7 Tiffany 3 3101 1 11 11—9
Bainbridge 1010011100—5
No. 2, same:

Van Dyke 1111011110-8 McDonald 1101011133—8
Allen 0110111101—7 Tiffany 1111010110—7
Quimby 1001111101-7 Bainbridge 1001111100-7
Beebe 1001111100-6 Grover.„ 0111011100-6
No. 3, same:

Stout 6 Beebe 3 Grover 1

Allen 10 Quimby 3 Davis ...4
Van Dyke 10 Bartley 3 Phillips 8
Bainbridge 7 Burtie 0 Jessup 6
No. 4, Quimby vs. Beebe, at 25 Empire targets:

Beebe 1011010110001110000300111—12
Quimby 101010 100101 1 11 11 1 0001110—15
Exhibition shoot, at 25 live birds, two ground traps:

Trap score type—Copyright imi, by forest and Stream Publishing o.

\ t \ *i\\\/ /" T \J /* T \ T \ N t ^? *
Miss Oakley 1 2221211 121.1 1211.111201 2—22

Ten bird race:

F Quimby 2 1221 1222 1—10

Bainbridge 0 2212212w
Result of the second of a series of four shoots by members, for

nine prizes, shot to-day ar 15 singles and 5 pairs Empire targets, from
5 bluerock traps, 16yds. rise, club handicaps:
Clarke lllllOOOlOiniiO 33 03 33 30 11 —17
Zabriskie OOlOOlOOOOQllOd 10 00 10 00 10+ 9—16
Zazzelli 000100101000000 00 00 00 00 10- -10-14
Wesley 100000n00010100 10 11 11 on 00-- 9—17
Stout 100001100000000 00 00 00 00 30-- 2—

6

Tiffany 010011011111101 10 11 11 31 11 —19
Cresson 033033033010131 11 01 10 10 00 —15
Davis 111000101000001

Mittendorf 110111000110001
Jessup 3033 1 3000000300
Gray 031111011010111

Johnson 011330330300300 10 11 10 10 10+ 9-23
Hoff 111100110100010 10 10 10 10 10+ 4—17
Phillips 111111110111111 10 00 11 11 11 —21
Cresson 010101001011010W
Cubberly 000011 0000

w

Stout 000100100100010W
Gray 300331101111330 30 30 00 30 00+ 4-08
Dey 310101111011110 00 30 30 30 00+ 6-90
This places the standing on the two races as follows: First, Mitten-

dorf; second, Gray; third, Dey and Phillips; fourth, Johnson; fifth,

Wesley; sixth, Zabriskie; seventh, Holl; eighth, Davis and Zazzelli:
ninth, Clarke. Wads.'

Trap at San Antonio.
POWDER hill gun club.

The following scores were made at the West End grounds on the
evening of the 15th inst. 30 singles and 5 pairs:

Singles. Doubles. Tl. Singles.Doubles. Tl.

Crizer, 20-ga....28 7 35 Gloeckner,12-ga 21 7 28
Vernor, 20-ga...25 8 33 Ohnesorge 22 7 29
Dreiss, Jr,12-ga20 6 26

SAN ANTONIO GUN CLUB.

Nineteen members of the above club attended the regular shoot on
the 25th. The shooting was a little better than usual. Thiele having
shaken the dust off of himself and gotton into his old form, he won
the medal for the second time. Scores:
No. 1, 15target8: Thiele 14, Adams 14, Sherwood 7, Learn 8, Shields

10, Vollbrecht9, Wagenfuehr 5, Smith 10, Tendickl3, Veithll, CaDn 0,
Baker 0, Grossmann 10.

No. 2, medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs targets: Thiele 26. Adams
21, Sherwood 15, Tendick 20, Learn 16, France 20, Shields 19, Veith23,
Smith 18, Cann 2, Biesenbach 26, Vollbrecht 19, Grossmann 21, Wagen-
fuehr 17, Philips 17, Rothwell 19, Newton 18, Barrl6 Samuels 19. Thiele
and Biesenbach tied for medal and in shoot off Thiele won. Last Sun-
day after the shoot Mr. Thiele wore the medal to town and was un-
fortunate enough to lose it on his way home. With his usual gener-
osity and with his well known promptitude, Mr. Thiele has placed an
order with Critzer Bros, of this city for a new medal to cost $100.
No. 3, 15 singles: Newton 11, Adams 32, France 9, Grossmann 8. Bar-

ber 2, Tendick 5, Sherwood 10, Samuels 13, RothwelllO, Vollbrecht 8,

Learn 10, Veith 12, Biesenbach 31.

No. 4, 15 singles: France 10, Adams 11, Samuels 10, Newton 9. Sher-
wood 5, Tendick 9, Rothwell 9, Biesenbach 12, Grossmann 9, Shields 9,

Learn 6, Philips 11.

No. 5, 15 singles: Adams 11, France 9, Newton 7, Rothwell 11, Bie-
serbach 11, Sherwood 8.

West Shore Gun Club.

Syracuse. N. Y., April 18.—Team shoot at live birds;.

West Shore G. C. N. Y. Central G. C.
JHerman (Capt.)0012102210-6 J Cool (Capt.). , . ,0112110020—6
C Arno 1221111020-8 D Walters 2201100010—5
H Jones 1011210312—8 E Crane 1210102111-8
J Montgomery. ...0000121121—6 W Cruttie 2122030200—6
D M Lefever 0021011212—7—35 Schermerhorn. . ..0211120102—7—32
The following are practice scores at kingbirds, 50 each:

J Montgomery.... 11101100111111111011111110111110111110111101111101—41
Dick King O110O1111133111000311 1133301110033033333033303001O—85
DMLefever O111O1330O113O303331011101101111O1O110333O3103111O—35
FraDk Lefever. , ,

.30110101101131011333001010010330303301300101101330-33

D Graves 033O101O111O1110113O3330O3O31001O0011110101111303O—33

J Glennon 00101110100110011010111000110010100111000110101111—27
Twenty-five kingbirds:
W Cruttie 01131110103 31330111013303—19
A Schermerhorn ..1331010111031113030333303—39
J Cool 0101111033030101111011101—17
E Crane 1101101101011101010111010—16
J Herman 0111010110111010111011100—16
M Martin 001 1001011101010010001101—12

Fallstaff.

Maplewood Cup and Medal Shoot.
Inclosed find scores of cup shoot of Maplewood Gun Club, shot on

March 24, at 25 targets per man, also of medal shoot on March 14,

same conditions. In latter contest Van Iderstine and Reeves shot
under expert rules.
Monthly cup shoot:

Drake 1111111111111111131111111—25
Sickley 1110111111100111111113311—22
Smith , 1110130311011010111111111—20
W J Smith 0111110111111111010100111—19
TUlow 1111101101111001001110111—IS
Parry 3333000113310101100111111—38
Van Iderstine 11010101 00111 1 103 01 1 101 1 1—37
Reeves 33O3330301131010O1OO10113—16
Jackson 000001101001033011 3101310—12
Monthly medal shoot:

Yeoroans 1111101111111111111111111—24
Smith 1133333333110310133333303-22
Van IderBtine 1110033310111311011111110—20
Reevea 0103333011031010130111113—38
Parry 1101111101111110010111000-17
Drake 0101001111111111011110000—16

Wolff , ,
0011100011001100103011110-13

MOHSGAN.

Winners of Colt Gun Club Prizes.

In May, 1893, the Colt Club started a series of twenty-four shoots for
a number of valuable cash and merchandise prizes. The conditions
are to shoot once every two weeks at 25 targets. Any member shoot-
ing 10 times out of the 24 shoots qualifies for the prizes. For the mer-
chandise prizes, in order to make it fair to all, it was agreed to draw
them by lot; that is, the first Dame drawn has choice of prizes, and so
on. But for the $50 cash prizes donated by the club a handicap of 1 to
75 targets was allowed to be added to the total of the 10 best scores.

The $50 was divided into four $10 prizes and two $5 prizes given to the
two members attending the most shoots out of the 24.

A score of 250 was the possible that was allowed with the handicap.
I send you a complete list of those that completed the required num-
ber of times, the scores made by each at the different shoots, the
number of targets shot at, the number broke, the number of targets

.

allowed to be added to 10 best scores for the four $10 cash prizes, the
total of the 10 best scores without handicap, also with handicap added.
M. F. Cook leads the club with the 10 best scores. His score was 242
out of n. possible 250, and he was allowed 10 targets, making his score
250, and secures $10 in cash. Morgan White, with 10 scores of 206 and
a handicap of 75, gets the second $10 in cash. John Melrose, with
a score of 234 and a handicap of 10, secures the third $10 in cash. E.
W. Decker, with 231 and a handicap of 10, and C. Vibberts, with a score
of 229 and a handicap of 12, are tied for the fourth $10 in eash. John
Melrose, with an attendance of 23 times out of the 24 shoots, secures
the first |5, and M. F. Cook secures the second $5 with an attendance
of 21 out of 24 shoots. There were 40 members that competed; but 14

finished the required 10 scores.
In drawing for merchandise prizes, John Melrose drew first choice

and selected the Colt hammerless gun, donated by the Colt Arms Co.;

F. Manross took steel fishing rod; Cook got barrel of ale; Colt got
bamboo fishing rod; Decker, case of claret; Collins, two boxes cigars;

White, silk umbrella; Pitkin, amber cigar bolder; Williamson, rubber
coat; Treat, 15-pound turkey; Vibberts, rubber sporting boots; Olm-
sted, $2 cash; Sexton, $2 cash; Hotchkiss, bag shot. This finished one
of the most successful year's shooting of the club.

DETAILS COLT CLUB PRIZE SHOOTS.

1SSU5678 9 10 11 IS 13 U 15 16.17 18 19 20 21 W 23 Sk
Cook 23 23 23 21 20 24 22 24 22 24 25 21 24 24 22 25 24 23 24 23 24

White 19 21 19 15 22 17 18 21 .. 22 22 21 16 19 20 15

Melrose. .23 23 22 23 18 22 23 21 23 24 22 21 23 2i 23 28 . . 23 25 22 21 20 23 21
Decker ...22 23 25 23 23 28 25 23 21 21 . . 22
Vibberts.,24 . . 24 21 21 24 . . 24 . . 21 . . . . 24 . . . . 23 . . 22 . . 22
Manross .24 22 24 23 21 2.2 .. 23 24 25 25 . . . . 24 22 .

.

Treat 22 21 21 23 20 24 24 28 21 21 24

W'mson. .23 21 21 22 . . 20 24 23 23 22 16 20 16 23 22 22 . . 19 23 22 21

Sexton 35 24 36 34 20 . . 36 38 23 22 20 36 21 21 38 20 37

Colt 9 16 10 11 18 37 . . 23 . . 35 37 . . . . 35 22 . . 37
Pitkin 37 21 20 15 22 11 22 22 18 35 37 37
Collins... .31 12 20 39 39 13 12 13 13 .. . . 36 11 .

.

Hotchkiss. . . , 21 24 22 24 . . . . 19 22 20 38 . . .. 22 25 39

Olmstead 21 20 .. 23 23 22 .. 22 22 36 35 20 20 23

Handicap
Added

30 Best Hand'ap Shoots 30 Best
Shot. at. Broke. Scores. Allowed Atte'd. Scores.

MFCook 5*5 485 242 12 21 250
M White 375 287 206 75 15 250
J Melrose 575 513 234 10 23 244
E Decker 275 252 231 10 13 241

C Vibberts 275 250 229 12 11 241

F Manross 800 279 236 0 12 236
OB Treat 275 244 224 15 11 239
C Williamson 475 403 227 5 19 232

C Sexton 400 298 204 30 16 234
S T Colt 300 180 161 75 12 236
P Pitkin 300 217 191 40 12 231

A C Collins 275 158 147 75 11 222

C Hotchkiss 275 2*6 218 10 11 228
F Olmstead 300 245 214 20 12 234

M. F. Cook, Sec'y.

Shooting Notes From Dayton.
Dayton, O., April 9.—If you want to find the most enthusiastic

sportsmen, men who love a gun next to their wives and babies, men
who will go to a shoot earlier, shoot oftener and stay later, in fact,

who will shoot from dawn till dark, they can be found in the Buckeye
Gun Club, of Dayton, O.
This aggregation of shooting cranks is coming to the front in no

uncertain manner. It not only claims as a member the champion
target shot of the world, Mr. Rollo O. Heikes. but has a 5 or 10-man
team against whom it would be interesting for any like number of
men to rub up against.
The Buckeye has recently leased for shooting purposes a large level

tract of land, adjacent to the city, which is readily accessible by
street car or carriage. Upon these grounds is located a beautiful and
picturesque elm grove, which not only adds variety to the surround-
ings, but furnishes a suitable place for an afternoon's outing for the
families of its members. Its new grounds are very appropriately
called Elm Wood Park. The club is fitting it up with all modern con-
veniences and appointments for trap-shooting. The traps are laid

upon level ground and the targets thrown against a clear sky back-
ground. Bluerock traps with electric pulls are used. The new club
house, a stylish little structure 20ft. by 20Pt., has a spacious veranda
across its entire front, from which the shooting can be viewed. It is

in all a model of convenience and elegance. Other necessary out-
buildings are provided.
Indeed, we feel safe in saying that for beauty of location, for mod-

ern equipment and general convenience, the Buckeye Gun Club has a
shooting ground second to none in the S fate of Ohio.
The Buckeye expects to dedicate its new grounds on April 26 and 27

by a two days' shooting festival, at which it is expected that most of
the shooters from this section of the country will be present. Pro-
grammes will shortly be issued, but if any of your readers should fail

to receive one, we beg to assure them that they will receive a sports-
man's welcome should they favor us with their presence. C. W. R.

The Eureka Gun Club.
The weekly shoot of the Eureka Gun Club on Saturday, April 20,

was well attended. The sky was heavily overcast and in consequence
there was a dull, bad light. A light drizzling rain set in at the com-
mencement of the medal shoot. All the events were at 25 targets,
unknown angles:
No. 1: O'Brien 16, DeWolf 13, Waters 9, Carson 10, Stannard 23,

Bingham 21, Skinner 21, Thacker 4.

No. 2: O'Brien 21, Bingham 20, Willard 21. Skinner 24, Stannard 22,

Carson 11, Maltby 12, Waters 19, Conway 1, DeWolf 18, Goodrich 14,

Thacker 11, Drake 15, Ferguson 18, Bowers 11.

No. 3, medal shoot, class A: Bingham 24, O'Brien 19, Willard 24.

Class B-Goodrich 18, Ferguson 20, DeW0lf 13. Cla?s C—Maltby 15,

Waters 10, Carson 17, Thacker 21. Visitors—Skinner 20, Stannard 23,

Conroy 4, Drake 10, Bowers 9.

No. 4: Bingham 24, O'Brien 19, Willard 20. Ferguson 15, DeWolf 12,

Maltby 10, Carson 17, Thacker 13, Stannard 29, Drake 37.

The weather was so bad that the shooters began to depart. A few
more scores were shot with light entries. B. Waters.

Forester Gun Club.
The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., held its monthly contest

for the club gold medal on Saturday, April 14, on the club grounds
below the coal chutes on the Pennsylvania Railroad. The day was
clear and bright, but the wind strong and troublesome. Each mem-
ber shot at 25 targets from three traps, unknown angles. Below are
the scores:
Wambold 0010033011001101110011110—14
Winans 0101013301011300030033111—15
Smith 1001101011001011111100111—16
Burnett 1111101111103333330333333—22
Hayes 0111001001001110010101111—14
Sinnock 0001111011103010111011111-17
S Fleming uunnj- ''V 222/./ .

!

-i
r

D Fleming 1101000110101111001111011—15
McDonald 0000101010111001100011110—12

1000101001001110010101111—13

Missoula Rod and Gun Club.
Missoula, Mont., April 15.—The regular weekly shoot of the Missoula

Rod and Gun Club took place at the club grounds to-day. The atten d-
ance of shooters was light, although the weather « as more favorable
than any before this season. Bob Rogers, who holds the '93 champion-
ship cup for the State of Montana, demonstrated that he is still able to
hold his own at the traps, by making a clean score, snuffing out 15
singles at known angles. The others of the shooters were hardly up
to their usual work. Scores:
T S Jones 111001000110011— 8 F Comee 110111101011000— 9
W H Mace. 111011101110101—11 W P Brayton. . .010130033300330- 8
O A Searles 133333333000333—12 F P Kern 010001100101011— 7
R Rogers 111111111111111-15 J T Sawaill 111011010110111-11
A Harrity 111110111011101-12 F H Woody 101110111111100-11

Will Cavs, Sec'y,
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Trap-Shooting at Ellicott City.

The big two-days' tournament of the Baltimore Gun Club drew out
a full attendance of the members of the E C. Q. C, who, while they
<lid not participate in the shootine, got a whole lot of points, and
those whose business permitted made the smoke fly Saturday after-

noon, April 10, Eight regular events were run off in great shape at

10 targets each, scores as follows:
J 2 S US 6 7 8 lg SUB 67 8

Jones ....6 7 6 7 8 6 6 9 Dr Fort , 7 9 10 9 9 6 8 8

Talbott 6 6787778 Dr Sykes 7 6 6 7 6 7 6 7

Kfbv ....7 6 6 6 6 7 8 8 Harding 7 6 6 6 7 8 7 6

Ellicott City, Md., April 18.—The third contest for the Democrat
trophy took p'ace on the grounds of the gun club this afternoon. The
contestants were J. O. Jones and S. Hillsinger. Thf>se two men have
been trying to come together for several days, something always pre-

venting until to'day. The score was:
.TO Jones 10111101111001101111001001110-15

S Hillsinger 1001000010110101101011010 —14
The "Big Four" now took a hand at 25 targets for practice:

DrFort 1011111111111111111101111—23

7 O Jones 1010101010101111011110111-16

T Kirbv
""

0110001110111101101011110-16

E A Talbott! 1001100011000111101100011-13

Somehow the boys could not get on to the targets, and goose eggs

were frequent. , „
, ,t . ... _ .

The nest was a short one at 10 targets: Jones 5, Talbott 7, Dr. Fort

8, HilMnger 6, R. Wilson 8. _ . „
The next at 15 targets: Dr. Fort 13, Kirby 10, Jones 9, Wilson 8,

Talbott 8.
p . .

The next at 15 targets for a fine rosewood cleaning rod, presented by

J. Purucker, a prominent gun dealer of Baltimore: Jones 11, Wilson
12. Kirby 10, Hardinge 10, Talbott 11, Dr. Fort 13, Hillsinger 9.

The wind up was at 20 targets: Dr. Fort 18, Kirby 16, Talbott 16

Jones 15, Hillsinger 11, Hardinge 12, Wilson 17. Secretary.

The Pansy Gun Club.

Kingston, N. Y., April 14.—The following scores were made to-day

by members of the Pansy Gun Club. The weather was all that could

be desired, but a strong wind made the shooting somewhat difficult.

No. 1, 5 single bluerocks:
Tan Anden .'. 11110—4 Van Hovenberg 11110—4

Schaffer 01111-4 Smith 11111-5

Hume 11111—5 Van Gaasbeek 11111—5

Styles 10011—3 Kenyon 10111—4

Mver 11111-5
No. 2, 25 singles, known angles:

Van Gaasbeek. lOolllOllllOlOlllOlllllll—18

HMever 0011101111101101101111101—18

CHurne 1111101101101001100011110—16

G Styles""; 10001 lOOOlOOOOOOOllOHOll—11

Smith "" 1100111111111011111111111-22

Van Anden 11111111111101O11011101U—21

Schaffer 11001110110H 010010101111-16

Kenyon 0011101011000111011111011—16

No. 3, 25 bluerocks:
t pphip 1101011111111111101111111-22

B J Carroll "'..... 1010100111111011 110111101—18

ti Meyer 1111111111111011110111101-22

ColC V Hester 0111101011100110111111111—20

J M Schaffer 1110101111000101110101011—16

F Dewey 1110101111100001101011110-15

W C Fan Anden 0011011111101101111101011—18

G Cramer 1111011121111101111111101—21

W Van Slyke 0100100101010101111011001—12

J R Kenyon 1111011100111101111110111—20

C Hume 0101111111101111011110111—20

Wm Weston* 0111101111010111110011011—17
'

J. D. S.

Forest Gun Club.

Philadelphia, Pa., April 17.—Inclosed please find scores of the
regular monthly shoot of the Forest Gun Club' held on their grounds,
Twenty-seventh street and Lehigh avenue, Philadelphia, Saturday
afternoon, April 14:

Mills 54
Henry 50
Erwin 51

Walters 50
Ezrah 58
Morison 52
Rowcraft 52
Donnelly SO

McDaniel 60

Shot At. Killed.
37
37
37
39

35

Baum 57
Fontaine 30
Landis 50
Ware 50
Dr Hancock 45
Newton „ .55
Humphries 45
Mercer 30

Shot At. Killed.
29
12
41
31
21
23
18
15

Wm. Morrison, Sec'y.

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.

Woodlawn, L. ti' April 21.—Gus E. Greiff vs. G. W. Coulston:
G E Greiff 22212212.J*1111«2112—17
GW Coulston 1220220202021.112202—14
Club shoot;

Ties. Ties.GW Coulston 11221—5 2111 J H Dick 10*10-2
CM Meyer 22122-5 2222 S Lohman 11211—5 110WR Smith 12000-2 GE Greiff 11201-4
J N Meyer. , .11221—5 1221 Dan.

Murphy vs. Miller.

Philadelphia. April 16.—The long talked of match between Peter

Murphy of the Neck and F. Miller of Paschalville, both suburbs of this

city, came off to-day on the Gloucester race track at Gloucester City,

N J For a long time before this match both the contestants were
going to kill all their birds, and of course all that would have to be

done at the end of the match would be to toss up a penny to see

which would win, but what a change was there. Miller started the

match with a miss. Murphy his share with a good kill of a straight

driver, and it looked as If Murphy intended to make his threat good as

he killed his first six in good style while Miller only killed two and
then he seemed to lose sight of the birds altogether, missing five

St
Thf match was one of the old-fashioned kind and a kind that no

sportsman likes to see—Rhode Island rules modified, 26yds. rise, one
trap, trap and handle for each other, and of course they were a good
lot of birds, being the best each could find for his opponent.
The race was at 25 pigeons each for $50 a side, and after Miller

missed his nineteenth bird he gave up his race and proposed another.

The scores of the first race were:

Trap Score Type- Copyright tS94 by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Miller 0 11000001001000100 0—5
T 4--V $ 1^N *v S# ^

Murphy 1 11111001010110001 —11

Mr. J. Frank Kleinz. the champion wing shot of Pennsylvania, was
referee and gave satisfaction to all parties.

After the first five birds had been shot at of course there was no
betting on the race as every one could se« that Murphy was in much
the best form, but the betting on the birds was very lively and the
friends of each contestant did all in their power to get the opposing
shooter rattled.

Miller immediately proposed to shoot a race of seven birds for $10,
which was just as promptly accepted by Murphy. This match was to
be shot from two traps, 30yds. rise, 50yds boundry, use both barrels,
gun to be held as the shooter pleased. Miller pulled himself together
and shot a splendid race; in fact they both shot well. Miller killed all

his birds; used his second barrel three times, twice for safety. Mur-
phy only used his second barrel once; he missed his sixth bird. The
scores were:
Miller 1121221—7 Murphy 121110-5
There were about 300 people on the grounds, and another match was

proposed, but it will be a long time before it comes off. H. T.

Rollo Heikes was in Form.
One of the greatest exhibitions of target shooting ever witnessed

was given on Saturday, April 14, by Rollo O. Heikes at Bushwood Park,
the residence of Col. P. G. Sanford, of the Winchester Arms Company,
at Saugatuck, Conn. Mr. Heikes went to Bushwood Park on invitation
of Mr. Sanford, in order to show to a number of his friends the pos-
sibilities of a gun in good hands
Heikps used a new Winchester repeating shotgun, TJ. M. C. smokeless

shells and 3drs. of American wood powder. His first performance was
in shooting at 150 bluerock targets, known angles, of which he broke
146. He then shot at 10 targets, unknown traps, breaking 9; next,
under expert rule, he broke 20 straight; shot at 10 pairs and broke
them all and ended this phenomenal performance by having three traps
sprung simultaneously and breaking the three targets. The total
number shot at was 203, of which he broke 198.

Detailed scores of this wonderful work are here given:
Known angles 1111111111111111111111111

1111111111111011111111111-49
1111111111111011111111111
1111111111111111111111111—49
liiiiiiiiiiimimmiio
1110111111111111111111111—48—148

Unknown traps 1111111011— 9
Expert rules 11111111111111111111—20
10 pairs 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11-20
Triple rise ill— 3—198

Wilmerding Gun Club Monthly.
Wilmerding, Pa., April 13.—Inclosed find scores made at the monthly

shopt of the Wilmerding Gun Club to-day The day was favorable
for shooting, and was taken advantage of by a goodly number of
shooters. The scores were the best made this season.
Crosby 1111111111111011111111111—24
Scott 1)11111110111110111111111—23
Reich 11 1 11 111 1mil 1011111 1010—22
Gilm 1111111111111110111011110—22
John 1011101110111111111011111—21
McEntosh 1301101 1 11 101 11011 0111011—19
DrFix 0111101110110111111100110-19
Bishop 0011111111011100110101111-19
Johnson 1111111011011001101011010—18
Scharrard 0101111011101011100101111—17
Hepting 01 1 1 1 1 111 1001100111100011—17
McElhany 0111001111111100111100100—16
Mackert .0111111110111010011010100—16
Sweepstakes—No. 1, 10 targets; J. Gilm 10, S. S. Bishop 10, Crosby 9,

Johnson 9, F. McEntosh 8, W. Scharrard 8, D. Scott 8, O. Reich 7, W.
John 7, Henderson 7
No. 2, 10 targets: J. Gilm 10, W. John 10, D. Scott 9, W. Scharrard 9,

C. Crosby 8, S. Bishop 8, Johnson 7, F. McEntosh 6.

A. A. Mackert.

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.

Spokane, Wash., April 16.—Editor Forest and stream: Following
are the scores of the Spokane Rod and Gun Club weekly shoot, held
yesterday. The attendance was very small and the scores not very
good. Mason won the A medal for the second time and Morgan the B
medal for the first time:
Medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Class A
Mason IIOI161IIIIOIIHOOII 11 10 10 11 10—22
T Ware 11111111110101001101 11 11 00 10 10—21
Carson .01101101101110100101 10 00 01 10 10—16

Class B.
Morgan 01110111011101000011 01 01 10 11 11—19
Burke ' 01000100000000100110 11 01 01 10 11—12
No. 2, 10 singles: Mason 9, T. Ware 9, Morgan 7, Wilson 5, Duffy 4,

Wise 4.

No, 3, 10 singles: Mason 9, A. Ware 7, Wilson 5, Morgan 5, Duffy 3.

No. 4, 10 singles: Mason 9, Morgan 7, Carson 6, Burke 4, Wilson 8.

J. W. Withers, Sec'y-

Aberdeen Rod and Gun Club.
Aberdeen, Wash.. April 11.—A strong breeze was blowing from the

ocean, making it very unpleasant to shoot, but twelve of the members
went to the club ground and held the fifth regular shoot of the Aber-
deen Rod and Gun Club for the gold medal. Having just received the
new Peoria blackbird, and they flying stronger than the old ones, the
score was not up to the average shoots. Chas. Koehler won the medal
for the third time, making 16 but of 20 birds, Sherman and Sherwood
following with 13 each. Jake Kraber carried off the leather medal,
making 20 straight goose eggs. Following is the score for the medal
shoot, 20 singles, 3 unknown angles:
Pratsch....00111101001000100010— 8 Brauer ... .10000000010111000001—

6

Johnson... 00010100100001100000— 5 Gunn 00010101100000001000— 5
Kraber . . . .00000000000000000000— 0 Hayes 11011000000001000001— 6
Sh»rwood .00011100111111100111—13 NeathVw'ylOlll 11001 1001 110100—12
C Koehler. .11111101111111100101—16 Patterson. .00000010010110111101— 9
Sherman ..11001110101101011101—13 E Koehler. 101110000000011 00000- 6

Chas. Koehler.

Fhilmont Rod and Gun Club.
Inclosed find scores made on April 14 at the monthly shoot of the

Philmont Rod and Gun Club, the conditions being 20 Empire targets,
from 5 traps, unknown angles:
Ames 01 101001 011 1001 10110—11 Powell 11111011001101001111—14
Baker 11111010011101001111—14 G Vander-
Vedder . . . .01100100001000010000— 5 burgh. ...01001111010101111110—13
Howland . .01111101101111011111—16 Spoor 01110110101010110101—12
Ferguson. .00110101101111110011—13 Dingman . .11111000110011100011—12
I Vander- RichardsonOllOOllOllllllllOOOO—13
burgh.. ..01101100010110101100—10 G. Vanderburgh, Rec. Sec.

J&mwer$ to (^QttezyanAqntz.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

J. L. C.—We would be happy to hear something from you or your
friends about salt water fishing experiences.

Old Reader.—Will some correspondent give me through these col-
umns information regarding the Rideau Lakes, near Kingston,
Canada— quality of fishing, accommodations, etc.?

T. H., Jr., Washington, D. C—When is the best time of the year to
fish for black bass with the fly in the Shenandoah and Potomae rivers?
Do black bass rise to the fly in April and May? Ans. We have had
reports of good bass fishing in those waters in April and May, both
with fly and minnow.

S. T. C, Elmwood. Conn.—Which will thrive in the highest tempera-
ture of water, and how high, brook, rainbow or brown trout? Ans.
Rainbow trout will endure the highest temperature. They have been
kept for a short time in water above 80° Fahrenheit, but they thrive in
cooler water, say 60° to 65". Brown trout prefer clear, cold, rapid
streams.

R. S. K.—1. Is a .44-40 Winchester big enough for deer, or what
caliber would you advise me to get? 2. Can I use nitro as well as
black powder in a Winchester repeating shotgun, model of 1893?
Ans. 1. The .44-40 is large enough for short range work. For long
range shooting in the open, however, a rifle burning more powder and
having a flatter trajectory is necessary. 2. Yes.

F. P. V., Greenwood Lake. Ohio.—Have you any knowledge of some
place where I can get the young fry of the ring perch of our reser-
voirs, say about 2in. long, at any rate, large enough to take care of
themselves, by dumping them in the shallow water in the spring
among the lilies and weeds. Would this be tha best way to get a
stock of this kind of fish? Where the black bass exist, if the parent
fish were put into the lake they would be liable to be caught out with
hook and line before the spawning season or the young large enough
to care for themselves, as fishing is let during the entire fishing
season. Ans. We cannot refer you to any one to supply the young
fish; but if you start a few of the old ones there will be a plentiful
stock in a year or two.

A GENTLEMAN'S SMOKE.

I
WE COULD NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY

I

if t>aid double the price. It is the

a choicest Smoking Tobacco that esj

perience can produce or that

\ can buy.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
18 Vesey Street, New York Citv

>tice to Fish<
l am with von again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the qnality, it increases my bnsiness every vear.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfactionLength and weight of the Ply Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.

;
9£ft. 6Joz. : 10ft., 7oz.

;
lOJft., 7Aoz.

;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand

Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8Jft., 9oz • 9ft., lOoz. i9Jft., lloz.
; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot ofHard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 ots. : 60yds.. $1.00: 80vds., $1.10: lOOvda «1 20Any of tbe above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage. ' '
*u~w

'
m' Ui"' *i, -LU

>
j-wvuhm 9*->*v>

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each: 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Baised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60yds.. 48 cts. ; 80yds., 58 cts.

; 100yds., 68 cts. : 150 yds., 78 eta.A special lot of T,rout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage. * '

A special lot oE Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage
All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, Lets. doz.

;
treble, 30 cts. doz. : lour ply 25 cts doz 1 cent extra oer dozen for Dostasre

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts, ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines onBloek, 9 thread, SS'cts., sent by maU Sets. ex?a for postage
P P g

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 13., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
pu^age.

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft 4 cte 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 7 cts. each. Four-plv Leaders 32in. 8ctBSpecial lot of best quahty 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.
; 300ft., 22 eta. : 3 cts. extra for postage.

P 7 ijeaaers
'
*fln" scra -

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. ' ^ s

Open Evenings until 8 o'clock. T VI TUT A T"» £*<mnnn _Saturday Evenings « odocb. J, Jt\ JMLAKSTJEHS, 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y
f
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OUR PARK GAME EXPLORATION.
We announced in our issue of April 14 the Forest and

Stream's enterprise of sending a staff expedition into the

Yellowstone National Park. It was an enterprise with a

purpose. This purpose was actual, definite and import-

ant, and its occasion pressing. It was nothing less than

to make real to the sixty-five million people of this coun-

try and to their agents in Congress the Yellowstone Park

of to-day; to awaken them to the perils which threaten it;

to arouse them to the necessity of immediate action to

rescue it from these perils.

This was the undertaking, and it was one which might
well challenge the enthusiasm and high endeavor of

those to whom it was intrusted. To explore the Park in

winter was an achievement of woodcraft; who shall say

that it was not also a work of patriotism?

The event has proved that the enterprise was well

timed. The course of events has been what we foresaw.

The results of the expedition have been secured at a

moment when they are certain to be of the highest pos-

sible utility.

The first chapter of the report is given to-day. It is a
story of big-game destruction, an illicit, selfish, brutal

raid on the remnant of a rare species—the very choicest,

most highly prized game of the Park. To tell the story,

as it is told by Forest and Stream to-day at first hand,

is to perform a service which rarely comes within the

province of a sportsman's paper. It is an achievement of

journalism, and a worthy achievement because done in

the public interest.

But this recounting of the work of a buffalo butcher is

not the sole end of the Yellowstone Park Game Explora-

tion. To give this dark tale was necessary. But pleas-

anter relations are to come—the story of the winter

enchantments of the wonderland. To demonstrate the

danger which imperils the Park, to show the need of

immediate action, this is only the one result of the ex-

pedition. It yet remains to picture the Park with so

graphic a pen that they who read shall be incited to a

more jealous regard for these priceless possessions and to

providing a more adequate preservation of them.

caught killing elk or beaver, was taken to the Fort, shut

up in the guard house for a few weeks and then set free,

his horses, guns and other property being confiscated.

There was no punishment for an offender.

Whatever may be said of those who invade the Park

—

however bad they may be—they are not fools. It took

them only a few years to realize that the regulations were

a dead letter, that the scarecrow was powerless to harm
them, that however earnest and sincere the officers of the

Government might be in their efforts to protect the treas-

ures that had been given in charge to them, they could do

nothing, for their hands were tied by the inaction

of Congress. When these men fairly realized this,

it was inevitable that they should do just what
Howell did. The great reward which success prom-
ised justified them in taking the small risk of cap-

ture, to be followed by a short confinement, and
in order that, if captured, they might lose little,

they took into the Park the lightest outfit possible.

Howell boasted that his captured property was worth
only $26.75, while if he succeeded in getting his spoils

beyond the reservation lines he stood to make $2,000. He
was perfectly frank about it, and evidently thought it a
fair business risk. He knew as well as any one how en-

tirely powerless his captors were to punish him, and
talked about the matter with a cynical boldness which
showed clearly enough that he was well aware that he
had violated no law—that he had merely infringed a

regulation, which was only a form of words, useful

enough, perhaps, for the purpose of scaring tourists into

good behavior, but hopelessly ineffective actually to ac-

complish anything against a determined man who knows
what his rights are.

Howell was taken to the guard house and confined

there, to be released at some future day and then no
doubt—unless some law shall be enacted for the Park—to

recommence his work of slaughter.

The orders from Washington are that offenders shall be
held and their arrest reported to the Department of the

Interior. But a man in the guard house for a few weeks
must eat, and yet there is no fund from which he can be
supported. He is not a soldier and cannot be rationed,

and so some one must pay his board or he must starve.

So it has often happened in the past that the commanding
officer has had to pay out of his own private pocket for

weeks at a time for the food consumed by the prisoners

that he had taken and was holding by the order of the

Government. Could anything be more absurd?

Owing to the failure of Congress to enact the neces-

sary laws and to provide the necessary moneys for the

administration of the National Park, this great reserva-

tion, this unequaled possession of the people, has been
managed in a way that is contemptible and disgraceful.

With every disposition on the part of the Secretary of

the Interior and the Superintendent to guard and cherish

it as it should be guarded and cherished, it has been
and is still managed in a way that must make each
man who knows what it is and what it ought to be,

blush for Congress, which in the past has been so care-

less of the best interests of the public. Happily there

is now a prospect that the blunders of the past may be
remedied by the bill which is now under consideration.

The fate of this measure will depend on the action of a
conference committee, whose members it is believed

will be Messrs. Vest, Carey and White (of California)

from the Senate, and Messrs. Lacey, Hoar and McRae
from the House.

The account of the capture of Howell, the buffalo

butcher, is given in full on another page and proves a
story of far more than common interest. In the full-

ness of its detail, in the faithfulness with which it pic-

tures the wintry solitudes where the butcher was ply-

ing his bloody trade, and in the statements made by all

who took any part in the capture, the story is complete

and will hold the attention of every reader. It is full

of interest, but in nothing more so than in the empha-
sis which it puts on the lack of law in the National

Park, and it is this point which is the most remarkable
feature of the whole affair.

^ Congress had enacted that the Secretary of the Interior

should make regulations for the protection of the Park,

and such regulations had been published; troops had been
stationed in the Park to enforce these regulations, and
for a time the regulations and the troops acted as a scare-

crow and prevented anything like general violation of

he rules, Every now and then, however, a man was

ture now employed tend to decrease the fish food supply;

and generally to advance the interests of all the commer-
cial fisheries."

RACING PROSPECTS ABROAD AND AT HOME.
There are now on the Atlantic three racing yachts, all

bound from New York to Glasgow, with a good chance

that a fourth will soon follow. On April 19 Dacotah, the

new Herreshoff 10-rater, left on board a steamer fpr the

Clyde, where she will meet half a dozen of her class,

including several new cracks; on April 21 the 90ft.

schooner Lasca sailed, also for Glasgow, for a season in

British waters, with some racing, if any be possible, and
by the time this is read Valkyrie will be under Way in her
wake. If all reports be true, Vigilant is likely to follow

in a few weeks, or in time, if her new owners desire, to

take part in the Clyde regattas early in July.

All of this is very promising for the British season

—

and correspondingly depressing for the sport at home.
On the other side there will be some good racing between
Britannia, Valkyrie, Satanita and very probably Vigilant.

The 20-rating class will also furnish plenty of sport, with
half a dozen new boats. And the effort to beat Dacotah
will keep the 10s busy on the Clyde; while a good season
in small craft is promised in the south.

On this side of the ocean a very different prospect pre-

sents itself; the ^absence of Lasca will be felt in the

schooner class, further weakened by the loss of Volun-
teer; the 90ft. class is likely to muster only Volunteer and
Navahoe. neither Jubilee nor Colonia fitting out; and the
smaller classes, 70, 53, 46, 40, 30 and 21, are practically

extinct so far as racing goes. There is a chance of a
little racing of the 46 or 40-footers, but that is all. Of
new boats, or of live racing classes, there is nothing but
the new limited class of the Larchmont Y. C, and this,

with the racing boats of about 25ft. l.w.L, will have to

provide the most of the racing in the Sound.
Such a sequel as this to the activity of last year is any-

thing but gratifying, and forcibly suggests the necessity

for determining if possible the cause and cure for a state

of depression which is in every way bad for American
yachting. The immediate need, in our opinion, is for

more racing, no matter in what size or type of yachts or
under what conditions, so long as a keen interest in the
sport can be maintained at a cost that is not prohibitive.

The efforts of the leading clubs have always been directed
mainly if not entirely to the maintenance of racing in the
larger sizes of yachts, with what results is now evident.

From present appearances, if there is to be a steady con-
tinuance of yacht racing, with building from year to

year, it must be in sizes which have thus far had little aid
or encouragement from other than the smaller clubs.

COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN UNITE.
An outcome of the coast fishery conference held in this

city last December is the formation of a Commercial
Fisheries Association. The movement has been put
through chiefly by the activity.of Mr. C. H. Augur, of the

American Net and Twine Co. The membership is drawn
from the menhaden fishermen, pound fishermen, fish

dealers, net manufacturers and other allied interests of

the Atlantic coast. The officers are: President, Capt.

Joseph W. Collins, editor of the Fishing Gazette; Secre-

tary, Stephen A. Coombs, of Brooklyn; Treasurer, A. A.
Adams, of the American Net and Twine Co. The objects

of the association are declared to be "to collect from all

portions of the Atlantic coast complete and reliable

statistics, and general information concerning the move-
ments and abundance of the ocean fishes, and to dissemi-

nate such information; to defend the commercial fisher-

ies in every proper way against unjust interference by
those who erroneously assume that the methods of cap*

SNAP SHOTS.

There is in this town a man named Byrnes who keeps
an oyster saloon and restaurant on Sixth avenue near
Forty-sixth street. At this establishment something
over a year ago they were in the way of serving wood-
cock and quail out of season, and they did it so openly
and so vociferously that Game Protector Kidd found not
the slightest difficulty in catching them at it. The Pro-
tector got his evidence and undertook to bring Byrnes to
book by instituting suit through the District Attorney's
office in this county. More than a year has gone by and
the case is yet untried. Dr. Kidd and his witnesses have
been made to dance attendance time and again, only to
be dismissed by the postponement of the case. Now it is

high time that this Byrnes case should be disposed of.

District Attorney Fellows has been known to procrasti-

nate, in years gone by, in the prosecution of close-time
game dealers, and perhaps it would be asking too much
of the New York District Attorney's office to look for
dispatch in such affairs. But what does Byrnes expect
to gain by the delay? If he has a foolish notion that he
can give Dr. Kidd a tired feeling, he would do well to

study up the history of the Delmonico case.

The New York Legislature adjourned last week. It

did not do all that it might have done toward wreck-
ing the game and fish laws, but it went far enough.
It left things in a snarl. The Senate committee has
been authorized to make an inquiry as to what fish and
game legislation may be required, and to report next
February. Now if Gen. Bruce, the president of the
State Association, will instruct his committee on legis-

lation to present the facts to the Senate committee, the
opportunity may prove a valuable one.
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WATCHING THE BRANT GROW BIG.

The raw east wind is shiver-laden. Fine grains of sand
skurrying along the beach rattle into the ghastly open

mouth and out through the ragged bones of the breeze-

dried gurnard. A song sparrow flips for a moment into

a thrummed marsh elder and then falls into the salty

desiccated grass again and hides himself away from a

wind that askews his tail and parts his soft feathers

almost to the place where his cheery song is concealed.

It is not time for him. He helps make spring time but

cannot do it all alone. Wait little one, we give you
credit. A herring gull essays to give life to the March
morning by hovering in low circles over the ruffling

black channel water, and then finds it more in keeping

to stop and merge his color into that of a stranded ice

floe in the distance. The leaden heaven moves slowly

over us, unbroken save for the slanting missiles of sleet

that peck against the cabin window and then bound full

tilt to their grandmother the good old South Bay.

Captain Jack finishing his early cup of hot coffee down
below comes up out of the companion way on deck in his

woolen shirt, hitches up one suspender, runs his hands
through his grizzly unwilling hair, hawks and expec-

torates over the rail. "Golly! Tide runs like a hoss,

don't it?" says he, as a tangle of submerged eel grass

scratches alongside in the swift ebb, andthe bowsprit of the

sloop sidling in the inlet current.bunts a periwinkle shell

out of the hard marsh bank that protected us at anchor
during the night. Captain Jack does not produce much
effect in the landscape about the marshes, because he
looks so much like any natural object—excepting when
becomes to town.- He has stout muscles and a good
heart. 'Tis only his head that fails when he comes in con-

tact with civilization.

The sea air smells. It is growing richer with the ex-

halations from looming flats as the tide shrinks, and with
ozone from the growling, muttering surf on the outer

beach. I, eagerly inhaling, find in distending lungfuls of

it the peace of the infusoria of the flats and the power of

the grand, swinging ocean. Every breath soiled by me
is carried onward and away to the westward and replaced
by a new one. How long, clean east wind, before I am
translucent within? For last night we left the city where
men call air the emanations from percolating swill and
cast-off things, and where the tarnishing atmosphere,
laden with entities of death, reeks in the nostrils and dulls

the eyes of that poor mammal whose brain hangs depend-
ent over figures and fads, amid the walls and corridors
and walls again, that keep from him the sight of this

sweet world. Is any other love like love for nature? Is

any joy like the joy of the sportsman? I have seen the
mother with eyes suffused with tears of love for the
chubby boy in her arms. I have heard the maiden pray
for power to love her lover more. But these loves are un-
certain. The boy grows wicked and brings gray hairs
and tears of sorrow. The lover is better pleased with an-
other. But nature is steadfast. In the city the slinking
street cur brings forth her mongrel whelps beneath the
wharf, not knowing whence shall come the food to turn
to milk, and the pampered pug, bonbon-fed, has not the
strength to propagate her kind. But here all life multi-
plies, and in abundance, and forever.
The bars of sand that divide currents into currents and

that direct the apportionment of bay waters, are shining
yellow here and there, and the white froth rolls up and
blows across them. Hark! From out the west a merry,
flying rabble appears, buffeting the winds, caring naught
for the cold. A rabble of warm birds that on even fine
head down the bay with hurrying wings and outstretched
necks, chanting as they go, and in good company. Hark
to the sound of their voices as they pass. Did ever crowd
of students seem more hilarious? Did ever more careless
thing play easy with the elements? One sings, and then
another. Hear then all throats together. Here a cluck
and there a tremolo, then back and forth the slogan goes
till the disappearing huddle leaves in its wake vibrations
that have softened the winds and set the w aves to tune.
To-night when all is still in the cabin you may hear those
voices of the morning when no birds are near. When you
are at home in the city, a strange, weird music will come
as you sit before the grate fire in the twilight. The chim-
ney winds have caught the cadence of the voices of the
brant, and looking into the gloom of the room you will
see again the moving wings that float adown the ceiling.
'Tis the shadow of vibrations that have come from the
far off bay. No others can hear the sound or see the
motion. 'Tis for you alone, this delight of wandering
impression that comes through miles of shadow, to you
sympathetic.
Upon a narrow sand bar lapped by the receding waves,

Captain Jack and I step out, to be saluted by the jets of
forty clams. We will not forget this recognition on their
part when it is time to return the boat. In the sand bar
there is a sunken box just big enough for me to hide in.
Its edges are level with the surface of the sand, excepting
where the last high tide wanted out some of the sand to
make little wavy ridges with. Captain spades up fresh
sand to hide the box with, and while this is being done I
walk to a higher part of the bar that has not been under
water for three or four tides. The wind has thrown the
light sand into waves and ridges just as the water would
have done it. So wind and water are good chums off on
the Bay. Here is a bunch of old wrack that pulled a
scollop shell from its quiet bed, and came to grief on the
bar. Here is a dried bit of leathery devil's apron that
was torn from an ocean meadow perhaps by some derelict
hull roving in the faintly lighted depths without commis-
sion. Here is a cork that once was young and tender
bark in Spain, growing under the Southern Cross until men
bargained for it with money. Then it perhaps saw one
carousal after traveling to foreign shores, and it will be
buried on this cold bar by shifting sands. Here is a
feather that was shaken from the wing of a goose yester-
day, when I was not as near as this to the goose. All
about in the sand are tracks of plebeian gulls, but here is
something better; here is the patrician track made by the
pretty black foot of a brant.

I lie down flat upon my back in the box. The brant de-
coys are standing all about so naturally that only the
Captain and I would suspect them to be such false things
I am waiting. The box is cold and wet. The spray flies
into my eyes. The surf roars in the distance. One eye

peers over the edge of the box and scans the horizon.

What a jingle of wings was that as a beautiful whistler

and his homely mate passed overhead . They have finished

the preliminary love experience early in the year, and are

now constant and true to each other long before the

spring zephyrs have felted into love the vagarious fancies

of other water fowl. How strange that the male should

be. the most beautiful among almost all living things ex-

cepting the people. And yet the male whistler, superb as

he is, had to seek his mate and go through a lot of non-

sense just as though she were a beautiful girl.

I did not shoot at that pair of whistlers. They would
have made ah excellent stew, with pork and potatoes in

the same pot; but they were so happy with each other

that I allowed them to pass. It makes my mouth water
now to think of them for dinner, but the treason is all in

my stomach and not a bit of it in my heart. Flocks of

brant are moving down the bay in Btraggling bunches or

in even lines. Some oysterman has stirred them up, or

perhaps they think that the eel grass is more tender fur-

ther on, and they will enjoy it until it seems to be not
quite so good as the grass that they left. Few people

know why the brant move back and forth in this way,
but I know just how they feel, because I have many
times camped on one end of a pond and always found the

fishing best away up at the other end, no matter which
end I camped on. Thus the eel grass in the distance is

always green for the brant.

Four brant are coming this way. Are they coming this

way or will they choose some other bar? They are win-
nowing along low over the water and apparently looking
for companions. I throw up one foot to attract their at-

tention. They see it. They slacken speed and "lift" for

a better view. Yes! They see the decoys. Look out now!
On they come and bigger they grow. At first they were
no larger than pigeons, now they are as big as ducks, and
in a moment more they will look as big as rocs, before my
very eyes, and right here with me—all of us active—in a
few cubic feet of the world. They have ability to be else-

where, but they won't use their resources in time. They
will be right here in the midst of the trouble. They call

to the decoys. I answer. How fine and black their shapely
heads and necks. What strong brown wings. They are
coming. Now they swerve to the northward. There they
circle back, showing white flanks as they wheel into line.

They are not coming. They are going toward the middle
of the bay. See that persistent one. He wants to come
to me and the others do not, but that one is so determined
that the others weaken in their good judgment and follow
him. Now they stop fluttering. One sets his wings,
another sets his wings, all four set their wings, and come
slanting down an easy incline of air right toward the de-

coys. Neck and neck, wing and wing, tail and tail, on
they come. Up I jump and breed confusion. "RonJc!"
says one, and down through the smoke he tumbles with a
mighty splash. "Kruk! Kruh!" says another, and then he
makes the spray fly ten feet into the air at the edge of the
bar, and causes the clams to squirt for rods around.
"B-r-ci-n-t! B-r-a-n-t! B-r-r-r-a-n-t!" say the other two,
swishing themselves right up into high air. Yes, brant
they are, and beauties, too.

The March wind is piercing, the box is damp, the flying
sleet rattles on my coat. 1 lie upon my back listening to

the lapping of the waves, the crepitation of shifting sand,
the rustle of the moving tide and the voices of distant
brant and gulls. The cold clouds overhead have no com-
fort in them. My teeth chatter and a tear runs downmy
right cheek. Wet sand sticks to the skin between my
red fingers. One small mouthful of just the right thing
suffices to start in my innermost depths a dull cherry red
glow that gradually diffuses itself in grateful warmth to
the middle of every bone and to the ends of my wet
sandy fingers. Who would object to that, I'd like to
know? Now then for another brant. There comes one
from away up the bay. Is he going or coming? Coming!
No—going! Well, it Tall depends on which end his head
is placed, and I cannot tell from here. He is coming!
Bigger he grows and rounder he appears, and being alone
will seek company. He sees the decoys and comes straight
toward them without regard to the direction of the wind.
Now he stops flying and cjmes tilting along unsteadily
on curved set wings, balancing, sidling, balancing, com-
ing, growing-bigger and bigger as he skims the foamy,
splattering waves without quite touching them. I'll let

him alight. There, now I Right on the bar between me
and the decoys. How trim his outlines are, and how
gracefully he walks for one of the goose family. Why
do those bright dark eyes fail to perceive me? He is

young, as his wing coverts show by their ashy tipped
feathers, and knowing that age is to be respected he puts
confidence in the old decoys, unwilling to believe that I
am terrible. He scoops up a billful of sand here and
there where it looks particularly tempting and asks the
decoys something in a low voice. Now, I must take him
into the box, for other brant will be coming. He jumps
almost like a woodcock as I show him a great jack-in-a-
box, and— Halloa! Right barrel snapped; left one shot a
little under as the wind slanted him to one side. There
he goes as fast as ever he can, away, away, away. I never
saw that brant before in all my life and never shall see
him again.

Out of the west horizon a corps of twenty brant comes
marching along through the ah, as orderly as soldiers. I
throw up a hand to attract their attention. They swerve.
They wanted to come to this bar in the first place, but
they have somewhere seen some one else thrown up a
hand to them, and the old ganders are suspicious. There
are too many eyes in that flock. Some of the younger
birds start toward the bar again and the wary ones
follow. Good judgment don't count among friends. On
they come with a great clamor, some rising, some settling,
some hoarse, some clear voiced, some curving their wings
to sail in, some fluttering and wavering and giving cries
of warning. The whole flock huddles and separates, and
huddles and rises, and wheels to go away. Then they
turn and head for the decoys again, but the old birds
have mounted high enough to peer over into my box and
they cry "Look! Look!" with such vigor that the whole
drove again whirls into a broadside for final departure
nearly twenty rods away. The shot slaps and cracks
against their feathers, but only one bird shells out of the
flock and drops perpendicularly into the water, while the
rest choose a horizontal trajectory. Too many eyes. Too
far away.

It is almost noon. The tide has fallen so far away that
there is no water near the bar, and no more birds will
come until another tide has risen. There is plenty of

humble game within reach for the larder, though. Razor
clams first! The edges of their shells are just on a level

with the soft sand of the flat, but they must be approached
gently, for they are sensitive in the company of strangers,

and the fingers of a hungry enemy will grasp only a little

maelstrom of roily water unless he is careful. I seize one
of the razors, but how hard he pulls! Working him back
and forth rapidly in his hole causes the water to loosen

the sand all about him. and up comes a long, fat fellow,

twisting his white foot in efforts to escape. When we
work a razor back and forth in his hole the sand around
him becomes mushy, according to a definite plan of
nature, which turns the chances immediately against the
clam in favor of the one who ought to have him. It will

not do to be greedy and pull too quickly, for nature has
decreed that in such case the bacteria are to have the nice
separated foot, while man is to content himself with the
pretty shell containing only liver and gHis and other
organic bric-a-brac. It does not take long to gather a
handful of razor clams, but that is not enough, and I

cannot lay them down while gathering more because they
would walk off and poke themselves endwise into the
sand while I was looking the other way. It makes one
feel like a cannibal to eat such lively animals, but if men
are half as good as razor clams, we must be cautious
about criticising the habits of the Sandwich Islanders of

the old school. I cannot lay this handful down, so my
cap must answer for a basket. A fine panful of razors
we finally have on the deck of the sloop. Capt. Jack sets

up serried ranks of them in the dripping pan and puts
small pieces of bacon in odd nooks and corners. When
they are done a delicious steaming morsel lies upon a gap-
ing shell, all ready for a little lump of butter and a plunge
for the good of those chosen ones who know how to catch
razor clams.

We pull the boat up out of the main channel and spear
a few eels. Over miles of this bottom one can strike a
spear blindly into the mud with fair probability of hitting

an eel that has stored himself up for the winter a few
inches- below the surface, and in choice spots two eels

sometimes come up at once in the tines of the spear. It

is taking unfair advantage to spear the half-torpid thing.-,

but they are delectable and that makes a difference.

Then again we can get revenge on behalf of the crabs,

for nothing is more relentless than an eel that has set

out to remove one by one the legs of a confused and most
uncomfortable soft crab. We can spare the denizens of

the bottom many such sights by incarcerating a bucket-
ful of the offenders. When there are eels enough in the
pail we push the boat over quahog ground, and no matter
how hard it blows or how fiercely the sleet drives a lot

of plump quahogs are soon rolling into the scuppers and
wedging themselves into the rake just as our fingers

get warm and dry. We have to be a little cautious in
walking about, because it is a well known fact that the
quahog will turn when trodden upon.
Now for the soft-shelled clams that fired a salute when

we alighted upon their bar in the morning. The shooting
box spade turns them out of their compact moulds in the
sand half a dozen at a time. Tender and luscious they
are, and so corpulent that they cannot draw their necks
into the shell and close the shell at the same time. Just
one thing more and the larder is complete for the day.

We anchor in deep water between the submerged flats

and crack open a quahog, putting a sweet clean piece

upon the hook and casting the line astern. In a minute
the sinker has a convulsion; I give a quick jerk and then
bring up hand over fist a fish as flat as a flounder and
weighing about a pound, made of just the right shape to

fit the bottom of a frying pan and become nicely browned
on both sides when the fins curl up in a crisp. Five or

six flappy floundera are pulled up on deck, and away we
go again to our safe anchorage. Who would ever go
hungry on the Great South Bay? There within a radius

of half a mile we have helped ourselves abundantly to

brant, razor clams, quahogs, soft clams, eels and floun-

ders, and have had such fun in doing it that we want the
man who is prepared for suicide to come down here for

one day's sport before he decides that life is really too

much of a bother. Our hands are cold, our clothes are
wet, especially at vital points. Our noses and ears would
do yeoman service in a summer refrigerator. But the
cabin stove has a red hot lid, and the change to dry
warm woolen clothing with a cup of hot coffee will pny
for a month of discomfort. I am sorry for the man who
does not know how well off he is with his every-day
clothes tn. Robert T. Morkis.

Fox Hunting on First Day.

Lincoln, Neb.—A daily press dispatch' from St. Paul,

Neb., in this morning's paper says: "Frank Adams, of

the Union Pacific bridge gang, was fishing with dynamite
in the river here yesterday when a fuse, which was at-

tached to a piece of dynamite which he held in his hand,
burned too quickly and the charge was exploded before

he could throw it. He was frightfully mangled, one hand
being blown entirely off and the other nearly so, his face

being lacerated terribly and his eyesight destroyed. It is

thought he will live."

This reminds me of my early boyhood days in Ohio,
when my good Quaker parents taught me that if I dis-

obeyed the laws of the land and of God I surely would
meet my punisliment. But one "First Day" morning
when the snow was lying about six inches deep all over
the land, the air soft and balmy—just such a day as one in

which I would like to give reynard a chase—I was on
my way to "First Day" school when I heard the melodi-
ous music of Sounder and Cap and a half dozen of the
lesser lights of the neighborhood across the woods. I

could not stand that so I took the shortest cut for the scene
of the chase. To head them off where I knew they would
cross I started down a long hill as fast as I could run, and
undertook to jump a ravine at the bottom of it. I alighted

on my heel on a snag and broke the small bone in my left

leg. It was some time before I could find any one to send
home for a horse, but finally father came, riding one
horse and leading the old bay mare for me to ride. AH he
said was, "I guess thee won't go fox hunting soon again
on 'First Day.' " 1 didn't, for I hobbled around on crutches,

for four months. But I am inclined to think that if every
one were punished in this State as this man was for dis-

obeying the game and fish laws, hundreds of cripples

would be found here.

We indorse Forest and Stream's plank, "Prohibit the

sale of game at all seasons," E. E.
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"Forest and Stream's" Yellowstone

Park Game Exploration.

THE ACCOUNT OF HOWELL'S CAPTURE.

The First News,

Chicago, Ills.; April 27.—The Forest and Stream
Winter Exploration of the National Park, now just con-
cluded, was a venture singularly fortunate in every
respect. Not devoid of certain hardships, and not free
from possible dangers of more sorts than one, it was
nevertheless brought to a close without illness or accident
to any of the party other than of the most trifling sort, and
from Btart till close progressed with the smoothness and
merriness, if not the ease and indolence, of a summer pic-

nic. Fortune was kind and raised no obstacle too hard
to be overcome. Thus the Forest and Stream may
truthfully say that it is the first and only paper ever to

j

send a staff man through the Park during the winter I

time. Schwatka once made 20 miles of this 200 miles
winter journey in the interests of the New York World.
Overcome by his failing, and perhaps discouraged or dis-

gusted by the amount of unavoidable hard work ahead
(for the only possible method of locomotion in those high,
rough and snowy regions, is by one's own snowshoes), he
allowed his undertaking to come to failure, and returned
to his starting point with no results to show. Since him
one or two other men have gone to the gates of the Park,
looked at the big snow land, and resolved that it was
easier to write about the winter scenery of the Park from
imagination than from fact. The only man ever success- I

ful enough to go through the Park in winter, and intelli-
|

gent enough to make a newspaper account of it, was Mr.
j

Elwood Hofer, whose stories of his two trips, simply and
|

clearly written, appeared in Forest and Stream. Mr. F.

Jay Haynes, the able St. Paul photographer who has done
so much to make public the beauties of this wonderful
region, went through the Park after the collapse of the
Schwatka expedition, but never wrote of it, so far as I

know. His party was lost on Mount Washburn for three
days, and they all came near perishing.
The effort to learn of the winter life of this tremen-

dous and fateful region had hitherto been, let us then say,
severely frowned upon by Fortune. When Forest and
Stream, always rather a favorite of the fickle dame, made
the attempt, Fortune relented, and all became possible
and plain. To this end, Forest and Stream was in the
first place highly fortunate in having Mr. Hofer as a mem-
ber of the party. His guidance, counsel and assistance
constituted the difference between success and failure.

Without him the trip could not have been what it was,
and it is to him, very much more than to its staff repre-
sentative, that this journal is indebted for the success of
the undertaking just completed. What were the obstacles
to be overcome before success could be reached, and what
were the trials, the pleasures and the incidents of the
Avinter journey through the mountains of the Great
Divide, it will be a pleasure to recount later, but the first

duty is to tell at first hand, and exclusively, the story of
the capture of the" man Howell, who was caught in the
act of butchering the Park buffalo. This story, taken
from Forest and Stream's first and exclusive report, has
appeared in various forms and in some inaccurate shapes,
in the press all over the country, and such is the import-
ance of the occurrence that it has driven Congress to an
action delayed years too long. This is undoubtedly the
most dramatic and sensational, as well as the most not-
able and important piece of sporting news which has come
up in recent years. It is news which will be historic. The

ited means at his disposal, to protect the vast tract of land
which lies within the bounds of this peerless reserve of
wilderness. How difficult a task this would be with
many times the troops and many times the money no one
can understand perfectly who does not know the Park,
and who does not know what winter in the mountains

. means. A part of the system of the winter patrol consists
of little details, usually a sergeant and two privates, sta-

tioned at remote parts of the Park. Thus there is a sub-
station of this sort on the east part of the Park, on Soda
Butte Creek; one on the west side, known as Riverside
Station; one twenty miles from the Post, at Norris Basin;
one forty miles from the Post, and near the center of the
Park, at the Lower Geyser or Firehole Basin; and one at
the extreme south end of the Park, known as Shoshone
Station. Communication with these stations can only be
made by snowshoe parties. The winter's supplies arecar-
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ried into the stations by pack trains early in the fall, before
the impassable snows have covered all the trails. Under
such conditions news would naturally travel slowly. Yet
we knew of Howell's capture, some seventy miles from
the Post, the very day he was caught in the act of his

crime, the news coming by telephone from the Lake
Hotel. The Park Association keeps attendants at three
hotels within the upper Park, not counting the one at the
Mammoth Hot Springs (Fort Yellowstone), on the entrance
side of the Park. There is one attendant, or winter
keeper, at the Canon Hotel, one at the Lower Basin Hotel,
and a man and his wife at the Lake Hotel. All these
hotels are connected by telephone with the Post, elsewise

the loneliness and danger of the life of the solitary men
thus cut off from the world through the long months of
an almost Arctic winter would deter even such hardy
spirits from undertaking a service worse than that on a
lighthouse tower at sea. When the telephone line fails to

work, as naturally in such a wintry country of mountain
and forest it often does, old Snowshoe Pete, the line-

man, is sent over the line to locate and repair
the damage. He is the only man allowed to go
alone through the Park in winter, and he has
had some rough and dangerous experiences. When
the soldiers of the out-stations wish to report to the Post
they go to the nearest hotel, perhaps fifteen, perhaps
forty miles, and telephone in, if the telephone happens to

from the Post, and as I was the guest of Capt. Anderson
at the Post, of course I learned the news at once, and at
once put it on the wire for ' Forest and Stream, which
had the information within twelve hours of the capture,
which latter had occurred 2,000 miles away in the rough-
est part of the Rocky Mountains, and four days' journey
from the nearest telegraph station, by the only possible
means of travel. The next day Forest and Stream was
represented in Washington. Within thirty days the
Lacey bill had passed the House. To Forest and Stream,
born under a lucky, as well as an energetic, star, will be
due more than to any other one agency the thanks of the
public for the ultimate preservation of one of the public's
most valuable heritages. No other paper has made the
fight for the Park that this one has, and it deserves the
utmost success which now seems certain to attend it.

When the people finally come to look upon an undivided
National Park, and one tenanted once more with some
specimens at least of its grand though vanishing animals,
they may thank all the men who nobly and fearlessly
worked for that and so carried out the actual will of the
people—they may thank all these friends of intelligence

and justice and public honor and decency; but they will
have only one newspaper on earth to thank, and that one
will be Forest and Stream.

Capt. Anderson's Story.

When Capt. Anderson came in after hearing the news
of this capture, he was positively jubilant through every
inch of his 6ft. 2in. of muscular and military humanity.
He couldn't sit still, he was so glad.

It was some time before I could get from him the story
of the plans leading up to the capture.

"I knew that Howell had been in the Park," said he,
"and had an idea that he was over on Pelican Valley
somewhere. I sent Burgess in after sign once before this

winter, but Burgess broke his axe and had to come back.
I told Burgess this time that I wanted him to come back
this time with a whole axe and a whole prisoner, if

possible. I knew that Howell had come out of the Park
for supplies, not long ago. He came out from Cooke City,
where he hails from. He brought out his toboggan, and
took back a load of supplies with him I knew he must
leave a broad trail, and knew that if Burgess could strike

his trail and follow it into the Park, not out of it, he could
catch him sure. Burgess has been scouting on Pelican, as
directed. He says, by telephone, that he found the trail

early in the morning, and followed it till he found a cache
of six buffalo heads, hung up in the trees. Then he fol-

lowed the trail a good distance till he found Howell's
tepee. While he was there he heard shots. Approaching
carefully, he saw Howell skinning out the head of
one of five buffalo he had just killed. Making a careful
run over the 400yds. of open ground between Howell and
the timber he got the drop on Howell. Burgess had with
him no one whatever but one private, Troike, who was
not armed and who stayed back in the timber. Capt.
Scott, Lieut. Forsyth and party were at the Lake Hotel
not engaged in this scout at all. I must say that Bur-
gess's action has been in every way highly courageous
and commendable, and I shall be glad to commend him
publicly. He made his arrest alone and brought his man
into the Lake Hotel to report for orders. I have ordered
him to bring his prisoner on in to the Post as quickly as
he can. To-morrow I start out a party on snowshoes
from here to bring in all the heads and hides of the
buffalo killed. I have ordered Howell's tepee and sup-
plies burned. His arms and outfit will be confiscated,

and I will sock him just as far and as deep into the
guard-house as I know how when I get him, and he
won't get fat there, either. That is all I can do under
the regulations. I shall report to the Secretary of the
Interior and in due course the Secretary of the Interior

will order me to set the prisoner free. There is no law
governing this Park except the military regulations.

There is no punishment that can be inflicted on this low-
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Howell buffalo slaughter marks an epoch, the turning
point, let us hope, in the long course of a cruelly wasteful
indifference on the part of the United States Government
in the matter of one of the most valuable possessions of
the American people—a possession growing yearly less and
less through this indifference, and which as it has grown
less has increased in value, since when once destroyed, it

can never by any human power be replaced. Had not
Forest and Stream been born under a lucky as well as

an energetic star, it could not have enjoyed the journal-
istic good fortune of having a man right on the spot—and
a most remote and improbable spot, too—to obtain exclu-
sively for its service this most important piece of news.
Now that we are out of the mountains, the first opportu-
nity offers to give the story in accurate detail.

The Telephone Carries It.

Capt. Anderson, the best superintendent the Park ever
had , and one good enough to be retained there for an in-

definite term, is a thoroughly fearless and energetic man,
and disposed to do all t,hg£ lies is his power, with the Mm-

be running. Burgess, the only scout whom the munificent
U. S. Government provides for the protection of this

peerless domain—a domain which any other power on
earth would guard jealously as a treasure vault—makes
scouts from time to time in all directions through the
Park, traveling of course on snowshoes. He may sleep

and get supplies at some one of the out-stations, or of one
of the three winter keepers of the hotels, or it may be
that he will hole up for the night in one of the several
shacks built at certain secluded portions of the mountains
for this purpose; still again, he may have to lie out in the
snow, perhaps without a blanket, perhaps with nothing to

eat. This all depends on circumstances. A poacher's
trail has to be followed hard and sharp, with no let-up

and no returning. It was fortunate for Burgess that he
caught his man within a day's march of the Lake Hotel.
He brought him in to the Lake Hotel that day and at once
telephoned to Capt. Anderson, commanding officer at the
Post, Mammoth Hot Springs. The message was received
at the Post about 9:30 in the evening, Monday, March 12.

This was just before Hofer and I started into the Park
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down fellow. I only wish I had the making of the law
and the devising of the penalty. I'll bet you this man
wouldn't soon go at large if I did have."

Scout Burgess's Story.r

This was Capt. Anderson's story of the plan that led to
the capture, a plan evidently wise and well laid. But
how wide a difference there remained between this plan
and the actual arrest I never knew until I had seen the
Park itself in all its immensity, its impenetrableness, its

forbidding and awful regions of forest, precipiceand crag,
until I had traversed with weary feet some of those end-
less miles of bottomless snow; until I learned how utterly
small, lonely and insignificant a man looks and feels in
the midst of solitude so vast, so boundless, so tremendous
and so appalling. Then I knew that the man Howell was
in his brutal and misguided way a hero in self-reliance,

and that Scout Burgess was also in courage and self-re-

liance a hero, nothing less. Howell, or any like him, I

hate instinctively, but I salute him. To Burgess the
salute will come more eagjly from any man who knows
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the facts and knows what a winter trail in the Rockies
means.

Burgess's story of the capture, as told by himself,

simply and modestly, would make it out no great thing.

This story I heard from Burgess himself at Norris Station,

which point he had reached, coming out with his pris-

oner at the same time the Forest and Stream partymade
it, going in. We spent the night there together.

"I expect probably I was pretty lucky," said he.

"Everything seemed to work in my favor. I got out
early and hit the trail not long after daybreak. After I

had found the cache of heads and the tepee, over on
Astringent Creek, in the Pelican Valley, I heard the
shooting, six shots. The six shots killed five buffalo.

Howell made his killing out in a little valley, and when I

saw him he was about 400yds. away from the cover of the

timber. I knew I had to cross that open space before I

could get him sure. I had no rifle, but only an army
revolver, ,38cal., the new model. You know a revolver

isn't lawfully able to hold the drop on a man as far as a
rifle. I wouldn't have needed to get so close with a rifle

before ordering him to throw up his hands. Howell's rifle

was leaning against a dead buffalo, about 15ft. away from
him. His hat was sort of flapped down over his eyes, and
his head was toward me. He was leaning over, skinning

on the head of one of the buffalo. His dog, though I

didn't know it at first, was curled up under the hindleg of

the dead buffalo. The wind was so the dog didn't smell
me, or that would have settled it. That was lucky, wasn't
it? Howell was going to kill the dog, after I took bim,
because the dog didn't bark at me and warn him. I

wouldn't let him kill it. That's the dog outside—a bob-
tailed, curly, sort of half-shepherd. It can get along on
a snowshoe trail the best of any dog I ever saw, and it

had followed Howell all through the journey, and was his

only companion.
"I thought I could maybe get across without Howell

seeing or hearing me, for the wind was blowing very
hard. So I started over from cover, going as fast as I

could travel. Right square across the way I found a
ditch about 10ft. wide, and you know how hard it is to
make a jump with snowshoes on level ground. I had to
try it, anyhow, and some way I got over. I ran up to
within 15ft. of Howell, between him and his gun, before
I called to him to throw up his hands, and that was the
first he knew of any one but him being anywhere in that
country. He kind of stopped and stood stupid like, and I

told him to drop his knife. He did that and then I called
Troike, and we got ready to come on over to the hotel. It

was so late by the time I found Howell—you see he was
a long way from his cache or his camp—that we didn't
stop to open up any of the dead buffalo. We tried to
bring in some heads, but we found we couldn't, so we left

them.
"Howell had been in camp over there for a long time.

I only found 6 heads cached. He wrapped them up in
gunny sacks and then hoisted them up in trees so the
wolves couldn't get at them. He had a block and tackle,
so that he could ran a heavy head up into a tree without
much trouble. He was fixed for business.
"Howell said to me that if he had seen me first, I 'would

never have taken him.' I asked him why, and he said,
'Oh, I'd have got on my shoes and run away, of course.'
I don't know what he meant by that, but he;d have been
in bad shape if he had, unless he had taken his rifle along,
for I had already found his camp."

Howell's Story.

Howell was, we found, a most picturesquely ragged,
dirty and unkempt looking citizen. His beard had been
scissored off. His hair hung low on his neck, curling up
like a drake's tail. His eye was blue, his complexion
florid. In height he seemed about 5ft. lOin. His shoul-
ders were broad, but sloping. His neck stooped forward.
His carriage was slouchy, loose-jointed and stooping, but
he seemed a powerful fellow. Thick, protuding lips and
large teeth completed the unfavorable cast of an exterior
by no means prepossessing. He was dressed in outer cov-
ering of dirty, greasy overalls and jumper. He had no
shoes, and he had only a thin and worthless pair of socks.
He wrapped his feet and legs up in gunny sacking, and
put his feet when snowshoeing into a pair of meal sacks
he had nailed on to the middle of his snowshoes. The
whole bundle he tied with thongs. His snowshoes (skis)
were a curiosity. They were 12ft. long, narrow, made of
pine (or spruce), Howell himself being the builder of them.
The front of one had its curve supplemented by a bit of
board, wired on. All sorts of curves existed in the bot-
toms of the shoes. He had them heavily covered with
resin to keep the snow from sticking to them. To cap
the climax he had broken one shoe while in the Park—

a

mishap often very serious indeed, as one must have two
shoes to walk with, and elsewise cannot walk at all.
With the ready resources of a perfect woodsman, Howell
took his axe, went to a fir tree, hewed out a three-corn-
ered splice about 5ft. long, nailed it fast to the bottom of
his broken shoe, picked out some piecps of resin, coated
the shoe well with it, and went on his way as well as
ever. He said he could travel as far in a day on those
shoes as any man in the party could with any other pair,
and I presume that is true. Moreover, Howell pulled a
toboggan behind him all the way from Cooke City with a
load of ISOlbs. None of us could pull a toboggan behind
skis, and we would not wear web shoes. Howell's
toboggan was 10ft. long, and had wide runners, like skis.
He said a flat-bottomed Canadian model toboggan was no
good, as it pulled too heavy.
At the Cafion Hotel Howell ate twenty-four pancakes

for breakfast. He seemed to enjoy the square meals of
captivity. At Norris he was always last at table. He was
very chipper and gay, and willing to talk to the officers,
Capt. Scott and Lieut, Forsyth, on about any subject that
came up, though the officers mostly looked over his head
while he was talking. He was apparently little concerned
about his capture, saying, as I have already mentioned,
that he stood to make $2,000, and could only lose $26.75.
He^knew he could not be punished, and was only anxious
lest he should be detained until after the spring sheep
shearing in Arizona. He is an expert sheep Bhearer,
sometimes making $10 and $15 a day. He has money
always, and was not driven to poaching by want or
hunger.

"Yes," Howell said, in reply to our questions, "I'm
going to take a little walk up to the Post, but I don't
think 111 be there long. About my plans? Well I
haven't arranged any plans yet for the future. I may go
back into thp Park again, later on. and I may not. No I

will not say who it was contracted to buy the heads of

me. I had been camped over on Pelican since September.
It was pretty rough, of course. If you don't think it's a
hard trail from Cooke City to Pelican Valley, you just try

pulling a toboggan over Specimen Ridge.
"If I'd seen Burgess first, he'd never had arrested me.

I'd have got away from him. It was so windy and
stormy, I never heard him till he got right up against me
and hollered for me to put up my hands. He was sort of

blowin', and was nervous like. I see I was subjec' to the

drop, so I let go my knife and came along."

Private Larsen's Story.

Larsen, one of the men Capt. Anderson sent in with
our party, talked with Howell later in the day, when
most of us were away, and Howell was freer with him.
Larsen says that Howell told him he had been camped
in the Park since September and that at first he had a
partner, a man by name of Noble, but that they had a
falling out and he run Noble out of the camp. Noble
went out at the south end of the Park, not going back to

Cooke City. Howell said there was nothing in being
arrested , they couldn't d o anything to him. Howell also said

he ' 'supposed them fellers would want to get a photo-
graph of him in the morning, but he wasn't going to let

them." (Nevertheless, one had already been made of him
and in the morning I got a shot at him without his con-
sent, while he was stooping over and fastening his shoes.

He tried to spoil the picture by rising and coming toward
me. He had told me previously that he would not have
any pictures taken and I was sorry to be so impolite
about it. Capt. Scott, who had at that time gone on
down the trail with Lieut. Forsyth, had said to me that

if I preferred it he would give me the privilege of photo-
graphing Howell standing on his head. On the whole I

believe that would have been nicer, if Howell could have
been induced to look pleasant. The negative is not yet
developed, but my impression is that he wasn't looking
so very pleasant over the surreptitious Forest and
Stream shot at him.)

The Butcher's Work.
The party sent out by Capt. Anderson to bring in the

heads and hides of the slaughtered buffalo consisted of
Sergt. Kellner and two privates. They passed the in-

coming party between Norris and the Canon, and pushed
on down at a hot pace to the remote corner of the Park
where the butchery took place. The second day out from
Norris found them near the spot, but it was two days
later before the animals were found, a fall of snow having
covered them up, and Troike, the private who was with
Burgess at the capture, having lost his head entirely
about the localities. If it was so hard a spot to locate
among the interminable mountains, even after a man had
been there but a few days before, how much harder must
it be to locate a poacher whose whereabouts is not known
at all, but who has the whole great winter wilderness of
the Park to surround him and his doings? The only won-
der is that arrests can be made at all,where the country is

so great and so difficult, and the special police of the Park
limited to just one scout. The need of more scouts is too
apparent to require comment.
When finally the butcher's work had been found again,

it was learned that most of the robes and some of the
heads were ruined for lack of proper care, Howell having
been stopped too early in his work for this. The scene of
the butchery was a sad sight enough for any one. who has
the least thoughtfulness in his make-up. The great ani-
mals lay slaughtered in the deep snow in which they had
wallowed and plunged in their efforts to escape. To run
up to tbem on the skis and to shoot them down one by
one—only six shots to kill the five buffalo outright—was
the work of the clumsiest butcher. In the snow these ani-
mals are absolutely defenseless. Howell could have killed
more of the band, if there had been more, and he would
not have stopped had there been more to kill. As I shall
show later, I think he had killed far more than the eleven
head discovered. I think his partner, Noble, left the
camp of his own free will, and took out a load of heads
at the lower end of the Park. I do not consider it im-
possible, from news I had after I left the Park, that
Howell took out some heads with him when he went out
to Cooke City after supplies. As Forest and Stream has
said, he was killing cows and calves in this last killing.
He had been in camp since September, and he was killing
cows and calves. I cannot evade the belief that hewould
kill any buffalo he could get to. He could prepare and
hang up a good many in five months.
The heads and the available robes were brought first

into the Lake Hotel. Capt. Anderson sent another party
over the long trail from the Post, and the spoils were
finally received at the Post the first week of April. The
capture of Howell had required two trips by Burgess,
aggregating 250 to 300 miles, one trip by the first detail of
three men, nearly 150 miles, and a final trip of a little less
than the latter distance by the detail who carried in the
plunder. The heavy heads and hides all had to be packed
in on the backs of the men. Every foot of the way had
to be traveled on snowshoes. No men but just these hardy
ones could do this work. For a time the Park had more
men in it than it ever had in winter time before. The stir
was all over this miserable specimen of humanity who
was heartless enough to kill all he could of the few remain-
ing buffalo left alive on earth to-day. These bare words
convey no idea whatever of the hardships and dangers
incurred in the winter patrolling of the Park. To criti-
cise the military, or to say that Capt. Anderson should
have caught the fellow sooner, is to display a total ignor-
ance of the conditions, and to be absurdly unjust as well
as ignorant. For such ignorance and injustice we must
look first in just the quarters where it should not exist.
Nowhere can we find an ignorance and indifference on
this subject equal to that which has so long existed in the
halls of Congress. It is time the change should come.

No Penalty.

Let us remember, then, first, that Howell was killing
cows and yearlings; second, that the few buffalo left are
helpless when pursued in the snow; third, that for a
crime of this sort Congress provides no peiialty! As this
is written the word comes that the Secretary of the In-
terior has ordered the release of Howell from custody.
On this old basis he can now go into the Park again and

tain a punishment, prompt, adequate and just. Kill a
Government mule and try what the U. S. Government
will do to you. Yet a mule can be replaced, A buffalo
cannot be replaced. This is the end. But kill a Govern-
ment buffalo, and what does the U. S. Government do?
Nothing! Absolutely nothing! This is the old basis. Let
us sincerely hope that the new basis will come soon and
that it will be widely different. Gentlemen of Congress
can surely only need to have the matter called to their at-

tention, and this has been done in the various measures
this year submitted by the members who know the facts.

In a later article I shall advance the facts on which I

base the firm belief that half the buffalo of the Park have
been killed, and that not over 200 now remain alive. The
Howell killing above described has been only a part of the
total. Nineteen head were killed by Indians southeast of
the Park last fall. Seven heads were offered to a Bozeman
taxidermist for sale (not of these 19 heads) from Idaho
this winter. We found what we supposed to be 6 or 8
dead buffalo in the Hayden Valley. I have track of sev-
eral other heads that have this year appeared in Montana
towns. No one knows how many heads have been quietly
bought by Sheard or another Livingston taxidermist.
Certain it is, that the traceable total of buffalo killed this

year in the Park is alarmingly, appallingly large. There
are not very many more now left to kill.

The Snowshoe Trail.

The method of work in scouting for a poacher is simple
if arduous. The scout must know the country and the
course likely to be taken in the Park. He circles to cut
the trail of the man he wants. The snowshoes leave a
deep, plain trail on any ordinary snow (except crust), and
this will remain for weeks. Even if covered by later
snow, the trail will eventually become evident again.
The trail packs the snow under the line of the shoes. In
the spring when the snow begins to melt, a snowshoe
trail will not melt and sink, but will show up in the form
of a little ridge above the level of the snow, the other
snow melting and sinking below it. The poacher can get in
in no possible way but on snowshoes, and he cannot travel
without leaving a trail which for the rest of the season
will endure, though part of the time it may be invisible
under new snow.

A Plucky Scout.

I can not leave this description of the Howell capture
without mentioning one fact showing the indomitable
grit of the scout Burgess who brought Howell in. We
were all looking out over the trail when Burgess and his
prisoner came in sight. Howell, of course, was ahead,
but we noticed that Burgess was limping very badly.
How he was able to travel at all was a wonder. When
he got in by the fire he said nothing, but took off his
heavy socks, showing a foot on which the great toe was
inflamed and swollen to four times its natural size. The
whole limb above was swollen and sore, with red streaks
of inflammation extending up to the thigh. How the
man ever walked I can not see. I noticed that Burgess
had lost the two toes next to the great toe, and that the
scar of the cut ran half way through the great toe. He
told me, quietly, that the Crow Indians did that for him.
They made him put his foot on a log, and amused them-
selves by cutting off his toes, taking two off clean and
nearly cutting off the great toe. Since then the circula-
tion had been bad in that member, and he had frozen it

more than once. It had been frozen again on this trip,

and was now in bad shape. Yet in spite of this injury,
which would have disabled most men, Burgess passed the
evening calmly playing whist, and the following morning
again took the trail, making the twenty miles to the P.>st
before evening, and delivering his prisoner safely. The
post surgeon, Dr. Gandy, after making examination of
Burgess's foot, at once amputated the great toe, thus
finishing what the Indians had less skillfully begun some
years before. E. Hough.

909 Skoubity Buhding, Chicago.

RAMBLING IN WYOMING.
[Concluded from page S5U-]

When Yellowstone Park was reached all guns were
sealed and all fresh uncooked meat was taken from us
before we were allowed to proceed. A spool of Uncle
Sam's proverbial red tape was produced, several turns of
which were passed around the stock and lever of each
gun and securely tied, the knot being sealed and stamped.
To use the gun without disturbing this seal was impos-
sible. The seals were carefully examined at every
military station we passed, and had any been found
broken the gun would have been confiscated. The Park
is of great interest to every hunter; it is a vast breeding
ground for large numbers of deer and elk, and some 600
buffalo; thus the outlying country is continuously stocked
and hunting will always be good.

It is entirely mountainous and densely timbered with
pine and spruce; its mountains are not rough and precip-
itous, and but for the timber, traveling in any direction
would be easy; so dense are the woodlands and so exten-
sive and impassable are the "windfalls" that one finds it

very difficult to travel even on horseback
The Government has obviated this difficulty by build-

ing good roads throughout the Park; they are broad, of
easy grade, and well kept. Every point of interest can
be reached on these beautiful highways.
Fifteen miles north of Snake River station we reached

Lewis Lake, the source of the Lewis Fork of Snake River,
where were found a camp of twenty men building a
Government road from West Thumb, on Yellowstone
Lake, to the Park's southern limits, a distance of twenty-
five miles.
Lewis Lake is a splendid body of water, nearly round,

covering about four square miles, surrounded by a dense
forest growing to its very edge and vieing with the
famous Blue Lakes of California in the blueness of its

waters.
Ten miles northward Yellowstone Lake was sighted, a

body of water fifteen by twenty miles, much resembling
the human hand in shape, and about 8,000ft. above the
sea level. It is the largest body of water in America at
such an altitude.

The point touched was an arm of the lake called "The
Thumb." The hotel syndicate had erected here a large
tent in which was a restaurant and sleeping apartments

kill more buffalo, and have another hunt made after him \ for the accommodation of travelers. Here was seen the
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the amusing spectacle was presented of the timid tourist

viewing at close range a harmless looking hot spring with
his carefully-adjusted opera glasses and seeming fearful
lest at any moment it might "bust."
The borders of the lake contain numerous hot springs,

the temperature of whose waters ranges from 180 to 190°;

several of these springs and paint-pots are located at

"The Thumb;" some have an intermittent overflow, their

contents rising and falling like the bosom of a sleeping
giant. Many of the springs are in the edge of the lake,
the disturbance of the water indicating their presence.
Within a few feet of the lake's edge is an immense hot
spring 20ft. in diameter; its waters are placid but very
hot; and its perpendicular walls are covered with sulphate
of copper, giving to its contents a beautiful blue color and
yet not marring i's crystal clearness. Stepping to its

edge and looking down one can see to the appalling depth
of 60ft. and yet fail to see the bottom hid in its azure
depths.

Four or five hundred feet from the edge of the lake is

one of the most famous paint pot basins in the Park; by
many it is considered the prettiest to be seen. This paint
pot is a flat basin 50ft. in diameter, its edges being slightly

raised and containing a seething mass of finely colored
clay. Each boiling point is surrounded by a series of zones
of many colors from cream white to red; every hue of the
rainbow can be seen, the most attractive tints being the
pink, red and pale blue.

Yellowstone Lake, as do most of the streams in the
Park, contains speckled trout, and the reputation
of the Park as a fine fishing ground is world-
wide; but he who has not cast a fly in the famous waters
of Kern River, California, or stood on the banks of the
lovely, peaceful Ten Sleep and the joyous Paint Rock in
the Big Horn Mountains, knows little of the pleasures of
trout fishing. Fish in the lake are not plentiful and are
nearly all diseased; split open the flesh along the spine and
you find it infested by myriads of small worms. With
the exception of a few of these parasites attached just
behind the forward fins the fish appears healthy. The
diseased condition of these fish may perhaps be accounted
for by the presence in the water of large quantities of
alum, lime, sulphur and copper.
Nineteen miles from the Thumb in a westerly direction

lies the Upper Geyser Basin, and thither we proceeded,
traveling over the beautiful highway recently constructed
by the Government. Three miles this side of the Basin
is to be seen the prettiest geyser in the Park, the Lone
Star. The [ cone of this geyser is 12ft. across the base,
tapering gradually toward the summit, which is 8ft.

across. In the center of this cone's summit is the crater,
an irregular oblong opening 2 by 3ft., and from which
there issues every half hour a column of hot steam and
water to a height of 60ft., the eruptions being accom-
panied by tremendous hissing, thundering sounds, which
are heard at a great distance. The beauty of this geyser
is in its attractive cone, bearing stripes of brown, yellow,
lavender and red, and being thickly covered from sum-
mit to base with a variety of beautiful pearl-like beads.
A short distance from this geyser runs the pretty stream

called Firehole River. In it Mr. Broder caught a number
of the famous Loch Leven trout imported from Scotland.
Tbese fish deserve more than a passing mention. Their
average length is 6 to 7in. The belly is a light gray, and
the sides are dotted by a number of bright carmine spots
upon a greenish background, each spot being encircled
by a distinct zone of delicate blue, while the back of the
fish is marked^by^a number of dark wavy lines, strongly
resembling those seen in a "stub and twist" shotgun bar-
rel. Holding the fish in the hand and occasionally
changing its position, a number of rich colors are given;
now it appears covered with a sheen of silver, then
green; a slight change of position and it is all carmine or
blue.

The Upper Geyser Basin has an area of three or four
square miles and is drained by Firehole River. A large
hotel provides accommodations for tourists. This basin
contains twenty-six geysers and about 400 hot springs.
Within this narrow domain are the grandest and mighti-
est geysers in the world.
Here are seen hundreds of pools of scalding water,

whose varied tints of color, immense size and appalling
depth make them universal wonders.
The Basin* is almost devoid of vegetation; clouds of

white vapor hang like a canopy above it; upon every hand
columns of hissing steam shoot upward; the air is filled

with sulphurous fumes; the earth trembles and is filled

with weird, awful sounds. It is a realization of Dante's
Inferno.
The moBt popular and one of the most remarkable gey-

sers is Old Faithful. Once every sixty-five minutes,
year after year, with unvarying regularity, this remark-
able curiosity gives a free exhibition to all who lend their
presence. About five tninqtes preceding an eruption a,

tremendous rumbling is heard, a quantity of water is

thrown out and the geyser shows signs of great agita-
tion; all seems quiet for a time. Suddenly, with the
shock of a cannon, a column of water two feet in diame-
ter is thrown to a height of 150ft., where it remains
stationary for five minutes. A geyser is due to the
presence of a large steam chamber at a considerable dis-
tance beneath the surface of the ground, whose outlet
passes through a body of water; the steam accumulates
in the chamber until its pressure is sufficient to force out
the water.
Some other remarkable geysers of the Upper Basin are

the Beehive, Giantess and Giant. The Giant plays every
six days at intervals of two hours, its eruptions reach-
ing a height of 250ft.

Lower Geyser Basin, eight miles away, was the next
point of interest. We passed numerous hot springs and
geysers, the most noteworthy being Excelsior. This gey-
ser was discovered in 1871, but it was not until 1881 that
it was found to be the powerful geyser that it is. Its
crater is 400ft. long by 200ft. wide and filled with water
of a deep blue color in a state of great agitation. The
eruptions occur once every five to eight years, at inter-
vals of one to two hours, during which water enough is

thrown out to raise Firehole River several inches; columns
of water are thrown 250ft. high and tons of rock are
hurled into the air, some pieces falling 500ft. from the
crater. Lower Geyser Basin is a large valley of thirty or
forty square miles and containing over six hundred hot
springs and seventeen geysers. They do not compare in
size and interest to many of those already described.
The Yellowstone Park Association have erected a fine

hotel here. Eighteen miles northeast we entered Norris

Geyser Basin, occupying an area of six square miles and
containing numerous hot springs and geysers that bear
trifling interest to one who has visited the upper basin.
From Norris Basin a side trip of 11 miles almost due

east was taken to see the great falls and grand cation of
the Yellowstone, and though the journey was made in a
storm of snow, rain and wind, each felt greatly compen-
sated for his trouble. The falls are 18 miles below Yel-
lowstone Lake. Here the Yellowstone, a stream the size

of Big Kern River, plunges into a canon 7 miles long and
1,500 to 2,000ft. deep. The river suddenly contracts from
a width of 200ft. to 75ft., and makes an awful leap of

360ft. The solid sheet of wa,ter as it pours over the preci-

pice bears a beautiful green color that is soon displaced by
one of snowy whiteness as the mass in its descent breaks
into fine spray, which, striking upon the boulders beneath,
rises in fine mist high against the majestic walls of the
canon, where it condenses and returns in innumerable sil-

very streams. Beautiful and grand is the canon below the
falls, and upon this occasion it was seen under the most
charming conditions. A light snow had just fallen and the
highly colored walls were dappled with pure white, while
far, far below ran the beautiful Yellowstone, now seeming
but a tiny silvery ribbon and not the great river which a
moment before rushed so madly over the precipice.

To the Californian the weather was now quite cold, the
ground being covered with 4 to 6in. of snow. We began
casting about for a more congenial climate; visions of

sunny California ro=<e up before us, and we determined to

bid adieu to the Park.
A journey of 30 miles brought us to a small town called

Cinnabar just outside of the northern boundary of the
Park, it being the terminus of the Park branch of the
Northern Pacific Railroad. And when near this point we
effected a sale of our outfit, save personal effects, at a
price slightly above cost, our joy knew no bounds. Four
or five days' travel by rail brought us home, having made
the entire journey in 90 days, 800 miles of which was
accomplished on horseback. T. J, Patterson.

"THE BIRDS OF ONTARIO."
In the recent bibliography of NorthAmerican ornithology

few local lists have more importance or are morefrequently
quoted than those of Mr. Mcll wraith, of Hamilton, whose
last contribution, "The Birds of Ontario," has just been
published, brought up to date.

It was in 1860 that the author published his list of the
birds of Hamilton, which half a dozen years later was
printed in the "Bulletin of the Essex Institute," and then
included 241 species. The list attracted much attention,

and was at once valued at its true worth. As time went on
the field of Mr. Mcllwraith's observations was broadened,
and in 1885 he read before the Hamilton Literary and
Scientific Association an extended paper on the birds of
Ontario, and this paper was published in book form the
following year under the auspices of the Hamilton Asso-
ciation. The original volume was modest enough, but
ornithologists were quick to recognize that it was full of
valuable information. It has been long out of print, and
to those who do not possess a copy is accessible only in

libraries.

It is interesting to observe the growth of this list from
its first modest beginning, covering the avifauna of a
single town, to its present proportions—a book of more
than 400 pages, covering the area of a great Province.
The recent announcement that a new edition of this

useful work would soon appear was received with satis-

faction by all ornithologists and collectors, and it is grati-

fying now to have the volume before us from the press of
Wm. Briggs, of Toronto, Can.
The region where Mr. Mcllwraith has conducted his in-

vestigations is on many accounts a most interesting one,
for here species of the far north sojourn in winter,
while many southern birds breed there in summer or
occur as stragglers far away from their real homes. It

possesses in a peculiar degree advantages for birds of the
north and of the south at their proper seasons. We can
well understand, therefore, that so keen an observer as

Mr. Mcllwraith, whose observations have been extended
over many years, would give us a most interesting list of

birds as well as one much larger than was to be expected.
This we find to be the case; no less than 317 species being
enumerated in this handsome volume of 426 pages.
Each species mentioned is described briefly but charac-

teristically, its habitat is given, and the position and
material of its nest, together with the number of eggs and
their color. Then follow the author's notes on the spe-

cies, sometimes brief, but at others extended through a
length of three or four pages.
The classification and nomenclature used are of course

the most modern, and correspond with the A. O. U. check
list of North American birds. The notes on the different

species are, as was to be expected, of very great interest,

and will be read by every one who is interested in birds.

Many surprises will await the reader of these pages.

Species like Cory's bittern, the black rail, the ruff, Rich-
ardson's grouse, rock ptarmigan, Aiidubon's caracara and
the summer tanager seem quite out of place in Ontario,

and some of these records greatly extend the limits of par-

ticular species. On the authority of a less experienced
observer than Mr. Mcllwraith we should hardly credit

the occurrence of a form of the blue grouse from the
neighborhood of the Sault Ste. Marie.
A very important though small fraction of the book is

its introduction. The four or five pages which treat of

our birds and their habits are very interestingly written

and are full of suggestion to the student. The subsequent
pages on collecting and preparing specimens and nests and
eggs are also extremely interesting and cannot fail to be
most useful.

The volume is quite fully illustrated, many of the en-
gravings being drawn by Mr. E. E. Thompson, while some
are from ornithological works with which we are all

familiar. There is at the end of the volume a glossary of

technical terms used in the description, together with a
good index.
The volume has distinctly been brought down to date

and contains the results of many observations on different

species of birds from all parts of the country. Among the
works especially to be mentioned are Mr. E. E. Thompson's
"Birds of Manitoba," Mr. E. W. Nelson's "Observations on
Birds of Alaska," Dr. Fischer's "Hawks and Owls of the

United States in Relation to Agriculture," Capt. Bendire's
"Life Histories of North American Birds." Mr. Davies's
"Nests and Eggs of North American Birds," and Mr.
Chamberlain's "Catalogue of Canadian Birds." All these
works are spol< en of in his preface by the author. On the
whole, it may be said that Mr. Mcllwraith has given us a
volume of northern birds which is of great value.

JAGUARS AND DOGS.
(See "Jaguars in Honduras " in issue of April 7.)

Jaguars are not really such bad neighbors as they
might be; in fact, I am "inclined to think that they are
generally rather friendly, although one will sometimes act
rather unpleasantly. As, for instance, when one lit on the
back of one of our Waika lads as he was passing, with
head bent low, beneath the branches which overhung the
trail of the warees that he was hunting.
Jaguars—tigers they are called in tropical America

—

have a warm appreciation of the virtues of dogs; a,nd if

these had not keen noses, tongues ever ready to loudly
voice objections to the near approach of the big felines,
and wholesome respect for the sharp claws of their lithe

foes, many if not most of the dogs of Central and South
America would find snug quarters inside of the spotted
skins. The dogs would not be safe even in the towns, for
the tigers, like the mountain lions, travel far in a night,
and do not greatly fear the near neighborhood of man.
He who was once Governor of a department of Hondu-

ras told me this story of an experience a dog of his had
with a jaguar, as evidence that a tiger prefers dog to
man:
"I left my canoe one day, when making a trip up the

Rio Tinto, to cut across a narrow point while the crew
paddled around the long bend, for a norther was blowing
fresh and sitting in the pitpan was cold work. The trail

across the point was pretty good, although it was walled
by gamelote and by needle palms and other bushes much
of the way."
The needle palms (Bactris major) are covered from root

to extreme tip of midrib of every leaf by slender black
thorns, their points as sharp as any needle. These enter
the skin with perfect easo and break off quite as easily,
therefore are things to be avoided. And gamelote is a grass
which grows to a height of 6 to 8ft. , so densely that iguanas
often scurry away on the tops of the bending leaves and
stalks. No man can make his way through a patch of this
grass without cutting a path; but the, thick-skinned tapir
crushes through to his bath, and peccaries, tigers, pumas
and other beasts of the forest follow the way thus opened,
until in time it becomes worn into an established road
which is only a leafy tunnel.
"A tiger suddenly jumped out of the grass into the trail

before me," the Governor continued. "My heart struck
the nails in my shoes, for the only deadly weapon nearer
than the canoe was the penknife in my pocket.
" 'It's all up with you this time, my friend,' said I to

myself. But I needn't have been scared, for when she
jumped, as she did before I could say 'scat' to her, she
merely brushed against my leg hard enough nearly to
knock me down, and lit on my dog like a hawk on a June-
bug. He gave just one little yelp as she swept on into the
grass on the other side of the trail.

"I just tore along that trail back to the canoe—I knew
that I would find it where I left it, and that the crew
would be smoking, if they were not asleep. You may bet
your life that I said things to myself about myself as I

went, for being fool enough to go into the bush without
gun or pistol, or even a machete to defend myself with.

"I got my revolver and went back with one of my In-
dians. The Paya stopped before we reached the place
where the tiger had jumped the dog.
" 'Tigre there,' said he, pointing to a big ceiba.

"We sneaked through the bushes perhaps thirty feet,

then the Paya stopped and pointed ahead. There that
tiger was, stretched on the ground, with her forepaws
resting on the dog, growling to herself.

"Well, she never knew what hit her. She scarcely
kicked once, but the .44 tore the skin on her head pretty
badly." E. W. Perry.

The Baby Caribou on the Stage.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Last summer the Forest and Stream published an

account of the baby caribou which I had found and had
taken home and given into the maternal charge of a cow,
which had lost her calf. The little fellow sucked for a
fortnight, until it got so strong and showed the caribou
nature and pawed the cow's bag with his fore feet, that
they feared it might get injured when striking so hard,
as the cow would look surprised.

He drank the milk of the cow all summer and was as

healthy and happy as any of the domestic animals.
In the autumn I started from Maine for Boston with the

little caribou. It stood the journey well and met with
friends everywhere on the way. I only feared they
would kill it with kindness. Children especially were
delighted with it.

Mr. Crabtree, of the Park Theater, Boston, had been writ-

ing for it to appear on the stage in the play called

"Venus." The little fellow went through his part well,

and for his reward I gave him an apple. He was not
afraid of the music and people, but seemed right at home.
To make a long story short, he is alive and well to-day

and has every promise of a long life. He is very quick to

learn tricks, and will jump over a pole, when held before
him, as many times as you want him. He loves to be
petted and fondled, and shows jealousy if I caress another
animal before him. Once a little dog strayed into his

yard. I petted the dog and gave him milk. The caribou
showed temper and struck at me, for the first time, much
to the amusement of the men looking on. They asked me
to pet the dog again, which I did, when he showed the
same disposition. I then petted him; and he ran his head
under my coat front and forgot the insult. He is kind and
gentle to every one, but has a preference for me; he loves

to swim in the Charles River and enjoys a run when taken
out. I shall have him in a park this summer, if I do not
sell him.

I noticed in Forest and Stream that Mr. Vanderbilt
had no success with his caribou. They must have been
captured when quite old and pined for their freedom.
This one knows nothing about the woods and freedom.
He is acclimated here and I feel confident that he would
thrive in the Middle States as well as in Massachusetts.

He is the cutest pet 1 ever knew, and can be taught easily.

L. Uhas^,
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Lynx and Wolverine.

Lake Barrows, Wyo.—In looking over one of the

March issues of Forest and Stream, I notice two short

articles in regard to the lynx. One was by "Kelpie" and
one by "B. S. B." I was surprised to hear that the Canada
lynx was such a dangerous animal. For the last eight

years I have captured from twelve to fifteen each year

and never had one attack me yet, unless cornered, and
there is very little fight even then. And you seldom ever

see them, although they may be all around you in the

timber. The wildcat (sometimes called bob cat in this

country) will show considerable fight if cornered or

wounded. They look very much like a lynx, excepting

the feet, which are shaped' like those of a domestic house

cat, while the lynx's foot iB large f. r the size of the ani-

mal. It is very well adapted for the deep, soft snow they

have to travel in winter and for ca tching the northern

hare, which is their principal food.

And by the way, J. G. Bich, in giving in FOREST AND
Stream a short history of the hare (Lepits americanus)

claimed that there were none in the Western States. In
the Rocky Mountain States, where there is timber, they
are very plentiful.

You all can tell about your fighting animals, but I will

put a wolverine against the best of them for his size, or

twice his size, when it comes down to business. I have
one now in confinement, and I had quite a time getting

him there.

A year ago last January I was passing along on snow-
shoes nearmy camp when I noticed a lone elk lying down
in the snow. On my coming near, it attempted to get

up, but could not raise its forequarters. I thought I

would find out the trouble. The snow near the elk for

about an acre of ground was all tracked up by the elk,

with a lot of wolverine tracks mixed in. On examining
the creature I found a hole dug in the back over the back-
bone, where I could put my fist in. The cords or sinews
along the back were entirely severed. It was plain to see

that a wolverine had sprung upon her back, and while
tearing round through the snow had clung to her and
entirely crippled her, and I have no doubt that it would
have killed the elk in a short time but for my coming
along, as I saw his tracks where he ran away. It was a
full grown cow elk in good flesh. To think of an animal
not weighing over 251bs. to undertake such a job is won-
derful indeed.

I killed the elk to put her out of misery and went and
got a steel trap and set it, and got the wolverine the next
time I went to the trap. MOUNTAINEER.
[The hare referred to by our correspondent is, we pre-

sume, the snowshoe rabbit (L. americanus bairdi). The
prairie hare of the Western plains is a different species
(L. campestris). We believe that the crippling of the cow
elk by a wolverine is unexampled; certainly nothing like

it has ever been recorded.]

Black-Tail Antlers.
Spokane, Wash., April 21.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
We see in your issue of April 14 a letter from Geo. Soule
saying that he has the head of a black-tail buck with ant-
lers that spread 33in. , which he thinks a record-breaker.
We have mounted two heads with 33in. spread, and last
December we mounted one for Wm. Timberlake, Lewis-
ton, Idaho, that spread 36in. We have mounted some
hundreds, but never before saw its equal.
He certainly beats us with the mountain sheep; the

largest we have handled was 16|in. We have heard
hunters say that they have killed them 24in., but we
doubt it.

We also mounted a moose head some years ago which
spread 5ft. 10in., and had 20 points on one horn and 21
on the other. We should like to hear of better.

Withers Bros.

Who Belled the Eagle?
Avoca, N. C, April 16.—There have been on this plan-

tation for a great number of years bald eagles that have
occupied identically the same haunts and lighting places
ever since I can remember. Within the past few weeks
there has appeared among them one wearing a small bell,
that we can hear ring very distinctly as the bird flies
about the fields. I suppose it has been released by some
one at some distant point. I would be glad to learn some
thing of him, and assuming this the best channel to reach
his former owner, I have dropped you these lines.
The flock of wild turkeys in front of my house are nest-

ing in a field partially grown up in pine bushes and straw
not over three-quarters of a mile from the house. I saw
forty-three in one day in three flocks. W. E. C.

" That reminds me."

Wooden Ducks.
A. and I had made plans for our annual fall shooting

and were waiting to hear from old Sile, a veteran duck-
hunter. At last we got a letter saying that he would meet
us at a station not many miles from camp, with the canoes
to transport ourselves and paraphernalia. When we
arrived Sile was there and it did not take long to get the
things into the canoes and start for the place where we
were to camp for the next three weeks. After we had
paddled along for some time, Sile brought his canoe along-
side of ours and yelled, "What's in them bags you got
there?" "Decoys!" " vVhat's them?" "Wooden ducks!"
"Jee—-rusalem! What are they for?"

I then had to go into a detailed explanation of the use
of decoys and after I had explained all about them to his
satisfaction, he said, "Let's see one!" I handed him one
and after a careful examination of it he said, "Do you
suppose that a duck wouldn't know what that was? Why
I'd know that thing myself, half a mile away."

_
By this time we had reached the shanty, and by the

time that we had got the canoes empty and everything
ship shape it was bed time, so that when we had made a
good fire and crawled into our blanket bags, it did not
take us long to get to sleep.
A. could not have slept very well, for just at daybreak

he woke up Sile and me and told us that there were five or
six ducks just over the dike about 25yds. out. Sile jumped
up, grabbed his musket and started off, and I followed
with my Parker. When we reached the dike he asked
me if I didn't want the shot. I told him that I would
rather take them on the ruse and for him to fire now if he

would rather have a whack at them sitting. We crawled

to the back of the dike, carefully parted the grass, and
looked out. There they were—six of them. I saw the

long barrel of Sile's musket move slowly forward and then

stop. Bang! and I jumped up to see if there were any
left. Those ducks had never moved; they were sitting

there just as complacently as if there wasn't a gun within

several miles. I turned and looked at Sile, and I never
saw a more bewildered looking face in my life.

Then we heard A.'s voice from behind us: "Mortally

wounded the whole lot of them, didn't you, Sile? Say! I

thought you'd know those 'wooden ducks' half a mile
away?" The bewilderment cleared away from Sile's face;

he didn't say much, but he looked an awful lot and went
back to camp to get breakfast ready.
When we got back he had regained his usual good tem-

per, which had been rather upset by A.'s trick. He didn't

talk much during breakfast, but after we were through
he " 'lowed that those 'coys of ours might be some good
after all." Professor Fundy.

IN FLORIDA FLAT WOODS.
We started in the early afternoon with our packs-

blankets, ammunition and grub—each man carrying his

own, besides gun, going out over the hickory ridge about
due west.
Through the scrub it was hard traveling, and with our

loads pretty warm work. The dogs, Eowdy, a half-

breed pointer, and Fannie, the hound, were ranging free,

now and then jumping up a bunch of quail. Soon we
noticed Eowdy, just ahead, give one of those peculiar
high jumps with a sideways look of quick alarm, which
indicates a snake, and cautioning him back we approached
carefully a clump of saw palmetto and heard the lively
singing of a diamond rattler's warning. Peering in, we
saw him coiled up, and a charge of No. 7 shot from my
gun cut him in two. He was not large, about 5ft. long.
Keeping on, we crossed the east fork of the St. Sebastian
which was nearly dry, and soon after forded the south
fork at an old deserted otter camp,
The view across country here was almost tropical.

Wide stretches of everglades, or so-called "wet prairie,"
skirted and dotted here and there with pine and palmetto,
in the distance looking like far away oases. Near at
hand, in the tall grass bordering the water holes, herons
and other semi-tropical birds. A little beyond here we
observed many nests of fish-hawks or osprey in the forks
of scattered high trees, the parent bird often on the nest
and its mate flying about near by. In the deeper ham-
mock, as we forced our way thi-ough, we startled small
flocks of bright green paroquets which wheeled in a body
above the tops of the tallest trees screeching and calling
in concert.
At one place, as we filed along, an unusually large

water moccasin 10 or 12in. in circumference barely drew
his lazy length to one side as we passed.
Toward sundown, as we were trudging over a rather

wide grass prairie, we noticed just this side of the skirt
of timber, on the further edge, some dark objects walking
along by the slough grass, which the glass disclosed to be
wild turkeys—a flock of five. Dropping our packs and
holding the dogs back, Forster with his rifle crawled up
slowly while they were feeding, apparently unalarmed,
and obtained three shots at a long 100yds., knocking one
over, a large handsome hen turkey. Another that he
fired at flew, evidently wounded, and the rest ran off
through the high grass like race horses, disappearing in
the direction of a distant wooded knoll.
Bagging the game and resuming our packs, we made

for the nearest timber—a strip of pine and cabbage pal-
metto with plenty of down timber (lightwood) at hand,
and slough water near—and made camp for the night. A
hearty supper of fried wild turkey, a pipe around the
blazing camp fire, then Ferguson and I took the bullseye
lantern and started out for a couple of hours' fire hunting;
did not succeed in "shining" any eyes however.
Eeturning to camp we all rolled in our blankets, and

with a bundle of dry palmetto fans for a pillow, and the
beautiful canopy of a subtropical, starry sky overhead,
soon fell asleep, lulled by the hoots of answering owls
and the song of an occasional mosquito.

It was pretty cool in the night, but by getting ud and
utting on quantities of lightwood, we kept up a crackling
re and comfortable warmth.
Next morning, after a hearty breakfast of turkey breast

and coffee with [Ferguson, I started westward toward
Buck Branch, to see the country and hunt for deer. We
were soon in the flat woods and pressed on for several
miles, part of the way through a country as level and clean
of undergrowth as a city park.

I got a couple of quail with right and left barrel, and
blew the head off ahorrible cotton-mouth rnoccasin snake.
We saw no more turkeys. There were plenty of fresh
deer signs, but came upon no deer until our return in the
afternoon, when suddenly a large buck and half grown
fawn jumped up from their lair in the saw-palm ettoes
and went sailing away through the woods and over the
tops of the scrub, the buck showing his flag in fine style.
Ferguson tried two shots with his rifle, but evidently

missed, and after following the trail a short distance and
seeing no blood we soon gave them up and continued on
our way toward camp.
Many strange tropical birds, egrets and other plumed

birds were seen, but we did not attempt to bag any.
Coming to the Fort Drum wagon road, the old-time

military trail of the Seminole war, we were a little in
doubt whether our proper crossing was further north or
south from the point at which we struck it; but as Fer-
guson seemed confident we ought to have crossed to
the northward, we turned up the trail in that direction
—soon, however finding by the unfamiliar appearance
of the country about us, we were lost. Toward night we
descried a cabin off to one side, and going to it found we
were near the east ' fork of the Sebastian at a home-
stead claim, which we afterward learned had been some
years before taken up by a cracker named Futch, and
that we had been going in the wrong direction. No one
was living there, but fortunately in the old barn we
found a sack containing a little shelled corn. Filling
our pockets with the corn, with which to keep our
stomachs from getting faint and perhaps serve as our
only article for supper, and getting a much needed rest I

and refreshing drink from a spring near by, we retraced

our steps, and after nightfall and a long weary tramp
reached camp at last, where we found Forster somewhat
anxious about us, keeping up a big fire and smoke to
guide us back.
That night in camp it rained and we were quite wet,

and as a consequence rather uncomfortable. But toward
morning a generous fire soon made us all right.

In the morning Forster was anxious to go to the ground
where we had seen the numerous deer tracks the day
before, and so we broke camp, and all shouldering our
packs, started out, Ferguson and I having pretty well re-

covered from the excessive fatigue of our tramp the day
before.
After a long hot walk we again reached Buck Branch,

near our stamping ground of the previous day, and in

close view of what we had called the cypress mound 4

As we were about to pick a spot for noon camp suddenly
Eowdy jumped up a deer, and as he went bounding off

we all dropped our packs and fired. But he kept right
on with his mad career, apparently untouched.

I The dogs and the other two men gave chase, but I

stayed back, as my shotgun would stand no chance, and
made camp, gathered together the scattered things which
had been hastily dropped on sighting the quarry, built a
fire for cooking dinner as quietfy as I could, and then lay
down to await their return with venison. Being very
tired and warm, I stretched myself out on the needles
under a big pine, and quickly dropped off into a nap.
Meantime my companions had followed our deer a mile
or so, and seeing no blood, were returning, and had ap-
proached me, just near enough, as they afterward said, to

discern that my eyes were closed, when Eowdy, from the
same spot where he started the other deer, jumped up a
second, which had all this time quietly lain there in
hiding.

I was aroused from my nap by Ferguson's shout in his
West Virginia dialect, "Look yere! Thar's another one!"
and sprang on to my feet, gun in hand, just in time to see
the deer come out of the scrub bordering the creek. At
the same instant Ferguson fired, and dropped him with a
bullet through his neck. It was a fine young buck.
Then followed such a dinner as we enjoyed of venison,

fried liver served hot, and sandhill crane's breast.

After noon it commenced to rain. Nevertheless, the
other two started out for more deer in the direction
they had fruitlessly gone at first.

Soon a very heavy shower, or succession of them, came
up, and I. was forced to build a shelter, a sort of shanty,
using my rubber blanket about a frame of poles and pal-
metto leaves. Nevertheless that evening and night we
were all well soaked. Next morning we started for In-
dian Eiver, with the additional weight of deer meat to
pack and the inconvenience of wading most all the way
(about ten miles) through water from two inches to knee
deep—the night's rainfall having flooded the flat woods, a
characteristic feature of this section of Florida.

F. A. A.

Was it Mr. Luther's Long Bow?
Victoria, Texas, April 23.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Mr. Willard L. Simpson, Secretary of San Antonio Gun
Club, jumps on to Mr. O. C. Guessaz, the San Antonio
representative of Forest and Stream, with both feet for
alleged unsportsmanlike slaughter of ducks. Well, on
the face of it 802 does look like a lot of ducks, and if the
party killed that number it was too many, but there are
several things that should be considered before passing
judgment on the party. In the first place, there is the
probability of inaccuracy in the published account of the
trip. In all likelihood the reporter for the Corpus Christi
Caller got his information from Max Luther, who was a
member of the party, and anyone who knows Max's skill

and ability with the long bow would be very likely to
give the party credit for a good big discount off the
published figures. But suppose they had killed all the
802 ducks as stated, it is but 100 per day to the gun, and
there are few good shots who have hunted to any extent
in the Texas Coast country, but have at some time
equalled or surpassed that score. The writer will not
attempt to enter any plea in extenuation for Mr.
Guessaz, believing him to be amply able to take care of
himself in the premises, but there is another phase of the
subject on which I wish to touch. Several years ago
there was a State shoot at Antonio, under the auspices of
the San Antonio Gun Club. Mr. Guessaz was a member
of this club and if I mistake not Mr, Willard L. Simpson
was then, as now, its secretary. Some shady work was
attempted by some of the officers of the club in the dis-
position of a large cash prize that had been donated by a
business firm. Mr. Guessaz discovered this attempt and
denounced it in open and unmeasured terms, with the re-
sult that the San Antonio Gun Club was held up to the
scorn and contumely of the sportsmen of the State, who
manifested their appreciation of Mr. Guessaz's action by
electing him president of the State Sportsmen's Associa-
tion. Since that time Mr. Guessaz and the S A. Gun
Club have not slept in the same bed. The club withdrew
from the State association, and Mr. Guessaz left the club.
No doubt the reader has ere this discovered the "nigger
in the wood pile" of Mr. Simpson's article. Mr. Guessaz
has done more for the benefit of sport, sportsmen and
preservation in this State, than Mr. Simpson and the
entire "large body of sportsmen" of which he claims to be
a member. In fact, if the latter have ever done anything
at all in that direction the sportsmen of other portions of
the State have yet to hear of it. The columns of Forest
and Stream are the proper place for showing up alleged
sportsmen for violations of the unwritten laws of the
fraternity, but communications should be made with
only that end in view, and not for the gratification of
personal feelings which the writers have toward the
subjects thereof. • Guadalupe.

A Large Flight of Geese.
Orient Point, L. I., April 21.—On Sunday, the 15th,

there was the heaviest flight of geese I ever saw. Quite a
number of them -lit in the bay and a few in the sound. As
there are very few Sunday shooters in this section, they
were not molested; and Monday morning found them
again on their way toward the land of ice and snow. The
entire week previous the wind had blown strongly from
the northeast, which accounts for the massing together of
the flight on the first calm day.
Black ducks have been scarce, but in very fine condition

the past winter. The last one I dressed had a number of
eggs in her, so I swore off until next fall. The law should
protect them sooner than the 1st of May, W, L. T,

'
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ENGLISH PHEASANTS.
The following communication from Mr. John Brett,

manager of Spratts' Kennels, Closter, N. J., will prove

interesting and instructive reading to those who are

interested in adding to the variety of American game
birds. From information received from different sources

I believe that there is quite a widespread interest and
effort toward increasing the kinds of game birds and
protecting what is left of the once abundance of native

birds. B. WATERS.
Mr. Brett writes: "I am very pleased to answer any

questions I can regarding the English pheasant and their

habits. Of all pheasants the old English black-necked

bird is the best and hardiest for stocking purposes. They
are larger than the Chinese or Japanese, so-called Mongo-
lian, pheasants, and do not stray or ramble half so far

away.
"The old English bird will live through the coldest and

roughest winter. They will live where quail and part-

ridge starve. They set and raise their youag well in the

wild state. They do not fight or disturb any other game
bird or their nests, but will protect their young like an

old barnyard fowl.

"I have known often the English partridge and the red-

leg partridge both to lay in a pheasant's nest, and at the

finish the red-leg take possession of the nest. They are

very fond of young plantations with cultivated fields

round about. The cocks will take from three to four

hens each in the wild state; about six hens to a cock

when confined. They will take possession of a certain

place where the hens will lay their eggs and breed, and
stay round that section the whole season. "Wherever

you hear a cock pheasant crowing in the spring of the

year, there his hens are and round that section they

intend to breed.

"I am certain pheasants would do as well, or better,

than quail in the South, if left alone and protected from
the pot-hunter and vermin. The hen bird will fight like

a demon to protect her young. Even in the wild state I

have often lifted them off their nests, when they would
fight like a tiger and return to the nest. They will always

find plenty of food for themselves and young. They will

eat almost anything. Acorns they are very fond of in

winter; berries and such like they will eat. Nothing
comes a miss to a pheasant.

"I should be pleased to see these best of all game birds

introduced into this country, for I am sure no game bird

would do better. I have bred and handled thousands of

all kinds."

,
PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION.

To the Sportsmen of Pennsylvania:
The officers of the Pennsylvania State Sportsman's As-

sociation are very desirous of increasing their member-
ship, and earnestly urge every shooting organization in

the State to apply for membership at once.

A few of the reasons why every shooting organization

in the State of Pennsylvania should become members of

the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association:

First—The organization is formed for the purpose of

combining to secure proper legislation for the propagation

and protection of game birds and animals.

Second—The consolidation of the shooters of the State

means a power, and through it there is no reason why we
should not receive an appropriation annually equal to

that received by the State Fishery Commission for stock-

ing our State with game.
Third—It makes every individual member of a club

joining the Association a member of the organization, a
game warden who will report to the officers of the Asso-

ciation any unlawful hunting or trapping. Thus it will

be seen that the State will have thousands of men who
will see that game is protected in accordance with the

laws of this Commonwealth.
Fourth—It only costs, if you are a club or an associa-

tion, $5 to join, and your annual dues thereafter are $1.

If an individual, $1, and annual dues 50 cents. The ex-

pense to a club is but a trifle, and the benefits to every

true sportsman are incalculable. Send along the required

fee, and let us by union of thought and action make the

Association an honor to the State whose name it bears.

The committee on game laws are drafting an entire new
set of game laws, and propose to send a copy of same to

every club and association in the State, asking for their

comments on the same; the matter will then come before

ithe Association at their annual meeting, which will be

held on Aug. 22, at Altoona, Pa. , and a general discussion

will be had on the subject and a regular bill will be

adapted and placed before our next Legislature. In this

manner it will be possible to draft a set of laws that will

subserve the interests of the great majority of our sports-

men. The committee urgently ask the cooperation of

every true sportsman in the State.

Application for membership should be made to Edward
Banks, Sec'y, Altoona, Pa., or

N. A. Hughes, Pres. (Williamsport, Pa.).

CARING FOR QUAIL.
Mb. N. P. Leach, of the Committee on Introduction of

New Game, has issued to members of the Vermont Fish

and Game League, the following instructions for those

who propose to put out quail:

"The first thing to be considered is to secure strong,

hardy birds from either West Virginia or Eastern

Tennessee, Southern birds are smaller and much less

hardy. The next to be considered, is your locality

adapted for quail? The most desirable localities for quail

in Vermont, are the pine plains in the lake towns, wnere
there are thickets of white birch, sweet fern and
briar, with low evergreens in the ravines and swamps.
When you release your birds, select a warm day in May,
and take them to some back road, or where the sand is

exposed near a thicket. Take them out of their coops one

by one, and thoroughly saturate them in a pail of luke-

warm water; this will cause them to run and hide in the

thicket, instead of starting for some distant locality.

After the last bird has been released, retire with the coops

as quickly and quietly as possible, and the birds will soon

come out to the sand to dust and dry themselves, and
thus become wonted and attached to the spot.

"The next thing is to provide shelter and food for your

birds during the coldest stormy days of the coming win-

ter. Get some farmer in the vicinity to put in a patch of

buckwheat, and when ripe cut and stack it, with the tops

outward, m the edge of a thicket where the quail

frequents. Drive down each side of the stack crotches;

lay in poles and cover with brush to keep off the snow.
This will furnish them food during the stormy days, when
they cannot forage elsewhere. For shelters, they are

best made beside a rail or brush fence by laying rails or

poles side by side, one end on the ground and the other

end raised 2ft. from the ground. Make this lean-to 10 or

18ft. wide, put a layer of straw underneath, and cover
with straw and brush. Also brush up the sides, except-

ing a hole about 2ft. square each side near the top end.

If not built against a fence, also inclnse the raised end
with a wall of brush. If not convenient to make a buck-

wheat stack, feed for the birds should be placed every
few days during the winter in the shelter that they most
use. This food may consist of screenings, seeds of all

kinds, corn, damaged wheat, etc. Their food should be
placed in the shelters during the middle of, the day so as

to not disturb the birds in the morning or evening. With
a moderate amount of food and shelter they will stand

any amount of cold weather. Trap off all weasels and
skunks, and shoot all prowling woods-cats found in the

vicinity, and "Bob White" will flourish and be the merriest

game bird in the country.
"To this it may be added that the planting of wild sun

flower seed, which may be obtained in Colorado, furnishes

an excellent food for quail."

Colorado State Association.

Salida, Col., April 26.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In
the convention call sent out by the Salida Gun Club for

April 6 to 9 the committee say: "In organizing a State

Sportsmen's Association the object in view is to combine
to assist in the protection of the game and fish of our

State, and also to bring the lovers of rod and gun more
closely together for the mutual goodfellowship and enjoy-

ment of its members, both at our streams and in our
woods, as well as at the trap and target. This association

is not to be a political association in any sense of the

word. We will work with our State game wardens to

procure an enforcement of our laws and assist him in

prosecuting all market, skin and head hunters, who may
persist in breaking the laws, regardless of any political

party he may hold office under, and we earnestly request

a full attendance of all interested at the convention."

To this end a literary programme has been arranged for

the three evenings. The papers, addresses and discussions,

which will be interluded with music, are as follows:

Opening address, by President Salida Gun Club, Peter

Mulvan. "Fish and Game," by W. R. Callicotte, State

Fish Commissioner and Game Warden. Discussion,

"The Game of N. W. Colorado," by C. M. White, of

Grand Junction. "The Preservation of Our Game," by
Wm. Cardnell, of Glenwood Springs. "Brook Trout," by
J. M. Schaedler, of Aspen. "Fish Culture," H. D. Dean,
of U. S. Fish Hatchery, Leadville.

Subjects for discussion: Fish Planting in Colorado,

The Preservation of Trout, Game Protection, Game As-

sociations, Organization. The secretary is Mr. C. L.

Hoagland.

New Jersey Coast Shooting.
• Tuckerton, N. J., April 20.—Samuel A. Jones, of this

place, killed on Saturday four sheldrakes. Samuel Smith,

of Port Republic, killed twenty-one black ducks and shel-

drakes. J. W. L.

e& dtfd §-ivqr fishing.

HUDSON RIVER SALMON.
Give the Salmon in the Hudson a fair chance.—Forest akd Stream,

June 10, 1886.

The Mohican Rod and Gun Club, of Glens Falls, N, Y.,

has sounded the tocsin and boldly flung its banner from
the outer walls, resolved to accomplish a purpose that

will add luster in its renown in the years to come, and
cause every sportsman in the land to rise up and call the
Mohican blessed.

The first note in the campaign was sounded in Glens
Galls, on Thursday evening, when Mr. A. N. Cheney, the

president of the organization, read a paper before an open
meeting of the club in Ordway Hall, to an audience which
largely comprised the solid and representative men of the

community. The paper was entitled "Salmon in the

Upper Hudson," and it was an exhaustive analysis of the
material benefits that would accrue to the people of the

State from the building of fishways along the river above
Mechanicville. Mr. Cheney's wide knowledge of his sub-

ject was aptly displayed by the able manner in which he
brought out the strong reasons that' exist for taking im-
mediate action in the matter, and even the dry statistics

of the financial returns to be derived from the presence

of salmon in the Hudson were so startling in their nature
that they became intensely interesting to the thoughtful

people present.

At the close of the meeting Mr. Cheney was heartily

congratulated by his townsmen on the brilliant success of

his effort. The statement was repeatedly made to him
that a knowledge of this matter awakened an immediate
interest, and that apathy heretofore was largely due to

ignorance as to the benefits to be derived.

To dispel this ignorance and awaken an active interest

all over the State is the immediate aim and object of the

Mohican Rod and Gun Club. It will use every means in

its power to arouse a popular sentiment that shall culmi-

nate in the passage of a bill through the next Legislature

providing for the building of these fishways, and in the

successful furtherance of this object no effort will be
spared,- and the aid of every friendly influence will be
earnestly sought.
With this avowed object in view, the Mohican Club asks

the hearty co-operation of every kindred organization in

the country. This is a matter, aside from its relation to

the food supply and financial return to the State, that is

of paramount importance to every sportsman, and it

should awaken an enthusiasm that could easily be made
productive of great results in the future. All sections of

the State are signally interested in the successful fruition

of this plan to provide fishways, and our organization

feels confident that its efforts to bring it to an issue will

meet with the hearty approval and indorsement of every

lover of the kingly salmon. C. H. Baxter, Sec'y.

NEWS NOTES FROM THE WATERS.
Canadensis, Monroe county, Pa., April 25.—Trout are

taking the fly at Canadensis and good catches are re-

ported. J. B. B.

Tuckerton, N. J., April 20.—Capt. Jos. Shourds, of

Tuckerton, canght with hook and line 411bs. of winter
flounders on Tuesday. J. W. L.

The Mechanicsville, Pa., Journal reports of the opening
day on trout: "Some of our fishermen started out long
before daybreak for the trout streams and commenced
fishing by the light of the moon. One lone fisherman
started at midnight, and at half past twelve o'clock had
caught his first fish, a beauty of 12in., but it likewise

proved his only one, and with him the early business was
a failure. The great majority of our Waltonians con-

tented themselves with the trout streams in this vicinity,

but several, bent on larger game, went to Newville and
cast the fly, but only with partial success. It is strange

what queer stories the opening of a fishing season will

bring to the surface. Yesterday afternoon a fond wife
said to her husband: 'Do you remember, dear, how many
trout you caught on your fishing trip Monday?' The
husband, unsuspecting of danger, replied blandly, 'Just

twelve, and all beauties. Why?' 'Oh!' the wife replied,

'the bill only calls for six,' and exhibited to his astonished

gaze the fish dealer's bilL This is only one of the stories,

but it is sufficient to illustrate the methods adopted to

shine as an expert fisherman."

Waltham, Mass., April 25.—There is a fish and game
warden in this city, if the Tribune is correctly informed,
and in spite of that fact fishing with a dip net, and in fact

a drag net, has s.been going on near the mouth of the

brook which runs down past the Roberts Paper Mill dur-

ing the past week. A gentleman who was boating on
the Charles, Sunday, tells the Tribune that he saw parties

using nets at that place, and when he came away they
had captured more than half a bushel of perch.

—

Tribune.

Norwich, Conn., April 28.—Some good catches have
been made in trout streams in this section of the State.

L. W. B.

Beech Creek, Clinton Co., Pa., April 26.—When the

trout season came in, the streams in this vicinity were
bank full. But at the present writing a good many fish

are caught, notwithstanding the weather is very cool.

Yesterday the streams were lined with fishermen. This

was due to the strike of the coal miners near the streams;

many men, being idle, put in their time fishing. The
Beech Creek Railroad touches all the runs and tributaries

from one end of Beech Creek to the other. The runs are

all good trout streams. There is no clear lands within
miles of them. Twin Run is about five miles long. A
mile beyond is the Monument Run, length about the same
as Twin. Three miles further west we find the Big Run,
which with main stream and tributaries will measure
twenty miles or more. Further west about three miles is

Hayes's Run, a splendid stream for trout, is about eight

miles. Next comes Panther Run, some seven or eight

miles in length. There are several others, all of pure,

cold mountain water, without an acre of cleared land on
any of them, and all within twenty-five miles of Lock
Haven, the county seat of Clinton county. Parties from
here caught several nice strings yesterday; one that John
Wait brought home had over five dozen, all caught on the

Monument Run in less than eight hours. Jos. Miller.

Canadensis, Pa., April 25.—Companion and myself

have fished five days at stream on Robert Lomax's place,

Mountain Villa House, Canadensis, and caught 150 trout,

running from 6 to lOin. long. Find fishing good, and
accommodations all that can be expected. J. E. K.

The Waters of Coos.

Lancaster, N. H.—Coos county comes as near the

sportsman's paradise as any locality east of the Mississippi.

A day's ride from New York city will land you where ex-

cellent trout fishing can be indulged in. Leaving there

in the morning, at 10 o'clock in the evening you take sup-

per at Connecticut Lake, which is stocked with the square

tailed brook trout, landlocked salmon, to say nothing

about the original occupants—red-meated longe. The
first are caught weighing 51bs. , salmon that will tip the

scales all the way from 2 to lOlbs., while the longe are

taken from 1 to 151bs., one being caught a number of

years ago that weighed 291bs. Or one can go to the Dia-

mond Ponds, kept fully stocked by the State Fish Com-
mission, or up the Magalloway, where there is fine fishing

not only in that river, but in the numerous large brooks

that empty into it. June and September are the best

months for angling. If one is out for a long outing he

can take in the three Connecticut Lakes, then take a

guide and follow a spotted path across the_ northern

part of the county to Parmachene Lake in Maine, a dis-

tance of fifteen miles, where one will find a lodge.

Here is excellent fishing and the finest of sport. Then
take the Magalloway River home, the whole length of

which is good fishing to Eroll Dam.
The Parmachene Camp will take sportsmen at so much

per day. The camp was purchased by a club, but they
control no part of the fishing. There is a law in Maine
that no fires shall be built by parties fishing and hunting.

This law the club enforces. H. F. Whitcomb.

Maine Ice Out—Salmon In.

Guilford, Me., April 28.—The ice left Sebec Lake
Thursday, the 26th, and manyelarge salmon, weighing as

high as 71bs. 7oz. are being caught.

The ice will certainly leave Moosehead within a week,
and a heavy wind may take it out any time.

F. S. Bunker.

Campbellton, N. B., April 28.—Ice left the Restigouche

to-day. The bay is also open and clear. This is twelve

days earlier than last season; and in all probability the

salmon will arrive correspondingly early. No doubt the

river will be in good angling trim by June 1, as snow has

gone a great deal, and we will be looking for the finny

beauties between the 1st and 8th. John Mowat.
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- ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
{Continued from Page 361.)

After dinner the boys took the gun and went into the
deep woods for a hunt. A suspicion dawned on me that
Ned wanted a few more joberwinks, and as I had become
quite partial to the juicy and savory bird my mouth also
watered for it. We were both doomed to disappointment,
for about 4 o'clock they returned, bringing nothing but a
single rabbit, that we vetoed as being unfit for the table,

and so poor bunny was left hanging on a pliant limb for
food for some famished wolf or other forest prowler.
We emphatically warned the boys to kill no more rabbits,

as it was criminal waste to slaughter them during the
summer season.
The weather in the meantime having charmingly

cleared, and the lake being in fine condition, we em-
barked in the boat for a skirmish along the shore with
the spotted leopards of tne deep. We admiringly suc-
ceeded in convincing three of them of the folly of dally-
ing ton long with the bright tinsel and soft feathers that
flatter so life-like upon the silvery ripples. We could
doubtless have doubled the number, but our larder was
too full of the delicious beauties to think of a further in-
crease.
We made the return under skies gorgeously rich in

drifting clouds of ruby and gold that took unto themselves
those fanciful forms in which a lively imagination could
picture almost any vision. The lake also partook of the
delight of the heavens as it rippled in varying hues and
murmured softly and sweetly as if it were singing to the
sapphire-tinted skies a lullaby of sweet repose.
When the evenings were not too cool, we invariably,

after supper, went to the high massive rock in front and
there, as the deep purple shadows crept up the aspiring
mountains, drank in the beauties of the sunset, the wide-
reaching landscape and the over-arching sky. Occasion-
ally we would make a cast in the "preserve," and after
having captured one of the scarlet nobility cease the
sport. There was one golden patriarch there that had
one morning got away with Ned's leader and flies, and
which we were very anxious to secure. That evening I
prepared especially for him by putting on a single fly, a
jungle-cock, with 1-0 sproat. It was glaring and fanci-
ful, but it was highly attractive, for no sooner had it
kissed the water than there was a tiger-like leap for it
from a savage fontinalis of tremendous proportions which
I was fortunate enough to hang with the big hook. Stung
to desperation by his cruel reception, he made a Nancy
Hanks start for the other side of the lake with the rhythm
of the reel in his wake, and showing no inclination to
slacken in his speed I gently put on the brakes. This
checked his onward career, for he at once rose to the sur-
face and

"Then all at once the slackened line

Stretched outward through the waters deep;
We saw a flash of silver shine,

We saw a big trout leap;

By Hercules 1 a gallant fish-
One spring, and like dissolving spray

The line and leader parted—'swish'—
Click—broke away.",,

As I slowly and solemnly reeled in the slack, Ned
pointed to where the monster had pirated my gaudy
jungle-cook, and in a disappointed and exasperated tone
exclaimed, "I'll bet that's the very identical trout that
got away with my big fly. He's a gallant fighter, at anv
rate, and deserved his liberty, but if we leave this camp
without his carmined scalp, we deserve to be bastinadoed
or expelled from the membership of the craft. I'll now
rig especially for this red demon of the deep, and hope to
have his scarlet hide ere another sunset enriches the
horizon."
"I'm with you heart and hand. You practice your

gentle art m the morning and I in the evening, where
this monster has his lurking place."
With this agreement for the capture, Ned's fertile

imagination was at once drawn on for the design of thenew fly that he hoped would prove successful. He was
somewhat fastidious in his creations as well as original
and what manner of lure he would construct was not
heralded m camp. I offered him the choice of any flv I
had, but he would accept none: all he required was asalmon gut leader and that I gave him. The darling of
his imagination would probably ripen in the dawnwhen the violets bathe in the gemmy dew and thesun blushes on the mountain tops. It would be hum-ming and dropping like thistle-down o'er the haunts
ot the coveted fish long before I was up, for Ned wasalways the first riser in camp and never called me till the
breakfast was about to be served. He doubtless expected
to exhibit his wonderful crea tion to my astonished gaze
while I was yet in blanket, as a sort of a sunburst beauty
ot rare novelty and impressive magnitude. I honed hisdreams of conquest would be fully realized, for the cap-
ture of a remarkably heavy trout was to him a victory
ever delightful, the prospects of which he eloquently
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3' as 1 an«cipated, was up withthe lark and hard at work upon the ideal vision he haddoubtless wrought out in his cunning mind during thequiet hours of the night. His assortmlnt of feather! wasfrom the four quarters of the globe and embraced all

colors conceivable The art was simply in the selection
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style of fly architecture in view it must have come froman unknown age. However, the fly was sure toXoriginal and startling; either a flame of ruby red garnishedwith a sky-rocket dash, or the polka-dots of a pScockillumined with a sprinkle of golden foil or a strip of silver
tinsel or both, as the fancy struck him. As I lookedupon his idol when completed I was overwhelmed with
surprise, as it disclosed a form the like of which wasnever seen on earth, or, I might also say, by way ofeluctdation, in the heavens. It was simply a heterogeneousbundle ot feathers and tinsel, coiled around a lTsproathook, and so outrS as to attract from its very noveltyThe fly being to his entire satisfaction, he attached it to
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TaS dangling from his'line near by, andthen, with rod m hand and hope in heart, sallied out hkea panoplied knight to do or die.
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I refrained from accompanying him, as I desirwi him
to have a fair field for the introduction of his^eTcreatSnbut simply suggested to him with as grave an alpect as Icould assume, to yell when he had the monste? wefi in

hand and we would all rush to assist in landing it. Ned
halted a moment, and turning, looked at me seriously to

see if I intended the remark in a Pickwickian sense, but
as I moved not a facial muscle under his steady gaze, he
took the advice literallyand replied, "All right," and then
marched onward to the ramparts of rock.
He had been gone but a few moments before a shout

came from him that caused us all to start and cry out:
"He's got 'im."
On one of the boys snatching up the landing net we ail-

raced over the huge and declivitous rocks to be in, as we
thought, at the capture of the coveted fish. Arriving there
we were very much disappointed in seeing Ned's rod in
such gentle play, for the indications were too palpable
that it was not with the monster. It being a good occasion
for a little pleasantry I excitedly shouted:
"For heaven's sake don't let him escape this time.

Give him careful play and let him have plenty of line

when he makes for deep water."
' 'It ain't the big fellow," he replied rather disappointedly

and somewhat crestfallen.

"Oh, fiddlesticks; why did you make such an outcry? I
really thought you had a whale."

"I only wanted one of the boys to net him, that's all."

"Next time temper your tone and don't shout as if you
wanted to fracture the rocks around you when you have
nothing but a baby trout to deal with."
Ned took the chaffing in good part, and when Peter had

netted the pound trout we all retired, leaving Ned hard at
work with his flaming fly.

The breakfast, which had been well under way when
we raced over the rocks at Ned's signal, was again taken
up and soon ready for serving. At the proper time Ned
was summoned by a shout, and as he came slowly along,
rod in hand, with bowed head and grave aspect, he looked
decidedly demoralized, as the success he had expected
from his feathery combination, on which he had spent so
much time and talent, had entirely failed him.
Feeling mischievously inclined as he made his sad

entree, and thinking of the old unbalanced account I
still held against him, recited in bombastic style:

"And day by day, along the lake he wandered to and fro,

And day by day, the trout swam securely down below;
'Til this little story ended as such little stories may,
With the big trout swimming in the usual way."

Ned was so broken up over the failure of that grand
creation of his that he had no heart for the humoristic
foil, and in silence allowed the versical conceit to pass
unnoticed. Had he have captured that savage and
gigantic fontinalis for which his very soul yearned, he
would have come at me "horse, foot and dragoon" and so
covered me with satirical wounds that I would have never
again dared measure lances with him as drolle de corps.
He stated at the table that he had had another rise, a

feeble one, while at the rock, and believed that it was
from the escaped trout.

"Doubtless it was, Ned, but when he got near enough
to fully realize your wonderful composition in feathery
art he shied off, thinking it some paddling water fowl of
an unknown species."

"Genius, when it soars in untrodden fields, is at first
seldom appreciated; but there finally comes a day when
it receives merited reward."

"All of which, in analysis, means that the particular
fly in question will ere long obtain great and successful
celebrity as a killer!"

"Precisely," and then quietly dismissing the annoying
subject he took a second small trout on his plate, ran his
knife along one of its sides, opened the slit, deftly lifted
out the entire back bone and then went into the enjoy-
ment of the now boneless fish as if it were a dish fit for
the gods.
After we had satisfied our rapacious maws, it was de-

cided to make a picnic affair at Gravel River, some three
or four miles to the west of us. We could fish en route,
for we would pass over some fine trouting waters which
on our trip of last year yielded many a lovely trophy. I
was not much in favor of taking the trip, for the morn-
ing was close and sultry, and it bade fair to soon give us
a looking-glass lake. The half-breeds, however, having
everything ready for the advance, and Ned being quite
eager for the anticipated sport, I of course went along
rather than enter any demur to the proceedings.
We had not gone more than two miles bpfore we winced

under the almost tropic sun and the lance-like glimmer
from the now quiet lake. So far, we had not had a rise
though we flogged the waters with increasing industry
and with ardent hope in every cast and flutter. Finally
a tiny nursling shot by, and on Peter pointing out two or
three good sized trout in statuesque poise on the bottom,
we were firmly convinced that no trout would rise to the
quiet surface, and at once ordered the boys to head for
our harbor with the picnic postponed for a more propitious
day. We reached camp in a short time in a decidedly
melting condition and with an infinitely deeper hue of
brown upon our faces and hands than when we left. The
grateful shade of our quarters, which were in a cluster of
white cedars, was quite comforting, and there, in limited
wardrobe, we remained and solaced ourselves with a few
rubbers of "crib," games of solitaire and entertaining
books, as well as a little chatter on the gentle art.
About four o'clock in the afternoon a slight breeze

sprang up and a few clouds in delicate rose-pink began to
appear and circle around the glowing orb, creating a soft
and hazy condition of the atmosphere. Ned, at these
favorable symptoms, suggested an immediate start forthe
"big rocks" in the bay. Being eager for breaking the
monotony of camp, I immediately enlisted under his pis-
catorial banner.
The half-breeds were at once called to man the boats

and in a few minutes we were breaking through the little
ripples that were momentarily curving higher and higher
with little beads of froth dropping in a merry tinkle. Itwas an ideal condition of the elements, and i was positive
the wail of lamentation would be heard among the dandy
dotted tribe of the deep ere the twilight departed.
Just before we turned a jutting point into the 'bay we

reached a gigantic rock o'er which the rays of sunlight
danced most delightfully. A shady line, the tell-tale home
ot some spotted beauty, ran near its bold and ragged faceand here we sent the fluttering flies. Ned Tilted hisfrom the water without a response, while a moment
alter a gleam of silver sprang into sight with arrowy
swiftness that beads the water as if a tiny torpedo were
speeding through it. My stretcher being the object of
this savage plunge, I instantaneously vibrated the rod with

a sudden twitch, and then in turn the gentle cadence of
the revolving reel rang out most sweetly. It was a spirited
fight of a few minutes with the usual acrobatic exhibition,
and at last the frenzied despondency of the victim whose
departing vitality ebbed away with his broken heart. He
came to the net a despairing dupe of the dropping feath-
ers, with his golden sides rivalling the bright sunshine
that fell from above. He was a good two-pounder and a
gallant warrior withal. We went over every inch of this
cozy cover, but not another of the cherry and orange-
clouded princelings rose to the surface.
The blades are again in requisition, but so gently and

silently glides the boat that its movement is hardly notice-
able. Here and there whizz and hum, drop and flutter,

the four flies, until at last we reach Mt. Horeb, as Ned
styles the "big rocks," which has a shore line of some
200ft. Alighting, Ned speeds to his favorite spot, the
upper end, while I remain and commence casting where I
had stepped ashore, working cautiously along, covering
every bit of water with exceeding care. Coming to a
piece of rugged and shelving rock, which I thought might
develop a fontinalis, I prudently kept back some 20ft.

from the water and then let the flies sail out and drop o'er
the dark lines of a deep and narrow channel. Instantly
there was a violent ' splash and spreading circles, but
nothing held to either fly. It was an unmistakable and
unfortunate miss, but, not the least disconcerted, I again
lifted high the flies and let them gently fall upon the dis-

turbed waters.

"Then from the depths a silver gleam
Quick flashes, like a jewel bright;

Up through the waters of the stream

—

An instant visible to sight

—

As lightning cleaves the sombre sky,

The Salvelinus rises to the fly."

This time his overweening confidence An his powers to
rend and devour met with a sad reverse, for the cruel
steel pierced his savage jaws, torturing him into a wild
rage and a lightning-like speed that had to be checked ere
the braided thread reached its last span on the reel alumi-
num. It would simply be repetition to describe the strug-
gle; suffice it to say that he fought with a stubborn frenzy,
indulging in the usual leaps, plunges, drives, etc. , till he
yielded to the triumphant victor.

During the battle Ned left his end of the rock and came
to the scene of strife as a "mere looker on in Vienna,"
but, strange to say, no sooner was the prize landed than
he at once commenced casting from whence the beauty
had been taken. This was a sublimity of cheek I little

expected from him, but as ho had not scored a fish I
entered no gentle protest, but simply smiled at the monu-
mental audacity of the angler. "Singing and swishing"
through the air went his flies, and not wishing to drop in
the same place, for a while I sat and deeply admired my
trophy, which was a four-pounder, and the handsomest
trout I had ever deceived. He was simply a poem in the
colors that beautify this peerless fish.

There was the flush of gold like sunset glow;
Marvelous tints from the arched rainbow;

Dashes of crimson ever bright and grand;
Waves of silver from the Bhining sand;

Spangles and stars from a far away land,

And shades that Nature alone understand.

Having gratified my vision with the ever beautiful
fish, I took up my rod and joining Ned requested him, in
a bit of pleasantry, to step aside and let me demonstrate
the superior attraction of an artistic fly. He instantly
complied, and on the very first cast my stretcher was the
objective point of some hungry trout. I missed as he
broke the water, and then Ned deliberately marched
down with evident intent of attracting the same fish. He
sent his flies as near the objective spot as he possibly could,
but failed to secure a response. I smiled ; in fact, I felt
like roaring at his great anxiety to capture the trout I
had aroused and his utter disregard of the ethics of
angling. Generally Ned was the most fastidious stickler
in the observance of all rules that govern the. genuine
sportsman, but this time' he was decidedly off his base;
blind, as it were, to the gross infraction, so deeply intent
was he to hang an iridescent idol of the "icy lake."
Once more my flies went out and dropped with unerr-

ing precision to the desired place, and again the fontinalis
rose and greedily took my royal-coachman, the stretcher.
This time the alluring coachman held him secure, and
after he had exhausted his vitality and all the strategic
resources of which he was master, reluctantly hauled
down his colors with bold defiance still beaming in his
shining eyes. He was a pound less in weight than the
other, but equally as symmetrical and as rich in gorgeous
colors.

Ned at once said his flies were not in favor and would
therefore make a change from a catalogue which ran like
that of "Ye Sunberye Fysher," who

" has flies of all feathers

For all sorts of seasons, in all sorts of weathers;
Flies when ye springtide is blusterie and showerie,
Flies when ye summer is greenie and bowerie;
Flies when ye autumn is golden and granie;
For hot weather, cold weather, mistie or ranie;

Red spinner, palmer, black peacock and gray,
Yellow dun, golden dun, March brown and May;
Sand fly, and stone fly, and alder and gnat,

Black midge and Marlow bug—all round his hat."

After a thorough overhauling of his fly-book he con-
cluded to discard his own pet creations and carefully
selected two of most artistic make, a Lord-Baltimore
and a gray-hackle. Having affixed these to his leader
he starts for the upper end of the granite mass, his first
choice, and begins to skillfully lay them upon the musical
ripples. As I had as many trout as I desired without
glutting the larder, I reeled up and sat down with the
half-breeds upon the rock at a convenient distance from
Ned, and watched his earnest work. He was decidedly
anxious for a rise, and so very restless that he constantly
changed his position from one end of the rock to the
other, until finally his tramping became a mirthful theme
for the lookers on. As he passed on one of his exciting
trots, for he made good time in his changes, I satirically
suggested to him that he fish both ends of the titanic
range at one and the same time. He smiled at the im-
practicable suggestion, but replied not, as he was just
then too busily engaged to indulge in any sprinkling of
the attic salt. At last the persistent angler had a rise,
and striking in response, an astonished trout commenced
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cleaving the water for his freedom. The angler, however,

triumphed, and the gleaming beauty was laid in state

with the other "dandies of the gleaming stars."

Encouraged at this, Ned fished more industriously than

ever, still keeping up the race between the two ends of

the glistening rock. At last another victim fell to his

masterly tactics, and then as the sun was fast shading

the rugged hills that gave picturesque sternness to the

bold shore, he expressed himself satisfied and ready to

take boat for camp.
The return gave us a delightful ride o'er waters that

sounded the tiny foam bells, and by rugged shores of

cliff-like rocks that caught the setting sun as it blazed in

golden splendor. It is here in which a Chippewa tradi-

tion placed a Biren who lured hunters to their destruction

by the sweetness of her voice. Our half-breeds fully be-

lieved the romance and even listened, we thought, as we
glided by, to catch the bewitching tones of her entranc-

ing song. What a superstitious race these tawny bar-

barians are. Countless are their magic forms and numer-
ous the spells they adhere to. As spiritualists, ghost-

seers, table-rappers, etc., they excel even the pale faces.

Our boatmen partook of all these, and at many a camp-
fire we had listened to their extraordinary stories with
great interest. No wonder the "medicine man" is

so potent an agent with them. It would take many
columns to do the subject justice, and as trouting is our
specialty we will again revert to it,

i . On reaching our quarters I at once proceeded to the

bluff in front with my yet unjointed rod, in hopes of

getting a rise from the cunning and savage patriarch of

the crimson dots that had so far outwitted us. I had on
but a single fly, a big jungle-cock, which I had affixed in

the boat as we came along for this particular occasion,

and which had so greatly excited his curiosity before.

With stealthy footsteps I approach the spot, and when
near enough, away sailed the alluring fly. It hit the

water with anything but downy lightness, and ere the

ripples had started from their base a monster pounced
upon it with such a leopard-like leap as to almost make
me forget my mission. I struck, of course, but as a noted
angler once said when in the same lamentable position,

had missed by "the ninety-ninth part of a second." It

might have been a little less, but when it's a miss a few
fractions of a second make but little difference. I must
admit that I was deeply chagrined at my utter failure in

missing such a wolfish rise, and was unable to account
for it unless as stated above. However, I did not then
dwell on cause and effect, but instantly put forth my best

efforts to once more induce him to tamper with the fanci-

ful jungle-cock, be it ever so lightly. I dropped the fly

over every inch of ground and fluttered it in every im-
aginable way, but the scarlet draped beauty was not to

be coaxed to the surface again that evening, no matter
how tempting or how subtle the art of the disappointed

angler. Satisfied of this, I retraced my steps, deeply
pondering on what excuse I should make to Ned for

defeat at such a magnificent rise. Now, no angler would
falsify on a trifling thing like that, of course not, but as

there was a certain pride in the accomplishment of the

art, one does not like to come out flat-footed and acknowl-
edge, particularly in a contest like this, to such a dismal

faUure. I well knew that Ned would roast me severely if

I admitted the fact, so I pondered over the situation as I

slowly walked along, and finally determined to resort to

equivocation if I found him in an inquisitive mood.
Boldly I marched in, and when near camp I encountered
Ned directly in the pathway. He looked at me with an
inquiring gaze, and before I had an opportunity to say a
word so as to divert his mind to other matters, eagerly

asked:
"Did you have a rise?"

"Did Jonah swallow the whale?" I replied, and then I

patiently waited the result of my crafty defense. To my
utter astonishment and great relief he was completely de-

ceived by my cunning reply and dropped the subject at

once, and immediately began to consider what kind of fly

he would use in the morning with which to tempt the

object of his desire.

Fearful that he might again revert to the subject, I

quietly walked away and busied myself unjointing my
rod and in consigning it to its proper receptacle. To use
an expressive "Americanism" I had "saved my bacon,"
but felt that I had somewhat fractured the fact a wee bit,

just a wee bit, that's all, as an equivocation is a friendly
ally to a fairy tale.

What selection Ned had made that evening from his

feathery lures for the enticement of the big trout in the
morning I never ascertained, for he had suddenly ceased
to be communicative with me on that particular subject
ever since I had so severely criticised his last wonderful
production, "the water fowl."
The night being exceedingly beautiful we all after

supper sought the summit of the gigantic mass of granite
in our immediate front and watched the wavering lights

and shadows as they fell on the ragged cliffs and the
shivered rocks of the mountain tops with their aspect of

eternal melancholy calm. So intensely quiet was every-
thing, save the gentle murmur of the lake, and so deep
the solitude and breathless stillness of nature that you'd
think the whole earth was dead. Overhead the stars

twinkled with brilliancy equal to the advancing moon-
light, while the great lake catching the sparks of etherial

light danced in shimmering tints of silver. From the
valleys densely massed in darkened foliage and still

darker in deeper shades came an exhilarating air full of

sweet soft scentsravishingly intoxicating,while from every
copse and dell the glow-worm blazed and "a sheen of

iridescent silver flashed through the grass, right and left

at every flicker of the camp-fire, like a flitting phantom
of a rainbow." There was a singular fascination in
drinking in this wild and silent beauty of an approaching
night and a flowing together of impressions that you are
unable to put in definite shape.

"In such a night let the abroad remain

Till morning breaks and all's confused again."

The sun had sunk in a red glare without a cloud dim-
ming its face, and this alone, said Ned, signaled for the
morrow a bright day and a calm lake.

Alex. Starbtjck.

[to be continued.]

THE MOUNTED COLLECTION OF FISH

At the U. S. National Museum.
FIRST PAPER.

In a paper I contributed to Forest and Stream last

October, on "Taxidermy at the World's Fair," the mounted
collection of fishes on exhibition at the U. S. National

Museum at Washington was briefly referred to. The
specimens, it will be remembered, are plaster-of-paris

casts, colored to imitate na.ture, and one of them, a trigger-

fish, was figured in the article. ^Some of these casts are so

perfect, and such good representations of the original

fishes, that it occurred to me that the readers of Forest
and Stream, interested in fish, would like to see a few
more of the same collection and hear something about

Buffalo Fish-—Ictiobus urus.

them. This idea I propose to carry out in a few brief

papers, of which the present one is the first of the series.

Some very fine photographs have been taken of those

casts of fishes for me, and reproductions will illustrate

each contribution. These casts have all been prepared
with great skill, and upon their being reduced by photo-
graphy for illustrations, we are sure to obtain figures of

the fish which in any case are as true to the forms of the
originals as it is possible to be. They are far superior to

any drawings made otherwise, with which I am familiar,

and as a rule stand a long way ahead of the majority of

figures given us in works upon the subject—especially in

the matter of accuracy of form. The illustration of the
pompano, for example, will not be mistaken for anything

A Parrot Fish—Scarus sp?

else by those at all familiar with this interesting species.

It is the common one (Trachynotus cardlinus), and not
the round pompano (T. ovatus), another type sometimes
met with by fishermen at various points upon our Atlantic

coast, much less either of our two remaining species—that
is, the African pompano, or the banner pompano. It is

said that the word pompano is derived from the Spanish,
and means a "grape leaf," probably in allusion to the
shape of the fish, but possibly to something else.

Common pompanos I have caught hundreds of in Key
West harbor, Fla., and taken a few of the banner pom-
pano off Pensacola, where the local fishermen call it

the "gafftopsail pompano." A few years ago the com-
mon species was found to occur also on the Pacific coast,

and Ohio valleys they form a large percentage of the

food fish consumed. They usually bring a better price

than the smaller suckers, excepting the black horse, but
at the best they are coarse, poor fishes, the flesh being
full of small bones and scarcely worth the trouble of pick-

ing. The buffalo-fishes are found by Prof. Forbes to feed
on small crustaceans more than do the other suckers and
less on mollusks." While living at New Orleans I have
frequently seen these great suckers loaded up in wagons
by the fishermen and drawn into the city to be exposed
in the market-place for sale. They are generally pur-
chased by the poorer classes as food, and are rarely eaten
by those who can afford better. I have seen some seined

that weighed as much as 201bs., and one exceptional case

where the specimen weighed over 301bs. With their large

scales, bronzed bodies and ponderous forms, it is a fine

sight to see a lot of living ones together lying on the river

bank just after the nets have dragged them out of their

natural element.
Fishes with large scales and other strong external

characters make fine casts, and such an one is shown in

the figure of a parrot-fish. These peculiar species derive

their name from the resemblance of the mouth parts to the
mandibles of a parrot, which, it will be seen from the
illustration given, is quite striking. R. W. Shufeldt.
Washington, D. C.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.

Common Pompano—Trachyno tus carolinus.

having been captured in the Gulf of California. In the
Havana markets this fish is very highly esteemed, and in-

deed this is the case almost everywhere where it is known.
With us, for the table, it is in its best condition in the
autumn, at the time the old ones are leaving the coast.

They are then very fat, and far better eating than they
are in the spring of the year. They are beautiful objects
when caught with hook and line, and I will never forget
the first fellow I safely landed over the side of the boat.
Sheet silver could not compare in color with his bril-

liantly-tinted sides, and the effect was much enhanced
when he was free to thrash about in the bottom of the
boat under the bright rays of a Key West sun at noonday.
Another good cast in the collection is that of a buffalo-

fish. "The three species known as 'buffalo-fishes' {Ictio-

bus buhulus, urus and cyprinella)," says Prof. Jordan,
"are found mainly in the river channels of the Mississipi

and its tributaries. They are the largest of the suckers,
reaching a weight of 151bs. or more. In the Mississipp

ANGLING NOTES.

Early Trout Fishing.

When the spring opened early in northern New York,
so unusually early, judging by the time that the ice went
out of the lakes and ponds, that the oldest inhabitant had
no recollection of a similar early spring, the brook trout
fishermen girded themselves for action and great was the
preparation for the first fishing on the 14th of April. Ex-
cept for wind with, at times, a March flavor, the 14th of

April was a bright, sunny day, and perhaps the warmest
day of the season up to that time, and great was the joy
thereat in the hearts of some scores of fishermen. In a
moment of weakness I promised Mr. C. H. Baxter, secre-

tary of the Mohican Rod and Gun Club, that I would go
a fishing on the opening day, but that there should be no
misunderstanding about the matter later, I told him I

believed we would get few if any trout, that they would
not rise to the fly with the streams full of snow water, as
they were in spite of the warm air, and any trout we
might get must be taken from the bottom with the barn-
yard hackle, which they would swallow with more delib-

eration than a sucker, and when caught would be found
to be slimy and poor in flesh. He thought I was throwing
water on the scheme colder than anywe would find in the
brooks, but he was game to go. I have not yet confessed
to him that when, a few days before the 14th, the Surro-
gate asked me if I could appear in his court the morning
of the 14th without breaking my heart, I whispered in his

ear, "Judge, you have saved me, but to make a dead sure
thing of it issue a bench warrant for my appearance and
give it to Sheriff Reed, for I haye promised to go a-fishing

on that day,"
To my friend Baxter I said: "I must appear before the

Surrogate at the proving of a will, and I am extremely
sorry that I cannot go out with you and get wet." Mr.
Baxter and Mr. John Watson did go and they got home
again safe and fairly well. Mr. Alexander Canfield, a
veteran trout fisherman, caught one trout, slimy as an eel

and very thin in flesh. Hon. A. B. Abbott and sons
caught two trout, and about fifty other fishermen that
started between 1 o'clock and 5 on the morning of the
14th, and scoured all the brooks within reach, got the
same as Mr. Baxter—nothing. The brooks were low, the
water cold, and the trout sluggish.

A few days later Mr. G. R. Harris, secretary of the
Paper Company, fished what is called an "early brook,"
and with two companions caught nearly fifty trout, and
he told me that at noon they dug a hole in the snow and
put their morning's catch in it to await their return at
night.
The Washington county streams are considered earlier

than those in Warren county, and Mr. Charles H. Wilson
has for years made it a point to fish there on opening
day. One of his companions who was as regular as he
was, formerly a companion of Dr. Bethune in fishing the
same streams, Mr. Wilson, writes me: "My trip to Salem
for opening day fishing was a very pleasant one, but the
fishing was very poor. The streams that usually yield a
fair catch were fished with poor success owing to low
water and cold weather. Our party of four, Mr. T, A.
Wright, of New York city; Mr. J. M. Williams and
Charles Whitcomb, of Salem and myself, caught on
Saturday in White and Black creeks, fifty-two trout of

lawful size. High hook fib.

"Monday, the same party took from the headwaters of
Black Creek 46 trout of better size, one of l|lbs. weight.
"The usual large trout story was sprung on the Salem

people by two strangers, who caught a8 trout, weighing
19*lbs. I saw them. They were in an 81bs. basket, which
was not quite full."

From Rochester Mr. Thomas W. Fraine writes: "My
line was wet on the opening day. I caught 5 trout from
6 to 9in. long. Never saw the streams so low before."
Whether the water is high or low, April 15 is too early

to expect good trout fishing in the streams of northern
New York. Trout may be caught, it is true, but they
afford no sport, as they show no more fight than a piece
of dead wood, and when dragged out are slimy and in

poor condition. The warm and gentle rain which is fall-

ing as I write, and turning the grass green as it falls, and
at the same time opening the tender green leaves on the
trees and bursting the blossoms of the plum and the cherry,
will change all this, for the insect life in the streams will

awaken, and the trout will come out from the deep holes,

and on the gravel of the rapids will be washed clean with
burnished sides, and take on flesh and become vigorous
and alert for flies, natural and counterfeit, that may fall

on the water of the murmuring stream. Then there will

be some fishing worthy of the name.
As to lake fishing, Fish Commissioner Wentworth, of

New Hampshire, reports that at Newfound Lake a salmon
(ouananiche) was caught the morning of the 16th and
two the morning of the 17th. On that date the ice was
still in the lake, except at the head of it, where there was
open water and where the fishing was done.
Mr. Alonzo J. Cheney writes from Sunapee Lake, N.

H. , under date of April 16, that he thinks the ice will be
I out of that lake during the week ending the 21st and that
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the smelts were running up Pike Brook from the lake in

email numbers. He adds that on the opening day of the

trout fishing season in New Hampshire, from a small
pond near Sunapee Lake, a man caught a number of

speckled trout weighing from one to four pounds each.

They must have been caught through the ice.

Perhaps, the most novel report, in view of the belief

that in order to catch trout one must now go to some
place remote from the towns, comes to me from Mr. H.
». Bull, of Albany, who writes: "Went for trout Wednes-
day, the 18th. Left my house at 2:30 P. M., was back at

5:40 P. M. Never went beyond the city limits and
brought home four trout of above legal size."

A Rainbow Trout.

Saturday evening, April 21, there was a ring at my
door, and Mr. P. T. Ross, of Gansevoort, and a member of

the Gansevoort Fish and Game Club, came in with a rain-

bow trout which he had caught in Saratoga county, and
had driven eight miles to show to me. The trout weighed
2lbs. 9oz., and was caught on the 19th. It was 18iin.

long and Hin. deep, and was one of a lot of rainbow
trout planted by the Gansevoort Club in 1891. Mr. Ross
was naturally proud of his catch, as he had taken
personal charge of the planting of the fry. The same
species of trout have been planted in other streams in

Saratoga county than the one selected by Mr. Ross, and
have in nearly every instance disappeared after the second
year, as they have from so many other streams in other

portions of the State.

Mr. Ross tells me that knowing of the peculiarity of the
rainbow trout in this respect, he selected Delegar Brook,
in the town of Wilton, in which to make his plant, as the
brook flows into Chase Pond, from which the fish cannot
escape down stream. Last year he caught from the
stream rainbows weighing 12 and 14oz. each, showing
that there was an abundance of food. He says that the
trout have spawned in the brook and are undoubtedly
there to stay.

The Gansevoort Club caught some men netting one of
the trout streams this spring before the fishing season
commenced, and had them arrested and fined. The
netter is the curse of the country trout streams, and next
to him comes the baby trout fisherman.

A Reminiscence.

How the scenes of past trout fishing come back to us at
this season of the year!

I was talking with a friend in my own house one even-
ing lately after a game of whist, and he described a
stretch of brook that had impressed him while wheeling
in the country that day. Instantly there came to my
mind a bend in Minerva Creek, in Essex county, N. Y.

,

several miles above the village of Olmsteadville. The
stream used to be flooded every spring to drive out the
saw logs cut at its headwaters, and at one bend there was
a deep hole under a high bank, making the stream unap-
proachable from the bank side. The opposite side was low,
with a shelving, gravelly approach to the pool. The deep
hole had gathered drift of all sorts, but chiefly stumps of
trees with a mass of roots. Fishing down stream I cast
my flies on the water at the upper end of the pool, and
with a rush a trout came from the stumps and roots and
took the stretcher fly. It seemed to be about l^lbs. in
weight and for a few moments fought a fair fight in the
clear part of the pool. Suddenly it turned to find shelter
and safety among the roots, and I checked the rush when
the fish had almost gained the haven. There was nothing
to do but pit the rod and leader against the fish and the
current and the issue was fairly fought, as I held the rod
back and the butt forward. An extra spring of the rod
during a desperate struggle on the part of the trout would
carry it so near the roots that its tail seemed almost to
touch them. At first I expected the leader would part or
the hook give way, but as the seconds went on I gained
confidence in the tackle; and then all in a moment the
trout came to the top of the water on its side, and draw-
ing it toward the shelving bank the net did for him.
Now, as I think of it with every detail asfresh asthough

the fight occurred yesterday, I wish almost that I had put
the trout back in the water to live and perhaps fight
again. When this came back to me, like a flash, the
other evening, I could see it and feel it all, and when I
went to sleep I was fighting the fight over again, and it

was the best fighting I have had this year.

Earl of Aberdeen on the Restigouche.
Back in 1878 Mr. John Mowat, then a fishery officer of

Canada, received directions to take charge of a party of
royal fishermen and women on the Restigouche in New
Brunswick. H. R. H. Princess Louise, Lord Lorne, the
Governor-General, Duke of Argyle and daughters, and
Lady MacNamara were of the party. Messrs. Fleming
and Brydges had given up the river for the season to the
royal party, and Mr. Mowat fitted up Mr. Brydges's
famous barge Great Caesar's Ghost for the occasion. It
was during this trip that the Prince's Pool was named.
Mr. Mowat has told me how some of the party had de-
scended the stream, leaving Her Royal Highness, Lady
MacNamara and attendants with crew of the barge and
two Indian canoemen behind for the last fishing. Mr.
Mowat put one of the Indians out and took his place,
hoping to give the Princess the best fishing the river af-
forded. The fishing was in the present Princess Pool,
then unnamed. The veteran fisherman, after looking
over the fly-book of his royal mistress, put on her leader
one of his own flies, and she hooked and killed a 24lbs.
fish in eleven and a half minutes. The next was foul-
hooked and required twenty-two minutes and weighed
221bs. The next was a fish of 261bs., and the fourth and
last a 27-pounder, which Mr. Mowat gaffed from the
canoe. He then asked permission of Her Royal Highness
to name the pool in her honor, and as she consented he
named it Princess Louise Pool.
The Restigouche Salmon Club has now asked his Excel-

lency the Governor-General, to be the guest of the club
for the salmon fishing in June, and Mr. Mowat has been
invited to take charge of the Earl of Aberdeen and his
party and show them where the big salmon lie, as he did
for the Governor-General sixteen years ago.

grapher in the funny papers, but truth is more real than
fiction, and at this moment there is on my desk a vial in

which not only to carry bait, but in which the bait is

offered to fish. I have seen alleged bait bottles and pigs

portrayed in the comic papers, but they were several sizes

larger than the vial, which is wired to the shank of a hook
with silver wire, and in it an angle-worm is supposed to

be placed, then stoppered in with a cork and the whole
outfit offered to an unsuspecting fish. If the inventor
would supply eye glasses for the fish it is possible that the
fish might discover what the vial contained, otherwise
they are quite likely to take the vial and contents for a
long .22 cartridge.

"Not All of Fishing to Fish."

The Fly-Fishers' Club, London, has just issued its

Annual, after its tenth year of existence, and on its cover
is shown, for the first time, the
book plate for the club's library,

specially designed by Mr. Batch-
elor. The design is very attrac-

tive as well as appropriate, dis-

playing as it does a fish-basket,

or creel, of the stereotyped form
as made of French willow, with
cover raised to show that it is

filledwith books instead of trout.

The shoulder strap is wound
around the front of the creel

and bears the legend, "Fly Fish-
ers' Club Library." Under the
figure of the creel is the Latin
motto, Piscator non solum pis-

catur. Curved gracefully around the creel are two great
leaders, or casting lines, each terminating in an up-winged
fly, making the whole design in the form of a shield.

Now, I have nothing but unqualified praise for this de-
sign, for it is well drawn and so "fetching," that it will
make a book-loving angler's eyes glisten as he looks upon
it; but on one of the pages of the Annual I read: "The
book plate for the library and its Latin inscription will be
found to embody the maxim of that celebrated American
angler, Thaddeus Norris, that 'it is not all of fishing to
fish.'

"

I would be the last man to rob "Uncle Thad." of any-
thing due to him or his memory, but I believe that the
Fly-Fishers' Club has credited the maxim to the wrong
man. Thad. Norris may have used the expression, that
it is "not all of fishing to fish," but his name has never
been associated with it over here, and I have just made an

idea of even suggesting that Mr. Dawson was aching fcr
the time when he could take trout unlawfully, or in au
unsportsmanlike manner, for he knew him well and
knew that he was not a law-breaker; but it is also
evident that the writer was not an a»gler and was un-
familiar with angling terms, and in testifying to his lore
of angling used the wrong word. But there it stands to
this day, in the sense in which it is used, almost like a
confession on the part of Mr. Dawson himself. Here is

Mr. Dawson's own testimony: "The greatest enthusiast
soon wearies of bait and troll as lures for pike and
pickerel, or sunfish and perch. As coarse food palls on
the palate so the love of angling soon dies out unless it

reaches up to the higher plane of trout and salmon, lured
by the tiny fly, kept in check by the gossamer-like leader
and conquered by the skillful manipulation of the slender
rod, which curves to the pressure as gracefully as the
tall pine to the blast of the tempest. It is only in this
higher department of the art that the angler finds the
witchery of his vocation," A. N. Cheney.

OUANAN1GHE AND TROUT.
To commence with, I would strongly un-e all who desire

a literary acquaintance with the game qualities of the
ouananiche and the manner of taking him to procure a
copy of Mr. Eugene McCarthy's "Leaping Ouananiche,"
so fully reviewed in your last number. My friend Mc-
Carthy's views on the natural history of the fish differ
from mine in some details, but that is naturally no proof
that he is wrong. But his exceedingly interesting, cor-
rect and vivid description of angling for ouananiche in
the summer and autumn—the seasons in which the enthu-
siastic and popular Syracuse angler and author has for
so many years matched his strength and cunning against
the finesse of his finny prey, cannot but prove helpful to
those who may contemplate their first trip to "the land of
the ouananiche" during the noming summer. It is a mis-
take, however, to assert that "before June 1 it is too early
and cold" for ouananiche fishing'. One of the best day's
sport that I ever had with the fish was upon May 23 or 24,
189:2, when in the course of a very few hours some dozen
or so of 3 and 41bs. fish fell to my rod in the pool at the
mouth of the Ouiatchouan, and excellent sport was had
on the same occasion by my angling companions, R. M.
Stocking of Quebec, Mr. Chase, president of the Water-
bury Watch Company, and Mr. John Wallace of Ansonia,
Conn. There are no flies to bother one in Canada in May,
and though the comforts of the Hotel Roberval may be
lacking, for it seldom opens before June 1, country board
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Bait in a Vial.

It strikes me that at some time I have heard or read
that a very few of the fishermen of the cave dwelling
period, or it may have been a few hundred years later
carried their bait in a bottle or jug. No doubt fishermen
generally of this day credited such allusions to the para-

examination of his books to see if I could find reference
to it, and find nothing to indicate that he ever heard of it.

The late George Dawson, editor of the Albany Evening
Journal, is the one to whom the maxim should be cred-
ited, and it may be in order for me to explain how I once
came to use it myself. When Mr. Dawson's "The Pleas-
ures of Angling" was published in 1876, I read in it,

"They are greatly in error who suppose that all there is

of fishing is to fish," and the expression took root within
me, and I came to say on all proper occasions, "It's not
all of fishing to fish." When "Fishing with the Fly" was
published, I used for a title to one of the chapters, "Not
All of Fishing to Fish," and did so without the least
thought that I was robbing Mr. Dawson of something
which belonged to him. Some time later I was told that
Mr. Dawson himself in a little book, "Angling Talks,"
written for and published by Forest and Stream, had
used for a title to one of the chapters, "Not All of Fishing
to Fish," and then I began to have grave doubts about the
propriety of my action in using the expression without
indicating by quotation marks that it was borrowed,
although to this day I have not seen a copy of "Angling
Talks," nor do I know the date of its publication in rela-
tion to the date of publication of "Fishing With the
Fly," nor does it make any particular difference at this
late day, for I absorbed the expression from Mr. Dawson's
book, and to him is due the credit for it. "Fishing with
the Fly" contains the last paper upon fishing, "Fly-Casting
for Salmon," that came from Mr. Dawson's pen, as he
died quite suddenly very soon after writing the chapter,
the manuscript of which I retain, with the date on which
it was written, in the author's hand. The committee of
the Fly-Fishers' Club may like to know that Mr. Dawson,
whose words are quoted on their book plate, was born in
Falkirk, Scotland, in 1818.

In Justice to Mr. Dawson's Memory.
Soon after Mr, Dawson's death in 1883 I received from

his son a copy of a memoir of the dead journalist and
angler, beautifully printed and containing a fine steel
engraved portrait of the subject of the memoir. One
sentence in it struck me as unjust to Mr. Dawson as an
angler and I wrote on the margin, "Correct this." Up to
the present time I have not done so, but tardy justice is
better than none.
One beautiful tribute, written as I have always believed

by Mr. St. Clair McKelway, mentioned Mr. Dawson's
closing days, and among other things said: "There was
nothing to fight for or against. He ached for the time
when he could whip salmon and snare trout." The italics
are mine.

It is quite evident that the writer had not the least

maybe had in the village of Roberval, and for a small
party, at Ouellet's, within a stone's throw of the pool, and
near the famous falls of the same name. I would not
advise a visit to the Ouiatchouan, nor yet to the mouth of
the Metabetchouan, where the spring fishing is about the
same, before about May 18 or 20, though this year the
season promises to be somewhat earlier than usual, and to
friends that talk of reaching Quebec a week or so sooner,
I say that were I in their place I would stop over at Lake
Edward, half-way to Lake St. John, and enjoy a few days'
sport with the large and lusty fontinalis. Successful fish-
ing for these may be had from the time the ice leaves the
lake. Alt necessary supplies can be had at Lake Edward,
including guides, but Roberval has a Maine prohibitory
law, except in so far as the hotel is concerned, which, as
already mentioned, is not open in May. Large flies,

almost salmon size, are used for ouananiche in early
spring fishing at Lake St. John. The Jock-Scott, silver-
doctor and professor are nearly always successful.

E. T. D. Chambers.

Baits for Whitefish.

Owosso, Mich.—Please inform me what kind of bait
will attract whitefish. A lake near here was stocked with
them several years ago, but none were seen until last
year, when a party of fishermen from this city surprised
some vags, who were using dynamite in the above lake,
and picked up several fine ones on the surface of the water.
The lake referred to is about 60ft. in depth. J. S. C.

"Various baits have been used successfully. Seth Green
recommended small minnows about lin. in length and red
angle worms for Otsego Lake. Chas. Carpenter caught a
few at Kelley's Island, Ohio, with cockroaches diawn
rapidly through the water. Dr. Theodatus Garlick fished
in 25ft. of water at Copper Harbor, Lake Superior, and
caught several large whitefish at night, baiting with small
pieces of fresh beef. He took a few also with rod and fly
at the Sault St. Marie in the rapid water, at and about the
canal company's locks. Hon. Emory D. Potter saw a
great many whitefish taken at Sault St. Marie with a
hook baited with the June or soldier-fly, the bait resting
on the bottom of a deep, still pool, adjacent to the rapids.
Boys and half-breeds are said to catch a great many in
that way in 20 to 30ft. of water.
Elihu Phinney has described the capture of whitefish

at Cooperstown, N. Y., as follows: "The fishing for
Otsego bass [a name for the whitefish] in our lake has all
been done within a quarter of a mile of the village in
water from I0tto 40ft. deep. The fishermen's huts, some
fifteen or twenty in all, and about 6ft. square, are dark-
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ened so as to enable the occupants to see more clearly into
the water below.
"The tackle is extremely light, the hooks, which are

quite small, and two or three in number, being attached
about a foot apart to the main line with a bit of ordinary
gut. The baits in vogue are of many sorts—bread crumbs,
bits of beef or angle worm, the common house fly, small
cockroaches or other bugs, and pellets of wheat flour
mixed with cotton or flax, but chiefly, most successfully
and most unaccountably, a tiny bright shiner, either
living or dead, or a small portion of it.

"Two lines are generally used, one with the bait lying
on the bottom and the other with the baits kept moving
in plain sight near the surface, where the fish are dis-

tinctly seen. And, singularly enough, it is in this last
way that probably nine-tenths of all the catches have
been made."

Mr. Phinney stated that the fish bite equally well by
day or night, and that tiny rock bass were once found in
the stomach. Inspector F. C. Gilchrist reported the dis-

covery of a young burbot in a whitefish stomach. J. E.
B. Van Cleave, the well known Chicago angler, has never
seen the Miltona Lake whitefish caught with a hook, but
perhaps no one has tried in that lake the plan above set
forth.

Conewango Creek Cripples.

For several years I have noticed numbers of dead and
crippled fish in Conewango Creek, Pa. Some seemed to
be partly paralyzed, swimming around close to shore on
one side, others stone blind, the eyes being literally eaten
out of the sockets. This I believe is caused by the poison-
ous acids cast into the waters by the oil refineries and
chemical works. The fish principally affected seem to be
soft fish, such as suckers, mullet and shiners, though
rock bass and an occasional black bass are found. The
acid or whatever it is seems to have the effect of turning
them white, or part white, giving them a queer appear-
ance. Anybody crossing any of the bridges over the
Allegheny or Conewango and seeing the quantity of oil on
the water would naturally wonder how fish can live in it.

They do, but it must certainly be at a cost to their num-
bers. W. Gr. S. O.

Success in Stocking with Bass.
I HAVE been looking over a few of the past numbers of

Forest and Stream this evening, and in doing so ran across
the article relative to transporting fish alive, which appeared
in Mr. Cheney's "Angling Notes" several weeks ago. I
have always been very much interested in what he has to say
and quite frequently experiences of my own are brought to
mind. The article referred to is a case in point. While my
experience in transporting fish has been somewhat limited, I
think that I have learned something, and perhaps what I
have to say may be of interest to others.
Last July a few of us thought that the fishing in some of

the ponds in this vicinity could be improved by stocking
them with black bass. The fishing is heavy in all the ponds
around "Worcester, and as they are nonprotected, the native
fish have to a very considerable degree been caught out.
From our experience with bass we are convinced that once
introduced into a lake it is practically impossible to entirely
destroy the fishing, if legitimate methods are employed. So
we decided to try the experiment. The first question that
confronted us was how to transport the fish from one pond
to another. And after many ways had been considered and
set aside, we finally hit upon a plan which proved to be en-
tirely successful. We procured a sugar barrel that was
watertight and filled it about one-third full of water, to pre-
vent the water from slopping over the top, and also to prevent
too much agitation. We took the head of the barrel, fastened
the thin pieces of which it was made together with cleats
and allowed it to float on top of the water in the barrel. In
this way we transported 200 bass, about 20 at a time, and lost
only one, which was injured when caught. They were carted
about three miles over a rough road.
My experience has been that great care must be used in

transporting fish not to change the water too often, as a
slight change in temperature will sometimes kill many if

not all of them. I remember going on a fishing trip to New
Hampshire several years ago with a party of friends. We
took along with us about 300 shiners for bait. The fish were
in the baggage car aud were doing well, but we thought that
perhaps the water ought to be changed occasionally; so at
one of the stations we refilled the can with water from the
water tank, and in less than an hour nearly half the fish were
dead. The water from the tank was probably several degrees
colder than the water in which we were transporting the
fish, and it killed them.
My experience in stocking streams with trout and salmon

fry has not been encouraging. I presume I have planted one
hundred thousand trout fry in the streams in this vicinity iu
the last few years, and as yet have seen no good come of it.

Ten years ago several of the fishermen in this vicinity placed
60,000 landlocked salmon fry in two of the lakes near here,
where the chances for their doing well were apparently good.'
But we have yet to hear of the capture of the first salmon. I
believe that the only proper way to stock streams or lakes is

to place in them fish at least a year old, and I think this is
the opinion of most of the anglers in this section of Massa-
chusetts at least. If any of your readers can throw more
light upon this subject I wish they would do so, as I think
we have much to learn yet as to the proper methods to be
employed in stocking our lakes and streams.

Gray Hackle.
Worcester, Mass.

New York Game Laws.
The omnibus bill sent to the Governor by the New York Legislature,

which adjourned last week, prescribes the following close seasons:
Deer in Sullivan county, Nov. l-Oct. 1.

Black and gray squirrels, hares and rabbits, Jan. 1-Sept. 1, except in
Cattarauerus county; and Aug. 15-March 15 id St. Lawrence, Franklin,
Essex, Clinton, Lewis, Warren, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Mon-
roe, Chemung, Richmond, Fulton, Seneca, Ontario, Wayne and
Oneida. Ferrets are forbidden in Onondaga and Orange counties.
Wildfowl, March 1-Sept. 1. On the Hudson River and tributaries

south of the Troy dam May 1-Sept. 1. Mongolian pheasants pro-
tected for I hree years.
Trout, Sept. 1-April 1, in Lake George and in Lewis, St. Lawrence,

Franklin, Fulton. Clinton, Essex, Warren, Hamilton, Herkimer and
Saratoga counties, Sept. 1-April 15.

Black bass. Jan. 1-May 31. Pickerel, wall-eyed pike, in St. Lawrence
River, Jan. 1-May 30.

Up to the time of our going to press (May 1) the bill had not been
Signed.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" fprice $5)—a $9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewal*.
For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr..Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portrait* for the Young" (the price of whlob
ID!)

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
Mr. Walter Wellman, who is organizing a North Pole expedition,

writes to Spratts Patent, from Liege, Belgium, as follows: "On
inquiry here we find that your Patent Meat Fibrine Vegetable Dog
Cakes and Cod Liver Oil Dog Cakes are superior to anything we can
get for the large pack of Belgium draft dogs which we are taking on
to the Arctics. 1 '

The Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Company issue an attractive little cir-
cular "Where to Find Game," which sjives information compiled from
reports of B. & O. agents as to the kinds of fish and game to be found
at different points along the road, the character of the country, names
of streams, hotel rates, livery and guides' charges, etc. It may be
had for the asking.

The illustrated circular of the Natchaug Silk Company giving the
award of prizes for last year and particulars for the '94 competition
for $325 in gold will interest all fishermen. It is worth noting that
among the letters from last year's prize winners and competitors,
which are here published, Forest and Steram is mentioned ma.ny
times, while no other journal is named even once. As the competi-
tion was advertised generally and extensively this fact is of telling
significance and offers one more proof of Forest and Stream's value
as an advertising medium.
The Syracuse Arms Company have put upon the market a hammer-

less gun which possesses a number of new and interesting features,
and which, when it becomes better known, will no doubt prove very
popular with sportsmen. Its simplicity of construction and the fact
that all its parts are interchangeable, are strong points in its favor.
The gun can be taken apart and assem hied without the use of any
other tool than a screw driver. The entire locking mechanism is hung
on two pins, and the hammer and the cocking device are all one piece.
Mr. Hollenheck, the iu venter, claims that he is the first to successfully
apply the system of interchangeability of parts to the manufacture of
high-grade shotguns.

Messrs. C. C. Abel & Co.. of New York, who are sole agents in the
United States for C. G. Van Tubergen, Jr., of Haarlem, Holland, send
price lists of flower roots on application.

Mr. Thos. Hunter, the big and popular president of the Hunter Arms
Co., made a flying trip as far South as Raltimoro recently, and received
a number of orders for the L C Smith gun, He reports that dealers
are not stocking up to aDy great extent as yet, but that individual
sportsmen are buying.

Vol I., No. 1 of the Baker Gun Quarterly has come to hand. It is

an admirably written and arranged little paper, and full of meat
regarding the Baker hammerless and hammer guns. The publishers
state as their objects iu issuing the paper as follows: To collect and
publish experiences of practical gun men. To carefully note all ques-
tions that arise affecting the making and selling of guns. To do what
we can toward educating people in an intelligent use of guns and
toward strengthening the interests of legitimate sport generally.

The Wm, Malcolm Telescope Company, of Syracuse, have sent rifle

telescopes for hunting and target work all over the known world.

The Burgess Gun Company have centrally located offices in the Erie
County Savings Bank Building. The factory is in the north end of the
city and is best reached by trains of the Belt Line Railroad which
leave from the New York Central Station and which are operated
by the Central Railroad Company. This Belt Line railroad beats the
New York elevated roads for cheapness, carrying passengers entirely
around the city, a distance of fifteen miles, for a single five cent fare.
Its trains land passengers directly iu front of the Burgess Gun Com-
pany's factory, giving them en route a view of Lake Erie and the
upper Niagara The factory is a three story and basement brick
building, well supplied with the best modern machinery for turning
out a perfectly finished gun. Last week a representative of Forest
and Stream was shown over the building by Mr. 0. A. Damon, and
also had the pleasure oE firing one of the repeating shotguns, which
worked like a charm. The Burgess Gun Company make a specialty
of turning out special guns with one or more barrels to suit the needs
of individual sportsmen. They have turned out guns bored for bali or
buckshot, and are constantly experimenting for special charges.
Their expert is at present perfecting a new device for ejecting in the
possible contingency of misfire. The device now in use seems to
answer the purpose admirabty, and may be retained after the other
device has been given a trial. The Burgess Gun has won many friend?;
and has a bright future iu store.

I asked Dan Cupid t'other day
What made him so surprising fair.

"My Ma-M'am Venus," he replied,
"Keeps Packer's Tar Soap at her side,
And scrubs me everywhere." —Adv.

The Hazard Powder Company has moved from its old office at 63
Pine street, to new and more commodious quarters in the Continental
Life Insurance Building, 44, 46 and 43 Cedar street.

Two Spring Tours to Washington, D. C.
On Thursday, May 3, and Thursday, May 84, the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company will run two delightful spring tours to the National
Capital. These are what are called three-day trips, and embody all
the advantages of an inexpensive trip, as well as an excellent oppor-
tunity for seeing the beautiful city of Washington under the most
favorable circumstances. The rate from New York, $13, and from
Philadelphia and Wilmington, $11, carries with it transportation in a
special train of Pennsylvania Railroad standard coaches, accompanied
by experienced tourist agent and chaperon, who aid the tourist very
materially in their journeying in and about the city of Washington,
and hotel accommodations at the best of Washington's hostelries.
The special I rain will leave New York 11:00 A. M., and Philadelphia at
1:50 P. M., arriving at destination in time for supper. Returning, the
special train will leave the Capital City for home on the Saturday fol-
lowing. Descriptive itineraries of Washington and its beautiful sur-
roundings may be procured upon application to the tourist depart-
ment of the Pennsylvania Railroad, 119B Broadway, New York, or 333
South Fourth street, or to the Pennsylvania Railroad ticket agents.
Apply for space on these tours at once.—Adv.

F FXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

May 1 to 4.—Special show of St. Bernard, Collie, Spaniel and Fox-
Terrier clubs, in connection with the Hempstead Farm show, Madison
Square Garden.
May 9 to 12.—Louisville Kennel Club, at Louisville. Ky. St. Marc M.

Munday, Sec'y.
May 30 to June 2.—Alameda County Sportsmen's Association, at

Oakland, California.
Sept. 10 to 14.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone. Sec'y.
Sept. 18 to 21.—Rhode Island State Fair Association, at Cranston. R.

I. W. W. Dexter, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris. Man. R. J. Gallaug

her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 5.—Uuited States Field Trial Club, at Bicknell, Ind. P. T.

Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W. B Wells

Sec'y.
Nov. 33—Eastern Field Trials Club, at Newton, N. C. W. A. Coster,

Saratoga, N. Y.. Sec'y.
Nov. 33.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Newton, N. O. Dr. G. D. B

Darby, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

Toronto, Can.—After a good deal of pressure Mr. Robert
McEwen, the well-known collie breeder, has consented to
judge this breed at the next Industrial Exhibition. A better-
choice could not be made.

Mr. George Douglas has bought Mr. Luckwell's interest in
Black Duke, and also several bitches. Mr. Luckwell for the
present retires.

Mr. Laidlaw will attend the Specialty Show with a big
string of sixteen to twenty, among them a brace of eye
openers in the way of reds, which no one has yet seen.

Mr. Stone has bought an interest in the second prize
Toronto local English setter bitch Sultana, aDd will use her
in the International Derby. She looks like a goer and a
stayer. H. B. Donovan. I

Spaniel Judging.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Allow me space through your columns to thank our

worthy friend Mr. Fellows for his lesson to spaniel breeders
at the Boston show. That it will be a benefit to them I do
not doubt, most decidedly not in the way he intended, but on
the lines of the old saying, "Out of evil much good may
come." Reports that have reached- me from alf quarters
confirm my own opinion formed previous to the show that it
would have been a treat for any lover of this favorite breed
to have seen the wild scramble for ribbons and letters which
I am told took place at the Bostonshow. The most grateful
piece of news which has reached me is contained in a letter
from a prominent member of the Spaniel Club and reads as
follows:
"How I do wish you could have seen the perspiration pour-

ing down our worthy judge's face when he separated
Othello and Jay Kay in the challenge class aud dropped the
fragile, toyish, toes-turned-out, long-and-low Middy between
two such typical specimens, both of whom, judged by the
new standard of weight before all, easily disposed of this
miserable little dog. How I do wish you could have seen
the close fight for first honors between Adam and Woodland
Prince, the judge found the type so similar, weight, leg,
length of body, head and every other point so equal that he
even went so far (so they say) as to decide the point by giving
it to the dog with the most coat, but even this was impos-
sible, for on counting the hairs each had the same number
(I forget the figure). Equal first was the verdict, the judge
forgetting that he could have easily settled it by taking the
two dogs to the scales, where one having a heavier collar on
than the other, weight must have told in his favor.
"Jumie IV. came third in this class, not the Detroit or

New York Jumie, but another Jumie not so good in head,
longer in barrel and shorter on the leg, being the nearest ap-
proach to the equal firsts, and not wishing to depart from
the new standard of 'weight before all,' the judge after care-
ful examination decided to put him over King Raven, Jr.,
who beats him in size, weight and length of leg, the standard
of excellence and quality recognized by J. Otis Fellows &
Company, the famous firm of 'Working Dog Makers' and
'Type Annihiiators.' Jumie weighed 201bs. 'Consistency
thou art a jewel.' Then we come to poor Rideau Reine, win-
ner of two firsts nnder Mr. Wilmerding, one second in a
strong class under Mr. Mason, first in a fair class under Mr.
Oldham. Alas for the rarity of human charity! What right
had she to dare enter the lists in a class in which there were
actually four dogs who weighed all the way from % to Slbs.
heavier than she did. Enter the verdict not serve her right,
but serve her owner right for such ignorance of the new
standard, 'weight before all."'
From the above I gather things must have been pretty

lively at Boston, and the above is only a sample of what my
mail contains thes" nice days. Another runs as follows:
"Best thing in the whole show was the judging for best

brace of spaniels. Fred Kirby led in Fiske's dogs Fashion
and I Say, and was so surprised when he was handed the
ribbon that he grabbed up a dog under each arm and made a
bolt for the gate, not knowing where the lightning would
strike. The gate being closed he cleared the fence at a
bound. Some people here are cruel enough to say Fred has
not stopped running yet."
Very entertaining all this, but far from instructive. Take

the case of Rideau Reine
Granted that Mr. Wilmerding went wrong at New York

in the open cocker dog class, I have heard nobody criticise
his awards in the open bitch class.
Granted that Mr. Oldham gave the war-worn Novel sec-

ond over I Say, at New York, 1893, I have not heard any
body question the award to Rideau at Philadelphia.
Granted that Mr. Mason recognized a Dudley-nosed bull-

dog at Philadelphia, I have never heard anybody say he did
not know a cocker. Are breeders and exhibitors going to
continue supporting a man who never wearies of striking at
their best interests; who boasts of having once bred a really
good cocker, Velda, but who at Boston evidently forgot
what she was like, for he almost ignored a bitch there who
is built exactly on the same lines. Perhaps our worthy
friend Mr. Wilmerding will now see the renson I felt con-
strained to come ont so severely on some of his awards at
New York.

I would not for the world say or do anything beyond hon-
estly criticising his error in setting a lead to the "Loitering"
add Hornellsville cranks, who, as I once wrote before in your
columns, "pick the breed they know least about to write
most about." Will Mr. Wilmerding indorse Mr. Fellows's
judging at Boston ? Far from it. I feel confident that if he
went into the ring to-morrow he would judge better than
ever he did before. To get at the real root of this evil of
crooked legs, let us look more to the breeding. Why
will not breeders use more care in selecting? If your bitch
is a good one, but bad in front, do not select a good dog with
the same faults. If you cannot conveniently secure the
services of a good dog straight in front, at least secure
even a moderate specimen if he has good front legs. The
principal aim of breeders should now be the front leg of the
cocker and field spaniel. Let us use every effort to eradi-
cate the evil of the crooked front, and I am certain if the
principal cocker kennels will never breed a crooked leg bitch
to a crooked leg dog and vice versa, the time will not be far
distant when this most desirable end will be reached. If
reds come with good front legs, why should blacks not have
them? If your reds come from blacks, now breed your reds
to black, and so on. Put forth every effort, spaniel breeders,
and let us see what the result will be.
The specialty show has now arrived and the spaniel entry

is a good one. It will be very interesting to note what type
of cocker Mr. Oldham will consider the best to climb up th e
side of a house, or to turn a double somersault from the to
of a hill in a very rough country. SOLPS.

The Best Spaniel for Field Work?
Editor Forest and Stream:
Through your columns purchasers ask and receive advice.

I never asked any when I bought a dog and got a pointer,
and now after three years' work I find for our heavy timber
aud thick brush that they or setters are not the dog for our
shooting. Now, what kind of a dog shall I buy—cocker, field
or Clumber spaniel?
I have corresponded with several breeders as to their stock

and each one gives a long list of prize winnings. Only one
recommends a dog as coming from first-class hunting stock.
It may be that tho-e finely bred dogs—dogs bred down or up
to a certain s andard once had an ancestor that knew how to
find a bird. But hasn't the instinct lain dormant so long that
it is almost extinct?
However, dog men have their standard and go by it.

Now, I advise all intending purchasers of a hunting dog
for birds—when the cover is heavy and when a dog will be
out of sight three-fourths of the time as a necessity, to buy—
what? Not a pointer or setter, but a spaniel. Which should
it be?
Why is it that the stud dogs of to-day are only recom-

mended from the fact of their winning prizes at dog shows
Does a sportsman want a dog as a sire from the fact the said
sire boasts of many prizes at exhibitions? Spaniel.

In the report of pointer light-weight dogs at Boston th
criticism should rear! "Chancellor second," etc., and "Ridg
view Donald, third, faulty in brow and muzzle," and the la
ter is not from the same kennel as Ridgeview Tenny. Th
awards were correctly given in the prize list.
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Z^ZZ LOS ANGELES DOG SHOW.
CSpecial Report.)

The sixth annual bench show of the Southern California

Kennel Club, held at Los Angeles, April 18 to 21, must go on
Tecord as another success. The entry, though not alargeone
—170—was made up of representative classes. The pointer

classes held their own. The St. Bernards, English setters,

fox-terriers, pugs and cocker spaniels have improved wonder-
fully in the last two years. The hall is very centrally lo-

cated, cool and well lighted. The attendance has been very

good and I imagine that the club will come out ahead. I

heard but very few complaints, and the majority of those

were without cause. The judges gave very good satisfaction;

I find cause to differ from them in a few instances only, and
in those it is merely a difference of opinion as to type.

Mr. G. L. Waring, of Riverside, judged fox-terriers and
bull-terriers; Mr. A. C. Waddell, of Coffeyville, Kansas, all

other classes. As is often the case, the preparations for the

show fell almost entirely upon one man. Mr. C. A. Sumner,
the secretary, has had almost entire charge of affairs and to

him must be given the credit for the success of the show.

Mr. Ingalls, the elected superintendent, was unable to attend
and a son of Mr. Sumner's officiated in that capacity. He
performed his duties well and gave very general satisfaction.

The dogs were well fed and well cared for.

Mastiffs.
This class as a whole were a poor lot in comparison with

Eastern dogs. Bishop, the winner, was the best in skull,

bone, back and action. Phillip, second, has the best front,

but is too high behind, light in eye and deficient in head.

Phelp's Bishop is too leggy, weak behind and in pasterns,

but has the most character, best mask and eye. In bitches

Fanny II. won, a second would have been more than she is

worth, small, weedy and snipy. Lomita Rex was alone in

puppy class and well deserved the blue. He is well propor-

tioned, sound and in prime condition, but, for a son of Ingle-

side Crown Prince he should show more skull.

St. Bernards.
A big improvement over former years. California Ber-

nardo, the winner in dogs, is the best in expression, charac-
ter, coat and limbs. Reglov, given third, is much taller and
larger in every way, equal in skull, but longer in muzzle; he
is straight in stifles. Both of these dogs are dark in head
markings. Leaving out the eyes, Reglov was a very easy
second. He is blind in one eye, however, and on this account
Mr. Waddell put Monk over him. Monk is a good type of

dog, a little chap, but with a good head of the Swiss type,

blocky but expressive, small ears, no blaze, good bone, bad
coat. I preferred Reglov for the position. In open bitch
class Tabitha was alone; she is a smooth-coat, or at best a
broken coat; very nicely marked, but small and weedy. A
finely-marked lot of puppies faced the judge. I never saw
more perfect markings and shadings, but the entire lot were
weedy.

Great Danes.
Titan and Marjel, last year's winners, werethe only entries.

They are of the proper type, but rather small. In puppies,
Marjel's show more quality than Titan's.

Foxhounds
Brought out but two entries. Both are fair specimens of the
American hound.

Deerhounds
Only mustered two entries, Cervus and Flora. Both are
good.

Greyhounds.
The classes were small but very good. Skyrocket, the win-

ner of many a bard fought battle in the coursing field, was
again a victor. He is a very nice built dog all round. Pal-
con, his closest competitor, beats him in front and front feet,

is equally good in shoulder and hindquarters, has the best
skull, but loses to him in jaw, back, loin and neck. Donard
M., third, has a nice skull but is short and weak in muzzle;
lacks power; he' is lower in front and better in hocks than
Wallace but is shorter and carries a poor tail. Wallace Go,
reserve, is another good one, but is loaded in shoulders and
short in neck. The positions of these two might well be re-

versed, but both are faulty. In open bitch class the compe-
tition was again close. Pronto, the winner, took the fancy of
the judge; she has a nice head, good neck, front, depth of
chest, the best arched back in the class, but is light in second
thighs. Lady H. Glendynne, last year's winner, was shown
a little too fat and soft; she excelled in hindlegs and back,
has good head, shoulders and feet. Juno, third, has the most
powerful muzzle of the lot and is well arched but is too long
cast and straight in stifles. The puppies were very good and
promising, well deserving the ribbons.
A so-called Russian wolfhound was given a second prize,

said to be bred by Lord Tennyson. If I mistake not it is a
cross between a greyhound and a wolfhound, it certainly
has no resemblance to any of the barzois that I have seen in
either England or America.

Chesapeake Bay Dogs.
A good specimen of a Chesapeake Bay dog won; Prout, the

well known winner. He is a bit wide in front and in poor
coat, otherwise good.

Pointers.
In challenge classes Sally Brass II. won in the over oOlbs.

class, Kankoo in the light-weight dog class and Amaryllis
in light-weight bitches. Sally Brass was shown in the best
condition that she ever was since reaching this coast. She
shows her age but little; Kankoo is a bit heavy in skull, but
his good square muzzle and well put up body will carry him
through a lot of trouble. Amaryllis has won now under
four different judges; her only competitor was Patti Crox-
texth. Amaryllis won with much to spare; she has one of
the best pointer heads that I ever saw, good clean neck and
shoulders, good body, legs and feet, though she might be
improved in stifles, and has an excellent stern. Patti Crox-
teth is like the most of the Croxteth stock, very wide in
skull, loaded in shoulders and too "chunky" in build, not
rangy like Amaryllis and all other dogs that possess speed
and endurance. She has excellent feet and was shown in
prime condition. Amaryllis afterward beat Sally Brass for
the special. In open dogs, heavy-weight, Jap, the winner,
excels in head, neck and pointer character. Bob, second, is
a trifle light in muzzle and thick in skull and short in coup-
lings, but has excellent front feet and stern. Rush, third,
is throaty, a bit wide in skull and light in eye. Ben, reserve,
is too wide in skull and cheeky. In open heavy-weight
bitches Little Nell won; she is a Duke of Vernon—Sally
Brass pup, full of quality and pointer character, nice head
and neck and the best of feet; a little light for a heavy-
weight. Hornell Bess, second, was shown in fine condition,
though perhaps a little too fat. She is a good-headed bitch'
might carry her ears a little better, has good shoulders and
good body, but stands too wide behind. Flossy, third, has
a good square, deep muzzle, but was shown in whelp and
onsequenclynot in condition. Open light-weight dog class
brought out five entries. J. H. Keifer's Baldy won, a son of
Idstone Bang. He has a square muzzle, but is too short
and wide in skull, otherwise he is a capitally put up do°\
Benkoo, second, I preferred for first place. He is better fn
neck and head, is more of the rangy order and to my notion
a more typical pointer, with no great faults. Glenbeigh
third, was shown in fine fettle, but will never make a bench
winner. He is too wide in front, too straight in stifles and
short in head. Open bitches under 501bs. brought out five;
Kito won; she is wide in front, turns her elbows in too
much and was shown too fat. Tippetta, second, has not

improved with age. She has grown a little cheeky and her
feet might be better. Nancy S., third, is only a puppy and
will improve. She has a nice type of head, a wee bit light in

muzzle, good neck and shoulders, but weak in pasterns and
has poor front feet. Belle, reserve, is slack in loin, ragged
in hips and was shown much too thin; her head, neck and
shoulders are excellent. Pointer bitch puppy class was won
by Lulu King Don. Arabella, second, was too young for the
class—a very promising puppy.

English Setters.
Not a good class. Prince Charles, the winner, has the

best type of head, but is coarse all through, ears too spaniel

like. Mercury, second, a son of Dick Bondhu, is too short
in head, is well ribbed up and has good legs and feet.

Stamboul, third, I would like better were it not for his flat

ribs. Cayador, reserve, is much too wide in skull, has bad
expression and stern; his ribs are well sprung, and legs

and feet good. Kash, vhc, who won under Messrs. Morti-
mer and Raper, was overlooked; he lacks setter character
and is very deficient in coat; had the judge handled him he
would have unquestionably put him higher, as he has very
few faults. In open bitches Countess Noble won with some-
thing to spare; while she might be lighter in skull and
longer in muzzle, taken all in all there is not a bitch in Cali-

fornia that can beat her. Diana, second, has the best head
in the class, barring the lack of stop, and has the best feet,

but stands poorly behind. Estrella, third, is of good type,

but very small and not right in head. The puppies were good
and somewhat resemble their dam, Countess Noble.

Irish Setters.
Dick Swiveler was alone in challenge dogs; his head was

never right and age has not improved it, lacks stop and is

too full below the eye, one of his pasterns shows weakness,
otherwise he holds his age well and was shown in prime
condition. I used to think him small when he was going
the rounds of the Eastern shows, but he seems to have
filled out and thickened with age. Lady Elcho was alone in
challenge bitches; I much prefer her head to that of Dick's,
as it is, to my notion, much nearer the proper type, but she
loses to him in body, back and loin, coat and color. Nemo
II., first in open dogs, is not so good in head as Sultan,
second, but beats him in body, is more developed, but in
legs and feet and coat they are about equal. Prince Doug-
lass, third, is very coarse and very large, but has a fair head
and good coat and color. Reporter of Glenmore, reserve, is

not a bad sort, good coat, body and legs, but deficient in
muzzle. In open bitches Queen of Kildare won; she is a
catchy little bitch with nice expression, too short in head,
but of good type, coat rich in color, but deficient in quantity,
well ribbed, and with good legs and feet; lithe as a cat and
a good mover. Lightning, second, is best in coat and condi-
tion, good length of muzzle, but not square cut, full in
brow and narrow at base, giving her an idiotic expression;
she is a bit sway-backed from maternal cares, otherwise
very good. Nellie is short in skull, too much on the English
setter order and has too much white on her. Glenmore
Clipper was alone in the dog puppy class; he is a very
promising youngster.

Gordon Setters.
In dogs, no entries. Gyp won first in bitches; she is too

light in build for a Gordon, has not sufficient depth of
muzzle, coat flat and of good texture, tan of the proper shade.
Lady Clara Jane, second, is a good bitch in very poor con-
dition, out of coat at present, but in condition an easy win-
ner. Roxie won first in bitch puppies; she is quite promis-
ing.

Irish Water Spaniels.
Barney L. first in dogs and Nellie first in bitches; both

good ones but shown too fat.

Spaniels.
In field spaniels Little Nell took a first and Miss Bertie a

second, but neither should have had anything; Nell is the
best, but she is not a field spaniel. The same may be said of
the dog puppy Fred.
The cocker classes were the best ever shown in Los

Angeles. Woodland Duke won rightly enough, but King
Douglas, second, pushed him hard; King has the best coat
and is the more cobby, nearer the proper type of body, but
Duke beats him in head; King is also short in ear and was
shown much too fat. Dan Slater, third, is a big liver and
white of fair quality but not up to those placed above him.
In bitches Gypsey Jane won, she is a nice black, full of
cocker character, perfectly flat coat, very good skull and
ear, but a bit snipy. Sprite, second, is full of cocker charac-
ter, but shown in whelp. Woodland Red Queen, third,
should have changed places with Sprite, and Jessie V., re-
serve, should have been second; she is a liver and white
ticked bitch that is, in my estimation, barring color, one of
the best cockers on the coast to-day; barring a growing
tendency to snipiness in muzzle, I do not see a fault in the
bitch. Red Queen is very long and very snipy in muzzle and
much too small and toyish. Diana won in bitch puppies; she
is a black bitch with considerable character, too long and
snipy in muzzle and too long in body, otherwise good.
Woodland Red Queen took second in this class. Nina, third,
has a fine coat but is badly faced, toy spaniel type.
In challenge Clumbers Bustler won; he might be larger

and is too short in skull and muzzle. Lady Florence, first

in bitches, is much too small and too much of a cocker type
of head, otherwise excellent.
The one dachshund was a very good one; long, low, well

crooked and active, muzzle might be more powerful.

Collies.

Fordhook Bravo won in open dog class; he is quite typical,
has a fair outer and under coat, good muzzle, skull a bit
thick, expression good. Aunt Dinah, first in bitches, is a
very nice one, beautiful head and expression, but nursing a
litter of puppies and was out of coat.

Bulldogs.
A little French toy faced the judge, excellent in skull,

body, legs and stern, but not broken up enough in face.

Pugs.
Here we must beg to differ from the judge entirely. Bal-

maceda, first, should never have won the position, he is to
begin with far too big, has a good pug skull, but has not a
sign of wrinkle; his ears are good, but muzzle is too long,
toe nails pure white and feet poor. Royal Dusky, second, is

a nice size, full of character, nice coat, good skull and muz-
zle, splendid wrinkle and expression, nice ear, beautifully
curled tail, toes as black as ink, perfectly straight and sound
and an easy winner, or should have been. Whitten Punch,
third, has an excellent wrinkle, but is not wide enough at
base of skull and is too long in body. In bitch puppies the
very promising Victorina won first.

One fairish Japanese spaniel won first without competi-
tion, and a nice little Mexican hairless won in its class also
alone.

I append Mr. Waring's report of fox-terriers and bull-
terriers. He has neglected to speak of the Boston terriers,
and I am glad he has, as I wish to say that the specimens of
dogs that he gave the blue ribbou to are no nearer a Boston
terrier than a mastiff. They were pit bulls of pronounced
type, weighing probably 40 to 501 bs. each.
The most pronounced victory in the specials was the win-

ning of S. M. Tonner's Amaryllis in pointer class. She very
rightly defeated Sally Brass II., Pattie Croxteth, Kankoo,
Baldy and Kioto for best light-weight pointer, and the above
named bitches for best light-weight pointer bitch.

Namqtjoit.

Fox-Terriers.
Judge's Report.

The fox-terrier classes were exceptionally strong, and cer~
tainly comprised the best lot of dogs that have ever appeared
at Los Angeles. In the open dog class the duty of awarding
prizes was a difficult one, as several entries were very close
together, and the types rather divergent. Raby Rasper won
with a very small margin over Ford Veni. The former is

rather coarse, too thick in the neck, a little wide in front
(though on occasions this is not apparent). He has a good
coat—a trifle too abundant—excellent bone and good straight
legs, and capital feet. His head is good, though it might be
improved, being a trifle pinched below the eyes. His ears
are good and well carried; he stands beautifully, and has an
excellent outline, plenty of muscle, and particularly good
hindquarters and hindlegs. His eyes are good, but expres-
sion rather soft. Good depth of chest and well-placed shoul-
ders. He is a dog that must command attention, as he
stands so well and shows himself. Ford Veni has a better
head and ears than Raby Rasper; in fact, they are particu-
larly good. He, however, was very deficient in coat, stands
rather out at the elbows, and his hindlegs are too much bent
and carried too much under him. In all other respects he is

very good, and if he had a better coat the positions might
have been reversed. The third prize dog, Lomita Patch, is a
remarkably good shower, apparently very game, well-mus-
cled, compact, has a good head, ears and bone, and straight
legs and good feet. He is too wide in front, and is altogether
rather too round in the muscles—slightly on the bull-terrier
order. He wants more coat. Hampden Tip, reserve, showed
badly and was in poor condition. He is a good dog, might
be deeper in the chest, has a good head, with ears too large
and too widely set, and light eyes; but altogether a taking
dog. Blemton Reefer, vhc. , was in very poor condition and
looked a different dog to what he did last year. The loss of
part of one ear is sufficient to put him out of court in the
show ring—not as a disqualification, but because it so spoils
his appearance. He is a good-bodied dog, with a nice outline,
has capital coat, good legs and feet, is rather bitch-headed,
and a little high on the leg. His intact ear is badly car-
ried. That he is a good stock dog seems to be ap-
parent, as no better fox-terriers were shown than
Golden Gem and De Oro, two of his daughters.
Golden Gem, the winner in the open bitch class, is a partic-
ularly good one, but she refused to show herself to advantage
in the ring. Even this handicap was insufficient to prevent
any mistake being made as to her superiority over the others.
She is good everywhere and in describing her I found my
statements on an inspection that I made of her after the
j udging was over. Had she shown herself in the ring as she
did afterwards, I would, have awarded her the prize for the
best fox-terrier in the show. Her head is very good, her
small ears hang beautifully and not leathery, though they
might be set a little closer together. She has a good neck,
sloping shoulders, good legs and feet, the right width and
depth of chest and height of leg, a good outline to stern,
capital coat, but might be a little heavier and deeper at loin
with advantage. Altogether the best bitch I have seen in
California. Lomita Winefreda, the second prize winner, is a
different type; she is large and exceedingly game looking;
she has an immense advantage in the manner in which she
showsj has a remarkably good head and nice neck, well set
on; might be deeper in the chest and less round; has not the
best of legs and feet and a very bad tail carried over herback;
also a bad coat. Seacroft Myrtle, third, has a nice head and
well carried ears, a good body (perhaps a trifle long), a dis-
proportionately coarse tail, only a fair coat and pretty good
legs and feet. If she had an inch cut off her tail it would
improve her. Lomita Nettle, reserve, is large, too high
on the leg, not very good in the body, but has a
capital head and is game looking. Mission Belle, though
pretty, is too light. Gussie would probably have been
in the money if she had not shown so badly and thrown her
ears back all the time she was in the ring. Her head and
ears and body are good and her coat is right; she is deficient
in bone but her forelegs are straight; a nice little bitch that
spoiled her chances by her behavior. Bonnie Biddie, a good
bitch, refused to show herself. Nellie, first at San Francisco
1891-92, was passed over on account of her brindled markings;
apart from this she is a fair average bitch, good in the loin
and body with very good ears; too thick in the head and too
wide in the chest. The novice dogs were not a gaudy lot.

The first novice bitch carried her ears badly but was other-
wise fair. Bonnie Brush, first in dog puppies, is a nicely-
made little dog with good coat, legs and feet and a nice
outline; carries his ears too high, and is weak in jaw. It was
a close thing between him and Don Juan, who is a neat lit-

tle dog, fairly good everywhere except that he is wide in
front and his coat is not good. Lomita Spratt is too large.
The winner in the bitch puppy class, De Oro, is a good speci-
men. She possesses a very good head, ears the right size and
shape and well carried, a very good loin and is a good depth
all through, nice neck and good coat, tail and legs right but
the feet are not round enough. She ought to be heard of
again. Lomita Nettle was second and Bonnie Blot, third,
carried her ears badly. Sunset Vixen, reserve, is too much
of a toy.

Bull-Terriers.

Judge's Report.

Chief, the winning dog, is fairly good ; his ears are badly
cropped, coming together at the tips; were they wider apart,
as they originally were, his appearance would be immensely
improved. Jumbo beat him m everything but head. Little
Starlight is a well-turned, good-headed bitch, is rather wide
in front and a little short in the leg. She beat the dog for
the special. G. L. Waking.

LIST OF AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.

—

Dogs: 1st, M. S. Severance's Bishop; 2d, G. J. Grif-
fith's Phillip; 3d, Mark Phelps's Phelps's Bishop. Bitclies: 1st, J. P.
Goytino's Fanny II. Puppies: 1st, Lomita Kennels' Lomita Rex.

ST. BERNARDS.

—

Rouqh-Coated—Dogs: 1st, J. G. Barker's Cali-
fornia Bernardo; 3d, F. McCallister's Monk; 3d. Dr. A. T. Regens-
burger's Reglov. Bitches: 1st, Goucher & Aikman's Tabitha.—Pup-
pies—Dogs: 1st, C, F. A. Last's Pontiff: 2d, Goucher & Aikman's
Punch; 3d, Capt. F. B. Colver's Prince. Bitches: lst,C. A. Sheldnck's
Lady Thornton; 2d, Goucher & Aikman's Judy.—Smooth—1st, G. W.
Lynch's Rover; 3d, M. E. Frazer's California Wonder.
GREAT DANES.

—

Dogs: 1st, J G. Borglum's Titan. Bitches: lvt,

J. G. Borglum's Marjel.—Poppies—Dogs: 1st, Mrs. H. E. Small's
Figaro; 2d, Col J. G. Otis's Toro; 3d, F. R, Miner's Faust. Bitches:
1st, J. H. Outhwaite's Minijon.

FOXHOUNDS—American—Dogs: 1st, T. Lowe's Dixie. Puppies:
1st, K. C. Klokke's Figueroa.

DEERHOUNDS.

—

Dogs: 1st, J. E. Hoy's Cervus. Bitches: 1st, J. E.
Hoy's Flora.

GREYHOUNDS.

—

Dogs: 1st. P. Curtis's Skyrocket; 2d, S. Tyler's
Falcon; 3d, H. McCracken's Donard M. Reserve, A. Barrell's Wallace
Go. Bitches: 1st, S. Tyler's Pronto; 2d, H. McCracken's Lady H.
Glendyne; 3d, T. Lowe's Juno.—Poppies—Dogs: 1st, S. Tyler's Oak
Glen Victor; 2d, H. McCracken's Midnight H. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. S.
Tyler's Oak Glen Victress.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUND.—2d, E. P. Boden's Cossack.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—1st, T. Higg's Trout.

POINTERS.—Challenge—Dogs (under 551bs.): lat.E. K. Benchley's
Kan Koo. Bitches (over 501bs,): 1st. H. Vernon's Sally Brass II.

(Under oOlbs): 1st, Mrs H. M. Tonner's Amaryllis; 3d, A. B. Tru-
man's Patti Croxteth T.—Open—Dogs (over 551bs.): 1st, A. P. Kerck-
hoff's Jap; 3d, A. E. Messerley's Bob; 3d, H. E. Green's Rush. Reserve,
J. A. Silvers's Bob. Bitches (over 50Jbs.J>: 1st, Presidio Kennels'
Little Nell; 2d, J. H. Sammi's Hornell Bess; 3d, L. Simonson's Flossy.
Dogs (under 55lbs.): 1st, J. H. Kiefer's Baldy; 2d, J. E. Walker's Ben
Koo; 3d, Howard Vernon's Glenbeigh. Reserve, George A. Ralphs's
Grover. Bitches (under 501bs.): 1st, E. K. Benchley's Kioto; 3d, H.
Y. Evans, Jr.'s Tippetta; 3d, J. H. Sammi's Nancy S. Reserve, B. C.
Hinman's Belle.—Novice—Dogs (any weight): 2d, E. E. Sallady's Nig.
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—Puppies—Bitches: 1st. H. D. Dunton'B Liuu King Don; 2d, Howard
Vernon's Arabella.

ENGLISH SETTERS. Open—Dogs: 1st, Godfrey Fritz's Prince
Charles; 3d, A P. KerekhofTs Mercury; 3d, Jos. Singer's Staniboul.
Reserve, D. Winders's Pazador. Very high com., G. A. Van Derbeck's
Kash. Bitches: 1st, H. T. Payne's Countess Noble; 2d, W. Garms's
Diana G. ; 3d, H. M. Tonner's Estrella.—PupprES—Dogs: 1st, W. E.
Lester's Don Juan. Bitches: 1st, Samuel F, Hughes's Silverplate.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge-Dogs: 1st, A. B. Truman's Dick
Swiveler. Bitches: 1st, A B. Truman's Lady Elcho T.—Open—Dogs;
1st, A. B. Truman's Nemo II. ; 2d, Glenmore Kennels' Sultan; 3d, Al. I.

Dil ley's Prince Douglass. Reserve, Dr. E. N. Lowery's Reporter of
Glenmore. Very high com., M. Splittstoesser's Martin. Com., Mrs
C. M. Shaw's Sport. Bitches: 1st, J W. Keen's Queen of Kildare;
3d, A. B. Trumau's Lightning; 3d, J. G. Thurston's Nellie. Reserve,
Mark G. Jones's Roddy.—Puppibs—Dogs: 1st, Glenmore Kennels'
Glenmore Clipper.

GORDON SETTERS.-OFBN-.Birc/ies.- 1st, G. P. Loos's Gyp; 2d, J.

W. Edwards's Lady Clara Jane. Puppies: 1st, J. W. Edwards's
Roxie.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.

—

Dogs: 1st, A. Lorsbach's Barney L-
Bitches: 1st, J. H. Sammi's Nellie.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Open— Bitches (over 281bs ).• 1st, J. B, Arnold's
Little Nell; 2d, M. Lowry's Nellie Ely. 3d, H. Findley's Miss Bertie.—
Puppies—Dogs: 1st, M. H Sinclair's Fred.

COCKER SPANIELS.

—

Dogs (under 281bs,); 1st, F. E. Miller's Wood-
land Duke; 2d, Mrs. E. Kadish's King Douglas; 3d, Mrs. E. S. Slater's
Dan Slater. Bitches: 1st. E S. Slater's Gypsy Jane; 2d, Mrs. W. S.
Taylor's Sprite; 3d, Mrs. E. Kadish's Woodland Red Queen. Reserve,
J. H. Varlev's Jessie V —Puppies—Bitches: 1st, W. L. Prather, Jr.'s
Diana P.; 2d, Mrs. Kadish's Woodland Red Queen; 3d, W. R. Murphy's
Nina.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st. Ivanhoe Kennels'
Bustler.—Open—Bitches: 1st, Ivanhoe Kennels' Lady Florence.

DACHSHUNDS.—Bitches: 1st, Dr. J. R Davidson's Fannie.

COLLIES.

—

Dogs: 1st, J. B. Banning's Fordhook Bravo. Bitches:
J. B. Banning's Aunt Dinah.

BULLDOGS —Dogs: 1st, L. Avy's Tramp.
BULL- TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st. W. H. Collins's Chief; 2d, C. M.

Merry's Jumbo. Bitches: 1st, W. H. Collins's Little Starlight; 2d, C.
H. Botsch's Queen.

BOSTON TERRIERS .

—

Dogs: 1st, J. E. Hoy's Tiger. Bitches: 1st,

J. E. Hoy's Qrete.

FOX-TERRIERS.

—

Dogs (smooth): 1st, E. Cawston's Raby Rasper;
2d and 3d, Lornita Kennels' Ford Veni and Lomita Patch. Reserve,
F. Stokes's Hampden Tip. Very high com., J. McLatchie's Blemton
Reefer. Bitches: 1st, J. A. Sargent's Golden Gem; 2d and reserve,
Lomita Kennels' Lomita Winifreda and Lomita Nettle; 3d, F. E. Hol-
den's Seacroft Myrtle. Very high c^m., J. McLatchie's Mission Belle,
W. G. Brittan's Bonnie Biddy, R Lictdel's Nellie and C. Thomquest's
Gussie.—Novice—Dogs: 1st, H. H. Shorting's Fly; 2d, Miss A. M.
Brooks's Ned. Bitches: 1st, C. A. Summer's Bonnie Blot.

—

Puppies—
Dogs: 1st, C. A. Summer's Bonnie Brush; 2d, W. W. Howard's Don
Juan. Bitches: 1st, J. Heffernan's De Oro; 2d, Lomita Kennels'
Lomita Nettle; 3d, C. A. Summer's Bonnie Blot. Reserve, T. S. Casey's
Sunset Vixen.

PUGS-r-Dogrs: 1st, H. L. Park's Balmaceda 2d, Mrs. W. G. Brittan's
Royal Dusky; 3d, Mrs. S. C. Goucher's Whitten Punch. Bitches: 1st,

8. Gerson's Tricksey; 2d, Mrs. W. G. Brittan's Maud.—Puppies—
1st, Miss Summer's Victorina.

JAPANESE SPANIELS.—Bitches: 1st, Gerson's Dot.

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

Dogs: 1st (Mexican Hairless), A. B. Bates's
Gyp.
The specials other than those named above followed in almost every

instance the awards in the regular classes, and every breed was pro-
vided for.

Best kennels—Greyhounds, S. Tyler; pointers, Howard Vernon; Irish
setters, A. B. Truman: Clumber spaniels, Ivanhoe Kennels; fox ter-
riers, Lomita Kennels; St. Bernards, Goucher and Ackerman.

DOG CHAT.
The New York Specialty Show.

The largest specialty show ever held in America opened
to-day (Tuesday) under most favorable auspices, brilliant,
weather, good judges and the cream of the fancy in the dif-
ferent breeds—St Bernards, collies, fox terriers, spaniels and
bulldogs. The only drawback is the fact that the dogs are
benched in the basement of the Madison Square Garden, and
although Spratts Co. have arranged the benching as well as
possible under the circumstances, the tout ensemble suffers
by comparison with a show benched on the main floor. The
very interesting farm exhibits take up all the space on this
floor, so there is no alternative. A number of the prominent
kennels benched their dogs last night. The Swiss Mountain
Kennels have 18 dogs, including the best that they can show
in St. Bernards and spaniels. Andrew Laidlaw, C. M. Nelles,
Geo. Bell and Geo. Douglas will surely score high
honors for the Dominion, especially in spaniels. A number
of fox-terriers and collies from the Hempstead Farm were
already benched, as well as their auxiliary exhibit of pointers,
retrievers, Irish terriers, beagles, etc., that are of course not
for competition. The Woodlawn Park Kennels also benched
a satisfactory collection of bulldogs, collies and fox-terriers.
Blemton Kennels have some of their cracks there, too, and
are confident of winning a fair share of the ribbons. Messrs.
Rutherford of course cannot let such an occasion pass, and
have brought Warren Safeguard and Warren Captious, who
will make the competition interesting in the challenge
classes, together with several others.
The wire exhibitors, Messrs. Hunnewell and Smith, are

there in strong force, and Oakleigh Bruiser, Cribbage and
Janet will no doubt add further leaves to their wreaths. In
wire puppies ten are shown and all, with the exception of
Mr. Ritchie's Mister Great Snap, are from Hempstead and
Hillhurst Kennels. J. Pierpont Morgan has his collies
Sefton Hero, Charlton Phyllis, Roslyn Wilkes and others,
and the two former will do battle for the first time in the
challenge classes when they will meet the old heroes from
the Chestnut Hill Kennels, Wellesbourne Charlie and Luella.
The open collie classes will charm the collie enthusiasts when
the well known Christopher Woodmansterne Trefoil, Conrad
II., Hempstead Trefoil, Prince Wilkes, Hempstead Rex,
Ormskirk Dollie and the unoeaten sensational puppy Hemp-
stead Dorothy come together, to say nothing of several
lesser lights which have been decorated before. The St.
Bernard classes are sure to please the lovers of the Holy
breed, for the collection benched, though not as large as
might have been expected, is representative of the best we
have in the East, while the West is supported by two such
celebrities as Sir Bedivere and Rustic Beauty, whose plucky
owner considers distance no object when dog shows are con-
sidered. The bitch challenge roughs will provoke keen
rivalry when Miss Anna, Rustic Beauty, Lady Livingstone,
and Sunray troop into the ring, and the winner may well be
hailed as Queen of the May. In Bedivere, Otos, Kingston
Regent and Altoneer form no mean puzzle for the judges
after the blue ribbon is given out. The open classes are also
very strong and the judge, Mr. Sidney Smith, will be able to
form some idea of the kind of St. Bernards we are producing,
especially when he sees Mr. Moore's strong term of Altons in
the smooth classes.

A review of the spaniel classes is quickly made—the very
best of the year are entered and almost every name has be-
come a familiar one in the past season's prize list at one
show or another. With the Woodlawn Park Kennels, John
H. Matthews, John H. Congdon, J. R. Gilmore, E. K. Austin,
W. K. Travers, R. D. Winthrop and A. B. Graves out with
their choicest it is scarcely necessary to say that the judge
will be pleased to return to his comparatively easy duties, as
manager of the whole show, after his puzzling work. King
Lud, His Lordship, White Venn, Saleni, Found It, Bathos,
Wal Hampton, Rustic King II., Leonidas, etc., are dogs that
any country, even Old England, may be proud to acknowl-
edge. The judging is done on the main floor in the ring set
apart for the equine performances. Judging commenced in
good time but will not be finished the first day as the specials

form no small portion of the programme. As we go to press
soon after the judging commences we are unable to give the
awards, but a full report will appear next week. In all there
are 464 entries, a number of which are special exhibits from
Mr. Trevors and the Hempstead Farm and Mr. Senn'stoy
spaniel kennels.

Mr. H. G. Trevor, who may, with Mr. Hunnewell, be
termed the poodle missionary, has sold out several of his
dogs to Mr. Weldy of Tamaqua, Pa., who intends to show
extensively. The list contains such well known curlies as
Sidi, Girofia, Cigarette, Zola, etc. Mr. Weldy will show at
Louisville next week and Mr. Trevor will also take a brace of
his best down to the Kentucky event.

We have received an excellently arranged catalogue of the
Wankie Kennels' Scotch terriers. Half-tones of Kilroy,
Tiree, Kilcree and Culblean are given together with much
useful information as to their breeding, as well as the lesser
lights in the kennel.

Miss Bibby, an English lady, is evidently a suffragist, for
she entered a brace of English setters, Sam Cross and Milly
Cross, in the recent field trials in England.

The fifteen-year-old fox-terrier Belgrave Tony was recently
killed in a fracas with a kennel mate. He was game to the
last.

We have received the following from the Columbus Fan-
ciers' Club: "Whereas, certain rumors having been put in
circulation concerning Mr. T. A. Howard, to wit: That he
had attemped to bribe a judge at the recent Columbus dog
show; Resolved, That after a careful examination of all the
evidence we find that Mr. Howard has been guilty of indis-
creet letter writing and that we censure him severely for the
same, — Bench Show Committee Columbus Fanciers'
Club Co."

The show at Oakland Cal., will take place May 30 to June
2. Mr. K. E. Hopf has been invited to judge mastiffs, St.

Bernards, great Danes and Newfoundlands. They will
also try to get a judge from the East for the other classes.

The Mount Sion Kennels, of Albany, N. Y., have just im-
ported from Mr. Wm. Marshall, of Scotland, the smooth-
coated St. Bernard bitch Scottish Ruby. This bitch is litter

sister to champion Scottish Leader and has won a number
of firsts and specials for Mr. Marshall on the other side.
These kennels have also purchased from W. C. Reick the
well-known champion Kingston Regent, also the rough-
coated bitch Miss Jerome and a smooth by Refuge II. out of
champion Cleopatra. Kingston B,egent has improved won-
derfully during the short time he has been at these kennels,
and will soon be placed in the stud, as will a son of champion
Beauchamp, Sir Marmaduke. Miss Jerome was bred to
Regent three weeks since.

Mr. John H. Matthews, the owner of the dachshund Polly
Finders, is very proud of his bitch's success in scoring twice
for the Manice dachshund cup for the best American-bred
at New York and Boston shows. She has beaten the best,
and this is as much as any one can expect. Mr. Matthews
has another good one in Pretzel, but he says his good for-
tune, however, does not turn his heart from his first love,
the "bulls." Mr. Manice has done good service to the
breed by putting up such a handsome and valuable trophy.

There is a little inside history connected with the award-
ing of the wolfhound special cup for best kennel at Boston
that is interesting. The Seacrof t Kennel counted on win-
ning it with nine dogs. The N. E. K. C. special was given
according to the judge's book, without having the dogs in
the ring, and it went to the Marlborough Kennels, the judge
claiming that sortiness and levelness do not count when dogs
are shown in five classes. The Seacroft kennelman kicked
vigorously at this and protested. The committee allowed
the protest, and the judge was told to have the dogs all in
and score them. He made a score of 10 for first, 5 for second,
3 for third, 2 for reserve, 1 for vhc. This was agreed to by
all parties concerned, and Mr. Brooks kept the score as the
dogs were brought forward and the judge called the prizes.
The result was Marlborough Kennels 38, and Seacroft Ken-
nels 36. A novel mode of settling the question, to say the
least. The awarding of these wolfhound specials seems to
have stirred up a good deal of feeling, but the Seacroft Ken-
nel representative should curb his temper and accept defeat
and victory with the same equanimity, as becomes a man of
supposed experience in dog showing.

Ben Lewis will take about sixty dogs down to Louisville
show,^including many of the best dogs around Philadelphia,
from Seminole, Dr. Dixon's and other kennels. By the way,
we have seen a letterfrom Mr. John Read, in which he states
that Ben Lewis did see him on the Monday previous to the
Boston show, when the Leo B.—Duke of Wellington affair
was fully explained to him. and he in turn saw Mr. Love-
land, so it is evident that the management was early in pos-
session of the facts in the case, and with this explanation
due to Mr. Lewis this little sensation may be allowed to sim-
mer down.

Dr. T. G. Sherwood, finding his veterinary practice increas-
ing, is compelled to move to larger quarters at 107 West
Thirty-seventh street, New York, where he will have better
facilities for treating his numerous patients.

The Los Angeles show, while not a great moneymaker, left
the management on the right side of the ledger. The club
deserves every praise for their pluck in holdiag a show alone.
The club, however, will, we are afraid, find it a difficult
matter to fill the secretaryship, which Mr. C. A. Sumner has
so ably conducted for years past. As most of the duties con-
nected with the show fell upon his shoulders, the time this
consumed interfered with his business interests, and this is
the reason be urges for retirement. Mr. Sumner sends a pic-
ture of himself, taken by himself and also of his fox terriers,
Bonnie Brush and Bonnie Blot, both winners at the late show,
and seem very promising youngsters.

We have had numerous inquiries lately for great Dane
puppies. If the breeders considered their interests they
would not hide their kennels but advertise them in our busi-
ness columns.

Notices on the English Kennel Club show and the field
trials are unavoidably left over this week as well as several
letters.

The British Fancier scored in enterprise on the occasion of
the recent Kennel Club show. Although the paper is printed
200 miles from London they succeeded in setting down at
that show a full report of all the classes and the prize list
within twenty-four hours of the judging. The issue was
haudsomely gotten up in a special cover. This journal
Beems to be in anything but a moribund state as some of our
friends would have us believe.

Forest And Stream l ist week published the earliest com-
plete report and prize list of the Boston show. Verb sap.

The recent transaction whereby the English fancier Mr.Tom Ashton became the purchaser of the noted Irish terrier
Crow Gill Sportsman, brings to light an important phase of
dog-buying ethics. Mr. Ashton, it seems, wired Mr. Jowett

for the price of the terrier and the answer was S250. Mr,
Ashton wired "I'll have him," to which Mr. Jowett replied,
"Meet me at the show" (Liverpool). The latter then offered
a sum of money to relinquish the bargain; this was refused
and the upshot was that Mr. Jowett finally refused to let the
dog go. This resulted in a letter from Mr. Ashton's lawyer
demanding the dog and depositing the money, §250. Thus
brought to terms Mr. Jowett let the dog go. The outcome of
this transaction has an important bearing as showing that
the price on a dog once set and accepted by the party of the
second part, the bargain is binding on the seller at least, and
should be made so on the buyer's part. In passing we may
say that this terrier won three firsts at the Liverpool show,
and gave the great Breda Mixer the closest rub he has yet
had for the special.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
\By a Staff Correspondent.]

Manitoba Fieid Trial Matters.
Mr. R. J. GALLAUGHER, Secretary of the Manitoba Field

Trials Club, writes me as follows concerning the club's
programme for its forthcoming trials:
"The directors meeting was held on Saturday evening,

April 23, in the office of Mr. Rose, Winnipeg, and all the
resident members were present. Mr. Simpson, the presi-
dent, was in the chair. A great deal of discussion took
place in regard to the amount to be offered in prizes. It was
finally agreed upon that §500 was all that the club could
guarantee, $250 for the Derby and -5250 for the All-Aged
Stake. Entries for the Derby close on July 1: no extension.
Five dollars to enter and -$10 to start. 'All-Aged entries
close Aug. 15 and are open to all dogs which have never won
first in any recognized field trials. Five dollars to enter
and §10 additional to start. Entry forms can be had on
application to the secretary.
"An Amateur Stake will also be run, governed by the

same rules as that of last year. The prizes of this 'stake
will be announced later; §3 to enter and $2 to start.
"The selection of a judge was not made. Several names

being submitted to the committee, the sec.-treas. was in-
structed to correspond with them in order to find out the
possibility of obtaining any of them. Another meeting will
be held on May 5, when this and other matters of interest
pertaining to the club will be dealt with.
"At present, appearances would indicate that we will have

a larger entry, especially from the United States, and if I
succeed in getting special arrangements made with the
Northern Pacific Railway people for the free transportation
of dogs to our trials, as I hope to, then I am sure we will
obtain larger patronage from our friends in your country."
The club, in my opinion, did wisely in cutting down its

prize list to limits which it reasonably could afford to
assume. It is decidedly better to hold any field trial on a
sound financial basis than to hold a big trial with a deficit.
If the latter results there necessarily is an assessment. That
is something to avoid. No sportsman, be his enthusiasm
ever so great, likes to pay money out, as a club member,
for a deficit in a sport which brings him so little direct
return. It is a great misfortune in the long run for the
competitors at a field trial to win large stakes which sub-
sequently have to be made good on the part of the club mem-
bers by an assessment. Interest is killed by it, members
withdraw and as a consequence the club either quietly drops
out of existence or ceases to give field trials thereafter.A club with a sound financial policy might give field trials
successfully year after year for an indefinite term. On the
other hand, if the expenditure exceeds the receipts it is a
certainty that the members will lose interest, and if the loss
is repeated once or a few times the club will cease to exist.

_ B. Waters.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. C. D., Baltimore, Md.—Rock is not registered in the A. K C Stud

Book. Rye (imported) A K.C.S B. 7,773. Breeder and pedigree
unknown.

S. J., New Orleans, La.—Monk's Mack (A.K C S.B. 22,790) is
Monk of Furness (21,178) out of Nellie Grey (8,356, Vol. V.).

R, O. De W. W., Albany, N. Y.—It would be invidious on our part
to recommend any kennel; look in our business columns, or a Kennel
Special will bring you what you want.
Foxhound, Ohicopee Falls. Mass.—Feed three times a day with soup

mixed with boiled rice, oatmeal or dry bread, alternately. A couple
of dog biscuits in the morning, soaked or dry, will be beneficial. Give
him sbin bones to guaw on and also raw meat chopped up three times
a day.

W. J. N., St. Louis, Mo.—You should get an experienced man to
crop your terrier's ears. Friar's balsam is a good thing. There is no
book on the subject.

Ignorant, Philadelphia.—Treat for worms. Any of the advertised
remedies will do.

Enthusiastic Reader, Fort Sill, O. T.—The dog biscuit advertised
in our business columns are good. About four biscuits a day would be
sufficient for your dog; feed one in the morning and three at ni°-ht
They are fed either dry or soaked, with hot water or a light soup.
P. A. H., West Bedford, Mass. ; H. S. "W., New York; C. F. M Lan-

singburgh, N. Y. ; W. E. S , Port Angeles, Wash-, and J. H., Salt' Lake
City, will be answered by mail.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 23.—New England Beagle Club, at Oxford, Mass. W. S. Clark

Linden, Mass., See'y. Nominations close Oct. 1.
Oct. 29.—National Beagle Club, Geo. Laick, Tarrytown, N Y., SecYNov 7.—Northwestern Beagle Club. Louis Steffen. Milwaukee

Wis., See'y.

A Kentucky Camp Hunt.
As A guest of Mr. Francis J. Hagan and Mr. Howard

Tracey, I spent the week of March 19 at Mr. Hagan's lodge
at the Gap in the Knobs, 25 miles south of Louisville, on the
L. & N. Railroad, on a week's camp hunt after reynard.
As hosts the above gentlemen are par excellence. Those

participating were the most noted fox hunters of Ken-
tucky, not only as private breeders for their own amusement
but to excel their neighbors in game, true dogs. Their suc-
cess has been such that their breeding has achieved renown
not only in Kentucky, but wherever a lover of the chase
resides. Mr. Hagan's lodge is admirably situated on a hill
with surroundings of thickets and dense cover, with lon»
stretches of blue grass pastures, just the place not only to
show speed, but the intricacies of a winding trail. Most of
the gentlemen participating are known through the sporting
press in a general way, but it's a pleasure to know them per-
sonally and to associate with them, note their peculiarities
and benefit by their long experience.
Mr. Hagan is a young man of fine attainments, a lawyer

by profession and a fox hunter through love of the sport,
ambitious and a royal good host, who inherits the chivalry
and hospitality of a true Kentuckian. Mr. Howard Tracey,
like the true gentleman, quiet and polite, is instructive in
his conversation at all times, and polished to a fault. Messrs
Trigg and Herr are retired gentlemen that have passed the
half mile post in life, and who have been known for the past
forty years as the pioneers in fox hunting, and have bred
some of the most noted dogs in Kentucky. Mr. Trigg at
she present time, has two couples of the original Birdsong
flood, without any outcrosses. By his inbreeding these
bogs have lost in size, but still retain their wonderful fox
dense and gameness; they are solid red in color.
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Capt. Davis is a new hand at the sport. Who has not heard
of Roger Williams? he, like Mr. Tracey is the acme of polite-

ness, a true lover of sport, a fine horseman with an unlimited
knowledge of hounds and horses.
Mr. Walker, with whose name is coupled a breed of dogs

that have no peers and are known in every locality for their

excellent qualities, combining speed, endurance, hunting
qualities and fox sense, and who brought dogs with him that

upheld the reputation of their breeders. Mr. Walker is prob-

ably forty-nine years old, 6ft. 4in. tall and weighs 2251bs
,
but

so evenly distributed that he does not seem to carry aa ounce

of superfluous flesh. He is a man with a face of the strong-

est character, one that you would be willing, at first sight,

to put your life in his hands and know that you would re-

ceive justice; his opinions are always respected.

M-'Mr." Goodman, the breeder of the Goodman strain, whose
dogs are always in the front or very uea-rly so, is of uncer-

tain age, I guess it fifty years, a gentleman probably 5ft. 9in.,

weighs close to LSOlbs. , with the appearance of a man that

enjoys life. He is a wit and the greatest talker I ever heard,

but there is one beauty about his conversation, he is instruc-

tive, witty and entertaining and knows what he is talking

about, and is rarely contradicted. When it comes to pedi-

grees, with Mr. Walker, every dog of any note can be traced

back, off-hand, for thirty or more years. In repartee he is a

success, and would make his mark as an end man in a
minstrel show.
Taken as a whole, the above gentlemen made camp life a

pleasure. Mr. Hagan had taken the precaution to have no
feminines about camp, the cooking, waiting on table, and
help generallv, were done by colored men. Breakfast was
announced at 6 A. M., and lasted until 6 the following

morning; with hard galloping and bracing air appetites

were wonderful.
This was my first trip to Kentucky. When I left the

depot a colored boy, wishing to carry my grip, called me
Captain, and before I had reached a carriage I had gradu-
ated up to a General. The people at large throughout the
country have formed a wrong impression of Kentucky from
reading the accounts of killings and moonshine whisky.
When I bid my family good-bye, my wife asked me if my
life insurance policies were all paid, while my daughter
said, "Papa, be careful in your talk, don't let them bluff

you, keep your pistol handy" This impression is wrong,
and while in some parts of Kentucky life is cheap, it is only
so in the mountains, where they must have something to

gossip about.
In Indiana we ride to the meeting point in a buggy and in

Kentucky you go on horseback, and the faster that horse
can run and the higher he can jump the better, as it is the
idea to keep as close to the hounds as possible by cutting
the corners. Not being an adept at steeple-chasing I looked
upon my mount in alarm; he was a bang-tail, with all the
symptoms of a flyer, going under the name of Crab Cider.

I got the name mixed up with a noted steeple-chaser and
stampeded, and tried to exchange with several, but they all

said mine was the best horse on the grounds and their refusal to
trade increased my fright, but I finally mustered up courage
to mount. Everything went lovely until we put up a fox
and everybody started pell mell after- the dogs. I then
knew I was lost unless I could hold on; dropping the reins
I secured a neck and nail hold, and gave him the steel and
told him to go, and then shut my eyes for the shock. As I
didn't fall off I opened my peepers and came to the conclu-
sion that I had missed my calling years ago, grabbed the
reins and started after Messrs. Hagan, Tracey and Williams,
who were leading me about three hundred yards. I jumped
logs, ditches and low fences, dodged low-hanging limbs and
Anally came to a halt at a ten-rail fence that Mr. Williams
had endeavored to jump and had succeeded in getting over,
but his horse had hit the top rail and there was a queer
combination of Williams, horse and rails for a moment. I

discreetly lowered that fence and jumped it in true. Indiana
style. I got to be a regular dare devil rider on the first day,
but on the second day, not being used to the pounding, I

was in a pretty bad "condition. Taking Cider out in the
woods I practiced for a half hour endeavoring to get a
motion so that I could keep from hitting the saddle so hard.
I tried English, Kentucky, Indiana and several other modes,
but none gave satisfaction. I finally adopted a combination
peculiarly my own which led me out of the wilderness, and I
am thankful I am able to write about it.

Mr. Walker brought 4 dogs, Mr. Trigg 8, Capt. Davis 4,

Mr. Herr 6, Messrs. Hagan and Tracey 20, while Messrs.
Goodman, Williams and myself were afraid and did not
bring a dog. Quite a number of gentlemen living in the vie.

inity attended the hunt, and there were probably 75 dogs pres-
ent. With the exception of two chases, the dogs were either
too fast for the fox or the dogs scattered so that whichever
way the fox would turn he would meet an enemy, and for
policy's sake take to earth. An effort was made several days
for each owner to enter 2 dogs, making a pack of 12, but out-
side dogs would come in and there would be such a scattering
that the fox would soon go to ground. Very few of the runs
lasted over half an hour.
The first run we had lasted two hours and a half. Mr.

Hagan's Judge Lynch did most of the leading, with the pack
badly scattered. The last run of the. hunt lasted four hours
and was the only race that really showed the high qualities
of a foxhound. The fox, after making a circle, started for
the Knobs, with Mr. Walker's Brag in the lead and the rest
badly scattered. They were out of hearing for three hours,
and on the return Brag was still in the lead and running
very fast, and he retained his lead until holing.
Like fishing, fox-hunting yarns are whoppers. Mr, Hagan

said he once owned a dog that was so game that when they
attempted to pull him out of a hole where he had holed a
fox, the skin broke near the back of his head and slipped
off his frame; just about that time the fox broke cover and
the dog caught the fox six hours later, fifteen miles from
where he lost his coat.
Mr. Goodman said that he once had a bitch due to whelp

on a certain day. That day she escaped and got in with the
pack and ran the race through, having given birth to the
pups during the race. He then took the mother and a basket,
and going over the territory gathered up ten pups.
Mr. Walker said he had a bitch due to whelp, who got in

with the pack after a fox that passed his stable ou his
circles, and that on each circle this bitch led the pack carry-
ing a pup iu her mouth that she had whelped, and after de-
positing the pup in her kennel, would take out after the.
pack. He incidentally remarked: "But this bitch was an un-
usually fine bitch."
In riding around among the Knobs I looked carefully for

an illicit still, as I saw numerous sparkling rivulets, with
which Kentucky whisky is associated.
I had one or two rivals with the gloves in our gymnasium,

and was anxious to see if my experience in dodging limbs
while tearing through the woods on Cider had been benefi-
cial. The first pass my opponent made, I bumped my head
on the floor.

When breaking camp the help, with the assistance of a
guitar and banjo, bade us farewell, singing "Home, Sweet
Home," "Auld Lang Syne," and other melodies.
May my life be prolonged to meet with these spirits once

more. F. W. Samuels.
Indianapolis, Ind., March 34.

Mr. Huntley writes us that the Huron Club will make an
effort to get the American Coursing Club to locate their
meetings at Huron, S. D,, permanently, and if they are suc-
cessful they feel positive the American Club will be pleased
with its location.

FIXTURES.

5-6. San Francisco Cor., Cruise to 24.

McNear's. 26.

12. Atlantic City Cor., Trophy 26.

Kace, Atlantic City.
12-13. San Francisco Cor., Cruise, 27.

California City.
19. Baltimore, Opening, Baltimore 28.

19. New Rochelle, Cabin Cats, L. I.

Round. 30.
19-20. San Francisco Cor.. Cruise, 30.

Vallejo. 30.

St. Lawrence, Squad. Cruise.
Portland, Cruise.
San Francisco Cor., Sail to
Quarry Cove.

San Francisco Cor., Sail Out-
side.

Atlantic City Cor., Trophy
Race, Atlantic City.

So. Boston, Open, City Point.

Racine, Opening, Racine, Wis.
San Francisco Cor., Annual

Cruise, Tiburon.

English Yachting Exhibitions.

The yachting exhibition is an institution which, though unknown in
this country, is apparently popular and profitable in England, two
being held last year, while two more have been held during the past
two months. One of those of 1893 was held during August, on board a
vessel specially fitted up for that purpose, which visited the various
yachting ports, the venture being purely a commercial one. The
other was held in London, at the Royal Aquarium, a general exhibition
of models, pictures, yachting appliances and relics. This experiment
was sufficiently successful to induce the organizer and originator, Mr.
E. A. du Plat, to repeat it this year, during the entire month of
February, the result being to gather together a most instructive and
interesting collection of yachting paraphernalia.
We are indebted to some unknown correspondent for a copy of the

catalogue, compiled by Mr. du Plat, which is specially interesting from
the amount of historical matter relating to the early days of British
yachting. The. exhibits, which have already been described in part in
the Forest and Stream, include models, both half block and full-

rigged, of all classes of vessels, though chiefly of yachts; paintings
and photos of famous yachtsmen and yachts, old flags, books, etc.,

etc. The "Trade Section" includes exhibits of builders and dealers
A very important part of the exhibition is the collection loaned by
Mr. Dixon Kemp, ot lines, pictures, books and models collected during
his long experience as editor of the Field.
In the latter part of March, the Norwich Yachting and Fishing

Exhibition was opened at Norwich, on the East Coast. This enter-
prise, first suggested by the Tare Sailing Club, is for the benefit of the
Royal National Lifeboat Institution. The exhibits are very inter-
esting, and are specially complete in the many types of local craft
peculiar to the East Coasr, the Norfolk wherry, the old lateen-rigged
cutters or sloops and the Yarmouth beach yawls. A valuable feature
of this exhibition is the offering of prizes for designs and models as
follows: Class L Model and design of 2-rater, suitable for any waters

;

prizes £5 5s., £2 2s. Class II. Model and design of a 1-rater, suitable
for sheltered waters, prizes £5 5s., £2 2s. Class III Complete sail or
sails, with attachable gear, mast and spars, set as for sailing, suitable
for 1-rater not exceeding 18ft. 1. w.l.

;
prize £3 3s. Class IV. 14ft. dinghy

complete, suitable for the. dinghy class of the Yare Sailing Club; sale
price to be stated; prizes £5 5s,, £2 2s., if 6 enter. Class V. Model of
body and model or design of internal arrangements for a 10 ton
cruiser not exceeding 4ft. draft, suitable for the Broads; prize £3 3s.

Class VI. Model of any craft, not exceeding 5 rating, not exhibited in
any of the above classes; prize £5 5s. Class VII. Model of a drift-net
fishing vessel; prize £2 10s Class: VHI. Model of a North Sea trawler
(sailing)

;
prize £2 10s. The classes for model yachts were: Class A.

For the best model yacht not exceeding 13 tons M. Y. measurement,
suitable for sailing .ponds; prizes £1 Is., 10s. 6d. Class B. Model for
a beach yawl, not exceeding 50in. in length, suitable for sailing on
ponds; £1 Is., 10s. 6cL Although the prizes are small in amount,
nearly all of the classes had good entries. The value of such ex-
hibitions and competitions in awakening and sustaining a more geneal
interest in yachting and water sports heeds no demonstration, there
is ample material, both modern and historical, for a good yachting
exhibition iu New York or Boston, and we hope to see the experiment
inaugurated sooDer or later.

Racing Rules and the New York Y. R. A.
The New York Yacht Racing Association, as the result of the

recent attempt to enforce its rule on the associated clubs to the ex-
clusion of all others, is now working through a committee over the
matter of amending all of its laws, including the measurement rule.
This conclusion, though unlooked for at the outset of the difficulty,
has been rendered necessary by the enactment and rescinding of
various contradictory amendments proposed by one or other of the
contesting parties. While certain principles of government are also
involved, the entire dispute mainly hinges on the measurement rule;
and the present revision offers an excellent opportunity to the Asso-
ciation to start anew with a rule or rules which shall be really up to
the times.
Complicated as the measurement question is, there are several im-

portant truths which lie on the surface, and which, if regarded, will
tend to simplify the more extricate issues over which the best
authorities may be divided. The prime objects of a measurement
rule are two, first to unite existing boats on the fairest possible terms
for purposes of racing; and second, as every rule must exert a
powerful influence on the design of new craft, that influence must be
such as to further the development of a desirable type or types; and
to offer every opportunity and all encouragement to the designer,
owner and builder. A third fact that may be set down as aa axiom is,

that the outcome of any rule in a given locality is determined, not
alone by the specific formula or by arbitrary restrictions accompany-
ing it; but very la gely by local conditions which may vary con-
siderably in different places.
In the case of the New York Y. R. A., it is generally admitted that

under the circumstances attending its formation, the first requirement
was the uniting ot a number of independent clubs, all of which
practically were interested in the peculiar type of small vacht which
has grown up about New York under the influence ot various length
rules. Under these circumstances, there was no alternative from a
dispute over measurement which would in all probability have dis-
rupted the projected union before it was fairly formed, save to avoid
all argument by adopting a rule that was familiar to all and favored
by the majority. While the reasons actually advanced at the tim«
were anything but satisfactory, this real reason existed and justified,
if it did not give rise to, the adoption of the "mean length rule."
At the same time, however, there was another and very important

side to the matter which the organizers of the Association declined to
recognize; though it was plainly apparent to those who gave serious
thought, to the matter. Another association on very similar lines in
the East, had just succumbed after some years' existence in which it

had attempted to maintain the mean length rule; the larger clubs had
all declared for the adoption of sail area as a factor, rather than the
continued use of length alone; and the more active and progressive
of the clubs devoted to small yachts were successfully using the new
rule. Though less marked then than it has since become, the whole
tendency of designing was in the direction of uulimited overhangs, as
shown in the then popular 40 and 30-footers and their imitators in the
still smaller classes. Tfiere was no disguising the fact that the day of
the length rule with its overgrown sail plans, plumb stems and sawed-
off counters were past, and while liberal concessions were necessary,
both from questions of policy and as a matter of justice to vested
interests, the permanent and healthy growth of the Association
demanded that it should from the first be progressive, and in harmony
with the great body of clubs and yachtsmen.
With tliis in view, we counselled at the time the adoption of two

rules: for the older types of open boats which had always raced
under it, such a form of length rule as the owners might choose; but
for the larger cabin craft, the Seawanhaka rule generally in use at
the time; and under which many of them raced in some of the clubs
to which they belonged.
Unfortunately, as it has since proved, the Association took its stand

by a length rule alone; and, as a matter of necessity, it has since been
in a position of opposition to all other yachting bodies. The lack of
any great amount of racing about New York, and of the general
participation of a number of association yachts in all open regattas,
has prevented any serious clash bet ween the two systems; and as the
direct efforts of the Association have been limited to one race in a
season, the effects of the rule have been less noticeable than under
other conditions. Had the racing been as frequent and general as in
Boston, for instance; and had the Association yachts participated in
the races of the larger clubs, there would have arisen a conflict
between the two rules which could have terminated only in one way.
That the Association has been successful cannot be disputed; it has

done much that has been unsuccessfully attempted by previous
unions of the clubs, and it has welded into one large body a number of
smaller ones; with all the strength and mutual gain which comes from
such a union. Recent events, however, indicate that the full measure
of success possible under the present policy has been obtained, and
if the Association is to prosper in the future, it must no longer go its
own way, but must adopt a course that is liberal, progressive aud in
harmony writh the ideas and principles of other American clubs.
Had the recent attempt to mend the constitution been successful,

and had the growth of racing within the Association continued with

such success as to call for the building of new boats, an end that every
yachting body should work for; the only result would have been the
creation of a fleet of yachts which would be debarred from all races
outside of the Association, and which could not have been sold into
one of the many clubs outside it. Such a success a3 this would be the
worst possible failure, and the Association has had a narrow escape.
At best the question of measurement, including classification, is in

an unsettled state, in America and abroad: and it is impossible to
foretell the improvements in design or construction, or the changes in
the social and other conditions of yacht racing which may call for a
new rule, but for all the purposes of the New York Y. R. A., the length
and sail area rule which nas been in use now for ten years, is likely to
answer satisfactorily for an indefinite time. The Association is

specially fortunate m that it is not compelled to legislate for a purely
racing fleet, but deals with yachts built for cruising and general use
rather than for racing alone; yachts which race regularly for a series
of years under one owner instead of being outclassed and sold after
the first season. While having due regard for the existing fleet, com-
posed largely of yachts of the older model, and protecting them if

necessary by the retention of the present rule for such yachts as elect
to be classed under it, the Association should at the same time take
up the measurement question with a view to adopting a rule which
will exert a positive influence in encouraging such a craft as will suit
the needs of its members; of reasonable proportions, durable con-
struction, moderate cost and possessing good all-round qualities as
well as speed It is quite unlikely that a perfect rule will be found, or
even that any rule, however good, will at once produce a new fleet of
superior boats; but an earnest effort to advance the interests of
yachting, and to do at least as much as other organizations, will un-
doubtedly bring to the aid of the Association a moral influence both
from within and without its membership that must be in the highest
degree beneficial.

Midget Yacht Club, Marblehead, Mass.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the spring nf 1893, a number of boys of this town owned miniature

yachts of the fin-keel model and a number of prominent citizens
offered a cup for the boys to race for. As most of the yachts were
about 30in. long, the limit was placed at 33in. The races began
Decoration Day and were continued every Saturday and every holiday
through September, three races being sailed each day. There were
about thirty boats entered, the winning boat "Pep'mint," being owned
by F. B. Smethurst, now Vice-Commodore. On the Saturday follow-
ing the last racing day, all those who raced gathered at Red's Pond,
on which the races were sailed, and a chowder was served by some of
their lady friends. Two gentlemen who were interested in the races
proposed that the boys should get together and have a fair for the
purpose of raising funds for prizes for the coming season. Twenty-
five of the boys came together Dec. 15, 1893, formed a club and elected
the following officers: Com., Thos. T. Paine, Vice-Corn., Fred. B.
Smethurst; Sec'y, John H. GoodwiD; Treas., W. Oliver Doherty, the
Measurer. W. O. Doherty, being electedlater. It was decided that the
fair should be held Feb. 22, 1894, afternoon and evening, and although
there were two entertainments that evening the fair was a grand suc-
cess, $145 been realized.
Three cups were purchased, one for the first class conundrum

model (pinkie stern), one for the first class ordinary fin-keel model,
and one for the young ladies to race for; each young lady sailing a
boy's yacht. The ladies race the last Saturday of each month and
every holiday. The cups are on exhibition in the window of
Goodwin's drug store, Marblehead. There are twenty-five members
in the club at present, and each member has a yachting cap, the com-
modore has an anchor with a star on each Bide worked in gold, the
vice-commodore has the same figure worked in silver, the rest have
M. Y. C. worked in gold. As soon as the ice was out of the pond, the
boys began to sail their yachts in order to make all the improvements
they could before the races. The sides of the pond are lined with
spectators every race day and great interest is taken by the old people
as well as the young. John H. Goodwin, Sec'y M. Y. C.

The Queen's Cup of 1852.
The letter of Mr. Tankerville Chamberlayne, to which we alluded

last week, appears in the issue of the Field just to baud, as follows:
Editor of the Field:
The America Cup. at present on the other side of the Atlantic, has

been the means of inducing several English yachtsmen to cross over
and make an attempt to bring it back to England, it being held by the
New York Yacht Club, and offered as an international challenge cup.
I am the owner of the cup given by her Majesty the Queen to the
Royal Victoria Yacht Club in 1852, and won from the America by my
cutter yacht Arrow, then the property of my late father. I should
point out that at that time the Arrow was, perhaps, the fastest Eng-
lish yacht afloat, and that she was never beaten by the America. In
the previous year the America won the cup given by the Royal
Yacht Squadron, and the Arrow was in that race, but she ran on the
rocks near St. Catherine's, and had to give up. How the race would
have ended but for that I cannot say, but the America came in 20
minutes before the 48-ton cutter Aurora, a vessel the Arrow had beaten
over the same course by more than an hour. In the following year
the Arrow met the America again, and defeated her, as I have already
stated, in the race for the Queen's Cup. The two cups have, there-
fore, a similar history, the difference being that one was given by the

Now, with a view to tempt American yachtsmen to visit us, I am
prepared to offer this cup as a challenge cup to be competed for only
by American and English cutters un^er certain conditions, with all of
which I need not trouble you now- I should ask the committee of the
Royal Victoria Yacht Club to allow the races in this country to be.

sailed under their auspices. »

I am doubtful whether I ought not to exclude all British yachts now
afloat from these contests, because perhaps our fastest cutter has
been recently beaten by the American yacht Vigilant, and all interest
would be taken away if the result were a foregone conclusion. But I
must first endeavor to ascertain how far the Valkyrie, for instance, is

capable of improvement. If you will kindly allow this letter to appeal-
in your columns it may attract the notice of American yachtsmen,
and possibly induce some one in this country to build a vessel to defend
the America (Queen's) Cup. Tankerville Chamberlayne.
House of Commons, April 17.

A New Watson Centerboard Yacht.
The most remarkable yacht building on the Clyde is a 20 centerboard

rater by Adam, Gourock, from the design of Mr. G. L. Watson. This
cutter is for a German nobleman, whose intention is evidently to be
champion of the class. This cutter is 46ft. on the load waterline, but
her overhangs fore and aft are so extreme that the over-all measure-
ment will be 71ft., with a beam of 14ft., and a draft without center-
board of 6ft. She is built of wood, with oak keel, stem and sternpost,
and also oak deadwood in the heel. The enormous lead keel is bolted
through the oak keel in a way which suggests the enormous strain
expected. The stem, also extreme in strength, runs into the keel in a
very flat curve occasioned by the shallow draft, and theframes already
in place on the stem suggest a full bow above water, with just enough
of displacement to carry the keel, canvas and other dead weight.
Should this cutter prove as successful as expected, her success will
mean a further revolution in yacht building and yacht designing.
Although Mr. Watson has had either the merit or blame of shoving
forward the centerboard build, ha is not converted to it, but in the
German owner who has commissioned this cutter he has found a
patron with a practical intelligence, who desires to lead the way for
the sport in Germany untrammelled by prejudice. The slot in the
lead keel for the centerboard is of course formed, but the precautions
taken to insure strength and prevent twisting suggest that on account
of the cost the progress of building center boards will be slow. The.
centerboard is not weighted, but is built of English elin, which insures;

no warping or twisting. American elm, maples and other foreign tim-
ber have been so much in fashion in connection with yacht building:
that the fttuess of British timber has been overlooked. Fortunately,,
English, or British, elm has at length been found to be as tough as oak,
and, with its knotty grain, more artistic than walnut, and, as a con-
sequence, it is being adopted for stern boards in the smaller class of
yachts building on the Clyde. In due time English elm will displace
walnut, maple, oak and Hungarian ash from the. cabin, and the owners
of heavy elms will find their timber quite valuable.—Field.

Fast Time in a Small Boat.
The mosquito boat Valkyrie, of the Atlantic City Cor. Y. C, was de-

signed in 1B92. by Dr. W. W. Hollingsworth, under the club rules, and
is 15ft. over all, 12ft. 6in. Iw.l., 5ft. 2in, beam. On April 8 she sailed
down the Delaware with a party of three, her present owner, P. H.
Johnson, measurer of the Philadelphia Y. C, Mr. Orlando Johnson,
and Geo, T. Gwilliams, secretary of the Philadelphia Y. C. The boat
was carrying but 60 sq. ft. of sail and the tide was running a strong flood
3 to 3^j miles; and in the teeth of a strong N. E. to N.W. wind, a very
ugly chop sea was kicked up. The distance sailed, all down wind, was
14 statute miles, by accurate surveys, the river being very well charted,
and the time was 2tu 30m.; a speed of. 5.G miles per hour. The figures
are vouched for by the three gentlemen named. This is a remarkable
record for so small a boat, and speaks well both for the model and
handling.
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Two Extremes in Yacht Racing-.

The ups and downs of yacht racing are so variable and irregular,

that in almost every case it is impossible to identify the causes, or to

deduce from them any general law; it would he a hard task even to

tell why the 40-footers came suddenly into favor in 1888, only to disap-

pear in the following year, why the 46ft. class after replacing the
forties, lasted barely one season, andwhv the life of the 21ft. class in

Boston was equally brief, and its end equally inglorious. Important as

it would be to understand the reasons for the depressed condition of
yacht racing of late years on both sides of the Atlantic, it is hardly
possible; many ascribe it to the measurement question, others to the
{increased cost of racing yachts and yacht raciug, others to the increase

of the steam fleet; and no writer on the subject has yet succeeded in

making such a satisfactory summing up of these and a dozen other
potent causes as would suggest an effectual remedy.
The one point, however, which stands out so prominently in the his-

tory of yacht racing that it is strange how it could ever be overlooked
«r disputed, is that unlimited racing, Under Whatever rule or condi-

tions, is in the end destructive of sport. There is something- so con-

tradictory in the idea that a fleet ot fine new racing Craft on the stocks

in the spring means the early death of a class and the suspension of
raciug for an indefinite time, that most yachtsmen scout it as the
vagary of a crank; and it is accepted only by the few who watch the
results as season after season passes by, and earnestly seek for the

causes.
The heavy expenses of building rest so much on the individual

owner and so little on the clubs, and are so purely voluntary that
men lose sight of the fact that the vital question of ways and means
exist just as much in yachting as in a man's private business, that
there is a limit to the available sum; and when this limit is exceeded
as through extra vagance, or lowered as through financial depression,

the same failure or retrenchment must follow as in business or pri-

vate life.

We are quite awafa that our views in this matter are contrary to

thoseof the great majority of yachtsmen and yacht owners, this has
been proved in the course of many arguments in the past, but they
are based on a long and careful study of yacht racing, and we have no
doubt that nearly all who may give to the subject the considera-

tion which it deserves will finally reach our way of thinking.

It is on account of these views that we have for years opposed the
so-called 90ft. class in American racing and advocated the acceptance
by the defenders of some of the many opportunities afforded for

transferring international contests to a smaller size of yacht; and it

was for the same reasons that in 1883 we entered so earnestly into the
fight for a heavier limit of sail through the medium of classification by
corrected length, to check the excessive sail plans so common in the
40ft. and larger classes.
In these, as in other similar efforts to regulate intelligently the

course of a development that has been entirely too rapid, we were in

the minority; the popular cry against reasonable restrictions and for

unlimited building and racing, has prevailed, and with results that are
only too painfully evident. By no means do we ascribe the death of

all the racing classes to these causes and these only; there are Indica-

tions of many other contributory causes; but we would point out
emphatically the fact that the repeated refusal of yachtsmen to accept
Certain artificial limitations demanded by the condition of yacht
racing has called into operation certain natural limitations against

tyhich all concerted action of the clubs seem powerless. All the brave
show of last season hardly served to conceal the discouraging condi-

tion then existing in yacht racing, and this year, with the new fleet of

Cup racers but half alive, matters are very much worse
It is a strange thing to say, but the best promise of sport that the

year has produced up to within three weeks of the opening of the sea-

son is the news that the Larchmont Yacht Club has succeeded in

establishing a class of toy boats under rigid restrictions, which class

is likely to be the mainstay of racing about New York.
From our way of thinking there is much promise of good in an ob-

ject lesson of this kind, but to those who have sounded the praise of

th6 imaginary 90-footer, who have denied the rights of the 70ft. class

to tak« part in international racing, and who have opposed all attempts
to limit racing to practicable sizes of yachts and reasonable sail plans,

the creation, as a last resort, of this toy class, must appear in a very
different light.

No one knows better than Mr. Iselin the vast expenditure of both
labor and money in an 87ft. racing boar, or the disproportionate re-

turn, even in the event of winning; and it is to him chiefly that the
origin of the new class is due. The matter has been under discussion

for some time, and lately has taken definite shape in the drawing up
of certain conditions and the giving of contracts for a number of

boats.
The conditions are as follows:
Length on the waterline not to exceed 21ft.

Length over all not to exceed 31ft., three-quarters of which must be
decked.
Length of cockpit, or standing room, not to exceed one-quarter of

over all length; and breadth not to exceed two-thirds; of extreme
beam.
Waterline to be measured with full equipment on board, exclusive

of crcWt
Crew," including helmsman, who shall be a Corinthian, limited to

three, one of which may be a paid hand..

Ballast to be permanent and all outside of hull.

If a centerboard is used it must not bear on raising pennant more
than 2001bs. when fully up in trunk.

Sail area not more than 600 or less than 500sq. ft.

Sails allowed to be used are lib and mainsail; the area of mainsail

shall not exceed four-fifths of' the total sail area—this must not be

Construed as to include a balloon jib.

A spinaker may be used whose area does hot exceed four-tenths of

total sail area.
Sail area to be measured as follows:

, ,

The base line shall be taken from the tack of the jib, when in place,

to the end of the main boom. The perpendicular shall be taken from
the under side of the upper peak halliard block to upper side of

boom when resting on the saddle or on the lowest part of goose-

neck; the length of the gaff less 80% of the distance from the under
side of the sheave of the upper peak halliard block to the under side

of the sheave of the throat halliard block shall be added to the base

line; the area from the figures is obtained by multiplying the cor-

rected base by one-half the perpendicular.
The spinaker to be measured with the boom in place at right angles

to the mast and parallel to the water.
The base line shall be taken from the inside of spinaker outhaul

sheave, or hole, to the mast. • „ . ,

The perpendicular shall be taken from the under side of spinaker

halliard sheave to the top side of spinaker boom.
No time allowance shall be given to any boat.

The "Rules of the Road" adopted by the club to govern all races.

Among those who will build are Messrs. C. Oliver Iselin, August Bel-

mont, W Butler Duncan, Edward Greacen, George Work, Herman B.

Duryea and R. A. and William Osborn. The Herreshoffs will build

several boats, and other designers will be represented. While thacosfc

may vary considerably and some of the boats may be comparatively

expensive through elaborate racing construction, while others will be

built more plainly and substantially, the total cost of a first-class boat

need not run over three figures; in fact, the cost of a main boom for a

Cup defender would build a pair of them, and a fleet of twenty could

be set afloat in racing form for the cost of the racing canvas of a Colo-

nia or Vigilant.
, ,

So far as real sport goes, the class is likely to provide much more
good racing than the whole 87ft. fleet afforded last year. What with

alterations and breakdowns, and so far as improvements of rig and

model are concerned, outside of the engineering problem of putting a

great deal too much sail on a given hull without serious disaster, the

regular racing of a dozen different models of this sort is likely to be of

far more value than the. expensive and inconclusive experiments of

the Cup defenders last. year. If, as is quite probable, the example of

the Larchmont Y. C. should be followed by other clubs throughout

the country, there should be a fair amount of very keen sport; so

much so that the hurrah business of 1893 will not be missed save by

those who are not really yachtsmen, but only enjoyed it as a spec-

The benefits to American yachting of an occasional spurt in the

building and racing of a few very large yachts are more than doubt-

ful; in our opinion the true effects of an international race such as

that of last year are bad, and are felt for several years by builders,

sail makers and all tradesmen connected with yachting, as well as by

the racing men and the clubs. The prominence given to the sport m
Cup years may bring in some recruits; and we recognize the vast im-

provement in design and construction which has resulted from the

international races saded since 1881 ; but the effect on tbe general

yacht racing of the country, which is, after all. the keynote of pros-

perity in yachting, is decidedly bad. Such a result roust be attributed

mainly to the fact that the great international races have not been,

for some years, really a part of the national yacht racing, but a dis-

tinct and separate institution, calling for a different size and type ot

yacht, at a greatly increased expense, and having little in common
with an established system of class racing.

If the greatest amount of good is to be derived from the America s

Cup and international racing, the defending yachts must be taken

from such classes as can be maintained permanently, with new ac-

cessions each year, and continued racing throught the season. Such

a class the 70ft. once was, and such a class the 80 to 60ft. never has

been, and never can be. The time has gone by when racing of the

keenest kind could be carried ou in yachts built for general rather

than special service; the fact is recognized that the modern racer,

whether for local regattas or cup defense, is a one-season boat, almost

certain to be out-built in her second season, should the competition
remain so keen as to call out new craft. Such a yacht is at best a
costly and comparatively useless toy, to be discarded after one season;
and with the experience of the past year in view, it must be evident
that the limit of reasonable cost, even for a syndicate, has been
greatly exceeded when the expense of building a yacht and sailing her
in a dozen races reaches the sum of $125,000; against which a sale

value of $25,000 may be placed at the end of the season.
Even conceding what is very doubtful, that the syndicate as opposed

to individual ownership is not in itself an undesirable feature in mod-
ern rac'ug; the cost of Vigilant is bv no moans a trifle to a syndicate;
and it may be set down as certain that in the event of a new challenge
from an 87-footer every defender built will cost as much or more than
tbe winner of the trial and Cup races of 1893.

We have no hope that a permanent revival of racing can ever come
through international racing, however well sustained or spirited, in

the 90ft. class; but improvement must be looked for much further
down the scale, in the building up of a class, that while capable of

Cup defense, will be raced regularly, year in and year out, inde-

pendent of foreign challenges. How large a size can be maintained
In this way in the future is a dobtful question, certainly nothing
Over 70ft. waterline, and now that a 53-footer is as large as a 70 of
the old type, it may prove that even 61ft. is enough. Under any
limitations which would be possible in such a class, the yachts must
necessarily be costly in construction and comparatively short-lived

as racers, so that if yachtsmen are to be induced to build every few
years to keep the class alive, the actual cost of a new yacht must
by virtue of her size be within reason.
At this time, when the glamor of the late Cup-races has not yet

passed away, it is a good sign that one of the largest and most in-

fluential clubs has set at naught the popular ideas that good racing
is dependent only on the extreme size and cost of the yachts, and that
it is beneath the dignity of a large yacht club to recognize racing in

small craft. The action of the club is a recognition of some hard
facts in yachting that have heretofore been denied by most yachts-
men; and if the new class should prove successful where all others
have failed, the experiment may point a way to the much needed re-

vival in larger racing classes.

Dacotah.
THE ALLAN TEN-RATER.

The successor to Wenonah, the new 10-rater Dacotah, designed and
built by the Herreshoff Mfg. Co., for H«nry Allan, of Glasgow, con-
cerning which so much unnecessary secrecy has been maintained at

Bristol, is now on her way across the Atlantic, and in the course of a
week or ten days should be making her trial trips about the Clyde,

The yacht was launched a short time since at Bristol and tried under
sail, after which her fin was removed and sent to New York, and on
April 17 the yacht left the yard in tow of the steam yacht Daphne,
convoyed by the new steam yacht Eugenia, with John B. Herreshoff
onboard, the latter yacht going as far as New London. Daphne and
her tow reached New York on April 18, and the yacht was dropped at

the piers of the State-Allan Line. Daphne proceeding to Norfolk, Va.,

where she was exchanged for the steam yacht Governor Hamilton,
the Herreshoffs taking the latter in part payment for Daphne.
The 10-rater was lifted by a floating derrick and quickly deposited

on the port side of the steamer Norwegian, in the berth belonging to

one of the ship's liteboats. When in place strong chocks were built to

fit her and she was securely lashed. Her mast and boom were stowed
beside her, the fin going in the hold and the smaller spars inside.

The new boat is much like the older Herreshoff fin-keels in her general

form and in construction, with two important improvements in the

latter, both designed for the same end, the strengthening of a form of

construction which is necessarily weak in itself.

The dimensions are as yet a matter of conjecture, the over all

length being about 50' and the waterline 36', The exact beam, how-
ever, is 9' 4" inside the sRin. or just under 9' 6" extreme beam. The
depth from under side of deck to upper side of keel is 4' 4", and the

least freeboard, as shown by the paint line, is V 11".

As in all Herreshoff boats, the construction is an interesting study,

and the following dimensions of scantling will be speeialy interesting

as they are correct and have not been published. The oak keel is

flat, 8° wide inside and about 3" thick. The frames are all ot steamed
and' bent oak. spaced at irregular distances varying from 12" to 14"

centers; they are sided X%" and moulded 2" at heels and at heads.

The floors are of oak planking, sided IY? ' and moulded 4", spaced about
6", or on and between frames. Each is fastened to the keel by a cen-

ter-bolt of %" Tobin bronze or similar metal.
Along the middle of the boat and on top of the floors run two fore

and aft pieces of oak, 3" wide and 2%" deep, one ou each side. They
are not parallel, but are 1414" apart at the middle, while they curve in

toward each end, finally butting on each side of a keelson piece 4"

wide. There are two of these keelsons, one forward and one aft, but

as they would interfere materially with the very limited headroom
amidships, and would not serve to carry the fin bolts, they are omitted

for a space of a dozen feet, the two side keelsons taking their places

here. The mast heel is cut to straddle the fore keelson, two stout

cleats being screwed to the top of the latter to prevent any movement
of the mast forward or aft.

The clamps are of yellow pine, 2)4" X2"; and the bilge clamps are

2U"x2^', all running well into the bows and counter. The main deck

beams are sided 1%' and the short beams are sided all being

moulded 2" and spaced as the frames. Under the deck on each side,

at a distance Of 3' from the side, runs a strengthening piece or clamp
of yellow pine, 2%' deep and 2)4" wide, bolted to the beams. At
intervals of four frames, each of these pieces is connected with a bilge

clamp on the same side by a strut of yellow pine, l%"Xl%', there be-

ing 10 of these struts on each side. The font of each sets flat on the

bilge clamp, while at the head it is jogged to fit t he inner corner of the

deck clamp. Running in a groove in the side of each strut, is a rod of

%• Tobin bronze, passing through both clamps and set up by a nut at

each end, as shown in the sketch, which gives the details correctly,

though the form of section is not intended to be correct. This con-

struction makes virtually a truss on each side connecting tbe bilge and
deck and disposing effectually of some of the heaviest strains due to

the deep and heavy fin. The planking is double, an inner skin of pine

or cedar and an outer of manogany, each 7
16

" thick, while the deck is

also double, 13
J8

" in all.

The construction of the fin is different from the previous boats;

instead of a single deep plate, three are used, all of Tobin bronze. The
upper plates are each flanged on the upper edge to fit the bottom of

the hull just under the oak side keelsons described above; they extend

down a couple of feet, meeting at their lower edges and being riveted

to a thicker plate, held between them which completes the full depth

of the keel, something over 6'. In this way the fin itself is given a

far stronger and wider base than by the old plan of angle irons on a

Single plate, the floor construction is in itself stronger; and, through
the two inclined trusses, the strain is evenly transmitted from the

floor to the whole structure. . . .

It has been understood all along that the boat, which is similar to

Drusilla in dimensions and model, was to be rigged like the latter,

with only three lower sails on a pole mast; but she carries with her a

topmast 18' 9" heel to hounds, and 2CK 7" heel to truck. Its diameter is

4", and the heel
to decrease the
gammon strap ^ ^
over all, 4* diameter. The topsail yards are 15' 9" and 10', 2*1 and 2J.6

diameter. .

The interior is entirely open, but the room is ot little use, the head-

room being hut 4' at the highest part, while the sunk cockpit and th©

many braces on each side cut up the space. There are two iron ham
mock cots forward, and a light transom seat on each side amidships
with no other joinerwork. The deck has a small hatch forward of the
mast, a skylight amidships, and a square cockpit with large ovaB
coaming inclosing part of the deck. Aft there ia a small hatch which
permits the helmsman to stand partly inside the boat while at the
tiller. The fore overhang is moderate, the stern is cut off square, as

inElChicoand Drusilla: the deck fittings include brass blocks and
cleats, and the workmanship is excellent throughout. The sails have
been made bv Laptborne ft Ratsey, and are awaiting the boat on the

other side. With a l.w.l. of 35' she will be allowed 1,715 sq. ft. of sail

by the Y. R. A. rule; and with a l.w.l. of 36' this allowance will be de-

creased to 1 ,666, Drusilla carried 1,622' by the Seawanhaka rule.

Action ofthe Y. R. A. Rules on Length and SailArea.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I thank you for so kindly sf nding me a copy of your paper of March

31 and am glad that it interested you. The paragraph you disagree
with was, perhaps, stated too concisely in my analysis and I think if

you allow me space to explain it more fully you will be brought round
to agree with me.
Yacht racing in British waters is now almost confined to class

racing, and for this racing yachts are. in ninety-nine out of a hundred,
built to fit the top of the classes. The only important exception is

the "over 60-rating" class, which contains our big yachts, such as
Britannia, Satanita. Valkyrie, etc. In this class there is no top limit

of rating, and consequently the classification is faulty and the results

are often misleading. In all the other classes, however, the competi-
tors practically start at the same rating, the top limit, and you will

therefore observe that the "successful use of lighter materials in the
construction of hulls, or of lighter cotton or silk in the sails, or lighter

spars and rigging." could not be usefully adapted for "an increase of
sail-carrying power by means of an increase of ballast1

' as you sug-

gest—for the simple reason that it would put the boat over her class

limit of rating.
A designer therefore who finds that he can decrease displacement

by some, or all, of the above mentioned means is faced by the ques-
tion whether he had better carry more sail on a shorter length or less

sail on a longer length; and tbe reply in these waters has been an
increase of length, as the power to produce a lighter hull has been
developed.
In other words, the development in these waters under the existing

Y. R. A. rule of rating (which we employ not only for time allowance,
but also for classification) has been to produce yachts of low power,
of small sail area as compared with length. But here again we have:

an important exception which I pointed out in the concluding para-
graph of my anal vsis, viz., the big class, the reason being that this

class has no top limit of rating and consequently that the yachts in

this class are precisely able to dn that very thing which you suggest,
and which it is impossible to do in the other classes which have a top-

limit of rating.
It is possible therefore that my curve (continuous line), being as ifc

is an attempt to show the evolution under the Y. R. A. rule with class

limits of rating, should have stopped at the 40-raters (our class of 60-

rating being defunct), and if this had been done the curve would
have been still lower and, perhaps, would not have intersected the

1730 curve (dotted liue) at all. ThAlAssa.

Vigilant and Valkyrie.
Thb plans of Vigilant's new owners, as announced in print from day

to day, would keep busy the whole fleet of Cup defenders for several

years. The Messrs. Gould have not yet announced their intentions,

but it is quite possible that they may take the yacht to England, using
the large steam yacht Atalanta as a convoy and racing tender. Capt.

Fish of Hildegarde, Mr. George Gould's schooner, will take Vigilant

from Port Jefferson shortly, and she will probablvgo to Bristol for an
overhaul. The command of tbe yacht has been offered to Capt. Terry
of Grayling, but he has declined, partly on account of ill health, and it

is quite probable that Capt. Haff will accept the position, being no
longer under engagement with Gen. Paine.

Capt. Cranfleld has Valkyrie in fine shape for her return voyage and
she will sail on May 3 for Glasgow. A new mainmast and a small
mizzenmast have been shipped at the Erie Basin Drydocks, and the
yacht has been out for some repairs to her rudder. A small jib-headed

mizzen will be carried, and a wheel has been fitted in place of the
tiller.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The twentieth open regatta and seventy-eighth race of the South

Boston Y. C. will be started on May 30, starting at 10 A. M., and will

be open to yachts of not over 35ft. and not under 12ft. sailing length

(1 w 1. plus one-fifth overhang. There will be five classes, keels and
centerboards sailing together. First class, yachts 20 and not over 35ft.

sailing length, first prize $20, second 810. Second class, yachts 24 and
less than 29ft., first prize $20, second $15, third $10. Third class,

yachts 20 and less than 24ft , first prize $30, second $10, third $5, fourth

$3 Fourth class, yachts 15 and less than 20ft., first prize $15, second

$10 third BS: Fifth class, yachts 13 and less than 15ft., first prize $8,

second $5. third $3. One-half of first prize will be awarded for a walk-

over No second prize will be awarded unless three or more yachts

compete, no third unless four or more and no fourth unless five or

more yachts compete. Entries must be made in writing, giving name
Of yacht and owner, waterline and over all length must be sent to G.
F. Clark, 43 Milk street, Boston, where the numbers authorized by the

congress of regatta committees for the season of 1894 may be obtained

before 12 M . Tuesday, May 29. The preparatory gun will be fired at

10 A. M. The first, class will start at, 10:15 and the other classes at five-

minute intervals. There will be no restrictions on sail and no shifting

of ballast. Yachts will be allowed one man for every four feet of sail-

ing length or fraction thereof.

One of the neatest-looking and fancy-taking small boats which the

writer has seen this season is the 13ft, centerboard building at Law-
ley's for 0 F. Lyman, owner of the Fancy, from designs by Stewart &
Binney. The new boat is intended for afternoon sailing, single-

handed or with possibly one companion, and has a hinged arrange-

ment for lowering her mast so that she may be towed behind the

larger boat. Her dimensions are 19ft. 5in. over 1 11, 13ft. waterline, 5ft.

6ih, beam and lOin. draft. She is very lightly yet strongly built, with

oak frames, 3-16in, cedar planking. Vgin. pine deck planking and oak
cockpit coaming. The centerboard trunk rises to the deck and the

cockpit, is a small one and watertight. The lines of the boat are very

fine and her form easy. She will carry a Tobin bronze board and 2<5ft.

of sail in a jib and mainsail rig.—Boston Globe.

The new finkeel built for his own use by N, G. Herreshoff is named
Alerinn. Her dimensions, as reported, are 45ft. over all, 32ft, l.w.l.,

7ft beam and 9ft. draft, with pole mast and three lower sails.

A meeting of the special committee of the New York Y. R. A. was
held at O'Neil's on April 25 for the amendment of the rules, but no
definite action was taken. The committee will meet again on May 4

at the same place.

At a meeting in Toronto on April 21 of the executive committee of

the Lake Yacht Racing Association the location of the meet was
decided on after a lengthy discussion, Sodus Bay, between Charlotte

a ad Oswego, being selected. The lake fleet will rendezvous there on
July 3 and races will be sailed on July 4, 5, 6 and 7, the annual circuit

of the Lake being abandoned this year.

The Sandusky Y\ C has been organized and will apply for member-
ship in the Interstate Yachting Association. The following officers

have been elected: Com., L. D. Anthony; Vice-Corn., J J. Gill; Rear-

Com., F. A. Hubbard; Sec'y and Treas., Lane Lockwood; Surgeon,

Dr Wm Gavlord; Surveyor, J. J. Cleary; Measurers. Harry Moly-
neaux and A B. Davis; Regatta Committee, Geo. P. Barker, C. R.
Melville and Chas. Stroud.

On April 18 the steam yacht Arthur Mallon, owned by George W.
Kugler & Sons, of PhiladelDhia, was wrecked off Back River. The
heavy seas broke her completely in two, and she. sank in 20ft. of water.

Capt? Heathcote and Engineer C. M. Derrick were rescued from their

small boat and were brought to Cape Charles by the fish steamer
Luce Brothers.

The Racine Y. C. has elected the following officers: Com., Wallace
Easson; Vice-Com., Ed. Millstead; Captain of the Fleet, Mike Mickel-

son; Lieut, of Fleet, Gus Sonneman; Sec'y, A. C. Mickelson; Treas.,

Qua Sonneman; Meas., J. Wetherall. The first regatta will be held on
Decoration Day.

The last issue of The Yachtsmen to hand, of April 19, contains two
supplements, the regular one, showing the house of the Bombay Y.

C , being supplemented by a special one, an excellent photo of the
Prince of Wales, taken on board of Britannia while at Cannes.

Hypatia, centerboard cutter, has been sold through Waterhouse &
Cheseborough by W. T. Lyman to J. M. Fuller, of Brookline, Mass.

Mr. John Clark, owner of Mohican, steam yacht, one of the leading

Scotch yachtsmen, died at his home at Paisley on April 11.

The Minneapolis Journal of April 7 contains a very good article on
model yacht designing by John Hadden.

Saracen, 30ft. cutter, has been sold to Jos. Y\ Jeames, of Phila*

delphia.

Eleanor, steam yacht, will be launched at Bath, Me., ob May S,
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^"The"i Yachts and Yachtsmen of America."
Under the leadership of Dr. Henry A. Mott, to whom is due the

nception as -well as the' carrying- out of the work, the International
Yacht Publishing- C'.n . of New York, has labored for two years in the

iproduction of the largest and most comyre'ien=iive wnrk on yachting
that, has vet been attempted. The first of the two volumes, just issued,

is of itself a convincing evidence of the extent of yachting in

America, as this great book, larger than the standard unabridged
dictionaries, covers but a part of the subject.
The scheme of the work is an extensive one, and the arrangement of

details is systematic and logical, beginning with the evolution of the
yacht from the first primitive forms' of log, raft and dugout, through
the various craft of all periods and peoples, to the comparatively
recent time when the pleasure yacht, obtained recognition as a distinct

type. The second chapter deals more specifically with the history of
yachting, following which are chapters on yachting in the United
States; the cost, of yachting; types of yacht; the centerboard; rig of
yachts; speed records and yachting trophies.
Our space is too limited to review these various chapters in detail,

and we can only say that every part of the subject has baf>n dealt with
most carefully", thoroughly and intelligently, and that the immense
collection of material facts, both historical and technical, has been
ably handled. The chapter on the centerboard, in particular, is very
complete, and much of it will be new, even to experienced yachtsmen.
Nearly 500 pages are devoted to the history and records of the

various clubs throughout the United States and Canada, in which are
included records of races, descriptions of yachts, and notices of mem-
bers.
The illustrations number in all nearly a thousand, the descriptive

portion of the text being fully illustrated by pictures and diagrams,
added to which are some 200 portraits of American yachtsmen and 100

full page photo-gravures of yachts and club houses, many of them
most artistic, the" negatives having been made specially for this work.
The volume is Ilxl4x4in., and is handsomely printed and bound. The
second volume, of the same size, will deal in detail with steam craft;
and will also include the history of the America's Cup, and the con-
clusion of the club histories. The work is published only by subscrip-
tion. We trust that, the labor and money expended in the preparation
of such a tribute to American yachting will meet with a fitting return
011 the part of clubs and yachtsmen.

(^mating.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

.10 Eastern Div. Meet, Calla Shasta, Connecticut River.

JUKE.

10. Hartford, Spring Regatta, Con- 30. Red Dragon, Spring Regatta,
necticut River. Delaware River.

30.' Knickerbocker.Spring Regatta

JULY.

[7-21. W. C. A. Meet,' Picnic Point, Lake Mendota, Wis.

SEPTEMBER.

3. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass. 15. Red Dragon, Fall Regatta, Del-
aware River.

Away " Up North."
(Continued from page 369 )

Saturday was spent by the Chief in exploring, and by the rest of the
party in building a cache, grinding axes, rigging up camp and other
easy work, a much needed relaxation after the four days of arduous
toil on the Metabetchouan. The bottom of the Nora shows signs of the
rough work in the rapids of the Metabetchouan. Sunday passed as
Sundays generally do in the woods; a swim iu the morning, a good
deal of eating and sleeping, some reading and some fishing and ex-
ploring, and on Monday we commenced the serious business of the
survey. This was routine work, one day very much like another,
scrambling over bluffs and through marshes and swamps, cleaning,
chopping and leveling day after day. The country was extremely
rough, the flies outrageously bad, and the brush, owing to frequent
rain and showers, nearly always wet. consequently the work was any-
thing but pleasant, and there was a headlong rush for the canoe as
soon as the signal to knock off was given each evening.
Then a race for camp and a plunge in the lake, then supper, smoke,

and yarns around the campflre. The cook himself was hospitably in-
clined and always accorded us a hearty welcome to his premises, and
he was an adept, at story-telling and an inveterate talker; being left
alone in camp all day it was only natural that he should be eager to
exercise his powers of speech at night.

The second Sunday in camp, just as we were finishing a tardy
breakfast, there appeared off our landing a large canoe bound west,
evidently for Temagami Post. The crew were about ten in all, and
included a young Indian and his wife, who had just been down to
Temiscaming to get married. They were invited ashore and feasted
with the best the camp could afford.

On the following Saturday night volunteers for a trip to the Hudson
Bay Co.'s post at Temagami were called for. Our fleet was insufficient
in tonnage for the work before it, and Temagami is the great emporium
of canoe manufacture of the district. Tired as the men were, one-
half of them responded, and the Nora and Dora set off at 7 P. M. for
the 25-mile voyage. Carrying over a quarter-mile portage at Rabbit
Lake, we entered White Bear Lake. Three miles of navigation and a
200yds. portage brought us to Crooked Lake, two miles long. Another
short portage over the height of land cook us into Cariboo Lake, a
mere pond, and a fourth portage, about 300yds., brought us at dusk to
the great Lake Temagami.
This is the largest sheet of water in the district, and acknowledged

to be the most, picturesque. It lies high, nearly 1,000ft, above the sea,
and is a bewildering maze of islands and points, over 2,000 of the latter
having been actually counted and laid down on the map by the Geo-
logical Survey. The water is deep and beautifully clear, in fact,
Temagami means, in the native Algonquin, "the deep sheet of water,"
and, as may be imagined, it swarms with fish, and hr.s long been the
source of supply of this article of food for the plants of the Hudson
Bay Company. In general the scenery resembles that of the Thousand
Islands of the St, Lawrence, but the timber is larger and finer, the
straight, clean shafts of the Norway pines being predominant near the
water, and the more, remote slopes being wooded with the lordly white
pine. The lumberman's ax has never swung in this region, and the
murderous bush Are has done little damage.
Pushing off from the portage in the dusk, the two canoes headed

west, the crews plying tbeir paddles with a steady swing. Emerging
from the narrow channels among the islands into a wider expanse, the
moon began to rise and soon flooded the lake with silvery light. The
lake was smooth as a mirror, and the canoes swept on and on, hour
after hour, the crews breaking out into snatches of song, until, at 2
A. M. we rounded the point or Bear Island, and the houses of ,he post
were made out close alongside. A ringing chorus as we swung up to
the landing brought, the trader in charge out to the door, and he hos-
pitably invited us to spread our blankets on his living room floor, and
in a few moments all were sound asleep.
We spent next morning looking around the post and inspecting

canoes, of which there was a large stock on hand. A pleasant ac-
quaintance was made with M. Paradis, a Roman Catholic priest, also
a guest at the post, and one of the modern representatives of the long
line of missionary explorers who, since the days of Champlain, have
been ever in the front in the march of civilization. Toward noon the
two brigades started out, Pere Paradis going north to his station on
Sandy Bay and we east to our camp on Rabbit Lake.
There was a fresh breeze from the southwest after we got out three

or four miles; and extemporizing sails out of blankets the three,
canoes swept, gaily along, the crews lolling in the bottom and a stream
of tobacco smoke arising from each. At 7 P. M.. exactly twenty-four
hours from our start, we swung into the landing at the camp, having
covered fifty miles without any undue fatigue.
A few days later we ran our survey out to its northern end and

turned our canoes 1 bows southward. So far we had been on the high
road of communication between Temagami and the outside world.
We were now to enter a terra iricognita to the south of Rabbit Lake'
Tents were struck and duffle stowed, we ran down the outlet of White
Bear Lake, and after a hard tussle with wind and wave, reached the
south end of Rabbit Lake about noon, eighty miles. A large stream
enters here, which we rightly guessed as being the most likely road
to the south. Signs of an old trail were found, and opening this up
we found a reach of nearly dead water. Canoes were portaged over
reloaded andwe set off again.
The creek was filled with snags and sandbars, but with caution and

occasional wading and lifting, a mile or two of advance was made
when the creek turned abruptly to the north and west, barring fur-
ther progress. Camp was pitched in the only available place which
could be found, a smooth sloping rock, and the Nora started out to
explore.
Eventually a small stream was found coming from the southeast

and draining Rankin Lake and Three Portage Lake, a portage of a
quarter of a mile was cut out to the latter, and thence three-quarters
of a mile to Redwater Lake, a long, narrow river-like stretch of water
extending some five miles with only one small break in the navigation.
From Redwater we descended to Chokecberr.y and from CJjOkecierry

into Boyce's, a beautiful sheet of water.

The Nora in her wanderings often ran upon deer feeding ; one or
two bears were sighted, but scuttled off too fast for a shot ; moose
were seen several times and the signs of all these animals were every-
where abundant. Partridge began to be very thick toward the mid-
dle of August, and every lake was full of bass and pickerel. The flies

disappeared almost altogether as th» creeks fell, and the swamps dried
up, and life on the line became pleasanter.
Summer melted into fall, the days grew shorter and the nights

chillier, and still the call in the morning was "All aboard for the line,"

and three canoe loads of men would go shooting through the morning
mists, bound for the end of the '•line." Marten Lake was still some
distance away, and there were no signs of any one but ourselves in
these wilds, with the exception of a detachment of the Geological Sur-
vey, who were working in the same region, and an occasional visit

from whom was among our pleasant experiences.
Provisions began to get short, and especially those staples ot

Canadian backwoods life, tea and tobacco. The Chief being the only
one of the party who had no regular everyday duties to perform, he
elected to proceed to the nearest post; and, picking the strongest
packer and paddler of the party for his bowman, Nora's bow was
again turned toward Lake Temiscaming. John Wabi was a half-

THE WEDDING PARTY.

breed of the Algonquin race, born in this region—a stout, thick-set
young man with a very ugly, but decidedly good-humored face. He
was enormously powerful and carried the Nora and a moderate sized
pack on his shoulders, and a rifle or gun in his hand, over the most
execrably rough ground with the greatest apparent ease. He swung
the heaviest axe in camp all day without apparent fatigue, and when
the other men were inclined to grumble and fret, John had usually a
good humored word and a smile. He was easily the best man in the
party, and hence his being chosen for the present arduous expedition.
Urged by strong, steady strokes, Nora sped away northward, thread-
ing her way between the beautiful pine-clad islands of Boyce's Lake, up
the tortuous reedy course of Chokecherry Creek, over a half dozen of
portages on John's back, and then out over the more open expanse of
Redwater Lake.
A few minutes' halt at the north end of this last was sufficient to fry

a few slices of bacon and make a cup of tea, and again Nora lay
bottom up over John's head, and we tramped gaily over the dreaded
Purgatory portage, sped across Three-Portage Lake, and over Hell
portage, and by 2 P. M. were afloat on Rabbit Lake again. The day
had grown overcast and threatened rain, which meant camping early
in order to provide a snug camp and lots of dry wood, so we hastened
to make what progress we could, and steadily dip, dip went the
paddles without intermission.
Two hours later we crossed the first portage on the MetabetchouaD,

and, the rain still holding off, we ran merrily down the smooth reaches
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and stepped briskly over the portages, until an hour later we found
ourselves on the first of the Bass Lakes and began to look about for a
camping place under some overhanging rock or spreading spruce
tree; when, lo! the clouds broke in the west and a flood of golden
light came pouriDg in upon the sombre forest, and. presto! the
gloomy ravine became a smiling valley, and the inky water began to
sparkle and gleam in the rays of the setting sun. With rising spirits
John and the Chief plied their paddles with renewed vigor; the shores
sped by, and just at sundown we stepped out of the forest on to the
bare rock on the summit of Jordan portage, and paused a moment to
take in the grand panorama of mountain and valley, gloomy forest
and slumbering lake, spread at our feet. Only for a moment, how-
ever; down the steep hill we went, carefully picking our footsteps;
down the babbling purling rapida of the lower Metabetchouan, and,
just twilight gave way to night, we reached the mouth of the river.
While John got a cup of tea ready, the Chief mounted to the plateau

above and brought from the post office a tremendous accumulation of
mail matter. A farmhouse close by supplied the unaccustomed lux-
ury of milk. Supper was rapidly dispatched by the light of the fire.

'Tired, John?" asked the Chief. We had come some thirty-five
miles in twelve hours, and had carried across nineteen portages vary-
ing from, a few yards to over half a mile in length. So the question
was opportune.
"No," said John, laconically.
"What do you say to going on to the fort, it's going to be a fine,

bright night?''
"I guess dat better way," says John. Maybe blow hard to-mor-

row."
Without more parley the traps were stowed aboard again; and just

as the moon rose over the hills on the opposite shore, Nora shot out of
the river on to the broad bosom of Temiscaming.
Steadily dip-dip, pit-pat, went the paddles; beetling cliffs, sandy

coves, mysterious-looking, gloomy valleys, went by in endless proces-
sion, A sharp turn to the left around a low point, another to the
right round a sandy island, and there in front, two miles away, gleam
white and ghostly in the moonlight the whitewashed buildings of
what was a few years ago one of the tnoBt important of the Hudson's
Bay Company's posts. A breeze springs up behind us and raises quite
a sea, on top of which Nora reels and swings along at a great pace,
through the narrows and again on the still greater expanse of the
upper lake; and rounding a rocky point on the eastern shore, we sight
the lights of the settlement of Baie des Peres, and flitting past the
familiar shape of the Meteor lying at her wharf, in a few seconds
Nora's bow grates upon the gravel in a quiet little cove ana our desti-

nation is reached, Fifty miles of steady paddling and portaging; not
a bad day's work, even in the territory of 'he H. B. C.
A good night's rest, albeit with a rather smothery sensation on

account of the unaccustomed wooden roof and walls, and Sunday
morning dawned bright and sunny. We overhauled the H B. 0.
store, bought our supplies, chatted with the company's employees,
and with our old friend, Capt. Percy, of the Meteor, and with the
ladies of the hotel. John, I believe, went to church at the R. C. mis-
sion. After another night's rest we were off again on the Meteor for
Montreal River. We called for a few minutes at Fort Temiscaming,
and found little difficulty in realizing its glory and importance id
bygone days. We pictured the scarlet ensign floating from the lofty
flagpole, a brigade of high-prowed North canoes sweeping into the
landing, fifty paddles dipping in unison to the strains of "En roulant
ma boule" or "La claire fontaine"; the chief factor, followed by his
clerks, coming down to receive them, and the ladies waiting on the
verandah, while a crowd of swarthy, black-haired, bead-ornamented
Indians and squaws looked on quietly and attentively, but incuri-
ously, from a respectful distance.
Bah! the Meteor's brazen whistle toots a summons and the roman-

tic pageant of other days fades away, and in its place is the reality
of sweeping sandy beach, tumble-down buildings and smoking steam-
boat, with a few dusky children in front of a log house and the ladies
on the verandah, the wife and sister of two of the Geological Survey
staff, the only living realities.
But if the Meteor has no romance or nonsense about her she is at

any rate strong and speedy, and with a favoring wind she runs down
to the Montreal River in a remarkably short time, and the Nora, John
and I are unceremoniously "dumped" on to the heaving billows off its
mouth. Cautiously keeping her bows to it we drop ashore and with-
out a moment's delay commence the toilsome ascent of the river.
The supplies aggregate a considerable weight now; John slings a

pack of sundries over his forehead, turns the Nora over on top, takes
up the ax in his hand and intimates that the remainder of the load,
consisting of blankets, tobacco, 801bs. of sugar, lOlbs. of tea and sun-
dry other matters, will be about right for me—and this at the foot of
a hill 300ft. high. With a sinking heart I prop this tremendous-look-
ing pack upon a log, put the broad strap over my forehead, swing
myself round so that the weight comes into the small of my back
and then straighten myself up. John starts off up the precipitous
ascent, with a satisfied grunt and I follow, and, rather to my surprise,
in fifteen minutes we have gained the summit and in five more are
wiping the perspiration from our foreheads at the end of the portage.
Seven times is the operation repeated during the afternoon, and at

dark we scud in before a howling north wind to a sheltered sandy cove
near the south end of Rabbit Lake and spread our blankets under a
noble Norway pine on some willow brush hastily cut by the light of a
fire of pine bark. Oh, the luxury of a pipe and a hot cup of tea before
the cheery blaze, with the scud flying overhead and the bitter cold
blast shrieking through the pine tops. Little recked we of the
weather, it could hardly rain with such a wind, and if it did, had we
not the Nora ready to turn over our heads, and oh, the soundness of
our sleep after two nights in a stuffy bed room in a very dirty little
hotel.
We awoke giants refreshed, and threaded the windings of Rabbit

Creek, Purgatory Portage, Redwater, all the familiar scenes, and
early in the afternoon reached our camp on Boyce's Lake. The party
had moved on in the meantime, as we had intended, and we pushed on
for the outlet. A mile of bouldery channel, two portages of fair
length, and we entered a large stream coming from the northeast.
Another little lift and some boulders, and the creek became wide,

deep and winding, with low, earthy banks of alluvial soil on either
hand covered with a profuse growth of blue ash and other hardwood
trees. Around bend after bend, and through reach after reach, we
swept, until it seemed as if the river is interminable, but at last the
heavy bush begins to give way to willow scrub, and at about 4 P. M.
we emerge on to the reedy expanse of Wicbsteed Lake. Away in the
southwest, three or four miles off, we fancy we detect smoke, and
ohei-rily now the paddles are plied for the last stretch of our 100 and
odd miles of voyaging. A couple of miles further on, sfrnuts on the
bank are heard and a couple of the survey party appear on the shore,
and tell us of the whereabouts of the camp, and in another half hour
we detect the sheen of the white tents among the Cedar Land balsams,
and in a few minutes we are greeted by the cook and welcomed
"home" again. The Chief,

[to be concluded next week.]

British Racing Canoes.
In view of the fact that an American canoeist will visit England this

year to compete for the R. C. C. challenge cup, the following, from
the Field, is of special interest:
"With the advance of the season, canoe men are becoming aware

that, so far as the metropolitan district is concerned, no new canoes
are being built, notwithstanding the free hand in designing which has
been given by the new classification rule. It may, of course, be pos-
sible that new vessels are being built for members of the Royal C. C.
in secluded places, but the two members who were early in the sea-
son mentioned as about to build have turned over to the canoe yawl
class. Unless there are such 'dark horses' ready to bud forth, the
club stands in real dagger of seeing, for the first time, its £50 challenge
cup competed for by visitors, and carried away for a year without
any real attempt at defense by the club.
"Under the new rule of classification it would be next to absurd to

maintain that the present holder of the cup. the Stella, could, except
by fluke, beat canoes specially built and fitted for racing; or even
hold her own against some of the old canoes if they are rentted with
bulb fin-keel and una or sloop rig.

"The alteration of some of the late first-class canoes to bring them
up to date would not involve very heavy expense, and the large num-
bers of races to be given on the Thames would seem to justify the
outlay to any but half-hearted racers. A lifting fin and bulb keel can
be fitted to nearly any of the existing center-plate cases at a cost of
about £4. The shifting of mast cases, addition of sliding seats, and
possibly the cutting up of ends to shorten the rating waterline, are not
really heavy expenses. Whereas, stripping the side-planking and-re-
building out to the extra 6in of beam now permitted, would, in ad-
dition to new work at forefoot and after heel to shorten the l.w.l.,
prove a somewhat heavy item; but even then the expense would not
be over half the cost of anew boat, as all the expensive items of
hatchways, coamings, centerplate case, keel, rudder and deck fittings,
masts and rigging all come in, and the boat thus renovated would be
more sailable and saleable."

CANOE NEWS NOTES
The Spring Lake Clinker Boat Co., of Spring Lake, Mich., has issued

a handsome catalogue of boats for rowing, sailing, fishing and hunt-
ing. The company has lately abandoned the construction of steam
launches, canoes, etc., in order to devote its energies to the improve-
ment and perfection of the class of boats through which, in particu-
lar, its high reputation has been established.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division.—Amand G. Heller, Newark, N. J.; Fordham

Briggs, Herman R. Klotz, August Schroter, New York city.

Rifle at San Antonio.
The first thing a member of the San Antonio Rifle Club does as he

enters the precincts of the range is to look at the topmost end of the
flagpole to see if Old Glory is on hand. The next on the tapis is a
meander through the forest of newly-planted trees to see if his tree
is growing; then he spits on his hands, borrows two buckets from
Clancy, goes to the ditch and gives the tree a drink; then he comes in
the shooting hall, takes a drink himself, unbuckles his gun case, wipes
the oil off his gun and the perspiration off his brow, and devotes the
rest of the day to the rip-roaring, screaming, split-up-the-back meet-
ing of the greatest aggregation of good fellows on this continent.
Scores at 200yds., muzzle rest, globe and peep sights, American Stan-
dard target:

J Legler.

,

J Suess..

Two hundred yards, off-hand:

A Guenther
G Altmann,
G Giesecie. ,-

10 12 9 8 9 11 11 11 11 9—101
10 10 9 8 11 10 9 7 9 9— 92
12 11 11 9 9 11 12 9 12 9—105
9 12 10 8 10 10 11 12 10 7— 99
10 9 9 8 10 10 12 11 11 9— 99
IS 8 10 12 8 9 8 10 9 10— 96
.10 11 11 11 9 12 8 11 10 11—104
11 10 9 9 11 12 12 9 11 10—104
11 10 8 9 11 10 12 11 10 9—101
9 9 7 9 9. 6 9 8 9 11— 86
8 10 8 10 7 9 9 9 9 9- 88
8 10 9 9 9 10 11 11 8 9- 94
9 7 8 10 10 9 8 9 7 11- 88

10 9 8 7 0 9 11 12 8 9- 9i
5 9 7 6 7 8 8 5 7 9- 71

5 9 9 7 7 9 7 9 7 6— 75
7 5 8 8 10 8 6 6 10 6- 74
6 5 9 8 5 S 10 6 9 H— ',4

7 5 9 4 4 6 7 7 5 8— 62
9 0 14 9 6 5 7 7- 64

0. 0. G .

.
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Zettler Winter Gallery Shoot,

The Zettler Club finished its winter shoot in the gallery for the

season 1893-4, on Tuesday night of last week.
At the opening of the shoot last fall the club put up a liberal pro-

gramme of fifteen cash prizes, the five highest prizes to go to the

members mating the best SO scores; the nest five prizes for the best

i 35 scores; and the last five prizes for the best 25 scores. In addition

I to the cash prizes the club hung up the champion gallery medal which
i has been up for competition for the past ten years.

I Heretofore the medal has been held by the winner mating the high-

est score on the first entry at each weekly shoot, the member winning
I it the most times during the season to hold it until the opening of the

next season. But this year the rule was changed and the medal was
I subject to competition on the bullseye, each member allowed one shot

each practice night, and the member having the best center shot at

I the end of the season, to become the owner of the medal.
I At the close of the shoot on Tuesday night the bullseye box was
I opened and the cartons measured. Many of the members had shots

I that seemed to be almost perfect centers, but after the cartons had
i gone through the measuring machine Barney Zettler was found to

have the winning shot, it measuring only 11°. Henry Holges was sec-

I ond, his carton measuring
I In addition to the club prizes the Zettler Bros, gave an extra medal
I to go to the member mating the highest number of points during the

I twenty-six weekly competitions. The competition for this medal de-

I veloped a close race between Ross and Holges. Ross won this medal
I on a total of 3181 points in 130 scores, beating Holges 76 points. Ross
also wins first prize for the best 50 scores on a total of 12362., leading

I Holges bv 26 points.
I The attendance during the winter has been light, only sixteen mem-
I bers filling out their scores as called for in the programme. The scores

I of the winners, with their averages, will be found appended:
I Most points, one prize (Zettler medal):
I F C Ross, 130 scores (1.300 shots) 31,810 Average for 10 shots 214.6

I H Holges, 130 scores (1,800 shots) .... 31,734 Average for 10 shots 244.1

Best 50 Scores.
F O Ross

6 scores of 249 1494
13 scores of 248 3224
19 scores of 247 4692
12 scores of 246 2952-12362

Average 247.2
Henry Holges

1 score of 250 250
7 scores of 249 1743
6 scores Of 248 1488
13 scores of 247 3211

9 scores of 246 2214
14 scores of 245 3430-12336

Average 246.7
Louis Flach

1 score of 249 249
2 scores of 248 496
8 scores of 247 1976
9 scores of 246 2214
19 scores of 245 4655
9 scores of 244 2196

Best 85 Scores.
Gus Nowak

1 score of 247 247
2 scores of 246 492
3 scores of 245 735
3 scores of 244 732
6 scores of 243 1458
8 scores of 242 1936
4 scores of 241,, 964
8 scores of 240 1920— 8484
Average 242.4

Best 25 Scores.
Gus Zimmerman

4 scores of 247 988
3 scores of 246 738
3 scores of 245 735
2 scores of 244 488
4 scores of 243 972
3 scores of 242 726
5 scores of 241 1205
1 score of 240 240— 6092
Average 243.6

2 scores of 243
.' 486—12272 Philip F Schmidt

Average 245.4
R Busse

1 score of 249 249
3 scores of 248 744
4 scores of 247 988
9 scores of 246 2214

12 scores of 245 2940
7 scores of 244 1708
14 scores of 243 3402—12245

1 score of 246 246
4 scores of 245 980
5 scores of 244 1220
1 score of 243 243
4 scores of 242 968
5 scores of 241 1205
3 scores of 240 720
2 scores of 239 478— 6060
Average 242.4

244.9 John H Brown
3 scores of 245 735
2 scores of 244 488

11 scores of 243 2673
3 scores of 241 723
4 scores of 240 960
2 scores of 239 478- 6057

....242.3

M B Engel
1 score of 248 248
5 scores of 247 1235
3 scores of 246 738
7 scores of 245 1715

12 scores of 244 2928
21 scores of 243 5103
1 score of 242 242—12209 Henry Strate
Average 244.1 1 score of 244 244

Best 35 scores.
B Walther

1 score of 248 248
2 scores of 247 494
3 scores of 246 738
12 scores of 245 2940
9 scores of 244 2196
8 scores of 243 1944— 8560
Average 244.5 Geb Krauss

2 scores of 243

4 scores of 242
3 scores of 241 723
5 scores of 240 1200
4 scores of 239 956
4scoreB0f238 952
2 scores of 237 474— 6003
Average 240.1

B Zettler
2 scores of 248 496
1 score of 247 247
4 scores of 246 984
4 scores of 24 5 980
10 scores of 244 2440
14 scores of 233 3402— f

.244,2

C G Zettler
1 score of 247....... 247
1 score of 246 246
4 scores of 245 980
10 scores of 244 2440
12 scores of 243 2916
7 scores of 242 1693— 8523
Average 243.5

H D Miiller
1 score of 245 245
2 scores of 244 488
5 scores of 243 1215
5 scores of 242 1210
9 scores of 241 2169
7 scores of 240 1680
6 scores of 239 1434— 8441

241.1

2 scores of 242 484
1 score of 240 240
1 score of 239 239
3 scores of 238 714
2 scores of 237 474
5 scores of 236 1180
6 scores of 235 1410
4 scores of 234 936
1 score of 233 233— 5910
Average. 236.4

R Harmann
1 score of 242 242
1 score of 241 241
2 scores of 240 480
4 scores of 238 952
3 scores of 237 711

5 scores of 236 1180
1 score of 235 235
1 score of 234 234
2 scores of 233 466
3 scores of 232 696
2 scores of 231 462— 5899

;e 235.9

Cincinnati Rifles.

Cincinnati, O., April 22.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice snoot at its range to-day, and made the scores ap-
pended. Conditions: 200yds. , off-hand at the standard target. Our
captain (Mat. Gindele), made another of his 90's to-day, scoring 92
points and a clean score too:
Gindele 10 9 10 10 8 10 8 8 9 10—92

88 10 888987 9—8388689 10 979 9—83
9 7 8 9 10 10 10 10 9 6—88

Weinheimer 7 6 9 8 7 9 8 7 7 10-78
10 6 6 7 7 7 6 5 7 6-67968776877 7—72887469 5 58 9-69

Payne 8 9 6 8 8 6 10 8 7 8-78897779877 10-79
10 7 10 6 8 9 8 10 8 9—85767878898 6-76

Simon 10 10 7 7 7 9 9 10 5 5—79
6 10 8 6 9 9 6 10 6 10-80
6 6 7 7 7 7 10 9 10 2-75577899 5 9 8 4-71

Hake 853597787 6-65577546H77 7—64
6 5 10 7 8 6 8 7 10 6-73
9 10 9468499 7—75

West Newburgh.
Newburgh, N. Y., April 21.—West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Associa-

Harrison 6 6 5 7 7 6 4 6 5 5-57
Sneed, Sr

4

4 7 7 5 6 8 6 10 6—63
HCHigginson

865596898

5—69
Brown . 2 2 3 2 3 6 3 3 0 0-24
Sneed. Jr

8

5 7 10 7 6 6 5 4 5—64
Mitchell 8 5 6 5 6 5 7 4 5 1-52
Smith

0

1 s 5 4 3 6 4 1 4—31
Kissam 8 5 4 6 6 6 7 4 4 8-58

Schlicht Rifle Club.

At the weekly shoot of the Schlicht Club. April 23, niueteen members
entered the competition for the class medals. Capt. Rrellenthlne won
the champion medal, Wm, Schlicht the first class, Aug. Meyer the sec-

ond class, and Ch. Meyer the third class. The scores are appended:
G. Schlicht 240, A. Meyer 233, E. O. Brellenthine 233, W. Schlicht 232,

C. Meyer 281, G. Dorr 229, J. Diehl 228, P. Mau 226, F. Lambrix 225, M.
Daus*225, E. Mehr 224, Capt. Krobatsch 222, C. Steur221, J. Schlicht

220, J. Dedrlck 219. Q. Lautarberger 218. A. Deubline 217. C. Schlicht

216. G. Riohert 32S

Ross vs. Dorrler.

The two rifle experts, Fred. C. Rnss and Michael Dorrler. came
together again on Saturday of last week in the Greenville Schuetzen
Park to sh"ot off the first match in the new series of best two out of

three, 100 shots per man each match and $25 a side. The unsatisfac-

tory ending of the previous match shot at Wissel's Park on April 16

created so much interest in the minds of the local riflemen as to the

merits of the two men that it was expected that there would be a
large gathering of lovers of rifle shooting to witness the second con-

test, hut such was not the case. Outside of a few friends of Ross's
from Williamsburgh, there were but few people present to take in the

sport. The weather on Saturday morning opened fair, with a mod-
erate southeast wind. The two contestants were on the grounds in

the early forenoon, and went into preliminary practice.

Ross was apparently in good form. Dorrler, who never looks
healthy, looked decidedly off in form, and eventually, as the match
progressed, his shooting showed that the old veteran was not in condi-

tion for brilliant work. In settling the preliminaries previous to the
opening of the contest, Geb. Krauss was made referee. Colin Boag
was present to look after the iuterests of Dorrler in the shooting house.

At the target house was stationed Geo. Klingelhoefer for;Ross and
Geo. Purkess for Dorrler, who acted as judges and supervisors of the

markers. With the finish of every 10-shot score of each contestant

the judges sent up to the shooting house the results, where they were
compared with the scores kept by the score keepers at that point and
verified. Thus all possibilities for errors were reduced to a minimum.
Dorrler was the first to declare his readiness to begin the contest. A
few more shots on the part of Ross, and he, too, was ready. By a
preconcerted signal the old targets were run down and new, clean

targets put up in their place. At this point, about 11 A. M., thereferee

declared the match open. Dorrler was the first to lead off, scoring a
20. Ross followed with 21. Dorrler's second shot was 19 and Ross's 23.

Dorrler's third shot was a 15. and when it was recorded it sent a
chill down the spine of the Dorrler contingent present; but a moment
later Ross, who seemed to have been struck with the same fit of un-

steadiness, scored a 17. This seemed to have the effect of relieving the

demoralization in the Dorrler camp for the time being. It was only
temporary, however, for Dorrler scored a 19 on his fourth shot, while
Ross followed with a flag (25). From this point to the end of string

(10 shots) Dorrler could not seem to bunch his shots in the middle of

the eye, his total for the 10 shots scoring only 203, while Ross, who
seemed to gain confidence, settled down to his work and succeeded in

putting up the good score of 225, leaving Dorrler 22 points behind—
altogether too much of a lead for two men evenly matched. Dorrler's

second string, 218, was a little improvement, but Ross fiuished his sec-

ond string with a total of 220, adding 5 points more to his lead. With
the beginning of the third string Dorrler seemed to get down to his old

form, and finished his score with a total of 234, against 221 for Ross.

The fourth score opened with each man apparently settled down to do
his best. Dorrler finished his score with a total of 224, against 215 for

Ross. Dorrler in the last two scores had reduced Ross's lead of 27

points down to 9, and it looked as though the old veteran would yet
crawl out of his dilemma. The fi fth string resulted in a total of 217 for

Dorrler against 216 for Ross, reducing the lead of the latter to 8 points.

At this point the two contestants laid aside their rifles for a short rest

and to await the passing of a shower of rain which had been gathering
during the forenoon.
With the passing away of the storm came the resumption of the

match. Dorrler's sixth string was a decided disappointment to his

followers; he finished it with a total of 207 points against 228 for

Ross. The result of this score raised Ross's lead to 29 points. The
seventh string added 11 points more to Ross's lead, Dorrler making
214 againRt 225 for Ross. In the eighth string Dorrler reduced the
lead 8 points, making 228 against 222 for Ross. On the ninth string

Dorrler gained 1 point, making 223 against 222 for Ross. The tenth
and last string of the match resulted in a tie, each man making 223,

and giving Ross the match by a margin of 31 points on a total of 2,215

against 2.184 for Dorrler.
There was during the match no incident of an unfavorable charac-

ter to mar the spirit of goodfellowship between the two contestants
or their followers. There was a decided absence of the betting ele-

ment and in the interest of the shoot we are pleased that such was
the case. The return match will be shot at Cypress Hills, the date of
which is yet undecided. Scores:

Direction, o'clock.

.

M Dorrler ,

..10 1

..20 19

5 1

24 23

4 1

24 24

10 5
21 22

5 6
20 23

2 1

23 22

5 7
19 22

1 3
24 25

12 3
23 24

10
25 23

3 4 2 1

15 19 23 22

7 2 5 2
21 24 20 22

4 7 8 12
22 22 21 24

6 1 12 12
23 23 25 24

9 7 6 6
21 23 24 18

3 7 8 4

24 20 20 19

11 11 10 6

23 20 21 21

10 10 11 12
24 24 22 25

12 2 12 10
22 23 22 21

c 10 3 10
25 24 20 20

2 10 1 10
20 21 20 24-203

10 2 2 1

20 20 20 21-215

12 1 12 11

25 22 23 23—230

5 5 7 6
20 19 23 24—224

8 2 5 7
22 24 21 21—217

11 5 4 5
23 19 18 19—207

3 11 10 3
23 23 23 19—214

9 19 9
20 21 22 21-228

6 3 4 6
22 22 22 22—223

5 11 4 7
22 20 22 22-223—2184

Direction, o'clock 11 3 11 12 9 15 c 5 12

F C Ross 21 23 17 25 24 24 22 25 20 24—225

5 7 8 7 11 12 7 1 1 2
22 22 23 22 23 22 22 22 18 24—220

6 11 1 6 2 12 4 12 c 12
21 20 24 24 20 19 21 24 25 23-221

12 11 6 1 12 5 11 11 1 1

20 24 22 20 19 22 21 23 22 22—215

6 12 C 7 6 3 5 12 12 12

21 21 25 22 22 21 20 22 20 22-216

6 12 11 12 5 2 9 5 11 6
24 24 22 25 22 20 24 24 23 20—228

6 5 1 5 11 11 12 9 7 4
22 22 23 23 24 20 25 22 23 21—225

6 11 6 1723733
20 24 21 24 22 24 23 23 21 20—222

6 4 6 10 6 9 6 11 10 7
21 24 24 23 19 23 20 24 19 23—220

12 3 10 12 9 9 9 5 12 3
25 21 24 23 22 19 20 24 22 23—223—2215

Springfield Scores.

Springfield, Mass ,
April 21.—The Smith & Wesson Pistol Club

made the following scores at their range, on Wilbraham Road, last

night. Twenty yards:
Z O Talbot 10 8 10 9 10 9 10 9 10 —94
CSAxtelle 10 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 8 8—9i
F G Hodskins 9 10 10 8 10 8 8 9 9 10-91
W Goodrich 8 9 7 8 9 8 10 9 10 10—88
O E Hodskins 9 10 10 8 10 10 9 8 6 9—87
T D Clark 8 9 6 7 10 8 10 9 9 9—85
W O Whiting 8 7 9 6 10 10 10 7 9 9—85
C Clark. 9 8 8 9 7 9 10 9 8 7-84
Fifty yards:
FG Hodskins 10 7 8 7 10 10 7 10 9 10—88
0 Clark 10 8 9 7 10 8 7 9 9 9—86
WC Whiting 9 10 9 6 8 10 9 7 8 9—85
0 S Axtelle 7 9 10 9 8 9 7 9 8 8-84
ZC Talbot 10 6 9 7 10 9 8 10 8 9—84
W Goodrich ..986 10 8798 8 10—83
O E Hodskins 7 10 0 10 7 5 9 6 9 10—79

J. R, Buchanan, Sec'y.

Greenville Rifle Club.

The Greenville Rifle Club started its new series of gallery handicap
shooting on Friday of last week. The scores are appended:

First Class—Dorrler 237, Purkess 239, Robidoux 231, C. Boag 239, Col-
lins 238, Seheeline 232. J. Boag 230. Boag first, Purkess second.
Second CJass—Dodds 232, Agneau 232, Gotthardt 217, Fagen 226, Cha-

vant 236, Soahn 223, Charlock 229. Agneau first, Charlock second.
Third Class—Hill 226, Barr 226. Lembeek213, Holzapfel 224, Daniels

210, E. Wuestner 204, F. Wuestner 226, Zeiger 210. F. Wuestner first,

Hill and Barr second.

Palisade Rifle Club.

Nine members of the Palisade Rifle Club were present at Schlicht's
gallery, April 22, to participate in the contest for the class medals.
Fred Esperer won the first class; Geo D.u-r the second; Fred Kro-
batsch the third. Scores: Fred Esperer 235, Geo. Dorr 235, Fred
Krobatsch 281, Ch. Hemberger 229, Henry Rose 225, R. Glaser 222. 0.
L. Aufderheide 318, Aug. Ah las 214, Fred Ward 211.

Independendent New York Schuetzen Corps.

The third monthly shoot of the Independent New York Corps, Cap
Wm. V. Weber, for the present season, took place in Washington
Park of last week. While the weather was all that could be desired

for outdoor sport, there was only a moderate attendance of the
members. The usual quota of the experts of the Corps were on hand
prepared to compete for the honors for high scores on the various

targets. To one who enjoys the sport of rifle shooting the afternoon
was replete with interesting incidents.

Among the many good marksmen present were to be seen Wm
Haves, Gus Zimmerman, B. Walther, Geb. Krauss, Ignatz Marten
Geo. E Jantzer, Alex Stein. Ernest Fisher, Herman Weber J. Bitt

schier, Aug. Schmitt, and others. Captain Weber was on hand look-

ing after the details of the shoot. On the ring target there were som
fine scores made. 5 shots constituted a score, possible 125. Wm.
Hayes led his competitors with a score of 117, Geb Krauss was secon
with 116, Geo. E. Jantzer third with 115, and Gus Zimmerman fourth
with 114.

On the man target B, Walther divided the honors with Gus Zimmer-
man, each having 58 out of a possible 60. Wm. Hayes was second
with 57, Alex Stein third with 55, Gsb. Krauss and J. G. Bauer fourth
with 54 each.

.
•* On the point target was made some of the finest, shooting ot the day.
The bullseve was divided into two parts, the center (4in.) counting 4,

and the balance of the black 3, 5 shots constituted a ticket, possible 20..

Gus Zimmerman made the possible 20 points, 5 4in. centers. He made
one run of 9 consecutive flags, and in a series of 100 shots he made 42'

flags; this was remarkably fine shooting, and earned for Mr. Zimmer-
man many congratulations by the other marksmen who were present
and witnessed bis shooting. The scores of the succesful martsmen
on the several targets will be found aDpended:
Ring target, 5 shots, possible 125: Wm. Hayes 117. Geb Krauss 116,

Geo. Jantzer 115, Gus Zimmerman 114. Wm. Soil 111. Ignatz Martin

107, E Fisher 109. Bittschier 95, Greiner 99, Frank 84, Dr. Paucritius 65,

Schneider 82, Haist 66, Halbe 47, Herhman 45.

Man target: B. Walther 58, Gus Zimmerman 58. Wm. Hayes 57,

Alex Stein 55, G Krauss 54, E. Fisher 53, J. G. Bauer 54, Grauer 51, J.

Bittscher 51, 1. Marten 51, Wm. Soil 30. Zimmerman made 42 flags in

100 shots.
Point target, 5 shots, possible 20: Gus Zimmerman 20, E. Fisher 18,

Geo. E. Jantzer 17. Wm. Hayes 18, Geb. Krauss 17. L. A. Hoffman 17,

Baab 16, Ignatz Marten 16, Grehw 14, Frank 14, Wm. Soil 14. Rtern-

fcopt 13, Dr. Paucritias 13, J. Bittschier 12, R. Schneider 12, F. C. Haloe
10, A. Hostman 7, Hoist 6;

Chicago Rifles.

Chicago, 111 ,
April 28.—A good deal of interest centers in the tele-

graph match between the Pastime Rifle Club, of Chicago, and the
Missouri Rifle and Pistol Club, which takes place Tuesday evening.

May 1, between 8 and 12 P. tit., each club shooting in its own city. A
close competition is anticipated, as there are excellent shots in each
team of ten men.
In a letter to Mr. E. Hough concerning this shoot, Mr. Sam G. Dor-

man, St. Louis, adds some interesting matter pertaining to the rifle.

He says: "Rifle shooting in this city has been practically dead since
the close of the tournaments last fall, but the prospect is encouraging
for the coming season. A new 200yds. range is being built by the Cen-
tral Sharpshooters, near the southern limits of the city, which will

be probably the finest range in the western country. The target
house has been completed and the shooting house is nearly so. The
announcement of their opening shoot may be looked for next
month. The members of other clubs in this city have commenced
practice, and a few more days will bring the boys all together once
more. But if rifle shooting is to be encouraged, we want no more
repetition of the last Cypress Hills affair. Like the rest of the cranks
I had the shoot all figured nut. and so far as the principals are con-
cerned I have no faultto find. But when I receivdthe official report in

Forest and Stream I found I had in my figuring overlooked the most
important factor, I had figured on only two men being in the race."

_ B. Waters.

Beideman Rifle Club.

Philadelphia, April 25—The following shows the weekly shoot of
the Beideman Bide Club, at their range, Beideman Station, N. J., for
week ending April 21. Conditions. 25yds, possible 250, J^in. ring target,

lUin. bull outside range, strictly off-hand:
Dr Gardiner 25 25 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23—24-1

W Wurfflein 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 23-240
J S Wood 25 25 25 25 24 24 24 23 23 22—240
A C McGowan 25 25 25 24 24 24 24 24 22 20—237
W Gilbert 25 25 25 25 24 24 23 23 22 22-236
G Taylor'- •• 25 25 24 24 23 23 20 20 19 19-222
Pistol score, 50yds.. Standard American target:

Dr Gardiner., ; 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 9 8 8— 94
Walt Gilbert, Sec'y.

Susquehanna County Rifle Association.

The twenty-third meeting of the association will be held at Foster,

Pa., on May 24 and 25. All interested in rifle shooting are cordially in-

vited. Any one can become a member by paying entrance fee to

matches.
Fifteen pounds standard weight of barrel. All over must give l-16in.

per pound, and all under will receiee l-16in. per pound on each string.

String measure, globe sights, muzzle rest, butt of gun held against
shoulder, distance 20 rods. Shooting commences at 10 A. M.
May 24.—Hartford match for silver medal and three money prizes.

Two strings, 10 shots each string. At 2 P. M. County match for silver

medal and three money prizes. Two strings, 10 shots each string.

May 25.—At 9 A. M., Scranton match for silver medal and three
money prizes. Three strings, 10 shots each string.

DuNMorE, Pa. H. M. Spencer, Sec'y.

Miller Rifle Club.

Hoboken, N. J. ,
April 25.—A special meeting of the Miller Rifle Club.

Capt. R. W. Dewey, was held this evening at their headquarters, 423
Washington street. There was quite an attendance, many out of
town faces were seen. The members are predicting grand things for
their eighth annual shoot at Schuetzen Part, Union Hill, Monday,
May 7, and are working hard to make this shoot the best one they
have had. Several of the prominent shooters from other clubs have
signified their intentions of being with them on that day, and it is ex-
pected it will be an enjoyable and profitable affair for visitors and the
club. After the meeting the following scores were made: Schmidt
244, Miller 243. Meyns 241'. Sohl 235, Zoch 229, Dewey 223, Yanderhey-
den 229, Rogers 225, Scott 224. The medal winners were: Schmidt 244,

Zoch 229, Vanderheyden 229. W. H. Rogers, Sec'y.

The Tobin Trophy.
San Francisco, April 17. —The Tobin trophy is shot for annually by

the various companies of the N. G. C. The contest was held last
Sunday at Shell Mound Range and was won by the redoubtable Co. C,
1st Regiment with the fine score of 865 points, 20 men, to shoot each,
200yds., regulation rules. This is the highest score ever made on the
coast by 20 men in a regular match. The Carson City guards of
Nevada had the record previous to Sunday, viz., 852 points.

Roeel,

Heidenreich Rifle Club.

Scores shot at our 100ft. range Aoril 22. Horn 240, Hicks 229,

Steckel 229, Goodman 226, Ke'luer 219, Busch 215, Bogner 216, Heiden-
reich 212, May 215, Kaufman 228.

April 29—Scores shot at our 100ft. range: Val Horn 239, Wm.
Steckel 282, A. Buseb 229. Kock 228, F. Goodman 221, Kellner 219,

Bogner 216, Wm. May 215, Kaufman 227. Wm. May, Sec'y.

RIFLE NOTES.
During the time that Ross and Dorrler were shooting their match

some of the members of the Greenville and Excelsior Clubs were
present and indulged in practice. Among those present we noticed
L. H. Hansen of the Excelsior Club, who is developing good shooting
form, in a series of 50 shots he made a total of 1096.

Teams from the New York Schuetzen Corps, New York Central
Corps, New York City Corps and the Harlem Independent Corps

,

will meet in a contest for honors some time next month.

The members of the Zettler Club will meet in Wissel's Cypress Hills
Park, to-niorrow May 6. This is the regular bi-monthly practice for
club prizes in the season shoot. Visiting riflemen will receive a
cordial welcome to participate.

The Williamsburgh Shooting Society, Capt. Geo. Schmidt, will hold
its annual festival in the Cypress Hills Part, on May 13-14. The prize
programme is liberal and should receive a hearty report from our
local riflemen. On the ring target are 20 prizes ranging from $40
down to $2. On the bullseye target there are 18 prizes ranging from
S20 down to $1. There are six premiums for the most flags rangin
from §10 to $1.

Don't forget the Miller shoot which takes place in Union H
Schuetzen Park, next Monday, May 7.

The New York Schuetzen Corps, Capt. Henry Offerman, will hold its

second practice shoot at Union Hill, on Friday of next week.
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All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following^

FIXTURES.
May 7-9.—Salida (Col.) Gun Club tournament.
May 7-10.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's fourth annual

tournament and meeting, at Ft. Smith, Ark.; gl ,000 added money;
professionals and experts will be handicapped. Address Joseph P.

Matthews, Ft. Smith, or John J. Sumpter, Jr., Sec'y, Hot Springs, Ark.
May 8-10.—Ohio Trap-Shooter's League annual meeting and tourna-

ment, at Columbus, O. Ed. Taylor, Sec'y, Cincinnati, O.
May 9-10.—Leavenworth (Kan.) Gun Club tournament; open to

amateurs only.
May 15.—Second annual tournament of the Atlantic Trap-Shooting

Association, at Lynn, Mass. W. F. Brown, Sec'y.
May 15-16.—Pekin (111.) Oun Club tournament.
May 15-17.—Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association's eighteenth

annual tournament, under auspices of Columbus Gun Club, at Colum-
bus. Neb. ; $300 added money.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers1 and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.
May 19.—Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club. 35 bird handicap, $15

entry, 30 per cent, to be paid on or before May 16. For amateurs only,

at Rutherford, N. J. Address W. H. Huck, Sec'y, Rutherford, N. J.

May 22-25.— Knoxville (Tenn.t Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-
ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last dav, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 23-25.—Minneapolis (Minn.) Gun Club's fifteenth annual tourna-

ment.
May 29.—Massachusetts State Shooting Association's tournament,

under auspices of Hingham Gnu Club, at Hingham.
May 29-30.—Big Four Gun Club tournament, at Sheldon, Iowa.
May 29-30.—Janesville (Wis.) Shooting Club, third annual tourna-

ment; targets and live birds.

May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,
N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-

ment, at TJtica.

May 30.—Nitro Gun Club's second annual tournament, at West
Pittston, Pa.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club, Mason. $200 added money.
June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.
Judo 5-7.—Iowa State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Independence. Iowa.
June 5-7.—Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club tournament.
June 7-9.—Oregon State Sportsmen's Association's tournament,

under auspices of Williinette Gun Club, at Portland, Oregon.
June 8-9 —Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club, first annual tournament.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City. N. J.

June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest's tenth
annual tournament, under auspices of Tacorna Rifle, Rod and Gun
Club, at Tacoma, Wash.; $1,500 added money; open to the world. E.
E. Ellis, Sec'y.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. $1,000 added money.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

sheet columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.

H. Robbins is working hard for the success of the Interstate shoot
to be held in Chicago, on May 17. 18 and 19, and predicts that it will be
a mammoth event. In a personal letter under date of April 23, he says:
"Just now I am head over heels in work with the Prairie Gun Club
shoot under the auspices of the Interstate Association. From the
present outlook it is going to be a mammoth event. The fact of the
Interstate Association deciding to hold their championships here has
enhanced the shoot very greatly. The West is apparently all torn up
over the team content, the same as the East. It looks as though the
Eastern boys were going to come out here in large numbers. La fact,
I leave as soon as I can get away for the East to arrange for a special
train for them over the Erie Railroad so that they can all come in a
body and be received in good substantial shape. You are probably
aware that the gold cup given by the Lake street elevated railroad
will represent the championship at targets and the Chicago St. Leger,
to which the city of Chicago adds $500, will be for the championship
at live birds. The International race will also be for the champion-
ship. There will be unquestionably the largest crowd at this tourna-
ment, that is judging from present appearances, that was ever known
at a shoot before. Some gentlemen who seem to be in a position to
judge, estimate that there will be From 5,000 to 10,000 people present.
The mere raising of flags alone on Garfield Park means 1,000. inasmuch
as it is in the heart of the city. However, I am in for it and propose
to give the boys a grand shoot and au elegant time. Our club will en-
tertain Capt. Dresseli as its special guest, and we will do it up browu."
Binghamton, N. Y., April 27.—The Binghamton Gun Club held their

second semi-weekly shoot yesterday, with a large attendance Scores
were very good considering the little practice the boys have had. N.
W. Waldron won dub badge with score of 21 out of 25 bluerocks.
That jolly good fellow, D. M Lefever, of Syracuse, was present with
one of his famous ejectors, and set a pattern that, will be hard for the
bovsto beat, breaking 34 out of first 35, and 39 out of last 40. To
show the interest taken, after the regular club shoot there were 15
Impromptu sweeps shot off, darkness alone putting an end to the
sport. We expect to get up a little tourney in about two weeks, and
invite our neighbors in to see how nicely we are situated Winpield.
The next shoot of the New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League will be

held on the Climax Gun Club grounds, at Fanwood, on Wednesday,
May 9. The club will put out an attractive programme of open to all
events. The team shoot, will be called at 2 P. M. Empire targets will
be used, the same as at the previous three shoots. The grounds may
be reached via the N.J Central It. R. as follows: From New York
at 9, 10 and 11:45 A. M.; from Newark at 8:55, 10:05 and 11:35 A.- M.
A big entry list is expected for the amateur handicap at 25 live birds

per man, $15 entry, to be shot on the grounds of the Boiling Springs
Fish and Gnn Club, at Rutherford, on May 19, beginning at 10 A. M.
Thirty per cent, of the entry fee must he received by Secretary W. H.
Huck, Rutherford, N. J., on or before May 16. If less than fifteen,
entries four moneys, over fifteen entries five moneys. These grounds
have recently undergone great improvement and are now as good as
any for live bird shooting.

The main feature of the tournament to be held at Salida, Col,, on
next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, will be the Salida cup team
shoot, for teams of not less than three men each, from any guu club
in the State, 20 siogles and 5 pairs per man, $5 entry per team, match
to be shot on Tuesday, and the 50-target shoot for the State cham-
pionship, unknown angles, $2.50 entry, to be shot on Wednesday.
In a private letter from Major A. W. Du Bray, the well known Par-

ker representative he states that judging from interviews he has had
with prominent shooters he is satisfied that the coming Knoxville
shoot will exceed in number of entries anv similar affair held in this
country. He also says that Roger Van Gilder assured him that a
bountiful supply of live birds were assured.

Fort Wtorth, Tex., April 25.—At the annual meeting of the Social
Powder Burners, of Fort Worth, Tex., the followiug officers were
elected for the term of one year: W. G. Turner, Pres. ; W. G Newbv
Trea

. ,
and S. R. Howe, sec'y. The club will order a full set of el& si fie

pull traps and arid to their grounds, etc. Visiting sportsmen always
welcome. S. R. Howe.
The Lafayette Gun Club was recently organized in Jersey City, N.

J., and the following officers were elected: President, C H. Slater-
Vice-President, J. W. Edwards, Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur Fames !

Captain, Wm, Stnmple; Directors—F. P. Rehill, H. B, McKnight Dr
W. C. Lewis. '

We are informed by Mr. Charles Hebbard that Rollo Heikes used
Empu-e targets when he performed the feat of breaking 198 out of 203
targets, an account of which appeared in our last issue. And by the
way, the Empires will he thrown at the comins fcournametit o> the
Illinois State Sportsmen's Associatioa, "

v-

The Third Ward Gun and Fishing Club of Harrisons has elected Jas.
Rasner, President; John Lloyd, Vice President; William Coyle, Re-
cording Secretary; John Bradley', Financial Secretary; Harry War-
den, Treasurer; Oscar Sandford, Sergeant-at-Arms; George Lloyd,
Captain.

Mr. Ben O. Bush -writes: "The Interstate tournament at Grand
Rapids, Mich., May 30-June 1, will be a scorcher Come, boys, come
up to Michigan and see what we look like. Everybody is welcome, and
we will make it pleasant for you."

Week after next the Owl tournament will take place at Springfield,
Mo., and the team of the Weir City rKas.) Gun Club will put forth a
strong effort to win the ' Owl" trophy.

John L. Brewer and T. W. Morfey w-ill shoot an exhibition race at
Marion to-day, each man shooting at 50 live birds under Hurlingham
rules.

Watch next week's "Drivers and Twisters" for full details in regard
to railroad rates to and from Knoxville.

The New Schubert will again be headquarters for the army trap"
shooters who will visit Knoxville.

The third match between L T. Davenport and Chris Ferguson, Jr.,

will be shot at Larchmont to-day.
C. H. Townsend.

West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association.

Nkwburgh, N. Y., April 26,—On the day of our prize shoot and
match with the Pansy Gun Club, of Kingston, the weather was perfect
and every one had an enjoyable time. Inclosed you will find results
of day's shooting. The conditions were 7 men per team, 25 Keystone
targets per man, 16yds, rise, 5 Empire traps:

West Newburgh G. C.
Higginson 1111110111111110111110011—21
Rayland 1111111111111101111111111—24
Taylor 1010111111111111111111111-23
Halsted 1000111001101010011110111—15
Lihely 111110H10101111010101111—19
Channler 0101 11 1 1 101 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1111 11—23
Rhodes 011 11 1 11 11 1111101 10011101—20—144

Pansy G. C.
JCobel 1110011011111111111111001-20
JS Smith 1111111111111101111111111—24
H Meyer 1110111011111101101111011-20
W Weston 110111111111101)011111111—21
R Kenyon 1111101 1111 1111111 1111101-23
Van Gasbeck JllOlin 1011 1101011011111 — SO
Van Anden 1011100001111111111011010-17—145
Prize shoot:

Higginson 1111101111111111111110111+2—25
Mitchell 000111 0000001 001 1 101 00100+7—15
Wood * 00110101011110101110101114-4—20
Donohue KOO00' 11 0110111110111111+4—21
T Rhodes OllnillllOonoilOUllOlO+2—20
J S Taylor 1111111111111011111101111 -23
Chandler 1111110101010110111000111+4—21
M Dowell 1 00 ! 010001 110011 101 011011+9—23
Lihely 01lt0lllllHl0lllllllllll+2-24
Taggart 0001101111110111001110111+5-22
Ravland 1011111111111111111111110 —23
Halsted 0111111110011100011001100+2—17
Kissam 1100111110111111011100001+3-20
H. C. Higginson wins a heat for first prize; E C. Lihely wins a heat

for second prize.

Sweepstake: Halsted 5, Meyer 7, Hester 3. Van Gasbeck 10, Smith 9,

Weston 9. Rayland 10, Taylor 9, Higginson 9, Mitchell 6, Van Anden 1.

Interstate and Prairie.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I would call the attention of the trap-shootine fraternity to the Chi-

cago tournament of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Asso-
ciation, given under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, May 17, 18

and 19.

This tournment promises to be of greater magnitude than any ever
held in America. Judging from the enthusiasm that is cropping out
in every quarter, and from advice received from Chicago, nothing like

it will have ever been seen in the West.
A literary bureau in connection with the shoot has been established

in the office of the Prairie Gun Club in order to reach every sports-
man.
A reception committee has been appointed with the Hon. John P.

Hopkins. Mayor of Chicago, as chairman, and the city Council has
voted the freedom of the city to all visiting sportsmen.
The Prairie Gun Club advises rnejthey have assurances]that numbers

of shooters will be present who never appeared at a tournament be-
fore.
Over $1,000 iu cash will be added to the purses, in addition to $1,000

worth of gold and silver prizes.

The Novelty rule will be introduced in Chicago for the first time, and
the Lake Street Elevated gold cup, stake event, will be changed to a
sweepstakes at 100 targets per man, $5 entrance, Novelty rule, four
moneys, IGyds. riss, the winner, in addition to first monev. to receive a
beautiful gold vase suitably inscribed, valued at $150, and emblematic
of the championship of America under the Novelty rule Another im-
portant event will be the City of Chicago St. Leger, a sweepstakes
open to all, for the championship of America, at 50 live birds per man,
entrance $25, four moneys, 30yds. rise The city of Chicago will add
$500 to the purse, and the Interstate M?mufacturers' and Dealers' As-
sociation rules will govern it.

It is th« intention of the Prairie Gun Club to leave nothing undone
that will add to the success of the tournament.

I would also announce that the Interstate Manufacturers' and Deal-
ers' Association has booked tournaments for Greensboro, N. O, Sept.
19 and 20, under the auspices of the Greensboro Gun Club, and at
Charleston, S. O, Oct. 10 and 11, under the auspices of the Palmetto
Gun Club. The Greensboro Gun Club will add $200 to the purse, and
the Palmetto Gun Club will add a sum to be announced later on. This
completes the circuit of the Interstate Association for the season of
1894. The entire paraphernalia of the Association will beat Altoona,
Pa., during the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association's tourna-
ment, Aug. 21 to 24. Elmer E. Shaker, Manager I. M. and D. A.

Westminster Kennel Club Shoot.
The Westminster Kennel Club had a jollification at Babylon, on

April 28, to celebrate the settlement of the bonded debt of the club.
The day was passed in shooting live bird sweeps and the discussion of
an elegant lunch. The events were as follows, Williams winning the
first, Hoey the second, Work the third and fourth:
Opening Cup-A handicap at $5 each, miss and out, 15 entries. The

score follows:
Dean (25yds) ....... . 0 Davenport (30) 2 Lawrence (20) 0
Hoey (30) 5 Moore (30) 1 W Edey (26) 10
Paulding (27) 1 Butler (29,i 3 F Edev (yi>) 0
Arthur (27) 0 Work (30) 1 Vvilm.en.img (28) ., 0
Williams (30) 11 Rutherfurd (26) . . . . 0 Hitchcock (37) 5
Gala Cup—A handicap at seven birds, with allowances. Entrance,

$10 Men on 29 and 30yds.. scratch; 27 and 28yds. one miss, as no bird;
26yds. and under, one miss as a kill. Winner of first sweep penalized
lyd. Fourteen entries. Score follows:
Hoey (30yds.) 8 Davenport (30) 5 Lawrence C26) 3
Dean (25) 7 Moore (30) 5 VV Edey (26) 4
Paulding (27) 5 Butler (28) 5 F Edey (26) 5
Arthur (27) 2 Work (30) 5 Hitchcock (27) 5
Williams (31) 1 Rutherford (96) .... 3
Handicap sweepstakes, miss and out, entrance $5, handicap same as

in Gala Cup race. Results follow

:

Hoey 8 Hitchcock n Moore 6
Work 24 Williams 22 Davenport ,3
Paulding 1 Dean..... 0 Rutherfurd 0
Bond Cup—Unlimited number of birds, men on 29 and 30yds.. one

miss and out; men on 26, 27 and 28yds., two misses and out; at 25yds.
or under, three misses and out; entrance $5, twenty entered. Sum-
mary follows:
Hoey (31 yds.).. ..222220 — 5 Paulding (27) 00 — 0

' — v
:

'
. , (27)... 222121200 —7

Butler (28) 8112122108130—10 Arthur (27) 2020 —2
G Grant (27) .22^22222020-ll Rutherfurd (26). .2222322020 — 8
Williams (31) 311222112110 -11 Wilmerdicg (28).. 02' 11220 —6
Moore (30) 2220 — 3 Douglass (27). ., ,1110111110 —8W Edey (26) 22.20222222220-11 Lawrence (20). 022232220 —7
Dean (25) 220222000 — 5 Steers (25) 1000 — 1
F Edey (26) 010 — 1 Moorehead (27) . .220220 — 4
Davenport (30).., 10 —1 Crocker (26) 0100 — 1

The Perkioman Gun Club.
Perkioman. Pa., April 28 —The Perkioman Gun Club held their one

day shoot on their grounds, about ten minutes' walk from Perkioman
Junction, on the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad. The dav was all
one could wish for a spring day, and the location of the grounds are 1

as pleasant as any in Pennsylvania. The workers for the club were
W. Haginbotham and John Nettles, and of the others there was J.
Benner and C. Miller from Pennsburg; J. Schmeck from Reading, and
J. Thurman, F. Henry, H. Landis, E. Davis and H. Thurman from
Pennsylvania. One of the amusing incidents of the shoot was in event
No. 6, H. Landis shot in 'he first squad and broke his 15 straight and
there were only three others to shoot, he came into the club house and

!

said: "There is an example for you fellows." The three, F. Henry,
E. David and H. Thurman, went to the score and each broke their 15.
So much for a good example.

9 10 11 13 IS Shot at.Broke

7 9 9 9
7 2 7 6

6 9 9 9
8 9 10 10
9 9 9 10

. . 10 10 9
9 10 9 8

10 8

130
130
113
113
113
113
113
105
90
67
18

110
92
102
102
101
98
95
69

13

U 5 6 7 8
J Thurman 6778 10 14 996
J Schmeck... 5 10 798 11 776
E David 8 9 10 15 9 10 8
H Thurman 9 7 9 15 10 9 6
F Henry ^ 8 8 15 8 10 8
J Benner 8 S 8 8 13 9 7 7H Landis 7 9 8 15 8 5 7
C Miller 33747.. 995
J Nettles 6 8 8 8 9 13 9., 6W Haginbotham.. 5 9 6 8 9
Thomas 7'.. "0

.

Bluerock traps and targets, known trap^ and known angles, except
No. 10, rapid-firing. H. T.

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Scores of Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club, made at Maple Bay,

Syracuse, N. Y, April 26:

Class A
C Wagner 11111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111—49
A C Ginty 11111111101100111111111111111111111111111111111111—47
GHolloway 11111111111 lllllllllllllOlOHllllllllllOllllllllll—47AG Courtney 10111111111111111101111111111110110111111111111110—46
« Mann 10111111111110101111110111111111110111111111111111—45
CDugard 11111111111111111111110010111111110111101111111101^14
G Luther 11111111111001110011100111001011111011111011001111—37

Class B.
M Williams 01111011111101111111111111100111111111111111111111-45
A S White 01110111111010110110101111110111111111111111111001-39
GMosher OOOOllllllOiiiioiOOllOOH 1011111011111101111101101-38
D Waiters OOlOllOlllimmi 100011111 10110110101001010111101—34
A R Kink 11010100111 011111011010110111 1 1111 0011 1101 0101 1 01 0—34
H Jones 01110011110110111011100111011000111101001111011111- 34
J Glennon 1010011110101000011111110101110110111 1101 1110011 11—34
Prof Gilbite 11110101101010111111100011011110111111011101111010-36
J Cool ioiioooiooinniiiioiiooioicioiiimiiooooiiomio-32
S Mantz 011101111001 inn OOIOO] 0101111001101111010110111110—32W H Armstrong--l00ll0lll00000000lll0lllll0ll000ni0l10l01l0l0llll-29 1

Wagner wins diamond medal in class A. M. Williams wins dia-
mond medal in class B. Fallstapf.

The Central Gun Club.
Duluth, Minn., April 26.—The last weekly medal shoot of the Cen-

tral Gun Club attracted quite a large crowd of spectators, the weather
being bright and warm, and some very good scores resulted with some
exceptionally fine runs made by contestants in the different classes.
The winners were Dodge, class A; Owen, class B; and Little, class C,
on the following score out of 50 single targets per man, known angles,
rapid firing system:

Class A.
Dodge 01101111011010101111111111111101111110111111111111-42
Nelson 10010101011011111111010111111111110111011010111111—38
Day 11111000101011111111010111111011111011111111001000—36

Class B.
Owen 11101110010101001101110011101111110011011111001001-32
McDonald 11001111001111010000110111000010001101111101011100—28
Metcalf 00011111101010010101100010010111191011010000011010—25
Pastoret 100111 1001110101100110110011 000001 0001 1 0001 01oonoi—23

Class C.
Little 01001111111111000011000101010001011111000111111110—30
Black 11100100100100110110100000100001110111011110111101—27 '

Extra—No. 1, 10 singles, known angles: Dodge 10, Metcalf 7, Mc-

:

Donald 6, Day 5, Owen 5, Green 1.

No. 2, 10 singles, known traps, unknown angles: Nelson 10, J. Nelson !

9, Day 7, Metcalf 6, Green 6, M. Metcalf 6, J. Green 4.

No, 3, 5 pairs: Metcalf 6, McDonald 6, Day 6.

Syracuse Gun Club.
Syracuse, N.Y,, April 28.—Scores made at the shoot of the Syracuse

Gun Club, at their Croton street, grounds: Chas. Wager shot at 100
birds, broke 90, C. H. Mowry (100) 89. Geo. Mann (100) 87, A. G. Court-
ney (100) 87, W. A. Hookway (100) 81. C. Lathrop (100) 72. G Luther
(75) 58, C. Arno (75) 53, A. Whiln (60) 47. .1. Uraut (50) 29, M. Eddy
(50) 88, C. E- Ourttp (301 •) '

" ' - FMM»««

The Chamberlin Tournament.
Cleveland, O.. April 21.—Editor Forest and Stream: We have just i

received notice that we have been granted special rates of a fare and
one-third under the certificate plan to our tournament at Cleveland
June 19 to 21, from all points in the Central, Southern and Trunk Line
passenger associations. We also expect to have rates granted us
from all points in the Western Passenger Association territory.
The territory now covered includes all points east of the Mississippi

River south of Burlington, la., including Peoria, Chicago and all
points in lower Michigan and Ontario, Canada, and excepting New

|

England points.
We are already assured of over 150 entries, and have no doubt but I

that we will have 200 or more shooters on the grounds, and exceed all
our other tournaments in point of attendance.
The grounds will be fitted up with everything to facilitate the

handling of large crowds, and with experienced managers we hope to
to have everything move off as smoothly as possible.
There is no doubt that the tournament will call together the largest

number of prominent trap shots ever gathered at one tournament,
and it will be worth a long journey to witness the shooting.

The Chaeberlin Cartridge and Target Co.,
Paul North.

Targets in North Dakota.
Fargo, N. D., April 27.—The Fargo Gun Club use bluerock targets

'

traps and electric pull. The traps are set to throw targets the longest
possible distance with the full tension of the spring. Experienced
trap-shooters tell us that our shooting is harder than can be found at

:

most tournaments. This fact should be considered when comparing
our scores with others. The scores made on the 26th:
No. 1, 15 singles, three known traps: Lyon 11, Roberts 9, Robbins 13,

No. 2, 10 singles, unknown traps: Carpenter 6, Lyon 4, Roberts 8
Robbins 8.

No. 3, 15 singles and 5 pairs, unknown traps, for gold badge: Car-
penter 14, Ercanbrack 14, Lyon 12, Roberts 16, Robbins 16. Roberts'
won tie.

No. 4, 10 singles, known traps, team shoot: Roberts's team—Roberts
9, Carpenter 7, Ercanbrack 8; total, 24. Robbins's team—Robbbins 9,

S. S. Lyon 7. C. Lyon 5; total, 21.

No. 5, 25 singles, known traps: Carpenter 20, Lyon 12, Ercanbrack 12.

C. E. R.

Ashbourne Defeats Bustleton.
Ashbourne, Pa., April 24.—The Ashbourne Gun Club paid a visit to

the Bustleton Gun Club on Saturday last, and hadairiendly shoot
with teams of 12 men each, 25 targets per man. The result:

Ashbourne. Bustleton.
R Hallowell 14 Neaman 13
Wood 10 Maguire 18
Pearson 14 Knorr

, 13
Minch 16 Boulean 14
Bitting 10 GTomlinson ....18
AHallowell 16 McMulUn 13
Linson , 15 F Maguire 10
JHalloweli 12 Blake 10
Lockard 15 Johnson 13
Roberts 9 Fleming 14
Rouse , 15 J Tomlinson 18W Hallowell 17—163 I Tomlinson 7—161

E.B.

Peekskill Gun Club.
Peekskill, N. Y., April 28.—Foliowing is the score of the Peekskill

Gun Club tor the month of April in the prize competition for 1894.
Shooting at 25 targets, rapid firing system, with added birds not to ex.
ceed ten

:

JB Halsted 1110101111110100113111101 —19
B C Everingham 11101110110110111011001111 —19;
E F Hill 00000010010011000010111111010110111—17
Dr PH Mason llOOlllOlllllOlllOlOlllll —20
HP Daiii Oil 1001 11010101 111 10001 1 1 1 100101 1 1 —22
O J Loder OlllllllllmilOllllllllOlll —25
M S Perry

, , . .11100011111111010110011011100001 —30
A Bohr nonoi 10001 1011 1000001 101 1 0011000000—ISHL Armstrong OllOlOlOllllllOOOOllOO] 11101111 —2u
Loder scores six points, Dajn three points and Mason, Perry and

Arnjstrlng one point, eaxjfc.
"

'
' B. C, Eysringsuj, Sec'y,
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SOUTH SIDE GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT.
New Jersey League Contest.

Had the members of the South Side Guu Club, of Newark, the
arranging of the weather for the opening of their two-days 1 tourna-
ment they could not have improved upon the conditions which pre-
vailed, for the day was perfect—just warmth enough in the aun's
rays to make it possible to keep comfortable without overcoats and
just a sufficiently strong breeze to clear away the smoke. The shoot
opened on Wednesday. April 25, the first gun being fired at 9:30 A. M.
Secretary-Treasurer Hobart and Manager Terril were on hand at an
early hour, and when it was time to begin operations everything was
in perfect order. Dr. Hedden was domiciled in the cashier's box and
during the entire day not a complaint was heard in regard to his or
any other department.
The shooting was at Empire targets, thrown from expert traps b.y

North's electric pull. The traps handled the targets in good shape
and the targets proved to be splendid breakers as well as maintain-
ing an even flight.

During the early hours the attendance was rather light, but after
dinner it improved and in the afternoon there were fully twenty-five
shooters on the grounds, Among them were Dr. Jackson and E D.
Miller, of Springfield; R. H Breintnall, of Roseville; W. C. Drake, of
Maplewood; J. D. McCallum, of Irvington; J. S Dustin, of Harris-
burg; C. E. Barorid^e, of B 'id^repofc; J. vV Hoffaiu, of Orange
Valley; H. A. Bartlett, of Buffalo; Messrs. Taggert and '•It," of
Newburg.
Some good work was done by -all the contestants, the conditions

being extremely favorable for good scores. The leading average was
S8.8B, made by Mr. Bartlett, who shot the new Burgess repeater and
who previous to March had never shot over a trap. Drake averaged
about 87 and Miller 86.

Below will be found full scores of the first day's shooting:
No. 1, 10 targets, 50 cents, rapid-firing:

Dustin 8 Hoffman 9 Sherman 10
Cleaver 8

No. 2, 10 targets. Si, unknown:
Dustin 9 Cleaver 7 Bartlett S
Sherman 10 Hoffman 9
No. 3, 15 targets, $1.50, rapid-firing:

Bartlett 12 Cleaver 11 Drake 13
Sherman 11 Hoffman 15 Jackson 12
Dustin 13 Miller 14
No. 4, 15 targets, $1.50. unknown:

Bartlett 13 Hoffman ....7 Dustin ...12
Miller 12 Sherman 13 Jackson 8
Drake 13 Thomas 10

No. 5, 10 targets, 81.50, expert:
Bartlett 8 Jackson 8 Dustin 4
Miller 9 Drake 8 Breintnall 9
Hoffman , 3 Thomas.. 9
No. 6, 20 targets, $2, R. F.:

Breintnall. 11010101111111111111—17 Sherman . .11101111111010111111—17
Miller 10111011110101111111—30 Drake 11111111111111111111-20
Bartlett . . .11101111111111101111-18 Dustin 1111111111.1110111011—18
Hebbard ..11111111111011101101—17 Thomas.... 11110111111101111101—17
Hoffman . .11111110111111111111- 19

No. 7, 10 targets, Si, unknown:
Cleaver 0001011111— 6 Duston 1111111101— 9
Drake 0111101101- 7 Jackson 1111101111— 9
Bartlett 1111111110— 9 Hoffman 0101101110- 6
Breintnall 1111111111—10 Sherman 1101110111— 8
Miller 0011111111— 8 Thomas 1101111001— 7
Quimby 1110111111— 9
No. 8, 10 targets, $1, R. P.:

Quimby 0111101011— 7 Cleaver 1011010111— 7
Duston 1111101010— 7 Thomas 1111111010- 8
Miller 1111111111—10 Burbridge 1111111111—10
Hedden 1010111101— 7 It 1111111111—10
Bartlett 1111011111— 9 GT 0000101100— 3
Breintaall 1011111110— 8 Drake 1011111111— 9
No. 9, 20 targets. $1, unknown:

Bartlett... .11111111111111111111—20 Burbridge. 11111111111111111111—20
Miller 10111111111111110111—18 IT 11100011111111101101—15
Quimby.. ..11011111111100111111—17 Hoffman . .01111101101111111111—17
Breintnall..lllllll0111101101111—17 Jackson. ...11010101011111111011—15
Van Dyke. 11111111111011111110—18 Hibbard. . .01111111101111111111—18
No. 10, 10 targets, $1, R. F.

:

Quimby 1101111001— 7 Van Dyke 1111111110— 9
Burbidge 1111111110— 9 Drake 1111100111— 8
Duston Ullllllll—10 Breintnall 1111111111—10
Miller 1111111111—10 Hoffman 0111100111— 7
Bartlett 1111111111—10 It 1111100110— 7
Headden 1111111111—10 Crimmins ' 1011101111— 8
No. 11, 10 targets, Parker:

Quimby 0010101001— 4 Burbidge 110111 111— 8
Breintnall 0000111111— 6 Duston 1101000010— 4

Van Dyke 1011111111— 9 Hoffman 1010101110— G

IT.... llOllllllO— 8 Miller 1111111111—10
Drake 1111001111— 8 Jackson 0100001011— 4
Bartlett 0101101111— 6 Sherman 1111011111— 9

No. 12, 15 targets, known:
Bartlett 111111111111111—15 Van Dyke 111111111111101—14
Quimby 110111111110110-13 ST 111011110111111—13
Breintnall 111111111111101-14 Miller 110111111110110—12
Burbidge 111111111111111 - 15 Drake 101111011111111—13
Hoffman 101111111111111—14 Geoffroy 101111011111111—13
Duston 111111110111111 -14 Hedden 111111111111010-13
No. 13, 10 targets, expert:

Breintnall 0111110111 - 8 Van Dyke 1111111110— 9
Geoffroy 1110111110— 8 Burbidge 1101111111— 9
Thomas llOHUlll 9 Quimby 101010110.—

0

Bartlett,... 1010111111- 8 Miller.. 1011011111— 8
Hoffman 1111111111—10
Sherman 1011111111— 9

No. 14, 15 targets, SI. 50, known:
Breintnall 011011111110111—12
Bartlett 111111111111111—15

IT 0011011111— 7
Drake 1111111111—10

Hedden 111111111111111—15
Van Dyke 111110111110011—12

Thomas 111111011111111—14 Burbridge 111111111110111—14
Geoffroy 111100111111101—12 Duston 110110110100001— 8
Hoffman 111101111111111—14 Drake 111111111111011—14
Jacks.n 111111111111111—15 Compton 111111111111111—15
No. 15, 10 targets, SI, 3 moneys, unknown:

Bartlett 7 Sherman 9 Van Dyke 8
Hoffman 9 Thomas 9 Hedden 4
Breintnall 10 Burbridge 10 It , 8
Geoffroy 7
No. 10, 10 target, 3 moneys, known:

Bartlett 1111111111—10 Thomas 0010111001— 5
Geoffroy 1111111110— 9 Van Dyke 0011001010— 4
Hoffman 1111111111—10 Lenthauser 0111111011— 8
Breintnall 1101111111— 9 Pennant. 1011000111— 6
Hedden 1111111111—10 It 101111U11— 9
Burbridge llllllllll—10 Compton 1111101101— 8
Extra No. 1, 15 targets, $1, known: Van Dyke 13. Geoffry 8, Comp-

ton 15, Bartlett 15 McCollem 10, Linthauser 11, PennentS, Thomas 13,
Breintnall 14, Hedden 14, English 14.

Extra No. 2, 10 targets, $1, known: Thomas 10, Bartlett 10,Van Dyke
9, English 7, Geoffry 9, Duston 7, Lenthauser 6.

Extra No. 3, 5 pairs, $1: Bartlett 7,Geoffrey 6, Hoffman 6, Perment 8,
Lenthauser 4, Hedden 7, Van Dyke 8.

Extra No. 4, 5 pairs, $1: Geoffrey 7, Hoffman 7, Bartlett 8, Van
Dyke 9.

Thursday, the Second Day,

opened as clear and bright as the previous one, but with a stronger
and more erratic wind. The traps were started early, and before the
dinner hour arrived there was a good attendance of shooters, the
events running from twenty entries upward. After dinner the party
was greatly augmented by the arrival of the members of the various
teams who were to take part in the monthly team shoot of the New
Jersey Trap-Shooters1 League. Representatives were on hand from
Springfield, Maplewood, South Orange, Orange, Plainfield, New Bruns-
wick, Jersey City, Hoboken and Oakland, and before the day was
ended there were as many as 42 entries in some of the events.
The team match began at 2 P. M , Al. Heritage, of Jersey City, being

referee. The teams comprised five men each, the memoers shooting
at 25 Empire targets each under the rapid-fire system. The Maple-
wood team, which had put up such high scores in the two previous
contests, let itself down with 101 breaks out of the possible 125. The
South Sides put on a fast spurt and pulled out on top with _a grand
total of 116 breaks. The Union and Climax teams put up 111 and 109
respectively. Clean scores were made by Hedden and Brantingham,
while N. E. Money broke 24 and Sigler, Drake, Collins, Houman,
Breintnall and Geoffroy 23 each. Geoffroy still remains in the lead
for individual prizes, with Tom Brantingham a close second. Of the
teams the Maplewoods and South Sides are tied on the aggregate
number of breaks.
The scores of the day, as well as those made on the opening day,

were good, in fact, far above the average for an event of this kind.
Bartlett, of Buffalo, again astonished the talent by his clean work,
losing only 9 targets during the day. His work is really remarkable,
considering the limited practice he has had. Previous to his assuming
his position with the Burgess gun people, he knew nothing of shot-
guns cr t'aeir handling, although for years he had been an expert at
rancy and trick shooting with the rifle. After the regular events had
been run off on Thursday he gave an exhibition of hie skill and quick-

ness. Handing his loaded gun to Ferd. Van Dyke, Bartlett tossed a
piece of coal high into the air, threw a forward hands jring, then took
the gun from Van Dyke and fired five shots before the coal struck the
ground, hitting the piece three times. A number of the shooters tried
his guns at the traps and were well pleased at their workings.
The management of the tournament was perfect throughout, its

control being entirely in the hands of W. R. Hobart and I. H. Terrill,
both of whom were cool-nerved and refused to become rattled. J. H.
Heddeu's work in the cashier's box was satisfactory to all. It can be
classed as one of the most successful affairs of the kind ever run in
this section.
Full details of the second day's work are appended:

CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM MATCH.
Climax Gun Club.

T H Keller 1111011111011101111111110—21
Apgar 1111111110111101111111110—21
Dutchy 0110111111111111101111111—22
D Teny 1111101111110011011111110-20
Brantingham lllllllllllllllllllllllll—25—119

Union Gnn Club.
McAlpin 1011111101011110111111111—21
J L Smith 0111101011011111111111111—21
Sigler 1011101)11011111111111111—23
Miller 1111111101111011111111111-22
Money. 1111111111111111111111101—24—111

Brunswick Gun Club
R M Pettit 1011101110010111011011111—18
Van Niss 1100010010011101001011011—13
Voorhees • 1 00 1 01 1 01 1 1 1 0 1 01 1 01010001—14
Gummere. llOllOlllllllll 11 11111110—22
Fisher 1110111111101001010011111—18— 85

Maplewood Gun Club.W Smith 1110110111111111100110111—20
Siggins 1111101111001010011101110-19
Sickly 1001101 11 1 11 1 1 1 1 101111100—19
Van Dyke 0111111111111111110111110-23
Drake 0111111111011111111111111—23—101

South Side Gun Club
Breintnall .111111 101111011 llllllllll—23
Thomas 111101111111101011111111.1—22
Hedden 1111111111111111111111111-25
Geoffroy lllll01111oiinilllllllll-23
Hoffman 1100111111111111111111111—23—116

Endeavor Gun Club
E Collins 1111011111111111111111011—23
McPeek 1110110111110011111110111—20
Creveling 0000101 01 1 01 1 10001 1 101 ill—14
Quimby 0111111111111011011101111—21
Polhamus 100001111101 1 1011 1 1010000—14— 92

Myrtle Park Gun Club.
Compton 1111111110111111111111101-23
Cummins 0111011111101100111111011—19
McCallum 1010111101110111111101001-18
Smith 1111010111001110111111111—20
English ..1111011111110111111101110—21—101

STANDING OP THE CLUBS.

Feb. Mar, Apt.Total. Feb. Mar. Apr.Total.
Maplewood... 113 118 101 332 Endeavor 86 102 92 280
South Side.... 104 112 116 332 Brunswick.... 85 108 85 278
Union 109 111 111 831 Myrtle Park. . 82 81 101 174
Climax 107 107 109 323

LEADERS FOB INDIVIDUAL PRIZES.

Feb. Mar. Apr.Total. Feb. Mar. Apr.Total.
Brantingham 23
Thomas 22
Ap.ar 23
J L Smith.... 21
Sigler 23

24 25 23 72
24 24 19 57
24 24 22 70
23 24 22 69
23 24 47
23 23 23 69

23 25 71
23 22 67
22 21 66
24 21 66
22 23 68

Hoffman 5

No. 1, 10 targets, 50 cents, known:
Creveling 9 Dsake
Proctor 5 GM Cooper. 10 Lever 4
Van Dyke 7 Bartlett 10
Dutchy 9 McCallum 7
No. 2, 10 targets, $1, unknown:

Hoffman 5 Bartlett 10 Breintnall 8
Dutchy 8 Lever 9 Van Dyke 10
G M Cooper 6 Drake 8
No. 3, 15 targets, $1.50, known:

Cooper 12 Drake 15 Fisher 9
Brantingham 11 McCallum 10 McAlpin 12
McPeek 14 Collins 14 Bartlett 13
Hoffman 9 Creveling 11 Voorhees 14
Breintnall 12 Van Dyke 13 Proctor 9
Smith .13 Lever 11
Thomas 14 Dutchy 13
No. 4, 15 targets, $1.50, unknown:

McAlpin 13 J Smith 13 Drake 14
Brantingham 13 Geoffroy 13 Voorhees... 11
Dutchy 12 VanDyke 14 Thomas ....11
Cooper., 14 Fisher 11 Breintnall 16
Miller 14 Collins 13
Bartlett 14 Hoffman 6
No. 5, 10 targets, $1, expert:

McAlpin

.

8 N E Money 9 Drake 10
... 4 C Smith 8 Cooper 8

Breintnall 8 Hoffman 6 Voorhees 6
Jersey 6 Geoffroy 7 Thomas 7
Brant 6 J Smith 10 Miller 7
Bartlett 10 VanDyke 9
No. 6, 20 targets, $2, known:

McAlpin. . .11111111011111111111-19 Quimby. ...11111110111110111111—18
Proctor.. . .11111110111101111010—16 Fisher 11101111100010100111—13
Cooper 01111111111111110001—16 Geoffroy. ..11111111111110111111—19
Drake OllllllOOlOlllllllll—16 Dutchy. . . .11111111111111111111—20
Thomas.. ..01111100111101011111—15 Miller 11111101111111110111—18
Hedden.. . .11111111110111111111—19 War SmithllllllOOlllOllOlOlll—15
Breintnall .10111111110111111110—17 J L Smith.10111111111111111111—19
Van Dyke..llllllll011111110111—18 Brant 11111111111111111111—20
Bartlett.. ..11111111111011111111—19 Collins 10111101111110111010-15
Hoffman...11011111111111111110—18 T fi Keller.11111101111101111111—18
No. 7, 10 targets, unknown:

McAlpin

No. 8, 10 targets,

Van Nuis.

,

Fisher

Van Dyke.,
Straitor , .

,

McAlpin . .

,

Hope
Pettit

Fisher 5 Money
Brant

. 9 Miller
4 5 Collins

10 Pettit
, 5
6 JLSmith...,,

Sigler Van Nuis ,,

8 Greiff
8 W Smith

51.
10

known:
Breintnall

7
8

Thomas 8
10

Collins

. 4 N E Money 6 McPeek
Hedden

10 9
9 Fletcher Compton

Proctor 9 Dutchy
10 Creveling . 7 English

Miller
8
9 Quimby 9 Jackson

Beebe 8
No. 9, 20 targets, $2, 5 moneys, unknown:

Van Dyke..11111111011100111111—17 Drake ,11111111111111111111—20
N E Money.11111111011111001111—17 Cooper . .. .11111111111111111001—18
Dutchy.... 10111111101111101111—17 Breintnall .11111111111111010111—18
Van Nuis . 11111011111111011001—16 Cap MoneylOOlllllllllllllllii—18
Lindsley... 01101111110111111101—16 Hope 10101110111001011110—13
Geoffroy ..01110011111111101111—16 Creveling. .11011111111101100010-14
Miller 11111011011111111111—18 Brant 11111111111111110111—19
Ligler llllOlllOlllllllllll—18 Fletcher. ..10100000110101111101—11
Bartlett. ...11111111111111111111-20 Strader. . . .01111111110010111111—16
McAlpin. ..00011011011)11111011—14 Quimby .. .11111101111111110110—17
Petitt 11001111000011111111—14 Hedden... .01111110111111111011—17
Hoffman . .11111011110111111111—18 Collins 11111111111111111111—20W Smith. ..10111011111110110111—16 Jackson. . .11001)10111110111010—14
Voorhees.. 11111111111011111111—19 Hebbard... 01111110101110111111—16
Apgar 00111101111111111111—17
No. 10, 10 targets, $1, known:

Dutchy 10 Apgar 10 Strader 7
Breintnall 9 Siggins 6 Geoffroy 9
Fletcher .8 Thomas 10 W Smith 5

Drake 9Proctor 10 Hope... .

McAlpin 10 Sperling 8 Woodruff 6
Fisher Van Nuis 4 Capt Money 8

" PettitMcCallum 9 Creveling
VanDyke 9 Quimby 7 Hedden.
Cummings 9 Scott 7
No. 11, 15 targets:

gfake 14 Van Nuis 7 Quimby 15
Compton 12 W Smith 9 Bartlett 14

Cummings . 13
Pettit 13
Strader 13
Creveling 11

Hedden 13
Voorhees 11

McCallum 12
No. 13, 10 targets. $1,

Bartlett 7
Breintnall 8
Dutchy 8
Collins 7
Geoffroy 7

No. 14, 10 targdts, $1,
Breintnall 10
Hope 6
Geoffroy ....10
Collins 8

Fletcher 13
Proctor 12
Lindsley. ..... 13
J L Smith 15
McAlpin 15
Breintnall 13
Dutchy 14
express:
Hoffman , . 7
Van Dyke 10
McAlpin 8
Drake 8
J L Smith 9
known:
Hoffman 8
Dutchy 9
Barlett ..10

McAlpin 9

Aperar 13
Hope 11

Brant 11

Geoffroy ..14
Van Dyke. 14
Collins 11

Hoffman 14

W Smith 5
Apgor. 10
Strader 6
Woodruff 3
D Terry 7

Apgar 8
Van Dyke 7

Live Birds and Targets at Bloomsburg.
Bloomsbukg, Pa., April 17.—Score of third live bird shoot for medal,

open only to members of Col. county, 10 birds per man:
*J G Martin 2122212121 -10 J Fowler 0122111000-6
J C Hagenouch .221202221— 8 C W Freas 1.20122121—8W H Snyder 2.21210121— 8 D Yocum 0111221220-8
H Doan 2021111121— 9 W Rishton 0202020000—3
B Hagenbuch 2201000202 - 5 J Adams 2012220011—7
C P Armstrong 21.2202112- 8 J H Mercer 1020121221—8
Dr Bonham .111120211— 8 L Lowenberg 1220102122—8
*W Hawk 012111w. G F Quick 20100.2110—5
W K Armstrong .00.1.00112—4

*Visitors.
The day was nice and the birds only a medium lot, Doan, of Ber-

wick, winning the gold medal the second successive time with 9 out
of 10 kills; seven men were a close second with 8.

Target shoot for medal, 25 targets each:
*Martin 1110011111111101111111111-22
J C Hagenbuch .0111111101111111011111011—21
Doan .0011111111111111011011001—19
Bodine 0000000010010111101101101—14
Yocum 0001100110111110101110101—15
Adams 1111001110100011110011010—15
*rfawk. 0111111111111110111111111—23
B Hagenbuch 1101110111110110101001000—15
Quick 0111101101111111011111110—20
Boone. 0111111111111011110110101—20
Rishton 0111110101101111001111111-19
Bonham 1011011111000111111110111—19
Harman 1111101110100111101111001—18
Mercer 0000111000111101010101111—14
Sweepstake events, at 10 targets each, $1 entrance. Mo. 1:

Bonham 7 Bodine 5 Hawk 9
Doan 8 Martin 9 Snyder 6
Boone 7 Fowler 5 Freas 5
J C Hagenbuch 8
No. 2:

Adams 7 Bonham 7
Martin 10 Lockard 7
Freas 6 Boone 5
No. 3:

Martin 9 Doan

Hawk 9
J Hagenbuch 8

.9 Bonham .

.10

GF Quick.
Boone

Lockard 6 J C Hagenbuch 7 Boone.
Hawk 7
No. 4:

Hawk 9 Doan 9
Martin 9 Bonham
J C Hagenbuch 8
No. 4;

Bonham 6 Hawk....... 5
J C Hagenbuch 7 Bodine 3 Boone 6
Martin 9
No. 6:

Martin 1011011110— 7 J C Hagenbuch 1101111111— 9
Bonham lllllullll— 9 Mears 0011011001— 5
Boone 1111011111— 9 Harman 1111110011- 8
Rishton 1111111011— 9 Quick 1111110011— 8
Bodine 1111101111— 9 Mercer 1111000110- 6
Hawk 0100111000— 4 Doan 1111111111—10
The 9 men shot a miss-and-out, J. C. Hagenbuch winning by break-

ing 10 straight.
No. 7:

Riston 9 Mercer 5 Doan 7
Bodine 4 Mears 6 J CHagenbuch 9
Bonham 8 Hawk 6 Boone ...7
Martin 7 J. H. M.

Pansy Gun Club.
Kingston, N. Y., April 23.—Inclosed find scores made by members of

the Pansy Gun Club at their regular weekly shoot held Saturday, April
21. The members all show a marked improvement, most of the scores
being very good, some of them exceptionally so. This is especially
true of Mr. W. Scott Smith, the youngest member of the club, who
shot in magnificent form, as may be seen by referring to the scores.
No. 1, 10 single bluerocks per man:

H Myer 1111111011— 9 W S Smith 1111111111—10 .

C Hume 1111110111— 9 J M Schaffer 1111010111— 8Wm Weston 1110110011— 7 Jno Cable 1011111111— 9
Van Gaasbeek 1011011011— 7 J R Kenyon 1111011010— 7
No. 2, 4-man team shoot, 25 bluerocks per man:

Weston's Team.
Wm Weston 1111110111111101011111110—21W S Smith 1111111111111111111111111—25
Jno Cable , , . .lllllOilllllillllimilll—24
C Hume 1111111101111111010111111—22—92

Van Gaasbeek's Team.W H Van Gaasbeek 0111011111100100111110110—17
HMyer 1111111111100110111001110—19
J M Schaffer '....77 1111110101010111111110111—20
JR Kenyon .....1110101111010101111110101—18—74
No. 3, handicap shoot, for club prizes, number of birds allowed in ( )-

Weston (25; 1011101101011111111111111 —21
Cable (25) 1111011111111111111111111 —24
Smith (25) lllllllllllllllllllllllll —25
Schaffer (2J) 11011110011111011110111111111 —24
Van Gaasbeek (29) 10110110011010111110111111111 —22
Van Anden (29) llliOllllOOllllllllllllllOlll —25
H Myer (31) llOllllOlllOOllOllllOlllllllOll —24
Kenyon (31) 1110101111100110111110101111101 —23
GB Styles (39) 010100010101110010000011101111100011010-19
A very interesting match was shot between Mr. Howard Myer and

Mr. W. Scott Smith. The conditions were 50 single bluerocks, 25 at
known traps and angles and 25 at unknown traps and unknown angles,
but on the unknown Mr. Myer proved himself the better shot. Scores:W S Smith 11111111111111111111111111111100110101111011111011-44
Howard Myer 11011111111010110101101111101111111111101110111110—40

J. D. S.

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.
Spokane, Wash., April 23 —The attendance at the Spokane Rod and

Gun Club weekly shoot yesterday was not very good, a great number
of the members taking advantage of the fine weather for fishing Mc-
Broom won the Class A medal for the second time, and Morgan the
Class B medal also for the second time. Following are the scores,
medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Class A
Carson 11111110111000110101 01 11 01 01 11-21
McBroom 11110101111111111101 11 11 10 11 10—25
Eckhart 11111111010010110110 10 10 11 11 11—22
T Ware...... llOlllllllllOlllllll 11 10 00 10 11-^4
Mason lllllllOOllllOlOllll 10 11 10 10 10-22

Class B
Doolittle 11100001101010011101 00 10 11 10 10—16
Morgan llOlOOllllllOOllllll 10 01 01 10 10—20
Burke .OlOOlOOOlOOlOllOOlOl 11 10 10 00 10—13
No. 2, 10 singles: Ware 10, Mason 10, Eckhart 8, Doolittle 6, Wilson

4, Pease 4.

No. 3, 10 singles: Ware 10, Burke 9, Eckhardt 8, Mason 7, Pease 7
Morgan 6, Doolittle 5, Millins 5, Wilson 3.

No. 4, 10 singles: Mason 10, Eckhardt 9, Carson 8, Ware 8, Doolittle
6, Morgan 4, Wilson 3. J. W. Withers, Sec'y.

Jeannette Gun Club.
The following scores were made at the April shoot of the Jeannette

Gun Club, held at Guttenberg, N. J.

:

H Otten 2011111211 -9 C Chester 0111021101—7
C Boesch 1111211110—9 J Carr 1000121012—6
J Bohling 2110221212—9 W P Rinkhoff 110102101—7
H Helmsen 2010210011—6 H Kantens 1102100100—5
J Kroeger 1100211121—7 H N.obel 2101001211—7
H Rothman 0111112101 - 8 J Vagt 1 101202121^3
C F Offermann 1012101121—8 H Rauo i:200110<UO—

0

H Winters 1121012112-8 F Reichara 110ull2ull—

7

C N Bruuie 1211012111—9 O Stiffens 1120201112—8
C Meyer 2111011021—8 C Mohrman

, ,,2011120111—
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Live Bird Week in Jersey.

The week ending on April 28 was one of the liveliest on record for

the New Jersey trap-shooters, there being no less than five days on
which live bird matches and sweeps were shot, besides two days being

taken up with the South Side tournament. Of the sport Newark,
Paterson. Plainneid and Morristown each had their share.

The opening of the fun was at Witlard's Park, Paterson, on Monday,
April 23, when a spirited contest took place between

T. O. WRIGHT AND "BENNY BLUEROCK;,"

the conditions being 25 live birds per man, Hurlingham rules, 50yds.

boundary, for $25 a side, James Smith being referee, Henry Wolfe trap

puller and Wm. Dutcher scorer. The conditions were perfect and the

birds a rattling good lot, being handled by Robert Boyle. Wright was
n rather hard luck, losing four birds dead out of bounds, while

"Bluerock" lost two the same way.
Wright went first to the score and made a good clean kill of a ngnt-

quartering incomer, "Bluerock" following by grassing one of similar

flight His third was fast and took a long second; 4th, fast, hit with

both charges and fell dead less than a yard over the boundary; 5th,

fast, killed at 60yds.; 7th, fell 2yds. beyond boundary; 12th, hit lightly;

18th and 14th, both loaded with lead and died just over the line; 18th,

a fast twister, pretty second barrel kill; 22d, another fast one, hit

lightly with second.
, , „ , .... ...

"Bluerock's" 2d was a fast blue one, well stopped ; Sd, ditto : 5th,

good second barrel kill; 7tb. extra fast; 11th, hit hard, but earned both

loads over ; 13th, ditto, very hard hit; 19th, hit but lightly. The scores

foliow *

4334121453245244231241524

Wright .1 2 2 . 2 2 • 8 12 2 0 . 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 2 2 2-19

4541135254544242242452 423

Blueroek 2 112211112 3.11312021212 1—22

The following sweeps followed each fi birds, $3 entry, two moneys:
Hopper 02012-3 1120«-3
Bunn 02011-3 51121-5
Donerly 21110—4

Wright 22120-4 002.1

Bluerock 2020.-2 01012—3
Morgan 11212-5 12121—5
Boyle 12201—4

THE MORRISTOWN VS. PATERSON.

team match was the attraction on Tuesday, this being shot on the

Morristown Driving Park grounds. The weather previous to the

beginning of the contest was all that could be desired, but shortly after

the start a shower came up and for about fifteen minutes the rain came
down at a lively rate. It soon cleared again and remained so until 5

o'clock, when there was another downpour.
The members of the Paterson Gun Club drove over to Morristown in

a stage, arriving in time to partake of an excellent poultry dinner pre-

pared by the deft hands of Mrs. Class. Judging from the manner in

which the dishes were depleted the ride from Paterson is one to force

an appetite-
Besides those who were to shoot on the team there were a large

number of non-shooters from Paterson. Morristown also sent a fair

quota of spectators, and from Newark came James E. Wheaton, Sam-
uel Castle and "000" Van Ness. John Riggott came down from Rock-
away, Dr. P. J. and J. W. Zeglio from Warrenville and E. C. George
from Pompton.
After dinner the party shot a couple of 5 bird sweeps, $3 entry, three

moneys, all at 28yds„ the results being:
No. 2.

12122—5
11112—5
20202-3
12112-5

No. 1.

Wolf 02201-3
Ed George.... 01211—

4

T J 12222-5
Dean

.

No. 2.

11111—5 Weaton.

00111—3
12122-5
21210—4
11120—4

No. 1.

Morfey 21212-5
Castle •1111—4
Morgan 02221—4
Hopper 20111-4
Timmins 02221—4
R Boyle 20220—3
Second money in No. 1 was shot off in No. 2 and divided by Castle,

Morgan and Timmins.
Next in order came the team shoot, six men from the Morristown

Gun Club against six from the Paterson Gun Club, 10 live birds per
man, 28yds. rise, Hurlingham rules. 50yds. boundary, for a "consider-
ation" and the price of the birds. James E. Wheaton of the Newark
Gun Club was referee.
Previous to this match Morfey had cautioned Frank Class not to put

in anything but "red hot birds," and the latter came pretty near com-
plying with the request in toto. With very few exceptions the birds

were "hummers." Not more than half a dozen refused flight when
the traps were sprung, and these made good time once they got up.

As a whole it was the best lot of flyers and lead-carriers ever trapped
n this section for a team race.

Morfey won the toss and decided to open the ball for Paterson,
scoring a kill, as did Riggott for Morristown. Timmons lost a tricky
right-quartering driver; George failed to stop a terribly fast one to

the left and Rob Boyle saw his first bird wriggle out of both loads. On
tthe first round Morristown led by one kill. On the third round
sheirlead increased to (wo and on ihe fifth round to three. On the
ixth the game was even and it remained so until the eighth, when
Morristown again went to the front and finally won by a margin of
two kills. Dr. ZegUo carried off the honors by pulling out the only
straight score of the race. Luck seemed to be hard against George,
who had ten of the best birds of the day. Timmons, who had previ-
ously been doing clean killing, seemed to lose his form and was low
man in the scores. Boyle, who is a novice at this game, pulled out
even on kills and misses.
Some fine work was done all around, in fact good shots were of such

frequent occurrence that we noted only those of highest order. One
of the best was by Garry Hopper of his 9th round, a terribly fast in-

comer to right, handsomely stopped just in time. Wolf's 10th was
fast and tricky and needed the fine second which brought it down.
Coyle's 9th bird was fast, hit hard and fell, but when the dog tried to
gather it it got up and went outside; his 10th was a hummer, killed at
60yds. Morgan put a double allowance of shot in his 3d bird but it

lived to get over. Castle's 9th was awfully fast and well stopped.
Class's 9th was a rattler and prettily stopped. Timmons's 9th went
down when the first cracked, but went away as the dog tried to re-
trieve him. The score follows:

Trap score type—Copyright ism, by Forest and Stream Publishing

Paterson Gun Club.
515 2 542853

Morristown Gun Club.
5243234544

Morfey 1 2 2 1 0 2 2 2 1 2- 9 Riggot 1 2 1 2 2 0 1 1 2

31452512 34

Morgan 1 0 • i 0 1 0 2 1 1- 6

4 5 14 3 5 4 12 1

George .... ttMH)^*l"t*l 2*2— 6

4 2 33235323
Wolf 2 01»22212 2-8

no sign of his being rattled during the race. The birds were a fair lot

of match birds. The scores: ™„.„„„„.,„
Dehart 0212222112221225012020112-21

0120010122212210280222322-19-40

Terrv ".. .2121212112122201012112011—22
J * 1211021210021122200222222-20-42

DR. UTTER AGAINST A RECORD.

In a recent issue we published an account of an old Rhode Island

match shot at North Paterson between Dr. S Utter of that town, and
T. W. Morfey, Utter killing 18 to Morfey's 17. The Doctor was not
satisfied with this showing, and offered to wager that he could beat the

score under the same conditions. Morfey and he thereupon wagered
wagered $25 each, Morfey betting that Utter could not kill more than

18 out of 25. _
The trial was made on Wednesday, with about 30 spectators. The

birds were a fair lot, but the Doctor was in form and did not have to

shoot out his full string, killing 19 out of the first 20, and having his

thirteenth bird fall stone dead a yard over the line.

THE MORFEY VS. RYAN MATCH

was shot on John Erb's grounds in Newark on Friday, April 37. The
conditions were 25 live birds per man, 21yds. rise, fence boundary,
gun below the elbow until bird was on the wing, one trap, for a stake

of $50 a side. The match was a find, trap and handle affair, one of

the kind, in fact, which yields no credit to the shooter or handler,

and which should be frow ned down by all fair-minded sportsmen.
Morfey's kills for the most part were clean and neat, and he only had
two wing-tipped birds. At least four of Ryan's birds got away with-

out being touched. The scores are here appended:

Trap Score Type—Copyright iso,i by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

S?<-<-V-\1k ? —>^ wf<-*-V-K-\<—K-i/
Morfey 1 1111111111111110 1111111 1—34

Kyan 10«111010011111110110111 1—18

Then followed a sweepstakftat 7 birds. $5 entry, 3 moneys. In this

second money was divided. The first money men put $10 apiece on
top of what was in the pot and started to shoot for all, miss and out,

Morfey and Brewer dividing on the ninth round. Scores:
Ties. Ties.

111211213 Brewer 2222222—7 212213222
1111110 Tampa 1021210—5

4 114 115 5 2 3

Hopper 1 1 2 2 3 1 3 0 2 I— S

4341441335

Boyle 0 10101300 2—5

3532343413
Timmons... 0 01000020 2—3

3353241253
? AV\/(—>\->

Arthur 2 0022011 13—7
3512124534
-M-^j"-4\/<-*-T

P Jay 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 1 1—10

15233 3 4432

Castle 1 0 2 • 1 1 1 1 2 1- 8

1343133514
Class 3 202033332—8

Morfey 1221211-7
Apgar 2221121-7
Castle 1011110-5

THE ENDING OF THE WEEK'S SPORT

was in.the form of an all-day shoot on John Erb's Newark ground.
The early hours of Saturday were pleasant, but at noon the clouds
gathered, and during the afternoon there were a number of showers.
The birds put out were a fair lot considering the weather conditions.

The shooting was of the most spirited kind, and the misses few and
far between. During the day 532 birds were shot at in the sweeps,
and of these 467 were scored, the percentage being 87.59. Of the 65

birds lost 12 fell dead out of bounds.
It was about the noon hour when the shooting began, the opening

event being a 5-bird match for $5 a side between Sam Castle and
Tampa. This resulted thusly:

Castle 10111—4 Tampa 11100—3
Then came regular dvent No. 1, at 5 birds, S3 entry, 2 moneys;

Castle ; 20111-4 Hedden 21031-4
Lindsley.. 02222—4 Erb 12112-5
Brewer. 20212-4 Morfey 21113—5
No. 3 was at 7 live birds, $5 entry, 3 moneys: .

Brewer 2211121—7 Hedden 2122121—7

Lindsley 1222222-7 Castle 101 1121—6

Erb 1202120-5 Hoffman 2220332-6
Morfey 122U12—

6

No. 3, same as No. 2, except 4 moneys:
Brewer 1111822-7 MeAlpin 1.01022-4
Brown 1121011—6 VonL... 1111111—7
Morfey 1212222- 7 Castle. 1112210—6
pjay 1101222—6 Tampa 011»111—

5

Hedden »018112-5 Geoffrey 2111901—5
Lindsley 2233222-7 -

Those who were in for third money decided to shoot off in the sue
ceeding event, the great feature of the day, at 15 live birds, $10 entry,

handicap rises. This drew out sixteen entries, and resulted in some
fine scores, as the appended table shows:

Trap score type—Copyright, /S9i, by Forest and Stream Publishinu Co.

S<-V ? >/H<-<-wt-
McMpin (28) 2 312*1221332«1 2—14

f-\-4^\|\<-f-(-t4-?\
Brown (30) 1 112 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 12 1 3-15

Brewer (32} 1 2230333333110 3—13

/ \ t^ ^ 4-\ <-<-<-

Hollis (29) 1 2 1 3 3 1 2 1 22 1 2 3 1 »-14

Lindsley (30) 3 3302333333021 2—13

-M-TV
Geoffroy (28) 2 1 2 3 3 0 2 0 3 3 2 2 0 2 3—12

*V<<

—

Hedden (29) 2 •112110232201 3—12

Morfey (30).

Von Lengerke (29) .

Bartlett (38).

Herrington (28).

Tampa (28).

P Jay (29).

..2 11222212 1 2331 2—15

..11112112111111 1—15

.^^ImI^^^YuVo—10

...1 21121221.1111 3-14

...12111133111101 2—14

,..2 221113121220 1.1—14

Trap at Dexter Park.
April 24—Hell Gate Gun Club, club shoot, 20 bluerocks each, 5 traps,

American Association rules:

Dannefel'r.10110001011111110001—11 Linder 01101001001111000111—11

H W Voss..10111011111111101101—16 Sehn 00100010000010001000— 4
Woelfel... .10000011001101100000— 7 JHVoss. .00101101111101100110—12

Foerster.. .10101101000000000000— 5 Doeinck. . .10001110101100100000— 8
Trostel . . . .11001001000011011110—10 Rabinstein 00111010000001001101— 8
Knodel.... 00100001011001001100— 7

Sweep No. 1, 50 cents entry, one money:
Dannefel'r.0110101 1011011101 000—11 Foerster. . .00001001101101101001- 9
Voss... ....10111011010100010101—11 Woelfel. ,. .01011010110000001010— 8
Trostel , . . .10111101010111000011—11 Rabrnstoiu 00000000100011111000— 6
• No. 2, 10 birds, gun below elbow, entrance 50 cents, two moneys:
Doeinck 7 Woelfel 3 Dannefelser 4
Foerster 4 Rabinstein ..2 JH Vosb 5
H W Voss 6

No. 8, 10 birds, entrance $1, two moneys:
Dannefelser 5 Trostel 6 Doeinck ..7

HW Voss 4 Linder 2 Rabinstein 1

Woelfel.... 3 Sehn 4 Knodel 1

Foerster 3 J H Voss 7

No. 4, 6 live birds, entrance $3, two moneys:
Trostel 121021—5 Rabinstein 020100—2
Foerster 201001—3 J H Voss., 111111—6
Woelfel 121111—6 Doeinck 100221—4
April 25.—Nassau Gun Club, 10 birds each, American Association

rules:
RPhister 2201012222- 8 J Bennett 1110211121-10
W Levens 2212202222- 9 W R Selover 0002112112— 7
J A Eppig 12U001101— 6 CEngelbreeht 0202122301— 7
p Eppig 0121121202- 8 O Magee 2120202000— 5
W A Hartje 0122222202- 8 G UForbell 2012221S11— 9
J Young 0022111202— 6 JBKnowlson 1121212212—10

E Helgans 1222211222—10 T T Edgerton 1110212012— 8
Sweep, 3 birds, 28yds., entrance $8, two moneys:

T T Edgerton 222—3 R Phister 211—3
E Helgans 222—3 A Eppig 211—3
J Bennett 101—2 W R Selover 222—3
CEngelbreeht 022—2
Shoot before club shoot shot off ties in club shoot.

April 27.—Falcon Gun Club. 10 birds each, second barrel counts one-
half bird, Long Island rules:

II Von Staden 1211210001—6^ C Meyer 1100121111-7U
J Bohling .1111002011—6Ji J Moller 12.1011120—

6

J Meyer 1011110111—8 J Jaeger 1021011021-6

G Voege 1131111001—7J^ J H Dick 2002102021-4
J Vagts 1121112011—8 J Herman 1011111010-7
In shoot-off Vagts won club medal; kill with second barrel counts

one-half bird.

Weimar Gun Club.

Weimar, Tex., April 23 —This was the date for the opening shoot of
the season of 1S94 of the Weimar Gun Club. Though the attendance
was small, those present enjoyed themselves very much. We have
one of the finest places in the State for target shooting, and though we
have been organized only two years, we have our club house, a ten-

years' lease of three acres of land for our shooting grounds, and a
nice cash balance. Below you will find the scores of to-day.

No. 1, 6 targets: Juergens 5, Farenthold 3, Boettcher 4, Brieger 6,

Robertson 2, Hill 1 , Fisher 3, Meinberg 1.

No. 2, 8 targets: Juergens 7, Fisher 3, Boettcher 5, Robertson 5,

Hill 3, Meinberg 2, Brieger 4. *
.

No. 3, 6 targets: Juergens 6, Fisher 2, Boettcher 3, Robertson 2,

Brieger 5, Hill 2.

No. 4, 6 targets: Farenthold 2, Ripper 5, Boettcher 8, Zapp 2, Ligon
5, Meinberg 1, Heffner 5.

No. 5, 7 targets: Farenthold 5, Ripper o. Boettcher 3, Zapp 5, Ligon
5, Meinberg 3, Heffner 4.

No. 6, 6 targets: Heffner 4, Ripper 4, Boettcher 5, Zapp 4, Fisher 4,

Ligon 4.

No. 7, 10 targets: Zapp 7, Ligon 7, Boettcher 6, Ripper 7, Brieger 8,

Robertson 5.

No. 8, 3 doubles: Zapp 1, Ligon 4, Boettcher 3, Ripper 6, Brieger 1,

Juergens 3, Heffner 3.

No. 9, 5 targets: Ligon 5, Ripper 2, Boettcher 3, Juergens 4, Hill 3,

Heffner 4, Zapp 2, Brieger 4, Seydler 4, Helenkamp 3, Charbula 2,

Bock 4.

No. 10, 15 targets: Ripper 13, Juergens 12, Boettcher 11, Zapp 10, Li-

gon 12, Brieger 10, Heffner 14.

No. 11, 7 targets, unknown angles: Juergens 7, Ligon 3, Boettcher 5,

Heffner 6, Ripper 5.

No. 12, 3 doubles and 4 singles: Juergens 7, Ligon 9. Brieger 4, Heff-
ner 9, Zapp 8, Ripper 9, Boettcher 7, Robertson 9, Hill 6, Tell 6, Helen-
kamp 7.

No. 13, miss and out, one money: Ripper 7, Ligon 1, Juergens 2, Tell

1, Helenkamp 0, Hill 0, Robertson 4. Zapp 8, Heffner 6.

No. 14, 7 targets: Juergens 4. Heffner 5, Hill 3 Ligon 7, Tell 5, Zapp
3, Ripper 4, Helenkamp 4, Robertson 5, Boettcher 6.

No. 15, 7 targets: Farenthold 6. Ripper 5, Juergens 7, Ligon 5, Zapp
3, Robertson 4, Heffner 6, Tell 4, Hill 6, Boettcher 5.

No. 16. 7 targets: Farenthold 3, Juergens 5, Tell 2, Hill 5, Lignon C,

Zapp 2, Robertson 3, Ripper 5, Heffner 6, Boettcher 5.

J. O. Boettcher.

" Wad's " Princeton Budget.

Hoffman (28) 2 1231381320033 3—18

sS SH T->->-^ /"

Castle (38) 1112 11112 12 121 1—15

Klein (28). • 0 1 3 0 1 0 0—10

Then came a couple of $3 miss and out events, 28yds. rise:

43 4 5

After the match, sweepstake shooting was resumed and conlinued
until dark. Three events were shot, each at 5 birds, $3 entry, three
moneys. The results:

A No. 8.

Morfey 18113—5
Lindsley 02j13—4
Dean 12122—5
Boyle 22120—4
Wright 22J23-5
George 13111—5
Timmins 01222—4
Hopper 10221-4
Morgan »1120—

3

Hathway 11101—4
All ties were carried over until decided in No. 5.

No. 4.

11122—5
12132—5
22222—4
21110-4
22211—5
01121—4
01212-4
10202 -3
22101—4
11110-4
In No. !

No. 5.

11121-5
21911-5
22021-4

22322—5
32212—5

02131—4
22212-5

the high
five men started to shoot off, miss and out, killed 5 each, then all
missed. Finally it narrowed down to Morfey and Class, who shot at
15 bluerocks each with this result:
Morfey 110010011111011—10 Class 010101111000111—9

SCOTT TERRY AND DEHART
were the principals in a 50 bird race shot on the Climax Guu Club
grounds at Farnwood on Wednesday, the stake being $100 a side,
Hurlingham rules governing, except 40yds. boundary. Dr. P. J.
Zeglio was referee, Tom Brantingham scorer, Joe Zeglio trap-puller,
Neaf Apgar stakeholder.
Scott Terry is well-known as one of the shooting family of Terrys

of Plainfleld, and has figured in a number of hard-fought contests,
while Dehart, who is a recently acquired member of the Paterson Gun
Club, is a novice at all kinds of trap work, never having done any of
it until within a few weeks. He proved, however, to be not only a
gkillful manipulator of the smoothbore, but nervy as well, there being

No. 5. No. 6.

Morfey 12U1222. 1U
Brown 1112110 12111211

Castle 111111111 11111111

MeAlpin 11323321 2 22213130

No. 5.

Lindsley 22232«
Brewer 1220
Geoffroy 0

Brown (re-entry) .

No. 7. No. 8. No. 9.

10 122222 121 11*
12 111223 113111
0 312.

1m
210

,

, 10
20

12211212111
1111120
12111121120

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Trap at San Antonio.

The Powder Hill Gun Club indulged in an enjoyable shoot at their
range in Midway Place on April 22. Following were the scores made:
Medal shoot. 30 singles, unknown traps, and 5 pairs—Vernor 31,

Fritz Miller 29, Ohnesorge28, Criizer34, Gloeckner 28, George 30, Dreiss
Jr. 28, Elmendorf 21.

Ten singles, unknown traps: Vernor 8, Miller 8, Ohnesorge 7,
Elmendorf 5, Critzer 8, Gloeckner 7, George 7, Dreiss Jr. 6.

Ten singles, unknown traps: Vernor 9, Uritzer 9, Gloeckner 10,
George 9, Ohnesorge 7, Dreiss Jr. 6.

Following are the scores made at the San Antonio Gun Club grounds
on April 22:

No. 1, 15 singles: McCormack 11, Veith 12, Chabot 6, Wagenfuehr 9,
Learn 7, Tendick 10, France 9, Shields 10, Barber 2, Hooper 6. Adams
14,Thielel4.
No. 3, same: McCormack 9, Veith 14, Chabot 10, Wagenfuehr 10,

Tendick 15, France 6, Barber 0, Hooper 5, Adams 10.

No. 3, medal shoot, ?0 singles and 5 pairs: Thiele 26, McCormack 19
Veith 20, Tendick 20, France 20. Adams 31„Blaek 14, Chabot 19, AVageu-
fuehr 32, Epp 15. Learn 14, Philips 30, Hooper 14, Vollbrecht 18, Shields
19, Grossmann 19, Newton 22, Biesenbach 21.

No. 4, team shoot. 15 singles: Capt. Adams' team—Adams 14,
Biesenbach 9, Veith 13, Shields 10, Philips 5, Vollbrecht 13, Wagenfuehr
9, Chabot 8, Hooper 7. Total, 87.

Capt. Thiele's team: Thiele 13, Tendick 9, Black 13, McCormack 11,
France 9, Epp 8, Grossmann 7, Newton 11, Learn 9. Total, 90.

No. 6, 15 targets: Black 11, McCormack 12, Learn 9, Adams 9, Chabot
8, Biesenbach 10, Grossmann 10, Newton 13.

Princeton, N. J,, April 22.—The third of the series of handicap con-
tests for merchandise prizes was shot here to-day at 15 singles and 5
pairs. Scores:
Wadhams.... 114-1—12 Wesley.. ..... 74-9—16 Phillips, scratch. .. .14

Clark, scratch .... 8 Willendorf . , .18+7—25 Zazzelli 34-10—13
Wadhams 6+1—7 Margerum. . .lti+6—16 Margerum. . 3+ 6^ 9
jessup 6+7—13 Gray 8+4—13 Tiffany, scratch. .. .15

Zabriskie . . . . 11+9-20 Hoff 13+4—17 Davis 9+3-12
The club members invested a big interest and cleared a heap of fuu

out of the two 25 bird races between Messrs Skirm and Zazzelli. A
few days ago Mr. S. made bold to state in the hearing of Mr. Z. that
he coutd outsboot any candy man in Princeton, if he wasn't a club-
member. Mr. Z. "riz right up" and declared that he didn't take any
"side line" from the best cigar man in the place, etc., etc. Naturally
a challenge was the result and to-day's race followed. Mr. Z. is only
a beginner, and the bloodthirsty S. neker fired a shot on the wing at
anything. The leading scratch man and your correspondent took
upon themselves the duties of coach, and the war began. At first it

was neck and neck who could tear the biggest hole in the circumam-
bient ether and miss. At last the dark horse caught on and won. The
plucky candy man at once challenged for a second match, "to take
effect immediately." The cigar vender as quickly accepted, and at it

they went, hammer and tongs. Amid salvos of musketry he won
again, and immediately celebrated the happy event by handing in his

name and membership fee to our secretary.
Zazzelli vs. Skirm, 25 targets each:

Zazzelli 0100000100000000000000010-3

Skirm 0000000001001000010000001—5
Second match, same:

Zazzelli 0100101000000001001000000 5

Skirm ~ 001H000000111000100101010-8
Wads.

What Will Be Done at Knoxville.

We have just received an advance proof of the programme to be
carried out at Knoxville, Tenn., during the thirteenth annual tourna-
ment of the Knoxville Gun Club, May 22 to 20 inclusive. Besides the
©1,000 in cash added to the purses and offered for averages, there will

be several hundred dollars' worth of merchandise competed for. The
programme events for the first three days comprise 21 events at 80
bluerock targets, $3 entry. On the first day S30 will bo added to each
purse, on the second day $85, and on the third $40, The average
money each day will be $10, $8, $7, $6 and $4. There will also be shot
each day a 25-target event, $5 entry, with amounts added as in the
other events, and in addition there will be 10 merchandise prizes in

each of these events, The average moneys for the three days will be
$15, §12, $10, S9, $8 and $6. All events known traps, unknown angles;
five moneys in each event.
The events that will be counted for daily average will be 1 to 8 in-

clusive for the first day, 9 to 16 inclusive for the second day, and 17 to
24 inclusive for the third day. All the events will be shot off. and if

from any cause an event is not shot or finished, the shoot will begin
next day where it was stopped on the programme.
The following extra events will be shot: Six events at 20 targetB

each, $3 entry; one at 50 targets, $6 50 entry, for the individual
championship, the winner to receive from the Knoxville Gun Club a
handsome hand painted china game set, ties at 25 targets; two-man
team race, any two men. 25 targets, $6 entrance per team.
The fourth day, May 25, will be live-bird day, the programme com-

prising 8 live birds, $10 entry; 8 live birds, $10 entry; miss and out, 83
entry. Other events to suit the shooters. Birds extra at 25 cents
each. Three moneys in each event, except the miss and out, Ameri-
can Association rules to govern. A big supply of birds has been
cooped, and the shooting will be continued on Saturday.
In the target events the club bars the rule as to distance and height

for flight of targets. Three sets of Ave expert traps will be used, with
the North electric pull. Paul North himself will be on hand to see that
the traps, etc., do their proper work.
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Manson's First Annual.
Manson, la., April 18.—The first aannual tournament of the Manson

Gun Club ended to day. The attendance was fair and the shooting
quite good. The weather was pleasant up to noon of the first day ; it

then commenced raining and a high wind made the shooting quite dif-

ficult during the rest of the tournament.
C. W. Budd.

No. 1, 10 single targets, entry $1.50:
Hughes 0011111110— 7 Johnson 1101101100— 6
Gilbert 1101111011— 8 Julius 1100010011— 5
Trotter 1101111111— 9 Kelly 0010111101— 6
Slocum 1101110101— T Chingren 1111001111— 8
Christianson 0111101111— 8 Clark 1111101111— 9
DeKay 1001100011— 5 Wood 1101101011— 7
Blythe 0100101000— 3 Georgeson 1111111111—10
Strauther 0010001000— 2 Power 1001010111— 6
Clark 1011011010— 6 T W Strauther 0110100000— 3

No. 2, 15 single targets, entry $2:
Trotter 011111111111111—14 Strauther ......011100010101101— 8
Wood 111111110111001—12 Blythe 011010100001000— 6
81ocum 111111111111111—15 Kelly 000110100011010— 6
Gildroy 010001010111111— 9 Johnson 100001101111111—10
Christianson. . ..111111010111110—12 Carman 100010101111111—10
Chingren 111111111110101—13 G Clark 001010011101001— 7
Georgeson 111111110111101—13 Strauther 101001011100100— 7
Gilbert.... 011011111001111—11 Foley 101000100011101— 7
Hughes 111011010101110—10 Julius 110101101001011— 9
Clark 101111110110111—12 Bobinson 1010000101 01101— 7
Powers 111010110100010— 8 Kline 010011011111111—11
No. 3, 20 single targets, entrance $3:

Chingren.. 01011101110110101011—13 Wood 11011111101111011110-16
Hughes. . . .11011111010011111111—14 Gilbert . . . .11011111111110111011—17
D R Clark..llllimillimillll—20 Blythe 11010010100000100010— 7
Trotter.... 00110110101101101111—13 Adams ... .10100001110011011010— 9
George8on.lllll011111111111111—18 Christens'nlllllOlOlllllllllOll—17
Slocum. . . .11011111011101101111—16 D Carman .01001111000111101101—12
Johnson. . .11011110001011110111—15 Juline 11110011101110010111—13
No. 4, 15 single targets, entrance $i:

Chingren Hllllllllllllo-14 Clark 111011010011101— 8
Julius 001111111111111—13 Gill 011011101001110—11
Johnson 110000100100101— 6 Trotter 111110110001101— 9
Slocum 111011111010011—11 D Clark. 101011110111101—11
Strauther 011111111011111—13 Hughes 110111111011111—13
Adams 111110001110111—11 Georgeson 011111111111Q11—12
Gilbert 111111111111111—15 Wright 011111001110111-11
Wood 111110111101111—13 Christianson. ...101111111011101—12
Kelly 111101110110010—10 Robinson 011101111111111—13
No. 5, 20 single targets, entrance $3:

Johnson... 10000011100111100110—10 Chingren. .11111111101111111111- 19
Wood 11111111101111111111—19 Clark 11111111111111110110-18
Peck 1111 100111011010001—12 Strauther .01111111101011100011—14
Gilbert . . . .11101111101111111110—18 Trotfr. . . .11111111111101110111—19
Georgeson.il 111111111111110110—18 Christ'ns'nlllllllllllllOllllll—19
Hughes. . ..11111010111111101111-17
No. 6, 7 live birds, entry S3 SO:

Kline 2002222- 5 Gilbert 1121202-6
Chingren 0210212-5 Slocum 1111010-5

Johnson 1120102-5 Tratter 1121122-7
T W Strauther 0102001-3 Foley 1200222-5
Georgeson 2001210—4 Strauther 2100020—3
Christianson 2210102—5 Cannon 0010101—3
Gill 2220112-6 Blythe 1110101—5
Wood 2201121-6 Julius 2100220-4
No. 7, 10 singles and 5 pairs, entry $2:

Maher 101H11101 00 10 10 10 10—12
Julius 1111011110 10 00 00 00 10-10
Kelly 1111111111 11 11 10 10 10-17
Cannon 1100100011 10 10 10 10 01-10
Chingren 1111111111 11 11 10 01 00-16
Christianson 1111111111 10 11 11 11 10-18
Hughes 1111111110 10 10 11 11 11—17
Georgeson 1011101111 11 11 10 11 10-16
Clark 1011111000 10 11 11 11 10—14
Slocum 1111111111 11 10 10 10 10-16
Gilbert 1111111101 10 11 10 11 10—16
Geo Clark 0111111101 11 10 10 10 10—14
Tratter 1111111111 10 11 10 11 11—18
Wood 1101011111. 01 11 00 11 10—14
No. 8, 15 singles targets, entry $Z:

TStrother. 101110010010000— 6 Power 110101001111101—10
Julius 001011000000101— 5 Kline 111101110111111—13
B R Clark 111111111011111—14 Christenson. ....111111111111111—15
Gilbert 111111111111111—15 Chingren 111111111110111—14
Adams 001111111111111—13 Johnson 111111011111010—12
Cannon 111111001011110—11 Georgeson 101111111110011—12
Hughes 111111111101101—13 Slocum 110111110011110—11
G Deroy 111011010011011—10 Wood 111111011111111—14
J T Kelly 101011111011010—10 Trotter 111111011001111—12
April IS.—No. 9. 10 pair targets, entrance $3:

Hughes 10 10 10 11 11 10 10 10 11 11—14
Christianson.... 11 10 01 11 11 10 10 11 11 10—15
DR Clark , 11 11 01 11 10 11 11 11 10 10-16
Chingren 11 10 00 11 10 10 11 10 10 11—13
Georgeson 01 11 11 10 10 11 10 11 11 01—15
Gilbert 10 10 00 10 11 10 00 01 10 11—10
Trotter 10 11 10 11 10 10 10 00 01 10—11
Wood 10 11 10 10 10 01 10 01 10 10-11
No. 10, 15 single targets, entrance $3:

Gilbert 111111111111011—14 Christianson. . . .111111110111110—18
Slocum 111101111111110—13 Geo Clark 011011010111011—10
Hughes 110010011111111—11 Trotter 111111111111111—15.
Chingren 111101111111111—14 Georgeson 100011111111111—12
D R Clark 011111111111011—13 Guthrie 000000000000000—
No. 11, 20 single targets, entrance $3:

Gilbert. . . .01101111111011111111—17 Trotter. . . .01111111111111111111—19
Slocum. . . .11010111011111111110—16 Geo Clark..10111111111001011101—15
Julius 00010010111010010010- 8 Hughes. . ..11111111111011011111—18
Kline 01110011111110001111—14 D R Clark .10111111111111111011—18
Georgeson.01111111111010101101—15 Chuster. ...11110111111111101101—17
Maher 00011111111011001111—14 Chingren. .11111111111010111111—18
No. 12, 10 single and 5 pair targets, entrance $3:

Trotter 0111101111 11 10 10 10 11—15
Gilbert 1011110111 11 10 00 10 10-13
Georgeson 1111111110 11 11 10 11 11-18
Maher 1101110110 10 10 00 11 10—12

Hughes 1111111111 11 11 10 11 11—19
D R Clark 1111011001 11 10 00 01 10—12
Christenson 1111111101 10 10 11 11 11—17
Chringren 1111111111 11 01 10 11 10—17
No. 13, 15 single and 3 pair targets, entrance $3:

Maher 101111011100000 11 10 10—12
Georgeson 111110111010111 01 10 10-15
Slocum 111110111100011 00 11 10—14
Christiansen 111111111101111 11 10 11—19
Hughes 111111111101110 10 01 00-15
DR Clark 001100111101101 11 11 11-15
Chingren 111111111101001 11 11 01—17
Gilbert 111111101011111 11 10 10—17
Special No 6, 25 live birds, between H. O. Kline and John Georgeson,

for a purse of $550:

Kline 0111011101111010011001111—17
Georgeson 1101011010101111111101101—17
Tie score: Kline 0111, Georgeson 0111. Birds exhausted.

Missoula Rod and Gun Club.

Missoula, Mont., April 22.—The weekly shooting contest of the Mis-
soula Rod and Gun Club occurred this afternoon; attendance light,

shooting only fair, weather favorable, except that a breeze was blow-
ing in the teeth of the shooters, which made the shooting difficult.

Lieut. Devol, of the Twenty-fifth Infantry, U. S. A., took the lead with
a score of 13. The shoot was at 15 singles, known angles:
A Harrity 111101011011111—12 WHMace 111101010101110—10

R Rogers 011110110111111—12 Lieut Devol ... .111101101111111—13
TS Jones 011101111101101—11 H A Stephens... 101111111011110—12
J P Menard 110111011101111-12 F H Woody . . . .011100000001001- 5

J T Sawhill 101100010010111— 8 F P Kern 000001110110100— 6

After the regular event an interesting team shoot took place, two
teams of six, one headed by H. A. Stephens and the other by T. S.

Jones, at 10 birds each man, unknown angles. Scores: Jones's team
37, Stephens's 32. Repeating the scores were: Jones's team 38,

Stephens's team 39. Then shooting 5 down to decide the best two out
of three they scored: Jones's team 20, Stephens's 24. This made
Stephens's team the winners, but the teams tied on the total number
of birds broken. Will Cave, Sec'y.

$mww$ to (H/arrtspandqnts.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

Gkombbck, Arkodelphia, Ark.—The notion that hares change their
sex in winter is of a piece with the old time "vulgar error," that in

the winter the cuckoo turned into a hawk.

W. E., New York.—You will find lines of a good boat in the Forest
and Stream of April 21, 1887. "Canoe and Boat Buildingfor Amateurs"
contains very plain and complete directions for building boats. We
have published no lines of model yachts. "Model Yachts," by Gros-
venor, contains instructions for building and sailing.

A GENTLEMAN^ SMOKE. I

J
WE COULD NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY

|

|

if [>aid double the price. It is the
J

3 choicest 5 mokin§ Tobacco that exi

perience oan produce orthot monej

| can buy.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for botji. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York Citv

to Fisbermen! Out Prices for
t am with, von again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my bnsiness every vear.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfac tiou

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
; 9Jft. 6Joz. ;

10ft., 7oz.
;
10&ft., 7Joz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8Jft., 9oz.

;
9ft., lOoz. • 9£ft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yds., $1.00; 80yds., $1.10; 100yds., $1.20.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 38 cts. each: 5 cts. extra for postage.

One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.
;
60yds., 48 cts.

; 80yds., 58 cts.; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, loots, doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for poatag

800ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3~ cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble GutLeaders, 32in., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, S2in., 8cta.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 20Oft., 15 cts. ;
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ANGLING. SHOOTING. THE? KENNEL.

The American Angler's Book.
Combining the natural history of sporting fish, the art of

taking them, with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-making and

rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thai. Norms.

80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $5.50.

American Fishes.

A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North

America, with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By G. Brown Coode, With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages Price, $3.50 This is, by far, the most pop-

ular work which has ever been published on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure

in knowing the fishes which afford him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, and a full

description of tools, tackle and implements. By Jambs A.

Henshall, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages. Price, $3.00.

Dr. Henshall's monograph is the standard work.

flore About the Black Bass-
Being a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass." By
James A.. Henshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. Henshall's

first volume, in which tee author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

FIy=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By J Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material

tor n_aking flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1.50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses

of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and

other material used in flj'-makmg, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes and methods of making every kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water fish and for the equipment of the

angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory

diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, $1.50.

With Fly=Rod and Camera.
By Edward A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish

and Game Protective Association^author of '-The Ornithology

and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-

inces," "Among the Buds," Associate Editor of ' The Living

World," etc., etc. Cloth, 480 ragts (7x9Jr6in.), 147 illustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-

bilities of amateur photography.

FIy=Rods and Fly=Tackle.
Suggestions as to their Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.

Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, $2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

MANUALS.

Names and Portraits of Birds

Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstanded of the People. By Gurdon Trumbull. Cloth, 222

pages. Price, $2.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensive scientific treatise upon tne natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antilocapra and Cervidte of North

America. Second edition. By John Dean Caton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages, 50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
With Notes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns. Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 pages. New edition. Price, $2 50-

The Art of Shooting. •

An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-

tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster.

Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous

photographs. Price, $3.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By G'APTArN Adam H. Bdgahdus, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any

other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the ari.

The Still=Hunter.

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.

The information contained in "The Still-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00. A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day's shooting, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

CAMP AND HOME.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and
Fish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. Gives all sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for

the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully

compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest and Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nbssmuk.. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great

deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life in the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and
Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks

and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. Price, $1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks. New
and enlarged edition. Price, $1.50. Mr. Wicks might have
called his book "Every Man His Cwn Log Cabin Builder,"

for he has set out to describe fully and particularly each de-

tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for

cabins, large and small, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pages. Price,

51.50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,

helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shooter,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,

the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsman in all

the varied phases of his activity.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Price, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an

unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife. Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Lovel, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth. Price, $1. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm

of our author's quaint style, while their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,

With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grlnnell. Cloth, 4l7

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have

a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nehraska, the author of the present volume camped and

hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story telling, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

translated and written clown. When published they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural; relations

of the ways of life in the cid, wild days; stories of war and

the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are full of humor, seutiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.

Cr. 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with them on the

prairies, slept in their lodges, lived in their camps, and shared

their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the

narrators, and are given without change as told to him.

There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and
modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain

natural phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,

and history of the Blackfeet presents a series of graphic

pictures of savage life in peace and in war.

Our New Alaska ;

Oi\ The Seward Purchase Vindicated. By Charles Hallock..

Cloth, 209 pages, illustrated. Price, $1.50. Mr. Hallock's

writings are always vivid and full of life.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment
IN DISEASE. A Study ot the Theory and Practice of Canine

Medicine. By Ashmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The
Forest and Stream says that this is one of the most valuable

treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has

appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a

series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the

registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards

of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream. Revised and

re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,

by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

flodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the

modern professional system of training. It combines the

excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,

and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses

of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kennel

editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $6. This

is 'a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself

up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that

could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.

Every important subject that has engaged attention has been

fully discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Illustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00,

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American and
English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The instructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 j-ears.

Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very we 1 written

treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas a no

much that is interesting and instructive to the new begin uer

as well as not a little that will be beneficial to even om
hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling

Types of Modern Practice. With numerous plates and illus

trations. By C. P. Kunhardt. New ed., 470 pp. of type and
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14J^x 12>£. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,

with special regard to their design, construction, equipment

and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt.
With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 267 pp. Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present

status of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam
yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Cauoes,

Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2 00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer
Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1:00.

Yacht Architecture.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects

and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo,

,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, with numerous plans and

Price, $10.
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The Forest and Stream is put to press
on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for
publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

JF he is a friend of yours; if he is inter-

ested in the gun or the rod ; if he is not a

reader of FOREST AND STREAM; if you
would like to have him see it for three

weeks ; and if you will give us his name,

we will supply him with one of the

Forest and Stream's Silver Bullseye

Cards, which will make it easy for him to

send for the paper.

PROTECTION FOR THE PARK.
The bill for the protection of the Yellowstone Park,

which for some time had been before Congress, was favor-
ably reported last week from the Conference Committee,
passed both Houses, and received the signature of Presi-

dent Cleveland last Monday.
The enactment of this law will be hailed with sincere sat-

isfaction by all good citizens and especially by the readers
of the Forest and Stream, to whom the past unfortunate
condition of things in the Park has long been known.
While the bill is not all that could be desired, it is fairly

satisfactory, and properly enforced will effectively

protect the forests, the game and the natural wonders of
the Park.

It is not too much to say that the passage of this bill is

due directly to the agitation of the subject by the Forest
and STREAM, which for many years has regarded the
Yellowstone National Park as its special charge. The
long delayed action of Congress might have been still

further postponed had it not been for the boldness of the
poachers, whose recent wholesale raids upon the buffalo

startled Congress from its lethargy. The Forest and
Stream was the first newspaper to urge protection for

the National Park, the first to announce last winter's

bloody work, and to point out the inevitable consequences
unless Congress took immediate action; and it looks with
satisfaction on its record in this matter, for it has become
known far and wide as the champion of the Park.
Nothing could have been done in Congress without the

active aid of interested members in both houses, and
fortunately the Park has a number of warm friends, both
in the Senate and in the House. First among those who
deserve special credit for long continued labors in the
cause of protection for the Park, is Senator George G.
Vest, of Missouri, whose active interest in the reservation
dates back a dozen years. In his public services in this

matter Mr. Vest has always been ably seconded by Senator
Manderson. It was Mr. Vest who drew the bill which
we believe six times passed the Senate and once the House,
and many of the provisions of his bill are found in the
measure which has just been enacted. Of Senator Carey's

valuable services in connection with the present bill, and
of those of Mr. Lacey in the House of Representatives,

mention has already been made. Senator Lodge, of Mass-

achusetts, Hon. Bellamy Storer, of Ohio, Hon. John E.

Rayburn, of Pennsylvania and Mr. McRae, of Arkansas by
their active sympathy contributed much towardthe speedy
passage of the bill.

For many years Superintendents of the Park and Secre-

taries of the Interior have kept up the unequal fight

against lawlessness within its borders, and have striven

to amend the condition of things there. In the list of

these workers there are a number of honorable names,
but never since the Park was established have there been
officers of the Government more deeply interested in its

protection than Hon. Hoke Smith, the present Secretary

of the Interior, and Capt. George S. Anderson, the pres-

ent Superintendent. They have worked together assidu-

ously and unselfishly, and have done the best that was
possible considering the fact that their action was always
hampered by the absence of any law permitting the pun-
ishment of offenders. Capt. Anderson, who has resided

in the Park, has done the actual hard work and faced all

the annoyances inevitably connected with such duty; but
Mr. Smith has given him constant help, encouragement
and support in his difficult task. It is certainly an espe-

cially happy circumstance that the protective measure
has become a law under their administration.

There is in Washington another person—a private citi-

zen—who for many years has labored heart and soul for

the best interests of the National Park. He has traveled

backward and forward over it, has reported on it to the

Secretary of the Interior, has watched legislation which
threatened to affect it, and has contributed his legal

knowledge to every movement for its preservation. It is

not too much to say that he has done more than any one
else has done, and perhaps more than any one else could

have done, toward bringing about the happy result that

we announce to-day. This person desires to remain un-
known; yet the few individuals who are acquainted with
the facts and who know how great is the debt of gratitude

owed him by the public, feel a sincere regret that they
are not at liberty to make some public acknowledgment
of his services to the Park and to his countrymen.

SNAP SHOTS.

In these days of going fishing and of planning for sum-
mer campaigns with the rod, substantial assistance may
be found in the weekly fund of information given in our
Sea and River Fishing pages. Not a week goes by that
there are not accounts of successful excursions to waters
abounding in bass or trout or other fish; and the Forest
and Stream is thus a veritable anglers' directory. To
make this feature more valuable is our constant de-
sire. Its accomplishment rests almost entirely with
the angling reader. While no one is called upon to aban-
don to the public his jealously guarded secret of good
fishing in waters likely to suffer from publicity, every
member of the fraternity owes it to the craft to tell of

lakes and streams and bays where the fishing may be of

scope and quality so generous as not to suffer even if

others do know of it. Send in your contribution to the
common fund. No one has a right to keep a good thing
to himself when it may be shared with others. If this is

not true doctrine for a true fisherman where is the
fallacy?

Ring-necked pheasants have been introduced into Nova
Scotia with most gratifying success, by the enterprise of
the Game and Inland Fishery Protective Society; and the
result demonstrates that the species is well adapted to the
climate of the Northeast. In October, 1892, some young
pheasants were put out by a resident of Kentville, N. S.

;

and lived through the severe winter without being fed or
given shelter. Encouraged by this result, the society im-
ported from England in May, 1893, eighteen birds, of
which fifteen were hens; and they were put out in the
same month, and were left to shift for themselves. They
bred, hens being seen with sixteen, ten, seven and four
chicks respectively. The winter of 1893-4 was one of the
severest ever known in Nova Scotia; for three months the
snow lay three feet deep, and the season was one to test

most effectively the hardiness of the new game. The
pheasants came out in the spring in fine order, and the
society now looks for a large increase in this, the second
year. The experiment has demonstrated the ability of

the pheasants to take care of themselves, with no artificia

feeding whatever; and as they are protected by law, there

appears to be ample reason for regarding them as an
established game species. The Game and Inland Fishery
Protective Society will undoubtedly strengthen itself

with the public by this public-spirited service to the
Province. It is much the same in Canada as in this

country, that the actual and efficient work of game
protection must be undertaken by individuals or vol-

untary associations of private citizens, and the Nova
Scotia society has made an excellent record by many
years of untiring service in the cause of protection.

One abuse the society's wardens have constantly to
combat is the snaring of moose. The snarers, or "rope
men," as they are called, are among the most persist-

ent of law-breakers, and it is exceedingly difficult to
detect them.

We print "Coahoma's" reflections on the "Right and
Wrong of It," because we consider their author to be
entitled to a hearing, and not because we consider tha
the legitimacy of the pursuit of game, for sport, is prop-
erly a subject of debate in this journal. There are
people who, lacking a taste for field sports, hold with
perfect sincerity a prejudice against such pur-
suits, as being cruel, or as involving an unneces-
sary taking of life. But the Forest and Stream
is published in the interest of a class which believes in th
use of the gun, and for that class, and in such a journal,
the question of the propriety of field sports is not debat-
able.

.
Nevertheless, some good must come from the recent

discussion begun by "Coahoma" in his letter concerning
the killing of a snake, participated in by others, and
now closed by him. More rational, less wanton, more
manly and thoughtful and less cruel, must be the atti-

tude toward animate nature, for the reading of such a
discussion and the reflections prompted by it.

Now that an effort is making to restock the Catskills
with deer, it seems a pity that the game should not
have every protection the law may afford. The deer
will naturally stray into Sullivan county, and they
should be exempt from pursuit there for five years at
least. The game bill which the New York Legislature
sent to the Governor this year contains a section which
provides that no one shall kill deer in Sullivan county
"save only from the first day of October to the first

day of November." This, however, does not expressly
repeal the law now in force which forbids killing deer
in Sullivan county prior to 1897; and it is to be hoped
that the game protectors will insist upon the observance
of the old law.

In our last issue we alluded to the Byrnes case, a suit
brought by Protector Kidd to recover penalties for quail
unlawfully served in March of last year. The defendant
is playing the customary game of delay so familiar to
every one who has ever attempted to put through game
law prosecutions in this county; and he secured another
adjournment last Tuesday. Mr. Byrnes is simply putting
off the evil day. His counsel may adjourn as persistently
as did the Delmonico people, but there is only one certain
ending—he must pay up; and we are going to record his
doing so.

The annual meeting of the American Fisheries Society
in Philadelphia next week promises to be an interesting
one. The society will be entertained by the Pennsylvania
Fish Protective Association, and the programme calls for
a planked shad dinner, and apropos of this will be a
paper prepared by Mr. Charles Hallock telling of a time
"When Shad were a Penny Apiece" in the Connecticut
Valley. Among other papers to be read will be a series
prepared by members of the United States Fish Commis-

The report of a buffalo herd discovered in Texas is im-
portant, if confirmation may be had; and we shall en-
deavor to determine the truth of the story. A correspon-
dent, under whose notice had come the press dispatch,
suggests that wnile the report may be the signal for an
army bent on the capture of the game, it ought to arouse
every man in Texas to defend the herd.

Never leave a gun loaded in the house. Never carry a
loaded gun into a house,
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In the Wilds of the Borderland.

A Woman's Hunting Trip into the Wilds of the

Borderland Between Maine and Canada.

Off at last! It was a bright, beautiful autumnal morn-
ing of last year on which we began our journey, and we
even looked to the long day's ride with pleasure, for we
were going into what was to us terra incognita. After

distributing our belongings and becoming comfortably

settled in our chairs we leaned back in the full enjoy-

ment of our surroundings, and of having nothing to do

but anticipate, all cares having been left behind as we
boarded the train, unless Jerry be excepted, of whom
more anon.
The year before I had taken my wife for her first real

camping trip. We spent two weeks among the 27,000

islands of Georgian Bay, Ontario, and although the black

bass fishing was grand all else was disappointing. It

was hot and rainy, the wind was never right, either too

much or none at all. Tho islands were masses of rocks,

for the most part without trees, and we found nothing

but frogs on which to try the new Marlin. These, how-
ever, were good for practice and also for eating, our

French boatman and cook presenting them to us as per-

fectly cooked as though done by a "blue ribbon." The
climate, snakes and spiders were tropical; thunder-

storms such as we had never experienced about New York
were frequent, and we returned much disappointed.

But during the long winter following our trip in ret-

rospect appeared to have been more and more enjoyable,

for the disagreeable incidents were gradually forgotten

and only the pleasures recalled. The greatest pleasure

was then the presence of a little all blaok cocker Jerry,

who had been loaned us at the village from which we
started, and who proved such a sociable companion dur-

ing the trip that our longing for him after our return
home persuaded us to send for him. He arrived during
the coldest weather of last winter and ever since has been
our companion, joy and comfort, and no doubt was one
of the primary causes of our second trip. As the spring
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approached and brought thoughts of outings, and when
Jerry would trot out of doors, turn to the north, raise his
nose and draw in long breaths, we would say, "He is
trying to smell Penetang, poor fellow," and it would also
set us longing for Penetang, or, at least, for woods and
lakes.

One Thursday in April, when perhaps the longing was
something intense, my Forest jlnd Stream contained a
letter from Mr. Fred Talcott, of Providence, R. I. He
offered to correspond with any reputable person desiring
to know of the whereabouts of a "sportsman's paradise."
We were the particular ones meant, although unconscious
of it at the time. I wrote him and his answer came
promptly. I wish I could give it here. His "paradise"
was situated on the Maine-Canadian boundary, and was
to be entered by leaving the railroad at Jackman, Me.
He promised everything—a perfect country; perfect
guides; trout faster than one could land them; deer, moose
and caribou, ducks, partridge; and last but not least, mod-
erate prices for everything. I wrote again and again.
His replies read like news from a long lost rich uncle.
Theywere awaited with impatience and read with avidity.
The correspondence lasted all summer; indeed it has not
yet ceased.

I wrote the guide and waited a month for my first an-
swer, and received but little satisfaction beyond his prices.
His later letters, however, were more satisfactory, pnd
although he would promise but little, we concluded he
was trustworthy; and on the knowledge obtained from
Mr. Talcott, we decided to enter his "paradise" and engage
his guides.
Then came a busy six weeks of preparation. Bacon and

court plaster, flour and bandages, guns and scalpels, fish-
ing tackle and baking powder, 350 assorted cartridges,
rifles, shotguns, rods, dozens of flies, ditto hooks, etc.,
constituted but a fraction of our outfit. Of what we did
not already possesss we bought enough for half a dozen,
and what a pleasure it was with always one more special
journey down town to add another leader, more hooks
or cartridges for fear we should run short.
Then came the selection of the route with careful con-

sultation of time tables and maps. At last we were ready,
our belongings in two strong trunks and a handbag, a,
package of mackintoshes and wraps, another of guns and
rods, and—Jerry.
We left New York about 9 A. M. on the "White Moun-

tain Flyer" of the N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., our route
taking us along the Sound, the Connecticut River, through
the Berkshires, and along the edge of the White Moun-
tains, arriving at Wells' River about 5 o'clock. A tramp
through that pretty little village, supper, and the north
bound train at 7 o'clock brought us to Lennoxville at 11:30
P. M., with an hour to wait for the Canadian Pacific train

going east. A little after 5 in the morning we arrived at

Jackman an hour late, and a long, mostly pleasant, rail-

road journey was ended,
We arrived at Jackman cold to thebone and in a pretty

state of mind. But a good fire, hot breakfast and cordial

greetings from everybody at the Colby House, restored us

to warmth and equanimity. A little shopping for things

forgotten and at about 8 o'clock we started for a 25 miles

drive, Jim* and I and Jerry in a buggy, and Llewellyn

Rainey with a two-horse buckboard and our trunks.

Fifteen miles from Jackman through a beautiful rolling

country, and part of the time through dense woods,
always rising, brought us to the top of the Boundary
Mountains, 3,000ft. above the sea. A short halt to water
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" WHEN THE SUN GOT LOW."

the horses and then a gradual descent, mostly on a trot

over better roads for ten miles, brought us to hospitable
Mrs. Rainey 's.

Our journey had been long and wearisome, and after a
refreshing bath and a hot dinner, we went to bed and
were asleep at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, not waking until

sunrise next morning.
Our trunks were searched for our regimentals, and city

clothes knew us no more for three weeks. Jim appeared
in her short-skirted corduroy hunting suit that had proved
so serviceable last year, while I made my debut in knick-
erbockers, and so comfortable I found them that I shall

always wear them upon like excursions hereafter.

The air was crisp that morning and we needed our
sweaters during the first hours, for we already felt the
effect of the change, and were hungry long before being
called to the generous hot breakfast prepared for us.

Afterward we met our guides. Robert Elliott, head guide,
was a strong, wiry man of 45, active, full of business and
exceedingly good-natured and anxious to please. We
found him always polite, very even-tempered and a hard
worker. Nothing was too much trouble for him if he
could add to our comfort or pleasure, and wet to the skin,

cold and tired, his heart was as warm and his eyes as
twinkling with fun as though he was as comfortable as
he had made us. Disagreeable weather and reverses
seemed only to bring out good characteristics. He had
trapped and hunted winters for twenty-five years and had
driven logs in the springs. He was a thorough woodsman
and trapper.
Albert Cathcart, the second guide, was a man of 30.

" WE WATCHED THE PREPARATIONS FOR BREAKFAST."

He was leaving his two weeks' old son and heir to go
with us. He proved strong as an ox, and as kindly, con-
siderate and obligingly good-natured as it is proverbial
for strong gentle men ever to be.
Mrs. Rainey and her son, Llewellyn, deserve more than

a word. They were the kindliest people we met on our
trip.

^
Llewellyn drove us in and out of the woods, and

we still here his cheery voice encouraging the horses at a
particularly bad spot, while Mrs. Rainey sent delicacies
to us on every occasion, and spent many anxious hours
worrying about "that poor little woman off in the
woods."
The morning was spent in making the acquaintance of

the guides, the family, and the neighbors who came to

*At the very outset I will take my readers into my confidence and
say that in the seclusion of the home or camp my better half is known
to me by the soubriquet of "Jim," and forjthe sake of brevity and con-
venience, she shall be known as "Jim" throughout this camp chronicle.
My readers must therefore be prepared for any seeming inconsistencies
of gender that may grate upon ears grammatical.

see the city lady who was to go where no white woman
had ever been, and carry her own rifle, and shoot it, too.

In the afternoon we went out to try our rifles. They
were satisfactory except that I could not make mine
shoot as straight as Jim's; she beat me, as usual, and rose

correspondingly in the estimation of Bob, and from then
on I played second fiddle. During our tramp we came to

a broad, shallow brook, with pools at intervals. Bob's

hat band furnished a 3ft. leader and a fly, and the woods
a stick. With this outfit we were soon at work. Bob
caught the first trout to show us how, and fishing alter-

nately we soon landed fifteen or twenty trout, averaging
about a quarter of a pound. We were both new to trout

fishing, and enjoyed it greatly. The fly would no sooner
touch the water than a swirl would be a s :gnal for a
strike. Several of the larger fish were saved for supper,
the others thrown back.
The next morning was cloudy, but we decided to make

a start, and with our "duffle" packed compactly on two
strongly made sledges, each horse drawing about 2501bs.,

with Jim riding "Sandwich Island style" on a tall horse
led by an officer in one of Her Majesty's cavalry regi-

ments at Quebec, who was a volunteer in our party, we
filed out back of Mrs. Rainey's house, across a cleared
piece, over a ditch, through a pair of bars, into the woods.
When not a hundred yards from the house a fine misty
rain began to drizzle down, but there was no turning
back, and for the first hour or two after entering the
woods it was not especially disagreeable, as the trees were
so thick the rain did not reach us. Bob had started that
morning at daylight with his ax to clear away the wind-
falls, and we soon came on a specimen of his work—

a

huge tree cut in two places, the center piece drawn to one
side for our passage.

After going about four miles a man appeared coming
toward us. It was the U. S. Mail named Armstrong,
physically strong-armed. He had made fourteen miles
that morning, carrying a mail bag containing a dozen
letters, a Winchester and a haversack containing half a
deer and a partridge shot on the way. A few words of

greeting, some local news exchanged, and we passed on.

Our first halt was six miles off and we were nearly five

hours in reaching it, the rain becoming heavier, also the
walking. There had been a heavy storm a few days be-

WILSON POND CAMP.

fore our arrival, and mud, water and windfalls were
plentiful. I had been over tote roads in the Adirondacks
and had read of Mud Pond Carry, but had never imag-
ined that such a collection of stumps and sloughs of de-

spond could be gathered into such a small space as a clear-

ing 12ft. wide and ten miles long, and every one seemed
placed where it would most help the others to obstruct

our passage. Twenty times one or the other of the sledges

would brine up against a stump too large to get over, or

one runner, passing over a boulder, the other would find

itself in a mudhole a little deeper than the driver had an-
ticipated, and over it would go. Under the expert care of

the cavalryman, Jim'alternately walking and riding, pro-

ceeded along beautifully and arrived at our lunching
place but little fatigued. Jerry had disappeared after the
first mile or two, but caused us little anxiety, for his tracks

were plainly visible, and we found him on our arrival

with Bob, each looking wetter than the other. For the
last half hour it had been pouring, and it continued for

the rest of the day.
Arriving at the little brook that marked the ending of

the first stage, Jim was placed under cover of an uprooted
tree, a roaring fire was started and a shelter of rubber
blankets was quickly raised. The kettle soon boiled and
in spite of the rain we had a jolly cold luncheon with hot
tea, the whole party seeming to think it a regular picnic,

and most of all Bob, whom the rain seemed particularly

to exhilarate. Perhaps an hour and a half was allowed
to bait the horses and we were again on the way. We were
now deeper in the woods, on higher ground, and found
the roads better and the four miles were soon covered.

Then a sudden turn off from the main road, over a little

brook, up a short rise, and Wilson Pond Camp was in
view. It was a long, low, log camp, built like a double
lean-to with no roof over the center, and through the
opening the smoke curled, making a welcome sight.

Bob had again preceded us and a roaring fire had
already dried the camp a great deal. Many hands made
light work, the horses were soon unharnessed, the baggage
unloaded and carried under cover and in the experienced
hands of the guides; in an hour we were quite at home.
Jim and I on one side of the fire sat on our bed made on
the ground, in dry clothing, and Bob, Mr. Perkins and
Llewellyn were on the opposite side, standing and sitting,

turning first one Bide and then the other to the fire, dry-
ing their only clothes. Albert, the nonchalant, wet, but
still happy, was busy getting supper. Bob was overhaul-
ing the things, estimating the damage, which was trifling,

and storing the minor articles among the shingles of the
roof. Comfortable, warm, happy and at rest we had
nothing to wish for except supper, which came quickly
and disappeared with equal rapidity. With pipes and
cigarettes, funny stories and the relation of individual ex-
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periences of the trip, darkness came all too early, the wet
clothing furnished a screen and soon we were comfortably
in between the blankets. Jim feared neither spiders nor
snakes, lulled into fancied security by Bob's assurance that
they did not grow in that part of the country. Neither
did she fear bears, wolves nor Indians, for were the/e not
on the opposite side of the great fire in close call and in
full view, four stalwart men to defend her. The horses
stamped and the rain pattered on the roof, but within
the fire crackled and the blaze cheered and soothed us
and we slept as though on a bed of down until daylight.
Oh! what a change. The brightest, crispest, sunshiniest

morning ever seen! We were soon up. How glorious
was the water dipped with a tin basin from the brook!
Breakfast was quickly over, and Llewellyn and Mr. Per-
kins speeded on their return journey. Everything was
soon out of camp to dry more thoroughly in the open air.
About 10 o'clock, taking our rifles, with Bob leading, we
went up to Wilson Pond, half a mile distant, to see it and
shoot what we might. Approaching very carefully, hop-
ing for a buck, we came to the edge of a pretty little

pond, perhaps a quarter of a mile in circumference, a
marsh at one end, another at the opposite, and woods on
all sides. We sat down on a fallen log just within cover,
keeping very quiet, and in a few moments on the opposite
marsh appeared a doe and fawn—the first wild deer Jim
had ever seen. A few moments later another doe appeared
and they fed slowly along the margin of the pond in full
view. With our field glasses we could see them very dis-
tinctly, and watched them for half an hour until they
finally vanished into the forest. It was a beautiful sight,
and we felt amply repaid for all our hardships. We
became quite familiar with this sight, for during our week
at Wilson Pond we rarely visited it without seeing from
one to three deer
feeding, always does
or fawns, never a
buck. The latter

were on the ridges
at this time, and
finding plenty of
water, rarely came
to the ponds.
On returning to

camp about 12 o'clock
for dinner, we found
Walter Armstrong,
the mail man, bound
on his journey into

the lumber camps.
The* round trip is

made three times a
week by him and
his brother altern-

ately, *3 miles each
way, and for this the
United states pays
them $300 per year,
less than $1 a day.
He stayed for din-

ner, and when he
left us we, thinking
of our ten miles of

the day before, were
rather inclined to

pity him with thir-

teen to fourteen
more before him;
but from the cheer-

ful manner in which
he slung his mail bag
on and picked up his

rifle and started off,

he seemed not to

mind it. A short
nap over, we started

back to the pond with
rifles and rods. We
had a fair shot at a
doe, but as we want-
ed horns as well as

meat we refrained,

and went to casting
from the shore. We
soon landed a dozen trout weighing from i to lib.,
then crawling into the bushes we watched for our buck
till sundown, but he did not come. There was no wind,
the lake was like a sheet of glass, and the only sounds
heard were the occasional cry of an angry kingfisher, the
chattering of ground squirrels, and once in a while the
low, booming, penetrating drumming of a partridge.
Our fish were served for breakfast, and from that time

we were seldom without trout in the larder. Our morn-
ing was spent about camp, while Bob and Albert went to
the pond and built a raft from which to fish. The after-
noon went quickly on the pond, catching trout about as
fast as Bob could take care of them. When the sun sank
low in the heavens we stopped, tired of catching fish, and
pulling to shore watched for deer.
And thus a happy week passed away all too soon. It

rained sometimes, perhaps a good deal, but we did not
mind it. We tramped the woods for birds and deer or
fished the lake to our heart's content. The extra trout
were sent out to Mrs. Rainey by the obliging "U. S. Mail,"
and also a letter home, written on birch bark, enveloped
in the same and sealed with pine pitch. Several times
we would know that the "mail" had passed by finding one
or two partridges hanging on a tree at camp. We shot no
deer, but saw numbers, and had one exciting still-hunt
for a yearling buck, but frightened him. We had seen
fresh caribou tracks several times, but his majesty did not
show himself to us. One evening while poling the raft
in I shot at a passing duck. Immediately we heard a
heavy crash near the foot of the pond. Upon reconnoit-
ering we found our caribou had been down to drink and
my shot had sent him off; his tracks were large and deep
and the water in them very muddy. Mr. Talcott shot this
fellow about three weeks later, and he proved to be a royal
animal of twenty-three points.
One morning, on going to the pond to watch for deer,

we found a loon in possession, and not a particle of wind.We went back in the afternoon for fishing, carrying
plenty of cartridges. The loon was still there and we had
some fun with him. Jim's .38 and my .45 rang out
alternately and our bullets chased him all over the pond.
He did not get one full breath for half an hour; at times
he was awfully rattled and once he rattled us. We ex-

pected him to rise at a certain point some distance off, but
he bobbed up within 10ft. of the raft. It would be hard
to say which was the more surprised. We shot and
seemed to hit him, but didn't. When we left him his
wild cry of triumph and derision followed us half way to
camp. Bob declared the loon would get out that night,
"if it had to climb a tree." The next morning it was gone.
During the week we grew strong and well. We took

longer and longer tramps with less fatigue; we slept like
babes and ate like backwoodsmen, always hungry, with
what anxiety we watched the preparation for breakfast,
dinner and supper, lest there should not be sufficient food
cooked, but the chef gauged our appetites well and there
was always enough left for Jerry.
We made one little side trip, taking tent and provisions

and staying over night at a small pond about three miles
from the Wilson camp. The shore of the pond was liter-
ally embroidered with deer tracks. We watched that
night and the next morning, but saw nothing but a little
fawn. Albert was with me at one point, Bob and Jim at
another, and we were completely hidden by undergrowth.
It was about sunset and there was not a sound to disturb
the stillness. Suddenly Jim heard a slight crackle as of a
twig snapping behind her, and turning found a baby deer
staring at her over a fallen log, only 5 or 6ft. away. In a
second it turned, showing Bob the tip of its tail as it

bounded into the undergrowth. At this little camp we
had as visitors a number of jays (moose or meat birds as
they are called locally), and we were much interested in
them and their peculiar ways, their familiarity on short
acquaintance causing much surprise and wonderment.
At length we felt that we should move along, andTso

one morning Bob and Albert started with packs as heavy
as I could lift to their shoulders and carried six miles to'
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Frost Pond. We went with the second load and half a
load more for each completed the move, the latter part
of which was made in the rain. Our camp at Frost Pond
was prettily situated just off the road and within 100yds.
of the lake. At one side a picturesque brook flowed,
coming from Twin Ponds four miles away to empty into
Frost Pond. We were now back in the United States,
having crossed the boundary two miles before reaching
Frost Pond; there had been a steady rise to that point
and from it the descent began. On the one side all waters
flowed to the St. Lawrence River, while on the other they
went to form the Penobscot and thence to the Atlantic
Ocean. We noticed on crossing the line that it was easier
walking and not so muddy. A short stop of a day or
two and we journeyed on. Bob had brought his canoe
up from Dole Pond and was able to take all the luggage
down by water. Albert, Jim and I went overland, which
included a six-mile carry, during which Jerry had a
chance to show his untrained skill. We had fair shoot-
ing at partridges at our first camp, usually at single
birds, but we here struck a covey which Jerry treed very
nicely for us and we bagged five out of the lot, Jim shoot-
ing three straight. I missed one, Jerry found and brought
them to us, and we felt that he had earned the bones
which he eventually received.
We landed at Dole Pond camp in the rain (we had

begun by this time to look for rain whenever we moved),
but our tent was rapidly pitched and we were soon under
jover. The next day was Sunday and rainy. In the
afternoon we had an agreeable call from Mr. Edgerly,
manager of a large lumber plant. He was busy establish-
ing new camps and getting ready for the winter's work.
He expected to run four camps with crews of forty men
each. We found him very entertaining, and on his invi-

tation visited the home camp and took some photographs,
including one of the crew, most of whom turned out of
bed to have their pictures taken. One man was sharply
sent back to put on his trousers, as a lady was present.
They were a rough-looking lot, only about half of them
being respectable woodsmen, which gave Mr. Edgerly the
balance of power, hut he needed all his mental and
physical strength and all his courage, to manage the rest

who came from parts unknown, stayed a few days or

weeks and disappeared from camp, to be found scattered
along the road toward Jackman, working or beatiner their
way back to railroads and whisky. The rule prohibiting
the use of intoxicating liquor is necessarily very strict.
Once in a while a bottle would be smuggled into camp
and some of the men get fighting drunk. They would be
assisted to their bunks, willy nilly, and the next morning
if an old hand and the first offense, he would be forgiven,
but if a new hand, he took the road to Jackman. The
cook in a lumber camp is next in authority to the fore-
man of a crew; he has charge of all supplies, domestic
arrangements and the discipline. He is assisted by a
"cookee," who is the drawer of water and the hewer of
wood, and who also peels the potatoes. Logs for fire-
wood are brought in at night by returning teams. The
food is coarse but wholesome and well cooked, and the
men may eat as much as they desire.
Early Monday morning we packed up and were soon

under way for Long Pond. Two trips with the canoe
carried us and ours across Dole Pond and a two miles'
carry brought us to Long Pond. This was the prettiest
body of water we had yet seen. It was a lake three miles
long by a quarter to three-quarters of a mile wide, sur-
rounded to the water's edge with woods. The water was
very high and we knew our chances for deer would be
fair. The carry road bad brought us to the outlet of the
pond, for we were beginning to swing back around the
circle, and were again ascending. Long Pond empties
its waters into Dole Pond and is another of the sources of
the Penobscot. We paddled up the lake for a mile and a
half, and on high ground, a stone's throw from the lake
we found a deserted lumber camp which, after some vig-
orous house cleaning, we made our own; at least that por-
tion of it that had been the kitchen and dining room.

We found the
cabin, after a few
repairs, dry and
tight, and a stove
left behind by the
lumbermen served
us well for cooking
and heating pur-
poses. In one corner
was the cook's bunk,
and this, with some
dry boughs, made a
comfortable bed for
us. A long shed ran
out from the en-
trance and made us
a place to store our
supply of dry wood,
while opposite the
entrance was a large,
massive, log - built
stable.

The weather was
now getting cool,
with heavy frost,

and we found ice in
the basin every
morning. We spent
pleasantly two or
three days here,
roaming the woods
and looking for a
lost pondknown only
to Bob and one or
two others, and at
which place Mr. Tal-
cott had shot a cari-
bou the year before.
Our next move was
to Portage Lake via
Penobscot Lake. Bob
and Albert carried
part of the camp
equipage over the
four miles to Penob-
scot Lake the day
before and we were
able to take every-
thing else on one
trip, Bob carrying

the canoe. Penobscot Lake is the most beautiful of all and
is the largest of the sources of the Penobscot River. The
surroundings were primeval—the lumberman had not yet
desecrated God's handiwork and we were with nature
pure, grand and beautiful. The trout in this lake are
large, plentiful and gamy, but we could not stop to have
a try at them. We paddled to the opposite side and after
a hasty dinner in the rain, we started over the half-mile
carry to Portage Lake, and it was here we found our
caribou. We were in usual marching order, Bob first,
Jim next, I third and Albert bringing up the rear. It
was raining heavily, which may have drowned the noise
of our walking somewhat. We had reached a piece of
woods more open than usual, when suddenly Bob stepped
aside and backward, which brought him to Jim's shoulder,
and there appeared before us in the path a magnificent
bull caribou. It was a sight worth traveling a thousand
miles to see, and sufficiently thrilling to give any one a
severe attack of "buck fever." He stood with full face
toward us, head elevated and thrown back in proud defi-
ance. Jim had received her instructions, and at a touch
from Bob, she raised her rifle, and as she did so the cari-
bou leaped and lightning was not quicker than his move-
ments. A couple of jumps at right angles in our path,
into the woods, and he stopped, broadside to, with head
again elevated and looked curiously at us. It was fatal
to him. The rifle rang out; he plunged forward, partly
rose—Bob said "Hit him again," Jim obeyed, another
plunge and he was down, never to rise again. We rushed
to where he lay and found him dead. Jim burst into
tears and the strain and excitement were over. As Jim
fired the second shot I brought my .45 into play, and
broke his back, but my shot was unnecessary, for Jim had
placed both of hers back of the shoulder.
He was a noble animal, and we could not repress a

pang at having killed him, but the guides had no such
sentimentality, and were soon at work dissecting the
juiciest steaks.

The afternoon was half gone and there was much to
be done, but we all worked industriously, and the carry
was short. While we lugged the duffle over, Bob crossed
the lake in the canoe with a load, and brought back from
his camp a large row boat that carried all else remaining,
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and skirting the shores of Portage Lake for three miles, it

was a happy party, though cold and wet, that landed

about dusk at Bob's home camp. A good fire soon

warmed and dried us and the camp, and caribou steaks

were quickly in the pan. After supper we retired, but

not before we had "talked it all over again."

The next morning the bright sun showed us the beauties

of Portage Lake, the largest of that region. Well wooded,

irregular shores, its surface studded with several islands,

it is indeed beautiful. Opinions differ as to which is the

more beautiful, Portage or Penobscot. They are fortun-

ately close together, and a camp on one or the other is

almost equally convenient, with perhaps the odds in favor

of Portage.
We spent several days at Portage eatmg our carihou,

visiting the lakes and ponds in the vicinity, and fishing,

which we found superb. We seldom went without bring-

ing in enough for camp use, and had we been more
enthusiastic and diligent could have supplied Fulton

Market.
There are thirteen lakes and ponds within a small

radius of Portage, and nearly all contain trout of good
size and game qualities. Some of these lakes are unknown
except to Bob and at all of them one may be sure of the

very best sport, as up to the present time they have been

but little fished. Bob says in June and July he can fill a

canoe in short order. He says that sometimes during

the summer, when not in the woods, he gets fish hungry,

and leaving Mrs. Rainey's in the early morning he goes

to Portage and is back the same night with as many as

he can carry.

At last we had to leave, and so Albert was sent out to

see his baby and get Llewellyn and the team. They came
the next evening and the following morning we started

with our belongings on a buckboard with two horses

attached, and made the nine miles to Mrs. Rainey's in

about five hours. Dinner, a civilized wash and. city

clothes were»resumed. The settling up was rapidly and
agreeably accomplished, and by 4 o'clockwe were en route

for Jackman with sincere regrets that we must ever leave

the country and the people. Staying all night at Jack-

man, the early morning train carried us to Lennoxville
and thence home by sleeper, and thus ended the most
glorious and satisfactory trip I have ever taken.

In conclusion I would like to say: The trip from New
York, compared with that, to say, the Adirondacks, is

long and expensive, but the gain more than compensates.
The scenery is beautiful. It is as yet a region but little

traversed. One can go assured of getting his full share of

fish and game. Robert Elliott and the men he employs
are truthful, honest, temperate and obliging. They are

engaged at Mrs. Rainey's and paid from that time, saving
the two or three days' extra pay for guides brought from
a distance and the transportation for them and their be-

longings. They are thoroughly familiar" with the country
and are first-class woodsmen and hunters. We made a
detour of about forty-five miles, as our wish was as much
to see the country as to shoot and fish. One can spend
the time at his disposal with perfect satisfaction in one
camp, and I would recommend that at Portage Lake as

preferable, all things considered. If one wishes to travel

and explore, there are miles of wilderness to the east-

ward but little known to sportsmen and full of fish and
game.
Every one you meet is anxious that you shall have a

good time and will take any amount of trouble to facili-

tate it. The charges are extremely moderate, and we can
pronounce no better recommendation than to declare with
enthusiasm that we hope to go there again next year.
Mr. Talcott had not employed the language of hyperbole

—

it is indeed a "Sportsman's Paradise." F. W. G.

Quail Packs in Texas.

Oshkosh, Wis.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Your staff

correspondent speaks of quail "packing" in Texas as
though he expected to be "called down." Four years ago
this winter I saw at least seventy-five quail in one pack
on the Nueces River in Texas. They rose out of the thick
weed on a flat side of the river. We were not 20yds. from
them when they rose. They flew about 150yds. and
alighted in a pack, but scattered the next time they were
put up. Mr. N. T. Wilson and I had rifles, while ex-Gov.
Baxter, who was with us, had a shotgun. He followed
the quail up and down that field of weeds two hours, and
by the poorest shooting I ever saw killed six brace in about
fifty shots.

I reported the size of this flock in print, and some cor-
respondent told me I had seen nothing marvelous, as he
had seen a thousand quail in a flock. I subsided. These
were Bob White quail. As to the size of Texas quail, I
have weighed a good many and they average about three
to the pound. I don't know how that compares with
Northern quail, as I never had the good fortune to see a
covey since I was big enough to shoot a gun. When the
cover is good I think Texas quail run very little, except
toward spring, when they begin to pair off. The Mexican
blue quail of Texas run like turkeys, and disgust a dog
as well as the shooter. Agamak.

Who Introduced the English Sparrows?
Editor Forest and Stream:
Nil mortuis nisi bonum. Is it known or remembered

that the Rev. Dr. Okeson, who lies buried in St. Paul's
churchyard at Norfolk, Va., introduced the pesky English
sparrows into America? Evidently the birds have not for-
gotten him, for they flock all about his grave and swarm
in the ivy which mantles the old church walls. They
could not have been more attentive to the historical babes
in the woods. C. Hallock.

North Carolina 'Gators.

Newbern, May 2—Mr. George H. Moulton, taxidermist,
has just finished mounting an 11- foot alligator which was
shot last week in Onslow county by a son of President
Mclntyre, of the Wilmington & Newbern Railroad. This
is a large saurian for this section, which is near the north-
ern boundary of its habitat. 'Gators are not uncommon
in Trent and Neuse rivers above Newbern, and are numer-
ous in localities not thirty miles distant, C. Hallock,

A Buffalo Herd Reported in Texas.

San Antonio, Tex., April 29.—C. H. Moran, a sheep

man of Valverde county, is in the city and brings news of

the discovery of a herd of about forty wild buffalo m the

remote mountains of that county, near the Rio Grande

border. It has been rumored for years that a herd of

buffalo existed in that section of the border, but these

rumors were never verified.

—

Press dispatch.

First Otter in Forty Years.

Ithaca, N. Y., April 28.—A live otter was caught April

26 in the town of Enfield, in this county. When caught

he was in an open field at least half a mile from any creek

or body of water. This is the first otter that has been

caught in this county in over forty years. The Cornell

University now have it in their possession. W. H. W.

Iiinnsean Society.

At a regular meeting of the Linnaean Society, to be
held at the American Museum of Natural History on May
22, Mr. Frank M. Chapman will read a paper entitled,

"Notes on a Second Visit to the Island of Trinidad."

*n&

THE HIGH ART OF STILL-HUNTING.
Silverdale, Wash.—In your issue of April 14 I see

"Ransacker" comes back at me on the dog question and
declares for the dog. His "definition of a dog" is a good
one—for those who admire these animals.

I also know Indians who have dogs; indeed, the Indian
who does not is an exception; but the hunters among
them—that is, the ones who do nothing much but hunt

—

do not as a rule use a dog. They prefer to match their

own skill against the instinct of the game, and they are

the successful hunters among a tribe of people who were
in early days forced to hunt or starve. Sioux or Siwash,
it is all the same, the best of them don't use a dog.
"Ransacker" says he takes a dog along more for com-

pany that for use. I may say to him as I said to "B.," he
must "learn to study little things" and he won't miss the

"company" very much.
There may be a difference in the definitions of still-

hunting, which accounts for the difference in opinion on
the dog question. In my school, still-hunting meant not
only absolute silence, watchfulness and an accurate
knowledge of the habits of my game, but the ability to

put this and that trivial circumstance together and de-

duct a correct opinion. It is a study of cause and effect

coupled with a faculty of reading "sign" at a glance.

For instance, start two hunters into the woods for squir-

rels, one a still-hunter, the other a man who hunts with a
dog. Let a crow see a squirrel and commence his racket,

cawing and scolding as they always do—then which man
notes the disturbance the most quickly and forms his

opinion the more nearly correct? The still-hunter, be-
cause he has trained himself to investigate anything and
everything he sees or hears on the trail. The other man
will likely note the actions of the crow just as quickly,
but only as a passing incident, one of the private affairs of

the bird, and none of his business. The same principle

holds good whether it be crows or deer. A deer may
pass to leeward of your dog, unknown; but if in passing
it startles a jay or magpie to noisy remonstrance the still-

hunter knows something has passed within the bird's

range of vision and an investigation is in order. Another
advantage the still-hunter has is his training as a trailer.

A bent blade of grass, a hit of overturned bark or gravel,

a faint hoof mark amid the fallen leaves are but a few of
the many signs which the still-hunter reads at a glance,
and which serve to guide and govern his future actions.

In short, everything must be perfectly natural, both in

appearance and sound, or the still-hunter is alert in a
moment, for he has studied nature and is familiar with
all the trivial details which others pass unnoticed, but
which he is forced to know from his very method of
hunting. The man who hunts with a dog is like the man
who handles dynamite, "apt to get mighty careless," and
to be a loser in the end.
As to shooting, "Ransacker" says that a "snap shot often

results in a wounded deer." Here again I beg to differ,

provided the hunter is a snap shot. To be a good snap
shot a man must use the same gun, and shoot enough to
be able to throw his gun to his shoulder in exactly the
same way every time, with the sights in line with his eyo.
He must practice until he is an expert. I know cowboys
who lash the trigger of their six-shooter back against the
guard or take it out altogether and work the hammer
with the thumb. This requires whirling the gun around
the forefinger, which is inserted in the trigger guard, and
as the gun barrel whirls forward and downward the
thumb catches the hammer only to release it again when
the position of the barrel brings the weight to bear at a
certain point. There can be but one result when this is

practiced until a man becomes an expert—that is, accu-
racy. When a man handles a six-shooter this way he can
put the whole six bullets in almost the same spot; but in
doing so never tises the sights, it is merely a mechanical
action, and practice makes perfect.

So it is with a rifle. Try it yourself by taking your
empty gun and "covering" a target as fast as you can.
Don't pay any attention to the sights, but throw your gun
to your shoulder and lower it again for several times in
rapid succession. You will see that it "jumps" to almost
the same level—that is, your line of vision—every time,
provided you only watch your target and pay no attention
to the gun. Practice will enable you to cover a given spot
and shoot almost in an instant. Then you have learned
snap shooting in a manner that will be of practical value
when a deer is in sight.

I sketch a great deal, and derive as much enjoyment
from that as from hunting, and it serves to bring details
to my notice which perhaps otherwise I would overlook.
This I find of great value in studying game, too; and it

may in a measure account for my preference for still-

hunting, for half learning will not serve for sketching.
Your knowledge must be complete, comprehensive and
accurate lest you get into ' 'deep water" and paint your
smoke against the wind. \

Again, my hunting has been mostly in open country,
|where game could be seen further than it can west of the

Cascades, and a lost deer from escaping wounded is an '

unknown chapter in my book so far because I learned to

trail among men who wore moccasins and no bat.

"Ransacker" will probably use bis dog and continue to

kill his dog, for it would be useless to try to convince him
otherwise on paper, but should our trails cross I have an
idea that I could show him a whole lot of sport, an end-

less array of company and a few snap-shot deer with a
hole square through the shoulder, all. on a still-hunt,

"Injun fashion." This dog business is only a matter of

taste, anyhow, unless the dog is used to run deer into run-

ways or a lake, where they can be butchered in a cold-

blooded way tha.t raises my ire. Then, you hear me, if

I'm in that neighborhood, my gun will crack and some-
body will have a chance to bury a dead dog.

El Comancho.

THE RIGHT AND WRONG OF IT.

Editor Forest and Stream:
When I launched my small pebble on the subject of the

wanton killing of snakes, et cetera, I did not expect to set

rolling so many stones as your columns of late give evi-

dence of. It is gratifying, however, to note that the
suggestion of extending more considerate treatment to

the dumb creation appears to have excited a sympathetic
chord in the minds of so many of our worthy brother-

hood of sportsmen. I think the exasperation exhibited by
our friend Mr. Kephart, in his last article, while quite

natural, was based upon a misconception of the animus
of the discussion, as the fate of his particular blacksnake,

and his own attitude in that encounter, were lost sight of

in the larger subject of the general treatment to be
accorded to the creatures of the woods and fields.

I have read with much interest all the contributions on
the subject, and will crave the forbearance of yourself

and readers while I offer some reflections on the various
expressions therein noted.
The article of Mr. S. H. Greene, in a recent number,

opens up a wide field for discussion. An adequate reply

to his question "where are we at," in relation to the
ethics of the subject, if all the lines of thought suggested
by him were fully considered, must be not only compre-
hensive enough to cover all the questions that have been
raised, but would doubtless fill a good sized volume.

I will, therefore, endeavor to simplify my treatment of

the case by assuming a general concurrence in the propo-
sition that man is truly the "lord of creation," in so far as

this little world of ours is concerned. I think it may be
assumed as accepted by philosophers of all creeds, in a
practical way at least, that all mundane creatures exist

only with reference to man's welfare and happiness, hav-
ing no rights except those which he chooses to accord to

them. This is practically true, and in the nature of

things must be so, whatever theories may obtain on the

subject. Under this view man has a right to destroy all

creatures whose existence is inimical to himself, to restrain

the growth of those whose increasing numbers threaten

his safety or welfare, and to cultivate such as are con-
ducive to his comfort. This involves the right to slay

creatures f^r food, regardless of the pain inflicted, and
even to find enjoyment in their persecution, if he can do
so. Viewing the matter then from a strictly selfish

standpoint, let us consider what is man's logical attitude

toward the multitude of living creatures that nature has
placed under his dominion, always assuming that his con-
duct toward them is to be regulated solely with a view
to his gratification, and with no reference to the good of

the creatures themselves except in relation to his interest

or pleasure.
All animated creatures appear to be divided into three

great classes. The carnivorous on the one hand, the her-

bivorous on the other, and the omnivorous between the
other two. In the order of nature the function of the
herbivorous creatures is to supply food for the carnivor-

ous and. omnivorous: the function of the carnivorous is to

prevent a too great multiplication of the other two, and
the omnivorous acts as a balance between the two former;
all with reference to the well-being of their master, man.
In man's savage state his chief concern was to supply his

stomach with food and his back with raiment. These
he procured from the birds and beasts, fishes and reptiles,

probably from insects also. As he developed a faculty for

amusement and exultation over his enemies, the suffer-

ings of his victims were a sweet savor to his soul. This
most degrading characteristic of barbarous man still

clings to him even down to the present day. The evi-

dences of this spirit in all its original barbarity, in un-
tutored boys, and men of a low degree of refinement, are

too palpable and common to need enumerating. As men
grow more refined in their sensibilities, the sufferings of

the creatures they pursue for food or sport cease to afford

them enjoyment. In the evolution of this sentiment the
second stage is to be merely apathetic concerning them

;

after this the consciousness of pain inflicted becomes a
disagreeable incident of the chase, which is smothered or

tolerated from habit or as being subordinate in import-
ance to his supreme right of enjoyment. But as he comes
to more fully realize the vast extent and degree of suffer-

ing imposed by him on the lower creatures, when his own
sustenance has ceased to be an object, and sport alone is

the incentive of the chase, then it may be that the mental
discomfort which he thus inflicts upon himself will come
to outweigh the sense of pleasure derived from such
pursuits.

It is possible that a few individuals among robust man-
hood have already arrived at that sublimated condition
of intellectual apprehension, but it must be confessed that
the great mass of us who flatter ourselves with the conceit

that we are in the forefront of highly civilized develop-
ment, are at best only in the tertiary stage, and habitu-

ally smother the "still, small voice" in order to the enjoy-
ment of what we call sport.

But what is the nature of the enjoyment we thus
derive? When we kill domestic animals for food we do
not subject them to unnecessary physical pain, and the
absence of apprehension of danger, which constitutes

man's greatest misery, relieves them of all pain whatso-
ever. The death of unconscious brutes without physical
pain, is not a hardship. We do cut off such measure of
enjoyment as their life may afford them, but others take
their places, so that the sum total of such enjoyment is

not diminished. Now, what is the element in what we
call field sports that affords us enjoyment? We take no
pleasure in killing beeves and hogs. It is no sport to

6hoot into a covey of partridges (or bevy of quail, if you
prefer those terms), when huddled together on the
ground; or to shoot a buck when tied to a tree. It may
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be said that the enjoyment afforded is derived from the
skill required to compass the destruction of the victim,
and the uncertainty which attaches to our efforts, and
that the suffering entailed is a mere incident, disagree-
able, it is true, but unavoidable. This is doubtless true
with the more sensitive and more highly developed sports-
man, and that is why, as we grow older and more reflec-
tive, we have an oppressive consciousness and a haunting
sense of remorse when we consider the vast number of
poor deer, for example, that flee madly away from venge-
ful enemies, carrying death wounds to some sequestered
brake, where, frightened and exhausted, they lie down to
die in lingering agony, without sympathy, companion-
ship or any remedial agents which serve to ameliorate the
sufferings of human beings when in like extremity. All
of which produces great discomfort of mind, viewed
solely from a selfisb standpoint.
But what are we to say of the hearty zest with which

we pursue the unfortunate fox, with a pack of hounds in
full cry behind him, for hours, and sometimes days, in a
single chase, he suffering a mortal terror in momentary
apprehension of being torn in pieces by his pursuers? Or
the lively interest we take in routing out the raccoon
from his fancied safety in some tall tree, to be thrown
among a lot of fierce and eager dogs to fight out his life

in a hopeless combat? Are not these exultations over the
misfortunes of our fellow creatures an inheritance from
our barbarous forefathers? If we could kill with certainty
and promptness, through the exercise of a high degree of
skill, each bird, duck, deer or whatnot aimed at, the sport
would doubtless be satisfactory in the absence of the
element of uncertainty, and freedom from the conscious-
ness of suffering inflicted would be a great relief to sen-
sitive sportsmen; but if we should contrive such destruc-
tive agents that no skill would be required, then the
element of sport would at once vanish. I maintain that
the consideration we accord to helpless creatures which
fall into our power is at bottom based upon selfish
motives, though we are unconscious, perhaps, of the fact.
If a dog comes within convenient reach of your buggy
whip, you do not give him a cut. as a man of coarser tex-
ture would be tempted to do. Why? Not because of the
dog's pain, but because the consciousness of it would
occasion you discomfort of mind. We are not as much
concerned for the sufferings of a human friend at a dis-
tance as for those of a faithful dog -or horse immediately
before our eyes. This theory may be unpalatable, but I
believe is true nevertheless.
That which constitutes human enjoyment is in itself

only a question of taste. As we become more highly de-
veloped, intellectually and morally, our tastes are more
refined. What gives pleasure to the savage may be repul-
sive to the civilized man. and conversely , we derive enjoy-
ment from contemplations to which the savage is indiffer-
ent or oblivious.
The vast domain of living creatures which furnish

neither food nor sport we may presume excited little or
no interest in our savage ancestors, and indeed very little

in the uneducated of the present day. Rut as we become
more cultivated we discover an illimitable field of pleasure
in the study of their structure and habits, in the songs of
birds, and in the contemplation of the very enjoyment of
birds and beasts when undisturbed amid their natural sur-
roundings; even the apparently insignificant insects be-
come subjects of deep interest and absorbing study. This
leads directly to the question, is it not wise and logical
that we should preserve, instead of destroying, all those
creatures whose existence is not offensive to man? The
suggestion also arises, when we invade nature's domain
and assume to destroy one class in order to protect an-
other (leaving domestic crea,tures out of consideration as
being removed from nature's control),are we not proceeding
blindly, with no knowledge of the consequences of our
acts, which may be far-reaching for evil? Let us cite the
blacksnake for example, which has excited so much ani-
mosity in the minds- of some sportsmen because of his
depredations upon the small birds' nests, is it not a fair
presumption that he is performing a wise function in
nature's economic plan? Eeasoning by analogy I think it

is, for nature does not often, if ever, make mistakes. It
may well be that without the intervention of the snakes
and other predatory birds, animals, etc., the small birds
would become too numerous. At all events, we know
that these processes have been going on from the far
indefinite past, and without any serious interference by
man we have still left a great abundance of small birds.

I send these rather disjointed remarks, Mr. Editor, in
the hope that Mr. Greene, to whose accomplishments I de-
sire to pay tribute, or other of your many able contribu-
tors, will pursue the discussion with more ability than I
have been able to show. Permit me here to send a greet-
ing to Brother "Kelpie" for his kindly expressions toward
me, and to express the hope that his vivacious pen may
never lack of ink to afford entertainment to myself and
the numerous readers of Forest and Stream in the future
as in the past. Coahoma.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

The Flight.

Chicago, III., April 28.—The geese have passed north
of Dakota. The flight was unusually abundant. The
heavy storm which drove the ducks back late in March
was fatal to thousands. In Iowa at least 100,000 were
killed in four days. A few ducks are still staying in Da-
kota, mostly breeders. There was phenomenal shooting
on ducks and snipe all through Missouri and Arkansas.
The increase of game in '93-4 is phenomenal and hard to
explain. Let us hope the coming fall will show good
numbers. Dakota is full of water this year, and the
shooting should be better for fowl than for years.

? ? ? ? ?

I respectfully ask of any friends who shoot in the
spring: Do you really think it is the right thing to do?

Elk Perishing.

A despatch from Lander, Wyo., this morning, says that
hundreds of elk have been found dead in that locality.
The snows drove them out of the Park. There is more
snow in the Park this winter than was ever known.

Plenty of Elk.

The Rocky Mountain guide, S. N. Leek, who is thor-
oughly familiar with all the Jackson's Hole country, south
of the Park, writes me; "Marysvale, Wyo., Feb. 5.—So

far we are having a light, pleasant winter in Jackson's
Hole. Game of all kinds is doing well. A heavy storm
early in the winter drove the game down from the moun-
tains in unusual numbers. Not for four years has there
been near as many elk or deer in the valley. It must be
that a great many were driven out of the Park that usually
winter there. Coyotes are thicker this winter than I ever
saw them in here; they are doing some damage to the
deer. The only way to reach us now is with snowshoes,
yet Forest and Stream comes regularly every week, a
welcome visitor."

That is a good letter from a far-away land. Mr. Sar-
gent, of the late Hamilton Sargent ranch, south of the
Park, told Sergt. Van Buskirk of the Shoshone sub-station
that the elk were all over that country this winter, and
had eaten up most of the Mormons' hay. He said that
no elk were being killed for the skins, though some were
killed for meat.

A Texas Scheme.
Mr. A. J. Bryant, of Cincinnati, O., writes me and

incloses the following clipping from the Enquirer of that
city:

A—WANTED—Man of good address to sell Texas
and Mexican deer and antelope horns for deco-

rating saloons, club rooms, sporting halls, offices,
private parlors, etc. ; can furnish beautiful specimens
by the thousand pair; demand phenomenal; business
new, novel; no competition; will be bonanza to party
engaged; letters answered if self-addressed stamped
envelope is inclosed. Address COL. VAN RAUB, Van
Raub, Bexar county, Tex.

Mr. Bryant says: "Don't you think it would be a good
idea to have this matter looked into and to discover, if

possible, where and at what seasons of the year these
thousands of horns are secured? I respectfully suggest
that you forward clipping to the State Game Warden of
Texas, with request that he look into the matter in the
interest of all sportsmen in general and of Texas in par-
ticular.

"

Costly Quail Out of Season.

On April 24 Mr. Matthew A. Hogan, who keeps a
restaurant on State street, Chicago, was prosecuted by
Game Warden Mr. Blow and Mr. M. R. Bortree, president
of the N. G., B. and F. P. A., for breaking the game laws,
the offense consisting in having in possession and serving
three prairie chickens and a quail in his restaurant on
March 27. He was fined $20 and costs. The suit against
Mr. H. V. Bemis, proprietor of the Richelieu, for a similar
violation of the law, was won by the prosecutors, the
defendant paying a fine of $50.
Mr. H. A. Loughran of Pittsburgh writes: "In regard

to Mr. Jos. Irwin's inquiry as to how to carry live min-
nows, my way is to have a syringe or pump, made of a
joint of cane rod. Push this down to bottom of bait can
and pump full of fresh air. I transport minnows in a
milk can."
On the same subject Mr. J. W. Gray of Westboro,Wis.

,

says:
"Allow me to make a suggestion which will cost little

to carry into practice. Make a boop of tin or wood out of
a strip about 2in. wide and just large enough to fit within
the pail or other receptacle in which the bait fish are car-
ried. Fasten within the hoop strips, same width as hoop,
about 2in. apart and parallel to each other. Fasten the
hoop in the fish pail so that it will just touch the surface
of the water, and place the pail in the wagon in such a
position that the strips within the hoop will be parallel to
the line of travel. The jolting of the wagon will cause
the water to splash about and the water will be kept aer-
ated. The cover of the pail should be sufficiently perfor-
ated to allow a free circulation of air, and the pail should
not be more than three-fourths full of water. I hope this
device will prove in practice what it seems to be in
theory."

The N. G. B. and F. P. A.

Life being short, let it go at that. The executive com-
mittee met April 25, Messrs. Bortree, Hertz, Hicks and
Pond being present. A favorable report was made on the
badge design, that of a star, the central design being that of
a pair of quails with brood, surmounting a trout single, the
initials of the association to be placed on the points of the
star, only one initial to each point. The material will be
of gold and the design will be copyrighted. The associa-
tion will publish a handbook for distribution

,
giving; a list

of members and officers, and having constitution, etc., a
synopsis of game laws and a list of State wardens. To
avoid the charge of flippancy, I will write out the name
of the association. It is the National Game, Bird and Fish
Protective Association. I hope they will never get caught
out in a storm with all that name. Why not shorten it,

calling it, say, the Sportsmen's National League? It's an
awful thing to meet such an array of consonants when
you are just going about your business peacefully.

E. Hotjgh.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

Brant at Monomoy.
BOSTON.—Mr. Walter S. Hill came back from brant

shooting at Monomoy the other day. He, with Mr. O. W.
Whittemore, of Arlington, Mr. Henry Eager the r-ham-
pion wing shot, Mr. Harris, treasurer of the Union Pacific
Railroad, and Mr. Stickney, of Charlestown, were the
guests of Mr. Warren Hapgood, the senior promotor of
the Monomoy Brant Club. They bad most glorious sport,
and have really carried off the championship this spring
for brant shooting at that point. Their number was over
sixty—as Mr. Hill remembers it, some siyty-eight. The
result of one morning's shoot was enough to* enthuse any
lover of the gun in the world. Special.

Breeding lave Goose Decoys.
The Narrows Island Club of North Carolina has a fine

stand of a couple of dozen wild geese, which each year
prove themselves very useful during the shooting season.
Until recently they have been confined in a pen 25X 100ft.

,

and, though so well cared for that they are always in
a good condition, they have never shown any disposition
to mate.

This spring the executive committee of the Narrows
Island Club determined to give them an opportunity to
breed and moved the goose pen, enlarging it so that its

area is about 100ft. square. The result of this has been
very satisfactory. Five pairs of geese have mated, and
there is a prospect that some of them may rear young, A
recent letter received by the secretary of the club from
Ashley Corbell, the superintendent, says: "There are four

pairs of geese mated now. There were five pairs, but one
of the females was so beaten by a gander that she died.
There were two eg-gs from the dead goose, which I set
under a > en. There are two more geese laying." The
results of this experiment will be looked for with a good
deal of interest, and if it should prove successful under
present conditions, there seems no reason why all clubs
which have stands of live wild geese might not be able to
increase their stock of decoys indefinitely.

National Park Protective Act.
AN ACT

To protect the birds and animals iD Yellowstone National Park, and
to punish crimes in said Park, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled. That the National
Park, as now defined, or as may be hereafter defined or extended,
shall he under the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the United States;
and that all the laws applk-able to places under the sole and exclusive
jurisdiction of the UnitPd States shall have force and effect in said
Park: Provided, however, That nothing in this Act shall be construed
as to forbid the service in the Park of any civil or criminal process of
any court having jurisdiction in the States of Idaho, Montana and
Wyoming. All fugitives from justice taking refuge in said Park shall
be subject to the same laws as refugees from justice found In the
State of Wyoming.
Sbo. 2. That said Park, for all the purposes of this Act, shall consti-

tute a part of the United States judicial district of Wyoming, and the
district and circuit courts of the United States in and for said district
shall have jurisdiction of all offenses committed within said Park.
Sko. 3. That if any offense shall be committed in said Yellowstone

National Park, which offense is not prohibited or the punishment is
not specially provided for by any law of the United States or by any
regulation of the Secretary of the Interior, the offender shall be sub-
ject to the same punishment as the laws of the State of Wyoming in
force at the time of the commission of the offense may provide for a
like offense in the said State; and no subsequent repeal of any such
law of the State of Wyoming shall affect any prosecution for said
offense committed withiu said Park.
Sue. 4. That all hunting or killing, wounding or capturing at any

time of any bird or wild animal, except dangerous animals, when it is
necessary to prevent them from destroying human life or inflicting an
injury, is prohibited within the limits of said Park; nor shall any fish
lie taken out of the waters of the Park by means of seines, nets, traps,
or by the use of drugs or any explosive substances or compounds, or
in any other way than by hook and line, and then only at such seasons
and in such times and manner as may be directed by the Secretarv of
the Interior. That the Secretary of the Interio • shall make and pub-
lish such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary and proper
for the management and care of the Park and for the protection of
the property therein, especially for the preservation from injury or
spoliation of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or won-
derful objects within said Park; and for the protection of the animals
and birds in the Park from capture or destruction, or to prevent their
b^ing frightened or driven from the Park; and he shall make rules and
regulations governing the taking of fish from the. streams or lakes in
the Park. Possession within the said Park of the dead bodies, or any
part thereof, of any wild bird or animal shall be prima facie evidence
that the person or persons having the same are guilty of violating
this Act. Any person or persons, or stage or express company or rail-
way company, receiving for transportation any of the said animals,
birds, or fishes killed, taken or caught shall be deemed guilty of amts-
cTemeanor and shall be fined for every such offense not exceeding
three hundred dollars. Any person found guilty of violating any of
the provisions of this Act or any rule or regulation that may be pro-
mulgated by the Secretary of the Interior with reference to the man-
agement or care of the Park, or for the protection of the property
therein, for the preservation from injury or spoliation of timber, min-
eral deposits, natural curiosities or wonderful objects within said
Park, or for the protection of the animals, birds and fish in the said
Park, such person shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall
be subjected to a fine of not more than one thousand dollars or im-
prisonment not exceeding two years, or both, and be adjudged to pay
all costs of the proceedings.
That all guns, traps, teams, horses, or means of transportation of

every nature or description used by any person or persons within
said Park limits when engaged in killing, trapping, ensnaring or cap-
turing such wild beasts, birds or wild animals shall be forfeited to the
United States, and may be seized by the officers in said Park and
held pending the prosecution of any person or persons arrested under
charge of violating the provisions of this act, and upon conviction
under this act of such person or persons using said guns, traps,
teams, horses, or other means of transportation, such forfeiture
shall be adjudicated as a penalty in addition to the other punishment
provided in this act Such forfeited property shall be disposed of and
accounted for by and under the authority of the Secretary of the
Interior.

Sec. 5. That the United States Circuit Court in said district shall
appoint a commissioner, who shall reside in the Park, who shall have
jurisdiction to hear and act upon all complaints made, of any and all
violations of the law, or of the rules and regulations made by the
Secretary of the Interior for the government of the Park, and for the
protection of the animals, birds and fish and objects of interest
therein, and for other purposes authorized by this act. Such com-
missioner shall have power, upon sworn information, to issue process
in the name of the United State" for the arrest of any person charged
with the commission of any misdemeanor, or charged with the viola-
tion of the rules and regulations, or with the violation of any provi-
sion of this act prescribed for the government of said Park, aud for
the protection of the animals, birds and fish in the said Park, and to
try the person so charged, and, if found guilty, to impose the punish-
ment and adjudge the forfeitures prescribed. In all cases of convic-
tion an appeal shall lie from the judgment of said commissioner to
the United States District Court for the district of Wyoming, said
appeal to be governed by the laws of the State of Wyoming providing
for appeals in cases of misdemeanor from justices of the peace to
the District Court of said State; but the United States Circuit Court
in said district may prescribe rules of procedure and practice for said
commissioner in the trial of cases and for appeal to said United States
District Court. Said commissioner shall also have power to issue
process as hereinbefore provided for the arrest of any person
charged with the commission of any felony within the Park, and
summarily to hear the evidence introduced, and, if he shall deter-
mine that probable cause is shown for holding the person so
charged for trial, shall cause such person to be safely conveyed
to a secure place for confinement, within the jurisdiction 'of
the United States District Court in said State of Wyoming and shall
certify a transcript of the record of his proceedings and a transcript
of the testimony in the case to the said court, which court shall have
jurisdiction of the case. Provided, That the said commissioner shall
grant bail in all cases bailable under the laws of the United States and
said district. All process issued by the commissioner shall be
directed to the marshal of the United States for the district of Wyo-
ming: but nothing herein contained shall be construed as preventing
the arrest by any officer of the Government or employe of the United
States in the Park without process of any person taken in the act of
violating the law or any regulation of the Secretary of the Interior.
Provided, that the said commissioner will only exercise such authority
and powers as are conferred by this act.
Sko. 6. That the marshal of the United States for the State of Wyo-

ming may appoint, with the approval of the judge of the District
Court of the United States for the said State, one or more deputy mar-
shals for said Park, who shall reside in said Park, and the said United
States District and Circuit courts shall hold one session of said courts
annually at the town of Sheridan in the State of Wyoming and may
also hold sessions at any other place in said State of Wyoming or
in said National Park at such dates as the said courts may order.

°

Seo. 7. That the commissioner provided for in this act shall in addi-
tion to the fees allowed by law to the commissioners of the Circuit
Court of the United States be paid annually a salary of $1,000 to be
paid quarterly, and the marshal of the United States and his deputies
and the attorney of the United States and his assistants in said State,
shall be paid the same compensation and fees as are now provided by
law for like services in said District.
Sec. 8. That all costs and expenses arising in cases under this act,

and properly chargeable to the United States, shall be certified, ap-
proved and paid as like costs and expenses in the courts of the United
States are certified, approved and paid under the laws of the United
States.
Sec. 9. That the Secretary of the Interior shall cause to be erected

in the Park a suitable building to be used as a jail, said building not to
exceed five thousand dollars, to be paid out of any moneys in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated upon the certificate of the Sec-
retary as a voucher therefor.

Sec. 10 That this act shall not be construed to repeal existing laws
conferring upon the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of
War certain powers with reference to the protection, improvement
and control of the said Yellowstone National Park.

The Forest and Stream isput to press each week on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
us at the latest by Monday, and as m uch earlier aspracticable
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ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
(Continued from Page S8S.)

The morning opened with the sun red as a rose, a

cloudless dome and a lake smooth as velvet. With this

condition ofthings elemental, fishingwas not to be thought

of, and so we remained in camp. Ned, however, took his

turn for the big trout, but returned in less than an hour

without a single scale. I smiled as I questioned him about

having a rise, wondering if a miss demoralized him to the

same extent it did me. He had no rise, he stated, but

Peter, who had been wandering around where he was

casting, looked quite surprised when Ned answered in the

negative. That look satisfied me that Ned and I were

both playing at the same game of deceit and defense, so

intent were each of us to have the glory of capturing that

particular trout. It was an endeavor to create the im-
pression that the desired trout had vacated his quarters.

Rather foxy, but we both remained on the scent all the

same.
It was not long before we became restless, and as the

sun-tipped pinnacles of the mountains confronting us

looked as if thev were in regions delightfully cool, we
concluded to make their ascent. Alpenstocks being

requisite, they were soon crudely made and then off we
started like explorers bold in the hot blazing sun as if for

the Matterhorn. We had hardly gone but a few hundred
yards before we were repenting of the hasty enterprise,

for it was along atortuous path winding through thickets,

over fallen timber and by huge broken ledges and masses
of rock. Many of these detached blocks were riven and
split in all manner of forms and looked so gray and storm-
beaten as if they had lain here for untold ages. It was
over such disorganized masses we had to pick our way,
and so flint-like and sharp-edged we found them that
considerable care had to be exercised to prevent accident.

Our ascent was necessarily slow and laborious, as we
frequently had to stop and rest in the grateful shade of

some towering pile or under the spreading branches of

some friendly tree. Unlimited numbers of the aged rocks
were delicately threaded and seamed by rich bands, while
others were deeply creviced from the interstices of which
sombre pines grow and bushes innumerable flourish. In
the dark shades, ferns, flowers and mosses abound to-

gether with trees of every variety, while down the hill-

Bides and over the rocks you occasionally see some ribbon
like brook purling along, seeking lake or river with which
to mingle.
Ned, being of portly form, blowed like a porpoise and

perspired like a fountain as he clambered over these
confused heaps that looked as if they had been "split to
fragments in the mill of the centuries."
After toiling until we were about breathless> we at

last reached the top, and thpn the grandeur, picturesque-
ness and beauty of the scene burst upon us with impres-
sive vividness. The lake so serenely quiet lay at our feet
like a vast and solid sea of quicksilver with the distant
islands in our immediate front gleaming akin to sapphired
gems. Here where the breeze is pure and fresh enough
to have come from the courts of Paradise, sunshine and
shadow are ever changing place and reveal each instant
along the mountain sides new wonders of soaring ridges,
jutting crags and rounded slopes, declining to pale depths
of winding ravines down whose shadowed sides crinkle
the narrow silvery hues like faint lightning on somber
clouds. Turn to the ragged shore line that curves around
the mountains' base, and there confront you grim and
tempest-worn cliffs that swim in a wonderful sea of color
as the sun and clouds play their frolicsome game of hide
and seek. Sweeping around, we face pinnacles of sullen
rock dim with ages of sun and storm, and then receding
valleyB and defiles are revealed in gorgeous splendor, and
here you see line upon line of misty-like bands that seem
to enrich some far away fairy land. Again let the vision
trace the wooded heights to the right and you realize the
sinuous course of Gravel River, and if your eyes are sharp
they will catch a glimpse of another silver-like rivulet
that is wandering through lovely groves to drop at last
with rippling lullaby into the bosom of the great lake.
Gaze where you will, nature is ever presenting some fresh
picture of indescribable beauty that for witchery of color
and mystery of shadow exist nowhere but in the moun-
tain region.
* I feel with Ruskin, that "mountains are the beginning
and the end of all natural scenery; in them, and in the
forms of inferior landscape that lead to them, my affec-
tions are wholly bound up; and though I can look with
happy admiration at the lowland flowers, and woods and
open skies, the happiness is tranquil and cold, like that of
examining detached flowers in a conservatory or reading
a pleasant book."
After a long rest, which the toilsome trip demanded,

Ned discarded the poetic and turned to the practical by
making a raid on some blueberry bushes which are quite
numerous here. After having gratified his appetite, with
the succulent berries, and again drank in the wild and
solemn beauty of the mountains, expressed himself ready
for the alpine descent which would be accomplished in
lesB time than the ascent and with less expenditure of
vitality. Without a moment's delay we started with a
rush down the sloping terraces, then along a narrow ledge
and anon sliding over some smooth faced rocks to meet
and breast our way through tangled thickets, where un-
ceremoniously we affrighted some lovely woodland war-
blers and sent a red squirrel scurrying as if his very life de-
pended on his swiftness. The rocky impediments- which
were the very ideal of nature's savagery required more
care and exertion to surmount, but when once over them
it was again onward with a rapid pace. One momentwe were hanging by tough-rooted bushes and then again
swinging arounds some saplings over a ragged ledge, and
as it to add variety, creeping or crawling over, as occa-
sion demanded, some fallen pine, or coasting on the smooth
surface of a rocky decline.
Ned declared that my rheumatic knee must have been

restored to its normal condition, for I was dashing along
like a trained athlete. After numerous slips, a few
bruises and a serious tearing of garments, we reached our
quarters quite heated and well spent, and -just as the bovswere ready to serve our dinner. J

Our mountain trip had given us an excellent appetiteand when we were through with the meal the tablelooked as if^a terrific cyclone had ^struck it. It was

simply a case'like"unto that of Esau, who at that'moment

would have sold his birthright for a beefsteak.

About six o'clock, the weather showing a radical

change, we took to boat with evident intent of slaughter

in the house of S. fontinalis. We succeeded in the

murder of one of the royal scions of that famous house

and then beat a hasty retreat to camp to avoid a threat-

ened rainstorm which showed signs of immediate realiza-

tion. Our intrepid oarsmen, however, landed us safe in

harbor, barely escaping a hurricane blast at our heels.

So hot and breathless had been the day that I was
satisfied we were to have a first-class storm without any
of the incidentals being omitted; one in which "the

heaven is all spray, and the sea all cloud, and that you can

see no further in any direction than you can see through

a cataract."
Hardly had supper been disposed of before the advancing

hosts of Jove were heard. They came with low mutterings

and direful moans. The sky responded with a scowl and
its silver-edged fleeces took fright and raced to unknown
regions. The sea also answered, for its white teeth glit-

tered in an unmistakable language. Lightning, sharp and
vivid, painted itself upon the murky clouds and then the

deep toned thunder rumbled across the darkened sky.

The fierce and appalling batallions were all abroad and all

bent upon dire destruction. Like the notes of a chromatic
scale that run upward the storm king was advancing his

entire army. The heavens hearing the summons took on
a more sombre shade, the wind perceptibly increased, the

lightning flashed more rapidly and brilliantly, and the

thunder,
"Enlarging, deepening, mingling; peal on peal

CruBh'd horrible, convulsing heaven and earth."

The battle is fiercely on, the whirlwinds gather addi-

tional force, the woods are torn, the sea leaps in fury and
bathes the rugged cliffs in white foam; lightning and
thunder are incessant, one glaring in lance-like names,
the other growling like a horde of savage and enraged
beasts. It is appalling in its intensity, making all cower
before it, and realize that

"God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform;

He plants his footsteps in the sea

And rides upon the storm."

Our half-breeds now rush out from, their tent, and as

they pass our quarters ask for aid in securing the boat

which is being battered by violent waves in such a de-

structive manner as to soon reduce it to splinters. We
spring to the rescue and drag the boat high and dry.

"This is one of 'em," said Ned, as we retreated to the

tent.

"Ay, a dozen in one.'*

The storm was now raging in boundless firry, the

heavens being one somber curtain aflame with sheeted
lightning; the sea one mass of creaming foam "which
hangs in ropes and wreaths from wave to wave" while as

it beat against the flinty shore vied with the detonations

of thunder for supremacy. The forests swayed and
groaned and twisted, and trees fell with a crash as if the
work of a. sulphurous bolt. Up among the loose disjointed

cliffs where "the thunder winged with red lightning and
impetuous rage" the storm Was infinitely appalling. Night
coming on apace, the dark drapery fell and the storm in-

creased in intensity, until finally nothing was heard but
the warring elements, and nothing seen but the lightning's

vivid glare. It was a fearful flight of storm, grand and
sublime beyond expression. To complete the elemental
battle, gushing torrents fell as if with deluge intent, and
long into the midnight hours Jove held possession,
affrighting all. Sleep came not during the terrible uproar,
for the very vibrations of the awful thunder were felt in
the earth's pulsations, and the lightning was so magneti-
cally sharp as to be seen with closed eyes. Ab I heard
the angry waters storming the massive intronchments
around our quarters, the wonder that the stanchest boats
are wrecked on this turbulent lake ceases to exist. Ah,
how often since have I thought of that ill-fated steamer,
the Western Reserve, the stormy night she left the "Soo"
and went down with the loss of all aboard, save one, who
alone was left to tell the sad tale of disaster. Evidently
nothing can long resist these terrible terhpests and if a
harbor is far distant to reach it is a contest for life. Many
a time in oUr little coaster have we earnestly struggled
for our haven from the gales which came racing after us
with such power and velocity as to send the waters whirl-
ing and "flying in rags and fragments from wave to
wave." I shudder to think of it 4

The storm finally abating we dropped asleep, but when
dawn opened our eyes, the tempest of the night was our
only theme and it was an absorbing one. Ned and the
half-breeds were positive that the lightning had struck
near by during the night, for the very earth, they said,
trembled as if from an earthquake. I was also deeply in-
clined to the belief, for I never in all my experience on
the lake, encountered such a tempest of fire as prevailed
till the midnight hour.
As a consequence of the heavy rain and a change in the

temperature, there was a dense fog over land and lake,
and to add to the unpropitiousness of the situation a
southeast wind was blowing in no gentle manner. I was
positive I would tempt no trout that morning, with such
adverse weather.
Ned, thinking of making a victim of that particular

trout that had his home under the ledges of the outer
intrenchments of our quarters, sailed out for a trial of his
skill. He returned, however, in a short time, with his
hopes blasted and the statement of "nary a rise."
After breakfast, despite the heavy fog, we tried the

little bay again, in expectation of capturing a few "beau-
ties of the gleaming stars," but we returned in a couple of
hours with the undesirable record of a mere cipher; a
"goose eggg" as the knights of the diamond have it.

Alex. Stabbuck.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us 85 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (price $5)—a f9 value for $5.
This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals
For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during ithat time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's
handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of whiob
is 18)

A SATIETY OF BASS.

Ltrcrus and I started one morning the latter part of

July with State Line, Wis., for our destination, and Lake
Vieux Desert, five miles distant to the east from the sta.-

tion, our point of location.

On this lake Levi Thomas had lived for forty years,

having carved his way into the wilderness when a young
trapper, subsequently marrying a squaw, by which act he
became a fixture in the country, the tribal laws binding
him to it, as is the case with all squawmen. A low order

of morals led and he abandoned civilization to cast his lot

with the Indians, who at that time were the only inhab-

itants of this tegion. As the years rolled by a group of

young half-breeds began to grow lip around him. He
erected quite a pretentious log cabin on the shores of

"Vieux Desert, cleared off and fenced in two or three acres

of land for a garden , and settled down to a life of indo-

lent ease varied only by the pursuits of his calling, which
he continued until the fur animals became so scarce as to

make it unprofitable as a business enterprise. About this

time adventurous sportsmen, loggers and cruisers, began
to go into the wilderness, lured by the prospect of sport

and wealth, as well as by the wonderful attractiveness of

the countless lakes that dot this region. With an eye for

the "almighty dollar" he erected another commodious log

cabin a short distance from his home for the use of those

whom business or pleasure called his way. To this spot

we were induced to wend our way, as it appeared from
all the information we could gain to be the only gateway
to the enchanting chain of lakes that extend west and
south, west of State Line Station for a distance of seventy-

five or a hundred miles, and it was this chain of lakes, or

a portion of them at least, that we wished to visit.

Arriving at State Line we were met by Clark, a son of

Thomas, about seventeen years old, who was destined to

play a prominent part in the drama to be enacted during
the next week or ten days. He bundled us and our traps

into a big broad-wheeled lumber wagon drawn by a team
of Canadian ponies and we started on our five miles ride

through the woods to Vieux Desert. The experience was
a very novel one to us, for, spurred on by the lash which
was used unsparingly, the tough little ponies went helter

skelter over the roughest road I was ever on. We
bounced over fallen logs, into water holes, up hill and
down hill through the open woods, until I felt sore all

over. We arrived at our destination without broken
bones, but with badly demoralised anatomies. The sur-

roundings were very rough and unlike any previous
experience I had ever known, but we were well cared fot

and found our host's family very desirous of making our
stay with them pleasant. We had two sleeping rooms
off a large living room* each with a comfortable bed pn>
tected from mostiuitoes by canopies. With good bedSj

good food and plenty of room to move abou\m what
more could we who were out on a roughing trip want?
The Wisconsin Eiver rises in Lake Vieux Desert and it

is said to be the home of large muskallonge, but during
our visit the latter had closed up their house and gone to

a summer resort, at least, we could not find them at

home after repeated efforts to gain admittance to their

sanctum. Vieux DeBert is quite a large body of water,

nearly round, with an occasional deep bay or inlet, and
from six to eight miles in diameter, but it is very shal-

low and filled with weeds. These grow to within a few
inches of the surface, tarely appearing above it, and
form a mass of vegetable growth berieathj making it

almost impossible to pull a spoon through ii.

Thursday, the 28th, I started out alone to try the mus-
kallonge. After working faithfully for several hours I

found myself at the most distant part of the lake from
the cabin, when I was startled by a violent clap of thun-

der, and in a few minutes a torrent of rain was descend-

ing upon me. Before I could reach shelter my clothing

was saturated and I was compelled to row seven mileB
through the downpour to the cabin. Clark started a roar-

ing fire in the big stove, and I spent the afternoon drying

Out.

Friday we started on a hunting and fishing trip
1

, embark-'

ing in a boat. Clark rowed us across Vieux Desert to itis

furthest extremity. Here we found a blind trail leading
through the woods, which We followed for about a mile,
when we came to a beautiful little body of watef called

Bass Lake. It is about two and a half or three miles lofl^

and from three-quarters to a mile wide, nestled in the
heart of the dense pine woods. Clark went to a clump of
bushes near the trail, where he had another boat con-
cealed; dragging it out, we entered and were soon on our
way to the hlad Of the lake, where Clark said the best
fishing was to be had. As it was yet early in the day we
anticipated sport, and our expectations were fully realized,

for business began at once. Within an hour Lucitis ana
I had taken 25 beauties, weighing from 2+ to 3flbs., and
then we ceased for the morning and explored the lake
until lunch time. Oh! but this is a wild spot round this

lake. There is no indication that the foot of man ever
rested upon its beautiful forest-bound shores, and Clark
tells me that but one angler previous to our visit had ever
cast line in its waters to hie knowledge. During the after-

noon we killed 42 bass, making 69 for the day, and, becom-
ing weary of the sport about 4 o'clock, started for home,
which we reached in time for supper. I was so charmed
with this lake that I decided to visit it again, so on the
way home I arranged with Clark for a tent and provisions

for two days, with the determination to return the next
day.
We spent two more days here and had rare sport with

the bass. We caught them as fast as we could land and
return them to the water, for on this trip we kept only
what we could eat. It was impossible to keep supplied
with minnows in this kind of fishing, sowe resorted to the
use of small spoons, which answered the purpose of bait
just as well, and were far more convenient. We caught
no small bass; they would run from 2} to 3£lbs. ; would
average about 31bs. We caught a great many more on
Saturday than we did the day before, but kept no account
of the number. I do not think the bass of these northern
lakes are as gamy as those taken in New York State or
the lakes of Maine; but they give the angler all the sport
he can reasonably ask for, and as for numbers, the East-
ern waters are not "in it." A very natural desire to rush
them when they strike, so that he may get numbers,
takes possession of the angler; so they do not have the
chance for their lives they otherwise would.

I found Clark a very capable guide despite his age, and
after further talk with him and consultation with his

father, decided to take the trip of our outing, to the chain
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of lakes west of State Line, under his guidance. The
wagon, driven by a younger brother of Clark, was to leave

us at the first lake and return for us in ten days. We
reached Anderson's Lake about 6 o'clock in the evening
after a terrific jolting over the worst road I ever saw.
But this kind of experience was what we expected, and
we got it with a vengeance. Anderson's Lake is quite a
small but a beautiful little gem, dropped down in the
heart of the forest. We found a desirable camping spot,

and while engaged in putting up our tent a flock of loons
came flying over the place and settled on the water within
an easy rifle range. Lucius and Clark grasped their rifles,

and stepping to the edge of the water opened fire upon
them. Having witnessed so often their unsuccessful
attempts to bag these birds, I was not sufficiently inter-

ested to even watch their fusilade; but a moment later a
sharp cry from Lucius, "Oh, papa, come here, quick!"
brought me to his side with a bound. I found him stand-
ing with open mouth staring into the water. Seeing at
once that he was not injured by an accident, as I feared
from his cry, but that he was looking at some object in

the water that created great surprise and riveted his atten-

tion, I also was attracted, and met a sight that was
enough to make an angler almost wild with excitement.
At the report of the guns there came up out of the deepest
water a dark mass like a black shadow, that evolved itself

into a dense body of black bass that had been attracted by
the noise. There they were, all along the shore as far as
we could see on either side; great big fellows, crowding
each other out of place, and rolling their big eyes at us.

It is hardly necessary for me to say that we hurried our
preparations for supper, after which we pushed our boat
into the water, and for the next two hours, or until after
dark, were taking bass as fast as we could handle them.
We kept three for breakfast and returned all the others to

the lake. After this evening's record I was prepared to
believe any kind of a story anybody might tell about
catching bass in these lakes. I was simply tired of catch-
ing them; and after this performance, with the exception
of an occasional fish for food, did not try the bass again
while in Wisconsin. I have not the slightest doubt that I

can go to the several lakes we visited and kill from 200
to 3001bs. of bass a day and not count any that would
weigh less than 24 lbs. Indeed we caught no small bass.

I don't believe I hooked a bass that weighed lessthan 21bs.,

neither did I catch any that were larger than 43 bs.

As indicated above, this was my last assault on the bass
during my trip, the sport had become tame and I looked
in other directions for entertainment. The fact is, bass
fishing in Wisconsin is too easy for sport. Of course the
angler does not have to take any more than he desires;

but in the midst of the excitement the insane propensity
to kill will take possession of him, and he goes on killing
until weary. As I reflect over the events of our outing I

find one source of satisfaction, viz. , I did not kill one bass
more than we had use for as food.

We spent the night in camp at Anderson's, and at sun-
rise on Tuesday morning started on our trip through the
lakes. How can I adequately describe this journey? A
man and two boys, alone with nature, in a wilderness not
one foot of which had ever been seen by any member of
the party, for even Clark had never been here. However,
guided by his native instinct he proved a valuable guide,
never wavering for a moment in directing our course, and
was an intelligent, companionable fellow.

Nature is very prodigal here in two respects, viz,

woods and water. The woods have not as yet been sub-
jected to the encroachments of commerce, but stand as
they came from the hands of the Creator in all their
primeval grandeur. The latter, beautiful in tranquillity,

are like diamonds set in a field of verdure. Imagine us
then in an unknown country, threading our way through
the maze of these innumerable lakes, each turn in our
course revealing to us new beauties and disclosing the
locked up mysteries of nature. From Anderson's Lake a
short carry through the woods landed us in Spring Lake,
a pretty body of water ; but the least beautiful of all we
saw. Leaving Spring Lake by a thoroughfare of three
miles in length, which winds a sinuous course through
the forest, Lake Mamie bursts upon our view, a crystal
gem. Then Zephyr Lake, with its irregular outlines, pre-
sents its mirror-like bosom for our inspection. We loiter

on our way through these lakes, for the scenery is fine
and we wish to feast our eyes upon its loveliness. At the
jhead of Zephyr we find another thoroughfare of about a
anile, through which we pass to Big Lake. From Big
Lake a short passage leads us into First Lake, thence into
Deer Lake. From Deer we enter into Thousand Island
Lake by quite a stream of clear, running water perhaps a
a mile and a half or two miles long. These waters were
all lovely and worthy of notice. In Thousand Island
Lake we pass island after island as we traverse its length,
all heavily covered with timber. The water iB deep and
clear and this is said to be the home of lake trout. As I
viewed the environments of this lovely body of water, 1

could not dispute the fact that deep down in those mighty
channels mighty specimens of lake trout were disporting
themselves. Here I called a halt and decided to remain
until we should retrace our steps toward civilization.

Selecting a beautiful site we established our camp upon
an island, prepared our supper and then started out on a
tour of inspection of our temporary home. In the quiet
of a beautiful evening we floated on the surface of this
the most enchanting lake I ever saw.
After breakfast Wednesday morning I concluded to try

the trout; but having failed to add trout spoons to my
collection of fishing tackle, I was compelled to use a large
spinner which did not work well, and I found myself in
tne same relative condition that Lucius was in when he
needed a rifle and a shotgun. I had all the other necessary
tackles for deep water trolling and I cannot understand
how I came to overlook the spoons; but I did, neverthe-
less, and had occasion bitterly to regret it, for I had re-

peated heavy strikes but was unable to hook a single
trout; they invariably hung on for a second and then dis-

engaged themselves. This kind of work was very dis-

couraging and I gave it up. The day was perfect for en-
joyment and we spent the remainder of it exploring the
lake. There was such a labyrinth of channels, bays and
open spaces between the islands that Lucius and I were
both bewildered, and had we been alone would no doubt
have been lost; but the little Indian had no trouble in
bringing us back to our camp at supper time. I should
have enjoyed taking some of the big trout that I know
inhabit this lake, but we had a very interesting time
nevertheless.
On our return we passed over the same course taken in

going in until we reached Spring Lake. Here we camped
Thursday afternoon by the side of a delicious spring,
from which the lake takes its name, and remained until
Friday morning. At this spot an event occurred which
is worth mentioning. After pitching the tent Lucius
and Clark went in to the woods with their rifles to hunt
game. The tent was pitched on a knoll about 100ft. from
the water and there was a trail running past it down to

the lake. I started down the trail to go to the lake, I

saw an animal about the size of a cub bear, which it re-

sembled very much, cross the trail and run into the
bushes. I thought it was a cub and instantly made up my
mind that the mother was near at hand and that I had
my foot in it, so to speak. The boys had the two rifles,

but had left me the shotgun, which stood leaning against
an adjacent tree. I did not know how it was charged,
but I hastily got possesion of it and stood with bated
breath and shaking knees waiting for the onslaught of
the old gal. After a few seconds of suspense, hearing no
disturbance, I concluded to investigate the intruder. Pro-
ceeding down the trail ready for battle at close quarters,
my heart thumping like a trip hammer and my knees
quaking, I detected a movement in the bushes and halted
to take observations. I saw my visitor at the foot of a
big pine tree, and more than ever impressed with the idea
that it was a cub, I began to think discretion might be
the better part of valor and a retreat the best thing I

could do. By this time I was wrought to a state of ex-
treme excitement, and utterly regardless of consequences
blazed away at the creature and had the satisfaction of
seeing it roll over, make several spasmodic kicks and re-

main motionless. I must be strictly truthful in narrating
this event, and say that after I saw my victim apparently
dead, I did not have sufficient courage to approach it, for
I still feared the old one was in the vicinity, and if she
saw me bending over her dead offspring I might never
see my friends again. So I went back to the tent, re-

charged my gun with buckshot and awaited events. In a
few moments Lucius and Clark, having heard the report
of my gun, came running to the camp fearing I was in
trouble. I told Clark I had shot a bear, but was afraid to
go near it. He ran at once to the spot. I would like to
draw the curtain here and not tell the rest of the story,
but that would not be fair. As Clark saw the game he
made the woods ring with laughter, for he had the joke
on me in great shape. I had shot a measly porcupine, an
inoffensive creature that the children in the region kill

with clubs.

I did not sleep well this night, notwithstanding Clark
had made me an extra thick bed of balsam boughs. We
were booked to remain nearly a week longer in the woods,
as the team, by arrangement before starting, would not
come for us until the following Wednesday. Here was a
dilemma. I woke up Friday morning quite feverish and
feeling badly, with a desire to get out of the woods greatly
increased, but how to do so was the problem that con-
fronted me. On our way into the wilderness the team
passed along the shore of Black Oak Lake. It occurred
to me that if we could got from Spring Lake into Black
Oak we could by our boat lessen the distance to the rail-

road station by six miles, and being that much nearer
something might turn up to help us out. But this carry
of half a mile was the stumbling block. As good luck
would have it, while we were preparing breakfast we
heard approaching footsteps and saw a man coming along
the trail. Where the human face is so seldom seen, as
is the case in this wilderness, there exists a bond of
human fellowship among all who meet, except Indians.
Our visitor proved to be a squatter living somewhere
away over in the woods. He appeared to be a very
decent sort of a fellow. I told him of my desire to get
into Black Oak Lake and that as I was not feeling very
well I did not like to undertake the labor of moving our
traps with ouly the two boys for assistants. "Well," he
said, "if that is what you want you shall get into Black
Oak Lake almost before you know it. Now, you just sit

down on that log, and when your guide and I have packed
up your traps we will carry them over to the lake, and
all you need to do is to carry yourself over there." I was
very glad to accept his friendly aid I can assure you.
Clark and Bane, for that was the man's name, hustled
our things over to Anderson's, where we embarked and
rowed across, and then they repeated the performance
into Black Oak. Our quondam friend here bade us good-
bye, refusing to accept any remuneration for his services.

We proceeded along Black Oak Lake, arriving at the foot
about noon, where we again pitched our tent.

If Thousand Island Lake is beautiful, Black Oak Lake
is grand and imposing. I could not help thinking that it

was a great pity that such a grand body of water should
be so far removed from civilization. As we traversed it

on our way to its foot the water was like a mirror, deep
green in color, showing great depth. It is said to be full

of lake trout, but I did not try them, remembering my
failure in Thousand Island Lake. While making our
camp a stiff breeze sprang up from the northwest, and the
waves began to roll up on the sandy beach in front of the
tent. We were camped in a very beautiful spot just back
of the beach, which was composed of clear white sand
such as I have seen only at the ocean. The waves as they
came rolling in formed a surf which was so inviting that
Lucius and I could not resist the temptation to take a bath
in them. It was the most delightful swim I think I ever
enjoyed. After dinner, refreshed by the bath, we rowed
to thAnd of a deep bay that looked very inviting, on a
tour of exploration. Here we found a trail leading into

the woods which we followed a short distance, where it

terminated at another lovely little lake. This we could
not explore, as I did not care to drag the boat to it, but
there were evidences of its being a fine fishing water, as
we found an old raft with fishing-poles and fish-boxes on
it, all going to decay, showing that at some remote time
some one had been in the habit of coming here to fish.

We afterward found the frame of a shanty near the local-

ity on a branch trail, that Clark said had been occupied
by fishermen. I thought it might have heen a lumber-
man's shanty, but Clark said it was too small for a lumber-
man's camp. He was certain that the place had been the
shelter of fishermen who have spent their vacation on
Black Oak and other lakes in the vicinity. Rambling
around in these out-of-the-way places is full of interest to
the novice in the wilderness. And in this way we spent
the afternoon.
Returning to camp we had our supper, after which we

started out to visit other portions of the lake. The intense
solitude of these sequestered spots, especially as evening
begins to draw the curtains of night about one, is almost

awe-inspiring; and I expect one must live a long time
under such invironments before he can shake off the feel-
ing of oppression that takes possession of him. The wind
subsided as the sun went down, and again the surface of
the lake was like a mirror. Under the shadow of rocky
bluffs we pursued our way, marveling at the handiwork
of nature that had carved into fantastic shapes the huge
bowlders that lined the shores and in other places had
laid up a wall of rock as though set in masonry, so smooth
and symmetrical was it-

Here occurred an incident that I shall always remem-
ber, as its weird effects are ineradicable. We noticed that
our ordinary tone of voice in conversation was taken up
by the echo over the nearest shore and increased in vol-
ume, was thrown across the lake, and from that point
carried to the other portions of the lake, or other lakes
perhaps, for it would continue to roll on and on until dis-
tance alone prevented our catching the sound. If an or-
dinary tone could have such an effect, I wondered what
would be the result produced by the discharge of a gun.
Acting upon the suggestion Lucius fired his shotgun and
for fully five minutes the sound rolled from one shore to
another and from one lake to another until it seemed as
though a fierce battle of musketry was going on for miles
and miles around us. We remained on this lake until a
late hour awakening the echo with voice and guns, and
then to bed.
On our way into the wilderness on the preceding Mon-

day we had passed near a large lumber mill about three
miles from where we were then camped, and Saturday
morning I sent Clark there to see if he could hire a team
and wagon to take us to State Line. He returned vpry
soon with the conveyance and we reached State Line just
in time to take the noon train home. Thus we left the
wilderness five days sooner than we had expected to do,
and it was none too soon either, for I was quite upset with
the rough experience I had, and was very glad to get
back to my comfortable bed and regular rations. To
thoroughly enjoy a sojourn in what I consider this wilder-
ness to be, a paradise for the anglers, it would be folly to
go as I did. The companionship of a boy is very delight-
ful under some circumstances; but in such a place as this
one wants congenial associates. This given, all the rest
of one's pleasure can be plucked hand by hand as you
gather the rich fruit from your vines. With a select
party of kindred spirits one would find every placid lake
a storehouse of pleasure, the balsam ladened atmosphere
would be more exhilarating, the grand exhibition of the
works of Nature more imposing, and the camp-fire more
entertaining. Man was not made to enjoy these things
alone.

It was our aim to follow the chain of lakes through to
Mamatoish on the other line, but as we could not secure
guides to take us through we had to abandon the project.
This is the trip to take, for I am told we did not see the
most beautiful portion of the country or the prettiest
lakes. Were I to undertake this trip again I should want
a jolly party of fellows, say three or four, three guides
capable of doing all the heavy work, and to go through
the thirty or forty lakes in the chain mentioned above.
A rapid journey can be completed in five days, but two
weeks spent en route would be none too long for such a
party to enjoy every minute of it. A wall tent 12x14ft.
for the party, a smaller tent for the guides, a strong flat-

bottom boat for camp equipment and supplies and two
birch bark canoes would constitute about all the necessary
appliances for the journey. En route the party would
probably like to camp for a day or two each on such lakes
Black Oak, Thousand Island, Palmer, Whitcomb, Aurea,
Flora, Crab and Manetowish; and it would be the event
of a life in outdoor sports. With such guides as Louie
and Oliver Thomas, and John Draper, all of whom know
the country thoroughly, the trip could be made in com-
fort and every minute enjoyed.- If you should ever de-
sire to catch fish until weary of the sport, join such aparty
and visit the lakes of Oneida county, Wis. I will guar-
antee that you will not have to work hard to find where
the bass are located, and the result of a day's fishing will
be a revelation to you. All the bass have to do in these
lakes is to multiply, for not enough of them are taken out
to make a mark. There are plenty of lakes where a line

has never been cast and they are alive with bass.

Frank.

The Mastigouche Waters.

We have had from time to time enticing reports of the
trout fishing enjoyed by the Mastigouche Fishing Club in
their waters some eighty miles from Quebec, and an im-
pression has been given that the Mastigouche was not open
to outsiders. This is a mistake. Some of the waters are
reserved, but there is an abundance of territory free to all;

and from what a Montreal correspondent tells us, the
Mastigouche region offers decided attractions to trout fish-

ermen. He says: "The Mastigouche House opens about
May 20, the ice usually going out of the lakes from the
13th to the 20th, according as the season is early or late.

Fly-fishing begins as soon as the snow broth runs off, and
is very good the last week of May and first week in June;
in fact it is good all through June, but the black flies and
mosquitoes begin to get in their work in great shape early
in that month, and keep it up until about August 1.

A person can have a good comfortable time with good
fishing, and stay at the main camp; but if one wants to
rough it, he can take tent, guide and canoe and go to
some of the lakes a few miles distant. Any of the trout
flies used in the Adirondacks are suitable for our waters.
A person wishing to go to these lakes had better go to the
Canadian Pacific Railway Co, here, and ask for return
ticket to the Mastigouche House, fare $6.70 for the round
trip, including buckboard from St. Gabriel, the railroad
station, to club house and return to St. Gabriel. On
arrival at the latter place by rail about 9 P. M., the driver
of the buckboard, who meets the train, will take the
checks and baggage to the hotel and be ready next morn-
ing to start for the house at any time passengers may desire.

The scenery is fine, perhaps not so grand as some parts
of the Adirondacks, but it has a peculiar charm of its own
that is very delightful. We do not catch any of those big
8 and 10-pounders that the Rangeley sportsmen tell about,
but an occasional 3 or 41b. trout is not altogether a rarity
in our waters."
Mr. E. M. Copeland is in charge of the club house and

hotel; the post office address is St. Gabriel de Brandon, Que.

Tfie Forest AND Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.
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ANGLING NOTES.

The Thomson Mills Fishway.

I have received the following letter from Mr. W.
Hubert Rogers, inventor and builder of two of the Hud-
son River fishways:

"I was very glad to read your defense of the present

location of the fishway at Thomson's Mills, in Forest and
Stream of this week. You have taken the right ground
in the matter.

"I was with my fa,ther when the location was made,
and also superintended the construction of the fishway.

The driftwood problem was thoroughly considered, and
with ordinary care it seemed all trouble of this kind would
be averted.

•'I incline to your opinion, that the fa.ult lies in the re-

building of the upper end destroyed by the washing away
of the bulkhead or feeder wall of the mill.

"At a small expense this trouble can be remedied with-
out moving the fishway; while to move It would entail a
considerable expenditure of money and ruin its useful-

ness. There is no place on the dam so favorable to all the
conditions of a successful fishway as the present location,

and I earnestly hope that before the question of moving
it is seriously considered, an effort, at least, may be made
to keep the mill refuse from about the entrance, and that

otherwise due care may be given it. If that be done the
people above will have no cause to complain.

"It has occurred to me that possibly in rebuilding the

wrecked portion of the mill, changes may have been
made whereby the refuse may be dumped or fall directly

at the head of the fishway. It seems not improbable to

me, knowing the place as I do. Even so, to move the
structure would be a mistake when the remedy is so

easy."

Ouananiche in the Hudson.

Last week I read a paper in the hall of the Young
Men's Christian Association, where the Mohican Rod and
Gun Club had been invited, upon the necessity of build-

ing fishways in the Upper Hudson before the river could
become a self-sustaining salmon stream, and in the paper
described the salmon, its habits, appearance, etc. The
next day a gentleman, Mr. John Sherman, called npon
me and said that after listening to my paper he was con-
vinced that I had solved the identity of two strange fish

caught in the "Big Bay" of the Hudson, a few miles above
Glens Falls. He related the circumstances of the capture
thus: Two young men who have always lived on the river
and are perfectly familiar with the fish native to it, were
fishing in Big Bay some days before the date of his visit

to me and caught two fish such as they had never before
seen. They weighed when dressed 4J and S^lbs. respec-
tively, and undoubtedly belonged to the salmon family;
and from my description he would pronounce them sea
salmon, except that he could not reconcile the size of the
captured fish with my statement that as smolts the young
salmon go to sea weighing 2 or 3oz., after which the fish

could not return to Big Bay because of the obstructions in
the stream. I told him that I could clear up the mystery
for him without assuming, as he did, that two sea-going
salmon had for some unknown reason remained in fresh
water until they reached the weights given of the cap-
tured fish. Clendon Brook, a trout stream in which sea
salmon fry had been planted since 1884, flows into the
Hudson at the head of Big Bay, and the salmon fry have
done remarkably well in it for ten years. In 1887 I
planted in this brook 20,000 landlocked salmon by direc-
tion of Prof. Baird, who thought as the sea salmon did
so well there the fresh-water salmon might do as well. I
never had any faith in the ultimate success of the plant,
for the river does not furnish food or temperature of
water for the fresh-water salmon when they have out-
grown the brook. The fish Mr. Sherman reported to me
may have been grown from the plant of landlocked
salmon made in 1887; if so, it is the only result obtained
from the plant as far as I have been able to learn.

Salmon Planting in the Hudson.
Four years ago, by direction of the U. S. Fish Commis-

sioner, I examined and mapped the trout streams in Sara-
toga county flowing into the Hudson River, preparatory
to the receipt of 20,000 yearling salmon, which were to be
sent to me for planting. As the yearlings began to die,
some of them, between Bucksport and Boston, the car
came only to Troy, where the survivors were put into the
river. I was so impressed with the fitness of Saratoga
county streams for salmon fry, that I suggested them to
Supt. Mather as the place for planting fry this year. All
the streams I examined are trout streams, and all come
together in a fair sized brook which flows into the Snook-
Kill, and which in turn emptied into the Hudson below
Fort Edward, so the salmon find no obstructions between
the place of planting and the sea, except such as are
covered with fishways. Accordingly the entire plant this
year, a small one as compared with other years, of 55,000
iry and 180 yearlings, was made in the Saratoga county
streams. During the eleven years that I have assisted in
planting salmon fry in the Hudson I have not seen a
better, stronger lot than those of this year. The fry were
twenty-two hours on the road between the hatchery of
Cold Spring Harbor and the place of planting, and when
I took the temperature of the water 1 found it 51 degrees
in the can and 50 degrees in the brook.

Transplanting Pike-Perch.
In 1880, Mr. Myron O. Brown, proprietor of the Saga-

more Hotel, at Bolton, Lake George, procured at his own
expense from Lake Champlain, ninety pike-perch, weigh-
ing from one-half to 21bs. each, and planted them in Lake
George. Not long after a dead fish of this plant, prob-
ably, was found floating on the water. With this excep-
tion nothing was seen of the fish until last year one was
reported to have been caught near Green Island. Mr.
Brown has long considered his pike-perch planting a
failure, but I have maintained that they have remained
in the lake, for they have water, food, spawning grounds,
everything to their liking; but they never have been
fished for systematically in waters where they would be
likely to be found. Few, comparatively, know of the
plant, but with so many people fishing for black bass in
the lake each season, it is strange that not a pike-perch
has been caught, so far as known.
Now Mr. Brown tells me that during the last days of

April pike-perch were seen by scores, if not by hundreds
spawning around the shores of Green Island. First, the
captain of his steam yacht saw the dorsal fin of a' fish

sticking out of water near the shore, and supposed it to be
a pike, Esox hieius, commonly called a pickerel, but a

closer examination developed a fish with two dorsal fins.

Alec Taylor, one of the best fishermen on the lake, then
made an examination and found pike-perch in pairs and
groups of four, five and six, all along the shore, some of

these fish estimated to weigh 10 and 12lbs. each. So far

the shores of Green Island only have been examined, but

it shows conclusively that another excellent game and
food fish has been added to the list of fishes inhabiting

the waters of Lake George. From the number of spawn-
ing fish seen about Green Island one must admit that this

lake is well stocked with pike-perch, and probably efforts

will be made to catch them this season, and their haunts
wdl be located.
This reminds me that except in the Susquehanna River

there is no close season provided by the general game law
for pike-perch in the State of New York.

Ouananiche and Saibling at Sunapee.

The ice went out of Sunapee Lake, N. H., on April 20,

and Commissioner Wentworth writes that on the next
day the fish, salmon, trout and saibling, were breaking
water in every direction. On the 23d 17 salmon and
saibling were taken at one point. Commissioner Went
worth and Mr. Alonzo Cheney, who is in charge of the
Sunapee hatchery, agree in saying the fishing is far better

this year than in many years before. Saibling of 4 and
51bs. have been taken, and Mr. Cheney caught one salmon
of only 2+lbs, , which is a rarity, as they are not generally
caught under about 51bs. Up to the 29th it is claimed, so

Commissioner Wentworth writes, that more salmon trout

and saibling were caught on our noted fishing ground
than were caught altogether last season on the same
ground. The one objection to Sunapee Lake as a fishing

resort in former years has been the lack of comfortable
quarters, boats and guides. As will be seen in an adver-
tisement in Forest and Stream, this has been remedied,
and Soo-nipi Lodge offers every convenience for the
angler and his family.

Lake Trout Are Up.

After four weeks of speculation as to whether the lake
trout would be at the surface of the water or the bottom
of the lake when it became legal to fish for them, on May
1 fishermen who have been complaining because the ice

went out of Lake George a month earlier than usual and
a month before the close season for lake trout fishing

expired, have had an opportunity to set all doubt at rest

on this subject and have discovered that all the kicking
against circumstances has been wasted energy.
Tuesday, May 1, was a perfect day for fishing, and

fishermen and lake trout met on the surface at Lake
George, and when the sun went down there was a tale to

tell, worth the telling where big scores are in order!
Here are some of the catches: Justice C. S. Enches and
Deputy Sheriff Earl B. Smitn, of Glens Falls, fished near
the Sagamore, at Bolton, and caught fifteen trout weigh-
ing 921bs. They fished only the first day of the season,
returning home at night. Mr. Smith told me that from
the Sagamore dock he counted thirty rowboats and three
steam launches in sight at one time, the occupants all

trolling for trout. The most of this catch was taken at
the surface without any sinker on the lines. The boats
from Bolton caught over 5001bs. of trout the first day.

1 trolled for lake trout at the surface for more than
twenty years before I saw one jump above the surface,
and put it on record over and over that they did not
jump, although they come up and make a "boil" at the
surface that is unmistakable. One May morning I saw
two big trout jump, fair and square, above the surface
within an hour. Mr. Smith says that on May 1 of this
year trout were frequently seen jumping above the sur-
face. A New York angler was out early at Caldwell, the
head of the lake, where little fishing is done at this season,
but he caught six trout, one of lOlbs. , and went south on
the 11 A. M. train.

Mr. George N Finch, Sheriff of Washington county;
Supervisor N. E. Baker, of Salem, and Deputy Sheriff
Morrison, of Sandy Hill, fished on Tuesday and part of
Wednesday with the result that they caught 27 trout, the
largest l4jlbs. They were caught south and east of Dome
Island. Mr. Finch told me that every trout but one was
taken at the surface with unleaded lines.

Hon. D. P. McQueen and Hon. A. J. Quackenbush, of
Schenectady; J. H. Madden, E. F. Dean and J. G. McKee,
of Glens Falls, fishing the same length of time as the
Finch party and in the same portion of the lake, caught
124lbs. of trout. The largest one dressed 10 'lbs. , and there
were 24 fish in the string, and all were caught at the sur-
face. From this it may be inferred that the lake trout are
"up" and it is a good time to go a-fishing with reasonable
certainty of success.

After the Rain.

In notes last week I said that it was raining at the tim e
I was writing, a rain that promised to improve the stream
fishing in northern New York. Well, we have not yet had
rain enough nor has it been warm enough to thoroughly
thaw the trout out. I went out May 2 just to see if trout
would rise to the fly. At the head of a little stream there
was once a pond and a pool still remains, and in it an 8in.
trout rose to a Marston's-fancy, then two more scarcely
6in. long rose to the same fly. I went down me little

stream and by borrowing a worm from my companion,
Mr.W. E. Baldwin, of the Mohican Club, I caught a 12in.
trout. It should have weighed a pound but I do not
think it weighed ten ounces. Lean and lank, it was in
no condition to be eaten; nor was it active. Of twenty
odd trout hooked only one was in good condition, and ex-
cept the three that rose to the fly the trout were in the
deep holes—not one on the rapids. For two weeks the
brooks have been fished daily for these half-fed trout that
have not recovered from the semi-torpor of winter. The
streams are low, no food has washed into them, and the
insect food is not yet hatched out in the water, although
the insects of the air are on the wing occasionally.

I am more than ever convinced that trout fishing in the
streams of northern New York should not open legally
before the middle of May. I would not give a brass
farthing for such fishing as I had, and yet I had a good
time. The meadows were covered with violets, and on
low ground I picked cowslips and stuck them in my hat
and in the button hole of my fishing coat. I sat under a
leafless tree in the sun and smoked more than one cigar,
and finally stretched myself on the scant turf and felt

creeping things trying to crawl down my neck and up
my sleeves. I got my feet wet and my legs too, and I

came home tired and hungry, with a burned face, and
although I did not have a blessed trout, I knew I had been
a-fishing. and that night I slept as well as though I had
caught lOlbs., and far better than I would had I killed

one 5in. trout. A. N. Cheney.

FISHING COMMENCED IN CANADA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As foretold in these columns a week or two ago, the

angling season in Canada has commenced unusually
early this year, more than a fortnight, in fact, earlier

than usual. For the first time in many years the ice had
altogether left Lake Beaufort prior to May 1, and a num-
ber of fine trout have already fallen victims to the angler's

delusions in this gem of Canadian waters.
Tne ice left Lake St. John yesterday (Wednesday)

morning, some sixteen days earlier than usual. The
water is exceedingly high, having risen some 23ft.

within the last fifteen or twenty days. The bait-fishing

for ouananiche must now be good at Pointe Bleue and
along the Roberval shore of Lake St. John, and the
"little salmon" of the Montagnais Indians always rises

readily to the fly from about the second day after the dis-

appearance of the ice both in the mouths of the Ouiat-
chouan and Metabetchouan rivers. A number of Quebec
anglers are leaving for these fishing grounds in the early
part of next week and no doubt some heavy catches will

be reported by the time that these lines appear in print.

The end of next week and the whole of the week follow-

ing ought to see about the best of the spring fishing for

ouananiche in tlie westerly and southerly portions of

Lake St. John. Within less than a week of the time
that ouananiche fishing usually commences in the Ouiat-
chouan and Metabetchouan it ought this year to be at an
end. It usually lasts about three weeks, but much
depends upon the condition of the lake, for the fish leave
it and the mouths of its tributaries, or at all events cease

to rise in them when the water perceptibly lowers. This
is usually some twenty days after the departure of the
rise, after which the fish are found in great numbers in

the rapid waters of the Grand Discharge. This year,
therefore, the ouananiche fishing at the Grand Discharge,
which usually commences about June 12 to 15", ought to

be very good by the end of the present month.
The hotels at Roberval and the Grand Discharge will

only open on June 1, but country board can be had at
Roberval at all times. Among other fishermen who
write me that they are coming up this way for ouananiche
this spring are Mr, Geo. Hart, superintendent of the
Waterbury Watch Company and party, and Mr. R. Plumb
of Detroit and a number of friends. Plenty of good sound
leaders and a fair supply of large trout flies and of salmon
flies tied on number 3 and number 4 hooks will be found
useful in ouananiche waters here, both throughout this

month and in the early part of June. Later on, the size

of the flies used must be reduced.
A day or two ago I received a message, through a

mutual friend, from Mr. A. P. Low, the Canadian govern-
ment explorer, who was the first to thoroughly survey
Lake Mistassini, and who has now succeeded in doing
something else that was never accomplished before, that
is, to conduct an expedition through the interior of Lab-
rador from Lake St. John to Ungava. The letter, which
is full of interesting details of the perilous journey and of
the magnificent canyons of the Ungava River, etc., left

Hamilton Inlet, where the expedition wintered, on
December 5, and so occupied within a day or two of five

months in reaching Quebec. The explorers were to have
started last month on a new attempt to traverse the Lab-
rador peninsula, this time from east to west, or from the
Atlantic to Hudson Bay—a journey through a practically
unknown territory, and necessitating the crossing of
more than 20 degrees of longitude. E. T, D. Chambers,
Quebec, May 3.

A TEN-POUND WEAKFISH.
Philadelphia, May 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Mr.
William Cook, for several seasons a sojourner at Atlantic
City, N. J., in his own house, purposely erected by him
very close to the fishing waters of the place, is credibly
reported to have offered a premium of $10 for a lOlbs.

weakfish (squeteague) within the two seasons last past.

Mr. Cook died. I then took up and continued his offer of
a $10 premium for a lOlbs. weakfish.
To-day I am in receipt of a remarkably fine specimen

of this fish sent by Mr. George Washington Watson
(known locally as "Wash" Watson, with whom I have
fished for a number of years at Atlantic City), which
weighed, on receipt, 91bs. 7oz. and measured 2ft. 7-£in.

from muzzle to tail end, and was 6|in. deep and 3jin.
thick and 17Jin. in extreme girth. What it weighed when
taken from the water I do not yet know, but I have no
doubt that it turned the scale at more than lOlbs.

I have caught many of these fish, some of them weigh-
ing 8 to 9flbs., on a very thin sea grass line and a 9oz.
rod, but I have never seen one so large as this, and I have
never known of one of the same kind taken at this season
of the year.
However, there are some things I do know. One of

these is, that the capture of this fish with light tackle
affords sport in autumn that but few anglers appreciate;
another is. that Capt. Watson, of the Chester Brown,
knows as much, if not more, than any other man on
Absecon Beach about the habits of this fish and how to
catch him.

I expect to lose the sight of a ten-dollar bill through the
landing of this big weakfish! If I do, I shall count the
cost as cheap for the sight of such a beauty.

I cannot close this without a reference to the statement
made at the Fisheries Conference, held last December in
your city, to the effect that weakfish do not bite on the
hook. As I have caught some thousands of them with
bait on hook, I feel that I must enter my humble protest
against such an assertion as one devoid of foundation in
fact and as utterly devoid of any foundation whatever.
It is well known—and it is thoroughly well known—that
weakfish take the bait; and when they take it, the angler
had. better lookout for his light tackle. If his terrific

darts and desperate pulls do not give the fellow at the
other end all he wa nts to do for some minutes, then he is a
different kind of a roe from that which I have tackled off

Absecon Beach for more than twenty years past.

Alfred Hand.
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MAINE WATERS.
The ice is out of all the Maine trout lakes, and much

earlier than usual. Mooaehead cleared on the afternoon
of April 30, twenty days earlier than in 1893. It is always
expected that the Rangeleys will clear within a couple of
days after Moosehead, and this year the usual conditions
were carried out. Word came from Richardson Lake on
the morning of May 2 that the ice was out, and in the
afternoon the telegraph announced that Mooselucma-
guntic and liangeley were clear; eighteen days earlier

.than last year. But after all this clearing of the ice from
the celebrated trout lakes of Maine is not the earliest on
record, though earlier than the average for the past four-
teen or fifteen years. In 1882, as may de seen by the files

of the Forest and Stream, the Rangeley Lakes cleared of
ice on May Vi; in 1883, May 14; 1884, May 13; 1885, May
15; 1886, May 3; 1887, May 16; 1888, May 21; 18S9, April
30; 1890, May 9; 1891, May 10; 1892, May 4; 1893, May 20;

1894, May a.

This early clearing of the ice has taken the trout fisher-

men who annually visit the Maine lakes, by surprise, and
not the usual number are "on the wing" for their favorite
trout waters. Hundreds of them will go a-fishing, but
they will not be on the ground directly after the ice is

out as is usually the case. The Produce party, some
twenty-five in number, will be ready to start in a few
days. They have their steamer on Moosehead already
engaged. Mr. O. A. Dennen will have the annex to the
Kineo House open and ready for them. The Lake House
at Greenville, at the foot of the lake, is also open. Other
parties to Moosehead will follow, and one or two sports-
men have already gone, in fact. The Tuttle party will
early leave for the Rangeleys. Mr. Tuttle has annually
visited his handsome camps at the foot of Rangeley Lake
for many years. Mr. S. C. Dizer, with Mrs. Dizer, will
start for the Birches, Mooselucmaguntic Lake, on Monday
of this week. It is rather earlier than he expected to go,
but the ice is out and he is an enthusiast as to the Maine
lakes and his rifle is fast becoming so. Hence they have
concluded to be off. They will doubtless visit Kennebago
for a day or two before their return. Mr. Dizer thinks
Kennebago is one of the most beautiful lakes in the
world.
Mr. L. Dana Chapman arranged for the taking and

transportation of about 2,000,000 smelt eggs for the Me-
gantic waters from Lake Auburn. Commissioner Henry
O. Stanley has arranged for the taking of the eggs. The
Megantic waters are to have food for the landlocked sal-

mon. It is understood that on the bottom of the breed-
ing streams running into Lake Auburn the smelt eggs, at
this time of the year, are to be found to the depth of
nearly an inch, in some locations. The Megantic Club's
new fish hatchery is completed and will be put in use this

fall. It has a capacity of 800,000 trout or salmon fry.

Mr. Chapman hopes to be there at the time of taking the
;fish and the eggs.

Mr. Henry E. Cobb, with Mr. March, will go to the
Inglewood Club waters on the 17th of May for landlocked
iSalnion and trout fishing. The ice is out of those waters,
.and the gentlemen will doubtless be accompanied by
.other members of the club.

Mr. Claude H. Tarbox, of Byfield, with his friend C. O.
Bailey has made another trip to the trout brooks. The
.gentlemen suggested to ''The Col." that he go with them.
Now the Col. lias been a great fisherman in his day, and
you only have to mention the trout streams to start him
loff. Tarbox and Bailey suggested that he meet them at
a certain turn in the road at 5 o'clock A. M. He would
be there. They warned him that his age was telling on
him, and that if he was not on hand he would be left. At
five in the morning he was not there, and they started
vwithout him. A few minutes later he appeared, and they
took him in. They reached the stream. Both the other
jnien caught trout till eighteen or nineteen swelled their
creels, but not a trout could the Col. get. He allowed
that it was his hook, since he had strike after strike; and
Mr. Tarbox opened his fly-book to the Col.'s service. But
the results were no better. He could not catch a fish. The
other men finally allowed that it was his advancing years
telling on him—he is only about 50. He could not get
started in the morning, and he had failed to catch fish.

He will try the boys again.
• Reports of good fishing begin to come in. From Lake
Auburn in Maine some good trout have been taken.
These trout are described as very handsome and gamy.
They resemble the famous Swan Lake trout, from the lake
of that name in Belfast. From Moosehead there are also
reports of good fishing. Mr. O. S. Ham, of Lewiston,
Me. , writes his friend, Mr. Harry B. Moore, of J. E. Soper
& Co., Boston Chamber of Commerce, that he went to
Moosehead May 2, the day the ice was fairly cleared. With
his guide he went to a camp up the lake about five miles
above Kineo. He fished there one day, with the result of
28 square-tailed trout, the number weighing a trifle over
421bs. He was satisfied with this string, and immediately
wrote his friend to come on. But Mr. Moore will hardly
take in Moosehead this spring. He hopes to make a trip

to the Inglewood preserve a little later in the season.
There is another proof positive that the trout is on,

though it is very early. A 14-pound laker, or togue, was
shown in Dame, Stoddard & Kendall's window on Satur-
day. This big trout was 30in. in length. It was taken
from Newfound Lake, in New Hampshire, a day or two
before, by Mr. Samuel Wax, the Temple place confectioner:
The card on the trout stated that it was taken on one of
the Never-break rods of that firm.

Mr. Leroy S. Brown has a letter from the Inglewood
Club preserve, stating that the ice left the lake on May 3,

exactly the same date as a year ago. A large party of the
Club members is fitting out to start on the 17th. A list of
names will be appended later. Another party will follow
a week or two later. Special,

"Away Up North."
Brooklyn, N. Y.—1 was up after ouananiche as soon

as the railroad was opened, in fact I went part of the
way on the construction car. I think there is no game
fish in the country equal to it, taking all things into con-
sideration. I am much pleased with the papers "Away
Up North," having been over most of the ground men-
tioned. Oh! that climb up from the Montreal River. But
it pays. Th« writer mentions a guid« from Mattawan,
named Gus Pillou, I know of no better man in Mattawan
for the purpose, only keep away from him the curse of
the Red Man. He is a most thorough woodsman and
strong withal, both in the canoe and on the portage.

^Medicus.

NEWS FROM FISHING WATERS.
Canadensis, Pa., April 30.—The fishing in the Broad-

head and other streams in the immediate vicinity of
Canadensis is better this spring than usual, which is prob-
ably due to the stocking done each year recently to a lim-
ited extent, coupled with the favorable natural conditions
prevailing there. Messrs. Price Brothers, at their Spruce
Cabin Inn extend a cordial welcome to fishermen and
furnish comfortable accommodations, with livery if

desired. Mr. Milton Price one afternoon last week caught
16 trout weighing 71bs. But the large catches are not by
any means confined to the natives, as a guest this week
in a day and a half's fishing hooked 68 fish, of which he
retained 40 of fair size, ranging from 6 to llin., using the
fly wholly. Canadensis is reached via Cresco, 106 miles
from New York, on D., L. & W. Railroad. G.

Abbot Village, Me., May 2.—The ice went out of
Moosehead Lake Tuesday, May 1. F. S. Bunker.

Dingman's Ferry, Pa., May 1.—Two guests of the High
Falls Hotel, Mr. Stebb and Mr. McCabe, of New York,
fished Dingman Creek to-day from Adams's saw mill to
Fulmer Landing, taking 40 and 30 fine trout, beauties,
all nice size. Herman Lange took 17 handsome trout,

also from Dingman Greek. The prospect is for good fish-

ing. Philip F. Fulmer.
P. S.—Two more of our guests have just come in, hav-

ing fished over three miles—about four hours—and have
brought in 121bs.—40 fish. P. F. F.

Flagstaff, Me., May 1.—In Kibby Valley the ice is

out of all the small ponds, and by the third of this month
will be out of Spring Lake. Being the largest lake in the
Dead River region it is the last to open up. We are already
taking trout from the small ponds on a fly. Last night
the fish rose very readily to the red-ibis, and 9 were
taken in one hour's fishing. A. B. Douglass.

Sunapee Lake.—The eai-ly fishermen at Sunapee Lake
in New Hampshire were unusually successful. The ice,

I am told, went out about April 18. A few days after
there were caught at Blodgett's Landing, in three days'
fishing, 42 landlocked salmon and trout weighing from 3

to lOlbs. each. Most of these fish were taken from the
wharf, with five smelt for bait. I drove up to the lake
and spent a day and a half, but it was very cold and
rough, and I did not get a fish. A few fish were taken
while I was there, as follows: One salmon of 81bs., one
of 71bs., two of 61bs. and a native trout of a little over
21bs. Smelt seemed to he the only bait the trout or
salmon would take. Several parties tried trolling, but
only one fish, a trout of 4lbs. , was taken. C. M. Stark.

WOODBOURNE, N. Y., May 14.—Fishing is getting good,
the stream has been high until now, the catches this past
week are improving each day, trout begin to rise to flies.

Eli Garrett has made the best catch, the trout averaging
iib., filling a 121b. basket. L. L. Waldorf.

Neversink, N. Y., May 5.—George Sarvens and friend,
stopping at the Neversink Valley House, caught on May
2 and 3 231 fine trout, and 56 good size, larger than have
been caught for years past. James Dart and Stephen
Harten from Brooklyn caught on Friday, May 4, I31bs. of
fine trout out of the Neversink River. Geo. Sarvens.

Dingman's Ferry, Pa., May 5.—Mr. W. J. Stibbs, of
New York city, fished May 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, every day with
splendid success—a basket full of handsome trout. Fished
Dingman Creek and Indian Ladder Creek. All our guests
are well pleased with the fishing. Streams all in fine con-
dition for fishing. " Philip F. Fulmer.

Shad Take Worms, Flies and Grasshoppers.

Washington, D. C, May 2.—On Saturday last, while
fishing with angle worm for white perch, about two miles
above this city, in the Potomac River, we caught two
large roe shad. My little daughter Mabel caught one
which weighed 3^1bs. ; the one I caught weighed over
4ilbs. They were caught fairly in the mouth as though
they had taken the bait.

I have fished on this river for twenty years or more,
and never before had a like experience, nor can I find
any one who has had. I have always understood that
shad could not take a bait of any kind, and when they
come up stream to spawn they do not feed, as their
stomachs are always found empty.

I will appreciate any opinion, or explanation you give
me of this most curious act on the part of shad.

C. COBSON.
[Shad do not come into rivers to feed, hence theyseldom

notice any kind of bait; but in a few localities, notably
Washington, D. O, and Holyoke, Mass., they have been
captured with small and light-colored flies, like white-
miller or white and ibis, dressed on hooks corresponding
in size with No. 6 or 7 Sproat. In his report on the fishes

of Lake Ontario, Dr. Hugh M. Smith, of the U. S. Fish
Commission, notes the taking of shad with grasshopper
bait in the St. Lawrence. The fish were supposed to have
come from a planting of shad in Lake Ontario waters.
He says: "In August, 1881, Mr. H. L. Matheson, of Oswego,
New York, was fishing at that place for black bass. As
an experiment he baited his hook with a grasshopper and
cast his line from the shore of the island into the current,
made somewhat muddy by a strong westerly wind. The
bait was promptly taken, and to his great surprise a 31bs.

shad was landed. More grasshoppers were secured, and
fifteen shad, weighing from 2i to 31bs. were taken in a
few hours. On succeeding days, six, three and two fish

respectively, were caught. Several other parties took one
or two fish each in the same way." Mr. J. V. Sharp re-

poi'ted in these columns that he had seen shad take the
fly in the James River, Va., the fly of medium size and
bright color; on one occasion five roe shad were taken in
an hour.]

Central New York Fishing.

Ithaca, N. Y., May 4.—Overflowing creels of brook
trout are now reported from many parts of this and ad-
joining counties. These reports, however, are of only
recent origin, the beginning of the season and the first

ten days following having been marked by light catches.
Old fishermen declare the prospects for a satisfactory

angling season on Cayuga Lake to be of the right sort,

notwithstanding the notorious resistance to the enforce-

ment of the provisions of the law governing the hauling
of seines, manifested by a certain contingent of citizens.

W. H. Miller, of this city, recently landed a 7ilbs. mas-
calonge on an 8oz. rod, a feat not always easily accom-
plished, when the fighting qualities of Cayuga Lake mas-
calonge are taken into account. M. Chill.

The Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association.

No. 1,020 Arch Street, Philadelphia, May 2—The Amer-
ican Fisheries Society will, by invitation, hold its next
annual meeting in this city, at the rooms, No. 1020 Arch
street, on Wednesday and Thursday, May 16 and 17.

There will he morning and afternoon sessions, at which
papers will be read and discussions had on subjects of inter-
est to our members, all of whom are invited to be present.
In honor of the American Fisheries Society a planked shad

dinner will be served at 7 o'clock on the evening of the 16th
inst., at Reisser's, Fifth and Minor streets, for which tickets
—not transferase—will be issued free to members by the
committee, at the Rooms on Thursday, Friday and Satur-
day. May 10, 11 and 12, between the hours of 4 and 6 P. M.,
and members so desiring can be accompanied by friends on
payment of the cost per capita for the dinner.
Committee: Wm. H. Burkhardt, chairman, Henry C.

Ford, Wm. P. Thompson, John Gay, Jas. H. Miller, H. C.
Demuth, Edward Hagert.

American Fisheries Society.

The annual meeting of the American Fisheries Society
will be held at Philadelphia, at the rooms of the Society for
the Protection of Fish and Game, 1,020 Arch street, on Wed-
nesday, May 16. E. P. Doyle, Sec'y.

Not Much Poetry, But Truth, Perhaps.
When the winter has departed and the river's free from ice,

The angler gets his fish-pole and starts out to entice
Some member of the finny tribe with enthusiasm great,
Enough to be deluded into nibbling at his bait.

He gets him to some favorite spot, and then proceeds to plank
Himself with circumspection upon the river's bank,
And there he waits with patience from early morn till night,
Never doubting if he perseveres that he will get a bite.

With drowsy expectation he sets and sets and sets,
While the great world all around him with action fumes and frets.
From a generou3 twist of pigtail a goodly hunk he gnaws,
And dreamily inspects his bob and chaws and chaws and chaws.

What though empires disappear and vanish at a look,
They're less to him than one good tug upon the cruel hook
That into the wriggling worm he skillfully inserts,

And heaves it back while placidly he squirts and squirts and squirts

Far out into the turbid stream and seeks once more to rest,
And not a wave of trouble rolls across his peaceful breast,
And he seeks to lure the finny tribe with every known device,
When the winter has departed and the river's free from ice.—Upton Department of the Otsego Journal.

TRAIN RACE FROM FLORIDA.
Fast Trip Over the Richmond & Danville from

Jacksonville.

The keen rivalry between The Florida Central & Peninsular and
Eichmond & Danville, "The Florida Short Line," which now has the
government contract for carrying the Southern Mails, and The
Atlantic Coast Liine, which formerly enjoyed that privilege, culminated
in an exciting race between two special trains over those roads from
Jacksonville to New York, yesterday, The Florida Short Line train
winning by an hour and twenty -four minutes, despite a handicap of
thirty-five minutes at the start. Both trains carried a large excursion
party of Florida people. The Atlantic Coast Line train of 5 cars was
scheduled to leave Jacksonville at 10 o'clock Thursday morning, and
Tne Florida Short Line train of 7 cars pulled out at 10:35. Thelatter
train reached Washington at 6:05 yesterday morning, and its rival at
7:29. The victorious train then sped to this city, and in making the
time in less than twenty-four hours, broke the record between Jack-
sonville and New York.—New York Times, April 28, 189U.—Adv.

Unneh

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

May 9 to 12.—Louisville Kennel Club, at Louisville, Ky. St. Marc M.
Munday, Sec'y.
May 30 to June 2.—Alameda County Sportsmen's Association, at

Oakland, California.
Sept. 10 to 14.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone. Sec'y.

Sept. 18 to 21.—Rhode Island State Fair Association, at Cranston, R.
I. W. W. Dexter, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaug

her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 5.—United States Field Trial Club, at Bicknell, Ind. P. T.

Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.

Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells.
Sec'y.
Nov. 23.—Eastern Field Trials Club, at Newton, N. C. W. A. Coster,

Saratoga, N. Y.. Sec'y.
Nov. 23.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Newton, N. C- Dr. G. D. B.

Darby, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

St. Bernard. Club Meeting.

A SPECIAL meeting of the St. Bernard Club of America,
was held at Madison Square Garden, New York, May 1.

The following members were present. W. H. Woodin, J. S.

Hovt, J. Keevan, W. C. Keick, T. M. Burke, J. N. Churchill,
C. A. Pratt, B. P. Johnson, Mrs. J. M. Nicholson, Mrs. A.
M. Hughes, G. P. Wiggin, S. W. Smith, Daniel Mann, H. B.
Turner, William H. Joeckel, Jr., Jas. A. C. Johnson.
Meeting called to order at 8:20 by the President, Mr.

Joeckel.
A proposition of Mr. Terry (of the Hempstead Farm Co.)

to hold a show annually in connection with the Farm Co.
and the other specialty clubs was submitted by Mr. Reick,
and after being informally discussed was approved by the
meeting and referred to the board of governors.
Communication from Mr. H. D. Johnson, of the South

Bend Kennels, in regard to the special prize offered by the
club at the Mascoutah Kennel Club, was read and referred to
the board of governors.
The question of establishing futurity stakes to be decided

at the next dog show of the St. Bernard Club, was taken up
and discussed and the plan was approved and referred to
board of governors for actions.

In response to an invitation to address the meeting, Mr.
Sydney W. Smith said he did not approve of writing down
the dogs as had been done, but at the same time he would
confess that he was a bit disappointed in some of the dogs.
He advised sticking to a certain line of bitches and breeding
from them as practiced in his kennels at home, the result of
which was illustrated in Rustic Beauty. He cautioned in-
tending purchasers not to place too much reliance on press
notices, but rather see the dogs or have some one in whom
they had confidence see them.
A vote of thanks was given Mr. Smith for crossing the

ocean to judge for the club. Meeting adjourned.
Jas. A. C. Johnson, Sec'y pro tern.
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THE SPECIALTY SHOW.

May 1 to 4. Entries 390; Dogs Benched 333.

The members of the five specialty clubs under whose aus-
pices the dog show in Madison Square Garden which closed

last Friday night was held must feel proud of the result of

their efforts. Probably never have the breeds benched beeu
represented in this country by a better class of dogs. The
management of the farm show was extremely liberal in the
matter of prize money, the prizes being identical with those
given by the W. K. C. Then the different clubs devoted to

the breeds represented showed their esprit de corps with
such an array of specials that it must have been a very
unlucky specimen, indeed, that did not secure a piece of the
spoils. Further than this the members entered their very
best dogs, so that all that was requisite to chronicle a com-
plete success was crowded aisles, which means a good gate.

This part of the show, however, was somewhat of a dis-

appointment, though it was quite noticeable that when the
dog show commenced the building took on a more lively

appearance than when the farm exhibits were the only
attraction. The Farm show was something of an innova-
tion and the New York public, being a peculiar people, wait
for the bell-wether—society—to lead them. Once they hear
the tinkle of social success the masses flock and make the
occasion an excuse to see and be seen. Such was the experi-
ence of the horse shows and the W. K. O. dog shows, both
of which have now secured the necessary popularity. The
poultry show is in the transition state and the Farm show,
the youngest venture, has just experienced the chilly recep-
tion that the others did at first.

The date selected was not the most propitious, for this is

the ragged edge of the season, society is feeling [blase and
sighing for the country and Europe, to which many of them
have flown, and others are busy in preparation. Still, a
goodly number of well known people dropped in from time
to time, and the management, far -from being disheartened
at the prospect of a finan-
cial deficit, pluckily an-
nounce that both the
farm and the dog shows
will be repeated next
year, and dates to this
end have already been
claimed.
There is little more to

be said about the dog
show than was told in
last week's issue. The
dogs seemed comfortable
enough in the basement,
and perhaps they were
better off there during
the extreme heat of the
first two days than if

they had been benched
on the main floor. Still,

the basement is a stuffy
place at best, and with
little air circulating, or
ventilating conveniences,
there was in some places
a conglomeration of
smells that was anything
but agreeable at times.
The first day a leakage
of gas seemed to have a
drowsy effect on some of
the dogs, but this being
early remedied and "San-
itas" being freely used, -v-^,.^.-*^*^

the dogs did not suffer.
Spratts Co. did their ut-
most to hide the bare
walls with their lurge
enameled sign ?, and with
electric lights at every
turn the scene at times
was quite a lively one,
and the attendance dur- iBBI^BMWWMff*—
ingthe last two days of
the show was fairly good.
Dr. Glover, as veterin-
arian, had little to do, as
most of the dogs were in
charge of their respective
owners and kennel men,
but as usual he was attentive to his duties, for he is one
of the very few "vets" who have a just appreciation of their
position and its responsibilities. Mr. Mortimer, as manager
of the whole show, was a busy man throughout the week,
and had his mind fully occupied with his executive duties,
the conduct of which was very commendable. He instituted
Mr. A. M. Hughes as superintendent of the dog show depart-
ment, a position which the latter filled very acceptably, and
with a little more, experience he will no doubt be found an
acceptable substitute for Mr. Read, if he cares to take it up.
The judging was, with the exception of a couple of minor
specials, completed the first dav, and taken altogether there
have been few shows where less fault was found with the
judges' decisions. Some mistakes were made, of course, for
no judge is infallible, and if the exhibitor would now and
then review the situation calmly and "put yourself in his
place," many an unkind thought would be left unsaid.A number of prominent fanciers were present during the
show, in fact nearly all whose names are to be found in the
list of awards as well as a fair sprinkling of New Yorkers and
others whose fancy turns to pointers and setters such as
John S. Wise, A. C. Pickhardt, F. S. Webster, G. Muss-
Arnolt, W. Tallman, John C. Sharp, Edward Brooks, of
Boston; Warhani Whitney, of; Rochester, and F. C. Wheeler.
Spratts Co. deserve credit for the way in which they benched
the show, for in benching the St. Bernards they had to circle
one end of the basement, no very easy matter; their feeding
was as usual, good. The aisles were kept clean and the dogs
well bedded with clean straw, and two rings were provided
on the same floor for exercising purposes. Upstairs on themam floor five rings were set apart for the judging, that for
the St. Bernards being the performing ring, where there was
plenty of room to show them off. Spaniels and collies were
a little cramped for room. Before concluding this part of
our report a word is due to that good fancier Mr. Thos. H.
lerry, who assumed so much responsibility in the affair. He
was constantly in attendance and having fully recovered
from his painful illness, he was able to enter into the enjoy
ment of the occasion with zest and courteousness undis-
mayed by the halting public, and that his efforts will meet
with better appreciation next year is, we are sure, the wish
of all of us.

St. Bernards.
Sidney W. Smith, Judge.

Although there were only 81 entries altogether in this
breed, Mr, Smith, who came across the sea to judge, must
feel pleased to know that he had the best we have this sideof
the Alleghames pass before him. The occasion must have
been a pleasant one for him in that he met. once more sev-
eral iour footed friends whom he knew so well when on the
other snle—such as Rustic Beauty, whose curls he seemed
to wonder at, though Arthur Trickett had her looking bet-
ter than ever before; Scottish Leader, Eboracum, Florette,
bunray aud Sir Bedivere, whom he never expected to see
looking so well and hearty—nor did any one else for that
matter. In challenge rough dogs four trooped into the

ring, but there was nothing to touch Sir Bedivere for first,

for he looked as well as we ever saw him, in fact, livelier and
more active than when he was first shown here, and the
question was which should come second. This honor fell to

to that genuine dog Kingston Regent, who was looking
really well, Albany air evidently having had a beneficial ef-

fect. This is, we believe, Mrs. Nicholson, his owners's near-
est approach to challenge honors, and she felt correspond-
ingly proud of her new purchase. Otos took reserve over
Altoneer, though the latter.lost no friends by the decision,

the latter scores very much in head and quality and type,

and is a good all round dog, losing only to Otos in size and
coat. In bitches (4) Rustic Beauty won over Lady Living-
ston, beating her in head and forelegs, though losing in
color and flatness nf coat. Between Sun ray, reserve, and
Miss Anna it must have been close work, the latter's sweet
quality offsetting to some extent Sunray's better bone and
size, but the latter as she gets older improves in expression
and head. Miss Anna never looked better.
Rough open dogs (22), two of which, Lord Dante and

Grand Master, were absent, saw Eboracum the winner, fol-

lowed by Demetrius, who has a good type of head; might be
better in forelegs; good body, though not yet furnished;
better behind than his sire, Kingston Regent, but was not in
proper show condition, being short of coat. Ardmore, third,

might well have taken his.place; he has a better head, better
bone, excellent coat, and was well shown. Roland, Jr., our
opinion of whom is well known, was correctly placed; he
lacks the type and quality of the others. Imperator, reserve,
runs him close, a handsome dog, who with less stop and
more depth of muzzle, a little more rib and truer hocks
would be a good dog, as he was in the pink of condition.
Wach Erdman, vhc., was third at New York and Newark;
he is houndy-headed and light in rib, not much type. Ash-
land Jumbo, also vhc, should be deeper and squarer in muz-
zle, but has a very fair head, excellent skull, shows lots of
type, but has not filled out much in body since the fall;

another year will improve him. Vindex, he, good-headed

C. A. PRATT'S SIR BEDIVERE. (Latest Photograph.)

dog that he is, loses so much in hind parts and coat. Pontiff
II. shows a good deep head, which more stop would improve;
a little light in pasterns and faulty behind; good body, color,
markings and leg bone; should have had another letter at
least. In bitches Swiss Mountain Kennels were again vic-
torious with the typical Florette, who was well shown.
Royal Duchess, second, is a nice sort, beaten in coat and pas-
terns by the other, coat should be flatter. Mascot Bernie
runs up close; she shows lots of quality; a little straight-
faced, but good otherwise; she i* well known. Countess
Madge, sterling good bitch as she is, must always lose on
account of her too white face; she is the best in shape of
head in the class; she showed a lameness in the ring. Miss
Amanda, vhc, has beautiful markings, a nice quality bitch,
well deserving of her card. Alberta, he, deserves her letters,
though plain-faced, and as to Princess Wang, he, more stop,
flatter coat, more size and smaller ears would improve an
otherwise fair bitch. In dog pups Lord Ripon, first at Boston,
won. The other prizes were withheld. In bitches the well-
known Madame B was alone.

Smooth challenge dogs saw Melrose King the winner, for
his only opponent, Scottish Leader, was lame, having been
injured in transit; he was also looking a little light in body,
this will be reversed probably when they meet again, as
Leader gets it in bone, legs, size and depth of head and true
coat. Empress of Contoocook and Miss Alton fought it out
again and the Boston decision was upheld; both were well
shown. In open dogs (9) of course Alton Jr. had things his
own way. Plinlimmon V. coming second, some distance be-
hind, rather plain faced, lacks shadings, fair bone, good body,
faulty tail, but a true smooth; Patrol, well known, runs him
close. Romeo II., fourth, has a rather long, homely head,
but deep, square muzzle, broad blaze and almost white body,
good bone. Victoria Colin, vhc. gets his tail up and is a bit
straight behind, rather bitch-headed, but nice quality. In
bitches (8) Lady Alton won this time, second going to the
equally well known Sunol, who was well shown. Pandora,
third, a very nice bodied bitch, good legs, head like her
mother's, Cleopatra, long, homely and narrow, but deep and
otherwise well shaped. Bellegarde, fourth, was rightly
placed. Neither of these bitches has the right type of head,
Bellegarde being too much on the bloodhound order;
she is well known; Miss Olive, he, deserved her letters,
and Donna Marie might have been mentioned, for'
barring head, which is hound v, she is nicely shaped,
and shows quality. Scottish Ruby and Lady Judith were
absent. In dog pups (4), Emperor of Contoocock won, the
others not being deemed worthy of recognition. In bitches
(3), Minka, second at the W. K. C. show, won over Virgie of
Contoocock. Both had gone when I c*rne to their stalls
Third was withheld. In novice dogs (12) the winners have
all been commented on. Among the mentioned ones, Nero
D. is faulty in ear and hindlegs; Percival is also faulty in the
latter respect; Duke Barry II. has not the best of dispositions
and I could not handle him. In bitches (8), three absent
Pandora was first. Princess Hepsey, second, coat should be

flatter, nice quality. Princess Eulalie, the W. K. C. puppy
winner, third; nice body, coat and legs, head small, but
fairly well shaped, nicely marked if it had a better defined
blaze. Kingstonian Gloria, reserve, was too high and big,
muzzle not square enough, shows some quality.
The struggle between Sir Bedivere and Alton, Jr., provoked

some iuterest, but the decision went to the rough dog, body
and hindlegs being better, though the smooth has the ad-
vantage in skull and depth and squareness of muzzle,
Mr. Smith judged with consistency all through, and his

decisions were well received; the results differing little with
the placings made by some of the home judges.

Collies.
B. McEwen, Judge.

This was Mr. McEwen's first appearance in the ring in this
capacity and that he acquitted himself well, on the whole
was, we believe, the unanimous verdict. The quality of the
dogs shown could not be excelled in this country, and as
many of the winners have so recently appeared at the several
shows it is not necessary to go into any lengthy criticisms.
Sefton Hero, Wellesbourne Charlie and Roslyn Wilkes was
the order in the challenge dog class, Hero scoring his first
challenge ribbon; he was looking well, beating Charlie in
cleanness of head and coat. In bitches Chorlton Phyllis won
rightly, getting it in size, coat, length, cleanness of head, her
ears might be better shown—she pricks them at times
Jakyr Dean, second, loses to Luella in expression and some-
what in shape of head, but is better in ears, the latter's being
a trifle heavy, and she is short of coat.

In open dogs (14) Christopher, Gold Dust, Woodmansterne
Trefoil and Conrad II. was the money order. Christopher
was well shown and Gold Dust also looked better than be-
fore, with a good mane and frill; his head is improving with
age and will do to thicken a little more in skull. Trefoil was
looking in great shape, his coat is of excellent text ure and
taking him all round there are few to beat him, and no' mis-
take would have been made if he had been second, consider-

ing Gold Dust's faulty
hind parts aud loin, andi
in his present condition
he gives Christopher a.
close rub. Conrad II
made a good fourth; he
strikes me as getting a
little strong in head now
he was in fair coat. Hemp-
stead Rex, reserve, was;
at Philadelphia. Princew ilkes, vhc, deserved his.
letters; he is too strong
in head and heavy in ear
to cope with the winners..
iifeshire Mark, vhc, has
a fairish head but is flat
in ribs and short of und
ercoat. Old Bendigo was;
looking well but is show-
ing his age. Blizzard and
Rhoderick Dhout are well
known. Hempstead Tre-
foil was absent.
In bitches (17) the qual-

ity dropped a little, first
going to that sweet bitch
Hempstead Dorothy, that
swept all before her at the
W. K. C. show; she, how-
ever, was not looking as
well as when shown then;:
she is a well made bitch,
and if she holds her pres-
ent head will do lots of
winning. Lady Fidget
came next, with Glen
third; she carries her ears;
well and has a fairly good
head. Flora May was
fourth, she is a little
sharp faced, coat soft and— short. Lillikulani, re-
serve, I did not see. Orms-
kirk Dollie, vhc, is a
sweet headed one, does
not stand true in front.
Lassie was at Detroit,
and Hempstead Bess and

. t. . „ . Ormskirk Julia were at
Philadelphia. Minnie Setton, he, is a pretty headed bitch,
full of quality with well carried ears, small and light of
bone. Princess Wilkes, like her mother, is heavy in ears,
also light body, fair otherwise. In dog pups (10), four absent!
first went to Hempstead Rex, pressed close by Cragston
Discretion, the rather coarse headed Boston winner Douglas
getting third; he excels both in denseness of coat, but the
others beat him in cleanness of head. Seminole Amazement,
reserve, is faulty in hocks, strong in skull, fair coat and con-
dition. Hempstead Con I could not find. Richmond Scott
is heavy in ears and poorly carried, too full in brow and
skull. Hempstead Dorothy, Lassie and Hempstead Bess
were the winners in bitches. In novice dogs (6), the
judge made a slip in putting Hempstead Rex first and Con-
rad II. third; their open class positions being reversed,
though in this class Cragston Discretion separated them. In
bitches, Lady Fidget, Gem and Flora May was the order and
most of the others have been commented upon. In smooths
first went to Bluebelle, who beats Hempstead Maid in con-
dition, head, ear and body. Blue Light, third, is wide in
skull and cheeky, and faulty in ears. The bobtails were
Herdman II. and Lord Mayor, both out before.

Fox-Terriers.
R. F. Mayhem, Judge.

The different classes could not have been filled with better
quality, as all the well known animals were there, and the
judge had no easy task, and although he let one or two pass
him his work was, on the whole, well done. The principal
kennels took most of the spoils. In challenge dogs Blemton
Victor II., Starden's King, Warren Safeguard and Ripon
Stornier was the order, with Dusky Trap bringing up the
rear. They were all put down in excellent shape, especially
the three winners. In bitches Miss Dollar added another to
her score, but Warren Captious must have run Dona very
close for second money.
In open dogs (13) the winners are well known. Blemton

Rasper, an all white dog, is soft in coat, a bit faulty in stop
and brow and a little more rib would improve him; a nice
terrier, though, all round Beverwyck Royalist I think has
the better head, but needs time yet to come to his feet.
Arrandale Mixture, third, has been repeatedly written up;
he was well shown. Blemton Stickler is another well known
face; he should be flatter in skull. Reserve went to Warren
Layman and vhc to Warren Tip Top, a bit heavy in front.
The others deserved their letters, though Warren Daysman,
c, should certainly have had mord; his good front offsets a
rather long body; his skull should be flatter.
In bitches Dusky II. , Blemton Vigil, weak before the eye;

Warren Duty, who take her all round, beats the latter espe-
cially in body and expression, a»d Blemton Vindex were the
money winuers, and have faced the judge before. Beverwyck
Twilight, reserve, was at Boston; she is young yet, and her
skull has not shaped down. Verdict, he, is an old time win-
ner. In dog pups there must have been some change after
the awards and ribbons were given out. Hillside Domino
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took the blue and Hillside Dominican was third, and the
prize cards were pnt up to coincide and the dogs so benched
to the end of the show. The judge's book, however, was
altered and first given to Dominican and third to Domino.
This made, tbe decision more correct, as Dominican is a much
better pup and more of a terrier, the other being very light
in body and too leggy; both have good long heads. Warren
Romper split the two, but had gone home when I came
round; he ran the winner close, I am told. Seacroft King
took reserve; he was at Boston. Mere Jollice, though leggy,
deserved mention for excellent front. In bitch puppies the
Boston winner scored again, followed by Warren Damsel, a
nicely fronted one and promising, a nice-looking all white in
Blemton Erminie getting third. Novice dogs saw nothing
new among the winners, and in bitches Warren Damsel was
followed by Woodale Brat, who has a plain, light muzzle and
body, nicely carried ears and fair front. Guenn, third, is just
a fair sort. Ripon- Regina, reserve, is not clean enough in
neck and shoulders, and should be narrower in head.
In wire challenge dogs, Oakleigh Bruiser, well shown, had

no difficulty in beating Suffolk Toby; neither had Sister Pat-
tern in defeating Jess Frost in the corresponding class,

head and expression being much better; the latter shows a
great improvement over her Western form. In open dogs
the Boston order was kept up—Saint Cribbage and Brittle;
the former did not show himself with his usual snap. White
Topper, better shown than at theW. EL. C. show, came third,
and Suffolk Trimmer reserve; all been commented on before.
Mister Great Snap had to be content with vhc. here. Sister
Janet scored easily in the next class, and was chosen to go up
against Blemton Victor II. for the special, only being beaten
out in head. Brittany, second, seemed in whelp; is heavy in
shoulders and faulty in stop—a little toomuch of it. Suffolk
"Venus is some way behind the winner's form. Mister Great
Snap won in puppies, with Hempstead Brush and Hill Hurst
Blossom following close up In novices White Topper won,
but the others were scarcely up to form; faulty fronts and
not long enough in heads.

Spaniels.
E. M. Oldham, Judge.

Here was a great gathering, and a better lot of field span-
iels than seen out in many a day. The judge worked hard
and faithfully, and while consistent to his type rather fav-
ored the more active ones. If the present little squall in
spanieldom does nothing else it has served to draw greater
attention to forelegs and proper size and activity. The awards
gave almost complete satisfaction.
The two Irish waters, Dennis and Marguerite, are weL

known, and are certainly better than most of those that have
been going the rounds this spring, better in coat and curl.
In Clumbers Glennwood Greeting, a nice sort, beats Bosky

in head, muzzle especially, front, coat, bone and condition.
In challenge field dogs Index and Beverly Negus took the

money in that order. Newton Abbot Torso, some way be-
hind in head, came in for reserve; he was well shown. In
bitches Bridford Ruby scored over Rosedale Bess, beating in
front, bone, length of body, head, little more stop and deeper
and squarer; well shown. In open black dogs (6) first went
to the new dog, Staley Baron, tha.t George Thomas has just
imported; a dog of excellent length, type, capital forelegs,
well off for bone, head of fairly good shape, if a little more
of it; could have been shown a pound or two heavier, but
still was well put down, quite an accession to the field ranks,
in fact about the best seen in several years. He beat Judex
for the special, especially in front and length and action,
Judex getting it a little in head. Manuscript, third, loses to
both in head, but is of good type and would do with more
flesh and coat, looked a bit ragged. Echo came reserve,
with Sorry Jake vhc, both well known. Prince Bolus, c,
light in body and not straight in front, nice expression. In
bitches (3) Midnight III. won, beating Gossip in length and
front, though losing in condition and head. Princess Bolus,
third, fine in muzzle, light in body, nice front.
In liver-colored ones, the three, The Shrew and Coleshill

Rufus and Gypsey Belle are all winners before; the winner
has the best head, but is not deep enough. In puppies the
bitch Solo, who has stirred up such a commotion since she
emigrated to this country, won over Night, she is of nice
length, poor head, fair front. In novices the winners have
been commented upon.
In black cocker challenge dogs some warm company came

together, but Black Duke honestly won the verdict, with
Middy second, a smaller dog and Red Roland, reserve, los-
ing in head to both. Jay Kay had to be passed on the score
of condition, being shown very light. In bitches Miss
Wangles scored once more, looking much better in coat, Jessie
coming second; she is a little bowed in front, nice body and
height. I Say, reserve. In open dogs (6) Woodland Prince
rightly scored with a dog of similar make and build. King
Raven, Jr., second, and Commodore third, all well known.
Woodland Count, reserve, coarse in head to the others get-
ting reserve, and King Cole, vhc. The bitch class (13) was as
usual a hard nut to crack. Cleo W. and Corktown Cleo were
absent. Baby Ruth, the Detroit winner, scored, beautiful
head and getting better in body, though still light. Dart,
improving all the time came next, closely pressed by Lisa,
whom we spoke well of at Boston; she was shown in full
bloom. Topsy, reserve, got something of her desserts, and
Rideau Reine, carelessly shown, was pegged back to vhc.
with Cora II. and Fashion, all well known. Cricket should
have had more than c, a good type of working cocker. Lady
Bug has rather a nice head, but body long cast, another let-

ter would have done no harm. Circe took he. here.
Any other color dogs (8) saw Chestnut first; he is an old

friend, improved on his puppy form, a sweet cocker. Mr.
Bow Wow, second, was followed by Red Man; the former is

too round and full in skull yet, feet turn out body good.
Golden Rod, vhc, has a good body, little strong in head.
Red Justice, also vhc, feec come together, bit coarse and
full in skull. Cherry Punch, I forgot to say, was reserve, a
merry little chap and familiar face, though it might be
cleaner. In bitches Mrs. Bow Wow was luckier than her
brother, for she won; not very straight in front and strong
in skull for her muzzle, that is if we got the right ones, but
numbers were so mixed it was almost impossible to keep on
the right track. Red Queen came second, a little plain in
muzzle, nice legs and body, not quite high enough. Hamilton
Beauty, third, is aptly named. Madge, reserve, small, nice
body, muzzle should be deeper, nice front. In puppies Lisa
scored easily from Mrs. Bow Wow with Midshipmite, a niee
little sort, third. Watnong Obo, vhc, is leggy and light in
body, yet will improve, and the same may be said of Wat-
nong Prince. Cora II. won in novice class with The Fashion
second.
The judging of spaniels was interesting, but lack of space

forbids entering oh a description. The judging for the best
calculated to hunt over a rough country was comical; sev-
eral chairs were thrown down and the dogs made to jump
them, and notwithstanding the gibes of detractors they all
cleared the obstacles, which were ISin. high. Woodland
Prince -won, but Miss Waggles, one of the most active on the
bench, took that for best mover.

Bulldogs.
James Mortimer, Judge,

A fine class of dogs were gathered together, but many of
them are so well known that the judge soon disposed of his
classes, doing his work well. In challenge dogs Leonidas
and King Lud were placed as named; the former loses in
shortness of body, but gets it a little in skull and rib. Wal
Hampton, reserve, is far behind these two. Romance was
also shown. In bitches (3) Saleni, who never looked better,
won easily from The Graven Image and Dolly Tester, who
were nicely shown. In open dogs there was nothing to

touch His Lordship, though a bit faulty behind. Found It
came second; not square enough in muzzle, good shoulders,
nice rib and short body tapering out nicely, good skull, ear
and wrinkle. Sheriff, a big coarse headed dog with ears
hung down to the head. Reeve Royal can beat him, though
not low enousrh to the ground, has a better shaped head,
ears and more character, and better shoulders. Rustic
King II. is coming on nicely and Handsome Dan looks as
lively as ever. Rustic Sovereign, he, is plain faced and
straight in shoulders. In bitches White Venn scored nicely,
her nearest opponent being Katisha, the Boston winner,
Rosie, described in our New York report, getting third; head
well shaped if stop were deeper and skull more massive,
shoulders well out, body not short enough. Juno was
reserve; ears coming down a bit, one of the memorable
Woodlawn litter. Robin Pelagia is too straight fronted
and plain faced, good ears, muzzle pinched and not deep and
square enough, good skull. In puppies Rustic King II. won
in dogs and Juno in bitches. In novice class Wrinkles took
the blue ribbon; he won at New York. Second went to
Robin Pelagia, described above. H. W. Lacy.

AWARDS.
ST. BERNARDS.

—

Rough-Coated—Challenge—.Dog's; 1st, Argyle
Kennels1 Sir Bedivere; 2d, Mrs. J M. Nicholson's Kingston Regent.
Reserve, Fred Schmitt's Otos. Very high com , E. H. Moore's Altoneer.

COCKER SPANIEL BABY ROTH.

First, Open Class, Detroit, 1891.

Bitches: 1st, Argyle Kennels' Rustic Beauty; 2d, E. H. Moore's Lady
Livingston. Reserve, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Sunray.

—

Open—Dogs;
1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels" Eboracum; 2d, D. Mann's Demetrius;
3d, Hall & Burgess's Ardmore; 4th, F. Schmitt's Roland. Jr. Reserve,
F. LiDck's Imperator. Very high com., J. F. Lutz's Wach Erdman
and F. Linck's Ashland Jumbo. High com., R. T. Rennie's Vindex
Com., T. M. Burke's Pontiff II.—Bitches: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Florette; 2d. 4th and very high com., J. Ruppert, Jr.'s Royal Duchess,
Countess Madge and Miss Amanda; 3d, Wood in & Hoyt's Mascot
Bernie. High om , J. Brett's Alberta and J. F. Lutz's Princess Wang.
—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Bayard Kennels' Lord Ripon; 2d and 3d with-
held. Bitches: 1st, A. Burgess's Madam B.

ST. BERNARDS.—Smooth-Coated — Challenge—Dogs: 1st, E Hi
Moore's Melrose King; 2d. Swiss Mountain Kennels' Scottish Leader.
—Bitches: 1st, J. Ruppert, Jr.'s Empress of Contoocook; 2d, E H.
Moore's Miss Alton.—Open—Dogs.- 1st. E. H. Moore's Alton, Jr.; 2d,
H. B. Turner's Plinlimmon V.; 3d, J. Keevan's Patrol; 4th. Koefler &
Ritter's Romeo II. Very high com., R. Sehring's Victoria Colin.—
Bitches: 1st, E. H. Moore's Lady Alton; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Sunol; 3d, S. Mann's Pandora; 4th, J. Ruppert. Jr.'s Bellegarde. High
com., D. P. Foster Medical Co. 's Miss Olive.—Poppies—Dogs: 1st, J.
Keevan's Emperor of Contoocook; 2d and 3d, withheld.—Bitches: 1st,
A. H. Meyer's Minka: 2d, J. Shannon's Virgie of Contoocook; 3d,
withheld.

—

Notice—Rough and Smooth—Dogs: 1st, D. Mann's Demet-
rius; 2d, Hall & Burgess's Ardmore; 3d, J. Keevan's Patrol. Very
high com., Miss H Levy's Duke Barry II, ; J. F. Lutz s Wach Erdman

;

F. Linck's Ashland Jumbo. High com., A. L. Martin's Nero D. ; Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Empire State; O. Langenberger's Percival. —

a. e. Foster's field spaniel judex.

First. Challenge, New York, 1894.

Bitches: 1st, S. Mann's Pandora; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Princess
Hepsey; 3d, D. Mann's Princess Eulalie. Reserve, D. Stelling's
Kingstonian Gloria.

COLLIES.—Rough—Challenge—Dogs: 1st and reserve. J. P. Mor-
gan's Sefton Hero and Roslyn Wilkes; 2d, Chestnut. Hill Kennels'
Wellesbourne Charlie. Bitches; 1st and 2d. J. P Morgan's Chorlton
Phyllis and Jakyr Dean. Reserve, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Luella.—
Open—Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Christopher; 2d, Seminole
Kennels' Gold Dust; 3d, 4th and reserve, Hempstead Farm's Wood-
mansterne Trefoil, Conrad II. and Hempstead Rex. Very high com ,

J. Keddie's Fifeshire Mark and Chestnut Hill Kennels' Prince Wilkes.
High com.. J. P. Morgan's Blizzard. Com., J. P. Morgan's Rhoderick
Dhont and Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Chief. Bitches: 1st, Hemp-
stead Farm's Hempstead Dorothy; 2d, J. P. Morgan's Lady Fidget; 3d
and 4th, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Gem and Flora May. Reserve,
Carlowrie Kennels' Lillikulani. Very high com , J. P. Morgan's Orms-
kirk Dollie and R. H. Roberts's Lassie. High com., Hempstead Farm's
Hempstead Bess, Ormskirk Julia and Minnie Sefton. Com., J. P. Mor-
gan's Highland Mary, Hempstead Farm's Woodmansterne Deborah
and Chestnut Hill Kennels' Princess Wilkes.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st,
Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Rex; 2d, J. P. Morgan's Cragston Dis-
cretion; 3d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Douglas. Reserve, Seminole Ken-
nels' Seminole Amazement. Very high com , Hempstead Farm'B
Hempstead Con High com., R. Budfle'.s Richmond Scott. Bitches:

Smith's Trefoil Princess.— Novice—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Hempstead
Farm's Hempstead Rex and Conrad It.; ad, J. P. Morgan's Cragston
Discretion Very high com , J. Keddie's Fifeshire Mark and J. P.
Morgan's Roderick Dhont. High com,, Seminole Kennels' Seminole
Amazement and Chestnut Hill Kennnels' Sir Christopher II. Com

,

T. Duncan's Rob Roy and Hempstead Farm s Hempstead Chief.
Bitches: 1st, J. P. Morgan's Lady Kid set; 2d and 3d. Wroodlawn Park
Kennels' Gem and Flora May. Reserve, Carlowrie Collie Kennels'
Lillikulani. Very high com., J. I'. Morgan's Ormskirk Dollie and
Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Bess. High com.. J. P. Morgan's
Highland Mary and Hempstead Farm's Minnie Sefton. Com., W. P.
Smith's Trefoil Princess —Smooth—1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Blue-
belle; 2d and reserve, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead Maid and Blue
Light.

OLD ENGLISH SHEEP DOGS.

—

(Bobtails)—1st, J. Pierpont Mor-
gan's Herdman H.; 2d, Hempstead Farm's Lord Mayor
FOX-TERRIERS

—

Smooth.—Challenge—Doga: 1st, Blemton Ken
nels' Blemton Victor H.

;
2d, John E. Thayer's Starden's King; 3d, L

& W. Rutherfurd's Warren Safeguard. Reserve, Mere Kennels' Ripon
Stormer. Bitches: l=it and reserve. -John E. Thayer's Miss Dollar
and Dona; 2d, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Captious.—Opki-Doq*

•

1st and 4th, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Rasper and BJeintrm SticklSr
2d, Clarence Rathhone's Beverwyck Royalist; 3d, H. LeRoy Jones's
irrandale Mixture. Reserve and very high com., L, & w Rutber
furd's Warren Layman, Warren Tip Top and Warren Tory Hfefi
com., J F Bell's Hillside Royal and Cambridge Fox-Terrier Kennels*Grove victor. Corn,, John E. Thayer's Billside Domo, Miss Catherine
Cameron's Warren Daysman and O S. Hanks's Starden's Nip " Bitches
1st and 3d, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Dusky II. and Warren Duty 2d and
4th. Biemton Kennels' Blemton Vigil and Blemton Vindex, Reserve
Clarence Rathbone's Beverwyck Twilight. High com John e'
Thayer's Verdict -Pwpivs-Dogs: 1st and 3d. John E Thayer's HilL
side Dominican and Hillside Domino; 2d, L & W. Rutherfurd's WarrenRomper. Reserve, C. S. Hanks's Seacroft King. Very high com 0Hanks's Starden's Nip. Bitches: 1st, H. H. Hunnewell Jr 's Hi

U

Hurst Diana; 2d L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Damsel; 3d £nd
reserve, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Esperanza. Very high com T F
Belt's Columbia.—Novice-Dogs: 1st, Clarence Rathbone's Beverwyck
Royalist; 2d and 3d, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Lavraarf and War-ren Tory. Reserve, Hempstead Farm's Suffolk King Very high comCambridge Fox-Terrier Kennels' Grove Victor and C. S. Hanks's Sea-
croft K.ng

p
High com. John E. Thayer's Hillside Domo and BlemtonKennels' Blemton Spendthrift. Bitches: 1st, L. & W. Ruth erfurd'sWarren Damsel; 2d, A. S. Burden's Woodale Brat; 3d, R ^Willis'sGueun Reserve, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Ripon Regina. Very high

ETpre^s °n Kennels Blemton Erminie and C. S. Hanks's Seacroft

FOX-TERRIERS.-Wihe-Haired - Challenge-Doos; 1st, H HHunnewell, Jr.'s Oakleigh Bruiser; 2d, Hempstead 'Farm's Suffolk
Toby, mtches: 1st, H. W. Smith's Sister Pattern; 2d. Woodlawn Park
Kennels' Jess Froat.-OPBS-Dogs: 1st and 2d, H. W. Smith's SaintCribbage and Brittle; 3d. G. Raper's White Topper. Reserve, Hemp-
stead J arm's Suffolk Trimmer. Very high com., G. W. H Ritchie's
Mister Great Snap. Bitches: 1st, H. W. Smith's Sister Janet; 2d and;

3J
Hempstead Farm's Brittany and Suffolk Venus. Puppies: 1st, G.W H. Ritchie s Mister Great Snap; 3d, Hempstead Farm's Hempstead

Brush; 3d, H H. Hunnewell, Jr.'s Hill Hurst Blossom -NovtOB-lst,'
G. Paper s White Topper; 2d and reserve, Hempstead Farm's Suffolk
Tease and Suffolk Venus. Very high com., G W. H. Ritchie's Mis-
tress Betsie.
IRISH WATER SPANIELS.-lst and 2d, A. Laidlaw's Dennis and!

Marguerite.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—1st and 2d, G. R. Preston, Jr.'s Glenwood!
Greeting and Bosky. '

FIELD SPANIELS.-Challenge-Dos'S,' 1st and 2d, A. E. Foster's
Judex and Beverly hegvs. Reserve, H. L. Jones's Newton Abbot
Torso. Bitches: 1st and 2d, R. P Keasbey's Bridford Ruby and Rose-
dale Bess.—Open- Dogs (black): 1st Toon & Thomas's Staley Baron;
2d, Dr b. J. Bradbury's Warwick; 3 , T. Marples's Manuscript. Re-
serve, P. P. Keasbey's Echo. Very high com, G. R Preston Jr 's
Sorry Jake. Com., J. Stacom's Prince Bolus. Bitches: 1st, Hemp-
%!^J?r™t¥ld™&!:Jl

hL^.^oK vitrs Gossip; 3d
. J-. stacom's

y's Gyr
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1st, Toon & Thomas's Staley Baron; 2d. Union Kennels' Solo ReserveM A. Viti's Gossip. Very high com., T Marples's Manuscript.

Waggles; 2d, A. Laidlaw's Jessie. Reserve, E. W. Fiske's I Say —
Open—Dogs (black): 1st, H. Brooks's Woodland Prince; 2d, Swiss
Mountain Kennels' King Raven, -Jr.; 3d, A. Laidlaw's Commodore.
Reserve, Geo. Douglas's Woodland Count. Very high com E W
Fiske's King Cole. Bitches: 1st, A. Laidlaw's Baby Ruth; 2d and re-
serve, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Dart and Topsy ; 3d Miss F Brooks's
Lisa. Very high com., E. W. Fiske's Fashion and A. Laidlaw's Cora
II. and Rideau Reine. Com., F. W. Kitchel's Ladybug. F. K, Pidgeon's
Cricket and Mrs. E. W. Fiske's Ouida. Dogs (any other color): 1st,
Dr. E. A. Smith's Chestnut; 2d and high com.. A. Laidlaw's Mr BowWow and Derby; 3d, Brant Cocker Kennels' Red Man. Reserve, Swiss
Mountain Kennels' Cherry Punch. Very high com., J. Kennedy's Red
Justice and Brant Cocker Kennels' Golden Rod. Bitches: 1st, very
high com., high com. and com , A. Laidlaw's Mrs Bow Wow, Venus
Vic and Topsy W.j 2d, Brant Cocker Kennels' Red Queen; 3d, Swiss

- Midshipmite. Very
high com. and high com., Mrs. K. R. Bache's Watnong Obo and Wat-
nong Prince, Com., F. W. Kitchel's Jasper.—Novice— 1st. very high
com. and com., A. Laidlaw's Cora II.

,
Beauty C. and Nita. ; 2d and re-

serve, Swiss Mountain Kennels' The Fashion and Zuleika.
BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, R. D. Winthrop's Leonidas;

2d, J. H. Congdon's King Lud. Reserve, Woodlawn Park Kennels'
Wal Hampton. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Saleni

R. Gilmore's Reeve Royal and Cameron. Very high com., Woodlawn
Park Kennels' Rustic Queen and A. B. Graves's Handsome Dan. High
com., Woodlawn Park Kennels' Rustic Sovereign. Bitches: 1st, W.
R. Travers's White Veen; 2d, J. H. Congdon's Katisha; ad, E. K.'
Austin's Rosie. Reserve, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Juno. Very high
com., E, W. Roby's Robin Pelagia. High com., R. L. Crawford, Jr.'s
Bulgaria.—Puppies-Dogs: 1st and 2d, Woodlawn Park Kennels'
Rustic King H. and Duke II, Bitches: 1st, 2d and high com., Wood-
lawn Park Kennels' Juno, Iolauthe and Rock Rose II. Very high
com., R. D. Winthrop's Sally,—Novice—1st, Henry C. Beadleston's
Wrinkles; 2d, E. WiUard Roby's ,Robin Pelagia. Reserve, C. T.
Sacket's Klinker. Very high com. and high com., Rejected and
Gentle Annie.

SPECIALS.
St Bernards.—Best kennel, E. H. Moore. Best in the show, Sir

Bedivere. St. Bernard Club medals;,best stud doe to be judged by two
of his get, the get to be out of two different bitches— Vindex. Best
brood bitch, Miss Anna. Best dog, Sir Bedivere. Best bitch. Rustic
Beauty. Best rough dog under 3 years and over lSmos., Demetrius;

dog, same conditions, Emperor of Contoocook; best biten, ditto, did
not fill. Best puppy under 12mos., Lord Ripon.
Collies.—Best kennel, Cragston Kennels. Best in show, Sefton

Hero. Collie Club specials-Club Trophy, Roslyn Wilkes. President's
cup for best collie, Sefton Hero. Best stud dog, to be judged by two
of his get, Woodmansterne Trefoil, with Hempstead' Dorothy and
Hempstead Rex; best bitch, ditto, Queen Mountain Lass. Best ex-
hibit of four American collies, J. Pierpont Morgan (Cragston Kennels).
Best American bred dog under two years, Hempstead Dorothy. Best
pair, dogs or bitches, in open classes by same sire or out of same dam,
Woodmansterne Trefoil and Conrad II. Best dog in novice class,
Hempstead Rex; best bitch, ditto, Lady Fidget, Best old English
sheepdog, Herdman II. Best smooth, Bluebelte. Best collie in open
classes, Christopher.
Fox-Terriers,- Best kennel, H. W. Smith; best brace, Blemton;

Victor and Blemton Rasper. Am. Fox-terrier Club's specials—Grand
challenge cup for best in show, Blemton Victor II.; Apollo challenge
cup and stakes of 1894, Beverwyck Royalist; stud dog stakes for best
stud dog shown with four of his get, starden's King; matron stake for
best bitch shown with two of her produce, Dusky II ; veteran stakes,
for best over 7 years, Ch. Raby Mixer; best dog, Blemton Victor II.;
best bitch, Miss Dollar; best wire dog, Saint Cribbage; best bitch,'
Sister Janet; best dog in open classes, Cribbage; best bitch, Sister
Janet; best dog under two years, Warren Safeguard; best bitch, Blem-
ton Vigil; best kennel of four American bred, August Belmont; best
uog puppy. Hillside Dominican; best bitch, Hillside Damsel; best brace
under 18 months, Beverwyck Royalist and Twilight.
Spaniels —(Club Specials)—Best brace of Clumbers (2), Geo. R.

Preston Jr.'s; best brace iri.-h water spaniels, Andrew Laidlaw's.
Field spaniels—Best brace, R. P. Keasbey ; best dog in challenge class,
Judex; best black bitch puppy, Night; best dog in open class, Staley
Baron; best brace, Judex and Beveriey Negus; bast bred by exhibitor,
Warwick; best black or liver, Staley Baron.
Cockers.-Club cocker cup for best American bred, Black Duke.

Best kennel parti-colored, Andrew Laidlaw. Best brace, Miss Waggles
and Middy. Best kennel of four reds, Brant Cocker Kennels. Most

duce, Topsy W. Best brace of black puppies, The Fashion and Mid-
shipmite. Best mover, Miss Waggles. Best-headed, Baby Ruth. Sil-
ver Trophy for other than black, Red Roland. Best brace under a
year old, any color, The Fashion and Midshipmite. Be t puppy, any
breed, Sola. Best brace of cockers, dog and bitch, Miss Waggles and
Middy. Best all round worker in a rough country, Woodland Prince.
Best black bitch in open class, Baby Ruth. Best kennel over 28 bs., any
breed, R. P, Keasoey. Best pair of pups owned in New York or'New
Jersey, Watnong Obo and Watnong Prince.
Bulldogs.—Best kennel, Woodlawn Park Kennels. Best Pair, Hia

Lordship and White Venn, Best dog in open or novice class', Hia
Lordship. Best bitch ditto, White Venn. Best pufjpy, Rustic King II,
Reserve, Juno. Bulldog Club Medals—Best American bred dog, Hand-
some Dan. Best bitch ditto, Juno. Best American bred puppy, Rustic
King H, Best dog or bitch owned by a non-member, Romance.
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AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.
The regular quarterly meeting of the American Kennel Club was

held at Madison Square Garden, May 3, Vice-President Thos. H. Terry

in the chair. Present: Associate members, Thos. H. Terry, Dr H. 1.

Foote; Collie Club of America, J. D. Shotwell; Mascoutah Kennel Club.

C. P. R. Drake; National Beagle Club, H. F. Schellhass; In ew England
Kennel Club, Edward Brooks; New Jersey Kennel League, Edwin H.

Morris; Pacific Kennel Club, James Mortimer; Kochester Kennel Club,

Warbam Whitney; Southern California Kennel Club, James Watson;

St. Louis Kennel Club, J. M. Taylor, Washington City Kennel Club, F.

S. Webster; Westminster Kennel Club, H. B. Cromwell.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and on motion approved.

The following credentials were read and on motion accepted: Rhode
Island Poultry Association, H. S. Babcock; Washington City Kennel

Club, J. Henry Guliek; Brunswick Fur Club, N. Q. Pope.

The secretary read his report, as follows:
. .

Gentlemen—We have bad the following applications for admission

to membership filed since the regular meeting in February last
:
March

17, 1894, Louisville Kennel Club, of Louisville, Ky.; April 20, 1894, Ala-

meda County Sportsmen's Association, of Oakland, Cal. These clubs

have complied with all of our requirements and are eligible to mem-
bership, and your secretary would respectfully recommend their ad-

Tbe following resignations have been received and are herewith sub-

mitted: March 6. 1894, Burlington County Agricultural Society, Mt.

Holly, N. Y. ; March 27, 1894, Central City Kennel Club, Jackson, Mich.

Neither of these clubs are in good standing, both being in arrears for

the annual dues, which were payable on or before Jan 1,1894. I would,

therefore, recommend that they be dropped from the list of member-
ship for non-payment of dues.

, , .

Credentials have been filed by the Rhode Island Poultry Association,

naming Mr. H. S. Babcock as its delegate; the Brunswick Fur Club,

naming Mr. N. Q. Pope as its delegate.

The Des Moines Poultry and Pet. Stock Association respectfully re-

quests this club to consent to its change of title to that of the Des
Moines Kennel Club, and asks that the change be made upon the

records of this club accordingly. I would recommend that the request

be granted and the records amended.
Agreeable to the resolution adopted at the last meeting of this club

in reference to the admission of the Philadelphia Kennel Club, I have
to report that the secretary of said club forwarded a letter to the

effect that the late resignation was due to a misunderstanding and
confesses their error in the action they then took. They express

their best wishes to the American Kennel Club and are glad to be

once more included in the list of members. This communication was
forwarded to the vice-president, Mr. Terry (President Belmont being

absent in Europe), and the same was officiallly accepted by him as

being in full accord with the spirit of the resolution adopted by this

body at the February meeting. _
Charges have been preferred by George R. Preston against Edwin

H. Morris. Mr. Preston has complied with the rules and I would
recommend referring same to the advisory committee, as is the usual
course,
A communication from the Pacific Kennel Club has been received

informing us of the expulsion by it of E. P. Schell, who was found
guilty upon his own confession of dishonorable conduct in the sale

of a dog and giving a fraudulent pedigree of said dog They ask of

this club to take such action in the premises as it may deem proper.
Mr. W. L. Washington has lodged a. complaint against the Akron
Poultry and Kennel Club for the non-payment of prizes at its late

show in December, 1893.

The following prefixes have been applied for: Richard W. Wain-
wright for the prefix Poningo. R. P. Sherman for the prefix Pine
Crest, A. Alton Smith for the prefix Al De Ber. Wm. T. Ford for

the prefix Wilford. Wm. R. King for the prefix Waterloo. George
Wm. Lang for the prefix Woodlawn.
We have a communication from A. C Bradley referring to special

prizes offered at shows; as it is not an official appeal it cannot be
specially reported upon by me, but the same can be called for at this

meeting if thought best, so that a ruling may be made to cover future
cases of a similar nature. A. P. Vredeneurgh, Sec'y.
The treasurer read his report, which is as follows:

Gentlemen—I herewith beg to submit my quarterly report of all

moneys received and disbursed by me duriug the year 1894:

Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1894 $2,815.82
Receipts from all sources to date , 3,007.75

$5,823.57
Disbursements for same period 3,460.99

Balance on hand $2,362.58

The following clubs are still in arrears for 1894 dues, final notice
giving thirty days for the payment of same having been duly sent as
directed at the February meeting: Minneapolis IlenDel Club, Illindio

Kennel Club, Ohio Field Trial Club, Akron Poultry and Kennel Club,
Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society, Burlington County Agricul-
tural Society, Elmira Kennel Club, Seattle Kennel Club, German
Mastiff Club, Central City Kennel Club, Androscoggin Kennel Ulub.

A. P. VREDENBtTRcm. Treasurer.
The report of the stud book committee was also read, as follows:
Gentlemek— The business transacted by the stud book committee

since the annual meeting has been almost entirely confined to routine
work, calling for no special decisions.

The committee has at present a great deal of correspondence regard-
ing pedigrees of dogs owned and bred by certain San Francisco
breeders. The matter is, we understand, liable to come up in another
shape before the club, and it has been thought well for the stud book
committee to await that event. So many contradictory statements
appear in the correspondence that it looks very much as if all parties
were equally blamable for deception and fraud, the fact of there
being fraud not being contradicted.

James Watson, Chairman Stud Book Committee.
The same was accepted and placed on file.

The report ot the advisory committee was read, accepted and placed
on file. It is as follows: Meeting of advisory committee held May 3,

at Madison Square Garden at 2:30 P. M.—Present: Messrs. Terry,
Cromwell, Taylor and Brooks.

J. B. Martin vs. George Bell, re misconduct in connection with dogs.
—Ordered that George Bell be and is hereby disqualified for the term
of one year from this date, the committee having found him guilty of
misconduct.
H. W. Huntington vs. N. Y. and N. E. Kennel Club, re failure to pay

prizes.—Ordered that the officers and members of the dog show com-
mittee be and are hereby granted thirty days within which to disprove
the charge or pay such prizes, in default of which they shall stand dis-
qualified until such prizes shall be paid.
New Jersey Kennel League vs. Dr. L. W. Sattler. re misconduct in

connection with dogs at the N. J. Kennel League show.—Ordered that
Dr. L. W. Sattler be and is hereby disqualified.

Edwin H. Morris vs. Danbury Agricultural Society, re violation of
dog show rules.—Ordered in consideration of resolution adopted at
meeting of Oct. 27, 1893, the above charges are dismissed, and the for-
feit deposited by Morris be returned.
Adjourned. A. P. Vredenburoh, Sec'y.
The applications of the following named clubs for membership were

read, and on motion duly accepted: The Louisville Kennel Club, of
Louisville, Kentucky; the Alameda County Sportsmen's Association,
of Oakland, California The resignations of the Burlington County
Agricultural Society and the Central City Kennel Club were read. It
appearing that these clubs are not in good standing by reason of
arrears in payment of dues, it was voted that said clubs be droxjped
from the roll for non-payment of dues.
The request of the ties Moines Poultry and Pet Stock Association

for a change of title to that of the "Des Moines Kennel Club,'-'' and
that said change be made upon the records of the club, was on motion
granted.
The lollowing letter received from the Philadelphia Kennel Club was

read:
A. P. Vredenburgh, Secretary American Kennel Club: Yours of the

26th inst. received. We are pleased to be again enrolled as members
of the A. K. C, as we are now fully aware that we resigned under a
misunderstanding and frankly confess our error. As to the letter
written by Mr. Brown while president of the club, we know nothing.
The only letter we know anything about is the one by Mr. Brown
which appeared in the sporting papers over his own signature. Mr.
Brown as an individual had a right to write anything he saw fit, and
of course the club is not and was not responsible for said letter Mr
Brown is no longer a member of the club, and the officers are entirely
different. We have only the best wishes for the A. K. O, and are ex-
tremely sorry that there should have been any misunderstanding
Trustiug that this explanation will be satisfactory to the officers of
the A. K. O, I am yours very truly, Geo. D. B. Darbt, Sec'y
Mr. Brooks—I move that the letter be accepted and that the Phila

delphia club be admitted to membership. Carried,
The Secretary—The next business in order is the charges pre-

ferred by George R. Preston against Edwin H. Morris. Charges of
this kind are usually referred to the advisory committee for consider-
ation and action.
Mr. Morrls-X object very strongly to the matter being referred to

the advisory committea It is a trumped-up charge and can be dis
posed of in a very short time.
Mr. Schellhass—So long as Mr. Morris is not penalized in any wav

pending the investigation of the charges by the advisorv committee Imove that it take the usual course and be referred to the advisorv
committee. Motion seconded.
Mr. Watson—Could not the advisory committee grant Mr. Morris's

request and decide the matter right here, say after the adjournment
of this meeting? I move as an amendment to the motion that i he

matter be referred to the advisory committee for immediate action.

Motion as amended carried.

The matter of the communication from the Pacific Kennel Club con-

cerning the expulsion by it of E. P. Schell for dishonorable conduct
in the sale of a dog, being next in order, Dr. Foote moved that the

action of the Pacific Kennel Club be indorsed by the American Kennel
Club. Motion seconded. , „ . ,

Mr. Schellhass—I move that Mr. E. P. Schell be suspended, and
that the secretary notify him that unless he puts in a defense within

thirty days said suspension will merge into a disqualification. Motion
carried.
Mr Vredenburgh—As a member of the committee on rules, I must

differ somewhat with Mr. Watson, who is also a member of that com-
mittee, and I desire to ask for an interpretation of that rule. I should
like to have it interpreted at this meeting. I am quite clear in my own
mind that the word "expulsion," as used, means expulsion from a
club. I know it was my idea, because we had before us another case

where a man had been expelled from a club, and it never reached us
officially. If a man is guilty of misconduct to such an extent that his

own club expels him, it ought not to rest right there, because that

would amount to nothing. The Brooklyn Kennel Club might expel a
man for dishonorable conduct. That same man who was not good
enough for the Brooklyn Club to associate with can come right over
here and show his dog in the Westminster Kennel Club show. If a man
is to be disciplined by his own club, that club ought to protect its sis-

ter clubs from this 'man, and I am very clear that that is the reason
this went into these rules.

Mr. Brooks—Why does not Rule 9 cover the w-hole question ? An ex-

pulsion by that club is a disqualification under the American Kennel
Club rules. It comes under the special rules for holding shows.
Mr. Watson—I have always been opposed to that rule. I don't think

we ever had a discussion about it, and while the secretary may have
had it iu his mind , I do not think it was the intention. Some time ago
I was a candidate for membership in the Philadelphia Kennel Club,
and Mr. Dixon was president. They wanted to expel me. I had never
qualified as a member, but I was to be expelled because of my effort

to have the National Breeders' show. I was to be disqualified by that
club. Under the rules there was a squabble between myself and the
club, and I thought it was going a great deal too far. These rules are
to a great extent doubtful. There was only one thing intended to be
put in them in the premium list. The other part was entirely for club
information. The object of our putting this rule in was to simplify
things. Rule 24 says: "No person under sentence of suspension or
sentence of disqualification can exhibit or take a prize." That is a
dog show rule. I am rather sure that I incorporated the word 'expul-
sion" in the rule thoughtlessly.
Major Taylor—Do you mean to say that if one club suspends a

member that man can show in any other club?
Mr. Watson—I say he has the right. If he has done anything dis-

honorable in connection with dogs, then we can disqualify him; but if

he has simply done something that is objectionable to the club, that is

auotber thing.
Mr. Brooks—I move that Rule 9, under the regulations governing

clubs holding shows under the American Kennel Club, be interpreted
to read: "That no person expelled from a club a member of the
American Kennel Club can be employed in any official capacity, or ex-
hibit or take a prize, or act as an agent for an exhibitor, pending an
appeal to the American Kenuel Club."
Mr. Watson—If a man has done anything outside of his own club,

then he can be suspended ;
but because there is a row in his own club

and he is expelled, and it has nothing whatever to do with dogs, IdoD't
see how we can recognize it.

Mr. Vredenburgh—I think it would be well for the chair to make a
ruliug on this point and let the delegates appeal from it or ratify it.

The Chairman—The chair rules that under American Kennel Club
rules expulsion by clubs, as stated in Rule 9, shall mean under suspen-
sion, pending appeal.
Mr. Watson—I appeal from that, because that is simply a rule

governing the club. It is a duplicate rule placed in the dog show rules
for the benefit of all exhibitors. Those dog show rules were all that
were intended to be put in the premium list. It was duplicated again
in the rules governing clubs holding dog shows, in order that the
clubs might understand and have it for their own guidance. In 'the
rule governing shows there is no reference to the word "expulsion."
Mr. Vredenburgh—On appeal the vote "yes" means to sustain the

chair, and the vote "no" is against it. The roll-call resulted in the
following vote: Messrs. Stevenson, Oldham, Foote, Shotwell, Drake,
Brooks, Morris, Whitney, Major Taylor, Mr. Cromwell, yes. Mr.
Watson, no. The deciaion of the chair was sustained by 10 in favor
of 1 against.
Dr, Foote—Cannot that be introduced as an addenda under Rule 9?
Mr. Watson—I would like to ask the chairman for further informa-

tion how far the interpretation of Rule 9 goes?
The Chair—He is not disqualified. He is under suspension pending

appeal, A man under suspension cannot show a dog.
Concerning the complaint filed by W. L. Washington against the

Akron Poultry and Kennel Club for non-payment of prizes at its

December show, the secretary stated: The rule Eives me the right to
suspend that club, and then it is reported at the next meeting, and if

the prizes have not been paid, the club can be disqualified. I have not
taken advantage of the authority the rule gives me. I desire to bring
the matter to a club before taking any action.

Mr. Cromwell—I move that unless these prizea -are paid within
thirty days, the club be disqualified Carried. The following prefixes
were granted: Richard W. Wainwright, the prefix "Poningo;" R. P.
Sherman, the prefix ' Pine Crest;" A. Alton Smith, the prefix "A. L.
De Ber;" William T. Ford, the prefix "Wilford;" William R. King, the
prefix "Waterloo."
On motion the prefix applied for of "Woodlawn" by Mr. George

William Lang was not allowed because that prefix Is already in use.
The Secretary—I have a communication referring to special prizes

offered by the Philadelphia Club. It is not before the club unleBS the
club desires to act upon it.

Mr. Shotwell—I move that the matter be not considered at this
meeting. Carried.
The Secretary—I have a set of rules that are submitted which are

to govern the stud book registration. Mr. Watson, chairman of the
stud book committee, in connection with the acting secretary of the
club, held a meeting last week, and this question was very thoroughly
considered, and these proposed rules are the result. They are as
follows:
Rules proposed to govern stud book registration:
1. A dog is eligible for registration in the A. K. C. stud book under

either of the following conditions, (a) If it has a full pedigree for
three generations, or traces to a registered dog when the pedigree is

not so extended, (o) If it has won two first prizes in open classes at
a recognized show.

8. No change in a dog's name shall be permitted after it has been
published in the annual volume of the stud book.

3. In the event of change of ownership a dog may be entered in a
subsequent volume of the stud book, but a new number shall be as-
signed to it, reference being made to the old number and volume in
which the dog is registered.

4. No list of awards shall be given in connection with a registration,
except in the case of a dog only eligible under condition 2 of rule 1, in
which case reference shall be made to that fact and the dog's wins ne-
ceBsary to entitle him to registration shall be quoted.

5. No kennel name shall be given as owner or breeder of a dog
unless such name has been registered with the American Kennel
Cub. The right to be considered the breeder of a dog remains
always with the indenture or partnership owning the dam at the
time of her being bred.
Mr. Cromwell—I move that the secretary be instructed to have

these proposed rules printed and sent to the delegates for considera-
tion, and for action at the next meeting.
Mr. Morris—As the chairman of the committee of transportation, I

beg to hand in petitions which I have had signed at different shows,
and I think it is now in order for the secretary of the club to send
them to the Trunk Line Associations. I think, if Mr. August Belmont
is a member of that Association, it would be desirable to let him take
it or ask him to support it before the Association. In the event of
this not being successful, I have another course to suggest.
Charges were preferred by Mr. Watson against Benjamin Lewis of

misconduct in connection with dogs. This refers to the Duke of
Wellington and Leo B. substitution case at Boston show. On motion
the same wTas referred to the advisory committee
On motion the clubs stated to be in arrears of dues for 1894, Minne-

apolis Kennel Club, the Illindio Kennel Club, Ohio Field Trial Club,
Akron Poultry and Kennel Club, Pennsylvania State Agricultural
Society, Burlington County Agricultural Society, Elmira Kennel Club,
German Mastiff Club, Central City Kennel Club and Androscoggin
Kennel Club, were dropped from the roll. Meeting adjourned.

Mr. A. C. Wilmerding, the popular president of the Spaniel
Club, intends visiting England, sailing on June 6. While
there he will contrive to meet the leading spaniel men, and
we bespeak forhim a cordialwelcome from his fancier cousins
on the other side.

Mr. A. M. Hughes was presented with a purse by the ex-
hibitors at the Specialty Dog Show. Mr. Wilmerding made
the presentation speech and Mr. Hughes was too astonished
to say more than thank you.

Judges' Troubles.

Editor Forest and St/ream:
As a reporter of a Western paper has seen fit to condemn

many of my decisions given at dog shows lately, and set him-
self up as an oracle, let us see how far he is qualified for the
position. This is the party who was down as judge of Eng-
lish setters at the late New York dog show, and who handed
out the ribbons in such a mysterious manner. Of the many
reasons assigned by the spectators for the ribbons going
where they did, none, in my hearing, attributed the reason
as being owing to the merits of the dogs for the positions.

Where exhibitors have a standard to go by, the animal filling

the standard most closely ought to be entitled to first position,
and the one filling it next best to the second place, and soon,
as they approach that standard of excellence—or otherwise,
it being the duty of a judge to place them so. Were they so
placed at New York, or what resemblance did the four prize
winners bear to each other? None, any further than that of
being dogs. Had he paid as much attention to legs in New
York as he did to forearms at Boston his report of the New
York show would have been more lengthy. In the bitch and
puppy classes the winners were equally as nnlike as in the
dog class, no two winners being of one formation or type.
He must have judged them by his own preferences, or by
some field trial type, of which no two are of one size or
formation, no more than field trial handlers or judges of
field trials are. Unfortunately this method of judging often
leaves some of the best specimens in the class entirely out
of the money, as was the case at New York.
My next meeting with him was at Detroit, where he sat so

constantly and watched so minutely at a table in my ring
during the entire time of judging, giving earnest attention
as if he were trying to learn something. I thought he had
succeeded in just picking up a little knowledge, as at Chi-
cago the following week, in what he claimed to be by far the
best class of English setters shown this season, he placed the
reserve bitch first in challenge class, the winning bitch at
Detroit not being shown there, although in the building on
the way to another show. The dog which was first at De-
troit won also first at Chicago, the third at Detroit being sec-
ond, and the second at Detroit and third at New York being
reserve at Chicago.
In the bitch class the second prizewinner at Detroit was

winner at Chicago, the Detroit winner being absent, and the
winner of third at Detroit also held the same position there.
The winners in Detroit, where I acted as judge, did remark-
ably well under him, and the following week in what he de-
clared wa3 "much the best show of English setters of the
season," but what I considered, with a few exceptions, the
most ordinary and ragged lot of dogs I ever saw shown in an
English setter class of equal numbers, for sharp-nosed, yellow-
eyed, prick-eared, curly-coated, sickle-tailed specimens were
numerous enough.

I next met him at Boston, where he again took his seat by
my table—no other place in the show had any attractions for
him. Quietly and attentively he sat as any diligent student
would, and after the judging of foxhounds had been com-
pleted, merely remarked that they were correctly judged.
I said I thought they were, without asking who told him,
and he had attended to his duties so closely and earnestly, I

thought to encourage him as any attentive student ought to
be encouraged. Through the excellent services of a most
efficient steward I was enabled to finish my classes, specials
included, before the evening, a thing he seems to have for-

gotten, and as his report of my classes has appeared, it may
not be out of place for me to say a little also.

In English foxhounds I did not jump from one type to an-
other as he asserts, both Rosemary and Winsome are typical
English hounds—he fails to mention anything about the
condition of Denmark. Any person who can fly from An-
tonia to the Earl, and from the Earl to NetherwoodNymrod,
is scarcely competent to mention the word type, as they bear
no resemblance to each other in any particular. The Amer-
ican foxhounds were an excellent lot, mostly strong and
hardy looking and the winners bore strong resemblance to
each other, a great improvement over former shows.
In English setters, which he describes as not of the best,

several of which, although owned in or near New York, and
which had not been shown there, could scarcely, in his opin-
ion, be of the best. In my opinion I never saw as many typ-
ical English setters shown iu any class of that breed hereto-
fore—It was a treat to the lover of an English setter to look
at the similarity of the four prize winners in the open dog
class.

With the material shown at Boston, no fears need be ap-
prehended of the decay of the English setter. More than a
dozen good dogs were in the open class alone, and the bitch
class was also quite equal to the dogs. But how it came to
be badly handled, as ne asserts, his criticisms, foolish as they
are, fail to show. How does he know the award went to
Blue Nell wrongfully over Beatrice? Anyone claiming to
be an authority on setters surely ought to have some record
as an owner or breeder to show for his knowledge or how it

was gained. Good loin, forearm, legs and feet can be easily
found on a mnle, but the head, eye, neck, general quality
and outlineof a BlueNellnever. If Countess Zoe was clearly
the best bitch in the class, certainly the one most resembling
her ought to be second, and that Albert's Moll was so can-
not be denied, in my opinion.
His criticism of Monk's Nun is amusing, if she is not

cow-hocked she is close to it. Blue Jenny is only fair on
forelegs, and in the next sentence is good in legs and feet;

such criticisms must be full of interest to intelligent readers
on sporting dogs. But with all his adverse criticisms of
the EDglish setters at Boston he fails to show wherein they
were not of the best quality; the absence of the brass-eyed,
curly-coated, foxy-faced, sickle-tailed animals probably
surprised him, who is so accustomed to looking at that kind
and not being accustomed to seeing typical English setters

often. Before again accusing any one of wrongfully giving
prizes to dogs would it not be'well for Major Taylor to glance
over some of his own decisions and consider.

John Davidson.
Monroe, Mich.

Red Cockers.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I beg to differ with your correspondent "Red Cocker," in

Forest and Stream of April 7, regarding red cockers being
"almost invariably higher on the legs and much straighter
than the black ones." There are certain spaniels now being
exhibited as cockers but in reality cross-bred field and cocker
spaniels; with crooked legs, low at that, long bodies and
some of them with large heads, red and black in color. We
have in this city a red dog sired by champion Red Jacket
out of Brantford Bonita, but his legs are far from straight
and he is very low. I am a great admirer myself of red dogs,
but I think we have too many useless cockers at the present
day.

Isn't this what "Uncle Dick," Dr. Niven and others have
done so much writing about? I have a black dog by Victor
out of May Brant with as straight a leg as any red dog or
bitch "Red Cocker" can produce; and I think he is mistaken
about red dogs being "almost invariably higher on the legs
and much straighter than the black ones."

Black Cocker.
Omaha, Neb., April 16.

There were few sales made at the show. C. M. Nelles sold
his well-known red cocker bitch Golden Rod to Mr. Hector
de Castro, of New York, for $75, and took several orders,
Andrew Daidlaw also sold several puppies for future deliv-

ery. Mr. Prank F. Dole bought the bulldog Clinker, reserve
in novice class, from Mr. Sackett,
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Louisville Doe; Show.
The entries for the Louisville Kennel Clab dog show,

received too late for our last issue, number 546, as follows:
Beagles 16, black and tan terriers 5, Boston terriers 2, bull-
dogs 9, bull-terriers 19, Chesapeake Bay dogs 2, cocker span-
iels 17, collies 27, dachshunds 4, deerhounds 2, English setters
60, field spaniels 2, foxhounds 37, fox-terriers 69, great Danes
6, greyhounds 17, Gordon setters 9, Irish setters 24, Irish ter-
riers 7, Irish water spaniels 2, Italian greyhounds 9, King
Charles spaniels 2, mastiffs 14, miscellaneous 8, Newfound-

sidering the time of. year and the distance from the head
centers of dogdom, the above entry is exceedingly good, and
the club must be congratulated upon their good fortune.
At the same time there is a good deal of dissatisfaction
among exhibitors in the East, as they made entries under the
impression for which the club is responsible, that some
special arrangements would be made regarding their own
aud their dogs' transportation to the show. From what we
can learn little has been done in this respect, and several
entries will remain at home. Still, the entry is sufficiently
large and of such quality as to promise the best show ever
held in the South, if we except Richmond in 1888.

"We have received the second volume of, Rawdon Lee's
work on "Modern Dogs." This is devoted to the non-sport-
ing division, with the exception of terriers, which will be
treated of in another volume. The work is profusely illus-
trated with excellent wash drawings of dogs denoting the
different breeds, by R. H. Moore and Arthur Wardle. The
early history of the different breeds will prove very interest-
ing both to the veteran fancier and the novice, and shows
careful research. The chapters on collies, poodles, bulldogs,
St. Bernards and mastiffs, are particularly instructive. Each
breed is thoroughly treated, the facts of their origin, or as
much of them as are known are given, together with names
of the principal dogs and exhibitors from the earliest shows
down to the present date. As a, fin de slecle book on dogs it
should meet with ready sale among lovers of the dog, as it
covers the ground so thoroughly and at the same time suc-
cinctly that the reader who is interested in dogs will scarcely
find a dull page in the whole book. The up to date standard
of each breed is also given. The book is for sale at this
office, price $6.

There was quite a good deal of interest shown round the
St. Bernard ring at the Specialty Show. Miss Whitney had
come down to see how she stood in regard to past judging.
She did not complain. Mr. Reick dropped in for an hour,
and in attending the St. Bernard Club meeting and other
ways showed that he has not lost interest in the breed. Col.
Ruppert, Jr., forebore watching the grand performance of his
two year old race horse Court Tenor in order to see the
judging. Mrs. Nicholson, Mrs. Hughes, the Manns, John
Brett, Messrs. Christopher and Link, of Newark; Pred
Schmidt, Mrs. Smith and C. A. Pratt, who had come on from
Little Ptock, Arkansas, were also interested in the results
Around the spaniels were C. M. Nelles, A. C. Wilmerding
Geo. Bell, A. Laidlaw, Mrs. Meacham and Mrs. Gilligan, N.
T. Payne, from Kingston, Pa., but who left Donovan at
home; James E. Green, who came from Boston, all on ac-
count of Lisa; Geo. Thomas, who had quite a field day with
his new dog. He should become a member of the Spaniel
Club now. A. Beecher was also leaning over the fence.

Around the collies there were few others than those di-
rectly exhibiting. Henry "Nonchalant" Jarrett won a yacht
with his Christopher, but expecting it would cost too much
to keep in commission, he sold it to Mr. C. T. Sackett, who
no doubt will bend its sails on the broad bosom of Lake On-
tario. The yacht was quite three feet long. With such en-
thusiasts in the ring as Winthrop Rutherfurd, who has
returned looking well and bronzed from his trip in the Valiant;
August Belmont, who dropped in for a while; Clarence Rath-
bone, who pulled off another lucrative sweep with his Roy-
alist—the puppy of the year; Harry W. Smith, with his wiry
winners, the fox-terrier ring had quite a New York appear-
ance. Messrs. Thayer and Hunnewell were, however, missed.
Dr. Foote and Mr. Ritchie were on hand, but 1 hey missed a
great snap this time. Mr. Matthews looked after the welfare
of the bulldog interests, but there were few of the cognos-
centi present if we except P. S. Hoyt, "Jim" Robinson and
Frank Dole. Bob Armstrong and his brother must have
been satisfied with their efforts on behalf of the Cragston
Kennels.

We regret to hear that the well-known St. Bernard bitch
Ellen Terry is dead. She died two weeks since of puerperal
fever four days after whelping to Eboracum. Ellen Terry
had proved herself a good matron in her early days, and the
loss to her late owners, Messrs. Woodin & Hoyt, is a rather
severe one.

Another nice St. Bernard bitch, Rosabel, who belonged to
the Swiss Mountain Kennels, has also passed away, owing to
maternal duties. She died during parturition the week after
Philadelphia. We believe that we have already stated that
Castor of Coutoocock, that Mrs. Smyth sold at Philadelphia
show, died of distemper a few days after that event.

Andrew Laidlaw, of Gait, Ont., sold during the show the
two winning red cocker pups, Mr. and Mrs. Bow Wow to
Mr. C. T. Sackett, of «ape Vincent, N. Y.

We understand that Mr. Christopher, of Newark, N. J.
who is quietly getting together a small kennel of Russian
wolfhounds, is importing a dog from Europe.

Mr. H. G. Trevor, who has done po much for poodledom in
this country, made a splendid display of about thirty dogs
from his kennels. The stalls were tastefully arranged. He
was successful in disposing of several youngsters, among them
two at $125 each, one to Mr. Bayard Cutting and the other to
Mr. R. L. Ogden, both New York society men. Mr. Trevor
has spent money lavishly on his kennels, the buildings alone
costing something like $5,000. He is getting some of it back
now, for during the past six weeks he has sold upward of
$2,000 worth of puppies and other stock. Of course his ad-
vertisement is in Foeest and Stream.

We were pleased to see Mr. George Jarvis around again.
The owner of the crack pointer Lad of Kent has had pneu-
monia and hardly looks in such good show condition as
usual, but is now on the road to recovery.

The debate on the interpretation of the A. K. C. Rule IX.
during the last meeting of the club and the action taken
thereon will affect the interests of several prominent exhib-
itors and judges who have been expelled from the specialty
clubs, members of the A. K. C. There seems to be no room
for debate in the matter; the wording is plain enough.

As we write this Mr. James Robinson, manager of the
Woodlawn Park Kennels, is on his way to Louisville show
with 18 entries, and where he expects to scoop up the collie
and bulldog prizes at least. Five more bull pups lately born
in the kennels, are doing well, and bid fair to be as good as
the last litter.

The different specialty clubs, the Bulldog, Fox-Terrier and
Collie, had their trophies displayed in glasses in the sections
devoted to their breeds, and these lent additional interest to
the scene.

The season closes with a rather more than usual amount of
gossip regarding passing events. The disqualification of
Geo. Bell is the result of a laissez faire policy on his part
that is past explanation. The circumstances of the case are
briefly: That Mr. Bell bought a consignment of dogs from
Mr. Granger's kennels when the latter gave up breeding.
Among them were Rejoice and Blemton Consequence, an old
winner. Mr. Martin, of San Francisco, negotiated for the
sale of Consequence, as he supposed, heavy in whelp to Dusky
Trap. Mr. Bell thinks Consequence is Rejoice and vice versa,
and the result is Rejoice is shipped to San Francisco within
a few days of whelping, slips and probably eats her puppies
on the way, and Mr. Martin brings charges against Bell for
selling a bitch purporting to be in whelp when she was not
so. Meanwhile at Toronto show Mr. Bell showed Conse-
quence as Rejoice, supposing she was that bitch. Along
comes Mr. Hopkins and saw the bitch, recognizes her as old
Consequence, and so informed Mr. Bell of the discovery.
The case was afterward brought to the Kennel Club's and
Mr. Martin's notice. His first charge fell through, as it was
proved the bitch was in whelp; but as Mr. Bell took no steps
afterward to rectify the mistake he had made about the two
bitches, though given ample time and opportunity to do so,
the club thought a little discipline was necessary, and Mr.
Bell will retire for one year.

Mr. Morris is in trouble, too, but his case is now with the
advisory committee and consequently sub judice, so we can
say little further about this than that Mr. Morris contracted
to import a field spaniel dog for Mr. Preston, which was to
come over for the New York show. In the meanwhile Mr.
Morris imports a bitch, and the dog not being forthcoming a
proposition was made to Mr. Preston that if the dog did not
arrive he should have the bitch. To this Mr. Preston agreed,
the bitch came over, but Mr. Morris would not let her go,
and hence the charge to the A. K. C. preferred by Mr. Pres-
ton and also court proceedings, whereby the bitch was seized
by the deputy sheriff at the show on Tuesday afternoon. Mr.
Morris will now have to sue for its recovery. The advisory
committee held long meetings on the case Thursday and
Friday, and finally decided in view of the case coming to
court to allow it to be settled there first and then they would
deal with the matter accordingly. There is no proof that
the dog has even been bought yet.

Mr. Thomas Shillcock, of Birmingham, England, has sold
the noted Princess Florence, in whelp to Young Bute, to Mr.
J. Storey.

Mr. Geo. A. Fletcher, of Boston, Mass., is importing a collie
bitch from Mr. Tom Stretch's kennel, in whelp to Rufford
Ormonde.

A correspondent in an English paper in speaking of com-
minuted fractures in dogs' legs and the idea that they are
practically incurable, remarks that while this is true in cases
where the soft parts surrounding the bone have been badly
injured, a great deal depends upon keeping the limbs mo-
tionless and also upon the state of the dog's health. A dog
in hard condition, the result of proper food and exercise,
would have a good chance to recover from a comminuted
fracture to which a pampered animal would succumb. He
then relates that he once assisted in setting the thigh of a
smooth-hairedterrier, which had been smashed so badly, close
above the hock-joint, that the bone, for about an inch in
length, felt as if broken into at least five or six pieces. Evi-
dently there was no chance of these uniting unless the foot
could be kept off the ground, and all movements of the limb,
from the stifle downwards, prevented. Two strips of gutta
percha were kept in hot water until quite soft, then quickly
dried with a cloth. One, a rather broad piece, was moulded
so as to form a sling, which held the back of the hock and leg
below it, at right angles to the thigh; the ends reaching, one
inside and the other outside, as far up as the stifle. The other
strip was wound round this from the hock upwards, and held
until both pieces had become stiff. A cotton bandage was
applied over them, and the dog was placed in a covered
basket, broad enough to .allow her to lie flat on her side, but
not high enough to permit of her standing up. She was a
sensible, docile patient, and remained very quiet, except when
taken out of the basket for a few minutes night and morning.
The piece of bone united so perfectly that she ultimately re-
covered without having the slightest trace of lameness.

About eighteen months ago we published the fact that
Mr. Andrew Laidlaw, so well known in the cocker fancy,
had removed from Woodstock to Gait, Ont., where he started
a weekly paper called The Weekly Reformer. His many
friends in the spaniel fancy will, we are sure, be pleased to
hear that he has made such a success of his venture that on
April 6 the paper began its career as a daily. A copy of
the paper which we have received shows that, as in his
cocker breeding, he keeps his paper well up with the times.

Imagination.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A case of imagination in my Chesapeake Bay bitch Mary

F. has just occurred that I think may interest your readers.
On Jan. 24 1 bred her to a very fine dog belonging to a neigh-
bor; stinted to the same dog once before, she brought forth
thirteen puppies. This time for some reason she failed to
conceive, but. on April 2 she made her bed in her kennel, and
for four days has gone through all the motions of a bitch
with a litter of puppies. I have five other dogs; these she
will not allow to come near her box, driving them off and
acting just as she would if puppies were in the box; when off
on a walk with the other dogs she is as good-natured as she
has always been, but on coming home it is a case of "stand
off" if they go near her box. I searched her kennel^thinking
it possible she might have had one dead puppy, which she
had buried under the straw, but found nothing.
Her action at first worried me a good deal, as a sudden

change of disposition from good nature to crossness is a pre-
curser of hydrophobia, of which I have had two cases when
residing in Pennsylvania, but which disease I am disposed
to think does not exist on the eastern shore of Maryland,
and is rare even here, except in the imagination of many
people.

I think the above case extremely interesting, and would
like to know if any dog owners have ever had a similar ex-
perience. Mary's actions are hard to describe, but any one
who has owned an intelligent dog under like circumstances,
seeing Mary's behavior, would, if here, want to "look at the
litter of puppies" that they would naturally think from her
actions were in her kennel. Sinkboat.
Easton, Md., April 6.

Field Trials Grounds.
The matter of good grounds is always important to a club,

since they are very essential to the success of a field trial.
In a letter under date of April 3, Mr. W. W. Titus, of
Waverly, Miss., wrote me as follows in respect to the
grounds at West Point, Miss., once the scene of the American
Field Trial Club in 1888:
"I think that the United States Field Trial Club and the

prospective new one at Louisville, could not do better than
to take the West Point, Mi3S., grounds. They can get them

gratis, and will only have to be out the hire of a man to
watch them during the open season, from Nov. 15 to Feb 1.

There are there two as good hotels as there are in the State.
One will be equipped with hot baths, etc., by fall, and will give
rates at $1.25 or a little higher, per day. Saddle horses not
over $1.50, amd I think at $1.25. The town has a good opera
house, and evening entertainments will probably be going
on. The grounds, the most important part, are the best that
I have ever seen for field trial purposes. Birds are suffici-

ently numerous to insure plenty for the trials without stock-
ing. All in all, I am confident that such grounds cannot be
duplicated. And when the railroad facilities, the good
accommodations, etc , are taken into consideration, I think
any club cannot do better than to take them."

B. Waters.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
tST~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Laddie Krueger and Graceful. By E. L. Stine for beagle dog and
bitch, by Laddie out of Moss.
Parkview Kennels. By E. L. Stine for his kennel of beagles.
Speedway Kennels. By E. J. HearJe, New York city, for his kennel

of St. Bernards.

BRED.
tW" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Virginia—Patsy Bolivar. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O )

pug bitch Virginia (Spokane—East Lake Virgie) to their Patsy Bolivar
(Eberhart's Cashier—Flossie II.), April 6.

Queen Zip—Uonghlow. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.)
French curly poodle bitch Queen Zip to their Monghlow, April 4.

Lady Cleopatra—Jasper. F. W. Kitchel's (Perth Amboy, N. J.)
cocker spaniel bitch Lady Cleopatra (Obo C—Black Cherry) to his
Jasper (Red Roland—Floss), April 14.

Lady Bug— Othello F. W. Kitchel's (Perth Amboy, N. J.) cocker
spaniel bitch Lady Bug (Rollo—Brown Gyp) to C. T. Sackett's Othello,
April 6

My Lady Jane—Commodore. F. W. Kitchel's (Perth Amboy, N. J.)
cocker spaniel bitch My Lady Jane (champion Doc—Lady Betty) to A.
Laidlaw's Commodore, Feb 23.

.
Broomfleld Madge—Broomfield Sultan. Dr. H W. Lincoln's (Brook-

lyn, N. Y.) black and tan terrier bitch Broomfield Madge (Jackson's
Pai rick—Jackson's Queen) to Dr. H. T. Foote's champion Broomfield
Sultan (champion Broomfleld Turk—Broomfield Belle), March 8.
Blemton Title—Woodale Driver. W. F. Porter's (Sharon, Pa.) fox-

terrier bitch Blemton Title (Blemton Victor II.—Tiara) to his Woodale
Driver, April 12.

Glenaug Kate - Jack. J. S. Niven's (London, Ont.) Irish setter bitch
Glenaug Kate (Commissariate—Nettle) to R. Northcote's Jack (Doctor
II.—Peggy), April 4.

Florence Gladstone—Antonio. Poston & Co.'s (Columbus, O.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Florence Gladstone (Gladstone—Flounce) to Blue
Ridge Kennels' Antonio (Rodarigo—Bo-Peep), March 19.
Speckle Govm—Gladstone's Boy. Poston & Co.'s (Columbus, O.)

English setter bitch Speckle Gown (Count Noble—Nannie Gladstone)
to J. S. Hudson's Gladstone's Boy (Gladstone—Sue), March 17.
Latonia—Gladstone's Boy. Poston & Co.'s (Columbus, O.) English

setter bitch Latonia (Count Noble—champion Dido II.) to J. S. Hud-
son's Gladstone's Boy (Gladstone—champion Sue), March 6.

Nimble—Banter. E. L. Stine's beagle bitch Nimble to H. Twadell's
Ranter, March 2.

Clara Belle—Sappy Toby. Eberhart Pug Keunels' (Cincinnati, O.)
pug bitch Clara Bene to their Happy Toby, April 24.
Gulnare—Tiger. W. T. Simpson's (Cincinnati, O.) mastiff bitch Gul-

nare to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Tiger, April 23.
Fannie—Tiger. W. T. Simpson's (Cincinnati, O.) mastiff bitch Fan-

nie to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Tiger.
Bessie Kakas—Duke of Kent II. Glen Rock Kennels' (Boston, Mass.)

pointer bitch Ressie Kakas to their champion Duke of Kent II.,

Jan. 3.

Ridgeview Patch—Duke of Kent II. Glen Rock Kennels' (Boston,
Mass.) pointer bitch Ridgeview Patch to their champion Duke of Kent
H., Feb. 15.

WHELPS.
t2W Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Lady Alma. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug bitch Lady

Alma (Eberhart's Cashier—Mabel E ), Feb. 6, six (three dogs), by their
Happy Toby (Spokane—Nelly T.).

Tube Rose. R. Merrill's (Milwaukee,Wis.) English setter bitch Tube
Rose (Count, Noble—Lit), April 17, seven (two dogs), by his Paul Bo
(champion Paul Gladstone—champion Bohemian Girl).
Chinquipin Chink. J. Hargreaves's (Stottville, N. Y.) fox-terrier

bitch Cninquipin Chink (Regent Tippler—Mona), March 30, four, by
Dr. H. W. Lincoln's John Ridd (Blemton Victor II.—Beverwyck Rita).
Chatham Kit. S. Penfield's (West Haven, Conn.) bull terrier bitch

Chatham Kit (champion Jubilee—champion My Queen), March 1, five
(three dogs), by F. F. Dole's Gully the Great (Gladstone—Florrie).
Edgewood Matchless. S. Penfield's (West Haven, Conn.) bull terrier

bitch Edgewood Matchless (Gully the Great—Starlight). March 21, four
(two dogs), by F. F. Dole's Ted Pritchard.

SALES.
|3^~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Daisy. Black and white fox-terrier bitch, whelped Feb, 10, 1804, by

Dock out of Daisy, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to Levis
Finch, same place.
John Bull. Imported fawn pug dog, by champion Loris out of May

Queen, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O. , to Mrs. Lieut E. S.
Avis, New Fort Bliss. Mexas.
Midget Nellie. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped June 20, 3889, by

Lord Clover out of Sister, by Eberhart Pug Kenneis, Cincinnati, O., to
A E. Dwelie. McPherson, Kan.
Boston— Weazel whelp. Smut beagle bitch, whelped March 5, 1891,

by E. L. Stine to C. S. Wixon, Covert, N. Y.
Graceful. Beagle bitch, whelped July 19, 1893, by Laddie out of

Moss, by E. L. Stine to F. Lynde, Philadelphia, Pa.

ftmtinq m\& <$oui[mng.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 23.—New England Beagle Club, at Oxford, Mass. W. S. Clark

Linden, Mass., Sec'y. Nominations close Oct. 1.

Oct. 29.—National Beagle Club Geo. Laick, Tarrytown, N. Y., Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—Northwestern Beagle Club. Louis Steffen, Milwaukee,

Wis., Sec'y.

The American Foxhound Standard.
The American foxhound while differing in many respects

from the English, should be judged upon the same value of
points.
The American hound should be smaller and lighter in

muscle and bone. Dogs should not be under 21 nor over
23Xin., nor weigh moi-e than 571bs. Bitches should not be
under 20 nor over 22>£in. , nor weigh more than oOlbs.
Head (value 15) should be of medium size with muzzle in

harmonious proportions. The skull should be rounded
crosswise with a slight peak—line of profile nearly straight—with sufficient stop to give symmetry to head. Ears
should reach to within lin. of end of muzzle and should be
thin, soft in coat, low set and closely peudant. Eyes soft,
medium size aud varying shades of brown. Nostrils slightly
expanded. The head as a whole should denote hound
"character."
Neck (value 5) must be clean and of good length, slightly

arched, strong where it springs from shoulder and gradually
tapering to head, without trace of throatiness.
Shoulders (value 10) should be of sufficient length to give

leverage and power—well sloped, muscular, but with clean
run and not too broad.

Chest and Back Bibs (value 10). The chest should be deep
for lung space, narrower in proportion to depth than the
English hound—28in. in a 23>£in. hound being good. Well
sprung ribs—back ribs should extend well back—a Sin. flank
allowing springiness.
Back and Loin (value 10) should be broad, short and

strong, slightly arched.
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Hindquarters and Lower Thighs (value 10) must be
>

well

muscled and very strong. The stifles should be low set, uot

too much bent nor yet too straight—a happy medium.
Elbows (value 5) should be set straight, neither in nor out

Leqs and Feet ( value 20) are of great importance, .begs

should be straight aud placed squarely under shoulder, hay-

ing pleuty of bone without clumsiness, strong pasterns we 1

stood upon. Feet round, cat-like, not too large,, toes well

knuckled, close and compact, strong nads, pad thicK, tougn

,and indurated by use.
, , ,. 4i , , „„„

Color and Coat (value 5). Black, white and tan are

preferable, though the solids and various pies are permis-

sible. Coat should be rough aud coarse without being wiry

°r
Svmmliry (value 5). The form of the hound should be

harmonious throughout. He should show his blood-quality

and hound character in every aspect and movement. It ne

scores high in other properties symmetry is bound to follow.

Stem (value 5) must be strong iu bone at the root, or

medium length, carried like a sabre or, line with spine, and

must have good brush. A docked stern shall not disqualify

but simply handicap according to extent of docking.

SUMMARY.
Head ^
Neck 5

Shoulders
Chest and back ribs

Back and loin j"
Hindquarters and lower thighs «»

Elbows • J*
Begs and feet ^
Color and coat ^Symmetry • 9
Stern • 0

Total 100

This standardwas formulated by Br. Heffenger and Messrs.

W S Walker, W. C. Goodman, W. Wade, H. C. Trigg, F.

G. Hagan and Roger B. Williams. This committee is

thoroughly representative and the standard was uuani-

mously adopted by the Brunswick Fur Club.

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

The Georgia Foxhunter's Club is evidently an enterprising

^association of sportsmen. According to the Southern Sports-

man, whose editor, H. C. Brown of Atlanta, Ga., is the sec-

retary, the club intends to inaugurate foxhound held trials,

and trials for pointers and setters are also thought of. lhe

club has instituted a book of registrations In which all

hounds showing a pedigree of five generations are expected to

be registered.
• • • •

Br A C. Heffenger's foxhound Tarn O'Shanter, winner of

second in the puppy class at the recent Boston show, broke a

leg while hunting last week. He has had the best care but

the fracture is not healing well and his recovery is doubtful

Tarn was presented to Br. Heffenger by Br. J. W. Noras of

Palmyra, Mo., and is the only representative of the JN orris

strain in New England.

§fxcf(tmg.

FIXTURES.

12. Atlantic City Cor., Trophy
Race, Atlantic City.

13-13. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,
California City.

19. Baltimore, Opening, Baltimore
19. New Rochelle, Cabin Cats, L. I.

Sound.
19-20. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,

Vallejo.
24. St. Lawrence, Squad. Cruise.

36. San Francisco Cor., Sail to
Quarry Cove.

Portland, Cruise.
San Francisco Cor., Sail Out-

side.

Atlantic City Cor., Trophy
Race, Atlantic City.

So. Boston, Open, City Point.
Bacine, Opening, Racine, Wis.
San Francisco ©or., Annual

Cruise, Tiburon
Fall River, Open Regatta.
So. Boston, Open, Boston Har.
Douglaston, Open, L. I. Sound.

The past week has settled some of the rumors which have been

afloat since the Nice regattas, and in a very satisfactory manner.

Vigilant will race in foreign waters, and James Gordon Bennett will

return to yacht racing in an American craft, though he did not pur-

chase the last Cup Defender. Vigilant's new owners, Messrs. George

and Howard Gould, are fitting the yacht out as rapidly as possible,

she will he rigged as a yawl and will sail for England in a few weeks,

and they have secured Capt. Haff to sail her in the racing there, her

racing spars and gear of course going over by steamer. Just what

races she may sail in is as yet undecided. It is possible that both

Mr. Iselin and Mr. N. G. Herreshoff may be with her on the other side.

'The yacht was launched early this week at Port Jefferson, and will fit

wit at New York.

Mb. Bennett's yacht will be built by the Herreshoffs at once, and
will be of the same length as Valkyrie and Vigilant. Her name will be

Prunelle, but little else is known, though she will presumably be built

entirely of Tobin bronze.

Two rumors of little account have been in circulation with the

reports of Mr. Bennett's new yacht, one to the effect that she will be

manned by a crew of American amateurs in her European races.

The other rumor is to the effect that "Capt. Harry MacCalmont" will

build a Tobin bronze yacht, to be named Tobin, in which he will chal-

lenge for the America's Cup nest year. Mr. MacCalmont is the owner

of the steam yacht Giralda, formerly Fair Geraldine, but is not a sail-

ing man and thus far has shown little interest in racing.

""Thb committee of the N. Y. Yacht RaciDg Association at a meeting

last week decided to recommend two rules for adoption, the present

mean length rule for open boats and the Seawanhaka rule for the

larger yachts. Another meeting will be held this week, as the details

are not completed, but some such plan as this is likely to be adopted

by the Association.

Length in Measurement.
While it is very improbable that length will ever be restored to its

>old position as the sole basis of yacht measurement, it is almost as un-
likely that it will disappear entirely as a factor in some new system of
measurement, or even that it will soon be deposed from the very im-
portant position which it now holds in the two rules which are most
generally recognized, the Seawanhaka rule in this country and the Y.
R. A. abroad. In every one of the frequent measurement agitations
which add zest to yachting in the dull season, length figures in the
foremost place; but as a rule the several subdivisions of the subject
are jumbled together in a way which can only result in a waste of time
and a failure to reach any satisfactory conclusions. In order to turn
these discussions to more practical account, it is well to consider the
various points which are met with in using length in measurement.
The length question naturally divides itself into two distinct heads,

though the distinction is most generally overlooked, The first, and in
one way the more important as involving a principle, is the value to be
assigned to length in a measurement rule; whether, as has so often
been done, to take it alone, ignoring all other factors, or if not, with
what to combine it, and in what relative proportion to the other fac-
tors, such as sail area. This is a most important question, and not
until it Is finally settled is it necessary to consider the second part of
the subject, the measurement of the length.
At the present time there seems little necessity for a discussion of

the first question, the value of length as a factor. The accepted value

in America, and Great Britain, which places length about on an

equality with the square root of the sail area, is probably as nearly

correct as is at present possible, and gives fairly satisfactory results

when used for both measurement abd classification. None of the

opponents of the present length and sail area rules have offered a
reasonable proof that existing evils are due to the rule and not to out-

side conditions, or that they could be cured by the adoption of any
other specified rule or formula. .

The question of where and how the length shall be measured is a,

far more real and practical one on which opinion is even more divided

than on the first point. Omitting the ancient and obsolete measure-
ments of length on keel, on deck to sternpost, and between perpen-
diculars, P.ll of which were more or less imaginary and useless, there

still remain four different measurements of length which may be
taken.

The first of these is the length of load waterline as the yacht lies

afloat in smooth water in racing trim, but "with the crew, if aboard,
stationed amidships." Up to the last two or three years yachtsmen
in this country have not availed themselves of the privileges which
this wording allows, of having their yachts measured without the
crew, at least in the larger decked craft, and though they have not
scrupled to get the men as far forward as the measurer would permit,

even to the bowsprit end if possible, those who happened to be on
board when the measurer boarded the yacht were not sent ashore.

The rule allowed a wide scope for evasion which has been utilized in

England in the small classes to a very serious extent, some of the
half-raters of the flat sharpie type measuring but 12ft. when light

and increasing this to 15ft. or more with the crew aboard. The most
striking case on this side of "unearned increment" of valuable length
was that of Vigilant last year, her actual length in sailing trim with
crew aboard being over the agreed limit of 86.70ft., while when duly
stripped for measurement this figure was cut down to 86.19ft.

This measurement is still in use by all American clubs, though the
question of a change is now under consideration in the New York
Y. C. At the end of 1892 the British Yacht Racing Association
amended its rules so as to measure the actual load waterline in still

water with the racing crew "on. board at and about the mid over all

length,'''' which rule, removes the inducement to build a yacht of such
shape that she will shorten her waterline rapidly as she becomes
emersed through the removal of her crew.
The measurement without crew is a bad one, and should no longer

be recognized, though its obliteration involves some serious difficul-

ties, such as the limiting of the crew in number, and possibly a re-

striction in small craft on the shipping of a very light crew for
measurement and a much heavier crew for match sailing.

Proceeding upward, the next possible length is that of the load
waterline with racing crew on board and the yacht in racing trim, but
at rest in still water. This is in itself a far fairer measurement than
the preceding, and cannot be juggled with if the details are properly
arranged; in the case of the larger yachts, the average weight of
crew is certain to be fair; and, if necessary, in applying the rule to

small boats sailed with a crew of two or three, a minimum weight may
be prescribed to prevent the shipping of a crew of boys for measure-
ment and the replacing them with heavy men for a race. This meas-
urement is a good one. the best yet suggested, and the difficulties in

the way of obtaining it are no greater than with other less satisfactory

ones. The one serious objection made to it is that it is not the length
on which the yacht actually sails, which she assumes when heeled and
pressed by sail, nor does it bear a fixed relation to this latter length in

all modelsi
This brings us to the third length, the actual length of waterline

when the yacht is under way at average racing speed. It is quite clear
that this length cannot be measured, and must either be approximated
in some way or it must be assumed that it bears practically a fixed
relation to the load waterline when at rest in still water.
Since the advent of Gloriana and the raee for long ends, forward

and aft, most yachtsmen have set a very high value on this increase

of length when under way over the measurement when at rest; in our
opinion much more than the facts warrant. That there is a material

gain in a seaway is undisputed, but this condition is the exception
rather than the rule in match sailing, and it is hardly necessary, in

American waters at least, to consider any other than smooth water.

The gain in length forward must be comparatively slight, unless due
to boring, by which the stern is elevated and the waterline rapidly

shortened aft. Even in such an extreme as Gloriana, the effective

gain in length at the fore end is much less than popularly supposed,
and is due mainly to the slight actual increase of displacement
through the vertical component of the wind force, immersing the boat
bodily.
At the after end there in a decided gain of length through a long

counter at a small angle to the water; but it must he remembered that
though the water may be carried to the extreme end of such a stern,

it does not all represent useful length, and it is quite as likely as not
to be accompanied by a certain amount of drag or eddy-making at the
end. Then, too, there is nothing new about an overhang aft; the
older yachts ah had them, and in spite of a mean length rule they had
very efficient ones, too, short and ugly to the eye, but with a low horn-
timber and flat buttock lines which materially lengthened the run of
the yacht. These short sterns, abruptly chopped off by an arbitrary

rule, were lacking in two points— they had none of the beauty of the
modern cutter overhang-, and they failed to give additional deck room
and support for the main sheet; but so far as the model of the yacht
was concerned, every inch of the overhang was turned to good pur-
pose for such a distance as it could be effectively immersed, and what
was cut off would have been more in the air than in the water in any
ise.

It is our opinion that, save in the case where yachts of the old type
may call for an exception, the waterline when at rest with crew aboard
is quite sufficient for all purposes of measurement, and that there is

no necessity for considering the lengthening of this line as the yacht
attains her racing speed. The possibilities of advantage through this

lengthening are open to all designers alike, no one having any monop-
oly, so that any such gain is a fair and legitimate one; not an evasion
of the rule not contemplated when it was framed, but merely the util-

ization of a certain opportunity enjoyed by all in common. We are,

too, of the opinion that the gam in this direction is frequently so over-
estimated as to result in a positive injury to speed in the effort to
utilize too much of this unmeasured length, either through excessive
weight well above the water and in the ends, or excessive windage.
The general opinion among yachtsmen, however, is hostile to an

extreme length of overhangs, and has found expression in various
proposals either to measure the supposed advantage or to tax it so
heavily that it shall disappear. The basis of these objections is by no
means" clear or logical, and one is often in doubt as to the exact end in

view, as indicated by the proposed means. The oldest as well as the
crudest and least rational method in dealing with this increase of
length, is through the fourth possible measurement, of the over all

length, which is combined in certain different ratios -one-half, one-
third or one-fifth—with the waterline, the result being known as
"mean length." The immediate effect of a mean length rule is to pro-
hibit overhangs at either end and to produce approximately a plumbj
ended yacht, as many sad examples show.

It has never yet been proved, and never will be, that on a given
waterline a yacht is really better with square ends than with such
overhangs as are now common. The modern overhang gives grace
and beauty, a much larger deck for working, a form of hull that is far
better adapted to rough water, and encourages a disposition of the
displacement that is in every way beneficial, both in speed and general
good performance; the extreme shoulders and hollows of the old
models having disappeared. The construction is simpler and easier,

the lay of the planks being more natural owing to the easy fore and
aft lines, and there is a far better opportunity for supporting the
spars.
So fully awake are designers to these advantages that a return to

the old form is impossible, even a severe tax on over all length would
not bring back the old models with plumb stems, hollow bows, hard
harpins and quarters and sawed off sterns; but we should see tbe pres-
ent models as nearly as possibly intact to a short distance above the
waterline, but with the ends quickly snubbed in to almost a round
bow and stern. With such a model it would be possible to retain
much of the speed of the present boats, at least in fairly smooth
water, but the designer would be called on to sacrifice appearance,
deck room and support for bowsprit and mainsheet, resorting to out-
riggers over the end and very long bowsprits. The resulting yacht
would be an odd looking craft, inferior in all ways to the present
shapely models, an exchange which no one would welcome, and with
absolutely nothing to recommend it.

Unless such a change is desired, and we believe that no one wants
it, there can be no justification for the employment of over alllength;
such a measurement cannot reach the proposed end, of fairly gaug-
ing the waterline length when under way, as distinguished from the
waterline length when at rest, but can only affect that part of the
yacht which sails in the air and not in the water. Under a measure-
ment of over-all length alone, without the waterline, there could be
only plumb-end yachts, but with any practicable proportion of
overhang taxed even up to the designer will simply chop off the
ends at the deck, carrying the hull out as far as possible immediately
over the water, for the purpoBe of immersing the extra length when
under way. Over all measurement has fortunately had itsday; it

never could and never did accomplish what it was nominally intended
for. and it has done untold injury in producing a poor type of vessel.

If it be deemed really necessary to measure the increase in length
when under way, there is a method which is at least lo gical and rea
sonable, and sufficiently correct. This plan was introduced by the
Atlantic Y. C. about ten years since, and was used by that club for
some years, as well as by the Larchmont Y. C; but it was finally

1 abandoned in favor of the actual waterline when at rest; being diffi-

cult to measure, and in practice proving no better than the simpler
method. In this case the measured length was taken parallel to the
water and at a certain distance, two per cent, of the actual waterline,
above it. The waterline was first measured, and supposing itto be 50ft.,

points were located on the stem and counter just 1ft. above the water,
and the length taken on the line thus marked. This measurement
took account of the increase of length where it was most effective,

and measured the overhang at each end within a reasonable distance
of the water; leaving untouched those portions of the hull which
added to the beauty, the de"k room, or the support of the spars. The
measurement was a difficult one to take, and this practical objection
aided the effort to replace it with the plain waterline.
In spite of all that has been said here and abroad about measuring,

taxing or prohibiting overhangs, it is not likely that an effort in this

direction will be made by any of the larger clubs, but should such an
end be desired it must be reached by some measurement taken close

down to the water, and not by a restriction on the deck length, in any
form. One plan suggested is to place a limit on the angle between the
edge of stem or horn timber and the water. We look upon all such
schemes, however, as uncalled for, and we should advocate the use of
but one length measurement, that should take account of the deepest
possible loading when at rest in still water, and should be capable of

being easily taken and quickly and positively verified. Whatever ad-
vantage may be possible in the direction of increased effective length
when under way we would give to the designers, allowing each to

make the most for himself of the same opportunities for advantage.
There is, however, one case in which it may be necessary, in fairness

to all, to take positive cognizance of the increase of efficient length
through overhangs ; in the case, alluded to above, of the older boats
that are still racing and must meet the new models. S"ch cases are
too few to call for any action in the classes over 30ft. ; but there are
scores of catboats and jib and mainsail boats in the smaller clubs,

which are still in active racing, but which would have no chance on a
waterline length measurement against new boats built this year or
last. Where such cases are found, some concessions must be made;
but such concessions should not take the form of a prohibitive tax or
penalty on the new boats. Any such course can only be detrimental
to the club adopting it; men want the latest fashion in boats and are
going to have it; and if they cannot race their boats in one club,

they will go to another with more liberal ideas.

The problem of protecting the rights of vested interests in the older

types without at the same time hindering the course of designing or
stopping the building of new craft, is quite a difficult one; and no
practicable solution has yet suggested itself. One plan that may be
feasible, though we have not yet looked into figures and details; would
be to arrange an arbitrary allowance depending on the shape of the
ends, from the new craft to those of the old type with plumb stem and
short counter. While such a plan might not be free from objection,

it would offer a means for the permanent adoption of such a rule as
seems necessary for the production of the best possible craft accord-
ing to modern standards; and at the same it would give a continued
racing life to the many existing craft in the smaller classes. The ex-

pectation is that, the older boats would drop out year by year, as they
are certain to do in time through age or through superiority of the
newer class in lighter construction and better ballasting; and in a
few years the necessity for such arbitrary allowance would cease.

One important point on which we have not touched at all is the
actual locating, marking and measuring of the waterline in such a
place as the rule may define. The present method of doing this is

unsatisfactory, but before any change can be made it is first necessary

that the clubs shall decide finally where the length shall be taken.

Yachting at New Orleans.

New Orleans, April 25 —Editor Forest and Stream: The great race

between the schooner Whim and the yawl Flying Cloud, of the Bis-

cavne Bay Y. C, of which you recently published a description, has
been the chief topic of conversation here lately. All agree that if two
or three descriptions of such dauntless open sea sailing as tha r

. by the

Southern Y. C. boats could be published every season it would greatly

benefit the club, as well as the sport generally in Southern waters.

The race had an added interest here, as the Whim came near being a
S Y. C. boat several years ago. She was purchased by Mr. W. A.

Gordon, of the schooner Adrienne, but her timbers were found upon
examination to be defective, so the sale fell through and the new boat

was designed by Stewart & Binney. Whim was afterward rebuilt. She
has a record hard to beat, anu is probably as good an all around
cruiser of her size as can be found. She has been up and down the

coast several times, and her trips from Key West to New York in
i

eleven days in bad weather is on record.

The Times-Democrat of this city reprinted the account of the above i

mentioned race and suggested that, as the Southern Y. C. has some t

good Beagoing yachts, an inter-Gulf State race should be arranged.

It would be a great affair, and with Annie S. of Pensacola, Annie and
Zephire of Mobile and the Biscayne Bay, Florida, and the Southern Y.

C. boats sailed off the Alabama or Florida coast, would mark an era r

in southern yachting. The schooner Adrienne, W. A. Gordon, the
Burgess sloop Nepenthe, C. P. Richardson, and the New York sloop

Montauk, Peter Labouisse, are all available by the Southern Y. C. for

an iater-club race. If arrangements cannot be made for one, these

three yachts may go themse' ves to see which is the best sea boat. It

is a toss up who wins In that event, as they are all first-class. Adrienne <

made the voyage to Havana in the dead of winter, and the other two
only lack the opportunity for as good a record.

The Southern Y. C. annual regatta will be sailed Saturday, May 26.

The sloops Lufki Humma, Agnes and Caprice have been overhauled
this spring; the latter was given a deep keel. The Lufki Humma was .

a new boat last season, an up to date 35ft. sloop built by home talent

and very fast. Her owners, J. Wand and E. J. Qlenny, not satisfied

with her superiority of last season, are now fitting her with a fin.

The yawl Presto, that cruised down from New York, was sold here

and is now enrolled in the club. The club has a genuine curiosity in

the 23ft. yawl Tormentor that made the voyage from New York to

Africa, thence to South America and New Orleans. She will be re-

rigged and used here by her owner, Capt. Anderson. She is prac- 1

tically a life boat, a boat within a boat, with air tanks, etc. S

The Sailing: of Valkyrie.

Thk work of fitting Valkyrie for sea has progressed rapidly under
the direction of Captain Cranfleld, his crew of twenty men working
with a will. When launched, prior to his arrival, the yacht's bottom
was rough below the waterline, as it was left when the copper was
stripped last fall, the topsides had been painted, and the entire interior

had been fitted with permanent joinerwork in place of the light

panelling which was removed on her arrival here last summer. She
was taken to the Erie Basin Dry Docks, where two new spars were
ready, a small mizenmast and a fine mainmast, longer than that of last

year. The mast and its gear were designed by Mr. Beavor Webb,
after the American plan, but differing in details, the double bands or

Vigilant and Colonia being replaced by a bronze collar at the hounds,
some 20in. deep, which was heated and shrunk on the spar, the seating

being tapered. This collar carried a lug on each side, to which the
after pair of Bhrouds on each side shackled, while the fore pair, there
being four in all, ran to the spreader and then up to the upper cap.

The spreaders were of steel pipe, about 4in. diameter, and were fitted

to the bronze collar. The ironwork was carefully proportioned and
neatly made.
The two masts were stepped and the old short bowBprit shipped,

with a stump topmast. The cruising mainboom was cut so as to just'

clear the mizen, and a new mizen boom was shipped. The main boom
was securely fitted in a crutch, and will only be used when free, the
mainsail being entirely loose on foot and clew, and sheeting abaft
the mizen mast. The mizen is a triangular sail, about 30ft. on the foot

and 40ft. hoist. The steel tiller was replaced by a short one, only 4ft.

long, and just over the end of this an ash frame was built on deck,
carrying an ordinary ship's wheel and wooden barrel. The tiller was
rigged with tackles, the falls being led to the barrel, as in a,coasting
schooner, thus giving a better control of the rudder in a sea than
with the long racing tiller. The whole arrangement was very compact
and simple, and iavolTed no cutting of the wooden rudder stock. ;

The yachc was docked in the Erie Basin and the bottom paiated red,

at the same time some small repairs being made to the rudderport;
and she was floated the first of last week. On Thursday morning.
May 3, she was taken in tow by the White Star tug Pulver, her tender
in the races, and towed to the Sandy Hook Lightship, where her lines

were cast off and she headed on her course under full sail, mainsail,

mizen, jib and foresails, gafftopsail and jibtopsail, the wind being ligl
'

S.E. Mr. H. Maitland Kersey went down on the yacht and returnr

on the tug. Capt. G. McGavin, of Gourock, goes as navigator; a

has decided to take the southerly course. The yacht carries t
Yankee dories in addition to her two boats. It is expected that t

will reach Glasgow in about three weeks. Under the new rig she
far better fitted for sea work than when she crossed last year, rig)

as a cutter. On her arrival at Glasgow she will bejfltted out for n
and will join the racing fleet.

Lakshmi, catboat, has been rebuilt by J. M. Bayles & Son, at Port
Jefferson, and is now a sloop, with a new and very long after over
hang.

Argo, yawl, has been sold by the estate of her late owner, Davi
Hall Rice, to Dr. Delans Fitzgerald of Philadelphia.

Sakonnet, steam yacht, has been chartered by Fred, .Sheldon i

Walter Langdon, with privilege of purchase.
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The Steam Yacht Dungeness,
I Among the new steam yachts of the year, the steel steam yacht
lOungeness possesses a special interest from the facts that she has
(been designed and built to the order of a lady, and also that she will

Ibe tbe first yacht enrolled in the New York Y. C. under the. name of
la lady member, as permitted under a recent amendment of the con-
stitution of the New York Y, C. The yacht was designed by Mr. Geo.
IB. Mallory, N. A., of New York, and was constructed under his super-
vision at the works of the Maryland Steel Co.. at Sparrow Point, Md.
I Mrs. Lucy 0. Carnegie, of Pittsburgh, Pa., the owner, has cruised
lEor some seasons in the steam yacht Missoe about the coast between
|Bar Harbor and Florida, and is the owner of the magnificent estate on
[Cumberland Island, off the Georgia coast, from which the yacht takes
fiername. The new yacht is intended for cruising about the Atlantic
joast, and especially for her owner's summer home. The hull is of
steel throughout, the dimensions being:

Length over rail 120ft.

l.w.l 104ft.

Beam, extreme 20ft.

Least freeboard , 4ft.

Sheer, stem 5ft.

transom 1ft.

Draft, stem , 5ft.

sternpost 7ft. 6in.

The deck house and fittings are of mahogany; the house is 31ft.

long and from 12ft. to 8ft. wide, with a saloon 22ft. long, the after por-
tion containing the captain's room, lavatory, etc. The owner's and
guests' quarters are all forward, and .ire conveniently arranged and
elegantly fitted up. The heating apparatus consists of radiators
under the cabin floors, taking fresh cold air from the top of the house
and heating it before it enters the cabins. The electric installation is

very complete, including besides a full outfit of lamps, special heating
apparatus for plates, coffee urns, etc., in the pantries and on the
dining table.
Abaft the engine space is a large galley, and further aft are conveni-

ently arranged quarters for officers and crew.
The machinery as well as the hull was designed by Mr. Mallory, the

engines being compound. 13x24x18, with a 6ft. wheel. The main
boiler is 10ft. 6in. in diameter and 10ft. long. The engine room con-
tains a complete outfit of donkey boiler and pump, evaporator, dyna-
mo, etc. Special attention has been directed to these details, which
assure the comfort of the owner and guests, and the elegant and elab-

orate furnishings are supplemented by an ample supply of running
water, hot and cold, fresh or salt, by the best of heating and ventilat-

ion apparatus, and by a liberal use of electricity.

The yacht was launched on March 10, being christened Dungeness

Compulsory Yachting.
From the New York Times.

People who know nothing of yachting are accustomed to envy the
man who owns a yacht and goes on a winter cruise to a sunny climate.
Were the horrors of compulsory yachting generally known, envy
would not be wasted in this way. Th«re are, of course, men who take
pleasure in yachting, but the majority of yachtsmen, who w ;th sink-
ing hearts and quavering stomachs fit out their yachts for the regular
winter cruise, loathe the sea and hate the very sight of a vessel.
Whenever a man makes or inherits enough money to render him

rich, bis friends expect him to set up a yacht, and if he does not do it

at once he loses caste. To the timid man the prospect of becoming
rich is sometimes so embittered by the knowledge that with riches will

come the avenging yacht, that he actually prefers poverty and dry
land. This is the reason why the heirs to British titles and estates
have on several occasions mysteriously disappeared. They preferred
to be wanderers on the face of the earth and remain on it, rather than
to become rich and be compelled to wander on the face of the water.
In America especially is the yacht the curse of riches Every
American millionaire is inexorably compelled to be a yachtsman.
There are at present scores of American millionaires living in exile in

Europe, simply because they cannot go home without making at least
one annual yachting cruise. Consider for a moment what yachting
means to a man who has spent his whole life on dry land. When he
goes on a cruise he finds himself horribly seasick. He spends bis

days living in a narrow and uncomfortable berth. He is cut off from
newspapers and from the friends he was accustomed to meet at his
club. Headaches, nausea and ennui are the only gifts that the sea
brings him, and yet he knows that he must go on a yachting cruise
every winter or lose the respect of his entire'circle of acquaintances.
Of course, no yachtsman ever admits that he is afraid at sea. The

truth is, however, that the nervous yachtsman—and most of the
victims of compulsory yachting are nervous—is always afraid at sea.

He is afraid of shipwreck, of Are, of the explosion of the boiler, of
collision, and, worst of all, he is afraid of showing that he is afraid.

If he in a man with conscience, his fears are intensified by his secret
knowledge of the fact that he is daily telling lies to his companions.
He may be inwardly saying his prayers in terror of a tornado, but if a
friend comes within hearing he m ust remark: "Isn't this magnificent

!

I would't have missed it for anything!" All the time the poor wretch
knows that if he is drowned with these impudent lies on his soul his

chances for future bliss will be exceedingly small. The victim of
compulsory yachting lives in an atmosphere of falsehood, for he finds
it impossible to be both a yachtsman and a man of veracity.

There are nevertheless yachtsmen who, by the exercise of cunning
and duplicity, manage to cruise in comparative comfort. For

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Messrs. Mclntyre & Kirk are very busy at their new shops, Quiney

Point, near Boston, and with their present plant and projected im-

provements the new yard will offer special conveniences to Eastern i

yachtsmen. The location is excellent: there is ample room for shops,,

ways and basin, and Mr. Mclntyre in particular has long been known
for the excellence of his work and his useful inventions in the way of
yacht fittings. The largest work in hand at present is the fin-keel

1

steam yacht Pilgrim, which was hauled out, at the point after her fin

had been removed at the Boston Navy yard. The firm is building the
deck houses and the joiner work, and the engines and boiler are being
put in. Of the sailing craft the largest is a 30-footer for W. F. Palmer,
of Taunton, 42ft. over all, 12ft. beam and 5ft. draft, which is now in

frame. The Lynch fin-keel, designed by Waterhouse & Chesebrough,
is well advanced; and a whole fleet of knockabouts.is in course of con-
struction.

The Toronto Sailing Skiff Club is now in a flourishing condition, and
preparing for a busy season of racing, the following fixtures being
arranged: Extra special class, 21-footers—June 2, July 21 and Sept. 3;

first class, 20-footers—June 9, July 14, Aug. 11 and Sept. 8; second
class, 18-footers—June 2, Julv 7 and Aug. 4; third cla?s, 16-footers—
June 23, July 21 and Aug. 18; Sailing Skiff Association races—Saturday,
July 28, at which date skiffs from all the clubs on the lake are expected
to compete; club cruise—June 30; open dates—June 16, June 30 and
Aug. 25. New boats and members have been added during the winter,
and the club smokers have served to keep the members together, a
very successful one taking place on April 14.

The yachtsmen of Chicago are preparing for a lively racing season
at Lake Geneva, which now boasts the fastest fleet of open sand-bag
yachts in the country. The famous Rival, of Bridgeport was sold last

year to Lake Geneva, and this season a new boat will be afloat to
beat her if possible. This craft has been designed and built by J. H..

Cornwall, of Port Washington, Long Island, builder of the successful
Vanadis, Expert and Tattler, now on Lake Geneva: and of Phyllis,,

lately sold to Western owners. The new boat is a 21ft jib and main-
sail, lapstrake, and is for R, G- Winslow, of Chicago, who has named
her Halleluia.

Puritan is offered for sale by Com. Forbes, who has owned her since
1886. She is still in the same trim and under the same rig as in her
first season, no material change having been made in her. She may
be offered at auction this month if not disposed of by private sale. A
few days after the last Cup race of 1885, Puritan was sold at auction
in New York, being purchased by Gen. Paine for $13,500; the bidding
being very slow, in spite of her record. When Gen. Paine decided to

"DUNGENESS" STEAM YACHT Designed by George B. Mallort, Esq., foe Mrs. Lucy C. Carrngie, 1893.

by Miss Dorothy Wood, daughter of the president of the Maryland
Steel Co. The work of the designer has been supplemented by the
careful efforts of the builders, and the result is equally creditable to
both.
The trial trip of the yacht was made on April 28, the speed being

twelve miles per hour for a run of thirty miles. She will be delivered
to Mrs. Carnegie in the latter part of this month.

Model Yachting at Cape Ann.
It is a healthy sign of the times that not only boys but experienced

yachtsmen are turning to model yachts for amusement and informa-
mation, and the present year is likely to mark the general inaugura-
tion et model yacht sailing throughout the country. In England the
sport has long been popular, and is by no means considered beneath
the attention of the owners of large yachts, as well as yscht designers.

Messrs. A. E. Paytie and J. M. Soper are both interested in the South-
ampton Model Y- C. The following, from the Boston Globe, notes the
introduction of the sport into a new locality:

"The sport of model yachting has taken fast hold of several Annis-
quam and Gloucester gentlemen, and the result has been a club at the
former place which has been holding races for three or four years
past, and whose members are enthusiastic both in racing and in

experimenting with a view to producing the fastest type of boat. The
club has a membership of about a dozen, and has fully a score of
boats, which he ve been sailed more or less.

"At present the best boats in the fleet are those of 40in. waterline.

There are four of these boats, all tin-keels. Each is 60in. over all, but
they vary in beam, draft, etc. Two are 17in. beam, one is 14 and one
is but 12. Some interesting races between these boats are expected the

coming season.
"The boats of the club race only to windward, for the members

doubt the possibility of getting a model yacht to do good work off the

wind, and believe that the true test of a boat's ability is windward
work. The races are sailed with an allowance of five seconds to the
inch, corrected length, for each quarter mile of the course. The cor-

rected or racing length is found by adding the waterline length to the

square root of the actual sail area and dividing by 2.

"A prominent member of the club is Mr. C. C. Cunningham, of Annis-

quam, and he has made many experiments with both large and small

boats. His latest boat is 40in. waterline, 60in, over all, I7in. beam,
2Win. draft of hull. Win. depth of fin, and W/3in. total draft. His fin

is 221n. long on top and 14in. on the bottom, and carries 15lbs. of lead.

The sail area is 2,500 sq in.

"Mr. F. E. Brown, of the club, has a 40in. boat with greater depth of

body and with 221bs. of lead on her fin. Mr. Walter Gardener, the

well known Gloucester photographer, also owns a 40in. boat, and least

beamy of the four, and is rigging her for the season's racing. She is

expected to do her best work in light airs, as she has a displacement

of only about 161bs. . „ „ i
"In view of the prospect of racing against some of the Boston or

Marblehead models of 30in. waterline, the club members are fixing up
some of their older boats of that length, and would be glad of the

chance to compare speeds with the boats of any other club.

"Something of the line along which the club is experimenting may
be judged from the following extract from a letter from Mr, Cunning-

ham to the Globe: .

'• 'The great fault with all. or nearly all, of our hrst boats was a

tendency to pay off as the wind increased in force. That fault we
now attribute to small beam and long lateral plane, with deep drag

aft, for our new boats, with twice the beam of the old and with a nar-

row fin, seem to work all right in that respect.
" 'We have discarded rudders altogether, as we sail only to wind-

ward, As it seems to us that the steering must in any event be done
with the jib, rudders seem to be needless. ....
" 'Our 40in. boats are fin-keels of the modern type with full water-

jnes forward and long overhangs.'

"

example, the time comes for the British yachtsman to make his
annual winter cruise. He sends his yacht to Marseilles, and goes by
rail to that place, alleging that he has suddenly been detained by
business and cannot spare the time to cross the Bay of Biscay. On
his way to Marseilles in company with a young and impressionable
friend he discovers that there is cholera in that town, and so, instead
of risking his friend's life by boarding the yacht in the evil smelling
port of Marseilles, he sends the yacht to Nice, and continues his
journey by rail. At Nice he spends a month or two giving dinner
parties on board his yacht, and then takes what he calls a little run to
Genoa, ordering the yacht to meet him there. At Genoa he changes
hi-; mind and resolves to go on to Rome and Naples, sending the yacht
to the latter place. It takes him about two more months to reach
Naples, whfre he finds a telegram calling him back to England, and
firmly but sadly resigns all hope of doiDg any more yachting for that
season. When he returns home he is credited with having spent the
winter cruising in the Mediterranean, and he naturally does not take
the trouble to explain the way in which he has cruised, Men have
been known to cruise in this way for many successive winters, and
are spoken of as "Devoted Yachtsmen." Indeed, there is one English
brewer of eminence who once cruised all the way to Constantinople,
touching at all the points of interest on the way, and who never laid

his eyes on his yacht from the day she left Southampton until the day
when she was laid up at Cowes for the rest of the season.
There 's a story current among sailing masters which affords a vivid

picture of the state of mind to which compulsory yachting may re-

duce a man. It is said that an American millionaire, after having
suffered from his first cruise, bribed his sailing master to cast away
the yacht on the Portuguese coast, the owner having, of course, gone
home by land, and having, like an honest man, allowed his policy of
insurance to run out. This was an extreme measure, but it was per-

fectly successful. The yachtsman steadily declined to build a new
yacht, on the ground that the drowning of three sailors at the time his
yacht was wrecked, had given him a distaste for yachting. The
sailors, it Is only fair to mention, were not of much value, being
merely Maltese, but even the drowning of Maltese is looked upon with
disfavor by the courts, except, of course, in the case of Judges who
have been quarantined at Valetta. The voluntary wrecking of a
yacht, cannot therefore be recommended as a remedy for compulsory
yachting. Perhaps the suffering yachtsman's best plan is to give
away his money to deserving charities until his fortune is reduced
below the limit which makes yachting compulsory. He may then find
it possible to spend his days on dry land. He may even retain money
enough to insure the gout, but so long as he has not money enough
to keep a yacht he may live and die in comparative happiness.

Catamarans and Single-Hulled Yachts.
Editor Forest and Stream:
What claim, if any, has a catamaran to be classed as a yacht? Can

a catamaran claim the right to enter the races of a yacht club that
has no mention of catamarans in its rules? I ask because a catamaran
is building by a member of the club to which I belong, and the owner
expects to be permitted to enter the yacht races. Dorset.

[The question of the rights of a new type of sailing craft to compete
with yachts of ordinary model is not covered by any rules of yacht
clubs, but the ruling has commonly been that, in default of specific

prohibitions, any sailing craft is allowed to compete, regardless of her
type. At the same time it is obvious that every yacht club has the
right to divide its fleet into such classes, by size or type, as may insure
fair racing, and the catamaran has usually been classed apart from
single-hulled yachts, as being fairer and more satisfactory in every
way than racing the two together. Some years ago the New York
Y. C. has admitted a catamaran, Mr. Stokes's Nereid, to the regular
classes. We should say that as long as no specific restrictions exist in

the rules, a double-hulled yacht might enter against a single-hulled

craft; but that it rests with a club to separate the two types into

classes should it seem advisable to do so.]

build in the following spring, to meet Galatea, Puritan was sold to
Com. Forbes, one of the original syndicate.

The opening race of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet will take place
on May 26 off the club station, New Rochelle, a scrub race for such
small craft as may wish to enter. The O. M. F. has extended the
ceurtesies of its house and anchorage to the Larchmont, Seawanhaka,
Atlantic, Riverside, Indian Harbor, Knickerbocker, Corinthian of New
York, New Rochelle, American, New Haven, New York Athletic Club
and the Mosquito Fleet Y. C. of South Boston.

We have received from the secretary of the Yacht Racing Associa-
tion a copy of the book for the present year containing the rules, list

of members, minutes of meetings, etc. The rules as lately amended re-
cognize lady members, compel the marking of the waterline by the
owner, with full racing crew aboard and amidships, and also call for a
slight alteration of the measurement of the fore triangle, the perpen-
dicular being taken from the deck at the mast instead of from the
gooseneck.

The annual regatta of the Southern Y. C. has been postponed from
May 12 to the 26th, as the repairs to the club house will not be com-
pleted in time. The race for the Sully cup takes place May 19. The
course is across Lake Pontchartrain to Mandeville and back, 44 miles.
The schooner Folly, R. S. Day, won the race last year.

Semiramis, steam yacht, has been rechristened Margarita by her
new owner, A. J. Drexel, and on April 28 the yacht sailed from Phila-
delphia for Bermuda with her owner and a party on board. While in
port some changes were made in the interior arrangements.

Our English mail this week brings us the initial copy of a weekly
paper called The Yachting World, published in London. It is neatly
gotten up and illustrated with two handsome supplementary plates of
the Prince of Wales and his yacht.

Hiladee, sloop, built last year for S. N. Small of Boston, from his
own design, has been renamed Amorita by her new owner, W. F
Bache, and has been fitted with a lead keel of l,5C01bs., preparatory to
racing this season.

There is some probability of the much talked of race between the
Annie of Mobile, and Nepenthe, of the S. Y, C. taking place this spring.
Annie is being fitted with a new suit of sails by Gerdes, of New
Orleans.

Alga, cutter, C. A. Littlefield, from Boston for Norfolk, went ashore
on the point of Sandy Hook in entering from the sea on the night of
May 3, but came off safely on the next morning's tide.

Isolene, steam yacht, lately burned and sunk at Northport, has been
raised in a badly damaged condition. She was insured for $25,000,
and the insurance companies may rebuild her.

Monomoy, the cruising sloop designed by J. F. Small and built by
Drake of South Boston, was launched on May 5. Mr. Small will start
soon on a cruise to Nova Scotia.

Mr. David Clark, the well known yacht painter of New York and
Brooklyn, celebrated his 65th birthday a short time since by a dinner
to a number of yacht skippers.

Idler, schr., once so well taown about New York under the owner-
ship of the late S. J. Colgate, is now fitting out at Chicago after lying
neglected for several years.

Messrs. Wilson & Silsby. of Boston,have now in hand the sails for no
less than seventeen small knockabout boats, both keel and center-
board, all new boats.

The Conqueror case is still in the courts, having been taken before
the Supreme Court of the United States by the defendant, ex-collector
J. Sloat Fassett.

Corsair, steam yacht, J. Pierpont Morgan, was damaged by fire on
the night of May 1, while lying at Tebo's. The damage amounts to
less than $1,000.
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Restricted Classes.

Among the orders already placed for the new Larchmont 21-footers

is one by W. Butler Duncan, for a fin-keel, with the Herreshoff Mfg.
Co , one by Eear-Com. Wtn. Osborn, Indian Harbor Y. C, for a design

by Gardner, and one by Herman B. Duryea. for a boat to be designed
and built by Eiddle, of Oceanport, on the Shrewsbury. It is more
than likely that other chibs about New York and elsewhere will adopt
the Larchmont rules for the class and that quite a number will be
built. These boats will undoubtedly make some very good racing,

and in this respect are better for most localities and needs than the
Boston knockabouts, the latter beine really cruising craft, and for

rough water such as Massachusetts Bay. At the same time they will

be raced about Boston, and probably a couple of dozen new craft,

either keel or centerboard, are now on the stocks or overboard.
There is now a good opportunity for the New York clubs, especially

the smaller ones, to build up a smaller class than the 21-footers that

will provide good sport at a still smaller expense. The number of

Scarecrows is increasing very rapidly, and there will be quite a fleet

on the "Upper and Lower Bay, many of them spending a part of the

summer on the Sound. The boats are nearly all of one model, though
differing in ballasting and rig; and there is just now a very strong
rivalry among the various owners; and all are ready to race on small
provocation.

It is quite possible that one small class such as the 21-footers may
fill the bill about New York; but as the other is already in existence,

and the owners keen for racing, it may be worth the while of the clubs

to at least offer some definite racing, in hopes that the result may
justify the very small expenditure necessary. There is one thing

about this smaller size, that it will include a boat that may be carried

on a yacht's davits and quickly rigged for sailing. As yet no club has
set any definite limits for the class, but this might easily be done by
taking the limits selected in practice by the majority of owners. The
cost of an 18ft. Scarecrow fitted for racing need not exeeed $450, or

just about half of a 21-footer of the same general type. An offer of

prizes for the class by any of the clubs would probabably meet with
a hearty response.

(^mating.

FIXTURES.
MAT.

30. Eastern Div. Meet, Calla Shasta, Connecticut River.

JUNK.

10. Hartford, Spring Regatta, Con- t. Red Dragon, Spring Regatta,
Delaware River.necticut River.

30.; Knickerboeker,Spring Regatta

JULY.

[ 7-21. W. C. A. Meet, Picnic Point, Lake Mendota, Wis.

SEPTEMBER.

3. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass. 15. Red Dragon, Fall Regatta, Del-
aware River.

Away "Up North."

CConcluded from page 390 )

And how pleasant a home it is, with the cook's fire blazing and
crackling, the shed tent with its tins and pans and piles of fresh bread
and good things, a couple of great bass suspended from the poles,
suggesting a delicious breakfast, and the kettles over the fire bubbling
and foaming over with the soup and tea for the coming supper.
Thirty feet away is the staff tent, with its door standing invitingly
open, and the blankets rolled up at the head of a luxurious bed of
balsam; dry sacks and clean towels are hanging from the ridge pole,
and a goodly pile of wood is ready for the evening fire. Truly our
lines have fallen in pleasant places, but there is littl« time to admire or
reflect, for here, across the lake, are the canoes with the boys coming
in for their supper, racing and chasing one another across the placid
surface; and in another minute the camp is a babel of voices, laughing
and chaffing and talking over the events of the day, while socks are
changed, ablutions gone through, aDd then for a while there is quiet
as the cook brings in the evening meal, broken only for a few minutes
by the rattle of tinware and of knives and forks and the frequent de-
mand for soup, tea or bacon. One by one the boys desist, the cook
removes the ruins, pipes are drawn out, filled and lit. A chat by the
fire, an inspection of the day's work in level and transit book, and
then sleep, deep and profound, until daylight on the morrow.
Wicksteed Lake is a very large and beautiful lake, some seven or

eight miles in length. Following up a swampy, winding stream enter-
ing on the east shore for about a mile, and then tramping through the
woods for another mile, we come out upon the reedy shores of a shal-
low bay of a large lake, which proved to be Marten Lake—our objec-
tive point.
On Sept. 2 we turned westward again, working more precisely over

the same ground. The boys were homesick and anxious to get back
to civilization, and worked hard to get through. The fine weather
broke up and rain and windstorms were frequent and severe. One
thunderstorm at, night on Redwater Lake was something appalling in
its severity, the lightning flashing and the thunder roaring and crash-
ing incessantly for over an hour. But we pushed steadily along in the
intervals, and on Oct. 13 we emerged from the woods on the shores of
Tamagami Lake. Next day a furious storm of wind and rain con-
fined us to camp. The rain was incessant for 24 hours, but during the
night wheeled round to the north, blowing harder than ever, but with-
out rain, and fair for our homeward journey.
The three bark canoes started early, while the Nora and her crew

remained to finish up some odds and ends of work, following about
noon. The wind was bitterly cold, and occasional snow squalls swept
shrieking through the pine tops and out over the lakes; but with the
sea behind her, Nora eared little for the storm, and tore down across
Crooked Lake, down White Bear, and through the river out on to Rab-
bit at a furious pace. Doubling Rabbit Point we had a weather shore
for three or four miles, then another wild rush through the open and
we shot into the narrow opening, through which the river makes its
exit, and about dusk we approached the first falls and concluded to
camp for the night.
A dry red pine was felled and cut up into huge logs a foot in diameter

and 8ft. long, and there piled up into a tremendous fire. Three or four
poles served to make a lean-to, overwhich our tarpaulin was stretched
and a foot of moss covered by an equal thickness of balsam brush'
made a most luxurious bed. The first streaks of daylight in the east
found us afloat, and the first rays of the sun far down the river. We
shot, one after the other, rapids which it had taken us hours of
patient toil to ascend, and by 9 o'clock we came out on to the summit
of the great ridge overlooking Temiscaming Lake. The heavy rains
had not yet dried oft, and the clay hill was wet and slippery, and, after
two or three narrow escapes from a bad fall, the Chief deliberately
took the Nora off his shoulders, laid her right side up on the path
and, hanging on to the stern, they went shooting down the incline
together at the rate of 10 miles an hour, and arrived quite uninjured
at the water's edge
A half-hour's paddle brought us to the mouth of the Montreal,

where, we found the other canoes arrived an hour or two ahead of us
and by the time we had compared notes the Meteor was in sight, bound
south. In answer to a signal she stood in to pick us up, and blankets
tents, instruments and canoes being hastily tumbled 'on board our
ragged and weather-beaten, but hale and healthy gang, swarmed over
her bulwarks, as she turned her head south again for "the Long Sault
and civilization.

The same evening we crossed the long railway portage, and taking
to the canoes again, arrived at Mattawa about 3 P. M. next day To
our horror we found- the chief factor and a group of well-dressed
young ladies waiting to receive us at the landing, and many were the
smiles which some of the costumes provoked. The Chief "especially
with a red woolen tuque, a very dirty shirt, woolen belt and a pair of
duck trousers which had once been white, but were now of no par-
ticular color, attracted a considerable share of attention, and was
glad to slink off to a hotel and change for more civilized apparel.
As this is intended for the canoe columns of the Forest and Stream

a word about the Nora, which has figured so largely in the narrative
may not be amiss. She is an open I6ft.x30in. Peterboro, built bv the
late "Win. English, of basswood. Being somewhat old and water-soaked
she was a little heavy for the work, and quite a load for one man on a
rough portage, but in every other way she was immeasurably more
serviceable than the much vaunted bark canoes of the country She
had all the hard work of the survey and traveled probably 1 500 to
2,000 miles during the summer, but was only once broken and that
through pure carelessness. The lid of a biscuit box, some clout nails
and canoe gum, with four or Ave hour's work with an ax hammer
awl and jack-knife, rendered her as serviceable as ever

'

Lest any of your readers should imagine that a 16X8Q canoe is about
right for one man, or at most, two, let me inform them that Nora's
ordinary load, in addition to her crew of two, was 4001bs. of flour and
bacon and any quantity of sundries, and that on one occasion she fer-
ried seven ordinary men across a small lake without being overloaded
Built of cedar, with some modification of lines, there can be no craft
Letter adapted to the many varyingrequirements of continuous inland
traveling. I bought her for $20 and after three months' use was

offered $15. She was finally given as a reward to one of the men who
had been especially faithful and useful, for g!0, and will probably end
her career on Lake Temiscaming.
This rather crude sketch represents the manner in which loads are

carried in the North woods; and which, I believe, has never been sur-

passed as far as the possibilities in the way of immense weights are
concerned. A slight, consumptive looking Indian or half-breed
brought up to the work, will trot gaily off with 3001bs. or more, and
there are well authenticated instances of 500 to 6001bs. being carried
without injury to the carrier. Several of the "boys" who went in to
the woods "green," were able to carry easily on the return trip 150
to 2001bs. over a short portage; and vied with one another as to
which could carry most. The rigging is merely a long leather thong
with a broad piece in the center to distribute the weight on the fore-
head. The long ends are tied to the "pack," and the latter is "made
up" in a variety of ways, the most popular of which is shown in the
sketch.
The Indians of the country, If not a noble race, are at least interest-

ing. They are usually characterized as lazy and shiftless, and cer-
tainly, from a white man's point of view, they are liable to appear so.

The latter is likely to be true around the posts and settlements in the
summer time, when life is easy and fish plentiful. The Indian has
plenty to eat and drink, and a little money from his last hunt; and he
does not see why he should work and save when there is no necessity
for it.

But take him on his winter hunt, or traveling, and he is a different
being. He is alert and quick, no sign of the wilderness escape his
observation, and he will travel for hours or even days, on his line of
traps without food and with very scant clothing. When overtaken by
night or storm, he will make himself tolerably comfortable with the
help only of his axe and blanket, and come scathless and uncomplain-
ing through hardships which would either kill the ordinary white man
or what is perhaps worse, would give him material for stories of hair-
breadth "scapes" and dangers to inflict on his suffering friends for the
remainder of his days.
The Indian of the North is honest, too. Provisions, canoes, axes

and other wealth may be left for days and months in this wilderness

OUTLET TO RABBIT LAKE.

so long as the owner will take care to leave them stowed or piled in

such a manner as will make it apparent that they are not forgotten or
lost and that he intends to return for them.
The Indian in domestic life is, according to his lights, a good hus-

band and father Angry passages and squabbles are rare, and in-

fidelity almost unknown among them. The squaw does all the hard
work merely because it is the tradition of the race that it is part of
her mission on earth to do it, not because her lord and master is

brutal or unkind. The Indian is seldom bold and never reckless, but
he is rarely a coward, and when brought face to face with danger can
usually b« relied on to do the right thing, and do it promptly and with
nerve and decision. He is improvident, and lives for the present only,
caring nothing for what the morrow may bring forth; hence his lazi-

ness and contempt for the ceaseless every-day labor of the white
man. He will work for a time and be foremost with the ax and pack-
strap and be always quite civil and contented. Then when he has
earned a few dollars to buy the new gun or blanket he needs he will

ask himself cui bono? why should I stay and work and obey orders
when I can be free and my own master, and a promise of three-fold
pay will not keep him more than a day or two longer.
The Indian is little of a poet, but a great deal of a philosopher, and

he is almost invariably an artist. All his work—canoe, snowshoes,
moccasins—is not only neat and perfectly adapted to his needs, but it

is often richly decorated in the most exquisite taste with porcupine
quills, moosehair silk or colored beads.
The Indian's worst vice, in my opinion, is his ingratitude. Make a

bargain with him to perform a certain service for a certain sum, and
in nine cases out of ten he will perform it; but feed him and his family
when starving, or give him a plug of tobacco in his need without ask-
ing for a return, and he exhibits no sense of obligation whatever ; he
merely assumes that the white man has more food and tobacco than
he needs, otherwise he would not give them away.
Of course there are Indians and Indians, but the average Indian

differs from the average white in character as the child differs from
the man—he is less developed. Intellectually he is far ahead of the
toiling and moiling lower orders of the whites; he has time to think
and study, and numerous are the examples he has given of the acute-
ness of his intellect and the accuracy of his judgments.

The Chief.

The Future of Canoe Sailing.

The present conditition and future prospects of canoe sailing and
racing in this country are by no means satisfactory; the decline of
the racing fleet of the A. C A. from its highest point, in 1890, still con-
tinues; not only are no new racing canoes built and no new recruits
made, but the small band of racing men is lessened each year. It is

probable that, with a meet that is specially convenient for the great
body of sailing men, the racing this year will show up quite as well,
or even better than that of ia93; but last year was a very poor one,
for several causes, and a little improvement this year will not indi-
cate any permanent revival of designing, building and racing. Added
to the gradual lesseuing of the racing both at home and at the meets,
the past year or so has witnessed the introduction of a class of larger
boats which decidedly are not canoes, but which answer much better
than the standard 16x30 canoe the wants of those of the older canoe
sailors who are located within reach of fairly open waters.
The influence of La Gloria and Scarecrow within the New York

C. C. is perhaps the most striking instance, but the same ideas are
working in other places. It is not due to any lack of merit in the
canoe, or to the special good qualities of the larger boats, that the
latter are replacing the former, but rather to the condition of canoe
sailing of late years, the craft having reached such a degree of per-
fection as a racing machine that its successful use involved a constant
labor in keeping the canoe up to the latest form, and in keeping one-
self in condition for the keen hard work of match sailing. This state
of affairs had already operated to lessen the ardor of many old
sailors, Who found that even the newest and fastest canoes that could

be built or bought demanded the expenditure of unlimited time and
labor in order to win at the meets.
Even before the new craft were planned, the racing canoes were

lifted less frequently from the racks of a Saturday, and fewer were
taken to the meets; and the decline of canoe sailing cannot fairly be
laid to the positive influence of the newer and larger craft, though it
must undoubtedly be hastened by them.

It is with deep regret that we contemplate the threatened disap-
pearance of the sailing canoe, even in part, from the place which it

had so deservedly held for a quarter of a century. Our first ventures
afloat were in craft of this sort, and our warmest friendships have
been made on short Saturday cruises, in the social life of a canoe club
house, at winter camp-fires and in summer camps; the canoe, and
largely the sailing canoe, being the great bond of sympathy that has
been the first cause of many warm and intimate friendships.
There is nothing that has worked more harm to canoeing in all

forms than the specialization and over-development of the sailing
canoe which has so materially increased its speed but diminished its
numbers. The cause is plain enough to any one who recalls the racing
of Notus, Vesper, Snake, Lassie, Thetis, Pecowsic and Eclipse and
compares them with the successful canoe of the present day. It
would be a hard matter even now, however, to say how this improve-
ment could have been prevented; it is inevitable in ail racing craft,
large or small, though in the case of the sailing canoe it has been
specially rapid and destructive.

It is impossible now to go back to any previous stage of development
in which canons were slower and racing more general ; and on the
other hand, there is little progress to be looked for in the line of the
present canoe and possible improvements in design. While canoe rac-
ing is not likely to disappear entirely in this country, it hns passed its
most successful period, and there is little hope of any marked growth
in the future. There are still many localities where the sailing canoe
is superior to all other pleasure craft, and in all localities there is a
charm about canoeing as distinguished from other forms of sailing
which is sure to attract a certain number; but the recruits from the
great body of young boating men are likely to be proportionately
smaller in the future than in the past.
One reason for the great success of canoe sailing at the start is that

there were then no suitahle sailing craft to be had by the novice or
man of moderate means. In this country he was limited to just two
types, the sandbag catboat, of varying degrees of badness for his use,
and the small rowboat fitted with a sprit or other simple sail. The
canoe, trim, shipshape, handsome in lines and finish, rigged as per-
fectly as a j acht, and offering a number of qualities which specially
fitted it for his individual ownership and use, was a revelation, and
opened an easy and inviting way to the pleasures of sailing where none
at all had previously existed.
This superiority the canoe maintained for many years, being rela-

tively better in design, construction and equipment than the small
rival craft which sprimg up by degrees; but of late the superiority in
these points has ceased to exist. Side by side with the canoe in excel-
lence of design and perfection of workmanship are canoe yawls, raters
and other craft by the score, of varying sizes and proportions, with
keel, fin-keel or centerboard, fitted for all localitie.-i and all varieties of
sailing. It is not surprising that, in competition with this large fleet,
differing in size but not in quality, the smallest one of them all, the
sailing canoe proper, finds fewer adherents than of old.
In America at least, the canoe is still protected by rules, and the

type is likely to continue indefinitely, even though it be less generally
used than in the past. Abroad, however, the conditions are such that
it is quite probable that the true sailing canoe may disappear entirelv,
giving place to some sort of miniature yacht. The rules of the Royal
C. C now admit of fin- keels, overhangs and the features of the mod-
ern yacht, and are likely to result in the extinction of those character-
istic features which have for thirty years separated the sailing canoe
from other craft. The following extract from the Field pictures a
condition of the sport in England which canoeists will recognize as
maintaining here as well:
"When the early type of sailing canoe was started, and rapidly

brought up to a state of comparative perfection as a sailing and
cruising er*ft, few, if any, boats equivalent to the small raters of the
present time existed; the open centerboard gig was then about the
only craft, between a small yacht and a paddling canoe, which was
practicably useable for cruises of inland waters, or on longer cruises
which embraced both river, estuary and sea work; and naturally the
all-round good qualities or the decked sailing canoe rapidly found
favor with the large body of men who were in want of a craft, which
could continue to work^where the yacht, from her size and draught,
had to stop, or, vice versa, where the paddling canoe dare not venture.
But in these modern times small raters furnish such fine sailing that
for sailing sport alone men are drawn that way; and others who seek
all-round work of sailing and cruising, combined with a reasonable
amount of comfort, are persuaded into the canoe-yawl fleet; while the
paddlers and river cruisers remain where they were, their craft being
of perfect type for the work required of the canoe.

"It is at the present time obvious that the sailing canoe is at a stand-
still, that the men who sailed, designed and constantly improved the
canoes during the past twenty years have gone off into canoe yawls,
and no new blood has come in to replace them. Partly was this
caused by the late petty rules of limitations in the class which
befriended, to the exclusion of useful and comfortable craft, a whittled
down model—perfect, no doubt, for its work of pot-hunting in con-
fined smooth water, but dangerous or useless for all other work;
indeed, when it was proposed at the Royal Canoe Club meeting to sail
the challenge cup race this season at Erith, on the tidal part of the
Thames, such a course was generally objected to on the ground that it
would not be safe, and the canoes could not live in such waters if there
was any strength of wind, and such statement was not even chal-
lenged. A further fact is that, under the recent conditions, canoe
design has been for a long time at a standstill, and no real or prac-
tical improvement either in model or fitment has been produced. We
can only hope that the new rule, which practically under its rating is
without limits, will be at once taken in hand to produce, as it certainly
can do, an able and useful little craft.

"Six months ago, when the Royal C. C. remodeled its classification
rules, and adopted practically simple Y. R. A. rating rules in place of
the late microscopic canoe rules, the Royal C. C. was very generally
accused of being led by yachting men rather than by canoe men, and
of being in a fair way to become a boat sailing club instead of a canoe
club. To some extent this was true, in that the men who really led
the club are inclined to go on« above the past favorite canoe. But
what will such critics now say of the Mersey C. C , the next oldest
canoe club to the R. C. C. This club has just remodeled its rules of
classification, and has, among other reforms, gone far away ahead of
the R. C. C. in regard to canoe-yawls.
"The Mersey club has adopted 1-rating, Y. R. A., for canoe-yawls, as

against 0.5-rating, the limit in the R. C. C. This is indeed a step well
in toward yachting, for, although of course it is possible to design a
1-rater which shall be in all essential points fairly a canoe in nature or
type, it is highlv probable that, where racing is the intent of the de-
sign, the craft will be simply neither more nor less than a full-winged
racing Y. R. 4. rater. The rule does, it is true, retain the R. C. C. con-
ditions, that the craft shall be sharp at each end, and that the rudder
shall hang abaft the stern; but with suitable appliances the rudder can
be so hung on almost any sharp-countered 0.5 or 1-rater.
"We publish the text of the new Mersey rules, and it will be seen

that the club has practically adopted theR. C. C. rules; this makes,
therefore, the fourth club In unison, except as to the matter of 1-

rating canoe-yawls, and that will not necessarily adversely affect 0.5-
raters entering the Mersey Club's matches. Other canoe clubs will,
no doubt, -now follow on in adopting rules and rating similar to the
R. C. C, and finally the Canoe Racing Association, which is to he
officially inaugurated this summer, will have a pretty clear course to
steer in formulating rules universally acceptable to the clubs.
"But the question naturally arises as to where canoe definitions

ought to make a stand in regard to size or rating? The old -time idea
that nothing was a canoe if over 30in. in beam has vanished like a sea
fog before a rising breeze. The ancient canoe mariner, whose expert
knowledge, beyond that of wielding a double-bladed paddle with an
apron buttoned up to his ehin, is confined to a pencil sketch of a com-
fortable 'well coaming,' will find that the Canadian type, fitted up to
date, has cut him out, and that the sailing canoe and canoe-yawl are
floating masses of tree, to him unmteliigible, and that old-time canoe-
ing is as nearly dead as he is."

A. C. A. Membership.
Central Division: Frederick Yroom, New York; W. B. Sackett,

Rochester.

"Williamsburgh Shooting Association.
The Williamsburgh Corps, Capt. G-. A. Schmitt, opened its summer

practice shooting in Wissel's Cypress Hills Park, May 6. Owing to the
rain and fog only a few members put in an appearance. The scores
are appended

:

GWorn 194 199 208 205 174
CWHorney, Jr 179 186 201 183 206
PC Ross , 222 218
RMeninger i«i 188 168
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Zettler Rifle Club.

The Zettler Kifle Club held its third practice shoot for the season in

Wissel's Cypress Hills Park on May 6. Fifteen members were present,

twelve of whom participated in the competition for the club prizes.

Tbe weather conitions were decidedly bad. Rain and fog prevailed a

greater part of the time during the shoot, and at times the bullseye

was hard to locate.

The scores as a whole were good. Henry Holges was m fine form,

and made the highest score of the day. Plaisted and Ross met again

in a 50 shot handicap match, Ross granting his opponent 25 points.

Plaisted won by a margin of 7 points.

On the man target Zimmerman and Ross tied for first prize, each

with a score of 58 out of a possible 60. Scores;

Handicap match, Plaisted vs Ross, 50 shots:

Plaisted .206 220 219 221 219+25-1110

Rasf 222 218 223 217 -1103

Man target, 3 shots, possible 60, 5 prizes: Gus Zimmerman 58, Henry
Holges 58, G. W. Plaisted 57, C. G. Zettler 56, M, B. Engel 56.

Henry Holges 23 24 22 21 23 23 24 23 24 23-228
' 6

22 24 23 22 23 22 21 23 23 23-236
21 20 23 23 24 22 22 25 20 21—231-675

F C Ross 25 20 23 21 21 25 23 23 23 19-222
22 18 24 23 20 24 24 23 21 24—223
22 22 21 22 23 24 24 23 24 20-223- 668

G W Plaisted 24 22 21 21 20 21 24 25 23 19-220
21 21 23 20 20 23 22 24 21 23-219
20 21 25 24 22 23 23 20 19 24-221-660

B Walther 25 21 19 22 23 17 21 21 23 24—216
22 23 23 23 23 21 23 21 23 91—224
25 24 21 19 20 22 22 20 24 19-216-656

M B Engel 24 20 24 23 21 22 18 25 24 22-222
e

22 24 17 21 22 18 20 21 25 23—213
17 20 23 25 21 23 20 24 21 24—218—653

r Busse 21 21 24 19 24 18 23 22 21 19-211
23 20 21 22 23 17 25 23 20 25-219
22 21 23 21 24 20 21 25 23 22-221-651

Gus Zimmerman 20 2,3 18 19 24 24 23 18 23 23-221
21 21 22 20 18 22 22 20 22 21-209
23 25 21 24 22 23 18 25 22 IS—221—645

C G Zettler 23 24 24 20 17 20 18 18 21 22-215
19 21 20 20 20 21 18 21 22 25-207
24 18 23 21 21 23 20 18 23 23—214-636

P F Schmidt 23 17 20 21 21 20 19 35 18 21-205
23 20 23 23 21 25 12 19 25 20-211
21 18 21 15 19 21 18 20 21 23-207-623

B Zettler 19 22 22 24 17 18 23 24 24 16-209
24 21 15 24 24 19 23 17 17 19-203
17 23 14 22 20 20 19 22 23 22-202-614

R Homann 24 23 19 18 21 18 22 19 21 23-208
22 17 21 18 *3 24 18 21 20 22-206
23 20 24 17 13 18 21 21 20 20-197-611

Joe Giinther 24 20 14 18 20 25 19 22 21 25-208

Rifle at San Antonio.

A more enthusiastic aggregation of riflemen were hard to find than

that which met on April 29 at the San Antonio range. The practice

was hot and the day cool, and each man put in his best efforts in order

to qualify himself for £he great State contest which will come off at

New Braunfels on May 5 and 6. Following are the scores, 200yds
,

muzzle rest, globe and peep, or any other sights desired, 10 shots:

H Deeener 12 10 11 9 11 10 11 11 8 11-104

EDoscb ; 8 8 11 7 10 12 12 12 9 9- 98

GAltmann.,.. 8 11 12 10 11 12 10 8 9 8- 99

Texas Field .. .
12 11 10 9 9 8 9 12 11 9-100

aatesecke: .7..." .......... 1* 9 8 12 7 9 12 10 10 8- 97

A Guenther 9 11 11 8 11 9 9 7 7 9— 91

A Steves .. . . « 9 11 8 12 9 11 10 9 12-102

ETeicb
'*" 9 9 10 8 9 12 7 8 9 8- 89

E Seffel 9 10 12 10 12 9 11 10 10 12-105

t LThl 9 11 11 10 10 12 9 11 11 9-103

A Altinann'.'. '. 11 9 7 11 7 7 12 12 8 12- 96

Vogtlander 3 11 9 9 9 9 8 8 10 10- 91

G Heye 9 8 8 8 8 12 10 10 6 9- 88

AHerff . !1 8 12 11 8 11 9 111111 9-101

Herpel ... ... 9 7 10 9 8 6 9 6 7 9- 80

stuve.:::::.:...::..:..:.... 9 91m 7 5 7 a e &-«
Two huudr, d yards, off-hand, 10 shots:

Texas Field.... 10 8 5 10 6 8 7-67

A Guenther 10- 6 6 6 7 9 8 8 8 6-74

GQiesecke

7

9 5 3 10 5 10 5 6 7-67
GAltmann

746765574

5-56

ADhi 9 e 7 e 7 910 e 10 e-76

Wilmerding Rifle Club.

The Wilmerding Rifle Club held its regular practice shoot on its

range April 21, when the following scores were made, 100yds., off-

hand, American standard target: „-
j Dias 8 8 8 7 6 10 9 7 7 6-76J

10 10 8 8 7 9 8 7 6 6-79
97765 10 986 5-73

J Harrison 10 10 8 7 6 9 7 6 5 6-73
10 766 ,4 8877 5-68
99655 10 888 7—75

J Barrett 10 9 8 8 5 6 6 6 6 4-68
" 97765 10 986 5-68

J ^Harrison 9 6 6 5 10 10 9 8 5 5-73
10 66448877 7-67
10 7644 10 975 5-67

J Barrett : 10 87778765 5-70888658654 0-58
10 88888766 5-74

j Dias 887747666 5-64887568765 4-64
10 10 7668877 5—75

J. W. Harbison, Sec'y.

Shell Mound.
San Francisco, Cal., April 22.—The semi-monthly all comers' match

of the Columbia Pistol and Ride Club was held at Shell Mound Park
to-day. But little rifle shooting was done. Any rifle. 200yds., stand-

ard target: J. Uts^hig 84. Dr. Rodgers 84, A. H. Pope 81, H, Heeth SO,

L. Barrere 79. Rest shooting: Dr. Rodgers 103, H Heeth 95.

Unusual emulation was displayed among the pistol contestants for

the all-comers' gold medal with cash prizes. Usual conditions—50yds.,

standard American target, re-entry, 3-pound pull of trigger. Scores:

S Carr .. 9 10 8 9 10 10 9 10 10 10-95
9 10 999 10 998 9-91

C M Daiss 9 9 10 9 8 10 9 9 10 10-93
9996 10 9999 10-89

F O Young 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 10 8 9-93s
10 9 9 9 10 9 10 8 9 9-92

Dr Rodgers 8 9 10 7 10 10 9 8 10 10-9189988 10 9 10 9 7—87
E Hovey 7 10 8 10 10 9 9 10 9 9—91

J
10 999 10 9969 10-90

A H Pane 8 10 9 10 8 9 9 9 10 7—£9
S Edwards'! 7 9 10 6 10 10 9 7 9 9-S6

Roebl.

Faterson Rifle Association.

The Paterson Rifle Association held its weekly practice shoot on the

Bunker Hill Range, on April 29, twelve members participating. Dis-

tance 100yds., 20-ring target:
B Maskele . .....f. 17 16 13 15 18 16 15 18 16 17-161

20 17 16 19 20 17 13 18 19 16-175

A Newbv 18 16 20 1 5 18 16 15 17 19 19—173
17 13 16 13 16 16 20 18 16 18-165

WDutcher 14 15 14 16 17 17 17 18 16 16-160
18 18 20 18 18 19 18 13 18 16-176

J Johnson 19 18 19 18 14 19 20 17 19 18—181

Tom Kelley 19 19 17 10 15 18 14 15 15 18—160

H Smith 18 13 17 10 18 16 18 17 17 17—161

Gus Dietrich 18 17 19 16 17 20 18 15 18 18-176
Foster 11 14 17 12 14 13 17 13 13 18-143

15 20 15 17 18 20 18 18 18 18-177

Capt John Ranson 14 16 16 14 15 14 16 14 16 15-150

Wm Newby 17 18 18 12 16 20 17 15 19 18-170
16 17 38 17 17 17 14 16 20 18 -170

Con Pyl* 14 18 17 18 15 10 15 14 17 16-156

Abe Newby 19 16 19 IS 20 14 17 15 18 19-170

Schlicht Rifle Club.

The Schlicht Rifle Club held its regular practice shoot for class

medals on May 1. Geo. Dorr won the champion medal, "Wm. Schlicht

the first class, M. Daus the second class, Ch. Meyer the third class.

Scores: Geo. Schlicht 245, M. Daus 236, Wm. Schlicht 233, J. Diehl23Q,

Capt. Brellenthine 330, A. Meyer 229, Geo. Richert 235, L. Dorr 225, C.

Schlicht 220, P. Maw 221 , A. Tribout 230, C. Stein 218, J Bonders 318, C.

Seibel 237, A. Deubline 310, F. Lambrix 220.

The Chicago - St. Louis Telegraph Match.
The series of telegraph matches between the Pastime Club of Chi-

cago and the Missouri Rifle and Pistol Club of St. Louis, had an inaus-

picious oegioning. When the team of the first mentioned club gath-

ered at the gallery of L G. Ingersoll & Sons in Chicago on Tuesday
evening, May 1, there were two men less than the required ten. Four
of the best shots were absent, namely, Messrs Long: of Lafayette,

Ind., Wills and lahee of Alton. 111., and Hankie of Chicago. Two of

these were absent on account of business and two from illness.

It is useless to go into any extended particulars of the match, since

the conditions were so violated at the Chicago end that it could not be

considered a contest. Loose management prevailed throughout in the

working of the Chicago team It must in justice be said of the mem-
bers of that team that individually they shot with the utmost fairness

and I believe desired to scrupulously observe all tbe conditions of the

contest. They shot well and proved themselves excellent material in

a contest as well as most companionable gentlemen. The fault was
in the management.
Mr. L. G. Ingersoll captained the team. He objected to the shooters

standing at 43ft., since it would put him to some inconvenience, as his

shortest range was 50ft.

Mr. Freeman, a Chicago journalist, was engaged to referee the
Chicago team for St. Louis, but was detained so late that the shoqt

was nearly over when he arrived. I was invited to referee in his

place, but, being busy, I so explained the circumstance to Mr. Inger-

soll and suggested that he get some one else, but if he could not find

any acceptable referee I would act. He then went on with the shoot

till the sixth or seventh man had shot, without any referee

The individual scores were not telegraphed immediately, as the con-

ditions required, though the telegraph office was but three blocks

away. "When eight men had shot, Mr. Ingersoll announced that there

were gentlemen present who desired to shoot on the team, but as

they had not shot in his gallery he would not accept them, as he
would insist on knowing each shooter's capabilities. He then said

the scores of the two absent members wouid be composite, each one
of the team in succession shooting one shot till the scores were com-
pleted. He explained that such was allowable. Yet, it was a viola-

tion of the conditions, as will hereinafter appear.
The individual scores of the St. Louis team began coming in

promptly, but not receiving any in return they sent a message of in-

quiry.
The question of a referee coming up in the latter part of the shoot

lasted till the end, but it could not be considered otherwise than

informal, so that the St. Louis team was virtually without a referee,

since refereeing two or three scores could not be considered refereeing

according to the conditions. Following are the scores:

The Pastime Club: Tbos. J. Storr 45, L"uis Jordan 47, Geo. Newpert
48, J. H. George 48, F. W. Morgan 46, Fred Ingersoll 48, R. S. McBean
48, L. F. Ingersoll 45. Composite scores, T. Tracy 44, J. E. Long, 46.

Total, 465. , „ . .

Missouri Rifle and Pistol Club—Geo. T. Dunn 46, Mr. Buchanan 46,

A. P. Gosnell 47, W. Bauer 47, F. Hutchinson 44, Capt. W. P. Schaaf

46, H. H. Henderson 49. S. G. Dorman 50, Mi*. Staley 48, C. Vogt 38.

Total, 461.

Mr. Chas. R. Frederickson acted as referee for the Chicago team m
St. Louis. From him I received a courteous letter under date of May
2 from which I quote the following:
'•The club in a body objected to accepting the scores credited to

Messrs. Long and Tracy, and as I could find nothing in the rules per-

mitting composite scores, and did know of rules which prohibited

competitors from shooting under any but their own names, which
rule was certainly violated by every contestant according to your
last message, I had no other alternative but to give way to the chal-

lenge of the club. The only basis which the St. Louis Club seemed
disposed to settle on is, as I wired last evening, to take the eight

highest on each side, which will, I believe, give Capt. Schaaf and his

men a victory by four points.

"

The St. Louis Club had good grounds for their objections. The
match as shot was inconclusive. There were in Chicago negligence

and disregard of the conditions of the match, which savored more of

expeditiously getting revenue from the shooting gallery than con-

ducting a contest for honor and goodfellowship. B. "Waters.

Revolver Shooting in England.
The usual weekly revolver competition of the North Dondon Rifle

Club took place on April 18. The wind was rather troublesome, the
range was 20yds. Below are the details:

"Walter Winans 777757-40 Carter 456777-36

Mai Munday 777757—39 Capt Richardson , .457576—34

Capt Cowan 667775-38 J W Shaw 654765—33
Lieut Yarley 577775—38 Howe 475575—33

C F Lowe 577507-37 Maj Palmer 667635—33

Rand 775676—37 Capt Jones 275666-32
Skilton 577755—36
Owing to a mistake in making a 6in. instead of a 4in. bullseye at

50yds , the scores made up to now this year have to be recounted, the
bull counting 5 instead of 7, owing to that being the proper count on a
6in. bullseye. The scores for the revoluer championship therefore
now stand:

Long range. Short range. Total
Walter "Winans 41 41 40 40 29 29 220

Carter 36 36 35 34 .. 24 165

Mai Munday 39 36 34 33 ..22 164
'

C F Lowe.. 37 37 33 33 ..23 164

Cant Cowan 38 37 36 . . 27 24 162

Skiiton 40 35 .. .. 27 25 128

Capt Jones 33 32 32 .. .. 32 119

At the South London Rifle Club on April 17 the weather was so
threatening that sew shooters went down in t he afternoon, though as
it turned out the weather cleared up. Result at 30yds.

:

Capt T W Heath 666577-37 Howard 666645—33

C F Lowe 774775-37 Kemp 785635 -33
Howe 747666—36 Clementi-Smitb 355677—33
Scores for revolver championship of club now stand:

Walter Winans 39 38-77 Kemp 36 33-68
Capt Heath 38 37-75 Howard 34 83-67
OF Lowe 37 35-72

The weekly shoot of the North London Rifle Club took place on April
25 in verv rough, stormy weather, which kept some away and pre-

vented high scoring in the revolver competition, which was at 20yds.

The scores for the revolver championship of the club now stand to date
as below:

Short range. Long range. Total.

Walter Winans 41 41 40 40 29 29 220

C F Lowe 33 33 35 37 39 22 199

Carter 32 34 35 30 36 24 197

Capt Cowan 34 36 37 38 27 24 196

Major Munday 32 83 34 36 39 22 196

Capt Richardson 33 34 34 38 25 24 188

Rand 35 36 36 37 . . 25 169

Skilton 40 38 36 .. 27 25 166

Capt Jones 29 32 32 33 . . 23 148

Luff 28 34 26 78
Howe 33 33 66
Clementi-Smith 35 29 64

Hartford Rifle Club.

Hartforo, Conn
,
April 28.—Inclosed please find scores made by the

Hartford Rifle Club at its regular bi-monthly shoot, April 28, standard
American target, 200yds., off-hand.

Medal Match (Single Entry).

H M Pope 6 8 6 6 8 6 10 7 10 7—82
J M Foote, Jr 8 10 10 9 6 7 5 9 9 8 -81

RD Garden 88997957 10 8-80
F K Rand 6 8 8 7 10 6 7 8 9 9—73
WJ Dunbar 59 10 788696 7-69
S Edwards 765776977 8-68

Re-entry Match.
Pope 9 8 9 10 6 7 5 10 8 10-82

8 9 10 7 10 9 8 7 10 8-8667699 10 10 88 8—81
687 10 59 10 79 8—79979986 10 7 10 7—82

Foote 88 10 8 10 6779 8—81
Dunbar 9 7 8 7 9 10 9 10 8 9—80948768 10 88 9-77
Edwards 10 5 5 8 6 7 10 6 10 10-77
Rand 5 5 5 5 7 8 10 10 8 10—74

868 10 66887 7-74
Garden 975587789 4-699989 10 9886 5-67
Fox 5 10 6979575 8—72

10 6547 10 684 6—66
H. M. Pope, Sec'y.

Palisade Rifle Club.

Ten members of the Palisade Rifle Club were present on May 1 to
participate in the weekly gallery competition for club medals. The
scores are appended: Geo. Dorr 243, Fred Krobai.seh 233, Fred Esperer
231, Wm. Ahles 226, R. Glaser 223. Max Zeller 217, Aug. Ahles 215, L.
Dumont 210, Ad. Ahles 209, C. Hembergar 207.

Greenville Rifle Club.

The Greenville Rifle Club entered upon its second week in the new
series of gallery handicap shooting on Friday night of last week.

James and Colin Boag got the first and second prizes in the first class,

Agueau and Lutz the first and second in the secoad class and Zeiger
and Borr the first and second in the third class Scores:
First Class.—J. Boag 242. first prize; C. Boag 212, second prize;

Robidoux 241, Purkess 241. Collins 239. Scheeline 224.

Second Class.—Agueau 239+2-241. first; Lutz 240, second; Dodds
255, Chavant 236, Spahn 230, Charlock 231.

Third Class.—R. Zeiger 222, first: Barr 228, second ; Hill 211, Graef
252, Huelsen 210. Daniels 215. E. Wuestner, Jr., 212, F. Wuestner 202,

E. Wuestner, Sr., 185.

RIFLE NOTES.
Teams from the four prominent German-American shooting socie-

ties, viz.. New York Corps, New York Central Corps, New York City
Corps and the Harlem Ind. Corps will meet in Washington Park, May
22. Each team will consist of ten men, ten shots per man. The team
making the lowest score will have to pay the "piper," and entertain
the other teams after the contest is decided. It is reported that a
match between teams representing the New York and the New
York Central Corps will be arranged to be shot off in the latter part
of this summer.
There is considerable interest centered in the coming match between

Ross and Dorrler, which takes place in Wissel's Cypress Hills Park.
The date of the match has not been decided upon as yet.

The Knickerbocker Rifle Club, of Brooklyn, Capt. Wm. L. Keppler,
will hold its third annual prize shoot in C. Lederer's gallery on May 19

and 20. A prize programme consisting of ten prizes, ranging from $10
to $1, will be offered for our gallery experts to compete for.

The Brooklyn Schuetzen Corps held its monthly practice shoot in

Deckleman's Park, Glendale, L. I., on Wednesday of this week. The
scores will appear in next week's issue.

The New York Central Corps held its monthly shoot in Washington
Park On Thursday of this week. Look for the scores next week.

The New York Corps held its monthly shoot on Friday of this week.
Forest and Stream will tell you all about it in next issue.

Don't forget the festival and prize shoot of the Williamsbu>-gh
Corps, which comes off in Wissel's Cypress Hills Park, May 13 and 14.

There are $500 in cash prizes for the winners.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
May 15.—Second annual tournament of the Atlantic Trap-Shooting

Association, at Lynn, Mass. W. F. Brown, Sec'y.

May 15-16 —Pekin (111.) lun Club tournament.
May 15-17.—Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association's eighteenth

annual tournament, under auspices of Columbus Gun Club, at Colum-
bus. Neb. ; $300 added money.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association s

spring tournament.
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at
Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds
$500 to the purses.

jlay 59 —Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club. 25 bird handicap, $15
entry, 30 per cent, to be paid on or before May 16. For amateurs oniy,

at Rutherford, N. J. Address W. H Huck, S<=c'y, Rutherford, N. J.

May 22-25 - Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-
ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, five pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 23-25.—Minneapolis (Minn.) Gun Club's fifteenth annual tourna-

ment.
May 23-26.—Weimer Cartridge Co's tournament, at St. Louis.

May 29.—Massachusetts State Shooting Association's tournament,
under auspices of Hingham Gun Club, at Hingham.
May 29-30.—Big Four Gun Club tournament, at Sheldon, Iowa.
May 29-30.—Janesvflle (Wis.) Shooting Club, third annual tourna-

ment; targets and live birds.

May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-

ment, at Utica.
May 30.—Nitro Gun Club's second annual tournament, at West

Pittston, Pa.
May 30-31.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League tournament,

at Rochester.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club, Mason. $200 added money.
June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Iowa State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Independence. Iowa.
June 5-7.—Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club tournament.
June 7-9.—Oregon State Sportsmen's Association's tournament,

under auspices of Willimette Gun Club, at Portland, Oregon.
June 8-9 —Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club, first annual tournament.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,

N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.

June 12-14.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual
tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.

June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-
ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City. N. J.

June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest's tenth
annual tournament, under auspices of Tacoma Rifle, Rod and Gun
Club, at Tacoma, Wash.; $1,500 added money; open to the world. E
E. Ellis, Sec'y.
June 19-21.—ChamberUn Cartridge and Target Company's first

Bnnual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June 27-28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

sixth tournament, under the auspices of the Elwood Gun Club, at
Elwood, Ind. Elwood Gun Club will add $200.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.

With a combination formed of the Interstate Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association, the Michigan State Trap-Shooters' League and
the Valley City Gun Club the fifth Interstate tournament, to be held

at Grand Rapids, Mich., on May 30 and 31 and June 1, is bound to be
a grand success. The Valley City Gun Club will provide the grounds
and $200 to the purses. The events of the first day are one at 10 tar-

gets, novelty rule, $1.50 entry; two at 15 targets, novelty rule, $2;
three at 15 targets, unknown angles. $2; one at 20 targets, novelty,

$2.50; one at 20 targets, unknown angles, $3.50; two at 6 pairs, $1.50.

There will be $10 added to each of the six events. Second day, same
as above, except that in place of the 20 targets at unknown angles
there will be shot a 25-target event for the individual State champion-
ship, open only to members of the Michigan League. Third day-
three 15-target event, novelty rule, $2; three 15-target events, unknown
angles, $2; one 20-target event, Novelty ruH $2 50; one event at 6

pairs, $1 50; one at 9 pairs, $2.50. The Morton House will be the head-
quarters for all the sportsmen. The Valley City Gun Cluh will hold a
banquet at the above house on the evening of May 31 at 8:30 o'clock.

About thirty sportsmen went to Al. Heritage's Marion grounds on
Saturday, May 5, with the expectation of seeing a 50-bird exhibition
shoot between Brewer snd Morfey, announced to take place at 2 P. M.
They were doomed to disappointment, however, as neither of the
principals materialized, nor did they condescend to send any reason
for their non-appearance. After considerab'e justifiable grumbling
had been indulged in, the shooters present decided to shoot off the
birds provided for the exhibition. The fir*t event was at 5 birds, $3
entry, two moneys; the second at 7 birds, $5 entry, two moneys; and
the third a $2 miss and out. The results were:

No. 1. Ties. No. 2. No. 3.

Ryan 2212-2-5 1212 1210201—5 2112210

PJay...„ 11221—5 20 1211022—6 11121122

(Jriffen 10202—3 .... 2022122—6 0

Terry 11101-4 ....

Apgar 11211—5 1111 1112002-5 111)1222
Van Dyke 22111—5 120 2111210—6 lllaO

Scott 0221020-4
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Next Thursday will be a gala day for the members of the Essex Gun
Club of Newark and those who are fortunate enough to be invited to
take part in the club's semi-annual re-union. The affair will take
place on Al. Heritage's Marion Grounds and admission will he by in-
vitation only The sport wM begin about 10 o'clock A. M There will
be a number of sweepstakes open to members and guests, the club
shoot at 10 live birds per man and perhaps a team contest. Al. Heri-
tage informs us that a big boiler of chowder will be kept on the fire
and that no one will be allowed to suffer the pangs of hunger.
The return match between teams of six men each, representing the

Muncie and Union City Gun Clubs, was shot at Union City, Ind., on
April 2fi, each man shooting at 50 targets. The scores: Muncie—Byron
Snell 39, Loley Williamson 80, Jas. Simmons 30, C. L. Bender 34, Geo.
Kettner 47, Richard Davis 35; total 234. Union City—Frank Murphy
41, Ed Kooutz 33, John Barren t 30, Steve Cowdery 20, Chas. Proctor 46,
Jos. Schaub 28; total 195.

Dr. W, F. Carver is one of the most ingenious advertisers in the
show business. His latest scheme to catch the eye of the public and
incidentallv advertise his own qualifications is a series of challenges,
the conditions of which are destined to raise the hair of Brewer, Elli-
ott, Fulford, Budd and Thompson and everybody else who owns a
shotgun or rifle. He offers to shoot any one or all of ten matches,
some of which are decidedly unique.

There will be an Interesting team contest on the Marion grounds on
Decoration Day, when Daniel and Scott Terry will try conclusions
against Al. Heritage and William Terry, each man will shoot at 25 live

pigeons, under Hurlingham rules except 50yds. boundary, for
**"

team, loser to pay for the birds.

The New York and New Jersey shooters who are going to Knoxville
will lea.ve New York on Sunday, May 20, at 5 P. M. At Philadelphia
they will be ioined by the PennsyU'anians, and at Washington by the
District of Columbia contingent. They will arrive at Knoxville on the
following day at 3:57 P. M. (central time).

Local amateurs should not forget the 35-bird handicap for amateurs
only to be shot on the Boiling Springs Gun Club grounds on May 19.

Entrance §15. inclusive of the birds. Entries, accompanied by 30 per
cent, of the entrance fee, will be received by W. H. Huck, Rutherford,
N. J., up to May 15.

The Interstate shoot at Chicago next Thursday, Friday and Saturday
will draw all the cracks. Each and every purse hung up is a heavy
one, and the man who fails to "come out whole" will have no one but
himself to blame.

The second annual tournament of the Atlantic Trap Shooting Asso-
ciation will be held at Lynn, Mass., on Tuesday, May 15, and the man-
agement will offer a fine programme.
The West, Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association will hold its spring

tournament on Thursday and Friday of next week. They will put up
a good programme for the two days.

We would respectfully request that the secretaries of the various
gun clubs send us one or more copies of their club constitution, by-
laws and shooting rules.

There will be an exodus of trap shooters toward Chicago next week,
and on the day following the close of the big Chicago affair they will
all rush to Knoxville.

The Weimer Cartridge Co. announces a tournament to be held at
Compton Avenue Park, St. Louis, May 23 to 26 inclusive. All events
open to the world.

J. Wolstencroft did great work with his first barrel in the shoot for
the Riverton Challenge Plate. He used his second barrel only five
times to kill.

Don't forget that professionals and experts will be barred from the
25-bird handicap at Rutherford next Saturday.

The Central New York Trap-Shooters' League will hold a tourna-
ment at Rochester on May 30 and 31.

The Endeavor Gun Club of Jersey City will hold an open to all tour-
nament at Marion on Sept. 3.

All the sweepstake events at the New York State shoot at Utica will
be open to the world.

Live bird shooting on Friday and Saturday at Knoxville.
C. H. Townsend.

Stock Yard Gun Club.
Kansas City, Mo., April 30.—The Stock Yards Gun Club has just

finished its yearly shoots at live birds The .first medal was won by
C. K. Carmean five times, by B. R, Bridgford twice, and George Stock-
well, A. J. Naylor, O. P. Baldwin, J. C- McCoy and L. J. Gillespie once
each. C. P. Baldwin, George Keeney, George Stockwell and R. K
Campbell won the second medal twice, and W. H. Sawtell, J F. Fry,
C. K. Carmean and L. J. Gillespie once each. Ed. Kcoville captured
the leather medal three times, B. F. Baldwin twice, Fred. Welhener. C.
I. Mills. Jake Young and Mike Rice once each Mike Steele, R. K.
Campbell, C. I. Mills, J. W. Olander and L, O. Nutter tied for the
leather medal at various times, but were too modest to shoot off the
ties. The following table shows the work of the individual members
of the club, which as a whole shot at 2,500 birds, killed 1,503, an aver-
age of 60.3 per man;

Per
Shot at. Broke.Cent.

JM West 120
Ed Scovill 130
Mike Steele 120
CP Baldwin.... 110
J W Olander. . . .110
Geo Keeney 110

L O Nutter 110
J F Fry 110

CI Mills 110

J Young 110
G Stockwell 110
CK Carmean... 110
BR Bridgford.. 110

RK. Campbell.. 100
G M Walden. , . .100
r

, T G!?J:;;:jk\ ..

,

JO McCoy 80

36.9

43 3

717
65.5
43.6
70.0
48.1

61.8

56,3

59.0
79 0
86 3
78.1

73.0

58 0
74.4
62.5

Per
Shot at. Broke. Cent

B F Baldwin. .

.

. 80 25 35.3WH Saw telle.. . 70 53 75.7
R T Bass 32 45.7
A W Gillette... . 60 29 48.3
R J Monroe

, 60 36 60.0
Mike Rice 12 24 0W W Means

, 50 26 52.0W H Snuff 40 22 55.0
A J Naylor

, 40 27 67.5
F Welhener 30 4 13 3

36.6JTMegerdy... . 30 11
O H Gentry 30 6 30.0
E E Peters 20 6 30 0
J S Tough 20 8 40 0
T J Gilliam . 20 16 800

10 6 60.0
N W Hall 0 00.0

Team Shooting in Kansas.
Weir City, Kan., May 1.—I inclose scores of team shoot which took

place at Columbus, on April 27, two men to a team. The match should
have been at 101) targets each, but was reduced to 95 each, owing- to a
scarcity of shells!

"

McHhany 1010100111111111 1 11 Illllllioinjoillllinoilllllll
_

111101111111110111111111111111111111111111111 —86
Timberlake... 1101101 lOllOnonmu 1101001111100111101110111111

„ , „ Minomininoininiiimoiomnimioiiii -76—162
Marshall lliOlllllOlllOOllllilOimiillllOlllOilimiOlllOl

lmiommmiiooiiimniniiiioiminoii —81
Best nmiiiiiiioioiiiionionioiiiiooiiimimoioiio

111101110110111101111100111111111111110111011 —T7-158
Mamaluke.

Special Rate to Chicago Shoot.
We are advised by Mr. J. H. Robbins, of the Prairie Gun Club, that

a special reduced rate has been conceded by the Erie Rroad and that
the road will run a special train for the benefit of those Easterners
who-conteoiplate Roing to the Cbicago shoot. The train will leave
Jersey City at 3:15 P.M., on Monday, May 14, Binghamton 9:18 P M
Waverly 10:31 P. M., Elmira 10:50, P. M„ Jamestown 3:08 A. M. Tiles'
^7; Youngstown 6:53 A.M., Akron 8:45 A. M , Marion J2M„ Lima
liaa P. M., aud arrive at Cbicago at 7:55 P. M. Those from Boston can
join the excursion at Bioghamtou; from Philadelphia at Waverly
from Harnsburg at Elmira; from Buffalo and western New York at
Jamestnwn; from Columbus at Marion and from Springfield and Dav-
ton at Lima.

Atlantic Association.
Lynn, Mass., May 5.—Editor Forest and Stream: The second

annual tournament and reception of the Atlantic Trap Shooting
Association will beheld at Lynn, Mass., on Tuesday, May 15. A very
interesting programme has been arranged, consisting of 12 events atknown and unknown angles. Class shooting will be adopted, Ameri-
can Association rules to govern. Class A will consist of all competi-
tors maintaining an average over 80#. Class B 8O3S and under. There
will be two or more moneys in each class, according to the number of
entries. Lunch will bo served free by the club. Sportsmen desiring
an interesting and profitable occasion are iuvited to ut'end Pro-grammes may be had. W, F. Brown, Sec'y.

Targets at Pittsburgh,
Kal/mazoo, Mich—Editor Forest and Stream: In your issue of

current week is noticed the advertisement of the Cleveland Target CoAt the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourna-
ment in Pittsourgh, Pa., on April 17, over 5.000 targets were thrown,
thus beating by over 1,000 the number of targets ever previously
thrown in a single day under the noveltv system. Mv electric auto-
matic indicating pull was used exclusively throughout the entire three
days of the tournament. Ben O. Bush

New York State Shoot.
Utica, N. Y., April 30.—Editor Forest and Stream: Preparations

for the nest meeting of the New York State Association for the Pro-
tection of Fish and Game, to be held here June 11 to 16, under the aus-
pices of the Oneida County Sportsmen's Association, are going rapidly
forward.
The cash prizes will amount to about $3,000, while a magnificent

array of merchandise, already amounting to about $1 500, will make
the merchandise event one of the best in the history of the Associ-
ation.
The committee on programme has its work substantially completed,

and besides the regular events there will be a 50 target race for the
championship of New York State at targets. Besides' this there will

be a special event for representatives of the press only, and in this
event Col. Chas. H. Mowry, of Syracuse, will be handicapped back
over the fence.

It is hoped that the programmes will be ready for distribution about
May 20, and parties desiring a copy of the same should make applica-
tion at once. The programme this year will be in the form of a flap
pocket book, and will be a souvenir well worth preserving.
Two sets of electric traps will be devoted exclusively to sweepstake

shooting, and our friends from over in Jersey, as well as elsewhere,
are invited to come and join us, as nobody will be handicapped or
barred.
The ground arrangement will be under the supervision of a compe-

tent man. and no pains or expense will be spared to make this the
best meeting in the history of the Association.
Arrangements have been made for reduced rates on all railroads,

and the shoot will beheld on the old ball ground, within five minutes'
walk of Bagg's and St. James hotels.
The committee on rules, consisting of Messrs. H. L. Gates, of UMca,

C. H. Mowrey, of Syracuse, and Mr. Betson, representing M. R. Bing-
ham, of Rome, met here April 25. Messrs. Dingen, of Buffalo, and
Hadley, of Rochester, were not present. The same rules in force last
year for live-bird and target shooting, as published in the Rochester
programme, were adopted, with the following amendment:
Amend Rule 4 so as to read as follows:
"Rule 4. Loads.—Charge of powder unlimited. Charge of shot,

maximum load, ij^oz., tor any gauge gun. Dixon measure struck
off. Any shooter using a larger amount of shot shall forfeit his
entrance money and rights in the match.
"Note.—Dean Richmond trophy. Throw the entire team or teams

who will forfeit their entrance money and rights In the match."
Add a new rule to be known as Rule 26 to read as follows:
"Rule 26.—No person shall be eligible to shoot on any team contest-

ing for the Dean Richmond trophy unless he shall be, first, an actual
bona fide citizen of the State of New York; second, he shall have
been at least thirty days a member of the club which he shall repre-
sent; third, he shall bean actual bona fide resident of the town or
city in which said club has its principal headquarters, or of a town or
city in the same county immediately adjoining thereto. If any club
shall allow any person to shoot on a team not able to comply with all
of the above requisites such team shall forfeit its entrance money and
all rights in the match, and be subject to such other penalties as the
association may prescribe.
"No moneys shall be paid over or any trophy be awarded if a protest

shall be made by any team contesting until the same shall be decided,
and the tournament president shall determine how the protest shall
be considered and decided.
"No person shall be eligibe to shoot on any team contesting for the

team championship at inanimate targets unless he shall be, first, an
actual bona fide citizen of the State of New York; second, he shall
have been at least thirty days a member of the club which he shall
represent; third, he shall be an actual bona fide resident of the
county in which said club has its principal headquarters.

"If any club shall allow any person to shoot on a team not able to
comply with all of the above requirements such team shall forfeit its
entrance money and all rights in the match, and be subject to such
penalties as the association may prescribe.
"No moneys shall be paid over or any trophy be awarded if a pro-

test shall be made by any team contesting until the same shall be
decided, and the tournament president shall determine how the pro-
test shall be considered and decided."

It is believed that these amendments will largely increase the
interest in the State team championship and Dean Richmond contest.
Sportsmen should remember that there will be five days for target

shooting, namely Monday to Friday inclusive, and that one day,
Saturday, will be devoted to the Dean Richmond trophy contest and
live bird sweeps. Henry L. Gates.

The Interstate at Chicago.
There seems no reason why the expectations of the Interstate

Association and t he Prairie Gun Club shoud not be more than realized,
so far as the success of their combined shoot at Chicago next Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday are concerned. The prizes offered are
undoubtedly the most attractive aud most valuable ever offered, while
the shoot has been so extensively and systematically advertised as to
brine it to the notice of every shooter and lover of the sport in the
country.
There will be three sets of traps kept busily throwing targets. On

No. 1 set the targets will be thrown known 'traps aud angles; No. 3
use known traps and unknown angles; while set No. 3 will be devoted
to the novelty rule. On the first day there will be twenty open events,
$1 50 to $5 entry; second day thirty events, and third day thirty
events. There will also be two sets of live bird traps in use.
The stake events will be as follows: First day—American champion-

ship at targets and the possession of the Lake street elevated gold
cup, sweepstakesof $5 each, 100 targets per man, four moneys, novelty
rule, the winner in addition to the championship and first money, to
receive a beautiful gold vase, inscribed conimemorativeiy of the event
valued at $150.
The Barnard sweepstakes, a sweepstakes of $3 each, 25 targets per

man, four moneys, novelty rule, the winner to receive in addition to
first money, an order for a suit of sportsmen's clothing, valued at 835.
Live birds—The Schiller studio overture, $5 entrance, five bird*,

three moneys, the winner to be presented with an order for a large-
sized bust photograph, valued at $20.
The Prairie Gun Club stake, a sweepstakes of $12.50 each, 25 birds

per man, four moneys, to which will be added $250.
Second day.—The Clabrough contest, a sweepstakes of $5 each, 50

targets per man, four moneys, rapid-fire system, the winner, in addi-
tion to first money, to receive a gun valued at $175,
The amateur standard Keystone target prize, for novices only, a

sweepstakes of $3 each. 25 targets per man, four moneys, for ama-
teurs only, everything known, the winner to receive, in addition to
first money, a substantial and costly trophy.
Live birds.—The American championship" at live birds for 1894 and

1895: The city of Chicago, St. Leger, a sweepstakes of $35 each, 50
birds per man, four moneys, to which will be added a purse of $500.
The Remington Arms Co. stake, $10 entrance, 10 birds, four moneys,

the winner to receive, in addition to first money, an order for a haoi-
merless shotgun.
Third day.—The Santa Fe Equipment, a sweepstakes of $5 each, 50

targets per man, 30 singles. Novelty rule, and 10 pairs, four moneys,
the winner to receive, in addition to first money, an exquisite service
of silver plate, nine pieces, that cost $125, presented to the Prairie Gun
Club for this event by the management of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railroad; n" handicap.
Live birds—The battle of the giants (Battery No. 2), an intersec-

tional contest for the championship and a sweepstakes of $1,000, be-
tween teams from the East and West, of 10 men each, 50 birds per
man, $50 each, winners to take all. losers to pay all. The Eastern team
to be captained by Mr. Justus von Lengerke, of the firm of Von Len-
gerke & Detmold, the Western team by Albert M. Hoffman, field cap-
tain of the Prairie Gun Club. The captains of the respective teams to
select representatives or judges the evening prior to the event, and
they to agree upon a referee. Retrieving to be done by dogs.
The double eagle (Battery No. 1), a sweepstake of $7.50 each, 15

birds per man, four moneys, to which will be added at least five double
eagles ($20 gold pieces) by the brewers of Chicago.
The Alberger stake for "young sportsmen," lads under 15 years, 5

live birds, entrance cost of birds, three prizes, first $10 gold piece, sec-
ond $5 gold piece, third $2.50 gold piece, donated by Col. M H Al-
berger.
The Sherman House, corner Clark and Randolph streets, will be

shooters' headquarters.

Col. Courtney Breaks a Record.
Syracuse, N. Y., May 5.—About two years ago Harvey McMurchy

shooting on the Syracuse Gun Club's grounds, broke 92 out of a pos'
sible 100 targets, known traps, unknown angles, the targets being
thrown from 5 blueroek traps. Since that time one of the chief de?
sires of the local experts has been to beat Mc-Murchy's record, but
none were able to wrest his honors away until to-day, when portly
Col. A. G. Courtney, the Lefever Arms Co.'s agent, put on his best
suit of shooting clothes, a new "choker," girded up his loins and said
"Boys, here goes Mac's recordl" And go it did, the handsome colonel
breaking 93 out of his possible 100 and blaming it ail to the Lefever
ejector and E. C. powder.
This record, made on these gounds, and under the conditions pre-

vailing, is a remarkable one, the targets being thrown very hard and
as low as possible. Chas. H. Mowry, the shooting editor, was close
behind the Colonel, breaking 91 targets. Frank Lefever broke 86 and
"Uncle Dan" Lefever 85. The boys are inclined to think that Col
Courtney's record will stand fully as long as did the one of McMurchy.

Falwjtait.

Trap Matters in Texas.
San Antonio, Tex., April 30.—Allow me to correct a misstatement

"contained in your issue of April 28, headed "Trap in San Antonio."
While it is true Mr. Thiele lost the medal—though he has since found
it—he did not place any order with Critzer Brothers for a $100 medal.
The club provides their own medals, and since the article above men-
tioned was written they have held a meeting and provided two trophies
to be shot lor the balance of this season, as will be seen from the fol-
lowing clipping inken from the San Antonio Expreux of April 29:

•At the last meeting of the San Antonio Gun Club a committee was
appointed to purchase two trophies to be shot for during the balance
of the shooting season. The trophies will be of silver and elegant in
design, and will remain the exclusive property of the one winning
them. The conditions governing the shooting for the trophies will be
a radical departure from those which have governed the old medal
shoots. The rules will be the same for both classes, and are as fol-
lows: Commencing with the shoot on April 29, from that time to the
close of the season the grand aggregate of each shooter will be taken
and an average struck by dividing this aggregate by the total number
of Sunday shoots held by the club. Only scores made at Sunday shoots
to count. It will be seen by the above that it requires not only a good
shot, but a regular attendance, to win a trophy. The trophy shoots
will be as usual at 20 singles and 5 pair doubles. With these conditions
the shoots of the club for the balance of this season promise exciting
sport,"
The regular annual meeting of the club was held in April and the

following board of directors elected: Peter Shields, W. T. Pancmst,
Aug. Thiele, Aug. Grossman, Willard L. Simpson, 8. G. Newton, J. F.
France, G. W. Phillips, Wm. Volbrecht, Fred Kelley, Simon Vieth and
J. W. McCormack. From the directory the following officers were
chosen: Peter Shields, President; William Volbrecht, Vice-President;
Willard L. Simpson, Secretary; J. F. France, Treasurer; Aug Thiele,
Captain; Aug. Grossmann, Lieutenant. The club is in a most pros-
perous condition and is one of the most active in the country, having
used .90,000 targets last season at its regular shoots; has one hundred
members, the limit, and numbers among its members the representa
tive business men of . the community. Its present officers have held
office, with few exceptions, since the club was organized, and it is
owing to their unselfish devotion that the club owes its present pros-
perity, and more especially is this true of its worthy president. Judge
Peter Shields, one of nature's noblemen and as true a sportsmen as
ever drew bead on Bob White or a blueroek.
The captain, Mr. Aug Thiele, is another sportsman that San An-

tonio is proud of; he is a veritable gun crank, and has managed the
shoots of the club with tact and ability during its most prosperous
years. The writer of this article has had the honor to be the club's
secretary ever since it first started.
The club owns its own grounds, having about eight acres, beauti-

fully located on the shores of Elmendorf Lake, at Lakeview, a suburb
of San Antonio. There it has one of the most perfect shooting grounds
in the vicinity, with all modern appliances, including electric trap
pulls.
The club holds two shoots a week, beginning in March and ending

in September; the attendance at the regular weekly medal shoot varies
from twenty to forty shooters. In all probability the cub will erect
an elegant club house on their grounds within another year. Any
visiting sportsmen coming to San Antonio, will always find a warm
welcome at the hands of the members of this club, the latch string is
always on the outside of the door. Willard L. Simpson

"Wads'" Princeton Budget.
Princeton, April 30.—To-day was the last of the grand handicap

here, four matches at 25 birds each. Prize winners, with number of
birds broke out of possible 100, are as follows:W E K Mittendorf

. .84 A E Phillips 70 I G Hoff , Jr 62
C Johnson 76 A Wesley. 69 BGray... 61
RQZabriskie 73 R R Schillinger 67 J K Clarke "*51
Scores cf last shoot of above series:

.11000010000100 00 11 10 00 00
.010001111111100 00 10 10 00 10-

.lmmooomiow
101010010111010 00 00 00 11 10-
010110111001011 10 01 00 00 00-
000100000000010 10 00 01 00 00
oooooio) loioooo 10 10 00 00 00-
010101010101101 10 10 00 10 00-
001101101110011 00 10 10 00 01-
001110011111110 11 10 11 10 11
101111101100011 00 10 10 00 11-
liiooiiiioioiu 11 10 10 11 01
100101001010011 00 00 00 10 00
111111101111111 10 11 00 11 01
looionooooiooow
OlOlOOiOOlllOOO 00 00 00 00 00-
001101110011101 00 00 00 01 10 —11

Wads.

Binghamton Gun Club.
Binghamton, N. Y., May 3.—Club medal shoot, 25 targets each:

Carver 1110000110111011101001110-15
Waldron , 1011011110101111101011111—19
Harding 0101010100000011011010100-10
Boss 1011010111011111101011111—19
Stone 00 1 001O1 1 0001 001 1 1 0 1 01 01 1- 1

2

Kendall 1111110111011111011010110-19
Cutler 00100100000101' 0000001010— 6
Rose 01 10J0101 101 11011 11010110—16
Carver 1001011010101100010001010—11
Hobbie. . . : 1111001110101111011101000-16
Treadwell 0100000001 1001 1111001 1000-10
Brown 0110111100111001111011111—18
Boss won the shoot off for the medal. A number of sweeps followed.

In the seventh sweep, four moneys, high gun to take the money,
Kendall and Hobbie tied on nine each, they shot off in strings of five
targets each and it was not until the sixth string that it was settled,
Kendall having broken 28 to Hobbie's 27.

The Florence Gun Club.
Florence, N. J., May 3;—Inclosed I send you an account of the

Florence Gun Club's regular monthly medal shoot As Mr. D. W
Ireton had succeeeed in winning the medal, in the last two regular
monthly contests, it was now the object of the other members of the
club to stop him from winning it the third successive time thereby
making it his personal property. But when the smoke had cleared
away it was found that Mr. Ireton had again captured the prize and
the club will have to purchase another medal. Daniel so far out-
classes the rest of us that hereafter we will probably handicap him-
GStrick

. . . llr.K)i lW!Hif !0t KMi no i m,. n
D Ireton . ..1111011101111001111111101—20
C Challender lOOOOOOOOlOOOlOlw.
J Roe OlOOOOO'OOw.
O Green 11 100001 001001 01 1 0000101 1—1

1

W Foulks 001 1 1 0001 0 1 1 00 1 01 1 000000 1—1

0

O Donnelly 1101 100101 111000001010110—13
WBodine 1110111110111001111010011—18

J. D. Roe.

Christy Gun Club. 1

Tremont, O.—On April 29 twelve members of the Christy Gun Club
met for a practice shoot at 15 singles and 5 pair. The score:
Vogt 10010001 1100111 11 11 11 00 11—16
Barringer 111110010111111 11 U 01 11 11—21

01 10 11 11 10-19
10 10 11 01 10-15
00 11 01 01 10—13
00 10 01 00 01— 9

—14
01 01 10 10 01—17
10 01 00 01 00—14
11 01 01 11 11—18
10 11 11 11 01—21
01 00 00 10 01—11

H. B. S.

Sting

Fargo Gun Club.
Fargo, N. D., May 4.—No. 1, special match, 25 singles, known traDS-

Carpenter 19, Ercanbrack 14.

No. 2, special match, 25 singles, unknown traps: Lyon 17, Rob-
erts 15.

No 3, team shoot, 10 singles and 5 pairs, known traps: Carpenter
12, Robbins 14, Roberts 9; total, 35. Lyon 7, Ercanbrack ll.LvonS-
total 26.

J
'

No. 4, Badge shoot, 15 siDgles and 5 pairs, unknown traps: Ercan-
brack 13, Carpenter 13, Lyon 17, Robbins 12, Roberts 5.
' No 5, 9 singles and 3 pairs, known traps: Ercanbrack 9, Carpenter
11, Lyon 6, Roberts 11, Robbins 13.

'

No. 6, team shoot, 10 singles, unknown traps: Carpenter 8, Robbins
7; total, 15. Lyon 5, Roberts 5; total, 10.

Three screened blueroek traps and targets were used for all events
G. E. Robbiks, Sec'y.



May 12, 1804.] FOREST AND STREAM.

SPRINGFIELD INTERSTATE.
I Springfield, O.—Editor Forest and Stream; The Springfield tour-
nament of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association,

beld May 2, 3 and 4, under the auspices of the Springfield Gun Club,
Imust be classed as one of the successes of 1894, although the attend-

} ance the second day was not fully equal to the anticipations of the
members of the Springfield Gun Club, as several promised delegations
failed to materialize. The weather waB all the most exacting could
have asked the first two days, there not being so much as an indica-

tion of possible rain, and the absence of strong wind added much to
Ithe advantage under which the shooters contested. The third day
• opened dark and cloudy with a slight rain in the morning, but this did
not deter the shooters from being on hand at the grounds promptly.

I The grounds of the Springfield Gun Club are admirably located, sit-

• 'uate on the Landsdowne Park Electric line south of the city of Spring-
fifield. Standing upon the club porch and looking due south one may
,see Lansdowne Park, its pretty fields fringed with timber. Due east
i lies the beautiful woods of Leffel, while to the north lies the city of
Springfield. All this attractive scenery adds to the location of the

I gun club grounds.
I The club house is a building of about 12x20ft., and the location of

Ithe traps for the best possible results in shooting has been carefully
attended to. The house and platform front due south, and shooting
can be carried on rain or shine, as a large canvas fly is stretched, com-
Ipletely covering the score, and thus protecting the shooter from the
sun or rain.

I The club has occupied these beautiful grounds for the past three
seasons, but they have lately received notice to vacate at once, as sev-

I eral lots in this particular plot have been sold off for building pur-
I poses; so in all probability this will be the last shoot on these grounds.
I Manager Elmer E. Shaner had everything arranged and in order for

> the opening of the tournament promptly at the advertised hour. The
I tents of the subscribers to the Association were pitched to the right of
| the club house in the following order: American E. C. Powder Co

,

U. M. C. Co., Von Lengerke & Detmold, Standard Keystone Co., Ta-
I tham & Bros., LeRoy Shot and Lead Works, Smokeless S. S. Powder
1 Co., and Forest and Stream.
I The handsome display of the U. M. C. Co. was the attraction for all

I shooters, and Mr. W. M. Thomas was kept busy explaining the many
I good qualities of their goods.
I „ The first two days of the tournament were devoted to target shoot
ing exclusively, while the third day was live bird day, and a team race

I of 20 men a side between the Springfield and Dayton gun clubs.
I Springfield proved too much for Dayton and came out victorious by 8
I targets in a total of 500 a side. The conditions of the team race were
SO men per team, 25 targets a man and for a purse of $80. The live

I birds were a mixed lot, there being some extra flyers among them
I which required good judgment on the part of the shooter to bring
I them to grass.
I The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's rules gov-
1 erned all contests. Following are the scores:

First Day, May 2.

I No. 1, 15 targets, entrance $1:50:

1 Skinner 111111110111001—12 Rex 111111111111110—14
1 Upson ....111110111111110-13 Fulford 011111111111111—14
2 Young 111110101101111—12 Thomas 001110111100100 - 7

J Heikes 111111111001110-13 Dock 110111111111101—13
t Shorty 101000011101101— 8 Jack 110111011111110—12
I White 101101111111110—12 Hanse 100000011100110— 6
I Easton llOOllllllllOlO—10 Fisher 001110111110001— 9

I Ruck 101101101011001— 9 Lessner 001010110110110— 8
I Packert 111001110011000— 8 Sage 01 11 0000 1 001000— 5
I Bee 001101110010100— 7 Strong 110100011011111—10
North.-. 101110111100101—10 Hughes 001001000000110— 4

[ No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $1.50:

I Skinner 111111111110U1—14 Sage ..101100110110110— 8
I Young 111111111111100-13 Hanse 101111111010101—11
. Heikes 110011111111111—13 Dock 011111111101111—13
i Fulford 111011110111111—13 Jack lllllllioiinil—14
I Rex 101110111110011—11 Parks .....010331101101011—10
i Pickert lllOlilliliiili—14 Shorty 111011111111011—13
I Thomas lOlOllllllUlOl—12 Strong 011110111001101—10
I North 110101011 100011— 9 Edwards 111111101111111—14
I Thompson OllllOlOllllOOl— 9 Upson 011111111111111—14
I Lessner 111101110011110-11 Easton 111101001011111—11
I Balheim 100111010100010— 7 White 111111111111111—15
I Ruck .010111111001111—11 Heikes 001111111011010—10
I See 100111010111110-10

No. 3, 20 targets, entrance $2, $15 added, 4 moneys:
I Skinner... .11011111110111010011—15 Rex 01000110111011111111—14
I Young 11111111111111111111—20 Packert ...11000111111111111111—17

fl
Heikes 11110101111111101011—16 Lee 11111111011010111111—17

I Fulford. . ..10111111111111010111—17 North 11011 111110111110010—15
I White 11110011110111000111—14 Thomas. ...10111101101011101001—13

( Easton ....01011111110011110110—14 Dock 11011101111001100110—13

l Upson 01010111111111110101—15 Strong 01010000111111011111—13

\ Edwards.. 11011011110111111HI—17

No. 4, 15 targets, entrance $1.50, $10 added, 4 moneys:
[' Easton 110111001101111—11 Ruck 10H11111110111—33
•; Young 110111111101111—18 North 330300003010001—6
I Heikes 011111111011011—12 White 111111111111010—13
I Fulford 111111110001111—12 Parks 101100111000111— 9

I Upson 111111111110111—14 Ernst 111111010101111—12
I Edwards 100101101111000— 8 Dock 111111111111000-12
I See 111010110111111—12 Fisher 111110011001101—10
I Rex 110100100101101— 8 Balheim 011110001100101- 8
( Packert 100111101111001—10
I No. 5, 20 targets, entrance $2, $15 added:
I Easton 11111101111101111110—17 Hanse 10110011011101101011—13
I Young 11011100011111011110—14 Thompson.11100011011100011100—11
I Heikes 11111111111112111111—20 See 01011111010111111111—16
I Fulford. .. .11111111111111111111—20 Shorty . . , .11111111111111011111—19
I Upson 11111111111111101111—19 Schauer... 11010111111000110HO—13
I Thomas.... 11110111110011101001—14 White 11111111111111111111—20
I Mead 10001111111111100111—15 Rex 11101111101101111111—17
I Packer 01101111111111011100—15 Dock 11110111111111110111—18
I Taylor 01110111011111110011—15 Fisher 10010101111010010111—12
I Edwards.. .11111111111111011101—18 Shell...... .00010100101101100001— 8

I Lessner.. ..01011111111011001101—14 Skinner. ...11111111111011111101—18
I Jack 11011110011011111111—16 Hughes.... 0011100111111 1011100—13
I North 11110111.111111111111—19 Downs 10111110001110001111—13
I Ruck 11111111010111111111—18 Parks 10100011111011001100—11

No. 6, 20 targets, entrance $2, 815 added:
I Skinner.... 00111111011111111101—16 Packert... .11111111100101111111—17
I Young 11010010110011111111—14 See. 01100111010110111111—14
I Heikes ....11110111111111111111-17 Rex 11111111101011110111—17
I Fulford. . ..10111111111111011111—18 Thomas. . .10001100111111101101—18

|
Upson 10111101000011101111—13 Shell 01000101110100010011— 9

I Easton 01111111101001100111—14 Fisher 11101101101110100101—13
I Edwards.. .11010101111111101110—15 Parks 10111000111111111011—15
I White 11011101011110111110—15 Dock 11110011001111000111—13
I Shorty.... 01000001000110111011—

9

No. 7, 15 targets, entrance $1.50. $10 added:
I Skinner 111111011111111—14 See 101000011110101— 8
I Young 111110110111111—13 Rex 111111011111110-13
I Heikes 100111111111111—13 Strong ,...111111101111100—12
I Fulford. 111111111111111—15 Jack 110111111111110—13
I Upson 111111110111111—14 Thomas 000011110111101—9
I Edwards 110011011011011—10 Taylor 101110111011111—12
I Shorty 110000011010111— 8 Hutch 101111111111011—13

Easton 111101101111111—18 Parks 011101101011101—10
I White 111110111110111—18 Dock 01001101w
I Packert 001101111101101—10

No. 8, 15 targets, entrance $1.50, $10 added, 4 moneys:
I Skinner 101101101111111—12 Shell 011100101010000— 6

| Young 101111111111111—14 Dock 011111001111111—12

I Heikes 111111111111111-15 Downs 111111110101010—

U

I Fulford 111111111111010^-13 See ....110100111111111—12
I Upson 111111111111111—15 Shorty lllllliOlllllll—14
I Edwards 111101100111111—12 North 011111111111111—14
| Packert 000111111101111—11 Parks 111111011110001—11
I Rex 111101101111101—12 Faha 000100101110010— 6
I Mead 110011110101110—10 Hutch 011111111110111—12

Strong 111110111111001—12 White 011111111011111—13

[ Thomas 001110111101111-11 Easton 111111111111111—15
Ruck. 110110111101101—11 Taylor 111110111111110—12
Balheim 101100010010101-6 Frost 101110110100001—8
Schauer 011000000000000- 2 Fisher 101101100001110-7
Thompson 110101110110101—10 Hughes 111111111111111—15
Sage 101101001110111-10 Roy 111111110011111—13
No. 9, 20 targets, entrance $2, $15 added:

Skinner....01110110100110111110-10 Rex 11111111111100110011—16
Young 11111111011110111101-15 Shorty 01111011111111101011—16
Heikes 10111101111100101111—15 Thomas. ...00101110110100111111—13
Fulford....01111101101111110101—15 Strong ....11110110110110111011—15
Upson 11111111111011110111—18 Roy 11111100101111010010-13
Edwards . .11101010111111101110-15 Dock 11111101111111111111—19
White 10111111111111011111-18 Parks 00111111101010000110—11
Easton.... 11110100001111111111—15 Frost 11001101110010111101—13
Packert.. ..10111111111111111111—19
No. 10. 15 targets, entrance $1.50, $10 added:

Skinner lllOHOOllllilO—11 See 001101011111111—11
Young 101111111011101—12 Rex , 101001111100011—9

I Heikes 110101111110111—12 Shorty 111111101111110—13
Fulford 101111111111111—14 Strong 101111011111111—13
Upeon 111101111100111—18 Hutch 010001110110010— 7

Edwards 101011111111111-13 Taylor 101111111111100-12
White 111111110011011—12 Dock 011101111000111—10
Easton 111011111011111—13

Second Day, May S.

No. 1, 15 targets, entrance $1.50:

Skinner ,110011011111111—12 Packerd 110101011011111—11
Heikes 101111111111100-12 Dock 110110011111111—12
Young 110011111011111—12 Thomas lllllliOlllllll -14
Upson 101101111111111—13 Fisher 101111111111111—14
Fulford 111110101111011—12 Hutch 001010111111010— 9

Easton 001111111111111—13 White 111111111011111—14
Edwards 011110011100010— 8 Rex 111111110011001—11
No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $1.50:

Skinner ..111111111101001—12 Edwards 111111111111111—15
Heikes 111010111011111—12 Dock 110111001111111—12
Young 110101111010111—11 Haswell 111001011111111—12
Upson 110111011111111—12 Bell 000000110111010— 5
Fulford 111111011111111—14 Shorty 111110111111111—14
Huehes 011011100010110— 8 Rex 000100111111111—10
Fisher 011111111110101—12 White 111111111100111-13
North 111111111111011—14 Easton 111111011111111—14
Packerd 1101111011101U—12 Jack 111111111111101—14
Thomas 111111111101110—18
No. 3, 20 targets, entrance $2, $15 added:

Skinner.... 11100101111011111 130—15 White 11111011010111111101—16
Heikes. ...11111111110111111110-18 Haswell... .11010011000111101111—18
Young 11101111110100001011—13 Bell 01111111110010101111—15
Upson 11111101111111111011—18 Packerd. ..110"1113331111111111—18
Fulford. ..11101011111101110001—14 Rex 01111101101110111101—15
Easton . . .

,11011111111011110111—17 Fisher 01111111011110111011—16
Edwards . .11111001111111111111—18 Thomas... .11101111111111100111-17
Shorty 01111111011111111111—18 Dock 11101111111111100111-17
No. 4, 15 targets, entrance $1 50, $10 added:

Skinner 101111111111010-12 Bell 111110111101101—12
Heikes 111101111011101—12 Rex 101101111110111—12
Young 111111111011011—13 Packerd 111111111111011—14
Upson 110111101111111—12 North 110101119111110—11
Fulford 111101011111111-13 Thomas 111111101001001-10
Easton 011101111111111—13 Parks 100011111011100— 9
Edwards 010111111101111—12 Jack 111110101111011—12
White 011110111101101-11 Fisher 011011011101111—11
Shorty 110101 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1- 13 Dock llllOHOlOOlOw
Haswell 101011100111101—10 Strong 101111111110111—13
No. 5 20 targets, entrance $2, $15 added:

Skinner. ...11111110111111111101—18 Packerd. . .11111111111101111111—19
Heikes. . . . 11103303"133 11111111—17 Strong .... 10111110111111100111- 16

Young 11111010111111111111—18 Bell 10110110111000111111—14
Upson 11111111111111111111—20 Thomas.). .11010111111111001011—15
Fulford . . .10111111111111111111-19 White 11111111111101111111—19
Haswell . ..lOlOllllOllllllOllll—16 North 11101111131101101111—17
Rex 13001111131111111111—18 Easlon.... 11111100111101101110—15
Edwards.. .11111111311111111110—19 Jack 11331013311111111110—18
Shorty . . . .11111111111110111111—19 Dock 10111111111111011111—18
No. 6, 20 targets, entrance $2, $15 added:

Skinner... .010101010111111 11 101—12 Packerd. . .11111111111111111110—19
Heikes 10111133133311111113—19 Bell 11101011011103031011—14
Young 11011111111111101111—18 Thomas. . .11110311111111110111—18
Upson 11100111111111111311—18 Dock 01111111111111100000—14
Fulford. ...11111111111111111111—20 Strong . . . .11111111011111011101—17
Edwards. ..1011010011013 0011111—13 Rex 1101111101011 lOw
Easton 10010111111110101111—15 White OOlOOw
No. 7, 15 targets, entrance $1.50, $10 added:

Skinner 110103003333010- 9 Packard 111110111110111—13
Heikes 011111101111111—13 Dock 100101110110100— 8

Young 111011111001110-11 Thomas 100111111101110—11
Upson 110111011111111—13 Strong 111110111110111—13
Fulford 111101111111111—14 Jack 111111111011011—13
Easton 101110111111111—13 White 111111111101111—14
Bell 011010111100111—10 Fisher 111101100000 — 6

No. 8, 15 targets, entrance $1.50, $10 added:
Skinner 111111110111101-13 Jack 111111111111111—15
Heikes 111101111011111—13 House llOllOlOlOlllll—11
Young 111303110013003—10 Thomas 001010001310111— 8
Upson 111111111111311—15 Dock 130010111111311—12
Fulford 110101011111111—12 Shorty .........111111111111111-15
North 011100133303031—10 Bell 000111111333011—31
Strong .........110333333331131—14 White 111111111110111—14
Haswell 111111111111111—15 Easton 111111111333111—15
Edwards 031111111111111—14 Roy 001011001111100- 8

Rex 001111110001001— 8 Fisher 000111111111301—11
Parks 111011011033111—12 Hughes 111011111101111—13
Packard 111111033111110—13
No. 9, 20 targets, watranee $2, $15 added:

Strong 00331330333330311313—36 Jack 11111111010110111111-17
Heikes . . . .11111110111111111111-19 Thomas. ...11101111010001111011—14
Young . . . .11101111101110111110—16 Betgold. . ..10100103000110013311—11
Upson 11110133311303311331—18 Fisher 00001110011003311011—11
Fulford... .11111011111111011110—17 Dock 11111111011100110131-16
White 10110110110101100111—13 Easton,... 11111100111111330331—17
Packard. .

.11101103311110033111—16 Rex 11111110011101011111-16
Bell 10010011111110030333—13 Hutch 11111111111001110111—17
No. 10, 15 targets, $1.60, $10 added:

Strong 111110111111111—14 Packard 011011110101011—10
Heikes 111111011111110—14 Parks lOiOOlllOlllOOl— 9
YouDg 111101101101011—11 Jack 011111110111101—12
Upson 101111111101101—12 Thomas 111001011111111—12
Fulford 111111111011111—14 Rex 111010101110111— 11
White 111110111011111—13 Easton 111110111111111—14
Edwards 111100101011131—11 Dock 301103030111001-
Extra No. 1, 10 targets, entrance $1:

Dock 8 Young 7 Thomas. 9
North 7 Fisher 9 Shorty 8
Heikes 9 Fulford 6 Hughes 7
Upson 10 Edwards 10 Hutch _

Packerd 9 Skinner 10 White 10
Easton 9
Extra No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $1.50:

Fulford 13 Strong. 12 Thomas 10
Heikes 18 Fost 7 Edwards 12
Haswell 12 Packerd 12 White 13
Skinner 15 Rex 10 Dock 12
Shorty 14 Hughes 11 Easton 13
Upson , 18

Third Day, May U.

No. 1, 5 birds, entrance $3:
Heikes 21011—5 Rex 21100—3
Duffy 20221—4 Dando 02121—4
Dock 12121—5 Jack 22029—3
Skinner 21111—5 Parks 21112—5
Achey 02201—3 Young 22122—5
Miller 11210—4 White 10211—4
Fulford 21202—4 Edwards 01112—4
Missem 01000-1 Shell 00002—1
Stockert 02101—3 Upson 12011—4
No. 2, 7 birds, entrance $5:

Fulford 1222122-7 Weddel 1222212—7
Dock 11*2002-4 Jack 2001200 -3
Heikes 1221212-7 Upson 0102022—4
Rex 2120202-5 Parks 2010000—2
Miller 1022212-6 Young 1212222—7
Gregg 0011010-3 Shell 2200211-5
Achey 0222221—6 White 1112222-7
Stockert 1220202-5 Duffy 0010202-3
Edwards 2111102—6
No. 3, 5 birds, entrance $3:

Skinner. 20212—4 Shell 00010-1
Dock 10810—3 Stockert 02012—3
Young 22222-5 Rex ...02111-4
Upson 22222—5 Miller..,, 02212—4
Heikes 21212—5 Stark. 00112—3
Fulford 12221—5 Craig 20111—4
Achey 20011—3 Melky 10121—4
Weddel 22221—5 Winfield 12012—4
Team race, 20 men, 25 targets each man. purse $80:

Springfield Team.
Wilson 1010011111111111111111100—20
Russell 0111111001010031010010011—14
Lessner 1110101111110010101111111—19
Beck 1011111111111111011111111—23
Graham 0111101111331000011111100—17
Tibbetta 0011010010111111110101111—17
Strong 1011031111111111111111111—23
Sackman 0110001100100011001000000— 9
Fisher 0110111001110111111111011—19
Paddy 10O0OO101130101O011001111—13
Hutchins 1110011111333111111110110—21
Dock .1111111111111110111111111—24
Young 111111111111 1 111111111101—24
Hughes 1101013110111111111011111—21
Frost 1111011000111110110111111—18
Downs 0011111011111010111111111—20
Donno 1111100010011100101000001—12
Ernst 1111111111111111111101111—24
Reed 0111001101111111011111110-19
Hanse 0111101111111111110111111-88-879

Dayton Team.
Rike 1111011111111111111111111—24
Raymond 1110111111111111011111111—23

Dando 1111111111111101111100011—81

Adams 1101010011011101111011001—16

Stark 1111100110111111111111111-22

McDonald 1100101111111111111010111—20

P Rotzman 1110110111011001111001111—18

Smith 1101111000101111010011101—16

G Craig 1101110001111011110011111—18

J Craig .0111111100101100011111111—18
Wroe 1101110111010011110111110—18

Heikes 1111111101101111111111111—23

Achey 1101011011101110330011101—17

Makley 1011101111101111011111101—20

Miller 1010111101011111011333111—20

Stockert .' 1010101110001011000010111—13

Hardy llllllllOlOlOllOllOllOOll—18
Deacon 1011000101011110110111000-14

O Weddel 1001001 11 3 103030011101111—16

S Brush. 3111100011011101010301111—16—371
J. A. L.

Watson's Park.
Chicago, April 16.—100 targets for practice, 3 unknown traps, known

angles:
Abe Kleinman 11111111111111011111111111111101011101310011111111

11111111011110111111111111111111010111111111111011—89
Same day, same thing:

Archibald 0111100101011 3 10001011110- 15
Minderlich 1111113311111111110111101—23
Antoine 1101001110111111111111111—21
April 18 —Audubon Gun Club handicap shoot, allowing birds:

W P Musspy .0201011331 33220+2—13 W'L Shepard200002100110201+5-12
F R Bissell. .002202022021221+4-14 F A Place. . ..001102302200101+3-11
RWadsworth22211 3020230332+2—14 C S Wilcox. .120202022210002+2—12
Shoot-off, next shoot.
Twenty-five live birds, for the birds: Ties

R S Mott 1011111112111221010111010 - 20 12321- 5
A C Patterson 2210210201102322111010212—20 10202—3
Ten live birds, for the birds:

R S Mott 1110111121— 9 A C Patterson 2222221111—10
Same:

R S Mott 2111011212—9 A C Patterson 1102000121-6
April 19.

RDwyer 11111010111110111110111111101110010111111111111111
11011111011011111111110111133331111331130301111111—86

April SI.—100 Peoria blackbirds per man, $10 entrance:
A S Kleinman 11111111331131111111111101111111011111111101111111

11011111333303033333313113101111133111111111111111-93
R S Mott 11110110131111000111111111111111111110111111011111

11011011101101101111110101011111101111110110111111-82
Bob White 11111011311111111013111111111111111111011111111111

11111111111111111111111111111111111111011101111111—95
Ten live birds, $5 entrance, 1 money:

R S Mott 2211112102— 9 Dr Forthingham. . . .1221112122—10
B V Jackson 2132110211— 9 Abe Kleinman 0212111001 7
April 29.—100 Peoria blackbirds per man, 50 walk around and 60

from 5 unknown traps:
R Dwyer.

Walk around 01111011111111111111101111011011111111101001111111
Five unknown.... 11111010110110101111111131011011111111011111111011—82

Geo. Kleinman.
Walk around 01111111111111011111111111111111111101111111113133
Five unknown.... 11111010110130330111110111111111011111101101111111—88

G©o IVln<ll©tt
*

Walkaround- 0111000100101111111001101110113 3101111111111110111
Five unknown.... 110111111111111111100111111111C1111101111110111110-80
Practice, 25 live birds:

R Dwyer 1111010111112012212211122-22
Same day, same thing:

Dr Forthingham 211110111101111111111111 1-2-J

April 2S —50 five birds per man, for price of the birds:
Dr Forthingham.. 0123323OO1S1211112001O11O1O2OG2O11313331OO31O21111- 35
R S Mott 20201111011110021211111021101011211122022212321112- 41
Twenty five live birds, for the price of the birds:

Bob White 0111110122110921122120111—21
RS Mott 1111112210111211112122211 24
Five birds, $3 entrance:

Dr Forthingham.01111—4 12110—4 Bob White 12222- 5 21210 -4
RSMott 11332-5 21111—5
The tie for the first shoot was shot off in the second, and R. S, Mott

won both sweeps. Ravelrigq.

Trap at San Antonio.
For five hours the crack of the shotgun drowned out every other

sound at Lakeview on the afternoon of April 29. The scores made
were good, bad and indifferent, but the favorable comments on Mr.
Hough's brilliant article on San Antonio's chile queen and Southwest
Texas quail were numerous. By-the-by, our morning daily the Ex-
press, reproduced it in full, showing that they, too, can appreciate a
good thing when they see it.

At its last meeting this club resolved to abolish the medal racket
and "innovated" a new one. They shoot for two trophies now—one
for the first and the other for the second class men. The one in each
class making the highest average for the remainder ofthe season takes
the prize in his class. But then he must attend every shoot, for if he
absents himself his total average is made up from what he has shut,

and from it is deducted one-twenty-second part^if the total he woul.l
make should he continue to shoot on the same line to the end. This
is done in order to secure attendance, aDd the married men are kicking
like blazes. But then President Shields will soon start the machine
and whip the recalcitrants into the traces.

No. 1, 15 single targets:
Veith 12 Tendick 9 Smith 9
France 14 Learn 7 Cann: 0
Epstein 9 Faurote 12 H W Adams 12

Shields 10 Biesenbach ..... 12
No. 2, grand trophy shoot—the "trophs" have not yet put in an

appearance, but everything goes—20 singles and 5 pairs:

Thiele 11111111011100111100 11 00 11 11 11-23
Tendick 01111110111100101000 11 10 10 00 11— -8
Smith 01101101010111330100 11 11 10 01 10-19
Adams 00010011010111101111 10 01 10 00 10 - 6
Yeith 10101111111300101011 01 01 00 10 11 aw
Faurote llllllllllllOOOlllll 11 11 00 10 11-24
France 11010111111010111001 10 11 10 10 10 2u
Epstein 00000000010000110001 10 10 00 10 00 - 7
Learn 11111010001011110100 00 10 10 11 30 17

Shields OllOlOlllllOllllllll 10 00 00 01 01—19
Biesenbach 11011000011001000110 00 10 00 10 10 12

Cann 00000103111011000130 00 00 10 10 00-11
Schuetze 11110111000011030031 11 00 10 00 10 15
Black 10100013101110111111 10 00 00 10 11 3K

Volbrecht 01303 011110110101111 10 11 00 10 10—19
No. 3 was a team shoot. Thiele and Faurote chose the men and tht-y

shot as follows at 15 singles:
Thiele's Team.

Thiele 13

Veith 12

France 12
Smith 9
Vollbreeht 3

Learn

.

Faurote's Team.
Faurote 11
Shields 12
Black 10
Biesenbach 3
Adams 10

Schuetze 7
. 8—65 Cann 4—55Epstein

No. 4, 15 singles:
Thiele 9 Cann. 3 Veith. . .

.

Adams 7 Faurote 11 Epstein.
Vollbreeht 8 Learn 7
France 13 Black 9

.13

,10

Aberdeen Rod and Gun Club.
Aberdeen, Wash., April 26.—Inclosed find score of the sixth regular

shoot of the Aberdeen Rod and Gun Club. The weather being nice a
large attendance was out to see the shoot. The new Peoria black
birds that we use here are harder to break than the old ones, and they
are smaller too. Lots of the birds that were gathered up after the shoot
had from 3 to 5 shot holes in them, and still they would not break.
The score was lower than usual to-day. Ohas. Koehler won the gold
medal for the fourth time, with 15 out of 20, The excitement of the
day was the race for the leather medal. There were four members
trying to get it, but it fell at last to C. B. Weatherwax. he getting 3
out of 20.

The Aberdeen Rod and Gun Club have challenged the Montesano
Gun Club to shoot on Saturday, May 5. Both teams are evenly
matched and a close score is looked for.

Following is the score of last shoot for the medal; 20 singles, 3 un-
known angles. Peoria blackbirds/
J Weather- J Kraber. .00010100000000011010— 5
wax 01110010111100001111—12 H Hayes. ..00000001000100003300— 4

CPratsch..10011010011001110110—12 C Johnson.lOOOOOlOOOOOlOOOOOlO— 4
J Gunn. . . .10001001001000000001— 5 C B Weather-
C Koeplea. 01011111111111100101—15 wax lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOllO- 3
Sherwood..0010000l010101000010— 6 E Koehler. 01110010000011110111-11
Sherman. . OOOOlOOOlllOOOOlllOl— 8 Patterson.,00001011010100001110- 8
A Brauer ,

,0010!000010100111101- 9 C. K,
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Penn Gun Club Tournament.
Reading, Pa., May 2.—A fine May morning, and some of the old

> hooters gave a good start to the new Penn Gun Club of this city at

their opening shoot. This club is a split from the Reading Shootinp
Aseociation, and shot on the old grounds at Shillington, on the fleli

inclosed by the half mile track which is part of the outfit of the Three
Mile House,; where a lot of fine horses are located and worked. The
number of shooters was not great, but they made up in enthusiasm
•what they lacked in number, and the shooting was kept up until late

in the afternoon. The shooting was all at unknown angles and made
as hard as possible some traps, throwing low hard target and others,

high ones, with very little speed. The different elevations and differ-

ent speeds and angles made most every target's flight different, and
straight scores were very few.
The first shooters to put in an appearance outside of the home boys

were the Philadelphia contingent, H. Landis, F. Henry, E. David. John
Tredway and H. Thurman, and along with them were A. C. Krueger,
of Wrightsville and Wilmer H. Thomas, of Ambler. Shortly after

them E. D. Miller, of Springfield, St. J., put in an appearance. The
weather was very warm and had it not been for the good breeze blow-
ing it would have been hot. Three 10 target events were shot off be-

fore regular programme events were started. The programme con-
sisted of two events, 15 targets, $1 50 entrance; two 15 target events,

at $2 entrance; three 20 target events, $2.50 entrance and two 25

target events, one at $8.50 entrance and one at $4 entrance. Events
Nos. 3, 5 and 7 were shot on the McMurchy system. The scores were:
Extra No. 1, 10 targets:

J Schmeck 8 Thomas 9 Shaaber 6
Landis., 10 Henry 9 Ritter.... 6

Krueger 8 David 9
,

Thurman..... 9 Tredway 8

Extra No. 2, 15 targets:
Schmeck....... 10 Landis 13 David 13
Tredway 12 Thurman 12 Kruegar 14
Henry 15 Thomas 18 Shaaber 15
Extra No. "8, 15 targets:

Schmeck.... 11 Thurman 13 David w
Landis 14 Thomas 12 Treadway , w
Krueger .12 Henry 13 Shaaber w

REGULAR PROGRAMME.
No. 1, 15 targets:

Schmeck 111101100111111—12 David 110111011111111—13
Landis 111111101111111—14 Krueger 110011011110000- 8
Tredway 1 1 101 1 101 101 1 1 1—12 Shaaber 111111011011101—12
Thurman 011101010111111—11 Harrison 011011011000011— 8
Thomas 011101111110011-11 Miller 111011111011010-11
Henry. . .

.

'. 111111111111111—15
No. 2, 20 targets:

Schmeck ..11111111111011111101—18 Henry 11111111111111110111—19
Landis 11101111111111111111—19 Harrison . .11111110100111111110—15
Tredway . .01111011111110111101—16 Miller 11111111111011111111—19
Thurman.. 10101010100111011111—13 Kruger. .. .11101011111110001110—14
Thomas... .11110111111101 111011—17 Shaaber. . .10011010111111000000—10
David 11111110011111101101-16
I No 3, 25 targets:
Schmeck 1101011011111101110111111—21
Landis ..1101010111111111101111111—21
Thurman ...1111110110111001110111111—20
Shaaber lllllOllOlOlOlliimmiO—20
Thomas lOOIOOlllOllOllllllllllll—19
Kruger 1010111011100011110000111—15
Henry 1110111111110111111111111-23
Tredway OOOlllll 101 101001 1101 1011—16
Miller 1010111111111101111111111-23
David 1111101111111110111011111—21
Harrison 1100011000011001000111111—13
No. 4, 15 targets:

Schmeck 13 Shaaber 13 David 11
Landis. 15 Miller 13 Kruger 10
Thurman 13 Henry 14 Harrison 12
Thomas ..10
No. 5, 20 targets:

.Schmeck. ..10110110011111111011—15 David 11101111011111111101—17
Thomas....110111111011011101 10—15 Smith 10110011000010010111—10
Landis 11111111111111101111—19 Treadway. lllOlOlllllllllOOOOw
Krueger... 11111101111101111110-17 Henry 01111111111111111111—19
Miller 11111101011111111111—18 Shaaber. . .01110111111110101111—16
Thurman.. 1111110101 1111111111—18
No. 6, 25 targets, $4:

Schmeck 1101111011111011 111100110—19
Landis 1111011111110101111111001—20
Thomas 1111101101 1111111111 1 1101—22
Thurman 1111111111110011101011011-20
Miller 1101111111111101011110011—20
Kruger 1111110011111101011110110—19
Henry... OlOOllOlllOllllllOlllJlll—19
David..... 0111111011111111111011101-21
Tredway 1101111101111001101111 101—19
Shaaber lOlllOlOOHOOOw
No. 7, 15 targets. $1.50:

Schmeck 111011110110111-12 Miller 101111111111111—14
Landis 111111011111001—12 Kruger 111011111111011—13
Becker 111111100011101—11 Henry 111110110111111—13
Wertz 010111110001101— 9 Thomas 101111100111101—11
Thurman. ..... .111111101111101—13 David. 111111111111111—15
Smith 111101111111101—13 Shaaber 111111011101111—13
No. 8. 20 targets:

Schmeck 14 Kruger 12 Miller 14
Landis 18 Henry 15 Shaaber. ... "15
Thomas 17 David 16 Smith "12
Thurman 17
No. 9, 15 targets, $2:

Schmeck 13 Thomas 14 David 18
Landis 13 Miller 13 Coldren 10
Kruger 12 Henry 12 Shaaber 8
Thurman 13

Second Day
The weather was as pleasant as yesterday, and some new shooters

came, among them being Forest and Williams, of Philadelphia; Rene
Clayton, one of the best shooters from Tamaqua, Pa.; A. Gechter, of
Hummelstown, Pa. ; J. Coldren, of the South Side Club; Oscar Melot
of Unionville. The managers of the shoot were Jas. Schmeck, John
Shaaber, Geo Ritter and Brook Harrison, all of them are shooters
who will not take water at any time, are good stayers and are always
ready to go around to the different shoots. They say they will give
another good shoot in the near future.
Extra No. 1, 10 targets:

Thurman 9 Coldren 9 Miller 7
Schmeck 7 Shaaber 7 David., . 8
Thomas 8 Landis 7 Henry... 8
Extra No. 2, 10 targets:

Schmeck 9 Henry 10
Thomas 8 Coldren 8
Thurman 8 MiUer 7
Regular No. 1, 15 targets:

Thurman 13 Schmeck 11 Henry 13
Thomas 13 David 13 Shaaber' lg
Coldren 11 Miller 13 Landis 12
No. 2, 20 targets, $2 50:

Schmeck., 10111011111110110111—16 Henry lOlllllllllllllHOlO—17
Landis 11111101011101111101—16 Thurman. .01011100111111001001—12
Coldren.

.
..11110111111111111100-17 David 01111000110111110111—14

Thomas.. ..11111111111011111110-18 Miller 11110111111 lllllm 1—19
Gechter. ...11111111110111111110—18 Shaaber. . ,11111011111011110111-17
No. 3, 25 targets, McMurchy system, $3 50:

Schmeck 0101101101110111101011111-18
Landis 1111110001111111111111111—22
gechter 1101111111111011111111101-22
Henry lllllOlllOlllOOllOlllim—20
Thomas lllllllllllllliimilllll-25
Coldren OOllllllllllimimilllli—22
Forest 1011111110110010100100111—16
Thurman lllllllllllllllllll0''1110-22
Williams 110101110011011011001 1 111—17D»7ld : • •• v 1111111111110111111101100-21
No. 4, 15 targets, $2:

Schmeck..;., ...101001101110110— 9 Forest 011111011110111—11
Landis ....111111110101111-13 David 111111101111111-14
Thurman 111110100U1100—10 Coldren. 111111111111111—15
Gechter llllOUHllllll—14 Melog 0111H110111011-12
ThomaB., 111011111111111-14 Clayton 11111 l()0mn00-ii
Henry 111110101111100—11 Miller 111101001111111-12
Williams 101111100111110-11 Shaaber Illljill0i0iili-13
No. 5, 15 targets:

Schmeck 110011010111101—10 Gechter 110110111011111—12
Landis 111111111111011—14 Williams 111110111111100-12
Thomas lOOllOlllOOllll—10 Henry 110111111100111—12
Forrest 011111111111100-12 Shaaber .111111110111110-13
Clayton 011111111111111-14 David 011011111110001-10
Thurman. .111111111111111-15 Miller OllOlllllllllll-is
No. 6. 20 targets:

Schmeck
. .11001011111101111111—16 Coldren. . ..01101111111110111110-W

Landis 11111100111011111111-17 Melot 10100111110111111011-15
Thurman. 41011111111010111000-14 Forrest. . . .11001110001001111011-12
Gechter....00011110001111111111-14 David llllOlllllimoimO-17
Thomas, ...lioiionmummi-w Henry,

. , . .nmmomiioioiio-ie

David 9
Shaaber 9
Landis 10

Clayton , . .01011111101011111111—16 Shaaber. ...11111111111010011111—16
Miller 10111101101101010111—14
No. 7, 15 targets, $1.50, McMurchy system:

Schmeck , 12 Thomas 9 Henry 12
Landis.. 11 Melot 12 Forest 12
Clayton 12 Miller 12 Williams 9
Thurman 15 David 13 Shaaber 11
No. 8, 25 targets, $4:

Schmeck 21 Thomas 24 Thurman 21
Landis 22 Black 13 MiUer 23
No. 9, 15 targets, $2:

Schmeck 8 Clark 11 David 10
Landis.. 15 Shaaber 13 Henry 14
Gechter 14 Thomas 14 Melot 13
Thurman 14
This finished the target events on the program, and the target traps

were taken in and live bird traps took their places and in less than
one-half an hour we were banging away at feathers instead of mud,
but the birds were mostly young ones and very loosely feathered and
hard to make fly, so there was very little satisfaction in shooting
them. It is getting too late in the season for live bird matches; they
should be kept until next fall. The shooting was American Associa-
tion rules, 50yd8. boundary.
Miss and out, $2 entrance: Forest 2, Landis 7, Thurman 0, Henry 0,

Williams 1, Thomas 8, Harrison 6, Melot 8, Clayton 4, Gechter 3,
Shaaber 3, Schmeck 0, David 2.

Seven live birds, $5:
Gechter 1 101 112- 6 Schmeck 0221210-5
Forrest Oil2200-4 Williams 0210112—5
David 2112111—7 Clark 1201111—6
Thomas 1101012-5 Harrison 1222110—6
Melot 1112210-6 Zetler 0221111—6

H. T.

The Eureka Gun Club.
Sweltering hot weather prevailed during the first half of the club's

weekly shoot on Saturday, April 28. During the latter part of the
shoot a high wind set in and caused the targets to take most puzzling
and irregular flights. This contest decided the winners in the differ-
ent classes for April. There were several visitors present who par-
ticipated. Following are the scores:
No. 1, 25 targets:

DeWolf 14 Blue Bird 14 Fuller 22
Carson 18 Bingham 24 Bowers 15
Thacker ....17 Waters 16 Willard ;...23
No. 2, same:

DeWolf 14 Bingham 25 Willard 24
Carson 22 Waters 19 Ferguson 21
Thacker 20 Fuller 21 Goodrich 16
Blue Bird 11 Bowers 15
Trophy shoot:

Bingham '.
. . .llllllllllinillliillioil—24

Willard 1111011llllllllllllllilli-24
Class B.

Goodrich 1111011010011101111111011—19
Ferguson 1101111111111101001111111—21
DeWolf 1000101011001111111011110—16

Class C.
Thacker 1101111011110101110111111-20
Carson 1101110010110110101111111-18
Waters 1100001001111111111111001—18
Buck 1111010000110110101010110—13
Maltby 0011101011011101111001101—16

Visitors.
Blue Bird 1111111110111110001011110—19
Bowers 1011011001111110010011101—16
Fuller 1000110111111110101111111—19
No. 3, 25 targets:

Bingham 23 Thacker 16 Blue Bird 12
Willard 22 Carson 21 Bowers 13
Ferguson 18 Waters 18 Maltby 13
DeWolf 12 Buck 17
No. 4, 25 targets:

Willard 22 Thackel 9 Maltby ; 10
Ferguson , 14 Carson 12
DeWolf 12 Buck 15
No. 5, 25 target:

Willard 22 Buck 14 Maltby 11
Ferguson 17 DeWolf 14 B. Waters.

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.
Spokane, Wash., April 20.—Following are the scores of the Spokane

Rod and Gun Club's weekly shoot held yesterday. Carson won Class
A medal and Doolittle Class B. Carson and Ware tied for Class A, but
Carson won in the shoot-off.
Medal contest, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Cl&ss A
T Ware 11011111010110110101 10 10 00 10 11—19
Mason 11111111000100101010 00 01 11 10 10-17
Carson 11111110111111100010 10 11 00 01 00—19
McBroom 01110011110110000001 11 11 11 n 00—18

Cl&ss B
Morgan 10110101001000101000 10 10 00 10 10—12
Burke 00101001011001100100 10 10 10 00 10—11
Doolittle 10000001000010011100 10 11 10 11 11—13
Shoot off of ties for Class A medal:

Carson , 011101111101 00 11 11 11 11—16
Ware 111110111101 10 10 10 10 11—14
No. 2, 10 singles: Carson 8, Ware 8, Doolittle 6, Mason 6, Morgan 4

Wilson 3.
'

No. 3, 10 singles: Ware 8, Mason 7, Doolittle 6, Wilson 4.

J. W. Withers, Sec'y.

Missoula Rod and Gun Club.
Missoula, Mont., April 29.—Since the club shoot of over a week ago

the club has divided its shooters into two classes. Class A to consist
of the shooters who thus far this season have made an average of 10
out of 15 or over. Class B to consist of all shooters who have made a
lower average than 10 out of 15. The weekly winner of class A will
be entitled to wear a gold medal, just ordered; and the weekly winner
of class B will wear the silver medal, now on hand. This afternoon at
the regular contest of 15 singles, the right to wear the gold medal was
secured by "Bob" Rogers, who for the second time this season made
a clean score. W. P. Brayton knocked out 12, which secures him the
privilege of wearing the silver medal during the ensuing week. Score-

Class A
A Harrity 110110010111111—11 Lieut Devol 111001111011110-11
WHMace 011011101111111—12 Robt Rogers. . .111111111111111—15
T S Jones 101011010101101— 9 HA Stephens. .111111011111111—14

Class B.
F H Woody OOllOllOOOOllUl— 7 F P Kern 100111100001011— 8WP Brayton... 111111111110010-12 J T Sawhill 001011000010110— 6
J P Menard 010101100111110— 9
In consideration of the fact that a stiff breeze was blowing, the above

scores are fairly creditable. Will Carr, Sec'y.

Paterson Gun Club Shoot.
Paterson, N. J., May 2.—The monthly live bird shoot of the Pater-

son Gun Club, was held at Willard s Park, yesterday, under the most
favorable weather conditions. The birds were a mixed lot, indifferent
in quality. Garry Hopper, one of our youngest shooters, was in great
form and killed good birds as readily as poor ones. Tom Morfey was
a little off in form and was unmercifully guyed by the boys in conse-
quence. The grounds which we think are the best in the country are
now in the pink of conditions.

'

The scores of the day are here appended, events No, 1, 2 4 and 5
being at 5 birds each, $3 entry, Hurlingham rules, handicap 'rise, and
No. 3, the club shoot at 10 birds, club handicap rises:

No. 1. No. 2. Ties. No. 4. No. 5. Ties
Morfey 11121—5 12120—4 10212—4 20022—3
Wright 10202-3 21112-5 22122222 220.2-3 12222-^5 112211
Hopper 11011-4 21222—5 21111111 22212-5 11111—5 121122
Morgan 10021-3 21222—5 110 10120-3 20122—4

woffe:::::::::::::::::::: ggfcl ^ 3
:

n]-5
f®fj

In Nos. 2, 4 and 5, Morfey shot at 31yds,, the others at 28yds
Morfey (30yds.; 2112111122—10 Morgan (28) 101.121122-8
Wright (30) 2002222221- 8 Wolfe (28) 210.21.222^ 7Hopper (28) 2.12212222- 9 Boyle (28) 1211001022^ 7

DUTCHKR.

A Special Car for the Chicago Tournament.
Treasurer's Office, Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Asso-

ciation, 313 Broadway, New York.—Editor Forest and Stream-
Arrangements have been made for a special car to Chicago on May 14
at a reduced rate, with first class service, vestibuled train, Pullman
sleepers and dining car, for all who wish to attend the Chicagotournament of this Association, to be given during May 17 18 and 19
For particulars apply to the undersigned.

8 y
'

1 anQ ia *

J. A. H. Dbebskl, TreM.

Fred Hoey in Great Form.
The first contest for the Riverton challenge plate, which took

place on the Riverton Gun Club grounds on May 4, was one of the
most interesting affairs ever held on the grounds. It was open only to
members of the Riverton, Philadelphia, Carteret, Tuxedo, Valley,
Larchmont, Westminster Kennel, Country, Washington, New Utrecht
and Elk Ridge Fox Hunting Club. Each man shot at 50 live birds,
handicap rises, the entry being $50, with four moneys, 50, 25, 10 and 5
per cent. The scores were as follows:
Dr Wynn (Larchmont Club), 28yds.

21222011212220121212212112221112221212201121210222—46W B Ogden (Elk Ridge Fox Hunting Club, Baltimore), 27yds.
220121200012210020WW M Pack (Riverton Gun Club), 28yds.
1221200122210222002122222120122210W

J B Ellison (Riverton Gun Club), 29yds.
12122002021212201212212201222211200wW H Kingsbury (Elk Ridge Club), 27yds.
0011120101 1022212222010W

Chas Macalester (Riverton Gun Club), 30yds.
22120220222222221221211201222210222221022222220220W

R A Welsh (Riverton Gun Club),40yds.
212212211122212110022222202202102201120W

Fred Moore (Carteret Gun Club), 30yds.
22222222202221221012221222222222222222222222220222—47

F Leonard (Riverton Gun Club), 27yds.
rr-

: 2222222122222220220222022022222200W
J H Davis (Riverton Gun Club), 27yds.

01121221212222121211212112222222210220202122222212—46
J Williams (Carteret Gun Club), 28yds.

2122201122022220120211111210220W ~' "—

'

L T Davenport (Larchmont Club). 29yds.
2220222U 0 1 ^1222120221212222222212022122—45

Fred Hoey (Westminster Kennel Club), 30yds.
22222222222222222222222222222200222222222222220222-47

George Work (Westminster Kennel Club), 30yds.
22112222222012222022222202222221222121220012212222-45

A W Money (Carteret Gun Club), 29yds.
02120222011222122122222212112210221222212222212022-45

E G Murphy (Larchmont Club), 30yds.
21202012220022222222022022122222222221221222222222-44

J Wolstencroft (Riverton Gun Club), 27yds.
11211111111111112010111111111211111211121111101101-46

T S Dando (Riverton Gun Club), 30yds.
220122112122211111012002002222121112211122W

E Post (Carteret Gun Club), 28yds.
11112022221210122122122222221011102222121211212221-46

G S McAlpin (Carteret Gun Club), 29yds.
11222022122122222222012222202222222201200210W

F B Frismuth (Riverton Gun Club), 27yds.
2102222221122222222021212200200120W

Ties for trophy and first and second money:
Hoey 222222222- 9 Moore 222111220—8
For third and fourth moneys:

Wolstencroft 12221 Davis 2320
Post 11222 Wynn [m

Trap Shooting at Ellicott City.
Ellicott City, Md., May 4.—On April 28 A. W. DuBray, the Parker

gun man, visited Ellicott City and made the acquaintance of the mem-
bers of the club. Mr. DuBray is jubilant over the importation of
Whitworth fluid steel barrels by the company he represents and pre-
dicts numerous sales; he was also much pleased to find so many
latest model "old reliables" in the hands of club members.
On April 30 the club team went down to a place called Patuxent and

there shot in a team race with a team from Laiirel and another from
Jessups. The scores made by all three teams were simply rank, too
rank for publication; the teams finished with Laurel first, Jessups
second and Ellicott City hopelessly in the rear. The return match
will be shot on our grounds on May 16, upon which day the club will
hold an all-day sooot.
On Wednesday. May 2, J. O. Jones, the present holder of the Demo-

crat trophy, met and vanquished E. A. Talbott, making his fourth
consecutive victory. After the contest R. Wilson challenged and the
two men will meet May 9.

The scores of this day were as follows:
No. 1, 10 targets: Talbott 8, Dr. Fort 8, Jones 7, Hillsinger 5, Kirby 5.
No. 2, 25 targets, for Democrat trophy: Talbott 14, Jones 15.
No. 3, 25 targets: Dr. Fort 20, Kirby 14, Hillsinger 12.
No. 4, 25 targets: Dr. Fort 20, Jones 18, Talbott 12.
No. 5, 15 singles, unknown traps: Dr. Fort 11, Kirby 9, Jones 8

Harding 10, Talbott 9.
'

No. 6, 25 singles: Jones 13, Kirby 11, Dr. Fort 22, Talbott 18, Har-
ding 10.

No. 7, 10 singles, for box of cigars: Harding 6, Talbott 6, Dr. Fort
10, Kirby 9, Jones 6. Secretary.

Putney Gun Club.
Putney, Vt, April 28.—The following scores were made by the mem-

bers of the Putney Rod and Gun Club at their last weekly shoot held
April 28, targets thrown from 3 traps at unknown angles. Mr. A. J
Ayer has been appointed fish and game warden and has fined one
person $8 for fishing out of season. The fine was rather small, but it
is hoped that others will take warning.
Handicap for prizes, April 28:

A J Ayer 1011011111 —8 Wilard 011010101000 —5W E Ayer 1101110111 — 8 Wings 1101000110101110— 9
FRob 11111101100101 -10
April 11;

A J Ayer 8 out of 10 Willard 11 out of 18WE Ayer 9 out of 10 Wing 9 out of 16
F Rob 8 out of 16

No. 1. No. 2.
A J Ayer 1110100111—7WE Ayer 1110111011—8 0111001111—7
OB Willard ...1110001011—5 011 001110-5
F M Robertson, 1110111111—9 lllllOOOOl—

6

G A Wing 0100011001—4 1100011010—5
McNulty 1100010010 -5

W. E. A.

Philmont Gun Club.
Philmont, N. Y., April 30.—Herewith I send you scores made at the

regular shoot of the Philmont Gun Club, April 28. This is a manufac-
turing town of about 2,000 population, a large portion of the people
being interested in sports. Our club was organized in 1889, and have
always held two shoots a month, not having missed one shooting day
and having from eight to fifteen members on hand. This is a pretty
good record for a country club.
Club shoot, 20 Empire targets, unknown angles, 5 traps:

Howland 11111101110111011111—17
Powell 11111100111011110100—14
Vedder 11001111010000111001—11
Ames 11111011100111101111—16
Ferguson 01011111111111111100—16
Spoor 11110110011011101101—14
Dingman 0101011 1 01 1110010101—12
G Vanderburgh 00011110100111101111—13

G. V.

Wilmerding Gun Club.
Wilmerding, Pa., April 28.—Inclosed you will find scores made at

the semi-monthly shoot of the Wilmerding Gun Club yesterday.
The day was pleasant and everybody had a good time:
FMcEntosh 1111111111111101111100010—30
A Mackert .OlOlOlllOiOlllUOllOlllOO—16
D Scott 1110101111111011111011110—20
S Bishop 0100111111111001111010011—17
F Jewell 0111001010000000001110010— 9
J Conboy 0011001000100100100100111—10
O Reich 1011111000111111110001110—17W Brush 0111110101111100000011111—16
Ten-bird sweepstake, bluerock targets:

F McEntosh 0111101011— 7 S Bishop lOllllllll— 9
D Scott 1101011011— 7 Henderson .0101111110— 6W Brush 1111111111—10 F Jewell 0100011111— 6

A. A. M.

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Maple Bay, Syracuse, N. Y., May 3.—Shoot for diamond medals at 50

targets per man:
A G Courtney llllllllllllllllllllOlllllllllllllllllllimilllll—49
GHolloway lllllllllimiOOllllllOllOlllllllllllllllllllliOlO—44
C Arno 11111111111111101110111011011101111111111111011100—42
G Black 11110010111101111111101101111110011111101011111110—39'
D Walters 10101001010111100101111101111110001011111101010111—83
H Jones lOllOllOllOlOllllllllOlllOlllllllllOOOlOHlOlOOlOO-38
M Williams lOlOlllOlllOlOllllOOlOllllOlllOllllOOHOllliOOllOO—33
A C Dennis 11011011110011101001111111111100110000111101010100—32
D M Lefever 00101100111101011000100110110010110111101101111100—89
M Muntz .01100101110001110100111000011100011001111101000111-28
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The Central New York League.
Utica, N. Y., April 26.—Inclosed find scores of the second tourna-

ment of the Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, held here April

24 and 25. It was at first intended to hold the shoot May 1 and 2, but
owing to the enforced absence of many out-of-town shooters, the dates
were changed. Rochester again proved an easy winner, and it looks
as though they have a "lead pipe cinch" on the trophy. E. D. Fulford,

of this city, again carried off the honors for individual shooting, and
won honor as well as cash by his fine work. He shoots now exclu-

sively U. M. C. factory-loaded ammunition and E. G. powder. The
shooting was very hard, owing to a high wind and targets being
thrown exceptionally hard. Appended are scores:

Tuesday, April ih.

No. i, 10 singles, entrance $1,20:

Mosher 0111110110- 7 Courtney 0111111110- 8

Whitney 1111111111—10 Fix 0001111111— 7

Corning 0111110110— 7 Mayhew 0101111110— 7

Brigden 1111001110- 7 Glover 1110101011— 7
Oarr 1111111011— 9
No. 2, same:

Wagner 1111111111—10 Courtney 1101111111— 9

Whitney 1111111100— 8 Glover ; 0111101111— 8

Brigden 1111110101— 8 Mayhew ,1110111110— 8
Carr 1011010101— 6 ED Fulford 1011111111— 9
Mosher 1111110111— 9
No. 3, same:

Whitney 1101011111— 8 Courtney 1011011101— 7

Wagner 0101001101— 5 Fulford 101UU111— 9

Fix 1111111110— 9 Brigden 1011001111— 7
Glover 1111111110— 9 Wheeler 1110011110— 7

Carr 1111111111-10 Mayhew 1101010101- 6

Mosher 1001100011— 5
No. 4, same:

Corning 1111001101- 7 Fix 1111011111— 9
Brigden 1111001101— 8 ED Fulford 1111010111— 8
Bingham 0000000000- 0 Wagner 1111101110- 8
Corr 1111111111—10 Mosher 0011100011— 5

Whitney 1001110010— 5 Scott 0001001100— 3

Courtney 1010111011— 7 Mayhew 1100000110— 4
Glover 0011111111— 8
No. 5, same:

Courtney 1000111101— 6 Corr 1101111110— 8
Byer 0111111111— 9 Wagner llllOlllll— 9

Fulford 1111111111-10 Scott 1111011111— 9

Brigden 1110111101—8 Fix 1011111111—
Glover 1001110111— 7
Corning 1101101110— 7

Whitney 1110011111—
AMS 1011111101—
MpvHpw 0110110111— 7
No. 6, 25 singles, S3:

Corning 1011110111001010011100110-15
Fulford 0101111111111110011101100—18
Glover 1111111111111111111111111—25
Richardson 1110011111000101011111110—17
Carr 0111111111111111111111111—24
Wagner 1111100110111111111111011-21
Brigden 0111110111111111111011010-20
Scott 1110111001111111100010110—18
Fix 1111011011011110010111110—18
Mayhew 0111100011111010101100101—15
Whitney OlOlllllolllooiiOllllOlil—18
AMS lOllliOllllllllOlllOlllll—21
No. 7, 15 birds, 81.70:

Fulford 111111110110111—13 Scott 110111011111011—12
Richardson 101111001100011— 9 Wagner 111111101110111—13
Glover 111 011110111111—13 Byer 110111110111110—12
Corr . , 101100101111111—11 Courtney 010011111111011—11
Mayhew .100001101111101— 9 Corning 011101011011111—11
Brigden 111111111111010-13 Whitney 111110111111111—14
Fix 111111111101011—13 A MS 101111101111110—12
No. 8, 20 singles, $2.40:

Fulford 20 Wagner 17 Courtney 15
Lansing 11 Brigden 15 Mayhew 12

Carr 18 Glover 18 Kilbourn 16
Whitney 12 Byer 11 John Fulford 19
Corning 14 Richardson 15 Fix 17
AMS 18
No. 9, 15 singles, $1.50:

Carr 15 Lansing 12 Kilbourn 12
Byer 12 Courtney 13 Fix 14
Glover 12 Whitney 12 John Fulford, 12
Wagner 13 E D Fulford 18
No. 10, 10 singles and 5 pairs, $2.40:

Fulford 17 AMS 15
Byer 14 Whitney 15

Richardson 10

Olover 14
Wagner 16

Oarr .14 Corning 14 Kilbourn 15
Lansing 13 Courtney 11 Richardson 16

No. 1, 15 singles, J

Wednesday, April 25.

Mann 13

Norton 15
Glover 10
Betsen 8

Fix 10

No. 2, 15 singles, McMurchy system, $1.80:

Mosher 8 Stewari
Mann.. 12 Hollow,
Henry 12 Fulforc
Wagner 13 AMS.
Fix 8 Corninj

13 13
8

14 14
13 12
13 12

11

12 11
12
12
15
12 Carr 11
12 13
9 11

13Ayling 13 Whitney
No. 3. 20 singles, team championship and optional sweep, $2.40:

Oneida Co. Sportsmen's Association—Henry 14, Kilbourn 13, Rich-
ardson 19. Scott 15, Fulford 20; total, 81. 1

Onondaga Co. Sportsmen's Association—C. Ayling 17, Wagner 18,

Courtney 16, Mann 18, Holloway 18; total, 87.

Auburn Gun Club—Carr 20, Brigden 18, Corning 20, Whyte 17, Whit-
ney 14; total, 89.

Rochester Rod and Gun Club—Stewart 17 Byer 20, Glover 18, Meyer
19, Norton 18; total, 92.

No. 4, 20 singles, $2.40:

Mann 16 Byer 15 Mosher 17

Ayling 17 Holloway , 14 Whitney 16

Wagner 13 Richardson 15 Mowry 19

Whyte 14 Mayhew 15 Lansing 18

Glover 14 Henry 19 Dugard. 13

Carr 17 Brainard 10 Brigden 17

Meyer 15 Fix 14 Cruttenden 18

Courtney 18 Luther 16 Stewart 17

Corning 16 AMS ,...19 Fulford 20

Norton 15
No. 5, 25 singles, individual championship and optional sweep, $2.75:

Mowry 22 Lansing 17 Whyte 19

Corning 22 Brigden 19 Norton. 15

Whitney 22 Courtney 20 Fix 15

Henry 17 Glover 20 Luther 18

Dugard 17 Mosher 19 Meyer 22

Holloway 21 Richardson 21 Byer 20

Carr..., 23 Wagner 19 Mayhew 19

Stewart 21 Ayling 23 Courtney 23

AMS 19 Mann 19

No. 6, 15 singles, McMurchy's system, $2.30:

Fulford 14 Steel 12 Glover 12

Carr 14 Swipes 6 Whyte 11

Kilbourn 10 Dugard 6 Betson 11

Scott 10 Fix 11 Henry 14

AMS , 9 Meyer 11 Norton 11

Lansiog 10 Mowry 14 Brainard 12

Mayhew 12 Holloway 13 Richardson 13

Nipe 6 Courtney 13

No. 7, 15 singles, $2.30:

Henry 11 Whitney 13 Kilbourn ....10.

Courtney 14 Carr 12 Scott 9
Mowry 13 Lansing 10 Burlingham 9

Holloway 12 Glover 12 Brainard 12

Richardson 11 Mayhew 14 Fulford ....14
Stewart 12 Whyte 13 Norton 9

Meyer 11

No. 6, 15 singles, $1.80:

Henry 10 Mayhew 9 Courtney 14

Betson 11 Brainard 10 Burlingham 7
Whyte 12 Mowry .14 Fulford 13

Carr 13 Holloway 12 Richardson 11

Extra No. 9, 20 singles, $3.40:

Whyte 16 Carr , 12 Mayhew 16

Fulford 19 Kilbourn 13 Mowry 18

Henry 16
Ties on 16 won by Henry.
Extra No. 10, 10 singles. $1:

Courtney 7 Henry 9 Byer 10

Meyer 8 Norton 8 Stewart 9

Wagner 6 Fix 7 Glover 9

Whyte 8
Unundaqes. •

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. J. B.—In Minnesota you will find good bass fishing in Aitkin

county, in the waters reached from Aitkin on the N. P. R. R.. Also
in Lake Sally, and others reached from Detroit City.

H. G. N, Long Island City.—Will you please inform me through
your columns the make of a rifle that Mr. Alfred Bisson uses as illus-

trated in the issue of Feb. 10, 1894. Ans. A Winchester repeater,

.22cal., model 1890.

Sportsman, Quebec.—I have been recommended by different sports-

men to oil my shot. Others laugh at the idea. Please let me know If

there is anything in it, and the reason and benefit of it. Ans. We do
not know of any possible advantage that could arise from oiling the

shot.

Dr. Jks, Douglas, Wyo.—Is there any satisfactory method of meas-
uring one's self for a proper stock for a shotgun? Ans. Stand in

front of a mirror placed flat against a wall. Throw the gun into posi-

tion to aim. It is a fit if the gun always comes into position so that

you can see your eye just above the rib, and also the upper surface of

the rib.

A. B. C, Chicago.—1. Is there any hunting rifle manufactured in this

country using the new ,30,"same as adopted in Mannlicher or Jorgesson
rifle? 2. If not how soon will such be on the market? 3. What can
Mannlicher carbine be bought for? 4. And where? 5. What State will

be the best to settle in to live the life of a hunter for a number of
years? Ans. 1 and 2. Yes, the Winchester Company lists in their

new catalogue a single shot rifle for the U. S. Army .30 cartridge. 3.

We cannot say. 4. Berlin, Germany. 5. Probably some of the north-
western States.

Ironton, O.—In reading over the rifle matches in your paper I wish
to ask you: 1. What caliber is the standard use? 2. What is the reg-

ulation distance? 3. Size of the targets? Answer in your query col-

umn in your next number. Ans. 1. Various calibers are used, the
.38-55 and .32-50 being most often seen. 2. 200yds. is the distance at

which most non-military, outdoor, shooting takes place. 3. Various
targets are used. The ring target, in vogue with German shooters,

has a black measuring 121n. (for 200yds.) and the entire target is

divided into circles %\n. apart, counting from 25 down. The standard
American target, which is more widely used, has an 8in. black and
counts from 10 down.

C. F. W., New York.—Kindly tell me in the correspondents' column
of your valuable paper: 1. What is the flight of a duck, how far per
minute. 2. What kind of duck is the speediest, and (3) if there is any
other bird which can fly long distances in less time than a duck. 4. What
is the greatest distance known to be covered by a duck in a night. Ans?
1. Practically nothing is known about the speed at which birds fly.

The average flight of wild ducks has been guessed as 90 miles per hour.
Mr. Cross in his book gave the speed of certain species a' from 60 to

80 miles. 2. No one knows. The blackhead is a very swift flyer. 3.

The passenger pigeon has been said to fly at the rate from 70 to 100

miles. They have been killed in the Middle States with their crops
full of undigested rice, which must have been gathered in Georgia. 4.

We cannot answer, just think for yourself what it means.

W. E., Newark, N. J.—1. I would like some information in regard
to the fishing and shooting at or in the country surrounding Long
Lake, Hamilton county. I\. Y.? What kinds of fish are caught there
and are they very plentiful ; also the kind of game? How does it com-
pare in the amount of gpme to be found with the best game country
in New York State? Is there any duck shooting to be had on or near
Long Lake? 2. Are there any restrictions placed on the number of
deer one person may shoot in a season, and if so does it apply to a
resident as well as a non-resident of the county? Ans. 1. In the
immediate neighborhood of Long Lake is to be found some of the
best fishing and shooting in the Adirondacks. Long Lake affords

bass and pickerel, while brook trout are found in near-by waters.
Ducks are fairly abundant in season, and deer and small game are
plentiful. 2. No one is allowed to kill more than two deer during the
season.
H. D. O, Brompton Falls, Can.—Would you please give directions

in your paper for making (1) standard American, and (2) German ring

targets for 100 and 200yds. off-hand? An answer would oblige many
persons, as there are a number of rifle cranks in this vicinity. Ans.
1. The standard American target for 200yds., off-hand shooting, is

4x6ft. in size; with a black 8in. in diameter, within which are included
the 8, 9 and 10 circles. The diameter of the circles is as follows:

10 circle 3.36in. 5 circle 19.68in.

9 " 5.54in. 4 " 26in.

8 " 8in. 3 " 34.22in.

7 " ...illin. 2 " 46in.

6 * 14.80in. 1 " Balance of target.

2. The German ring target has a bullseye 12in. in diameter, and the
whole target, including the bullseye, is divided into circles Min. apart
(the center circle being lj^in. in diameter), counting from 25 down.
For 100yds. reduce the measurements given one-half.

A GENTLEMAN'S SMOKE.

WE COULD NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY

! if |)aid double the price. It is the

^choicest Smoking Tobacco that ex-L

perience can produce or that mona

\ cm buy.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York Citv

Notice to Fishermen £ Out Prices for
T am with v<m again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the qnality, it increases my business every vear.
One lot of Split Bamboo My and Bass Rods will be sold at 11.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfao tion

Length and weight of the Ply Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9Jft. 6ioz. ;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lOJft., 7Joz. ;

lift., Soz. Reel seats below hand
Length and weight of the bass rods are: Sift., 9oz. ;

9ft., lOoz. ; 9Jft., lloz.
;
10ft., 13oz., lOJft.. 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

, „™ \ „, ™
A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.

;
60yds., 5.1.00; 80yds„ $1.10; 100yds., $1.30.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 38 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage. .

One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ;
60yds.. 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts.

;
100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 ots.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage. .

-

All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 15cts. doz.
;
treble, 30 cts. doz. ; four ply, 35 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for poatag

800ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 33in., 7 cts. each. Pour-ply Leaders, SSin., 8ots.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft„ 15 ots. ;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated catalogue.

J. F. HAMSTERS. 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.Open Cvenings until S o'clock.
Saturday Evenings xi o'clock.

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,

Ideal Rifle Apart,

P. O. Box 4102,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
for Catalogue, free of charge.

Our Latest Model 1891.

THE NEW IDEAL RIFLE
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Forest and Stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. AEI books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

ANGLING. Price.

American Angler's Book. Memorial edition. Norms $5.50
American Fish and How to Catch Them l.OO
American Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fishing. Wells 1.00
Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling on Salt Water 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Angling. Francis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone 2.50
Favorite Flies and Their Histories. Mary Orvis Marbury. 5.00
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Eoosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing Tackle, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated 1.50
Fishing with the Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates... 1.50
Fly-Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Kods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. Illustrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More Ahout the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and JLine in Colorado Waters 1.00
Salmon Fishing. Hallock 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Roosevelt. . . 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish of the northern States. Roosevelt 2.00
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated l.OO
With. Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 147 plafcea , 5.00

BOATING AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. Illustrated. New edition -5.00
Amateur Sailing 111 Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. Illus... 1.50
Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. F. Stephens 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition 1.00
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated 2.50
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen 50
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Four Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop 1.50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1.00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald l.OO
Manual of Naval Architecture. White 9.60
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated l.OO
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth edition 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagrams. Grosvenor. 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing. Davies. Illustrated 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated 1.00
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. Illustrated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Language. W. Clark Russell. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Manual and Handy Book. Qualtrough 3,50
Sailor's Sea Book. Rosser. New edition 1.25
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third edition, enlarged, 470 pages 10.00
Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations O.OO
Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp 10.80
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle 1.00
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols 10.00
JTacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated 1.00
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 2.00
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 5.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book 1.50

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
American Sportsman. Lewis 2.50
Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big Ganie of North America. Shields 3.50
Breech-Loader. Greener 1.00
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition 2.00
Frank Forester's Field Sports, 2 vols 4.00
Game Laws in Brief. With pictures from Forest and Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, 376 pages 2.00
Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. Greener... 2.50
How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow 1.00
Hunting in the Great West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Sportsmen. 1.50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Roosevelt 3.00
Instructions in Rifle Firing. Capt. Blunt 2.00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway 2.50
Modern American Rifles 2.00
Modern American Pistol and Revolver. Illustrated l.OO
Modern Shotguns. Greener

, . 1.00
Pistol, The 50
Shooting on the Wing 75
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream. Leffingwell 3.50
Shore Birds. Paper 3 5
Sport with Gun and Rod. Cloth, handsomely illustrated 5.00
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated.. 3.50
Still-Hunter. Van Dyke 2.00
Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles ..'[.....' 50Wing and Glass Ball Snooting with a Rifle. H. C. Bliss 50
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell. Half morocco, $3.50; cloth 2.50

THE HORSE.
Diseases bf Horses. Dalziel. Paper 75
Dad&'s Modern Horse Doctor 1.50
Morsej, The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method. ... L25
Training the Trotting Horse 3 50
Horse Training Made Easy. Jennings. Illustrated. .". L25Horsemanship for Women. Mead. Illustrated by Parker ' 1 »>5
Mayhew's Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations S.'oo
>Ia,yhewJs Horse Management 3*00
YlcClure's Stable Guide 1*00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding. Illustrated .

.

'
.

' 1.00S^nehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo 3*50
s3toneb.eng© on the Horse. American edition, liiino. . . , .....]..!!!] aloO

CAMPING AND ADVENTURE. Price.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustrated $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray. Illustrated, 2 vols., each 1.50
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks. Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising in Florida. With map. Henshall 1.50

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth 75
Camping and Camp Outfits 1.25
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" 1.00
Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated 1.00
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
Hints on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 25 cts.; cloth l.OO
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them 1.50
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition 1.00
Woodcraft. ''Nessmue 1 .00

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS.
Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. Cloth l.OO;
Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Farrar. Cloth l.OOf
Guide to Adirondack Region. Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 1.00
Guide to Lake George 50
Map of Lake George V 50
Map of St. Lawrence River l.OO
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard l.OO
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1.50
Our New Alaska. Hallock 1.50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar 1.00
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farrar. 1.00
Southern California. T. S. Van Dyke , 1.50

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields 3.50
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8.00[!
Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalziel 2.50*
Breeders' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.00
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel SO
Dog, Diseases, of. Hill 2.00 1

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. Eighth edition « 3.00'iDog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Landseer. Illustrated 25
DOgs of Great Britain and America 2.00$
Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge. "With 50 plate portraits O.OO
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson ' 3.00'<
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond l.OO'
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging. Paper 50'
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo 75j
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" ... 2.00'J
Field Trial Winners 5.00
House and Pet Dogs. Illustrated 50
Modern Dogs of Great Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Lee 6.00i
Modern Training. Waters ... 2.0O
Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation and index 2.50
Pocket Kennel Record. Full leather 50
Shaw's Illustrated Book of the Dog 8.00
Stonehenge on the Dog. With portraits 2.50'
The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel 1.25
The Mastiff, History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Collie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits 1.00
The Collie. Lee. Illustrated

\ 1.50i
I

The Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun 2.50
The Sheep Dog. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth l.OOi
The St. Bernard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel 1.25
The Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer 1.00
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel 1.00
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition 1.50
Training Trick Dogs. Illustrated, paper 25
Youatt on the Dog 2.50

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore sot
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.50
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols., $30; colored,

$60. Water Birds, 2 vols., $24; colored 60.00
Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 illus., new edition. . . . 1.50
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated 8.00
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2^00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
Coues' Check List of North American Birds. Illustrated... 3.00
Coues' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated 7.50
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 5.00
Holden's Book of Birds. Paper 25
Insects, How to Mount. Manton 50
Life on the Seashore. Emerton 1.50
Manual of North American Birds. Ridgway 7.50
Names and Portraits of Birds. Trumbull. 90 illustrations 2.50
Naturalist's Guide. Maynard 1.25
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry. ...... . . 20.00
Nests and Eggs of North American Birds. Davtes 1.75
Our Common Birds and How to Know Them 1.50
Our Own Birds. New edition 1.50
Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur. Illustrated 1.50
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated 2.50
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. Manton 50
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown. Illustrated; $1; paper

\ 50

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell .„

'" 1.75
City Boys in the Woods. Wells

' " '

' 2^50
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting 25
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated 1.5COld St. Augustine, Florida. Reynolds. Illustrated

[ LotPawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales. Grinnell 1.7£Poems of the Rod and Gun. McLellan "
1 2f

Poultry, Illustrated Book of 5.0C
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright 1*5C
Practical Poultry Keeping. Beals 15cSam Level's Camps. Robinson.. "/ j'q^
Unci© Lisha'* Shop. Rohnsok,

, o . t ,, n! /.*' tlog
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

GENERAL" COXEY AND PRESIDENT HYDE.
If there were any one thing in this merry month of May

that could afford us more genuine satisfaction than the

actual fishing of a well stocked trout stream, it would
be to pause at the noonday interval, with half-filled creel,

and to lie in the shade and play eavesdropper, while

Mr. Henry B. Hyde, President of the Equitable Life

Assurance Society, discussed political economy with a

disciple of "General" Coxey.

At first blush—if, indeed, we can conceive of the em-

inent New York financier as reasoning with the tramp

—at first blush, it would appear that Mr. Hyde would

find it a simple task to demonstrate to his misguided

friend the fallacies of Coxeyism.

But what if the Coxey Army man were posted? What
if he had heard a thing or two?

Suppose, for instance1
, that he knew these facts: That

after the fashion of New Yorkers of abundant means,

Mr. Hyde maintains a town house and a country house.

That among the attractions of Mr. Hyde's summer home
on Long Island, there are some well filled trout ponds.

That to stock these ponds Mr. Hyde does not buy trout from

private breeders, but applies to the State hatcheries for

them, and receives them free of charge. That while

they cost Mr. Hyde nothing, the people of the State of

New York provide them out of funds raised by taxa-

tion. Suppose that being posted up to date, the Coxey

Army man knew that Mr. Hyde had asked for trout

this year, and that the State had given him 10,000.

Suppose that being particularly well informed the tramp

should know whether to believe the whispered reports,

which say that when Mr. Hyde has been given all the

trout assigned to his private ponds on his own applica-

tion, he gets still more fish on applications signed by
other people. Suppose, in short, that the peripatetic phi-

losopher had at command all the ins and outs of this estab-

lished system of ladling public fry into private waters,

this bestowing of public funds for private benefit; and

that knowing all this he should resort to the argumentum

ad hominem—the personal application—what would the

life assurance society president have to say for himself ?

Would it not require all the wisdom of even so profound

a master of political economy and all the wit of so

keen a dialectician as Mr. Henry B. Hyde, to convince

the tramp that what was sound doctrine for the Islip

clamorer for free fish was not sound doctrine for the

Coxeyite clamorer for free money ? If the eavesdropper

were to linger until the tramp should be convinced,

would he not lie there till dewy eve, and until after dark,

and contract perhaps a stitch in the side or a crick in

the back? For tramps are such perverse, cantankerous

and obstinate creatures, scorning logic and making light

of reason,

fine distinction between the principle of free bonds and
that of free fish, between Coxeyism and the Hyde system.

For while the Coxeys fail to receive their bonds, the Hydes
do get their trout. Will not some one who is versed in

political economy explain the distinction in simple terms,

so that we may all understand it ?

It would be unreasonable to blame the President of

the Equitable Life Assurance Society for so successfully

putting into practice for his individual profit the

doctrines of Coxeyism. As a thrifty citizen Mr. Hyde
is to be commended for seizing the main chance, get-

ting all he can and asking for more. He would be

justified as well could he ask and receive from estab-

lishments maintained by the State treasury funds Jersey

heifers and high-steppers. But the serious question which

the public is beginning to ask itself is this: Why should

the President of the Equitable Life Assurance Society, or

any president of any society, or any other man anywhere,

be supplied by the State with cans of trout, while the

"General" of the Coxey Army is hustled from the steps

of the Capitol?

The last Legislature of this State passed a bill pro-

viding that private ponds or streams stocked wholly or in

part from State waters or from State hatcheries should be

exempt from the provisions of the trespass law. -Gov.

Flower vetoed the bill on the ground that it would be an
unwarranted interference with private property; and he

was quite right in doing so. The introduction of the

measure, however, was significant of the fact that the

taxpayers of this State are beginning to tire of providing

funds for the maintenance of a Fish Commission and

trout hatcheries and hatchery superintendents, to supply

fish for the private ponds of citizens who are as abun-

dantly able to buy their trout as they are to buy their

groceries and their collars.

SNAP SHOTS.

On Tuesday of last week, May 8, a Canadian revenue

cutter seized two American vessels, off Pelee Island, in

Canadian waters of Lake Erie. On board the vessels were

forty bass fishermen from Cincinnati, Dayton, Spring-

field and Decatur. The vessels, the Visitor and the Leroy

Brooks, were towed into a Canadian port; and the fisher-

men were afterward released. The press dispatches state

that the arrests were made because the Americans were
fishing in Provincial waters without a permit. But the

existing law of Ontario does not require non-residents

to take out a license for bass fishing with rod and
line; nor was this fishing in the close season; the On-

tario close season for black bass now runs from May 10

to June 30; and the seizure was made on May S. For-

merly the close season began on April 15 and ran to

June 15. The collector of customs on Pelee Island, Dr.

F. B. McCormick, has for a number of years kept a

fisherman's home at the south end of Pelee, where
the Dayton Club have been quartered each spring,

while the house of the famous Pelee Club is

located at the extreme north end of the island. Dr.

McCormick has always been largely instrumental in

obtaining from the Canadian Minister of Fisheries the

annual special permit which has heretofore permitted the

opening of the rod fishing for Pelee bass on May 15,

instead of June 15, as provided by the general law, and
the Dayton and Pelee clubs have always been careful to

observe the Canadian regulations, never making any
attempt at fishing till the morning of the 15th.

The new system of licensing dogs and taking up stray

animals is attended with admirable results in this city

under the control of the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals. The ruffianly dog-catchers have
been abolished and the pound is a thing of the past.

The Society has established a shelter for lost, strayed

and homeless animals, to which place stray animals are

taken and held forty eight-hours to allow owners to

redeem them. Lost dogs bearing the license tag of the

Society, found by its men, are taken to the shelter,

the owners are immediately notified, and upon proving

ownership may resume possession of their dogs without

charge for redemption. The Society offers a reward of

twenty-five dollars for the arrest and conviction of any
person found stealing dogs bearing license tags, which

licensed dogs, and cats without collars, have a distinc-

tive uniform of brown Bedford-cord and a badge bear-

ing the familiar initials of the Society, "S. P. C. A.,"

the number of the wearer and the words "Shelter for

Animals." This is a vast improvement over the old

tern; and to President Haines are due unstinted credit

and warm appreciation for his public service in having

secured legislative action to establish the new system,

and for the efficiency and satisfaction with which he is

administering the work.

It is probable that before very long some steps will be

taken to inclose a large pasture in the Yellowstone Park

where some specimens of the wild animals "of the Park

may be kept to be seen by the hurrying . tourist. This

action was recommended by the superintendent of the

Park in his last annual report, and the wisdom of the

recommendation is obvious enough. However tame elk,

deer and buffalo may become under the protection which

the new law will give them, they will never change their

habits so far as to leave the cool shades which they

affect in summer, and come down and camp by the

side of a hot and dusty road merely in order to

expose themselves to the inspection of the tourist.

It is well known that most of the large herbivorous ani-

mals of the mountains are easily kept under fence and.

the only expense attending such a project would be the

erection of the inclosure and the providing them with

food in winter. The average tourist who passes through

the Park on a limited ticket has little opportunity to see

anything of the interesting and varied fauna which in-

habits this beautiful region, and there are few things

which interest people more than wild animals. It is ex-

tremely desirable that all practicable means should be

employed to make the Park attractive to visitors, for the

reservation needs all the friends that can be made for it.

Now that the yarn about Mr. O. C. Guessaz and his

companions having killed 800 and odd ducks in two days

on a Texas lake has been shown to have come from the

lively imagination of Mr. Max J. Luther, of Corpus Christi,

it is sad to reflect upon the flood of virtuous indignation

which has been lavished upon the case. The one who
has come out of the affair with the most credit is Mr.

Guessaz himself, and every fair-minded person would feel

genuine regret if the vindication of our San Antonio cor-

respondent were not as widely published as was the

original charge. As for Mr. Luther, we advise him to

ba^k while he may in the sunshine of his fame as a

teller of tales that are tall. His hour is short, for the

Forest and Stream Publishing Co. happens to have in

press for early publication a volume recording the experi-

ences of "A Man from Corpus Christi," whose shooting

stories are so much more ingenious, expansive and spell-

binding than Mr. Luther's best efforts that they will

positively make that gentleman jealous and weary.

Mr. J. B. Battelle sends us a copy of a bill which was
adopted by the Ohio Legislature last week, forbidding the

killing of quail at any time for exportation from the

State or for sale within the State. "Plain, practical legis-

lation in the line of Forest and Stream's platform,"

writes Mr. Battelle. The fact is that many people think

our platform plank regarding the sale of game to be

more advanced than it is. For as a matter of fact the

sale of game is prohibited in a number of States; and
legislation is tending in that direction. Public sentiment

is shown by the letters we have published from week to

week, in support of the plank. Such indorsements are

given to-day from Nebraska, Ohio, Maryland, Indian Ter-

ritory, New York, California, New Hampshire, Wisconsin,

Tennessee and Nova Scotia. The two papers that gave

rise to this discussion ha^e been reprinted as a tract, and
will be sent to any address.

reward is also a protection to the owners. The men
And yet Mr. Hyde might be right; there may be some ' employed by the Society to remove from the streets un-

Change the subject. Leave off the chit-chat. Break
the chain. Get out from the humdrum. Go fishing.

There are waters persuasively purling for you. There are

violets blowing for you in the meadows, and anemones
and star-flowers glowing for you in the shade of the hem-
locks. There are fish gleaming for you in the streams.

Go fishing.

The American Fisheries Society met in Philadelphia

on Wednesday of this week, A report of the meeting
will be given in our next issue,
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ACTUAL INTERVIEWS ON SEGREGATION.

All About Calmness.

Chicago, 111., May 5.—In many past issues of Forest
and Streamthere haveappeared editorial articles handling

the question of the proposed division of the Park by a
railroad from Cinnabar to Cooke City. Forest and
Stream has opposed that railroad and all other railroads

through the Park, and has made the one consistent and
unfaltering newspaper fight to keep the Park as it is

—

unhurt, untouched, as the people of America have by
tbeir representatives declared it should be kept. In doing
this Forest and Stream has acted in the name of honor,

of sportsmanship and of public decency. It has kept
faith with its constituency and its principles. In doing
this it must needs have given the subject of the proposed
segregation the most thorough and careful attention, and
have acquired a most intimate knowledge of the matter
in all its bearings, not only from extended reading, but
from a various familiarity with the entire region in

question.
I recall that a Chicago paper, which claims to be pub-

lished in the interest of sportsmanship but is really open
to the use of any man or men with an axe or axes to

grind, once published an article by W. S. Brackett, who
held forth that the occupant of a "far-off Eastern sanc-

tum" could not possibly be so well posted on Park matters
as those living near the Park. This is a trifle amusing,
when one comes to it. "Col." Brackett has lately bought
a little ranch on the Yellowstone, between Livingston and
Cinnabar, where he and his family pass a part of the sum-
mer. I don't know where he spends the rest of the year,

but it is my opinion that he is not very closely identified

with property interests about the Park. (If he is, then he
is taking an unfair advantage of the so-called Sportsman's
Journal and Miner's Friend which he favors with his
stories on segregation.) Yet I happen to know— what no
one else would ever know through the editorial page of
Forest and Stream—that the gentlemanwho has written
the Forest and Stream editorials is a ranchman owning
property in Wyoming, who is in cattle and horses for
revenue and not for summer resort purposes; that he has
spent years in all the phases of Western life, and that he
knows not only all of the Park and its environs but most
of the Montana mountains as well, no doubt a good deal
better, if I could commit the impoliteness of so direct a
comparison, than Mr. Brackett or many of his neighbors
do. I do not doubt that Mr. Brackett feels himself a
Montana citizen when he is in Montana, and that he says
he has "come to stay," and that moreover he catches a
warm flush of generous sympathy from the talk of the
interested men about him; but he is unjust to himself
when in ignorance he accuses a courteous opponent of an
igaorance that does not exist. One must not accuse Mr.
Brackett of demagoguery in this, but only of bad general-
ship in not learning the enemy's forces. This lack of
forethought leaves Forest and Stream quite in position
to say, suavely and calmly—if it ever could be so impolite
as to do such a thing—that probably it is Mr. Brackett
who doesn't know such a frightful lot more about this
subject than he ought to, himself.

It all comes of not being calm. With calmness, I
should think Mr. Brackett would make a very good advo-
cate of just the doctrine Forest and Stream maintains,
and not the fire and sword tenets under which the local
Cooke City and Livingston contingent propose to wipe
the Park and the military off from the face of the earth,
to mutilate Capt. Anderson and even burn up the geysers,
the falls and the Yellowstone Lake. I wish Mr. Brackett
would be calm, because I saw him on the Cinnabar train
one day, going up to visit his ranch (he didn't know any
Forest and Stream man was there) and he is a mighty
nice looking man and appeared intelligent looking, too.
I should think a great deal could bemade out of him with
care. If he will only be calm and think this thing over
as a man and as a sportsman he will come out of this
epoch of fire and blood pretty near to the Forest and
Stream position in belief. He will be welcome. Forest
and Stream will be in just about the same position, or
maybe a little further ahead. It is a great deal nicer to
be on the side of good judgment, good sportsmanship and
good citizenship than to be a left-handed Marco Bozzaris
or Toussaint L'Ouverture, or One-eyed Riley, or any of
those martyr fellows. I wouldn't be any martyr if I
were Mr. Brackett. I wouldn't burn up the geysers or
disfigure Capt. Anderson if I were Mr. Brackett, as in his
article he suggests will be done. I wouldn't do that. I
would be calm.
Forest and Stream being therefore in full possession of

the facts in this case, as it is in most cases which it under-
takes to handle, it would ill become me to attempt to add
any weight to what has already been better said, and I
should not touch on this matter at all did I not hope that
some of the actual little interviews I had with segregation-
ists and others might prove at least amusing if not in-
structive.

J. G. Sax, of Livingston.

Mr. Sax keeps a fruit store and newstand. He does not
keep Forest and Stream for sale. I asked himwhy not

"I've got no use for that paper," he said.
"Why not?" said I.

"It's all the time fighting us," he replied. "If it hadn't
been for that dash-hinged paper we'd have had a railroad
to Cooke before this through the Park. The fellows here
are all down on Forest and Stream, and won't have it
I see you are at it again this fall."
"How do they know we are fighting you if they don't

read the paper?" I asked him.
"I carry what there is a demand for," said Mr. Sax,

stiffly, ignoring the conundrum.

W. F. Sheard, of Livingston.

Mr. Sheard is a taxidermist, and no doubt buys more
furs and trophies at all sorts of seasons than any other
man in that part of the country. He is the man who
wrote to one of the winter keepers in the Park, asking him

to poison animals in the Park and send out the small skins

by mail to him. This letter, which was written on Mr.

Sheard's own letterhead, was, I believe, published by
Forest and Stream, which has often spoken very frankly

and understandingly about Mr. Sheard and his practices.

Of course, I was innocent and ignorant of all that when I

called on Mr. Sheard, and Mr. Sheard, thinking, no doubt,

that I had never been west of the River before, gradually

thawed out and after a while became positively entertain-

ing. He introduced me to several friends, showed me
around, and took me through his really magnificent

collection of furs and trophies. He showedme a little bit

of timber up on the mountain side above town, and said

he never had to go further than that to kill deer. "I

killed six up there one day," said he, "I got the whole
band." (I think he said he killed them all at one shot, but

a little thing like that should not matter.)

*Mr. Sheard disclaimed that he had ever bought a Park
buffalo head. He thought, perhaps, some of the other

taxidermists had done such a thing. They were wicked
men. He wouldn't buy such a head. Dear me, no.

Mr. Sheard told me confidentially that "the military up
at the Park was all a fake—didn't amount to anything;
that it didn't protect the Park and was no good; that the

Park would have to be opened some day." Mr. Sheard
also assured me that the road to Cooke City should be
built through the Park; that all it could cut off would be
a little bit of rocky hills of no value whatever and a
region where the game never came at all. He said that

if this road were built Livingston would blossom like the
rose and every citizen would have a smelter running on
the Cooke City ores. I told him I thought it more likely

that Livingston would getup inthe night and go to Cooke,
or that the smelters would go up near Cinnabar, or at

Horr, where plenty of coal was at hand. Mr. Sheard
couldn't think so. He pictured to me the wrong done
by Congress to the Cooke City mine owners, who had
waited twenty years without having the way to fortune
opened to them by act of Congress. I told him that I

had been waiting twenty years to get rich too, but Con-
gress hadn't done anything for me and I didn't believe it

was going to. Mr. Sheard couldn't see the parallel. No
man in Livingston or Cooke City can see the parallel.

Yet it is a perfectly just and fair one. The disappointed
Cooke City men are just the same as those disappointed
in any other line of life and the world is open for them
to go into something else if they are not satisfied where
they are.

Mr. Sheard took me to a map, and explained to me that
only by one route under the shining canopy of heaven
could a road be built to Cooke City, and that was through
the Park. "But all we want," said he, drawing a nice
mark with his pencil, ' 'is to go into the Park for about a
half mile south of the Yellowstone, for just a little way,
then right out along the hills just above the north fine.

There is no game in there, not a geyser and not a single

object of natural interest." Yet later I found that even
this statement would cut off forever the entire band of
antelope in the Park, which has only a little winter range
right along the Yellowstone Vglley. I knew the state-

ment was inaccurate by about fifty miles in length and by
some thousands of feet of rocky, vertical walls in height,
and later I learned by my own eyes that there are more
elk in winter time in just the part of the Park proposed to
be cut off than in any one section of it whatever.

I don't remember any specific statement to that effect

by Mr. Sheard, but I gathered the impression that he was
going to burn the Park up next week, and I presume that
he has done it. I don't see why he did it, because the
Park must have been a source of revenue to him especi-
ally.

The Press of Livingston,

I met the editors of the leading Livingston paper, a
prominent and radical advocate of segregation and the
Cooke City road, and as members of the "perfesh" we
had a pleasant talk. Mr. Wright unrolled a map, and I
must say that I listened to a very fair statement of the
local side of the case. I am able to see how personal
interest can blind a man to national interests, though un-
consciously, and I told my newspaper friends that had
my lot fallen in Livingston, and had I never known the
doctrines of Forest and Stream, I would no doubt have
done as they did. On the other hand, I asked them to be
equally fair, and to realize the folly of Forest and
Stream, by profession devoted to the preservation of the
forests and the game, leaving its own field to go into a
field of an absolutely foreign interest. I told them that
Forest and Stream did not claim to be a mining journal,
but a sportsman's journal, and that as such the only course
was to do what it thought was right, and so try to pre-
serve thePark and the Park game. Mr. Wright thought
perhaps Forest and Stream did not know all the facts

—

that it did not know how little the Park would be dam-
aged, etc., and that really there was little game in the
country proposed to be cut off. In this I personally
learned later that Mr. Wright was misinformed, and that
Capt. Anderson's report (which the Livingston Herald
ridiculed), was correct when it stated that large herds of
game wintered in that very part of the Park. Neverthe-
less, I am obliged to my friends of the Livingston news-
paper fraternity for a statement of the case, wnich I think
was meant to be fair, and we are all obliged for the later
editorial in the Enterprise, on the poacher, Howell, in
which it was said that "Howell's act will find few apolo-
gists in this section."

Mr. Wittich, of Livingston.

The Wittichs are taxidermists, two sons and their father.
Only one of the sons was in the business when I was there,
and I think the firm was Wittich & Son. Here I received
very nice attention. Young Wittich has Cooke City
property, and is a very ardent segregationist. He has
often had occasion to go through the Park on the trail to
Cooke City, and rebelled against the regulations. He told
me how he compelled Capt. Anderson and the Secretary
of the Interior to yield to his imperious demands for the
privilege of bearing arms in the Park and going where he
pleased. (Capt. Anderson's account of this is a shade
different. I haven't heard from the Secretary of the In-
terior.) Young Wittich was hotter-headed than his
father, who held the same beliefs, but was temperate in
them. Young Wittich said the soldiers ought to be abol-
ished and was of the belief that the Cooke City road must
be built through the Park peaceably if it could, by force
if it must. He pitied the poor Cooke City miners, who
had been developing their propositions for twenty years
and were still broke because they couldn't get their ore

out of the camp. He couldn't see the sense ofmy renewed
remark to the effect that I also was mostly broke in

Chicago, and that Congress wasn't going to build any rail-

road for me.
"The men of this country will burn the whole Park up,

if something isn't done," said young Mr. Wittich, im-
pressively.
"Oh, no they won't," I said, "you don't really mean

that, now do you?"
"Well," said he, cooling down a trifle, "it ought to be

burned."
Old Mr. Wittich was not so radical. We all three chat-

ted pleasantly for a while, and the old gentleman invited

me to go fishing with him when I came out from the
Park. I am sorry time was too short for me to do so, for

I know we should have had a good time.

Young Mr. Wittich said that everybody knew that
heads of Park buffalo, thirty or forty of them, had been
offered at the taxidermist shops around the Park, at Liv-
ingston and elsewhere, "within the last two or three
years." Other taxidermists of Livingston had maybe
taken some of these heads. He wouldn't dream of doing
such a thing.

F. B. Tolhurst, of Livingston.

Mr. Tolhurst is another Livingston taxidermist, and is

an honest workman in my belief. Mr. Tolhurstwas busy
and I could not talk with him much. Mr. Tolhurst
thought maybe the Other Livingston taxidermists might
buy a Park buffalo head once in a while, but as for him,
he wouldn't dream of it.

Matt. Black, of Bozeman.
Mr. Black is a newsdealer at Bozeman. He doesn't

handle Forest and Stream. Says he hasn't any use for

it. (The other Bozeman dealer doesn't have any Cooke
City mining property, so he handles Forest and Stream).
Mr. Black was. the most rabid segregationist I met in my
entire trip, and was more violent in his expressions of

hatred for Forest and Stream than any one I talked
with. He allowed the Forest and Stream man was a
tenderfoot. We will let it go at that. Evidently I got
myself disliked by Mr. Black by venturing to work for a
paper which doesn't run a mining department or a free-

for-all editorial page. "It's a blanked noble mission For-
est and Stream has in life, ain't it!" said Mr. Black,
"trying to stop the development of the resources of this

country! Here's men who have been holding valuable
claims over at Cooke for 20 years, before the Park was
ever heard of, and you fellows want them to waste their

entire lives!"

"No, we don't," I ventured to say, "but if they don't
like it at Cooke, why didn't they go somewhere else?"

This made Mr. Black jump up and down, and this was
where he allowed I was a tenderfoot (I lived in a min-
ing camp before I ever saw a copy of Forest and Stream
and we wanted a railroad in our camp and never got it.

Congress never did anything forme.)
"There'll be some killing done up around that Park

some day," said Mr. Black with an awful impressive air,

which should probably have curdled my blood, "and if it

happens, Forest and Stream can just blame itself for it.

What business is it of yours, meddling in the affairs of

this country and trying to stop the growth of one of the
richest camps on the range?"

(This, however, Forest and Stream has not done, but
has editorially shown that a road could much better be
built in from the east. I cited the letter of Mr. P. M.
Gallaher).

"There's only one way to get into Cooke," said Mr.
Black, in a tone as of one who intended to settle the
question forever, "and that's through the Park. That's
the only route we can raise capital for. We could once
have got capital for that, but I don't believe we could get
capital to build, the road now if we had the right of way.
You fellows in the East are a blanked nice set of men,
ain't you. You've raised such a hurrah over this that I

don't believe we'll ever be able to do anything now."
In this latter statement I believe Mr. Black is practically

correct, but I can not avoid the belief that the now dead
segregation scheme had no enemies more deadly than its

own friends, who too often have indulged in just such
wild talk as the above. Such talk displeases the American
people, which after all is practical and fair.

Mr. Black claimed that the poacher Howell did not
belong at Cooke City. He disapproved of Howell's action
in killing the Park buffalo, and said Howell ought to be
hung, and that he would like to help hang him, as he had
injured the spotless record of Cooke City. I recommend
this to Mr. Howell's attention.

They Should All Be Careful.

They should all be more careful how they talk, all these

rabid segregationists who have been making utterances

like the above. I have quoted them all fairly and with-

out garbling, to the best of my knowledge and belief, and
have given the statements because I believe the cause of

segregation is most hurt by telling the truth about it, and
by making public the ill-tempered and unreasonable
methods by which these men seek to gain their purely
personal ends.
There is no call for a road through the Park to Cooke

City but a personal call. There is no public demand for

it. There is on the contrary a public demand for this

great national preserve, a heritage to be kept unchanged
and inalienable. The Government can not give each
child what it wants, but it can give all its children a great
gift that will be good for all of them.
By no means should it be understood that the above

utterances represent the feeling of the great State of Mon-
tana. On the other hand, they come from but a very
small section and from only a few men in that section.

To build this road through the Park would be the death
blow to Livingston. It would benefit Cooke City alone.

It would be also a death blow to the Park. Is the benefit

to the few greater than the benefit to the many? There-
fore, is the position of Forest and Stream on this matter
selfish, illiberal or unfair? Who is there who can think so?

It will be a great pleasure in a later article to give the
reverse of this sordid and distempered view, and to show
the other side of the picture, and I shall then quote engi-

neers and railroad men of authority in support of the
Forest and Stream belief that the Cooke City men are
subserving their own best interests in insisting on this

road through the Park. If Forest and Stream held it in

its hand to forever seal the fate of a prosperous commu-
nity, to kill its future, to prevent the happiness and sue-
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cess of many families, I do not think it would do so. But
it is not determined that the matter amounts to this. If
Forest and Stream can keep the Park intact, and yet by
calm and temperate counsel show to these few inconsider-
ate and hard-talking men that Cooke City can still be
opened to the world, it has done a wise and good work.
This latter it has already shown, more ably than can be
done here, although further interviews may be interesting
as additional proof and will therefore be submitted.

Additional News of the Park Buffalo.

Later.—Since the above was written I have received a
letter from Mr. E. Hofer, at Gardiner, Mont., dated April
30, which is given below. The additional news that
Howell admits having been in the Park on the Pelican
"Valley for three winters, and that he says there are only a
few buffalo there, can only point to one conclusion,
namely, that the total number left alive in the Park are
even less than the Forest and Stream expedition of this
winter would make out. Capt. Anderson has always
thought it likely that a good number of buffalo had
moved over to winter in the Pelican hot countr , but no
report has been made of buffalo in that little-visited por-
tion of the Park, and no expedition has gone in there to
investigate. Howell has been investigating for three
years in a locality where it was next to impossibla to find
him, and his statements made to Mr. Hofer, nodoubtjmade
in candor, constitute the best available report of facts as
to the buffalo supply in the Pelican country. Outside of
this there remains practically only the Hayden Valley
herd, the largest count of which is 103 head. Congress
has done well to act speedily in passing the protection
act. It was time if any of the buffalo are to be left.

These facts, and the facts which I picked up after I left the
Park lead to only one possible belief—the Park buffalo can
not be counted for even 200 head this winter. There may
not be 150, perhaps not 125. This is not merealarmist talk.

We may hope and may even believe that there are 250
buffalo somewhere in the Park, but how shall we prove
it?. The Park has been better scouted this winter than it

ever was before, but by whose report shall we place the
number of buffalo actually seen at more than 125?
On the heels of this sickening conclusion note the

statement that Howell is again at large, free to go in
again and complete a fourth year in the Park, free to
kill the remainder of the herd now left so sadly cut
down in numbers, free to finish up the rest of the great
animals which we found panic-stricken, timorous, run-
ning till exhausted in the deep snow, in terror for their
lives.

Mr. Hofer'B letter follows:
"Howell is out of the guard house as per order from

Washington. Capt. Anderson was away when the order
came. Howell was held about two weeks longer.
"Howell called at my cabin to see me and the papers

that had an account of his arrest. He is pleased to know
he made such a stir. He says they can thank him if they
get laws passed to protect the game and the Park. He
says, too, that he had seven buffalo, not five, killed when
they found him, one was over a ridge, the boys did not
see or find it at all.

"Howell has been in there three winters, and knows all

about the buffalo on the east side of the river, says there
are only a few there. I suppose you know the reason.
He spoke about the picture you made, and said he sup-
posed he ought to have let you take it, but you was so
fresh he did not like to. [Thanks., but the picture I got
anyhow will do very well.]

' 'The snow is getting off the first hills and higher table-

lands, one can see a bit of green here and there. The an-
telope are scattered over more ground now. They can
go to the top of the hills and get grass, until they get on
the eastern side of the hills, where they find snow. I

have been out and had another whirl at the antelope with
the camera."

Mr. Hofer's letter is the last word obtainable on the
grave question of the numbers of the Park buffalo. For-
est and Stream can well claim the credit of an exclusive
presentation of these important facts, unwelcome as they
are to the people of the United States and their represent-
atives in Congress. E. Houoh.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

A WEEK WITH THE BIRDS.
Friday, March 31, was a very warm, spring-like day.

About half-past two I went to the Fresh Pond grove with
a friend. At the foot of Gurney's Hill a purple grackle
swung, now and then uttering his strident note. The
robins strutted about on the leaves as naturally as they did
last summer. We soon reached the cedar-lined avenue
that runs to the hill overlooking Fresh Pond. Looking in
through the cedars we saw about twenty robins bathing
in the gentle sunshine, now and then regaling themselves
with an angle worm. Further on we saw song sparrows
singing their customary cher-wit, witter, wiHer, witter!
At the foot of another line of cedars I noticed a great
mass of feathers. Looking more closely, I distinguished
them as those of a crow. Some half-dozen sparrows flew
among the pines, and apparently frightened at sight of us,

hid in a pile of brush where we had seen some song
sparrows.
While lying on our backs we saw three birds anywhere

from 16 to 20in. long fly hurriedly away. They circled
far above us, showing some of their characteristics very
plainly. They flew with great ease and strength. The
wind now grew stronger and they drifted sidewise.
Underneath they were of a uniform white, with perhaps
a tinge or shade of light gold, which may have been only
reflected light. For an instant one turned his back; I
thought it was a very light chestnut. The bill and neck
were very long, while the tail and legs were comparatively
short. The latter were stretched out in a straight line as
the birds flew.
We walked a little further when we saw a flock of

about a dozen juncos flitting about showing their con-
spicuous white tail feathers. A little further on about the
same number of bluebirds twittered and swung in the
highest twigs of an old apple tree. We turned home after
looking around to see if the unknown birds had returned.
At Gurney's Hill we saw three purple girackles, on© red-
winged blackbird and a flicker. Lastly, in the Botanical

Garden I saw some half-dozen chickadees. During the
afternoon's walk I bad seen eleven kinds of birds.
The first of April opened with clouds, but at 7 o'clock

the sun drove them away when I went over to the Obser-
vatory grounds. Robins filled the air with their varied
and interesting songs. In each of the two large elms on
Linnean street a flicker was alternately "drilling" and
"wicking." Two purple grackles flew noiselessly over
the Botanical Gardens; soon three crows flew silently

away to the north. Several chickadees were feeding in
the beach hedge.

Easter Sunday opened very sunny, but with a stiff

northeast wind which blew more or less all day. The
air throughout the day was extremely clear. About 10
o'clock I set off to seek an interview with the birds in
the Fresh Pond Grove, now identified as night herons.
Last winter about Jan. 4 1 saw four fly from their sup-
posed temporary abode. From the top of the reservoir
several grackles wound their spiral course in the air. A
few juncos flitted cheerily about. Song sparrows were
heard in all directions. I had scarcely entered the grove
when one night heron flew away uttering his peculiar
note. I scared up three more later. They flew in the
same direction as those of last winter did. My attention
was now drawn by a herring gull which sailed far above
me. In a row of pines skirting the grove I saw several
beautiful fox sparrows. On turning my back a red squir-

rel betrayed the locality of her nest in a small elm.
Monday was Warm, but for the most part cloudy. The

sun, however, burst out occasionally through the day.
The only birds seen were a few sparrows and robins.

Tuesday, the 4th, was a warm rainy day, an excellent

one for robin music, for the birds do not seem to dislike a
warm rain. All day long the pair of robins in my back
yard, which I suspect is the pair that nested here last

year, Bang almost without cessation the whole day
through. For a few minutes in the late afternoon a
flicJter announced the appearance of the sun for a short
time by "wicking" vigorously.
Wednesday's weather formed a great contrast to that

of Tuesday. The sun and wind disputed for the mastery.
The sun, however, conquered, and the afternoon was as

still as a July day. As the weather was so agreeable 1

took a train for Concord in company with two friends,

determined to procure a large list of birds. Near Hast-
ings three crows flew heavily across a neighboring hill,

and at Baker's Bridge we saw several grackles. After
leaving the train we soon came to the High School build-

ing, where we saw a pair of bluejays. Song sparrows
filled the air with their twitterings. Soon after dinner
we went along Thoreau street to "Fairyland," near
Walden. Purple grackles, song and fox sparrows, robins,

chickadees and thirteen crows constituted the fist for two
of the party. The third, however, left us for a time, and
at last met us with the news that he had started a great
horned owl out of its roosting place and flushed a grouse.

On our way back to the village we saw a beautiful sunset.

Thursday morning a little before half past four we went
out in a driving snowstorm after birds. We were rather
disappointed to see over an inch of snow. The birds,

however, were out, robins, song and fox sparrows, red-

wing and crow blackbirds sang merrily. We hastened to

Nashantuck Hill and took shelter from the icy wind and
scudding snow on the piazza of the only house on the hill.

A few chickadees walked along the stone underpinning
of the house which the snow had not yet reached. A
flock of juncos flew hurriedly past us. We now were
warm enough to ascend still further. At the tip-top a
northeast view showed us that the water produced by the
melting of the late snows had overflowed Great Meadows
until they looked like an inland sea. Nearer by, the nat-

ural bed of the river could be distinguished from the over-
flowed region adjoining by an occasional bordering tree

or by low shrubs, growing on the latter. We now went
down the hill and crossed the bridge near F. B.. Sanborn's
ancient-looking house. Here we met several fox sparrows.

Bluebirds flew around us and a few crows attracted our
attention by loudly cawing. Soon a bluejay sounded his

shrill scream. Juncos had made themselves very conspic-

uous all the morning. Now it stopped snowing, and as

the sun came Out we saw several snipe on the wing. Just

before 9:30 we took a boat to go up the river. A flock of

about thirty black ducks flew into some neighboring
pines. A little way above the railroad bridge a muskrat
was espied swimming rapidly down the river. After

meeting the muskrat we ran aground on a submerged
cranberry meadow.
The innumerable submerged cranberries looked like

jewels. We managed at length to push the boat into

deeper water, but the channel was hard to find. Soon we
found that there lay a sand bar between us and the main
river, but we rowed vigorously and were soon on the right

course. While looking up into the sky we saw a red-tailed

(?) hawk sailing gracefully along. Soon we espied a great

horned owl in a birch about half a mile away. Crows,
sparrows and juncos were angrily flying around it. A
white-bellied swallow skimmed over the river above our
heads. Phcebes were occasionally heard. . Having come
to another shallow I jumped out of the boat and walked
about; here I saw the first turtle I had seen this year

swimming lazily along. Taking to the boat again we saw
a red-shouldered (?) hawk a little down stream from where
we had seen the first one. We frequently heard that note

of the crow which so much resembles the "gobble" of a
wild turkey. After dinner we walked to a point near the

river beyond the Battle Ground. Along the sunny side of

a stone wall some bay-winged buntings flew up, and I

thought I distinguished a peabody bird and a chipping

sparrow. While we were looking at these sparrows I

saw the shadow on the ground of some bird in the air.

Hastily looking up I saw a pigeon (?) hawk sail into a
grove of young white pines. The juncos, sparrows and
robins made as much commotion as at sight of the great

horned owl.
After tea we took a walk up to Battle Lawn to see a

friend interested in birds. About half way up Lowell
street the sound of snipe came to us from far up in the

air. We had heard meadow starlings all day at inter-

vals.

On Friday morning the sun struggled to shine out, but
the utmost he could do was to redden the clouds in the

east for an hour or so. At 5 A. M. we found our way to

Nashantuc Hill and from there to the Lowell track.

Grackles, robins, white-bellied nuthatches, meadow larks,

song and fox sparrows sang on all sides. We thought we
saw a cowbird. The redwings distinctly repeated their

ofci€6-e-e, or kugree-e-e, as it may sometimes be translated.

At 9 A, M. we started for home by way of the pictur-
esque Concord turnpike. A little way toward Cambridge
from Emerson's house a pair of jays flew near us, one
alighting in an apple tree on one side of the road and the
other in one opposite. During our homeward walk we
encountered perhaps a score of these brilliant birds, and
often heard their shrill scream, of which Thoreau says,
"It is as if it blew on the edge of an October leaf." In
three places along the turnpike flocks of robins varying
from twenty to fifty were seen. By the way, our list for
this common thrush for the day was 174. About two
miles from Concord we struck what seemed to be a bird
caravansary, or, more scientifically, a regular point of
migration for sparrows, snowbirds and robins. Here I
saw a flock of about a hundred juncos, who were warbling
and trilling by turns. The trees around us were packed
close with fox, song and bay-winged sparrows. There
were doubtless other species that I did not notice. A
meadow starling or two were heard here also. We esti-

mated that the number of supposed migrants was not far
from 300. About four miles further two birds flew past
that were ducks, probably black. We got to Belmont just
in time to escape a driving snowstorm which had threat-
ened us all day. My list for the trip was twenty-seven
different species of birds, one muskrat and a turtle.

Thomas D. Bergen.
Cambridge, Mass.

BUFFALO IN TEXAS.
AbOut four years ago Mr. H. S. Canfield, formerly man-

aging editor of the San Antonio Daily Express, painted a
vivid account of the killing of a buffalo on Devil's River
in west Texas, at the hands of Geo. W. Fulton, a wealthy
ranch man of San Patricio county.
Mr. Fulton is perhaps one of the best known sportsmen

of Texas and his ranch is at all times open to legitimate
sportsmen who hunt and fish purely for pleasure. Any
one who has ever been fortunate to come within the
radius of Mr. Fulton's warm-hearted hospitality, will
readily testify to the truth of these fines. He is so popular
with people of all classes, however, that his name has been
prominently mentioned in connection with the guberna-
torial chair of this State, and as far as the writer is con-
cerned, no better man could be chosen by the people of
Texas.
But as to the buffalo. Mr. Fulton did kill a buffalo in

Devil's River about four years ago out of a herd of about
40, but the statement of the killing was generally discred-

ited.

On April 27, Mr. C. H. Moreau, a sheep man of Val
Verde county, brought news of the discovery of a herd of
about forty wild buffalo in the remote mountainous
region of that county near the Rio Grande border.
Upon being interviewed by a representative of Forest

and Stream, Mr. Moreau stated that he received the in-

formation from his foreman, a Mexican by the name of.

Leal Martinez, who returned a few days ago from a trip

across the country from Mexico, where he had visited his

parents.
"Martinez told me," said Mr. Moreau, "that he found

the herd in a small valley between two ranges of big hills,

many miles from any settler. That part of Val Vfrde
county is very remote and it is possible that the herd has
been there for several years without being seen by any-
body. Martinez stated that he counted the herd and that

there were between forty and fifty buffalo in it. He is a
truthful man and I believe his statement is correct. It

has been rumored for several years that a herd of buffalo

existed in that section of the border, but these rumors
were never verified to my knowledge; About four years

ago a wild buffalo was killed on the Devil's River, where
the recently discovered herd is said to exist."

The buffalo that was killed by Mr. Fulton must have
been the one spoken of above by Mr. Moreau. and that un-
doubtedly was out of the same band seen by the Mexican,
Martinez.
The publication of the above in a San Antonio paper has

called forth the following letter from Dr. J. B. Taylor, of

San Angelo, Tex., who writes as follows:

Perhaps you will remember that some four years ago Geo.
W. Fulton, of Rockport, killed a buffalo on my ranch on
Devil's River, and that quite a long account of it appeared
in the Express subsequently. I know that Fulton never told

of this to any one, as he is far too modest to brag, and al-

though I have the head of the buffalo now in pickle and can
show the place where the buffalo ranged, I am satisfied that

many who read the statement doubted its truth.

As George is now our candidate for Governor, I, as one of

his many friends, am anxious to see this calumny from which
he may have suffered all these years set at rest forever. I

find in an article in the San Antonio Express of the 28th inst.

,

which I indorse, a complete verification of the original state-

ment made by the Express at that time. We supposed that

there were about thirty buffalo in the herd in which Fulton
did the killing, and I expected to hold them in the pasture,

but by some means they all escaped. Twice since I have
located them. I shall take steps at once to bring them back
to the pasture, and I hope you will do all in your power to

vindicate the character of our friend as a hunter of large

game.
The publication of the above has served as a vindication

to Hon. G. W. Fulton, who undoubtedly saw the same
herd four years ago. Dr. Taylor was the first of Mr. Ful-

ton's friends to extend an apology for having harbored

any doubts as to the genuineness of Mr. Fulton's claim that

he had actually killed a buffalo, and his letter has called

forth the following feeling effusion from the facile pen of

Mr. Fulton:

Gregory, Tex., May 3.—My Dear Doctor: Truly, modesty,

as well as virtue, is its own reward. For four long years I

have waited patiently for the removal of the doubts that have
been cast upon my title to the well-earned cognomen of

"Buffalo George."
And it ha« come at last!

Many sleepless nights have I spent in wonder that my best

friend, with induMtable proofs of my prowess with bow and
spear in his possession, should have stood mute while a

doubting world cast sidelong glances at his friend who, for

so many years, had enjoyed a State-wide reputation for the

fleet foot, the stealthy tread, and, above all, the unerring aim
that go to constitute the truly great hunter of the monarchs
of forest and plain.

If I rejoice for myself at this somewhat tardy vindication,

what shall I say for my veracious chronicler, our beloved

Canfield? Truly, my heart rejoices and is glad at the thought
that the only suspicion that ever rested upon him as a builder

of sensations has been fully and finally removed.
_

Not the least of my joys in this connection springs from
the fact that, through my humble instrumentality, the tes-

timony of Mr. Moreau and Sr. Don Leal Martinez has been

I corroborated to a degree of certamty which leavesnothing to
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hang a doubt upon, and it can no longer be questioned that
the shaggy King of the Plains sbillroanis at will over a por-

tion of our great State.
'

But alas! There is ever something to dampen the ardor of

our keenest joys! I have a most lively recollection of numer-
ous libations that were poured upon the devoted head of the
buffalo—at my expense. These be hard times!
Alcohol enjoys the reputation of being a great preserva-

tive. If this be so, I am quite certain that the head of the
buffalo in question is in a fine state of preservation. Faith-
fully yours, G. W. FULTON.
Dr. J. B. Taylor, San Antonio, Tex.

The fact stands that reputable witnesses have estab-

lished the existence of a herd of about forty buffalo in the

mountainous regions between Devil's R ver and the Rio
Grande. The country is very rough an I the mountains
and hills of that region are alternated by canons and val-

leys rich in luxuriant grasses and limpid springs.

, O. C. G.

Zoological Society of Philadelphia.

The twenty-second annual report of the board of
Directors of the Zoological Society of Philadelphia was
read at the annual meeting of the members and loan
holders of the society, April 26. From a financial stand-
point the report is not so encouraging as in previous years,

since the hard times have affected its attendance and so
its receipts. The total attendance for the year ending
Feb, 28 was 215,549, as against 234,311 for the previous
year, a decrease of 18,762. The decrease in receipts for
admissions for year is $873. As usual, the greatest num-
ber of visitors were present at the garden on Sundays,
and the next greatest on Saturday, Friday being the
lightest day of the week.

It would have been impossible for the society to have
met the financial strain of the past year if it had not been
for the liberal action of the commission of the Fairmount
Park, who requested the City Council to appropriate the
sum of $10,000 for the purpose of maintenance of the
collection. This is in addition to the sum of $5,000 which
for several years has been appropriated to the improving
of that portion of the Park.
The report of Mr. Arthur Erwin Brown, the superin

tendent, is interesting. From it we learn that the acces-
sions to the collections during the year were 83 mammals,
135 birds, 410 reptiles and 12 amphibions, a total of 639.
Among the interesting species now exhibited for the first

time are a pair of black partridges from India, a pair of
Chapman's zebras, a giant tree frog from South America,
an example of the rare Guayaquil parakeet and some other
birds and reptiles. A pair of ring-tailed bassaris, an in-
teresting Japanese dog, some South American mam-
mals and a fine male orang are among the other additions.
During the year there were born in the garden a bactrian
camel, Virginia deer, fallow and axis deer, elk, bison,
lamas, two red-headed ducks and a number of pheasants
of various species.

A Flock of Wild Pigeons.
Whitb,watee, Wis., May 7.—A flock of about 150 wild

pigeons flew over this city last Friday, the largest we have
seen in ten years, and. this used to be their best country.
If the shooting of them, and the molestation of them in
their meeting places tiould be absolutely forbidden for ten
years all through the country, is it not possible that the
scattered remnants of this most attractive of the bird
races in our old American forests might be reproduce
something like their old numbers? Is it not a worthy sub-
ject for the National Legislature to consider? G. D. C.

" That reminds me."

Witch Ducks.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I would be glad to learn whether any shooter can be
found who ever saw such an object as a witch duck.
Objects have frequently been seen in the headwaters of
the Chesapeake Bay by gentlemen whose truthfulness
can not be doubted.

I made it my business to call on Mr. William H. Dob
son, who lives in Havre de Grace, and by the way is con-
sidered the best duck shot in Maryland, who was kind
enough to give me his experience with three of those
remarkably strange fowl. Mr. Dobson relates that one
beautiful morning in the gunning season he and a een-
tleman of the name of John Brown double-stooled to-
gether. This means that two sinkboxes and two sets of
decoys were joined, rraking about 500 decoys, which
make a big show and draw the ducks from a long way
off. After they had killed about fifty canvasbacks and
as they were talking about the prospects of a good day's
shoot, Mr. Brown called Mr. Dobson's attention to three
female canvasbacks sitting among their decoys only a
short distance from them. Dobson says, "Hold on
Brown, and see me kill all three of those ducks with one
barrel." Dobson says that he took deliberate aim and
bred, and when the smoke blew off to his great surprise
the ducks still sat there undisturbed. He and Brown
shot eight barrels at them, and while they were getting-
ready to shoot again they disappeared. Very thortly
there came a flock of canvasbacks and they killed seven
of them. After they had loaded up their guns and weremaking fun at each about not killing those three ducks
Dobson looked among the decoys and to his great sur-
prise he saw those same three female canvasbacks
Brown, there is something wrong. Look, there are

those same three ducks." "Don't- shoot at them any
more," said Brown, "let's see if we can't scare them
away. So they both stood up in their boxes and hollered
shu shu; but the birds still sat there just the same.When they bi th commenced to shoot at them again thev
disappeared and that was the last they saw of them

K B. Gallup.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us 85 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price ?4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (price $5)—a $9 value for $5
This offer ia to new subscribers only, it does not apply to renewal,
For *3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during ithat time and a copy of Dr Van Fleet's
handsome work. "Bird Portraits fDr the You**" (the price of wblob

IN GAMP ON WILSON'S POND.
We were camping on Wilson's Pond.
Our guide had been engaged by letter, but disappoineed

us, and we of necessity engaged an eighteen-year-old

boy, who knew nothing of the woods, but could be made
available as a "hewer of wood" and "toter of bread."

On the second morning the Parson and I took a canoe
and paddling to the north shore proceeded to hunt the
hard wood ridges.

It had been very dry for several days, and the leaves

were so noisy that although signs were plentiful, it was
about 2 P.. M. before we caught sight of a deer. Then a
good-sized buck jumped from behind a huge rock, about
150yds. to the left. He seemed in a tremendous hurry,
and so was I, for I shot four times as he dodged among
the trees. Suffice it to say we never recovered any of
these bullets.

We now worked back to an old lumber road leading
down to the lake, and as the day was warm the Parson
hung his coat and vest here, and we separated, agreeing
to meet in the same spot about sundown to watch at a
deer path. Arriving at the appointed time, I heard a shot
and shout away off to the north. I tried to answer, but
owing to a strong north wind did not succeed in mak-
ing myself heard. I tried to go to him, but he traveled
so fast that try as I might I could not get near him. At
last, hearing nothing more, I returned to the lake and
back to camp, which I reached about 10 o'clock.

The poor Parson held a novel "watch meeting" that
night. About dusk he brought up on the shore of a lake
which proved to be Prong Pond, but as this was our first

trip to Maine, he failed to recognize anything more than
that it was not Wilson's.
Preparing to camp we stripped a piece of birch bark

and gathered an armful of dry branches, when feeling
for matches he realized for the first that he had to find
his vest or go without a fire. The mist arising from the
lake chilled him to the marrow. A loon laughed mock-
ingly out in the darkness, the weird sound echoing from
hilltop to hilltop, till each point seemed occupied by a
special "hobgobblin" sent to taunt him. Half clothed,
without food or fire, he stamped and tramped, beat his
arms and danced unclerical jigs to keep warm,

"Whiles glow'ring round wi' prudent cares

Lest bogles catch him unawares,"

and constantly murmuring "You old fool, why didn't
you stay in Jersey?"
Next morning I started at daybreak, and at sunrise the

Dominie got his bearings, and traveling south we met
near the lake and hurried to camp for breakfast, where
the boys full of congratulations and curiosity "killed the
fatted calf." We found them entertaining Louis Annance,
an old Passamaquoddy Indian. Opening the way to
good fellowship by swapping knives, where I got consid-
erably the worst of the bargin, I inquired the best place
to find deer. Pointing to the east he said, "Right over
there; kind o' bog hole. Best place I know." He also
made the remarkable statement that he was seventy years
old, and would have been eighty, but "tree fall on urn
an' ketch um." Evidently some one had told him the ac-
cident would shorten his life ten years. He also said
"Moose fraid man. Caribou fraid like the devil railroad
train. Deer, him ain't fraid anything."
The Dominie not feeling in trim for a long tramp, we

paddled down to the portage and crossed over to Upper
Wilson's Pond, skirting the shore till we found an old
lumber landing in the south cove, where we pulled out
the canoe. What was once a log road leads up the
mountainside from here; now overgrown with brush and
briers and obstructed by windfalls, it is not over inviting.
However, after shooting the heads off a couple of part-
ridges, we followed the road about two miles, and sud-
denly came to a beautiful little lake nestled in a depres-
sion at the mountain top. To grace the scene two fawns
stood on a flat rock about 50yds. away, one looking over
the neck of the other; a well directed bullet would have
killed both. Startled by our appearance they gazed for
fully a minute, then wheeled and whisked into the
bushes. A black duck swimming lazily along the oppo-
site shore turned his head and eyed us curiously. The
margin of the lake was so trampled by the feet of deer
that had come to drink that we concluded we must have
stumbled on Sam's "big hole," though a less romantic
appellation for so beautiful a spot would be difficult to
find.

The sun shone red through the treetops, and having
come provided with an axe and coffee pot, we retired half
a mile and felling a hemlock soon had a comfortable
brush house erected and firewood collected. Before sun-
down we posted ourselves, the Parson at the outlet and I
at the broad end of the lake. Soon I heard a stick snap,
then saw the head and neck of a small buck directly across
the pond. He acted suspicious and disappeared for a few
moments, then walked boldly out and began to drink.
While I hesitated about risking a shot—I judged the dis-
tance to be 300yds.—bang! bang! came from the outlet.
My buck imagined he was the target, and jumped into
cover, where he stopped to snort. Down the lake three
white plumes waved adieu! adieu! adieu! as their bearers
jumped high over the bushes and disappeared in the
woods. I hurried down to the Parson and found him
"beside himself" with vexation. He said, "I knelt behind
this little cedar. A doe and two fawns came out. The
doe walked into the water a few steps and lowered her
head to drink. I pushed my ride through the tree, and
resting it on a limb pulled for the shoulder. She threw
up her head, but stood perfectly still, and I knew I had
not touched her. Taking plenty of time, I worked the
lever and shot again. Then she jumped away un harmed.

"

And turning, he shouted, "How did I miss?" I assured
him that I was ignorant of the reason. We paced the
distance—35yds. ; and this from a man who has killed lots
of running antelope at 200yds. and over.
We built a rousing fire at the bough house and running

green sticks through the partridge roasted them over the
coals. This is the only ca'up I ever occupied where the
deer were numerous enough to come up and snort at the

doe. I do not know whether they were following their
usual runway, or were attracted by the light of the fire.

We spenttwo weeks in Maine, thirteen nights I shivered
in a tent, while the night spent in the bough house we
were comfortable without bedding or blankets; at least I

was, but I think the Parson was troubled in spirit, for
periodically would come the refrain, "You bid fool, why
didn't you stay in Jersey?"
Next morning we killed a yearling as he came to drink

at the wide end of the lake about 200yds. away. We had
venison enough and returned to the tent to feast our friends
abd tell our story. Last night the Parson called at my
office and pointing to a head over the mantle said: "Doc-
tor, if I had missed a fellow like that I would feel bad!
but I am thankful every day that I did not kill that doB
and deprive those poor little things of a mother."

Hamilton VkkeLanb.

THE GRAY SQUIRREL.
OF our small game, the gray squirrel ranks with the

foremost of our sport-giving denizen's of the woods.
Early in the fall of the year, when the nuts are freed from
their husks by the sharp morning frost, and the leaves of
the Chestnut and hickory blend with the color of the
earth, the inquisitive "gray-back" may be seen running
along the branches of the trees, prying into every nook
and corner, and feeding on the sweet kernels of the
hickory and other nuts, which fill out his sleek sides, and
gives his delicate flesh a fine flavor.

As an angler has said, "It is not all of fishing to fish,"
it may be equally true to say "It is not all of shooting to
shoot," for an early morning spent in the Woods, sitting
on a log and waiting for the furry little 1'odent to appear,
as he is sure to do when the sun first shows his face over
the surrounding hills, is full of enjoyable thought, and if

a person is lucky enough to bag only one squirrel) he will
not be disappointed in his morning's work, if he be a
reasonable man and finds enjoyment in observing nature.
Well, I remember the eariy morning outings spent in

the woods of the picturesque Gatskill Mountains! Arising
from sleep at 4 o'clock in the morning, I would fill my
pockets with some light food, attd donning my sweated
shoulder my little 16 gauge gun, and commence my
pleasant tramp over the hills to a favorite "stamping
ground" of the squirrels. The keen mountain air being
delightfully evident at that early hour, made brisk walk-
ing a necessity, and the contents of my pockets were
greatly relished as I trudged along.
Arriving at the destination, it was my custom to find a

fallen tree in the midst of a clump of chestnuts, lay the
gun across my knees, and drink in the beauties of the
surrounding landscape, withal, ^keeping my weather-eye
open on the lookout for squirrel.

Now the sun has showed his warm, genial face be-
tween the hills, and as his beams glint on the trees, there
begins a chattering chorus of the voices of the busy folk
of the wood, as they arise and commence their foraging
for breakfast. Sh! there on the limb of that chestnut
right in front, is a fat "gray-back;" how pretty he looks
as his sharp eyes glance restlessly around, to see if there
are any interlopers! Now is my time. As I rise to shoot,
he sees me, and with a "chir-rr-r!" of fear, he darts off
towards a thick bunch of hemlock tops, to find shelter in
their thickly covered branches, but I am too quick for
him; as the sharp voice of my gun speaks out, he tumbles
down from the lofty limbs, catching in vain at the
branches in his way, and lands at my feet—a prize which
amply repays me for my early rising.

After admiring his glossy form, I changed my location
and secured two more squirrels, but with decidedly more
ammunition and some tall chasing to retrieve them. By
this time, my "inner man" proclaims the breakfast hour,
and so, shouldering my gun, I trudge home not over-
laden with game; but with a clear, contented mind and
a healthy appetite, which does full justice to the ample
country meal, which I find awaiting me at the old farm-
house. Wh. G. Chapman, Jr.

A VIRGINIA BUCK.
Amenta, N. D., April 21.—It was a beautiful day along

in the frost of November, and as I had unfortunately shot
away all of my shells for my .44 (used in preference to any
of the later sized calibers), I found myself up in the
Massanuten Mountains, in Shenandoah county, Va., about
twenty miles from Harrisburg, on a deer stand using an
old-fashioned squirrel rifle (about'130 bullets to the pound)
with one bullet in my gun and one in the bullet pouch.
It was cold and frosty and I had built a small fire of dry
drift wood to warm my aching toes. Then a long time
of waiting took place, first fixing my fire, then relighting
my pipe, as one always succeeded the other, until at last
I heard that music never forgotten by the true sportsman
or the man who can't even shoot a gun—the hounds in
chase of a deer. At once that queer sensation commenced
to run up and down my back bone (no one unless he has
been in the same place can realize how it feels), and I ex-
citedly cocked my old-fashioned rifle and every nerve
became as intense as a fiddle string.

The glorious music drew nearer and nearer and my
respiration grew longer and longer and seemed almost to
stop, when at once there came a crash and something that'
looked bigger than Barnum's Jumbo sprang lightly down
the bank and waded into the shallow water of the river;
while I, I—with my mouth open, my gun cocked, stood
like a last year's hornet's nest, ppparently dead, but needed "

only a good shaking to arouse to life. When the deer
suddenly caught sight of me, he gave a snarl and com-
menced to stamp his feet and retreat for the other shore,
did my scattered senses return to me and I raised my rifle

and sent the tiny ball on its deadly mission. At the crack
of the gun I saw him spring or rather the spot where the
bullet struck him contract as if you had hit him with a
rock; but it did not stop him. He cleared a high clump
of laurel at one jump and disappeared. I slowly and
sadly reloaded my rifle and wondered what Uncle Bill
and Jim Payne would say when they came in and found
that I had lost my deer, and without even a drop of blood
to show that I had hit him, when suddenly the old spotted
hound broke through the brush, making a desperate effort
to keep ahead of her year-old son, came tearing towards
me. I hastily ran across the river and called them down

ueer were numerous enough to come up and snort at the to where the deer had left the water and put them on the
nre. l ara sure 1 do not exaggerate when I say that during I trail. They ran about 20 rods and then stopped, and I

;

the evening a dozen deer came within a short distance;
] hurried down and cut the throat of the first deer-a spikedon all sides we could hearthem, from the hoarse bark-like horn buck—that I had killed in "Old Virginy ."

snort of an old buck to the shrill, short snort of a young I We found very good hunting in the valley and in
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Franklin county, W. Va., many deer, but very hard to
get, as the settlers will let the deer go and shoot the dogs,

especially if they belonged to a stranger, while they are
running their own dogs directly against the laws of West
Virginia. But such is life. We fared sumptuously and
our thanks are always in order to Uncle Hill Minnick rNew
Market, Va., for his kindness to us in our six weeks' hunt.

Flickertail.

IN SUPPORT OF THE "PLANK."
A Piatitorm Plank.—Tlie sale of game should be forbidden at all

times.—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

Lincoln, Neb., May 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

believe the position that you have taken, that the sale of

game should be prohibited during all seasons of the year,

is correct. My observation has satisfied me, that so far at

least as the game birds of this State are concerned, the
market-hunter is responsible for their destruction. He
hunts for profit, and if you can destroy his market he
will be compelled to turn his attention to some other pur-
suit. The greater portion of the game killed goes to the
large cities, and is there distributed to other points.

Nearly all the game killed in this State by market-
hunters, goes to Chicago, and it would seem that if the
law prevented the handling of game in Chicago, St.

Louis, New York and a few other of the large centers of

population, that the matter of game protection could be
brought to a successful issue.

Of one thing I am certain; and that is, we need a more
general reading of the Forest and Stream. The man
who can read this paper for any length of time and-see
the efforts being made by the better class of men through-
out the country to propagate and protect the game, and
then wantonly destroy it himself, is, to say the least, a
very peculiar animal.
In northwestern Nebraska, on the line of the C. B. &

Q. from Lincoln, Neb., to Deadwood, S. L\, is a strip of
country extending from a point 25 miles west from
Broken Bow, westward to Alliance, about 150 miles long
by 75 wide, embracing four or five counties, that is com-
posed almost entirely of what is called sand hill

country. This country is the home of what are com-
monly called prairie chickens, and they breed here by
thousands. This country is the heaven of market-
hunters. At every station along the railroad and they
are about ten miles apart, we find from two to five men
who do absolutely nothing the year around but hunt.
These men start hunting early in July, when the birds
are not larger than quail, and hunt several days in the
week until midwinter, when what few birds are left have
become so wild that they cannot be successfully
hunted. They then loaf until the hunting season com-
mences again. All these men use the repeating shot-
guns, commonly called "pump guns," and become so ex-
pert in their use that they will sometimes kill seven birds at
one rise. When they commence hunting the birds are
such weak flyers that they almost invariably get every
bird in the flock before they hunt for another. Early in
the season they will average 75 birds per day to the gun,
and they frequently make $100 a month per man, above
expenses.

I talked with one of these hunters last fall, who, by the
way, is only a boy of 18 years, and was told by him that
he had not hunted much, as he was obliged to clerk in his

father's store most of the time; but that he had killed
'4,800 during the season. He also bought and shipped
birds at the station where he lived, and said he had paid
out over $4,000 for birds during the season. I am person-
ally acquainted with many of these men and know just
what they are doing. The birds are put in small barrels;

a layer of ice is put in, then a layer of birds, and so on
until the barrel is filled; then it is headed up and shipped
to some commission house in Chicago, billed "Country
Produce."

It is of no use to try to prosecute these men under the
State law, as there is scarcely a person in these counties
not interested in this illegal slaughter of game. Unless
there is some way to prevent dealers in Chicago from
handling this game, there is no remedy. These men will

not work and so long as they can find a ready market for

their game they will do nothing but hunt, until the game,
in what is one of the best natural preserves, is extermin-
ated.

Yours for preventing the sale of game during all sea-

sons of the year. K.
t

Halifax, N. S., April 14.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am much interested in the articles from Forest and
Stream inclosed in your letter. The matter has been in

my own mind for some time, and I believe that to put a
stop to the sale of game as an article of commerce is

largely to solve the great question whether game is to

remain on this continent or not. C. S. Harrington.

Baltimore, Md.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I am
greatly in favor of your "Platform Plank," as I think the

sale of game should and must be prohibited if we wish to

save what game is left throughout tho country from the
murderous hand of the market-hunters. I am sure this

class of men are mostly responsible for the rapid decrease

of our game. I have noticed the great amount of game
that is shipped to this city and I presume the greater

amount of it is killed by market-hunters. 1^think your
paper will do a great deal in bringing about a change in

favor of the new platform plank, and I wish it much suc-

cess. M. P.

Cle^land, O.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: For some
weeks I have been wishing to add my word in favor of the
1 'Platform Plank " I am delighted with the stand Forest
and Stream has taken in regard to the sale of game.
The game is the property of all the people, and should

no more be reduced to possession in large quantities and
made an article of merchandise than air or sunlight.

Prohibiting its sale would work inconvenience or injury

to but three small classes of citizens—the rich who buy
game for their tables, the dealer, and the market-hunter.

None of these classes has shown itself so heartily on the

side of game protection and preservation that its conveni-

ence should for a moment be considered, particularly to

the detriment of the rights of the whole body of citizens.

It will be universally conceded, I imagine, that the

wild game of a State rightly subserves tw o purposes; that

is, it supplies food to those in newly-settled districts, while

its pursuit furnishes recreation and health to all citizens

who care to hunt and fish, Neither of these.functions

will be impaired by the passage of a law prohibiting the
sale of game, but both will certainly be extended.
The city which furnishes its citizens with a public park

where they may enjoy fresh air and sunshine, and the
State which provides a forest preserve, offering the same
blessings on a larger scale, are but doing their duty by the
community. So, too, a State which, by proper laws,

makes it possible for its citizens to pleasurably take a rea-

sonable amount of game for their own use, is but protect-

ing the large majority of its members from the greed and
rapacity of a few.
By all means let us have a law which shall prohibit the

sale of game and its possession in large quantities.

F. M. C.

-Eufatjla, Indian Territory, April 24.

—

Editor Forest
and Stream: By all means let the sale of game be stopped
in every State and Territory. And while we are working
against the market-hunter let us not forget to rebuke
some of our own members who profess to be true sports-

men, yet kill inordinately. On Sept. 1 last, when the
season opened, 1,000 ducks were killed on Horicon Marsh
in one day, 75 by one man. See Forest and Stream re-

port. I should not want such sportsmen to visit my sec-

tion of the country, and I should never let them shoot
over my land. Such wholesale slaughter of ducks has
thinned them out until we have almost none in this

country where they once were plentiful. The whole num-
ber killed by me from Nov. 1 to March 1 was 25. How
does that look beside 802?

Gentlemen, it is time that you were being a little more
moderate in your shooting, and when you have killed a
dozen ducks or two dozen quails in one day you should be
satisfied and go home. Do not try to kill everythjng you
see just because you can kill it, and manage in some way
to dispose of what does not spoil. There is little game
here in spite of reports to the contrary. G. R. E,

Ardonia, N. Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I am with
you in your efforts to stop the sale of game. If there is

not something of the kind done soon we will have no
game to protect. Yes, stop the , sale of and limit the
quantity of game any one person may take in a season.
And as to the farmer's boy being so destructive to game,
I think he is not half so bad as the boy of the small town
who has nothing to do and can run with a pot-metal gun
in season and out. B.

San Francisco, Cal.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I de-
sire to add my vote in favor of the universal adoption of

your Platform Plank, regarding the sale of game. A few
relatively worthless fellows may be thrown out of their

usual occupation, and hence be compelled to follow some
more prosaic calling for a living. A gourmet here and
there may be compelled to content himself with just the
common domestic fowl and lamb instead of wild duck
and venison; but the rights of these and similar classes,

when placed over against the enjoyment, the welfare and
the incentive to healthful exercise on the part of the great
mass of men are not for a moment to be considered.
The prolonging of the existence of game in our country

is a matter to be considered now. Inevitably in the
course of years the hunting of game will be confined
largely to the wealthier class of every community, for

only they will be able to afford the means of feeding and
breeding wild game. There is, happily, in my own State
yet abundance of game in its natural state, and with our
present population, with short open seasons, and with
total suppression of the sale of game and of the skins
thereof there will be good shooting here for generations
to come for both rich and poor.

I have hunted the black-tail in central and northern
California more or less for twenty-seven years, and can
say that this deer is still quite abundant in its favorite

haunts, notwithstanding the vast numbers that have been
slaughtered annually by professional skin hunters previous
to the last two or three years.

We are happy to announce to co-workers in the com-
mon cause that the sale of venison and deerskins is now
prohibited by law in this State at all times. As a conse-
quence deer are increasing in numbers every year.
In anticipation of the meeting of the State Legislature

this winter a large number of representative sportsmen
from throughout the State were called together last week
in this city for the purpose of discussing and recommend-
ing certain more rigid laws for the protection of game.
There proved to be a strong sentiment existing in favor
of the suppression of the sale of game; but of course it

was deemed unwise to attempt too much at one time.
The work of the convention, however, was on the right
lines, and if its recommendations^become laws, California
sportsmen are to be congratulated.

I wish to advert to one specious, but fallacious argu-
ment used by our opponents, which is unfortunately as-

sented to by too many right-minded sportsmen. That
argument which I would like to see "scotched" is that
the so-called "game hog" is worse than the professional
hunter. Now, I venture to say that a score of the latter

gentry will, in any given year, destroy more game than
all the so-called "game hogs" in the entire country.
Again, the amateur, even though he be habitually greedy
for a big bag, will be found advocating short open sea-

sons, and other measures for the perpetuation of his

favorite game, he stands ready with both head and purse
to further these ends—something the stolid professional

never troubles himself about. Roeel.

Charlestown, N. H.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Let
me claim the privilege of the old proverb, "Better late

than never," to drive a spike in the "No Sale of Game"
plank in your sportsmen's platform.

It is the sale of game, for the purpose of replenishing
the pockets of those who are too lazy to work for an hon-
est living, which is robbing our forests and streams of
their great attractions. Nor is the much pitied and
sympathized with "farmer's boy" to be excluded from the
list, for he is usually the "chief of sinners."
Living out on the hills, near the brooks, he usually

spends his Sundays on them, catching anything that will

bite, as long as the season or the trout last, and driving in

to the village tavern in the evening to sell those which
are above the legal size, and, I suppose, eating the little

ones at home as they do the small potatoes! Nob- do they
confine themselves to their fathers' farms, for I have met
them miles away from home, on a wet day, when they
could not plow or hoe, stripping all the brooks within
walking distance.jiThe ruffed grouse suffer too from their

snares, and I^delight in occasionally destroying one or two
of the latter in my woodland rambles.

I know of no way to prevent the utter destruction of
our game, except to prohibit its sale as an article of
merchandise. Von W.

Madison, Wisconsin.—Editor Forest and Stream: I
am very much pleased at the stand Forest and Stream
has taken in regard to the sale of game. I have long be-
lieved it to be the only solution of the problem, and
sincerely hope the step will be a successful one.
The other day while walking through the markets of

one of the neighboring cities, I saw many hundred ducks,
most of which were redhead and bluebill with a sprink-
ling of canvasbacks among the lot, for sale at the different
stalls. The greater part of these ducks had been shipped
to the proprietors of the stalls for sale on commission aihd
were the result of a three days' trip by three local market-
hunters. The birds were in such poor condition that they
could hardly be disposed of at any price. When one sees
canvasbacks and redheads offered at 50 cents a pair and
finding but few takers because of their poor condition, I
think it's about time to call a halt, and I say most earnestly
"Stop the Sale of Game." G. K. T.

Nashville, Tenn.—I am most heartily with Forest
and Stream in the effort to protect the game of this
country, and believe that nothing short of such a drastic
measure as the absolute prohibition of the game traffic

will accomplish the desired result. A. A. W.

RIFLES FOR SMALL GAME.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is to be regretted that the .25cal. shell suggested by
your correspondent, W. L. Carpenter, in Forest and
Stream of March 10 and May 18, '93, does not seem to be
appreciated by the manufacturing companies in the
States.

A straight shell is certainly superior to one of bottle
shape for general purposes. It is less liable to stick in the
chamber, it does not require swedging even after long
use, and it can easily be loaded with reduced charges
when less power is required than that given by the full
measure of powder. The sole advantages of the bottle-
shaped shell are its comparative shortness and its capacity
for retaining a certain amount of fouling which might
otherwise be deposited inside the barrel.

That the straight shell proposed by Mr. Capenter would
be extremely useeful for small game shooting there can, I
think, be no doubt, judging by the success of a cartridge
of very similar pattern brought out in England at the lat-

ter end of 1892 by a Mr. Leeson, a gunmaker at Ashford
in Kent. Many American sportsmen are probably aware
that the favorite small game rifle in this county has, for
some years past, been one of .30cal. taking a straight
shell which will hold 12grs. of powder, with a wad and a
bullet weighing 82grs. (or 72grs. when hollow-pointed),
seated over the cannelures. This is, on the whole, a very
satisfactory weapon for all animals on the British Islands
that can fairly be classed as sma 1 ! game. It can also be
used with much success for killing seals and roe deer, but
for such purposes, and for stalking game like bustard,
wild geese, etc., in other countri* s, it is defective through
having too high a trajectory. Mr. Leeson has therefore
had a .30cal. shell manufactured, perfectly straight like

the old pattern, and taking the same bullet, but long
enough to hold 24grs. of black, or the equivalent of
smokeless, powder. It can also be loaded with reduced
charges which make accurate shooting up to 75yds.
The rifle is chiefly made for foreign sport. It weighs

61bs., has a detachable barrel with side lever action and
is often fitted with the Lyman sights. I may here
remark that for game rifles of this description it is diffi-

cult to find a nearer approach to perfection than Lyman's
ivory-bead fore sight and his smallest sized folding rear
aperture sight.

(Composite guns are likewise made which form splen-
did collecting weapons for naturalists. They weigh 5*lbs.,

have one barrel chambered for the same cartridge as the
rifle and the other for the .41cal. brass shot shell, which
is loaded with 28grs. of black, or 14 of smokeless powder,
and §oz. of shot.)

The editor of the London Field, after superintending
a trial, reported that this small charge gave a pattern and
penetration sufficiently good to kill rabbits with certainty
at more than 30yds. His trial of the rifle showed that it

would put seven successive shots at 150yds. into a ring
6 or 7in. in diameter.
Here I think an improvement in accuracy might be

obtained by a somewhat diminished powder charge both
in the English .30 cartridge and in the .25 described by
Mr. Carpenter. However valuable a flat trajectory may
be, it does not pay, especially in small game shooting, to
gain this at a sacrifice of minute accuracy. If the
express principle be carried to excess, not only will small
animals be often missed but, what is far worse, will
often escape with broken limbs or wounds not immedi-
ately fatal, or else will be so badly mangled as to be
unfit for the table. Some American sportsmen complain
even now of the .25-20-77 cartridge tearing game too
much.
Numerous experiments at targets have proved clearly

that with the projectiles at present in use there is a
marked diminution in regular accuracy when the pow-
der charge exceeds about one-fourth the weight of the
bullet. This proportion of the black rifle powder as made
in England gives 1,600ft. a second initial velocity and a
trajectory curve 2in. high in the 100yds. flight. With
some of the milder brands of powder made in America, a
little more may perhaps be used, but the velocity above
mentioned seems to give the best combination of accur-
acy and trajectory for game shooting.

Practical sportsmen will, I am sure, admit that three-
fourths of the small game actually bagged is killed within
50yds., and most of the remaining fourth within 80yds.
It is evident therefore that a rifle with a trajectory of 2in.

can be sighted so that no allowance need be made for the
distances at which it is advisable, with rare exceptions, to
fire at small animals, and it is not worth while to sacrifice
even a slight amount of accuracy for the sake of making
the bullets curve a little flatter. These very small bore
rifles are more liable than the larger gauges to have their
shooting spoiled by a trifling increase in the amount of
powder, and I doubt whether the 86grs. bullet will do its

best if the charge exceed 20grs, J. J, Meyrick,
South Devon, Englao4.
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WYOMING BIG GAME.
Lake Barrows, Wyoming.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I wrote some game notes for Forest and STREAM last year
from this same locality (headwaters of Green River, Wyo,),
referring to the big game as passing through the winter
in good condition. The weather outlook was rather dis-

couraging at the beginning of this winter, but proved to

be very favorable. Not so many elk stopped here as the

winter before, but there were more mule deer (or black-

tail as they are called here). The elk were driven down
early in the season by the first storms on to the Colorado
desert. The mountain sheep are doing well. I killed one
in February that was in fine condition.
The big game is holding its own quite well now. except-

ing the antelope, and if we could be fortunate enough to

ke*p the Indian hide hunter out of the country we could
save them. There has been very little hide hunting for

the last three or four years by any of the whites, and we
hope it may continue so. As far as sportsmen coming
into this country to enjoy themselves and killing game to

a reasonable extent, there should not be any objections;

but at the same time I think they can go to extremes. A
friend of mine passing through the Jackson's Hole country
south of the Yellowstone National Park, went into a
camp of a hunting party of sportsmen that had twenty-
two elk heads and horns in camp. He took a snap shot
at the whole outfit with his camera. Now, we all know
that it does not decrease the game so much by killing the
males as the females; but it seems to me that this was
more than one party of hunters (who call themselves
sportsmen) should be allowed to kill at one time. Nearly
all the Eastern sportsmen hunting in northwestern
Wyoming come by the way of Montana, engaging their
guides and outfits up there. The game is getting nearly
all killed off up there, and some of those guides coming
down here with such parties help destroy it. This very
same party referred to above paid their guide $10 royalty
for every head they got, besides his wages, which would
encourage him to hunt up all the game he could for them.
Some of the residents here are trying to preserve the
game here; and if there is any benefit to be derived from
sportsmen coming in here they ought to get it.

Big game is not all we have in this country for a sports-
man to enjoy himself with; we have quite an abundance
of small game, and better waters for mountain trout I

think one cannot find anywhere. And if anybody can
live on mountain scenery they ought to do it here, as we
have it in perfection and in all styles. Mountaineer.

Proposed Pennsylvania Law.
Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association, Al-

toona, Pa., May 12.—Editor Forest and Stream: Permit
me through the columns of your paper to call the atten-
tion of the sportsmen of the State of Pennsylvania to the
fact that the State Sportsmen's Association will, at its

annual meeting, to be held at Wopsononock, Blair
county, Pa.-, on Aug. 21 of this year, consider and adopt,
if possible, a bill for the better protection of the game of
this State with a view to urging its passage at the next
session of the State Legislature. At the last session a bill

was reported to the House of Representatives by the com-
mittee on fish and game, which in an amended form
passed the House, but was, perhaps luckily, pigeonholed
in the Senate.
Taking this bill as a basis to act upon, the Association

has had a limited number of copies of the same printed.
Copies will be furnished to all organizations which are
members of the State Association, for consideration by
them. All suggestions, etc. , will be carefully scanned by
the members of the legislative committee of the Associa-
tion, for the purpose of framing a bill that will meet as
nearly as possible the views of the majority of sportsmen
in this Commonwealth, the said bill being presented at the
Association's meeting to be held as above.

If the secretaries of any clubs which are not members
of the State Association, will write me, I will gladly fur-
nish them with copies of the bill for the consideration of
the same by their respective organizations in order that as
wide an expression of opinion as possible may be obtained.

Edward Banks, Sec'y.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
Welch & Graves, Natural Bridge. N. Y., have a new artificial bait.
The Wyandotte Boat Company, of Detroit, have purchased the

plant and good will of the late Davis Boat and Oar Company, and will
carry on the business on the same lines as heretofore.
Buffalo Bill with his peerless aggregation of rouerh riders is once

more with us. The Wild West gives two exhibitions daily at Ambrose
Park, South Brooklyn, which is easily accessible from New York.
The Winchester Repeating Arms Company are prepared to supply

revolver shooters with .38 S. & W. smokeless cartridges This new
ammunition will prove a boon to gallery and other shooters who are
bothered with smoke.
The Richmond & Danville R. R. Company have removed their gen-

eral Eastern passenger office from 229 Broadway, New York, to the
corner of Broadway and Chambers street. The new location is
central and directly opposite the recently opened office of the GrandTrunk Railway.

We have received from the author, Mark Samuel, an attractive
little manual on the care of fish an d aquaria "The Amateur Aquarist"
gives simply expressed instructions to equip and maintain a self-sus-
taining aquarium and also particulars for obtaining and selecting the
best fresh water fishes and plants, and how to keep them in health

able book
UCtiVely iUustrated

>
and ls a thoroughly practical and valu-

.
Th/ Meal Hand Book No. 5, which supersedes all previous lists, is athand. This little manual is steadily growing in size, and the presentnumber contains 80 pages of useful information for shootersA new tool which will appeal to sportsmen generally is the Universalpowder measure. This machine can be set instantly to measure anycharge of black or nitro powder for pistol, rifle or shotgun. It isgraduated for grains and drams, and is guaranteed to be accurate.

New England and the West.
Grand Rapids, Mich.—I lived in Vermont about ten years and can
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As Dear to the Heart as Ever.
Fohbst aot. Stream, as dear to the hearts of the sportsmen of thiscity and State as ever, is growing better, if anything. If is especiallvdevoted to topics that are dear to the heart of the angler andErand the hunter of large game and the fowler are by no means foreotten. Its illustrations are a special feature, «nd there are none betteror as good, m any journal o f its class.-Davenport (/a.) Democrat.

Only One Missing in Sixteen Years.
Fremont. Ind.-FoRKST and Stream No. 12 (Vol. XLH ") by somemeans faded to arrive. This is the only number that has failed

in sixteen years. Please send it. I am anxious to have my Forestand Stream ail filed m regular order. They are treasures.
"*jkkst

W. N. McKKKEEjrf Z

SOME CARP LAKE NOTES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As the Kentucky contingent of the "Kingfishers" en-

tered the Little Miami depot at Cincinnati in the summer
of 1892, equipped for the annual outing to Michigan
waters, their glances sought in vain for "Old Kingfisher"
himself, who was to meet us there. Only his shadow lay

before us at the baggage end of the depot in a big truck-
load of bags and boxes—camp equipage—the boxes glist-

ening in a new coat of green paint. How familiar they
seemed—the old frog box with its wire netting, the tool

chest, the canvas bags of tents and tent pins, the torpedo-
shaped minnow bucket, and the boxes of groceries of
varied sizes.

Strolling to the sidewalk fronting the main entrance,
we almost instantly caught sight of the, belated head of

the gang, making tracks for the depot with that same
automatic motion of his lower limbs that used to bring
moisture to our brow to keep them in sight during a long
Michigan tramp.
"Got them worms, Charley?" said he, in his idiomatic

style, as soon as he got in talking distance.

"Of course," replied Charley. "What do you take us
for?"
"Shake!" said he; and we shook.
"Shake again," said he; and we shook again. The

hand clasps were hearty and genuine.
"Kingfisher" had written us to bring along some Ken-

tucky worms—barnyard-hackle, as he called them—with
which to beguile the unsuspecting trout from hidden
places and to keep up the minnow supply; provided that
Culbertson, the disciple of Cuvier, didn't purloin them to
feed the bluegills, for which he had a tender attachment.
And indeed when grasshoppers were scarce, clam bait in-

frequent and the overhanging bushes prevented the use of
the fly, ' 'worms wuz worms" for the agile trout, especi-
ally a good, flat, luscious Kentucky worm.
That afternoon we erected the "den" of Culberton—the

Cuvier magnate (another of the Kingfishers that was to
join our procession), and later had the pleasure of taking
tea with "Kit," one of the two charming heroines of a
camp out in Michigan, as related in former numbers of
Forest and Stream.
That night we took sleepers for Walton Junction on the

G. R. & I. Eailroad, headed for the deeply fascinating
waters of Green Lake, fourteen miles south of Traverse
City. Next day, reaching Walton Junction, Hickman
("Kingfisher") was seized with sudden fear that the
Traverse City train would fail of connection with the next
Michigan train, that left about 1 o'clock P. M. for Inter-
lach en, a small station near Green Lake.

"I'll fix it," said '.he—"Clay, got any cigars?" and re-
ceiving a handful from Culbertson, he sauntered in his
guileless way toward the engineer of the Traverse City
train—somewhat as a spider approaches a fly, with side
steps. Getting close enough, he offered the engineer a
cigar, which was accepted. "Take 'em all," said Hick-
man, and the cigars were transferred to the pockets of
the engineer, with thanks. The cigars were "ten-centers."
"Can't you speed her up a little, so we can catch the

south bound train at Traverse City? " inquired Kingfisher,
in his gentlest and most persuasive tones.
"Oh yes," replied the engineer, "we'll get there in time

to catch the 6 P. M. train, but will miss the 1 P. M. train
about tw( nty minutes." He was right, we missed it. The
smile and confident expression that lit up "Kingfisher's"
face as he started for the engineer, wasn't there as he
returned to our party, but, instead, a sort of hopeless look,
somewhat like the boy whose captured rabbit had sud-
denly left his hands. He stood our jokes upon his per-
suasive powers with commendable patience—explaining
that Culbertson had given him some of the "give way"
cigars and not the genuine "ten-centprs."
At Traverse City our party, consisting of Hickman,

Culbprtson and Mack Barney, the cook from Cincinnati,
and Furr and the writer from Frankfort, Ky., were joined
by Foulds and Gooder from Cincinnati, and Thurston
(Kelpie) from Central Lake, Mich.
The hours of waiting were spent by us in taking in the

town or sauntering along the wharves, watching a three-
master unload coal by horse power with block and tackle,
"r following the movements of the ring perch and suckers
that loafed around the grimy edges of the dock. A rag-
ged lad with five-pronged spear with long handle was
watching his chance to assassinate the suckers.
About 6 P. M., as predicted, ourselves and baggage were

stored aboard the south-bound train, and shortly landed
at Interlachen in the midst of a driving rain. This
necessitated a conference on the subject of going out to
Green Lake and making camp in the wet. There was
such a deep and powerful attraction about its waters, that
Hickman and Furr could not res'st the temptation to get
there as quickly as possible, and piling the tent baggage
and some groceries on the only wagon at hand, they
mounted on the top and drove off to make camp, leaving
the rest of us to follow in a wagon that had been sent for.
Gooder and Foulds warmed themselves by paying the

railroad agent $4 extra charges on a boat they had prepaid
80 cents for as transportation charges from Traverse City,
fourteen miles. The agent was guileless and bland, but
he got the money. It was simply a case cf "hold-up."
The wagon arriving, we got aboard and drove the short

distance to Interlochen and up to the door of the principal
(and only) hotel, a two-story wooden structure. The rain
was falling in torrents. Gooder and Thurston concluded
to stop. Foulds, Culbertson and the writer felt it incum-
bent to go on in search of camp, which we were told was
near the "bowery." Our driver was an amiably wicked
chap of conversational, liquor tendencies. He knew the
woods like a book, knew all the roads, knew where the
"bowery" was, knew everybody, including "the resorters"
that lived in ten miles round, but especially did he know,
as we subsequently found out, that his "dad" kept the
only, and, of course, the principal hotel at Interlachen.
Under the clouds and in the falling rain, the night was

dark as pitch, the bushes dripping with water overhung
the doubtful road, and logs, sinks and side hills were no
obstacle -to our experienced driver. The only case of
actual stoppage was when the horse leaped a 3ft. fallen
tree and attempted to take the wagon along with him
Culbertson was on the front seat, with umbrella, andwhen the collision occurred he sailed off with it, full

spread, evidently trying to show how, in times of danger,
it could be used as a parachute. No doubt it would have
been a successful effort and landed him easy^but the
amount of avoirdupois overcame the cubic contents of
inflation, and he came down straddle of the tree, and
rather hard.
Mending the harness, and after divers adventures, we

reached the "bowery." All was dark and silent. No
camp in sight. We yelled and shouted. No answer.
After twenty minutes of vain search, in discussing our
drowning situation, some one casually remarked that our
camp was to be close to the edge of Green Lake.
"Green Lake," ejaculated our driver, "why, this ain't

Green Lake ! This is Duck Lake. They told me the camp
was to be at the 'bowery,' and there ain't no 'bowery' on
Green Lake." The "bowery" was a wooden pavilion, or
dance shed, erected in the woods on the edge of Duck
Lake.
The discovery of our mistake filled us with emotions

too varied to be explained. There was only one thing to

do—retrace our steps to the "principal" hotel. The driver,

mindful of his daddy's ownership, and the advantages of

patronage, had suddenly lost some of that vast knowledge
of the roads he had earlier professed, and vehemently
denied all knowledge of the road to Green Lake. Next
day we found the road there so broad and plain that a
blind man could have felt the way. Back to the hotel
we went, but Culbertson was so much chagrined , and so

disliked the idea of leaving Hickman and Furr to make
camp by themselves, that he offered a Swede, who knew
the.place, $3 to show him the way afoot. As it proved
but little over a mile out, the offer was tempting enough,
but fear of the landlord evidently prompted the Swede's
refusal to accept.

We passed the night as comfortably as the circum-
stances would admit. Retiring, Culbertson, in no pleased-

mood, threw himself down on the bed. The slats broke
and he struck the floor. The bed was in V-shape, the
broken slats holding up the sides, himself in the hollow;
but accepting the situation he lay there till morning. The
only trouble, he said, was in turning over for a change.
Next day we went out to camp and found Hickman,

Furr and Barney, the cook.with two tents up and getting

camp in order. From a pile of straw, ordered beforehand,
they got- enough that was dry to make a comfortable bed,
and passed a good night under the first tent up.

Of the glories and magnificent fishing qualities of Green
Lake, "Kingfisher," in his own inimitable style, has fur-

nished a description for previous pages of Forest and
Stream. We don't care to attempt to add anything to

his vigorous painting; if we did we would paint the
whole thing "red," or a shade of "invisible green." We
hunted bass for three days—diligently, earnestly, hope-
fully, tried all kinds of bait and only caught a glimpse of

one solitary three-pounder (we guess he was a three-

pounder). I hooked him, he flopped around a stake and
departed. We caught a few bluegills. Kelpie tried his

hand on them but wasn't a success. When I explained to

him that it was easy enough—by a simple twist of the
wrist—he said that was sufficient, he would know how
forever afterward.
Concluding to emigrate to Carp Lake, we struck tents

and departed. At Traverse City Foulds and Gooder left

us for Omena on Grand Traverse Bay. Coming up tne
day before they had engaged wagons for us, which we
found waiting at the depot, ready for the ten-mile trip to

Carp Lake. Stopping a bit at the "Last Chance" on the
edge of Traverse City, then taking lunch at the bridge on
the bay, passing Cedar Lake and sundry so-called trout

streams, we reached Carp Lake at "Robin Nest Camp,"
one mile above Bingham, and three and a half miles from
Nolans, our old camp ground of the year before, on the
other side of the lake. Old Sam.

[to be concluded next week.]

A DAY OF SOLID COMFORT.
This was the angler's ideal morning, warm and misty

after a night's gentle rain. Every blade of the emerald-
hued grass was tipped with the pendant rain drops, glis-

tening like a carpet of diamonds in the warm rays of the
morning sun, which ever and anon gleamed through the
drifting banks of mist. As we walked along the green
carpeted lanes we passed between long rows of blossom-
laden apple trees and inhaled their fragrance which lay
heavy on the cool fresh air. It was a morning to inspire

those joyous feelings which thrill the lover oi nature.
"Well, old comrade, once more we have a day of

pleasure before us, and if we go home with empty creels

we may as well give up angling forever," said Freezy,
this ideal May morning, as we jointed the rods on the
bank of as pleasant a stream as ever God created. "Cer-
tainly we have an ideal day and somehow I feel confident
we shall beat the record," I made reply.

Chum shortly checked our conversation for making the
initial cast, and he was soon engaged with a lively half-

pound trout, which he landed, and I was lucky enough
to follow suit with one of the same pattern.

We were at the edge of an open maple wood, where the
stream flowed with rapid current between banks of
clayey soil thickly set with the odious skunk cabbage.
So erratic here is the stream's course that the uninitiated
angler while traversing the banks is liable to an involun-
tary bath in the icy water, which gurgles over sandy
shallows and then dashes into one of the countless elbows
scooping a deep hole beneath the root-bound banks. And
there are good trout in these eddies, as Chum and I well
know. I well remember my exciting interview that day
with an educated trout at one of the eddies. Knowing
from bygone events that the gentleman chose this as his
private residence, and the omens being good I determined
to try him anyhow. Standing in a shallow just above the
pool, I made the cast and the current soon carried the
bait down into the circling foam, where with a whirl it

Disappeared under the bank. In a moment I knew that
old Speckled Sides was at home, for the fact was well
proven by sundry lively demonstrations at the end of the
line. The antics of this old settler were in direct oppo-
sition to the well known tactics of trout in general. In-
stead of the usual long runs and wild leaps he just hung
in under the bank, sulked and yanked at the line sav-
agely. Knowing that he was a "whopper," Freezy danced
around on the bank and offered the advice customary on
these occasions. At last, becoming reckless of conse-
quences, I headed him my way, stepped out on the bank,
and trusting to my tackle gave a heavy surge, intending
to bring him ashore, willing or not, but alas for human
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calculations and to perdition with poor tackle. The hook
and gut parted company; the straining line came back
with a twaDg and I sat down in the moist earth. But
never mind. It was only one more case of "the biggest

one got away." I recovered in time to catch these words
of sympathy from Chum: "Served you right; ought to

have shown more sense," and other consoling remarks.
We reached the meadow with a gooly lot of trout in our
creels.

There is one object to be found along the stream de-

serving the pity of all who lay claim to manhood. Pic-

ture the drunken angler lurching along the mossy banks,
where song of birds and fragranee of flowers are mingled
with the glint of sunshine through the whispering leaves.

Is not this sacrilege on these chosen spots? Hearing loud
voices from a clump of alders as we entered the meadow,
we drew nigh; and closer investigation discovered two
pilgrims, whose rods, reels and general makeup marked
them as (Heaven save the mark) members of the fraternity

—both loaded. Aside from the aversion naturally

arising from such a condition, their antics were comical
in the extreme. There was soon a tacit understanding
between Freezy and me to dispense with this charming
company at the earliest opportunity; but this we found no
easy matter, for ever and anon, as we followed the
stream's winding course, we were confronted by this

precious pair, who, forgetful of all previous greetings,

would meet us with a howl of recognition and a pressing

invitation to "take suthin." All this was annoying enough
and coupled with the uproar, made angling a fruitless oc-

cupation ; but at last the climax was reached when we
came suddenly upon one of them sitting in the overflow
of the stream, in water waist deep, industriously fishing

underneath an old log without a vestige of bait on his

hook. This was a little too much even for his friend,

whose disgust found expression in the suggestion, "Come,
you old fool, let's go home." Pulling the old man from
the water we started them off to the nearest road, and
away they went.
The pleasures of the next hour effectually soothed our

ruffled feelings. The alder-arched stream wound across

a charming meadow, its many abrupt turns causing num-
erous little eddies flecked with patches of whirling foam.
Numerous openings in the brush gave ample opportunity

to make the cast and nearly every cast was productive of

a trout, not large but high colored, plump and gamy
fighters.

While we were eating lunch, a long mooted question

once more came under discussion, and we determined to

fish a choice bit of water just below. Freezy slid over

the wall, and as he let his line drop down between the

alders into a shady pool, I saw by the quick firm grasp of

the rod and the expectant look in Chums eye that he had
on hand a battle with a gamey trout. I watched the con-

test with bated breath. The fish made the reel fairly

smoke as he started off at a Nancy Hanks gait, but when
he had run the proper distance a strong pressure of the

drag stopped his little game. Finding himself thus balked,

he made a rush and shot into the air a foot above the

surface. But it gained him nothing, for Freezy quickly

pulled him over into the stream and started him shore-

ward. Several times he made a break but a reminder
from the drag brought him back, and as he came skating

in Chum lifted him out of the wet.
Next we entered Palmer's big woods, and here I had

the laugh on Freezy. In the woods is a charming pool,

overshadowed by a .venerable leaning maple, beneath
whose gnarled roots under the overhanging banks lived a
wary old trout, the hero of many an engagement with the
tempting fly or plebeian worm. Now, Chum had come
especially "well heeled" to try conclusions with this cun-

ning old veteran; he had secured a choice tidbit, which
surely must fetch him—a young wood mouse, which "Sen-
eca" says is a killing bait for large trout. All day hart

Chum carefully guarded the little rodent, which lay in a
bed of cotton incased in a perforated box. Stretched at

ease on the ferns, I watched the contest. Freezy tempted
the trout with a variety of flies, bugs and worms; but no;

he would have none of them. "Well," said he, "by Jove!

I have something that will do it," and proudly drew forth

the box. Lifting the cover, he peered in with a blank
look. Mousey was dead and cold, from fright no doubt.

"Well, Chum's sunny disposition soon overcame his disap-

pointment; and he left the pooL with a vow that he would
have its occupant if he had to start a mouse farm to ac-

complish it.

The remainder of the afternoon was a pleasant ramble.

We followed the stream with thoughts wholly abandoned
to the surroundings, now stopping to examine a meadow
flower of unusual beauty, or to listen to the clear notes of

some wood warbler, or pausing at some well-known eddy
to draw forth a mottled dweller of the stream. Ah! these

are days worth living, days of pleasure on which the

thoughts linger lovingly, which bring rest to the tired

brain. At last the lengthening shadows now warned
us that the day was nearly done, and we plodded home in

the twilight, the weight of our creels giving ample proof

that my predictions of the morning were fulfilled.^
^

Preston, Conn.
_

New Hampshire Trout.

Charleston, N. H., May 10.—I am glad to see the let-

ters of my old friend, "Mascomy," and wish to tell him
that a young friend of mine went to that Acworth brook

last week, and returned with one trout! I have not been

out myself yet. The weather is very bright and clear,

and the brooks very low, and we are in need of a good,

long, warm rain before the water will be in proper con-

dition for fishing.

We need a change in our game laws. The trout season

should be restored to May 1 or even May 15, instead of

April 15, as it now stands, which is too early for any
region north of Pennsylvania or southern New York,
unless it be on Long Island and the seacoast of Massachu-
setts and Connecticut.

All northern New York, north of N. Y. C. R. R. should

adopt the same date. The letters in Forest and Stream
of May 5 clearly prove this.

I cannot close this without a word to expressmy delight

in my good friend, R. E. Robinson's "Danvis Folks," and
my hope that for years to come he may continue his

graphic descriptions of the simple, honest folk and the

quiet, happy life of "New England in the olden time."H Vcn W.

The pickerel has a large mouth, but not large enough to

swallow some of the stories that are told about him.—Ex.

THE MOUNTED COLLECTION OF FISH

At the U. S. National Museum.
SECOND PAPER.

One of the most interesting fresh-water fishes in this

country is the bowfin (Amia calva), and the Museum has
in the collection a very beautiful cast of one, which has
been faithfully colored to imitate the natural specimen.
Science thus far has knowledge of but one species of

bowfin in the fresh waters of the United States, it being
the "dogfish" or "sawyer" of the Great Lakes; the "mud-
fish" of certain parts of New England; while where it

occurs in the South it is known as the "Johnny Cirindle"

or "bowfin."
In 1883 I saw negroes capture this fish, with hook and

line, in the bayous south of New Orleans city. They used

Skate (Raia erinaeea).

small frogs and minnows for bait, and the fish took them
most voraciously. Negroes in the South are very fond of

the bowfin, but beyond them they are not otherwise held

in any esteem. They are a beautiful fish when caught,

especially those that possess the large black and orange
eye-spot at the base of the tail above. I have seen them
caught over 2ft. long, and weighing as much as 12 or

15lbs. Sportsmen troll for the bowfin, and many con-

sider him a gamy fish, well worthy of their skill. The
young make capital bait for pickerel. Bowfins are vora-

cious fishes, exceedingly tenacious of life, and the very
small ones are great favorites in aquaria. But they will

Bowfin (Amia calva).

not tolerate other species in the tank with them for an
instant, as the savage fry, with their sharp teeth, will

make away with anything, save a snail, in very short

order. It has been observed that the young bowfins must
arise to the surface every once in a while to breathe.

Dr. Estes has said, "While the parent still remains with
the young, if the family become suddenly alarmed, the

capacious mouth of the old fish will open, and in rushes

the entire host of little ones; the ugly maw is at once
closed, and off she rushes to a place of security, when
again the little captives are set at liberty."—("Sportsman's

Gazetteer." 1877, pp. 324-326.) Nothing of this kind has

Large Red Drum (Scicenaps ocellatus).

ever been observed by the present writer, though no
doubt other fishermen than Dr. Estes have both seen and
described the habit.

j
iThe drumfish in the collection are represented by a fine

cast of the large red drum (Scicenops oseellatus). As in

the case of several of its congeners, the red drum may be
distinguished by its short, though spiny, dorsal fin, which
is followed behind by an unusually long and soft-rayed

one, which is carried down to near the base of the tail.

This species also has the power of giving vent to loud

drutnlike noises, which is accomplished by a peculiarity in

the structure of the air bladder. On our coast the species

is found from Chesapeake Bay to Galveston, being abund-
ant in many localities, especially on the coast of Texas.

More properly this fish should be called the redfish, as

suggested by Goode, while in many parts of the South it

is known as "bass," or bass with various prefixes attached

to it. It may attain a length of 5ft. and weigh over 401bs.

The Washington Market specimens I have examined are

usually not nearly as large as this. Professor Goode has

said, "The food is similar to that of the striped bass, which
it seems to resemble in habits. It preys upon small fish

and the crustaceans with which Southern waters are filled.

They swim in scattered schools at times, probably in the

spawning season, and may be heard spring above the sur-

face while feeding. At this time the fish are taken in

large gill-nets, which are set around them by the fishermen.

This species undoubtedly gathers much food from the

bottom, although it cannot be so much of a grubber as

many other members of the same family, better provided

for this kind of foraging by the tactile organs under the

chin, and a set of grinding teeth with which to liberate

the shells of mussels and barnacles. An accurate observer

describes them as swimming along close to the bottom,

with head down and body obliquely upward, wriggling

through the water, rooting up the weeds and grass,

among which it finds quantities of shrimps and crabs.

Their enemies are sharks, porpoises and sawfish. The
power of uttering sounds is also shared by this fish, but

probably not to any very great degree. No one has re-

ported observationsupon this point." With regard to this

last statement, it may be added that practically we know
little or nothing as yet of the migrations and breeding

habits of this interesting species, and ichthyologists will

be very grateful for any that may be forthcoming. As
long ago as 1864 the present writer recollects the catching

of this fish by the fishermen inhabiting some of the cays

of the Bahama Banks, and I have a drawing of one of the

specimens which I made there during the latter part of

tnat year.
One of the most satisfactory casts in the entire collec-

tion is that of a skate, and this specimen has been beauti-

fully reproduced. Rays and skates and their kin are in-

variably regarded with abject horror by every taxiderm-
ist who has ever made the attempt to preserve them by
the ordinary methods of skinning and stuffing.

During the drying process the specimen warps all out

of shape; the incision made by the taxidermist for the

purpose of removing the body, gaps wide open in a most
hopeless manner; and the entire specimen in a few weeks
comes to be fit only for a bonfire in the rear of the natur-

alist's quarters. This being painfully true, it is all the
more fortunate that we possess the means of preserving

the forms of these otherwise intractable specimens, which
we do by the methods of casting in plaster of paris, or the

still more elegant one, in gelatine.

The skates and rays belong to a very interesting group
of fishes, more or less nearly related to the sharks. It

contains such remarkable forms as the electric ray or

torpedo fish, and the sting rays and whip rays, the eagle

rays and sea devils. Speaking of sea devils, or the devil-

fish as it is better known (Manta birostris), I will not
soon forget the one I once saw in Key West Harbor,
Florida. I was aboard a man-of-war anchored some dis-

tance off old Fort Taylor. Near us there lay at anchor a
small Government gunboat, she being about three times

the size of an ordinary steam tug. She was so close that

everything going on on board of her could easily be seen.

While looking out from where I stood on the deck over
the stretch of water that separated the two vessels I pres-

ently saw a great fish slowly come to the surface and
head over toward the gunboat. It took but a glance to

recognize the fact that it was an enormous specimen of

the far-famed devilfish, and the marine on guard on the

gunboat saw it nearly as soon as myself. As it was swim-
ming quite rapidly, in a few moments it was close to and
resting itself on her starboard cable, which was down
with her anchor. By a wave of his hand I saw the offi-

cer of the deck give the sentry permission to shoot at that

ponderous fish, though I wager he had no idea of the

kind of a row he was to raise thereby. After receiving

the shot, the devilfish for a second or two was not seen to

move, but immediately after broke out in all his fury, and
lashed the sea about the prow of that gunboat into one
seething mass of bloody foam. It by no means improved
matters when two of the seamen pinned him with two
large whaling harpoons. This simply infuriated the brute

still more. He became tangled up in the cable just as the

entire marine guard gave him a volley from the fore-

castle. This was more than any fish could be called upon
to stand, and plunging forward and apparently dragging
the vessel from her moorings he put both cable and har-

poon lines on the stretch. At this point, when the very
safety of the vessel seemed to be endangered, he received

a second volley from the marines, and then the lines

parted, one after the other, like two pistol shots, and the

huge creature tore over the surface of water seaward, to

soon disappear.
I shall always believe that that devilfish was 40ft. from

tip to tip and weighed at least a half a dozen tons.

R. W. Shufeldt.

NEWS FROM FISHING WATERS.
Three Lakes, Wis., May 7.—The lakes have been open

for some time. Muskalionge, pike and bass fishing will be

good by May 15. Deer, partridge and rabbits are very
plentiful; they wintered well. J. R. French.

Spring Lake, Flagstaff, Me., May5.—Douglass & Savage
shot a large bear here Saturday, the 4th, after a smart
brush. The bear had got free from the clog that had been
attached to the trap, giving him considerable liberty as

well as temper. Fishing promises well. A. B. Douglass.

Potsdam, N. Y,, May 9.—Ghas. F. Heaton returned one
day last week from Kildare Pond, his father's preserve,

with about 501bs. of as fine trout as has been brought into

town in a long time. The catch represented one day's

fishing.

Fishing in Louisiana.

New Orleans, La., May 10.—The fishing season has
opened for all fish in our waters except black bass, which
our law protects until May 15. One of the pretty catches

made last Sunday at Lookout was 11 redfish, 8sheephead,

1 croaker, 2 speckled trout, caught by Mr. P. Mallard, of

the Marshall Club. Mr. Mallard also caught 28 black bass,

which he threw back into the water in accordance with
the law.
Mr. T. Lyons, of Lookout ^Club, with Mr. Pinkard as

invited guest, also spent a very pleasant day and both
made a good haul. Anodrac,
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MAINE FISHING WATERS.
Boston, May 11.—TJie trout fishiDg season is on in good

earnest, and Boston fishermen are having some good luck
in the Maine waters. Thus far the water in the Maine
trout lakes is most remarkably low, especially in those
lakes where there is a flowage for the purpose of running
the mills below. The water was drawn off last winter as
usual, and the snow melted away without tilling the
lakes. Since then the weather has been unusually dry,
and the result is very little water in the lakes. Moosehead
is reported very low. Some good catches of trout are
being made there. At the Eangeieys the fishing is re-

ported to be excellent; the result of the remarkably low
water. Mr. J. R. Marble, of the Rangeley Lake House,
writes the following account of the catches of his guests
for a couple of days: May 5, Dr. E. M. Whitney, of

New Bedford, Mass., with Rufus Crosby as guide, took a
trout weighing 3 Lbs, ; 7 trout of If to2Jlbs., and 2 trout
of lib. each. Willard Nye, of the same town, with Geo.
D. Huntoon as guide, took a trout of 21bs. weight and 6

trout of from lib. to Iffba. A. E. Mann and Gilbert Tol-
man, of Boston, with Dan Haines as guide, took 2 trout
of 2£lbs. and 9 trout averaging over 1+lbs. May 7, the
same gentleman took a trout of 4+lbs. and -9 averaging
Iflbs. The same day, J. M. Tompkins, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

' made a score of 2 trout of 3lbs. weight, 1 of 2il'bs. and 1

of 21bs., besides 7 trout of about 1+lbs. each. A large
number of trout have also been taken of smaller size and
returned to the water. S. H. Jones, of Lowell, Mai
caught the first 2 trout of the season at the South Arm;
1 weighing 7 lbs. and the other of 7^1bs. This he thinks
is a good beginning. The water in Richardson Lake was
unaccountably low at that time, and has continued so up
to the time of this writing.
The beautiful camps of the Oquos?oc Angling Associa-

tion at Indian Rock, head of Mooselucmaguntic Lake, are
to be better occupied this year than last, when the World's
Fair drew many of the association members away. A
happy fishing party is to start for that location on Tues-
day, May 15. The party is made up of C. S. Roberts and
wife, E. S. Pickard and daughter, H. B. Sprague and
wife of Lynn, Mass., J. W. Daniels and wife of Provi-
dence, Mrs. H. H. Roelofs of Philadelphia and Jas. B.
Field of Boston. Mr. Pickard is one of the older members
of the Oquossoc Angling Association, and has done much
to keep up the interest in the association. He if a great
lover of fishing, and thoroughly in love with the country.
On Monday, May 21, the above party is to be followed by
another of the association's members and friends. This
second party is to be made up of Mr. H. H. Roelofs of
Philadelphia, James A. Williamson of Wyoming, N. J.,
Dr. Appleton of Philadelphia and four friends.
The Stevens party started for Camp Vive Vale, Nar-

rows of Richardson Lake, on Saturday. The party is not
a large one this year, being composed only of Mr. C. P.
Stevens and his nephew Frank H. Stevens. Mr. E. J.
Shattuck, who has generally been a member of this party,
will make his fishing trip this season to a new location
on the line of the Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Mr. Stevens
has been putting his camp in fine shape the past season.
He has built a brick fireplace among other improvements,
with a new guide-house, besides as fine a landing as there
is on the lake. A noted party left Boston for the Upper
Dam on Friday. It may be termed the insurance party
from the fact that some of the leaders are prominent in
that business. Mr. B. G. Akerman, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
with Mrs. Akerman, head the list. They have visited the
same location, usually the Upper Dam, for a number of
years. This year they take their son Charlie with them.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hayes, of Boston, with Carl Hayes,
their son, are also of the insurance party. Mr. and Mrs.
Watkins, of New York, are in the party, as thev have
been for several years. Mr. George L. Wakefield, of
Wakefield, Mass., is also of the party this year; he is a
young man and will thoroughly enjoy the trip and the
fishing with the other boys of the party. All the ladies
of this party are experts with the trout rod and the
Forest and Stream may hope for a good record of their
catches hereafter. Mr. Partridge, of Boston, also well
known in the insurance business, will follow the partv
later.

Brook fishing in Maine is reported very poor indeed.
The brooks are most remarkably low for the time of the
year. There has been very little rain in May, thus far,

and April was an extremely dry one. A rise of water is

needed to make brook fishing worth anything. The
lakes also continue remarkably low. So dry is the
weather, prominent lumber-land owners greatly fear
forest fires; and campers and fishermen should use the
greatest caution. A fisherman to whose carelessness
could be traced the destruction of a tract of beautiful
Maine forests, would have something to be sorry for the
rest of his days. SPECIAL.

ANGLING NOTES.

Senator W. P. Frye, of Maine, is not expected at his
camps on Mooselucmaguntic this season till the tariff de-
bate and adjustment in Congress is completed. Doubtless
it will be hard for his Honor to be thus confined to legis-
lation, and possibly he may yet "steal silently away."
Gen. F. D. Sewall, of Bath, and chief of one of the
divisions of the revenue department at Washington, will
doubtless be at the Senator's camps in season. Mr. Samuel
Hano, of Newton, Mass., has gone, with his wife, to his
new camps at Quimby Pond, in Rangeley. Mr. Harry
Dutton, of Boston, has started for his splendid camps at
Pleasant Island, Cupsuptic Lake.
Fish Commissioner Brackett, of Winchester, Mass., has

just shipped 30,000 young brook trout to Sutton. The
Winchester hatcheries have recently placed a large num-
ber of young trout in Lake Quinsigamond, at Worcester.
Hereafter a large number of eggs will be taken to Win-
chester for propagation, and the brooks and ponds in the
northern part of the State will be drawn upon for these
eggs. The defeat of the Gilbert trout bill has given the
propagators of trout extra courage. The last heard of
that measure was the prompt refusal of the Senate to pass
it over the Governor's veto.
Ex-Governor Russell and party is expected to leave for

Birch Lodge, head of Richardson Lake, soon. The party
will also doubtless visit the splendid fishing lodge at B
Pond, built a year or two ago by the Hon. John E
Thayer, who was a member of the ex-Governor's staff
during a couple of his terms of office. Both the Gover-
nor and Mr. Thayer are real sportsmen and fond of the
woods and waters. Mr. Bayard Thayer, the owner of
Birch Lodge, has been in Japan for a [year, but report
says that he will be back in season for a stay at Birch
Lodge, this year.
The Maine people are growing to love the sport on theirown lakes and streams more and more. More prominent

Maine citizens go afishing every year. A recent letter
from Farmmgton says that a party of legal notables left
that town for Rangeley on the 11th. In the party were
Senator J. C. Holman, Clerk of Courts E. E. Richards
ex-Sheriff Alonzo Sylvester, ex-Deputy Sheriff Nelson

^^N?^ 1*0? J " J?" & Hunter of the Chronicle, President
G. W. Wheeler, Dr. E. C. Merrill and Frank E. McLeary,
Senator Holman's camps will be their objective point
ana they are to stay for eight or ten days' fishing, q

'

L|ve Fish In Sealed Jars.

Mr. C. A. Overman, of Salisbury, N. C, writes: "I have
heard that putting minnows in a jug hermetically sealed
will preserve them alive on a trip of three days to a week
and when taken out they will be lively for bait. Wili
you kindly inform me if this is so, and the process for
packing them in jars, and if any chemicals are put into
the jars."

Fishermen in this country and in England have recorded
that bait fish have been carried by them in the manner
indicated in the query, in bottles and jugs three-fourths
filled with water and then sealed. No chemicals are used
in the water. In Forest and Stream, Dec. 2, 1893, page
476, under heading, "Transporting Fish Fry in Hermetic-
ally Sealed Bottles," I quoted from an official report of the
New South Wales Commissioners to the World's Fair,
describing how trout fry, and brook and brown trout 4in
long, perch and carp, have been transported in sealed
bottles or jars by the authorities in that country. I would
refer Mr. Overman to this article, as it bears the official

stamp of the Commissioners to verify a method of trans-
porting fish that has been questioned. This method of
transporting fish fry in sealed bottles proved so successful
that it superseded the old method of transportation in
open cans. It is related that fish have been carried in t hat
manner a distance requiring more than three days to
cover. It is obvious that the temperature of the water in
the bottles must not be allowed to go above the point that
would kill the fish in open cans.

Bright Rod Mountings. Fine Gut.

Mr. H. B., of Worcester, England, writing from New
York City, asks: "Can you kindly inform me of any
means to dull the excessive brilliancy of nickel-plated
goods? I have a rod the fittings of which are nickel-
plated, also a reel, fully plated; both of these on a sunny
daythrow several flashes of light at a time, which frighten
the fish considerably. I should also like to know why it

is that in this country, where they excel in the making of
rods, reels and lines, it is almost impossible to obtain fine
(i. e.

,
thin) gut? In England we have to be content with

a Castle Connell 17s. 6d. rod, or a £1 Is. Ogden, or others
of like price, and a reel costing about 5s. , but our tackle
must be of the best quality, and fine. Our casts are made
of fine drawn gut. The undrawn gut is stronger, but is
very difficult to procure in good long lengths, and round,
which is most essential. These casts are sufficiently
strong to land a 81bs. trout. Most of our flies are tied on
eyed hooks, the best hooks being 'Pennell'a turned down
eye upturned shank,' which are attached to the cast by
what is known as the 'jam knot.' With the flies tied on
gut, all fishermen knot the end fly to the cast; this neces-
sitates breaking the gut to change the fly, but this can be
done two or three times before the gut becomes as short
as that on the average fly over here, after which it can
be looped and used as a drop fly. 'Fine and far off is our
maxim.'"
In the first placewe are not so particular over here about

flashing rod mountings as the fishermen are in England,
and so use bright reels, ferules, efc; and really I think
fish are not, as a rule, in a position to know the difference.
That reflections from the bright metal of rods and reels
frighten fish, I put down in the same class as that anti-
quated idea that one must lower the tip of the rod when
a hooked fish jumps at the end of a long line, and still we
stick to it, some of us, as if it were the gospel of the
Christian religion. Nine hundred and ninety-nine times out
of a thousand a jumping fish has slack line when it jumps
(by slack line I mean that the strain is not directly on the
rod; either the current makes a sag in the line or the fish
rushing from deep water produces the same result), and
if he has not, the slack given by the lowered tip could not
be transmitted to the fish before the fish has made the
jump and is back in the water. I know that this will be
received as r^nk heresy, but so far as I have been able to
test it I have found it true.

As to flashing rods and rod mountings, there are various
reasons why I believe fish are not affected by them, and
the chief of them is that the fish do not see the reflections
on the water. In fly-fishing few anglers think of casting
a fly under a glaring sun when the surface of the water is
like a mirror, unruffled, and our streams are not like the
clear, placid, unsheltered chalk streams of England. In
fly-fishing and in bait-fishing, in stream fishing and' lake
fishing, we think we must have a ripple on the surface of
the water, and that late afternoon and evening are the
best parts of the day to fish. In fly-fishing the fly is cast
under these conditions, sufficiently far away and in a di-
rection not to alarm the fish by any movement of the
angler. Instinctively an angler avoids casting a shadow
on the surface of a shallow stream, and doubtless this
caution operates against flashes of light from therodmetal,
for light and shadow are caused by the same agent.
In bait-fishing the same conditions, distance and agi-

tated water, obtain to the same end.
Admitting that our unsophisticated trout will shy at a

shadow and buck-jump at a flash from a reel, anglers
have been taught from the time they were suckling babes
that fish must not have cause to do either, and they con-
duct themselves accordingly from habit, but I am being
led away from a direct answer to the question.
The very best way of treating reels and bright rod-

mountings to dim their lustre, so that no flashes of light
will come from them, for I assume that the desire is to do
it well while about it, is that which ia fully described by
Mr. Henry P.Wells in "Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle." First
get a glass jar with a wide mouth and a glass stopper and
the mouth must be wide enough to admit of reel-plate
and the jar deep enough to take a rod ferrule, and in it
put a pound of commercial nitric acid; into this put a ten
cent silver piece and leave the jar in a warm place with
the stopper loose until the silver is dissolved. Then add a

piece of copper wire the size of an ordinary knitting
needle and four inches long, and when it is dissolved the
solution is ready for use.

Clean all oil from the metal with ammonia or soap
strong with lye; rinse and dry. Fasten the metal to be
colored to a piece of copper wire and the wire to a poker
and dip the metal below the surface of the solution; with-
draw it at once and heat in the flame of an alcohol lamp.
Watch the piece carefully. It will first turn green, then
a black speck or two will appear on the surface and this
will quickly spread until the whole surface is a dull, dead
black, when the piece should be removed from the heat.
The change takes place at the temperature at which tin-
man's solder melts, and hotter than this no soldered fer-
rule should be heated, lest it anneal and lose its stiffness.

It may be cooled at once in water or allowed to cool
naturally. In the first case scrub with a brush while the
metal is wet and in the second scrub with a brush with
the metal dry, which gives the best results. After being
scrubbed and rubbed with a dry cloth to remove any re-
maining crock the metal will be a beautiful soft dead
black. The expense will not be more than fifty cents.
This is the finish that I have seen on rods made by

Forrest & Son, of Kelso, Scotland, and by Malloch of
Perth. I now have one of Malloch's rods and the mount-
ings are as black as when I got it, five or six years ago.
Why English anglers have to be content with the rods

mentioned by the correspondent is not clear. Ogden
makes wood rods up to £2 and £3 each. Foster, Hardy
and Little and others make split-bamboo rods from £4 to
£5, and even more, and Leonard and other American
split-bamboo rods are sold on the other side.
There are several reasons why we in this country do

nou'get any considerable quantity of fine undrawn gut in
long lengths. One is that the English dealers, as a rule,
have the first whack at it and buy up the most of it. It
can be procured in this country if one goes to the right
place for it. I now have some leaders of this kind of
gut as fine and as perfect in every way (made in this
country), and equal to the fine undrawn gun leaders tied
by Mrs. Bulmer in London, who, I think, cannot be
excelled in this respect by any one in the world. Another
reason is that for the average fishing in this country
such leaders are not required any more than we require
the fine drawn gut leaders so much used in England.
The character of our streams is different from those in
England. There they have grass and weeds to contend
with, here we have in our wilder streams roots, snags
and debris that would smash the finer gut. Of course
in the limits of this note I cannot go into the differences
in detail, but for a final reason I quote from one of the
last Englisn exchanges in regard to this very kind of gut:
"This year, in addition to the gossamer drawn casts we

have extra fine whole gut tapered gut casts. A few years
ago it was almost impossible to get such casts at any
price."
Eyed hooks are slowly coming into use in th's country.

Hall's turn-up eyed hook, and Cholmondeley-Pennell's turn-
down eyed hook, both find favor, although I think the lat-
ter, in Pennell-Limeriek, the better shape. When Mr. Pen-
nell first designed the improvement on his old square bend,
straight-point hook, he sent me samples, and I wrote an
article about "them, illustrating the hook and the jam
knot. What the correspondent means by "upturned
shank" for Pennell-Limeriek, I fail to comprehend, unless
it is the "loop-eye" in which the wire is returned up the
shank after forming the eye, whichj-enders fraying of the
gut impossible. These hooks, however, are made only in
salmon and grilse sizes. I believe that the Pennell-Lim-
eriek is the best fly-hook made, but for bait-fishing, or flies

smaller than No. 5, new scale, or No. 10, Redditch scale,
the points should be kerb'd instead of straight. What is

better still for bait-fishing is the Pennell-Sneck hook, and
this also is made with kerb'd or straight point.

I think the methods of England and this country are as
much alike as conditions and circumstances will permit,
and we fish ' 'fine and far off" when such fishing is neces-
sary, at other times just fish to get them.

From the Adirondacks.

I have a tender place in my memory for the "Seven
Chain Lakes," partly in Essex county and partly in Ham-
ilton county, New York, for my earliest Adirondack fish-
ing was done in these lakes in lfc59, when it was more of
a task to get there than it is in these days of strain cars
and mail coaches. When my friend, Mr. Charles H.
Wilson, came to see me just before starting for Harvey
Bonney's, on the third lake of the chain, I asked him to
write me about the fishing, and this is his letter:

"Bonnet's, May 6.— I write you as per promise of the
doings of our party since coming here. So far we have
found plenty of trout, and with but two exceptions of the
speckled variety. The weather has been delightful, and
the leaves, prompted by .an occasional shower, are making
their appearance. The ice went out of the lakes the 19th
of April, as against May 10 last year. Our success may be
shown by the following statement: May 2—21 trout,
13lbs. (largest Hlbs. May 3—10 trout, 6lbs. May 4—29
trout, 161bs. May 5—41 trout, 2Slbs. (largest lflbs.).

"On the 4th and 5th the fly-fishing was satisfactory, not-
withstanding the largest trout caught was taken on a
minnow. I had the pleasure of killing one on a black-
gnat that weighed lib. 6oz. Yesterday Messrs. Wright
and Viles had the good fortune to see a water spout cross-
ing the Seventh Lake. They describe it as being about
10ft. high, and at the base about the size of an ordinary
water pail, increasing in size as it went up until about' as
large as its height, and then dissolving into spray, very
much like the single pipe fountain in Union Square.

"I took a little trip down Chain Lake stream, and in
nearly all the set backs I saw an immense number of
small trout about lin. in length. This stream is the
spawning ground of a great number of trout from the
First Lake, as you are well aware.

"I think we have struck this place at its best, or nearly
so at least, and while I am not getting as many trout as
the rest of the party, I am getting what I am really here
for—health and rest."

To reach Chain Lakes, go up the Adirondacks R. R.
from Saratoga Springs, to'North Creek, then take stage to
Indian River and walk in to Bonney's nine miles, with a
horse to pack in the duffle. -A. N. Cheney.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each-week on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
w« at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable,
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OUR SUMMER OUTING.
AotSian, Mich.—We had talked and plauned all winter

where we would spend the summer, whether to take a
trip away or spend a month or two at one of the many
lakes near home, and finally we had decided to go several
miles further and take a cottage for the month of August
at one of the lakes in Jackson county.
There were four of us, myhusband and myself, our boy

Wilfred and his friend and playmate Charlie. With us
were our two faithful dogs, Little Budge and old Dick.
We had written to ask about the fishing and game, The
reply came, "Bushels of fish being caught every day, and
plenty of woodcock." That had caused us to make our
decision, for we all wanted to fish, while the men wauted
to hunt the woodcock after Aug. 15.

We found our cottage ready for us; it consisted of din-
ing room, kitchen and three bedrooms, with a broad stoop
running across the front and facing the lake. When I
first saw it I called it beautiful, but now I can think of no
name more appropriate than Snake Hollow.
Now, while I have no fear for rats and mice, and being

my husband's fishing companion, have witnessed a great
many sights that would naturally make one timid. And
having been on the lake with him in the worst of rain and
wind storms, when we expected every moment our boat
would capsize, while others were upset and one drowned,
yet snakes are my one great horror, whether they be
poisonous or harmless. What was my surprise, on going
around the cottage, to see one or two stretched out in the
sun. I knew then that my fate was settled, and that I

should confine myself mostly to household duties.
Next morning we were up with the sun, and all started

out for a fish. And how we did fish! The lake was long
and deep. But if there were any fish there they evidently
were not for us, for day after day we fished from sunrise
till sunset, with the same success; and as the visions of
fish gradually faded, the snakes began to appear. Never
in my life had I seen so many. They lay at the back of
the cottage, and in front, and under the stoop, and in the
paths, and there was no place thatwe started to go to and
did not see one or two crawling out of the way.
But we had all agreed when we went not to be put out

at anything, for we were all usually good-natured, and it

helped to make it interesting.

Our supplies of meat were beginning to get low, for we
had caught no fish, when we were all startled by two men
landing with two large pickerel, each weighing from 6 to
81bs. I need not say that the sight of those fish caused
the greatest excitement. Every one ran for their trolling
lines and hooks, and in a short time there were from ten
to fifteen boats all trolling for pickerel.

Just as our party were ready to start in our boat the
boys came running in with the information that there
was a big blacksnake in the boat. With this news, it did
not take me long to make up my mind to remain in the
cottage and prepare some kind of dessert for dinner. I

now think that this was a scheme planned to make me
stay at home, as there were four others to go in the boat.
One went to row, one to troll, while the other two went
to see the large pickerel and bass pulled in. But if it was
a scheme it worked well. Nor was I sorry, when just as
I had my dinner ready, they tramped back up the hill

from the dock, kicking at one or two luckless snakes that
happened to be crawling about, and carrying between
them a small perch that weighed in the neighborhood of
3oz.

That night, and almost every night while we were there,
the proprietors and the "old sports" about the place would
gather on our stoop and talk about the large catches made
just before we arrived there of 4 and 5-pound bass. These
stories would increase our ardor and raise new hopes; and
we would try it again. We fished with worms, frogs, flys,

minnows and every kind of bait we could suggest to one
another; but all with the same success. The lake had
just been fished, and not replanted, until there were none
left.

The next morning there was another startling occur-
rence. Screams were heard from the dock. This brought
the people out from all the cottages to see what it meant.
A little boy had been out fishing the night before until
dusk, and his hook and line having fallen over and be-
come entangled in the weeds and rushes, had been left

until morning; when on his going down in the morning
he had pulled it up, he found a large bullhead on the
hook. "Every one was greatly excited at the sight of a
fish. And that night as darkness came on, our cottage
being nearest the dock, we could distinctly see dusky fig-

ures moving down to the boats and carelessly dropping in
poles and lines. But there were no more bullheads caught,
and all agreed that that was the only one, and that its

being caught was purely accidental.

It was nearing Aug. 15, and for this date my husband
and Mr. G. were waiting patiently to go woodcock hunt-
ing. Signs being up in all the woods and grounds around
forbidding trespassing, they were in a state of perplexity
as to what they would do for grounds. We had been
buying our milk and eggs and potatoes of a milkman
near by who had splendid grounds for hunting. They de-

cided to make the acquaintance of the milkman's son and
invite him to go out hunting with them. The next morn-
ing when he brought the milk they went out and made
his acquaintance, ordering more potatoes and asking him
if he did not want to go hunting with them the next day,
as they had a dog that worked splendidly on woodcock.
The fellow was delighted, and it was all settled .that they
should go the next day.

All that day my husband and his friend spent in rub-
bing up their guns and loading extra shells for fear of
running out and getting ready for the great day. That
evening the milkman's son came over to see if they were
all ready and to bring the potatoes, which he said had
risen a dollar a bushel. It did not matter if they had
risen to five; the men would have paid it gladly, so

anxious were they to start for game on the milkman's
land.
The next morning they set out. The milkman's son had

resurrected an old army musket from somewhere, that
had not been cleaned for years. He would also insist in

walking on ahead with the muzzle pointed directly in
their faces, so anxious was he to s^e a bird. The first

thing they had to do was to caution him and to show him
how to cai-ry his gun. This he took all good-naturedly,
hollering in his delight at having a chance to use it. "I
see one," he shouted, and taking not very good aim he
blazed away at the only good cock ever seen in that part

of the country. As he fired the gun kicked and he would

have fallen backward had not Mr. Tucker, who grabbed
him by he collar, pulled him on his feet again. Miles
and miles they tramped that day without seeing a thing
but snakes. Of these there were plenty—black snakes,
striped snakes and blue racers. Some of these they shot,

some they stamped on. One blue racer, after his head was
shot off, 'measured 6ft. Tired and hungry they started
back, walking some seven or eight miles to reach the cot-

tage, their appetites sharpened by the imaginary odor of
.broiled woodcock.
That night we were to take our last fish. So we all

Went out in the old scow used to carry the baggage over
to the hotel. Now there was an old man called Uncle
Sampson, whom the boys were having a good deal of
sport with in a harmless way. He kept a little store just
across from our cottage where he sold ginger ale, root
beer, peanuts and also worms for bait, When we first

went there it was understood that we were not to dig any-
where on the grounds for worms; and Uncle Sampson
said he sent off and got his worms. So there was nothing
else to do but to buy a dime's worth of worms when we
wanted them, But the boys had watched him take a
shovel and pan and start early every morning for a fresh
supply; they had threatened Uncle Sampson that if he
did not tell them where the good fishing bods were they
would dig their own bait. So that night after we had
anchored in deep water, and each one of us in the old
scow had thrown out a rod and line, Uncle Sampson came
across to open his store after supper, "Say, Uncle
Sampson," the boys hoUered, "Tell us where the good
fishing is," "All right, I will. Go on. Keep going.
That's right. A little farther. There. Now anchor.
Throw out your anchor, I teD you. Quick. You're drift-

ing. There, you got past the spot." These and sundry
other exclamations came from Uncle Sampson, who was
drifting himself while we sat perfectly still, almost burst-
ing with the laughter we were trying to suppress.
"Why didn't you anchor where I told you to?" he said

that night, when we went in after our usual success. "If
you had you would have got something." "Yes, got left,"

the boys mumbled, saying out loud, "Uncle Sampson,
can you remember the time when there were any fish

caught here?"
That night the boys went down to the boats after dark

and fastened a large stone to Uncle Sampson's boat, and
then waited for him to get in. They kept hold of the
rope for a while after he was in pulling him back when he
had got nicely started and causing him, I am afraid, to
think some pretty bad words. Finally they let go and he
started, saying, "My, what hard pulling it is to-night."
But after he got across we heard a splash and loud laugh-
ing, and the next day Uncle Sampson would not treat the
boys to musty peanuts.
Qur month was nearly up, and there had been no fish,

no woodcock, but with plenty of snakes to make camp
lite interesting. And had we had a good time? We all

agreed that we never had had a better one. We had all

had the good rest we went for, and although there had
been no fishing nor game, we had seen the comical side
of everything, and we all felt well paid for our trouble,
voting then to all go again the next summer if we could;
and I think that Mr. Tucker, now away off in his Cali-
fornia home, Where quail and all game are plenty, would
be glad to join us for the sport we all had. Mrs. H.

ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
(Continued from Page 1,02.)

We remained in camp until after dinner, which inter-

val gave Ned an opportunity to overhaul his tackle with
a view to repairs, if needed, and probably the building of
a new fly for the especial trout we so dearly longed for.

As he went over fly after fly, he finally selected two
which he thought very attractive, and these he attached
to his leader without delay. I had an idea that he in-

tended to go again for the trout in front, as soon as din-
ner was over, for nothing had been said about alternate
angling at the noon hour. I concluded, however, to take
the initial for that work, and if the question should then
arise about precedence, to let the toss of a nickle decide
it. We each seemed so eager for that particular trout,

that the courtesies of the craft were in great danger of
infraction. The most self-sacrificing principles generally
governed us in all other relations, but for this special trout
such earflest rivalry had developed , that there was eminent
danger of resorting to tactics not in the angling code. I

was not sure but what Ned might covertly drop the trout
a bait, and he might have the same suspicion of me. At
any rate, I determined to make the first advance on the
rock.
At dinner I noticed that Ned fairly bolted his food,

while I was a good second in the race. This satisfied me
that there was to be a contest for the rock, so long before
my appetite was appeased I abruptly left the table with
the remark:

"I believe I'll try for that trout."
"That's my lay exactly," said Ned, and suiting action

to word, he was alongside of me with his rod, and both
trotted under the wire neck and neck, and both our flies

fell within a few inches of each other. At tbis juncture
we burst into hearty laughter, so truly comical the situa-

tion.

"Ah, Ned, you cunning old fox; I divined your crafty
intentions."
"Well, I guess I was on to your sly raid."
"It's an even bout," I concluded, and then my fly

dropped for the second time and no sooner had it rippled
the surface than a gleam like a starlight shaft shot through
the water, instantaneously followed by a terrible splash
around my lure. I struck and missed, and as I lifted my
fly—having on but a single one—Ned sent his into the
exact spot where the monster had appeared, but without
responsive result. Once more my lure drops, and this

time another savage disturbance of the water takes place,

followed with the quick and gentle twitch, and then I had
an impaled monster cleaving the water like a rocket,
direct for the islands opposite.
"You've got him this time," cried Ned, and being no

longer a rival stopped his casting and gave me a fair field,

and sincerely hoped that I would kill the gallant trout
that he would have given a crown to have caught. He
was his whole-souled self again, an angler true, now that
the little farce had every appearance of being concluded
in my favor.
After I had arrested the first dash of my lovely victim

he came with a sudden movement to the surface and then
vaulted high in the air, showing his lordly proportions to

fine advantage. Again when,he reached his element the
hum of the line and the buzz of the wheel wpre heard, for
he still panted for liberty and felt that he had the vigor to

obtain it in the race he was now making. But a moment,
however, sufficed to convince him that he was not yet
master in his domain, for there came a steady strain on
the line that made him pause and reflect and then it was
that he felt he was in the toils of some mysterious being
in another world who was leading him he knew not'
where. It maddened him into a perfect frenzy and then
he started into a furious lunge and finally brought up at

the surface, and for the second time leaped up into the
bright sunshine, which had now dissolved the fog, and
shook the pearly drops in a generous shower from his

lovely contour.
"He's a fighter," says Ned.
Ah! he now attempts one of his old tricks by "doubling,"

but the slack is taken in as fast as it is made, and then the
battle rages near the ragged rocks with desperate fierce-

ness and with the odds in favor of the patient angler. The
little bamboo, true as steel, bends to every movement of

the impaled trout, and at no time did he have an oppor-
tunity to strike the leader with his muscular tail, a trick

they cleverly accomplish when opportunity offers. His
dashes and plunge s, which he so frantically repeated in a
very despairing manner, avail him not, and he is now
doubtless thinking of the lovely life he once led in crystal

streams of azure deeps where the soft air drifts through
solemn pines, and yearning again for those lovely lurking
places gathers a superhuman vigor and rushes outward to

the dim distant, intent only on ridding himself of the
fatal lure that clings so tenaciously to his reddened jaws.
Gallant warrior, you are again cleverly foiled; for no
sooner does he pause after his wild break for freedom
than he feels that he is once more being drawn to his wily
adversary above him. Bewildered with the perilous situ-

ation, his strength slowly ebbs and his tactics uncertain
a.nd without motive, and full well he knows that destruc-

tion surely awaits him unless he severs the tiny thread
that holds him such a close prisoner. With this depres-

sing thought he once more draws upon his vital forces

and with a bound like a panther darts away with the
music of the reel as an accompaniment. It was his last

break from his cruel foe, and was as grand a failure as it

was a noble effort, for his speed soon slackened and then
he was carefully brought to the rocky intrenchments sig-

nificant of his sad farewell to his charming trysting place
where amid the sweetest flowers that in the forest grow it

"Lies, a deep and darken'd pool,

Whose waters are crystal, clear and cool."

The flush of proud success is unmistakably with his

relentless foe, for he assuredly knows the battle is about
over, and as the skillful netter is poised at the water's
edge, the rodster, ever on the alert, draws his trophy
quietly along as if he were of priceless value, and when at

the feet of the trusty half-breed the direful signal is given
and the fatal sweep of the woven twine is made. Over
the flinty rocks bounds the delighted netter with the
glistening prize and a triumphant smile upon his broad
and bronzed features. He was a 4-pounder, and as he
was placed on the gray rock with his rainbow dyes flash-

ing in the bright sunlight was incomparably the perfec-

tion of symmetry and one of the most delicately tinted

beauties that ever swam the icy waters or sprang for fly

artistic.

Ned declared he was a shield of pearly silver and crink-

ling crimson, the radiance of which should be sung in

mellifluent verse. I suggested further casting, and in

pleasant vein said, "It is the perfect fly and the skillful

flutter that attract."

He looked askance at me as if there were a subtle

meaning in the remark, and then without reply went
steadily to flogging the waters, while I stood quietly by,

desirous of giving him a chance for an inning. When he
began to waver in his faith and enthusiasm I stepped for-

ward and smilingly said, "Ned, there is at certain times
as much luck as skill in the angle. Let me demonstrate,"
and then my single fly, the attractive jungle-cock, again
lightly kissed the swelling waters. A snap, a miss and a
disappointment were the result. Once more the dandy
jungle-cock reaches out for game, and this time the per-

sistent trout called with dire results on Mr. Jungle-cock,
for he was immediately taken in charge and soon joined
the beautiful 4-pounder who was in deep repose on a
flinty couch.
Ned, at this second success of mine, scratched his head

out of sheer perplexity, and then duly acknowledged
there was something in the particular fly after all. I in-

sisted on his going over my book and selecting some that
would approach in color and make-up my jungle-cock, it

being the only one I had. He looked in vain, for he
found nothing that at all approached anything like it.

He finally concluded to resort to some of his old Nipigon
flies, which were really excellent, though I advised him
to examine thoroughly the gut at the shank of the hook
where rust is liable to weaken it. If ever I make another
trip to this lake a full dozen of these gorgeous flies, the
jungle-cock, will go into my portfolio.

I am not allied to any favorite fly, but the vagaries of

trout in rising to a certain fly at one time and then at an-
other under the same existing circumstances, are to me
an unsolvable enigma. I believe it best, however, always
to change the flies when the trout are not rising well till

you finally fall upon one that has the seductive qualities.

Two years ago, when fishing on this shore at "Split Rock,"
I had a satisfactory experience of this kind. Having been
left by my companions on a lovely islet where I had
always found the trout in great abundance, I climbed to

the apex of a towering rock that had an elevation of about
fifteen feet, and commenced casting, having as lures a
silver-doctor and royahcoachman. To my first cast and
flutter a half dozen magnificent trout came lazily from
their retreats and about as lazily followed the flies—which
were drawn oyer a mirrored surface—till they had come
within about a foot of them, and then deliberately

wheeled around and returned from whence they came.
I made a second cast, resulting in only two reappearing
and repeating the same tactics. A third and a fourth
were complete failures, as not a fin came to the surface.

I then made a change of lures, putting on a black-hackle
for my stretcher and a Montreal for my dropper. On the
very first cast I had a fine strike at the black-hackle and
secured a 3 pound trout. The second cast brought an-
other victim to the same fly, while the subsequent casts

failed to meet with a single response. This is only one of
similar changes that I have successfully made,
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Mr. D. S. Kimball, a noted angler, in a very creditable

and interesting article on fly-fishing published in one of

our magazines some time ago, gives the following
example in the same line. He says:
"I remember one August day in '84, when I had taken

my guide, Wm, Smith, and gone below the dam to fish as

far down as the falls, and, in my haste, had carelessly put
the wrong flies in my pocket, so that when I had reached
the first pool where flies could be used, found I had a lot

of dark and refuse ones. The only thing I could do was
to make the best of a bad job, and tried my stock faith-

fully, and with not a single rise. As a last resort I put on.
as stretcher-fly, a dilapidated yellow Sally which had
seen very much better days—wings eaten off to a stump,
legs gone and body moth eaten—and yet the trout rose to

it at almost every cast, until I was "broke," and lost poor
Sally. At any rate, I got quite a few trout, and this on a
hot morning, with a bright sun, and the water clear

and without a ripple. In July, '90, 1 had somewhat the
same experience with bright flies on the same river, at the
head of the meadow just below the Alders, where, on a
hot, a very hot day, and the water as smooth as glass, my
scarlet-ibis, red-hackle and yellow-dollie were risen to con-
tinually, and I have found that a white-miller or a coach-
is as useful, when the fish are on, throughout the day as

they are at other waters morning or evening."
My advice to all anglers is to have their fly-books well

filled with a choice and varied "assortment. My bill for
flies last season—and this was only for re-stocking—
amounted to over $50, and though I used but few I found
it a great satisfaction to know that I could offer Mr. S.

fontinalis a bill of fare out of which he could assuredly
find something to suit either his greedy or fastidious
palate, be it on a bright or dark day, in storm or calm,
and furthermore, in such mouthfuls as he desired, for the
size of the tempting lures ran from the minimum to the
maximum, from a No. 12 to a 2-0 sproat. Stint yourself
in anything else but your tackle, and let that not only be
ample but of the very best, "and don't you forget it."

After the capture of the last trout we returned to camp,
Ned declining any further attempt to lure. He was satis-
fied I had caught the one that had broken away with our
flies, and therefore his interest in the contest had entirely
ceased. There are few better or more unselfish anglers
than Ned, and if he would only drop his idiosyncrasies
relative to flaming and bushy flies, would make an in-
comparable record, but as he delights in his own handi-
work, as did Tubal Cain who, it is said, fashioned the first

fish hook, we will leave him to his feathery idols with
our best wishes in his attempted rivalry of the artistic
fly-makers. Alex. Starbuck.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

The Channel Catfish in Texas.
Waco, Texas, April 28.—This is one of our gamiest

fishes. It is in all our waters southwest of the Red River
of Texas. It is equal in fighting qualities to the black
bass. It is with us much superior to the bass in edible
qualities. Many do not know of the characteristic differ-
ence between the channel cat and the blue catfish. The
channel cat has a distinct lateral line, above which the
color is light blue. The fins are nearly white. The sides
are light bluish. The abdomen is of a satiny white. The
head is narrow for a catfish. Mouth one-half as large as
of an ordinary catfish. The eyes are not elevated above
the orbital bone. The contour of the body is more deli-
cate or slender than that of an ordinary catfish. Tail
very forked. There are small black spots both above and
below lateral line all along the body of an inky color,
about one or two lines in width. When you capture it,
it utters several croaky grunts. On skinning it there is
revealed a salmon color layer of flesh on each side of
spinal column, which is characteristic. It never in our
waters weighs over 51bs.

It feeds mostly on the bottom, and will take either
worms or minnows or grasshoppers. At the head of
swift-running, narrow pools is the best place for its cap-
ture. It does not rise in its play above the water as does
the bass. But in staying fighting qualities it is equal to
the bass. It never stays in lakes or lagoons, but is found
always in running water. If you will compare the fish
with our blue cat the difference is at once apparent. The
blue cat does not grunt or croak on capture, runs in
weight up to 201bs., has a deeper blue color, with lateral
line less distinct, the eyes are larger and are elevated
above the orbit bone, head is broader and mouth twice
as large and has not that delicate or feminine appearance
of the channel cat. Its tail is less acutely forked. There
is no golden color to the layer of flesh along the spine,
and the flavor is rather rancid, somewhat similar to ran-
cid butter.

I have never known the channel cat to take the fly, but
it will often strike the spinner.
To call more attention to this much neglected because

unknown fish is the object of these few lines.

J. Walter Cock, M.D.

California Fly-Casting Tournament.
San Francisco, Cal., May 4.—The Midwinter and Ex-

position fly-casting tournament was held to-day under
very successful weather conditions on Stow Lake, in
Golden Gate Park. Many spectators were present; indeed,
the public interest shown was such as deserved a more
numerous attendance of competitors. Col. George C
Edwards managed the affair, assisted by Messrs. W. J.
Golcher and E. T. Allen. Judge Hunt was referee. The
records are as follows:

Single-handed fly-casting for distance.—Hooks not larger thanNo
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i'he Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
US at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable

Protection for the Mississippi River.

Dubuque, la.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: An associ-
ation has lately been incorporated in this city under the
name of the Mississippi Valley Game and Fish Protective
Association, of which I have the. honor of being president.
Knowing, as all of us do who live on the hanks of the great

river, the reckless, wanton and utterly useless destruction of
food fishes by every cunning and murderous device, both
ancient and modern, in and out of season, that goes on every
day, we believe that public sentiment has at last been edu-
cated upito a point where it would favor the enactment of
restrictive legislation and the due and proper enforcement of
law to prevent the use of seines and other murderous devices
for the capture of fish.

It has been a popular but erroneous belief that the Missis-
sippi and Missouri rivers were uDder the exclusive jurisdic-
tion of the Federal Government for all purposes, and under
this impression the game and fish laws of several States ap-
pear to have been enacted. This is especially true as to Iowa,
for I find that a section of the fish law reads: "Nothing
herein contained shall be held to apply to fishing in the Mis-
sissippi, the Missouri or the Big Sioux rivers nor so much of
the Des Moines that forms the boundary between the States
of Missouri and Iowa."
This extraordinary exclusion leaves about 400 miles of the

Mississippi River extending along the east coast of Iowa
without any law or protection whatever, so far as the laws of
Iowa are concerned, and permits outrages of every kind to be
carried on with impunity: and to such an extent is seining
and pound netting carried on, that the so-called professional
fishermen have arrived at the same termination as the old
woman who killed the goo.=e that laid the golden eegs.
To settle the question of jurisdiction and bring the bound-

ary rivers within the purview of the Iowa laws, this Associ-
ation procured the introduction into the Iowa Legislature of
two bills, one for the repeal of Section 11, above referred to,
and another prohibiting the use of seines, nets, explosives,
and all other devices except the hook and line in Iowa waters,
boundary rivers included. These bills failed of passage.
The following correspondence explains itself, and is of such

general interest to sportsmen and others that you may deem
it of sufficient importance to give it the benefit of your large
circulation:

Jurisdiction Over Inland Waters.
U. S. Commission op Fish and Fisheries, Washington,

D. C, Feb. 16, 1894—Hon. D. B. Henderson, House of
Representatives, U. S.: Dear Colonel—I anr- very much
obliged to you for your letter of the 14th inst. with inclosures
indicating the activity of the sentiment in Iowa in favor of
the protection of fisheries. My judgment is that the prac-
tical way to secure proper protective measures for the Missis-
sippi Riv^r. is by co-operative laws between the States lying
along the east and west banks of the river. Up to this time
no attempt to exercise control over or regulation of the fish-
eries of our interior waters has been made by the general
Government. In the case of the Great Lakes, the States
bordering on them e>M rcise jurisdiction and enforce State
laws up to the State be* :udary line. A year or more ago the
question of joint regulation by this Government and that of
Canada over contiguous and international waters came up
in reference to the fisheries of the Lake of the Woods, a
proposition having been made to the Canadian Government
looking to the concurrent regulation of the fisheries in this
body of water. The conclusion acquiesced in hy the State
Department was that the Lake of the Woods, so far as it lay
within the boundaries of the United States was within the
territorial limits of the State of Minnesota, and that it was
the province of the State to regulate its fisheries. Very
truly yours, M. McDonald, Commissioner.

I have only to add that large sums are appropriated by the
States of Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa for the
maintenance of fish hatcheries, stocking steams, etc. , within
their borders. Large numbers of fry and small fishes are
placed in the rivers of those States by the various fish com
missioners, the large majority of which ultimately find their
way into the waters of the Mississippi River, where they fall
an easy prey to the professional pirate, who for every mar-
ketable fish he catches, beyond question destroys' 100 small
ones, and such fish so captured as are not of the game variety,
and not so readily salable, he leaves upon the bank to rot and
pollute the air.

Twenty years ago the Mississippi River, from St. Paul to
Davenport, at any rate, and I don't know how much lower
down, abounded with black bass, silver bass, wall-eyed pike,
sunfish, and in fact almost every variety of food fish, game'
and otherwise, and an angler could always count upon a
royal day's sport. Now they are all but exterminated, and
your angler can scarcely get a nibble, even if he have all the
modern improvements m the way of tackle. «
The remedy for all this is the total exclusion of all kinds

of seines, nets, etc. Could this be accomplished the Missis-
sippi would soon be restored to its former attractive condi-
tion, and would afford sufficient sport and pleasure-to thou-
sands residing on its banks to whom such boon would be a
luxury and a blessing beyond compare, and go far to make
pleasure resorts, and infuse new life into the towns and vil-
lages along its banks, which at the present time seem to be
almost beyond hope of resuscitation. It seems to me that if
these towns would turn their attention to protecting the
fishes and birds, providing sportsmen and pleasure seekers
with fair accommodations at reasonable prices, it would go
far to restore in some measure their vanished prosperity.

Alfred Hobbs.

The Defeat of the Gilbert Bill.

Boston, May 8.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Gilbert
bill has again been defeated. In addition to his usual fol-
lowing Mr. Gilbert had a special advocate this winter in the
House and in the Senate.
The Committee on Fisheries and Game has always been

made up in the interest of his pet scheme in part and in
part in favor of various other interests. Never in the last
four years has there been a committee ready to give an im-
partial and candid consideration to the arguments that have
tjeen presented every year by the representatives of the Mas-
sachusetts Pish and Game Protective Association.
In one of our dailies. Senator Atwood is reported as saying

"The Governor has listened to the alluring strains of the
sirens and been led astray. He was caught by the aristo-
cratice amateur sportsmen who set their net, and the Gov-
ernor was secured in the meshes. The bill, however, will not
down. The members of the Massachusetts Game Associa-
tion are responsible for the Governor's veto."
The Association, I think, is not disposed to deny the soft

impeachment.
Your readers may be interested to know the relative

strength of the opposing interests. The bill was fought in
the House with a good deal of effect, but the opponents of
the hill, who were chiefly members from the western por-
tion of the State, accepted an amendment by which the four
western counties were to be exempted from the application
of the bill. The adoption of this amendment practically put
an end to opposition in the House.
In the Senate, the amendment offered by a member of our

Association, Senator Gray of Walpole, received eleven votes
in favor to eleven against, and President Butler decided it
lost. When the bill came up for enactment Senator Gray

moved to strike out the enacting clause. The vote, on this
proposition stood eleven to sixteen. Three senators who
voted against the bill last year voted against striking out the
enacting clause this year. One of these is thought to have
been influenced in favor of the bill by the support given the
measure by our newly-appointed commissioner, Mr. Buffing-
ton of Worcester. Another represents a district in one of
the counties excepted by the House amendment. Had the
three members alluded to voted as they did last year the bill
could not have been enacted.
Too much praise cannot be given to Governor Greenhalge

for the noble stand he has taken. Our Association and all'

friends of game and game fish are justly proud of the tri-
umvirate of governors of the old Commonwealth who have
conspicuously served the interests of all true sportsmen in
sustaining the principle of protection—Governor Robinson,
who secured for usthe iron-clad statute for protecting trout
in 1876; Governor Russell, who in 1892 vetoed the Gilbert
bill; and last, but not least, Governor Greenhalge, who has
so grandly recognized the stability of the principles we advo-
cate, and the soundness of the arguments put forward by our
Association.
Permit me to ask your readers to recognize in the result of

this contest the necessity for organization, and to urge upon
them, if they have not done so already, to ally themselves
with some sportsmen's organization.
Individual effort is good so far as it goes, but in these days,

when organization and combination and pooling interests is
the rule in all enterprises, whether of business, social, or
moral movements, or what not, the individual should associ-
ate and ally himself with those holding the same views and
purposes if he wishes to carry out his cherished aims in any
direction. Let every sportsman, then, become a member of
some association, if there is one in his neighborhood, if not,
let him start one, even if he can not get more than a dozen
members.
One of the most encouraging signs for us is the constantly

increasing number of such organizations. Let the good
work go on. Henry H. Kimball, Sec'y.

Mass. Fish and Game Prot. Ass'n.

Minnesota Fishing Interests.

Duluth, Minnesota.—State Game and Fish Warden W. P.
Andrews, of Minneapolis, was in this city recently from a
trip of inspection in the northern part of the State and said
that the strictness with which the fish laws have been
enforced during the past year has had salutary effects, and
that in the northern part of the State where fishing had
begun it is reported better than before. At the trout
hatchery in St. Paul a new battery has been added and now
50,000,000 eggs can be hatched. There are about 44,000,000
now hatching. The bass hatchery at Brainerd is proving a
success and the commission expects in the course of the next
two years to be able to stock all the lakes in the State
which have been depleted.
The Duluth hatchery is beginning to ship fry. Four mill-

ion whitefish were shipped last week—1,000,000 to Iron River,
1,000.000 to Flag River, and 2,000,000 to Raspberry Bay, all on
the south shore. The balance of the 10,000,000 hatch will be
divided between Bayfield, Isle Rovale and Willy's Island, all
on Lake Superior. About 30,000,000 pike-perch spawn were
brought down from Tower, Minn., bySupt. Wire's assistants.
Since the mistake of the last Legislature, which practically

permits duck shooting at any season, the sentiment against
spring shooting of any kind, with the exception of snipe, has
grown so strong that Mr. Andrews expects it to be entirely
shut off at the next session.

hmuh

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

May 30 to June 2.—Alameda County Sportsmen's Association, at
Oakland, California.
Sept. 4 to 7.—Des Moines Kennel Club, at Des Moines, Iowa. M.

Bruce. Sec'y.
Sept. 10 to 14.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone. Sec'y.
Sept. 18 to 21.—Rhode Island State Fair Association, at Cranston. R.

I. W. W. Dexter, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaue

her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 5.—United States Field Trial Club, at Bicknell, Ind. P T.

Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.

^
Nov. 6.—Lnternational Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont, W". B. Wells.

Nov. 23.—Eastern Field Trials Club, at Newton, N. C. W. A. Coster,
Saratoga, N. Y.. Sec'y.
Nov. 28.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Newton, N. C. Dr. G. D B.

Darby, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

LOUISVILLE DOG SHOW.
May 9 to 12. Entries 54-S, Doers Benched 511.
If the Louisville Kennel Club never does another thing for

dogs, it has conclusively shown that the month of May is too
late to hold a dog show so far below the Mason and Dixon
line. Another year the same date may be a cool one, but it
is a mistake to invite exhibitors to run such a risk again.
The first show held by the recently organized Louisville
Kennel Club must be chronicled as a success. From the
time the show opened, May 9, till a late hour Saturday night
the people of Louisville showed their appreciation for a good
dog. The first night an excellent lepresentative crowd of
Louisville's best society people filled the Armory building.
Handsome women predominated, and dressed in their best
bib and tucker the scene was a brilliant one. On Thursday
night there was a thunder storm and the audience was re-
stricted almost entirely to men, but on Friday eveniug the
crush almost beggars description; it reminded one of the
New York show on Washington's Birthday, and many who
managed to squeeze in scarcelygot a glimpse of the dogs. The
management did not care but simply hugged themselves and
Mr. Mundy wore a smile as large as himself. Mr. Mundy is
the secretary, and to his untiring exertions from the time
the showwas first thought of until it closed, its success is due
in no small measure, for he has worked hard in its behalf.
He assumed too much or found that he had to, for he re-
ceived little help the first two days, excepting from Messrs.
D. P. Ritchey and Norvin T. Harris. The heat was very
trying the first two days, and Mr. Mundy remarked that he
must have lost 401bs. in weight, and as he only weighed
about 47 anyhow, he looked on things from a serious point
of view.
The local entry was a heavy one, and in many classes more

than held its own with the visiting teams A glance at the
prize list will show that the quality in many breeds was ex-
cellent.
The Armory building was small for such a large number

of dogs, but the benching was well arranged, though many
of the smaller breeds were benched along a gallery. One
ring was pitched in the center of the hall, and in this Major
Taylor judged his classes. From a side door one entered a
large inclosed lot, and here Mr. Mortimer did his work in the
open, Mr. Williams also availing himself of the unusual op-
portunity. The rings, especially Mr. Mortimer's, were not
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well served. There seemed to be attendants enough, but
they were kept at Major Taylor's ring most of the time, and
the secretary had to run after the dogs himself for the non-
sporting ring. The attendants took on quite a military
aspect, as most of them were men connected with the
Legion and wore their undress uniforms. Mr. Geo. Hill
was superintendent, and if he bad been allowed to
post the entries he would as usual have had everything ship-
shape. Owing to the great heat the nogs were kept con-
stantly well supplied with water, and the "slopping" over
made it next to impossible in many cases to keep straw and
flooring dry. There was some grumbling at first at thewant
of clean straw, but this was remedied, and the dogs were
comfortable enough.
Austin & Graves dog biscuits were used, and under the

manipulation of John D. Walker the food was well and appe-
tizingly served. Austin & Graves had a small stand where a
dog biscuit in a neat case was given to almost every visitor.

The dogs, even the dainty ones, ate this food with a relish.

The catalogue was neatly and plainly printed, and consid-
ering it was a first attempt, therewere few errors. The great
Danes got a little mixed with the mastiffs, but that was the
only serious mishap. Mr. Hill was attentive to his duties as
superintendent and as obliging and courteous as ever.
judging was completed about noon on Thursday. The

officers of the club devoted much time to the show. Dr.
Yandell and Mr. Davis Bryson, D. P. Ritchey, H. L. Means,
M. J. O'Bryan and A. F. German were constantly on hand,
while Mr. J. Clarke, Jr., busied himself with swinging the
gate. There may have been a veterinarian, but we did not
see him. The club will come out whole there is little doubt,
and dates following Chicago will be claimed for next year.
"Sanitas" was freely used as a disinfectant, but owing to the
heat and low roof, it was a difficult matter to keep offensive
odors down.
There was quite a gathering of field trial men. Mr. D. Bry-

son. J. L. Adams, ST. T. Harris, Dr. Alexander, J. Taylor
Williams, D. E. Rose, who should have had the Blue Ridge
Kennels dogs, but they were absent; P. T. Madison, "Dick"
Merrill, J. B. Castleman, etc. Among other well-known ex-
hibitors were Mrs. Lee and Mrs. Meacham, James Robinson,
E. B. Elliott, Ben Lewis. Geo. Thomas, Al. G. Eberhart<
Arthur Trickett, John Stokes, etc. Mr. Geo. Bell should
have judged great Danes and spaniels, but the action taken
by the A. K. C. last week of course prevented him. Mr.
Smith, disappointed in not winning, rushed his great Danes
from the show in spite of the management, and will be dis-

ciplined and forfeit his third prize. There were several dis
gruntled local exhibitors who forcibly stated their views and
opinions of the judges, but this must be expected from those
who know no better. One man kicked like a native mule
because.the judge did not attach sufficient importance in his
opinion to the fineness of his smooth fox-terrier's coat; and
things looked pretty rough for a time.

Mastiffs.
James Mortimer, Judge.

When it is almost impossible to get a decent entry in the
Northern shows it did not seem likely that here we should
find anything better. When it is known that Tiger, that
black faced characterless mastiff that was at Chicago was
the principal winner here, the quality of the others may be
imagined. Ethel was absent. In open dogs Tiger won, he
bas few redeeming features, but showed more type than the
other two of which Tiger, second, is a light boned leggy
specimen with ears thrown back and flat feet. Duke, third,
has a long flat face, fair sort of body but little bone to sup-
port it. A snipy weak-faced one in Jewel was given third in
open bitches; she was the only entry. The Louisville Tiger
won in novices over a brindle, light all through. In fact
there was nothing worth criticising.

St. Bernards.
James Mortimer, Judge.

The classes while not very strong contained here and there
some animals of exceptional merit. For instance, Sir Bedi-
vere appeared once more in the challenge class and really
looked better than ever this season, in spite of the extreme
heit which«eemef I to tell upon his more excitable kennel mate
Rustic Beauty. Aristocrat was wise and stayed at home.
In bitches, with Sunray absent, Rustic Beauty had no com-
petitor; she has fallen off just a little in coat and flesh, the
former is shedding freely. Open dogs (5) proved a good
thing for the typical Grandmaster, who was shown in sum-
mer condition and looked well. Fernwood Arden, second,
has not a true expression, a blaze would improve his head,
stands on good legs but his owner should know that it does
not enhance a St. Bernard's appearance to part its coat care-
fully down the back. Carlo, third, is a short bodied orange

H. li. kreutjer's beagle lonely.

brindle dog,- weak in muzzle, faulty ears but plenty of coat.
Chauncey M., reserve, boasts a fair body and good bone and
legs, but head shows little quality or type. Grover Cleve-
land, vhc , while standing on fine legs, is a little light in
bone, should be deeper in muzzle and coat is rather wooly.
Lee, he. , is a tall yellow red dog with no white and less char-
acter, looked tucked up and flatfribbed. The catalogue was
a little mixed here owing to the wrong placing of the head-
ing. Warda took first in a class of seven; Keystone Beauty
and Florette were absent. Outside of the winners, they were
a poor lot. Uarda was a trifle thin, but excelled the others
completely in character. Chesterford Lady, second, is shed-
ding her coat, has a fair shaped head if deeper and good body
and legs, loses to winner principally in head properties; Nelly
G. is curly, flat and narrow in face, so cannot be a good one.
The others really do not merit comment; light, snipy heads
predominated.
Scottish Leader was absent in challenge smooths. Open

dogs saw some better quality, as the smooths generally show
us wherever we go. The typical little dog Lawrence Garza
won again over the Arkansas traveler, Argyle Alpha, who
loses to the winner in head and body. Lord Keeper, third, is
an average dog whose otherwise fair head a blaze would im
prove; excellent front and fair body; muzzle should be
deeper. In open bitches a pretty competition was brought
out by the meeting of Sunol and Lady Judith, their fair
"controllers" showing their points off to the best advantage
in the bright sunlight. Sunol won, being better in condition,
coat and action but losing in stop and slightly in squareness
of muzzle and volume of skull. Judelle, third, an ordinary

sort, standing on weak pasterns, was not in the ring at the
time but was brought in afterward and given third. The
novice class (5) provoked the keenest competition so far.
A nice, smooth in Cathedral, from Mrs. Lee's kennel, that
would not show itself, scored over Empire State, better type
of head, deeper aud better body and shows more character
Empire State is well known, an active dog whom more white
would improve. Lord Keeper was third and Lord Richmond
vhc; his head is long and narrow and stop should be better
defined. In puppies Nicode, a big, lumbering pup by Alton-
eer out of Judith, bids fair to make up into a noticeable dog
if his ears were not so bloodhoundy; he is all in embryo
yet. Grover Cleveland was second. The Swiss Mountain
Kennels had Eboracum and others entered but dreaded
trusting the dogs by express in the prevailing heat. Argyle
Kennels won most of the specials, of which cases of whisky
formed no inconsiderable share.

Great Danes.
James Mortimer, Judge.

With the exception of the challenge winner, Stanley, the
whole lot were not worth their collars and chains from a
standard point of view. In open dogs (5) a bright red and
St. Bernard-marked dog, white blaze and collar, won; it has
a weak, snipy head and little character, a stop over one inch
deep, and light, shelly body; the white alone should throw
him out. A fat harlequin was considered next best but

SOUTH BEND KENNELS' GREAT DANE MAJOR M'SINLET.

First, Challenge Class, New York Show, 1894.

showed more quality and proper shape than the others, but
is wide as a church in front. The rest were a coarse-headed,
butcher-looking, down-eared lot which Mr. Bell should
feel pleased he had not to judge after all. Lady was the
only bitch; shown fat, has a fairly typical head, but weak in
muzzle for her strong skull. Novice prizes were withheld,
and so were those for the puppies, from a very "tacky" lot.

Newfoundlands.
James Mortimer, Judge.

These were of course poorly represented, the usual number
of black nondescripts coming forward. None of them had
much pretension to type. The winner, Ringer, was the best,

if there was one; he is small, snipy-headed, fair coat and
body. Nell and Ponto were second and third.

Russian Wolfhounds.
Roger D. Williams, Judge.

Almost the same faces again, and no dog show commit-
tee need grumble this season at the support these classes have
received from the big kennels. Poor Leekhoi tried to face
his old conqueror once more, but the heat proved too much
for this grand dog, who, in the minds of many, filled the eye
with what they believe is the true type of these hounds.
That he was"an aristocrat and a handsome fellow, there is no
gainsaying, and the fancy will sympathize with his owner in
this severe loss. Argoss, looking lusty, had no competition,
as Col. Dietz was absent, and Vinga's absence also let Zerry
in for another walkover. Open dogs proved more exciting,
and the black young dog Odrooskie succeeded in beating the
new dog Optimist from the same kennels, which he does in
forelegs and feet, and hind parts. When in condition Optim-
ist Will give a better account of himself, as he is a well put up
wolfhound of the Leekhoi type. Sorvanets, still cloddy-
looking, came third. A surprise awaited us when Olivia once
more downed the cracks. She certainly showed better in
front, but there is no denying her crookedness; behind this
she is a good one. Riga and Irma followed in order, with
Zmeika, faulty behind, reserve, and Krimena, vhc, faulty in
front, but showing lots of quality. The two types were
plainly shown in this class. In puppies, Lady Dietz, narrow
as she is herself, has more substance than Suddarka, for
whom treatment for worms would appear to be needful.
Mr. Hanks was crippled by the death of Leekhoi, and the
team prize fell easily to the Marlborough Kennels.

Deerhounds.
Roger D Williams, Judge.

Only two, and these not such as would interest a good judge
more than passingly. Hillside Rinaldo beats her competitor
Claymore in coat., rib, better knuckled feet and a body of
better symmetry and proportion, Claymore's being long cast.

Greyhounds.
Roger D. Williams, Judge.

These classes were much better, some of the old champions
showing up, such as Gem of the Season and Wild Rose the
challengers; neither are looking so well as I have seen them.
Open dogs had ten entries, seven of which were absent,
Cheeky Charlie among them. First went to Rome Marble,
a splendidly formed dog behind the shoulders, which are a
little bossy and placed scarcely oblique enough, feet could be
better, a little pinched before the eye, but has a good head.
This dog won a 16-dog stake at Brentwood Park, St. Louis,
last week. Jack of Clubs has not the quality of the winner,
although a well put up animal whom a little more rib would
improve. Prince De.lmar is no doubt some one's pet, but is
plain and faulty in front and ribs. In bitches in the absence
of Little Climber and Minne-ha-ha, competition dwindled
down to two entries, of which Maud Marion, gone off a little
in front, but in splendid condition, aud who from shoulders
back is very hard to beat, easily defeated Beauty, who was
simply "out of sight" but whose merits the judge felt com-
pelled to recognize. Little Climber was the only entry for
the coursing record prize, but failed to appear.

American Foxhounds.
Majpr J. M. Taylor, Judge.

There was some little disappointment at the comparatively
few entries in this section, as one had been led to believe

over a hundred hounds would be put down. The exhibit,
however, if not large, was choice, with few exceptions, and
showed that the exhibitions already held at Lexington have
done some good as "weeders." The hunt for prizes opened
with Commodore striking a challenge gait alone. A scratch
pack of six counle was rounded up in the open, two of which,
Dickens and Gallant, were laggards and did not follow.
After a long run, in which the judge came very close to the
ground several times, Argonaut was found to be in the lead,
and picking up the trail of a blue ribbon was never headed.
Miller II. and Roxieare two hounds the antithesis to the win-
ner, who is a smart, well put up hound with just enough
bone and a typical head, whereas the others are very large,
gaunt, characterless headed hounds, neither one thing or the
other, and not well made in body or legs and almost as
heavy boned as English hounds, long in the back and alto-
gether of different type. Judges should be more consistent
if any progress is to be made in sortiness and uniformity of
type. Lee, reserve, a very nice headed hound with good
bone, but a little leggy and scarcely so well ribbed up as the
winner, should have been second, while Deacon, another of
the same stamp, should have been third, and Ramsey, vhc,
reserve; he is a little plainer in head, especially muzzle, and
not quite so good in front; but here would have been four
hounds of the same type, sorty, and appraehiner the standard
just evolved. Clipper, he, is too long cast and not ribbed
up enough; he is of the style so generally met with
in American hounds, and which the new standard
seeks to improve; no doubt a good hunter, but a "scratch'
dog nevertheless. King Lee has a long, weak head. Hindoo
is the best-headed, one in this pack, the Iroquois; he might
have taken Clipper's letters. Four couple turned out in
bitches, and the Boston winner, Bowsprit, finished in the
lead; second to Swift, another of the Miller-Roxie type; then
the Major harked back to the Williams type, and to Flossie,
a sweet, hound-headed bitch, a little down in stern, but well-
made all round. Joya, reserve, I liked almost better, barr-
ing head, for her body is of a truer hound shape, with excel-
lent legs and feet, and good straight back and loin. Fanchon
vhc, is light in muzzle, but other parts good. Lillian Rus-
sell, he, is a very promising little bitch, nicely made, and of
better type than others in Mr. Means's pack; ears are thrown
too wide and flat from the head; they should fold to the
cheek. In novices Miller and Roxie were winners, with
Clipper third. Swift carried off the honors in the correspond-
ing bitch class, with Fanchon and Lillian Rus?ell in order
named. Taking type, I liked Fanchon, Lillian Russell and
Cora, and then Swift. Mr. Roger Williams has certainly the
most sorty pack of American foxhounds I have yet come
come across. They show quality, are clean run, and there is
really little to choose between any of them. I wish they
could be oftener seen on the bench. Individually, I know of
one or two better specimens, such as Rock, but take them as
a pack they are hard to beat. If Mr. Williams has done this
why cannot other foxhound breeders do the same, and in
five years from now we could hold our own anywhere on
bench or field. They took the pack prize.

'

_
Chesapeake Bay Dogs.

Major J. M. Taylor, Judge.

The two entries, Cleveland and Rough, are too well known
to need comment.

Pointers.
Major J. M. Taylor^ Judge.

A rather mixed lot. In challenge dogs Duke of Kent n.
won, but in view of the way he stood out at elbows and his
crooked front he should have given way to RidgeviewTenny;
Ben Lewis had them both in excellent trim. Tribulation
was absent. In open hoavy dogs (7) Stanley, the winner,
should be better bent in hocks, head well shaped, but trifle
heavy and expression might be pleasamer, a well ribbed,
stylish dog, with good back and loin, fairly good in front.
Gamester came second, loses in quarters to the other, shows
plenty of quality. Franklin's (third) field qualities are bet-
ter than his bench merits, his head is nearly flat, scarcely
any stop, but otherwise he is fairly well built, coarse stern.
Ightfield Upton is leggy and flat-ribbed and broad in skull.
Glen Wildwood, vhc, has a wide, round skull and is cheeky,
good muzzle, plain long body, which would do with more
rib. Don Ritchey, who beat Strideaway in the field last fall,

is faulty in front should bs [deeper ribbed, deeper in chest
and muzzle, is a bit legay, otherwise he is a nice smart look
ing pointer. In the bitch class four came up and a Louis-

1 'admiring his bull pups."

ville entry, Mag, took the ribbon, her muzzle is plain, but
she has a nice head on the whole, one foot and pastern turn
out. Emblem, described before, came next, more stop would
improve her, nice body well ribbed. Telie Kent was fat, is a
bit wide in skull and carriage of ears, but has a good body
well ribbed up. Light-weight dogs had nine in the class,
two being absent. The well known field dog Lad of Rush
won, but is beaten in head and expression by Twinkler, sec-
ond, who is also better in legs and body. Kent's Prian has a
short, coarse head and neck. Ridgeview Cavalier, reserve, I
did not see. Chance, he , is faulty in front among other
things, flat head and with little character.
This seems to be always the way when field dogs try for

bench show honors. While their owners affect to despise
bench shows they enter into the competition with zest when
occasion offers. There is no reason why good-looking, typi-
cal dogs should not be good field dogs but somehow very few
of the noted field dogs are good bench dogs, and the placing
of such ahead in the prize list because they are good in the
field is an anomaly that should not be fostered. This more
particularly applies to the English setters at this show. A
more weedy, snipy, slab-aided lot than many of these fielders,
and especially young stock, I never saw; still tbey are from
working stock, and as such must be. respected, I suppose, ir-
respective of any standard theremay be for the breed. At a
bench show the standard should be the criterion, not field
merit or promise.
In bitches (8) Ightfield Blithe won; she shows quality if

expression were better, has a good head, stands on good run-
ning gear and body is well furnished; a good bitch. Fanny
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Kirk I could not find. Fan Fan XL is an old face. Tula, re-

serve, loses in head and front to a good one. Trxnkett s Nell

seemed heavy in whelp, ears broad and out, nice front. The
puppies were not very promising, weak muzzles and faulty

fronts being noticeable, excepting the winner, G-ilt Edge 11.,

who has a fair head and is promising. .,, _ ,

Duke of Kent II. won the field trial class ribbon with Lad
of Rush next, Ightfield Blithe third, who can beat Lad, and
Don Ritchey reserve. C. G. Stoddard took the kennel prize.

English Setters.
Major J. M. Taylor, Judge.

The exhibit here was essentially a field trial gathering for

bench honors, and plainly demonstrated the fact that the

standard for English setters is being completely lost sight of

in the race for nose and pace for field trials and field work.

Typical-headed dogs were few and far between, and dogs

were prized and commended that had no more type than a

broom handle and with just about the sam e substance. If

more care is not exercised we shall have the majority of Eng-
lish setters of so many types, sizes and assortments of weedi-

ness as the American foxhounds that have been allowed to

run to nose and speed. Monk of Furness, a little lighter m
flesh than at Boston, won in challenge dogs. In the open

class for dogs seventeen came forward, and a really good dog
in any company, Paul Bo, rightly won; he is one of the few
axceptions that have made a reputation in both spheres.

Jack Berwin, second, is a nicely made dog that should have
a deeper muzzle. Noble Lit, third, well show;*, has a fairly

good head, is a little drooping in stern, body "well ribbed.

Paul Hill, from the same kennels, shows his breed

ing, but is a bit straight-faced. Rodfiels, vhc, is

faulty in .front, flat feet, not in shape and decidedly

lucky. Chesterford Surprise has a rather well-shaped

head; at any rate he has some type about him.

Jim Lay is fat and leggy. Livingston, is not quite straight

in forelegs, ribs should be more sprung. Dan Rodengo, also

he, has little shape or character of head, but probably got
his card for running gear. Several well known bitches were
found well up with the ribbons in the bitch open class.

Belle of Riverview proved the winner; her muzzle should be
squarer, otherwise she is a nicely made little bitch. Flight of

Riverview is well known. Then came Toledo Queen, third,

who could to advantage be better ribbed up, is back on
pasterns and head should have a deeper stop Daisy of

Riverview, reserve, is a nice little bitch all round, in

whom no prominent fault could be found. Bessie Hill of

Riverview, vhc, is rather plain in head and feet are not true.

Fire Fly is houndy headed. Mary W., vhc, has a rather
nice head, more typical than any other in this kennel. Lizzie

B. is fat and a bit plain headed. Cincinnati's Pride is a
promising pup with good type of head. Bay B. is another nice
headed one if a little squarer in muzzle, good body and legs.

The rest were poor and did not deserve their cards. In the
field trial class Paul Bo rightly won with Fingal second, and
Glean's Pink third—anything but a "fancy" dog. J. Taylor
Williams got the kennel prize with a nice even lot.

Irish Setters.
Major J. M. Taylor, Judge.

Pride of Patsey and Finglas were placed as named. This
is Finglas' first challenge appearance I believe. The- other
beats him in type of head, Finglas's being too heavy for an
Irish setter and he is none too good behind. Laura B. had
no difficulty in scoring over Bessie Fenmore, losing in head
and frcnt; Laura never looked better in late years. In open
dogs (9) Young Tim rightly won, followed by Kildare Du-
quesne who should be better ribbed and finer in skull. Red
Chief, third, is a big, heavy-headed dog, good color. Satan,
reserve, has a rather coarse head and is white chested. Ship,
vhc, is another plain headed one, but has good legs and that
goes all the time. In bitches (5) first went to Ruby Glenmore
II., whose condition should hrve acted against her. Delphine
came second, repeatedly described. Jennie, third, is a nice
headed one, though a little lumpy in skull, good body, legs
and color and might have beaten Delphinne. Queen Madge
deserved her cards. In| puppies Kildare Neville proved the
most promising. Finglas took the field trial class specials
and Seminole Kennels the kennel prize.

Gordon Setters.
Major J. M. Taylor, Judge.

After the little Boston flurry we are down to the old style
again, for Leo B. and Duchess of Waverly farmed the prizes.
In open dogs (2) Homer S., in spite of an indifferent head
beats Highland Kent and better in body and bone and front.
Bitches had a larger entry (4), and Thelma won; nice tan
markings, fairly well ribbed and shows lots of quality. Maid
of Waverly is beaten in head and condition. Belle of
Waverly, he, hocks turn in, and is short of coat; nice head
and markings, might be truer in front. One puppy was
shown, Reginald's Girl, but I could not find it. Dr. Dixon
took the kennel prize.

Spaniels,
James Mortimer, Judge.

These classes were assigned to Mr. Bell, but in his absence
Mr. Mortimer passed judgment upon them. The entries
were not large but the quality was excellent Most of those
shown have been commented upon recently. Irish water
spaniels had two entries, Kitty of Cork and Trouble, and
Kitty in better coat had no difficulty in winning. Field
spaniel challenge dogs had one entry, the well known New-
ton Abbott Torso. The specialty show sensation Staley
Baron, was the only open class representative, and seemed
to have put on flesh since last week. In cocker challenge
dogs, Jay Kay was absent and thus left Middy a bloodless
victory and Miss Waggles experienced the same easy win in
her class; I Say not putting in an appearance. With one
exception the open black dogs are well known, King Raven,
Jr. and The Fashion were divided by the much abused
Donovan. The Fashion is small but more typical than
Donovan, who is coarse headed. Raidy, he, loses in front
and muzzle and length of body. King Cole and Wildfire
were absent. In bitches (2), Kathleen beat Phonsie II. in
bone, kead and cobbiuess, is also straighter and. flatter in
coat. Miss Chloe and Fashion did not turn up. Cherry
Punch, although coarse in head, won from Hamilton Beauty,
being shorter in body, better bone and truer in front,
Beaaty's feet turning out: her frail muzzle spoils an other-
wise good head and expression. Red Justice was absent.
The Swiss Mountain Kennels won all the specials, and their
dogs were well shown, especially considering the extensive
traveling they have done this season. They have now earned
a merited rest.

Collies.
James Mortimer, Judge.

These classes were fairly well filled, and there was some
quality. Our old friend, Charleroi II., came on from St.
Louis and took the challenge prize on a walkover. He was
looking fairly well, but has grown wide and coarse in front
and head. In open dogs it was keen work between Chester-
field Hero and Toronto Wonder; the little dog was shedding,
but beats Wonder in head and front, but Wonder was in
better coat and is stronger in hindparts. Robbin, third, is a
light, weedy little thing, with a nice long head, heavy ears,
good straight coat, dense and long. Pete is coarse-headed.
There was plenty of quality in bitches. The two winners,
Glen and Flora May, were at the Specialty show. Glen beats
in head, carriage of ears, style and action. Sparkle, third,
was out of coat, fair head. Duchess of Fife, reserve, has
gone coarse, and Maud Marion might have come in there-
Maud heavy in ear, short-headed and with little coat, won
he. Topsy C. is a plain-headed one, and has not the quality
of former entries from this kennel. Robbin and Pete divided

novice dog honors, and in bitches Glen and Flora May and
Chesterford Lilly, the well-known white-bodied bitch, took
the corresponding ribbons in the bitch class. Woodlawn
Belle scored easily over Maud in head, ears and coat in the
puppy class, with Pete vhc Woodlawn Park Kennels took
the specials.

^Poodles.
IJames Mortimer, Judge.

Quite a big entry for a show like this and some good ones

were on hand. Milo and Miss Chloe did not turn up for the
challenge prizes. In open class cards, Black Jack, in spite of

his long body, was in so much-better shape than Bismarck,
that he deserved his first. Bismarck was looking brown and
matted in cords, but is truer formed than the other. Curlies

had an entry of seven with two absentees. Sidi, Snowball
and Girofla were the money winners for their new owner,
who starts well. The winner is not in such good curl as I

have seen him. I preferred Girofla for second, stronger in

loin and better in front and hind action than Snowball. Ithel,

reserve, is a smart, longheaded one. Queen Zip, vhc , was
at Chicago and Stella, he, is a little slack in back. Monghlow
has not the head quality of the others, being coarse, and light

eyed, good curl and bone.

Bulldogs.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Walhampton again beat Romance in challenge dogs and
the Graven Image was the only one in the corresponding
class. Found It had little difficulty in scoring over Rustic
Sovereign, who is plain headed and loses so much at shoulder
to the other. Rustic King II. was absent. The puppy Juno
had matters to herself in the bitch class and had a similar

victory in puppy bitches. Found It took the special for best

easily enough, andWoodlawnPark Kennels the kennel prize.

Bull-Terriers.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Like all shows in new countries, these classes were a little

mixed and the colored dogs were in evidence. Champion
Crisp, fairly well shown, and Attraction, who never looked
better, won in their respective challenge classes without
effort. Open dogs had eight entries, with one absentee.

Principio, in much better shape than at Chicago, scored

pretty easily from Top Sparkle, who loses in front and clean-

ness of head to the older dog. Prince Gully, getting cheeky
and a bit wide in front, came in for third, while Jim Corbett,

with a dash of tan on ear and side of head, was given vhc.

;

his head is short and thick. The others were of the business

order. Jeanne D'Arc and Lansdowne Thelma, two well-

known bitches, scooped up the money in this class; neither

one verf good, and Thelma looked a bit thin and leggy;

Jeanne beats her in body and forelegs. Miladi, third, should
be closer in toes, muzzle plain , body well formed. She after-

ward won in puppies, followed by a nice-fronted one in Wild
Rose.
The Boston terriers did not show up.

Dachshunds.
James Mortimer, Judge.

The challenge winner, Fritz K., is getting coarse in head.
In open dogs two black and tans, Moritz and Max, came for-

ward and were placed as named; neither are up to date and
are more on the terrier order; the winner is out at elbow and
short-bodied. Max is light in chest, not let down enough,
and is too broad in skull and of the short-eared type. Maus,
first in bitches, was alone; her muzzle is weak and skull too
broad; fair length, but not enough crook nor depth of chest.

Beagles.
Major J. M. Taylor, Judge.

Several well known winners took the long trip from the
North and profited by it at the expense of comfort. Forest
Hunter won in challenge dogs, Adam being absent. In
bitches, Twintwo, looking heavy in whelp, scored, alone.

NippoII., a local dog, proved the winner in open dogs (3) but
I thought Bowman more entitled to the position, though a
bit wide in front and "toed" in; the other is no better in
front, being faulty in other points, while Bowman scores in
expression, shape of head and body and carriage and true
type. Grover, third, has a poor front and is a sort of mouse-
color with light tan marks. In bitches the Boston winner
Molly L.won again, followed by Vic R., well known. Fanny,
third, is plain in head and long cast, fair front. The others
had little true type. In novice Ring and Dolly Yarden were
the winners as named; neither are typical; Dolly's head is the
best but she loses in front to the other and in body. Vic R.
won in the field class, nothing being against him. Forest
Beagle Kennels took the kennel prize.

Fox-Terriers.
James Mortimer, Judge.

There were some good ones on hand and others that were
far from correct. In challenge class Grouse II. won again.
Open dogs (4) saw a rather mixed lot, but the winners are
well known. Arrondale Mixture scored well in head from
Landsowne Triton, with the well-known Poverino third,
second was beaten in head, coat and rib. The winner
looked in fine shape. Reserve went to Boaster, rather
coarse in skull and too domy. Hillside Royal has a rather
nice head, ears too high, light bone, fair front. Van K, Pan-
is coarse in head. Shelby Forest, c, is domy in skull. In
bitches a very smart, nicely made one, in Chicago was
placed over eighteen others, Lansdowne Trim, came next,
big in ear, faulty in feet, weak face, nice body. Ripon Re-
gina, third, was rather lucky, as she is coarse in skull and
has too much stop. Bonaly Belle has a rather coarse,
short head, good ears and body and coat. I forgot to men-
tion that Richmond Jessamine, well known, was reserve, and
might well have scored over Regina, nice long head, but
skin condition probably put her back. Lansdowne Dim-
ity, vhc, we have heard of before, a most terrier-like
bitch. Swan Parr is cheeky, ears carried wide and is

a little out at elbow, otherwise she is good. In novices
(15) a rather motley crowd came into the ring, short,
thick heads predominating. First went to Raby Nettle, a
smart sort, head could be a bit longer to advantage and more
coat would improve her. Ripon Regina, second, and Kate
Parr third. Raby Jim, vhc, too much stop, faulty in front,
a little more rib wanting, and fine in coat. In puppies (11)
Driftwood Rambler was lucky, as his front is very poor, out
at elbows and bowed, and ribs are flat. Maple Leaf, second,
has a nice ear, good bone and front, but is not clean enough
in neck and top. Green's Trimmer is a terrier all over;
beats the winner in front, character and has a longer and
better shaped head. Green's Pearl gets her feet out a bit,
ears rather large, nicely formed in other points. Flip Parr
is too prominent in brow yet, but has length enough to
improve.
In wire dogs Undercliffe Coronet, a little coarse, won over

Hillhurst Piper. The winner's hocks turn in, good coat, ears
well carried and plenty of bone. Piper is weak in muzzle,
but has a longer, narrower, cleaner skull than winner. Jess
Frost won in bitches with Hillhurst Rose, second, head
should be longer and stronger in muzzle; other parts good.
My Own, third, is coarse-headed, but good in forelegs and
coat. Dixie, Jr. , is a pretty little thing, but weedy. Leinster
Kennels took the kennel prize.

Irish Terriers.
James Mortimer, Judge,

Jack Briggs had a walkover in Jackanapes's absence for
challenge honors. Brick Bat, Jr., won easily over Bruce,
who is coarse in head and his front is not above suspicion

—

a little bowed. In bitches (2) Judy won; she is out of coat
now. Chancery Lass, second, is better in front, but is not

clean enough in head, too much hair on skull and sharp in

muzzl**, also has a cloddy sort of body.

Scotch Terriers.
James Mortimer, Judge.

The winners are all well-known. Scotch Hot beats The
Colored Preacher in head and front. Merry Call was the
only bitch shown and won.
In Sir Thomas's absence the Skye terriers were poor and

the prizes were withheld from the four local entries in open
class.

Yorkshire Terriers.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Not a good one among ihem, all being too light and smutty
in tan, and light in body color, with heads as big as black
and tans nearly.

Black and Tan Terriers.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Rochelle Oolah was fortunate in finding Sultan and Prince
Regent on the absent lis*-; he now scores at a 500 dog show
for the champion title. Gypsey Girl, as usual in the pink
of condition, was also alone in her class. In open dogs Ches-
terford Victor was the only entry; his good front and body
and fairly good markings entitled him to his blue ribbon;
he gets his tail up and is slightly breeched, and has a little

too much stop. Chesterford Park Kennels took the kennel
prize.

Pugs.
James Mortimer, Judge.

An excellent entry, but quality, on the whole, was not very
good. Bob Joy scored nicely over Drummer for the challenge
prize. In open dogs (3) the well known Al Von beat Patsy
Boliver, who has the best head but does not carry his ears so

well and is dark-faced. Ivy, third, has also been out before;

he has the best front of the lot.

In bitches (6) first went to the well known Philadelphia
winner Pansy G., over Miss Decima, between whom there is

little to choose. Pansy beats Decima in skull, carriage of

ears, better front and toenails and condition. Queen Zitka
is making up into a nice little sort. Hooker, reserve, was at

Chicago, and so was Lady Verne, longer in muzzle than she
should be. In novice dogs Young Penrice beats Leo in head
and body and curl. La Belle Sonora, good nails and trace,

won in novice bitches (4), Hooker second and Satine II. vhc
She carries her ears back, is light in eye but fairish in head;
light body. Jersey is he; her ears _ almost prick. Puppy
prizes in dogs were withheld and in bitches Zola P. won, too

narrow and long in face. Mildred, second, has big ears and a
long muzzle.

King Charles Spaniels.
James Mortimer, Judge.

Only two rather nice specimens were shown; first to Do-
minion Prince aud second to Rose, both from the same ken-
nels in Canada.

Italian Greyhounds.
James Mortimer, Judge.

A nice lot. Sprite was the challenge winner. In dogs,

Adonis a fair headed one, took first over Tip Top; good long
head, ears faulty, but an active, f-mart little thing, that
seemed to be at home wherever he went. Taglioni, third;

has been seen before. Snowball is a white one. In bitches a
nice little one in Dainty Lass scored over Dolly and Nellie;

faulty in ear, carriage and skull. Perfection was the only
whippet and was awarded the blue.

Miscellaneous.
James Mortimer, Judge.

In dogs (4) first went to a fluffy, small Pomeranian, and
second to another one, Barneth, with a better and longer

head. Dewr (the Welshman) claimed third; traveling seems
to agree with him. In. bitches (2) a Chihuahua and small
Mexican hairless took the money in the order named and
this ended the judging at Louisville's first bench show under
A. K. C. rules. H. W. LACY.

LIST OF AWARDS.

MASTIFFS.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Eberhart & Heywood's Tiger; 2d,

Wesley Wuliams's Tiger; 3d, S. M. Lemont's Duke. Bitches: 1st, L.

D. White's Jewel.—Novice—1st, Wesley Williams's Tiget; 3d, Bessie

G. Griffiths's Alfred V. Oldham.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rocqh—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, C. A. Pratt's Sir

Bedivere. Bitches: 1st, C. A. Pratt's Rustic Beauty.—Open—Dogs:
1st, Alta Kennels' Grand Master; 3d, J. G. Reess's Fernwood Arden;
3d, Mrs. John L. Deppen's Carlo. Reserve, J. W. Fry's Chauncey M.
Very high com., Mrs. J. M Vaughan's Grover Cleveland. High com.,

T. M. Averitt's General Lee. Com., F. G. Holtheide's Romey. Bitches:

1st, 0. A. Pratt's Warda; 2d, Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford

Lady; 3d, P. Glenn's Nellie G. Reserve, Mrs. J. G. Reess's Lady
Theano. Very high com., J. E. Goren's Donna. High com., Mrs.

John C. Sherley's Mene. Com,, Matt. J. Cassin's Flora.—Smooth-
Open—Dogs: 1st, John W. Fornof's Lawrence Garza; 2d, C. A. Pratt's

Argyle Alpha; 3d, Andrew Van Dibber's Lord Keeper. Bitches: 1st,

Swiss Mountain Kennels' Sunol; 2d, Alta Kennels' Lady Judith; 3d,

Mrs. Wm. Marshall's Judelle.—Novice—1st, Alta Kennels' Cathedral;

2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Empire State; 3d, A. Van Bibber's Lord
Keeper. Very high com., Miss Lizzie Newhaus's Lord Richmond.
High com., Mrs. H. Tamplet's Fleeta.—Poppies—1st, Alta Kennels'
Nicode; 2d, Mrs. J. M. Vaughan's Grover Cleveland. Very high com.,
Robert L. Utterback's Prince.

GREAT DANES.—Challenge—1st, Paul Clagstone's Stanley.—Open
—Dogs: 1st, M. J. Mehan's Sancho; 2d, J. G. Carter's Tirus; 3d, W.
Smith's Colonel I. Very high com , B. C. Franke's Norman. High
com., F. O. Dixon's Rudolph. Bitches: 1st, D. Oswald's Lady.—
Novice—Prize withheld.

—

Poppies—Prizes withheld.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Open—1st, Mrs. Ernest Siefried's Ringer;
2d, F. K Harvey's Nelly; 3d, L. B. Zimmerman's Ponto.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, W. H. Hunt-
ington's Argoss. Bitches: 1st, H. W. Huntington's Zerry.—Open—
Dogs: 1st and 2d, H. W. Huntington's Odrooski and Optimist; 3d,

Chas. Stedman Hanks's Sorvanets. Bitches: 1st and reserve, Chas.
Stedman Hanks's Olivia and Zmeiaa; 2d and 3d. H. W. Huntington's
Riga and Irma. Very high com.. Terra Cotta Kennels' Krimena.
Puppies: 1st, Chas. Stedman HankB's Lady Dietz; 2d, H. W. Hunt-
ington's Suddarka.

DEERHOUNDS.—1st, C. B. Robinson's Hillside Rinaldo; 2d, Col.

Wm. B. Smith's Claymore.

GREYHOUNDS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, A. W. Purbeck's Gem of
the Season. Bitches: 1st, Joe Lewis's Wild Rose.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st,

C. A. Robinson's Rome Marble; 2d, J. H. Winslow's Jack of Clubs;
3d, Mrs. J. J. Morrison's Prince Delmar. Bitches: 1st, C. A. Robin-
son's Maid Marion; 2d, Miss Lillie M. Duff's Beauty.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st, Roger D. Williams's
Commodore.—Open— Dogs: 1st, reserve and very high com. (2),

Pioger D. Wuliams's Argonaut, Lee, Ramsey and Deacon; 2d and 3d,

Jas. F. Winn's Miller H. and Roxie. High com. and com. (2), Iroquis
Kennels' Clipper, Hindoo and King Lee. Bitches: 1st, 3d, reserve and
very high com., Roger D. Williams's Bowsprit, Flossie, La Joya, Houri
and Fahchon; 2d, James F. Winn's Swift. High coni. and com., Iro-

quois Kennels' Lillian Russell and Corn.—Novice—Dogs: 1st and 2d,

James F. Winn's Miller II. and Roxie; 3d and com., Iroquois Kennels'
Clipper and Hindoo. Bitches: 1st, James F. Winn's Swift ; 2d. Roger
D. Williams's Fanchon; 3d and com., Iroquois Kennels' Lillian Russell
and Cora.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.— Challenge—1st, B. Alton Smith's
Cleveland.—Open—1st, B. Alton Smith's Rough.

POINTERS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Glen Rock Kennels' Duke of
Kent n. Reserve, Netherwood Kennels' Eidgeview Tenny.—OeES-Dogs
(551bs. and over); 1st, W. H. Clark's Stanley; 2d, F. L. Fleer's Game-
ster: 3d, A. P. Houston's Franklyn. Reserve, C. G. Stoddard's Ight-
fleld'Upton. Very high com., D. P. Ritchey 's Don Ritchey and P. L.
Atherton's Glen Wildwood. Com., J. Borgmeyer's Bob. Bitches (501bs.

and over); 1st, J. Moor6's Mag; 2d, B. F. Lewis's Emblem; 3d, E. K.
Goldsborough s Telie Kent.—Dogs (under 551bs.">; 1st, J. L. Adarns'sLad
of Rush: 2d,GlenRock Kennels' Twinkle; 3d, W. S. Coulson's Kent's
Prian. Reserve, C. G. Stoddard's Ridgeview Cavalier. High com., C. E.
Victor's Jett H. Chance. Com , L. W. Blankenbaker's Phantoin Boy and
T. J. O'Bryan's Negro Boy. Bitches funder 501bs.); 1st and very
high com , C. G. Stoddard's Ightfield Blithe and Triukett's Nell; 3d,

Dr. J. G. F. Holston's Fanny Kirk; 3d, C. E. Cornell'* Fan Fan H. Re-
serve, W. S. Davis's Tula Com , T. H. Gibbs's Maud and J. H. Seng's
Stelle. Puppies; 1st, J. L. Adams's Gilt Edge H; 2d, J. S. Doane's
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Lad's Nelly. Reserve, F. J. Eissenman's Spare Rib—Field Trial
Class (for dogs and^bitches which have been placed at any recognized
public field trial.): 1st, Glen Rock Kennels 1 Duke of Kent II.; 2d, J. L.
Adams's Lad of Rush; 3d, C. G. Stoddard's Ightfleld Blithe. Reserve,
D. P. Ritchey's Don Ritchey.

ENGLISH SETTERS —Challenge—Dogs: 1st, J. E. Dager'sMonk
of Furness.—Open—Dogs; 1st, R. Merrill's Paul Bo; 2d and high com.,
J. A. Shxiver's Jack Berwin and Livingston; 3d aud reserve, J. Taylor's
Noble Lit and Paul Hill. Very high com., A. L. Semple's Fingal, P. T
Madison's Rodflels and Chesterford Park Kennels' Ohesterford Sur-
prise. High com., J. Barret's Jim Lay and N. T. Harris's Don Rod-
erigo. Com., G. W. Sudduth's Czar, C. L Troxell's Dcm and C L.
Niumn's Ike. Bitches: 1st. 2d, reserve and very high com., J. T
Williams's Belle of Riverview, Flight, of Riverview, Daisy of Riverview
and Bessie Hill of Riverview; 3d, C. A. Rathbone's Toledo Queen.
Very high com., T. J. Landrum's Fire Fly, G 8. Bowman's Kate and
Manchester Kennel Company's Mary W. High com., E. A. Bowman's
Lizzie B. and W. P. Biddle's Lady Hur. Com., J. N. Barker - Bel
McLean. Puppies: 1st, B. P. Lewis's Cincinnati's Pride; 2d, W. L
Blankenbaker's Bay B. Reserve, J. R. Watson's Nancy Petticoat
very high com., Manchester Kennel Company's Leonidas. High com
L. W. Blankenbaker's Antoinette Gladstone and Manchester Kennel
Company's Gladstone Sue. Com., S. S. Bush, Jr.'s Ginger and Man-
chester Kennel Company's Belle of Paris.

—

Field Trial Class (for
dogs and bitches that have ever been placed at any recognized uu folic
field trial): 1st, R Merrill's Paul Bo; 2d, A. L. Semple's Fingal- 2d
Manchester Kennel Company's Gleam's Pink.
IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dops: 1st.Seminole Kennels' Pride of

Patsy. Reserve, W, L. Washington's Finglas. Bitches: 1st, Seminole
Kennels' Laura B Reserve, vv

. H. Eakins's Bessie Fenmore -Open-
Dogs: 1st, Seminole Kennels' Young Tim; 2d, W, L. Washington's
Kildare Duquesne; 3d, R. P. Thompson's Red Chief. Reserve and vervWgh com J Clark, Jr.'s Satan and Ship. Com., J. McNab's Roy
Bitches: 1st, W. L. Washington's Ruby Glenmore II.; 2d and veryhfeh
com., Seiumole Kennels' Delphine and Queen Madge; 3d, Chesterford
Park Kennels' Jennie. High com., L. Hart's Music. Puppies: lsfcW
L. Washington's Kildare Neville; 2d, D. E. Pierson's Dharragh Bragh'—Field Trial Class (for dogs and bitches that have been placeffatany recognized public field trial)—1st, W. L. Washington's Finglas
GORDON SETTERS.-Challenge-Do3s; 1st, Dr. S. G Dixon's

Leo B. Bitches: 1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duchess of Waverly —Open—
Dogs: 1st, W. O. Lindley's Homer S ; 2d, Highland Kennels' Highland
Kent. Bitches: 1st, R. B. Parks's Thelma; 2d aud bigh com Dr S G
Dixpn's Maid of Waverly and Bell of Waverly. Puppies: 1st, Highl
land Kennels' Reginald's Girl. ' 6

™IRIg Ĥ ^R
rn
SPAN7ELS--lst '

R F
- Lewi8 '

s Kitty of Cork; 2d,
Mrs. E. G. Fink's Trouble. 11
FIELD SPANIELS.—-Challenge Dogs: 1st, H. L. Jones's NewtonAbbot Torso,—Open—Black-Dosts; 1st, Toon & Thomas's Stalev

Barron. *

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—38LB3. and Under—Doas- 1st
Swiss Mountain Kennels' Middy. Bitches: 1st, Swiss mountain Ken-
nels Miss Waggles.—Open—Dogs: 1st and 3d. Swiss Mountain Kennels'
King Raven, Jr. and The Fashion; 2d, W. C. Payne's Donovan Hifehcom Mrs. J C-Davis's Raidy Bitches: 1st, Swiss Mountain Rennets'
Kathleen; 2d, W. T - Payne's Pnonsie II—Any other CoLOR-lst and
2d, Swiss Mountam Kennels' Cherry Punch and Hamilton Beauty.
COLLIES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, J. A. Long's Charleroi H —Open—Dogs: 1st, Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford Hero; 2d F S

Anderson's Toronto Wonder; 3d, B. H. Roberts's Robbiu. High com
'

T. H. Sherley's Pete. Bitches: 1st, 2d and reserve, Wbodlawn Park
Kennels' Glen, Flora May and Duchess of Fife; 3d and very high com
Chesterford Park Kennels' Sparkle and Maud Marion. High com and
com., E Huidekoper's Maud and Topsy.—Novice—Dogs: 1st, R H
Roberts's Robin; 2d, T. H. Sherley's Pete. Bitches: 1st:"and 2d Wood-
lawn Park Kennels' Glen and Flora May; 3d, Chesterford Park Ken-
nels' Chesterford Lilly. High com. and com., E. Huidekoper's Maud
and Topsy. Puppies: 1st, Vtoodlawn Park Kennels' Woodfawn Belle-
2d, E Huidekoper's Maud. Very high com., T. H. Sherley's Pete.
POODLES —Corded—1st, Mrs. R. J. Carter's Black Jack; 2d Dr

Dut-r's Bismarck.-CuRLY-lst, 2d and 3d, Jallappa Kennels' Sidi, Snow-
ball and Girotia. Reserve and high com., J. B. Ellison's Ithel and
Stella. Very high com., and com., Eberhart Pug Kennels' Queen Zip
and Moughlow. ^ ^

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Doqs: 1st, Woodlawn Park Kennels'Waihampton. Reserve, Toon & Thomas's Romance. Bitches' 1stWood awn Park Kennels' Graven Image.—Open—Dogs: 1st Miss
Byrne's Found It; 2d, Woodlawn Park Kennels' Rustic Sovereign
Bitches: Woodlawn Park Kennels' Juno.—Poppies—Bitches- lkt
Woodlawn Park Kennels' Juno.

1

'

BULL-TERRIERS,—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Luzboro Kennels' Cham-
pion Crisp.-ZMfcftes; 1st F. F. Dole's Attraction.-Open-—Dogs: 1st
Wentworth Kennels' Principio; 2d, F. F. Dole's Top Sparkle- 3d'Toon & Thomas's Prince Gully. Very high com., N. T. Harris's Jim
Corbett.-Bitches: 1st, F. F. Dole's Jeanne D'Arc: 2d, Lansdowne
Kennels Lansdowne Thelma; 3d, J. M. MeCormick's Miladi High
?t°^'-

F
o ;,

VV
^-

Ijl
?
derma^8 Grace^Pifppies: 1st, J. M. McCormick's

Miladi; 2d, Wentworth Kennels' White Rose. Very high com F F
Dole's Edgewood Pearl. •'

1

DACHSHUNDS.—Challenge—1st, L. O. Seidel's Fritz K.—Open—
Dugs: 1st and 2d, K. F. Eller's Moritz and Mar.—Bitches: 1st K F
Eller's Maus. '

BEAGLES.—-Challenge—Dogrs.- 1st. Forest Beagle Kennels' Forest
Hunter.- Bitches: lstHForest Beagle Kennels' Twmtwo.—Open—Dogs-
1st, J. W. Pennypacker's NippsH.-, 2d, Forest Beagle Kennels' Bow-man; 3d, J. H. Embry's UroYer.—Bitches; 1st. M. Lewis Jr.'s Molly
L. ; 2d, Forest Beagle Kennels' Vic R. ; 3d, J. W.' Pennypacker's Fanny
Com. J. W. Pennypacker's Betsy S. and J. H. Embry's Vic-Novice-
1st, J. W. Pennypacker's Ring; 2d, L Kerns's Dolly Varden.—Field
Trial Class—(Dogs and bitches that have been placed at any recog-
nized public field trial) : 1st, Forest Beagle Kennels' Vic R.
FOX-TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—Bitches: 1st, C. S. Hanks's Grouse
H.-Oi>EN-Do£fs; 1st, H Le Roy Jones's Arrandale Mixture; 2d and
M, Lansdowne Kennels' Lansdowne Triton and Lansdowne Poverina
Reserve, W. ». Applegate's Boaster. Very high com., J F Bait's Hill-
side Royal. Hign com., Parr & Son's Van K. Parr Com N T
Harris's Hurstbourne Boy. Pitches: 1st, Leinster Kennels' Chicago:
2d, Lansdowne Kennels' Lansdowne Trim; 3d, Woodlawn Park Ken-
nels' Ripon Regina. Reserve, Mr. Walker's Richmond Jesamine. Very
high com., Lansdowne Kennels' Lansdowne Dimity and Hamilton
Fox-Terrier Kennels' Bonaly Belle. High com., E. Parr & Son's Swan
Parr. Com., Hamilton Fox-Terrier Kennels' Maple Leaf —Novice—
1st, Leinster Kennels' Raby Nettle; 2d, Woodlawn Park Kennels'
Ripon Regina, 3d, E. Parr & Son's Kate Parr. Very high com WC
&. D. Green's Raby Jim. Puppies: 1st, Leinster Kennels' Driftwood
Rambler; 2d, Hamilton Fox-Terrier Kennels' Maple Leaf Reserve
and very high com., W. C. & D. Green s Green's Trimmer and Green's
Pearl. High com

, E. Parr & Son's Flip Parr. Com., J F Belt's
Columbia and N. T, Harris's Hurstbourne Sam.—WtreHaihed—Doqs-
1st, Hamilton Fox-Terrier Kennels' Undercliff Coronet: 2d Hillhurst
Kennels' Hillhurst Piper. Bitches: 1st, Woodlaud Park' Kennels' Jess
Frosi.; 2d, Hillhursi Kennels' Hillhurst Rose; 3d, Hamilton Fox-Ter-
rier Kennels' My Own. Very high com., W. W. Webb's Dixie, Jr.
IRISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—lst,Toon & Thomas's JackBriges—Open—Dogs: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Brick Bat, Jr.; 2d. Wondlawn

Kennels' Bruce Bitches: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Judy; 2d', Woodlawn
Park Kennels' Chancery Lass.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Scotch Hot- 2d
Chesterford Park Kennels' 'I lie Colored Preacher. Pitches: 1st. Toon& Thomas's Merry Coll.

SKVE TERRIERS.—Prizes withheld.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—.Do^s; 1st, A. G. Ormsby's Josh; 2d J
Foster's Actor; 3d, S. Newman, Jr.'s Tody, Jr. Very high com , Miss
L. Derseh's Rags Ormsby. Bitches: 1st, J. a. Zimmerman's Flo H
2d, O. Stewart's Cain's Ethel; 3d, W. Lindsy's Flo.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Ohester-
ford Park Kennels' Roehelle Oolah. Bitches: 1st, Toon & Thomas's
Gipsy Girl.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Ohesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford
Victor.
TOY TERRIERS.—1st, Dr. F. Rels's Petite.

PUGS-Challenge—Dogs; 1st, Miss E. Cryer's Bob Ivy. Reserve
German-Howard Pug Kennels' Drummer.—Open— Dogs: 1st, German-
Howard Pug Kennels' Al Von; 2d, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Patsy Boli-
var; 3d, Miss E. Cryer's Ivy. Bitches: 1st, Miss E. cr\ er's Pansy G ; 2d
and reserve, Geiiuan-Howard Pug Kennels' Miss Decirua and Hooker;

mau-iiu»tuu j. Ujg luuuicu i uuug reprice, bo, iurs. n,. iu. Marsn s.Leo
Bitches: 1st, Eberhart Pug Kennels' La Belle Sonora: 2d and very high
com., German-Howard Pug Kennels' Hooker and Satine II. High
com , Mrs. J. Losey's Jersey.—Puppies—Dogs: Prizes withheld
Bitches: 1st, Mrs. F. W. Purderer's Zola P. ; 2d, German-Howard Pug
Kennels' Mildred.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—1st and 2d, Ben Davis's Rose and
Dominion Prince.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.

—

Challenge—1st, Joe Lewis's Sprite.—
Open—Dogs: 1st, Mrs.W. G.Benham's Adonis; 2d. Mrs. H. B. Dunbar's
Tip Top

;

Snowball. ~.
Dolly; 3d, R. Taylor's Nellie.

WHIPPETS.

—

Bitches: 1st, Toon & Thomas's Perfection.

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

Dogs: 1st, W. S. Pate's Snow (Spitz); 2d, Miss
Annie Varallie's Barneth (Pomeranian); 3d, Woodlawn Park Kennels'
Dewr (Welsh terrier). Very high com., G. Keil's Werra (Russian
wolf spitz), J. Moerlin's Swan's Down. Bitches: 1st, H. B. Dunbar's
Nita (Chihuahua); 2d, Miss Minnie Sherley's Topsy (Mexican hair-
less).

SPECIALS.

Mastiffs.—Best in show (2), Tiger.
St. Bernards.—Best in the show, Sir Bedivere. Best smooth dog

under 18 months, Argyle Alpha. Best kennel (2), Argyle Kennels.
Best bitch in the show. Rustic Beauty. Best pair, Sir Bedivere and
Rustic Beauty. Best puppy, Nicode.
Russian Wolfhounds.—Best kennel, H. W. Huntington. Rest in the

show, Argoss. Best pair, Argoss and Zerry.
Deerhounds.— Best in the show, Hillside Rinaldo.
Greyhounds.—Best brace in opeu classes, Rome Marble and Maud

Marion. Best in the show, Gem of the season.
American Foxhounds.—Bast bitch in the show, Bowsprit. Best

couple, Argonaut and Bowsdrit Best pack, Roger D. Williams's.
Chesapeake Bay Dogs—Best kennel, B. Alton Smith's.
Pointers - Best dog with a field trial record and his record and

dog show qualities to be each considered, Duke of Kent II. Best in
open classes with a field trial record, Lad of Rush. Best bitch in the
show, Ightfleld Blythe. Best pointer or setter in show, Duke of Kent
II. Best bitch under two years old, solid color, black, white or fiver,
Mrs Boa's La Belle Kate. Best kennel, C. & Stoddard.
English Setters.—Best brace, Noble Lit and Belle of Riverview.

Best dog in open class with field triol record, Paul Bo, also best in
those classes. Best kennel, J. Taylor Williams's.
Irish Setters.—Best that has been placed at any public field trial in

America or Europe, Finglas. Best dog, same conditions, Finglas.
Best brace, Pride of Patsey. Best in open class, Ruby Glenmore II.
Best kennel, Seminole Kennels.
Gordon Setters.—Best in show, registered, or eligible to, in the A.

K. C. S. B., Duchess of Waverley. Best brace, Leo B. and Duchess of
Waverley. Best kennel, Dr. Dixon.
Field and Irish water spaniel special did not fill.

Cookers.—Best brace (2), Middy and Miss Waggles; best kennel,
Swiss Mountain Kennels.
Collies.—Best in open classes, bred or owned by member of Collie

Club, Chesterfield Hero. Best in novices, Glen. Best brace, Glen and
Flora May. Best kennel, Woodlawn Park Kennels.
Poodles.—Best in the show. Black Jack.
Bulldogs.—Best in the show, Found It. Best kennel, Woodlawn

Park Kennels.
Bull-Terriers —Best in show, Attraction. Best under 301bs., Prin-

cipio. Best kennel, F. F. Dole.
Dachshunds.—Best pair, Dr. J. R. Eller.
Beagles.—Best brace, Nipps II. and Fanny. Best pack, Forest

Beagle. Kennels.
Fox-Terriers (Smooth) —Best bitch entered in open or novice

classes, Raby Nettle. Best pair entered in open classes, Landsowne
Triton and Landsowne Trim. Best Kentucky bred dog or bitch in the
show, Hurstbourne Boy. Best in open or novice classes, Arrondale
Mixture. Best kennel, Leinster Kennels.
Black and Tan Terriers.—Best kennel, E. B. Elliott.
Pugs.—Best get of Drummer, Zola P. Best entered and owned by a

lady, Miss E. Cryer's Boby Ivy. Best kennel, German Howard Ken-
.nels.

King Charles Spaniels.—Best brace, Dominion Prince and Rose.
. Italian Greyhound.—Best, Sprite.

POINTS AND FLUSHES
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

Field Trial Dogs vs. Shooting Dogs.
There seems to be a general belief that the new stake in-

stituted by the Eastern Field Trials Club is for "shooting
dogs" in contradistinction to field trial dogs It is unfortu-
nate that any act should be interpreted as"a formal distinct
classification of the dog for field work and the dog for field
trial competition, one a racing machine, the other for
utility. There is no sound reason why such a distinction
should be made by clubs. Even from a commercial stand-
point, no such distinction can be justly claimed.
The field trial dog should be the most perfect dog for field

work. If he can do good work to the gun in actual field
shooting he deserves better than to be classed as a "plug
shooting dog." If the "high-class" field trial doe can not do
the work of the "plug shooting dog," wherein then lies his
excellence?
Too much money in times past in the way of prizes, in

trial after trial in the circuit, specialized the sport into a
business. It gave a handler an opportunity to win $3,000 or
$4,000 in one circuit, which was out of all ratio as between
the value of the business and the value of the winning. The
feature of sport was gradually eliminated. Clubs vied with
each other in giving the biggest purses for competition.
With what result? Nearly every club which retired gave
more in prizes than it could afford. Then came that un-
pleasant result, a deficit. That was followed by the needed
assessments, after which came the inevitable resignations,
loss of interest and dissolution.
The aggregate value of the prizes was so great in the

circuit that, instead of improving the dog in general, it
narrowed the improvement down to very narrow lines. The
same strings of dogs would appear in one trial after another,
and many of the dogs would appear in the trials year after
year. There being no handicap of any kind, it became what
is colloquially known as a cinch for two or three handlers
who could control a select string of dogs. It became a fixed
business.
Gradually, under the management of several clubs, field

trial practice drifted away from that of field work. Great
speed was rated as paramount in importance, and disobe-
dience and a disregard of the gun were condoned on the
assumption that the dog was not fully broken. When such
an ill-broken dog won, he was copied as a model till at last
a well broken dog at a field trial was the exception. ludeed,
a well-broken dog then was seriously handicapped. Judges
have given more attention to breaking and better field work,
in their judgments in the past two or three years, and there
is a consequent improvement. Still, there is room for a
great deal more. But all the departure from the true
standard of work was an injury to the cause. It is wise and
proper to return to the standard which is good both iu the
field and the field trial. Make the field trial dog the ideal
shooting dog, one which can be handled without the handler
running, whistling and shoxtting simultaneously, which have
sometimes been a feature of field trials.
On the subject of "shooting dogs" aud the new stake, Mr.

Thomas Johnson writes me: "Will you tell me what a shoot-
ing dog is? Is not the best dog for a man to shoot over, the best
dog for a field trial? Are they intending to have a trial for 'dog
and man' combined, or will the prize go to the fellow who
has the most 'bird sense' and finds for his dog the most
bevies? If shooting dogs can beat field trial dogs, as I
understand them, in any kind of competition, viz., bird
finding, working to the gun, style, pace and nose, and all
the concomitants of a pleasant shooting dog, that has ail
the essentials which make the poetry of shooting to dogs, if
such is not a shooting dog and a field trial dog as well, then
I want to see a plug shooting dog. But the kind of dog I
have been trying to perfect is a field trial dog, and if a field
trial dog is not a gentleman's shooting dog, then I have
wasted quite a little time in breeding without getting a full
measure of the pleasurable effects which shooting to dogs
affords. It will be a farce, or else there is a kind of dogs I
have never seen."

While chatting with Mr. Thomas a few days since, he
mentioned that his orange and white setter dog Ned was
stolen again. Ned is seven years old, weight about 701bs.,
dewclaws on hindlegs, one eye a bit affected, and nose rough.
Any information of this dog will be gratefully received by
Mr. E. Thomas, 195 East Bandolph street, Chicago.
Mr. Thomas also told me of the tragic end of another setter

which he prized much. He has two fox-terriers which were
apparently on friendly terms with the setters, and all were

kenneled together. One direful night the setter had an un
pleasantness with the fox-terriers, or vice versa. The casus
belli will never be known. The dead body of the setter was
found in the morning with such marks of violence on the
body as denoted a violent death. The fox-terriers were as
calm and matter-of-fact as if a violent death was a mere inci-
dent of every night. They have now exclusive night time
quarters of their own.

Bicknell Glintings.

From a correspondent at Bicknell, Ind., I received a letter
in which he says:
"I think more satisfaction will be derived from the United

States field trials at West Point, Miss., than if they were
held at Grand Junction, Tenn.
"Birds are pairing off. Golden plover have been here by

the thousand. They were never known to be in this part of
the State before.
"Mr. A. J. Gleason will be over here this week. He and

Mr. George Gray start for Minnesota on May L"

On Breeding.
Mr. A. J. Gleason, of Alma, Kansas, gives the] following

interesting remarks on breeding, etc.

:

"In reference to the bull in the demand for newspaper
dogs, I am not at all surprised. It always appeared to me
as tinaccountable that men possessing ordinary horse sense
in an ordinary transaction could be so easily hoodwinked
into the belief that the progeny of certain dogs, bred by cer-
tain individuals, apparently 'having a 'pull' with those
vested with prestige through the sporting press were supe-
rior to thousands of other dogs identical in blood and likely
superior in individual merit.
"1 am glad to know that gentlemen with money to'gratify

their desires are awakening to a realizing sense of the situation
It looks as though honest breeders and trainers would even-
tually reach a parity with the fraternity who look upon the
dog merely as a medium of exchange, a sort of bait to catch
suckers with, and with the aid of gushers and paid assist-
ants, they surely have reaped a great harvest and I don't
wonder at the scarcity of victims. * * *

"If you will guarantee me $5 each for puppies at the wean-
ing age, I will supply a stockyard full annually from any
blood you can mention, and accumulate a fortune on the
short-order plan.
"Any breed of puppies can be shelled out like corn off the

cob. All that is necessary to success is to find purchasers
with more money than brains to pay for the output when
ready for delivery."

Mr. Edward Odell, at one time an owner of the best ken
nels of setters and pointers in the South for field work or
field trials, among which was old champion Bow, has de-
cided to make his home permanently at Philadelphia and
devote his attention to his large stable of fine horses.

The International Derby.
The entries of the Derby of the International Field Trials

Club's field trials close on June 1. The trials will com
mence on Nov. 5, and as heretofore will be held at Chatham,
Ont. Forfeit $2.50, second forfeit $2.50, payable Sept. 1; $5
additional to start. First, 40 per cent, of entrance; second,
20 per cent.; third, 15 per cent.; fourth, 10 per cent. Forfeit
and breeding certificate should accompany each entry
Address the secretary, W. B. Wells, Chatham, Ont.

_ B. Waters.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

Type and Field Trial Dogs.
Editor Forest and Stream:
When so lucid, experienced and courteous a writer as Mr.

W. W. Titus says anything, you may feel assured it is based
on knowledge and solid sense: yet I must disagree with his
conclusions aud definition of "type" as applied to dogs.
Type, as 1 understand it, is identical with "standard," and if
breeders do not adhere to some recognized type or standard,
our beautifully-formed setters and pointers will assuredly
lose the characteristics which have made them so much ad-
mired. The plan of making a standard to fit certain mon-
strosities which are very feeble apologies of the breeds they
were named after, has proved a lamentable failure. Mr.
Titus says that good dogs, like good horses, come in all sorts
of forms. This may be true in a few cases, but let Mr. Titus
recall the best dogs and horses that the world has produced,
and I think he will admit that a large majority were typical
specimens of their breeds. My contention, therefore, is that
breeders must have a "standard" or "type" to breed to, or
we may as well do away with names of breeds and just call
them dogs. I not only disagree with Mr. Titus in his opinion
on type, but on his ideas of what constitutes a field dog. He
says he intends running some "shooting dogs" at the East-
ern trials.

Will some one tell me the difference between a "shooting"
dog and a field trial dog. My own idea has always been, and
is, that the best field trial dog is the most perfect dog to
shoot over. Assuming which I infer that the dogs Mr. Titus
intends running, in this particular stake, are dogs not quite
good enough to win an open all-aged stake. Are there any
rules to prevent any other handler from entering any dog he
pleases? How will the judges draw the line hetween the
shooting dog and the Al field trial dog? Mr. Handler No.
2 may enter aud further will enter, and I would wager long
odds that Mr. Shooting dog of No. 2 quality gets left.
But whisper, is not this stake inaugurated by the Eastern

Field Trials Club because they have come to recognize that
the bolter and self-hunter, which they so much encouraged a
few years ago, are neither shooting dogs nor field trial dogs?A personal experience at their trials proved that I was all
astray as to what I had in my simplicity imagined should
constitute an Al field trial dog, viz., a fast, snappy, brainy,
industrious, well broken bird finder, that worked to the gun.
The dog to win, and which did win, was the one that kept the
judges busy hunting the dog; but the most farcical portion
of the trials was that after reading the rules "to give greater
credit to the dog that works promptly without noise," etc.,
and, immediately the dogs are cast off, the handlers reminded
me of boys who give a tin whistle imitation of how an Orange
fife and drum band start on the 12th of July.
I said to one of my confreres: "For goodness sake, do not

permit that perpetual toot, toot!"
"Why, yes," he said, "that's the way the dogs are trained

'to keep out at tueir work.' "

I suggested that the handlers should hang a few cow bells
to their belts, which would not probably make as much
noise, but would save considerable wind. But, pshaw! no
one knows better than Mr. Titus that the dog that should
win a field trial is the beau ideal perfect shooting dog.
Mr. P. H. Bryson says that breeders of high class English

setters are much agitated to know how certain named sires
are to be replaced. With a majority of American breeders
that is no doubt correct, but the question that does not
receive its meed of thought, but which to my mind is of para-
mount importance, is, Are we not paying too much thought
to over-studded si res at the expense of good dams? I frankly
admit that the sires he mentions have reproduced themselves
in numbers of instances. Yet I venture the assertion that
much of the credit given the sire was due to the dam, who is
rarely given her share of credit. There are few sires that
have stamped all their progeny with their own excellence.
Yet I could enumerate numbers of dams that are so entitled,
whose names are lost in obscurity.
To mention dogs in which my own kennel is closely iden •

tified would leave me open to the charge, which is only too-
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true and too prevalent, of free kennel advertisms, so that in

mentioning one case of a most remarkable character and ot a

dam which nearly every dog of note in Americagracesi

back

to, I shall free myself from any aspersions of that ratine

The one I allude to is the late Mr. Thos. Statter's Rhoebe

(1537 E K.S B.). To the uninitiated a record of a portion or

the progenv of this marvelous matron may be mterestitig.

Bruce, by Dash-Rhcebe, won the champion cup at Shrews-

toy in 1870. Dan, by Duke-Rhcebe, won the same stake

in 1871. Rob Roy. by Fred-Rhcebe, repeated m 18<2, and

Daisy, by Dash II.-Rhoebe, capped the climax in
i
187U

Thus her progenv, by different sires, won for the fourth con-

secutive year that much-coveted trophy This remarkable

record was repeated in the Shrewsbury Stakes four years m
succession. One winner was sired by D^K™^. 1^^^
three by Fred II. , the Ave being accounted for by two of the

latter's get being equal first and second m 1S73. Her most

noted progeny, and all field trial winners, were Bruce, Dan,

Rap, Rob Roy, Rock, Rake, Dora, Daisy, Die, Darling. Rose

and Ruby and her progeny in the second generation are

le

f)ne of the greatest proofs, to my mind, that the excellent

field qualities of this noted strain were transmitted from

Rhoebe, lies in the fact that when bred to that handsome

duffer, Prince, who, when Mr. Llewellyn ran him at Devon

in 1873, could not go fast enough to make his tongue moist,

yet this breeding to a dog of Prince's noted mediocrity, pro-

duced, among others, Mr. Arnold Burges's Druid and Mr.

Luther Adams's Drake and Duke, and they in turn have

scores of descendants that have never been excelled as field

does. The photo of Rhoebe, in my possession, taken from

thl original in the possession of the late Mr. Statter's family,

shows her to be about two-thirds black, balance white, with

tan markings. The tan markings were claimed to come

from her alleged cross on the Gordon setter, through her sire

Rake, whose great-grandsire was Mr. Fred. Burdette s

Brougham. This illusion was no doubt m consequence ot

Brougham being erroneously registered in the first volume

of the English Kennel Stud Book under the heading of

black and tan setters. The proof of this inaccuracy is in the

fact that Brougham won first prize for best English setter at

the Birmingham show in 1859. I hope Messrs. Titus and
Bryson will give me credit for sincerity, when I say their

names are not used in a spirit of antagonism, but with the

most kind and fraternal feeling.
, ^ ,

I always have, and hope I always shall take, a keen interest

in the pleasurable study of dog breeding, and in an endeavor

practically to improve the setter and pointer; and, while I

admit that I would sacrifice type for field ability, yet the two
are essentials, one and inseparable. I only hope that those

who do not give a button will be charitable enough to accord

her that which the old saying says even his satanic majesty

should be credited with—viz., her due. Thos. Johnson.

Winnipeg, Man.

DOG CHAT.

The death of Mr. Hanks's Russian wolfhound Leekhoi at

Louisville must be a sad blow to that gentleman's kennel

interests. George Thomas had the Seacroft Kennels dogs

in charge and, as we can testify, was most attentive to their

wants on the journey down. The crate, however, was too

solidly built for this weather, and though the doors were
kept open all the time it was found when the building was
reached that Leekhoi was in bad shape—overcome by the

heat. Everything was done for him that suggested itself

to the vets and doctors in attendance, but the dog died at

4:10 A. M. on Wednesday morning. The symptoms on
examination pointed to sunstroke as the cause of death and
the lungs were also congested. Mr. I Roger Williams skin-

ned the animal so that his beautiful coat will be preserved.

Leekhoi was a magnificent hound and his death is a dis-

tinct loss to the fancy. His career in this country is too

recent to require recapitulation. He was bred in Prince
Galitzin's kennel and was by Reizvee out of Labideka; he
was only four years old. He was a success as a sire, count-
ing such good ones as Colonel Dietz, Zlobellis, Leekhoi II.,

etc., among his get.

Mr. W. J. Tulk, who is associated with Mr. Kent in the
Terra Cotta Kennels of Hamilton and Toronto, came down
with a nice string of dogs. This kennel means to make a
strong bid for greyhound honors, and to this end Mr. Tulk
purchased champion Gem of the Season and Wild Rose, pay-
ing a good price for the pair. He tried for Maid Marian, but
she was held too high. The latter will be bred to Gem. We
were sorry to hear that Mr. Tulk had passed through a se-

vere illness during winter, but he is all right again now.
The Hamilton Kennel Club recently voted him $50 in recog-
nition of his services as assistant secretary to the club.

As usual, the handlers' prize led to a good deal of talk at
Louisville. Messrs. Blanken baker, Howard and Green had
evidently prepared for the struggle and showed plainly the
tactics which these prizes are responsible for. Their names
were attached to pretty nearly every local dog in the cata-
logue, and the committee in one case had to make out a list

of the dogs the handler was agent for, as he did not know
himself. Mi". Howard's dogs were counted as local in several
instances, as the German-Howard Kennels were given as
Louisville, Ky. Ben Lewis won with 63 dogs, George S.
Thomas second with 51, and Al. G. Eberhart third, with 46
dogs.

The local prize fell to T. W. Blankenbaker, who had 101
dogs, and W. C. Green was second with 70. Not counting
19 local dogs T. A. Howard's list was 38. The committee de-
serves credit for the stand they took in the Solomonic decision
they came to. It cost Ben Lewis $118 to get his dogs to the
building, in expressage alone; while Geo. Thomas had to pay
about $156 from Boston. This is a serious outlay before a
cent is won in prize money.

"Jim" Robinson, manager of Wbodlawn Park Kennels,
and Geo. S. Thomas journeyed down to Louisville on the B.
& O. flyer and the heat was such that they dared not leave
their dogs but rode in the baggage car the whole distance.

Mr. Norvin T. Harris, who is so well known in field trial

circles, does not confine himself to setters exclusively, as he
has something of pretty nearly every terrier breed, for he
loves a terrier. During the show he purchased the winning
fox-terrier dog, Arrandale Mixture, from Mr. LeRoy Jones.
This smart terrier should prove a, good investment in this
new country. Sales were slack at Louisville, the people are
scarcely educated up to modern prices yet.

Mrs. Lee, while not succeeding in selling any of her new
dogs, sold a bitch at home and took orders for several pup-
pies.

Mr. Eberhart's mastiff Tiger was claimed by Judge Sim-
rail, of Louisville, as a dog that he had lost some time since.

There was no evidence to prove this outside of his assertion,
but he succeeded in getting an attachment on the dog and on
Saturday the sheriff seized it. The dog is of little good as a
show dog, and Mr. Eberhart having only given $10 for it,

will make no great fight for its recovery.

Dr. Lougest's case over Beaufort's Prince is expected to be
tried this week.

Mr. F. W. Chapman has sold his two basset hounds

Rodeur (28,079) and Bow (2,261). Rodeur won firsts at Paw-
tucket and Gloversville and second at Elmira, and hrst in

the field trials for bassets and dachshunds at Oxford, Mass.,

in 1893. and therefore claims to be the only field trial win-

ning basset in the world. Bow won at Wilmington, Del.,

and Washington, D. C. Mr. Robert H. Watson, Alleghany
City, Pa., is the purchaser.

Mr. A. C. Waddell, of Coffeyville, Kan., will judge most of

the classes at the Oakland, Cal., show.

Mr. Dan P. Ritchey, of the Fifth Avenue Hotel, was the

whole reception and "entertaining committee, and was most
kind and attentive to the visiting exhibitors at Louisville,

showing them the many beauties of the town, etc. Mr.

Ritchey is quite an athlete, being a fast man on the cinder

path. He is a pointer man and attended the U. S. trials last

fall. He will run his Don again this year.

Thenoted pointers Devonshire Cream and Devonshire John
are bound for this country. Cream is said to be a very good
one. The purchaser is not known.

Dog owners in New York city should carefully read the pro-

visions of the new law in force in this city, which will be

found in our kennel business columns. Mr. Wiggm offers

the noted St. Bernards Judith and Judith's Ruth for sale;

this is a chance for some one. T. H. Garlick also offers

Scotch terriers and Drawer 356, cockers and St. Bernards.

The Des Moines (la.) Kennel Club will hold a show Sept.

4 to 7.

We draw the attention of field trial men to the notice in

our business columns of the P. K. C. Derby Stake. The
prizes are $300, $200 and $100. First forfeit $10 to accompany
the nomination, second forfeit of $10 payable Sept. 1 and $10

to fill. As the trials will be run in conjunction with the

Eastern the stake should fill well. The judges are Dr.

Davis, Charles Heath and W. Tallman, all three zealous,

hustling men who know a field dog.

Mr. Morris writes us that he did not refuse to give up the
spaniel bitch Zola to Mr. Preston, but merely stated that he
would first have to know definitely whether the dog he
arranged to get for him had been secured, that this dog was
arranged for to come by a certain vessel, but Mr. Preston's

failure to pay the money in time caused this vessel to be
missed twice, and she has not been in port since, conse-

quently he (Mr. Morris) actually had not an opportunity to

get the dog over. Further, that the sense of the offer of the

bitch in place of the dog was subject to failure to import the

dog. hence no contract has been broken, and Mr. Preston's

action in seizing the bitch may now lead to counter charges
against Mr. Preston.

Mr. J. R. Oughton's well-kno.wn Gordon setter bitch

Dwight Effie has just whelped eight pups to her owner's
Heather Lad. ^

punting m{A ^on\ning.

short. This year El Chlco, brought back to New York, has been re-

sold to go to Owasco Lake, near Auburn, and Nemadjy has gone to

join her. Pyxie has had her sail plan increased, so that she is outside

the limit of her class, and Nameless and Folly are left alone.

Whether or not the limits of 25ft. sailing length was the best pos-

•sible, the class was a good one, and should have received a more gen-

eral and cordial support from the many yachtsmen about the west

end ot the Sound. That it has now disappeared, like the 21ft. class in

Boston, is due not to any special defects in the boats built for it, but

rather to the apathy of racing men, and to their readiness to discard

one toy for another. As it goes out, the new limited 21ft. claBS comes
in, to run the same course for a year or two, and then to give way to

something newer, but probably no better.

There is a need for a permanent class of keel and centerboard boats

of about 25ft. l.w.l., both in New York and Boston, craft of reasonable

cost, fair speed, and of such accommodation as may be suitable to the

many hardy Corinthians, who take a delight in caring for themselves.

The way to the establishment of such a class under limitations

which will insure its life beyond two or three seasons, and will limit

the expense to a reasonable figure, is not yet plain, the experiment of

the 25-footers has been a failure, and the chances of success grow less

each year as the cost of construction becomes greater, and the re

.

quirements of speed continue to cut away displacement and to en-

courage the fin type.

The run of the schooner Lasca from New York to the Irish coast

is the fastest passage made by a yacht in recent years; leaving New
York in the afternoon of April 21, she passed the Old Head of Kin-

sale at 2:25 P. M. on May 7, or 15 days 6 hours. The best passage

on record is that of Sappho, in July-August, 1869, of 12 days, 7

hours, 36 minutes over the same distance, Sappho, however, was
122ft. l.w.l., as compared with the 90ft. of Lasca, and she was re-

markably fortunate in meeting only smooth water and a S.W. wind,

at times quite strong. The performance of Lasca reflects credit on

her designer, Mr. A. Gary Smith, as #ell as on Capt. Rhodes, her

skipper.

Mr. Nichols writes from Mitchell, S. D.: "I have just re-

ceived word from J. H. Rew, of Artesian, S. D., that the

handsome and clever young greyhound Miss King, who ap-

peared at Huron this spring in the Sapling Stake, has been
poisoned. Those present at this meeting will remember how
closely she worked her game. She was by Sir Hugo (Lord
Neversettle—White Lips) out of Fleet (Master Rich—Black
Bess),, and was very promising."

puttying.

FIXTURES.
MAT.

19. Baltimore, Opening, Baltimore 28. Atlantic City Cor., Trophy
19. New Rochelle, Cabin Cats, L. I. Race, Atlantic City.

Sound. 30. So. Boston, Open, City Point.

19-20 San Francisco Cor., Cruise, 30 Racine, Opening, Racine, Wis.

Vallejo. 30. San Francisco 0or., Annual
24. St. Lawrence. Squad. Cruise. Cruise, Tiburon
~\ San Francisco Cor., Sail to 30. Fall River, Open Regatta.

Quarry Cove. 30. So. Boston, Open, Boston Har.
26. Portland, Oruise. 80. Douglaston, Open, L. I. Sound.
27. San Francisco Cor., Sail Out-

side.

As the details of the recovery of the Kearsarge relics hecome better

known, the generous and spirited action of the owner of Intrepid

appears in even a stronger light than in the first brief reports. The

jacht was lying at Kingston, Jamaica, when the U S. Consul at that

port, Mr. Q. O. Eckford. received a despatch from the Secretary of

State instructing him, if possible, to secure some relics of the wrecked

Kearsarge. The island homes of the wreckers were some 300 miles

from Kingston, the eonsul had no funds for the charter of a vessel,

and no vessel was available save the schooners owned by the turtlers,

who had plundered and burned the ship, some of whom were then in

Kingston. Mr. Phoenix was prepared to continue his cruise in another

direction, but on learning the wishes of the Government he at once

placed the yacht at the service of Consul Eckford. When this was

done, late in the evening, the yacht was in harbor trim, with fires out,

but at 4 o'clock on the following morning she was under way for the

islands. Not only were the entire expenses of the expedition borne

by Mr. Phoenix, but as the articles recovered were hidden and held

for ransom, it is probable that his generosity extends much further

than is yet known.

Again we are called to note the sad demise, at the early age of

three years, of a promising racing class, the 25-footers, generally

miscalled 25-raters. The class was started in 1891 in the building of

Smuggler by Mr. L. J. Boury, its limits being 25ft. sailing length by
Seawanhaka rule, equivalent to the 2^-rating class abroad. As
originally Intended, it was a most excellent class, the boatB being

fast under a small rig, capable of good racing, and yet offering ac-

commodation for a crew of three amateurs in cruising, or in fol-

lowing the races from place to place After Smuggler came Name-
less and Needle, by the same designer, Mr. Gardner, and in 1892

came Pyxie and Nemadjy, also by him. The first four were keel

cutters, but the last one was a fin-keel, to meet El Chico, of that

type, built by the Herreshoffs. Last year the class was increased

by the Stewart & Binney fin-keel Folly. With these specially-built

boats as a nucleus the class has produced some very good racing,

and other boats of about 25ft. have come in. The course of build-

ing, however, has been in the usual direction as compared with the
first boat, Smuggler, of increased cost and decreased accommoda-
tion and general utility in the attempt to gain speed.

The decline of the class begun early, after a very successful first

season, Smuggler was sold to a non-racing owner; Needle gave up
the fight early and was sold up the Hudson. El Chico was sold after

her first season, 1892, her owner being busy with the international

races last year, and she too went to fresh water. Pyxie and Nameless
have been the mainstay of the racing, Nemadjy's career being very

The Language/of the Sea.

In a late number I saw an inquiry as to the origin of the word mos-
quito as applied to a fleet of small craft. Happily the word is one
that can be readily found in the pristine flusli of its nautical appear-
ance. That portion of the eastern coast of Central America which
lies in the region of fen degrees north was for three hundred years
after the discoverv the home of a freedom-loving and warlike race of
Indians. Almost unapproachable in their swampy fastnesses, they,

for generations, defied fiercely and successfully the rapacious Spanish
soldiery and those no less inveterate enemies of primitive freedom,
the fanatical warriors of Catholic Rome. When Spanish cruelty and
Spanish greed drove the simple cattle raisers of the Tortugas into

insurrection against the mighty power whose flag covered the largest

and fairest portion of the Western Hemisphere, the half savage herds-

men and the wholly savage hunter joined arms against the brutal

tyranny that threatened the existence of both. In the deep bays and
tree-hidden creeks of the Mosquito coast the buccaneers found shelter

and assistance. From those harbors they sailed out in their small
craft to worry and plunder Spanish commerce, and unhappily to com-
mit tho-^e awful crimes which have branded the names of Morgan
and L'Ollonois with ineffaceable infamy. To the picaroon craft, prob-

ab y as descriptive of their lurking place, the mariner first applied

the name mosquito; afterward it was generally applied to small
shore-haunting pirate craft the world over.

In 1804, when Napoleon's burlesque threat against England roused
the fears of the timid, Pir Edward Pellew, afterward Viscount Ex-
mouth, spoke in Parliament in defense of the naval measures. In his

speech' he used the term, "I see a triple naval bulwark composed of
one fleet acting on the enemies 1 coast; of another stationed in the
Downs, but ready to act at a moment's notice, and a third close to the
beach—as to these gunboats, this mosquito fleet, they are the most
contemptible force that can be imagined."
When or where the term was first applied to a fleet of pleasure

vessels I am unable to say. The word is frequently used by British

writers to desiguate small craft, but has not, I believe, been officially

affixed to any organization in trans-Atlantic waters.

The word is undoubtedly of Spanish origin; it is one of the many
terms that have been picked up by our sea-roving ancestors and ap-
plied in the usual haphazard style. A learned German, once upon a
time, in my hearing, rather inelegantly and sarcastically compared
the English language to a patch-work quilt, to produce whose chro-

matic alsorder the rag bags of a neighbor had been ransacked. But
we, who love our language, grammarless a^d imperfect as it is, would
rather compare it to one of those massive yet graceful temples whose
ornate domes flash a golden presence under the warm white skies of
the Buddha-worshipping East. A structure wherein unschooled art,

acting the hand maid to unflagging zeal, has brought together, in one
beautiful and imposing whole, the product of the forest, the tribute of
the mine; an edifice upon whose lofty walls and superb interiors

generations have toiled; to whose erecting has been contributed the
treasure of the great, the mite of the humble; within whose fabric 1b

incorporate all that is delightful in color, all that is precious in

material, all that is beautiful in form.
But our temple is not and never will be completed. It shares with

the race, whose idiom it is, that indomitable and aggressive spirit

which aims to universality. Whatsoever it, touches it colors; whatao
ever it conquers it absorhs. Thus the vagrant way in which our
language adapts itself to circumstances and surroundings, and the
negligent manner in which it assumes the habiliments of foreign fab-

rication, is illustrative of its marvellous flexibility and unceasing ex-
pansion. Were the nautical division of it incomposite, there would be
little or no difficulty in tracing sea terms to their source, and in as-

certaining the time and manner of their first application.

As it is logical to infer that man lived and used a language upon the
land before he took to the sw, we may dogmatically assert that all

sea terms are land terms applied to nautical objects or actions. This
is true in a measure. Such words as yard, forecastle, block, etc , are
undoubtedly words of that class; but there are others which must
have been sea-born, as nothing analagous to them exists in the primi-

tive tongue from which our language is derived. It is not only cred-

ible, but undisputed, that many of our sea terms are underivable from
any known tongue. I he former attempts of over-zealous etymolo-
gists to fix their derivations are infelicitous gambols of the scholastic

mind.
The early seaman, environed by an unfamiliar element, surrounded

by strange objects, and comp iled to take recourse in novel expedi-

ents and methods, was in the position of a child incapable of convey-
ing its thoughts or of carrying out its active intentions through the

want of a proper and efficient vocabulary. Therefore it is reasonable

to suppose that the mariner, finding his land language in«dequate, or
inapplicable to the occasion, invented terms to meet the exigency.

These terms by personal intercourse were rapidly diffused through
the profession, until custom, no laggard at recognizing technicalities,

stamped them with a mark of aprroval,

The mariner and his strange tongue went on shore together; his sea
talk was part and parcel of himself. The terms he used when sailing

the ocean he employed when traversing the land. Upon the ear of the
landsman the language of the sea must have fallen with the weird dis-

sonance of a barbarous and unfamiliar melody, whose strange tones

at first hearing awake only surprise and inquietude, but which when
repeated call forth those agreeable sensations wherein wonder mingles
with pleasure. Combining brevity with force, musical with the wlld-

ness of untutored sound, quaintly picturesque in its grouping of famll-
,

iar and unfamiliar ideas, strong in spirited metaphor, ard abounding
in amusing simile, it was not the less striking or interesting because it

fell from the bearded lips of sun- bronzed and rough-voiced adventur-
ers. It was redolent of the sea, of its moods, of its mysteries, of its

thousand and one perils. It was the child of a constant and intimate 1

communing with nature; it had shaped its diction under the stars; it

had caught the harsher tones from the roar of the elements; it

sparkled with the salt of twenty seas; it laughed with the wit of

twenty nations. Born in freedom it bowed to no master. Cradled in

,

danger it feared no censor. Its laws were its own; the mighiy cou. t of
precedent was powerless to veto or revoke them-
That such a language should have a great and lasting effect upon a

national tongue is not strange. First, in mockery of the men who used
it, the landsman picked up and repeated the words and expressions of
the mariner. Our early English writers amused the worid with hits

at Jack Tar. His costume, his manners, and above all his speech were
ridiculed a d laughed at. He was pictured as a rough, uncouth brute,

,

who was never happy on shore except when drunk, and never happy
•at sea except when fighting. But, despite the lampooning of the poet-
aster and the reviling of the playwright, the mariner's language grew*
in popular favor. His favorite expressions became a part of the com-
mon tongue, his rough terms swelled the vocabulary of the merchant,
and added strength and beauty to the passages of the scholar and the
verses of the poet.
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The sea terms In use during the Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries
have in some cases descended to us unchanged, others are so altered

as to be scarcely recognizable, while many nave become altogether
obsolete. It is obvious that words transmitted from mouth to mouth,
Will in course of exchange become distorted; the longer they remain
unwritten the more extensive will the changes be. In the passage of
the sea-terms from the verbal to the written form they undoubtedly
suffered radical alteration. Dropped from uneducated lips, they fell

upon the ears of the learned, who first indited them as inharmonious
combinations of sounds; the latter, unhappily ignorant of the pro-

fession that employed them, were incapable of conceiving their perfect
import,.and introduced them into their chronicles in a garbled or in-

expressive form. It is not strange that the ignorant, writing at the
dictation of the ignorant, should mar and misrepresent things; this

accounts in a measure for the gross errors we find in old books of sea
adventure and discovery A vivid and correct narrative can only
flow from a pen that is servant to a mind thoroughly muster of its

subject.

It was the poet Falconer who first endeavored to unravel the tangled
skein and lay the threads of nautical nomenclature side by side in

their proper places. In 1769 this gifted and unfortunate man published
his Universal Nautical Dictionary. Eminently endowed by nature for

the task, he brought to the work an intimate knowledge of the profes-

sion whose terms be so skillfully defined and so elaborately collated.

But even in Falconer's time a large number of the terms used by sea-

men of the days of Hawkins and Drake had become obsolete. The
rigs of the vessels had changed, the form of their hulls, the matter of
their armaments had all been altered. The sharp commands that
rang so unpleasantly on the ears of the Spaniards, when Admiral Lord
Howard chased their mighty Armada up Channel with his diminutive
ships, was not the language of Vernon at Porto BeHo or of Hawke in

his glorious action off Toulon. The cool orders which Sir Humphrey
Oilbert issued to his terror-stricken crew when ice and gale threatened
death upon Newfoundland's fog-haunted banks, would have fallen like

a strange tongue upon the ears of the men who weathered the stormy
Horn with the invincible Anson or circled the globe under the pennant
of the curious and indomitable Cook.
Yet, despite these changes, Falconer's work was invaluable to the

seaman; for the first time his language found harborage. No longer
the victim of every careless tongue and erring pen; no longer to drift

like loose weed upon the stream of time, the sport of ignorance, the
plaything of scholastic affectation, it was anchored safely in that great
port to which all who would traffic in the priceless merchandise of
knowledge must resort.
Since Falconer's day, many glossarists have invaded the market

with their wares. The older books are mere copies of his publication,

varied by the whims of the compilers; the newer are modernized
versions of the same, or else very indifferent original compi'ations
There is not to day an accurate or all comprehensive nautical glossary.

Russell, who probably knows as much about sea methods and sea
manners as any living man, has given to the world a work on the sub-
ject, of which, I suspect, he is by this time heartily ashamed. It bears
every mark of being made to order at short notice.

Some, day a man filled «ltb that deep love of the sea which makes
all that relates to it, all that belongs to it, a joy to the heart and an
inspiration to the mind, will sit down, and heedless of time and gain,

give his life to the task. Then, and then only, will we receive a work
worthy of the subject. For be it remembered that the English nau-
tical tongue is not the language of a sea-goiDg nation, but the language
of a sea-going world.
Born of Teutonic parents, it was cradled in mediaeval French, re-

ceived adornment from the lips of the soft-svllabled Latins, but its

commanding strength, its striking brevity, its wild and enchanting
beauty it owes to no nation, it has derived from no human tongue.
From'that element whose unknown expanse its first speakers traversed,

whose countless terrors and perils they braved, it has derived its

powers, its conciseness and its grace. As the restless ocean ha«, in its

wild play, from the debris of continents built up those isles whose
white oeaches flash, and whose verdant slopes hang on the misty bor-

ders of its most desolate stretches, so from the materials derived

from many tongues has the language of the sea been wrought out and
Shaped to its present beauty and purpose by old Ocean, working in its

mysterious way upon the heart and mind of man. The materials are
of the earth ; the structure is of the sea. Thos. Fleming Day.

In commenting on a letter in a recent issue of Forest and Stream,
the Field says:
"Dr. Grant correctly points out that the term has been used in this

country, and traces the origin of the word to musca fly and quito
diminutive or little, hence mosquito or little fly. As a matter of fact a
'mosquito fleet' has been in existence for many years on the Devon-
shire coast, the great port for them being Dartmouth: and we can re-

member witnessing a match between the trim little yacht like barks
at least thirt y years ago. We have now before us the regatta pro
gramme of the Royal WesternYacht Club for 1866, and the third event
is scheduled as follows: 'Prize of £6 for the mosquito lleet of pleasure

boats. 1 There were nine entries and Mr. R Martin's Swallow was the
winner, with Sir. Lander's Bantam second, Mr. Hudson's Butterfly
third and Mr. C. Hamilton's Boomerang fourth. We do not know
when th« term mosquito fleet first came into use in this country, but
in 1859 'Vanderdeckeu.' in an article published in Runt's Yachting
Magazine said, 'The mosquito fleet may be justly esteemed the
nursery of our yachtsmen; the little yacht leads on to the handy 25,

the flying 50 and the stately schooner of 300 tons.' "

Mr. Dixon Kemp has also sent us an old programme of the Royal
Western Y C , and Port of Plymouth Royal Regatta of 1866. in which
"A prize of £6 for the mosquito fleet of pleasure boats," is offered,

with nine entries. Mr. Kemp alludes to these boats as cutter rigged,

and of about20ft. i.w.l.

New York Yacht Racing Association.

The special committee of the New York Y. R. A. has prepared the
following report: '

„ „ „ .

New York.. May 12, 1894.—To the Clubs Composing the New York
Yacht Racing Association: At the last meeting of the N. Y. Y. R A.,

a committee of five was appointed to revise the constitution, by-laws
and sailing rules of the Association, and report any changes which
would, in the opinion of the committee, benelit the Association. Thia
committee has held several meetings and has carefully considered

the matters referred to it, and after a full discussion of the matter,

makes the following report:
The original object for which the Association was organized was for

the purpose, of the adoption of a uniform set of rules to be used in all

races in which two or more clubs of the Association participated, and
the committee find that the recent amendment to Sec. 2 of the consti-

tution permitting open races to be given under other rules than those

adopted bv the Association, provided notice is given that such race

will he under other rules, is in direct conflict with the object of the

Association, and will in future lead to confusion and the same troubles

which existed prior to the organization of the Association, and they
therefore recommend that Article 2 of the constitution be amended so

as to read as it was adopted when the Association organized, viz.: The
objects of the Association shall be, to encourage yacht building and
yacht racing; to establish and enforce uniform rules for the govern-
ment of all races in which two or more clubs, members of the Associa-

tion, shall compete.
The success of the Association depends largely on the interest taken

by the delegates sent by the cluos to represent them in the meetings
and deliberations of the Association, and it is important to the suc-

cessful administration of the Association that every club should be
represented at all meetings held by the Association. But the com-
mittee find that some of the clubs are seldom represented, although
they believe that it is the intention and expectation of the clubs that

their delegates should be present ; but at present no provision is made
for giving notice to clubs of a failure of their delegates to perform the

duties expected of them. A fine for failure of clubs to be represented

at meetings has been proposed, but the committee feel that this would
not be approved of and should not be necessary. But if the attention

of the clubs is called to failure of its delegates to attend the meetings

of the Association, such club will take such action as is necessary to

cause a better representation in the Association, and therefore the
committee recommend that Article VII. of the constitution be
amended by adding at the end thereof the following words

5
viz,:

"And the secretary of the Association shall notify any club tailing to

be represented at any meeting of the Association of the failure of its

delegates to attend such meeting."
In past years there have been occasions on which clubs belonging to

the Association have given open races and regattas in violation of the

principles and sailing rules of tee Association, and the Association has
found itself without power to take any action against such club; and
while the committee feel that all clubs belonging to the Association

should uphold and abide by its principles and rules, yet the committee
believe that in view of past experience the constitution should be so
amended that any club belonging to the Association that willfully

violates the objects and principles of the Association should forfeit its

membership therein, and to enable the Association te take snch action

against any club guilty of such violation the committee recommend
that Article 9 of the Constitution be amended so as to read as follows:

te"The membership of any club in the Association shall be forfeited by
voluntary withdrawal or any club-may be suspended or expelled upon
charges brought for violation of the Constitution, By-Laws or Sailing

Rules, bv a two-thirds vote of the clubs present at a meeting specially

called for that purpose; at which such club shall have an opportunity

to be heard in its own defense on notice given te the secretary of such
club at least ten days before such meeting."

As to the sailing rules of the Association as printed and distributed

by the Association, the committee can offer or suggest little improve-
ment. They are practically the same as used by all clubs. But
objection has been raised, both within the membership of the Asso-
ciation and by outsiders, to the rule of measurement for time allow-

ance which the Association has adopted and used since its organiza-
tion. This is a subject that has been discussed and agitated as long
as the memory of yachtsmen can carry them back, and no result sat-

isfactory to all yachtsmen has yet been arrived at and probably never
will be.

* The committee feel that the rule of measurement, for the
Association should be one that is satisfactory to the largest number
of clubs in the Association, and by examining the roll of membership
in the Association the committee feel that should the Association be
at this time disbanded the majority of the clubs now belonging to
the Association would continue to use this same rule of measurement,
and that should this rule be at this time radically changed it would
not meet the approval of the majority of the clubs, and would
seriously interfere witb the frequency and popularity of open regattas
among the clubs. At the same time the committee are met with the
argument that if the rule was changed other clubs would seek the
benefits of membership in the Association and its membership would
be extended. But our answer is that the Association is for the benefit

of its present members, and to change this rule for the benefit

of prospective members would cause many present members
to give up their membership. We recognize that all clubs
in the Association wish to see the Association increase its member-
ship, for thereby the benefits te each club a>-e increased, there-
fore this committee, after a careful consideration of the question,

have decided to recommend that no change in the rule of measure-
ment for time allowance adopted by the Association be made. But
this committee believe it will be practicable to adopt two rules of
measurement for time allowance, one to be the rule now used in the
Association and the other to be what is now known as the "length and
sail area rule," and thereby give the clubs in the Association the choice
of the two rules in giving their open regattas, and thus the value
of each may be demonstrated: -At the same time the matter must
be so arranged that in all such races a distiuot understanding must
be had of which ride is to be used in a race, and due notice given
of it by the club giving an open regatta, and by the choice between
these two rules it will soon be demonstrated which is the most ac-

ceptable to the elubs belonging to the Association, by the success
of the open regattas given, and at the same time this will remove
what is claimed to be the obstacle which stands in the way of a
number of clubs joining our Association, who, it is claimed, are
ready to join as soon as tbis measurement rule is changed. The
committee believe that after a careful consideration of this proposed
addition to this rule by the several clubs of this Association, that
this proposed change will not be in conflict with the expressed ob-

jects of the Association, but is a step forward toward the solution

of that very vexed and yet unsolved problem of proper measurement
for time allowance, as it will enable yachts to meet under two differ-

ent rules and thus demonstrate the actual difference in the result from
the use of either

In deciding the question of what should compose the elements from
which the sail area measurement should be arrived at the committee
have examined the rules used by various other clubs and have chosen
that which is thought to be most fair for the class of boats owned by
members of the clubs forming the Association, and they therefore
recommend that Article 2 of the By-Laws of the Association be
stricken out and that Rule 2 of the Sailing Rules be amended so as to
read as follows:
Section 1. AH races or regattas given by any club a member of the

Association or by the Association open to one or more clubs members
of the Association shall be sailed under the rules of the Association,
and the measurement for allowance for time shall be given by one of
the following systems, which shall be known respectively as the "bull
measurement" and "length and sail area measurement," which are as
follows:

HULL MEASUREMENT.

The length on deck, measured from the forward part of the stem to

the extreme stern over all ; to this add the length of the load waterline
measured when in sailing trim and divide the total by two, and the re-

sult thus obtained shall be the sailing length.

LENGTH AND SAIL AREA. MEASUREMENT.

Yachts shall be rated for time allowance according to the following
measurement:
To the load waterline length add the square root of the sail area and

divide the sum by two.
The load waterline length shall be the distance in a straight line be-

tween the points furthest forward and furthest aft where the hull, ex-
clusive of the rudder stock, is intersected by the surface of the water,

when the yacht i« afloat in racing trim, with all persons on board
when the measurement is taken amidships. The nleasurer, at the
time of taking his measurements, shall affix a distinctive mark at each
point.
The sail area shall be ascertained by taking a perpendicular alon g

the after side of the mainmast, from the under side of the gaff topsail

block or sheave on topmast tQ the upper side of boom when resting

on the saddle, or on the lowest part of gooseneck, the distance of

which point from the main deck or house deck shall be recorded by
the measurer, together with the other points used in measurement.
In all yachts the forward point of measurement of the base-line

shall be midway between the intersection of the bowsprit and jibiop-

sail stay, and the center of the tack cringle of the jib or flying jib.

when set. In all cases where the length of the spinaker boom exceeds
the distance from the forward side of the forward point of measure-
ment, such excess shall be added to the base line. The length to be
measured for spinaker boom shall be the extreme distance, when in

use, of its outer end from the center of the foreside of the mast on
which it is carried.
The after point of measurement shall be the end of the mainboom

in schooners, cutters and sloops, and of the mizzenboom in yawls.
In all schooners, cutters and sloops the maintopmast shall be meas-
ured from the hounds of the lower mast to the lower side of the top-

sail halyard block or sheave, and 80 per c°nt. of this length shall be

taken from the extreme length of the main gaff measured from the
inside of the jaws to the after end, the remainder being added to the
base line, as measured above.
The area from these figures is obtained by multiplying the corrected

base by the perpendicular and dividing by two.
To be square root of the area, as ascertained, add the length, as as-

certained, and divide the product by two; the result is the measurement
for time allowance.
In boats which carry no headsail, the forward point of measurement

for the base line shall be the after side of the mast, or of the foremast
if there shall be more than one mast.
In vessels wbieh carry no topmast, the upper point of measurement

for the perpendicular shall be the center of the eye in the upper peak
halyard band. In such vessels, for the purpose of measuring the base
line, the distance between the center of the eye in the throat halyard
band and that of the upper peak halyard band shall be used in the
same way as is the length of the topmast where one is carried.

Sec. 3. In all races or regattas given by any club belonging to the
Association open to one or more clubs members of the Association,

notice shall be given in the notice or invitation for such race or re-

gatta, of the rule of measurement to be used in such race or regatta,

and this rule shall not prevent races or regattas being given under the

length and sail area measurement for cabin yachts and hull measure-
ment for open yachts, provided notice thereof is given in the notice or
invitation for such race or regatta.
Seo. 4. Allowance for time shall be figured according to the table of

N. G. Herreshoff
In the regattas given by the Association and by clubs of the Associ-

ation it often occurs that there may be only one yacht entered in a
class, and thereby the yacht so entered, although prepared for the
race, is prevented from competing in the race. This seems to the
committee to be an injustice, and many clubs have obviated this by
allowing such yacht to compete in a larger class, and so that this may
be done the committee recommend that such a provision be made in

the sailing rules by adding the following words at the end of Rule 5:

"In any race or regatta in which only one yacht shall be entered in a
class, such yacht may race with yachts of the next higher class to
which she belongs by assuming the minimum measurement of such
higher class; provided notice of intention of racing in such higher
class be given to the regatta committee having charge of such race
before 10 A. M. of the day of such race."
In adopting the length and sail area measurement, the committee

would recommend the following classification by load waterline
length:

SCHOONERS.

Class 1— 70ft. and over waterline.
Class 2—60ft, and under 70ft. waterline.
Class 3—Under 60ft. waterline.

SLOOPS, CUTTERS AND YAWLS.

Class 4—70ft. and over waterline.
Class 5—61ft, and under 70ft. waterline.
Class 6—53ft. and under 61ft. waterline.
Class 7—46ft. and under 53ft. waterline.
Class 8-40ft. and under 46ft. waterline.
Class 9—Soft, and under 40ft. waterline.
Class 10—30ft. and under 35ft. waterline.
Class 11— 2=>ft. and under 30ft. waterline.
Class 12—20ft. and under 25ft. waterline.
Class 13—Under 20ft. waterline.
The committee nave spent much time in eoEaidering the matters re-

ferred to it, and have sought to recommend such changes as will bene-
fit the clubs of the Association, and they now submit the result of
their labors. It is the w'sh and intention of the Association that each
club at its meeting during the next, month, or at a meeting specially
called for that purpose, shall carefully consider the suggestions made
by this committee and express their approval or disapproval of the
different amendments submitted; and the committee trust that al

clubs in the Association will direct their respective delegates to report
to thti Association the action taken by their clubs on this report.
The next meeting of the Association will be held on June 15, when

this report will be submitted and the proposed amendments acted
upon. A. J. Prime, Chairman of Committee.

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.

A regular meeting of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. was held on
May 8, with Com. Hill presiding. The following amendment to the
racing rules was adopted, the new wording being merely to make the
intent of the rule more plain, without changing the existing method
of measurement:
"The load waterline length shall be the distance in a straight line

between the points furthest forward and furthest aft where the hull,

exclusive of the rudder stock, is intersected by the surface of the
water, when the yacht is afloat in racing trim, with any persons who
may be on board when the measurement is being taken stationed
amidshios. The measurer, at the time of taking his measurements,
shall affix a distinctive mark at each point."
On motion, the regatta committee was requested to ccmsider the

propriety of offering the Roosevelt memorial cup in the 21ft. class, as
being the principal class of the year in the Sound. The following
resolutions were unanimously adopted:
Whereas. On April 18 last, death took away from us Mr. Walter

Gary Tuckerman, one of our oldest and most valued members; and
Whereas, By reason of his death the club has lost a life member,

who ever had at heart its best interests and always loyally and effici-

ently sought to promote its advancement, and who, as its rear com-
modore, gave us abundant evidence of the value of his services and
the wisdom of his counsel; now therefore be it

Resolved, That as a mark of its affectionate respect for his memory
and its appreciation of its loss, the club requests its trustees to make
no nomination to fill the office of rear commodore, hut that the same
be left vacant until the close of the current year.

Wliereas, It appears that during a recent cruise in the West Indies,
Mr. Lloyd Phoenix, a member of this club tendered his auxiliary
steam yacht Intrepid to the Government of the United States for the
purpose of recovering certain relics of the U. S. S Kearsarge, recently
wrecked on Roncador Cay in the Carribbean Sea, and
Whereas, By reason of the prompt and generous action of Mr.

Phcenix, the log book and bell, together with the plate recording the
engagement between the Kearsarge and the Alabama, were recovered
for the benefit of the nation;
Resolved, That the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. make a formal

record of its satisfaction and gratification upon learning of the
patriotic and graceful action of Mr. Phcenix, and congratulated him
upon the success which attended his self imposed mission.
The club house at Oyster Bay will be opened on May 30. Com. Hill

has appointed ex-Sec'y Leon F. d'Oremieulx as fleet captain for the
year. Mrs. G. B. Thompson, schr. Lenone, has been tendered by the
trustees the privilege of honorary membership for the year.

The Mediterranean Races of 1895.
There is every promise of some real racing in the Mediterranean

next spring, in contrast to the meagre sport of this year, in which
Britannia had everything her own way through the absence of other
yachts of her class It is quite likely that a really good turnout of
yachts, both American and British, may be seen at Nice, including
such craft as Britannia, Valkyrie, Vigilant and some new ones of like

size. The conditions as announced by Capt. Pryce Hamilton, secre-
tary of the Mediterranean International Yacht Races, are as follows:
First Race—For sailing yachts of over twenty tons belonging to any

recognized club, to be sailed under Y. R. A, rifles, with time allow-
ances and over the usual course. Entrance fee, 100 francs. First
prize, a cup of the value of £500, plus 500 sovereigns, offered by James
Gordon Bennett; second prize, a cup of the value of £200, offered by
Baron Arthur de Rothschild.
Second Race -For steam yachts of over 100 tons belonging to any

recognized club; to be contested over a triangular course, twice
around, making a total of fifty-three miles; no handicap; entrance
free Prizes offered by James Gordon BeDnett and Baron Arthur de
Rothschild.
Third Race—A handicap for steam yachts of over 100 tons belong-

ing to any recognized club; no vessel to enter unless it runs in the
second race. Prizes the same as in the second race.
The winning yacht is to hold the cup as a challenge cup, which is to

become the property of the owner of the winner of two successive
contests ; the race to be held either at Nice in April, at Cowes during
the regatta week, at New York a week t efore or after the June re-
gatta, or when the America's Cup is contested for at Newport in
August during the squadron cruise of the New York Yacht Club, as
may be decided by the yacht first holding it. The cup may be chal-
lenged for in the next year after it has been won by giving six months'
notice.
The sailing committee includes the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg-

Schwerin, Duke George of Leuchtenburg, Baron Arthur de Rothschild,
James Gordon Bennett and Capt. Pryce Hamilton.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The judge, Mr. Dixon Kemp, has awarded the prizes and etc.,' in the

Model Yachtsman and, Canoeist competition as follows: First prize
Kathleen, Mr. Geo. S. Armstrong, 37 Warwick street. Heaton (a
fashionable yacht type with deep lead keel, in sheer draught like
Britannia); secoud prize Blue Flae, White St. Andrew's Cross, Mr.
Hartley Mead, Hale, Cornwall (in sheer draught not quite so fashion-
able as the preceding, but quite up to date in body form, 24.41b.
weight); third prize Marchessa, Mr. Allan Clark, 75 Armadale street,
Dennistown, Glasgow (bulb keel suspended on two fins, weight of
model, 191b.); fom-th prize Gem, John R. Philips, Kensington House,
Acacia Grove, Coombe Maiden, Surrey (conventional type; weight of
model, 21.81b); fifth prize Nuera, Mr. J. H Nutter, 27 Wittington
Road, Whalley Range, Manchester (fin and bulb; weight of model,
17.91b.) Highly commended: Rosebud. Mr. James Stow, Shoreham
(bulb keel, long bow and good buttock lines; weight of model, 23.61b.);

Nora Creina, J. G. Kelly, 9 George's place, Kingstown; Pocahontas,
Thos. Wilkinson, 8 Rochdale street, Walsend-on-Tyne. All these
drawings were well executed—some, indeed, highly finished—and most
accurately worked out from a naval architect's point of view. There
were 21 designs in all.—Meld
A meeting of the executive committee of the Corinthian Mosquito

Fleet was held last week, at which the following fixtures were decided
on: May 15.—Opening of the club house, Echo Bay. June 16.

—

Ladies' Day regatta. July 14.—Special race for new 21-footers and
cabin catboats under 25ft. waterline. August 25.—Regular annual
regatta. Com. Pryer has offered a handsome silver cup to be raced
for by the 21-footers, under the rules as adopted by the Larchmont
Y. C. AH club regattas will be open to yachts enrolled in the follow-
ing clubs: Seawanhaka, Larchmont, Riverside, Knickerbocker. New
Rbchelle, Atlantic, Corinthian of Staten Island, New York Athletic
Club, Indian Harbor and American. The regatta committee includes
E. H. Sturgis, chairman; H. G. O, Dunham and T. T. Richards. The
club has sixty-six yachts enrolled, with a membership of seventy-five .

Intrepid, steam yacht, Lloyd Phcenix, reached New York on May 8
from Hampton Roads. aFter a cruise of nearly three months. After
leaving New York on Feb 17 she stopped at Bermuda, St. Kitts, Guad -

aloupe, Martinique, St. Lucia, St. Thomas, Jamaica and Nassau. The
yacht brought with her the logbook, bell and part of the memoria 1

tablet of the wrecked Kearsarge, which were shipped from Fortress
Monroe to Washington. She will at once refit for the summer, and
Mr, Phcenix will use her himself, the rumor that he had chartered
her being without foundation.

Lasca, schr., John E. Brooks, arrived at Gourock, Seatland, on May
9 at 12:15 A. M., her time being from Sandy Hook to Fastnet Light,
15 days 12 h^urs and to Gourock 17 days 6 hours. Mr. Brooks made
the passage in the yacht.

Puritan, sloop, will be offered at auction at 4 P. M. on Monday next
at Lawley's yard, South Boston. The old cup defender has been well
kept up by Com. Forbes, and is now in excellent condition.

Hope Leslie, schr., has been chartered through Waterhouse and
CheBebrough to Jas. A. Garland, of New York.

Eleanor, steam yacht, was launched at Bath, Me., on May 8, in the
presence of her owner and a party of friends.

Glendorer, schr., designed by H. J. Gielow for A. K. Dimock, was
launched at Brown's yard, Tottenville, on May 12.

Phantom, schr., built in 1865, will be broken up by order of her
owner, Com. Parmele, of the New Haven Y. C.

Sycamore, steam yacht, Edgar L, Scott, was at Rangoon on April
2, bound for Penaog, Singapore and Hong Kong.

Banshee^ sip. has been sold by Arthur Scribner to Mr. Doscher,
owner of Wacondah.
Penguin, cutter, has been sold by 0, M. Coanoly, to John M. Clark,

of Marlon, Mass.
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Vigilant.

The work of preparing Vigilant for her ocean voyage is now going

on at the Erie Basin dry docks and the yacht will be ready to sail

early in June. After sandpapering the bottom last week an attempt

was made to launch her from the railway at Mather & Woods yard.

Port Jefferson, on May 10, but the tide was too low, and after an
attempt to tow her from the ways failed she was left until next day,

when she floated on the morning tide at 5 A. M . After her spars and

sails were taken on board at Darling's wharf she was towed to the

Erie Basin dry docks, at South Brooklyn, where the hull will be

strengthened under the direction of N G. Herreshoff and her sea-

going rig will, be shipped. Mr. Herreshoff visited the yacht on

Monday, and decided to strengthen her by bilge stringers, from which

braces will be run to the deck beams, as was done in Dacota h.

Messrs. Wilson & Silsby are making the new sails and altering old

ones, the dimensions being: Topmast 48ft., mizenmast 39ft bowsprit

16ft., main boom 60ft., main gaff 43ft.. mizen boom 30ft., hoist of

mainsail 56ft. 6in. The mizen will be a jib-headed sail, as m the case

0f
vTguaut

le

will be sailed across by Capt. Leander Jeffrey, of the

schooner Columbia, and Capt. Haff will cross in the steam yacht

Atalanta, joining the yacht on the other side. Mr. George Gould will

go with his family by steamer on May 16. Atalanta will carry the

racing spars and gear, and Howard Gould will go in her.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

30. Eastern Div. Meet, Calla Shasta, Connecticut River.

10 Hartford, Spring Regatta, Con- 30. Red Dragon, Spring Regatta,

necticut River. Delaware River.

30/Knickerbocker;Spring Regatta

JULY.

£7-31. W. C. A. Meet,' Picnic Point, Lake Mendota, Wis.

SEPTEMBER*

8. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass. 15. Red Dragon, Fall Regatta, Del-

aware River.

The Canadian Canoe.

The Canadian canoe is now known throughout the United States

and also abroad, great numbers being exported, to England in partic-

ular The purpose for which they are most used is well indicated by

the nickname given them some years since of "girling canoe," many
being used by ladies, and even when manned solely by the sterner sex

they are used mainly for easy paddling, light cruising and canoemg of

the dilettante sort.
. ... . A iV. , < -

Excellent as they are for such service it is not the work for which

they were originally designed in Canada; in part for hunting and fish-

ing- but largely for such useful service as is so graphically described

n the story of "Away Up North," concluded last week. This plain,

practical narrative of work done in canoes shows the essential quah-

ties, some of which are missing in even the best of the Peterborough

craft, the typical "Canadian canoe
The author of the article in question, Mr. H. K. Wicksteed, is known

to our readers as a skillful amateur designer, and he has also had a
ong and thorough experience in canoeing, both in the wilderness and
n civilized waters, and in all varieties of canoe from the Indian birch

o the lightest and most elaborate of the Peterborough craft. The
accompanying design is one of several made by him for service

canoes of various sizes within the past four or five years, this particu-

ar design being for his personal use in the event of another expedition

ike that to Lake Temagami. Two canoes of this type were built about
Ave years ago for an exploring expedition, being 18' long, 3' 6' beam,

and V 6" depth, with a camber of 4" in 12', the weight being but 901bs.

The canoes were very successful, being superior to any of the ordinary

craft. Two similar ones are now building, one a lapstrake, by Knapp,
of Kingston, and one a smooth-skin, by Dey, of Ottawa. In describing

them Mr. Wicksteed says:

I ("The philosophy of the design is that the requisites are, m order of

mportance: First, lightness; second, carrying capacity; third,

structural strength to resist the strains due to unequal loading; fourth,

handiness and seagoing qualities, and lastly speed. Having a given

volume of displacement to provide for, of course the least weight is

o be obtained by adding to the depth as much as is consistent with
moderate draft, and next to the beam as far as may be without getting

too much to squeeze between rocks in narrow channels and between
trees on portages.
"An Indian canoe is seldom more than 3ft. wide and the more un-

frequented portages are cut to very little more. So that 3' 6" is about
the limit in this direction.

"The Peterboro canoes are decidedly too straight on the keel and too

hard to turn qnickly. a most important requisite, so I have given con-

siderable camber to the backbone. Being built for shooting and ex-

treme light draft, they are also very flat in the floor—causing them to

drag in shallow water and making them very weak in the bottoms.
In my experience neither extreme light draft nor initial stability are
very important requisites in a cruiser, so I have introduced a little

deadrise and a comparatively easy bilge. It will be noticed that the
waterlines are very fine fore and aft, judged by modern standards;
this is not done so much to secure easy diagonals as to give needed
strength to the knuckle of the stem, which is to receive very severe
blows; and secondly to give plenty of place and lifting power above
water.
"I have suppressed the customary little deck fore and aft because

it is useless unless cambered like that of a lifeboat to throw off a sea,

and it adds very much to the weight. I expect the 18ft. canoe to

weigh from 75 to 851bs.—an easy load for one man.
"The 16ft. boat will not weigh more than 40 or 451bR., but these

canoes, it must be remembered, are intended to be handled like bark
canoes, with the most elaborate caution and care, and not to be
knocked about as some of the A. C. A. boats are. They are always to

be lifted in and out of the water, not 'drawn 1 upon the beach; and as
soon as the bottom is taken in a shallow rapid every mother's son of
the crew goes overboard in the twinkling of an eye. Further, every
chance abrasion is smoothed over at once with canoe gum or some
kindred material."
Apart from the gain in quick turning over the long straight keel,

the rocker and rounding up of the ends serve another important pur-
pose; rapids are almost invariably shallow on the crest of the fall,

and the bow and midship of a canoe may pass safely, but when the
bow strikes the surge at the bottom it rises quickly and the stern
dropping strikes the rocks. The rounding up prevents tbis and allows
the canoe to pass easily in places whpre it would otherwise stick, or
at least strike hard. In this connection the form of the bow should
tend to freeboard rather than flare, keeping out the water without
lifting too quickly in the wave at the bottom of the rapid. The stern,
on the contrary, may well be flared out considerably with much less

freeboard. The only limitations on this form are the necessity for
using a steering paddle well aft, which is interfered with by the wide
stern and the desirability at times of using either end first, according to
circumstances. A 16ft. canoe, from the design, will weigh not over
451bs. and wiH carry two or three single paddles. The design is

admirably adapted for a decked canoe of the river cruising type of
either wood or canvas construction.

A. C. A. Membership.
Eastern Division: Percival S. Hatch, J. W. Ball, Ralph E. Mathew-

son, Orel E. Davies, Joseph Lawson Clapp, Eugene Nicolai.

Beideman Rifle Club.
Philadelphia.—The following shows the weekly shoot of the

Beideman Rifle Club, at their range, Beideman Station, N J., for week
ending May 5. Conditions—25yds., possible 250, 10 shots on J^in. ring
targets, J4in. bull outside range, strictly off-hand:

W Wurfflein.. 21 23 23 24 24 24 24 25 25 25-238
A McGowan 23 24 24 24 24 24 24 25 25 25-242
J L Wood 23 24 24 24 24 24 25 25 25 25—243
Dr E L Gardiner 25 24 23 25 25 25 25 25 25 25-247

Pistol, 50yds., S. A. target:

Dr E L Gardiner 6 7 7 8 8 8 8 9 9 10—80
7 7 8 8 9 10 10 10 10 10-81
7 8 8 9 9 9 10 10 10 10-99
8 8 8 8 9 10 10 10 10 10—90

H

%

Eh
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The Spoi-t of Rifle Shooting.

,
,When t call on the editor of Forest and Stream he shows me much

attention, asks me what I know, and being acquainted with my loqua-
cious weakness, lets me no most of tbe talking. This is flattering, but
it is not all, for he has several times asked me to make the Forest and
Stream more popular by writing something for it. "Thank you," has
been my answer, but now I will be more obliging. Writing, however,
la more trouble than talking, and although you feel that posterity will

be benefited by your efforts, you do not feel repaid unless the ances-
tors of posterity appreeiateyou also. I hope this may be the case.

If I were good at fiction, I might start off with fl story about quail
in Connecticut, Or our trout-burdened streams, but I will write In a
Serious and instructive mooct,oh&,jii&tter that heeds mending, i, g.,

the Sport of rifle shooting. My definition of, this short is using a rifle

115 a general; way; shooting at various objects, stationary, moving,
apijnate and inanimate; shooting with deliberate aim or with a rest or
'atJohg range being the exception^

i

, ,
There is a very common notion that rifle shooting is mostly a gift,

.and,that few can excel in this art. Also that it requires considerable
strength, nerve and perfect vision.
. "fliere never was a greater mistake than this idea, for there is hardly
jiny kind of skill acquired more easily than tbis, if it is learned in the
right way. Any one who has the strength and nerve to hold an um-
brella, or eyesight good enough to see the object that needs hitting,
can become a good shot in a very short time. A few hours' practice
each week will make a good marksman in one season. If the person
Is young, and has not picked up awkward habits already, one hour a
day for a month will do wonders. The trouble with this sport is that
there'are few instructors to teach it properly, and as people take it up
without Instruction, they waste a great deal of time before they
become skillful, if they ever are.
When We excel in any sport, the interest continues, but if we do not

feet oh well we are apt to give it up. So it is with many shooters,
tpey do not succeed very well aud finally tire of it. It is ho wonder
they don't succeed, for they often Commence by iising the wrdng am-
munition, and perhaps try to manufacture it themselves. Although
they Garry their rifle aboht a great deal they do very little shooting,
&hd that is done in a careless manner. Any Sport needs practice, and
is learned much quicker by proper cbaching. This is especially the
ease with rifle sho.oting.

,

As I am not writing a book T can do no more here than give a few
hints (disconnected It may be) of what cbtirse to pursue to be a good
snot and enjoy the sport." . ••.'*'£
Use only such., rifles as are. to your mind, fairly accurate, for few

Shooters pah hold a rifle well if tbey have no confidence in it. The
bbsitiofa should be the same as in shooting a shotgun. Keep yolir at-
tention oh the object you wish to hit, and while bringing up your rifle

Qe6ide Where you wish the front sight to be.in relation to it and shoot
quickly. If the object is stationary at ordinary distances the sight
Should be on it. If at a long distance, the sight should be, held over it;

If the object is moving,, the sight should he ahead of it. When shoot-
ing; never flinch, for this is fatal to good , work. Do not take your
eyes off the object until the shot is fired. Pull the trigger so that the
rifle Is.flred when tile eight Mret reaches the right, place, for it will

faever do to hesitate and try for a second aim. v"ery soon the, eye and
hand wiil work instinctively together, so that

M
the shoot ef will not be

aware of using any judgment, or thought about it, for his notions will

become automatice, like walking. Thus be rore he is aware of it, he
finds himself to be a reliable shooting machine. The deliberate hold-
ihc such as most shooters do at the 300yds range, can be easily learnt
afterward if the shooter desires to do so. It is a disadvantage to com-
mence with this kind of practice..
Use a repeating rifle, because time is one of,,the most, important

elements in shooting, and with a repeater the shooter can be better
limited to time in aiming. It is not. sufficient to be able to make a
good score at the target, but it should also be done rapidly.
The matter of ammunition is of the utmost importance, and this is

where shooters make great mistakes. The most accurate ammunition
are those cartridges which have moderate charges of powder.
Although the trajectory of such cartridges is not very flat, they can
be depended upon to shoot with great regularity. For short distances
the trajectory need not be considered in any case.
Another essential advantage in this ammunition is that quite a

number of shots can be fired without leading the barrel, consequently
little cleaning is necessary.
When shootibg use a wet cloth wiper on a wooden cleaning rod

after twenty-five or fifty shots. When through shooting, clean first

Avith water, then with a dry cloth, and lastly with an oily cloth.
What I have said in regard to having a reliable rifle applies with as

thUch force to the ammunition. The moral effect on the shooter if

he thinks his ammunition is good is In favor of his doing his best
holding.
Do not economise in ammunition until you have learned the art of

shooting. Fortunately the kind of ammunition best adapted for this
put-pose, is some of the cheapest. In any event buy it by the Case,
ahd make up your mind to the necessity of using a considerable
amount before you can be ah expert.
The ,S2caI short cartridge is the best for a begin-

ner, and will always be needed for a great deal of
practice. The usual distance for this Cartridge is

S6yds or less, though it Can be used up to 50 yds.
After eohsidprable Use of this cartridge, take up the .32^20 W. C. F.

This Is one of the best 'sized

and proportioned cartridges
in use for generat shooting,
and is very accurate, even Up
to 200yds, if the weather .con-

ditions are good. It is better
to do most of your target practice at COyds. Use moving targets some,
if possible. Some of your best practice will be that of firing rapidly
at several targets placed at different angles, ahd at distances of 25 to
100yds. Shooting objects thrown in the air, and other, fancy work can
be indulged in afterwards with the .22 short cartridge, which, on ac-
cohnt bf its short rangfe is safer for this practice,
The best "aU round" cart-

ridge for a hunting rifle is

the .44 W. C. fr. Though if

the hunter is after nothing
as large as deer, the .32 W.
C.F. is rather better. If the
hunter is only , after large
game, or the distance is considerable, the .45-'

bullet is abetter cartridge.
It is unnecessary to say that the repeater for hunting has a great

advantage over the single shot rifle. In some parts of the World
people move slowly, and are not yet alive to its usefulness. Repeat-
ing rifles were spoken of in a London shooting paper not long ago in a
very amusing way. It is so very English, that I copy it:

" This being so, if a man is out with a double-bar-'eled rook rifle,

and ciipples a bunny with his first shot, he has a fine opportunity of
putting in his second bullet without such a loss of time as would be
entailed by re-loading his rifle if he had been using a single-barreled
one. Arguing on these lines, repeater rifles, although not absolutely
necessary, are also deserving of notice and of encouragement. In-

deed, every novelty in the way of firearms should meet with the most
enthusiastic reception at the hands of sportsmen."
To Americans, the repeating rifle for sporting is not *-a novelty,"

and we can only be sorry for so many of our Euglish neighbors who
deprive themselves of the pleasure of using them through ignorance
of their merit.

In conclusion, I must criticise our rifle clubs of the present day.
Why is there so little interest in these clubs'? It is because we have no
adequate practice at our rifle ranges. The main thing that is learnt

there, is steady holding for deliberate shooting. The practice is

essentially the same as in the days of the muzzleloader.
For repeating rifles and even for single shot breechloaders, such

practice is to be limited. It is better for military men than for
sportsmen.
The great trouble with our target shooting, is that the. time element

is left out, We should latroduce'repeating rifles at the range and use
them as repeaters, making our rules so that the rapidity of fire shall

be as important a factor as accuracy. Some shooters have contended
that the single shot rifle is more accurate than the repeater. There
was some truth in this in the early days of the repeater, but it cannot
be said of our best modern repeating rifles. My own experience with
the Winchester repeaters is that they are as accurate as any single

shot rifles. Target practice should be to the hunter with the rifle,

what trap-shooting is to the field shooter with the shotgun. Then we
can look forward to the time when the number of shooters at the
range will be as many as at the traps. In fact, when the possibilities

of the rifle are understood, the great variety of attractive shooting
that can be done with it will always give it the advantage over the
shotgun, William Lyman.

New York Central Schuetzen Corps.

The New York Central Corps, Capt. D. Meerse, held its third

monthly practice shoot of the season in Washington Park on May 10.

The weather was clear and the atmosphere tempered just right for

outdoor sport. There was a good attendance of the shooting element
of the corps, and as a consequence some good scores were made.
Henry D. Muller made the most flags in the champion class; John
Eisenhardt in the first class; Jos, Jordan in the second class, B. A.

Ficke in the third class, and J. N. Tonjes in the fourth class. On the
man target, John Eisenhardt was first with 59. H D. Muller :

Schmidt tied for second place with 56 each. The medal winners on the

with the 350 or 330

ring target were as follows: Henry D. Muller, champion class; C.
Pletz, first, first class; Emil Berckman, second class; Marten Ficken,
third class; Fred. Jutgens, fourth clas3. Scores, ring target, 3 shots
per score, 2 to count, possible 125:

Champion Class.
HD Muller W 64 F Schroder 64 54
F Schmidt 63 65 D Meersse 55 53

F Schell 59 62 J Reitwiesner 52 56

First Class.

C Pletz 63 55 A Rohde 60 57

J Seppenfelrl 60 58 J Eisenhardt.- ....60 55

Second Class.

E Berkttlafl... M 98 J Jordan , 53 63

FBaumdn,..: 86 60 wTeschmacher 69 56

Wt.Kocb...... M 55 WFajefl 97 52

CFQehnerich;;,;., 6Q 53" H Qranneman 49 53

-Third Class. 4 .

M Ficken 65 66 J Foersch. . . . . , 56 49

N A Ficke...... 57 52 JW Schnoewein 48 40
Fourth Class

F Jutgens 59 44 J N TonjeS... ...... .47 33
Man target. 3 shots, possible 60: J. Eisenhardt 57, Fred Schmidt 56,

H. D. Muller 56, F. Baumann 55, F. Schroeder 54, W- Seppenfeld 54, C
Gennerich 53, E. Berckman 50.

Texas State Rifle Association.
A hundred riflemen, a fragrant ozone bounding from the billowy

green of a field of waving corn, three illegitimate targets (125, 175 and
235yds ), a thousand of the prettiest girls in Texas—these were the
conditions at the fifth annual meeting of the Texas Association of
Riflemen which took place at the beavtiful city of New Braunfels on
the 5th and 6th of May.
Any man who Can hit a well regulrtt«d bullseye tinder the circum-

stances stated above three times in Succession without having a rab-
bit's fbot in each pocket is a great shot. The Writer tried It, first at
the 125ydS. range". Two fls „e'ame easy. Thefl came the l~5yds. butts.

The rifle was pointed for a 7 low left a9 it cracked oiit a 330grs. bullet
and out came the flag. The next shot was soiflewhsre in the target
frame. Then came the long range. It was reposing in a deep recess
of trees and rather hard to find. Men who had made good scores at
everything else, were horrified at the antics of the pointer's stick. The
shobter (rails a 12 and with breathless anxiety is mortified into a statue
to see the stick p'olfit t0 a fi high. Another rifle sang out and the
haildler thereof wailed thSt h£ itsbd "pulled off," when out came the

At any rate,it is hard Shooting to shoot thatelieS of two shots each
at 125, 175 and 225yds. There is really no reason for it, as there, seems
to be plenty of room for 200yd. range. Ordinarily, when one Who has
enough tooth for a 250yd. rauge there is room enough for one of 200-

yds. l- , ,. IS
Mr. Ernest Gruene, of New Braunfels, was on hand. He is tall,

powerful and the best single handed "arguist" in this section of the
country. There was a vexed question concerning Certain restrictions
in aighiB to be used in the New Braunfels club prize shoot whicl} some
of the riflemen did not like. Judge Gruene, of course, sided with his

club and in a masterly manner disposed of the matter. But then the
judge is a good host withal, and your correspondent slept on a bed of
roses and was fed at a most sumptuous table for two days, for all of
which the said correspondent desires Forest iSB Stream to raise its

hat in thinks.
There were about fifteen clubs represented by about 40U shooters.

The accommodations were good, the service excellent and the weather
all that cptild be desired. The contest for the individual championship
of the State was won by A. Altmann, a very modest young gentleman
of San Antonio, who m£ikes ho extended speeches about his perform-
ances, but who always has been a dangerous man to meet in rifle com-
petition. When he points the business end of a rifle at a bullseye, you
can see it wink, but only once, for it is soon knocked out by the un-
erring bullet. This contest consisted of 5 shots each at t» and 175yds.
off-hand and 5 shots each at 175 and 225yds. with mtizsfle rest, 20 shots
in all. Score:

Off-hand. Rest. Total.
E Steves 72 88 158
G Giesecke 72 90 162
A Steves 62 88 150
A Guenther 79 95 174
N Herff 53 88 141

E Dosch 62 88 150
Texas Field 73 S3 15S

J Legler 71 76 147

AUhl 73 ' 100 173

G Reining©? 69 84 153
A Altmann 29 98 124

O Voges 61 84 145

E M Seffel 71 87 168

G Hays 76 86 162
E Orciss 56 66 122

G Altmann
O Koehler
E Gruene 56
F Wenzel .61

J Ooweth 46
WKruepper 73
H Vogel 45
H Weidner 57
H Syrlng 68
E Mittendorf 71

C Dittmar 61

O Heileg 41

H V Feuffer 74
F Scholl 55
H Dittmar

Off-hand. Rest. Total.
175
65

95
65

77
75
80
77
80

49 85

121

153
122
137
161
161
136
131

163
149

134

- Rest.
F Markwardt,. . , . . . 83 A Hartmann 78 Dr Tobermann 85

FW Stete .86 A Henne 72 C Bracht 79

A Reininger 87 J Schnabel 81 P Nuhn 87

W Fey. .

,

. .77 Wm Tags. 79 Win Brummer 78

WmHerpel 93

Two prize shoots were included in the above, one being the rest and
the other the off-hand prize shoot. As will be seen, Mr. Arthur
Guenther, of San Antonio, was a close second to Mr. Altmann. He
had shot his score out with a splendid total of 174, and Altmann had
only 95 in his rest score, and had to make 80 points on two ranges in

order to win, which he did in the most approved style. Following are

the winners in the rest prize shoot:
Rest prize shoot, 5 sh oi i

Altmann 95. A. Guenther 95, G. Altmann 95. F. Scholl 94, Wm. Herpel

93, H. Syrlng 93, O. Heilig 90, G. Giesecke 90, E. Mittendorf 90, S. V.

Pfeuffer 89. Dr. Herff 88. A. Steves 88, E. Dosch 88, E. Seffel 87, A.

Reininger 87, P. Mehn 87, E. Steves 86, S. W. Stuve 86.

Off-hand prize shoot, 5 shots each, at 175 and 225yds.: G. Altmann
80, A Guenther 70. G. Heye 76. S. V. Pfeuffer 74, Texas Field 73, Wm.
Kneuper 73, A. Uhl 73, E. Steves 72, G. Giesecke 72, J. Leyler 71, E.

Mittendorf 71.
, . .

Team shoot, 5 men to each team, muzzle rest, any sights desired,

two shots each at 125, 175 and 225yds.

:

New Braunfels New Braunfels San Antonio San Antonio
No. 1. No. 2. No, 1. No. 2.

E Gruene 51 P Mehn 45 A Herff 55 G Altmann . . .58

SV Pfeuffer.. 51 J Corett 34 AUhl 53 E Steves 47

L Simon 52 J Schnabel. ...39 E Seffel 53 A Steves 46

E Mittendorf ..w W Brummer. .49 A Altmann. ...56 A Guenther. . 56

O Heilig 44 W Fays w G Giesecke. ...49 Texas Field. . .56

198 167 266 263

Team shoot, 5 men to each team, off-hand, two shots at 125, 175 and
225yds.:
San Antonio No. 1. San Antonio No. 1. New Braunfels.

E Seffel 35 A Altmann 31 E Gruene 26

AUhl 42 G Altmann 46 S V Pfeuffer. . .42

Texas Field....40 A Steves 45 L Simon 40

A Guenther.... 41 E Dreiss 38 E Mittendof . . ..51

E Steves 48-206 G Giesecke 35—195 J Corett 27—186

Sweepstake No. 1, 2 shots each at 125, 175 and 225yds., any sights de-

sired, muzzle rest: Texas Field 57, Em. Seffel 56, S. V. Pfeuffer 56, J.

Sigler 56, G. Altmann 55, F. Marquart 54, Dr. Herff 54, O. Heilig 54, A.

Altman 54, J. Schabel 52. „ „ „ „
Sweepstake No. 2, same as above: A. Uhl 61, S. V. Pfeuffer 58, O.

Heilig 57, A. Guenther 57, Dr. Heiff 56, G. Reininger 56, F. Marquart 55.

Sweepstake No. 3, off hand, 2 shots at 139, 175 and 225yds.: E. Dreiss

48. A. Guenther 45, Texas Field 40, A. Uhl 39.

Sweepstake No. 4, rest, 2 shots at 125, 175 and 225yds.: W. Conrads
), E. Gruene 60, S. V. Pfeuffer 60, H. Weidree 57.

Sweepstake No. 5, same as above: J. Fey 62, O. Voges 60.

Only the winners are given as the itemized scores would make the
report two voluminous. One winner to every five men is the propor-
tion.
Prize shoot, 4 shots each, at 125, 175 and 225yds., open sights: J.

Schnabel 115. H. Weidner 114, G. Reininger 114, W. Kheuper 112, E.
Mittendorf 110, Jos. Fey 107, 8. V. Pfeuffer 107, Aug. Beininger 107,

Wm. Conrads 105, F, Scholl 105, A. Hartmann 104, O. Voges 104, Wm.
Kellermann 103, E. Gruene 102, L. Simon 102.

As will be seen by the above score, the San Antonio contingent was
conspicuous by its absence. They refused to shoot open sights,

as they thought the restriction was a violation of the State Associa-

tion law, and—they didn't shoot, that's all.

At the meeting of the association, held on the evening of tbe 5th at
Heilig's Hall, Capt. Ernst August Dosch, of San Antonio, was elected

president; Mr. O. Voges, of Vogers Valley, was chosen vice-president,

nnd F. W. Stuve, of San Antonio, was returned as secretary.
The next meeting of the association wiU take place next year at

Vogel's Valley, where all riflemen who will attend will be given a good
time. Thus closed one of the most pleasing events of the kind that

ever took plsce in this State. The riflemen were all happy and con-

tented, ahd the State Association received a favorable boost that will

push its existence away into the future. Q. 0. G.

How Do They flo It?

Moeoantown, W.Va.—Editor Forest and Streaih: W6 have noticed

lately in the rifle columns of Forest and Stream certain Scores made'

at 200yds., and of stich excellence, it has raised a desire on out p'art to)

know certain particulars in regard to the same, certain little details?

that would perhaps be overlooked by the beginner, but carefully noted

by the expert marksman and treasured up for his own future use and
comfort. '

. . a, ..

I refer to the 100-shot scores of Messrs. Dorrler and Ross. It is my
opinion that the majoritv of the rifles in the hands of the marksmen
of New York city ahd vicinity (I wish to be understood as

i

including

each and every rifle that would be found at a big shoot at union Hill

or Cypress Hills Park), if used as the marksmen owning them usually'

use them during their shooting and placed on a machine rest, arfi in-

capable of making such fine scores as referred to. Then h<->w is it the

two shooters can do so finely, and shooting off-hand. too. Their rifles

must be perfect and their manner of manipulation must be uniform.

Do they clean after each shot? Do they use paper patched bullets?

Do they weigh their powder? Is the bullet seated in the shell or in

the barrel? "Wnat make and grain of powder does each one use, etc.,

etc. These are points of interest that hundreds of your readers would
be gladto know. Will yotir "Rifle Notes" editor tell us all the partic-

ulars? W. Milton Farrow.

How They DO It;

In another column in this week's issue will be found a communicttf
tion from an old time acquaintance and expert rifleman, W, Milton,

Farrow, a man who a few years ago, if not at the present time, stood
at the head of the rifle fraternity in America. This old veteran and
champion in many individual and team contests with the musket and
target rifle in the years now gone, and whose record is now a part of

the history of the 'best records made by our American riflemen hereto-

fore, in order to keep in touch with the new generation of experts, our
friend retains his afflnitv for the Forest and Strtcam, and through a
perusal of its columns he finds some matters recorded there In refer-

ence to high scores that are past his belief. He refers to the finework
which has lately been done by Messrs. Dorrler and Ross in their

practice, and expresses his pnrBOnal opinion that the rifles used by a
majority of otir New York riflemen could not be made to record eucH
totals if the same rifles were shot from the machine rest. He then
queries, how can these two shooters do such fine work in off hand
shooting? He combines the entire group of riflemen and their rifles

in his doubt and then singles out the two men who are the most expert
of tbe whole group, and envelops them In his mantle of personal
doubt. ,

Of the men mentioned by Mr, Farrow, one of them, Mr. Dorrler, is

well known to Mr. Farrow, for he has met Dorrler in maflf a match!
before the butts, and he should know the caliber of the latter as s;

marksman at the 200yds. range. He is now shooting in more perfes*
form than ever. His rifle rBallard action) with a specially made Rem-
ington barrel (-38-55), gain, long, is probably as near perfect in its

shooting qualities as any breechloader that has erver been turned out
by any factory up to date. He useS a patched bullet made and patched
by himself, the bullet weighing slightly over 55grs. He cleans after

each shot, using one of the Ideal Co. 's brushes; he uses no oil upon
his cleaning cloths, but leaves his barrel perfectly clean and dry inside-

Mr. Dorrler Claims that his rifle when properly held will (barring
wind) place 100 shots within a 4in. circle at 200yds. As regards Mr,
Ross, he is one of the younger group of experts who have come to"

the front within the past five years. He is a disciple of the late Geo,
Shalk system (a breechloader with the bullet seated from the muzzle},
His rifle Is .32cal„ chambered for the .82-40 shell, using a bullef;

(grooved) weighing about 160grs; his powder1 charge is 35grs. FG
Hazard, loaded from the new Ideal measure. With this rifle Mr. Ross"

has made many fine scores, both from the machine and in off-hand
shooting. In a match with Geo. Schlicht, at Union Hill Park, some-
three years ago, he made a total of 2,212 in his 100 shots, erery one*

being within the 12in. bullseye. It is claimed for this rifle that under
favorable weather conditions it will shoot as close as the best bre'SCB-

loader with a patched bullet.

Among the other members of the Zettler DlifB nearly all use the'

lubricated bullet in their rifles, each one has his own rflode of loading
and manipulating the rifle, and there is hardly one that Sfott't guaran-
tee to group a series of shots inside of a 5in. circle.

In FoRflisT and Stream issue of Dec. 1 6, 1893, can be seen a gfoittp of
50 shots fired consecutively from the machine rest without cicSfwing;

and without manipulating the rest. x

I have before me a target containing a group of 25 shots from the
machine out of R. Busse's rifle and shot by Barney Zettler, lubricated

bullets seated from the muzzle. Taking the center of the group from
the extreme shots and dividing the target into rings as per the Ger-
man ring target, the shots score ten 25s, eleven 24s, three 23s and one
22, the latter shot only the l-32in. from the finely drawn 21-line, an
average of 24.2 for each shot.
I have also before me another target containing a group of 25 shots

made with the same rifle that the target referred to in issae of Dec. 1#
was made with. The latter target was shot without cleaning, using
5Sgrs. Hazard jFG powder, lubricated bullet (Ideal mould) weighing
294grs. The entire group Is inclosed within a rectangle g£X^fui< tbe
last 10 shots of the group was caught upon a separate card and if fa-

closed within a rectangle 2J4X2f|vn. Measuring string measure 8<Spfi,

The above scores and targets are all the data that 1 have before me>
at this moment, and trust that these few explanations will, in a meas-
ure, clear away the doubt that befogs the belief of friend Farrow; if

not, then let him'do as another worthy shooter from the Far West
did once upon a time: Shoulder his rifle and kit and come down to

New York aud be convinced. Plaisted.

Cincinnati Rifles.

Cincinnati, O ,
May 6.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to day and made the scores
appended, at 200yds., off-hand, at the Standard target

;
light was poor

to-day and a fluctuating wind coupled with a storm made the shooting
irregular and unsatisfactory:

Qindele 10 10 8 8 10 10 10 10 8 7-91
10 8 7 7 9 9 10 9 8 8-85
10 88 10 77686 9-79
8 6 8 7 7 10 9 9 7 9 -80

Louis 7 4 8 4 9 8 6 8 8 9-71757768775 8-67864976 10 67 7-707545559 10 10 6-66
pavne ..7 9 9 10 9 5 9 8 7 7—80

J 657 10 79 9 68 8—74799955789 6-746687 10 955 10 8-74
Wellinger 6 9 9 10 9 8 7 7 9 10—848

9 6 9 6 5 8 10 10 8 5-76987688875 8-74
8 6 10 10 10 4 8 5 5 8—72

Schmidlin 10 6 3 4 10 1 4 3 9 1—51052074446 5-37606240790 2-34540422306 5—31
Roberts 7 8 8 7 5 8 7 5 10 10-75997468 10 56 10-75

8 10 895485 10 7—758667 5 8888 8—72
Drnbe 8 5 8 8 6 8 9 8 6 9-75

7 10 9769669 9-78
7 55975989 10-74887769777 6—72

Wilmerding Rifle Club.

Wilmerding, Pa,, May 7.—The members of the Wilmerding Rifle

Club held their regular practice sboot on May 4 and 5, when the fol-

lowing scores were made, 100yds. off-hand, American standard target:

T Dias , .......88887 10 998 7—82877779876 5—71
10 10 8 6 6 10 10 7 7 6-80

J Wilson 6 6 6 4 4 10 9 6 5 5—61
J

10 97559877 7-74
_ 10 97849766 5—69

J Barrett 9 9 7 6 5 5 5 5 5 4-60J5arreM
'

10 88777655 4-67877665554 0-53
10 98877665 4—69

J McWilllams 10 87547654 3-5944443 10 954 3-50
May 5- - 876559555 4—59

t nias
' 888668899 6-769ggg5gg77

8 8 7 5 6 10 10 10 8 8—77
J Wilson 987648887 6-71

5 5 5 5 5 7 8 7 6 4-59

J W Harrison 10 | 9 f $ £ f 5; jj

6-66766547b55 4—65866649875 5—64
J. W. Harrison, Sec'y*
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Miller Rifle Club.

The eighth annual prize shoot of the Miller Rifle Club, which took
place in Union Hill Park on May 7, was somewhat of a disappoint-

ment to the club and its friends. The hard times and lack of interest

in shooting matters was made prominent by the absence of many of

our expert riflemen. Among the visiting riflemen were to he seen

Messrs. Goodman, Mays and Horn, of the Heidenreich Club; Ross,

Holsres, Flach, Dorrlef and Plaisted, of the Zettler Club: Rebhan and
Mahlenhrock, of the Hudson Club, and L P. Hansen, of the Excelsior

Club. The weather was clear with a strong west wind. The riflemen

with the small calibers and light bullets got many unexpected shots.

On the ring target the honor for high score fell to Fred C. Ross with

73 and 70; Ross was also high for the first premium for the ten best

tickets. On the bullseve target, best center shot to count, the first

prize went to D. Peters. The first premium for the most bullseyes

went to Fred 0. Ross with 27. The first prize on the target of honor

was won by L. Vogel with 67. The programme on the ring target

called for fifteen prizes, ranging from $35 down to $2, three shots per

ticket, two best to count. Three premiums for the best ten tickets,

$8, $5 and $3. On the bullseye target there were twelve prizes rang-

ng from $20 to $2. Three premiums for the most bullseyes, $10, $i

and $3. Scores:

F 0 Sto^l 73 70 GW Plaisted «
5
6*

M Dorrler 71 69 L Vogel 6b M
HHolges 70 69 A Meyns 6, 60

G Schlieht 71 63 W Rosenhaum 6(63
LFJach 69 68 L Schmitt 62 62

L P Hansen 70 67 D Miller 65 55

E Fisher 68 67 E Berekroann 5o 50

Premiums for ten best tickets: First, F. 0. Ross; second, M. Dorr-

err; third, G. Schlieht.
First flag, Aug. Meyns; last flag, F. Fritag.

Best bullseye; D. Peters 26)^ degrees, E Fisher 37, G. W. Plaisted

41, W. Rrvsenbaum ti&L F. C. Ross 42, H. Holges 48, J. Rebhan 49, L.

P. Hansen 51, Aug. Meyns 51, H. D. Hencken 58, L. Vogel 63}^, G.

SC
premiums for most bullseyes: First, Fred C. Ross; second, George

W. Plaisted; third, E. Fisher.

Greenville Rifle Club.

Seven members of the Greenville Rifle Club and six from the New
York Rifle Club, made things lively in the shooting house in Arm-
bruster's Park, on Saturday afternoon of last week. The weather was
fine, but the light rather uncertain, owing to a blue haze which filled

the atmosphere. Six of the Greenville members filled out their scores.

Chavant we s high for the day with the good score of 227. Plaisted and
Dorrler tied for second, each with 224. Scores:

Chavant 24 20 23 24 21 23 25 20 24 23-227

Plaisted" J 9 20 23 22 24 23 24 21 33 85-234

norrler. '. 24 20 22 21 23 22 25 23 22 22-2*4

C Boag 25 16 23 21 21 23 23 23 20 22- 217

Scheeline 25 18 21 21 22 17 25 17 22 22-213

Purkess 23 18 24 21 21 14 16 20 19 18-194

The weekly gallery handicap of the Greenville Club, at its head-

quarters on Friday night of last week, called together 18 members in

competition for the class prizes. The winners in the several clashes

are as follows: First Class—Geo. Purkess first, C. Boag and Scheeline

second. Second Class-Charlock first, Agneau second. Third Class-
Daniels first, Zeiger second.

First Class.

Purkess 240 Robidoux 237

O Boag 239 J Boag 237

Scheeline 239 Collins 236

Second Class.

Charlock. 234+5-239 Spahn 229+3-232
Agneau 235+2-23" Fagen 222+6-228
Chavant -235 Gotthardt 221+4-225
Dodds -236

Third Class.

Daniels 225+7-232 Barr 21

1

Zeiger 222+8-230 Lembeck 211

Graef -226

Joseph Link Rifle Club.

This Joseph Link Rifle Club, of Brooklyn, E. D., held its annual fes-

tival in Wissel's Cypress Hills Park, on May 6. The shoot took place

on the short ranee i'5iyds ). The programme called for ten prizes,

ranging from $10 to $2. Three shots per ticket, two best to count.

Messrs. Ross, Rosenbaum and Albrecht tied for first three prizes.

43 Lindstroh 43 41

43 Holges 42 41

43 Keim 42 40
42 Habenreich 41 41

40 Chas Horney 40 40

Rosenbaum. ..43

,.43

Albrecht 43
Eberhardt 43

B Zettler 43

Schlieht Rifle Club.

Twenty members of the Schlieht Rifle Club were present at head-
quarters May 7 to compete for the class medals. The winners in the
several classes are as follows: Wm Schlieht, Champion class; E. O.
Brellenthine, first class: M. Daus. second class; Ch. Meyer, third class.

Scores: Geo. Schlieht 243, Wm. Schlieht 237, E O. Brellenthine 232- M.
Daus 231, Ch. Meyer 230, Geo. Lautenberger 226, L. Dorr 226, J. Ded-
rick236, J. Schlieht 226. F. Lambrix 225, Aug. Meyer 221, Geo. Richert

222. C. Seibei 221, J. G. Gehring 217, Peter Man 212, J. Diehl 212. E.
Me.hr 210, Ch. Stein 204, A. Tribout202, J. Bonders 201.

Palisade Rifle Club.

The Palisade Club held its weekly gallery shoot In Geo. Scblicht's

gallery on May 6. The scores are appended, 25 ring target, distance

75ft.: Geo. Dorr 243, Fred Esperer 231, Hre'd Krobatsch -25, Max
Zeller 219, Henry Rose 219, Wm. Ahles 205, Henry C. Zueleh 202.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.

Scores made at our 100ft. range. May 13: Horn 239, Goodman 235,

Enters 234, Steckel 234, Roberts 221, Kellner 218, Busch 221, May 229,

Kaufman 226. Wm. May, Sec'y.

RIFLE NOTES.
At last the possible has been made east of the Great Divide and the

honor falls upon one of our old experts, a man whose friends claim is

passi so far as the rifle is concerned. We refer to the work of our
old friend Michael Dorrler at the Williamsburgh Corps festival, at

Wissel's Cypress Hills Park, on May 13, when he made the possible 75

in 3 shots on the German ring target. For many years our expert
riflemen have labored hard and entered often at various festivals

hoping to make the possible 75 points on this target, but until George
Heiffs, of California, reached the goal at the mid-winter shoot on the
Pacific coast thi8 spring the possible score has been a sort of will-o'-

the-wisp to all of us. We esteem it a pleasure to extend our congratu-
ba.< ions to this old veteran in having reached the goal at last.

M. Dorrler informs us that there will be no further individual match
between him and Ross. In fact, he says he retires from all match
shooting for the future. That he should come to such a decision at
this time will be a disappointment to many friends of the rifle.

Several members of the New York Rifle Club took advantage of the
fine weather on Saturday of last week and paid a visit to Armbruster's
Park in Greenville, N J. Among those who tried their hands at mak-
ing center shots were Dr, Chadoourne and Messrs. Hamilton. Isbel,

Duane, Gensch and one or two others whose names we did not succeed
in catching on to. On the 30th of this month the club will begin its

season shoot in this park, shooting every Saturday.

Out rifle promoter, Plaisted, made the following appended scores on
Saturday of last week, using a cartridge loaded as follows: Ballard
rifle, .38-55, 42grs FG Hazard powder and a priming charge of 3grs.

SK nitro powder, using the 21^ U. M. C. primer and lubricated bul-

lets, distance 200yds,, German ring target: 222 211 224 209 214—1080.
Borrowing from one of the shooters present a box (35) of patched
bullets (330), he shot two strings more of 10 shots each, the rifle

remaining uncleaned from the previous 50 shots. The patched bullets
were home-made, with a thin patch, which, by the way, are not
adapted to the barrel of the rifle in question, for the fact that it is

large, having been recut and shot for a number of years. The totals
of the two scores were 201 and 209, two shots being out of the 12in.

bullseye, viz , two 16s.

The Hoboken Independent Schutzen Corps, Capt. Fred Erxmeyer,
held its regular practice shoot in the Union Hill Park. May 9. The
class medal winners were Emil Berckman 59, first class; F. Klosten 53,

second class; T. Rehm 50, third class. On the point target Messrs.
Berckman, Forkel and Reichert were in the lead for the most points.

The New York Central Corps will hold its spring festivsl and prize
shoot in Washington Park, on May 16. The programme will be open
to members of the corps only.

The German-American Shooting Society, President Otto Uehlein,
will hold its 17th annual fps Ivaj and prize shoot in Washington Park,
on June 3 and l Open to all comers.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following!

FIXTURES.
May 17-19.—The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

fourth tournament, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, at

Garfield Park race track, Chicago, 111. The Prairie Gun Club adds

$500 to the purses. „.«.

May 19.—Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club. 25 bird handicap, $15

entry, 30 per cent, to be paid on or before May 16. For amateurs only,

at Rutherford, N. J. Address W. H Huck, S^c'y, Rutherford, N. J.

May 22-25 - Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.

Van Gilder, Sec'y.

May 23-25.—Minneapolis (Minn.) Gun Club's fifteenth annual tourna-

m
Mav 23-26.—Weimer Cartridge Co's tournament, at St. Louis.

May 29.—Massachusetts State Shooting Association's tournament,

under auspices of Hingham Gun Club, at Hingham.
May 29-30.—Big Four Gun Club tournament, at Sheldon, Iowa.

May 29-30.—Janesville (Wis.) Shooting Club, third annual tourna-

ment; targets and live birds.

May 29 30.—Muncie (Ind ) Gun Club tournament.
May 30.—Harrisburg fPa.) Shooting Association tournament.

May 30.—Eastern New York league tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles

TVc©ks S©c1y
May 30.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-

ment, at Utica. '

, . . —_ ,

May 30. —Nitro Gun Club's second annual tournament, at West
Pittston, Pa. „,
May 30-31.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League tournament,

at Rochester. x . +. „
May 30-31.—Mountain Gun Club tournament, at Mabanoy City, Pa.

May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth 'tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan

Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club, Mason. $200 added money.
June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.

June 5-7.—Iowa State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Independence. Iowa. - .

June 5-7.—Wilmington (Del ) Rod and Gun Club tournament.

June 7-9—Oregon State Sportsmen's Association's tournament,

under auspir.es of Willimette Gun Club, at Portland, Oregon.

June 8-9—Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club, first annual tournament.

June 1116.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Htica,

N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.

June 12-14.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.

June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.

June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwests tenth

annual tournament, under auspices of Tacoma Rifle, Rod and Gun
Cl"b, at Tacoma, Wash.; $1,500 added money; open to the world. E.

E
June ' mif^-ChamberUn Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June 20 21 —Belfast (Me.) tournament, under the management or

Belfast Gun Club. Chas. R. Coombs. Sec'y.

June 26.—Union Gun Club tournament in conjunction with monthly

team shoot of New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, at Springfield, N. J.

June 27-28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

sixth tournament, under the auspices of the Elwood Gun Club, at

Elwood, Ind. Elwood Gun Club will add $200.

July 4-6.—Central City Gun Club tournament, at Duluth.

July 16-18.—Standard Gun Club tournament, at Baltimore, Md. ; $150

July 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associations's

seventh tournament, under the auspices of the Kentucky Gun Club, at

Louisville, Ky. The Kentucky Gun Club will add from $200 to $400.

July 1819—Dr. Wallade's bluerock target and live bird tourna-

ment' at Newport, Mich.
July 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fourth tourna-

ment", at Syracuse '

,

Aug 13-18. -John Parker's fourth international tournament, blue

rock targets and live birds, at Des-chree-shos-ka Island, near Detroit,

Mich. .

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to hatve printed.

Judging from the advance proof of the programme to be carried out
by the Wilmington Rod and Gun Club at their annual tournament on
June 5, 6 and 7 the affair should attract the largest field of entries

ever seen in that place. On the first day the events will be 10 singles.

SI entry; 10 singles, §1 50; 15 singles, $2, 20 singles, $2 50: 15 singles,

§1.50; 10 singles, 81; 25 singles, S3; two-men team race, 25 singles

each, $5; 20 singles, $2. and 10 singles, St. Second day, 10 singles, $1

entry; 15 singles. $1 50; 15 singles, $2; 20 singles, $2; 10 singles, 81; 15

singles, $1.50; three-men team race, 25 singles each, $7 50; 20 singles,

$2.50: 25 singles, $2 50, and 10 singles, $1. Third day, 10 singles, known
traps and angles, $1; 15 singles, known traps and angles, $1.50; 15

singles, unknowu traps and angles. $2; 20 singles, unknown traps and
regular angles, $2 50; 25 singles, known traps and angles, $3; 10 sin-

gles, use of both barrels allowed, second barrel break to count one-

half a target, $1; 5 pairs, $1.50; 10 singles, unknown traps and angles,

$1; 15 singles, semi-professional, $1 50; 15 singles, known traps and
angles, $2. Programmes will be ready for distribution next week.

Th« Mountain Gun Club of Mahanoy City, Pa., will hold an open to

the world tournament at Mananoy City Park on May 30 and 31, and
extend a cordial invitation to all trap-shooters to be with them. Ma-
hanoy City is one of the most attractive towns in Pennsylvania, and
the officers and members of the club are great entertainers. The club
officers are F. W. Cooper, President; J. J. Quirk, Vice-President; W.
Haldeman, Treasurer and Rene T. Clayton, Secretary. The head-
quarters for shooters will be at Fenn Cooper's Park Hotel. The pro-

gramme guarantees that every member of the club will shoot through-
out the tournament. A new set of bluerock traps wiil be used. The
events are as follows: First day, 10 targets, $1 entry; 15 targets, $1.50;

25 targets, $2 50; 15 targets $1 50; 20 targets, $2; 25 targets, $2.50; 10

targets 81; 20 targets, 82.50; 15 targets, $2. Second day, 10 targets, $1

entry; 15 targets. $1 50; 25 targets, $2.50; 15 targets, $1 50; 20 targets,

$2; 15 targets, $150; 20 targets, 50; 15 rargets, $1.50. American
Association rules will govern. Targets two cents each. Shoot to be
gin at 9 A. M each day.

On May 9 the members of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club held their

monthly prize contest at Dexter Park. The shoot for the gold medal
and other prizes, in which the members are divided into three classes,

resulted in seven tieing, and on the shoot-off T T. Edgerton won the
medal and Class B prize. J. Bennett won Class A prize, and Class C
prize went to H. Bookmaa. The scores: Class A—H. Bramwell
(28yds.) 6. J. Bennett (28) 6, T. Short (28) 6, E. Helgans (28) 5, C. M,
Meyer (28) 5, H. J. Selover (28) 5, H LeMaise (28) 4. Class B-T. T.

Edgerton (25) 6, J. B. Knowlson (35) 6, J. Woodley (25) 6, C. Wissell

(25)5. Class C—H. Bookman (25) 6. S. Woods (25)3. Ties for club
medal and class prizes: T. T. Edgerton. Class B, 3, J. Bennett 2, T.

Short 2, J. Wolley 2, H. Bookman 2, H. Bramwell 1, J. B. Knowlson 1

Ties for Class A prize: J. Bennett 5, T. Short 4. Ties for Class B
prize: T. T. Edgerton 3, J. Woolley 2, J. B, Knowlson 1.

The party of Eastern shooters who will take part in the Knoxville
tournament on Tuesday to Saturday, inclusive of next week, will

start from home to-day (Saturday, May 19j, instead of to-morrow, as
originally agreed Tbey will go via the Norfolk & Western route,
leaving the B. & O. depot (foot of Liberty street) at 5 P. M , Elizabeth
5:29, Bound Brook 5:56, Philadelphia 7:22, Wilmington 8:12, Baltimore
10.07, and Washington 11:10 The Pennsylvanians will meet the train

at Philadelphia and the District of Columbia men at Washington.
The party will reach Knoxville at 4 P. M. on Sunday. The Eastern
shooters who went to Chicago will probably reach Knoxville about the
same time as the above.

The extremely well gotten up and printed programme for the Inter-

state shoot to be held at Grand Rapids, Mieb., on May 30 and 31 and
June 1 in conjunction with the annual tournament of the Michigan
State Trap Shooters' League, has the following: "Half-way to Reed's
Lake are the shooting grounds of the Valley City Gun Club, pleasantly
located on the brow of a hill overlooking Fisk's Lake, better grounds
for inanimate target shooting cannot be; the score faces directly east,

and the birds have the sky for a background. The Valley City Gun
Club is a large and flourishing organization, and its members, by their
personal efforts, will endeavor to send all visiting shooters home with
the conviction that in this shoot they have attended one of the most,
comfortable and enjoyable tournaments ever held in the State."

The monthly shoot of the Unknown Gun Club took place at Louis
Miller's Dexter Park on May 10, fifteen members being on hand. The
prize shoot was at 7 live birds each, club handicap rises. The scores:
J. Bohling (25yds.) 7, J. Flynn (28) 7, Ike Hyde (30) 7, W. Schumacher
(22) 7, H. Van Staden (23) 6, J. Akhurst (23) 6, J. Boyd (25) 6, E.
Vroome (30) 6, M. Brown (28) 6, F. A. Thompson (28) 6. H. Boemer-
mann (25) 5. C. Lakeman (25") 5, Dr. Little (27) 5, J. F. Elfers (21) 4,

A. Rankin (23) 8. Sweepstake, 3 birds. 25yds. rise: J. Boyd 3, M.
Brown 3, F. A. Thompson 3, J Bohling 3, Ike Hyde 3, H. Boemermann
"!, J. F, Elfers 3, Dr. Little 1. C. Lakeman 1. Match, 5 birds, loser to
pay: F. A. Thompson 5—3, Dr. Little 5—3.

On Decoration Day the Walsrode Gun Club, of Newark, will have a
combination shoot, using live birds in the morning and empire targets
in the afternoon. On May 10 a team race took place on the grounds,
two men per team, 10 live birds each, for a stake of $10 a man. The
scores were Perment 9, Leutheuser 7, total 16. Schraft 6, Roth 7,

total 14. This was followed by a 4-bird sweep in which Koegel killed

4, Schraflt 3. Mellville 3. Leutheuser 3, Hassineer 2 and Perry 1. Then
followed six 10-target sweeps in which the number shot at and broken
by each man were as follows: Leutheuser 60, 48; Schraff1 60, 38; HUfers
50, 28; Perment 50, 33; Hassinger 40, 30; Mahr 30, 17; Meyer 20, 15;

Roth 30, 13; Schaefer 10, 8; Perry 10, 5.

A match at 25 live birds each for $200 a side took place on the grounds
of the Bergen Gun Club at Cherry Hill, N. J., on Friday, May 11, be-

tween John Ryan, of the Mansion House, Hackensack and J Scoskie,
Paterson, the latter being one of the many "dark horses" with which
Paterson seems to abound. The birds were a good lot and the race by
no means one-sided. Hurlingham rules governed and the result is

here shown:
Ryan 2112122020110010221112111—20
Scoskie 1121002100021022112122320—18

Smith and Keller, of Plainfieid, R H. Breintnall and A. E. Geoffroy,
of Newark, E. D. Miller, of Springfield, M. F. Lindsley and wife, of
West Hoboken. C. C Heberd, of Elizabeth, J. L. Smith, of Hacketts-
town, J. W. Hoffman, of German Valley, N. W. Drake, of South
Orange, are among those who are to start for Knoxville at 5 o'clock

this afternoon. At Philadelphia they will probably be joined by
"Father Time" Thurman and H. L. David, of Germantown, W. L.

Fieles, of Christiana and W. T. Tredway, of Philadelphia, and at Wash-
ington by Wm. Wagner, Jas. H. Hunter, J. H. Green, D. T. Arnold and
Henry Gulick.

Just before going to press we received a letter from Roger Van
Gilder, secretary of the Knoxville Gun Club, requesting us to inform
our readers that the coops of the above club now contain 1,200 live

pigeons, thus finally assuring two days' shooting at feathers. The live

Dird pots should be fat ones, the regular events being at 8 birds, $10
entry, three moneys, birds extra at twenty-five cents each.

At the monthly club shoot of the Walsrode Gun Club, of Newark, at

25 empire targets per man, Leutheuser broke 17, Roth 17, Baar 16,

Schaefer 13, Reinhardt 9. Pjgeon 9, Mahr 8. In a 10 target sweep Roth
broke 10, Perment 8, Hassinger 8, Schaefer 8, Leutheuser 7, Mahr 5

and Baar 5. No. 2, same: Perment 7, Hassinger 7. At 20 targets each:

Perment 15, Baar 15, Hassinger 15, Leutheuser 12, Roth 6 and Mahr 5

.

At the annual meeting of theRiverview Gun Club, of Amsterdam,
N Y., the following gentlemen was elected officers for the ensuing
year: President, Robt. M Hartley; Vice-President, F. Appleton; Sec-

retary, D. S. Pierce: Treasurer, Jas. L Hamilton; Capt. E. D. Trull;

Directors: A. B. Briggs, E. D. Trull, G. B Belotti, G. V. Hartley, W.
A. Barkhuff.

Lovers of live bird shooting will have an opportunity to secure some
good sport at Ed. Earle's Halfway House, on the Elizabeth-Linden

road, on May 24. The events will be free to all and good birds are

assured. The shooting will begin at 1 0 A. M. and continue until candle
light. No favoriteB are played on these grounds.

The Muncie (Ind.) Gun Club announces their sixth annual amateur
spring tournament for May 29 and 30. Bluerock targets and traps
will be used, and the shooting will be under American Shooting Asso-
ciation rules.

George S McAlpin, of Bayonne, who used black powder in the shoot

for the Larchmont cup will forever after be known as "The Rain-

maker." Louie Davenport is responsible for the bestowal of the
cognomen.
Dbs Moines, la., May 9.—At the annual meeting of the Highland Gun

Club the following officers were elected: President, C. W. Budd; Vice-

President, C. O. Perkins; Secretary-Treasurer, M. Bruce.

The Sturgis Prairie Gun Club has organized for the season of 1894,

with U. Stacy, President; Chas. McKerla, Treasurer, and H. E.Pear-
son, Secretary. The club shoots every Friday.

The next shoot of the New Jersey Trap Shooters' League will be
held on Wednesday, June 26, on the Union Gun Club grounds at

Springfield.

The Harrisburg (Pa.) Shooting Association will hold an all day's
shoot at targets on their grounds on Wednesday, May 30 (Decoration

Day).

Watch for the programme of the New York State shoot. The
Oneida County Sportsmen's Association never do things by halves.

C. H. Townsend.

Fargo Gun Club.

Fahgo, N. D., May 10.—Inclosed please find scores made by members
of the Fargo Gun Club to-day:

No. 1, 10 singles, known angles:

Ercanbrack 110)100011- 6 Mill 1110010111—7

Lyon 1111110111-9 Robbins 1111001101-7

No 3. "l6 singles, unknown traps:

Ercanbrack 1110010011-6 Mill 0010000000—1

Lyon 1111110110—8 Robbins 0011111111—8

No 3. badge shoot. 15 singles, unknown angles, and 5 pairs:

Ercanbrack 01100101 1000100 00 11 10 00 11-11
Lyon 110110111011111

Mill
"'

'. 100101001111101

Robbins7.'." 111111011011011

A J Smith ...000001110101010

Roberts 111111010111111

No. 4, 10 singles, known angles:

11 11 10 11 11—31
10 11 01 01 00-14
11 01 10 10 11—19
10 00 00 11 00— 9
10 10 10 11 11—30

Robbins 1111111111—10
A J Smith 0010110110- 5
N C Smith 0010100100— 3

Ercanbrack 1111011000— 6

Lyon 1110111110— 8

Mill 1011100010- 5

Roberts 1101111100- 7

No. 5, team Bhoot. 10 singles per man, known angles:

Roberts 1101111111—9 Lyon 1111111101—9

Robbins 1101111001-7 Mill 0101101101—6

A J Smith 0001010000—2—18 N C Smith, 0000010111-4—19

No 6, miss and out, unknown angles: N. C. Smith 10, Lyon 0, Mill 0,

Roberts 5, Robbins 11, A, J. Smith 3. C. E. R.

The Calumet Heights Gun Club.

The opening shoot of the club for this season took place at its

grounds on May 5. The meeting was a most pleasant one. The club
is building two'new cottages in addition to the roomy building already
constructed. Follwing is the score of the diamond medal contest:

S MBojth 1011010111111111011111111110111101101111-33

C W Carson 1111111111111011111111111111111111111011—87

A C Paterson 1110111111110111101111001110101101011111—30
E S Morse 0101101011010110101101000100011101101111—23

ETEllicott 1111111101111111010011111100110111001110-30

GC Lamphere 1110111101111111111110111111111111111111—37

FS Lewis 111110111011111000111 1 00001 111011 10101 10—26
G Marshall 0010111111010011101110110011111011111111—88.

JEHinkins 1100111111010111001011111110101111111111—31

G Knowles 1111010101010010111111111000101100011111-26'

A W Carlisle 0111010111111101111111111111011101111110—33:

A P Harper OOOOllOOOlOllOlllOOllOlOlOOmOlOOOOllOl—17
Messrs. Carson and Lamphere tied, and on the shoot off Mr. Carson

broke eight out of tfn while his competitor broke one less, thus Mr.
Lamphere was first in the shoot. Mr. Carlisle was first in class B and
Mr. Harper in class C. B. Waters.

Trap at San Antonio.

The regular weekly medal shoot of the Border Hill Gun Club took
place at the Midway grounds on the 6th inst. as follows:

Thirty singles and five pairs targets, unknown traps:

Critzer 011101111011111111110111110111 10 11 01 01 10-35"

Paris 101111111111111010001011111011

George 101110011111111110111111111100

Vernor 111101111111111111010011111111

Ohnesorge 11 100111100110111111 Ullllllll
Mr. Vernor won the diamond medal on 34.

Another match was shot under the same conditions as above: Critze;

82, Paris 33. George 39, Vernor 31.

No. 3, 10 pairs doubles:
Vernor 10 00 10 11 10 10 00 10 11 11-1:,

George 10 00 10 10 11 11 11 11 10 10—11
Critzer 10 11 10 11 11 10 01 10 10 10—V
Paris 10 11 01 10 00 01 11 11 00 10—1
At the regular annual meeting of this club the following offlcen

were elected: President, Jos. M. George; Vice-President, H. E. Ver
nor; Secretary, Frank Gloeokjier; Treasurer. AjUr< Ohnesorge; Cap)
tain, Arthur 0, Paris. 0. C. G,

01 00 01 10 it—
10 10 11 11 10-31,
11 11 01 11 11—

&

10 10 10 10 11-31

:
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Morristown and Paterson Shoot a Tie.

Thb return match between the Morristown and Paterson Gun Clubs,
shot at Willard's Park, on Tuesday, May 8, attracted over 800 specta-
tors, a large number of whom were well known sportsmen from
various towns. There were about a dozen ladies present. The
w eather was perfect and the wind strong enough to assist the birds
greatly in their flight.

The Morristown contingent reached the grounds about 1 P. M., and
previous to the shooting of the team race the following sweeps were
run off, the conditions being 7 birds each, $5 entry, two moneys:

No. 1. No, 2. No. 2.

Cass 22112.1—6 2111112—7 Hopper 2121122-7
Morfey 1221122—7 1222011-6 Morgan 210211.-5
George 1111211—7 2111011 -6 Bluerock 201.021—4
Wright 2202222—6 2222221—7

Now the main event of the day was called, each club putting in a
team of five men. and each man shooting at 10 live pigeons, 30yds.
rise, 50yds. boundary, otherwise Hurlingbam rules. Robert Boyle
was referee and trap-puller. The Paterson team won the toss, Morfpy
shooting first, and being followed by Class for the Norristowns, both
killing. The birds furnished for the match were a mixed lot, being as
a whole much inferior to those used in the Morristown match. The
race throughout was a hot one, and at no stage was either team sure
of a victory. On the first round the Morristowns led by one kill, on
the second round Paterson was one ahead. On the seventh round
the score was tied, on the eighth Paterson again led by one, on the
ninth another tie resulted, and on the final round each side killing an
t-qusl number the match ended in a tie on 38 kills each. The score of
the match is here shown:

Trap score type—Copyright ism, by

Paterson Gun Club.

T W Mor£ey2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2-10

E Morgan. ..• 22*220022— 6

E C George.* 12022012 1—7

T O Wright.2 2202 2 2220—8
-H-T^irU/./

G A Hopperl 1.120220 2—7

38

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Morristown Gun Club.

F P Class. . .2 2 2 2 2 * 2 0 1 0—7

JEWharton.l 200121122—8

A Wheaton.l 2 i 1 1 3 2 1 11- 9

JHLeonard.l 02120202 1—7

J Timmons.. 00121222 2—7
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The luck of the birds can be said to have been fairly even. The
members of both teams had a fair share of the good birds, the most
noteworthy work being thus noted:
Morgan's 1st, very fast, hit hard but fell just over wire; 4th, same

kind, fell at outer fence.
George's 1st fell dead in grand stand; 3d, awfully vicious flyer, killed

with fine second; 4th, hit lightly, should have been killed; 5th, fast
towering driver, twisted out of first but came down on second; 7th,
ut dershot, very fast bird; 9th, fast and well stopped.
Wright's 1st, an ugly twister that required good judgment; 4th,

at other ugly one that dodged and towered out of both barrels: 7th,
killed with second close to boundary; 8th, another long kill; 10th, a
c ean miss.
Hopper's 3d was an awfully fast one and got only a yard beyond the

boundary when it fell dead; 10th, a fast bird and well killed.
Class's 1st and 2d were "hummers" and it was only by exercising

good judgment, that they were stopped; 6th, as speedy a bird as ever
left a trap and hit hard with both barrels, lell dead a yard over wire;
Hh, another ugly twister and a pretty kill at long range; 8th, towered
out of both charges, as did his 10th.

J. E. Wheaton's 1st was a tricky twister, but came down on the first;
his 3d was missed with second and got away; 4th, a zig-zagger that
any one was liable to lose, got contents of both barrels but is proba-
bly still on the wing; 5th, one of the star flyers of the day and beauti-
fully killed; 7th, another'splendid kill, tricky bird.

A. Wheaton's 2d fell at the score; 3d, another of those mean twisters
that never knows which way to fly, fell dead over outer fence; 7th, a
fast and tricky driver that towered and zigzagged, but had to come
down.
Leonard's 2d was hit lightly and went to top of grand stand to re-

covered, a good stop with second; 4th, killed just in front of score
line, he forgot to push up the safety and just managed to get the bird
before it crossed the line; 6th, a clean miss; 8th, fast and tricky, hit
lightly, but would have scored had the wind not helped it.

Timmons put two full charges in his first bird only to see it fall dead
over the fence; 2d, very fast and cleanly missed; 3d, got part of first,

but shot behind with second; 4th. another of the star character,
dodged clear out of first, but brought to grass with a finely-judged
second; 7th, fast and well killed; 10th, the deciding bird of the race and
cleanly killed.

After the big race there was shot a 5-bird sweep, $3 entry, 2 moneys,
the result being here appended:

Ties Ties
Morfey 20222-4 11111 AWheaton 01202-3
Class 22211—5 1 Blue Rock 21110—4 0
George 01111-4 11211 Wright. 02121-4 22211
Hopper 11222-5 1 Morgan 21201-4 210
J wheaton 22212—5 0
The party then adjourned to the hotel, where the merits and de-

merits of each man's work were discussed until Class and Morfey be-
gan bantering one another as to which one could break the most tar-
gets. Each man being confident of possessing superior skill, they
agreed to stake $5 each and shoot at 25 Empire targets, thrown from
three traps, both traps and angles to be unknown. Morfey captured
the first match, being plainly favored by the trap boys, who were also
the pullers. Another go of the same kind was then agreed upon for
the same amount, Mr. Boyle seeing that the targets were thrown
fairly. Class won this; and they then shot a> third race, same condi-
tions, Class again winning. The scores follow:

First match:
Morfey 0011110111101111111110111—20
Class 1010111101111111110001111—19
Second match:

Morfey 1111101111111111111111101-23
Class 1111111111011111111111111-24
Third match:

Morfey 1111111011110111111111111—23
Class 1110111111111111111111111—24

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Fred Hoey Wins the Larchmont.
Feed Hoey, the crack young shooter of the Westminster Kennel

Club, added another to his already long list of victories on May 11 by
winning the much coveted Larchmont cup. There were sixteen en-
tries, of whom Hoey and L. T. Davenport tied on 25 kills each, Hoey
winning the shoot off.

The conditions of the contest were 25 live birds, 50yds. boundary,
handicap rises, optional sweepstakes from S5 to $25 eech man, open
to the following clubs: Philadelphia, Carteret, Valley, New Utrecht
and Riverton gun clubs, Westminster Kennel Club, Blooming Grove
Park Club and Washington Park Club; 60 per cent, and cup to winner,
80 per cent, to second and 10 per cent, to third. The scores were as
follows:
O S McAlpin (Carteret), 29yds 22201211112111812O210w —18
D S Thomas fRivertoii"), ouvds !'l/H'>i V -'

:

W I.t BfOkttW ('OHI-Ltii-et) ^V 5 . .. _ - .;:

.T Palmer (Larchmont), 28yds 2000w — 1

E Edwards (Philadelphia), 29yds 11221211213221511211212.0-23
Capt Money (Larchmont), 30yds 0122l.l22212l2222122i2222-iS
Fred Hoey (Westminster), 30yds 222i222222022v2222 222222—25
R A Welsh (Riverton), 30yds 22.2122102111112221111211—23
C S Kendall (New Utrecht), 28yds 21110122120w — 8
W F Sykes (New Utrecht), 28yds 22122202020w — 8
F B Prismuth (Riverton). 27yds 11213101021 120w —11
Dr Wynn (Larchmont), 29yds 21220.21122122221Ow —15
G Henry (Larchmont). 28yds 222222212*2202.1112212122—23
LT Davenport (Larchmont), 30yds 22122122212122222212222 2.:

F O Moore (Carteret), 29yds .22.2122222122121112212222—24
E L Post fRiverton), 29yds 321tl02222112112211102.w-20
G Work (Larchmont), 30yds 2212112222222122212.22112—24
Shoot off for first and second places:

Hoey 22222—5 Davenport 02121—4
Shoot off for third place:

Work 12212—5 Moore .22 —2
Jacob Peiitz was referee.

Trap at Watson's Park.
May 9.—South Chicago Gun Club, 20 live birds:

LOWillardl02012111200l 21 12112—16 FE Willard0220121 1110012011211—15
AWReev68llllllll211121001112-18 *DrFor'ml21110111111011111121—18
Thirty targets, 3 unknown traps, known angles:

LU Wuiard 101111010111111111111111111111—27
AW Reeves 111111111111111101111101111111—28
FE Willard 011111111011111111111111111101-27
•Dr Forthingham 111111111111111111111111111111-30

* Not a member. Raveijsigg.

Meadville Gun Club.
Meadville, Pa., May 11.—The opening summer meeting of the

Meadville Gun Club, held at their Island grounds Wednesday after-
noon, was one of the finest one-day shoots ever held in this city. The
club's spacious new shooting house was opened to the public, and the
verandas were crowded with spectators, the upper one being occupied
entirely by ladies. There were probably 250 spectators present, and
all were finely entertained. The rapid firing system, from 5 traps, all
at different angles, makes the sport very interesting, and the fact that
it is all business and no nonsense, from start to finish, is highly eredit-
aole to the club. Besides the members of the club, shooters were
present yesterday from Franklin, Cochranton, Corry, Union City and
other neighbsring cities, and the firing was almost constant from
1 o'clock P. M. until dark, the total number of shots fired being 1,854.
The match at 25 singles resulted:
Yates 111101011110001 101 11 1011 0—17
Adams 101 010101101101 1000101101—13
See 1100101011100110101111000-14
Lashells 1101101011101111111111110-20
Decker 10101 1 1110111010001110001—15
Gundacker , ...1110111101111111011111010—20
H A Johnson 1111111111101111111101111-23
Hamon 0110000111111111101010111—17
Hayes 100010101 1100000101001011—11W F Boyerschmidt 011100001 1 1011110111 10111—17
Barackman , 0111001001011111110111110—17
C Miller 0011010100100000001100000— 7
McGuinness OOOOIOOOIOIOIOOOIOIOIOOOI— 8
E Boyerschmidt 10000100001 10000110110000— 7
Stine 0111010101001011010011000—12
Kellman 1010111101110111011101011—18
L Hines lOOlOi 1 10100001 0000100011—10
Reisinger 1010010100101001001011010—11
Laffer 101 11 001 101 10101001100110—14
Neal 1011001101111001010011111—16
F B Smith OllOulOOOOOllOOOlOQOlllOO— 9
Schrenkengost 100100 1 000000 • • ..H0I010 7
Carscaden 0101111010010010110100101—11
Kelso 1011011110111101010011101—17
Dr Johnson 1111010111111111111010110—20
Brown ..oiiooomoooiooioimoioi—14
Clark 0111101110111011011111111—20
Dilley 1] 1101001OOOOOOOOOOOIOIOO—10
E Schmidt lOOOOlOOlOOOOOOnoiOlOOOOO— 5
Farrell 1010010100101110011011010-13
F W Sraitt 1111111111010100010111111—19
Crawford 0100001101010010001111111—12
Byham 10001 1 1 1001 001 1 1 1 1 01 1 1 110—16
Van Patton nor

< \ < h. . i >(n i n_ 3

Harvey , 0110100100011001 101000110—11
Bell 1000000111100110001001101-11
Worst 0101001011111111111111010—18
Baker 11011001001 10111 101100111—16
Whitling 1000010010101001 S00101010—10
Dunn 101011 0101 11111 0000100010-13
Purple 1011110001 01 01 00101010011—13
Hotehkiss 1111001110111011111011111—20
Vanduzen 1110101110111111111100101—19
Harrington 0111111101101111110111011—30

"Wads'" Princeton Budget.
Princeton, N. J., May 7.—The handicap championship of the Prince-

ton Gun Club for 1894 was won to-day by Dr. E. L. Tiffany, the tangi-
ble evidence of which is a handsome walking stick, suitably engraved.
This cane is unique in its way, as it is made by drawing a rattlesnake's
skin over a wooden core and then putting on head and ferrule. There
is probably not its like in the States. It was made at Chubb's fly-rod
factory. Post Mills, Vt.
The match was at 25 Keystones, 20 rapid-fire, known trap and angles,

5 unknown trap, known angles. A handicap of from 2 to 12 broken
birds were given the contestants, and Lloyd and Margerum with 8
birds handicap each and Stout with 5. tied Dr. Tiffany for first place.
Stout and Margerum, who are well known in this section as veteran
live-bird shots, and had promised their friends to "pluck the M.D." in-
sisted on deciding the tie at the original number of birds—25. This
was rather an unusual proceeding, but the Doctor raised no objection,
and the ball opened. Either they overestimated their own "pluck"
and "plucking" powers, or they forgot the staying qualities shown by
their pill-driving opponent as the winner of a long race. Johnson and
and Cresson divided second prize, a box of "Hotel Brunswick" cigars;
Clarke won third, three canisters of Oriental Wing-Shot powder; Zaz-
zelli, Mittendorf and Phillips divided fourth, a box of Huyler's candy;
Wesley won fifth, two boxes loaded shells; Hoff and Rose tied for sixth,
a box loaded shells, and Hoff won on shoot-off; Skirm and Davis won
seventh and eighth respectively, a canister of "Dead Shot" powder.
Phillips 1011011111100001111111000-16
Mittendorf.(given 4) ; 1 1 1 1 1 01 1 001 101 01001 1 01 1 10—1

6

Tiffany .111110110(1111111011111100—19
Wesley (12) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0010010001000—15
Cresson (7) .1111111111100111100101100—18
Clarke (3) 111011101 1 1 10110001101011—17
Hoff (6) .1111111001011010101(100100-14
Zazzelli (12) 1111111111110100100001001—16
Rose (10) 1111111111010100001100000-14
Johnson (7) 11111111110011 lOllllOlOOO—18
Skirm (10) 1111111111001000001000001—13
Stout (5) 1111111010110111101101011—19
Margerum (8) 1111111110110101011111001—19
Davis (8) 1111111101000000000010100—11
Lloyd (8) 1111111110011111111011000-19
In >hooting off the ti*s of 19, Tiffany won.
May 9.—Practice of intercollegiate team of University Gun Club, 25

Empires from 3 traps, unknown angles: Lewis 22, Clarke 17, Tiffany
15, Mittendorf 15, Cresson 17. Wads.

Central Gun Club of Duluth.
Dultth, Minn—At the third medal shoot of the Central Gun Club

there was no one present but those participating in the shoots, never-
theless the contests were the closest and most exciting of any yet held
this season. The day was dark and showery, with a very strong and
gusty southwest wind blowing over the traps which at times caused
the targets to take almst every angle but the proper one. In the A
class Day. though not in proper form owing to recent illness, won
from Dodge, though the latter was not present to defend it. In the B
class Moore won from Owen, while Little, who twice won the C medal,
and should he again have won it would become its owner, lost to
Black. The interst was mostly centered in the Hulberg Brothers
medal, at unknown angles, and it, was both close and exciting. Moore,
who has defended it since last season, being tied by Nelson, and it re-
quired two strings of five targets each to decide Nelson winner. Fol-
lowing are the scores:
^ Medal shoot, 50 singles, known angles:

Cl&ss A
Day 1111111111101101 lllOlioilllllOllllllllllOOOOOllOlO—38
Nelson HlOlllllOOlOlOllOllllllOlllOlllOlOOllOll 101011101—36

Class B.
Moore 11111111100011001101011111001001111011111001101101—34
Pastoret 10100101101110111011011000001101101010010011001111-38
McDonald 0010110101101010101110101110101X10100(301101 101 10001-25
Proctor 1010010100111001010000011 1000010000100000101001001—18
Owen llOllOHOOOIOOOlOOlOOOlOlw

Cla*s C.
Black 01 01 1 1 10(30101 1 1 1 00 l'lOOl 1001 1 1 111 00 1 01 0001 100001011—26
Little 010001 UlllOOOOOlOOlOlOlOlOOOOlOOiOOlOOlOOOlOOOlOl—19
Hulberg Bros, medal, 15 singles, known traps, unknown angles -

Pastoret 010100110010000- 5 McDonald 000001101111100— 7
Moore 010111010111111—11 Owen 110001011111000- 7
Proctor 100110011000001— 6 Nelson 111110011011110—11
Day 000011101001000— 5 D Day 100100100011101- 7
Ties on 11 won by Nelson,
Extra sweep, 10 singles, unknown angles. P octor 6, Day 6, Nelson

7, McDonald 5.

Missoula Bod and Gun Club.
Missoula, Mont., May 6.—This afternoon when the shooters of the

Missoula Rod and Gun Club came to the score for the weekly medal
shoot they were compelled to do the work under the difficulty occa-
sioned by an exceedingly strong wind blowing directly across the
range. However, very fair work|was done. The winners of the medals
of the previous week both secured the privilege of retaining the same
for the ensuing week. Rogers of the A class securing 14 and Brayton
of theB class 13 out of the possible 15. at known angles:

Class A
R Rogers 111111111011111—14 T S Jones 101001001 100101- 7W H Marr 101110111111101—12 H A Stephens. .101101111110111—12

Class B,
JP Menard ....101111111110001—10 W P Bravton. . .111111011011111—13
F P Conner 100010100110010— 6 F H Woody liOiOOUUOlllO—10
J T Sawhill 111011011101111—12 F P Keen 0001101 00000000— 3
After the medal shoot a team shoot of ten birds to the man, Bis men

to team, was engaged in, Stevens leading one and Rogers th« oth«r
team. Rogers's team won by a score of 37 to Stephens's teams's score
ol 85. Witt Cave, Sec'y.

The Season's Shooting at Hollywood.
Below will be found the full text of the circular announcing the

programme for the season's shooting at Hollywood, West End, N. J.
The committee in charge is L. S. Thompson, John Hoey, H. B. Wal-
lack and Fred Hoey.
Shooting will commence at 3 P. M. promptly, unless otherwise

stated. The grounds can be reserved for private matches any Mon-
day, Tuesday or Friday, provided notice has been given one week in
advance. There will always be sweepstake shooting after the adver-
tised events. All cartridges should be sent by express addressed to
the Hollywood Pigeon Grounds, Hollywood, West End, N. J., and vis-
itors should buy their tickets to Hollywood. Ten per cent, will be
deducted from events.
Saturday, May 19, at 11:30 A. M., the Riverton Gun Club challenge

plate will be contested between Messrs. Fred Hoey and George Work,
100 birds each. General sweeps will follow at the option of all
shooters present.
Saturday, June 23, overture prize, 15 birds, handicap rise, shooters

handicapped at 28yds. and under allowed two misses as no birds, ties
miss and-out, allowances not to run on ties, entrance $15; cup to win-
ner. 20$ of entries to the second and 10* to the third. Shooting to
commence at 2 P. M.. sweeps afterward.
Saturday, June 30, the Hollywood futurity, 25 birds, handicap rise,

ties at 5 birds, entrance $50 p.p , or only $25 if declared out by June
25; 60,* and cup to the winner, 30* to second and 10* to the third.
Shooting to commence at 11:30 A.M. Entries close June 15.

Same day, the Moet & Chandon prize (two cases of champagne to
the winner), 5 birds, 30yds. rise, entrance free, tiesmiss-and-out. This
prize is presented by the courtesy of Geo. A. Kessler, Esq.
Wednesday, July 4, at noon, the red top prize (two cases Monopole.

champagne to the winner), 5 birds, handicap, ties miss-and-out,
entrance free. This prize is presented through the courtesy of
Messrs. F. H. Hubbard and E. G. Murphy.
At 3 P. M. the Independence handicap, at 15 birds, ties at 3 birds,

entrance $20; 70* to winner and 30* to second. Sweeps commence at
10 A.M.

,

Saturday, July 7. the Hollywood biennial championship 50 birds,
30yds. rise, ties at 10 birds, entrance $100; 70* to the winner, 20* to the
second and 10* to the third. Shooting to commence at 11 :30 A. M.
Wednesday, July 11, sweepstake shooting at fixed distances, handi-

caps and allowances.
Saturday, July 14, allowance sweepstake, 10 birds, entrance $15;

70* to the winner, 30$ to the second. Those handicapped at 27 and
28yds. one miss as no bird; 26yds. and under two misses as no birds;
ties at 3 birds without allowance. Sweeps afterward.
Wednesday, July 18, sweepstake Bhooting at fixed distances, handi-

caps and allowances.
Saturday, July 21, Takanassee cup, 15 birds, ties at 3 birds, entrance

$20, handicap rise; 60* to winner, 20* to second, 10* to third. Sweeps
afterward.
Wednesday, July 25, sweepstake shooting, at fixed distances, handi-

caps and allowances.
Saturday, July 28, Renault prize (case fine old cognac to the win-

ner, presented by courtesy of Gedrge Renault, Esq., M. & O., 30yds.
rise, free entrance. Sweepstake shooting, at fixed distances, handi-
caps and allowances.
Wednesday, Aug. 1, sweepstake shooting, at fixed distances, handi-

caps and allowances.
Saturday, Aug. 4, Whale Brook handicap, 15 birds, ties miss and

out, shooters handicapped at 27yds. "and under, allowed one miss as a
no bird, allowance to run on ties, if not used in sweep; entrance $15,
60* to winner, 30* to second, 10* to third. Sweeps afterward.
Wednesday. Aug. 8, sweepstake shooting, at fixed distances, handi-

caps and allowances.
Wednesday, Aug. 11, midsummer handicap, unlimited number birds,

entrance $25; shooters handicapped at 29yds. and over, 3 misses out;
28yds. and under. 4 misses out, 70* to the winner, 20* to the second,
and 10* to the third. Sweeps afterward.
Wednesday, Aug. 15, sweepstake shooting, at fixed distances, handi-

caps and allowances.
Saturday, Aug, 18, the Hollywood grand national handicap, 50

birds, ties at 10 birds entrance $100, 70* to the winner, 20* to the
second, 10* to the third. Shooting to commence at 11:30 A. M. Sweeps
afterward
Wednesday, Aug. 22, special handicaps, conditions made on grounds.
Monday, Sept. 3, the Labor Day handicap. 20 birds, ties at -3 birds,

entrance $25, 70* to the winner, 20* to the second, 10* to the third.
Sweeps afterward.
Previous Winners.—Hollywood Futurity: William Kent, 1891 ; L. T.

Duryea, 1892; Fred. Hoey, 1893.
Grand national handicap: J. Seaver Page, 1891: T. S. Dando, 1892;

L. S. Thompson, 1893.

The Hollywood biennial championship: L. S. Thompson, 1892.
Renault prize: Edgar G. Murphy, 1891

;
George Work, W. C. Floyd-

Jones (divided), 1892; Capt. A. W. Money, 1893.
The Hollywood Columbian Jubilee: L. 8. Thompson, 1893.

Keystone League vs. West Jersey.
The Keystone League and West Jersey Gun Club met on May 12

on the grounds of the former at Frankford. The West Jersey
led at the end of the fifth round by two targets, which they increased
to five by the tenth round, when the Keystone boys began to pull up,
and about the middle of the match it was even, and for several rounds
it was see-saw, first one ahead and then the other. But the Keystones
proved better stayers than their opponents and gradually got ahead,
hut it was only one target at a time and the interest was kept up until
the match was finished, for the game was not won until the last man
shot, and then only by five targets, the Keystone League getting 177
and West Jersey 172. The conditions were ten men a side, 25 targets a
man from five unknown traps, 16yds. rise, one man up at a time. W.
Wolstencroft and Howard Ridge did the best shooting for the Key-
stones League and H. R. Summers and W. Mohr for the West Jersey
Club.
The return match will be shot on the grounds of the West Jersey

Club in Camden, N. J., June 2. The weather was perfect and every-
body seemed to enjoy themselves.

Keystone League.W Wolstencroft lllllllOlllOlllllOlllllll—22
E Davis 1100111101010111111101111—19
JHflck 0101101000101000011101110—12
J Wolstencroft 1011101101110111100011111—18
A Lumb.... 0111110101111111100010011—17
H Ridge 0111111101111111111111101—22
J H Wolstencroft 0110011100101100101110001—13
H Jacobs 0011110001011111111101110—17
J Smith 0011111111111001101111010—18
A J Rust 1101111101011110111011101-19-177

West Jersey Club.
H R Summers 1111001011111111101101111—20
JPechman 1110101111001101110101111—18
A Pullen 1111110101010101110101111—18
G Moore 1 100101 01 1 1 10110110110101—16W firiscom 1100101 11 1 1 1 10100011011 1 0—1 fi

WMohr 1111111101010111111011111—21
J H Davis 1001111001101111100011111—17
H Thompson 1001110011100111111001110—16
D Cavalier 0101111101001100101111010-15
J R Learning 1011110101110110011001001—15—172

H. T.

Putney Rod and Gun Club.
Putney, Vt.. May 5.—Inclosed please find scores of the Putney Rod

and Gun Club, made at their weekly shoot, May 5, Targets were
thrown from three expert bluerock traps, unknown angles, and they
were hummers, many of them not over 4 or 5ft. from the ground.
The club expects to hold its annual tournament May 30 and 31, and
will offer an attractive programme.
Twenty-five singles:
W E Ayer 1111101111111111111111101—S3
A J Ayer -.0111111111101111111111011-22
Robertson 1011111001001101011100111-14
Ten singles:WE Ayer OOlllllOll—7 Wuiard 1110001001 5

Davenport 0111001100-5 Prouty 0011000110—4
Team match:

A J Ayer 0101011100—5 WE Ayer 0111111110-8
Wins . , 0100011101—5 Willard 1111100110-7
F Robertson 1001111111—8—18 Davenport 1001010001-4—19
Handicap Bhoot:

A J Ayer 0111001111 — 7 F M RobertsonllUOlllOO —WE Ayer 1111001111 —8 Willard 0111111110101001—11
Wing 00101110000001— 5

Philmont Rod and Gun Club.
Philmont, N. Y., May 18.—The monthly shoot of the Philmont Rod

and Gun Club held here to-day at 20 Empire targets per man, unknown
angles, resulted as follows:
Howland . .01101111111111101111-17 G Vander-
Spoor 11900111011110111011—14 burgh. .. .11111111111111011111—19
J Vander- Powell llllllllOllOOiiOioio—14
burgh. . .11101101000110000101—10 Dingman. .OlOllOllllOinilllll—15
mes llllOtlOllllOllllOll—1G Ferguson. .010001110001010101 11—10

Dr Vedder.lOOOlOOOlOlOOOlOOOOO— 5
G. Vandehburgh, Sec'y.
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Big Shooting on the Climax Grounds.

TgK Climax Gun Club scored a big success on Wednesday, May 9,

when it engineered an all-day tournament in conjunction with the

monthly prize contest of the New Jersey Trap Shooters' League. The
Bhoot was held on the club grounds at Fanwood, adjoining Benner s

Road House. The grounds were in the pink of condition. The Ave

"amateur" traps, the latest output of the Empire Target and Trap
Company, were placed in such a position that at no time during the

day were the shooters annoyed by having the sun in their eyes. The
background, however, comprised of a heavy woodland, is rather

inclined to make the shooting harder than when the targets were
thrown toward the side of the hill. The woods, however, is to be

cleared off in the near, futureand then the Climax will be able to claim

a sky background. The members of the club claim at presant that

the man who can hold up a good average on their grounds is compe-
tent to shoot in any company. .

The weather was all that could be desired and the attendance of both

spectators and contestants was large. "Jack" Benner, the genial host

of the road house, had provided benches and chairs in such quantities

as to enable everybody to take matters cozily. A good lunch was at

hand, but everybody missed the hot coffee which is one of the mms-
pensables at a trap shoot The force of hunters was rather shorter

than usual, "Dutchy" Smith being confined to his bed with an attack

of inflammatory rheumatism and Neaf Apgar being laid up with a

severe attack of malaria. This threw the work on the shoulders of

-Tee Kay" Keller, but the aforesaid shoulders being fairly broad he

did not stagger under the burden. Valuable assistance was rendered

him by Dan Terry and Tom Brantingham. The work in the cashier s

office was done by Sam Wilbur, who is a veteran at the business, hay-

ing presided over the cash box during all the big tournaments of the

Cno v defunct) Middlesex Gun Club held at Dunnellen. Wilbur is one

of the few men who can run a cashier's office, take entries, figure

percentages, pay out money and at the same time answer any and all

questions leveled at him without becoming rattled. Enoch D. Miller,

the league manager, was in charge of the league team shoot which

was run off quick. League secretary and treasurer Hobart was at

the Ohio State shoot, this being the first New Jersey league shoot he

has ever missed. There was no fault to be found with the manage-

ment, as everything ran along as smoothly as could be.

Despite the fact of these not being high score grounds the shooting

during the day was of a high order, and the man who struck anything

below an 85 per cent, gait stood little if any chance of coming out

safe Empire targets were thrown from the new "amateur' trap and

the combination was favorably commented on by all who watched the

steady, graceful flight of the targets. If the work done by these new

targets at this shoot is any criterion to judge by they should become

P
°The

a
Maplewood team, who it will be remembered, recently raised the

League team record from 117 to 118 breaks out of a possible 125, dupli-

cated their performance to-day, and but for the fact that J. Warren
Smith was compelled to shoot a strange gun. they would have made
another new record. Four of the team who shot in one squad gave

such an exhibition as is seldom seen, breaking 98 out of their possible

JOO targets, Yeomans, Sickley and Drake making clean scores of 25

each, and Van Dyke scoring 23.

Another surprise of the day was the great pace cut out by the En-

deavor team, who rolled up the fine aggregate of 114 breaks, giving

them second place. This club is rapidly coming to the front as a body

of hard shooters, and with continued practice will hustle some of the

older clubs. They shoot on the second and fourth Saturdays of each

month on Al. Heritage's Marion grounds, usually with a full turn out.

There were three full scores made, these being credited to Drake,

Sickley and Yeomans; Hoffman, Brantiugham and McPeek got 24

each, while 23s were rolled up by Van Dyke, Collins, Creveling, Quimby,
Booraen and Miller. _

'

In the sweepstake shooting during the day Van Dyke distinguished

himself by breaking 110 out of 115 targets shot at, an average of 95.65$.

He says the new Winchester ammunition was responsible.

Below will be found the scores of the day:

South Side G. C.

Breintiudlv H
1110110101111111111111111-22

HaddeP^'' 0101111111111101111110000—18

Geoffr3&r * 1111110010111101111111111—21

Thomas'i" 1111101011101011111111111—21

Hoffman !'.'.'.'.'. 1111111111111111101111111—24—106
Maplewood G. O.

w Smith 1010110111101101111111111-20

Yeomans ,1111111111111111111111111—25

cjjpMev 1111111111111111111111111—25

Van Dvke lllllllOliOllUllllllllll-23

Drake 1111111111111111111111111—25—118
Myrtle Park G C

F ComDton .0110110111011111101110111-19

Oumtmns "" 1111110111111111110101111-22

McHolhim 0100110110101000110101101—13

R Smith '. 0111101101111 1
01111111111—vl

Feb, Mar. Apr.May.T'l.
Maplewood. 113 118 101 118 450 Endeavor...
South Side.. 104 112 116 106 438 Brunswick. 85

Union .109 111 111 102 435 Myrtle Park 82

Climax 107 107 109 106 429

LEADERS FOU INDIVIDUAL PRIZES.

25 23
24 19
24 22
24 22
24 ..

23 23

Feb. Mar. Apr.May.T'l.
86 102 Qi

98 85
81 101

114 394
96 364

Addison 101111111111111—
Yeoman 111111110111111

Trust 111110111011111-

W Smith 111111111011101—
Sigler 1. 111111011111111-

Yeomans 101111111111111—14 Sigler 010100111101011—
Hedden 101001111011011—10 W Smith 111111101111110—:

LSmith 111111110111111—14 Quimby 110111111111111—

:

No. 5, 10 targets, $1:
Addison ...1101011111— 8 Jackson 1111001110-
Jersey 1111011111— 9 Yeomans 1111111110-
Creveling 1101111111— 9 Drake 1101111111—
CummiDgs 1010010101— 5 BreintDall 1111011010-
H Campbell 1110111111—9 Trust.. 0110111101—
Lindsley 1111110111— 9 Thomas 1110111111—
W Smith 1111110111— 9 Hoffman 1111110101—
McCullutn 1111100001— 6 PJay 0110110111—
Ligler 1111111111—10 Quimby 1101111011—
English 0111001011- 6 Manning 0111000011-
Hedden 1111011111- 9 Gummere 1000111011—
Miller 1011110111— 8 J L Smith 101UH101 -

Brantingham 1111111111—10 S Terry 0111110)11
Van Dyke...., 0111111111— 9 Pierson 1100011111

Geoffroy 1111011101— 8 Keller 1111101111

No. 6, 15 targets:
Jackson 111111001100000— 8
Van Dyke 111111111111111—15
Cummings 101000011111111—10
Geoffroy.. 111111111111011—14
Brantingham ..111111111001001—11
Breintnall 111111111111111—15 P Jay 111110111111011-
L Smith 111111011110111—13 Manning 101000111011111-

Lindsley 111110111111111-14 Keller 111111111111111-

Quimby 001111111110111-12 Drake 111111111011111-

Hoffman... .....111111111111111—15 Thomas 111011111111110-

No. 7, 15 targets, $1.50:
W Smith 111111011011111-13 Brantingham. . 011111011111111

Drake 101101111111111—13 Thomas 011111011111000
Van Dyke 111111111111111—15 Hoffman 110111110111111-

JL Smith 111011111111111—14 Collins 111111101110011-

Addison 011111011111111—13 Hedden 011101111111111-
Geoffroy 111111111111111—15 Manning 011"011 11101001-

Gummere 110011001101111—10 Fisher 110011010111111-

iuimbr 001010001110101— 7 PJay 010111011111111-
.indsley 111111111 111 ill—15 Ireden 110111111000111-

Ereintnall 10111111111 illl—14 Seigler 101111111111100-
Jackson 011101111110110—11 Walker 000111111010110-

Voorhees 011111111100111-12 Keller 011111111111100
No. 8, 10 targets:

Cleveriug 4 Gummere 9 PJay.....
Hoffman 6 Lindsley 9 S Terry
Geoffroy 9 Manning 10 Pierson.,.
Van Dyke.... 9 Keller 8 Trust
J L Smith 6 Brantingham 8 J Zeglio
Sigler 10 Collins 10 D Darby
No. 9, 15 targets, Si:

Van Dyke 111111111111111-15 Keller 111111011011101-

Gummere 111100111101111—12 P Jay. . 111110110U0111-
Sigler 111111111110111—14 Lindsley 111011110111011-
Brantingham... 101111011 11 1100—11 Scott.... 100111101111011-
Manning 111111111111101—14 J Smith 111111111011111-
Geoffroy 111111111111101—14 Pierson 101011010110111-
No. 10, 10 targets, expert:

Van Dyke 9 Keller 6 Scott
Collins 7 Gummere 8 D Darby
J L Smith 8 PJay 7 S Wade
Geoffroy 8 Brantingham 9 O. H. Townsknd.

Climax G. C.
1101111101101111101111111—22

. ,
1111111011111111111111111—24
1111111110101111000000111—18
1111101111111101 iionino—20

,
; s . , 1111111111111111110101101—22--106
Endeavor G. C.

1110111111111111111011111- 23

,

1111111111111110111110111—23
...1111111101111111110111111-23

.....1110111111111111011111100-21
1111111111111111111111110—24--114

Brunswick G C.
0110.11110110011101111111—19
1111101101111110011010011—18
0111)11111111111 01110111—23

, . , 0111000110111101000011111—15
1010111111111101111011111—21-- 96

Union G. C.
1111111111111000011101011-19
•111111111111011011100111-20
11111111U0110001011111011 19
1111101111111101011111011—21
1111111110111011111111111—28--102

STAKD1NG OF TUB CLUBS.

21 93 Branting-
25 92 23 23 25 24 95
23 93 Thomas . .

.

. 22 23 22 21 88
28 92 23 22 21 66
25 72 J L Smith . . 21 24 21 20 86
25 94 22 23 21 89

D Terry 7

Geoffroy.... 24
Sickley. 24
Van Dyke . . 24
Miller 23
Yeomans ... 23
Drake 33

Extra No. 1, 10 Empire targets, rapid-firing:

Breintnall 10 Van Dyke 10 Collins 10

W Smith 9 J Smith 6 Jackson.-. 5
Miller 10 Hedden..., 9 McCalluni 4
Drake. 9 Compton 9 Lindsley 9

D Terry 9 Thomas 8 Creveling 10
Brantingham 7 Geoffroy 9 Keller...

No. 1, 10 targets, rapid-firing:

Van Dyke 10 Geoffroy 10 Lindsley.
Drake 8 Brantingham 7 Hoffman
Thomas. 9 E Collins 8 Jackson 5

Booraen 7 Miller 9 McCallum 4
Hedden...... 7 Breintnall 8
W Smith 10 J L Smith 8

No, 2, 10 targets, rapid-firing:

VanDyke 10 Compton 10 Breintnall
. ...

Thomas.... 8 Jackson 8 Geoffroy 10
Hoffman 9 E Collins 10 Drake 10
Lindsley 9 Parry , 10 Miller 7
W Smith ,,.7 J L Smith 8 Brantingham
No. 8, 15 targets:

Van Dyke 111011111111111—14 Creveling 011111111101111—13
W Smith llllOllllUllOl—13 Booraen 1 1(100111011 111—11
Thomas 011111110111100—11 Miller 111011110011001—10
Hedden OlOlllllOllllll—12 Hoffman 110011011111101—11
Brantingham... 111101111111111—14 Jackson 111111111111111—15
Lindsley 111111111010111—13 Geoffroy 111101101011111—12
Addison 111111111111111—15 J 8 Smith 111110101101111—12
Keller 110111111111111-14 Drake 101111111111111-14
Compton 111100010111111—11 Breintnall 111111111101110—18
No. 4, 15 targets:

Jackson 111011011111111—13 Van Dyke 111101111111111—14
Drake lllllllOimni—14 Brantingham... 111110101111111—18
Oeoffroy OlllllinillllO-13 Lindsley lllOlllllllllll—14
Booraen 111100111011100—10 Thomas 111111111110011—13
Addison 111111111101101-18 Breintnall 110110011111110-11
H Campbell. . . .011111011111111—13 Hoffman 111111011011111—18
Miller 011110111111111-13 Parry 110111010111111—18
Keller , .111111110111111-14 Trust 111111111111110-14
Manning 111111100111101-18 K Collina 111111011111101-18

California Tournament.
San Francisco, May 1.—The Mid-Winter Exposition tournament at

bluerocks held on the Exposition grounds April 28 and 29, was a pro-
nounced success. Sportsmen were in attendance from all parts of thn
State. Bluerocks were used. The m<»dal shoot was won by C. Cate,
of the Lincoln Gun Club, withWm Carnduff, of the Redwood City
Gun Club, second. The team match resulted in these scores:

Lincoln Gun Club No. L s Lincoln Gun Club No. 2.

C Cate 01111111010111110110-15 F Vernon. .00010111010010010010— 8
T Barney.. 11111111111100100111—16 R Wenzel. .01001111110101111001-13
D Daniels.. 11011111111111111111—19 G Franzen, 11010110101111011111-15
J Brun*.... 10110111101111111111-17 A W Allen. 11110110010110111110—14
J Karney.. 11111011111111111111—19 EForater. .01111111111101101011-16

86 66
Dinuba Gun Club. Empire Gun Club No. 1.

.T WShiell .01111111111111111101—18 J Baker.. .01110010111011100000—10

Giddings .
.11101110111110111100-15 F Stewart. OlOOlOOlOllOlllllllO -11

Fox 11101111111111111111—19 A Webb... 1001 1100110001110111—12
Williams. . 01111111100101101011—14 H Quinton. 11010110000111111111—15
R Cadwell. 00011101101001110011 -11 H Varney..01110011010011001111—12

77
Alameda Co. Sportsman's Ass'n.
F Hnefling . , . .001l0000l010100'|

CBurgans 100101111111101
|

Deitz 100001000010010
f-
w

McLean 100010000100001 I

JEDonaldson.lOlllOllllllllOJ
Redwood City Gun Club.

C W Carnduff..01 10001101010111

W J Plump.... 111001011101110
|

PMcEvoy 100000010000101 ) w
J McEvoy 011000111000011

|

Eikerenkotter. 110100110110010 J

Independent, No. 1.

H Golcher 101000011111000
)

CJ Haas 011010110011100 1

P Bekeart 100011111110001
J-
w

O A Merrill . . . .111011010111111 |

O M Allison... .100110011111101

J

Petaluma Trap
A Hall 101011101011011W
Drees lOllOOOllOHOlOw
C E Reed 111001001110000

w

The prize shoot was contested
entire day. The scores were:
Webb 11111111111111111111—20
Allison . . . .11111111110111111111—19
Fox 11101111111111111111-19
E Forster.-lllllllllllllOllllll—19
Hall 11111111101111111111—19
Karney. . ..lllllllllllOllllllll—19
Shiell 11111111111111110111-19
Giddings ..11111111110111111110—18
Robinson., 11111101111111110111-18
Simpson.. .11111111111110011111—18

S wiveler. , .10011111111111111111—1

8

Debenham.011111 11111110111111 -18
Robertson. 10111111111111100111—17
Allen 11111101011111110111-17
Barney ....11111110011111101111—17
Ellis 11101110111111101111—17
C A MerrillOlllOllilOllllllllll—17
Rickerson .1111 110011 1 1 1 101 1 1 1 1-17
Billington.. 01111 11111111 1010011—16
Wenzel.... 11111100011110111111—16
Slade 11111111101101011110-16
Bruns 111111111111H000011—16
Boland . . . .0111110111111 1111001—16
Whitney. ..llllllOllllOl Hi 1001—16
Cate 11111101101101110111—16
Thorn 10110101111111110101—15
Vernon.... 11101011111011101101—15
Nicol 11010011011110111111—15
JMcEvoy..lllll01111010l0l0110—15
Caldwell.. .01011011111101011111—15
W Plump.. 00111111011011111100—14
Alderton. ..10101111110111100101—14
Wheeler... 10111000110101111111—14
Quinton.. ..01010111101011110111—14
Golcher . . ..11111 100101 1011 10101—14
Andrews ,.10011111101111010110—14
MFeudenerllOllOlOOlll 10111110—14
F F MerrillOl 00011011 1 1 101 1 1111—14
Sta- 11010111011101110110—14
Forster, , . ,11110101011011111100—1*
Cook 11111100101111010011—14
Williams,.. 01101101011010111011-18
M V Little. 10011100101110111011-13
Wetmore. .11100111011100110101—13
Lehrke. . . .11011111000101111001-13
Durst 11001001011010111111—13
Bolander . .01111111010101010101—13
Daniels. . . .11101110011111110000-13
Fischer. . . .10110011111101101100—18
Cronin 11010010111110110010—12
WPM'Eroy01111111111001110000-13

Carfield Gun Club of Chicago.
Jupitbr Plxjvius was up betimes and bestirring himself on Saturday

May 5. to quench the ardor of the Garfield Gun Club's shooters on the
occasion of their opening shoot for the season of 1894; but 'twas a
bootless task. Notwithstanding his mighty efforts of the early morn-
ing with a selected assortment of choicest thunderbolts and the steady
downpour that followed, the enthusiasts of the Garfield were not a
whit dismayed and gathered in goodly numbers at the club house to
renew the boon companionship of previous seasons.
The cheerful fire and hearty welcome tMt greeted each new arrival

dispelled the gloom without, and old J. P., not daring to wage war
longer with mortals who thus defied the gods, called a truce, plugged
up his sieve and gracefully yielded the field. By the time that the
traps were ready, the sun was brightly shining and a more perfect
afternoon could not have been desired.
Whether owing to lack of practice or an extra twist or so to the

springs, it is certain that the mud pies seemed to have wonderful
speed, and in some instances, endurance also; yet the scores as a
whole were excellent for a first shoot and give promise of high aver-
ages this season. The work of Messrs. Adams and W. Palmer in the
trophy contest was particularly noticeable, neither having shot at
targets since last September. In the fall Mr. Adams desired to sell

his,gun to Mr. Palmer, but the latter hesitated and the deal was not
cAnsummated. On Saturday, after Mr. Adams had made his score of
25 straight Mr. Palmer borrowed the gun and also broke out straight,
breaking in all at unknown angles, with that borrowed gun, 49 out of
60. The gun was out of the market. Adams says: "When you have a
jood thing, keep it," and Palmer was heard to mutter, "Procrastination
s the thief of good chances."
Mr. Waters, the, genial and ever welcome representative of Forest

and Stream, looked in upon us in quest of our scores, but a new scorer,
no carbon paper and the score book constantly in use, made it im-
possible to comply; hence we are slightly behind time.

All our shooting is from 5 traps, walk around, unknown angles,
unless otherwise specified. The scores were:
No. 1, 15 singles; Adams, Bowers, HodsoD, Baird, 13; J. Northcott,

Mott, 12; Drake, W, Northcott, Lauterbach, Blatherwick, 11; Hicks,
Jones, S. Palmer, 10; Wescott 3.

No. 2, 10 singles and 3 pairs:
J Northc't.1111111111 10 1111-15
S Palmer.. llllllllll
O'Brien. ...0111111111
W Palmer..llllllllll
Lauterb'chllllllOlll
Bowers.... llllllllll
Mott 0111111101
Hicks 1110011110

60
Empire Gun Club, No. 2.

E Olsen 111011000001101

1

C WDebenhamlllOOOlOllllOlO
|

F F Lehrke, . . . 101001011111110 ) w
C Zeiner 100011111110010 I

G Schreiber.. . .110011001101111

J

Nimrod Gun Club.
RLiddle 0001000110100001
Steiner 001000100000111

|

JStauf 111100111111001 }- w
A Funke...,-.. .010000010111011 I

C Minkle 110010001100110 J
Independent, No. 2.

Whitney 1111111111001111
L P Bolander. ,111111100110101

|

Swiveler 101111110101101 j- w
Hunt 110000011101100 I

Capt Slack . . . .010100100110011

J

and Gun Club.
P J Steiger OOOOOOOOOOOOOlOw
Chapman 11110011101OOlOw

by 101 entries, and consumed an

Levi O'nOOlOll 1 1 01 101 1 1 11—13
Carnduff. . .001 111 1 01 1 1 100001 101—12
EikerenkotOlO! 1001 1 11000111 101—12
Reed 11001100011010111101—12
Crowell,...1000ll010110001111tl--12
Zeiner OlllOllllOOlllOllOOO—12
FFeudenerllOOlOllOlOllllOOlOl—12
Winders. . .01101011011110011100—12
Stewart.. ..10011011111010110100—12
Burgans. . .01110011100110011101—12
Varney. . . .0001111100)111001110—12
Graney. . . .11110001111001110010—12
Baker 1 110110001 1 1101 10001—12
GFeudenerOOOOl 1101 1 0101 1 01 1 1 1—12W Sea 10110111100111110010—12
Franzen... 11111010111100001010—12
Hunt 10111111100111001000-12
Dick 10011101011110100100—11
Olsen 11101101010010101010-11
Drees 1 1 1 0) 01 11 1 0010010001—11
J H Lewis. 00000111001010111111—11
Elliott 01001 101 1010101 1 1 1 1 1—ll
Brown ... .11000111110100010101—11
Campbell . .11010100101011000111—11
Ostrander . 00101 101011 101 0101 01—1

1

Stauf 00011011110010011011—11
Funcke. . . .10100100111100100111—11
Slack Oil 1 00001 1 01 01111000—10
Kerrison . .00011110101100110100-10
Winchest'rOOOlOl 10101101011010—10
C Heath. . .10010110011000110101—10
Kohn 0001 0111101001 1 11000—10
Haas 0101001101011 1 100010—10
Fanning... 00111101000111001000- 9
Nauman... 01000001111000001101— 9W G Scott.10100100010100110101— 9
CampbeU..01011100000111110000— 9
Renwick...11001010101110000010— 9
R Rees.... 110000101 00100011100— 8
Sharp 00101001111000101000— 8
Rigney .. . .01100100011000010110— 8
FENelson.10100100100010000101— 8
Steiner 11000110100101001000—
Walsh 10010001101011000001—
Liddle 11100001000001010011— 7
Congden.. .01100100101001000010—
Wagner.. . .01110101000001100000—
Kirkwood .01001000900010100010—
H Heath.. .00110010000000110000—
G liddle. . .00000000000000001000—

10 11 11—15
11 10 11—14
10 10 01—13

Adams . . . .1001101111 11 10 11-12
Ackerman.1111011001 11 10 11—12
Drake 1011111111 10 00 10—11
Baird llllllllll w

00 11 11-13 Jones 0111111110 01 10 00-10
01 10 10-18 Wescott.. .1111011100 10 01 00- 9
111110-13 Hodson....1001 111 110 00 10 10-9
10 11 11-12 W Northc'tOOOllllllO 11 00 0o- 8

No. 3, trophy contest, 25 singles: Class A—Adams 25, W. Palmer 25,

Drake 21, Hicks 21, O'Brien 20, S. Palmer 19, "Cop" 18. Class B—
Baird 22, Bowers 20, M itt 20, Bortree 17, W. Northcott 16, Young 14,
Lauterbach 14. Class C—J. Northcott 21, Hodson 20, Blatherwick 18,

Ackerman 18, wesCott 13, Jones 1 1.

No. 4, 15 singles: Drake 14, W. Palmer 14, O'Brien 14, Mott 13 Hicks
12, Adams 11. J. Northcott 11, Young 11, Hodson 9, B ortree 9, W.
Northcott 8, Jones 8, S. Palmer 8, Ackerman 8, Matthews 8, Lauter-
bach 6.

No. 5, team race at 10 singles each: Adams's team—Bortree 10,

Adams 9, Drake 9, Baird 8, W. Northcott 8. O'Brien 7, S. Palmer 7,

Matthews 7, Lauterbach 6; total 71. W. Palmer's team—"Cop" 10,

Mott 9, W. Palmer 8, J. Northcott 8, Hicks 7, Young 6, Ackerman 6,

Jones 5, Hodson 4; total 63.

No. 6, 15 singles: Adams 13, Drake 12, Jones 11, Mott 11, Lowry 10,

W. Northcott 10, Bowers 9, Hodson 9, Young 8, Lauterbach 0.

No. 1, Eureka trophy shoot:
Class A.

Willard 1101111111011111111111111—28
Adams 1010111111111111100110111—20
Phillips 00111111011. 1111011110011—18

Class B.
Glover 1001010010111111101011110—16
L H Goodrich 1100011101111011111110101—18
H A Fergu«on 1111111111110001100101111-19
A C Patterson 1111111111101011011111111—22
M F DeWolf 1110110111100111101111111—20

Cl&ss C
G K Maltby .'.

. . 1011001100011100111001111—15
O J Bush :im Hjn 1 1 - Mj ; rii ;i mil . <1 im ( 2,

G V Wearts lllOOlOlOOIOIOlOlOlOOnOOl—10
Rice 0111000101010000010001010- 9

No. 2. 25 targets:
Ferguson 1001101111111111001011011—19
Glover 10111 1 11 01 1 01 1 1 0001 1 lPOll—16
Phillips ninooiiiiiminiiioin-22
Goodrich 0010011001100010101010100- 9

DeWolf 0000001000011000110011000— 7
Maltby 0001001011100100101000111—11
Patterson 1111110111111011111111101—22
Willard 0011010011111111111111111—20
Adams - 0010111111111110111111111—22
Rice 1110001000100111110010010-12
Buck 011101111001111 —11

No. 3, 25 targets:
Willard 1111111111010111011111010—20
Adams 11111111111111 10111110111-23
Glover 1100100011110111111101101—17
Goodrich 0001010110011101111011100—14
Ferguson 0111101011100011010111111—17
Weart 01000101 0001 01 1 01 01110001—1

1

Paterson 0101 11 11 110100101 011 11 011—1

7

DeWolf 100101 01 1 01 1 1 1 1 001 000001 1—1

3

Maltby 001101 000001 1 1100101 1 1 000 -1

1

Buck 1111011101101101100001110—16
Rice 0001011100100010010001001— 9

No. 4, 25 targets:
Adams 11011111000101111011 11 111- 19

Paterson 01H101010010H001001 1110—18
Goodrich 0000111111101110011111100—16
Ferguson 1001011110011110110110001—15
Buck 00011011P0001101001110011—12
Rice 1010110010101001001000111—12
DeWolf OllllOlOOOOOlOOlOOOlOOOOO— 8

R. S. M , Sec'y.

San Antonio Gun Club.

Regular medal shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Thiele 11011011111111110111

Veith 10)11111111011111111

Faurote lllOlOllllllOOllllll

Samuels ' 1 I'll 110111 1 111111110

Phillips loioionnoooooiono
France 11111111110111111111

shields 10100011011111111111

Chabot 01110100000011000010
Epstein 10100010111100111101

Newton HOlllOOlOlllOlOllll
Black .101101 01110111111111

Barr 01010111000111111110

Wagenfuhr 11100110111011011011

Biesenbach 10110101010111111011

Grossmann 10101111001100011011

Cann 00100100000010000111

Adams 01010111101111110111

No. 2, 15 singles: France 8, Thiele 13, Veith 11, Shields 8, Cann 5,

Epstein 7, Grossmann 5, Newton 10, Tendick 6, Samuels 18, Faurote 12,

Wagenfuhr 8, Biesenbach 7, Chabot 6, Black 11.

No. 3, 15 singles: Newton 13. Adams 12. Black 11, Veith 9. Phillips

11, Thiele 8, BieseDbach 9, Wagenfuhr 11, Chabot 12, Samuels 13, Ten-
dick 12, France 8, Faurote 13, Shields 10, Cann 4. O. C. G.

10 10 11 10 00- 22
10 00 10 01 10-22
10 10 00 10 10-20
10 10 00 11 10-22
10 10 10 10 10-15
11 00 00 01 00—22
10 10 10 00 00-18
11 10 11 10 00-13
10 01 10 00 11—17
10 11 00 11 11-21
11 11 11 10 00-23
00 00 00 01 10-15
00 10 10 11 10-19
10 00 11 10 00—18
00 00 10 10 10—15
00 00 10 10 00— 8
10 01 10 00 10—19

This Is the day for the big handicap SB-bird race at Rutherford, open
for amateurs only

Spokane Bod and Gun Club.

Spokane, Wash., Mav 7.—Inclosed are the scores of the weekly shoot
of the Spokane Rod and Gun Club held yesterday. T. B. Ware made
the best score of the season, getting 27 out of 30, and won the Class
A medal for the fifteenth time. Burke won the Class B medal for the
ninth time
Medal contest, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Class A
Eckhardt 11011111100000101011 11 10 11 10 00—18
Mason 11010111111100011000 10 11 10 10 10—18
T Ware 11111111111111111101 10 10 11 10 11—27
Carson.- 01111100111010110001 10 10 10 00 10—16

Class B
Doolittle 01001000100011010000 01 00 01 10 10—10
Burke 11011100001000010011 11 11 10 00 10—15
Swiveller 00110101010000001100 10 10 00 10 11—12
No. 2. 10 singles: Ware 10, Mason 7, Eckhardt 7, Swiveller 7, Carson

7, Doolittle 6, Hillgard 4.

No. 3, 10 singles: Swiveller 10, Doolittle 8, Ware 7, Eckhardt 7, Hill-

gard 2.

No. 4, 10 singles: Eckhardt 9, Ware 9, Doolittle 7, Carson 7, Swiveller

8, Hillgard 2.

No. 6, 10 singias: Swiveller 8, DoolitUe 9 Eckhardt 6, Hillgard 4.

J ,W. Wphwbs, Sec'y.
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The Pansy Gun Club.
Kingston, N. Y.. May 5.—The following scores were made to-day by

members of the Pansy Guu Cub. The shooting was done under very
unfavorable conditions, the day being dark and rainy. Shoot for club
badge under club handicap, number of birds allowed in 0:
Smith (25) 0111111011111111111110111 —22
Weston (29) 11111111011111111011110001111 —24
Myer (81) lllllllllllOllllOllllOlOlllllOl —26
Hume (35) 11110111101111111111111111111100111 -31
Kenyon (31) 1111111100111110111101110111010 —34
Johnson (50) 10111101011110111111111111001010001011100011000111—33
Cable (35) 1111111110110111111111111 -23
Van Anden (27). ...110111111111110111011110101 —23
Van Gaasbeek (29)11101111111110011101111101111 -24
Schaffer (29) 11111111111110011101111101100 —23
Gakenheimer (3.3) .0000100011 11 101 100010100101001000 —13
Styles (37) 10111011111101101)1000101011111011000 -24
No. 2, 25 bluerocks:

J A Cable 0111011111111111111111101-22
WCVan Anden 1111110111011011111110110-20
J M Schaffer 1111111110111111100011011-20
J R Kenyon 1 1 1 1101 1 1 0111100001001 110—1

5

H Myer 0111011010111101111001111—18
CHume 0111111111001111111101011—20
*Marantette 0110011110101111100111111—18W S Smith 0111111111111111111111111-24
L Gakenheimer OllOllllllllOOlllllllHOl-20
* Noc a member. J. D. S.

Newark Gun Club's Monthly.
The monthly shoot of the Newark Gun Club, held on John Erh's

"Old Stonehouse" grounds, on Thursday, May 10, was attended by
only six club members, although there were several outsiders on
hand, among them being John S. Dustin, formerly of Harrisburg, but
now of Newark.
The afternoon was cold and raw, but this did not prevent the birds

from making a good showing and flying hard enough to keep the
scores low. Those used in the club shoot were a first class lot and
good judgment was required to kill them.
The opening event was a "Jersey" sweep. 4 birds, $3 entry, two

moneys; event No. 2 was the same; No. 3 was the club shoot at 10
birds, this being also an optional sweepstake; No. 4, the final event
was another "Jersey" sweep. The scores were:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 1.

Castle 2111-4 1112-4 Leddy 1101-3
Ryan 2001—2 1001—2 Erb 1011—8
Duston 0122-3 2212—4 P Jay 0.21-2
Henry 1111—4 1111—4 Hedden
No. 3:

P Jay 0021121202— 7
Erb 1110120002— 6

No 2.

2220—3
1111—

4

222«-3
1122-4

Castle 2121111111—10
Hedden 1212222110—

Bruen 20.2202011— 6 Henry 2110111022— 8
Leddy 2110000211— 6 Ryan 1211110211— 9
Dustin 1211011010— 7
No. 4:

Castle 1111—4 Byan 1011—3
Dustin 2111—4 Erb 2100—2

New York State Association.
Utica, N Y , May 12.—Editor Forest and Stream: At the last

meeting of the Oneida County Sportsmen's Association the following
were elected delegates to the State Association, viz : Dr. W. H. Booth,
H. L. Gates,W. C. Harris, Dr. J. G. Welbourn and John Cummings, Jr.

The following team to contest for Dean Richmond trophy were also
selected: ' E. D. Fulford, M. M. Mayhew, H. L Gates, with Dr. W. H.
Booth, Dr. J G. Welbourn and J. W. Fulford as alternates.
Programmes of the State shoot will be ready for distribution next

week, and parties desiring a copy should send at once.
A new gun club has been recently organized here and is known as

the Iroquois Gun Club and is officered as follows: President, Gustavus
Dexter; Vice-President, A. Harding Richardson; Secretary-Treasurer,
H. L. Gates; Directors, C. M. Felton, E. D. Fulford. The membership
is limited to 25.

During the State shoot there will be a uniform programme of 3weeps
at singles each day at 8:30 A. M. sharp, as follows: No. 1, at 10, $1 ; No.
2, at 15, $1.50; No. 3, at 20, $2; No. 4, at 15, $2; No. 5. at 20, $3; No.
6, at 15, $1.50; No. 7, at 15, $2; No. 8, at 20, $2; No. 9, at 15, $2; No. 10,

at 20, $3; No. 11, at 15. $1.50; No. 12, at 15, $2. American Shooting
Association rules, as revised by the New York State Association, to
govern. Known traps, unknown angles Birds 3 cents each extra in

every event. Two sets of five expert traps, devoted exclusively to
sweepstake shooting. Nobody handicapped or barred. Open to the
world. Everybody invited.

There will be live bird sweepstakes, Saturday, June 16, as follows:

No 1, Ave live birds, entrance $3, two moneys, 60 and 40; No. 2, five

live birds, not class shooting, entrance $3, three moneys; No. 3, miss
and out, $3 entrance; No. 4, seven live birds, $7 entrance, class shoot-
ing, four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10. The management has contracted
with a competent party for an abundance of first-class live birds, and
they have assurances that the birds furnished this year will be much
better than those ordinarily seen on such occasions. New York State
rules to govern and birds extra in each event No target shooting
Saturday. All day live birds. Reduced rates can be obtained on all

railroads. Full instructions in State shoot programme.
Henry L. Gates.

Scores at Ellicott City.

Ellicott City, Md.. May 9.—For the fifth time J. O. Jones won the
Democrat trophy to-day. beating R. Wilson by one target. This about
settles the matter in the club, and unless some outsider should chal-

lenge and win it Mr. Jones will be permitted to rest on his laurels.

The following scores were made during the afternoon:
No. 1, 10 targets: Sykes 5, Wilson 7, Fort 6.

No. 2,-30 targets: Sykes 17, Fort 21.

No. 3, 10 targets: Jones 9, Sykes 8. Fort 8.

No. 5, 25 targets, for Democrat trophy:

Jones 1111111110110010010111101—18

Wilson 1011110111001111011010101—17

No. 6, 10 targets: Jones 7, Fort 7, Sykes 5, Kirby 5.

No. 7, 15 targets: Fort 13, Jones 12, Syk*»s 7, Kirby 9.

No. 8, 15 targets: Kirby 11, Jones 10, Sykes 8, Wilson 11, Fort 13.

Secretary.

Helena Bod and Gun Club.

Helena, Montana.—Editor Forest and Stream: At the first sboot
of this season of the Helena Rod and Gun Club, there was a high and
sweeping wind, and the score made was consequently below the
average, as follows at 25 bluerocks: Class A: A. J. Fisk 19, T. J.

Cronin 18, S. H. Kennett 20, M Manuel 25, T. H. Plesant 19. Class B:
Wm. Bicket 6, M. H. Bryan 15, Jas. Perkins 12, 8. Wheaton 14, F. B.
Norris 14, H. Seabin 5, F. Bartos 21, F. Hoag, Jr. 16, J. O'Conner 10,

J. Farmer 15, S. C. Ashby 11, H. M. Parchen 10, Lee Word 13.

The second official shoot of the club scored: Class A: A. J. Fisk
21, S. H: Kennett 24, M. Manuel 21, T. H. Plesants 23. Class B: Jas.
Perkins 18, F. B. Norris 16, H. Seiben 12, F. Hoag, Jr. 17, J. E.
O'Connor 8. J. Farmer 17, H. M. Parchen 19, D Grennell 19, F. Kessler
16. S. A. Balliet.

Wauregan Gun Club.

Pelhamville, N. Y., May 11. The monthly shoot of the Wauregan
Gun Club took place at Brueckner's Pelhamville grounds to-day, the
conditions buing ten live birds per man, club rules, club handicap rises

for five class medals. . The nirds were a fairly good lot. Ties resulted
for the first, second and fourth class medals, and were shot off miss
and out. The results are here shown:
W H Brickner 2102211011—8 F Jarvis 0120212012—7
A Schmitt 1101222122 -9 J H Mills 00<!2222002-6

G H Silberhorn 1221121200 -8 E A Furber 2210221000-6
D Volenti 00122011.3-6 J W Spencer 0221122211-9

H Kanenbly 0000102.00—2
Schmitt first, Brickner second, Jarvis third, Volenti fourth.

$mwet$ to Hjsamspantlqnts.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

H. P. B., Hamilton, Ont.—The lines of Vagabond appeared on Jan
20, 1891. We can furnish back numbers at 10 cents each. ^

Bassile, Lakefield, Ont.—Several attempts have been made to or-
ganize American hunting parties for India, but none have ever come
to anything beyond the prospectus.

A Party of Seven, inquiring for camping place on Long Island, will

do better to try the country reached by the N. Y., Ontario and West-
ern R. R., between Wurtsboro and Fallsburgh, in Sullivan county.

T. H. T., Rochester.—1. Is the fishing good in and about Sturgeon,
Pigeon and a few other lakes north of Canada, in June? 2. What kind
of fish? Ans Bass and muscallonge are found there, but bass are
not in season in June.

E. G.-W., Syracuse, N. Y.—Charts of Lake Champlain and the St.

Lawrence may be obtained of the Hydrographic Office, Washington
Excellent maps of Lake George and Lake Champlain are published in
Stoddart's Adirondack Guide.

J

A GENTLEMAN'S SMOKE.

j WE COULD NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY
jj

if |)aid double the price. It is the f

5 choicest Smokin£'Tobacco that ex-1

perience can produce or that money!

^ can buy

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where We

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York City

Notice to Fisliermen! Out Prices for
T am with vou again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every vear.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly ana Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ;
9£ft. 6Joz. ;

10ft., 7oz.
;
lOJft., 7Joz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

LfiTiP-th nnd weiS-bt nf th* haw rnrk arp- 8*ft 9oz : 9ft.. lOoz. ; 94ft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., 104ft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A speciaSof HaTll?bber7ndfidkS Raided* Multiplying Rells 'with Balance Handle InA Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts. ;
60yds., $1.00; 80yds., $1.10; 100yds., $1.20.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.

One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ;
60yds.. 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ;

100yds., 68 cts.
; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Trout Flies at SO cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot ol Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
,

~
i*?r* . H . A .

All kinds of HoUow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, licts. doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for poatag

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32m., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 64m., 8ctB.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 20nft„ 15 cts.
;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

Open Evenings until 8 o'clock.
Saturday Evenings n o'cloeV. J. F. MA.RSTERS. 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ideal Rifle: Apart.

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
P. O. Box 4102,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Send for Catalogue, free of charge.

Our Latest Model 1891.

THE NEW IDEAL RIFLE.

THE PHEIXrOMEIVAIj SO
made in the New Jersey State League Shoots, are due largely to the perfect breaking qualities of the

EMPIRE TARGET
Winning Team, March. 22.—Maplewood Gun Club.

W Smith. 0101111111111111111111111—33
Yeomans 1111111111111111111111110—24
Sickley llllllllllllliilillllllll—24
Van Djke lOillllilllltlllllliniil-24

Winning Team, April 26.—South Side Gun Club.

Breintnall 1111111011110111111111111—23
Thomas 1111011111111010111111111-24
Headen 1111111111111111111111111—25
Geoflroy 1111101111011111111111111—24

Winning Team, May 9 —Maplewood Gun Club.

WSmith 1010110111101101111111111 2'

Yeomans 1111111111111111111111111-25
Sickley 1111111111111111111111111 2j
Van Dyl e. 11111 1 1011011111111111111-U
Drake 1111111111111111111111111—25—118

Winning Team Feb. 28, 1894.—Maplewood Gun Club.

Yeomans 1111111111111110111111101—23
Sickley 1111111110111111111111111—24
Van Dyke 1111111111111111011111111-24
Drake llllllOlllllllllOllllllll—23 _ . .

War Smith 1110000011111111110111111—19-113 Drake 1111111111111111110111110-23-118 Hoffman 1100111111111111111111111—23—116

As a BREAKER, TRAPPER and TRANSPORTER, there is nothing better, and they cost no more—perhaps less—than any other, and can be thrown from all principal traps.

Don't t»e tne I.ast One to Try Them-Everybody IJlieh Them.
OUR DISTRIBUTING AGENTS ARE

Hibbard, Spencer. Bartlett & Co., Chicago, HI ; Geo. Worthington Co., Cleveland, 0.; Louis Erhardt & Co., Atchison, Eans.; Thorsen & Cassady Co., Chicago, 111.; W. B. Belknap & Co , Louisvilla, Ky.;

F. 8. Parmelee Gun Co., Omaha, Neb.; A. J. Rummel, Toledo, O.; J. P. Lovell Arms Co., Boston, Mass.; J. C. Porterfleld & Co., Columbus, 0.; A. B, F. Kinney, Worcester, Mass. ;
SchoverUng, Daly & Gales, N. Y,

W. Fred Quimby,
Oro, A«t. U, 8, and Canada.

A. J. itummel, XOieaO, \J. j J. Jr. JjOveH Arms UO., COBWJU, juaaa.; J. \J. ruriorueiu a. vaf., i/uiuiuuuo, jx. a, c. aiuuojr, nuiwovw, urass,, uv™>oi uubi uaij a. vi««od, at. * ,

EMPIRE TARGET CO., 294 Broadway, New York,
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Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library.

ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ANGLING. SHOOTING. THE; KENNEL.

The American Angler's Book.
Combining the natural history of sporting fish, the art of

taking them, with instructions in fty fishing, fly-making and

rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, Inland trout fishing, etc. By Toad. Nonius.

80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $5.50.

American Fishes.

A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North

America, with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By O. Brown Goode. With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages Price, $3.50. This is, by far, the most pop-

ular work which has ever been published on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure

in knowing the fishes which afford him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, and a full

description of tools, tackle and implements. By James A.

Henshall, M.D. Illustrated. Clotli, 470 pages. Price, $3.00.

Dr. Henshall's monograph is the standard work.

flore About the Black Bass,.

Being a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass." By
James A. Henshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. Henshall's

first volume, in which tne author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By J Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material

tor making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1.50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses

of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

;: standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and
other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes and methods of making every kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water fish and for (he equipment of the

angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory
diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, $1.50,

With Fiy=Rod and Camera.
By Edward A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game Protective Association, author of "The Ornithology
and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-
inces," "Among tne Birds," Associate Editor of "The Living
World," etc., etc. Cloth, 480 pages (7x9>gin.), 147 illustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-
bilities of amateur photography.

Fly=Rods and FJy=TackIe.
Suggestions as to their Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.
Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, $2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

MANUALS.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and
Fish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. Gives all sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for

the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully
compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest and Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nessmijk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great
d-.ai of f.xperience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life in the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and
Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks

and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.
IlAMtf/roM Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 800 pages. Price, $1.00.

Log Cahins.
How to Bafid and Furnish Them, By WILLIAM S. Wicks. New
and enlar/ed edition. Price, $1.50. Mr. Wicks might have
arffefd his book : 'F.very Man His Own Uig Cabin Builder,"
for he ban set. out to describe fully and particularly each de-
tail In the, process of construction. Plans are given for

nnhina, large and small, with details of exterior and interior.

flints and Point* for Sportsmen.
(feGBpitod by"RfcswM. H

Ototb, Illustrated, 884 pages. Price,

$1 .50. Tills cow Dilation BOMpriseS six hundred and orld hints,

helps IdOki, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shooter,

tftft flKi.r.rrnnr,, tl,<, AO$ ffWfiet, the yachtsman, the canoeist,

UttftKOiipetj tbdOBUlf, In snort for the field BportRrrii.il in all

th* varied phases r.f his activity.

Names and Portraits of Birds

Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstandod of the People. By Gurdon Trumbull. Cloth, 222

pages. Price, $2.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty fa-identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits Of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensiv o .scientific treatise upon the natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antilocapra and Cervidro of North

America. Second edition. By John Dean Caton, LL.D.

Cloth, 420 pages, 50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
With Notes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns, Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 pages. New edition. Price, $2 50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-

tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster.

Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous

photographs. Price, $3.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any
other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the art.

The Still=Hunter.

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.

The information contained in "The Still-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00. A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day's shooting, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

CAMP AND HOME.
••••••

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Price, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an
unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife, Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Lovel, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

5am Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth. Price, $1. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm
of our author's quaint style, while their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 417

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have

a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been
handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and
hunted with them, and joined in their- village life. The nights

were given up to story telling, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

translated and written down. When published they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural; relations

of the ways of life in the old, wild days; stories of war and
the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are full of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

The Story of a Prairie People. By Georok Bum Grinnell.

Cr. 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with them on the

pt airies, slept in their lodges, lived in their camps, and shared

their dally life, The stories which constitute this history

have been taken clown by the author from the lips of the
narrators, mid are. giveJJ without change as told to him.

There is a singular and charming freshness aboul the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and
modern times, show how ancient customs nrose, and explain

natural phenomebft. The account Of the daily life, customs,
anil history of the Blnclilrvt presents a series of graphic
pictures of savuge life iu peace nud In war.

Our New Alaska ;

Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated, By Charles Hallock.
cloth, 201) pages, illustrated. Price, $1.50. Mr. Hallock's
writings are always vivid and full of life.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment
IN DISEASE. A Study of the Theory and Practice of Canine

Medicine. By Ashmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The
Forest and Stream, says that this is one of the most valuable

treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has

appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a
series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the

registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards

of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream. Revised and
re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,

by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

JTodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the

modern professional system of training. It combines the
excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,

and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses
of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kennel

editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $6. This
is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By 'Ashmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself

up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that
could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.

Every important subject that has engaged attention has been
fully discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Illustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American and
English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Blustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The instructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 years.

Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very we 1 written

treatise upon, the subject, containing some new ideas ana
much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner

as well as not a little that will be beneficial to even oic.

hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling
Types of Modern Practice. With numerous plates and illus-

trations. By C. P. Kunhardt. New ed., 470 pp. of type and
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14J^xl2^. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,

with special regard to their design, construction, equipment
and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kitnhardt.
With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 267 pp Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present

status of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam
yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain nnd
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,
Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2 00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer
Vavx ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By Dixon Kemp, x\ssociate of the Institute of Naval Architects
and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo.

,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, with numerous plans and
designs. Price, $10.
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"FOREST AND STREAM" CONTRIBUTORS.
II.— •'KELPIE."

When one is found doing business under an assumed
name, there is not of necessity anything suspicious about
it, for the man may have reasons which involve nothing

questionable. In Central Lake, Michigan, lives a mer-
chant known to his townspeople and business associates

as F. H. Thurston, wnose real name is "Kelpie." We
could prove this by a roll call of witnesses from those who
have been well acquainted with him for years. A few
hundred at the most could be produced to testify

that they knew him to be F. H. Thurston, while

we could bring thousands to prove that he was
known all over this wide land as "Kelpie." These

hosts of witnesses would be found among Forest
and Stream's readers, for as "Kelpie" he has long been
known as one of the favorite contributors to this journal.

Why he should choose to do business under another

name we need not inquire. Possibly it is because he
thinks that he can protect "Thurston," while it is well

known that a year or two ago some pretender in Missis-

sippi or Tennessee attempted to steal the name and fame
of "Kelpie."

The writings from his pen appearing in these pages

have shown their author to be a sportsman naturalist,

possessed of culture, refinement, vigor of thought, and
those traits" of character which are esteemed both at

home and in camp, Whatever the contention as to his

true name—Thurston or Kelpie—among those who have
known him as one or the other, there would be none as

to these qualities of the man.
We are happy in having an excellent portrait of

"Kelpie" to go with the pleasant words written of him
by a comrade in the "Camps of the Kingfishers."

There is no more searching test of one's disposition

than the intercourse of camp life. It proves him for

what he is. To record, as "Old Sam" does of "Kelpie,"

that he comes out of such a test stronger in the affec-

tionate esteem of his fellows, and closer in companion-
ship with them, is to say about as much of one while
living as a modest man like "Kelpie" would care to

hear of himself; and not much more could be said of

one even in an obituary.

As for our portrait, we assert and declare it to be a true

likeness of "Kelpie," however much it may differ from
the thousand and one mental portraits pictured of him
by his friends who have never seen him face to face.

When "Von W." happened in here the other day and saw
the photograph, he declared that it answered his notion of

' "Kelpie" completely. Others seeing it have averred that

it altogether upset their mental photograph. But how-
ever this may be, the mere fact that a man does not look

as others who have never seen him imagine that he does,

is not his fault, and should not be made the occasion of

harboring a grudge against him.

SNAP SHOTS.
• Eight years have elapsed since we recorded in these

columns the successful results of the planting of salmon
in the Hudson River. It was in June of 1886 that the

first comers from the sea made their appearance, and
since then the fish have returned in due season, and have
sought passage to the upper waters for the purpose of

spawning. They have come back in such numbers as

abundantly to demonstrate the adaptability of the river

as a salmon stream. Provided the spawning fish could
reach the headwaters, the stock would presumably in

time maintain itself. But when the fish attempt to go up
the stream they encounter insurmountable dams, and are

balked of their purpose. The river can never be stocked

permanently until means shall have been provided for the

passage of the dams.

There will not be salmon in the Hudson until there shall

be fishways in the dams.
There will not be fishways in the dams until public sen-

timent shall demand them.
Public sentiment will not demand fishways until public

education shall awaken that sentiment.

Public education on this topic will not be accomplished
until a systematic, persistent and intelligent presentation

shall be made of the facts.

It is precisely to such a campaign of education that

the Mohican Rod and Gun Club, of Glens Falls, has
addressed itself. The club has set out "to secure fish-

ways in the upper Hudson in order that salmon may
have an open passage to and from the sea." The first

move was to hold a public meeting at which were' pres-

ent the representative business men of Glens Falls, when
a paper was read by the president, Mr. A. N. Cheney,
giving a clear and forcible presentation of the subject.

The next step was to print this admirable address in the

local paper; and then to reprint it in circular form for

distribution broadcast. The facts and figures and sen-

timent and logic of the campaign document are certain

to do good work; and if the Mohicans shall follow up
the work as vigorously as it has begun, the Hudson
River fishways may be regarded as accomplished facts.

Copies of the address may be had on application to

Secretary C. H. Baxter, Glens Falls. The club invites

and should receive the active co-operation of intelligent

citizens everywhere. The stocking of the Hudson with
salmon is an enterprise which concerns the entire State;

and public-spirited men everywhere should work for it.

The question of commercial fishing methods as affect-

ing the fish food supply came up for discussion again in

the meeting of the American Fisheries Society last week.
The subject is one of vast importance, and also of com-
plexity and magnitude. To discuss it to advantage
demands not only large information, but a certain un-
biassed and judicial spirit, which has not been character-

istic of its debate in the Society. Persuasion of either

side to accept the views of the other is less likely

than the stirring up of bad blood and heated tempers.

Under these circumstances it may appear to be the part of

wisdom for the Society to confine itself to other branches
of the fishery interests, which while of prime importance
are less likely to excite dissensions. There are some
things which a voluntary association may accomplish,

and others which would better be left to government
commissions. If^ever we have an adequate investigation

into the subject of commercial fishing methods and the

fish supply, it will be the work of a capable commission
assigned to the work by State or National authority.

Last week we recorded the adoption of a new law in

Ohio prohibiting the killing of quail for exportation or

sale, a piece of legislation directly in line with Forest and
Stream's platform plank, that the sale of game should
be forbidden at all seasons. Chief Game and Fish Warden
A. D. Stewart, of Ontario, sends a new law of that Prov-
ince which is likewise in line with the platform plank.

It is an iron-clad prohibition of traffic in snipe, woodcock,
partridge, quail and wild turkey prior to the autumn of

1897.

On account of Decoration Day the Forest and Stream
Will go to preBB on Monday of next week, instead of on

Tuesday as usual,

The widespread storm which during the past week
has raged over the whole country east of the Mississippi

caused enormous damage to industries of every descrip-

tion, Floods and winds have devastated shipping and
farms; railroads have been washed out, mines flooded,

towns submerged, and factories stopped. Seldom has
there been a storm extending over so large a territory

and causing such heavy loss. Amid the damage done
must be reckoned that to our game birds, some of which
have already begun the work of reproduction. The
nests of the ruffed and of the pinnated grouse are already

full of eggs, and many of these have been chilled by
the cold rains or washed away by the risen streams.

On the coast the east winds have pushed up unusually

high tides, the salt meadows have all been flooded, and
the rails and marsh hens have been driven from their

reedy retreats while their nests and eggs have been de-

stroyed, and the poor birds are seen disconsolately

wandering on the higher meadows or in the edges of

the woods waiting for the waters to subside. It is bet-

ter that this destruction should happen now than a few
weeks later. In most cases the birds will breed again,

and will successfully rear their second broods.

The New York (City) Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game celebrated its semi-centennial hast Monday
evening with a banquet. The society was one of the

pioneer organizations in this country to take up the work
of game protection. The cause was one which depended
then, as it does now, and as it will fifty years from now,
upon the active individual and associated efforts of

the comparatively small proportion of the community
recognizing its importance. As a leader in the field the

New York Association accomplished results' the good
influence of which has lasted to this day; and although

its activity as a game protective force is now largely

reminiscent, the Association deserves high honor and
unstinted credit for its leadership and well-doing when it

contended for an unpopular cause. Among the members
in the past was Henry William Herbert, "Frank
Forester."

Nothing definite has been learned of the case of the

two American steamers, the Brooks and the Visitor,

which were^eized for bass fishing in the Canadian waters

of Lake Erie. A report from Amherstburg, Ont. , where
the vessels were taken, indicates that one of them may
be held on the charge of fishing in the close season of

1893. There is some ground for suspecting that, what
ever may be the merits of the case, the seizure was the

outgrowth of bad feeling between the local residents and
the American anglers.

The organization of the Colorado State Sportsmen's
Association has come at a time when its field of useful-

ness is extensive and well marked. The Salida sportsmen
who have begun the work are in earnest; and we hope to
record a generous support and cooperation on the part of
the entire State. Colorado has a game warden system

;

that is half the battle. This new Association can work no
more effectively than by holding the wardens to doing
their duty and supporting them in it.

We print to-day the third paper in the report of the
Forest and Stream's Yellowstone Park Game Explora-
tion. It has to do with the proposition to put a railroad

through the Park, or to cut off a portion of the Park that

a railroad to Cooke City may have way. It gives expree „

sion to the public sentiment in Montana opposed to the
scheme, as in last week's issue was given the sentiment in

favor of it. Both bides have now been represented. We
invite careful reading of them both, in conjunction with
one another.

Dr. Charles W. Dulles of Philadelphia read before the
Pennsylvania State Medical Society last week a report on
"Hydrophobia," in which he declared that only thirteen

cases of the disease per annum occur in this country, or
one case to 4,500,000 people. The truth appears to be that

most cases thought to be of hydrophobia are of something
else.

Never in Season—"His Mooseship," "His Bearship,'*

"His Grouseship," "His Snakeship," "His Sharkship,"

"His Bassship," et id genus omne, which being translated

means the whole tribe of beasts and birds and fishes and
reptiles with maritime attachments or navicular ap«

The Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game Protective Aaso«
ciation recently ordered from Sweden twelve capercailzie

and twelve black game. Of these five of the capercailzie

and six of the black game were received alive,
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DEER, DUCKS AND CRANE IN MEXICO.

San Luis Potosi, Mexico. — Nobody in Mexico is

expected to work during the semana santa. But it is

all right to amuse yourself. I am not quite sure why it

is considered so much more irreligious to work than to

play. But it is characteristic of the country. Easter

comes rather late in the season for hunting, but from
President Diaz down about every man in this land who
loves a gun takes advantage of the last days of Lent for

a little outing. Not to be out of fashion 1 went myself.

Eleven o'clock A. M., and the sun coming down
straight and hot, found three of us at the little station of

Las Tablas. The country around the lonesome station

house is an alkaline flat, apparently once the bottom of

a lake. It is covered with coarse marsh grass and the

salt water goes wandering mysteriously about through it,

now above ground forming a neat little pond and now
disappearing with a gurgle to come to light a hundred
yards away a limpid stream. It looks good, but it tastes

"pizen." The burros and other natives drink it freely,

but it doesn't combine with the interior economy of a

civilized man. A big cedar brake fringes the open plain

and straggles along the borders of the ponds. A mile

back of the station a long rocky ridge springs from the

flat some 300ft. in height and several miles in length.

There are usually deer to be found on this ridge, and
though rough it is open and a fairly good place to bunt
them. In front of the station (north) lie the ponds, of all

shapes and sizes, and scattered over hundreds of acres.

The sun was pouring down a dazzling white flood.

The open spots recently covered with water were how
incrusted with crystal saltpeter, white as snow. The
heat was intense and quivering, but of all the cranks the

hunter is the crankiest. We jointed our guns, filled our

shell pockets and started after ducks. And we got 'em.

A good many had left for the icy comfort of the North

,

but th« ponds were still covered with them. They were
all rolling in fat, preparatory to their long migration.

The battle was hot, in more senses than one, for a little

while, as they lazily flew back and forth between the

ponds where we were stationed. But they gradually
drifted away, under the lead of long-necked sprigtails, to

more distant waters, and we had time to compare notes

and eat lunch.
My two companions decided to stay with the ducks

during the afternoon. I took the string of dead ones
with me to send home and went back to the station.

There I rested till the up train came by at 4 P. M. and
the Gulf breeze began to blow cool and sweet. The con-
ductor took charge of the game and a note for the "wim-
men folks," and I shouldered the old .45-90 cannon and
started after deer. The end of March is no time for deer
hunting, I know, but what would you? I had spent the
winter in a benighted part of Tennessee where there are
no deer, and this was my first chance.

I went down the track about a mile and started over a
sort of gap in the ridge. A man's muscles get "vealy" if

he stays out of the mountain « too long. I had to stop
often. Behind me spread the plain, mostly open, for ten
miles or more. Between thin groves of mesquite and the
denser copses of cedar stretched the long reaches of grass
and alkali barrens. In time of heavy rains the whole
plain is often under water. It has very little slope, and
most of this water remains till evaporated. Occasionally
I could hear the boom of my companions' guns, more than
a mile away. Little groups of donkeys were scattered
about, and every minute or so a long-drawn "ge-honk"
from some of them would be the opening note in a
general chorus, which rolled against the hillside and was
taken up faint and more faintly in the misty distance.
The burro's vocal apparatus would be a treasure to the
railroads if steam could be applied to it. Its performance
is as much out of proportion to the size of the animal as a
Ilea's jump.
Just before turning the crest I took a final breathing

spell. It was 5 o'clock, and I thought I might find some-
thing astir. Peeping cautiously over I saw that a steep
gulch led down the opposite side, just in front of me. As
I examined the shoulders of the ridge on either side I saw
a deer wheel at sight of me and start to trot away, about
125yds. off to my right. There was no time for nonsense,
as he had only a few feet to go before disappearing. I
brought the old: gun around with a sweep, and caught a
quick glimpse of the bulk through the Lyman sights. I
never could have done it with any others. All was quiet
as the smoke cleared away, and I slipped in another
cartridge. Then out he came, bawling and thrashing the
brush and rolling down the hill in a most disconcerted
way. I couldn't get a bead on him to save me. When he
got to the bottom of the gulch he stopped. My man ran
along one hillside and I the other, and we headed him off
and caught him. Both hindlegs were broken low down.
(The shot was low, as I afterward found, because my
sight had been tampered with.) 1 took out my knife and
went to work in orthodox style. Bah! I'll never do it
again. I felt like a cold-blooded murderer. As long as
the game is up and alert and ready to escape at a breath,
the excitement of getting possession sustains me. But
once it is reduced to helplessness my heart fails. If ever
I have to kill another wounded deer it shall be with the
quick and merciful bullet.
My quarry was a four-point buck in fair flesh. Strange

to say he still carried his horns, and though small they
were in perfect condition. Can any one suggest a reason
why the breeding season of deer in this country is a
month or more later than in the United States? My man
took him on his back and trotted off around the point of
the hill. I went lounging back over the top. 1 didn't
care to hunt any more. Going toward the station the
wind was behind me and blowing hard. About half way
down the hill I crossed the trail of two small deer going
my way. I began to follow, but my heavy shoes
crunched among the stones and the wmd roared in a
gale from me to them. They kept stopping just ahead of
me, as I could see from the tracks, and once I caught a
glimpse of one as he hopped across an opening. They
were a precious pair of donkeys, and had it not been that
everything was againstme I should have got another scalp.
The other fellows brought in more ducks, and that

night the wind blew quite cool, putting our game, which
was hung up to air, in fine condition. Once game is
thoroughly chilled it will keep for several days in spite of
heat. Next morning we all took a round over the moun-
tain, but no deer were seen. After following the ridge
for two or three miles we came down into the valley,
found a fine grove of mesquites shading a carpet of
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marsh grass and had our lunch. Over a little fire we
warmed the tortillas, beans, eggs, and coffee with pilon-

cillo, which we had got from a good Mexican woman
near by, and supplemented with them the canned meats

and other contents of our bag. It is amazing what a vast

capacity for destroying rations a single day's hunt will

develop. We ate till everything had disappeared except

a piece of raw bacon and some potatoes fried in a hair-

lifting chile compound that vanquished even the cosmo-

politan Spanish tooth carpenter, who was of the party.

Near by was a spring of alleged fresh water whence the

railway people pump supplies for their engines. The
genial pump man told us of a laguna near by where there

were ducks galore and where the cranes still watered

—

such of them as had not departed for Canada. We found

a flock of them restine on the shore when we reached it,

but they promptly took their leave. The waters had dried

up and left a wide stretch of bare margin all around. The
ducks were plentiful but cover was not to be had. How-
ever, we surrounded the laguna, which was about half a

mile long. I found a sharp point which had on it a few
tufts of dried grass. At the first gun the ducks began to

fly up and down and the fun commenced. Singles,

double and in flocks, sprigtails, widgeons, shovelers,

baldpates, teal, they were everywhere and going in every

direction. By the time they had begun to thin out a lit-

tle I had quite a collection around me. I picked up the

ones that had fallen on land and took them back to the

shade where I had tied my dog. I intended to loose him
to get such as were in the water. But while I was in the

bush I heard the trumpet of a crane, and looking out saw
a long double line coming across the water right toward
me. They were prospecting, as they always do, to see if

the coast was clear before lighting. I clawed the No. 6

loads out of my gun and reached for some No. 2s which I

had in my pocket. It seemed to me that I never would
get them into the chambers. As the gun closed with a
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snap the big birds were passing right alongside about 60ft.

high. I just stepped clear out into the open and put in a
right and left as fast as my finger would work. The
double thump on the marsh grass which followed made
me grow about a foot. Uhm-m! but doesn't that kind of
a shot put a good taste in your mouth!

I gathered up my slain, which made a brave show, as
the ducks were getting on their spring clothes, and went
back to my grass blind (?). Here I had a shot from time
to time at passing ducks. I missed a good many of them.
I suppose everybody does. They were at all heights and
flying with greatly varying velocities, and this, in addi-
tion to their being of all sorts and sizes, made heavy
demands on the shooter's experience and judgment.
Occasionally I would make a shot that would cause me to
hug both myself and gun in congratulation. After a good
while I saw more cranes coming straight for me. It was
too late to get back to the brush. I stuck my head in the
grass and flattened out like a scared toad. Two loads of
heavy shot that I had lying handy were slipped in, and
as they came by at rather long range, I gave them a
broadside. One old fellow dropped out, making a tre-
mendous splash in the water, I heard the shot rattle on
the other's feathers, but he went on. I was probably
deceived by the distance and shot too straight at him.
That is a fault that is hard to avoid with such large birds.
But they really fly quite rapidly. The flock went on, and
as they reached the upper end of thepond I saw one waver
and drop out of line before the sound of Dr. E.'s quick
double reached me.
That night we had a load. Four sandhill cranes and

twenty odd ducks weigh a good deal when hung on a
stick. And it was the fag end of a hard day's tramping
and shooting. At the pump house we got help, and when
the track was reached the boss of the section gang got out
his little push car with true Mexican politeness and sent us
all in.

Next day was Saturday, and our last. We got up early.
I decided to try the deer again, and my companions to go
to the cedar brake after turkeys. The hunt was a failure,
though both deer and turkey are doubtless fairly plentiful!
That afternoon the train was five hours behind time, and
after it began to grow cool and we had rested from the
morning round, we took our guns again and paid the
ducks a call, P. P. C. It was a lovely little shoot. We
added about a dozen to our collection, and came back to
find an empty commissariat staring us in the face. There
was a famine thereabouts. We had even drank up all the
fresh water. The agent of the railroad had a barrel which
was filled for him from the engines. It was empty, and
not to be filled till next day. We had to drink pond
water, with dead minnows, dirt and an original and only
genuine smell for trimmings. But we survived, and the
train did come at last. Moreover, the train men treated
us "white" in the matter of carrying game and traps,
and—and we would do it again. Aztec.

No. 3.

Chicago, 111., May 12.—Last week I gave some expres-

sions of opinion heard among the friends of the Cooke
City Railroad through the Park, commonly known as the

"segregation road" or the "segregation scheme." The
latter is the better term. The project was never at any
stage more than a scheme, and is now a good scheme
because it is a dead scheme, thanks much to Forest and
Stream's repeated expositions of the facts. Facts are the

deadliest medicine on earth for schemes. In the candid
belief of many of the best Montana merchants and busi-

ness men in general, there never was at any time any
money behind the Cooke City Railway scheme except the

.fund raised by its adherents for the purpose of enlarging

the disgraceful record of American lobbying. Actual
capital to build the road is not now in evidence. Friends
of the scheme say it once "could have been raised."

Opponents to the scheme allege the opposite, and declare

that all the pushers of the Cooke City scheme expected or

wanted was to get the right of way. The right of way
would of course be valuable even for the purpose of locat-

ing mineral claims, and as a salable franchise of course it

would have a certain speculative value. The arguments
used to back it were very plausible, very specious, very
well-appearing, and especially strong in the two points

most brought into play—sympathy for the industrious

miners and the practical industrial development of a valu-
able portion of a great State. There are many Montana
men who believe that behind these two masks of apparent
sincerity there hides actually the visage of a selfishness

and unscrupulousness which is either narrow or absolutely

insincere.

It would be arrogating a very swift quality of wisdom
to myself to -claim that I knew all, or even much, about
either side of this question, in regard to which there is so

wide a local divergence of opinion, and I do not so claim.

But I do claim that Forest and Stream knows more
about, and has gone to the bottom of it more fully, and
has set forth the exact truths in regard to it more fairly

and justly, than any other journal on earth, of any class

whatever, and whether of Montana or elsewhere. To
accuse Forest and Stream of an Eastern prejudice when
it is working for a Western benefit is unjust enough, but

to accuse it of ignorance of the theme in hand is to show
a local folly and ignorance hardly worth a good healthy
contempt. It is my privilege and duty to add to the
Forest and Stream fund of information by telling, fairly

and fully, what the men in Montana say about this segre-

gation scheme. Last week I told what the friends of the

scheme say. This time I want to quote a few men who
do not believe in segregation. I think both the one and
the other are going to be a little rough on the scheme
itself, which is doubtlessly blessed by friends whose hot-

headedness leads them to wild and injurious statements.

Such intemperance of statement, I am bound in justice

to add, I did not find among the opponents of this scheme,
although I do not doubt they are just as much in earnest

and just as apt to be in the fight at the end of the issue

—

if, indeed, the end is not already reached to-day.

Capt. Anderson, Superintendent of the Park.

The representative of Forest and Stream was enter-

tained by Capt. Anderson at Fort Yellowstone, and one
could hardly quote the unreserved statements of a host.

This, however, is not necessary, for the position Capt.
Anderson has alway maintained as to the integrity of the
Park is something too well known throughout Montana to

require reiteration. The organs of the Cooke City faction

have abused him continuously in the hot-headed, ill-ad-

vised fashion to which I have called attention, but in this

abuse he takes a placid pride and satisfaction, regarding
it as the highest possible tribute to his efforts at keeping
the Park as it is, the property of the whole people and not
of a few of the people. "The more Ihey shate jne, the bet-

ter I shall like it," said he, "but just ateusing the Park
superintendent isn't going to scare the U. S. Army, and it

isn't going to throw open this Park to poachers and land-

grabbers. As to this road proposed, you just go over the
route yourself and you will see the reasons why I or any
other thinking man must oppose the idea. In the first

place, anyroad in means all roads can come; in the sec-

ond place, this road would ruin the Park and leave it with-
out a boundary on the north, where now it has a very
practical boundary; in the next place, this road is imprac-
ticable even if it were right to undertake it; and in the

last place, and especially, to have that road built would
be to kill all the antelope, and to practically cut off for-

ever the thousands of elk which winter in the northeast-

ern part of the Park. Moreover, and besides all that, this

Park is too grand an affair to be touched. It is here, and
let us keep it as it is. For my part, I love it, and I hope
never to see it spoiled."

I suppose now I should add that I did go over the route
of the proposed segregation railway, but the fact is, I

didn't. Nobody ever has or ever will, in all probability.

But our party kept away to the right of the white moun-
tains that line the deep-sunken Yellowstone, along which
the Cooke City road must go if it goes through the Park.
We climbed the Gardiner Hill, about four miles straight

up in the air, crossed the succession of hills and streams
which cover that upper region, and ten miles further on
ran down five miles more, steep as a house roof, into the
valley at Yancey's. When it came to going back, some
one jokingly proposed we return down the Yellowstone
canons, along the "railway" route. "My boy," said

Uncle John Yancey, "you couldn't get down there in ten
years." From this I infer that a railroad couldn't get up
in ten years, also that it will not, even in a thousand
years. If it ever does, it will have a good solid roadbed,
sure, and plenty of snowsheds. As to the game which
winters in the valleys making down the big river, I have
already hinted and shall speak fully later. Capt. Ander-
son's reasons against the Yellowstone Valley road are
patent to any one who knows that country as it actually
is. Years of residence at the Park, and continuous explor-
ation of it, would seem to give that knowledge to the
superintendent of the Park.

Mr. J. D. Losekamp, of Billings.

Mr. Losekamp is a typical Western business man,
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shrewd, practical and quiet. To him more than to]almost
any other one man in his State belongs the credit' of the
expose of the Cooke City Park railroad scheme. Contrary
to local sentiment and local timidity, Mr. Losekamp stood
out first alone and uttered the first word against the
scheme to open the Park to the railroads. He wrote the
first newspaper article against the Cooke City road that
Was ever written, and has since then seen local sentiment
change and local papers adopt the side of reason all over
the State. He has always been foremost in the fight

against the Cooke City project in all its phases, and he
has put out more information in regard to the true in-

wardness of the proposed deal than any other ten men
together. It was he who obtained for Forest and Stream
the Valuable letter from Civil Engineer P. M. Gallaher,
published last fall, which showed the practicability of a
road into Cooke City from the east, along the Clark's
Fork.

"I notice that railroads are not doing things for fun,"
said Mr. Losekamp, "and they don't do things backward,
either. Now, if there is mineral or coal to be had in that
New World district, the bulk of it will have to go east

for its main market. Does a railroad want to pull that
stuff west over the divide through the Park, around by
Cinnabar and Livingston, and then east again over the
same mountains to get back toward the market it wants
to reach? 1 don't think so. Mr. Oakes, of the Northern
Pacific, didn't think so, either. He was over that western
line, and saw Cooke City, and he reported that the
Northern Pacific didn't want any of it. I can't see why
a railroad should want to spend two or three million
dollars making a road across a landscape, just for the sake
of pulling its freight three, times as far over grades three
times as hard. Maybe they will, but I doubt it.

"On the other band, we have the B. & M. assured for
Billings. [A. telegram announcing this was received by
Mr. Losekamp during my stay at Billings.] This road, if

once built into Cooke City, would be as good as any for
that town, if it was only after an outlet, as it claims. But
do they want any outlet from the west? Oh, no. Nothing
but the Park route will do them. Why? Well, you just
let the segregation scheme go through and you'll see why.
Cooke City '11 have something to sell then, and it won't
be ore, either. There isn't a dollar actually put up +o
build that road, though I don't doubt that the majority of
the boys who have claims there are sincere in their belief
that the road would be built if the bill once passed
Congress. They are simply ignorant, though sincere. If
the bill did pass, there would be a lot of money made be-
fore a shovel ever hit the dirt. Besides, long before that
road was begun, the best of the Park would be handed out
to other parties by way of other franchises. I can see no
Use for this. It's hard to get any road up to Cooke, and
any engineer knows this, but the route from the east, up
the Clark's Fork, has had the survey of a good engineer,
and it can be built. No one claims so much for the Park
route. If the Cooke City men have nothing up their
sleeve, and are only anxious for an outlet, why should
they oppose a cheaper and more practical route from the
east side?

"Another thing is, strange as you may think it, after
all you have heard of Chinooks, and that is, there is four
times as much snow on the west side of the mountains
around Cooke City as on the east side. I will leave that
to your own observation. You see, the country the Cooke
City road would have to cross is not west of the Conti-
nental Divide, but east, just as this is." [It was two
weeks later than my Yancey's trip that I was at Billings,

but the truth of Mr. Losekamp's remark was no less

obvious than surprising. The snow was not there and it

never is there in such quantity as in the Park. We drove
far up the gentle Stillwater Valley and away up the Rose-
bud, but the ground was dry. On the opposite side of the
range the snow was 8ft. on an average, in drifts 40ft. or
more on the Bloctail, when we left. It never averages so
deep on the east slope at the same altitudes.]

P. M. Gallaher, C. E., Billings.

Mr. Gallaher has already favored Forest and Stream
with the most conclusive document ever published on this
subject, and it is needless to repeat his statement as to the
feasibility of the Clark's Fork route to Cooke City. Mr.
Gallaher is the best known engineer in Montana. He had
charge of the survey that ran the lines of the Timber
Eeserve of the Park for the Government, and has been all

over that entire region, as probably no other one man has
been except the old-time trappers and hunters. Mr. Gal-
laher I knew in this country twelve years ago, before he
went to Montana, and even then he had a reputation. I

can find no reason extant to-day for believing him any-
thing but a conservative and accurate man, with the prido
in his profession which is so singularly deep among civil

engineers as a class. Mr, Gallaher said

:

"So far as I know, no actual survey has ever been run
over the Park route to Cooke City, nor do I think it will
ever come to that, as any engineer can see the difficulties

of the route proposed. Of course, you cold build a road
there, and you could build, one anywhere, but it would
cost more money than any road could pay interest on.
The grades would be very severe, and the tremendous
snows of that region would tie the road up half the year
unless it were under shed. There must be a great incen-
tive before such a vast outlay of money is begun, and the
only incentive alleged is the mining camp of Cooke City.
Certainly it has good mineral, but is that enough to show
a corporation asked to put a road through such a. country?
"On the other hand, on the Clark's Fork route you have

distance in which to climb. Of course you know what
that means. You can go any height, if you only have
room to do it in. Now, you have been up the Stillwater
and Rosebud valleys, and know the long grades of the
streams coming down this side of the slope. The Clark's
Fork is even more gentle, because it is much longer. You
see the long horseshoe it makes. That gives us distance
for our climb. Instead of heavy rock work all the way,
we have a Avater grade for the greater part of the way.
At the canon of our stream we have unquestionably got a
lot of expensive rock work to do; but we've saved enough
money to have some left to do it with, and after you get
over the canon, you are in easier sailing again.
"Now., I'll draw you a little map. You know, there's a

road already built up to Red Lodge. Suppose we call

the point where this road makes its bend to the west of
the Clark's Fork 'point E.' Now we will call the Bear
Creek coal fields D. From E to D is 30 miles. Call the
box canon of the Fork C, and from D to C ia 20 miles
more. From C to A, which Jatter we will call Cooke

City, is 55 miles further. As I have said, there would
be plenty of rock work on a limited part of this line, but
it could be built—and most of it could be built on a water
grade—below the heavy cuttings of the cation. This is

the natural route out from Cooke City, and the natural
way for a railroad to haul out mineral—down hill, not up
over the same hill a couple of times,
"A very hard part of this road would be the getting to

Cooke over the last three or four miles, but while I pre-

sume this could be accomplished, the problem of an out-

let is practically solved if you get steam in so near as

that.

"You will observe that the road from the east slope

has a double purpose to urge it to build. It has the Bear
Creek coal fields—almost as useful and valuable as gold,

for you must have good fuel at a practical distance in

mining or railroading, or in any branch of commercial
activity. You have on the east Cooke City plus the coal,

plus the natural grade; on the west you have only Cooke
City and an unnatural railroad proposition.
"But I have not yet spoken of the very greatest induce-

ment for a road to go up at Clark's Fork, and this is

something which the Cooke City people do not seem to

think. They are sure of the wealth of their mines, but
the whole world, especially the railroad world, is not sure
of that. I do not say it is not true, doubtless it is true,

but railroads take no chances. They must see a certain
field, a country to be developed, lasting, industries to be
created, before they spend millions of dollars building
roads across mountain ranges.
1

"Nothing appeals to railroad companies like an agricul-

tural proposition. There is their certain and big money.
"Now, if you will look at this part of the country south

and east of the Park and west of the Big Horn Mountains
—all this section lying along the Stinking Water, Grey
Bull and Big Horn rivers and their tributaries, you will

be seeing what is known as the Big Horn Basin. There
are millions of acres of land there lying untouched, and
you can get water all over the whole of it. There is no
better watered part of the West than this basin. The first

railroad in there has an empire for itself. This is the
largest and best body of land owned by the United States
left undeveloped by the railroads, and it is the greatest

railroad proposition now left open, unless we later find

something to do in Alaska. All this region can be put
under ditch at unusually low expense, on account of the
many strong watercourses which cover it. The railroad

which goes in here, builds ditches and so makes possible

the settlement of this big district by an agricultural pop-
ulation, is going to have the best opening now left. Cap-
ital has no such chance left in America. I am not saying
this from hearsay or from personal reasons, for I know
that district thoroughly, although I own nothing there.

There is nothing worth owning until a railroad is built.

"Now, let us call this point on the Grey Bull River, say
at Otto, B, and you know we called the canon of the
Clark's Fork C. From C to B is only 75 miles. That is,

the road which goes up the Clark's Fork has the Bear
Creek coal and the Cooke City mineral, and for 75 miles
more of road built to the south, it ha* also this Big Horn
basin for territory, worth unspeakably more than all the
rest. Perhaps this road will not be built, but it seems to

me more likely than that a road will ever be put through
over the rocky range from the west, with not one-twen-
tieth the rai'road reasons for existence, with ten times
the railroad difficulties to overcome, and against the wish
of the people of the United States, who have said they
wanted the wonders of the Park preserved, and who
always will want them to stay preserved as they are, so
long as they have a fair and truthful showing of the
actual facts put before them. Such a statement of facts

these Cooke City men have not offered. In their selfish-

ness they have been wUling to offer anything, to promise
anything, to do anything, to threaten anything, in order
to attain their own ends. The general sentiment of Mon-
tana is that that isn't right. The case should have a just

and fair and truthful showing to the public. Certainly
Forest and Stream deserves the utmost credit, for it is

the only paper on earth that has been accurate, just and
painstaking in getting all the facts on this question, and
broad-minded enough to hear both sides of the case
calmly and impartially."

I shall make no comment on Mr. Gallaher's clear state-

ment of the above interesting facts. They do not need
comment.

Chas. S. Fee, G. P. A. of the Northern Pacific.

Mr. Chas. S. Fee is the general passenger agent of the
Northern Pacific road, and no man in the world is better

posted on the Park situation in every respect. To him
things must have a practical and not a theoretical value
or excellence. Mr. Fee's remarks had the brevity and
clearness usual with men of his calling, and their mean-
ing was unmistakable
"The Northern Pacific road does not want to build into

Cooke City," said he, ' 'and the Northern Pacific road and
all its men emphatically do not want to see the Park
divided or touched in any respect. We make our money
by carrying people out to see the wonders of the greatest
wonderland on the face of the earth. Throw that won-
derland open to the rapacity of the few or of the many,
and you have no wonders left to see. The Park would
then be no better than any beaten road. I hear there is a
proposition made to Congress to grant a right of way to a
road down Soda Butte Creek, in the northeast corner of

the Park, and to run along a part of the Grand Canon
of the Yellowstone, thence across to the Firehole
Basin. I am a railroad man, but the thought of a thing
like that fills me with shame, A railroad in the Grand
Cation of the Yellowstone ! The idea is monstrous! No,
sir, if you ask whether we want to go through the Park
or etxij corner of it, for any purpose, my reply is, 'No,
emphatically no, not for any purpose whatever,' That
Park belongs just as it is, unchanged forever.
"The Northern Pacific Railway," continued Mr. Fee,

"has done more for the National Park than the nation
itself ever did. If we did not stand behind the hotels
and the transportation, these services to the public would
no longer exist. This railway has shown a spirit which
the United States Congress never has. We have always
stood for the integrity of the Park, and have helped pro-
tect its lines and to promote its attractiveness. What has
the Government ever done? It won't pay even the cost
of one additional special officer to protect the game. It
shows no interest in the Park, apparently knows and
cares nothing about it, while all the time people come
from all over the earth to look at this most wonderful

part of the earth It takes people from Europe to go into
ecstacies over the Park. If this Park were in Europe I
rather think it would be protected I The way Congress
has treated the Park is an outrage and a shame. To run
this road to Cooke through the Park may or may not be
possible. I am told by an engineer that it would be a
very difficult problem to build to Cooke from the east.

But be that as it may, this road doesn't want to go
through any portion of the Park, and doesn't want any
other road to do so. The Park is the Park, and belongs
as it is."

The above hearty doctrine may be unpleasant to some
of the friends of the Cooke City scheme.

E. Hofer, Park Guide, Gardiner.

Lastly, I shall quote "Billy" Hofer, the Park guide, who
was my companion in the Forest and Stream winter ex-
pedition. This I do because he knows personally moi-e
about the game supply of the Park, where the game is to
be found, where it is at certain seasons, and how to get to
it, than does any other living man. In our trip over the
Yancey trail, Billy pointed out to me the line of the pro-
posed segregation road, as nearly as we could get to it.

We did not go over it, because that cannot very well be
done without a balloon, and we had no balloon. When I
saw a band of elk, I would ask Billy, "Are they across the
segregation line?" and he only too often replied that they
were. We probably saw 3,000 to 4,000 elk on country
which would bo cut off if the road were built. We could
not claim that we saw all there were, for our search could
not be thorough on so great and wild a region; but we
saw these and perhaps 1,000 more, for all I can say, the
latter south of the proposed line. They all might as well
be called outside of the line, for a road along the valley of
the East Fork, where we saw so many bands of elk,

would mean no boundary at all. and the killing would go
on on both sides the same as if it all were open, because
that is a region far from any patrol, and could only be
patrolled by the use of a large body of men. The north
line of the Park, nearest the settlements, now patrols
itself, because it crosses a range too hard to get into, so
rough, indeed, that no railroad could be built over it by
any mears on earth.
"You can see," said Billy, "just what this road would

mean for the game. The antelope would all be killed or
driven from the Gardiner Flats back into the higher
mountains, where they could not live in winter, because
they can't paw snow to any depth. The elk that now
winter in the rough country along the Yellowstone, on
Hell Roaring or Slough creeks, and along the East Fork
and the streams coming in on the northeast, would all be
killed or run out. The elk have to come in here to winter,
because the country is bare. It is not 'hot country' to
any extent, but it is struck by the wind along the ridges,
and so has bare places where.the elk can get to the feed.
There is a good deal of snow on it, but the snow doesn't
lie all over like a deep blanket, the way it does in the
upper Park. As it is the elk are dying all through the
mountains in hundreds this winter. If you drove all these
elk out of this country where they are wintering, they
would have to go out of the Park or out of the game, for
if they had to go back into the big snow country, they
would starve to death.
"They can say all they please about the Cooke City road

not hurting the game of the Park, and that there is

nothing in that part of the Park, but that is all nonsense
to anyone who knows anything about the facts. There is

no one thing that"could be done to hurt the antelope and
elk of the Park so much as to build that road. The worst
of it is, too, that the slice taken off would be practically
twice or three times as big as it measured, for there would
practically be no north line any more.''2

Are More Facts Needed?

If the above facts, as stated in offset to the intemperate
utterances of the Cooke City factionists quoted last week,
are not enough to convince any one of the inadvisability
and the uselessness, if not the impracticability of the pro-
posed segregation road, then Forest and Stream will
give more facts and more reasons. Forest and Stream
will not "change its policy" on this matter, and it never
will quit the fight until it has won an unquestioned
victory there as it has in its other measures for the bet-

terment or the preservation of the National Park for the
people of the world. In this fight it has been alone in
the newspaper world. It has spent money and taken
chances to get at its facts, but it got them and has them,
and can use them and will use them. The Park police
bill just signed by the President of the United States and
so made a law is, as one must verily believe, the result of
no one cause so much as the unfaltering work of this

one newspaper. The segregation scheme is the next
thing. It is probably dead to-day. Ii it isn't will it

kindly wiggle its head? E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

The Dead Buffalo Find.

Later.—Under date of May 8 Capt. Anderson writes:
' 'Burgess very carefully investigated your eight dead

buffalo in Hayden Valley, and found four of them were
really carcasses, while the other four were pieces of the
former that had been dragged off to some distance by wild
animals."
This is twice as good as we feared. We had no means

of digging down to the carcasses. The strangest part of

it, however, is brought up by Billy Hofer's letter to me
of May 9, in which he writes: "Burgess says none of the
scalps or hides had been taken, and thinks the buffalo

died there, but that's too thin, for four buffalo would not
have died a natural death at that time of the year and all

so close together and at the same time."
Either the poacher was scared away too soon or else

the buffalo were killed in wantonness. The new Park
police bill will prove useful. E. H.

Our Yellowstone Park Work Appreciated.
Hartford, Conn., May 7.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The Forest
and Stream certainly deserves great credit for its successful, system-
atic efforts and enterprise in presenting to the public the true show-
ing up of the needs of the Yellowstone Park. Your report is unap-
proachable—emphatically so. Certainly the Forest and Stream
(which has no rivals) furnishes a never-failing fountain of interest
relating to sportsmen and the Yellowstone Park. This journal has
certainly surpassed all other papers in presenting to its many readers
a substantial and meritorious account of Howell's butchery in the
Park. Much good must come from your up-to-date, wideawake enter-
prise. A. C. Collins.
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Beaver in! Strange Places.

Philadelphia, N. Y., May lb—Editor Forest^ and

Stream: The inclosed article was taken from a Water-

town daily, and may be of interest, especially if those m
the locality mentioned would only verify the statement,

made concerning the presence of beaver in the Adiron-

dacks on tne outlet of Lake Meacham, and, the report

being true, prompt and proper should the action be toward

their preservation from those vagabond villains who
respect neither law nor right, but go roaming through the

woods with no other purpose than the gratification of

selfish desires and barbarous instincts.

It has been supposed tbat beaver were long ago extinct in the Adir-

ondacks, but fresh work by them has been found on the outlet of Lake
Meacham, twenty-five miles south of Malone. This discovery has

attracted a good deal of attention from the guides and hunters.

Beaver feed on the bark of the birch, willow, alder and poplar and it

is their habit to lay by stores of food in the summer. Guides who
were fishing on Meacham outlet found last week sticks of poplar of

varying length and diameter, from half an inch to an inch, cut almost

as neatly at each end as the work could have been done with a knife.

It was unmistakably the work of beavers. It would add largely to

the charm of the Adirnndacks if beavers were again to establish

themselves there and erect their strange habitations. The game laws

now forbid the trapping or killing of these animals at any time of the

year.

As for the fishing about Philadelphia, it is somewhat

food—bass, pickerel, perch, bullheads and nearby trout,

oth speckled and salmon. But not many of the former.

Near Redroad there are numerous lakes where the fish

leap and grasp the fisherman's hook fit to make him dance.

The real point is the beaver. Are they there or are they

the idea of some newspaper man? Raymond S. Speaks.

The Washington Star of May 10 reported: "Alive
beaver was found on the farm of Mr. G. D. Gilbert yes-

terday, near Four-Mile Run, in Virginia, which makes
the fact all the more remarkable. Where it came from
or how it got there nobody knows, but it made its first

appearance walking contentedly along on its hindlegs,

taking in the sights and enjoying the landscape. Its

first appearance was also its last farewell, for the hired

man, who was spreading manure with a pitchfork near
by, didn't wait for the beaver to present its card or cre-

dentials. He struck it with his fork in the head, killing

it. Mr. Gilbert was at the house at the time, but is

bemoaning his fate in tbat he was not there to catch it

alive. He brought the beaver into the city with him this

morning and took it over to the Smithsonian to be stuffed

and kept as a specimen there. The animal was full

grown and heavy, and would unquestionably been valu-

able if it had been taken alive."

Another Albino Deer.

Chicago, May 9.—I read your note on the albino deer
killed in Maine in a recent issue of Forest and Stream,
I noticed the other day in the Chicago Tribune the inclosed:

John M. Bredt, Columbus Memorial Building, has a genuine white
deer, which he has secured to go with his collection of animals, birds
and butterflies. The deer was killed near Cable, Wis., after it had
badly frightened two young men. The deer is without a single mark
upon its body. Its eyes were pink like those of an albino, and in the
mounting the color of the eyes was reproduced. It is 3ft. 5in. in

height and 4ft. 6in. to the tip of its horns. Its age was three years.
Two young men where hunting near Cable four months ago and they
returned greatly excited, and reported seeing an animal in the woods
which was perfectly white and of the size of an elephant. Many
thought it was a ghost and a party of fifteen was made up to capture
it. After two days1 hunting the white deer was killed. Mr. Bredt
heard of it from a friend who saw the deer an hour after it had been
killed. He made an offer for it which was accepted and it was
mounted in Washburn, Wis. There is no doubt of the genuineness of
its color.

To-day I went and saw the specimen. It is a pretty
thing, though there is room for improvement had it fallen
into the hands of a better taxidermist. R. D.

" That reminds me."

"Ain't Them Ducks?"
The letter entitled "Wooden Ducks," in your issue of

May 5, reminds me of a parallel circumstance tbat hap-
pened to me in 1887. A professional call necessitated a
trip to the northern limits of Illinois in October, and hav-
ing learned that there were "a few ducks around," I took
along my gun and a dozen of Danz's folding decoys. A
pond of about ten acres area, and situated upon a penin-
sula between two lakes, was a favorite feeding ground,
night and morning, for the few resident ducks. Here I
selected a cape-like point and put; out my decoys in a little
bay—repairing thither early and staying late. During a
week I bagged about two dozen birds. The pond was
surrounded by marsh, and was immediately lined by a
thick growth of very high grass, so that the approach to
the water's edge was difficult and tedious, and shelter was
too profuse.
One clear, breathless morning found me, as usual, at

my stand before sunrise, and I waited until old Sol was
marching in plain view, but never a bird came my way.
When happily musing on the quiet scene, in an atmosphere
of health and. free from care, and contentedly watching,
I espied a man's head in the high grass across the pond!
My decoys rested life-like upon the placid water in front
of me. The man looked toward me and then up and
down the pond, and disappeared. He again appeared at
the end of the pond nearest to me. I now became inter-
ested, for I knew that he was coming my way. He again
passed from view, and in order to easily reach my stand
from his last seen place, he would have to travel the
higher ground at the edge of the marsh. This he did,
and he soon appeared in view, and when opposite me he
entered the pathway that I had made by successively
traveling it for several days.
He had a gun with him, and on he came, and as he

approached the higher grass fringe of the pond, he insen-
sibly stooped his shoulders, and with bowed head made a
bee-line for me. I heard his hammers click, and when he
had crept to about half a dozen yards from me I suddenly
stood up. He was surprised, halted, and with chagrin
deeply depicted upon his countenance, exclaimed, "Ain't
them ducks?"
A stranger to me, he said, a lady, had recently arrived

at his house and had stated that she liked the flavor of
wild duck, and he had started out that morning to "the

pond" to get her one. I afterward learned that he was

one of the crack shots of the neighborhood and an invet-

erate market-hunter. When I related the experience to

my host he regarded the circumstance as a great joke on

an old hunter.

I have recently become a reader of your newsy
(

and

interesting journal, and I regret greatly that I have missed

years of satisfaction in thus sharing quietly the pleasures

of your nnmerous and facile correspondents—both statt

and promiscuous. I wish I could personally know them.

I look for the paper now. and amid its peaceful scenes I

find rest from [the fatigue of professional tire, and, lost

for the time, I live over again with the narrators the joys

of the chase, the fishing-rod and the camp-fire.
Alfred Hinde.

Chicago, DJ.

The String goes with the Gun.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some time ago while fishing in the wilds of Wisconsin,

my attention was attracted by the loud barking of a dog

in the woods near by, and thinking something unusual

was going on, I started in the direction of the racket and
soon came to two men and a dog with a bear up a tree.

There was no gun in the party and how to get bruin down
was the question of the hour, as he was high up in the

tree.

One of the men said he thought he could "borrer a

rifle of a neighbor several miles away, so he started leav-

ing us "to watch the bar."

After a tedious wait of nearly two hours he returned

with a long, heavy old-fashioned rifle and a bundle of

string. The inquiry "What in the world are you going to

do with that string?" was answered by saying, "The string

goes with the gun," and he proceeded to explain. "Now,"
he says, after tying the string to the hammer and getting

a good rest over a limb of a tree, "one er yur fellers pull

and tuther cut the string when I say cut, so get yur knife

ready." Everything being in readiness the above pro-

gramme was carried out, and after a deafening report and
clearing of the smoke, the bear could be plainly seen al-

though in a somewhat altered position, having settled

down into the crotch of the tree. Fourteen times the

rifle was fired at the bear this way with apparently no
result, when our champion of the rifle declared if "he
couldn't shoot that thar bar he'd climb the tree and drive

him down," which he proceeded to do. It was quite an
effort, however, as the tree was bare of limbs for some
distance up, but he finally reached the vicinity of the bear

which he approached with caution, but the bear didn't

move. Nearer and nearer. The excitement was intense,

we on the ground momentarily expecting a demon-
stration of some kind. All at once the excitement was
ended by a remark from our hero, "Say boys, the bar's

dead." Nearly every bullet had hit him, and one through
the brain explained the fact that the first shot had killed

him. And famous to this day in all that country is the

old rifle with the string attachment. H. B. J.

Wabasha, Minn., May 15.
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PARK POACHERS AND THEIR WAYS.
Montana, May 3.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It was
during January, 1893, that I became acquainted with
Howell, the Yellowstone Park poacher of whom we have
recently heard so much. He is a man of a little more than
ordinary intelligence, has a fair education, is stoutly built,

with dark hair, bluish gray eyes and a heavy blond mus-
tache. His businegs has been prospecting and hunting for
a living among the Rockies in Montana, and he has all the
rugged strength and endurance that Rocky Mountain
hunters and prospectors possess.

From conversations had with Howell in 1893, I learned
that there were a number of hunters besides himself in the
vicinity of the National Park and Cooke City, who gained
a livelihood by poaching in the Park and selling elk heads
to the taxidermists residing along the railroad. One man
had sold 60 scalps from elk heads that were not worth the
trouble of mounting at $5 each, besides quite a number of
complete heads at from $8 to $30 each.

I asked Howell how this could be done with Capt.
Anderson and two companies of soldiers guarding the
Park and the game. He said "It is the simplest thing in
the world. When the snow begins to fall in September
and October, we wait until a nice snowstorm has set in,

and then taking a saddle horse and two or more pack
horses, we start for the Park and travel fast. After reach-
ing the ground we have previously selected to hunt over,
we make a long detour and cross our tracks perhaps ten
miles from camp so as to ascertain whether the soldiers
are following our trail or not. If no other tracks are seen
we go back to camp feeling safe, for we know that the new
snow will obliterate all tracks before dawn. We then se-
cure enough elk to load our pack horses and are soon on
our way out of the Park and to the railroad. The railroad
companies are glad to haul freight and we have no trouble
there in getting our spoils to market."
The above is what was gleaned in 1893, and here is the

substance of a conversation in 1894 since Howell became
known to^Uapt. Anderson and others. "On the 19th of
September last, I took my camp outfit and grub for the
winter, and loaded it on to a toboggan and started for the
Park. From that time until Feb. 10, I saw no human
being. The snow was very deep and my method of camp-
ing was to build a fire at night on the snow, and after
cooking, to pile logs on to the fire and let it burn. By
morning a hole would be melted in the snow so deep that
when I stood up by the fire I could barely see out, and if
any one had chanced to be looking for me they would not
be likely to see me. I had very little trouble in market-
ing heads. I have known eleven buffalo to be hauled in
one day through the Park, and one taxidermist in Living-
ston has bought twenty-two heads this winter at from §40
to $125 each, and I know of one head being sent to New
York that sold for $275 green. There are trappers in the
Park all the time during the fur season. I occasionally
saw men fishing, and one of them I knew was trapping
and used the fish line as a blind. The soldiers did not see .

through his device, for it takes a mountaineer to see all t

the signs. I have concluded to try other ways of gaining
a livelihood, and I will let the Park alone if the soldiers
will let me alone from this time on."

From what has been said and from other facts thathave
come to my knowledge, I conclude that a considerable

number of the inhabitants of Cooke City are making a liv-

ing from the sale of game from our only National Game
Preserve, and that not only people from Cooke City, but

others, are spending the best part of the game season dodg-

ing what Uncle Sam thinks is a sufficient force of soldiers

to guaxd his game.
I would rather have three good intelligent, honorable

men, inured to the life of a prospector and hunter in these

mountains, to watch that Park, than all the soldiers now
there, and I am personally acquainted with men who are

educated, intelligent and honorable who will not kill a doe

nor even a mother grouse, for meat when they are

hungry, who have spent this whole winter alone in cabins

miles away in the mountains, content to live on bacon,

coffee, flour and sugar, with just a frying-pan and a tin

can for their cooking utensils. Men of such a stamp are

the ones that Uncle Sam should hire to look after the
Park, and a good plan to hire them on is to give them a
liberal salary, the privilege of shooting the first hunter
they see within the Park, if he will not give himself up,

and to pay a reward in hard cash for ever poacher cap-

tured.
I believe that the true way to preserve our stock of buf-

falo in the Park is to start a hay ranch there and build an
inclosure, into which the buffalo should be put in the

fall. Two good men should watch them as carefully as

they would Nancy Hanks if they had her to care for, for

we all know that the buffalo is little nearer extinction

than it should be.

If Howell, by his desire for buffalo scalps, has aroused
Uncle Sam so as to cause him to care for his game as he
should, I am ready to give three cheers for Howell, and
three hisses for the taxidermists that buy his game 'and

aid him^ and men like him, to evade justice. J.

Helena, Montana.

[The letter which we print is from an old correspond-

ent, a man not very long in the West, yet long enough to

have learned something of life there. Much of what
Howell says is no doubt true, but it is pretty badly mixed
up with what is not true; for example, it would take a
considerable force of men to haul eleven buffalo, or even
eleven buffalo heads, and they would make a broad
trail that would last all winter. We question Howell's

statement that from Sept. 19 to Feb. 10 he saw no human
being. He had a partner when he went into the Park,
though just what became of this man is not known. We
entirely agree with our correspondent as to the import-

ance of additional mountaineers to patrol the Park. They
can do work that a soldier cannot, and instead of a single

scout in the Park there should be at least half a dozen.

The project of rounding up the National Park buffalo and
driving them into an inclosure is of course entirely im-
practicable, but a considerable number of calves and
young might be captured and kept in confinement, and it

is not unlikely that this may be done at no very distant

day. The enactment of a law for the punishment of

crimes in the Yellowstone Park will no doubt have the

effect of largely reducing the poaching on its borders, and
after one poacher shall have been sent to prison for this

offense, infractions of the regulations will almost wholly
cease.]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

Lead-Poisoned Ducks and that Rice Farm.

My old-time market-shooting friend Billy Griggs wrote
me soon after he returned from his winter's work at

Galveston as follows:

"lam safe at home and was gratified to find the "old
reliable" awaiting me.
"A word as to Mr. Guessaz's discovering lead poisoning

in ducks. The facts as to this strange condition of the

canvasback you have stated correctly, but this condition

has been noted for years and was called cholera. An
increase in the number of stricken birds led to an investi-

gation as to the probable cause and the result was the
discovery of lead in the gizzard. This later and correct

diagnosis took place during my first winter on Lake Sur-

prise, four years ago. As to their shipment, it is a
physical impossibility, for if packed on ice immediately
after killing, in twelve hours they are green in every
tissue. Long experience has taught us to recognize the

symptoms, and such birds as possess them are never
killed under any circumstances. As to how, when and
where they contract disease is a mooted question.

"Now, as to our bribing the chief magistrate of the

biggest of all States with twenty ducks per week. The
genial Governor did spend a few days, all too short, at

Lake Surprise and was the recipient of the same courtesy

that all gentlemen receive—neither more nor less—five
pairs of canvasbacks graced the official bag; and if any
else adorn the gubernatorial mahogany he pays for them
with the current coin of the realm.
"A recent publication says Lake Surprise contains 7ft.

of water. There is as much water in it now as at any
time since the storm of '75; from 24 to 30in. is a fair esti-

mate, but beneath the water is ooze unfathomable!
"Not being a lawyer I know nothing of the validity of

Col. Moody's patent to Lake Surprise, but if his title is

not clear it is passing strange that some fine-haired nim-
rod doesn't attack it in the courts and secure for himself
the 'best canvasback preserve in America.'

"

The latter suggestion is a good one that would be best

for both sides and, indeed, the only practical thing to do,

as mere discussion is valueless.

Spring Shooting in Manitoba.

Mr. Thos. Johnson, of Winnipeg, Man., writes: "Some
of my oldtime shooting companions have had their spring

'wavey' shoot. 'Waveys,' as we term them here, are the

snow goose. They make Manitoba their resting andfeed-
ing-up point, previous to their great flight to their breed-

ing grounds in the vicinity of Hudson's Bay. Before the

advancement of civilization and cultivation the 'waveys'
had a well-defined spring flight, in fact, you would rarely

see them outside of a territory of five miles wide, and in
some portions in less yards than that. The wavey has,

like almost every other water fowl, diminished in num-
bers. Yet last spring there were thousands. They strike

Manitoba from March 7 (the earliest I ever knew them)
to middle of April and stay with us until about May 24.

They are very easily 'decoyed' and can be also 'called.'

As you know, I never even shoot waveys in spring, yet
I'll admit I don't think it any very great sin for a Mani-
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toban to do so, as this is the only time of the year he sees
them. Their return ticket does not read via Manitoba."
This letter is just exactly the argument used by the

spring shooters of this section in regard to ducks and
snipe, and it is just exactly wrong. The only right way
to look at spring shooting is on the basis that a bird not
killed is a bird saved, saved for itself and not for the
gun. In the past local selfishness has always meant local

jealousy, which has meant, and always will mean so long
as it exists, local shooting. Yet all shooting must be only
local. The American sportsman will never learn till the
g me is gone, that a bird killed in Manitoba or Dakota is

as dead as the same bird killed in Texas. That problem re-

mains ever too deep, and it is understood about alike,

from Hudson's Bay to the Gulf.

The Wood Buffalo.

Mr. Johnson sends a clipping from the Edmonton Bulle-
tin: "At the last session of the Northwest Assembly a
resolution was passed calling the attention of the Ottawa
authorities to the advisability and necessity of adopting
some measures for the preservation from extinction of the
wood buffalo still remaining in the region between the
Peace and Liard rivers, and between the Mackenzie River
and the Rocky Mountains. The Assembly did not ask for
legislation to protect the buffalo or any other animals in
the region referred to. Its references were confined
strictly to the buffalo, and pains were taken to show at
some length that legislation could not possibly meet the
case, as the nature of the country and surrounding cir-

cumstances generally would prevent any possible legisla-
tion from having effect. The resolution stated that the
buffalo could only be preserved from extinction by cap-
turing enough of the animals for breeding purposes and
keeping them in captivity. If the importance of the pre-
servation of the species is not sufficient to warrant the
expense of this method of procedure, it will be far better
to say so at the start and let the animals be destroyed
without interference of legislation, which can only be
vexatious to hunters and traders, and cannot in the
nature of things be effective in the preservation of the
buffalo."

Advice to Young Men.
Mr. Wm, T. Huxter, of Newark, N. J,, writes me as

below, in a way which disposes me to be fatherly:
"Reading 'Dixie Land' in Foeest and Stream, it set me

thinking that you are the man who could give me a little

information in regard to hunting and fishing. Myself
and companion, both young men in the twenties, having
saved about $200, want to take a hunt for about two or
three years steady, somewhere in the Southwest; and
have hunted and fished all -around here within 100 miles
of New York city. We think we could do it with that
amount of money if we got the proper pointer from some
one who knows. At first we thought of taking a small
houseboat and floating down the Mississippi River, and
trust to luck to find some place where we could get a few
ducks and a little game; but reading of your trip to San
Antonio, it Btruck me a little better. You would favor
us by giving your opinion of such a trip with only $200 and
necessary guns, rods and rifle. We are satisfied to live on
duck thirty days in the month, or fish, and even crow if

necessary in hard luck. We are tough, and not being
able to stand the strain until we could scare up more
money, we have concluded to go next September."
My opinion on the above is that young men in the

twenties who have only $900 ahead in the world have no
business on earth to start out on a two or three years'
hunting trip. That is to abandon a proper ambition in
life, to take to practical vagabondage or to market-hunt-
ing and fishing. In these three callings there are plenty
ahead of these young men now, and Forest and Stream
does not exist for the purpose of increasing eithpr of these
three classes. It exists for the purpose of showing young
men how they can take $200, go off, have a few weeks or
even months of sport with it, and then go back to useful
work the better for the trip. The houseboat idea is not
bad for a trip of the sort, though there are better streams
than the Mississippi. The Rio Grande, the Sabine, the
Brazos, the Nueces, are all wilder and rougher streams,
and in a better game country. I don't know whether
they could be run by houseboat or not, but they could be
by some boat, and the fun would be in finding out. As to
a place where a man can make an easy, lonfing living out
Of £abiag and shooting, I wouldn't tell anj boiy of it if I
knew. Most of the old-time trappers, hunters and market-
shooters are out of a calling to-day. To work hard in the
busy life of the world, to be ambitious and industrious
and frugal, and then when the time comes to take a good
rest and enjoy it thoroughly—that in my belief is a better
ambition for our young friends than to take three years of
play which is not sport. For a long camp hunt or cruise
for sport, I could direct them to many places.

Quail Do Pack.

Still another reader has observed the packing of Bob
Wbite quail. Now I feel quite positive»as to the packing
of this bird which we thought we could say we saw in
Texas. Mr. H. L. Burdick of Orange, N. J., writes me:
"In your article of last week's Forest and Stream

there was a paragraph headed 'Do Quail Pack? ' I lived
in western Texas for five and one-half years, on a ranch
situated in Concho county. Opposite the main ranch
house, on Kickapoo, was a half section of land, which
was kept under cultivation, generally sown with small
grains; around this farm Bob White soon made his
home.
"In the fall of 1887, 1 went out to kill some quail for

dinner, and succeeded in finding what might be called a
pack of quail within 250yds. of the house. I killed eight-
teen of these birds, and having enough, desisted. Going
back to the house and putting tip my gun and leaving
my birds, I walked back to the spot where I had been
shooting. The quail did not get together until at least an
hour after I had stopped shooting, and then I succeeded
in counting forty-three in the 'pack' still. I killed several
quail afterward from this same aggregation, but left most
of these birds for seed, and hunted further from home as
a rule that fall. This is the only instance that I can re-
member, of seeing a 'pack' of Bob White. Thinking
that you might like to know of my experience, I venture
to write you."

Newspaper Idiocy.

There are some good men in the newspaper business,
who ought to have been presidents, and there axe also
some idiots, who ought to have been inmates. Some of
these idiots are malevolent and hurtful idiots, The editor

of the Steubenville, Ohio, Gazette is one of these. Mr. B.
B. Bishop, writing from Titusville, Fla., calls my atten-
tion to the following clippings from that journal with the
comment, ' 'It sems incredible in this age of enlightment,
and such vicious ignorance is a national calamity." The
Gazette in its ignorance is trying to befriend the oppressed
lawbreaker, and says:
"On excellent legal authority we advise all who are

arrested for violation of the infamous fish and game laws,
which disgrace the statute book of Ohio, to plead not
guilty and demand the inalienable right of an American
citizen, trial by jury, A man who did this last year de-
feated the game of the paid spotters and informers, and
notwithstanding the law is especially made to convict,
others can do the same. Don't yield your rights without
a struggle.

"The Gazette will agree to subscribe $10 to a fund of
$100 to be used to defeat the villainous fish law in any
case brought hereafter wherein the defendant violated
the law through necessity in securing fish for his own
use, and is unable to furnish means for legal defense."
Now is the time to subscribe to the Gazette.

The Iowa Law.
1 On the other hand, the sportsmen have got too good a
law out in Iowa, and a local paper says: "The sportsmen
of the State are trying to have a reconsideration of the
very drastic hunters' bill which recently passed both
houses, or finally they will make an attempt to have the
Governor veto it, but in the latter effort they will hardly
succeed, writes a correspondent, for the Governor is not
very muuh in the mood of putting his individual judg-
ment against the judgment of the Legislature. The
sportsmen say that the Iowa bill is one of the most drastic
ever enacted in any country. They say that all Europe
can hardly afford a parallel. It absolutely forbids a man,
accompanied with a gun and a dog, to cross the lands of
a farmer. He must keep in the middle of the road and
can not climb over a fence to pick up a bird he has shot
on the wing and which has fallen inside, the fence. Of
course, he can by permission of a farmer, but otherwise
the rule is absolute."

Stick to your law, you Iowa. men. Get a better law
when you can, but stick to this and set a good example
till you do. It's saving the game, or should do so, and
that should be' a cheerful feature of it.

Stone Dogs.

Mr. Wilbur Dubois of Cincinnati is nervous over an in-
terview which the enterprising and alert reporter got out
of him. It reads:

"To a dog fancier," said Secretary Wilbur Dubois of the post office,
no sight is prettier than to see a pointer re-enforce. A pointer, you

know, will stand with one foot held up and look at a bevy of quail.
Now when there are two or more dogs on the same trail one will, of
course, see the birds first. The moment one points the others, if well
trained, will come to a stand and remain immovable like so many
statues There is a legend of the Miami Valley wherein a chief is

stricken to stone and all who see him are likewise stricken. One by
one as his followers come into his presence they are transfixed to the
ground and all stand there till a white man enters and breaks the
charm. I have seen a string of half a dozen pointers come suddenly
to a stand as if shocked by electricity. One in particular, I remember.
Two dogs were after a covey of birds and one saw them and pointed
just as the other was about to leap from the top of a creek bank. This
second dog saw the point and became rigid with half his body in the
air and with barely enough on the ground to enable him to hold his
position, and there he stood till the hunters came up and relieved him."

Mr. Dubois says he never said no such a say, but ex-
plains:

"I was explaining to the reporter of a local afternoon
paper some time ago how one dog backs another. A
week or so afterward he made an heroic effort to recall the
conversation, with the above beautiful result. His first

sentence is a jewel too rare to be lost. I suppose that at
some period in his life he had had a shirt made with a
double back, or re-enforced, and from that circumstance
had conceived the idea that "back" and "re-enforce" were
synonymous.

"Please note further, in the reporter's essay, that a dog
always holds one foot up, and always sees the bevy of
birds when he points; and, moreover, that it is a common
occurrence for me to see a string of half a dozen pointers
re-enforcing each other.

"The legend of the petrified chief is a new one to me.
Is it a composite story, made up of equal psrts of Lot's
wife, Perseus and Medusa's head?
"The poor dog in the last sentence, suspended between

heaven and earth, is a harrowing picture. I hope we got
up in time to rescue him. In fact, the reporter says we
did; and if he says so, I know it's true."

The Daily Reporter in Chicago.

I think Mr. Dubois's reporter has moved to Chicago. It
was probably he who allowed the exuberant press agent
of the Prairie Gun Club to fill him up with the foolish
story that a flock of 1,500 wild pigeons had been discov-
ered in Indiana, and that the club had enterprisingly
caught the entire flock and would shoot them at its tour-
nament, soon to come—as unsportsmanlike a thing to do
to-day as any that could be ascribed to any club, though
there was no foundation for the story or for the ascrip-
tion.

Diana Club.

The Diana Shooting Club at its annual meeting at Mil-
waukee, May 8, at the Plankinton club rooms, elected the
following officers: President, George F. Peabody, of Ap-
pleton; Vice-President, U. A. Van Brunt, of Horicon;
Treasurer, H. D. Smith, of Appleton; Secretary, P, F.
Stone, of Chicago. The directors are the officers and J.

M. Yorgey, of Appleton. The club has engaged Gen.
Winkler to take charge of the various poaching suits.

Having plenty of ducks, it must also have plenty of liti-

gation, but the leases on the marsh remain a bulwark
against the poacher.

Gone from Dixie Land.
In the first of my late articles I described the pleasant

days we had in Arkansas, enjoying the hospitality of Mr.
Calvin Pemberton, on whose plantation near Little Rock
we had so happy atime. Now comes the word that Calvin
Pemberton has gone from Dixie Land. He died in March.
His State lost a gentleman and sportsman whom I re-
member as the most perfect host at house or in field I

ever met. He was a Hg-hearted man. The papers say
of him: "He was one of the biggest-hearted men in Ar-
kansas, and though never accounted wealthy, gave liber-

ally to every one m need, his friends say, too much for
his own good. He truly loved his neighbor as himself."
You cannot say much more of a man than that, and you
cannot be much more of a man than he was.

909 Security B(j«,ding, Chicago. E. HOUGH,

m ut{A j§ivqr fishing.

SOME CARP LAKE NOTES.
(.Concluded from page USU )

Of the beauties and attractive features of Robin Nest
Camp, and of the days of happiness we spent there,
"Kingfisher" has so delightfully written for Foeest and
Stream, accompanied with illustration from photograph
of the camp itself, that we only add some things that
doubtless escaped his memory, including a proper and
truthful account of that big trout matter, and of his "bull
episode," which I perceive he was inclined in some of its
personal parts to gloss over.
And just here it may not be amiss to draw a brief

sketch of my three camp comrades of the Kingfisher
tribe, jolly good fellows, whose virtues grew brighter the
more they were tried in the anglers' crucible of constant
association in the woods and on the waters, on the
journey and around the camp-fire, J. M. Hickman—or
"Jeems Mackerel," as we familiarly called him—has been
long known to the readers of Forest and Stkeam, under
the nom de plume of "Kingfisher." His writings speak
for themselves, entertaining in their quaint and graphic
Anglo-Saxon—the home language of the woods and
waters—hosts of readers, and bringing back to memory
reminiscences sweet and treasured to those who love the
free air and pathless woods, the lullaby of the brooks and
broad vistas of the lakes. Sturdily and squarely built—
tough as a pine knot—with an honest face and frank
manners, plain and unvarnished, of modest mien and
genial fellowship, and a friendship that stands the test of
time and circumstance as well, he belongs to the race of
anglers of whom "Nessmuk" was a type. Ever ready to
lend a helping hand, an apt eye for the adaptation of
camp life, a skillful hand at the oars, a fearless woods-
man, with a grit and endurance that would make the
best "tired," unselfish in act, he added to it all a skill as
an angler that seldom found an equal. In emergencies
he was prompt, and what he didn't know or find out
about the country and inhabitants contiguous to camp, in
plain words, wasn't worth knowing. Where he gleaned,
even Ruth of old would scarcely find a straw. Aufait
on neighborhood matters, he swapped experience with
the fathers, "fish lies" with the sons, jokes with the girls,

drank milk and talked gossip with the mothers, and
bought raspberries, huckleberries and frogs from the
youngsters. When he left the neighborhood there was
mourning in the log cabins and shanties of the first

settlers, and the youngsters dreamed of the time when
"that good fisherman" would come back again. "King-
fisher" had only one prevailing vice—he diank too much
—drank water only (ale of God's brewing) dn reckless
quantities. Some of us, who felt the weakness of the
flesh came over us at times, often remonstrated with him
about his perverted taste, but it did no good. He was
joined to his idol.

Clay Culbertson was both angler, and hunter. President
of the Cuvier Club, of Cincinnati, he also gave attention
to the study of what the boys were wont to call "his stuffed
birds and animals." Fond of outdoor sports, he ran the
rapids and fished the pools of the Nepigon, skimmed the
cream of Point au Pelee island when it swarmed with bass
-of fatherly size and athletic strength, navigated the inland
waters of Florida and hunted its wilds where seldom the
silence was broken by human voice. One time following
the antlered monarch of the woods, he varied the sport by
angling for the denizens of the Gulf, from hard-toothed
sheepshead to mighty tarpons and jewfish. Much of his
time was given to collecting specimens for the Cuvier
Club, from plumaged ibis to the tiny waders that ravaged
in the spent surf. Tiring of the larger sport, in camp his
hobby was to locate a spot and angle for bluegills. One
of the first to rise in the morning, he was usually the last

to rake the coals of the camp-fire together before retiring
at night. While the jokes and fish stories were going
round, his long stick kept the fire in proper burning order.
Vigorous in expression, forcible in judgment and opinion,
generous in impulse, and with memory stored with rem-
iniscences of former adventures, he was a welcome com-
panion in all the social features of camp life; or, in fact,

in any other place, in the city or in the woods.
Charley b'urr was a genuine fisherman of the old school
—hearty and active, staunch and reliable. Fond of rod
and gun—as most Kentucky sportsmen are—he had im-
bibed a love of field, forest and stream from earliest boy-
hood. An excellent shot, he had pocketed many a Bob
White in his tramp over hill and valley. Having a keen
relish for camp life he gave to its necessities an added
experience gained in his marches under Sherman and
Thomas, following the old flag through Tennessee to
Chattanooga, then to Atlanta and later on in the march
to the sea. He possessed a marked store of patience and
perseverance, and threading the woods 'mid tangled brush
and fallen trees, only "Kingfisher" could keeppace with his

tireless steps. H« had a natural instinct for finding the
spots where the bass lurked most, and he handled the rod
with a skill and precision that seldom failed of success.

In making a camp bed he exhibited an artistic taste that
found reward in downy ease and sound slumbers. A
student of music and possessed of good voice, the camp
was often brightened with his lively songs, from "I'm
climbing up Zion's hill; i'mcliming—yiming—yrming" to

"Old Kentucky Home" and the "Frog went a-Fishing."
He loved a good story, enjoyed a good joke, but woe to
the fellow who perpetrated a "chestnut"—his memory
was unfailing.

And Thurston, or "Kelpie"—the naturalist—the lover
of nature in her purest and best phases. Long acquainted
with the solemnity and silence of the deep, unbroken
woods and the mysteries and woods of both hidden and
revealed waters, he drank in deep draughts the truths
they disclosed, and drew lessons to weave in the warp
and woof of life. A patient watcher for the develop-
ments of scientific problems, he seldom drew too hasty
conclusions from insufficient premises. But, convinced,
he accepted the result with philosophic faith, whether it

accorded with his pre-existing views or not. He greatly
enjoyed camp-life, often "going it alone," and while more
disposed to be a listener to the talk of others, he was not
averse to entering the conversation, and when he did, he
usually said something worth remembering. He was in-
defatigable in his search for something new in the line of
his favorite pursuits, and would take up the cudgel of
scientific discussion at any time, at any place and with
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any body who knewjanything about the subject. He was

fond of a good joke and was capable of telling one with'a

detail that covered the whole ground. "

Such were the four comrades who gave to Robin Nest

Camp its days and nights of unalloyed pleasure, and to-

day invests it with the sweetest of memories.
Afterward we were joined by Mr. Sheidemantle and his

son Johnnie, from Cincinnati, who contributed much to

our camp enjoyments. , .

Our dining tent was spread under the shade of thick-

foliaged trees. Everybody was free to join the varied

discussions that attended the consumption of viands. The
"Autocrat of the Breakfast Table" could have learned

lessons by hanging himself on the back of a chair. True,

the talk was mixed, involving the wisdom of the

ancients—Homer, Sophocles, Euripides, Diogenes, Virgil,

Horace—with the classics— botany, zoology, hygiene,

fishing, philosophy, history, snakes, adventure, butter

and eggs, mosquitoes, wisdom and wit, good, bad and
indifferent. Nobody asserted anything dogmatically, for

fear some reckless galoot would deny his statement and
call on the other listeners to prove its falsity. If the dog-

matist persisted, he would be so attacked that at length

he was willing to escape with his life.

There was an ancient feud existing between Sheide-

mantle, or "Shidecker," as we called him for short, and
Culbertson—not mortal but persistent, so that the air was
forever full of darts flying from one to 'tother, and now
and then was heard the popping of small arms or theboom
of artillery in the wordy warfare. In the wear and tear

of fish life, the rear of Shidecker's trousers had grown
seedy and been reduplicated with a patch taken from a

rubber horse blanket. To attack this armor-clad portion

of the anatomy with a convenient board, when words
failed of effect, was Culbertson's final coup demain. "A
fellow who parts his hair in the middle is a dude," said he,

"and a dude has no rights anybody is bound to respect."

Shidecker explained that the hair grew that way ever

since he was a boy, and he must respect nature; and as to

the gum patch, that was placed in position to keep him
from taking cold when sitting down on a pickerel slyly

placed under him by his enemy. Culbertson said "he
could not bear to have a D.D. (Shidecker was professor-in

the public schools) poking around camp, hunting the best

places in the shade to read Capt. Kidd's adventures, or

standing around the kitchen talking French to the cook."
Shidecker replied—"those insinuations were bare-faced

fish lies;" that "Clay had jaundice of the stomach, was
barely able to get to his meals, but once there, danger
lurked in the atmosphere."
The disposition of Shidecker to deal in puns was some-

thing horrible. When one more than usually hideous
was let go without wings, even Kelpie groaned in spirit,

and rising to his feet, in a voice full of calm resignation,

would remark, "Isn't it about time for some of us to go
a -fishing?" You could see the danger line was nearby
Kelpie'B raising his head, the yawp of his mottled straw
bat, and his vacant look into the sky above.
But if there was any one thing that could restore

Kelpie's equanimity, bring a smile to his face and a roseate
hue to his cheek, it was' "raspberries." He always looked
at them with a oomfortin' glance of sweet satisfaction,

and his speedy method of concealing them, from pulpy
skin to inner seeds, was Herrmannian in skill. Returning
to camp after luckless trips for trout oi> bass, weary and
dispirited, no sooner did his eyes rest on a fresh bucket of
raspberries than a beatific expression as of hope realized
stole over his face,

Culbertson's strong point was pork and potatoes—

a

Chicagoist pride with an Irish instinct. He could toll the
difference between an "'alf and 'alf" side meat from a
Bingham woodsranger and the thick, juicy "all in all" of
a Chicago fat porker, the moment his fork broke the
outer rind. Shidecker's delight was flap-jacks flanked
with treacle, while Furr and "Kingfisher" yearned for
everything and anything that "went to the place" and
pacified the pangs of hunger.
Queer fellows, those Kingfishers, full of fun and frolic,

one moment annihilating each other with withering sar-
casms and slashing similes; the next uniting to crush
some offending member as a crowd of girls would pounce
on a diminutive snake. But let some incautious outsider
send a shaft within their ranks, and every soul was on
his feet to resent the assault, until ofttimes the intruder
was res^dy to wish he had never been born.

After some days of camping and fishing our frog sup-
ply began to be invaded by death. Hunger was suspected
as the moving cause, though food was kept in their cage.
A council of war was held, to devise ways and means to
preserve their lives. Culbertson suggested they be fed on
red flannel; Furr wanted to have doughnuts baked for
them; "Kingfisher" proposed fly tarts; Kelpie thought
grasshopper pudding more to their liking, when Shidecker
invaded the friendly conference by suggesting they be
fed on some of Culbertson's jokes, maliciously adding,
"but they won't live till morning." Here the irrepressible
Johnnie interposed, "No, no; let pa dose 'em on the seat
of his pants. They could chaw and chaw on the gum
patch and fill up as it swelled—sorter come and go like."

"Johnnie!" said Shidecker, in his sternest way, "don't
ou remember Peck had a bad boy?" This knocked
ohnnie Out, for he had a horror of being considered bad,

and his pa knew this weakness and invariably took ad-
vantage of it, regardless of the difference in ages.
The council of war broke up without relief to the frogs,

owing, no doubt to the side issues injected into the con-
ference.
The beat bass fishing ground was near camp, toward

Bingham, and marked by two crossed pine trees on shore.
It was here that "Kingfisher," one day, struck and
fastened to what he asserted was a 51b. bass. He was
fishing alone. On his return to camp he described the
struggle, the moments of anxiety and hope, how the line
had burned his fingers as it ran from the reel, and how at
last the fish had broken away, leaving him dejected.
Culbertson was incredulous about the size of the fish,
saying in an undertone, "Oh, yes, big ones always »e t
away," and after that he rigidly held to the doctrine that
no fish could be a 5-pounder unless the line burned the
fingers. I shall not soon forget, days afterward, when
"Kingfisher" returned from a twoj,days' trip to the Foun>-
tain House, at the narrows of the lake, and was recitin°-
how he had again struck a big bass, a 5-pounder at least
—the look of unspeakable indignation he gave Culbertson
when the latter propounded the question—"did the line
burn your fingers?"
During a trip round Alexander's Point, on another oc-

casion, "Kingfisher" located another big fish—anJ18m.

speckled or brook trout. He and the writer had agreed

to investigate a small stream that put into the lake from

the woods, and from which, a year or two before, we had

taken a few trout. To avoid a swamp ground near the

lake, and guard against a fire that was burning the woods,

we made a short detour, after landing, and reached the

brook near a small road-bridge. Baiting our hooks with

worms, the first cast secured each a small trout of lawful

length. Several smaller ones were taken and thrown
back. Moving higher up, "Kingfisher" dropped his line

over a grassy bank and in less than two minutes had three

or four trout of lOin. and less flopping on the grass.

Changing his position and screening himself behind some
bushes, he allowed his bait to float toward a dark hole

under the bank. There was a jerk, a splash in the water,

and an empty hook came back.
"Great airth and seas!" he exclaimed. "Did you see

him, Sammy? Oh, he was a whopppr; not an inch less

than 18in.," and he proceeded to measure on his arm the

requisite length, and to detail how the trout had deftly

stole toward the bait as it floated his way, nosed it

cautiously, turned back, came up again, hesitated as if

suspecting treachery, then gently took the Kentucky
hackle in his mouth and moved toward his nest.

"I jerked a second too soon." said "Kingfisher," "he
was too sharp, one of those old mossbacks that suspect

danger in every blade o' grass, and was just holding the

worm between his lips to see what would happen. It did

happen, but not to that old cuss; but I'll get him yet,"

and he explained how he would get a good fat minnow,
an inch or so long, and let him swallow and keep it till it

was ready to digest and then snatch him bald-headed.

For the present he would give him a rest.

When we returned to camp, as usual, Culbertson was
sarcastic in doubts as to the reputed length of the big

trout, and "Kingfisher" as earnest in sticking to thel8in.,

but in his anxiety to show a full measure he pointed on
his arm a length of at least 2ft., causing a laugh to go

round the circle of listeners. Two subsequent trips were
necessary before "Kingfisher" captured his prey. As he
beached his boat, the day of his success, and announced
the capture of the big trout, there was a hollowness in his
voice that did not indicate an adequate amount of exulta-
tion. Bringing the trout before the group under the
shade of the trees, the tape line was laid alongside and
the measure showed just 13in. "Golly a' mighty, how
that fish am shrunk," we remarked, quoting the remark
of the old Kentucky negro whose big catfish had been
swapped for a small one while he lay sleeping in the sun.
It was a singular faet that during the remainder of camp
"Kingfisher" never struck, saw, nor would talk about any
big fish—that is, when more than one person was present.
How many of us honestly over-estimate fish that have
never been out of the water? And it is no sin to do it,

either, for a "fish lie," properly stuck to, without change
of countenance or quiver of the lips, is more meritorious
and commands more respect and commands more respect
than the pitiful statement of the inexperienced Izaak
Walton, who underestimates his catch. One can be and
is forgiven—even before its perpetration—while for the
other there is no salvation in any well ordered fish camp,
The day "Kingfisher" caught his 13in. trout, Furr and I

went on a tour along the north shore of the lake, in search
of small-mouth black bass. Our supply of minnows we
caught among the rushes off Alexander's Point. Coasting
along the shore, which was low and marshy, we fished off
Catfish Point, throwing in toward the land. In a short
time we hooked and landed several good-sized rock bass,
a fish for which we had no hankering, especially since we
had been shown previously a small grub that in summer
infests its back. Black bass not showing up, we recrossed
to the south side and followed in the track of Kelpie and
• 'Kingfisher," who were going a-trouting. Here Furr had a
ran, and the bend of his split-bamboo when he struck in-
dicated sport ahead. Playing his fish warily and giving
no slack line, it was soon exhausted and brought to net—
a 21b. large-mouthed black bass. A shade of disappoint-
ment hovered over Furr's face as he saw it was a small-
mouth, although its poor fight had somewhat toned down
his expectations. Four or five other big-mouths of nearly
the same size were caught in a short time, when we rowed
off for better game. A quarter of a mile further down I

had a bite thatbetokened business. After taking the bait,
the fish moved round in a circle, giving me trouble to*

keep the line taut without prematurely alarming it before
striking. Time enough elapsing, I lowered the point of
the rod, tightened the line, and with a sharp stroke sent
the barbed hook home. Then there wa8 fun. The small-
mouth bass, as it proved to be, made at once for some
moss beds that lay under water 60ft. a.way. It was neces-
sary to stop him, and his mad rush was quickly set against
the resisting power of the elastic steel rod Curved into
almost a circle and nodding to each repeated dash of the
bass, while I gave him a slight increase of line with thumb

acting^as rubber at each frantic forward movement, the

rod finally proved victor, and the bass changed direction

and darted toward the middle of the lake. Singular

enough he had not yet showed up above water, nor did

he at any time make his appearance till exhausted and
ready for the net. Headed in every dash by the pliant

tension of the rod and in his attempt to go under the boat,

he finally yielded and we netted a three-pounder.

At this time our attention was attracted by a forest fire

in the woods on shore. The smoke rolled upward in dense
volumes and the roaring and crackling of the flames were
ominous of destruction. A carpet of leaves on the ground
furnished a basis for the spread of the flames, aided by
the thick underbrush, and they steadily crept from tree

to tree, scorching and devouring with their fiery breath.

At intervals, a tree rich in green foliage overtopped its

fellows along the line of devastation. The destruction

of these we watched, as we lay on our oars. As the hot
breath of the flames would near them, the leaves would
begin to curl and crisp, and suddenly a red tongue would
shoot up among them, and in an instant the entire tree

was an immense column of fire, I had always supposed
a forest fire moved with rapid steps, but in this case the
progress was slow, steady and in irregular line. The air

along the lake had been for some time a dead calm, when
suddenly a diminutive cyclone, caused by the fire, came
sweeping down on us, tossing the boat wildly about and
giving us trouble to control its movements. The flurry

of wind ceased as quickly as it came.
Having added two more small-mouth bass to our score,

we returned to camp, gathering some beautiful white and
yellow water lilies en route, with a lot of bulbs not yet
opened. These last, "Kingfisher" said would open if

placed in a bowl of water. We did so, and set them on
the dining table; but alas, for human credulity, they ob-

stinately refused to show their pretty faces. It was only
another "fish-lie."

Our camp comrades expressing a desire for a mess of

trout, "Kingfisher" and I boarded the "iron-clad," as we
termed the low sided black-hulled canvas boat, and started

for a stream back of Alexander's Point. I had never
doted on canvas boats; and the low sneaking movement
of the "iron-clad" as it went snaking over the waves
made my flesh crawl. I had a belief that the black water-
proofing that gave it so deadly a color rotted the canvas,
yet "Kingfisher" swore by its safe sea- qualities, and I

believe if he had been asked by the Osgood makers he
would have given them a blue-ribbon letter of credit. In
fact, when I was in the quarters where these boats were
shown at the World's Fair, I suspected by the stealthy

way one of the Osgood representatives held his hand be-

hind his back, when I "commended" the "iron-clad,"

that it clasped a characteristic and gushing missive from
"Kingfisher."
As if to indorse my views, when we approached the

shore near our trout stream with snail-like movement for

fear of a snag, the water began to rush in through the
bottom, disclosing a vent several inches long. We would
doubtless have had to swim ashore or drown but for the
fortunate fact that the water there was only three inches
deep. A small projecting point of bark had gently gone
through the bottom without due notice to us, and for all

the purposes of our return to camp we were in a condi-
tion of shipwreck. Yet "Kingfisher," with a courage that
was undaunted, insisted the same thing Would have hap-
pened to any canvas boat, even if its bottom was triple-

plated and 'secret-nailed. I reserved further comments
till our return to camp, where I would have proper sup-

port.

Caolrng our provisions in some bushes, we followed the
trout rlream through several open lots, and in half an
hour had put in our basket nearly a dozen nice trout.

With hiB usual agility, "Kingfisher" had forged ahead,
and I was trying to decoy a trout that I had seen dart
under some roots, when I was startled by loud talking,

and glancing up saw "Kingfisher" engaged in a conversa-
tion with a ferocious-looking bull. They stood about
twenty paces apart, and my comrade was saying some-
thing to the bull to which he evidently didn't agree, for
he would lower and shake his head and paw the earth, as
if to emphasize his dissent. I suspected "Kingfisher" was
trying to stuff him with one of his biggest "fish lies."

Finding his statements were having no effect on the bull,

he changed his tactics, and began an oration full of loud
declamation and gestures, accentuated by the flourish of
his fish rod. I judged this was a ruse to gain time, as

now and then he glanced appealingly toward the fence,
about 40yds. away. The bull was evidently getting tired
of the poor stuff to which he was listening, and began to

bellow and flourish his tail. The interview was so comi-
cal, I abandoned my trout and lay down on the ground
to watch its developments and where I could laugh
easier.

In a moment "Kingfisher" attempted an insidious
movement to the rear, toward the fence, but so slight it

seemed but a feature of his oratorical gestures. "No, you
don't!" exclaimed the bull in pantomime as he gave
another head shake, and stepped forward double the dis-

tance covered by the orator. His eyes assumed a fiery
hue, and again pawing the earth he gave vent to a
ferocious bellow that shook the ground. "Kingfisher"
redoubled his efforts till his hat fell off, his hair became
electrified, and his utterance would have shamed a Com-
munist speaker on celebration day. The crisis was deep-
ening.

"Time's up!" pantomimed the bull, and with a roar he
started. To say that "Kingfisher" bravely met the foe
would be deceptive. He had courage, but he was not
rash. He wasn't ready to die. When the bull started, he
started—the other way. I had supposed that he would
have used his fish-rod as the matador his lance and
stabbed the bull to the heart, and got his name in the
papers. His flight was inglorious. Between him and
safety lay the brook, several piles of brush and a worm
fence. I have but a faint memory of that flight. There
was something whizzing through the air, a coat-tail
horizontal, a sheen of legs like the maze of spokes from
Zimmerman's bicycle when winning a race. At intervals
the incongruous form would bound high in the air as it

encountered the brook and brush. How it got over the
fence I don't know, only I am sure it didn't touch the top
rail.

The bull was a good second. But just as "Kingfisher"
landed over the fence the bull attempted to make a run-
ning pick-up on his horn of some sod—probably to throw
at the escaped orator. His horn ran under a root, and so
great was his impetus he turned a complete summersault,

J
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As he rose, somewhat subdued, there stood "Kingfisher"
over the fence, shaking his fist at him and calling him all

the bad and uncommon names his imagination could

recall or invent. Meanwhile, I was rolling oyer the

ground and holding my sides, that ached with the

laughter the scene provoked.
"Your turn next!" viciously shouted "Kingfisher."

The warning startled.me. Sure enough I was on the

same side with the bull and further from the fence than
"Kingfisher" when he began his interview. Taking a more
circuitous route, and never once attempting to argue the

matter with so stubborn an animal, as my friend had
done, I finally climbed the fence and rejoined him, with
scarcely so much as a side glance thrown my way. I

never believed in attempting to show a bull the error of

his ways, and in trying to induce him to repent, and I

don't believe "Kingfisher" will repeat the experiment.
Further up the brook, under the roots of a big tree on

the edge of the woods, we added more trout to our basket,
and going to Alexander's, near by, we borrowed a boat,

and stowing the "iron-clad" on board in dismantled con-

dition, returned to camp. I repeated the bull episode to

the boys, but, vary as I would, could never give a version

that was satisfactory to "Kingfisher," His recital of it in

Forest and Stream has some faint resemblance to the

facts, but very faint.

There was one phase of ' 'Kingfisher'
s'

' traits that was ever
constant—he was perpetually hungry. Whether born so,

we cannot say, but added to that other prominent trait of

addictedness to cold water, the combination proved a
source of frequent comment in camp. When we returned
from trouting a pang of hunger suddenly seized him
when Furr casually remarked ' 'the camp that day had
feasted on richest viands—four or five courses." He began
a search of the larder, demolished a pudding and was pro-

ceeding to make other things scarce, when he was vigor-

ously informed he must curtail his lunch or hang. He
said he preferred to hang.
The incidents of Robin Nest Camp were many—most of

them aptly detailed by "Kingfisher's" pen—but the time
came when Furr and I were due for the homeward jour-

ney, and as we left camp on the mail wagon for Traverse
City the boys gave us "three cheers and a tiger."

Joyous days have been those spent in the camps of the
Kingfishers. Around them memory loves to linger as the
bright spots of life—the places where all unwelcome
thoughts were put aside. Some of the faces that were
frequent around the camp-fires are no longer there—old
Danny Sloan, Lou Snider and Billy Whetzel have crossed
the dark river, and Windeler, Schroll and others have
dropped into other paths. It is not likely the writer will

be able to join the round-up this summer, nor perhaps for

some years to come; yet as the day approaches for each
Northern outing, the spirit will chafe to be free with the
gang again. Old Sam.

BOSTON MEN OFF FOR MAINE.
There is very little brook fishing in Maine this spring.

Many of the trout brooks are as dry as August. This dry
weather is also hurting the lake and pond fishing. Fires
are raging in the Moosehead region. So dense has been
the smoke coming from the shores of Moosehead Lake, in
some sections, that the fishermen have been troubled a
good deal. Fires are also burning in some parts of the
Rangeley region, in the Coplin Township and in the Eustis
region. There are also extensive forest fires in the eastern
part of the State. Rain is the only salvation for miles of

forest lands: and it is to be hoped that the welcome rain
will have come before these lines are read. One whole-
some lesson is to be received by the sportsmen from these
fires, and that is the greatest care in regard to camp and
cooking fires. Such are the reports as a ride, but Mr. B.

J. Akerman of Brooklyn, N. Y., telegraphs his friend Mr.
Patridge, in Boston, that fishing has begun to be good at

the Upper Dam. Late reports from Moosehead mention
heavy gales from the northwest, as well as the forest fires,

with poor fishing.

One of the best fishing parties to annually go from Bos-
ton started Thursday evening. The party is made up of

L. E. Pierce, Stearns R. Ellis, Geo. A. Pales, James H.
Davis, F. H. Bowles, M. J. Conant, Edward Shumway, F.

W. Morrill, W. F. Robinson and Dr. Foss. This party is

the same as has been engineered by Mr. Pierce for several
seasons, and is justly termed the produce party, since its

members are largely engaged in the Produce trade. The
party is to be quartered generally at Kineo, going out in

the morning on fishing excursions and returning in the
evening, by steamer. The spokesman of the party, Mr.
L. E. Pierce, informs me that fish stories may expected.
The fishermen of Lake Auburn, in Maine, are delighted.

Their biggest story teller has been vindicated. A big fish

—long supposed to exist there—has been taken. Mr.
Warren Frost, of Auburn, has established the reputation
of Lake Auburn forever, besides winning for himself the
championship. He has landed a landlocked salmon from
that lake weighing 13|lbs. Lake Auburn is proud, and
Mr. Frost is proud, and well he may be. Here is also a
vindication of the rapid growth of the salmon family,
where food is plenty, for landlocked salmon have been in
Atiburn but a few years. Fish Commissioner Henry O.
Stanley will doubtless inform the Forest and Stream as
to how long that lake has been stocked.
Mr. Charles Z. Basset, of Appleton & Basset, with his

friend Mr. G. N. Smalley, will leave Boston this week for
their annual fishing trip. They go to Billy Soule's, Cup-
suptic Lake, as usual. They are joined this year by Mr.,
R. L. Everett. Good trout are likely to be taken by this
party. Some of the fishermen will remember the 4 and
51b. trout they took on the fly there only a season or two
ago. Mr. John J. Pew, of Gloucester, started on the 17th
for Billy Soule's. Mr. E. S. Boss and Eugene Atwood, of
Stonington, Conn., and Q. A. Atwood, have gone to the
camps at the lower end of Kennebago Lake for a week or
more of fishing. Mr. Herbert Dumarsq and C. B. Gookin
are now at their camp at Duck Lake, in Maine. What is

known as the Tuttle Party left for Mr. Tuttle's beautiful
camps, Lake Point Cottage, at the lower end of Rangeley
Lake the other day. In the party were Mr. R. A. Tuttle.
Mr. C. A. Hutchins, and Mr. G. H. Sampson. Col. Har-
mon, of Connecticut, was not of the party this year. Mr.
E. C. Fitch starts this week for his salmon river, the
Romayne, on the north Bhore of the Bay of the St.

Lawrence.
The first fishing party of the Megantic Club left on

Friday. Among the number were Dr. Heber Bishop.
Ralph Peacock, A. C. Risteen, L. Dana Chapman, M. N.
Smith, Chas. A. Read, Edward S. Beach, Geo. H. Burt,

R. M. Seymes, G. P. Way, C. J. Woodbuiy, A. W. San-
born, M. L. Wetherbee, F. L. Came, L. C. Hacall. It is

expected that another party, mainly of- New York mem-
bers of the club, will leave for the spring fishing early

this week. Some good catches are expected, and two or
three weeks of good sport is assured there, since the
waters are not being fished except by members and in-

vited guests. Promiscuous fishing and crowds are the
bane of the public Maine trouting waters at the present
time.
The first fishing party for the Inglewood Club waters,

in New Brunswick, left Thursday. In the party were
Mr. Andrew S. March, president of the club; Henry E.

Cobb, Col. C. A. Hopkins, G. C. Crocker, Jacob P. Bates,

the Rev. M. Slack, and others, making nine or ten in all.

This may be considered a group of Boston representative
men, and the Inglewood may justly be proud of it. But
the large party of the season for the same preserve is not
to leave till June 1.

Mr. Chas. S. Robertson with his friend John B. Vial],

are to start early this week for their annual fishing trip.

They go to Brookway, in New Brunswick. It is in the
vicinity of McAdam Junction , and not far from Maine.
They are to join Mr. Elijah Clark there and Mr. Hayden
Sargent. Mr. Clark is well acquainted in the section he
is to visit with his friends. Mr. Robertson and Mr. Viall

have found excellent fishing there before. Their advices
report that the season is unusually early, otherwise they
would not be off till the first of June, since it is fly-fish-

ing they desire. Mr. Robertson is a great lover of rod and
line, and his annual trouting trips are always successful.

Some of the very latest reports from the Maine waters
indicate unusually early fly-fishing. But these reports
must be taken with a degree of caution. Trout are being
caught on the fly. Oh, yes! But how is it? Do the trout

rise to the fly? It is a cheap trick, and one that no honest
angler would stoop to. But it is being practiced this

season by green fishermen who desire trashy newspaper
notoriety. The papers must say that th e trout was ' 'caught
on the fly." One's friends must be advised that the trout

was "caught on the fly." The fly is tied on to the trolling

leader just above the minnow or worm bait. Bah! Give
us the plain truth! Let us talk about fishing with just as

much reason and truthfulness as we do about other
matters of life. Special.

CANADIAN ANGLING NOTES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Salmon fishermen are completing their arrangements

for going down to their favorite waters. Lord and Lady
Mount-Stephen are expected early next month from Scot-

land and will fish the Metis River, as usual. The Gover-
nor-General and party are to whip the Restigouche and
Mr, John Mowat has lately visited Ottawa to make all

necessary arrangements for their summer outing. They
will be towed up the river in a floating palace fitted up
like a palace car. Lord and Lady Aberdeen will not
likely visit Lake St. John for ouananiche fishing before
the end of August or commencement of September.

Messrs. Frank Holloway, James L. Bell and other
Quebecers have had splendid sport already on the Stada-
cona lakes up the Quebec & Lake St. John R. R., a num-
ber of %i and 2f-pound trout having been killed by them.
From Lake Edward, as usual in the spring of the year,

come stories of fontinalis safely creeled up to and even
exceeding 51bs. in weight.
American anglers bound for the Lake St. John district

are arriving here in large numbers, the first parties hav-
ing come up nearly a fortnight earlier than last year.
Yesterday a party of nine, mostly belonging to Meriden,
Conn., passed through by private car. They are all mem-
bers or guests of the Metabetehouan Fish and Game Club,
and have gone to their club house at Kiskisink Station.
Here they have been advised that the trout are now rising

freely upon the inlet to the lake and the adjacent rapids.

Some of i;hem are millionaires bound on having a good
time, and will remain at Kiskisink until the end of next
week. The members of the party are Messrs. John Flagg,
Samuel Dodd, John W. Coe, George A. Fay and Frank S.

Fay, Wm. B. Ives, C. P. Bradley, George H. Wilcox, all

of Meriden, Conn., and William P. Morgan, of San Fran-
cisco.

Mr. Frank Ross, president of the Quebec and Lake St.

John Railway, has just returned from a day's fishing at the
Ouiatchouan, with fourteen ouananiche weighing in all

close upon 601bs. The fishing here is likely to remain good
up to the end of the month. After June 1 I would urge
anglers in search of the best ouananiche fishing to cross

to the Grand Discharge. A large party of New England
anglers leave here tomorrow for the Ouiatchouan.

E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, May 18.

NOTES FROM MOOSEHEAD LAKE.

The Spring Fishing.

The spring fishing came on immediately after the ice

went out, and has thus far been remarkably good. There
have been several unusually calm, warm days; the water
in the lake is very low for the time of year; the amount
of fishing done last year was comparatively small, and
accordingly larger catches are being made this year. One
boat took lOOlbs. of speckled trout in less than a day's
fishing.

At Sebec Lake.

The landlocked salmon fishing at Sebec Lake was all

that was anticipated, and all that could have been wished
for, so far as number and size were concerned, but the
fish did not run up into the quiet water so much as usual,
owing no doubt to the large quantities of Bawdust and
refuse which come down from the mills above. This diffi-

culty will, however, be removed within a short time, if

there is any God in Israel.

There has been a progressive increase in the size of the
salmon caught at the head of Sebec Lake from year to
year, owing probably to the introduction some years ago
of stock from Sebago Lake. Salmon of 7 and 7ilbs. were
common this year, and two 81b. fish were taken, one by G.
A. Bradman, of Abbott Village, the other by a Frenchman
whose name was not ascertained. There was not as large
a number of anglers at the lake as one would naturally
expect, only a few from out of the State putting in an ap-
pearance.
Among those present were: E. H. Clark, Hartford,

Conn.; Q. A. Atwood, Boston; Gen. L. Barbour, Hartford,
Conn. ; E. S. Burr, Willimantic; F. H. Drummond, Abel

Hunt and Dr. Hayward Stetson, Bangor; P. O. Vickery,
Augusta; Hon. Wm. T. Haines, Waterville; Dr. Hill and
Mr. Biake (president Kennebec Fish and Game Associa-
tion), Augusta; Dr. H. C, Vaughn, besides many others
from Dover, Foxcroft and the neighboring towns.
Both Capt. Crockett's Hotel and Frank Jordan's Camp

were well patronized; both afford fair board at the same
price—$1 a day—both have small steamers which they let

to fishing parties for $5 a day, in fact there is little to

choose between the two stopping places. One can be
perfectly comfortable at either place, but [of course you
can't expect the earth for a dollar a day.

Early Fly-Fishing.

If the warm weather continues it is almost certain that
the spring fly-fishing will come on at least ten days and
perhaps two weeks earlier than usual, and those who in-

tend to time their fishing trip so as to get fly-fishing

should govern themselves accordingly. There are within
my knowledge two ponds not far from here, accessible

only by a five mile tramp, where I have, and believe others
can catch trout without stint, until you are tired of it.

As these are both small ponds I do not think it worth
while to advertise them, but will gladly give particulars

to any Forest and Stream man, if he will write to me
for them. F. S. Bunker.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[JProni a Staff Correspondent]

The Mississippi River.

Chicago, 111., May 11.—Mr. Alfred Hobbs writes me
from Dubuque, May 2:

"The Iowa Legislature adjourned without enacting any
laws for the protection of fish in the Mississippi and
Missouri, so that so far as those rivers are concerned, there
is no law of Iowa to prevent any depredation by use of

seine, nets, dynamite or any device whatever. However,
thank heaven there are good laws in Wisconsin and Illi-

nois, and we will do what we can under them to prevent
the wholesale destruction that has been going on for the
past 10 or 20 years."
The Mississippi Valley Association is doing good work,

and other States than Iowa should be prominent in the
work. It asks the aid and support of all States along the
great river against the wanton and reckless destruction

of fish life.
*

The Illinois State game warden, Chas. H. Blow, of Chi*

cago, is doing a lot of good work. He has proved efficient

and energetic and has a long string of scalps already.
Witness the following, from the Dubuque Herald of
April 20:

"State Game Warden C. H. Blow, of Illinois, and his

deputy James First on Saturday captured three Muscatine
men seining for fish in the bayou opposite that town.
They were brought to Rock Island, and Magistrate Schroe-
der fined Dan Hoffman, William Wahl and George Hatton
$25 and costs each. On Monday the two wardens caught
August Miller and Andy Hoffman, two Davenporters,
catching fish by unlawful means, and Magistrate Schroeder
assessed $25 on each of them. State's Attorney Searle
represented the State in each of the cases."

Kalamazoo Small-Mouths.

A Kalamazoo, Mich., report says:
"The bait-casters are having great luck with small-

mouth bass in the Kalamazoo River. Monday, Al Rosen-
berg, of Kalamazoo, a fisherman known far and wide,
caught forty-six of the black fellows.

The Fox Lake Chain.

The big-mouths have began biting in the Fox Lake
chain of lakes, and many parties have been successful.

"Landlocked Salmon."

The "landlocked salmon" (Mackinaw trout) of the larger
upper Wisconsin lakes should begin to rise within the next
ten days, if the ice is not already out. Several parties are
going up for this and the early muscallonge fishing.

Senachwine Lake.

Bass are now rising well at Senachwine Lake, on the
Illinois River, and parties should not overlook this water,
which has not been so much patronized by the bait casters

as it should be, for some very large bass are to be taken
there. This locality is reached by the Rock Island road,

to Bureau Junction and Henry.

Minnesota Waters.

Mr. J. I. Bamhurst writes from New York:
"Where can I find, in Minnesota, a place where I can

take my sisters and spend a couple of months next sum-
mer and get some fair trout or bass fishing, or both?"

The Detroit chain of lakes still has good enough fishing

for anybody. Mr. C. E. Robbins, of Fargo, N. D., will

tell about accommodations there, cottages, etc. The
White Bear Chain, nearer Minneapolis, offers plenty of

cottages, very rural appointments, and a good many bass.

Itev. Myron Cooley, Detroit, Minn., will no doubt tell

about the trout and bass combination for which one must
go north, probably camping. All Minnesota is full of

lakes, and many of the lakes are full of bass.

E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

"Rodster."

Editor Forest and Stream:
I read Brother Starbuck's letters with a great deal of

interest. He is the equal of Holmes and the peer of many
I could name in the way of poetic imagery; but, "rodster,"

don't you all think that is a bad term? Rod-man or rod-
woman would be more easily understood, and while it

might lose somewhat in poetry would convey the notion
(that is Yankee) that a man or a woman was handling the
rod. But "rodster"—who ever heard of such a term, and
where was it born into our vocabulary of fishing? The
term is not poetic, as is usually all of our brother's words

.

employed to express his feelings, and when I come to

"rodster" the word takes all the vim out of me. But I

can well forgive Brother Starbuck because of his very
interesting letters. E, S. Young.

The Forest AND Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable
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ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
^Continued from Page ASS.)

After dinner had been served we sent the boys to the

and flashing like blinding stars as they mellowed to the

surface in our wake. There was just force enough in the

air to sway the branches of the dark pines and sunshine

PTimio-h to mint their tops in golden hues, while the aroma

man Dood, interested me for quite a while, it being a pic-

ture of the country and its people. The authoress had a

clever appreciation of the French character and tempera-

ment and a broad, tolerant view of the social and moral

questions of the period. In one place she speaks of a

young factory girl who "had been singing songs of ques-

tionable taste in a voice of such contralto sweetness as to

have touched the heart of a Bishop." On the whole, the

book is a vivacious and thoroughly charming volume of

travels. Its individuality and freshness were deliciously

delightful. .

Ned's mind being of a somewhat practical
k
turn, and

doubtless looking for some new ideas in the contemplative

man's recreation, took to Kit Clarke's last work, "The
Practical Angler." He soon came to the conclusion that

the author knew a thing or two about the gentle art.

After he had gleaned the information that big trout could

be taken by hooking a field mouse through the ear or tail

and then letting it swim around where the "big fellows"

lie, he was soon on the lookout for the little rodent, but

his search that time completely failed him. I was posi-

tive he would now order out the entire camp for a grand

hunt for the mischievous little pests, but other important

matters crowding on his mind it was forgotten, and the

boys thereby saved from the troublous scouring of grass-

grown fields.

About 5 o'clock the half-breeds returned with a bucket

of blueberries and then a proposition was made for an
hour or two's trouting over the same grounds we had vis-

ited in the morning. The boat being put in readiness

without delay we all boarded her and went along the pic-

turesque shore with the mountains wrapped in violet haze
and the savage cliffs burning in regal splendor, while the

rosy light shooting through the branches of the green
foliage fell upon the gray rocks that lined the shore with
a strange golden glory. It was a condition tbat we were
sure would find the carmined beauties in sportive play and
eager to pounce upon what fell within their range. As
I nave said before, the cover here for trout in shelving

ledges, deep chasms, huge rocks and the like, was unsur-

passed. Ned, eager for the quarry, was soon at work,
while I chose to await arrival at the "big rocks."

Corning to an abrupt crag that was in alternate lines of

sunshine and shade, Ned made his first cast and quiver,

but no red-coated or freckle-sided Salvelinus sprang upon
either of the deceits. Again they were elevated and
again fell and fluttered with the same result. This de-

lightful and hopeful work he kept up till he was satisfied

that the place was either untenanted or that the tinted

Ilebes were not to be coaxed to the surface. The boat is

ordered onward to another tempting spot where the shore

" bristling fierce with towers,

Turrets and batilements of warlike powers —

Jagged and priestly pinnacles and spires—

And crowned with domes, that glitter in the fires

Of the slant sun, like smithied silver bright. 1 '

Here, amid all the grandeur of cliff and mountain beauty,
flushed with every tint and hue imaginable, must dwell
the courtly beauty of the ruby's gleam and the pearl's pale
shade.
Ned was positive of arousing some of the dwellers in

this castellated retreat, and so he sent his avant courriers,

the scarlet-ibis and the yellow-belle, on the mission. They
went time and again, and finally reported the place de-
serted. He wanted a victim badly and was sorely disap-
pointed at the failure. On the warpath he went once
more, and this time he stopped in front of a savage ravine
radiant with the glowing light pouring through it, and
grimly fortified at the top with a forest of black pines that
stood like dark sentinels against a crimsoned sky. Here,
after divers efforts at recognition, he secured a victim
superlatively beautiful in charming tints of violet, orange
and gold. Satisfied with the trophy he had snatched from
the chasm at this wild spot, we hasten along until we
reach a great, sloping plain, ridged and seamed, that ran
in strange confusion to the lake, and then dropped per-
pendicularly with a ragged face to the waters below, dis-
closing ledge upon ledge that years of grinding ice and
battling waves had formed. Here was a haunt fit for the
home of a Naiad or a trout, and as the latter was our
special admiration and object, the illusive flies danced
gracefully over the caverned retreats. At last Ned's cun-
ning efforts were rewarded, but it was in such an infin-
itesimal manner that he declined the reward, indignantly
tossing back the little nursling that it perchance might be
returned to him or some other fortunate angler in the
future, in pounds instead of ounces. This prompted him
to move without further halt to the "big rocks." Reach-
ing this place, we promptly stepped ashore, Ned rapidly
making for the upper end of the flinty islet, for such it
really was, while I remained at the lower and put my
title Chubb rod into immediate service.
Ou the second cast, my stretcher, a red hackle, was

gobbled, and then after a vigorous fight, a lovely darling
of the Salvelinus family that was a trifle over 31bs., was
repenting his fatal curiosity in a deep depression on the
gleaming rock. It was really a treat to see how that little
7oz. rod with cork handle worked. Its bend was the very
perfection of grace, while its recovery was immediate
without halt or drag. And then so wonderfully balanced
and vigorous its strength, that I would have trusted it to
hang and kill a muscallonge of 20 or 301bs. With perfect
confidence in this rod you can give "the butt" in turning
a fish from tangled drifts or sharp-edged rocks, for it is as
tough as hickory and as truo as steel. I never knew what
comfort and ease in casting were till I began to use the
Chubb split-bamboo with cork grip and aluminum reel.
To use a hackneyed phrase, "it is a thing of beauty and a
joy forever," and therefore a delight to me to make note
of a rodthat reflects so much credit upon its artistic maker.
have three of these rods and they all show perfection in

workmanship.
Med, who had been persistently flogging the waters

around his end of the rock without further success, joined
me and expressed a desire to return to camp. Being in full
accord with his wishes we called our half-breeds, who
were after berries among the bushes near by, and then
boarding the Mackinac were soon off and driving along
with little rolls of snow-white foam dropping from the bow

we progressed with a heart fairly overflowing. Song

after song and jest after jest were constantly rolling from

his lively tongue, until finally taking to the sentimental,

which occasionally strikes him, gave poem after poem of

his favorite Bobby Burns. The half-breeds always en-

ioyed such occasions and listened with wondering eyes

and gaping mouths. Kenosh, who was carried away this

time, said to Peter in low tones: "Great man; know heap;

sin °* biff.'*

'Yes," said I, moved with the spirit of fun; "he's a

great man, know heap, sing big, but he can't tie a fly a

little bit."

This created an outburst with the half-breeds, some-

what to Ned's astonishment, who at once dropped his

Bobby Burns and asked:

"What's that about flies?"

"I said there were no flies on you."

"Oh." he replied, and went on again with his favorite

poet as if be had received adulation, while the boys roared

louder than ever at my equivocation.

Ned got somewhat confused again about the matter and

could not comprehend why the laughter still prevailed.

The sweet pathos of the Scottish bard should bring tears

rather than laughter, he thought, and so he withdrew his

author, but the smiles of his auditors broadened and
broadened till the boat struck the sandy beach at our

quarters, and then the tawny Kenosh, as he stepped out,

with the humorous spirit of the occasion still within him,

said, "No flies on him," and at this the laugh became
louder than ever; but poor Ned was sorely puzzled over it

and I presume he is to this day. Ales. Starbuck.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

longe weighing from 4 to 121bs. Mr. Joseph. Downey of

Chicago caught to day 2k salmon trout, one weighing
16ibs. John B. Mann.

Mr. Wallace Durand, of Newark, N. J., the enthusiastic

and successful angler, left New York on Thursday for

Canada on his annual fishing and hunting trip. He will

go to his club, 160 miles north of Quebec and in the heart

of the wilderness, where in company with a party of

friends he expects to fish for the salmon of the Lac
Bouchette region. .

Newport, Vt., May 19.—One of our local anglers is just

in from a two days' fishing trip down the lake. He
brought in eleven lake trout weighing from 6 to 14|lbs.

each. He calls the 6 and 81b. ones "little ones." Eob.

NEWS FROM FISHING WATERS.
Warren, Pa., May 15.—Trout fishing here is about u

to the standard this spring. Some of the best catches

have heard of are as follows: Mr. John Shultz 90; Mr.

Acy Philepps 83; Mr. J. H. Zittle 50; Mr. Geo. Hedges 36;

Mr. Isaac Hare 68; and many other large catches were
made in a day's fishing.

The trout run small, generally averaging about 7in. in

length. The best creels were secured the first two weeks
of the open season. At the present time it is hard to se-

cure a good number of trout without going 17 or 18 miles

from town, as all the nearby streams have been fished

about out. Good fishing is to be had by going to Sheffield,

a small town about 16 miles south of here, and fishing in

any of the small streams which flow into the head of

Tionesta Creek near that place. W.

Fallsburgh, N. Y., May 18.—The best catch of the

season was made this week by Jas. P. Hall, of Jersey
City, 300 in number, on the Neversink River; second best

catch by Frank Freer, of Neversink, 225 in number, aver-

age size from ilb. to lib. The biggest trout was caught
this week by O. Barber, Woodbourne, weight 2ilb. brook
trout. L- L- Waldorf.

Asbury Park, N. J., May 18.—This week has witnessed
the first of bass fishing in this locality ; fish have been
taken in Manasquan Inlet, SJ, 4 and 12lbs. respectively

Excellent white perch fishing is to be had in the same
river about two miles from the mouth. They are running
unusually large this season, l^lbs. specimens being fre

quent. A quarter mile walk from Allenwood Statiou.

P. R. E., lands one directly at the point. Taken with
lightest of tackle these fish afford Al sport, as they are as

full of game as black bass of equal weight. Taken with
trout tackle a Hlbs. fish will keep the angler and his rod
both busy, if they want to stand at the head of the class

when the lesson is over.

Yesterday morning I succeeded in landing a heavy-
weight from our fishing pier. After two hours of patient
waiting I was rewarded with a vigorous strike, instantly
followed by a lightning-like rush of about 200ft. seaward.
Realizing that the quarry was well hooked I gave him
good, free play with moderately taut line and about
twenty minutes after he made first show at the surface,
lashing the water into foam. He immediately made
another dive and rush but with much less vigor. Feeling
that my time had now come I snubbed him hard and had
the satisfaction of seeing him break clear of the water; but
instead of the anticipated bass I had a 4ft. shark. I have
never caught muscalonge nor tarpon, but if either of
them, weight considered, can beat this shark at swift
rushes, headlong plunges and cunning resistance in gen^
eral, I would like to try conclusions with him.

Leonard Hoxit.

Three Lakes, Wis., May 14.—Joe Swedesky and the
writer caught last week 426 pike, largest 9Jlbs"; 29 bass,

one 4|lbs. ; 57 pickerel, one 141bs. ; 2 muscallonge, one
24ilbs. The prospects look good, the water is low, and the

season is much earlier than usual. F. R. French.

Adirondack Preserve Association, Essex County, N.
Y., May 18.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The season in
this section ha*s opened very pleasantly. The weather has
been bright and clear, but a trifle too blustery for con-
tinual fly-fishing, although we have had a sufficient num-
ber of still days to have good fishing. Trout seemed to
have wintered well, and their excellent flavor this season
is a cause of remark by all of our members who have
partaken of them. The fishing generally has been good,
some of our members having several times been obliged
to take rods apart and leave our lakes on account of reach-
ing the number of trout named in our rules. The large
number of small trout seen in our lakes is marvelous, and
not only encouraging for future sport but for a continu-
ation of our rules, which seem to preserve and increase
the number yearly.
Deer are more plentiful than ever, and are getting so

numerous that they are almost daily seen from our club
house windows.
Partridge have not shown up in any numbers as yet,

but as the winter was a fairly mild one, they will prob-
ably be seen in greater numbers later on. E. W. A,

Reynolds, via Woodruff, Wis., May 15.—Mr. G.
Henry High of Chicago caught in Trout Lake, May 14,
12 landlocked salmon, averaging 3 to 6ibs. May 15, caught
5 muskallonge weighing from 5 to 201bs. May 16, Mr. J

.

Frank Lawrence of Chicago caught tn-day 8 muskallonge
and a 91bs. bass; muskallonge weighed from o to 12lbs.
Mr. Robinson of Savanna, 111 ,

caught to-day 24 muskal-

MEM PHREMAGOG LAKE TROUT.
Newport, Vt., May 18.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
There are doubtless many of your readers who at some
time have visited Newport and Lake Memphremagog,
have taken a trip down the lake forty miles and return,

enjoyed the beautiful scenery of wooded hills and shores,

the lake itself with its many islands scattered here and
there, and grand old "Owl's Head" standing sentinel over
the neighboring mountains of lesser heights, and may be
their minds had been so engrossed by all these attractions

that they had forgotten to inquire what were the possi-

bilities in the way of attractions for the angler; for, be it

known, there is to be had some really good fishing in

Lake Memphremagog and the streams emptying into it.

Of course, we do not boast of large catches of speckled

trout, land-locked salmon and such, though of the former
there are some fine catches brought in here from near-by
waters every season. The fishing I most wish to speak of

at this time is for the lake trout which at this time and
from now until mid-summer is really fine, the fish run
larger in size than in any other waters in New England,
with possibly one or two exceptions; but few are taken of

less than 3 lbs., and I think the average weight may be
safely set at from 5 to 8lbs. each. The same methods are

employed here for their capture that are in "common
use" elsewhere, i. e., trolling, early in the season, and the
use of live bait later on when the water begins to get

warm. Already several good catches have been brought
in by our local anglers, the largest three thus far reported

to me were 12, 12| and 141bs., respectively.

This is not all the fishing to be had in the lake, how-
ever, for after the season opens, June 15, we can offer to

the bass fisherman as good black bass fishing as there is

in the State, and lots of it too.

I do not write this as anything in the way of a new 'and

important discovery, neither do I expect a great rush of
anglers in this direction, but simply because I have often

wondered why, among so many summer visitors who
annually come here, there were not more fishermen, for

I know positively of many who go to other places for

fishing where they cannot get half the sport that is to be
had here, and simply because the other place is adver-
tised as a "fishing resort."

I hope, with the permission of the editor, to report oc-

casionally some of the catches some of our local anglers
bring in this season, and if any of your readers chance to

come this way this summer, and enjoy fishing (as of

course they do if they read Forest and Stream), don't
let them forget to take along their "tackle," for they may
strike bptter fishing in Lake Memphremagog than they
have found in other and more noted fishing grounds.

Rob.

Salt Water Fishing at Morehead City.

Morehead City, N. C
,
May 17.—There has been an i

extraordinary run of Spanish mackerel off Bogue Inlet

for two weeks past, and trollers have had great sport.

Besides Spanish mackerel there are bluefish and cero out-

side, and hogfish, spots, croakers, sea mullets and trout

or weakfish inside the bar. Sheepshead will soon be due.

The Atlantic Hotel at Morehead has been opened since

May 7, and parties run down from Newbern by railroad

for two nights and a day and enjoy a famous outing.

There is no such fishing, boating and bathing elsewhere
on the Atlantic coast, and rates for sailboat and skipper

are only $3 a trip.

Beaufort and Morehead are headquarters for extensive
fish and oyster interests. Quantities of packages are

I

shipped to New York every day on ice. At low tide
.

thousands of acres of oysters are uncovered, and millions

of fiddler crabs run over the sand. A wagon driving

over the beach will crush scores of them. Seines are sq

generally in vogue that bait is little used. Expert hand-
liners who will come down here and try among the
wrecks and reefs will have rare sport. Hotel accommo-
dations are complete and fully up with the times. Those
who want a quiet place, run over to the Davis House at 1

Beaufort. The Atlantic, at Morehead, has 300 rooms and
is lively—filled all summer long with excursion parties,

military encampments, church picnics, teachers' associa-

tions and the like. This week there were three events.

At the annual teachers' assembly in June nearly a thousand
persons come together. Rates are $35 to $40 per month
each person^ It is a pity that such an incomparable re-

sort were not better known outside the State. For salt

water fishing there is none like it, and it costs only about
$12 to get down here from New York by steamer.
President Cleveland was out trolling on Thursday, the

;

17th, with Capt. R. D. Evans, in the Violet. It was
almost too rough for sport.

Charles Hallock.

Needham Rod and Gun Club.

Needham, Mass., May 14 —At a meeting of gentlemen
interested in shooting and fishing, an association was
formed, to b^ known as the Needham Rod and Gun Club,
with the following officers: Pres., Dr. F. P. Hudnut;
Vice-Pres., W. H. Cook; Treas., Geo. H. Hassam; Secy,
C. W. Hedenberg; Directors, J. N. Bethel. J. W. Jones.
The club starts with sixteen members.

C. W. Hedenberg, Sec'y.
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SURF FISHING ON THE JERSEY COAST
And Other Things.

Four years have passed since "Big Eeel" published his

notable article on "Surf Fishing for Striped Bass on the
Jers.y Coast," in the issue of Forest and Stream of April
3, lb90. I am one of the many who owe him a debt of

gratitude for that article. I have just re-read it. and
with the experience of four years surf fishing with a big
reel. I find it as interesting and instructive as I did when
it first reached me. Prior to the publication of that
article a number of fishermen in the neighborhood of

Belmar and Asbury Park, New Jersey, had done good
work with rod and reel in the surf, and it is possible that
Harry Quick, Cy, Detre and their friends at Asbury Park
could even in 1&90 have exchanged points on even ground
with "Big Reel" at Belmar; but we dwellers south of

Barnegat Inlet knew little of the art of surf fishing, and
"Big Reel's

-

' article, perfect in its concise summary of all

BLACK DRUM, WEIGHT 80LBS.

points, was a revelation to us; it stands as a fishing

classic, a summary as complete as any article from Frank
Forrester in his best days. On reading it, I immediately
sought out "Big Reel" in the spring of 1890, and found
him the genial companion and good fisherman that his

article bespoke him. Thanks to his instructions, I was
soon provided with an outfit, and in the four summers of

fishing since then I have cottoned more and more firmly
to his theory that for our latitude the Sin. big reel, of the
best workmanship, is the best and only reel to use for all

HARRY'S TARPON.

Length of fish. lift. 3'iiu. Length of boy, 5ft. 2in. Weight of fish, 1401bs.
Weight; of boy, S5«10a. lime, i hours and 35 minutes.

around fishing in the surf, or from surf boat or yacht in

the ocean. In the bays undoubtedly smaller reels and
lighter lines meet the situation better.

My fishing has been done at Anglesea, New Jersey, in

the spring, and at Beach Haven, New Jersey, in the
summer. At Beach Haven, I am satisfied that the con-
ditions are so far different from those prevailing on the
beach further north that surf fishing for striped bass is

not a profitable amusement. I tried for them faithfully,

under all conditions of weather and tide, and with all

obtainable kinds of bait through the summers of 1890,

1891 and 1892, without success; but on the other hand, I

have had such pleasure and such good results from cast-

ing in the surf for blue-fish with this rig, that my two
oldest boys and I look forward to it annually as our chief

slimmer pleasure.

My oldest son (setat 13£ years) and I both use No. 5 Vom
Hofe reels, the younger boy (setat 1 1£ years) a No. 3. Up to

this spring, we have used steadily the Belmar line men-
tioned by ' 'Big Reel" in his article. While, however, this

is unquestionably the strongest line for its weight, and
amply strong for drumfish and striped bass—I incline a
little since my recent Florida experience to Hall's No, 15

for squid-casting, as less liable to snap in the inevitable

over-runs that are certain from time to time to occur with
the most careful fisherman, in the hurry incident to rapid

casting as a school of bluefish pass along the shore.

As to drumfish, though a somewhat logy fish, it is

great fun in May or even in the latter part of April, to go
down to Mrs. Blakemore's cottage at Anglesea (no more
comfortable fishing rendezvous was ever found), and
spend a couple of days with Capt. C. Ludlam fishing in

the surf with rod and reel alongside of the native fish-

ermen with their heavy hand-lines. The light line and
rod and reel generally make the best record. The fish

run from 10 to 40lbs.—sometimes up to 60. They are

caught on clam or razor bait, and give good fun and
healthful exercise.

In the spring of 1890 I remember taking at Anglesea a

3|-pound striped bass on a second hook, baited with shed-

der ocean crab, that I fastened on just to see what it

would bring out.

For the information of fellow readers of Forest and
Stream I would say that Anglesea is about ten miles

north of Cape May on the West Jersey Division of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, easily accessible from either New
York or Philadelphia, and it is probably the best all-round

fishing resort on the Jersey coast. I have had the pleasure

of meeting "Big Reel" there, and fishing that is game for

him is good enough for me.
I have had great pleasure in reading from time to time

letters and articles during the last few years in Forest
and Stream anent the development of sporting instinct

and training in our children. My boys and I have put this

into practice. My oldest boy has had a Greener No. 16

since his ninth birthday, and in the four years since then
he has managed with bis greater opportunities for prac-

tice to become a great deal better shot than his father.

Both boys are good surf fishermen and the elder-took a

tarpon in Florida last March of which he has cause to be

proud.

This fish was taken off Nigger Head on the Caloosa-

hatchee River, below Fort Myers; and, by the way, our
experience ia a short tarpon trip in that country accorded

so closely as to localities with the suggestions given by
"F. S. J. C."in your columns some time ago, that I would
like to make my bow to "C." in passing and thank him.
May I say to him, however, that my son and I take issue

decidedly with him in his preference fora smaller reel. Let

"C " fish a season for any large fish with a No. 5 Vom Hofe
reel and he will want no other—certainly none under No.
4. As to line, I see he recommends Hall's 18. I know
that Mr. C. A. Dean, of Boston, one of the most experi-

enced tarpon fishermen, favors the same number; yet I

am emboldened by my recent experience to advocate the

lighter No. 15 for tarpon. As to snells, they use nothing
at Fort Myers now but the rawhide snellT which you can
get from the local dealer, Mr. W. R. Washburn, and with
which you will be well satisfied. You cannot give away
any other kind, and the rawhide undoubtedly are the best.

I went down equipped with three dozen of the strong cot-

ton snells with a wire wrap, so much used last year, and
discarded them.
What do you think of this Kodak? I took it myself, of

my boy, his fish and his guide, and I don't know whether
boy, guide or father was proudest of that fish. Mind, this

was an honestly caught fish, no guide work. The boy
played and saved it himself, but he never could have done
it but for his experience in surf fishing during the last few
years on the Jersey coast.

And apropos of that let me tell you of an interesting

experience the boys and I had last summer on the New
Jersey coast. When the weather is fair and the wind
west so you can go outside, the chances are good, that in

the last part of August, or any time in September, you
will get big fish of some kind at Beach Haven if you sail

down to the Inlet and cruise out to sea for a day. And
yet many a day have I done this with no result in the way
of fish, but with ample reward in fresh air, sunny sky
and dancing waves. Well, one day the boys and I thought
we would try outside for big weakfish, and as a measure
of precaution we took along our big reels and surf rods.

After getting outside we cruised about for several hours
trying for bluefish with squids and anon for weakfish
with bait, with no result, until suddenly Capt. Abe Price*

our faithful companion of many a fishing and hunting
bout, sighted a yellow streak in the water about a half a
mile off

—"Them's fish!" And we went for them then
and there. Another boat containing native fishermen
got to the school first, but could do nothing with their

aand-lines. As we approached they shouted to us to

come on, knowing we had rods and reels. To our aston-

ishment the school consisted of several acres of large

(black) drumfish (not the red drum) swimming steadily

in a southerly direction and keeping at the surface. The
fish were all large, running apparently from 4 to 5ft. long.

They moved slowly and apparently did not take fright at

the approach of our yacht, which was a cat-rigged boat,

22|ft. long. I baited with clam but they would not bite.

1 then tried drawing the hook through the school, and
could feel the sinker strike the fish, and the hook catch
and then slip. I succeeded in hooking one on the outside

•of his head, near the eye. I played that fish for one hour
and ten minutes. At first he kept steadily after the
school and fortunately the wind was so that we could
follow him. In time I tired him so that he lagged behind
and then took to the bottom in about 20ft. of water and
sulked. He was so big and so heavy I had to wait on
him, but after many runs, at last I got him within 10ft.

of the boat, when he made the one roll that he apparently
had reserved until that time, the proper one to disengage
the hook (which you remember was not in his mouth) and
off he went. My boys were with me, and I don't approve
of strong language anyway—so I simply sat down and
rested, after my seventy minutes' work.
Then it was Harry's turn. We sailed after the school

and caught up with them within a mile or so, as they
were swimming very slowly. Harry cast into the school
and speedily hooked another, and a lively time he had of

it. The wind had come up fresher; we were about two
miles from land, and the sea was getting up. That
blessed fish wouldn't keep on one side of the boat, but re-

volved continually. Harry had to dodge back and forth,

around the mast, under the boom, pass his rod under the

sheet, and keep awake generally. Affpr a long fight the

end came, happily, and more successfully than in my
case. We resolved when the fish was brought near the
boat after fifty-five minutes' play, to take no chances, so

Capt. Abe took Harry's gun loaded with small shot, and
firing down at the fish when it was near the surface, so

stunned it that we were able to get it on board with a
weak little gaff we had. Not expecting any such experi-

ence, we had no suitable gaff with us.

That fish was hooked through the dorsal fin I If any of

you know what it is to hook a small black bass through
the back or tail, you can judge what it means to hook a
fish weighing 80lbs. (for that was his weight) in the back.
It gave him absolute freedom of motion, and the contest

RED DRUM (CHANNEL BASS).

resolved itself into a question of endurance as between
boy and fish. However, the boy came out ahead, and
that drum now hangs in our hall beautifully mounted on
an oak board by John Krider. The illustration shows the
fish. Contrast the heavy build of the drum with the
clipper lines of the tarpon above.
Let me see, where was I? Oh, yes—talking of our

recent tarpon trip to Florida. The above drumfish inci-

dent was by the way—as indicating that if fathers and

JAMIE'S STRING OF FISH.

LaUyfish, snapper, cavalli, sea trout and Spanish mackerel.

mothers encourage small boys to fish for big tarpon in
Florida, we mustn't send them out on such quests without
preliminary training on large fish in our own latitudes.

By the way, I note that "F. S. J. C." says in his above
article, "I assume the fisherman wishes to give four weeks
to tarpon." A safe assumption, friend C, but how many
of us can do it? My boys and I had just three days on
the Caloosahatchee, and only one of them a good day, as
we were there in the cold snap in tho latter part of March,
yet I had two runs, and my boy had a run and then got a
fish. I am satisfied that one week's fishing with good
tackle at Fort Myers in the last of March or preferably
later, is certain of good results, if the trip is carefully
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arranged in advance, and the needful precautions taken
in securing good guides and tackle.

I telegraphed home the news of our tarpon from Punta
Rassa when we reached there in the evening, and after

supper took the yacht and sailed over to see Mr. F. Steens-
gaard, the taxidermist at St. James City, and left the
tarpon with him, with some birds we had shot, to be
skinned and mounted, and then shipped North to us.

Next day we had some fine small fish fishing in Char-
lotte Harbor. My younger son took numerous varieties,

and I was content with a 141bs. channel bass, caught with
one of Conroy's light three-piece split-bamboo rods and a
light silk line. That night we slept on the yacht in the
warm southern air, the boys on the lockers and the Doctor
and I on the deck, and in the starlight we sailed up
through the waters of Matlacha Pass, reaching Punta
Gorda at daybreak, in time for a good breakfast at the
hotel, and in good time for the train North.

Finally, good friends, if you have little time and want
to have fun and tarpon sure, go straight to Fort Myers on
the Caloosahatchee, and if you put up as I did with mine
host Kantz at the Myers Inn, you will ha.ve good clean
quarters and good food.

If you have leisure, start fishing at Punta Gorda, enjoy
the lovely surroundings there, and wonder at the enter-
prise that projected and supports the superb hotel. Fish
the Peace River for small fish and tarpon; then go south
and stop at Punta Rassa long enough to learn what a good

- hostelry friend Schulze keeps there and how kind he and
his hospitable wife can be to wandering fishermen, and
then, then, THEN, having been gradually prepared for
it, go up the Caloosahatchee to Fort Myers and fulfill your
destiny and revel in tarpon fishing such as the gods may
delight in, but which we poor hard-worked mortals can
only sometimes reach , and if you want good guides who
never tire, and know it all from the ground floor up, seek
the men whom my friend Wickam sent me to—Armeda,
Bates and Blom. May you have as happy a time and as
successful a trip with them as my boys and I had, and
come home with the pleasant memories of sunny skies and
blue waters, waving palms, and mangrove shores that we
cherish and love to talk over. H. S. D.

ANGLING NOTES.
Salmon Rising to the Fly Above Tide.

Last year about this time, or a little later, I went to
Mechanicville with a salmon angler, who is the owner of
a portion of a Canadian salmon river, to try the salmon
in the Hudson. The salmon did not rise, and in fact, the
water was not in good condition, but soon after, this
gentleman wrote me from Canada giving the opinion of
an old Canadian salmon fisherman that salmon would not
rise to the fly above a certain distance from salt water. I
quoted this opinion, although it gave salmon angling in
the Hudson a very' black eye if it should prove that the
theory held true in practice. That the theory or opinion,
call it what you will, was wrong, was demonstrated soon
after, for salmon did rise to the fly in the very place
where it was believed they would not. In spite of this
demonstration that salmon would rise to the fly at a
greater distance from salt water than was predicted they
would, I have been haunted by that opinion of the old
salmon fisherman quoted, and wondered if it would prove
true of any part of the Hudson commonly looked upon as
suitable angling waters, once the stream is provided with
fishways. Incidentally Mr. John Mowat said to me, that
it was once thought in Canada that salmon fishing with
the rod was to be had only in the upper reaches or head-
waters of the streams, but now as many if not more
salmon were taken a few miles above tidewater. Upon
this I asked him to write me more at length, which he
has done as follows:

"I have observed in sportsmen's papers articles ad-
vanced by anglers that salmon will not take the fly forty
miles above tidal waters; also that when the temperature
of the water rises above 70° it makes poor fishing If
those who put the temperature at 70° had said 60

?
they

would have been nearer the mark. In our northern
rivers the water seldom rises to 60°; the nights cool itdown more than the mid-day sun heats it. On a cool
night in August, in a well-stocked salmon pool, the fish
are continuously jumping out of the water, and there
can be no doubt the cooler air with its supply of oxygen
required by the breeding fish is the cause As to salmon
taking the fly above forty miles in fresh water. In vervmany of our Northern salmon streams, and in the Labra-
dor rivers there are insurmountable falls from three to
thirty miles from their mouths; others have chutesand rapids so dangerous that anglers have come to
griel, and they cause hesitation on the part of the
angler. The Cascapedia and Nepissiquit both have
tails on them some thirty or forty miles up. The
Restigouche and its confluents have none, and moreor less salmon reach the headwaters, some 110 milesevery season. The angling limit is fixed 70 miles above
tidewater, and commences four miles up. Good scoreswere made last year at 14 miles up, but better were madeat 40 miles up where.Messrs. Weeks and Penfold in SIdays bagged 126 fish. At 70 miles up Messrs. Rogers!
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shouTddispel them, for I know of no one who can speak with

greater authority on this subject of times and places that

sahnon will take the fly. Mr. Mowat has spent fifty-five

years on Canadian salmon streams as angler, fishculturist

and fisheries officer, and his sons have followed in his

footsteps, and what he says is entitled to great weight, as

he speaks from hard-earned experience, leaving theories

and speculations largely to others.

What he says about salmon returning to the same
spawning grounds, antl their progeny likewise, reminds
me of what a Scotch writer has said on the subject. At'

this moment I cannot recall the name of the writer or the
medium that he used, but the substance of what he said

is clearly fixed in my memory.
He had observed spawning salmon and sea trout for a

series of years in the same waters, and had satisfied him-
self that both species not only returned, unerringly, to the
stream in which they were born, but the same fish re-

turned again and again to the same spawning ground.

Salmon Fishing on the Penobscot.

My friend Mr. Archibald Mitchell, of Norwich, Conn.,
has just returned from the Penobscot after fishing the
Bangor PoOl for three weeks. He killed three salmon of
18, 20$ and 231bs. He says that from fifteen to twenty-
five anglers fished the pool daily for three weeks, and
during the time twenty salmon were killed. Mr. Mitchell
will soon start to fish the water which he owns on the
ReBtigouche, where the rods will not be as thick as at
Bangor.
Imagine the Hudson provided with fishways that the

salmon may reach the upper waters of the river to spawn,
and then imagine the miles of holding pools that the river
should afford, and reduce the number of anglers to five
for each pool (in free water the number of rods to a pool
cannot be limited), instead of fifteen to twenty-five as at
Bangor, and one will get something of an idea of the
wealth that will be a ded to the State of New York by
providing the means to make the Hudson a salmon
stream.

Lake Trout Still at the Surface.

Lake trout were at the surface so late as May 16 in
spite of the early wail because the ice went out of Lake
George a month earlier than usual just to spoil the sur-
face trolling. I have been a persistent lake trout troller
for twenty-five years and imagined I knew something
about the fish and their habits, but now a market-fisher-
man at Lake George tells me that he believes that the
trout do what we have been certain that they did not do.
that is, come to the surface very early in the morning all
during the summer. Be that as it may, I do know that
the conditions have changed in Lake George within a few
years to make such a theory possible, but that will be
told later. Mrs. Albert C. Johnson caught a trout of
121bs. in Lake George last week, which i3 about as large
as they run as a rule. The largest of the season thus far
was taken on the 16th by J. R. Fish, agent of the D. &
H. R. R. , with the veteran John Plum for guide. The
trout weighed lojlbs. and was 34in. long. I have .seen a
lake trout of 191bs. that was only SO^in. long.

A. N. Cheney.

The Mohican Club and Non-Resident Members.
When the Mohican Rod\and Gun Club, of Glens Falls,

N. Y., was organized the' promoters had no thought of
enrolling other than resident members, as it was believed
that the objects of the club would be of a local character.
Almost at once, and, in fact, before the club was fairly on
its feet, the governing board of the club determined to
begin a campaign which it was hoped would result in
building fishways in the upper Hudson River to enable
the salmon now in the river to reach suitable spawning
grounds in the headwaters, where the salmon fry have
been planted for twelve years past. A paper upon the
subject was read before the club, and an extract in circu-
lar form was then distributed through the State, hoping
thereby to interest sportsmen generally in the project.
Among the early returns from this circular was an appli-
cation for membership in the club from one of the best
known American salmon fishermen, a man who owns his
own salmon fishing, in fee, in Canada, but who wished to
take an active interest in the movement to open the Hud-
son. This application was followed by others, and last
evening the constitution of the club was amended so that
non-resident members of the club will be received by the
payment of an initiation fee of $2 and annual dues of $3.AH members on the roll on June 1 next will be included
in the list of charter members. A. N. Cheney Pres
May 15.

Governor Flower's Brown Trout.
As A guest of Mr. Frank J. Amsden, of Rochester, Gov-

ernor Flower spent an hour on Caledonia Creek, the other
day, and caught a 2-pound brown trout, which he averred
was the largest trout he had ever taken.

The Passing of "Joe Minnie."
Central Lake, Mich., May 19.—The old French guide

Elzear Fortm (better known as "Joe Minnie"), died at hishome in Elk Rapids last week, after an illness of severalmonths
-
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Kelpie.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
' The Headwaters of the Mississippi," by Capt. Willard Glazier frnmthe press of Rand, McNally & Company, contains an touSui* Tcount of how the true source of the great river was ascerUined a*h^^^n^?^?,^01* of ali^orations f?o£^ite d^coverrby De Soto. Captain Glazier claims for the origin of the river a momremote source than Lake Itasca. In 1881 hi discovered I bodv ofwater lying immediately to the south of the generally acceptedI sourcedischarging by a perennial stream, the mouth of"whichS en?ire?vconcealed from view by a dense growth of vegetatiorT andlaflen tre^JThis lake has an area of 255 acres, and a circumference^ between Avp

Itasca!
1^ &Q aVefage d^to0'^M and taliS Ibo^fLte

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us 85 will receive for that Bum

the Forest and Stream one year (price &4) and a set of Zimmerman's
amoua "Ducking Scenes" CPrice *6)-a $9 value for $5
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U **" not *o r^euKtlBFor |3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive thPFjrbst and Stream during .that time and a copy of Dr Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portrait, for the Toun*" (tto pr**. of ~Mob
IS $3).
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AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY.
The American Fisheries Society was in session at Phila-

delphia on May 16 and 17 in the office of the Fish Protective
Association of Pennsylvania. This is also the headquarters
of the State Fish Commission, and a very cosy room for those
who delight in fishing and the books, pictures and social op-
portunities connected with the angler's art.
Hon. Henry C. Ford, president of the Pennsylvania Fish

Commission, and of the Fisheries Society, presided at the
meetings, and Mr. E. P. Doyle performed the duties of sec-
retary. The attendance was small, scarcely reaching thirt

y

but the proceedings were full of interest. The Society has
been rather unfortunate at its last two annual meetings'in re-
spect to outside noises, which made difficulty for both speak-
ers and audience.
In the course of his annual address Mr. Ford referred to

the beneficent results of fishculture in Lake Erie and in
Pennsylvania streams as illustrated especially in the increase
of the whitefish, pike-perch, black bass, shad and brook
trout. The triumphs of the advocates of protection in pass-
ing restrictive laws have continued in spite of determined
organized opposition, because public sentiment is enlisted oti
their side. The State of Pennsylvania, he remarked, has
done a great work for its waters in planting 119,000,000 of
pike-perch, whitefish and trout in the lakes, rivers and
brooks.
Allusion was made to the strong prejudice in certain quar-

ters against the carp, chiefly on account of its rooting pro-
pensities and its supposed destructiveness to the eggs and
young of other fish. It should be remembered, however
that many of the hard things said about the carp are not
proved, and some of them are false. Thousands of people in
the Middle and Southern States, the Mississippi Valley and
throughout the West, appreciate the fish and ask to be sup-
plied with more of them. The fishermen at Havre de Grace
find in New York a ready market for all they can catch and
at prices equal to the rates for shad. In Cleveland and Chi-
cago the demand is equally steady. At Quincy aud Mere-
dosia, 111., the carp has become a favorite fish and furnishes
a vast deal of wholesome food as well as a growing source of
revenue. Local prejudice should never be allowed to destroy
interests with which it has nothing, and can have nothing, in
common. Thousands of people will never have the pleasure
of landing a salmon, a trout or a black bass, and who shall
blame them if they find enjoyment and profit in rearing the
carp?
Mr. Fred Mather read an article on an "Improved Method

of Hatching Smelts," in the course of which he described
how their adhesive eggs are separated and prevented from
adhering in bunches by gently forcing them through wire
screens, to remove the foot which causes the adhesion. To
kill the fungus which frequently covers the eggs while in
process of hatching he uses salt After separating the eggs
Mr. Mather hatched them successfully in Jars in the man-
ner followed with shad and whitefish.
A very interesting historical paper by Charles Hallock

related to the time "When Shad were a Penny Apiece," the
days when the epithet of "shad eater" was a mark of the
deepest opprobrium in New England. What a contrast
with the banquet enjoyed by the Fisheries Society in Phila-
delphia on Thursday evening, where planked shad was the
chief luxury of the feast.
Dr. Bushrod W. James read an address on "The Value of

Bering Sea and Alaskan Food and Fishing Interests."
Besides the fur seal, which has produced much revenue and
not a little contention, Alaska has wealth in the shape of
metals, minerals and timber, but more especially in the fish
which swarm in its seas, lakes and streams. The halihut
the cod and the herring abound; the whitefish, the trouts'
salmon, pike and grayling fill its inland waters. Rosy red
rock cod and plain, but gamy, "black bass" eagerly snap at
the angler's baited hook. Salmon run into the streams in
such countless multitudes as to impede navigation and crowd
one another out of water—and this is by no means "a fish
story."
The report of Secretary Doyle, read at the forenoon session,

carried with it a resolution to appoint a committee on increase
of membership. At the opening of the afternoon meeting
this resolution was adopted, and a committee consisting of
Messrs. E. P. Doyle, Herschel Whitaker and W. L. Powell
was appointed. The plan is to invite ail fish protective asso-
ciations in the United States to become members of the Fish-
eries Society and send delegates to the anuual meetings
Other resolutions offered by Mr. Doyle and passed by the
Society conveyed thanks to the Fish Protective Association
for their hospitality, to Commissioner McDonald for his
tender of the Fish Hawk for a trip to the Delaware River shad
fisheries, and to the press of Philadelphia for their admirable
accounts of the meetings.
U. S. Fish Commissioner McDonald read the most import-

ant paper of the sessions, to show "The Relation of the Com-
munity to the Fisheries." In this article the statistical
history of the fisheries was related in condensed but compre-
.hensive form, and the basis of restrictive legislation was
clearly set forth. The broad general principle was estab-
lished that in the case of fishes which run up from the sea to
spawn in the fresh waters and those which enter brackish
water in narrow bays and sounds for the same purpose can-
not maintain their members undiminished, even with
recourse to artificial propagation, unless their routes of
entrance are kept measurably free from certain fixed appar-
atus of capture, or, in general, from excessive interference
with their movements to the spawning grounds. This article
naturally caused free discussion because of its important
bearing upon fishery methods. Dr. B.W. James, Mr. Herschel
Whitaker, Capt. J. W. Collins, Mr. A. M. Spangler and
Dr. T. H. Bean were among those who entered into the dis-
cussion.
Mr. Herschel Whitaker gave an account of the artificial

fertilization and hatching of eggs of the small-mouth black
bass by one of the employes of the Michigan Commission,
April 30, 1894. A ripe female from Thorn Apple River
furnished 3,000 eggs which were impregnated by milt from a
male kept in one of the ponds. The eggs were first placed
on trays and afterward in a jar, They began to hatch on
the fourth day and were all out on the fifth. The young
were so small as to be nearly invisible, but the yolk sac was
disproportionately large.
Dr. T H. Bean read a translation of Dr. Fatio's report on

the "Coregonus Imported from America under the Name of
Whitefish" into lakes of Switzerland. Dr. Fatio labors under
the mistaken notion that the eggs shipped by the U. S
Government were those of Williamson's whitefish or the
Menominee whitefish rather than of the large common
species of the Great Lakes, but his description of the speci
mens reared from American eggs in the Aquarium at
Geneva shows clearly enough that they belong to the com •

mon form. The description fits equally well some examples
of the same age reared at Northville, Mich.
By invitation of the Fish Protective Association the Fish-

eries Society enjoyed a planked shad dinner at Reisser's cafe
on Wednesday evening. After the dinner Mr. H. O. Wilbur
made an address of welcome, to which Mr. H. C. Ford re-
sponded on behalf of the society. These were followed by an
interchange of stories, personal reminiscences, pleas for pro-
tection and various other sentiments from the following
speakers: Marshall McDonald, W. H. Bowman, Herschel
Whitaker, T. H. Bean, H. H. Cary, C. F. Chamberlayne, F.
F. Christine, Prof, Dolley, J. W. Collins, W. E. Meehan and
A. M. Spangler,



Mat 26, 1894.j FOREST AND STREAM.
At Thursday's meeting, after the transaction of some pre-

liminary business, Dr. Bean read a highly interesting paper
by Livingston Stone, on ''The Non-Feeding Habits of the
Chenook Salmon in Fresh Water." Mr. Stone examined the
stomachs of (36 salmon at Baird, Cal., and found them con-
tracted so that they could not hold a walnut; the throats
also were so small that one could not pass a finger through
them. The salmon, he states, not only does not eat, but can-
not do so if it desired. There are, of course, rare exceptions
to this rule. The article was discussed by Col. McDonald,
Fred Mather, H. O. Wilbur, Dr. James, Dr. Bean and Mr.
Stokes. Mr. Wilbur once knew of a mouse found in a
stomach of the Atlantic salmon. Mr. Stokes and Dr. Bean
related instances of the capture of other anadromous fish, as
the shad, by means of grasshoppers, minnows and artificial
flies.

A very lively discussion followed the delivery of Mr. Chas.
F. ChambeHayne's address on "A Pressing Need." The
essence of Mr. Chamberlayne's advice may be summed up in
three propositions: (I) Put down the po'aeher; (2) antagon-
ize the Commercial Fisheries Association, and (3) organize
for protective legislation and for the education of the people
in favor of protection. Capt. Collins defended the com-
mercial fishermen, and Mr. Whitaker and others renewed
the charges of destruction of the fish food supply and failure
to assist in the efforts to restock depleted waters.
The committee on nominations reported the following

names of officers for the ensuing year, all of whom were duly
elected: President, W. L, May; Vice-President. R. O,
Sweeny; Treasurer, Frank J. Amsden; Secretaries, E. P.
Doyle and Dr. J. A. Henshall; Executive Committee, H. H.
Cary, L. D. Huntington, H. C. Ford, Calvin Spensley, Chas.
F. Chamberlayne and Hoyt Post. New York was fixed upon
as the place of holding the meeting in 1895.
Following is a complete list of members who registered

their attendance: H. C. Ford, E. P. Doyle, L. D. Huntington,
W. H. Bowman, Robt. Hamilton. H. H. Cary, Herschel
Whitaker, W. L. May, Jas. N. Miller. B. W. James, J. W.
Collins, John Gay, Chas. F. Charnbeilayne, M, McDonald,
T. H. Bean, R. Rathbun, W. L. Powell, E. Hagert, W. H.
Benkhardt, Fred Mather, B. U. Douredoure, Jacob Dowler,
J. R. Sypher, J. F. Ellis, W. E. Meehan, H. O. Wilbur, J. S.
Van Cleef, H. H. Van Cleef, M. G. Sellers.
Before adjournment a very important committee on in-

crease of membership was appointed; it includes Messrs. E.
P. Doyle, Herschel Whitaker and W. L. Powell. At 2. P.M.
on Thursday the Society availed itself of Commissioner Mc
Donald's offer and visited the shad-fishing grounds in the
vicinity of Gloucester, N. J,, on the steamer Fish Hawk.

New York Association.

THE New York (City) Association for the Protection of
Game held its semi-centennial jubilee last Monday night at
the Gerlach.
Of those present were the president, Robert B. Roosevelt,

Judge H, W. Bookstaver, Col. E. A. McAlpin, Austin
Corbin, A. Roe, Richard Pancoast, George H. Penniman
Dr. G. S. Winston, Simeon J. Drake, Thomas N. Cuthbert
J. Fred. Pierson, Hart Lyman, Esq., H. A. V. Post. Charles
T. Van Santvoord, H. M. Carey, Edson Bradley, Dr. S. A
Main, E. G. Whitaker, the Hon. B. L. Ludington, Charles
F. Imbrie, G. W. Cotterill, John W. Keller. District Attorney
John R. Fellows, Wakeman Holberton, G. B. Penniman
Henry Steers, Charles E. Whitehead, Charles R. Miller, Dr.
George A. Quinby, William Carpender, Col. Alfred Wagstaff.
Dr. John W. Green, Hugh Auchincloss, Raymond L. Ward
Charles Hallock.
President Roosevelt reviewed the history of the society

from the first meeting on May 20, 1844, "to consider the in-
tolerably oppressive nature of the laws regarding dogs
whereby many valuable sporting dogs were lost to their
owners." After naming the men of high standing and influ-
ence who had been members of the Association, he said:
In continuing your investigations, when you come to con-

sider the work of the Association, you would find it from the
commencement the same substantially as we are doing it
to-day. On May 31, 1844, a reward was offered for evidence
that would lead to conviction for disobedience to the law. At
that time the only laws for the protection of game were to be
found in the ordinances of the city, which were passed by the
Common Council. The Association had these printed
framed and hung up in ferry houses, railroad stations and
other public places, and a committee was appointed to visit
public refectories and get evidence by calling for "owls, alias
woodcock," as the resolution quaintly puts it. And owls are
still to be had occasionally in the lower class of restaurants
to-day—and our committee is still watching for offending
vendors. Robbins of Fulton Market was prosecuted to con-
viction, and paid $175. In 1847 Delmonico was sued. Within
a year his successor, bearing the same name and following
the same practices, has met the same fate.
In 1845 $100 was appropriated for the purchase of live quail

and pinnated grouse were let loose on Long Island. Odd as
it may seem, too, so soon after the formation of the club as
Aug. 26, 1844, a committee was appointed to arrange for an
annual supper. Hence it seems that from the very first good
digestion waited on the appetites of good sportsmen.
Shortly afterward themembers assumed the habit of meet-

ing at one another's houses, and no doubt had many as royal
a time as we used to enjoy a few years back before the club
became so wealthy that it could afford to pay for its own
dinners. The first pigeon match was arranged in the club in
1847, and Mr. Charles H. Haswell represented the club at the
first State sportsmen's convention on Nov. 15. 1859, for our
club had been most useful as a model for the formation of
others of a similar kind.
But the real work of the Association turned out to be just

as we have found it during our time of effort; the great en-
deavor has been to perfect the game laws. At that time
there was clashing between the Legislature, the supervisors
and the city council. The question of interstate commerce
was raised. There were different views held by different
sportsmen as to the proper times of shooting and the best
means of preserving game. Laws were prepared and per-
fected only to be emasculated and disjointed in the hands of
the law-making powers. Frank Forrester wanted the time
for woodcock shooting not to commence till the 1st of Sep-
tember; others were after that feu follet of protection a
uniform time for the killing of all game birds.
Such is the early history of our club as I find it recorded

in the curious and interesting minutes of its proceedings
I was personally acquainted with most of the men that I
have mentioned, and knew some of them intimately, socially
and as sportsmen, although I did not become a member till
nearly twenty years afterward. Some of them were splen-
did shots and skillful fishermen, and grand good fellows.
They had started their work for the public benefit well and
disinterestedly. It would be natural to suppose that those
who took delight in the pursuit of game would not be very
particular whether they killed it at one season or another,
and that they would be humanly selfish enough to want to
get it when they could and not wait till when they ought
But on the contrary they gave their untiring efforts to the
public for the protection of one of its most important
interests.

New Jersey Fish Commissioners.

Trenton, N. J., May 15.—Gov. Werts this afternoon ap-
pointed the new State Fish Commissioners, as follows: W.
Campbell Clark, Howard Frothintjliani, Parker Pace, and
George W. Pfeifer.

Colorado State Association.
Salida, Colorado, May 9.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The Colorado State Sportsmen's Association was organized
in this city last night with a membership nearing fifty, and a
constitution and by-laws that are broad in their scope. It is
believed on this account that the new organization will grow
to immense proportions and spread its influence throughout
the State. The officers elected were: Peter Mulvauy, Salida
President; Dr. Hall, Telluride, First Vice-President; A. E'
McKenzie, Denver, Second Vice-President; Walter Thomas,
Leadville, Secretary; Bryant Haywood, Denver, Treasurer'
Executive Committee: J. N. Lower, Denver; Dr. Baird, Sa-
guache; S. Moore, Telluride; T. J. Tkompson, Gunnison;
C. L. Hoagland, Salida. JohnLehrritter, Salida, was chasm
game warden of the Association, to act as an agent of the
Association with the State game warden in the appointment
of game wardens, without pay, throughout the State.
In his remarks when taking the chair as president Mr. Mul-

vanysaid: "Most of the time during the past twenty-five
years_ I have been a member of some rod and gun club or
association of sportsmen who delighted in the health-giving
exercise and recreation of hunting and fishing, and iu meas-
uring in honorable competition at the traps their ability in
shooting. In that time I have seldom met a member of a gun
club in any country (and I have been around the world a
good deal) who was not a true, liberal-minded, open-hearted,
whole-souled, reliable gentleman. You may meet them in
the cities, on the trains, on the hunting grounds, at the
camp-fires, at the traps, or wherever you will, they are the
same, always willing to make you feel perfectly at home
with them and have you partake of the very best
they possess. I am proud to see in this convention
the same class of gentlemen who are actuated with
the spirit and enthusiasm of the true sportsman.
Mauy of you have come long distances regardless of cost,
time and fatigue to be present at this meeting, which was
called by our esteemed and efficient State Game and Fish
Warden,W. R. Callicotte, for the purpose of forming a State
association for the better protection of our game and fish.
This convention will consider this subject thoroughly and
act wisely. I am glad to see you here to-night, and on behalf
of the sportsmen and citizens of Colorado, of Chaffee county,
of Salida, and especially of the Salida Rod and Gun Club, I
extend to you a hearty welcome to our city, and I trust you
will enjoy the freedom and hospitality that our people will
bestow upon you during your stay with us, and when you
shall have returned to your homes after this conven-
tion adjourns and the tournament is over I hope it will be
with a better knowledge of the duties of a true sportsman
in the protection of the game and fish of the State. As
president of the Salida Rod and Gun Club, and speaking
for its members, I desire to say that we have done all in our
power under the circumstances to give you a good entertain-
ing time, and although we have not succeeded as well in
that respect as we hoped to do we trust that the sportsmen
present will leave Salida with good .feelings for our club
and citizens, and we hope to meet you and every member of
clubs in the West in some of our cities or towns in the near
future at a larger tournament of the Colorado State Sports-
men's Association."
The applause which followed showed that President Mul-

vany had struck the right key. Mr. Callicotte's address is
sent you in full.

The Necessity of Organized Effort.

[A paper read by Fish Commissioner W. E. Callicote, before the
Colorado State Sportsmen's Association, at Salida, May 8.]

It is with great pleasure that I witness the assemblage of
so many who are interested in the preservation of our fish and
game. The time has come when all lovers of our fish, birds
and game animals must concentrate their efforts in 'better
game preservation, or before the close of the century our
game will be practically extinct. This convention has been
called with that idea. Let us carefully consider matters pre-
sented to us on this subject and work together harmoniously
for the one end—the better preservation of our game.
The State has done something in this matter, and we hope

will do still more in the future. We have three State wardens
besides myself. I have the work of State Fish Commissioner
in addition, this alone being sufficient to occupy my entire
time. We have a fairly good law. It has faults, of courseWe find the following difficulties in preserving game and
fish: First, alack of co-operative public sentiment; second,
a disposition to kill more than is really necessary for im-
mediate use; third, a rivalry to catch or kill more than
another in the same party; fourth, an abnormal desire to kill
for fine specimens; fifth, killing among ranchmen for
'winter's meat;" sixth, killing on the border for market and
hides; seventh, killing by the Indians; eighth, the destruc-
tion of fish by irrigating ditches; ninth, the dynamiting of
fish; tenth, the catching of small fisb; eleventh, the adver-
tisement of game districts by the railroad and others.We have made more than fifty arrests and convictions
and to a great extent, have stopped the sale and shipment oi
any part of the animal. The professional pot-hunting has
been practically stopped. And yet we are not satisfied with
our work. We must have the co-operation of all true sports-
men in order to do our work well. In the first case, we be-
lieve such conventions as this will tend to create a better
understanding, a better feeling for our work. The enforce-
ment of the law in all cases where intentional violation
occurs will greatly assist in creating a better sentiment. To
secure this, game associations should be organized in every
county, whose object should be to co-operate with the wardens
in securing evidence against violators and in the preservation
of game. Each of these societies should have one or more
Deputy State Wardens with authority to arrest and prosecute
I believe an incorporated State association could do excellent
work. The State wardens should be faithful honest men,
who are willing to do their duty without fear or favor. In
the second case, our guides and others should give our tour-
ists to understand that no over-killing will be permitted at
any time, and any one violating the regulation should be
sent from the field in dishonor, or arrested and fined.
The ranchmen and stockmen should conform to the law

and kill for immediate use only. It has been a difficult task
to convince these people that they must not kill their "win-
ter's meat."
No law is effectual without public sentiment is back of it.

In several districts arrests and convictions have been made
for gross violation of the law where public sentiment was
against game laws of any kind. I am pleased to say, how-
ever, that the sentiment is changing, and in many cases we
now have the co operation of the majority. Let us endeavor
to cultivate this growing disposition to enforce the law. The
border hide and pot hunters have been one of the worst ene-
mies. Remaining near the line of an adjoining State or
Territory, they can easily escape to foreign territory. We
have by co-operation with other officers in the States and Ter-
ritories, almost stopped this class of marauders. The Indian
depredation has been a puzzling problem. The only solution
to this difficulty is to get rid of the Southern Ute, and we
hope to soon send him over the line, where he may be kept in
bounds by the U. S. Army, and not be permitted to enter our
State.
The White River Ute has forfeited all treaty rights in Col-

orado and should not be permitted on our soil. A permanent
warden in that locality seems to be the most feasible plan to
stop his depredations. An honest Indian agent could greatly
assist us. The destruction of fish by irrigating ditches has
been a source of annoyance. There is no law ayainst keeping
open ditches, hence the native trout are soon destroyed.

largely used for irrigating unless some guarantee is given
that ditches will be screened. I am satisfied that a horizon-
tal screemwill be eventually used in the fall when [trout go
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no r serious trouble has been the catching of small

fish, yearlings and larger. I believe this may be overcome to
a great extent by a law preventing a stream from being
fished forat least two years after having been planted with
trout.
The advertisement of the railways and others has created

a draft upon our game and fish that has seriously affected
us, I believe the time has come when self-preservation
requires a law prohibiting the catching of our fish and the
killing of our game except by citizens of our own State.
Forest fires are a great source of destruction to both game

and fish. The ashes are deadly poison to trout. A burnt
district diminishes the water supply and destroys insect life,
the source of food for trout. Each game warden should be
a forest commissioner with authority to arrest careless
campers and others who may fire or otherwise destroy our
beautiful mountain forests. Thousands of acres are burned
over every year.

I am thoroughly in earnest in this matter, and am greatly
encouraged by the increased interest being taken throughout
the State in the subject. The good effect of our prohibitory
law in regard to killing mountain sheep has been shown by
the great increase in the past years. I think I am safe in
saying that we have ten times as many as we had seven
years ago. Let us put elk on the list with buffalo and
mountain sheep for at least five years. We should unite in
one grand effort for the better preservation of our fish,
game and birds.

When Shad Were a Penny Apiece.
BY CHAELES HALLOCK.

[Bead before the American Fisheries Society.]

Evert schoolboy knows in a general way that shad were
once so abundant in the Connecticut River that hired men
used to stipulate that they should be served with only a lim-
ited quantity per week for food, but I dare say few people,
adolescent or adult, are aware that it was considered disrep-
utable a century and a half ago to eat shad, and that the
epithet of shad-eater" was regarded as most obnoxious and
opprobrious in New England.
Whether it was because shad were in common use by the

vagabond Indians who occupied the valley, or because their
very cheapness and abundance made them vulgar, history
does not state. But it is of record, that shad were over-
looked, thrown out, and despised as food by a large propor-
tion of the English occupants of the old towns for a period
of one hundred years after their settlement. Only poor
people ate shad in those days. Shad eating implied a de-
ficiency of pork, and to bedestitue of pork indicated poverty
Even now an apology is sometimes made when a family has
no meat,'' as pork was always designated. The story is told
of a well-to-do family in Hadley, which was always an aris-
tocratic town, who, hearing a knock on the door just as they
.were about to dine on this tabooed fish, incontinently hid the
platter under the bed. Indeed, so ground into popular sen-
sibility was this ancient prejudice, that as recently as forty
years ago members of the Connecticut Legislature were
sometimes taunted with the epithet of "shad-eaters." The
radical change of appreciation which has taken place since
can be realized when we find these same people boasting now
of the superlative quality of their shad as compared with all
others in the markets.
Not until forty years before the Revolution was this econo-

mic ban removed and shad became a merchantable com-
modity. Connecticut shad in barrels were first advertised
in Boston in 1736, though they were current in river towns
for at least three years previous at one penny apiece. By
1773 prices had advanced to two and three pence, and in 1778
several thousand barrels were put up for the Continental
troops. In 1779 the price reached four pence ha'penny and
after the dam was placed at South Hndley Falls in 1795 the
number of shad in the river perceptibly diminished and the
price gradually advanced to six pence, nine pence, one shil-
ling and then higher, until men ceased to buy shad to bar-
rel for family use. Thenceforward they became a fancy fish
and a luxury, even replacing the salmon, which had always
maintained a high precedence, but had now also disappeared
by reason of the dams which obstructed their ascent of the
river.

Shad never passed the Bellows Falls, at Walpole, New
Hampshire, nor the falls of the Chicopee River, in Massachu-
setts, though salmon surmounted both.
In 1739, according to Sylvester Judd, the historian, the

town of Brookfield petitioned the General Court for leave tomake a fishway for shad through the ledges of rocks across
the Chicopee at Springfield, so that they might come up the
river into the ponds, but Springfield opposed, and permission
was not granted. The burghers feel differently now. Until
the erection of the dam at Holyokein 1849 caused an effectual
blockade, shad were fairly abundant in the lower reaches of
the Connecticutand falls; wherever they occurred were always
chosen fishing places for both salmon and shad. Gangs of
professional fishermen hired valuable seining privileges, and
during the fishing season in April, May and early June rival
camps were often the scenes of much horse playand frolic at
off hours. History tells how the farmers and netters used to
gather from all parts of the adjacent valley, and even from
Berkshire, to the number of 1,500 or more at a time, just as
they gather now on the tributaries of the Columbia when
salmon are running, or on the rivers of Nova Scotia for ale-
wives and gaspereaux.
Since the construction of the Holyoke dam many efforts

have been made to restock the Connecticut with salmon and
shad, and with partial success as respects the latter. But it
is very doubtful if its old prestige ever returns, and certain
that shad will never again be sold for a penny apiece.

The Pennsylvania Limited
traverses the State of Pennsylvania, with its wealth of mountain
scenery. The mountains and valleys are superb in the freshness of
early spring—Adv.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

May 30 to June 2.—Alameda County Sportsmen's Association, at
Oakland, California.
Sept. 4 to 7.—Des Moines Kennel Club, at Des Moines, Iowa. M.

Bruce, Sec'y.
Sept. 10 to 14—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y.
Sept. 18 to 21.—Rhode Island State Fair Association, at Cranston, R.

I. W. W. Dexter, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaue

her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 5.—United States Field Trial Club, at Bicknell, Ind P T

Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells.

Sec'y.
Nov. S3—Eastern Field Trials Club, at Newton, N. C. W. A. Coater.— " >t v ^

«,L. iicHtuu, at. nr. a, router,
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POINTS AND FLUSHES
\By a Staff Correspondent.]

Restricting Starters in Field Trials.

Under date of May 7 Mr. J. B. Stoddard, of Thomasville,

N. C, writes me that it may be considered settled that, he

will go to Manitoba and prepare dogs for the trials ami

handle them therein. It is probable that Mr. Stoddard will

start for Manitoba in the near future. Touching on the

matter of entries Mr; Stoddard writes: "I think that the

Manitoba people should restrict the starters from large ken-

nels on the plan adopted by some of the smaller race meet-

ings, viz., allow as many entries as each kennel or party

desires to make, but only allow to such party one starter m
each stake. Some plan should be found to keep one man
from winning the whole thing, as in time the other members
will get tired" of putting up with no possible chance to pull

anything down. Gameness is a good quality, but it shows

a lack of discretion to try to butt an engine off the track.

It is pleasing to note that there is a sentiment among the

professional handlers in favor of restricting the powerful

business combinations at field trials and thus opening up
more opportunities to the amateur, or those who have to

consider the question of dollars and cents when indulging

in their love of sport. „ 4 ,. _ ,,
I have received several letters on professionalism at field

trials, but as they refer more to an indorsement of my views

than to a discussion of the subject in its public bearings it

would not help the discussion to publish them._ Still a pub-

lic expression of opinion is desirable. Field trial clubs can
not act intelligently in arranging their stakes if they do not

know what their patrons want. The amateur can give an
opinion which is quite as worthy of consideration as that of

a professional. Without the amateur field trials ca,n not

There is no sport, other than field trials, but what the

principle of a handicap is recognized and applied in some
form. In trap shooting the expert professional is placed at

a longer distance from the traps, or is barred altogether.

Field trials must have such necessary arrangements as the
exigencies of the times require. The factors which make
field trials have changed greatly in the past few years, while
field trial managements have followed year after year nearly
the same lines.

Professional handlers are necessary in field trials. It is

only when it becomes so powerful and overwhelmingly suc-
cessful that it becomes an evil. The handler who gets a dog
or two here, there and everywhere, represents an interest

from each man who employs him. Often he has the dogs
but one season. Each season finds him with a new lot of

dogs, or at most but one or two of the old ones. Such pro-
fessional is more on even terms with the amateur than he is

generally believed to be.

But the professional handler who owns a large kennel and
devotes his time entirely to breeding, buying, selling and
handling, possessing also ample means to carry out any plan
he may have, is too formidable for the man who is strictly a
handler or small breeder. The handler and breeder who is a
capitalist in a limited way can keep his best dogs year after

year to run in the trials. He furthermore can engage dogs
of good quality owned by sportsmen, and develop and run
them for a share of the winnings. Field trial prizes have
been so large and the restrictions so few that taking dogs on
hares has proven quite profitable in some instances. Thus
the handler who can keep his dogs year after year, and bor-
row some of the best ones he has sold, and select others of
good quality which he can get from their owners for a share
of the. profits made up from the winnings, has a string of
dogs selected which mean everything as a powerful factor in
competition, and nothing whatever in sportsmanship. The
whole plan is purely mercenary. To the sportsman there is

nothing attractive in such competition. The chances are
unequal. In fact, the sportsman has so many odds against
him that he has but a forlorn hope. His formidable oppo-
nent has five or six dogs entered to his one. These dogs have
had the most thorough conditioning and professional train-
ing with a view to meet all the finesse of field trials. They
have had abundance of experience in sections where game
was abundant. Their handler, from years of study and ex-
perience, knows to a nicety the smallest detail of the compe-
tition and the rules governing it, and generally manages to
invent some new refinement in handling to spring on his
competitors each year at each trial. Some judges appear to
be non-committal, some managements appear to be timorous
where a loss of entries are concerned, the professional who
trains dogs for others loses heart in the competition, the
sportsmen hold aloof and field trials for the time being have
shown signs of decadence. The causes are plain enough, but
there does not seem to be everywhere the moral courage suf-
ficient to apply the remedy. Physical courage is abundant,
but moral courage is a bit short of the demand.

Artificial Value of Field Dogs.
It is hardly wise to take the field trials of the past few

years as a standard wherewith to measure those of the pres-
ent. The times have changed and canine interests have
changed with them. The breeding of dogs as a business or
as a side venture for revenue has steadily increased through-
out the country, while the game supply has grown less from
the destruction which occurs each year. The number of
shooters has steadily multiplied, and improved guns and
powders have added to their destructiveness. The local
shooters in particular have largely and uniformly increased
in numbers throughout the country.
Dog breeding, from a business standpoint, is governed by

the law of supply and demand, as is every other business. If
there is over-production, cheap prices and slow* sales are sure
to prevail. If times are hard, the public is forced to dispense
with luxuries first and afterward with such things as are
least necessary. Both courses affect the interests of canines.

It is but business wisdom for those who breed dogs directly
and indirectly for revenue to give the trials just as much
support as they did in past years when the purses were
larger. For those who are interested from motives of sports-
manship, the question of dollars has no interest, or at best
but a remote one. The clubs, one year after another, could
not afford the prizes they have been offering, nor did the
large prices received for the winning dogs help field trial in-
terests. Thus there was a double injury to breeding inter-
ests, with the collateral injury of making an almost purely
professional. The big prizes were more than the clubs could
afford to pay, therefore there resulted the harmful deficits.
The big prices demanded and mauy times secured for the
dogs placed the sport beyond the reach of men whose means
were short of ample wealth. It gave all dogs, which could
show relationsnip by blood lines ,to the winner, an artificial
value as field performers on the score of such blood relation-
ship. Many of the high-priced dogs, it is true, were bought
tor their stud service, but the. high prices sympathetically
affected all dogs which were well bred, or were so called
Prices which are forced to a high point by artificial agencies
are certain to ultimately end in injury.
To attempt a thorough analysis of the canine interests

would take too much space. If sufficient is written to induce
interested parties to think over the situation, the object in
writing this will have been attained. Of course, this is in
reference to field trial matters, and the purpose is to bring
before those concerned the wisdom of supporting field trials
quite as liberally now as in the past. It is useless to attempt
to coerce clubsinto giving larger prizes by the indirect agency
of withholding support. They cannot afford to give more
It is tolly to ignore the real situation. Breeders will have to
return to the prices which can be paid by sportsmen, from
M50 to $300 or $400 for dogs which are good workers or of

superior excellence. There are remunerative returns at those

prices, and they are better prices in the long run for all con-

cerned. I know the present business depression has its effect

on canine interests as well as on all other interests, but it is

but temporary. The signs of a return to genuine values in

field trial matters and practical field matters have been

written on the walls for two or three years past. Without
field trials there would be a falling off in interest and values,

which would mean an ending of the business of many train-

ers and breeders. The club members might lose a little

yearly diversion if their organizations disbanded, but the

trainers and breeders would lose a lot of serious yearly busi-

ness—therefore it is wise to support the trials. B. Waters.

English Setters at Shows.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As an admirer and breeder of the English setter, it was

with no little pleasure that I read the communication from
John Davidson re the English setter at Boston, and I fully

expected ere this to have seen a reply from Major Taylor
defending his own criticisms. Being the owner of some of

the dogs criticised by the Major and referred to by Mr. David-
son, I will refrain from saying anything concerning them
except in one instance, that of Blue Jennie. In the report of

Boston show '93, he (Major Taylor) says "Blue Jennie, third,

is a bitch of good form throughout, and would have placed
her second, and Maid Marion first, who was second—this year
she is only fair in forelegs and round in barrel." Now in '93

she weighed 561bs., and was in such a grossly fat condition
that she resembled a pig fed for the slaughter, more than an
English setter competing on her beauty of form. This year
she weighed 491bs. (was even then too fat), and was only
taken from a litter of pups on Saturday, two days before
being sent to Boston, consequently she lacked that beautiful
coat she generally has, but which all criticisms on the
Boston show failed to note. I have never been a kicker
when beaten, when at times I have honestly thought
wronsly so, but when I see reports emanating from
a man who has the reputation Major Taylor has in
some English setter circles, and no one of the many real
English setter admirers take notice of it, I cannot help but
conclude that they are an apathetic set of fellows, who
haven't the courage of their convictions, i. e., that the Eng-
lish setter of "Stonehenge's" standard is the one and only
setter that should be classed as an English setter; and until
we can breed one to that standard we should refrain from
adopting a new one, and to fit every long-haired bird dogwho
happens to win a field trial. The bench is a place to judge
form, not work or past reputations afield; and it behooves
the lover of the handsomest of all breeds of setters to come
out boldly and insist that bench show committees shall ap-
point judges capable of judging according to a standard, and
with courage to award the prizes irrespective of the owner-
ship of the animal judged. Until such is the case we shall
continue to see conflicting reports such as appeared in
America's two leading canine journals of May 19. American
Field, "Setter classes, 60 entries, was excellent," etc. For-
est and Stream, "A more weedy, snipy, slabsided lot I never
saw," etc., etc.

From such a diversity of opinion how shall we know if

there was an English setter at Louisville or just a long-baired
bird dog. I am a lover of an English setter such as Rocking-
ham, Plantagenet, Cora of Wetherall, Monk of Furness and
their like. Dr. Jas. E. Hair.
Bridgeport, Conn.

New Jersey Kennel League Meeting.

The annual dinner and meeting of this club was held at
the Davis Cafe", Newark, on the 14th inst. An accident pre-
vented the attendance of the president, Mr. Edward Radel,
and although the call was short, most of the more active
members were present and a very enjoyable evening was
spent. Mr. E. R. Christopher occupied the chair, and Mr.
H. W. Huntington and Mr. John Brett were guests. The
secretary read a large batch of letters from those who could
not attend.
Mr. E. R. Christopher having acted as chairman of the bench

show committee, and as that was the chief event of the year,
he made a full report, referring to the fact that the show was
one of the few given within the past twelve months that
ranked as a first-class show; he referred to the very favorable
press reports, the good opinion exhibitors generally held of
the League, and spoke in flattering terms of the help afforded
them by Mr. E. H. Morris.
The treasurer's report showed 7S members in good stand-

ing and a balance of less than a dollar, but as nearly $700
had been made good on the loss sustained in giving the show
those present did not inquire on which side of the book the
few cents stood, but were unanimous in its acceptance.
The committee on diplomas reported that there had been

a delay owing to the first photograph of Queen Vic being a
failure, and that another had been taken on the first oppor-
tunity and a picture by Mr. G. Muss-Arnolt was submitted.
This was accepted and arrangements were made to have
the diplomas made and distributed forthwith.
The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted in Mr.

Edward H. Radel being chosen President; Messrs. Charles
Heath, Miles A. Hanchett and August Hahn, Vice-Presi-
dents; Christopher Nugent, Treasurer, and Mr. Winter, Sec-
retary. The new executive committee elected being Edward
R. Christopher, Frank Link, Edwin H. Morris,W. .LWhelan
^Walter L. Browe, John Brett, W. J. Davis, Dr. W. F. Seid-
ler; and E.. H. Morris was again elected as delegate to the
American Kennel Club.

It was decided to leave the matter of another show to the
new committee, and as it was understood that Mr. Edward
H. Radel, the president, would assume risks, and what he
says goes, it is quite likely another show will be given in the
fall.

The Canine Commonweal.
ALL dogs are not born free and equal, nor have they

certain inalienable rights; and, among such rights as they
have, are not life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Yet,
paradoxical as it may seem, the caste lines are as sharply
drawn between different classes of dogs and individuals of
the same class, who are more fortunate in education and as-
sociation than their fellows, as they are among men who in
convention assembled declare that they are born free and
equal, and who as individuals believe and act on the theory
that "all men" means each one's own self. The other may
be born equal by conventional enactment, but the fellow him-
self is above his kind by virtue of a conscious knowledge of
his own excellence and inheritance, therewithal a self-
appointed right to pass absolutely on the status of his
brethren. Each one's own self-appreciation naturally re-
solves itself into self-exaltation or, what is nearly the same
thing, a depreciation of the rest of mankind, in either case
working to the singular excellence of each individual selfA little knocking about in the business world, where
values are estimated at their true worth, is sure to cast out
some large redundancies of self esteem. But this is digres-
sing to a consideration of men, whereas my theme is docs
Yet, in .lights and shades of lesser contrast, the nature'ofman is reflected in that of the dog.
The dogs, by some means undiscovered up to the present

time of writing, became convinced that society as it con-
cerned themselves, was all wrong, or, what was equivalent
to the same thing, that they had a grievance against societyLy modern usage, strictly speaking, one dog with a dissatis-
faction has a grievance, but two or more dogs with thatsame dissatisfaction have a principle. This is mentioned be-

cause it has no equivalent in nature. Yet, the dogs of the
country once upon a time had a grievance, or, to be precise
and correct, they had grievances.

First, they had many disagreements among themselves.
The city dog affected better manners and a haughtier deport-
ment when in the presence of his country brother. He wore
a newer and more fashionable collar, and his coat showed
more color and the effects of more careful grooming. The
country dog felt that he was just as good as any other dog,
and he lessened not his claim thereto whether he reclined
about in lazy postures, put his muddy feet on strangers,
made malapropos barkings, intruded uninvited and un-
desired. wore his coat dingy and full of rubbish, or conducted
himself in his best manner. It is true, he was also wont to

carry himself with much swagger, and uttermany thousand
irrelevant barkings and whinings. While this country dog
had the candor to admit that he had instincts in common
with his brother, the city dog, he claimed a great deal of
credit to himself on the basis of wearing a rusty coat and
possessing the most unconventional manners. The natty
coat of his city brother was to him proof positive of effem-
inacy, while his polite bearing was interpreted as a haughty
assumption of superiority. They criticised the city dogs' want
of skill in chasing rabbits or pointing quail. A pretty collar

was accepted as conclusive evidence of personal inefficiency.

The country dog, too, by virtue of long a,nd undisputed
possession from timeimmemoral, boldly claimed title to the
sunshine, the colors of the landscape, the birds of the air,

the rabbits and the fish. Only by taking a glass of lemonade
together could the city and country be brought into har-

mony.
The sectional prejudice was but slight compared to the

race prejudice. The St. Bernard thought himself bigger
than the others, and of these the great Dane elected him-
self the highest, while the greyhound considered himself the
longest family. The dachshund had a reputation for crook-

edness. The hounds claim great wisdom because they were
foxy, and the collies were certain of their good demeanor
because, they were sheepish. In short, a bit of difference in

coat or barking was considered sufficient for them to differ-

entiate themselves so completely that they were distinct and
apart in everything. These differences among themselves,
on matters of interest or vanity, were not so great as to blind
them to the wisdom of united action in reference to common
wrongs or grievances. All dogs, from the time when the
mind of man runneth not to the contrary, had suffered from
neglect or tyranny.

, . „ ,

As they had a perfect right to exercise their freedom of

speech, no one thought for a moment that freedom of speech
could be wrong, particularly when the speech was made in

mass meeting assembled.
The dogs of the country held such meeting, which was

quite representative in character. There were dogs of fine

breeding which would eat porterhouse steak or corn bread,

and there were curs which would eat the same, as it was
offered. There were others which would bark and look ugly
when on their own door step, but were abject and servile

when among strangers. Others again, which looked wise
without thinking or barked a great deal to win general ob-

servation, vied with those which tried to please every-

body. A few waited patiently for what might develop to

their individual gain. After about three days' consideration

,

the convention passed the following preamble and resolutions:

Whereas, From time immemorial the dog has been man's
best friend, sticking truly alike to him through adversity or
prosperity, intrepidly facing dangers in his defense and act-
ing as a spectator in his rejoicings, and
Whereas, The dog has been man's best friend and the man

has been the only friend the dog ever had in his effort to at-

tain a higher civilization than that of his progenitor, there-
fore be it

Resolved, That it is the sense of the meeting that man,
while he loudly vaunts his humanity and love of the dog r

too often allows that he has amply provided for our wants
by giving us some scanty scraps, the overflow from his table,

for our daily sustenance, and turning us out of doors at
night in lieu of a bed.
Resolved, That in return for our unselfish affection, de-

votion and services, we do not think it just to estimate our
value in an equivalent of dollars and cents, the more so after
so many centuries of service rendered to man by his best
friend. It may be appreciation, but it is not agreeable. It
may be pleasant, but it is not filling to the stomach.
Neither is it justice. We have our pride, courage, memory,
reason, affection and many of the sensibilities of our masters,
whose civilization should imply more than refined savagery
in dealing with each other and with us.

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the con-
ditions of the times demand that the dogs of this country
form themselves into a commonweal to protect themselves
from the oppression of those who by their skill and labor
have accumulated some goods.

>

We also claim that we
should have more social recognition. Our status socially
and in domestic life is insecure and indeterminate. To-day
we may be a petted companion on whom every luxury is
bestowed, to-morrow we may be vagrants. The ballot-box;
offers us no relief. In our wild state we ran in packs.
There was force and success then in numbers. As we ap-
proach feral life, we may make a like success in domestic
life. Let us be a commonweal. Let it be so written.

B. Waters.

United States Field Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream,:
The United States Field Trials Club at its last annual

meeting eliminated from its rules that old mossback robber
which has for years prohibited bitches in heat from running
in field trials. The owners of bitches can now enter them
and know that they will not be thrown out, and the owner
thus lose his entrance fee. This club is the only one in the
country that runs pointer stakes separate from setters.
The. pointer breeders and owners should not lose sight of
this feature and see that the stakes are liberally patron-
ized. The entries to the Bicknell Derbies will positively
close June 1, The judges selected are Mr. J. M. Freeman,,
of Bicknell, Major J. M. Taylor, of New York, and Royal
.Robinson. P. T. Madison, Sec'y-Treas.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 19.

The fact that another dog show is to take place shortlyhas
served to stir kennel affairs up a little on the Pacific coast.
The Oakland show, which takes place May 30, promises to be
well supported. The entries close May 23. A good hall has
been secured, and as Oakland is not far from San Francisco,
most of the latter city's fanciers will avail themselves of an
opportunity to exhibit their stock that the half-hearted action
of the Pacific Kennel Club deprived them of. At this show
the Fox-Terrier Club will donate a "Breeder's Cup," to be
presented to the breeder of the best fox-terrier pup. The
cup must be won twice before it becomes the property of a.

member. The entry fee at this show will be $3 for one entry
and $2.50 for each subsequent one. Mr. Higgs will superin-
tend. There are 228 classes provided.

At the last monthly meeting of the Pacific Fox-Terrier
Club the treasurer reported a balance of $25, besides cups to
the value of $75. The officers elected for the ensuing year
are as follows: President, H. W. Fores; First Vice-Presi-
dent, C. A. Sumner; Second Vice-President, H, H. Carlton;.
Secretary, J. McLatchie; Treasurer, G. W. Debenham;

i

Bonrd of Directors, A. S. Gonzales and Robert Siddle of
San Francisco; John Hefferman, of Stockton; W. H. McFee,
of Alameda, and J. W. Mitchell, of Los Angeles. The next
meeting will be held June 11.
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DOG CHAT,

Kennel clubs seem to be springing up in every direction in
California aud neighboring States. The latest is the Stock-
ton Kennel Club, organized May 4. They have applied to
the A. K. C. for admission and intend holding their first

show Sept. 19 to 22.

The third week in S ept. will be a busy one for dog shows
in this country, though neither of the three shows will con-
flict to any great extent with the other. A show will be held
Sept. 18 to 22 at Newburgh by the local fanciers in connec-
tion with the Orange County Fair. Judging will commence
on "Wednesday, Sept. 19. Mr. Geo. C. Norton, 78 Clinton
street, Newburg, N. Y., is the secretary.

During the past year or two, since Mr. Sears parted with
her, champion Lady Wellington, the rough St. Bernard
bitch that was. so well known a couple of years vback, has
been little heard of. She was in her usual health until last

Sunday week, when she was taken with gastritis and died
on the Wednesday following. She was whelped June 9, 1885,

and was by Duke of Wellington out of Henley Juno. Her
breeder was P. E. Neighbours of Henley-on-Thames, Eng-
land. Passing into Mr. S. W. Smith's hands she won a
number of prizes and was then imported by Mr. Sears about
1889. Mr. Thiman, who owned her at the time of her death,
intended to breed her to his smooth dog Chester.

The prizes for the Derby of the Manitoba Field Trials Club,
commencing' Sept. 5, are $100, $75, $50 and $25. Forfeit $5,

$10 to fill. Entries close July 1. The All-Age Stake prizes
are §125, $75 and $50, with same fees; entries close Aug. 15.

An Amateur Stake will also be given, the dogs running to be
the property of members residing in Manitoba or the N. W.
T. Forfeit $3 and $2 to fill. The rules are now identical
with those of the U. S. F. T. Club. No entry for the Derby
will be accepted unless accompanied by a certificate signed
by the owner of the sire of the entry, stating the month and
the year when the dam was served, or a similar certificate

from the owner of the dam, stating the time of her whelp-
ing. Mr. R. J. Gallaugher is the secretary from, whom run-
ning rules, etc., can be obtained

We acknowledge the receipt of a photograph of the well-
known St. Bernard, California Bernardo, by Duke of Well-
ington ex Tomah. He has won at the Los Angeles and San
Francisco shows of 1893 and '94, and is owned by Mr. John G.
Barker, of San Francisco. Cal. Bernardo seems to be a well
made, handsomely marked dog that would do with a little

more depth and squareness of muzzle and heavier pasterus
and bone.

The Des Moines Kennel Club, which, as stated last week,
intends holding a show in connection with the Iowa State
Fair Sept. 4 to 7, is an organization of prominent business
men of Des Moines. The club has already provided $1,300
for premiums, and the special prize list is expected to be a
large one. Mr. Bruce, the secretary, in writing to us on the
subject remarks: "The daily attendance at our State Fair is

on an average of about 40,000 people, and we hope that the
dog fanciers of the country will see the advantage of making
exhibits at our show." All Iowa railroads will make a rate
one fare for the round trip, and the express companies will
make the "usual concessions." The show will be held under
A. K. C. rules. Such a show should tap a good country, and
although it is not likely Eastern dogs will be sent so far dur-
ing the warm weather we may expect at that period, Chicago
and other points in the middle West have a good chance to
pick up honors and cash.

The Boston Terrier Club have been tinkering their stand-
ard for this homemade breed and now instead of advocating
a cropped ear, the rose ear will be the correct "tip."
Changes have also been made in color, weight, which now
reads, light weights 16 to251bs., heavy weights 25 to 401bs.,
and the scale of points. By the way, Rawdon B. Lee does not
give this sort of terrier a very complimentary notice in his
new book on terriers.

Mr. B. Alton Smith, of the Al-De-Ber Kennels, has sold
the collie bitch Maritana to a Mr. Hazard of South Carolina.

The New England Kenuel Club is thinking of installing a
permanent secretary in their club rooms on Tremont street,
Boston, whose duties will consist in affording general infor-
mation regarding dogs, pedigrees, etc., in fact make the
office a sort of bureau of information for members and local
dog owners. This we should think would be a very good
move. Mr. Loveland will probably be the choice, and a
meeting is shortly to be held at which the matter will be
decided.

Rumor has it that a farm show with kennel show attach-
ments will be held not a thousand miles from Boston during
the early fall. Just after the Providence show is thought to
be a good time.

Mr. W. Tallman has joined forces with Mr. S. B. "Wheeler,
of the Netherwood Farm, in starting a large boarding ken-
nel. They have a main kennel building 133ft. in length, and
11 yards 100ft. long adjoining. Another yard is 500 x75ft.
There are also numerous other buildings which are usually
to be found on a well appointed stock farm, such as this is.

One thousand acres of excellent ground for quail, woodcock
and grouse afford ample opportunity for training dogs, which
will be a special feature to which Mr. Tallman will give his
personal attention. The grounds are fairly well stocked
already, and more birds will be turned down.

We heard of a sister to R.ufford Ormonde, the noted collie,
having been brought to this country by au English fancier
whose name we could not ascertain. Cragston Kennels made
nn offer of $750 but failed to secure her. The Englishman
took the bitch with him to Pittsburgh.

Mr. P. T. Madison sold, during the Louisville show, to
Richard Merrill, one pointer dog pup, born July 11, by
StrideawayexHops II., for $100, also the EDglish setter bitch
Nelly H.'s Lady, by Antonio ex Nelly Hope, price private,
but a large one.

Another "McLin" Case.

We have received a communication from Messrs. Henry
Kerr & Dean, of the King Graphic Kennels, Newcastle, Pa.,
which shows that the McLiu affair is not an isolated case.
In November last they sent two English setter bitches and
two pointer bitches to C. W. Ellis, of Wabash, Ind., to be
trained. Training expenses were paid in advance. This
spring they also shipped a Roderigo pup to be trained for the
fall trials. The bitches' training was to be completed by
April 1, this year; aud not receiving any answer to their let-

ters to Ellis, they went to Wabash, and, in company with a
deputy marshal, found the dogs in an outhouse at the back
of a deserted farmhouse, three miles from town. Three of
the dogs were dead, and the two alive were eating the dead
ones; they were covered with mange and filth, and the sight
was sickening. The Roderigo pup was found to be in the.
care of Ellis's mother, and was all right. One of the dogs in
the kennel belonged to Mr, George Glynn, of Detroit; the
other two are Breeze Gladstone bitches whose owner is un-

known. Ellis offered these two to Messrs. Kerr & Dean in

place of their two that were dead, but the offer was refused.
On consulting an attorney, itwas found no satisfaction could
be gained. We are told that Ellis gave as his references such
wrell-known names as Dr. Withers and H. L. Goodman, of

Chicago, and Dr. Hartman, of Latrobe, Pa. It would be
interesting to know if these well-known dogmen stood spon-
sors for this man.

Dr. Hair, of Bridgeport, Conn., recently removed a uterine
tumor from a valuable St. Bernard bitch belonging to Mr.
Irving Watkinson, of Colchester, Conn. The operation,
which was quite successful, was performed at Jos. Lewis's
place, at Moodus, Conn.

Mr. Geo. Bell, in speaking of his recent suspension for one
year by the A. K. O, asserts that the action taken was un-
just, as he was not advised of the charges ou which the sus-
pension was based On inquiry of Mr. Vredenburgh, the A.
K. C. secretary, if this was the case, the latter stated that a
copy of the charges had been sent to Mr. Bell as long ago as
September last, and that they had received his answer during
the same month.

There seems to be a more than ever general feeling among
dogmen that the "seances" of the Advisory committee should
be given more publicity. Delegates at least should be
allowed to attend the meetings cx officio, so that when the
results of the committee's work come up before the execu-
tive committee they can vote intelligently in indorsing or
not the action taken by the Advisory committee. The pro-
ceedings of this committee should also be published, so that
those iuterested in kennel matters may judge for themselves
whether the committee render correct decisions in the im-
portant cases which they undertake to decide.

Tumor in a Scottish Terrier.

Last Thursday afternoon we held a towel at a very interest-

ing operation performed at Dr. Sherwood's new place. For
some time past the Scottish terrier Wankie Ted, owned by
the Wankie Kennels, West Medford, Mass., has shown an
increasing abdominal girth. Several doctors diagnosed the
case as dropsy, but it remained for Dr. Sherwood to properly
explain the difficulty. The dog was sent to him some time
since and his diagnosis proved to be correct when the animal
was opened. Mr. Brooks was informed of the particulars
and James E. Green represented him at the operation. The
case being a most unusual and important one several doctors
were present—Doctors Kakels, French and others. The pre-
parations for such an operation to a lay mind were most
bewildering, and the smallest detail of preparation for a
similar operation on a human being was not wanting in
this case. At our request Dr. Sherwood furnished the fol-

lowing account of the operation, which, though found to be
impossible to carry through successfully, will be none the
less interesting to our professional and lay readers: "On
opening the abdomen a large tumor presented itself and on
examining it I found that it was a malignant growth—

a

cancerous tumor. It grew from the mesentery (butchers
call this the apron or caul) and was attached to the whole
of one side of the stomach, a portion of the bowels and the
spleen being also attached to it. There had also been a little

local peritonitis, the neighboring glands and a portion of
the intestines were also infected. Realizing that it was
utterly impossible to remove the tumor, we decided to con-
tinue the chloroform and so destroy the dog. After death
I removed the tumor and found that it weighed two pounds
and a quarter of an ounce. I may say that the dog's abdo-
men was noticed to be large about nine months since and
had since gradually increased in size. The cause of the
growth was an injury. The dog had had a severe fight
previous to the time his abdomen was noticed to be getting
larger."

The White Star liner Nomadic, due in New York to-day
(Tuesday), has on board two bob-tailed sheep dogs for Mr. C.
F.Watson, Union Club, New York, two bulldogs for Messrs.
J. V. Farwell & Co., Chicago, and one dog for Mr. A. C
Bradbury of the Maybrook Kennels. The care bestowed on
the animals that come over on these steamers is justified by
their popularity among dog owners.

On Friday afternoon, during the Specialty show, Mr. E.
M. Oldham, the judge of spaniels, was made the recipient of
a handsome silver cake salver and knife. This was tendered
as a pledge of his popularity among his fellow members of
the Spaniel Club. Dr. Bradbury made the presentation
speech, and Mr. Oldham accepted the token with a few ap-
propriate words.

Mr. "I Say" Fiske, the latest, star in the spaniel firma-
ment, must think the judging ring an easy game to the
political one he is now engaged in in Mount Vernon.. He
believes he has been elected mayor of that town but the
question as to where three votes were really put will make
all the difference as to whether we shall call him "His
Honor" or plain Mr. E. D. Fiske,

Lionel—"I say, Budge, where do the Skye terriers come
from?"
Budge—"Why from the clotxds, when it rains cats and dogs,

you know."

—

Harper's Young People.

False Bloodhound Pedigrees.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In the American Kennel Gazette of February, 1894, there

appeared in dogs registered under the head of "Blood-
hounds" the following:
"Frula, b., Wm. T. S. Werntz's, by Buster—Geo. Allison's

Fulda, Oct. 20, 1892 (32,556)."

Then following this:

"Romp, d., Wm. T. S. Werntz's, by Crofton—Geo. Allison's
Rags, Oct. 1, 1893 (32,557)."

On seeing this I at once wrote to the Kennel Gazette that
there was no question but that the pedigrees were manufac-
tured and false ones, and so it proved. To get his Romp,
the blank he sent to the Kennel Club, which he certifies to be
true, he has taken the name of the well known show dog
champion Belhus and made him the grandsire of his Romp
by breeding him to his imaginary Chiswick. To get the
granddam of his Romp he has bred an imaginary Rigid to
Mr. Glazier's dead Benison. Both Belhus and Benison were
bred by Mr. Brough. I imported them and they were owned
by Dr. Lougest and Mr. Glazier, and while in our possession
certainly were never bred to any mongrels or to any dogs
with such peculiar names as Romp, Rags, Rigid, Romper,
Jeanker, Chiswick, Buster, Ripler, Fulda, Frula, etc. Now,
to get the pedigree of the female he goes further back; on
paper he breeds my old Rosemary, the dam of champion
Victor, to a Stranger, as he calls him, and produces a Ripler;
this wonderful Ripler he breeds to Mr. Innes's Dolfan, a
young bitch that has never raised any pups, but he gets a
Fulda. The dam of his Frula, also this wonderful Fulda
with such wonderful breeding, proves, in his pedigree, to be
the dam three times back.
This Wm. T. S. Werntz, V. S., M. D.. is quite an extensive

dealer in dogs and a large advertiser. He says he deals in 16
different varieties and always has puppies on hand for sale.
I have a letter from A. B. Morris, of Worthington, Ind.

,

who says he sent him $60 for this pair of pups on January
18, and Mr. Werntz acknowledged the receipt of the money
on Feb. 19 and promised to send his puppies the next week,
but in the last letter I had from Mr. Morris, which was dated

March 23, he says he has got the registration of the blood
hounds, as he calls them, from the American Kenuel Club,
and their numbers are 32,556 and 32,557, but at the last ac-
counts he had not got his pups. In that at least Mr. Morris
is lucky. It shows how little they know about bloodhounds
when they attempt to manufacture a bloodhound pedigree,
for the strains are so well known that discovery is sure.
There have been bloodhouud pedigrees manufactured and
registered in the Kennel Club, but none so flagrant as these
two from the City of Brotherly Love—Philadelphia.

J. L. Wjnchell. .
Fair Haven, Vt.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without charge j and blanks

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Arbutus, Moss Rose, Golden Rod, Rally, Jr. and Rocket. By De-
bonair Beagle Kennels, Gioversville, N. Y., for black, white and tan
heagles, three bitcbes and two dogs, whelped April 25, 189=1, by King
Bannerman (champion Bannerman—Blossom) out of Ray's Rosey
(Rally-Cora).

BRED.
K3P°" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Susie—Paul Bo. R. B. Cottrili's (Des Moines, la.) English setter
bitch Susie (Zippo H—Faydelle) to R. Merrill's Paul Bo (Paul Glad-
stone—Bohemian Girl), April 27.

Elora Chimer—Stormy. B. A. Fox's (Moores, Pa.) beagle bitch
EloraChimer (Drummer—Beauty) to Debonair Beagle Kennels' Stormy
(champion Royal Krueger—Pussie), Jan. 4.

Pet-Ransack. O. B. Clark's (Brookfield, N. Y.) beagle bitch Pet
(King Bannerman—Fancy) to Debonair Beagle Kennels' Ransack
(Drummer—Beauty), Jan. 5.

Nellie S.—Stormy. W. Soule's (Gioversville, N. Y.) beagle bitch
Nellie S. (Spite—Laurel) to Deboniar Beagle Kennels' Stormy, Jan. 13.

Sweet Briar—Stormy. E E. Palmer's (Napoleon, Mich.) beagle
bitch Sweet Briar (Rush—Blue Nell) to Debonair Beagle Kennels'
Stormy, Jan. 31.

Ray's Rosey—King Bannerman. Debonair Beagle Kennels' (Giov-
ersville, N. Y.) beagle bitch Ray's Rosey (RaUy—Cora) to their King
Bannerman (champion Bannerman — Blossom), Feb. 18.

Rhyme—Stormy. Debonair Beagle Kennels' (Gioversville, N. Y.)
beagle bitch Rhyme (Dash—Gipsey) to their Stormy, Feb. SO.

Jeannette—King Bannerman. E. L. Bryant's (Johnson Creek, N.
Y.j beagle bitch Jeannette (champion Bannerman— ) to Debonair
Beagle kennels' King Bannerman, Maich 7.

Nellie 0.—Stormy. O. Eastman's (Gioversville, N. Y.) beaale bitch
Nellie O. (Ring—Fly II.) to Debonair Beagle Kennels' Stormy. March
10.

Slick Singer— Chorister. Debonair Beagle Kennels' (Gioversville, N.
Y.) beagle bitch Slick Singer (King Lead—Slick) to their Chorister
(Ransack—Gussia D.), April 29.

Helen R.—King Bannerman. Debonair Beagle Kennels' (Giovers-
ville, N. Y.) beagle bitch Helen R. (Hardy's Little Duke—Flossy) to
their King Bannerman, April 13.

Rill—King Bannerman. Debonair Beagle Kennels' (Gioversville, N.
Y.) beagle bitch Rill (Stormy—Rhyme) to their King Bannerman, May
10.

Ruth Lee—Ransack. Debonair Beagle Kennels' (Gioversville, N, Y.
beagle bitch Ruth Lee (Jubilee—Ripple) to their Ransack, May 2.

Gussie D.—Ransack. Debonair Beagle Kennels' (Gioversville, N.
Y.) beagle bitch Gussie D. (Brad's Sport—Fern B.) to their Ransack,
May 10.

Wee Millie— Chorister. Debonair Beagle Kennels' (Gioversville, N.
Y.) beagle bitch Wee Millie (Blue Cap—Minnehaha) to their Chorister.
May 10.

Lady Maud— Count Noble. E. O. Tuck«r's (Providence, R. I.) Gor-
don setter bitch Lady Maud (Ranger B.—Countess Whip) to S. A.
Nickerson's Count. Noble, March—

.

Ven—Count Noble. M. W. Murray's (Milton. Mass.) Gordon setter
bitch Ven (Dan—Fanny) to S. A. Nickerson's Count Noble, April 30.

Beauty—Count Noble. C. B. Rutan's (West Orange, N. J.) Gordon
setter bitch Beauty to S. A. Nickerson's Count Noble, Feb. 25.

Josephine II —Count Noble. T. Dean's (Providence, R. I.) Gordon
setter bitch Josephine II. (Leatherstoeking—Josephine) to S A. Nick-
erson's Count Noble, Feb. %:
Mame S.—Tribulation. R. L. Shannon's (La Grange, Ky.) pointer

bitch Mame S. to B. M. Stephenson's champion Tribulation, April 26.

Ruth—Tribulation. J. C. Neely's (Memphis, Tenn.) pointer bitch
Ruth to B. M. Stephenson's champion Tribulation, May 3.

Jersey Daisy—Albert's Garry A. Boate's (New York) English set-
ter bitch Jersey Daisy to Warwick Kennels' Albert's Garry.
Princess Belton—Albert's Garry. Dr. A. M. Quimby's (Worcester,

Mass.) English setter bitch Princess Belton to Warwick Kennels' Al-
bert's Garry (Warwick Albert—champion Daisy Foreman).
I [Clara Barton—Jim Blaine. G. W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.)
St. Bernard bitch Clara Barton (Sir Bedlvere—Judith) to E. B. Sears's
Jim Blaine (Bryan—Martha Washington), March 23.

Alta Lomond—Altoneer. G. W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.) St.
Bernard bitch Alta Lomond (Alton, Jr.—Lady Lomond) to E. H.
Moore's Altoneer (Alton—Hera), March 26.

Eulalie II.—Jim Blaine. G W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.) St.

Bernard bitch Eulalie II. (Altoneer—Clara Barton) to E. H. Sears's
Jim Blaine (Bryan—Martha Washington), April 5.

Alberta—Lord Wilton. J. Brett's (Closter, N. J.) St. Bernard bitch
Alberta to Mrs. A. M. Hughes's Lord Wilton (Marmion—Lady Alice),
May 18.

WHELPS.
tW Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Novice. A. D. Fiske's (Worcester, Mass.) beagle bitch Lady
Novice (The Rambler—Lady Vic), April 23, seven (three dogs), by B.
S. Turpin's Clyde (Frank Forest^Sue Forest).
Wake. A. D. B iske's (Worcester, Mass.) beagle bitch Wake (Fitz-

hugh Lee—Lady Novice), April 30, seven (three dogs), by B. S. Tur-
pin's Clyde (Frank Forest—Sue Forest).
Brummy. A. D. Fiske's (Worcester, Mass ) beagle bitch Brummy

(Fitzhugh Lee—Lady Novice), May 2, six (five dogs), by B. S. Turpin's
Clyde (Frank Forest^Sue Forest).
Ray's Rosey. Debonair Beagle Kennels' (Gioversville, N. Y.) beagle

bitch Ray's Rosey (Rally—Cora), April 25, five (two dogs), by their
King Bannerman.
Rhyme. Debonair Beagle Kennels' (Gioversville, N. Y.) beagle bitch

Rhyme (Dash—Gipsey), April 25, four (one dog), by their Stormy
(champion Royal Krueger—Pussie).
Lady Noble. Inwood Kennels' (Providence, R. I.) Gordon setter

bitch Lady Noble (Don—Lady), Feb. 10, nine (five dogs), by S. A.
Nickerson's Count Noble.
Fenmont. Smith Bros.' (Deep River, Conn ) Gordon setter bitch

Fenmont (Beaumont—Belle Stephen), Feb. 12, ten (seven dogs), by S.

A. Nickerson's Count Noble.
Lady Dina. R. Hoffman's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) greyhound bitch Lady

Dina, May 15, eight (five dogs), by Romeo.
Edgewood Matchless. H. M. Howes"s (Sornerville, Mass.) bull-ter-

rier bitch Edgewood Matchless (Gully the Great—Starlight), March 1,

four (two dogs), by F. F. Dole's Ted Pritchard.
Chatham Kit. H. M. Howes's (Somerville, Mass.) bull-terrier bitch

Chatham Kit (champion Jubilee—My Queen). March 1, five (three
dogs), by F. F. Dole's-Gully the Great.
Flossie II W. W. Brown's (Springfield, Vt.) Irish setter bitch Flos-

sie II., May 16, ten, by M. Wenzel's champion Chief.
Dwigfd Effle. J. R. Ought's Gordon setter bitch D wight Effle, April

15, eight (six dogs), by his Heather Lad. -

SALES.
\^T~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Flash Noble. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Feb 10,

1893, by King Noble out of Dolly O., by Miss S. A. Nickerson, Provi-
dence, R. L, to Mrs. S. S. Brown, Pawnticket, R. I.

Dick Noble. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped April 28.
1893, by Count Noble out of Fenmont, by Miss S. A. Nickerson, Provi-
dence, R. I., to Miss E A. Wadsworth, same place.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. G
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kenne.
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

A- 1., Tampa, Fla.—There is little likelihood of the mongrel's service
having any undesirable effect, therefore do not destroy the litter. The
season of oestrum comes on about twice a year.

A Reader, Olneyville, R. I.—Blister the spine for the chorea. In
addition to the present treatment give a dessertspoonful of compound
syrup of hypophosphites twice a day and also an equal amount of
codliver oil. A Beton. is a narrow piece of tape carried under the skin
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with a large needle. It depends entirely what you bleed for; gener-

ally from the jugular; a lancet or phleam.

Constant Reader, Chicago, IU.-FCindly advise treatment forray

two pointer bitches, one five the other three years old Haw has
i

come

out all over body but mostly on hindquarters; *er^m8 to be tout

little if any irritation as they do not scratch much. They are good m
flesh. Ans. Feed more meat and change diet oftener. Dress the bare

places with castor oil and sperm oil, equa parts 01 each. J"™™^!1
tag tablets twice, each tablet to contain lgr. of reduced iron and

l-100gr. arsenic.

RAM Pittsburgh Pa —I have a very fine English setter bitch

^h^^^tm^>Bol&lromherf I sent the bitch away to

be bred tea fine dog a short time ago. When she came.back the pup

got with her. What had I better do, drown the pups?
f-°

s
- ^ '5

very probable that the bitch was impregnated before the pup had

connection with her, and no harm has been done.

fatting ntjd fgmtfgmg.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 23,-New England Beagle Club, at Oxford, Mass. W. S. Clark,

Linden, Mass., Sec'y. Nominations close Oct. 1.

Oct. 29,-National Beagle Club. Geo. Laick, Tarrytown, NX. Sec'y.

Nov. ^-Northwestern Beagle Club. Louis Steffen, Milwaukee,

Wis., Sec'y. .

The Mitchell Meeting.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The spring coursing at Mitchell, South Dakota, which was

run off April 17 and the following days, was not a satisfac-

tory meetirjg. The trouble was with the judge and wet
weather which prevailed during the week. The officers of

the club did all in their power to make a success of the meet.

A mistake was made in the selection of a judge, and of

course to the nominator this is all. The banquet given by
the club was a swell affair, the nominators being the

guests.
William Fox Kinney was judge—aman who without doubt

has had more experience at coursing than any man in

America. And with all this experience, cannot see but one
side of a course (at times). Last fall he judged an eight dog
stake here and gave the best of satisfaction, and the boys
were highly pleased to think that such a man was located in

the State; but he had no interest in the outcome of that

meeting. Mr. Kiuney was asked to vacate the saddle on ac-

count of prejudice shown. It seems as though "He cared
not for his fii'st love, his last he loved best."

Since the International meeting at Huron last fall, Mr.
Kinney has resided with Mr. Marson at Sioux Falls, S. D.

,

taking care of his dogs until a short time before this meeting
at Mitchell. Mr. Marson entered three dogs. He won first

money with Blue Hat, third money with Miss Fanny and
Juanita was put out in her first course. When such dogs as
Ramona, Sir Hugo and Laplander are in a stake, it is hard
work for a judge to send such a dog as Blue Hat to the top.

And when a decision is questioned, he should not give the
game away by "flying off the handle," using such language
as would cause the prairies to blush with shame, to say
nothing of the feelings of the ladies and gentlemen present.
Doubtless the result will be that William Fox Kinney will

never have an opportunity to judge another meet in this

country. Joseph Dodd was slipper and did his work well.

He is not a new hand at this business, having had quite an
experience on the other side of the Atlantic; he has great
control of the dogs while in the slips, and makes his deliver-

ies in grand style. A nominator would not object to his work,
but would feel confident that his dogs would leave the slips

well sighted.

The Mitchell Stake, for 16 all-age greyhounds at So each, with $100
added; 850 and 50 per cent, of entrance money to the winner; S25 and
25 per cent, of entrance money to the runner-up; $25 and 25 per cent,
of entrance money divided between third and fourth; 14 entries.

R. T. Marson's be. d. Blue I

Hat, by Scottish Chief — y beat
Wasp, )

Columbus Kennel (ns.) blk. )

d. Carter C, by Carter H.— V beat
Nell, j

Columbus Kennel's w. bd. b.
j ir 'n. n,n.»t'» hi. j

J. H. Rew's blk. w. d. Sir) Columbus Kennel's blk. d.
Hugo, by Lord Neversettle y beat
-White Lips,

J

R. T. Marson's blk. w. b. (
, nt

Miss Fanny, by Spot—Flirt, (
oeaz

,

J. H. Rew's bd. b. Jessie i ) L. Hooker's bd. d. Ole, by
Green, by Sir Hugo—Fleet, f

ULUC
\ Tulo—Vixen.

Wedehase Bros', r. w. d. Gro-
1 h t \ R. T. Marson's be, b. Juanitta.

ver, by Tulo—Vixen, f
veal

\ by Wizard—Gypsy.
Second Course.

Blue Hat beat Carter C. Miss Fanny beat Jessie Green.
Ramona beat Sir Hugo. Grover, a bye.

Third Round.
Blue Hat beat Ramona. Grover beat Miss Fanny.

Deciding Course.

Mr. R. T. Marson's be. d. Blue Hat, by Scottish Chief— Wasp, beat
Messrs. Wedehase Bros', r. w. d. Grover, by Tulo—Vixen, and won.

Blue Hat, the winner, is a large, coarse dog with long hair,
and is a half staghound. Nominator.

[This report was delayed, owing to the sudden illness of our
correspondent.]

a • • a

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

Williams's bd. w. b.

Fanny, pedigree unknown.

Bateley's f. d. Budweiser,
by Tulo—Vixen.

Laplander, by Trales—Dick's
Darling.

W. Hawn's blk. d. Sport, by
Jack—Bess.

The following comment in an English contemporary on
one of our best coursing judges will prove interesting to
coursing men who have met Mr. Mulcaster: "Those who
used to attend local steeple chases in Cumberland and the
various agricultural shows in the sixties and early seventies,
will remember E. H. Mulcaster, the eldest son of* the genial
Carlisle, trainer, who was frequently seen on the back of a
winner, until increasing weight put him out of. the running.
Something like twenty-five years ago I remember him riding
Fanny Drake, a mare with a direct cross of Cleveland Bay
blood, who was certainly the biggest jumper I ever saw, anJ
lam not forgetting Old Star. Mr. Mulcaster, Jr., durin
his showing and racing days made many friends, who will, j.

know, be glad to hear that he is making for himself a name
in the United States. When Mr. Mulcaster first went to
America he managed a large stud farm in Nebraska, and on
one of his visits I sold him some horses. But a sportsman
to the backbone, Mr. Mulcaster could not long keep from
"playing the game" in one form or another, and he is now
one of the foremost coursing judges in the land of the Stars
and Stripes."
A recent eulogy on his riding and abilities as a coursin°-

judge calls to memory "the days when his father won golden
opinions as a coursing judge in this country. And now just
one word to my coursing friends. Coursing seems as if it
had caught strong hold of our American cousins, and that it
will maintain its hold seems pretty certain now, when they
have secured competent men to judge, I should not bemuch surprised were there to be a boom in greyhounds
before very long."
The boom is already here, for never has there been more

interest taken in greyhounds for coursing than at the present
date, for with new coursing associations cropping up in
every direction west of the Alleghanies lovers of the leash
may soon look forward to busy seasons at both ends of each
year. The sport is clean aud honest when the proper judges
are in the saddle, and when such is not the case, as happened

recently, the offender is quickly ousted from the Position.

The very life of the sport now depends upon only true ana

tried men being elected to the office of judge, and ll
!
coursing

clubs consider their best interests no expense should pe

spared in securing such men to officiate The same applies

with equal force to the slipper, and while we may not hope

to see that experienced manipulator of the slips, James
Wren, so far East, such men as Messrs. Brett, Cochran and

Taylor can always be counted upon to do tbeir honest best,.

• • • •

During Louisville show we saw a rough draft of the run-

ning rules of the National Fox Hunters' Association, which

seem to cover the ground pretty thoroughly and Provide tor

almost any emergency that may take place. Ihe neici

stewards will be sworn in as deputy sheriffs, where practi-

cable, so that they will be clothed with necessary power to

maintain good order. This is a move that might be siiecess-

fully copied by the coursing associations. The first held

trials of the Association will be held early in October Mud
Lick, about forty miles from Lexington, Ky., is spoken of

as the probable venue. This is in the wilds, but is a suit-

able country for all sorts of foxhounds and it is expected

that a summer hotel, which will.be empty at that time, will

be placed at the service of the Association. The trials

promise to be most interesting, as the hounds will be ridden

to by judges, owners and reporters. Members of the stan-

dard committee and others whom we met at Louisville, show
were much put out at the breach of confidence which allowed

the new standard to be published in one paper before it had

been ratified, and to the exclusion of other journals that

have an equal interest in helping the sport along. This is

not sportsmanlike.
• • • a

Mr. Lyman W. Clute has sold the well-known foxhounds
Crook and Drum IV., winners of numerous prizes on the

bench. Vermont is their destination, but the purchasers

names we did not hear.
• • •

Our "debonair" friend, F. B. Zimmer, of Gloversville, N.

Y., has purchased the sweet-headed little beagle bitch Mary
Wise from the Hornell-Harmony Kennels. She_ is by
champion Royal Krueger.

§dcl(ting.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

24. St. Lawrence, Squad. Cruise. 30. San Francisco ©or., Annual
36. San Francisco Cor., Sail to Cruise, Tiburon

Quarry Cove. 30. Fall River, Open Regatta.
26. Portland, Cruise. 30. So. Boston, Open, Boston Har.

27. San Francisco Cor., Sail Out- 80. Harlem, Open, L. I. Sound.
side. 30. New Bedford, Club, Buz. Bay.

26. Winthrop, Pen., BostonHarbor 30. Hempstead Bay, Opening.
26. Southern, An., Pontehartrain. 30. N. Y. Bay, Op'g, N. Y. Harbor.
28. Atlantic City Cor., Trophy 30. Plymouth, Club, Plym. Harbor

Race, Atlantic City. 30. Cleveland, Op'g, Rocky River.

30. So. Boston, Open, City Point. 30. Staten I'd, Op'g, N Y. Harbor.
30. Racine, Opening, Racine, Wis. 30. Minneionka, Opening, Club,
30. Douglaston, Open, L. I. Sound. Lake Minnetonka.

JUNE.

2. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, first 16-17. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,

series. Sacramento River.

,

2-3. San Francisco Cor.. Cruise, 16-18. Winthrop, Club Cruise, Mas-
Petaluma Bridge. sachusetts Bay.

4. Brooklyn, Ann., New York. 17. Manchester, Club Sweeps, Mas-
- 5. Atlantic, Ann., New York. sachusetts Bay.
7. New York, Ann., New York. 17. Oak Point, 3d Ann., L. I Sound
9. Larchmont, Spring. L. I. Sound 18. Pavonia, Ann.. New York P>ay.

9. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft. 18. Beverly, Sweeps, Mon. Beach.
Classes, first series. 18. Squantum, Club, Squantum,

9. American, Special Class, New- Mass.
buryport. 18. Massachusetts, Open, Nahant.

9. San Francisco Cor., Owners' 18. Plymouth, Cub, Plym. Harbor
Day. 22. Rhode Island, Spring Regatta,

9. Atlantic City Cor., Vansant Narragansett Bay.
Cup, Atlantic City. 23 Cape Cod, Club. East Dennis.

9. Cape Cod, Club, East Dennis. 23. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, third
9. Douglaston, Open, L.I.Sound. series.

9. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass. 23. Sea. Cor., Ann., L, I. Sound.
9. Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake, 111. 23. Yonkers Cor., Ann., Hudson
9. Winthrop, Club, Boston Har. River.

12. Schoodic, Special Race, Club, 23, American, Seaver Cup, New-
12. New Jersey, Ann., N. Y. Bay. buryport.
13. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, sec- 23. Douglaston, An, Open. L. I. Sd.

ond series. 23, Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake, 111.

13. Bay Shore, Open.
,
Bay Shore. 23. Winthrop, Open, Boston Har.

15. Portland, Annual. 23. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn,Mass.
16. American, Ann., L, I. Sound. 23-24. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,
16. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft. Sacramento River Return.

Classes, second series. 27. Atlantic City Cor., Trophy
16. Cor. Mus. Fleet, Ladies' Day, Race, Atlantic City.

New Rochelle. 30. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft.

16. N. Y. Bay, Club, N, Y. Harbor. Classes, third series.

16. New Bedford, Club Sail, Buz. B. 30-July 1. San Francisco Cor.,
16. Knickerbocker, Open, L. I. S'd. Cruise, McNear's,
16. Minnetonka, Club, L.Minnet'ka 30. Jersey City, Au.,N. Y, Harbor

JULY.

2. A. M., St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 14-15. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,
21ft. Classes, challenge cup; Galinas Creek.
P. M., steam yacht race, lSt't. 14-21. Larchmont, Cruise, Long
fourth series. Island Sound.

3. Sea. Cor., Race, Oy3ter Bay to 16. Riverside, Cruise, L. L Sound.
Larchmont. 16. Rhode Island, Aun. Cup, Nar-

3. Southern, Cruise. ragansett Bay.
4. Squantum, Cham., Squantum, 16-19. Hempstead Bay, Cruise, G't

Mass. South Bay.
4. Larchmont, Ann., L. I. Sound. 17-18. Interlake Y. A , 1st Meet,
4. City of Boston, Open, Boston Put-In Bay, Lake Erie.

Harbor. 19. Interlake Y. A., Cruise, Lake
4. Beverly, Club Cham,, Monu- Erie.

ment Beach. 19. Fall River, Ladies' Day.
4, Cleveland, Ladies' Day, L.Erie. 20. Hempstead Bay, Club, Hemp-
4. Plymouth, Club, Plym. Harbor stead Bay.
4. Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake, El. 21. Squantum, Cham,, Squantum

4-7. Lake Y. R. A., Race Meet, Mass.
Sodus Bay. 21. American, Seaver Cup, New-

7. Dorchester Bay Clubs, Union buryport.
Race, Dorchester Bay. 21. Beverly, Sweeps, West Fal-

7. St. Lawrence, A, 30. 25, 21ft. mouth.
Classes, fourth series. 21, Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake, El.

7. Riverside. Ann., L. I. Sound. 21, Plymouth, Club, Plym. Harbor
7. Cape Cod, Club, Nobscussett 21. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass.

Pier. 21. Manchester,Minot's Ledge Cup
7. Douglaston, Open, L. I. Sound. Massachusetts Bay.
7. Lynn, Expert (jup, Lynn, Mass. 28. Larchmont, Flint Cup, cabin
7. Manchester, Open, Mass. Bay. cats, Long IJand Sound.

12. Schoodic, 1st Cup Race, Club. 28. N. Y. Bay, Club, N. Y. Harbor.
14. St. Lawrence, A, 30. 25, 21ft. 28. South Boston, Club Cruise.

Classes, fifth series. Massachusetts Bay.
14. Cor. Mus. Fleet, 21ft. and 28. Squantum, Squantum, Mass.

cabin cats, New Rochelle. 28. Indian Harbor. Ann., Long
14. Knickerbocker, Club. L. I. S'd. Island Sound.
14. N. Y. Bay, Club, N. Y. Harbor. 28-29. San Francisco Cor., Cruise
14. New Bedford, Club Sail, Buz. B. Goat Island.

30. Schoodic, 2d Cup Race, Club,
AUGUST.

6. New York, Annual Cruise, Ren- 11. Plymouth, Club, Plym. Harbor
dezvous Glen Cove. 13. Schoodic, Open, St. Andrews.

3. Manchester, Ch. Pen., Mass. B. 16-17-18. Corintnian, Midsummer
4. Squantum,Ladies' Day, Squan- Series, Marblehead.

turn, Mass 17. Manchester, Ch. Pen., Mass B
4. Cape Cod, Club, Orleans. 18. Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake 111
4. Beverly, Club Cham., Monu- 18. Cape Cod, Club, Orleans.

'

ment Beach. 18. American, Seaver Cup New-
4. Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake, El. buryport.
4. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass. 18. Beverly, Sweeps, West Fal-
4. Winthrop, Club, Boston Har. mouth.
4-5. San Francisco Cor., Cruise, 20. Rhode Island, Open Narra-

Sausalito. gansettBay.
'

7. New York, Semi -Centennial 21. Fail River, Open.
Race, Glen Cove. 25. Atlantic City Cor Open

0. Manchester, Ch. Pen., Mass. B. Muckle Cup, Atlantic City
'

10-11-13, Atlantic City Cor., Special 25. Quincy, Open, Dorchester Bay.
Midsummer Races, Atlantic 25. Squantum, Club Squantum,
Citv. Mass.

11. Cape Cod, Club, Orleans. 25. Cor. Mus. Fleet, Ann., New
11. Cleveland, Ladies' Day. Rochelle.
11. N. Y. Bay, Club, N. Y. Harbor. 25. N. Y. Bay, Club, K V. Harbor.
11. Hempstead Bay, Club, Hemp- 25. Knickerbocker, Club, L. I. S'd.

stead Bay. 25-26. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,

11-12. San Francisco Cor., Cruise, California City.
Petaluma Bridge. 27. Schoodic, 3d Cup, St. Andrews.

SEPTEMBER

.

1. Beverly, Sweeps, Mon. Beach. 15. Larchmont, Larchmont Cup

,

1. Larchmont, Fall, L, I. Sound. Long Island Sound.
1. Squantum, Club Run, Squan- 15. Beverly, Club Cham., Monu-

tum, Mass. ment Beach.
1. Hull Cor., Open, Hull. 15 16. San Francisco Cor,, Cruise,
1. New Bedford, Club Sail, Buz- VaUejo.

zard's Bay. 20. Plymouth, Club, Plym. Harbor
3. So. Boston, Open, City Point. 22. Squantum, Cham ,

Squantum,
3. New York Y. R, A., Ann., N.Y. Mass.
3. Fall River, Club. 22. American, Seaver Cup, New-
3. Cleveland, Ann., Lake Erie. buryport.
3. Lynn, Open, Nahant. 22. Atlantic City Cor., Trophy
3. Plymouth, Club. Plym. Harbor Race, Atlantic City.
8. New York Bay, Club, N.Y. Bay 22. San Francisco Cor., Sail to
8. Atlantic City Cor., Club Cup, Sausalito.

Atlantic City. 22. New York Bay, Club, N.Y. Bay
8. San Francisco Cor., Cruise to 22. Knickerbocker, Ladies' Day,

Pacific Y. C. Regatta. Long Island Sound.
10. Schoodic, Sail-off for Cup. 23. San Francisco Cor., Sail Out-
12. Hempstead Bay, Club, Hemp- side.

stead Bay. 29-30. San Francisco Cor., Cruise
15. Winthrop,Club,Boston Harbor to McNear's.

OCTOBER.
13. San Francisco Cor., Final Sail.

SOCIAL AND BUSINESS.

May 25.—Riverside, Opening, Cos Cob, Conn.
May 30.—Seawanhaka Corinthian, Opening, Oyster Bay.
July 30.—New York, Semi-Centennial Celebration, New York.
Aug. 17,—Riverside, Ball, Riverside, Conn.
Aug. 25.—Winthrop, Ladies' Day, Reception, Winthrop, Mass.

After languishing for some years, the large racing single-sticker

is now in fashion, though just why or how is not very clear. The
races for the America Cup in 1885-6-7 failed to establish the class

in America or England, and at the end of last season there was every

prospect that the new boats of 1893 would soon pass away, without

any permanent influence in the class to which they belonged. Recent

developments, however, promise at least a couple of seasons of build-

ing and racing, if not., more. In addition to Vigilant, Valkyrie and

Britannia, now in commission, there is the new Bennett yacht, to be

ready for next season, and now comes a report from Paris of a

French 87-footer, to be designed and built in France, for Baron Robert

Oppenheim, of the Union des Yachts Franoais. It is hardly likely

that with such a fleet afloat the Emperor of Germany will be content

with the old Thistle, and he is likely to come into the class with some-

thing a little more meteoric in speed. With Fashion's seal firmly set

on it, and with a real prince and emperor as patrons, the class is

likely to come into favor with wealthy men in America and Europe, a

result that yachtsmen will hail with delight. There is no question of

the desirability of such a class of large single-stickers, but experience

has proved that it is entirely too expensive for such racing yachtsmen

as sail for love of the sport. If, however, through the aid of royalty

or in any other way, men can be induced to build for it, the yachting

world will be the gainer, and we wish it a long life.

The improvement in interior finishing has by no means kept pace

with the advance in designing, construction, machinery, and equip-

ment, and in no part of the modern yacht does the owner get so small

a return for so large an outlay as in the arrangement, fitting up, and

decoration of the living rooms, in which much of his time afloat must
necessarily be spent. The functions of the designer and decorator

ashore are generally recognized, and no one would dream of intrust-

ing the finishing of an expensive house to the contractor or carpenter

who built it; but in the case of a yacht, where the outlay is five-fold

for a given cubic space as compared with work ashore, it is much a

matter of chance as to who has the entire charge, the builder, who
has a thousand other things to engross his mind, or some boss joiner

whose training does not extend beyond the saw and plane. The
pressing need in yacht interiors is more brains and trained skill, and

less carved and moulded mahogany.

Stockless vs. Stocked Anchors.
If any one is in doubt about the snugnesa, neatness and practical

sense of using stockless anchors, they should make a comparison
between them and the old-fashioned anchor with both wooden and
iron stocks, as we did recently on the big handsome ship George
Stetson, which lay on the opposite side of an East River pier from the
steamship Eatiau". The port anchor of the Stetson hung from the cat-
head, and from an Eesthetie standpoint interfered largely with the
beauty of the vessel's bow. On the starboard bow a heavy wooden
stocked anchor was "cockbilled" with the big cumbersome stock at
the cat-head and the fluke in the ''shoe" on the rail. In viewing these
two vessels (the Stetson and Banan) as their bows presented them-
selves to the passerby on the street, it only required a glance to see
that the stockless anchor is everything that the anchor with the stock
attached is not. The stockless anchor was hove up snug in the hawse-
pipe with only the flukes outside The forecastle of the Banan was
clear of fish-davits, tackles, cat-heads and other necessary gear,
which must be at hand to handle the old style anchor and hoist it on
deck, while the ship George Stetson had all these incumbrances on
the forecastle or near by, which are not only in the way, but produce
a lot of unnecessary expense.
What officer of a vessel is there that cannot bear witness to the try-

ing conditions that are so frequently met with when hauling one ship
outside of another, or getting her into a dock berth, when it comes to
getting the anchor and the cat-head by another vessel's stern or bow,
oftentimes causing hours of vexatious delay and more or less

The stockless anchor overcomes all of these difficulties and is a
guarantee of safety where quick letting go of the anchor is necessary.
Its value in this respect alone should be sufficient to warrant a reduc-
tion of premium on the insurance of vessel and cargo.

It is our opinion that the only reason for the slow adoption of this
anchor by the maritime fraternity is that it doesn't look exactly ship
shape to the experienced mariner's eye—nothing more nor less than
prejudice, such as has existed against many new inventions or new
improvements, that have only met with favor eventually through
their valuable points having been brought out by practical use. No
shipmaster will gainsay the great advantage of having an anchor that
will "stow" itself in a position for the voyage to be let go in a moment.
This everyone must acknowledge the stockless anchor will do, and it

has been proved beyond a doubt that it will hold as well, if not better,,

than the old style stocked anchor.

—

Marine Journal.

Vigilant.

The work of preparing Vigilant for her ocean voyage is progressing
rapidly at Robins' Erie Basin, under the care of captains Raff and
Jeffrey. At Mr. N. G. Herreshoff's suggestion the hull has been
strengthened by braces similar to those in Dacotah, recently described
in the Forest and Stream, an angle iron stringer being run along the-
flat of the floor, and angle iron braces running from it to the deck on
each alternate deck beam. Three water tanks have been added, giving
a total capacity of 3,000 gallons. The mizzen mast and other cruising
spars are ready, and all of the racing spars, including the hollow boom
made at Bristol, but never used, have been very carefully wrapped,
and will be shipped by steamer to Glasgow.
Atalanta, Mr. George Gould's steam yacht, was in the dock last

week at the Erie Basin for scraping, painting and a general overhaul.
She will go on the dock again for a new manganese bronze wheel, and
will then be ready for sea. Capt. Haff and Mr. Howard Gould will go
with her.
Races have been arranged with Lord Dunraven between Vigilant

and Valkyrie, for Special prizes, over the Royal Victoria Cup courses,
off the Isle of Wight, and Messrs. Gould will probably challenge for
the R. V. Y. C. cup. Through the efforts of Mr, Kersey, the Royal
Dorset Y. O, of Weymouth, will throw open to Vigilant its race for
the Queen's Cup, of this year.
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Interior Arrangement and Decoration.
OT a little strange, con-
sidering the lavish ex-
penditure on all parts
of the modern yacht, is

the fact that the import-
ant work of interior fit-

ting and decoration is

often conspicuous only
as a failure. Go on
hoard of any of our
large and handsome
yachts, and the first

thing that greets one on
going helow is a forest
of mahogany, divided
into rails, stiles and
panels; In fact, the same
painful monotony exists
from stem to stern, and
whenever the builder

has an opportunity to escape the owner's vigilance he will put a

drawer or a locker almost everywhere, most of which serve no ruber

purpose than an excuse for the accumulation of dampness and dis-

comfort. An experience of this bind some time ago aided me to fully

illustrate this fact. It was a change the owner desired in his state-

room; the space was about 6x8ft , on the starboard side, and in one
of our large sloops, and contained, besides the thorough bewilder-

ment of panels, a bed 3ft. Gin.XOft. Bio., and a mirror, a case of

drawers extending from the face of cabin trunk into the side from
floor to deck. The bed in so small a space was naturally a very incon-

venient piece of furniture. He seemed to fancy the drawers very
much, but upon opening them and putting his hand down to the bot-

tom of one, he pulled out a numher of corks and other rubbish which
had been lying there-no one knows how long. The desired result was
now at hand. Their removal was suggested, and in their place a con-
tinuation of the wainscot, which was arranged so as to lower, giving
giving him a folding bed 6ft Bin.xSft. 6in,—more than double the
width of bis former bed—out of the way, and still leaving ample space
for a small washstand at the after end.
At the conclusion of the job, after practical tests of this new ar-

rangement, the owner pronounced it a success, and in more than one
way felt that it repaid for the loss of drawers.
The cause of this lack of taste aboard ship is mainly that the ship

joiner is considered fully competent to take entire care of that end of
the business. Give him a pocket full of nails, a sufficient amount of

mahogany and a suggestion and he will do the rest in a way of which
we have already ample evidence. He should no more be permitted to

experiment with this very important subject than our ordinary house
carpenter should he allowed to dabble with the decoration and scheme
In treating a Louis Seize salon, a Renaissance dining-room or a
Moorish den. Heaven save the mark, but we have fortunately
advanced sufficiently in house decoration to leave the suggestions
and prehminr.ry details to an architect or skilled designer. "This is

an age of specialties."
As an example of the proper plan, view the transatlantic, liners,

especially those of the North German Lloyd Co., the French liners or
the English racers. The display of art. in their treatment is simply
gorgeous. There the interior artist has really kept pace with the
naval architect, and between the two they have succeeded in produc-
ing a triumph of harmony and refinement.
The progress ashore has been far in advance of that afloat. What

better accommodations or pleasanter surroundings could one desire
than on a train made up of Pullman coaches, parlor, dining room,
buffet, sleeping and smoking cars, each one to suit the hour of the
day.
Even our saloons and cafes are fitted up with some pretense of

pleasing the eye and many of them suggest the employment of the
best Bkill at hand. It is all simply the influence of art upon the
advance of time.
Although the marine architecture of to-day has reached a high state

of perfection as to hull and equipment, the interiors' on the contrary,
show little improvement on the past.

Mr. W. K Vanderbilt's new yacht Valiant is an excellent example to

the contrary, as the Parisian firm intrusted with the decoration of the
Valiant's interior have succeeded in bringing out to the best advantage
all the beauty and loveliness possible, in wisely using classic styles

and treating the sbip in general with an effect of taste and refinement
seldom seen in any of our large yachts.
The accompanying sketch illustrates a salon in a steam yacht of

large tonnage, and gives an idea of what can be done in this way. The
style is that of Louis XV , treated very simply in enamel and gold,

An alcove, formed by two piers, serves as a locker and bath-room,
entered forward and aft of the salon. The relief decoration is papier
maehe, delicately tinted, and touched here and there with a dash of

gold, so as to relieve the cold surrounding ground. The frieze is

arranged to embrace a row of electroliers, with ornamention, there
being twenty-four electric globes in all. The remaining wall spaces
are covered with tapestry, ornamented with delicate garlands and
traceries of flowers interlacing ribbons and musical symbols.
The skylight is in translucent leaded glass, giving an impression of

height and repose. By the use of color to attain this effect, it is not
necessary to use costly woods: and material of very light weight can
be introduced with good results; and weight is a very important
factor these days; by the liberal use of papier m ache, which is very
light, durable and strong, and inexpensive wood, the gain is twofold.
So much for the big fellows, but it is not well to forget the little

ones—Corinthians and singlehanders. They, too, require some atten-
tion, and for them a suggestion is introduced here which may help to

serve their purpose. Fig. 2 illustrates the cabin of a boat say from 30

to 30ft, waterline. The space of course is limited, but by removing the
usual locker under the cockpit floor and extending the bunks almost aft

SALON OF LARGE STEAM YACHT LOUIS XV. STYLE. Designed by W. 0. Leiber.

to the arch board, one will find how much larger the cabin will be in

appearance and actual room. This interior is treated in Romanesque.
The wood Used in the construction is simply white pine, natural

finish, and decorated with silver stenciling. The cushions are covered
with a dark green velour, there is a woven wire rack under the deck
for such small things as hats and umbrellas, a little Persian rug on the
floor, and the result will be an effect of comfort and cosiness second
only to your private den.
What' is more pleasant than to lounge amid surroundings treated

with a thought to human nature? How often has one gone below to

pass the night or seek refuge from a howling gale and rolling sea, with
nothing to comfort but a merciless bunk, a tongue-and grooved cabin,

with a few rags hung over the port lights suggesting curtains, when
the employment of cheap and simple materials, arranged with judg-
ment and good taste, would change the whole interior into a pleasant
home. W. C. Leiber.

The Webb Academy and Home.
The position which the gr°at port of New York now holds in the

shipbuilding of the world is so small and insigniflcent that the
younger generation is almost ignoraut of the fact that for the first

half of the present century this city was well nigh at the head in naval
construction : its numerous yards along the East River turning out
the very highest class of work in all branches, war ships, clippers,

pilot boats, ocean steamers, river and sound steamers and yachts.
Not a vestige of these great yards now remains, and of the great
builders, Eckford, Bergh, Steers, Lawrence, Bell, Brown, Dimon,
Collyer, Westervelt and others, who made the fame of New York
nearly a century ago and upheld it until the war of the Rebellion, but
one is left. Isaac Webb was born in Stamford, Conn., in 1794, the son
of a ship carpenter iu the yard of Henry Eck'ord, where the son in

time served the long and hard apprenticeship of those days, and
finally established a yard of his own, his reputation for good work
being only equalled by that for honesty and integrity. William H.
Webb was born in 1816, in New York, and entered his apprenticeship
in his father's yard when 15 years old. On the death of Isaac Webb,
in 1840, W. H. Webb succeeded to the business, and from the con-
struction of the smaller sailing ships, gradually worked upward to

ocean steamships and clippers, and then to such famous war ships as
the General, Admiral and Dunclerberg,
In the thirty years which have passed since the closing of his ship-

yard, Mr. Webb has resided in New York, engaged in business pursuits
and enjoying the fortune acquired in youth and middle age. Though
shipbuilding has become a thing of Che past, his interest in all that
pertains to it has remained, keen and fresh, and above all his first

thought as been for his fellow-craftsmen, old and young. The last

great scheme of his life is in every way worthy of this typical old
time mechanic and business man; and must make the most noble and
fitting monument of his successful career. The scheme, conceived by
him some years since, included the construction and endowment of an
institution which should provide a free home for aged shipbuilders
and their wives, or for widows of dead builders; and iu addition,

should provide a school of instruction in practical desiguing and ship
construction and marine engineering, for deserving young men. To
this end Mr. Webb has devoted much time, and a sum of nearly half
a million dollars.
The home is located in a oommanding position on Fordham Heights,

just above the Harlem River, a large building of stone and brick fully

fitted for the comfortable bousing of sixty occupants in the south

INTERIOR _OF .SMALL CUTTER IN ..ROMANESQUE. Dsbigned by W, C.J(Leibee,

end, while in the north end are the quarters for the sixty students,
who will be lodged and boarded while at the school. The buildings
were practically completed last fall, and there have been a few old
shipbuilders and eight students installed for some time; but the for-
mal dedication only took place on May 5. Some 300 visitors were
present, including many who are eminent in ship and engine building,
and many old mechanics.
The services were conducted by Bishop Henry C. Potter, who in-

voked a blessing after the Lord's Prayer had been said and the
Doxology sung. Mr. Webb then made the presentation address to the
trustees, which was responded to by Mr. Stevenson Taylor. Ad-
dresses were then made by Bishop Potter, Robert Collyer and Joseph
H. Choate. George F. Roesch then presented an American flag made
by the daughters of former employees of Mr. Webb; and Wm. H.
Helme, an old employee, presented Mr. Webb a series of resolutions
in eulogy of his beneficent action.
The officers of the Webb Home are Wm. H. Webb, Pres.; Stevenson

Taylor, Vice-Pres. , Tbos. F. Rowland, Treas., Stephen M. Wright,
Sec, Cbas L. Smith, Albert G. Bogert, Fred. R. Hutton, Merrett
Trimble, Henry Steers, Andrew Reed, Cbas. H. Cramp, Thos. S. Marvel.
The home is in charge of Andrew Reed and Mrs. Alice Howard

Hilton. Professor Jansen is the instructor in naval architecture, and
Thos. Main, M. E. , will have charge of the department of marine
engineering.

Minnetonka Y. C.
These is every indication now that the Minnetonka Y. C. is to have

the busiest and most interesting season in its history. There will be
at least 20 new sloops afloat when the flotilla turns out for its Annual
cruise on Decoration day, and some of these new craft are well
worthy, though of local design and construction, to rank with any of
the famous products of Eastern yards. Jim Stack is still keeping
ominously quiet about the new boat Herreshoff is building for him,
and nothing can be discovered about the original plan upon which she
is said to have been put up. A local yachtsman of fame, both as an
owner and sailor, said yesterday that he had heard the Stack boat was
to be a perfection of the Onawa idea. Herreshoff is said to be build-
ing this canoe-like craft on an exaggerated Onawa plan, the intention
being to outdo anything that floats on western waters. It may be
mentioned though, that it was Herreshoff who last season built the
Kite for the express purpose of lowering Alpha's colors, and that the
result was unsatisfactory. If this flyer justifies the rumored descrip-
tion of her, there is a probability that Mr. Burton will trot out the
white-hulled wraith of Deephaven and give her a run for the honors.
The latest news is that Arthur Dyer is' at work on a first class sloop

for the Walkers, and that she, like the rest of the boats launched and
to be launched this year, will be the long fore and aft overhang type.
Dyer admits that he has the order, but is not willing to say just at
present what the boat will be like.

Brackett's new sloop, that had such a curious experience on her first

cruise, is going to prove a wonderfully fast sailer, judging from the
way she went before her ballast sunk her. The boat looks very hand-
some in the water, and carries her sail well, but she will have to be
tried out a few times before smooth running can be expected. Per-
haps the prettiest of the new boats is the mahogany-hulled first class
sloop built by Peterson for Prof. Cross. She will be about the hand-
somest craft on the lake, with the possible exception of the Kite Mr.
Peet is having the last-named flyer sand-papered and varnished, and
she will go afloat in a few days looking as bright as a new dollar. So
far as is known now her owners have been unable to decide on any
change in the sail plan, though it is recognized that she is a good deal
handicapped by the rules.

The new first class sloop being built by Mr. Long is going along
nicely, and the outlook is that she will be ready for launching by June
I, Peterson, who has just finished up the Wilson boat, expects to send
her out to the lake to-day. This is a second class sloop of very neat
lines and the understanding is that Mr. Wilson intends calling her The
Hawk.
Alpha is getting a new rig preparatory to opening the season under

more favorable circumstances than those of last year. The first race
of the regular series will be held on or about June 16.—Minneapolis
Journal.

Rights of a Racing Yacht.
On last Labor Day the yachts Violet and Exile came into collision,

and the owner of the latter preferred charges against the owner of
the former. The respective clubs In which the boats were owned had
a series of communications, which resulted in the selection of Mr.
Thomas Dean as referee. The choice of this practical yachtsman was
a happy one, and both parties to the dispute appeared before him.
The charge, that the Violet intentionally collided was withdrawn, and
this was only just to the owner of the Violet, who would be the last
man to do such a thing.
On the question of collision, Mr. Dean sets up a decision which

should last for nil time. The Exile was in the race, while the Violet
was sailing off and on about the course. By the rules of the road the
Violet no doubt had a right to sail in the water, as the Exile had then
no rights superior to hers. What applies to merchant vessels, so far
as racing goes, can hardly apply to yachts, and on the question as to
which yacht was right under the circumstances, Mr. Dean took broad
ground and decided that where yachts are in the same waters, one
racing and the other not, the yacht racing has the right of way, and
the other yacht must keep off the course.
This is common sense, and non-racing yachts should keep off the

course. Mr. Dean's decision is most satisfactory to all, and a love
feast is soon to be held between the owners and crews of the Violet
and Exile.
The owners of non-racing yachts should bear this decision in mind

during the opening regatta of the South Boston Y. C on Decoration
Day.
Mr. Thomas Dean has for 27 years been the honored secretary of

the Boston Y. C.

—

Boston Herald

Brooklyn Y. C.
The annual spring regatta of the Brooklyn Y'. C. will be held Mon-

day, June 4, over the club courses, starting in Gravesend Bay, at 11:30
A.M. The following clubs have been invited to compete: Atlantic
Y. C, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Columbia Y C, New York; Canarsie Y. C,
Caoarsie, L. I.; Corinthian of New York: Gravesend Bay Y. C, Ben-
sonhurst, L. I.; Great South Bay Y. C. ; Indian Harbor Y. C, Green-
wich, Conn.; Jamaica Bay Y. C; Knickerbocker Y. C, College Point,
L. I.; Larchmont Y. C, Larchmont; Marine and Field Club, Bath
Beach, L. I. ; New York Y. C. New York ; New Jersey Y C. Hoboken,
N. J.; New Rochelle Y. C, New Rocbelle, N. Y.; New Haven Y. C,
New Haven, Conn.; Pavonia Y. C, Jersey City, N. J.; Riverside Y. 0.,
Riverside, Conn.; Shrewsbury Y. C, Red Bank, N.J. ; Seawanhaka
Corinthian Y. C, Oyster Bay; Yonkers Corinthian Y. C, Yonkers,
S. Y.
The iron steamboat Cygnus will accompany the yachts over the

course, leaving Pier 1, North River, N. Y.. 9:12 A. M. ;
Bridge Dock,

Brooklyn, 10 A M.; "Captains' Pier," Bath Beach, 11 A. M.
;
returning

landing at same places.
Information as to courses, classes, etc., may be had of Louis Wun-

der, chairman of regatta committee, Box 154, Brooklyn.
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New Rochelle Y. C. Special Race.

NEW ROCHELLE—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, May 19.

The New Rochelle T. C. opened toe season on Saturday with a

special race of cabin catboats in two classes, the prizes being pennants

presented by Coin. Andrus. The course waB from off the club house,

Echo Bay, Twice around the buoy off Execution Rocks. The wind was

N. by E. The times were:
TWENTY FOOT CLASS—CABIN CATS.

.
• t-

Start. Turn. Finish. Elapsed.

Kittie 3 27 02 4 12 35 5 03 35 1 36 33

Caper....... 3 26 24 4 14 01 5 08 08 1 41 28

TWKNTY-SIX FOOT CLASS-CABIN CATS. -

Mary 3 28 26 4 13 44 5 01 45 1 33 19

Almira' 3 29 ifl 4 13 58 Disabled.

Keora. 3 26 53 Withdrew.
. ^

Almira broke her rudder. The regatta committee included Fred

Adler, John Bough and Wm. Moore.

Larchmont Y. C. Opening.

The formal opening of the season by the Larchmont Y. C. took

place on Saturday, the colors being: mastheaded in the presence of

Com Husted and a number of the members. One of the guns of the

Dauntless was formally presented to the club in a letter from Mrs.

Colt, and will find a permanent place on the terrace m front of the

club house.
; ,

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The third- general meeting of tbe New York Y. C. was held on May

17, with Vice-Corn. Brown in the chair. The following amendment to

the constitution was finally adopted: I

"Any woman owning a yacht is eligible, for election to the club as a

flag member and shall upon election pay annual dues, but no imtia-

ti

°'Such membership shall continue only during the period of yacht
ownership and carrieH only the following privileges:

"The right to fly the club burgee, to have private signal registered

with the secretary, to enter yacht in club races and the use of club

stations and floats."

The other amendments proposed at the March meeting were also

adopted. After discussion it was decided to celebrate the fiftieth

anniversary of tbe founding of the club by a reception at the club

house on July 30 and a special regatta off Glen Cove on Aug. 7, tbe
rendezvous for the annual cruise being at that place on Aug. 6. Mr.

Ogden Goelet renewed his offer of cups costing S1,000 and $500. which
will be raced for off Newport. Mr. George Gould requested the per-

mission of the club to challenge in its name for the Royal Vic'oria

Y. C. cup. provided the ten mouths notice be waived by the R. V.
Y. C, and after discussion the request, was granted. Mrs. Lucy C.

Carnegie, steam vaeht Dungeness, was elected the first flag member
of the club, as permitted by the new amendment. The following gen-

tlemen were elected to membership: Lieut. J. A. Bell, U. S. N.;

Frederick D. Hitch, Lieut. Albert P Niblock, TJ. S. N.; Lieut. John A.
H. Nichels, U. S. N. ; John E. Alexandre, Girard C. W. Lowrey, Chas.
F. TJlricb, George Walbridge Miller, Edmund Randolph, C. C. Noyes,
George B. Sheldon, Gardner B. Penniman, R. A. C. Smith, Marion
Story, Henry Scott Rokenbaugh, Frank T. Morrill, Lieut. W. H.
Schuetze, U S N.; R. Floyd Clarke, Paul Alden, E. L. Bartlett, Lieut.

H. H. Hosley, U. S. N.; Pliney Fisk, James Speyer and Arthur D.
Cochrane.

The Lock to Loch Times, of April 14, in its series of "Outerviews
and Interviews,'" has an interesting interview with Mr. Dixon Kemp,
at his home in London, with a portrait. Mr. Kemp's connection with
yachting journalism began when 19 years old, in 1858, in reporting the
yacht races about the Isle of Witrht, his native plae: and in 1862 be-

gan his connection with the Field, of which he has been yachting ed-

itor since 1863.

The U. S. Hydrographic Office has just issued a pamphlet descriptive

of the wrecks and derelicts of the North Atlantic from 1887 to 1893

inclusive, with the~pilot chart for the month of March, and a wreck
chart of the entire North Atlantic.

Nydia, steam yacht, has been sold by Dr. R. V. Pierce to Eugene
Tompkin, of Boston.

Aztec, steam yacht, has been sold by D. A. Loring to F. C. Dinning,
Jr., of New York.

A decided novelty in knockabouts is the one which Dr. C. G. Weld is

having built at Lawley's from his own designs. She will be a little

Jubilee so far as the combination of fin and centerboard is concerned,
and will also have a small forward centerboard. She is 17ft. water
line, 26ft. over all, 7ft beam and 10ft. in draft of hull. Below this a
Tobin bronze fin drops for a little less than 2ft., and through it plays
a Tobin bronze centerboard. The forward centerboard is a small
place of Tobin bronze. The boat has a large open cockpit and Is un
doubtedly non-capsizable, but to keep her afloat should she fill she has
water and air tight compartments forward and xft made by white
metal bulkheads. She is lightly built and copper-fastened, has clean
lines and promises to be a good looker afloat.—Boston Globe.

Priscilla, schr., built by Lawler & Son for John M.Richmond, of
Providence. R. I., was launched on May 10.

Ustane. the small 21-footer, has been refitted by her new owner, N.
F. Fitzwilliams. with new canvas and hollow spars, and will be raced
about Boston this season.

Coloma, cutter, has been hauled out on Tebo's new dock to clean
and paint, after which she will be tied up until a purchaser is found.

Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co., announce two new volumes of the
Badminton Library, in Yachting: "Vol. I. 'Cruising, Construction.
Racing Rules, Fitting Out,' etc. By Sir Edward Sullivan, Bart., Lord
Brassey. K.C B . C E. Seth-Smith, C.B , G. L. Watson, R. T Pritchett,
'Thalassa,' the Earl of Pembroke and Montgomery, E. F. Knight, the
Rev. G L. Blake, etc. With 31 plates and 93 illustrations in the text,
by R. T. Pritchett. G. L. Watson, J. M Soper, etc., and from photo-
graphs. Crown 8vo., 10s. 6d Vol. II. 'Yacht Clubs, Yachting in
America and the Colonies. Racing,' etc. By the Marquis of Dufferin
and Ava. KP.. G. Christopher Davies, Lewis Herreshoff. the Earl of
Onslow, G.O.M.G., H. Horc, Sir George Leach, K.C.B.. etc. With 35
plates and 160 illustrations in the* text, by R. T. Pritchett, G. L. Wat-
son, J. M. Soper, etc., and from photographs. Crown 8vo , 10s. 6d."

The new Yachting World is publishing two special supplements per
week, one of a yacht and another of her owner. The publication
office is 58 Paternoster Row, London.

A detailed report of the total Iohs of the cutter Valkyrie I., uow
owned by Count Florio, on the African coast, with the loss of her
crew, was published last week, but is denied by her owner.
Tbe issue of The Yachtsman of May 3 contains a photo of Rear-Ad-

miral Montague, owner of Corsair, Vendetta and Carina. The regular
weekly supplement is a fine picture of a Nile dahabieh, and among the
other illnstrat ions are some good views of Trieste and Istria, the home
waters of the Imperial and Royal Austro-Hungarian Yacht Squadron,
whose station is at Pola. Some time since a yachtsman offerd through
The Yachtsman prizes for designs for a cruising cutter of 38' l.w.l.
and the prize design appears in this number; no less than 48 designs
have been sent in

.
The design shows a conventional cutter of the date

of 1875 to '80, practically a modification of the well-known Vanessa.
The conditions of the competition virt ually prohibited anything of the
fin de siecle type, with extravagant ends, but at the same time, even
for cruising only, the design is by no means up to modern ideas, and
might be much improved upon. The Yachtsman is published at 143
Strand, London.

We have received from the author a copy of the "Almanac of Yacht
Racing in the Solent Classes," for 1894, compiled by Lt. Col. J. T. Buek-
nill (Thalassa), late Hon. Secretary of the Castle Y. C. The book con-
tains full particulars of the clubs about Southampton, Cowes and the
Solent, with courses, dates of races, tide tables, etc. ; and will prove
most useful to those who are fortunate enough to be within reach of
tbe racing. This locality is unequalled throughout the world as a
sailing center, last year's sport including some 65 races for craft of 1
rating and under.

The M. M. Y. R. A. held a meeting on Monday night at the home of
E. F. English to make arrangements for the season. Six new mem-
bers were elected. Tuesday night was fixed on for the racing of the
special class, the start to be made at 7 o'clock. Fridays for the new
25in. class at the same hour and Sundays at 3:30 for the 30 and 3Ein
class. W. Hale's 85in. cutter was out for a trial spin on Saturday
evening. The breeze was light, and the trial showed that the model
will need a larger suit of sails for such weather. Later in the evening
the breeze increased and the cutter slipped along at a fine rate or
speed. She holds well to windward, this being her best point of sail-
ing. A. English's sloop for the special class is now completed and
ready for her trial trip. She is a keel boat of about four beams to the
length, the greatest beam being at the waterline. Her topsides tumble
home considerably. She has a very heavy entrance, though the run
is not quite so good. She has a great overhang aft, and will increase
her waterline considerably when heeled over. Wm. Hyde's bnat for
the same class shows more beam, with shallower body and deep keel
The overhangs here are long also, but seem more evenly divided fore
and aft than in the English model. C. Mehlin's boat for the class is of
a different type front either, being a fin-keel model of good beam and
very shallow body. C. Aldrirh is building a model for the class from
the same design as Mr. English bvilt from,—Minneapolis Journal

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, 1893-94.

Commodore: Irvwo V. Borland. Arlington, N. J.

sfcrktary-Treasubee: G P. DOUGLAS, 71 Broad street, Newark, N. J.

Librarian: W. P. Stephens, Bayonne, N. J.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

Vice-Com.: C.V. Schuyler, New York.
Rear-Com : B. Fredrleks, Newark.
Purser: F. L. Dunuell, B'klyn, N. Y.
Ex.Com..- J. R. Lake, F, W. ooyes,

J. K. Hand.

EASTERN DIVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Com.: E. H. Barney, Springfield.
Rear-Com.: O.F.Sc.h uster,Jr.,Holyoke
Purser: E. C. Kuappe, Springfield.
Ex. Com. G. L. Parmele,PaurButler,
R. Apollonlo.

CENTRAL DIVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Com. : W.C.Witherbee.Pt.Henry
Rear-Com.: C.G.Belman. Amsterdam
Purser: C. F. Cragg, Port Henry.
Ex. Com.: C. V. Wlnne, W. R. Hunt-
ington.

NORTHERN DTVISION.

Officers:

Vice-Com.: H. TVI . Motson, Montreal.
Rear-Com.: Geo. Sehofleld.Peterboro
Purser: H. R Tilly, Toronto.
Ex. Com..- W. H. ilacnee, C. E. Arch-
bald, W. L. Scott.

Applications for membership must be made to division pursers, accom-
panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $2.00

for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
tbe general A. C. A. camp shall pay SUM for camp expenses. Applications
sent to tbe Sec'v-Treas. will be forwarder) by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

tbe A.. C. A., -wiU be furnished with printed forms of application by address
ing the Purser. '

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O,
Vice-Commodore—F. B. aunttngton, Milwaukee, Wis.
Rear-Commodore—L. K. Liggitt, Detroit, Mich.
Secretary-Treasurer—James Gardner, Cleveland, O.
Executive Committee—T. J. Kirkpatrick. Springfield, O.; G. B. Ellard,

Cincinnati O.; S. B Mettler, Jackson, Mich.
Applications for membership should be made to the Sec.-Treas., onblanks

which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $2.00
initiation fee and dues for the cm-rent year.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

30. Eastern Div. Meet, Calla Shasta, Connecticut River.

Jtraa.

10. Hartford. Spring Regatta, Con- 30. Red Dragon, Spring Regatta,
necticut River. Delaware River.

30. Knickerbocker.Spring Regatta

JULY. •

7-21. W. C. A. Meet, Picnic Point, 13-38. A. O. A. Meet, Croton Point.
Lake Mendota, Wis.

SEPTEMBER.

3. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass. 15. Red Dragon, Fall Regatta, Del-
aware River.

As noted elsewhere, for the first time anAmerican will visit England

to compete for the- premier British sailing trophy, the R. C. C. chal-

lenge cup. Although Mr. Howard is a member of the New York C. C,
and challenges in behalf of that club, but little is known here of the

venture; he has been absent from New York all winter, and his new
boat has been hastily built since his return, not having been tried

afloat. Just what she is in model and dimensions has been as care-

fully concealed as in the case of larger cup racers, but she is said to

be quite unlike Mr. Howard's previous canoes, which were heavy sail

carriers and very straight on the keel. The challenger labors under
serious disadvantage in that he has had no opportunity to test or

work up the new boat, and will have little time to do so after his

arrival, having sailed on May 17. The challenge cup race is set for

June 19.

The A. C. A. book 1894 was issued last week, uniform in size with

those of recent years. Through the personal exertions of Sec'y-

Treas. Douglas, sufficient advertisements have been secured to cover

the cost of publication. The book contains excellent portraits of

Com. Dorland and Mr. Douglas.

Canoe-Yawls.
The small craft of all types which muster under the general term

canoe-yawl are rapidly increasing in numbers and importance in Eng-
land, and promise to be quite the feature of the season on the Thames,
as well as in other localities. As yet these boats are hardly known in
the United States, certainly there are not enough of them to make
any racing or to call for serious notice; but it is quite likely that in

another year or so they will have found their way across, as did the
sailing canoe, to meet with a favorable reception, as they are excellent
little craft; the various types and sizes giving a wide range of choice
for the special work intended. According to the Field, there will be
among the Thames clubs no less than twenty-four races for the class,

not over ,5-rating, with over $350 in first and $110 for second prizes;
while twelve more races, for craft of not over 1, or not over .9-rating
will also be open to the .5-rating class under time allowance
The canoe-yawl fleet may be divided roughly into cruisers, which do

no racing, and racers, which latter include many boats built and fitted
for cruising, but still with rig and ballast for racing. The cruiser
class includes sturdy little craft, both keel and centerboard, mostly
intended for rough water work, the only kind of sailing possible in
many localities. The racer class are either centerboard' or bulb-fin;
and in model follow two types, the enlarged canoe form, of elaborate
carvel build, or the sharpie form, with flat bottom and angle or chine
between it and the sides.

The Model Yachtsman and Canoeist of this month, published at No.
161 High street, Hull, lung., contains the lines and description of a fine
cruising canoe of the centerboard type, Cherub, designed by Albert
Strange, of Scarboro, an amateur designer and experienced canoe-
yawler. Cherub is 20ft. 3in. over all, 17ft. 9in. lwl., 5ft. lOin. beam, 1ft.

lOin. draft of hull and 3ft, 6in. draft with ceuterplate lowered; 1 ton
2 cwt. displacement, made up as follows: Hull and spars 8^ owl., in-

side lead 6}4 cwt., outside imn 2^3 cwt., ceuterplate, 5£in. steel, 1%
cwt., crew and stores about, 2->^ cwt. A large lifting and sliding hatch
forms a tight cabin for sleep and refuge in bad weather, and abaft it

is a deep cockpit. The cenlerplate is handled by a tackle rigged under
the cockpit floor to save room, the hauling end coming up at the after
end of the trunk. The steel plate is of tbe cleaver form, very much
cut away, so as to call for a low trunk under the cabin floor The
construction is quite elaborate, double skin of J4in. mahogany, with
cloth and varnish between, no frames, but five longitudinal stringers
on each side, the deck also being double. The sail area is 210ft., and a
practical test under 190ft, in a heavy blow in smooth water has shown
her to be non capsizable Such a canoe-yawl would be suitable for
many localities in this country
The Field describes tbrt e of the racing type as follows:
"At Kingston we found considerable work going forward, but all on

the inevitable canoe-yawl. The Nora Creina has been almost rebuilt,
and, from being of a deep cargo-carrier form, she has come out
reasonably shallower, and looking quite fit to enter the racing list,

especially as she is being fitted with a bulb fin-keel Her original con-
struction was too extra strong, at least in the amount of wood, apart
from the question of size and amount of fastenings; but a great deal
of this has been removed, and now all she needs is a suitable sail plan
and a breeze. Close by her is a new canoe yawl building for Mr Wood,
a beautiful piece of the latest form of ribbon-carvel build. The
framing is almost entirely left to the ribbons, i. e., a framing of
stringers supported by two bulkheads. She will be a powerful boat
under ^-rating sail plan, and is to be used as a yacht's prater tender,
a class of boat which is every day becoming more popular with yachts-
men.

"In the same shop the stocks are being- prepared and the keel about
to be set up for the new Nautilus, Jg-r&ter. Whether this craft will
be a canoe-yawl or not depends much upon individual fancy as to
twisting the meaning of technical terms; the twisting only comes in
on one point, that is, the question as to whether she has a counter or
not, She is sharp at each end, with a hanging stempost and stern-
post of identical formation; her hull form is pure canoe, and except-
ing for preferable mode of trim for sailing she might have all her
overhang given by trim at the bow end. She could not then be said
to have a counter, as there would be then no overhang at all aft. On
the other hand, she could be trimmed down forward, and have all her
overhang aft, but this would not create a counter, as the rudder Is
for such class racing to be hung abaft the stern

; hence, on even trim
she has overhang at each end, but has no counter. For Y. R. A.

rating sailing she has her rudder shipped under her keel or body
and thus has a counter, in the usual acceptation cf the word. She is
to be built stringer ribbon framed, with three watertight bulkheads
and fitted with a novel construction of combined center-board case

and keelson, acting as an internal girder support to the flat or shallow
plank form of keel. This craft is also to be used as a yacht's i^-rate
tender for salt water sailing."

The British Canoeing Season.
The Royal C. C. has just moved into new and greatly improved

quarters in a building erected by Turk, the canoe builder, at Tedding-
ton, with a camping ground near at hand; and in spite of the increase
of canoe-yawl sailing, the club is promised quite an active season in

the various classes. The chief event of the year will be the Bourne
End week, next month, the following races being scheduled: June 16,
sailing, canoe-yawls; June 18, sailing, first class canoes; June 18, sail-

ing, canoe-yawls and canoes; June 19, sailing, challenge cup; June 19,
paddling, Canadian singles, 1 mile; June 20, sailing, canoe-yawls; June
20, sailing, first class canoes; June 21. sailing, handicap, yawls and
canoes; June 21, sailing, first class canoes; June 21, paddling, Rob
Roys, mile; June 22, open race for J^-raters, Y. R. A.
Bourne End is a small place well up the Thames, where the river is

narrow, about like the Passaic River off the lanthe C. C. house. Here
the chief event, the' R C. C. challenge cup race, will be sailed, with
an American competitor. Mr. William Willard Howard, of the
New York C. 0., owner of Toltec and Aztec, will be present to com-
pete, having sailed May 17 on purpose for this event. Mr. Howard
takes with him a canoe specially built for the purpose by Fox, of
Clayton, a 16ft. craft of the usual American type, but designed to
carry only the small sail area allowed, 112ft. for 16ft. length of water-
line.

We have before discussed the new R. C. C. rule and the probable
winner under it, and in the case of the challenge cup in particular
there is every necessity for a careful study of the rule before building.
We indicated as the most likely proportions a waterline length of not
over 14ft , with the added 2ft, divided in overhang between the two
ends, and a sail area of about J32sq, ft. The 16ft. canoe, with but 112ft.

of sail, would have but a small chance against this shorter craft in

most cases, and at Bourne End, in narrow waters with many turns,
there is an absolute necessity for a short hull with arockered keel, in-

stead of the long hull with straight keel, as in most American canoes;
Mr. Howard's former craft being extreme in this direction.
The Field speaks as follows in the matter of type:
"We have been asked to advise in the matter of a new canoe, build-

ing for racing under R.C.C. rules, as to center-plate versus a bulb on
fin-keel. We have no hesitation in saying that, for the R.C.C. races
at Bourne End, with the chances of summer weather and the smooth
confined water, the light center-plate of good area would, in conjunc-
tion with a sliding seat, on the average prove the more successful.
But if the race week prove windy and squally the bulb-on plate would
drown all the center-plate canoes. Were it a question in regard to
canoe-yawjs, other considerations would have to be taken into account,
but with canoes the matter is simple. Have two plates, one a center-
plate quite light, the other a lead bulb on plate; the comparatively
light canoe can be lifted over and lowered by two men on to the bulb-
plate, so that the plate houses in the center-plate case and through it,

and is held up and liftable by a pennant and tackle gear. It is sup-
ported or hung when down by two pins inserted through the case and
plate, the plate having two vertical slots by which it passes up or down
the pins in hoisting or lowering, and m thereby kept steady. Of course,
when the plate is up it will project considerably above deck', and there-
fore gear must be fitted for tricing the fore boom up for running in

oase of a gybe over."

Palisade C. C.

The Palisade C. O, of Hoboken, N. J., held' the annual opening
of the season at the club rooms, foot of Tenth street, on May 19. The
war canoe, 25ft. long and f2in. wide, with a picked crew, commanded by
Robert McKechnie, an all-around canoeist, is expected to do some good
racing this season. Master Neil Finn christened the war canoe with the
following speech: "Ladies and gentlemen—No doubt you all knowhow
much I prevaricate when I tell you what pleasure it gives me to be
called upon to officiate on this occasion As I have short notice I will

have a short say. My first duty (according to my instructions) is to

christen the war canoe. May you demonstrate that yon are the chief
over all, and may you carry your warriors always to victory! I wish
to warn each lady to have a care of their hearts when bounding over
the ripples of the moonlit Hudson sitting by the side of her special
gallant warrior, for I think when Cupid is on the wing he is always in

a canoe; and I charge thee, oh, Phylarch, to give him a soft seat and
assist him to conquer the hearts with whom he does battle. It is a
source of great pleasure to behold such an enthusiastic club such as
the Palisade C C.,all of whom revel in felicity which old Neptune
fascinated us with. I envy them the good times I can foresee, and
will tell them how to paddle when the ladies go along. Allow one-half
on the right side and left to paddle while the balance take care of their

special ladies, and then change about. I will close wishing the P. C. C.
the continuance of the success that has always attended it, and may
it paddle out of sight from its adversaries!" The following members
also had their canoes christened:
Louis Held' canoe christened Adele by Alonzo Letts, the racing

canoe-yawl of John E. Davis christened Marion by Miss Mamie Finn,
B. Lentz's canoe Victor by Miss M. Letts, Henry Goetz's canoe Rest-
less by Miss Emma Hildebrandt, Messrs Thomas McKechnie and Chas.
Spear's canoe Priscilla by Miss L. McKechnie, Messrs. Hail and Mittles-
dorf's canoe Scorcher by Miss Emily Felsing, John Bohrenburg's canoe
Dolphin by Master Chas. Baker. The greatest surprise the club re-

ceived was the presentation of a handsome American flag and Union
Jack to the club. The following speech was made by Miss Emma
Hildebrandt: "Ladies and Gentlemen—In bf-half of tbe lady friends of
the members of the Palisade Canoe Club, I have been requested to
offer you a slight token of remembrance, hoping it is received in the
feeling in which it is given. We regret that we could not furnish the
regular club flag, as it could not be completed in time." The ladies
were Miss L. McKechnie, Miss K. Farrell, Mrs. McKechnie, Miss Fel-
sing, Mrs. Felsing, Mrs. Spear, Miss Finn, Miss C. Farrell, Miss V. Hall,
Miss K. Held, Mrs. Hildebrandt, Miss E. Hildebrandt and Mrs. Moore.
The entertainment committee were Messrs Held and Mittelsdorf.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
At the annual meeting of the Wish-ton-wish C 'O. on May 15, the

following officers were elected: Captain, Jame- R. Gilftllan; Mate,
Robert Weir; Purser, H. C. French; Member of Ex-Coiu

,
George H.

Sergeant. It was decided to buy two more club canoes, as the election
of 10 new members makes the present fleet too small. The club will
be well represented at the E. D. Meet at Calla Shasta, May 28-31, al-

though it is not likely that any of the men will race. On the whole,
everything looks well for a good season.

We have received from the Wm. English Canoe Co., of Peter-
borough, Canada, their new catalogue of canoes, including all sizes
and prices of craft, from the light open basswood to the fully rigged
sailing canoe. The firm makes a specialty of war canoes.

For hard service and reasonable price the canvas-covered canoes
made by Arthur B Godfrey, of Old Town, Maine, will compare very
favorably with the finer class of varnished canoes, and at the same
time are shipshape and attractive in appearance.

The Passaic River clubs will hold their annual meet on Sept. 3-5, the
regatta of the lanthe C. C. taking place on the latter date, Labor
Day, with those of the Arlington and Orange clubs on Saturday,
Sept. 3.

The May number of the Model Yachtsman and Canoeist contains
the opening of a very interesting summary of the literature of canoe-
ing by F. W. Foster.

The annual meet of the Owanux Canoe Association will take place
Aug. 4-11 at Woodmont, Conn.

A. C. A. Membership.
Ati^ntic Division: H. A. Crampton, Thomas B. Latham, New York ;

John V. Cackcroft, Sing Sing, N. Y.
;
Henry Bayntun, New York City

,

Joseph E. Murray, Philadelphia. F. L. Dunnell, Pres."

Indianland and Wonderland.
The passenger department of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company

has outdone itself and set a standard which it will be hard for other
railroads to realizo in the publication of its 1894 tourist book entitled
"Indianland and Wonderland." This is a medium 8vo. of 110 pages,
bound In a handsome, heavy paper cover, and illustrated with numer-
ous well-selected half-tones printed in two colors. There are also
several good maps, including one of the Yellowstone National Park
The letter press is by Olin D. Wheeler, and furnishes very interesting
reading.
The book takes up the tourist at Duluth or St. Paul, and carries him

entertainingly across to the Pacific coast, giving him en route glimpses
of the old Jesuit missions and missioners. the Indians and the grand
scenery, as well as descriptions of the prosperous cities and the fam-
ous hunting grounds which are passed. A large part of the book, as
is proper, deals with the National Park, and neither the agricultural
nor the mining resources of the country passed through are slighted.
But for readers of Forest and Stream probably the niost interesting

part is the notes on hunting and fishing localities. It is safe to say
that more species of American big game are to be fouDd along the
route of the Northern Pacific than can be found on the line of any
other American railroad. Copies of this book can be obtained from
Chas. S. Fee, G. P. A., St. Paul, who will forward it oil receipt of 6
cents in stamps
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Rifle at San Antonio.

The twenty-first annual rifle tournament and prize shoot of the San
Antonio Rifle Club took place on Sunday, May 13. The readers of

Forest and Stream can scarcely form an opinion of the interest that

is manifested in this section of the country as far as rifle shooting is

concerned. There were nearly a hundred riflemen present from all

quarters of Bexar county, as fine a lot of fellows as ever pressed a
trigger, and this was a particularly gala occasion, as is usual in the
Alamo city. The service was perfect in every particular and everyone
present praised the efficiency of the committe in charge, admired the

beautiful grounds and said ever so many pleasant things about the
magnificent ranges- 3 at 200 and 1 at 150yds., all equipped with the

most modern appliances.
The prizes offered by the local club were very attractive and costly,

and altogether this was one of the most pleasant meetings ever held
in this section.
Following is the list of the prize winners. Conditions 200yds

,

rest, 10 shots per man, American Standard rest target:

A Steves 12 10 8 12 12 6 7 9 11 12-99
FRennert 12 8 12 11 8 8 10 10 9 1V-99
A TJhl 12 12 9 11 8 10 8 10 8 10 - 99

C Hummel'..'.'. 12 8 9 8 11 9 11 8 12 10-98
AlAltmann 12 8 10 8 12 9 11 7 11 8-98
AdAltmann 9 9 12 9 10 9 8 12 11 8-97
E Steves 11 12 9 8 10 11 8 8 8 9-96
W Conrads 11 9 12 9 8 8 12 9 8 8-95
OForcke 10 8 9 10 10 H 8 10 12 7-95
G Giesecke 10 10 9 10 10 7 12 11 9 7-95
FVoges 8 7 8 9 8 11 10 12 10 10-93

G Altmann 8 12 8 10 7 7 11 10 10 10-93
.TMushall 10 12 9 9 7 9 9 6 12 7-93
C Pape 8 6 11 10 11 8 7 8 12 8-91
E Gruene 10 12 8 9 9 9 8 10 8 8-91
E Seffel 9 12 9 8 6 9 8 10 8 12-90
SVFfeuffer 0 9 8 9 9 6 10 10 9 11—90
E Dosch 9 3 11 10 8 8 7 9 9 10-90
HLDegener 12 10 7 10 10 7 8 7 11 8—90
G Groos 9 10 6 8 6 8 7 10 11 12-87

Sweepstake No. 1, 200yds. , rest, 5 shots: E. Seffel 52. A. Uhl 49, F.

U. Stuve 49. H. L. Deeener 48, C. Pape 47, A. Altmann 47.

Sweepstake No. 2, 200yds., rest. 5 shots: H. Degener first, A. TJhl

second, A. Steves third, A. Altmann fourth, E. Leich fifth, E.

Dosch sixth.
Sweepstake No. 3, 200yds., rest, 5 shots: Ad. Altmann first, A. Uhl

second. C. Pape third, O. C. Guessaz fourth, E. Seffel fifth, L.

Sweepstake No. 4, 200yds., rest, 5 shots: A. Uhl first, E. Gruene
second, E. Dosch third, E. Teieh fourth, A. Altmann fifth, G. Giesecke
sixth.
Sweepstake No. 5, 200yds., rest, 5 shots: E. Dosch first, E. Gruene

second, A. Uhl third, Ad. Altmann fourth.
Sweepstake No. 6, same: B. Gruene first, E. Dosch second.
Sweepstake No. 7, 150yds., off-hand: Gus. Altmann first, Ad. Alt-

mann second, A. Uhl third.

Sweepstake No. 8, same: G. Altmann first, A. Uhl second, W.
Conrads third.
Sweepstake No. 9, same: W. Conrads first, A. Guentber second.
Sweepstake No. 10, same: W. Conrads first

Sweepstake No. 11, 200yds. off-hand: A. Guenther first, A. Uhl
second.
Sweepstake No. 12, same: Albert Steves first.

Team shoot, 200yds., rest, five men to team, 5 shots per man.

San Antonio, Team No, 1. Ackermann Rifle Club.
A Uhl 7 8 12 9 9—45 FAckerman 5 4 6 6 9—30
HLDegener 9 8 9 7 6-39 CAckerman 9 6 7 6 7-35
A Herff 9 9 8 11 8—45 F Lange. ... 9 7 8 5 7—36
E Seffel.. . 8 10 9 10 12-49 Al Altmann.10 10 9 19 9—48—144
Ad Altmannll 10 10 10 9—50-228

San Antonio, Team No. 2.

E Steves 8 3 10 11 9-47 G Giesecke.. 7 7 7 6 9-36
A Steves.... 10 9 9 8 6-42 G Altmann..10 10 9 10 9-48—173
Mr. Albert Uhl. of San Antonio, won the gold king medal for the

best center shot. Mr. E. Seffel won the second gold medal and Mr.
Ernest Steves won the third silver medal. O. C. G.

Williamsburgh Shooting1 Society Prize Shoot,

The two days' festival and prize shoot of the Williamsburgh Shoot-
ing Society, which was held in Wissel's Cypress Hills Park on Sunday
and Monday of last week, was, despite the prevailing hard times,
quite successful.
Nearly all of our local experts were out, prepared to do their best

in order to secure the prizes which the society had put up for compe-
tition.

Capt. George Schmitt, the popular executive, and Messrs. G.
Krauss, C. W. Horney, Sr., Ignatz Martin, F. C. Ross, Max Weikers-
reuter, Geo. Klingelhoefer and Philip Herschaft, the shooting com-
mittee, were present in the shooting house on both days, and gave
close attention to all the details of the shoot and to the welfare of the
competing marksmen. The weather on both days was fine and the
light gpod. There was hardly any wind to upset the calculations of
the cranks, whose expectations are generally based upon the center
of the bullseye. The consequence was that at the close of the shoot
there had been some remarkably fine scores made on the ring target.

On the first day of the shoot Henry Holges succeeded in making the
fine score of 74 out of a possible 75. This, in conjunction with another
score of 71 made earlier in the day, was considered by all of his com-
petitors as giving Holges a pretty good mortgage on the first prize on
the list, $40.
Shortly after Holges had made his score of 74 M. Dorrler started a

new entry with a 25 for his first shot; he at once became a center of
interest to all present and when on his second shot the flag came up
giving him the second 25 everybody began to feel as though some-
thing was going to get loose. In fact, the tensiun upon the nerves of
some of the interested onlookers was such as to compel them to step
outside and brace up as it were. When Dorrler went into the stand
for his third and last shot on the ticket the other shooters present
seemed to lose all interest in their own individual efforts for the time
being, and by the time the old veteran's rifle was settled at his

shoulder all hands were grouped behind him watching for the result.

With the crack of the rifle there came a unanimous query, "Where is

it. Michael?" "I can't pull it any better," says the old veteran, and
simultaneously with his answer up came the flag of the marker,
giving him his third 25 and a full score of 75 points, the second
authenticated full score on record.
As soon as the fact that Dorrler's third shot was a 25 and that he

had made a full score had become recorded in the minds of the excited
onlookers, something did get decidedly loose in that shooting house.
For a time pahdemomium reigned supreme, cartridges and bullets

went rolling over the floor, and it is a wonder that t he rifles did not
follow, for some of the excited marksmen in their efforts to embrace
somebody or something were inclined to shoulder the loading
benches, but as everything human has its end so had the pent up
enthusiasm of these excited shooters. A visit to mine host Wissel's

corner soon acted as a sedative, and in a little while every shooter
was hard at work trying to outdo his neighbor Dofrler, who had pre-

viously made a score of 70 and was now a tie with Holges for first

prize; and on account of Holges's ammunition having been scattered

over the floor during the excitement attending his full score he retired

from further competition on the ring target, leaving the matter a tie.

The second day brought new elements into the competition. Among
the new comers were Gus Zimmerman, E. Fisher and others. Zim-
merman, who is shooting in good form of late, showed up well in his

shooting both on the ring and bullseye targets. He made one score of
72 and one of 73, tieing Holges and Dorrler for first place on the prize

list.

E. Fisher of Hoboken shot in good form, making 73 and 69, taking
fourth and fifth place with F. C. Ross, who made 71 and 71.

There was considerable competition on the bullseye target for the

best and the most flags. Ross and Flach had a close race for the first

premium for the most flags. The honors went to Flach, he made 42 to

Ross's 40. Flach also got the honors as well as the cash for the best

center shot. Ross, Holges and Zimmerman came next in this order;

there was only two degrees difference in their bullseyes.
' With the going down of the sun on Monday came the close of the

shooting, then the cleaning
,
up of the rifles, followed later by an

adjournment to the dining hall.where the tables were laden with those
good things that help to make the hungry man at peace with himself

and his surroundings.
Ex-Capt. Geb Krauss, on behalf of the society, made a neat speech

thanking the riflemen present for the liberal support, they had given

the programme. He was followed by Messrs. Walther, Schmitt and
others.
A fitting final to the ending of the two days' festival was a vote of

thanks by the assembled spoilsmen extended to mine host Wissel and
his worthy wife.
The programme was as follows:
Ring target.—Three-quarter inch (25) ring target, any rifle, first

ticket $2, each following $1, tickets unlimited, only one prize obtained

t'Doscrt- r

by one shooter, best two tickets to count for the first five prizes. Ties

divided, 20 prizes, from $40 to $1.

Bullseye target.—Ten shots for $1, the t est bullseye to count for

measurement, open to all comers, tickets unlimited, 18 prizes, $20 to

$1; 6 premiums for most bullseyes. $10 to $1.

Scores, ring target, 3 shots per ticket, two best to count for first

five prizes:

M Dorrler 75 70 LP Hanson 69 G Schmitt 64

H Holges 74 71 MB Engel 68 Jos Gunther 63

G Zimmerman . , .73 72 I Marten 68 Weiskreuts 62

E Fischer. .73 69 B Walther 67 Menninger 59

HRoss 7171 LBusse 65 AEppig.... 53

L Flach 72 O G Zettler 65 M Braun 50

G Krauss 69 C Horney, Jr 64

Bullseye target, best center shot (measurement):
Degrees. Degrees. Degrees.

L Flach 25 M Dorrler ...5* I P Hansen 84}^

F C Ross 35 G Krauss 55¥> C W Horney, Jr. 85

HHolges 3fi}4 GWPlaisted QV/i Wm Vorbach....l01^
G Zimmerman. . . ,37 A Eppig 61^ G Worn H6
E Fischer 41 MB Engel 68 G Schmitt 150

B Walther 49 I Marten 81 LBusse 157}^

Premiums for most bullseyes: First. L. Flach, 42; second, F. C.Ross,

40; third, H. Holges, 27; fourth, G. Krauss, 26; fifth, Gus Zimmerman,
23; sixth, G. W. Plaisted, 21.

Comparative Sporting Rifle Test.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A series of experiments were recently carried out by the American

Testing Institution with different bullets employed for the Winchester
Government .45-70 rifle, and several nitro powders, which may be of

interest to a great many of your readers. Similar tests will he made
in the future for the purpose of determining the best adapted make
and charge of nitro powder for all kinds of American rifle ammuni-
tion.
The question of primer plays a very important part in smokeless

rifle ammunition, and this rather perplexing problem seems to be
solved at last. The primer used on the occasions is the Union Metallic

Company's No. 2J4, which appears to answer the purpose quite satis-

factorily. No tests were made for accuracy, but it can fairly be pre-

sumed that in all cases where the velocities show a marked degree of

uniformity, the accuracy will be satisfactory also.

Observations: Therm., 56° F.; barom., 29 9; humidity, 40*.

All velocities were taken at the usual distance of 50 meters (165ft.)

from muzzle. Fractions of feet are omitted.
Five rounds of shots were fired in each case.

A.—,45-70-500 Winchester Government ammunition, loaded by U. M. C.

Co.:
Velocities—Feet. Average. Greatest

,

i -v Feet. difference.

i. 1206 2. 1203. 3. 1206. 4. 1216 5. 1209 1208 13ft.

B—.45-70-404 DuPont's black powder:
1. 1275. 2. 1281. 3. 1242. 4. 1254. 5. 1268 1264 39ft.

C.— 45-25-405 Von Foerster's n^ro powder:
1. 1390 . 2. 1360. 8. 1312. 4. 1300. 5. 1375 1347 90ft.

D —.45-30-405 S. R. smokeless powder:
1. 1285. 2 1297. 3. 1384. 4. 1300. 5. 1376 1328 . 99ft,

E.—.45-29-405 Walsrode leaf powder, smokeless:
1. 1340. 2. 1325. 3. 1321. 4. 1351. 5. 1327 1333 30ft.

F.— .45-70-330 Gould's "Express"* bullet:

1. 1310. 2 1288. 3. 1280. 4. 1300. 5. 1284 1292 30ft.

*The term "express" does not appear to me as the proper one.

Expansive bullet would be the word in Europe for such a bullet. An
express bullet must not necessarily be and mean a hollow bullet.

As will be seen, none of the nitros proved superior throughout to

black powder in point of uniformity, and I venture to say that such is

not likely ever to be the case. But some of the smokeless powders
behaved quite well, and in all instances the latter surpassed the black
in regard to high velocity or penetrative force.

The charges were chosen with . due regard for pressure or strain in

both the chamber and the barrel, but the permissible limit of expan-
sion of the cartridge case has been reached with all the nitro powder
charges as employed.
The proportions of the load of the ammunition A does not meet

those found to be most advantageous abroad. The bullet is too heavy
for the powder charge.
The standard proportions are about 1:5, and the proportion of the

ammunition named is 1:7V
As a natural consequence the recoil is rather heavy and the veloci-

ties are below those of ammunition B and F. But the uniformity

of the velocities of ammunition A is simply remarkable, and speaks
well for the weapon and even more so for the ammunition.
The Gould expansive bullet produced, as might be expected, a nigh

velocity. The proportions between it and the 405 and 500grs. bullets

would, of course, be reversed if the terminal velocities were taken at

long range. It can be taken for pretty certain, however, that the kill-

ing effect up,to a reasonable shooting distance is comparatively high,

the recoil is comparatively light, and for the purpose for which it is

principally intended it ought to meet all reasonable requirements in

point of accuracy. -

The ammunition to be tested next will be the Winchester .44, Win-
chester .38-56 and the .32 Ideal rifle.

Parties desiring to have the best suited charges of nitro powders
established for rifles as named «an have this work doue free of charge,

but the expressage must be defrayed both ways by the holder of the

rifle.

The tests herein referred to and as contemplated by the institution,

are watched with considerable interest in foreign lands. Full particu-

lars of all such .rials are solicited by sportsmen as far away as South
Africa.
In order to avoid the ordeal of a controversy in the sporting papers,

for both the reader and the Tenting Institution, the proceedings of the
latter will henceforth, as a rule, be submitted to the members only
and will not appear in public print. Abmtn Tenner,

Superintendent American TeBting Institution.

"Old Mohawk."
San Antonio, Tex.—Among the gentlemen who amuse themselves

at the rifle range, and one who covered himself with glory there, is

Capt. Ernest August Dosch, the septuagenarian rifleman, sportsman
and altogether the keenest blade, the bravest heart in southwest
Texas. A monument of honesty to which all men and women pay
homage, a man who is recognized a prophet in his own country and
of whom the country is justly proud. Seventy-two years old on May
3 he still stands erect in the full majesty of his glorious manhood.
A man who has fought gallantly for his country, always fallen on
the side of the weak, suppressed the tyrant and succored the
oppressed. Such is Captain Dosch of San Antonio.
At 200yds, muzzle rest, American standard target, he made the

maginficent score of 105 out of a possible 120, with ordinary globe and
peep sights. The excellence of his performance will be better under-
stood when it is known that the best score ever made in this club is

109. May the "old man" be spared to us for many years to come is

the devout wish of the sportsmen of Texas, and they desire their
brethren throu ghout the width and breadth of the land to echo the
sentiment. O. C. G.

New York Schuetzen Corps.
The second monthly practice shoot of the New York Schuetzen

Corps, Capt. Henry Offerman, which took place in the Union Hill

Schuetzen Park, on May 11, was highly successful. The attendance
was large, over seventy members being present and participating in

the shoot.
The weather was fine and the light just suited for fine holding.

Fred Schmidt put up the best score of the day on the ring target,

making 218, B. Walther was second with 210, A. J. Christen third with
205. Scores:
Ring target, 10 shots, possible 250: F. Schmidt 218, B. Walther 210,

A. J. Christen 205, Wm. Hahn 202, J. Schmitt 200, F. Facompri 193, B.

Zpttler 182, H. Hanschew 181, H. Buthfer 184, E Meyer 177, C. Grosch
172, J. C. Brown 172, G. Wehrenberg 171. A. Liss 174. H. B. Michaelson
169, J. D. Wilkens 166, .T. G. Thoelke 165, H. a. Sievers 165, H. Krobel
162, F. Lemmermann 162, F. Alters 160, H. Oppermann 160, J. H. Klee
159, W. Meyer 170, F. Plump 155, J. Hainhorst 154, H. Lohden 153, H.
Meyer 152, FJ. Strake 151. J. Mohrmann 150.

Man target. 3 shots, possible 60: B Walther 55, F. Facompri 54, F.
Schmidt 54, A. J. Christen 52, A. W. Lemcke 50, H. Wehrenberg 48, C.
Grosch 48.

Bullseye target: W. Hahn 3. B. Walther 3, J. H. Klee 3, F. Facompri
2, J. D. Wilkins 2, G. David 2, F. Schmidt, J. C. Bonn, D. Eckhoff, C.
Grosch, A. Liss, H. B. Michaelsen. W. Meyer, H. Buthfer, A. T. Walta,
ET. Peters I., F. Himmel, W. Wessel, J. N. Herrmann, O. T. Martens,
F. Lange, H. Meyn, D. Basse and E Meyn 1 each.

West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Club.

Newburgh, N. Y., May 12.—Prize shoot on the decimal target:

Harrison 5 9 6 3 9 4 3 9 7
Shaw 5 84544742
Havilland 7 6 6 9 4 10 8 10 4

Stansbrough 5 5 7 10 10 10 5 6 5

,Sneed,Jr 9 44566865
Kidd. 4 64475749
Haues'.'. 8 6 8 6 8 8 10 8 10

Sneed, Sr 4 7764544 3

Kissam 1 3 5 3 3 3 4 5 8

Sutton 3 75 3 62323
Higginson 0 94,784444
Taylor , 4 44454765
Mitchell 5 4 5 4 5 6 5 7 6

7-67
4—47
10-74
9-72
7-60
3-53
6-78
10-54
8-43
4-38
4-48
5—48
4—51

Turtle Bay Rifle Club.

Eleven members of theTurtJeBay Clubmet on the Woodside Range,
Long Island, on May 13, for a 50-Bhot sweepstakematch to settle the
final distribution of the effects of the club. Messrs. Walter, Ochs and
Tamm got the best of their competitors and walked away with the
honors and the property. Scores. 50yds., off-hand, .22cal. rifle:

Walter 210 216 223 214 220-1082 Fuchs 188 198 202 195 187-965 '

J Ochs. Jr..204 204 315 212 220-1065 Fitzpatrick.186 155 185 170 208-904
Tamm' ..224 213 212 207 201-1057 Oberle 170 165 173 169 181—858
Jantzer 201 21 H 214 215 200—1043 Ulandherm..l52 140 132 150 130—704
Plate 211 198m 202 219-1037 Goerlitz 106 140 120 120 125—611
Kranipert. 196 214 200 190 205—1005

Greenville Rifle Club.

At the weekly shoot of the Greenville Rifle Club, held May 18, the
following appended scores were made by the members present:
First Class—J. Boag first, 240+6, Robidoux second, 240+5, Dorrler

241, Purkess 234, Robidoux 240, J. Boag 240, Collins 238, C. Boag 285,

Scheeline 229.

Second Class—Cbavant first, 237, Charlock second, 228+5=233, Dodds
221; Chavant 237, Charlock 228, Agneau 224, Chase 226, Fagen 224.

Third Class—E. Wuestner, Jr., first, 232+8=240, John Hill second,
233, Holzapfel 218, Graef 206, Daniels 225, F. Wuestner 210, Zeiger 213.

Correction.

In my article, "How they Do It," published in last week's issue, I

made the error of crediting the new Fissore cleaner used by Dorrler
to the Ideal Co., as manufacturers. The credit belongs to the B. G. I.

Co. Also the weight of Dorrler's bullet should read 255grs.
Plaisted,

Palisade Rifle Club.

At the weekly shoot of the Palisade Club, on May 1-5, the following
appended scores were made; 10 shots, distance 75ft., possible 250.

Scores: Fred Esperer 230, R. Glaser 229, Ad. Ahles 228, Geo. Dorr 226,

Fred Ki-obafsch 226, Chas. Hemberger 217, Aug. Ahles 212, Wm. Allies

310, Henry Zuelch 205.
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Dominion Off-Hand.

The Dominion Off-Hand Rifle Association held their fifth match of

the season on the 4th and 5th inst.. and the following are the scores

made by the teams of the several affiliated clubs:
King City Team.

100yds. 200yds.

JWCrossby 10 8 10 10 9-47 7 8 10 10 10—45—92
E Braund

9

7 9 10 10-45 9 8 9 10 10-46-91
ACarley 10 8 8 8 9-43 8 10 10 19 7—45-88
Dr Norman 10 10 8 8 8-44 10 10 5 10 8—43—87
WJRoss

9

9 9 10 10-47 8 7 7 8 5-35-82

226 214 440

Midland Team.
R O Stokes 10 6 9 9 10-44 9 10 9 10 8-46-90
Wm Stafford 8 10 R 10 5—41 10 6 10 10 4-40-81
J TIndall

7

8 8 9 10-42 9 6 10 4 6—35-77
G Strathern 8 10 9 8 6-41 10 5 8 6 6-35-76

G H Stokes

7

8 10 4 9—38 5 10 10 3 3—31—69

206 187 393

Barrie Team.
Tbos Dodds R 9 9 7 10-43 10 10 10 10 9—49—92
T Price 10 10 5 9 9-43 8 8 10 8 8-42-85
J Coffey

4

6 10 10 9-39 10 10 3 6 6-35-74
WHMohnson 10 7 10 8 10-45 7 8 8 9 10-42-87
ThosJH Myers 10 9 9 9 9—46 9 10 10 10 10-49—95

216 217 433

Bradford First Team.
A Nielly

9

9 10 9 9—46 10 7 10 8 10-45—91
Jas Nielly

8

7 9 9 10-43 10 10 6 10 9-45-88
HEMcKee

9

9 10 10 5-43 10 10 10 10 4-44-87
K Parker 9 9 10 6 10—44 10 3 10 6 6—35-79
JIG Nielly 10 8 9 8 10-45 10 10 10 0 4-34—79

221 203 424

Bradford, Second Team.
GTimmons 10 10 9 9 8—46 10 10 10 10 6-46—92
J Doolittle

8

8 10 10 9-45 9 6 3 9 10-37—82
J Milly

8

8 10 8 8-42 3 10 10 8 6-38—80
R Milly

4

10 10 9 9—42 5 10 10 2 9—36—78
J O'Connell. . '5 6 7 10 10-38 4 10 10 9 6—39—77

213 196 409

Parry Sound, First Team.
T W Huff

7

9 9 8 6-39 6 10 5 10 5-36—75
JMorrlsh

8

8 10 10 6-42 10 10 2 9 4-35—77
WF Johnson.. 10 7 10 7 10—44 4 7 8 7 4—29—73
.TRLeggatt

8

7 10 10 9-44 5 3 8 10 10—36—80
F Laurie 10 4 10 7 10-41 6 6 6 1 5-24—65

210 160 370

Parry Sound, Second Team.
RJOIarkson 6 6 9 9 10-40 10 6 9 7 9-41-81
Geo White

9

8 9 0 8-34 4 7 4 6 8-35-69
I Newburn

7

8 10 5 6-36 8 9 5 5 8-35-71
J McClelland 6 9 8 8 7—38 6 10 10 8 6-40-78
T Yates

8

10 8 8 10—44 4 8 5 3 9-28—72

192 - 179 371

Wausakasene Team.
Thos White

4

8 6 8 8-34 10 4 7 5 8-34-6R
E Tavlor

7

5 8 9 5-34 9 10 7 4 3-33-67
DFMacdonald 10 9 10 9 6-44 0 5 6 6 0—17—61
Gil White

6

9 7 5 8-35 0 3 5 2 9—19—54
S B Purvis 4 7 6 3 9—29 6 1 0 0 8—15—44

176 118 294
Scarboro Team ("only four men shot).

I C Clark 10 7 8 6 10-41 7 7 7 2 2-25-C6
W A Kennedy 10 6 10 6 10-42 9 7 4 3 9-32—74
IE Elliott

6

10 9 9 10 -44 6 5 9 7 7- 34 -78
Simpson Rennie 7 7 7 10 10—41 6 6 10 10 9—41—82

168 132 300
Clarksburg Team.WL Goldsmith 8 10 8 8 8-42 6 7 10 10 10-43-85

R A Longhead 7 9 4 10 9-39 6 7 4 10 10—37—76
R Hewgill R 8 9 7 8—40 5 9 8 6 5-33—73
T) Henman , 1 0 5 10 7—23 6 3 2 10 5—26-49
F Henman

4

7 10 4 5—30 6 3 6 0 10-25-55

174 164 338
Orillia Team.WW Wood.... 9 10 8 9 7—43 10 10 4 8 10-42—85

H Rosr 10 9 10 10 7—46 8 10 10 10 8-46—92Wm Paine

9

6 8 6 7—36 9 6 10 7 3-35—71W H Hammond 10 8 7 6 7—38 8 7 10 10 9—44—82
A Jamieson

6

10 3 8 8—36 6 6 6 8 9- 35—71

199 202 401
Toronto Team.

THAUe 97 J L Scholes 53W G Graham 85 W C Latimer 52-351
TS Bayles 64

A Smokeless Rifle Powder.
The American "E. C." Powder Company have perfected a rifle nitro

tbat seems to fill all the requirements of such a powder. A represen-
tative of Forest and Stream had the pleasure of testing it recently at
the company's works at Oakland, N. J., and found it to possess great,
evenness of velocity, without any evidence of excessive pressure. The
recoil, though characteristically sharp, did not seem to be so great as
from an equivalent of black powder, and its entire freedom from
smoke and fouling was very noticeable.
The cartridges experimented with were .32-20 Winchester and the

.44-40 Winchester. The former was loaded with fftggrs, weight of the
nitro, and the latter with 18grs.. these charges being equal in bulk to
the corresponding weights of 20 and 40grs of black powder. The
loading was accomplished exactly as would have been done with black
powder, except that the charges were weighed, instead of measured
No special primer was used. The bullets were seated firmly in the
shells and crimped, and the ammunition was in every respect similar
to the fixed ammunition put upon the market by the 'leading cartridge
companies.' b

The shooting was at 100yds. from a rest on an inclosed range. The
rifles used were Winchester single shot, sighted purposely off the bull
in order that the grouping might readily be observed. The .32-20 was
first fired and grouped all its shots satisfactorily above the bull at
11 o'clock. Then the .44-<<0 was tried, and factory ammunition was
alternated with the smokeless. In the case of the .32-20 the result as
regards accuracy was in favor of tbe nitro, but with the .44-40 little
difference could be detected.

It was a curious fact that though the nitro gave a velocity of 60ft
per second greater than the black powder, the elevation did not have
to be changed in sighting. This was probably due to the fact that the
nitro for even velocity gave less recoil than the black powder.
About forty (nitro) shots in all were fired, among which were no

unaccountables. Probably none of the shots were more than 3in
from a center, and the best groups of 5 shots could be contained in a
circle httle if any larger. That they were not better was not the fault
of the powder.
After shooting the shells were carefully examined and found to be

intact. In no case was evidence of undue pressure found The shells
were as clean as new, and a nitro shot after one fired with black
powder had the effect of cleaning the barrel. The explosion of
the nitro was instantaneous, and compared with it the black powder
report sounded like a shotgun. The difference was as marked as
between shotgun and rifle under ordinary circumstances.
The powder as at present manufactured is light colored, the grain

being about equal in size to that of standard rifle powders. It could
easily be colored so as to be scarcely distinguishable from the latter
ThiB powder has been tested in the .45 Government with good results.
It is very accurate in the various .25cal. cartridges, and would no
doubt prove a reliable revolver nitro.

Hartford Rifle Club.
Hartford, Conn., May 19.—Scores made by the Hartford Rifle Club,

on Saturday afternoon, Standard American target., SOOyds., offhand
Medal match (one entry):
SMPope 9 10 8 7 10 9 10 8 8 8-87FKRand 5 10 8 7 9 8 9 8 5 5-74
iT
M
T?^

O0t?• Jr 9 8 8 8 10 0 7 7 7 10-74W J Dunbar 4 7 5 9 7 8 9 9 7 4-69JC Wiseman. 7 7 6 6 5 5 8 6 8 6-65
Re-entry match:

Pope. 80 79 86 82 87 Band 76 74 74 74 74

fo^:::::.:::::::^ It :: :: ::

Wiseman 65 59 *8 •

:

A prize shoot will be held Decoration Day, rain or shine, commenc-
^.L kA^^Y perman;

ring target, 200yds., open to all, any rifle,
three best tickets to count. Bullseye target. H. M, Pope Sec'y

Zettler Rifle Club.

Ten members of the Zettler Club met in Wissel's Cypress'Hills'Park
on the morning of May 20 for competition in the regular bi-monthly
shoot. A heavy easterly gale was raging, the air at times being so
thick with mist and rain that the bullseye was hard to locate. All of

the riflemen who participated found much difficulty in locating their

shots for between wind and rain many of the shots found lodgment
In the targets in unexpected localities. Considering these unfavor-
able conditions, the shooting was good. Hansen found opportunity
during a lull in the gale to slip in one good score of 229. Ross was
second with the best single score "f 225. On the man target Holges
was first and Plaisted second. Scores:
L P Hansen 23 22 22 20 21 24 22 25 23 24—229

25 24 21 19 21 21 22 21 21 24-218
21 24 24 21 17 23 23 20 22 22-217

F CIRosS 24 21 21 25 21 23 24 2i 24 21-225
24 25 19 24 23 18 22 22 23 24-224
23 25 18 20 24 21 2.3 23 21 22-220

H Holges 24 25 18 21 22 20 22 24 2t> 23-219
24 22 19 25 24 21 23 23 17 22—220
21 22 19 19 25 25 22 24 21 17-215

George Plaisted 25 24 21 25 19 21 15 23 25 21—219
21 21 24 22 22 20 19 23 22 23-217
21 24 23 24 22 22 21 21 20 18—216

M B Engel 23 23 23 22 20 20 20 21 23 22—217
21 19 22 23 19 23 19 17 19 25—208
23 18 23 23 21 22 21 23 16 24—214

O G Zettler 18 18 19 19 23 24 22 20 24 22-209
20 20 21 19 23 24 24 21 16 20—208
21 21 23 22 18 20 23 19 20 20-207

P F Schmidt 16 19 23 19 17 25 25 19 20 24—207
22 19 31 24 23 24 22 17 24 9-205
23 22 21 15 22 19 23 17 22 20-204

B Zettler 19 22 22 21 22 18 20 21 22 22-209
23 24 23 18 18 14 20 21 24 20—205
17 23 19 23 19 17 25 15 22 22—201

B Walther, 20 23 25 24 22 21 10 20 20 22-207
23 23 28 16 24 20 16 21 16 24—206
20 21 19 20 14 23 18 22 22 21-200

Man target, 3 shots, possible 60: H. Holges 57, G. W. Plaisted 56, F.
C. Ross 54, B. Walther 53, M. B. Engel 52.

Bullseyes, 3 shots, 4in. center: Holges 2, Walther 2, Plaisted 1, Han-
sen 1, B. Zettler 1.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.
San Francisco, May 14.— Editor Forest and Stream: The Columbia

Pistol and Rifle Club held its semi-monthly shoot yesterday. The
scores were:
Rifle—Members' medal match, champion class: D. W. McLaughlin

86. Dr Rodgers 85, Young 84. Hovey 83; first class—F. Gehret 82, F.
Fay 79, P. Bebr 76. A. Gehret 72; second class—A. Fetz 55, Ludington
50, Kennedy 46.

All corners' match. Roos medal and cash prizes: D. W. McLaughlin
87, E. Hovey 86, Dr. Rodgers 81, P. Gehret 79, A. Gehret 80.

All comers, musket, Ghndeman medal and cash prizes: A Johnson
78, H. R. Brown 76, A. Gehret 68, A. L. Ott 63.

Pistol—Members' match, champion class: Smith Carr 90; first
class—A H Pape 89; second class—D. W. McLaughlin 87.

All comers' match for the Blanding medal, cash prizes: A. H. Pape
97. F. 0 Young 94, C. M. Daiss 91, S Carr 90 E. Hovey 89, S. I. Kellogg
89, S. E Beaver 87, Dr. Rodgers 84
Pape bids fair to distinguish himself. His pistol record yesterday

was the best yet made iri the club.
F. O Young has offered a gold medal for ladies, to be shot for on

the Saturday preceding the second Sunday of every month.
While some of our local marksmen profess to do good rifle work,

still we read with astonishment the scores made by Messrs. Dorrler
and Ross in their interesting contests. It is marvelous that a man can
shoot at so high a pitch for 100 shots in a match to which he has been
looking forward for many davs Roeeju.

Smith Defeats Zimmerman.
Port Chester, May 19.— There was a 100-shot match 'shot here

yesterday between John E Smith of the Port Chester Rifle Club and
Gus Zimmerman of New York, 100 shots, 200yds.. off-hand, German 25-
ring target. Zimmerman was supposed to win by a good margin but
shot in decidedly poor form, while Smith excelled all his previous
records. Zimmerman's bullets seemed to-be wrong also, and though
holding perfect could not call his shots. Some time in the future this
match may be repeated, when a different result mav be expected.
Smith 214 217 209 218 211 218 213 217 211 217-2145
Zimmerman 187 214 200 212 215 213 206 210 194 220—2071

Schlicht Rifle Club.
At the weekly shoot of the Schlicht Rifle Club, held May 15, 16 mem-

bers were present and participated in the competition for the class
medals. Geo. Dorr won the champion medal; Capt. Brellenthine the
third class; Mr. Dans th<5 second class; Chas. Meyer the third class
Scores: Geo. Schlicht 240, Geo. Dorr 236, Capt. Brellenthine 229, Wm.
Schlicht 228, Chas. Meyer 226, Jacob Schlicht 225, Geo. Lautenberger
225, C. Schlicht 225, M. Dans 224, Geo. Ricbert 223, C Seibel 220, August
Meyer 215, Eugene Mehr 214, August Tribout 214, L. Dorr 213, Mr.
Wagner 210.

Heidenreich Scores.
Scores shot at our 100ft. range May 20, by following: Horn 240

Roberts230, Kock S29. Kaufman 227, Goodman 223, Busch 223, Steckei
223, Heidenreich 210, May 208, Napier 205. Wm. May, Sec'y.

RIFLE NOTES.
The third annual festival and prize shoot of the Heidenreich Rifle

Club will take place in Lion Park on Sunday and Monday of next
week. May 27 and 28. The programme is liberal and should bring
together all of the local riflemen in competition for the money prizes
offered by the club. The list of prizes on the ring and bullseye target
are appended: Ring target—Open to all comers, any .22cal. rifle.
First ticket $1, additional ticket 50 cents. Tickets unlimed, two best
tickets to count. If ties occur the prizes will be divided. Only one
prize for any contestant. Fourteen prizes, from $35 to $2. Bullseye
target—Open to all comers, any 22cal. rifle. Ten shots for $1. Best
bullseye (by measurement) to count. Tickets unlimited, only one
prize for any contestant. Twelve prizes, from $20 to $2 Eight pre-miums for most bullseyes, from 810 to $2. Shooting to commence at
10 A. M. each day.

On Wednesday morning. May 16, Jones's Woods and Washington
Park were totally destroyed by fire. These two parks combined were
the most popular picnic resorts on Manhattan Island. In Washington
Park was located tbe 200yds. ranges consisting of twelve shooting
stands or targets, each one of which was fitted with electric bells TheNe^JJ

I
k Cent,

,'al CorPs was t0 ha *e held its spring festival in the park
on the day of the Are. and unfortunately for many of the members of
the corps they lost their rifles, having left them iff the park at the last
practice shoot a few days previous. Some of the members sent their
rifles down to the park the night before the fire. It is said that thirty-
four rifles were destroyed, all of them being fine Schuetzen rifles
Bollards or Sharps The Zettler Bros, have been congratulating
themselves that the fire did not come one day later, otherwise their
stock of rifles would have been included in the cremation.

The Independent New York Corps, which also held its shooting inWashington Park will shoot on Wednesday of this week in Unionam. kext month the corps has its annual outing; this year it will he
a week in the North Woods, Adirondacks, with the t/ouTand mos-
CJUltOGS.

Since his visit to Port Chester, Gus Zimmerman has had an oppor-
tunity to meditate upon the responsibilities connected with a reputa-
tion, Smith of Portchester i3 said to be coming down to New Yorklooking tor more wool. He should not mistake a billygoat for a lamb.
The Excelsior and the Greenville clubs will have a team contest onthe new ranges of the Excelsior Club in the near future when the Ex

celsiors hope to dedicate their new house with a victory over the

At the weekly gallery shoot of the Excelsior Rifle Club on May 15only four members entered for the club prizes; the scores are at fol
lows: L. A. Ryer 249, R. H. Duff 241.W. J. Hennessey 247 J Bin" 237
There was a meeting of the deleeates of the Bund on Friday nisrhtofjtas week. It has been decided to hold tbe festival ??om fflSf to

th?Tjn̂ HUl
C
pIrk

WiUtl'anSfer tbelr piCDiC aDd Pr^«ce shoots to

i~*jHhaating.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXATURES.
May 22-25.—Knoxvilie (Tehn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeofas. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
May 23-25.—Minneapolis (Minn.) Gun Club's fifteenth annual tourna-

ment.
May 23-26.—Winner Cartridge Co's tournament, at St. Louis.
May 29.—Massachusetts State Shooting Association's tournament,

under auspices of Hingham Gun Club, at Hingham.
May 29-30.—Big Four Gun Club tournament, at Sheldon, Iowa.
May 29-30.—Janesville (Wis.) Shooting Club, third annual tourna-

ment; targets and live birds.
May 29-30.—Muncie (Ind ) Gun Club tournament.
May 30.—Harrisburg (Pa.) Shooting Association tournament.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Oanajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles

May 30.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-
ment, at Utlca.
May 30. —Nitro Gun Club's second annual tournament, at West

Pittston, Pa.
May 30-31.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League tournafiient,

at Rochester.
May 30-31.—Mountain Gun Club tournament, at Mahanoy City, Pa.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club, Mason. $200 added money.
June 4-9—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Iowa State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Independence. Iowa.
June 5-7.—Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club tournament.
June 7-9.—Oregon State Sportsmen's Association's tournament,

under auspices of Willimette Gun Club, at Portland, Oregon.
June 8-9 —Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club, first annual tournament.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Kansas State Sportsmen's A^EOsiation's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City. N. J.

June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest's tenth
annual tournament, under auspices of Tacoma Rifle, Rod and Gun
Club, at Tacoma, Wash.; $1,500 added money; open to the world. E,
E. Ellis, Sec'y.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June 20 21 —Belfast (Me.) tournament, under the management of

Belfast Gun Club. Chas. R. Coombs. Sec'y.
June 26.—Union Gun Club tournament in conjunction with monthly

team shoot of New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, at Springfield, N, J.

June 27-28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
sixth tournament, under the auspices of the Elwood Gun Club, at
Elwood, Ind Elwood Gun Club will add $200.

June 28.—New England Shooting Association championship tourna-
ment, under the auspices of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club, at Hart-
ford, Conn.
July 4-6.—Central City Gun Club tournament, at Duluth.
July 16-18.—Standard Gun Club tournament, at Baltimore, Md. ; $150

added.
July 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associations's

seventh tournament, under the auspices of the Kentucky Gun Club, at
Louisville, Ky. The Kentucky Gun Club will add from $200 to $400.

July 1819—Dr. Wallade's bluerock target and live bird tourna-
ment, at Newport, Mich.
July 25.— Central New York Trap-Shooters' League fourth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse
July 26 —New England Shooting Association championship tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Willimantic Rod and Gun Club, at
Willimantic, Conn.
Aug. 13-18.—John Parker's fourth international tournament, blue

rock targets and live birds, at Des-chree-shos-ka Island, near Detroit,
Mich.
Aug. 21-24.—-Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, Under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop*
sononock Park, Altoona.
Aug. 23.—New England Shooting Association championship tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Atlantic Trap-Shooting Association,
at Lynn, Mass.
Aug. 29.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fifth tourna-

ment, at Auburn.
Sept. 3.—Endeavor Gun Club's annual shoot, Marion, N. J. E Hol-

lister, Sec'y, Jersey City Heights, N. J.

Sept. 19-20.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
tournament, under auspices of Greensboro Gun Club, at Greensboro,
N. C. The Greensboro Gun Club adds $200.

Sept. 26.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, sixth tourna-
ment, at Rochester.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any nelos notes they may care to have printed.

The Columbian Gun Club, of Marietta, O., has elected: John A.
Davis, President; C.L.Flanders, Vice-President; Walter Kirby, Sec-
retary; E. P. Eddy, Treasurer; F. S Bibbee, Field Captain; P.
Schlicher, Jr., Assistant Field Captain. The third annual tournament
will be given June 7 and 8 The secretary writes: "With our com-
plete new outfit including an electric pull, we feel assured of a suc-
cessful shoot and we will make every effort to mako it an enjoyable
one also. We trust all our friends will make every effort to be with
us. Programmes will be out in a few days.

Enoch Miller, the well-known pigeon shooter of Branch Mills, N. J.,

has had his right hand amputated. The physicians said that this must
be done to save life, as blood poisoning had set in Miller was clean-
ing his gun a'week ago, and accidentally cut his hand with a knife.

The wound was small and was at first neglected. The arm soon began
to swell.

The Eastern N. Y. Trap-Shooters' League tournament, under the
auspices of the Canajoharie Gun Club, will be shot at Canajoharie,
next, Wednesday, commencing at 9:30 A. M. sharp. For further par-
ticulars, address, Charles Weeks, Secretary.

Mr. C. W. Dimick is preparing for a new revision of the trap-shoot-
ing rules of the American shooting Association, which will cover the
cage of known traps and unknown angles.

Kansas State Tournament.
The fifth annual tournament of the KansaB State Sportsmen's Asso-

ciation will be held at Topeka, June 12-14, under the auspices of the
West Side Gun Club, J. C. Clark, secretary. American Association
rules will govern all contests. All purses will be divided 40, 30, 20 and
10 per cent., and will be paid in full. No deductions from purses will
be made for any purpose. The graduating haudicap will be used in
all programmed events. Winners of first and second moneys shoot in
the next event in which they enter at known traps but unknown
angles. Forty dollars will be donated by the management each day
for average prizes, to be divided into five prizes, $12, $10, $8. $6 and $4.
Shooters tieing for a place may withdraw their pro rata. All contests
open to all, excepting medal shoot. The National Hotel will be head-
quarters for shooters. The annual business meeting of the Associ-
ation will be held in the parlors of the National Hotel, Wednesday I

evening, June 13. Two sets of five traps will be run, and all shooting
will be rapid firing. Bluerock and Empire targets will be used. Good
live birds are guaranteed A speeial rate of a fare and one-third has
been secured during the tournament on all railroads running into
Topeka from all points of Kansas, and from Kansas City and St .*
Joseph, Mo. Write the secretary if any further information is de-
sired.

Early Spring in the Pennsylvania Mountains
Is best enjoyed from the trains of the Pennsylvania Railroad Th«famous Pennsylvania Limited leaves New York every mwnSt 10 00o'clock. A trip on it is a revelation of scenjc beauty ~Adv 90
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Meadville Gun \ Club.
Mkadviixe, Pa , May 16.—To-day's unpromising and at times damp

weather had no terrors for the club, and a goodly number of members
turned out for the regular weekly shoot, a notable feature of which
was that some of the usually cy»ck ishots came in on the tail end of the
score. The following were The results of the regular, 25 singles,
known: Hines 22, Kelso 22, F. W. S^th 22, Ehrgott 21. Clark 21,
Johnson 20, Dr. Johnson 20, Yates 19, WTTittling 19, Bolton 18, Lashells
18, Adams 18, Worst 17, See 17, Neal 17, Baker 17. --Stein 16, Kellam 14,
Hodge 12, Reisinger 12. Hayes 12, Carskadden 10. F. B. Smith 10,
McFarland 9, Carman 6, Stern 5, Kebort 3.
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Colorado State Shoot.
Salida, Col., May 9.—Editor Forest and Stream: The very success-

ful tournament of the Colorado State Sportsmen's Association,, given
under the auspices of the Salida Bod and Gun Club, was completed
to-day. The attendance was somewhat less than had been anticipated,
but those who did come had a good time. The scores follow:

First Day, May 7.

No. 1, 10 singles, $5 added, $1 entrance:
Thomas... 10 Killen 8 Heibler 6
Gasbell 10 Moore 8 Harms 6

G Beard 10 Benton ... 7 Phillips 3

Bamsey... 8 Dr Beard 7 Mowry 3

No, 2, 15 singles, $1.50. $5 added:
Bamsey 13 Hoagland 12 Benton ..10

Glade 13 Dr Beard 12 Lower ...9
Harms 13 Sherman ...11 Mowrey 1

Thomas 12 Heibler 10

No. 3, 15 singles, $1.50, $10 added:
G Lower 15 Isabell 11 Hoagland 10

G Beard 14 Heywood 11 Benton 9
Sherman 13 Glade 11 Lehritter .9
Bamsey 12 Harms 11 Killen , 7
Thomas 11 Mulvany 10 Heibler 9

Moore 11 Mowrey 10 Shaw. 4
No. 4, 10 singles, $1 entrance, $5 added:

Heywood .10 Phillips 8 Glade 7

Mulvany 9 Sherman 8 Benton 6
G Beard , 9 Harms 8 Heibler 6

Bamsey 8 Thomas 7 Mowrey 5

Lower 8 Isabell 7 Killen ; 5

Dr Beard 8 Moore 7 Shaw 4

No. 5, 15 singles, 81.50 entrance, $5 added:
Heibler 14 Harms 13 Sherman 11

Gus Beard 14 Ramsey 13 Black 10
Heywood , 13 Thomas ...11 Moore 7
Lower 13 Mulvany 11 Benton , 6

No. 5, 10 singles, $1 entrance, $5 added:
Thomas... 10 Logan 9 Moore 7
Isabell 10 Phillips 9 Mowrey 7
Heywood 10 Mulvany 8 Black 6
Dr Beard.. 10 Heibler 8 Benton 6

Lower .10 Harms 8 Shaw..... 5
Ramsey 10 Hoagland 7
No. 7, 10 singles, $1 entrance, $5 added:

Thomas 10 Sherman 9 Mulvany 7
Heywood 10 G Beard 9 Benton 7
Lower 10 Dr Beard 9 Moore 6
Bamsey 10 Phillips 8 Mowry 6
Isabell 10 Harms 8 Heibler 5
Wood powder shoot, 15 singles, $1.60 entrance:

Glade 15 Moore 12 Lower .11
Thomas 14 Killen 12 Hoagland 11
Heywood 14 Benton 12 Meacham 9
McKinney 14 Heibler 12 Phillips 9
Sherman 13 Mulvany 11 Bamsey 8
G Beard 13 Harms 11 Schoolfleld 8
Ten sweepstake shoots were run off on the first day in addition to

regular programme.
Second Day, May 8.

Fifteen singles, $1.50, $10 added:
Ramsey 15 Moore 13 Thomas ,12
GBeard 15 Hall 13 O Moore ....12
Harms 15 Glade 13 Hoagland 9
Benton 14 Sherman 13 Thompson 8
Ten singles, $1, $5 added:

Ramsey.. 10 Glade 9 Sherman 8
GBeard 10 Harms 9 Brothers.... 6
Hall 9 Thomas 8 Moore 5
Benton 9 O Moore 8 Dr Beard ....3
Ten singles, $1, $5 added:

Thompson 10 Mulvany 9 G Beard, 8
Benton 10 Lower 9 Glade 8
Bamsey 10 Heibler .....10 Harms 8
Sherman 10 Hall 8 Morle 7
Heywood 10 O Moore 8 McKenzie 3
Thomas 9
Fifteen singles, $1 50, $5 added:

Harms 15 Hall 13 Mulvany 11
Thomas 14 Heibler 13 Made 10
O Moore 14 Ramsey 13 Thompson 10
Lower 14 Sherman., 12 McKenzie 7
Heywood 14 GBeard 12 Benton 6
Moore 13 Brothers 12
Salida cup team shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Telluride team. Gunnison team.
Hall 18 5—23 Thompson 14 6-20
Moore 18 9—27 Thomas 20 9—29
Benton 16 7—23—73 Brothers 13, 6-19-68

Pueblo team. Saguache team.
Sherman 17 8—25 G Beard 19 6-25
Glade 12 7—19 Heibler 14 6—20
Ramsey 20 8-?8-72 Dr Beard 15 7—22—67

Salida team. Denver team -
Mulvany 13 6—18 Heywood 16 9—25
Phillips 16 10—26 McKenzie 10 5—15
Rose 18 6—24-69 Lower 15 7—22—62
Twenty singles, $2, $20 added:

Harms 19 Lower 17 O M»ore 15
Thomas 18 Sherman 17 Brothers 15
Heywood 18 Moore 16 Mulvany .15
Glade 18 Heibler 16 Phillips 15
Hall 17 Hoagland 16 Benton 13
Ramsey 17 J Beard 16 McKenzie ..10
Wood powder shoot, 20 singles, $2 entrance:

Ramsey 19 Thomas 16 Mulvany 15
Hall 18 Moore 16 Sherman '. 15
Heywood 18 Lower 16 Hoagland 12
Olade 18 GBeard 16 McKenzie 9
O Moore 17 Harms 16
Twelve sweepstake shoots were had in addition on second day.

Third Day, May 9.

Ten singles, $1, $5 added:
O Moore 10 Heibler 9 Moore 7
Hall 10 Phillips 9 Benton 7
GBeard 10 Thomas 8 Thompson 7
Lower 10 Sherman 8 Hoagland 6
Heywood ,10 Mulvany 8 Schooefleld 5
Brothers 9
Fifteen singles, $1.50, $5 added:

HaU 15 Benton 13 Mulvany 10
Heywood 15 Harms IS Moore 9
Lower .....15 J Beard 13 Brothers 7
Thomas 13 Sherman 12 Thompson 9
O Moore 13 Glade 12 Heibler 6
Championship of Colorado, 50 single unknown bluerocks, unknown

traps, walk around, use of both barrels:
O Moore, Telluride 49 C L Hoagland, Salida 38
B Haywood, Denver 48 Dr Hall, Telluride 38
G Benton, Ouray 44 Mr Heibler, Ouray 88
J N Lower, Denver .....42 J Beard, Saguache 38
Mr Sherman, Pueblo 41 D B Phillips, Salida 34W N Thomas, Leadville. 39 P Mulvany, Salida 30
Oscar Moore, C. L. Hoagland and Mr. Sherman used 36grs. S. S.

powder, l^oz. No. 8 soft shot, in smokeless shells Oscar Moore
missed hi3 second bird and used second barrel four times. Thomas,
Heywood, Benton, Lower and Mulvany used E. C. powder and nitro
Rival shells. J. Beard used wood powder.
Ten singles, $1, $5 added:

J Beard 10 Moore 8 Gast 7
Lower 10 Hall , 8 Schoolfleld 6
Heywood 9 O Moore , . 8 Thomas 5
Heibler.. 9 Mulvany 7 Thompson 5
Sherman 9 Harms 7 Phillips 4
Fifteen singles, $1.50, $10 added:

Lower 15 Mulvany. 14 Shermau 13
Thomas 14 Heibler ...14 Hall 13
Harms 14 Heywood 13 Gast 10
Glade 14 O Moore 13 Schoolfleld 8
Benton 14 J Beard 13
Seven 1 ve birds, $5 entrance:

Heywood 7 Hall 6 J Beard 5
Heibler 7 Sherman 6 Mulvany 4
Glade 7 O Moore 5 Hoagland 8
Thomas 6 Lower 5 Thompson 2
Schoolfleld 6 Benton 5
Nine out of the 14 entered in this match shot clay-bird loads, not

having suitable loads for live birds, Five sweepstake events were shot
on the third day in addition to programme.

O. L. Hoagland, Secretary.

See announcement in these columns next week of the Trap-Shooters'
Ready Reckoner, a series of tables published by the Forest and Stream
Publishing Co., for the use of tournament and club cashiers, in
division of purses.

THE CHICAGO INTERSTATE.
It is seldom that a tournament draws such an array of mighty

shooters as attended that of the Interstate Manufacturers1 and
Dealers' Association, held at Garfield Driving Park, on May 17, 18 and
19, under the auspices of the Prairie Gun Club, Chicago. The North,
South, East and West were well represented by experts whose names
are famous in the land. Yet several shooters of the East, who were
expected to participate failed to appear, which later caused the can-
cellation of the team contest.
There were five batteries, two for live birds, and three for inanimate

targets, of which everything was known at No. 1, everything unknown
at battery No 2, and the "Novelty rule" at battery No. 3.

The weather was an assorted lot of the Chicago article. In the
first two days there were distinct samples of torrid midsummer, cold
weather, snow storm, rain storm, hail storm, gentle breeze, high wind
and perfect calm. On Friday there was such a raw, stiff half gale,

with rain and snow, that it was deemed best to postpone the inani-

mate target events to the following day. The shoot was thus most
seriously injured by the bad weather. Even the most pronounced Chi-
cagoan was forced to admit that the weather feature was malapropos
and it was overdone. It injured a most perfectly equipped and ar-

ranged tournament for which the Interstate Association is justly
deserving of credit. In this connection it is proper to mention that
the Prairie Gun Club was negligent in the matter of important routine
details. On the first day there were not enough cashiers to properly
conduct the business interests of the tournament, which caused un-
necessary delays in the shooting and vexing work in unraveling
tangled accounts for settlement. It is regretable that the club marred
its prior good work in behalf of the tournameot by one serious over-
sight. On the other hand, just praise is due the club for its zeal and
good work in the preliminary arrangements, though the press work
was absurd from the sensational Munchausenism to which it was
mostly devoted.

Owing to mail detentions caused by the floods,

the scores of this shoot have not been received at

time of going- to press.

Side Lights of the Shoot.

Col. Alberger was a host in himself, and a mighty good host, too.
He ran a special shooters' train over his road, the Lake street "L,"
and showed many other courtesies to the visitors.

Al. Hofmann, Geo. Hofmann and all the other Hofmanns, were in it

at every station of the road.
The 1,500 wild pigeons, specially caught by President Rollins with his

own band, while in the act of climbing a tree in the wilds of Indiana,
were conspicuous by their absence. So was the mayor's address. So
were the "1,000 shooters from all over the Union."
Ben Bush and his three-barrels trap pull were there. Ben and the

pull were adopted by the Interstate. The pull had the pull, not Ben
had a pull, though this Is Ben's pull, too, which I hope is clear now.
The target game, in the opinion of the Hon. J. Brewer, was a hard

one.
Capt. Dressel, of the U, M. C, is perfecting a system by which he

hopes to equalize the Chicago weather. It consists of a nigger boy
with iced drinks and a fur overcoat.
Mr. Noel Money took the Greatest Climate on Earth at its word and

wore white duck trousers the first day. One should never take the
Climate too seriously. It's only joking. When Mr. Money rolled his
trousers down there was a pint of snow in each leg. The next day he
wore three pairs of wool trousers.

Mr. W. Hobart, of New Jersey, is another man to confess that the
Lake Michigan lobsters grow larger, and redder and better than any
little ocean lobsters on earth.
Mr. T. W. Morfey also came on from New Jersey. By the way,

where is New Jersey?
Uncle Jake Pentz is getting way the best of it in the collar-and-elbo

w

with Father Time.
Elmer Shaner is the right sort; which the same we will rise to main-

tain.
Paul North says there will be 150 entries at the Cleveland shoot.
The Prairie Gun Club reposed great confidence in Elmer Shaner

when they asked him to run 5 sets of traps, hustle squads and keep
cash for three batteries, besides scoring and answering questions. This
was magnificent, but it wasn't business.
The Interstate never gave a better shoot, so far as the Interstate

was concerned, and the whole made as pretty an exhibition of the
modern tournament as has been seen up to date.
The grounds were good, spacious, wide and pleasing, and made an

ambitious frame for a pretty picture.

Dick Merrill, with a new Greener gun and new trousers, made 25
straight in the live birds. He unjustly ascribes this to the trousers.

Billy Wolstencroft is just the same as ever, only more so, and still

shoots his nervous and effective gait.

Jimmy Haggerty wore a new gun and a pleased look.

James A R. Elliott had quarters near the grounds and went to bed
at sundown every day. In the morning he got up when the Garfield
race track mud larks began to warble their sweet carols.

Tom Marshall would still rather shoot than mayor.
The welkin was rung.
They all saw Aladdin.
Charlie Willard and his Colt gun were quite kittenish.
Rollo Heikes should be arrested for repeating.
T. T. Cartwright once had a gun. and now he has a wheel.
Herman Meyer, secretary of the Prairie Gun Club, was centrally lo-

cated, affable and joyful all the time.
Charlie Budd had been eating too much oats, and allowed that the

western end of Forest and Stream couldn't shoot a shot gun,
rifle or pistol, couldn't run, jump, or box, or do anything as well as he
could. We had to take Charlie out and administer correctives of that
belief. He is better at this writing.
The Novelty rules make pretty sport.
The live birds flew when the cold wave came, not before.
The old ground traps and rope pulls seemed antiquated.
Br'er George Kleinman is of the belief that a miss and out shoot

should be constructed so that when a fellow happens to miss he
wouldn't have to go out.
Courtney and the ejector were there and made a great combination.
McMurchy was showing a new Whitworth barrel, Smith ejector,

which he confidently declares will make all other shooting-irons get
off the earth.
Geo. A. Mosher of the Syracuse Arms Co. mingled also.

Capt. A. W. du Bray is under the doctor's care at his home in Day-
ton, Ky., but writes that he will be at the Knoxville shoot. He adds
that Parker Bros, are about to put out a special-order pigeon gun,
two grades, $200 and $300, with Whitworth compressed fluid steel bar-
rels, which "will be grand, I can tell you—the finest yet made."

C. Grim was pestering, as usual, about the top notches.
The Eastern team did not materialize, it being impossible to raise

ten men.
Justus von Lengerke was sick and could not come on with Bis

friends.
All the champions were there but they were too close together to

make matches.
F. V. Van Dyke and his Winchester were present. So was Mr. Win-

chester Sylvester.
It is ventured as a suggestion, though not officially announced, that

Charlie Young is not fat enough to wrestle with this climate, and
neither is Chan Powers.

Him and Heaven.
The wild-pigeon, special-train, address-of-welcome, all-star, four-

Topsies, double-ring fake methods of the irrepressible press agent of
the Prairie Gun Club, who framed the advance notices of the shoot,
created a good deal of quiet amusement and a Uttle quiet guyiDg. All
of which reminds me of a story. The story comes from the Buffalo
Express, and was told by an advance agent about a play he had just
seen up in Milwaukee.

"It was in one of the museums here," said he. "The museum has
a stock company in its theater, and its great specialty is border drama.
Every week they give a new drama of the wild and woolly West.
"This play that I saw was a blood-eurd'er of that character, and at

the time I arrived at the theater the stage was pitch dark and two
men were fighting a duel. I could hear the knives clash together and
hear the men stumble around the stage; but I could but faintly dis-
tinguish the forms of the actors.
"After a while there was a thump on the floor and the villain (I

knew it was the villain by his accent) hissed: 'Ah, ha! Rudolph Teg-
herington. I have you now and no one nigh to see me do the deed!'
"Then the drummer hit the bass drum a belt, and the calcium man

turned on the light, and away up on a rocky pass a woman (the
heroine) was seen standing,

" 'Coward!' she shouted, 'me and heaven is herel' "

Let us oblige the press notice man by continuing him in his chosen
position in the center of the stage, with the calcium light and the bass
drum. Him and heaven was there. E. H,

The West NewburghGun and Rifle Association had a very successful
two-days' tournament last week. We regret that the carbon copy
scores sent us were impossible of decipherment even by so aBtute and
expert and eagle-orbed compositors as those of the Forest and
Stbsam.

The Eureka Gun Club.

Delightful weather and a good attendance favored the club's shoot
on Saturday, May 12. The traps worked badly, which somewhat de-
tracted from the pleasure of the event. Some youths were present
and exhibited most skillful shooting. Following are the scores:

No. 1. 25 targets:
wiliard iimmionnoiimimi-23
Adams 0010101011110011111101111-17
Bingham 1111011111101 101011011111—20
Burr 01110111 1101 1 1 1 111 1100101—19
Glover 1000001111101100001101111—14
Frotbingham 1101111111001111001111111—20
Fuller 1101111110111111111111101—22

Goodrich. . . .

.' 1101101111010110101101010—16
Goodrich 1110111100100101011101111—17
DeWolf 11111 1 11 10001101100010100-15

C... 1011110100100101000010000—10
Thacker 1100001 101010010110110001-12
Carson 1111101111110010111111110-20

Maltby 011001000011HO — 7
Patterson OOlOllOllllOlll —10
Courtney 111011101111110 —12

No. 2, 25 targets;
Wiliard 1111011111111110111110111—22
Bingham 1111111111111110111111111—24
Adams 1101111111111111101111111—23
Frotbingham 1111111111101111010111111—22
Glover 1111011110111101111010111—20
Ferguson 0110110000010011101011001—11
Patterson 1110110111001111111111100—19
DeWolf 1011110111 1 11 11 1001 1 101 01—19
Maltby 0010111110111100100011011—15
Waters 1111111111111111101111(00-22
Carson 0001111111110111111110111—20
Courtney 1111111101110111110101110—20
Fuher 1101011111111111011011111—21
Hibbart 1111111011111011011110111 -21
Elliott 0110110000110101001111011—14
Weart 0011010110000000110100101—10

Trophy shoot:

Wiliard. ".

. . .1111111101110111111111111—23
Biugham 1111111011011111111111111-23
Adams 1111111111111111111011110—23
Frothingham 1111111011011111111111111—23

Class B.
Glover 1110110010110111110111111-18
Goodrich 1011111101110111100111010—18
Ferguson 1001111101101001111111111—19
Paterson 11101111111 0001 01 1 1 1 101 1 1—19
DeWolf 0111101100110110111011010-16

Class C.
Maltby Ill 100001 1 1 1000010001 1110—18
Waters 0101111100010011001111111—16
Carson 0101011111101111100101111—18
Thacker 1010101101110111101111111—19
Weart 00011011100010011111 1011 1—15
Courtney 0011111101111111111101111-21
Fuller 1110111110101101111111101-20
Burt 11011111 1111111110110111 1-22
Hibbard 0100101001101011111111101-16

Trap at New Braunfels, Tex.
A strong delegation of the Powder Hill and San Antonio gun clubs,

of San Antonio, attended a little tournament given at New Braunfels
on May 13. The first thing on the programme was a prize shoot at 25
singles as follows:

McCormack 1111111010 11101111010101 0-18
Critzer 1101111111111011110111111—22
Thiele 0101111111001111011)01011—18
Rothwell 0101000011111110111011111—15
Samuels 0101111101111001011110010-16
Veith 0110010011001011111111111—17
George 1111010010111110001011111—16
France 1101101101111111110111001—19
Seam lOlOlOllllOOOOHOlllOOlOO-13
Frank llOlOlOlOlllllO'OlOlllOOl—16
Faurote. 0100101101010110111111110—16
Grossmann 0001011000111011001111100—13
Ohabot 10110111 lllOllllO^lOlOHO—17
Gloeckner 0111111000101110001110111—16
Epp 1110011111011111111110111—21
Bilsenbacb 0001111111111101111111001—19
Kelley 1111011011111111111111011—22
Dreiss 1100110001100101001010001—11
Wagenfuehr ' 0111000001111111111011010-16
Thiele 1110000000000110101000001— 8

Worff 0000000010110001101000001— 7
Philips llOOlOqilOllllOllOlllllll— 18
Paris 0110011111001111110111111—19
Vallbrecht 1010010101 101000100010101—1 1 .

Vernor 1011100100011000100100100—10

No. 2, 10 singles, 2 pairs, entrance $1: McCormack 10, Faurote 7,

Critzer 10, Veith 8, Vernor 8. Flockner 10. George 10, France 7, Thiele
6, Rothwell 11, Chabot 8, Samuels 7, Dreiss 10, Paris 10, Kelley 10, Bies- •

enbach 9, Seam 6.

No. 3, 15 singles, $1.50: Samuels 11, Paris 10, Critzer 10, France 8,

McCormack 10, Thiele 11, George 13, Seam 9, Black 12, Mlttendorf 7,

Faurote 9, Veith 14, Kelley 12, Chabot 8, Wagenfuehr 11, Eothwell 12,

Vernor 10, Gloeckner 11, Worff 3, Biesenbach 8.

No. 4, 10 singles, known angles: Samuels 10, George 6, Black 8,

Rothwell 5, Thiele 7, Veith 7, France 8, Cotzer 8, Kelly 5, Chapot 5,

Faurote 8, Paris 6, Gloeckner 5, Dreiss 6, McCormick 8, Learn 5,Vernor
5, Mittendorf 5, Worff 5, ThedeS, Biesenbach 4. Wagenfuhr 6.

No. 5, 15 singles, $1.50: Faurote 2, Samuels iO, Critzer 9, McCormick
13, Chabot 9, Veith 10, George 12, Paris 10, Rothwell 12, Dreiss 11, Ver-
nor 14, Thiele 10, Glockner 11, Biesenbach 8, France 12, Phillips 12.

No. 6, miss and out, 50 cents: Faurote 10, Vernor 11, .Critzer 5,

Thiele 1, McCormack 1, George 6, Thiele 1, McCormack 0, Critzer 1,

Faurote 0.

Binghamton Gun Club.

May 17 —Club shoot for medal:
G Kendall 1010111011110111111001101-18

Stone 1010010010011001010100110—11

C Kendall 0101011101010101010101100—13

Graver 1010110100010001011011001—12

Hobbie 1111011101101101110111111—20

Boss 0111111101111100111011111-20

Waldron 0111111111111111011110111—22

Rose 1011010111101111111010110-18

Carver 00101 0111 0101 1 01010001 010 -12
Perry 10100001001010001100001 10— 9

Sweeps at 10 birds each: 123UB6 789 10 11

Kendall 6 6977687798
Hobbie 7 9 8 8 9 10 7 9 8 7 10
Carver 7 7 9 7 8

Boss 7 8778989988
Waldron 9 9 7
Rose 8 8 7 8 9 7 9
Brown 7 8 8 8 9

Philmont Rod and Gun Club.

May 19.—Twenty Empire targets, unknown targets:

J Vander- G Vander-
burgh. ...010011110C0000100001— 7 burgh.. ..11111110111111100001—15

Ames 00110010111101011001—11 Dr Vedder.01101000101000101111—10
Fergueson. 00110101110011111111—14 Dingman. ,11111111100111000101—13
Baker 00110011110111110110—13 Powell 11010111111101111111—17
Howland.. 00001000010110010111— 8 Spoor .00110000001001111110— 9
The scores were shot in a gale of wind. We will soon shoot for an

Ithaca gun a series of 25 shoots, 25,birds per man, class shooting.
fi Vanderburgh, Sec'y.

Forest Gun Club.

Philadelphia, Pa , May 14.—Please find scores of the regular
monthly shoot of the Forest Gun Club, held on their grounds, Twenty-
seventh street and Lehigh avenue, Saturday, May 12;

Mills (shot at 54).... 50 Donnelly (58) 30 Ware (55).... 32
Henry (50) 46 Ezrah (58) 40 Wissler (55) 23
Morison (52) 39 Bender (55) .40 Rowcraft (52) 41
Irvin (51) 81 Baum (57) 18 Dr Hancock (60) .... 25
Walters (50) 41 McDaniel (60) 39
Henry by winning this shoot gets the $25 cash prize.

Wm. Moribon, Sec'y.
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Lewis 1111110111- 9

Hicks 1111101111— 9

1011111111- 9

[Highland Gun Club.
r Des Moines, Iowa, May 11.—The Highland Gun Club held an all-day

shoot commencing at 9 o'clock this morning. Experts were handi-

capped to shoot from three unknown traps, unknown angles; winners

of first moneys were handicapped in next event to three unknown
traps, unknown angles; winners of second money shot m nest event

at known traps, unknown angles; winners of third and lower moneys

not handicapped. This is the first tiaie this club has hell a handicap

shoot and some doubts were expressed as to the success of it, out

every one, even the expert, was pleased, and I thinfc the Nortfi or

Parker handicap is a success, and it seems to me a much more sensi-

ble way to help out the amateur and encourage him to become an

expert shot than many others, such as barring experts and equitable

systems, etc. You may bar the expert to the advantage of the

shooter who can make 80 to 85%, but what help is this to the amateur .'

But when you keep the experts handicapped in all event, and handi-

cap the winners of first and second moneys, the amateurs will get a

place along with the rest and have some inducement offered to become

a good shot. Some will say this makes too much work and bother to

run a tournament. I will admit it is some trouble, but the satisfac-

tion given all the contestants will more than repay you for tne

trouble you have been to and will increase the attendance at shooting

tournaments.
-No. 1, 10 singles, entrance $1: .

Eason ........ ...1001100110-5 Lowe 1011000110-a

Georgeson . . . .1011111110-8 Bruce 0011011101-6

Lewis 1101010101-6 Budd 1111111011-9

Harris.' 1101011011—7

No. 2, 15 singles, entrance $1.50: *,«»awmw*«««
Budd ... 101101111011111-1-2 Bruce 111101001111111—12

Georgeson ..101111101111111—13 Harris 111011111111111—14

Eason .
..1110)1010111110-11 Sanford 001110111111001-10

Lewis 011110010001000— 6

No. 3, 6 singles and 3 pairs, entrance $1:
1fl

Georeeson. .101111 10 11 10- 9 Lewis 111111 10 11 10-10

Selby 111111 00 00 11- 8 Harris 011100 1110 10-7
Bruce.' .'"!.!.. 111011 111111-11 Budd HUH 10 10 11-H
Nn. 4, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Budd.. U11101011— 8

Bruce 1110100011— 6

Selby 1111111011— 9

Eason O'llllHOO- 7

No. 5. 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

Selby . . 00110111.1 111001—10 Lowe 011000110101101-8

Lewis' 110111101011111—12 Eason 111101101010001—9

Georg'e's'on'".''.'lll0011i))101)0-ll Gray lOlOOlllOHOOOO- 7

Hicks .100101100111101- 9 McLean 001100111110111—10

Budd .111111111111101—14

No. 6, 20 singles, entrance $2:

McLean 110110)0110001010111—12 Hicks 1101111011111111UU—18
GeorKesonlllllllllimilOllll—19 Budd 01110111111111011010-15

Sanford... 11111111011011011111-17 Lewis 11001101110111111111-16

No. 7, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Georgeson 1011001111—7 McLean 0101010111-6

Budd ' 1111101111—9 Lewis 1011111001—7

Hicks.'."" 1011111001—7 Lowe 0111110111-8

Sanford' 1111010111—8

No. 8, 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

Georgeson llllllll lOHOU—13 McLean 111101010111111—12

Hicks ...011111111110110—12 Lowe 1001)1101010100—8

Lewis." 111111110101111—13 Budd 111010111111111—13

Extra No. 1, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Budd 1110111111—9 Lewis 1101001011—6

Georgeson 1110111111—9 McLean 1010011011—6

Extra No. 2, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Gwinn 1111111111—10 Georgeson 1111101011—8
Perkins 1010011111— 7 Budd 1111111111—10

Kirsher 1111000111— 7 Sanford 1001111101—7
B Still 1111000101— 6 Hicks 0101111101— 7

Extra No. 3, 10 sing'es, entrance $1:

Budd 1111111111-10 Kirsher 1110111011—8
Gwinn 1111110111— 9 Kessler 1101110000— 5

Georgeson 11U011011— 8 Lewis 1001101101— 6

Perkins 1111101111—9 Hicks 1001000011—4
McCartny 1111110000— 6 Still 1011010110— 6

Sanford 1110111011— 8 Bruce 0011010101— 5

Extra No. 4, 10 singles, entrance §1:

Budd. 1010011001-4 McCartny 11 10010001—

5

Gwinn 1111110111—9 Hicks 11 11010000-5
Perkins 10)0)0000)—4 Still 0000100000—1
Georgeson 1111110111—9 Lewis OOOOllllll—

6

Sanford 1111)11100—8 Kirsher 1011110111-8
Extra No. 5, 10 singles, entrance $1

:

Hicks. 1001011111—7 Gwinn 1101110001—6
Kessler-.-. 0010001011—4 UeorgeRon 1001110111—7
Chase " 0111011110—7 Budd 1101111111—9
Perkins 1001100100- 5 Sanford 1111011111—9
Whitcomb 1110100110-5 Kirsher 1011101111—8
Martin. . ,

1111100001—6
Extra No. 6, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Sanford 1110111111—9 Chambers 0101111010-7
Budd 1101110111-8 Lowe 0100100010-3
Kirsher 0111011101—7 Cross 1111111001—

8

Gwinn 1101110100- 6 Chase 0 1 1 1 010001—

6

Georgeson 1111111011—9 Bruce 1111111011-9
Lewis 0000110111-5 Perkins 0)11011001-6
Hicks 1011001111—7 Ferree 1010110010-5
Still 0000110011—4 Searight 1100001101 -5
Kessler 0000001110-3 McCartny 1111100)11—8
Miller 1011100111—7 Allertou 0101111101—7
Martin 0001011011—5
Extra No. 7, 10 single targets, entrance $1

:

Georgeson 1101011110- 7 Miller 0011100011- 5
Sanford 1010111110— 7 Carss 0100010010- 3
Budd 1010111111— 8 Whitcomb 1010111011— 7
Hicks 0111111100— 7 Henry llllllllll-lO
Gwinn 1111001111— 8 Eerree 0 00101000— 3
Chase 1100111100— 6 Still 0011001100— 4
Kirsher 0011111111- 8 Bruce 1000111111-7
Perkins 1101011110— 7 Warmby 1000110111— 6
McCartney 1110011111— 8 Martin 0011011100— 5
Allerton 1110010010— 5 Gwinn 1111111111—10
Extra No. 8. 5 pair targets, entrance $1:

Sanford 10 10 01 00 01— 4 Chase 11 11 11 11 00— 8
Budd 01 00 11 11 11— 7 Searight 00 01 10 11 10- 5
Georgeson 01 11 10 11 11— 8 Gwinn 11 io 00 11 10— 6
Hicks 11 10 10 11 10- 7 Kirsher 11 10 10 11 10— 7
Extra No. 9, 20 single targets, entrance $2:

GeorgeBon.lllOOlllOlllllllllll—17 Hicks 11101111101111111101—17
Gwinn 11111111111011111111—19 Carss 10111100101111110110-14
Sanford.. ..11111101111111111111-19 Perkins. .. .11001101111111001)01—14
Lewis 01110110011101101001—12 Kirsher.

. ..11111110111001010111—15
Budd 11111011011111101111—17 McCartney00010lO)0)10)0111100-10
Extra No. 10. 10 single targets, entrance $1:

Georgeson 1011000111— 6 Perkins 0111011110— 7
Gwinn 1111110010—7 McCartney noillOlll- 8
Sauford llllOlllil— 9 Hicks....'. 1110111110- 8
Kirsher 1111101111— 9 Lowe 1000111101— 6
Budd 1111111111—10 Ca 1111011101 8

C. W. Budd.

Shooting at Dexter Park.
Emerald Gun Club.—Mav 15, 10 birds, club handicap-

T Cordy 0110222001— 6 C Stitzle 1020100000— 3H Thau 1120112221- 9 S Purseu 1010020111— 6
J Moore 0201111112- 8 N Measel 0011111102- 7
J Hodge 1 102022120- 7 C Measel 21 11222200— 8
G Newark 1001112122— 8 T Short 2210002111— 7
RReg»n 0001011010- 4 T Russel 1012222221— 9
Dr G Husdon 222)211212-10 W Hogan 10210112u0- 6
JVOSS 22210)2011- 8 HFe«sendeu 0100010121— 5
PButz 2220210210— 7 L Shorty .. . . 1183302222-9
J Measel 1111012001— 7 F Place.' 2102221221—9
E Doeinck 22212102)0— 8 M Herrington 2211112021—9
J Woelfel 1101010010- 5 T Hamilton.

.
.'.

.'.'.'.'
'.2001001001 - 4

J Floyd 2222002221- 8 R Sunderman 1112202122-9
Neio York German Gun Club.—May 16, S birds, club handicap-

FSauter 04110120-5 H Thomford 10111222—7
Dr G Hudson 01122111—7 C Raedel .' '.212.000-3
CBusch 2002022.-4 G Schreiner 12110201-6
WWeidman 00101020-3 FHuff 28881811-8M Bondon 01111022—6 J Dannefelser '.

' 01001111-5
PLeibinger 01221111—7 JFrazer 21111111-8
CStratman 01220111—6 S Edwards 10111012—

6

H Noble 02101220-5 ALucus,. . "220»»lll—

5

J Steurnagle 02100121-5 Dr Sedlojeck, ...'.. !oi«00»ii-3
G Smith 11211012-7 J Grane. 00010020-2
J Wellbrock 11211121-8 J Kronsberg 1*300002—2
A Schmidt .00121102-5
Wellbrock won on shoot-off.
Down Tovm Gun Club.—May 17, 10 birds, club handicap:

A Goets 1011100110-6 J Schmenger
, , .OlllllOOll—

7

£Mhrs 1101100111-7 J Huff .. .1111110111-9
» Finn 0011100100-4 0 Wolff .,1110000101-6W JttBt., 1111100110-7 H Waller 1010110011-6
ttFaieo...,,, 0110100110-S HLantr, "...UWOOOU-Ji

Boiling Springs Handicap.
Rutherford, N. J., May 19.—The weather to-day was hazy and very

damp Hard on the shooters. The shooting was quite exciting at

times, especially toward the finish. Outwater and McAlpine were tied

for first place until Outwater lost his 12th, an easy incorrer;t hen they

seemed to think that McAlpine was going to shoot his full string, but

he had to stop on his 14th, an extra fast twisting driver. Then the ex-

citement increased until Outwater lost bis 16th, a fast right-quarter-

ing bird, over wire by 1ft , a hard lose, as he had to content himself

with second money, McAlpine taking first. Third money was divided

between the 17-bird men, fourth between the 16-bird men, and fifth

went to the 15-bird men. There were two forfeits paid by non-appear-

ance of shooters. Conditions, 20 live birds, $15 entry Hurlinghatn

rules, 50yds.:

gTrap score type—Copyright, by Forest and Stream Publish ing Co.

ill fW *V J. IS1 T v^Nf-f-'V ^ y
Hollister (29yds.) 1222210022212120201 2-16

Remsen (29) 2 1 01 1 2122222201 1 1 01 2-17

Mehle (28) 0 21011112122200»112 1—15

Gladwin (29) 1 2 1 0 1 22 1 0 2 2 2 1 2 2 0111 1—17

Ivison (26) 1 2 0 0 ) 0 1 00112 0 2 01»02 0—10

Jones (26) 0 2 2 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 201 1 2 0 0 2-14

Hyde (20) 2 222220022011222121 2—17

Bowes (28) 0 2112 1 2110 1 0 1 21««0» 1—13

Fessenden (29) 0 2212 0 2220022221 122 1—16

Outwater (32) 1 lll21221210212«112 2—18

Loomis (29) 1 210111210111»»11111 16

Drake (31) 0 0221202121112121 2 2 2—17

Blauvelt (29) 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 • • 1 1 .2221 1—14

Lenone (2S) 0 1 1 1 1 2 • 1 • 1 • 2 • 2 • 0 1 2 1 0-12

->\\/Wt,\<-SiSi ^\i^\Si^Vi//
Blue Rock (28) 0 2 0 2110 2 2 0»12222101 0—13

T/^t-TN-^-l T ^/'^l/,7,

/
7l ^'^'/,

Wise (29) 1 1 0 1 1 1 01 1 1 2 1 2 1 01 1 2 0 0—15

McAlpine (31) 1 1212121111 1 1022111 2-19

Griffith (29) 2 211120111202121112 2—17
Referee, Townsend. Scorer, Dutcher.

Atlantic Association Annual.
Lynn, Mass. ,

May 16.—Bang ! bang bang ! rang out the heavy reports,
reverberating between the hills of picturesque Lynnhurst, thus wel-
coming the second annual tournament of the Atlantic Trap Shooting
Association. The day opened with a brisk northern wind re-enforcing
the targets in their speedy flight, and causing most dexterous and
agile work to be experienced. As an average the scores were low, but
this was due to the unfavorable conditions Shooting began at 10

o'clock and finished at dusk. Lunch was served free and all expressed
the pleasant occasion they had experienced during the day. Class
shooting caused satisfaction on every hand. Following are the scores:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Geyer 000101-2 1010101010— 5 1001001—3
Wetherbee 001001—2 1001110110— 6

Adams 011111-5 1110111100—7
Barter 111010—4 0000011111— 5

Mavo 011111—5 0011001100—4
Smith !

'.

!

.' 011110-4 1111100000- 5

Sawyer 111111—0 1000110000— 3

Woodruff 111111—6 1001001110—5
Proctor 001110—3 0001011000— 3

Brown 110111-5 1011111100—7
Fairchilds 1 01 010—3 1001000001— 3

Warren
,

Cleveland
Bolby

No. 4. No. 5

Adams 111111—6 0100' 00011—

3

Sawyer HOlll—5 1011111010—7

Baxter 101111—5 0111100001—5

Mayo 001111-4 0100110111—6

Smith 110101—4 0110000000-2

Fairchi'd 110001—3 0100010100-3

Wetherbee 101100-3 0011010000-3
Warren 010011—3 0100101110-5
Woodruff 101100- 3 0000111111—6

Brown 110011—4 0011111101—7
Bolby ' 111100-4 1010100100—4
Cleveland 111101—5 1000101010—4
Howard 101010-3 1101010000—4

No. 7. No. 8.

Cleveland 1010110 - 4 100000—1
Baxter 1111001—5 111110-5
Smith 1100010-3 001011—3
Mayo 1100110-4 100111—4
Adnms 1101111-6 010111-4
Woodruff 1111111—7 101110-4
Blake 1111111—7 101000—2
Sawyer 1011110-5 111011—5
Brown 1110011—5 101101—4
Bolby.. 1000100-2 000010—1
Wetherbee. ,1010111—5 110101—4
Warren 1111110-6 111010-4
Yopp lOHll-5
Welch 1010100-3 100100-2

No. 10 No. 11.

Sawyer 111010-4 1111101110—8
Adams .100011-3 1110111100- 7
Woodruff 110011—4 1111111111—10
Blake 011100—3 OO0O11110)— 5
Mayo 101010—3 1011011010- 6
Baxter 100000-1 lllllliill—10
Welch 101000-2 0010011101- 5
Wetherbee 000001—1 0001111"10- 5
Warren 101000-2 1111111110- 9
Brown 101010-3 HlOl'OOlO- 6
Cleveland 100010-2 0111101011— 7
Bolby OOlOD—3 0000101010— 3
Smith- 110110—4 1101010010— 5
Howard 101010—3 1010101010 5

1000100-2
1101011—5
1000111—4
1000000-1
0001110-3
0100000-1
0111111—6
0101010-3
1111111—7
0100001—2
0110111-5

.... 0011100 -3
0000010-1

No. 6.

11 11 11 11 11—10
10 10 10 01 10— 6
01 00 00 10 11— 3
00 00 10 10 11— 4
11 00 00 10 01— 4
10 10 10 00 00- 3
10 10 10 10 10— 5
10 10 10 01 11— 7
10 10 10 11 01— 6
10 11 00 10 10- 5
10 00 10 00 00— 2
11 10 00 00 11— 5
10 10 00 00 01— 3

No. 9.

001001—2
001000—1
000111—3
001000—1
010101—3
101001-3
101101—4
101011—4
001)01—3

011010-3
011101—4

110101—4

No. 12.

0110101110—6
1011001010—5
1111111101—9
1000100101—4
0101101001—5
1100110001—5
1010100010—4
0111001111—7
1100101110—6
0101111110-7
00101301110-4
1100(311010—5
0111100001-5
0000111100-4

Ellicott City.

Ellicott City, Md., May 17.—The all-day tournament given by the
Ellicott City Gun Club was something of a fizzle for two reasons, the
one was a heavy rain that set in about 3 o'clock, and the other was
the presence of a few of the Baltimore shooters, who simply paralyzed
the majority of the other men who came to shoot.
The principal interest of course centered on the triangular team

race and a hundred target race between Q. P. Willey, of the Pawtux-
ent Club, and Dr. S. J. Fort, of the Ellicott City Club. The scores
follow:

No. 1, 15 targets, $1, two moneys: Cantler 14, Dr. Fort 12 Hartner
11, Krueger 10, Kirby 9, Scaggs 8.

No. 2, 10 targets, $1 entry, two moneys: Krueger 8, Cantler 7 Hart-
ner 7, Kirby 6, Dr. Fort 6.

'

No. 3, 15 targets, 81 entry, two moneys: Krueger 12, Bond Malone
Cantler, Dr. Fort, Reely 10, Hartner 9, Byerly 7. ' '

No. 4, same over: Krueger 14, Malone, Bond 12, Hartner 8 Cantler
11, Dr. Fort 10.

Team race, Jessup's. Laurel and Elliott City Gun Clubs. 5 men 20
targets each, $7.50 entry; first $10, second $5: Laurel 58, Jessuo's 45
Ellicott City 70.

r
'

Match at 100 targets per man between Geo. P. Willey and Dr S J
Fort: ' '

"

Willey 19 20 20 24—83 Dr Fort 19 14 14 22_69
The second team race, which the home club won hands down, was a

bitter pill to the haughty Laurelites and something of a pill' to the
Jessup's team. The third race comes off at Laurel, May 30,
Willey's easy victory over Dr. Fort was a surprise to all hands The

medical man was simply not in the race, though Willey ran over Mb
own average. It 1b very likely Uiat this race will be Bhot over agate:
for the loser is not satisfied with rt.eiee.ti r}»ic;pJ!T.*HV

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Syracuse, N. Y., May 10.—Class B:

H Jones 11011111111110111111110111101011110111001011011111—40
M Williams 11101101111011110101111101 111001010011111011101110-36
A White.... 11101101111001011110011110(301000010111000110111111—31
A R King "0100001100100011000111100010110101111101011101111—27
j Cool ooiuoiiiioioioooniioioiiioooiiiioiiiioiiooiiooin-so
D Walters IOIOIIOIIIO1OOOIOIIOIIIOOIOIOOIIOOOOIOIOIOOIOIIOOO—24
Armstrong 00011111111011000110001110101100011010000111001101—87
Mantz 00010011111101000000001110011110110011001110110110 - 24
H. Jones won medal in class B. The weather was perfect and the

traps worked in elegant style.

May II.—Class A:
GMann 10111111111111111011111110111111111111111101111111—46
C Arno 01111101111111101110111001101011111010111111110111-39
CDugard 11101111101111101011111101110010111111110110101111—39
GHolloway 01110111111111111000101111001110110011111101111111—38
C Wagner 11111111011011100111011111011111110000111110111101- 38
G C Luther 10010111010001111111111011111111110100111110111011-37
A C Ginty 00111111101111011111011011110111000001100111100110—33
Geo. Mann won medal in class A. The boys miss Mr. A. G. Courtney,

who has gone on his Southern and Western trip, stopping at the big
tournaments to show up tie new Lefever ejector ; he would keep the
boys hustling. Fallstaff.

Wilmerding and Homestead.
Wilmerding, Pa.

,
May 12.—Scores made May 11 for a medal, won by

O. M. Reich, and on the afternoon of the same day six of the mem-
bers shot against six members of the Homestead team for a purse of
$100 a side, won by the latter. Scores of medal shoot, 25 targets each:
Bishop 1100111101101011101101111—18
F Mcintosh . .0011011011111101101011111—18
Scharrard. ... noiiOOll 111110)1001011001—15
Mackert 1 1 0100101011 1001 11 1 01 1 101—16
Reich lllllllllomilllllOOlOlO—20
McElhany OllOlOOlOnOOOlOHOOlOllll—12
Hepting .0101010000011010111001110 12
Brush 1101111011110011011100110—17
Mcintosh 0001101111011011111111011—18
Dr Fix 1000011111110111111111011—19
Team shoot for purse of $100:

Wilmerding. Homestead.
W Brush 0110220022— 6 Mark Baldwin ,, .0212112111— 9
F Mcintosh. . . , . .01212212U— 9 W H Beazell 2222202212— 9

S Bishop 0201210112— 7 A A Perterson. . .2112220111— 9

W Scharrard. . . . 1222100001— 6 C Atwood 0111101220— 7
D Creelman 1212222012 - 9 J Ross 2222121222 - 10

C Crosby 1201221021— 8—45 J Williams 1112210011— 8—52
A. A Mackert, Sec'y.

New England Shooting Association.

Lynn, Mass.. May 12.—Editor Forest and Stream: The New Eng-
land Shooting Association have arranged a series of championship
tournaments to take place at the principal cities of New England, for
the New England individual and team championships, the final tour-
nament to be held at Hartford, Conn , on Thursday, June 28, under
the auspices of the Colt Hammerless Gun Olub.

As this association is composed of the leading manufacturers and
dealers of America, these tournaments should be of special interest to
the sporting fraternity, and it is hoped that every gun club and asso-
ciation will be represented at ail tournaments.
Gold badges valued at $300, emblematic of the New England and

team championships, will be offered for competition, same to be pre-
sented at the close of the series, but such badges are subject to chal-.

lenge.
American Association rules will govern all badge competitions, bar-

ring rule No. 14. Position of gun must be below the armpit, and this
rule will be strictly adhered to.

The individual championship match will be shot at thirty targets
per man, five traps, known angles, Keystone system. Three men will

constitute a team iu the team championship event, each man to shoot
at fifteen targets, known angles, Keystone system. Entrance free iu

the above events.
Championship contests are open to New England sportsmen only

and all shooting clubs or associations are invited to compete for
trophies offered by this association.

For further information address the secretary. Programmes may
be had by June 10. See Forest and Stream's fixtures.

New England Shooting Association,
W. A. Wetherell, President. W. F. Brown, Secretary.

Boiling Springs.

Rutherford, N. J., May 14.—I send herewith scores made at our
monthly live bird and target shoot for the month of May. At 7 live

birds:
aiCAlpin 2101221-6 Huck 2211222—7
Paul 1111021-6 Hollister 2010202—4
C Collins 1112221—7 Hutchinson 2100120—4
James 0122002—4 Burgess 2011102—5
At 25 bluerocks:

Paul 1111111011001111101111111-21
Simpson 0011111111111110101000111-18
Hollister lllllllllOlllimiOOlllll-22
James 1111111011011110111111011—21
Huck....'... 11111111111C0111111111111-23

McAlpin 0111110101001111011001111-17

Gray 11100001 1 101111)101111110-18
Frank OOlOlloiioillOlOllOlllOOO—14
Adams 0100)11111111101110111101—19

Hacks? 1111111110101101110110111-20
Lenone 111111001 1110111111111111-22
E Jeannerette 10)11 0001 1

1
i 001 01111100011-14

LLane 1011101011111011100010011-16
Goesser .0110111001111110100011000-14

Wm. Huok.

Eureka Trophy Shoot.

Chicago, May 19.—Eureka Gun Club trophy shoot:

Adams 0111110011110100100111110—16
Willard 1110111111111101110111111—22

Class B
Goodrich 1111001010111000110111110—16
Ferguson 1101010011100110111001101—15
Paterson 1110101101111101100010001-15
DeWolf 10111010111000101 10111001—lf»

Marshall 0110000010010000010101010— 8
Class C

Maltby
'.

. ...0011100001001101011110100—12
Carson 0111000110010101101010111^14
Thacker 01 (301 ) 1 1001 1 1 1 101 1 ) 1001 11—17
Weart 100101)111111100011101111—18
Dr Morton 1010010100111110011111001—15
Courtney 11101l)))o)i0ll01inoilll—20
Erhardt 001 1 01 001 1 1 1101 101 1 101 001—1

5

G Morton 110001110011100— 8

The Calumet Heights Gun Club.

Following is the score of the diamond trophy contest of the Calu-
met Heights Gun Club, made May 12:

Class A
S M Booth llllOllllllilllllllllOllOlllll 1011010001-33
AC Paterson OOOOllllllllOllOllOlllOOllllUllOlOlOni—28
F S Lewis 100111101001101000)0)1011011111110011111—26

ET Elliott 0100111101101100111011111101100001110101—25

G C Lamphere 0100111101111011111101111111111111111101—33
Class B.

G Knowles 000001 1 1 01 01 1001 1 1 00001 1101 001000101 1110—19
L C Davis 1000010010010101010000110000000110100100-13

A W Carlisle <v 1010000010101010101110111110001010011111—22

W B Chapman 1101100111111101111111001000000010111000—23
Class C

K Marks 001 00000000000000000000000001 10000000000— 3

W E Wills
1

lOlOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlOOOllOOOlOlllOOOOOO— 9

Aberdeen Rod and Gun Club.

Aberdeen, Wash., May 11.—Score ot the Aberdeen Rod and Gvn
Club held on May 9. Ed. Schofleld won the gold medal with a scoi e
of 13 out of 20. E. L. Koehler and M. R. Sherwood were a tie for the
leather medal and on the shoot-off Shersvood won, getting 3 out of 5,

to Koehler's 1:

Weath'ringOlOOOOOOlllllOlllOlO—10 Koehler. . ..10011101100110010110—11
Sherman... 00101110100100110000 - 8 Kraber ....01000100000010100100— 6
Sherwood..00000100000100000001- 3 Bevax 10010100010001011000- 1
Gunn 01110U1000010100001— 9 Ed KoehlerOOOlOOOOOOOOOOlOlOOO- 8
Pratsch, ,

,.11010111001010010110—11 Schofleld, ..10110111011001011101—13
Hayes, . , ,

.01110110000000100010— 7 Patterson..ll0010100111101110Q0-11.
Brauer,,,, 00100001000000111001- a . -
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Princeton College Boys.
Princeton, N. J., May 11.—The first oC a series of team contests

between six of the Princeton tigers and a like number of veteran still-

hunters from the city of Trenton occurred to-day. The Tigers lost by
a scratch, but died game. Conditions of match were 30 birds per man,
15 rapid firing, known trap and angle, 15 one man up, unknown trap,
known angle, 16yds rise. The teams alternated at the trap after each
5 rounds. On the first round Trenton led by two birds, but at the end
of the second they had not increased the lead. End of third round
saw them seven birds to the good; but with the beginning of the un-
known angles the Tigers came down, tooth and nail, and down, too,
came the Trenton's lead, in the fourth round. More of the same gave
the home team a lead of two birds in the fifth round. But the strain
of their first team race was a little too much for the nerve of some of
the Princeton amateurs, and the professionals from Trenton went
home winners by one bird. Score:

Trenton Team.
Hann 110100110111111101111011111111—24
Strasser 111100110111111100100000111101-19
Wilson 101010111111111011111110011010—22
Bambaugh 101111110100001101011100001011—17
Harper 110111001111111 1100010U111100—21
Allen 111111111111111011011111110111—27—130

Princeton Team.
Phillips 111111011111111111110111011111—27
Lewis 110111111001001111111111110111—24
Clarke 011101110101111010111100001111—20
CreBSon 010101100101011100101111011110—18
Wadhams 101001101010011101101101011000—16
Tiffany 110111111011110111101101110111—24—129
The regular club handicap was shot May 14, at 25 Empires, 10 known,

15 unknown traps:
Phillips (scratch) H11111101100110111110001—18
Clarke (given 3) 1111101111000100111100010—15
Schellinger (10) 1111111111110001001011000-15
Tiffany (2) 1101111111011111110011011—20
Barclay (7) 1111111100000000000000100- 9
Vaugh (5) 1111100101001000100010111—13
Johnson (6) 1111110000100110001010001—12
Brokaw (5) 1111110000101011011101111—17
Crasson (scratch) 1111010110001011011101101—16
Millendorf (scratch) 1111111101111001011100011-18
An interesting feature of the day was the25-bird race between Clarke

and Hankins, the former shooting from horseback:
Clarke 1001011111101100101011010—15
Hankins 0010000101101110110100110-12
May 17.—At the Interstate Fair Grounds, Trenton, the second of the

series of three matches between teams of six men each from the
Princeton and Trenton Gun Clubs was shot Wednesday before a good
crowd. Charlie Allen, the popular gun dealer, led the Trenton con-
tingent, and Dr. Tiffany, as usual, captained the Princetons. It was
evident at a glance that there was "a nigger in the fence ''—or in the
trench, which amounts to the same thing—and that things had been
"fixed," for no two birds went at the same height or speed, and none
of the angles were true to rule. But the smooth-faced college lads,
though very young and guileless, were "up to snuff," and decided that
if their hosts could stand it, they would "stay in " It was a game
that two had to play at, and the outcome showed that the hoary-
headed tricksters were "hoist by their own petard," for Princeton won
easily by 13 birds, gaining and holding the lead from the first. The
conditions were same as in first match:

Trenton Team.
Bambaugh 101111110110010010111101000110—18
Bainbridge 011111111101101001001010001110—18
Wilson 111111111111101111000110111101-22
Harper 000010011111101001101100111100-16
Hann 100110110011111010010101111010—18
Allen 101111011110011111111100111001—22—114

Princeton Team.
Phillips 110111111111101101111001111101-23
Lewis 1101111111101111101 101 HOOOill—23
Wadhams OlOlllllllOllllllllloOlllOlOJO—21
Cresson OlOOOllOOOOlOOOOOlOlOOllOlOlll—12
Clarke 01111110 110101101011100011 1101—20
Tiffany 111111111111111111101111011111—28-127

Wads.

Chamberlin Tournament.
Fbequent notices have already been given in these columns of the

Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Co. 's tournament, which promises
to make the dates set for it at Cleveland, June 19. 20 and 21, historic in
the annals of trap-shooting. In our advertising columns to-day appear
some details which should be read with care.

Pansy Defeats Marlborough.
Kingston, N. T., May 12.—In a team shoot between the Pansy Gun

Club of this city and the Marlborough Gun Club, on the grounds of
the latter, ten men to a team, 25 Empire targets per man, known
angles, the Pansys won. The weather was quite unfavorable for
good work, the light being very inferior. In the evening the members
of both clubs, through the courtesy of Mr. McMullen, were served
with an elaborate dinner at his hotel. This ended a most enjoyable
day's sport for every one. Scores:

Pansy Gun Club.
HMyer 0111101010111111110101000-16
WK Park 1101011101111111011011111—20
Geo Cramer 11111111111010111 1 1111111—23
R J Carroll 11011111111111111111 11111—24
Jno Bain 1110001101001100101101111—15
J R Kenyon 1011011111*111101011111111—21

Jno Cable 1111111011111111000111011-20
W C Van Anden 11 1 11 101 111 1 11 11 1 1 111 1110—a3
W S Smith llllllOllllOlllllllllllll—23
W H Van Gaasbeok 1111111101111111010111001—20—205

Marlborough Gun Club.
FFail 1011111101011110111111111—21
B Graves 1010001101000111111001001—13

C Frost '. 1010110111111111111110011—19
O Mitchell 0110111111111111110111101—21
A Fuller llOOllOHOlOlOlillllOHOl—17
C Baxter 1111111101101101110101111—20
H Wyatt 0111111111111111011111111—23
J Rhodes 1110110111100010110011110—16
C Bingham 0111111011010111111010101—18

C Woolley 1001110011101111111111101—19—187
Weekly handicap of Pansy Club, May 18:

Smith (25) llllomilOlllllllllOllll —23
Cable (25) 1010010100110111101111111 —17
Van Anden (27) 111111111111111110111011111 —25
Weston (29) 10110110111010111 1 11111110111 —23
Schaffer (29) 11110111111111110100110010111 —22
Pidgeon (29) OlOlOOlOlllOlllOlllllllioilOO —19
Mrer (31) 1101111111010111110001011011011 —22
Hume (35) 10010111001110111111101111111001111—26
We are now building a new club house which will be finished by

Decoration Day, on which day we will hold an opening shoot, which
we cordially invite all shooters to attend. J. D. S.

Climax Gun Club.
Pl,ainfield, N. J ,

May 16.—Climax Gun Club shoot,
5 traps, unknown angles, club handicap:
Keller 1111111011111110111111111
Brantingham 1111111110111101111111111
Smith 1011111111111010110111111
D Terry 1101111111111111111111101
Stephenson 000 1 01 000 ' I OOOOOOOOlOllOl
A Trust 1111110101101111011111111
Manning 1111110111111111111011111
Williams 1111100000100111111111111
Goodman lOlllOllllllOlllllOllOlOl
Cramer 1111111111101110011111111
Scott 1110111111111111111101110
Van Dyke 0000111111111010111111111
J Ziglio 1010111111111111111111011
H Campbell 1111111111111111111111111
A Smith 01 1 1100001010100000011000
Coddington 1001011011110110110111110
J Darby 1011110111111000111100111
P Jay loiiooiioooooioioiniiooiW Terry 1111110010111110110101U1W Squire 1111101010001111101111101

empire targets,
Handicap.

—23
—23
—21

00 —23
10110111 —13
10111 —26
1111 —27

Missoula Rod and Gun Club.

Missoula, Moht., May 13.—For once this season all nature smiled on
the shooters of the Missoula Rod and Gun Club, as they stepped to
the score for the purpose of breaking as many as each was able of the
15 bluerock targets thrown into the air at known angles, 16 and 18yds.

rise. Although the afternoon was a perfect one. only a dozen shoot-
ers participated in the medal contest, and the average of these was at

best no improvement on the averages heretofore made under less

favorable circumstances. "Bob" Rogers, with but one miss in his

score, will wear the gold medal this week, which, by the way, has just
been received by the club, and is a beauty. The Class B medal
changed hands, being captured by J. P. Menard, with a^score identical

with that of the Class A winner.

Class A
W H Mace 011101111111110-12 T S Jones 011000110101101- 8

R Rogers 111011111111111—14 Lieut Devol 111110000000101— 7
A Harrity 111101011111111—13

Class B.
J P Menard 110111111111111—14 J T Sawhill 011101111011011-11

C Russell 101111110001010- 9 F P Kern 010000101001000— 4
F H Woods 011011001111010— 9 F Cowee 001000000010000— 2
W P Brayton. . .011111110101101—11

J. P. Menard and W. P. Brayton then chose each a team of 6, them-
selves included. The teams shot four 5-down contests at unknown
angles, resulting as follows:
Menard's team 20 24 23 21 Brayton's team 20 20 12 14

W. C.

1110
11011
inn
in

—21
-23
-27
—25

11111111 —27
00011110 —26
111 —28
0000101101—13
1111101111—2f>

010111 —21
1111 —19
10101 —22
11001 -21

"Wyalusing Gun Club.
The Wyalusing (Pa.) Gun Club had a practice shoot on May 17, the

scores of whioh show what "Buckwheaters" can do. Bluerocks,
16yds. rise, unknown angles:
N A Wells 1110010111111111111111011—21
JS Hamaker 1111011101111111111110101—21
F Wells 11010111111011001111 —15

Ties: N. A. Wells 3, Hamaker 4.

Match, 25 bluerocks:
N A Wells 10101001111101110'1111110-1S
J S Hamaker 1111111101110111000101110—18
F Wells 1101111111011111111111111—23

J. S. H.

$mwtt$ to (H/omspondqnts.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

J. M. H.. Johnsonburg.—Write to Mr. J. B. White, Norfolk, Va. He
will probably be able to post you.

J. B. W., Philadelphia.—You will do well to read the surf fishing
paper in our angling columns to-day.

E. N —Will you kindly inform me throus-h the columns of your
valuable paper whether the "grass plover," or as it is technically
called, Bartram's sandpiper, will lay and hatch a second time if the
eggs are taken from the first nest? I knew of a nest that had been
robbed before the eggs had hatched, and I am anxious to know if the
old bird will lay again. Ans. The old bird will no doubt lay again,
but probably not in the same nest.

T. B., Albany, N, Y.—If I purchase a gun in London and have it

shipped to Canada can I go up and bring it in the United States with-
out paying duty? Will the Canadian Government ask a duty on a gun
made in London and how much? How much is the duty here on a
gun costing $d00 in L /iiuon? Are dogs broke in the South too fast
to use here for partridge shooting? Are field trial stock too fast
altogether for this section? Ans. 1. No. 2. $76. 3. Not of neces-
sity. 4. Not of necessity. Read recent discussions of this subject in
our kennel columns.

W. H. W., East Auburn, Me.—Will you kindly give me any infor-
mation in regard to feed for blackgame and capercailzie in pens. I
have not been able to obtain any kind of grain or seed that they will
eat readily. They will eat birch buds, but those will soon be gone. I
should like some information. Ans. Mr. Verner de Guise, who con-
ducts a successful pheasantry at Mahwah, N. J., replies to the above:
The food of the young capercailzie consists of materials very similar
to that of the common grouse; chiefly may be enumerated the several
sorts of cereals, when obtainable, blackberries, cranberries and
juniperberrias, the leaves and shoots of fir, the buds of birch and
willow and several other trees, and a fair amount of insect food. The
young require various insects, chiefly ants and worms. I would also
think that a rich custard of fresh milk and eggs cooked till the whey
is entirely separated, and then dried and cooled, would make an ex-
cellent food for the young birds. The chief food blackgame chicks
consume for two or three weeks, is the seed and small flowers of a
small rush termed the "spret" or "sprit" in England, which grows
very thick and close on moorlands and commons and copses near
boggy places. Unless the hen and chicks are placed on a dry piece of
turf near some running water where "spret" is abundant, poor suc-
cess will result. The young must be kept free from all disturbance,
animal or human, and the different berries loved by grouse should be
given them.

A GENTLEMAN^ SMOKE,
j

j WE COULD NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY
jj

if |>aid double the price. It is the
j

? choicest Smoking Tobacco that ex-l

perience can produce or that money|

\-can buy.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York City

3MC.4I
Sand. Worms 12 and 15c. per doz. White or Blood Worms, 25c. per doz.

M. am with you again with lower prices for Flsbingr Tackle. I find oy experience tbat putting down tbe prices and not decreas
ing tbe quality, it increases my business every year.

One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.19 until all are sold. Tnese rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, extra tip, complete in wood form and will
give satisfBctior.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ;
9£ft. 6£oz.

;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lOJft., 7^oz.

;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: Sfcft., 9oz. : 9ft., lOoz.
; 9Jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lO^ft., 14oz. Reel seats aboye hand.

No. H— ft. special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 63 cts.
;
60yds., 78 cts.

;
80yds., 88 cts. ; 100yds. , 98 cts.

Any of the above reels sent by mad for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

No. E—Special lot Hard Rubber and Nickel Raised Pillar Click Reels, 40yds., 38cts., 60yds., 48cts. Sent by mail Sets, extr i for postage.
No. C—Nickel-Plated, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels, with click aaa drag and screen oil cup, 40yds., 58c; 60yds., 6Se.; 80yds., 78c; lOilyd*., 88c; 150yds., 98c. 10c. extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, mist color, 1yd., 20c. per doz.; 2yds., 40c. per doz.; 3yds , 60c. doz. Double Gut Leaders, mist cot jr, 2yds., 75s. doz. Haud Twisted Gut Leaders, 10c. each, 90e. doz.
A special lot of Trout Flies at 25 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.

All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, loots, doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four nly, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postag e.

800ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail '£ cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 ofcs. - 300ft.. 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Special List No. 3.

2E£J£?gZ&2£ftT9££i&' J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 and 55 Court Street. Brooklyn. W. V.

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.

ItJB/L ElTtS APART.

P. O. Box 4108,

CMICOPEE FALLS, MASS,
Send for 0*i&logue

t
free of ebarg«>

Our Latest Modbl 1894,

THE NEW IDEAL &IK1B.
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Forest and Stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. AH books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

American Angler's Book. Memorial edition. Norris
American Fish and How to Catch Thein
American Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated

American Game Fishes. Shields
American Salmon Fishing-. Wells.
Angling and Trolling for Pike
Angling on Salt Water
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley

Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall
Book on Angling. Francis
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone
Favorite Flies and Their Histories. Mary Orvis Marbtjry.

Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Roosevelt and Green
Fishing Tackle, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated

Fishing with the Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated

Fishing on American Waters. Genio C. Scott
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates

Fly-Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated.

Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. Illustrated -.

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing
More About the Black Bass. Henshall
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters
Salmon Fishing. Hallock:
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Roosevelt.
The Practical Angler. Clark
The Game Fish of the Northern States. Roosevelt
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated — «-

Witli Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 14-1 platea

BOATING AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. Illustrated. New edition

Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. ILLus..

Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated

Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca"
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. F. Stephens
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big- Canoes. Speed. Illustrated
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland
Four Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop

,

Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald
Manual of Naval Architecture. White
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth edition
Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagrams. Grosvenor
Practical Boat Sailing. Davees. Illustrated

Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated

Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. Illustrated
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated
Sailor's Language. W. Clark Russell. Illustrated
Sailor's Manual and Handy Book. Qualtrough
Sailor's Sea Book. Rosser. New edition .

Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third edition, enlarged, 470 pages. .

.".'.'.*.

Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations
Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp. ......
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols.
Xacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 1

Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition
Yachtsman's Handy Book

.

Price.

$5.50
l.oo
3.50
2.50
1.00
50
50

1.00
3.00
5.25
2.50
5.00
1.50
1.50
2.50
2.50
1.50
2.00
2.50
2.50
1.50
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
5.00

5.00
1.50
3.00
25

2.00
1.00
2.00
l.OO
1.50
50

1.50
2.50
50
75

1.50
1.00
1.00
9.60
1.00
2.25
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.25
50

1.25
1.25
3.50
1.25

10.00
3.00
6.00

16.80
l.OO

IO.OO
1.00
2.00
5.00
1.50

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World
American Sportsman. Lewis
Art of Shooting. Lancaster
Big Game of North America. Shields ..........[[....
Breech-Loader. Greener
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields ...V. ....'.]'
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition
Frank Forester's Field Sports, 2 vols
Game Laws in Brief. With pictures from Forest and Stream
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, 876 pagesGun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. GreenerHow I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow
Hunting in the Great West. Shields
Hints and Points for Sportsmen. .

Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Roosevelt
Instructions in Rifle Firing. Capt. Blunt
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway
Modern American Rifles
Modern American Pistol and Revolver, illustrated
Modern Shotguns. Greener
Pistol, The
Shooting on the Wing
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream.' Leffingwell
Shore Birds. Paper '

Sport with Gun and Rod. Cloth, h indsomely illustrated
f£?ftsmatt*s Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada, Illustrated '

!

Still-Hunter. Van Dyke

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel. Paper .

Dadil's Modern Horse Doctor
luis( The and His Diseases, and i?aiev s Method.
Training the Trotting Horse
Horse Training Made Easy. Jennings, illustrated
Horsemanship for Women. Mead. Illustrated by ParkerMayhew's Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations
Mayhew's Horse Management...
McC line's Stable Guide
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding, iliustrated
Stonehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo
Stonehenge on the Horse. American edition, Umol

1.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
l.OO
2.00
2.00
4.00
25

2.00
2.50
1.00
75

1.50
3.00
2.00
2.50
2.00
1.00
1.00
50
75

3.50
15

5.00
3.50
2.00
50
50

2.50

75
1.50
1.25
3.&0
1.25
1.25
3.00
3.00
1.00
l.OO
3.50
2.00

CAMPING AND ADVENTURE. vrn-e.
\

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustrated $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray. Illustrated, 2 vols. , each 1.50
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks. Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising in Flox*ida. With map. Henshall 1.50

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts.; cloth 75

j

Camping and Camp Outfits 1.25
Canoe and Camp Cookery. ' Seneca" 1-00
Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated 1.00
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
Hints on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 25 cts. ; cloth 1.00
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them 1.50
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition.. 1.00
Woodcraft. "Nessmuk5

' 1.00

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS.
Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. Cloth l
Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Farrar. Cloth 1
Guide to Adirondack Region. Stoddard
Guide to Androscoggin Region 1
Guide to Lake George
Map of Lake George
Map of St. Lawrence River 1
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard l
Map of the Thousand Islands
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado . . 1
Our New Alaska. Hallock 1
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar l,

Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farrar , 1
Southern California. T. S. Van Dyke 1

00
00
25
00i
50
50
OO
00
50
,50
.50
00]
00
50

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits
Breaking and Training Dogs. . Dalziel
Breeders' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel
Dog, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. Eighth edition
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Landseer. Illustrated
Dogs of Great Britain and America
Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge. With 50 plate portraits
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging. Paper
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont"
Field Trial Winners ,

House and Pet Dogs. Illustrated
Modern Dogs of Great Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Lee
Modern Training. Waters M

Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation and index..
*

Pocket Kennel Record. Full leather
Shaw's Illustrated Book of the Dog
Stonehenge on the Dog. With portraits
The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel. ....
The Mastiff, History of. M. P>. Wynn
The Collie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits
The Collie. Lee. Illustrated
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun
The Sheep Dog. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth
The St. Bernard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel
The Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition
Training Trick Dogs. Illustrated, paper ......
Youatt on the Dog

, ,

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols., $30: colored,

$60. Water Birds, 2 vols.
, $24; colored

Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 illus., new edition
Big Game of North America. Shields
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers

. ...... .1.
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams
Coues' Check List of North American Birds. Illustrated
Coues' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard.
Holden's Book of Birds. Paper '.."."!.'.'.."."*

Insects, How to Mount. Manton
Life on the Seashore. Emerton ..........[.........
Manual of North American Birds. Ridgway
Names and Portraits of Birds. Trumbull. 90 illustrations.

.

Naturalist's Guide. Maynard
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry. . .

." *.

.'

Nests and Eggs of North American Birds. Davtes
Our Common Birds and How to Know Them. .

.

Our Own Birds. New edition
Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur, iiiustrated. ... . . V. '.Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. Manton
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown. Illustrated; $1 ;

paper

MISCELLANEOUS.

^lv
^
I
!.
tin*os 011 tne Great Hunting Grounds of the World.

.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell
City Boys in the AVoods. Wells
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting... .

Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated
'.

.

'.

'.Old St. Augustine, Florida. Eeynolds. Illustrated.Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales. GrinnellPoems of the Rod and Gun. McLellan
Poultry, Illustrated Book of
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright.
Practical Poultry Keeping. Beals .

.

Sam Lover's Camps. Robinson
.

Unci© Liana's Shop, Robinson ....„.,. P » .

"*°

3.50]
8.00|
2.504
3.004
80

2.00
50j

3.00-
25:

2.00*
6.00<
3.00'
l.OO'
50
75:

2.00'
5.00'
50|

6.00<
2.001
2.50<
50<

8.00/
2.50
1.25 J

2.50<
1.00
r.so<
2.50<
1.001
1.251
l.OOj
1.001
1.50'
25

2.50

SO'
2.50

60.00
1.50
3.50
8.00
2.00 '

50
3.00
7.501
5.00
25
50

1.501
7.50
2.50
1.25

20.00
I

1.75
1.50
1.50
1.50
2.50,
50 h

50

1.00
1 75,
2.50
25

150
1.00
1.75
1.25
5.00,
1.50
1.501
1.00
l.otr
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POLITICS AND GAME PROTECTION.

In his recent address before the American Medico-

Psychological Association, on the treatment of the insane,

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell declared that the management of

insane hospitals in this country is clogged and fettered by

the intrusion of politics.

"When a work of such vast importance as the care of

the insane is cursed by politics, it would be asking too

much to insist that the relatively unimportant interests of

game protection should not suffer in the same way. The

fact is notorious that game protection in most of our

States which have any would be more efficient if the sys-

tem could be divorced absolutely from political control.

The Duluth, Minn., Commonwealth reports that the

vast game preserve, of which Duluth is the center, is at

present without a warden, because the man best suited to

fill the place, and whose appointment to it had once been

approved by the Governor, has had the appointment

withheld because of his politics. The selection of a

Board of Fish Commissioners for New Jersey, this year,

was long delayed because of partisan considerations. In

New York, Gov. Flower's recent appointment of a game
warden for the Thirteenth District, called out a long

article in the Rochester Post-Express, headed, "Was it a

Dra$? Rural Politicians Guessing about O'Lahey's Ap-

pointment." This was followed by a statement intended

to show that the protector owed his place to pulls and

counter pulls of local political factions.

The practical effect of making game protection sub-

ordinate to politics is to defeat the purposes of the system

by putting hetlers into office instead of protectors, to in-

sure inefficiency in the place of ability, to excite disgust

instead of respect among the law-abiding, and to give

license, comfort and protection to the wolfish poachers

who defy the laws with impunity.

What we need in game protection is less politics and

more conscience.

THE LAKE MILTONA WHUEFISH.

The name whitefish, as used by us, is applied to all the

species of the genus Coregonus, and fifteen are now
recorded in North American waters. In every-day lan-

guage these are known as the common whitefish, whiting

or Musquaw River whitefish, Nelson's whitefish, Rocky

Mountain whitefish, Coulter's whitefish, Menominee white-

fish, Richardson's whitefish, tullibee, Lauretta's whitefish,

blackfin or bluefin, lake mooneye, little whitefish, smelt,

longjaw, and lake herring or cisco.

The whitefishes are naturally divided into two principal

groups, one having the lower jaw not reaching as far

forward as the tip 'of the snout, and the other with the

lower jaw projecting forward beyond the snout. In the

first group the mouth is generally small; in the second it

is usually large. It might be supposed that the second

group, to which belong the lake herring, the Miltona

whitefish, the longjaw and several others, would take

the hook rather than the common whitefish, if any of

them could be captured in that way; but, singularly

enough, most of the reports of taking whitefish on a hook
relate to the small-mouthed form—the common lake

whitefish. We published an interesting account of ice

fishing in Lake Erie by "Fly-fisher" several years ago, in

which was described the capture of lake herring by a pearl

button lure; the fish, however, did not bite, but were

speared when they came within suitable distance.

Mr. J. R. B. Van Cleave of Chicago has written to

Forest and Stream about the blackfin or bluefin of

Miltona Lake, Minn , and our illustration is made from
a photograph which he made for the U. S. Fish Com-
mission. Mr. Van Cleave stated that the fish "has been
known in lakes Miltona, Ida, Mary, L'Homme Dieu and
Geneva, and the lakes of Douglas and adjoining eounties

in Minnesota that empty into the headwaters of the

Mississippi River, through what is known as the Long
Prairie River, for the last thirty years [written in 1891],

and is indigenous to these waters. It is not the kind
of fish that would naturally be introduced, inasmuch as

it can not be taken with hook and line. It is certainly

a native fish."

"A sample of this variety was taken in Lake Geneva,
near Alexandria, Minn., last month (November, 1891),

that weighed before being dressed 6lbs. * * * The
average size of those caught (and they are taken by the

wagon load in October and November) is about 2ilbs,"

Mr. Van Cleave had the following to say about the rela-

tion of the Miltona whitefish to the cisco of Lake Geneva,

Wis.: "Mr. G. B. Ward, a prominent banker of Alexan-
dria, in the center of this lake park region of Minnesota,

advises me that he lived for many years upon Lake
Geneva, Wis., and during the time he resided there

became very well acquainted with what is known as the

Lake Geneva cisco. He says the fish taken from the lakes

around Alexandria, and known as the whitefish, are not
the cisco, and that as a food fish there is no comparison
between them."

"The whitefish of the lake region referred to are taken
altogether in nets and run from lflbs. to as high as 61bs.

in weight. A wagonload of the fish caught will present
the appearance of mackerel, inasmuch as they run so

nearly the same size, being about 2ilbs."

In a paper recently published by the U. S. Fish Com-
mission, Dr. Hugh M. Smith has described the longjaw
whitefish, until then not known except to fishermen in

lakes Ontario, Michigan and Superior in deep water. If

this fish could have been taken with hook and line,

doubtless it would have been described many years ago,
but it is caught only in nets.

SPORTSMAN AND FARMER AGAIN.
We hear and read much about the "true sportsman,"

why never anything of the "true farmer?" The "true
sportsman" is commonly defined as embodying all of the

cardinal virtues and a few extra ones peculiar to the class.

Would the ideal of the "true farmer" comprise any of the

approved attributes of manhood in a less degree? It is

very clear that if all gunners and fishermen were "true

sportsmen" and all land owners "true farmers," we
should have an end of the quarrelings and collisions

which every once in a while now fall out between plain

every-day sportsmen and farmers. There have been such
contentions from the beginning, and they will renew
themselves probably to the millennium. This is because

as now constituted both sportsman and farmer are intensely

human.

The conflict between the two classes has, as a question

by itself, no certain right and wrong. In any given

case either side may prove to be in the fight. The
sportsman may be a very decent and well intentioned

fellow, and the farmer a brute; or the farmer may be
shown to be a long-suffering man of peace, and the

sportsman a rowdy. Again, and by no means in-

frequently, the whole disagreement may be due to a

want of tact in one or both. Tact means conciliation.

An ounce of conciliation is worth a ton of fight.

As a rule, the sportsman is in the position of asking

a favor or a privilege, and the farmer has it to grant

or refuse. A recognition of these relative positions is

demanded of the sportsman. His own individual inter-

est and his obligations to other sportsmen require him
to adopt the policy of conciliation. It is the policy that

pays; like honesty it is best.

For as we have said again and again, broadly consid-

ered, the real interests of farmers as a class and of sports-

men as a class are identical; and instead of pulling against

one another both should be united in one common cause.

Take a case, which has just come to our notice, in Co-
lumbia county, New York. The Philmont Rod and Gun
Club was organized in 1889. Every spring since then
it has stocked the streams of the vicinity with brook trout,

procuring the fry from the State hatchery, but paying
out of the pockets of its own members the expenses of

teams and labor of putting out the fish. The trout were
planted in streams which were open to the public. But
this year, after the waters have become well stocked and
ready to yield fair fishing as a result of the enterprise of

the Philmont members, the lands bordering some thirty

miles of stream have been posted, and the public, includ-

ing the club men, have been shut out and prohibited from
fishing. This has aroused the indignation of the Phil-

mont trout planters; very naturally they resent the injus-

tice and ingratitude involved in the course adopted by the
land owners, and they contend with a show of reason that

it was the part of double dealing by the owners of the
lands to permit them to do the stocking for all these years
and then to turn on them in such an ungracious way.
They complain of the inequitable application of the tres-

pass law and denounce the law itself.

The farmers' side, as given by the sympathetic local

paper, is this: That the State game protector has enforced

against them the law forbidding fishing for suckers in trout

streams; that "it is the farmers who own and pay taxes

upon the land through which these streams run, and these

same farmers have been annoyed year alter year by the

indifferent way in which their crops have been trodden

down, and by many other petty annoyances. They have

borne it all until the sportsmen compel them to pay a

round fine for catching their own fish in their own streams,

simply because these self-same fishermen want the streams

kept inviolate for their special benefit. Now the farmers

assert their rights and the fishermen are out."

What this amounts to is that the fishermen have been

trying to supplant suckers with trout, and the farmers

prefer the suckers. The farmers hold the fishermen re-

sponsible for the enforcement of the law, and have had

recourse to the trespass sign, not to protect the trout, but

to spite the trout fishermen. There is just enough plaus-

ibility in their reasoning to appeal strongly to men who
are smarting under the application of the game protec-

tor's activity; but to cool-headed and unprejudiced folks

at a distance the pleading is illogical and fallacious. If

in Columbia county or anywhere else there are farmers

controlling waters suited to trout, and fishermen ready to

stock these waters with trout, it would be the part of

common sense for alt hands to unite that the fish might
multiply and grow in stature for the common good of all.

But the settlement of the difficulty, if it is to be arranged

to the satisfaction of those concerned, is not to be secured

without the exercise of considerable tact by the club

members—tact which brings conciliation.

SNAP SHOTS.

ExAirpr.ES of the naturally^bloodthirsty and destructive

tendencies in civilized man are seen in one or two cases

recently noticed in Forest and Stream. In one of these

a deer appeared near a Connecticut village where none
had been seen for many years before, and pretty near the

whole populace turned out to destroy it. In another case

a beaver was killed by a farm laborer near Washington.
When it discovered the man, instead of manifesting fear

and trying to escape, the beaver walked up to him and
was promptly clubbed to death. And now it appears

from Dr. Baker's note published elsewhere that this

beaver was probably a tame one which had escaped eight

months before from the National Zoological Park at

Washington. We constantly meet with occurrences like

these which show how thin is the varnish with which a
few thousand years of civilization has covered the natural

bloodthirsty animal that stands at the head of creation.

The process of educating man to consider other living

beings will necessarily be slow, but a beginning has been
made.

What is the old saying about making the wolf a sheep

herder? They have been doing that very thing in Rock-
land county, New York, where one Emil Klein holds the
office of game constable of Clarkstown. Last week State

Game and Fish Protector Willett Kidd went out there and
secured the conviction of Klein and the imposition of a
fine of $175 upon him for his game law violations. Pro-
tector Kidd's suit against the restaurant man, Byrnes of

this city, for serving woodcock and quail out of season,

has gone over for trial to June 18.

Our correspondent "Culpepper" reports from Los An-
geles, Cal., that one dealer in that town claims to have
handled 162,000 dozen quail in a season; and "Culpepper"
thinks that the sale of game should be forbidden. He
is right. Secretary J. C. Clark of the Kansas State
Sportsmen's Association, in his declaration of principles

printed in another column, delares that the law forbid-

ding the sale of game in Kansas must be retained. He
is right. The sale of game should be prohibited in every
State in the Union.

Col. Frederick G. Skinner died at Charlottesville, Va.,
on Tuesday of last week, aged eighty years. Col. Skinner
was at one time field editor of Forest and Stream.

Because of Decoration Day the Forest and Stream of
this week was put to presa on Monday, May 28,
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MY FIRST TURKEY HUNT.
I had come South for recreation; a little boating and a

little fishing and shooting would answer my requirements.

I chose Biloxi, Miss., as my headquarters, knowing it to

be an ideal place for sailing, and, as the back country is

thinly populated and intersected by numerous bayous, it

seemed reasonable to suppose that game and fish would

be found in sufficient quantity to satisfy the requirements

of a very reasonable sportsman. And right here let me
upon the heads of all falsifiers, prevaricators, loose talkers

and bearers of false witness, cry anathema maranatha,

the reason of which will appear later on.

After bathing in the delicious sunshine of Biloxi for a

day or two and. incidentally getting my bearings, I over-

hauled my fishing tackle and prepared for sport. On in-

quiring as to the whereabouts of the best fishing spots my
head was soon filled with tales of the redfish, speckled

(salt water) trout, sheepshead, croakers, mullet, green

trout (black bass), not to mention enormous jewfish, gars,

bullfish and other marine monsters. I began to think fish

were too plentiful to afford much sport, but after trying

several places indicated without getting a bite, my mind
was speedily relieved on that score. I had begun to won-
der if all these fairy fish tales were not products of the

tropical Southern imagination
,
when, just about time, I

made the acquaintance of a fine, well-informed old gen-

tleman, with whom I had not five minutes' chat before I

felt he was the man I wanted to meet.

He was a retired judge, genial, kindly and humorous,
and he had learned how to weigh evidence and separate

fact from fancy. Said he, "Fishing good? Yes, some-
times, but not now; it's out of season. You might catch

a few up Biloxi Kiver, but it's rather doubtful. "What
about these fish stories you hear on all sides? Well, most
of them are true, in a measure, but not in weight," he
added, with a smile. "You are acquainted, I suppose,

with the singular fact that some fish increase in weight
more rapidly after death than when living. Curious fact

in ichthyology, isn't it? Well, these fish stories are about
that sort of fish. These loose-talking fellows don't lie, as

a rule; they merely exaggerate. For instance, a jewfish
weighing 2501bs. was caught out there in our channel
about three years ago. The loose-talker says to the in-

quiring stranger, 'Yes, sir, there's prime fishing here; git

most any kind you want. Why, one day last fall, I think
it was, Hank Smith hauled up a big jewfish right out
there in the channel that weighed—lem me see—3501bs.

,

wasn't it Bill?' (to a bystander) and Bill thinks itwas about
that weight—don't exactly recollect—It was 'thar or thar-

abouts. ' And so the stranger is stuffed; and if he is a loose
talker himself, he tells the next newcomer at the hotel
that 'there was a jewfish caught right out there last

month weighing 5001bs.,' and the next Mr. Loose Talker
passes it along as caught last week, 'weight 6001bs., sir.'

And so it goes until the por jewfish wouldn't know him-
self from a sperm whale.

"Yes
r
it's curious how little trustworthy informationyou

can get out of the average man, even when he means to

be straightforward with you. In the first place, he has
not formed the habit of acquiring accurate information,
it's too much trouble; besides, it requires a certain amount
of mental training. Its easier to get it by hearsay and
still easier to color it in telling, for man delights in the
marvelous and loves to surprise his fellow's with an un-
usual tale even when he has no motive of self-interest for
exaggerating. And, I may add, next to telling a mar-
velous tale, man delights in listening to one. It is upon
this element of our human nature that the newspapers
fatten, and they encourage its growth by their garbled
and sensational reports, and thus educate and increase the
pernicious tribe of loose talkers."

To all of which I say, Amen!
When I came to inquire about the shooting it was just

the same, "Plenty of partridge (quail) just across Back
Bay." I went—walked ten miles—and dog (plug, bor-
rowed) got up one covey of six. This I reported to a
hunter I met. "Yes," he said, "partridge is purty sca'ce,
but if ye git back a few miles furder ye'll find plenty of
doves and larks in the plowed fields, and mebbe some
early robins and cedar birdsl" I found later that these
are regarded as legitimate game throughout this section.
On inquiring about ducks I was told they were pretty
scarce, but 1 could get plenty of gulls and pelicans over
on Deer Island. Doves, larks, robins, gulls, pelicans!
Now, I am not one of those who go about, gun in hand,
seeking to kill or maim everything that flies. I do not
make war on song birds or sea gulls, or the great big
foolish-looking, harmless pelicans. Those who know me
know that I kill nothing but game birds, and mighty few
of those, might pertinently be added.
The evening 1 returned from the "partridge hunt" I

met a neighbor who spends his winters here—a Northern
man who had told me he was fond of shooting. Learn-
ing of my ill success across the bay, he said: ' 'You didn't
go to the right place." (I might here remark that the
right place is always "a little further on.") "There's
plenty of game around here and I know it," he continued.
"Why, man, I saw a wild turkey over on Deer Island
yesterday afternoon. Saw his tracks, followed them up
and started up a big fellow, a gobbler. Lord! how he did
runl" Deer Island is a long, narrow, pine-timbered spit
parallel with the shore. It is seven miles long and its
western end, on which there are three or four shanties
lies opposite the town, three-quarters of a mile distant. I
had hunted over several miles of it and found nothing
but mosquitoes—therefore I facetiously suggested that he
had mistaken a pelican for a turkey. "Pelican be
hanged," said he contemptuously, "don't you suppose I
know a wild turkey when I see it? If I'd had a gun I
could have knocked him silly."

A further attempt at humor on my part was not well
received. "Look here," said he, excitedly, "I know what
I saw, and it was a wild turkey. I don't say there's more
than one, though there may be, and this one may be a
stray, like the one shot here in town, near the drug store
about six weeks ago- I can show you exactly where I
saw him—about a quarter of a mile east of the last house
where the big dead pine stands out," he said, pointing
across the bay to the spot.

I sniffed incredulously, and left him glaring at me re-
sentfully. "But," I mused, all the same, on my way
homeward, "the man says he's a shooter—he says he saw

it. It's not impossible, and there was a stray killed on the

main street a few weeks ago. By Jove! perhaps there is

a turkey over there." That night I loaded some shells

with BB.
The next morning, an hour before dayhght, a skiit

sneaked quietly out from the wharf in the darkness, leav-

ing in its wake a quivering, phosphorescent trail of silver.

All now was still save the sound of the oars and the rip-

pling of the water against the boat's prow. Here and

there gleamed the bright light of an oyster schooner, with

its long, trembling penciling of gold upon the dark face

of the throbbing tidewater.
The island was soon reached, and I stole quietly through

the palmettoes to the center of the grove to wait for day-

light. The morning was coolish and the mosquitoes sim-

ply ravenous. I turned up my collar and tied a handker-

chief about my face, but it was of little avail, and my
execrations, if not loud, were deep, while I listened with

all my ears to catch the noise a turkey would make in

descending from his roost to stretch himself and take his

morning feed.

The dawn came rosily, the breeze whispered softly to

the pines, the little birds twittered a good morning to the

new day, the mosquitoes ravened upon my devoted corpus,

but no gobbler made glad the sight. A full half-hour 1

watched, listened and fought the mosquitoes, when sud-

denly I heard a subdued kowk-kowk-kowk, and hastily

slipping behind a pine, my heart was in my throat as I

saw the black heads of turkeyB in the palmettoes about

150yds. distant. Luckily they bad not seen me and were
slowly feeding toward my hiding place. One, two, three,

four, five—I counted as they came slowly into view—

a

magnificent gobbler and four hens. The palmettoes were
almost knee high and pretty thick, so it was not often I

caught sight of more than their heads, and now that my
heart had descended from its altitude to its normal
position, and reduced its stroke, so to speak, I laid my
plans cooly for at least the gobbler's demise and possibly

one of the hens. I felt pretty certain they would continue

feeding toward me, for less than an eighth of a mile back
of them was a house which they would be apt to give a

wide berth. If they veered, to pass to my right or left,

they would still be within easy range, as the woods from
shore to shore did not exceed 100yds. in width. I resolved

to be patient and motionless, biding my time until they

reached a space comparatively clear of palmettoes about

40yds. distant.

I carefully got my gun in readiness in order that I need
hardly make a movement beyond taking sight when they
came into range. I resolved when that time should
arrive I would give a low whistle, just sufficient to startle

them and cause them to raise their heads, and I would
try to do this at a time when two or possibly three of

them were in line, but of one thing I felt tolerably cer-

tain, whether I got one of the hens or not, that gobbler
was my meat. The thought of leisurely rowing over to

town and landing at the oyster wharf, amid the throng
of boatmen and oyster openers, and then sauntering up
the main street on my way homeward, with the gobbler

trailing from my shoulders, filled me with most pleasing

anticipations. Henceforth I should be an authority on
turkey hunting. I had abundant time for reflection of

this sort, as a full half hour had elapsed since the game
was discovered, and they moved toward me very slowly.

I stood like a statue awaiting them and in the meantime
the Deer Island mosquitoes were having a banquet.
Jerusalem, how they did bite! I knew when I made my
plans what I should have to endure from them and had
set my teeth, compressed my lips, half closed my eyes
and let them eat. They hadn't often a chance at so pas-
sive a victim, and they were literally "out for blood."
"Let 'em feed," I muttered grimly, "old Mr. Gobbler out
there will pay their board." Occasionally I would press
the side of my face against the rough bark of the pine
and kill a few dozen, but I did it cautiously, I wasn't
taking any chances. What did it matter, a few bites,

more or less, as long as I bagged Mr. Gobbler."
For nearly an hour I waited thus until the strain be-

came really distressing. I was dead tired of standing in
that one rigid attitude, to say nothing of my itchy, prick-
ling, smarting face and hands, but all this time the flock

was slowly but surely approaching. I was bound to get
my reward.
At one time I had an awful scare when a measly,

spotted, razorback hog dashed, with many grunts, into
the open space destined for my private slaughter pen. In
addition to startling me greatly, I was palsied with fear
lest the flock take alarm. Weariness and mosquitoes
seemed to vanish for the moment, and it was with a great
gasp of relief that I Baw the gobbler, after ruffling up
with a start at first sight of the hog, calm himself and
give a few soft, reassuring gobbles to his female consorts
and then quietly resume feeding. The breath I drew at
this seemed to come up from my boots. Had they taken
the alarm I honestly believe I would, in my rage, have
put the two changes of BB straight into that hog's ugly
head.

At length, after a seemingly interminable time, the
flock drew near the magic circle. My heart beat faster
and faster, and my stiffened limbs trembled when the
gobbler with a strut stepped out into the open space and
peered warily about. 1 recovered my nerve almost in-
stantly and muttered, "Great Scott! What a shot! He's
mine as sure as fate!" I drew a bead on the bronze
beauty, my finger was just about to press the trigger,
when the thought of my plans recurred to me, and I kept
him covered and waited for a hen or two to come into
range also, as there were two of them within a yard of
him, a little to one side. Fatigue, nervousness, mosquitoes
were now all forgotten, and I felt a wave of triumph
surge through me as I saw myself landing in town liter-
ally covered with pendant turkeys. With a chuckle I
said to myself: "This is my busy day—for turkeys," and
then as I gloatingly took a sight along the barrel: ' 'Great
Caesar! Couldn't 1 just paralyze him? He'd never know
what hit him. But, hold on; don't get brash! You
might just as well get one or two of those henB," and
then as the hens came closer I resolved when the three
got in range to give them both barrels and to slip in a
couple of fresh shells as I ran out to finish the cripples,
for I knew it would be foolish to expect to kill three
turkeys outright at the first discharge. After a minute
of breathless watching: "By Jove! there they are in a
lump—all three of them. Now for the whistle," and with
a thumping heart and nerves steady, but strained to the
bursting point, I puckered my parched hps, when—crack!
went a branch with a sharp snap right behind me. In

my wrought-up state I could not have been more startled

had it been the discharge of a cannon. I cast a rapid
look behind, and there, not 10ft. away, leaning on a long
staff, stood a sallow, slab-sided, sun-bonneted native
female. I gazed at her in wild-eyed, helpless amazement.
"Mawn'n', suh," said she, "wotyeh aimin' at?"

The Father of Lies helped me to swallow my heart and
lungs at a single gulp, and I answered thickly, "Rabbit;
behind that log yonder."
"Huh," said she with a grin, "tho't yeh wus aimin' at

my tuhkeys."
"Oh, no," I replied, with an engaging Ananias smile,

"I'm not wasting any powder on tame turkeys."
"Wull," she said, "they duz look like they wuz wild

ones, to be sho," and then, with a look at my face, added:
"Skeeters pow'ful bad round yeah, suh. Mawn'n."

I watched her wade through my flock of turkeys, lean-

ing on her long staff. I had no wish to detain her. I

wanted to be alone. * * *

I need not mention the beatific state of mind in which
I hastily sought my boat. The shore breeze on the beach
relieved me of the swarm of mosquitoes, and while I

bathed my smarting face and hands in the brine I held a
somewhat sarcastic conversation with myself upon the
subject of turkey hunting. Mr. Loose-Talker, who was
the cause of my visit to Deer Island, also came in for a few
pithy remarks.

It may be well to add that I did not land at the public
wharf, but rowed directly home, stopping only to moisten
my tingling face and hands.
The thing that stared out at me from the mirror in my

room was not the complacent countenace of a successful
turkey hunter; it seemed rather to resemble a chunk of
rare beef with a central garniture of over-ripe tomato.
The next two days were spent in the house applying

lotions to inflamed surfaces, and reading selections from
the books of Job and Jeremiah, with occasional intervals

of pious meditation. To have ventured upon the street

with that visage would have invited a quick trip to the
pest house at the Ship Island Quarantine and an immedi-
ate rise in the local market for vaccine points.

As for Mr. Loose-Talker, the author of my misfortunes,
he will be o'ertaken by a deep, subtle, humiliating re-

venge. For him, "the pit is digged!" L. J. M.

EXPEDITIONS TO THE ARCTIC.
The interest in Arctic exploration is an intermittent

fever which returns in almost epidemic forms, after

periods of prolonged repose. The present century has
been marked by several epidemics of Arctic fever of this

character, and while there have been perhaps few deaths
within recent years, as a result of this polar enthusi-
asm, much—very much, has been added to our knowl-
edge of the unknown polar regions. The success of the
Peary North Greenland expedition of 1891 and '92 has
stimulated anew the interest in Arctic research. We
have now arrived at a period ripe for polar explorations.

The time is at hand when important things are to be dis-

covered regarding the top and the bottom of our globe.

Not less than a dozen expeditions from all parts of the
globe are at present fitting out to attack different parts of
the mysterious polar regions. To push back the realm of

darkness and ignorance and place upon our charts definite

outlines of the present unknown regions surrounding the
North and South Poles, three expeditions are in the field

pushing on and on, through ice and over snow, mastering
and overcoming what but a few years ago seemed insur-
mountable obstacles, aided by the fortunes and misfor-
tunes of early explorers, and assisted by all that modern
invention and improvement can suggest. There are but
two distinctively North Polar expeditions in the field.

The first is commanded by Dr. Nansen, sent out by the
Norwegian Government; the second may be termed an
American newspaper expedition; it is under the command
of Walter Wellman, Washington correspondent of the
Chicago Herald. A third polar expedition will be sent
out during the summer by the Royal Geographical Society
of England, under the command of Frederick Jackson.
The fourth and perhaps the most important expedition in
the field is that of Lieut. Peary, who is at present north
of Greenland. It is not the main object of Lieut. Peary
to reach the North Pole. It is Peary's object to complete
the survey of Greenland and to study the topography of
the land masses north of this frozen continental island.

This will, however, take him poleward, and Lieut. Peary
is certain to make a bold dash for that point which
involves so much glory—the North Pole. Peary will start

from the northern coast of Greenland, Nansen from the
New Siberian Islands; Wellman will make a bold dash
during the summer from Spitzbergen, and Jackson will

make a cautious but determined effort from Franz Josef
Land.
While these desperate attempts are being made to reach

the Pole, several other expeditions are now organizing to
attack the little known Arctic lands, study the fauna and
flora to examine the geology, to survey in detail some of
the unknown coast. Most of these expeditions will com-
bine and go North with me on the steam whaler New-
foundland, leaving New York about June 30. Harvard
is organizing a party under the direction ofManyard Ladd

;

Yale is organizing a party of ten under the direction of
Prof. W. H. Brewer; the University of Pennsylvania will

send a party of ten to the wilds of Labrador; Prof. G.
Frederic Wright, the author of the "Ice Age of North
America," with a party of five, will go North to study the
glacial conditions; Prof. T. C. Chamberlin, of the Uni-
versity of Chicago, will go North with a party of five to

study the geology of a part of the Greenland coast.

Another and very important party is at present organizing,
one which I shall take charge of myself, to engage in
hunting and fishing along the Polar shores, shooting polar
bears, walrus, seal and narwhale, and other marine ani-
mals, as well as reindeer, foxes and Arctic birdB. This
party will remain with the vessel and go to the far North,
skirting the edge of the ice in Melville Bay, Smith Sound
and along the shores of Ellesmere Land. While in this

region we shall also engage in the search for the lost

Swedish explorers, Bjorling and Kallastenius and their
companions. Several expeditions with various objects,
who will band together and in some respects pool
their interests until we arrive on the scene of action.
While Peary, Nansen, Wellman and Jackson, are plodding
away in the far North, spending time, money and energy
in exploring inaccessible regions, we will devote our time
in exploring more accessible regions, and attempt to utilize

their resources. Most people think of the Arctic regions
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as a place where the weather is cold; there is an idea that
Greenlandis a dreary land, where there is little amusement
except dodging polar bears, where no one enter except
persons who desire to reach the North Pole, and where no
one lives except Eskimo. Moreover, the prevalent idea is

that Greenland is a far way's off, and only those who take
one's life in one's own hands can reach the North Pole.
These opinions are altogether wrong. It was my good

fortune to be connected with the Peary expedition in
1891 and '92 as surgeon and ethnologist to the party. I
studied the resources of the land very carefully, and last

summer I again went north in an ordinary schooner
yacht, cruising along the coast of Greenland for three
months. Our vessel was not fitted for ice work, but we
cruised along those icy shores and returned within three
months, having had a most delightful trip. The present
expedition is the outcome of my experience with the first

Peary expedition and the cruise of last summer. I am
also organizing an expedition to spend a winter below the
Antarctic circle; perhaps we are going to find the South
Pole. First, however, 1 am going to demonstrate to every
one what a capital place Greenland and the Arctic shores
in general are as a summer resort. Soon after we cross
the Arctic circle we will be involved in a period of con-
stant day, where the sun hangs low upon the northern
horizon at midnight, and a little higher in the southern
skies at midday. I admit that sometimes in the winter,
when the sun disappears entirely, that the weather is a
trifle chilly and occasionally uncomfortable; but during
the summer the air is soft and warm, for there is no night
to cool it. Indeed, I know of no region in the world that
possesses more actual beauties or contains the elements
that are so productive of health, or a climate so whole-
some and delightful as that of the Arctic during the
summer.
To sportsmen Greenland is a country to rejoice in. If

he cares for big game, there are polar bears, reindeer,
white whale and walrus. I have never hunted tigers,

but I don't believe that any moment in the pursuit of a
cat can be more thrilling than the moment when a hun-
dred walrus, barking with rage, each weighing a ton or
more, each equipped with big white tusks, are charging
all together on the small boat in which you are sitting
with your rifle ready to fight them. And for beauty of
coloring, Greenland scenery is unsurpassed. Icaagine
a promontory of rock 3,000ft. high rising out of the middle
of a white glacier. Its facade at the base is mottled with
patches of red lichen and green grass and the gray of the
stone. Up near' the top of the cliff the patches blend.
You canot see their outlines; you catch only an impres-
sion of exquisite tints, always changing as the sun moves
and casta the shadows differently. There are thousands
of such rocks in Greenland.
The indications are that in the near future summer

hotels will be built on the Arctic shores, the region which
Dr. Hayes described as the "Land of Desolation." The
barren Arctic wastes to which Dr. Kane added so much
romance and the icy shores where the Franklin expedi-
tion perished, and Greely's expedition came to grief, will
all be opened to summer tourists and sportsmen, scientists
and artists. By the aid of modern improvement in navi-
gation, our past experience, and perfected foods, the
imaginary dangers of the Arctic seas must vanish.

Frederick A. Cook.
15 Hart Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A Little Essay on Trees.

We all love trees; they add to the beauty and value of
a home, a city and a State. I cannot imagine what my
boyhood would have been without them. Many were
the battles we waged from eherry trees. The apple and
the chestnut filled our pockets and kept us roaming over
fields and forests. We prized the horse chestnut because
it was so big, and seemed in our bursting pockets like
owning so much. What merry days we passed among
the sugar maples. It was a pine tree into whose shelter-
ing branches I climbed when pursued by savage blood-
hounds, escaped from confinement. The story of Swiss
Family Robinson who lived in a tree, became very real to
me, as also many other adventures during the ten or
twelve hours I was perched up on the old pine tree
branches.

I never can forget my visits into Delaware, during the
peach season. The exquisite aroma of the plums, peaches
and other fruits make those boyhood sunny days seem
extra sweet. And the balsam gum—how we hunted it

;

what quantities we found, and how incessantly we chewed
it to a pinky elasticity. Swap gum? Yes, many is the
friendship sealed by swapping gum. We peeled the
white birch bark and stopped a while our restless feet as
we carefully penciled on its smooth surface a love
message. I wish I could see those white trees now; I
wonder what has become of all the girls whose names
and initials we carved deep through the many white
layers to the living green. How nicely the hemlock
bark peeled off, and what a splendid roof it made on our
hut when camping out. Could anything be nicer than
the sassafras and slippery elm; we always carried a supply
in our pockets with fish hooks, worms, knives, sweet
fern and corn silk for smoking, and other necessities.

We always had an appetite for the mayapple (tamarind)
and wintergreen when we found them ; and as for the
wild strawberry, long, oval and sweet to taste and smell,
we lay on the moss and ate, and ate, and ate. Climbing
trees after birds, nests, storming hornets' nests and peering
down black trunk hollow for hidden treasures or per-
chance a squirrel family, were a constant delight.

Tell me you can bring up boys and girls without trees?
Impossible. Why, the tree of the field is a boy's life.

Give them trees. Let them plant them, climb them, love
them. There are tongues in trees, and they will sing you
the sweetest song on earth. They will draw out your
soul and whisper joy, gladness and purity to you. such
that you can feel but not express. They will be true to
you, and when your sorrow is beyond their healing
Bympathy will point you upward to their creator. Don't
let the boys and girls grow up without trees. In season
urge them to plant trees. Help and urge tliem on, and
when their youth is gone and dull care, sickness, sorrow,
avarice for wealth and the world's greedy self have taken
away much of the zest and poetry of living, their thoughts
will revert to boyhood days, and through the nights a tree-
top anthem will be borne to them, carrying sweet
melodies of childhood days and memories of long ago. -

W. Goodrich Jones,
y»MFi* Texaa.

A COW-PUNCHERS' BALL.
Fifteen years ago one of the most uninhabited regions

of the United States was along the north side of the North
Platte River in western Nebraska and Wyoming to the
headwaters in North Park, Col., near the Continental
Divide, a distance of over 600 miles.
The Platte will ever be identified with the history and

development of the great West, Northwest and Pacific
Slope. The old California road runs along its banks for
hundreds of miles, by the famous landmarks like Court-
house Rock and Chimney Rock, while further up on the
Sweetwater are the renowned Independence Rock and
Devil's Gate. The earliest settlers traveled by this road,
the pioneers of the once Great American Desert, leaving
many lonely graves behind them, the result of hardship
and Indian fights. The Mormons followed it as their
guide to the land of Zion, at last finding peace and plenty
by the far away Salt Lake.
In this country the. hardy trapper and hunter found

game enough to satisfy the wildest imagination: and ran
great risks of falling into the hands of the wily Sioux,
who were lords and masters, as they thought, of that vast
domain. Great herds of buffalo roamed over the vast
plains grazing on the luxurious grass by hundreds and
thousands. Wild horses ran at will in droves with the
freedom of unconquered kings, as they were. Thousands
of antelope fed on the rich grass. Deer and elk roamed
in the foothills and mountains in great herds. During the
spring and fall the river was covered by millions of wild
duck, geese, cranes, swan and all kinds of birds of the
feathery kingdom/- Bear, mountain lion, wolves, coyotes,
panthers, wildcats and beaver sported by the banks of the
great river. The Sioux and Pawnee fought each other for
the supremacy of this land of abundance. The mighty
Sioux could lay claim to it only after nearly exterminating
the entire Pawnee tribe, and only to find himself facing
a new and unconquerable foe—the white man. Soldiers
fought hard battles here, and many a boy in blue saw his

last sunset over the glorius mountains in the west.
In 1880 the Sioux was gone, and the buffalo, with the

exception of here and there a straggler, was extermin-
ated. But in their place roamed thousands of cattle
almost as wild as the Indians and buffaloes had been before
them. The entire country was a vast continuous pasture,
bounded on the west by the Rockies, on the east by the
settlements of eastern Nebraska, on the north by the Big
Horn Mountains, and on the south we might say by the
Union Pacific Railroad and Gulf of Mexico. Cattle strayed
for hundreds of miles during the winter, drifting with the
storms, to be caught by the cowboy a nd driven back to the
home range in the spring.
The Indian and buffalo were gone; but there remained

the same picturesque and sometimes monotonous wildness.
There were no farms—nothing but ranches, thirty, fifty,

sometimes a hundred, miles apart. Forts Laramie and
Fetterman were the only places where any number of
people dwelt together; and here they were mostly soldiers

and Government employes.
Many immigrants used the road up the Platte to Mon-

tana, Idaho, Oregon and Washington. They were mostly
from Kansas, Missouri, Iowa and Southwestern States.

We would often see from one to twenty prairie schooners,
with horses, cattle and all the implements to run a farm

;

some even carried pigs and chickens fastened in coops
under the wagon boxes.

We were on our home journey from a round-up below
Camp Clarke in Nebraska in August, having been on a
calf round-up, when we met a large party of these
wandering home seekers, most of the party coming from
Kansas and M ;ssouri. They camped that night about a
quarter of a mile above us, and two miles east of old
Camp Clark and Sidney bridge. It was an exceptionally
large train, and some of us rode to their camp to exchange
a few words. The party consisted of about sixty men,
women and children, eighteen wagons, 800 cattle and
nearly 100 horses. They had some blooded stock, buggies
and light wagons, which showed that they were well-to-

do for people traveling in prairie schooners. After ex-

changing salutations we were invited to dismount and
make ourselves at home.
We did not fail to notice nine or ten pretty young girls,

of between 14 and 23. In those days a cow-puncher was
a very bashful man in the presence of women, his isola-

tion from civilization being the natural cause; and most
of our conversation was with the men, about the country,
the roads, camping places and best places to get wood and
water. But natural curiosity soon brought us all together.

A young farmer produced a fiddle and set to playing the
familiar strains of the "Arkansaw Traveler," when one of
the boys proposed a dance in the evening.
"Where can we dance? Where is the hall?" chimed in

one of the girls. He replied that the prairie was very
level and square dances could be managed, if not round
ones. The moon, stars and camp-fires would answer for
lights, the fiddles and mouth harps for music.
At that time a great many of the boys were fine per-

formers with the mouth harp; and often in the evening,
while we were sitting around the camp-fire some one-

would play old familiar airs, and the rest would join in,

singing songs of adventure, or of the far away home,
sweetheart or mother.
We made the necessary arrangements in a short time;

and promising to bring more of the boys with us, rode to

our camp to impart the news and to brush up in our best

for the occasion. After an early supper, and extending
our sympathy to the two men on night guard, we mounted
our horses and returned to the other camp, which pre-

sented a pretty sight on that bright moonlight August
evening. The wagons were drawn in circles; the fires by
which the women were preparing supper, while the men
and boys were looking after the horses and cattle. Some
were carrying water from the river, others were chopping
wood and cleaning the harness. The children were play-
ing and watching the flicker of the fires, and a group of

girls were singing, while all within reach joined in the
chorus. The rushing of the river, the neighing of horses,

the lowing of cattle, with the singing of some near and
others far, seemed to give perfect harmony to the peace-
ful scene and lend a charm to the surroundings.

It is doubtful if ever a lot of young men entered a ball

room, with waxed floor, magnificent decorations, and
containing beauty, wealth and culture, who anticipated
more pleasure than we. as we rode up to this spot which
was to be our ball room; with the earth for a floor, the
wagons for walls, and the bright starry heavens for ceiling;

and the light summer air, the prairie and the murmuring
river for surroundings; two fiddles and mouth harps as
our orchestra..

Upon invitation to dismount and consider ourselves one
of them, we were not long in getting acquainted with
every one, in the easy Western style. Supper soon over,
the musicians took their positions on top of the wagon,
and the dancing began—such dancing as is seldom done.
More healthy enjoyment was never had; and a merrier
lot of men and women seldom came together, even the
babies and old people danced.
At 10 o'clock the second guard went on, and we danced

an hour longer to give the boys who were on first guard
a chance. Then came song, conversation and flirtation,

for another hour, and after a hearty good bye we returned
to our camp.
We had work to do next day, separating the cattle, for

some our men were going north, others went to their
home ranches. The immigrants decided to rest a day and
see how we worked with the cattle. The cutting out and
branding is always exciting and interesting to look upon,
though hard work. Some of the boys borrowed saddles
of^those not on duty, and with the gentlest horses invited
some of the boys to view an actual round-up, and after-
ward at our camp they sat down to a dinner that our
cook, old Ginger, took particular pains to prepare. Of
course we were all sorry to part after such a pleasant time,
and I am sure it will remain one of the best remembrances
of our lives.

At the time I hardly realized it, but what a picture that
dance by the moonlit river must have been!
To-day a great deal of this Platte River country is set-

tled by farmers and small ranches, with the exception of
western Wyoming, but the northwestern part will be a
sportsman's paradise for years to come, owing to the
rough country and the almost impenetrable mountains
and forests. Big Horn county, yet unorganized, com-
prises 12,260 square miles and lies directly east of the
Yellowstone Park; the greater part of Fremont county,
with almost the same area, and the northern part of
Uintah county directly south of the Park comprise
nearly 15,000 square miles; and with the Park we have a
vast area of nearly 50,000 square miles—a great wild
scenic country, beautiful and grand almost beyond com-
prehension, and almost as it was a hundred years ago.
This comprises the Yellowstone, Big Horn, Shoshone,
Wind River, Gros Ventre, Teton, Owl Creek, Jackson's
Hole, Lake and Basin country. A magnificent moun-
tainous region, whose parks, forests and foothills are
full of game, and lakes and streams abounding with the
choicest fish, the climate fresh and exhilarating, a perfect
health and strength giver. Can a finer field for a sum-
mer's outing be found anywhere? Jack Worth.
Kearney, Nebraska.

"Danvis Folks."

I trust it is not too late to say that I hope we have not
heard the last from the "Danvis Folks." I was the more
disposed to regret the conclusion of their story, because
the most of the types were familiar to me in old Vermont,
away back in the fifties, and later in New Hampshire.
The conclusion differed from my anticipations, for I kind
o' thought that Uncle Lishawas to be the guardian angel;
but then of course I did not know that Sam had a mine
in his fox pasture. I am glad Sam did not shoot Bascom
—he wasn't worth powder.
No sketch can ever be written that shall contain a truer

portraiture of the lives and language of the kindly farm-
ers of Vermont of forty years ago, and their descendants
owe to Mr. Robinson a debt of gratitude for having thus
embalmed those memories of their predecessors which the
present generation has been privileged to read. Kelpie.

Albino Birds.

Holland, Mich.—I have a redwing blackbird which is

a partial albino. Nearly every feather on the breast and
sides has a large spot on the end, some pure white, others
more pinkish; on each leg there are several red feathers.

In all other respects the plumage is normal.
A few days ago I observed a robin whose secondaries

and seemingly the outer webs of part of the primaries of
each wing were pure white. I stood within 10ft. of the
bird, which was on the ground; in this position several

white lines could be seen on each wing. When he flew,

the white on the wings was easily discernible.

Was not the animal mentioned by a correspondent sev-

eral weeks ago as an albino weasel, an ermine?
A wild pigeon (Ectopistes migratorius) was killed near

here April 7 and brought to me for mounting.
During the last fall and winter I have received many

rather rare birds, most of which I have secured formy own
collection. Among them are a pair of double-crested
cormorants, two male velvet scoters, a male Acadian owl
(Nyctala acadica), and a male American long-eared Owl.
I nave also a female opossum, which was shot here last

September. A. G. B.

It was a Tame Beaver.

National Zoological Park, Washington, D. C, May
24.—Editor Forest and Stream: I notice that in Forest
and Stream of the 26th you have copied an item from
the Washington Star concerning the finding of a beaver
on Four-Mile Run, a small tributary of the Potomac near
this city. The animal was undoubtedly one that escaped
from the National Zoological Park about eight months
previously. He was very tame, and when he came up to

the farmer probably expected to get something to eat

instead of a stroke on the head with a pitch fork.
Frank Baker, Superintendent.

A Woodchuck Up a Tree.

Springfield, Vt.—While fishing last week I saw a
woodchuck 12ft. from the ground among the branches of

an elm tree only about 2in. in diameter. Have often
heard of their climbing large apple trees which slanted
sufficiently for them to get a footing, but never knew be-

forelof one climbing a perfectly perpendicular tree of eo

small a diameter, W, W, P,
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GOOD NATO RED JAGUARS.

Some Stories from Honduras.

"Iff she would, my wife could tell a story about that

tiger-skin rug on the floor, and about the skin of its kitten,

that covers the back of her chair; but as she will not tell

it, I may as well," said our host, as we seated ourselves in

the sala* where the never failing breeze from the sparkling

Caribbean drew fresh through open doors and windows,
and the music of the surf on the sandy shore rose and fell

in soft cadences.
"We had tired of the monotony of a diet of cassava and

cocos, of beef and bananas, poultry and peccary, of turtle

eggs and tarpon, with nothing but oranges and pine-

apples, mangoes and maranones for dessert—the things we
have to live on here, you know, most of the time. So I

asked her to go with me duck hunting, one morning.
"We paddled to where the bayou widened into a little

lake, and saw a flock of muscovies feeding among the

pond-lilies and water-poppies on the further side. Wife
stepped ashore where there was a little clearing and I

paddled away to steal near enough for a good shot at the

ducks. The sunshine fell on her as I went, and I saw her
take the bright red shawl from her shoulders and fold it

carefully and hang it over her arm. Then a bunch of

fuchsia bushes on the point hid her from me.
"I had put my paddle down and reached for my gun,

when I heard Anna scream. Of course I turned and
paddled for dear life; and I felt like heaping abuse on
the man who invented so clumsy, so loggy a device as a
dugout.
"When I rounded the point I saw Anna standing at

the edge of the water staring intently at the bushes,

while she beckoned me.
" 'What is it,' I shouted, 'what is the matter?'
" 'It's a tiger,' she answered, 'it is a big tiger.'

"That was matter enough, and I dug the paddle down
into the water a.nd pulled for the shore. The instant

the pitpan grounded on the sand I had my gun in hand
and sprang ashore.
" 'Where is he, where is the brute?' I gasped.
" 'It was right there where my shawl lies, I scared it

away. When it crept up to me I threw my shawl in its

face and it ran away.'
"I picked up her shawl and took a look at the sign. It

was plain enough, for the imprints of claws showt d
clearly in the sand. We pushed off from shore and pad-
dled for the mouth of the bayou.

" 'I stood there watching you until the bushes hid you
from me,' said my wife, 'I was wishing that I had asked
you to pick a lot of those white pond lilies and water
poppies after you had shot the ducks. Then I heard a
rustling in the grass behind nae and turned around
quickly, for I thought there might be a man there or a
waree, or something savage behind me; and there was
that tiger not four yards from me.
" 'It was crouching down exactly as a cat does when

she's creeping up to catch a poor little bird or a nasty
sparrow. Its eyes were green and shining and its tail

stuck out behind and waved from side to side a little

—

not very much. I couldn't help thinking that it acted
just a* my cat used to at home when she tried to catch
birds in the garden. I wonder how poor pussy got along
after we were married and I deserted her to come away
down here with you. I'm awfully sorry I didn't bring
her with us.'

" 'But, for heaven's sake, what did the tiger do?'
" 'Oh, yes, I forgot the tiger. I just screamed as loud

as I could, and threw my shawl into its face. Then it

turned away, and I screamed again. It ran into the
bushes then; but I was afraid it would come back.' "

"How inconsiderate women can be," murmured the
Captain. "The tiger's nerves ruust have been unstrung by
such treatment."

"Well, her nerves were unstrung before night, any-
way," replied Burch, "for when had seen my wife
safe in the house, I got ti;e best of our Waika hunters
and the best tiger dogs in ihe village, and went back to
the place where it was seen by Anna. The dogs took the
trail at once, of course, and in a fev hours we had the
skins of the old one and of h> r half-grown kitten. No
doubt the big cat would have lit o.i my wife an instant
later if Anna hadn't, happened to turn just then and
thrown that bright-colored shawl straight into the face of
the brute."

"Los tigres negro=; are bad fellows, sometimes; butsoma
of them are not so bad," said Lanuza, the rubber gatherer.
We swung n our hammocks near the fire which blazed

cheerfully on the earthen floor beneath the thatched
roof which maue his home, fifty miles from his nearest
neighbor. If the blackness of the forest night had not
walled us in—it was the only wall the hut had—we could
have looked down on a shining reach of river that ran
straight away to the wall of forest, a mile or more away,
that shut off the further view.
Beyond the pool, where flakes of snowy foam danced

before the huts, arose a rounded hill where were clusters
of cariso bamboos bending low in cover so dense that no
bird could have flown through; and thickets of palmettoes
covered from root to furthest tip by spines as slender and
as sharp as any needle; and smooth gray ceibas of pro-
digious girth that held, eighty feet or more above the
ground, enormous boquetsof roselike bloom; and gigantic
cedars and tuberose, and rubber and other tropic trees
grew there; and great lianas ran from one to the other
and tied all together, and afforded bridges by which squir-
rel, coon and possum, monkey, sloth and cats of various
kinds could pass from tree to tree.
A hoarse, long-drawn, roaring mea-o-u had come

across to us from that hill a moment before Lanuza spokeHe lit a cigarette and drew a whiff of two, while the doz-
ing dogs sprang to their feet at the sound of that cry
whined uneasily, sniffed at their owner, then coiled them-
selves again in the ashes.
"Do the tigers give you much trouble here?" I asked.
"No; I have no bestias, no cattle, nor mules, nor horses

and my children are big enough to take care of themselves

'

But the hons are of evil mind. No, the tigers are not so
bad. Susana would tell you, if she could speak anv other
than the tongue of the Sumos."
"Why, what would she tell me?"
"Susana has lived her life in these woods. She is true

Sumo, brave as any man, and a good hunter, for a woman
She knows the ways of all the animals, how they live andwhat each will do. And she saw once that which would
have made some mothers have fear, perhaps. It made

both of us uneasy until I killed off a family of lions that

lived in the rocks by the falls of the Blanco, where you
shot the mountain cow.
"Our Tonio is my bravo. You know."
"Yes, I do know. He's full of mischief."

"So it is. Well, then, Tonio and his sister—she was a
little one then—wandered along thesand by the river there,

and waded through the shallows where the cuyumel watch
for food, and played at hunting until long after the time
when they should have brought the appetite of the coyote

to the breakfast their mother had made ready.
"The sun was past the middle of the sky when Susana

started to find the children. She might have left Tonio to

come when he Would—he is a boy, and boys must learn to

care for themselves; besides, who can tell where a boy
will be, at any time. But Juliana is to the heart of my
wife as honey is to her tongue, and sweeter "

I might have added that the child was to her father as

precious as the blood in his own veins; but he was telling

the story.

"Perhaps you know how is, sefior; you have read many
books written by wise men; but I have lived with Susana
and have known these Indians many years, yet have not
been able to learn how they know such things, and they
will not or cannot tell me—but it is as true as that the sun
will shine to morrow, that they do know exactly when
and where and how to go, when they want anything.
"Well, then, Susana knew that it was time for her to

find her nifiita; so she walked fast straight away to the
falls of the Blanco. She stopped in the bushes by the
sandy slope beside the pool that is below the fall. You
would expect any one to stop when they saw before them
an open space in the woods, of course, to learn what
might be there.

"Juliana lay asleep in the shade of the tops of cariso
that almost swept the dry sand. Tonio had left the child
there, while he followed a chuchu-de-agua. You know
it, the little opossum that lives so much in the water.
"And Susana saw also a yellow head, with pointed ears

and shining eyes under the big leaves of a platanio. It

was not ten varas from our little one. It crept from its

hiding and crouched on the ground. It crawled nearer to
ourbaby, slowly, its white breastalmost touching the sand.
Then Susana stepped softly and swiftly through the
bushes, that she should be close behind when she would
jump out. and yell to scare him and awaken the child,
and would slash him with her machete. There was time,
for my wife knows the lions, and that they look carefully,
and make sure before they leap on any sleeping thing. If

the child had stirred—ah, who knows.
"But, before she was near enough to the Hon, out from

the black shadows beneath the cariso a tigre negro shot
over the nifiita. He crouched before the lion, on the sand.
"Susana stood still, and looked. Her baby slept, for

neither of the beasts had made a sound. Her mother is

Sumo—she knows the ways of the animals. Her child
was safe, for the two great cats would not think of her.
They were busy. When they would be through fighting
they would not think of eating. No. They—one of
them—would be thinking of its hurts. The other would
be dead.
"They faced each other and growled, not loudly. The

lion sprang. When he touched the sand there were
gashes in his side, for our tiger was wise in fighting. He
had jumped aside, and struck the lion before his feet had
touched the ground. Jump and blow were like the flash
from the gun, for quickness.
"Then the lion screamed aloud. He was enraged. But

the tiger does not cry so readily. He fights. "But our
spotted friend was brave, and quick, and strong. The
lion leaped again, and the tiger met him in the air. Hair
flew, and blood. My wife stood; like a tree, for stillness,
and Juliana scrambled up on the shelving rock beyond
the river.

"They fought long; then the lion ran and crawled be-
neath the big liana that hangs near the ground there. The
tiger jumped on the liana, and the lion lay on his back,
with his paws up, to ward off blows. The tiger snatched
at his enemy, and his claws tore the head of the lion, and
blood filled his eyes. The lion cried loudly, for it knew
that it was near the end.
"When the tiger heard that scream, he was a devil. He

tore at the hinder legs of the lion. He struck at the head,
the legs, the.sides of his enemy. Then he jumped down,
and in a moment the two were held fast together by their
forearms, and their hinder claws cut like knives. The
lion screamed again, horribly. The fight was done; his
howels were dragged from him.
"The tiger struck the lion three or four times, then

slowly walking to the water, turning half around each
few steps, to see if any life was in the lion. He lay down
close to the water and lapped a few mouthfuls. The spots
on him could not be seen; they were red with blood. His
ear was torn to shreds, and we know him to-day by that "

"Then he did not die?"
"He lives among the rocks beyond the falls of the

Blanco. You have been there many times, Susana would
have washed his hurts. He was a tigre negro, but he
saved our baby from the lion—so my wife did not try to
kill him with her machete when he was weak from the
fighting and loss of blood. No, I know him well, and do
not shoot at him, no, never." E. W. Perry.

Alaskan Bird Observations under- Difficulties.

Sitka., Alaska, May.—Editor Forest and Stream: Aftermy last letter to you of Jan. 21 and up to the last of
March, we had an almost daily fall of snow of from 1 to
6in. per day; and the oldest inhabitant declared that he
has never known such a winter "in this neck of the
woods." Under these circumstances any systematic ob-
servation of the birds was very difficult, especially so as
the fall of snow was generally attended by intense cold
and high winds, which prevented entirely, save on very
occasional days, any canoe navigation, which is the only
means here of going about upon the water.
Early in March, by some kind act of nature, a calm day

dawned, and being impatient to take some notes, I
engaged two Flingit Indians to take me in a canoe down
to the Baranoff Hot Springs, situated on Baranoff Island
about sixteen miles below Sitka. Near these springs are
some extensive mud flats, which are laid low by the low
tides, and upon them I had hoped to find the first arrivals
of our migrants. We reached our destination after an un-

ourselves of a calm and were forced to return. So great
was the sea and so heavy the wind, that upon one day
soon after arrival, when our Indians ventured out during
a few moments of calm to endeavor to secure some venison,
a squall struck their canoe, which was an unusually large
one of the Hydah pattern (which is considered by far the
strongest), when they were within 600yds. of the shore,
splitting the strong craft from stem to stern.

It is needless to say I did not find any spring arrivals
among the birds seen. The mud flats I found were frozen
hard as soon as uncovered by the tide, and were addition-
ally covered by cakes of stranded ice. I found, however,
a few specimens well worthy of note. On the trip down
I saw a number of the tufted puffin, but none near enough
to secure. What is chiefly valued c ver any specimen
secured thus far is what is evidently the short-winged
murrelet of Coues(Brachyrhamphus brachypterus, l,Coues,
No. 870). The specimen secured I have mounted and
placed in my collection. It differs from any murrelet I
have ever seen in the amount of white upon neck and
belly, having a long head and a bill about half the length
of head. The tarsus is longer than the middle toe. This
specimen has almost a collar of white around neck. The
head is a coal black. White on belly continues from neck
collar to base of tail. Can any one give us any light upon
this species? Coues is very meager in his description,
which is quoted from Brandt. He gives the habitat as
Unalaska, which might be continued to the Sitka district.

There were two individuals of this bird together, of which
I was able to secure but one.
Since my return from the Springs my Indians have

brought me two specimens of the Mongolian plover
(JEgialitis mongola, A. O. U. 279), but they were so badly
shot as to be quite useless for preservation. I have secured
several fine specimens of the harlequin duck (Histrionicus
minitus), and have found them fairly abundant. These
species winter here. Have also secured with especial
pleasure a specimen of the red-throated pipit (Anthus eer-
vinus), and while the only specimen secured was badly
damaged even by the light charge of No, 10 shot, yet I
have seen quite a number since, and have reason to
feel confident of securing others. The Wilson snipe (Gal-
linago wilsoni) are quite plentiful during the spring and
summer, judging from accounts given by the few enthu-
siastic sportsmen.
During my many waiting hours between storms 1 have

been much amused and instructed by watching the ravens
(Corvus corax), which abound here and which reach great
size. (I have killed one specimen with bill of a trifle over
3in. in length, and total length 2ft. 6in.) A more pugna-
cious bird is hard to find. I have seen a single individual
chase a bald eagle for a mile or more. Their favorite food
seems to be the clam, which they unearth with their stout
beak. After unearthing it, they seize the bivalve in their
claws and with him fly to a height, and then drop him
upon the rocks, breaking his shell, after which they
pounce down upon him and devour the dainty morsel
with great relish. Should the shell be found not broken
by the fall, the clam is again seized and carried to a
greater height than before, and then dropped again.
Sometimes this is repeated three or four timeB.
Thig quaint old Russian town has suffered an irreparable

loss through the destruction by fire of the old Baranoff
Castle—"America's only castle," as some writer has called
it. How the fire started no one knows, but at 2 o'clock in
the morning the town was awakened by cries of fire, and
in two hours, in spite of every effort, the noble structure
was in ashes. C, M.

" That reminds me."

A Night in the Wilderness.

Lancaster, N. H.—In the vast unbroken wilderness
lying directly south of the Dixville Notch, there are three
celebrated trout ponds in the township of Millsfield, and
named after that township. Big Millsfield lies about six
miles from the road running directly from Colebrook,
through the notch to Eroll Dam on the Androscoggin
Eiver. Little Millsfield and the third pond lie seven miles
further south.
The wilderness lying around these waters is in its pri-

meval state. Here deer, rabbits and partridges, and
game of all kinds abounds. And at night the hoot of the
owl, the snarl of the bob cat, the yell of the wildcat, the
scream of the panther and the whistle of bears keep up a
continual concert.
Last fall the New Hampshire Fish Commissioners con-

cluded to stock, partially, the Colebrook hatchery with
trout taken from these ponds, and Sam Gerrish, a veteran
woodsman and guide, was employed to fish there during
the spawning season, or rather after the commencement
of the close season.
Sam has spent most of his life in the woods, and

camped there for three months, coming out in December.
He tells the writer of an adventure he had a few days be-
fore his final departure

:

"For the last month, I had a number of visitors, includ-
ing Col. Shurtleff, chairman of the Fish Commissioners.
He was the last to leave. When he left an unaccountable
sense of loneliness seemed to take possession of me. Why,
I cannot tell. I have'been in the woods most of the time
for twenty years and am seldom ever lonesome. But that
day I felt 'down to the^ heel' as the saying is. The day
might have had something to do with it, for it was dark
and gloomy, with a light rain.
"After putting the camp in shape, and placing a piece

of venison in the pot for supper, I built up a good fire,

and talcing my Winchester, axe and lunch, sticking my
fish lines in the belt around me, I started for Little Mills-
field, to take my last trout before going out. The path to
it was a mere spotted line, through a dense forest, seven
miles.

"It commenced snowing soon after I left camp, which
in a little while turned to a light rain. I came to the
pond about 11 o'clock, and built up a fire on the margin
of the pond, as the weather had began to'grow cold. I
cut some holes in the ice, set my lines and ate my lunch.
I had good luck catching twenty trout that would weigh
301bs. ; and at 4 picked up my traps and started for home.
It was growing dark and I hurried along, when I cameQ™^ff„i y * i- ,
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! ^ about six hours, but upon the day fol- \ to Big Millsfield, it was blowing a gale, driving the frozenlowing our arrival the prevailing high winds and intense rain into my face.

aSpd^t™ un" "By crossing an arm of the pond I could save moreabated for ten consecutive days, by which time we availed I than a mile in reaching my camp. Still it was very risky
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as the ice was not of sufficient thickness to make it certain.
Still I started across.
"When about half way to the shore below where the

camp was located, I heard a long continued scream and
snarl, I knew then I was followed by a wildcat or panther,
or at least one was behind me. This was repeated, only
a howl and shriek followed. That I hastened my foot-
steps is only putting it mildly. Jumping ashore, Ihurried
along the bank to the camp, the yells continuing. I got
inside the camp door when a dog jumped over me as I
was setting down my luggage, and a piercing scream fol-
lowed at the same time, such as I shall never forget. I
sprang and shut the door and barred it.

I "I was just in time, for the animal at that moment
came against the door with a howl of disappointed rage.
I loaded my shotgun with double charges and nailed up
the windows and other open places in the camp, and then
sat down and waited developments. The dog had un-
doubtedly been chased by the catamount and sought
refuge at the camp. All night long he remained around
the camp, howling and snarling and jumping against the
door and then on to the roof. I sat on guard all night
long, and I assure you I was glad when daylight began to
appear.
"As the morning advanced he left. All around the

I
camp were tracks Bin. long. He must have been a very
large animal. The dog proved to be one owned at the
nearest settlement, and was very likely in pursuit of a
deer when he ran into the catamount. The next day I
came out." . H. F. W.

Uncle Jack's High Jumps.
There is one thinar about summer hunting in the South

I cannot get used to, and that is snakes. I do not see
many, but I know they are about, and also that they are
b-a-d snakes, too. Often a lizard scurrying, away in the
leaves will make cold chills run up and down my spinal
column, and taking into consideration that where I hunt
there is a dense growth of switch-cane and the ground
hard to see, it does not tend to increase my confidence or
decrease my expectations of feeling a squirming reptile
under my foot every time I put it down.
Speaking of being afraid of snakes puts me in mind of

an old gentleman who lived in the neighborhood of where
I trained dogs once. His name was Smith. He went by
the title of Uncle Jack. The story was related to me by
his wife, Aunt Sally, so I guess it is true. I will give it as
near as possible in Aunt Sally's own words:
"So you are afeard of snaikes, be ye? I 'low you kain't

be more skeerd of them th'n my husband, Uncle Jack
Smith, was. Law, he was that skeerd that he was a
plum fule about snaikes.

"I rec'lec' one spring he wus plowing out sum young
co'n, about as high as his a'mpits, en I went down to the
fence to kerry him sum fr'sh water. Now, he h'd clean'd
up a little strip of briars en sweetgum sprouts, bet'n where
ther plowin' stop'd en ther fence, en ther briars en bushes
were lyin' jist as they'd bin cut. Uncle Jack wus a leetle
hard o' heering, en I hed to holler mighty loud 'fore he
seed me with the water. Wen he did, he turned his hoss
around en stuck his plow in the groun', en started toward
ther fence whar I wus. I notice he pick'dhis way mighty
gingerly, first going this way en then that; but I knowed
what a 1 ule he w.us about snaikes, so let him cum his own
way.

"Fin'Jy. lie got to whar I wus, en got his water en start'd
back to his plow ag'in.

"He had on a pa'r o' jean pants, en you know howeny-
thing that is stuck into them will hold. Well, he poked
erlong as keerful as he did cumin', en wus getting erlong
all right till a big briar happened to ketch ther bottom ov
his pants.

"I seed in er minute that he wus going to get skeer'd en
act ther fule, so befo' he hed a chance to look eround en
see what it wus, I squalled as loud as I could, 'Hit's a
br-i-d-rP

"I never knowed Uncle Jack was that soople, tho' I
hed knowed him all my life, for no sooner did I squall
that it wus a briar, then he rose in ther air like he wus
one ov these high-jumpin' chaps in the sarcus; but as high
as he jumped that briar stayed right with him. Well, he
no sooner lit than I yelled again as loud as I could, 'Hit's
a bria-rP And the moment I hollered he made another
jump into the air, like he expected to lite on sumtbing
en stay up there. En then I hollered as fast as I could.
*HiPs a bri-a-r! a bri-ar! a br-i-a-r! a b r-i-a-r!' And
every time I squalled he would jump as high as the topov
the co'n, until finally the briar cum loose, and he made a
big circle so as to not cum back ther way he went out, en
he leaned up ag'in his plow just completely tuckered out.
I wus so mad at his actin' sich a fu'e I wouldn't speak to
him. Finally he said:

" Aunt Sally, I believe a tarnal snaike will be the de'th
o' me yet.'

" 'Hit wusn't no snaike, ye old fule,' sed I. 'I kept tell-

ing you it wus nuthing but a briar. What on earth did
yer go skipping off like a kid in a desert land for?'

" 'Why,' sed he, weak like, 'I thought you hollered
"jump higher."

'

"En that old fule went jumping as high as he could,
with me hollering hit wus a briar, thinking all the time I
sed 'jump higher.'

"I sed afterward to the old man, 'What do you always
want to run for when you see a snaike?'
"En he says right solemn like, 'Aunt Sally, I always runs

because I kain't fly.'"

I am a sort of that way about snake3 myself. I do not
care about them in the open where I can see them, but in
a thick place, where the snake has ninety-nine chances to
bruise my heel to my one of countering on his head, I am
like Uncle Jack—-"I run because I can't fly."

W. W. Titus.

Another Witch Duck.
Apropos of Mr, Gallup's witch ducks: On one occasion

we had our decoys out, about half a mile north of where
the steam launch was anchored, in McKee's "pocket," on
the Yazoo River. We took them in before dark and pro-
ceeded in the skiff toward the launch. During the after-
noon several of the decoys had got away and dri/ted
below. When about half-way to the launch one of them
was seen near the edge of the water. The skiff was
headed that way to pick it up. When about 40yds. from
the duck, I, who sat in the bow, distinctly saw it move
its head, and promptly raised m ^ gun and fired—without
apparent result. We approached and picked it up, when
it proved to be a well peppered greenhead wooden decoy.
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AFTER ANTELOPE IN THE BAD LANDS.
There is a section of high, barren land between the Big

Horn Mountains and the Black Hills in Wyoming which
is on the regular migration trail of the antelope herds that
summer in Montana and Canada and winter in New Mex-
ico and Arizona. Around the heads of the Little Missouri,
the Belle Fourche and Little Powder rivers there is a part
of this land that furnishes good pasture for both deer and
antelope. An occasional sheep, too, crosses the broken
ridges which mark the heads of the rivers and their trib-
utaries, but the antelope are now the most plentiful of any
of the big game of the region. Antelope summer through
this belt of country and are numerous from April to No-
vember, and if hunted right are easily killed.

One September day we found our larder empty so far
as meat was concerned at the ranch, and that meant to go
hunting that day or go meat hungry the next. The light
team was hitched up, field glasses and rifles overhauled,
and we started for the antelope pastures a short distance
to the northwest. The sun was well up before we left but
we were in good game country by 10:30 and had rounded
up a "mess" of young curlews, which go very well for a
change. Driving to the top of a ridge which commanded
a view of considerable country, we stopped and carefully
scanned the "flats" and pasture lands for the white "flag"
of the antelope, which, with a good glass, can be seen for
a long distance. A solitary buck was seen away to the
east, feeding along a side hill toward a little spring near
a cation head.
Driving as near ate the lay of the ground would permit,

I jumped out and Started after him. By this time he had
worked down into the flat, and so far away from any
cov. r that I could not get a shot. I tried to crawl up be-
hind the sage brush, but he saw me and ran over to a
high butte where he was joined by a doe and two fawns,
one a yearling and the other only a few months old.
That spoiled my chances and I watched thpm scurry
away, out of my range, until they were lost to view among
the buttes.
There are a great many old lake beds in this particular

part of the country which are now dry and grassed over,
furnishing the best of feeding grounds for the antelope.
These are the "flats" of prairie vernacular.

After these antelope had disappeared I signaled to the
team to drive on while I struck across the country, swing-
ing over the rocky, cactus-covered hills at a good pace;
and soon got to the wagon again.
Over a ridge to the northeast was another good feeding

ground and we struck for that next, bound to have our
meat if it took all day to get it. While on top of the
ridge, we saw throe feeding antelope at the mouth of a
small canon, where the ground was rough enough for
good cover. Quickly unhitching, we left the team out of
sight among the rocks and started down the cation after
them. We were a little late and they had fed past the
cafion when we got to the mouth of it, and "had the wind
on us," so we did not dare advance for fear of losing our
game again, and we lay still waiting a favorable chance
for a flank move. They went slowly down the valley
nibbling at bunches of grass and tender shoots until they
were joined by seven more which we had not seen before.
They now left off feeding and started in a leisurely way
for water, always leaving one on top of the hill while
they crossed any little low place. This is a most provok-
ing habit, which antelope share with deer and other large
game, and if the hunter gets impatient the chances for a
shot are pretty slim. We lay behind the lava boulders
and sage brush, with a scorching sun burning our backs,
watching them travel along, looking back over their trail

with that peculiarly watchful, suspicious glance that all

wild animals display to a more or less degree. We lay
for perhaps twenty minutes before they passed out of
sight over a little ridge and gave us a chance to run for
the "breaks" on the other side of the cafion.

In about a minute we were out of sight and safe across.
Now, unless they had winded us, we stood a very good
show to get a shot. Climbing up among the lava rocks
we reached the top of the mesa and walked rapidly along
in a parallel course with that of the cafion. After care-
fully scanning the stretch of valley and hillside, we found
that they had not taken the alarm and scattered when we
crossed the wind and were still in the cafion. There was
a spring a little further down, and for this we bent our
steps, rightly conjecturing that they were heading for
water, for contrary to the habits of most big game, the
antelope drink between 11 and 2 o'clock.

Cautiously advancing toward the edge of the cafion we
surveyed every inch of the valley below us as it came into
view. A few minutes of this kind of work showed us the
bunch standing near the spring, and every one faced back
the way they had just come from, sniffing the air and
stamping suspiciously. The bucks had the hair of the
neck all "roached" up the wrong way, and were moving
about in a jerky, uneasy fashion, that said plainly enough
they had scented us when we crossed the cafion, but did
not know whether to run or not. They were so intent in

watching the cafion that our flank move was a surprise

and they knew nothing about our being above them until

bangl went my Winchester, and they scattered like a
bunch of sheep. I scored a clean mis-s at 15yds. By the
time they bunched and got. down to steady running Harry
was on hand with his old Springfield, and sent an ounce
ball into the middle of the herd, which had the effect of

starting them a notch faster. I got to work with the re-

peater and started ounce balls after the flying bunch as

fast as I could work the lever and shoot. About as

fast and regularly as a clock can tick, I sent a ball

out and the empty shell over my shoulder. The
echoes roar and rattle among the rocky nooks of
the cafion until the sound is like a volley of musketry.
One buck goes down, shot through the back about the
point of the hips, and still the Winchester cracks, barks
and hisses as it sends its ounce balls chasing each other
after the herd. Puffs and patches of dust burst up among
the frightened animals as they go racing along down the
cafion to windward and running so low they seem to skim
the sage tops. As they turn the corner the repeater cracks
a last time and a two-year-old buck turns a somersault,
landing with the whole top of his head shot off. Ten
shots have chased out of the rifle in about as many sec-

onds, and two antelope lie in the valley. Harry goes for
the team while 1 skin the prong-horns and let my rifle

cool. The shadow of a buzzard crosses and recrosses the

valley as I work, and he waits, sailing overhead on stiff-

ened pinions for his share when we are gone. The other
antelope have gone long ago and the sun has traveled
three-quarters of his trip when we load our meat in the
wagon and skirt back across the brown grass country for
the ranch, crushing the thick pr'ckly pear into a slushy
mass under the wheels every few feet. Sage hens rise in
a heavy way as we jolt over the sage clumps, and an occa-
sional rattlesnake or horned toad slips away among the
cactus pads and boulders. Four more antelope are seen
on the way in, but we have meat in plenty; we let them
go until some othpr time; they will keep fresh longer that
way than they will dead, and they won't go south yet ftr
a while. El Comancho.

IN A VIRGINIA GAME POCKET.
The long-looked-for 16th of November at last arrived.

We pulled in at C. an hour before sunset, and I had the
pleasure of beholding the friendly face of Tom, who was
in waiting with his buggy to convey me to his hospitable
home. I |was called early in the morning, and all was
in readiness for the deer hunt, and it fell to my lot to
occupy the "R" stand on the river. The party was com-
posed of Tom, his father, Embra, Wirt and his nephew,
Reginald, and myself. Several other neighbors were to
engage also. Wirt was to start five miles west and to
hunt toward the "R" stand. Others were also to hunt
from other points and converge on the same stand on the
Meherin River. I could hear dogs running at different
times, but before noon all was quiet, ho deer having come
my way. In the afternoon I held the same stand, and
had not been waiting long when I heard the dog; but it

was so indistinct that I could not tell in what direction it

was running, but soon found it was coming my way.
My eyes were strained to their utmost to see the deer.
My nerves tingled, though they were firm. My heart
beat a lively tattoo. The dog was nearly in sight on the
opposite hill. Just then the deer had doubled and the
dog was soon out of hearing. This finished the first day,
and I mentally consigned it with many more of the same
kind to the past.

I went to bed early that night with the understanding
that I would be called at 4 o'clock next morning. The
last I remembered was how the wary deer could always
have the luck to give me the slip, when I noticed a light,
and looking up, there was the genial face of Embra. It
was 4 o'clock and time for me to get up for breakfast.
In a few minutes I was in the saddle, bound for my stand
on the Gullies, southeast of Rocky Level, where W. had
been running all of the day before. The deer had been
running around and dodging from place to place like a
cotton-tail, seeming to notice the dogs but very little, only
to keep out of their way, a lot of them always up at the
same time.
The big-hearted Tom and I arrived at the Gullies just

after sunrise, I on a little knoll and Tom 80yds. to the
north, the deer sometimes going to either side. Round
about was a thick growth of old-field pines, except where
the soil was gone. Barely were we seated and still when
I heard the dogs coming; they approached very rapidly,
and finally ran within 10ft. of me, I straining my eyes to
the utmost. But no deer. After they had passed I
looked, and sure enough* there was the deer tracks, which
had passed before we arrived—another opportunity for
the deer to be numbered with the past.
After holding my position for near an hour, carefully

looking west, I turned my eyes to the left and saw a doe
come loping easily direct to me, about 100yds. off. Fear-
ful that it might turn I did not move, in fact I hardly
drew my breath, until the deer was within 20yds. of me,
when I threw up my gun. But quick as I was it darted
to the left through a clump of thick pines. The third
jump left the flank to the fore shoulder exposed. In a
space between two pines I pulled the trigger, and it

tumbled in its tracks. I turned, my gun to the next space
for a second shot, but as the smoke cleared away I saw no
chance for a second shot. I was a little surprised, for I
had been told by Uncle Fuller not to be astonished if I
could not hit a flock of barns if I was shut up in one of
them. Indeed was it a tame affair.

I called to the genial Tom and told him a rabbit. He
started to give me a reprimand, but on raising his head,
saw the deer kicking. His face fairly beamed with satis-
faction while he congratulated me for my successful shot.
Nothing but seeing his kindly face would give an idea of
how much satisfaction it gave him to see me bag my first

deer. We took it to the branch near by and prepared it

for shipment, for it was to be my first trophy ever shipped
home. We were hardly seated on our stands again when
I heard the dogs strike and come toward us rapidly.
When the dogs got in 400yds. I saw a large buck com-

ing for me. My gun was to my shoulder when I whis-
pered to T., who was sitting to my back, "Let's both fire

at once." But this he flatly refused, saying he would not
pull a trigger till I was through, and to be sure and kill

him. The deer came on with an easy lope, but at 60yds.
wheeled to the left. Before he sprung I fired and dropped
him, but as he sprung to his feet I fired again, tumbling
him onoe more, but he was quickly on his feet again
with a broken leg. I told Tom to shoot and he fired two
more shots, hitting him with both, which seemed enough
to have killed anything, but he kept sroing. I had another
cartridge in by this time and brought him down again.
Both were large and in good condition, and the next
express took the only two. deerto my county that have
been shipped in my time.
This was the little game pocket I had told brother

Hough of while I was in the White City, but did not tell

the location, as I wanted the pleasure of killing one
before saying too much about it, but now if he wishes to
enjoy some royal sport, if he will communicate with
me I will gladly take him along and we will enjoy it

together.
How is it the deer do not seem to be afraid of the dogs?

The dogs, mostly hounds, go out in the morning and have
a race almost daily, though they rarely run more than an
hour or so, or to one of the rivers, where the chase
generally ends. Most of the deer I have seen in front of
dogs do not seem at all frightened. In one instance a
buck made his bed within rifle shot of where I stopped
for the night, with a hunter and four hounds.
The deer seem greatly on the increase, as the citizens

say there are more therenow than have ever been, though
the dogs are running them whenever they choose. A
number were killed the last season. W- G. D.
Wbittle's Depot, Va.
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THE SKIN 1 DID NOT GET.
New Yore, March 19.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
L^st autumn ray friend Jack, who lives on the west slopp

of the Rocky Mountains, told me that he expected to kill

•a mountain lion or two during the winter, and intimated

that he would send me a skin. A recent letter from him
gives an account of the killing of the lion whose hide

should be mine, and explains why I did not get it. When
the beast was dead, all the fur had had been knocked off

the skin. O. M.

1 killed the other day a very fine lion which measures
7 £ft. from tip to tip.

I was out for marten when I came across the track of a
mountain lion. It was snowing, and I followed it for some
distance before the dog would notice it, but after a while

the tracks freshened and the dog commenced to slow
trail. At length I saw that we had jumped the game
and told him to go on, while I followed along leisurely on
the tracks of both.
In about fifteen minutes I heard the dog yip as though

running something, and then heard what seemed a sharp
growling as though they were fighting. Then the dog
commenced to bay, and I knew that lion was my meat.

I ran through the deep snow for about half a mile and
then slackened up, so as to get my wind before reaching
the dog. When I got to within about forty paces of

where he was dancmg about in the snow, I looked up
and saw the lion above him in a leaning tamarack tree.

He was about 30ft; from the ground and seemed to be
amused at the gall of so small a dog. He was looking
down, having one foreleg over a small limb. His tail

was swaying gently from side to side, and altogother he
seemed to be at home.
The lion watching the dog, saw him look on the back

trail for me, and following his look saw me. This seemed
to greatly astonish him, and he ran up the tree thirty

or forty feet to a fork, poked his head out as far as he
could and looked me squarely in the eye.

I had been running hard, my eyes were full of sweat
and the gun sights clogged with snow, but I cut loose at
the beast with my .40-82. There was scrambling among
the dry limbs and the lion fell part way down, but caught
around the tree and knocked off a lot of small dry
branches. I kept pumping the lever and soon knocked
him off the tree. As soon as he struck the ground the
•dog jumped him. There was a scramble, the lion
squalled and spit, and I heard the dog howl. Then the
hon came out of the scramble and went for another tree
about twenty steps off, with the dog in hot pursuit. The
lion ran up the tree about twenty feet and the dog stopped
at the bottom, and I, running, sweating and yelling "sic,"
brought up the rear. I commenced to work the lever of
the old gun again, and after about three wild shots I
again knocked the lion out of the tree.

The dog seemed to get desperate, perhaps on account of
such fine shooting, and when I got to him he had the lion
by the . hind quarters and the cat was making passes at
him with the left paw! The right one I had shot off. I
blazed away a couple of times more and let the dog shake
until he was tired, but still there was a little life and fight
in that lion. I now called off the dog and adjourned to a
fallen tree, and let Father Time do the rest. For this I
had very good reason, as I had used up all mv ammunition
and my fighting was over. The poor animal soon died,
but he was game te the last. He died glaring at me and
snapping his teeth. His skin measured litt. long, but I
had knocked about all the fur and hair off of it.

I had shot him in the leg and shot him in the paw and
had also cut off a slice of tail. Then there was one shot
in the belly and another in the hams and some fur had
been knocked off his under jaw. Still he had never
squealed nor showed the white feather. He was certainly
all wool and a yard wide. Jack,

KANSAS GAME INTERESTS.
From a declaration, " Where we Stand," printed in the programme

°f £ ?ansTas St*te Sportsmen's Association Tournament, bo be held

Tj™ Kansas State Sportsmen's Association stands
pledged, first of all, to the protection and preservation of
game, and while it must be confessed that heretofore its
efforts in that direction have>ot been conspicuous, has at
last awakened to a sense of its duty in the matter and
will m future use its best energies and influence for the en-
actment of a proper game law and for . its enforcement
afterward, to. the end that what remains of our once
bountiful game supply may be preserved from entire ex-
tinction.. The Association neither expects nor desires
special or exclusive privileges for any class; on the con-
trary, it insists that every citizen should be allowed to

restrictions
6 R °f game'

8ubject always to proper legal

The game laws of this State, as they stand upon the
statute books to-day, are both unjust and ineffective, and
its framers m their effort to produce an act which would
restrict all killing of game to persons who were owners ofland have extended to this privileged class such extensive
rights that the game is left without any protection what-
ever, and ism much greater danger of extermination than
it ever, was under any previous laws, which have alwaysbeen confessedly insufficient, even when enforced, as wasrarely attempted.

It will hardly be claimed by those who secured thepassage of the present law that they were animated solely
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?ased protection to our game.The law itself gives a flat denial to such an assertion^ the
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act shall apply or interfere with persons who may havein their possession or raise for sale any birds as nets ormay at any time catch, kill or entrap any of the birSmentioned m this section on his. or her own premisescontrolled by such person for his or her own use," con-tains the animus of the entire act. Only owners of land

at proper seasons, provided he can obtain permission to

enter upon private grounds to do so. as is necessary under

section 2440, Revised Statutes 1889.

'

The one commendable feature of the existing law is the

section which prevents the sale and shipment of game,
and it is the duty of every friend of game protectioh'to do
his share toward preventing the repeal of this provision if

it is ever attempted. Killing game for the market means
the total wiping out of every species of edible game} be-

cause it enormously multiplies the number who kill, and
invites the most destructive methods. It is impossible

that the supply should increase while game has a com-
mercial value, and thousands of persons who otherwise
would never go afield at all, are permitted to kill for profit

only. This class will not shoot if there is no market for

what they kill, and when shooting is restricted to those
who hunt for sport and hot for the market, and who con-
fine their killing to proper seasons, the question of game
preservation will have been solved. The non-sale and
non-shipment portion of the law is by far the most import-
ant feature in it, and should by all means be preserved.
A bill will be submitted to the Association at its annual

meeting, at which time a full discussion will be invited,

It would perhaps then be advisable to have a committee
appointed to act upon the recommendations of the Asso-
ciation, and prepare and have printed a bill which should
be widely circulated throughout the State—copies being
placed in the hands of sportsmen in each county, and by
them distributed among the people. Then at the next
meeting of the Legislature the committee should use every
means to haVe the bill become a law.
All members of the Association are requested to give

the matter consideration, and be prepared at the annual
meeting to intelligently discuss the entire question in
order that any action taken may be well advised and for
the best interests of the cause.

may take game, but the}"may do" so aTinTE o yearand by whatever means they choose to employ. The man
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] 1 demand tbat * be rePlacefl by anact which will afford protection to the game and at thesame time extend to every citizen the right to take game

A few reasons why every shooter and every shooting
organization in the State of Kansas should become mem-
bers of the Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.
First—Proper legislation for the protection of game can

only be secured by thorough organization, and it is only
through the combined efforts of the friends of game pro-
tection in Kansas, working as a unit through a strong as-
sociation, that the enactment of efficient game laws can
be brought about.
Second=»The enforcement of the law is of ho iess im-

portance than the law itself > and once having secured the
right kind of a game law, it bepbmes the duty of every
game protectionist to assist in bringing to punishment
every person Who wilfully violates it. Our Association
can^ if its energies are properly directed, make the viola-
tion of the game law as odious a crime as hog stealing,
and so mould public sentiment that "bootlegger" will be
looked upon as a gentleman in comparison with the man
who kills game out of season.

Thirds—To be effective the Association must be strong,
and in numbers there is strength. There are enough
friends of game protection in the State to make an or-
ganization powerful enough to carry out whatever plans
it might adopt looking to the protection of game^ but they
must get together; the next section tells you how it may
be done.
Fourth—For a club to join costs #S and for annual dues

$1. Every member of the club becomes a member of the
State Association.. For an individual, $2.50 to join and
annual dues fifty rents. Write for further information
to Ssc'y J. C. Clark, Topeka, Kan.

AN ADIRONDACK BEAR CAPTURE.
A party of three young men, well known in the busi-

ness circles of Gloversville, had come to Lake Pleasant in
the North Woods. An uninterrupted year of attention to
business had given to each one such an appetite for the
good things in store for them, that every opportunity was
taken advantage of, and from first to last every pleasure
was enjoyed with the keenest relish.
We put up with David Sturges, and George and I were

spending the day at Elm Lake with Burr Sturges as guide.
The only exciting incident of our fishing for two hours
and a half was the taking of two fish at once by George
the largest of which was a 2 lbs. trout of exceptional
beauty. About 11 o'clock Burr said he wanted to visit a
bear trap he had set about a mile up the inlet, so, taking
in our lines we started. At the head of the still water he
left the boat, and very soon he called, "Come over here
and bring the gun." Taking the rifle, we started through
the thicket and soon came to the place where the trap had
been set.

The trap was gone, and the bark knocked off a small
tamarack showed where the clog had met the first ob-
struction . Then we lost th e trail, but Boon found it again •

and here was the evidence of a terrible struggle—a little
hollow, with an old top across it and a rotten log or two
in the space, this hollow for a dozen feet each way liter-
ally torn up, the logs pulverized and the small treeschewed to splinters. Sturgis said some big words and
guessed" he'd never see his trap again, for there lay all

that was left of the clog. This had been a stick of green
spruce about 34ft. long fastened at the end of the traocham, but about a foot of the stick had been eaten off and
the rest was covered with the prints of teeth and clawsA few rods further and the chain must have stopped thebear again, for here a little tree was entirely gnawed offabout 3ft. from the ground and there stood the splintered
stub. Close by on the ground was the body of a dead cubwhich had met its death in the frantic efforts of its mother
to escape. As we stopped and looked at the havoc the
beast had made, I thought of the bedlam of snarls andgrowls and scratching claws and snapping teeth theremust have been when all that work was done We soon
lost the trail again, for with only the trap and chain tocarry brum could get on quite easily, the object of the clogbeing to catch on to trees and logs, and so nr*™^
rapid a retreat.

logs, and so prevent too

As soon as we lost the trail we separated, and first oneand then the other would find marks showint where theanimal had gone. So we kept on through brush and
S£ T« traCVed °vei\

a kn
?U and a mmpthick with alders where we lost it again, and Sturgestold us to wait while he crossed and found where thecreature had gone out.

vvuere tne

While we stood waiting in the thicket my companionsaid, <-lhear something like the whine of I puppy™?
listened but could not cateh a sound, except the beatingof my heart, which thumped away at

1

a great rateprobably because we had come so fast. Soon s'turges

called and we went over. He had not found the trail;

but asked us if we had heard any noise. George repeated
what he had said to me, "Which way?" "That way."
"That's right," said Sturges, "come on." In less than
three mimites we found where she had come out of the
swamp. She had been started probably by our voices)

and here the track was plain, leading directly over a
little hill. Before we reached the summit We all heard
the rattle of the chain on the other side. Now the excite-

of the chase was intense; it was a new experience td

George and myself and we were all the more eager td be'

in at the death;
As we came to the top of the hill there lay below us a

rather open slope of five or six rods, then a level spape o|
as much more. Just at the top George seized Sturges's
arm and whispered, "There she is; there she is." Sure
enough, at the bottom of the slope was a monstrous bear
and two cubs making for the swamp beyond. Down we
rushed, like boys after a cat, and as we came near the cubs
went up a tree. The besr was now in the edge of the
swamp, and as soon as she missed her offspring she faced
us and partly rose on her hind legs. Her eyes looked
wicked, and she gave a savage growl j as much a6 to Sayj
"If it wasn*t for this trap I'd scatter your party in short
order." But Sturges had the rifle at his shoulder; there
was a sharp crack, and bruin fell in her tracks. We went
over and were looking at her black coat, when suddenly
instead of a dead bear we had a live one, and the way
George and I got out of reach was very rapid but not sur-
prising under the circumstances. Sturges made some
lively motions in getting another cartridge in the gun,
and this time a ball under the ear gave her the quietus.
We all took hold together and dragged her out to dry

ground and Sturges began the process of skinning, while
we lighted our pipes and talked how "Betsey and I killed
the bear." In the meantime the cubs were at the top of
a not very large hemlock, and I decided that I wanted one
of the skins for a relic; so taking the rifle 1 stepped back
a few rods, where I could see the head of one peeping
round the trunk. I biased away, but my nerve Was not
very steady and the ball did not even make the Cub dodge;
but the second shot was better and brought down the gam«j
fairly hit through thehead. This gave George the beat
fever, but hie wanted iiis cub alive; so after much urging
by Sturges and myself, he decided to climb the tree and
try to get his young bear out. Slowly he toiled up, show-
ing considerable agility as a climber, until he came near
the cub, when the young bear started for him, and he, not
caring for an encounter in the tree, came down much
faster than he went up. When he got below the branches
the cub came down tail first, and when nearly down
George grabbed and held him against the tree, calling to
Sturges to help him. By this time the old bear was
skinned, so the guide came and took the cub and we Boon
started back for the boat. Arriving there we found that
we cou'd not get the cub home unless one of Us held him
all the way, so we let him go. He seemed tame enough
then, and I stroked him on the bank before he disappeared
in the bushes.
We floated down to Film Lake, landed arid soon Sturges

had a splendid trout dinner cooked. After dinner and A
smoke we started down the Comjemuc, Ashing by the way;
and reached the hotel safely aboilt sunset.
The bear skin, beautifully mounted, now lies in (Jeorge's

parlor; while the cub's skin, mounted on a white goat, is

in my possession Glover.

IMMODERATENESS.
Editor Forest and Stream;
Tour desire to protect the game of this country from

total extermination is most praiseworthy, and I wish to
be one of the thousands to tender my aid and to wish you
God speed in your effort. Every true sportsman is with
you even though he may not approve of your means of
accomplishing the end. "Stop the sale of game" would
no doubt alleviate the distressing symptons, but it would
by no means cure the disease.
The measure proposed is extreme and all extremes ai!e

dangerous. Are you not afraid that the enactment of
such a law (if it could be done) would bring about such a
violent reaction as to sweep game and game laws alike
from the face of this country? A demand for game
exist3 and the people have a right to a reasonable supply >

The market-shooter is a very convenient niat on which to
wipe our muddy boots, but is he really responsible for the
gradual extermination of the game? Now Mr. Editor,
think a moment before you say yes. I do not wish to
defend the market-shooter > he kills game because that Is
the easiest way for him to support himself and family,
A Bmall percentage of the game shot by these men goes
to waste, but a market-shooter never shoots game when
he knows that he cannot make use of it. Now* can we
say as much for the fraternity collectively classed as
sportsmen? Is it not a fact that a goodly percentage of
this latter class shoot anything which dares rise in front
of them and continue to slaughter just as long as game
and ammunition hold out, regardless of what becomes of
the game so killed? It is against these pirates of land and
sea that war should be declared amd systematically pro-
secuted; their extermination would mean preservation of
game, yes, even more, it would rid the fraternity of
sportsmen of a decidedly objectionable class. During the
last nineteen years I have hunted in a good many places
including New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and a majority of
the States this side of the Rockies, and have met with the
market-shooter and the game hog, and of the two please
give me the market-shooter.
Let me mention just a few of the many instances of

wanton slaughter of game which have come to my notice.
Two years ago two New York sportsmen went to Long
Island and returned after one week's stay with enough
ducks (spoiled and in good condition), to supply the in-
habitants of their ward for a month. Another brother
went to the Adirondacks and shot six does, used a small
portion of the meat and the hides and left the rest to rot.
Fortunately

, this hog was caught and paid the usual fine.
Spruce partridges are very plentiful in some parts of
Nova Scotia, and a certain person from New Glasgow
goes there nearly every year for a wagon load full—some
keep till he gets home, but more of them spoil. It is the
same way in fishing, and I could relate a good many
stories to the credit of so-called sportsmen.

Restrict the sale of game to one month or two months
'

of the open season, run down and kill the game hog
wherever you find him, and weather permitting, the
game of our country will not grow less but will increase
from year to year. Q.
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STOP THE SALE OF GAME.
A Platform Plank.—The sale of game should be forbidden at at1

tames.—Forest and Stream, Feb. 10.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am thoroughly in accord with those who have declared

in favor of stopping the sale of game at all times. The
time must come when the supply of game in this country
will be entirely exhausted, unless such a law as proposed
by Forest and Stream is passed and made effectual.

Like "Bushwhacker," I am a poor man, tied down by an
occupation that does not let up on me except for a few
days each year. In this locality those who shoot for the
market are dubbed "pot-hunters;" well, let the name be
what it may, the market-shooter is the man we are after.

I am surprised that any one should take up the subject in

defense of this class of shooters. All "sportsmen" belong-
ing this species that it has been my misfortune to run
across have been heavily loaded with the "instinct" to kill

for the price, with an elastic conscience regarding the
manner of capture, to say nothing of his faculty for not
discerning between open and closed seasons. The people
must decide whether they in the future retain the market-
shooter and no game, or have a fair amount of the latter

and none of the former. Which is best, and will prove
the most beneficial to a large majority of the people is a
question with but one answer. Without this protection
thousands throughout this land see the time rapidly ap-
proaching when they will be deprived of that grandest of
all recreation, a tramp through forest and field with the
gun. We must have that plank ! A. M. Scudder.

Los Angeles, Cal.—At a meeting held here in April by
the sportsmen of this city and vicinity to elect delegates
.to the State Sportsmen's convention, held at San Fran-
cisco, the delegates were recommended to endeavor to

have a law passed prohibiting the shooting of quail for

market for the period of two years. So you see we ai'e

coming around to it, and let us hope that if such a law is

passed, by the end of the two years a law prohibiting the
sale of game at all seasons will be passed. But even a
two years' respite will do an immense amount of good.
A prominent game dealer of this city states that in one

season he had handled 162,000 dozen (1,944,000) quail
alone, not to mention the ducks, Wilson snipe, etc., and
he is only one of many. Such slaughter is an outrage.
We would protect our fast-vanishing game much better if

we should allow shooting for pleasure alone at all seasons,
provided that the ruinous market-shooting be stopped.

Culpepper.

Editor Forest and Stream:
We have here as fine a ruffed grouse country as in the

United States, but the hunting for market has done its

work. We have one or more men who hunt in this

county from July 4 until Jan. 1; and dozens hunt from
Oct. 1 until Jan. 1, all for market. Several thousand
were shipped from East Stroudsburg and Analomink,
besides deer and other game last season. There are one
hundred sportsmen in this county who would hold up
both hands for a bill to prohibit the sale of game. We
must hammer away at it until we get such a law. Let
every sportsman see the representative of his own county
in the State, and I think we can accomplish it.

Resica, Pa.

A Lost Opportunity.

Late in the afternoon of a day in last November, while
I was walking past a swampy piece of land with a pond
in the middle of it, on my way to the village to get the
day's mail, I was surprised to see a single large mallard
drake swimming on the surface of the water. I turned
and made tracks for the house to get my gun and returned
to find that the drake had not flown away, but was at the
other end of the pond, tranquilly preening his feathers,

all unconscious of the trouble in store for him.
He was quite a distance off for a shot, but not realizing

the toughness of an old mallard drake, I drew a bead on
him and fired just as he rose from the water, the shot
cutting off some feathers, but apparently not injuring
him otherwise. Then I suddenly remembered that the
cartridges in the gun were loaded with a light charge of
powder and fine bird shot, and I hastily opened the gun
and threw out the empty shell, with the intention of sub-
stituting one loaded with a heavier charge of powder and
larger shot. The loaded shell went in the breech half-
way, and then, much to my astonishment, it stuck there!
I pushed on it with all my strength, but only succeeded
in wedging it in more firmly.

The drake was slow in getting "started," being heavy
and fat, and I thought that if I could get the defective
shell out of the gun and substitute another, I would still

have time to shoot him, so I tried my best to pull it out,
but it was wedged in so firmly that it would budge neither
one way nor the other. What a dilemma I was in! There
I stood with my gun in my hands, that splendid mallard
offering a tempting shot, and I powerless to even close

my gun ! Perhaps I was a trifle angry, but I guess you
will forgive me that, for what gunner has not been in a
predicament similar to this one?
The incident taught me a lesson—never to use a poor

crimper which mutilates the edge of a shell, and always
to have my shell-extractor handy—not in the depths of
my trouser's pocket, in company with forty other odds
and ends. Tyro.

California Game Seasons.

Los Angeles, Cal.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Cali-
fornia is too large a State to be governed by one general
game law, for a law which would effectually protect the
game in the extreme northern districts might compass
its entire destruction in the southern counties.
For instance: The State Sportsmen's Convention, after

a good deal of discussion, finally decided to endeavor to*

have a general State law passed making the open Sba.cor>

on quail and doves from Aug. 1 to Feb. la. Now the quail
in this county are running around in August with pieces
of the shell still adhering to their backs, and any law
which would allow them to be shot during that month
would in a very short time cause their extermination.
But perhaps some of the would-be sportsmen could

never get any quail, unless they were allowed to shoot at
the chicks, and so are in favor of the above law.
Even as late as the middle of September the great ma-

jority of the quail are far too small to be shot, and what
folly it is to make the dove and quail law one and the
same, for right now, at this date, the doves have nested

and are hatching their eggs, while the quail have not en-
tirely paired off as yet.
The only dove shooting we have here is in July and

August, as later in the season the birds flock up and
render a fair bag an impossibility.

California changes her game laws about once a year on
an average, and each succeeding time makes a worse mess
of it than before.
But, after all, they are a perfect farce, for until recently

no one ever thought of enforcing them. I well remember
that ten days after the season of 1893-3 closed, I saw sev-
eral bunches of Wilson snipe hanging up in open market.
Fortunatelly things are changing, for the other day

Simon Maier, wholesale and retail butcher, got himself
into the toils of the law for having sold and offered for
sale Texas deer, in direct disobedience of the law.

Culpepper,

A New Gun Barrel Material.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Krupp, the German "cannon king", has invented a new

process for manufacturing a steel especially suited for
gun barrels. Owing to its superior quality this new steel

is rapidly finding favor with the German sportsmen,
particularly those who employ nitro powders. In order
to enable the American shooting fraternity to judge for
themselves the merits of this "German special steel," as
it is called, I shall simply quote the figures from the
official report pertaining to a series of comparative trials

carried out with this steel and other gun barrel materials.
In the following table the columns show

:

A—Ductility limit of load in kilograms (1 K. =2.2047371bs.) per
square millimeter (or 0.039371in.).

B—Breaking limit of load, the same.
C— Dilation prior to fracture, in per cent, of original length.
D—Internal pressure in the moment of cracking of barrel, expressed

in total atmospheres.
E—Internal pressure for equal thickness of walls in kilograms per

square millimeter.
A. B.

Belgian Bernard damascus 27.8
Belgian horseshoe nail 35.3
English CrollS damascus 25 .,3

English Siemens steel 41.1
English Whitworth steel .40.8
German special steel. 72.5

headway another bullet laid him out. The dogs were
rather badly scratched up but not seriously injured in the
fight, and the next day Henry took them out, put them on
a lion trail where there had been a cow killed, and in less

than half an hour they put another large fellow up a tree,

to be shot by Henry. I think that is a pretty good record,
three lions in two days, and I really consider the work of
the hounds in the fight about the best I ever knew of.

I was surprised to find in that section, the headwaters
Of the Pecos, at an altitude of 8,000 to 12,000ft., that there
are a great many white-tail deer. I had always con-
sidered them more a lowland than mountain animal.
There are also a few bighorns in the same locality.

9 [Speaking of "cactus deer," there are some very peculiar
freaks killed in that line. I suppose they are a freak as
they seem to be a true mule deer except the horns, and
some of these are a sight. My friend Judge Sloan has a
fine specimen finely mounted, in his office. It was killed
several years ago in the southern part of the Territory,
and is a good-sized specimen of the mule deer except the
antlers, and they are as irregular as a bunch of cactus,
and really resemble it very much. H. B. Hersby.

3.5
39.3
28.9
61.6
61.3
91.3

C.

1.3
1.9
1.7
10.9
10.1
8.1

D.
403
378
843
584
527
1240

E.
38.5
32.1
32.1
55.5
47.5
87.0

Testing the resistance of the several gun barrel materi-
als to gas pressure:
Bernard Damascus bulged with a load of 231.497385grs.

of black powder and l,111.187448grs. of shot; it burst
with a loadof 231.497385grs. ofpowder andl,605.049536grs.
of shot.

Horseshoe nail Damascus bulged with 231.497385grs. of
powder and 987.72216grs. of shot; it burst with 231.-

49738ogrs. of powder aud l,419.850628grs. of shot.
English Crolle Damascus bulged with 231.497385grs. of

powder and 1,296. 8S5356grs. of shot; it burst with 231.-

497385grs. of powder and l,605.049536grs. of shot.
Siemens steel bulged with 231.497385grs. of powder and

l,419.850628grs. of shot; it burst with 231.497385grs. of
powder and 2,407.572804grs. of shot.

Whitworth steel bulged with 231.497385grs. of powder
and l,543.315900grs. of shot; it burst with 231.497385grs.
of powder and 2,083.476465grs. of shot.
German special steel, same thickness of walls as the for-

mer, bulged with 293.230021grs. of powder and 7,870.-

911090grs. of shot; it burst with 432. 128452grs. of powder
and 12,840.417288grs. of shot.

The powder column of the last-named load measured in
the gun barrel 4jin., that of the shot 19in. in a 16-bore
gun. Arilln Tenner.

Pheasants for Stocking.

At a recent meeting of the executive committee of the
Genesee Valley Fish and Bird Protective and Propagating
Association, of Rochester, N. Y., it was decided to secure
some pheasants for introduction in Monroe and Livingston
counties. The kind thought to be best adapted for this
climate is a cross between the English pheasant (Phasianus
eolcMeus) and Mongolian ring-necked pheasant (Phasianus
torquatus). An order has already been placed at the
pheaaantries for birds and eggs, and as soon as enough
enthusiasm has been shown among local sportsmen to
pass in contributions, a larger order will be sent; adult
birds can be had in July at $225 per hundred. It is in-

tended to distribute them among farmers who are will-
ing to protect and care for them. They are hardy and
prolific, and if given a chance will increase rapidly.
Efficient laws will be enacted to protect them for three
years at least. This is only a beginning in what the Asso-
ciation proposes if it receives the right kind of encourage-
ment and support. The covers need replenishing and it is

thought the pheasant will fill the bill.

The John F. Weiler Gun Club, of Allentown, Pa., has
completed arrangements with Mr. Wells for one thousand
young English pheasants with which to stock the woods
in this neighborhood.

Bogs and Cougars.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 16.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
My friend Henry Windsor, a cattleman up on the head-
waters of that beautiful trout stream, the Pecos, had quite
an experience with mountain lions (cougars), that seems
good enuogh to give to the readers of Forest and
Stream. The lions had been giving the ranchers in that
vicinity a great deal of trouble, killing stock, principally
colts, which they seem to have a special fondness for.

Henry was in town and took a fancy to my hounds,
which are a very large strain of foxhounds, full of
courage and fight. I donated him a pair of my best old
fighters, that had a record of good work on coyotes. He
was greatly pleased with them and said he would take
them out and show them a lion trail soon. However, the
lions did not wait for that but before the dogs had been
on the ranch more than two or three days Henry heard a
"racket" just dusk in the evening, and looking out in the
corral, saw the hounds and a nice frisky lion having a
very lively fight. He caught up his Winchester and
rushed out, but for several seconds (minutes Henry
thought), he was unable to get in a shot on account of
lion and dog being so badly mixed up. Finally the lion,

which was a medium-sized female, concluded that that
was not the game she was looking for, wrenched away
from the dogs and bounded back a few feet, and, of
course, got a bullet that put the quietus on her. Just as
she jumped back her mate, a good-sized old male,
jumped over the corral fence, and without any hesitation
the dogs flew at him, but before the fight got under good

Game in Colorado.
Berthodd, Colo., May 13.—Near my Morgan, Colorado,

ranch we still have quite a number of antelope. I saw 40
one day last week. Coyotes, gray wolves and rattlesnakes
are entirely too plenty: and there are jack rabbits by-the
thousand. Up here where I live, near the foothills, geese
and ducks were very plentiful the past fall and spring,
more so than for several years. Denver sportsmen are
leasing the small lakes for the shooting privileges. Black-
tail deer are still quite abundant in the foothills; but as
the hills are here quite rough and the open season short,
very few have been killed for the past two years.
Trout fishing is not as good as it was a few years ago;

but I expect to try my split-bamboo as usual in July. We
can get all we want to eat while in camp, and have a grand
good time any way. I expect to take an antelope hunt at
my ranch in the fall and will report my luck to Forest
and Stream.

.

* A. A. K.

Wild Turkeys.
Avoca, N. C, May 16.—I never saw as many wild

turkeys at this season of the year as at present* They are
nesting not a mile from my house, and the dry May has
been very good for them. The crop of wild strawberries
is very abundant, and the young turkeys are living on
them, and the old ones are pulling up my corn all around
the woods. Tracks all about in the fields. Next spring
sport ought to be fine. Birds are having same good luck,

great many pair all over the plantation. No young birds
yet. W. E. Capehart.

The Editor is Grateful.

From the Berthoud (Colo.') Bulletin.

When it comes to killing geese, At Hawkins takes the pastry by a
large majority. On Wednesday, in company with Charley and Jim
Golden, of Longrnont, sixteen geese and nine ducks werebaggeds Al
killing ten of the geese. This makes a total of thirty-nine geese he has
killed since the season begun, besides countless ducks, jack rabbits,
etc. The entire Bulletin force and family will regale themselves on
roast goose to-day—a result of Al's generosity. Many thanks.

MULLET TAKEN WITH BAIT.
Victoria, Tex., May 20.—This morning, in looking over

an old copy of Forest and Stream dated Nov. 18, 1886,

1

came across an article by "Nessmuk," of saintedmemory

,

in which occurs the following passage, to which I wish to
add my testimony: "I could buy a fat 'buck' mullet for
a nickel, and as he was about the best fish on the coast,

and would afford two ample meals, it seemed a waste of
time and muscle to paddle three or four miles on a hot
morning to catch one or two sea trout or channel bass,

when the mullet was much the better fish."

As I have been a constant reader of Forest and Stream
for fifteen years, I have no doubt that I read the foregoing
at the time it was printed, but if so I had forgotten! it

when about four years ago I first attempted to eat mullet.
My son Jack and I were out for a couple of days' fishing

for bass on a fresh water bayou between this place and
the Gulf Coast. The bayou contained a greatmany mullet
that had evidently made their way up the Guadalupe
River during a heavy rise, and having gotten into this

bayou, the receding waters had left them landkcked.
Their surroundings had apparently proven congenial, as
they had grown very large and fat, and had acquired a
new characteristic, that of "biting," a thing they very
seldom if ever do in salt water. During the morning,
while fly-fishing for bass, the mullet had several times
made a game rush at my tail fly, a scarlet-ibis, but as they
had never taken hold I thought it was merely bluff, and
had no idea that they would bite at any sort of bait. My
boy had started out in the morning with a light rod and
tackle and worms to fish for "perch," as the different

species of fresh-water sunfish are universally called in this

State. Later in the day I found him on a bridge over the
stream, and just as I came in sight saw him pull some
kind of a large fish, struggling and kicking, to the floor

of the bridge, and on approaching closer discovered to my
surprise that it was a mullet. He had three or four of
them, together with half a hundred or more "perch" on
the bridge, and according to his own statement, had been
having a "hog killin' " time. He inquired if the mullet
were good to eat, and was considerably disappointed when
I expressed the opinion that they were not.

As the bass had quit rising I took the fish back to camp,
put them in the icebox, and procuring a light bait-rod re-

paired to the bridge for the more plebian bait-fishing for
what "Old Knots" would have called "them minners."
We caught several more mullet before dinner time and
Jack insisted on saving and taking them back to town,
arguing that there were plenty of darkies that would be
glad to get them if we were not. While he was cleaning
them I noticed that they were very plump and fat, and
that their flesh was beautifully white and firm, and being
naturally of an investigating turn of mind, concluded to

cook a couple of them as an experiment to see how they
would "eat." They were turned out of the frying-pan
nicely browned and crisp, together with several sunfish
and bass, and established their superiority at once by their

appearance, which was confirmed by tasting, they
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proving so muoh better in every way than the other fish

that the latter, in the language of the present day, were
"not in it" at all.

Since that day I have caught many hundreds of them
and they have never failed to sustain the favorable im-

pression then created. In talking on the subject with
anglers and others I invariably maintain that the mullet

of the Gulf coast, after sojourning for a proper time in

fresh water, is superior in edible qualities to any fresh-

water fish in the State. Some who have had experiences

Bimilar to mine agree with me, others who have never

tested the truth of the statement usually take on a look of

incredulity, much as I imagine 1 would have done before

I had the opportunity of proving it to my own satisfac-

tion.

These fish, so far as my observation goes, do not breed

when they become landlocked in fresh water, but grow
much more rapidly than in salt water. When first dis-

covered in the bayou referred to in this araicle they were
from 6 to 8in. in length, and in the course of three or

four years they grew to 18 or 20in. and attained a weight
of 3 or 4lbs. They also lost the dark markings or stripes

peculiar to the fish in salt water and became a beautiful

silvery white. After they began to take the hook they
were all caught out of the bayou in about three seasons,

and as there has not been an overflow of the river since

there are none there now. Guadalupe.

ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
(.Continued from Page hhS ~)

The next morning was so unpropitious, indicating rain,

that we concluded to abandon, our cruise to Sand River.
We remained in camp the entire morning, and during
that time made several trips to the rocks in our immedi-
ate front, and though Ned and I both worked like galley
slaves, only succeeded in capturing one two-pounder,
which fell to my jungle-cock.

In the afternoon we took the boat and skirted west-
ward along the shore. The sky was still overcast with
leaden clouds, and the lake was somewhat roughened by
an easterly wind, though we were in a lee that completely
protected us. This place last year gave us ample sport,
and if the red-handed pot-hunters had not gill-netted
every trout this season I was positive we would secure at
least a respectable number.

Ned, who was in the bow this time, drew first blood by
the capture of a pound trout, while I soon followed with
one a half a pound heavier. Coming to some grand rocks,
the base of a towering mountain with its numerous spurs
clothed in somber pines and spreading cedars, I was
fortunate enough to here secure a coveted prize in a
three-pound Salvelinus, richly-spangled in mottled dyes,
a very dude, doubtless, of which his race so generously
abounds. Ned was working hard at both the leeward
and windward sides of the boat, as if determined to go
over every inch of the ground before I could reach it

from the stern. As we alternated in these positions, the
bow being considered the most favorable position, it was
on a basis of perfect equity, as the accounts balanced in
the end. Sometimes the bow was not so desirable, par-
ticularly when plunging through heavy seas with the
wind in your teeth, Then your flies were oftener at the
tip of the oar blades than elsewhere. But no matter what
the conditions of the elements we had to take our duly
assigned positions as per arrangement.
At last Ned aroused a magnificent trout, but, sad to

relate, he squarely missed him. It was a deep dis
appointment and his face clearly expressed it. Again he
drops his lures, but he came not. Once more he tries
and this time fortune favors him, for he sank the cruel
steel well home in the toughened jaw of the wolfish biter.
"Ah, ha, I fooled you that time," came from the

exultant angler.
"Be careful you are not fooled in return."
"He is well hooked, I am positive, but I'll watch him

ail the same.
"All right, now kill him like an angler true "
Ned needed no advice on that subject, for he always

handled his fish m a very skillful manner, ever patient
and watchtul and never hurrying to a final. He was
really much more careful than I, for I occasionally loved
to force the fighting to a rapid conclusion, getting nettled
sometimes at the stubbornness of the victim in haulingdown his colors when I thought he was sufficiently^
defeated. I well knew my fault in this matter, butwhen 1 was fast to a prize of unusual weight I endeavored
to exercise the utmost patience and vigilance, for I wasalways deeply chagrined when I lost one of such noble
proportions.
After a gallant struggle the lucky angler had the

pleasure of seeing his hard-earned trophy rtposing in thebottom of the boat. Put to the scales the indicator
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the favoring influence of an occasional change in flies. I

tried for another warrior of the aureate hues, but it was

futile, for nothing came for the feathery flies.

It was push along once more by rocky ramparts of

stern rigidity, which possessed a decidedly singular fas-

cination in their scarred surfaces and their forest-crowned

tops. Solitude was here supreme, and so smooth the

rocky bottom, tha,t we began to think it also had poses-

sion of the waters, for it did not look as if it were ten-

anted with a single trout, and after we had flogged it till

we struck a change in the rocky formation were sure of it.

The grounds now began to look more trouty, for rocks

in all manner of strange confusion, with chasms and
ledges abounded without end. Ned was the first to boat

a pounder, and then I followed with one about the same
size in a lovely sheen of scarlet and silver.

It being evident that we had fish enough for the camp,
the return was suggested and made without another cast,

though we were strangely tempted as we went by favorite

grounds to try another beguilement of the graceful inno-

cents of the ravishing tints. Eager for camp and a good
square meal, the half-breeds put their strength into the

oar blades and sent us along with a delightful swiftness

that tumbled the water from the prow into a caress of

tinkling joy.
We reached our quarters under a very sullen sky,

ominous indeed for the morrow's sport, but as Lake
Superior is as capricious in her moods as the lovely trout
she harbors in her icy bosom, a forecast is as often a
failure as a success. All being ravishingly hungry, on
landing we gave our chef a carte blanche order for the
supper, and his response developed the choicest in our
larder,

"A table of celestial food divine,

Ambrosial fruit, fetched from the tree of life;

And from the fount of life ambrosial drink."

After the repast we sought an open glade and drank in the
picturesque beauty of the wild mountain scenery which
was spread before us in boundless extent of infinite

grandeur.
"An Eden haunt, a charming faiy grot,

The angler's home in Nature's fairest spot;

Where peace, like some wing-wearied bird, drops down,
Folds her white pinions o'er her breast of brown.

"The evening sky is flecked with gold,

As slow the setting sun declines;

The western cloud's transparent fold

With a surpassing radiance shines.

"And as the deepening shadows sweep
Athwart the glimmering landscape's breast,

And o'er the purpled mountains creep,

The soft air, drowsy, sinks to rest. -

"How clear this icy lake, in whose depths
The gold and silver fishes glide I

So clear, I count the pink-hued shells

That pave the cool, transparent tide."

Here, where the mountain ranges are older than Thebes
or Baalbec and higher than the Pyramids, the goddess of
health has her silent home; here her grand palace and
her stately throne: here the sweetest dews are distilled,
here the pure air is drawn from the realms of ether, here
the most wholesome of waters and an atmosphere laden
with life-giving properties that impart new luster to the
eye, tone to the languid pulse and vigor to the wasted
frame. No wonder, then, that the patient angler returns
from these exhilarating regions as if he had taken a new
lease on life.

Our admiration of the grand, towering scenery, which
was in a hush of sweet and silent repose, was disturbed
by Ned leaping from his chair, with fiery maledictions
upon the entire insectivorous family who feast upon
human gore, and making rapid time for the fly repellent.
I also felt their warm attachment, and followed in the
footsteps of my aggravated and tormented partner. After
a copious ablution with the diluted vitriol and other
ingredients which composed the fluid, and which the
"cussed" tribe so dreaded, we changed our base to the
rocks in front, which were entirely free from the blood-
sucking marauders.
Here we found our half-breeds comfortably seated with

theii backs snug against a lofty shaft of granite that
sheltered them from the evening breeze. They were
quietly smoking and gazing vacantly at the wild expanse
of sea which was beating the shore unceasingly and then
falling back with clutching snarl o'er the detached masses
of rock in ample confusion on all sides. Peter, who had
been anxious for a move up the lake to Point Brulee,
thought this a favorable opportunity to open the subject
so he descanted liberally relative to its not only being a,

magnificent rendezvous for big trout, but a capital place
for camping. He stated that he had been to the point
twice with other parties and that they had had very fine
sport there, and were especially delighted with the loca-
tion, which was exceedingly picturesque. I was as
anxious as Peter for the change, but Ned, not being tired
yet of our present quarters, was not inclined that way I
however, refrained just then from insisting on the trip
but concluded to gently harp on the subject at the proper
time until I had brought him around to favor the move.
True, we were having only moderate success here butwe always had trout enough for the table at each meal
and very frequently a surplus; but this was never wasted'
for the boys always disposed of it to Indians passing: or
stopping near by.

&

I was very much interested while we remained on the
rocks with Kenosh's account of a trip that he made toHudson s Bay last fall with Judge Steere and a Mr Ferry
of the "Soo.

' He said it was one of much toil and hard-
ship, and that it was made principally by rivers in canoesthough they had plenty of tiresome tramping and much
carrying to do. They had expected to find some fine
trouting streams en route, but in this were greatly disao-
pointed. Ducks and wild geese in migration were abun-
dant, a few of which, when opportunity offered, thev
shot. It was really more of a time-table trip than aught
else for it was every day an early breakfast, and thenquick time and forward march. Returning, thev verv
often had to break the ice in the rivers with aW3for passage of their canoes. It was sJow and hard workbut it had to be done in order to make any headwlv ataJL as the overland trip was out of the question Ind ifattempted would have taken twice as long
The scenery along the route was not cif a grand and ™turesque character, though occasionally the> wouW have

views of magnificent mountain ranges in which nature
had shown a lavish hand. It being the fall of the year
everything was shrouded in sombre shadows. Sun-
shiny days were rare indeed, but when they did come
were appreciated like smiles from a beauty's lips. I had
a long and interesting talk with Judge Steere about the
trip after my return to the "Soo," but he exhibited no en-
thusiasm over the country. It was really a disappoint-
ment to them, but profitable in the intelligence they
gleaned of the wild and untrodden forests and the far
away home of the savage trapper.
After returning to camp we were very forcibly re-

minded that as the twilight deepened it indicated an
ill-boding harbinger for the morrow. Solemn and stately
the great hills with their pinnacles shrouded in the lower-
ing clouds inclose us with their aspect of eternal mel-
ancholy calm; from the deep ravines a white mist is !

slowly arising; in the darkened woods a sough of lament
is winding through the bending branches; fireflies in

j

countless numbers usurp the brilliant offices of the ob-
scured stars, while along the ironbound shore the waves
are deeply moaning as if in direful warning. I was posi-

tive on retiring that we would hear Old Boreas storming
our fortifications with a hurricane savageness when we
awoke in the moring; but having grown accustomed to his

wild vagaries, we little thought of what the dawn would
bring, be it storm or calm. Alex. Stakbtjck.

[TO BE continued.]

ANGLING NOTES.

Fish Reports.

For a few days past I have been so deluged with reports
of fish and fishing that it would seem as though a fish

epidemic had broken out in this section. The first symp-
tom manifested itself when there was a ring at my door
and a boy was shown in to see me, with a paper parcel in i

his hand containing a trout. The trout was 12^in. long
and the boy was about 3^ft. high. He was 10 years old
and his name was Sylvester Palmer. He was a little dis- I

appointed that it was not one of the brown trout which
had been planted in the brook where he had fished, but,
all the same, he was proud that he had caught a native
brook trout weighing nearly a pound. The trout are not
yet in good condition, and the boy's trout was quite thin,

j

Later, the same evening, Mr. A. K, Pike gave me the i

outline on paper of a yellow perch which he caught the- i

day before, May 11, in Dunham's Bay Creek, Lake George-
J

The fish w as 14in. long and weighed 21bs., making it the-
j

largest perch on record from Lake George or its tribu-

'

taries, and a very large perch for any water in these days. 1

Last year Dr. Edward Eggleston told me that he caught a.

yellow perch at the mouth of Dunham's Bay Creek which,
j

weighed Iflbs., and at the time it was considered a most
unusual capture.
The next report to come to me was also from Lake' J

George, and it told of the capture of a "lake trout with
black spots," and my informant, who got a description of
the fish from the captor, was quite sure that it was a land-
locked salmon. The fish weighed 7ilbs., and the fisher-

man who caught it said it was unlike any fish he had ever
seen in the lake. The only salmon planted in Lake George i

or its tributaries I planted in 1887 and in 1890. Both plants
jwere of fry from the U. S. Fish Commission. Of course
\

I cannot say that the fish was not a landlocked salmon,
and much as I wish that it may have been, I have serious

.j

doubts about it, for reasons too long to explain here at this
;j

time.
The next report filled me with joy. Saturday evening, I

May 12, a boy exhibited in several stores in Glens Falls a !

brown trout l8in. long which he caught in the river above
]

the falls at a "sorting place," i. e., a place where saw .

logs are sorted to separate those belonging to different
|

owners. One of the rivermen who was on the platform
when the boy caught the trout knew of similar fish hav-
ing been taken in the river on other occasions, and after
following several leads this is what I got:
Mr. W. A. Sherman, of the Sherman Line Company,

told me that about May 1 a man caught a brown trout in
the Hudson near the Sherman Lime Kilns which weighed :

21bs., and this caused him to investigate the matter of the
|

appearance of a new trout in the river from which the
j

native trout disappeared long years ago. The brown
trout have been taken in the Hudson for two or three
years, the greater number having been taken at or near fl

the mouth of Clendon Brook. A few men who discovered
that the trout were in the river have fished persistently

,

for them and at the same time have tried to keep the
matter a secret. The two-pound trout caught May 1 was
caught below the falls at Glens Falls at a point about
three miles below the mouth of Clendon Brook. All the
trout taken have been of good size, weighing from £ to '

about 31b8.

Now, as to how the brown trout got in the river. In
1886 Mr. Eugene G. Blackford, then president of the New

|

York Fish Commission, sent me 8,000 brown trout fry 1

from a lot of eggs sent to him by Dr. von Behr, from
j

Germany. I planted them in the Clendon Brook, and
from the day _they were planted until a few days ago I
have heard nothing of them in any way. I have fished <

the brook and examined and cross-examined every man !

whom to my knowledge has fished it, and finally came to
the conclusion that the plant was a failure. In 1887, at

I

the request of Mr. O E. Durkee, superintendent of the
Adirondack E.R., I procured 5,000 brown trout fry from
the U. S. Fish Commission, and they were planted in I

Wolf Creek, a stream which flows into the Hudson just I

above Luzerne. Those are the only plants of brown trout
fry made in the Hudson, or its tributaries, so far as I
know, and if tnere had been others I think I would have

|

known about it. A sufficient number of brown trout
have been taken in the Hudson to demonstrate that the
upper portion of the stream may be a suitable habitat for
their species, and under the circumstances it is well worth

i

while to continue planting them. That they do not stay '

In the small trout brooks is quite clear, and in the river it

cannot be urged against them that they will ea.t the native
trout of slower growth. It is true that there are still a
few of the native brook trout in the river from the Glen
northward, but they are becoming more and more scarce
every year, and if the brown f.rout can replace them why
not give them the opportunity?

Hudson River Salmon In Market.
A New York newspaper in announcing the arrival of the

first North River salmon in market of April 28, adds that
for over fifteen years these fish were u£tknown in market.
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All the Hudson River salmon that have found their way
to market have come from fry planted in the river since

1882, unless there were afew taken before that as the result

of a small plant of fry (47,500) made in the Battenkill

River in Vermont, a tributary of the Hudson, in 1875, a
plant of 30,000 made in the Hudson in 1873, or a plant of

20,000 in the Mohawk, at Rome, in 1875. But that is not
the point, for the same paper says that last year over 250

Hudson River salmon were sold in market, and a propor-
tional increase (over the fifty sold the year previous) is

looked for this year. Pleasant as it may be to record
salmon in market from the Hudson, every salmon taken
in the Hudson, or from that portion of it controlled by
New York, is taken illegally. New Jersey has done noth-
ing toward stocking the river with salmon, and resists all

appeals to protect them from the netters until the stream
can be made self-supporting.

Salmon from Lake Champlain.

In conversation with Mr. E. S. Sweet, I learned that
salmon had been taken near Plattsburgh, N. Y. Mr.
Sweet was then on his way from New York to Plattsburgh
and promised me particulars in regard to the fish, which
he furnished soon after. In 1892 two salmon were killed

at the mouth of the Saranac River, under the railroad

bridge, and at least 10 or 12 other adult salmon were seen
in the Saranac River just below a dam, but the people in-

terfered to prevent their being killed. Mr. Sweet tells me
that it is believed that the salmon strayed from the St.

Lawrence and came up the Richelieu River to the place
where they were killed and seen.
This explanation will not hold water, and I have a much

better one. In 1886, 50,000 salmon fry were taken from
Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, by Mr. "Walters, the
superintendent of the Adirondack hatchery, and planted,
a portion of them, in the headwaters of the Saranac River,
and in all probability itwas some of these fish, having been
to sea, that were seerrtryingtogetback to the place where
they spent their infancy. But the plant of 1886 was not
the first of salmon fry made in the Saranac. In 1875
Livingston Stone hatched a lot of Penobscot salmon at
Charlestown,«N. H, and 36,500 of the fry were planted in
the Saranao River at West Plattsburgh, and the year be-
fore—1874:—24,000 were planted on the other side of Lake
Champlain near Ferrisburgh,Vermont, thehome of "Uncle
Lisha." The 'appearance of salmon in the Saranac River
establishes the fact that with fishways that stream may
be restocked with salmon, and the streams on the Vermont
side of the lake may also be restocked and made to teem
with salmon as they once did. A. N. Cheney.

HOW TO CATCH PIKE-PERCH.
Sinoe my note about the discovery of the spawning

pike-perch in Lake George I have received a number of
queries in regard to the habits of the fish and the number
of catches there. I think I have already written two
pages in Forest and Stream about the habits and man-
ner of fishing for pike-perch, but "Dexter," a well-known
Albany angler, and correspondent of Forest and Stream,
came to the rescue. I think it is just sixteen years ago
that I first met "Dexter" in Forest and Stream's col-

umns, and then we were discussing the black bass.

As to the size to which pike-perch grow, it depends
upon the water in which they are found. Dr. Estes of
Lake City, Minn.

, caught a pike-perch in Lake Pepin that
weighed 401bs. He had the head of the fish the last that
I knew. In the mail with "Dexter's" letter was one from
Fish Commissioner Wentworth of New Hampshire tell-

ing of a pike-porch of 9lbs. caught inSunapee Lake, N.H.,
and yet few people about the lake have seen a pike-perch.

A. N. Cheney.

Albany, N. Y., May 14.—I noticed with much interest

your communication in Forest and Stream of the suc-
cessful planting of wail-eyed pike in Lake George, as I

consider them one of the most valuable of our fresh-water
food fish; besides they afford some attraction to the
sportsmen. I think the reason they have not been noticed
to any extent heretofore was that what few of them there
was went to some less conspicuous spot to spawn. They
prefer to run up a running stream very early in spring,
usually spawning there, and then returning to the mouth
and feeding on worms or such other food as the suc-

cessive freshets following the spring rains bring to them.
If you wish to catch them during hot weather troll

with a lake trout rigging on reefs that have a depth of

from 15 to 50ft. , with very deep water near by, using a
No. 3 Buell spoon in place of the gang and minnow.
They require water about as cold and pure as do lake
trout, and will go to it when possible during the summer
months. I think the estimate of their size rather high,
as in fourteen years' experience with them on Lake Cham-
plain I never heard of one being caught that weighed
when put on the scales over 8^-lbs. Of course, larger ones
have been hooked and lost.

They are very clannish, and usually when you get one
persistence will find the school and insure a good string.

Your speaking of Mr. Bull's experience in catching four
trout almost in our city limits reminds me that my son
George fished the same brook last Saturday, getting
three from 6 to 7|in. and one weighing fib. This I think
makes him high hook for Sand Creek this year up to

date. 'Tis only a small stream running into one of our
city reservoirs, but it shows what the trout can do when
they have some place of safety for the time being.

Dexter.

Niagara County Anglers' Club.

Lockport, N. Y., May 25.—Secretary F. K. Sweet is

working up the arrangements for the forthcoming tourna-
ment, and he is making life very miserable for the can't-

get-aways who must stay at home.

A Word About "Kelpie."
Bai/timore, May 25.—Editor Forest and Stream: All health and

long lile to "Kelpie"—or Thurston or any other name, by which he
may be known to others. We of the Forest and Stream know him as
"Kelpie," and "Kelpie" he must remain to me and, I think, to all

readers ol our Forest and Stream. We take Forest and Stream into
our family circle and read it to our children. It is free from all objec-
tional features and always prompts a desire on the part of the old
folks (as well as of the "kids"; to join just Buch campers as "Kelpie."
I confess I formed a picture of "Kelpie" in my mind's eye. I was "far
out of line," as we say in railroad parlance; but the good face and
genial expression of that face carries out my idea of whatmy "Kelpie"
would be. _ a z^z _ , . ^_ Y,

WHITEFISH NOTES.
Alpena, Mich.—Editor Forest and Stream: The ques-

tion of bait for whitefish and the taking of them with
hook and line which has somewhat interested your readers
in recent numbers of Forest and Stream and aroused in-

quiries from an occasional correspondent, does not appear
to possess any special interest or value for the angler for

several reasons.

The whitefish is not in any sense a game fish, nor found
in waters where anglers would be apt to seek him. It is

one of the most timid of the finny tribe—a soft, sucker-
mouth chap with no spirit or sport in him. Even if he
would take a hook with his favorite bait, the first pang
from the steel hook would cause him to throw up the
sponge and surrender unconditionally. Whitefish have
been taken at the Sault Ste. Marie in the rapids with
hook and line, as stated in the Forest and Stream, but
it is exceedingly doubtful if the fish caught at Owosso,
Mich., or in Otsego Lake, N. Y., or in other inland lakes
were the true whitefish of the Great Lakes. They were
either "long jaws," "black fins," herring or "white
suckers," as certain fish in these waters are called, and
which in some respects resemble the whitefish. I am in-

clined to think with Mr. Tulian, superintendent of the
U. S. fish hatchery at Alpena, that these fish are a cross

between a whitefish and lake herring, as they combine
some of the characteristics of each. But they are totally

different from the genuine whitefish in both habits and
associations.

I have many times made the inquiry both before and
since seeing your reply to your Owosso correspondent
relative to bait for whitefish, whether this fish is actually
taken with hook and line, and to this day I have yet to

see the man who has taken one. Within the past three
days I heard of one who was said to be successful in tak-
ing them in Hubbard Lake, some fifteen or twenty miles
from Alpena; but diligent inquiry revealed the fact that
there was never a whitefish in Hubbard Lake, and Mr.
Tulian confirms this by the statement that no whitefish
fry were ever planted in these waters. The fish alluded
to were -undoubtedly "long jaws," the name given them
on account of their peculiar-shaped mouth, which is quite
different from that of the whitefish, with which it has

have just seen a very pretty one made in a stream near Au
Sable. There were about 401bs. of the beauties, ranging
in size from ooz. to l^lbs. in weight. The season has been
cold; last night, in this vicinity, ice formed in small ponds
as thick as a postal card, and, as usual, when we have an
early opening of spring we are having a backward May.
The foliage hereabout is no further advanced than it wa6
in March in the southern portion of the State. Keuka.

Trout Tickling.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I wish to submit to our bureau of information a descrip-

tion of an odd method of capturing the wily brook trout.

I have followed the streams since boyhood, and although I

confess to having in several instances heard of this mode
of taking trout, I certainly never have seen it in practice,

neither have any of my angling associates. Some time
ago a correspondent of the Norwich Bulletin expatiated
at length upon trout tickling. He gives the testimony of
Dennis P. Rich, of Shelton, as one who is an adept at it,

Mr. Rich catches a gr< at many trout every season, but
admits that most of the big ones are taken by hand. As
Mr. Rich strolls along the brook, he discovers in some
dusky pool a sage old trout who has grown big and fat.

The man lies stealthily down on his stomach, and then as

slowly as if he was a black log slipping down the bank,
worms himself into the stream; then with caution his

long naked arm slides slowly and almost imperceptibly
through the sluggish current toward the big fellow's tail.

The spotted victim lies perfpctly still, the delicate swaying
motion of his back fin comes to a rest, and there is not
the ghost of a movement in his whole body. Perhaps you
may fancy the trout does not see that long slim arm ad-

vancing upon him, but the presumption is that he does,

for a trout's vision in the water is like a hawk's in the air.

But the trout does not know what the singular thing is.

At last Rich's fingers touch the big fellow, and that first

touch of the electric human hand settles the business and
it is all over with the trout; the fingers glide slowly along
the quivering body till they encircle him at the gills; then
they close with lightning swiftness, there is a sudden flirt

on the part of the fisherman, and the big trout is tossed

WHITEFISH OF LAKE MILTONA.

been confounded. The resemblance, however, is consid-
erable, and might easily lead to the common mistake; one
easily distinguishing feature is the dark fin of the ' 'long
jaw." The fish is quite as good on the table, and in all

probability there are fewwho could detect any difference.

In the water the "long jaw" is by no means a game fish,

but somewhat more satisfactory than the whitefish, be-
cause he has a better mouth and more pluck.

It is often regretted by anglers that so beautiful and so
delightful a fish as the whitefish should not also possess
the qualities that afford him the sport he so keenly enjoys.
There is nothing required in praise of the table qualities

of a "planked" whitefish to him who has ever tasted one.
There may be other things just as good , but it is a ques-
tion of doubt; but in any way that this fish may bo
cooked, fried, broiled, baked or "planked," it i3 a dish fit

for a king of gourmets.
The United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries

has a hatchery at Alpena in charge of Mr. E. A. Tulian,
which has a capacity of about 50,000,000 eggs, but not for
more than 30,000,000 fry, and as Mr. Tulian observes, with
the present facilities it keeps them hustling to take care
of more than the number turned out the past season,
which was about 16,000,000 fry. There were also planted
some 8,000,000 whitefish eggs and 7,000,000 lake trout
eggs. These were disposed of along the spawning grounds
as far north as the Sault. Two attempts have been made
to propagate black bass pt this hatchery and eggs have
been carefully gathered and handled, but so far wholly
without success. Not a fish has been hatched.
The greatest enemy of the whitefish, in fact, of every

other variety of the tribe, is the lake trout, an aggressive,
pugnacious and ugly fellow, which regards as legitimate
prey all that crosses his path. The whitefish is no fighter,

and its extreme swiftness enables it to elude its formidable
and voracious adversary, generally with good success.
Much has been said, and well said—none too strongly,

of the disastrous inroads upon the supply of whitefish in
the Great Lakes by the pound system of fishing. The evil

has been a great one.
Though a tremendously prolific breeder, there has been

grave danger of the utter depletion of the waters of this
superb fish. On Lake Erie especially, he could not swim
a half-mile without encountering some kind of deadly
trap set for his destruction. This spring, however, he is

enjoying a partial immunity from this evil. The very
low price in the market has caused hundreds of fishermen
to abandon the occupation, and where usually a dozen
tugs are employed in the business, there is scarcely one.
I find that whitefish are selling in all the Lake ports at the
astonishingly low price of 2 to 2^ cents per pound ! Think
of buying a superb 51bs. whitefish for a dime! This is,

perhaps, pretty rough on the fishermen, but it is giving
the fish a chance, which they have not for years enjoyed.
The season for brook trout has been thus far very fair,

and some very respectable catches have been made. I

out on the bank palpitating and wondering'^how" in the
world he got there.

Such is the detailed account of the singular proceeding
called trout tickling; and to give co^r to the above, a
German blacksmith, living on the Salem Turnpike, six
miles from Norwich, states that in Germany the practice
was common. Now the question is, why does the trout
with his wild timid nature lie so quietly and succumb so
easily to the touch of the human hand, is it an overween-
ing curiosity, a hypnotizing influence exerted by the
stronger human mind, or simply the love of being tickled;
or is the whole thing the invention of the fertile brain of
some literary Ananias? If any of the many contributors
to Forest and Stream can give me any information on
the subject, I should be glad to hear it. E. M. B.

Maine Fishing.

The fishing at Rangeley was exceptionally good last

week. A party of four New York sportsmen, consisting
of Messrs. Cleveland D. Fisher, James N. Jarvie, Cyrus
K. Small and Frank B. Arnold, have just returned from
a ten days' trip well satisfied with their success. They
fished Rangeley and Mooselucmaguntic, as well as the
mouth of the Kennebago and the pool at the Upper Dam.
While larger fish were caught during their stay, theirs

averaged among the best taken, and no one of the New
Yorkers has reason to be jealous of his companions.
Mr. Arnold took the top fish, which weighed 4flbs. after

having been out of the water all day. Mr. Small's and
Mr. Jarvie's fish ran from 41bs. down to 2J, and Mr. Fisher
brought back with him four that a number of hours after
catching weighed respectively 3£lbs., 41bs. and two of
4j-lbs. These latter were exhibited in the window of

Kolb's restaurant on Pearl street. The party also caught
four or five landlocked salmon, and found the fishing

steadily improving during their stay. They took their big-

gest fish out of Rangeley, but caught more in Mooseluc-
maguntic. Most of them were taken trolling, though
some Were caught fly-fishing.

They caught so many big, genuine square-tail brook
trout that they acquired the habit of not keeping any-
thing that weighed less than 21bs. Mr. Fisher acknowl-
edges that this had a paralyzing effect on his nerves, and
thinks it has unfitted him for any other trout fishing in
future. B.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
amous "Ducking Scenes" (price 96)—a $9 value for 85.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Fjrxst and Stream during [that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work. "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which
is $3).
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NEWS FROM THE FISHING WATERS.
Vancouver, B. C., May 10.—A party of four, consisting

of H. Bell-Irving, Dr. Bell-Irving, W. Murray and H. N.

Mackay, left here last Saturday to inspect the hop ranches

at the Squarnish Eiver. As they would have a little time

to spare they decided to take their rods and try the fishing.

They fished the Ohackemus, a tributary of the Square isb,

and in six hours the party took 42 trout weighing ICOlbs.

Of this number Mr. Henry Bell-Irving took 17 out of one

pool, the heaviest of which weighed llflbs. All the fish

were taken on the Devon minnow. So far the fishing in

the Province has been'poor owing to the backward spring,

and above bag is at present the largest of the season.
C. B, T.

Ithaca, N. Y., May 25.—Game Protector Carr, of Union
Springs, has just put into Cayuga Lake a consignment of

100,000 mascallonge and between 25 and 50,000 perch. At
this end of the lake Mr. Carr has had a determined gang

of fish law violators to work against, but a second arrest,

lately made, of the same party of seine haulers, has ap-

parently developed a more wholesome respect for the law.

The bait-casting and trolling fishermen are taking some
pretty large pickerel at this end of the lake. Black bass

anglers are unlimbering their outfits preparatory to the

opening day pilgrimage to the favorite, resorts. At Lagoda
Park, twelve miles north of this city, a good many fine

bass were taken last season. M„ Chill.

Neversink (Fallsburgh), May 18.—On May 12 "William

Turner and Mr. Eldrege, of Fallsburgh, N. Y., caught 103

very fine trout at Neversink; a number of them weighed
over lib. each. On May 14 Misner and Vanderlyn caught
93 trout, and Horner Shields caught on May 17 a very fine

lot. one over 21bs. A number of other catches have been
made the last week. H. W. Dean.

Beech Creek, Clinton Co., Pa.—We expect good bass

fishing in the Bald Eagle when the season comes in.

J. V. M.

Newport, Vt., May 25.—Several good catches of lake
trout have been made the past week, one of which, just

brought in by one party I give the weight of. He had 5

trout, two weighed 12|lbs. each, the others 8, 10, llilbs.

respectively. Rob.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
Boston, May 25.—Messrs. E. A. Dow and Everett G.

Place, of Boston, have just returned from a successful
trouting trip to the Upper Dam, Richardson Lake, Me.
They had good fishing, Mr. Dow taking a 5lb. trout

;
Billy

Cutting guided; Mr. Dow says that he had all the trout he
wanted. They threw back a great many small fish. The
Camp Allerton Lodge party, better known as the Col,

Rockwell party, left Boston Thursday. In the party are
Mr. C. H. Andrews, one of the senior proprietors of the
Boston Herald; Col. Horace T. Rockwell, than whom few
men are better known in military circles; Mr. Priest, and
one or two other gusts. Col, E. B. Haskell was to have
been one of the party, and indeed he may go later.

The Camp Stewart party left Boston on Thursday. This
party is a large one. It is composed of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
H. Stearns, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Farley, Mr. and Mrs. T.
Ralph Parris, Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Moody, Mr. Geo. T.
Freeman, Mr. H. S. Kempton and Mr. A, D. Hoitt. The
party is in for several days' fishing. Billy Cutting is

cook. Charles and George Cutting are guides, with three
others. Mrs. Stearns has a record of a 4lbs. trout. Mrs.
Moody has taken one weighing 81bs. and several of Gibs.

Mr. and Mrs. Parris are new-comers, neither having fished
the Rangeley waters previously. It is also possible that
Mr. C. H. Johnson of Mattapoisett may join the party.
He is one of the pioneers of Camp Stewart. Mrs. Geo. Y.
Freeman was to have been one of the party, but is pre-
vented by illness. She has a record of a 41bs. and a 51bs.
trout, both landed the same day.

The. Linder party was to leave Boston on Friday for
Moosehead. This year the members are Mr. G. H. Lin-
der, Mr. Maynard and Mr. Hurd. They go this year under
a rather different arrangement. They are to go into a
camp, instead of chartering a steamer as has long been
their custom. They go for fly-fishing, rather than trolling,
and they believe they will get it better if camped in the
right location, than if tied to a steamer. There are few
greater lovers of the angle than either of these gentle-
men.

Mr. Claude H. Tarbox, with his friend Mr. Charles
Bailey, have made another day on the trout brook at Bay-
field. This time they warned the Colonel, as on previous
occasions, that they should pass his house very earlv. He
was to be up and waiting for them. Thev called him at
a little past 3 A. M. A rooster crowed and a dog bayed in
the distance, but the Colonel was not awake. He ap-
peared on the scene later". They warned him again con-
cerning the evidences of old age creeping on. Time was
when nobody could get up earlier if it was a fishing trip
that required attention. They took ten trout, and came
home happy. They have got the brook they fished prac-
tically under control. It is posted, and they have permis-
sion from the owners to fish it. Some 10.000 trout fry
have been secured and put into the same stream. They
look for good fishing in a few years. Special,

Onondaga Anglers' Outing.

.
Syracuse, N. Y., May 24,—The third semi-annual out-

ing and fishing contest of the Anglers' Association of On-
ondaga, will take place at Brewerton, on Thursday,
J lino 7.

A large number of prizes will be distributed on the
various scores made, as at last year's contest. Members
of the Anglers Association only are eligible to enter the
contest. Two persons as contestants must fish from thesame boat each one to be chosen for different sides in
the general contests. Oarsmen accompanying contestants
must not be allowed to fish.

9

All contestants must report at the Washburne landing
one horn- and a half before the scheduled time of return-
ing train. On signal for closing, the roll will be called
promptly

,
and all persons not present when named shall

be barred from entering their catch for prizes or for the
general contest. Two captains will be chosen to select
sides for general contest. The tickets, including trans-
portation to and from Brewerton on the previously speci-
fied trains, and the entrance fee for the contest for prizes

etc., are sold for $1. At this extremely low rate, it is

hoped a large number of tickets will be disposed of for the

benefit of the Association.
Tickets are now on sale at the store of Reuben Wood s

Sons & Co., and can be had of the committee and other

members of the Association. A meeting of the Associ-

ation will be held Monday evening, June 4, at 8 P. M., at

the Business Men's Rooms. Amos Padgham, G. B, Wood,
C. H. Mowry, R. A. Molyneaux, F. C. Brower, Com-
mittee.

Terre Haute Fishermen.

Terre Haute, Ind., May 20.—By reading the following

clipping from a local paper you will see that the Terre

Haute fishermen have awakened from their long sleep.

Nothing but dynamite could arouse them: "Complaints

are being made within the past few days of fish being

dynamited by fishermen too lazy to catch them by the

lawful practice. Some of the more enthusiastic members
of the Terre Haute Fishing Club have taken the matter in

hand and propose to put the violaters through the judi-

cial machinery and grind them as much as the law will

allow. Large quantities of dead fish are found in various

places on the shores of the Wabash River, but the nuis-

ance will be abated. Nets are also being used by lazy

fishermen, who want to make a big showing, and this

practice will also be stopped. The Fish Commissioners
will be notified this week."
Regardless of the fact that the dynamiter, net and

seine fishermen have had full sway for several years,

there are yet a few fish left for the true fishermen, as the

following will show: "Mort McKinley, Fred Pomeroy,
William Gleason and Louis Stern returned from a fishing

trip twelve miles up the river this afternoon heavily

encumbered with fish. When the fish were pla.ced on
the scales the beam was tipped at 671bs." W. B. C.

Fishing Near Los Angeles.

Los Angeles, Cal., May 18.—Many trout fishing parties

go from here to San Gabriel Canon. There is practically

no fishing less than eight or ten miles up the stream, and
the trout are more plentiful the higher up you go.

The fish average about Din. in length, although occa-

sionally a "whopper" is caught, as was evidenced by the

fact that Mr. Ed. Silent, of this city, successfully landed,
this season, a mountain trout a fraction over 20in. long,

weighing 3|lbs. It was said to have been the largest trout

ever caught in the San Gabriel. Mr. Silent used a light

rod and small flies.

Messrs. Bath, Safford, Sr., and Saffcrd, Jr., returned
from a two days' trip up the cafion, the sum total of their

creels being 83 trout.

Another party of four stayed up five days, and report a
total of 263, the largest being a trifle over 12in. long.
The trout in Bear Valley Lake run much larger than

those in the streams, some having been taken last year as
high as 121bs. weight. They are the genuine mountain
trout, but the large fish will seldom take the fly, preferring
a species of grub found in the bark of the pine tree.

Culpepper.

A Brown Trout Record.
Port Henry, N. Y., May 20.—I wrote you last year of

some of the results obtained from planting trout fry in
local waters and cited the killing of a 41bs. 2oz. German
brown trout, in a pond that was never known to contain
a trout until the fry was planted there by me. I inclose
you a photographic proof and an outline traced around
the largest of a catch made in the same pond, on the 17th,
by my wife and myself, all were taken on light rods, fly-

rods, but with "worms for bait."
A peculiar thing to me is, that in one of the females

taken, both ovaries or sacs were filled with spawn that
would be ripe or in condition to be spawned in the fall,

while in addition there was about a tablespoon full of
spawn that was all ready to be deposited, and as if she
were just finishing up. None of the others were in that
condition. A great many trout have been caught this
spring, although I am sorry to say that the youngsters
find it hard to live up to the 6in. law in the nearest brooks.

W. C. WlTHERBEE.
[The outline sent shows a fish 22in. long, 14in. girth and

4ilbs. weight. The presence of eggs of different stages of
development is not unknown.]

THE CHINOOK SALMON.
(Oncorhynchus chouica; Salmo qutnnat.)

Its Non-Feeding Habits in Fresh Waters.
BY LIVINGSTON STONE.

It is an admirable provision of nature that the great armies
of anadromous fish that annually ascend fresh-water streams
to spawn, where there is, practically speaking, no food for
them, should be so constituted that they are not obliged, in
order to sustain life, to feed in fresh water. Mammals are
said to be more ravenous than ever at corresponding periods;
but in the case of anadromous fishes, and possibly of almost
all fishes at the spawning season that congregate in large
numbers over limited areas, a wonderful exception is made
in their favor, iu consequence of which they are not only not
obliged, in order to support life, to feed where there is no
food, but, in the case of Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus
chouica), their alimentary organs are so modified at the
spawning season that they"could not eat if they would; and
in consequence of this again they probably do not suffer
from hunger, for if the ability to eat be removed by natural
causes, we expect nature to remove also the desire to eat.
One can hardly help wishing that industrial armies had also
been included in this exception at all seasons of the year.
That such a provision of nature in the case of fishes is

necessary—is absolutely indispensable, indeed—is obvious.
The often-repeated story of salmon so thick in fresh-water
streams that one could cross the stream on their backs if he
could keep his balance, is true. The writer has seen salmon
like that scores of times. It happens indeed every year in all
good salmon streams where the primeval abundance of the
fish has not been reduced by human agency. Now, imagine
all these streams filled, as they are every spawning season
tor weeks and months, with thousands, yes, hundreds of
thousands of salmon, all crowded together where there is no
tood for them, and suppose at the same time that it was
necessary to their existence to have food. What would be
the result? The result would inevitably be that they wouldsoon be driven wild with hunger, and would doubtless intheir desperate extremity endeavor, if possible, to return to

the ocean. Later on, if they continued to stay in fresh water,
they would die of starvation before the days of their spawn-
ing were accomplished, and ultimately the race would in
consequence become extinct,
It is evident therefore that the salmon must be enabled to

live without food in their fresh-water spawning streams.
Otherwise it would be simply suicidal for them to go up the
streams to spawn. In other words, if the salmon must of
necessity go where there is no food, they must also of neces-
sity be provided with the power of living without food.
The common objection to the statement that salmon do not

feed in fresh water, is one that comes up at once in every
mind instinctively, namely, that it is not natural for an active
creature like a salmon to go without food for so long a period
as the salmon have to. The argument, put concisely, is that
it is unnatural that they should live so long as they do in
fresh water without feeding, and consequently it cannot be
that they do not feed there. The reply is that it is much
more unnatural that, being compelled to feed in order to
sustain life, the salmon should be sent into places to stay for
months where there is no food to be had. This would be un-
natural indeed. On the otherhand is it not the most natural
thing in the world, since thesalmon must of necessity be sent
up into rivers where there is no food for them, that they
should be so constituted that they should neither be starved
to death or tortured by hunger for want of food? Let us
look now at some facts bearing upon the question. Some
years ago, a large salmon hatching station was built on the
Clackamas River in Oregon, and each year a rack was con-
structed across the river to prevent the ascending salmon
from going up the river beyond the station.
In the year 1888 the rack was put across the river in March

and during the summer of that year there were, it is safe to
say, upward of 5,000 full grown salmon (Oncorhynchus
chouica) in sight below the rack. The salmon did not begin
to spawn till the middle of September. The great body of
these fish were there three months, many of them four
months, and some of them five months. During all that
summer there was not amoment, night or day, when there
were not hundreds of these fish struggling to get past or
through the obstruction in front of them, and in all that
time there was not visible feed enough where they were in
the river, to provide them with an ounce of food apiece once
a week. In one place the salmon were so thick that a per-
son standing on the rack could with an ordinary carriage
whip reach 500 full grown salmon averaging 201bs. a piece
in weiyht, and all of them actively struggling all the time
to hold their places against the current. No food whatever
was there. No appreciable amount of food could have come
down through the rack to them. No food could they possi-
bly have had except such microscopic nutriment asmay have
existed in the water, and there must have been only infinit-
esimally small rations of this, when divided up among so
many thousand pounds of fish. The only conclusion left is
that they musthave lived several months practically without
eating. There is no question whatever about these facts.
The writer saw the salmon below the Clackamas rack almost
every day during the summer of '88. Hundreds of other
people saw them too. The same thing has happened every
year except that there are not so many fish now and they are
not stopped so early in the year. The same thing happens
every year at the MoCloud River in California, where the U.
S. Fish Commission has its salmon breeding station, named
after Prof. Baird, which the writer has had charge of and
where he has watched the salmon for nearly twenty seasons.
The salmon do not feed in these streams, or if they do their
food is invisible. The same thing happens every year in
Rogue River, Oregon, where Mr. R. D. Hume has had for
over fifteen years a salmon hatchery on a large scale. Mr.
Hume says in his little pamphlet ("Salmon of the Pacific
Coast," p 25) that "it has been the custom at his hatching
pond to hold salmon nearly four months, even after they had
been held in the river for some time prior to being placed in
the pond, and this without supplying them with any sort of
food." Many moie instances might be furnished of salmon
living a long time in fresh water without eatiug, but those
just given would seem to be sufficient. It may be mentioned,
however, as incidentally confirming this truth, that although
hundreds of salmon have been found with absolutely nothing
in their stomachs, not a single instance has ever come to
light, at least to the writer's knowledge, of a genuine
Chinook salmon being caught any considerable distance
above tide water with a full stomach. Furthermore, although
thousands of salmon have been known to live several months
without eating, not a single case has ever been, produced to
show that a salmon has not been able to live in fresh water
without eating.

It does seem impossible that any creature above the grade
of reptiles could live so long and keep so active without eat-
ing. It does seem impossible and hence people argue that
"being impossible, it cannot be true," but it is a well-known
principle of logic that an a priori argument like that has no
weight whatever against the argument of one unanswerable
fact. No a priori argument based on the general principle
that animals cannot live for months without eatiag can
hold for a moment against actual welbauthenticated facts
that prove that salmon have so lived without eating, and
the Clackamas, McCloud River and Rogue River hatcheries
furnish these facts without limit and with overwhelming
conclusiveness. It is not claimed that the salmon thrive or
get fat on this way of living. On the contrary, they get
very weak and finally very much emaciated in fresh water.
From the moment they pass above tide water they begin to
fall off in weight, appearance and general condition, and
they never under any circumstances whatever improve their
condition afterward. They go on getting weaker and thinner.
Every day their blood grows less red and less abundant,
until at last their great store of strong red blood that they
brought from the sea almost entirely disappeai-s. Every
day the rich layers of fat between their flakes of flesh become
less noticeable till they disappear also. The dark rich pink
of the flesh itself changes to a dirty white. Even their scales
are absorbed into the body. Everthing about their appear-
ance indicates that a tremendous draft is being made upon
their physical organization. It is without doubt the draft
that nature is making upon their flesh to keep their
vital organs in the activity necessary to sustain life, and
to develop the growing seed that will replenish the next
generation. For, here let me also say, it is not claimed,
because salmon live without eating, that there is nothing
whatever to keep their vital forces in action. This would
indeed be incredible. This would be having a fire without
fuel, an effect without a cause. It would be quite as absurd
as the perpetual motion theory—indeed, it would be, in a
sense, a realization of perpetual motion. The fire must have
fuel, the vital processes going on within the fish must be
sustained by some supply of nutriment—this must be ad-
mitted, but this supply does not come from outside the fish
in the form of food. It comes from within the fish. It is the
blood, the fat, the superfluous flesh that the salmon brings
from the ocean in his own body that he lives on in fresh
water, and that enables him to sustain life so long without
taking food from outside into his stomach, and this explains
—indeed, it must explain—why salmon do not have to feed
in fresh water.

It was remarked near the beginning of this paper that
"the alimentary organs of the salmon are so modified at the
spawning season that they could not eat if they would."
This is easily verified. If any one will examine the viscera
of a Chinook salmon, caught well above tide water and near
the spawning season, he will find that the stomach and
throat of the fish are singularly contracted, so much so in-
deed that one cannot push one's finger down the throat with-
out lacerating the tissues, while the stomach is so shrunken
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that it will not hold a walirat. If it is very near the spawn-
ing season he will find the stomach still more contracted and
always absolutely empty, with the exception of about half a
teaspoonful of a yellowish, bilious-looking fluid.
Having noticed the good-natured controversy going on in

the sporting papers about salmon not eating in fresh water,
I began last fall to examine some of those that were caught
at this station (Baird, Cal.), with especial reference to this
question, intending at first to try 100 fish. We did, how-
ever, examine the stomachs of only 66 and then we stopped,
because they were all exactly alike, and I was convinced
that if we had tried 100 or 100,000 they would all have been
the same. In every one of them the throats were very much
contracted, the stomachs very much shrunken and all en-
tirely empty with the exception of the yellowish looking
fluid just mentioned. As to the throat and stomach, every
fish was an exact counterpart of all the rest.
Here we have another admirable natural adaptation to

circumstances. Since the salmon are sent into places where
there is no food for them" to eat, nature kindly takes away
their ability to eat and also their desire to eat. If it were
not for this wonderful adaptation of nature it seems probable
that the salmon, retaining their appetites, would become
frantic with the ravenings of hunger, and abandoning the
mission on which they were sent would, regardless of every-
thing else, race back to the ocean to satisfy their hunger on
the well-filled stores of food that they undoubtedly well re-
member leaving. Then alas for their posterity. There would
never be any.
The most grateful minded man that I ever heard of was

one who after he had lost every earthly possession, even his
last crust of bread, thanked the Lord that he had not lost
his appetite. It seems to me a subject both to ourselves and
to the salmon of sincere gratitude that the fish do lose their
appetites when they start on their mission through foodless
streams to reproduce their species.

It looks now as if it were pretty well settled that salmon
do not feed in fresh water, but when the inquisitors thought
they had it all settled about the revolution of the earth by
making Galileo retract his statement that the earth moved,
the famous astronomer as he was being led away, was heard
to murmur under his breath, "It does move," and now that
it seems to be all settled so nicely about salmon not feeding
in fresh water, I imagine I hear more than one veteran
salmon angler say, "They <Zofeed in fresh water." I admit it.

I would be the last one to deny it, for not only do I know of
enough instances of salmon being caught in fresh water
with food in their stomachs, to make it folly to deny it, but
I have seen the food in their stomachs myself. Last July in
particular (July, 1893), I examined the stomach of a salmon
caught in the McCloud River about six weeks before spawn-
ing season, which had in it four salmon eggs, and the newly
pulverized remains of several insects and larvee. The salmon
eggs came, of course, from, the hook that caught it, but the
insects it had doubtless picked up from the water in its
usual manner of feeding. I must admit therefore that it is
undeniable that food is taken by salmon in fresh water. It
will be found on examination, however, in every instance
where anything is discovered in the stomach of a salmon
caught much above tide water, that the food is in very small
quantities and composed of very small objects, such as
would easily slip down a very small throat and enter a very
small stomach, and satisfy only a very small appetite^-not
enough by any means to disprove the fact that the salmon
might, if necessary, have lived without it, but enough never-
theless to prove the fact that salmon do actually feed in fresh
water.
The truth is that the evidence compels us to admit both of

these apparently conflicting facts, namely, that salmon can
and do live for months in fresh water without food, and that
they can and do feed during some of the time that they are
in fresh water These two facts are not necessarily conflict-
ing, however, though they may seem so at first. The writer's
own theory is that as soon as the salmon, coming from the
sea, strike fresh water, their appetite begins to weaken, their
throats begin to narrow, and their stomachs begin to shrink.
This does not at first, however, entirely prevent them from
feeding, but it changes them enough to enable them to over-
come the temptation to return to their well-stocked feeding
grounds in the salt ocean, and the longer they remain in fresh
water the greater the changes become, and the temptation to
turn back for food correspondingly less. There is probably
no one specified time when an abrupt change comes which
deprives them in an instant of their ability and desire to feed,
but in the writer's opinion, the transformation comes on
gradually, increasing constantly day by day from the time
that they leave tide water till at the near approach of the
spawning season, their throats and stomachs become entirely
incapacitated for receiving food, and the desire and ability to
feed leave them entirely, but, notwithstanding their scanty
supply at first and their entire abstinence afterward, the
great reserve of superfluous flesh and blood which they
bring with them in their own bodies from the bountiful
ocean, enables them with little or no food in their stomachs
to keep their vital organs in vigorous activity until their
momentous mission up the fresh-water streams is accomp-
lished.

. Allow me in conclusion to make the precautionary state-
ment that where the word salmon is used in this paper, the
word is intended to refer to only one variety of salmon,
namely, Oncorhynchus chouica, commonly known as the
Chinook salmon, Columbia River salmon and Quinnat
salmon.

Greenwood Lake Netters Convicted.
The question which has so frequently been asked of late

years, "Why are the fish caught in Greenwood Lake so
small?" was satisfactorily answered in the court room of
Justice of the Peace George B. Senior, in Paterson, N. J., on
Monday, May 21. The case which was being tried was a suit
brought by Fish Warden Charles A, Shriner against Gardner
and David Storms, the charge being that the defendants had
used gill-nets in Greenwood Lake and had had in their pos-
session fish unlawfully caught in gill-nets. The two defend-
ants and their father, Thomas S. Storms, have for a number
of years run a hotel on Storms's Island, which lies in Green-
wood Lake near the State line. The elder Storms was con-
victed of netting some years ago on complaint of Warden
Shriner, on which occasion he stated in court that he owned
real estate worth $40,000 and had no debts. It has always
been suspected at the lake that the Stormses were engaged
in the unlawful taking of fish, and that suspicion was fre-
quently confirmed by the wagonloads of fish the Stormses
peddled about Warwick and other places in New York State
near the lake. Their method of operation was supposed to
be the following: They took the fish in gill-nets in New
Jersey and at once rowed over the State line, where the fish
were dumped into a wagon and then hawked about. They
were assisted in their operations by Leonard McCloud and
William Ryerson, who commit their depredations in New
Jersey at night and then hurry back to their homes in New
York; so that all the efforts of Warden Shiner to arrest them
in New Jersey have proved unavailing. Finally the warden
secured evidence against the two Storms boys and he at
once made a complaint. He had considerable difficulty in
obtaining the necessary witnesses, some of whom lived in
New York State.
Jacob Ryerson testified to seeing the two defendants

taking up a gill net one morning near the Lakeside Hotel;
on account of the distance which separated him from the de-
fendants he could not tell what kind of fish they caught but
he saw dark spots in the net which he took to be fish. He
knew that the Stormses were engaged in peddling fish. Mar-
tinHandsaw the two defendants onemorning about the same

time—the first of April—taking in a net. He had seen fish
with gill net marks in the possession of the defendants.
James Ryerson saw the two defendants have in their posses-
sion and sell on several occasions fish which bore the marks
of gill nets about their necks. Levi Finnegan met Gardner
Storms one morning and Gardner told him that he was
afraid he would have to pay a fine as Jacob Ryerson had seen
him take up a net. The defense was a general denial.
Gardner Storms testified on cross-examination that he had
on a number of occasions purchased from Leonard McCloud
perch and pickerel with gill net marks on them; he knew
that McCloud was a violator of the law and that there were
warrants out for his arrest, but the fish he unlawfully took
were always welcome at the Storms Hotel, where they were
bought and then peddled about or sold to fishermen who
were not expert enough with rod and line to take a mess for
themselves. Justice Senior found the defendants guilty and
imposed a fine of $25 and the costs on each They paid the
costs and gave security for the payment of the fine, reserving
the right to appeal.
Justice is frequently puzzled how to deal with violators of

the law from Greenwood Lake. On Feb. 9 last Warden
Shriner had a case before Justice Senior against two of the
"natives" from Greenwood Lake; they were charged with
having taken bass out of season, having caught them a few
days before their arrest was effected. Being locked up in the
county jail, they requested the warden to postpone action in
their case from Monday—the day set for trial—to Fridry. As
there was no danger of their running away, the warden
granted the request. When Friday arrived the two pleaded
guilty; they had asked for the postponement in order to have
the privilege of remaining in jail for a week more than would
have been the case had they pleaded guilty at once. Neither
had any money to pay costs or fine. To send them to jail

would do them a favor, and so the only method of punish-
ment was to take them by the backs of the necks and kick
them out of jail, which was accordingly done. The State
paid the costs and the laws of the State had been vindi-
cated.

Muscalonge Planted in the St. Lawrence.
Clattojj, May 19.—As the morning train pulled into the

station the genial face of W. D. Marks, Supt. Green's expert
assistant, was seen, and in a few moments more your cor-
respondent was taking a look at one of the greatest numbers
of muscalonge fry ever seen on the St. Lawrence. There
were 175,000 of them and had stood without harm the long
journey of 28)4 hours between Chautauqua Lake State
Hatchery and their destination. They were brought from
the Caledonia hatchery to Clayton to be placed in the St.
Lawrence. They were taken in charge by G. M. Skinner,
representing the Anglers' Association, who consigned 75,00C
of them to A. C. Cornwall and W. H. Thompson, of Alex-
andria Bay, for distribution in that vicinity. The remaining
100,000 were placed in the hands of competent assistants, who
carefully deposited them in numerous desirable localities
adjacent to Clayton. It is thought by experts that the
stocking of the stream will be a grand success. It is under-
stood that this is the first lot of muscalonge fry placed in the
waters of the St. Lawrence, for which sincere thanks are
tendered to the members of the State Fish Commission and
their able superintendent, Monroe A, Green.—Watertoivn
Standard.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, with an experience of nearly

70 years in manipulate graphit» for lubricants as well as for its many
other uses, such as lead pencils, crucibles, stove polish, etc., has been
induced by requests from dealers and wheelmen to make and place on
the market a first-class preparation for lubricating bicycle chains.

Reierson & Spore, of Houston, Texas, will shortly open an extensive
sporting goods establishment in connection with their regular bicycle
trade, and wish to come into correspondence with manufacturers and
jobbers. They will handle articles for the use of lovers of the rod, gun
and dog, as well as athletic goods, and will carry a full line of ammu-
nition. At present there is no first-class sporting goods store in
Houston.

Wm. W. Hart & Co. received on May 16 the official report from the
Commissioners of Awards, Columbian Exposition, Chicago, stating
that they had received the highest award for first-class artistic andlife-
like mounting on North American heads and mammals.

Lee & Shepard publish a series of essays by Julius A. Palmer, Jr.,
"About Mushrooms." These are mainly reprints from a long series of
articles which the author contributed to various publications between
1877 and the present time. Mr. Palmer has made an exhaustive study
of edible and poisonous fungi, and as a result shows that only one
family causes death, while at least fifty, besides the common or horse-
mushroom, are edible. His essays are both interesting and instructive.

"Seven Strange Stories," by the well-known canoeist and author, J.
Wallace Hoff, comes to us from the Brandt Press, Trenton, N. J. The
first of these, "Felix Mondet," has been made the subject of ministerial
criticism, and has furnished a topic for more than one sermon. The
names of the other stories are "Daphne," "Frontier Service in '49,"
"And This is Love," "Baffling a Conspiracy," ' Little Bell," and
"Metempsychosis. '

'

" The Practical Angler," by Kit. Clarke, and published by the Ameri-
can News Company, is a book with a purpose. It is written, so the
preface says, " for the benefit of the man whose angling education, to
nis great misfortune, has been neglected, and who desires to acquire a
knowledge of the most delightful, health-bringing and harmless re-
creation in existence." " The 'old-timer1 who knows it all," the author
continues, "will meet only plainly told, familiar facts. Technical
phrases and rhetorical pyrotechnics are studiously avoided, as they
are of no use in the practical pursuit of catching fish. The book
means business—that's ail." The preface capitally describes the book.
It is business from cover to cover and Mr. Clarke has happily suc-
ceeded in putting in black and white just what is neccessary to know
about various kinds of fishing. Paper oOcts. Cloth SI.

We have received from the manufacturer, Mr. J. E. Bacon, Clinton,
Conn., a set of patent bluefish jigs, which are a novelty for this kind
of fishing. The jig is made of wood and metal in the form of a fish
and is hollow. It is intended to be filled with bait which will ooze out
through holes provided for that purpose and leave a trail to attract
the fish when trolling. ,

The well known Philadelphia firm of Jas. W. Queen & Co., manufac-
turers of scientific and photographic instruments, has absorbed the
business of G. S. Woolman, who will hereafter be the manager of
their New York branch. The company is now incorporated as Queen
& Co.

Mr. Chas. K. Reed, the Worcester, Mass., taxidermist and dealer in
taxidermists' supplies, has issued a uew catalogue which will be of
interest to sportsmen and taxidermists generally. The catalogue con-
tains a number of excellent half-tones of mounted specimens, includ-
ing birds, fish and big game, as well as descriptions of specialties for
which this house is famous.

We have received a letter from Mr. Jack Hobday, of Portsmouth,
Va., dated May 24, '94, requesting us to send him copy of Forest and
Stream containing address of the manufacturer of the Thompson
hunting shoe and inclosing 10 cents for same, showing that he meant
business. We have complied with Mr. Hobday's request, but to do it
had to go over our files five years. Such instances of the lasting
value of advertising in Forest and Stream are constantly coming to
our notice, and they point to a moral that it is the continued advertis-
ing that pays best. The advertiser who gets his name known by
keeping everlastingly at it is the one who reaps the fruit of his invest-
ment.

"Yes, sir, ever since he married that wealthy heiress he has
led a regular dog's life."

"I hope that will be a warning to—

"

"He has, in fact, nothing to do but to eat, drink, sleep and
submit to being caressed."—Xeiseer ZeltuHg,

Woman leads the world. She used smokeless powder for
ages before men ever thought of adopting it.—Tid-BiU. I

FIXTURES.

So. Boston, Open, City Point. 80.
Racine, Opening. Racine, Wis. 30.
Douglaston, Open, L. I. Sound. 30.

San Francisco ©or., Annual 30.
Cruise, Tiburon 30.

Fall Ri ver, Open Regatta. 30.

So. Boston, Open, Boston Har, 30.

Harlem, Open, L. I. Sound,

JUNE.

Canarsie, Opening, Jamaica 16,

Bay. 16,

Miramichi, Race, Newcastle to 16,

Chatham. 16-

White Bear, Pen., White Bear
Lake. 16-

Douglaston, Open, L. I. Sound.
Philadelphia, Opening Cruise, 17.

Delaware River.
Rochester, Opening Cruise, to 17.

Great Sodus Bay. 18.

St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, first 18.

series. 18.

San Francisco Cor., Cruise,
Petaluma Bridge. 18.

Brooklyn, Ann., New York. 18.

Atlantic, Ann,, New York. 18.

New York, Ann., New York. 20.

Rochester, Club Sail,Charlotte,
Lake Ontario. 21.

Larchmont, Spring, L. I. Sound
St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft. 21.

Classes, first series.
American, Special Class, New- 22.

buryport.
San Francisco Cor., Owners' 23
Day. 23.

Atlantic City Cor., Vansant
Cup, Atlantic City. 23.

Cape Cod, Club, East Dennis. 23.

Douglaston, Open, L. I. Sound.
Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass. 23.

Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake, 111.

Winthrop, Club, Boston Har. 23.

Cor. Phila., An , Del, River. 23.

Columbia, 4th and 5th classes, 23.

Chicago, Lake Michigan. 23.

Yorkville, Spring Regatta,East 23.

River and Sound.
Philadelphia, An., Del. River. 23-

Schoodic, Special Race, Club.
New Jersey, Ann., N. Y. Bay. 25
St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, sec- 26
ond series.

Bay Shore, Open., Bay Shore. 27,

Rochester, Ladies' Day, Char-
lotte, Lake Ontario. 28,

Portland, Annual.
American, Ann., L. I. Sound. 30,

St. Lawrence, A. 30, 25, 21ft.

Classes, second series. 30-

Cor. Mus. Fleet, Ladies' Day,
New Rochelle. 30.

N. Y. Bay, Club, N. Y. Harbor. 30.

New Bedford, Club, Buz. Bay.
HempBtead Bay, Opening.
N. Y. Bay. Op'g, N, Y. Harbor.
Plymouth, Club.Plym. Harbor
Cleveland, Op'g, Rocky River.
Staten I'd, Op'g, N Y. Harbor.
Minnetonka, Opening, Club,
Lake Minnetonka.

New Bedford, Club Sail, Buz. B
i, Knickerbocker, Open, L. I. S'd.

, Minnetonka, Club, L.Minnet'ka
17. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,

Sacramento River.
18. Winthrop, Club Cruise, Mas-

sachusetts Bay.
Manchester, Club Sweeps, Mas-

sachusetts Bay.
. Oak Point, 3d Ann., L. I. Sound
Pavonia, Ann., New York Bay.
Beverly, Sweeps, Mon. Beach.
Squantum, Club, Squantum,

Mass.
Massachusetts, Open, Nahant,
Plymouth, Club, Plym. Harbor
Plymouth, Club, Plymouth.
Cor. Phila.,Jeanes Prize, Hand-

icap, Delaware River.
Rochester, Club Sail,Charlotte,
Lake Ontario.

Indian Harbor, 21-footers and
open cats, Greenwich, Conn.

Rhode Island, Spring Regatta,
Narragansett Bay.

Cape Cod, Club, East Dennis.
St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, third

series.
Sea. Cor., Ann., L. I. Sound.
Yonkers Cor., Ann., Hudson

River.
, American, Seaver Cup, New-

buryport.
Douglaston, An. Open, L. I. Sd.
Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake, 111.

Winthrop, Open, Boston Har.
Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn,Mass.
Columbia, Lake Race, to Michi-
gan City, Lake Michigan.

•24. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,
Sacramento River Return.

Eastern, An., Marblehead.
29. Indian Harbor, Cruise, L. I.

Sound.
Atlantic City Cor., Trophy

Race, Atlantic City.
Rochester, Club, Charlotte,
Lake Ontario.

St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25,21ft.
Classes, third series.

July 1. San Francisco Cor.,
Cruise, McNear's.

Jersey City, An.,N. Y. Harbor
Hull, Club, Boston Harbor.

Southern Yaeht Club.
New Orleans, May 21.—Editor Forest and Stream: The race for

the Commodore Sully Cup for schooners, sailed Saturday, May 19, was
one of the most exciting races New Orleans has had in a long time.
The course was across Lake Ponchartrain to Mandeville on the north
shore, a round trip of 45 miles; starting gun to be fired at 10 A. M. The
race was started in a rattling northeaster, the tail end of the fearful
gale of Thursday and Friday, which lowered the thermometer 50° in
some parts of the country, and which did so much damage in Lake
Michigan, and in Illinois and Indiana. The wind blew at the rate of
45 miles an hour at 3 o'clock Saturday morning, but diminished some-
what with the rising sun, and at 9:30 A. MM when the preparatory gun
was fired the anemometwr on the Southern Y. C. house, at West End,
registered 30 miles an hour. The wind was puffy, and the gale had
kicked up one of the nastiest cross seas that any of the club house
gallery old salts had ever seen before.
The yachts to get ready for the start were the schooners Adrienne,

Gordon & Lawrence, owners; Gertie, C. A. Lindaur, owner, and the
little New York yawl Presto, Fox & Flasspoler, owners. The other
entry, the schooner Viola, a light weather crack, did not start. The
three starters had some difficulty in being pulled out of the "pen,"

'

along the narrow canal and into the lake at the club house in the eye
of the wind. All three were snugly reefed down, yet had all they
wanted to carry, particularly as they were in shallow water and right
on a lee shore. Owing to the stress of weal her the regatta committee
were unable to get the stakeboat out far enough from the club house,
and as it kept drifting in shore, none of the boats thought for a
moment of coming about and running down into shallow water to
cross the imaginary line between the stakeboat and the club house,
less than a hundred yards on the lee. With no other alternative the
three boats held off shore from the mouth of the canal, oh the port
tack, for about two minutes, then came about.
Tne wind was now N.N.E. and the starboard tack took them along

by the club house, and at right angles to the imaginary line, but about
three boat lengths to windward of the outside end, or stakeboat.
The start was hair an hour late. The Presto was the first away, with
Adrienne and C4ertie following close. The Presto experienced trouble
right away, her starboard mainbackstay gave awa> ; she went about
on the other tack and the portstay did the same thing, and tnen she
quit and ran back into the canal tor repairs. The uertie, which up to
this time had been sailing splendidly, also met with an accident, the
cap of her rudder head twisting off, and she shot up into the wind and
then came to anchor. The Adrienne, drawing four feet and a half of
v ater, was meantime stirring up the mud-; when she shortly went
about and beat out into deeper water she made excellent weather.
She was under double-reefed main, single-reefed fore and forestay-
sail, which was at times supplemented by a jib. The puffs hit her
like a sledge hammer, and two or three of the short cross seas hitting
her at once, and breaking all around her sent the spray flying half
way up to the masthead Her lee rail was of course out of sight and
the water was boiling along half way up the cabin trunk. The crew
of fourteen were up to windward with backs humped and heads on
breast, taking the dashes of ice cold spray and pnilosophically and
metaphorically sawing wood.
The sky was a bright blue, and not a cloud was to te seen. The

wind was steadily increasing, and a man had to shade his eyes to look
up to windward.
Adrienne, eating out to windward like a witcb, held the port tack

until well across the lake and within sight of the north draw of the
Queen & Crescent H. R. drawbridge. She then tacked and beat up to
the westward. Off Goose Point the water was rougher and the puffs,
right off the north shore, were harder than ever. The boat behaved
nobly and was a revelation to those who had not before been on her
in a blow. She had several severe knocks, with the water foamincc
over her cabin and into the cockpit; she would go over no further, but
with a supreme effort she would shake loose and come up grandly,
giving those ot her crew who were down to leeward to their waists in
water a chance to breathe, when she was ready for the next one.
Down here they say it is impossible to turn a boat like Adrienne or
the Burgess 45ft. Nepenthe over. They have good big chunks of lead
on their keels, and with their strong cabins well corked up so they
won't fill, they go so far and no further—with a good man at the helm.
Adrienne tacked up behind Goose Point and then on down the shore

to Mandeville. The wind had hauled a trifle to the westward and was
decreasing. The stakeboat, in charge of the Mandeville Yacht Club,
was rounded at 5:20, and the Adrenue was put before the lulling breeze
for home. She arrived at West End at 8:10, the race having occupied
9h. 40m.
After making repairs the plucky little yawl Presto started out at 2

o'clock; she crossed the line properly this time and behaved splendidly
on the beat over. She anchored at Mandeville over night and sailed
back to West End Sunday morning.
After the race was well started the regatta committee held a meet-

ing, and considering the stress of weather, and that all three boats
had been able to cross the line, it was resolved to count the start an
equal and fair start. Adrienne was awarded the race. S.

The Penobscot Y. C. was organized on May 13 at Rockland, Me., with
the following officers: Com., M. A. Rice, Vice-Corn., Clarence E.
Meluiire; StC, F, Tuttle; Treas.. D. Fuller; Meas., W. S. Barrett; Re-
gatta Committee, M. A. Rice, W. A. Merriam, E. B. Davis and O. E.
CopelaEd.
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The Sharpie as a Naval Vessel.

There is nothing specially formidable about the
'

sharpie, and in this

country, where it originated and is chiefly used, it has_
been'devoted

exclusively to peaceful purposes; in spite of the
Q
^cosenature of

its masters, the oystermen and "oyster pirates," as displayed in their

frequent Wars, the boat itself has always been considered £ most

docile and domestic craft. The great advantage of the type in^point

of extreme light draft, combined with other desirable quahties, has

however, led to its adoption for naval purposes by.a French marine

engineer Mr. G. Aurous, who has designed and constructed a sharpie

for the French Government, of which we here reproduce the p ans

The sharpie type has been introduced in France mainly through tne

efforts of Mr. L More, the talented correspondent orLe Focftft, ™°
has frequently described the American craft, calbngI

special action
to their many good qualities where shoal draft was essentia'. A
descHption o/the sharpie in question by Mr. Aurous was

»
pubtafced

last year as a "Bulletin of the Technical Marine Relation or

France, for a copy of which we are indebted to the courtesy of the

editor of Le Yacht. The accompanying illustrations are
•

reproduced

from the "Bulletin." The vessel was designed for river service, iignc

draft being of the first importance, and she was required to accommo-
o nf 10 o^rt t« mitt nrnvisions for 20 days, with a notcn-

^^i^n^^iS^MS^a by Mr Aurous were:

Length over all

Beam extome:::::::::::"";^"""" "n -

across bottom * n -

Draft o«sS'
Depth, bottom to planksheer »'°;

r-".--- „ra"
077

Foresail area sq. ft. .
°"

Mainsail area sq. ft.

,

,.333

Total area sq. ft. , •
-710

C. E. forward of middle of hull 9m -

The displacement is 9.3 long tons, made up as follo
n̂g 6601bs

Hotchki's's gun! support and ammunition. '..'...1 ton 4061bs.

&andb^s-:;:::;::;:::::::::::::::: gggj
S::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ggg-
Anchor ™-

frolfsionf
b00kB'

etc
:: JKS:

' WateT° .'.V.V.V.'.'.'.'.V.*. . ......... •
B6(MbB.

Clothing,' etc'., of crew >5?!5f

"

Galley. 4411b9 -

Total \
9 tons 6751bs.

The cabin trunk is 19ft. 8in. long and 10ft. 8in. wide, with waterways

lft. 8in. wide at each side. The cockpit is 10ft. long, with a smaller

division aft, for a steering wheel. The centerboard is 13ft. long, with

a lead shoe on the lower after corner. The planks are united by iron

straps on each side, instead of by through bolts, as in American prac-

tice. Lockers and closets are fitted wherever possible, for the stowage

of provisions, ammunition, etc. The frame is of French oak, and the

glanking and cabin trunk of American pine. The construction of the

ull, rudder and various parts, is shown in the detail drawings.

Corinthian Y. C. of Philadelphia.

The race committee announces the following programme for the

season of 1894: Special races, for yachts over 30ft. and not over 40ft.

corrected length, May 26, June 9. Prize, a silver cup, presented by
ex-Vice-Corn. C. H. Brock, to be awarded to theyacht winning two out

of three races. The cutters Irex and Mermaid have each won one race

for the cup. Special races for yachts not exceeding 25ft. corrected

length, May 30, July 28, Sept. 22. Prize, $150, presented by Rear-Corn.

Henry S. Jeanes, for three races; $50 for each race, $25 to first, $16 to

second, $10 to third. Annual race, for all classes, June 9. Cruise in

Chesapeake Bay, date to be announced. Special race, class and date

to be announced; prize, a silver cup, presented by Com. A. J. Drexel.

Handicap race, for yachts under 30ft. waterline length, June 30. One
prize of the value of $60, presented by Mr. Isaac W. Jeanes, is offered

for contest in a special race under the racing rules and time allowances
of the club, for yachts under 30ft. waterline length, all sailing in one
class. Measurements will be under the Corithian rules, extended to

meet the requirements of the several rigs carried, and time allowance
shall be determined upon the following: For yachts over 25ft. water-
line, their racing length; for yachts over 20ft. and not over
25ft. waterline, 97£ of their racing length; for yachts 20ft. waterline
and under 95;6 of their racing length. Special race between the Scor-
pion and Bluewing, July 2; prize, a silver cup, presented by Fleet Cap-
tain W. Barklie Henry. Handicap race, for yachts not exceeding 25ft.

corrected length, July 14; prize, a silver cup, presented by Mr. L. P.

Evans. Annual cruise, date to be announced. Sweepstakes race, for

yachts not exceeding 25ft. corrected length, Aug. 25. Handicap race,

for yachts over 30ft. and not over 40ft. corrected length, Sept. 8; prize,

a silver cup, presented by ex-Com. O. D. Wilkinson. Special race be-
tween the cutters Muriel and Mona, date to be announced; one prize,

offered by the race committee. Sweepstakes race, for yachts over 30ft.

and not over 40ft. corrected length, Oct. 6. Autumn race, for all

classes, Oct. 20. Special programmes for each race will be issed in due
course. The 21 and 25ft. classes must be sailed by amateurs. The
crew shall not exceed three men, in addition to the helmsman

; they
must all be amateurs, and no other person shall be allowed on board.
Clubtopsails will be barred,.and the spinaker boom shall not exceed
the racing length of the yacht. Entries as helmsmen of the club boats
Curlew, Petrel and Teal will be received by the committee at the club
house. Choice of boats shall be apportioned by lot from the entering
helmsmen. Each helmsman elected shall choose his crew of three.
The committee reserves the right to invite visiting yachts to enter
any of the above races, and to change the order of races and dates by
giving due notice. The committe will be glad to arrange additional
races should prizes be offered. The attention of yacht owners is par-
ticularly called to Section 1, Rule VIII. of the racing rules, which re-
quires all yachts to be measured before they can be entered for any
race. The measurer of the club is Mr. G. Herbert Millert, No. 436
Liberty street, Philadelphia.

Addison F. Bancroft, Chairman, ) „„„„ „ ...

William R. Ellison, (Race Committee,

Isaac W. Jeanes, )
u x. U.

Philadelphia, May 16.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The " Vibration of Ships " is the subject of an exhaustive and inter-

esting article by Mr. Irvmg Cox in the New Vork Sun of May 13.

The Detroit Boat Works, of Detroit, Mich., has issued a very com-
plete catalogue of canoes, boats, sailing and steam yachts and service
steamers built to order or kept in stock, the line including everything
from a shell boat or light open canoe up to a complete steam yacht of
125ft. or larger. Among the firm's specialties are electric launches, a
number of which were built for the World's Fair last year; and the
cruising cat yawl, known in the West as the " double cat," of 18 to 22ft.
Yachtsmen, boat sailors and canoeists will find much to interest them
in the catalogue.

Among the new yachts of the year are two recently launched at
Webber's yard, New Rochelle, both designed and built by Mr. Thos.
R. Webber. One, named Madrine, is a centerboard sloop of 38ft lwl
10ft. 3in. beam and 8ft. draft, with 5,0001bs. of lead in her keel, her sail
plan bringing her into the 25ft sailing class, for T. M. Freeman. The
other, for Hazen Morse, owner of the yawl Battie, is 27ft. overall, 20ft.
l.w.l.. and 10ft. 3in. beam, with a centerboard of Tobin bronze and
9001bs. of lead in the keel.

The annual convention of the Northwestern International Yachting
Association will be held at Whatcom on July 4.

The Harlem Y C. has decided to abandon its present location at
College Point, and to settle at City Island, where it has purchased a
plot of ground 375ft. deep and 100ft. wide on the water, facing Pelham
Bay. The old club house will be floated over and an addition will be
built, giving greatly improved quarters. The club has now a member-
ship of 132. The annual regatta will be sailed this week, the various
courses being from College Point around Sands Point, • Stepping
Stones and Gangway buoys.

The sloop Caprice, of the Southern Y. C, has been rebuilt in a
curious manner. She was originally a centerboard sloop of the usual
model, 28ft. over all, 21ft. 6in. l.w.l., 9ft. 6in. beam and 2ft. draft She
is now 35ft. over all, 24ft. 6in. l.w.l, 9ft. 6in. draft, with two tons of
lead on the keel and l,3001bs. Inside. The new model is of the Vigilant
type. The name has been changed to Elaine.

The White Bear Y. C. will be the new name of the White Bear
Yachting Association, of St. Paul. The organization is now in a very
prosperous condition, with a fine club house at Dellwood, and <*ooa
ra°m£ courses, a second course having just been laid out, a triangle
ofm miles on the north arm of the lake, which will be used for some
classes while others are sailing the long course. The club fleet will be
increased to some forty-five yachts by new additions this spring. Mr
A. A. McKechme has been a most efficient secretary for the past three
years, and is still in office, the officers being: Com,, Dr. J M Welch-
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Vice-Oom., J. H. Skinner; Capt., O. L. Taylor; Sec'y, A. A. McKechhie;
Treas., J. W. Taylor. Regatta Committee, J. P. Elmer, S. C. Stickney,
J. H. Skinner. The first race takes place on Memorial Day and the
second on June 2.

Gadabout, auxiliary steam yacht, designed by J. Beavor Webb and
built in 1892 for E. M. Fulton, Jr., has been sold to James S. Watson,
of Rochester, N. Y., who has re-named her Algonquin. She sailed
recently from New York for Lake Ontario by way of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence.

The Audubon Y. C, of 153d street, North River, New York, has
just erected a fine club house The membership of the club is 200.

At a meeting: of the Great South Bay Y. C. on May 18 the following
officers were elected: Com., Herbert S. Jewell; Vice-Corn., Fred G.
Bourne, Jr.: Rear-Corn., Samuel T. Peters; Treas., Miles H. Bergen;
Sec'y, Fred C. Bliss.

Mr. George Gould, owner of Vigilant, has been elected a member of
the Tower Ridge Y. C. at his request.

Barracouta, steam yacht, J. R. Fell, arrived at Philadelphia on May
15 from Nassau after an extended cruise in the West Indies.
The revival of the 21-foot class in Eastern yachting has brought

into prominence the wonderful success of the Minnetonka-built sloop
Onawa, built by Arthur Dyer last year to beat the Herreshoff boats
Kite and Alpha. Dyer's fame as a designer has penetrated the East
pretty deeply and the fact is evidenced in his having received within
the last week orders for two 21-foot sloops from Long Island yachts-
men whose names are known all over this country. The Journal
representative this morning saw a letter from one of these gentlemen
relating to his order from Dyer. The new boats will be of the Onawa
type, but of somewhat heavier material, as they are for work on salt
water. There is no doubt at all that Minnetonka is now the head-
quarters for the 21-footers in America. The fastest boats Herreshoff
ever built of this class were the Alpha and Kite, and Onawa walked
away from both of theee last season as though they were anchored;
Ward Burton has received half a dozen offers to purchase the Onawa
from New York and Boston parties, and others, still more numerous,
to take the boat East and sail her this year. He nays, however, that
he has positively decided, as per notice to the Minnetonka Y. C. last
year, to retire her from racing and use her for further experi-
mental work in the same line on the new Larchmont Club rules, with
crews limited to two or three men. One of the new boats ordered
from Dyer is destined for Buzzard's Bay. The latter is to be very
similar in design to the new Watson boat now ready for launching at
the Dyer yard. As the Onawa will not go East, the other fast Dyer
boat, Apukwa, will be shipped at once to take part in the Eastern
events. Apukwa will be remembered as the boat that sailed off a
tie race with Alpha last autumn and defeated her handsomely. As
Alpha was never defeated in Eastern waters, Apukwa should show a
good record at the end of the season if she is properly handled. She
will make her appearance at Marblehead some time in June.—Minne-
apolis Journal.

Soso, steam launch, has been sold by the estate of the late N. L
Munroe to J. W. Stuart of New York.
Ventura, 40ft. cutter, has been sold through Stewart & Binney by

T. W. King to Wm.Williams, of New York. Mr. King will build a 21ft.
knockabout from a design by Stewart & Binney, to be 29ft. over alL
7ft. 6in. beam and 4ft. draft.

The Miramichi Y. C. held its eighth annual meeting at Newcastle
N. B., on May 10, the following officers being re-elected: Com J c'
Miller; Vice-Corn., J. L. Stewart; Rear-Corn., John McKane- Sec

-

Treas., J. R. Lawlor; Meas., Thos. Grimmer. Several new members
were elected, a programme of events adopted and other business
transacted. The fixtures for 1894 are: May 24, cruise to Shelldrake
Island; June 2, Newcastle to Chatham; July 2, cruise to Wheelbarrow
Point; July 19, triangular at Chatham; Aug. 16, Stewart pennant, Oak
Point; Sept. 13, triangular. Newcastle; Sept. 29, Chatham to Newcastle.
The Mobile Y. C. held its annual meeting on May 16. and the old club

was merged into a stock company and a charter granted with a capi-
tal of $2,500, divided into 100 shares of $25 each. There were 75 shares
taken at this first meeting and much eathusiasm shown. Capt W A
Hutchinson presided and W. A. Hopper acted as secretary. A board
of directors consisting of H. Pillans, W. B. Curran, J. S Woodhull
W. M. Marshall and E. D. Ledyard were elected to draft by-laws, etc'
The season's raees of the Plymouth Y. O, will include the fol-

lowing events: May 30, low tide, 1 P. M , outside course. June 18
high tide, 11:45 A. M., inside course. July 4, high tide, noon, inside
course. July 21, high tide, 1:15 P. M., outside course; ladies' day
Aug. U, low tide, 1:45 P M., outside course. Sept. 3, high tide 1-30
P. M., inside course. Sept. 20, high tide, 2:15 P. M., inside course. The
races will be open to all boats of the following classes: First class
catboats 20ft. and under 26ft., measured waterline. Second class'
catboats under 20ft. measured waterline. Third class, boats with sprit
foresail and mainsail. Fourth olass, boats with gaff foresail and sprit
mainsail. For the Fourth of July race^there will be a fifth class for
all rigs, and without time allowance. The starting time will be about
1J4 hours before high or low tide, as given above. General prizes will
be offered amounting to about $250. A club pennant prize will also be
offered to each of the four classes of boats; to be awarded to the boat
of this club making the shortest corrected time in any three of the
first five races. The races are to be sailed under such conditions asmay be prescribed in regatta notices of each race, subject to the rules
of this club. Regatta committee: A. O. Fay, Albert T. Harlow and
Walter H. Sears.

Mr. J. F. Small and Mr. C. W. A. Bartlett had a very pleasant trip
around the Cape to New York on the 21-footer Exile. They started
from Dorchester on Tuesday, May 8, and made a good run across the
Bay and down the Cape, but were becalmed on the Shoals for several
hours. They put into Hyannis Wednesday night. Thursday they
ran from Hyannis to Newport under short sail, for it blew hard from
the northeast. Friday morning they left Newport and had a light
breeze nearly all the rest of the run, which they made with but one
stop, anchoring for the tide to turn at Hell Gate. Throughout the
trip the Exile behaved beautifully, and beat everything in the line of
a sailing craft that tackled her. It was a first-class object lesson to
those yachtsmen who have condemned her as a smooth water racing
machine. There was not a moment of the whole trip when her crew
of two amateurs were not able to handle her easily, and she proved
fast and dry in the rough weather which they encountered on the run
to Newport.

—

Boston Herald.

The Sewaren Improvement Company have dredged a channel
through the bar at the entrance to Sewaren Harbor from Staten
Island Sound, and boats drawing not more than 5ft. of water can
enter at any tide.

The Indian Harbor Y. C. has announced the following events for the
season: May 30, opening of club house, Greenwich, Conn.; July 21
special race for 21-footers and open cats, Waller and Osborn eups :

July 26-29, club cruise, Long Island Sound; Aug. 4, annual regatta :

Aug. 18, Ladies' Day Race. The date of the annual regatta, as above'
has been changed from July 28, as first announced.

'

The sale of Puritan at auction on May 21 was not successful the
bidding being started by Mr. Geo. Lawley at $3,000, and going very
slowly until the yacht was knocked down to Mr. Chas. A. Welch for
the small sum of $4,700. After the auction Commodore Forbes stated
that there had been no sale, as the price was not satisfactory, and
that the boat would be held until some future date, when something
nearer her true value might be realized.

Marguerite, steam yacht, Col. A. J Drexel, arrived at the Corinthian
Y. C. station on the Delaware River on May 19 from the West Indies
She will at once refit for a cruise to British ports, and after attending
some of the races she will continue to Norway.
Speranza, schr., A. A. Wilkinson, was damaged by fire on May 21 at

Ferris & Matthews' ship yard, Camden, the steamboat New York be-
ing totally destroyed in a neighboring berth, and the flames extending
to the yacht.

&

At Hartford, Conn., on May 22, Charles E. Gross and John Hall, ap-
praisers, filed in the Probate Court the inventory of the estate of
Commodore Caldwell H. Colt. It amounts to $785,496, $500,000 of
which is the value of 4.794 shares of the Colt's Patent Firearms Manu-
facturing Company. Real estate is valued at $33,500; railroad bonds,
"""",685; the yacht Dauntless at $5,000, Oriole at $3,000 and Atala at
. . D. The remainder of the estate is in insurance, bank, and railroad
stocks in some of the leading companies in the country.
The annual regatta of the Eastern Y. C. will be sailed on Monday,

June 25, over the club courses off Marblehead. The club will open its
house at Marblehead at noon on May 29. Commencing July 5 and
continuing until September, there will be the usual band concert every
Thursday evening. On the days of the annual regatta and on Wednes-
days and Thursdays throughout the season the house will be open to
ladies. The increased demand for accommodation for bicycles has
led to the provision of a clean, dry room for their reception, where
space will be found ample and free for all members. A competent
mechanic will be in attendance to clean and adjust machines.
Huron, cutter, has been sold by W. Butler Duncan, Jr., to Albert J

Myer, of Buffalo.

Although the Herreshoff and Gardner boats will all be of the fin
type, there will be at least two centerboards in the Larchmont 21ft
class, one by the designer and builder of the successful Onawa, Arthur
Dyer of Lake Minnetonka. This boat is for Vice-Corn. George Work
of the Larchmont Y. C. and will be named Minnetonka, and from the
reports, she is an improved Onawa. Another boat for the class has
been designed by Waterhouse & Chesebrough for J. H. Adams.owner
of Clara, cutter; also a shoal centerboard craft.
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A mysterious announcement was made this week that the Steam

Yacht Valiant Company had heen wound up voluntarily, and that

a Birkenhead accountant bad been appointed liquidator. 1 he vauanc

Steam Yacht Company consists, we believe, of Mr. W. K. VanderbUt

only, and for some reasons never made public the ownership was

made into a "company," which Mr. Vanderbilt could dissolve at.will.

At any rate, the voluntary winding up and appointment of a liqui-

dator need not cause alarm on the Stock Exchange or elsewhere.—

The Meld.
TheDouglaston Y. 0. will sail five extra races for small yachts; on

June 2, June 9, July 21, August 4 and August 18. The boats will be

classed as cabin sloops, cutters and yawls, of thirty reet i.w.i. anu

under, cabin cats of twenty-two feet l.w.l. and under, open cats or

twenty-two feet l.w.l. and under, and mixed rigs of seventeen feet and

under! It will be a series of Saturday afternoon races, and there will

be four prizes of a value of $25. Entries are restricted to the Larch-

mont, Corinthian, Atlantic, New Rochelle, Knickerbocker Riverside,

Indian Harbor, Hempstead Harbor and Sea Cliff yacht clubs.

Frank T. Morrill has settled his differences with George Munro and

Frank Squire, executors of the will of Norman L. Munro, m respect to

the possession of Vamoose, and now possesses it, but he is at law witn

his attorneys, Messrs. Blumenstiel and Hirsch, in regard to the com-

pensation that they should receive for the services rendered him in

the action. He compromised the suit without the consent of his coun-

sel. They claim that they are entitled to $1,250 for the services, which

Morrill disputes. They sued him in the City Court to recover the

amount of their bill. In the meantime, when an order was given them

to sign, discontinuing the action over the Vamoose, they declined to

do so until their bill for services was paid. Application was made to

Justice Patterson, of the Supreme Court, in behalf of Morrill to have

Henry Ware Jones substituted as his attorney m the place of Messrs.

Blumenstiel and Hirsch, and to have all the papers in the action turned

over to him, with the view to having the original suit discontinued.

Judge Patterson decided that Morrill was entitled to a substitution or

attorneys upon proper terms-the payment of or the giving of security

for such amount as they may be entitled to for the services rendered.

.The New York Shipbuilding Co. (Messrs. Gardner & Mosher) here

signed a contract with Rich. K. Fox to build a racing steam yacht to

run 30 miles per hour. She will be 100ft. long, 10ft. beam and 5ft. draft.

The guarantee calls for official trials of the speed over measured
courses.

Valkyrie was sighted on May 27, off the Irish coast, being then 24

days out from New York.

"Vigilant.

The work of preparing Vigilant for sea was completed early this

week, and everything was in readiness for sailing on Thursday. The
yacht was docked last week at the Erie Basin Drydocks for examina-

mation. but nothing was found necessary and she was floated on Sat-

urday. The seagoing rig includes a small triangular mizzen with a

light pole mast. The bowsprit is quite short. The stays up and down
the mast have been removed for the voyage and a second forestay set

up some 8ft. inside of the main one. Along each side is run a 4in.

spar supported on trestles about 2tt. above the deck, to serve as a bul-

wark, while a lifeline will be run on stanchions. The sails were bent

on Monday morning. The steam yacht Ataianta came off the dock on
Tuesday with a handsome new wheel of manganese bronze, and is

now ready for sea.

Imnth

Dogs as Property.

.11, There are always two sides of the question in keeping a
dog, especially in towns and villages. Because a man is a
lover of dogs and likes to see them around him that is no
reason why he should ignore the pleasure and rights of his
neighbor, who may not have the same feelings. A dog, like

horses and cows, should be kept in its proper place, and no
more be permitted to run at large and become a nuisance,
simply because it is a dog, than the animals spoken of. If a
man claims ownership of a dog he should be made to use
every endeavor to keep that dog within the bounds of his
own domain, and if the dog be allowed to run at large then
the owner should be made to assume all responsibility for
his acts and incur the penalties accruing from the mischief
he may do. There is considerable agitation just now in
different parts of the country about dogs being recognized
as property. This is all very well and commendable, and if

the dog is considered valuable enough to be recognized as
property it is no reason why its owner should allow it to
ride rough shod over the commonweal. The sooner this
fact is properly digested the sooner will laws be made for
their proper care and protection.

Mr. Dan. Joh. Waden has very kindly sent us a copy of the
"Finska Kennelklubbens Kalenda och Starnbok(F.K.S.B.)"
for 1889-1893. Our acquaintance with Finland and. its lan-
guage is limited to a very interesting visit we received from
that gentleman, who is one of the officers of the Kennel Club
of Finland, during last summer, an account of which was
published in Fokest and Stbeam at the time. We are
therefore unable to give any very lucid description of this
stud book. The interest taken in well bred dogs seems to
compare very favorably with that in the English speaking
countries, for we find a list of 253 members, and the registra-
tions number 265. Some of the names of familiar breeds
seem very peculiar, for instance, a collie is called a "Skotsk
Farhund," but they do not seem very popular, as only one
is registered, and he is Lord Aberdeen, a son of Christopher,
winner of first at Helsingfors, 1891-92. Fox-terriers are
called "Rafterrieri." Pointers and setters are the most pop-
ular breeds, and many familiar names are found in the pedi-
grees of those registered. The cover of the book is adorned
with a number of excellent sketches of dogs, by A. Federley,
and is altogether a handsomely arranged publication.

Express Companies and Dog Shows.
In a chatty letter from Mr. C. A. Stone, superintendent of

the Toronto Industrial Fair Association's dog show, he asks
us to do something in regard to railway companies compel-
ling all owners to send their dogs by express. While For-
est and Stream is only too willing to ventilate the subject
we are afraid little good can be done at present. It lies
entirely with the railroad and express companies, and they
hold the reins with a pretty tight hand at present and decline
to move from their position. The A. K. C. committee that
was appointed to make some arrangement has done nothing
but have a few sheets of foolscap covered with names of
dogmen in the form of a petition. A prominent officer in
one of the companies when recently asked if some reduction
could not be made in the rates answered, "Why should we
reduce rates? We can get all the dogs we want to carry at
the present ones." And that covers the whole ground and
the dog owners are powerless.
Mr. Stone remarks: "Now the question that arises in my

mind is this. Railroad companies being common carriers
and their rates to a certain extent being authorized or
governed by the Government, can thev as carriers refuse to
accept dogs for transportation over their lines? Have they
power to discriminate and say that they will only carry
this and not that? I don't think they have as long as the
stuff they carry is not dangerous to the general public a<*
gunpowder, etc."

'

If the rule to send all dogs by express were strictly adhered
to, dog owners would be able to make their calculations ac
cordingly, but this is not so. For instance George Thomas had
a large team of dogs for Louisville show. Starting from
Boston he was allowed to send the dogs as excess baggage at
a rate of $2 25 per hundred weight. His crates and dogs
weighed 2,o00 lbs. and all went well until he arrived in Wash-
ington, when he was compelled to send them the rest of the
journey by express. This cost him $90 more, so that when he
arrived at Louisville he had paid $146.25 exclusive of cartage
at both ends of the journey. And when one considers the
cost of fare and hotel expenses, etc., there must have been
little profit in such a trip even if every dog won first prize

DETAILS OF FRAMES.

Then Ben Lewis, who had also a large team of dogs, had to
pay $118 in expressage from Philadelphia to Louisville. This
with fare and hotel expenses would bring his outlay to about
$175 before drawing his prize money. There were other
grumblers to a large extent at this show but we quote these
two cases as being the principal sufferers. It is therefore ap-
parent from this, it merely becomes a question of staying
power between the express companies and the handlers, with
the usual corporate result and, as these men control a num-
ber of dogs or in other words unless they go to the dog shows
the dogs stay at home, dog shows will suffer seriously in the
end. Another hardship thi3 new order of things entails.
When dogs are shipped by express they usually go on certain
trains that carry such matter, and the result is that dogs
must lie over here and there until such time as the com-
panies are ready to take them, and in several instances this
season the owners of valuable dogs have suffered loss on
this account.
The whole question is a serious one for dog show commit-

tees to consider, in fact, as the case stands at present it is
almost a vital one. We should like to hear some suggestion
that would point a way out of the difficulty. As it is, with
all the risks, and little compensation if losses ensue, dog
owners have to pay double rates, and having received double
rates the express companies in most cases magnanimously
allow the dogs to be returned free. Would dog shows be as
popular as they are in England to-day if the railroads did
not meet the dog exhibitors half-way? There a man may
buy a ticket for his dog and it travels as a passenger while
some roads have special cars fitted up with dog kennels. Wemay come to this in time, but not at the present rate.

A Glass-Eating Dog.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is rather startling, but I am going to tell you something
I know to be true. In Livingston, a small town in western
Alabama,which was at one time my home, there lived a large
liver-colored pointer, Carlo by name. One day the owner,
Mr. P. P. W. , asked if I had ever seen Carlo eat glass. I
laughed, thinking he was joking with me, but my curiosity
was greatly aroused when I saw him pick up a piece of
brokenwindow pane which happened to be lving near and
lay it down in front of the dog. The latter immediately
picked it up, and crunching it in his moutn, swallowed it
Piece after piece went in the same manner. Carlo lived to
be 22 years old. The only explanation Mr. Richmond could
give of this queer taste was that the dog being quite old was
perhaps unable from lack of teeth to chew his food suf-
ficiently for digestion and had taken to swallowing the glass

for the same reason fowls swallow sand and pebbles, to aid
in digesting the food. I thought, though, that the same
teeth that had crushed the glass might chew the food. Carlo
was first class in the field and Joe had many a good day's
shooting over him. I dare say that there is hardly any one
who ever visited Livingston but that remembers Carlo. He
was a great pet and loved by all who knew him. W. H. S.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

True English Setter Type.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I think the time is now ripe for a radical change in the
way English setters are being judged at some of our shows.
I was glad to see you speak out as you did in report of Louis-
ville show. It is time to sound an alarm. Any one who has
followed the shows recently cannot but notice the great lack
of type among the English setters exhibited. There are, of
course, some dogs shown with good typical heads and bodies,
but the average are inclined to weediness. Good legs and
feet they possess, as Mr. Davidson remarked, in common with
the mule; but the run after field blood and qualities is produc-
ing an animal at variance with the standard. In the South and
West, where so much attention is given to dogs purely for
field work, is this more apparent. Many of the owners of
these dogs affect a contempt in more or less degree for bench
shows; still I notice that when a dog show comes their way
they are only too eager to strive for bench show ribbons, and
will kick as heartily as the next one if they don't come their
way when they think they should. This is where the harm
comes in; if these dogs were kept for the field only, then the
result would not be so serious.
The average field trial man has no conception of "Stone-

henge's" standard and thus pays little attention to the
niceties of form, which combine to produce a typical English
setter such as a Rock, a Foreman, a Plantagenet or a Rock-
ingham, and when judges whose sympathies are entirely with
the field trial element, elect to place the ribbons, they are as
a rule more influenced by the performances of the dogs on
the field than by beauty of form as adapted to a standard
that has done so mnch in years past to produce one of the
handsomest animals of the canine creation. In how many
of the English setters of the day do we see the head and ex-
pression of the dogs named, as well as Blue Nell, Maid
Marion, Princess Beatrice, Spectre, Glendon, and others could
be named that conform to "Stonehenge's" standard in a
great degree, and are still not at all heavily built, as the
average field trial man considers all dogs of the old standard.
The breeding of Rockingham and Myrrha II. producedEng-
lish setters that were at once typical with the expression and
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beauty of forin that an English setter should have, and still

without an ounce of shpei-fluous lumber ot the heaviness of
a Count Howard, for instance.
I think it is time for those breeders who love an English

setter for its beauty of form as well as field qualities to give
the subject careful thought. There is no earthly reason why
dtjgs of..acknowledged good form cannot go in the field and
win. They.sbould be pushed to the front with this end in
View. If field trial.work is to be ieft entirely in the hands of
those kennels whiCh are winning how the truly formed Eng-
lish settjei- will.sodh be but a rhemdry, and as ydU remarked
|n, thfe Liouisville tepoUj there will be a$ mstny tjrpes ahd
weedy specimens as one how finds in the American fox-
hound. The same cause in both cases will lead to the sam'e
feffects, breeding entirely for speed and nose to the neglect

j$ standard requirements in regard to build and head. One
mah'S .

voice cannot work a cure, but if several make their
opinions known perhaps the" note of warning will be heard in
time. ,

.. ,

i

j.. ,..j ,

What hope is there for the English setter when the ijew-
comers and breeders are told to follow the awards at New
York and some of those at Philadelphia this year; the ihan
who breeds for type may as well throw up his hands and
keep his dogs at home for any chance he may have with
those mixed awards. However racily built a setter may be,
it should Stand no chance on the show bench when its ears
hang like .an elephant's, with eyes like yellow marbles, and
pujzjste; likfe ah, ant eater, in fact, for the exception of coat
and <polor bear little resemblanceid the good old standard. I
consider the vague terms. o

r

t the English Setter, glob's, stands
ard is responsibjeufor much of the present trohble*. B. J.

New York, May 22.

POINTS AND FLUSHES
\By a Staff Correspondent.}

Bog Dealings.
E.ew dog fanciers have any idea of the number of com-

plaints, coining from purchasers, which are made to the
editors of sportsmen's journals in the cottrsfe of each year, in
respect to unfair or dishonest treatment received from the
seller ih connection with some canine transaction. It would
seem that ail equal standard of business honor, or even a
higher dne, should obtain than that which governs the
evfery-day transactions of common business. I think that,
bh the whole, there is a higher sense of honor, and that un-
fair dealings are confined tb a vert few individuals, ones
hrhoi h'rob'ably wduld not dbserve the strict rules of fair deal-
hg let their vacations be vvhat they might. I an! disposed,
ipwever, to thirik that so'nle .sellers tinwittingly offend by
following a false standard of tallies, b'stse'd, primarily on a
good pedigree, or one which will pass, as su,ch, ds- the unit of
chief value. Generally, a fashionable pedigree is set fojrth

and claimed as a most valuable consideration. A high price
is set on each individual of a whole litter, because each one
has the same fashionable pedigree. The strong and the
weak, the well or ill-shaped, the healthy or unhealthy, etc.,

are too apt to be rated at a high market value on the score
of good or fashionable pedigree.
It seettLB a reasonable proposition that a purchaser, who

bays a first-class price, is entitled to a first-class article. In
the purchase of a dog, good physical condition and good
health should be insisted ubon as Well as pUrity of blood. A
blijjpy, bte hfe evet SO well bred, if worthless from physical in-
firmities, is hdt a merchantable article at. a high price on the
score of good breeding. The physical perfection and capabili-
ties of the individuals of a strain should be the real test of
the excellence of the blood. If the breeder from any cause
raises; inferior specimens from good stock, he cannot justly
fexpebt the best prices tor theih. Insufficient or poor food,
qsul sleeping quarters, hr bad Condition df the parents,, or
yveedy parents,or good, blbbd, are conditions in breeding Which
cannot have good results. , ,

,

Where a puppy, or grown dog, for that matter, is sold at a
high price and proves to be other than represented, it is a
matter to be settled in court and not in a newspaper. There
seems to be quite a general opinion to the contrary, however.
But if people who hold such opinions will but consider that
there are always two sides to an agreement and that each
side must have a full hearing before any just conclusion on
the issue can be reached, it will readily be seen that a private
matter, perhaps of interest only to the principals, could eas-
ily grow into a public affliction in a newspaper. Moreover,
in a court the parties are held to the issue. In a newspaper
it is too often mere bold assertion, largely devoted to crim-
ination and recrimination.

I received in a letter from a gentleman in Canada a descrip-
tion of a puppy which he recently purchased in the States

—

not in the way of any complaint, but as an expression of dis-

appointment. The puppy is of good breeding. My corre-
spondent writes;

"I have a setter bitch pup, whelped May 8, 1893, purchased
from —— , which I have named . She reached
me the most dilapidated dog I have seen for some time past.

I soon discovered the cause, and gave her some worm pow-
ders. Iwas rewarded by her expelling one tapeworm 37in.

long, nine red flesh-colored worms from 1% to Tin. long, and
a large number of small white worms. She is still very weak
and dead on her feet. I cannot help feeling disgusted that a
pup in her condition was shipped. As it is I can not expect
much from her this year, she being still too weak to yard
break."

_
B. Waters.

DOG CHAT.
We have received Bawdon B. Lee's third and concluding

Volume of "Modern Dogs." This is devoted to terriers, and
we shall have more to say about it next week. The price of

the book is $6 at this office.

The death of Mr. Hughes-Hughes is announced in the
issue of Stock-Keeper just received. This gentleman has
long been identified with St. Bernards in England, and only
recently compiled a specialist stud book of the holy breed in
conjunction with Mr. Gosling. Mr. Hughes-Hughes im-
ported from Switzerland such well-known St. Bernards as

the brindle dog Angelo, the smooth Daro, the rough Grandee,
and the noted hitches Salome and Maretta. Another well-

known St. Bernard breeder has also joined the majority.
This is Mr. W. A. Kirkham, of Knutsford, Cheshire, who
bred Lady Mignon, Lord Douglas and other cracks.

British Fancier gives an interesting account of Mr. C. H.
Wheeler and his noted kennel of collies in the latest issue.

Mr. C. A. Stone, of Toronto, has purchased what he terms
a cracking fine English setter bitch. This is May that he gave
first to at the late Toronto Kennel Club show. She is by
Burgess' Doncaster out of Nellie Lee. He has since bred her
to Sir Tatton (Sir Allister—Belle of Purness). Mr. Stone
has just purchased a place in Toronto, and will now be able
to keep his dogs at home, as he intends building a kennel for

about ten or twelve dogs.

The dog which came over on the Nomadic for Mr. Bradbury,
turns out to be the wire-haired fox-terrier Halifax Revival,
which, in conjunction with Mr. Nelson, he has purchased
from Mr. James Dennis, of Redruth, Cornwall, England.
This dog is by General, by champion Jack Frost and out of

Nettle, by champion Carlisle Tack, so he does not lack good
blood. His winnings on the other side are Skipton, three
firsts; Halifax, two firsts and specials; Darwen, first; More-
pambe, three firsts and two specials; Wyan, first; Blackpool,

first; Burnley, two firsts; all north country shows and under
four of the best judges. As he is a dog with stiff wire coat,
great bone and lots of terrier about him, he should be an
acquisition to the fancy. He will be placed at stud shortly.
He arrived in excellent condition.

A regular meeting of the National Beagle Club of America
will be held at the A. K. C. rooms, 44 Broadway, on Monday,
June 4, at 4 P. M.

The English Kennel Club is being brought to task by sev
firal exhibitors, who claim that the English setter classes
were, unjustly canceled at the late show. The secretary of
the English Setter Club claims to hare known of 14 entries
having been made, and as Other breeds which had less entries
were allowed to remain in there is no little anxiety to know
the reason for their elimination from the E. C. show. There
is already a feeling among pointer and setter men on.the
other side that the Kennel Club does not sufficiently consider
the interests of these sporting: breeds, especially where field

trials ate concerned, and their recent action will not
se;rve to improve nlatters. It only shows what a hold pure
"fancy" has on showing in England at present. Fourteen
entries only of English setters a? the principal show!

Some superstitious people claim that if a dog howls, death
is sure to follow. It depends, oUe would say, a gCtod deal on
the kind of a rap one gets at the dog.—Harlem Life.

Mi's. Smyth, owner of the Swiss Mountain Ifennels, teilB

us that the Weil known red cocker bitch Ruth S. recently,

tfeeaihe the. mother df eleven puppies by Red Doc. Nine or
tb,erh are. flogs, all red and varying little in the shade and
"not a rqnt ftmong them." jKuth suckled the whole brood
for a week and hone ever did better. A foster mother was
then secured. Their fair 6'whe£ fiaively remarks that she
hopes in this litter to raise enough diffefefi£ styles of cockers to
suit all the nom-de-plumes judges, whether" they. Wish "long
and low" or "tall and short. " Another interesting, litter of

eight came from the union of Lady Fidget and Middy.
Mrs. Hall had a

(

litter of ten by Middy out of Hamilton
Dinah, and is raising nine of them; and Tonita, that Mr.
'Donovan" Paine bought atthe Philadelphia showin whelp to
Middy, has also increased the cocker population by ten, so
this little "lap" dog as some cruel critics term him, must
be considered a very practical one at any rate.

Death of Col. F. G. Skinner.

We regret Very much to hear of the death of Col. E. G.
Skinnef. He died at Charlottesville, Va., May 21. He was
a,grand old sportsman, a charming writer and a type of the
old school yirginian, of Whom few are left. He was an en-
thusiastic fox hunter and was one of the first, if not the first,

to own and tun, a, pack of houudsin the vicinity of New
York, and even

1

a't the advanced age of seventy-five he held
his own with the younger ones in the, memorable fox chases
held during the Richmond showin iS8S. Cot. Skinner was
born March 17, 1814, and was educated in France. With the
grandchildren of Lafayette. He was a brave soldier, a gen-
tleman in every sense and his contributions to sporting liter-

ature were among the most graceful writings of this end of

the century.

The Prince of Monaco is experimenting with a new kind
of fish net. The name of Monaco is strongly suggestive of
nets and gudgeons.

—

Philadelphia Ledger.

We draw attention to the hew offerings in our business
columns this week. Seminole Kennels place well bred col-

lies at reasonable prices; J. Dennis, of England, offers grey-
hounds and Irish terriers: Richwood Kennels, two pointer
bitches; A. D. Fiske, well bred oeagle pups; Richwood Ken-
heis, English setter pups; H. W. L., a well bred fox-terrier.

At stud: Maybrook Kennels offer services of prize-winning
wire-haired fox-terrier Halifax Revival.

In renewing his advertisement in our business columns Dr.
Sauveur, owner of the Seminoie Kennels, tells us that they
have at last moved into their new kennels, which are situ-

ated on a farm, about two miles from his residence at Chest-
nut Hill. They have about twice as much kennel room as
before, with very large exercising yards, well shaded with
fine old trees. ' Seminole Kennels have always been cramped
for room, although the doctor built one of the prettiest little

stone kennels in the country, on his grounds, and this will
now be used more as a show place for some of the best stock.
Dr. Sauveur closes his letter by saying: "We are now so
fixed as to be able to raise some good puppies, and thereby
show dogdom what the Seminole Kennels can do." Will.
Connors will live at the new place.

The crack mastiff bitch Brampton Beauty whelped on the
16th inst seven puppies to Beaufort's Black Prince; five of
them are dogs. Mr. Winchell says they are very large and
so alike it is difficult to tell one from the other. They are
all future champions. The litter is interesting not merely
on account of its illustrious parentage but from the fact that
it was supposed Brantford Beauty, like many other large
bitches that have been extensively exhibited, was barren.
She will be bred once more to Beaufort's Black Prince and
then return to England if no one here secures her before
then. Mr.Winchell thinks that the only reason mastiffs are
not as popular as formerly is because of the poor specimens
offered for sale. It is the same with good mastiffs as with
good horses—there is always a demand for the best and the
supply is rarely equal to the demand.

As we go to press this week on Monday instead of Tues-
day, a number of late communications and letters must lie

over.

The Rhode Island Fair Association, which holds its second
dog show at Cranston, R. I., Sept. 18 to 21, is preparing for
an entry of 800, which, from the inducements they will offer,

they confidently expect to poll. Their premium list of 83,500

is a large one, especially when the entry fee is only $1 50.

Kennel prizes of $15 will be offered for the more important
breeds.with $12 for the challenge and $12 and $6 in open classes

in the principal breeds, and $10 and $5 in the other classes.

A more liberal classification will be set forth than last year,
and possibly a third prize will be given in several breeds, as
puppy classes will not be much thought of, and this will

make room for more important exhibits. Mr. Fred. Otto
will assist as superintendent. Messrs. Davidson and Mor-
timer are down to judge, but other judges are yet to be
chosen. The committee on the kennel department is com-
posed of good and tried men. They are: Walter J. Com-'
stock, who heads the list, and we know how wellhe filled his
office last year; Charles C. Gray, a well-known setter man; C.

Fred. Crawford, of Foreman & Plantagenet fame; John H.
Congdon, the owner of King Lud and other well-known bull-

dogs; R. L. Keack, who loves all doga, and especially bull
ana Irish terriers; and Sam H. Roberts, who loves a setter

and shows it in his capital articles on field sport in the
Providence Journal, for which he sometimes does not re-

ceive full credit. Such a committee begets confidence, and
as the dogmen are always in favor of shows in connection
with fairs, there is little doubt a bumper entry will be forth-
coming. Last year there were 110,000 visitors at Cranston,
and the trotting there is always exciting. Judging of the
dogs will be done under the canopy of heaven, as a year ago,
and, as our informant writes, "and with competent judges
selected, we expect even the angels to look down and smile
their approval."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge fot answering questions under this head. All

questions relating "to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. Q.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Keime.
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

J. N. A., Toledo, O.—Watch our advertising columns. We do not
advise where to buy.

B. M. W,, 'Brie, Pa —We do not know who owns the English setter
Benjamin Harrison, in New York. If Mr. R. O. Pennell owns ai

Valuable dog We are not aware of the fact.

A. R. £ j Worcester. Mass.—We have no idea what tbe W. K. C. ca-
talogues from 1877 to tbe present date would cost. Mr. Thos. H. Terry,
59 Liberty street, New York, may be able to inform you.

T. S., Providence, R. 1—Beagle, Diamond Krueger. is by Royal'
Krueger (9,813, Vol. V.) out of Betty, by Rock II. out of Bett, by Racer-
out of Sara; Rock II. by Rustler out of Vic; Royal Krueger by Ban-
nerman (4,609. Vol. m) out of Cora (4,333, Vol. ITL), by Dodge's
Battler out of Scioto ; Bannerman by champion Marchboy out of Dew-
drop.

M N~.,Wickford, R. I.—1. English setter Mack III.was owned by Cbas\.
E. Glass, Newcastle, Pa, whelped Dec. 24, 1884, and by Blue Dick (3,324;.

Vol. III.) out of Btiekeye Belle (3,597, Vol. III.) Nell IV. is owned by
the same person. Whelped March 1, 1889. by Blue Druid (4,994, Vol..

III.) out of Mollie Rake, by Rake (212, Vol. I.) out of Melissa (5,113^
Vol. Ill ). 2. Registration in the A. K. C. S B. confers no further pri-

vilege than the insertion of the name and pedigree of your dog in the
&azette and stud book for current month and year. Vou must pay
50 cents for an extended pedigree. We can give you whatever infor-
mation you require, however, without charge.

>V. P^. McK., Amsterdam, N. Y.—I have an Irish setter biteb, 2}£yrs,
old, which whelped a litter of puppies April 8. She was in the best of
health till about two weeks ago. when she began refusing to eat. only
eating a little at a time and seldom. About the same time she began1

wea'nfng the puppies, and for the last four or five days has not been?
near them". In the meantime the bitch was reduced to a mere skele-
ton. The symptoms are looseness of bowels, eyes at times matterated
and dull-looking, nose fit times normal and then very feverish, with
no inclination to eat or driak* or move around. Have given her oil a
couple of times as physic, and feed1 her beef extract and cod liver oil.

Can you determine what the troubfe fe: by my description? Ans. Ex-
amine the teats to see that they are not- inflamed and that there are
no abscesses forming. Give five grainR of" "tjfctgallate of bismuth- every
four hours. Feed on raw meat principally.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 23.—New England Beagle Club, at Oxford, Mass. W. S. Clark,.

Linden, Mass., Sec'y. Nominations close Oct. 1.

Oct. 29—National Beagle Club. Geo. Laick, Tarryto'W** N.Y.. Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—Northwestern Beagle Club. Louis Steffen, Milwaukee,,

Wis., Sec'y.

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES,

Mr. Bradbury, of the Maybrook Kennels, expects to get si

capital brace of greyhounds over shortly. One is a noted!
winning bitch whose name we are not at liberty to mention,,
and the dog is a two-year-old by Page Boy, who, we believe,,

is by Peasant Boy, and is said to be a clinker. This kennel
evidently means to take a commanding position! ha grey-
hounds On the bench. They already have such good ones as
Southern Belle, who is coming into good form; Miss Dollar'
III. , Dakota and others. Mr. Bradbury, however, will aofr
neglect the coursing interests of the Eastern Coursing Kett~
nel, and will train his dogs out West this fall, probably in
Colorado, as he likes the country better there. He will take'
out Royal Crest, Drytime, who is in great shape just now;
Southern Belle, Dakota, and the new ones, if he gets them.

• • • •

The first coursing meeting ever held at Butte, Montana,
took place April 29, at the Atthletic grounds, under the aus-
pices of the Butte Coursing Club. The sport jumped into
popular favor at once and prospects for future meetings are
very bright. The coursing was inclosed and the haTes used
were from California. Thomas Bowie officiated as judge and
"California Jim" Kyle handled the slips and, considering the
greenness of many of the dogs did his work well. The stake
was not decided on the above date. Mr. Geo. H. Macdougall,
who was an earnest spaniel man when he resided in the East,
is the secretary of the club, and to him in no small degree is

due the success which attended the meeting. Mr. Macdou-
gall has worked hard for the past two years to bring about a
coursing meeting.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send in notice like the following::

FIXTURES.
May 29.—Massachusetts State Shooting Association's tournament,

under auspices of Hingham Gun Club, at Hingham.
May 29-30.—Big Four Gun Club tournament, at Sheldon, Iowa.
May 29-30.—Janesville (Wis.) Shooting Club, third annual tournar

ment; targets and live birds.
May 29-30.—Muncie (Ind.) Gun Club tournament.
May 30,—Harrisburg (Pa.) Shooting Association tournament.
May 30.—Eastern New York League tournament, at Canajoharie,

N. Y., under the direction of the Canajoharie Gun Club. Charles
^W&gIcs S©c1

y»
May 30.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, third tourna-

ment, at Utica.
May 30.—Nitro Gun Club's second annual tournament, at West

Pittston, Pa.
May 30-31—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League tournament,

at Rochester.
May 30-31.—Mountain Gun Club tournament, at Mahanoy City, Pa.
May 30-June 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

fifth tournament, and second annual tournament of the Michigan
Trap-Shooter's League, under the auspices of the Valley City Gun
Club, Mason. $200 added money.
June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Iowa State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Independence. Iowa.
June 5-7.—Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club tournament.
June 7-9.—Oregon State Sportsmen's Association's tournament,

under auspices of Willimette Gun Club, at Portland, Oregon.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.

June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-
ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City. N. J.

June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest's tenth
annual tournament, under auspices of Tacoma Rifle, Rod and Gun
Cl"b, at Tacoma, Wash.; $1,500 added money; open to the world. E.
E. Ellis, Sec'y.
June 16.—Boiling Springs Gun Club, Rutherford, N. J. Mixed race

at 100 bluerocks, $5 entry, 15 entries or over, 5 moneys, open to ama-
teurs only.
June 19-21.—Chamberlm Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June 20 21.—Belfast (Me.) tournament, under the management of

Belfast Gun Club. Chas. R. Coombs. Sec'y.
June 26.—Union Gun Club tournament in conjunction with monthly

team shoot of New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, at Springfield, N. J.

June 27-28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
sixth tournament, under the auspices of the Elwood Gun Club, at
Elwood, Ind. Elwood Gun Club will add $200.

June 28.—New England Shooting Association charrpionship tourna-
ment, under the auspices of the Colt Hainmerless Cuu Club, at Hart-
lord, Uonn.
June 28-29 —Binghamton (N. Y.; Gun Club's first annual tourna-

ment, H. W, Brown, Sec'y
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KNOXV1LLE GETS THE EXPERTS.
Knoxville, Tenn., May 26.-Quite a number of shooters had arrived

in town on Sunday evening and on Monday each tram left its quota.

In the afternoon those who bad materialized went out to the grounds

to blow the rust and dust out of their guns and get the lay of the land.

Among those in the party 5S, P Fulford. of TJtlea, IT Y., seemed to he

in the best of fettle, breaking 96 out of 100 bluerock targets, known
traps and unknown aDglea and thrown very hard.

Those who reached town up to midnight of Monday were J. vv.

Hoffman. German Valley, N. J. i_ Harry Williams, Johnso^ City,

money. uaKiana, is., u,; v' m. ifui»iaiwvi^iim»^r»-. - -
Klliott. Kansas City; Ferd. V. Van Dyke and Wm. E. Hobart.Newark,

N. J : W. 8. Skinner, Springfield, Mass.; H. B. Bartlett, Buffato, N. Y.,

A. W. DuBray, Meriden, Conn.; Irley Bennett. Memphis, Tenn_, b.

Gay, Pine Grove. Ky.; H. B. Troutman and wife, Maron, Ga : H. B.

Hutchings and Harry Lyons. Louisville, Ky. ; J. M. Taylor^Bergen

Point. N*J.; Wm. R. Fieles. Christiana, Pa ; J. P. Had^ox; Winches-

ter, Va.; Robt. Burroughs, Johnson City. Tenn ; C. A. Young Spring-

field, O ; Chas. Angier. Atlanta. Ga.; J. N. ?^h^J*£^v,
.ll
e

:

Fla.; J. M. Mooney, Orlando, Fla.; E. D. Fulford, Utiea, N. Y ;

J. L. Fonda. Greensboro; Jas. M. Cleland, Lynchburg, Va.
;
W T

Mitchell, Lynch; C W. Budd, Pes Moines la ; C. M Grimm, Clear

Lake, la.: Geo. W. Loomis, J. C Read and F. S. Parmlee of Omaha,

Neb.; J. T. Desmond, Stillraore. Ga.; H. M. Dobson, Greenville; T. H.

Keller. Piainfield, N. J.: J. H. Hunter and Wm. Wagner of Washing-

ton; H, L David, Philadelphia: Harry Thurman, Germantown; A. C.

Krueger, Wrightsville; W K. Fieles. Christiana; W. N. Drake, South

Orange, N. J.; "Shorty" Bacon. Miamisburg, O.; E D. Rike Dayton;

Paul North, Cleveland. 0.; J. P Easton, Cleveland; Ralph Worthing-

ton, Cleveland; J. J. Sumpter, Jr., Hot Springs, Ark.; J. T. Lloyd,

P
'The

B
7:30 electric car Tuesday for Lake Ottossee took out to the

grounds about as big a load as it could hold, and at 8:30 the first gun

was fired, the sound of which started a tournament the equal
I
of which

—so far as the calibers of the contestants are concerned—has never

been held in this country.
The shoot was held on the grounds near Lake Ottossee. a fun de-

scription of which was given in the account of last year's shoot. They
are on an elevated plateau about twenty minutes' ride from the center

of the city, and afford some splendid views of the surrounding coun-

try. This is the fifth tournament held on these grounds, on which as

well all the club shoots are held. ...
We have previously alluded briefly to the .calibre of the contestants

and without danger of contradiction we assert that not more than

half a dozen of the "first-water cracker-jacks" were absent A look

over the score sheets will bear us out in this assertion. When the

programme was first announced it was tak»n for granted that the

$1,000 to be added to the purses would prove a drawing card for the

cracks and at the same time it was expected that a big crowd of me-
dium-paced amateurs would also be drawn by the big money induce-

ment. As it was, however, while all the cracks appeared, the ama-
teurs were in a very large minority. And who can blame them for

remaining away?
When it comes to the matter of a 75 to 85 per cent, man stacking up

on even terms with twenty-five or more men with records of 90 to 96

per cent, the "light-weight" is likely to pause, consider the matter for

a brief time and sensibly conclude to remain at home and save his

cash. We have ro hesitancy in asserting as our opinion that had last

year's handicap system been used the party would have been strength-

ened by from twenty-five to fifty of the "light-weights," in fact we
were assured by Dr. S,W Rhea of Bristol that he could name twenty
men living along the road between Knoxville and Bristol who assured

him of their intention of being present previous to the publication of

the programme but who decided not to come when they found they

would be on even terms with the heavy-weights. The attendance was
not as heavy as last year when 88 men entered for the opening event.

To-day the opening event had about 70 entries.

There was not the slightest delay or hitch in starting the tourna-

ment, the arrangment committee having succeeded, despite the fact

of being handicapped by the long storm, in getting everything in per-

fect order. Two sets of five bluerock expert traps with the North
electric pull were there, every one of them perfect working order, "8

these traps are invariably, and Paul North was close at hand with his

"inspection glasses" to see that they remained in order. Bluerock
targets were there, a carload of them in fact, and behind the screen

they were piled in such quantities as to preclude any chance the boys
having to replenish their stock during the day.

Cashier wm, G. Burwell, as at last season's tournament, ofiiciated

as secretary. Mr. Burwell is one of Knoxville's best known and most
expert book-keepers, remarkably quick in making computations, and,

in fact, is admirably adapted for this position, where at all times one
must be ready to accept entries, pay out moneys, compute divisions

of the purses" and meanwhile answer pleasantly all the questions that

a big field of shooters insist upon hurling at a busy man. He stood

the strain, however, without once having his temper ruffled. His as-

sistant was Clyde Gothard, who performed the duties of secretary in

a manner satisfactory to all. He was attentive to the representatives

of the press and seemed extremely enxious to have the scores kept
in a manner to give the press men the least trouble.

Bert Miller served the finest dinner it has ever been our for-

tune to secure at a shooting tournament where meals were furnished
in a tent. Mr. Miller was complimented by all hands on his enterprise.

All the shooting was at bluerock targets, known traps and unknown
angles, and a great record did the targets and traps make, the per-
centage of breaks from the traps being phenomenally low and the
flights being perfectly even and regular. During the three days over
35,000 targets were thrown, and during the entire time not a complaint
was heard as to the flight of the targets, nor did an accident of any
moment happen to any one of the traps. Considering the rapid work
this record is one of which the firm may well be proud. A decidedly
novel feature introduced here at one set of traps was an 'electrical

announcer," another production of Paul North's genius and the
Chamberlin Co.'s plant. This "announcer" comprises simply an
electric bell and what is known as a "buzz." These ore placed on the
blackboard and the wires run to the pit, where the referee is stationed
and from where he signals to the scorers a "break" or a '-miss" by
pressing one or the other of the two buttons on the bat'ery keyboard.
If a bird is broken he touches the button connected with the "buzz"
and for a miss touches the one which rings the bell. The mere idea of
getting the referee so far ahead of the shooter as to enable him to be
entirely clear of all smoke is a first-rate one, and with the bell and
"buzz" outfit his work is made easy.
Great was the work done by the talent on this the first day, and

great was the depression of those who were shut out on averages
which under ordinary circumstances would pull them out among the
heavy winners. On this day nothing short of 89# was in for an aver-
age. Rollo Heikes braced up to his work and took first average on
96.25; Fulford, Gay and Grimm divided second on 94; Parmelee andR.
Van Gilder split third on 92.75; fourth went to Rike on 91. f 0 while
fifth was divided by Bartlett, Redwing, Van Dyke and Wagner, each
of whom averaged B9& Each day's averages in order were $10, S8, $7,
$6 and 84.

Beside the regular money divisions in event No. 6 at 25 singles each,
there were ten merchandise prizes, these being won in order as fol-

lows: MeMurchy, Grimm, Fieles, Money, Eldridge, Hunter. S. Van
Gilder, Plummer, G. Ross, Skinner and Cleveland.

First Day, May 22.

No. 1, 20 targets, entrance $3, known traps, unknown angles:
A E Meade.01001010110111101010—11 Desmond. ,10101111111010111111—16
Fulford.... 11111111110111111100—17 Wells llllOimillliiliiii—19
SVanGuderOllllllOlomilillll—17 H Williamsl000101 1011100011111—12
Bartlett.. . .11111111111111011110-18 AG..... . .10011111111010011110—14
Van Dyke. 10111111101111101111—17 Hunter. .. .lllllllllliioiomil—16
Todd 11101101001011111111—15 Wagner.. . .11111011101111101110—16
F S Meade.llOOlOllomillOl 110—14 T K Keller.0101011101Ol01lil0n—13
Money 11111100100111011011-14 Thurman. .10111011001011110131—14
Heikes 11111111110111111111—19 David 11111111110111001111—17
Conner,... 11111111100111110111-17 Fieles 10011111000101111101—13
Ross 11001111111111110001-15 Hobart;... 11111010110111111111-17
RV'nGUderlllinnlOllllllnll—19 Drake 11111011111111111110—IS
Easton ....11111101111101111110—17 Hoffman . .1111111011111111011^—18
Grimm . . . ,11111111001111111111-18 Anthony . .lllllOHOililll 11001-16
North lllllOlimiOllUOll—17 Fonda 11111111013 1113 3 3 111—19
Redwing . .10111110111011111111-17 Dolive 11110110111111111111-18WT ElliottlllOlOllln 1 1ll 1001 I—I 0 Cleland.. . .11011101111100010111—13
McMurehy.OllllilllOlOllllllOl—16 Skinner.. . .llln 111101011111101—17
Etheridge.. 11101111110001011111—15 Brewer. .. .11110111111111011100-16
Troutman. 11110111111311101100—16 C A YounglllllnioiOOOOOOOOlO-lO
Eldridge... 11011111111011111110—17 Black Bird.llllllillinnilllll—20
Morris lllOllllomimilll-lS s W Rhea..lllli0U10li 11 110111-17
Budd 11111111001111111111-18 S B Dow.. .31111010111011011111-16
Mooney.... 11111111110110110110—1G Rex lllipoilllllllllllii—iB
Mitchell... .01111010111111111101-16 Burrows.. .OimmiiOiimilil—18
Parmley... 11131111111111011111—19 Shorty 011011111 11110111111—17
Plummer,. 11100111011011111011—15 Rike llOlllmil 1 11101111-18
Loomis. . .

.11111110111111111011—18 W White . .0101111111111]mm_i8
Sumpter.. .11111011110101111011-16 Hutchings.OlllOlllllOiioooilll—14
Lloyd 00111111111111100111-16 Gay 011101111 Hllinilii_i8
J P 10101111111111101111-17 Pendleton..0ni0t0001001lh0!ll-12
CL 11110111100111100011-14

No 2 20 targets, S3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

AE Mekd..llllllllllllllll0111-19 Desmond. -0110101101010010 011-11

Fulford . .
.11111110110111111111-18 Wells. . . . .. 11100111101111011111—3fa

SVanGildVl0l11l0l(Mllllllllll-l6 H Wihiamslllllllll 11 10001 - 7

Bartlett.. .11010111111101111111-17 AG O100111011-?" 1;^!-^
Van Dyke..U10111111113imil0-18 Hunter. ., .00111101111001101111-14

Todd ......00011111111101110110-14 Wagner.. ..1101111111111111U11-19

FS Mead.. 11010111001110101100-12 T K Keller. 11111010111011110000—13

MoneT-. 11110111111111011111-18 Thurman. .11011111001000 00010-10

Heikes..7.11111111111111111111-20 David 111011111100 1110111- 0

Conner... .11100111110110011111-15 Feiles 11111111100111000101-14

CRosb ..11110110110011011001-13 Hobart.... lllllllllim 110110-17

RV'nGilderllOmilllllllllllll-19 Drake 10111101111111111101-17

Easton.... 11101010110111111111-16 Hoffman .
.01111100101111111110-15

Grimm ....11111011111111111111-19 Anthony . .1101101110111 111111-17

North 01 111011100001111101-14 Fonda 10111 1 101111 1 1100100-14

Redwing.. 11111111111111H0111-19 Dolive 11110101110111110110-15

Elliott. . . .11110111111111101111-18 Cleland. . .
.00100111110011110011-12

MeMurchy 11111111111101101111-18 Skinner. . ..11111101111111110101-17

Ethridge.. .11100110111 11111 1111-17 Brewer.. ..01111011101111001100-13

Troutman.11011110111111111111-18 C A YounglOlllOlOlOOOOOOOOlOl- 8

Eldridge.. 11111111110111111111-19 Black Bird.10111111011111111111-18

Morris.,...11110110111111111111-18 Burrows. ..11101111111111111111-19

Budd . ..11110011101111110111—16 Rike 10111111111110111111-18

Mooney.. ..11111001033013330330—14 Rex 11111011111110111111—19

Mitchell.. ..11110101111111101111-17 Dow 11111110111111111111-19

Parmley... 11111111111111110111-19 Pendleton..llllll!0lll0100llll0-15

Plummer.. 11111101111111111101-18 White 11111)11111101101101-16

Loomis.... 11111110111111111111-19 Rhea 10111101101111111111-17

Sumpter.. .11111111111101111111-19 Shorty 111111111)1111111010- 18

Lloyd 00111111111111110111—17 Hutchings.11111111101111110111—18

J p 11111110110111111111-18 Lyons 10001101111010101011-12

C Li 01111111111101000111-15 Gay 11011111111111111111-19

No. 3, 20 targets, S3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

A Mead 18 Budd 16 Hoffman 16

Fulford 20 Mooney 15 Anthony 16

S Van Gilder 16 Mitchell 10 Fonda 16

Bartlett 13 Parmlee 18 Dolire 17

Van Dyke 16 Plumnaer 16 Cleland 14

Todd 19 Loomis 16 Skinner 16

FSMead 16 Sumpter 17 Brewer ....18

Money 18 Lloyd 19 C A Young... 14

Heikes 19 JP 16 Black Bird 15

Conner 18 CL 12 W White 18

CRoss 15 Desmond 8 Hutchings 15

R Van Gilder 19 Wells 14 Shorty 14

Easton 20 H Williams 15 Dubray 15

Grimm 18 AG 15 Burrow 17

North 16 Hunter 18 Dow 18

Redwing 17 Wagner 17 Rex 16

Elliott. 20 Keller 16 Riker 20

MeMurchy 13 Thurman 12 Pendleton 14

David 16 Rhea 16

Fieles 16 Gay 19

R Van Gilder 19

Easton 19

Etheridge 16
Trautman 16

Eldridge 18 Hobart 17

Morris 16 Drake 17

No: 4, 20 targets, S3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

A E Mead 19 Budd 16 Hoffmann 17

Fulford 19 Mooney 15 Anthony 17

S Van Gilder 17 Mitchell 19 Fonda 19

Bartlett 18 Parnjalee 20 Dolive 16

Van Dyke 19 Plummer . 19 Cleland 12

Tode 19 Loomis 17 Skinner 19

FSMead 18 Sumpter 16 Brewer 20

Money 20 Lloyd 16 OA Young 20

Heikes 20 J P., 20 Black Bird 17

Conner 16 CL.. 13 W White 17

CRoss 12 Desmond 14 DuBray 17
Wells , 16 Hutchings 18

H Williams 17 Lyons 16

AG 17 Shorty 19
.17 Rhea 19

R Van Gilder 17
Easton 18
Grimm 20
North 16 Hunter. . .

.

Redwing, 17 Wagner 17 Pendleton 14

, .18
.20
,.19

,.18

.19

Gay..Elliott 19 TK Keller 15

MeMurchy 16 Thurman 17 Rex
Etheridge 15 David 14 Rike....

Troutman 15 Fieles 19 Dow ....

Eldridge 17 Hobart 18 Burrow.,
Morris 18 Drake I

1

.

No. 5, 20 targets. S3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

AE Mead. .01010101011111111111—15 Desmond. .01111110111100110111—15

Fulford.. ..111111111111111U111—20 Wells 01101111111111111011—17
SVanGild'rlOlOlOOl 100100011111—11
Bartlett. ..1111111011)111111111—19

H WilliamslOlllllOllllllllllOO—16
AG 01111101100111101100—13

Van Dyke. 11100111111110111111-17 Hunter.... 11111011110011101111-16
Todd 11111101111111101011—17
F S Mead.. 11011111111011111111—18

Waflner.... 11111111111110101101-18
Keller 10111111111101111111-18

Money lllllllliOlllOlOllll—17 Thurman. .11111110111110111101—

1

Heikes 11111111011111111111—19 David 11111111110111111111—19
Conner 11111111111101111111—19 Feiles 01011111111111011110 -16

C Ross 10001111111100011011—13 Hobart. . . .11101111011111110110—16
RV'nGUderllllllOllllllOllllll—18 Drake 11110111111111101111—18
Easton.....0111111 1111101111111—18 Hoffman. ..11011101101111111110—16
Grimm . . . .11111011111001111111—17 Anthony. ..11111101111111111011—18
North 11111101011110111110—16 Fonda 01111111100111011011—15
Redwing.. .11111110111111111101—18 Dolive 11110111111111111110-1S
Elliott 01111111011101110011—15 Cleland.... 10111101110001100110-12
McMurchy.11111101101111111111—18 Skinner. . ..00111111111111011111—

l

r

Etheridge. .10111111111111101111—18 Brewer.... 11111111111011111111—19
Troutman. 01011111111010111110-15 C C YoungllOOllllUllllllOlll—

1

Eldridge. ,.11111011111111011011—17 Black Bird. 11011011111110111111—17
Morris 10111111111001111111—17 White lllOlOllllOllllniiO-16
Budd 11001111111111111111—18 Dubray... .11100100010111011101—12
Mooney.... 11110101110111100111—15 Hutchings.lllllOllllOOlllOOlOl—14
Mitchell.. ..11101101111111011111—17 Lvons 01010111111111111111-17
Parmlee... 111011111111110101 11—17 S W Rhea. .11111111111111111101—19
Plummer.. 11111111111110010111—17 Shorty 11011011111111110010-15
Loomis. . . .01111110111011111111—17 Gay 11111111111111111111—20
Sumpter ..11111111111111111111—20 Burrow... .11111011111111103111—18
Lloyd 01111100U1101100101—13 Rike 11111111111111111011—19
JP 11111111111111001111-18 Rex 01111111111101111001—16
CL 10000111011110011101—12 Pendleton..llllllll010011101110—15
No 6, 25 targets, S3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

A E Mead 23 Morris 22 Fieles .23

Fulford 23 Budd 20 Hobart 20

S Van Gilder 19 Mooney 24 Drake 22
Bartlett , 25 Mitchell 22 Hoffman 19
Van Dyke 21 Parmelee 22 Anthony , . .19

Todd 22 Plummer 17 Fonda .17

F S Mead 23 Loomis 20 Dohve 20
Money 22 Sumpter 23 Cleland 12
Heikes 24 Lloyd 21 Skinner 23
Connor 19 JP .....20 Brewer..,, 23
CRoss 15 W White 20 Young 24

Desmond... 20
~

Wells 22
H Williams 23
Du Bray 21

Hunter 21

Redwing 16

Etheridge 17

Black Bird

15

Gay
19

17
19 Rex

19

Second Day, Mzy 23.

RVan Gilder 24
Easton 21

Grimm 24
North 19
Redwing 24
Elliott 19 Wagner 24 Rike.

Black Bird., 25
Hutchings 21
Lyons 17
Gay 25
Daw 17

20
22 21 Burrow

Eldridge 20
No. 7, 20 targets, S3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

A E Mead 15 Morris 12 Hobart 14
Fulford 18 Biidd 16 Drake 19
S Van Gilder 18 Mooney 16 Hoffman 17
Bartlett 18 Mitchell 15 Anthony 16
Van Dyke 19 Parmley 19 Fonda 14
Todd .• 17 Plummer 18 Dolire 15
F S Mead 13 f-Oomis 18 Cleland 14
Money 20 Sumpter 17 Skinner 19
Heikes 19 Lloyd 18 Brewer 18
Conner 18 J P 15 Young Ca 17
RossC 13 White 16 BlackBird... 19
RVan Gilder 18 Desmond 15 Woodson ,.18
Easton 16 Wells 19 Rhea 17
Grimm 20 Williams 14 Gay '...,19

North 16 BuBray 16 Hutchings 20
Redwing . 19 Hunter 20 Lyon 17
Elliot 16 Wagner 19 Shorty 18
MeMurchy 19 Keller 18 Rike 17
Ethridge 16 Thurman 12 Rex..., 17
Troutman 17 David 17 Burrows,, 18
Eldridge. 19 Fieles 19

No. 8, 20 targets, £3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles;
A E Mead 14 Morris 17 Hobart... . 18
Fulford 20 Budd 20 Drake ""'.18

S Van Gilder.. 15 Moonev ...11 Hoffman '17
Bartlett 19 Mitchell 16 Anthony 17
Van Dyke 20 Parmlee 19 Fonda.. 14
Todd 20 Plummer 15 Dolire.. . ftFSMead 18 Loomis 17 Cleland..... 11
Money 16 Sumpter 18 Skinner.... 15
Heikes 20 Lloyd 16 Brewer 17
Conner 16 JP ,,,.18 Young, ,,'. jg

The number of entries were considerably in excess of the preceding
day, shooters having reached town from Jacksonville, Fla., Atlanta,

Ga., Sweetwater, Tenn , and Johnson City, Tenn The shooting was
of the most spirited character, and no less than 33 clean scores- were
recorded in the eight events. This made a total of 64 straights for the
two days against 13 straights made on the first two days last year.
This will show the caliber of the men engaged in the contests.
The contest for the five average moneys was a hot struggle, and this

time Champion Heikes was obliged to yield first honors to his fellow
townsman and club mate, portly Ed Rike, who l"st only 7 out of his

165 targets, averaging 95 75^. Heikes broke 157, an average of 95^;
Frank Parmelee and 20-year old J. Gay from Kentucky. 159 each, or
94 50#; E. D. Fulford and R. Van Gilder, 155 each, or 94#; N. E. Money,
154, or 93 25$, and J. H. Hunter was shut outmthan average of 92.70£.

This shows a pace hot enough to suit the most exacting worshipper of
skill.

In Event No. 6, at 25 targets, there were twelve merchandise prizes,

in addition to the regular money prizes, these being won as follows:

R. Van Gilder, W. F. Skinner, Ed Rike, Frank Parmelee, S. W. Rhea,
R. J. Loomis, J. A. R. Elliott. J. P. Haddox, Chas. Ross, S. R. Plum-
mer, J. S. Wells and J. L. Fonda.
No. 1. 20 targets, S3 entrance, known traps, unknown apgles:

S Van G... 11011111110101111111—17 Parmlee.. 11111111111011111111—19
Fulford.. ..11111011111111111111—19 Hunter. ...11111)11 1 1011 illllll—19
A E Mead.. 01011100011111111111—15 Hobart . ...11111111111111111111—20

Bartlett... .11101111111111111111-19 Drake 111H111011101111101-17
Van Dyke.. 11111111101111101111—18 Hoffmann .10111111101011111011—16
Todd 11101111101111111111—18 Angier 101111100H010011100—12
F S Mead. .11110101111111111111—17 Fairhead . .11111011111110010111—16
Wagner... .11011111111111111111—17 Fonda 11111010111111001011—15
Heikes 11111110111111111111—19 Loomis. . . .11100011100001110110—11
Conner. . . .11111111111111111111-20 Plummer. .01111111111110111111—18
Anthony. ..11111111011111111111—19 Cleland. .. .00110111101100011010-11
RVan G...11111111111111111111-20 David 11111101111111111111-19
Easton 11111111011111011111-18 Thurman. .11111111111101111011—18
Grimm.. ..01011110111111111111-17 Money 11111111111111111111—20
North 11101110101011111111-16 Gay 11111111111111111110—19
Redwing...11111001111011101111—16 Woodson. .11111111111111111111—20
Elliott 11111111101111111011—18 Rbaa 11111111111011111111—19
MeMurchy 10101101111111111111—17 K'kpatricklllllllllllll01llll0-18
Ethridge. ..11111011111011111111—18 Hunt 11111011101011101111-16
Troutman. 01101111101111111100-15 Rike 11 1 101 1 11 j 11 111 10111—18
Young. . ...11011000011100011111—12 Rex 00110101011110011111—13
Brewer. . . .10111111011110111101—16 Desmond. .11100111101100010110-12
Fieles 01111110110111110111—17 Hutchings.1110111 11 11111111011—18
Keller 11111101110101101111—16 Clegg 11111111011111111111—19
Mitchell... 1111110111 1100111110—16 H J Lyons.10111 11111 110111 1111—18
Skinner. ...11111111111111110111—19 Shorty . . . .01110111111111111101—17
Wells 01000011111111111101—14 Du Bray. ..11011111011010111011—15
Cleveland .01001101100101100101—10 Morris 1 1111011 111 111H 111 1—19

Sumpter. ..11011011111111111111—18 J M Ross ..111100101 11111111111—17

Lloyd 11111111111101111101—18 Jack 11101011001001111110—14

J P 10111111110111111111—18 Mooney. ...11101011001001111110—18

JL Brownllllll01101001010110-14 Doline 111111111111011111'!—19
Black Bird.11011111111111111111—19 Tye 11110010011010111111-14
Budd 11111111111111111101—19
No. 2, 20 targets. S* entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

SVanGild'r3ll1110ill0010llllll-16 Budd. . , . . .11111011111111011111—18
Fulford....11111111111011111111—19 Parmelee. .11111111111111111111—20
AE Mead. .11111111110001111010—15 Hunter. .. .01 111111111111111111—19
Bartlett . . .11011111101101011111—16 Hobart. . , .11001101111111111111—17
Van Dyke.10111111111111111111-19 Drake 11001111111111111011—17

Todd 01111110100110011111—14 Hoffman ..11111111111011101110-17
FSMead.. 01101111111111111111—18 Aogter 0101100011101101M10-11
Wagner.. ..11110111111111111101-18 Fairhead.. .11111111101110111110—17
Heikes 11111111111111111111—20 Fonda 11110001011011101101—18
Conner,... 11011111000111111101—15 Loomis. .. .11111111101111011111—18

Anthony ..11101101011111111111—17 Plummer. .11111101011110111111-17
RVanGild'rllllllllllll 11111110—19 Cleland. .. .01011011000111101100—11
Easton ....01111111111111111111—19 David 11111111111111101111-19
Grimm . . . .11111111111111111111-20 Thurman. .11111111011011111010—16

North 11111111111111101111—19 Money ....11111111101111101111—18
Redwing ..11111111110111111111—19 Gay 011)0111110111111311—18
Elliott 11111111010011011111—10 Woodson.. 11111010100110111111—15
MeMurchy 11101100111111111111—17 Hutchings. lllOtllllll 01111001—16
Ethridge . .11101111111111011101—17 Clegg 11110111111011111011—17
Troutman. 01011110111010110110-13 Lynn 11110110111110111110—16

Young 11111111011111111111—19 Rhea 11111111110111110111—18
Brewer. . . .11111111111111111011—19 Shorty. . . . 11111111111011110110-17

Fieles 11101111111110111111—18 DuBray .. .00101100110011111010—11
Keller 11111111111011111011—18 Rike 11110111111111111111—19
Mitchell.... 01111111110111101111—17 Kirkpatr'k 11001111011H0111011—15
Skinner . . . .10011111 30101101101 1—14 J M Ross . . 10110001001 1 1 1 0 1 1 101—12
Wells 10011100101111111111—15 Eldridge.. .11111110111111111111—19
Cleveland .10011001100011110011—11 Morris 101101111 1 1 101 1 1 1011—16

Sumpter ..11111111111111111111—20 Mooney .. .11011111111111101011—17

Lloyd 11000111101111010111—14 Dolive 11111110111110010111-16

J p 11011111111111111111—19 Jack .11111111111001110101—16

J L Brown. 110011 10110001111011—13 Rex 11101111111110111101—17

Black Bird.lllllOlOlllllllOllll—17 Desmond. .10011011 111101001111—14

No. 3. 20 targets, S3 entrance, known traps, known angles:

S Van Gilder 18 Fieles 13 David 16

Fulford 19 Keller 20 Thurman 17

A E Mead 15 Mitchell 16 Money 20

Bartlett 19 Skinner.... 19 Gay 19.

Van Dyke 20 Wells 16 Rex 20

Todd 14 Cleveland ..13 Desmond 13

F S Mead 15 Sumpter 18 Hutchingi 15

Wagner 19 Lloyd 20 Clegg 15

Heikes .....20 JP 18 Lyons 18

Connor 18 Brown 5 DuBray 15

Anthony. 18 Black Bird 19 Shorty..., 18

RVan Gilder 19 Budd 17 Rhea 17

Easton 17 Parmlee 19 Morris 14
Grimm 16 Hunter 19 Woodson 16

North 18 Hobart 18 Rike 20

Redwing.; 16 Drake 19 Eldridge 18

Elliott 14 Hoffman 16 Kirkpatrick 17
MeMurchy ..15 Angier 10 JMRoss...... 12

Ethridge 20 Fairhead 18 Jack 14
Troutman 14 Fonda , 15 Money 19

Young 19 Loomis 16 Dolire......... 18
Brewer 16 Pluuaraor 16

No. 4, 20 targets, S3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:
S Van Gilder 16 Fieles 17 Skinner 18
Fulford 20 KHler 19 David 16

A E Mead 14 Mitchell 17 Thurman 18

Bartlett 19 Wells 16 Money 19

Van Dyke 17 Cleveland 13 Gay .20

Todd 19 Sumpter 17 Hutchins 16

F 8 Mead 14 Lloyd 18 Lyons 17

Wagner ......19 JP 17 Clegg 16

Heikes 19 Brown J L 9 Woodson 16

Conner. 18 Black Bird 18 DuBray 13

Anthony 19 Budd 17 Eldridge 18
R Van Gilder 18 Parmlee 20 Dow 18
Easton 16 Hunter 16 Rike 20

Grimm 17 Hobart 11 Shorty 20
North 18 Drake 18 Jos Green 16
Redwing 19 Hoffman 17 Rbea 18

Elliott 17 Angier 13 Rex 17

MeMurchy 14 Fairhead 16 Kirkpatrick 18
Ethridge 17 For da 16 Dolive 20
Troutman 12 Loomis 15 Mooney ..16
Young 14 Plummer 18 J M R^ss 15
Brewer 17
No. 5, 20 targets, entrance S3, known traps, unknown angles:

SVanGilderOlOllllllllllllllllO—17 Black Bird.10110101010111111111—15
Fulford.... llllllllllllllllllll—20 Budd 11111111111111111101-19
AE Mead .01110111111001101111—15 Parmlee .. .10111 1101111 11 111111—18
Bartlett.... 11 110111110111111111—18 Hunter. .. .1111111111111 Illllll—20
Van Dyke , 11111101111111111111—19 Hobart. .. .11111111011111100011—16
Todd 11101111111111111111—19 Drake 11011011101111101111—16
F S Mead. .11111111111110111111—19 Hoffman . .Illimoioii01111111-17
Wagner... .11111110011111110111—17 Angier 1011)110100101109100—It
Heikes 11111110011111111111—18 Fairhead . .11011101011111111110—16
Conner . . . .lllllllllllllOHllll—19 Fonda .. . . 10111011101111111111—17
Anthony.. .11011111111111110101—17 Loomis . ..10011011111100111101—14
RV'nGilderllllilllOlllllllllll—19 Plummer. .11011111101111101111—

1

Easton . . . .11111111111110110111—18 David. 01111110111110111111—1
Grimm ....11110111111110111111—18 Thurman.. llllllOlllllOOlilOti—

1

North 11010110011111111111—16 Mooney.... 111111111110011111 11—

1

Redwing. . .11101111111111111111—19 Mooney. . . .01101100110111111111—1
Elliott, . . . .OllOOOlllllinilim—16 C Ross 111111011 11101101000—

1
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McMurcby.OlllllllOlOlOlllllll—1« Kirkpat'ck 11111111011111111111—19

Ethridge . .11111111101111111111—19 J M Ross. .11011111001000111011-13

Troutman..lllll000011111111101—15 Rex 10011001111111111011—15

Young 10101100101 101011001—11 Dolive 11100110011011101111—14

Brewer.... 01011111111111111111—18 Gay 11111111111101111111-19

Fieles 11010101111011111101—15 Lyons 11101111111110111001—16

Keller 01111111011111111101-1? Clegg 11111111111111111111—20

Mitchell.... 10111111011)10110101—15 Hutchings. 01101111111111111111—18
Skinner. . . .0; 11 10111111111 1 1 11 1—18 Shorty 01011110101111110110-14

Wells 00111111101111111110-16 Woodson. .11011101101111111111—17

Cleveland. .00110110111100110000-10 DuBray. . . .01011100010110001010— 9

Sumpter... 11111110111111111111—19 Eldridge.. .11101111111111011011-17

Lloyd 00011111110111111111—16 Rike 11111111011111111110-18

J P* 11110110101111111111—17 Rhea .-11011011111111111111—18

Brown 11010111011101011110—14
No. 6, 25 targets, $3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

S Van Gilder 21 Troutman 18 Fonda 14

Fulfordt 22 Young 21 Loomis 20

AEMpad 24 Brewer 21 Plummer 16

Bartlett 22 Fieles 19 David 21

Van Dyke 23 Keller 21 Thurman 16

Todd 23 Mitchell 22 Money 24

FSMead 22 Skinner 24 Clegg. r. 22

Wagner 23 Mills 15 Lyons 20

Heikes 24 Sumpter 23 Hutchings 23

Conner 23 Lloyd 22 CRoss ...17

Anthony 24 JP 18 Gay 23

RVanGilder 25 Black Bird 22 Eldridge 22

Easton 22 Budd 22 Shorty 22

Grimm 28 Parmlee 22 Rex 20

North 21 Hunter 21 Rhea 21

Redwing 22 Hobart 19 Reike 23

Elliott 19 Drake 24 Kirkpatrick .18

McMurchy 24 Hoffman 22
Ethridge 18 Angier 18

No. 7, 20 targets. S3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

RVanGilder 15 Brewer 16 David 18

Fulford. 19 Fieles 16 Thurman 14

A E Mead 18 Kellar 15 Money 18

Bartlett .....20 Mitchell 19 Woodson,. 15

Van Dyke 17 Skinner 19 Gay 19

Todd 18 Wells 15 Clegg 18

F S Mead 15 Sumpter , 18 Lyons 16

Wagner 20 Lloyd 17 Green 16

Hicks 18 JP 18 Hutchings 18

Conner 18 Black Bird 17 Rhea 19

Anthony 15 Budd 17 DuBray 10

RVanGilder 18 Parmlee 19 Dolive 16

Easton 17 Hunter 19 Mooney 15

Grimm 18 Hobart 19 Eldridge 14

North lfi Drake 15 Morris 19

Redwing 17 Hoffman ...19 Relke 20

Elliott 17 Angier 9 Kirkpatrick 17

McMurchy 16 Fairhead 16 Rex 16

Ethridge 17 Fonda 17 Shorty 17

Troutman 14 Loomis 18 C Ross 9

Young 17 Plummer 17

No. 8, 20 targets, $3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

S Van Gilder 16 Troutman 14 Fonda 16

Fulford 17 Young 17 Loomis 16

AE Mead 17 Brewer 19 Plummer 13

Bartlett 16 Fieles 14 Fairhead 13

Van Dyke 19 Keller 16 David 17

Todd 16 Mitchell 18 Thurman 15

FS Mead 15 Skinner 18 Money 17

Wagner 18 Wells 15 Woodson 14

Heikes..... 19 Sumpter 18 Hutchings 19

Conner 18 Lloyd 16 Gay 19

Anthony 17 J P 16 Reike 20

RVanGilder 17 Black Bird 17 Shorty 18

Easton 20 Budd 16 Clegg... 17
Grimm 18 Parmlee 19 Lyons 16

North 16 Hunter . , 20 DoUve 14

Redwing ....16 Hobart ....17 Mooney 12

Elliott.. 16 Drake 18 Rhea ...17

McMurchy 16 Hoffman 16 Morris 16

Ethridge 18 Angier 15

Third, Day, May ih,

was really the first pleasant day of the week, the sun shining bright
and clear all day. The attendance of shooters was not quite as heavy
as on the preceding two days, although there were from nine to ten
squads of six men each in each event. The shooting was extremely
spirited, the principal fight being: between Heikes, Gay, Rike, Parmelee
and Fulford, who were close up to one another in the race for the
three days' average money. During the afternoon there were at

least 1,500 spectators on the grounds, and of these fully 100 were

The'day's average moneys were won in order as follows: Heikes,

95.15; Gay and Rike, 93.93; Hunter and Parmelee, 92.12; McMurchy,
Fulford, Clegg and Money, 90.90: Bartlett and Connor, 90.30.

In contest No. 6 at 25 targets the ten extra merchandise prizes were
won as foliows : Rike. Money, Elliott, Parmelee, Van Dyke, F. S.

Mead, Angier, Dow, A- E. Mead, Haddox.
Winners of cash prizes for first to sixth highest averages during

three days, shooting at 495 targets: Heikes, 95.55, $15; Gay, 94.14, $12;

Rike, 93.75, $10; Parmelee, 03.13, $9; Fulford, 92.92, $8; R. Van Gilder,

91 73, $6.
'

Special merchandise prizes for first to sixth average winners:
Heikes, Gay, Rike, Parmelee, Fulford, R. Van Gilder. Heikes special

prize for making best average in three days.

The m- nagement had cause to congratulate themselves on their suc-

cess. The traps worked to perfection, the targets were thrown con-

sistently, no favorites being played and the moneys were paid out
promptly.
Frank and Arthur Mead, Rogers and Sommers Van Gilder were the

prime hustlers from start to finish, and to this quartette is due the

splendid running of the affair, not a hitch or flaw occurring during the

entire three days. Frank McCarty looked after the proper placing of

the squads on the score boards • The scorers were Charles iEbli,

chief scorer; Kyle Jenkins, M. H. McCorkle, Theo. Mitchell, L. M.
Moses and J. M. Logan.

No. 1. 20 targets, $3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

SVanOild'rlOltlllllllOllllOlll—17 Lloyd .... .10111111110010101110-14

Fulford ..11101111111111111101—18 Rex 101111111001lllll011-lfi

A Mead. ...11111100110111011110—15 Hoffman. .01111111111011101111—17

Bartlett . .
,11111111111111111101-19 Fieles 11111110011111111111-18

Money ....10101111111111110111-17 Budd 11111110111101101111—17

Todd. 11110111111110001111-16 Drake 11111111111111110111-19

F S Mead. .01011111011111101111-16 Black Bird,101001111inmillll-17
Wagner ...linillllllllOllllll—19 Gay 11111111111111111111—20

Heikes H 111111 111111111 111-20 J P. ..... . .111110001111 11101101-15

Conner.... 11111111111110111111-19 Hntchings.011101101111 10111000—13

Anthony . .11111111011100111111—17 Angier . . . .11111110010101011111—15

RVanGild'rl0111101111111011111-17 Hunter....11111111111111111110-19

Easton.... 10111111111011111111-18 David 11111011110111111101—17

Young .11111101110110111101—16 Dow 00111101111111111011—16

Redwing
-

.01111111110110111101—16 Rhea 11111010011111111011—16

North.

.

. . ;.1010111]111110111110-16 Hegg 111111101111 11111111—19

Skinner . . .11011110101100111111-15 Lyons 11111111110111111111-19

McMurchy 11101111111111111110-18 Hunt 01001111110100101111—13

Ethridge 11111111111011111111—19 Kirkpatr'k 111001111 011 10100111—14

Plummer 11010011111001011011-13 Reike 11111111111111111111—20

Parmelee 11111111111111111111—20 Shorty ... .01111111100101101011-14

Brewer .11100101101111010001—12 Woodson. .11111110111111111111—19

Grimm . . .
.11101101111101111111—17 Morris 111111110011 11101011—16

Keller 11110111110111111111—18 White 110011111111 1 1111111—18

Mitchell. ...11101111111011111111—18 Dolive 01111101100011111001—13

Van Dyke..ll011111101111110110—16 Mooney. ...10011110101111111011—15

Loomis. . .
.11110011111111111101—17 Fairhead .

.01111111011110001111—15

Sumpter ..10111111101101100111—15

No. 2. 20 targets, $3 entrance, known traps, udknown angles:

S Van Gilder 17 Plummer ..14 Angier 14

Fulford 19 Parmlee 18 Hunter 17

A E Mead 18 Brewer..., 16 David 18

Bartlett 15 Grimm 18 Dow 15

Money 15 Kellar 17 Rhea 19

Todd 17 Mitchell 14 Clegg 18

FSMead... 19 Van Dyke 15 Lyons 17

Wagner 18 Loomis 16 Hunt 15

Heikes .....20 Sumpter 18 Kirkpatrick 11

Conner 18 Lloyd 18 Rike 17

Anthony 17 Rex 18 Shorty 19

RVanGilder.., 18 Hoffman 16 Woodson,.., 18

Easton 16 Fieles 15 Fonda 16

Young 17 Budd 15 Dolire 17

Redwing 17 Drake 18 Mooney 14

North..: 14 Black Bird 19 White 19

Skinner 17 Gay 19 Morris 18

McMurchy 19 JP 19

Ethridge 16 H utchings 16

No. 3, 20 targets, $3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

S Van Gilder 16 Plummer 17 Angier IS

Fulford 16 Parmler 19 Hunter 19

AEMead.,....,,,,.17 Brewer 18 David , 15

Bartlett 19 Grimm ..16 Dow 19

Money. 19 Keller ..14 Rhea 16

Todd 17 Mitchell ..14 Clegg 19

F S Mead r 16 Van Dyke 19 Lyons 17

Wagner 19 Loomis 17 Eldridge 17

Heikes 17 Sumpter 15 Hobart 14

Conner 17 Lloyd..., 17 Rike 17

Anthony 18 Rex 14 Shorty 15

RVan Gilder 18 Hoffman 16 Woodson 17

Easton 17 Fieles 16 Fonda 17

Young 15 Budd...., 17 Dolive ; 17

Redwing 16 Drake 19 Morris 17
North 17 Black Bird 17 White 18
Skinner 16 Gay 18 Wells 17

McMurchy 17 JP. 16 Elliott 18
Ethridge 16 Hutchings 16
No. 4, 20 targets, $3 entrance, known traps, known angles:

S Van G... 10111111111010111111—17 Lloyd 01011111011110111101—16
Fulford.. .,11111111111111101101—18 Rex 11111111111111101111—19
A E Mead..lllllllllll011111101—18 Hoffman...10011111111111111110—17
Bartlett.. ..11000111111111111100—15 Fieles 01111111101111111101—17
Money 11011111111111111111—19 Budd 01111011100111111101—15
Todd 11111111111110111111—19 Drake 11110111111011011111—17

FS Mead HOllOOllOlHOlllllO— 15. Black Bird. J 1110110111111111110-17
Wagner.. ..11111111111011111111-19 Gay 00111111111111111111—18

Heikes.... Ill 11111111110111111-19 J P 10111101111111011111-17

Conner. . . .11111111011111111011—18 HutchjDgs.11101101101011111101—16
Anthony . .00.11111111111101011—16 Angier .... 11110111101011011110—15
RVan G...101 10101111101111111—16 Hunter.... 11101111111111111111—19
Easton . . , .10111111110111101111—1
Young 110110000111 11101100—1

David 11111101111111010011-16
Elliott 01110111111101110011—15

Redwing .
.11111111000111111111—17 Eldridge . .11111010111111111111—18

North 11111111111111110111—19 Dow 01111011101111111011—16
McMurchy 11010111111111110111—17 Fonda 11111111111111011010—17

Ethridge. ..11111101001111111110—16 Lyons 11001111111010111010—14
Plummer. 11111101101011111111-17 Clegg 11111011111111101111—18
Parmlee. ..10010111111011001111—14 Reike 11111111111111111111—20
Brewer. . , .11101111011111111101 -17 Shorty . . . .11111 110111011011110—16
Grimm ....11111111111101110111—18 Woodson. .11111100011110111111—16
Keller 01111111111111101101—17 Dolive 11110111111011111111—18
Mitchell.. ..11101011111111110111—17 Rhea 11101111111101111111—IS
Van Dyke .11101111011111110111—17 Wells 11111101111111100111—17

Loomis.... 00101100101101111110—12 White 01110100111110111110—14

Sumpter ..11111111101111111111—19 DuBray. ...01001001101111011111—13

No. 5. 20 targets, $3 entrance, known trapsv unknown angles:

S van Gilder 17 Plummer 16 Hutchings 16

Fulford. 19 Parmleee ...19 Angier 13

A E Mead 19 Brewer 16 Hunter 19
Bartlett 20 Grimm 17 David 17

Money ..17 Kellar 15 Clegg 16

Todd 19 Mitchell 18 Lyon 14

FSMead 14 Van Dyke 18 Elliott 38

Wagner 15 Loomis 16 Dow 15

Heikes 18 Sumpter 15 Wells 17

Conner 18 Lloyd 18 Dolire 18

Anthony 18 Rex Ig Rike 19

RVanGilder 19 Hoffman 17 Fonda 14

Easton 20 Fieles . . .18 Woodson :16

Yonug 17 Budd 17 Green 19

Redwing 19 Drake 17 Eldridge 19

North 18 Black Bird 18 Rhea 19
McMurchy 17 Gay 19
Ethridge 17 J P. . 13
No. 6, 25 targets, $3 entrance, known traps, unknown angles:

S Van Gilder 1111111101111011111111111—23
FulEord 1111011111111110111111011—22
A E Mead 0111110101110110001111011—17
Bartlett 0111111111111111111111101—23
Money .1111110111111111111111111—24
Todd! 1111111111111011111111111—24

F S Mead 1101011100111111101111111—20
Wagner 1011110111011111011001111—19
Heikes 1111111101111111111111111—24
Conner 1101111111111311111110111—23
Anthonv 1011111111011011111111011—21
R Van Gilder 1111101111111111110131111—23
Easton 0111111111011101010110111—19
Young 1111111111111101110011111—22
Redwing 1111111111111111111111011—24
North 1111111111011111101130011—21
McMurchy 0111111111131101111111111—23
Ethridge 1011111111101100111011011—19
Plummer 1110111111111311111111011—23
Parnlee llOllllllllllllOlOlllllll—22
Brewer 3111111101111101010111111-21
Grimm 1111111111111111111110111—24
Kellar , 1101111111101011110111111—21
Mitchell 1111111011111111110101111—22
Van Dyke 1111110111111110110101111—21
Loomis .0110111111111110111011111—21

Sumpter 1110111110011111101111111—21
Lloyd .1111101111110101111111111—22
Rex 1111111111101000010100111—17
Hoffman 11111 10011110111111111111-22
Feiles 1110111101100111111111100—19
Budd .1111011111111111111111110-23
Drake 1111111111110111110111101-22
Black Bird ... lOlllOlllllllilOiOlllllll - 21

Gay 1111111111111111111111111—25
JP 0011111111011110101100000—15
Hutchings 0111111111111110111111011—22
Angler 1100111111011111110111100—19
Hunter 1111111111111111110101101—22
David 0111111111111111011111111—23
Eldridge 0111111111111101101011111—21
Rhea 1111111011011111101111111-22

Shorty 0111111111111111011111010 -21
Kirkpatrick .0001001111111110011001111—16
Morris .1111111111101111111111111—24

Ross C 0110010010111111111010101—16
Troutman 1110111011011111101111011—20
Rike 1111111111111111111111111—25

Clegg 1111111101111111111111111—28
Lyons 1011111111111100111111110-21
Elliott 1111111111111101011111111-23
Dow 1111011110011010111001111—18
White 1111111110111101111111111- 23

No. 7, 20 targets, entrance $3, known traps, unknown angles:

S Van Gilder 18 Plummer 18 Hutchings 15

Fulford 20 Parmlee 20 Angier 19

A E Mead 18 Brewer 17 Hunter 18

Bartlett 19 Grimm 16 David 17
Money 20 Keller 19 Eldridge 18
Todd 17 Mitchell 16 Woodson 18
F S Mead 15 Van Dyke 20 Dolive j . 18

Wagner ..18 Loomis 20 Green 10

Heikes 19 Sumpter 18 Wells 18
Connor 16 Lloyd .17 Elliott 20
Anthony 16 Rex 15 Clegg 16
RVanGilder 18 Hoffman 19 Lyons 1»

Easton 17 Fieles 14 Rhea 16

Young 19 Budd 18 Morris 20

Redwing 20 Drake 18 Dow 16
North 19 Black Bird 16 White. 17
McMurchy 19 Gay. 17 Troutman 32

Ethridge 18 JP 15 Rike 20

No. 8, 20 targets, $3 entrance, known traps, known angles:
S Van Gilder 17 Plummer 15 JP 16

Fulford 18 Parmlee 19 Hutchings 20

A E Mead 15 Brewer 18 Angier 10
Bartlett 19 Grimm 20 Hunter 19

Money 19 Kellar ....-17 David 17

Todd 18 Mitchell 17 Woodson 16

FSMead 18 Van Dyke 16 Dolire 14
Wagner 20 Loomis 14 Troutman 16

Heikes 39 Sumpter 18 Leeson 12

Conner 20 Lloyd 17 Skinner 19

Anthony 16 Rex 16 Lyons 18

R Van Gilder 17 Hoffman 17 Elliott 18

Easton 17 Fieles 16 Rhea 17
Young 16 Budd 18 Dow 34

Redwing 18 Drake 16 Morris 16

North 18 Black Bird 15 Clegg 20
McMurchy 19 Gay 19 Reike 17

Eldridge 16

Fourth Day, May 25.

Friday was live bird day. There was just enough wind to favor the
birds in their flight. The live bird grounds are not particularly well

adapted for the purpose, there being a considerable rise in the ground
about midway between the centre trap and the front boundary and so
abrupt is this rise that when a shooter gets a bird going straight-away

and keeping close to the ground- he is obliged to kill it within 15 yards
of the trap or take the chance of seeing it get out of range on the op-
posite eiide of the rise. The background was a cedar grove,

The shooters were at work about;8 o'clock and during the day 606

birds were trapped. The shooting was under American Shooting As-

sociation rules.
Taking the season into consideration, the birds were a fine lot ana

during the day not more than half a dozen needed the flush rope.

Quick to rise when the trap was sprung, strong and tricky on the wing
they called forth all the skill of the contestants. Looking over the

score sheets and noting the character of the men who took part one is

able to guess as to whether the birds were good, bad or indifferent

from the fact that in the first event only five men killed 8 straight, in

the second event only four made straights and in No. 3 with twenty-

four entries there were onlv eight straights. Here were three events

with 67 entries and only 17 clean scores, a good showing for the

birds.
Neither Elliott nor Brewer took part in the live bird events, the

latter for personal reasons and Elliott on account of sickness, he hav-

ing been anything but well since his exposure at the Chicago shoot.

About one-half of those who came here from Chicago bro ught along
severe colds and as the weather here has been comparatively cool for

the season and anything but settled they have been unable to rid

themselves of them since reaching here.
Thos. E. Eldridge, of Knoxville, was referee in three live bird

events. John L Fonda, of Greensboro, being referee for the miss and
out. Jacob Pentz was scorer.
Below are the results of the various events:
No. 1, 8 live birds, $10 entrance:

Trap score type—Copyright im, by Wrest and Stream Publishing Co.

F S Mead 2 2 0 1 0 2 2 2-6 A E Mead..

Money..

Grimm .

..1 2 2 2 2 0 1 2—7 Fulford 1 22

J 2 tfl l~0 0w

T./ /T*-T<-*.•"32222-8

.12 12 12 12-8 Parmelee 2 222121 2-8

Budd 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—8 DuBray 2 0 0 1 2 1 Ow

McMurchy 1 3 2 1 2 1 0 0-6 Loomis 1 2 2 2 2 2.0 2-7

Green 2 10 112 0 1-6 Hutchings 0 2 1 0 2 2 1 2—5

T/'wWk-^ *i\^TT\\->
Troutman 2 020201 2—5 Lyons 0 112 2 11 1—7

Tt->T$-»\/ *,\<^«T
..0 2 2 1 20 0.2—5 Reike 1 0 1 0 2 1 2 2—7

.12 12 2 10 1—7 Young 0 222122 2—7

Heikes 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—8 Wagner 1 1 2 2 0 2 2 2—7

TT^-V -^/-WJ,/*
Plummer 2 222000. w. Keller 1 12 0 110 1—6

No. 2, 8 live birds, $10 entrance:
^T<-TT/, \<-

Money 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 —7 Grimm 2 2 1 6 2 2 0 2-6

Grimm 11112 2 11—8 Ethridge 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2—7

..0 2 1 2 2 1 -5

Gulick.

,

Gay,...

Troutman 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 2-5 A C 1

0 2 1 0 1 0 0 1—4 Loomis 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2—7

F S Mead 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2-6 Budd 1 222021 1-7

Fulford..

Parmlee.

,

1 2 1 2 2 2 2 0—7 McMurchy 2 0 1 2 2 1 2 1—7
*T«-*'V.s"

..1 2 1 2 2 2 2 0-

18 2 112 2 1—8 Heikes 2 22221 2 1—

g

Hutchings 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2—8 Hoffman .22 2 222 2—7

Van Dyke S 2^0 *2 1 1~1—

1

6 Plummer 2 2 . 0 2 2 2 0—5

Young 2 22120. 1—6 Anthony 0 1 .2.1 1 1—5

Keller , ,.1 0 0 1 2 2 2 2-5

No. 3, 8 birds Entry $7: Gulick 5, Wagner 7, Loomis 5, L. Green 6>

Plummer 7, Troutman 5, Angier 4, Parmelee 7, Budd 7. Grimm 8, Ful-
ford 8, Connor 6, Heikes 8. Hoffman 8, Reike 8, Ethridge 6, Drake 8,

Skinner 6, A. E. Mead 6, Rex 8, Money 7, F. S. Mead 8, Hutchings 7,

No! 4, miss and out, entrance $2: Hoffman 10, Angier 9. A. E. Mead
12. Troutman 3, Green 2, F. S. Mead 13, Wagner 5, Morris 2, DuBray 1,

Ethridge 8, Conner 0, reentry, Conner 0.

Championship race at 50 targets:

Money 48 Todd 45 Budd 43

Parmelee ,, 47 Loomis 45 Rike 43
Heikes 47 Van Dyke 44 Hoffman 42

Fulford 47 Bartlett 44 Gay 41

Grimm 46 Connor 44 Angiers 39

McMurchy 46 S Van Gilder 44 Hunter 37

RVanGilder 46 Anthony 43 Plummer 31

Wagner 46 Drake 43

Two-men team race, 25 singles per man- Grimm 25, Budd 24- 49.

Parmelee 23, Money 24—47- Todd 23, Anthony 24—47. Fulford 24,

Bartlett 22-46. Drake 22, Van Dyke 24-46. Gay 23, R. Van Gilder
23-46. Redwing 21 ,

McMurchy 24—45. Heikes 22, Connor 23—45.
C. H. Townsend.

90,000 Targets a Year.

The San Antonio Gun Club, saya the Express of that city, since its

inception has always held its high character and the principles for

which it was formed. It is composed of a body of gentlemen sports-

men who are representative business men of the community, and the
club is the city's pride. Organized as it was for the promotion of
social intercourse between its members, and for the perfection in the
art of wing shooting, it also has done everything in its power for the
protection of game and is the firm friend of "Bob White." In this lat-

ter respect it should have the staunch support of every true sports-

man, whether he is a member of the club or not, for the market-
hunter—and that worst of all the game hog—is abroad in the land,

and it will not take long for game of all kinds to be exterminated in

this broad State unless a firm stand is taken as exampled by this club.

The club held its annual election of directors, the old board with but
few exceptions was elected, and consists of the following gentlemen:
Judge Peter Shields, S. G. Newton, W. T. Pancoast, J. F. France, Wil-

lard L. Simpson. William Volbrecht, August Grossmann, August
Thiele, Dr. G. W. Phillips, Simon Veith, Fred Kelley and J. M. McCor-
mick.

. ... t
.

President Shields in addressing the members, said: "Our member-
ship is 100 strong, limited, and all who now belong to the club are de-

termined to realize its original objects and purposes—pleasure and
enjoyment, the perfection of its members in that king of all sports,

wing shooting, and the protection and preservation of game. It will

be conceded that they turn out in good force when I state that the

club is using on an average of about 90,000 targets a year, no club in

tne United States beginning to touch it. This is the condition and
strength of the organization we now deliver over to you that you may
provide for its management the coming year and in doing so feel as-

sured that its continued prosperity can only be imperiled by gross
mismanagement or through introduction of disturbing and destructive

elements into our ranks. You should therefore guard against incom-
petent or unfaithful officers, and particularly against the canker of

fraternal organizations commonly called the 'kicker.' I mean that
smart individual in whose distempered imagination resides all wisdom
and all sincerity of purpose, and all others are fools or knaves One
such person can keep a whole society in hoc water and dissension by
his bickering and fault-finding. He is a person never fit to lead or
manage and never willing to be led or managed by others, and is ne-er
so much in his element as when pulling down and undermining what
others have built up. Beware of the 'kicker'. 1 '

After the reading of the president's address a vote of thanks was
tendered him by the club for his able management of its affairs and
his address ordered to be engrossed upon the minutes of the club.

The club is contemplating many improvements, among which is the
erection, in the near future, of an elegant and.commodious club house
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.

In tbe case of Henry Alfred Alexander Thorn, a gun-maker, trading

as Charles Lancaster, asrainet the Herculite and Electrical Manufac-

turing Company, Limited, of Bower-road, Hackney-wick, for givinga

false trade description to an article sold by them-Mr-Thomas Terrell

-the prosecution was a friendly one. instituted with the object of

obtaining a decision from the bench as to the right of the application

of the word "clay" to all inanimate targets, of whatever material,

which are whirled into the air at shooting matches as substitutes for

live pigeons. The complainant said he had a. largo business in clay

Digeons." The necessary qualities of a clay pigeon were in itsooior.pigeons." The necessary qualities of a clay pigeon were in us cuua,

its easy breakage when struck by shot, and its possession of sufficient

firmness to withstand the jar of the trap from which it was thrown

into the air. They could only be made from particular kinds of clay,

which were very rare, and he had bought the monopoly of their sale.

He noticed a few months ago that the defendant company was selling

"clav pigeons." and last July he ordered a number of them. They

were not made of clay, but of some bituminous composition. _
The

sale of these composition pigeons had materially affected his business.

His pigeons were manufactured in America and Germany. Ine

pigeons supplied by the company were of different colors, and he, as

an expert, saw at once that they were not made of clay. Mr. Corner

contended for defendant, that the words "clay pigeon constituted a

technical term, and could be applied to any inanimate target, whether

of clay, pitch, bone, brass, or any other material. Expert evidence

was called in support of each side of the case. Mr. Newton, m giving

his decision, said that he had come to the conclusion that the sum-

mons was well founded, and that the trade description of the "pigeons

sold by the defendant company was false, inasmuch as they were not

made of clay. The company would have to pay a fine of 30s., with 5

guineas costs.—London Chronicle.

The sixth annual tournament of the Standard Gun Club, of Balti-

more, will be held July 16, 17 and 18 on the shooting grounds at

Acton's Park, Anne Arundel county, Md.; 5150 in cash prizes given,

Shooting will begin at 9 A. M. each day. All purses will be divided

according to the McMurchy system, except in the team races. Events

Nos. 4 and 5, each day, will be shot known traps and angles. All other

known traps, unknown angles. Each team must be composed of resi-

dents of the same State. The cash prize each day is to be one money,
unless every team entered agree to changing it. Empire traps and
targets will be used. H. E. Lurus, Secretary, 527 Columbia avenue,

Baltimore, Md.

If the local managers of the Prairie Gun Club tournament in

Chicago the other day had not expended all their breath in vociferous

romancing about what a big time they were going to have, theymigbt
have had some strength left to provide for running the shoot properly.

As it was. the Interstate officials were not given the help they should
have had, and had to contend with great odds.

The executive committee announce that they have just completed
arrangements whereby Mr. John Parker, of Detroit. Mich., will

assume the direction of the thirty -sixth annual tournament of the

New York State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, to

be held at TJtiea, N. Y., June 11 to 16. They add: "Everybody who
knows John Parker will concede his masterly ability as an organizer
and conductor of shooting tournaments. We propose to make this

the best shoot ever held in the world, and now that we have secured
the services of Mr. Parker we are more than ever satisfied with the
outlook."

The fourth tournament of the Wilmington Rod and Gun Club will

be held June 5, 6 and 7 at our grounds. Front and Union streets. All

matches open to all. For full particulars send to Chas. Fehrenbach,
secretary, Fourth and French streets, Wilmington.

The sixth annual tournament of the Muncie Gun Club, at Muncie,
Ind., is down for May 29-30. The committee announce that just one
kicker will be allowed on the grounds, and he is engaged.

Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.
The twentieth annual tournament of the Illinois State Sportsmen's

Association will take place at Watson's Park, Burnside, Chicago, be-
ginning on the fourth of June, and will continue for five days. Tbe
list of prizes will be the most liberal yet offered by the Association; so
1 ber'al, in fact, as to warrant the assurance that entire satisfaction
will be afforded participants
The convention will be held at the Sherman House Tuesday evening

at 8 o'clock.
The Association contests will be held at Watson*s Park, commencing

at 10 o'clock A M. Monday, and continue throughout the week. The
first contest will be for the Board of Trade diamond badge, emblematic
of the individual championship of tbe State, the winner of the badge
this year to receive the proceeds of the next year's entries for the
same prize. Ten live birds. Entrance $10. Value of badge 8500. The
second contest will be for the L. C. Smith cup, emblematic of the in-
dividul State championship at inanimate targets, the winner of the
cup this year to receive 61 per cent , and the club of which he is a
member 40 per ceDt. of the entries at next year's inanimate target
contest. Twenty Empire targets. Entrance $5. Illinois State rules.
Value of cup $500. The third contest will be for the club-oteam cham-
pionship, open to teams of four men from any club or members of the
State Association. Ten live birds. Entrance, price of birds only. For
a gun, value §80. There are numerous prizes in each of the regular
events.
There will be an open shoot, sweepstakes tournament, open to all,

under the auspices of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association. The
management reserves the right to bar objectionable entries, but no
reputable man of any rank or any nationality will be barred. All live
bird contests will 0e shot under the new Illinois State rules. Any
shooter found dropping for place in any event shall be debarred from
all further interest in tnar event in case of the first offense. Upon de-
tection a second time in a similar offense, he shall be ruled off the
grounds.
First contest, Montgomery Ward & Co.'s diamond trophies and

sweepstakes, at fifteen live birds. Entrance $10, birds included. Four
moneys. 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. In this contest members of the
Association only are eligible to shoot for the trophy. Sweepstakes
open to the world. Any one desiring to enter for medal only can do
so by payinff for the birds. Secondcontest at 25 targets, entrance $5,
same conditions as contest No 1. Third, 15 Empire targets, $3, five
unknown traps, known angles, four moneys. Fourth, 15 Empire tar-
gets, 9 singles and 3 pairs, $3, four moneys, Fifth, 10 live birds, £7 50.
birds included, four moneys. Sixth, 10 Empire targets. $2, walk
around, four moneys Seventh, 15 Empire targets, $3, four moneys.
Eighth, 12 live birds, $10, birds included, four moneys Ninth, 15 Em
pi e targets, $3, targets included, four moneys. Tenth, 20 live birds
$15, four moneys.
The conditions of Montgomery Ward & Co.'s diamond trophies for

live bird and target contests shall be fifteen live birds and twenty-five
targets, the highest scores in 1894 to shoot off with the highest in 1 835
to determine ownership, ties to be shot off at five birds.

The Princeton-Trenton Shoot.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I would like to correct several errors in "Wads's" report of the

Princeton-Trenton shoot. "Wads" says in the latter part of the race at
Princeton, the strain on the Tigers' nerves was more than they could
stand, and leaves the impression that this lost tliein the race. The
score says different. They broke more in their last ninety at unknown
ang es than they did in their first ninety knowing their traps and
angles. This can probably be accounted for when we remember that
a Princeton man pulled the traps, and that every time a Tiger pointed
his gun over a certain trap, luck (?) would favor him and he would get
that trap. a

"Wads's" talk about professionals is amusing, as there are only two
or tnree men on tbe Trenton team who have been shooting targets
over one year the others shooting their first race at Princeton Allseem agreeably surprised to find themselves to the professional ranks
so soon. Thanks to "Wads."
The traps at Trenton were set as near the rules as possible, audpulled by a person who favored neither side, but u Princeton man find-

ing he could not hit a certain bird stopped the race while he shot five
shells in practice from birds at that particular trap, breaking the lastone and missing all the rest, Such an amount of cheek surprised the
Trenton people, as we" as somfi from Princeton, but after some one
said that it was according to "Princeton rules" it was dropped
The Princeton men have had everything tbeir own way in these

races, and I am surprised to hear such kicking from their representa-
tvye

-
. An Onlookmk.

Work vs. Dando.
Long Branch, N. J May 2ti.-The challenge shoot between GeorgeWork, who won the Bivertou Plate from Kred Iloev last week and T

S. Dando, of Kiverton, lor the same plate! tooh^ place o day The

ffiS
t
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,

te? "score-'
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'
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T S Dando 2222, •i-.-22w222l 22J2222221 1 1222 100221121 122202222-'
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R. A. Welch, of Rlverton. has challenged Work to a match under thesame conditions as ruled to day for I he Riverton Plate The nnnt*at
wiU take place nest Saturday. "*wmmft i he contest

"Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner."

Three has just come from the Forest asd Stream

press an extremely useful pocket reference book for

trap-shooters. It's full title reads: "Trap-Shooter's

Ready Reckoner. A series of tables showing at a glance

the division of purses under all conditions, simple and

complex, with entries from one to fifty. For use by

individuals, clubs and tournaments. Compiled by J. C.

Clark, Secretary Kansas State Sportsmen's Association."

The tables have been compiled for the use of all trap-

shooters in general, and the cashiers of tournaments in

particular. They cover every variety of event in com-

mon use at tournaments. Each table is arranged for

targets charged at two cents, and at three cents; and
shows the gross amount in the purse, the amount to he
deducted for targets, net purse for division, and the per-

centages, 60. 50, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. This showing
is made for any number of participants from 5 to 50. By
the use of the tables, much time, labor and expense is

saved in the cashier's box, and all mistakes in calculating

percentages, and paying out the various moneys are
avoided. The book will be found not less useful to every
participant in a tournament, as the sum in the purse,

and the exact amount in every division can be instantly

ascertained.
The tables are arranged progressively, both as to

number of targets and as to entry fees. For added
facility of reference the number of targets, entry fee and
price of targets are noted in the upper rieht-hand corner
of each page, thus 10-1-2 for 10 targets, $1 entry, and 2

cents per target.
We give here the first page of the "Reckoner" for

illustration of its use.

As an illustrative example of how to use the tables,

take a match at 10 targets, $1 entry, targets costing 2

cents each, 20 entries, and purse divided 50;? to first, 30%

to second, and 20% to third. To ascertain amount due
each class of winners: Turn to page 10-1-2, and find the
entries number 20 in first column. The second column
gives the total amount paid in, $20; the third column the
total cost of targets, $4; the fourth column the net
purse, $16; the column headed 50%, the amount of first

money, 58: the column headed 30$, the amount of second
money, $4 80; and the column headed 20$, the amount of

third money, $3.20.

Of the "Reckoner" Mr. E. D. Miller, of Springfield, N.
J., writes: "After looking over your 'Ready Reckoner,'
lam very much pleased with it, and think it just the
thing for all tournaments and club shoots where divisions

of money have to be made in a hurry. The most expert
mathematician often makes mistakes, and by relying on
your ready 'Reckoner' all trouble and delays of that sort

will be avoided.—E. D. Miller.' '

10- 1 "2

Trap Shooter's Ready Reckoner
1.00 entry. Targets 2 centa-

.USIi targets.

En*.- Oro. Purse

5..0C 1.00 4.00
6 6. OG 1.80 4.60
7 B 7.00 1.40 5.60

1.60
9. 9.00 1.80 7. 20
10. 10.00 g. 00 8.0v
11. 11. 00 2.20 8.80
12* 12. 00 2.40 9.60
1-3. 13.00 10. 40

l4r. 00 2i80 11.20
15. 15.00 3.00 12.00
16 16. 00 3.20 12-80
17. 17.00 3.40 13.60
18. 18.00 3.60 14. 40
19. 19. OC 3.80 15.20
20. 20.00 4.00 16.00
21. 21.00 4. 20 16.80
22. 22.00 4.40 17.60
23. 23.00 4.60 18.40

19.20
25.00 5.00 20.00

5.20 20.80
27* 27.00 21.60
28 28.00 5.60 22.40
29. 29 . CO 5. BO 23.20

30. 00. 6 00 24.00

s* ^o" no
' '

'

3.3.
•2"

on

" ~o
°"ao P7P0
7*00 28* 0

36 36 00 7*oo 28*80

37. 37.00 7.40 29 . 60
3B. 38.00 7.60 .'.0.40

39. 59.00 7.80 31.20
.40. 40.00 8.00 32.00
41. 41.00 8.20 32.80
42. 42.00 8.40- 33.60
43. 43.00 8.60 •34.40

44. 44.00 8.80 35.20
45. 45.00 9.00 36.00
46. 46.00 9.80 36.80
47. 47 -

. 00 0.40 37.60
48. 48. 0C 9.60 38.40
49. 49.00 9.80 39.20
50. 50. CC 10.00 40.00

.5055. 405C 30?S. 205«. lOjt.

2.40
2.88
3.36
3.84
4.32
4.80
5.28"

5.76.
6.24
6.72
7,20
7.68
.8.13
8.«4
9.12
9.60

10.08
10.56
11.0*
11.52
12.00
12.48
12.96
13.44
13.92
14.40
14.88
15.36
15.84
16.32
16.80
17.28
17.76
1H.24
18.72
19.20
19.68
20.16
20.64
21.12
21.60
22.08
22.56
23.04
23.52
24.00

2.00
2.40
2.80
3.20
5.60
4.00
4.40
4.80
5.20
5.60
6.00
6.40
6.80
7.20
7.60
8.00
8.40
8.80
9.20
9.60
10.00
10.40
10.80
11.20
11.60
12.00
12.40
12.80
13.20
13.60

.

14.00
14.40
14.80
15.20
15.60
16.00
16.40
16.80
17.20
17.60
18.00
18.40
18.80
19.20
19.60
20.00

i.eo
1.92
2.24
.2.56
2.88
3.20
3.52
3.84
4.16
4.48
4.80
5.12
5.44
5.76
6.08
6.40
6.72
•7.04

7.36
7.68
8.00
B.32
8.64
8.96
9.28
9.60
9.92
10.24
10.56
10.88
11.20
11.52
11.84
12.1.6

12.48
12.80
13.12
13.44
13.76
14.08
14. 40
14.72
15..04

15.36
15.68
16.00

1.20
1.44
1.68
1.92
2.16
2.40
2.64
2.88
3.12
3.36
3.60
3.84
4.08
4.32

-4.56
4.80
5.04
5.28
5.5S
5.76
6.00
6.24
6.48
6.72
6.96
7.20
7.44
7.68
7.92
8.16
8.40
8.64
8.88
9.12
9.36
9.60
9.84
10.08
10.32
10.56
10.80
11.04
.11.28

11.52
11.76
12.00

.80

.96
1.12
1.28
1.44
1.60
1.76
1.92
2.08
2.24
2.40
2.56
2.72
2.88
3.04
3.20
3.36
3.52
3.68
3.84
4.00
4. 16
4.33
4.48
4.64
4.80
4.96
5.12
5.28
5.44
5.60
5.76
5.92
6.08
6.24
6.40
6.56
6.72
6.88
7.04
7.20
7.36
7.52
7.68
7.84
8.00

.40

.48

.56

.64

.72

.86

.88

.96
1.04
1.12
1.20
1.28
1^36
1.44
1.52
1.60
1.68
1.76
1.84
1.92
2.00
2.08
2.16
2.24
3.32
2.40
2.48
2.56
2.64
2.72
2.80
2.88
2.96
3.04
3.12
3.20
3.28
3.36
3.44
3.52
3.60 ;

3.66
3.76
3.84
3.92
4.00

Dexter Park Club Shoot.
Hell Gate Gun Club, May 22, at 10 live birds, A. A. rules:

CRubenstein 0121021012— 7
R Regan 0022011120— 6
J Brody 1011212212— 9

J Schubert 2012202020— 6

P Woelfel 2102021022- 8
H W Voss. 1102111211— 9
E Doeinck 2112112111—10
A Krodel 1200010202— 5
FFrostel 1210110100— 6
R Linder 0111200222— 7

.2000002002—3

H Thau 1212222011— 9

A Miller ...100:111010- 6

JLinck 0002211000- 4

A Kiechler. 2211122011— 9

O Moltzen 1221111001- - 8

J Neuman 0220200001— 4

O Rieger, Jr ,0011210012— 6

J H Voss 2121111211—10
JSehn 0102210112— 7

J Blotz 1121122202— 9
J P Dannefelser 1210111212— 9 F Franzwick
C Weber 0111111112- 9

Nassau Gun Club, May 23, 10 live birds, American Association
rules:
Woods 1111111110— 9 GForbell 1122112111—10
Levens 0201210222- 7 P Van Dreele 2121121210— 9
J Young ...2211221221—10 T Edgerton 1011111101— 8
C Meyer 1221211201-9
Tie won by Forbell,
Coney Island Gun Club, May 24, 7 live birds, American Association

rules:

J Scblieman 2112211—7 T McLaughlin 2111200—5
C Helgans 0211221—6 P Leibinger 1012120—5
A Rockfeller 2102112—6 F Pfaender 1111121—7
JHvde 0111121-6 O Murphy 1122201-6
Dr Vanord..... 2212221-7 Dr Little 3KKW1S -r.

W Scheeljes 2212221-7 n Engelbrecht 1102120—5
E Rockfeller 2212211—7 C Meyer 1121211—7
T Bradley 1011011—5
Shoot-off for medal: J. Schlieman 7, Dr. Vanord 6, W. Scheeljes 1,

P. Leibinger 5, F. Pfaender 2, 0. Meyer 1

.

Idle Hour Gun Club, May 24, 7 live birds, American Association
rules:
FElfers 0022112-5 T Hoffman 2222021—6
J Schmidt 0101220-4 A Trogot 0202110-4
A Coors 0220210-4 H Boemerman 1220112—5
Falcon Gun Club, May 25, at 10 live birds, Long Islaud rules, second

barrel bird scoring YA \

VanSta'n.^ 10 11 WMVi-^-i J Meyer.. 1 J 1 1 1^ 0% 1 1-8
JMoeller.. 1 1% 0}£ 1 0 l 1 1—7 JBohling. 1 \% 1 0 1 1 1 1 0—7^
J Vaghts.. 1 1 l 0 1 1 1 1 1 1-8
C Meyer. . 1 0% 1 0 1 1 1 1 0-8}£
Team shoot, 3 men on a team:

J Mever 01010-2
C31eyer 11111-5

J HDick.. 1 Q}j[ 110 11 OJ^-6
'

J Vaghts 12011-4
J Moeller 11111—5

J Dick 11001—3—10 J Bohling 11101—4—13

Pansy Gun Club.
Kingston, N. Y., May, 24.—The following scores were made by

members of the Pansy Gun Club on Saturday, May 19:
No. 1, 25 single bluerocks:
Wm Weston 20 H Myer 18 Hime .,24WS Smith 25 Cable 17 Schaffer .

'

19
Van Anden 23
No. 2, handicap, for club prizes:

H Myer (31). 0111111111101110010101101111111 —24
CHurae(35) 00111111010imillOOm01lOl0001111-24
Van Anden (27)..... IP 011110111111110010010111 —19
J M Schaffer (29) 11111111001100011111111001111 -22
Col 0 V Hester (31) llOOOlllOOOlOlOOOIOOOllOOlliOll —15
WSSmith(25) 1111111111111101111111101 -23
JCabie (25) lllllllOlllUnoilllimi -23
Win Weston (29) 00010111111111111001111100111 —21
J R Kenyon (31) 11101111110111111] 1 101110111001 —25
No. 3, 25 single bluerocks:

LGakenheimer 12 Hester 10 Myer 18
Kenyon 21 Schaffer 18 Smith".'.' 22
Weston 18 Van Anden 17 Hines ,,! 20
Cable,., 22 Hume 20 ' j.'D. S.

Forester Gun Club Shoot.
The monthly shoot of the Forester Gun Club, of Newark, took place

on May 12, with a fair attendance. The members shot at 25 targets
each, from 3 traps, unknown angles, for a handsome gold menalmade
by Hayes Brothers, of Newark. The weather was fair and windy
The result was a victory for Melville Hayes, the 17-year old son of
\\ m. Hayes the famous rifle expert, with a score of 22 breaks In
shooting matters young Hayes is fully as enthusiastic as his father,
but prefers the smoothbore to the rifle. The scores

tev: • • • 1111111111111011110110111-22
bmith (given 2) 1101000100100101000011011-13

w ™l \a • • • • 1010111000011910011110011-14
^ambold 1001110010110000001111011-13
Hassmger (given 3) Olllllln 1010001001100101-18
flemfflg 1001101110111101001101111-18

^n"c,k inoioiiniiiniiiimoii-21Wmans 0110011111010110010001110—13

New England Shooting Association.
LYNNi.Mass.

,
May 25.-In the announcement of ihe above associationseues of tournaments I beg to ask a lew corrections iu prim- -The

firBt tournament will be held at Hartfoid, Conn., not 'the final,' as

I -l'
Go

,

ld D»dges valued at S&Q0 emblematic of the New England fndi-
I vidua I and team championships, individual' being* omitted Fivemen will constitute a team in the team championship? event," etc
1 W. F. BaowN, sec'y.

Trap at San Antonio.
The regular shoot for the diamond medal of the Powder Hill Gun

Club of San Antonio was slimly attended on the 20th inst., most of the
regular attendants attending some of the numerous picnics given on
that day. The few enthusiasts on hand, however, did some good
shooting, as the appended scores will show, Mr. Critzer particularly
distinguishing himself by making the best score of the season with a
24-gauge Kessler gun, %oz. shot propelled by 2drs. American wood
powder.
Medal shoot, 30 singles, unknown traps, and 5 pairs doubie:

Vernor , 111100011011111110101111110110-22 11 01 11 10 11—8—30
Critzer... 111111111111110111111111111111—29 11 10 11 11 11-9—38
Ohnesorge. . . 1 1 1 01 1 1 101 1 001 0001 1 1 001 101 1 1 11—21 11 10 10 10 11—7—28
ADiess 111000011110011101011011100111—20 ll 10 01 01 10-6—26
No. 2, same as above: Critzer 33, Vernor 31.

SAN ANTONIO GUN CLUB.

Nineteen men entered for the regular weekly trophy shoot of the
above club at the Lakeview grounds on May 20. Messrs. Tendlck,
France and Rothwell tied for first place, and the shoot-off resulted in
favor of the first named gentleman. His victory is particularly inter-
esting to him, owing to his being young at the trap, whereas his com-
petitors are old-timers. Twenty singles, and five pairs doubles, known
traps, unknown angles on the singles:
Black 10100101111101111100 10 11 10 10 00—17
Tendick 11111111111111010111 10 11 10 10 11-25
Veith 10111111111111101111 10 10 10 00 00-21
Epstein 11101011111110001101 10 10 11 00 00—18
Phillips 00011111111100111110 11 11 10 10 10-21
France 11111111111111111100 10 11 10 11 10—25
Rothwell 11101111111010111111 11 11 10 10 11-25
Shields 10110111001101011001 10 10 10 00 11—17
Biesenbach 01111111101010000101 11 10 10 10 10—18
Mitchell 1010110010W
McVicker 11010101111110010000 01 10 11 01 11-18
Thiele 111101011010111 11110 10 10 11 10 10—21
Timon 00001111111011011000 00 10 01 10 00—14
Frank 01111000110100101101 10 11 10 11 10-18
Grossman 11101111100101111101 10 10 11 11 11-23
Learn 00000011111011110111 11 10 10 00 00—16
Rahmstorf 10111000000000000000 10 00 00 00 00— 5
Adams 00110100100110000111 11 10 10 11 00-15
Epp 11011111111111111111 11 10 10 10 10—24
No. 2, 15 singles: Veith 10, Biesenbach 13, Tendick 13, Phillips 12,

McVicker 9, France 9, Rahmstorf 3, Shields '.), Epstein 9, Rothwell 14,
Black 11, Thiele 13, Vollbrecht 4, Learn 11.

No. 3, 15 singles: Black 10, France 10, Biesenbach 10, Epp 8, Learn
10, Black 11, Biesenbach 7, Thiele 13, Grossman 5, Smith 10, Rahmstorf
3, Adams 5, Thiele 15. O. C. G.

Missoula Rod and Gun Club.
Missoula, Mont., May 20.—A sky which threatened rain served to

keep indoors all but eight members of the Missoula Rod and Gun Club,
when the hour arrived for the weekly medal shoot to day. The usual
conditions were observed, viz. ; 15 singles, known angles, 16 and 18 yds.
rise. Anthony Harritz captured the Class A medal with a score of 14,
and J. P- Harrard walked off with the Class B medal, to the turn of a
clean score. As there will be a re-classification of the shooters before
the wept contest, Merrard will have a chance at the gold medal at ,

that time with an even show to win, especially if "champion" Bob
Rogers happens to be absent again.

Class A. Class B.
A Harritz 111101111111111-14 J P Merrard. . . ,111111111111111-15
Lieut Derol lllOlOllllllHO-12 F H Woody 0101111 11 01 1 101—11W A Mace 011001110010010— 7 W B Brayton. . OOOlOOlOOOCnOll— 4
IS Jones 011110111101111—12 F P Kern; 101111100001011— 9
At the conclusion of the medal contest a heavy storm of wind and

rain put an end to the Bport for the day. W. C.

Fargo Gun Club.
Faroo, N. D, May 17.—The high wind kept the members of the

Fargo Gun Club from the grounds, only two members appeared and
their scores were made in a gale of wind that blew the targets either
up to the sky or down to the ground, the flight depending entirely on
the angle the targets met the wind.
No. 1, known traps:

Bobbins... 10111101101111111111— 17 Roberts .. .00000000110111110011— 9
No. 2, unknown, 5 singles and 3 pairs:

Robbins 01111 10 01 11—8 Roberts OHIO 00 10 10— 5
No. 3, Badge shoot. 15 unknown and 5 pairs:

Robbins 101011110100111 11 10 01 01 10—16
Roberts 010110000011010 10 10 11 10 10—12
No. .4, unknown angles, known traps:

Robbins . . .10111100011111110111—15 Roberts . . .00011000011001111110—10
O. E. R.

Montana Association.
Anaconda, Mont., May 22.—The constitution and by-laws of the

Montana State Sportsman's Association have been just received and I.
would like the secretaries of the different clubs in tbe State to sendme
list of the members who care to be enrolled that they may all receive
copies. It is also desired that their names be enrolled to enable them
to shoot for i he trophies to be given by the association at the coming
tournament at Helena, June7-K-9. Great interest in trap shooting is
manifest all through the State, and the coming tournament at Helena
will doubtless be represented from all sec ions, Tbe annual meeting '

of the association is to be held the evening of the first'day of the tour-
nament, and it is especially desired that as large an attendance'as pos- •

Bible be present at this meeting, 0. A. Turn*, Sec'y.
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ARKANSAS STATE TOURNAMENT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The fourth annual tournament of the Arkansas State Sportsmen's

Association, which was held at the Fair Grounds, Fort Smith, Ark.,
May 7, 8, 0 and 10, was not as successful as the previous tournaments
given by the association. The Fort Smith Gun Club had been adver-
tising SI ,000 added money, but when the programmes appeared they
~only showed $280 added money; the small amount added to the
purses, the stringent financial matter and the geographical location
of Fort Smith, in the extreme northwestern part of the State, making
it very inconvenient for most of the members of the association to
attend, are the principal causes for the small attendance.
Among the visiting sportsmen in attendance during the shoot were

.1 A. R Elliott, of Kansas City. Mo.. W. R. Crosby, of O'Fallen, 111.,

John Parker, of Detroit, Mich,, W. W. Mcllhauy, of Weir City,

Kansas, who shot under the nom-de-plume of Wallace, R. L. Camp-
bell, B. A Fay and E. L. Fay, of Springfield, Mo.. Arthur C. Wilde, of
Burton, Kansas. Hot Springs was represented by G W. Hughes, A.
K Smith, Chas. 'N. Rix, Dr. A. IT. Williams, Dr. Livers, John J.

Knmpter, Jr. and P. P. \V ood. Little Rock by Col. J. A. Woodson, Dr.

F, L. French, J. W. Irwin, R. W. Duley. John M. Pemberton, J. K.
Thiebault, John W. Dickinson, Paul R. Litzke and L. W. Browning
and J. T. Lloyd, of Pine Bluff.

The Grand Central Hotel was headquarters for shooters and the
proprietor, Mr. Cleveland, showed them every possible attention and
courtesy, making their stay at his hotel a very pleasant, one indeed.
The grounds are about two miles from the city, and the only way to

reach them is by special conveyance.
They are not very suitable for trap-shooting, being very uneven and

having a bad background, a grove of trees standing right in line of
the traps, thuugh some distance, making the targets very difficult to
see on dark days, such as Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday were.
The traps were situated in a kind of hollow, while about 20yds. in
front of numbers 3, 4 and 5 traps was a high ridge; this made a
straightaway bird from either of these traps appear very much lower
than they really were, thus deceiving many of the shooters and caus-
ing them to undershoot these birds, while just to the left of No. 1 trap
stood a small house only about 15yds. away. In the unknown angles
events, if a shooter was unfortunate enough to gets left-quartering bird
from this trap the bird would frequently get behind the house before
one could shoot, in which case the shooter was generallv allowed
another bird. It was very amusing to see the efforts made by some of
the shooters to break this target before it could get behind the house;
sometimes the shooter was lucky enough to score a kill, but frequently
the contents of the gun was emptied into the building. If you shot
the result had to be scored.
Monday the weather was clear but extremely hot for this eea°on of

the year. That night it rained very hard, Tuesday was cloudy and
threatening, but much pleasanter, Wednesday was the same. Thurs-
day it began to rain about 7 o'clock and continued until about 10:30

o'clock, shootiDg did not begin before 11 o'clock, but the programme
was shot out and several extra events
Honors were equally divided. Hot Springs won the team champion-

ship medal, Little Rock won the Keeley Cup, Harvey Dugan, of Fort
Smith, won the Individual championship medal.
At the meeting of the association, Hot Springs was the place chosen

to hold the next meeting and tournament, and the following officers

were elected: G. W. Hughes, Hot Springs, Pres. ; J, T. Lloyd, Pine
Bluff, Vice-Pres.; John J. Sumpter, Jr., Hot Springs, Sec'y ; 0. N. Rix,
Hot SpringSjTreas.

Col. J. A. Woodson, of Little Rock, moved that the president ap-
point a committee to form a new constitution and by-laws; carried.
The m -mbers of the Association discussed at length the gross viola-

tion of our game and fish laws, and it was finally moved and carried
that the president be empowered to appoint a competent person, at
any time, to investigate such violations as may be brought to his no-
tice, and have the offenders prosecuted to the fullest extent of the
law.
The secretary was instructed, upon motion of Col. Woodson, to cor

respond with Gov. Fishback in reference to the violations of our game
and fish tews, and request him, in the name of the Association, to in-

struct the sheriffs of each and every county in the State to use every
effort to enforce the game and fish laws and prosecute every violation
of said laws that may occur m his county.
Voted that the president appoint [a committee of three to draft an

amendment to the present game laws in regard to the shooting of
quail. Moved by Col. Woodson, and duly carried, that the same com-
mittee be instructed to draft a bill making-it a violation of the law to
kill any wild duc£a ia-.this State between March J and Sept. 1 of each
year.
Moved and earried that the secretary write to each member of the

Association next year for a donation of $2, should he be disposed to
contribute; the'money to be added to the events on the programme of
the tournament.
Mr. Paul R Litzke, of Little Rock, moved that the Association be-

come a member of the National Game and Fish protective Association.
Carried.
Bluerock targets, expert trap and electric pulls were used and this

with John Parker to manage the shoot, made a great combination,
one that is hard to beat; everything worked like a wpll-oiled piece of

machinery. The way John Parker would hustle off a programme
was a revelation to the shooters in this section of the country.
Americin Shooting Association rules governed, four moneys, 40, 30,

20 and 10 per cent., all tie^ divided. Elliott, Parker and Crosby shot
in expert class. The most interesting events were:
State Team Shoot, for championship medal, at 25 targets, 15 known

traps, unknown angles, 10 expert, 810 entry:
Hot Springs Team.

Hughes 1111111110111111101101111-22
Sumpter 101111 11 1101 1 101010101111-19
Williams 1111101101111111110111101—21
Rix 1111011111100011110011011—18-80

Little Rock Team.
Thebault lOlOllllllOlllOOOllOlllOO—1G
Pemberto n 1 1 1 1 1 11110111 1 1 11111 11011—23
Dickinson 1 1 1 1 1 1 11011 1 1 11 0 1 1 0001111—20
Woodson 1110011111101111011111001—19-78
State Team Shoot for Keeley cup, at 15 targets, unknown angles, S3

per man entry:
Fort Smith Team.

Mathews .110011111010030—8
Dugan 011111111111011—13
Ward 111011100111100—10-31

Little Rick Team No. 1.

D I'kinson ..111100111111111—13
Thiebault. . .111110111110110—12
Pemberton. . 1 1 101001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—12—37

Hot Sprines Team.
Sumpter.... 110010100111000— 7
Hughes 101111101111111—13
Williams . . .100011110100111— 9—29

Little Rock Team No. 2.

Duley 011010101100000— 6
Woodson,., 0011111000010U— 8
Litzke 0101110110 10101— 8—22

Individual Stale Championship, at .25 targets (15 unknown angles,

10 expert rules), $2 entry:
Sumpter 1010111111011011111111100-19
pemberton... 0111111110011110000011010—15
Loyd 1110011111111011101010001-17
Mathews 1100M000110101010030UO
Dugan 0111111011111110101111111-21
French ' l'lllOlOllOllOlllOOOllllOl—17
Duley 0001111100101010010000101—11
Dughes 1111111111001110011111110-20
Smith .; 1111011010101001101111000—15
Warner ".11101110110010110011101 10-16
Rex , , , . , 110011110001 1 111010110010—15
Ward 1100011111111111101111100—19
Wood 0100101111011100110111101—16
Fay 1011111011111001101101000—16
Williams 0101010111111111111110100-18
Daily Ill 1 ' 011 11 01 or OlOOOOOiQl—14
Wallace 101011 11111 11010100010001—15
First Day: 10 singles, unknown angles, entrance $1:

Elliott,
,

0101111001— 6 Wallace 0111013011— 7
Duley...'.'.' 0000110000— 2 Wood 0011101000— 4
French 0100100111— 5 Ward 0111111101— 8
Sumpter. 0111101101—7 Lloyd 0111100101—6
Pemberton 1111110111— 9 Dugan 1110111100— 7
Irwin 0100110111— 6 Matthews 1103010000— 3
Smith 1111110001— 7
Fifteen singles, known angles, entrance 81 50:

Elliott 110111111111111—14 Wood 110110001111101—10
Sumpter 111011111111111—14 Dugan 111101111010010—10
Pemberton 111111010111111—13 Matthews 111111111101110—13
Irwin 111111111011000—11 Smith 111111110111111—14
Duley 100101001100010- 6 Ward 111011 100011111—11
Warner 110011110010100— 8 Lloyd 111101110110001—10
Wallace llimiOlOrtlll—13
Fifteen singles, unknown angles, entrance .$1.50:

Elliott....". 011100011111111—11 Wallace 1 0 1 0 1 1 010 1 1 01 1 1—3 0
Warner 101000111010011— 8 Irwin IODOIIIOIO'01001— 8
Duley 001000100001000— 1 Dugan 100110011111101—10
Sumpter 101111111 1 10001—11 McNamara 000000000010011— 3
Pemberton 1111110llllli01t-13 Ward.... llliOOOOOUlOll— 9
French..... 010111110111101—11 Matthews 110001111111101—11
Wood ;ilU01100111100-10 Lloyd 111011011111000—10

Fifteen singles, expert rules, entrance 81.50:
Elliott 111111111001011—12 Wood 010101010101001— 7
Sumpter lOlllliOlllOlll—12 Ward 101100010111000— 7
Pemberton lOllOOlllllOOOO— 8 Lloyd.... ..000001101100110— 6
IHlgan 010101011111101—10 Smith 011100011010011— fj

Wallace 011110110011001— 9 Warner 100101010111111—10
Matthews 001001001111111— 9 Parker...,, 011111111011111—13

Fifteen singles, everything known, entrance $1.50:
French.. 101 1 1101 1001 1 1 1—11 Dugan 001111101011011-10
Duley 101100111111101—11 Wood 100I110I1010110 - 9

Warner 111110111110110-12 Lloyd, 011111111111101-13
Sumpter 111111011311111—14 Smith 110111111111111—14
Pemberton 111111011010111—12 Matthews 1011 10101 1 HOtl—11

Irwin 011111011011100—10 Ward. 111100111011111—12
Wallace 111111111001101—12

Fifteen singles, unknown angles, entrance SI. 50, $10 added:
Elliott 010100110011OJ1— 8 Dugan 010101111111101—11
Parker 111101111011101—12 Sumpter 011111110010101—10
Duley 111010011010010— 8 Pembertou 111111111011110—13
Warner.,

,
110111111111100—12 French 111001111101111—12

Irwin 101110101010001— 8 Wood 010001 101001 110- 7
Wallace 111111111011101-13 Guy 111101010011010— 9
Lloyd 011100010111111—10 Smith 101101110111110—11
Matthews 111111111011001—12
Fifteen singles, known angles, entrance §1.50, $10 added:

Elliott 11110111 111 1110-13 Pemberton 01 0110001011110— 8
Tarkar 111111111011111—14 Lloyd 1111111011tlfl0-13
French 101111010111110-11 Smith 101101100111111—11
Irwin 111011011111101-12 Wallace 111111111111111—15
Duley 101 111110010000— 8 Matthews 001111111011011-11
Warner 101011011111101—11 Dugan 1 11110001011011—10
Sumpter 110111111010110-11 Wood 100111111011110-11
Second Day.—IS singles, known angles, entrance $1.50, $10 added:

Elliott 110010111101111-11 Dugan 1 1110111011 1 101—12

Crosby 110011111111111—13 Duley 011111010101101—10
Parker 111011100111 1U -12 Hughes 010111111101111-12
Sumpter 111111111110111—14 Mathews IIOIIUIIIIIOU—12
Pemberton 011111110111101-12 Williams 101101111111001-11
Lloyd 011111111111111-14 Wood 110110111111101—12
Kojirh 011110111110101—11 Wallace 101111 101 111110—12
Campbell 100010U1011001- 8 Rex 00 1 1001011 'J 111— 9
Grey .101101010000111— 8 Litzke 103111100110000— 7
Irwin 111011101000011— 9 Warner 011011111101101—10
French 100111110111111—12
Fifteen singles expert rules. $1 50. $10 added:

Elliott 011001111110110-10 Rex 110000111001101— 8
Parker 100101101111100- 9 Guv 100011001110110- 8
Crosby 010101011111010- 9 Smith 011100110000011— 7
Sumoier 011101110100111— 11 Hughes 000010010101000- 4
Pemberton 110111101111 1 1 1—1 1 Mathews 001110001000000— 4
Loyd 101001000001111— 8 Wallace 110011110010000— 7
Campbell 001000111010113— S Wood 011111111100001—10
Warner 001101111101110-10 Dugan 000101 001101011— 7
Fif'een singles, unknown angles, $1.50, $15 added:

Elliott 111111001110111-12 Rex 111111011011001—11
Prosby lOiOlOHOOtOOll— 8 Williams 110010111111111—18
Parker 001 1 11010011000- 7 Campbell 010110011111110—10
Sumpter 100111110111111—12 Smith 001010011111001— 8
Pemberton 111111110111101—13 Mathews 111101000111101-10
Loyd 111011110101111—12 Hughes 110001011101111—10
French Ill 1 1 1 100111 111—13 Dugan 111111111100101—12
Irwin 110100010101001- 7 Guy 111010110111001-10
Wallace 110111001111110 -11 Ward 111001111101111—12
Warner 011101011001011— 9 Wood 111111001110111—12
Duley 110111100101011-10
Ten singles, expert rules, SI, $10 added:

Elliott 1111111101— 9 Williams 1000010010- 3

Parker 1011111000- 6 Smith 0010111101— 6

Crosby 1110001001— 5 Rex .....0010101101— 5
Sumpter 0010100111— 5 Campbell 1011001000— 4
Pemberton 00011 01001— 4 Wallace 1011110100— 6

Lloyd 0111011110— 7 Wood 0010101001— 4
French 1101100110— 6 Dugan 1110001011— 6
Duley 0001001 111— 5 Ward 0101000000- 2
Irwin 0110111011— 7 Litzke 0101000000— 2
Hughes 0011101111— 7

Fifteen singles, known angles. $1.50, $15 added:
Elliott 111111111110100—12 Irwin 111001000101101— 8
Crosby 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 01111—1 3 Hughes 1 01 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—13
Parker 111110100011111—11 Wallace lllllllllHOiOl-13
Sumpter 111111011011110—12 Rex 101101101011011—10
Pemoerton 111110111111111 -14 Smith 111101000011111-10
Loyd 111111103101111—12 Campbell 111011110110011—11
French 111110101010111—11 Litzke 100110010001001— 6
Dugan 111110101111111—13 Wood llllOlOOlOlllli—11
Matthews 111111011111000-11 Ward 101111001110110-10
Duley 111000111110011—10 Williams 111011110011111—12
Ten singles, unknown angles, $1, $10 added:

Elliott 1111100111— 8 Wallace ....1010111011—7
Parker 1101110101- 7 EL Fay 0010111111—7
Crosby 1001110110— 6 Hughes 1111101111—9
Sumpter 1110111111— 9 Ward 1100101001—5
Pemberton 1101110111— 8 B A Fay 0011011100—5
Loyd 1111111111—10 Rex .1011111011—

8

Campbell 1001 111010— 6 Smith 0011100110 -5
Dugan .1111001111— 8 Wood •„ 0003101111—5
Matnews 0010111101- 8 Dailey 0101111000—5
French 0010111101— 6 Warner 1011110111—8
Duley 0111100001— 5
Third Day.—Fifteen singles, known angles, $1.50, $15 added;

Elliott 100111111110011—11 Dugan 001111011011111—11
Parker 111110100111101—11 E L Fay 011111011100101—10
Crosby 101111101101011—11 Irwin HlllllinmeoO-lO
Sumpter 0011101111 11101—11 Mathews 111111011111010-12
Pemberton 111110111111110—13 Smith 101110010011100— 8
Loyd 111111110111111—14 Williams 111111111101111—14
Thiebault 111111111111111—15 Rex llOOlOlOOimilO- 8
Duley 100001100001101— 6 AVallace 111101111101000—10
Woods 011111111011101—12 Litzke 0001 11 110100111— 9
B A Fay 110001111111110-11 Dickinson 101011111111110—12
Hughes" 001011110111111—11
Fifteen singles, unknown angles, $1.50, §15 added:

Elliott 100011100110111— 9 Smith 011111110100001— 9
Parker 011011000110101— S Dickinson 011101010111101—11
Crosby 001011010111110— 9 Dailey OlOOlOllOOOlOlO— 6
Sumpter 111011111111000-11 B A Fay 101111101111100—11
Pemberton 111111111111101—14 Myers 001111100101110— 9
Lloyd 011110111111011—12 E L Fay 1110U101010111—11
Thiebault 001100010110111— 8 Rex 101011111110011—11
Duley 010100111010000- 6 Hughes 010111101011011—10
Mathews 01 1000100110110— 7 Wallace 011110111101111—12
Dugan 101101001110100— 8 Litzke 001010111111000— 8
McNamara 0t 01 101 1101 0000 - 7 Wood...- 111001011101110—10
Irwin 111011001010010- 8 Ward 110001110010110— 8
Woodson 111111011010111—12
Twenty singles, unknown angles, entrance $2, $20 added:

Elliott 00110101110101001100-10 Dugan 11100111111110111111—17
Parker O'llOlOllllillOUlll—16 Dailey 01011110100111111101—14
Crosby . . . .11011100001000000110— 8 Mathews . .10010010100111130101—11
Sumpter,.. 11111111111111111111—20 McNama . .10000101111001010101—10
Pemoerton 101 11111101011111001- 15 Wallace... ,11111111110000100100—12
Lloyd 11111100110111111111-17 Williams., 00110111011111010011—13
Thiebault.. 11111001010111010111—14 Smith 10111011010101111111—15
Duley 01000111010111101001— 11 B A Fay. . .11111101111011111010-16
Hughes.... 11011 11 111 101111 1111— 18 Dickinson. .11111110111011111 111—18
t;ez. 1 1.):- m 101 0101 1001 00] ;e L, F;iv .. OuP.K.'ll 1 1 1 11(1 10 1 1 1 [— if,

Irwin O11111OO1011001111O1—13 Wood 00001001001100001110— 7
Woodson.. 10111111111111011110—17 Ward lOlOllllJ 00100111111—14
Fifteen singles, known angles, entrance $1, $10 added:

Elliott ^ . .111113331311111—35 EL Fay 013011001300133— 9
Parker llHOllOlllllll—13 Mathews 111110010010110— 9
Sumpter 011110111111111—13 B A Fay 111011110000111—10
Pemberton 131111011101111— 13 Smith lliomiilliili—14
Lloyd 100111111110111—12 Rex 011110011110100— 9
Thiehault 111111011111111—14 Wallace 111011111111100—12
Duley ...101101011111011—11 Garrett IIIHOIOIOOOOII— 9
Hughes 3 03 1 1 1 1 1 1010011—11 Ward 110101 011111010—10
Woodson 111011111111111—14 Dickinson 101111011111110-12
Warner 001110111011111—11 Cravens 010001101101101— 8
Dugan 111110111111110-13 Williams 111101111101011—12
Myers HOllOOOliOOlOl— 8 Wood .., ,010100101100111— 8
Fifteen targets, unknown angles, entrance $1.50. $15 added:

Elliott 101111011010100- 9 Mathews. ..... . .011101010111110 -10
Parker. UlllOl 11101111—13 Smith 000111111113111 —IS
Sumpter ,.011110111111111—13 B A Fay 111110110110111—12
Pemberton llllOlllOlllOll—12 Williams 301311101111011—12
Lloyd.. Oil H0111111133—33 Dickinson OlllOlOlilOlOOl— 9
Thiebault 1010111101 10010— 9 Wallace 111001111111101—12
Duley 010110000111000— 6 Ward 111100011011011—10
Hughes 111010011010001- 8 Dailey 001101101001100— 7
Woodson 111110011110100—10 Martin 010101110111110—10
EL Fay 003110111011011—10 Garrett 001000000000000— 1

Dugan 111111111111110—14 Cravens 011010100110011— 8
Rex 101110111010101—10 Litzke 001013330131000— S
Warner 11IO011O001UOO— 9

Fifteen targets, unknown angles, entrance. $1.50. $15 added:
Parker 131011011111111—13 Mathews '. .101111110111110—12
Sumpter 111111101011101—12 B A Far 110101011111011—11
Pemberton 100111001001100— 7 Williams 030001001011101— 7
Lloyd 011101111101111—12 Smith OlOlOOlllllOllO— 9
Thiebault 111111111110111—14 Martin 000000111110101— 7
Duley 310001100001000— 5 Dailev 111011111011000—10
Hughes 101111110111101—12 Cravens 1 1011 1 101 HOill—1

2

Woodson 011111011110001—10 Garrett 001111110100000— 7

E L Fay 101001111010111—10 Ward 001011101111101-10
Dugan,' 010111111111101—12 Warner (301100111110111—10
Rex 001111111000111-10 Dickinson 001110111110111—11
Wallace 110111111111110—13 A Dugan 111111110110110—12
Fourth Day —10 singles, unknown angles, $1, $10 added:

Elliott '. 1111111111—10 Lloyd 1111111110— 9

1001111000
1011111111-
1110111111-

ADugan 1011101101— 7 Dickinson 1110111111- 9

H Dugan 0101111111— 8 Williams 1110111111— 9

Matthews 1111011101— 8
Twenty unknown angles, $-', $20 added:

Parker. ....11011111111110011101-16 Sumpter. ..11110011111111111110—17
Elliott 1 1133013 111330013303—16 PembertonllOllllllOlllOOlllll—10
Williams.. .01101111 111111110110 -16 Thiebault. .111101 11101111111001—16
Wallace... .11111011011 111111111-18 Hughes. .. .11101010101110011111—14
Woodson.. 1111111110101111 111.0-17 Dickmson.-OlllllllllOl 111001 10-15
Duley 10111000011111101100-12 Ward 111011 10101 101010101—13
Dugan 11001111111011110000—13 Rex 01111111011101111100-15
Matthews.. 10101101110111011110-14 Dailey 10001110311100101010—11
Lloyd 10101 1011001 1 0011111—13
Fifteen singles, $1,50 $15 added:

Parker 111111110111101—13 Sumpter .011111111111111—14
Elliott 101111111100111—12 Pemberton 101110110111111—13
Wallace 101111111110111-13 Thiebault 111111111111111—15
Woodson 110110113101011—11 Hughes 111111101111111—14
Duley 101111110011111—12 Dickinson 111111111111110—14
Dailey 000011011110111— 9 Ward 111133303100111—12
A Dugan 011111010301111—11 Rex 001111100010111— 9

Mathews 111111111103000—33 Wood 101111111101111—13
Lloyd 100101111001111—10 Williams 111011111111111—14
Twenty singles, unknown angles, $2, $20 added:

Elliott 10100111111010100111—13 Sumpter. ..11011111100111011011—15
Parker .,..11111111110111101101—17 PembertonOll 11110011110011111—15
Wallace. ...11011011011110011010—13 Thiebault .11111111111111111101—19
Woodson.. 10101100011111111011-14 Hughes .. .11111011111100111011—16
Duley 00101000100101011101— 8 Dickinson. .11111110101010111110-15
Wood 11111110010111010101-14 Williams ..01101101001100001100- 9
Dugan 03 111 '10111011111110-16 Rex 10000011110001010111—10
Mathews. ..1011011011001110111 3-14 Ward 03311111101101111001—15
Lovd 1 1 1 11 1001 1000001 1001—11 Warner ... 1 001 1 1 1 0100110111101—14

Fifteen singles, unknown angles, $1.50, $15 added:
Parker 1 1 01 11111011111—13 Thiebault 01 11 1 01 11 111001—1

1

Wallace ojoilH 11100101—10 Hughes 111111101111101—13
Woodson 001111111001111—11 Dickinson 110101111110111—12
Duley OlOlOlloiOOlllO- 8 Williams 111110001110000— 8
Rex 100110101101001— 8 Wood 011100111111101—11
Dugan 0'OlOlllOOHlll—10 A Dugan 011110111111011—12
Mathews 111101010101110—10 Cravens 001111111010000— 8
Lloyd 1011111011.33111-13 Thomas 00111111101001,0- 6
Sumpter IOIOIOOIIIIOOII— 9 Dailey 111000110111111—11
Pemberton 01 1 101111100100—10 Ward 1 1011111 1011 111—13
Twenty singles, known angles. $2, $20 added:

Ftliott 11111101111011111111—18 PembertonlllOlllllllllllOOllO—16
Parker ....11111101111011111110-17 Thiebault.. 11110001111110010111—14
Wallace.. .11001 11100101001 1131—13 Hughes... 11011111111011111011-17
Woodson.. 110011110111 10011111-15 Dickinson.. 11111011110110111110-16
Duley OOOllllllloiOlOlOllO -32 Cravens . . 101001000101000001 10 - 7
Rex 10111110101011101101—14 Dailey 01111011010111101010-13
Dugan ...11001111010001111101-13 Ward 01111111101111111111-18
Mathews...01010110111111110011—14 Warner.

. ,.31111111101111111111-19
Loyd 10011111111111111111-18 Williams, ..01011110111111110110-15
Sumpter.. .11111001111101111111—17

Among Southern Trap Men.
In Washington we called on good old "Billy" Wagner, the well-

known expert of the Capital City Rod and Gun Club. Trap matters,
Mr. Wagner said, had been rather slow of late, but from now op he
anticipated good turnouts at the club shoots. The prospects for a
tournament in Washington this year are not encouraging.
Before we left Mr. Wagner's, in came Dick Parker, another of the

Capital City experts, bringing along with him a well-rattled gup be-
longing to Henry Gulick, president of the club. He requested Mr.
Wagner to put the gun in as good repair as possible, "for," said he,
"that is the gun Gulick loans to his friends, and he wants it in perfect
order, because ff it happens to be a 'little off' the borrowers will kick
and insist upon Harry's loaning them his best gun.
At Greensboro, N. C, the home of the Greensboro Gun Club, will be

held a tournament by the Interstate Association on Sept. 19 and 20.
Mr. R. Quincy, proprietor of the Buford Bouse, in Charlotte, N. C,

is a firm believer in the value of Forest and Stream as an advertising
medium. Mr. E. R. Dodge, of the Charlotte Gun Club, is one of the
most expert as well as most enthusiastic sportsmen of the town. In
Charlotte we called on Secretary Archie Stoises, and later had the
pleasure of meeting Col. J. T. Anthony and President W. H- Justice.
From these gentlemen we learned that the gun club was now in
possession of a handsome ice pitcher which had been presented to them
by Mr. Welch, the well-known expert of the Riverton Gun Club. Dur-
ing the last open season Mr. Welch and his friend, Mr. Altberger,
visited Charlotte in search of some quail shooting. They fell into the
capable hands of members of the Charlotte Gun Club and were given
all the sport they desired in the field, as well as being tendered a din-
ner by Col. J. T. Anthony. Messrs. Welch and Altberger also gave a
dinner to the Charlotte Gun Club, and upon leaving the town vowed
eternal fealty to its whole-souled sportsmen. Shortly afterward a box
came to Charlotte for the gun club, containing a magnificent water
pitcher of silver, sent to the club as a trophy by Messrs. Welch and
Altberger, in appreciation of courtesies received. The club decided to
compete for the trophy in a series of ten weekly shoots, 50 shots each
weeK, the man scoring the highest aggregate out of the possible 500 to
become the sole owner.
The competitions began on April 24, American Association rules gov-

ering, five known traps, unknown angles, and the targets are thrown
extremely hard. At the initial shoot eight competitors shot two
Strings of 25 each. The scores were: J. T. Anthony, 22, 25—47; J. W
Todd, 24, 24—48; Walter Brehm, 18, 20-38; E. R. Dodge, 21, 22—43; W.
H. Justice, 22, 25—47, A. R. Stokes, 20, 24-44; Charles Cresswell, 19,
21—40; John Carson, 19, 23—42. The second conte=t took place on May
I, with this result: J. T. Anthony, 20, 23—43; J. W. Todd, 23, 22—45, C
Cresswell, 21, 21—42; W. H. Justice, 21, 23—44; John Carson, 24, 18—42;
E. R. Dodge, 23, 18—41 . In the third competition, on May 8, J. T. An-
thony scored 19, 21—40; J. W. Todd, 23, 19—42; C. Cresswell, 20, 18—38:
A. R. Stokes, 20, 19-39; A. R. Stokes (back score), 20, 17—37; John Car-
son, 23, 22—45; E. R. Dodge, 20, 21—41. The full score made on Tues-
day, May 15, was as follows:
J W Todd 11111011111111111111110011100111110111111111111101—43
E R Dodge 10111111111001111111111011001110011110101111101111-39
J Carson 11010111101101111110311101111111110111011111111011-42
C Cresswell 110111133303333333333011333113101111111 111 10111011—45
ARStokes 11111111101110111111011111111111111101111111110101—44
J T Anthony 1111111110110111111111111011001111101111111111111 1—43W H Justice 11111111111110111010110101111110111110111110000001—31
As the competition now stands J. W. Todd leads with 178 breaks out

of the possible 200. J. T. Anthony is second with 173; then comes
John Carson 171, Charles Cresswell 165, A. R. Stokes 164, E. R. Dodge
164, W. H. Justice 129 (three scores) and Walter Brehm 38 (one score).

Statesville, N. C., has a newly organized gun club, of whose future
Col. J. F. Armfleld, one of the town's enthusiastic sportsmen, is very
sanguine. Thus far they shoot from one trap, but in a fortnight wjll
be fully equipped with a set of five traps. Almost the entire adult
male population are sportsmen, and Col. ArmfieJd hopes in time to
enthuse them all with the love of trap shooting. C. H. Townsend,

Binghamton Tournament.
Binghamton, N. Y., May 21.—We have changed the date of our tour-

nament from June 8 and 9 to June 28 and 29. The former dates so
nearly conflict with State shoot,- and a more important note is that
we wish to take more time and present a more attractive and elaborate
programme. So many shooters have written expressing a desire to
come that we feel justified in doing so. We shall offer some very
substantial prizes in the merchandise shoots, which we will publish
later. Among other things there will be two hammerless guns, and
all other prizes will be useful. The grounds are directly on electric
car line; we shoot to northwest and have clear sky background. Our
new club has now about fifty members and we expect to own the
grouuds on which we shoot in a year. H. W. Bkown.

Johnstown Monthly.
Johnstown, Pa., May 17.—Inclosed you will find scores of the regular

monthly shoot of the Johnstown Rifle and Gun Club. Match at blue-
rocks, 5 traps, known angles and traps, handicap:
Holsinger CGOJi 11 333 3103 13 11 1 01 1 II 1 01 1 1 1 10113 33 1131333003 30131111 —44
EDarsey ,50). 01011111101111111110111111111001110111001011011111 —89
J Condon C55) .3130110101110011 1 011 001 11111101011110111001111011110011—39
BauuigardnerOlOOllllOlllllllOlll 111011111101111101011010010111 —36
S Snook (52),.1111111011010U]010010010101101I1011111110111111011Q3 —34
S Young (5«.10()00010111111110111001110010101110111!110010100010110 —32
Rhoades (54).0001111101100101111110101011101001100l0010110011011100 -31

S. A, S.
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Prairie Gun Club Scores.

The scores ot the Prairie Gun Club tater8taH£°V?w^rt notS
17, 18, 19, were delayed by the great storm so that they did not reach

us in season for last issue. They are given to-day. .

The monotony of the live bird events was broken betimes by a gooa

bird The scare ropes were almost in .constant UM to*amorfoTOi
th. hi~Aa tn t«kp win? The strong wind deterred some from nying,

Indtrried many
6
oThelsM bounds after they were

,
Mlted. There

were, however, about two hours of good Uve-bird shoot ng;on Itmrs

day afternoon, when the weather turned colder and & 8"^0™a^
blew across the traps, the beginning o the gale« *d»^h

damage to the shipping on the lakes m the thirty-six hours foUo«KW.

ThtirsW was sweltering hot up to the ^P^^^t&X
when the gentle southern breeze gave place to»a hi|h north wma
after which the birds ftew better. They were a very inferior-lot taken

as a whole. Such contestants as shot m the early morning hours
>

bad

much the advantage over those shot after the^and t«mnerfltiire But two events. N"8. 1 and 3, on inanimate targets,

^1Sttne^8tW
d^. A heavy downpour ot' rain with an in-

termission for a hailstorm ended that day- ?^7«l^r Jore
rainy, the wind blowing from the north about half a, gate or mora
t m thn afternoon a light snowstorm gave variety to the weatner.

15 taanimatt^Urget shooting was postponed tiU Saturday on which

day the wind still blew hard from the north causing
r
"»« t^fets to

tutA thf» most erratic flights. Sometimes a target sent against tne

wind w^urgenera^lv chmb up, turn upward and come back falling

many yards behind the shooter. Sometimes they would suddenly^pitch

downward, or upward or sidewise Down wind ,
they went with re-

mArirnhlfi swiftness It was the hardest kind of shooting. Ada to

fn^ difflcuffi the shoot, the negligence of the Prairie

QurCtebinnot having a sufficient number of men to look after the

arrangements which properly devoHed upon the club, and it can

Sfr be inferred. that the tournament did not progress smoothlya maSent much letter on Saturday. Mr »haner worked

like a beaver and most efficiently for the success of the tournament

notwithstanding the discouraging conditions. Mr. John Parker proved

a most valuable acquisition to the clerical force on Saturday. All purses

divided 40, 30, 20 and 10*. except when otherwise provided. Few ties

W
The

S

Lake Street Elevated Cup. A sweepstake of $5 each. Novelty

rute Gold vase, valued at $150, in addition to first money. Four

moneys: _ -

M„n niomoiioiooioiiooiooii—16
ffl0U 1

louoooimii ioiiiiioiiin—18
1011100110001110101001011-15
1000110100111110001001000-11-60

Rln„nam 1110011011111111001101101-16BiDgnam
1101111011111111111101101-21
1101110111111011010011000-16
1001101110011000010011001—12—65

1001111110111011110111110-19
0111111111111110011111111-22
00110101111ir011111110111-18
0101010101110110111010011—15-74

TTIHntj. 1110010011110110111100101-16
•Ejlnow 1111000111111111011010111-19

1 101111011110101110011110-18
withdrew.

Van Tlvke 1111111111111111111111111-25van
1111111111111111111111111 - 25

1111110110111 100010000011-15
111 1010010110010I011001O1—14-79

B..., fnr .
1

' 1111111111111010101111111—21
* '

' 1001011011111101001001111-16
1111101101011111101101111—20
1001111111111100100011000-15-72

<?rft7inan1 1101010101011111011:00010—16own u
'." " 0101011101111110011011111-18

0110011010011101011111111 -17
0110111000111100111111111—18-68

TtMer 0110111011111001110101110—17
1101111111100100010001111-16
1100011100101001000111110-13
1001001111100011001111000-13-59
OlOiOl 11000011 100101 11111—14
0011011001010010110111000—12
0100111111101000110011111—16
1101010100110000011011011—13—55

(
. rimill 111111111110100101)011111-20

0111111111111101111111111-23
1101111111111111111001001—18
10100111010000111 11011101—15—76

w ,i„nt iniiOllllllOOllllllOOlUO—18
B noiooiiiioiiininioiou—19

00101011101001 1 10C0111010—13
0011100000100100011010111—11-61

opji™, 1110001111110110111111111—20
0110001111111111111111011-20
lllOOllllllllllllOliniOll-20
1111111101111111110110011—21—81

Conner 1101010110100101111101111—17
- 0110111111111011101101111-20

0110101110100111100000110-13- 61

Rex , r'iiiiiniiilli00101Hlllll-20
. 1110101111111100110010110-17

1111111110110111011111110—21
lOllIOOlllOlOllllllllOlll—19-77

Thomas 1 01 00001 1 1 001 01 101 1 1 01 100—13
1011011111110111111101001—19
1101010010010111110011010-14
OOtOI 11000000100010100010— 7—53

Budd ..' 1011011111011111111111111-22
1111110000011110111110011—17
0010111010111111101111111—19
0001100100001 101001100111-11 69

Jones .
0101111011111110111111101—20
1011110111011100100101111—17
111110111100111111 101 1101-20
1110111100111101101110100—17—74

Bei aemer 11 10101 1 OOloi 1 1 1 1 10100101—1

6

1011111111111011111111111-23
11 1 11 11 11 1 100110101010101—18
withdrew.

Von Lengerk Oilliouioilllll 1011110110- 18
0100100010111010111111100-15
1111010111111111110111101-20
1111011101010101011100110-16-69

C A Young 0111111011101111110101101 19
0111011111101001101111101-18
1010010010100010010001000— 8
00110001 10011101 111010100—13—58

Upson 1111001101111111111110111—21
0110111111111110101111111- 21
0111101011111111101101111-20
1011100111111110011101110-18—80

Geo Kleiuman llilOlOllllOlllllOniOlll-20
1111111111010111101001100—18
1011101111001011110101011—17
1111011001101111011100111—18-73

Wolstencroft lOOOllOlllllOUllllllllOl—19
1011010011011011011011101—15
1011101011110111011011110—18
withdrew.

Bob While 1101011101111111101011111-20
0010111111110101010111111—18
0100011010111111110110001—15
01111011111010110H001111—18—71

Drake OOOlllOOllOOOOOOlOOOlllOO— 9
ioooioi lOijui njii i ot loon ooi—io
uii 101001010010001111100—14
1111011010101110000111110-16—49

Denny lOlOlOlillllOlOlOlllHOOl—17
1110001110101100110101111-16
withdrew.

Willard 1101111010101101111110111—19
11001001 110U000110011001—13
001111101110011)101001111—17
withdrew.

Courtney , 11101 1 1100110101010110101—16
0110011111111111111100101—17
1111110100110111110101111-20
1001000111111110101110110—16—69

Prendergast 0010000001111111111000101—13
101100101011)110100100111—15
1 00 1 1 01 1000 11 1 1 1 1 001 01 111—16
ou'.o; L" : 0) : >•' iOOji- i>_r,:'.

M C Llrowu 1 1001 1 000 13 1 01 1 01 1 001 1001—14
ooi 1 1 oooo 1 1 oo i oo 1 1 oo iooii—io
i.iijlOOOuiji C.fji'l iunininiiiiii_ 7

1010100111110011011000011—14-45
H \2 "P' ty 1010110101011110111101101—17

0110001101110101100100011—13
0100110011011001101101010-13
0011000111101011100110110-14-67

Runge.,

0

Morrill .,..1111111111100111111110111-22Mem11
0110111011111011111110110-19
1101010111111111101111UI-21 m
Il01l0l11l00!l00000lll

nl0 -14-76

Vnrk»r ii iniii 11111101111110101 -at
Parker

110101.110111000011111111-18
0011001010111 11 11 11C001 10-15

withdrew. „,
Mackev 0001100111 '00001100110110-12MaCKey

01.1111010001111111011011-18
withdrew.

Brewer 1111111001011111111010D11-19arewer
: 1101111111001110110101001-17

itbdrew.

The Merrill sweepstakes, 25 targets, $2. In addition to first money
winner to receive order for suit of clothing from Geo Barnard & Co.,

valued at $35:

MerriI l
1000011101000011010111101—^3

Uoson .1001110011111100010111011-16

G Kteinman . . .. 101111 lllllOOOllOlOlOllll—18

Thomas 1001011010000010000000000 - 6

Ao Kefn'man 000010001 101 101 1 11 100011 1-13

Fultora i
' ;0101110111001110011001010-14

Van Dvk'e 1001111011 111011000110101-16

Brown 000011 10000:0010010010000- 7

Ucrlev 0010001001 11111 1011001111- 15

Prenderikat ' . .
..1111000111011111111110100-18

HaTgertv .
>000111 100010111101101101-14

Oroil 1010101110001001111010100-13

Rarto . H01111101100110111110001-17
TonvS 1000110010111101011010100-13

rhureh ... 0110010100000010010010101-9

Brelsford . .
.0101011100010100100000100- 9

Stevens . 00001001 10111001000111101-12

Frothingham. 10011111 1 1111101110111100-19hS 0100111011111011011011111-18rmmmer
mionmiOOlOlOOlOlllll-15

weibufn.
!

'.

!'!!!"',!!!! i!;',' ! ! ; i . .
.1011110001111011111111011-19

The Clabrough contest, 50 target sweepstake. $5, four moneys, rapid-

fire system. In addition to first money, an ejector hammerless gun,

valued at $175, donated by J. P. C'abrough& Bro.: no
Grimm ... .11110101111 11001001 101 1 1 1 010011 001 1111101011 111000—33

Sagaer'ty! 11100111111 111111111101011110110110111110111010111-40

Connor 0010011 1011010110101111111110101110111110101111101-35

Heikes 11111101011101111111111111111110011111101111101101-42

Budd 0110011001011 1101101 1 101 100010111101101011 101 1111 1—33

Brown .
00000000100100111100010010011000011011100110011011-21

Wright .. 01111011 11111101111010111001 1101111011111011111010—3S

Van Dv'ke'"
' 10111111111010111011111110011011010011111100111101—38

Bartlett 11011 110110001111111011101101111101111011110111101-38

Raker 011)1001111111101111111111010111111100110011010111-38

H Dunniil' V V . . .
.10111011101100011111111011011110111000111111111111—38

dinner
' .11101111111101111111000111111110011011101111011101-40

Prender'gasV Ill 100101 111011 1 1100111 1001001 11 01 1 1 101 1 11111 10110—35

Powers 111111101110110011111101011111)0011111110101111111 -40

B Dunnil'i 1100010111101111101110111111011111 211110111001111-38

gnjith .
10111011001111101)11111011111110101110111110110001-37

Rexroat .11111111101111111011110011001111111111101111111111—43

U«3on .11111101111111111001111010111011111111101110101011-40

D Merrill 11110101111011101111111111 11011 11110101 1 1011111010— 3^1

Frothingham.'.' '.'.'.111101111010110111 10111 111010011111001 111111111011-39

Plummer 11111111111111011011000111110110110110111111111111—41

Brelsford 0111 11100100101010111111 11 110 1 11101 11011 11 Oin 1101— 30

G Kleinman 0111111001111011110.011010)1)011111110110011101111-37

Fulford 01111011101111111111111110101101011110)11111101111-41

Welburn .1001101010111010)010!0)000111010011100001000111000-21

joe ,11000111110001011110110001010010010101110110010000- 25

Ruble.'.'.'
.'.'.'.'.' .'.... 11111101111110111111101111010111101110111111111111-43

Rubie'sold his interest to Rexroat.

The Young Sportsmen's Contest; entrance price of birds, 10;targets;

solid gold medal to winner. Three handsome lads contested:

Bis80n 0010110000-3 McDonald 0001 1000(0-2

Burr ..'.'.'.'.'. 0001000010-2

The Amateur Contest, 25 targets, $3:

Prennergast 19 Buker 22 Means 12

Upson 21 Barto; 19 Bennett 11

Merrill 21 01x... 18 Stacy 12

Morfey 19 Cross; 18 Haggerty 23

Plummer 18 Frothingham 21 T?"hlARuble 21

LIVE BIRDS.

added, 23

Double eagle contest, 15 live birds, entrance $7.50, 4 moneys:
Money 022022220200211—10, -.Heikes OOOOw
Wadsworth .... 022202220220222-11 Dicks 102222002220201—10

Mott.. 211011221120220-12] [Haggerty 110021122210021—11

Morfey .... 222032301222222-13 Fulford 222022222212220 - 13

Palmer 100122222122010—1 1 G Kleinman. . . . 2202«2222222010—12

Pitzen . 121122010102022-11 Brown 222222200202020—10

Budd.'. 1121122222222-32-15 Grimm 211202002101111—11

Bissell .. - 002 ! '2320—12 Stevens 221221222002012—12
Hingham 222220122022002—11 Elliott ....222212122220121—14

Jackson 212222112121101—14 Cross .011221111121222—14

Brewer 122202221221222—14 Cacardi 210210102222222—12

Graves 122222010202022—11 Frothingham. . .01010w
Eich 201001001 121201— 9 Prendergast. . . .222020111222220—1

2

The following are scores of events scheduled as interstate, but shot
on Sunday (20th inst ). They were not in charge of the Interstate

Association, as that ended its connection with the tournament on Sat-

urday night. Santa Fe Equipment sweepstake, entrance $5, 50 tar-

gets. Novelty rule, 30 singles and 10 pairs. Additional prize, silver

service plate, 9 pieces, value f

Upson
Prendergast.... 25
Bob White 22
A Kleinman.... 23
Cross 22

Tie:
Upson 26

Spokane Rod and Gun Club.

Spokane, Wash., May 23.—Inclosed are the scores of the weekly
shoot of the Spokane Rod and Gun Club held yesterday. T. B, Ware
won the A class medal and H. Doolittle the B class medal. Medal con-

test, 20 singles and 5 pairs:
Class A.

TWare 24 Mason '. 18 Eckbardt 19

Carson ...18
Class B.

Doolittle 19 A Ware 14 Potter 20

No. 2, 10 singles: T. Ware 9, Mason 8, A. Ware 7, Carson 7, Doolit-

tle 6.

No. 3, 10 singles: Mason 10, Potter 9, Eckhardt 9, Carson 8, Ware 6.

Doolittle 6. J. W. Withers, Sec'y-

Meadville Gun Club.

Meadville, Pa , May 23.—American Association rules:

Lashells 15 Purple 14 Stein 17

Becker 19 See 18 Leberm'an 18

Oarscadden 18 Heines 16 Adams 20

Dilley 5 Kelort 6 Smith ..20

HA Johnson 20 Ryan 9 Belton 18

Miller 10 Worst 19
"

Hayes 10 Bierschmitt 10

Erghott 22 Reisinger 14 Baker
Stem 7 Kelso 19

The Prairie Gun Club Stake. Sweepstake $12.50;

bird.^ 4 moneys:
R S Mott 22031 ^001 1 022121 222201290—] 9

E Bingham'.' ~J-'— '
222>2232-24

J A R EIl'ott 21122122212212122.22122102-24

B V Jackson 0221 21 22022222021 1 21 1 1221— 2 )

N E Money
""

122222 1 I 1

G Hoffman
" " 2223211011112221021211222-23

Dieter "' !K8188818S(I22-.'2221 20 1 0022-21

T W Morfey" ' 2221222112222022122221222-24

M J Eich 2011211 1201112021 12221202- 21

J P O'Brien'
' 0012102210202222112111222-20

Stabford 22101 101.20211022122012222—20

O M Grimm J 121 22 1 220201 211121 122112 - 23

C W Budd " 211 12222 ! 1 2221 1 1 21 1 122202-2

1

R Merrill" - 2.i

F M Cross'
" 11102,212221202:223221212°— 23

W H Wolstencroft 021^222222212222201012200 - 20

C B Dicks 2022022222202202110012202-18

J L Brewer 220212 i 3221 .12221221-24

ED Fulford 21111)1)2)2)2121201112211 - 24

CMPowers VK.-121 2111 1 23 00l« : J2 1 2il 1 - 22

H Frothingham 21212221 22101 1 1 1201 112222-23
J O H Denny 2220003022-2112112021221 U- 20

C A Young " 20221W2; i '122202822022221—20

J E Haggerty 022012121202112I22I221211- 22
EPendergrast 0120 112 I

1 22212200 —20
M C Brown 22222022220200w

G Kleinman 1 22222121 2002210222022221- 21

W E Phillips 1111111201221022222021100-20

J E Wright 0122122111112112112212222—24

WMC Jones 2220221 i 0222220w
R O Heikes 020222 J 0222221 22222212222-22
Hamline 0222022020222001220101022—16
Bessemer 22-3022»1200w

D A Upson 2200222112020101202221211—19

Wadsworth w
W P Mussey w
B White 222021 :021 10200212O111212—19

Ike Watson 2222202222222022022220000-18
W Thompson 11222121 1 1 11201 010001 1221 -20
Walker 0112201 1 0201 1OOOOw
Rex w
Crosby 022232200

w

T P Hicks. 222011100211120W
The Schiller Studio Overture. 5 birds, $\ order for large size bust

photograph to winner in addition to first:

Mussey .22020-3 G Hoffman 20212-4
Haggerty 11101—4 Wright 2ill2—

5

Phillips 12221-5 Elliott 11100-3
P^ndergrast 11112-5 Morfey 00022- 2
Denny ,

22010-3 Castle 00202-2
Turner 21201—4 Jones 22221-5
Toney 02022—3 Goodrich 22200—3
Brown 01221—4 Eich 11100—3
G Kleinman 11211-5 Stevens 11120—4
Thompson 12212-5 Bingham 22222—5
Jackson 10122—4 Barto 21200—3
S Young 20212—4 Mott 22211—5
Frothingham 00210- 2 Klehm 12112—5
Brewer ,

22222—5 A Kleinman 12022—4
Remington Arms Stake, 10 birds, $10, 4 moneys. In addition to first

money, shotgun of latest pattern donated by Remington Arms Co.:
Morfey 0202022222—7 Prendergast 1221022220—8
Budd 1022222022-8 Wright..". 2010212202—7
Powers 0201202211-7 Bob White 1122022200—7
Palmer 00221 10201—6 Plummer 2202022202—7
Jackson 2002121201—7 RSMott 1101222222—9
Pilzen 0122210222—8 Kleinmann 2221022222—8
J P O'Brien 2012222100—7 Elliott 1220022221—8
Grimm 0121012220—7 Cross 1221220012-8
Brewer 0102122122—8 Frothingham 2221012222—9
Haggerty 2120101022-7 Money 0212022022—7
Brown ....2222101222— 9 Merrill 2222200002—6
Eich 0112002110-6 Wadsworth.., . 2211202222—9
Fulford 1021202022—7 Stevens ' ' 1120220.222-8
BiDgham 2022022200—6 Rex 2022102021—7
Upson 2202022022 -7 Dicks [2212222120-9
Frothingham won the gun in the shoot-off.
Seven birds, $7, 4 moneys: Haggerty 5, Mott 4, Jackson 7, McKinney

4, 1. Watson 6, Fulford 6, Merrill 6, Baker 7, Helm 5, Brewer 5 G
Kleinman 7, Grimm 5, Denny 4, Budd 4, Cross 6.

The Interstate Association ended its tournament Saturday evening
though some of the events were continued by the local club into the
following week.

Singles. Doubles. T'l.

Robbins 16

Mott 16
Brown 20
Dicks 19

Singles, Doubles. T'l.

12
11
7
5

27
27
24

40 Prendergast.... 24
B. Waterb.

Neil 15
Havis... 10

17

Zimmerman Defeats Smith.

The return match between Gus Zimmerman of New York city, and
J E. Smith of Port Chester, N. Y., was shot off on the Greemille
Schuetzen Park range, Greenville, N. J., on Thursday of last week.
The first match, which was shot in Port Chester the week before, re-

sulted in a victory for Smith. Zimmerman's work in this match was
very poor, while his opponent, Smith, made the best score that he had
ever made previous to this match. On account of his defeat by a
comparatively young and unknown shooter, Zimmerman came in for

a large dose of ''guying" at the hands ot his friends. But Gus
seems to have had a little reserve left for the second match, and the
result was that he recovered in a measure a part of his prestige sacri-

ficed in the first match.
The conditions of the match called for 100 shots per adn, off-hand,

distance 200yds. Zimmerman shot a Ballard rifle .38-55 hair trigger,

weighing about 12^1bs.. lubricated (Zettler) bullets. Smith shot a
Maynard .38-55, using 255 patched bullet, the rifle weighing about 8Ibs.

The two contestants met in the Greenville Park on Thursday at 1 P.

M , each accompanied by a few friends. The weather conditic ns were
of the worst kind for rifle shooting—heavy rains bad prevailed for

several days, and the atmosphere was heavily charged with moisture.
The smoke from the rifles and the moist atmosphere combined, cre-

ated a mist that almost obscund the targets before the match was
half shot out. These conditions were a great handicap upon both
Zimmerman and Smith, and particularly the latter, who was using a
fine piuhead in his rifle.

The match was opened at 2 P. M. G. W. Plaisted was selected as
referee, and Raymond Rudd official scorer.

Zimmerman got a lead of 10 points on the first 10-shot score aDd as

the match progressed he continued to increase it until the end. winning
by a margin of 99 points on a total of 2.123, making an average of 212.3

for each 10-shot score. Smith's total was 2,024, or an average of 204 4

for each 10 shot score After the match was decided the party ad-

journed to the Hotel Armbruster, where a fine lunch was served by
mine host.
A third and deciding match will be shot off in the near future. Scores:

Smith 20 21 J7 24 22 Zimmerman 23 18 23 20 23
22 21 22 22 22

22 18 21 20 20
22 21 18 20 23
16 24 19 14 23
18 20 22 23 22
20 17 20 24 16

24 18 24 17 20
22 23 22 17 15
18 22 20 19 21

206 205 205 200 204

20 20 20 19 20
22 23 21 23 17
19 22 16 18 24
22 21 20 22 22

24 24 21 17
19 21 23 24

18 23 20 18
23 23 21 2a
25 23 25 22

24
22
22
21

21

216 212 214 212 210

22 23
2) 21
18 21

17 11

17 15
23 24
18 12
15 21

15 17
18 17

23 23 18
23 21 24
25 20 19
21 24 25
17 18 22
19 19 19

19 18 24
22 18 33
24 23 25
23 22 18

24 22
22 22
23 21

20 21
23 22
22 25
21 24
19 21
25 15
22 23

21 18 22
1 20 23
19 21 19
19 19 22
20 18 22
23 21 22
21 23 19
23 22 10
22 18 21
23 22 19

Total, 2024.

183 182 216 206 217 221 216 212 202 208

Cincinnati Rifles.

Cincinnati, O., May 20.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores here
" ended conditions being 200vds., off-hand at the Standard target:

Gindele... 887 10 97998 7-82
9 10 9 7 8 9 9 8 10 10-88
6 10 886 10 998 8-8278899687 10 10—82

Louis 76777687 7 10-72
648 10 96785 6-6955665699 10 9-7097888 10 658 8-77

Payne 7 9 9 6 10 10 9 8 9 10-87
10 7 10 9 10 7 9 10 8 9—89
8 10 10 8 8 6 8 9 9 8-84

(

9 10 9 6 9 10 7 9 7 7—83
Wellinger

97868987

10 9-81
810 7 7 8 9 10 9 4 8-78 '

10 95799966 8-78697868698 9-73
Hake 7 8 3 4 5 5 6 7 6 6-56

10 78587595 5-646489656 10 3 5-626966 10 3864 5-63
Simon

859567686

5-657675 10 8658 7-69887387840 5-58
Stegner

665779775

9-67747775847 9-65866559882 5-62677638555 6-58
DrubB, 10 6867 10 979 9-608969 10 9896 6—80996679 1G 10 6 9-79

889 10 7486 8 10-78
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Rifle in Texas.
[ A prize rifle tournament took place at Cut Off, a station on the
Southern Pacific east of San Antonio, which was attended by 104 con-
testants. Mr. Uhas. Bummel, Dr. A. Herf, Mr. E. Teich and Capt. E.
A. Dos^h, of San Antonio, represented the Alamo City, and struck a
hot nest of riiie experts. They report the shooting splendid, the
country smiling witu flo« ers and good crops, but the execrable music
furnished for the occasion caused a shrinking of the San Antonians 1

medulla oblongata, and they attribute their failure to stand in the
front row to the horrible fanfaronades of the country band. Condi-
[tions, four shots at 125 and four shots at 175yds., American standard
target, 10s only to count. Possible 80 points, open sights. The prize
[winners are as follows:
O Forcke, Live Oak 77 H Rosenbrook, Bexar 68
F Foerster. Live Oak 75 A Schertz, Cut Off 63
H Adams, Cut Off 74 T Hoopp, Standard 68
J Hillert, Cut Off 71 H Syring, Green Valley 68
A EberliDg, Live Oak 70 ,J Schnable, Live Oak 67
M Rithman, Cut Off 70 .1 Achterberg, Cut Off 67
C Pape, Standard 70 T Friesenhahn, Lone Star 67
O Meurin, Cut Off 70 O Krause, Live Oak 66
C Hummell, San Antonio 70 A Kneuper, Cut Off 66
L Sahrn, Cordova 69 C Engelmann, Cut Off 66
C Kresche, Cordova 6'.) A Schwab, Green Valley 66
W.Forcke, Cordova 69 E Teich, San Antonio 66
A Herff, San Antonio 69 H Wohlfarth, Bexar 65
E Schertz, Cut Off ....69 H Pheil Bexar 65

|
C Schertz, Cut Off 69 A Hartmann, Cut Off 65

Greenville Rifle Club.

I
Twenty members of the Greenville Rifle Club met at headquarters

May 25 for competition in the weekly handicap gallery shooc. The
new system of class snooting and the division of the prize money
after each shoot is becoming quite popular with the members. The
class winners and the scores are appended:

I First class—First, C. Scheeline, 243+5; second, M. Dorrler. 244.
I Second class—First, J. Spahn, 236+3; second, Charlock, 225+5.
I Third class—First, Edward Wuestner, Jr., 223+8; second, R Daniels
219+7.

| Scores: Collins 234, Robidoux 234, J. Boag: 236, Scheeline 243, Chavant
1223, Gotthardt 218, Charlock 231, Hill217, Zeiger206, Huelsen 222, Dorr-
I ler 244, C. Boag 237, Purkess 237, Agneau 234, Dodds 231, J. Spahn 236,
Chase 226, Daniels 217, E. Wuestner 223, Holzapfel 221.

Schlicht Rifle Club.
Fourteen members of the Schlicht Rifle Club were present at head-

quarters on May 22 to participate in the competition for the class
medals. John Dfdrick won the champion medal, Wm. Schlicht the
first class, M. Dans the second class and Geo. Richert the third class.
Scores: G. Schlicht 242, S. Dedrick 238, G. Reichert 232, W. Schlicht
232, J. Schlicht 231, G. Dorr 230, M. Dans 230, C. Meyer 230, J Diehl227,
A. Meyer 227. C. Schlicht 220, C. Stein 220, G. Goehing 219, F. Lam-
brix 223.

New York Independent Schuetzen Corps.
The third monthly practice shoot of the New York Independent

Corps was held in the Union Hill Schuetzen Park on Wednesday of last

week. This corps held its previous shoots in Washington Park, but
the destruction by Are of the latter park a few days since forced the
corps to transfer its shoot for the present to New Jersey. The attend-
ance at Union Hill was light. The weather was clear and warm, the
atmosphere was, however, heavily charged with moisture from the
rain the day previous, and the consequence was that the targets were
somewhat obscured by fog. Notwithstanding the unfavorable condi-
tions there were some go d scores made by the members who partici-

pated in the shoot. The best score on the ring target was made by
Wm. Hayes with 115, Gus Zimmerman was second with 113 Gus Zim-
merman was first on the man target with 59, Alex. Stein was second
with 58. On the peint target Gus Zimmerman was high with 19, Ignatz
Marten and B. Walther tied for second place with 18 each. Scores:
Ring target, 5 shots--, possible 1 ib: W. Hayes 115, B. Walther 112, G.

Zimmerman 113, 1. Marten 108, G. Krauss 106, E. Fisher 100. Bittschier
97, G. Bauer 71, Kronsbera: 7', Koerber 63, H. Schmitt 60, A. Schu-
macher 82, H. Mertens 40, F. C Halbe 39.

Man target, 3 shots, possible 6i): G. Zimmerman 59, A. Stein 58, W.
Hayes 56, B. Walther 55, I. Marten 53, E. Fisher 52, G. Krauss 49, G.
Bauer 48, J. Bittschier 43, A. Schumacher 22, A. Schmitt 20. .

Point target, 5 shots, possible 20: G. Zimmerman in, I. Marten 18, B.
Walther 18, E. Fisner 17, Stein 17, Koun 17, Hayes 17, Krauss 16, Bitt-

scher 15, Bauer 15, Soell 14, Kronsberg 14, A. Schmitt 12, Baub 12, Schu-
macher 11.

Palisade Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery shoot of the Palisade Club was held on May 22,

nine members being present and participating. Scores: R. Glaser
232, G. Dorr 230. F. Ksperer 230, C. Hemberger 227, H. Rose 224, H. C
Zuelch 218, M. Zeller 217, O. Bergermann 203.

RIFLE NOTES.
The New York Rifle Club opened its outdoor shooting for the season

1894 at the Greenville Schuetzen Park on Wednesday of this week.

The Heidenreich Rifle Club closed a two days 1 shoot at Lion Park on
Monday of this week. The Bcores will appear in our next issue.

The Concordia bund of Brooklyn will hold a festival and prize shoot
in the Glendale Park on June 3 and 4.

Messrs. Plaistpd and Hansen met in a friendly match in the Green-
ville Park on Friday afternoon of last week; 70 shots, German ring
target:
Plaisted 209 218 208 215 218 216 220—1504
Hansen 2i8 206 209 214 210 221 22J—1497
The Hoboken Independent Corps holds its annual festival and prize

shoot in the Union Hill Park on Wednesday and Thursday of this
week.

Gus Zimmerman sails on the Augusta Victoria on Thursday of this
week for a two months' visit to Germany. He will participate iu the
great shooting festival in Mainz June 17-25.

\mwtr$ to §/orre8pondqnt8.

M. H. F., Decatur, 111.—The scientific name you send is correct.

J. H. A., Philadelphia.—1. There is no means of making ordinary
clothing waterproof. 2 You might communicate with the proprietor
of the Aberdeen Hotel, at Longport. 3. We would advise you to go
into one of the Philadelphia tackle stores and take their advice on tne
tackle.

J.W. E., Rochester.—Will you please inform me through your paper
first, of the fishing in Keuka Lake, N. Y., second, are there any
trout streams that run into it? Ans. 1. In Keuka Lake are black bass,
whiteflsh, perch, pickerel, rock bass, etc. 2. We cannot say. Write
Lake Keuka House, Keuka.

G. R. F. Jr., Cambridge, Mass.—Can you inform me through your
columns of any place in New Brunswick where I can get good plover
and shorebird snooting; good English snipe shooting; teal or black-
duck or woodduck shooting in September? Ans. We chink you would
find all the above kinds of shooting in the vicinity of Dalhousie or
Eel River.

Quickening the Schedule of the Pennsylvania
Limited between New York, Phila-

delphia and Chicago.
A general change of time will go into effect on the Pennsylvania

Railroad lines on May 27.

The principal change is in the Pennsylvania Limited, the schedule of
which is greatly quickened between the East and the West. The im-
portance of this train to thy traveling public is appreciated by the
management, and nothing is left undone to make it the beat and most
attractive passenger tram in the world. The great improvements
recently made In the splendid road bed of the Pennsylvania, the elim-
ination of curves, the laying of additional tracks, and the perfected
block signal system enables the company to make the schedule of
twenty-four hours between New York and Chicago with greater ease,
comfort, and safety to the passenger than under the old schedule, of
twenty-six hours.
On the new schedule the Limited will leave New York at 10 A. M.,

Philadelphia 12:20 P. M., Washington 10:30 A. M., Baltimore 11:40 A. M.,
arrive Pittsburgh 9:15 P. M., and arrive at Chicago 9 o'clock the next
morning. The east-bound train will leave Chicago 5:30 P. M., leave
Pittsburgh 7:15 A. M., arrive Baltimore 4:20 P. M., Washington 5:45
P. M.. Philadelphia 4:17, and New York 6:30 P. M. It will be equipped
with Pullman perfected vestibule sleeping, dining, smoking ana obser-
vation cars.
This is the best and most conveniently adjusted schedule of any

train in service between the East and the West. The New York man
who has business in Chicago may arrive there in the morning, execute
his mission, and depart for the East in the afternoon, having had the
benefit of a full day in Chicago.—Adv.

A GENTLEMAN'S SMOKE.

| WE COULD NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY

if paid double the price. It is the

choicest Smoking Tobacco that ex-j

perience can produce or that moimj

can buy.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who ugoes a^fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York Citv

Saad Worns 12 and 15c. pet* doz. White or Blood Worm', 25c. per doz.
am -with you again with lower prices for Fishing 'raclsle. I find toy experience that putting down the prices and not decreas

ing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Ply and Bass Rods will be sold at |1.19 until all are sold. Tnese rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, extra tip, complete in wood form and will
give satisfacuor

.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ;
9£ft. ojc-z.

;
10ft., 7oz.

; lOJft., 7Joz. ;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8£ft., 9oz. ; 9ft., lOoz.
; 9Jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand. I

No. H— i special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 63 cts.
;
60yds., 73 cts.

;
80yd3., 88 cts.

; 100yds., 98 cts.

Any of the above reels sent by mad for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

No. E—Special lot Hard Rubber aud Nickel R-used Pillar Click Reels, 40yds., 33ets., 60yds., 48^ts. Sent by mail 5cts. exfcn for postage.

No. C—Nickel-Plated, Raided Pillar Multiplying; Reels, with click aud drag aud screeu oil cup, 40 /ds., 58j.; 60/ds., Qii.; 80yds., 78c; 100/di., 83;.; 150^ds., 98e. 10j. extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, mist color, 1yd.. 20c. pt-r doz.; 2yds., 40c. per doz.; 3yds , 60c. doz. Double Guc Leaders, mist col jr, 2yds , 75 }. d>z. Hiud T NishdA. Gut Leaders, 10j. each, 90c. doz.
A special lot of Trout Flies at 25 cents' per dozen assorted, sent uy mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass aud Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.

All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gui 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, locts. doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mad 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 20Oft., 15 cts. - SOOft.. 92 cts.-. 3 cts. extra for postage.
Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue aud Special I^ist No. 3,

pen Evenings until 8 o'clock.
fiturelay ETeniusrs rr o'clock. J. k\ Jl&JLKS'rERii, 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, H. Y.

made in the New Jersey State League Shoots, are due largely to the perfect breaking qualities of the

EMPIRE TARGET
iVinning Team Feb. 28, 1894.—Maplewood Gun Cub. Winning Team, March 22.—Maplawood Gun Club.

W Smith 0101111111111111 111111111-23
Yeomans 1111111111111111111111110—31
Sickley lllilllllllllllllllllllll—2f
Van D>ke lOaill.lUiimillllll H—24
Drake 1111111111111111110111110-23—118

'eomans 1111111111111110111111101—23
Sickley 1111111110111111111111111-24
PanDyke. lliillllllllllllOUllllll 24
>rahe 1111110111111111011111111—23
tVar SmitU 1110000011111111110111111—19-

Winniag Teim, April 26.—South Side Gun Club.

Breintnall 11111 UollllOUllllllllil—23
Thomas Illuillllilll0l0llll1l 111-2.!
Heuden 1111111111111111111111111—25
Ueoffroy 1111101111011111111111111—2-5
Hoffman 1100111111111111111111111—21—116

Winning Team, May 9 —Maplewood Gun Club.

W Smith 1010110111101101 1111 11111-23
Yeomans 1111111111111111111111111—25
Sickley 1111111111111111111111111-25
Van Dyke 11111 ilOllOllllllinillll—23
Drake 1111111111111111111111111—25—118

As a BREAKER, TRAPPER and TRANSPORTER, there is nothing better, and they cost no more—perhaos less—than any other, and can be thrown from all principal traps.

Don't toe the L,ast one to Try Ttoem—Everybody r.ikt'S Them.
OUR DISTRIBUTING AGENTS ARE

aibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago, 111 ; Geo. Worth ngton Co., Cleveland, O.; Louis Erhardt & Cj., Atchison, Kans.; Thorsen & Cassady Co., Chicago, 111.; W. B. Belknap & Co, Louisville, Ky.;
T. a. Parmelee Gun Co., Omaha, Neb. ; A. J. Rummel, Toledo, O. ; J. P. Lo veil Arms Co., Boston, Mass. ; J. C. PorterHeld & Co., Columbus, O. ; A B. F. Kinney, Worcester, Mass. ; Scho verling, Daly & Gales, N. Y

W. Fred Quimby,
(len. A<rt. 0. 8. and Canada. EMPIRE TARGET CO.. 294 Broadway, New York.

Ideal Rifle Apabt.

THE J. STEVENS AHMS AND TOOL CO.
P. O. Box 4103,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Send for Catalogue, free of charge.

Our Latest Model

TIE NEW IDEAL RIFLE,
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Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library.

ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM POLISHING CO., 318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

ANGLING. SHOOTING. THE? KENNEL.

The American Angler's Book.

Combining the natural history of sporting fish, the art of

taking them, with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-making and

rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thad. Norms.

80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $5.50.

American Fishes.

A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes c f North

America, with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By G-. Brown Goode. With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages Price, $3.50. This is, by far, the most pop-

ular work which has ever been published on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure

in knowing the fishes which afford him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a practical treatise on angling and fly fishing, and a fml

description of tools, tackle and implements. By James A.

Henshall, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages, Briee, $3.00.

Dr. Henshall's monograph is the standard work.

riore About the Black Bass.
Bung a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass " Ba

James A Henshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages

Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. Henshall's

first volume, in which the author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

Fly-Fishing and FIy=Making for Trout, etc.

By I Harrington Keen e. With plates of the actual material

tor naking flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1.50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses

of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and

other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank shee s like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes ai.d methods of making every kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water fish and for 1he equipment of the

angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory

diagrams. By J. Harrington Keenk. Price, $1.50.

With Fly=Rod and Camera.
By EmvAiiD A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish

end Game Protective Association, author of '-The Ornithology

and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-

inces," "Among the Birds," Associate Editor of ' The Living

World," etc , etc. Cloth, 480 pages (~X9>£in.), 147 illustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-

bility s of amateur photography.

Fly-Rods and Fly=TackIe.
Suggestions as to their M.mufac'ure and Use. By Henry P.

Wells. Illustrated. Clcth, ."04 pages. Price, $2.50. The
most exhaustive work on thr- subject in print.

Names and Portraits of Birds

Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-
" derstanded of the People. By Gordon Trumbull. Cloth, 222

pages. Price, $2.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have- little difficulty in identifying the. contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further faeil

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.

A comprehensive scientific treatise upon tae natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antilocapra and Cervidfe of North

America. Second edition. By John Dean C'aton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages. 50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
With Notes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breeehload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns. Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories! and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, T70 pages. New edition. Price, $2 50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shootiug. With Ex-

tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster.

Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous

photographs. Price, $3.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

lious for Young Spoilsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Besot ts of Waterfowl

;_
Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any

other, ior that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the an.

The Still=Hunter.

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.

The information contained in "The Still-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00 A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day's shooting, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

MANUALS.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and
Fish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. Gives all sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for
the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully
oonipiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest ana Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nessmux. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasure to the woods Its author, having had a great
deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life iu the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and
Trap Making. Containing hints 011 camp shelter, all the tricks
and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. Price, $1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks New
and enlarged edition. Price, $1 50. Mr. Wicks might have
called his book "Every Man His Cwn Log Cabin Builder,"
for he has set out to describe fully and particularly each de-
tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for
cabins, large and small, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pages. Price,
§1,50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,
helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shoot er,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,
the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsman in ah
the varied phases of his activity.

CAMP AND HOME.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeelaud. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Price, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an

unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife, Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Lovel, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinsox.

Cloth. Price, $1. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm

of our author's quaint style, while their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=TaIes,

With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 417

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75.. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have

a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and
hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story telling, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

translated and written clown. When published they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural ; relations

of the ways of life in the old, wild days; stories of war and
the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are full of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.

Cr. 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with them on the

pvairies, slept in their lodges, lived in their camps, and shared
their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the
narrators, and are given without change as told to him.

There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

whi: h give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and
modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain

naturnl phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,
and history of the Blackfett presents a series of graphic
pictures of savage life in peace and in war

Our New Alaska

;

Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated. By Chakles Hallock.
Cloth, 209 pages, illustrated. Price. $1.50. Mr, Hallock's
writings are always vivid and full of life.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment
IN DISEASE. A Study ot the Theory and Practice of Canine

Medicine. By Ashmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The

Forest and titream says that this is one of the most valuable

treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has

nppeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a

series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the

registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards

of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. ByS. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream. Revised and

re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,

by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

flodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Watehs. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the

modern professional system of training. It combines the

excellence of both the suasive and force systems of educatiou,

and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses

of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Papers price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kennel

editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $6. This

is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.

H w to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself

up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that

could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.

Every important subject that has engaged attention has been

fully discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Dlustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. II. F. Mercer. To which are added the American and
English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The instructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 years.

Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very we'l written

treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and
much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner

as well as not a little that will be beneficial to even old

hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling

Types of Modern Practice. With numerous plates and illus-

trations. By C. P. KtTNHARDT. New ed., 470 pp. of type and
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14J^X12)^. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,

with special regard to their design, construction, equipment
and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By G. P. .Kcnhardt.

With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 267 pp. Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present

Btatus of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam
yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Ajiiateurs. Containing plain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,

Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. F.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra- '

tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2 00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer '

Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects
and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo,

,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, with numerous plans and
designs. Price, $10.
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and

as much earlier as may be practicable.

PRO BONO PUBLICO.

Fish Commissioner John W. Titcomb sends us the

year book of the Vermont Fish and Game League for

1894. Mr. Titcomb was the father of the League; he has

always been its secretary, and largely to his individual

activity in undertaking and doing, the people of Vermont

owe the League's steady success and growth in useful-

ness. We say the people of Vermont, and we mean all

the citizens of the State, for the benefit of the League is

by no means limited to those who are its members, nor

to sportsmen. In his preface to the hand-book Mr. Tit-

comb writes:

Many people of Vermont think the fish and game laws are made
entirely in the interest of sportsmen. While this beliefmay be natural,

it is a mistaken one. Many citizens are prone to consider all fish and

game protective associations are organized for selfish purposes only-

While this imputation is a natural one, it is untrue in the case of the

Vermont Fish and Game League. Of its large membership only a

small majority shoot and fish, and of those who do, many go to more
favorable localities for their sport.

This is well said, and it might be urged with good reason

for every organization designed to uphold game and fish

protection, whether or not it be composed wholly of

sportsmen. What is true of Vermont is true of every

other State. Game protection is for the public good.

The very fact that the community, through its repre-

sentatives in the legislature, assumes to provide game
laws is an admission and recognition of the principle

that game protection is for the common advantage. If

this be so, then the club, society, league, association or

what-not, designed to enforce these laws, is likewise in

its purpose for the common good, and should have

public indorsement ?nd support. The support" should

not be limited to sportsmen. Every public-spirited, yes,

every common, every-day, well-intentioned if easy-going

citizen, who makes no claim to public spirit, should do

his part in upholding the voluntary associations of indi-

viduals who are banded together for game and fish pro-

tection, and are willing to do their part.

The time is coming when this will be more clearly

understood and when the proportion of non-sportsmen

members in protective associations will be more consider-

able than it is at present. We shall then not have the

spectacle of otherwise intelligent men holding themselves

aloof from protective effort, and perhaps even combating

it under the mistaken notion that the interests involved

are of the few against the many.
This thought should give comfort to the pioneers in

the cause, and if it ever penetrates the noddles of the"

grouse-snarers and trout-netters it should suggest that

for them the writing is on the wall.

BUFFALO MIGRATIONS.

The remarks on buffalo migration printed in another

column from the pen of "Forked Deer" are entitled to

respectful consideration, for the writer is an old hunter

whose experience goes back many years. There is not,

and never has been, any question that seasonal migra-

tions of the buffalo took place, but these migrations have

been greatly exaggerated. It has often been asserted

that the buffalo summered in Manitoba and wintered in

Mexico, a statement which is manifestly absurd. Of

course no one believes that on the Fourth of July all the

buffalo of the continent were gathered together north of

the United States boundary line in Canada, nor on Jan. 1

all these buffalo were to be found in Texas or Mexico. It

is possible that at certain seasons of the year no buffalo

were found in Texas, but it is certain that there was no

time of the year when buffalo were not found in what

are now the Northwest Territories, Montana and North

and South Dakota.

Their migrations were no doubt governed in a measure

by the seasons of cold and heat; but many other causes

gave rise to their movements. As has been stated in a

recent article on the buffalo, in Montana and the North-

west Territories the bands in winter moved up close to

the mountains and in summer moved further out on to

the plains.

Most plainsmen believed that at certain seasons of the

year all the buffalo moved to a certain range of country.

This was naturally enough inferred from the fact that at

such times all the buffalo to be seen were moving in one

direction, and the further fact that at certain other times

great stretches of country were absolutely barren of buf-

falo. There were migrations of the buffalo, and they

were often on a vast scale so far as numbers go; but in

the matter of distance covered, we believe that they were

much less than has been commonly represented. They

were not in any sense to be compared with the migrations

of many species of birds, but were more like those of our

Western deer, elk and antelope, which migrate, indeed,

in the sense that they change their ranges with the

seasons, but not in the sense that they necessarily go

south at the approach of winter and north in the spring.

SNAP SHOTS.

During the first month in which the Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals has had control of the

licensing of dogs inNew York city, 10,059 were licensed, as

against 7,000, the largest number ever issued by the

Mayor's Marshal. This does not show an increase of dogs

in the city, but it proves that owners have confidence in

the new arrangement, and are ready to cooperate in it.

In the June Seribners Dr. L. M. Yale draws from defi-

nitions of a game fish by Dr. G. Brown Goode these

distinguishing characteristics: "A game fish should have1

beauty, sapidity of flesh, and a certain degree of rarity to

excite the desire of the angler, as well as courage^

strength, nimbleness and cunning to test his skill in a

contest rendered the more even by delicacy of tackle."

A Constitutional Convention is now sitting in Albany

to consider proposed amendments to the State Constitu-

tion, and advocates of various desired reforms are making
themselves heard. If some one would get under way a

"petition with boots on" for an amendment forbidding

all legislative tinkering with the game] and fish laws,

other than at fixed intervals of twenty-five years, he would

find himself uproariously supported, and would deserve

well of his grandchildren.

In his report the other day of the work of the Massa-

chusetts Fish and Game Protective Association in defeat-

ing the Gilbert trout bill, Secretary H. H. Kimball pointed

out the necessity of organization for protecting the inter-

ests of the public in its fish and game supply. It was
good doctrine. If Mr. Kimball should go out into New
Jersey to promulgate his views, he would find at Green-

wood Lake a capital field for missionary enterprise.

There are hotels at the lake which depend for patron-

age largely upon the fishermen who resort to

those waters for fishing. Under such conditions

it might be taken for granted that the hotel keepers

would join together and look to it that Greenwood Lake
fish were protected thoroughly and at all seasons against

the netters and snarers. Every bass is so much stock for

the common advantage. If Greenwood Lake fishing is

good, that means that scores and hundreds of fishermen

go from New York and Brooklyn and Jersey City and
Newark and other cities and towns. Each and every one

of this multitude expends money for traveling, for hotels,

for boat, for guide, for incidentals. In their fishing

Greenwood Lake residents have a gold mine. But

the multitudes do not flock to Greenwood Lake

for the fishing, not after they have once been there

and have found the fishing poor. The fishing is poor

because the fish are not protected. The fish are not pro-

tected because the very people Whose self interest it would

be to protect them are lacking in enterprise and common
sense. Some of the hotel people have themselves taken

part in the foolish netting of game fish; last week we
reported the conviction of two of them by Game Warden
Shriner and to-day we note another suit pending.

Such is the ideal game fish perhaps, yet many which

are counted game do not answer to all of these condi-

tions. A muscalonge is neither beautiful to look upon

nor is its flesh a delicacy, yet we should like to see any

one presume to read it out of the list. A tarpon is beau-

tiful, but no one pretends to esteem it for food. The

skate has sapidity when served by a French chef, but it is

not one of the beauties of nature. Black bass and trout

are both beautiful and good to eat, but in many localities

they have not in any sense a "degree of rarity."

An Asbury Park correspondent recorded his disap-

pointment last week because after long and valiantly

playing a big bass in the surf it turned out to be a

shark. But if we exclude from the list sharks because

they are deficient in edible qualities, should we not to

be consistent exclude as well, for instance, sheepshead

in salt water and black bass in fresh, when they are

caught by count-fishermen and after due display on

hotel verandahs are dumped out on to the compost heap?

Here is a definition of a game fish: One which

affords fun in the taking and satisfaction in the having.

Secretary Edward] Banks of the Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association sends us a letter printed in an-

other column relative to the proposed action of the Asso-

ciation toward revision of the game laws. One topic

upon which the views of sportsmen of the State are in^

vited is the prohibition of the sale of gamew We know
that there are in Pennsylvania those who holdj.the opin-

ion that the prohibition of the sale of game would be

three-fourths of the battle for protection. They are on

the right road. The more thoroughly this subject is dis-

cussed the more clearly is shown the sound reason in

Fokest and Stream's platform plank—the sale of game
should be prohibited at all seasons.

The angler who is cunning enough to cast his lines in

fished out" waters at the proper interval after every one

else has become disgusted and given them up, is likely to

be rewarded. In such waters, given the go-by for a few

seasons, the fish multiply and grow big, and then the first

earner is the lucky one.

From many districts come reports of excellent trout

fishing this year; and although the weather has been cold

and unfavorable for fishing, the season promises to be a

capital one for all kinds of fish.

The case of Fish Commissioner Follett, of Connecticut,

who was found guilty of having netted trout in Massa-

chusetts waters, has been settled, the defendant abandon-

ing his appeal to the higher court.

Our San Antonio correspondent wires under date of

June 5 that a band of fifty buffalo were seen last week in

Val Verde county, Texas, among them a number of

calves. The first duty of Texas is to provide safety fot

this remnant against the hunters who will beset them.

The notes on pound fishing printed elsewhere merit

attention because they come from a practical man ac-

tually engaged in that mode of fishing, and because

they show intrinsic evidence of having been written with-

out passion and honestly.

Just as we go to press word comes to us that the new
United States Fish Commission's hatchery will be located

at Cape Vincent, New York.
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ABENAKI GABE.
Fredericton, the capital of New Brunswick, is about

eighty miles distant by water from the city of St. John,

and has long been known as a central point for amateur

hunters and fishermen. The St. John River is here about

half a mile wide. Directly opposite the town stands a lit-

tle group of huts in which reside the last of the Abenakis,

that once powerful race of savages, who were so formi-

dable to the English about the latter part of the seven-

t :enth century that their name was a terror to Boston. In

f ict De Villebon, then Governor of Acadia, had commu-
nicated to the Court of France a project for the capture

of that city by means of the Abenakis, who were to be

aided by a small detachment of French troops.

One of the descendants of these dusky warriors was to

carry me in his bark canoe from Fredericton to the mouth
of the Nashwaasis on the east side of the St. John, about

two miles above Fredericton, where we were to dine in

the open air on the grassy sward, in our old accustomed
way, for we had been friends for years. He was, by
agreement, to bring the cooking utensils and I the food.

Promptly at 9 A. M. of May 21 my Abenaki friend was
at the wharf in his canoe, in which I placed the pro-

visions I had purchased, consisting of a pound of very fat

s.ilt pork, of which the Indians are very fond, a dozen
eggs, two ounces of tea and a pound of family pilot

bread. Gabe had his frying pan, small tin kettle, two
tin dippers, a table-knife and fork and a large hunting-

knife with which to slice the fat pork for frying.

My companion's full name was Gabriel Atwin; the soft

language of the Abenakis, finding the "q" of Aquin too

harsh, had replaced that letter by "t." The name was be-

stowed on Gabe's ancestor by one of those French Jesuits

who labored so long and so hard to convert the Abenakis
to Christianity. Little did the noble Count Aquino, or his

nijst illustrious son Saint Thomas, think that their hon-
ored name would be borne 600 years after their decease
by the inhabitants of a then unknown land.

Gabe, my pilot, cook and friend, must be 71 years of

age. He is a well built intelligent looking Abenaki of
medium height, his jet black hair is turning gray and his

once active motions are becoming more deliberate with
alvancing age. At the time of the Fisheries Exhibition
ia London, he was sent there by the Government of
Canada; and as he was well known to a number of the
officers of the English Army, having often hunted with
taem when they were stationed in America, great atten
t.on was paid to him. He told me that although he liked
tuese gentlemen very much, as they were very kind to
him, he did not like England. On asking him his reason
hi said, '"There is no liberty there, if a fellow wants to
go fishing or shooting they won't let him." The magni-
tude of London astonished him, and writing to a friend
ii New Brunswick he said: "Dear Bob, if you haint seen
London, you haint seen nothin'." He told me also that
the English were great thieves; he said that he could not
Lave a pipe, or a box, or anything outside of his wigwam
(which was placed in one of the London parks), but it was
stolen at once.
Gabe is not much given to talk, but when he does is

often witty as well as instructive. Although a Christian,
he yet places a certain amount of belief in the legends
which have come down to him from the days of his pagan
aacestors. One day when we were together in a canoe
he said to me, "There must be something in 'Glooseap's'
story, for I have seen his pack which he left on the shore
not far from St. John; it is all turned to stone; and there
is the hole that the mink made in it. And then I have
seen in the rock at Machias the entrails of the moose that
'Glooscap' killed; they are of white rock and all twisted."
Once in a while he talks about the old Indians and their

manners and customs. One lovely June day we were
paddling^a canoe near what he calls "Augh-pa-hack," the
head of tide, six miles above Fredericton, and were pass-
ing cloBe to a beautiful and fertile island, when Gabe said
to me, "When I was a little boy I used to come here with
my mother to get Indian potatoes. She dug them with a
hoe and I followed her and picked them up. This was
what our people used before the whites brought us the
real potatoes." Being desirous of knowing what this root
was of which these people had formerly made use, I asked
him to find me one. Pushing the canoe to the shore of
the island, he went up to a clump of alders and followed
down the stalk of a climbing plant which had mounted to
the top of these bushes, and when he came to the root
drew it out of the soft, rich ground with his fingers, hold-
ing it up to me. The root was long and seemed formed of
a series of small bulbs connected together like a string of
beads. On examining the plant, 1 found that it either
was or resembled the wild convolvulus. "We used to dry
these, and they were our chief vegetable food," Baid Gabe.
"I can remember also that my mother had a big stone
mortar in which she used to pound or grind up the Iudian
corn which we used. This island (Hart's) was once a
great place for the Indians. Here they played ball and
ran races. 1 have seen their race course; it was marked
deep in the sod, beaten down by their feet, and went all
around the island. We had our church over there on the
mainland, but it was burned by the English many years
before I was born, so our fathers said."
Returning from this digression to our trip, the St. John

River was very high; all the islands and all the low lands
were flooded, and great elms and maples were seen stand-
ing as it were m one great sea. Toward these we directed
our course, and paddlmg between and among them, came
to a fringe of shrubs which bordered the shore of the
Nashwaasis, through whose tops our canoe made its wav
until our progress was stayed by the upper pole of a sub-merged cedar fence. This, howevur, Gabe soon pushed toone side with his paddle and ran the bow of his craft upon the shore of the green sward, to allow of my stepping
out and oi his removing the provisions and cooking uten-
sils to the place where we were to dine He. soon gatheredup some chips made a fire and proceeded to frvsome porkand eggs and prepare tea for our dinner. While thusengaged we had a discussion over Abenaki words "Icannot understand Indian words as they are printed onthe map » said he. "You call the river ten miles below
Fredericton Oromocto. We have no r in our language!The name of this river 18 Wee-la-mooc-took-deep riverCains River, which runs into the southwest Miramichi
is called Mich-ma we-we'-la-mooc-took, or in English'

Micmac's Oromocto. Then you call a branch of the Nash-

waak Cleuristic; that is not the name of this stream; it

is Kul-loo-sis-sec; it was called so because there was a

great eagle's nest on a, high rock near the mouth of this

stream. Kulloo, the eagle, was very big. The name of

the brook means Kul-loo's nest."

While the meat was frying in the pan a huge heron

slowly rose from the shore. "There is Kos-que," said he,

"the old Indians were very fond of these birds, which

make a great lot of nests, many families building near

one another. About the 26th of July, when the young were
big and fat, the old Indians would go to these places where

the ne3ts were and take the young ones out and kill them;

and after they had tried out all the fat, which was saved

to be used again, they smoked the bodies and so kept

them from spoiling."

Our meal being ready, Gabe took a sheepskin with the

wool on out of his canoe, where he had placed it in the

bottom for me to sit on (and a capital thing it is for such

purpose), and with it and a block of wood extemporized

a chair. "I forgot the plates," said he, "but here is a

piece of shingle." This answered the purpose just as well

and we were soon engaged in discussing a rude meal,

which was eaten with more zest than would have been
one of a city chef's most artistic production.

Edward Jack.
Fredericton, May 22.

STORIES OF EZRA.— I.

In the autumn of 1873 I came to Redfield, Iowa, and
being pleased with the village and its surroundings, made
it my home for four years. One very 6nowy morning
in the first December I went into the harness shop to

get some leather scraps to cut into gun wads. After
some talk with the harness maker about shooting he
turned to a tall, delicate-looking young man who was
busy at stitching a trace, and said: "Ezra, would you like

to go a-huntin'," Ezra 'lowed he would. "Well," said

the boss, "I reckon ye might as well go, an' ye better

hitch the team to the sled 'n' then maybe you can get
some chickens." On this trip began my acquaintance
with E R, Ford—Ez. or Ezra, as everybody called him

—

and he proved to be such a delightful shooting and fishing

companion that 1 seldom went without asking Ezra to go.

The Screech Owl.

In the last week of the following May Ezra said, "Let's
go and get some of them young fox s.quirrels down in the
bottom timber."
And we went. The squirrel shooting was fairly good,

and after getting eight we sat down to talk. A screech
owl came out of a hollow tree and sat on a limb a few feet

away.
"That screech owl," said Ezra, "makes me think of

something that happened when I was a little boy and we
lived in Hoosier. One day the old gentleman gave me
and Ike [his brother] an unmerciful whipping. For a
wonder we had done nothing to merit such punishment
this time, and wTe were so cut up, in our minds as well as
on our backs, that we vowed to get even with the old
man. Right back of our house was a big piece of woods
that we had never ventured into, believing it was filled

with all sorts of mysterious creatures, and that it ex-
tended clear to the other edge of the world. Ike said we
would go into the woods so far that the old man could
never find us, and we'd stay there till he grieved himself
to death about us; and then we could come back and not
be licked any more.
"We hadn'tgone far into the woods before the deep shade

and deeper stillness got us to feeling mighty queer. After
we had gone about a quarter of a mile we stopped, too
afraid to go any further, and both of us too afraid to
speak. We stood there about a minute when we heard a
sort of snapping or clicking noise, and when we looked
around we saw five screech owls, the first we had ever
seen, young ones I suppose they were, all sitting in a row
on a limb, within six feet of our heads. One at a time
they opened their big mouths and shut them with a snap;
and one of them let out a long, quivering, tremulous
screech that sent cold chills of terror all over us, and
their big eyes seemed to look right through us. We were
so paralyzed by fright that we couldn't move. Maybe
we'd have been there yet if some noise had not made all
of them look the other way. That broke the spell, and
we lit out. We fell over logs, scrambled through briers,
stubbed our bare toes against roots; but we never stopped
till we got into the house. The old gentleman was hoeing
potatoes, and we went out there and pulled weeds all the
afternoon and found lots of comfort keeping close to him.
We didn't say anything about it, not even to each other,
and for a while after we went to bed we lay perfectly still,

with the quilts over our heads. At last I whispered, 'Ike,
what was they?' 'Spirits,' whispered Ike. 'What sort of
spirits?' 'Spirits of boys that run off and get eat up with
bears.'

"I've a great mind," added Ezra, addressing himself to
the owl, "to shoot you for what your uncles and aunts did
to me. I'll shy a stone at you, anyway."
The owl alighted on a stump. Ezra said, "Now, I'll

just walk round you till you twist your neck off, and if
you choose to commit suicide that way, your blood won't
be on my hands."
Twenty times he walked around that owl, and while it

kept its body motionless, the owl's face was always turned
toward him,
"What do you think of it?"

"Begin to think Ike was right about their being spirits
"

said I.
'

"Well," said Ezra, "I'll tell you how he does it. He
turns his head a little more than once around, and then
turns it back again so quick you don't notice it. I'll start
from square in front of him, and if you'll watch ri°-ht
close, when I get a little more than half-way round you'll
see his head turn back and stop just where it was before."
And knowing how and when to look, I saw it.

The Wood Duck's Nest.
After settling the owl matter, Ezra suggested, "Let's go

over to the bayou. There are two wood ducks' nests over
there. I want to see if they've hatched." As we neared
the bayou he said, "There they are, up at the other end.
See therm1 They havn't seen us. and they're comino- this
way. Get down behind this log."
In half an hour they came quite close, and we had an

excellent view of them; playing and feeding much as tame
ducks do, except that the mother was ever on the alert
tor danger. There were sixteen of the young ones. They

did not look to be more than a day old, but they swam
"

and dived almost equal to their mother. As it was open
water and not more than a foot deep, I suggested that we
catch the young ones and try to raise them. "We'll try
it," said Ezra, "but if we catch one of them, we will do
better than I've buen able to do yet." As we arose from
behind the log, the mother duck, with simulated lame-
ness and warning cries, half flying and half swimming,
wentround a bend of the bayou, and every duckling dis-

appeared under the water, hardly leaving a ripple. We
rushed in where they had disappeared, and after we
stood still a little whi'e, the youngsters began to come up
all round us; and now that they were not warned by their
mother, did not seem much alarmed, but were too suspi-

cious to allow us to pick them up, and would dive if we
went too near them. Presently they were all gone; just
where, we could not tell, and the old one came back and
circled over head till she saw they were safely hidden, and
then sought safety herself,and we went into hiding again,
and were rewarded by seeing the old one alight on the
water. After carefully looking for danger and seeing
none, a few tender notes brought the young brood swim-
ming to her from their hiding places along the bank.
Then all swiftly and silently swam out of sight around the
bend. "Now," said Ezra, "let's go further down the bot-
tom and get some more squirrels, and as we come back
we will find the ducks out in the woods, if we find them
at all, and then we can get some of them."
An hour and a half later we were walking along the

bayou, a couple of hundi-ed yards beyond where the ducks
had disappeared around the bend, when the old duck flew
from the ground. "Now we will find those youngsters,"
said Ezra, "right where the old one flew from." It was
a rather open place in the woods, with nothing on the
ground but dead leaves, and not a duckling to be seen.
I said they would not be there, but Ezra said they were
there, and we would find them all in a bunch, and half
covered with leaves. And he did find them, and just that
way. Huddled together in a little depression in the
ground, half covered with dead leaves, were 16. little

yellow balls of down, the bright eyes being the only sign
of life about them. "Now," said Ezra, "we will find

they are a pretty lively lot, and the only way to get any
of them is to single out one and go for him, and then if

there is another one in sight, go for it."

We captured six, which we took home in the pockets of
our shooting coats, and put them in a big box, but they
climbed right up the sides of the box, and it kept one of
us busy keeping them in till some boards were put over
the top. We did not entirely cover the box for fear tbey
would not have sufficient air, and next morning the duck-
lings were all gone. Whether they got out by their own
efforts or were helped by a cat, we never knew.

0. H. Hampton.

" Forest and Stream's" Yellowstone,

Park Game Exploration.

THE STORY OF THE TRIP.

Chicago, 111., May 24.—When the Forest and Stream
man stepped off from the train at Cinnabar there was an
eager and a nipping air coming down off Electric Peak
a slick-looking young U. S. lieutenant coming up the plat-
form, an ambulance with four gray and woolly Army
mules coming up the street, and Billy Hofer coming up
into the car. All of which made a good environment. In
about two minutes, after I had become well acquainted
with Lieut. Lindsley, we all went over and got something
to eat, and then started for the Post, the ambulance being
filled with eggs, cabbage, oranges, side meat and other
delicatessen beside Billy and myself, who were both good
things. Lieut. Lindsley, upon whom devolves the com-
missary work of Ft. Yellowstone, followed later in a
buckboard and a buffalo coat.

The first thing curious I noticed was the belt worn by
the driver who negotiated the four woolly mules. He
wore one of the TJ. S. blanket-and-canvas storm coats,
better than a buffalo coat, which was girt close about him
by this most formidable belt—an affair made of sole
leather, over a foot wide, and fastened with three or four
smaller straps and buckles at the ends. In place, this belt
covered the whole body closely from the hips more than
half way to the shoulders, and kept all air from flowing
up under the clothing, as well as protecting the vitals by
an impervious shield. When the driver threw this belt on
the platform in front of the post office at Gardiner it

sounded as if he had dropped a keg of nails. He took off

his belt there so that he could drink something, I believe,
it being too tight for that purpose when in place. The
driver told me that the stage coach drivers and others ex-
posed to the severe winter weather of the mountains
could hardly endure the exposure without these big belts,

which made them warmer than anything else they could
wear—"a heap warmer than any overcoat," he said.

Wild Game.
An army ambulance is built for utility and not for fun.

The windows are cut so low at the top that you can't get
much good out of the landscape, if the latter stands
on edge, as it does in this country. I nearly broke my
neck trying to see the top of the mountains, and had to
sit flat down on the floor while I was trying to see the
antelope Billy was pointing out to me as we crossed the
Gardiner Fiats and went fairly into the great National
Park. There the antelope were, sure enough, with their
white harness hard to make out against the white back-
ground, though Billy's more practiced eye picked out
group after group, while.my big game eyes were getting
their first practice after a long rest.

Beyond the flats, we began the steady climb up the
Gardiner to the Post, the wheels crunching through snow
in places apparently four feet deep. The river on our
right came tearing and boiling down, a lovely stream.
We saw some mallards contentedly swimming in a quiet
part of the stream and they did not fly, though we passed
within 20yds. of them. The little purple water ousels
were flying up and down the roughest parts of the water,
at home in the turmoil, and singing sweetly and shrilly,

apparently content in their wintry and forbidding home.
We also saw a bluebird, away up there in the snow,
and it did not seem unhappy or alarmed by the moua-
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tains and the snows. In fact, even so early, one could
see that in this enchanted land summer and winter go
hand in hand the year round. The ice and snow are in
spots parted by warm streams or broken up by large
areas of warm ground. Nowhere in the great snow
country can game winter as it can here, and for this

reason the wonderful region should be forever preserved.
Thus presently we came to the "Boiling River," pouring
its hot flood out of the rocks into the Gardiner River,
and near here we saw still more of the waterfowl and
birds which winter in this part of the Park. If our
cameras had been ready we could have photographed
wild mallards.
The driver had that morning seen three mountain sheep

(bighorns) on the rocks near the Eagle's Nest, the big ledge
overhanging the road which will be remembered by all

Park tourists, and we hoped that we should be fortunate
enough to get sight of them, but it seems that they had
taken fright at a dog which accompanied one of the teams.
They are very often seen near the road, and are very fear-

less and tame. This is within three miles of the Park
linp, I believe. So much for summer-in-winter, and for
protection of the game. The game knows the country
and it takes it but a very short time to learn of the pro-
tection. There is no known place on earth now, outside
of the Park, where one may approach within 30yds. of
wild bighorns without their taking fright on seeing one.

The Vestibule of Wonderland.

A bruising pull through the deep snow of the last hill,

and we came out on the parade ground of the Post, the
little flat valley nature has arranged as the vestibule for
her house of wonders. The big Mammoth Hot Springs
hotel, untenanted except by Manager Deane and his wife,

stood opposite, and at the right were the "new quarters"
of the Post. Beyond , Liberty Cap and the Minerva Ter-
race, the latter steaming in the cold air that circled every
wondrous cauldron. Around,the mountains shouldered in

closely, all white and shivery looking. Still beyond,
valley and caiion and crag crowded together, unwilling to

give entrance even to an eye, and apparently grudging
even the scantiest knowledge of the treasures they had in
keeping from the hand that made it all. Mount Everts's
gray unshapely front, the hills back of the Terrace, the
canon of the Gardiner winding beyond the Post meadows,
the peaks that flank the upper flats and edge the Golden
Gate, all these many have seen brown and gray and black
and green in the summer, but who has seen them white
and solemn in the depth of the mountain winter time?
Only a few. This and the sights beyond—the winter
landscape of this wild tremendous region—the panorama
of the Wonderland when wrapped in its robes of snow—to
see that, to intrude upon the brooding mountains when
they rest and plan their mysteries—where is a greater
privilege accorded any traveler? It is the journey of a
lifetime. What wonder that one thrilled even at the
anticipation!
And now Capt. Anderson, commanding officer of the

Post and superintendent of the Park, met us as we topped
the hill where the "old quarters" lie, hauled us forth from
the ambulance and took possession of the Forest and
Stream man forthwith as being a suspicious character.
As I had supposed the programme was to sleep out in the
snow every night after crossing the Park line, I was able
to stand this for a few days. The Captain's cook is noto-
riously the best in the Army. As for the Captain himself,
you would better get acquainted with him yourself.

At Capt. Anderson's pleasant quarters I remained from
Saturday, March 10, till Wednesday, March 14, preparing
for the trip into the mountains, and learning about the
Park, its game, its system of patrol, the pleasant and the
harassing nature of some of t* e duties conected with its

supervision. I could learn something of this, something of
the difficulties of the work, something of the inadequacies
of the equipment to the task, but never until I was actu-
ally into the wilderness and had seen the terrors of that
winter reign, could I realize the magnitude of the task
asked at the hands of this handful of devoted and hard-
working troopers. Under the old regime this was a task
almost too hard and too thankless to ask of any men; yet
from officer to private I can say I never heard a murmur
of complaint, and among privates as well as officers there
seemed to exist a singular enthusiasm for the arduous and
sometimes almost unmilitary labors asked of them in their
duty of protecting the Park. Now, thank Providence,
there ^is a better law, and the "snowshoe cavalry," as
some of the ski-running troopers call themselves, will not
have only their labor for their pains.
The Yellowstone is a two-company post, and is proba-

bly one of the busiest of the mountain posts in the winter.
Id has an unusually large, number of good snowshoers in
irs force, due to the scouting trips of earlier years and the
ski practice which officers encourage as so useful in this
mountain work. Even the children wear skis at Ft. Yel-
lowstone, and it is no rare sight to see four or five little

pairs of skis on the front stoop of a house. Most of the
utficers know a bit about ski running, and at the time I

iirrivedat the Post two of them, Capt. Scott and Lieut.
Forsy the, were absent with the Haynes photographic ex-
pedition, of which I shall write later.

Photographing Antelope.

Capt. Anderson has a most pleasant family of young
olfictrs with him—besides those above named, Pert
Surgeon Gandy, and Lieutenants Daniels, Nance and
Lindsky. The terms army officer and sportsman are
synonymous, and in the case of Dr. Gandy we found that
a, love for amateur photography was also included. The
result of this was that Dr. Gandy, Billy Hofer and I went
out on a photographic still-hunt for antelope on the
Gardiner Flats the first clear day we got. We found the
antelope abundantly enough and obligingly tame, but
the wind was so high we had trouble to get good pictures.
Dr. Gandy often set up his tripod deliberately within good
range of the beautiful creatures, and took shot after shot
while I lay on the ground and tried to hold steady the
vibrating legs of the machine, but we got only one
picture of any value. Billy had a long range special out-
fit, and had some beautiful shots at antelope standing,
marching, trotting and running, but the Smithsonian
Institution, to whom he sent the negatives for develop-
ment, has calmly absorbed them and made no sign so far
as I know.
We saw, probably, the entire band of the Park herd of

antelope, about 400. Often they crossed in little bunches
not 75yds. in front of us, and we had a unique and valu-
able opportunity of studying them. There was one old

leader,"a buck, which! was ^a distinct^trotterfandfrarely
broke his long-reaching trotting stride, although the
entire band behind him were on the run. I will back this

trotting antelope against any other trotting antelope on
earth, and it's a "moral" for the Gardiner Flats beast."25

This was the beginning of the spectacle^of the great
game in the Park, a fraction of what we were to see.

Every day we heard of the sheep down by Eagle Nest,

and every day that I was at the Post, without excep-
tion, we saw a band of elk on the high bare ridge back
of Minerva Terrace. These Capt. Anderson calls his

"pets," and daily he watches them from his window as

he sits and reads. Often they come lower down, and
once he saw forty elk just back of Lieut. Lindsley's quar-
ters. Sometime, too, a herd of blacktail deer will come
down the hill almost into the Post limits. The Post is

located at a comparatively low altitude, and the snow
does not lie so deep there as in the upper Park. Once
we had a Chinook, and under the breath of that mys-
terious wind the snow settled and fled in the most sur-

prising manner. This was in early March. We had
purposely postponed our trip till March, as by that time
the snow has become less fluffy and more solid, there-
fore better for snowshoeing. Let no one suppose that
March means spring in the Park. The snow envelops
everything there till June. While we lay at the Post
it snowed almost every day. A drift 12ft. high lay

along the walk in front of the officers' quarters. Around
the great springs of the Minerva Terrace the white gar-
ment of winter was apparently 6 to 10ft. high, and in

drifts we could only guess how deep.

Warnings.

Of course it is hard for the summer tourist to. realize

the difference between the Park in summer and the Park
in winter. In the summer one rides through the Park in

comparative ease. In the winter one cannot even walk.
No friendly pack horse can lighten one's load, and if he
is tired he cannot swing into the saddle or loll upon a
wagon seat. Every inch of the way must be traveled on
the snowshoes, and when a man's own muscles cease to

work he ceases to advance. There is no way of lighten-
ing or eva i ing the labor, and emphatically it is every
man for himself. These things were pointed out to me
by friends. Before I left Chicago one friend almost be-
sought me never to go into the Park in the winter, as he
had once been caught by a snowstorm there and hardly
got out alive. As I approached the Park these warnings
became more frequent and more ominous. At Living-
ston guides and old-timers shook their heads, and civil

engineers advised me not to go in. At Gardiner, as I

learned later, bets were freely offered that our party
would get no further in than the Swan Lake flats, be-
yond the Golden Gate. Even at the Post there were not
wanting those who said quietly, "I do not envy you the
trip." Her,e, then, one was placed against the first edge
of the enterprise, and began to realize something of the
quality of the work ahead.

The Outfit.

Billy and I had brought in both the, Canadian web shoes
and the Norwegian skis, also a toboggan. We thought at

first of using the web shoes and pulling the toboggan, but
Billy later decided very wisely that it was better to stick

to the skis, almost universally used in the Rockies, and to
leave the toboggan behind, carrying everything on our
backs in packs. The wisdom of this arrangement was
most obvious later on. The Haynes photographing party
started with a toboggan, but-abandoned it at the Canon.
They learned that it took the whole party to get the flat-

bottomed thing along. It is next to impossible to pull
any weight behind the ski, and if one wears webs, and so
gets traction power, he can not take the long runs down
hill by which so much of the time is made in ski running
All the mountain men seem to unite in condemning the
web or Indian shoe for this mountain work. They say the
ski is far easier and faster.

For clothing, Billy's advice was followed implicitly.
We wore heavy wool underwear, wool trousers, canvas
overalls and canvas leggings. The underwear was sup-
plemented by a lighter wool undershirt, over which a
slue flannel shirt was worn. A canvas vest came on top
of that, but no coat or overcoat was worn. Of course the
latter would have been an impossibility, and the coat was
replaced by a light canvas "jumper."
"You've got to have canvas to break off the wind," said

Billy, "and to shed the snow, and you've got to have
plenty of wool underneath to keep you warm, You'll
find that you won't want much on while you're traveling,
but when you stop you get cold mighty quick."

This I found to be true. Indeed, I discarded my fine
heavy wool overshirt, made like a fireman's shirt, on
which I had rather prided myself. I found it too warm
to wear while shoeing, even in the coldest weather.
When I came out from the trip, indeed, I was wearing
only one suit of underwear and a light cotton drilling
shirt, under my canvas waistcoat and jumper. While on
the trail, even these upper garments would be worn open,
though often the thermometer was below zero. In shoe-
ing over the mountains one uses every muscle of his body
at such intense pitch that he gets all in a glow of heat.
To avoid the chilling out when we stopped, I carried in
my pocket my elegant fireman's shirt and a heavy sweater,
which I slipped on at once when we paused even for a
little while.

By Billy's wise advice, we wore wide felt hats of the
Western type. These were better than caps, as they kept
the snow from getting down the neck. In extremely
cold weather we tied up the ears with a large silk hand-
kerchief.
Of course we wore belts, for a belt is warm as a coat.

We carried no weapons except a straight-bladed butcher
knife apiece, for we were not hunting and needed to trim
down every ounce possible in order to succeed in our mis-
sion. On our hands we wore soft castor gloves, unless the
weather was very sharp, when we slipped on over the
gloves heavy calf mittens, fleece lined. In travel, the
gloves, mittens and handkerchief, with maybe a strip of
burlaps for strings, would be often tucked into the helt
when not in use elsewhere, and Billy always wore his tin
cup at his belt. When Billy got into full regalia, big
camera and all, he made a wild sight, and I often teased
him to stop and let me photograph him, though he
always objected, and I fairly had to do that by stealth.

The Importance of Feet.

The feet are the main thing to be cared for in snow-

shoeing, for they are ground deep in the snow all day
long, and in a climate where the thermometer sometimes
drops to 45° below zero it is not hard to freeze the feet.

The snowshoer keeps his feet carefully clean, washing
them in cold water sometimes. He may wear wool socks,
common broad shoes, and overshoes, surmounting the
whole with canvas leggins—Billy always preferred the
buckled leggins, as easier to handle when full of ice and
snow—or he may use the heavy ' 'German sock" (a felted
wool sock nearly half an inch thick), which is drawn on
over the light sock, and then surmounted by an Arctic
overshoes. If the German sock is warm, no leggins are
required, the trousers being tucked into the sock, which
is drawn tight about the calf of the leg by a string. The
sock sheds snow very well, and is soft and easy to the
foot. Nearly all the shoers about the Post prefer the sock
overshoes. Billy insists that the leggin keeps the foot
in better order. It is almost impossible to keep the feet
dry anywhere, for the snow water will grind through
the best Artie overshoe in a few days. Lieut. Forsythe
found that if he wore a light pair of calf shoes inside his
German sock he was more comfortable and had better
control of his shoes. For myself, I disobeyed Billy's

orders, threw away the shoes which had begun to give
me a sore heel, and from that time on used the following
outfit for my feet, which I found warm and comfortable:
First I wore natural wool socks, light, then a pair of
Indian moccasins, then a pair of heavy gray army socks,
then the Arctic overshoes and leggins, the latter of the
army cut, and very good as I found. A sportive dog
carried off my buckled leggings at the Post, and lost them
in the snow.
Two pairs of colored glasses were taken along by each

man, the bows being carefully wound with silk to pre-
vent freezing the face where the steel touched. Without
these glasses the glare of the snow would soon render
one snow-blind.
A last item in our equipment was a wide canvas patch

cemented on the front of our overshoes, where the toe
strap of the ski passed over, used to prevent the chafing
of the strap on the shoe, which is quite severe. A pair
of Arctic shoes lasts only a few days in active shoeing.
We each took along an extra pair. We used heavy,
double-buckled, high overshoes, not so heavy as the
cavalry shoe, but heavier than the ordinary street over-
shoe.
This was our outfit as to dress, the result of experience

and not of theory. I mention it in detail because, though
we found it amply comfortable and excellently adapted
to the needs of the trip, it seems ridiculously light for
work almost Arctic in its nature at times. It should be
borne in mind that ours was a walking and not a riding
trip. Furs and heavy wools we could not use, because
we could not carry them. Schwatka's outfit fell to pieces
because it was too heavy. Every ounce was figured on
by our party. Yet light as we started we came back
lighter yet at the end of the 200 miles, and at the close of
our most eventful and most delightful trip.

What we carried and how we carried it, and how we
engaged in combat with the fiery untamed ski in the
early stages of the trip, will do to speak about the next
time. E. Hough.

909 Skcttkity Building, Chicago.
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BUFFALO MIGRATIONS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A writer in Forest and Stream some time ago expressed

the conviction that the buffalo were not comprised en-
tirely or nearly so of one "main herd," but consisted of
' 'several large bands, only one of which could be regarded
as the main herd." In support of this theory he goes on
to state the probable boundaries of their several ranges,
and adds, ' "It is not now supposed that the bison emigrated
annually from Manitoba to Mexico, but perhaps the Texas
bands ranged as far as the Canadian River, etc., etc."

It is possible that this may be the generally accepted
view at the present day, but this was certainly not the
belief entertained by those best qualified by experience to
speak with authority upon the subject thirty years ago,
before the skin-hunter had entered upon his nefarious
career, or a rail had been laid west of the Missouri River.
I was in the buffalo country as early as '62, and during the
four following years I traversed their ranges from south-
ern Texas to the Gallatin River in Montana; and at that
date I know that the buffalo could only be found in cer-

tain localities at certain seasons. One summer during
that period I crossed Texas, its entire breadth from the
Gulf to the Staked Plain, and more than half its length
from north to south, and never saw nor heard of a buffalo.

All the cattlemen and rangers who were constantly hunt-
ing cattle and ranging for Indian horse thieves over every
portion of the State, declared that they had all gone north.
Getting into the Indian Territory in the early fall, we
found a few old bulls—never more than three or four in

a bunch—unmistakably stragglers like those in the wake
of an army. I do not believe there was at that time a
single buffalo in the State of Texas that was able to get
out of it, and only a few outcasts here and there in the
Territory, as we crossed it at a point well supplied with
grass and water, and at a distance from all the Indian
settlements.
A brief mention of these facts was made by me in an

article you published, headed "A Stampede in a Storm."
Texas was, geographically speaking, an ideal buffalo

country, but the buffalo is decidedly an epicure, and its

grasses were to his taste far inferior to those of the north.
The great herd crossed the Platte twice annually, going
north in the spring and south late in the fall, but it never
tarried there; and of the thousands of immigrants which
passed along on both sides of the river at that early date
bound for Denver, Salt Lake and California, not one-
half of them met with a single buffalo. The Republican
Fork and the Smoky Hill River were, however, favorite
winter ranges and preferred by them to any portion of
Texas, for the quality of the grass on those rivers was
better than it was either further south as along the Platte.

It will perhaps be remembered that while the Indians
rtadily made treaties permitting travel by wagons and
later by rail up the Platte, they fought both propositions
b tterly on the Smoky Hill.

But the home par excellence of the buffalo, the land
where he was at rest and away from which he was never
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contented to stay, was the great valleys of the Yellow-

stone and the upper Missouri. Here the sweet nutritious

buffalo grass, deprived of which he was never happy,

grew in greatest abundance; down every mountain side

of that favored land tumbled crystal streams of most re-

freshing coolness, where he could quench his thirst and

stand immersed for hours in the heat of the day, for

although able to endure with impunity a climate of

arctic rigor, he suffered greatly from heat and insects.

Here was bis elysium, the land of his birth; and it was

only when the deeply drifted snows of winter deprived

him of his sustenance that he reluctantly turned his face

toward the retreating sun; and as many anotherwanderer

who, having once cut loose from the charmed circle of

home, finds no tie to bind his wayward feet, so the buffalo

drifted southward, even to the laud of the Aztec.

But he did not stay there. He never forgot that he was

but a visitor in a strange land; and when the great white

winding sheet of winter rolled away before the soft

breezes of early spring, and the tender grass springing

into renewed life began to tint the long swells of the

prairie, then did he gather together his countless cohorts

and sweep northward in a mighty host to the sources of

those great rivers that flow both eastward and westward

to the sea. t _ ,

These migrations were at that time as clearly denned

and as well understood as are those of the wild geese; and

the old frontiersmen always knew about where the herd

was at any particular time, although large sections of the

range were then overrun by hostile Indians who never

hesitated to exterminate any party not sufficiently formi-

dable to make the success of an attack problematical.

I can readily understand that after the restless march
of civilization had thrown its 'railways across their path-

way and the skin-hunter had made their lives but a con-

stant series- of alarms, the buffalo's habits may have

become somewhat modified. The preservation of life is

the strongest instinct with all animated creation, and
every other impulse or habit, when put to the test, will

become subservient to that; so it is very probable that

there existed for a time quite large herds on each side of

those trans-continental thoroughfares which had given

up about everything except the instinct of self-preserva-

tion. It is true there were small bands that remained
permanently in the Colorado parks, but they were re-

garded—nodoubt erroneously—by the mountaineers as a
distinct race, and were the only ones that received the

proper name of bison, and were said to be much smaller

than the plain buffalo. Then there was still another

class called the "timber buffalo" that was said to be not

only larger but much more formidable than either of the

others, whose habitat was in the great forests on both
sides of the line in the vicinity of Fort Benton; but
neither of these were sufficiently numerous to cut any
figure in this discussion. Forked Deer.

MILD AND TOUCHY RATTLERS.
The last two rattlers had been mild-mannered; one of

them had witnessed my approach in such a dozy state

that although I stepped within a foot or two of the head
of one without perceiving him, until I had passed and my
boy further in the rear had called my attention to him
and to my narrow escape from stepping directly on him,
yet he continued to lay perfectly still, coiled with his

head resting on the coil, without the faintest flutter of
his rattles, until he finally started to slowly crawl away.
Then a well directed blow from a stick closed his career.

Not long afterward the second one lay close by the trail

in the same quiet state and did not move at all; and when
hit over the head with a stick did not even uncoil. So I

was hardly prepared, when strolling among the scrub
looking for timber brought ashore by the gale not far
back from the beach, to hear a sudden warning w-h-i-r-r,

which, once heard, can never be mistaken; and I came
to a very sudden standstill until I could locate the direc-
tion of the sound, which is sometimes more difficult than
might be thought. A moment later I saw the snake with
head and tail erect, not more than 5 ft. away, coiled and
half hidden under a bunch of palmetto scrub, his body
moving with sinuous motion, and his whole attitude one
of defiance. I suppose that my walking about in his
neighborhood had thoroughly waked him up, and he did
not propose to permit my nearer approach without giving
mo fair warning of what I might expect if I came any
closer. He rattled none too soon, for another step, as I
was walking directly toward him, would have brought
me within reach of his straightened coil. As I had no
stick long enough to make it .safe to approach him, I
threw a cocoanut and some pieces of wood at him just to
keep him excited and on his guard until I should come
back, for they usually watch for some time something
that has disturbed them; but when I returned he had dis-
appeared.
The colored people's saying, "Never hunt a rattler," is

sound advice; that is, when you hear the whirr of the
rattle don't look for him if you don't see him, but back
right away from your standing place, for he is in your
very immediate proximity. Not long ago the little
2-year-old daughter of a neighbor was "noticed by her
mother walking toward something moving toward a
corner of the house; and to the mother's horror the mov-
ing object proved to be a rattler in the act of crawling
under the house; yet although the child was close upon it,
it did not turn to attack but kept on crawling away until
dispatched.
A man was bringing up some stuff for me on a wheel-

barrow from the river; and on his return his barrow
wheel passed over a big ono near the tail as he lay
stretched across the trail, most likely in the torpor follow-
ing a hearty meal of rabbit, for he made no sign of bein°-
disturbed.

°

A friend was in his field of pineapples, and stooping to
clear away the dead leaves from about a scrub palmetto,
felt something cold and crawling beneath his hand; and
was startled to see the head of a rattler, suddenly dis-
turbed, appear ready for battle. It is needle.«s to say there
was a quick retreat to a safer distance. He imagines he
can feel those cold scales yet when he thinks of it. A
man not far from him leaning over the fence on tip toe
to see something on the other side, felt something crawl-
ing from under his feet; and found he had been standing
on a rattler, who was trying to crawl away without
making any attempt to strike.

I take it that the fascination about these reptiles lies
largely in our consciousness of their deadliness, for looking
at one coiled and apparently asleep, you are yet entirely

conscious of the fact that death, grim, certain and terrible,

lies within those coils; yet it is greatly to his credit that

this terrible weapon, this original hypodermic needle,

carrying the very summons of death, is only used m self-

defense, or when he deems at least himself in danger of

attack. I used to doubt the stories told of their spitting

or throwing their venom when too far distant to strike,

but I have learned of several well attested cases of the

venom being thrown some distance.

A large and valuable horse bplonging to Mr. Murry, of

Oak Hill, was bitten last winter and died in a few hours.

He stepped on or close to a snake while his rider was
hunting deer.

Atlantic, Fla.

THE SUICIDE OF A SERPENT.
Are venomous serpents susceptible to their own poison?

In other words, what would be the result if one of them
should happen to bite himself—would it kill him? Indeed,

it would.
I remember seeing that very thing happen once, when

I was in the northern part of Wyoming, north of the

Rattlesnake range of mountains. We had been making
a survey for a wagon road from Eawlins, a town on the

Union Pacific Railroad, northward to Fort McKinney,
and had finished the work and were returning, and had
reached the place I have described. The region seemed
to be wholly given over to the occupancy of prairie dogs,

burrowing owls and rattlesnakes. I never saw so many
snakes anywhere except in the swamps of Louisiana dur-

ing an overflow. You could see them crawling about in

all directions, and they wpre constantly springing their

rattles in the grass under foot, and frightening our

horses, for you know a horse fears these creatures quite

as much as a man does. In riding along I happened to

see a particularly large rattler, sunning himself on a spot

of bare ground, and tried to ride up near enough to strike

him with my quirt. But my horse was afraid, and I could

not make him approach the Bnake. I did not blame him
very much either, for the old Crotalus threw himself into

a coil, raised his head, sounded his rattle and prepared to

assume the offensive as soon as he saw us. Finding that

I could not reach him with my short quirt, I rode over to

one of the wagons, and got from the driver his long four-

in-hand whip, and with this I returned to the snake. I

I found him about where I had left him, and when he
sawme he tried to run away. They are sluggish creatures,

however, and can not go very fast.

I bad a fancy to tease him a little, and I swung the
whip so that the end of the lash in falling would tap him

THE SUICIDE OP A RATTLESNAKE.

Drawing by Capt. I). C. Kingman.

gently on the nose. As soon as he felt it, he snapped back
like a watch spring into a. coil, sounded his war note, and
turned his head quickly from side to side to discover his
enemy, his forked tongue darting incessantly from his
mouth. I was some 20 or 30ft. away, keeping perfectly
quiet, and he did not appear to notice me at all. I fancy
their range of vision must be very short. After a few
minutes, he lowered his ugly head to the ground and
prepared to glide away in another direction. I let him
get fairly started, and then tapped him as before, and
again he coiled to strike. This was repeated a number of
times. The snake always started away in a new direction,
only to meet that uncomfortable and exasperating little

tap. After each stroke he would prepare to fight and
would look in vain for his assailant; and with each en-
counter his anger seemed to increase.

At last, having tried unsuccessfully every avenue of
escape, he became beside himself with rage. His rattle
buzzed incessantly. He raised his head nearly half his
length above the ground, and swayed from side to side.
His eyes glittered like jewels, and his forked tongue
flashed from his mouth like miniature lightning. His
head became broad and flat, and his whole body seemed
to swell with venom. Suddenly, in an access of fury, he
turned his head, and with the full force of a swinging
blow of his neck, like the down stroke of a sabre, he drove
hi3 fangs into his own body. He kept his hold and did
not withdraw his fangs. His body writhed and twisted
for an instant, and his muscles contracted violently once
or twice. Then his head sank down, the fire faded from
his eyes, bis coils relaxed, and he was dead.

I was astonished. I did not think it was possible that
the poison could be so instantly effective in a creature of
such sluggish circulation.
There can be no mistake about it, he meant to kill him-

self, and he did it, too. Of the last I have the most satis-
factory proof, for I picked him up and examined him
carefully from one end to the other. There was not a
inark (save the bite) or a bruise on him The light strokes
that he had received from the whip were not enough to
hurt him, still less to kill him, yet he was dead; for I put
him in my saddlebag and carried him to camp, and then
skinned him, and I am sure he could not play possum
through all that.
Yes, he bit himself with malice aforethought, knowing

perfectly well what the effect would be; and his act can
only be regarded as the suicide of a serpent.

Capt. Dan C. Kingman. U. S. A,

The English Sparrow Eats Grubs.
Ithaca, N. Y.—The English sparrow has a mission here

despite the verdict of its detractors. A farmer tells me
that in>reaking up a piece of j3od ground this spring he

noticed innumerable English sparrows carrying large

white grubs, so common to sod land, away to their nest-

ing quarters, presumably to feed their young. The sturdy
fellows would often take two large grubs at a trip, and
the number of worms removed by the sparrows during
the plowing of the field would have been sufficient, my
friend assures me, to have destroyed an entire planting of

corn. M. Chill.

Lynxes and Their Names.
Apparently there exists considerable confusion regard-

ing the various forms of the genus Lynx of North America.
The prevailing impression that a wildcat is something
quite different from a lynx is a mistake and has given
rise to a great deal of needless controversy. Commer-
cially speaking Lynx canadensis is the lynx, though
scientifically all forms of the genus Lynx are lynxes. In
New York State the common wildcat {Lynx rufus) is

found in the same tprritory with Lynx canadensis, the

latter there known as lynx, the former as wildcat. In
the coast mountains of California we find the ranchmen
generally separate the adult cat from the younger indi-

viduals, calling the former (which usually possess decided
ear tufts and lengthened hair about the cheeks) lynx,

while the less developed individuals are known as wild-

cats. In this opinion they are as firm as the Rock of

Gibraltar. In the Rocky Mountains, from Arizona at

least north to Montana, perhaps still further north,

ranges the plateaux cat (Lynx baileyi). In this form the

fur is soft and quite long, approaching in character Lynx
canadensis. It stands about midway in general appear-
ance between Lynx rufus and Lynx canadensis, and is

frequently spoken of commercially as lynx.

It is surprising how the wildcats vary in pelage, and
so far as I have been able to make out this is not deter-

mined by age or sex and not nearly so much by locality

as many suppose. Of course the fur is thicker, longer
and softer from the more northern individuals, but of

color we have a great variety right here in the Santa
Cruz Mountains. Judging from appearances the domes-
tic cat of these mountains frequently crosses with Lynx
rufus maculatns. Still it is not to be supposed that our

.

domestic cat is a descendant from the so-called North
American wildcat, the ancestor of pussy being in all

probability the European wildcat, which is very similar

in general form, not excepting the long tail.

George B. Badger.
pin the central Rocky Mountains L. rufus or L. baileyi

is commonly called bob cat, and L. canadensis, lynx.]

Birds in the Storm.

Ithaca, N. Y.—One of the features of the storm which
has held sway throughout this region for the past week
was a terrific wind that prevailed last Sunday, the 20th.

It wrought disaster to the song birds, especially to the

young birds still in the nest and unable to fly. Reports
have come to me during the week of eggs destroyed and
young birds killed and drowned in such alarming num-
bers as to make the misfortune of our feathered friends

one of serious import. A friend of mine found an up-
turned robin's nest late in the afternoon of the 20th, partly

submerged in the water.. Three young robins were found
under the nest, and by craning their slim, downy necks
to the utmost, had managed to keep their heads above
water. The nest was carefully removed to higher ground
and the chilled, water-soaked birds, partly wrapped in a
dry cloth, were deposited therein. The next morning the
mother bird, with an air of matronly dignity, sat cover-

ing the nest and its precious occupants. I have no doubt
that very many acts of kindness in behalf of the birds

were performed on that eventful Sunday afternoon.
M. C. Hill.

Woodcock Killed by Telegraph Wires.

Cupio, Ky., May 28.—Through this little valley the

Postal Telegraph line runs. About two months ago a
neighbor of mine brought me a bird and asked me what
it was. It was a woodcock. He explained that he had
seen it fly against the wires and kill itself. Last Friday
evening I was walking down the same bine and found
another killed in the same way. It seems these birds are
all killed about sundown. I do not see or hear of other
birds being killed in this way.

I am told there will be a large amount of fish put in

Kentucky waters this year. We have a good supply of

quail here, but in the hunting season they go to the hills

that are covered with timber and bushes, and it is a difficult

matter to bring them to bag. R. B.

Woodcbucks in Trees.

Haines Falls, N. Y., May 30.—I note article from W.
W. P., Springfield, Yt., in yours of June 2, entitled "A
Woodchuck up a Tree." I was born and spent my boy-
hood here in tbe Catskill Mountains, and with my "wood-
chuck dog" have caught many a woodchuck "up a tree,"

but those so caught were found only in timber and were
perfectly black in color. I have examined them care-

fully and find no structural difference from the gray
ones, except that usually they are smaller, and I have
seen them in no other locality. While out trout fishing

yesterday my beagles treed one in a sapling about twenty
feet high ana not over two inches in diameter, and having
no branches for fifteen feet from the ground. I have
never seen the gray one climb a tree. John W. Rusk.

A Large Eagle.

Newport, Vt., May 25.—"Hal" Wells, of this place,

recently caught an eagle in a steel fox trap which meas-
uren 7ft. Sin. from tip to tip of wings. It was a female
of what iB known as a "bald eagle," and although some
rather rough handling was necessary to get it into a cage
it was uninjured. Davis& Robitelle have had it on exhibi-

tion in their window, where it has attracted no little atten-

tion. Rob.

"Old Sam" on "Forest and Stream."
Fobkst and Stream is in the top notch of its clan. In cleanness,

clearness of conception, force and fearlessness of expression, earnest
devotion to its mission, breadth of ideas, freedom from crankism,
purity and diversity of correspondence, and in scientific investigation
and ceaseless enterprise it covers the entire ground. The pulse beat
of its pages is steady as the pendulum stroke of time, and to many
an active and retired sportsman it is the mirror of events that form
the brightest, most exciting and happiest hours of his life. May its

light never cease to shine, Samuel R. Smith.
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" That reminds me."

A Hustle for a Trout.

We were "ehubbing." Had willows for rods and fresh
meat for lures. But though we cast in many pools our
baskets were empty. The noon was mild but two hours
later the air was zeroic. Boreas's needles, keen and
searching, were setting our teeth to chattering, and we
had all had about enough of it "We were all, as a last

attempt, casting in the deep pool below the dam. I had
just clambered over the log-chute and cast my lure near
where Nephew was fishing when off went my lure,

down bent my pole to the very surface of the stream and
I gave a lurch to throw the voracious chubby over my
head. My frail willow pole bent under the weight and as
it came to the surface it seemed like an eel, so lengthy
wag it. The fish was lifted in air but its weight broke the
hook's fastening and I saw it was one of the first trout I
had ever caught from a brook. It fell just at the waters
edge and I, frantic at the thought of its loss, sat down on
it, or made the attempt. Such a scramble as I had with
that slippery, wiry, elastic, floundering trout. My legs,

coat-tails, hands, knees, were all brought into commotion,
so Nephew and Niece aver. I was too busy to take any
note of attitudes. But I actually so confused and embar-
rassed that fish with my affectionate attentions that it

kindly jumped out on dry land. And those young people
stood there roaring with laughter. Said it was better
than a circus. Said the fish could easily have escaped but
it wanted to force me to an involuntary bath in that
iciest of waters for yanking off its jaw in trying to throw
it over my head. That evening's walk to camp of a mile
and a half, my lower anatomy incased in ice, with the
wind howling and whistling about in a derisive way,
wasn't as balmy as I could wish, but we had a trout that
made a fair supper for three. Cakey.

A Dicker with P. Z.

It happened twenty-five years ago and yet the affair is

as indelibly stamped on my mind as if it only happened
yesterday, and here is the story as I told it at our camp-
fire last fall: The tall dark pines were overhead, the
white tents beside the river glittered in the firelight,

while high over all floated the silvery moon round and
full, reminding one of Bret Harte's lines:

"Above the pines the moon was slowly drifting,

The river sang below,

The tall Sierras far beyond uplifting

Their minarets of snow."

I give real names and places because some most
interested in the story joined the silent majority long
ago, while others are old men to-day. We were boys
together in those days, for Bill Weeks and I attended
school together when compelled to and hunted the same
woods and fished the same streams whenever opportunity
offered.

Among the villagers was a man named P. Z Roinain,
who kept a store to keep him out of mischief, he said, be-
cause he could well afford to live on what he had previ-
ously accumulated. "P. Z.," as every one called him,
nicknamed Bill and me "the Siamese twins," because we
were always together, and that name still sticks to us
among the old school chums of a quarter of a century
ago. One of P. Z.'s delights was to stand at his front gate
of a summer's evening, smoking a long church-warden.
A fulL florid face closely shaven and a goodly-sized corpo-
ration marked him as a man who lived well.

Highholders were plentiful down in the fields close to
Cooke's bush, and so the Siamese twins started out to
shoot them, for they made excellent pies, and if we plucked
and cleaned our game our parents with great consideration
always cooked and helped us eat them. We had poor
luck that afternoon, for we only shot four—two apiece.
As the shadows lengthened in the hazy summer even-

ing Bill and I separated, each taking our quota of the
day's game. Mine I tied together witn a featuer through
the bills (the lower mandible) and hung them on the ram-
rod of my old single-barreled shotgun. Then I proudly
marched down the principal street of the village. As I

passed P. Z.'s he was standing at the gate smoking as
usual. P. Z. never took much notice of me but on this
occasion he was all smiles. "Hello, Willie," said he,
"where did you get the woodcock?"
Now be it understood that I did not say they were wood-

cock in as many words, butwhen he called themsuch I did
not undeceive him, and as the lawyers would say to-day I
was acting a lie if not telling one. "Down by Cook's
bush," I replied, and kept on walking.
"Hold on, Willie," said P. Z., and Willie "held on."

"I'll give you a quarter for them," said P. Z.
It was all Willie could do to keep from laughing, and

yet he managed to control himself as he replied: "No
thanks, we'll eat 'em," and Willie made as if to go on.
"Hold on, Will."
"No thanks, Mr. Romain, if they are worth that to you

they are to our folks."

"Willie, I'll give you half a dollar."
Here was a great temptation. Thirteen cents was a

fortune for either Bill or me in those days. We expended
it about like this: Five cents bought 2oz. of powder.
Another five transferred ilb. of shot from old Mr. Parker's
tin shop to our pouches, while the remaining three cents
bought gun caps. But here was four times that amount
and the temptation was great, in fact the twenty-five
cents would have been accepted, in default of anything
better. "All right, Mr. Romain," I replied, "take them;"
and P. Z. transferred a bright half dollar to one of the
Siamese twins.
Later on Lige Weller, the village blacksmith, and the

best coon hunter in the county, was passing when another
dialogue occurred.
"Good evening, Lige."
"Good evening, P. Z,"
"I've got a couple of beautiful woodcock, Lige."
"Didn't think there were any yet."
"Oh, yes, I'll let them hang for a day or two; keep 'em

till Sunday and have 'em for dinner. I'll show them to
you." Then P. Z. went to the house and came back with
the two birds.

"Shoot 'em yourself?" queried the blacksmith, with a
twinkle in his eye.
"No, bought 'em."
"Who from?"

"Willie Fox."
And then Lige went into a fit of laughter that made

him almost as red in the face as P. Z. was. At last Lige
found bis speech. "Bought 'em from Willie, did you, one
of the Siamese twins?"
Yes."
"How much?"
"Half a dollar."

And then there was another roar from Lige and P. Z.,

who by this began to think something was wrong, got
even redder in the face than usual, if such were possible.

"They're not woodcock," said Lige. "Why, you old
fool, they're highholders and the fields are full of 'em.
Did Wiliie tell you they were woodcock?"
"Don't know as he did," was the reply, "but I called

'em woodcock and he didn't say they weren't and I gave
him half a dollar that was half a dollar."

"Well, you're sold," said Lige, and at once Lige pro-
ceeded to tell his cronies of the joke Billy Fox played on
P. Z. Of course Billy kept out of the way of P. Z. for a
few days, but from fear that legal proceedings might be in-
stituted to secure the return of the fifty cents he spent it

without delay with old Mr. Parker. A few days later P.
Z. and Willie met, when P. Z. said: "Here, Willie, is ten
cents for you, and wlpn you shoot woodcock that Lige
Weller says are so, I'll pay you well for them."

In a Salmon Berry Swamp.
While I was on a camping trip on the Lewis River in

this State, a young man knocked at my cabin door and
wanted a night's lodging as the weather was very bad
without. Of coui'se I took him in and gave him a hot
supper, after which he commenced yarn telling. One of
his collection of fish stories I considered Al, coming as it

did from an ignorant country lad. He told me that he
had been on the Waahougal River with an old logger,
who had a salmon berry swamp on his place, which ex-
tended along the river and at that season was full of
berries. For some reason it was necessary for him to
cross the patch one evening, and said he: "All on a sud-
dent I hearn the greatest racket in the bushes so I took a
few steps side'ards, and so help me over the fence, if thar
wasn't a thousand er mebbe more, salmon, what bed been
out a-pickin' berries, jpst a skpdaddlin' fur the water."

Tom Peppers.
Vancouver Barracks, Wash.
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SHARPTAILS ON THE BIG HORN RIVER.
One day a friend of mine and myself, started up the

Big Horn River (Montana), hunting sharptail grouse. As
it had rained heavily the night before, we thought our
chances good for a big bag, because on a wet morning the
scent clings to the grass and greatly helps your dog to
find the birds.

Having crossed the pontoon, we were riding along a
dry slough when ivhir, tvhir, whir, the grouse were get-
ting up on all sides. I had not been watching the dog,
and when I looked around to see what he had been
doing, I found that' he was on a dead point, so we dis-

mounted, and I motioned the dog to flush the remaining
birds. Two got up singly and I knocked them both down
with a right and left double. My companion was kept
from shooting by having a shell stick in his gun. We
then followed up the covey and found them in a sage-
brush flat. I dismounted, flushed the birds and gave
them both barrels, but scored a clean miss. We got no
more of that covey.
A half a mile up the river we came to a dry slough

with here and there a water hole. Around one of these
holes we found a large covey of grouse, that had come
down from the brush to drink. As they did not see us,
we went back to a tree and tied our horses, so as to be
free in action. The dog was sent ahead, and he at once
pointed to a piece of brush and at that moment a grouse
rose from it, but I stopped him in his flight. The big
covey rose all at once, Mr. L. got one, but my remaining
cartridge missed fire.

Being near the river we went over to it. Just as we
came in sight of the opposite bank, I saw a large bunch
of teal ducks swimming and playing off a point that pro-
jected into the river. Motioning my companion to go
back, we tied up our horses and proceeded to sneak up on
the ducks on foot or rather on our stomachs. When wo
reached a bullberry bush which grew on the bank, we
both fired, Mr. L. fired one and I fired two. By the time
the smoke cleared away we saw that seven ducks had
stayed with us, but we were only able to get five, because
the swift current swept the other two down into deep
water.
We were beginning to get worked up to the proper

pitch by this time, and worked with a will. About a
mile further on the dog flushed a covey of grouse out of
which I got one.

_

The next birds that I killed were two sage hens. The
first one got up on my left and I killed it. The second
rose on my right and a load of chilled No. 6's brought it

down. In the mean time Mr. L. was looking after a
third bird, which he killed at 95yds. (paced off). The
birds were becoming very plenty. While I was lc oking
in another direction, I was startled by hearing Mr. L's
gun go off beside me, and looking around saw a fine
grouse lying dead on the ground. The bird had been
watching us as we rode under the tree upon which it was
perched, but did not seem to realize its danger until it

was too late.

We were commencing to get hungry after our hard
work, and agreed to go down to the river to eat lunch.
We had not gone 300yds. when the largest covey that I

ever saw rose. I shot two on the wing from my horse,
and .dismounting shot one more. That fell in the brush
and neither the dog nor myself could find it. When the
birds rose I kept my eye on a couple and marked them
down, at once went over to where they pitched and killed
both. There I saw something moving along in a de-
pression in the ground. It proved to be a grouse, but
when it rose I missed it with both barrels. Seeing that it

was useless to proceed further on foot, I joined Mr. L.
and we rode to the river. Our lunch tasted very good
after such hard work, I can assure you.
Then we started up the river. Under a large cotton-

wood we spied a sagecock, which Mr. L. dispatched with-
1 out further ceremony. I think that it was the father of

all sage hens, for it was the largest that I ever saw, being
as large as a hen turkey.
We kept on up the river until we came to a dense

growth of willows, and just on the opposite bank we saw
a large flock of shoveler ducks. After tying our horses

*

we crawled up to a place agreed upon, and let the ducks
have three loads of No. 6. The result was that we had
three ducks.

It being 4 P. M. we turned homeward. On our way
Mr. L. killed and my gun brought two more birds to the
bag. Our grand total of game was 27 birds and 3 catfish.
Thus ended my last hunt on the Big Horn. H. M. B.

ON IOWA MARSHES.
In the early part of November, 1893, as is my usual

custom, I set out for the Northern marshes in quest of
ducks. She lis were loaded, hip boots, guns, coats, dogs,
and all the necessary articles were gathered together, and
with two companions I took the train for Jolley, in the
southern part of Pocahontas county, la. We found a
small hotel, poorly kept, but roughing it always seemed
to me to be just what we wanted on a trip like this. We
had no difficulty in finding some one who was willing to
get up at 4 o'clock the next morning and take us out to
the marshes, some two miles distant.

I was always the first- one to wake in the morning, and
as usual I was awake long before there was any sign of
day.
Breakfast over, our wagon was waiting at the door.

After driving a few miles in the frosty air, we drew up to
a small barn and put up our team, and then proceeded to
the long grass and high weeds. Day was breaking and
there were signs of ducks, we were getting cold, and
there was a stack of hay there and we built a fire out of
the slough grass that was placed upon the hay for a cover.
Off to the northwest, we could see a good many ducks
lighting without very much ceremony, and we concluded
to change our location and go over there. We found a
very large marsh or what had been a lake in times gone
by. The marsh covered thousands of acres, and in the
center was a large grove of trees called Pond Grove. We
secured boats and tried to get out in the reeds and rushes,
but on account of the scarcity of water had a very hard
time of it. There was six to eight inches of water on top
of a very thin substance of rotted rushes, and other de-
composed matter, which had fallen there from year to
year and filled up until it was several feet deep, and a
most treacherous foundation, should one from any cause
upset his boat, or in any other way get into it.

After paddling for some time I got a location, and
covered my boat and awaited developments. Soon after
I had become still I heard the report of the guns of my
companions, and I knew full well what it meant. After
waiting some time, along came four mallards, and the
result was that two of them were gathered up and laid
tenderly in the boat. I again covered myself with dead
grass and was quiet. It seemed that the other boys had
the best location, judging from the number of times they
were shooting. Every now and then I could hear the
boom of their guns, and a duck would double up all in a
heap and go down under the skillful markmanship of my
companions. To me there was only one prettier sight,
and that was when I did the same thing. Here come
three mallards. Lie low. They are going to drop in
close. I wait in breathless silence. On they come, their
wings begin to curve and they are close enough to shoot;
but I know they are going to drop in, and why not let
them do so, and perhaps I can get all three of them?
They strike the water with that ever pleasant splash, but
separate, and one is within twenty feet of me, another
fifty or sixty yards, and the other one is too far to try to
get. I shoot at the one farthest away, as it sits on the
water, but it is too far to stop it, or I could not hit it. The
other rises as the report of the gun sounds, only to fall a
very dead duck.
All quiet again except the continuous report of my com-

panions' guns, and soon along comes a flock of small
ducks, at quite a distance. I shoot, and only one falls. I
wait, and wait, and after a long time a flock of about 20
or more comes along low down, and I wait again. Their
wings are dipped, and down they go within 30yds. of me.
Now is the time for me to make my bag, as it is getting
dusk, and I am behind the other boys in numbers, 1 know;
so I just rake them with my No. 5 shot as they sit, and
then again as they rise; reload and finish two with broken
wings, and then prepare to pick up my result. Five is all

I got. This makes me eight mallards and one small duck.
Bringing my ducks to the wagon, I look for my compan-
ions, and they are still down by the shore of the marsh,
trying to get a few shots at the stragglers that are flying
after night. I go down there. "How many ducks?"
"There they are in a pile by the boat." I go and count
them; and the two have 21 mallards. I have 8. Twenty-
nine mallards and one small one are all the ducks we
want. We are satisfied. An after-night ride, and we are
again at the hotel, tired and very hungry. In the morn-
ing we took the train for home, and felt that we had had
a very good day's shoot. I hope that I will be pardoned
by the boys for shooting into the flock sitting on the
water. W. S. Day.
Iowa, 1894.

The "Dagoes" in Louisiana.

Burnside, La., May 29.—Editor Forest and Stream:
You have got the right id^a about stopping the sale of
game. It is the only thing that will save our game. But
we would never get any game laws enforced in this sec-
tion of tho country. You could never get evidence
enough to convict a man. So our present laws do not
amount to a row of pins. The "Dagoes" kill a lot of quail
at this season of the year. All of the "Dagoes" have
guos; there is no law to prohibit them from carrying
their guns about with them, and many a poor quail is

murdered while dusting in the sandy roads, by these
miserable "Dagoes." The quail are quite tame, you
know, at this season of the year. As I write these lines I
hear a quail whistling; I have heard him for about two
weeks now, but I fear some pot-hunting "Dago" will kill
him, before the summer has passed.

It is the same way with deer. They are killed out of
season. I heard of two men killing twenty squirrels the
other day. Think of killing any sort of animal at this
season, when all have young ones. I try to beep my men
from hunting even wild cats at this season, and they are
considered more or less of a pest, for they kill geese and
poultry. ' W. P. M., Je,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
\From a Staff Correspondent.]

Horicon Wins.

Chicago, 111., June 1.—A private letter to Mr. Percy

Stone, from the attorney of the Horicon clubs, has the

following; good news: ^
"Beaver Dam, Wis., May 28.—Percy F. Stone, Esq.,

Chicago, 111.—Dear Sir: The Supreme Court last Friday

reversed the case of the State of Wisconsin vs. Klieforth

and Cummings, and the case of the State vs. you by

agreement of the court and District Attorney will follow

the same decision. I suppose that this decision disposes

of the cases; I have not yet seen the opinion of the court,

but suppose it holds that the rule of daylight given by

Judge Sloan has been declared not the law. When I get

the opinion will send a copy to you. Yours, J. J. Dick.'

It will be remembered that the County Judge, bloan,

and the Waupun local jury of trespass sympathizers found

against the club men. The reversal of this decion by the

Supreme Court shows that justice is not dead in Wis-

consin. Deputy Klieforth, of the club's protective force,

has the following inserted in the local paper:

To the Editor of the Mayville JVews:

Some time ago your paper and nearly all the other county papers

contained an article reflecting upon myself, Percy Stone and William

Cummings in reference to our acts as protectors of game, and par-

ticularly In reference to the Horicon Shooting Club, in which you said

that we had been convicted of assault and battery for the illegal

taking away of Fred Lamb's gun while he was shooting on the Hori •

•can Marsh. The case was appealed to the Supreme Court and on

May 25 their decision therein was rendered by which the judgment
against us was reversed. This decision practically disposed of the

pretended claims of all parties who claimed to have the right to

shoot on the grounds of the club, and especially as to their right to

shoot game anywhere before sunrise. The Horicon Shooting Club
i ntends to prosecute all parties who have heretofore or shalT here-

after violate the game laws of the State, or who shall be found tres-

passing on the club grounds. Wm. Klieforth, Deputy Warden.

Will Have a Hanging Bee.

Mr, E. M. Hungerford, of Billings, Montana, shows
what I call true hospitality in his invitation below. I

have not been at a hanging bee for a good while, and this

sort of tempts me. Mr. Hungerford says: "Everything
is quiet here with us as when you was here. Weather is

good for the breeding of both geese and ducks. Come
•out this way this fall and we'll give you the greatest vari-

ety of sport you ever found in one locality. We'll even
promise a special hanging bee (not with yourself as the
subject) or another Coxey riot for your edification. Of
course these would be simply side issues and would in no
way interfere with 'the legitimate sport—ducks, grouse,
wolf-chases, etc., ad lib. Our mutual friend, Mr. Lose-
kamp, is still on deck and would send his respects did he
know I was writing."

Got IfAnother Invitation.

Dr. W. D. Taylor, of Brownsville, Tenn. , who is in the
city on a short business visit, hunted up the Forest and
Stream Western office, as I am very glad to say, and
though I had never been so fortunate "as to meet him be-
fore, he very nearly got my solemn promise to come to
Brownsville next summer and shoot quail with him. If
I didn't have to work once in a while I could have a lot
of fun. Dr. Taylor says the birds are doing well in Ten-
nessee. But now, have I ever exaggerated the quality of
the Southern men's hospitality? This gentleman, who
had never met me at all, came all the way and looked
me up, just because he thought, from what he had read
in the "Dixie Land" articles, I had enjoyed the quail
shooting of the South. What Northern city man ever
looks anybody up and tries to do him a kindness? We
don't know how to live here. E, Hough.

909 Seoubity Building, Chicago.

FLORIDA TWENTY YEARS AGO.
Omaha, Nebraska—Forest and Stream is a paper

that from long reading has become one of the great
pleasures of the week, and when a Sunday passes without
it I feel lost. Ever since 1876, when as a boy I hunted
and fished in Florida, with little thought of game laws I
fear, I have read it. In that year a thoughtful friend in
the North sent it to me, and from that day to this I have
only missed it when so situated that I could not find a
copy on sale. How eagerly its arrival was looked for-
ward to in those early days; we received our mail onlv
once a week, for we lived ten miles from the nearest
post-om.ce.
Every one hunted in our neighborhood, and I think

throughout the State, and I suspect that many of our
present day readers would not hesitate to class us as pot-
hunters, and we were. It was hunt or eat salt meatand any one who has tried dry salt meat as a steady
diet will not blame us. A deer meant a change and wewere not slow to avail ourselves of every chance we had
to get one. How well I remember the time-worn excla-
mation that arose from every one, "Meat in the pot "
every time the report of a gun was heard, or the look of
disgust on the face of fat old mam Cicely when she pokedher head out of the kitchen door and saw us boys returnempty handed. J

We used muzzleloaders in those days and I still prizemy old gun, a 14-gauge Manton that had seen hard ser-vice long before it reached my youthful hands. But how
it did shoot, and many are the deer and wild turkeys itbrought to our table. In the winter season we had funwith the wild ducks and had to work hard to retriesthem. Ine lakes and ponds swarmed with alligatorsand the native dogs could not be induced to venturo innor indeed would they retrieve on dry land for that
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th S°-Called gentlemen sporternen"who shot only for pleasure and left what they killed torot where it fell. It makes me sore to this day when I

think^of the butcheryTthat was perpetrated "in the name of

SP
Sportsmen! Nothing of the kind. Murderers of the

worst kind, who should have been landed in jail. I well

remember one fellow, an Englishman, who came all

trigged out in the latest fashion, and with a valet. He
hunted in our neighborhood for a week or more—until we
stopped him. We found four dead deer lying in the

woods where he had left them, and then my brother and

I took the law into our own hands, mounted our horses,

called together all the dogs on the place—some twenty or

more—and ran Mr. Sportsman with the hounds. I don't

know how badly he was scared, but this I do know, there

were no more dead deer found. "W. R. H.

PENNSYLVANIA LAW.
Pennsylvania State Sportsman's Association,—Al-

toona, Pa., June 3.—Editor Forest and Stream: The sale

of game, the question of a State game warden, the trans-

portation of game out of the State, and the problem of a
uniform game law for Pennsylvania that will as far as

possible meet the wishes of all sections of this vast com-
monwealth, are some of the nuts that the Pennsylvania
State Sportsman's Association is now trying to crack. It

asks through your columns that the sportsmen of the

State will help it in this matter by offering suggestions in

regard to the above points. The Association has reprinted

the bill reported favorably to the last House of Represen-
tative at Harrisburg, and has sent copies of the same to

all the organizations which ate members of the State
Association, with a request that suggestions be offered

for the consideration of the legislative committee of the
Association. By means of these suggestions it is hoped
that a bill can be framed which will represent the views
of the majority.
As the law now stands it is permissible for a man to

go into the woods with his gun and dog any time after

July 4. He is going for woodcock, of course! As a mat-
ter of fact, we don't hunt woodcock at all after the first

three or four weeks of the open season, the birds get
scattered and are hard to find. During those three or
four weeks the birds are in their prime and I know of
no better sport than a morning's hunt during July. In
the fall we get no flight shooting to speak of; as a rule
we get none at all, the birds passing by Us altogether.
The birds that have bred here slip off on the first sign of
frost and don't return tintil March, when they commence
housekeeping at once. "What We want here is a month
of summer woodcock shooting as recommended in the
bill referred to above, which provides that woodcock
shall be lawfully killed between July 4 and Aug. 4. The
date set in the bill for the resumption of the open season,
Oct. 15, is altogether too late for this section and, I take
it, for the main portion of Pennsylvania.
From letters I have received on the subject it seems as

if it was the general wish not to shorten the seasons, but
by the aid of a law that will prohibit the sale of game
and the transportation of the same out of the State, as well
as the appointment of a State game warden to enforce
the law that may be found best suited to the State.

If any clubs or individuals desire copies of the bills

mentioned above, 1 will send them the same promptly.
At the same time, any suggestions intended for the legis-
lative committee of the State Association can be sent to
me and will be laid before that committee at its next
session. Edward Banks, Sec'y.

Same Notes from the Roseau Country.
Pelan, Minn.

,
May 25.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I
have just returned from a long hunting trip in the Mus-
keag country, south and east of here, principally in
search of bear, but failed to find any number of them. I
made a circuit of about 200 miles, covering a region in
which I have always heretofore found plenty of bear, but
they are scarce this spring. We got but one, and that a
young one, I killed a yearling bull moose for camp
meat, and saw a large cow, heavy in calf, but did not
kill her. I think she was the tallest moose I ever saw. I
was out two weeks and was out of grub for three days,
except some fat bear meat, which I did not relish as a
steady diet. The half-breed whom I took with me de-
serted me in the midst of the Muskeags, and left me with
my team to get out as best I could. Of course I knew
the country thoroughly, and came out all right, but it

made rather heavy work for me, handling the team and
the baggage alone, and doing all my own cooking and
camp work.

I am arranging for a trip into Manitoba, leaving here
about June 1, to catch moose calves. The Ellerton
brothers are going with me. We shall take a team, two
milch cows, and a full supply of provisions. Shall be
gone two to four weeks and hope to bring home several
moose and caribou calves. Will report results later.

Burton Harris.

Going North.
Robert D. Perry, of Hraintree, Mass., and Dr. Wm. E.

Reeve, of Patchogue, L. I., are the first Forest and
Stream readers to take advantage of the opportunity
afforded sportsmen by Dr. Cook's Arctic Expedition to
secure Arctic game. Dr. Reeve has just returned from
Virginia, where he has spent several months hunting for
deer, and expects to hunt Polar bears and walrus for the
summer. Mr. Perry was one of Dr. Cook's companionsm the schooner yacht Zetta last summer, cruising alone-
the Greenland shores. He is thoroughly fascinated with
the bleak Arctic shores, the glaciers, the icebergs the
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Wild Arctic Wastes " The time is not long distantwhen men will go to the North Pole in search of game.

A Sample of Tennessee Shooting-.
Claresyille, Tenn., May 26.—Thank you for your

kind invitation on front page of this week's paper-
•Report your luck with rod and gun." Large bags ofgame here are a rarity, but I will give you the total oftour days shooting during jack snipe season. I would
leave home at 8 o'clock A. M., returning at 12-30 P Mnever going over three miles, so only actually huntingthree horns each. In that time I bagged forty-one lack
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rail (small) two king rail, one squirrel, one hawk andone coon. I had unusual luck one day in getW into aot of English snipe. The Clarksville Gun°Club ha?not
iol

a
feetmS this year yet and if they do you may hearagain from me, '

Slippery

Quail .Packing.

NeW YORK, June 1.—Having seen Mr. H. L. Burdick's

article in last week's Forest and Stream, entitled "Quail

do Pack," and there seeming to be some question whether
they do or not; let me say, with Mr, Burdick, that quail

do pack, especially in the Southwest, New Mexico and
Texas. A year ago I lived on a ranch in Mora county,

New Mexico, where the blue quail were very thick. At
no time do I remember having seen single birds, always
from ten to forty in a bunch. When shot at, they would
naturally scatter, but in a little while would be in one
bunch again. Not being hunted much, they were quite

tame and nearly every ranch had a semi-domesticated
bunch, that lived near the buildings]almost like chickens.

Not having had much experience with Eastern quail, I

can say very little about them; but hope to hear from
some Eastern fellow-sportsmen if the quail bunch or not
in the Eastern States. C. W.

Currituck Quail Shooting.

The president of the Narrows Island Club has made
arrangements with a number of farmers of Currituck
county, whose lands adjoin the club's property, by which
the quail shooting on their farms shall be reserved foi-

members of the club. It is intended to supply these
farmers with buckwheat which they nipy sow in their

fields after they have gathered their crops, so as to afford
abundant food for the birds, which are already numerous.
The recently passed law forbidding the shooting of wild-
fowl for two days in the week tends to induce sports-

men visiting Currituck county to pay more attention to

upland shooting than has heretofore been the case. The
grounds of the Narrows Island Club includes a consider-
able area of admirable quail country as well as extensive
snipe marshes, on which, first and last, a great many
birds are killed.

Baltimore County Game.
Baltimore, Md., June 1.—Our new game law (applying

to Baltimore county only) protects partridge, rabbit,

pheasant, gray squirrel and woodcok until the game
seasons of 1895. This law is radical. A close season of
nearly eighteen months for quail, but, sad to say, wood-
cock, a migratory bird, is also in the list. As for squir-

rels and rabbits, 1 have no use for them except in the
tree or on the lawn. In the pot the rabbit looks too much
like the family cat, and like her they too are protected.
There is also a new clause, and this will interest our
friends, for while non-residents must pay a license of $10
per annum for the privilege, yet if they get our consent
they can shoot over our lands for nothing.

Asa B. Gardiner,, Jr.

She Has ' a True Aim."

Many of the iadies of Jackson's Hole, Wyo., aire known
to be good shots and to have killed various sorts of small
game, but last winter Mrs. R. L. McDermott broke the
record by going out alone and unaided and killing a big,

fat cow elk, and she made a shot that any hunter could
be proud of, as the ball went directly through the heart of
the animal. The gun, a .45-90 Winchester, she had never
fired before, as her favorite gun had always been a .22cal.

Colt's repeater. One would "never select Mrs. McDermott
as the woman with the nerve to tackle a bunch of elk, as
she is a handsome and refined little blonde lady with an
entire absence of any suspicion of masculinity in her
make-up.

—

Correspondence Cheyenne (Wyo.) Leader.

Game in Iowa.

Rockwell, Iowa, May 31.—We are having an ideal
spring for game; prairie chickens are thick, although they
could not be found last fall. I have seen more quail thia

spring than ever before in this vicinity. W. L. H.

Br Cook's Arctic! ExfEDiTtON, A few sportsmen can join it. To
"Greenland's icy mountains." To within 800 miles of the North Pole.
Hunting polar bear, neal, walrus and reindeer.—Adv.

TARPON AND TURTLES.
OspRey, Manatee County, FJa.—Last year we had excel-

lent sport with our tarpon in the bays near my winter
home on Little Sarasota, ail through April. This year

}

however, that incorigible coquette, the Meaalops, has
given us poor sport. In fact, from all that can be heard
there is good evidence that very few tarpon have been in
the bays up to the present date, and the few that have
been inside have given us very mediocre sport. The
"Grand Ecailles," as some of the semi-French natives call
them, have been, in this region, at least, "off their wit-
ties," and when they seize the mullet they nibble rather
than bite, and walk off with it in place of running off the
coil as we like to see it unwind.
About the mouth of the passps in the open Gulf plenty

of our frisky friends maybe seen, not singly, but in assem-
blages numbering from a half-dozen up to a half-hundred.
But in the case of these gatherings, as in the case of the
Coxey contingents, their ways are dark. They bask lazily
along the surface of the warm water and swim about in
a dreamy way. Now they are in a body and later on they
assemble in a sort of a circle and swim around slowly as
if playing circus.

While indulging in these antics they pay no attention to
any bait which may be tossed even within a few inches
of their broad mouths. Some days ago while fishing for
black groupers over the rocks which form the northern
boundary of Little Sarasota Pass I noticed such a gather-
ing of tarpon. Pulling in my anchor, a few strokes of an
oar soon brought my light boat to the group. The grand
fish paid no attention to the approach of their enemy

—

man—so I was enabled to follow them about leisurely for
over a half hour and study their movements at pleasure.
During this entire period they never left the surface, but
were in sight all the time. At short intervals they ex-
posed their heads and grand eyes, then the dorsal fin and
the feather next the tail were exposed. They also rolled
over at times, showing the silvery gleam of their large
scales. There movements were slow and lazy beyond ex-
pression.

The boat was paddled up so near to them that it would
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have been an easy matter to bury my grains into tbe back
of one of the beauties—but to what profit? Those who
have brought the tarpon to gaff know well enough what
he can do when he gets down to business. So I allowed
them to roll and circle at pleasure, and looked with re-
newed wonder at their burnished sides and gem-like,
translucent backs and admired again and again their
great eyes. A fine morsel of cut mullet was cast into the
midst of the school time and again without any result
other than to cause a slight lunge when the bait came too
near the eye of one of the beauties.

I tried to count the "heads," but found it quite as diffi-

cult to count noses among moving tarpon as among young
chickens. My count was as low as forty-two on one occa-
sion and as high as forty-eight another time.

This is "full season" for turning turtles, as the first of
these salt water hens generally come out on the beach
with the May moon. Turtle beef is not only rather tough
but has a strong flavor if the fat is not very carefully
eliminated from the lean. But the meat makes a superb
broth which may be ' 'canned" and left for future refer-
ence and which may form the basis of soups good enough
to satisfy the demands of even a rigid gourmet. These
loggerheads leave their native element at night and climb
the sandy beach, and after digging a suitable hole with
one of their front flippers they deposit from 75 to 150
eggs. These eggs are excellent and more digestible than
hen eggs and are consequently sought for eagerly by man
and beast, as a natural result of this war against the un-
hatched innocents the days of the sea turtle are num-
bered. We all like turtle egg turnovers and gems for
breakfast, but those of us who are more human than the
coons and possums generally leave at least a score of eggs
"for luck" in each nest which we discover.
The natives come down to the Gulf from their inland

homes these moonlight nights, and often camp on the
"key" near the shore, remaining for several days, When
they catch an old hen loggerhead on the beach they
'•turn" her; in this condition the turtle is entirely help-
less and may be left until morning, when she is butchered
and the cracker can return to his home with a fine stock of
meat and plenty of eggs. I had the good fortune to turn
two turtles last week and got 148 eggs from the nest of
the larger of the two. The other hen started back to the
Gulf without making any nest and it took a brisk run to
head her off, but we ' 'got there" all the same, and when
we killed her the next day we got eighty more eggs to
add to our stock.
May in Florida is about as warm as July on the Jersey

coast and the thermometer sometimes marks 90° Fah. in
the shade, but we have our breezes from the water to tem-
per the heat, and, after all, go North more for a change
of scene than for a change of climate. None Such.

WE WENT FISHING.
Sutton, Que.—I have had it in mind for a long time to

write you about a little fishing excursion that a party of
five of us had the pleasure of participating in in the
spring of '93. We had been planning and talking it over
all the winter and early part of the spring, and at last
fixed upon a day to try our prowess. At that time trout
do not take a fly very much in the mountain streams, and
to be perfectly frank none of our party were past masters
in the art of fly-casting, although later on we had fairly
good luck fly-fishing in the more open streams.

Just as the sun was showing his round and smiling face
above the brow of Old Sutton Mountain, we drove into
the pretty little village of Knowlton, a favorite summer
resort on the picturesque shore of Brome Lake, a sheet of
water noted for its bass and pickerel fishing. We bore off
to the right and drove up into the mountains of Bolton,
to a little pond known in the vicinity as Coon's Pond, a
fine trout haunt, and owned by the Hon. J. B. Baker,
who very kindly allows it to bo fished by the public. As
we rounded a turn in the road its whole surface lay before
us, smooth as glass, except for here and there a ripple
caused by the morning breeze, and from which the pre-
siding genius of the place, one Mr. Coons, for whom the
pond was named, was taking some very fair-sized brook
trout with a brown-hackle and alder pole, and as he sat
in his boat whipping the ripples on either side of him, his
white hair and bent figure sharply outlined against the
dark foliage that surrounds the water, he appeared the
perfect type of an ancient fisherman. We resolved to
have the solitary boat he was fishing from if our persua-
sion would induce him to abandon it in our favor. He
could not withstand our efforts, the boat was procured,
our rods put together, and Parsons and Horas started out
to locate and of course capture the very father of all the
finny tribes, while the rest of us were content to try our
luck and skill from logs and headlands around the shore.
But luck was against us; the wind went down, the

water became smooth and transparent, and the fish would
not bite. So we hitched our team and drove back down
the mountain and got some very fair fishing in one of the
outlets of the pond which we fished to the old Magog
road, where we put up our horses and ate our lunch under
the shade trees of an adjoining farm house. Our luggage
packed, we took the old stage road through the Bolton
Pass, one of the finest drives Brome county is so justly
celebrated for, and our next stop was made at Salley's or
Grass Pond, at a little stream flowing from this pond
along the base of Bald Mountain, down through a very
wilderness of alders.

I was fishing a pool two or three rods down the stream
in the edge of the thicket, when I heard my companion
—a man of mild and unassuming manners—using loud
and angry words in a pool just behind me. and thinking
he had come in contact with an angry land owner, I went
back to see what the difficulty was, and found him fairly
wild over the peculiar antics of an Sin. trout, which,
owing to the brush, could not be hooked secure enough to
land, but would dangle a second j ust out of the water and
then drop back, not hurt enough 10 prevent him from bit-

ing again. We had a good catch on this part of the
stream and soon struck the road again, where one of the
boys had left the team, and, it being now after sunset, we
drove to the Bolton Springs House and put up for the
night, where we had some of our fish for supper.
After breakfast we found a sportsman who was staying

in the vicinity waiting to see us. He reported having
fished the Missisquoi River, and had caught a number of
trout weighing from 1 to S^lbs. We decided to try it;

but we failed to get anything like a satisfactory result.

We worked our way gradually toward home, fishing a
couple of other brooks on our journey, and arrived home

highly pleased with our outing, ready to pick up with
renewed vigor the thread of business, feeling we had
spent two days upon the mountain streams of Brome
that would never be forgotten, but would be lived over
and over again in fancy and with scarcely less pleasure.
We had taken something like 401bs. of brook trout, none
of which were over fib. in weight, but the very finest of
all fish for table use.

Since then our party has been broken up, two of the
boys are in Colorado, and have during the past season
caught salmon from the Fraser River in British Columbia
and trout from the mountain streams of Colorado; but
they have assured me more than once that never have
they had two more pleasant days than the ones I have
taken the liberty of describing to my fellow anglers of
Forest and Stream. West.

ANGLING NOTES.
Frank Buckland.

A correspondent desires to know if the book upon
angling, "by Frank Buckland, of the London Meld," is a
standard work to-day; when Mr. Buckland died, and if he
was a recognized authority upon angling.

I think the correspondent has confused the identity and
work of two different persons. Francis Trevelyan Buck-
land was born Dec. 17, 1826, and died Dec. 19, 1880. He
was one of the founders of Land and Water, and its fish-

ing and natural history editor up to the t>me of his death.

He was inspector of salmon fisheries for England and
Wales, but, so far as I know, never wrote a book upon
angling.
Mr. Buckland was a prolific writer upon the fisheries,

fishculture and natural history, and was the author of

several books, but never ranked as a recognized angling
authority.
Mr. Francis Francis was the angling editor of the London

Field, and he did write "A Book on Angling," for that is

its title,which has passed through six or seven editions, and
is a standard English work to-day, and probably will be
for many days to come, except in that branch of the art

known as dry fly fishing, which may said to have been
developed by Mr. Frederic M. Halford since Mr. Francis'
death. Mr. Francis Francis was one of the great anglers
of Great Britain, and consequently a recognized authority
upon matters pertaining to angling, and the author of

several books on the subject other than the one here given
by title.

Fishing In Bay of Quinte.

When I learned that the Canadian authorities proposed
to prevent American fishermen from fishing in Bay of

Quinte, in Canada, I was at a loss for words to express
my regret at this action, for in Bay of Quinte I have had
some of the best black bass fishing of all my experience iu

many waters, and in Hay Bay, a part of Bay of Quinte, is

to be found some of the best mascalonge fishing, all of

which I fully described in Forest and Stream some years
ago.
Mr. E. T. D. Chambers sends me word, however, that

the case is not as bad as at first reported. It seems that
the Department of Marine and Fisheries, at Ottawa, has
under consideration a plan that will prevent American
citizens from fishing in Bay of Quinte and Hay Bay on a
commercial basis, while still permitting legitimate sum-
mer visitors and anglers to fish with rod and line as a
source of sport. So far from being disappointed at this

action, American anglers may wish that the Department
of Marine and Fisheries might extend their jurisdiction

over the border and regulate the fishing in some Ameri-
can waters on the same basis.

Mohican Rod and Gun Club.

At the May meeting of the Mohican Rod and Gun Club,
of Glens Falls, N. Y. , action was taken to incorporate the
organization, and then it was resolved to offer a series of
rewards for evidences leading to the conviction of vio-

lators of the fish laws. The governing board of the olub
has fixed upon a reward of $25 for evidence of violations

of Sec. 102, which prohibits the use of unlawfnl devices

,

in taking fish, $25 for evidence of the violation of Sec. 106,

which provides that trout under 6in. in length shall not
be taken or possessed, and $25 for evidence of violations
of Sec. 114, which prohibits the taking of salmon under
18in. in length.
The laws are just and reasonable, as well as necessary

for the preservation of the fish mentioned in the sections,

and the club will put forth its best efforts to enforce them.
Many brook trout spawn before they are 6in. long, and
ripe eggs have been taken from trout that were only 4in.

long, and if all trout are allowed to spawn once before
they are subject to legal capture the brooks will not be-
come utterly depopulated. I am morally certain that a
great many trout under 6in. are caught and secretly sold
to hotel keepers, but the moral certainty must be made a
legal certainty.

It is equally certain that the trout streams are netted
for the same purpose. On the first day of the open sea-
son this year a hotel exhibited 61bs. of brook trout taken
from a near-by stream, and on that day two good anglers
were unable to catch more than a single trout in the same
stream, using hook and line. They both told me that
they saw a number of trout and they were as wild as
hawks. Those who profess to believe that minnow nets
may be used in trout streams to take bait fish will be
taught the contrary, for the law is plain on this subject.
The region in which the club operates contains the

streams used as nurseries for young salmon planted to
stock the Hudson River. Quite naturally the streams
selected for this purpose are trout streams, and so far as
I had the selection, other things being equal, I selected
streams that were posted, but even posted streams are
fished and the salmon parr are ravenous little beggars and
will take fly or worm baited hook with all the dash of
their elders. The baby salmon will not grow to 18in. in
length in the trout brooks before they go to sea, therefore
it is illegal to catch them at any time in the trout streams
where ihey have been planted, and they must be pro-
tected until they go to sea. Furthermore, with the build-
ing of fishways in the Hudson the adult salmon will re-

turn to spawn in waters where the club operates and the
spawning fish will become its especial charge.
The different laws will be made plain to all who can

read by posters and notices in local newspapers, and the
difference between salmon parr or smolts and brook trout
will be made equally plain, and the posters will be dis-

played along the streams, at schoolhouses and other meet-
ing places, after which the law will he enforced if evidence

can be obtained that it is violated. If it is plain that the
law is violated and a reward of $25 is not sufficient to
check it, the club will give $100. Good citizens will
respect the laws; others must be made to do so, and what-
ever the cost, the club proposes to do all that a lot of
earnest men can do to make the trout streams a safe nur-
sery for young salmon and the headwaters of the Hudson
a haven for the adult salmon, once they arrive, where they
may spawn unmolested.

With a Hatchery Superintendent.

For a number of years the Lake George Association,
Gen. Robert Lenox? Banks president, has planted in the
lake annually 500,000 lake trout fry procured from the
State, and now the lake is a shining example of what may
be accomplished by restocking with artificially reared fish.

This year the trout fry came from the Adirondack hatch-
ery near Upper Saranac Lake, although the eggs were
taken in Lake Michigan, and when the last shipment came
Superintendent John G. Roberts came with them, and
telegraphed me to meet him, which I did, and went to the
lake with him.
The trout fry, about 135,000 in 28 cans, were a very fine

lot of strong, healthy fish, with scarcely any dead ones
after a journey of ten hours, and the question arose in
my mind: Are lake trout fry better for being hatched in
the colder water of tbe Adirondack hatchery, where they
are hatched in 120 days and conform to the time required
in the waters of our Northern lakes, than they are when
hatched in the warmer spring water of another hatchery
where they require but eighty days to hatch? Certainly
I have not seen a more thrifty lot of trout, with fewer
cripples, than these trout which were 120 days in hatching.
On another occasion I had something to say about the

condition of trout fry received at Lake George, and a
hatchery employe criticised my article and said that he
had handled a great many fry and "had yet to find any
dead fry in any cans that were not put in the cans in
that condition." This is so absurd that it scarcely
required comment. My first practical lessons in trout
hatching were taken in a hatcheiy over twenty-two years
ago, and from that time to this there has been no way
discovered of making strong fry out of those born weak-
lings, and with the best of care some few fry will die in
the cans, as doubtless they would have died had they
remained in the troughs. I have often had men look
into cans of fry and say there were no dead ones, while
I knew there were plenty of thSm.
After the fry were delivered at Lake George I had an

opportunity to sit down and talk with Mr. Roberts. He.
told me that he planted 5,000 landlocked salmon fry in
Lake Brandon (Little Clear Pond, as it was once known),
on the hatchery reservation, a pond of 325 acres, and in
1890 and '91 planted 5,000 more fry—2,500 each year.
Now the pond is well stocked with salmon, so that in
drawing a net for spawning trout he would get a dozen
salmon in each haul, fish weighing from 2£ to 41bs. each.
This was of interest in view of the fact that Lake George
is to be stocked with landlocked salmon where the food is

largely frost fish, and the salmon food in Lake Brandon
is also frost flsh—round whitefish. It has been held that
to stock any water with salmon successfully, smelt must
be provided for them to feed upon, but I am banking on
the belief that round whitefish will prove to be as good as
smelt, and it is pleasant to have this view of it confirmed
in so practical a manner.

Fishculture furnishes some startling surprises and Mr.
Roberts provides an example. About twelve or fifteen
years ago Mirror Lake in the Adirondacks was stocked
with small-mouthed black bass; it contained brook trout
but not lake trout, and eight or nine years ago lake trout
were planted. Now the lake trout have eaten the black
bass until the bass fishing is nearly destroyed. The trout
are frequently taken with the bass inside of them. In
Schroon Lake a lake trout was caught that had in its

stomach a pike (the fish generally called pickerel in New
York) of 2|iba.

A year or two ago I noted the capture of lake trout in
Upper Saranac Lake that contained pike, and yet at that
very time there was a movement on foot to introduce
black bass in some of the Adirondack lakes into which
pike had found their way, that the bass might destroy the
pike instead of the lake trout. I opposed this and had
the assistance of Forest and Stream in so doing, urging
that it would be far better to net out the pike than to put
in the black bass. Mr. Fuller of Meacham Lake is doing
this successfully to-day, and the law still stands making
it illegal, with a penalty of $500, to plant other than
species of the salmon family in Adirondack waters.
Mr. Roberts told me of a brook trout caught this spring

in Horseshoe Pond near Saranac Lake by a Mr. Hunter,
that weighed 5flbs. and measured Slin. in length. Wesley
Wood, a well known Saranac guide,was with Mr. Hunter,
who, I believe, lives in New York city.

I think it is not generally known that an effort is being
made to restock Lake Champlain with lake trout. I say
restock it, for I have the evidence of a trustworthy living

witness that Lake Champlain once contained an abundance
of lake trout, though why they should have disappeared
so entirely I cannot learn. I know there are plenty of

people who say that the lake never had the lake trout, but
I am satisfied that they are in error. Mr. Roberts planted
250,000 lake trout fry in Champlain in 1891, and 500,000

in 1892.

In speaking of the habits of different fish that he had
handled, Mr Roberts tells me that the only fish of his

raising that he cannot carry in an open vessel, are land-
locked salmon. Fingerling trout of all kinds he can carry
in a bucket without a cover, but under like conditions the
little landlocked salmon will jump out to the last one,

A Youthful Champion.

The boys are having their innings in these days in

catching large fish. The latest candidate for champion
honors is Raymond Gleason, 12 years old, who caught a
trout of lib. lloz. in Clendon Brook, near Glens Falls, a
stream in which the salmon fry for stocking the Hudson
River have been planted since 1881. Young Gleason broke
rod, line and hook, but saved the fish, to the astonishment
of his father when he viewed his wrecked tackle.

A. N. Cheney.

An eel died upon being taken out of a well at Groton,
Conn., the other day, where it is reputed to have lived for
fifty years. According to the story it was placed in the well
half a century ago by C. O. Harris, where it had remained
ever since.
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AMERICAN ANGLERS IN CANADA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The first arrivals here of American salmon fishermen

on their way to their preserves are expected this week,
particularly those that fish the Restigouche and other

south shore streams. Lieut. -Gov. Chapleau, of Quebec,

will fish Mr. Henry Hogan's river, the St. Anne des

Monts. North shore fishermen will start next week and
the week after. Messrs. Amos Little and friends from
Philadelphia will again fish the Moisie, and the next trip

of the steamship Otter along the north shore is sure to be

taken advantage, of by a number of American sportsmen.

E. C. Fitch, president of the Waltham Watch Co., is ex-

pected here in a few days on his way to the Romaine.
His namesake, Edson Fitch, of Quebec, accompanied by
Mr friend John D. Gilmour, leave about June 9 for the

Trinity.

Most of the members of the large party of trout fisher-

men from Meriden, Conn.,, and New York, whose names
were given in my last letter, returned on Friday from the

club house of the Metabetchouan Fish and Game Club, to

which they belong, at Kiskisink. Both in the lake's out-

let and also in the rapids above its inlet they had splendid

sport. But they all came home and left their tails be-

hind them. Not their own "tales," nor their fish tales,

but the tails of their fish-tails and fish as well. They
were all elegantly packed up in moss and ice, some in

wooden packing cases, others in specially made tin fish-

boxes, ready to be exhibited to admiring friends on their

return home, as evidence and trophies of their prowess
with fly-rod and line. And they were such a lot as any
party of gentlemen and anglers might well feel proud of.

But unfortunately they were all left behind by the train,

upon the platform of the Kiskisink station.

Quite a number of distinguished American anglers
went up to their various preserves a few days ago, includ-

ing Dr. G. L. Porter and David F. Read and Miss Read of

Bridgeport, Conn., and several members of the Nomantum
Club, all of whom are from New Haven, and are now
upon their club waters near Lake Bouchette. Among the
latter are Messrs^- H. Brown, president of the club; A;
W. Hnoper, vice president of the club; Chas. E. Graham,
S. E. Spencer, Minot E. Chatfield, Fred. W. Ryder, ex-
United States Consul at Quebec and manager of the
Evening Leader, of New Haven. Four other gentlemen
who arrived here from the States by the same train are
now fishing the same preserve. This party consists of
Mr. George E. Hart, Mr. W. Durand, Newark, N. J.;

Irving L Atwood, of Waterbury, and M. M. Drake, of
Torrington, Conn. Knowing that they were anxious to
kill ouananiche as well as trout, ond that the early spring
fishing for the fresh water salmon must then be nearing
an end, I urged them to continue on to the Ouiatchouan
pool before attempting to seduce fontinalis, which was
certain to wait for them, and am glad to hear that they
had capital sport there, as also had Messrs. John T. Ross,
John D. Giltnour and F. Holloway of Quebec. Exactly
as anticipated, the ouananiche have now left the Ouiat-
chouan for the season and are reported in the Discharge,
where the fishing that usually commenced there from
June 12 to 15 is certain to be at its height by the 1st to
5th of that month. Tha streams in our north country are
already down to their summer level, and the trout of the
fountain is rising freely in nearly all of the lakes. Lake
Edward, as usual at this season of the year, is yielding
very large speckled red trout (Salvelinus) to bait-fisher-
men. One angler took 170 fine trout last week in two
days' fishing in Lake Quaquakamis, some of which
weighed up to 4 and 5lbs. each. Marvelous catches are
reported also from the Laurent-de and Stadacona lakes.

E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, May 29.

IN DEFENSE OF " RODSTER."
Editor Forest and Stream:
What is really the matter with that word "rodster" I

have occasionally used in my North Shore letters, and
which has has set "Tray, Blanche and Sweetheart" snap-
ping at my heels?

It comes, I learn, from "way back," almost springing
from the period when Dame Juliana Berners and Sir
Izaak Walton wrote so instructively and charmingly of
the gentle art. It is frequently used and figures in many
old English works on the meditative art. I have seen it
in Forest and Stream long before I ever wrote a line for
it, and have run across it in other papers and magazines
that make a specialty of outdoor sports.
Last year some writer under the nom de plume of

"Hoosier" sprang into the field, armed cap-a-pie, and
hurled javelin after javelin at me with dire intent because
I had given expression to the word. Now comes Brother
Young in your last issue and files his demur for the
same cause. He, however, is so polite and gentle—ever
the mark of the gentlemanly sportsman—that I sincerely
regret he is so much tattered and torn in running into the
word.

I really can't understand why at this late date there are
objections to its use, as I considered it a fixed vocable
Although it is not poetic it is pithy, and in addition a very
convenientword with which to ring the changes in writino-
of the art contemplative. °

Fearing some of your readers as well as your complain-
ants may think there is no tangible existence for the word
in dispute, I give below the definition, which I have takenfrom the Century Dictionary

:

"Rodster, one who uses a fishing rod; a rod-fisher; anangler." -

-
ln connection with the definition in the same dictionary

of Sept. Z I8b2: "It is the intention of a number of our
local rodsters to leave the city for different streams "

J^t «, Tfe need be 8aid unlea8' 1 Sive a few similarwords, such as song-ster, young-ster, drug-ster, pun-ster,
mal-ster deem-ster, game-ster, lap-ster, fpin-ster huck-
ster, road-ster, team-ster, and so on ad infinitum.

'

CraoiSNATi, O., May 25.
AlJSX

' ^^CK.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some years ago I had occasion to put in a word in de-fense of the word "rodster." An English cousin stigma-

tized it as slang; and now, through Forest and StreamBrother E. S. Young feels that Brother Starbuck hasoSthim as limp as a line after the trout has escaped. Brotherbtarbuck can take care of himself, and neatly, no doubt
I wish to enter a plea for the rodster

UDt'

I oannot enlighten Brother Young touching the birth

of the. term, not being an adept in verbal tocology, but I

hold it to be any man's right, or woman's, to coin a word.

There is no law against it, and when one considers the

liberties sometimes taken with Mother English, one should

not be censured for adding to the vocabulary when the

addition is not offensive, or violates no known rule of

lexicology. That a man should be believed in his calling

is a very old axiom. Noah doubtless was an excellent

lexicographer, but it does not follow that he was versed in

the art of angling, nor that he can lay paternal claim to

all the words in the language.
"Doggy," for instance, is a not uncommon word, and

yet I do not find it between the lids of authority. ' 'Daub"

is another term, unknown to Webster in the edition of

1884, and yet 1 presume that any coal miner who makes
his mark could throw light upon it, though the servant

girl might fail. "Dawlings" is not a very mellifluous

term, it is not in the dictionary, yet I have known many
a miner to complain when the vein "pinched" on him.

"Dean," for instance, may have another signification than
that of an ecclesiastical dignitary, or the head of anything;

it may signify the tail, and yet be accepted.

Will Brother Young give us the derivation of "road-

ster," something that rides on the water and is ridden on
the land? Is "rodster" not quite as silvery in sound?
' Road agent" is not to be found in the dictionary, but is

adopted, nevertheless, as a supplement. He suggests that

"rodman" or "rodwoman" would be more acceptable.

While a surveyor might accept the one or the other, were
he a bachelor and she young and attractive, yet Webster
has failed to recognize either. For myself I appreciate

the terms from away back, having been born and raised

in a hardwood country. Raised! I should say! I was not
only raised but I frequently raised the neighborhood, and
having been the recipient of deserved distinction in my
youth, I necessarily retain a reverence for the rodman
and the rodwoman. But you see Brother Young is con-
demned out of his own mouth, unless he can prove that

Cain stood in no need of flagellation, because he must find

the root in the beginning, otherwise "rodster" is as

sweet a word as "rodman."
"Sir, here is newly come to court, Rodster; believe me,

an absolute gentleman, full of most excellent differences,

of very soft society, and great showing; indeed, to speak
feelingly of him, he is the card or calender of gentry; for

you shall find in him the continent of what part a gentle-
man would see." Lewis B. France.

ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
(Continued from Page 470 .)

Otjr predictions relative to the appearance of the storm
god wera not realized when we arose in the morning, but
there was an east wind blowing that prevented us from
making the trip to Sand River which was on our pro-
gramme for that day's sport.

Concluding to take advantage of the disappointment
we remained in our quarters the entire morning, devoting
the time to a general clean up of camp, airing of blankets,
beds, etc., and in gathering balsam for the interior of our
tents. The half-breeds in the meantime did the entire
laundrying, and to add to the sanitary condition of affairs

we all took a bath in the cold and pure waters of the
grand old lake, and then donned some clean woolens, as
the immaculate linen is not in it when it comes to an out-
ing in these wild regions, it being entirely too dudish and
uncomfortable.
After dinner, the wind being favorable and the weather

at its best, with the sun in flame of rose and the sky a
fairyland in crimson, we concluded to sail to the Lizard
Islands, some four miles distant. It was really a holiday
to us, and as we left our quarters for the distant isles felt,

with Tennyson's voyager, that

—

"We left behind the painted buoy
That tosses at the harbor mouth;

And madly danced our hearts with joy,

As fast we fleeted to the south.

How fresh was every sight and sound
On open main or winding shore!

We knew the merry world was round,

And we might sail for evermore."

Our boat cut through the enamored caress of the waves
like a knife through satin, and as the pearly froth rolled
from her sides it went dancing in silver bubbles with a
radiant joy till they lost their sparkle from the submerg-
ence of the billows.

Ned was full of talk and of song, and as he leaned
against one of the creaking masts with the bright sunlight
beautifying his bronzed features and his snow white hair
falling o'er his broad shoulders, while taking in the
sapphired sea of clouds which lazily floated in upper air,
sang a charming little gem from the German of Heine',
entitled the "Lovely Fishermaiden." It thus runs with
lute-like ripple:

"My lovely fishermaiden,

Oome steer your boat to land;

And sit you down beside me,
We'll coo here hand in hand.

"Recline upon my bosom,
And have no fear of me;

With me there is less danger
Than on the raging sea.

"My heart is like the ocean,

Has storm, and flood, and tide;

And in its depths unfathomed
Full many a pearl doth hide.

This was beautifully rendered by the sweet-voiced and
silver-haired troubadour, his pure, strong tenor notes ring-
ing out o'er the crinkling waves in a flood of delicious
melody. The half-breeds were perfectly enraptured over
the lovely song, and this time Kenosh literally meant what
he said, "No fliee on him."
The breeze, which had been gentle at the start, now

began to show more vigor before we reached the islands
making the sails and cordage hum and the water roll
merrily from the bow. After passing the first island we
had to take a tack to reach the other, and wishing tomake it on one stretch, took a "long leg" of about a mile
and a half, which brought us to a small pier on the west
side. In making this long tack we passed over a reef
fully a mile wide which, in many places, was not over
three feet deep.
After tying the boat at the pier'we all went ashore and

roamed around the island which, for the past two years,
has been an abandoned fishing station, but which we
ascertained from Peter was to be used again next year.
The waters were simply having a three years' rest in
hopes they would again produce a bountiful harvest. The
rude shanties were still standing, but in a very dilapidated
condition. The game on the islands consists principally
of rabbits, and these have multiplied so rapidly during
the abandonment that in a short walk of about half a
mile along a narrow footpath we saw over twenty, and if

we had desired could have loaded the boat with them in
a very short time. No one seems to care for them except
the Indians, and they can always secure enough on the
main shore. The islands lay low in the water, are well
wooded and are devoid of all picturesque effect other than
as mere oases in the great waste of water.

Tiring of our explorations and the big fat rabbits, which
seemed to be always on the jump, we sought the boat,
and, hoisting sails, were once more cleaving through the
waves that were beginning to freely toss the silvery snow-
drifts. The evening breeze had not only puffed them up
with proud disdain, but enriched them with a gleam like
a diamond's sparkle. Right merrily the bounding bil-

lows danced and tinkled to the sweet song of the sea:

-ever a jovial comrade,

Who laughs wherever he goes;

Whose merriment shines in the dimpling lines

That wrinkle his pale repose;

He lays himself down at the feet of the sun,

And shakes all over with glee;

And the broad-backed billows fall faint on the-shore.,

In the mirth of the mighty sea."

A short distance from the island, on the south side, we>
strike another reef of considerable magnitude, and oni
reaching its outer edge it looked so temptingly trouty that
we made a few casts with our lures, but nothing came to.

investigate them. Again the sails are up and drawn tight,
and this time it is a rapid run for the camp, with the
snowy frostwork tumbling from the bow in fan-shape'
rolls. While gaily bowline along, Kenosh told us of the
grounding of the steamer China one foggy night last fall;,

on the reef near Maimaise Point. He was fishing then-i
near where she struck, and shortly after her grounding;
the hoarse winds were howling and the vexed sea vio-
lently turbulent, sending the white foam against the-
rocky shore with a mournful sound. Her engines were'
puffing away for dear life, and her alarm whistle, which,
was constantly sounding, could be heard for miles as it?

was caught up and carried along by the tempestuous;
winds. Not only was the steamer in great danger of en-
tire loss, but the lives of the passengers and crew were at.

stake. The captain, a thorough seaman, was equal to the
emergency, and having some thirty-five hundred barrels
and sacks of flour aboard, ordered it all overboard. Away
it went over the leeward side in a hurry, stretching itself

along the shore for miles. When it neared land the huge
billows would lift barrel after barrel, and where the rocks
obtruded dash them against the solid walls with savage
fury. Many of them burst and their contents lined the
shore for miles, giving it an appearance as if it had just
been visited by a heavy snow fall.

When the gray dawn came it disclosed the fortunate
escape of the steamer, as w ell as a sea with the tossing
barrels in every direction. The alarm at night had aroused
many of the Indians at the point, and when the precious
freight was seen at the mercy of the waves they gathered
along the coast, many of them going up to their arm pits
in the cold water to drag out barrel after barrel as it came
within reach. The news of the rich booty floating around
was carried to Bachewauaung Bay, and then another
swarthy salvage corps was on hand with their sailboats.
One Indian saved four hundred barrels, another one
hundred, while many secured from ten to twenty. All
that could of the Indian wreckers concealed their booty
in the dense woods, while others were content to allow it

,

to remain where they had dragged it ashore. One sail-,

boat took fifteen barrels of the flour down to Bachewau-

.

aung Bay, and leaving it unguarded went back for a second

,

load, which, oh obtaining, returned with it to find their -

first load had been stolen. Undaunted and eager for more .

spoils, they returned for a third load, leaving a single

.

guard over their last cargo. This, however, shared the

.

same fate as the first, as it was taken despite the guard,

,

who had been adroitly enticed away. The last load,,
however, they concluded to stand guard over themselves,"
and this they saved. Kenosh said that he secured fifteen;
barrels, and on taking it to the "Soo" came near being;
swamped when near Gros Cap Island, as the boat was al-
most buried on her lee side in a smother of foam and fly-
ing spume. He was using the same boat we had and
stated it was overloaded for such a heavy sea as then pre-
vailed, but the flour was so stowed as to enable them to
dump it very quickly.
The China, on arriving at the "Soo," sent the steam tug

Annie Clarke with the necessary papers to secure all that
had been recovered by the wreckers. The 400-barrel lot
was first seized, the Indian only getting a salvage of some
$40; and then the 100-barrel lot was taken and the re-
mainder picked up in small lots. In all, about 1,500 bar-
rels were recovered in a slightly damaged condition.
Some 500 or 600 barrels, which were secreted by the In-
dian wreckers, were never found, and the remainder was
a total loss. The flour was a nourishing booty for Mr. Lo,
and as they have a law unto themselves it was in this case
put in practice and it gave them an abundance of flour
during the fall and winter.
Two Indians, with twenty barrels of the wrecked flour

in their boat, were overhauled by the Annie Clarke and a
demand made for the booty, but they defiantly refused to
surrender it, declaring they would hold it at all hazards.
The captain, humanely inclined and not wishing to force
matters to a bitter struggle for the small prize, concluded
to let them retain their hard-earned spoils.

Kenosh said it was a clear case ot bulldozing on the
part of the Indians, and that they would have come
off their high perch very suddenly if they saw they were
in for a fight.

"Indian no fool," he said, "he no want kill white man."
Peter, who could talk English without the "pigeon-

toed" twist, said in reply

:

"I would not have given up the flour."
"What you do, then?"
"I shoot, that's all."

"You carry pistol?"
"No."
"How you shoot, then?"
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"Well, I hit 'em with an oar."

"White man stand around with hands in his pocket?

Bah, you crazy!"
"If I am crazy, you are a fool!"

At this exasperating rejoinder the hot blood flushed in

Kenosh's face, and rising up he showed indication of

climbing over both Ned and me to get at the irascible

Peter with his huge fists. Peter, at this warlike demon-
stration, took an extra grip on the rudder handle, as if he
intended withdrawing it to use as a cudgel of defense.

Seeing it about time to interfere, I good-naturedly said,

"Boys, you are both wrong and both right, and are mak-
ing fools of yourselves. Stop your silly quarrel, or we
will be compelled to put you both overboard."

This bit of pleasantry somewhat quieted him, but
Kenosh, as he took his seat, had anything but a pleasant

face, white Peter remained in the sulks quite a while.

Nearing the shore, Ned suggested as we had caught no
trout that day that we try for a few to the west of the

camp. Cheerfully assenting, the boat was at once headed
for the fishing grounds, where we soon arrived, and be-

gan whipping the water in a very industrious manner.
Ned got the first i*esponse and the first fish, and I soon
followed with number two, both being about two pounds
each. Coming to a choice place, an ideal home for a

trout, Ned aroused an old patriarch, but failed to connect-

with him. He tried again and again, but could not draw
him to the surface. When he had given up in despair of

coaxing him from his creviced haunt, I tried my hand as

a persuader and was rewarded with a baby trout, which I

indignantly tossed back to the icy water. I wanted no
such representative of the scarlet tribe after having seen

Ned's ponderous trout break water. He said it was a case

of extremes and that he would have been extremely glad

to have secured his end of it.

After going a mile further we succeeded in getting two
more, scoring evenly. The last one that Ned captured

was much handsomer than any trout we had yet cap-

tured. I did think some of the others were matchless in

their tinted robes, but in gazing at this one I fervently

exclaimed perfectio.

The dark brown ribbon on this beauty's back faded into

flames of a bright,and delicate vermilion, which in its

turn blended into orange and silver and lustrous opaline

hues, while the mottling was in periodic dashes like

glories of gleaming iridescence, the whole forming a rare

composition in colors and tints infinitely lovely, really

a masterpiece of celestial painting from the sapphired
fount of purling brook 1 'rolling in orient pearl and sands
of gold." Ned said its tints were lovelier than those on a
baby's heel or a butterfly's wing, and of course as I could

add nothing further to this perfected painting I humbly
capitulated to his masterly comparison. It was more
than I had expected from him in this line, but then when
one is always dallying with feathers of varied hues, from
the bird of paradise to the tiny "hummer" in hopes of

achieving his ideal of a perfect fly, the wonder ceases. He
was evidently not color-blind, but simply stood alone as

an original, and in that role a Rubens or a Raphael
could not have given him a point that he would have ac-

cepted when deep in the architecture of a fly.

As the shades of evening were now falling we reeled

up and gave the word for a rapid advance to camp. The
sails were hoisted and with a beam wind then prevailing

we went plunging, turning rainbows to the windward
sun, and snow storms to the leeward, with a radiant

dazzle in our wake.
On our waywe passed two canoes, each having a family

and a large one at that. One of them contained a wee bit

of a papoose strapped to its cradle, and as we neared it

asked the mother to hold it aloft. She smilingly complied,

and as the sunlight played around its bronzed and serene

face we gave it three rousing cheers which threw them all

into hearty peals of laughter, with a few barks from the

accompanying dogs. Indian mothers are devotedly at-

tached to their children, although they may possess no
attraction for the pale face. They prepare in their wooden
cradles such an exquisitely soft and well arranged bed
that it is plain they must have thought attentively on the

subject.

The principal factor in this infant's house is aflat board.

For this purpose poplar wood is selected; in the first place,

because it is light, and secondly, because it does not crack
and splinter. On this board a small frame of thin peeled

wood is fastened, much after the shape of the child's body,
and. stands up from the board like the sides of a violin

from the sounding board. It is fastened on with bast,

because the Indians never use nails, screws or glue. The
cavity is filled and stuffed with very soft substances for

the reception of the child. In this bed the little beings

nestle up to the armpits; so far they are wrapped up
tightly with bandages and coverings, but the head and
arms are free. At a convenient distance above the head
is a stiff circle of wood, also fastened to the cradle with
bast. It serves as a protection to the head, and if the

cradle happens to fall over it rests on this arch. In fact,

you may roll over an Indian tikinagan—so the cradle is

called in Indian—as much as you please, but the child

cannot be injured.

There is a special name for every part, however small,

of the cradle: thus, for instance, the bow over the head is

called agwin-gweon. It also serves as a receptacle for all

the playthings and presents, which hang down from it

and are within reach of the infant's hands. One can
understand a rattle or bells, but what is an infant to do
with carefully worked little moccasins hanging down over
its nose; or a miniature imitation of a bow and arrows;
or a wooden ring, over which leathern thongs are drawn;
or a round piece of caribou leather, from which small
pieces of stags' horn are suspended? But I suspect that

all these things are placed there more for a good omen
than as playthings; the moccasins, that the boy may be a
good runner; the bow, arrows and bones, that he may
become a famous hunter; that strange ring, with net-

work of leather, I am told is good against illness.

The squaws at times display extraordinary luxury in the
gaily embroidered coverlid which they throw over the
whole cradle. I saw one woman use as a covering a wide
sky-blue cloth, on which glistened at least a couple of

pounds of pearl beads. She told me she had paid $10 for

it, a sum of no insignificance to the mother. The apikan
or band, on which the mother carries the infant and
cradle, is also often richly ornamented.
While we were within hearing of this voyaging party

our boys chatted in Chippewa with them quite a while.

They stated that they were going to Aguawa to await the
arrival of the paymaster, who, early in July, comes along

with his pension money for each Indian, who is entitled

to an amount according to the size of his family. As
high as twenty or thirty families gather at this point, and
when they are all together, dogs included, it is really a
motley collection. The dogs generally outnumber, as they

are indispensable to them on their hunting trips during
the fall and winter.
We were not long in reaching camp, for the boat

skimmed o'er the water as swiftly as a swallow on wing,
or, to be more literal, nearly so. Our elwf, on landing,

soon had us a very nourishing meal, two of the trout we
had just taken forming part of the repast.

I noticed when the boys were taking their meal, after

we had finished, that they were in a highly animated
conversation, and soon their voices became so loud and
earnest that- it developed they were renewing the quarrel

they had in the boat. As Ned advised letting them fight

it out, we did so, much to our amusement, although it

looked, in the vicious way they used their knives and
forks on their food, that they would soon serve as scalp-

ing knives and 'spears. Both were as defiant as aroused
Spartans, and it only required one blow to see the gore
freely flow. We stood ready to interfere should it come
to battle, but with the ending of the meal the quarrel also

ended, and dove-like peace once more spread its gentle

wings o'er the entire camp.
The evening was not a promising one, for the western

horizon displayed a dark drapery of clouds that was omin-
ous for the approaching morn. As night spread her sul-

len wings to shade the earth, the lonely character of our
surroundings was doubly apparent. Even the heavens in

solemn silence slept, no shifting clouds, nor sailing moon,
nor twinkling stars. The woods were as quiet as if de-

serted, and one almost felt as if he had been transported

to the early ages when the mosses and ferns had just

begun to cover the primeval rock and the animals as yet
ventured timidly forth into the new world. We retired

that night somewhat depressed, but with a hope that the
new day would be ushered in from the east with gleaming
radiance. Alex. Starbuck.

[to be continued.]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent]

They Broke the Law.

Chicago, 111., June 1.—Some Chicago man. who hasn't

got sand enough to sign his name, sends me a marked
copy of Forest and Stream, announcing catches of fish

taken against the law of Wisconsin. Just for once I am
going to break the honorable rule of journalism which
refuses to notice anonymous letters and quote the sub-

stance of this, because the data have already been pub-
lished in Forest and Stream. The para .raphs referred to

follow:

Ret; olds, via Woodruff, Wis., Vay 15,—Mr. Q. Henry High, of
Chicago, caught in Trout Lake, May 14, 12 landlocked salmon averag-
ing 3 to 61bs. May 15, caugnt 5 muskalionge weighing from 5 to 201bs.

May 16.—Mr. J. Frank Lawrence, of Chicago, caught to-day, 8 muskal-
ionge and a 9ibs. bass; muskalionge weighed from 5 to 121bs. Mr.
Robinson, of Savanna, HI., caught to-day 24 muskalionge weighing
from 4 to 121bs. Mr. Joseph Downey, of Chicago, caught to-day 24

salmon trout, one weighing I61bs. John B. Mann.

Three Lakes Wis., May 14.—Joe Swedesky and the writer caught
last week 426 pike, largest 9}41bs.; 29 bass, one 4}^lbs. ; 57 pickerel, one
141bs. ; 2 muskalionge, one 24}^lbs. The prospects look good, the
water is low, and the season is much earlier than usual.

F. R. Frknch.

The writer says: "The marked paragraphs explain
themselves. Why not call the attention of the 'sportsmen'

to the fact that the fishing laws of Wisconsin prohibit

pike or bass fishing before the first of June? Mr. French
says 'The season is much earlier than usual,' but the
criminal laws of the State are probably not governed by
the weather, and the game warden of the district, it

would seem, has a cinch' in prosecuting and convicting
these hogs."

I have personally almight little respect or sympathy for

the fisherman who will own up to killing 514 fish in one
week. I know these great catches have been made in

these magnificent Wisconsin waters, and it seems they
can still be made by the industrious. But how long can it

last? The railroads and the hotel men should discourage
such work.

Destruction on the Mississippi.

Mr. L. N. Converse, of Dubuque, Iowa, writes me con-
cerning the depredations of the market-fishers along the
Mississippi River, as follows:

"You have not the least idea the extent the seining is

carried on in this vicinity or from the State line down to

Muscatine. The Illinois Fish Warden, Chas. H. Blow, has
done good work in Jo Davies county, 111., and if the Fish
Warden of Wisconsin would do the same along the shore
of Grant county, Wis., it would do more good for fish

protection. I wish you would stir up the Wisconsin offi-

cials. Whatever the Forest and Stream says does good.
"If you ever take a try down the Mississippi, you will

find the fish pirate on top and a state of affairs that will
surprise you. The conditions of fish protection as you
found them on Fox and Kankakee and other rivers near
you, which you wrote up, are not a patch to what you
would find them above Lansing, la., and this place."
Fortunately one can report the most satisfactory re-

sults of the work of the active Chicago warden, Mr. Blow,
assisted by State Warden Albert Lenk. I am told that
these men have secured over seventy convictions of net-
ters and seiners. On May 29 alone, Mr. Blow destroyed
fifty-two nets. On the same day he made four arrests

and got three convictions. When he gets around to sec-

ond offenses he is going to insist on the limit, $200, and
not be satisfied with the usual $10 and costs. On May 17
he and Warden Lenk convicted four illegal fishers, at Han-
over, 111. At Savanna, 111., the week before, they made
eleven prosecutions. On May 21 they caught four fishers

in the very act of using their nets. Since then they have
landed four more that I know of, and, praise Heaven,
they are whooping it up all along the line, and more
power to them. Now, if Iowa will get a law (it has none
and every stream running in the Mississippi is bare of fish

to-day, because the nets cat them off from going up—wit-
ness the once famous Skunk River, now absolutely de-
populated), and if the Wisconsin warden will shake
things up one-half, one-third, one-tenth as well as Messrs.
Blow and Lenk have been doing for the Illinois shore, it

won't be long till the fishing is good again in these fruitful

waters. The few have been robbing the many, and with
the same old fatuous American indifference we have been

letting the robbery go on minindered. It is time to call a
halt on this. Messrs. Blow and Lenk have called it. All

honor to them and their record-breaking work, and ful 1

credit, too, to the men who have assisted them.

Tarpon.

1 tMy young Texas friend, Johnnie Bludworth, writes me
May 26 from Rockport, that the. tarpon prospect for the
season is very good. "Two tarpon have been taken that
I know of, and maybe more, over at the Pass. They are

very thick in there now, and I wish you could come
down and go after one."

In Wisconsin.

Fishing is good in Wisconsin. Gogebic opens June 1

and will be prime soon. The mascallonge waters are
about at their best now for the spring season. From my
old grounds at Phantom Lake I hear of one string of bass
and pickerel, 12 fish, weighing 841bs. , and a number of
large pickerel. Late heavy rains have hurt the trout fish-

ing in the streams. At Hudson the Willow River trout

preserve, belonging to H. J. Drake, of St. Paul, over-

flowed; 70,000 yearlings and 50,000 fry were lost. A local

hatchery lost 300,000 fry and 20,000 yearlings.

In the North Woods.
Messrs. W. P. Mussey, T. Benton Leiter, William and

J. Haskell, Frank Gray and George Holden, all of Chicago,
all left last night for a two or three weeks' trip after large,

long lunge fishes and a few bass and salmon trout in the

Wisconsin North Woods. They will go to Plum Lake for

the most of their fishing. Any fish weighing less than
501bs. will be contemptuously returned to the water, I am
assured. Anyhow, this party will have a large time, cer-

tainly. E. Hough.
909 Skcurity Building, Chicago.

MORE ABOUT THE WHITEFISH.
" Detroit, May 31.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Your
notes on the Lake Miltona whitefish and the other species

of the genus Coregonus, will interest every person who
has had the pleasure of reading them and the thousands
who have made the acquaintance of this splendid fish.

There are some points, however, in which the obser-

vations of some of your correspondents, and the reports

quoted in your article differ from the experience and ob-

servation of fishermen who have taken the fish in the
lakes which make of the State of Michigan two penin-
sulas. You say, ' 'It might be supposed that the second
group, to which belongs the lake herring, the Miltona
whitefish, the long-jaw and several others, would take
the hook rather than the common whitefish if any of

them could be captured in that way; but, singularly

enough most of the reports of taking whitefish on a hook
relate to the small-mouth form—the common lake white-
fish." This is not the experience along the waters of any
of the Great Lakes. "On the contrary," as Sam Weller
would say—"quite the reverse," as was stated in my lettei

from Alpena, published in the current issue of Forest
and Stream. There is no doubt in my mind that these

conflicting reports are due to the errors of anglers who
have taken the alleged whitefish in misnaming the fish

they caught—it is a common one, and perhaps natural
enough under the circumstances. The illustration of the
Miltona whitefish is a very lifelike picture of a long-jaw,

and in this case a very fair picture, except as to the for-

mation of mouth, of the lake whitefish of Michigan.
The ciscos of the Wisconsin and Minnesota lakes are

not to be compared to the whitefish of the Great Lakes,
in their size or flavor, or richness of flesh. The quotation
from jMr. Van Cleave, that "the whitefish of the lake
region referred to are taken altogether in nets," and that

they "run from Iflbs. to as high as 61bs. ," is true of the
Michigan whitefish except- as to maximum weight. I

have seen whitefish taken from pound nets that weighed
from 5 to 14lbs., and indeed rare specimens that reached
2711bs. Your readers will perhaps remember that I

sent (in 1888, I think) Forest and Stream a note on the
capture at Monroe, Mich., in the nets of Duclo & Co.,

a whitefish which pulled the scales at the figures just

quoted.
The long-jaw whitefish, in the opinion of fishermen

who are thoroughly familiar with the two groups, is the

only one which takes the hook and it is the only one hav-
ing a mouth that would hold the hook when caught.

Keuka.

The Trout of Ithe Gunnison.

Salida, Colo., May 29.—Our trout fishing season opens
J une 1 and we are making preparations for a great season
The snow is about out of the mountains, and the fly-fish-

ing will begin about 15 days earlier than usual. The bes

waters in our State for trout are in Gunnison county, of

which Gunnison City is the county seat. The Gunnison
River and its tributaries are the only streams which are
easily reached, and never fail to give the lover of rod and
reel a day of enjoyment from June until November. The
Gunnison is a stream of pure crystal, with an average
width of 100ft., and is a paradise for the fly-caster. The
trout average about lib. in weight, although there have
been trout of 71bs. weight caught within a few miles of

Gunnison City, and Messrs. Skinner & Herrick, of the

La Veta Hotel, have two mounted specimens of over 71bs.

each, which were caught last season, and trout of 2 to 31bs.

are plentiful. At Kezar post office, 12 miles west of Gun-
nison City, can be found as fine waters as can be wished
for, and Mr. A. Pomel, the genial postmaster, and his sons,

take pleasure in entertaining all who may stop off or call

to take the trains. Mr. Pomel is one of the old timers who
settled in the Gunnison Valley "when Pike's Peak was a
hole in the ground," as the saying is, and while he has not
made a business of catering to sportsmen in the past, he
says that he is going to see that all who stop off there this

season are treated just about right, and that his rates will

be $1 . 50 per day. Within 12 or 15 miles of his house black-

tail deer, elk, antelope and grouse can be seen from July
until January, and for the benefit of any Eastern sports-

men who may come to Colorado this season, I take pleas-

ure in recommending Gunnison and its hospitable people.
I have lived in Colorado 15 years, and have failed to find

a sectionwhich heats Gunnison for trout fishing and hunt-
ing. Pike's Peak.

A271ds. halibut was caught at Monterey, Cal., recently in rather a
novel manner. A fisherman was unloading his catch at the wharf
when the halibut swam up alongside the boat, and the man seized his
spear and with a dexterous thrust secured the prize.—Evening Post.
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NEWS FROM THE FISHING WATERS.
Hunter, N. Y., May 26.—With this I send youaphoto

of our first day's fishing, April 16, I say "our," for I

caught only two of them: the rest were taken by a

friend. I just stepped out for a few minutes' fun after I

had closed my school for the day and captured the one
that local fishermeu have all been "after for the past year

or two. My first one taken was 12iin. in length, weight
about fibs. ; the second 18^in. in length, weight exactly

2ilbs, Taken within a pistol shot of the Roggen Hotel,

in Tannersville. Doubtless you remember the place

—

Howard's dam. They were our regular brook trout. In
fact, just in this vicinity, the California3 are rarely taken,

though the streams have been stocked with' them.
The fishing is only fair this spring. Too many fisher-

men are anxious to excel in numbers, so no matter what
the size, they never put a fish back.
Partridges have wintered well, and as we have a couaty

law protecting them until Oct. 1, there will be sport this

fall. J. K.

Campbellton, N. B., May 26.—Salmon have arrived,

also three or four anglers. I have only heard of some six or

eight clean fish yet. Next week I expect there will be a
good run with the spring tides. Nets getting few fish,

owing to strong east winds; but are ready to receive them
on arrival. Kelts very plenty; water in tip top condition
and lumber all down to booms. John Mowat.

Reynolds, Trout Lake, Wis.—Mr, Clark, Mr. Downey
and Mr. L'jach, all of Chicago, caught in one day's fishing

fifty-five mu3kallonge, five bass and six pike. Muskal-
longe weighing from 5 to 201bs. Fish were caught in the
Gresham lakes, three miles from Trout Lake.

John B. Mann.

Neversink, Fallsburgh, Sullivan County, N, Y.—On
May 19, Mr. S, L, Rodes, of Brooklyn, and Mr. James
Curk and Mr. B. T. Bush, of New York city, caught 132
fine trout out of the Neversink; and on May 22, Stephen
Sprague and George Sarles, of New York, caught two large
baskets of fine trout.

Lebanon, N. H., June 1.—The outlook for fishing for
trout in brooks and streams around here is very poor.
May 1 I took a trip of eight days through the eastern part
of Grafton county, and where two years ago I would
catch from 50 to 100, I would get from 10 to 25; and a
third or more of them would have to be thrown back,
being (some of them a good deal) under size. I know of
two crack fishermen who drove 40 miles one day and re-
turned with seven trout; so I was not so much surprised
when "Von W." said that a friend of his caught only one
trout in that beautiful brook in which I think I caught on
May 31, 1891, 85. There are, I think, few men that like
to fish (for trout alone) as well as I do; but I wish that
they would pass a law, and enforce it, of $5 fine for every
trout caught in any brook or stream south of the White
Mountains for three years, and see then if we could have
some decent fishing once more. Mascomy.

Minocqua, Wis., June 2.—James Lane, John Lewis and
E. T. Hubbell, of Illinois, caught 10 muskallonge each,
weighing from 8 to 151bs. L. Weirhar.

Sandusky, May 31.—The steamer Visitor, recently
seized for alleged violation of Canadian marine laws, has
been appraised at $8,000 at Amherstburg, and will be re-
leased under bond, returning to Put-in-Bay pending the
hearing of the case. The Leroy Brooks will probably be
released within a day or two in the same way.

Ropesville, Texas, May 29.—Our fishermen are making
some big catches this spring of tarpon, junefish, iackfish
and all other kinds. 'j\ n.

Lake Winola, Scranton, Pa., June 1.—In Lake Winola
(Wyoming county, Pa.) the bass are spawning about two
weeks earlier than usual and apparently in unusual num-
bers. They ordinarily leave the beds about July 1. There
is talk that the Lake Winola Association will this year
extend the close season until June 15. Capouse.

On Saturday, May 26, the writer caught a speckled
brook trout in Frank Lake, Adirondack Preserve Associ-
ation, weighing 31bs. 10oz., trolling with flies This trout
took a large red-ibis fly. He had been out of water at
least two hours when weighed. A. P. A.

Canadensis, Pa., June 4.—Owing to frequent and
heavy rams the streams have all been at a high stage for
two weeks, improving the fishing on the smaller, but rais-
ing the larger streams to a degree hardly permitting either
wading or fishing. One of the most successful parties at
Price s hpruce Cabin this season came there from Troy,
Pa., and I am informed caught over 400 trout in four days'
the first of last week. My own fishing was confined to a
part of one day in th,i Broadhead Creek, which was about
w-SPlu I

e its averaSe staSe>
and almost impassable,

With the stream in such a condition I was surprised to
take a dozen fair fish with the fly. From now on if the
P
t
re8<^Vprosp

?
cfc of fair weather is fulfilled the fishing

should be good. T. H. G.

A Remora Caught by Hand.
In one of your recent numbers you describe the remorawhich has a way of fastening on to other fishes, sharks'

turtles, etc. Bat did you know that they occasionally
fasten on to boats? On my trip around to New Yorkwith Mr. John F Small in the Exile recently, while offChatham bars, I happened to look over the stern of the
boat and saw about 2ft. of a fish's tail sticking out beyond
it, waving gently about. I made a grab for him, but he
slipped through I grabbed for him a second time and
missed, but the third time I got him and threw him intothe standing room. He immediately fastened on to the

v°
r
V ,

put hlm mto abucket half full of water, out ofwhich he soon jumped. I put him in again, but he wassuch a trouble to us that finally I threw him overboardand he went on his way rejoicing. He was about 3ft'long and had four or five small holes or openings on each
side of his neck. His body was a kind of brown or gray
m0ttled

- OUFTON W, A. BARTLETT

Baby Trout and Grouse in Spring.

Lebanon, N. H., June 1.—I returned last week from
a carriage drive of some 150 miles through the south-

western part of Vermont. I fished in several towns
among the Green Mountains, Jamaica, Winhal, Stratton,

etc., and I was very much disappointed, for I had had
such glowing accounts and had also received such beau-

tiful letters from my friends living there. One day by
putting in a full day's work I did fool sixty, and put back

25 per cent, of them, and if the fish warden had been at

my elbow I don't know but what I should have kindly

consented to have relinquished another 25 per cent,

rather than to have had any difference of opinion about
it. All down that way laughed at the idea of a trout

being put back; if he had the spots large enough to see

he was all right. That is what is making the trouble

with the trout fishing. I staye/1 over night once where I

saw four fine ruffed grouse tails arranged on the sitting

room wal's. I knew that the man had lived there only a
short time so I asked him where he got them, "Oh," he
said, "I killed them since I moved here." "But are you
not afraid of the game warden?" His reply was, "No
one sees my game after I once get it," And that is the

way that a sportsman "gets left" who is willing to live up
to the law. Baby trout are caught before they have
hardly got their eyes open and grouse are killed when
they are nesting, I begin to think that there is no show
for the game except in the private preserves, and I have
always despised them. But nail that plank in the plat-

form—No game to be sold. Mascomy.

An Albino Trout.

Dingman's, Pike Co., Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
While fishing for trout on May 2 I caught an albino trout,

if it be not a variety of that fish. Mr. E. T. Hoffman has
recently stocked the upper waters of Dingman's Creek,
and it has occurred to me that the fi-sh might be a new
variety; and yet I know nothing of a white trout.

I was "poking around" among the sticks and alders,

when to my astonishment I caught sight of a white fish

—hooked. It was not over 5 in. long, and as I saw it white
as it came up I said, "This is a shiner or a silverfish."

But, I thought, "I have never seen, in my experience of
many years, anything but chubs and occasionally a small
pickerel." However, as the line swung into my hands I

was surprised to see a white fish, and as I extended the
palm I said, "No scales here; and the form of a trout is

perfect." I looked closely as it lay on my hand. It was
white, with outlines of the mottlings of the back. I

could not see the red spots, while the yellow ones seemed
whiter, if possible, than the spots of the sides. Of course
the fins and tail were even clearer and whiter than the
body. Of course I released the fish as soon as I could. It
was gasping for water, and I saw it must perish soon. It
was a vigorous one for so small a fish, and it dove down
lively enough among the submerged alders. Maybe it

will be found again. A. H. G.
[We believe that we have recorded a similar case

before.]

Fishing Among the Thousand Islands.

The New York Central & Hudson River Railroad has
sent us a copy of a convenient, comprehensive and well
arranged pamphlet descriptive of "Fishing Among the
Thousand Islands." It is No. 15 of the "Four Track
Series" of handbooks for travelers, coming from the
Passenger Department of that road. The author is James
Churchward, "an expert fisherman, whose experience of
over ten years in pursuit of his favorite sport in the
waters of the St. Lawrence, has amply qualified him to
advise and direct in all matters pertaining to that subject."
The pages are embellished with characteristic illustra-

tions, and all the best fishing grounds of the St. Lawrence
River are correctly located by charts printed in colors, so
that they cannot tie missed. Everything about tackle is
also minutely described and illustrated. A copy of the
book will be sent Iree. post-paid, on receipt of five 2 cent
stamps, by George H. Daniels, G. P. A., Grand Central
Station, New York.

Whipping the Stillwater.

They tell a piscatorial joke on our friend John D. Lose-
kamp, the famous clothing merchant of Billings and Red
Lodge. A few weeks ago Mr. Losekamp and his friend
Col. Hough, editor of the Forest and Stream, were en-
joying an outing and whipping the Stillwater River for
trout. The merchant was having good luck and pulling
out trout by the wholesale and had about 100 of the pretty
finny trib<- captured, and the heart of Cnl. Hough was on
the ground in despair. Pretty soon the journalist suc-
ceeded m pulling out a 41bs. trout andit changed his sour
visage into rapturous smiles. Mr. Losekamp requested of
his guest that they move on up the stream. Col. Hough
indignantly refused to move, and informed his benefactor
that he had all the fish he wanted and "was no Montana
hog."—Bed Lodge (Mont.) New Idea.

Trout Near Baltimore.
Baltimore, Md.—The new trout law relating only to

Baltimore county protects the fish from July 1 to March 1
and makes the lawful size 6 in. We might almost say we
had no trout, but happily there are a few. The gentle-men of Green Spring Valley have stocked many of their
streams and we of the Tenth District have always done
all in our power to preserve this sport. Nevertheless
streams in which our fathers caught forty or fifty in an
afternoon are now without a fish, due principally to the
mills and partly to dynamite. Where suitable streams
have been stocked with 5,000 trout, when the fish left the
cans they were forever lost. Asa B. Gardiner, Jr.

Fishing Camp and Warship.
Boston Mass,, May 28.—Two years ago Admiral SirJohn Hopkins, of Her Majesty's warship Blake, was enter-

tained at the summer home and fishing camp at Gaspe P
Q of John Fottler, Jr., of this city, ex-president of the
Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association
To-day the Admiral returned the compliment by enter'
taining Mr. Fottler, wife and daughter at private dinner
aboard the Blake. The Admiral is a thorough sportsmanand enjoys discussing camp life fully as much as going
into the subject of Oin. rapid firing guns. It is a great
pleasure to meet such a man. He expects to spend a week
fishing on the fc>t. John River this season. b.

Butterfleld and Mill-Site Lakes.
Ithaca, N. Y., May 31.—Well down in the summer of

1893 an advertisement of the Dollinger House, at Red-
wood, met my eye, and I determined to pay a visit to the
locality. Although the weather was very unpropitious,
myself and friend found excellent accommodations at
the hotel, the headquarters of fishermen, and good sport
in Butterfleld and Mill-Site lakes, which are scarce a half
mile apart and in the immediate vicinity of the house.
Mill-Site Lakp i3 about one mile long and perhaps an aver-
age of one-half mile wide. In this lake peculiar salmon
trout, often of large sizQ , are caught in abundance, differ-
ing from all others I have ever seen m having a tail much
resembling a mackerel, instead of the square or rounded
tail generally found They are good biters and game to
the last. Black bass of the small-mouth variety are plen-
tiful in the same lake. Butterfleld Lake is near five miles
long, broken up with Hands and deep bays, perhaps an
average of less than a half mile wide. Here are caught
bass of large and small-mouth variety, glass-eyed pike,
pickerel, immense schools of large perch, with an occa-
sional catfish to furnish variety. Self and friend expect
to visit Redwood and fish the twin lakes for a couple of
weeks following the! 1th of June and then again late in
September. Will note for Forest and Stream- the suc-
cess we may meet. J. H. S.

"Kingfisher" and the Bull.
' The old Black Bull
Came down off the mountain,
Long time ago. 1 '

"Old Sam," in Forest and Stream of May 26, has covered himself
with glory as a purely imaginative writer of "bull stories;" and as a
vigorous drawer of ye long bow I mak« my obeisance to him and take
a back seat, figgeratively speakin'. Did I not know Sammy so well I
would lay his outburst to an overdose of "O(ld) F(ashioned) Cropper),"
but in this case I am fain to think it may ba charged to the "water" of
the famous blue grass region in which he lives, which, it is said, exerts
a peculiar, and at times bewilderin 1 influence on the imagination, not-
ably in the relation of bull and fish stories. Not to give Sam's powers
in this line too abrupt a backset, it is only necessary to call attention
to one of his many flights of fancy in the tale oE the bull, to east a
shadow of doubt on the accuracy of the other main "p'ints" of the
narrative, and that is, that I was never known to be guilty of wearing
a coat when on atroutin' tramp. But the story is so well told (out-
side of the fact that Sam was 20Pyds. away and not "in" at a single
act or scene of the performance), and so laughable withal, that I for-
give him—for his many other good quali.ies—and only hope that tie
"old daisy" may be with us again in camp this summer to "jine" me
in S"me more "bull-y episodes" and

r

other pleasantries that have
cemented friendships in the "Camps of the Kingfishers" that will
abide till we make our last cast.
And now, to reel up, I wish to add my mite in praise of my old

friend and comrade, "Kelpie," and thank old Sam and the editor at
the same time for their good words for him. I heartily indorse it all,
and go 'em one better, for he is one of a rare type of sportsmen, whom
it is good to know and have as a friend.
The picture of him in Forest and Stream is a most excellent one,

alheit a trifle more "rotund in feature, maybe, than he usually showsm camp. Jeems Mackerel.
Cincinnati, O., May 27.

tgishqulture md «gizh grokqtion.

Pound Fishing as Seen by a Pound Fisherman.
Editor Forest and Stream:
It was with much interest that I read the proceedings of

the Coast Fishery Conference, and with much regret that the
sportsman fisherman and net fisherman cannot meet and
work for the good of each and the community in general. I
am a net fisherman. I set pounds and believe in netting.
But I do not believe in the inhuman practice resorted to by
most pound and trap fishermen, and think it time that not
only the sportsman, but the community demand a change;
and that at once a change that will prohibit the use of net-
ting so fine as to destroy more fish than are saved for market.
The fineiiettinghasalmost destroyed fishing in the salt ponds
and bays; and where a few years ago one could enjoy good
fishing with hook and line for tautog and white perch, to-
day he would find nothing. Then with a small seine it was
not unusual to take from ten to twenty barrels at a single
haul; now one might get as many fish instead of barrels.
With striped bass fishing it is the same. The bays and salt

ponds were full of them, and large quantities were taken
with gill-nets, while shore seines were used outside; and it
was a paying business when bass sold at from 5 cents to 7
cents per pound. To day one could not nay expenses with
bass at 25 cents to 35 cents per pound. Scup were taken in
almost any desired quantities with shore seines, and paid
well at one to two dollars a barrel, with thousands of loads
for manure at 25 cents per load. To-day with the same seine
one could not pay board—even fish-camp board.
Yet they tell us that fish are governed bynatural laws, and

that the free use of the most improved nets and pounds has
no effect upon the supply of fish; that there is no scarcity;
that fish are as plenty as ever. Why is it that scup pounds
are set out wider and wider, until some are 2,500 to 3,000ft.
wide, when a few years ago scup ran in countless numbers
almost in the surf? If there are as many fish now as then,
why do the pounds take less now than the shore seines could
then, while now the shore seines get nothing?
We read in the Fish Conference report that there is no

waste of food fish taken from pounds. I have seen thousands
of barrels taken, but never saw anything of that kind. How
are the fish handled? I will write regarding the fishing in
this vicinity, where large quantities of netting are used and
a large amount of fish taken, and ask, have the community
and the sportsmen a right to say anything?
In March the setting of small pounds begins for smelts,

alewives and flatfish. Then begins the destruction in a very
small way. Small unsalable fish are put on the land. A
little later fish get cheaper, and flatfish, which sold for 5 to
8 cents per pound in the winter are now put with the small
smelts, tomcod and flatfish for manure. By April 25 a large
amount of alewives, together with tons of small tautog,
which now run, are thrown up. Scup pounds are now put
at work and when scup come large and small are bailed on
to the boat and they start for a shipping point, and thousands
of barrels of small scup are killed and when sorted and bar-
reled are thrown overboard, put on land or into pomace.
Usually, take the season through, more small fish are wasted
than salable ones are saved. After the run of scup the
pounds are taken up, but many summer pounds are set, and
the slaughter goes on.
But we have not come to the worst, which is fall pounding,

in bays, rivers and salt ponds. Then the destruction is be-
yond belief by one who never saw it. These pounds are put
in by the hundred. They are usually of fine netting, and
give fish but a small chance to escape. The netting being
fine for eels, is fine enough to take almost everything, and
hundreds of barrels a day of tautog, white perch, bluefish
and flatfish, too small for the market, are put on the land for
manure. 1 have seen tons in a heap, of fish from the size of
one's finger to salable size. Every one can see it and should
see it next fall, only take the trouble, if fine netting is
allowed, It would surprise you to see two or three barrels
of fish put on the land to every barrel shipped—fish that if
allowed to grow one or two years would be good salable fish.

I trust every lover of fish and fishing will look into the
matter and see pounds hauled, Next summer when at the
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shore, ask the old residents what scup, bass, tautog a,nd
perch fishing was before pounds were set so extensively.
Ask them if pounds are destroyers of fish to any extent.
Tbey will tell you that the bay, river and pond fishing is

past, while the ocean fish are no longer plenty to pay even
expenses of seining, as was practiced a few years ago at a
good profit. They will tell you that fine netting and plenty
of it has made fishing what it is. These people will tell the
truth, as they have no financial interest in the use of net-
ting.
You will find the destruction of fish wherever you find

pounds, and to say that fish are as plenty as ever, even in the
ocean, is to say something that not one in twenty believes.
Scup pounds are perhaps the least destructive of any

pounds, as the netting is larger and the smallest fish go, so
that the ones destroyed are but little too small to save. The
run of scup is short, and as soon as the run is over the pounds
are taken up.
There are pound fishermen who sort the fish and allow all

small ones to go, but they are very few. Why should fish

continue as plenty as ever when fishermen have so little re-
gard for them and stand ready to destroy every small fish
because it is not salable

l

t I heard often fishermen say that
to let them go would be simply to ha.ndle them again, and
that did not pay; besides they made good manure. The
trouble is the same with fishermen as with others; they wish
to get everything that pays, and use fine netting to allow
nothing to escape. And until such netting is prohibited fish
will continue to grow scarce. It is for the interest of fisher-
men^ net manufacturers and fish dealers, as well as the com-
munity, that we have a change, especially in the pound used
in bay, river and inland waters. While it would be a loss to
fishermen for a year or so, it would be a gain in the end, as
the extra amount of salable fish taken would soon com-
pensate for the loss at first. There would be something left
to grow.
A thorough investigation into pound, trap, and purse seine

fishing would mean, a change in many ways and a blessing
to the community. As before stated, I believe in the free use
of netting, only have it of a size that allows the small fish
to go.

=
Fisherman.

Outlines in the Susquehanna.
Baltimore, Md., May 30.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The good tone of Forest and Stream in the way of the pro-
tection of fish and game, will recommend it to all true
sportsmen, and we, in Maryland, are heartily in accord with
you with respect to the abolition of the sale of game, birds
and fish in our markets. You find that there is so large a
number of your people engaged in the killing and pale of
game birds and fish, that it is a very difficult matter to get
legislation prohibiting it. We are laboring under the same
trouble, and unless we have concurrent administration of
the laws in Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania, we are
powerless for the protection of our birds and fish. While
on the Susquehanna Paver in Pennsylvania fish baskets are
prohibited by law, in Maryland such fish pots are not pro-
hibited. In Pennsylvania, bass and pike-perch (wall-eyed
pike) are to be caught by rod, hook and line. What do I see
every day in the Susquehanna River? Lines stretcked from
200 to 300ft., aud right in the faces of the fish wardens, whose
duty it is to destroy such lmes and arrest such offenders.
Take from Harrisburg to York Haven on the Susquehanua
River, and you will find an outline for every hall mile. Yet
the State officers appointed to see that the law is obeyed and
to prosecute offenders against the law, do not do anything.
I know whereof I speak, and you can quote me as good
authority for the statements if question is made. I do think
that there is less regard paid by people on the Susquehanna
River, Sunbury to Safe Harbor, than exists in the most ex-
treme outposts of. the Rocky Mountain territory. The
supinepess of the wardens is accountable for this state of
affairs, and as I said before you can quote me as authority
and I will prove my statements. Y.

Norway's Exhibit at the World's Fair.

The undersigned, late judges of awards of the Fisheries
Department, World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, real-
izing the great excellence and comprehensiveness of the
exhibit of Norway, and regretting the exigencies which
arose to compel the withdrawal from competition, desire to
express our appreciation of the labors of Dr. S. A Buch, Fish
Commissioner of Norway, in the preparation and installation
of the exhibit, and to the committee at Bergen for the
participation by Norway in the World's Columbian Ex-
position, for the great energy and devotion it has displayed
in making the exhibit interesting and complete.
We feel that it is a duty we owe to a nation so renowned

for the fisheries that it should receive some fitting and reci-
procal recognition for its friendly interest in crossing an
ocean and traversing a thousand miles of land to participate
in an international fisheries display.
We therefore declare it to be our opinion that the exhibit of

Norway was so great and comprehensive a representation of
the fishery methods, apparatus and products of that country
as to elicit the most profound admiration of all in-
terested in the subject of fisheries, and that the preparation
and installation thereof is deserving of special mention, and
is a great credit to Dr. Buch, the committee of Bergen and
to Norway as a country.
L. Z. Joncas, Chairman; D. W. Hall, Secretary; N. O.

Cram, Portland, Maine; W. R. Capehart, Avoea, N. C; C.
P. Snyder, Charleston, W. Va.; William L. Mat, Omaha;
Nebraska; J. A. Henshall, Cincinnati, Ohio; Andrew
Weber, Chicago, III.; W. P. Seal, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sunday Shad Netters.

NEWBURG, June 4.—Last Friday one of Game Protector
Kidd's suits against the shad fishermen of Sing Sing was
tried in Circuit Court at White Plains before Judge Brown
of this city. This was the only case tried that day and was
considered a test case. The defendant, Peter Smith, Jr.,
was found guilty of taking shad from the Hudson River in a
net on Sunday, and was fined §100 and costs. During the
trial an effort was made to show that the nets used were set
for bass, and that they were not Smith's, yet he received pay
for one-half of the shad caught, he shipping the fish and re-
ceiving the checks. Testimony was given, however, to show
that Peter Smith, Jr., really owned the nets. There are sev-
eral more of these suits against Sing Sing men, but as the
term of court ended that day no more will be tried for at
least two months. It is said that Smith will appeal to the
General Term from the decision of the court and jury. The
case was tried for Protector Kidd by Russel Hadley of this
place and J. F. Brennan of Yonkers.
Protector Kidd has commenced a suit against Leonard

McCloud for netting fish in Greenwood Lake. The suit will
be tried in the Supreme Court this month at Goshen, this
county. The last Forest and Stream contains an article
that looks bad for McCloud. Newburgh.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year Qjriee $4 > and a set of Zimmerman's
famous '-Ducking Scenes" (price S5,)—a value for Sf5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It dues not apply to renewals.
For §3 a bono fide now subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which
la S3;,

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 4 to 7.—Des Moines Kennel Club, at Des Moines, Iowa. M.
Bruce, Sec'y.
Sept. 10 to 14,—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone. Sec'y.
Sept. 18 to 21.—Rhode Island State Fair Association, at Cranston, R.

E W. W". Dexter, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gallaug

her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 5.-United States Field Trial Club, at Bicknell, Ind. P. T.

Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov, 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells

Sec'y.
Nov, 23.—Eastern Field Trials Club, at Newton, N. C. W. A. Coster,

Saratoga, N. T.. Sec'y.
Nov. 23.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Newton, N. C. Dr. G). D. B.

Darby, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

English Setter Sires.

BY P. H. BRYSON.

The selection of sires depends largely upon what kind of
dog you want to breed; whether a shooting dog to put in the
hands of the average trainer, to train to kill birds over, or
the high strung nervous dog to put in the hands of the expert
trainer, that will retain the natural dash and vim of the dog,
and get him under control so he will handle game well and
can be handled himself.
The characteristics of the three noted sires, Gladstone,

Count Noble and Roderigo, will be first noticed.
The Gladstone blood combined with the Druid-Ruby pro-

duces level-headed game finders that are no trouble to train,
and make the best shooting dogs of any coming under my
observation. They are free from crankiness and cannot be
spoiled by a novice. They are high-headed constant hunters;
but, as a rule, they have not the speed, snap ordash from the
start, of some other crosses I will mention. The Gladstone
blood seems potent to breed on, or nicks well with almost any
other blood
Count Noble crossed on the Gladstone blood produces

wonderful quick, snappy dogs with splendid noses, great
speed and nervous force that should be, as a rule, in the hands
of expert handlers, in order to have them handle their game
well, and at the same time retain their great snap, speed,
range and other natural qualities.
These dogs are easily ruined, and have so much nervous

force that they must be handled judiciously. If youcuttheir
natural qualities, they are liable to potter, false point and
make a poor exhibition in the hands of the average trainer.
Some of Count Noble's get that have not the Gladstone

blood in them are dogs of so much nervous force that they
are not reliable starters in field trials. I could name some
that work perfectly in private, repeat their heats in private
with perfect satisfaction, that will run one, sometimes two,
heats in public that cannot be beaten and then get so nervous
when run longer that they lose control over themselves and
cut their own throats.
The popular opinion of such dogs is that they are fools.

Such is not the case. Were they fools they would not
repeat their heats at all times in private satisfactorily.
They would be fools in private as well as in public. I have
seen them in the trials become so nervous they would have
a nervous chill, tremble, look wild and convey the impres-
sion that they had no sense. They simply "had so much
nervous force they could not control it on occasions of
undue excitement.
If the bitches with these qualities were bred to the level-

headed best sons of the Gladstone—Sue cross, or their sons,
they should produce high class field trial dogs. They sim-
ply need a balance wheel to breed on.
Roderigo has produced many great field trial winners. I

have often heard it said that they never do anything after
they leave Mr. Avent's hands; a compliment to Mr. Avent,
though not intended as such. If Mr. Avent understands so
well how to control the strong nervous force of the Roderigo
dogs, and run them to the front in the best company, be-
certainly should be regarded as superior to his brother
handlers. The sons of Roderigo have all the nervous force
you can get under control and, as shown by the records,
more than the average handler can utilize to advantage.
These dogs have not proved the successes in the stud we

had a right to expect from their high breeding and frequent
winnings. They are so frequently bred to their kind, the con-
tinual breeding of two closely related nervous animals in-
tensifies their nervousness until a point is reached that this
extreme nervousness cannot be gotten under control by even
expert handlers, hence others, not experts, cannot be ex-
pected to do anything with them, and the result is they are
condemned. They cannot be used as shooting dogs, nor suc-
cessfully handled as field trial dogs.
As a rule, according to the records, small nervous dogs,

although possessing great field trial merit themselves, have
not proven the success as sires that the larger and in some
instances less successful dogs have done; and it appears to
those who have studied the matter that size as well as
breeding enters into the selection of a sire, as the following
will show: Gladstone was a dog that would weigh 501bs. , in
hunting condition; Count Noble, more; Roderigo about 451bs.;
Gath's Mark over 501bs.; Gath 451 bs.: Gladstone's Boy 601bs.;
Count Wind'em was a large dog; King Noble a large, dog.
Llewellyn's Dan was one of the largest setters in England;
Gath's Hope over 551bs.; Vanguard 501bs.; Paul Gladstone
furnishing the exception, about 401bs. Paul Gladstone,
though not so small as many that ran successfully in the
last Derbies, is entitled to rank as a successful sire, not in
the number of winners to his credit, but in the quality of
the few thatwon. Paul Bo and Ollie S., his get, take high
rank as field trial dogs. It must not be supposed that the sire
is the only factor in breeding; do not overlook the dam. In
my next article I will discuss the dams of English setters.

The Beaufort's Prince Case.
One of the most peculiar cases of mistaken identity has

just been partially settled in a Boston court. It will be re-
membered that at the Boston show Dr. Lougest's well known
mastiff, Beaufort's Prince, was attached by Mr. Martin Fal-
lon, of Bridgewater, Mass., the latter maintaining that it
was a dog called Carlo "which he had lost in 1S93. Mr. Fal-
lon gave a bond of $500 conditional upon the dog's return,
and here the case rested until the courts should decide the
dog's identity. The fact that the dog was so well known in
the kennel world made the ease a most interesting one and
only proves once more how easily a person not particularly
well up in dogs may be mistaken in their identity. Beau-
fort's Prince, we may remark, is a dog not easily forgotten,
as he has certain peculiarities of formation that to any one
familiar with dogs become fixed in the memory.
After several postponements the case finally came for trial

before Judge Forsythe in the Municipal Court of the City of
Boston, on May 25. Hosea Kingman and James E. Leach
appeared for the plaintiff and Henrv E. Ruggles, of Frank-
lin, and Charles H. Innes, of Boston, for Dr. Lougest.
Mr. Fallon testified that his dog, named Carlo, was stolen

some time about Thanksgiving in 1893, and that he received
the dog from his son, who is now dead. Eight witnesses
from his town also testified most positively that the dog Carlo,
owned by Mr. Fallon, was the dog in controversy. They all

testified to his demonstrations of affection upon seeing his
master, and the fact that he recognized a colt and a baby with
whom he had grown up.
Dr. Lougest put in the deposition of Mr. Winchell, of Fair-

haven, who swore that he raised the dog, a litter brother to
Black Prince, aud that he sold him to Mr. Fraleigh sometime
in November, 1890. He testified that he saw the dog in ques-
tion at the New York show in 1893 and 1894.

The deposition of Mr. Fraleigh was also read. Mr. Fra-
leigh is the secretary of the United States Life Insurance Co.

,

of New York, and substantiated Mr. WinckelPs statement,
and said that he had sold him to Mr. Mead, of Lake Wacca-
buc, N. Y.

"

Mr. Mead, who is secretary of the American Mastiff Club,
came on from New York to the trial, and positively identified
the dog as the one which he received from Mr. Fraleigh,
which had not been out of his possession from August, 1893,
until he delivered him to Dr. Lougest in February, 1894.

Mr. G. W. Glazier, of Salem, Mass., also swore to peculi-
arities of gait, back and ear, which he had never seen in any
other dog, and that he, too, had seen him at the Westminster
Kennel Club show in 1893 and 1894.

C. Walter Lougest, Dr. Lougest himself, and his kennel
man, Simon Jeffs, also testified to the same effect.

The case lasted until Monday, the 28th. All the witnesses
for the defense swore that one of the distinctive peculiarities
of the dog by which they knew him was the fact that the
dog's testicles had never come down from birth. Fallon's
witnesses had previously testified that the testicles of Carlo
when lost were the same as any dog's. So in order to make
out a case the plaintiff had to show that his dog had been
castrated since he was stolen in November, '93.

Dr. H. Clay Glover was summoned from New York and
said he had examined the dog at various shows in 1892, and
in the ante-room a few minutes before the trial. He thought
that the testicles had never come down, but were still in the
abdomen of the dog, that there would be a scar in case of
castration, and that he found none. Dr. Stewart testified to
the same effect.

Drs. Blake, Blodgett and Stickuey, of Harvard University,
for the plaintiff, testified that they had given the dog an
examination and found a slight scar on the scrotum, and
could feel the stump of where the testicles had been, and
were hence of the opinion that the dog had been castrated.
After argument, the court said, "I will not go over the

testimony. The plaintiff is a mucb mistaken man; although
the mistake is undoubtedly honest."
The case is one of the most unique and peculiar ever tried

in Massachusetts. On the one side was the testimony of
eight witnesses, all of whom believed what they testified to;
on the other was the testimony of experts in this particular
breed who had seen the dog very infrequently. The judge,
being somewhat of a horseman, understood this, perhaps,
much better than an ordinary jury. Of course, there can be
no doubt as to the identity of the dog, and it is probable that
a case like this has seldom arisen before.
The plaintiff appealed from the decision to the Superior

Court, where there will be a trial by jury sometime, but
probably not within a year. He is very determined in the
matter, as the dog, which he -thinks this one to be, was given
to him by a dead son, and is ready to spend all the money he
has to win the case.
As his expert testimony cost him $150, it will be readily

seen that he is in earnest and that the suit promises to be an
expensive one.
Mr. Charles H. Inness further informs us that under the

laws of Massachusetts the plaintiff in a case of replevin, hav-
ing given a bond in double the value of the goods keeps such
goods until the matter is finally decided.

Another Cocker Question.
Another spaniel controversy has just been ventilated,

but this one, unlike the fanciers' controversy in our kennel
papers, has at last been settled. Dr. Battey when living in
West Twenty-seventh, New York, lost his cocker spaniel
about a year ago and could get no trace of the dog. About
a month since he removed to Thirty-fourth street and
recently visiting the former street was surprised to meet
his dog, who gave every evidence of affection. The doctor
laid claim to the dog, but this was disputed by John Streep,
who called the dog and asserted he had raised him. When
Prince was a puppy Dr. Battey had removed a cancer from
his mouth and he showed Streep the scar, but the latter
refused to accept this as evidence. Dr. Battey summoned
Mr. Streep before the police court, but the case was thrown
out because Dr. Battey would not make a criminal charge
and therefore the judge could not decide as to the ownership
of the dog. Dr. Battey then brought an action in the civil
court and some fifty or sixty witnesses were examined, one
or two being brought from Pittsburgh, Pa , to testify. The
trial lasted three days and was finally brought to a close
last week, but Justice Martin reserved his decision until
last Saturday, giving the dog to Dr. Battey. It seems the
dog was given to Dr. Battey by Prof. Cromwell nearly three
years ago aud he raised him. When a professional man will
give up valuable time and spend money in the recovery of
his pet it goes far to offset the opinion of those misguided
mortals who can see no use in a dog, anyway.

That "Mossback Robber" Rule.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I notice in your last issue Mr. P. T. Madison informs the

public of the U. S. Field Trials Club's having eliminated
from its rules that one (which he pleases to call) "old moss-
back robber," of prohibiting bitches in heat from running
in field trials. I fail to comprehend the reason and good
judgment iu this action, and think the II. S. F. T. Club owe
an explanation through the press to all intending competi-
tors as to how the judges will handle their dogs to bring
about a fair decision if a- case in point should come before
them.
For instance, supposing one of the two best dogs in a stake

is a bitch iu heat aud the other a dog who has been used a
good deal at stud. Under Rule 9 these two dogs must run
together and in Rule 14 it is stated, "An opponent's dog
must not be interfered with or excited." Every handler
will agree with me that the majority of dogs would follow
and worry after that bitch in heat in preference to hunting.
I can plainly see many other complications too numerous
to mention here, and with it never ending kicking, so write
this that owners and my brother handlers may know how
our dogs would be judged in such a case. C. E. Buckle.
Charlottesville, Va., May 28.

At the annual meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club the fol-
lowing officers were elected: E. W. Briggs, President; E.
H. Wakeman, First Vice-President; F. S. Butler, Second
Vice-President; H. W. Orcar, Secretary, and C. A. Haight,
Treasurer. It is the intention of the officers to hold a dog
show next spring when there will be no Mid-Winter Fair to
interfere with the attendance.

The entries by breeds at the Oakland (Cal.) dog show up to
May 23, the date of closing, are as follows: Mastiffs 4, St.
Bernards 19, great Danes ti, American foxhounds 9, English
foxhounds 1, greyhounds 9, Newfoundlands 6, Chesapeake
Bay 2, Irish water spaniels 3, field spaniels 5, cocker spaniels
20, Japanese spaniels 3, pugs 3, pointers 20, English setters
14, Irish setters 15, Gordon setters 6, collies 11, Italian grey-
hounds 2, dachshunds 1, poodles 1, bulldogs 1, bull-terriers 5,
black and tan terriers 2, toys 1, fox-terriers 21, miscellaneous
2; total, 192. It is expected that the late mails will bring
a few more. The show opened May 30 in Mills Tabernacle
and Mr, A, C. Waddell was to judge all claases.
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Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

Toronto, Canada -Mr. L. A. Klein of Black Lake, Que.,

a dachshund enthusiast, and who now, has a brace ot im-

ported dogs of this breed in his kennel, is 8etting *^
dog and also a brace of Danes from Germany. Spratts will

likely have the looking after of them.

Mr E. M. Williams, the owner of that grand Skye terrier

champion Old Burgundy, has lately arrived from England

on a visit and is at present in Manitoba. Mr. Williams

brought three Styes over with him—Buccaneer, a well

known winner, and two brood bitches, both winners, and

one supposed to be in pup to Burgundy. Buccaneer, from

his photo, seems to be a good .one, low set with beautilul

prick ears.

My British Columbia correspondent sends me several news

items from which I gather that the doggy population in that

Province goes on increasing. Mr. J. B. Carmichael of \ ic-

toria has bought a brace of collies dog and bitch, by cham-

pion Christopher out of imported Wellesbourne Mabel, by

champion Edgbaston Fox out of Edgbaston Bess. Both are

sable and white and the pick of the litter. I hey were bred

by Mr. A. Bertling, Athens, Ga., and it maybe interesting

to note that the charges from there to Victoria were $46 on

the two dogs.

Mr Harvey Wright, of the same city, has a weakness for

t oys, and his latest addition is a brace of Italian greyhounds.

The bitch Lorna is by the well known Byron (A. £>,<«»),

out of Tena (A. 13,817), while the dog is a full brother ot

Byron' S.

Mr. Watson's recent purchase, the English setter bitch

Lady Howard, has whelped a nice litter of eight, three dogs,

to Brighton Rod, a dog of the best breeding. Another re-

cent litter of the same breed is that of Addie Gladstone,

thirteen, of which nine are living. They are by Hickory

Rod. As my correspondent says, "these litters, if raised,

should place Victoria English setters in the front rank on
this coast."

Beverwyck Rasp and Beverwyck Wasp are the latest at

the Kingston Kenuels, Mr. C. H. Corbett's. I did not know
he was addicted that way. Wasp is by B. Punster out of

Princess, and Rasp by B. Rasper out of B. Becky; so it will

be seen that both are of the bluest of the blue blooded.

Earl of Carrick, a sable and white son of Scotland's Star

and Lass o' Arde.u, has been sold to Mr. P. W. C. Whyte
of Anaconda, Mont., by his breeder, Mr.- John A. Turner, of

Calgary, N. W. T.

The following from Mr. Hedley Chapman, the breeder of

the St. Bernard Princess Florence, who is now in British

Columbia, will be of value: "I noticed you recommended
plucks for dogs' food. If not presuming too much, I would
like to say this is a very bad food for full grown dogs. After
a morning run, a light breakfast is good, such as dog bis-

cuits (better dry, if they will eat them so); and then in the
evening bullocks' or sheep heads boiled and mixed with stale

bread that has been soaked in water during the day, then
squeezed out dry as possible. This, with meat cut up and
well mixed together, is a good feed for dogs."

Writing of distemper he says: "The best thing for any
person rearing puppies or keeping dogs not over the distem-
per, is to always keep a box of Rackham's distemper pills in

the house. Give when distemper first sets in. I have never
known them fail. I had Lady Ida (dam of Princess Florence)
with seven pups down at same time, and lost none "

Anything referring to Princess Florence, especially when
written by her breeder, is interesting, and on such a subjectas
comparative weights, Mr. Chapman says: "I have referred to
my stud book and find that when seven months old Princess
Florence weighed 1381bs. In rearing, I used to weigh her
every week, and I find she put on the greatest weight between
SX and 6>a months. H. B. DONOVAN.

Field Dogs—Their Present and Future.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The remarks of yonr thoroughly posted and always enter-

taining correspondent, B. Waters, in Forest and Stream of
May 19, have the ring of the true metal ninety-nine-one-
hundredth fine. They form the keynote to the situation and
clarionlike should sound forth to the vast army of American
sportsmen the vital needs of the hour, and let us hope will
prove to be the beginning of a speedy death to any movement
which shall in the future detract a single iota from the prac-
tical education and field qualities of our sportiug dogs.
Setters and pointers are preeminently the practical outdoor
companions for the sportsman, and any dividing linebetween
the qualifications necessary to succeed in private shooting or
in public trials can only be defined at the expense of many
valuable qualities which make the possession of a thoroughly
intelligent and well-educated shooting dog a thing of beauty
and a joy forever. It is from such well-informed men of
practical ideas as Mr. Waters that the rank and file of Ameri-
can sportsmen should look for live signs of the times, and
when a sage of his acknowledged worth flings to the breeze a
danger signal, it is time for the laymen to heed the warning
ere it is too late. Few sportsmen would think it advisable or
worth their while to take a dog in the field who could sim-
ply outfoot any canine rival. Bird sense, nose, staunchness,
retrieving and perfect obedience are far more requisite to a
successful hunting trip, and should invariably be credited at
their proper value. If the sportsmen are to cut out all the
work, why take the dog? In localities other than the great
breeding grounds of the South and West, especially is it
essential that a field trial and a shooting dog should tie iden-
tical, for the conditions are such as to make the possession of
two sets of dogs—one to look at and the other to work—de-
cidedly foolish.

If notions foreign to the conditions which we find in local-
ities more or less distant from the natural game centers are
to be imported, confine them, I pray, to portions of the
country where they will be appreciated, but do not inflict
such disaster in localities Where the success of a day's hunt
depends solely upon the intelligence and training of one's
canine companion and the pleasure of the day requires that
the dog should be thoroughly able to perform its duty with-
out the artificial assistance which seems to be so necessary
to its existence in modern field trials. From this modern
wovk here in New England, or for even advertising it, may
we be delivered. The talk about mole diggers, plug-shoot-
ing dogs, meat hunters and the like, is not admissible, for
there are no practical sportsmen but would prefer one of
these much maligned canines as a companion in a day's
hunt to the much lauded, high class—save the mark—field
trial winners whose nose rarely keeps pace with their speed.
Stop one moment and tell me where we are going to get our
shooting dogs if all should breed from the field trial dog,
for many are so bred now that it is impossible to train them
without breaking them down entirely, and that is the reason
why they had to drop retrieving. They would not stand
fine training and retain their cheerfulness and dash. What
does any practical sportsman want of such a dog? Let us
have the dog that is of some use by all means. Let us have
the dog that can, unaided by voice or whistle, quarter his
ground, work out covers or open, instantly scent the game
bird, approach cautiously and stand at a safe distance—

a

joyous picture for artist orsportsman—until/'the flush," then

the shot, and when ordered to fetch, deliver the prize into

the sportsman's hand, a fitting final to a glorious piece of

work Aye, let us have this dog for our companion at home
or afield. Let his past deeds speak for him out of season and

his daily work tell its own beautiful story. Let this kind

of a dog shine in public as well as in private. Hide not his

great light under a bushel; let it illumine the canine atmos-

phere until a dog of well nigh perfect attainments is univer-

sally required, and as a shooting dog wins the money m
public competition. No more of the dog that has simply

style, range and speed. Give us the canine mechanic that

has thoroughly learned his trade for private or public shoot-

ing. Given such a dog we must be happy.
E. K. SPERRYr

New Havkn, Conn.

Eastern Field Trial Club's Derby Entries*

The entries for the Derby closed May 15, with 32 English

setters and 6 pointers. All whelped in 1893.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Joyful—W. B. Meares, Jr. 's orange and white dog (Dion

C—Natalie), April.
, . .

Gladness—W. B. Meares, Jr.'s black and white bitch (Dion

C—Natalie), April. ,
"

Blendon Dot—Tway & Levering's black and white bitch

(Chula Light—Dot Noble), May.
Lady Mildred—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and

tan bitch (Antonio—Ruby's Girl), May.
Tom Beggs—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan dog

(Antonio—Ruby's Girl), May.
Nellie Fox—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan

bitch (Antonio—Can Can), February.
Genevieve S.—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan

bitch (Antonio—Countess Rush), May.
Tony Boy—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan dog

(Antonio—Laundress), January.
Diomed—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog

(Count Gladstone—Tory Delia), March.
Dell—F. R, Hitchcock's black, white, and tan bitch (Count

Gladstone—Torv Delia), March.
Dotlet—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch

(Count Gladstone—Tory Delia), March.
Belle— F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch

(Count Gladstone—Tory Antoinette), May.
Luna—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch (Roi

d'Or—Tory Diamond), May.
Laura— F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch (Roi

d'Or—Tory Diamond), May
Dashing Novice II.—Manchester Kennel Co.'s black and

white bitch (Gladstone's Boy—Queen Novice), March.
Ruby's Pearl—Manchester Kennel Co.'s black, white

and tan bitch (Antonio—Ruby's Girl II ), August.
Riley Noble—L. D. Hargrave's lemon and white dog

(Antonio—Buena Vista), April.

Antovista—H. H. Hargrave's lemon and white bitch
(Antonio—Buena Vista), April.
Loraine—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch

(Eugene T.—Lora), July.
Eugenie—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch

(Eugene T.—Delle), April.
Adversity—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch

(Eugene T.—Delle), April.
Paloma—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch

(Eugene T.—Lou), February.
ZeraldA—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch

(Eugene T.—Low), February.
Shad—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan dog (Eugene

T.—Low), February.
Mark Belton—H. G. Sitinott's black, white and tan dog

(Edgemark—Nellie Belton), May.
Dixie's FLAG—Norvin T. Harris's black, white and tan

dog (Wun Lung—White Wings), February.
Arminell—J. H. Winslow's black and white bitch (Duke

of Buckingham—Belle), May.
Princess Eulalie—J. H. Winslow's black, white and tan

bitch (Rowdy Rod—Belle of Kentucky), February.
Cynosule—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan bitch (Roderigo—Norah II.), May.
Clementina—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan bitch (Roderigo—Norah II.), May.
Columbine—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan bitch (Roderigo—Norah II.), May.
Romance—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan.

bitch (Roderigo—Norah II.), May.
pointers.

TlPPO—Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' liver and white dog
(Rip Rap—Monterey), March.
Delhi—Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' liver and white dog

(Rip Rap—Queen II.), April.
Shah—Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' liver and white

ticked dog (Rip Rap—Dolly), May.
Sepoy—Charlottesvile F. T. Kennels' liver and white dog

(Hob Nob—Diana), April.
KlTT's Lad—D. G. Rowland's liver and white bitch (Lad

of Rush—Devonshire Jilt), August.
Hempstead Don.—Hempstead Farm Kennels' white and

liver dog (Sandford Druid—Merrylegs), June 15.

Has Any One Lost a Gordon?
Editor Forest and Stream:

If any of Forest and Stream's readers in Boston know of
any one having lost a Gordon setter, I shall be pleased to
correspond with him regarding a dog that, in my opinion,
was stolen in Boston. The present possessor cannot afford to
own such an animal; he says he paid $15 for him, but such
dogs as this one cannot be had for that money.

Henry Houston.
Dover, N. H ,

May 31.

DOG CHAT.
At a special meeting of the NewEngland Kennel Club, held

May 18, it was voted to have the club rooms open to the pub-
lic throughout the entire year, and have somebody in attend-
ance who could answer questions, keep a record of breeders,
and supply general or specific information on doggy matters.
The object of this is to make the club not only a bench show
club but also a bureau of information, where not only club
members can get news but the public can receive such infor-
mation as they desire. It is hoped that this will place the club
on a broader basis and do more for the dog in New England
than as it now exists. In view of the above action, the Board
of Governors take pleasure in inviting those interested in the
dog to call when in Boston at the club rooms, 135 Tremont
street, and avail themselves of the privileges offered. The
rooms will be open during the summer months from 10 to 12
A. M. aud from 1 to 3:30 P. M. every day except Saturday:
ou that day the hours will be from 10 A. M, until 1 P. M.
This is a commendable move on the part of the club and
should tend to increase the interest taken in dogs and dog
shows by New England breeders and owners. Exclusive
news of such action was given two weeks since in Forest
and Stream.

As an instance of the large number of dog shows held in dif-
ferent parts of England at the same time, we notice the
reports of no less than thirteen shows held between May 12
and 16, inclusive, in the last issues of the Stock-Keeper and
British Fancier.

In a postscript to a chatty letter, Mr. Bradfnrd S. Turpin
tells us of one of those "touches of nature that make the
whole world kin." "I meant to have mentioned an incident

of Boston's last big fire that I happened to see. While the
fire was at its height I found myself inside the fire lines

—

just how I got there 1 don't know. Scores of tenement
houses were ablaze, and as I stood watching the scene, I

noticed two ragged urchins boostiug a third into a first story
window, thick with smoke. The little chap disappeared for

a moment and then burst through the smoke holding in his

arms a big yellow pup more dead than alive. When the
three found their pet was still in the land of the living, they
threw their hats in the air and gave a cheer that rose above
the roar of the fire. Their joy was one bright spot in that
terrible scene. They lugged off the pup and made no effort to

save anything else."

If you do own a horse or a dog that does not argue that
you can knock the life out of it should it not please you—at

least not in Perth Amboy, N. J., where President Kitch ell of

the S. P. C. A. holds sway. Mat Stecker owned a horse; the
horse balked and was cruelly beaten by Stecker. Agent
Tyrell arrested him and his defense was that he thought he
could do as he liked with his own. President Kitchell, who
is an active and prominent member of the Spaniel Club, set

him right on this score by saying, "No. you can't. You have
no right to abuse any animal, even if you own it. We are
organized to show you that you cannot." Stecker paid $10
for his beating. This will probably teach him a little horse
se se.

Here is sound advice by a Scottish terrier judge, Mr.
J. N. Reynaud, who, in writing his report on these terriers

has this to say in the English Kennel Gazette in regard to
trimming for the show ring: "It might be easier to get up a
code on the best way to trim a dog, and so let all men stand
on the same level. There were several dogs before me here
that I feel sure in the hands of some men would have been
very much further up, but they were shown so rough that
nearly all their good points were hidden under a mass of dead
hair. I would say, let all men prepare their dogs for exhibi-

tion to the best of their ability (as they do at present), but
come down very sharply on the 'faker,' the man who would
cut the sinews of a gaily carried tail, dye white marks on the
chest and feet, or in any way try and cover up what is a
physical defect."

New York sportsmen have always felt the need of more
nearby handlers who could train their dogs without taking
them South or far from home, so that they could personally
satisfy themselves from time to time as to what progress
their dogs are making in their education. The Netherwood
Farm Kennels, of Plainfield, N. J., seem to have just such a
place, and, as their announcement in our business columns
suggests, are prepared to train dogs at home or down South.
They are now posting their land to keep shooters off the
summer woodcock ground. Mr. Tallman has located some
young birds, also a covey of ruffed grouse within ten min-
utes' walk of the kennels. He has also just engaged a thor-
oughly good, trainer, who knows every foot of ground in tnat
section. Mr. Sylvester J. Kiernan, of Elizabeth, N. J., after
seeing the place, immediately placed his four English setters

with the kennel. Their land extends two and a half miles
along the foot of the mountain and nearly all of it is good
woodcock ground, and back of the mountain the best par-
tridge ground in that part of the country. With such a
well-known trainer as Mi'. Tallman at the helm, this estab-
lishment should prove of great benefit to sportsmen in the
vicinity of New York.

Another case of cruelty to dogs is reported from Babylon,
L. I. Mr. W. A. Overton, of New York, resides during the
summer at Babylon. He is said to own a number of valu-
able dogs, among which is a mastiff called Rip, by Bismark.
On Thursday last the dog left the house and returned in an
hour horribly bruised and cut, one slash down the thigh
being several inches long and exposing the bone. Mr. Over-
ton is naturally very angry and offers a reward of $25 for any
information that may lead to the detection of the person
who injured the dog At the same time there are always
two sides to a case, and in future Mr. Overton would do well
to read the paragraph we penned in "Dog Chat" last week
and see that his dogs are kept within bounds.

Letters from "Wrong Party" and H, T. Thurber are
deferred this week.

The case of Fallon vs. Lougest, partially settled in favor
of Dr. Lougest at the recent trial, particulars of which we
publish in another column, is a most interesting one, and
the final result will be looked forward to with impatience.
Although the decision is in favor of Dr. Lougest, Mr. Fallon
has appealed, and the dog, we understand, remains with
him until the final settlement. This is peculiarly hard on
Dr. Lougest, as, through no fault of his he loses the services
of the dog and the opportunity to show him. Should the
verdict finally be given in the Doctor's favor, Mr. Fallon will
very probably find a suit for damages on his hands.

The question as to whether a cocker spaniel should be ele-

vated is a "weighty" subject with some of our breeders, but
we fail to see what good the cocker spaniel fancy is to derive
from the controversy that is now raging in another journal
where the "rattlers" have full scope. As proof of this it is

amusing to notice that in the recriminative . J scussion alluded
to neither of the principal combatants owns a spaniel or
shows a dog of that breed. It is a good sign that the real
spaniel men are laying low and taking no part in the squabble,
which reminds one very much of a stray worm in a hen yard
—the worm, i. e., the cocker, is soon lost sight of in the ruc-
tion that follows.

The secretary of the English Spaniel Club, Mr. John S.

Cowell, is evidently preparing to give Mr. Wilmerding a fra-

ternal welcome when he reaches the other side. He writes
the papers as follows: "Just a line to give you a whisper
from the other side of the 'pond.' Mr. A. Clinton Wilmer-
ding, the president of the American Spaniel Club, who has
always held out the olive branch to our club and kept me in
touch with the spaniel world in America, sails on the 6th
June in the Britannic for England, and hopes to meet most
of our principal exhibitors and to inspect many of our ken-
nels. I have arranged to meet him on his arrival in town,
and shall communicate with the principal members of our
club to see if, in some way, we can mark his visit to this
country, and send him back to New York full of good im-
pressions of our English Spaniel Club."

Field trial men fully expected that this year would see an
improvement in the number of entries in the Eastern Derby.
Instead of that there is a falling off once more. What is the
reason? The more popular system of having separate stakes
for pointers and setters would seem to be a way out of the
difficulty and should be tried in the All-Age Stake. Last
year the entries were 36 English setters, 8 pointers and 1 Irish
setter.

Mr. F. S. Eaton, of Springfield, Mass., bred his bitch Jean
of Beaufort to Mr. E. O. Damon's noted Derby winner Stride-
away on May 22.

Mr. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, late secretary of the Mary-
land Kennel Club, must have a dog of some sort to provide
for, and now that he has relieved himself of his St. Bernards
his fancy turns to an English setter, and he has just im-
ported a well bred one from Mr. Llewellyn's kennels. This
is Count Beaufort, which arrived at Baltimore on the steamer
Roesmore last Tuesday morning. This dog is indeed well
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bred, and as he is by a son of Mo3s Wind'em, brother to the
great Count Noble*. He is thoroughly trained and Mr.
Llewellyn swears by his dog show qualities. Mr. Diffen-
derffer will use him in the field as well as put him on the
bench; and his breeding should also make him valuable as a
sire.

N. J. K. League.

The New Jersey Kennel League will give a show at
Newark during Thanksgiving week, claiming the dates Nov.
27 to 80. A premium list has been prepared with larger
prizes than last year.

In the June number of Scribner's, Prof. N. S. Shaler writes
an interesting article on "The Dog." On the score of the
dog's susceptibility to ridicule he says: "An extremely
human characteristic of our canine friends is shown in their
susceptibility to ridicule. Faint traces of this quality are to
be found in monkeys and perhaps even in the more intelli-
gent horses, but nowhere else save in man, and hardly there,
except in the more sensitive natures, do we find contempt,
expressed in laughter of the kind which conveys that emo-
tion, so keenly and painfully appreciated. With those dogs
which are endowed with a large human quality, such as our
various breeds of hounds, it is possible by laughing in their
faces not only to quell their rage, but to drive them to a dis-
tance. They seem in a way to be put to shame and at the
same time hopelessly puzzled as to the nature of their pre-
dicament. In this connection we may note the very human
feature that after you have cowed a dog by insistent laughter,
you can never hope to make friends with him."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
P. L., Newberry, Mich.—I. A St. Bernard bitch is usually firBt bred

during the second pBriod of cestrum, when about 15 months old. S. The
different strains of St. Bernards vary bke other breeds in the time they
take to mature. They should have their full growth at about two
years, but some dogs fill out considerably even after that age. 3. You
can generally reckon two periods in a year ; some bitches come in
evtry five months, others will skip a month or so. A good deal de-
pends on the health of the bitch and her surroundings and care. She
will remain in that condition from a fortnight to three weeks, and will

generally be ready to mate about the seventh day after the appear-
ance of the sanguineous discharge, or when this loses its redness.

C. D., Glen Falls, N. Y.—The pointer Joe Jefferson is by Duke of
Beaufort out of Marn'zelle, by Foxchase out of Diablesse; Foxchase
by Mainspring out of Lady B°aufort, Duke of Beaufort by Bullseye
out of Lady Beaufort. Rosalind is not regis' ered, neither" is Joe H.
3. Naso of Kipping by Naso II. (E. 8,633) out of Maggie (E, 9,049). 3.

Nick of Naso is by Naso II. out of Pettigo, bv Tory (E. 6,05S) out of
-Juno (E. 9,047), by Price's Mike out of Juno; Tory by Drake (E. 842)
out of Moore's Mab. The pedigree can be extended on both sides if

you wish it.

C. F., Philadelphia, Pa.—You do not say if the two sires were of
different breeds. It is not probable that the second litter will show
any signs of the first mating, though in the case of a mesalliance there
is always a chance that one or two or more puppies in some subse-
quent litter may "throw back."

K. B. D , Easton, Pa.—Unless you were informed of the state the
spaniel was in before you purchased it you would be fully justified in

ret urning the dog. The treatment you mention is the only good one
for removing the warts.

O. M. A., Ithaca, N. Y.—There would be no harm in spaying the
bitch if done by a veterinarian.

§ac}(tmg.

punting m\d (^onping.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 23.—New England Beagle Club, at Oxford, Mass. W. S. Clark,

Linden, Mass., Sec'y. Nominations close Oct. 1.

Oct. 29.—National Beagle Club. Geo. Lalck, Tarrytown, N.Y.. Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—Northwestern Beagle Club. Louis Steffen, Milwaukee,

Wis., Sec'y.

N. E. B. G. Meeting.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A meeting of the field trial committee of the N. E- Beagle

Club was held at Worcester, Mass., May 25, and called to
order at 4:10 P. M. The following members were present:
F. W. Chapman, A. D. Fiske, Thomas Shallcross and W. S.

Clark. President Chapman in the chair. Minutes of last
meeting read and approved. The first business to come be-
fore the meeting was the selection of judges for the fall field

trials. Letters were read from several, and after consider-
able discussion it was voted that the selection be left with
the members of the club, and the secretary was instructed to
send a list of eligible judges to the different members so they
could be voted on, and return their vote so it could be acted
on at the July meeting. It was voted that reserve numbers
be given in each class, same as last year. It was voted that
Souvenir ribbons be given the winners in each class.

It was voted to divide the Derby into two classes, namely,
15 to 13in. and 13in. and under, provided there be six or
more of either size entered, Voted that prize money be
given on the percentage plan, namely: 40 per cent, of entry
fees to first, 30 to second, 20 to third, except in champion
class, in which SO per cent, of entry fees goes to the winuer
and also the title of field trial champion. Voted that the
entry fees in the open classes be &3 to nominate and $5
additional to start, and in champion class 810 to start.
Adjourned at 5:45 P. M. The thanks of the committee are
due Mr. A. D. Fiske, who entertained them in a very hospit-
able manner at his cosy little home in Worcester.

W. S. Clark, S ec.-Treas.

• • • •

National Beagle Club.

Meeting called for June 4 at 44 Broadway, New York. No
quorum—no meeting. Messrs. Appleton, Laick, Bateman
and Rogers were on hand.

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.
Mr. F. W. Chapman, the owner of the Glenrose Beagle

Kennels, intends to settle his lares and penates in Oriand,
Me., where his main kennels have been for some time.

• • • •

WT
e are pleased to hear that Mr. A Parry is getting to-

gether a beagle kennel again. He has just purchased two
pups of Fitzhugh Lee out of Baby Dean. With Mr. Parry
taking an active part in beagle field trials we shall see some
well trained workers.

• • • •

Our valued correspondent 'Bradley" had some good moon-
light Tuns with the foxhounds last week. On Tuesday a
party of them went to Lincoln and started a fox about 9:30
P. M. and ran him till daylight. He played close about them
and rarely took the pack out of hearing. The night was
still and clear but decidedly chilly.

•'•••
We spoke recently of the greyhound Maybrook Kennels

expect to import. The dog's name is Jim Boy, by Page Boy
out of the noted Park Lane Beauty. Page Boy is by Treasure
Trove and Park Lane Beauty is own sister to champion
Annie Laurie II., in her day one of the grandest bitches
shown. Mr. Bradbury has just bought two more greyhounds
from a friend in England, an experienced coursing judge.
One is a white and fawn bitch by Herschel out of Green Fly,
by Greentick, two years old and said to be as good on the
bench as she is in the field, where she is a great stayer. The
other is a red and white dog, two years old, the particulars
of whose breeding we have not received.

FIXTURES.
JUNE.

7. New York, Ann., New York. 18. Beverly, Sweeps, Mon. Beach.
7. Rochester, Club Sail,Charlotte, 18. Squantum, Club, Squantum,

Lake Ontario. Mass.
9. Larchmont, Spring, L.I. Sound IS. Massachusetts, Open, Nahant.
9. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25,21ft. 18. Plymouth, Club, Plym. Harbor

Classes, first series. 18. Plymouth, Club, Plymouth.
9. American, Special Class, New- 18. Mosquito Fleet, Open, South

buryport. Boston.
9. San. Francisco Cor., Owners' 20. Cor. Phila,,Jeanes Prize, Hand-

Day, icap, Delaware River.
9. Atlantic City Cor., Vansant 21. Rochester, Club Sail, Charlotte.

Cup, Atlantic City. Lake Ontario.
9. Cape Cod, Club, East Dennis. 21. Indian Harbor, 21-footers and
9. Douglaston, Open, L. I. Sound. open cats, Greenwich, Conn.
9. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass. 22. Rhode Island, Spring Regatta,
9. Pox Lake, Club, Pox Lake, 111. Narragansett Bay.
9. Winthrop, Club, Boston Har. 23 Cape Cod, Club, East Dennis.
9. Cor. Phila., An , Del. River. 23. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, third
9. Columbia, 4th and 5th classes, series.

Chicago, Lake Michigan. 23. Sea. Cor., Ann., L. I. Sound
9. Douglaston, Open, L. 1. Sound. 23. YoDkers Cor. Ann. Hudson
9. Phila,, Pen., Mos. boats, Dela- River.

ware River. 23. American, Seaver Cup New
9. Southern, An., Pontchartrain. buryport.

10. Yorkville, Spring Regatta,East 23. Douglaston. An. Open L. I. Sd.
River and Sound. 23. Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake, III.

11. Philadelphia. An., Del. River. 23. "Winthrop, Open, Boston Har.
11. Phila

,
An., Delaware River. 23. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn,Mass.

12. Schoodic, Special Race. Club. 23. Columbia, Lake Race, to Michi-
12. New Jersey, Ann., N. X. Bay. gan City, Lake Michigan.
13. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, sec- 23. Phila

, Pen., Mos. boats, Dela-
ond series. ware River.

13 Bay Shore, Open., Bay Shore. 23-24. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,
14. Rochester, Ladies' Day, Char- Sacramento River Return.

lotte, Lake Ontario. 25 Eastern, An., Marblehead.
15. Portland, Annual. 25, Seawauhaka Cor., 21ft. Class,
16. American, Ann., L. I. Sound. Oyster Bay.
16, St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25,21ft. 26-27. Seawanhaka Cor. Race,

Classes, second series. Oyster Bay to New London.
16. Cor. Mus. Fleet, Ladies' Day, 26 29. Indian Harbor, Cruise, L. I.

New Rochelle. Sound.
16. N. Y. Bay, Club, N. Y. Harbor. 27. Atlantic City Cor., Trophy
16. New Bedford, Club Sail, Buz. B. Race, Atlantic City.
16. Knickerbocker. Open, L.I. S'd. 28. Rochester, Club, Charlotte,
16. Phila., Squad. Sail. Del. River. Lake Ontario.
16. Minnetonka, Club, L.Minnet'ka 29 July 8. Poila., An. Cruise, Ches-
16. Tower Ridge, An., Hastings- apeake Bay

on-Hudson. 30. St Lawrence, A. 30, 25, 21ft.
16-17. San Francisco Cor., Cruise, Classes, third series.

Sacramento River. 30-July 1. San Francisco Cor.,
16-18. Winthrop, Club Cruise, Mas- Cruise, McNear's.

sachusetts Bay. 30. Jersey City, An., N. Y. Harbor
17. Manchester, Club Sweeps, Mas- 30. Hull, Club, Boston Harbor.

sachusetts Bay. 30. Douglaston, An., L. I. Sound.
17. Oak Point, 3d Ann., L. I. Sound 30. Seawanhaka Cor. Race, New
18. Pavonia, Ann., New York Bay. London to Oyster Bay.

Vigilant and Atalanta-
The ocean voyage of Vigilant began a little after midnight on May

31, when with no one to witness her departure she quietly got up her
hook in the Horseshoe and stole out by the point of Sandy Hook with
all sails set before a fresh westerly breeze. At 6 A. M. on June 1 she
was sighted from Fire Island, and from the weather and winds which
have since prevailed up to the time of going to press, it is probable
that she is well on her way; and after a long spell of easterly winds,
likely to meet with fair weather and favoring breezes. On Monday
every one aboard the yacht was busy with the final preparations,
stowing stores, filling tanks, bending sails and putting the finishing
touches to the rigging. On Tuesday morning the yacht, with Mr.
Howard Gould on board, as well as the compass expert, was towed
down the Bay. and after the compasses were adjusted, sail was made
and a trial spin taken. The new rig is by no means unbecoming,
thoush a most unusual one for an American racing yacht, even for
sea going. It is well proportioned and ship shape, and likely to answer
the purpose better than any other.
On the same evening Ataianta came out of the Erie Basin drydock

with her new wheel, her topsides being white instead of black.
The date set for Yigilant's departure was Thursday, but the day

was rainy and cheerless, with an east wind. Mr. Gould, who has been
in constant attendance on the yacht during the fitting out, was very
anxious to have her start, and at 10 A. M. she was taken in tow at the
Erie Basin. On board with Mr. Gould were Messrs. Hurst and Robin-
son, of the New York Y. O, while the swift Vamoose carried quite a
party as the guests of her new owner, Mr. F. T. Morrill. After a
cheer from the crew of Ataianta the procession started, Vigilant being
greeted by salutes on every hand as she passed down the Bay and
through the Narrows. It was noon when the Hook was reached, and
the tug ran into the Horseshoe, Vigilant dropping her anchor to wait
for better weather.
The party from Vamoose boarded the yacht for a final look, then

Messrs. Gould, Hurst and Robinson and Captain Haff went on board
of Vamoose to return to New York. The Yacht Masters and Engineers
Association had sent a large floral horseshoe, which was presented to
Capt. Jeffrey by Engineer Heilbron; then, after cheers and adieus,
Vamoose headed for New York and Vigilant was left alone. She is
provisioned for thirty days, with 2,400 gallons of water in her tanks
and the breakers on deck, and carries six Down East dories in case of
accident. Her crew is made up as follows, twenty-six all told: Capt.
L. A. Jeffreys, First Mate Clayton Haff, Second Mate L Miller, Chief
Steward Henry Boyd, Seamen C. J. Herman, W. B. Lundt, Loftus
Robertson, Thomas Rosevelt, Antonio Johnson, John Lorson, Ben
Christiansen, Nils Christiansen, Alexander Johnson, Emil Anderson,
George Haff, Oscar Anderson, Olaf Knoff, Axel Christiansen, John
Olsen, Lury Qinderson, Charles Bird, Peter Morasch, Henry Nelson,
Fred Forceboom.
All but two are Swedes or Norwegians, and all have served aboard

of Vigilant, Colonia or Jubilee.
"When on the other side, Capt. Henry Haff, Sr. (Hank Haff) will be

in command, with Capt. Jeffreys as first and Clayton Haff as second
mate Young Capt. Henry Haff is now in command of the Wasp. Ten
extra hands sailed on the Anchor Line steamer Ethiopia on June 2, and
on the same vessel were the racing spars and sails, a very complete
outfit.
After her long lay up, a great deal of work was necessary in fitting

out Ataianta, but it has gone on rapidly under the direction of genial
Capt. Shackford; the yacht, however, was not quite ready by Satur-
day, but she left the Erie Basin about 10 A, M. on Sunday. On board
were Messrs. Howard Gould, his friend Maughan Carter, Capt. Haff
and Mr. Gilbert L. Wilson, the sailniaker. Her destination is South-
ampton. It is much to be hoped that the vile easterly weather which
has plagued the whole month of May has exhausted itself, and that the
fair weather of the first few days of June will hold throughout the
month, in which case Vigilant is likely to make a quick passage. If
she does well she should be in Glasgow by June 18 or 19, by which time
Capt. Haff will have been on the ground for several days, and her
racing sails and s,iars will be ready for her. Under such conditions,
the additional work of fitting out should go on quickly, with a few
days to spare for trial before the first of the Clyde regattas, on July
4. Even with a longer passage, the yacht maybe ready for those
races, though every day for trial is a material gain, as Capt. Haff has
never sailed her. From the Clyde she will accompany the British
fleet to Bangor and Kingston, and there will be ample opportunity for
working her into shape before themore important events of theCowes
week,

Biscayne Bay Y. C.
Biscayne Bay, May \\—Editor Forest and Stream: The Biscayne

Bay Y. C is highly complimented by the interest taken in its recent
races by Southern Yacht Club members, as recorded in your columns
under date of April 15. We would gladly enter into an arrangement
for a Southern intei state regatta, to be sailed somewhere on the Gulf
<>f Mexico during the coming summer, were it not that we are a win-
ter club, and our season closes on May 30. Already many of our
yachts are laid up for the summer, while others are scattered far and
wide. Flying Cloud, after making a cruise to the Bahamas, left here
one week ago to day for New York, with Commodore Munroe on board
as navigator. Oriole and Lounger have also gone North Whim and
Gypsy are laid up on the west coast. Nethla and half-a-dozen more
are laid up here. Allopatta goes out of commission and into summer
quarters in two weeks' time. Reine has gone on a cruise to Nassau,
where Wabun will soon follow. Thus, you see, we are in no condition
for summer racing, but if any of our Southern Y. C. friends will
visit us next winter, say about Feb. 22, we will race with them, in any
class, to their hearts' content, and be glad of the chance, or if they
choose we will try to meet them at any designated point on the Q ulf
coast, Tampa Bay or the vicinity of Punta Gorda preferred.
That such a meeting may be arranged, and Southern yachting

Kreatly stimulated thereby, is the fervent wish of yours truly,
O. K.

~

The Spring Regattas.
The present week is a busy one in yachting. A report of the annual

regatta of the Brooklyn Y. C, sailed on Monday, will be found in an-
other column; as we go to press, on Tuesday,' the Atlautic Y, C. is
sailing its annual race; and on Thursday that 'of the New York Y. C.
will be sailed, under the following conditions: The regatta, will be
over the usual club courses, the start and finish being at Buoy No 11,
just below the Narrows. In each class there will be a first prize, if
two or more start, and a second prize if four or more start. There
will be special prizes also for yachts in cruising trim. The yachts will
be classified by load waterline as follows:
Schooners—Class 1, all over 100ft. ; Class 2, all over 90ft. and not over

100ft.; Class 3, all over 80ft. and not 90ft.; Class 4, all over 70ft. and
under. Sloops, cutters and yawls -Class 1, all over 80ft.; Class 2,
all over 70ft. and not over 80ft. ; Class 3, all over 61ft. and not over
70ft,; Class 4, all over 53ft. and not over 61ft.; Cass 5. all over 46ft
and not over 53ft.; Class 6, afi over 40ft. and not oyer 46ft. ; Class 7, all
of 40ft. and under.
Any yacht launched prior to June 20, 1888, exceeding the higher

limit in any class by not over the fraction of a foot, shall be included
in that class. Entries must be made in writing, addressed to the
regatta committee, and will be received at the club house up to 11
A. M.. June 5, when the list will be closrd in accordance with the rules
of the club. Yachts alone in their classes will be governed by Sections
3 and 4, Rule V. There will be no time limit. The preparatory signal
will be made at 11 A. M . wind and weather permitting.
Yachts sailing the race must carry their private signals at the main-

peak and display their numbers on each side of the mainsail, as near
the middle of the sail as possible, and just above the upper reef band.
These numbers can be obtained from the superintendent at the club
house.
Yachts not entered will keep to leeward, and behind the contestants,

and will be careful not to interfere with them in any way, particularly
at the turning points.
The iron steamboat Taurus, provided for members and guests, will

leave Twenty-second street and the Hudson River punctually at 9:30
A. M.; Pier No. 1 (iron Steamboat Company's pier), Hudson River, at
10:15, and will touch at the same points after the regatta.

The spring regatta of the Larchmont Y C. will be sailed on Satur-
day, June 9. The start will be made at 11:30 sharp. The judges will
be on board the tug O. P. Raymond.
Members of New York, Eastern, Seawanhaka Corinthian, Atlantic,

New York Corinthian, American, New Haven, New Rochelle, Shelter
Island and Corinthian of Marblehead yacht clubs are invited to enter
their yachts. Prizes will be offered in each class, and in any one class
with full intention of completing the course, where four or more
yachts start, a second prize will be given.
There will be one class for schooners, five for sloops, cutters and

yawls, two for mainsail cabin yachts, three for open mainsail yachts,
and a special class for the 21-footers.
Entries must be made in writing and delivered to, or sent in time to

be received by a member of the regatta committee not later than
Thursday, June 7, at 4 -o'clock P.M. Each entry mu3t specify the
"racing length," if of a cabin yacht, and both the "racing" and load
waterline length, if of an open yacht, which measurement must be
verified by the club measurer before any prize will be awarded All
yachts entered for this regatta must report to the regatta committee
at the club house or before 9 o'clock on the morning of the race,
where they may obtain a chart of the course to be sailed, and distin-
guishing numbers.
Each competing yacht must fly its private signal at the peak. Dis-

tinguishing numbers will be assigned each yacht entered, and must be
fastened to the mainsail, above the reef points, and must be returned
to the regatta committee immediately after the regatta. Every cabin
yacht sailing in this regatta must carry at least two cork ring life
buoys, placed on deck within easy reach of the helmsman. Each buoy
must be at least 22in. in diameter. These life buoys may be obtained
at the club house. The regatta committee will not award a prize to
any cabin yacht unless this rule is complied with,

The preliminary programme of the Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C. was pub-
lished some time since, but has lately been supplemented by a detailed
programme of events for the entire season, as follows: The twenty-
fourth annual Corinthian race will be sailed Saturday, June 23.
The classification and value of prizes will be as follows: Schooners.—

90ft. class-All over 75ft. and not over 90ft. l.w.l., $200; 75ft. class—All
over 63ft. and not over 75ft. l.w.l., $150; 63ft. class—All of 63ft. Iwl
and under, $100. Sloops, cutters and yawls.—Class I.—All over 80ft!
l.w.l., $250 ; 70ft. class—All over 61ft. and not over 70ft. l.w.l., $150; 46-
ft. class- All over 40ft, and not over 46ft. 1 w.l., $100; 40ft. class—All
over 35ft. and not over 40ft. 1 w.l., $75; 35ft. class—All over 30ft. and
not over 35ft. l.w.l,, $50; 30ft. class—All of 30ft. l.w.l. and under, $25;
25ft. class—All of 25ft. racing length and under, $25; 21ft. class, special
—$25.

Individual prizes will be given to the Corinthian members of crews
on winning yachts carrying crews of which all members, or all except
one, are amateurs. The Leland Corinthian Challenge Cup, open for
competition to members of the Seawanhaka Cor.-Y. C. only, is for this
season offered in the 90ft. schooner class. The winner of this cup in
the annual Corinthian raeeand subsequent contests will receive a prize
recording the names of competitors. Entries must be made in writing
and filed with the chairman of the race committee, Gordon Wendell,
61 Worth street, New York, by 12 o'clock noon on June 22.
Each yacht must be steered by a member of this club or by some

other amateur. Attention is called to Club Rule X., Section 1, as fol-
lows:
"There shall be no restriction as to crews, excepting that in all

classes below the 40ft. class but one professional may be carried." No
clubtopsails or balloon maintopmaststaysails shall be carried No
club or head yard on spinnakers shall exceed in length one-twentieth
of the l.w.l. length of the yacht, and no foot yard or club shall be
carried.
The start.—A flying start will take place as near 12 o'clock noon as

practicable, and the time of each yacht will be taken as sne passes be-
tween the committee steamer and a stakeboat. The courses for
schooners and Class I,, 70, 46 and 40ft. classes, are Shippan, Matini-
cock, Shippan course; to and around Shippan Point Buoy (or stake-
boat), keeping it on the port hand, thence to and around Matinicock
Buoy (or stakeboat), keeping on the port hand, and returning on the
same course. Thirty-four nautical miles. For 35. 30 and 25ft. racing
length classes, and 21ft. special class: Shippan, Matinicock, Oyster
Bay course; to and around Shippan Point Buoy (or stakeboat), keep-
ing it on the port hand, thence to and around Matinicock Point Buoy
(or stakeboat), keeping it on the port hand, thence returning direct to
finish. Eighteen nautical miles.
On Tuesday, June 26, the yachts will race to New London. This

race will occupy two days. The yachts will anchor at New Haven
Light, on Tuesday night, and proceed to New London on Wednesday
The fleet will return to Oyster Bay on Saturday, June 30.

On July 3, the yachts will race to Larchmont to be present at the
big Fourth of July regatta.
On Monday, June 25, there will be a race for 21-footers for a prize of

$50. The rules to govern this race are the same as the Larchmont
club rules.
On Saturday, July 24, there will be a race for the cup presented by

Geo. Bullock for 24-raters, and a race for 32-footers for a $25 cup. On
August 18 there will be a race for 21-footers for the Alfred Roosevelt
Memorial cup, worth $75. Ex-Commodore Ceuter will give the second
prize.

The races to and from New London on the occasion of the Harvard
—Yale rowing regatta, promise to be one of the features of the sea-
son, as the custom of attending this event is becoming more general
each year among yacht owners; and a race of this kind is far pleas-
aut=>r than a solitary cruise. The flag officers of the club have offered
prizes to the amount of $150 for schooners and $150 for singlestickers
for the race out, and of $50 in each class for the return race.

Winthrop Y. C. Opening Regatta.
WINTHROP—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, May 26.

The A\ intbrop Y. O. opened its racing season on May 26 with a good
race, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Harbinger, W. Daly, Jr 1 32 18 1 03 54
Harold E., A, T. Bliss .1 37 32 1 12 46
Mattie, W. A Garratt 1 42 28 '

1 16 24
SECOND CLASS.

Little Rogue, G. W. Spencer 1 30 57 Not meas
Eclipse, W. H. Mirick 1 31 36 1 04 47

third class.
Myrtle, E. A. Cook 1 30 59 1 06 18
Harriet, L. T. Harrington 1 34 34 1 13 32

FOURTH CLASS.
Katrina, L S. Meston, 0 56 55 . 0 37 53
Weary, L. J, Gillies.. 1 15 30 Not meas
Harbinger, the noted Cape cat, is in good shape and sailed fast

Cadet, entered in third class, sprung her hollow mast on the way to
the race and was unable to start. The judges were Com. A W Tor-
rey and Messrs. T. P. Grant and C. E. Burkmare.
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MEMORIAL DAY, MAY 30, 1894.

The observance of Memorial Day by yachtsmenl in common.with

the followers ot other sports, as the formal opening of the^outdoor

KPAHfiTi was onite as general this Tear as usual, but the 1 aces were

yachts if anything smaller The col
g
rainy

weather and the late season is no doubt accountable for this, and with

ttiTadvent of'such wither as may reasonably be expected m June, a

very large number of yachts will bs m commission, though mainly

Jot cruising. In and about New York Wednesday was quite cold and

more or els cloudy, but with a fresh S.E. breez» for the sail. tig craft

The formal opening of the Atlantic Y. C. house had been celebrated

on Saturday afternoon, and the orders for Wednesday called for a

r°e

n
yilw

U
of ThefleeTotf 'the club station Bay Ridge a^lute t0 the

colors and then an informal sail around the Southwest Spit, ine

yachts taking Part were: Waterwitch, Rival, Saona, Tigress, Emerald

Sachem Emtla, Loyal, Eidolon, Eclipse, Swanannoa Iola Hydnad

and Agnes, There was no regular racing, but a fine beat down the

Bay and a run in. All the yachts were well freighted with club mem-

b6
The opening of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. station at Oyster

Bay brought out a large attendance of members and lad es, and the

house anlpiazzas were crowded The wet weather of the past two

weeks had delayed the painting of the flagship Ariel, Com G. W B

HUl,and she was still on the ways, so the gun was fired from the

steam yacht Oneida, Vice-Corn. Benedict sending up the flags on the

big flagstaff on the bluff. After an excellent luncheon the naphtha

launch race was started with four entries, the times being:

Length. H.P. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Vixen Geo Bullock 30.00 10 3 23 00 0 37 00 0 36 20

mTOfateHoyt.:: 35 00 10 3 23 40 37 40 37 40

BS^tSftViffi i I ml! 23 till

Vixen'turned a buoy from the wrong side and was disqualified, Tide

being declared the winner. A race between the four club catboats

followed, the helmsmen being Messrs ,1. F. Tarns, J Murray Mitchell,

R A Rutherford and VV. R.Webb. Mr. Tarns' boat finished at 3:41:31,

beating the second boat by nearly two minutes. Among the yachts

in harbor were Oneida. Half Moon, Queen Mab, Marion, Indra, Madrine

Jessie and Oenone. The season begins with every prospect of a good

attendance at the club house, and of good racing in Oyster Bay and

on the Sound, the programme, arranged by the race committee being

novel and attractive. The town house on 32d street will be open as

usual for members through the summer.

Harlem Y. C. 11th Annual Regatta.

COLLEGE POINT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

The largest race of Memorial Day was the 11th annual regatta of the

Harlem Y. C, the last to be sailed from the College Point station, as

the club will henceforward oucupy its new quarters at City Island

The courses were from off the club house, as follows: For classes A,

B, C, D, E, F, G, L, M and N, around Sands Point Buoy and return (18

miles), passing to westward of Stepping Stones Light.

For classes H, I, and J, around Gangway Buoy and return (16 miles),

passing to the westward of Stepping Stones Light.

For class K, around Stepping Stones Light and return (12 miles).

There was a fresh southerly breeze, making a reach over most of the

course, and a fine race resulted, the times being:

CLASS A— CABIN SLOOPS 33FT. AND OVER.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Pontiac 12 00 00 8 20 32 3 14 32 3 14 32

Mary B 12 03 31 3 11 14 3 07 43 3 02 43

Evadne .12 01 51 8 10 14 3 14 23 3 06 17
CLASS B -CABIN SLOOPS 30 TO 33FT.

Calamity 12 02 30 3 26 34 3 24 04 3 24 04

Pbcenix, 12 06 00 4 01 46 3 55 48 3 54 08

Katie Louise 12 0B 00 3 14 27 3 08 27 3 06 39

Ripple 12 03 09 3 26 01 3 22 52 3 20 46

Reliance Vi 04 12 3 16 21 3 12 09 3 09 45
Peerless 12 02 55 3 10 42 3 07 47 3 05 55

CLASS C—CABIN SLOOPS 25 TO 30FT.

Iola 12 Oo OO 3 26 34 3 20 31 3 20 34
Alberta 12 06 00 3 44 55 3 38 55 3 38 19

Una 12 06 00 4 00 30 3 54 30 3 51 20
Theresa 12 06 00 4 02 11 3 56 11 3 50 47

CLASS D -CABIN SLOOPS UNDER 25FT.

Oriole 12 ( 6 00 Did not finish.

Merry Monarch 12 00 00 Did not finish.

Yantic 12 02 20 3 56 27 3 54 07 3 51 27
Marion 12 04 42 4 11 42 4 07 00 4 03 83
BertieM 12 03 00 4 0 1 35 4 02 35 3 54 38
Alice E 12 06 00 Did not finish.

CLASS E— OPEN J B AND MAINSAIL BOATS OVER 27FT.
Cygnus 12 03 30 3 18 19 3 14 49 3 14 49
Maud 12 11 01 3 09 25 2 5S 24 2 57 21

CLASS F—CABIN CATBOATS 24 TO 30FT.

Florence K 12 12 00 3 29 40 3 17 40 3 17 40
Falka 12 12 00 4 12 44 4 00 44 3 57 17
Happy Thought 12 06 00 3 52 45 3 40 45 8 43 09
Dawn 12 12 00 4 11 44 3 59 54 3 55 32
Genesee 12 03 46 3 82 16 3 23 30 3 19 18

CLASS G—OPEN CATBOATS 21 TO 25FT.
Jessie 12 12 00 Disabled.
Norman 12 06 00 3 41 19 3 35 19 3 33 22
Pride 12 11 42 3 51 42 3 40 00 3 34 36

CLASS H—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL BOATS UNDER 21FT.
A>f 12 10 11 Disabled.
Uypsie 12 12 00 Disabled.
Regina 12 12 00 8 20 39 3 08 39 2 59 11

CLASS I—CABIN CATBOATS UNDER 24FT.
Nadjy 12 10 55 Disabled.
Banna 12 12 00 4 17 57 4 05 57 4 03 41

CLASS J—OPEN CATBOATS 19 TO 2lFT.
EddieS 12 12 00 8 31 45 3 19 45 3 19 45
Emilo 12 10 59 3 26 55 3 15 56 3 15 08
Anglesey 12 12 00 3 41 14 3 29 14 3 28 26
Starling 12 06 50 3 44 51 3 36 01 3 34 17

CLASS K.—OPEN CATBOATS UNDER 17FT.
Tramp 12 16 15 2 47 10 2 30 55 2 30 55
Lottie K 12 13 30 2 40 00 2 16 30 2 26 30
Alice Maud 12 16 37 2 55 10 2 38 33 2 38 33
Bell 12 17 19 2 49 00 2 31 41 2 31 05

CLASS L -YAWLS.
Wash 12 12 40 3 33 34 3 23 54 3 23 54

CLASS M • STEAM LAUNCHES OVER 25FT.
Annie Y. . . 12 21 12 3 09 35 2 28 23 2 28 23

CLASS N—STEAM LAUNCHES UNDER 25FT.
Alice 12 15 02 3 17 30 3 02 28 3 02 28
Carrie 12 15 02 Did not finish.
The winners were: Class A, Mary B; class B, Peerless; class C

The judges were: E, M. Griffiths, G. W. Fuller and T. Jackson The
Iron Steamer Cygnus carried a very large party of members and
guests over the course.

Kill Von Kull Y. C. Open Regatta.
PORT RICHMOND, S. I., NEWARK BAY.

The Kill Von Kull Y. C, of Port Richmond, Staten Island sailed the
first race of the season on Memorial Day, the course being a 10-mile
triangle in Newark Bay below the Central Railroad bridge startingand finishing off the club house, at tbe junction of the KillVon KuBand Newark Bay. The wind was fresh S.E., a reefing breeze Minnie
H. capsizing on the second leg. The times were:

GLASS A—OPEN CATS, 23FT. AND OVER,

Yankee Boy, Braisted & Murray ^Tio' ^Afif'
Tarpon, Harry Taintor '."l 35 20 1 32 03

CLASS B-OPSN CATS, 20FT ^ND UNDER 23ft
Coralie, J. A. Armfield 1 50 00 1 41 18

CLASS C-OPEN CATS, 20FI. AND UNDER.
Frank, P. McGiehan • : 33 20 x 34 gg
Mona, George Ross x 35 05 j 24 54
Doctor, Dr. tred .Barber 2 00 05 1 48 15
Minnie, H. J. I Housman .'.'.'.'."Did not finish

CLASS D—OPEN CATS, 16FT. AND UNDER 1&EE
Millie, C. A. Passmore 1 3j 25" 1 26 1"
Mist, Sanford Brothers ' "l 41 on 1 <->h

Hope, J Welsh ^I'.ulXA 46 50 32 gCinch, J. t aber . . . Did not fiaish
Maggie, P. C. Lissenden . , .

'. '.'.'. ['. .'.1 43 00
H CLASS E-OPEN CATS, UNDER 16FT.

Imp, Richard Thomas 1 43 30
Irving, J. L. Housman .1 59 55

CLASS F—OPEN SLOOPS. 23pr. AND OVER
Lizzie L., E. Liesenden 1 21 35

CLASS G—OPEN SLOOPS, 20fT. AMD UNDER 23FT
Just Woke Up, J. E. Phillips 1 29 05

'

CLASS I—CABIN SLOOPS, 20FT. AND UNDER 24F1'
Unknown, J. W. Van Buskirk 1 48 50
When near the finish Doctor sprung a leak/but was kept afloat by

hard work until over the line. The special prize for best elapsed timewas awarded w Just Woke Up, subject to a protest for carrying too

l 30 24
1 42 21

1 24 35

1 23 05

1 31 16

0 52 49
0 57 40

0 56 00
1 01 04
0 59 35
1 00 10

Corrected.
1 34 00

0 52 49
0 57 00

0 54 40
0 56 54
0 56 35
1 00 10

large a crew. A great many spectators were present. The'regatta

committee included G. F. Donovan, George Ross, H. E. Buel and A. G.

Hastings.

Audubon Y. C. Fifth Annual Regatta.

NEW YORK, 153D STREET, HUDSON RIVER.

The fifth annual open regatta of the Audubon Y O was sailed on

Memorial Day over a triangular course on the Hudson River off the

new club house, two rounds making 25 miles. The wind was strong

up the river with some sea. The times were:
CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS 27FT. OR UNDER.

Start Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Guile 12 45 30 5 04 45 4 19 15 4 19 15

White Cap.' ....12 43 00 Did not finish,

rgie w. '.
12 43 30 Did not finish.

CLASS B—OPEN SLOOPS 24FT. OR OVER.

clara g 12 44 45 4 05 45 3 21 00 3 21 00

CLASS C—OPEN SLOOPS UNDER 24FT.

Hilma . .. 12 43 30 5 14 00 4 30 30 4 30 30

Clara A 12 42 45 Did not finish.

CLASS D-CABIN CATBOATS 20FT. OR OVER.

Warv .12 46 30 3 59 00 3 12 30 3 11 22

AUa
7

12 46 30 4 14 30 3 28 00 3 28 00

Caprice .12 43 35 4 17 00 3 33 15 3 20 20

Carrie .13 46 45 4 48 45 4 02 00 3 53 15

Sweep 12 45 00 Did not finish.

Winonah.' 12 44 30 Disabled.

CLASS K-OPEN CATBOATS 22FT. OR OVER.

Rrtna 12 43 30 4 02 00 3.18 30 3 17 30

C J Moore'. '. '.

' 7.7." .. .12 43 00 4 15 00 3 32 00 3 31 30

PauiineB . ...... ...12 44 80 4 10 45 3 26 15 3 23 12

John A. Cameron. 12 44 45 4 03 00 3 18 15 3 18 15

CLASS F—OPEN CATBOATS, 19 TO 22FT.

O T Wills .12 45 15 4 23 45 3 38 30 3 16 30

Kathrlne. .v;;::;.':::::^ 49 so 43945 35015 3500%
H. C. Miner 12 48 00 Did not finish.

Mosquito 13 45 00 Did not finish.

CLASS G—OPEN CATBOATS UNDER 19FT.

Adele 12 47 45 5 22 00 4 84 15 4 31 07^
J L Miller. 12 44 00 4 48 45 4 04 45 4 05 15

Maggie 12 40 30 Did not finish.

May March 12 43 00 Did not finish

The best time over the course was made by the cabin cat Mary,

owned by Capt. Joe Ellsworth, who also won easily in her class, mak-
ing her second win for the two starts thus i ar made. The winners

were: Guile, Clara (sail over), Hilma, Mary, Edna, C. T. Willis and J.

L. Miller.

Communipaw Regatta.

Ax open race of the yachts about the Communipaw shore was sailed

on Memorial Day over a 10-mile triangle, the times being:
FIRST CLASS.

Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Blonde 2 36 20- 4 10 30 1 34 00

Ella R .2 4/ 35 Did not finish.

SECOND CLASS.

Josephine 2 45 40 3 38 29

Wang 2 46 30 3 44 10

THIRD CLASS.
Mystery 2 59 10 3 55 00

Aflie. 2 59 10 4 00 14

Marquiretta 2 59 05 3 58 40

Only Son 2 58 40 3 58 50

Blonde, Josephine and Mystery won first prizes. Allie won second
prize in third class. The judges were R. Gieser and James Coriell and
tbe timekeeper Edward Meserau.
The day was enlivened by the capsize of Flirt, her crew of seven

being fished out by other boats, and by the capsizing of an overloaded
dinghy, her crew of four having a narrow escape from drowning, two
of them being unable to swim.

Fall River Y. C. Opening Race.
FALL RIVER—MOUNT HOPE BAY.

The Fall River Y. C. opened the season with an open race on
Memorial Day, with 34 starters, the wind being S. W., moderate. The
times were:

FIRST CLASS—SLOOPS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Mabel F. Swift, Fall River, C. W. Anthony 2 26 31 2 26 21

Chapoquoit, Falmouth, C. H. Jones 2 40 29 2 34 11

SECOND CLASS.

Uarda, Fall River, Jeff Borden 2 58 50 2 51 28

Narlka, Fall River, A. H. Skinner 2 58 42 2 58 42

Hattie, Fall River, George B. Pierce 3 10 42 Not meas.
Aphrodite, Fall River, Walter Anthony Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS.
Flight, Marion, Isaac Hiller 2 44 25 2 44 25
Kaleva, Providence, Ben Davis 2 55 19 2 53 10
Annie, Osterville, H. Manley Crosby 3 00 48 2 57 35
Victor, Providence, E. V. Bowen 3 05 19 2 58 35

FOURTH CLASS.
Venture, Osterville, Wilton Crosby 1 42 58 1 42 58
Ulula, Wareham, H. M. Winship 1 44 38 1 43 08
Curlew, Providence, E. E. Glover 1 46 49 1 45 57
Olivette, Fall River. Fahey Bros 1 56 11 1 52 18
Sea Fox, Fall River, Henry Coyle Did not finish.

FIFTH CLASS.
Mojave, Jamestown, W. W. Murray 1 55 49 1 55 49
Hesper, Fall River, T. Haggerty 2 16 51 2 15 33
Dream, Jamestown, E Arnold 2 35 88 2 34 26

SIXTH CLASS.
Mariana, Fall River. T. E. Wood 2 15 36 2 10 07
Fedora, Fall River, F. Autava 2 15 18 2 11 22
Kite, Osterville, H. M. Crosby 2 14 58 2 11 53
Jerkoa, Newport, J. D. Hidler 2 18 10 2 14 39
Ginger, Mattapoisett, E. Dexter.. Did not finish.

Hope, Providence, Mischner Bros Did not finish.

SEVENTH CLASS.
Lalloo, Fall River, J. Whitehead 0 59 13 0 59 13
Dido, Fall River, M. Considine 1 08 14 1 07 26
Midget, Fall River, C. Farnham 1 10 59 1 08 16
Wasp, Fall River, J. Conboy 1 11 38 1 07 28
Bumtie, Bristle, 0. A. Slocum 1 18 17 1 10 49
Bella, Providence, J. Wike 1 14 48 1 12 49
Skiff, Fall River, M. Dart 1 18 88 1 10 45
San Jose, Fall River, G. F. Lema 1 18 06 protested
Marietta, Fall River, A. Rodgers 1 19 27 not m'd.
Hattie, Pawtucket, E. Weden Disabled.
The prizes in all the classes except the first, were purses. Mabel F.

Swift has now won the King Philip prize cup for the second time.
Chapoquoit won a valuable pair of marine glasses. Uarda is better
known as the 21-footer R. D.

Plymouth Y. C. Opening Race.
PLYMOUTH, MASS.

The opening race of the Plymouth Y. C, wassailed on Memorial
Day in a moderate easterly breeze, the times being:

FIRST CLASS—CATS, 20 TO 26FT. ; 9 MILES, 3 HOURS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Eelipss, H. H. Sears 21.10 1 20 09 0 52 06
Colymbus, Wallace Burgess 20.02 1 29 26 0 55 05
Future, W. T. Whitman 21.07 1 81 40 0 59 05
Skippers of winners—Eclipse, H- H. Sears; Colymbus, Wallace Bur-

gess.
SECOND CLASS—CATS, 20FT. AND UNDER; 9 MILES.

Fanny D., Melbourne McDowell 18.00 1 20 48 0 43 03
Nancy Hanks, P. W. Maglathlin 18.00 1 25 33 0 48 08
Slgrid, Watson & Locke 17.10 1 42 22 1 03 42
Annie, S. L. Parks 16.04 withdrew.
Skippers of winners—Fanny D., Capt. Perry; Nancy Hanks, Nate

Watson.
THIRD CLASS—SPRIT FORE AND MAINSAILS, NO LIMIT TO LENGTHS; 9 MILES
Perhaps, T. S. Diman 14.05 1 42 29 0 59 45
Dolphin, N. Morton .... 15.00 1 43 15 1 00 40
Sachem, Frothingham & Gerdner 16.10 1 40 37 1 01 21
Katie L., J. A. Bagnall 16.08 1 41 36 1 02 39
Honest John, J. E. Dawes 14.02 1 47 54 1 03 38
Gypsy Girl, W. Steele 15.02 1 46 41 1 03 4^
Major D.. Seter Drew 15.05 1 47 38 1 05 51
Spray, C.T. Bradford 16.05 1 47 07 1 07 09
Lady May, Melbourne McDowell 16.10 1 47 28 1 08 12
Pilgrim, Ansel Bartlett 15.02 1 51 04 1 08 49
Eunice B. Weston, I. Simmes 16.04 1 49 33 1 09 26
Skippers and winners —Perhaps, T. S Diman; Dolphin, Pelham

Whiting; Sachem, Clarence Smith; Katie L., J. A, Bagnall.
FOURTH CLASS—GAFF FORESAIL, SPRIT MAINSAIL, NO LIMIT; 9 MILBS

Solitaire, G. F. Thresher 17.02 1 34 39 0 55 55
Natalie, H. H.Jones 14.08 1 43 18 1 00 00
Aphrodite, A. G. Fay 16.02 1 45 20 1 09 55
Skippers of winners—Solitaire, Ed Ransom; Natalie, H H Jones
Regatta committee and judges—A. O. Fay, Albert T. Harlow and

Walter H. Sears.
Eclipse and Fanny D. are new boats, and each easily distanced her

class. Perhaps is also a new boat.

South Boston Y. C. Open 5Regatta.
CITY POINT—BOSTON HARBOR.

The open regatta of the South Boston Y. C. was quite a success, in

ppite of the wind, which was light and fluky from the west until late in

the race, when it died out, a good easterly breeze then coming in from
the sea. The times were:

FIRST CLASS, 29 TO 35FT., 15 MILWS, LIMIT 5 HOURS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Violet, H. J. McKee 83.03 3 50 27 3 13 58

Violet wins $10.
SECOND CLASS, 24 TO 29FT. , 11 MILES.

Harolde, A. T. Bliss 24.11 3 07 40 2 32 18

Caribou, James Bertram 28.05 3 11 46 2 40 16

Amorita, W. T. Bache. 25.06 3 17 07 2 43 26

QiiiBsett,W. P. Taylor 25.09 3 21 26 2 47 02
Gretchen, Beatrice, Stanley, Mattie, Moondyne, Climax and Onaway

did not fiDish. Harolde wins $20, Caribou $15 and Amorita $10.

THIRD CLASS, 20 TO 24FT., 11 MILES.
Romance, Loring Sears 23.07 3 12 22 2 33 59

Good Luck, J. B. Farrell 21.08 3 17 40 2 37 58

Sea Bird. C. L. Joy 22.08 3 16 45 2 38 29 J

Thrush, C. L. Ellis 22.08 3 16 56 2 38 39 4

Little Rogue, G. W. Spencer 21.10 3 18 20 2 38 53

Adolphe, H. Moebs 22.02 3 18 21 2 39 22 J
Ustane, N. J. Fitzwilliams 21.11 3 20 57 2 41 37 ,

Sibyl, E. P. Sharp 23.05 3 20 59 2 43 43
.

Judith, W. B. Pigeon 23.04 2 22 36 2 45 13

Irene, Gordon and Armstead Withdrew.
Thrush protests Romance for fouling Sculpin Ledge buoy, and

Romance protests Thrush for crowding at the same mark. Hearing
later.

FOURTH CLASS, 15 TO 20FT. , 7 MILES.

Bonita, O. O. Hood 17.10 2 49 40 2 20 22

Alpine, C. H. Blethen 16.09 2 51 17 2 20 37

Magpie, H. G. Otis 19.08 2 50 59 2 23 45

Sunbeam, H. B. Faxon 16.09 2 56 51 2 26 11

Arab, W. F. Scott 19.01 2 53 22 2 26 30

Egeria. L. T. Howard 19.09 2 53 40 2 26 31

In It, R. B. Williams 18.03 2 55 42 2 26 53

Alice L., P. W. Lynch 17.11 2 57 20 2 28 08

Trifle, J. F. Cashin 18.07- 2 59 25 2 31 00

Magic, Lillian and Coot did not finish. Bonita wins $15, Alpine $10
and Magpie $5.

FIFTH CLASS, 12 TO 15FT., 5 MILES.

No Name, C. F. Lyman 14.05 1 54 02 1 29 44

Princess, E. D. Clay 14.04 1 50 05 1 31 41

Katydid, C. P. Pear. 13.02 2 00 10 1 84 21

Tantrum, F. D. Perkins 14.07 1 59 40 1 35 33

Cupid, J. H. Graves 12.00 2 03 47 1 36 22

Cutty Sark, M. M. Torrance 13.09 2 01 81 1 30 25

Seaweed, S. C Higgins 14.08 2 01 32 1 37 30

Snook, Noonan & Andrews 14.09 2 01 50 1 37 45

Shrimp, C. E. Hodges 12.03 2 05 55 1 38 52

Icurez, Walsh Bros 14.09 2 03 20 1 39 24

Marion, H. E. Yerxa 14.08 2 04 30 1 40 31

Lorelei, Crane Bros 14.05 2 12 11 1 47 53

Tuxsene, C. B. Greenlaw 13.11 2 20 40 1 55 46 1

Kismet and Albatross withdrew. Princess protested No Name on
measurement; Tantrum protested Princess and No Name on same.
No change in position. No Name wins $8, Princess $5 and Katydid $3.

Harbinger parted her throat halyards at the start. Magpie took
the ground for a short time on the Cow Pasture. Mr. Lyman's new
Stewart & Binney boat sailed a tine race, her first trial. Bertram's
new Caribou won second place in her olass.

The judges: Arthur Fuller, Charles F. Morrill, Thomas Christian,

W. H. Godfrey, B. F. Wheeler, Frank Williams and Thos. F. Bruen.
The regatta committee were Com. Frank Ferdinand, Vice-Corn. Geo,
F. Knight, Howard L. Stickney, chairman; ffm Allerton, secretary

;

Frank R. Blaiadell, H. I. Ehrlacher and Newton B. Stone.

A reception was held after the race, with a dance in the evening.

Annisquam River.

The first race of the season on the Annisquam River was sailed on
Memorial Day in a very light wind, the course being 6 miles. The
times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Dot, Douglass 9 25 00 12 04 40 .0 39 40

Juno, W. Vivian .9 25 00 12 05 34 2 40 34

Coot, Dugno 9 25 00 12 09 20 2 44 20

Conrad, Haskell 9 25 00 12 15 53 2 50 53

Midget, Center 9 25 00 12 10 10 2 51 10

SECOND CLASS.

Washtub, G. E. Vivian 9 30 00 12 15 17 2 45 17

Jackman, Wheeler 9 30 00 12 17 07 2 47 07

Unknown, Dennison 9 30 00 12 23 38 2 53 38

Shamrock. O'Reilly 9 30 00 Time not taken.
Shelldrake, Somes 9 30 00 Withdrew.
There was no allowance of time. The winners were Dot, Juno and

Coot in the first class, and the Washtub, Jackman and Unknown in

the second class.

Seawaren Land and Water Club.

SEAWAREN—ARTHUR'S KULL.

The opening regatta of the Seawaren Land and Water Club was
sailed on Memorial Day over a 10 mile course, two rounds of a triangle

on Staten Island Sound (Arthur's Kull). The times were:
Finish.

11 39 30
11 40 30
11 46 25
11 48 20
11 45 40
11 50 30
12 05 00
Did not finish

Did not finish.

Elapsed.
1 33 00
1 33 50
1 39 35
1 41 27
1 38 55
1 43 33
1 58 02

Corrected.
1 31 30
1 31 40
1 36 00
1 37 32
1 37 50
1 40 08
Allows.

Start.

Emily 10 07 30

Monsoon 10 06 40

Latona 10 06 50

Ripple 10 06 53

Fay 10 06 45

Cosmos 10 06 57

Kiku 10 06 58

Clytie 10 06 57

Tabasco 10 06 5S

In addition to the first and second prizes a special prize was offered

by Com. Ballard, the conditions being unknown until the race was
finished! They were that the prize should go to the fourth boat in,

provided she was sailed by her owner.
The judges were D. McM. Nevin,. Charles A. Ledyard and D. C.

Whitney.

The New Bedford Y. C. sailed a race on Memorial Day, the times
being:

Elapsed. Corrected.

Sistac, G. C. Rhodes 1 34 02 1 30 30

Flight. Horace Hathaway .1 33 50 1 31 42

Vera D. W. Tryon 1 53 16 1 33 29

Thvra, Horace Wood 1 48 23 1 38 27

Panter, Dr. E. M. Whitney 1 45 42 1 41 42

Saracen, F. C. Haskell 1 41 01 1 41 01

Addle, N. C. Hathaway, 1 51 02 1 44 56

Bleda E. B. Hammond 2 08 37 1 56 18

Annie, Charles Parker 2 33 26 1 13 39

Aloha, Dr. Prescott 2 08 83 No finish.

The Cleveland Y. C. started on a squadron sail on Memorial Day,
the fleet of fifteen yachts including several from the Forest City Y. O,
by special invitation. At noon the fleet reached Rocky River, Neva
and Avicet anchoring outside, while the others entered the river, the
yachtsmen going ashore in a body for dinner. Some time was spent
in dining and making speeches; meanwhile a strong northwest wind
came up, raising a bad sea, and Neva speedily cleared out for Cleve-

land. Avicet dragged ashore by the pier and lay there pounding
badly, those on board taking refuge on the pier. Word was sent to
Cleveland and the tug Alva B. started out, taking a crew from the
life-saving station, with a boat and long hawser. After some diffi-

culty, the tug being unable to run inshore on account of shoal water,
the life-saving crew ran a hawser to the yacht, and after once parting
it she was hauled off. Her mast was pulled out in towing, but as
she leaked very little she was towed to Cleveland and hauled up in

the evening. The wind and sea were so bad that most of the yachts-
men left their boats in the river and returned to Cleveland by rail,

only the new yacht Commodore Gardner starting out. She reached
home safely after an exciting sail.

The opening race of the Minnetonka Y. C, was sailed on Memorial
Day with twenty entries. Messrs. Burton have withdrawn Onawa
from the races this season, leaving the field free to Kite and Alpha
with some new boats. Alpha won easily in the first class, finishing at
1:11:10, the sloop Marc second at 1:17:30, Kite third at 1:17:20; Siren
was fourth and Argot fifth Pinafore won in the second class, with
Curlew second and Ida third. Mouse won in the special class by
quarter of a mile, with Bird second, Hermes third, Kid fourth and
Kestrel fifth. The corrected time may change some of the positions,
but the boats finished in the order given.

The Cedar Point Y. C. sailed a race for the Sanford cup over the 15
mile triangular course, the corrected times being: Shadow, 2.07.82

;

Ramona, 2.15.34; Kate, 2.16.12; Critic, 2.22.39.

Shadow is a new boat, built this spring by Robbins, of Bridgeport,
for Irving Bradley. She is subject to challenge after 30 days, and an-
other race is certain to take place. Cash prizes, first, second and
third, were also given.
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The double celebration of the IJavonia Y. C included a formal open-
ing of the Atlantic Highlands club house and a race at Jersey City,
the latter event attracting but few of the members, Ten yachts
started over a eours« around Liberty Island and Bobbins Reef Buoy,
but only five iiniahed, the wind being quite fresh. Win or Lose, a new-
cabin cat owned by F M. Randall, beat Waterlily and Annie; and in

the open cat class Emma K. beat Qui Vive. The day at the Atlantic
Highlands was particularly pleasant.

The American Y. 0. celebrated the day by a formal hoisting of the
colors in the afternoon, followed by a reception in the evening at which
a number of the members were present. In the harbor were Golden
Rod, Tille, Hirondelle and Viola.

The Brooklyn Y C. fleet saluted the flag in the morning, after which
a review and inspection of the fleet took place, followed by a sail down
the Bay in which Signal. Iroquois, Golden Hope, Vixen, Gracie and
other yachts took part.

The Hempstead Bay Y. C. sailed its firnt race on Memorial Day, the
wind being very strong. In first class Henrietta won, with Brooklyn
second and Amerique third. In second class Unit won, with Tomboy
second and Mystery third

:
Mr. Colyer, of Freeport, one of Tomboy's

crew, was knocked overboard by the boom, and only escaped drown-
ing by the prompt and skillful action of those on board, in maneuver-
ing the yacht and picking him up as she sailed by. He was unconscious
when taken from the water, but soon recovered.

The Jersey City Y. 0. opened the season with a review and sail'

among the yachts being Bessie, Com. ATan Home; Forsythe, Millie,

Echo, Eureka, Modesty, Naomi and Eleanor.

The Oceanic Y. 0. held a reception at the club house, and the Canar-
sie Jamaica Bay, Staten island and other clubs about New York
turned out in force for short, sails and appropriate ceremonies ashore.

Brooklyn T. C. Annual Regatta.
BENSONB.URST—NEW YORK BAY.

The first race of the June regatta week, which on account of the
tide comes earlier than usual this year, was that of the Brooklyn Y. C ,

whose club station is at the head of GraveseDd Bay. The club has
arranged an almost unlimited number of courses between the Narrows
and the Scotland Lightship, from which the following were selected
for those classes which filled

:

OPEN BOATS.

Mainsail.—Class A, 21ft. l.w.l. and under—to stakeboat south of
Fort Lafayette, to black bell buoy, West Bank, and return to starting
line; length of course, 9 miles. Class B, o^er 21ft. to 25ft. l.w.l.—to
stakeboat south of Fort Lafayette, to black buoy No. 8, and return to
starting line; length of course, 11 miles.
Jib and Mainsail.—Class 1, 25ft. l.w.l. and under—to stakeboat south

of Fort Lafayette, to black buoy No. 7, and return to starting line;
length of course, 11 miles. Class 2, over 25ft. l.w.l.—to stakeboat south
of Fort Lafayette, to white buoy near C No. 5, and return to starting
line; length of course, 15 miles.

CABIN YACHTS.

Mainsail.—Class D, 24ft. l.w.l. and under-To Orchard Shoal Light, to
red bell buoy, Swash Channel, and return to starting line; length of
course, 15 miles. Class E. over 24ft. l.w.l.—To Orchard Shoal Light, to
red buoy C No. 4, and return to starting line; length of course, 17
miles.
Sloops, Cutters and Yawls.—25ft. class (25ft. l.w.l. and under)—To

Orchard Shoal Light, to red bell buoy. Swash Channel, and return to
starting line; length of course, 15 miles; 30ft. class (over 25ft. to 30ft.

l.w.l., to Orchard Shoal Light, to red buoy C No. 4, and return to
Starting line; length of course, 17 miles; 35ft. class (over 80ffc. to 36ft.
l.w.l., to Orchard Shoal Light, to red buoy No. 10, and return to start-
ing line; length of course, 19 miles.

Prizes were offered for all classes from the 70ft. schooners down-
Ward, but the largest yacht at. the line was the 35-footer Tigress. The
entries ran Up to nearly 50, of which 26 crossed the line, a very fair
number for the first race of the season. The starters were:

Class a, mainsail, 9 miles.

Edda D.. R. W. Rurnmell, Brooklyn

CLASS B, MAINSAIL, 11 mIlES.

CLAPS D, CABIN MAINSAIL, 15 MILES.

CLASS E, CABIN MAINSAIL, 17 MILES.
Mary.W. E. Ellsworth, Tiayonne

28ft. rLASs— sloops, 15 miles.

30ft. class—sloops, 17 miles.

35ft. class—sloops, 19 miles.

Length. Rating.
18.04 19.01
18.06 18.03
ie.ost i 17.01
16.00 16.04

.24.06 Not meas.

21.0514 23.03
20.00 23.01
.22.0414 22,02
..20.00 Not meas.

Not meas,
.25.04 28.07

3.

20.09 25.06
25.00

Not meas.

24.09 29.04
24.06 29.00

26.07
.22.09M 24.11
25.00 24.06
21.03 23.09

32.06
26.00 27.06
26,02 Not meas.

39.05
35.04

Not meas.
The matching was so close in a number of classes as to make some

exciting racing, notably in the :
: 0ft. cabin cat class, where Mary was

pitted against Almira, both well known and successful boats; in the
smaller cabin cat class, where Tabitha. a smart Caper of the older
type, was matched with two new boats. Kittie and Win or Lose. The
new boats are quite similar in genera! appearance, though Kittie was
designed and huilt by T. R. Webber, of New Rochelle, while Win or
Lose was built at Communipaw by F, M Randall, of thePavonia Y. C,
her owner. They are unlike the ordinary Caper in having a bow
which rounds out well over the water, instead of being nearly plumb,
the counter is carried out better and is not so wide and deep, while the
sheer ha' less erook t the freeboard being, if anything, a little greater
amidships, and decidedly lower at the bow. Each has a long cabin
trunk and a large cockpit, and the rigs show a very long gaff peaked
as nearly vertical as practicable. Both are centerboard boats." They
are more graceful and less boxy in appearance than the regulation
Caper.
Another interesting boat was the Boston 21- footer designed and

raced in 1892 by Mr." J. F. Small, now a veritable "Exile." Unfortu-
nately she had but two competitors, aud as her course was in another
direction from the majority of the fleet, it was impossible to gauge her
by the larger boats. The principal boat in the 25ft. sloop class was
Golden Hope, built last year, with long fore and after overhangs.
The morning was warm but cloudy, with a fresh breeze about S.W.,

kicking up the whitecaps in the Narrows and on across to Raritan
Bay, where the first leg of the principal courses lay, from the start to
the new lighthouse on Old Orchard Shoal. The judges' tug, Henry
Hoehn, and Ihe guests' steamer Cygnus, were at the start by 11
o'clock, but the yachts had not arrived, some working out from the
anchorage up the Bay, while new arrivals camo down through the
Narrows. Special signals had been prepared by the committee in case
a postponement should be necessary, but they were not needed or
used, the ttset giduilly gathered about the judge's boat, and just be-
fore 1 P. M. the first signal was given.
After trying the wind many started to turn in one or even two reefs,

the principal courses being to windward on the first leg. Mary tied in
two reefs, one being a very small one, and Almira took in a first reef
of ordinary size.

The first away was Tigress, sailed by Mr. Edward Fish and making
a good start. After she was well clear of the line there came quite a
bunch of smaller boats, Win or Lose being the most conspicuous,
with cleau paint, bright spars, new canvas and moving the fastest of
the lot. Her classmates Kiuie aud Tabitha were dodging each other
for the weather berth some distance from the line and crossed well
astern of her. Mary and Almira were also chasing eaeh other, coming
for the line together with Almira a little iu the lead and Mary on her
weather quarter. As they neared the line Mary, for some unknown
reason, luffed up and then jibed around, Almirr meanwhile continuing
over the line. This maneuver cose Mary some seconds, as the handi-
cap whistle blew before she could clear the line. Exile and Faustina
came for the line in company, Faustina to windward, but as soon as
they straightened out Exile slid through the other's lee and out
ahead. Faustina tacked and Exile followed, coming out well on the
other's weather, and the two went off for their first mark at Fort
Lafayette.

Tigress soon ran away from her two competitors, one of them,
Aliris, giving up early in the race. Almira and Mary each shook out
a reef. Mary regaining the lost ground of the start and crossing
Almira's bows when off the lower island. The little Win or Lose was
hanging on to them, but got into a bad berth just on Almira's lee
quarter, where she was blanketed for a long time. The two big cats

now came on starboard tack for a long beat to the Old Orchard Light,
Almira to windward, but astern of Mary. The latter footed fast, but
failed to hold on with Almira, she pointing high and holding a good
wind, while Mary fell off, finally making a long tack up for the mark.
Almira made a couple of short hitches, turning just ahead of her
rival. Win or Lose bad held the leaders well, and was far ahead of
her class. Tigress was first to turn, setting working topsail and
standing off for Buoy 10. The times at the turn were: Tigress 1 :52:10.

Ileika 2:06:50, Almira 2:13:00, Mary 2:14:10, Win or Lose 2:15:50,
Tabitha 2:20:00.

Running in, Mary failed to catch Almira, but hung close enough to
her to break her wind, making a pretty race. At the turn the sky
clouded for a time and a few drops of rain fell, but the breeze held,
bringing the fleet home in good time. The official times were:

CLASS A—MAINSAIL.
Finish. Elapsed.
2 35 10 1 32 46
Did not finish.

2 44 25 1 43 11

Did not finish.

Corrected.
1 33 46

3 07 35
2 59 59

Not meas,
Not meas,

Not meas,

3 14 34

Start,
EddaD 1 02 24
Nettie 1 03 03
Paul and Stella 1 01 14
Folly 1 01 09

CLASS B—MAINSAIL.
Lester 1 00 45 2 50 10 1 49 25

CLASS D— CABIN MAINSAIL.
Tabitha 12 51 38 8 59 13 3 07 35
Win or Lose 12 50 13 3 50 30 3 00 17
Juniata 12 52 35 Did not finish.
Kittie 12 51 45 3 59 21 3 07 36

CLASS E— CABIN, MAINSAIL.
Almira 12 54 32 3 46 25 2 £1 53
Mary 12 55 00 3 47 44 2 52 44

CLASS 1— JIB AND MAINSAIL.
Exile 1 00 36 2 27 00 1 26 24
Faustina 1 00 25 Did not finish.

Lizzie. . .

.

; 1 02 43 3 00 40 1 57 57
2bfT. CLASS—SLOOPS.

Gplden Hope. 12 52 48 4 07 22 3 14 34
Christine 12 50 25 Did not finish.

Nomad 12 50 11 Did not finish.

Adele 12 5i 16 Did not finish.

Arrow 12 52 20 Did not finish.

Vida 12 50 II Did not finish.

80ft. class—sloop's.
Forsythe 12 52 07 4 14 55 3 22 48 3 23 48
Mizpah 12 50 30 Did not finish.

Millie 12 51 14 Did not finish.

35ft. class—sloops.
Ileika 12 44 14 3 45 15 3 01 00
Aliris 12 43 54 Did not finish.

Tigress 12 41 52 3 40 10 2 52 18 Not meas.
The winners are: Class A, EddaD.; class B, Lester; class D, Win

or Lose; class E, not decided; class I, Exile; 25ft, class, Golden Hope;
30ft. class. Forsythe; 35ft. class. Tigress. Golden Hope distanced her
class so badly that all gave up, though there was nothing in the
weather to turn them back. Almira probably wins from Mary, but
neither was measured. In rounding up to the markboat after the
race, to get her dinghy, Almira broke her rudder, and started for Bay
Ridge with a reefed sail and an oar over the quarter to repair in time
for the morrow's race.
The prizes were: Class A, $15; B, $20; D, $20; E, $25; class No. 1,

820. Sloops, cutters and yawls—25ft. class, $20; 30ft., $25; 35ft., $30.
The regatta committee was: Louis Wunder, chairman; Fred W.
Bobbett and Frank L. Townsend.

The Larchmont 21-Footers.
The Larchmont Y. C. has issued the following circular relating to

the new 21ft. class. The Seawanhaka C. Y. C. has also scheduled two
races for the boats, and other neighboring clubs are also making dates
for them:

"It is the intention of the club to hold a number of races for this
class during the season of 1894. For each race the club will give an
appropriate record prize to the winning boat, and a like prize to the
second boat in each event in which four or more boats start. Com.
Seymour L. Husted, Jr., offers a valuable silver cup. which will be
awarded at the end of the season to the yacht which has won the
greatest number of first prizes. The Larchmont Y. 0. offers a similar
cup, to be awarded at the end of the season to the yacht which has
won the greatest number of points in such races, the points counting
as follows:
"The winner in each race shall be credited with four points. The

second yacht in each race shall be credited with two points. The
third yacht in each race shall be credited with one point, A member
of theelub also offers individual prizes to the Corinthian crews of the
yachts winning the cup presented by the commodore and that offered
by the club.

"If the yacht winning the greatest number of races should also have
won the greatest number of points, such yacht will receive the
commodore's cup, and the yacht winning the second largest number
of points will receive the cup offered by the club. In case of a tie for
either cup the tie will be sailed off in a special race,"
The regatta committee has issued notice that special 21ft. class

races will be sailed on July 4, 13, 28, Aug. 4, Sept, 1, 8, 11, 15. Ties, if

any, will be sailed off on Sept. 22. In addition to prizes already
offered, a member of the club offers a valuable cup for the first boat
with three wins to her credit.

Lasca's Voyage.
Thb runs made by Lasca on her recent passage from New York to

Glasgow were as follows:
Knots. ; Knots.

April 22 ta noon 79 , April 30 200
April 23 85 May 1 185
April 24 30 May 2 175
Anril 25 177 May 3 255
April 26 235 May 4 215
April 27 203 May 5 231
April 28 160 May 6 250
April 29 225 May 7, morning of 210
Total to Fastnet, 2,906 knots.
At the start the wind was light, but from the fourth day on, the

yacht had good breezes, varied by a gale on the 30th, which she went
through easily. The Yachtsman says of her:
"Her appearance has been a sort of pleasure to the Clyde critics,

and one and all of them write in describing her as a splendid looking
vessel, which she certainly is. She has a bow with a strong resem-
blance to that of our own Calluna, except that the graceful sheer of
the cutwater ends in a neat figurehead. Mr. Gary Smith has been
particularly successful with his treatment of her about the quar-
ters. Her masts are stepped so as to give her a large mainsail,
and altogether she looks like a lady that will be very well able to hold
her own when fighting flags are fluttering. Clyde yachtsmen of all
kinds and conditions are delighted to see her in their waters, and they
are hoping to get many a sample of "the nettle of her pasture" ere
she leaves for home again.
"On Saturday afternoon, May 12, Lasca was towed up the river to

the dock of Messrs. D. & A. Henderson, at Partick, to be put in racing
fettle."

Valkyrie's Voyage.
Tbe news of Valkyrie's safe arrival off the Irish coast was recorded

last week, and on May 31 she arrived at Glasgow. After favorable
winds for three or four days, easterly weather was encountered and
slow progress was made, the runs being from May 4: 85, 60, 140, 236,
232, 247, 234, 220, 223. 112, 113, 121, 40, 108, 184, 102, 103, 101, 80, 148, !92,
121, 67, SS, 63, 52, 60. The run of May 9, 247 miles, naut., is very good,
Lasca's best day's run being 255. while the yawl necessarily carried a
much smaller rig, besides being 3ft. shorter. The yacht is now fitting
out for the Clyde races early in July.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
"Kiley's Yachtsman's Guide and Nautical Calendar" for 1894 is evc n

more complete and compact than in previous years, and quite as indis-
pensable for quick and accurate reference either afloat or ashore.
Among the many excellent illustrations of yachts and yachtsmen are
new and good portraits of Captain Haff and Mr. John M. Sawyer, the
well-known sailmaker. One group, entitled "The Prominent Naval
Architects of the United States," is chiefly remarkable for the com-
plete omission of the first and oldest of American yacht designers; one
looks in vain for the bald head and benign countenance of the designer
of Vindex, Comet, Madcap, Whitecap, Intrepid, Mischief, Fortuna,
Katrina, Valkyr, Norna, Yampa, Iroquois, Lasca and Ariel.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y, C, is noted for its club book, an d t hat
of 1894 is a very handsome volume, bound in a fine canvas, with the
club device on the cover, the wheel embossed in gold and the flag in
blue and white. The paper and presswork are greatly superior to the
usual standard for such publications.

The Fore River Engine Co , of Weymouth, Mass., is building a
21-footer for Boston racing, from the designs of R. M. Wood, the con-
cern's designer. She will be 31ft. over all, 30ft Sin. l.w.l. and 8ft,
beam, a centerboard boat with 625sq ft in mainsail and jib

Una, schr., has been sold by J. F. Ackerman to T. J. McCahil, Jr.

The Brooklyn Y. C. has arranged eight souadron cruises for the
season, as follows: June 10, to Great Kills; June 24, to Keyport, N. J,;
July 8. to Bergen Point, N. J., anchoring off the Shore House; July 21,
to Highland Beach, N. J. (start from Gravesend at 3 o'clock P. M., on
July 21, and the race to he on July 22, from Highland B^ach back to
Gravesend); Aug. 5, to Great Kills; Aug. 19, Atlantic Highlands, Pa-
vonia Y. C ; Sept. 9, to Great Kills; Sept. 21, to Keyport, N. J. Prizes
in each class will be awarded the boats finishing first on three occa-
sions during the season, The judges will be the president, treasurer
and regai ta committee,

Mr. N. D. Lawton of the Atlantic Y. C, has had a peculiarly unfor-
tunate experience with naphtha stoves for yachts; it will be remem-
bered that on July 18, 1890, while at anchor in Morris Cove as the flag-
ship of the Atlantic Y. C. on the annual cruise, his handsome 40-footer
Chispa was seriously damaged by fire from a naphtha stove, due to
the carelessness of a steward. On May 26. during the opening of the
Atlantic Y. O, a similar fire broke out in the galley of the 40-footer
Mocassin, on the ways at Mumm's yard, and though it was extin-
guished by Capt. Hanson, and others who went to his aid, the galley
and cabin were seriously burned, and the yacht partly flooded with
water. The yacht is being altered by the removal of about l,000lbs. of
lead, the reduction of herdeadwood forward and of the rudder, and!
the remodeling of her sail plan and interior.

Maspeth, the steam yacht designed and built by the Gas Engine &
Power Co , for Ch istian M. Mever, was launched on May 26 at Morris
Dock. She is 84ft. over all, 76ft, l.w.l., 13ft. Bin. beam and 4ft. 6in.
draft. She is fitted with a triple-expansion engine, by Reilly & Cowley,
and a Roberts Safety Water Tube boiler. The construction of steam
yachts is a new departure for the company, made to meet the demand
for larger craft than the well known naphtha engines are adapted for.

The formal opening of the Riverside Y. C. house, took place on May
26, the flag being raised in the afternoon, while a reception wiis held
in the evening.

The Douglaston Y. C , went into commission on May 26, a clam
roast playing an important part in the ceremonies of the day.

The rebuilt Princess was formally christened Ivanhoe, on May 24.
It is stated that the vessel is now new throughout, the old model
feeing preserved, but every timber being taken out and replaced by a
new one of the same shape. When Puritan fails to bring the price of
her lead and sails, and a five year old yacht of the best construction
can be had for a song, such work as the rebuilding of Princess and
Lancer is past comprehension.

Judge Brown, in the United States District Court, has decided that
William J. Riker was entitled to remuneration from the steam boat
Elberon, for damages sustained by the former's yacht, Charlotte,
which was run into on July 31, 1893. A referee will determine the>
amount to be paid.

The Southern Y. C. annual regatta has been postponed from' May
26 to June 9 on account of a Are at the club station, West End, New
Orleans. A large hotel burned, together with a large pier over whiefs
was the approach to the yacht club. There will be a reception and
awarding of prizes on the following Monday, June 11. This is the
second time the .regatta has been postponed, once on a"count of
repairs to the club house.

At a meeting of the Inter-Lake Yachting Association, held in the
Russell House, at Detroit, on May 24, the date of the meet at Put-in-
Bay was changed from July 17, 18 and 19 to August 7, 8 and 9. The
Association is now composed of the following clubs: Sandusky Y. C. r

West End Y. C, Detroit Y. O, Citizens Yachting Association, or
Detroit; Put-in-Bay Y. C , Cleveland Y. O, Toledo Y. C. and Ohio
Y. C, of Toledo.

At an adjourned annual meeting of the Mobile Y O, held May 24,
the following officers were elected to serve for the following year:
W. M. Marshall, Com,, yacht Annie; J. S. Woodhull, Vice-Corn., yacht
Zephine; F. L. Ward, Sec'y-Treaa., yacht Carrie G.

The Boston Globe calls model yachting an "English fad," regardless
of the fact that it has been regularly followed in this country for at
least twenty-five years, although never as popular as this year,

Messrs. Coursens & Pratt, the yacht sailmakers of Boston, have
issued a special chart of Cohas3ett Harbor on a largo scale, which will
be useful to Eastern yachtsmen.
The California Y. C, recently organized by the sailors of small craft

about Oakland, Cal., opened its new club house on May 19 with a din-
ner and reception. The club has arranged a full list of cruises and
races for the summer.
The 8-ton sloop yacht Brandt changed custodians yesterday, pursu-

ant to an order of Chief Justice Dalv, of the Court of Common Pleas.
Formerly the yacht was owued by Wm. J. Cromwell, but he mortgaged
her to Lewis J. Conlan for $'.000 to secure a debt of this amount.
Meantime Chas. W. Denike obtained in a district court a judgment
for $259 40 against the yacht owner, and in this suit Louis Hanne-
man was appointed receiver of Cromwell's chattels, including the
yacht. Mr. Conlan, as mortgagee, claimed the craft. O. H. Sander-
son was appointed referee and reported in Conlan's favor. A motion
to compel the receiver to turu the yacht over to Conlan was argued
before Judge Dalv, who confirmed the referee's report.

—

New York
Herald.

Messrs. Higgins & Gi fiord, of Gloucester, Mass., issue a catalogue of
yachts and boats including all varieties of yacht, surf, fishing and
rowing boats, as well as sailing and steam yachts. The firm has huilt
some very fast sloops, including Louette, Trudette and Sassacus, but
its specialty is in the line of service and fishing boats lor salt water,
with their fittings.

On May 31 the schooner Sardinian, Halverson, from Hoboken for
Rockland, coal laden,was run into by the steamer H. F. Dimock, Capt.
Bearse, from Boston for New York, between Faulkner's Island and
Little Gull. Her starboard side was stove in, her bowsprit and jibboom
broken, and all her headgear carried away. She was towed by the
Dimock to Lloyd's Neck, L. I,, and then transferred to the tug James
Roy and towed to New York for repairs. The H. F. Dimock is the
boat that sunk W. K. Vanderbilt's steam > acht Alva in Vineland Sound
in 1892.

The Conqueror case still drags its weary length through the courts,
a monument to the misdirected zeal of J. Sloat Fassett and Wm. W.
Bates.

At a meeting of the regatta committee of the Philadelphia Y, C. the
following programme was decided upon: Opening cruise, June 1

—

Yachts will leave Tinicum at 12 noon for Reedy Island, and will return
June 3. June 9—Pennant race for mosquito boats. Annual regatta
June 11. Squadron sail June 16. Pennant race June23. Annual cruise
June 29, leaving Tinicum at 12 noon. Squadron sail June 14 All
class club race July 28 An aquatic entertainment Sept. 8 will be
given. Concluding series pennant races Sept. 15. Closing cruise and
race will be on Sept. 22 for first, second and third class yachts.

Mr. Wallace C. Birdsall, one of the well known boat sailors on the
north shore of the Sound, is now making his first essay as an amateur
builder in a catboat of his own design. The boat, which is now ready
for launching, is of the new type, with a full round bow, her dimen-
sions being, length over all 23ft., l.w.l , 18ft., beam 8ft. Sin. The over-
hang forward is 3ft, 6in., with a moderate height of bow and a fair
sheer fore and aft, less than in the new Cape boats, the lowest free-
board being 14in. The mast is2S£t. deck, deck to truck, boom 2<ft. 6in.,

gaff 19ft. 6in.. gaff 19ft. 6in., with a very high peak. The mainsail,
with a hoist of 18ft., is by Sawyer & Son. The boat has a large cock-
oit, for racing and day sailing, she is well built, with steamed timbers
hroughout, and promises to be fast.

The Douglaston Y. C. has arranged a series of Saturday afternoon
open races for June 2 and 9, July 21 and Aug. 4 and 18, for which 'he
club has offered four prizes of $25 each. Vic.e-fnm. Charles Gould of
Bayside has offered a $100 silver cup to be raced for at the annual re-
gatta on June 30, and has voluteered the use of his steam yacht Neah a
as judges' boat on that day. The regatta committee this is year W. G.
Newman, chairman: John H. Taylor, G. Howland Leavitt, Percy M.
Hoaglaud and R. F. Corry.

The club station of the Indian Harbor Y. C , at Finch's Island,
Greenwich, Conn., was opened for the serson on Decoration Day. The
burgee was raised at 12 o'clock, followed by a salute to the flag, Rear-
Commodore Wm. Osborn's sloop yacht Croerdile. Mr. John Harris's
steam yacht Iola, Mr. George Poucter's schooner Edith, the schooner
Columoia aud other yachts dropped anchor in the harbor during the
day, and a crowd of club members and guests visited the club house.
Among those present at the opening ceremonies were Rear-Commo-
dore Wm. Osborn, Mr. R. R. Alberger, Mr. Richard Outwater, Mr. C.
S. Somerville, Mr. Chas. Stewart, Mr. Ed. Zittel, Mr. P. Stewart, Mr.
W. J. Jones, Mr. E. A. Silleck, Mr. G. W. Tfeiffer, Mr. H. E. Doremus,
Mr. D. M. Winne, Mr. F. B. Jones, Mr. F. S. Doremus, Mr. Wm, Ells-
worth, Mr. H. G. Kitt, and many others.

The Tower Ridge Y. C, of Hastings-on-Hudson, will sail its second
annual regatta on Saturday, June 16, under the sailing rules of the
New York Yacht Pacing Association. All yachtsmen belonging to
the association are invited to participate. Entry blanks can be had
on application to the secretaries of the rtspective clubs, or from Wm.
Ross, Jr., Hastings on-Hudson. The classification will be as follows:
Class A, sloops over 38ft. ; Class B, cabin sloops from 32 to 38ft. : Class
C, cabin sloops 32ft. and under; Cla^s D, cabin cats; Class E, open
cats over 22ft.; Class F, open cats 22ft. and under. Entries close
Thursday, June 14. Valuable prizes will be awarded in each class.

The Gas Engine and Power Co. has an order from W. J. Arkell for
a 72ft. speed launch for racing.
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MODEL YACHTING.

American Model Y. C. Opening Race.
FK0SPE0T PARK LAKE.

The opening races of the A. M. Y. C. were not marked by the accus-

tomed enthusiasm as of vore, some of the fastest models, or we might

say skippers, being absent, or not mclineri to sail over the courses pre-

scribed by the club. It must be admitted that it is an arduous under-

taking on waters surrrounded, as the present lake is, by high trees

and shrubbery, and will always be very unsatisfactory so loDg as the

wind is obstructed by these impediments to steady sailing.

The efforts of twelve of the members In locating a sailing station at

Communipaw. near the Jersey City Y. C , is to be highly commended
as a step in the right direction, as the open waters present the most
desirable course for satisfactory racing, and it is to be hoped that the

club as a club will see the importance of taking advantage of it. Those

who have thus far located at the new station speak in the highest

terms of its facilities. , . , r , ,

The raoes of May 30 were sailed under the old rule, the % rule meet-

ing with a setback by the board or governors deciding that the present

models, which were built on an inch scale, were not capable of being

adopted to a %\a, scale. As the rule was passed at the last meeting it

was decided to sail under the old rule, subject to considerations as to

legality at the next regular meeting on June 1. Only two classes

filled, the schooner class and third class. The fast schooner Ohyesia

was among the missing, she being at the Communipaw station for the

balance of the season, leaving May, a new schooner, and Dora S.,

formerly a sloop, to fight it out, Irving B. failing to sail the course.

In th 3 third class Star was also missing, she being at Communipaw.
Ampere absent, her owner having resigned from the club, it

was left to Marjorie to win from Vesta, Dolphin and Anna. If the

owners of the beaten boats were as expert as the owner of Marjorie a
different tale would result. Skimong was conspicuous by her absence

as were others of the second class. First heat }4 mile.

SCHOONERS 48 TO 60lN.
Start, Elapsed. Corrected

May, H. Fisher, 11 29 49 15 13 17 13

Irving B., P. H, Taylor 11 29 12 Gave up.

Dora S , J. Smith ,. 11 29 53 ,18 12 21 06^
Heat won by May.

SECOND HEAT.

May 11 56 13 15 07 17 07

DofaS.'.'.'. 11 50 00 21 15 24 59^
Heat and race won by May.
Third class, triangular J^-mile:

35 TO 42lN. BOATS—FIRST HEAT.

Vesta, J. D. Casey.'. 1 36 47 18 43 22 23

Dolphin, J. Smith 1 37 15 Disqualified.

Marjorie 1 37 55 18 16 20 33

Heat won by Marjorie.
SECOND HEAT.

Vesta 2 10 44 18 16 20 46

Dolphin 2 10 47 17 43 20 10^
Marjorie 2 11 10 16 50 18 85}$
Anna 2 11 06 18 46 21 01

Marjorie won heat and race. Anna, J. O. Meyer, just arrived in

time to sail this heat. The wind was southeast, the course from
West Bay to Point of Rocks and return.

The second race in the Minneapolis Model Yacht Racing Association
third class was run on May 25, four boats competed. The wind was
most provokingly light. Bluebird, owned by Miss F. English, and
sailed by Mr. K. F. English, showed fine light wind powers, and ran
clean away from the other three, beating them by half the length of
the course. Sea Gull, L. Green, won second prize by lm. from C.

Iris's model; Active, W. Hale, giving up after the others had fin-

ished.

The steam yacht race of the Philadelphia Model Y. C. on the Schuyl-
kill came off "on May 30. There was a large number of spectators and
it was a pity that there were not more starters. Only Marion, F.

Mitchell, and Paragon, C. E. Dulin, put in an appearance. The water
was smooth and the current pretty strong. The start was at 9:10 A.
M. from Qirard avenue bridge, Paragon taking the lead and steadily
increasing her advantage, winning the race in 8m. 30s. Marion was
not timed. She does not seem to go so well with her new furnace
arrangement. Paragon is undoubtedly wonderfully improved, and will

he hard to beat in smooth water.—Philadelphia Times.

A race was sailed on the Annisquan River on May 30, the times being
in minutes and seconds:

Length. 1st heat. 2d heat. 3d heat.
Zephyr, E. H. Buckley 30 7 00 7 10 7 05
Jubilee, C. E. Cunningham 42 7 20 8 40 9 20
Madge, F.E. Brown 42 6 10 8 20 9 00
Snap, W. Gardner 42 8 30 8 40 8 45
Romp, E. Davis , 30 Disabled. 7 00 7 55

(^mating.

FIXTURES.

10. Hartford, Spring Regatta, Con- 30. Red Dragon, Spring Regatta,
necticut River. Delaware River.

30. Knickerbocker,Spring Regatta

JULY.

7-21. W. C. A. Meet, Picnic Point, 13-28. A. C. A. Meet, Croton Point.
Bake Mendota, Wis.

AUGUST.

4-11. Owanux Meet.Woodmont,Ct

SEPTEMBER.

3. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass. 15. Red Dragon, Fall Regatta. Del-
3 5. Passaic River Meet. aware River.
5. Ianthe, An., Passaic River.

Eastern Division Meet-Calla Shasta.
The Eastern Division Meet of 1894 was held at Calla Shasta, about

four miles south of Springfield, and has given to canoeists the first
genuine war canoe race. It was as fine a sight as we have ever had
an opportunity to witness as a meet. There were five crews entered,
of nine men each, and the five boats finished not more than three boat
lengths from the first to the last boat. The pace was hoc and the
interest very marked. It was won by the Newton crew with the
Puritans, of Boston second.
The camp opened officially on Monday, although about fifty of the

members came into camp Saturday and Sunday, and by Wednesday
morning there were very close to 150 A. C. A, men in camp. Monday
and Tuesday were spent in short trips and general lounging about
camp with camp fires each evening. Wednesday was given to the rac-
ing, but this, except the war canoe race and the unlimited sailing was
unimportant. There were four entries in the latter, and it was won
by Butler, all the other canoes upsetting before the finish. Butler
also won the Visitors 1 sailing race, for which a handsome cup was
given by the Springfield O C. There were plenty of handsome prizes
but this did uot seem to draw entries as might be expected, and from'
a canoeist's point of view the number of canoes in camp were verv
limited. " J

Nickerson and Rice were ou hand, and it was very gratifying to
the older members to once more see them at a meet. Among°the
visitors outside the Division were: Com. Dorlan-1, Ex-Commodores
Winne and Wilkin, Vice-Corn. Schuyler, L. B. Palmer and Jas K
Hand, Jr. '

'

Mr. Rockwell Cone of the members owning a cottage at Calla
Shasta) was very attentive and courteous iu his care of th-< visitors
Vice-Corn. Barney was m charge, but the details of arrangements and
work in connection with the camp fell upon Purser Knappe who de-
serves the thanks of every canoeist present for the earnest efforts made
in their behalf.
The Division engaged a small ferryboat to run between SpringfieldLong Meadow and Camp, and on Wednesday the people from SDrins-

field came down in large numbers by tins boat as well as by carriages
and practically took possession of everything. '

Mrs. Lester, the owner of the farm house near by, who catered fora large majority of those present, reported that she had nearly aOO todinner on that day.

A. C. A. Membership.
Eastern Division: Herbert Lowell Rich, Geo. E. Blackmer las \V

Hubbard, Wm. A. Blelcok, H. H. Ensworth.
mourner, Jas. W.

International Canoeing.
From, the Field.

Taking another view we do not look upon the Bourne End course as

a happy place for an international race for the challenge cup, nor do

we think the present conditions of the race, which have been altered

from three races to one race, at all fitting for so an important event.

Any one of many common accidents may happen to our visitor or to

our best man during the one race, and there is no appeal to a second
and third day's contest. Grounding, touching a buoy, collision, spar
breaking and ghastly flukes are among the commonly experienced

accidents which enjoin three matches for any important cup, and
these foul chances are vastly multiplied on narrow up-river reaches as
compared with open water Railing.

In America, the canoe races of the New York Club are sailed on
water as open, and often as rough as our Thames Sea Reach, or the

Mersey; with strong tides and the heaw swells of frequent passing
steamers: and on open lakes, miles wide. Whereas Bourne End
Reach is about half a mile long by some 80yd«. across. The tidal

water of Erith. was suggested at the spring meeting, but was not
accepted, the plea against it being that modern canoes could not live

therein a breeze; however, it would be better to be swamped in fair

open water than to be fluked in a ditch, arid we place such handicap
rather against our American visitor.

But there is a more forcible handicap against us in favor of a chal-

lenger from abroad, brought about by the absurdly lax conditions
at present ruling competitions for the challenge cup. A week's
notice is all that is required from challengers, and in the present case
the first intimation of an American challenge comes to us barely
three weeks before the race day. We have more than once during
the last two years urged upon the Royal C C. the danger of
this state of things, especially in view of the stagnation into which
canoe sailing, distinct from canoe yawl sailing, has drifted.

The American Forest and Stream has reproduced our "Notes of the
Week" thus: "In view of the fact that an American canoeist will

visit England this year to compete for the R. C. C challenge cup, the
following from the Field is of special interest. Field says: ' With
the advance of the season, canoemen are becoming aware that, so far
as the metropolitan district is concerned, no new canoes are being
built, notwithstanding the free hand in designing which has been
given by the new rules of classification. It may, of course, be
possible" that new vessels are being built for the members of the
R. 0. C in secluded places, but, unless there are such dark horses
ready to bud forth, the club stands in real danger of seeing, for the
first time, its £50 challenge cup competed for by visitors, and carried
away tor a year without any real attempt at defence by the club.
Under the new rule of classification, it would be absurd to maintain
that the present holder of the cup, the Stella, could except by a fluke,
beat new canoes specially built and fitted for racing, fittted with bulb
fin-keel and una or sloop rig.'

"

Well, here we are, caught in that very position; the real leaders of
canoe sailing either gone off into canoe-yawls or without any new
craft built to full advantage under the altered rules of measurement,
and no time for a defender or defenders to effectively arm themselves
tor the defence of the cup, or to make a show of competitors worthy
of the old Royal C. C. We do hear of one new canoe, which may be
ready in time. It is being built in the country, and said to be for a
Royal C. C. member, well known in racing, Mr. de Quincey, and we
trust this is a fact; but in a matter of international competition it be-
comes the duty of the club to organize a proper defence, and not to
trust merely to private enterprise coming forward.

Major S. T. Fairtlough.
Everyone who was at the Grindstone meets of 1884-5 and 6, knew

Major Fairtlough, and everyone who knew him at all well, most of all

those of the Kingston Military College who attended the meets under
his care, loved him for his many admirable qualities. Since 1886, he
has been on foreign service, mostly on the African coast. The follow-
ing telegram from Kingston to the New York Herald, will be read
with sorrow by all of the older A. C. A. men:
This morning (May 30), Mr. R. T. Walkera. Q. C, received a cable-

gram from England, announcing the death bt Major Fairtlough, R.
A., at Sierra Leone. The intelligence of his death was totally unex-
pected. When the Major last wrote he was in good spirits, having
just gone through a campaign against the Arab slave dealer Fadi Shah
near Bathurst. It was a complete success, and the Major was
highlv commended in the despatches to the War Office.
He was for a long time professor of artillery at the Royal Military

College. On May 25, Colonel McGill received a letter from Major
Fairtlough, in which he stated that the government had pressed upon
him the Governorship of Gambia, and that he had accepted the
position.

Idnge mid %&lhrQ.

Hartford Rifle Club.
Hartford, Conn., June 2.—I inclose you scores made at the an-

nual prize shoot of the Hartford Ride Club, open to all comers, May
30. German ring target, 200yds, off-hand, three-shot strings, three
scores to count. Good light but a very troublesome wind:
S J Lyon 21 25 23-69 25 23 23—71 23 24 25-72-212
F K Rand 25 21 23-69 23 24 24-71 25 22 25—72—212
H M Pope 23 22 25-70 23 23 24-70 23 23 25—71—211
M Dorrler 24 25 20- 09 23 24 22- 69 25 23 22- 70-208
JMFoote, Jr 22 21 24—67 23 22 23- 68 24 21 25—70- 205WD Palmer 20 23 20—65 23 22 21-66 24 22 25-71—202
Bill Nye 22 17 23 02" 22 25 16-63 23 25 25-73—198
D S Seymour 19 23 ;3—65 18 23 23—64 24 22 22-68 197
LS Alien 24 20 19-63 14 24 25-63 25 23 22—70—196
Z C Talbot 24 24 14-63 18 23 22-63 25 21 24—70-196W C Whiting 21 21 21—63 24 20 20-64 24 18 23-65—192
O P Arnold 19 24 20-63 19 21 24—64 20 20 25-65—192W J Dunbar 19 21 22-62 24 24 25 - 63 23 23 19 -65—190
R D Garden 24 18 17- 59 20 23 20-63 25 20 22—67-^-189
J N Lane 21 17 19-57 18 21 23- 62 25 21 20—66-185
FBCovel 21 21 17-59 22 19 20-61 20 23 19-62—182
A H Merriman 20 17 16—53 15 23 19—57 21 20 23—64—174W H Seery 14 17 22 -53 19 20 19-58 21 25 13-80—171
The premium for the best three scores in the morning was won by

Pope with OS 70 71. First flag by Dunbar, last flag by Pope most
flags by Lyon with 12, next most by Pope with 7. H. M. Pope, Sec'y

Rifle at San Antonio.
The regular practice shoot of the San Antonio Rifle Club was well

attended on the 27th inst. The practice was confined to open sights
and some excellent scores were made, as will be seen below, at
200yds., rest, open sights, 10 shots:
EDosch 11 7 9 11 7 10 6 7 6 9-84
AAltman 8 9 12 9 9 11 11 10 9 10-98
R Neumann 799967 10 79 7—80
ESeffel 8 8 11 9 9 7 10 11 9 9-91
AUhl 8 10 9 9 10 12 11 10 11 9—99
Alvis Altmann 9 8 11 989878 7—84
Ulrich 10 678987 10 8 8—81
Heye v 9 6 7 9 6 12 8 8 6 8-79
Herpel 875738998 8—71
At 200yds

,
off-hand, 10 shots:

R Neumann 7 6 0 5 9 7 5 7 6 8-69
AGuenther 7 9. 7 8 8 6 10 8 8 7—78
ESeffel 7 5 8 8 6 10 10 6 9 9—78
C Hummel 9 8 6 10 7 7 5 5 6 9—72
At IfiOyda., rest, open sights:

AUhl 11 11 9 10 11 12 11 10 9 12-106
Dosch 11 10 9 11 7 12 10 9 8 9— 96
Heye 10 10 9 10 8 8 12 10 10 10— 97A Altmann 10 12 8 9 7 10 10 11 12 10—09
Al Altmann 9 12 12 10 9 11 12 9 12 9—105

Excelsior vs. Essex.
A team of ten men from the Essex Rifle Club, of Newark, paid a

visit to the new headquarters of the Excelsior Club, of Jersey City
on Thursday night of last week and participated in a friendly match
with the Excelsior Club team. The ErcaBior Ohio gave cue visitors
a cordial reception and sent tnem home to Newark defeated by a mar
gin of 79 points. Scores:

Excelsior Club Team. Essex Club team
Hennessey 230 Oberst "g^a
J Hughes 233 Walsh 330
Pinney a34 Helms 337
Weber 325 Fritag 339
Channing -33 Schwartz 203
Hansen 244 McCraith 303
McCarthy 222 Dietz 33*W Hughes, Jr aotl Zipfel 203CG Reers .231 Smith oVo
J Marten 226—2268 Dietrich 225—2189

Zettler Rifle Club.
Twelve members of the Zettler Club visited Wissel's Cypress Hills

Park on June 3 to participate in the regular bi-monthly shoot. The
day was an ideal one for the rifle shooting crank, a clear light and
very little wind giving opportunity for the making of high scores.
The best individual score of the day was made by F. C. Ross, who
succeeded in making the fine score of 231 points out of a possible 250.
Holges was second with 225 and Hansen third with 225. On the bulls-
eye target, 4in. center, 3 shots only, Plaisted was first with three and
Ross second with two. On the man target Holges was first, Krauss
second and Flach third. Scores:
German ring target:

Ross 22 23 24 22 24 21 2
' 24 24 25 - 231

22 23 24 24 22 24 1 9 23 24 24—229
20 20 22 25 23 23 21 22 25 22— 2-.:3

Holges 22 25 19 24 25 21 22 23 24 21—226
22 25 24 20 20 24 19 23 22 21-220
21 21 17 25 23 22 24 23 22 20- 218

Flach

25

21 20 23 23 23 22 24 19 24—224
22 23 23 22 19 20 22 25 23 22 -221
23 16 24 21 21 23 21 25 21 22—217

Plaisted 23 24 21 20 23 22 24 21 22 22—221
25 24 23 21 23 16 22 16 24 25-219
24 22 19 21 24 22 23 23 20 20-218

Hansen 22 24 20 22 24 22 23 23 23 22-225
22 21 15 23 25 21 20 21 23 21—212
20 22 19 23 21 21 21 20 23 22—212

C G Zettler 20 23 22 23 23 23 18 21 18 21—212
22 22 24 20 22 20 21 19 17 22—209
20 21 18 23 23 17 23 22 16 25-208

PF Schmidt 25 19 22 25 23 17 24 20 25 20-220
25 22 23 24 22 18 24 21 12 22-212
18 22 22 20 23 25 21 17 22 21—211

G Krauss 24 20 22 18 21 20 21 20 17 25 - 208
24 20 21 17 25 19 22 21 20 17—207
23 17 21 20 23 24 19 25 20 13-205

M B Engel 22 21 20 23 23 22 22 23 23 17—213
21 1.2 19 17 23 23 19 21 22 24—210
20 20 19 24 21 18 23 20 20 18—203

B Zettler 23 16 25 23 23 15 25 18 24 18- 210
15 22 21 23 16 20 10 20 17 17—181
15 16 21 14 18 24 18 13 12 23—174

J Gunther 24 17 19 20 22 19 23 14 15 15-188
17 24 21 12 23 10 0 23 25 10-173
7 12 15 20 19 15 16 21 18 12-155

G W Downs 21 19 19 20 20 18 17 22 11 18—185
21 12 16 23 21 20 17 19 17 19-185
0 22 22 22 25 21 13 12 14 13-164

Bullseye target, 4in. center, 3 shots, possible 3: Plaisted 3, Ross 2,
Holges 1, Gunther 1.

Man target, 3 shots, possible 60: Holges 58, Krauss 57, Flach 56,
Engel 55 Ross 52, B. Zettler 52.

Chicago and St. Louis.
The second telegraph match of ihe series of three, between the

Missouri Rifle and Pistol Club, St. Louis and the Pastime Club, of
Chicago, took place on the evening of May 22. As in the previous
match, the shooting took place in the galleries of the Messrs. togersoll
and Capt. Schaaf, respectively. Following are the e cores:

The Pastime Club.
Fred Ingersoll 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 9 9 7-94
T J Storr 9 9 9 10 8 8 8 10 10 10-91
GNewpert 10 10 9 8 8 10 10 10 9 9-93
F W Morgan 8 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 8 8—91
RSMcBean 8 8 8 10 10 10 9 9 9 8-89
LF Ingersoll 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 8 8-93
J H George 10 10 7 7 7 10 10 10 10 7—88
C A Hankie 9 9 9 8 10 10 10 9 9 8—91—730

Missouri Rifle and Pistol Club.
Capt Schaaf 9 9 7 10 9 10 10 10 10 8-93
RWStaley 10 8 9 10 9 10 9 9 10 10—94
APGosnell 10 9 10 9 7 7 9 7 10 10-88
ChasVogtJr 0 9 10 10 10 10 10 9 9 10—95
SJDorman 10 9 9 9 8 9 10 10 9 10—93
F Hutchinson 8 10 10 10 9 10 10 9 9 8-94
Wm Bauer 5 6 9 9 8 9 10 8 10 10-84—740
Score of ninth and tenth men.

Col R Buchanan 7 9 10 8 9 9 8 8 10 10-87
H H Henderson, 9 9 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 9—96
The conditions required ten men to a team, ten shots each on a

standard target. A St. Louis gentlemen, informs me that Mr. Inger-
soll promised to have ten men sure in this event "or bust a string,"
but he wired during the progress of the shoot that he could not get
ten shooters together. This left two of the best shots of the St. Louis
team out of the shoot, namely Col. Buchanan and Mr. Henderson.
On the scores of the eight best, St. Louis is twenty-two points ahead.
A correspondent, anentthis shoot, writes me as follows:
"I wonder or would like to know the population of Chicago, when a

city like it cannot raise ten men from a three-year-old club."
Mr. Frederickson refereed at St. Louis for Chicago, and Mr. E. E.

Dalton officiated for St. Louis, at Chicago, in the like capacity.
B. Waters.

Heidenreich Rifle Club Prize Shoot.
The Heidenreich Rifle Club held its third annual prize shoot and fes-

tival in Lion Park on May 27 and 28. The weather conditions on Ihe
first day were fine for outdoor sport, and as a consequence there was
a fairly good attendance of riflemen. The second day opened dull and
cloudy and in the early part of the afternoon heavy showers began to
prevail, and the day closed decidedly out of gear from a picnic point
of view. The shooting programme was of that liberality to call for
liberal patronage from our local experts. The ring target called for
14 prizes, ranging from $35 down to §2, two best tickets to count. '>n
the bullseye target there were 12 prizes, ranging from $20 to $2, the
best center shot to count. There were also 8 premiums for the most
bullseyes, ranging from $10 to $2. The length of the range is about
280ft. and the shooting was limited to .22cal. rifles only. The scores
are appended:
Ring target, tickets 3 shots, two best to count:

G Schlicht ....72 63—140 L Buss 67 64-131
L Flach 69 69-138 LSchmidt..! 65 65—130
M Dorrler 70 67—137 W Rosenbaum 65 64—129
VHorn 69 67-136 L Vogel 65 61-129
H Holges 69 67—136 M C Muzzeo 64 63—127
F C Ross 67 6-S-133 M Roedel 62 61—12S
E Fisher 66 65—131 WDalton 62 61-123
Best bullseye: W. Koch 25 degrees, L. Flach 27, V. Horn 30, £1. Bush

35, W. Dalton 25, G. Schlicht 36, H. Holges 37, F. C. Ross 39, T. Mc-
Manus 39, L. Enders 40. F. Goodman 42, Roedel 42
Most bullseyes: V. Horn 69. F. C. Ross 31, G. Schlicht 30, W. Rosen-

baum 24, S. Schmidt 22, H. Holges 20, M. Radler 14, W. Koch 10.

Faterson Rifle Association.
Nine members of the Paterson Rifle Association met on the Bunker

Hill range on May 27 for practice. Owing to the fact that there had
been no practice shooting for the past four weeks the members were
all a little off in form. Scores:
Wm Dutcher 15 18 15 17 15 19 17 20 18 14—168

15 18 16 15 16 17 13 20 14 17—161
Jas Welcher. 18 19 19 0 17 19 17 16 20 19—164

19 20 17 19 18 20 18 17 15 14-177
Jas Foster 19 16 17 17 14 13 15 15 15 19—160

14 15 19 13 18 19 16 16 16 18-167
B Maskell 18 16 18 18 16 16 15 18 17 14—166

10 17 12 16 18 15 20 15 14 18-161
A Newby 15 17 15 18 19 17 12 14 18 16—165

18 17 17 18 18 15 16 20 15 16—170
T Kelley 17 12 16 19 16 19 19 15 15 18—168
Chas Bradley 13 17 15 19 16 19 18 18 14 15 163
Jess Foster 19 12 15 12 18 18 19 18 18 15-164
Jas Welcher 15 14 15 16 17 14 18 19 19 15—162

Williamsburgh Shooting Society.
Eight members of the Williamsburgh Shooting Society partici-

pated in the regular practice shoot at Wissel's Cypress Hills Park
on June 3. The following appended scores were made by the mem-
bers participating, 10 shots, German ring target:
Ross 229 231 Menninger 193 198
C W Horney, Jr 210 212 Gunther 173 188
Geb Krauss 207 208 Albrecht 175 186
Worn 203 209

Schlicht Riflle Club.
A'-" the weekly gallery shoot of the Schlicht Club, May 33, ton mem-

bers were present to compete tor the class medal. The medal
winners are as follows: M. Dau« champion medal, Jscob Diehl first
class medal, Aug. Meyer gpcond class medal, John Diedrick third
class medal. Scores: Geo. Schlicht 240, M. Daus 230, Wm. Schlicht
222, Aug. Meyer 228, Jacob Schlicht 224, Jacob Diehl 225, Geo. ReShSE
224, Obas. Meyer 216, C, Schlicht 214, John Dedrick 226.
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New York Rifle Club.

The New York Rifle Club held its second practice shoot in Armbrus-
ter's Park, Greenville, on Saturday of last -week. The weather was
warm and cloudy, with a strong southwest wind. Light showers in

the latter part of tho afternoon interfered somewhat with the rifle-

men. Dr. Chadbourne, with his lit tie .25-15 Stevens, made the highscore
of the day; Major Shorkley, with the aid of his .25-20 Remington, was
second with 88. On the German ring target, three shots per man only,

Isbell was high with the fine score of 73 out of a possible 75. Gensch
and Moss tied for second place with 67 each. Scores, 10 shotB, stand-

ard American target:
DrChadhourne 89 91 Isbell 83 87

Major Shorkley 80 88 Moss 65 74

CE Gensch 84 85 Major Crocker 53 61

Downs 68 70
German ring target, 3 shots, possible 75: Isbell 73, Gensch 67, Moss

67, Downs 54. Chadbourne 51.

Conlim-s Target Show.
Manhattan Athletic Club, New York, May 21.—Editor Forest and

Stream: I beg to inform you that I have just received from Sir Henry
Halfnrd, the distinguished English rifleman, some of the best scores

of rifle shooting lately made in Great Britain. I also have the latest

scores of the champion revolver shot of England, Mr. Walter Winans,
- together with photographs of many of the European champions. A
collection has also been received by me from the celebrated gallery of

Monsieur Gaston Eennette, 39 Avenue d'Autin, Champs Elysees, Paris,

showing the most remarkable revolver shooting made in the late

great match for the championship of France. I have the pleasure to
invite your readers, whom I know to be interested in rifle and pistol

shooting, to visit my gallery and inspect them. Jas. S. Conun.

Greenville Rifle Club.

Fifteen members of the Greenville Club were present on Friday
night, to participate in the handicap class shoot. W. C. Collins with
his five point handicap succeeded in defeating the old veteran, M.
Dorrler by one point, for first prize in the first class. Class winners:
First class: -Collins first. Dorrler second, Second class:—Chase
first, Chavant second Scores: Dorrler 243, Collins 238, Seheeline 233,

Agneau 230, Spabu 230, Fogen 221. Graef 222, C. Boag 235, J. Boag 236,

Purkess 234, Dodds 234, Chavant 236, Gotthardt 228, Chase 236, Daniels

218.

Pittsburgh Rifles.

Pittsburgh, Pa,, May 25.—The regular weekly shoot of the Pitts-

burgh Rifle Club was held at the club grounds at Salt Works yester-
day, Standard target, 200yds., off-hand:
Hodgden 79 83 84 87 Keggie 75 79 75 80

Brehm 78 78 82 80 Italy 68 67 69 70

Stener 77 76 81 S2 Gilbert 77 75 75 75
Projectile.

Palisade Rifle Club.

The following appended scores were shot at the weekly shoot of
the Palisade Club on May 27, 10 shots, distance 25yds.: C. Hemberger
220, Henry C. Zuelch 202, Fred Esperer 233, George Dorr 237, Adolph
Ahles 212, Fred Krobatsch 231.

RIFLE NOTES.
Sixteen members of the New York Rifle Club visited Armbruster's

Park, Greenville, N. J., on Decoration Day, and held an all day shoot.
The weather was mild and pleasant and some good scores were made,
the scores will be found in another column.

On Saturday of last week, at the weekly shoot of the New York
Rifle Club, Major Shorkley made a run of 21 8in. bulls, shooting
off-hand. The Major shoots a .25-20 Remington rifle, with telescope
attachment. When one considers the age of this old veteran, his
shooting is somewhat remarkable.

On Wednesday of last week, on the Greenville range, Plaisted made
the following run of 25 shots on the Standard target, off-hand, with
Ballard .38-55, using the 255 patched bullet and powder charge as fol-

lows: 6grs. Leonard nitro, and 42grs. Hazard F. G. The third and
twenty-third shots were the fault of bid holding. Score:

896 10 9 10 88999 10 898 10 998 8 10 9 5 9 10=217
Average 8.6. This score was followed by a 10-shot score upon the
German ring target, same conditions, with the following result:

24 22 20 25 25 23 23 22 23 20=227

Three members of the Greenville Rifle Club visited Armbruster's
Park on Saturday afternoon of last week and participated in off-hand
practice. Their scores are appended:
C Boag 21 16 16 24 22 23 25 21 21 24—213
C Seheeline 16 22 18 21 16 18 21 24 16 24-196
JSpahn 23 12 23 17 23 18 24 20 21 18-189

The Columbia Schiitzen Corps will hold its annual festival and prize
shoot in Cypress Hill Park, June 10-11. Fifteen cash prizes ranging
from $20 to $2 will be put up for the competing marksmen.

The New York Behuetzen Corps has sent out its programme for the
thirty-seventh annual festival and prize shoot, which takes place in
Union Hill Park, 3 une 20 and 21. Five hundred dollars in cash prizes
and premiums will be offered for the experts to compete for.

Barney Zettler tried the combination charge of nitro and black
powder in his rifle last week, but he neglected to temper his bullets to

the proper hardness necessary for the load, and the result was a much
leaded barrel. With a little further experience he will reach satis-

factory results, i

'

tShaating.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
June 4-9.—Illinois State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Chicago. W. L. Shepard, Seo'y.
June 5-7.—Iowa State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Independence. Iowa.
June 5-7.—Wilmington (Del.) Rod and Gun Club tournament.
June 7-9.—Oregon State Sportsmen's Association's tournament,

under auspices of Willimette Gun Club, at Portland, Oregon.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y,, under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.

June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-
ment. Address R. C. Griseom, Sec'y, Atlantic City. N. J.

June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest's tenth
annual tournament, under auspices of Tacoma Rifle, Rod and Gun
Club, at Tacoma, Wash.; $1,500 added money; open to the world. E.
E. Ellis, Sec'y.
June 16.—Boiling Springs Gun Club, Rutherford, N. J. Mixed race

at 100 blueroeks, $5 entry, 15 entries or over, 5 moneys, open to ama-
teurs only.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June 20 21.—Belfast (Me.) tournament, under the management of

Belfast Gun Club. Chas. R. Coombs, Sec'y.
June 26.—Union Gun Club tournament in conjunction with monthly

team shoot of New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, at Springfield, N. J.

June 27-28.—Interstate* Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
sixth tournament, under the auspices of the Elwood Gun Club, at
Elwood, Ind. Elwood Gun Club will add $200.

June 28.—New England Shooting Association championship tourna-
ment, under the auspices of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club, at Hart-
ford, Conn.
June 28-29.—Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club's first annual tourna-

ment. H. W. Brown, Sec'y
July —Orangeville (Md.) tournament; open to all. J. A Hartner,

Sec'y.
,

July 4.—Towanda Rod and Gun Club's sixth annual tournament, at
Towanda, Pa.
July 4-6.—Winner Cartridge Co.'s second tournament, at St. Louis.

Blueroeks and sparrows; open to the world. J. L. Winston, Sec'y.
July 4-6.—Central City Gun Club tournament, at Duluth.
July 5-6.—Little Rock (Ark.) Shooting Association tournament,

open to all. Address Paul R. Litzke, Sec'y, Eittle Rock.
July 16-18.—Standard Gun Club tournament, at Baltimore, Md.; $150

added.
July 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associations's

seventh tournament, tinder the auspices of the Kentucky Gun Club, at
Louisville, Ky. The Kentucky Gun Club will add from $200 to $400.

July 18-19.—Dr. Wallade's bluerock target and live bird tourna-
ment, at Newport, Mich.
July 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fourth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse
July 26 —New England Shooting Association championship tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Willimantic Rod and Gun Club, at
Willimantic, Conn.
Aug. 13-18.—John Parker's fourth international tournament, blue

rock targets and live birds, at Des-chree-shos-ka Island, near Detroit,

Micb.
, k

Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual
tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Aug. 23.—New England Shooting Association championship tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Atlantic Trap Shooting Association,

at Lynn, Mass.
Aug. 29.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fifth tourna-

ment, at Auburn.

Trophy Scores of Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, May 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Garfield Gun
Club has held four regular shoots this season, one on each Saturday
in May, but only one score has appeared in your columns, and that
was somewhat disfigured by beiug telescoped with the copy sent you
by our friend Goodrich, secretary of the Eureka Gun Club. Goodrich
evidently feels '•hat the disfiguration was the other way, as I see that
he is sitting up nights to get his report in a week earlier than we can
possibly do, to avoid accidents. If it had been any other club's scores
we should have put on our war paint and run down and scalped the
devil in your composing room who mixed up the forms; but they
shoot fairly well, passably so (beat us twice last year, but keep it

dark), and after a little more practice will be able to travel in good
company, and then we'll not care so much if the scores are mixed.
The Oarfield Gun Club is divided into three classes, A, B and C, and

a trophy is swarded each month to that member in each class who
in? kes the highest percentage in his three best scores. The trophy
contest is shot every Saturday afternoon on the club grounds, at 25
blueroeks, known trap, unknown angles. The winners are barred for

the succeeding two months, so as to insure a better distribution of the
trophies, which are the same for each of the classes. For the May
contest there were given three genuine sole leather gun cases of latest

design, fitted with lock and key, pockets, etc. The contestants do not
know what the trophies are to be until the final shoot, so that the
element of surprise is added to the pleasure of victory. As we have
been neglectful of our duty in forwarding scores on time, we will not
send them now as they are somewhat stale and musty, but inclose

instead the following tabulated statement of our May trophy shoots:

Class A.
Percentage

May 5. May 12. May 19. May 26. 3 best scores
25 21 17 21 89U

W Palmer 25 22 20 20
20 24 21 21 . 88
21 21 23 21 86%
19 21 11 21
21 17 20 11

O von Lengerke
C P Richards

23
22

23
19

18 20
fipn Rrnwn 16
Adams won A trophy on shoot off

R S Mott
Class
20

B.
23 22 21 88

22 22 18 20

81}JM L Bowers 20 17 21 20
14 18 18 19 73^
17 20 16 69^

Dr J W Meek 21 24
Geo Lauterbach 14 19
F E Pilz 20
W Northcott , 16
Mott won B trophy.

Class
18

C.
19 14 22 78%

20 14 17 17 72
21 18 13 - 69^
18 17

T Smith 17 11
13 13

Dr Wescott , 13
A Cruver 12
A W Jones 11

S M Meek ii
FR Campbell
Ackerman won C trophy.

'8

r! s . M., Sec'y.

Calumet Heights Gun Club.

Mr. G. C. Lamphere, secretary of the Calumet Heights Gun Club,
writes me as fodows, concerning club matters: "The recent storms
have prevented the usual number coming down to our club over Sun-
day. Still our .average attendance is about thirty-five weekly, which
number will increase largely when the weather gets settled.

"A fine view of last week's storm was had from our club house, as
we are located on the extreme southern end of Lake Michigan.
"The three-masted schooner H. B. Moore, which was driven ashore

during Friday night, has been abandoned and given to our manager,
Mr. H. W. S'tarr. She lies about 500yds. west of the club house. As
the storm destroyed our five traps, trap stand, etc., our weekly con-
test for the diamond trophies could not take place last week, and in

order to make up for the loss of the shoot we repaired our traps and
shot two contests this week. Both matches were shot in the teeth of
a gale of wind, blowing 30 or 40 miles per hour."
The club's lease of the property is considered good for ten years

longer. Their shooting events are popular and enjoyable.
Following is the score of May 17:

Diamond Trophy Contest at 40 targets. 5 known traps and angles:
s m Booth oiioioioiim'iiiooiiii-iiiioioiiiiiiniii—32
AC Paterson 1110111111111111111101111111101010111101—34
Geo E Marshall 0011000101111110000011110111101000110011—22

G C Lamphere 1111111111011111111011111111011111101011—35
ET Elliott 0011000110101101100101000000010101111101—19
A P Harper OOOOHOOOlOOlOlOnOOlllOOOOMOlOllOnOlll—17
W B Chapman OOOOOlOOlOlOOOlOlllinilOOOllllOllOllllO-22
GeoKnowles 0001110010110110U1111010111111101111010-27
AW Carlisle OOOlOOOlOOllllllOOOOOOlOllllOOOOlOHOOOO—16
E S Morse 1011001011111110101111111110101001100001—26
J E Hinkens OOOOOlOlOlOmOlllOOlOllllllOlllllllllOl—26
W Metcalfe 0010001OOOOlllOOOOOOOOHOlOl0001011 00100—13
G. C Lamphere first in class A; G Knowles in class B; A. P. Harper

class C.

May 26.—Diamond medal contest, 40 targets, 5 known traps and
angles, Calumet Heights Gun Club;
S M Booth 1111111111190011111111101111111101011110-33
GE Marshall 0011110001011111111110001101101110111001—26
E T Elliott

,
1101110111111001000110111111100111111101—29

A C Paterson OllOllilllllllllllOinooilOllOlllllOllOll—30
G C Lamphere 1011111111111111101101111111111101111111—37
W B Chapman 0000010101011111011110111011111111001011—26
G Knowles OllOlOllOlllllOlllOllllOlllllimilllllll—32
A W Carlisle 1101000010110100100000111010001001101010—17
E S Morse 1010110011010011111011111111111110111101—30
J E Hankins 1111111111111111111010111011010000111001—30
W Metcalfe OOOOnOuOUOuOluOOnoOOOlOOOlllOlOOOOlllH—18
A R Harper ,.. .0100101001000000010001101010010000111011—15
G. C. Lamphere first in Class A, G. Knowles in Class B, A. R. Harper

in Class C. B. Waters.

Fargo Gun Club.
Fargo, N D., June 1—Inclosed find the scores as made on Decora-

tion Day by the Fargo Gun Club. The Lyon-Carpenter event was
close from start to finish The score when 10 targets had been shot
placed Carpenter one in the lead. The next 10 evened the scores.
Lyon gained one on the last 10 and won the match. It is probable that
a match will be arranged between the same parties again. Mr. Rob-
bins chose Mr. Lyon, and they will shoot a match against any other
two trap shooters, residents of North Dakota, They will not have to
wait long for a match, as several members of the Fargo Gun Club are
anxious to shoot against the team
The complete scores are as follows:
No. 1, 10 singles, known traps: :Carpenter 8, Lyon 8, Robbins 7, Akin

7, Ercanbrack 9, Roberts 9, Schofield 2.

No. 2, 5 pairs: Carpenter 8, Lyon 8, Robbins 8, Akin 5, Ercanbrack 9,

No. 3, special match, Lyon vs. Carpenter, 30 targets, 10 singles,
known traps, 10 singles, unknown traps, and 5 pairs: Lyon 24, Car-
penter 23.

No. 4, hadge score, 15 singles, unknown traps and 5 pairs: Akin 18,

Carpenter 14, Ercanbrack 13, Lyon 22, Robbins 19. Roberts 11, Scho-
field 10.

No. 5, 10 singles, known traps, unknown angles: Carpenter 9, S. S.
Lyon 6, Robbins 7, Reutschler 7, Roberts 5, C. A, Lyon 6.

No. 6, 15 singles, unknown traps, and 5 pairs: Lyon 15, Robbins 19,

Roberts 19, Kimmel 14, Reutschler 5, Schofield 7. C. E. B.

Scores at Kearneysville.
Kearnetsville, W. Va.—The shoot recently held here was a grand

success. It demonstrates clearly that Mr. W. H. Kearfott, who man-
aged it, understands how to get up a shoot. There was not a hitch in

the management or even one contention which is so often seen at.

shooting tournaments. The shooters "ere all of one accord in voting

Mr. Kearfott their thanks for his kind and hospitable treatment.
There were fully one hundred shooters present. The Winchester and
Harper's Ferry'boys seem to have it all their own way. They should
have been handicapped as they are professional shooters without a
doubt. The great success which attended the shoot caused the shoot-

ers to insist upon Mr. Kearfott holding another one some time this

summer, which he has decided to do about the first of August, which
will be an all-day shoot. Shoot No. 1 at 25 single Keystone targets:

Drambaugh 000001101 1001010100110000— 9

Marshall 0000101100100100010100101— 9

Bratt 0001001100011001001001001— 9

Stridor 1011001101101001110100010-13

Alexander 001 01 1 000101 000011 0100010— 9

Osbourn 01 00000001 1 (Ml 001 001 1 0010- H

Anderson 0111101011110111010011100-16

Longerbean 0100110010000111100100100—10

Ffensbaw 1000010100001101100101101—11

Little 000010101000101 1010111100-11

Turner 0001010010000010010011001— 8

Osbourn 1010001101100100011101000—11

Jackson 0110100111011000110111111-16

No. 2:

Haddox. ...11101101111111111111—18 Longerb'n.0101000000n00"000O00- 2

Maddox . . .OOlOOOlOOOlOllllll'O—10 Alexander. 00010010001 111110001— 9

Spencer. ...11101111101001010101 -13 Billmver. .,11111111110111101011—17

Miller 001 1 1 1 11 1 101 1 1111111—17 Jackson. . . .0010010001000101 1001— 7

Gatrel 01011011111101011101-14 Bratt Ilonlll01000000"000- 8

Anderson. .11011011001100110110-12 Gipson 11111101111111101001-16

No. 3: Miller 13, Haddox 14, Spencer 8, Gatrel 8, Billmyer 10, Dram-
baugh 7, Alexander 5, Gipson 12, Maddox 11:

No. 4: P. W. Miller 11, Haddox 11, Spencer 14, Billmyer 11, Ander-
son 8, Alexander R. Kearfott 3.

No. 5: Spencer 16, Gatrel 14, Haddox 17, Anderson 12, Gipson 15,

Miller 16, Maddox 12, Alexander 8, Billmyer 8, Little 5.

No Mayor's Address at Utica.

"There will not be one thousand shooters in attendance, neither
will there be a special train, nor an address of welcome from the
mayor of the city, but in the place of the same there will be the usual
jolly crowd of sportsmen, to whom will be extended the fraternal
greeting that the old Oneida County Sportsmen's Association knows
so well how to extend. Come and see us, one and all." So wrote
Messrs. A. S. Hunter, H. L. Gates and John Cummings, Jr., executive
committee of the New York State shoot at Utica next week, under the
auspices of the Oneida Association.
The shooting will be at Riverside Park, Ave minutes' walk from

Bagg's and the St. James hotels, beginning at 8 A. M., June 11. The
annual meeting will be held Monday, June 11, at 8 o'clock in the even-
ing, in the parlors of Bagg's Hotel. The association headquarters will

be at Bagg's Hotel.
Arrangements have been made for reduced railroad fare. When

purchasing tickets, visitors should be careful to ask the ticket agent
for a certificate.
The Oneida County Sportsmen's Association have aimed to present

a programme not too lavish in its outlay of cash, yet one that will be
satisfactory to the trap-shooters of the Empire State. The pro-
gramme for the State events is of a character to attract the shooters
of this State, the sweepstake events are wide open without handicap,
and will attract many shooters from without the State of New York.
We have the finest target grounds in the world, bar none; there are
no long and tiresome street car and 'bus rides, but a veritable shoot-
ers' paradise at your hotel door.
We shall have four sets of expert bluerock traps with electric pulls

located as near to each other as possible; this prevents the shooters
being scattered Two sets of these traps will be devoted to regular
State events and two sets to sweepstakes; only one regular event will
be permitted at a time, and only one sweepstake event at a time. By
a system new at this shoot, a shooter will make his entries so that by
no possibility will he be called for in two places at the same time.
The regular event traps will be set for ordinary flights, while the

sweepstake traps will be set to throw as heard as possible The shoot-
ers who participate in our sweepstake events will never be heard to
complain of "duffer birds."

Champions of the World.
A friend sends a news clipping, showing in the same column the fol-

lowing reports of matches:
"Dayton, O., May 28.—J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, champion live

bird shot of the world, and Rolla O. Heikes, of this citv, who holds the
same distinction of the clay pigeon traps, indulged in a 100 live bird
contest this afternoon at the base ball park for the world's champion-
ship and $100 a side. The race was closely contested throughout and
resulted in a victory for Elliott by a score of 96 to 90.'"

Of course, this makes Mr. Elliott champion of the world some more.
But what is he going to say to this"?

"Richmond, Va., May 28.—The second of a series of pigeon shooting
matches took place here to-day between William Tell Mitchell, of Vir-
ginia, and E. D. Fulford, of New York, for the championship of the
world, 100 birds and §250 a side. As on the occasion of the first con-
test, Fulford won, killing 48 birds in fifty shoots, against 47 by Mitchell.
This ends the contest."
No, it doesn't end the contest of championships. My friend says:

"Suppose there were a sufficiency of world's championship contests
arranged for the 28th, and the press representative of Interstate

—

Prairie Gun Club symposium got left."
'

There are champions, and champions, and then ag'in champions.
Let the merry war go on. We'll every one be champions, by-and by.

E. H.

For the Juvenile Championship.
Following is a copy of a letter addressed to Mr. Ed. Bingham, one

of the celebrated trap shots of Montgomery Ward & Co.'s staff. It
will prove interesting to all boys who aspire to competitive honors.
It, too, contains a very generous admission on the part of Mr. Bisson,
as his son Master Alfred won the event to which he refers.

B. Waters.
Chicago, May 24.—Dear Sir: As your protege, Master Charles Burr,

is undoubtedly the best trap shot of the three boys who contested for
the juvenile medal at the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Asso-
ciation's tournament, in fairness to him, I will make a proposition for
another contest for the juvenile championship of the United States
under sixteen years of age, the match to be at 50 targets, known traps
and angles, price of entrance $5, targets to be paid by each contestant,
10-gauge guns barred.
All entrance money to go towards the purchase of a solid gold medal,

said medal to be contested for three times before it becomes personal
property. Any lad challenging holder of medal to deposit the amount
of cost of medal. C. H. Bisson.

Close Shooting at RivertonJ
Philadelphia, June 4.—The shooting match between R. A. Welch

and Fred. Hoey for the Riverton Challenge Plate, which took place
to-day at Riverton, resulted in a close race, won by Welch by 1 bird,
the score being 91 to 90. It was not a particularly good day for shoot-
ing, as the heat had made the birds listless, and they did not rise well
when the traps were sprung:
R A Welch 22212222222121122210222121211011111121200121111122

001222212120121112122221222212121 22122222101 1 12220—91
Fred Hoey 12211111122221221212221222122111112012122222222220

02212220221012210222202222222122222222220220212202—90

Kansas State Shoot.
All signs are favorable for a large attendance at the Kansas State

shoot, to be held at Topeka, June 12, 13 and 14. The management an-
nounce that an open rate of one fare for round trip has been granted
by all roads during the tournament, from all KanSHS points and Kan -

sas Citv, and St. Joseph, Missouri. The adoption of the North handi-
cap has met with much favor from the amateur shooters of the State,
and a large number Have already notified the secretary of their inten
tion to be present. Programmes can be had by addressing the secre-
tary, Mr. J. C. Clark, afc Topeka.

"Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner."
There has just come from the Forest and Stream press an ex-

tremely useful pocket reference book for trap-shooters. Its full title

reads: "Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner. A series of tables showing
at a glance the division of purses under all conditions, simple and
complex, with entries from one to fifty. For use by individuals, clubs
and tournaments. Compiled by J. O. Clark, Secretary Kansas State
Sportsmen's Association." Price 25 cents, postpaid, by Forest and
Stream Pub. Co.
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Pansy Tournament,
Kingston, N. Y„ June 1.—The members of the Pansy Gun Club and

their guests had a splendid afternoon's sport on their grounds on
Memorial Day. The principal event was a team shoot between fifteen

men from the Pansy Gun Club and a like number from the Marl-
borough Gun Club, this being the return match of a contest between
these clubs at Marlborough three weeks ago. Rarely has a combina-
tion of natural circumstances been more propitious for the success
of an event of this kind than during the earlier part of the shoot.

The temperature was delightful, while the bright rays of the sun
were concealed behind clouds just dense enough to suit the marks-
men. During the latter half, however, the wind piped merrily as a
squally southwester swept over the ground, causing the targets to

twist about in every conceivable direction. The light too commenced
to get decidedly baffling, fitful gleams of sunshine alternating rapidly
with spells of grim, gray squalls. It was close to noon before the
first trap was pulled and from then on until 6 o'clock a steady fusi-

lade continued until over 3,000 targets had been disposed of. After
the contests the Pansy Club, together with the Marlborough team as
guests, went to the Eagle Hotel, where they enjoyed a sumptuous
supper. Following are the ^ cores of the match and a few of the
sweeps:

Pansy Gun Club.

H Meyer 1111101111010110110101001—17

Geo Styles 1111111111011010111110111—21

W S Smith 1111011111111111111111111-24

Geo Johnston 0111101111111111011101011—20

CHume 1111011110101111011101111—20

L Gakenheimer 0000010011110001001011000— 9

J Cable 1111101111110111101111111—22

J Schaffer 1010001101 1 1 1 1 10101111111—18
W C Van Anden 1101111101111101010100111—18

Wm Weston 101111011111111)011111111—22

W H Van Gaasbeek 0111111111000001111111111—19

JHines 1111101111011111011100001—18

Geo Cramer 1110011111111101111011111—21

R J Carroll 1101010101111110111110101—18

J R Kenyon 1111111111111111011111111-24—291
Marlborough Gun Club.

F Vail 1111111111111111110111111—24
F Covert. 1111111111110101011110111-21

J Rhodes lllOOllllOOllOHOiOllllll—18
N T Kniffin 1011001010110111101111011—17

C Baxter 100111 01 1
1 001 1 0001 1 01 1101—15

CMillerd 1111010110111100011110010—16

C W Frost 0011111111110111011011111—20

C Bingham 1101111110010010011101111-17
O Dawes lllllllOlOllllOllOOOO 1000—15
J Rhodes lllllllllOHllOllilllllli—23
O P Mitchell 1111111111111111111101111—24
L McMullen 1001111010100011011010001—13
E V Covert 0111101111111000110000011—15
A Fuller 1111100111011011011111111—20
H Wyatt 1111111111111011111111111—24—282
No. 1, 10 biuerocks, known angles: Van Anden 10. Myer 10, Kenyon

6, F. Covert 9, H. Wyatt 9, Mitchell 9, Fuller 8, E. Covert 6, Van G-. 8,

Merritt 7, Vail 10, Millard 10.

No. 2, 15 biuerocks: Smith 13, F. Covert 11, Myer 14, Van Anden 14,
Mitchell 14, Vail 15, Baxter 11, Cramer 12, Van G. 15, Fuller 9, Kenyon
13, Merritt 9, Carroll 13.

No. 3, 10 biuerocks: Merritt 9, E. Covert 8, Schaffer 8, Wyatt 8. J.

Rhodes 7, Myer 8, Van G. 5, Smith 9, Hines 7, T. Rhodes 9, F. Covert 8,
Vail 10.

Ties on 8 shot off miss and out: E. Covert 1, F. Covert 1, Wyatt 1,
Schaffer 2, Myer 3. J. D. S.

Business Men's Gun Club.
Weir. Citv, Kansas. June 1.—The Business Men's Gun Club at this

place held their medal shoot on Wednesday, May 30, which was at-
tended by a fair representation of thn club. After the regular con-
test several sweeps were shot. Results are given in the scores which
are inclosed herewith:

Regular medal contest:
Franks (allowed 5) 0111110101011111111011110—94
Doan (5) OlOllOOOllllOiillOUlllll—23
Abbott (4J> 0011011101010011111111101—21
C«lhoun 1111101111111111110111110-22
Morrison (8) 1010001101011011010101101—22
Holmes (4) 1111010101011011010101100-19
«ranat (10) 0000001 1011111111 00101000-22
Kirk (12) 0101100110110101110101100-26
Ayers (4) ' lOOOOOOlUlOOJl 10101000011—14
Mcllhany

, OlOlOOOllltnilOOliiliiii—18
Dannenberg (7) 1010101 1 1000111 1 100011000-20
Best 1101111011011100110101100—16
Timberlake 111001.011111011111110)111-20
McKim (4) 0111101111110111111110111—25
Kirk wins first gold medal, McKim wins second gold medal.
Sweepstakes, 10 single targets:

Best 1110111001—7 Abbott 1010111001—6
Timbenake 0111011111—8 Dannenberg 0100101010—4
Mcllhany 1101111111—9 Holmes 0111111111—9
McKim 0101111000—5 Morrison 1011111111—9
Pranks 1101110111—8 Ayers 0111101100-6
Same: Best 8, Timberlake 9, Mcllhany 8, McKim 10. Franks 7 At-

bott 8, Dannenberg 9, Holmes 8. Morrison 8, Ayers 7, Sowers 8.
Same: Best 7, Timberlake 10, Mcllhany 8. McKim 8, Franks 9, Ab-

bott S, Sowei s 7, Holmes 6. Ayers 5, Morrison 5.

Same: Best 10, Timberlake 10, Mcllhany 9. McKim 7, Franks 6 Ab-
bott 8, Sowers 9, Holmes 8, Ayers 4, Morrison 8.
Ten single targets, expert rules:

Best 1010100100—6 McKim 1110100111—7
Timberlake 1111011111—9 Holmes '

'.0101111100-6
Mcllhany 1111111110-9 Sowers 1000101011—5

Mamaluke.

Central New York League.
Rochbs'jer, N. Y., June 2,—Inclosed find scores of the two-days'

mee.t of the Central New York Trap-Shooters' League. The principal
event, tbe 5-man team race, took place the second day. As will be
seen by the scores, Rochester again carried off the honors, this being
the third meeting of the League and three straight victories for
Rochester. The cup is a fineone and well worth contesting for There
are to be eight contests in all. The cup winners must have the best
average in the entire seiies. The individual championship race at 25
targets wi s won by Byer and Mayhew. In this contest the best five
scores of ue eight to count.

°

May SO—I o. 1, 15 targets:
Meyei- 111110111011111-13 Borst 111011011101110-11
Worth 111111110111111-14 B ...011111010111111-11
«a ' e8 ,....1110011101111)0-11 Wagner 111010110)11111-12
Baker 111111111111111-15 Hunter 1101 1 11 1 la 111 in—l*tMavhew llilioni foillll-12 Thomas [lllllOllOllllll—13
Jeffrey 110111000000100- 6 Kent 011010111111111—12
Glover 111111111111111-15 Swivelier 110111011111101-12
F,^',V; Umilllllllll-15 Jeff .....V.0100011 001111—9
No. 2, 15 targets:

^u ' ford 111111111111111-15 Thomas 111111101011111—13
J*ff£ey 111110111010111-12 Glover ....111111101111111-14Mayhew 111111111111110—14 Baker lOllimillllil-

I

Brigdtn 011111011100110-10 Borst lOllllliuii 11-14Whyte 11111101) iinii_i4 B .......... . 10011011 111111-12Hupttr 111101111111010-12 Wagner 101001011111100- t
Gates ioniiiiiinioi-13 Hunt... . .... muioiioiioiiiZii
Welter 1 1 1 101 1 1

1 n 01 1 1-13 Worth mil 1111111110-14Kent 100111011111101-11 Peters . mil 1 10111-14Meyer Il0)))0llllini_13

SngteT
r ^Peters 17, TVeCir

Hadley'. nilllllllinil—15 Kent.. .. nin

al0
7«V nmwmm 14 worth .o linii i Cil

No. 7 la birds: Hadley. Worth, Glover and Hunter ! each Fulford, Slocum Hookway, Kent, Borst, Corning snd Meyer 13 'earfT

BS&rar- Q**,wi Byer 12 each
-

No. 8, 15 birds: Fulford 15, Worth, Meyer and Hadley 14 each,

S'ocum, Weller, Byer, Baker, Glover and Quirk 13 each, Hookway,
Kent, Mayhew, Swivelier and Whyte 12 eaeh, Hunter, Jones and
Schultz 11 each, Wagner, Corning and Borst 10 each, Rogers 8.

No. 9, 20 birds: Fulford 20, Slocum and Weller 19 each. Gates, North
and Glover 18 each, Mayhew, Wagner, Whyte and Byer 17 each, Jones
and Hookway 16 each, Hunter and Quirk 15 each, Meyer and Corning
14 each, Borst 13.

No. 10, 15 birds: Glover 15, Meyer 14. Mayhew 14, Gates 14, Whyte
13, North 1.3, Quirk 13, Byer 12, Weller 12, Wagner 12, Rogers 11, Hook-
way 11, Hunter 11, Fulford 11, Slocum 11.

No. 11, 15 birds: Fulford 15, Slocum 14, Glover 13, Gates 12, Meyer
12, Weller 11, Mayhew 11. Hunter 11. Al. 11, B. Glover 10, Nolan 10.

No. 12, 15 birds, expert rules, 23yds. rise: Gates 13, Fulford 12, Glover
12, Meyer 12, Slocum 10, Redmond 10. Fulford won tie.

May SI.—No. 1, 15 birds:
Fulford 111111101111111-14 North 111111110111110-12
Glover 111111111111111—15 Thomas 111111111111111—15
Richardson 111111111111111—13 Hunter 001010011100111— 8
Arno 111111111111111—15 Slocum 111111111011111—14
McMurchy 111111101111111—14 Lefever 111011111110111—13
Mowry 111111111111111—15 Baker 111111111111111—15
Gates 111101111000100— 9 J Fulfora 111111111101011—13
Whyte 111101111011110-12 Lane 111111110111100—12
Brigden 011101111111111—13 Whitney 110110101010100— 8
Byer 111101111111011—13 Carr 111111111111111-15
W J Mann 111111111111111—1.3 Lewis 111011111111011—13
Meyer 111011111111111—14 Wagner 111110011110100-10
Rayland 111111111111111—13 Mosher 101011100111101—10
Goodrich 101011010101111—10 W E B 111100001111110—10
Mayhew 111011111111111-13 Hadley 111110111111111-15
No. 2, 15 birds: Byer 15, Myer 15, Lane 15, Fulford 14. Richardson

14, Mowry 14, Carr 14, W. J. Mann 14, Hadley 14, Whitney 14, Glover
13, Worth 13, Whyte 13, Rayland 13, Slocum 13, Baker 13, Lewis 13,

Corning 13, McMurchy 12, Gates 12. Brigden 12. Arno 12, Mavhew 12,

Jones 12, Wagner 12, Goodrich 11, Thomas 11, Mosher 11, Lefever 11, J.
Fulford 11, Hunter 10, E. L. B. 10.

Rochester. Syracuse.
Stewart. ,,.11111111101111111111—19 Arno 01000111110111111111—15
Meyer 00111111011101111111—16 Wagner. . ..10110111001011111111—15
Byer 11111111111011111111-10 Lefever. ...11110011111111111111—18
Norton. . , .11111001111111111111—18 Mosher.. . .11111011010110101110—14
Glover 11111111111111011111—19 McMurchy 11011111111111011111—18

91 80
Auburn. Utica.

Baker 11111111101111111111—19 Rayland. . .11111111011101111111—18
Corning.. ..11010111110011111110-15 J Fulford. .10111111011100111111—16
Brigden.. ..11111110111111111100-17 Richards'n 1111011111111 1111111—19
Whyte 10110110111111111111—17 Gates 11111111011111110111—18
Carr 11101111111111111111-19 E Fulford. 11111111111111101110—18

87 89
No. 4, 20 birds: Lewis, Hadley, Byer, Carr and Myer 19 each. Ful-

ford, Richardson, North, Borst, Whyte, Corning, Glover and Gates 18
each, Lefever, Slocum and W. J. Mann 17 each, Arno, Mowry, Whit-
ney, Goodrich, Rayland, Hunter, J. Fulford and Lake 16, McMurchy,
Hookway, Mosher, Brigden, Montgomery. Arno and Kent 15 each,
Rogers and Goodwin 14 each, Hookway 13, Peters and Jones 11 each.
No. 5, individual championship, 25 targets:

Fulford 1100111011111111111100111—20
Richardson 1111011111111111101111101—22
Arno 1111111111111111111111110—24
Glover 1111111101111111111110110—22
North 1111111111111111111110111-24
Whyte 1111010010111101111111110-19
Lewis 1110111110110111111101111-21
Corning OOIOOIIOOIIOOOOIOOOIOIOIO— 9
Gates 1100111111111111110110101-20
McMurchy 1111111111111111011111011—28
Rayland 11101111'llllllonillOl01-21
Hookway 1101101111111010111101011—19
Mowry 1111111111011111111111011-23
Mosher. , . , 1001001111111111001111111—19
Byer lllllllllllllllllllllllll—25
Mann lllllllllllOHllllllOllOl-22
Carr 1101111001111111111111111-22
Hadley : 1011111111111111111011111-23
Hookway 1111111111111111111111111—25
Mayhew 1111111111111111111111111-25
Lane 0111101110110111111111111—21
Slocum 1011111111111111010011111—21
Hunter 1110011101111010101111111—19
Lefever llOlOlllllOOlllllllllllll—21
Brigden 1101011111111 111001110100—18
Wagner 1110010111111111011110111—20
Meyer 0110001101101111111011101—17
Whitney lllllOllOlllillllllOHOll—21
Montgomery 1 101 1011 101111 111011 11010—19
J Fulford 1101011101111101111111110-20
No. 6, 15 birds, McMurchy system: W. J. Mann 14, Whitney 14, Slo-

cum 14, Arno 14, Richardson 14, Ravland 14, Whyte 14, McMurchy 14,
Meyer 13, Mayhew 13, Hunter 13, Fulford 13, Glover 13, Kent 13, Mowry
13, W. E. B. 12, Lefever 12, Gates 12, Hookway 12, Carr 12, Borst 11,
Peters 11. Lewis 11. Lane 11. Rogers 10 E. L. B. 7, Worth 7,
No. 7, 15 birds: Kay 15, Fulford 15, Slocum 14, Mowry 14, Lefever 14

Worth 14, Richardson 14. Glover 14, Carr 14, Kent 13, Gates 13, Hunter
13, Arno 13, Whitney 12, Meyer 11, Rogers 11, Lewis 10, Borst 9.
No. 8, 15 birds: Richardson 15, Glover 15, Slocum 14, Fulford 14

Meyer 14, Worth 14, Hunter 13, Kay 13, Gates 11, Jones 11.
No. 9, 15 birds, expertrules: Fulford 15, Glover 13, Gates 13, Hunter

12, Kay 11, Meyer 10, Richardson 10. Slocum

Calumet Heights Gun Club.
A complete; rearrangement of the trap-shooting has been made the

rapid fire system having been introduced. The committee appointed
for the purpose have formed three classes of contestants, A B and C
with a handsome diamond badge for each class, to be contested for
every Sunday until Thanksgiving, when the winner of each will be de-
clared. Arrangements are being made for sweepstake shooting at in-
animate targets, with suitable prizes; and, if possible, live bird shoot-
ing as well. Inclosed I hand you record of scores made in tronhv
contest a> Calumet Heights Club on Decoration Day. The contest was
again shot in the face of a strong wind, which affected many of the
scores. At 40 targets, Ave known trans and angles:

Class A.
JMBootb- 1111 1010U 1 01 1 11 1 ill 1111111 0101111110001—81G Marshall O0011110111100n0n000'-'lOI1000110100OOOl-18
GCLamphere 11 1111 1 11 11n 1 1 1111 11011101 11 11000111 110—34ACPaterson 111111100111 1 1 1 0111 1 101 1 1 1 101001 111 10100- 30C weapon 1111101110011100011111111010111110011111-30
R.A Turite OllonOlimiOllOlllliliiooillllimiiil-33

Class B.
GKnowles OOOlOOOOllOllllOlllOlOOlOloioooilOllOOOO -18D F Wescutt 011000010111110111000111100111000)101011-23W Metcalfe llOlOOOlOOOlOoutHOlOlOl."'00001011101000000-13FS Lewis 110 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 j l u 1 1 on 1 1 ij0l 1 1 11 1 1ion1010—29L L Davis 1001101 0011 OOOluOOOOOOOlOlO 1 1 1 10000001 00-16
J D Birbee OlOlOlOOlOlllOOOOOlOllllOOlllOlOOOlfOOOl-19

. J- C. L., Sec'y,

Fulford Defeats Mitchell.
Richmond, Va. May 29.-The second of the series of three matchesat live pigeons between E- D. Fulford, of Utica, N. Y., and W TMitchell, of Lynch Station, Va , came off at this place yesterday afternoon, and proved an exciting race from start to finish. Mitchell wentto the score at 5 o'clock and opened the ball with a neat first-barrel

kill Fulford's first being doubled up before it had gotten 5yds. from^ ?;,
w?'?\t.

h
?
race was on and men Shooting on even terms untilMitchell's mu bird, which fell dead out of bounds! Fulford'sflrat mfsawas on his 1th, a wicked falter, and again on his 13th he failed^
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tc^ e11 a lead of one bird, which he maintained till
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f

pl
.

acin* the men on even terms tMitchell's 4 ah, a wicked twisting riorht-quartering towerer which wentaway apparently unhit, Fulford finishing his 50 with a run of 37straight, landing a winner by one bird. The work of both men wasquick and clean, each bird seeming to catch thl center of the chargeand seldom having a kick left in it. Fulford used a W W Grelnerhammer gun of 7&bs., loaded with 50grs. E. C. and n ,oz No' 7 chinSshot m U. M C. trap shells. Mitchell used a 12-bore Farker ham Verless gun OfJibs, weight, loaded with SV.drs. American wood mSand 1'soz. No. 7 chilled shot In U. M. C. smokeless cases
Powo>r

* u
,

lford
,

HI 1111111010111111111 111111111111111 11111 U111111-4RM.icheil "iiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiuiiiiiuminnoin^

J.

Green Ridge Gun Club.
Schaston, Pa.—There was a grand sweepstake shootine maM,held at the grounds cf this club on Wednesday, May;30 VVe had inaddition to pigeons and clay birds, £00 sparrows ship, od from theWest, ^ye used 5 traps made, specially for them. These birds will mout of a trap as fast as trained pigeons, in fact you cannot imagine&Tne

s°am
e
e
der,Ve8 sparrowsUi, y^^™

n. D. feWARTz, Sec y.

Philmont vs. Millerton vs. Copake.
Philmont, N. Y, May 30.—Twenty -five empire targets per man,

known traps, unknown angles:
Millerton.

Chapman OiOOOOoiooooi ooi oonoor.OOO— 4
Brinton 1111011110111111101101110—20
Fields 0011010011010001101011101—13
Cline

, 1C00010100100000000100101- 7
Tripp 1011101001000000001111011—14W Wilkerson lllllOllCOOliOlOlllOOHOl—16
S Wilkerson 1111101100011010111001111—16— 90

Copake
Bashford 00001 01 0001 01 0001 1 1 1 01 101—1

1

Sherman... 1111H0001101110111111011—19
Kiesslebuck 0001010100111111010010100—13
Williams 0100101 01 11 1001 00001 00011—1

1

Holsapple 1101101111011101011100010—16
Bane

, 1 011 101 1 1C01 1 1 1 11 01 1 10100-17— 86
Philmont.

Powell 1111100001111101011111111-21
Vanderburgh 1111111111101111111111011—23
Howland 1111111101111001011101011-19
Dingman 1110111110101110011111111-21
Fergerson 011111111110*110111111001—20
Beaudell 10011101110)1111111111101—20
An?es 0111111111111010110111111-21
Baker 10111111101011100)0111110-18-163
Spoor 1111011111001111111101011—20

Wood Powder Gun Club.
Orangeville, Md

, May 30.—Wood Powder Gun Cluh held its fourth
shoot at Orangeville, Baltimore county, Md., May 30, 5 traps, Stan-
dard Keystone targets, entry 75 cents, A. S. A. rules:
No. 1, 20 targets:

01ei\ 10101011010011110111-13 Dr Smith.. 11110111111111111001-17
Dr Frey.

.
.11110111110110111111-16 Steever. . . .11110111110110111111-17

Williams ..01011011110001110011-12 Hughes. .. .11010010111111111111-16
Kell. 10010101101110110111-13 E Smith. . .00010011000011100011- 8
Hartner.... 11111101111111111101-18 Jackson. .. .11111011111101011111—17
Sback'irrd0110lll0110001101111-13 Kimble. .. .01001011000111100101-10
No. 2, 10 targets, 75 cents:

O'er 1011011010- 6 Jackson 1111101101- 8
Williams

, .1000101011— 5 Kimble 1000110100— 4
gell 1110011011- 7 Hughes 1011011011- 7
Hartner 1111111110- 9 Dr Frey 1111111101— 9
Sleever 1110110111- 8 Shackelford 1001011011— 6F Smith 1000011000— 3 Dr Smith 1111111111-10
No. 3, 10 targets:

Oler 1110100110— 6 Jackson 1011111111— 9
Steever 1101111011— 8 Hartner 1111111111-10
Dr Frey 1111101111— 9 Williams 1011011010— 6
Shackelford 0100011011— 5 Dr Smith 1111111111—10
Lynch

, .0000010100— 2 Overman 1000000100— 2
F Smith. 1011001111- 7 TJlrich 1001000100- 3
The club wdl hold an all day shoot on Fourth of July.

Wood Powder.

Ellicott City Gun Club.
Ellicott City, Md., May 30.—The continued rains has prevented our

local shooters from doing much at the traps since May 10 until to-day,
when ten of them went over to Laurel, Md., and took that team into
camp in good style. Our "hated rivals" were hitting them, but it was
dead easy to break more than they did, and the score was:
Laurel team- six men, 20 targets, everything known:

J A Brown 111011101110010)1110—14
D Reely lOOlliOOioiioioiollO—11EN Fisher 11000011)11011101100-12
EP Baldwin 10101001 0 1 101 1 1 0 » 111—13
G Baldwin 11111001010011110111—14
Ross Baldwin 011 UC011111 10001110- IS—77

Ellicott City Team—same conditions;
Dr Fort 11111111111111110111-19
R Wilson 10111101111111100111—16
E A Talbott 011110101101 11011111—15
T Kirby 01101111111101000111—14
J O Jones 11101010110111111010—14-86
Several pools were run off after the team race and the Ellicott City

men were right in it for the shekels; unfortunately the scores were
not obtained. It is probable that a hundred target race will be shot
on our grounds next month for a cup and added purse, the result to
represent the State championship at known targets, of which more
later. Secretary.

Boiling Springs Fishing and Gun Club.
Rutherford, N. J , May 30.—Scores made May 30 for merchandise

prizes; the poor scores irere due to the high wind. Shoot at 25 single
biuerocks:
Hollister 1111110111111011111110111-22
Lane 1110111110111001100001111—17
Kuebel 1 1 1 011 1 11 01 01 01 1 01 1 1 10000-16
Paul 0111111010011101001111111—18
James 01010101 1 0 1011n 1101 U101 — 17
Griffith 110111 llPCOlOCOlOOlKDll—16
Walsrode 1111111111111001010111111—21
Klees 1101111001110111000011)10—16
Adams 01110000000 fOiOl 0000001 10— 8
Coe 1111 0001 101 01 010001 00 1111-14
Grieff 010110101)100111110110111—17
Lawrenson 1000010000101010011001110—10
Hagen 1 0001 01 1 1 1 1 001 01001000100—11
Jeannerette 1111111111111110010011111-21
Huck 1111010101101111000110111-17
Matzen 11110100111 lOlUOOllllllll— 18

'

Wm Hughes 1 1 10 1 11 01 1 10001 1 1 01 1 01 100— 16
Krebs 10101100101001 11111011000-14
Lenone 0101 1 11 10001 100111 1 101111—17
Wood 1001110101111101111011011—18
R Burgess Sr 000111000000101 10000001 11— 9

N. G. S.

Missoula Bod and Gun Club.
Missoula, Mont., May 26.- Only seven shooters stepped to the score

this afternoon to contest for the respective medals of the A and B
classes of the Missoula Rod and Gun club, in accordance with a re-
classification of tbe membership, and these seven seemed intent on
making as poor scores as possible, considering the fact that the
weather conditions were perfect. J. P. Menard carried off the honors
of the A class, while T. S. Jones did likewise in the B class, at ih« 15
singles, known angles, 16 and 18yds. rise; the results reached were as
follows

:

A Class.
A Harrity 011101 1 IlliOlll—12 J p Menard 011111111111101—13
Lieut Devol 010101110011111—10 W P Brayton. . .101100110101101— 9

B Class
F P Kern 100100001100110- 6 T S Jones 011010110101001— 8
F H Woody 000110000010110— 5

After the above a rather uninteresting and decidedly one-sided team
shoot took place, t wo 5-men teams, led respectively by A. Harriiyand
Lieut. Devol, shot down 10 singles each man at unknown angles re-
sulting in Devol's team doing up their opponents to the tune of 33 to
25. W. C.

Needham's Maiden Effort.
Needham, Mass., June 1.—Inclosed find maiden effort of the Neec-

ham Rod and Gun Club. The small attendance is due to other attrac-
tions on the holiday. We have now twenty members, and at our next
shoot hope to have three traps running in good order. Hope none of
the cracks will challenge on the strength of the score. We are shoot-
ing (at) biuerocks:
Hudnut 01000000C000100W
Hedenberg 1 Oil 101001 01 1 1 1 01 10101010—15 Iw Cook 0001101001 111000000010100— 9
Bethel 0010000011001101010100000— 8
Bartlett OOuOouoooOllloiOOllOlllOO— '.">

Bawes. lOlOOlOHOlllOlllllllOlOO-15 •

Metcalf 0100100010000000100101000— 6
Sa"erlee 011 10011101001010011 101 li—15L O Cook 01101011111000C0001000001-10

O. W. H.

Butte Scores.
Butts, Montana, May 27.—Below you will find the scores made atour club hhoot of the 20th and 27th.

:

iR
M
B
da

L
eo

^
te
5

I;
'
£5 targets: Smith 22, Cowan 22, Wright 18, Williams

lb, Booth -41, Newbro 20, Dennison 17, Jargur 19.
Twenty-five targets: Smith 22, Cowan 21, Wright 19, Dennison 18.

a
—Medal shoot at 25 targets: Wright 22, Jargur 22, Cowan 21,Smith 23, Rugur 20, Dennison 19.

*

Twenty-five targets: Wright 20, Rugur 17, Smith 22, Cowan 22.

John F. Cowan.
\
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INTERSTATE AND MICHIGAN SHOOT.
Grand Rapids, Mich—Editor Forest and Stream: The fifth tour-

nament of the Interstate Manufacturers 1 and Dealers' Association,
combined with the second annual tournament of the Michigan Slate
Trap-Shooters 1 League, was given under the auspices of the Valley
City Gun Club, at Grand Rapids, Mich., May 30, 31 and June 1.

The grounds of the Valley City Gun Club are situated at Fisk's Lake,
about twelve minutes 1 ride by electric cars from the center of the city
and are among the finest trap-shooting rounds in America.
The tournament proved to be the most successful gathering of the

kind ever held in Michigan and the general average of records is as
good as that of any State gathering of trap-shooters.
Budd, Heikes, Grimm, Van Dyke, Young, Elliott, Courtney,Williard

and Parker were specially prominent among the visitors from a dis-
tance. Of the Grand Rapids men who ranked well up among the
leaders were Walton, Davidson, Harry Widdicomb and Ralph Widdi-
comb.
The Interstate Manufacturers 1 and Dealers 1 Association's tents

having been so badly damaged by the storm at Chicago, were sent
home for repairs and the dealers were represented in tents erected by
the Valley City Gun Club for that purpose.
Manager Elmer E. Shaner attended to details, and everything ran

very smoothly, the office work being especially fine. All events were
paid off promptly at their finish, and it was a common remark among
the shooters that it was one of the best conducted tournaments they
had ever attended, all of which was highly gratifying, following so
closely after the Chicago tournament. W. M. Thomas, of the U. M. C.
Co,, was present, looking after the interests of the company which he
so ably represents. Mr. Thomas says he will attend all of the Inter-
state tournaments this season.
The first day but eight regular events wera finished before a heavy

rain began, which stopped the shooting for the day.
The second day's programme was finished with more favorable con-

ditions of weather than characterized the day previous. Several of
the local shooters and a number of Michigan men scored places in
spite of hot competition.
In the evening the Valley City Gun Club gave a banquat to the visit-

ing shooters at Shetland's Pavilion at Reed's Lake. There were 75
covers laid, and the tables were arranged in the form of a Maltese
cross, with a huge cluster of hydrangeas at the point of crossing.
Wurzburg's orchestra furnished music for the occasion, and the
shooters were given an evening of rare pleasure. Following is the
menu served at the banquet:

"beady poll."
Puree of tomato. Amontillado sherry.

Lake Superior whitefish.
Cucumbers. Saute potatoes.

Spring chicken, "straight away."
New potatoes in cream. French Peas.

Poulet canet claret.
Lobster salad.

Strawberries.
I ce cream Cakes

Camembert cheese.
Bent crackers. Cafe noir.

"dead bird."

Dr. E. S- Holmes, the father of the Michigan game laws, and one of
the pioneers of hunting circles, officiated as toastmaster and called for
responses to sentiments as follows:

' Trap Shooting"—The kindergarten of field sportsmanship,—George
Atwater. Washington, D, C.
"Smokeless"—Will do for powder, but no good for cigars.—W. M.

Thomas, Bridgeport, Conn.
"Sportsmen. 11—T. Stewart White, Grand Rapids, Mich.
"Woman"—She should not be debarred from health-giving field

sports.—Elmer E. Shaner, Pittsburg, Pa.
"Reminiscence"—Gentlemen that come my way.—G. H. Davidson,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
"Coon Hunt."— Chas. Grimm, Clear Lake, Iowa.
"Machinery"—In the Manufacture of Ammunition.—W. R. Hobart,

Newark, N. J. '

"Shotgun"—Two barrels and two shots in comparison with one bar-
rel and six shots. —Capt. Bartlett, Buffalo, N. Y.
"The Known Angles."—William Alden Smith, Grand Rapids, Mich
"Live Birds."—J. A. R. Elliott, Kansas City, Mo.
"Auld Lang Syne."—Mark Morris, Grand Rapids, Mich.
The banquet, was served under the direction of the following com-

mittees .of the alley City Gun Club: Reception committee—E. Crof-
ton Fox, Dr. F. W. Temple, W. S. Coleman, J.N. Faulkner, W. O.
Woodworth, W. B. Frelign. Entertainment committee—R. G. Macfie,
Frank Jewel, A. J. Brown.
The weather on the third day of the tournament was all that could

be aBked for, and the programme was easily finished. Grand Rapids
carried off the palm in the team work contest, dsfeating the Sault Ste
Marie team by 2 pointe. John Parker, of Detroit, proved himself by
his average one of the best marksmen of the State.
During the three days of the tournament 18,329 targets were thrown.

Following are the scores:

No. 1, 10 targets, entrance $1.50:
Grimm 0100110111- 6 Walton 0011001013— 5
Bartlett 1111000111— 7 Holcomb 1101011111— 8
Parker 0110001101— 5 Kelsey 1001010110— 5
Budd 1011111011— 8 Holt 1010101010- 5
Crowell 0111111001— 7 Howard 0001101001— 4
Plumber 1001111111— 8 Wharton 1010111110— 7
Hobart 0100111011— 6 Hubbard 1011111000- 6
Thompson 0011111011— 7 Hawes ,.1011110100— 6
Davidson 0010011101— 5 Atwater 1001110101— 6
D Carpenter 1000001111— 5 Bush .0000010111— 4
Thomas 0010111111- 1 Halliday 1010110011— 6
Q Widdecomb 1101011010— 6

No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $2:
Grimm 011111111011111-13 Halliday 001101111110101—10
Bartlett 111110111111001—12 Howard 111111001101111—12
Parker 011111110101101—n Davidson 101111111011101—12
Budd 101111111011101-12 D Carpenter 101110001100101— 8
Thompson 101101010111111—11 Howes 111111111111111—15
Plumber lOOOOllOOlOOHO- 6 Heikes 111111101111011-13
Crowell 111101011111^01—12 Cartnev 010101111111110—11
Kelsey 011001111111111-12 Young'. 111101111101111-13
Hobart 101101111111111-13 Van Dyke 010111111111101—12
Bush 011101101011110—10 Hunter 100110001111110— 9
Royce llOOllOlOllllOO— 9 Hubbard 111011001010111—lo
Aitkins 101110110111101—11 G A Magoon. . . .110101111011101—11
Tnomas lOOllllinmon—11 H W Lowes . . . .001111111110101—11
R Widdicomb .,111111011111111—14 H N Preston. . ..011101111111110-12
Walton 110110111110111—11 Freligh 101001001010011— 6
Holt 100111001010111— 9 Baars 011110111110101—11
Holcomb 010101100111011— 9 J H Scott 101111010101001— 9
Gresham 1011101 11100110—10 M A Smith. 010111001110001— 8

H Widdicomb.. 011001000001111—

7

,.011100111111110-11

Wharton 011111101110011—11
Atwater 010101010011101— 8

No. 3, 15 targets, entrance $1.50:
Grimm 011010111111110—11 _ . . ._

Bartlett 010000110111101— 8 Walton 100011010111110- 9
Parker HllOllOllOOlll-11 Bush 011001010011001— 7
Budd 111011101110101—11 Graham 111111011010111-12
VanDyke 101111110101101—11 Aitkins 111000101010111— 9
Heikes 01 1111 1 1 1 101010—11 Baars 110100111101011—10
Crowell 111011111111011-13 H Widdicomb. .110100130101000- 8
Plumber 001111101100111—10 Freligh lllOOUOlOllOOl— 9
Hobart 110011111111111—13 Howard 111111100000110— 9
Young 111011111111011—13 Magoun 110100011110111—10
Thompson 010111010101111—10 Hawes 011111011111111—13
Davidson OllllOllllllllO—12 Holliday 110110111001111—11
Thomas OllliOllOlOOlll—10 Lewis 011110001110113—10R Widdicomb . .101110111011111—12 Courtney 11111H 10111111—14
Halcomb 101000101101111— 9 Holt lOllllOlliiniO—12
Atwater 010010110000111 - 7 D Carpenter.... 010110000110110—

7

No 4, 20 targets, entrance $2.50:
Grimm.... 01101111111111111010 -16 Graham ...11101111111100111111—17
Bartlett.. ..01111111111111111101-18 Oourtnev..lllllil01llllll01101-17
Parker.... 00311111101111111111—17 H Widdf-
Budd 10111111111111131111-19 comb.,,.11011tll0ll000110111-14
Heikes 01111111111111111111-39 Davidson. .11311111133311111111—20Young 11111111111111111011-19 Hawes ...,11111111100111001111-16
Crowell... .11 130011110301011111-15 Halliday. ..lllOllOililllOlllOH-16
Plumber...11100111111101111011—16 Holcomb.. .1101101 1101111111111—17
Hobart. . . .31111111111001011110-16 Holt 11111100111111111301-17
Van Dyke..lllllllll0ll01111111—18 Aitkins 01111001110111110111—15
Kelsey 10100110111111111111—16 Thompson.llI01111111001111111_17W li ti i to ii ... 1 1

1
n n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i ] - J 1 0— i t. B/u,i>-..

,
mi N.y;:,'.!";-/;;^,,,,^.

Thomas. ...01111101001100011010-11 Bush 3 3301 3331011 11111133-37R Widdi- Howard. ...llOllllllillOlllllll—38
comb. . .

.33311111111111101111—19 Carpenter .11101100110101101011—13
Preston . .

.11113111101111111111—19 Magoon. ...11101110011111011011-15
Walton....11111110111111101011—17 Lowes 11011101111011011111—16
No 5, 6 pairs, entrance §1.50:

Grimm. 10 11 11 11 11 10-10 Thomas 10 10 00 10 00 11— 5
Bartlett 11 31 10 11 11 11—11 R Widdieomb.10 11 31 10 10 11— 9
Parker 11 00 01 11 30 11- 8 Davidson 00 10 10 00 01 10- 4Budd 11 0] 3 3 3 1 33 11—11 H Widdicombll 11 00 30 30 10- 7™cks 11 01 01 11 11 H-10 Courtney 11 10 10 00 11 10- 7Van Dyke.. ..11 11 11 11 10 10-10 Thompson. . ..11 10 10 10 10 11- 8

Kelsey 10 10 10 01 10 10— 6 Wharton 11 10 10 30 11 11— 9
Plumber 11 11 10 10 30 30— 8 Holt 00 00 10 10 10 10— 4
Hobart 11 10 11 10 11 00— 8 Howard 10 10 11 11 00 11— 8
Young 11 10 10 10 11 10— 8 Halliday 10 00 00 10 11 11— 6
Walton 10 10 11 00 11 11— 8 Magoon 10 10 10 11 10 10- 7
Crall 11 11 31 00 00 01— 7 Howes 11 10 11 10 11 11—10

No. 6. 15 targets, entrance Si. 50, $10 added, novelty rules:
Grimm 101130011101111—11 White 110101111011001—10
Bartlett 113011111111111—14 Davidson 111011110101111—12
Parker. 001011111111011—U Thompson 11 1 11 101 1 110111—1

3

Budd 111101110101010—10 Bush 111111013301111—13
Heikes 110111001111111—12 Freligh 101001111100000- 7
Van Dyke 111110011101111—12 Walton 301111001010010— 8
Crowell 111111101111111—14 Schelling 113011330011111—12
Plumber 111011010133003—10 Magoon 101011101011011—10
Hobart 111111113030011—12 Lowes 111111001010111—11
Young 101111100111101—11 Howes 101310111311001-11
Woodworth ...110111001000001— 7 Wharton llllllOoOOOlHO—

9

Baars 011110111000111—10 Holt 101101000010110- 7
Thomas 011111111101111—13 Courtney O0130O3O3333O10- 8
R Widdicomb..111101110111110—12 Halliday 111011101111010-11
Gould 101111010011101—10 Arthur 100101110011011— 9
Graham 111303000131011—10 Howard 00000010 '101001— 5
Holcomb 113000111131001—10 Elkerton 001100010101111— 8
H Widdicomb.. 01 3 110100011 111—10 Faulkner 110100110010101—8
Kelsey 011100110101111—10 Preston 110110111110101—11
Frient 101011101011111—11 Elliott 1 1 1111 11 1111 1 1 1—15

So. 7, 15 targets, entrance §2, §10 added:
Grimm 111011010101101—10 Walton 013300033031330— 9
Bartlett 110111111111111-14 Elliott 113311010111111—13
Parker 010111111110111-12 Widdicomb... .1111333 3 3330111—14
Budd 111111011111111—14 Bush 011001111111001—10
Van Dyke 111111001111111—13 Holt 113303300111011—11
Young 111001111111111-13 Wharton 103100011100111— 9
Crowell 111101111111111—14 Thompson 001101111111110-11
Plumber 011111111 111111—14 Davidson 110110111010111—11
Hobart 111111111111111—15 Hawes 000011111111101—10
Atkins 011111111111111-14 Elkerton 010100100111010- 7
Watts 111110111011111-13 Halliday 101110111100110—10
Graham 100101110011111—10 Preston 111111011111111—13
Thomas 001111011011011—10 Schelling 111110111111111—14
R Widdicomb ..011110101111100—30 Howard 033311011110011—11
Faulkner 000110101110111— 9 Courtney OllllOllllllllO —la
Withey OllOllOlllllOlO—10 Magoon 111011011111010—1:"
Hicks 101111111111111-14 Lowes 010010111111100- 9
Halcomb 110101111011111—12 Gould 100111111000110— 9
White 011110110111111—12 Coleman.', 111101101030001—
Frank 110000000010001— 4 Gilmore 000111111001110- 9
Kelsey 001010010033001— 6

No. 8, 0 pairs, entrance $1.50, $10 added:
Grimm 10 11 10 10 11 11— "

Budd 11 10 11 10 10 10— {

Van Dyke... .11 11 10 10 11 10- S

Hobart 10 13 10 11 10 11— {

Thomas .10 00 10 10 10 00- 4

R Widdicomb 11 00 10 11 10 10-
Courtney

,
11 10 10 10 11 11— 9

Heikes 11 11 10 11 10 10— 9
11 10 01 10 00 01— 6

10 01 10 01 11—
Thompson.,'. .10 11 11 11 10 10- 9
Young .10 10 10 11 10 30—
Watts 01 11 10 10 10 11— 8
Magoon ,11 11 11 11 01 10—10

01 11 11 11 00 10- 8

Walton 10 10 10 10 00 11— 6
H Widdecombll 31 01 10 01 11— 9
Clark 00 10 01 00 00 10— 3
Wyman 00 00 11 11 00 30— 5

Second Day, May 31.

No. 1, 20 targets, entrance $2.50, $10 added:
Grimm. ...11111011111101100111—16 Young ... .10100013011111111011—14
Bartlett... .11111111111111111111—20 Thompson. 101100101 10001111111-13
Budd 11111111111001111111—18 Thomas.. ..01110101011331111110-15
Van Dyke. 01111101303101111111—16 R Widdi-
Heikes 10111100111110101111—15 comb. ..10100111101011110010—

1

Elliott 11111011111101001110—15 Walton. . . .10011111100110110101—13
Plumber.. .01001110100111113110—13 Howard. ...10011110000011110010-10
Crowell.. . .001001111 11001101111—13 Soheling. . .01111101111111111111—18
Hobart. . . . 11111000101111111111—16 L E Maran-
FC Maran- tette. , .11110011010011001010-11

tette, . .00001000010110100100— 6

No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $2, $10 added:
Grimm 111111111111111—15 Walton 111011011101111—12
Bartlett 111011111101111—13 Graham 110111111111011-13
Elkerton 110111100010101— 9 Howard 101100111110031—10
Budd 133333333333111-15 Young 11033111111 1111-14
Preston. 111111111101111—14 Parker 111110111011101—12
Jas Neve lllOllllOOmoi—11 Thompson 111101111011110-12
Crowell 101001111111110-11 Aitkens 111100111001101—10
Plumber 111001000000001— 5 Royce 111100100100100— 7
Hobart 111111101111111—14 Schelling 001010110111111—10
Elliott 111111111111111—15 Magoon 011110101111110—11
Heikes 111011111111111-14 F C Marantette.llllOOllOlllllO—11
Courtney 111101111111110-13 Elkerton 111000110111110—10
Thomas 110100101001000— 6 Atwater 011111110010111—11
R Widdicomb... 111111100111011—12 Balbirnie 011001101101101—9
Hunter iiuumoiinoni—10 Whit» . ininrinjioioi—v
Holt 101100011110110— 9 Scott 101100011311111—11
Van Dyke 111111110111111—14 Friant 111011110001110—10
Watts 111111100110011—11

No. 3, 10 targets, entrance $1.50:
Van Dyke 1111111111-10 Walton 1011111111— 9
Budd 1111110011— 8 Holt 0111111110- 8
Grimm 1111101111— 9 Graham 0111010100— 5
Bartlett 1111011111— 9 G Wyman 0011001101— 5
Elliott Ullllllll—10 Hunter 1111111011— 9
Heikes 0311111111— 9 Thompson llllllllll—10
Parker 1110303101— 7 R Widdicomb 0101010110— 5
Crowell 1131110010— 7 Hobart 1111111110- 9
Davidson 1111001101— 7 Magoon 1111010111— 8
Young 0111011110— 6 White 1111111110— 9
Schelhog 1111010110- 7 Friant 0111101101 -
Courtney 0110110111— 7 Plumber 1111001031—
Thomas 1110011101— 7 F C Marantette 1100110110— 6
Macfie 1110111110— 8 Howard 1001100011— 5W Wyman 0100011101— 5 Atwater 0100011101— 5

No. 4, 15 targets, entrance $2, $10 added:
Van Dyke 111111111111101—14 Holt 001111101110111—11
Parker 111101111110111—13 Walton 111111111111111-15
Grimm 111111111113111—15 Macfee 100010111111 i0I—10
Bartlett 111111111101011—13 Hunter 000110111111111—11
Hobart 101101011101111—11 Crowell 111111111011101—13
Elliott 111111111110100—12 Thompson 1100 1 0001011101— 8
Plumber 111111110001100—30 White 111101101110011—11
Heikes 111111110111111—14 Young 111110111111131 14
Budd; 111110111111111—14 Graham 101011 1 11 1 11 1 11—13
Davidson 001010101111011— 9 Friant 111110000100000- 6
Preston 111011111111110-12 Magoon 111101101110001—10
Courtney 111111111111111—35 Aitkens 310111110101111—12
Thomas 001111111001011—10 Neve 001110111111011—11
Widdicomb 011011011101011—10 Marantette 111111110001111—12
Elkerton 001100110110101— 8 Watts 111111110010111—12
No. 5, 15 targets, entrance $2, $10 added:

Van Dyke 311111111110110—13 Plumber 011100011111001— 9
Budd 111111111110111—14 Atwater 110001101111111—11
Grimm 111101111111111—14 Graham 1113 31111110111—14
Bartlett llOllllllllllll—14 Thompson 131101010311011—11
Hobart llOSlOOOOOOillO— 7 Crowell 111111113311113—15
Elliott 011111111110111—13 Schelling 1 10001 HOOl 1101- 9
Young 111011111113331—14 Holt 100111010101101— 9
Heikes 111111131131111—15 Balbirnie 010100100101111— 8
Howard 100011110100110— 8 Hunter 00111000031H01— 8
Royce lOlOOOlllOOHOO— 7 Davidson 001111111311111—13
Preston 011111111101011—12 Nere 010010111000011— 7
Courtney 011101111011011—11 Magoon 110101111111000—10
Thomas 311011110111000—10 Elkerton 111100111111100—11
Widdicomb 111111111011101—13 Aitken 111111111030011—12
White 110111110111011—12 Marantette 111111111110111—14
Friant 001100111010000— 7 Watts 133111101133010—12
Parker OlOllllllllllll—13 Wharton 011110111110111—12
Walton 111101111111111—14

No. 6, 15 targets, $2, $10 added:
Van Dyke 011111111101111—13 Walton 110001111100111—10
Budd 111111110111110—13 W Wyman 010101111000100— 7Grimm 111011110111111—13 G Wyman 110301011110010— 9
Bartlett 111101111111001—12 White 1 11 111111303311—14
Hobart 001001310100111— 8 H Widdicomb. ..011110010111000— 8
Elliott 111110111111111—14 Thompson 111111001111111—13
Plumber llOllOiuoiOlll—11 Friant 001010000101111— 7
Heikes lOlllllllllllll—14 Hunter 101111101111011—12
Courtney,, 100111111111111—13 Magoon 111010111001100— 9
Young 111011111111001—12 Schelling 111113111101111—14
Crowell 101111100110101—10 Holt 111130111010011—11
Parker 111111111111011—14 Nichols 101011110330101—10
Thomas ..010111113131011—12 Faulkner 111101001001101— 9
R Widdicomb. .,010101110101101— 9 Davidson 1 100! Oil 110010— 8 -
Macfie 111101110111011—12 Wharton 111001101101111—11 I Plumber 10 11 00 00 10 10- 5

No. 7, 25 targets, State championship:
Experts.

Parker 0111010111111001111111111-20
F C Marantette 1101111111111100111011001—19
Davidson 11111 1001 1 1 10101 1010111 11—19
Wbarton 1110101011111111011011111—20
Schelling 1110113111110133011111111—22
Watts..; 1110111101111010110111111—20
Nichols 0111111010103111111001111-19
Thompson 111011111111111 11101 10101—21

Semi-Experts.
L Marantette 0010100101111101110001101—14
R Widdicomb 11000110110001 1111 1011010—15
Magoon 1110111110110111011100110-19
Holt 1101110011111111101111111—21

Amateurs.
Walton 1101111111010131111101111-21
Macfie O0O11O131O3O110001O1O1OOO-11
Faulkner 1100111101111110110011001—17
G Wyman 1001110111001010011111010—15
Bessoignes 1011110111111111110000011—18
Hansen 0010101110011100111100111—15
Balbirnie 1010110111011000010001111—14
Neve 0011000111010110001101110-13
Friant 0001011100011110100111010—13
White 0100111111111101111111101—20
H Widdicomb llllOlllllllOlliaiOlOiOlO—18
Scott 1111011111111011110010100-18
Summers 0111101111011111100011011—18
Fox ; 1111101000011000110001100—12
Clark 0000010000100000000110011— 6

No. 8, 6 pairs targets, entrance $1 50:
Van Dyke ... .11 11 10 10 10 11— 9 Magoon 01 11 10 10 11 10— 8
Badd ,...10 11 11 11 11 11—11 Aitkens 10 00 11 10 11 11— 8
Grimm 11 11 11 11 11 11 -12 R, Widdicomb.10 01 10 10 01 00— 5
Bartlett 01 11 10 11 11 11-10 Walton 11 10 10 01 11 10— 8
Hobart 10 10 11 11 10 01— 8 Faulkner 10 10 01 11 11 10— 8
Elliott 11 10 11 11 11 00- 9 Graham 10 10 11 10 11 11— 9
Plumber....:. 10 11 11 10 11 11—10 EC Fox 00 10 10 00 10 10- 4
Heikes 11 00 10 10 10 11—7 Young 11 II 11 11 11 11—12
Courtney 10 10 10 01 01 01— 6 Falcon 11 10 11 10 10 11— 9
H Widdicombll 11 10 01 00 11— 8 Parker 01 10 10 10 11 00— 6
White 10 10 00 01 00 00— 3 Hunter 00 11 10 01 10 10- 6

No. 9, 20 targets, entrance $2 50, $10 added:
Van Dyke.. 11111111111101111111—19 R Widdi-
Budd 01111111111111011111—18 comb.... 10111101101011101110-14
Grimm.... 11111111110110011101—16 Macfie 10111111011111101100-15
Bartlett.. ..11111111111101000110-15 GRWymanllllOlOOOlOllOlllOOl—12
Hobart. . . .10111111110101000111-14 Eckart . . . .,01003001111001101101—10
Elliott .... 11111111111111111111—20 Holt 11111111101011111101—17
Plumber. . .11111010110110111111—16 Walton. , . .11111011110011111001-15
Heikes . . . .11110111111111101111—18 Hunter. . . .01101111110101011111—15
Courtney.. 10111111101011110010-14 White 10110001101100110001-10
Thompson.01011101111111100110-14 Fox 00000010100101100001— 7
Schilling. ..11100010110110111011-13 Friant 11000300001101100001— 8
Parker ....11111101110111001111—16 H Widdi-
Young ....11010011101101011111—14 comb 11O01O11O1O0O01O111O—10

No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $2:
Van Dyke 111111111111111—15 Macfie 100011011011101— 9
Budd.; 010111110111111—12 G Wyman 011100001101000— 6
Grimm yillllllllllll—15 Mailers 000000001011111— 6
Bartlett 111101001111111—13 Fox 010111011000011— 8
Parker 111111111111111—15 White ,...,011110011110000 - 8
Elliott 110111111011101-12 H Widdicomb.. 101111111011101 -12
Plumber lllOOllllllOOlO—10 Courtney 110111110111110-12
Heikes 111111110111111—14 Falkne: 110000001011101— 7
Elkerton 101111111100110—10 W Wyman 001100001000011— 5
Kelsey 111111111111111—15 Magoon 011101110100011— 9
Graham 111111111111111—15 Hascall 111100100101100— 8
Aitkens 111111111101100—12 Falcon 111111111111110-14
Summers OlOlllOOOOlllOi— 8 Clark 001001010000100— 4
R Wriddicomb . .100011011110111—10 Atwater 100001011001100— 6
Walton 11111101 1101111 -13 Gould 110 1 1101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—13
Thomas 111111111110101—13 Watts 101111113111011-13
Young 111111111111111—15 Horton 010111111111000-10
Holt 101111011001001—10 Norris 010011100101100— 7

No. 11, 6 pairs, entrance $1.50:
Walton 11 10 11 11 11 10—10 Young 10 10 11 11 11 11—10
Budd 11 11 11 11 11 10—11 Atwater 10 11 10 11 00 10— 7
Grimm 10 11 11 01 10 10— 8 Crowell 10 10 10 10 00 00— 4
Bartlett 11 11 11 10 10 11—10 R WiddecomolO 10 10 10 00 10— 5
Hobart, 10 11 10 10 00 10— 6 Hasca 1 10 00 10 01 10 10— 5
Elliott 10 11 11 11 11 11—11 Courtney 01 01 00 11 01 11— 7
Plumber 11 11 10 10 11 10— 9 Clark 11 01 00 00 10 10— 5
Heikes 01 10 10 10 10 10— 6 Falcon 00 10 10 00 10 10— 4H Widdicomb 10 11 10 10 00 00— 5

No. 12, 15 targets, entrance $2, $10 added:
Parker 133311111101110—13 Holt 011111100101101—10
Budd 111011101111101—12 R Widdicomb . .111111111110110—13
Grimm 111110111110111—13 Walton 111111110001011—11
Bartlett 110101010101101— 9 Elkerton 001100110101011— 8
Heikes 111111311110111—14 Kelsey 110101110110011—10
Ellio t 101111111111111—14 Falcon 111111000000110— 8
Plumbjr 110111101101000— 8 H Widdicomb. .111001001111011—10
Courtney 110100111111101—11 Thomas 100100010101111— 8
Young 110111111111111—14 Fox 000101100000100— 4
Magoon] 111011010010111—10 G Wyman llOllllOOOHOlO- 9
Van Dyke 111111111011111—14 Macfie 011010001111011— 9
Davidson 110111111111111—14

Third Day, June 1,

No. 1, 15 targets, entrance $2:
Van Dyke 111111111111101—14 Parker 111111111111111—15
Budd 011111111111011—13 Bartlett 100 1 0110111 1101—10
Elliott 111011111111100-12 Plumber.. 011111110001111—11
Courtney 001001101100111— 8 Widdicomb 101110111101101—11
WTillard 101111110101111—12 Watton 110011111111111—13
Young 011111010111110—11 Baars 111110010110001— 9
Hobart 031311011110111—12 Graham 111111011111110—13

No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $2:
Van Dyke 111111111111111—15 Plumber 101011011110100— 9
Budd 111111111111111—15 Graham 111330111100011—11
Elliott 110111110111110—12 Watts 111110111111111—14
Oourtney 000111110101111—10 Widdicomb 111011303110101—11
Wiliard 111111110111111—14 Walton 111101000111111—11
Young 111111111111101—14 Elkerton 111110111011111-13
Hobart 010011111101100— 9 Aiken 100100111001011— 8
Parker 101001111111110—11 Baars 111111110100011—11
Bartlett 111011011110111—12 Magoon 111101111010111—12

No. 3, 15 targets, entrance $2, $10 added:
Van Dyke 111110111110111—13 Plumber 110111111110111—13
Budd 111110101011111—12 Thomas 110011111111011—32
Elliott 101011101111110—11 Davidson 011110101111011—11
Courtney 011110010110100- 8 Widdicomb 011101011101010— 9
Wiliard 001111111001101—10 Walton 11100101101 1110— 9
Young 101111111101111—13 Graham lllllllOlimiO—13
Hobart 100100011111111—10 Elkerton 111101011110001—10
Parker 111110011011311—12 Baars 100101000100101— 6
Bartlett 110111100011110-10 Magoon 110111111001011—11

No. 4, State team race, 25 targets per man, entrance $2.25:
Sault Ste Marie Team.

Aitkens 1311111111111111111111110—24
Graham llOllllllllllllHOllllOOl-21
Royce 0310100110001010111111111—16- 61

Grand Rapids Team No. 1.

Davidson 0111111111111011110110111—21
Walton 1130301011111111111101111—21
Widdicomb 1110111111110111101011111—21—63

Grand Rapids Team No. 2.

Gould 0111111111111001111111111—22
Calkins 1100101010001010101111101—14
Baars 1111001100110100110100001—13 -49

No. 5 15 targets, entrance $2, $10 added:
Van Dyke 110111111101111—13 Plumber 011111101111100-11
Budd 111101111111111—14 Thomas 111111111011111—14
Elliott 010111111111011—13 Magoon 111011011111010—11
Courtney 101011011110110-10 R Widdicomb. .OOliiiUOlllllOl—10
Wiliard 111010111111111—13 Walton 101010110111101—10
Young 111111111111111—15 Elkerton 111011 1 110011 1 1—12
Hobart 111011111100111—12 Watts 110130011111101—11
Parker 111011101111111—13 Baars. ......... .000011101001000- 5
Bartlett 111111111110111—14 Aitken 111111111111110—14

No, 6. 6 pairs, entrance $1.50, $10 added:
Van Dyke ...11 11 11 10 10 11—10 Falcon. 11 10 10 10 10 00— 6
Budd 11 11 11 10 11 11—11 RWiddicomb.ll 01 10 10 10 11— 8
EUiott 11 11 11 11 11 00-10 Walton 01 11 11 11 11 10-10
Courtney..... 01 11 00 10 01 10- 6 H Widdicomb.10 11 01 00 11 11— 8
Wiliard 00 10 11 01 11 00- 6 Magoon 10 11 10 10 10 11— 8
Young It 10 It 10 11 10- 9 Clark 10 11 00 01 00 01— 5
Birtlett 11 11 11 11 10 11-11 Parker 11 11 11 00 11 01— 9
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&fiBSB6B3g®^B& R widdic-bmoi iomiim^oio-14
Budd.?. . ..10117011110101111111-16 Walton. . .

00111011011011111110—13

Elliott 11111111111010010111-17 Elkerton . .01 0 HO 0 10101-14

Courtn6y..ll011<X>11111101i0110-14 Baars JfflfflffiSSSSJJ
-

??
WiUard. ...11111011111111111111-19 Magoon.

. •M*SK2SSS^^h1
i

Young 010011101111011113 11-16 Royce ^PP'
^O000

^
0^1

?
0
,
1

J

?~
r

Hobart . ... 01 101 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 001 1 011-14 Parker . . . 101 11 1 1 1011111 1 111-1

8

H Widdic'b01100111011100110101-12 Hascall. . . 01 100 1,""M100-14
Bartlett....11101111111110101100-15 Horton. .

.010100101101111100110-18

Plumber. . .011 01 001101H 0110111-13 Davidson . Ill 1 10mi. 000 111 - 6

Thomas . .
.10110110111101111111-16 Falcon. .. .100010110100001110001-10

Graham. .
.11111010110111011010—14

No. 8, 15 targets, entrance $8: ,™,nivMwiit m
Van Dyke 111111101111111-14 Watts 11001 001011 1-10

Budd,.. 111111111111111-15 Thomas ltfllO 111010 11- 0

Young 111011111111111-11 Horton 1]n0\9?°HnH,l
_

1 ,

Plumfer . . . . lOlOOiOlllOl HO- 9 Falcon m^ffiHI
Willard 111111110111111-14 Hunter 00101 0 0 0101- 8

H Widdicomb. .101111111 110101-12 Davidson 0100 111 "0- S

Hobart 111110001111101-11 Parker 111101111 1 110-14

Atwater. ... . .101111010111010-10 Hascall 0 0 0 0 0 10- 7

Bartlett .101111111111111—14 Magoon 110111111111100—13

Elkerton. 011110111111100-12 Enos 100001100110011- 7

R Widd?combV.10001111010n01-9 Wragh SSS'l
Walton .111101111100111—12 Baars 101010011011111-10

Va'nVyk?^
8

'

entranC6^llT.^^ 01 11 10 11 00 10 10 10-11

Budd 11 10 10 11 10 11 10 11 11-14

y'u" ' ........ n 10 11 11 10 11 10 11 H-15
Willard '.'.... 00 11 00 01 11 10 10 10 11-10

p "ker 11 11 01 00 10 11 10 11 00-11

H WWaicomb''V.'.'.'.V..' 00 10 10 01 10 00 10 10 11- 8

Plumber H 01 11 11 10 10 11 10 11-14

Bartlett H 00 01 10 10 11 11 11 10-12

R W ddicomb.'::.' 10 00 ll 11 11 00 01 10 11-11

Walton 10 11 11 11 01 10 H 10 11-14

Magoon*.'.*.".'.*.'.'.'.".'.*.'.'.'.'.'.'. . . . .
H « 10 10 10 00 O 00 00- 9

No. 10," is targets, entrance S3, $10 added:
VanDyke . ... 111111111111011-14 Plumber 010011011101101- 9

Budd .. .111111111110111-14 Hascall OOlOU.OllOlOlOl-

7

Elliott 111(111110110111-12 R Widdicomb. . .111011001101101—10

youne .'.'.'.111111111111111-15 Walton linillllOHOll-13

Willard"" .
.111100111101101-11 Elkerton 011110011111011-11

Hobart'"... ...111111011101111-13 Horton 100110000111011- 8

Parker 111111111011111-14 Wyman 100110001000111-

7

Thomas' 001011111011000- 8 Maefie 110111110111001-11

Bartlett . . .111011111111111-14 Kelsey 100100111101010- 8

Falcon iiooiomiOHOl-10 Magoon 11000111 1101110-10
Bix.

E. N. Y. League Tournament.

The second tournament of the Eastern New York Trap Shooters 1

League, of the present year's series, was scheduled on the league sec-

retary's list long before the dawn of '94, and the event became a

standing fixture in the Forest and Stream list. With such an advance

notice placed in the American sportsmen's favorite newspaper, the

event could not fail to be a familiar fixture in the minds of the league

shooters, and many others as well, and a fine attendance was the

natural result at the league meet at Canajoharie. on Memorial Day,

May 30. The weather was unfavorable, and of a character that seems
to have become the ideal one for the particular holiday mentioned,

with drizzling showers and falling mists, and the few fitful gleams of

sunshine that struggled through the rents in the clouds late in the day
failed to mitigate the marrow-chilling dampness and but feebly bright-

ened the dank and heavy air that hung like a pall over that lovely por-

tion of the Mohawk Valley, where the shooting ground is situated.

The day did not open quite so threateningly, and when the writer left

Ms home in Albany on the early morning "accommodation," the wind
was northwest, and it seemed as though the hearty puffs would
assuredly drive away the heavy vapor folds of bluish gray that shad-

owed the earth, and whose darkening effect so grudgingly gave way to

the increasing light of day; but the wind slowly veered around to the

dreaded eastern quarter, and then came the intermittent drizzle and
drip that marked that doleful May day.
Always ahead of time, if possible, Forest and Strram's Albany cor-

respondent was in the New York Central Depot before the train was
announced as ready, and here I found quite a little gathering of
sportsmen bound for the Canajoharie shoot. First, there was Johnny
Sanders, the best shot of his age in the .League, and George Knowles,
who from his partiality to saddle-horses is known as the "tall

trooper," both of my own '"gang;" then "Uncle Sammy" Goggin of
Troy strode in, followed by his brother Trojans, Warren F. Lord, tne
ex-champion pigeon shot of four counties, John T. Betts and Gus
Buesser, the latter looking as mournful as a beaten gamecock at being
knocked out of going with the boys by the inexorable ''chained to
business." On the train we found another Albaniau, C. E. Arnold,
with H, M. Levengston, Jr., and W. H. Gibbs of Saratoga's once
famous team of shooters, and from the Vichy drinkers we learned that
another one of the "Big Four," W. H. Bockes, would be en route to
the shoot later. There were also in the shooters' coach Dr. B. D.
Mosher, a leading spirit in an ambitious gun club at Granville, N. Y.,
and M. F. Roberts, who long since established himself as a supreme
favorite not only as a dead shot, but as a most companionable gentle-
man among the shooters of eastern New York, though he is a resident
of Rupert, Vt.
The ride up the Central was uneventful, and I noted as we sped

along the north bank of the rushing Mohawk, swollen by the rains to
a turgid, roaring flood, that the aDglers had been knocked out of the
pleasures of the rod, and I chuckled a little to think that the few re-
maining bass and pike would have a further respite from capture on
even this, the lawful opening day. Indeed, at Hoffman's Ferry and
Crane's-Village, where the train usually disgorges a lot of pecfieurs,
not a solitary rodman was to be seen. At a station further up. our
knot of sober-faced gunners was brightened by the entrance of the
tall blonde shooter, Robert M. Hartley, president of the Riyerview
Gun Club of Amsterdam, a well known and popular member of the
League and a thorough gentleman sportsman whose capable writings
have frequently graced the columns of the sportsmen's press.
Well, here we are at Palatine Bridge, from whence we are to cross

the river on an ancient wooden structure to Canajoharie. As we clam-
bered into a long carryall, I noticed that our train had brought two
of the "Johnstown giants," Fred W. Partiss and Jas. F. Piersons.
Overcoats ai e hurriedly donned, for the mist-laden air is raw and chill,

and only the exuberant spirits of a party of hardy gunners could
have been proof against the discomfort of the ride through muddy
thoroughfares and down the canal bank to the Bhooting ground. Be-
fore We reached the familiar low, level flat, on one of the broadest and
most verdant reaches of the great valley, a rattle of guns at the firing
pojnts showed that the local contingent was on hand, and many greet-
ings were received from the leading spirits of the club, Dr. S. A. Wes-
sels, Charlie Weeks, Harry Bancroft. Chas. W. Scharff and T. C. Peg-
nim. Hello! what a lot of stranger. There's Dan Lefever. sure. Great
Beotti will that sturdy gunmaker ever grow old? He looks exactly as
he did twenty years ago. And here's another gun manl Dick King,
bronzed and brawny, capable of shooling a rattling pace, and talking
up the merits of the "New Baker" in a cyclone of logic. Speaking of
gun men, I must not forget to mention Geo. A. MoBher, of Syracuse,
who arrived later, to have a good time with the shooters and incident-
ally to Bhow the Hollenbeck hammerless, man aud gun being especial
favorites with my gang. Ah, there, Cruttyl an-i Will Cruttenden, the
Oazenoyia sawed-off of kingbird fame, turns from his chronic hustling
fo greet his friends, which includes everybody.
Hold on, I haven't mentioned among the Syraouseana a young fel-

low who promises great things as a shooter, and the boys, one and all
want to keep an eye on Charlie Lathrop. Here is a tall* fellow with a
well knit figure, looking every inch the trained sportsman that he is;
a familiar face at the State and other prominent meets for years, but
although I have been on the circuit for many moons I have not' had
the luck to run against him, to know him, since the State meet at
Albany in 1889. He is a wonder at stirring things up at a shoot
whether telling spicy stories, cracking jokes that appall the uniniti-
ated, making the managers of a shoot red in the face to keep up with
his ideas, shooting a pace that will spur the best in the land to keep
up with him, or ogling the pretty maids with whom he seems to catch
on as successfully as "Prince Harvey." Add to these a fluent com-
mand of good "United States," well set off by a gentle and polished
manner, and no one in the swim will fail to recognize in this kketchWm. P. Rayland, of Newburgh. There is another Roberts present be-
sides the Vermonter. He is from Canastota, and to distinguish him
from the Green Mountain man we have placed him in the scores as
"Roberto." There were other arrivals later, among them G. V. Hart-
ley and C. W. Scharff, Jr., and in the goodly crowd of spectators that
thronged the firing points and gathered in the shelter of the canvas
throughout the day I noticed Mat Dubois, an Albauy trap shot
The shooting was performed on the rapid-fire system, over 5 traps

known, traps and unknown angles. The programme was a very loug
pnp, consisting of three 10-bird. five 15-bird, two 30-bird and one r'5-
b'rd events, the entrance fees ranging from $1.30 to ?>3.50. In the 10-
bird events the purses were divided 40,30 20 and IK- in the 15-bh-d
S4, 22, 20, 18 and lfe; in the 20 and 25-bird, 22, 20, 18, 1G.' 14 and 10^, The
Bhooting was made difficult not only by the sharp angles and low
elevations at which the birds were thrown, but by their often wobbling
and uncertain flight. How well the undaunted shooters performed
under tae adverse conditions of hard birds and cold, raw, drizzling

weather that might have discouraged a Labrador fisherman, may be

judged by a perusal of the detailed scores:

No. 1, 10 singles, known traps, known angles, entry 81.30, 4 moneys:
Rayland 0111111101-8 Scharff 0101011011—

B

Levengston 0100111110-G Roberts 1111001011-7

Arnold 1111001111-8 Dr Mosher 1010100001-4

Sanders 0110001110-5 Gee Kay 01 1 0100010-4
Lefever HllllOlll-9 Roberto 1110101101—7

King 1111101101-8 Pierson 0011101111—7

Lathrop 0100000111—4 Partiss. 1000110001—4

Pegnim 1011111100-7 Martley 1100010011—5

Betts 1000111101—6 Crutty 0111111011—

S

Wessels 0010011111—6 Weeks 1111101110-8

McGinness 1000111111-7 Bancroft 1011001100-5

Goggin 0101011101—6 Thorne 1111101111-9

No. 2, 15 singles, entrv §1.95, 5 moneys:
Rayland 110111101110011—11 Scharff 101110111001011—10

Levengston 111111111111101—14 Roberts 010111111111011-12

Arnold 011001111011100- 9 Dr Mosher 010001111101111-10

Sanders 111010010111111—11 Gee Kay 101010010100000- 5

Lefever 111111101111101-13 Roberto llllllOlllOllll—13
King 001101011111111—11 Pierson 010110001010100— 6

Lathrop 010001111011100— 8 Partiss 10O1O1110001010— 7
Pegnim 110101111010101-10 Hartley 110110101111110-11

Betts 111001111111100—11 Crutty 111111110111101-13

Wessels 110111101110101—11 Weeks 111110111111111—14
McGinness. .....111111111110111—14 Bancroft 100001101110001— 7

Goggin. . . ,
101011110111111—12 Thorne. , 111110111100111—12

No. 3, 15 singles, entry SI. 95, 5 moneys:
Rayland ..111101101111110-12 Dr Mosher 111111111111111—15
Levengston 111011100111 110-11 Gee Kay...- '

otioo

Arnold 111101010111000— 9 Roberto 110111011111001—11

Sanders 110000111010111— 9 Pierson 001110001010101— 7
Lefever 110111011011111—12 Partiss 111111000001000— 7

King 011110001011111—10 Hartley 011110011101011—10
Lathrop 011111011111110-12 Crutty 011011111111110-12

Pegnim 111111110110111—13 Weeks 011110101111UO—11
Betts 000011110111110— 9 Bancroft 100110101100011— 8
Wessels 10111101101000 1— 9 Thorne 111001111010111—11

McGinness 011110011110.100— 9 G V Hartley. . .. 010000000100000— S

Goggin 111110111001000— 9 Mosher 010101111100111—10

Scharff 100111010011000- 7 Scharff, Jr 111101111101100-11
Roberts 000011011011111— 9

No 4, 20 singles, entrance $2.60, 0 moneys:
Rayland .. .11011010110101111111—15 Dr Mosher. 11011111111101101011—16
LevengsfnllllllllOlllllllllll—19 Gee Kay. . .OlOOlOllOlOOOlllOlOl—10
Arnold..,. 10111000111111001011—13 Roberto... .10101110011110011111—13
Sanders ...11101011111111111010—16 Piersons. .

.10111110101001100110—12

Lefever.... 110111011 11010011111-15 Partiss ... .00110110011111100100-11

King 01011111111111101111—17 Hartley.. -..Ill 11000100011100011—11
Lathrop .. .Illil0illl01llll0il0-16 Crutty 01111111110001100011—13
Pegnim.... 11010010111111010111—14 Weeks 11111111111111111111—20
Betts 00111101101111110101—14 Bancroft . .00001111001110101100—10
Wessels. . .

.11010011110011111110-14 Thorne . . . .01111111111110111101-17

McGinness.11101 111100111111110—16 Peters 01101010000111101111—12
Goggin ....01010011010000001101— 8 Mosher. .. .01101110110111100000—11
Scharff. . .

.01100101011011100101—11 Scharff, Jr.10010110111100101100-11
Roberts.. . .11100110101110110111—14

No. 5, 15 singles, entrance $1.95, 5 moneys:
Rayland 111011111111111—14 Roberts 111110101011111—12
Levengston irOlllllllllll—14 Dr Mosher 010111011110111—11
Arnold 111111111111111—15 Gee Kay 101010111011011—10
Sanders 101111101110001—10 Roberto 111111011101110-12
Lefever 1011111111111U—14 Peters 110111110101111—12
King 101011101111111—12 Partiss 110100011101010- 8

Lathrop 111111101001111—12 Hartley OOOllllOllllOlO— 9

Pegnim 111001001111110-10 Cruttv 011111111001101—11
Betts 110111110111011—12 Weeks 110111111111101—13
Wessels 001110011111001— 9 Bancroft 011011001110101— 9

McGinness 111110110110110—11 Thorne 111111111101110—13
Goggin 110010111110100— 9 Mosher 011010011110100— 8

Scharff 011010000111110— 8

No. 6, 10 singles, $1.30, 4 moneys:
Rayland 1111111111—10 Scharff 0011001001—4
Levengston 1111111111—10 Roberts 1111111100—8
Arnold 1011111111— 9 Dr Mosher 1100111111—8
Sanders 1011111111— 9 Gee Kay 1101000010—4
Lefever llllllllll—10 Roberto 1100111110-7
King 1111010110— 7 Peters 1001111100-6
Lathrop llllllllll—10 Partiss 1000011110-5
Pegnim 0111001111— 7 Hartley 1000110101—5
Betts 1011011110— 7 Crutty 1111101111-9
Wessels 0101110010— 5 Weeks 1011111111—9
McGinness 111011C011— 7 Bancroft 0110011010-4
Mosher 0000110101- 4 Thorne 1110011011-7
No. 7, 15 singles, §1.95, 6 moneys:

Rayland 111111110111111—14 Scharff 000001100000001- 3
Levengston ....011011111111110-12 Roberts 1111C0011111101—11
Arnold 101111110111101—12 DrMosher 001011110001011— S
Sanders lOllllOlllOllll—12 Gee Kay 111000011100101— 8
Lefever 111010111001111—11 Crutty 100111001011111—10
King 101111111111111—14 Peters 010"01101000011- 6

Lathrop 111111111100111—13 Partiss 100110111111110—11
Pegnim 110111111010111—12 Hartley 100000110110001— 0
Betts 111001111010001— 9 G V Hartley. .. .000000001000000— 1

Wessels 110001010101011— 8 Weeks 111111111111111-15
McGinness 111101001100100— 8 Bancroft 011010010100101— 7
Mosher 00011 OOOonOlOO- 5 Thorne 111111110110011—12
No. 8, 20 singles, entry $2.60, six moneys:

Rayland... .11111011111111110111—18 Bierbauer.. 01100100001101011111—11
Levengst'nlllimiillOlllUOlO—17 Roberts. . ..11011110001101111101—14
Arnold.... 11111001101110110111—15 Dr Mosher. OlllOlOOlOlllllillOl—14
Sanders. ...11110110111101101011—15 Gee Kay . . .01110010001001001011— 9
Lefever.. ..11111111111011111111—19 Crutty 11111111111111111111—20
King 11011010101001101111—13 Peters 11011000111001110011—12
Lathrop. . .OlOlllilOllllllOOlll—15 Partiss . . . .10110000100110101000— 8
Pegnim. ...11010101111001011001—13 Weeks 11111111111111111112-20
Betts 11111101011111101001—15 Bancroft. ..11010111110011110101—14
Wessels.. ..0111 1110001111111011—15 Thorne. .. .11101111101111111100—16
McGinness 10100110001011111110—18 Hartley. ...10110110101100101110-12
Mosher. . . .10111001101010101011—12
No. 9, 15 singles, $1.95, 5 moneys:

Rayland. . 010011111011111—11 Bierbauer 001100100111101— 8
Levengston ....111111111111111— 15 Roberts 101 11 1.111111101—13
Arnold 111111011111111—14 Dr Mosher lllllionoillll—13
Sanders 111111111101110—13 Gee Kay 100111100111011—10
Lefever 111000111110010— 9 Crutty 111100111001001—9
King 111111100110111-12 Davendorf.. ,,. .001000010010000— 3
Lathrop 011011111111111—13 Weeks 111111011111111—14
Pegnim lllllionoillll—13 Bancroft 110111101010011—10
Betts 011001111111101—11 Thorne 111011011111110—12
W«8sels 111111001101110—11 Hartley 110111101100111—11
Mclinnes llllOlOlilOlOOl—10 Scharff 111110011101111—12
No. 10, 10 singles, entrance $1.30, 4 moneys:

Rayland 1111111011— 9 Devendorf 0100011010— 4
Levengston 1111110111— 9 Roberts 1101111011— 8
Arnold 1010010111— 6 Dr Mosher llllllllll—10
Sanders...., lllllllllO— 9 Gee Kay 1110101000— 5
Lefever lllllllllO— 9 Crutty OlOllOlOll— 6
King 1011101111— 8 Weeks 1110111111— 9
Lathrop 1110111110— 8 Hartley 0101111010— 6
Pegnim 0011101100— 5 Bancroft 0111010111 7
Betts 0111101010—6 Scharff 1101110000—5
Wessels 1111100100— 6 Thorne 1111110111— 9
McGinness..... 1110011110— 7
No. 11, 25 singles, entrance $3.50, G moneys:

Rayland.-. , 1011111010111101111111111—21
Gee Kay 11 1 1 1 1 loooi 00101101moil—17
Arnold OOllllllOlllOllllllllllli—21
Sanders 001 11011111011 10111001110—1

7

Lefever 1 11 11 1 1 1 1011 1 101 111100110-20
King 1110101111101110111010011—18
Lathrop HllllllllllOill 110111101-22
pegnim 1100110001010111101111001—15
B?tts 0111111111001111111010011—19
Wessels OOIOOU 1100001 10011111010-13
Sanders OlOlOOOOllillOlllllOlOlOl-15
Weeks 1111111111111111110111111-24
Thorne 1011111111110111011111111—22

AWARDS FOB HIGHEST AGGREGATES.

A purse of $21, divided $6, $5, $4, $3, $2, $1, was "awarded to the
shooters making the highest aggregate scores in events Nos 2 to

"~

inclusive. In the events to qualify for the purse, a contestant had to
shoot at 135 kingbirds. Out of this number. Weeks, Canajoharie
scored 125, won first money; Levengston, Saratoga, 121, won second'
Rayland, Newburgh, 114, won third; Lefever, Syracuse, 112 won
fourth; Thorne, Troy, 109, won fifth; Lathrop, Syracuse. 107 won
sixth. The other contestants who shot through the qualification
events scored totals as follows: Dr, Mosher, Gra.nvine, 105- Sanders
Albany, and King, Syracuse, 104; "Orutty," Cazenovia. i03;"Arnold'
Albany, 102: Roberts. Riraert. Vt.. 101 r P»nim nQ ., Q ir.i,.,m-„ }». n—1_'

Troy, 94:

Bancroft, ^
Albany, 64.

Notwithstanding the large number of birds thrown from a single
battery, the tournament concluded long before sundown. The rain

had ceased falling and the raw atmosphere seemed to have changed
to a softer character when the gunners gathered at the Wagner
House, where the evening was enlivened by a public concert given by
the tine band of the village. Brother Rayland was in great form when
the Albanians pulled out and reluctantly let t the good company that-

graced the second successful Eastern League tournament of 1891.

Horace B. Derby.

Trap at San Antonio.
A large assembly of members of the San Antonio Gnn Club was

found at Lakeview by the Forest and Stream representative, Follow-
ing are the scores:
No. 1, 15 singles, unknown angles, known traps:

Biesenbaoh .. /.tlOlOllOlllllOll—11 Thiele 110110011110110-10
Frank 110011000100111- 8 Rothwell 111110011111101—12'
Chabot 111100111001111—11 Veith 111101101101101—12
France 001111010010010- 7 Epstein 111000011111011—10
Tendick 011111111111010-12 Wagenfuhr 000000011001111— 6
No. 2, trophy shoot, 20 singles, 5 pairs:

Tendick 001 1 10 1 1 1 1001 0000101
Rothwell 1011011.1011111100001

France 11111111111110111111
Black 11111110111111110111
Learn 11101011011111100101
Thiele HllllinillllllllOl
Shields , 1 10011111001001 11111

Biesenbach 11111011110101010111
Wagenfuhr 10111001111110101110 00 11 00 01 01—18
Epp 0111101U11111101011 10 10 00 00 00—18
Rahmsdorf 00010000000001000000 10 00 00 00 00— 3
Cann 01000111010011100000 01 10 10 10 00—12'

Veith 11010110101101111101 10 00 01 ll 10-19
1

Epstein 11110111100101101110 10 01 00 01 10—18
Frank 10111001011110101101 01 10 00 10 11-18
Phillips 01111100110010011010 10 10 10 10 00-15
Chabot 01111011011001110001 11 11 10 10 00-18
Simpson 10010010010U0010000 01 10 10 10 00—11
W S Smith 11101111010110111001 01 10 11 10 10-20
Grossman 11011111101110111110

Vol brecht 111101 1 1 101 1 1 001 1 li ! 10

a C Smith 11011000111001111111

Adams OtfllOllOlOOlOaOOliO

Pancoast 11111110010110101100

France wins in first class, Grossman and Smith tie in second; won
by Grossman in shoot-off.

Team shoot, 15 singles, unknown angles, known traps:

10 11 11 10 10—17
10 10 01 00 01—17
11 10 10 11 10—26
10 11 10 11 01—25
01 01 10 10 01—IS
11 01 10 10 10-25
10 00 00 10 01—17
01 11 10 10 10—21

01 10 01 00 01-20
10 11 01 10 00—18
10 11 10 10 10-20
11 10 11 0 11—18
11 10 10 10 11-2

Capt. Grossman's Team.
Grossman . . .101010011111110 -10
Thiele 111111101110010-11
Pancoast ... .011 01 1 110110110—10
Tendick . ,. .001010000010011— 5

Wagenfnln..010100101011010— 7

Chabot 00001OH 1000111— 7
Volbrecht . .110111110110000— 9

Frank 110101101101000— 8

Capt. FraDce"s Team.
France 111111111111110—14
Rothwell. ... 11 1 1 1 1 11 1 110101—13
Vieth ,110000110101111— 9
Biesenbach, 111011111111100—12
Philips 111111110111111—14
Eppstein ...000111011010001- 7
Adams 011001010111100— 8
Learn 101000010010011— 6

Rahmsdorf. 000100010101000— 4-71 Cann 101100000000110— 5—88

Willard Park Grounds.
Paterson Gun Club, May 29.—Club shoot, 25 bluerocks, entry $3,

Novelty rules, 5 traps:
1] 3 i 1101111111100111111111111-22

Wright <T> 1111111110111111111111111—24
,

0110101101011010110110011—15
v. ..- lilOlllOl'JUllOOlOOlOlllI 11-15

E Boyle (3) 1111111111010111110101111-21

Fifteen targets:
Morfey .... 111100111111110-13 111111011111111-14 101010011111111-11
Wright 101111111111100-12 010111110001111—10 111110011111111—13

Boyle lllO'OHOOlllll—11 011111100110110—10 111100111010011—10
Morgan ..111001110011100— 9 101001010010101— 7 100000000110001—4
Hopper 111111101101011—12 OlOlllOlOlKVOO- 8 111111110100101—11

Fifteen live birds, 3 traps, fence bounds. $7.50:

Morfey 111110111111111—14 Hopper 101001110111101—10
Wright 111111011111111—14
Second match:

Trap score !gpe—Copyright, ism, 0y forest and Stream Publishing Co

Morfey 2 2202111221122 2—14

->*s->->H tW \/" -»

Wright 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 • 21 • 2 2 »—12

->\/ 1 \ \ \ ->H
Hopper 0 2112310103210 1—11

\->->\\TV^ ->/->-> 4 -><-

Morgan 1 0 2 2 * 1 1 2 2«1 1 1 1 2—13
Shooting was of the highest order taking the birds into considera-

tion. Thev were as fine a lot as ever left traps without preparing
them. Some of the kills where something wonderful and grand,
especially those of Morgan; his ninth was a towering right-quartering
and was lightning fast, which he missed with first but reached with
second, falling inside of ft nee. Wright was in hard luck, losing three

birdS over fence after hitting them all hard. Morfey's fourth was a
fastright-quarterer and a clean miss. Hopper was in hard luck with
his birds, which were in most instances hit with both barrels lightly.

There were only about three birds that were out of company with the
rest; Morfey's fifth, killed at the trap, Hopper's fifteenth, at trap, and
Morgan's tenth, a slow incomer which was hit lightly and retrieved

by dog inside of the fence. Ddtcher.

Capital City Gun Club.

Washington, D. C. May 31.—The Capital City Gun Club on Decora,
tion Day held an all-day shoot. The principal event was a team race
17 men on a side, at 20 targets each, unknown angles, with the Standi
ard Gun Club of Baltimore. The Weather Bureau kept the boys coo
by furnishing an occasional shower, but the shoot went on just the
same. After the team race 20-bird sweeps were indulged in, no handi-
cap, unknown angles. The purses were divided 30, 30, 20, 20 per cent.

The following are the team scores and winners in the sweeps:
Standard Gun Club. Capital City Gun Club.

Evans llOlllllllllllllllOl—18 Arnold ... .01101101110111101010—14
Lupus 11 101001 1011 00101011—12 Osborn . . . .101110) 1001111100111—15

Wilson . . . .10000111010110011101-11 Fristoe . . . .10011111111111101111—17
Storr 11001110110110111110—14 Barker ... .00111111111101011110—15
Ducker 01111011111111111101—17 Steele 11111111011110001111—16

WiUey 10010011100111111111—14 Doyle 11111101011010111101—15

Bond 11111100101110110011—14 Hunter. . . .11111111101000110001—13

Tracey OOOiiOilOOi 110111100—11 Rothwell . .01111101111111111110—18

Rice 10110101001110111101-13 Mattingiy .01111111111111101111—18

Clements 10101001101010110011—11 Happer, JrlllllllOlllllllllllO—18
Hawkins 01111101111101011111-16 McKelden., 11010101111 111111101—16
Buckbee. lOlOlllOOllllOlOOOOl—11 Alexander.llllllllll 1101111011—18
Franklin 0101000100111 lllllOO—11 Wagner . . .10111111110001110010—18
Dixon .11111110111111111111—19 West llOllOOUlOOllllllOO—13
BaughmanOlOlOUlllOllOlllOOO—12 Pruitt 11111100010011101111—14

Claridge .10011110111111110111—16 Gulick 11111111111110111111—19

Bonday.. . .10111111101110111111-17 Carroll ... .11101111100111111111—17

237 if«9

No. 1: Mattingiy 19, Rothwell 19, Hunter 18, Hopper, Jr. 17, Steele
17, McKelden 16, Wagner 16.

No. 2: Fristoe 19, Dixon 19, Steele 18, Osborn 18, Evans 18, Wagner
17, Hunter 17, Mattingiy 17.

No. 3: Steele 20, Evans 20, Happer, Jr. 19, Hunter 19, Rothwell, Jr.

18. Osborn 18, Fristoe 17, Dixon 17.

No. 4: Wagner 19. Rothwell 18, Mattingiy 10, Hunter 10, Osborn 16,

Happer, Jr. 16, Steele Hi, Pruitt 10. Bonday 10, Fristoe 15, Dixon 15.

No. 5: Wagner 19. Rothwell 17, Mattingiy 16, Hunter 16, Osborn 16,

Franklin 16, Claridge 15, Steele 15.

No. 6: Pruitt 20, Mattingiy 19, Wagner 18, Bonday 17, Claridge 17.

A. P. M.

Peekskill Gun Club.

Peeksktll. N. Y., May 30.—Following is the score of the Peekskiu;|
Gun Club. Shooting at 25 targets, rapid firing system, with added I

birds not to exceed 10. Strong south wind:
J B Halsted 100111 1110101 11 101 1011111 -10
HPDain 1100110110110101111111100011111111—35.
Dr S F Horton 1111111101011011111011111 —21
M S Perry 1111010111111101111111111111 —351
GW Richmond 111110111110111101111111010010001 —24
H L Armstrong 1011110100001011111011101101101 —20
W H Pierce 1111110111111011111101111 —2sN

F Southard OHOllOOOllOllllllllOOll 1001 111 —21

1

B. O. EvEiilNGHIM I

South Dakotal '.State ' Annual.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The several gun clubs of Bouth Dakota will hold their seyenthl

annual State tournament at Mitchell, June 11, 12 and 13. A largel
crowd of shooters will be in attendance and a spirited contest iB|

anticipated. The usual rules will govern the match. Nominator, 1
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Jeannette Jagd Club.
GuTTENBURd, N. J., May:

C F Offerman 1221120112— 9 H Winter 0212201111— 8
J Vagt 0112210121- 8 F Reichard 1110011112- 8
0 Meyer 1110111111— 9 H Noble 1012210021— 7
C H Brunie 1111021211— 9 L Lehing 1200112201— 7
A Chester 1002111021— 7 H Helmke 0012110220— 6

C M Meyer 2<!12122122—10 H Raub 1100021012- 6
H Otten 0210121102— 7 ODoescher 0122110002- 6

C. M. Meyer got the gold medal for class A and H. Winter the medal
for class B.

Fargo Gun Club.
Fargo, N. D., May 25.—Scores of the Fargo Gun Club:
No. 1, 10 singles, unknown traps: Akin 6, Roberts 4, Schofleld 3,

Ercanbrack 5, Robbins 6.

No. 2, 10 singles, unknown angles: Robbins 7, Roberts 6, Akin 6.

No. 3, badge shoot, 15 singles, unknown traps, and 5 pairs: Ercan-
brack 17, Roberts 17, Robbins 15, Akin 11.

No. 4, 10 singlues, unknown traps, and 5 pairs: Robbins 19, Ercan-
brack 13, Roberts 12. C. E. R.

Mt. Kisco Rod and Gun Club.
Mt. Kisco, N. T.—Spring tournament of the Mt. Kisco Rod and Gun

Club is down for June 7 and 8. Open to the world. Shooting begins
at 10 A. M. sharp. Any shooter in a tie may withdraw his share of
purse. American Association rules govern all contests. Mount Kisco
is one hour's ride from New York city on Harlem R. R

F. M. Dunn, Sec'y.

Bath Gun Club.
On June 7 the Bath (Me.) Gun Club will hold their third annual

tournament. Invitations have been issued to all clubs of the State.
An interstate shoot will be held between the Massachusetts and Maine
teams, 5 men, 50 targets per man. J. C. Higgins, Sec'y.

Hartford Gun Club.

Hartford, Conn.—The Hartford Gun Club will hold a tournament
at Union Grove, this city, Thursday, June 7. A Forehand Arms Co.
hammerless gun will be shot for at 25 singles per man, open to all,

entrance $1.50, targets included. The principal event of the day will

be the State Challenge cup at 30 singles from 5 unknown traps, and 5

pairs of doubles. This event will be open to Connecticut shooters
only. All other events open to all. Programme mailed on application.

Dan S . Wadsworth, Sec'y.

Live Bird Shooting in New Jersey.

It has been reported that the New Jersey Legislature of 1894 passed
a bill prohibiting the shooting of live birds from the trap. This re-

port is Incorrect, no such law was enacted.

£nmtt$ to (^orrezyondyite,

No notice taken of anonymous communications

H. W. V., Cincinnati.—In Michigan there is no close time for squir-

rels. No other game may be shot in June and July.

C. W , New York—1. Kindly tell me if, in firing a revolver, the ball

leaves the barrel before the recoil is felt. 2. Is it not the recoil that

often spoils the aim? Ans. 1. The recoil begins the instant the ball

starts from the chamber. 2. Yes.

F. J. K., San Antonio, Tex—Is it the general rule at trap-shooting
when singles and doubles are shot at the same meeting to run the two
scores together and consider and report the aggregate as a siDgle

score, or are the scores at singles and those at doubles kept as separate
scores? Which is the prevailing rule? Ans. The former.

S. R. C, Appleton, Mo.—What is the difference between the stand-
ard American rifle target for 200yds. off-hand and 200yds. with a rest,

or are they the same? Ans. For rest snooting the bullseye of the
standard American target has been still further subdivided by placing
two circles inside the 10-circle counting 11 and 12. The diameter of
these circles is 2.33 and 1.41in. respectively. The possible is 120 instead
of 100 for ten shots.

E. S. O., Kansas City, Kans.—Will you please tell me the derivation
and pronunciation of the name of that much talked of fish, the ouan-
aniche? If Spanish it would be pronounced as if spelled wananeechy,
the first a having the sound of a in wander, but I presume that it is

not a Spanish word. Ans. The name is from the Montagnais Indian
term, pronounced as if spelled whonanishe (all vowels short), and is the
French form of the word. See notes on this subject in our issue of
April 7, page 294.

E. B., Utica, N. Y.—I have just returned from a fishing trip upon
which I caught some splendid trout from a lake which had been
stocked with brown trout. It was claimed by those who did the
stocking that the fish I caught were of this species and they pointed
out various differences between those caught and our speckled trout,

all of which could be seen in special cases, but there were no peculiar
shapes or colors or markings which I do not think I could match
with some brook trout. Have you in your paper ever given the dis-

tinctive mark of this fish as compared with the brook trout? Ans.
You will find a portrait of the brown trout in our issue of March 24

last. In his "Fishes of Pennsylvania" T)r. Bean writes of the brown
trout: -'On the head, body and dorsal fin usually numerous red and
black spots, the latter circular or X shaped, and some of them with a
pale border. A yellowish margin usually present on the front of the
dorsal and anal and the outer part of the ventral. The dark spots
are few in number below the lateral line. The ground color of the
body is brownish or brownish black, varying with food and locality."

A GENTLEMAN'S SMOKE,
j

WE COULD NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY
jj

if |>aid double the price, it is the
j

.choicest Smokin$"Tobacco that exi

perience can produce or that monew

<:an buy.

£)w^GbR05 -
MLr,,v/

^yvz)fi

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York City

Sand Worms 12 and 15c. per doz. White or Blood Worm", 35c. per doz.
I am with you again with lower prices for Elsliiusr Tackle. I find by experience that putting: down the prices and not decreas

injf the quality, it Increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Ply and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.19 until all are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, extra tip, complete in wood form and will
give satisfactior.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
; 9Jft. 6Joz. ;

10ft., 7oz.
; lOJft., 7Joz. ; lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8Jft., 9oz. ; 9ft., lOoz.
;
9ift., lloz.

;
10ft., 13oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

No. H— A. special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 63 cts.
;
60yds., 73 cts.

;
80yds., 88 cts.

;
100yds., 98 cts.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
No. E—Special lot Hard Rubber and Nickel Raised Pillar Click Reels, 40yds., 38cts., 60yds., 48cts. Sent by mail Sets, extra for postage.
No. C—Nickel-Plated, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels, with click aud drag and screen oil cup, 40yds., 58c; 60 fds., 6Sc; 80yds., 78c; 100yd-s., 83c; 150yds., 98c 10c extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, mist color, 1yd., 20c. per doz.; 2yds., 40c. per doz.; 3yds., 60c doz. Double Gut Leaders, mist color, 2yds., 75c doz. Hand Twisted Gat Leaders, 10c each, 90c doz.
A special lot of Trout Flies at 25 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage. »

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 15cts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. j 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts. ; 300ft.. 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Special i.int Ko. 3.

SS&SfgS&SFiff&SS' J. F. MAH&STERS, 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. It.

VON LEN6ERKE & DETMOLD,
8 Murray Street, New York.

SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS FOR

The New Hard Grain "Schultze"

Smokeless Shot-Gun Powder.

American " E. C." Smokeless

Shot-Gun Powder.

Walsrode Smokeless Powders

for Shot-Guns & Sporting Rifles.

Send for Pamphlet giving prices and loading directions.

^EVENTS

FHB

Bun|arr

FOR BUNS-REVDLYER5-RIFLES
AND ALL METALS

Lubricant and Rus Preventive
COMBINED.

WOODCRAFT. Price, il.OO.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

IT NEVER GUMS 0*£ DRIPS,
an advantage not possessed by any other lubricant in the world.

Am Indispensable article for all kinds of Fire Arms, Fine Machinery, Gun Locks.
Bicycles, Camp Kits Surgical Instruments, Embalming Instruments, Cutlery, Brass
Work on Yachts, Copper and Steel Plate, etc. In all respects the very best pre-
paration for any metallic surfaces where a non-gumming lubricant and rust pre-
ventive are required

IF TOUR DEALER DOES SOT HAVE IT,
Send 35c . for large Collapsible TUBE by return mail. Address all communications to

The CHARLES WILLEY MFG CO
,
Bay Shore.L.I.,N.¥.,U S.A.

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
P. O. Box 4103,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS,
Bend for Catalogue, free of charge. ' —

Otra Latest Model 189i.

THE NEW IDEAL RIFLE,
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Polk Miller's

DOG
ME DIES

Sergeant's Condition Pills $1 per box.

Sergeant's "Sure Shot" for Worms 50 cents.

Sergeant's Canker Wash 50 cents.

Sergeant's Mange Ointment 50 cents.

Sergeant's Carbolic Soap 25 cents.

All of the above are "mailable" at prices given, except the "Mange Ointment." That's too bulky, and can be sent by
express only. Our pamphlet, which will be sent by mail to any address free, contains the formula for making the ointment.

Get the book and make it for yourself.

HT TO DOC OWNERS:
I have owned dogs for forty years. I have treated them for every disease described in medical works on the

"Diseases of the Dog," and after an experience of thirty-five years of active practice as a druggist in treating ' sick

dogs". I have pinned my fakh to the above remedies. When I look over the letters from grateful patrons who tell me
that "but for your iemedies my dog would have died," I aim surprised that our orders do not keep us "hustling" all the
time. When the men who want to win the prizes at field trials and bench shows are at all doubtful about their success
they write us, "Send at once some Sergeant's Condition Pdls; my dogs are 'off their feed,' or 'languid,' or 'droopy,' or
the 'hair looks dead and dull,' and I want to get them in good trim," They know on which side "their bread is

buttered," and in a few weeks we read in the reports from the Forest and Stream that these men walk off with the
best prizes.

^ P0LK MILLER.

Sergeant's Pills, given regularly to a dog, will as effectually guard him against distemper as vaccination protects
the human family against Small Pox.

Sergeant's "Sure Shot" is a sure remedy for worms in dogs of any age, but puppies ought to have it anyway
for, worms or no worms, its laxative properties clean them out. They are "gormandizers"-eat too fast and can't digest it-and
this remedy steps in to undo the damage which their greediness brings on.

1^ Sergeant's Carbolic (Soft) Soap.-I claim no credit for this splendid article. I import it in lame drums
from England and put it up in small boxes for convenience. It is the only Carbolic Soap I have ever seen that would kill themangy, musty smell which is so common in house pets when fed by the ladies on a meat diet principally. Dogs washed with this
soap regularly, winter or summer, will not have the mange.

6

Arsenic and Iron Pills.—We have a pill, prepared from my own practice and composed of arsenic and iron(one-eighth grain of arsenic and one grain of iron) which I have found excellent in cases where arsenic is desired. They are small
^ W)

'

-dWW - aWiVe *"* iS ^ ^ to them, bailed in

itfTnd^
b ^ ° f ^ ™^ dtieS in United State, The following parties buy inquantity supply the trade:

A. G. Spalding & Bro Chicago.
Fanciers & Breeders' Supply Co Boston.
Henry C. Squires New York.
Von Lengerke & Detmold New York
J. F Schmelzer & Sons Kansas City.
Roberts Hardware Co Denver
Clabrough, Golcher & Co San FranCISCO,

A. C. Chase Baltimore.

Holler & Shoemaker Philadelphia.
Smith, Kiline & French Philadelphia.
Meachain Arms Company St. Louis.
Wisconsin Kennel Supply Co . . . Milwaukee.
Geo. W. Sentell, Jr New Orleans.
Fletcher Hardware Co .Detroit
Eberhart Pug Kennels Cincinnati.

THE POLK MILLER DRUG CO., Richmond, Va.
Sole Manufacturers
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and

as much earlier as ' may be practicable.

Our Yellowstone Expedition.

The most important achievement of the Forest and

Stream's Yellowstone Park Game Exploration was Mr.

Hough's prompt and authoritative report upon the work

of the buffalo butcher Howell. This report came just

at a time when its publication in our columns was cal-

culated to compel attention at Washington and to demon-

strate the necessity of immediate action. It opened the

eyes of the public and of Congress to the cold hard fact

that the National Park game must be protected by

adequate provision of law, and the law was enacted.

This result at once lifted the Forest and Stream's

expedition out of the plane of ordinary journalistic enter-

prise and elevated it to the rank of a memorable public

service, the influence of which, we firmly believe, will be

far extending and long enduring.

The report of the buffalo outrage was given when it

would do the most good; it could not have been delayed

for its place in the narrative of the trip. An intelligent

discussion of the Park railroad invasion and Park segre-

gation schemes has followed; and Mr. Hough has now
entered upon the story of the incidents of the expedition

in their order. The trip, as is well said, was one of a

lifetime. The story is novel and fascinating, and its

interest will hold to the end. We congratulate those

who by the magic of our Staff Correspondent's*-pen may

follow the Forest and Stream party in the adventures,

perils, hardships, pleasures and rewards of this winter

exploration amid the snows and geysers and peaks and

canons of the Wonderland.

One fruit of the trip was a notable series of photographs

of winter scenery and wild game. The pictures secured

by the Forest and Stream party have been supplemented

by others very generously placed at our disposal by Mr. F.

J. Haynes, official photographer of the Northern Pacific

R.R. Some twenty-six of the views have been reproduced

and will illustrate the text.

The part which Mr, Elwood Hofer took in the expedi-

tion is told in the story itself; we have only to add that

without his promised co-operation the trip never would

have been undertaken.

Capt. Anderson, the commanding officer of the Park,

has placed the Forest and Stream under renewed obli-

gations for his characteristic courtesy and hospitality.

The whole country owes him a lasting debt of gratitude

and appreciation for his devoted and large-minded service

as the public guardian of the National Park.

RELATIONS OF THE COMMUNITY TO THE
FISHERIES."

The article by Commissioner McDonald on the 1 'Rela-

tions of the Community to the Fisheries," which is in

course of publication in this journal, should be read and

carefully considered by every one who has an interest in

the future of our fish supply. Based as it is upon statistics

ollected by the most approved methods, and covering a

long period of time, it appeals with all the force of

authority to the judgment of those who seek to know the

history and results of fishing operations. There is in it no
trace of personal prejudice or selfish interest, but merely
a plain statement of facts and the conclusions logically to

be drawn from them.

A fundamental principle of fishery regulation is the

imposition of such restrictions as are necessary to main-
tain the fishing industry and no other limitations. In this

object the fisherman and the consumer are equally inter-

ested. When the conditions of a continuing and success-

ful industry have been established, all should unite in

maintaining such conditions without dissension and
without unfriendly rivalry.

It is startling to note the change in public sentiment in

England since the time of Huxley's recommendation to

leave the sea fishing unrestricted—a change paralleled in

Ireland and Scotland, and rapidly making progress in

continental Europe. Evidently the time has come for

earnest study of fishery problems, and it behooves us to

enter into them without preconceived notions and with
the determination to abide by the truth wherever it may
lead.

It will be interesting in connection with this paper to

note the results of introducing shad on the Pacific coast

where no fish of that kind were found until within the
last sixteen years. The entire stock of embryo shad sent

to California was not equal to the number planted in the
Delaware River in a single season, amounting to only a few
millions; yet in 1892 the catch of shad in that State was
nearly four times as great as tni# yield of Massachusetts
and five times as many as were taken in Connecticut.

Even in Oregon more shad were caught than in Connec-
ticut, and Washington took four-fifths as many as the lat-

ter State, while the fish had already pushed northward to

Alaska.

Only thirty years ago the Connecticut was one of the
famous shad rivers of the East. Eighteen years ago the
IT. S. Fish Commission was collecting shad eggs at South
Hadley Falls. To-day, thanks to the obstructions by dams
and pound nets, the shad fishing of Connecticut is valued
at only a few thousand dollars, while in more favored
streams further south the fishery ?s fully maintained and
probably increasing year by year.

SNAP SHOTS.

A large amount of money is paid out of the Vermont
State treasury for killing bears, panthers, wildcats and
foxes. In one town in Essex county eleven bears were
killed, bringing to the slayers $15 a piece as a bounty
besides the revenue from the hides and meat. Bears are

quite plenty in several of the counties, but it is not
thought a wise policy to pay so much in bounties when
they would undoubtedly be killed just as quickly if no
bounty law existed. A great many people would only
like the opportunity to join in one of the frequent bear
hunts during the proper season. The same rule applies

to the killing of foxes, but as their extermination is a
protection to the grouse there is not so much grumbling
about it except by the fox hunters who hunt for the love

of hunting and not for the paltry bounty. It is the
farmer's boy who wants and gets the bounty in most
cases.

whirr of grouse and Bob White, the whistle of woodcock,

the rush of canvasback and the baying of hounds are

familiar sounds to his ear; but he is perhaps best known as

an enthusiastic devotee of the rod, and particularly that

use of it which demands the highest order of skill in the

killing of the king of fishes, the "lordly salmon." Early

in the seventies Mr. Adams killed his first salmon ; and
contributed an account of the experience to the

Forest and Stream. It has been bis good fortune

to be able to continue this sport for eighteen con-

secutive years. Early in his fishing experiences, he
has told us, he became convinced that the riparian

land owners upon salmon rivers would ultimately be

declared by the courts to be proprietors, with the sole

right to the products of the waters and consequently the

control of the fisheries. Acting upon this conviction, he

secured land bordering upon several of the best salmon
rivers; the question of riparian ownership, then in the

courts, was finally decided favorably to the land owners,

and it found Mr. Adams in possession of some of the best

salmon preserves in Canada. At present he is co-owner

with Mr. Henry Sampson of New York city of the first

five miles of the Nepisiquit at Bathurst, N. B., in that

reach so well known as the "Rough Water." Thither he
has gone this season, and we hope to have from "Camp
Adams" a continuation of the delightful angling notes

printed to-day. The letter of Lord Dufferin to Mr. John
Fottler, Jr., a companion of Mr. Adams at Camp Dufferin,

has the true ring of the sportsman's spirit.

Rev. Dr. Charles H. Parkhurst, of this city, whose
activity in the work of municipal reform has brought him
into such prominence, is an enthusiastic mountain climber.

For many years he has gone in the summer to the Swiss

Alps, . each year selecting some new mountain to scale.

Says a writer in Harper's Weekly:
It is the one crowning exhilaration of the year, to be looked forward

to and back upon with the keenest zest. But he goes about it in

earnest, and with the utmost system. He is not a hare-brained
climber, and takes no unnecessary risks. He knows his guides, whom
he selects with care, and between him and them there is the closest

tie of mutual respect and confidence. Having taken them, he obeys
them loyally, acknowledging their responsibility and recognizing their
authority. Each year also he goes into a preliminary training, that
he may execute his task, when he finally assumes it, with safety and
with proper equipment It- is interesting to trace in this occupation
of vacation days—which is not a pastime, but in the literal sense a
recreation—the qualities that have made Dr. Parkhurst so well known
Courage, of course, it demands. The Matterhorn is not scaled by a
person, or parson, of flabby nerve any more than by one of flabby
muscle. But with courage must go a cool head, a resolute will, and
that indefinable faculty for making the best of things, be they good or
ill, which is the prime condition of successful climbing of mountains
or other difficult heights. It is significant, too, that this quiet clergy-
man, whose daily life for years has necessarily been of the most
regular sort, Suggesting relaxation in the study rather than sustained
and trying exertion in the open air, has felt the steady desire for the
mountains, and has found in them the refreshment that inspired him
for the toil of the rest of the year.

Probably there are very few more appreciative, enthu-
siastic and all-around sportsmen than the writer of the
"Salmon Notes from Camp Adams," printed in our
angling columns to-day. Mr. Adams, now of middle age,

is of direct descent from the old Adams stock of Massa-
chusetts. Having by his own energy and ability acquired

a competence, he has yet found time to indulge in the
health-giving sport furnished by the rod and gun. The

Mayor W. B. Mershon, of Saginaw, Mich., was expected
in Quebec on Friday morning of this week. He was
joined by Mr. Robert C. Lowry, of New York, and these
gentlemen will proceed to their salmon fishing headquar-
ters on the Grand Cascapedia River, Quebec, from which
point it is probable we may receive communications from
either or both. They are well-known as contributors to

these columns. Mr. Lowry announces that since his

experience of last year with the ouananiche at the Grand
Discharge of Lake St. John has been so much criticised

he has come to the conclusion that he must have
encountered an entirely different fish, and perhaps it was
not the genuine "leaping" ouananiche at all. Therefore
he hopes to try again this season and will probably give
the readers of Forest and Stream a second edition of

his experience with the far-famed game fish.

In a menagerie in New Jersey, one night last week, a
monkey broke loose-and dashed itself against the bars of
a cage containing two lions. One of the lions seized the
monkey, drew it into the cage and made a meal of it.

This shows us that even in the darkest hour, when one is

hedged about as by iron bars, fortune may send unex-
pected blessings.

Before the guddlers and the ginnilers shall have set one
another by the ears in a discussion of the merits of trout

tickling, we appeal to Judge L. B. France or some other
authority to tell us whether under any circumstances it

would be permissible for a true rodster—that is to say,

one of ramrod uprightness—to give over his rodstering and
indulge in wig-wazzing for fish on a Sunday night, when
the law specifically forbids that practice.
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"Forest and Stream's" Yellowstone

Park Game Exploration.

Chicago, May 30.—In the first article of this series I

made the statement that no one except Mr. Hofer had ever
made the winter trip through the- Park and written a

newspaper account of it. Mr. F. Jay Haynes, the well-

known St. Paul photographer, who has long been official

artist for the Northern Pacific Road, and who has done so

much to set forth the beauties of the Park in a pictorial

way, calls my attention to the fact that the story of his

winter trip, mentioned in my first article, was written by

himself and printed in a Chicago paper, Harper's Weekly

also running full illustrations of it. This I did not know.
Mr. Haynes adds that he took with him four men of the

unfortunate Schwatka party, and made the circuit of the

Park, regardless of .trails, and passing over Mount Wash-
burn, as I stated. It was on Mount Washburn that this

party were caught in a storm and nearly lost their lives.

On that trip Mr. Haynes did not try for any game
pictures, but this winter, as I stated last week, he went
into the Park again after game pictures, and I hope to

show the readers of Forest and Stream some of the beau-

tiful results of his skillful camera later on in this story,

Mr. Haynes himself being pleased exceedingly with the

results in this magnificent and novel field of winter pho-

tography—into which I believe the Forest and Stream
cameras were the only other ones ever to go. We met the

Haynes party at the Canon very pleasantly as I shall later

mention.
Short-Tailed Coats Better.

The Sjhwatka expedition, as is well known, was sent

out by the New York World, and it made a magnificent
and elaborate failure. SchwatKa had along enough bag-
gage to supply an army. He had long-tailed reindeer

coats, plenty of furs, sledges, etc., and in short was
equipped for an Arctic trip. Unfortunately one cannot
sit in a sledge and be hauled by dog team through the
Park, because the snow is too soft and it snows too much
and too often there, and the hills are too high and steep.

The only way to go is by one's own muscle. Schwatka
got his big party and all his lumber into the Park just 20

miles, and then he found he had enough of it, and so

marched down the hill again. The Forest and Stream
outfit, the first and only staff party ever to go through the
Park in winter, did not w^ear long-tailed reindeer coats.

They only wore short-tailed canvas jumpers, but they got
there just the same.

The Introduction to Ski-Going.

One thing is certain; at the time of which I was writ-
ing last week I had never been through the Park in my
life. Another thing is certain, and that is that I had
never been on skis- in my life. Therefore two startling
experiences in my life remained ahead of me.

Billy took me out where the snow was about lift, deep
and introduced me to a pair of long, low, rakish, piratical-

looking things, with a good deal of overhang forward,
and—as I learned later—without any centerboard. keel or
moral principles anywhere in their composition. You
can talk about a vessel being a "thing of life," and "in-
stinct with soul," and all that sort of thing, but she isn't

in it with the lowly ski, not for a minute. A pair of skis
make about the liveliest way of locomotion, if you give
them a chance, of anything on earth, and if you don't
think they are alive and full of soul, you just try them
and see. They've got a howling, malignant devil in every
inch of their slippery surface, and the combination will
give the most blase and motionless man on earth a thrill

a minute for a good many minutes. You don't want to
go in for the sport of ski-running, not on a hill, anyhow,
unless you want to be carried away with it.

Billy started me in on a hill, and I was quite carried
away. They dug me out of the snow, somewhere down
along the hill, I don't remember just where, and we
started back up again, to do it some more. It was then I
discovered that a ski is like a poor rule, because it won't
work both ways. My skis had been bright and cheerful
when it was suggested that we go down hill, but when
we talked about going up hill they became ugly and
rebellious. They would slip backward down hill, but
wouldn't go up. I began to reflect then that I had 200
miles ahead of me, every inch of it up hill according to
accounts, and I was thoughtful.
"Slap your shoe down hard on the snow," said Billy,

"an i take up all the weight you can with your pole.
Lean forward, and don't lift your heel."

Billy is one of the best snowshoers in the mountains,
having learned the art while carrying mail for years
among the mining camps of Colorado. Moreover, Billy
is a philospher, and disposed to find out the theory of
things. Moreover again, he is not disposed to excessive
and untimely mirth on serious occasions like this. So,
watching Billy, and trying to get close enough to smash
him one with the pole if he got too gay, I found I could
get up the hill a little by using industry and economy.
Pretty soon we came to a steep pitch, which even Billy
could not walk up.
"Here we have to 'corduroy,'" said he. "You turn

your shoes at right angles to the trail, this way, instead
of straight along the way you want to go. That keeps
you from slipping down hill. Now you side-step up the
hill, lifting the shoe clear from the snow each time. You
go right on up sideways, this way, one foot after the
another, getting up only a foot or so at a step. Keep
your shoes at an angle up the hill, just all the angle they
will Btand till they begin to slide back down hill, and
keep on side-stepping up the hill, on the angle, this way,
till you get to where the natural bite of the shoe on the
tnow will allow you to go straight ahead again. That's
'corduroying.' Some folks use clogs, which they buckle
around their shoes. With a clog, you slap your foot down
and go straight ahead. You can tie a knotted piece of
gunny sack under the shoe and get the same result. It's
a nuisance, though, to be stopping putting such things on
and off all the time, at every little hill. You wilffiud
that the best ski runners don't use any clogs, but depend

out breaking the hull till the other foot has been shoved

forward. But any fellow has to corduroy sometimes, and
his average in speed per hour depends on his ability to do

it fast, without slipping, and without losing anything out

of his uphill angle. You want to keep your shoes at just

all the uphill angle they'll stand, and you want to side-

step as high up hill as you can each time, and you don t

want to lose any time slipping back, or plunging, or cross-

ing your shoes, or trying to recover yourself. Just take

it easy and regular. Time in snowshoeing is made by
keeping at it steadily, not stopping and not taking

spurts."
All this was plain enough, and I got up the hill. I

found, however, that the awkwardness of using the un-

skilled muscles required in the work, brought on a profuse

perspiration, though it was a cold winter day. It was at

15. HOUGH IN A HEAP.

the top of this hill that I found out I wasn't going to be
able to wear my nice new fireman's shirt, because it was
too warm.

"You'll find muscles in you you never dreamed of," said

Billy, "and you'll find you don't need much clothing while
you're on the trail."

Army Discipline.

Over the hill, I became exalted in spirit, for I had dis-

covered that the way to do was not to lift the whole 10ft.

of shoe off the snow, but to slide it along on the snow,
letting it carry its own weight, and dragging it forward
by the toe strap. I was going at a great gait, like a boy
with a new pair of galluses, right along in front of D com-
pany barracks, and rather glad a lot of blue-coated gladi-
ators were out watching the tenderfoot learn to ski-go,

when all a 1

; once I learned something more. I got my feet

crossed, somehow, and right at the critical moment I went
end over end in the snow, with the skis fairly braided
around my neck in the most extraordinary and inex-
plicable fashion in the world. Tne skis got a.vay the best

of that fall. D company laughed long and hearty, asone
man. A company always does that way, I suppose, owing
to the army discipline, but I felt like trying to lick D
company, while Bdly was trying to untackle and unbraid
me and get me dug out again.

It would seem easy to get up after falling in the snow,
but let one try this in deep, soft snow, and he will find
that his hand and arm sink deep down, but afford him no

IN" FULL STK1DE—A tiOOl) SKI STEP.

support when he tries to raise himself. He can get no
bearing until he gets above his skis, which do not sink in
the snow. He must therefore get his skis under him,
somehow. That somehow is best understood after a
wrestle or two in trying to get one's feet untangled and
located once more intelligibly. Getting up from a fall in
soft snow or a steep side hill is a very delicate operation.

National Pork.

Billy and I made our way up the mountain side where
lies that marvelous geyser formation known as the Miner
Terrace. Earth has no mammoth hot spring to compare
with this one, whose giant stairway now lay before us,
and the year holds no time like that of midwinter to see
it at its best. The graded pools rose one above another
like jewels on a cloth of white. The snow, yards deep,
made a setting for each pool. Out of the pools the wateron 'corduroying' up the steep placts. Some fellows can go made a setting for each pool. Out of the pools the water

straight up steep hills, without 'corduroying,' where other ftpaJ&ledj boiling hot, cut through the snow, melted
fellows can't. It's a good deal in the way the shoe is

tiie ice
' Di<* defiance to winter. Evidently, nature's. good deal in the way the shoe is

planted down on the snow, and left clinging there with-

* Pronounced shee.
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plans beneath the surface of the earth were at variance
with those about it. The paradox was startling. Billy
and I crawled on our skis close along the edge of the

giant pools, crossed some of the rocks on foot where it

was too hot for the snow to lie, and at length, bracing
ourselves from slipping into the hot bath, we stood over
10ft. of snow on a rock which overlooked the ultimate
pool, whose blue, scalding flood pours up eternally

through an unfathomable crevice in the mountain side.

Around us swept the imcomparable panorama of the
snow-clad hills. Surelv the scene was an impressive one
and one such as should win forgiveness for a brief feeling

of emotion and of sentiment.
I know a fellow oughtn't to "spill over," and oughtn't

to "make a scene," because it isn't good form. Yet I hope
I should be forgiven for the thought which came to me as
I gazed into that ceaseless fountain of red hot water
which flows forever, day and night, summer and winter.
What a place for Mr. Armour! What a place for scalding
hogs!

I commend this thought to those who wish to cut apart
the Park, who wish to put railroads through it, who wish
to ruin and make common its wonders. It has been sug-
gested that a railroad through the Park would be a useful
thing to some few men who wish to carry freight. I be-
lieve it has not yet been brought to their minds that the
hot springs might be made useful in scalding hogs. By
all means let us do away with horses and vehicles in the
Park. Let us make the trip in two days. Let us have an
electrical railroad, and a grand national pork concern,
thus utilizing the hot water nature has evidently pro-
vided with the design of scalding hogs. Niagara is

harnessed. Why not tne Park? National Pork ! There
is a music in the sound, a similitude in the form, and a
close fit in the thought behind the form. It will do for a
label. By all means let us have in the railroads at once.
And over the gate which lets them in let us have the
fitting announcement and the fitting epitaph for the
desecrated wonderland—National Pork ! Would Congress
then know the difference in the sign, and would it then
realize what the design of this last instance of national
porkism had been from first to last?

Billy Has Some Fun.

"Come," said Billy, "and I will have some fun with
you."
He did, he did, and let no man say to the contrary.

He took me through the heavy pines up to the top of a
steep rise above the terrace, and politely requested me to
follow my leader, saying which, he let go and slid off

down the hill like a bird, calling back to me to "keep my
feet together and put on brakes with the pule." This I

did as nearly as I could, and in a moment, with an ease
and precision which pleased us both, I also was at the
foot of the hill, but upside down, with the skis on top.

"We'll try another one," said Billy, who wasn't near as
much discouraged as I was. "There's a pretty swift
little pitch over here a way, and you can ride your pole
down there."
"Eiding the pole" I learned to be sitting astride of it,

with the rear end of the pole dropping deep in the snow
behind and thus serving as a brake. 1 was rejoiced to see
by this means I could regulate the speed a little bit, so
that I didn't feel so much as if I was going to get off the
earth. Billy was pleased to be flattering when he saw
that I was on top oi the skis at the bottom of the hill, in-

1

stead of their being on top of me.
"Now we'll take one steeper yet," said he. "I'll show 1

you the way to do where it's too steep to stand up. Come
ahead."

Billy stopped at the head of a sharp little pitch, which i

was so steep that we couldn't see to the bottom of it. All I

we could see was a rounded curve of white dropping J

down, apparently off into the blue substance which the
|

poets call Esther. Here Billy unbuckled the straps of his i

shoes, took the shoes off, put them together, pointed them

•

down hill, and sat down on the middle of the two, on top
i

of the shoe-straps. Then he gave a push or so with his (

hands, started, gathered speed, and whish! he was over
\

into the unknown, apparently sliding on the seat of his

overalls.

As I knew of no way of getting out of there except by
doing the way Billy did, I also took off my shoes and sat
down on them, putting them carefully in the tracks left

by Billy's. I was looking thoughtfully at the carved
dragon heads on the ends of my skis, and wondering how
far off the end of that hill was, when all at once the'

malignant creatures took a slip and a start and away I

went. There was an astonishing slipping past of trees

stuck on a broad ribbon of snow, then a feeling of keen
exhilaration at the smooth, even flight through the air;

then came a second of still more winged flight, clear out
into the air, and a smother of something white and soft.

The dragon-headed skis and the eagle-eyed newspaper
man had gone clear over a 30ft. bank of snow, and
buried themselves in the soft drift at its base. I had
taken my first s&i-jump, and taken it sitting down, at the
cake-off and the landing.

"It was steeper than I thought," said Billy, when ha
could undouble himself from laughing, "and the fact is, I

did just what you did. I had to hurry to get out of the
drift, or you'd have lit right on top of me.
"Now you've seen the gaits," continued he, "and you

see how it's done. The rest you'll have to learn from
practice. We'll go home now, for yOu don't want to get
too tired at first."

The next day, thanks to a muscular system already in
pretty fair order from the training I had gone into pre-

paratory for the trip, I was not so very stiff, though I

found the new muscles Billy had prophesied, more espec-

ially some north of my knees. The dreadful mal de raquetie
of which I had read in books, I never felt at all. That
day we took a rather slow run down the hill to the Boiling!

River a mile or so, the snow being sticky. This concluded
my entire experience on the skis before we started on our
journey, less than half a day in all. I remember that I

thought it a great feat to get down the Boiling River hill. 1

.

When I saw the same hill, on coming out of the Park after

the trip, it seemed a very innocent and tame affair,

Making: up the Packs for the Start.

Wednesday morning, that of our start, dawned bright
and fair enough. The two privates, Larsen and Holte,.

detailed by Capt. Anderson to accompany us, reported in'

due season, and Billy, as chief pack master, was early busy
in arranging the packs we were to carry. Larsen and
Holte took absolutely no blankets, saying they would rather
not carry them. Billy took only one blanket, and gener-
ously insi3ted on my taking his light sleeping bag, made of
wildcat skins, and weighing only about 61bs. We had alsj
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la light canvas lodge-lining:, about 6ft. by 15ft. Billy's
[camera, the special long-range outfit made for him by the
I Smithsonian Institution, weighed 25|lbs. without the plate
[holders, and made all the load Billy could carry. The
[holders, plates, rolls of films, ruby lantern, etc. , which be-
I longed with this camera, made a goodly part of the other
' packs. My camera, weighing about lO^lbs. , made a good
[basis for a third pack. We had alight and very excellent
[camp axe. The men carried thpir army revolvers. They
• had in their packs extra socks, and also the warm muskrat
[skin caps issued by the army, which latter they rarely
[wore. Billy and I had extra underwear and pienty of
[socks, of course, and each had a heavy woolenshirt extra,
[to which I added a sweater. We carried each an extra
[pair of overshoe?, and we were careful to have each an
[extra pair of colored goggles, an important precaution, for
[to be without some protection for the eyes in that snowy
[glare,, is to practically go blind. I had along a pair of
[moccasins in my pack—which I am most thankful I car-
pied in spite of Billy's injunction to cut down weight.
[Billy had a few screws, in case of a broken ski, I had a
[needle and thread, and we had plenty of wax for the shoes.
[Of course we had plenty of good matches. We carried
[lunch enough for two meals, intending to make the soldiers'
[quarters at Norris Basin, 20 miles out, and to replenish
[there. We had some tea, the very best we could buy;
[Billy said we must not drink coffee, but tea, as tea was
["better to work on." In this the miners and lumbermen
[nearly al' agree with him, but I am such a coffee drinker
[myself that I became mutinous after the first day out, and
[finished the trip on coffee. We had two of the army quart
Ifcin cups, the sole dishes or utensils that we carried. As I
have said, Billy and I carried no weapon but our scabbard-
knives. Item, the men had their tobacco. I put in my
kit some such simple remedies as vaseline, quinine, etc.,
and we also carried a pint of brandy. This was all the
spirits we took along, and we had about half of that when

skis with a 801bs. pack on his back and a reputation for
dignity to sustain.

The worst of it was the snow stuck to our shoes and
made it hard going even on the places where we didn't
want to slip back any. We paused at the end of the first

half hour or so and scraped off our shoes. The day was
cold, but we were all perspiring with the work.
"Put on your glasses," said Billy to me. "Your eyes

aren't bigger than slits in a blanket already. Do you
want to go blind? And stop eating that snow. What-
ever you do, and no matter how thirsty you get, you
must not eat snow. If you get heated up and take one
drink of cold water, that knocks you out worse than four
hours of work. It weakens you right away. You must
not drink between meals, and you mustn't eat snow."
This struck me as being hard luck, for just then I would

rather have eaten snow than do anything, but I obeyed.
We pushed on up the sharp grades the best we could, or
rather the best I could, for of course the others could
leave me as they liked. We let the two privates go ahead,
with instructions to build a fire at the top of the hill,

opposite the magnificent Cathedral Rock. They were
joined further on by the detail sent out by Capt. Anderson
to bring: in the poacher Howell, who had just been caught—
Sergt. Kellner and two privates, all good shoers. At last
Billy and I made the last rise—I'm sure I don't know
how—and in a moment more we were beside our little

fire, melting snow to make tea. I drank about a quart of
strong tea—and nearly met a Waterloo by doing it, for it

made me sick. We ate also a bite of lunch, and fixed up
our shoes, heating them scorching hot and then rubbing
them quickly with wax. Billy showed me how, enjoining
me by no means ever to allow a drop of water to fall on
either surface of the skis, as it would freeze and cause the
snow to stick to it. The theory of the ski is to slip over
and through the snow without dragging any along. It is
quite an art to learn all the tricks of ski work, and keep-

A SKI OUTING PARTY IN THE PARK.

From a photo by Haynes.

•e got back, thus establishing a marked difference be-
iween our own and the Schwatka outfit.

The above, with a most scanty allowance of toilet arti-

es, constituted all of our simple' baggage, yet one will
e surprised to learn that made up into four packs it

aade each pack weigh between 25 and 301bs. Billy, one
if the most experienced packers in the mountains, soon
made up two solid, oblong packs for the soldier boys,
adjusting them with soft whang leather carrying-straps.
Billy had a carrying harness—and an abominablv stiff

and awkward one, too—attached to his camera. Some-
times I carried that camera to give Billy a chance for his
life, and I always wished the Smithsonian man who in-
vented that harness had it around his neck. For myself,
in spite of Billy's entreaties, I stuck to the Lake Superior
pack bag, made in Duluth, which I had in long trips
through the pine woods previously found so roomy and
so easy to carry. This bag was made of heavy canvas,
and weighed S^lbs, but its straps, "tote" strap (the head
3trap by which alone Indians will carry a pack) and
shoulder straps are put on this bag so understanding^
that one can carry additional weight and not feel it as he
would with ordinary straps. We found this bag handy
for the loose small articles. Of course, being not new at
packing, we carried our packs lying well down along the
spine, so that shoulders and hips shared the weight. We
found a breast strap, of leather or gunny sacking, passed
across the front and pulling the shoulder straps a trifle
together, made the carrying easier. For this I usually
engaged my silk handkerchief. We all carried strips of
~umy sacking at our belts. Billy had made two sets of
lowshoe clogs. We carried these three miles and threw
hem away.

Off.

At 9 o'clock the last pack had been lashed, the last strap
ijusted, the last grunt of protest uttered by the human

[pack train Billy was cinching up, and we were on our way
lup the first slopes of the great Golden Gate hill, beyond
[which lay the wondprs and the trials of the wild region
lof the upper Park. The journey was on. Since I was a
[boy and used to lie awake all night before the days when
[my father was going to take me with him on a fishing
[trip or camp hunt, I can not remember ever to have felt
bo keen a thrill of curiosity and anticipation as I did then.
[In anticipation it was the trip of a lifetime, and in the
[realization it proved all and more than I hud hoped.

Trials of the Narrow Pass.
The Golden Gate hill rises about 1,500ft. or so in three

and a half miles, and it isn't so awfully particular how it
does it, either. It is the terror of the soldiers and scouts
who have to snowshoe in the Park, and is considered
about the hardest climb in the Park. Certainly it consti-
tutes a delightful place to break in a greenhorn on the

ing: the skis in order is one of the most important ones.
Travelers through the Park will remember the .rock

cut, the trestle and the bridge just below the entrance of
the Golden Gate proper. Above the wall of rock rises
straight up and on the left as one ascends the mountain
side drops sheer off into the canon which makes down
below the Cathedral Rock. This is a pretty bit of road
in summer. As we saw it there was no road at all, but
a drift of snow filling the road 30ft. deep. We had to
leave the road at a point above the trestle, t ke off our
skis and make our way the best we could along the
mouutain side, climbing up steps, cut in the snow to the
point right at the last little bridge, under the rail of
which we crawled. Then, after this ticklish piece of
business was over, we put on the skis, pushed around
the corner, ran up the last faint rise and lo! before us lay
the wide and storm-swept plain of the Swan Lake Flats.
Big white mountains hemmed in this high plateau-

Electric Peak, Sepulcher Peak, Joseph Peak, Quadrant
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Mountain, Antler Peak, Trilobite Point, Mount Holmes;
all these could be seen standing sentry. White Mount
Washburn, highest peak of the Park, could be seen far
off in the wild central region of the Park. We could
even see over to the Yellowstone range toward Cooke
City. Certainly it was a most impressive landscape and
rendered not the less forbidding by the stalking pillars
of snow which went in procession across the wind-swept
plateau which made the near foreground.

A Friend in Need Is a Friend Indeed.
Billy now told me that we had eight miles more to go

before we could make the Crystal Springs "shack," the
only practicable stopping place this side of Norris quarters.
It was so late, and the shoeing was so had, that he had
given up all hope of making Norris that night. He added
that the eight miles was not so hard as the three miles we
had just passed, and bade me be of good cheer. Larsen
and Holte, whom we found to be excellent ski men, as
befitted their Scandinavian ancestry, Billy advised to go
ahead and turn in at the Crystal Springs, as we did not
wish to hold them back. They hit off a swinging gait at
this, and were soon mere specks on the other side of the
fiat. Billy could have kept up with them, of course, but
remained with me, who equally of course could not go
such a pace my first day on the skis.

If Billy had not stayed back with me, it is very probable
I should never have gotten into camp that night or any
other night. That he did so was only what he would in
mountain honcr consider himself bound to do, but none
the less the fact that he did has always left a soft spot in
my heart for Billy, and a feeling that if he were in a
tight place I should like to stay with him in turn. Cer-

tainly he helped me through a tight enough place—about
as bad an afternoon as I care to put in.

On the windy flats the snow was hard and made fair
shoeing, and I plodded along behind Billy's shoes method-
ically enough, and did not really feel so very tired. At
the Gardiner River, however, four and a half miles still

from the shack, I was taken desperately faint and sick,
so that at length I fairly toppled over off my skis. I don't
know what it was, unless the unusual exertion, combined
with the unusual altitude, caused the stomach to resent
the unusual dose of bitter tea I had given it. Anyhow, I
got desperately weak, and pretty soon I didn't care a
copper whether I went anywhere or not. Billy would
not let me stop for more than a moment, however, know-
ing the effects of a chilling through. He fished out the
brandy bottle and for almost the only time on the trip I
drank a little of it—about a thimbleful was Billy's idea
of a plenty. This braced me up a little, but for over an
hour I was so weak, and moreover so dull and apa-
thetic, that it seems to me I know how it must feel
to be left on the trail. In my belief a fellow wouldn't
care much about it, one way or another, if he got
much further along than I was. Billy was anxious,
I know, for the day was waning, and it had come on to
snow most dismally. Worse still, the snow began to
stick to the shoes when we entered the dense forest, and
it was hard plugging for a man even at his best. We
worried along over one little hill after another, not dar-
ing to stop long enough to build a fire and wax our shoes.
Once in a while we would turn from the trail, tramp a
hole down in the snow—which was 8ft. deep on the level
here—and sit for a moment resting, with our packs lean-
ing on the snow. Then we would cut a pine bough and
rub the skis hard with the resinous tips and needles.
This would help the shoes for a way, when perhaps we
would cut off another bough, throw it on the snow and
drag the skis across that to cut off the adhering snow,
and "slick" the shoes a little. Billy would not let me sit
down long at a time, but kept me moving; and at length
toward evening I began to get stronger.

"It's only three-quarters of a mile further now," said
Billy finally. "Can you make it?"

"Betcherlife, Billy," I said, making an awful bluff.
"Come on, then," he said, and so set out at abetter

pace. But it transpired that he had feared I could not go
even that distance, for it was not a quarter of a mile fur-
ther before he turned out to the left from the trail, into a
deep thicket of pines that fringed a little stream.
"Brace up, old man," said he, "we're home now."

Home, Sweet Home.
And home it was, a very blessed one, this little shack of

rough boards, buried roof deep in the snow which folded
the whole forest in like a great white blanket. There was
a blue wisp of smoke rising, and there were voices of wel-
come as we came in sight, and that is the most of home.
We learned that Kellner's party had been unable to

make Norris quarters that day, owing to the stickiness of
the shoeing, and it therefore became necessary for all

seven of us to pass the night in the little shack, not over
9ft. square. This, however, we found not an unwelcome
prospect. Everything in life is relative. For my part I
threw myself down on a board somebody had propped up
off the floor, and for over half an hour I knew nothing of
what was going on. This might have been sleep, or it

might have been sheer exhaustion. I heard somebody
say, "That feller's purty tired." Then somebody gave me
a warm sandwich with corned beef hash in it, and a tin
cup of coffee. This combination savedmy life, and pretty
soon I got quite peart again. The boys cut a lot of boughs
and put down on the floor, and brought in plenty of wood
for the old cook stove which Uncle Sam had left in there
against just such an emergency as this. Not one of the
party but Billy and myself had a blanket, for the soldiers
declare they would rather sit up by a fire all night than
pack a blanket all day. Billy spread down his piece of
canvas and his one blanket, insisting on my taking the
sleeping bag, and so we all turned in the best we could,
the soldier men squatting, lying or crouching about the
stove as the taste and fancy of each dictated.
This ended my first day on the skis, and it served at

least to teach me what a snowshoe trip through the
Park meant, how serious a thing it might become and
how impossible help would be in case of sickness or acci-
dent. When I lay down to sleep that night I had not
the slightest idea that I would be able to travel the next
day, for I thought I would be too stiff and sore. I never
could understand what the trouble really was, nor how it

was that I got over it so easily. Certain it is that the
next morning I awoke rested and refreshed, stiff and a
bit sore, of course, but only triflingly so by comparison.
I got on my shoes all right, and from that time on clear
through the trip I never did have any more trouble. I
took coffee and corned beef hash in mine after that
every time I got a chance, and attribute my later success
to those remedies. That one first bruising day—it was a
nightmare of a time—made the beginning and the end of
the grief. After that the art of shoeing grew easier and
easier every day, and the trip more and more delightful.

But I have not yet forgotten how Billy stayed with me
when I was disposed to lie down and join the golden
choir.

The men who first reached the Swan Lake Flats that
day saw four elk off to the right of the trail. No other
game was seen. - Billy and I noticed elk pawings in the
snow on the hills north of the Golden Gate, but no very
large band was indicated.
The thermometer went nearly to zero that night.

E. Hough.
909 Security BtniDiNa, Chicago.

Some Out-of-Print Books.
We receive frequent inquiries for books on sport which have been

published a good many years ago and are now out of print, and there-
fore only to be obtained by accident- On the publication of "Amer-
ican Big-Game Hunting," the book of the Boone and Crockett Club
frequent inquiry was made as to where some of the books mentioned in
the article on "The Literature of American Big-Game Hunting" could be
found, and to all such inquiries we were obliged to respond that many
of the works referred to were out of print. Recently we have had an
opportunity to pick up in England copies of "Hunting Grounds of the
Great West," Dodge, and "Carolina Sports," Elliott, works which
stand high in the literature of American outdoor life. With these we
have secured Lament's "Yachting in the Arctic Seas" and Flack's "A
Hunter's Experience in the Southern States of America." All of
these are second-hand books and soiled as to the covers, so that they
would have to be rebound, but except for this the volumes are com-;
plete. They are offered at the following prices: "Hunting Grounds
of the Great West," §5; "Yachting in the Arctic Seas," $5.50; "Caro
Una Sports." §3; "Hunter's Experienco in the Southern States of
America," $3
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STORIES OF EZRA.-II.

Shooting a Loon.

Some time after the wood duck episode we went up

North 'Coon after squirrels and saw a speckled loon on

one of the still reaches of the river. As he was a new
bird to us, we determined to get him, and he afforded us

a great deal of sport, for we shot at him twenty-one

times, at distances varying from 35 tn 50yds. It looked

as if the loon enjoyed it as well as we did, for he made no

effort to get away, but swam about in a most tantalizing

manner, keeping his body submerged, and when Ezra

fired at him I plainly saw that the neck and head were

under the water before the shot got there. Ezra finally

killed him by hiding, while I kept in sight and acted as

though trying to get a shot. Ezra said it was taking a

mean advantage of the loon, but it had been having lots

of fun at our expense, now it had to furnish us some.

The Sandhill Crane.

It being nearer to go home across the prairie than to

follow the river, we went that way, and came across four

boys who had winged a sandhill crane, which they had
driven into the corner of a field. After looking at the

crane a few minutes Ezra laid down his gun and said,

"I'm going to catch that animal." After a good deal of

maneuvering for a good opening he caught the bird by
the neck, but did not have time to let go before it planted

both feet in Ezra's face and threw itself 10ft. from him,
leaving his face with three or four furrows plowed in it,

from which the blood ran in streams. Wiping the blood
from his face he picked up his gun, and making a bow to

the crane said, "Excuse me, but I don't think it will be
profitable to continue this interview with you," and
walked away.
In the high grass down in the sloughs we stumbled on

to a young "sandhill" not quite able to fly, but able to

make very good use of his legs in trying to escape, and
good use of his bill after we captured him. By the time
we got him home he seemed to realize that we were not
going to hurt him, and the next day was willing to eat

grasshoppers and various kinds of leaves and roots from
a near-by pond, and within a week was, as Ezra said,

"well broke" to eat wheat and corn.

He staid with us for three years, having the liberty of

the town, and living in peace with everything except the
country dogs, who generally had a go at him, as they were
trained at home to chase the wild ones off the newly sown
wheat fields. A dog never went for him the second time,
for Dick, as we called him, didn't take a back seat for any-
body's dog, and as the dog rushed at him Dick stood his
ground, and when the dog got near enough, that sharp
Gin. bill of bis was aimed at the dog's eye. and most
always got near enough to send the dog howling for his
master's wagon.
In the summer Dick spent most of the day walking

about the village, very much like a policeman; but in cold
weather his favorite position was standing on one foot,
with his head tucked under his wing, and his standing
places were where the wind blew strongest. I thought
perhaps he selected the windy places because they re-
minded him of his native prairies, but Ezra said he
stopped in the windy places because there was where he
got cold, and stopped right there to warm his head and
one of his feet. I've often seen him standing thus at the
corner of a house where the wind came in irregular and
wicked puffs, but have never seen him blown off his bal-
ance, although standing on one foot, and doubtless fast
asleep.

In the spring many wild cranes flew over the village,
and Dick saluted them with loud trumpetings and many
grotesque dances and wing flappings, occasionally taking
short flights as if to join them, but never leaving town.
The wild ones often answered his call, but never made
any move to decoy to him.
The second spring, Dick was very much excited over

the arrival of the wild ones, and was watching for them
most of the time. We expected he would go, but did not
feel inclined to prevent him, as we knew his life with
us was lonesome. We feared, though, he would be shot
if he went with the wild ones, and we put a band of red
flannel round his neck, hoping it might protect him. One
moonlight night he was heard trumpeting at a great rate
andm the morning he was gone. Two weeks later a boy
came in from the prairie, saying he had shot a sandhill
that "had a piece of red flannel round its neck and hadn't
a darned bit of sense." "Poor Dick," said Ezra, "you
found that captivity was irksome and liberty was death
I don t blame you; death is preferable to captivity."

O. H. Hampton.

Woodchucks in Trees.
Willington, Conn.—While driving one September dav

through a strip of woodland, our beagle, Sancho Panza
surprised a woodchuck sunning himself in the wheel rut'and the little creature bounded out of the road and
scrambled up an oak tree some loft., well out of the war
of the dog, and as he clung by his funny little toenails he
turned Ins head first on one side and then on the otherand looked down at the barking dog, and then at us aswe sat in the carriage, in an appealing way, as much as
to say, 1 have done my best to escape from peril nowhave pity.

. In telling of this remarkable incident several
old farmers said that although unusual, as a last resortwhen hard pressed, a woodchuck would run up a tree'
but when the impetus gained by running was lost thevseemed unable to climb further. Anna A. Preston

Buffalo in Texas.
San Antonio, Texas, June 9.-There is no longer anvdoubt about the existence of a large band of buffalo in the

hills
;

of Val-Verde county, for they have been seen for thethird time this j^v This time it is Mr. Philip Thornton
a ranchman of Val Verde, who arrived in San Antonioon the morning of June 2. Hearing of his arrival and thenews he brought, your correspondent had a personal intemew with the gentleman, which developed the fact

?n
a
n ieiw^°v?S

fA^^e a large herd of huf&l° last weekin a valley ot Val Verde county near the Rio Grande bor-
Sf

r< Taction is a very wild one and the fertile vallevsthereof afford excellent pasturage for the animals and the
hills afford them protection from the cold northers

ijkThe

herd was grazing in one of the valleys which is com-

pletely inclosed by hills.

Mr. Thornton says that the herd numbers fully fifty

head, and noted quite a number of calves. He was very

careful to fix the location definitely so that he can make

a more thorough investigation of the matter at some

future time. °- c -
G-

Babes in the Woods.

. The following pathetic incident was told to your cor-

respondent by Doctor Weis, of Central City, W. Va.:

John Evans, of Howard county, Mo. s
had a hen that made

her nest in the woods and hatched a brood of chickens.

She was left to bring up her family without human aid.

as all sensible hens in the forest can do. But the kind

mother was taken sick or was killed soon after maternity.

She was found dead, nearly a skeleton. The chicks, quite

well feathered, were playing around her. At night they

sought shelter as best they could under and around their

dead parent. For many days and nights they must have

done thus, procuring their own food, and perhaps wonder-

ing whymamma slept so long. The chickens were caught

and taken to the farm yard. N. D. EltinG.

" That reminds me."

A Remarkable Duck.

A party of us were sitting around the camp-fire after a

day's trout fishing, when the conversation turned on the

remarkable tenacity of life exhibited by some animals,

and some stories were told of wounded deer which ran
miles after being shot through and through.

"There is no animal which exhibits such wonderful
powers after receiving a death wound as a duck," said a
well-known judge of one of the inland Counties, who was
familiarly known as "Rusty.*' "Why, some time last

fall while hunting on the Montezuma Marshes with a
companion and two boatmen, we found long shots so

much the rule that one of the men loaded with buckshot,

and shortly afterward fired into a flock of pintails passing

high overhead, so high in fact that the other man re-

marked, 'What a fool; them's a mile high.' But presently

we noted one duck falling behind the flock and beginning
to slant downward in his flight. We kept our eyes on
him and marked him down a mile away in an open field.

We had no difficulty in finding him, stone dead, with his

wings spread, and it is almost beyond belief , but that duck
had flown a mile with a No. 3 buckshot right through his

body just behind bis forelegs.

"

The cheersi, shouts and laughter with which this state-

ment was received may better be imagined than described,

and the expression of surprise, doubt, confusion, and
finally comprehension, which chased themselves across
"Rusty's" countenance would have made the fortune of
any painter who could have reproduced them. S. A. C.

An Adventure with a Lynx.

Granby, P. Q.—I have been going to tell you about an
experience with a lynx for some time past, but b.ave only
now found the time. Some of your many readers may
have had somewhat similar e&periehces and written it up
in a less truthful manner; as I have read som'e pretty tall

stories from time to time in old Forest and Stream.
The fact of a iynx being in this part of the country is

enough to scare a good many of the rural inhabitants, as
it is only the "oldest inhabitant" who can remember when
they were at all numerous.
On last Good Friday I drove out a few miles to visit a

brother, and while there a couple of farmers dropped in
to talk about the lynx.

It appeai-s that a week or so previous a niah they Called
Lively took a short cut one night through pasture and
woods for a couple of mileB to reach his home> and the
next day had a big story to tell of how he had been fol-
lowed by a big animals that from his description was set
down as a lynx. Although he Was not molested he Vowed
it would be a long time before he would go back on the
old adage that ' the longest way round is the shortest way
home."
His story was not generally believed, but a few nights

later a respectable farmer with his wife and child in the
Bleigh were driving home, and passing a small strip of
woods they were startled by an unearthly yell. The wife
was much scared, but the husband said it was Ben (a half-
witted fellow that makes his home wherever night over-
takes him), trying to scare them, but that he would show
him him he could not scare him; so he answered back the
yell as nearly as he could imitate it, and you can imagine
their consternation when "almost immediately the lynx
bounded into the road a few feet ahead of the horse.

It was a bright moonlight night and they at once re-
membered Livery's story. The man grabbed the whip
and stood up in the sleigh and made the horse do his level
best for home, which was only about 300yds. The wife
clasped the child to her breast, expecting every minute
that the lynx would be bounding into the sleigh to take
it from her, but when they arrived at the house with no
lynx in sight the man's courage came back. He called
bis brother-in-law, and one taking a rifle, the other a
shotgun they set out to the edge of the woods to challenge
the brute. It was but a short distance and our two heroes
bravely went along until near the woods, when the hus-
band said he would give a yell, and when the lynx showed
up they would both shoot him so as to make sure. He
accordingly gave the yell and immediately it was an-
swered from behind a brush heap a few feet to one side
This so surprised them that without stopping to think'much less shoot, they both started for the house and as
they remarked after, they had no idea they could run
so fast.

The lynx track was seen from time to time after and
they were talking about several of them getting together
some night and watching for him, after havino- put outsome carcass for him to feed on.
A few nights afterward I found myself at the east end

of the village and having an errand at my father's
thought I would cross lots through a pasture coming out
at the back of the barn. It was a dark, cloudy night
threatening to snow, and before I got half way acrots it

,

commenced to blow hard with a fine sleet driving into mv
face, which caused me to pull my cap well down anH
stooping forward I breasted the storm.

P
'

The lynx story must have left an impression bn ni$r

mind, for when within about a hundred feet of the last

fence I thought if he now turned Up all 1 had to defend
myself with was a jack knife, and almost at that instant

I heard an unearthly yell coming from a sand knoll a
hundred yards or so to my left. I made for the fence on
the run, my heart thumping fearfully and a cold sweat
breaking out all over me, my hair seeming to stiffen out

and stand on end, and was just straddle the fence
when the lynx came running after me. I saw him
plainly about ten feet from me, where he stopped up
as if waiting till I got down off the fence. You can
imagine my sensations better than I can describe them.
I can remember making a move to bring my other leg

over the fence to run for it, when that terrible lynx up
and barked. I immediately recognized him as my
father's dog, when I made the remark, "You blamed fool

dog, how you did scare me." And then I awoke with a
cold sweat on me and my flesh feeling like No. 3 sand-
paper. J. Bruce Payne.

§trni* §a% mti §u%

A MEMORY OF CAMP YOCUM.
On Oct. 27, 1887, fifteen hunters with a complete outfit

left Duluth, Minn., on the tug Rambler, Capt. YocUmi
and were landed on the south shore of Lake Superior, at
Cranberry River, 40 miles east of Duluth. The bompafay
was mostly from Grand Rapids and Ionia, Mich. On the
first day's hunt the patty had venison for sUpper, and the
club had as good a Cook as could be foUnd in MichigAni
The party were iff camp 17 days and killed about a dozen
deer, nearly all large ones

;
, besides ruffed grouse and hares;

The gray timber wolves vised to serenade us at night at
times, and not far away there were bear, lynx and other
fur animals there and brook trout in the river, and pick-
erel at the mouth of the river. We killed bucks that
would weigh 22olbs.'

We did not see a white man from the outside world
nor hear a Word from the Outside world for the seventeen
days that we were there, and there was no One living id
that valley at tliat time. There is a, dam at the moUth Of

the river how, and the Cranberry Lumber Co. have cut
more than a hundred million feet of lumber there since,

and everything has changed in that vicinity.

Two logs about 1ft. in diameter and about 30ft. long
Were put in the large tent and small saplings about an
inch in diameter were nailed across about 6ft. long, then
fine spruce bars were put on about lOin. deep and three
bedticks filled with hay (the tug brought down a half ton
of hay for that purpose) and then the bedticks put to-

gether made a bed say 30ft. long, and three heavy woolen
blankets were spread on top of that. DoUglass had his

music with him and he can discount any brass band in

the country- he was the life of the camp. There was dne
hunter dubbed Leather Stocking; he could QutruU a
moose, and when he gok in a shot with his .38-55 you
could bount bn game. The last that I heard of him he
was out on the Bitter Root Range in the Rockies, and if he
has not got old Ephraim's scalp in his office I am mistaken.
We saw one buck with a head on him, like an elk, and

he must have weighed 300, but he was a little too smart
for us and carried off his rocking chair. Capt. Billy was
in command of the squad and he was a royal good fellow,

Nov. 14 at sunrise, Capt. Yocum's old tug Rambler blew
her whistle, while we were eating our breakfast, and then
all was hustle and hurry until the tug was loaded. But
the Rambler sleeps on the bottom of Lake Superior, and
the old captain that ran her so many years has crossed

the river. A more generous and accommodating royal

old fellow never turned a wheel in a pilot house. The
writer has spent hours with him in the pilot house plow*
ing our way through the dark night and storms on old

Lake Superior. Peace to Tlis memory* There never Was
a more jolly company of hunters camped on the shores of

Lake Superior, and they voted it the best hunt of their

fiVeS; &ENlTrt.

"COME TO MONTANA."
Billings, Mont.—In perusing the article of "F. W. G."

in the issue of May 12, and comparing it with others that
have appeared at various times in the past, wherein the
writers have given a description of their outing, the
questions arise in my mind, "Are people divided into

separate and distinct classes, as are the fowls of the air?

Are some constructed with webfeet, that water and mud
in unlimited quantities are essential to the thorough
enjoyment of a pleasure trip, and where good shooting
and fishing is a secondary consideration, a fair bag the
exception, and pure air and beautiful scenery are not in

it? Or is it ignorance of a better locality that confines

them to the watery, game-deserted districts, and enables
them to extract only a very small amount of pleasure

from a long, tiresome attd generally expensive trip?

Should my first query be correct to those I will say,

remain with your proper element, derive all the enjoys

ment from it yoU can, we have no place for you, and a
waterfowl is neither graceful nor a thing of beauty when
transferred to dry land.
To those of the second class I extend a hearty invita-

tion to come and try an outing in some one of the many
beautiful camping and hunting grounds of Montana.
This is an ideal country for the pleasure and health
seeker. In the autumn our climate is unsurpassed; rain
seldom falls, the air is balmy and health-giving. Our
ever green mountains abound with game of all kinds and
in every tumbling stream trout in unlimited numbers
can be taken. One need not move camp to keep the
larder well supplied with venison, bear, grouse and
trout. Our scenery, while not so grand and rugged as

that lower down the range in Colorado, is all that one
could desire, beautiful enough in detail to satisfy the
most exacting, and the supply and change is inexhaust-
ible. To those who are consumptive or run down and
debilitated through close application to or "chained to busi-

ness," I say come to Montana, take a few weeks sojourn
in her mountain retreats, and when you return to your
Eastern homes 'twill be with the feeling that you have at
last made the discovery for which De Soto searched in
vain. Outfits and guides can be hired very reasonably,
or, should one prefer there are oftentimes opportunities
of joining local parties making up for a few weeks in
the hills, I will endeavor to reply to all correspondents

'
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requesting information and will here say that I have
Bio financial gain in view, but appreciating a good thing

J)f this kind, when I possess it am willing others should
jhare it also. E. M. Htjngerford.

The Jury Dined on Venison.

St. Johnsbury, Vt., June 4.—Vermont papers fre-

quently report through correspondents from towns in

various parts of the State, that deer were seen feeding
*dth Mr. Blank's herd of cows, or were seen to cross a
5ertain highway, or unwelcome news, that a wounded
leer was seen, etc. It is a fact that deer are increasing

rery rapidly, and are not confined to one particular

ocality. The laws for their protection are stringent,

ind the penalty for killing one is $100. It is well ob-

served in most parts of the State, but in Essex county
vnd occasionally in Caledonia county the deer law is

aolated by from ten to twenty hunters. These men all

ive in sparsely settled communities and are a law unto
jhemselves. The Fish and Game Commissioners assisted

by the State League have this year been investigating

j;he rumored violations, and the result is that several in-

jlictments may be expected against persons residing in

both Essex and Caledonia counties. It is rumored that a
l»wn grand juror is one of the gentlemen who will be

[jailed upon to pay dearly for his venison. A former
[justice of the peace is another lover of venison who should

[say for such luxuries. Indeed, we might name a relative

| jf one of our State's attorneys, but it will not do to be too

hasty. People in the back towns in Essex county are not

[in favor of a continual close season on deer, and there-

fore it is difficult to secure evidence against any one.

[Many law-abiding citizens who would not ' personally

Iriolate our existing law maintain that it cannot be en-

forced , but that a short open season for three or four

{extreme northern counties would secure the co-operation

p£ all citizens to enforce the law during the close season.

Jviost of these sportsmen would not advise dogging deer

it any season.

[ An illustration of how the law operated a few years ago
[when there was no State league may be described as

Icollows: A certain young man, the proprietor of a saw-
[mill in one of the back towns, during one of his visits to

[the mill, killed a deer. He was prosecuted by the State's

attorney before a local justice of the peace and called for

a jury. During the course of the trial all adjourned for

linner. As there was no hotel in the town the jury

boarded around like the "school marm." Three of them
stopped at a certain house where the defendant and his

awyer also stopped. A part of the deer which was the

eause of the trial was served to all at the table. After

a hearty dinner of venison the jury heard the case and
were unanimous for acquital. While public sentiment

has changed somewhat in the past six years, it is neces-

sary to look after the witnesses very sharp, and select a
jury in order to convict in a violation of the deer law in

some towns in Vermont. Wheelock.

Locust's Kazoo and Bob White's Call.

Willow Springs, Mo., June 1.—Loveliest weather here
that ever was on sea or land. The seventeen year locusts

are here on time, and there are seventeen quadruples of

quintillions of billions of them, too, and you can't hear
yourself shout unless you get close up, on account of the
everlasting "kazoo" they carry. Or, no, it's only the
males that are so provided. I was explaining this to a
friend who was ignorant of that fact, the other day,

making an objective lesson of it, when he said very im-
petuously, as though he had suffered offense, "I wish
they were all females." What a "consummation de-

voutly to be wished." No more locusts.

Quail are whistling on every hand. It is very pleasant
to step out of doors "at 5 o'clock in the morning" when
nature is at her loveliest, bedewed and fresh, cool and
invigorating, and listen to Bob White from a dozen
throats calling and answering to each other. It is

pleasantly suggestive of an autumn to come. I hear of

young turkeys having been seen not far away, and I want
to be there when they get ripe. O. O. S.

The Sioux Game Raid.

Lincoln, Neb., Neb., June 2.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: An Oelrichs, S. D., dispatch reports: "Red
Cloud, the famous chief of the Sioux Nation, with the

following-named Sioux Indians, Slow Bear, Back B me,
Jack Eed Cloud, Moccasin Top, He Dog, Little^ Shield,

Good, Broken Arm, Kills at Night, Paints Yellow and
Hollow Wood, who, with their families, made a party of

about 50, came into town to-day from the reservation and
traded quite extensively with local merchants, after which
they departed on their way to the Shoshone Reservation,

near the Yellowstone Park, where they go on a 50 days'

hunting expedition." What encouragement is there for

white men to observe game laws, simply to help keep up
the supply for the red men to slaughter in season and out
of season? E. E.

For railing a Doe in May.
A WELL-KNOWN broker, long connected with the mili-

tary of the city, was arraigned in the Police Court this

morning before Judge Desnoyers and charged by the Pish
and Game Society with a violation of the game laws. The
society was represented by Mr. E. A. Cowley, its secretary,

and Mr. Charles Raynes, advocate. The specific charge
consisted in shooting a doe during the close season at

Trout Lake, near Labelle, on May 25. The accused
pleaded guilty and was fined $30. The society are deter-

mined to have the fish and game laws observed, and are

taking measures with that purpose in view. The dyna-
miting of fish is also to be done away with.

—

Montreal
Star.

New Jersey1Game Protection.

The Farmers' Game Protective Association of Bergen
County. N. J., has bought and distributed in that county
this spring 300 quail and 71 hares, distributed as follows:

Hackensack and East Hackensack, 8 dozen quail, 44 hares:

Ridgewood, 3 dozen quail, 10 hares; Westwood, 3 dozen
quail, 10 hares; Tenafly, 3 dozen quail: River Edge, 3

dozen quail; Oradell 3 dozen quail, 10 hares; Cherry Hill,

1 dozen quail; Spring Valley, 1 dozen quail. Very
stringent measures have been taken to enforce the game
laws and have violators (including all non-residents;

j&rrested.—Evening Post,

Illinois Quail.

Decatur, 111.—I am positive that we have not had as
fine a prospect for quail shooting in central Illinois in
years as we have this season. The weather was unfavor-
able for shooting last fall and this spring has been par-
ticularly favorable for breeding—no heavy rains and an
early spring. Driving in the country, while attending to
professional business, I have been 'struck by the great
numbers of the birds I have seen and the farmers report
them in great numbers. M. H. F.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona, fide new subscriber sending us £5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes"' (price So)—a S9 value for §5.

This offer is to neic subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the
Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which
is S3).

THE BIG TROUT OF MAINE.
The Maine fishing parties are many of them returning.

Trains on the Maine Central and Boston& Maine railways
are bringing in the returning fishermen every evening.
The train to reach Boston at 9:30 P. M. Monday had one
parlor car completely loaded with trout fishermen, among
them the Governor Russell party, just out from Mr. John
E. Thayer's camps at B. Pond, where they had been for
fly-fishing. The party was made up about as usual; ex-
Governor Russell, Hod. John E. Thayer, Eugene Thayer,
J. O. Wetherbee, Hon. John F. Andrew, Governor Rus-
sell's brother, Colonel Eustis Russell, Hon. John Simpkins
and others. It is rumored that they had rather poor fish-

ing, their trip being early and being attended with very
bad weather. Most of the members of the Camp Stewart
party also came out from Richardson Lake on Monday.
With this party fishing was very fair. The ladies all

caught large trout. Mrs. Parris took a 4J-pound
trout Mrs, Moody, as usual, took several large fish.

Mrs. Stearns hooked and landed a 3|-pound fish. Mrs.
Farley was successful with trout running up to 31bs. and
slightly above. W. K. Moody landed a 5+lb. trout, just
as a hail storm had ceased, which storm covered the
ground until it was white, and set the water boiling. The
theory is that it takes some commotion of the water to stir

up the big trout. Mr. Parris landed a handsome trout
weighing full o^lbs. This was his first experience in fish-

ing at the Rangeleys, and his delight may be imagined.
He is a lover of trouting in Massachusetts, but up to this

season he has been in the habit of considering a £lb.

trout a monster. He fears that his taste for catching small
fish is spoiled. As luck will sometimes run, Mr. Farley's
trout were all rather under size for that region, though
showing a handsome average of fully lib. weight. Mr.
Stearns and Mr. Hoitt both caught trout something above
31bs. , and Mr. Kempton had two above 31bs. weight.
But the glory of being high line indeed fell to Mr. Geo.

T. Freeman. That gentleman staid in camp for four
days after the other members of the party had left, to be
in company with Mr. C. H. Johnson, of Mattipoisett,
Mass., who had been unavoidably hindered from joining
the party till about the last day. They fished rather
leisurely for the three additional days they remained. Mr.
Johnson took 28 trout, one 31bs., one 3§lbs,, and all over
ilb. weight. The last day they fished they spent on the
stream till toward nightfall, when their guide, Mr. Geo.
H. Cutting, rowed them down the lake some distance.
Mr. Freeman had a strike. In a moment he was aware
that he was a big one. It would not give an inch of line,

but rather kept taking it. When nearly 100ft. of line
was out the fish came to the surface, jumping full length
into the air. Then they were sure they had a big trout.

It took almost an hour to land the fellow. When secured
he was found to weigh plump 71bs., was 7£in. deep, and
3iin. through the back. He was only 23in. long, how-
ever, showing him to be a wonderfully plump fish. Mr.
Freeman is a happy man, and has received hosts of con-
gratulations; his friends feeling much pleased to have him
take a big fish, by reason of his genuine goodness of heart
and kindness to others in camp. The fish was displayed
in Appleton & Basset'ts window on Friday. Lying on
the great fish was a litle yearling trout, not over 4in. in
length; an idea of Mr. Freeman, to show "Fishing in
Massachusetts and in Maine."
Mr. Chas. Z. Bassett has just returned from an extended

fishing trip. He had splendid luck at Kennebago, land-
ing a 5lbs. trout on a fly with several of a slightly lesser

weight. Mr. Bassett has been wonderfully successful as
a fly-fisherman, even earlier than most of the sportsmen
have considered it of any use to expect large trout, ex-
cept from trolling. He landed several large ones last

year on the fly, while all the other fishermen were "drag-
ging minnows," and the same thing was true of two
years ago. With his friend G. N. Smalley, he first fished

Cupsuptic Lake at Billy Soule's. Then he went to Ken-
nebago with the resulting success mentioned above.
From that point he made an extended trip to Parma-
cheene, and there he fished Boy Falls, but with rather
poor success. He found many of the Parmacheene Club
in camp, but having only indifferent success. He made
a trip down to the Meadows, fishing Magalloway faith-

fully, but taking no large fish. From that point he came
back up the river and across the carry to Cupsuptic again.
Mr. Lamb, of Providence, a guest at the Mountain

View House, and for some years a visitor to the Range-
leys, caught a trout there the other day weighing 7|lbs.

By some one of the members of the Tuttle party a trout
weighing 9lbs. is reported to have been caught. Mr. E.

L. Pickard, of Auburndale, is out from his visit to the
home of the Oqubssoc Angling Association at Indian
Rock. His daughter accompanied him, and both had
good fishing. Mr. Pickard is a true specimen of the
genuine angler, as well as business man. Special.

"Roaster."

"Rodster" is a good word, with a suggestion of rippling
fern and willow-lined streams, as roadster reminds of long
stretches of country highway over hill and through dale.

ANNA A. PRESTON.

TROUT TICKLING.
Denver, Col.—Catching trout by hand is a very com-

mon practice, but so far as I know only when on the
spawning beds. I have done it with the Rocky Mountain
trout, Eastern brook trout, and the rainbow or California
trout. On May 19 this year I saw a dozen or so good-
sized rainbow trout in Waterfall Creek, a small stream
running into Wellington Lake, in the mountains fifty

miles west of Denver. I lay down carefully and pushed
myself slowly along on the bank until opposite, where
they were quietly lying in about Sin. of clear water. I
put my hand down slowly and passed my fingers along
from the tail under one of the largest until I reached the
pectoral fins and raised her out of the water without
trouble. Of course I had to hold her firmly as she made
a violent struggle after I closed my hand around her, and
she weighed at least Silbs. She was really in the act of
spawning, some of the eggs dropping while I held her in
my hands. I have seen the male fish caught in the same
way, but my experience is that it is much easier to take
the female.

I remember reading some years ago an article in your
paper from the pen of Hon. Wm. N. Byers, of Denver,
giving an account of taking by hand, in this manner, all

the trout needed for food by his party, when camped in
the Middle Park. The fish could not be induced to bite

at fly or bait, but the guide took all they needed by hand
from the small streams where they were spawning.

I think the files of your paper will show similar experi-
ences by others; but I feel sure this can only be done
when they are spawning. H. M. Orahood.

"E. M. B." asks for information about trout tickling.

I can assure him that such a thing can be done, but doubt
very much whether it was ever done in the way that "E.
M. B." describes, viz., in open water. When a boy in
Scotland, I often did it and saw it done by others many
times in the following manner: In summer, when the
streams are low, we would commence wading up stream,
driving the trout before us. Of course they would run for
the nearest hole, under a large stone, rock or bank,
wherever they could find a hiding place. Now was the
time lor tickling, or as we called it, "guddling." Insert
the hand cautiously, and if you are lucky enough to touch
the trout near the tail, it will lie perfectly still while you
worm your fingers along its belly until you reach the gills.

Then you close on it with a snap like a steel trap. I

hardly think it can be done with trout lying in open
water, for you know how quick of sight trout are, and
would never allow any one within arm's length if able to

see and move at will. You will no doubt readily believe

me wr en I say that I think this is a very reprehensible
practice, and one to be frowned down at all times; it has
not been done by me since long before I commenced
reading Fqrest and Stream, and I have read it from the
first number. Esk.

Florence, S. C.—In your issue of June 2, your corres-

pondent "E. M. B." asks for corroboration of the "trout
tickling" story. I am glad to relieve his mind as to his

having been "stuffed" by some fishing Ananias, as this

mode of taking trout is very common among the small
boys in Scotland, and when young, I often indulged in

the pastime. Our mode was a little different from what
he described. The "tickler" usually selected a small'

stony brook when the water was low and waded up
stream; wherever he found a little deep hole round a
larger stone he would gently insinuate his hand under
the edge of the stone and if he happened to feel the touch
of a trout he would pause. Tne fish would generally

move a few inches and come to a halt. At the second
touch the trout would generally stand his ground, when
the "tickler" would slowly move his hand up toward the
middle of the fish, and then gently tickle the stomach.
Almost at once the fish would lean slowly over till his

side would be resting against the fingers. A quick flirt

and he lay on the grass. This sport is locally called

"ginniling," and has long been practiced. I am of the
opinion, from the way the trout "leans to it," that he
rather enjoys the tickling. W. M. B.

Chicago, 111.—In reply to "E. M. B." in Forest and
Stream of June 2, I wish to add my testimony, corrobo-
rating that of a correspondent of the Norwich Bulletin,

with reference to trout tickling. I fully believe his state-

ment, for I have taken many a speckled beauty in the
rivulets of Wales in the same manner, while yet I was a
chunk of a boy. I am now nearly 70 years old and still

love to catch a fish. For that purpose I shall leave
Chicago this day at 5 P. M., for the Lakes of Wisconsin,
to follow the bent of my inclination. H. B. J.

Unadilla, N. Y., June 3.—I read the article on tickling

trout to several members of the club, and out of seven
present, five knew from actual experience that trout can
be captured in that way, and two knew of the practice

from hearsay. Tianaderha.

St. Lawrence River Fishing.

Alexandria Bay, June 2.—I was invited down to the
dock where laid the steam yacht lone, under charter for

the season by Mr. .Howell Osborn, who has just returned
from a fishing trip down the river, and was shown a fine

ca*ch of bass. There were seventy and their weight was
70£lbs., which was a good average. Although some
weighed as high as41bs., most of them were kept alive

in a large minnow tub. This shows how our fishing is

improving with the protective laws well administered by
one energetic game protector who is ever on the alert

and bringing the violators of the game laws to answer
before the courts of justice. Several of our summer resi-

dents are arriving for the season. Yesterday brought Mr.
Michael Chauncey, of Cuba Isle; Jas. T. Easton, of Cherry
Isle: A. E. Clark's family are at their summer home on
Welcome Lie. Mr. W. C. Browning is expected Tues-
day, also J. L. Hasbrouck, the owner of the original Seth
Green Island with the house that Mr. Green occupied
thirty years ago; it has been kept as a dining hall for his

party, which is usually large. With our excellent fishing

and inviting scenery we hope to see a large number here
this season. The water in the St. Lawrence is now nearly
1+ft. higher than last season and is on the rise, which
mak' s the shore of the islands look beautiful. Later on
wiil nute more of the hshicg interest here.

W. H. Thompson, Sec'y.
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FISHING ON THE SHENANDOAH.—I.

A stray, tattered leaf from someNew York sportsman s

journal—the name being torn off—was recently handed
me by a friend, who called my attention to a short article

which began thus: "One of the best objective points for

anglers, to my knowledge, is Staunton, Va. From there
conveyances can be had to Shaver's Dam in Rockingham
county or Clifton Forge, a resort of President Cleveland
for baeB a couple of years ago. The White Horse, within
fifty miles of Staunton, is another celebrated place for

bass." The writer is entirely correct in his assertion that
Staunton is a fine objective point for anglers in search of

good bass fishing, however he may err in some of his

other statements, for President Cleveland did not fishlat

Clifton Forge, but at Easrle Rock, some 15 or 20 miles
below that place, and the White Horse is nearer 100 miles
from Staunton than 50 miles.

Staunton is not on any fishing stream, and the nearest
good fishing points are from 15 to 25 miles distant; yet,

owing to its central location, with the fishing streams all

around it, and all of which are readily reached from
Staunton, either by rail or by private conveyance, its good
hotel and livery accommodations, and its excellent rail-

road facilities, both through and local, it offers peculiar
advantages as an objective point to the Philadelphia or

New York angler in search of good fishing within reason-

able distance.
Excellent trout streams abound in the mountains at

distances varying from 25 to 75 or 100 miles away. These,

of couse, are accessible only by private or livery convey-
ance, as the trout, like the deer and other game, flees

before the approach of civilization.

The upper James River and its tributaries all afford fine

bass fishing and mav be readily reached by rail from
Staunton to Clifton Forge, Lexington or Balcony Falls.

The Potomac is a bass teeming stream, particularly in the
more inaccessible mountain reaches of the South Branch
and its tributaries which may be reached from Staunton
by livery conveyance, while the entire length of the
Shenandoah stretches away invitingly to the Potomac,
126 miles away by rail, any part of which is within easy
reach by rail or livery conveyance from Staunton . and in

any part of which the angler is liable to find good fishing
when the water is right.

As I have cruised and fished the Shenandoah so often,
I am, of course, more familiar with it than with most of
the other streams mentioned, and therefore feel better
qualified to speak of its many good fishing points.
The Shenandoah is an ideal bass stream, both for the

bass and the bass fisher. Its swift water, its rock-ribbed
bed, with its myriads of reefs and ledges; its deep cool
pools and bright sparkling shallows, make of it a para-
dise for bass; while its accessibility, its entrancingly
beautiful mountain scenery, its bracing healthful climate,
its freedom from malaria, its pure, sparkling waters,
make it equally an ideal stream for the bass fisher^
The bass are quite numerous in the stream, particularly

in the more remote and less fished portions. As a rule,
they rise readily to the fly, although with the usual un-
certainty of this peculiarly capricious fish, .in some locali-
ties I have never yet had a rise while taking them freely
with bait.

With the liability to imperfection which is the lot of
all things terrestrial, the Shenandoah has one serious
drawback as a fishing stream, viz.: its tendency to get
muddy after a heavy rain. The surface wash from the
red clay soil of the well tilled fields along its banks,
speedily converts it into a stream of liquid mud of a vivid
brick red, which tint sometimes remains in the water
long after the thick mud has run out, with a persistency
most aggravating to the patient fisherman. On this ac-
count, therefore, probably the months of August, Septem-
ber and October, with the latter part of July, will be
found the most favorable seasons in which to essay the
river.

The nearest good fishing points to Staunton are Grimora
or South River (a tributary of the Shenandoah), fifteen
miles distant, Hoy's Dam on Middle River (another trib-
utary), fifteen or sixteen miles away, "Polk" Rippetoes
(Scott's Ford) on North River, Shendun, on South River,
both eighteen miles from Staunton and about a mile and
a half apart; and Port Republic, at Junction of North and
South rivers, twenty miles from Staunton, at which point
the beautiful Shenandoah begins. These places are all
easily reached from Staunton and all afford good fishing
the last three in particular, lying, as thov do, within from
one to three miles of each other, offer special inducements
to the angler, including fair hotel accommodations.

Shaver's Dam, seven miles below Port Republic, is a
favorite resort of Harrisonburg anglers and is best reached
by livery from that point, which is an hour's ride by rail
from Staunton. Elkton, Bear, Lithia Springs and Shenan-
doah are all good points, easily reached by rail from
Staunton^and all afford good hotel accommodations.
Kemple's Falls is a favorite fishing place of mine, andmay be reached from Stanley, a station on the Norfolk &

Western Railroad. This road runs parallel with the river
for its entire course, for many miles directly along its
banks, good fishing points are easily reached from any of
its stations.

Luray and Front Royal, both of which are on this
raad, afford good hotel facilities and command large
reaches of the river accessible from either of these points
by livery.

The entire stretch of river between Shenandoah and
Riverton (one mile from Front Royal) at the mouth of
the North Fork of Shenandoah, some 65 or 75 miles in all
running as it does back along the flanks of the Massanut-
ton Mountains, and through a section of country not
thickly settled and remote from towns of any size af-
fords particularly good fishing, as it is not fished as much
as the more accessible parts of the river. Accommoda-
tions can readily be secured at almost any of the better
class of farm houses along the river, information in re-
gard to which can be obtained at Luray or Front Royal.
Riverton has always been noted as a great fishing place.

Lying as it does between the two rivers, it commands an
extensive reach of both. Both streams have high dams in
them, beneath which the bass love to congregate, and as
these dams are the first ones in the river above the Poto-
mac, the fish are frequently very numerous here. Owing,
however, to its popularity as a summer resort and its
proximity to the big summer hotel at Front Royal, the
immediate vicinity of Riverton is usually fished to excess
andjbetter fishing is apt to be found a few miles further
up either [river or down below the confluence of the
streams.

There are always fish here, however, for I recall one

evening a couple of years ago when George and I were

camped on our old camp ground right at the end of the

big dam in the south fork, or main stream, at the end of

one of our annual canoe cruises. I was tired from the

day's cruise and did not care to go away from the camp,

so I rigged up my tackle, and with a few helgramites

fished from the dam into the deep, swirling waters im-

mediatelv beneath, while George rigged up his fly tackle

and went half a mile down stream below the confluence

of the two rivers. From where I fished I could see at

least twenty men and boys fishing all along the dam and
from the rocks in the rapids below for 100yds. or so; yet

in thirty minutes I took five nice bass, and could have
taken more, but that my supply of helgramites ran out;

while George returned in an hour with eight or nine

fine ones taken with the fly.

The Shenandoah below Riverton is a most beautiful

stream; broad, deep a,nd majestic, broken by frequent
long, rocky rapids, and good fishing is found in any of its

reaches, perhaps the most noted places being the Boat-
men's Lane, the White Horse (both of which are reached
from White Post station on the N. & W. R. R . and but a
mile or so apart) and Oastleman's Ferry. This place is

five miles from Berryville (on the R. R.) and may be
readily reached from there by daily mail hack. Good ac-

commodations can be obtained here at Mr. Maurice
Castleman's.
Shannondale Springs, right on the bank of the river,

five miles from Charlestown, commands an unusually
fine fishing ground, and is quite a resort for anglers.

A good hotel is sadly needed in the business portion of
Harper's Ferry, but good accommodations may be secured
at the several different hostelries located on the heights
back of the town. A magnificent reach of fishing grounds
is accessible from here for miles up and down the Potomac
and up the Shenandoah (which here unites its limpid,
sparkling waters with those of the Potomac).
The angler will undoubtedly find better fishing some

miles away from the town; as, owing to its railroad
facilities (it is on the main line of the great B. & O. R.R.)
and its unrivaled, world-renowned scenery, the place is a
popular resort and is much fished in consequence.
From an extended acquaintance with the Shenandoah

as a fishing stream, I am of the opinion that perhaps one
of the most all-round favorable locations for the angler,
all things considered, is at Bear Lithia Springs, in Rock-
ingham county, about forty miles by rail from Staunton.
This is a quiet, unpretentious little summer resort of a
type quite numerous in the mountain regions of the Vir-
ginias. It has a capacity of about sixty guests, and like
the others of its class, is much frequented by those whose
means or inclinations lead them to avoid the more pre-
tentious gay and high-priced resorts. It is readily reached
from Staunton by rail The manager. Mr. W. K. Comp-
ton, is himself an enthusiastic angler. Boats and guides
are at hand and bait can be procured in abundance, and
the reach of river commanded by the springs, from Elkton
to Shenandoah—some seven or eight miles—with its beau-
tiful alternation of deep ponds, rapids, reef, etc., is an
ideal fishing ground, and one I have frequently fished
over with rare sport.
The best bait is a small species of catfish, or bull pout,

locally known as the "mad torn," which can be caught
in abundance in almost any of the small side streams
with a small seine and a lantern (it is a peculiarity of
this little fish that it can only be found after night).
Minnows, of course, are always good, but the "mad torn"—in addition to being if anything a more attractive bait
—is so t.iugh and hardy that it will outlive half a dozen
minnow s. It must be handled with care, however, as a
stab from one of the vicious little thorns or stickers con-
cealed in the fins on either side just back of the gills,
and on the back, is as painful as a bee sting, and the
little fellow is so slippery that it is difficult to grasp him
without coming in contact with his horns. Helgramites
are also excellent for bait and are found in abundance in
the river in the shallow, swift water under the rocks,
and are readily taken by means of a small-meshed land-
ing net, by turning over the rocks and holding the net
below as the rock is turned and scooping in the creatures
as they loose their hold and roll up into a ' i

J
tie ball, to

drift away with the swift current. Co.v modore.
[to be concluded next week.]

HONEOYE FALLS, N. Y., ANGLERS.
Honeoye Falls, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The Honeoye Falls Anglers' Association held their third
annual contest June 1. Notwithstanding it was the wet-
test, drizzly, cold, gloomy, dreary kind of a June opening
on record, the club broke all its former records as fisher-
men in every respect. Honeoye Lake and creek, Hemlock
and Conesus Lakes, and Lima ponds were the waters
fished in; also a private pond in Bloomfield furnished a
score and won a prize, which will not be allowed another
year, and would not have been this year had it been on
the losing side. The following is the list of members who
returned a score:

rt . ^ _ Points.
Capt. C. Seaman 303 5
A. Crone. . , 241 ;75
Rev. H. Dennis 82
Frank Sheldon \," 95'

L. Gates !"!!!! 313'
A. J. Tinkor

, 7 5

Points.
Capt. A. Mather 47.5
W. Lay 177.5
J. Burton 27.
J. Lapp 160.
F. Lock 248 75
F. Joyces 27.
S. Wilton 241.25 W. Brown 04?*
.A-Lymai 275. D.Martin „

v
597*

Dr. J. Flick 154.50 A, Martin f7 75

G. Parmele 7.0 A. Starr ion*
J-Tmko;- 19.75 C. Chambers.. «i%
C. Fairchilds 120. Joe Shellman 4<S'2

Price.... 25. Dr. H. Benham'. 5375L. B. Rogers 64. Dr. C. F. Otis .
?"4

W. Baker «t'
0

Total score 1,688.75 T. Lovell....
F. McKeon '."V JE'S
J. Bartlett. ... ?}q
e. Brooks

; ; ; ; ; ^
Total score

_ .2 39o!

Thus Capt. Chas. Seaman's side wins a supper at theexpense of the other side by a majority of 701+ pointsCaptam Seaman's side had 971bs. and Captain Mather's
76f the winners haying 20£ more pounds than the losersCaptain Mather s side won 17 prizes, Captain Seaman's
side 16 prizes and the club silver badge. There Srix
ties on first prize for largest variety and four ties on secondforthe same. There are three ties on the smallest
score. Ties are to be settled among the men tied in anvmanner they hit upon. ^

The man who brings in the largest score at the annual
contest wears for one year the silver badge of the club.

Joe Shellman with a score of 438.5 points wears the badge.
It is a good thing that Joe is a good, strong, able-bodied
man, for we have a badge that makes one think of a
policeman, and indicates the man who wears it is, as well
as a fisherman, a man not to be badgered much. Pike,

brook trout and muskalonge prizes were not won. Ties

unsettled. The following are the prize winners:

1. Largest score lake t^out—Fred Lock, 1st and 2d.
2. Largest score black bass, straight goods—Fred Lock 1st, S.

Wilton 2d.

3. Largest black bass—Frank McKeon 1st, Thos. Lovell 2d.

4. Largest score made—Joe Shellman 1st, Sam Wilton 2d.
5. Largest fish caught—Frank McKeon 1st. Thos. Lovell 2d.

6. Largest score rock ba°s—Wm. Lay 1st, Frank Sheldon 2d.

7. Largest number pounds caught—Fred Lock 1st. Sam Wilton 2d.

8. Largest score bullheads—Joe Bartlett 1st, Sam Wilton 2d.

9. Largest score perch—Joe Shellman 1st, Louis Gates 2d.

10. Largest variety fish caught—Ties on both prizes.

11 Largest score pike—Not any caught.
12. Largest score sunflsh— A. Lyman 1st, 8. Wilton 2d.
13 Smallest score brought in—Ties.
14. Largest score mullet, - John Tinkor 1st, E. Brooks 2d.

15. Largest score suckers—Joe Shellman 1st, Joe Bartlett 2d.

16. Largest score brook trout—None caught.
17. Largest score pickerel—Will Lay 1st, Dean Martin 2d.

18. Largest black bass caught with fly—Fred Lock 1st, John Lapp 2d.

19. Special prize for the largest trout caught—Fred Lock. This
prize is an exchange. Mr. Sheldon gives the flour and Mr. Lock loses
his trout.

SCORE AS FOLLOWS.

Points. In. Points. In.

Lake trout 60 14 Rock bass 5 6

Brook trout 35 7 Pike

40

14
Sunflsh 5 5 Black bass 20 9

Mullets 8 10 Pickerel SO 12
Suckers 10 10 Perch 7 7
Whiteflsh 25 12 Bullheads 10 9
Muskalonge 40 12 Black gills 8 6
Chub 8 8
Heavipst fish caught, 75 points, not to be counted otherwise; also 5

points to be added for every pound of fish.

Very appropriately a Honeoye Lake fish won the badge
and the contest. The date of the supper is not yet de-

cided, and an account will be sent in when it takes place.

Dr. D. G. Browne, See'y Ex. Com.

NEWS FROM THE FISHING WATERS.
Parkside (Henryville), Pa., June 6.—Streams in good

.condition. Trout taking the fly with a snap; caught 53
yesterday afternoon, 12 of them over llin. long.

W. C. Henry.

Providence, R. I., June 4.—I have just returned from
Fort Myers, Fla., where I had some magnificent tarpon
fishing. My score for the trip was 35 tarpon; total weight,
3,7941bs.; average weight, 108-,%lbs.; largest fish, 1601bs.

and 6ft. 7in. long. Largest catch in one day, four tarpon.
Mr. G. R. W. Armes, who fished with me, caught 50 tar-

pon. F. L. G.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Decoration Day Mr. John Soldan, of
this city, took 12 lake trout and 13 bass in the afternoon
in Skaneateles Lake. Bait for trout, phantom minnow;
the bass were taken trolling with worms.
Trout fishing has been the best for twenty years. This

is owing to the fine work done by Special Protectors E.
D. Crissley. Jeff Brown and State Game Protector Mor-
rison Hawn, and the continued stocking by the Commis-
sioners. Lake trout from this lake always have sold at
25c. per pound , being so plentiful, they now being only 10c.

per pound.
Oneida Lake fishing before the heavy rains started in

was better than in fifteen years. Many catches of pike
and pickerel, from.75 to 1001bs., have been made. So far
the fishing has been at its best near Constantia.
River fishing has been as yet not good. All indications

are that fishing will be better than for years, which is the
result from stocking and good protection.

I receive the usual number of inquiries from readers of
Forest and Stream where to go fishing in this section

,

which I will gladly furnish the anglers.

Henry Loftte.

Grand Rapids, Mich., June 8.—Trouting is reported
very good in all the Michigan streams, and more big trout
are taken than at any previous time. A rainbow trout of
31bs. which had been planted in one of the streams here,
was taken by a rodster the other day. Alex. Starbuck.

Tailless Trout.

While on a visit to my old home in Scotland, a few
years ago, I made a trip to the island of Isla, where
through the courtesy of the owner, I enjoyed some rare
trout fishing. While in conversation with one of the
keepers, I was told of a little lake high up in the moun-
tains which abounded in a very strange variety of trout.
They were described to me to be much like other trout,
except that they were tailless. Closer inquiry coroborated
my informant, and so near as I could find out the tails

have the appearance of having had their soft rays
trimmed off. The lake is very deep and the bottom seems
to be covered with small sharp-edged fragments of
brownish looking stones—the native say the fish wore
their tails off rubbing against the sharp stones. Unfor-
tunately my stay on the island was about over, and as I

had not an opportunity of personally examining these
strange trout, I dropped a good pinch of salt on the story
and let it pass my mind. During the spring of last year,

.

a very estimable old gentleman (and I am sure a thoroughly
truthful c ne), arrived in our town from the Island of Isla,

where he had been land stewart for twenty-five years, for
the Campbells of Isla. While in conversation with him
the tailless trout again came up, and he positively assured
me it was so. I now thoroughly believe it, and would
like to hear from some of our more deeply versed as to
why and the wherefore.

I leave here on the 5th host. , to try my luck among the
trout of western North Carolina, and will let you hear of
my success. W. M. B.
Florenck, S. C.

Mr. Arnold's Trout.
New York, June 4.—Will you kindly state that the

brook trout taken by Mr. Francis B. Arnold in the Range-
leys was five pounds in weight. I have obtained the
measurement and weight from Mr. Arnold, and know
that he is entitled to the record of having taken a five-
pound trout. Cleveland D. Fisher,
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SALMON NOTES FROM CAMP ADAMS.

Boston, Mass.—Last year was nay eighteenth consecutive
season of salmon fishing and the most enjoyable one of my
life. It was spent on the St. John Kiver, at Gaspe, P. Q.,
and I am now in the delights of anticipation of this year's
sport. I have for months been counting the weeks, and
now the days when I shall once more drop the cares
of business life and seek the rest and recuperation which
to me more than all else camp life affords.

I have made the taking of salmon with a fly something
of a study in a practical sort of way during these years.
I have long entertained the idea that the particular kind
of fly used was of comparatively little consequence in
killing salmon, but I had never had the courage to risk

my catch during an entire season in the employment of

only one kind of fly until last year. That season I fully

made up my mind I would make this trial, and with the
following results.

I selected as my fly the Jock-Scott, a fly familiar to
all salmon fishermen.^ and with the exception of a change
in s'ze depending on the state of water, clearness, etc.,

all my fish were caught with this fly. I believe that at

any time during my outing of over three weeks I could
not have taken a single additional salmon with the use of

a different fly, which I could not have taken with this fly

pqually as well.

I also met with my usual success and killed my share of
the fish. I am therefore satisfied that the kind of fly in

use is of very little consequence in taking the Salmo-
salar.

The temperature, the clearness of the water, the tem-
perature of the atmosphere as well, the ability to place a
fly lightly upon the water so that this king of all fly-fish-

ing can readily take it, tend more to success than the fly

cast.

I am willing to go further and hazard the opinion that
I should have met with equal success had I made my
casts with any one of the leading salmon flies now in use

years I have occasionally landedmy fish without using even
a landing net. Last yea,r I went still further and abso-

lutely "tailed" or beached all my fish. But of course it is

a necessity that the fish be thoroughly ' 'tired out" before

-you lead him to the shore, as you do, "head on" where
your man stands ready to quietly and surely take him by

BIO CHAIN POOLS, NEPISIQUIT.

Belonging to Messrs. Adams and Sampson.

the tail and push him out of the water, when he soon
receives his coup de mort—a, proud moment in the life of

a salmon angler.

The gaff has always seemed to me a cruel and unsports-

manlike method of landing a half-spent fish, or any other,

for many times the salmon comes within reach of the

gaffer when he is only half killed, and the struggles of

this powerful fish at such times rends and tears his beau-

tiful sides, seriously marring his beauty. Besides, one
'
loses, as it seems to me, the delight

and satisfaction of watching his final

struggles almost at one's feet. This,

to my mind, is the most delightful

and satisfactory moment in the whole
role of fishing.

I suppose it is now generally con-
ceded that salmon in fresh water
take little if any food. I have never
found in their stomachs the least in-

dication of food. Yet I believe they
rise to a fly for the sole purpose of
tasting the dainty morsel prepared
for them by the fly-tyer and deftly
placed within their reach by the
angler.

I am quite well aware that in salt

water estuaries and in rivers, and
even where the water is brackish,
salmon feed, but in purely fresh
water I believe the food taken is

infinitesimal.

Henry Sampson. Tom, Cook. Roma, C'n. Ivers W. Adams
Jack, Canoeman. Ned, Canoeman. John, Canoeman.

CAMP ADAMS.

Bough Waters, Nepisiquit, at Bathurst, N. B.

instead of the Jock-Scott; such as the silver-doctor, black-
dose, fairy, popham, Curtis, Hanson, or any of the thirty
odd different flies which I always take with me on my
salmon outings.
During my salmon experience I have kept a record of

the number of fish taken, their weight, pools taken in,

and the flies they were captured with. I have always
kept a daily record of the temperature of the water and
three times a day of the atmosphere—morning, noon and
night. Also any other interesting facts, such as the run-
ning of salmon, the date of their arrival in fresh water,
the coming of grilse, which in some rivers are quite

plenty, particularly in the Nepisiquit, where I have fished

for a great many years; also the arrival of sea trout, and
other details. I have found when the temperature of

the water is 60° and above, that it is hardly worth the
while to cast for salmon, unless it is in a pool where the
water is very rapid, broken or rugged in its flow.

I have also made it a point to do little if any casting a t

such times, particularly if the sun is shining upon the
pool; even if the temperature of the water is right I avoid
casting when the sun shines, as much as possible. I be-

lieve also that it is unwise to make more than two or three

casts over the same fish. If the fly is properly placed and
the salmon is in the mood to rise, he will do so at the first

cast.

I am also of the opinion that it makes little difference at

what hour of the da the casting is made, if the sky is

overcast or cloudy; and I believe that the early morning
fishing is not productive of better results than that later

in the day, say eight o'clock in the morning, and for

evening fishing, five to eight, or even half-past eight.

Last year I hooked a salmon after nine o'clock, Quebec
time. And I have frequently hooked and killed salmon
so late in the evening that it was impossible for me to see

my fly as it dropped upon the water. I simply knew that
the direction was right, and was careful (as I am always,
for that matter) to keep my line and cast straight or taut
in the water, that my fish, if he rose to the fly and took it,

would hook himself.

The salmon angler, who has never
found in his river the beautiful grilse

(or three-year-old salmon), or only in

very limited numbers at least, has
missed some very rare sport. For I

do not believe that for its weight,
say from 3 to 51bs., there is to be
caught in fresh water a more gamy

fish, a more stubborn fighter than this "chicken salmon"
as he is sometimes called. I say "he," for I have
never known nor seen a female grilse; and I have ex-
pmined personally and instructed my cook to do so several
hundred of these beautiful fish. The Nepisiquit, at
Bathurst, New Brunswick, is a noted grilse as well as

salmon river. And the opportunity for making a study
of the grilse here can not he excelled in American waters.

CAMP DUFFERIN.

St. Johns, Gaspe, P. Q.
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a lightly hooked fish at once, rather than later in I

ference e » from to year. Supposing the first
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' one caught to be among the hrst arrivals, July 1 is the

average date, and two days either side make the ex-
the fight.

For quite a number of years in landing my salmon I

have used a landing net made especially for that purpose.
This net is made of common 18-thread twine, 3 or 4in.

mesh and about 3ift. deep. It is the same size at the

tremes.

Very much has been said and written regarding the
return of salmon from the sea to their spawning grounds;

bottom as at the top, and is attached to a bent ash, and if they return annually; if each river has its own peculiar
when rigged is egg-shaped and about 3ft. in diameter, all fish; if the parent fish return practically to the same loca-

well fastened to a stick about 6ft. long. This is large tion in the river.

enough and strong enough to hold the largest salmon. I In the Nepisiquit, where I have fished for many years,

I discarded the gaff years ago, and during the last few 1 1 believe they return every year. I am also one of those

who believe they return to the same location in the river,

and use the same spawning bed from year to year, if their
lives are spared.

I believe it is now generally admitted that each river
has its own distinctive fish. There is no mistaking a
Nepisiquit salmon.- For several seasons I have fished in
the different rivers emptying into Gaspe Basin, the St.

John, the York and the Dartmouth. The fishermen,
guides, buyers and handlers of fish, who have lived here
all there lives, refer with great unanimity of opinion to
the distinctive features of each river's fish.

Another remarkable fact in this connection may be
mentioned, that although for quite a number of years
there has been planted a large number of young fry in all

three rivers from the Government hatchery upon the
Dartmouth, and taken from fish caught in that river
which average in weight many pounds heavier than
those caught in the St. John, yet the St. John fish at the
present time average about the same weight as those
taken in years past. There has been no appreciative in-

crease in weight. The natural conclusion, I think, would
be that the planting of the progeny of a family of larger
fish would increase the average weight of the fish so
planted in a river where they run smaller in weight.
What does it prove, if anything? Do these fish after

they go to the sea return to the river in which they were
hatched, or, what is more probable, never go to the sea
at all? In other words, that artificial propagation does
not accomplish the great results claimed for it in these
rivers. I say natural conditions are the best. Neither
would I discourage the effort to restock depleted rivers. I
have little doubt that it can be done—is being done, but
it needs the hearty co-operation of all mill owners, land
owners, sportsmen, fishermen, and favorable action and
assistance from both State and National governments.

I have no doubt that the distance which the salmon are
obliged in some rivers to traverse, like the Restigouche,
before reaching the spawning grounds, influences their
annual return. In such rivers many kelt or spent fish are

CAMP ADAMS.

Bough Waters, Nepisiquit.

caught. Undoubtedly these fish remain in fresh water
over the winter. In the Nepisiquit I have never caught
or seen but one such fish. I hope that in the near future
this question may be definitely settled. It spems to me it

could be without much difficulty by simply tagging a cer-

tain number of spawning fish; and at the same time other
important facts could be determined.

I should hope, however, that some care would be exer-
cised in the use of tags attached to each fish, giving year
and weight, and not as the story goes, when one of our
fishculturists, finding himself short of tags, made use of
a small tin whistle; this fish is recorded as having returned
the next year to his native river, not, however, increased
in weight, but the tin whistle had grown to a fog horn.

There has of late been some discussion regarding the
distance from tide water, salmon will*or will not rise to

the fly. In my experience I have found they will take
the fly when and wherever there are resting placeB or

pools suiting their purpose, and the temperature of the
water sufficiently low.
As I have before remarked in this article, sixty degrees

is the high limit and I do not think that distance from
the sea has anything whatever to do with it in our
Atlantic coast"fisheries.

Some of our pools up on the Nepisiquit at high tide are
influenced by backing up of the fresh wa/ter, and it fre-

quently occurs that as the water recedes salmon are left

in these pools and readily take the fly.

Let the conditions of the water be favorable, let the
salmon angler know how to cast his fly, and unless salmon
have been for a long time in fresh, water the angler will

be rewarded with a rise, no matter how far from the sea
his lordship may have traveled.

This leads me to refer to the time that is taken in the
ascent of salmon rivers by these fish. I suppose the
flow of water and its temperature determine to a great
extent the rapidity with which salmon pass up to their

spawning grounds. If there is high water they climb
along much more slowly, resting longer in the pools and
the sides of the river. Then again, the ascent is much
more difficult in some rivers than in others.

The Nepisiquit, for instance, is a very difficult river for

salmon to climb. It has many falls, carries, or portages,

as the guides call them. It requires, at some seasons,

several days for these fish to arrive at the Grand Falls,

so-called, which are located some twenty miles from tide

water. Yet I have killed at these falls salmon so lately

from the sea that attached to their sides was the Pediculus
marinus or sea louse. It is claimed these insects leave
salmon after having been in fresh water not over two
days. I do not, however, believe that salmon in this

river make the ascent usually with anything like the
rapidity which such a theory would indicate.

One thing is certain, a fish just from the sea affords
much greater sport than one in the river any greatlength
of time, and I have found that fish caught in rivers where
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the water is rapid afford very much more sport than m
those of sluggish current. A Nepisiquit salmon, for in-

stance, often leaves the water completely several times

before he is landed, while a Restigouche salmon, I am
told, rarely leaves the water until he is lifted out by the

gaffer.

I had intended in this paper to have given my experi-

ences in camp life, arrangements of camps such as I have

built upon the Nepisiquit and the St. John at Gaspe; some
things we eat and drink, and how we cook them: about

rods, lines, flies, reels, leaders, fly poisons, their applica-

tions, and some other points, but this article has already

assumed larger proportions than I had anticipated, so I

must leave these to the future.

I cannot refrain here from publishing for the first time

a charming letter from Lord Dufferin, in answer to one

written him bv my associate upon the St. Jo >n's, Mr.

John Fottler, Jr., of Boston, and which explains how our

camp was given its present name, "Dufferin Camp," Lord
and Lady Dufferin having camped here some five years

when he was Governor-General of Canada about fifteen

years ago.

British Embassy, Paris, Oct 19, 1893.—Sir: I haBten to acknowl-
edge the receipt of your letter of S ^pt. 30 and to express to you my
beat thanks for your kind thought iu sending me photographs of our
old camping ground on the St. John's River. 1 am delierhled to find

that it has fallen into the hands of so sympathetic and excellent a
sportsman, and Lady Dufferin and I have been very much touched by
your giving our name to the camp. I hope you will have there every
season the same happy time that we bad during our stay in Canada.
The St. John's is a most charming river, and my brother-in-law and I

once caught forty fish there apiece in a fortnight-., excluding Sundays.
My smallest fish was 231bs. and the biggest 33, the average being 27.

One could not wish for anything much better than that. Pray remem-
ber me to Mr. Curtis, of whosd hospitality on the occasion of our
visit to Gaspe, my wife and I have a very grateful recollection. With
renewed thanks, I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,

Dufferin and Ava.

I believe I cannot close this paper to my mind more
satisfactorily than by quoting from a recent poem of James
Whitcomb Riley, published in the May number of the
Cosmopolitan, 'it cannot fail to touch the heart of any
older fisherman at least, substituting the Brandy* ine for
his own native stream:

Up and down old Brandywine,
In the days 'at's past and gone—

With a dad-burn hook-and-llne

And a saplin'-pole—i swawm

!

I've had more fun, to the square
Inch, than ever aru/where!

Heaven to come can't discount mine
Up and down old Brandywine I

Up and down old Brandywine. ,
.—

Stripe me with pokeberry-juicel—
Flick me with a pizenvine

And yell "Ftp/" and lem me loose!

r—Old now as I then wuz young,
'F I could sing as I have sung,

Song 'ud shorelv ring dee-vine

Up and down old Brandywine!

I. W, Adams.

ANGLING NOTES.

Are Maine Ouanam'che Landlocked?
A friend and correspondent asked this question : "Are

any of the Maine ouananiche absolutely landlocked, or
can they all reach salt water and return again if so
minded?"

I replied that originally all the Maine ouananiche had
free access to salt water, and were as free to return to the
fresh water where they were found, but as he used the
gresent tense in his query I would be obliged to ask Mr.
harles F. Atkins as to the present condition of things.

Mr. Atkins writes me as follows: "Before man's inter-
ference the way was open to all landlocked salmon of
Maine to go to sea and to return to their native streams
and the lakes they frequented. In recent times, and in-
deed at present, th* way is still open for them to go to
sea, but their return has been hindered by dams on every
river where they are naturally found. In each case I
think it will be established that there have been periods
of years when it was impossible for them to return the
dams being insurmountable.

"Fishways have been constructed on all the rivers in
question, and thereby all of them have been for part if
not all of the time for the past 20 years reopened—so that
in some instances the sea salmon have ascended as far as
the haunts of the landlocks, but I have no evidence that
the landlocked salmon have used the fishways—they may
have done so to a limited extent, but I have not heard of
it. They do not descend in sufficient numbers to warrant
ub m looking for their return. I am not aware that the
descent of any of them to the sea has been observed but
it is reported that they do, at the spawning season, descend
from Sebago Lake into the Presumpscot River, and if sowe might expect them to return via the fishwav at the
outlet of tne lake.

"It is a matter of tradition that many years ago say 40
or 50—it was not uncommom for landlocked salmon to be
taken further down the St Croix and the Presumpscot
™an in former times but I never gathered any consider-
able body of testimony on this point."

Ouananiche on Pacific Coast.
The Northwest Sportsman, of Portland, Ore in its

issue of May 19 notes the exhibition in that city of three
fish taken in a lake near the Cascades of the Columbia.
Chief of Police Hunt, a well informed angler who hastaken the ouananiche in Lake St. John waters in Quebec
identified the three fish as ouananiche, and Judge S HG/^en^' UP°.» a separate examination, without knowing
of the identification of Chief Hunt, also pronounced them
ouananiche.
Unless the ouananiche have been planted in the Pacific

coast waters, and I can find no record of such plant in

Jw^iT?*6
?
8 or m the Canadian Blue Books, I fearthat both of the gentlemen mentioned are mistaken intneir identifications.

Bather curiously, perhaps, Dr. Jordan in writing; methis spring about another matter said incidentally "Th?
ouananiche is of course not found on the Pacific coast "
As the ouananiche or landlocked salmon is the AtlanticsalmoriCSalmo salar), which after being hatched In freshwater has remained there without going to sea, they must
first have the salar on the Pacific coast before the oS-aniche can be developed.

This view will be discouraging to Western anglers who
may have congratulated themselves upon being possessed

of the game ouananiche, but the item is to me very en-

couraging for a reason wholly different from that

to which the quoted paragraph leads. Judge Greene

is familar with the different species of Pacific salmon,

therefore the three fish are probably new, unless they

should prove to be Bean's hmnerleyi salmon, which is a

landlocked salmon, or the new Kamloops trout, which

Jordan first called the Kamloops salmon; and if new they

may tend to confirm the opinion of a gentleman who has

written me that he believes' that there are two landlocked

salmon that have not been described in Pacific coast

waters. This gentleman has been in Europe during the

past winter, and a few days ago informed me of his return

and that he would soon journey to the headwaters of the

Columbia, where it is possible he may obtain the desired

specimens of the fish in question.

The Philology of the Ouananiche.

In the extract to which I have just referred I am
quoted as to the pronunciation of ouananiche, and quoted

wrongly, probably owing to a reversed letter, or it may
be because, as a printer has told me, I make a u and an n
so near alike that it takes a good guesser to tell one from
the other. What I said was that ouananiche was pro-

nounced as though written whonanishe, and it was so

printed in Forest and Stream, but the Western news-
paper makes it whouanishe, which is all wrong.

Mr, E. T. D. Chambers, of Quebec, has written a paper

upon "The Philology of the Ouananiche," and it will be
read by Dr. Stewart before the Royal Society of Canada.
This article will practically settle the question, as the

author has been for years collecting the various forms of

the word which have perplexed the readers of the litera-

ture of this game fish, and his conclusions will be author-

itative.
Fishing: Lines.

"A. C. H." of Providence, R. I., asks: "Which is the

best line for salt-water fishing—a linen or cotton, laid or

braided? Would it improve a cotton or linen line to boil

it in sperm oU? How can lines be preserved from rotting

out when not in use?" The line most affected for salt-

water angling is a laid linen line. It would not improve
any kind of line of vegetable fiber to boil it in sperm oil.

I have had good success with linen lines by dissolving

equal parts of sugar of lead and powdered alum in rain-

water and soaking the line in the solution. The best lines

I ever saw for any kind of fishing, in fresh or salt water,
were lines dressed by Mr. Walter M. Brackett, the cele-

brated Boston artist. It is almost twenty years ago that I

first saw Mr. Brackett's salmon lines of braided silk

dressed in cold linseed oil boiled specially for the purpose
by J. Babcock of Cambridgeporb, Mass. Mr. Babcock
told me that he also boiled oil especially for dressing
linen lines, but I never tried his preparations for this pur-
pose. At the time I speak of Mr. Brackett's lines had been
in use eight years and had always been allowed to dry on
the reel, and from that time to this I have seen no lines

from this country to compare with them. The lines were
as flexible as ever a line should be, and were polished
like plate glass. Such a line is expensive and requires a
heap of work, but is really cheaper in the end.
Mr. Brackett's method was to soak the line in the oil

three times, with an interval of two weeks between each
shaking, when the line was stretched and rubbed down
with a piece of chamois skin. Back in 1876 Mr. Babcock
charged $2 for a half-gallon can of the oil for silk lines,

but what the charge may be now I cannot say. If an
undressed line is thoroughly dried and aired after it is

used and then put in a dry place, it will be preserved as
long as it is possible for such line to be preserved. To dry
a line wind it on a line dryer from the reel, and vice versa,
to prevent twisting. It is impossible to wind a line on
chairs or trees and not put kinks in it that should not be
there. If a line does get twisted draw it in the water
behind a boat with the end of the line free.

I once attempted to dress a line (silk) with pure rubber
dissolved in chloroform, and in the few places where I got
the line coated with the rubber it was a fine piece of work,
but the places were few, and I had a strong desire to live
and use the line, so I did not complete the coating of
rubber.

Re-Varnishing Rods.

Mr. F. P. V., of Delaware, Ohio, wishes to know how
to remove old varntsh from fishing rods without injuring
the rods. First go over the rod with a damp cloth on
which you have placed as much emery as the cloth will
hold. Wipe the rod frequently with a wet cloth that you
may see that the work is evenly done. Unless the old
varnish should be defective in some way it is not best to
take it all off, as it will act as a filler. After rubbing with
tue emery, take another damp cloth, and with powdered
pumice stone again rub down the rod evenly. Revarnish
with best coach-body varnish, thinly applied. If then you
wish to polish the rod, rub with powdered rotten stone
first wet and then dry, being careful not to cut through
the varnish. Professional rod makers varnish a rod so
evenly and thinly that there is no necessity for afterward
rubbing down the varnish.

Black Bass Slaughter Begins.
On the day known as Memorial Day, May 30 set apart

to honor the memory of our dead soldiers, it is legal in
the State of New York, under the general law to kill
spawning black bass with hook and line in a sportsman-
like manner. The terms are rather incongruous I must
admit, but such is the result of the law which now
adorns our statutes as a monument to our law-makers'
ignorance or disregard of the future supply of one of our
chief game fishes.

The people of Warren county, New York and the
people of a few other counties in the State have dis-
covered the utter imbecility of a law which permits black
bass to be caught just before spawning time and the
supervisors have added June to the close season Black
bass, of all the so-called game fishes, require protection
for a longer period than that in which they are actuallv
spawning, for they brood their young after thev are
hatched, and the young are hatched in such exposed
places that if the parent fish is killed the young- fall an
easy prey to other fish. Black bass being the only game
fish that broods its young it would seem as if this factwould be a factor in the law for its protection, instead ofwhich it is not, under the general law of the State, per-mitted to spawn before it is subject to capture This
condition of thingB is rapidly depleting our waters of

black bass and 'apparently they can be saved only by 1

supervisors' laws, as the State has refused repeatedly toj\

act in the matter.
Wednesday being the first day of the open bass season •

in Washington county, five gentlemen, Messrs. N. R,2
Gourley, Wm. Guthrie, Dr. T. I. Henning, F. C. VieleandJ
Robt. McClellan, drove to Cossayuna Lake from Giens\i

Falls the evening before prepared to fish. They spent the-
j

day on the water and returned to Glens Falls in the;

evening, having caught seventeen big-mouthed bass and !

forty-three pike (the so-called pickerel). The fish were'1
displayed in the drug store of Ferriss & Viele and their
photograph taken. All day Thursday men, women and

\

children filed into the store to see the handsome string of
'

fish. Never before was a string of large-mouthed black
bass shown in this village, and it was amusing to notice '

the men when they were told that the fish were not the
j

small-mouthed black bass, or ' 'black bass" as they called j

them to distiuguish them from what they called ' 'Oawego
baste." Men who are perfectly familiar with the small-

\

mouth failed to discover that these fish were not of that

,

species. The bass were all caught on the shores by troll-

ing a minnow bait. The troll was made by fastening two
hooks back to back on a leader, one hook 1£ or 2in. above

|

the other. The upper hook was fastened in the lips of
the minnow and the other in the side. On such a lure,

\

with a single minnow, Mr. Viele caught two bass, of about!
2lbs. each, at the same time.

I asked to be notified when the bass were opened and
was present. The largest bass of the string weighed 3ilbs„ <

and was a female. Both of the ovaries were quite hard, •

and I question if the fish would have spawned under

,

thirty days. I think it was a moderate estimate to say
that the bass contained over 20,000 eggs. Dr. Henning
and Mr. Gourles, who were present, said those were the
last black bass that they would ever catch in May. What
I have said of the condition of one of the bass will answer

'

for all except as to number of eggs in the' smaller females.

'

The milt in the males was hard and none of the fish would
have spawned before the last of June. And this, be it

remembered, is the earliest spring in this region within,
the recollection of living men.

A Show Trout.

Thursday evening, May 31, Judge J. M. Whitman, of
Sandy Hill, N. Y., returned from Aiden Lair Lodge in the,
Adirondacks, where he had been fishing for a few days,

j

Later he came up to ste me about a 21bs. trout about
which there had been a discussion at Aiden Lair, and
which I was to settle. It was a brook trout, fontinalis,
caught in Hewitt Pond, and it was decked in all the vivid
colors of a breeding male in autumn, making a picture
for an artist. The fish had been opened so there was no
opportunity for other than external examination.

A. N. Cheney.

ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
(Continued from Page 1,93.)

We were somewhat disappointed, for the dawn indi-
cated rain; but despite this we went immediately after
breakfast to Sand River, some five miles distant. On 1

entering that mountain stream of foaming rapids andi
pellucid pools, we found that some barbarian pale faces;
had about completely depleted it of the trout by seining..
Ned said he was satisfied who did the pot-hunting vandal-
ism, for the Indians reported as having last year seen the|
same persons he mentioned using a net on this river. As*
about every violation of the game law passes unnoticed
here, we presumed this would, even were it reported to.

the Game Warden or Commissioner, with sufficient proof
to convict. Considerably discouraged at the apparent 1

evidences of netting, we fished a few of the pools with
poor success, only catching eight or ten small trout.
After r maining here a couple of hours, under the dark

canopy of vapor that had threatened us all the morning
with the dripping moisture, it began to rain, and then
there was a stampede for the boat over a mass of broken
rocks that was rendered very treacherous by the shower.

i

After a few slips and falls and a misstep or two into thei

stream, we reached the boat, and then donning our rub-:

bers were off for the camp with steady strokes from thej
oarsmen, there not being sufficient wind to straighten the*
sails. The somber shadows which enshrouded the dense
forests completely harmonized with the melancholy
moisture of the murky skies, and made us long for thei

shelter of our far-away tents.

It was a continual drip, drip, drip of the watery beads,
but ever and anon some surcharged cloud of inky dark-
ness would sweep over us, pouring out a deluge of more
than minor discomfort.
We had gone about a mile when the rain ceased, and

the whipping of a gentle wind began, the prelude doubt-
less of some fierce storm that might overtake us ere we
reached camp and give us a lively tossing on the billows.
The wind, of course, was suggestive of sailing, but it 1

seemed to be working round as if to take us over the bow.
The boys therefore thought it best to stick to the "cedar
breeze," and they did and that manfully.
At this juncture, two loons that were indulging in their

mournful notes, were discovered just ahead of us. Ned
at once picked up the gun, a splendid Dougall, which
we always took with us, and putting in the necessary car-
tridges told the oarsmen to move along.
Ned said, "I will not get either of them on the first

shot, but look out for a tumble on the second."
"Sure?" says I.

"It will be a close shave at least."

Ned was a capital shot, and as the gun was a first-class

shooter I felt that he would assuredly bag his game. On;
getting within shooting distance he motioned the rowers
to stop, and then taking aim let drive The leaden hail
went straight to the mark, but the loons were under
water before it fell. This was expected, but the next
shot was to be decisive as to whether Ned was to put a
feather in his cap or not.
The marksman is now on the qui vive, cool and col-

lected, with every nerve ready to leap at his command as
soon as the fowls broke the surface.
"Ah, there they are," and before the words were com-

pleted Ned's second barrel rang out with a loud report
and over tumbled one of the loons, which gave a quiver
or two and then floated quietly on the rippled waters.
Ned was highly complimented for his fine shot, as a

loon is a very hard bird to kill, the second shot, as stated,
being the one that does the business, if at all.

We rowed nut and picked up the dead fowl, which Ned
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gave to Kenosh, who had expressed a wish for it, as he
desired to mount it for a household ornament.
Ned declared it was one less fish-eating glutton, and

presumed it had fattened on many a lovely trout, and
greatly regretted that he had not extinguished the pair.

Well do I recollect one season at Pelee Island, Lake Erie,

when six of them were captured at one haul in the "pot"

of a fisherman's poundnet, which they had entered through
the channel in their pursuit of fish. Once in, they were
safe, as it requires 100ft. or more for them to raise on wing.
In the morning, when the pound men came to make a
"lift," the entrapped fowls made such a plaintive outcry

as to almost move the fisherman to release them, but as

they looked on the profit and loss account of it, the fish-

eating fowls were at once dispatched with the oars, an
immolation to mammon.
The boatmen, replacing their blades once more, bent to

their work, intent on reaching camp as soon as possible,

being fearful of more rain and a strong head wind. Turn-
ing a projecting point, we came suddenly upon a duck
with a brood of five, all paddling along in a bunch quite

close to the shore. Ned again prepared to shoot, but when
I reminded him of the utter worthlessness of summer
ducks aud of its being the close season here, as I was in-

formed, he regretfully laid his gun aside with the remark,
"I could have secured the entire lot with one shot."

A mile or two before we reached our quarters the sky
began to lighten, and soon the sun peeped out, sending her
crimson-tipped arrows to the mountain tops, into the quiet

woods and glens, and along the ragged cliffs and upon the
broad lake.

The leaden clouds rapidly retreated before the celestial

radiance, and by the time we reached camp the sky was
ail aflame in gorgeous tints, and the wind singing a lull-

aby as it came from the flowered land of the south.

"All nature laughs, the groves are fresh and fair;

The sun's mild lustre warms the vital air."

What a rapid change; but such is the capriciousness of

the elements on this grand old lake; shower followed by
sunshine, storm by calm. Such golden libations, such
balmy airs, such silvery seas, at once filled us with the
ardor of angling, and no sooner was the dinner over, the
dishes washed and the camp put in order than we were
off for a three-mile run along the shore to Gravel River
with our "sweet singer of Israel" warbling:

"The wind is quite invitin',

An1
it's gettin1 down to play,

Where the freckled trout are rism1

In the big pools far away ; .

The violet 's peepln' from the sod,

The sweetheart 's at the gate;

One angler 's got a fishing rod—
Another flies, for bait,"

Ned deeply regretted that he had not yet secured the

desired field mouse for a practical experiment on a big

trout. They were evidently so rare at this camp that not
one of them had been seen, though all hands were at

times on the sharp lookout for the tiny rodents. Fifty-

miles above Ned said they were very thick, and that one
season they had made one of his blankets so ragged as to

almost ruin it. They had their little homes in the deep
mosses on the rocks, and many a time he had driven a half-

dozen or more from under his bed. We all promised to

keep up the search for the four-footed lilliputs of the field,

as he was very anxious to experiment on Kit Clarke's

statement in his "Practical Angler," a very readable and
instructive, book, by the way. I assured Ned that when
trout took almost any living bait, even to small birds, he
need have no fear but what a swimming mouse would
soon attract and disappear in the tough jaws of the S.fon-
tinalis.

Ned, before leaving camp, had made a decided change
in his flies by discarding his fancy creations and selecting

a red-spinner for his stretcher and a Lord-Baltimore for

his dropper, while I took a Parmacheene-belle for my
stretcher and a red-ibis for my dropper, both popular flies,

and as I have found, quite attractive.

We flogged the first point just above our camp, till we
were satisfied that no trout, if there, wanted to form the

acquaintance of our somewhat fanciful lures. We now
go nearly half a mile without dropping a fly, as we had
never caught any trout here but those of an undesirable

size.

Striking the higher ridges of a serrated shore, backed
by the deepening green of the forests and the gray rocks

that fret the mountain wall, we solicited a call from some
of the dotted dwellers beneath the darkened lines. They
answered our summons instantly, for on the very first

cast I impaled a dandy that set the little wheel revolving

to a cadence of sweet deliciousness. He was

—

"Heroic, stubborn, full of fight,

Quici to the bottom depths he flies;

Then dashes left and right,

Nor yields submissive till he dies."

He was a fraction over two pounds, and a beauty, radi-

ant in all the glories of the rainbow hues. Ned was not

far behind me, for no sooner was my painted princeling in

the net than he strove to win renown in the capture of an-

other Red-Jacket with the royal insignia, who had paid his

respects to Lord-Baltimore rather unceremoniously. He
fought like a Trojan, but his bravery availed him naught,

for he, too, fell a victim to the duplicity of the white-

haired rodster. This was all we secured here, though we
worked for about a half an horn- in expectation of captur-

ing a fin or two more; but it was all in vain.

Just around the massive piece of rigid masonry, which
ran boldly into the lake for a few hundred feet, was a de-

lightful little cove; but its glowing tints, deep shades and
graceful curvature were all that rewarded us, for we had
no sight or sign of trout, and, therefore, were alone con

tent with the charming landscape. It was a picture shut

up, as it were, in a basin of rough-hewn battlements, and
one of many that greets the gentle angler on these rugged

shores

—

"Where rushing waters split on hostile rocks,

Spouting aloft the iridescent spray."

We push along under azure skies, and by shores of

rocky wrath and ravage, that yield us no return for our
* constant work. Our flies sail into every nook and cranny,

over every shaded line and around every rock where the

waters dash and the sunshine plays. At last as we were
about to give up in despair, Ned hung a lovely trout that

fairly made the water boil around his stretcher. From
the start he handled the trout with great care and

patience, for he was fearful it was not well hooked. He
would give it no "butt" nor allow the least slack, but dal-

lied with it as tenderly and carefully as if it were of price-

less value. He played, and played, and played it, until I

was so tired of seeing his delicate manipulation that I

urged him to bring it to net without further delay. The
advice went unheeded until at last I pulled out my watch
to time him, crediting with the fifteen minutes already

consumed. This failed of effect, as he was not to be ridi-

culed into undue haste. Worried out, at last the trout

showed a spangled side to the blazing sun, and then he
pulled him about as carefully as he had played him.

Finally the net fell around the victim and he was duly

boated, much to my relief. Ned, eager to examine the

embedding of the hook, found that his surmise was cor-

rect, for the trout was hooked by the very slightest shred

of skin which did not even hold the weight of the fish,

which was only 2^1bs.

"That's what I call artistic angling," said Ned, when he
found he had scored a point in the gentle art.

"I always gave you credit for modesty, Ned, but am
willing to admit you're artistic in one thing."

"What's that?" he eagerly inquired.

"Trumpeting."
The boys, strange to say, caught on here and smiled

broadly, and to brighten the occasion still further Kenosh
had to utter his old chestnut:

"No flies on him," and then the laugh rang out.

Ned accepted the pleasantry without demur, but I well

knew he would endeavor to even up on the first oppor-

tunity.
We caught no more around the ramparts of gray and

wave-worn rocks, and taking up the advance the boat

pushed along for some distance till we reached what we
fancied a cosy retreat of the tinted autocrats of the lake.

It was a place shadowed by a perpendicular cliff of frown-
ing aspect, the top of which waved with dark pines and
evergreens, upon which the afternoon sun was playing in

bars of quivering gold. Here last year we had caused
lamentation among the trout tribe, robbing it of many a
proud and peerless beauty. In hopes of reaping the same
good fortune the war of pure deceit commenced with the

artful lures searching every inch of the ground where a
scarlet foe was supposed to lurk.

I was the first to get a rise, but made a failure to

impale. At the next fall of the flies he took my dropper
with a savage snap of his iron jaws and then there was
trouble in the trout family. Desperately he plunged for

the bottom and on arriving there concluded to take the

fast line for a Southern tour. He was checked off, how-
ever, after he had passed a station or two, and compelled

to make the return trip by a tramp over a rocky road
that so wearied him that he was fain to seek repose in a
much-needed rest. It was but a short time after this

that he was gently consigned £o a couch in a hammock
of close-woven threads, which gracefully swung him
to the boat. Here he slept so soundly that he never
awoke. He was only a two-pounder, a weight that was
now quite acceptable, for owing to the very poor fishing

this season we were not curling our lips in contempt at

this size. A three-pounder was somewhat of a rarity,

and a four-pounder decidedly a rara avis.

After various perplexities from a few misses by both
of us, Ned was fortunate enough to catch one about the

same size. Two more trout, one a pound and a half and
the other a pound, were caught, and then we reeled up
and ordered the sails hoisted for the return.

A gentle breeze, which was increasing with the glow-

ing shadows, was in our favor, and as our sails filled

and we skimmed o'er seas in radiant sparkle and musical
murmur, I thought:

"How happy are we, now the wind is abaft,

And the boatswain he pipes, 'Haul with our sheets aft; 1

'Steady, steady,' says the master, 'it blows a fresh gale;

A'e'll soon reach our port, boys, if the wind does not fail.
1 "

We had fully three miles of a sail to camp, and as the

sun was two hours high the beauty of a declining even-

ing was to be realized in gorgeous grandeur. Mountain
ranges towered above us with their peaks in marvellous
tints, golden glint and tangled shadows filled the green

woods, while soft and hazy repose were in every vale.

Overhead the arched dome was fretted in roseate clouds
;

that dropped fanciful figures upon the silvery sea, while
\

to the west celestial hands were weaving a royal robe for

the advancing Phoebus.

"Purple, violet, gold and white;

Royal clouds are they;

Catching the spear like rays in the west-
Lining therewith each downy nest,

At the close of the summer day.

Our half-breeds, who had grown very tired of our pres-

ent quarters, took up the Point Brule theme as we sailed

along, giving us such elaborate romances of the big and
numerous trout there, that Ned at last fairly became im-
bued with the spirit of embarking for the Eldorado.

Weather permitting, we were to be off early in the morn-
ing. It was about twenty-five or thirty mile sdistant, and
with a fair breeze would make it inside of five hours.

Nothing was now thought of or talked about but the

onward move and big trout. Peter had a red-coat of

lordly proportions behind every stone and in every chasm
and ledge at our prospective quarters, until at last we
were so wrought up about it that we came very near
making a trip to it that evening. The last words Peter

said to Ned, as he stepped out of the boat on landing,

seemed so audaciously fairy-like, that I was positive he
was now drawing the long bow. His fancy was evidently

becoming as elastic as gutta percha.

Point Brule had formerly had a reputation as goodtrout-

ing grounds, but it had been fished so much recently that

its finny population must necessarily be somewhat limited

by this time.

We went to bed that night with Peter's trout tales—
which at the camp-fire had still further elongated—ring-
ing in our ears and filling our minds until finally I fell

asleep and dreamed of capturing in strange waters trout

so large that the landing net was insufficient to hold
them.
Dawn finally came after the night of blissful deception,

with our enthusiasm for the angle at Point Brule whetted
to the keenest edge, but alas, there was a leaden sky with
ragged clouds trailing from the edges of the eastern

horizon and a head wind that at once dampened our
ardor. Soon the mist gathered, in the valleys and the

rain ere long began to patter, and then we concluded

that the long looked for change in the weather was about
to take place. Sombre clouds were to succeed the golden
fleeces, howling storms the bright calm, while the gentle

murmur of gentle waves would again in memory be.

We growled a little at our disappointment, but finally

made the best of it by remaining in our tent while the

shower lasted, and taking up our old game of cribbage
until that at last wearied. Ned then made an attack on
his tackle box, and getting out a fanciful assortment of

feathers set his fertile brain to work evolving some novel

lure. He was serenely happy in this work, and as he
selected feather after feather would gaze upon them with
that pure delight which genius only feels, and then after

satisfying himself of the color combination would com-
mence the construction with his nimble fingers as if he
expected to achieve immortal fame. Always looking to

perfection in the fly, he would invariably add a beaded
eye, and a pair of horns that stuck out very much like

spear points. He copied after nature, be said, but if he
did he failed to strike it with anything like fidelity. Occa-

sionally he tied a fly that proved a taking one, but a red

or white rag, in certain conditions, is also attractive. He,
however, got a world of pleasure in the creation of his

feathery fancies, and it therefore paid him handsome
dividends.

I had frequently suggested to him to name his pet cre-

ation, but he cared little for that; so thinking this a good
time for a little facetiousness, I picked out a few from his

book, and as I held each aloft I thus named them: The
Holy-Terror, Red-Avenger, Dolly-Varden, Beaded-Bug,
Horny-Frog, Rainbow-Beauty, Kiss-me-quick, Razzle-

Dazzle, Snatch-'em up, the Killer, the What-is-it, Bushy-
Ranger and the Never-get-'em, and so on, for quality.

Ned smiled just a wee bit and said there was nothing in a
name, as they would lure just as quick by one name as

another.
"Or fail, all the same," I put in.

•'You are always critical or nothing, but I am like Sir

Izaak."
"How's that?"
"Though I love civility, I hate severe censures."

"Beg pardon, Ned, I thought you always courted criti-

cism." And the subject and the flies were dropped at the

same time, as the old sportsman was evidently nettled at

my humorous harping on his gentle handiwork. As there

was a brief cessation of the rain just then, I thought it

best, in order to give Ned time to recover his equanimity,

to walk out to the rocky ramparts in front and hear what
the wild waves were saying.

It rained at intervals till about 4 o'clock and then the

dark and vaporous clouds broke, the sky began to clear,

the sun gleamed out and the lake glittered in silvery

spangles, while the jagged cliffs with their furred forests

flamed with a flushing radiance.

Such propitious weather inclined us to make a trip to

the "big rocks" in the bay with evident intent to replen-

ish our larder with the toothsome trout. As we slipped

o'er the crystal waves we are ardently enthused, after

emerging from the long hours of deep gloom, with the

ravishing enchantment into the luminous light from the

great orb which presented a panorama so infinitely pic-

turesque, so strikingly suggestive.

Ned, who was very sanguine of success, had concluded

to use his new creation of the morning, giving it first

place as "stretcher," and a Henshall, which he held in

high esteem, as dropper. I stuck to my two flies of the

previous day, a Parmacheene-belle and a red-ibis. They
had done me good service and would, I opine, again

prove highly attractive. We caught nothing till we
reached our old favorite rooks and here Ned secured one

at the upper end of the gigantic granite before I began to

cast. I was, however, not far behind him, for my third

cast was successful, it bringing me a prize of almost

21bs. After a thorough whipping of the waters at my
end of the granite without a rise, I deserted it and
hastened along the shore over rocks in themori disordered

confusion, climbing up one place and sliding down
another, leaping over an intervening chasm that blocked

my way and then circling around an abutting spur.

Along this rough shoreland I was sometimes casting from
a level surface, and then again from a steep incline; but

as it took me over a bottom of the lake that disclosed a
perfect chaos of fallen or upheaved rocks, just the desired

cover for the frescoed beauties, it mattered not. A long

distance over the tortuous route had been made before I

secured a trophy, but it repaid me for all the vitality I

had expended as it was well on to 31bs. , and a romance
in tints ^that blushed with the rubies and roses so gorge-

ously painted in the dying fires of a sunset sky.

Peter, who had accompanied me as netter, as well as

an assistant in scaling the rocky obstructions, advised me
when I was through thrashing this place to go a short

distance further to an elevated jutting and there try for

the trout. It was somewhat difficult to reach, but when
once there you had an ideal, as well as isolated place,

which you would wager on its giving you delightful

sport.

I took the half-breed's advice and was soon working
my way over a savage piece of rockery that made the

beads of perspiration fairly rain upon the moss-covered

trail. At last the toilsome tramp was over, and after a

short respite I took position on the outer edge, sitting on a

smooth and steep incline that ran some ten feet to a nar-

row and level ledge below. Peter cautioned me to be

careful when I was casting, for a loss of balance meant a,

slide to the projecting bottom, if not into the icy coldlake.

On my third cast there was a leopard-like leap and a
splash so sudden that I forgot all about my insecure posi-

tion, and after striking with my right hand and hanging
the gleaming trout I raised my left for manipulating the

reel, and away I slid, stopping fortunately at the small and
smooth ledge below. Peter, on seeing that I had escaped

a cold bath, was so convulsed with laughter at the sudden
manner in which I had taken my departure for the bot-

tom, that he came near going the same route while lean-

ing over to look at me. The fish was still fast, and as I

now had a good base for operating I killed him in the

usual time after he had gotten through with his acrobatic

performances, the grand and lofty tumbling. I called

for Peter to slide down and net him, but before he would
do so inquired as to getting back. As the distance was
not over ten feet I suggested the pyramidal style, a shoul-

der climb.
"All right," he said, as the plan dawned upon him as

practicable, and on handing me the landing net slid down
with the agility of an athlete, being checked by me when
within reach. The fish, which was a 2^-pounder, was
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duly netted, and then we prepared for the escalade.

Peter being the strongest and most active, made the ascent

over my shoulders, and then on my taking bold of the
handle of the landing net and Peter's hand, when within
reach, I was soon safely at the top. Our return was easy
enough, but the going down on your back with a rod in

one hand, to alight upon a narrow ledge without plunging
in to the cold lake, is a feat that I would not like to attempt
a second time,, either voluntarily or otherwise. Peter said

my escape was simply miraculous. The rubbers which I

had put on over my slippers for rock climbing, were what
saved me from a very cold bath, Alex. Starbuck.

[to be continued.]

The Mastigouche Waters.

Montreal, June 7.—I returned on Monday last from
the Mastigouche lakes where I had been spending a very
pleasant ten days. The season opened much earlier than
usual. On my arrival I found the trees out in full leaf on
the 24th ult. ; the black fly, fully alive to the condition of

affairs, was making things lively both for man and beast,

so that smudges were in order everywhere. It is surpris-

ing how quickly thecatile in these parts become educated.
It don't take them long to know what a smudge is built

for, and which is the leeward side of it, and there you
will find them as close up to it as they can get, only leav-
ing it for a short time to hurriedly snatch a few mouths-
ful of grass, and then rush back to the friendly protection
of the smudge.
Although the weather was not altogether what one

could have wished, being rather rainy, still we managed
to enjoy ourselves and have some very good fishing. For
the first few days the trout did not rise well to the fly,

but before I left one could have as fair fly-fishing as any
one might wish for; and as for bait fishing it was simply
slaughter. On the 24th, the day I arrived at camp, there
were eight gentlemen out fishing, and in the evening
when they returned they had nearly 500 trout, that must
have weighed from 125 to MOlbs", there being quite a
number in the catch that would run from lib. to 2£lbs.
While I was there I had the pleasure of seeing three
caught that weighed from 4 to Ulbs. Thpse were I be-
lieve taken with five minnows, but one was caught troll-
ing with a very small Skinner spoon, with a salmon fly on
it, instead of the usual treble hook, with which the spoon
is usually mounted when sold.

We had a number of sportsmen from your side of the
line visiting our camp, some of them for the first time,
while others of them have been regular visitors for the
past seven or eight years.

I hope to take another trip to the Mastigouche about
Sept. 1 next, as that is really the most delightful sea-
son of the year in that charming region. H. W. A.

Plaice Fishing at Asbury Park.
Asbury Park, N. J., June 4.—The bad weather of the

past two weeks has held fishing very slow at this point.
Honest effort has been put forth by men who stand at the
head of the fraternity hereabout, but results have been
far from satisfactory so far as sea fishing is concerned.
The rivers and lakes have done a little better, but few
catches of importance are reported. I succeeded in boat-
ing seven fine plaice at Shark Eiver on the afternoon of
May 30, which I believe to be the best catch of the sea-
son so far. The. almost total extinction of striped bass,
kingfish, sea bass, etc., make plaice fishing quite popular.
Take.n with light tackle, using a float with a well leaded
fine to keep the bait close to the bottom, these fish afford
really excellent sport. Being strongly carnivorous they
will take almost any fish bait, but the most killing is the
green-head minnow when presented alive. I have fre-
quently taken fifteen to twenty in two hours' fishing in
the tide rips of our inlets, with average weights of 8 to
51bs. each. I am well aware that the plaice or fluke is gen-
erally held in light esteem by anglers, being in no sense
a game fish, but like many another subject, tbe pleasure
attending its capture depends largely upon the methods
employed. Leonard Hclit.

The Log Cabin Club's Large Trout.
ST* Johnsbury, Vt., June 4.—Four years ago the Log

Cabin Club, of St. Johnsbury, Vt., dammed a small brook
near its source, making a pond of fifteen acres or there-
abouts. Besides the small brook the pond is fed bv
springs. The brook before being dammed may have con-
tained a few small trout. The club put into the pond
5 000 trout fry in June, 1890. In 1892 members of the
club examined and fished the pond without results Thesame results followed their efforts in 1893. This season
thirty-two trout have been taken. The largest weighed
4£lbs. The smallest weighed «b., and nearly all the
others weighed from 2 to 31 bs. There are more big ones
in the pond, as several have been hooked and lost.
Query—Is it possible that these enormous trout are the

results of fry planted in 1890, or were there probablv a
lot of trout in the brook before it was dammed andwhich, havmg a larger range, grew so rapidly? From all
appearances there are a great many large trout in the
pond, but no small ones have been discovered.

,

Whitlock.

The *Kingfishers.
Basswood Lakjs, Algona, Canada, June 2.—The ad-vance guard of the Kingfishers turned up here on Wednes-day last for their summers campaign, consisting of Messrs.

*%Ly
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ulds a^d Gooder of Cincinnati, also Mr. J. Dobie
ol Thessalon. Owing to the backward state of the season,the trout have only just made their appearance. The
rnf

l

Tnw
my ° Kmgfohers wil1 not make their appearance

till July
1. GK F. Dyer.

Restigouche 1Salmon.
Campbellton, N. B., June 7.-Heavy run of large fish

rYnTt^T7 nf yesterday; expect big anglingScoresfrom the Restigouche next week. So far the rod has not

?«
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' ^ (BmaU run
> gQt ahead ^ the few ang-lers who arrived m May. Expect all pools will be occu-pied next week. So far the netted fish average 2olbs 500ash shipped on train this morning. Jno Mowatt

Niagara County Anglers' Club's Fishing.
We regret that the report of the Niagara CountvAnglers Association fishing excursion has come to handso late that it must be deferred to next week

^inhyalitm mi <JfM jjfrofydon.

Relations of the Community to the "Fisheries.

BV MARSHALL M'DOXALD, TJ. S. PISH COMMISSIONER.

[A paper read before the American Fisheries Society, 1894.]

As preliminary to the discussion of this topic, it is well

to bring to the attention of this Society the extent and im-
portance of our fishing industries. The United States Com-
mission has recentlv completed and is now publishing a

paper on the "Statistics of the Fisheries of the United
States." By reference to this report you will find that the
commercial fisheries of this country give employment to

182,407 persons; represent an investment in vessels, boats,
fishing gear, buildings, wharves and other property of $58,-

355,000, and yield products of the annual value of $45,000,000

in first hands. The cost to the consumer is probably three
times the amount received by the fishermen, or about $130,-

000,000 per annum. If we add to the number of persona
actually employed in the fisheries those who are dependent
upon them, as also the large number of people engaged in
various other occupations which are directly or indireotly de-
pendent upon the fisheries., it is safe to assume that the fish-

ing industries of the United States furnish the means of sup-
port to over 1,000,000 of the inhabitants of this country, or to
one person in every sixty-five of population.
The conditions under which our seacoast and Great Lake

fisheries are prosecuted are peculiar, and without parallel
when we compare them with the industries of the land. In-
dividual ownership and control is the foundation upon which
rests all of our industrial enterprises other than those per-
taining to the fisheries. The laws give full protection, and
every one is free to enjoy the fruits of his enterprise and
labor. The farmer plants in the full assurance that he and
not another will reap the harvest. He improves his land and
increases his investments, knowing that the greater usufruct
determined by the exercise of intelligence and energy will
inure to his own benefit. What is true of agriculture is
alike true of the various industrial enterprises, manufac-
turing, mining and commercial, which engage our people.
We may safely trust their administration to the intelligence
and enterprise of those engaged in them.
In respect to our great commercial fisheries, the conditions

are entirely different. Individual ownership of the open
waters is not practicable even if it were desirable; nor can
we safely trust to the individual to establish or conserve con-
ditions which are necessary to maintain supply. Indeed, it
is not reasonable to expect that he will undertake, to sow the
seeds of a harvest which other men may gather. Intent on
gain, he will fail to recognize or appreciate any deterioration
of the fisheries so long as his operations yield him a fair re-
turn for labor and investment.
The ownership of the waters is in the State, and they

should btrfrarned for the general use and benefit.
The right of fishing of the individual is subject to the par-

amount right of the State to prescribe the conditions under
which such right may be exercised.
Equal privileges under the law and no invidious discrimin-

ations or unnecessary restraints upon the enterpriser of the
fishermen should characterize the policy of the State in en-
acting and enforcing such regulations a*s may be found neces-
sary for the conservation of the fisheries.
The right of the community, through its representatives

to regulate the fisheries and to prescribe the conditions under
which individuals may exercise the right or privilege of fish-
ing being conceded, we must be prepared to admit that the
power of the State should be exercised with the most careful
conservatism and consideration of the immediate interests
to be affected.
The community is concerned only as to the abundance,

quality and price of the products drawn from the waters. It
is indifferent as to the methods, except in so far as they affect
the quantity or condition of the fish supply. When condi-
tions are impaired, when there is evidently a decrease in the
fish food supply, then it is incumbent upon the State to
adopt measures to arrest the -decline. This policy is in the
interest not of the community only, but also of those who are
engaged in the fisheries, orwho are occupied with enterprises
and industries which are related to them, since the security
and profit of investments depend upon the assiduity with
which we guard the fisheries from the operation of causes
which may determine permanent, deterioration. The neces-
sity of intervention to this end being satisfactorily estab-
lished, we may attempt the regeneration by artificial propa-
gation on a sufficiently expensive scale to repair the waste by
natural casualties and man's operations, or we may so regu-
late the times, methods and apparatus of the fisheries as to
permit natural reproduction Under the most favorable condi-
tions, or we may resort to both means, artificial propagation
being pushed as far as practicable in order to ease or release
the restraints upon the operations of the fishermen
Undoubtedly the rational method of dealing with the fish-

eries is to supplement as far as possible by artificial propaga-
tion, any deficiency in natural reproduction arising through
the operations of the fisheries. Where this can be shown to
be adequate, there should be no further interference with the
fisheries by legal restrictions orprohibitions that is necessary
to insure equal privileges under the law in the exercise of thecommon right of fishing, or to prohibit or restrict the use ofmethods or apparatus that experience has shown to be un
necessarily wasteful or destructive. Whether we can rely
entirely upon artificial propagation to compensate for the
destruction effected through the agency of man, I am stronelv
inclined to doubt. The value of this resource as a sufficientmeans of maintaining production and at the same time im-posing little or no restraint upon the fishing enterprises isvery forcibly illustrated by the history of the shad fisheries
of the Atlantic coast rivers since 1880. This is a specieswhich must find access to the fresh waters of the rivers inorder to accomplish reproduction. Where the streams areunobstructed it pushes its way up hundreds of miles from
tidewater, m order to find suitable spawning grounds Tt
does not spawn in the brackish or salt waters, and if it 'did

2?\f£
eX»£ prove infertile. Under the present conditionsof the shad fisheries but a very small portion of the shad ap-proaching our rivers under the constraint of reproduction

ever find their way to their spawning grounds in the rivereFully _80 per cent, are taken in the brackish water of theestuaries of our rivers or on the shores of the ocean or thegreat bays which indent the shore line. Under these ormrti
toons we are compelled to depend largely, if not entirely uponartificial propagation to repair the annual waste by naturalcasualties and the. fisheries. This great fishery is rSderconditions as artificial as is the corn o?the wheat croo ltepermanence and such marked improvement as has takenplace since 1880 in the annual value of the product is un-questionably to be attributed to the extensive measures ofartificial propagation which have been conducted wltTthiispecies by the Fish Commissions of the Atlantic sea Wrrtand by the United States Fish Commission

ard

Since 1885 there has heen a steady and progressive increa<»Pm the annual value of the shad taken on toieAtilSfc HaBoard, and at present the amount and value of thTannu^product is nearly double what it was in 1880
«"raal

relied upon as-adequ"ateto"^
the most adverse conditions. We must consider howeverthat the ability to maintain supply by this means carTo^l

v

continue so long as a sufficient number of shad^e*permitted

to pass into the rivers to furnish the basis of a supply of eggs
necessary to carry on the work. I cannot disguise the fact
that every year we have more reason to apprehend that the
existing fishing conducted in the brackish and salt waters
will eventually so reduce the number running into the rivers
that we will no longer be able to rely upon artificial propa-
gation, unless aided by protective regulations and legal re-
straints upon the pound net fishing, not only in the rivers,
but also in the bays.
When we turn to the important salmon fisheries of the

Columbia River we find the same conditions not only im-
pending but accomplished. Comparing the average catch
lor the five years beginning with 1889 with the previous five
years we find that there has been an average reduction of
150,000 cases in the take of salmon and a reduced annual
value of not less than three-quarters of a million of dollars.
This is undoubtedly to be attributed to the fact that the ap-
pliances for the capture of salmon in the lower river are so
numerous, so complete, and so fully occupy every channel of
approach that at present very few salmon are able to reach
their spawning grounds in the upper rivers. Now, what is
impending or accomplished in the present conditions of the
shad and salmon fisheries certainly will occur in regard to
every species the spawning grounds of which are in these
rivers. For it is evident that in regard to any of them the
methods of fishing may be such as in a large measure to shut
them off from their spawning grounds. Under such a state
of things artificial propagation on adequate scale could be no
longer carried on, for the reason that we would have no ripe
fish from which to draw supplies of eggs.
Now, what is true in regard to our river species, is alike
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111/egard to all the coast species whenever the operations
ol the fisheries are such as to intercept in considerable meas-
ure the movement of mature fish to their spawning grounds.
The necessity of the regulation of the fisheries by law is ap-
parent m every case where a knowledge of the habits and
movements of the fishes of our coastal waters is such as to
indicate that existing methods do seriously interrupt or inter-

£
re,^th their aPProach to their spawning grounds. What

shall be the character of the protective regulations required
in the interest, of the fisheries must be based upon a complete
knowledge of the life history of the species. In regard to many
of our coastal species, we are approaching a time when it will
be possible to give conclusive information upon this subject
which may serve as a basis for such regulations as the con-
ditions of the fisheries may require.
You are all aware that the sentiment as to the necessity of

protective regulations in reference to the coast fisheries is now
active and aggressive. When the allegation is made that
there is a material decline in the products of our fisheries, the
fishermen, who fear the results of hasty legislation based
U
i
P°S
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1
?on9lusive data, reasonably ask for the evidence as to

the decline in the coast fisheries which warrants the attempt
to interfere by law with interests which employ a large num-
ber of men, a large investment of capital, and which yield
products which are very important to the community
In considering the statistics of our fisheries we may con-

sider the fisheries as a whole, and by a comparison of the
census taken at intervals of a term of years, determine con-
clusively the facts as to aggregate increase or decrease in the
period considered. Again, we may make the comparison by
geographical divisions, seeking in this way to arrive at local
fluct uations which are not indicated in the general aggregate-
and again, we may take up the special fisheries for certain
important economic species, and by comparison of products
determine the fact of increase or decrease in regard to this
particular fishery.

[to be concluded.]

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
Walsrode Smokeless Powder.

Messrs. von Lengerke & Detmold, who have been appointed Ameri-
can agents for Walsrode smokeless powder, issue an interesting cir-
cular descriptive of the pOwder for use in both shotguns and rifles
Explicit directions tor loading are given By using ordinary common
sense the agents say this powder may he as safelv loaded as any
other, but through a fear that such precaution would not he used
ODly charged shells have heretofore been sold. The agents sav'"When compared with the bulk or measure of black powder only
about one-third the quantity of Walsrode powder will give the same
penetration and pattern, and at the same time the same bursting
force as the three times larger quantity of black powder by measure
It is therefore absolutely necessary when using 'Walsrode1 powder
that each load is weighed on a fine scale or measured with a special
'Walsrode' powder measure."
The Walsrode rifle powder will be furnished in half-pound canisters

and a table of loads for the cartridges most often used is given, from
which it will be observed that as regards weight the proportional
charge is about one-half the standard. Special D. M. C. primers have
to be used.

The "Buzzacott Complete Camp Cooking Outfit" is the most practi-
cal thing ot the kind that has yet been offered the American sports-man. It is a marvel of ingenuity, and combines every utensil required
for any kind of cooking with a minimum of weight. It will boil stew
roast, fry, bake or broil, and provides the means of doing either or ali
at the same time. All the articles contained in the outfit nest snugly
Within each other, and no additional care is required in packing It
will burn any fuel, and requires no fitting or adjusting, and no stove
pipe. It has the indorsement of the Government, being used by the
regular army, and it is worthy of remark that, this is the only cooking
outfit which has stood such a test. Its merits seem to warrant its
gaming as complete an ascendency among sportsmen

The Pennsylvania's Summer Traveling Guide.
The summer excursion book of the Pennsylvania Railroad for 1894

is out. and presents an unusually meritorious appearance. Great care
has been exercised in its compilation, the technical information being
especially reliable. The great variety of routes suggested, the ex-
haustive schedules of rates, the graphic descriptions of about four
hundred places, the explanatory maps and the illustrations, make the
volume exceedingly valuable and almost indispensable to those con-
templating summer touring. A nominal charge of ten cents is placed
on each copy, which can be obtained on application to ticketaeentsor
the General Passenger Agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company,
Philadelphia. Ten cents extra will be charged for mailing.—Adv.

538 Pages for Five Stamps.
A copy of "Health and Pleasure on America's Greatest Railroad '

containing 538 pages, with over 300 illustrations, and a description ofmore than 1,000 tours; finest book of its kind ever issued, will be sent
to any address free, postpaid, on receipt of five 2-cent stamps by
George H. Daniels, General Passenger Agent, Grand Central StationNew York.—Adv. '

Fishing Among the Thousand Islands.
Fifty-six pages, beautifully illustrated, nine maps showing exact

location of the fish, full information, with numerous accurate illustra-
tions of tackle, etc., will be sent to any address free, postpaid on
receipt of five 2-cent stamps, by George H. Daniels, General Passenger
Agent, Grand Central Station, New York—Adv.

A Book for Two Stamps.
A copy of the ''Illustrated Catalogue" of the "Four-Track Series,"New York Central Books and Etchings, will be sent to any address

free, postpaid, on receipt of two 2-cent stamps, by George H. Daniels
General Passenger Agent, Grand Central Station, New York,—Adv
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i ? Arctic Expedition. A few sportsmen can join it. To

Greenland's icy mountains." To within 800 miles of the North Pole.Hunting polar bear, seal, walrus and reindeer.—Adv.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept, 4 to 7.—Des Moines Kennel Club, at Des Moines, Iowa. M.
Bruce, Sec'y.

Sept. 10 to 14—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at
Toronto. C. A. Stone. Sec'y.

Sept. 18 to 21.—Rhode Island State Fair Association, at Cranston, R.
I. W. W. Dexter, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 5—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. R. J. Gfallaug

her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
*

Nov. 6.—United States Field Trial Club, at Bicknell, Ind. P. T.
Madison, Indianapolis, Ind., Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Ont. W. B. Wells

Sec'y.
Nov. 23.—Eastern Field Trials CJub, at Newton, N. C. W. A Coster,

Saratoga, N. Y.. Sec'y.
Nov. 23.—Philadelphia Kennel Club, at Newton, N. C. Dr. Q. D. B.

Darby, Philadelphia, Pa., Sec'y.

Oakland Dog Show.
The inaugural dog show given by the Alameda County

Sportsmen's Association was held at the Tabernacle, Oak-
land, Cal., May 30 to June 2. The show was a success as far
as the quality of the dogs is concerned, and the attendance
was also good. St. Bernards and Irish setters were better
represented than at previous shows on the coast. Greyhound
men were also out in force, and several well known "leash
dogs" added ribbons to their field laurels. Fox-terriers,
especially in the bitch class, were strongly represented, as
were pointer and English setter classes. Mr. A. C. Waddell
accomplished his task by the second day, and added still

further to his reputation as a careful, conscientious and com-
petent judge, and as it is possible that this well-known
sportsman may take up his residence on the coast, the Cali-
fornians should welcome him, as then they could always
count on a judge of their own instead of having to look so
far afield for one. The building and dogs were well looked
after, in fact, the arrangements generally seem to have been
very praiseworthy. The Alameda school children were ad-
mitted free the first day, though we should think it was
doubtful policy to do soduring judging, as the crush retarded
judging somewhat. A full list of the awards follows, but as
many of the principal dogs were at Los Angeles and a full
report of that show appeared in our issue of May 5, it is not
necessary to repeat it.

LIST OF AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.

—

Dogs: 1st. L. Wellendorfl's Leo; 2d, G. N. Miett's
Chino; 3d, John Stutz's Noble. High com., E. L. Fitzgerald's Toby.
Bitches: 1st, M. Garrett's Bess II.

ST. BERNARDS —Rough-Coated—Dogs: 1st, J. G. Barker's Cal
ifornia Bernardo; 2d, Capt. W. Poole's Columbus; 3d, E. R. Smith's
Hector. Reserve. F. McAllister's Monk. Very high com., Mrs. T. J.
Dillon's Jumbo and J. Thomas's Bruce. High com., W. H. Collins's
Lord Hualpa Bitches; 1st, W. H. Collins's Lady Bute H.

; 2d, E. R.
Smith's Gundred; 3d, Miss M. McGinley's Mav Queen. Reserve, F. A.
Bettis's Bohemian Girl. Very high com., W. H. Collins's Lady Sylvia
and Capt. Wm. Poole's Browney.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, H. 'R. Neu-
bauer's Robin Hood. Bitches: 1st, F. H. Allen's Laura Alton.

ST. BERNARDS.—Smooth-Coated—Dogs: 1st, T. Prather's Judge
Bitches: 1st, Countess Valensin's Bianca.

GREAT DANES.

—

Dogs: 1st, W. H. Coleman's Max; 2d, W. Zingg's
Csssar n. Bitches: 1st, B. W. Marlin's Hagar.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st,
L. B. Sibley's Tiger; 2d, H. Remillard's Bay. Bitches: 1st, C. Dresser's
FloDtis.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.

—

Dogs: 1st, F. W. Sanderson's Paddy;
2d, W. H. Staniel's Guess, Bitches: 1st, P. Mosegaard's Fanny M.

;

2d, Mrs. W. H. Staniel's Julie; 3d, L. Simpson's Butte.—Puppies—
Dogs: 1st, Mrs. Mosegaard's General Molka; 2d, S. E. Fischer's
American Scout. Bitches: 1st, Combs & Maxwell's Queen C.

ENGLISH FOXHOUNDS.—Dogs: 1st, J. McEnroe's Landlord.

GREYHOUNDS.—Dogs: 1st, J. L. Coleman's Woodstock; 2d, P.
Curtis's Skyrocket; 3d, G. Daugberty's Peter Jackson. Very high
com., H. McCracken's Donard M Bitches: 1st, J. L. Coleman's Kath-
leen; 2d, Mrs. H McCracken's Lady H. Glendyne;3d, S.Tyler's Pronto.
Reserve, G. Dougherty's Georgie Dickson.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.

—

Dogs: 1st and 3d, Sierra Kennels' Nero and
Duke Royal; 2d, H. L. Witsel's Bruin. Very high com., Dr. F. P.
Muffe's Nero. Bitches: 1st, C. Pardi's May; 2d, Sierra Kennels' Myrtle
S. ; 3d, S. Brophy's Nellie.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.

—

Dogs: 1st, T. Higgs's Trout. Bitches:
1st, T. Higgs's Bess.

POINTERS.—Challenge—Bitches (under 501bs.): 1st, A. B. Tru-
man's Patti Croxteth.—Open—Dogs (over 551bs.): 1st, H. Spencer's
Buck S. ; 2d, T. Ayden's Pete. Bitches (over SOlbs.): 1st, Presidio Ken-
nels' Little Nell; 2d, W. J. Golcher's Jill; 3d. H. C. A. Sammi's Hornell
Bess. Reserve, H. Y. Evans, Jr.'s Tippetta. Very high com.. P. Gan-
non's Ada Rehan. Bitches (under 501bs.): 1st, A. B. Truman's Kioto;
2d, C. A. Haight's Lady Peg; 3d, T. L. Potter's Midget P. Reserve, J.
H. Sammi's Nancy S.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, J. H. Icham's Mc; 2d, W.
Chapin's Rio A.; 3d, F. J. Hofling's Spence. Bitches: 1st, F. Deleau's
Dora; 2d, F. C. Klein's Hulda; 3d, C. Miller's Sally.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

—

Dogs: 1st, T. J.Watson's Starlight W.; 2d,
A. Hofifschneider's Hope's Rush; 3d, S. M. Eastland's Jack. Reserve,
D. Winder's Cazador. Bitches: 1st, H. T. Payne's Countess Noble; 2d,
E. McAndrewB's Dolly Mack; 3d, Mrs. T. Higgs's Lady Blanche B.—
Puppies—Dogs: 1st, T. Higgs's Charm; 2d, U. Ho ffSchneider's Leo H.
Bitches: 1st, E. Pollica's Dina Lee; 2d, R. K. Gardiner's Surer G.; 3d,
Payne & Robertson's Gladioble.

IRISH SETTEES.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, A. B. Truman's cham-
pion Dick Swiveller. Bitches: 1st, A. B Truman's Lady Elcho T.—
Open—Dogs: 1st, A. B. Truman's Neiuo II.; 2d and 3d, Glenmore Ken
nels' Sultan and Finglas, Jr. Reserve, W. G. Taylor's Rex T. Very
high com., G. Adams's Redwood. Bitches: 1st, A N. Bailey's Ruby M.

;

2d, J. W. Keene's Queen of Kildare; 3d, A. B. Truman's Lightning' Re-
serve, Glenmore Kennels' Miss Lucy. Very high com., O. F. BreiJling's
Sunnyside, A. Edwards's Kelo.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, G P. Adams's
Redwood; 2d, E. Dubois's Cotg.

GORDON SETTERS.

—

Dogs: 1st, J. W. & H. W. Orear's Dick U.; 2d,
J. Hogan's Joe Johnson; 3d, B. Boyer's Punch. Very high com., J. N.
Beckman's Jim, Mrs. F. Sprague's Sailor. Bitches: 1st, J. W. & H.W.
Orear's Bijou.

FIELD SPA N IELS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Miss S. Schricke's Master Shina; 2d,
J. Rosenberg's Ben Harrison; 3d, E. T. Flint's Neb. Very high com.,
C. E. Weilferdinger's Nick.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Open—Black—Dogs: 1st, F. E. Miller's
Woodland Duke. Bitches: 1st, J. J. Kerliu's Brontilla; 2d, Mrs J.
B. McVay's Mollie Mac: 3d, Leslie Simson's Lassie S.—Puppies—Dogs'
1st, W. W. Moody's California Duke; 2d, J. C. Kinckrem's Dash K.
Bitches: 1st, W. Barstow's Zone; 2d, W. L. Prather's Dina P. Re-
serve, Al Byler's Queen Victoria. Very high com., Gharles Baab's
Nora.—Open—Other than Black;—Dogs: 1st, J. L. Weilbye's Nim-
rod; 2d, Geo. W. Alexander's Snap. Very high com , Taliesan Evans's
Spot. Bitches: 1st and 3d, J. J. Kerlin's Bettie and Queenie; 2d, C.
M. Selfridge's Read S. Very high com., J. G. Lubben's Beaut. Pup-
pies: 1st, J. J. Kerlin's King Muggins.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, A. Lorsbach's
Barney L. Bitches: 1st, J. H. Sammi's Nellie.— Open—Dogs: No
entries. Bitches: Com., W. L. Prather, Jr.'s Bess.

DACHSHUNDS.—1st, Dr. J. R. Davidson's Fannie.

POODLES.—1st, Mrs. F. A. Coleman's Faro.

COLLIES.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Miss A. Pickles' Ned; 2d, Countess
Valensin's Jeannot; 3d, W. Perkins' Fordhook Challenger. Reserve,
Miss D. Beach's General Stack. Very high com., C. Nathan's Duke.
High com , T. H. Nevin's Tirri N. Bitches: 1st, D. W. Donnelly's
Floss; 2d, W. Perkins' Fordhook Sage; 3d, Miss D. Beach's Sunshine.
Bupjiies: 1st, D. W. Donnelly's Moro; 2d, S. H. Mcintosh's Charlie;
3d, D. W. Donnelly's Blondie.

BULLDOGS.—Open—Dogs: 1st, C. V. Miller's Boo Boo. Bitches:
2d, C. McCleverty s Roxie,

BULL-TERRIERS.—Challenge—Bitches: 1st, J. F. O. Comstock's
Twilight. Open—Dogs: 1st, W. H. Collins's Chief; 2d, J. F. O. Com-
stocrs Adonis; 3d, C. McCleverty's Peter.

FOX-TERRIERS.

—

Challenge—Bitches: J. B. Martin's Blemton
Brilliant.—Open—Dogs: 1st, E. Cawston's Raby Rasper; 2d, H. H.
Carlton's Lansdowne Desperado; 3d, J. McLatchie's Blemton Reefer.

Reserve, V. Heffernan's Lucky. Very high com., A. F. Baumgart-
ner's Hillside Orlando. Bitches: 1st, W. H. McFee's Dauntless Suzette;
2d, J. Heffernan's De Oro; 3d. R. Liddle's Nellie. Very high com , W.
G. Brittan's Bonnie Biddy, D. Shannon's Stiletto, W. H. McFee's
Dauntless White Violate, J. B. Martin's Blemton Spinaway and J.

McLatchie's Mission Belle.—Novice—Dogs: 1st, Lathrop Kennels' In-

ferno.—Puppies—Dope: 1st, A. S. C. Blake's Golden Toy. Bitches: 1st,

A. Gonzales's Langtry.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-Open—Dogs: 1st, J. F. O. Com-
stock's Dan. Bitches: J. F. O. Comstock's Nellie.

PUGS.—Open—Dogs: Mrs. W. J. Brittan's Royal Dusky. Bitches:
1st, Mrs. E. Katchem's Dudie.

JAPANESE SPANIELS.-Opbn-Do0s: 1st, C. D. Pierce's Kelo.
Bitches: 1st, L. Heller's Nellie.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Open—Bitches: 1st, J. Viera's Queenie.

MISCELLANEOUS.—1st, Mrs. E. Edward's Toot's.

Bloodhounds.
It is always interesting to read the remarks, made by

different specialists in the English Kennel Gazette, about
the improvement or the reverse in the breeds of dogsof which
they are presumably best informed. Mr. Brough, who is at
the head of the bloodhound fancy, affords us some inter-

esting reading about this noble breed, especially as the
bloodhound seems to be coming more into popular favor in
America, The bloodhound is_ usually given the pride of
place in the English catalogue*, but owing to the difficulty

in breeding good specimens and the havoc which distemper
generally works in the very best kennels, the bloodhound
has to a great extent, been left behind in the race for popular
favor. According to Mr. Brough the breed has improved
very much in hound properties, the latter having until re-

cently been sacrificed to the "fancy" for grand heads'. It
has been shown, however, that it is quite possible to produce
good all round animals, and that a bloodhound with a good
head need not be. a cripple. Although there are few good
judges of bloodhounds it must be a great incentive to
breeders of this hound to know that their dogs have been
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awarded in several instances the specials for best sporting
teams and braces at English shows. As these prizes are
generally awardedby judges who have an eye to working con-
struction, this is taken as an indication of the advance made
in this particular direction. Now that bloodhounds are be-
ing taken up here and that there is every prospect of there
being a greater demand for them, especially from the
sparsely settled districts of the West, where the sheriffs are
making use of them for tracking criminals, it is well that
our breeders should avail themselves of the result of Mr.
Brough's large experience in breeding these dogs. On the
score of hound properties he remarks; "I don't know any
greater mistake than to select for breeding purposes a
hound whose only good point is a grand head, but who
is decrepid and "feeble in constitution. The head may
or may not be reproduced, but the bad properties are
nearly always conspicuous even to the second and third
generation, and these superficial people complain that the
bloodhound is a delicate animal. My opinion is that the
most important matter is to choose hounds for breeding pur-
poses that have inherited and have themselves plenty of
stamina and constitution. Their head properties are of com-
paratively little importance if they are of families which
have produced good hounds in this particular, and the
longer and more consistently they have bred this property,
the more likely it is to continue to be handed down. Some
of the worst-headed bitches have bred some of our finest
hounds." This sounds like sensible advice, and is in keeping
with the plan we have continually urged our breeders to fol-
low in other breeds, i. e. , to follow up the blood lines more
carefully and not breed continually to winners from here,
there and everywhere, just because they are winners. It
must be understood we are alluding more particularly to
bench dogs.
Mr. Brough reverts to the question of delicacy with which

bloodhounds are popularly credited. He admits that when
a bloodhound has distemper he generally has it severely, but
this may to a great extent be obviated by only breeding to
sound and robust hounds, and also from time to time seek-
ing suitable outcrosses. He believes that the severity of the
distemper is due to inbreeding, and hints that as there is
now a greater diversity of good blood than ever before, this
should uot be so necessary as it may have been formerly. A
cross with the pure Southern hound he has found, useful,
but such experiments are, of course, expensive and reminds
him of the answer made by a breeder when asked, "How do
you produce such particularly fine specimens?" He replied:
"1 breed a great many and I hang a great many." Mr.
Brough advises a pure St. Hubert hound for an outcross, if
such can be obtained. He has faith in the bloodhound as a
man trailer and urges breeders to train their hounds to hunt
man, and take every opportunity of showing that these
hounds cannot be approached for this purpose by any other
hound. This is a point upon which our hound men have had
considerable discussion, and we trust that something will be
done this year toward solving this interesting question. This
country, with its keen-nosed hounds, is the only one, proba-
bly, capable of furnishing a formidable competitor, though
the very formation of the bloodhound's muzzle gives it an
advantage over the usually snipy muzzle of the native fox-

hound. This is getting on to dangerous ground and we
leave it for the present.
Mr. Brough, on reviewing the good hounds of the year,

places the deceased Burgundy at the head, in fact says he
was the best he ever saw, and "very much fear that I may
not live to see his like again."

The Bell Case and the A. K. C.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The article in your issue of May 26, wherein it is said that

I received notice last September of the charges against me
in the matter of one Martin, is incorrect. I did not receive

warranted in whelp when he alleged she was not. On this
charge the A. K. C. acquitted me, but suspended me for
shipping Rejoice as Consequence, when I was totally igno-
rant of the wrong identity of the bitch at the time, nor did I
learn it until Mr. Martin had written me most abusive let-
ters, nor could I have corrected the mistake before the filing
of somebody's charges against me on the wrong shipment
of the bitch, and it seems to me to be asking too much of
dogmen that they will tumble over in their baste to correct
a mistake when the sufferer by it is at that very time insult-
ing one and bringing false charges against him. I have
offered through another party to correct the mistake I made
and I am at a loss to know what the A. K. C. expects of
dogmen. How are we to know how far to go in resisting
false charges? Are we to kiss the feet of men who abuse us?

G Bell.
Toronto, Can., June 4.

We have been given four different versions of the'reasons
and charges on which Mr. Bell was disqualified * by the
A. K. C. This is merely an additional proof that the ses-
sions of the advisory committee should be in some degree
public. Mr. Martin publicly claims that Blemton Conse-
quence, advertised for sale by Mr. Bell, is his property and
Rejoiceis now in his (Mr. Martin's) kennel. Mr. Martin
also writes as follows:
"You stated a few weeks since that the advisory commit-

tee did not find against Bell on the question of not sending
the bitch in whelp; I wish to say that the bitch did not come
in whelp nor did she have a piv mature birth on the ship. I
received her at the express company's office immediately
upon her arrival, and seeing that she was not in whelp put
her in her crate and drove to Dr. Rowat, veterinary surgeon.
He examined her and the crate and pronounced the bitch
not in whelp, nor had she a premature birth recently. The
express company stated that if she whelped upon the road a
note of it would be made by the messenger, and no such
memorandum had been made."
On what charge did the advisory committee really disci-

pline Mr Bell? Mr. Vredenburgh says it was because Mr.
Bell advertised that the bitch would be taken back if not in
whelp, and when asked to do so by Mr. Martin, refused.

Judges and Type.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read a couple of letters that have appeared in recent
issues of your paper with much interest. They point out the
mischief that is being done by judges putting in. high places
a type of dog that is far from what is recognized as the stand-
ard of the breed. This can only be the result of either ignor-
ance or partiality; and outside of the injustice done to owners
of other and far better dogs, is perplexing to the novice and
unfair to everybody*.
You have been to the far West championing the cause of

sport, and have made a successful fight against a selfish few.
Now, Mr. Editor, stay East a while and turn your eyes on the
judging ring, and see if you can discover anything there that
needs reform. I should hardly say discover, perhaps, for the
need of improvement has been long known to every one. In
asking you to take command of the movement, I feel assured
that you would have a whole army at your back, of the kind
that love a dog, but not for revenue only.

I will at the present time quote but two incidents of many
that have come under my immediate notice, to show that
some reform is needed. They are as follows:
Asking a prominent exhibitor why a certain dog that he

had recently sold could do no better than c. at a recent show,
when the same animal had won many prizes for him, was
answered in this way, "I guess the wrong party took him into
the ring."
Speaking to another equally prominent member, deploring

the fact that a certain well-known judge was not seen oftener
in the ring, had this extraordinary reply vouchsafed to me,
"Oh, I wouldn't show under him; he's too independent."
In this instance I interpret independent to mean fair and

square; one who in making his "awards goes to the right end
of the chain—that is, the dog end.
More independent judges are needed, and if show commit-

tees would take the trouble to find out who they are, entries
would be much increased by the general public, who would
not be afraid of being the "wrong party" when their pets
were being passed upon. Wrong PARTY.

High Price for a St. Bernard.
Americans are not paying big prices for St. Bernards these

davs, but our English cousins do not mean to let the prices
drop in the meanwhile. On the best authority we learn that
Mr. Jagger, of Honley, Huddersfield, gold Lady Mignon,
counted one of, if not the best, rough bitch in England, for
close on -$5,000. This bitch is not very well known on this
side, so a little information as to her career may not be out
of place. Though only just over two years old her show
career has been remarkable. She was first brought out at
Bath, last year, when under twelve months old, and there
took everything before her. Since then, in a short space of
a year, she has won fifty-four first prizes, specials and cham-
pionship at Birmingham show. Most of these prizes have
been gained at leading Kennel Club shows. The name of
Lady Mignon's purchaser is to remain a secret; but her new
residence is one of the "stately homes of England," and no
doubt her show career 13 ended as her owner is content for
her to grace his home only. As a worthy successor to Lady
Mignon, Mr. Jagger has secured at a high figure the noted
bitch Praudley Stephanie, who was put over Lady Mignon
at the Crystal Palace show. Prandley Stephanie, because of
maternal duties, has not had the chance of figuring much on
the show bench; but when on those rare, occasions she has
done so, she has won the following prizes. 1893: Liverpool,
first, puppy and open classes; Manchester, first, puppy and
open; Barking, Cirencester and Gloucester, first and open;
Crystal Palace (K. O), first winner's class. 1894: Crystal
Palace, first, winner's class.

She is described as a large and well made bitch. Mr.
Jagger sails for this country at the end of June.

In view of the fact that sufficient attention is not given to
showing dogs in proper dog show condition, it would be a
good plan if dog show committees would offer prizes to the
kennelman showing his dogs in the best condition. This
would lead to a healthy rivalry, if persisted in, and result in
something more tangible, than mere newspaper commenda-
tion. A number of dogs were shown this spring that
should not have been put on the benches, and in no other
similar competitions would such specimens, if allowed to
compete at all, stand a ghost of a chance of winning money
prizes. A dog bleeding from scratching sores, whether they
be from eczema or mange, is not a wholesome sight, and its
appearance on the bench should be rigidly discountenanced.
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That "Moss-Back Robber" Rule.

The action of the U. S. F. T. Club at its annual meeting

in Chicago repealed the rule which made ineligible bitches

which were in season, comes up again and is worthy of dis-

cussion. Tn connection with this matter Inoticed Mr. Mad-
ison's note in Forest And Stream of May 26. He says:

"The United States Field Trial Club at its last annual meet-

ing eliminated from its rules that old niossback robber

which has for years prohibited bitches in heat from running

in field trials." ,, _, _.. ,

It is not really such a one-sided affair as Mr. Madison s

brief statement of the subject seems to imply, nor can one

readily perceive wherein the old ruling was unjust, much
less a robbery, if the subject is equitably considered in its

full bearings.
, , ,

It may be incidentally mentioned that the consensus of

opinion and practice is still against the position of the U. S.

F. T. Club, it being entirely alone, so far as I know, m its

position in the matter under consideration, and its position

therein does not express the unanimous sentiment of the

club members. . t%

It is true that if an owner's bitch is m season at the time

she is to compete in a stake and for that reason is barred, it

is a great hardship to such owner, inasmuch as the time,

labor and expense incurred are more or less lost. The train-

ing can be estimated as of permanet value, but the entry

fees are gone. So are for the time being any high expecta-

tions of wins and honors. Still the hardship is one inherent

in the ownership of a bitch and entering her in a competi-

tion. It is one of which the owner has a full knowledge
when he makes his entries, therefore he does so with a full

knowledge of the disqualifying possibilities. It is one on
which there has been a uniform ruling for many years by all

clubs. , ,

When a rule has been uniform and universal for a long
time it is well to inquire carefully into the reasons for it. A
change of circumstances or environment may make an old

rule obsolete, or inoperative, or undesirable, or irrelevant, or
whatnot. But there are certain principles and laws in the
physical world which remain unalterable, and there are cer-

tain instincts and trials in animal life which remain practi-

cally the same. Usage and rules based on unalterable laws
of nature were as good in the past as in the present. To be
mossgrown seems an impossibility even as a figure in this

matter.
While it is unquestionably a hardship to an owner to have

his bitch barred from competition because she is in season, it

requires no lengthy argument to establish that he should
not transfer his own hardship to some other person, or to
several persons. No man should profit by his own act in
competing to the injury of the equity of the competition and
loss to the competitors. It is a loss to them if their entries
will not compete through there, being present some obstruc-
tive conditions foreign to the competition, and introduced by
some other competitor. They should not be required to suf-
fer such loss. The misfortune of a competitor is his own. It

should not be transferred to others. It is his own loss in the
same sense as if his dog were lame, or sick, or lost, etc., and
thus prevented from competing.

It has been advanced that the modern high-bred dog, in
his energetic desire to seek birds in the hills, the vales, the
cover, the open, the horizon, will when so working entirely
ignore a bitch in season. Such is the dog of pedigree, of
blood, of training—of ownership other than the ownership
of the bitch in season. The modern dog is all hunt. Invari-
ably he goes skimming over the fields, with nose high in air,
seeking along promising nooks and covqrfor that which will
afford his owner a shot. Betimes he cuts frisky capers and
says, "Ha! ha!" He never loafs, nor tires, nor quits work,
nor thinks of anything but work. The strongest appetites
or passions of his animal nature are all subordinate to his
working pedigree and insatiable craving to work for his
master. Such is the well-bred dog, so industrious and loyal
to his work; so full of the potency for labor, inherited from
modern dogs, is the modern dog, that he feels not the most
ungovernable passion of dog nature. He sometimes stops to
drink.

It is true that he will leave home, travel many miles and
be gone many days to gratify his sexual desire. The same
impulse appears to govern the nondescript cur; the dog
proud of his beauty of race-type, and the different dogs of
different breeds. The small, inefficient cur, humble in de-
meanor and with the constrained manner which is peculiar
to a life of constant want, arrays his cunning against the
strength and proud bearing of his large and well-fed rival.
In color, size, ancestry and manner of life they may all
differ, but in the impelling power of nature's law that the
species shall not become extinct, they are as one.
At certain stages of a bitch's season, opportunity afforded,

dogs will take very little notice, of her, if at all. At other
stages they will notice but little else. To say that a dog will
not do so is to cast aretlection on his health or his soundness.A dog with such erratic notions could not be put in the stud
with any serious claim for his merrits as a stud dog.

Still, it is possible that by improved modern breeding a dog
will be produced which will be so organized as to have no
emotions or passions other than those scheduled by his
master for the day or for the event. He will cease to be an
intelligent organism, his instincts, passions, appetites and
purposes all merging into an animated mechanism.
To have properly legislated on the matter, the rule should

have been intelligently arranged to govern it in its entirety,
not a dogmatic dicta which only fits one corner. The proper
way and the just way to have treated the matter would have
been to require the judges to pass upon it according to the
circumstances, the common sense of it, if the question was
raised. If the bitch appeared to be in season and did not at-
tract the dogs, let her continue in the competition If she
attracted dogs and thus balked their competition, run her
with some other bitch, and if that could not be done
run her alone, or, if the competition was at such a stage that
nothing could be done to keep her in it, then retire her per-
manently. The man who owns a dog and the meu who own
dogs have certain rights which are equally important and
worthy of consideration as those of the men who own bitches
With a full knowledge of the varying circumstances, discre^
tionary powers would have permitted the equitable adjust-
ment of all cases which might occur. The old rule was
curtly mandatory. Any bitch in season would not be
allowed on the grounds In one instance they must stay out
In the other, the last, they must stay in Every case must
be measured alike. The incidental circumstances are out
of consideration. The very data, which should be considered
by the judges to rule each individual case, are all set asideand each one is governed by the same set law, a law 'too'
based on some more erroneous assumptions in respect todogs disposition and nature, to say nothing of the eqiiitv ofa competition. ° B Waters.
909 Security Builuino, Chicago.

Editor Forest and Svrtam-
.
The Permission of the U. S. Field Trial Club to run bitches

in season in their trials, like most questions has two sides to

JS&£$$P1&?t a ch*nSe in the rules of any club, should beto benefit the greatest number. The change in question*P" e*n
f

the bitches thus affected, works equal harm
to the dogs that are drawn to run in same heats with themOne bitch in season may affect the running of two or threedogs, or the whole series may have to be changed, thusaffecting the status of every <log in the stake to fecommo-date one and handicapping the judges with additionalcomplications, that have enough to do already and whooften fail to satisfy all, in their awards.

The argument I have seen used "the hunting inclination

in dogs is too great to be affected under such conditions is

all bosh. ,

The natural inheritance of reproduction is stronger than

any hunting instinct in animals. The human family does

not prove an exception, as we see accounts almost daily

where some brilliant mind has fallen—a slave to its behests.

It is not to be supposed dogs have great resisting powers

with their animal instincts only to restrain them, and these

on the side of reproduction.
I fail to see where the change does "the greatest good to

the greatest number." Let the clubs refund the entrance

money paid on the bitches thus affected and bar those

affected, and not introduce new complications to the already

difficult problem of "picking the winner." P. H. BRYSON.
Memphis, June 9;

International Field Trials-Derby Entries.

The field trials of this club will be held, commencing
Nov. 1, on the old grounds at Louisville, near Chatham,
Out., which have been well stocked with birds. The entries

are not so numerous as last year, there being only 21 against

34 in 1893. Last year there was but 9 starters, but it is ex-

pected that this year there will be nearly twice as many. All
whelped in 1893.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Forest King—Forest Kennels' (Chatham and Toronto)
liver and white dog (The Sultan—Gyp), February.
Hannah—Dr. Totten's (Forest, Ont. ) black, white and tan

bitch (J. E. D. -Carrie T.), June 6.

Manitoba Mat—W, B. Wells's (Chatham) black, white
and tan bitch (.Jacob Staff—Manitoba Bess), Aug. 17.

Forest Essie—Thos. Hallam's (Newbury, Ont.) black and
white bitch (The Sultan—Forest Novel), July 23.

JUDY—T. C. Stegman's (Toronto) black and white bitch
(Banker—Bell), April 15.

Rosebud—Sydney T. Miller's (Detroit) black and white
bitch (Monk of Furness Sting—Toledo Queen), April 15.

KATE—Montague Smith's (Forest, Ont.) blue belton bitch
(Ben—Lou Mall), May.
Dick—Montngue Smith's (Forest, Ont.) blue belton dog

(Ben—Lou Mall), May.
Dash Antonio—R. Baugham's (Windsor) black and white

dog (Antonio—Lady Lucifer), Feb. 11.

IRISH SETTERS.

Mona Scully—Arthur D. Welton's (Detroit) bitch (Fin-
glas—Kate O'Shea), May.
Killane—Jas. B. McKay's (Detroit) dog (Kildare—Ruth),

Feb. 26.

River Roe—Jas. B. McKay's (Detroit) bitch (Kildare—
Ruth), Feb 36.

POINTERS.

Countess Graphic—Leamington Pointer Kennels' liver
and white bitch (Count Graphic—Wilkens's Nell), June.
Faustina—T. G. Davey's (London) liver and white bitch

(Ridgeview Faust—Peggie), June 23.

Lucy—T.G. Davey's (London) liver and white bitch (Ridge-
view Faust—Peggie), June 23.

Forest Quail—T. G. Davey's (London) liver and white
bitch (Donovan—Forest Nell), May 5.

Buttons—Chas. Hicklin's (Chatham) liver and white dog
(Hick—My Annie), June.
PlainSam—A. Harrington's (Leamington) black and white

dog (Hal Pointer—Kent's Star), April 1.

Mole's Louise—Fred Mole's (Detroit) liver and white bitch
(Molton Banner—Graphic Diana), Oct. 21.

ENGARiTA—R. J. Gardiner's (Chatham) liver and white
bitch (Molton Banner—Graphic Diana), Oct. 21.

Forest Turk—Forest Kennels' (Chatham and Toronto)
liver and white dog (Donovan—Forest IN ell;, February.

DOG CHAT.

The noted great Dane bitch Neverzell, considered by many
good judges the most typical bitch of the breed that we have,
whelped on May 31 a litter of eight, five dogs, by Kennei
Lawrence's Earl of Wurtemourg. This should be an im-
portant addition to the fancy.

Mr J. Wallace Wakem, of Highland Park, 111., intends
going in strongly for foxhounds, for he has just purchased
Blemton Stipend (sire of Blemton Stickler, etc.), Black Rock
(Dominie—Black Rock Belle), Beverwyck Moonray Bever-
wyck Punlass, the latter two from Mr. Rathborn, of Albany
and Suffolk Jewel. Wakem is the owner of Richmond
Jessamine.

We hear that Mr. Anderson, who unfortunately did not
enjoy the society of Aristocrat very long, has consoled him-
self somewhat for the latter's death by purchasing a son of
Aristocrat that is said to be a grand young dog, named Aris-
tocracy. His dam is a granddaughter of Kir Bedivere This
dog is not 13mos. old yet, but stands 32V.<iu. high and is
beautifully marked. We trust Mr. Anderson will have the
good fortune he deserves with this one.

"Bob" Armstrong, the hero of that little Phyllis fiction
was in town last week, and tells us that Sefton Hero is not
being neglected at stud. Mrs. Humphrey Roberts, of Detroit
sent her Lassie, third at Detroit this year; Messrs. McEwen
and Gibson have also bred a bitch to him, but the result of
Mrs. Rand's experience has been very discouraging She
owns the. Carlowrie Kennels in Denver. Col. Before the
Specialty show she sent a black, white and tan bitch to Mr
Jarrett's kennels. The bitch was bred to Sefton Hero about
a month since, and then shipped to Mrs. Rand. The express
people at Chicago have notified Mr. Jarrett that the bitch
was dead when it reached Chicago, and returned the crate
This is all the satisfaction that can be secured. They did not
even send the collar as additional proof that the bitch was
really dead.

It is said that the early fall show that is to be given in
Saratoga will be only for five or six principal breeds, and that
the saying in classes will result in good prize money beinc
offered. If there is really going to be a show at this popula?
resort, it is time some preparations were being made and
dehnite particulars given out.

The bloodhound Alchymist, imported last February bvDr
Lougest, was mated to Mr. Winchell's Bnreho Daisv Mav
18, The old dog went to Vermont to make the visit

Y
He £said to be doing well in the stud, and as he is a dog showing

intense quality, should have an influence for good in thisbreed over here. &

A writer in the Dog Fancier sagely remarks, in speaking^w'^T5
'
'-WLite should predominate, brindl?follow." This writer should study the standard more care

of the bitch wh^Tcertain cbrffimgdl^SSi
contracting a cross bred or mongrel a^ance^ Sy*lttaken when such puppies are born in selecting one or moreto keep with the bitch Cases of superfcetation are noHncommon m the dog and there may be mpngrels and pSre t£-

riers in the same litter. I was told of a particularly good
fox-terrier which a friend of mine desired to purchase. She,
however, being a great favorite in the home could not be
parted with, and her owner said, 'She is, no doubt, very nice
to look at, but, unfortunately, her dam is a spaniel, and all

her brothers and sisters are spaniels, too.' " Mr. Lee recites
still another case. His bitch Venom, granddam of some of
his best terriers, after being mated with a fox-terrier dog,
formed a morganatic alliance with a Skye terrier. All the
pups with one exception were Skye terriers, or, at any rate,
half-bred ones. The exception was a white bitch with a
lemon-marked head. Her life was the one saved but merely
to keep with the dam as a matter of kindness. At four
weeks old she was sold for half a crown, and ultimately de-
veloped into one of the best bitches of the day—Nellie by
name, who, indue course, had at least one illustrious family,
an individual of which sold for $500, and all in that same
litter, which produced this high-priced one, became prize
winners and notabilities. So do not be in too great a hurry
to drown the litter if your bitch does go wrong once in a
while.

The English Bulldog Club held its twenty-first show May
29 to 31, and was chiefly remarkable for the defeat of Dock-
leaf by Guido, who also in his regular class beat Facey Rom-
ford, King Orry and Aston Lion. The judge was Mr. Ber-
rie, who after placing Guido over pretty nearly every other
dog in the show, is said to have upset the talent by placing
the aged Ruling Passion over him.

The St. Bernard Princess Florence was shown at Preston,
England, in a warm class and won, beating La Princesse and
Frandley Stephanie. Rufford Ormondo, the collie, however,
had his flag lowered by the bitch puppy Parbold-Pick-Me-
Up.

The celebrated bull-terrier White Wonder is dead. This
handsome terrier, probably the best all-round bull-terrier
that ever came to this country, it will be remembered, was
imported by Mr. H. A. Harris, of North Wilmington, Mass.
At his first show at Boston he was protested for deafness;
since then he had not been benched in this country. Last
year he was purchased by Mr. W. J. Pegg, of Epsom, Eng-
land, and owing to his infirmity, his career in that country
has not been all smooth sailing. He won at Birmingham
show, but was again protested; but on bringing the case
before the Kennel Club, the dog was passed on Mr. Sewell's
certificate, and competing at Crystal Palace in April last, he
won under Mr. Shirley, who writes of him in his report as
follows: "White Wonder, the novice class winner, has a
beautifully-shaped head, powerful, but without the least
thickness, good eye, tight lips, and very clean and level from
cop of skull to nose; he stands well on good legs and feet, and
may certainly be pronounced a remarkably good specimen.
He is just a trifle flat in his ribs, and is a little short and
drooping in his quarters." Such a criticism from such a
judge is surely a fitting obituary for a dog that was whelped
so far back as 1888. White Wonder was by Gully the Great
out of Kit.

The St. Bernard Baron Rudolph is dead. He was a well-
known prize winner on the other side.

The entries for the English Collie Club show number 210.

There are plenty of Skye terriers in Philadelphia these days.
The noted Queen of the Skyes has eight pups by champion
Sir Stafford; Bessie has seven by the New York winner
Elphinstone, and Scotch Rose is nursing five. Princess May
and Belle Stafford, both frequent winners, are due to whelp
June 21.

There seems to be a steady movement afoot in this country
and Canada looking to the enactment of laws whereby dogs
will be considered as property. In many States recent
decisions have been rendered in local courts emphasizing the
fact that dogs are property, and purloiners and destroyers

duly punished. In Toronto, Canada, an organizedbeen
effort is being made amoug well-known dog fanciers to have
the local government declare dogs as personal property.
These breeders are making every effort in this direction so
that the dog thieves may be brought to account. At present
a dog owner there has no redress. Mr. J. F. Kirk and others
are interested in the matter, and a deputation waited on
the government to urge the passing of a bill that will pro-
tect their kennels in which they have invested considerable
money. At a recent meeting of the Georgia State Sports-
men's Association the sportsmen present discussed this sub-
ject. Many of them are owners of valuable animals, on
which they are willing to pay taxes, if they can have them
protected in that manner, so they can sue for damages in
case such dogs are killed. The law they suggest is that dog
owners be allowed. to return their dogs for taxation if they
so desire, thereby making them property. Those who thus
return their animals and pay taxes on them will have them
made property, while others need not do so unless they
desire.

Mr. Howard and the Handler's Prizes.

There has been a good deal written about the handlers''
prizes at Louisville show. For the information of those
who contend that Mr. Howard, a partner in the firm of
German-Howard Pug Kennels, Louisville, Ky., and Colum-
bus, O,, should have won this prize, either local or foreign,
it would not be amiss to give the number of dogs each hand-
ler was credited with. Handlers non-resident of Jefferson,
Ky., and Clark and Floyd counties, Ind., Lewis 63, Thomas
51, Eberhart 46, Howard 38. Local handlers, Blankenbaker
101, Green 70, Howard 57. Neither Mr. Blankenbaker nor
Mr. Howard knew what dogs they were to handle until they
arrived at the show, and in one case, we think it was Mr.
Blankenbaker's, the secretary or superintendent made out
a list of the dogs in the handler's name. Most of the local
handlers' dogs were local dogs that did not require any
further attention than that which their owners gave them
during the show. The action of the Louisville Kennel Club
therefore was eminently fair and just to those who really
did bring dogs to the show and honestly cared for them,
and for whose benefit and encouragement these prizes are
given. As an instance of Mr. Howard's methods in get-
ting together a string of dogs for the Columbus show it
may be well, and prove a warning to others, to shed a little
light on the peculiar decision rendered by his club on his
behalf and published in the kennel papers. Mr. E. Bardoe
Elliott was to judge great Danes at the Columbus show,
Feb. 28 to March 3. Under date of Jan. 2, 1894, Mr. T. A.
Howard wrote a letter to Mr. Elliott saying: "Another
thing keep in mind, you want a good great Dane entry and
you should work to that end to make you popular as a G. D.
judge. Any Danes you can get to come, if entered in my
name as handler, I will draw the winnings and give them to
you." Mr. Elliott very properly laid this before the Colum-
bus committee. An investigation committee consisting of
Messrs. Poston, Dempsey and Bridge, then took the matter
up, and their finding was as follows: "After a thorough in-
vestigation of the eAddence presented (which was Mr. How-
ard's letter to Mr. Elliott) we find that Mr. Howard has been
guilty of conduct unbecoming a member of this club, as
shown in the following exhibits: "In exhibit No. 1 we charge
attempted bribery of E. Bardoe Elliott as a judge. We also
find that the above charges are further sustained as shown
in exhibits Nos. 2 and 3." When the subject was referred to
the full board, Mr. Howard explained that in his zeal to help
the show and assist in getting a large entry, he had made a
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mistake in wording his sentences, and assured the members
that he intended no corruption. The final verdict which was
published in the papers was rendered more on his statement
and his appeal to their generosity and sympathetic natures
than upon that convicting sentence—"Any Danes you can
get, etc., etc " The above information is gleaned from a
letter from Mr. Mooney, the secretary of the club, to Mr.
Elliott, in which he returned to Mr. Elliott Mr. Howard's
bribery letter which Mr. Elliott now has in bis possession.
Instead of resting here this case should have been brought
before the American Kennel Club for immediate action.

Mr. Wixom, of the Hornell-Harmony Kennels, is manu-
facturing beagles up at Covert with alarming persistency.
As a result of champion Ava W.'s visit to Oradell, N. J.,

where she was mated to ftacerj Jr., she has five puppies, all

strong and well formed. This is the same breeding as Daisy
Corbett, Evangeline, etc., and is therefore carefully watched.
Velda (Royal Krueger—Baby W.) has seven "beauties" by
Sherry. Breezy has six by Little .Wonder and Evangeline
is nursing four dogs by Royal Krueger. Daisy Corbett is

down with five by the same little champion. There are
other bitches in whelp, but those mentioned are celebrities.

Alexander Mackenzie-Hughes took charge of Mr. Hunting-
ton's Marlborough Kennels at Inwood, L. I., on June 1.

John Stokes, who, it will be remembered, has handled Mr.
Hunt ington's dogs during the past year, will now set up a
boarding kennel near Passaic, N. J.

Mr. "Debonair" Zimmer, whose fancy runs to beagles and
bantams, also drops a little stray wisdom every now and
then in a kennel column wbich the Chatham Review holds
up. This is one of his leaders nnd a good one, too: "Don't
expect your dog to be smarter than you are. If you buy a
hunter and keep him on a chain, or allow him to run the
streets of a city for six months or a year, and then take him
out afield and he does not do brilliant work the first day,
don't misuse him. If you do not work at your trade or
attend to your business for a year could you start right in
and do as well as when you were in practice? Well, I

guess not!"

Death of Gordon Janet.

There is not a Gordon setter breeder or exhibitor in this
country who will not feel sincere sympathy with Miss S. A.
Nickerson in the loss of her Gordon setter champion Gordon
Janet. Janet died during parturition, June 11. She had
been bred to Count Noble and whelped four pups on Friday,
P. M.; on Saturday she passed a dead one and on Sunday
the veterinarian discovered anotber one and it was decided
to take it away, although the bitch was already very weak.
They only succeeded in removing the head and breast and
concluded to wait before operating further until the bitch
could recover some strength, but poor Janet was unable to

rally. She was buried with all the respect due to a (Tear friend,

and Miss Mckerson, who was devotedly attached to her, is

inconsolable. There are three dogs and a bitch puppy still

living and these are fortunately with a foster mother. Janet
was one of the best and handsomest Gordons of her sex seen
on the American bench, and was, we believe, bred by Mrs.
Dager, of Toledo, who sold her to Miss Nickerson. She was
by champion Beaumont out of Bel le Stephens. Janet was
not merely a bench show winner but was a very fast and
good worker in tbe field and would probably have run in the
trials this fall. Her wins include first at such shows as New
York, Boston, Washington,. Providence, Chicago, etc. We
sincerely hope that Miss Nickerson will find another Janet
in the remaining litter.

Every one has heard of Mr. Walter Wellman's projected
dash to the North Pole, and those interested in dogs will look
forward to the result of his experiment with more than pass-
ing interest. Instead of following the example of former
explorers in these icy regions by using the native sledge dogs,
he secured about a hundred hardy Belgian draught dogs.
The conditions under which these will labor will be vastly
different to their work in the streets of Belgian towns, and
picked up here and there, as these dogs necessarily were, and
unused to pack work, the result seems anything but promis-
ing. Mr. Wellman's last letter to the New York Herald,
which teils of his start for the Arctic Ocean, and which will
be his last letter for some time, comments on the fighting
propensities of these dogs. Some of the big dogs are apt to

breakfast off their smaller companions, and regular watches
have to be set to protect them in their confined quarters. Mr.
Wellman had to secure a special permit to brine these Belgian
dogs into Norway, as it seems no foreign dog is allowed to set

foot in that country, and through this protection distemper
is said to be unknown among Norwegian dogs. Even then
Mr. Wellman had to keep his dogs on an island, and if a
native dog managed to reach the island it had to stay there,

in fact, was expatriated.

The receipt of Rawdon B. Lee's work on "The Terriers"
completes our set of the three volumes this well-known writer
has published on "Modern Dogs of Great Britain and Ire-

land." Like the other two volumes, that devoted to terriers

is profusely illustrated with ideal pictures of dogs of the dif-

ferent breeds treated of. At the outset Mr. Lee explains
that in describing the terriers in all their varieties, he has
endeavored to give particulars as to their working qualifica-

tions and their general character, as well as their so-called

"show points," and his desire to prevent a useful race of dog
from degenerating into a ladies' pet and a pampered creature,

only able to earn his owner gold on the show bench, is his rea-

son for treating so fully of him, as he is concerned iu that
sphere which nature intended him to occupy. The chapters
devoted to fox-terriers and Irish terriers will be found very
interesting, and the pictures, especially of the wires, are
good. In fact, those who are interested in any particular
breed will find much instruction as to its origin and history
up to the present date. The names of past exhibitors and
their best dogs are given, with a quantity of reminiscent
matter that only one like Mr. Lee, of large experience with
dog shows and dogmen of the past decade, could gather to-

gether. The work is for sale at this office.

WHELPS.
13?" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

While Queen C. F. R Drake's (New York) bull-terrier bitch White
Queen, May 23, eight (two dogs), by his Sailor.

SALES.
ST" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Reynold's Son and Nan's Girl. Black and tan Gordon setter dog
and bitch, whelped Aug 16, 1893, bv Regnald H. out of Nan, by Lawn
Gordon Setter Kennels, Chicago Lawn, III., to Highland Kennels, Mil-

waukee, Wis. *

Singhild. White, blank and tan English setter bitch, whelped Feb.
9, 1893, by Kent II. out of Countess Addie, by A. D. Fiske, Worcester,
Mass., to C. F. Tretbar, New York city.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be anstvered by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kenne.
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

L S., Pottstown, Pa.—There is no setter Spicer registered under the
No. 1,577.

W. S. Lee, New York City.—We shall publish some new fan pedi-
gree forms shortly.

J. H. C, Cincinnati, O.—The only fox-terrier Fussy registered in the
A. K. C. Stud Book is or was owned by H. W. McAdams, of New York
City, and is by Raffle out of Warren Lass.

J. A. B., Rochester, N. Y—Monk's Mark is registered as owned by
W. J. Baugh, Ridgeville, Ind. We do not know who owns Hoosier Ben
at present. There were no. Louisiana trials in 1891.

L. A. K., Black Lake. P. Q.—We do not know of any Angora cats ad
vertised at present. The English Stock-Keeper, London, or British
Faucier, Manchester, are the most likely journals in which to find
such stock advertised.

G. R. J., Saginaw, Mich —Please prescribe for my three-year-old
Irish setter dog, which has been troubled with balanitis for the past
six months. I have usod an injection three times daily of sulphate of
zinc. 20grs. to one pint of water; have also used a solution of acetate
of lead, ldr. to pint of water Neither of these remedies seem to be
effectual. The dog has been shedding his coat for the past three
months, but the hair still comes out easily. Ans. Treat for worms.
Use the following lotion, one tablespoonful to be injected two or three
times a day; wash the sheath out by injecting warm water, before
using the lotion:

R. Capsi. sulph grs. viii.

Acid, carbol. m. vi.

Glycerine ....... 3 bs.

Pulv. acacife grs. iv.

Aq. ad ..Jvi.
Mix. Lotio. Use as directed.

KENNEL NOTES.

Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks
(furnished free) will he sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.

f2g~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Russet, tiae, Rolf, Nan II. and Nonsense. By Lawn Gordon Setter
KenDels Chicago Lawn, 111., for black and tan Gordon setters, three
dogs and two bitches, whelped April 4, 1891, by Regnald H. (Leather-
stocking—Smith's Rhoda) out of Nan (champion Argus—Laura).
Nicotine and Merry Christmas. By W. A. Coster, Jr., Saratoga

Springs, N. Y., for orange and white English seiter bitches, whelped
Dec. 25, 1893, bv Balzar's Duke out of Father Gerot's Tessie (Buckel
lew-Jolly Nell).

BRED.
|5F~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lia—Naso of Maine. C. Tuttle's (Portland, Me.) pointer bitch Lia
(King of Ken d—Daisy) to C. H. Newell's Naso of Maine (Naso of Kip-
pen—Dela), April 6.

Belle Noble—Dad Monarch. C. E. Gilchrist's (Charlestown, Mass.)
English setter bitch Belle Noble (Dan Doble—Rosalego) to Samuel B.
Allen's Dad Monarch (Roy Monarch—Blue Jenn'e), May 11.

Belle of Sharon- Woodale Driver. W F. Porter's (Sharon, Pa.) fox-
terrier bitch Belle ot Sharon to his Woodale Driver, April 18,

punting m\i (^owising.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 23 —New England Beagle Club, at Oxford, Mass. W. S. Clark,

Linden, Mass., Sec'y. Nominations close Oct. 1.

Oct. 29.—National Beagle Club. Geo. Laick, Tarrytown, N.Y.. Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—Northwestern Beagle Club. Louis Steffen, Milwaukee,

Wis., Sec'y. -

Mississippi Jottings.

Mb. W. W. Titus, of Waverly, Miss., sends in the follow-
ing news notes with a bit of quaint humor attached , which—
being about snakes—has been relegated to the Camp-Fire
Flickerings corner:

"I am looking forward to a break in the monotony of my
quiet country life in starting for the Northwest next month.
"At present I do little but squirrel hunt, and I am having

great sport with the 'timber cats.' I never saw them more
plentiful or fatter in my life, and hardly a clay passes but
what I have fried squirrel on my table.
"Fishing is said to be fine, but I have not been fishing much,

I have had some very nice ones, though, from the pool in my
kennel yard.
"Mulberries are ripening now. The squirrels will soon

congregate on the mulberry trees, and it will then be much
easier to kill them. I have been using a .25cal. Stevens rifle,

and I am extremely pleased with it as a gun for squirrel
hunting.
"Major Val Young was out with his pack of hounds yester-

day morning, and blew his horn for me as he went by; but I
very foolishly did not go, and missed hearing some musical
running. He reports that they got up three foxes (reds), and
the pack of fifteen dogs got split up. At the start the run-
ning was quite unsatisfactory, but one fox was soon put in
the ground, and he saw one come out by him. Soon four
dogs came by, running like a storm, with Old Mag in the
lead about 75yds., Grady (a July) next, and the other two
close on his heels, they being Nettie (a Whitlock) and Belle
of Kentucky (a Bourbon Kennel hound).
"The fox made a circuit and passed the hunters again, the

positions of the dogs about the same. Theyhad notbeenlong
gone,when there came several more dogs, not saying a word,
But running like scared wolves to get in with the pack after
the fox which had been seen.
"Evidently this was the bunch which put the other fox to

earth, and, hearing the other dogs running, had put out at
their best licks to get in the race, which they soon did, and
made, as George Washington, not the immortal George, but
the Major's colored camp cook, would have described it, 'the
welcome ring.'
"After a spirited run of about a half hour, the pack had

closed up on the fox so close that it was deemed discretion to
stop the dogs, lest they catch him on the ground. As he had
been seen several times, it could be determined about how
much lead he had on the dogs, and how fast they were closing
in on him. So, to save his bacon, the dogs were stopped.
Part of the dogs had, in the meantime, carried the third fox
out of hearing, way up toward the town of Vin ton. Late
yesterday evening they had not come in, and some fears were
felt tbat they hau caught it.

"Taking into consideration the hot weather, it was a very
speedy run for the pack, as they have not been in a race since,
early in-the spring, are as soft aScotton and are entirely un-
fit for hard running—but probably the fox was in the same
condition, so both were on an equality."

• • •

Foxhounds at Boston.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Although the great Boston show is now a thing of the

past, some of its features cannot easily be forgotten. Per-
haps one of the most interesting (although by no means
instructive) was its Brunswick Pur Club exhibit of so-called
foxhounds. Being an admirer and for many years a breeder
of foxhounds, and impelled by a desire to behold some of
the noted, fox killers whose exploits have been depicted so
much in the journals, that the blood of their victims fairly
trickles down the columns of these otherwise clean sheets,
I washedthe blood of the last fox from my hands and hast-
ened to "Beanville." The man who visits dog shows must
accustom himself to almost anything in the shape of sur-
prises, and I supposed that I had long since mastered this
art. Yet as Old Reub said, "I declare to God, the sights I
seen were enough to turn your whiskers green." Not that
there was anything lacking in variety of head, oh, no! they
were all on hand. There were domed heads, round heads,
flat heads and square heads, triangular heads and even
octagonal heads with the various combinations.
Most prominent among the curiosities were a pair of July

puppies, born in August and shown in April. These little
dogs (I can't bring myself to call them by the dignified name
of hound) looked very imploringly at the spectators and

said: "Now we thinkit's just too bad, even those Boston ter-
riers over there have a standard and we think somebody
ought to make one to fit us. Don't you think that the
American Kennel Club ought to do as much for us?" Then I
stroked their little round heads and consoled them by saying
that the B. P. C. were working hard in their interests and
that in the event of not being able to make a standard which
would include them and the various other heads, I felt cer-
tain that the B. F. C. and the B. T. C. would become consoli-
dated. This seemed to please them very much and they
both barked joyfully with fine terrier voices, while one
wagged a screw-tail and the other a ring-tail. I left them
promising to do all in my power to bring about this happy
union.
The next day just at "Dawn," I strolled past the benches

where foxhounds should be. A cunning little dog hailed
me, and with his face all wreathed in smiles said, "Doc, I

got it!" and sure enough there was a blue ribbon on its

neck. Down the long line of foxhounds shown, was many a
grand head with only a few letters of commendation over it.

What should we do without judges? Yes, we a,re sadly in
need of a foxhound standard. Dr. H. T. Thurber.
Providence, R. I.

• • • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

Mr. F. W. Chapman starts for his hunting kennels at
Orland, Me., next week, and will reside there till October.
From there he will make short hunting and fishing trips to
some of the best resorts in the State. Deer are plentiful up
there, Mr. Chapman telling us of a herd of about 75 that
yarded last winter within two miles of his kennels and a 12-

year-old boy shot a 2001 bs. buck half a mile from where old
champion Fitzhugh Lee sat contentedly chewing a piece of
old horse. Mr. Chapman has erected a kennel building
30 x 40ft. for the dogs, in addition tortus other buildings, and
will wire iu a space 900ft. long as an exercising ground. He
intends taking a few dogs to board and train with his own,
and as he is right in the heart of a good hare country, the
chance seems a good one.

• • • •

Mr. D. C. Luse writes us that his imported Nettlefield, by
Dick Day—Camborne, whelped seven pups by Mr. E. H. Mul-
caster's imported Glenkirk (Misterton—Glen gowan). This
litter should turn out well. There is Misterton blood in sire
and dam, and Alec Halliday on one side and Lord of Avon on
the other. Mr. Luse has named two Norwegian—Dick's Dar-
ling pups, Lord Breckenridge and Lady Pollard; these he will
run in the Derby and All-Age Stakes at the different fall meet-
ings, and we shall then see if there is really anything in a
name, after all.

• • • •

The Merced meeting next fall is expected to be the most
important gathering of coursers ever seen in California. The
first prize will be a cup valued at $500 and $300 in cash. This
should bring dogs from as far east as Kansas.

• a • •

Col. North's sale of greyhounds took place at Eltham last
Saturday. Particulars of this important sale will be given
next week. Fullerton was not to be sold.

§zcf(Hng.

FIXTURES.
JUNK.

13. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, sec- 23 Cape Cod, Club, East Dennis,
ond series. 23. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, third

13. Bay Shore, Open., Bay Shore. series.
14. Rochester, Ladies' Day, Char- 23. Sea. Cor., Ann., L. I. Sound

lotte, Lake Ontario. 23. Yonkers Cor Ann. Hudson
15. Portland, Annual. River.
16. American, Ann., L. I. Sound. 23. American, Seaver Cup New
16. St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft. buryport.

Classes, second series. 23. Douglaston. An. Open L. I. Sd.
16. Cor. Mus. Fleet, Ladies' Day, 23. Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake, Bl.

New Rochelle. * 23. Winthrop, Open, Boston Har.
16. N. Y. Bay, Club, N. Y. Harbor. 23. Lynn, Expert Cup. Lynn,Mass.
16. New Bedford, Club Sail, Buz. B. 23. Columbia, Lake Race, to Michl-
16. Knickerbocker. Open, L. I. S'd. gan City, Lake Michigan:
16. Phila., Squad. Sail. Del. River. 23. Phila., Pen., Mos. boats, Dela-
16. Minnetonka, Club, L.Minnet'ka ware River.
16. Tower Ridge, An., Hastings- 23-24. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,

on-Hudson. Sacramento River Return.
16-17. San Francisco Cor.', Cruise, 25 Eastern, An., Marblehead.

Sacramento River. 25 Seawanhaka Cor., 21ft. Class,
16-18. Winthrop, Club Cruise, Mas- Oyster Bay.

sachusetts Bay. 26-27. Seawanhaka Cor. Race,
17. Manchester, Club Sweeps, Mas- Oyster Bay to New London.

sachusetts Bay. 26 29. Indian Harbor, Cruise, L. I.

17. Oak Point, 3d Ann., L. I Sound Sound.
18. Pavonia, Ann.. New York Bay. 27 Atlantic City Cor., Trophy
18. Beverly, Sweeps, Mon. Beach. Race, Atlantic City.
18. Squantum, Club, Squantum, 28, Rochester, Club, Charlotte,

Mass. Lake Ontario.
18. Massachusetts, Open, Nahant. 29 July 8. Phila., An. Cruise, Ches
18 Plymouth, Club, Plym. Harbor apeake Bay
18. Plymouth, Club, Plymouth. 30 St Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft.

18. Mosquito Fleet, Open, South Classes, tbird series.
Boston. 30-July 1. San Francisco Cor.,

20. Cor. Phila. ,Jeanes Prize, Hand- Cruise, McNear's.
icap, Delaware River. 30. Jersey City, An.,N. Y. Harbor

21. Rochester, Club Sail.Charl^tte, 30 Hull, Club, Boston Harbor.
Lake Ontario. 30. Douglaston, An., L. I. Sound.

21. Indian Harbor, 21-footers and 30. Seawanhaka Cor. Race, New
open cats, Greenwich, Conn. London to Oyster Bay.

22. Rhode Island, Spring Regatta?
Narragansett Bay.

The news that the Royal Victoria Y. C. has declined to waive the

required ten months' notice and accept a challenge from Vigilant

for its gold cup has been received with some indignation on this

side, as unsportsmanlike, under the circumstances. For ourselves,

however, we confess to a feeling of amazement, rather than any-

thing more serious, at the folly and shortsightedness of such a

course. As every one knows, the R. V. Y. C. gold cup was estab-

lished in opposition to the America's Cup after the passage of the

new deed of gift, and with the hope that it would be speedily chal"

lenged for. If it was really to supplant the America's Cup it made
little difference who won or held it from time to time, the great

point being that it should be raced for as the subject of international

challenge.

At first no one turned up to set the ball rolling, and between 1889

and 1893 the gold cup was in much the same position as a yacht

which has been partly launched but has stuck on the ways. Last

year, however, Mr. Carroll came forward and completed the launching,

and the cup is now a recognized international trophy.

In the meanwhile, through the kindly offices of Lord Dunraven,

the New York Y. C. had been towed off the mud bank where it was
cast away by the Cup committee of 1887, and the America's Cup was
again the event of the year.

This year, with no race for the Cup on, but every probability of

one for 1895, it was most essential that, in order to rival the

America's Cup, theR.V.Y. C. Cup should be again challenged for; thus

possibly taking the first place before another contest for the older

trophy.

Vigilant's visit and challenge was the golden opportunity of the R.

V. Y. C. ; the possibilities of the holding or losing of the cup should

not have been considered for a moment, but such a chance should

have been taken up before it could possibly slip by in any way. Had
Vigilant sailed for it and been defeated by Britannia or Valkyrie, the ro
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suit of the America's Cup races of last fall would have been terribly dis-

counted, and the success of the American yacht would have been laid to

her inferior construction prior to her recent strengthening, and to her

then unlimited crew. On the other hand, had Vigilant won the Cup, the

case would have been still better for British yachtsmen, in that the

long desired opportunity would have presented itself, of putting aside

the America's Cup and challenging for another Cup under fairer con-

ditions. With the R. V. Y. C. Cup once in New York, British yachts-

men would be in a position to laugh at the New York Y. C. and the

new deed, and Lord Duuraven's blunder in forcing a challenge last

year would have been to a great extent retrieved.

The Royal Victoria Y. C. is likely in the future to hear enough about

its unsportsmanlike action in declining such a challenge; we are con-

tent, without adding further comments in that direction, to rest our

criticism solely on the stupidity and folly that overlooks such an op-

portunity.

In the many disputes over the America's Cup, the New York Y. C.

has had more than one opportunity to thank its "friend, the enemy,"

for help when hard pressed. Any one who will take the trouble to

jook over the Cambria-Livonia races in the light of what has since

been recognized as fair and right by the New York Y. C. will find that

Mr. A8hburyhad both law and fair sporting usage on his side. Unfor-

tunately for him and other British yachtsmen, his manner and disposi-

tion were such as to hurt his side of the case, and to lend color to the

statements of his opponents.

The position of the Royal Yacht Squadron and of British yachtsmen

in regard to the new deed of gift, was, up to the end of 1892, well-nigh

impregnable. The illegality, the unfairness and the impracticability of

the new deed had been proven; many American yachtsmen had con-

demned it, all racing had stopped under it, and the Gerry regime,

which had forced it on the club, was just at its end. It was generally

known that Mr. Morgan was to be the new commodore, and that, in

spite of the stout assertions of its defenders, the new deed's days were

numbered. The fact that it had to go was admitted, the only ques-

tion, and that a most difficult one, was how to climb down gracefully

from a position no longer tenable.

It was just at this juncture that Lord Dunraven appeared as the

savior of the club, eagerly accepting the strained and ridiculous in-

terpretations of its various clauses, and opening the way for the back

down, not of the New York Y. C, but the Royal Victoria Y. C, and

establishing a most vicious principle in yacht racing—that minor con-

cessions and conditions may be accepted as atoning for unfair and

illegal acts. Through his action, backed later by the Royal Yacht

Squadron, the New York Y. C. was enabled to retain the semblance

of the new deed at the expense of certain details; and in a great meas'

ure to justify its position and discredit the charges of its opponents.

Now comes the Royal Victoria Y. C. with every inducement to put

a broad and liberal interpretation on its rules, but on the contrary,

narrowing them down to the very letter, and in so doing shutting

itself off from the -very end it sought to gain, of establishing a success-

ful rival to the America's Cup.

The Present Condition of the Measurement Question.
Throughout its three years of existence, the Yachtsman has steadilv

and sturdily opposed the present rule of the Yacht Racing Associa-
tion, and the yachts built under it; and in the continued discussion of
the subject of a change of rule, it has of late quoted freely from our
recent writings, and commented adversely on some of our views. It
is impossible, from lack of space, to quote in full our original remarks
or the Yachtsman's comments, so as to answer the various points
which it has brought up; but we would remind our contemporary that
the question of a change of rule is a very different one in America
from that with which it is dealing at home: and further, that our
position with regard to the matter here, is necessarily different from
its position in England, Whether through our fault, or its own, the
Yachtsman is apparently in doubt as to our present position on the
question, and before touching on some other points, we hasten to re-
lieve it from further suspei.se.
We may say frankly that we do not like the yachts of the last three

years, and we like still less the yachts that are promised in the next
year, if no change is made in the rules. While at one with the Yachts-
man in this, however, we differ on many miuor points, both as to the
cause and remedy of a most undesirable state of affairs.
In discussing the question and in criticising the Forest and Stream

our contemporary has merely taken things as they have been for
three or four years, regardless of the past. So far as it is concerned,
this is all right and proper but with us the case is different; the
whole matter of measurement has been one long hard fight for over
fifteen years, and the present state of affairs is merely one incident
by no means as hopeless as many in the past. If we have hesitated to
express ourselves strongly of late on the measurement question, it is
not from either of the reasons which the Yachtsman has attributed
to us, that we are entirely satisfied with the present rule, or that
while unsatisfied we lack the courage to say so; and lest others may
have misinterpreted our position at the present time it may be well to
state it plainly and decidedly.
At the time, about 1878, when the Forest and Stream first began to

hold and express opinions of its own on yachting matters, the con-
dition of affairs as regards measurement was about as bad as it could
possibly be. There were then in existence two standards, one of mean
length, used by nearly all American clubs and governing all the
smaller yachts, and one of bulk, the "cubic contents" rule, used by
the New York Y. C , and consequently governing the building as well
as the racing of all yachts of over 40ft. The mean length was taken
in -various ways, one club measuring one-half of the overhang an-
other near by measuring one-third and perhaps a third in the same
locality one-fifth, while some clubs used waterline alone and others
only the deck measurement. A further complication resulted from
the practice of measuring, in some cases, a fraction of the total over-
hang forward as well as aft, while others neglected the fore overhang
which was very small in most cases, and measured onlv the after one
Ut the bad points of the --cubic contents" rule, especially as aggra-
vated by the regatta courses of the time inside of New York Bay it is
needless to speak now; but the rule was capable of developing a very
poor type of craft. Not only were there no eood rules, but there was
an utter lack of uniformity among the many bad ones; and the result
coupled with faulty allowance tables and an endless variety of racin^
conditions and rules of the road for racing, was simply chaotic
As at the present time, it was far easier to condemn a score of the

existing rules than to suggest one better one; and at the start, while
pointing out forcibly the radical faults of the existing systems and
the need for a speedy change, our able predecessor, the late Mr. Kun-
hardt, directed his strongest efforts toward the establishment of oneuniform system of measurement, allowance tables and all the condi-
tions of racing.

flrrfhJwS KEW**^ incisive analysis of the subject which
first infused a real lite into the interminable but pointless discussions
of the day over • three dimensions," "cubic contents," displacement
. f?^S.,

le?Stbs, "tonnage," length x beam, length+beam and other
infallible formulas, that pointed out the essential weakness of eachand sought to discover and formulate the true principles which'should underly a good rule. Inspired by a thorough love of the sub-
ject, and by the growing excitement of. the contest, his blows becameharder and harder and it is safe to say that the question of melsu?e!'S n6
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the 8ide of the old rules and conditions
'

To Mr. Kunharat perhaps more than to any other writer, is duethe
;

enunciation and demonstration of the vital principle that a tbeoretically perfect rule or measurement must be based not on one ortwo elements of speed in the completed vessel, neglecting all othersbut on the sum total of the speed-giving elements at the disposal ofthe designer in beginning a design. ^uau ul

The first suggestion of the joint use of length and sail area in ameasurement rule was made early iu 1SS0. by fir. Dixon Kerno andwas first put into practice by the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y C hi 1883
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leT orieinaUJr suggested, Mr. Kunhardt was an advo-cate of a btilk rule as superior to the various length rules, nor was heattracted to the new length and sail area rule until after it had beenadopted by the Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C. through the efforts of MWsJohn Hyslop. A. Gary Smith and the late 0. S. Lee; the support ofForest am, Stream was however, given to the new rule from tbe time
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same time it was adopted by the New
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When, about this time, the Lake Yacht Racing Association was
organized on Lake Ontario, it was induced through the Forest and

Stream to adopt the Seawanhaka rule, making it one of the first or-

ganizations which did so.

In succeeding Mr. Kunhardt just at this time, the present writer saw
no occasion to depart from the general policy which he had followed/

in advocating first the harmonious and concerted action of all Amen
can clubs in perfecting and adhering to a uniform system of racing

rules; and further in upholding the. Seawanhaka rule as superior to all

previous rules. There was everything to contend with at the start In

the rooted belief of the majority of American yachtsmen in the length

rule, and in the prejudice against the new rule as something English

and bad; but. after just ten years of unremitting effort, we have the

satisfaction of knowing that the Seawanhaka rule is universally recog-

nized and used wherever yachts are raced in the United States and
Canada with a few exceptions in the small boat clubs; and that while

the actual formation of a national association of American yacht
clubs is still far from a reality, that the racing conditions and rules of

the majority of American clubs are practically uniform. The classifi-

cation now in use by the leading ehibs was first, suggested and perfected

by the Forest and Stream in 1887, doing away with that clashing of

classes which bad existed from the beginuing of class racing.

While we recognize that the work is very far from completion, the
worst part has been done, in that the average yachtsman to-day takes
a far greater interest in the question of rules, and is far better quali-

fied to deal with it; and the old tendeney toward discordant and inde-

pendent action by each club has disappeared, to give place to a general
desire to work in harmony for the systematic advancement of yacht-
ing. While we have seen no reason to change our policy of advocating
the general adoption of the Seawauhaka rule throughout the country,
each year has brought new developments, good or bad, and thrown
more light on the whole subject. Without considering that the rule
attained anything like perfection, we have worked for its general
adoption as the most desirable step in view, and now, when even the
last adherent of the mean length rule has been compelled by circum-
stances to adopt, the Seawanhaka rule on an equal footing with the
other, we feel that this step has been fully attained.
The next step, in our opinion, is the general adoption of the Seawan-

haka rule, not alone for measurement, but for classification as well,

with one uniform system of classes by sailing length instead of water-
line throughout the country; accompanying this, the system of build-
ing to class and racing without allowance within the class, as abroad;
and, as an allowance table cannot be entirely dispensed with, the
adoption of a uniform table on a basis of about 60 per cent. With
this change it may also be desirable to make some minor alterations
in the details of practical measurement.
Experience has taught us that in matters of measurement it is

wisest to strive not for what is absolutely best in principle, but for
what is practicable, or even possible; and also that a gradual advance
on the part of all the clubs is in most cases far more effective than a
radical reform on the part of a few which the great majority refuse
to accept. From this point of view, we have been content for some
time to labor quietly and steadily for the general recognition of the
principle of employing length and sail as the basis for measurement;
until now the work has reached a point where it moves of itself. The
rule has become familiar to yachtsmen ; it has also become fashion-
able; and these two things have perhaps contributed almost as much
to its adoption as its real merits. At the same time, the sister princi-
ple, of classifying as well as giving time by sailing length, once bit-

terly condemned by American yachtsmen, is better understood and
more favorably regarded ; so much so that the chances of its adop-
tion are daily improving. Considering everything, the starting point
fifteen years ago, the strong and determined opposition, and the pres-
entcondition of yachting tuIps, we feel that a great work has been ac-
complished, in which the Forest and Stream has had its full share.
Even though the defects of the present rule were greater than we

believe them to be, we should still feel that the result was most satis-
factory and the future promising; but we cannot share the Yachts-
man's bad opinion of the Seawanhaka rule as applied to American
yachting as a whole. It must be remembered that the conditions here
are vastly different from those in Great Britain, in that the great bulk
of the American fleet is scattered among many small clubs and its
racing is purely local; while in England those yachts which race at all
do so as part of an extensive system of racing extending around the
coast, but still comparatively centralized and concentrated. What
brings out the bad qualities of a rule is close competition in building
and racing, such as exists on the Clyde, the Solent and the Thames in
even the 0.5-rating classes; but in this country, save in the larger
classes and at times in exceptional classes, such as the Boston 21-foot-
ers and the Cape cats of 25 and 30ft., there is no such competition; and
in the majority of the clubs there is not enough keen and sustained
racing to lead to much building and thus to the extreme development
possible under the rule. We feel quite confident that for the clubs at
large throughout the country, excepting of course the great clubs of
the Atlantic coast and some few of the smaller racing clubs, the Sea-
wanhaka rule, used as the basis for one uniform system of classifica-
tion as well as for measurement, and with a proper allowance table,
may be made to answer every requirement for au indefinite time.
Up to the season of 1891, when in designing and constructing Glori-

ana, Mr. Herreshoff re-entered the domain of yacht sailing, we should
have included in the above statement the entire American fleet large
as well as small, and racers as well as cruisers. The extent, as well as
the nature of Mr. Herrshoff's influence on design, has, however
altered the question most materially. At that time, although the evils
of limited length and lightly taxed sail were even more apparent than
in the past; the good influence of Minerva was strongly felt, and her
practical demonstration of the importance as well as the possibilities
of the economic use of power were generally understood and appreci-
ated. Extreme light construction was then unknown, and the ratio
of displacement to dimensions was high enough in all types to secure
good internal accommodation with ample structural strength The
most that could be urged against the yachts of the day, Volunteer
Titania, Katrina, and the 40-footers, was the size of their sail plans en-
tailing a large and expensive crew; in strength, accommodation 'and
sea-going qualities, they were superior to any of the yachts of pre-
vious years.
In discussing the vast change that has taken place in but three

years, we would not in any way reflect on the talented designer
through whom in this country it has come; what he has done in
pushing the rule to its furthest point, and in sacrificing all else for
the sake of speed; is perfectly fair and legitimate as far as be is con-
cerned; and though we may regret the result, the blame if any must
not be laid on him, but on the men who make, and often mar the
racing rule; the yacht owners of the leading clubs.
The changes in design wrought by Mr. Herreshoff are easily sum-

marized; retaining the huge sail plan due to a length classification, he
has increased the extreme dimensions of beam and draft, at the same
time greatly decreasing the displacement, gaining great power by a
higher center of buoyancy and a lower center of gravity, substituting a
small weight and a long lever arm for a wholesome amount of dis-
placement acting on a much shorter lever. From the popular point
of view, shared alike by the clubs and by the majority of vacht
owners, the result is a grand success, in that a higher rate of speed
has been obtained than ever before. To the much smaller numberwho regard the general good of yachting and the developement of ahigher class of vessel as far outweighing any gain of mere speed inmatch sailing, the result is a cause for serious regret and apprehen-

We are not inclined to go as far as our contemporary in a whole-
sale condemnation of such yachts as Britannia, Queen Mab ValkyrieWaspprGloriana; whatever disadvantages they may possess in theway ot extreme draft and cost, they have certainly proved themselves
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Sma C egree tewovthy Judged by an abstract stan-dard of ideal perfection, we should certainly condemn them as falling
far short, but they were not built to such a standard and conse-quently they cannot fairly be judged by it.

The standard to which they were built was established with the be-ginning of yacht racing, and has been religiously maintained eversince by the great body of yacht owners. Again and again in theW .

su«oess/'e agitations for better rules, in this countryand Great Britain, has the question been put as to the chief end to beobtained, and the answer has been ever the same-speed. Not sneedwith a maximum ot accommodation and seaworthiness and a mmimumof expense; not even speed under fair average conditions; but speed

York the standard has always been speed over the inside course inlight weather; about the Thames and the Solent it has been speedunder some special phase of the old Thames rule; and in other local?ties the same narrow views have prevailed
wwm

When the Seawanhaka rule was first mooted, the cry went ud thatthe tax on sail would produce slow boats; when the proposal to clatsby sailing length was before the clubs in 1889, the »am« baseh«s damor^Va
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substance, but a declaration on the pariof the Yacht Racing Association, that speed under the rule was thesole end in view. The conclusion then reached by the CouncU of the
Jo w A. in regard to the seaworthiness as well as the speed of theyachts of that year was by no means so far from the literal truth asI he Yafrtsmm claims, but the weak point of the whole proceedingwas the refusal of the Council to recognize the next step of develop
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s^Soing qualities and sale value as well a?speed; butm doing so we have had the support of but few have

encountered the most strenuous oppostiou from the many, especially
from those whose votes are necessary to a change. It was mainly
through our efforts that the proposal to classify by sailing length in
place of waterline was placed before the clubs in 1889 and discussed
in all its aspects; and the opposition to this measure is characteristic
of that which must be met by all efforts for advance in yachting. The
presentment of the case, not only by the Forest And Stream, but by
able and experienced yachtsmen in several of the clubs, was complete
and thorough, the result of a lengthy and laborious study of the sub-
ject. There was clearly pointed out the tendency under existing con-
ditions to excessive sail plans, increased expense of construction and
running, inferior qualities in rough water, and great draft; producing
a craft that was at once expensive and short-lived as a racer, and of
little value during the. rest of her life The moderate nature of the
proposed change, and the strong probability that it would produce a
vessel that was fast and at the same time generally desirable, was
shown by exact and definite facts and figures. The opposition to the
proposed change was general, including a few yachtsmen who were
really capable of discussing the subject, but who were opposed, pos-
sibly for good reason, as they believed, to any change; a large number
who knew nothing whatever about it; and all of the daily papers, with
one or two exceptions, of New York and Boston.
The attempt of the friends of the measure to confine the discussion

to strictly technical grounds, based on all obtainable facts and statis-

tics, failed for the reason that few of the other side were equal to such
a dicussion, and a much easier course was open to them in the direc-
tion of misrepresentation, ridicule and appeals to prejudice. The
few statements as to the bad results of a similar rule in England in
producing a narrow boat were soon refuted by us, and then, as hap-
pened before, the mode of attack was changed, the friends of the
proposal were held up to ridicule as meddlers and cranks, with no
moneyed interest, in yachting and working against the interests of
yacht owners and racing men, and as for us personally, the old epi-
thets of cutter crank and Angl^maniac were used almost as freely as
in the first days of the Seawanhaka rule.

In spite of all this opposition, fair and unfair, the facts of the case
were so plain that, the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. being quite willing to
adopt the new classification, already in use by the Corinthian C. Y. C.
of New York and agreed to by the Larchmont Y C, it would have
been quite possible by hard fighting to have passed it in the New York
Y. C. as well, thus assuring the support of the most important clubs.
After a thorough canvass of the matter, however, before the final
voting it was considered wiser to abandon the attempt at the time, as
it being then late in the winter there was not time to perfect all neces-
sary details, and in particular there was still a lack of concerted action
among the clubs, which would have prevented the adoption of one
uniform and satisfactory series of classes.
Much had been done in the course of the lengthy discussion to bring

the rule before yachtsmen, and to lead them to consider it carefully,
as tbe.y had never before done; and it then seemed probable that in
the following fall, of 1890, the rule could be passed, not only with less
opposition, but in more perfect form.
The end of the season of '90 is well remembered by yachtsmen; with

it died the 40ft. and 70ft. classes, and a depression set in which has
continued ever since, with only such exceptions as the 46ft. class in
1891, the 21ft. class in 1893, and the Cup races of last year. Not only
was class racing dead, but the miscellaneous turnout of the club re-
gattas fell away to nothing, building stopped and the racing season
begun and ended in the first week of the August cruise. Under these
circumstances, the entire question of measurement has been in abey-
ance, and there has appeared to us, as well as to others interested, no
necessity for reviving the question of classification. Far from being
dead, however, the work is going quietly on of itself, the Seawanhaka
rule, has become better understood and generally adopted, and classi-
fication by it has been carried on successfully by the Lake Yacht
Racing Association, the St. Lawrence Y. C, and by the Larchmont
and Corinthian Y. C. In the first two it has been put to the actual
test of building, as well as racing existing boats, and with good results
in impressing moderate instead of extreme proportions.
Looking, as we have shown, to speed alone, there is one thing which

the clubs have always opposed—the supplementing of a measurement
formula by special conditions and restrictions. Common as it is in the
smaller clubs, such legislation has always been opposed by the clubs in
which the racing yachts are enrolled; and though innumerable pro-
posals have been made to legislate for special features, such as lead
keels, overhangs, details of construction, fin-keels and •varieties of
form, they have, if adopted by one or two clubs, been but short-lived;
the one notable exception being the long-standing prohibition of the
centerboard in Great Britain. A formula of measurement being once
adopted, whether tonnage, cubic contents or length, it has been allowed
to work itself sooner or later to an extreme, untrammeled by condi-
tions or restrictions.
The folly of such a course has been pointed out repeatedly as some

undesirable feature has developed under the operation of the rule, but
the voice of the majority, of ''vested interests," and of that mischiev-
ous old fraud, the "prominent yachtsman who does not desire his
name to be mentioned," has been raised against any change; and when
a change has at last become inevitable, it has been made by means of
a new formula, and not by special restrictions.
Our personal views as to the necessity of such restrictions as shall en-

courage all-around qualities as well as speed, are of loDg standing and
deeply rooted, but beyond pointing out at times the evils of unlimited-
racing, we have hesitated to press them or to offer any definite sug-
gestions, from the belief that the time was not yet ripe for such a
movement; and that there was still much that might be done within

the limits of the simple formula of
L

and until that bad been

done, there was nothing to be gained by provoking further opposition
In this course we have been guided somewhat by a most thorough and!
complete experience in the American Canoe Association, in which
body the course of building and racing since 1880 has converted the*
canoe from a craft of moderate sailing ability, but of low cost and a
wide range of utility, into a most perfect machine for match sailing
but requiring unlimited time and comparatively great expense for its
successful use; this course of improvement and specialization having
killed all racing. The case in canoeing has been identical with yacht-
ing save that the extreme has been reached in fifteen years instead of
fifty ; the result being identical, no building of new boats and no racing
of old. It has been our effort from the first to hinder over-develop-
ment by the imposition of such restrictions as would preserve a cer-
tain balance of good qualities rather than the sacrifice of everything
to speed ; but in this course we have met with opposition on all hands.
One good result, if only one, has attended the advent of the fin-keel;

it has stirred up yachtsmen as they have never been stirred before
to the necessity of some legislation looking to the conservation of a
standard type of yacht. It has been fully proved that the way to a
higher speed in racing lies in the direction of less displacement,
more extreme dimensions and, whatever the construction may be, an
approach to the form long ago known as the U on the I, or more
properly to-day the saucer with a huge fln beneath. We c*n foresee
serious difficulties in the way of framing, much less of passing, any
such legislation; and we have little hope that whatever the rules may
be the resulting winning yacht will be other than expensive and short-
lived, and far from the ideal cruiser; but if building and racing are to.
continue, something must be done sooner or later, and we believe
that the time is near when, in addition to the measurement formula,
yachtsmen will welcome such a special restriction as will put a pre-
mium on midship section and displacement, and will draw a line
which, while perhaps leaving room for the fln-keel and unlimited
machine on one side, will preserve on the other side a real yacht that
shall be fast, but at the same time shall possess other good qualities
than speed alone.

Ships that Did Not Pass in the Night.
The New York Evening Post of last Saturday reported this inci-

dent: Capt. George Barstow of the ship Norris, which is now lying at
the foot of Twenty-sixth street, South Brooklyn, had an unusual ex-
perience on his voyage from Colombo and Point de Galle, Ceylon, to
this port. After rounding the Cape of Good Hope and working up on
a northeasterly course across the Atlantic, a sail was spied one day
which, upon drawing nearer, presented a familiar appearance, and
when the Norris set her stars and stripes from the monkey-gaff, the
stranger responded by showing the same colors. The ship was in
2° 07' south and longitude 32° 18' west. The air was very light and the
sea calm, so that the stranger, which was heading to the southward,
could be watched easily as the ships slowly drew near together. Capt.
Barstow -took a glass and went up theforerigging to get a better view
of her, when, to his surprise and delight, he discovered that the other
ship was the Elwell, commanded by his father, Capt. John G. Bar-
stow, then on a voyage from New York for San Francisco.
The discovery of the identity of the Norris was made on board the

Elwell about the same time, and so light had the air become that both
captains concluded it would be little waste of time to see each other
at closer range. Captain George, who had his wife and child on
board with him, accordingly launched a boat, and while both ships
hove to within easy distance a family reunion took place on board the
Elwell. The captains had not seen each other to speak to for a num-
ber of years, although they had seen each other's ships and exchanged
signals when within sixty miles of the same position two years pre-
viously on similar voyages, when the weather was then too rough to
permit of a close approach. Both these ships hail from Damaris-
cotta, Me., where their captains belong. The Elwell had a quick pas-
sage around the Horn and arrived in San Francisco on May 6, accord-
ing to a letter just received by the captain of the Norris. She made
the voyage from New York in 128 days, while the Norris occupied 1
days coming here from Port de Galle.
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Larchmont Y. G. Spring Regatta.
LARCHMONT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, June 9.

The spring regatta of the Larchmont Y. C, sailed on June 9, was a
decided success; there were no special attractions or startling features,
but the fleet of 27 starters was composed almost entirely of new or
well-known yachts, and in every class the entries were sufficiently
well matched to make a race worth watcbing. The starters were:

SCHOONERS— CLASS B—81 TO 90 FT.
Name. Owner. Length,

Emerald J. Rogers Maxwell , 89.50
Ariel G. H. B. Hill 83.53

SCHOONERS—CLASS D—71 TO SOFT.
Loyal B Frank Sutton 65.98
Viator W. Gould Brokaw .65.92
Agnes .T. Norton Winslow 59.44

SLOOPS AND COTTERS—GLASS 5—49 TO 55FT.
Wasp Lippett Brothers 54.97
Gloriana H. F. Gillig 54.67

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS—CLASS 6-43 TO 49jT.
Minerva H. W. Bucknell 45.61
Gossoon L. Vaughan Clark 47.83

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS—CLASS 7—36 TO 43lT.
Tigress James Weir, Jr 41.30
Eurybia Chas. Prior 40 . 03
Drusilla L. Butherfurd 38.28
Mary C Stephens C. Baldwin

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS—CLASS 9—25 TO 30FT.
Madrine Frank Freeman
Water Lily 26.2
Pyxie Oswald Sanderson
Houri. W. B. Duncan, Jr 20.11

TAWLS— CLASS SPECIAL.
Audax H. W. Eaton 30.78
Evelyn Joseph Allen 27 . 45

CABIN CATS—CLASS It—OVER 20PT. RACING LENGTH.
Mary W. C. Ellsworth 29.26
Almira Wilmer Hanan 26.62
Oconee C. T. Pierce 26.12

CABIN CATS—CLASS 12—UNDER S5FT.
Win or Lose F. M. Randall 23.5
Battle Hazen Morse

OPEN CATS—CLASS 14.

Punch Arthur Clark 20.18
Violet 20.00

8PE0IAL SWEEPSTAKE RACE.
Queen Mab Percy Chubb
Wasp.. Lippett Bros 54.97
Gloriana H. F. Gillig....
Minerva H. W. Bucknall 45.61
Drusilla L. Rutherford
Emerald and Ariel met for the third time this season ; in the next

class Loyal, Viator and Agnes were well matched: Wasp and Gloriana
and also" Minerva and Gossoon made up two more fighting pairs. The
presence of Drusilla. the Herreshoff fin-keel, as yet never fairly tried
in racing, Iput a special interest to the class which includes the old
35-footers; Tigress, confessedly the best of this class, being present,
with Eurybia, another Ellsworth boat. The new 21ft. class was repre-
sented as yet by one boat, Mr. W. Butler Duncan's Herreshoff fin-

keel Houri. a very handsome and stylish craft, with full deck and
small oval cockpit for her crew of three, carrying maiusail and jib; in
default of a competitor she was compelled to seek a race in the larger
class, in which were Pyxie, the ex-25-footer Water Lily and the new
Webber boat Madrine. The latter is a centerboard boat of 38ft. over
all, 23ft, l.w.l., 10ft. 3in. beam and 3f*? draft, with 5,0001bs. of lead in
the keel and a sail plan which brings her within 25ft. sailing length.
She has up-to-date ends of very good proportion, a full overhang for-
ward and a well-shaped counter,with a straighter sheer than usual, the
whole appearance being very pleasing except for a rather large cabin
house necessary to give the needed accommodation. The two yawls,
Audax and Evelyn, made a class together.
One of the most interesting classes of the year about New York is

the larger cabin cat class, represented in this race by Mary, Almira
and Oconee, a fighting trio, Mary having headed the entire class last
season, aDd being presumably improved during the winter. After her
defeat on Monday in the Brooklyn Y. C. regatta the second meeting
with Almira promised to be particularly interesting. The two smaller
cabin cats. Kittle and Win or Lose, both good boats, also made a good
pair, the latter having won on Monday, but as appeared later, being
destined to lose this time. Violet and Punch are old rivals and fairly
well matched. Queen Mab had no class competitor, so to make a race
for her a special sweepstakes was arranged, includingWasp, Gloriana,
Minerva and Drusilla.
So far as the men on the yachts were concerned, with a good sailing

breeze from S.W. they had nothing to complain of, nobody having a
clear walkover from the start, but each with hard work before htm
before the line was crossed at the end, and but for two circumstances
1 he spectators would have enjoyed some very fine racing. The con-
figuration of the west end of the Sound makes it necessary to lay out
different courses for the various classes, and to make it worse on this
occasion the start was slovenly and lubberly in the extreme, yachts in
the same classes being four to ten minutes apart in crossing the start-
ing line. For the first hour of the race there was a haze over the
water, and this, with the diverging courses and straggling start, made
it possible to watch closely only one division, that which the tug fol-
lowed, and though tills included four good classes, but little could be
peen of the larger schooners, the class in which Pyxie and Houri
sailed, the cabin cats or the open boats.
The regular club courses were sailed, from off the harbor, past a

markboat in Hempstead Bay. thence for the larger schooners around
a mark off Stamford Harbor and back over the same course, 27 miles
naut. ; for all above class 9, around Captain's Island mark and back, 20
miles; for class 9, regular and special, and for the cabin cats, around
Matinnicock Buoy, 13 miles, and for the open cats around Scotch Caps
first, then turning the Hempstead mark, and back past Scotch Caps,
10 miles.
The S.W. wind made a reach across the three miles to Hempstead

Bay, and when the start was given at 11:35, Loyal was first away with
Ariel just under her lee, on starboard tack with sheets well in. Emer-
ald crossed eight minutes later, within a few seconds of the handicap
gun, Viator and Agnes having made their way over in the meantime.
The start for all other classes was made at 11 :55, the little Houri being
first away and the rest stringing out over an interval of nearly fifteen
minutes, no less than six being handicapped. As there was a nice
breeze blowing, and nearly every yacht was under way about the line
before the preparatory, the start was poor in the extreme, and the
first leg of the course was merely a procession, the boats in each class
being so widely separated that a close comparison of their work was
impossible. The times of the start were:
Loyal 11 36 40 Evelyn 12 02 15
Ariel 11 36 50 Mary C 12 03 34
Agnes 11 38 45 Minerva 12 03 49
Viator 11 39 23 Tigress 12 04 10
Emerald 11 44 32 Kittle 12 01 29
Houri 11 56 00 Mary 12 04 50
Drusilla 11 56 25 Handicap time.
Queen Mab 11 56 53 Oconee 12 05 00
Wasp 11 57 31 Violet 12 05 00
Audax 11 58 10 Pyxie 12 05 00
Gossoon 11 59 31 Almira 12 05 00
Eurybia 12 00 08 Win or Lose 12 05 00
Gloriana 12 00 54 Water Lily 12 05 00
Madrine. , 12 01 18 Punch 12 05 00
The schooners were well away before the smaller craft turned the

Hempstead mark, Ariel and Emerald disappearing in the haze. A jibe
was needed on the turn, with spinaker to port, but Queen Mab and
Gloriana started on the run with mainbooms to port. Queen Mab
soon shifted hers and headed up for Wasp, but Gloriana ran by the
lee for a long time, as though bound for Matinnicock instead of Cap-
tain's Island, losing time thereby. Wasp and Queen Mab kept very
close together on the run; Gossoon had the smaller Drusilla for her
nearest competitor, while Minerva was well astern, in company with
Tigress and Eurybia, of Drusilla's class. Under these circumstances
it was difficult to form any opinion of the relative speeds until the
times were taken at Captain's Island, as follows:
Queen Mab 1 15 30 Agnes 1 26 12
Wasp 1 15 38 Drusilla 1 27 45
Viator 1 18 30 Minerva 1 28 28
Loyal 1 20 25 Tigress 1 34 38
Gloriana 1 23 58 Eurybia 1 86 00
Oossoon 1 24 55
The actual times of the runs were:

Queen Mab 0 57 40 Minerva 1 00 28
Wasp 0 55 38 Eurybia 1 07 42
Drusilla. 1 04 05- Tigress 1 03 38
Gloriana...... 0 59 08 Gossoon 0 59 48
Luffing round the markboat and standing for a snort bitch on star-

board tack, Wasp and Queen Mab came about for a long tack across to
the Long Island shore, fetching just below Matinnicock. While Wasp
footed faster, she did not hold quite as high as the centerboard boat,
and when they finally came about at 1:50, Queen Mab had a good lift

out to windward. Minerva turned the mark with the clew of her
working topsail torn, and as soon as she was on the wind the whole
foot of the sail went adrift; but long before this was done she was
down to leeward of Drusilla, both in the wake of Wasp, while Gossoon
chose to work the north shore on port tack before crossing the tide

Gloriana had followed Wasp, but at a hopeless distance, which in-

creased every moment on the wind Viator on the run out had caught
and passed Loyal, but on the wind the other was too much for her, and
soon led the class.
After their first tack offshore, Queen Mab, though already close in,

left Wasp and made a hitch inshore, which was necessarily short, a
blunder which cost her heavily. When she came about she was on
port tack, while Wasp, having stood on the first offshore tack all along,
now swung about on the winding tack in season to meet Mab and put
her about. Queen Mab was carrying a bad working topsail, an old one
with a small club at the head, over a fine suit of new sails, including
an angulated Lapthorne jib. The topsail was sheeted on the starboard
side, and on this tack did fairly good work, as was shown by the way
she walked clear of Wasp's lee, the latter, by the way, having her top-
sail sheeted on the port side. They stood on inshore tack, Mab con-
tinuing to gain, until Wasp, for a change, went on port tack, Mab'
swinging about at once, broad abeam on her weather side. To the sur-
prise of all, the performance of a few minutes before was now re-
versed, Wasp walking out from under Mab's lee, and going clear for a
long tack offshore before making the last leg for the Hempstead
mark. As before, Wasp footed faster, while Mab held a higher course;
and when, after several hitches, they finally came together at the
mark, Mab was enough in the lead to force Wasp to bear away to clear
her. She crossed Wasp's bows, but stood in just a moment too long
before tacking, and Wasp escaped the worst of the blanket and
slipped around the mark in the lead. The only times taken at the
Hempstead mark were:
Wasp 2 32 05 Gloriana 2 47 30
Queen Mab 2 32 11 Loyal 3 03 15
The elapsed times for the windward mark were:

Queen Mab 1 06 41 Gloriana 1 23 32
Wasp 1 06 27 Loyal 1 42 50

The last reach was made with balloon jibtopsails set, a pretty sight
as the two raced along close together. Queen Mab finished a few
seconds in the lead- The smaller classes had been timed from the
markboat long before the tug came up and the large schooners were
not yet visible, nor were they timed until 4 o'clock, Ariel coming in
just 10m. ahead, or with a gain of over 2m. in actual time over the
course, which her allowance increased to 6m. The full times were:

SCHOONERS, CLASS B—27 MILES.
Start. Finish, Elapsed,

Emerald 11 44 32 4 10 45 4 26 13
Ariel 11 36 50 4 00 45 4 23.55

SCHOONERS, CLASS D—20 MILES,
Loyal 11 36 40 3 26 57 3 50 17
Viator 11 39 23 3 35 12 3 55 49

11 38 45 3 42 05 4 03 20
SLOOPS, CLASS 5—20 MILES,

11 57 31 2 54 37
Gloriana 12 00 54 3 12 09

SLOOPS. CLASS 6—20 MILES,
Minerva 12 06 49 3 34 56 3 31 07
Gossoon 11 59 31 3 26 03 3 26 32

SLOOPS, CLASS 7—20 MILES.
Tigress 12 04 10 3 51 58 3 47 48
Eurybia 12 00 08 4 09 22. 4 09 14
Drusilla 11 56 25 3 38 40 3 42 15
Mary C 12 03 34 4 44 00 4 40 26

SLOOPS, CLASS 9—13 MILES.
Madrine 12 01 18 2 30 58
Water Lilly 12 05 00 2 45 00
Pyxie.... 12 05 00 2 31 35
Houri 11 56 00 2 27 36

YAWLS, SPECIAL CLASS 9—13 MILES.
Audax 11 58 10 2 25 31 2 27 21
Evelyn 12 02 15 2 49 58 2 48 43

CABOT OATS, CLASS 11—13 MILES.
Mary 12 04 50 2 32 05 2 27 15
Almira 12 05 00 2 ?0 40 2 25 40
Oconee 13 05 00 2 37 45 2 32 45

CABIN CATS, CLASS 12—13 MILES.
Win or Lose 12 05 00 2 48 18 2 43 18
Klttie 12 04 29 2 37 55 2 33 26

OPEN CATS, CLASS 14—10 MILES.
Punch 12 05 00 2 08 21 2 03 21
Violet 12 05 00 2 06 50 2 01 50

SPECIAL SWEEPSTAKES RACE—20 MILES
Queen Mab 11 56 53 2 54 12 2 57 19
Wasp 11 57 31 2 54 37 2 57 06
Gloriana 12 00 54 2 12 09 3 11 15
Minerva 12 08 49 3 34 56 3 31 07
Drusilla 11 56 25 8 38 40 . 3 42 05

The result as between Ariel and Emerald, and Wasp and Gloriana.
was merely a confirmation of Thursday's race; Loyal, however, did
much better than on that occasion. The distance of the two boats
from each other all day and the loss of Minerva's topsail made the
race between her and Gossoon anything but conclusive, and they are
likely to meet in future races with almost as much uncertainty as to
the result as in Gossoon's first year. Her new owner, Mr. L. Vaughn
Clark, of Alcasa, will race her in all the Sound races. Drusilla upheld
the reputation of the fins by doing about what was expected against
a fast modern centerboard boat of her class, beating Tigress 5m.
actual time and 10m. corrected time. She is of course rigged with a
pole mast and only the three lower sails, Tigress carrying a topmast
and working topsail as well as a much larger spinaker. Owing to
none of the boats being measured the result in Class 9 is not yet
known. In the yawl class, Audax gave Evelyn a hollow beating of a
quarter of an hour. Almira again beat Mary, and Kittie paid off Win
or Lose for Monday's race. The race was as usual well managed by
the committee, Messrs. J. F. Lovejoy, Otto Sarony and G. M. Barreto.

2 57 06
3 11 15

2 29 40
2 39 50
2 26 35
2 31 36

Corrected.
4 26 13
4 20 17

3 50 17
3 55 49
3 54 38

2 57 06
3 10 59

3 28 39
3 26 32

3 47 48
4 07 26
3 37 57
4 34 16

Not meas.
Not meas.
Not meas.
Not meas.

2 27 21
2 42 49

2 27 15
2 24 37
2 27 37

Not meas.
Not meas.

Not meas.
Not meas.

2 57 19
2 50 18
3 04 11

3 14 47
3 15 39

New York Y. C. Annual Regatta.
- NEW YORK—NEW YORK HARBOR.

Thursday, June 7.

So little is expected of an annual regatta of late years that yachts-
men are apt to be contented with anything short of a complete failure;
and what with a perfect day, a brisk breeze, and some pretty bits of
sailing thrown in, after the failure of Tuesday, the regatta of the New
York Y. C. on Thursday passed for quite a thrilling event. The first

meetings of Ariel and the lengthened Emerald have been looked for
with considerable interest, while the renewal of the struggle between
Wasp and Gloriana was also in its way important, and though they
had met on Tuesday, the result was just enough uncertain to make
another trial in good weather worth seeing. The starters were few,
but twelve in all, as follows:

SCHOONERS—CLASSES 3 AND 4.

Name. Owner. Allowance.
Emerald ... J. R. Maxwell allows
Ariel G. H. B. Hill 3 32

SCHOONERS—CLASS 5.

Elsie Marie J. B. King allows
Loyal B. F. Sutton 7 36
Agnes J. N. Winslow 14 44

SCHOONERS—CLASS 5—CRUISING TRIM.
Viator W. G. Brokaw allows
Neaera H. K. McHarg 6 12

SLOOPS—CLASS 6.

Wasp R. L. & H. F. Lippitt allows
Gloriana H. F. Gillig 0 18

MIXED RIG—CLASS 8—CRUISING TRIM.
Sachem..

, , F. T. Adams allows
Queen Mab Percy Chubb 12 42
Eclipse L. T.Callahan 19 11

The new rule of the club was used for the first time in the classing
of Queen Mab, Sachem and Eclipse together; rather an incongruous
grouping, but giving a chance to each for a race. The usual courses
were sailed, starting and finishing off Buoy 11, just outside the Nar-
rows, going in and out by way of the Southwest Spit, and the larger
yachts turning the Sandy Hook Lightship, while Wasp and Gloriana
turned the Scotland; 31 and 27 miles, naut., respectively. The day
was clear, quite cool in the morning, with a fresh N.W. breeze which
held all day, though lighter later on, particularly outside the Hook.
The flagship May is not yet in commission, being at the Erie Basin
Drydocks, preparing for a voyage to England, so Com. Morgan flew
his flag from the steamer Shearwater, Vice-Corn. Brown, on board of
which were the regatta committee, S. Nicholson Kane, Chester Gris-
wold and Irving Grinnell. The Iron steamer Taurus, with Lander's
orchestra on board, carried the club members.
The start was called for 11 :10 for the singlestickers and mixed class,

and 11:20 for the schooners, the former having five minutes to crosa
in and the latter ten. The tide was just turning ebb and there was a
fresh N.W. breeze, giving the skippers a chance to berth their boats as
they pleased for the start, and the entire fleet was about the line when
the preparatory gun was fired at 11. with ten minutes before the start.
Almost at the gun Gloriana, setting her clubtopsail, stood off up the
Bay toward Bedloe's Island as though she had forgotten something up
in that direction and gone off after it. Wasp thought necessary to
follow her, and the schooners also appeared to have pressing business
about Bay Ridge, though a few minutes before they had been working
about the Narrows.
The little Eclipse and the schooner Sachem, of the mixed class, were

wide awake, and made creditable starts within the time, but Wasp,
Gloriana and Queen Mab were handicapped, as were most of the

schooners, Emerald and Ariel only going over some 8 minutes after
the starting gun for their class. In one or two cases there may have
been some excuse for waiting to start even with a late classmate; but
the start as a whole was discreditable to the fleet, and offers another
reason, if one be needed, for some action on the part of committee
looking to sharper and quicker work at the line. Apart from the fact
that all interest in a race disappears when one boat starts 10 minutes
ahead of another, perhaps in a different wind: such slipshod methods
are alike discreditable to the yachts and the clubs which permit them.
The start was timed:

Eclipse 11 13 52 Ariel 11 24 38
Sachem 11 14 15 Elsie Marie 11 24 54
Gloriana. , 11 15 37 Loyal.. Handicapped.
Wasp 11 16 24 Agnes 11 25 00
Queen Mab 11 17 23 Neaera 11 25 00
Emerald 11 22 30 Viator 11 25 00

Once away, the yachts moved fast, running off with maintopmast
staysails and balloonforesails set, the race to Southwest Spit being
enlivened by a luffing match between Elsie Marie and Loyal. The sail-

ing between Wasp, Gloriana and Qneen Mab, carrying a poor working
topsail, being in "cruising trim," was very even thus far, the times at
the Spit being:

Sachem 11 54 10 Wasp 12 02 15
Emerald 12 00 00 Ariel 12 02 20
Queen Mab. 12 01 30 Eclipse 12 03 45
Gloriana 12 01 30

Coming for the jibe at the Spit Gloriana was still clear ahead of
Wasp, while Queen Mab was close on Wasp's weather quarter, Emer-
ald nearing the three. She passed them quickly and then Queen Mab
ran ahead of the two singlestickers, Wasp dropping astern. Ariel
had been coming up fast, and inside the Hook tried to pass on Queen
Mab's weather, bringing on a luffing match, Ariel finally passing to
windward of Mab and also of Gloriana. When off the point of the
Hook there was mor? fun, a sharp bout between Wasp and Gloriana,
the latter holding her luff until Wasp finally bore away after both
were headed up the bay instead of down. Spinakers were set to port
for the final run to Sardy Hook Lightship, Wasp and Gloriana keep-
ing off for Scotland Lightship, the former now in the lead and gaining
fast. The outer mark was timed:
Sandy Hook Lightship:

Sachem 12 54 45 Elsie Marie 1 11 40
Emerald 1 00 00 Loyal 1 15 10
Ariel 1 03 25 Neaera 1 18 50
Queen Mab 1 04 55 Viator 1 19 20
Eclipse 1 08 40 Agnes 1 21 18
Scotland Lightship:

Wasp 12 45 20 Gloriana 12 49 50

All jibed around the marks and hauled sheets for a beat in to the
point of the Hook. Wasp and Gloriana, turning closer inshore, stood-
in under the beach, the ebb now running with full force around the
Hook. They were glad to lower clubtopsails and set jibheaders as
they struck a fresher breeze under the beach; Wasp continually gain-
ing on her older sister. The two schooners, Ariel and Emerald, were
now on the wind under favorable conditions, and the fight promised to
be interesting; but the getting inside of Sandy Hook against a strong
ebb tide and a head wind depends almost as much on chance as on
skill in working the tides: and as the two were far apart at tames,
there was no means of gauging their exact performance. As she
passed in by the Hook, still in the lead she had held all day, Emerald
appeared to have gained materially on Ariel since they had left the
Lightsh'p ; but after she had made several short tacks inside in the
effort to reach the Spit, it was evident that Ariel was as close as ever
to her. Wasp went up the bay at a great pace, ahead of the fleet,

Gloriana being sadl" left astern. The new schooner, Elsiemarie, de-
signed by Mr. Cary Smith last year, disposed of her antagonists easily
when once on the wind.
The finish was very pretty, the yachts coming up one at a time, but

unfortnnately so far apart that there was only the stirring picture of
foaming bow and swelling sail; all the excitement of a close finish was
missing. The official times were:

)NEHS.
Corrected.
4 28 48
4 25 09
4 59 30
5 11 56

SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Emerald 11 22 30 3 51 18 4 28 48
Ariel 11 24 38 3 53 19 4 28 41
Elsiemarie 11 25 00 4 24 80 4 59 30
Loyal 11 24 54 4 44 26 5 19 32
Agnes 11 25 00 Not timed.

CRUISING TRIM.
Viator 11 25 00 4 37 50 5 12 50
Neaera 11 25 00 4 48 43 5 23 43

SLOOPS.
Wasp 11 15 00 3 29 36 4 14 26
Gloriana 11 15 00 3 53 20 4 38 20

MIXED RIG—CRUISING TRIM.
Sachem .- 11 14 15 4 01 28 4 47 13
Queen Mab 11 15 00 4 03 27 4 48 27
Eclipse 11 13 53 Not timed.

5 12 50
5 17 31

4 14 26
4 38 02

4 47 13
4 35 45

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Willa Walla, a new steam yacht designed and built by Dr. C. D.

Miller at Poughkeepsie for Messrs. Frank, was launched on June 5.

She is 45ft. over all, 39ft. l.w.l., 8ft. beam and 4ft. depth, with an Almy
water tube boiler.

Margarita, late Semiramis, is now in command of Capt. Dudley
Brand, late of Wanda, with Capt. Sanford Miller as first officer. Her
British crew, including Capt. Paige, have been discharged, and she
will henceforth be manned by only Swedes, Norwegians and Amer-
icans.

On June 5 Sheriff Wells, of Sayville, L. I., captured a supposed
pirate craft under the following circumstances: On Monday night the
yacht Annie, which was tied up to the pier there, was robbed. The
robbery was discovered soon after the robbers had departed. There
was no trace on which to work except that a strange sloop had sailed
into the harbor in the afternoon and anchored near the Annie. She
was missing when the robbery was discovered. Sheriff Wells started
after her. He overhauled her at Fire Island Tuesday, and obliged her
to he to until he boarded her. He found on board the articles stolen
from the Annie. The commander of the sloop was August Seaman,
of Eastport. His companion was a sailor whose name has not been
obtained. The two men were arrested and taken back to Sayville in
the sheriff's boat. Their boat was towed back. The men were held
for examination before a justice.

The Lake Michigan Yachting Association, which was formed at
Chicago, is arranging to give a number of regattas during the season
at different ports along the lake to be participated in by the yachts of
the various clubs belonging to the association. Delegates from the
clubs met at Hotel Racine, and discussed plans for the season. Vice-
Commodore Berriman. of the Lincoln Park Y. C. of Chicago, was
elected Chairman and Commodore J. D. Sarles, of the Racine Y. C,
Secretary and Treasurer. The membership fee was fixed at $10. The
Secretary was authorized to correspond with the clubs on Lake
Michigan, soliciting their membership. Commodore Sarles, of Racine,
J. D. Follett, of Green Bay and Commodore Williams, of the Mil-
waukee Y. C. were appointed a Committee on Permanent Organi-
zation and to revise the constitution and rules of the Lake Y. R. A.,
of Ontario, for the new association. The next meeting is to be held at
Milwaukee, July 4. Nearly all the Lake Michigan yacht clubs were
represented at the meeting, although the heavy bead winds delayed
many delegates who sailed here in their yachts. The Milwaukee Y.
C, , has issued Invitations for a big regatta to be held there July 4. An
attempt will be made to hold one at Racine, July 2, and after the Mil-
waukee event the boats will sail north to Green Bay, Macknaw and
other places.

Months ago, when the only serious competitor to the Italian yachts'
the Valkyrie and the Oretta in the Mediterranian was the Britannia,
there appeared among the small raters a little yacht, the Nike II. She
showed her heels to boats much above her tonnage and proved herself
a regular little "flyer," winning consecutively two of the international
races, besides many other events. The Herald then brought up the
very pregnant question. "Why, if the French can build such an ex-
cellent small rater, should they not be able to build proportionately
just as good a larger rater to sail againstv the crack yachts for the
more valuable prizes?" In a brief but very important item to all good
yachtsmen, published in another column, we are able to give the wel-
come news that Baron Robert P. Oppenheim has taken the initiative
in making such an experiment, and that he proposes having a first

class racing cutter, of a class mpeting all comers, built from a French
model by a French yacht builder. Baron Robert P. Oppenheim must
be congratulated on the fine sportsmanlike spirit which has inspired
him, and doubtless many French sportsmen will follow his example,
for they must be tired of seeing Italian and English boats carrying off
principal prizes in French waters.

—

New York Herald, European
Edition.

Two to Fifteen Days' Pleasure Tours.
Forty-eight pages, six maps, describes fifty tours, costing from $3

to $30. A copy will be sent free, postpaid, to any address, on receipt
of two 2-cent stamps, by George H. Daniels, Geueral Passenger Agent.
Grand Central Station, New York.—Adv.
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Atlantic Y. C. Annual Regatta.
HAT RIDGE—NEW YORK BAY.

Tuesday, June 5.

The first of the larger clubs to sail its spring regatta was the Atlan-

tic, on June 5, an early date, but made necessary by the tune of high

water, 8:55 at Governor's Island, giving under ordinary circumstances

an ebb tide out to the outer mark and a flood tide all the way in. The
25 starters, ranging from 85ft. down to 30 in length, were divided

among ten classes, making few in each class, but there were several

pairs that would have made good racing had the weather been other

than what it was. These were Ariel and Emerald iu the largest

schooner class, the latter improved in appearance by a new and longer

bow, in addition to which she had changed from black to white. In

the next class were three new boats and one old one—Elsiemarie, Serk-

ara, Loyal and Agnes. There was sufficient uncertainty as to the

speed of each to lend a little excitement to their first meeting. Wasp
and Gloriana made an interesting pair, each being in fine form and
under new owners and skippers. Penguin, entered against, them, is

not only a much older boat, but was greatly inferior in outfit, especi-

ally sails. The full list of starters was as follows:

SCHOONERS— CLASS 3—70 TO 90ft.

Name. Owner. Length.

Emerald J. R. Maxwell 91. 6

Ariel G.H B.Hill 83.5

SCHOONERS— CLASS 3—70FT. AND UNDER.)

Agnes , J. N. Winslow ...

Elsiemarie J. B. King 75.6

Serkara N. L. Francis 56.5

Loyal B F. Sutton 64.8

6LOOP8—CLASS 3-53 TO 6lFT.

Ventura Col. Austen.. , , , , 60.2

sloops—class 4—46 to 53ft.

Eclipse ..L. J. Callanan 55.2

Daphne W. N. Booth 55.2
class 5—40 to 46ft.

Wasp Lippett Bros i ....55.0

Gloriana H. M. Gillig 53.0

Penguin G O. Brightson , ...

SLOOPS—CLASS 6—85 TO 40ft.

Moccasin . . . , , N D. Lawton 47.1
SLOOPS CLASS 7—30 TO 35ft.

Tigress Jas. Wier, Jr
Daffodil .Jas. R Whiting

SLOOPS—CLASS 8-25 TO 30ft.

Wabosso H. B. Shaen
CLASS 9—25ft. and under.

Madrine F. N. Freeman 27.0
class 10—CATS.

Almira H. Hanan 28.6
Myrtle J. Q Maxwell, Jr 27.2
Arrow J. M Sawyer, Jr

The conditions and courses were: The starting and finishing line

for all classes will be between Buoy No 11 and a stakeboat anchored
to southward and eastward thereof. The signals will be given from
the judges' boat. The preparatory signal will be a whistle and the
lowering of the club burgee for all yachts to approach the line. The
starting signal for all yachts over 53ft. l.w.l. will be given five minutes
after the preparatory signal and will be a whistle and a red ball

hoisted on the flagstaff; and five minutes later for all other yachts to
start a whistle and a second red ball will be hoisted on the flagstaff.

Five minutes will be allowed the yachts in pach class to cross the line
after the respective starting signals, and any yacht which does not
pass the starting line within that period will be timed from the ex-
piration of that time.
The course for all classes of schooners and classes 1, 2 and 3 of

sloops will be to Southwest Spit, thence to Scotland Lightship, thence
5 miles S.S.W. to turning mark, and return over the same course. For
classes 4 and 5 of sloops the course will be to stakeboat near Buoy
No. 6 off the northern point of Sandy Hook, thence to Scotland Light-
ship, thence to the turning mark, 5 miles S.S.W , thence tori ishing
line. For classes 6 and 7 same as foregoing, to Scotland Lightship,
thence returning to finishing line. For classes 8, 9,10 and 11 to said
stakeboat near Buoy No. 6, off Sandy Hook and return.
Yachts will be rated for time allowance according to the following
?Ht«m- To the square root of the sail area add the load waterline

and divide the sum by 2. The result is the measurement for time
allowance. Yachts entering to sail in cruising trim shall be rated for
time allowance at 94 per cent of their racing length. Yachts so en-
tered must sail in ordinary cruising trim and carry their complete
cruising outfit. I he measurement to be obtained as provided in Rule
V. of the racing rules, which rule is printed on the entry blanks.
The prizes to be sailed for are as follows: Schooners—Class 1, $150:

Class 2, 8125; Class 8, $100. Sloops, cutters and yawls—Class 1, S100
Class 2, $75; Class 3, $65; Class 4, $60; Class 5, $55; Class 6, $50; Class
7, $50; Class 8, $40; Class 9, $35; Class 10, $30. Catboats—Class 11, $25.
In case of only one yacht starting iu any class the prize will be one-
half of the amount named in the above list; and where five or more
yachts start in one class a second prize amounting to one-half of the
first will be given. The prizes may be received in cash or the equiva-
lent in silver, at the option of the winner.
The morning was cloudy and threatening, with a sprinkle of rain

and a light westerly air. The committee tug, the iron steamer
Cygnus and the racing craft were under way in season, and all was
ready but the wind, which did not come. When the starting hour, 11
A. M., arrived the fleet was lying becalmed just outside the Narrows,
with a strong ebb tide. Some dropped killicks and held in good
berths above the line, and others worked about with what little air
was stirring. About 11 :40 a light easterly breeze made itself felt, the
yachts woke up and those at anchor got under way, and promptly at
noon the preparatory whistle was blown.
Agnes made a good start, followed by Ventura, Loyal and Eclipse.

Serkara, Ariel, Emerald and Elsiemarie came to the line in a bunch
some 3m. after the whistle, Serkara passing outside of the markboat
and being compelled to work up against the tide for a new start
Emerald moved very smartly at first, working clear ahead of Ariel
In such a start as this, so often seen about the Narrows, there are
always some unfortunate ones who by carelessness or accident get
below the line while working about and are unable to buck the strong
ebb tide. This time there were several victims; Win or Lose and
Kittle came over early from Gravesend Bay, but instead of keeping
up in good season allowed themselves to be carried down by the tide
flowing faster each minute, until when the whistle blew they were
well down the Bay. They made a long and hard fight to get back,
but the last seen of them when the fleet was well on its course half
an hour after the start, showed them still struggling for the line
Golden Hope was also left, having failed to get over. The start was
timed:
Agnes 12 05 19 Wasp ....12 11 46Ventura 12 06 06 Daffodil 12 12 04
Eclipse 12 06 51 Penguin '.12 12 18
Loyal 13 07 00 Tigress 12 13 00
Emerald... 12 07 50 Madrine 12 13 l'l
Ariel 12 08 03 Arrow '

12 11 30
Serkara 12 io 00 Gloriana 12 13 56Wabosso 12 15 30 Almira 12 15 00
Moccasin 12 11 44 Myrtle.... 12 15 00
After crossing on port tack, most ofthe yachts went about,' Venturaand Emerald standing down for the easterly breeze and getting well

out into the bay. Ariel on the other hand hung close in to the
Hospit al Islands and the West Bank. Three hours of drearv drifting
brought the schooners to South West Spit, where they were timed-
Ariel ... 2 54 30 Elsie-Marie 2 59 45Emerald 2 38 35 Loyal 3 02 40Emerald had kept to the eastward until the tide had be'en'too much
for her, while Ariel, holding as far as possible to the westward, man-aged to get by the Spit Buoy easily with a good lead. After some see-saw work, with Wasp for a time some distance in the lead, Gloriana

timesPat Buoy6 were-
holding it all through the race. The

Arrow .' g 37 30 Moccasin 2 46 50Almira 2 39 00 Wabasso 2 48 00gloriana 2 40 00 Penguin 3 49 36W*SP, 2 44 00 Ventura 3 49 30Myrtle 2 45 00
Once outside, with a gentle S.W. wind and smooth sea, the yachtsbegan to sail a little, the sun was shining brightly in a blue sky andthe day was pleasant enough even for June. SaliSonjihtopsails were

set for the reach to the Scotland, the times taken there being-
Gloriana

, 4 06 00 Moccasin ...
s '

5 95 50Wasp 4 21 00 Tigress
, 5 45 «V^.tura ^ 4 59 00 Daffodil HillThe schooners could not be timed here, and the only time's taken

until the finish were at the outer mark, Gloriana 5:09:00 WasD v'^ 4<i-

?^
tt
V
D
§w 8?$b]* °/ ,!

he raca h
i
which was marked °y a wind squaliKa^att^ D°rtherly aU

SCHOONERS— CLASS II.

™ , , Start. Finish. Elapsed CorrectedEmerald 13 07 30 Did not finisht.

P corrected.

Ariel 10 05 03 8 40 20 8 32 17
class in.

Apes. 12 05 19 Did not finish.
Elsemarie 12 09 12 9 20 00 9 10 48Serkara 12 10 00 Not timed.
Loyal 12 07 00 Not timed.

SLOOPS—CLASS III.

Ventura 12 06 06 8 05 20 7 59 14

class rv.

Eclipse 12 06 51 Not timed.

Daphne 13 15 00 Did not finish.

CLASS V
Wasp 12 11 46 7 07 00 6 55 14 6 55 14

Glorfana 12 13 56 6 54 30 6 40 34 6 38 09

Penguin 13 13 18 Did not finish.

CLASS VI.

Moccasin 13 11 44 6 43 00 6 31 10 6 31 10

class vn.
Tigress 12 13 00 7 05 07 6 52 07 6 52 07

Daffodil 12 13 04 7 12 30 7 00 36 6 59 19

CLASS VIII.

Wabosso 12 11 30 6 35 00 6 23 30 6 23 30

CLA8E IX.

Madrine 12 13 19 6 16 00 6 02 41 6 02 41

CLASS XI.

Almira 12 15 00 4 52 00 4 37 00 4 37 00

Myrtle 12 15 00 5 20 00 5 05 00 5 02 42

Arrow 12 13 30 5 10 00 4 56 00 Notm'd.

Hudson River Y. C. Regatta.
NEW YORK—HUDSON RIVER.

Saturday, June 2.

The Hudson River Y. C. sailed the first regatta of the season on
June 2, the course being a 12 mile triangle on the Hudson River, off

93d street. The wind was moderate, from S.W., and the times were:
CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS.

Elapsed. Corrected.

Lottie, J. Drew 3 10 48 2 40 12

Hazel, Mr. Tredwell Did not finish.

IvyL., Mr. Larsen Did not finish.

CLASS B—CABIN CATS—25FT. AND OVER.
Henry Grey, George Gartland 3 03 00 2 25 48

CLASS C— CABIN BOATS—UNDER 25FT.

El Freda, W. Pink 1 18 55 0 59 42

Win or Lose, W. F. Kendall 1 46 45 1 28 43
CLASS D—OPEN SLOOPS.

Clara S., W. Silger 2 51 08 2 11 38
Agnes W., Mr. Kennell 4 23 45 3 36 18

Helma, Mr. Kursteiner Did not finish.

Clara A., Mr. Berry Did not finish.

Lizzie F., Mr. Flynn Did not finish.

CLASS E—OPEN CATS—20Ft. AND OVER
Pauline B., Mr. Raymond 3 05 55 2 30 59
Moore, R. Dick 3 14 10 2 36 20

Roxy, Mr. Hassinger 3 25 35 2 46 13
Golden Rod, Mr. Lack Did not finish.

Katie R., J. S. Smith Did not finish.

CLASS F—OPEN CATS—UNDER 20FT.
Mosquito, Mr. Higgler 1 42 25 1 23 09
Day Off. Mr. Maloney , 2 21 15 2 00 27
H. C. Miner, Mr. Rae 1 42 40 1 23 24
March, Mr. Robinson 2 19 30 1 57 13
Adell. C. Rae Did not finish.

C. T. Wills, Mr Nicalos 1 47 05 1 27 23
The winners were: Class A, Lottie; Class B, Henry Grey; Class C,

El Freda; Class D, Clara S ; Class E, Pauline B.; Class F, Mosquito.

Corinthian Y. C, Ninth Annual Regatta.
SAN FRANCISCO—SAN FRANCISCO HARBOR.

Wednesday, May SO

Weather clear. Wind light. Tide, ebb, balance of race flood.
The times were:

class 1.

Length. Start. Finish. Corrected.
Dawn, F. Bartlett 35.78 12 15 30 2 36 33 2 20 48
Thetis, F. R. Cook 33.54 12 16 30 2 43 17 2 24 22
Edna, J. Lancaster 36.10 12 15 45 2 36 05 2 20 20
Petrel, E. A. Eames 36.15 12 17 00 2 46 09 2 29 09

CLASS 2.

Freda, A. T. Lyons 31.40 12 32 00 3 00 16 2 28 16
Truant, J. W. Pew 28.69 12 31 00 Disabled.

CLASS 3.

Cupid, P. Dean 24.54 12 47 25 2 47 25 1 55 49
Volante, W. A. Stringer. .24.65 12 55 00
Fawn, R. Peat 26.21 12 47 00 2 38 50 1 49 33
Mist, P. Biber 24.66 12 52 00 2 54 30 1 58 26
Pinta, J. Clark 33.90 12 47 20 Disabled.

class 4.

Ceres, C. Farrell 21.28 1 03 50 3 32 41 2 28 43
Cisne, H. R. Read 21.31 1 01 15 3 45 57 2 44 42
Cornelia, L E. Hart 20.20 1 01 40 Disabled.
Winners: Class 1—First prize, Edna, pennant; second. Dawn, pen-

nant; third, Thetis. Class 2—First, Fmda, pennant. Class 3—First,
Fawn, pennant; second, Cupid, pennant. Class 4—First, Ceres, pen-
nant; second, Cisne, pennant. Regatta committee—C. A. Graham, W.
H Crowell, J. R. Howell.

The Atlantic Y. C. Cruise.
Thk following general orders governing the annual cruise of the

Atlantic Y. C. have been sent out to members:
Flagship Water Witch, A. Y. C.

)

June 8, 1894. f
General Orders No. 3:

The fleet of the Atlantic Yacht Club will rendezvous in Larchmont
Yacht Club Harbor on the afternoon of July 3 for the annual cruise.
A meeting of the captains will be held aboard the flagship at 8 o'clock.
No other notice necessary and your presence is earnestly desired.
The Larchmont Club very cordially extends to the Atlantic Club the
hospitality of its house.
Wednesday, July 4.—Permission is given to all captains to enter

their j achts in the Larchmont regatta, and you can aid in making
their race a greater Buccess by so d ing. In the afternoon the fleet
will sail for Oyster Bay ("time of start to be determined later), anchor-
ing off the Seawanhaka Corinthian Yacht Club House. This club also
cordially invites you to avail yourself of its hospitality.
Thursday, July 5.—The fleet will sail for Morris Cove, anchoring off

Pequot Club.
Friday, July 6.—The fleet will sail for Duck Island, anchoring be-

hind breakwater.
Saturday, July 7.—Fleet will sail for New London, anchoring off

A. Y. C. station, near the Pequot House.
Sunday, July 8.—Remain at anchor. Divine service on the flagshin

at 10:30 A.M. 8 v

Monday, July 9.—The fleet will run to Shelter Island, anchoring in
Deering Cove.
Tuesday, July 10.—Extension of cruise, gig races, etc , to be de-

cided by the captains.
Races for yachts in cruising trim will probably be arranged from

port to port, a prize being given to winners in each day's run. Please
provide yourself with your racing number, which you will find in club
book for 1894. By order of the Commodore.

Chas. T. Pierce, Fleet Captain.

Steam Yacht Margaret.
The twin screw steam yacht Margaret, designed and built by Chas

L. Seabury & Co., Nyack-on-Hudson. for Mr. John H. Rutherford ofNew York, was launched on June 1. Her dimensions are- Length
over aU 75ft , l.w.l. 68ft., beam lift. 6in., draft 4ft. 6in.
The bulwarks are 12in. high above deck, from the after end of

saloon, over saloon, engine room to the forward end of galley The
saloon is 14ft. long, finished in white and gold panel work A stateroom is arranged directly forward of the saloon on the port side with
a large double berth, with drawers under it, and a dressing case with
drawers and mirror fitted. A toilet room is arranged on the starboard
side forward of the saloon, with entrance from stateroom and saloon
Directly forward of the toilet room is arranged a small room with
shelves and hooks, and with a sliding door connecting with the state-
room. This apartment is used as a wardrobe.
The machinery consists of two Seabury triple expansion engines of

latest design, and a Seabury patent safety water tube boiler fitted
with all necessary appliances. The galley is forward of the engineroom, fitted with a range, sink and pump; thesmoke pipe is connected
with mam smoke funnel. Directly forward of the galley is arranged the
forecastle or crew's quarters, with accommodations for six personsForward of the crew's quarters is the crew's toilet room These
apartments have good light and ventilation. The deck is flush forward with deck room on either side of house, also large after deckShe will carry two boats on davits, etc. Her speed is fourteen to
fifteen miles per hour. She will be used by Mr. Rutherford on LakeChamplain and vicinity.

Vigilant's Passage.
It will be remembered that throughout her long passage last fall,"

Valkyrie was not once definitely reported until she was fairly at Sandy
Hook. Vigilant, on the contrary, seems to have found the North
Atlantic fairly crowded, as she has been repeatedly spoken since leav-
ing the Hook. She was reported as passing out to sea at 12:40 A. M.
on June 1, and at 8:30 she was sighted by the tank steamer Northern
Light, off Shinnecock, and at about noon, off Montauk Point, by the
Slavonia, and at 2:20 P. M. by the Paris. Next day, Jur. e 2. at 4:38
A. M., she was sighted by the steamer Rhaetia, in lat. 40° 55' long.
68° 17'; and at 11:30 A. M., in lat. 41° 10', long. 67°, by the Anchor Line
steamer Furnessia; while six hours later, in lat. 41° 18', long. 66° 28',

she was sighted by the steamer State of California, the wind being
moderate, weather hazy. She had then been out about forty hours,
and had made some 330 miles. On June 3 she was not reported at all,

but on June 4, in lat. 42° 10', long. 61° 05', she was sighted by the
Dutch steamer Charlois, the wind being light, direction not given, and
the yacht heading east under full sail. On the same day, presumably
a little later, she was sighted by the tank steamer Washington, lying
becalmed in lat. 42° 16', long 61°. This makes a total run of 600 miles
in between three and four days, with a good promise of a quick and
pleasant termination to the voyage. Atalanta has reported at Fayol,
for coal, on June 11.

MODEL YACHTING.
The following challenge appeared in the Philadelphia Call of June 2:
Having heard that the Philadelphia Model Y. 0. claim to have the

two fastest steam model yachts afloat (owned by Messrs. Frank
Mitchell and Chas. C. Dulin), I wish to state that I, the undersigned,
also claim to have a steam model yacht which will hold its place in
any company.
Therefore, I challenge Messrs. Frank Mitchell and Chas. C. Dulin to

a fair and honorable race at any time and distance they name, either
for sport, money or a cup.

I want a race, not an exhibition, as all former yacht races have been
between model steam yachts of late.

Samuel F. Payne, W. E. M. Y. C.
No. 716 Green Street.

Capt. Lewis R. Youngs, the Bridgeport spar maker who challenged
E. Stern Wheeler to a race on the Sound with model yachts, was met
by Mr. Wheeler in a contest off Hendrick's Point, near South Norwalk
on June 5, and the Saugatuck boat won with comparative ease. Each
model measured about 5ft over all. Captain Youngs's craft was in-
tended as a light-weather boat and insisted on luffing every time she
encountered anything approaching a stiff breeze. The miniature
yachts imported from Germany and owned by Lawrence and Robert
Crawford, made of copper and containing airtight compartments,
althoueh not nominally in the race, sailed around the Bridgeport atid
Saugatuck boats with amazing speed. A model yacht race in which
there promises to be fully thirty competing boats will be sailed near
Bridgeport early next month. Yachtsmen all along shore, as far east
as new London, are interesting themselves in the race.

Glenwood Landing, L. I., June 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: I
inclose copy of a challenge which I would be obliged if you will pub-
lish in this week's Forest and Stream. G. Griffith Clapham.

challenge :,*o model yachts.

To Wm G. Neww.an, Chairman Regatta Committee Douglaston

In the interest of model yacht racfng I hereby challenge aDy model
yacht or yachts (indorsed by Douglaston Y. C.) to sail toy yacht
Gracie a match race of one half mile dead to windward at or near the
Douglaston Y. C. house on either Friday, June 22, or Saturday. June
23, for a prize to be herenf ter decided on by the regatta committee of
the club. Time allowance and other regulations to be according to
rules of A M. Y. C. The only condition I make is that my competitor
or competitors shall nat have a waterline length exceeding 43in.,
which is the length of my yacht. G. Griffith Clapham.

The Eastern Y. C. House.
From the Boston Globe.

Members of the Eastern Y. O, who have not seen the club house
since last fall, will have to take a second look at the building to make
sure that they are iu the right place. The club house as thev knew
it is still there, but additions made during the winter and spring
change its appearance in a most marked degree, and any mem ber
may well be excused for a second and more searching look as ne ap-
proaches it from either the harbor or the neck side.
To the southwest elevation of the house has been made an addition

of 20X56ft., rising the full three stories, and matching the older build-
ing in style of architecture and finish, while across the driveway to
the southwest has been built a one story and basement building, in
which are a fine billiard room, a laundry and a complete electric light
plant. The detached building matches the big house in style, and,
with the addition, gives the club as roomy and convenient quarters
as the most exacting member could desire.

The addition to the main building give in the basement a new, largrt
and well-lighted kitchen, a large refrigerator room, a cold storage
room and a couple of smaller store rooms. The old kitchan makes a
good servant's hall.

In the first story an addition of about 725sq. ft. is obtained to the
dining room, and the new portion with its large fireplace, recessed
sideboard and big bay with large single plate windows overlooking the
harbor makes a most cheerful-looking apartment. A large china
closet and serving room is also given, and a portion of the old dining
room made available as a parlor. No change was made in the other
rooms on this floor. The piazza is extended around the bay window
and has a new flight of steps leading to the driveway. -

In the second story five new bedrooms are obtained, one of which is
over the dining room bay, and is octagon in shape. In the third story
three new rooms are obtained and twTo old ones enlarged. There is a
balcony over the bay window, which makes an ideal out-of-door
smoking and lounging place. With the new bedrooms the house has
twenty-four in all. Additional toilet accommodations also find a place.
The interior finish of the addition is painted pine to match tha old

hou«e, but there is a new dining room floor of oak, and the sideboard
and mantel are of the same wood. Proper attention has been paid to
the architectural effect of the addition, and the southwest gable with
its outside chimney, and the bay with its balcony and dormer, im-
prove the building taken as whole.
The building across the driveway is 24x54ft. In the brick basement

is the electric light plant and a well-lighted laundry. Above the base-
ment the building shows a fine billiard room, 12ft. in the clear, with
alcove, bay windows, seats, a fireplace and three billiard tables. It i.-i

finished with an ash wainscoting, and the roof beams, which show,
are finished to match. This building can be connected- with the big
house by a bridge over the driveway if desired.
The electric light plant is sufficient for lights for both houses and

grounds, and about 250 lights have been put in place. The gate posts
and band stand have their quota. The club has spent close to $10,000
iu the improvements, but the members have been unanimous in be-
lieving that the additions were necessary, and that the increased com-
fort and convenience justify the outlay.
The plans for the additions have been made by Mr. Daniel Apple-

ton, one of the club's active members.

FIXTURES.
JUNE.

30. Bed Dragon, Spring Regatta, 30. Knickerbocker,Spring Regatta
Delaware River.

°

JULY.
7-21. W C. A. Meet, Picnic Point, 13-28. A. C. A. Meet, Croton Point.

Lake Mendota, Wis.
august.

4-11. OwanuxMeet.Woodmont.Ct
SEPTEMBER.

3. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass. 15. Red Dragon, Fall Regatta, Del-
3 5, Passaic River Meet. aware River
5. Ianthe, An., Passaic River.

A. C. A. Membership.

Unquowa, steam yacht has been chartered by O. B Jennings to MrRoss, of Montreal, and is fitting out for that port at Port Jefferson

Eastern Division: Peter Pendlebury, Herbert. B Arnold, H. C
?w«l?

r
T^ ty< iF£m Kandlea

'
Edgar T. Harris, Clarence W.Swett John Sunderhauf, Roger Smith. James H. Low, Albert L. Ben-

ffit^t^^ WeI1S
' °' F

'

Mill
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The W. C. A. Meet.
Chicago, 111., June 8.—Com. O. A. Woodruff, of the W. C. A., passed

through Chicago to-day on his way to the Madison lakes, Wisconsin,
to see how preparations are getting along for the big meet of July 7-

21. The genial commodore is working hard to make the meet a suc-

cess in every sense of the word, and it is the duty and will no doubt
be the pleasure of every member, West or East, to aid him in aU'ways
possible. Milwaukee and Chicago will no doubt be out in force this

year. If Chicago is no more fully represented than it was last year at

Ballast, it would better hang Us harp up on some fence beside the
waters and fall out of line. The selection of Lake Mendota is a wise
one in many ways, and in keeping with the true canoeing spirit, which
ought not to pine for board floors and hotels too much and too often.

There are good sailing waters at the new place, probably as good as
those at Ballast. There will also be a full enough complement of the
Summer girl to satisfy the romantically inclined, and I see no reason
to suppose that the table will not be as good at least as it was at Osh-
kosh or at Ballast last year. Those who want to camp over their last

year's tent pins at Ballast, or who left solid girls there, who remain dear
to memory, can go back there just the same, but meantime the W. C A.
can be moving right on ahead, and getting in new men and doing new
work, and making new growth and becoming a sporting organization
of merit in the right and manly sense of the word 1 confess I never
shared the Ballast cra?.e very much, thoUgh many of my Chicago
friends think that the only spot on earth. It seems to me that the
by-laws should forbid camping it the same place twice. There should
be no kicking and ho grumbling this year, and no comparisons with
Other years. Comparisons are beastly; and they don't go* where every
fellow is supposed to have done his best to make the camp a success.
For that matter it is hard to see where Ohio has any advantage of
Wiscbnsin. In Wisconsin the wind is just as free, the wat<r just as
bright, the suminer girl just as shapely and adorable, and if it comes
to the last and least feature, on which some few may insist, the cock-
tttil tree is just as tall and wide-spreading as it is in Ohio. It ma} be
asking too niUch bf some of the boys to camp or cruise or sail all the
tiihe, and they may prefer to go in for the amenities. One can assure
them, froih long and pleasant acquaintance in this State of stream
and pines, that the amenities are there. What is far more important,
the chance for good rugged fuu is there. The officers deserve every
support. Times are hard this year also, it is true, but we must play
a little, and one could ask ho better way nor place than this. Let us
see 75 canoes at dock, not one under a false varnish, and every skip-

per resolved to have a boat load of ftin. E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago;

Mr. Howard's Canoe.
American canoeists will be interested in the following brief de-

scription from the Field, of the canoe which will represent the New
York 0. 0. in the challenge cup race of the Royal C. C. on June 19.

In answer to a cable message from Mr. Howard to the club asking for
a formal challenge by the New York C. C, a special meeting of the
executive committee was recently held, and a Challenge forwarded.
While indorsing Mr Howard, as a member in good standing, it is but
fair to the New York C. C. to say that his venture is an individual and
hot a blub affair, His intention to visit England and challenge for the
R: C, C. cup was only communicated to the club a short time before
his departure, and while the club's indorsement Was willingly given,
he does not go as its chosen representative, but rather as ah indivi-
dual member. But little is known here of his new canoe, as she was
built in Clayton, N. Y., and was only in the city for a few days, prior
to shipment ; during which time, of course, there was no opportunity
for testing her beside known canoes. The Field says:
"Mr. Howard, the representative of the New York C. C, has arrived

in England, and with his racing canoe he has settled at Kingston-on-
Thames. Thus far, he has only been seen ashore, and his canoe in the
R. C. C. boat house. The canoe is a fine bit of workmanship in her
build; her model is, with a very slight exception, simply the American
type of straightaway clipper. She has about her nothing of real
novelty, either in form, fitting or rig, excepting a very very shallow
watertight self-draining well, the" bottom of which goes only
sohie 2}4 or 3in. below the level of deck. The keel is straight fore and
jaft, with very hollolv water lines forward and aft, bdt with round
cjuarterg,, and we should say very easy or sweet diagonal lines. She is

bf extremely light construction and, sniall displacement; a very small
rudder and light small centerTplate are only kept below watei-
by the use of along, powerful deck slide seat. A very sihiilar boat
in England is the Whiz, at Oxford, similar in all but position of
center-plate and nature of rig, and without the straight keel. We
intend next week to give a detailed description of this American
challenge canoe after seeing her afloat."

Cincinnati C. C.

Out at Ross Lake for the past two days have been located in the
model club house the members of the Longworth C. C. on the occasion
of the club's annual meet. The club is a component part of the West-
ern Canoe Association, a split from the parent body of Eastern canoe-
ists that was made in 1885 Besides the annual meet of the Assoc : -

ation, it has been the custom for some years of the local club to spend
part of a week each summer at Ross Lake. From the general custom
there came a demand for some permanent accommodations at the
lake, and the club house now in existence was built. It is the annual
hegira of the members of the club that has taken them there at the
present time, and the three days, concluding with to-day, spent on the
water and in the club's quarters have been unusually pleasant.

The officers and members of the club are: Captain, Geo. B. Ellard;
Boatwain, H D. Crane; Purser, C. J. Steadman; Judge 8. N. Maxwell,
Thomas P. Eckert, Nicholas Longworth, T. T. Gaff, F. G. Rolker, H.
T. Gfoesbeck, T< J. Ktrkpatrick.
Among the visitors quartered at the Club hoUse during the meet

were Dr. James A, Henshall
(
Col. J. R. Bartlett, of Fremont, ex-Com-

Ihodore of the Western Canoe Association! Hon. Oeorge Gardner, ex-
Mayor of Cleveland and commodore of the Cleveland Y. O, and G. N.
Gardner, of Cleveland also. The annual meet of the Western Canoe
Association takes place the second week in JUly at Picnic Point. Lake
Mendota, Madison, WiB. On account of the distance the local club
will not transport its boats to the meeting place but will content
themselves with a few others at Ballast Island, near Put-in-Bay,
where the meets of the Association have been held for several years
past. The Longworth Canoe Club occupies an exalted position in the
scale of clubs in the Association, several of its members having held
office in the organization, and the local club's present purser has
served a term as commodore of the Association. Will E. Wick.
"The Wigwam."

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The canoe race at Iona Island on May 30 over a 3 mile course was

won by Henry Burke, Jack Reynolds second, both of the Sackbus
C. C, of Peekskill; the other entries were: Edward Tuttle and Michael
Games, of the Peekskill C. C. This is considered a great victory for
the Sackbus Club.

lifle ^ange and %<dkrjj.

A Much Discussed Question Answered.
Editor Forest and Stream: .

Does a projectile—elongated lead bullet—when fired perpendicularly

into the air, and up to a distance of 2.000 or 3,000yds., at the moment
of returning to and striking the ground, possess the same velocity

or force at impact as imparted to it upon quirting the muzzle?

This question is frequently asked and has recently been extensively

discussed among students and sportsmen.
It has also been submitted to the American Testing Institution by

various parties, and considering that the question involves a general

interest I have concluded to answer it through the columns of your

]
°The^iuestion must be treated from a theoretical and a practical

point of view, and by pursuing such a course we find, as is often

the case, that theory and practice do not agree.

According to the laws governing a free falling body the latter will,

during the first second of its travel, drop a distance of 4.9044 meters,

and owing to the acceleration, it s will double it velocity during the

next second, i. e., drop 9.80SS meters.

To drop a distance of 2,000 meters the body would consume a time
equal to 20.2 seconds, and applying now the formulates, for instance,

laid down by G. Koch, namely v= ^2TcTs.= V 9 80e8; 2,000=198.8 it

would have a terminal velocity of 198.8 meters upon touching the

ground.
Following the laws pertaining to a free falling body in a vacuum, a

bullet shot perpendicularly into the air would return to the muzzle or

ground at the same rate of speed or velocity and with the same pene-

trative force as imparted to it at the moment of leaving the muzzle.

In other words, the projectile would in such a case continue to rise

until its own weight and its velocity would neutralize each other.

Koch illustrates this fact by the following formula, in which v stands

for velocity, g for the acceleration of the falling motion through

gravity in one second, and t for the number of seconds of the time of

flight looked for. The projectile would reach its highest point when

v=g. t, therefore, after f=| seconds. Its distance from the muzzle

after 1 1 seconds is v. 1 1 -| 1 12
;
considering this value equal to 0 gives

the number of seconds after which the bullet haB again returned to
2 1}

the muzzle: t 1— The bullet, therefore, consumes in returning
g

— seconds; its rising point is its terminal velocity upon its return

v, or equal to its initial velocity.
This is the theoretical side of the question. When we come down to

practice matters aBsume quite a different aspect,|because here we must
take into consideration also the resistance of the air as an obstructive
factor in both directions of travel. On account of the resistance

offered to the bullet it cannot rise sufficiently high in order to regain

in returning by way of its accelerated motion its original velocity or

force at Impact.
Practical experiments have and will demonstrate that, for instance,

a spherical bullet fired perpendicularly up into the air returns to the
ground with a comparative low velocity, and that it will not penetrate
a lin. pine board, for the simple reason that it did not reach a point

2,000 meters high, for if it had, it ought to have regained in falling a
much greater penetrative force. It has been shown that the terminal

velocity of a free falling body and dropping 2,000 meters is 198,8

meters. The initial velocity of a modern military rifle bullet is—taking
the French Lebel rifle as an example—632 meters. A bullet imparted
with such a velocity will travel a distance of 2,000 meters In about
7.834 seconds, its terminal velocity is 160 meters, whereas a bullet fall-

ing the same distance will consume 20,2 seconds, and its terminal
velocity is 198.8 meters only. Its force at impact when touching the
ground is very much less than that imparted to it at the moment of

leaving the muzzle.
The question as put must therefore be answered in the negative.

AtiMIN Tbkner.

Rifle ih Southwest Texas.
A large aggregation of very noisy riflemen met twenty six miles

northwest of San Antonio on the 27th inst. to participate in the annual
prize shoot of the Bexar Rifle Club. This club is composed entirely of

the farming and ranching element of that section of Bexar county—

a

jolly lot of fellows who abandoned themselves to the pleasures of the

festivities and treated their visitors royally. The only representatives

from San Antonio were Messrs. A. Steves and O C. GuesSaZ. New
Braunfels, Live Oak, Cut Off and the Salado clubs were also repre-

sented. Following are the scores in detail. Conditions, 6 shots,

185yds., muzzle rest, open sights, American standard target:

HRosebrock. 8 8 9 8 9 8—50 J Zuehl 9 6 8 8 9 8—49
H Loeffler. ... 8 9 8 iO 8 9—52 P Schnabel. ..8 5 4 4 8 7—36
J Pchuwirth. .8 7 7 0 10 7—45 O Forcke 4

H Pfeil 8 8 9 8 9 6-48 J Schnable. ...10 10 10 9 7 10—56
LLoeb 5 5 7 6 5 5-33 AEverling. . .. 8 8 8 5 9 10-48
OSohm 7 10 7 6 7 7-44 O Foerster. ... 6 9 7 7 9 10-51
M Klein 0 4 5 O Krause 6 7 7 7 7 5—39
HWieters.... 8 6 8 10 10 10-52 G Koch . 8 10 8 10 7 10-53
H Syring 8 8 8 9 10 6—49 W Kopplin. ... 8 5 8 7 7 7-43
WWeyet 4 7 8 8 6 8-41 WRitteman..7 7 7 9 4 8-42
A Schwab 8 7 9 10 9 8-51 J Achterbery. .9 9 6 8 8 8-48
A Sieves 10 8 9 7 8 10-52 FWieters,... 6 4 6 9 6 8-39
Texas Field. .. 9 9 8 10 7 7—50 W Forcke 7 9 8 10 8 10—52
O Meurin 8 9 lfl 9 10 10-56 W Zuehl 0 0

A Kroesche, .. 8 9 9 8 9 10-54 WDircks 6 8 8 9 9 9—
C Kroesche. . . 6 8 10 8 9 8—49 E Dieroff 6 0 5

J Zasche 7 6 7 5 9 10—44 A Knieper.... 8 8 6 10 10 8-50
H Wohlfardt. 6 8 9 8 8 9—48 C Echterhof . .4 6 10 7 9 7—43
F Zwieke 6 7 10 8 7 8—46 R Krause 7 6 7 10 9 10—49
J Rosenbrock. 8 10 9 9 10 8-53 H Schulz 5 4 4 6 6 7—32
H Adams 8 10 8 9 9 9—53 L Hoffman.. .. 0 0

H Wosnig. ... 6 9 7 9 5 8-44 L Hartung ... 9 0 4

C Schulz 4 7 5 6 TLoefl»r 8 8 7 7 6 8—44
FForster 6 8 8 9 8 7—46 MMahvrla.... 6 5 4
JHiUert 10 8 10 9 8 8—53 A Haecker. ...10 6 9 7 5 4—41
O. Meurin, Cut Off, first.

Rifte at San Antonio.

Some of the finest shooting overseen at the "short range" in the
State was done at the regular practice shoot of the San Antonio Rifle

Club on the afternoon of JUne 3. Preparations were made for attend-

ance on the coming prize shoot and .tournament of the Ackerman
Club, which will take place on the 17th. Judging from the scores

made here, San Antonio will undoubtedly sweep the field; Two hun-
dred yards, off-hand, open sights, 10 shots, American standard target:

A Guenther 7 6 6 5 9 10 10 8 10 8- 79
Texas Field 8 6 5 9 9 10 8 8 6 6— 75

G Altmann 8 9 10 6 6 4 7 5 6 10- 71

E Seffel 6 10 7 6 8 7 7 6 8 9- 74

Two hundred yards, rest, 10 shots, standard American target, open
sights:
Texas Field 12 9 8 9 9 9 10 10 10 8- 92

Seffel 11 11 11 12 8 9 9 9 9 10- 99

G Altmann 10 9 8 10 7 9 9 19 9 9- 90

Guenther 9 9 7 7 12 11 6 8 7 11-
C Dosch 11 9 9 9 9 10 6 11 6 8—
Teich , 9 9 8 8 8 9 10 9 9 '9-

Neumann 8 7 7 8 11 10 7 8 8 11- 85
Hummell 9 7 7 11 7 9 8 8 9 10— 85

A Altmann 7 8 8 9 10 10 12 9 8 8— 89

A Uhl 11 8 8 11 8 9 10 9 10 9- 93

G Heye 11 9 7 10 6 9 9 11 6 8- 85

Herpel 7 7 8 8 8 8 9 8 12 11- 86

One hundred and fifty yards, rest, 10 shots:

A Uhl 12 12 11 12 12 11 10 9 9 9—107
Hummell 9 9 8 10 10 12 8 7 11 9- 93

A Altmann 11 10 10 12 10 12 12 12 12 9-110
A Herpel 10 9 7 9 8 12 7 7 9 10- 8S

GHeye 10 7 9 9 8 11 11 10 9 10— 94
Teich 8 12 8 7 9 12 8 10 9 10— 93

Hugo 9 12 9 11 12 11 12 12 10 7—105
Koehler. ..

' 10 7 8 12 8 7 8 12 9 6- 87
O. C G.

Bunker Hill Range.

Paterson, N. J„ June 10.—Paterson Rifle Association, distance

100yds., 20-rmg German target. %io. rings:

Jess Foster 18 17 19 19 16 20 20 19 18 18-184
Abe Newby 18 18 18 16 18 20 18 17 19 18-177
Wm Dutcher 18 19 15 18 19 13 20 18 17 14-171
James Welcher 17 15 20 18 17 19 19 17 20 14-176
Bishop 39 18 20 18 16 16 19 16 18 20—180
Wm Newby 17 20 18 16 19 20 14 16 18 19-177
Ben Maskell 10 15 20 18 17 17 17 15 17 16—VIZ
rionneal Pyle 14 20 18 14 16 19 13 14 18 16—162
Dietrick ....18 18 20 19 14 16 13 16 16 14—164
J W Johnson 18 19 18 15 18 14 19 14 20 17—172
Hank Smith 20 18 17 33 12 15 15 19 17 16—162
Joe 18 15 17 16 14 17 18 18 19 13—165
Captain, James Welcher; scorer, Dutcher. The weather was nice

early in the day, and some excellent scores were made, but as the day
wore on the heat became something unbearable inside the shooting
house

New York Schuetzen Corps.

The New York Schuetzen Corps, Capt. Henry Ofterman, held its

third monthly practice shoot at the Union Hill Park, on Friday of
last week. The corps was favored with fine weather and the atten-

dance of the members was fairly good. Fred Schmidt carried away
the honors on the ring and man targets. Aug. J. Christian was
second on the ring target, and John H. W. Meyer was second on the
man target. The honors for most red flags were divided between
Philip Feigel, A. J. Christian and Barney Zettler. Scores:
Ring Target—F. Schmidt 12, Aug. J. Christian 209, Chas. Grosch 199,

Philip Feigel 195, H. Strate 194, B. Zettler 190, H. Hamchen 187,

John C. Bonn 179. A. W. Lemcke 172. E. Bundewald 172, H. Buthfer
169. H. B. Michaelsen 166, A. H. Sievers 165, H. Lohdeu 162, J. Smith
159, J. H. W. Meyer 158, H. F. Meyer 155, John Gobber 350, August
Liss 150
Man Target—F. Schmidt 59, J. H. W, Meyer 52, H. Strate 53, J. G.

Thoelke 50, Chas Grosch 51, P. Feigel 49, H. Offerman 48.

Red Flag—B. Zettler 3, P Feigel 3. Aug. J. Christer 3, John C. Bonn
2, F. Schmidt 2, H. Buthfer 2, F. Faeompr6 2, A. W. Lemcke, J. G.
Thoelke, C. Basse, E. Meyn, J. H. W. Meyer, Wm. Krumsick, H. B.

Michaelsen, E. Ruhlmann, H. Rasselaum, J. H. Hainhorst, A. Bankauf,
John Gobber, E. Biindewald, F. H. Lemtnermann, G. H. Von Deilen,

each 1.

Heidenreich Rifle Club.

Scores shot at our 100ft. range. June 3: Goodman 232, Horn 238,

Heidenreich 233, May 231. Enders 230, Kaufman 231, Hicks 228, Koch
22S, bchlicht 236, Busch 227, Napier 232. Stecke! 231, Meenan 234.

Wb. May, Sec'y.

Cincinnati Rifles.

Cincinnati, o., June 3.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to-day, and made the scores ap-
pended. Conditions—200yds., off-hand at the stand and target. A
stiff breeze from 4 to 6 o'clock interfered considerably with the shoot-

ing, making it difficult to make good scores:
Gindele... . 7 8 8 8 10 10 8 10 7 8-84

10 8 8 7 10 5 8 5 11 9-80
8698 10 7385 10-78

10 10 10 9 8 10 10 7 8 4-86
*LouiS 5 8 9 5 8 6 10 6 4 5-66856765497 6—63

96795 10 5 10 4 4—69595652458 8—57
Weiuheimer 7 6 6 7 5 4 10 8 7 10-70

55797 10 10 45 8-70668576898 8—71588485 10 59 7-69
Payne 9 7 10 7 8 6 9 9 9 6-80

10 9 10 857898 6-80877869 10 85 9—77897788957 7—75
Drube 8 9 9 6 9 7 8 10 10 5-81778989658 9-76596897668 10-74775587779 10—72
Schmidlin 446243236 0—34200730564 4—31327797555 7—57

9 3 5 473747 6-55
Roberts 7 3 8 10 10 8 10 9 4 7—77

9789 5 7678 9-75798785876 10—7566767 10 10 68 7—73
Randall 7 7 8 9 8 8 10 8 8 8-81

8 7 7 10 8 10 9 9 10 8—86
8 10 8598859 8—789678799 10 5 9--79

See 6 7 7 10 6 10 6 9 8 9-78596589589 8-72696779767 7—71-684878929 9—70
Betsinger 657684669 8—65459567688 8-66

10 5 5 7 7 4 7 8 10 10-73 ,,

10 5 10 764874 6-67
Schulters 5 3 2 5 2 3 8 5 8 8-50234344596 4—44682536547 0-46548640647 2—46
Hake 386566597 6-61548687487 6-63584455864 6-55

7 10 65534 10 5 3-58
*.22cal. Winchester repeater, using ,22-7-45 cartridges.

200yds., off-hand.

Hartford Rifle Club.
Hartford, Conn., June 9.—German ring target,

Poor light and tricky wind:
Medal Match, Single Entry.

H M Pope 20 22 20 22 23 23 19 16 24 22-211
D S Seymour 19 22 21 22 16 20 24 21 20 24-209
W J Dunbar 19 21 22 21 18 20 22 23 22 18-206
F K Rand 22 18 18 22 22 23 21 22 16 21-205

Re-entry Matches.
Pope 23 22 25 23 19 20 22 22 23 23—222

28 24 21 23 23 23 20 23 18 22-217
24 20 23 24 20 21 25 23 23 19-222

Seymour 23 23 19 18 20 24 20 21 20 22 -210
25 22 21 21 25 25 20 17 3 6 24-216
19 22 21 22 16 20 24 21 20 24—209

Rand , 20 19 22 23 21 23 21 22 21 22—214
24 23 17 24 24 23 20 20 19 17—211
22 18 18 22 22 23 21 22 16 21-205

Dunbar 23 23 17 22 21 22 22 17 24 13—204
20 14 18 20 21 23 16 23 23 18—396
16 23 21 37 38 22 19 17 23 19—195

Fox 20 17 10 22 22 25 23 20 37 22—198
21 20 22 23 14 25 16 19 38 19-197
24 24 22 23 19 17 18 18 15 16—196

Seaver 19 16 22 23 14 20 19 17 23 10-183
20 16 18 20 15 13 17 21 18 14-172

- H. M. Pope, Sec'y.

Dominion Off-Hand Rifle Association.

Parry Sound, June 1.—I herewith send you the Penetanguishene
off-hand rifle tournament scores:

Class A
100yds. 200yds. Total. 100yds. 200yds Total.

D Neitly 264 251 515 T Dodds 235 257 492
.1 W Crossley.,271 242 513 H E McKee. . . .264 227 491

R O Stokes 268 243 511 W Stafford. .. .254 231 485-
A Nielly 256 239 495

Class B
J Morrish 244 222 466 J G Nielly 259 176 435

G Strathern. . ,239 215 454 J Sowden 250 181 431
DFMacdonaId237 208 445 T W Huff 224 187 411

J Brown 242 197 439
Cl&ss C

J Coffey 242 198 440 G H Stokes 219 164 .383

R Nielly 215 199 414 J Doolittle 200 160 360

R A Longhead.235 176 411 R Kirkup 155 96 251

J R Leggatt. . .237 156 393 D. F. Macdonald.

Zettler Rifle Club.

The Zettler Rifle Club held its monthly meeting on Tuesday night
of last week. It was decided to hold the annual festival and piize
shoot at Wissel's Cypress Hills Park on Aug. 26 and 27. Seven hun-
dred dollars was appropriated for the various targets and the enter-
tainment of the ladios and guests of the club.
After the close of the meeting teams were made up under the lead

of President Walther and Vice-President Krouss and two matches
were shot off in the headquarters gallery. The conditions were five

shots per man, German ring target. Scores:

Vice-President Krauss's team.
Istm'ch. 2dm'ch.

Holges

President Walther's team.
1st m'ch. 2d m'ch.

119
118
123

118
121
120

117 122
118
118

, 118
116

120 119 116 118
114 112 Kohlmetz 114 115
117 111 Walther 119 121

711 701 700 712

Pacific Coast Shots.

San Francisco, May 28.—The semi-monthly shoot of the Columbia
Pistol ond Rifle Club was held at Shell Mound Range yesterday. Th«
weather conditions were not good, a shifting light with variable wi ids

prevailing all day.
A novel contest was inaugurated by the club. Col. Kellogsr pre-

sented a gold medal, to be competed for by all comers, distance 50yds
,

man target (such as is used by the Schuetzen clubs), 5 shots, any
pistol or revolver, scoring to count as follows: contestant to be al-

lowed as many seconds as he wishes in which to shoot his 5 shots, said
number of seconds to be deducted from the total points made in his

5 shots. The remainder will be contestant's score. In this contest the
revolver has an immense advantage over the pistol, as the 5 shots can
easily be. fired in 20 seconds by the former weapon, whereas it will take
very nearly twice that time with the pistol The score in this contest
was: Capt. J. E. Klein 76, in 26 seconds, making the score 50; A. H.
Pope 66, 20 seconds, score 46; F. O. Young 85, 40 seconds, 45; O. M.
Daiss 78. 34 Beconds, 44; L. O. Rodgers 52, 36 seconds, 16; A. L.
Ott 30, 15' seconds, 15; S. I. Kellogg 42, 35 seconds, 7; H Heeth 24, 15
seconds, 5.

Dr. Rodgers, the president, beine inspired by the possession of a
new .22-30in. S. & W. target pistol, surpassed himself by making a
score of 10 30 10 10 9 10 9 9 8 10-95 The grand score of 97 made
on this target (the all-comers' Blanding medal) two weeks ago by
young Pape was also made with a S & W. target pistol. F. O. Young's
score, 94, C. M. Daiss 92, C Thierbach 68.

The club's shoot also included rifle and musket contests The rifle

shooting was for the Roos medal, 'he scores being as follows: Dr.
Rodgers 83, F. O. Young 77, C. Thierbach 75, J, Gefken 58.

Following were the scores for the musket contest: F. Gehret 77, A.
Gehret 75, F. Pouiter 75, Capt. Cook 62, L. Zimmerman 47.

The issue of Forest and Stream of May 26 has just been received
and contains a greater amount of rifle information than any previous
issue, so far as my knowledge goes. I congratulate the editor upon
bis enterprise, likewise the readers. Roebl,
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Schlicht Riflle Club.

The weekly shoot of the Schlicht Club on June 5, brought seventeen

members together in competition for the class medals. The champion
medal was won by Geo. Dorr; first class by Jacob Diehl; second class

bv M. Daus: third class by Gen. Richert. Scores: Geo. Schlicht 340,

Geo. Dorr 239, Jacob Diehl 236. Geo. Richert 235, Win. Schlicht 234,

Aug. Meyer 229. 51. Daus 229. John Dedrick 229, Jacob Schlicht 228, E.

O. Brellenthine 226, Fred Lambrig 235, Geo. Lautenberger 222, John
Bonders 220, Chas. Meyer 227, L. Dorr 215, Geo. J. Geohrig215, E.Wag-
ner 310.

Greenville Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Club on Friday night of

last week brought seventeen members together in competition for the

class prizes. The scores are appended: Winners—First class, G.

Purkess first, M. Dorrler second Second class, F. Chase first, H.

Gotthardt second, Third class, R. Daniels first. J. Hill second. Scores:

Collins 236, Robidoux 233, G Boag 236. J. Boag 233, Purkess 241, Dorrler

243, Scheeline 227, Agnean 231. Gotthardt 229, Charlock 226, Dodds 235,

Chase 331, Hill 222, Daniels 223. Graef 322.

Excelsior Rifle Club.

At the weekly gallery shoot of the Excelsior Club on June 5, 12

members were present and participated in the class handicap. C. L.

Pinney was first with 243, Jas. Hughes second with 234. and J. W.
Hennessey third with 233 Scores: C. D. Pinn«y 213. Jas. Hughes 234,

J. W. Hennessey 233, L. P. Hansen 233, R. H. Duff 235, J. Binns 223, J.

Speicher 221, D.'Kastendick 221. T. Hughes 213, G. G. Williams 197, J.

Martin 196, Geo. Ruland 194.

Palisade Rifle Club.

At the weekly'shootof the Palisade Club on June 5, the following ap-

pended scores were made bv the members competing, 10 shots, Ger-

man ring target, distance 25yds.: Geo. Dorr 238, R. Glaser 334. Fred
Krobatsch 234, Fred Ssperer 233, O. L. Aufderheide 230, C. Hemberger
217, H. Aufderheide 217, A. Ahles 216,

RIFLE NOTES.
On Wednesday and Thursday of this week the Brooklyn, E. D.,

Schuetzen Corps, Capt. Louis Dohling, holds its annual festi-al and
prize shoot in the Glendale Schuetzen Park, Glendale, L. I. The pro-

gramme calls for fifteen cash prizes ranging from $20 to $1. On the
medal target there are three medals open for public competition.

The New York Schuetzen Corps, Capt. Henry Offerman. will hold
its thirty-seventh annual festival and prize shoot in the Union Hill

Park on Wednesday and Thursday, June 20 and 21. The programme,
which is appended," is of a most liberal character and should bring to-

gether a large gathering of our local riflemen. There will be $500 in

prizes and premiums. Ring target —Tickets of three shots $1 ; tickets
unlimiteJ; two best tickets to count, for the first five prizes; 30 prizes,

$30 to 82. Man target—Tickets of three shots $1 ; tickets unlimited;
15 prizes, $20 to $2. Bullseye target.—Ten shots for $1 ; tickets un-
limited; prizes will be awarded to the shooters making the best bulls-

eye, according to measurement: 20 prizes, $20 to S3 Premiums.—For
the first and last flag each day $1. for the most flags 810, for the sec-
ond most flags $8, for the third most flags $6. for the fourth most flags

$5, for the fifth most flags 84, for the best 5-ring tickets §10, for the
second best 5-ring tickets 88, for the third best 5 ring tickets $6, for
the fourth best 5-ring tickets 85, for the fifth best 5-ring tickets $5.

Shooting on the first day will commence at 1 o'clock and close at 7
o'clock V. M. Shooting on the second day commences at 9 A. M, and
closes at 6 P. M. Bullseye target will close at 5 P. M. on the second
day.

The Hill Rifle Club will hold its third annual outing in Cosmopolitan
Park, 169th street and Amsterdam avenue, June 17. The shooting
programme calls for eight prizes ranging from $15 io 81.

The New York Central Corps, Capb. D. MerBe. holds its monthly
practice shoot on Thursday of this week in the Union Hill Schuetzen
Park.

The Zettler Club will hold its bi-monthly shoot at Cypres1" Hills on
June 17. Riflemen are invited to bring along their rifles and partici-
pate. All are welcome.

The members of the New York Rifle Club devoted the afternoon on
Saturday of last week to rifle practice on the Greenville range. One
of the members, Mr. Herrington, was shooting the new government,
smokeless powder (Leonard) in his Ballard rifle, .38-55 He reports the
actions of the powder as highly satisfactory.

Now that the manufacturers of nitros are spreading their circulars
of information through the country we may expect to hear more of
these explosives and their work in the rifle. We would caution all
riflemen using nitros in the rifle to adhere to the instructions given by
the manufacturer, otherwise they may find themselves in a dilemma.
A Beries of home and home matches on the outdoor range is

reported to be on betweon teams from the Port Chester (N. Y.) Rifle
Club and the Greenville (N. J.) Rifle Club.

President B. Walther, of the Z«ttler Club, is devoting much time of
late to the wily bass. Far Rockaway is his favorite ground.
M. Dorrler finds consolation in his new Hartford cycle.

The Independent New York Schuetzen Corps, Capt. Wm. V. Weber,
left New York by special train early Monday morning for a week's
outing at Sarauac Lake The corps will make the Hotel Ampersand
its headquarters for the week. The first two days will be devoted bv
the members to demolishing the eagle, while the ladies will try their
hands at breaking glass balls with the 20-gaugB shotgun. The balance
of the week will he filled in with excursions around the lakes and
ihrough the wilds of the North Wood?. The last night in the Hotel
Ampersand will wind up the week's pleasure with a grand ball, fire-
works, etc. The party will start for New York Saturday morning.

Ambrustkr's, Greenville Schuetzen Park, is most thoroughly
f quipped for rifle shooting. Range is open for practice every Satur-
day. All riflemen invited.—Adv.

Cheating.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following!

FIXTURES.
June 11-16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica
N. \., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 12-14.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y
June 12-14.—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days' tourna-

ment. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City N J
June 14-16.—Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest's tenth

annual tournament, under auspices of Tacoma Rifle, Rod and Gun
Club, at Tacoma, Wash.; $1,500 added money; open to the world. E
E. Ellis, Sec y.

t
J,^l,16 ~B?niT Springs Gun Club, Rutherford, N. J. Mixed race

at 100 bluerocks, $5 entry, 15 entries or over, 5 moneys, open to ama-
teurs only.
June 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's firstannual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. $1,000 addud money

o ,

Unf
L
2
o

21-B?lfast (Me.) tournament, under the management ofBelfast Gun Club. Chas. R. Coombs. Sec'y.
June 26.—Union Gun Club tournament m conjunction with monthlyteam shoot of New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, at Springfield, N. j

C Piatt Se&y
Y,:> 61Ub bluerock tournament. L,

June 27-28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and . Dealers' Association's
BUOlb tnurnameut, under the auspices of the Elwood Gun Club, atEl wood, Ind. Elwood Gun Club will add $200:
Juue As —Nw England Shooting Association championship tourna-

fordI Co"an
61' ausplces of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club; at Hart-

Sec\r
y 4 -0rangeville Q,ldJ tournament; open to all. J. A. Hartner,

T/wind'a~Pa
Wanda Rodand Gun Clu^8 Blxbh annual tournament, at

July •l.-'-Townshend (Vt.) Rod and Gun Club tournament. P. E.

July 4-6.-Wi.nner Cartridge Co.'s second tournament, at St. LouisBluerocks and sparrows; open to the world. J. L. Winston Sec'vJuly 4-b.—Central City Gun Club tournament at Duluth
'

July o-6 -Little Rock (Ark.) Shooting Association tournament,open to all. Address Paul R. Litzke, Sec'y, Eittle Rock
^

added
16 "18 - _StRndard Gun Cluo tournament, at Baltimore, Md.; $150

July 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associations 6

seventh tournament, under the auspices of the Kentucky Gun Club, at

Louisville. Ky. The Kentucky Gun Club will add from $200 to $400.

July 18-19.—Dr. Wallade's bluerock target and live bird tourna-

ment, at Newport, Mich.
July 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fourth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse
July 26 —New England Shooting Association championship tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Wlllimantic Rod and Gun Club, at

Willimantic, Conn. ,

'

Aug. 13-18.-John Parker's fourth international tournament, blue

rock targets and live birds, at Des-chree-shos-ka Island, near Detroit,

Mich.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Aug. 23.—New England Shooting Association championship tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Atlantic Trap Shooting Association,

at Lynn, Mass.
.

Aug, 29.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fifth tourna-

ment, at Auburn.
Sept. 3.—Endeavor Gun Club's annual shoot, Marion, N. J. E. Hol-

lister, Sec'y, Jersey City Heights. N. J.
,

Sept. 19-20.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
tournament, under auspices of Greensboro Gun Club, at Greensboro,
N. C. The Greensboro Gun Club adds 8200.

Sept. 26.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, sixth tourna-
ment, at Rochester.

Oct. 3-5.—West Newburgh (N. Y.) Gun and RifleJAssociation oturna-
ment. W. C. Gibbs, Sec'y

, .

Oct. 10-11.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
tournament, under auspices of the Palmetto Gun Club, at Charleston,

s. c.
'Oct. 22-34.- Emerald Gun Club tournament, at Dexter Park. Targets

and live birds. Dr. G V. Hudson, Sec'y, 9 Madison street. New York.
Oct. 24.- Central New York Trap Shooters' League, seventh tourna-

ment, at Utica.
Nov. 38.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, eighth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed.

Are you going to Cleveland next week? Better make up you mind
to go and try for a part of the $1,000 hung up by the Chamberlin
Company. It will be a great shoot; all the cracks will be there; blue-
rock targets, expert traps, Paul North's electric pull and duplex an-
nouncer will be used ; Paul North himself will be on hand to explain
his new shooting system. In fact, you irill find plenty of interesting
features besides the fat purses. On the first day $300 added, second
day $240 added and on the third day 8360 added. Events No. 3 and 6

each day will be at 25 bluerocks, with $100 added. Fifteen-target
races, four moneys; 30-target races, five moneyR; 25-target races, six
moneys. Reduced rates on all lines in Central, Trunk Line and South-
ern Passenger Associations. See advertising pages for announcement
of special railroad and hotel arrangements.

The Piqua and Troy (O.) trap-shooters have organized the Miami
Valley Gun Club, with the following officers: President. Dr. W. C.
Wooton; Vice-President, Dr. Eagle; Secretary-Treasurer, W. C. Rappe;
Field Captain, E. Ruck. The Miami Valley Street Railway Company
has provided the club with grounds about midway between Piqua and
Troy, and aided them in constructing a club house and procuring their
shooting equipment. The club starts with thirty members.

The Paris (Tex ) Robuck Hunting and Fishing Club has elected the
following officers for 1894; President, Jack Gordon; Vice-President,
W. F. Edwards; Secretary, |E. B. Norment; Directors—G. F. Hicks, C.
I. Broad, W. E. Greiner, W. R. Eubank, M. Troy.

The fifth and final of the series of target and live-bird matches be-
tween the Union and Maplewood Gun Clubs will take place on the
Maplewood grounds on July 4.

Don't stop to figure, but send 25 cents for a copy of our "Ready
Reckoner," which tells at a glance the amount you have won.

The Belfast (Me.) Gun Club will hold a target tournament on Wed-
nesday and Thursday next.

C. H. Townsend.

West Newburgh.
Newburgh N. Y.—The West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association

held a live bird and target shoot June 7. First match—28yds rise, 35-

yds. bounds, Hurlingham rules:

Trap score type—Copyright isoi, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

/> t-> I J- ^ T-V"* T->T T<-T / T / t
A C Clarckson »-l 2221«0221212222202»122 2-20

->t \ t ^-*v" \ T 7* \->\ <S<-1 \T-> \ \;*
J S Taylor 0122211110221 2 21 2 1212211 1—23

<-<-1^N-H\ J, t

\

S<-\ -»f<-T /* T^ /*

B Hocombe 1 21203001222222220222121 2—21

J B Halstead 2 111220111022002001 22 020 2-17
Match at targets:

C Leicht 0110000100001001010001100+5—13
Donohue 1 01 1 01 1 1 1 1 00 1 0011 00100110+4-18
J Wood 001 1100010100000100011100+4-13
Mitchell 001 0 11 0001 001 01 1000000000+7—14
Dickson 1011110101 101 110111100111+4—33
Hanison OOllOOlOlOllOOlOOOlOOOOH+6-16
Taylor 1111011010110111101101111 —19
Higginson 1111111111111100011111111+2—24
Lively 1100110011110110100101011+2-17
Kissam 001 101001 1 1 00001 01 1 11 1110+3—17
Sutton , 0111110110100001011011110+8—33
H C. Higginson wins a heat for first prize.
W. J. Sutton wins a heat for second prize.

Iowa State Association.
Secretary's Office, Independence, Iowa.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The seventeenth annual convention and tournament of the
Iowa State Sportsmen's Association was a success in every way. even
the weather clerk did his best to help us out. The election of officers
was held June 6, and resulted in the re-election of N. Si Young as Presi-
dent, by a unanimous vote. Geo. E. Hughes, Vice-President, George
Henderson, of Cedar Rapids, was elected Secretary and A. D Maxson
of the same place as Treasurer. D. H. Miller, Carl Leopold, H m'
Seevers, L. M. Walker, I, M. Lobenstein, directors. An elegant ban-
quet was served at the Gedney H"tel after the business meeting
Cedar Rapids was selected as the place for holding the next annual
tournament after a hot contest. The scores at the tournament will
follow next week. Chas C. Ransier, Sec'y.

Kearneysville Gun Club.
Kearneysville, W. Va, June 7.—Matchat bluerocks for gold medal

American Association rules. The wind was blowing a southeast gale'
Weather very cloudy: &

Gibson 11100010110000101110—10 Kearfott. . .11010010110000000100— 7Maddox .
.
.00000111000111100101— 9 Drawbridge) 1 1 11010101000011110—12

Turner .,..11100010110010111011-12 Trump ... .10000100000010000111— 6
Marshall.. .01100011011011101111—13
We have a fine gold medal and meet once a week for practice when

the medal is carried off by the best shot present and worn till next
practice day. and so on. H. C. Marshall carried off medal at weekly
shoot last evening. Dr. Robert Gibson won it la«t week. Our medal
shoots are also made sweepstake events. After medal shoot was over
last evening we had half a dozen sweepstake events. W. H. K.

"Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner."
There has Just come from the Forest and Stream press an ex-tremely useful pocket reference book for trap-shooters. Its full title

reads: "Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner. A series of tables showing
at a glance the division of purses under all conditions, simple andcomplex, with entries from one to fifty. For use by individuals, clubs5^Uf^m?t8

' .0?mP«ed by J- C. Clark, Secretary Kansas State
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ra^lg 8hoot tobe held at Charleston. July 4, Teamsfrom all the Southern city gun clubs will no doubt be present, as a rSI

Intercollegiate Championship.
A southerly wind and a cloudy sky ushered in Saturday, June 9,

'

the day of the intercollegiate trap shooting con' est, held this year at
Princeton. This event is of annual occurrence and calls for teams
from each university, but from some unexplaine 1 cause only the Yale
and Princeton teams materialized. The conditions are 5 men each
team, 30 targets per man, from three screened traps, unknown traps,
16yds. rise, one man up, 5 shots and out, teams alternating at the
Bcore.
The pleasantest possible feeling existed throughout the contest be-

tween the teams and their adherents among the large audience pres-
ent. None of the offensive partisanship so often shown in college
athletics was manifested, and a good string of shots on either side
elicited hearty applause alike from wearers of blue and oraDge.
Never was the quiet, gentlemanly art of trap-shooting and kindly

feeling of true sportsmanship, as opposed to the hurly-burly of foot-
ball and often disgraceful hue and cry of baseball more fittingly
shown.
The shooting of the home team was of the highest order and broke

the intercollegiate record by one bird. The scores at the finish were
bunched like a pack of thoroughbred foxhounds on a hot trail, 34, 25,
26. 27 and 28.

The Yale team were heavily handicapped by having done their
preparatory practice at three traps placed close together (instead of
regulation 5yds. apart) and hence as a rule showed some slowness in
finding their quartering birds. But they shot a gallant race, the work
of Mr, Franklin being especially fine.

Yale.
Miller HOllOlllOOOOllloilioilOOlUll-20
Bigham 111110001001111110101011111001—20
Vann 111111111111111111111111111111—22
Franklin lllllOlllllOlOllillllilOllllll—27
Benedict llOlllOlllllollOOlllllllOllOH-23—112

Princeton.
Lewis 101111111111111111111111011100—26
Cresson lOOlllllOHlllllllllilllOlllOl—25
Wadhams 010111111111110110011111111110—24
Tiffany 111111111111111111011111111101—28
Phillips 110111111111111101111111011111—37—130

Wads.

Trenton-Princeton Shoot.
Princeton, N. J.—Editor Forest and Stream: I beg leave, in

behalf of my team, to point out two or three shrewd mixtures of
truth and blank fiction in "An Onlooker's" article, in your issue of
June 2. He says: "A Princeton man pulled the traps, and every time
a Tiger pointed his gun over a certain trap, luck (?) would favor him
and he would get that trap. " Every trap shooter knows that with the
"one man up, 5 unknown trap" rule, there are some birds easier than
others; ditto, that nothing rattles a raw amateur like missing his first
bird, or helps him like an easy bird and a clean break for a starter.
The fact that the "Princeton man" pulled No. 3 (the straightaway)
first 17 out of 18 times for the Trenton team, and but twice for Prince-
ton, speaks for itself.

Now, as to the traps at Trenton being "set as near the rules as pos-
sible," let me say that to the best of ray knowledge and belief the
hirds at Trenton, with scarce a breath of air to give excuse for varia-
tions in flight, were thrown as follows: No. 1, very swift, crossed the
straightaway line less than 5vds. from No. 3. No. 2 threw a nearly
straightaway bird at an elevation of fully 25ft. at 10yds from that
trap. No. 3, instead of a straightaway, was about 10ft. out of line at
20 or 25yds. from trap. No. 4 was as much too sharp to the right as
No. 1. No. 5 threw a slow, duffer bird that varied from an actual
straightaway (which it threw three times during the match), to one
that crossed the flight of No. 3 not less than 25yds. out.
And now for the man who "stopped the race while he shot five shells

in practice." In the interim between the "known trap, rapid-fire,"
and "unknown trap, one man up," a member of the Trenton team
availed himself of the opportunity to take a 5-bird practice. Your
correspondent, thinking this was "Trenton rules," followed his
example.

Finally, if "the Princeton men 'had it all their own way'," it was
because they fairly won their way. E. L. Tiffany, M.D.,

Captain Princeton Gun Club.

San Antonio Gun Club.
The San Antonio Gun Club held its regular weekly trophy shoot at

their grounds at Lakeview on June 3. Twenty-three members turned
out.

Fifteen singles: Rothwell 12, Paris 13, Tendick 12. Cann 8, Learn 7,
McCormick 10, Thiele 10. Veith 12. Phillips 10, Epstein 13, Smith 10,
Biesenbach 10. France 14, Samuels 12, Frank 11

The next shoot was the trophy shoot at 20 singles, unknown angles,
and 5 pairs: France 23, McCormick 16, Samuels 19, Thiele 23, Tendick
22 Rothwell 20, Epstein 17, Smith 17. Frank 17, Adams 18. Phillips 19,
Veith 19, Shields 31, Cann 8. Learn 17, ftrossmann 18, Volbrecht 18,
Paris 24, Black 33, Simpson 15, Biesenbach 32, Epp 17, O. C. Smith 14.
In the second class Grossmann, Volbrecht and Adams tied on 18. In
the first shoot off Adams dropped out and Grossmann and Volbrecht
tied again. This left the two side partners in the race and in the next
shoot off Volbrecht was declared the winner.
Shoot No. 3 was a team shoot at 15 singles, McCormack and Thiele

choosing sides. It was a close shoot and resulted as follows: Mc-
Cormack 13, Paris 9, Veith 13, Grossman 12, Shields 9, Frank 10, G- C.
Smith 5, Cann 4; total 86. Thiele 14, France 11, Phillips 7, Tendick 11,
Epstein 9, Volbrecht 10, Adams 7, Learn 10, Simpson 10; total, 89.
Thiele's side won by three birds.
The closing shoot was a match shoot, same sides, and was also a

jvery close and exciting contest. The scores were as follows: Mc-
Cormack 18, Paris 11, Veith 9, Biesenbach 13, Grossmann 11, Frank 6,
Smith 6, Cann 6, Epp 11; total, 86. Thiele 12, France 11, Phillips 8,
Tendick 11, Epstein 10, Volbrecht 10, Adams 9, Learn 6 Simpson 10;
Total, 87. Thiele's team beating by one bird.

Trap at San Antonio.
By far the finest trap-shooting ever seen in San Antonio was made

by A. B. Critzer, of the Powder Hill Gun Club, on June 3, at the West
End shooting grounds, in which that gentleman made a clean -score
at 30 singles and 5 pairs. True it is that the Hon. Joseph Morgan
George once broke 100 straight, but considering the conditions under
which both scores were made that of Critzer deserves the most credit,
for the reason that he shot from unknown traps, and owing to the
bad working of traps No. 1 and 3 he bad practically unknown angles;
then his last ten birds were doubles. Mr. George's score of 100
straight, a magnificent one under any conditions, was made at known
traps and angles under the rapid-firing system. Yesterday's shoot
ended by Critzer winning the club medal three times in succession, it

thus becoming his personal property; but with characteristic
generosity he donated the same to the club, warning them, however,
that should he succeed in winning it again it would go way down deep
in his pocket and remain there. Vernor's score of 36, or 90& ordinarily
a winning score almost anywhere, was very good considering that
Mr. Vernor used shells that "kicked." Following are scores in detail:

A B Critzer 111111111111111111111111111111 11 11 11 H 11—40HE Vernor lllllllllllllllllllOUlllllllO 11 10 11 10 11—36
A Ohnesorge..... 111111101101111100101101100111 10 10 10 10 10—27
F Ohnesorge 010100000000001000000000001101 00 00 00 00 00— 6
ADreiss 111010011011010100110101101111 10 10 11 11 11—27
F Gloeckner llllOllOlllllllllllllOlllOllll 11 10 10 11 10—32
MDreiss OlOlllllllllllOOOllllOlllllllO 00 10 10 11 11—29

Interstate at Elwood.
The next Interstate M. and D. Association tournament will be held

at Elwood, Ind
, Wednesday and Thursday, June 27 and 28, with the

Elwood Gun Club, which has given $200 in cash. The shooting will be
open to all. First day Keystone targets will be used, second day blue-
rocks. The tournament will be held on the grounds of the Elwood
Gun Club. Shooting will commence at 9:30 A. M sharp, each day. All
known trap, unknown angle events will be shot from traps Nos. 1, 2, 3,
4 and 5. Entrance includes price of tirgets The handicap will be one
of distance only. There will be three classes. All shooters averaging
85* will be entered m class A, and must shoot at the 18yds. mark; 75^men and less than 85% will be entered in class H and must shoot at the
16yds mark; all shooters averaging less than 75£ will be entered in
class C and must shoot at the 14yds. mark. Shooters will be classified
by the classification and tournament committee of the Association
from the records they have made at their home clubs, or from the
best information obtainable. All purses at this tournament will be
divided 40, 30, 20 and lflfc All ties divided. For any further informa-
tion apply to Al. Griffith, Sec'y, Elwood, Ind.

Blank Gun Club.
Kittannino, Pa , June 9.—The Blank Gun Club, of Kittanning, Pawas organized on May 26 with a good membership and more knocking

at the doors. We will hold practice shoots every week and hope to
soon be in shape to hold aU day open shoots every month. We have
nice grounds just on the edge of the town a few minutes' drive from
the principal hotels, _ James M. Cootell, Sec'y.
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ILLINOIS STATE SHOOT.
Grand Prix De Chicago.

Chicago, 111., June 4.— ' I baen reading a good deal lately about
these Finn D. Sickle shoots, children," said John Watson a few days
ago, as he gathered his family about hia knee. "I don't know who
Finn D. Sickle is, whether he's French or English, but I'll bet he aint
Scotch. Probably some Eastern duck. Well, this here Finn D. Sickle,
no matter where he comes from, he don't hold no edge on your parent,
my children, when it comes to giving an out-and out, red-hot, toe-the-
line, may-the-best man-win, shooters' shoot, with no red fire an' no
spectacular attachments. No, my children, your Pa may not give a
gold ring and a new red balloon with every free admission to a shooter,
but he will endeavor to see that at the Illinois State Shoot, every
shooter gets a good bird for a quarter, a square meal for 50 cents, and
a pquare deal for nothing. Those, children, are your Pa's principles,
whether they combine well with those of this here Finn D. Sickle or
not. Isaac, I must insist that during the shoot you do not continue
wearing your hew yachting cap, for I would not want any one to thiuk
you were the least bit gay for aaything in the world. 'George, keep
your sweater buttoned, and you, Charles, if you must chew tobacco,
don't let it spill over on that new shirt, or there is liable to be a vacant
chair near where you used to sit before we missed you. Now run
along children, and give Cyclone ten miles on the road to fitbim up
for the retrieving, and then chase the pigeons around for two or three
hours, to give them a little exercise. We're going to have our annual
go at the Grawnd Pree de Chicago here now pretty quick, and your
Pa is going to be Queen of the May. Your Pa may not wear a
plug hat and an embroidered bawth robe, but he'll be Queen of the
May just the same, and he'll give a dollar a pound for every discon-
tented shooter at the end of the Grawnd Pree. I trust you trace my
meaning."
It U rarely that Mr. Watson speaks as freely as the above, even in

the seclusion of his home Usually he just goes right oa feeding the
pigeons and tending to his knitting quietly and without a word of
comment. But really, since one comes to think of it, there is a great,
deal of justice in all the above remarks, for after all, there is no place,
in the West at least, where the shooters get a squaror and more work-
manlike shoot, or go away more generally contented, than at the old
Illinois State tournament. Chicago is the least conservative of towns,
but every year it holds the most conservative shooting event of the
season. And the boys chase around ove the country and try all the
new shoots with frills and ruffles on them, and come back here the
lirat week in every June, and sample'the pie and the pigeons and all

the rest of the honest and substantial game they are sure to find, and
then they sort of sigh, and settle down, and are contented for a whole
week. There are no pink ice cream and confections, no baby jumpers
and no carriages with blue silk canopies at the Illinois State shoot,
neither are there four-color lithographs of beauties that are to be.
John Watson, for the management, pulls off the canopies, upsets the
cradles, and chases each shooter to the score with the injunction that
what he wins he will get, and what he gets he will earn. After all,
the boys like that, and who cm blame them? After all, why should
not a tournament be a contest of skill among men? It used to be, and
John Watson, who used to shoot back in the Middle Ages, when people
used to jab each other with spears, just to show that there was no
coldness, is of the opinion that it still should be to-day. We will let it
go at that.

Shots At It.

The weather opened fine and cool, with a good wind for the birds
until late evening.
The retrieving was largely done by the sensational pointer Cyclone

doubtless the most remarkable trap retrieving dog in the country. Hp
was assisted by Mr. Watson's old field dog, the setter Hector, and by
a new character, a pointer puppy, Bush. The latter is fast and good
for a youngster, bub the successor of Cyclone is not yet in sight. The
latter won more applause than ever by his craftiness and almost
human judgment of how to handle a tricky bird No man could save
the birds that Cyclone does. The cheerful littie fellow adds a feature
of life and excitement to the shoot which is new and altogether enter-
taining.
There were sixty-nine entries in the badge shoot. Both this and the

Smith cup entry were below the average.
The target traps were doubled in number, two sets being run in one

long row. Proper shelter, scoring and cashiers' stand were erected.
The conveniences for the shooters were never so good. Ike Watson's
cosy little home was never more acceptably conducted. In short, the
surroundings were pleasant and comfortable in every way. There is,

after all, only one place around Chicago to hold a systematic and suc-
cessful shooters' shoot, and that is right where the Association has so
long pitched its annual tent, at Watson's Park.
The officers were active and efficient, and the executive board

Messrs. L. M. Hamline, A. M. Hofmann. A. C. Paterson, Q. W. Lauter-
baeh and C. D. Gammon were praiseworthy in their fidelity to the
infinite detail which makes the conducting of the modern shoot a fine
art,

Mr. Shepard was of course in the cage for the live birds, assisted by
Mr. George Andrews, who did the scoring. Ike and George Watson
took care of the targets.
President W. N. Low came to the shoot a Very pale and weak-look-

ing president, but he was in luck to come at all. A week and a half
ago he was assaulted in a murderous manner by unknown thugs while
he was on his way up the stairs of the Western Bank Note Building to
attend a society meeting. Mr. low thinks the assault was made" by
hired assassins, and believes he knows the instigator, who held a
grudge against him because Mr. Low was the successful attorney in
a suit against him. The thugs struck Mr. Low twice over the head
with a club and cut open his chin with a knife. He would have been
killed, but in the assault was pushed over the baluster, falling 16ft. to
the stone floor below. The fall in turn would have been fatal had it
not been broken by a chandelier and by a chair which stood below it.
He was unconscious for four hours. Mr. Low was welcomed by all
and congratulated warmly on his narrow escape from so ugly a situ-
tion.
Montgomery Ward & Co. instituted a pleasing innovation for the

programme in their two diamond trophies, valua £100, one each for
live Dirds and targets. The big tent of this big firm was another new
feature on the grounds.

Monday , June k.

For the Board of Trade Diamond Badge,
Emblematic of the individual championship of the State, the winner
of the badge this year to receive the proceeds of next year's entries
for the same prize, 10 live birds, entrance $10; first prize the diamond
badge, value $500; second, value $100; third $76, fourth $70
R B Organ 0202012-210- 0 C B Dicks 2120122112— 9
Dr Parkhurst 0012102101— 6 C E Felton 0122021212- 8H Ehlers 2212222222—10 F Barr 2210222121— 9
GeoKieinman 2222222U22— 9 S Palmer 0112221220— 8CS Wilcox ...0021021222— 7
L Willard 1222221112—10
A Reeves 1212121101— 9

N J Hindert 2220121200- 7

W Palmer 2221222222—10
F Mosher ...1111212222-10HB Richmond 2112202110- 8
F E Adams 0010012011— 5UM Powers 1221202022— 8 J T Bucher

, . , 2222121101— 9
O F Brltton 1202212100 - 7 AC Patterson 2121222101- 9
Geo Roll 0212022222— 8 J W Monteith,.. , 1112120211—9
L M Hamline 21022:0222- 8
F Dilg 1001212202- 7
Ed Bingham 222202 J222 - 8
O VonLengerke 1201121202— 8
C FThroop 2001222000- 5

G Hoffman 2I203112J2—
N W FcQarlaud 2202011111— 8
A E Henry 1221202222— 9
Dr Frothingham

. . . .2212012222— 9
B Barto 0022220120— 6

A Kieinman 1210222102- 8 R O Solomon.'. '.
.'.'.*.' 0200002011— 4W E Phillips 2222002211— 8

J P O'Brien 0222220211— 8
J J Smith 0222002212— 7
H H Fahnestock 2122201000— 6

E Steck. 2200222112—
F M Stagg 0121221011— 8
CKern 1221011121— 9
A Hoffman 0201220202— 6

J A Woodworth 0012220011— 6 R Krueger ['2121211212—10
" HB Myers .'.',1021022102-7

GBorman 1222212022— 9
HLussen 2001811002—0
D V Jackson 2212020212- 8
C E Willard 2222002022— 7W Heilman 2220121100 - 7H Limm 2200200122— 6H Ruhack 2022000002— 4A Stebford 1122120211— 9
L L Preston 0222212222- 9
I Watson 2220222202- 8
P F Stone 1122022221- 9

W R Crosby 2011221111— 9
W L Shepard 2021021110— 7
RS Mott 0221222222-9
G W Rex 1202122221— 9
R Young 0222220200— 6
Geo Steel 1222000222— 7

Geo Beck 1101222222- 9

G Franklin 1021022222- 8

C Beck 1011122122- 9W J Eich 0232201101- 7W S Skinner 21112202O1— 8W Harburgh 0022201201— 6
R C White 0112200201— 6

Ties on 10 divided money and shot off for badge, and Henry Ehlers
after killing 25 straight, mada a most worthy and popular win Mr,'
Palmer, who missed the last bird in the fourth tie of 5. makiner a ereat
second.

6 B

Ties on 9 being tied at the end of 15 birds additional, Billy Crosby
and Dr. Frothingham divided money and shot off for merchandise
which Crosby won.
Ties on 8 shot, and at the end of 5 birds C. M. Powers, of Decatur

and S. Palmer, of Chicago, divided.
'

Ties on 7 shot, and at 5 birds C. S. Wilcox, F. Dilg and M J Eich
all of Chicago, divided. ' '

Ties on 0 shot and at 5 birds H. H. Fahnestock, of Peoria, won.

For the L. C. Smith Cup,
Emblematic of the individual State championship at inanimate tar-

gets, the winner of the cup this year to receive 60£ and the club of
which he is a member 40£ of the entries at the next year's inanimate
target contest, 20 Empire targets, entrance $5, Illinois State rules;
first prize, the L. C. Smith cup, value $500, second valued at $85, third
S50, fourth *32, fifth $8. Scores:
GKleinmanlllllinilllOllOllll—18 Hamline. . .00110110110110101011—13
Croxey ....11100110110110110111—14 Drake 01111111111111011100-16
Randall... .10010000100100010110— 7 Church. .. .11001)00010010010110— 9
Hindert.,,, 00111111011110101001—13 S Palmer. .01010010110011111111—13
Rex 11111111101110111111—18 F E AdamsOlllOlllOOOOOOOlllll—11
Partington 01010101111111001001—12 Hartaugh..01101110111111101010—14
LC WiUardmmiOllOlllllllll-18 W Palmer. 01111111111111011110-17
AW ReeveslllllOlinillllOllll—18 Bucher. . . .11111100111111111101—17
Thursby. .

.01111101111111111111—18 Monteith . .10001101101111110111—14
VLengerkelllimiUOlOtlOllOi—16 R C White. 11100010111000111111—13
Bingham ..11110001111111101111—16 McBroon . .11111101001101101111—15
Phillips,... 10111111111011111101—17 Henry 11111111011110111111—18
O'Brien. ...11110111111111010101-16 Paterson .,11111101111110010101—15
Rail 11011100010111111101-14 Madden. ,. .11101111111111111110-18
Lussan.... 11111101101001110010—13 Armstrong 10110111111111101000-14
Mott 11111111101111111111—19 Frothing'mllH 1111111111011111—19
Crosby , ...01111111011111111110—17 Barto 11101011111100111111—16
AKleinnrinltOllllllllllllllllO—18 Steck 11111011111011111111—18
Skinner.... 11111111111111111111-20 AWAdams 11111011110111111101—17
Mosher. ... 1 110111 10111111111 1 1-18 Linn 10101 111111010110101—14
Young 01111111111111101010-16 Ruhack. .. .00111001111111.110101-14
Linell 11111111100111011101—10 Heilman.

, .11110111110111111101—17
Baxter T010J001110000100010— 7 Preston. .. .11010101100111111111—15
Eich 11111111111110111111—19 Bowers . . . .01111111111110101111—17
Krueger. . .10111110100111111111—16 C E WiUardll 11001 1101111111101—16
W. H. Skinnor, of the Prairie Gun Club, Chicago, won first and the

cup. Ties on 19 shot and Dr. H. H. Frothingham, of Eureka Gun
Club, Chicago, won second. Ties on 18 and 17 divided. Ties on 16
won by O. von Lengerke, of Eureka Club. There were 50 entries in
this shoot.
Open shoot No. 2, Montgomery Ward & Co. medal shoot, 25 targets,

everything known, $5, four moneys:
Van Dyke 1011111111111111111111111-24
Thursby 1111111111111111110111111—24
F E Adams 1111111100111101111111111—22
Church 1110111111111111111111111—24
Grimm 1011111111111111111111111—24
Merrill 1111111010111011110101111-21
Bingham 1011110111111111111111111-23
Drake 1111111111101111101111111—23
Plumber 1101111110111001011110111—19
L C Willard 1111111011111111111101111—23
A WRe9ves lllllll'OlllllllllllllOll- -23

Hobart 1111111101011111111111001—21
Budd 1011110111011110111111111—21
Mosher 00101 01 1111111111 11 11111 -21
Skinner llllll 110111111 11101 11111—23
Harbaugh Ill 11 1 1 1 1011001 101 1101010—18
G Kieinman 100001 11001 1111 1110111011-17
Frothingham 1111111111111111111111111—25

"cyclone" RETRIEVING a difficult bird.

Rex 1011111111101111111011111-22W Palmer 1111110111111111111111111-24
Bovvers 0101111111101111111010011—19
Elliott lllllOlOlOlllllllll'iOlOll—19
Young 0111110111111111011011111-21
O'BrieD 1111111111110111111011110-22
Steck 1111011000111111111111111—21
Bunker 11111111111111011011110(0-20
A E Hepry lllOOlllllllllllllllillil—23
Mott ....1110111111111111111111111—24
Myers

, 0000110110111000101001000-10
Crosby 0111111110111111111111111—23
Phillips

,
1111111111111111010011111—22

A Kieinman 11111111111101:1111111111—24
Shepard 1011001111010011111110100-16
Eich 1111110111111110011011100 19
Barlo 0010101111111111111011111-20
A W Adams OllllllllllOlllllinOlOll—21
C E Willard 1110111001111011101111111—20
Armstrong 1010111110111111111111111—22
Linnell 1011111111110111111110110-31
M C Broom 1101111011111111111111100—21
Dr. H. H. Frothingham of the Eureka Gun Club of Chicago won

first and the medal.

* The conditions of Montgomery Ward & Co.'s diamond trophies for
live bird and target contests shall be 15 live birds and 25 targets, the
highest, scores in 1S94 to shoot off with the highest in 1895 to determine
ownership, ties to be shot off at five birds.
Open snoot No. 3, 15 targets, $3, four moneys, unknown traps:

Grim 10, Budd 13, Plumber 7, Van Dyke 9, Skinner 12, Hobart 13, G.
Klemman 12, Thursby 10, Bingmam 12, A W. Reeves 11, L. C. Willard
8, Partington 9, Crosby 11, Elliott 11.

Open shoot No. 4, 15 targets, 9 singles and 3 pairs, §3, four moreys:
Grim 13, G. Kieinman 11, Hobart 13, Van Dyke 12, Plumber 11, Thursby
14, Elliott 13, Bingham 13, Skinner 13. Budd 14, Mosher 12, Merrill 15,
Roll 13, Partington 14, Mott 10, Rex 15, White 12, Burke 10, O'Brien 8.
Open shoot No. 6, 10 targets, walk around, $2, four moneys: Grim 9,

Hobart 10, Skinner 10, G. Kieinman 10, Van Dyke 10, Rex 10, Bingham
10, Phillips 9. Budd 8, Plumber 6, Elliott 6, Young 5, Crosby 10, Roll H
Merrill 10, Mott 8, B. White 9, Burke 9, R. C. White 10, Harbaugh 8, A
Kieinman 9, McBroom 7, Eich 10.

Open shoot No. 7, 15 targets, $3, walk around, 4 moneys: Van Dyke
15, Mott 11, Grim 15, Elliott 13, Roll 15, Plumber 11, Hobart 12, Merrill
15, Crosby 14, Rex 14, Budd 15, Bingham 15, G. Kieinman 12, Mosher 15,
Krueger 10, Armstrong 14, Lannell 11. B. White 14, A. Kieinman 15,
Thursby 15, L. C. Willard 11, Partington 11.
Open shoot No 9, 15 targets, walk around, $3. four moneys: Van

Dyke 14, Grim 12, G. Kieinman 12, Mott 15, Merrill 14, A. W. Reeves 14,
Eich 14, Rex 13, Hobart 13, Budd 15, Mosher 13, Roll 12, Kruger 11,
Crosby 14, Bingham 13, Elliott 13, Lusson 10, Neibert 8, Plumber 9, B.
White 14, Armstrong 14.

Tuesday, June 5.

The Sport.
The weather had became cold and there was a ripping wind from

left to right across the score. This made the <ive bird shooting porne-
thing like the usual Watson Park game. Cyclone was at his best and
made a great many grand stand retrieves. Cyclone nearly always has
oie eye on the multitude, and seems to enjoy the applause. Between
the birds and Cyclone, a class of sport was furnisned not usual in
tournament shooting at live birds. The crowd appreciated it, eon-
tnued packed densely on the rail back of the live bird score.

The Daily Reporter.
My friend the daily reporter was there. All the city papers thig

morning published Mr. Mott as winner of the Smith cup. This was
won by W. H. Skinner, 20 straight. Mr. Mott was in the 39 hole, and
was shot out there by Dr. Frothingham. The daily reporter states
that in a live bird shoot Dr. Frothingham "after pouring two loads of
shot after a bird, ran and caught it in his hands as it still flew." This
is graphic, but if left alone might convey a wrong idea of the average

J. Watson bird and the average of Dr. Frothingham's skill, both as a
shooter and a sprinter.
As to inaccuracies in the reports of scores, the daily reporter is not

wholly to be blamed, for there is no shoot in America where the facil-

ities for getting the news are so poor. A press stand is provided, but
it is always filled by others than the reporters, and no news is ever
conveyed to the city press by any of the officials. The reporter, often
ignorant of the sport he is assigned to handle, has no aid of any sort
offered him, but has to fight to get a look at the solitary score book
which two cr three officials, scorers, cashiers, shooters and other
newspaper reporters also are all wanting at the same time. This is

all wrong and has been wrong for years. The daily press can help
this Association a great deal and the Association should show it cour-
tesy. Mr. Watson has no better friends than the newspaper m;n, and
in his way he feels well toward them and treats them well and all
alike, but if he would ask Elmer Shaner of the Interstate Association,
for instance, about the ease and utility of a manifold book, he would
get very valuable information, which would result in the boys of the
press feeling more kindly toward the Association, and doing it a great
deal more good. Of this I bave often spoken, and I renew it, as I

will continue ;to do, only in a spirit of friendliness, as Mr. Watson
must know, and more for the sake of the daily press than for Forest
and Stream, which can take care of itself, and which has, moreover,
always been taken care of very kindly and nicely at this event.

The Convention.

The twentieth annual convention was much as usual. I trust I
shall not be misunderstood when I compare the convention to the
U. S. Senate. They both talk a lot and don't do very much, but both
are very excellent and honorable bodies, and we couldn't get along
without them. There were seventeen clubs represented. Six new
clubs were admitted—the Pistakee, Soft Mark, Widaawake, Highland
Park, White City and Rockford clubs. The reports of officers and
committees developed nothing of interest. The treasurer has 8129.45
on hand. The now famous 10-gauge rules were retained. Colonel
Felton's motion for substitution of a" 2yds. handicap for the 10-b re,
putting tens at 30yds. and twelves at 23yds., being voted down by the
men who know a good thing when they see it, and want the advan-
tage the 10 gauge gives them. The time of entry in the Board of
Trade badge shoot was limited to close at the end of first Ave birds
string of the last shooter. Time of closing entry for Smith cup was
left to the executive commmittee. [All of which was unconstitutional
and unparliamentary action. The club has entirely forgotten its own
rules and has not observed them for years. Rule 8 for live bird
shooting reads: -'Rule 8. The judges and a referee and a scorer,
who shall keep the score under the direction of the referee, shall be
appointed before the shooting commences. The judges and the
referee shall appoint a shot judge. One judge shall call the shooter
to the score and shall act for him, watching his interest under these
rules. The other judge sha'l call the attention of the referee, and
not of the shooter, to any supposed violation of these rules by the
shooter, and the referee shall call the shooter's attention prinr to
shooting, if possible. In individual contests the judges shall alter-
nate in their duties, watching the interests of their respective con-
testants. The order for shooting shall be determined by drawing for
place, and each contestant shallbe in readinpss within five minutes
after his number has been called, unless for cause he is granted
further time by the referee. He may exchange places with any con-
testant, however, with the approval of such contestant and of the
referee. In team contests the drawing shall be for position of teams;
the representative who shall go to the score shall be determined by
the team itself . All entries shall close prior to the drawing for place
and no gun shall be fired until after such drawing." There has
never been any "drawing for place" for years, each shooter
shooting in order of* entry, and the card being held open for
as large an entry as could be gotten usually on a time basis. It would
seem to be time to correct something. Col Felton spoke of this aside
to the writer this evening, but did not bring it up. and let the boys go
ahead, as it was late and arguments seemed u ending. -E. H J

Col. FtKon sprung another surprise by calling attention to the fact
that under the organization clause of the constitution the Association
could not hold an open tournament as it had been doing for years. He
moved, therefore, that the Association live up to its principles and
abolish the open tournament. Carried.
President Low gave the Association the annual roast on its ineffi-

ciency as a protective body, and this the Association bore placidly,
calmly and mildly as is its wont. Mr. Low thought trap shooting
should not occupy all the attention and time of the body, and that the
Association ought to "do something or disband." He called attention
to the great work done by the new State game warden, "the only
official Gov. Altgeld ever appointed: hat he hadn't removed later on."
Mr. Blow had the unprecedented record of 360 arrests and 352 convic-
tions. This startling news brought out applauss, and the Association
no noubt thought it had done all thati tself.

Mr. Blow was called for, and mide a rattling good practical talk,
telling of the trials he and Fish Warden Lenk had had in their work,
and mentioning the extent and success of their work These matters
have already had fuller mention in another column of Forest and
Stream. The convictions were mostly of illegal net-fishers. Warden
Blow can not have too much credit and praise for his great season of
work whijh has broken all records. He brought out great applause,
and so did Deputy Warden Lenk, who rose and gave the assembly a
look at himself. Mr. Blow's remark that he was $327 out of pocket,
and would like some more funds, did riot elicit applause. He said he
would give his services for another year if supported. He had torn
up 200 illegal open-water blinds on Fox Lake, and he wanted to tear
up the other l,0n0. In Iowa he had met with the best of treatment.
In ten days, backed by the Iowa men, he had made seventeen convic-
tions and burned up $1,000 worth of nets, and in this he had not been
allow- d to spend a cent of hi3 money. At Dubuque, as Mr. Low has
said, they had a meeting of 160 sportsmen, and apologized for not
having more.
President Bortree, of the N. G. B. and F. P. A , made a brief speech

setting forth the purposes and accomplishments of that body. Mr,
Bortree believed in organizing small protective associations over the
country. Mr. Chas. Kern thought it would be a great scheme to set
apart a chunk of New Mexico for the preservation of the large game,
"of which we have so plenty." I'm afraid Mr. Kern isn't reading his
Forest and Stream very well, or he might learn that Congress has
more game preserves now than it can take care of. Mr. Kern would
have introduced a New Mexico resolution, but the matter was lost
sight of. If introduced, I feel sure the Association would cheerfully
have passed it.

Col. Felton now raked up Sec. 8 of the constitution, which harshly
and arbitrarily dictates that each club of the Association shall ai the
convention hand in a report of the number of arrests and convictions
it has obtained during the year for violations of the game laws. This
section has never been raked up before, and the Association looked
annoyed and grieved at Col. Felton, and evidently wished he would let
things alone. Col. Felton asked for such reports, but his sarcasm was
ignored.
Mr. Baird moved an assessment of $10 a club, to raise a fund for

Warden Blow. Carried. Col. Felton moved that a resolution be
drafted by the law committee for presentation to the Legislature, ask-
i >g for an appropriation for the use of the State Wardens. This was
cheerfully passed and the Association assumed its normal tone. It
can't pass a sweepstakes, but it never lets go a chauce to pass a reso-
lution.
Votes of thanks were passed to the donors, the retiring officers and

ta Messrs. Blow, Lenk and Bortree, and a resolution of sympathy was
engrossed for Dr. Rowe, now seriously ill and unable to be present, as
was his wish. Chicago was chosen as the place of meeting for 1895.
The old-time secretary, Mr. W. L. Shepard, was elected president for

the ensuing year, Mr. Herman Meyer being chosen secretary-treasurer
in his place. Mr. W. J. Edbrooke was chosen first vice-presideut, and
Mr. U. J. Hindert, of Minonk, second vice-president.
The only unusual feature of the convention was the showing made

by Warden Blow. This man is doing great work, and if President
Shepard will take hold and work in his new office as faithfully as he
always did in the old, he can do much to change the old and discour-
aging record of the Association, or rather Its failure to make any
record, under the expressed purposes of its organization. A trap-
shoot here or there is nothing where there are so many good ones in
the world of sport already, but where shall we look for game and fish
protection carried on so far that we can say so mucn of it as that?
This Association can do good if it will go to actual work. It surely
has a good warden in Mr. Blow to help it do its wishes.
In a later issue of Forest and Stream, and in another column, I

shall take up some news as to another prominent member and official
of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, who broke the laws of
Nebraska and Dakota as to shooting prairie chickens, and who spoke
of it out in Dakota as a joke. Iran across this news out in Dakota
myself, and only wish it may not be confirmed. It does not loox hki
a very nice thing for an official of thi« Association to breilc game laws
knowingly and then laugh aoout it. If he did so in ignorance it would
be another matter, and if he broke only the letter of the law and not
the natural law of the season, it might be more condonable. This man
however, broke laws which sportsmen agree should be preserved un-
broken, and he did it knowingly. I hardly think that was right. Per-
haps the Association will not think it was right, though it has honored
the man in question time and again, and did so at this meeting to-night.

The Club Team Championship,
Open to teams of four men from any club or members of the Stat
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Association, 10 live birds, entrance price of birds only. First prize,

value $80, second 508, third $64, fourth $39:

Audubon. Garfield.

C Wilcox 2200221010-0 R M Mott 0022222222-8

C B Dicks 2002102110-6 W Farmer 0212220222-8

W LSliop»rd.... 1-J:in2i--; T :.- "k- ;

CE Felton 2202222221-0-29 J O'Brien 2212101201-8—29

Evanston. Blue Island.

Geo B?ck 1120101110-7 N KiDgson 2012211021-8

G Franklin 1202101110—7 R Krueger 0012312112-8

J J Smith 2021111220-8 G Roll 2101222100-7

FDilg 1111101111—9-31 AWeinhart 0001011000-3-26

Soft Marsh. South Chicago.

D R Bissell 2022001200—5 J.J Larkin 2101210111—8

W E Coit 0002210208-5 LCWillard 1208022011-;

HoUnir 2201112212-9 F E Willard 2101021022—7

AKurz :io6l21 niO-7-26 A W Reeves 0122012212-8- 30

Douelass. Highland Park.

B Barto .2222220222-9 J A Woodworth .
.0010021080-4

C Lansdon 2101222021—8 C H Kilpatriok... .0311233103-8

LEssig 2 02120201-7 W F Edwards 1102022U92—

6

N Johnson 0100211100-5-29 CJ Spencer 3201112010-.-25

Chicago Shooting Club. _ Ocescetat G^.
G Kleinman 0222222122- 9 Wi; i

- ' "

E Bingham. .... .2222222222-10 F W Merrick. .
..0202002100- 4

M .1 Eich 2010022022- 6 Withdrawn.
RB Wadsworth. 0122122202— 8—33 h

Eureka Gun Club. ^ „ ,
D«od Gun Club,

0 Von Lengerke.1010122101- 7 Dr Psrkhurst. . . .1011121220- 8

A C Patterson. . .1010220121- 7 & Steel MS" "
C E Willard 2022200200- 5 C Throop 2120210220— J

Dr Frothingbam.1221221212-10-29 A T Hillis. ....... ..1101222120- 8-29

Genesseo. Prairie Gun Club.

1 Magoon 0111210022 - 7 A Kleinman 1101132202- 8

W Harbaugh. . .
.1001211201— 7 B V Jackson 1221001112- 8

R-C White .
0210212201- 7 A Stafford. 1001012010- 5

F Barr 1 101111010- 7-28 W H Skinner. . . .1211022220- 8-29
Lake County. Pekin.

J J Hastings . . . .1200202100- 5 W A Heilman. . ..2022221222- 9

J WEdbrooke... 0001818100- 5 L Preston., 2022000002- 4

N Lewis ... 0030080000- * HRuhaak ..0000002100-2

ALSmith 2001020001- 4 -16 HLemin 0021110212- 7- 22

Rockford Gun Club. White City Gun Club.

JTBucher ...1120222011— 8 G C Man- 0020200200- 3
'

' n, .:' .'r? riv ,r.y. i-jj j i ,.„;.:._ ij

A Hutchins 1101122100- 7 A F Liddy 0110102220- 5-14

J Montieth 2212200202- 7- 29 Withdrew.
Decatur Gun Club. Diana Gun Club.

R Solomon 1121200010- 6 D K Burmister. .2120111122— 9

C M Powers 2111223221—10 L Kurz 0000011011— 3

G Rexroat 0022202022- 6 P Williams 00122<>1112- 7

H Omsby 2203 1 'iinO— 7-29 H Enters 0202222212- 8-27
Calumet Heights Guq Club.

G CLamphire 0002812200— 5" N C Chapman 0000100220— 3

L L Davis. .
2010000000— 2 Withdrawn.

Chicago Shooting Club won first; Evanston second: South Chicago
third; Garfield fourth. Ciub ties were shot full teams, at 5 birds.

Sweeps at targets were shot all day. Scores:

No. 1, 15 targets, walk around, entrance $3: Grimm 13. Lemm 9,

Heilman 13, Plumber 11, Preston 11, Stanley 10, Ruhback 13, Hobart 11,

Rex 13, Merrill 11. Buker 13. Larnphere 11, Bingham 10, G. Kleinman
13 Skinner 11, Monteith 10, Van Dyke 11, A. Kleinman 13, Budd 15, L.

0 Willard 12, Roll 9, R. C. White 11, Armstrong 12. Lusson 11, Power
14 Mott 12 O'Brien 12, S. Palmer 11, Mosher 13, Elliott 6, B, White 13,

Burke 14, Linnell 13, F. Wade 8, O. E. Willard 12, Hindert 10. Parting-

ton 12, Madden 18, Henry 10, W. Palmer 13, Burmyster 11, Eich 12.

No. 2, 15 targets, unknown angles, entrance $3 Mott 9. Merrill 15,

Stanley 9. Budd 13, Skinner 12, Grim 13, Van Dyke 11, Burmyster 12,

Plumber 11, Mosher 14, L. C. Willard 8, O'Brien 8, C. E. Willard 13,

Buker 13 Lemm 14, G. Kleinman 15, Hobart 15, Partington 10, Har-
baughl2, A. Kleinman 13, Bingham 11, Crosby 13, Burke 14, B. White
15, Madden 8, Helm 12, Reeves 11, Henry 13, Monteith 11, Rex 13.

No. 3, 15 targets, unknown angles, entranc S3: Skinner 13, L. C.
Willard 14, Van Dyke 14. Bingham 13, Plumber 8, Lemm 9, Eieh 10, C.

E. Willard 11, Hobart 13, Budd 13, Merrill 14, Grim 14, Rex 14, Helm 13,

Hutchins 14, Monteith 9, Buker 15, Frothingham 12, Burmyster 8

Vance 11, Burke 9, Ladings 8, Crosby 13, B. White 15, G Kleinman 18,

Roll 11, Lusson 12, Henry 10, Mosher 11, Liddy 9,

No. 4, 15 targets, unknown angles, entrance S3' Van Dyke 13,

Plumber 10, Merrill 12, Grim 13, Budd 10, Rex 13, Frothingham 12,

Baker 13, G. Kleinman 14, Helm 14, McMurchy 15, Mofher 13, Arm-
strong 11, Powers 11, Bingham 12, Hutchins 13, Montieth 9, Hobart 1],

W Palmer 13.

No. 5, 15 targets, walk around, entrance $2: McMurchy 18. Budd 15,

Rex 14, Plumber 7. G. Kleinman 13. Grim 13, Van Dyke 14, Skinner 10,

A. W. Adams 15, Heilman 13, Lemm 9, Crosby 13, L. C. Willard 12, A.
W. Reeves 11. Henry 12, Merrill 14, Hutchins 14. Frothingham 13, Helm
14, Baker 13, B. White 13, Vance 12.

No. 0, 15 targets, walk aronnd, entrance $2: L. C. Willard 10, G.
Kleinman 14, A W Reeves 14, Grim 14, A. W. Adams 9, A. Kurz 10,

McMurchy 15, Budd 13. Van Dyke 13. Merrill 13, Hilrn 13, Plumber 13,

Albert 4, Hutchins 12, S. A. Tucker 11, Crosby 14, Buker 12, Frothing-
ham 11, Armstrong 14, Spencer 9, Powers 15, Rex 13, B. White 13.

Bingham 13.

No. 7, 15 targets, 5 unknown traps, stand in center, entrance $2:
Frothingham 11, G Kleinman 8, Budd 12, Grim 10, McMurchy 14, L.
O. Willard 9, Reeves 13, Crosby 13, Elliott 9, Van Dyke 13, W. Palmer
10, Binebam 12, Powers 8, Plumber 6. Lemm 10, Burke 13, Ruhaak 10,
Bust 8, Mott 11, S. Pulmer 7. C. E. Willard 11.

No. 8, 20 targets, walk around, entrance S3: Van Dyke 16, Buker 17,
G. Kleinmann 15, Frothingham 10, W. Palmer 16, Steek 17, Merrill 14,
A. Kleinman 18, G. Airey 13, Budd 18, Mott 16, Bingham 16, Patterson
11. Sandburg 7, Hobart 14, Partington 11. Misher 17, A. W. Adams 19,
C. C. Willard 19, Crosby 18, Elliott 18, Linell 11. Grim 19, Vance 17,
McMurchy 18, Plumber 15, Hilui 17, Lusson 15, Thussby 19, Burke 18,
Armstrong 15, Bush 16.

Four other 10-bird events took place during the day, about 30 entries
on the average.

Wednesday, June 6.

The weather was pleasant and warm, but there was a good flying
wind until late evening, when the birds were duller. The great event
was the Montgomery Ward & Co. diamond trophy, the last gun of
which was not really fired until Thursday morning." This had 51 en-
tries and called out all the good ones. Yet out of all the shooters on
hand, some of the best in the country, only one, and he comparatively
unknown, got his 15 straight. The cracks were all bowled out easily
Mr. J. J. Smith, of the Evanston Gun Club, was the fortunate man,
winning the trophy and $106.75 net cash. Score:

Montgomery Ward & Co. Diamond Trophy Shoot
At 15 live birds, entrance $10, birds included, four moneys. 40, 30, 20
and 10 per cent. In this contest members of the Association only 'are
eligible to shoot for the trophy. Sweepstake open to the world. Any
one desiring to enter for medal only can do so by paying for birds
A C Patterson. .22000210W M Burke 881211001001812-10
H McMurchy, , ,212121112)11120-14 J P O'Brien . . . .1212211218] >:-,', -i j

C Grimm 002218231122813-13 G Wilburu 111022201111020-11
G Kleinman 230003801131111—11 A E Henry. . t)1202123w
R B Wadswortta320n22032232323—12 Ruhart 111002011112000— 9
Geo S'eel 210301 1 10101022—10 L Solomon 211101121222100-12
M J Etch 012121112101110-13 R Merrill 02222S2H101111—13
R S Mott 211182122212803-14 H Dunnell 21)100118112282-13
L M Hamline, ,.22228020120.1)303—10 H Mel Brs 111222100202021—11
H Ehlers. ...... .000012102280203— 8 W Ackerman 21182010wH Frothinghain208101111011128-12 W Crosby 12l2ll32211'~'2l0—1

1

W Heilruan 211011000320111—10 C Kern . 20008000w
Geo Burns 11 [18021 1811218-14 W L Shepard . .003112212221102-12JAR Elliott. ...820118811322211—14 FWilterd . 211122112111021—14
0 W Budd 121228012318032-13 L Willard 821331011802111—13
B V Jackson. ...101011132282112—13 A W Reeves.

. . .111101101018121—12
E Binghana 238022322223222-14 G W Franklin. ..219001101011020- 9W H Fleming.. .110011208111011—11 J J Smith 221221212121121—15
Dr Pankhurst. ,212020312102001-10 Ike Watson 233282822220022—

I

s
*W Dunnell 101132321012131-13 Geo Beck. ....'.'.811101110121112-13W Palmer 020302381000222- 9 A Kleinman 111310111312111—14

B Barto 21g01gll0031323-l2 Bob White. .,012321101111201—12
TP Hicks 018111111112121-14 FDilg 2011110lll000w
0 Bosnian 12880lu810v0001- 9 W H Skinner .1031 18310010

w

S Palmer 112112011113111—14 WFHUliS 3331221w
C M Powers. . . .280188118020211—13

J. J. Smith won first alone; ties div.
Sweeps at targets were continued during the day. The more im-

portant follow:
No. 1, 15 targets, $1.50, walk around: Helm 11, Grim 14, G Klein-man 13, Hutchins 13, Merrill 13, Rex 15, Ruhaak 13, Powers 14 McMnr

I!' To*"*?
8 13, Fr

,?,
St^? $ Baker 1&

"
Hobart 14, Dunnell 13. Budd 14

Elliott 13, Lemm 13, Walter 8, Burke 13, Henrv 11, Skinner 11 Van
Dyke 14, Montieth 18 ' '

a* 1 mKl JJ
- ' aQ

No. 3, 15 targets. 81.50, walk around: Grim 14, Merrill 15 Vance 11
• McMurchy 15, Hobart 12, Helm 14, Ruhaak 10, Van Dyke 14,' Lemm r>Baker 12, Tucker 14, U, Kleinman 15, Budd 15, Rex 15 B Whi a M
Heilman 13, Preston 10, Fleming S, Walter S), Burke 18

'

No. 3, 15 targets, $2, known traps, unknown angles- Grim 13 Hnrirt
13, McMurchy 13, G. Klei"— " • •

g,e
?: uXf I?.1 4i Budd

No. 4, 15 targets, §2, known traps, unknown angles: Tucker 10, Mc-

Murchy 14, Grim 11, Budd 14, G. Kleinman 12, Skinner 13, Frothingham

13, Bingham 12, Walter 8, Van Dyke 13, Merrill 13. Vance 6, Harbaugh
6, Crosby 14, Lee 10, Hobart 11, Reeves 9, B. White 12, A. Kleinman 12,

Eich 10. "Hicks 9, Parkhurst 5, Patterson 8, W. Palmer 10, Tredway 10.

No 5, 15 targets, 8150, walk around: Van Dyke 13, Grim 15, Skinner

12, Helm 14 Vance 13, Tucker 13. Crosby 12, Bucker 14, Henry 14, Mc-
Murchy 12, McGrnder 13, n. Kleinman 8, Budd 13, Stanard 14, W.
Palmer 14. S. Palmp.r 14, Hobart 12, Walt 8, Frothingham 14, Montieth
13. Rex 15, Hicks 12, Tredway 12, A. Kleinman 11, Eich 12, Merrill 11,

B. Wh'te 15, Powers 14, Steek 11, Heilman 14, Solomon 9, Lemm 9.

No. 6. 15 targets, entrance $1.50. walk-around: Grim 15, Van Dyke
14, Helm 14, Henry 14, Bucker 12, Crosby 14, Hobart 13, Tucker 14,

Steek 14, Merrill 14. Powers 12, Lemm 13. Heilman 11, Solomon 14,

Magruder 13, G. Kleinman 15, Montieth 13, Tredway 11, Rex 14, Vance
13, B. Jack 10, Bingham 13, Budd 15, Eich 13, Stanard 15, McMurchy 14,

Walt 14, B. White 15.

No. 7, 15 targets, entrance $1 50, 4 moneys, known angles, unknown
traps: Helm 13, Frothingham 14. Tucker 13, Hobart 14, Budd 12,

Grim 13, G. Kleinman 11, Steek 13, Merrill 14, Buker 14, Bingham
12, Crosby 15, Tredway 12, Van Dyke 14, Stanard 14, Walt 11, Italian

Joe 8, Rex 13. Hicks 10, Lemm 10, W. Palmer 8, B. Jack 7, McMurchy
15. B. White 12. Powers 13, Magruder 13, Eich 11, Burke 14.

No. 8. 20 targets, entrance $2. novelty system, walk-around, unknown
traps: Orim 17, Budd 16, Helm 16, Frothingham 15, Powers 14,

Stanard 16, Van Dyke 16, Hobart 14, McMurchy 16, Welbourne. 13,

G. Kleinman 16, Tucker 17, Hicks 13, Aekerman 5, W. Palmer 15, B.
Jack 12, Magruder 15, Merrill 17, Bingham 15, Barto 11, Steek 16, Burke
14, Brown 10, Harbaugh 11, Rex 14, Crosby 18, S. Palmer 8, Buker 15,

Henry 15.

No. 9, same conditions as No. 8: Powers 15, Merrill 12, Grim 18, Budd
15, G. Kleinman 14, Crosby 17. Frothingham 17, Van Dyke 19, L. C.

Willard 11, Reeves 9, Stanard 18, Harbaugh 11, Magruder 15.

Thursday, June 7.

The weather was cooler and overcast, with light wind. The birds
flew well, and the shooting progressed rapidly The use of good re-
trieving dogs and of good birds and traps which obviate the neces-
sity of score ropes brings live bird shooting to a system fairly above
reproach. I timed the gathering of a number of birds to day. It
was rarely over 30 seconds from the report of the gun till the bird
was in the hand of the referee. If the bird fell inside the traps,
sometimes it was only 10 seconds, oftener 15 to 20 seconds. In 5 sec-
onds more, if not already killed outright, the bird would be dead and
in the hands of the "chopper," and in 10 seconds after that it would
have its wings cutoff, its tail feathers removed and be in an ice box.
Often the gut was two and sometimes nearly three birds a minute,
which is very fast shooting indeed, and of course not to be maintained
throughout. Often I saw Mr. Watson refuse to trap young or weak
birds taken from the coops. On the whole, one must concede that
John Watson's live bird system is beyond doubt the most perfect
known in this country. Much of it depends on knowledge in keeping
the birds, "lean keep a bird six weeks," sa.id Mr. Watson, "and on
three days' notice can have it a good bird or a poor bird as I like on
the day of shooting." It would seem that he usually prefers to have
it good. Scores:
Programme contest No, 5. 10 live birds. $7.50:

E Bingham 2222023332- 9 L Solomon 1201102022— 7
JAR Elliott 2222312122-10 M J Eich 2012011022- 7
H McMurchy 2201111220- 8 The Plumber 1101011202— 7
C M Powers 1080310281— 7 Grimm 2102222122— 9
J P O'Brien 2112211110— 9 Smith 111)101122- 9
Pankhurst 0101112011— 7 W Bunnell . 1221221112-10
F Willard 8222212280 - 9 H Dunnell 0002t!00w
Sperbeck 0022122022— 7 R B Wadsworth 2202230200- 6
C W Budd 2001010122— 6 Bob White 2021212220- 8
G Kleinman 2222010222— 8 J C Price 0020211102- 6
Morris 2212102211— 9 G Franklin 1121102001— 7
E Merrill 1122110821— 9 G Beck 201000wW Crosby 0102201021— 7 FDilg 1110231111— 9
L Willard 2102211110— 8 TP Hicks 1202010000— 4
I Watson 2822220232- 9 WL Shepard 1102021211— 8
Van Dyke 8112012112— 9 Enfield 0220120121— 7
R S Mott 2022300230— 6

First, second and third div. : ties on 7 shot off at 5 birds and Crosby
won.
Programme contest No. 8, 13 live, birds, $10:

Frothmgham 112822222012—11 Stabford 121010220200— 7
JAR Elliott 122211281112-12 Merrill 221201220322—10
E Bingham 020220232332-1 9 Budd 122222222222-12
H Ehlers 323200322223—10 Watson 23300302 22J— 9
L Willard 121012111221-11 W Dunnell 212202322312—11
F Willard 812811888011 - 11 Kleinman 021102311111-10
H McMurchy 211111113121—12 Grimm 122212321212—12
Plumber 100010210201— 6 Darlington 222002012810— 8
S Palmer 101208210102— 8 Po wers 111110121010— 9
All divided.
This concluded the live bird programme. Sweeps at birds will be

continued Friday and Saturday, and Mr. Watson also announces three
days of live bird and target shooting for next week—Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday.
Sweeps at targets were occasionally shot during the day, but the

entry was light and interest flagged, so that nothing worth mention
transpired. It is hard to prolong the life of a tournament over four
days.
The tournament was remarkable for smoothness and pleasantness,

and was much like other tournaments in good nature. Dropping for
place was openly practiced and commented on, but tile management
of course did nothing, in spite of the threatening warning published.
On one thing all present, agreed, and that was that everything possible
had been done for the comfort and convenience of the shooters A
bevy of good-natured young ladies helped Mrs. Ike Watson at' the
Park Cottage in her arduous work of feeding the hungry crowd of
shooting folk, and the result was happiness and content all around.
I heard a great many very complimentary things said about the
famous old park, and the way it is conducted, and in all these I must
cheerfully and heartily join, wishing it a thousand years of its just
reputation as a good place for a square meal and a square deal. In-
deed, in hunting around for things to jump on, as is the duty of any
intelligent and dyspeptic man to do, I could find nothing but that
manifold score book which wasn't there. Maybe it will be there next
year. Who knows?

In and Around the Facts.
Henry Ehlers—You may laugh at the Illinois antedeluvian 10-gauge

rules, but I can not join in your laughture. Didn't I shoot a 10-gauge,
and didn't all these new young fellows fall down against me? I'm
going to win the badge again next year, too.
W. H. Skinner (of the Forehand Arms Co.)—I may have auburn

hair and a $40 gun, but I also have 20 straight and" that takes the
Smith cup. Our flu gun is a James bird.
W. L. Shepard, Sec y—This office is closed while my new cap and I

go shoot targets. Just you watch my style when I mash 'em—er, the
targets, yes, of course, the targets.
Dr. U, H. frothingham—When I need diamonds in my family I just

go out and shoot 25 straight somewhere. It is safer than stealing
them and easier than finding them.

S. A. Tucker (of the Parker gun)—I am just back from my long
•Coast trip, and of course have been at a good many shoots. Jam
more than ever disposed to think that any grief over one of our guns
usually arises in the griever and not in the gun. Therefore I never
mourn with those that mourn, I take it easier than when I was a boy
I have got on to human nature. Now, I II tell you ahout our gun -
Eddie Bingham—When Fni cotnin' down on the train I see a cross-

eyed nigger, and when I get off the train what do I see but two crows
fiyin' from right to left across the road. Wouldn't that kill you? Of
course, it trun me down.
Jimmie O'Brien—1 have a mastiff that weighs 2201bs., a black and

tan that weighs 20oz., and a lot of good fair lending dogs in between
if Roll Organ and you want to borrow another shepherd dog to kill or
lose. Also, I am the only man that ever successfully held up a
burglar. When I am burgled, I burgle the burglar.
Roll Organ—We won't borrow any more dogs of Jimmie O'Brien

till he gets some good stock, will we?
C GVim-Ihave discovered that it is better to paste a recoil pad onyour face than on your gun. If you have it on your face you can

always put your hands on it when you want it
O. W, Budd-1 am a alien. They won't let me 'n Charlie Grim shoot

in the Iowa state shoot any more That's tough, ain't it?
Eerd Van Dyke (of the Winchester Co.)— I missed one bird out of

forty, and drew out $5.25 where I put in $9. There are a few cobs inamong this bed of roses.
PI u in her Read-Yes, I see some folks spell my name "Plummer

They don t know my history. Frank l'armalee discovered me. Thisyear I took the Nebraska State medal away from him. Sort of looks
like I had discovered Parmalee, don't it?
Eimfr Shaner-Mzy be I don't like to he around and watch theseotuei follows work while I play some!

•^Herman Meier—Ain 1

. I a sweet thing in these new clothes of mine?we have to have a new suit every spring, in our circle
Al. iJo/>,?u/m-Don't you believe all fimmie O'Brien says about

he'^got' A^^tab?rdv
aSkhiinwh0 he held UP for that neV waich

tiJ' Sutherland- Smith, of Kokomo-The rumor that I am about totravel with my whiskers is a fake. There are some men who have«taWrU
ff

Up
ii
D the™' who T6t sesk t0 lead a 1ui6t and exemplary

life, far from the idle curiosity of the gaping multitude,
DioluiJKU ^

Jas. Porter—Sometimes I would rather push a plane than pull a
trigger, and sometimes the other way. This is one of them times
when I feel the other way.
Eddy Steek—1 am just back from Europe, and I saw the great shoot

at Monte Carlo. I can't say I was so awfully impressed by it. The
bank at Monte Carlo is still doing business.
Billy Crosby I could go to TJtica, but I think I'll go to Topeka. It

ain't so pent-up in Kansas, see, and the shooting's easier. I go where
duty calls me.

<?. W. Bexroat—Who is this Ohio man that's shooting under my
name? I can do him for a hundred. I wasn't at Knoxvi'le, but this
"Rex" was. I'm copyrighted, I am, and I'm dead liable to prosecute
all infringements.
^.6e Kleinman—All I want is to get a target race out of Tucker,

here. I understand he has been practicing for me out in California,
but since be's seen my scores he's weakened.
Arthur Drake -1 am C class no more. I'm first chop. When I get

less than 25 straight now it's a mere oversight.
Percy Stone—You ought to see the big trout I caught this week. It

was this long.
A. W. Adams—I broke a plunger, or I should havewon everything in

sight. Some folks are held back by adversity.
Charlie Willard (of the Colt gun)—I know my neck is short. I am

thinking of having it stretched. It's so much trouble to get a stock
straight enough.
lkey Hamline (of the Board of Directors)—Yes, I designed these

badges myself. Don't you see how mine matches my complexion?
Jimmie (J. A. R.) Elliott—I always carry one of my patent 25-shell

loading blocks with me. It goes in the vest pocket, but" it loads 1,500
shells a day. Each one will kill a turkey forty rods.
A Vague Rumor—One violates no confidence in saying that since

Dickie Merrill passed straight by the West Side, his name has been
favorably mentioned for mayor of Milwaukee. It is aber insisted that
he shall wear his trousers wider in the waist and with the creases on
the sides instead of fore and aft.
Charlie Wilcox—Lemme tell you, privately and not for publication,

I could have won that badge if I had wanted to, but I don't like its
design.
Mike Eich—I could have won the badge easy, but what do I want

of it a third year. I've got tired seeing the blame thing knocking about
the house.
Geo. Hoffmann -I could win the badge all right, but I didn't want

to Jose my reputation as an amateur, see? I got to be mighty careful
Ike Watson—The Forest and Stream's "Trap Shooter's Ready

Reckoner" is a grea j thing, but it don't give a tabulated statement of
the number of kicks per day.

Geo. Watson, -I am credibly informed that Noah used the same sort
of score books we have here and only had one. What was good
enough for Noah is good enough for you. Noah had more reputation
than you will ever have. Noah was a great man.
The Merchandise Prize—I was used by Noah. I am a good thing.

Only a few associations know that now. Don't shake my tag off, for
that's the only show my donor has.

Willie Palmer—A good many thought it was my Pa who was In that
tie with Henry Ehlers for the Board of Trade badge, but it wasn't Pa,
it was Willie. Pa isn't in it with me.
Chan Powers—The Association ought to make one more rule and

have the gun below the knee before calling pull. It would make less
quibbling than the armpit rule.

'Die Antediluvian Rules—Get on to us again!
The Shooting Public—We are on to you again..
The Bass Drum—Why don't some one hit me a whack?
The Calcium Light—Turn me on to somebody, can't you? Ain't I

in de bizness? E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

Muncie Gun Club Tournament.
Muncik, Ind , June 31.—The sixth annual tournament of the Muncie

Gun Club ended yesterday afternoon at the park near the upper dam,
east of town. Tfie shoot lasted for two days and it proved to be one
of the grandest successes in the. history of the gun clubs in the State.
The report opened Tuesday morning with the following visitors
present: O. F. Britton, Indianapolis; A. Grube, Southport; Charles
Proctor, Union City; T. F. Thomas and Fred. Snyder, Connersville;
M. T. Hampton, B. Halthouse and W. P. Cook, Richmond; N. Long.
M. A. Thompson, A. Livenguth, Lafeyette; Fred. Seelev, A. L Griffith
and George Snyder, E Rhenberger, Ridgeville. The Muucie club was
well represented and the shoot resulted in the following scores:
No. 1, 10 birds: Snell 8, Tie 6, Proctor 8. Britton 10, Kettner 7,

Hampton 7, Barney 7, Davis 6, Richmond 8, Bender 6, Thomas 7,
Williamson 6.

No. 2, 15 birds: Tie 11, Kettner 9, Hampton 9, Barney 10. Thomas
13, Bender 7, Williamson 11, Davis 10.

No. 3, 20 singles: Proctor 15, Britton 15, Thomas 14, Richmond 18,
Williamson 15, Hampton 13, Schaub 14, Tie 18, Kettner 11, Bender 13,
Davis 19, Barney 10, Snell 16, Elwood 17, Thompson 19, Livenguth 18,
Griffith 18, Long 15.

'

No 4, 35 singles: Thompson 20, Richmond 20, Tie 24, Livenguth .21,

Griffith 21, Elwood 22, Long 83. Bender IS, Britton 18, Kettner 17, Snell
18, Barney 13, Proctor 23, Schaub 20, Thomas 10,

No. 5, team shoot, 30 birds: Elwood 12. Griffith 15, Britton 13, Tie
11, Davis 11, Snell 22, Bender 12, Kettner 11, Long 15, Thompson 13,
Proctor 12, Richman 12.

No. 6, 15 birds: Davis 12, Tie 13, Griffith 11, Long 12, Elwood 12,
Livenguth 14, Thompson 15, Kettner 9, Thomas 13, Richmond 11,

8, Rbeuberger 11.

Second Day.—No. 1, 10 singles: Thomas 9, Root 7, Thompson 10,
Elwood 9, Williamson 8, Livenguth 8, Tie 9, Kettner 8, Snell 8, Frost
6, Bender 5, Rheuberger 5.

No. 2, 15 singles: Thomppon 15, Elwood 12, Thomas 10, Tie 13, Root
12, Frost 10, Williamson 12, Bender 10, Kettner 13, Livenguth 12,
Rheuberger 13, Snell 9, Carr 10, Baughn 9.

No. 3. 20 singles: Thompson 15, Tie 16, Kettner 13, Rheuberger 11,
Elwood 16. Williamson 15, Root 14, Baughn 17, Carr 14, Thomas 16,
Frost 14, Livenguth 18, Snell 19, Bender 18.

No. 4, 25 singles: Snell 18, Bender 22. Livenguth 16. Baughn 21,
Thompson 22, Tie 21, Williamson 21, Kettner 17, Root 18, Carr 17,
Thomas 21.

No. 5, 15 singles, team shoot: Livenguth and Thompson 27, Root
and Thomas 20, Williamson and Bender 26, Tie and Baughn 23.
No. 6, 15 singles: Bender 14, Thompson 13, Baughn 9, Tie 12,

Williamson 8, Thomas 11, Livenguth 11, Truitt 11, Snell 10, Davis 13
Frost 10, Root 11,

No. 7, 20 singles: Bender 17, Thompson 18, Davis 13, Baughn 14,
Williamson 18, Kettner 17, Tie 17, Frost 18, Truitt 15, Snell 17, Thomas
14, Root 15, Livenguth 19.

No. 8, 15 singles: Livenguth 11, Thompson 11, Williamson 11, Frost
11, Tie 15, Rheuberger 11, Bender 10, Root 12, Carr 8, Snell 11, Davis 12,
Kettner 13, Baughn 11.

No. 9, 15 singles: Tie 11, Kettner 10, Williamson 12, Thompson 14,
Root 12, Frost 6, Livenguth —,

Baughn 7, Snell 11, Davis 12, Bender 13.

Dezter Park.
Waverley Club, June 4, 10 clay birds:

let. * 2d.
P Van Staden 010.1001101—5 100001—2 101100-3
GHelemstead 1000001000—2 010111—4 000011—2
CRuben 0010000100—2 111010—4 001000—1
J Hartshorn 1111011011—8 101011-4 011111—5
C Fehleisen 0000100001—2 100000—1 010000—1
Acme Club, 7 live birds:

Blotz 1111222—7 Short 1221020-5
Pfaender 1200210—4 Horney 1022020—4
Botty 1202012-5 Fesseden 0112111—6
Vorbach 1111223—7 Munk 1120102—5
Dethloff 1210200—4
Twenty bluerocks:

T Shorty. .11111111x10111111111—19 W VorbackOOlOOlllOOllllOlOllO—11
F PfaenderOOllllOllllOlOOlOlll—13 C Munk. . . .O000U i^.Vtim'M aOo;.'- 4

Q Stitiate. . .fllpOmOllOaOODOOlull— 7 HFesseden 0 1 1 0 10 1 1 01 1001 1 01 010—11
T Short.... 01011111110101111101—15 C Dethloff .10000000000001101010— 5
A Betty. . ..00101010011111000011—10 C Horney,. .10000010001000010010— 5

Coney Island, June 6, 7 five birds:
F Pfaender 1101121-6 C Murphy 2111221—7
J Hayde 1111111—7 A RockfeUer 0211201—5
J Schleiman 011)111—6 J W Kennedy 0211120—5
Dr Van Ord 1212200-5 O Meyer 1121122—7W Hurfies 1112111—7 CMohrman 1211111—7
H McLaughlin 1212011—6 Dr Little 1112011—6
On shoot off Hughes won medal, McLaughlin first, others divided.

Orescent Club, June 7, 7 live birds:
C Coulston 2121011-9 J Ratjen 1012100-4
C Mohrman 1210211—6 G Hillmer 1111123—7
Vernon Club, June 8, 7 live birds:

G Osterhaut 1210011—5 Dr Lamadrid 2002122-5W H Thompson 1210112—6 T A Thompson 0022022—4
Dr Spadone 1201000-3 Dr Little .2001310-4
J Weschers 1022122—5
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Elliott and Heikes.
Dayton, 0.—J. A. R. Elliott of Kansas City, and Rolla O. Heikes of

this place, shot a 100-live-bird match May 28 in as pretty a shooting
ground as traps were ever set in.

Conditions were 100 pigeons each man, $100 a side, Association rules.
Elliott won easily by the score 96 to 90.

Ferd. Van Dyke of Dayton, N. J., was chosen referee, and the
Forest asd Stream representative was made score keeper. Credit for
the admirable ground arrangements should be given S. S. Troup and
Dolph Sander. There were nearly 1,000 people on the grounds when
Elliott won the toss and stepped to the firing point for the first bird,
which he killed with first shot.
Elliott lS22223122312222122Sill'2121112222211213323110131112

22212221112121121223211212112111122121012122202202-96
T
-i -v^--.. r-;;rii'-:i ;:]-, :n^:<nv.sm0'<n\j^:-nr^

01211212111211122111111121111101111112121212221112-90
Elliott used a 12 Greener, "lbs. 2oz , Winchester Leader shells, E. C.

powder, l^oz. No. 7 chilled shot. He started off with a run of 43
kills, then lost an old red straightaway, scored another run of 44, his
eighty-ninthj black right-outgoing, died out of bounds. His ninety-
sixth, a left-incomer, died out of bounds. He lost the ninety-ninth,
left-outgoing, black old bird, carried the shot over the fence.
Heikes shot his Winchester repeater, U. M. C. Trap shell, 3>i5drs.

wood powder, l^oz. No. 7 chilled shot. His best run was 29. Or the
10 scored lot 7 died out of bounds. Not a bird was missed by either
man in the match, which lasted two hours and twenty minutes. The
sun was so hot the last half of the match that the birds were lazy.
There will probably be a.purse offered to bring Elliott here again to

shoot against Heikes again, 50 artificial targets and 50 live birds each
man, for a purse of $200. Arrangements are also under way to have
Bogardus here Sept. 1 next to shoot Phil. Wentz of this place 100 live
birds each, under Bogardus rules, gun below elbow until the bird is on
the wing, and any bird that drops within 10yds. of the trap to be
scored lost. Brown.

Wood Powder Gun Club.
Okangeville. Md., June 7.—No. 1, 10- Keystone target, 5 traps, entry

$1, A. S. A. rules:
Kimble 1001011101— 6 Stableford , . .0001001101— 4
Dr Fry 1111111011— 9 Kates 1111011101— 8
Hartner llOlllllll— 9 Dr Smith 1111111110- 9
Williams 1101100101— 6

No. 2, 10 standard Keystone targets:
Dr Frey 1111111111-10 Stableford 1000110111— 6
Hartner 1111111111—10 Williams 1111110111— 9
Kates 0111111101- 8 Kimble 1101110110- 7
No. 3, 25 singles:

Dr Frey 1111111011011011111111111-22
Williams 1101111011110111110010111—19
Hartner 1111101111111111111111111—24
Kates 1011011111111001110111111—21
Stableford OllQDlOOlOlOlOOiOOOOllOll—10
Dr Smith 1111111110111111111110111—23

J. A. H.

A New Smokeless.
Chicago, 111., June 4.—At the Illinois State shoot I saw a few shells

loaded with a powder which is certainly a new thing for the American
shooter. It has not yet even a name, and the firm who will manu-
facture it will no doubt be surprised to see this mention in print, for
they have been conducting their experiments in secret, and will prob-
ably not announce any name for the powder for a week or two yet.
The powder is a German invention, which has been bought by Laflin
& Rand, the well-known powder manufacturers. They will claim for
it that it is not a nitro powder, but that it is freer from smoke than
any nitro. I cut open a shell loaded with it. The powder is of a
purplish blue color, with grain larger than E. C, and as confined in
the shell felt spongy to the touch. I fired a couple of loads of it, and
the recoil was that of a good stiff E. C. load. There seemed to be no
perceptible smoke, so far as the shooter could tell. Messrs. Laflin &
Rand will no doubt tell the remainder of this story later on. I suggest
they name their powder the Forest and Stream powder. Then it

will always be ahead. E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

Among Southern Trapmen.
The fourth of the series of contests for the silver water service by

members of the Charlotte (N. C.) Gun Club made a change in the
standing of some of the contestants, allowing Carson to take second
place from Anthony. The scores were: Carson 44, Todd 42, Stokes
42, Anthony 39, Dodge 87. The men then rood as follows on breaks:
Todd 220, Carson 315, Anthony 212, Stokes 204, Dodge 201.

Putney Rod and Gun.
Putney, Vt., June 7.—The following scores were made at the weekly

shoot of the Putney Rod and Gun Club. The afternoon was cloudy
and a fitful breeze from the northwest blew across the traps, making
the flight of the targets very erratic, which accounts for some of the
poor scores made. In addition to our local members Mr. Henry War-,
ren of the Boston Target Co. was with us. He is a member of our
club. Mr. Warren was badly handicapped by not having his gun with
him. The one he used did not hang to suit him. Fishing thus far has
been rather poor, but the reports about squirrels and ruffed grouse
lead us to thiak that the shooting next fall will be the best for several
years. Nos. 1 and 2 at 5 birds, Nos. 3 and 4 miss and out:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Warren ; 01010-2 00010—1 1111 110
W E Ayer 00111—3 11011—4 0 111111
B Robertson 11000-2 10011—3 10 0
Willard 11110- 4 01001-2 .... 11110
Frank Robertson 01111—4 10110—3 1110 10
A J Ayer 11011-4 10100-2 110 111110
Team match, 20 birds per man, $5 per team:
W E Ayer..llll0111U1011101110-16 A J Ayer. .11111011100110110111—14
Warren.. . .00010011001101011001— 9 Willard. . . .11001010101111110011—13
FRoberts-nl 1 1 01Q01 01 001 1 000001— 9 BRoberts'nOOlOOl 11110000101011—10
Stowell. . . .01111010001010000101— 9 Bailey 00111100000000000000— 4

43 41

Three-man teams, 8 birds each, also 10 singles:

W E Ayer 01111111-7 1011110101—7
Willard 11111001-6 1101001001-5
F Robertson 10011001—4—17 0101000000 - 2

A J Ayer'. 11110011—6 1110011111—8
Warren 10111000—4 0100011010-4
B Robertson 10111011—6—16 0010110100-4

W. E. A.

Missoula Rod and Gun Club.

Missoula, Mont. , June 3.—Fifteen singles, known traps and angles,
16 and 18yds. rise, as usual, were the conditions of to day's medal
shoot of the Missoula Rod and Gun Club. Champion Bob Rogers, who
for a couple of weeks has been detained at Wallace, Idaho, by rail-

road washouts, came in yesterday by means of a railroad bicycle
which he had the pleasure of pumping for about eighty miles. In con-
sequence of the effects of the unusuai exertion required to accom-
plish the trip he was not in the best form to-day and made his poorest
score for this season. Harry Stephens, one of the neatest handlers
of the double gun in the Northwest, and who has been shooting out
of form all season, fell back into line to-day and carried off the gold
medal with but a single miss. T. S. Jones retained the silver medal
with a score of 10. Scores follow:

Class A
A Harrity 111110111111101—13 Lieut Devol 100011101011100— 8

J P Menard 011111101111010-11 W P Bray ton. . .101000011111010— 8
R Rogers 110011111110011—11 H A Stephens. ..111111111011111—14

0* class B.
T S Jones 101100011011111—10 F P Kern 1000001 11010000— 5

F Comee 110000011011010- 7 F H Woody 100001011011011— 8

This week's team shoot was at 15 singles, unknown singles, J. P.
Menard captaining one team of six and H. A. Stephens the other.
Score of Menard's team was 53 and Stephens's 50. W. C.

Eaton Gun Club.

Eaton, O., June 4.—The Eaton Gun Club held its regular monthly
shoot this afternoon, after a lay off of two months on account of not
having suitable grounds to shoot on. There were seventeen shooters
present out of a club of twenty-five members. On account of not hav-
ing had any practice the score is not to the usual standing. Twenty-
five bluerocks, 5 traps:
E A Deem 16 C B Cokefair 4 A A Churchill 18

W H Bucke 12 S C Hunt 15 F P Filbert 15

R Appleby 10 W Deem 20 C Brewer 7

Fred Filbert 12 C F Churchill 10 J Longnecker 14

M Dickey 10 C S Shields 8 C 0 Holt 17

W H Hathaway 10 C Sliver 15
Eaton Gun Club.

Belfast Gun Club.

The first annual tournament of the Belfast (Me.) Gun Club will be
held June 20 and 21. The programme calls for a generous prize list

and the shooting will be open to all.

Paterson Gun Club.

Willard Park, Jnne 5.—Event No. 1, 5-bird sweepstake, Hurling-
ham rules, entry $3: *

Morfey (30yds) 20220-3 Hopper (28) 01210-3
Smith (29) , 21121—5 Morgan (28) 11221—5
E George (28) 22220-4 Wright (29) 21220-4
No. 2, club shoot, 10 birds:

^T\'^.s', 'rT.s, l\ \\/"T^\->J-^
Morfey (30). .2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 0-9 Morgan (28). 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 2 2 1—9

t ^^?'?7, t'^^t/, \/Tw<—><-\->i/
Wright (29). 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 1—5 Wolffe (28). .,1 2 • 1 1 1 1 0 1 2-8

Smith(29)...l 22200102 1-7 E George(28)l 2 2 2 1 2 1 . 0 1-8

Hopper (28). .1 1 0 2 2 1 2 1 1 1—9

No. 3. sweepstake, miss and out: Morfey 6, Wright 0, Smith 7, Hop-
per 6, Morgan 2, E. George 2, Bunn 0.

No. 4, same conditions: Morfey 20, Wright 0, Hopper 20, Morgan 1,

E. George 1.

No. 5, handicap sweepstake, entry $3, 5 birds, Hurlingham rules:

Morfey 5, Wright 5, E. George 5, Morgan 4.

No. 6, miss and out: Morfey 3, Wright 3, E. George 2.

Weather fine, birds a mixed lot, some extra fast ones. Boyle failed

to come to score. The shooting of Hopper was grand for a young
shooter, as you will note in score sheets. He tied Morfey in club
shoot aod also in the miss and out sweeps that followed. In third
sweep Hopper and Morfey tied for second money and carried it over
to fourth sweep, where they both shot at and killed 20 each, only giv-
ing up when shells ran out. Dutchy.

Emerald Gun Club.

New York, June 8.—The Emerald Gun Club will hold their first

annual tournament on Oct. 22,23 and 24, at targets and live birds at
Louis Miller's Dexter Park and claim the above dates.

Geo, V. Hudson, M.D., Rec. Sec'y.

Knoxville in 1895.
Knoxville, Tenn. , June 5.—The Knoxville Gun Club will hold its

fourteenth annual tournament May, 1895, and add $1,500 spot cash to
the purses. S. Van Gilder, Capt.

West Newburgh Gun and Rifle Association.
Newburgh, N. Y.—We intend to hold our tournament on Oct/3,

and 5, the last day to be devoted entirely to live birds.* Wm. C. Gibb, Sec'y.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

W. L S., Boston, Mass.—There is good fishing in the neighborhood
of Marblehead or round into the bay in the neighborhood of Peabody
and Danvers. But land is held pretty high within the distance from
Boston you mention. Especially is this true of the South Shore.

S. S., Wilkes Barre, Pa —Will you kindly advise me as to the best
bait for carp? Ans. Dough balls made by mixing white breadcrumb
paste with cotton are commonly used. Wasp larvee, grains of wheat
or barley or worms are also good bait. It is a good plan to prepare
the spot one wishes to fish beforehand by "ground baiting." We do
not know the compound.
W. R. P., Lawrence, Mass.—A and B shoot 15 shots with a rifle. Each

takes a rifle and starts shooting at the same time. The one that makes
the best score in the quickest time takes the money. Now A was two
points better on the score, but B was two seconds quicker in the time.
Who wins? Ans. This cannot be determined after the shooting, in
the absence of definite rules fixing values for time and points.

H. S., Luberne, Minn.—What kind of a sight would be the best for
wing and ?lass ball shooting? Ans. If using open sights have your
rear sijrht flat on top with a shallow nick or platinum wire to show
the center. The best pattern for a front sight is something which
presents a square surface to the eye, as with a pointed sight it is very
difficult to get the proper fineness instantly. Lyman sights are very
good for quick shooting.

ISAAKWALTj
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this tobacco.

A2oz.Crial package sent post-paid for 25 cents.

- MARBURG - BROS-
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO. Successor.

" Ba-itimore. Mdy

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York City

Sand. Worms 12 and 15c. pet* doz. White or Blood Worms. 35c. per doz.
I am wifli you ag-ain with lower prices for Fishing Tackle, I find by experience that putting down the prices and not decreas

ing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.19 until all are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, extra tip, complete in wood form and will

give satisfa ctior

.

Length, and weight ot the My Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9Jft. 6Joz. ;
10ft., 7oz.

; lOJft., 7£oz.
;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below band.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: 84ft., 9oz. ; 9ft., lOoz.
; 9Jft., lloz.

; 10ft., 12oz., lO^ft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.
No. H— i. special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 63 cts.

;
60yds., 78 cts. ;

80yds., 88 cts. ; 100yds., 98 cts.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for pi-ice and 10 cts. extra for postage.

No. E—Special lot Hard Rubber and Nickel Riised Pillar Click Reels, 40yds., 38cfcs., 60yds., 483ts. Sent by mail 5cfcs. extra for postage.
No. C—Nickel-Plated, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels, with click and drag and screen oil cup, 40yds., 58c; 60yds., 68c; 80yds., 78c; lOOrds., 8Sc; 150yds., 98c 103. extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, mist color, 1yd., 20c per doz.; 2yds., 40c. per doz.; 3yds., 60c doz. Doable Gut Lsaders, mist color, 2yds., 75c doz. Hand Twisted Gut Leaders, 10c each, 90c doz.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 25 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
AH kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, loots, doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen-Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
8pecial lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 c^s., 200ft., 15 cts. : 300ft.. 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Special r,ist No. 3.

Open Evenings until 8 o'clock.
Saturday Evenlnes n o'clock J. F. HAMSTERS* 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ideal Rifle Apart.

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
P. O. Box 4102,

CHICOPEE FAIiLS, MASS.
Send for Catalogue, free of charge.

Oub Latest Model 1891.

THE NEW IDEAL RIFLE.
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Shells Loaded with "Walsrode" Smokeless

Powder and Wads Only.
„. . 12-bore, $1.90 per 100; $16.00 per M., net.

Climax or Blue Rival
';.',V,'.V.V, "..,.10 " $3*5

™ " $20 00
"

U.M.C. Co.'s Special, "Walsrode" shell (No. 3 primer) ...12 « $|50 «
[[ g||

™
J,

Imported "Walsrode" or ''Eley"
(

shells - -jS « ||.80 \\

gO.00
||

j|

Add for shot to all above shells -
60 " " *

6 00

The * *WALSRODE" SMOKELESS POWDER has made thousands of

warm friends in this country who prefer it to any other explosive on ^emai-ket.

TO SPORTSMEN WHO WI8H TO LOAD THEIR OWN hUHLLS
we^^"wJ^p^^cam that will load 120 12-gauge shells at 35 cents each.

WALSRODE POWDER MEASURES, which must invariably be used, as

the Walsrode powder is about three times stronger than black powder, at dU cenis eacn.

PAMPHLET with full loading instructions and testimonials from the best known

shooters in England, sent upon application. We can also furnish

WALSRODE SMOKELESS POWDER FOR SPORTING RIFLES.

Price per can containing 3,500 grains avoirdupois, 90 cents Loads for Sporting Rifles as

recommended by the Walsrode Smokeless Powder Co., furnished upon application.

Address the sole agents,

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
8 Murray St., New York.

Fly-Fishieg <fc Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRINGTON KEENE.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, H. Y,

Favorite Flies and their Histories.

By MARY ORVIS HARBURY.

Mrs. Marbury is thoroughly enthusiastic over her subject, and after an introductory essay

on "Insects, Natural and Artificial," etc., she gives the history of the various favorite flies, ac-

companied by letters from anglers relating to their use. Two or three years were spent in col-

lecting information in this way. The kind interest shown by fellow-fishermen in cordial replies

giving their knowledge and opinions was both surprising and delightful, and awakened warmest

gratitude. These letters are records of actual experiences, and conclusions deduced from the

same; and they cannot fail to be of great assistance to any one who may wish suggestions regard-

ing new waters. The colored plates depict 17 hackles, 18 salmon flies, 48 lake flies, 185 trout

flies and 58 bass flies, the comprehensive character of the collection, and the value of the detailed

comments on each of its 291 flies, will be more apparent. . . "It is destined to remain foi

generations to come," says Forest and Stream, "aprominent landmark in angling literature. Th

fly-fisherman of to-day who does not possess it lives below his privileges."

Square octavo, 522 pages, 32 colored plates, 6 engravings and 8 reproductions of

photographs. Price $5.00, postpaid.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

"Forest and Stream Animal Series."

We can supply full sets of the seventeen illustrated supplements which

have been printed from

time to time in Forest

and Stream, giving por-

traits of American wild

animals. The subjects are:

Deer, Moose, Woodland

Caribou, White Goat,

Mountain Sheep (young), Antelope, Gray Wolf, Panther, Ocelot, Canada Lynx,

Bay Lynx, Fox, C^ote,

Coon, Forest and Stream's

Grizzly, Group of E1L

Each is on a sheet 11x16

and is suitable for framing.

The entire set of 17 will be

sent postpaid, in a tube, for one dollar. They are not sold separately. Address:

The FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

FOR GUNS-REVOLVERS-RIFLES
AND ALL METALS

Lubricant and Rust Preventive
COMBINED.

IT NEVER GUMS OR DRIPS,
an advantage not possessed by any other lubricant in the world.

An indispensable article for all kinds of Fire Arms, Fine Machinery, Gun Locks,

Bicycles Camp Kits Surgical Instruments, Embalming Instruments, Cutlery, Brass

Work on Yachts, Copper and Steel Plate, etc. In all respects the very best pre-

paration for any metallic surfaces where a non-gumming lubricant and rust pre-

ventre are required^
jjAX,IJlES. DOES NOT HAVE IT,

(

Send 35c. for large CollapsibleTUBE by return mail. Address all communications to

The CHARLES WILLEY MFG. CO., Bay Shore,L.I.,W.Y.,U.S.A.

DUCKING SCENES FOR THE WALLS OF YOUR ROOM.

Zimmerman's Celebrated Water Colors.

1

1

SsL Aa, "V. i

"A Side Shot" (over decoys), Redheads and Canvashacfes.

Size 15x22.

THE BAY LYNX. THE CANADA LYNX.

THE OCELOT.
THE PANTHER.

"A Lost Opportunity,'
Size 11x14.

Blue Bills. "Stopping an Incomer," Mallards,

size 11x14.

Sent carefully packed, postpaid. Price for the set, $5.00. Not sold separately.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York.

WOODCRAFT. By "^s
»foT

ult "

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

PHEWrOMEIXTAJL. SCORES
made in the New Jersey State League Shoots, are due largely to the perfect breaking qualities of the

EMPIRE TARGET
Winning Team Feb. 38, 1894.—Maplewood Gun Clnb.
Yeomans 1111111111111110111111101—23
Sickley 1111111110111111111111111-24
Van Dyke 1111111111111111011111111-24
Drake llllllOllilliiiioilllllll—23
War Smith... lllOOOOOllllllilliOllini—19-113

Winning Team, March 22.—Maplewood Gun Club.

W Smith 0101111111111111111111111—23
Yeomans 1111111111111111111111110—24
Sickley 1111111111111111111111111—24
Van Djke 1011111111111111111111111—24
Drake 1111111111111111110111110-23—118

Winning Team, April 26.—South Side Gun Club.

Breintnall 1111111011110111111111111—23
Thomas 1111011111111010111111111—34
Hedden 1111111111111111111111111—25
Geoffroy 1111101111011111111111111—33
Hoffman 1100111111111111111111111—23—116

Winning Team, May 9.—Maplewood Gun Club.

WSmith 1010110111101101111111111—20

Yeomans 1111111111111111111111111—25

Sickley- lllllllllllllllllllllllll—25

Van Dyie. . . ,
11111 11011011111111111111—23

Drake 1111111111111111111111111-25—118
As a BREAKER, TRAPPER and 'TRANSPORTER, there is nothing better, and they cost no more—perhaps less—than any other, and can be thrown from all principal traps.

Don't be tlie I^ast One to Try Them-Everybody JUikes Them.
OUR DISTRIBUTING AGENTS ARE

F 8 MT&iia On^ C&An¥ Geo.Worthington Co Cleveland, O.; Louis Erhardt & Co., Atchison, Kans.; Thorsen & Cassady Co., Chicago, 111.; W. B. Belknap & Co., Louisville, Ky
8-

larmelee Gun °°'> °mana
>
Neb.

; A. J. Rummel, Toledo, O.; J. P. Lovell Arms Co., Boston, Mass.; J. C. Porterfleld & Co., ColumbUB, O.; A. B. F. Kinney, Worcester, Mass.; Schoverling, Daly & Gales, N.
1

W. Fred Quimby,
Gen. Agt. U. S. and Canada. EMPIRE TARGET CO., 294 Broadway, New York.
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WILL ILLINOIS FOLLOW?
In our report last week of the convention and tourna-

ment of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association at Chi-

cago, the familiar complaint was repeated that the tour-

nament interests had crowded out those of game protec-

tion. President Low, it was said, "gave the Association

the imnual roast on its inefficiency as a protective body,

and this the Association bore placidly, calmly and mildly

as is its wont. Mr. Low thought trap-shooting should not

occupy all the attention and time of the body, and that

the Association ought to 'do something or disband.'

"

The failure of the Illinois Association as a game pro-

tective force does not of necessity follow from an indiffer-

ence on the part of its members toward that cause, but is

to be found in the nature of its organization, in the form

of its constitution. There unquestionably exists in the

rank and file of the Association a sound and healthy sen-

timent, which, if given adequate opportunity of expres-

sion and activity, would prove a potent force. But any

possible game protective activity is now smothered by the

trap-shooting interest, and it is thus smothered because

the constitution of the body makes no provision for its

separate, unhampered exercise.

When the constitution of the Illinois Association was

framed the authors recognized the dual purpose of the

organization—game protection and trap-shooting. They

provided for both, but for both at the same time; and

here was their mistake. The average man cannot suc-

cessfully engage in work and in play too; if he attempts

it one or the other must suffer; usually it is not the play.

An association of average men cannot take part in the

work of game protection and in the play of trap-shooting

at the same time; if they attempt it one or the other must

be slighted; and trap-shooting never is. This is strictly in

keeping with human nature; and sportsmen are very

human. As most other State associations which attempt

to combine trap-shooting and game protection, the Illi-

nois Association has long been and now is in the condi-

tion of the New York State Association for the Protection

of Fish and Game, prior to its reorganization in 1892.

And as here, the remedy, we apprehend, is to be found in

a modification of the constitution by which the two inter-

ests shall be accorded equal recognition and opportunity of

development. In this the New York Association has

shown the way. Others would do well to follow.

At the risk of rehearsing facts which may be familiar,

but whose study cannot fail of instruction, we give in

brief the story of what has been done in New York.

The New York Association was formed in 1S59 by dele-

gates from different counties, who had met in response to

a call for "a convention for the purpose of discussing and

devising means for united action throughout the State for

a revision of the present senseless and inefficient game
and fish laws." This business occupied the time and

attention of the meeting; a bill was drafted, and subse-

quently, through the efforts of the Association, was

adopted by the Legislature. Though the engrossing pur-

pose of the meeting was that named in the call, never-

theless, at this very first convention two trap-shooting

matches were engaged in as a diversion after the weightier

concerns had been given their due attention.

As one annual meeting followed another, the trap-

shooting features grew apace, and engaged more and

more the attention of those in attendance. In time club

delegates came to be chosen not because of their interest

in game and fish protection, but because of their expert-

ness at the trap. They attended the convention not to

represent the fish and game interests of the home clubs,

but to maintain their prestige in shooting, and to win

prizes and trophies. The prizes multiplied and grew in

value. In the end trap-shooting monopolized the entire

attention of the annual convention, and this calne to be

known as the "State Shoot."

Such a departure from original purposes was watched

with extreme regret by those who appreciated the oppor-

tunities of usefulness open to the Association, and who
recognized the obligations it owed to the public, There

were not wanting Jeremiahs to bewail the people's fol-

lowing after strange gods. But protests and criticisms

and exhortations were ineffectual. The real fault lay in

those provisions of the constitution which called for the

holding of a deliberative convention and a trap-shooting

tournament at one and the same time, and the remedy

was not found until the constitution itself was changed.

At length, in the winter of 1892, in a special meeting

called by Gen. D. H. Bruce in Syracuse, a committee was

named to devise a way to restore the Association to its

original purpose. The committee made its report at the

next annual meeting, in July of that year, and suggested

a reorganization, with a new constitution. The essential

features of the report are outlined in these paragraphs:

The plan of reorganization recognizes and makes ample provision

for the two purposes of the Association—game protection and trap-

shooting. In the practical conduct of the Association each one of

these interests is given its own place, but the two are kept entirely

separate. Provision is made for the fullest activity in each, but

neither one is permitted to conflict with the other. Two meetings are

provided for annually, one in the winter for game protection interests

only, and one in the summer for trap-shooting and other competi-

tions.

The summer toun.am.ent is retained in all essential details as now
conducted. The management of the Association tournament is en-

trusted to one of the local clubs, to be named from year to year. This

club is given full charge of the meeting, assumes the financial respon-

sibility and reaps the profit or bears the loss. The present mode of

selecting the place, time and club remains unchanged. The officers

of the managing club are made ex officio the officers of the tourna-

ment and the tournament convention.

The plan was adopted and has been in operation for

two years with most satisfactory and gratifying results.

The annual winter conventions have been well attended

and influential; the summer tournaments have lost none

of their interest and importance. The reorganized Asso-

ciation is in every way stronger than ever before. It has

solved the problem of combining in its membership all

the diverse elements whose union forms a powerful

whole. Each element;—the protective and the tourna-

ment—has fullest scope; there is no clashing of interests;

neither suffers at the expense of the other.

Now that the New York Association has found so

happy a solution of the problem which formerly con-

fronted it, and which now confronts the Illinois Associa-

tion, would not Illinois do well to make trial of a like

scheme of reorganization ?

We commend the plan also for general adoption by
State associations. Copies of the New York constitution

will be furnished from this office on request.

home because she might be beaten abroad, and if they do

not appreciate the pluck and boldness of the yacht's new
owners in purchasing the one yacht whose position as a

representative American vessel is beyond question, and
fitting her out in the best possible manner, and sending

her forth boldly to meet anything afloat.

The venture of the Gould brothers has nothing of that

flavor of so-called "practical yachting" which leads a

man to avoid a race in which the chances are not wholly

on his side; but it savors more of the spirit which in the

early part of this century sent out from all the Atlantic

ports a fleet of little schooners and brigs under letters of

marque, with no thought of their small size and inferior

armament, but simply with the resolve to do the best

they could against any odds.

There is no doubt that Vigilant, whether repeating the

triumphs of Wenonah and Wee Win, or only moderately

successful under conditions for which she was never in*

tended, will carry the American flag with credit on the

Clyde, the Irish Sea and the Channel; and whatever

meed of success she may finally attain, her owners are

deserving of nothing but praise for their spirited and

patriotic action in assuming the offensive rather than de-

fensive position in international yachting.

SIDE-FISHING FOR COUNT.
Last week we reported the fishing contest of the

Honeoye Falls Anglers' Association; to-day is recorded

that of the Niagara County Anglers' Club. The members
divide up into rival companies and each fishes to outscore

the other side. Such competitions have long been popu-

lar in Great Britain. The signs appear to indicate that

in time they will be quite as common here. With their

development one of two results will follow; side-fishing

contests will seriously impair the fishing in waters where

the stock is susceptible of depletion, or else the fishing

competitions will so stimulate popular interest in angling

as to provide for requisite restocking and protection.

VIGILANT,

The arrival of Vigilant in British waters puts an end to

the long-di6puted question as to whether America was
called oh to take other than a defensive part in interna-

tional racing; and henceforth American yachtsmen need

concern themselves only with Vigilant's actual perform-

ances against the British fleet. The policy of sending a

representative American yacht abroad has long been con-

demned by many who consider themselves good sports-

men but are unwilling to assume any chances not abso-

lutely forced upon them, and the same objections have

been made to the plans of Messrs. Gould this year as in

the case of Mr. Carroll and Navahoe last season.

We are much mistaken in the feelings of Americans as

a nation if they endorse in any way that cold, practical

spirit of mug-hunting which would keep Vigilant at

SNAP SHOTS.

A band of conquistadores under the leadership of Mr,

C. M. Coen, sailed from this port on Thursday of last

week and took formal possession of a new country out

beyond the Sandy Hook Lightship, eleven miles from the

Long Island shore and seventeen miles from New Jersey.

The site is known on the charts as the Cholera Banks; it

is 12J fathoms under water, and lying beyond the three

mile limit is outside the jurisdiction of the United States

or of any other country. The new principality was
christened Atalantis. Here, the projectors say, they

will build a palatial hotel, supported on pillars of iron

and cement rising from the ocean floor. All sorts of

international complications will arise in connection with

the founding of a new principality within sight of our

shores; but some folks are more interested in fishing than

in extradition treaties. The Cholera Banks are famous

fishing grounds, and when Mr. Coen shall have completed

his $4,000,0,00 hotel, Atalantis will be a Mecca for salt-

water anglers.

Special Deputy Benjamin Snuth, agent of the Pittsfield

Rod and Gun Club, caught a trout fisherman named
George Kenney, of Adams, Mass., the other day attempt-

ing to sell a lot of 500 trout all under the Massachusetts

legal sales limit of six inches. The justice fined Kenney

$20 and costs, which was perhaps not excessive, when it

is considered that at about the same time a Vermontman
for starving his wife to death was required to pay a fine

of $1,000.

Professor Garner, who claims to have been camping out

in an iron cage among African gorillas, says he knows of

<'nothing in the way of sounds that can inspire one with

so much terror as the voice of a big gorilla near at hand

in the lone and silent hours of the night." Evidently the

professor has never heard the woof of a grizzly in the

chaparral, or he would not consider it necessary to go to

the Dark Continent to be well scared.

The Evening Post of this city has been discussing what
may be meant by the book publishers who advertise their

works as "summer reading." The ideal summer read-

ing, "grateful and comforting" in humid June, is the

story of the Forest and Stream expedition amid the

snows of the Yellowstone.

The portrait on the next page is given to fill a long-felt

want.
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"Forest and Stream's" Yellowstone

Park Game Exploration.

In the Heart of the Mountains.

Long before the sun had dreamed of touching the top

of even Mt. Washburn in the Park, let alone the rocky

front of the Obsidian Cliff, which frowned down not far

from our snow-bound camp, there was a general unbend-

ing and straightening out of the cramped forms in the

little shack, and everyone busying himself preparing for

the day's march. It was only a little after 3 o'clock in

the morning when Sergt. Kellner and his party took the

trail. Billy and our men were a little later, as we stopped

to give the skis a scientific scorching and waxing. A
new ski is like a new shoe, it needs breaking in. A
scorching which leaves, the surface browned or almost

black seems to lay the grain of the wood. The coat of

grease and wax heated in on this surface keeps the grain

from being started by the snow, and gives that perfect

slipperiness so much valued by the experts and so em-
barrassing to the greenhorn.

I left the camp ahead of our party, sometime before

sun up. The trees were banked with snow, so that one

could not see 20yds. into the forest. Where-
ever one could get a look through at the

mountains he saw only a white silence

which repelled and did not greet. We
were now in the heart of the mountains
and the trip was on. There was a singular

feeling of smallness and insignificance

which came over one in such surroundings,

yet I felt cheerful and happy in the fact

that I was not so badly off physically as I

had feared, but was refreshed fully by the

night's sleep. Moreover, some advice from
the boys had set me on better terms with
the skis. The day before I had had my toe

straps too tight, and had been walking with
my heel on top of the heel strap. I now
loosened up the thongs of the toe straps, put
myheelsquare down into the heel straps and
buckled the ski fast on. The bottom strap
of the heel brace I cut off altogether, as it

was too short for the big overshoes. Thus
arranged, I found that my foot got a con-
trol over the ski it had not had before, and
I was free of much muscular strain, while
the foot worked with far greater ease in
the straps.

Billy's Turn.
I plodded along alone in the trail of the

Kellner party for a while, but not fast

enough to keep ahead of Larsen and Holte,
who raced on, anxious to get over the nine
miles which we had set for the limit of the
day's journey. Billy was last to come on,
and by the time we joined forces we were
some distance on the way. We then went
ahead in company for a few miles. Billy
was dull and loggy, and at about 9 o'clock
he said he was feeling weak and faint. By
that time we had run the "Brick Kiln Hill"
and were over on the hot country near the
"Devil's Frying-Pan," a couple of miles or
so from Norris Basin. Here our shoes had
begun to stick again, and we concluded to
stop and wax up and make some tea for
Billy, who was distressed a good deal, much
as I had been the day before, only not so
badly. I guyed him a little bit about its

being his turn to give out, but after he had
drunk about a pint of tea with a little

brandy in it, he recovered from his faint-
ness and was soon sassy as ever. We had
trouble in getting any good wood here, as
the axe was on ahead and the snow covered
everything deeply, but Billy with his usual
deftness managed to get a fire. We started
the snow to melting in our teapot by sink-
ing the latter in one of the little boiling
Bprings near by. As it melted we put in
more snow, a little at a time. On all the
trip we had to melt snow to make tea or
coffee, and we learned that if you crowd
snow into your cup so high that it sticks up
over the top, the water will taste smoky.
The best way is to get a little water first in the cup and
then add snow gradually.

Winter Scenes.
There was a little open lake to the right of the trail

here, and a lot of steaming, red hot little geyserettes
which had no business to be out there in the snow. A
broad strip of bare ground crossed the trail every once in
a while, where the underground heat kept the surface toowarm for the snow to lie. The melting of the heavy
snow often created quite beautiful effects. Moreover we
found an energetic little "paint pot" or so along the trail,
where boiling clays kept up an eternal complaint, and
the big "Devil s Frying-Pan," with its endless sputtering
and sizzling of gaseous hot water, served to make pause
for a moment eyes already beginning to get used to the
wonders of this unnaturally wonderful country.

At the Soldiers' Station.
Private Lockhart, from the soldiers' station at Norris

Basin, joined Billy and me as we were finishing our way-
side rest and we went up to the station together, arriving
at the soldiers shack all in good shape. Here I put my feet
into a bucket of ice water, much to the horror of Larsenwho thought that was inviting a cold. Yet I found that
a short trot barefoot in the snow did not have that effectWe all ate like fiends, and created apprehension in Lock-
hart s mind, as his rations were running low. He had»de meat, flour and canned tomatoes, and we thought
that was good enough for anybody. The Norris Hotelwas never rebudt after burning down, and the onlvaccommodation at thej Norris Geyser Basin is a lunch
house, which is closed in winter. The soldiers' quarters
are not public, but we were taken in and given share and
share alike. Lockhart was at that time alone. Two men
are stationed here all winter, and there are also two

horses, two cats and one dog. The horses have a barn,

and rarely get more than a few yards away from it, ex-

cept close along the banks of the Gibbon Eiver, which
rushes by near the shack. Between the barn and the

house the snow was 6 or 8ft. deep, with drifts of twice

that depth. The horses had trodden down a sort of yard,

and seemed to be wintering well and to be full of spirit.

The thermometer was 45° below here once this winter,

but it was above zero when we were there, and in this

spring-like air we all took off our heavy wear and un-
buttoned our shirt fronts.

The Winter Patrol.

It was about the middle of the afternoon of our stop

here that Burgess brought in his prisoner, Howell, as I

have earlier described. Later on Capt. Scott and Lieut.

Forsyth came in, and at 7 o'clock in the evening "Snow-
shoe"Pete," the telephone lineman, who had been over

the line in the upper Park, also came in, so that we had
a houseful again. All reported soft snow and plenty of

it, and very hard shoeing, The two officers were tired

enough with their journey of twelve miles from the
Canon that day. Capt. Scott had a bad heel. Billy's heel
was also badly blistered, and I had a bad place on myown
heel. Here was where I threw away my shoes and took
to the moccasins, which I never regretted. Billy stuck
it out and got part of his original heel back to the Post at

the end of the trip. Poor Burgess, with his frozen toe,
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was the worst off of the party. Pete, who had come in
from the Fountain, had had nothing to eat but one sand-
wich for the past twenty-four hours. I did not hear any-
body complain, and such little aches and pains seemed to
be regarded very much as a matter of course, and as a
necessary part of the business. My admiration for the
U. S. Army and the Park patrol rose still higher. There
are men out there who don't need any pomp, pride and
circumstance, but who can put on a Mackinaw shirt and
"plug" their twenty miles a day on the shoes when they
want to. The American public doesn't know the first
thing about the U. S. Army, and I imagine that most of
the Army doesn't know anything about Ft. Yellowstone
and its pleasant little winter service, trying to do what
can't be done. I couldn't help thinking of the weary
miles of tramping that had been done for this dirty,
greasy specimen of humanity, Howell, who seemed so
chirk and sure of his early release at the Post. Down the
trail, somewhere, were Kellner and his party, making
their twenty-one miles that day to get the plunder this
fellow had left behind him. Still another party was to
follow to bring the stuff out. Here were the two officers
and Burgess. The whole Park was full of men for the
first time in its winter history, all on account of this
fellow, who had been doing something which ought to
bring him ten years in prison, but which would really net
him only a few days in the guard house. Yet there was
not a complaint, not a harsh word to the prisoner only a
quiet, dignified acceptance of duty as it came.

Ski Lore and Snow Quality.
The next morning Burgess left for the Post with

Howell, accompanied by Pete. Capt. Scott and Lieut-
Forsyth concluded to make two days of it, and camped
that night at the Crystal Spring shack, where we had
passed our first night out. The shoeing continued bad

continued falling of snow adding always to the great
depth already fallen, and lying light and fluffy on top the
settled body of snow. As we learned later, it took
Burgess till dark to do the twenty miles in. "Snowshoe
Pete," who is a very excellent shoer has really made this
twenty miles in three hours and thirty-five minutes.
Larsen has made it in four hours and twenty minutes.
Sergt. Morrison has gone from the Fountain Hotel to the
Mammoth Hot Springs, forty full miles, in half a night
and a day. It all depends on the shoeing. To the inex-
perienced all snow would seem alike, but the expert ski
runner knows that it is never the same two days in suc-
cession. If the weather is very slippery and not freezing,
the shoes will slide and not stick. If the thermometer
then drops to the point of freezing they will begin to
"ball up" and stick horribly in the moist snow. In the
morning when the snow is cold and dry the shoes slip
nicely, but by 9 or 10 o'clock, when the sun begins to
strike the snow, they will begin to clog up before the
snow shows any sign of melting. In fresh-fallen snow
the shoes do not stick, but sink down deep and make
awful going. On the other hand, a very cold, dry, floury
snow will stop the shoes like so much ashes. One of the
most dangerous things to meet in running a hill is a
strip of this fine, dry, drifted flour snow. One can not
see it until into it, and it stops the shoes at once, and will
give the best ski runner a tumble. Still another sort of
snow is a crusted snow, and this may again be a stiff

crust or a crust which now and then breaks
down. The ski-goer realizes at once when
he has struck a good day, though often he
can not tell why the snow is so obliging,
and on such a day he travels long and far
as he can, resting when the going is bad.
Sometimes he travels at night, as we did
some of the time later on in our trip.
When he hits a deep, light, soft and yet
moist snow, with more of it coming, as we
found it at Norris Basin that next morning,
he looks wise, shakes his head and holes up

. for the day. We holed up, concluding to
exercise only enough to take the soreness
out of the muscles. This we did by a trip
through the geyser basin, a mile or so dis-
tant from the shack.

Geyserland in Winter.
We first went over the east part of the

basin, where the wide valley lies out, bare
of snow and covered with steam. The rim
of this valley as seen by the summer tourist
is one of hills covered with dark pines. As
we saw it, it was all white with heavy
snow. In many places, as at the outlet of
the Great Growler Geyser, the masses of
snow assumed the most grotesque forms.
Often we walked in among great clumps of
snow, high as one's head, with our feet on
the bare hot ground. Under each clump,
hid deep from sight, was one of the boulders
among which the summer tourist picks his
way with ease.
The geysers were very accommodating to

us, and kept up a great series of spectacular
eruptions. The Constant, the Hurricane,
and lots of big ones in this part of the basin
kept in view nicely, and every way we
looked there was a little hell of steam and
boiling water on tap. At the edge of one
of the smaller geysers we stood close
enough to feel the thin rock heave and
sink rhythmically beneath our feet. It was
a strange, unreal scene about us, and one
the world can hardly parallel. No wonder
that we put a camera into active requisi-
tion.

The Growler Geyser, which lies at the
top of a knoll above this east valley, at the
side of the trail, is a rare and beautiful
sight in winter. As we saw it, its crater
was deep in a well of crystal-like snow and
ice, out of which came a cloud of. fleecy
white steam. As the wind changed, it

often whipped this obscure cloud away,
and gave us a glimpse below our risky foot-
ing on the edge of the ice wall. The hot
steam melts the snow it strikes. The wind
changes, and the melted snow freezes while
the steam is busy elsewhere, so all up and
down for apparently 30ft. or more, we saw
a ridged and wrinkled caisson of many-

tinted ice. If you will stick a stick down into the snow
and pull it out, you will on looking down into the hole
see that the snow seems of a deep blue color. This icy
case of the Growler has all that wonderful deep blue tint,

but a hundred grades of it, dazzling, bewildering, evad-
ing. When we can photograph in colors and reproduce
the colors, one may see this picture of a winter wonder,
but until then one must take the winter trip to gain a
notion of it even the most meager.
We left the Growler finally, passed the many mud pots

and miniature hell spouts, till we reached the fathom-
lessly beautiful Emerald pool. Thence we descended a
steep trail the hot water had made through the snow,
and examined the mighty Monarch Geyser, which was
fretting and fuming, but not making much of it. The
Minute Man, and a lot more mud pots and pools of
course came next, and the wrongly named "Blood
Geyser," which Hayden called the Echina. In some of
the little nooks of the hills back of the geysers we got
wonderful effects from the snow masses, melted into all
sorts of shapes by the heat of the geysers, and of these I
got two beautiful photographs, which I prize very much.
The New Crater gave us an interesting exhibition of

spurting hot spray, and we spent some time here. There
had been an eruption of this geyser apparently about a
month ago. It seems to have a habit of slamming out
rocks and things to a distance of 30 to 250ft. At the
edge of the hot ground around the main vent of this
angry funnel there was a clean-cut drift of snow, in
which it was easy to read the record of the geyser. Deep
down under the surface was the layer of old snow, and
above this came a stratum of mud, rocks, etc., which the
Crater had spit out. Then snow had again fallen several
feet in depth, and over all, not so very far beneath the
top of the snow, had fallen a many-colored deposit of
hquified clay, rock, and what not, which had apparently
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been thrown over a atrip of country 200yds. across. This
geyser is a corker when it gets down to business, and
when it is having a busy day I would just as soon be
somewhere else. It is liable to drop a chunk of rock
about the size of a piano on a fellow, anywhere from 25
to 50yds., and disfigure him.
On top of a hill to your right as you return to the Gib-

bon River from the basin, is the Congress Geyser, so called
because its new crater was formed at the time, three years
ago, when a congress of geologists was visiting the Park.
This open pool is without bottom apparently, and is of a
gracious opaline hue, with indescribable blending tints of
yellow, blue and pearl.
In the distance, on Schurz Mountain, we could see the

gleam of the Monument Geyser basin, some miles distant,
but we did not go over there, for we had more wonders
than we could handje right at hand. I cannot, of course,
attempt any actual"description of this weird region, addi-
tionally wonderful and startling as it is under the disguis-
ing robe of winter, for the main purpose of these articles is

different. I can only say that even those to whom the
geysers are an old story in summer became enthusiastic
over them in this winter aspect, and even Billy was eager
to go over the entire basin again. To Billy, of course,
much of our pleasure was due here, for he knows every
geyser thoroughly, and is a most interesting and thorough
and enthusiastic guide. If I had a friend wish-
ing to make the Park trip, I should by all means
advise him to get Billy to go along, for he
knows the Park inch by inch, and even its

scientific features and scientific history are not
strange in the least to him, since he has been so
much associated there with parties of scientists
of all sorts. Billy could talk of rhyolite and
algas and silicates in a way to make your head
swim.
In walking over the geyser country we left

our skis, and picked our way along the hot
water streams which traversed the country so
generally. Once in a while we had to plunge
through snow waist deep to get from one geyser
to another. Our feet were soaking wet in spite
of our overshoes when we again mounted our
skis and took the tidy run down hill to the
soldiers' quarters by the Gibbon. We had done
enough work among the geysers to earn a good
night's sleep.

Off for the Canvon.
Those who visited the Hunter's Cabin at the

"World's Fair probably saw BUly Hofer curled
up on the settee, reading a novel describing
the trials of the Lady Evalina, or something of
the sort, and thought he was plenty lazy. That
is correct. All mountain men are lazy when
at home. It is the delving lowlander who gets
out before breakfast to plow corn. But on the
trail I found Billy an energetic and tireless
comtnander-in-chief, always alert, but alert for
all and hot for himself alone. About 3 o'clock
in the morning of the following day, about the
time I was just fixed all right in among my
blankets, Billy crawled out arid began waxing
up his skis for an early start. Our breakfast
of bread, coffee and bacon was soon over, and
we each made a sandwich for his lunch. We
were to do the twelve miles to the Canon that
day, and needed to make an early start, for the
shoeing was found to be bad. The light was
barely gray when Billy and I pulled out, Larsen
and Hoi te not starting for half an hour or so
later. I broke trail foe a mile or so and found
it hard work, the shoes sinking down into the
soft, light snow nearly a foot at each step. Then
BUly and I alternated for a time at breaking,
until at length Larsen and Holte came up and
went ahead for the rest of the day.

A Lunch in the Snow.

Even Larsen and Holte found it bruising
work, and at 11 o'clock in the morning, after
hours of choppy hill work, where we could only
average about two miles an hour, they turned
out of the trail and asked for coffee. Billy did
not like to stop, but we out-voted him, and so
made a wayside camp. The snow was so deep
on all the level that we could not find bottom
with the snowshoe pole, but we got along all
right with the fire. The little camp axe soon
had a dead pine tree in lengths, and these we
corded crosswise on the trodden snow, making
a platform on which we built our fire. Around
this, with our feet down in the hole, we Bat
on the e<ige of the snow pit, with logs and
boutrhs to keep us from sinking. Our packs we threw
off and left standing on our skis.. Noticing how
picturesque our little camp appeared, Billy backed out
and made a shot at us with his big camera, though
the light was dim and the shadows very heavy. In that
section the pine timber was very dense, nearly all of
straight, slim trunks about Sin. in diameter. Over it all
the snow hung in great flakes and rolls, like strips of cot-
ton batting. One could not see into the woods for any
distance. The silence was simply oppressive. There was
no sign of life except the track of an occasional pine
squirrel or of the big-footed "snowshoe rabbit." Every-
where was whiteness and silence, the gravity and dignity
of nature, m which a jest seemed almost out of place.

Bad Hills.

We had some hard hills to climb on this day's march,
the first of these being the Cascade Hill, that winding,
reckless eminence down which the Gibbon River leaps
and plunges so beautifully summer or winter. At this
bill we had the hardest sort of corduroying and a slide
backward would have been dangerous. The snow wasmuch higher than the rail on the roadside and from there
it filled the entire cut with a great drift which slanted far
up the mountain side to the left. We had to climb, and
climb along a risky sidehill of snow, too, and the best of
the shoers could not help distress at such labor. I
waited till the others had gone on and took my time on
this hill. Time and again I slipped and fell, and every
time I went down I took more than ten seconds before I
came up again. I learned that the only way to do was
to he still and rest when one got a tumble, and not to
wallow and work too hard, or try to do it all at once, It

may have been half an hour or three-quarters before I

got to the top of this hill, and I was mighty glad when I
got to where I could see over.

"Is this the worst hill we've got to-day?" I asked Billy
with what little breath I had left.

"Well," said he dubiously, "the Blandon hill is longer.
It's about a mile climb up the Blandon."
Of course this made me feel real good, but when we

actually came to the Blandon hill I found I was worse
scared than hurt. Larsen and Holte walked right up it,

on end, only corduroying in a few of the steepest pitches.
Billy told me to put on clogs here, so I tied a good knot
of gunnysacking under each shoe and went ahead. To
my delight I found I could go right up the hill, and rais-

ing my toe high and slapping the skis down hard I made
great time and caught the two privates resting at the top.
They complimented me on my increased skill and pulled
on out as soon as Billy came in sight. Billy was having
a hard time with his heavy camera and complained of a
coal of fire between his shoulders. We took off the head-
strap of my Lake Superior pack bag and arranged it so he
could ease his shoulders by passing the strap across his
forehead. Which reminds me, now that I think of it,

that Billy has got that head-strap yet, and I wish he
would send it back, as it is part of the combination of my
pack bag and worth more than all of his old camera, as I will
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later show. Billy and I rested a moment at the hot country,
eight miles from Norris, but we did not drink at the stream
where we saw the others had stopped to drink. Billy
warned me again that to take a drink of cold water was
the most weakening thing I could do on the trail. He
said also that men who drank liquor on the trail always
paid for it with an early exhaustion. We did not touch
our brandy supply that day, nor for many days after-
ward, and neither of us suffered from exhaustion to any
extent. I had lightened my pack by leaving some under-
clothing and other articles at Norris Basin and was now
rapidly hardening up and getting into the work, so that
I got along all right.
"We haven't very far to go now," said Billy as we

paused at the top of a long and winding hill. "At the
bottom of this hill is Cascade Creek, and beyond that we
have to climb the Canon hill, about a mile, then we're
there. You go on ahead down this hill, and I'll come
after you, so that if anything happens to you I won't
have to come back up the hill. It's pretty steep."
Of course, this made me feci real cheerful, but there

was only one thing to do. My spine sort of crept a little,

but I turned loose, and away we went on a lovely, swim-
ming, sliding, sailing flight down the winding mountain
trail, which was indescribably exhilarating, and like
most dreaded things, not so bad after all when you go
ahead into them. I disappointed Billy by not even getting
a fall, though this hill is not really a bad one.

The Flowers that Bloom in the Spring.

Billy noticed that the boys ahead of us had not followed
the usual trail down to the bridge, but had taken a short
cut through the woods, We followed their trail foohshly

enough, as it proved, for it took but a few moments to
see that they had had no idea what they were going into.
Their trail led across a series of ravines and steep, choppy
side hills, covered with dense timber. We could see
where they had fallen time after time, and where they
had taken some risky slides. It was finely reckless ski
running of them to turn loose through such a country, but
it was poor judgment, and we found it poor judgment to
follow them. It was an awful bit of travel, and we had
a rough time of it, hanging on to the side of the moun-
tain and trying to keep from toppling over, or from
smashing into the trees on some of the sharp little runs.

It was here that I met with what might have been a
very serious accident, possibly one that would end the trip
at once unfortunately. I was trying to get abound a jut-
ting bit of rock on the mountain side, when my pack
struck a tree and I got a fall, sitting down hard and swift
on the snow. My ski, purposely left a little loose to avoid
injury to the ankle in such rough work, slipped off my
foot, but I shoved my ski pole through the strap as it
started to glide away, and stopped it.

"Look out there!" cried Billy; "for heaven's sake don't
let your shoe get away from you here!"

It was too late, for even as he spoke the pole slipped as
I reached out for the shoe, and the evil thing started by
itself down the mountain side.

At first the ski slid smoothly and gently,
front end first, by some miracle avoiding the
trees as if it were alive. Then it got on speed,
and began to leap and jump and glance down
the steep slope, leaving a fine white skit of
snow behind it as it flew. At last it took a final
leap, and disappeared from sight over the bluffs
which we knew lined the creek at the bottom
of the great ravine below us.

I was in dismay, for to be left helpless in that
way 30 miles from a settlement, in snow so deep
and soft as that, is by no means a laughing
matter. Men have, perhaps, perished from
such accidents, when having no axe to mend
a broken shoe. I have heard of a man who
bound pine bark on his hands and knees, and
so crawled half a mile to his own home. I have
heard also of a man who made a pair of skis
out of barrel staves, and of yet another who
cut off the splintered end of a ski, and so
traveled on a ski and a half—not so difficult as
it sounds. But to travel 30 miles, or one mile,
on one ski, in such a country as this, was some-
thing impossible, and I grew suddenly con-
templative as I realized this. I didn't want to
sit there without anything to eat till spring time,
and as no one would be apt to be along before
then, the flowers that bloom in the spring would
have had, in my opinion, entirely too much to
do with the case, tra la, because they would be
growing over a discarded and forgotten journal-
ist long before any relief expedition could have
found him. Tra la, again.
"Did she smash into any tree?" sung out

Billy.

"No, I think not," said I.

"Well, sit down on your other shoe and slide
down after it," said Billy.

I was just warm enough under the collar to
slide down anything about there, so I obeyed
directions and slid, hanging on to the straps of
the remaining shoe. The grade was awfully
steep, but the snow that rolled up between my
legs broke the facilis descensus, and I found I
could manage it and also could keep in sight of
the trail left by the flying recreant ahead. At
last, with a final plunge and slide, I found my-
self clear at the bottom, by the side of the
creek. Clear across the creek was a great white
drift of snow, and in the side of this I saw a
narrow slit of broken snow. The ski had
jumped 50ft., clear across the creek, and in that
drift, after some digging, I found it, saved from
splintering by the cushion of snow, and saved
by the Forest and Stream luck from absolute
ruin on any one of a thousand trees, past which
it had glided on its bullet-like flight.

In a Hole.

Billy, plucky and faithful always in time of
trouble, started on down the mountain side after
me, and after a while succeeded in getting way
down to the creek, over an awfully rough little

gully. And there we were, down in a well of
snow, on each side of us slopes so steep that it

seemed a goat couldn't go up them.
"Never you mind," said Billy, "I'll soon show

you I know right where we are. We're three-

quarters higher up the creek than the bridge at the falls,

so we've saved just that much elknb if we can once get
up out of this canon, and I think we can."

Out of the Hole.

We did get out, after an hour of the toughest work we
had on the trip. The further side of the creek was bare
of trees after we got up a bit, but it was very steep. We
had to zig-zag up, rail fence fashion. Of course this

mearrt a turn at an acute angle every once in a while, and
at every turn some one would get a fall and a slide. But
finally we struck a draw which offered easier going, and
soon saw the great roof of the Canon Hotel crowning the
ultimate hill. It was far after 2 o'clock when we got in.

Larsen and Holte had had a rough time on their trail and
were just in. Soon we were all about the big stove in

the kitchen, all talking with our mouths full, and all very
happy.

The Park as a Winter Resort.

There are three hotels of the magnificent chain of

hostleries established by the Yellowstone Park Associa-
tion which have keepers left in them by the Association
all through the winter. None of the hotels is open to the
public after the close of the season. It was a great
courtesy, then, of Manager Deane, the acting and efficient

head of the Association in the Park, to give us permission
to stop at fche Park hotels when we found that con-
venient. At the Lake Hotel Mr. Fletcher and his wife
spent the winter. At the Fountain Hotel John Schmidt
has been winter caretaker for some time. At the Canon
Hotel is John Folsom, the best pnowshoer in the Park,
and by reason of his horribly lonesome life, absolutely

alone for more than half the year, grown to be ©n© of the
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most taciturn men on the earth, just as he is one of the

kindest-hearted and most obliging. In all the time I was

with Folsom I never knew him to speak a word unless

addressed. He has "books, a cat, a flute and a little

organette to help him break the lawful monotony of the

winter life alone in such a region—a calling most unique

and trying among the singular ones followed by the sons

of men. His chief duty is to keep the roofs free from

snow and to exercise a general care over the buildings.

The winter keeper is generally a carpenter as well. He
must also be his own cook, laundryman and chamber-

maid. At all these turns of work John Folsom proved

adept. Thanks to Mr. Deane, we got a home in the kit-

chen, a good bed to sleep in and supplies for continuing

our trip. The value of all this caa readily be appre-

ciated. We' thus avoided the carryu g in of heavy sup-

plies of food and lightened the hardships of the trip most

materially.

The Plot Thickens.

We were now thirty-two miles into the Park, all well

and hearty, and so reported to Capt. Anderson by tele-

phone, as quick as the wire began to work, receiving

hearty good wishes in return. We felt contented and
comfortable, knowing that we were now within a day's

march of the buffalo and elk, and with the most interest-

ing and exciting portion of our trip ahead of us. It will

be in due order now to tell about our camps on the Hay-

den Valley, and about our experience there with the great

game of the Park. E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

" That reminds me."

A BULL STORY TOLD IN CONFIDENCE.
The letters of "Old Sam" have brought to mind many

pleasant recollections of "Robin's Nest Camp"—the most
delightful camp among hundreds in my recollection,

and I have to thank my friends for their kindly words of

"Kelpie" in Forest and Stream.

It occurs to me that so much has been published about
that Carp Lake bull, that I perhaps ought to break the
long silence which I have hitherto preserved with respect

to that ferocious creature; for if thip thing keeps on, the
eerie tales anent the "Water Bull" of the Highland locks

will be as naught to those told around waning camp-fires

about the Carp Lake monster. The Colonel will forget to

punch the said fire with his wooden poker (on which is

marked the exact length of the trout that Jeems Mackerel
didn't catch), and the M. & N. E. R. R. will sell no tickets

to the Carp Lake stations. Prudent fathers will compel
their sons to hoe potatoes or drop pumpkin seeds when
they seek to go fishing, and the mother will hush her cry-
ing babe with the whispered tale of dread.

Yes, there was a bull, I mind it well. We saw him,
Johnny No. 2 and myself, when we went across the lake
to fish the brook where "Kingfisher" and "Old Sam" were
so ignominiously routed. Only the creature was not at
that time in the pasture, so that we fished the brook in
peace until we reached the road where it ran across into
the next field. There were bushes along the upper fence,
and a pool between that and the bridge. I thought to
fish this pool.

Having crossed the fence into the road at some distance
from the bridge, and not far from a farm house by the
roadside, we—No. 2 and myself—advanced toward the
pool, when we were aware of a large and well constructed
bull, near some young cattle and not far from the house.
I do not now recollect whether or not he heralded his
approach with the regulation boo-oo-oo. but he came
slowly down our way, evidently bent on business of some
sort. No. 2 was a city boy, and had less experience than
I in such cases, so he jumped over the fence. I did not
think the animal likely to trouble us, but I wanted him to
keep away from the brook. So I advanced toward him,
waving my rod, and addressing him in an elevated tone
of voice. He stopped, and I again moved toward the
brook. Soon he once more came forward before I had
time to cast a line. I looked around for a stick or stone
but none were to be had. I again waved the rod, adding
to the action-ray expressed opinion that he ought to go
away. Then I reflected that it was just possible that he
might mean us harm, and I thought of the lines in the
"Bull Fight of Gazul:"

"His eyes are jet, and they are set in crystal rings of snow,
But now they stare with one red glare of brass upon the foe."

I examined critically the characteristics of the ocular
outfit of this brute, but nothing answering to the above
specifications could be discovered. There wasn't a sign
of brass, red or yellow, about his eyes; but then, Ameri-
can bulls might have different ideas about these things
from the Spanish. I tried him once more, and he
wouldn't budge. Remembering that I was not as active
as in the old days, I gave up the pool, thinking it best to
take no chances; and began fishing below the fence
Then, with a stately stride, that fierce and ferocious beast
—that new edition of Harpado of Xarama—moved on-
ward to the pool and—took a drink. That was what he
wanted. Then he retraced his steps for about 52yds
while we, breathless, watched to see what dire calamity
should befall such rash adventurer as might dare to cross
his path. And it was a girl about twelve years old red-
haired and barefooted, with a dried stalk of the "Ameri-
can velvet plant" (commonly called mullein)in her hand
She skipped nimbly forward, rounded up that bull and
drove him into the barnyard before I had time to cross
the fence again and drop a line in the coveted pool.When we were seated near the camp-fire in the even-
ing, I heard No. 2 express some suiprise at the darino- Ihad shown on this trying occasion, but I believe that this
is the only time that I have ever alluded to the matter-
and it must be understood that the above simple unvaru

'

ished tale is to be considered as strictly confidential
Not all the bulls that have set up their projects in

opposition to mine have come off conquerors A eoodmany years ago I found myself, after an arduous cam-paign m the Southwest (in which I nearly perished) invery indifferent health. As a consequence,* findim? that Ishould probably die if I remained in civilization? I tookup a homestead on the Oconto River, in northern Wisconsm, cleared a patch of land, built a house, and lived
there some years. This move probably saved mv life

I had planted a small garden near the house, and it had
begun to show good promise of rewarding my efforts

when one fine morning before breakfast, we heard a boo

booing, and on looking out, there was a large and lively

bull "pawing dirt and hooking gravel," right among my
garden-sass. I was surprised, for except one man whose
clearing joined my own, there was no one living within

some two miles on my side of the river, nor for three-

quarters or so on the other side. Where the brute should

have come from, I could in no wise determine.

I caught up a handspike and went at him. We argued
the point for a few moments, when he broke for the

river, which ran some 40yds. from nay house. This

stream (the Oconto), was perhaps from 30 to 35yds. in

width, and near the shore on my side quite shallow;

so that the bull walked out to what he thought a safe dis-

tance in the shoal water, and stood there, fighting flies.

I followed as far as the shore and shouted at him, with
no result. Then as they say in Texas, I "rocked" him,
Then I "chunked" him, but without avail.

He didn't like the look of the deep water toward the
further shore, and he meant to return and complete his

analysis of my food products.
Then I issued an order, which brought me in double-

quick time a shotgun and ammunition. This gun I

charged with a dose of No. 6, and just as that infernal
bull was subsiding apparently into a quiet nap, I sighted
for his starboard quarter, and cut loose.

There was an agonized roar, a splash and a convulsive
spring that sent the pestiferous animal some 15ft. out into

the swirling rapid, and drove the spray against the
branches of the fir trees on the opposite shore. Not upon
the order of his going did he stand, but he got across
somehow, scrambled up the bank and disappeared in
cluster of tamaracks, and I went into breakfast.

Kelpie.

QUAIL AND LOCUSTS.
The Ozarks, Mo.—I have been accustomed to the notes

of the quail from boyhood, and Bob White has a peculiar
charm for me, disassociated from any idea of autumnal
sport afield, but nowhere in all my travels have I
sojourned in a land where the musical whistle of Ortyx
virginianus was so common as in this locality. It is ex-
ceedingly pleasant to awake on a cool dewy morning
when the light of a new day begins imperceptibly to
make inroads upon the darkness of the waning night and
to hear from here, there, everywhere, in the woods, from
the fence top, the field, the copse, the hedge row, those
beautiful notes, Bob White, Bob White, each vieing with
the other in the liquid clearness of the call, seemingly
glad to the bubbling over in the enjoyment of the new
day and of life. This is a heavily wooded country, and
quail seem to be at home as much in the trees as on the
ground, at least more so than in any other place I have
been. Quail everywhere will alight in trees sometimes
when alarmed, but here I see them almost daily and hear
them calling from trees, and by the way I have thought it
possible that it was the female only that made that other
call different from Bob White which only the male makes.
Is it so? Who can tell? I was reminded of this by seeing
a female alight in a tree the other day and make this
peculiar whistle; meanwhile she lolled as a hen will on a
hot day. I frequently heard members of a bevy when
scattered make that call, but never, to my recollection,
saw whether it was male or female or both that made it!

This has been a favorable season for nesting and there
should be a "slew" of birds this fall.

This is the year of the "seventeen-year locusts" here
and they are having their innings with a vengeance.
They are like the "leaves in Vallambrosa" or the hair on
a dog's back for number, millions, yea, verily, quadrill-
ions of millions of them, and they are playing havoc with
the fruit trees, the young trees especially. What an
engine of destruction the ovipositor of the female is, to be
sure. I have seen them over a quarter of an inch in
length, as hard and sharp as a needle, and thousands of
limbs a quarter of an inch or more in diameter of last
year's wood, pierced from either side and hanging down-
ward withering, bear abundant and lamentable evidence
of the muscular power with which these lances are driven
through bark and wood that reproduction may be carried
on.

I came upon a fact some days since—new tome—which
is that it is the male only that has the corrugated music
boxes that deafen with their strident din. The female is
quiet, but she gets in her work all the same. Underneath
the shoulder of the wing of the male, on each side of the
thorax, is the convex, white, corrugated abomination
that makes the ear-splitting noise, made, I suppose, as in
the case of all the cicada?, by the rubbing of these corru-
gations or plates against each other. I haven't found out
yet what purpose this noise fulfills, and as time is passing
and I don't expect to be here when this crop of eggs
hatches out seventeen years hence, I shall have to hurry
up with my investigations now. When I ascertain I will
acquaint you. o. O. S.

AT A DOLLAR APIECE.
The spring is not the time to hunt most animals, yet it

is the only time to successfully hunt this class, Perhaps
you don't know what they can be. I will describe them
a little; of a yellowish, mottled color and long lithe
body; they do not stand high at the shoulders; their ears
are very short; they are very gamy and fight hard on the
defensive; they have from one to fifteen rattles on their
tail. Last year a bounty of $1 a tail was declared for the
extermination of the rattlesnakes in the town. The main
den is in Derby Holler, a decided "holler" on the lake
front in the Split Rock Mountains, Lake Champlain. At
the lower part of this basin, fronting the water for about
100 rodsX 30, the surface is completely coveredwith broken
jagged rock, fallen from the escarpment above There
is no earth or vegetation of any kind anywhere to be seen
inside the den. In the holes and crevices under all this
debris are concealed for half the year hundreds of rattle-
snakes. The first Sunday in May without fail, so said,
the rattlers wake up and begin their tedious journey tothe woods and mountain pastures in search of their food
—frogs, birds' eggs, young of chipmunks, red squirrels

time that I went hunting for them over 100 had been
killed. The rocks were strewn with their dead and
putrifying bodies. Most of them had either been killed

or made good their escape when we appeared upon the
scene. I killed only one, it having seven rattles. Mather
killed two babies, each having only a "button." Grey
killed one that had been deprived of his coveted end by
some former adventurer. We afterward learned who
had cut his tail off while he was escaping in the rocks.
On close inquiry I cannot learn of a single case of

snake bite to man or beast from the inhabitants of this

den. I examined their fangs. They look just like a cat's

claw, white and curved, on the upper jaw. My snake
was as hollow as a rubber hose from his long fast.

Query—Do they breed in the den or after leaving it?

Essbx County, New York. HEATHCOTE.

SERPENT SUICIDE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am glad to see in your issue of the 9th inst. the article

on the suicide of a rattlesnake, and especially the rapid
mortality of its own bite.

I can confirm Capt. Kingman by an observation of nl.y

own. Some years ago my brother and myself were rid-
ing together on horseback, and I saw a large copperhead
lying in the road itt stich a position that my brother was
about to ride over it. I Called to him that his horse
would be bitten and he reined to one side, stooping over
in the saddle and striking the snake just in front of the
back with the tip of a slender riding switch. The snake
immediately struck at the place where he felt the sting
of the switch and deeply implanted his fangs in his own
back, and as he snatched his head back we saw a drop of
blood ooze out from each puncture of the fangs. The
creature fell into violent contortions, and in less than two
minutes was lying belly upward, motionless and dead.
About an hour later we repassed the place and the reptile
was lying dead where we left him. The proposition
could not be maintained that the slight blow with the
keen small tip of a birch switch had killed a large and
powerful reptile. It certainly received no other injury
except its own bite, which I believe beyond all dispute
killed it, notwithstanding certain scientific experiments
seem to show that the snake's venom is innocuous to itself

and other snakes.
I have, moreover, the facts of another case from my

brother-in-law, Dr. Rush Chancellor, his wife and another
of my sisters, who witnessed it. The doctor was driving
the ladies to church, and the wheel of the carriage nearly
passed over but did not touch a large copperhead, which
he gave a smart tap with his whip, when it struck its

fangs into its own body at the spot touched by the whip.
After very brief, violent contortions and writhings, as if

in intense pain, it rolled over dead, and was lying dead
in the spot they left it on their return from church,
The accuracy of my observation having been questioned

by scientific experimenters, I am glad to see the record of
Capt. Kingman's case, and take this opportunity to record
my own observation and that of Dr. Chancellor. I haVe
not the least doubt that many other persons must have
witnessed the same thing. This seems to throw doubt oil

the value of experiments with captive snakes whose
venom was doubtless exhausted before the negative
results were obtained. I have no doubt we shall hear
from the gentlemen on that side of the question, but I

doubt if they can dispose of the cases of Capt. Kingman,
Dr. Chancellor and myself by any negative results so far
recorded. M. C. Ellzey, M.D.
CUMBERSTONE, Md,

BLACK AND GRAY WOODCHUCKS.
Mr. John W. Rush, of this place, and myself have

found something new in woodchucks. Mr. Rush is an
expert forester and something of a naturalist. He wrote
you a few observations on these rodents, which you
printed in last week's issue of Forest and Stream. These
referred chiefly to their tree climbing habits and to their
color, which differs from that of the common field wood-
chuck. We do not claim the discovery of a new species,
for we detect no structural difference between the black
and the gray animals; but we are ready to assume that
their variation is analogous to that of the wood bison aiid
the plains bison, so that they may very properly be desig-
nated as the forest woodchuck and the field woodchuck,
the former confining itself to the woods and feeding on
browse, berries and nuts, while the latter seldom ventures
beyond the brink of the grass and clover fields. We
assume, too, that the forest woodchuck does not burrow
like its congener, but lives like squirrels in hollow stumps
and trunks of trees, climbing to the topmost fronds for
food, when not otherwise provided, and making winter
store in magazines. Charles Hallock.
Haines Falls, N. Y. v

Five Lakes, Wis.—One of your correspondents says he
never knew a gray woodchuck to climb trees. This is the
only kind we have here, and it is a common occurrence
for them to tree when cut off from their burrows. While
out walking to day my little beagle Been treed one; it
ran up a smooth willow about 4in. in diameter to a height
of 20ft. They are very plenty here, and a great pest to
the farmers, as they are sure to choose a nice level meadow
for their burrows. W. E. W.

Game Birds, Fires and Floods.

Eagle Rook, Pa, June 11.—The birds have had a hard
chance here this spring. Forest fires during the nesting
time must have destroyed hundreds of nests, and those
that escaped the fire met with floods and cold wet weather
at the time the broods were hatching. Still I have heard
of two large broods of pheasants (ruffed grouse) within
the last week. Woodcock seem to have hatched well.
On May 13 I saw two broods which were half grown.
The earliest I have ever seen.

I have a friend who bought a pup from me; I told him
it was a good dog, but he wouldn't take my word for it.

You know what Mr. Hough's standard is for a good bird
dog. Well, what did Sam do but run a loaded wagon
over his pup. Mc.

etc. As cold weather warns them of the winter to DKi CooK,s Ahctic Expedition, a few sportsmen can join it. To
come they gradually work back to the den Tin rr> +>i0

"Greenland's icy mountains.'' To within 800 miles of the North Pole.J ueu
- U P 10 tne 'Hunting polar bear, Beal, walrus and reindeer.—Adv.
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MY FIRST TURKEY AND MY LAST.
While reading L. J. M.'s first turkey hunt in Forest

and Stream of June 2, I was reminded of my first tui'key
aunt when a boy on the farm living with my uncle
Lolin Hiekok in Trumbull county, Ohio. We were busy
preparing the ground for wheat during the month of
September, when my uncle called to me to see the flock
if wild turkeys which were flying from a distant woods
ind lighting in a neighbor's cornfield. I had not had the
handling of a gun of any description very much at that
feirne, but I had been allowed the privilege of borrowing a
Springfield rifle of one neighbor and a pair of brass bullet
moulds of another; I could cast in these moulds a round
aall that fitted the rifle very nicely. I had practiced
mooting some at a mark at a distance of four rods, and
jould hit a 4in. bullseye quite often. Of course, this rifle

was the first thing I thought of after seeing the turkeys.
I hastened with all speed for my outfit, and in company
with a neighbor's boy, P. J. M., who was some four years
younger than myself, started off with boyish expectations
)f getting a good share of the flock. But alas, we had
not gone far when their wary eye had caught a glimpse
sf us, and after giving a warning note they flew ki differ-

3nt directions. One lit in a fair sized elm tree in the
corner of the nearest woods. It was a grand sight for us
boys to see him standing on the branch of this tree with
head upright and as motionless as the limb he stood on.
A.s I was the oldest I started in pursuit of this grand game
bird; crawling along an old rail fence to a large stump
about twenty rods distant from the turkey, where I was
in hopes I might get a shot. I can remember it as well
is if it was only yesterday—the careful aim I took at his
jody, and I can yet see him flutter and fall to the ground.
Two excited boys ran as boys will run when they have
performed a feat of this kind; and we found the turkey
bad been hit by mere chance; his neck was cut nearly off

;lose to the head. But I had an inward pride about my
accuracy with a rifle and did not see fit to tell where I

had intended to hit the turkey.

The shooting flushed another turkey which had lit in
these same woods. This one flew to a distant swamp and
lit on the ground. After loading the rifle we went over
to the swamp and found it a hen—skulked in under a large
bog of wild grais. It was pretty well concealed, with
nothing in sight but the tail feathers; I had no difficulty

in hitting this one in the body. Now we had one apiece
and marched home with a great deal of pride and satis-

faction in our first successful wild turkey hunt.
[ Years have rolled by and the boys have grown up to
manhood. This was my first turkey hunt and my last

for years; they were soon exterminated in that locality,

as they have been throughout the Northern States.

Previous to last year I had often wished I could go
where I could see wild turkeys once more. My brother,
Rev. L, B. U., located at Waverly, Va., was desirous of
my visiting him, and knowing my weak point for hunt-
ing he wrote frequent letters describing the marvelous
hunting and fishing throughout that section. I decided
to improve this opportunity, and so it happened that on a
bright October morning in the fall of 1893, I went to the
sunny South. I staid nearly five months, visiting differ-

ent sections of the State and hunting in Tide-water.
I had become somewhat acquainted with a merchant

who resided at Airfield Mill Pond and he had extended a
very urgent invitation to my brother and myself to come
down and he would go with us to a cypress swamp where
the wild turkeys roosted. One Friday afternoon we
went.
The Mill Pond had a quaint looking old grist mill and a

store; these two buildings comprised the business portion
of Airfield. A half-dozen old-fashioned two-wheeled
carts, each with a mule or a steer hitched between the
shafts, were standing in front of the buildings, some
loaded with corn for the mill and others with peanuts, to

be traded at the store for groceries and dry goods. To
Northern folks these carts look very odd indeed.
The merchant, D. B., was a jolly, good-natured fellow,

but not much of a hunter. The sun lacked about a half
hour of setting, and shone out clear and bright, when a
party of four of us started in pursuit of turkey. My
brother and the miller went on one side of the swamp,
and the merchant and myself on the opposite. I was very
much amused to see D. B. start off with a light-colored

Buit of clothes, nearly white in fact, and with a white
straw hat—a brand new one from the store.

Thirty minutes' walk brought us to where the large
cypress trees were pointed out to me, in which they were
in the habit of roosting. I soon found a good hiding place
in the top of an oak that had been chopped down when
the leaves were all on. I). B. went about 300yds. further
down and selected the charred remains of an old pine that
lay on the ground, his clothes making a marked contrast
with his hiding place. In about thirty minutes three wild
turkeys put in an appearance twenty rods from D. B.,

offering a fine shot for the rifle, which lay by his side.

Two of tbe turkeys marched straight toward him and
nopped up on a log that was pointing straight at the hunter
dressed in wnite; and there they stood, both in range,

playing peek-a-boo with D. B., who was on all fours, and
dared not move, to say nothing of shooting. It was cer-

tainly a picture for an artist. The turkeys discovering

that it was a hunter not very well disguised, gave their

warning note, and all three flew into the swamp. D. B.

was now released and related his experience with the

turkeys to me, which only had a tendency to arouse my
zeal for one of these fowl.

It was getting quite dark and I began wading out into

the swamp. After wading about twenty rods I could see

a large gobbler perched on a limb in one of these large

cypress trees 200yds. away. I moved very cautiously

untU within 60yds. of the tree. My gun was loaded witn
buckshot, the left barrel with B.B. I took deliberate aim
intending to shoot the right barrel, but by carelessly hav-
ing both fingers on the triggers both barrels were dis-

charged. The report echoed and re-echoed over this

lonely swamp; a Mr. Barker who lived on the opposite

side of the swamp told me the next morning he had not
heard such a noise from a gun since the war. The gobbler
spread his wings and sailed down to the ground, but I

did not succeed in finding him until the following
morning. Five of the buckshot had hit him. This was
as fat a turkey as I ever saw and was the last turkey I

have shot. I found squirrel and wild duck very plenty,
and they afforded me a great deal of sport.

I heartily wish I could extend to every true sportsman
a similar trip. Fred Underwood.
Ohio.

STORIES OF EZRA.-III.

Mac Smith Gets Ezra Riled.
In September John Smith, his brother Mac, Ezra and I

hired Clint. Burnham to take us over to Adair county on
a big chicken shoot. We borrowed a lot of fence posts of
one of the settlers, made a six-sided pen of them, leaving
an open place wide enough for a doorway, "chinked" the
cracks with hay, stacked hay on top of it, put two feet of
hay inside for bedding, and felt that if we were not in
clover we were at least in hay.
The grass was fairly alive with chickens and everything

went smoothly till one afternoon Mac went off shooting
by himself, all the rest of us, with the team, going in the
opposite direction. We did not get back until nearly ten
o'clock that evening, and, of course were tired and very
hungry, and consequently cross. Mac's dog was at the
camp but Mac was not. We at once surmised that Mac
had probably shot himself, as he was an awkward, careless
fellow, always getting in some sort of a scrape. Heavy
yells and much firing of guns failing to bring any reply
from Mac, all thought of rest or supper was abandoned
till he should be found. We had about completed the
arrangements for the gloomy search, expecting that if we
found him, it would be only his dead body, when Mac
himself came out of the darkness and said, "Is supper
ready?" Ezra, fairly blazing with wrath, turned on him,
and catching him by the collar, said fiercely, "Where 've

you been? .

"Been huntin', of course, why?" said Mack, looking very
much surprised at Ezra's manner.
"Why," said Ezra, "why? Didn't you hear all that

moller'n' 'n' shootin' here at the camp?"
"Course I did. Reckon everybody in Adair county

could hear that."
"What'd you reckon we was doin' all this for, eh?" giv-

ing him another shake.
"Quit a-jerkin' me that a-way; I 'lowed you was doin' it

'cause you thought I was lost."

"Then why in [shake] Sam [shake] Hill didn't you
[shake] answer? eh?"
"Why," said Mac, in wide-eyed astonishment, "I wasn't

lost, I was eatin' a melon right over there at the water-
melon patch. Why?"
Hungry, tired and exasperated as the rest of us were,

we all laughed, and everybody set to work getting supper.
The table was a flimsy affair made of some half-inch
boards cleated together and laid on four stakes driven in
the ground. Ezra was very fond of crackers, and his way
of eating them was to put two in his mouth, grind them
to dust, and hold the dust in his mouth till moist enough
to swallow. Mac sat next to Ezra at supper. The incident
Of the evening had set us to talking about firearm
accidents. At supper, Ezra remarked, "If some of us
were to get shot I don't believe I'd ever get over it," im-
mediately afterward putting two crackers in his mouth
and smashing them. Mac, as usual, said "Why?" Ezra,
still having his mind full of wrath and his mouth full of
crackers, was too full for utterance. He put his mouth to
Mac's ear and blew the cracker dust into it with all the
force he could. Mac fell over backward, his toes hitting
the under side of the table, knocking it higher than our
heads and spilling everything on it on our laps and in the
hay. Ezra followed up the onslaught with "You great
thick-headed galloot, are you ever going to learn any
sense?"
Mac looked up and said, "Why?" O. H. Hampton.

Fort Kennedy Wild Turkeys and Squirrelsv
Cupio, Ky., June 11.—This was once a fine game

country. My father moved to this part of Kentucky
forty years ago, and I well remember his going out
through the hills to attend to business and on coming
home telling my mother that he had seen several deer. I

have often seen fine bunches of wild turkeys around the
corn shocks on winter mornings. My father cared very
little for hunting but would sometimes catch some very
fine ones in a turkey pen. A friend and hunting com-
panion was telling last week that he knew of a flock of
several young wild turkeys back in the hills, and if I five

I will try hard to get a bead on one with my Winchester
this fall. Squirrel hunting is still very good in these
parts at certain times of the year. In August they begin
cutting on the hickory and afford fine sport. I sometimes
have gentlemen come out from Louisville to hunt the
gray squirrel with me. In the winter season I usually
hunt tnem successfully with a dog and use a .22cal. Bal-
lard rifle with a set of Lyman peep sights. I never kill

more game of any kind than I can make use of in my
Family with ease. I hear men say they can not help kill-

ing all they have a chance at, but I make it a rule to quit
with a reasonable bag, say from two to six squirrels.

;r. B. S.

Stop the Sale of Game.
A Platform Plaxk..—The sale of game should be forbidden at all

times.— Forest axd Stream, Feb, 10.

Fox Lake, Wis.—You are doing a grand work and we
trust that in the near future the sale of game and spring
shooting will be abolished. Over 5,000 ducks were killed
and shipped from our little lake the past spring, mostly
by Milwaukee shooters. The late freeze up left a few
open holes; and one man with four guns and a man to
load killed 150 in less than half a day. W. E. W.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
Hulbert Bros. & Co. issue a large general catalogue of sportsmen's

goods.

Every angler should have a "Scott" outfit for repairing, manufac-
tured by Dame, Stodard & Kendall, Boston.

In renewing the advertisement of his hotel, W. R. Bishop, of the
Oranbery Lake Hotel in the Adirondacks, writes that he gets more
correspondence through Forest and Stream thau any other advertis-
ing he ever placed.

Yachting Cruises.—The Quebec Steamship Co. have arranged two
special summer cruises from New York and Boston to the British
Provinces, the first of which will leave New York July 8 and the sec-
ond Aug. 4. These cruises, which are characterized as "yachting,"
will take in the Bay of Fundy, the Uulf and River St. Lawrence, the
Saguenay River and Quebec, and will afford an opportunity of visiting
Lake St. John, the home of the leaping ouananiehe. A handsome
little circular will be sent those desiring further particulars by the
New York agents, A. E. Outerbridge & Co., 39 Broadway. •

en difd gitrp fishing.

BOSTON MEN IN MAINE.
Boston, June 16.—More of the trout fishermen are re-

turning every day. Generally the experienced fishermen
have been having reasonable luck, if luck it may be
called. But they go off with the season. They study the
time and all the conditions. They have had years of ex-
perience. Truly success should go with such well-
directed effort. Mr. Walter L. Hill with Mr. Wilder, of
Lowell, his friend, has just returned from a successful
trip to Moosehead. They took a good number of square-
tailed trout and a few lakers. Their largest square-tail
weighed about 41bs. But they caught a laker weighing
some 91bs. Mr. Hill is more in love with Moosehead as
each annual trouting trip goes around. Mr. George
Linder, with Mr. Benjamin Hurd, has also lately returned
from Moosehead. Mr. Linder and his friends go for fly-
fishing only. They make a rule never to troll for trout.
They try them faithfully every day, when the weather
permits, with the fly. If they rise, then there is rare
sport. If they do not rise, then there is the camp and the
enjoyments of camp life. Mr. Linder says that he used
larger flies this year than usual, and he is satisfied that
they are better. He believes, after years of study of the
subject, that the trout do not see the fly when the water
is rough, and that a large fly is more likely to be seen
than a small one. Somehow this Linder party is fully as
successful as the bait-fishermen and the trollers—the re-
ward for the amount of study and skill its members put
into fly-casting and fly-fishing. The produce party, at
Moosehead, one of the largest parties of the season, was
fairly successful, though going rather early and striking
the worst of weather.
Mr. C. H. Andrews and Mr. E. B. Haskell, senior

proprietors of the Boston Herald, are about starting on a
fishing trip for black bass. They go to the Belgrade, Me.

,

Sonds. One or two friends may accompany them. The
bl. Rockwell trouting party, that recently visited Aller-

ton Lodge, the beautiful camp of Messrs. Haskell and
Andrews; on Lake Mooselucmaguntic, was fairly suc-
cessful with trout, though they had high winds and
"beastly weather." Mr. Curtis of that party took a trout
weighing 71bs.

The Messrs. Blake are going this year to Prince
Edward Island, for fishing. They are to follow in the
footsteps of Mr. Daniel Gunn, who went down there last
year and had good success, and he has explained the way
to the Messrs. Blake. Mr. Gunn, it will be remembered,
has succeeded in landing a shark, a young whale and a
sea serpent, all at one cast, and it was not a good day for
fly-fishing either. Now will the old codfish again wink
his eye when he sees this number of the Forest and
Stream. Mr. Gunn is a senior member of the printing
trade of Boston and a man liked by everybody.
A new salmon fishing club, so far composed of Boston

and New England business and professional men, is being
formed this season. Control has been obtained of the
southwest branch of the Miramichi, largely through the
exertions of Mr. W. A. MacLeod and Mr. E. S. Beach.
Both are bright young gentlemen of the legal profession."
Some fifty lovers of the rod and reel have signified their
intention of trying the Miramichi waters this season,
under the management of the new club. Four fishing
parties have been arranged from this number. The first
party was to leave Boston on Saturday, June 16. Among
the number about sure to go may be mentioned Mr. W.
A. MacLeod and Mr. E. S. Beach mentioned above. Mr.
Fred. W. Ayer, the well-known Bangor, Me., lumber
owner and dealer, is also to be one of this first party.
Mr. Ayer, it will be remembered, is the gentlemen who
has done so much to bring out the possibilities of the sal-
mon pool at Bangor. In the party will also be J. P.
Livermore, of Boston, Mr. F. B. Greene, of New Bedford'
and Mr. A. J. Parsons, of Boston. Of their experience
and success, the Forest and Stream should have some
account later.

Some of the members of the Magaguadavic Club have
lately returned to Boston from the first fishing trip of the
season to the home of this young club, in New Brunswick.
The club has some fine lakes and streams under its con-
trol. It is presided over by Mr. C. W. M. Guild, of
Boston, an angler of a good deal of experience and good
success. Two members of this first party caught forty-
eight trout on the fly, the united weight of which was
741bs., the largest weighing SJlbs.
The members and invited guests of the Megantic Club,

who have returned from their spring fishing, express
themselves as greatly pleased with the club and its ap-
pointments. The stewardship of Mr. Fred. M. Viles is
spoken of as highly satisfactory, together with his able
corps of assistants. Some 41b. trout have been taken
from the Arnold Lake, and one or two from the Upper
Spider. The fishing was never better, especially the fly-
fishing. It is pleasant to state that members and guests
of this club are advocates of fly-fishing. But very little
trolling is done, in fact, except in some of the waters
where togue or lakers are found. From the Chain of
Ponds lakers up to 9 and 121bs. have been taken this
season.
Mr. William B. Smart, of the Boston Post, an angler

and true sportsman, annually passes a few weeks in trout
fishing in the vicinity of Phillips and Eangeley. He re-
turned to Boston on Saturday, from Reddington, where
he had excellent fishing on the streams that can be
reached from the Little Railroad. Special.

A Curiously Marked Hornpout.
Montpelter, Vt.—Let the albino experts have this from

Vermont: Mr. Geo. Smith, conductor on M. & W. R.R.
showed mo to-day a live hornpout of 7 or Sin. that was
taken from Kettle Pond, near Marchfield, by Mr. S. E.
Willis, a Piainfield fisherman. This fish has one red eye
and one of regular color. It has a silvery belly and golden
sides. It has on each side, well up on the back, a streak
of silver running from head to tail, and the fins and tail
are silvery, showing the blood markings of. a dressed fish
of ordinary color. Gantric

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspradicabl
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FISHING ON THE ^SHENANDOAH.— II.

(Concluded from page 512 )

The local customs of the resident fishermen, some of

whom along the upper river are noted for their success,

are peculiar and interesting, while the town fisherm^n
use light tackle—either a light bamboo or lancewood fly

or bait rod, or a short Henshall rod with light line, leader

and rather small hooks. The local fisherman uses tackle

of enormous proportions, calculated to strike terror into

the heart of the stranger. The pole (for it certainly is

anything but a rod) is usually of the cane species, and is

seldom less than 20ft, long and large in proportion, and

would make a fairly respectable steamboat jackstaff. It

must, of course, be used with both hands. The line is of

oiled silk, rather thick and heavy, and of considerable

length, rarely less than 200ft., and is wound upon a. large

multiplying reel, which is usually lashed to the butt of

the pole. Two very large snelled hooks are used (with-

out leaders) about 4-0 Carlyle being the usual size and
pattern, and with this tackle, and standing up in the

boat, the large, heavy "mad toms" can be cast out over

the water to a, considerable distance. No sinker is used

'except in fishing from the bank), even in swift water, as

the line is generally allowed to run out with the current

to a great length and a sinker would be a source of end-

less trouble in fouling among the ever-present reefs.

The local fishermen seldom fish from the bank; but

either wade—not infrequently up to the shoulders—or, as

more usual, fish from a boat, which is a broad, flat-bot-

tomed, comfortable, slow moving affair about 20ft. long

and capable of holding six or eight men, and is always
propelled by a long pole wielded by a man standing in

the stem of the boat. Some of the fishermen and boat-

men attain great skill in handling these clumsy, heavy
boats, and they can be forced up a rapid or against a
swift current by this means, where a pair of oars would
bp utterly ineffective.

The boat is anchored directly across the stream, where
the current will permit, by means of a heavy stone at

each end; generally attached to a piece of fencing wire,

thnt will not chafe or cut on the reefs, and the anglers

make themselves as comfortable as circumstances will

permit, casting down stream, of course, and letting the
line run out in the current to considerable length; while
these in the ends of the boat, of course, have considerable
side sweep. When a strike is secured, the line is paid
out to the fish to a considerable extent—some 20 or 30ft.

—

before striking, and the fish allowed to run with the bait.

After running some little distance the fish usually stops;

and when he again gets under way, the angler strikes,

with a steady, sweeping pull on the long sagging line,

which rarely fails to hook the fish.

The theory that the fish seizes the bait by the tail and
then ejects it and turns it head first before swallowing,
seems to be well founded, and is sustained by careful ob-
servation; for, if struck too soon—befoi-e turning the bait

and getting the hook well in his mouth (the bait is usually
hooked through the lips) the fish generally escapes; and
when the line is reeled in and the bait examined, it will
be found to be scored with the marks of the teeth of the
fish—in some instances, crushed and killed, the marks
being always on the lower part of the body down to the
tail, showing that the bait was seized tail first; while
when a fish is caught, if the bait is still in his mouth (for
frequently a bass strikes so ardently that the bait is sent
spinning several feet up the line, or is thrown clear off)

it will be found to be swallowed head first, with the tail
sticking out of the fish's mouth.
When struck, the fish is reeled in and landed as quickly

as possible, withoutany preliminary playing; indeed, with
such tackle, which is capable of lifting a 3 or 41b. bass
bodily out of the water and into the boat without undue
strain upon pole, line or hook, "playing" is unnecessary,
and the local fisherman is generally desirous of landing
and securing his fish as promptly as possible. In fact, I
confess to the same desire myself; and never indulge in
any more playing than is necessary for the safety of my
tackle, having no particular relish for the cat and the
mouse game.

In wading, their long, heavy tackle strikes me as being
bulky, cumbersome and unhandy to the last degree; and
I find my little 8oz. steel Henshall rod of 8ft, 3in. with a
medium weight line—not too long—to be as near perfec-
tion for this kind of fishing as is attainable in this imper-
fect world of ours; but in boat fishing the heavy long
tackle possesses some undeniable advantages. In some
two or three weeks' fishing in the Bear Lithia neighbor-
hood last summer, most of which was done from a boat,
there was not a day's fishing in which I did not lose
one or more fish from having the fish shoot under the
boat or foul the anchor chain. The fellows with the long
heavy tackle, if their fish made for the boat, could check
him or steer him off, while with my light, delicate tackle,
if my fish took a notion to go under the boat, I had to let
him go or smash my rod.
While the Henshall rod is unequalled for wading, prob-

ably the best tackle sfrr boat and shore fishing is a rather
stoUt lancewood or steel rod about lO^ft. long and fully
as many ounces in weight, which is stiff and heavy
enough to safely snub a fish when he darts under the
boat, and long enough to be serviceable; with 150ft. of
good, medium weight oiled silk line (not enameled) and
hooks of medium or fairly large size, Tanging from
No. 2 Sproat to 2-0 or 3-0 Carlyle", with or without lead-
ers, according to taste. I always use a 6ft. looped leader,
but I cannot say that I consider it strictly essential in
bait-fishing.

In fishing from the bank a sinker is, of course, a neces-
sity. The generally accepted method used by Shenandoah
fishermen of preparing and using a sinker is to prepare a
number of different sized pieces of lead by first splitting
them with a chisel and then closing up the split by means
of a hammer with some six or eight inches of common
white cotton wrapping twine or string closed in the split
or opening. One of these sinkers thus prepared is selected
the size and weight depending on the character of the
water, whether swift and shallow or deep and still, and
tied to the end of the line, and the hook (for but one hook
is used in shore fishing) attached to the fine some 18in ormore above the sinker.
A small piece of cork looped in the middle of the snell

or snood of the hook will not add to the neat appearance
ot the tackle but will prove invaluable in keeping the bait
off the bottom, which, considering the tendency of mud-
toms and helgramites to creep under rocks, is quite an es-
sential. The advantage of this peculiar combination is

that the hook is kept off the bottom, and if anything

fouls (and in such reefy waters^fouls are of common 'oc-

currence) it is the sinker, and by a steady/strong pull the

string will break instead of the line or hook, and the

tackle will come free, leaving the sinker in the river in-

stead of the hook; and as lead is much cheaper than

hooks this is of no special importance.
'

In fly-fishing in the Shenandoah, as elsewhere, the nnest

and best tackle is the most satisfactory and produces the

bpst results: the popular theory of the small boy with the

willow pole, the tow string and the pin hook to the con-

trary notwithstanding. A fine bamboo or steel rod, Irorn

10 to lift, in length and of moderate weight, not too

light, an enameled, tapered, size F line wound on an

Orvis reel (25yds. is sufficient), a 6-foot looped leader of

heavy single gut, and two flies of moderate size—No. 4

being about right—will probably prove most satisfactory.

The bright-colored flies, such as scarlet-ibis, Parma-
cheene-belle, white-miller and professor, seem to be the

most attractive, although I have had considerable success

with the Governor-Alvord, particularly in trolling, where

the slow, steady drag of this mouselike object through the

water seems particularly tempting. George is a particu-

larly skillful and successful fly-fisher, and his favorite

combination is a bright fly as dropper and a dark one as

tail fly. His theory is that the fish is attracted by the

bright fly, and if in making a dash for it be should miss

it, or for any reason decline it, the dark fly is close at

hand and is seldom missed. Whether this theory is cor-

rect or not, his uniform success would seem to indicate

tha t there is at least something in it.

The fish do not. as a rule, rise or break above the sur-

face, but generally strike from below, and it is but rarely

that I see a fish take the fly, unless I am standing on a
reef or other elevation from which I can look down into

the water and see him make his rush; consequently, in

casting, the flies should be dropped lightly out upon the

water and allowed to sink a few inches below the surface

—a foot is not too much, and then be gently drawn in

through, not over, the water. I generally get my strikes

just as this drawing-in movement has begun. It is not

usually necessary to put out a great deal of line, except to

search special places or spots not otherwise attainable.

George and I have had some of our finest sport in troll-

ing from our canoes on our various cruises, as we cruise

along. A collar of flies is attached to the line as in ordi-

nary fly-fishing, and the casts made from the canoe,

throwing from side to side until some 40 or 50ft. of line is

out, after which the rod is laid out over the stern of the
canoe (the reel at the canoeist's feet, so placed that it will

turn freely and readily), and the tip projecting aft under
his right arm, with the line trailing out astern. The
paddle is then taken up and the course resumed. A sharp
lookout must be kept for stray ledges, and in running
rapids or threading intricate, reefy places, the line is

taken in. When riot in use the tackle is carried on the
decks of the canoes, being secured by a simple contriv-

ance.

It is not advisable to use a fine fly-rod in trolling, as in

spite of care fouls will occur, and before the canoe can
be checked and turned the rod is liable to be sprung or
broken. I once ruined two tips in one afternoon in this

same way, while on the same day George only saved his

rod by dropping it overboard, a tedious half hour's fish-

ing being required before he could find and recover it.

A common stout lancewood or steel rod, moderately
heavy, is best for this kind of work. When a strike
occurs the fish promptly notifies the canoeist that he has
arrived by a jerk that makes the reel whiz with a vigor
and suddenness that never fails to startle him, however
much hp may have become accustomed to it. The paddle
is then dropped, the rod taken up and the sport com-
mences. If the fish does not much exceed a pound in
weight he may be landed aboard the canoe without much
trouble, although at all times a landing net is a necessity
that cannot be dispensed with without risk of losing the
fish; but if a large, heavy fish is struck great care and
patience are required in order to successfully handle him
from the light, cranky canoe and get him safely aboard.
I once saw George strike a four-pounder which gave him
a fight of at least twenty minutes before he succeeded,
and during which fight the fish actually towed George's
canoe slowly and gently clear across the river in his
rushes, until he had worked him in so close to the right
bank that I had to come to the rescue by paddling gently
in and secure his bow painter and towing him out into
midstream, where he finished the fight and landed the
fish. This sounds like a veritable fish story, but it is a
fact.

The local fishermen handle their immense tackle quite
skillfully and effectively, but when placed for the first
time in the hands of a man who has not been brought up
on it, it is usually quite alarming. I was out one day
last year with Will Compton and Tom Naylor of Bear
Lithia, and Will's father, a prominent member of the
Harrisonburg bar. Compton, Sr., is an enthusiastic ex-
pert fly-fisher, and it is doubtful if he ever before caught
a bass with bait. He had run over to Bear Lithia from
Harrisonburg for a couple of days, and not expecting to
fish brought no tackle with him: and his consternation
may be imagined, when one of these 20ft. flagstaffs—
halliards and all—was placed in his hands, and he was
told to fish with it.

In the fullness of time, Compton, Sr., got a strike,
"<xive him line! Give him line!"
"Let him run!

"

"Give him plenty of time!" were samples of the advice
showered on him by the full strength of the comp my
as he sprang to his feet, the better to handle his cumber-
some unaccustomed weapon, and was on the point of
striking promptly, as he was accustomed to do in his fly-
fishing experiences. He recovered himself and paid out
some 15 or 20ft. of line, which the fish took up as rapidly
as it was paid out.
"Now strike!" exclaimed Naylor. as the fish, after

pausing a little, started off briskly again.
Compton Sr. struck; not with the long, steady swino- of

the native, but with the sharp, quick, fly-fishing, Goz.^rod
strike, forgetful of the tremendous latent energy stored
up in that 20ft. pole. The fish—about a ^-pounder—came
up flying out of the river, through the air, directly toward
the boat. Everybody dodged, but there was no danger
Ihat fish sailed up the river like a flying fish, high above
our heads, the full length of the 60 or 70ft. or so of line
out before he dropped into the water again. There was a
shout of laughter, and Compton Sr., who probably in all
his previous existence had never been guilty of yanking a

fish;,out of the water like that, sat down covered with con-

fusion, while he reeled in and landed his fish, receiving,

meanwhile, the congratulations of his friends.

He got the fish though, which afforded him some con-

solation. Commodore.

NIAGARA COUNTY CLUB'S OUTING.
Lookport, June 8.—The Niagara County Anglers' Club

has attained more than a State-wide reputation for the
success and attractive features of its annual excursions

and tournaments. This year the time for the jolly outing
was extended to two days; the place as heretofore was
Toungstown on the Niagara River, near Lake Ontario,

where black bass abound, and perch and herring fishing

is excellent.

For nearly six weeks the club has held frequent meet-
ings in preparation for the ninth annual excursion and
tournament, June 6 and 7, which was to surpass all pre-

vious efforts of the banner fishing club of the United
States. By the way, the last clause in the preceding sen-

tence is no idle boast, for the organization now has the
support of 268 active members. President Wm. H. Case,

Vice-President John F. Little, Secretary F. K. Sweet, and
Treasurer Geo. W. Weaver devoted their time faithfully

to the preliminaries. In addition committees were ap-
pointed, and their work in each case was well executed.
A special train was chartered to carry the anglers from

this city via Suspension Bridge to Lewiston on the Niagara
Eiver. General Western Passenger Agent E. J. Weeks,
of the N. Y. C. R. R., who has many personal friends in

the club, gave this important train the right of way in

preference to all others on the line. Promptly at 6:30

A. M. Wednesday the tram crowded with the merry
anglers left the depot. The forward car bore the inscrip-

tion "Niagara County Anglers' Club." At Suspension
Bridge the Lockportians were reinforced by the Niagara
Falls members.
At Lewiston the steamer Anna F. Owen met the party,

conveying the contestants to Fort Niagara, at the mouth
of the Niagara River. Along the dock was a long line of

oarsmen numbered ready to row the several pairs of "red"
and "blue" anglers to the fishing grounds near by. On
the boat Captain Charles L. Nicholls and Captain G. Louis
Holmes had selected their men. Subjoined are the two
sides that fished for a banquet to be given by the losers in
this city next week. There were a great many members
of the club who fished, but not in the tournament. With
the names is given the number of small-mouth black bass
caught by each man without reference to the heavy
catches of perch, herring, bullheads, eels, rock bass, etc.

Men.
Will R Smith 0
M O'Connor 1

F K Sweet 0
John Craddock 4
Tom Eckensperger 0
J W Peuss 0

Jas Rowe 0
Will Jenny 1

John A Merritt 0
John F Little 4

M Wendover 0

Geo Nye 2
Wm Bentley.. 0
Men.
H Wendover 0
W E Shaeffer 3
MN Haskell 0
Geo E Emerson ,1

Jacob Fisher 0
Bert Stevens 0W E Wicker 0

Jas McGill 0
David Millar 1

Fred Gerner 0

C L Haines 0
MH Hoover 1

CaptGL Holmes 1 14.

W F Bennett 1 15.

EF Smith 0 16.

HCHulshoff •. 0 17.

WHCase 2 18.

James Clifford 3 10.

DAHixon 4 20.

Joseph Dunnville 1 21.

Jerome Emerson 6 22.

Ed Brown 0 23.

A L Smith 7 24.

F J Davis r 0 25.

Geo W Weaver 0 26.

Blue Badge
CaptC L Nicholls 0 14.WW Stevens ,.1 15.

John H Buddeuhagen 0 16.

Ed Williamson 3 17.

WE Huston 3 18.

Ohas Wilkinson 0 19.

DanMcKim 2 20.

JohnKlupf 0 21.

Louis Lureman 1 22.

C W Hatch 2 23.

X D Ensign 0 24.WH Upson 4 25.

Frank Allison 0

Judge Millar's steam yacht whistled the signal for the
cast of lines, and the fun began. These rules were fol-

lowed both days:

1. Signal for prize fishing—Three whistles denotes starts and stops.
2. Hours for fishing—First day, 9 A. M. to 7:45 P. M.; second day,

early dawn to 7 P. M , start at the option of each angler.
3. No two contestants on the same chosen side for the banquet will

be permitted to fish in the same boat. It is optional with members to
enter in this contest.

4. Each person will be allowed to fish with but one rod and line, two
hooks and bait. Artificial bait allowed.

5. Boats will benumbered, and the person drawing the corresponding
number will be entitled to that boat.

6. Agreeable changes will be permitted in boats provided Rule 3 is

observed.
7. The high hook banner will be in the boat having the largest black

bass.
8. Each person will be provided with a Bcore book and at the end of

each day will record his entire catch thereon. The catch must be ex-
hibited to judges and Bcores handed to them each day.

9. The tournament will be decided upon points as given in the sched-
ule of fish adopted by the club.

In the schedule, for example, black bass counted 50,

pickerel 25. perch 2, rock bas3 2, eels 30, bullheads 25,

white bass 20, herring 10.
" Owing to heavy rains for a month past, the river and
lake were quite muddy, especially the first day, so that
few black bass comparatively were caught. The regatta
of boats had not been out on the water two minutes
before W. E. Huston of the "blues" captured a 31bs.

black bass. His comrades cheered lustily as the high hook
banner of the club was conveyed to his boat by M. N.
Haskell, who held it last year. Mr. Huston's triumph was
short-lived, for within 20 minutes W. W. Stevens, pro-
prietor of the Commercial Hotel, had taken a larger bass,
and with it went the banner. Ed. S. Bennett of the
"reds" soon stopped the merriment of the other side by
demanding the banner upon landing a still larger fish

after a lively tussle.

And thus the sport went on. At noon the Owen carried
the party up to Youngstown, 1| miles, where they dined
at the El Dorado. Notts were compared and it was found
that the blues were only 45 points behind. In the after-
noon a northwest wind made heavy water, but the fisher-

men stuck bravely to their work. Up the river good
catches of perch were made. The bass fishing was pretty
generally abandoned for that day. The anglers were
doing what they could toward securing the individual
prizes for best strings of perch and mixed fish. When 7
o'clock came there were very few who had not caught
some fish despite unfavorable water and cool weather.
Every bold angler felt somewhat tired and ready for the
clam-bake already steaming on the beach.
The word "clam-bake" does not have a soothing effect

upon any member of the Niagara County Anglers' Club

—

and thereby hangs a tale.

The special committee or*, the clam-b«*k;e made elaborate
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preparations. Ten barrels of clams were bought, 300 lob-
sters, 200 chickens, 500 ears of green corn and 5 bushels of
potatoes, with a quantity of sea grass. To prepare all

these delicacies according to the rites of the most sacred
"down-East" clam-bakes, they had hired an expert from
an Eastern city. The professional failed to materialize
Wednesday morning. Nothing daunted, the members of
the committee had the hole dry and lined with stone upon
which several cords of wood were burned during the day.
About 7 o'clock the clams, etc. , were deposited upon the
heated stones in regulation layers. The funereal canvas
was placed over the savory mound—but they forgot the
covering of earth!
The new moon looked down, upon ajglorious scene.

The summit of the land was crowned by historic old
Fort Niagara, where the Stars and Stripes waved defiance
to the cross of St George across the river. On the green
sward along the shore, bounded by lake and river on the
north and west, was a vast concourse of people waiting
to be fed. They were hungry, yet withal happy. Little
groups of fishermen, with rods in air as staunch as the
old lances of Lynwood, just in from the piscatorial fray,
conversed with their guests, soldiers from the fort and
civilians assembled upon their invitation from all over
western New York. The Twenty-fourth Regiment band
played "Hail Columbia," "Yankee Doodle" and other
patriotic airs. The church chimes across the way, sweeter
far than St. Smithin's, played "God Save the Queen."
"Home Sweet Home" proved a far more appropriate
selection later, as will deveiope.

Bonfires were built, big fish stories, many of them
excerpts from Forest and Stream, were related and all

went merry. But the bake was not yet done. Nine
o'clock arrived and the report was that some of the lob-
sters were still alive, while the potatoes were hard enough
to furnish balls for the frowning guns of the fort.

Ten o'clock came and the tables were still ungraced
with the clams and chickens. Secretary Sweet brought
forth the "illustrated regrets" from Editor Reynolds, and
showing it again to some fellow anglers, remarked that
it was well the Forest and Stream man did not come,
only to be starved. The crowd was rapidly growing pes-
simistic. Here and there assaults were made upon the
sandwiches, radishes and coffee, all hope having been
abandoned for clams that night. At 11 o'clock a wild
stampede was made for the hotels at Youngstown and the
landlords requested to set out luncheons at short notice.
A squad of soldiers was left to guard the tardy clambake,
which was well spoiled by morning. The committee
brought up the rear of the retreat in a carriage, each
murmuring "Sic transit gloria mundi." As the sentinels
were passed one by one through the mile of territory
owned by Uncle Sam the challenge, "Who goes there?"
was always satisfactorily answered by the countersign,
"Clams."
The sun rose in a clear sky next day and with it rose

the spirits of the disappointed fishermen. They forgot
clams in the excellent prospects for bass, much worthier
game. Expectations were largely realized, for the contest
the second day was much more exciting, the biting being
quite brisk. Jerome E, Emerson, cashier of the Farmers'
and Mechanics' Bank, early in the day made the ' 'reds"
jubilant by the capture of a 3£lbs. black bass. The lead
secured by the "reds" the first day could not be broken.
For the "blues," the old champions, Charles W. Hatch.
Judge David Miller, ex-Sheriff Nathan D. Ensign, Posti
master John A. Merritt, Alderman Burt Stevens, Alder-
man James McGill and Jacob Fisher did not seem to be in
good form. On the other hand, Archie L. Smith of the
"reds" was maintaining his reputation, coming in the sec-
ond evening with seven black beauties. Jerome E, Emer-
son captured six, D. A. Hixson and W. H. Upson four
each for the "reds." A tabulation of the individual scores
showed that the ' 'reds" had won the two days' fight by
3,210 points to 2,660 points for the "blues."
The awarding of individual prizes by the judges, David

Millar and Jerome Emerson on the boat going home, was
attended with lots of fun. Claimants for the several
prizes often had their disputes settled by the scales, where
an ounce cut a very important figure. Subjoined are the
lucky members and their prizes:

Largest small-mouth black bass (automatic reel, by M. N. Haskell),
won by Jerome E. Emerson with a bass weighing 3^1bs.
Second largest (nickle plated filter, by Carter Filter Co.), won by

Joseph Dumville. bass albs. 5oz.
Third largest (white vest, by Buddenbagen & Son), won by George

E. Emerson, bass 21 bs. 5oz.

Fourth largest (split bamboo rod, by D. Or. McKim), won by W. W.
Stevens, bass 21bs. boz.

Largest string of small-mouth black bass (Belial trout rod, by Theo-
dore Baldwin and gold badge by the club), won by Archie L. Smith.
7 bass.
Second largest string (landing net, by F. K. Sweet), won by W. H.

Upson.
First small-mouth black bass caught, W. E. Houston, two minutes

after the signal for fishing Wednesday morning, taking the club's
high hook banner. This will be held during the year, however, by J.
E. Emerson, wbo caught the largest black bass.
Largest string of mixed fish (trunk-splint bamboo rod, by L. H.

Staats), won by C. W. Hatch; 19 perch, 2 black bass, 1 eel, 1 rock
bass.
Second largest string mixed fish (floating bait-pail, by W. A. Will-

iams.), won bv H. C. Hulshoff ; zl perch, 3 rock bass, 1 white bass.
Largest string of perch (tackle box, by 0. W. Hatch), won by John

Klopf ; 52 perch.
Second largest string of perch (gold match-boy, by Geo. W.Weaver)

won by Will R. Smith; 40 perch.
Largest string of herring (box of cigars, by Eddie F. Smith), won

by L. G. Holmes; one herring.
Boatman whose party caught the largest number of fish (hat-rack

and stove-mat, by John E. Mack, won by boat No. 15, Mr. Todd row-
ing, Jacob Fisher and Will R. Smith.
Second largest catch (501bs. sack of flour, by Griggs Bros. & Ellis),

won by boat No. 22, Fred Masher rowing John Buddenhagen and
Henry Hulshoff.

At 9 o'clock last night the anglers returned bearing
precious burdens. Tanned they were and tired, yet
nappy with the pleasant reminiscences of two jolly days
stored against the days when troubles come.
Reader, if you are a fisherman and enjoy good com-

pany, you should go with the Niagara County Anglers on
their next annual excursion and tournament at Youngs-
town. M. H. Hoover.

Spanish Mackerel.

MoREHEAD City, N. C, June 15.—Two of the guests of

the Atlantic Hotel went trolling yesterday and caught in

three honrs 140 Spanish mackerel. It is not an unusual
occurrence for parties of four or five to bring 300 mackerel
and bluefish in a few hours. Cero and pompano are
caught in quantities also. The shooting here is good

—

snipe, willet and curlew, besides deer on the beaches.
B. L. Perry,

CANADIAN ANGLING NOTES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Reports have reached here of excellent fishing had on

the lakes in the St. Maurice region, which are reached
from Three Rivers by the Piles Branch of the C. P. R. and
from Quebec by the Lower Laurentides, a branch of the

Quebec & Lake St. John Railway.
Mr. Brackett, of Boston, the eminent fish artist, left

here on Friday for his salmon fishing grounds on the
Marguerite. During the coming week he will be joined
by Mr. Henry Russell, general attorney of the Michigan
Central Railway, who is now fishing the Grande Discharge
for ouananiche, together with Mr. Robert E. Plumb, gen-
eral manager of the Michigan Peninsular Car Co.; Mr.

L'Homrnedieu, assistant general superintendent of the,

Michigan Central Railway; Mr. J. D. Hawks, manager of

the Detroit. Bay City & Alpina Railway, and Mr. Gardner
T. Lyon of Oswego, N. Y. These gentlemen came to

Quebec by special car, and proceeded on it to Lake St.

John, On the way they stayed over at Lake Edward,
and enjoyed good trout fishing. What havoc the}r have
wrought among the ouananiche is not yet reported, but
they are expert fishermen and must have had rare sport,

for the ouananiche are so abundant just now at the head
of the Discharge, that several cases are reported in which
from 60 to 70 fish fell to a pair of rods in the early part of

the present week. Mr. Plumb and Mr. Lyon are about to

fish the main branch of the Marguerite for salmon in

company with Messrs. A. L. Barney, Roland Mitchell, N.
C. Barney and W. B. Williams, of the St. Marguerite
Salmon Club.
Mr. John C. Eno and his eldest daughter and Col. Wilson

of this city have been very successful in their struggles

with Lake St. John ouananiche this week. It is interest-

ing to note, as proving the absurdity of the story that the
ouananiche are landlocked and cannot get to sea, ^ver the
obstructions of the upper Saguenay, that a little over a
fortnight ago a number of these fish were taken by rod
and line in the mouth of the Chicoutimi River, within the
limits of the town of that name at the head of steamboat
navigation. Mr. Lyon also tells me that he, like Mr.
Brackett, has taken ouananiche at the mouth of the Mar-
guerite. The Chronicle of this city is out in a vigorous
campaign against the reported netting of ouananiche in

several localities at Lake St. John.
Judge Kellogg of Waterbury, Conn., and a party of

friends, including Messrs. A. W. Reed of Baltimore, and
Rufus Hi Thayer of Washington, D. C, went up to their
trout fishing waters at Lake Bouchette a few days ago,
and Prof. Wm. G. Mixter of Yale University and other
gentlemen from Whitehaven left here to-day to fish at
Lac Commissaire, the headquarters of the Nomantum
Club. Mr. Geo. Lawrence, Jr. , of New York and a friend
left by the same train for the Grande Discharge. Messrs.
G. E. Hart and J. L. Atwood of Waterbury, Conn: Wal-
lace Duraud of Newark, N. J., and Miner Drake of Tor-
rington, Conn., returned home a little over a week ago,
after a stay of two weeks and a half upon their fishing
preserve on Lake Commissaire and neighboring waters.
In addition to splendid sport among the trout of that
region, some of which exceeded 51bs. in weight, they took
ouananiche up to 5iVlbs each at Lake St. John, and Mr.
Durand is the happy possessor of a splendid skin and head
of a Canada lynx, which he prizes the more highly that
it fell a victim to his own rifle on the shore of Lake Com-
missaire.
Among the anglers who have enjoyed good sport in

Lake Edward this spring may be mentioned E. S. Herrick,
T. Henderson, H. C. North, S. D. Curtis and W. D. Hall,
Albany, N. Y. ; J. K. Barstow, A. G. Pierce, L. F. Lassill,

E. H. Shattuck, J. W, Jones, Van A. Nye and H. Nye of
Burlington. Many of the above took fontinalis weighing
from 8 to 51bs. apiece, mostly with bait, though good
fly-fishing is to be had up Rat River, one of the lake's

feeder's. E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, June 16.

IS THE FISHING GONE FOREVER

?

Charlestown, N. H., June 12.—I am sorry my friend
"Mascomy" had such poor luck in Vermont; I kn^w the
region he visited well, 80 years ago, and have had great
success there, in Stratton, Winhail and Penn.
Trout fishing in this region is a thing of the past, and,

I fear, with the destruction of the forests is gone forever.

I am glad I had a chance to enjoy it when I was young.
I went out a month ago to the old brook in which I caught
my first trout, more than 60 years ago, and fished a mile
of beautiful water without a nibble! Last week I tried
again and walked out three miles, three-fourths of the
way up hill, and the last one down, to a little brook where
I once was sure of a good string. The old gorge through
the hills, full of falls and rapids, once shadowed by old
trees through and under which it was easy traveling and
good fishing, was now choked with a dense growth of
young wood and underbrush through which it was almost
impossible to push my way with a rod, and quite so to fish,

and. I began at the foot of it, where the brook comes out
into an open pasture, with a few trees along the water.

I got a 7in. trout at my second cast, soon followed by
one of 6in., and then lost another of 7, just as I reached
out my hand to draw him in, for the overhanging branches
had prevented me from hooking him fairly. I got one
more little one, and that was the end of it. I soon came
to tracks in the grass, where it was beaten down, as I got
into the more open meadow, and for the next mile, until
I struck the road, I only got hold of two more, and they
were neither of them 4in. long, and were soon swimming
off again. One of them was not even pricked, the well-
baited hook having come out through his gills! I agree
with "Mascomy," that fishing in our brooks in this part
of the State should be absolutely prohibited for the next
three years, if we are ever to have any more of it!

When I reached a friendly farm house on myway back,
I was told that a young fellow from town had been out a
few days before, and got 62 trout, and I guess he got them
all

?our Ithaca correspondent, "J. H. S.," seems to have
made his first acquaintance with the regular lake trout,
so-called Salmo namaycush. His forked tail is the
feature which distinguishes him at sight from the square-
tailed Salmo fontinalis. There is nothing peculiar about
them in Mill-Site Lake, they are all so.

Mr. Starbuck and Mr. France make a pretty good
defense of "rodster," but I do not like the word; it might
be applied to a schoolmaster (of the old English type) as
well as to an angler. 4;

Still it is far better than the modern English slang of
"chucking a bug," or that other piece of euphemism, in
which one of your correspondents indulges, of "stabbing"
a trout, which is horrible and indefensible. It calls to
mind a "Dago" and a dagger at once.
The bass season opens June 15 and I may try the river

then. I hear of many large pike being taken. VonW.

TROUT TICKLING.
You may remember that three years since, if my

memory is faithful to her trust, I wrote you among other
things from near North Bay, Ontario, where I was having
considerable of an entertainment with some of Mr. Star-
buck's "dappled darlings of the wimpling waters," some
notes on this, to me, new methods of securing trout. How
one morning my German landlord laid by my plate seven
beautiful fish—beautiful even in death—as nearly alike as
seven peas, and on my questioning him as to where he
caught them, said: "I catch 'em mit my handt," and pro-
ceeded to describe "trout tickling." Of course I was a
"doubting Thomas" from the original family of Thomases,
and gently but firmly assured him of the fact that I was
aware that he was trying to gull me, but he "would none
of it." And maybe you remember how we went to the
mountain stream, icy cold in May, that he might give
demonstration of his powers in this line, but that there
was a complete failure so to do; he, however, still hold-
ing to the truth of his statement, and that further it was
a common mode of catching trout in Germany.
Now comes your correspondent E. M. B., in yours of

June 2, and writes of the same matter, but has his in-

formation from second or third hands—"I vouch not
for the truth you see, but tell the tale as told to me."
He tells how a Mr. Rich worms himself or eels himself
into the water like unto a huge alligator, by impercep-
tible advance, and then elongating his electric arm inch
by inch, as doth the manipulator of the telescope, gently,
slowly, electrically, hypnotically charms the doomed trout
until "fust thing you know" he is just "tickled to death."
Now, my German friend didn't lie down and gently

insinuate his body into the stream. I should have been
"tickled to death" to see him. He couldn't do it, for, in
the first place, there were no holes in that rocky moun-
tain stream large enough, and in the second he'd have
come so precious near freezing to death, the tickle would
all have been taken out of the performance. His pro-
fessed plan was to reach under the overhanging banks or
rocks, and trust to the acuteness of feeling in his fingers
to locate the fish, as if any old, mature, experienced
"roseate ranger of the rushing ripple" would calmly
await the advance of that "strangely moving spectacle"
from the outer world until it closed round him, and he
awoke too late to the fact that he had been mightily
tickled. Where is the man or men, reliable, with the
papers in this case? I don't mean the professors, but wit-

nesses competent to make affidavit. I will now wait, if

necessary, three years more. O. O. S.

The Ozarks, Mo.

The gentleman who inquired the other day in your
columns whether it is true that trout can be taken by the
hand, may set his mind at rest on that point. They can.

I first learned this fact from my father more than fifty

years ago, and in North Britain the practice is called

"guddling." Dr. William C. Prime, in a book called

"The Old House by the River," published early in the
fifties, says: "You may always take trout in this way."
If further information on this subject is needed, let your
correspondent ask Alex. Starbuck's "Ned" (Mr. P. E.

Roach), whether he did not get into trouble with the
authorities before he left England by experimenting in

the capture of trout after this method. Kelpie.
Central Lake, Mich,

He Growls to Sustain His Reputation.

Editor Forest and Stream:
This is a funny fight, and I feel very much as the West-

ern woman did when her old man "fit the b'ar"—I don't
care which whips. Rodster may be a very good word

—

like Sam Weller's '
!circumwent"—but I think angler just

as good. Arguments are very good things when properly
used, but they are sometimes wasted.

It is a well-known fact that a spider makes a web, but
that doesn't make a webster of him.
Then, too, the farmers and some other fellows know

that a rooster crows, and to keep in that line of argument
he ought to be called a crowster. It may be that he is

called a rooster because he roosts; but then consistency
would say that a hen is as much of a rooster as her hus-
band. Besides, I don't think it would sound well in certain
cases. It won't do, and we may as well let him crow and
scratch under his old name.

N. B.—This stuff is not argument, and as your space is

too precious to waste, I'm going to stop—when I get
through. A little thing like rodster is too small a bone to

fight about; but certain words occasionally occur in the
writings of even your contributors that are very afflictive

to rational men—"of which I am one of 'em"—and I

hereby give notice that if any rodster ever mentions
"speckled beauties" in my presence I'll shoot him on the
spot. As the editor of Forest and Stream once insinu-
ated in the "plain language of truthful James," that I was
an old growler, I have a reputation to sustain.

There are many little things about Forest and Stream
that are not exactly to my taste, and if I were its mana-
ger I'd keep a hundred horse power press in the office and
whenever anything was handed in that might be put in
half the space, I'd give it a squeeze. Hunting and fish-

ing stories, to be interesting, should be told in the most
expressive language.

If ray style were not already perfect, "Podgers" would
be one of my models. By the way, what's the matter
with "Podgers"? I believe he never was much of a gun-
ster, but as a rodster he's at home* and whenever he goes
on a fishing spree he always talks about it in an interest-

ing way. Stir him up. DrDYMUS.
St. Augustine, Ela.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The papers in defense of the use of the word rodster are

scholarly, Shakesperian, and almost convincing; yet this

at least I'm free to tell, I do not like thee rodster, well.
kelpray
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ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
(Continued from Page 516-)

It now being time to return we commenced the fatigu-

ing tramp over the rugged route and were glad when we
had reached the "big rocks." Ned had caught two in-

differently sized trout during our absence, and being posi-

tive no more were to be had there, suggested an immedi-
ate move to our quarters. He laughed heartily when I

told him, as we were slowly moving along, of my coast-

ing down the rock on my back, and said it was a great

pity to spoil such an incident without the consummation
of the striking tableau so near at hand, the plunge into

the lake. Its successful finale was all the tableau I de-

sired. I was not hankering for the calcium lights to be

turned on for rapturous applause or for the creating of

any emotional impression.
On our return we met several canoes containing Tndian

families en route for the Aguawa, to which we g ive the

customary salute. It is really surprising how the red-

skins manage to employ the limited space in their jimans
—so they call their canoes—and how much they stow
away in them. We saw one containing man and wife

with four children, two boys and two girls, a dog with

four pups, divers camp utensils and other plunder, on top

of which was a cage with two young eagles. The gun-
wale was but a few inches above the water, and with all

this they had come all the way from Michipicoten. Their

canoes are built exceedingly light and lie on the water

"Like a yellow leaf of autumn,
Like a yellow water lily."

They are, too, very handy for crossing dangerous places,

and, if you take proper precaution, you need not posi-

tively be upset. The Indians have extraordinary command
over them, and they seem to fly over the surface of the
water. Hence it is not surprising that the poets impart
mysterious and magic powers to the bark canoe.

"And the forest life was in It,

All its mystery and magic;

All the lightness of the birch tree,

All the toughness of the cedar,

All the larch's supple sinews."

Even the Indians honor their own invention greatly, and
impart to it a divine origin. They say that Menaboju
(their Prometheus or Hercules) invented the canoe.
They even point to some half dozen lumps of stone on the
shore of one of the islands, and say that Menaboju built
his canoe between them and there hung it to dry.

I was quite tired when we reached camp, for my walk
along the ragged shore was very toilsome, being compelled
to bend and twist, and turn and stretch in the endeavor to
ascend or circumvent the deep chasms and treacherous
masses of fallen rocks which ever and anon confronted
me. Ned escaped all this fatigue, for he scarcely moved
from his first position, and frequently did his casting from
a comfortable seat.

We were now exceedingly eager for our meal, for our
appetites were as keen as the edge of a sword blade. Our
chef soon had us before smoking platters of broiled trout
and other savory dishes which Appicus, the unexampled
epicurean of ancient Rome, would have relished as choice
examples of culinary skill.

The delicious repast over, we strolled, as usual, to the
front of our quarters, which commanded a magnificent
view of the lake and the mountains, and there became
deeply entranced with the grand prospect spread before
us. The sun was in deep repose in his rosy bed, a charm-
ing picture in matchless tints; the air sprang up cool and
crisp, the sky became fretted with golden fire, a pale curl
of a moon revealed itself, the sea beat in rippling cadences
against the gray cliffs, and dark shadows from the moun-
tain pines stood out like grim sentinels.

Night comes, world jeweled,

The stars rush forth in myriads to wage
War with the lines of darkness and the morn,
Pale ghost of night, comes haunting the cold earth

After the sun's red sea death quietless.

A cheerful camp-fire now being necessary for comfort
it was soon made, and around it we all gathered and dis-
cussed the probabilities for the departure in the morning
to the great trout waters at Point Brule. Peter, who had
been drawing much comfort from his clay pipe, at last
laid it aside, and then taking up the theme we had just
dropped fairly bewildered us with the recital of the most
wonderful habitation of trout at the promised land. Sir
Jack Falstaff , who related the amusing growth of the
men in buckram, was no comparison to our Peter, for he
would take a six-inch trout as a starting point and in an
incredible short space of time so invest it with a fairy
charm as to drop it at 61bs It was infinitely amusin<* to
us, and to see to what extent his lively imagination would
revel, we innocently, as it were, encouraged him in his
romances. No ordinary fish liar could begin to approach
him when he once warmed to the subject, and he wasnow giving us palpable evidence of being red hot He
was even dauntless enough to thrown down the "-auntlet
to Ananias. Freckled patriarchs of gigantic size were
marched before us in rank and file close and deep until
they took on such a marvelous growth as to astound us
in the construction of the mythical. His trout tales at
last reached such enormous proportions that I finally
thought he had mistaken the nomenclature and was talk-
ing of the ghttering tarpon.
The bronzed and ever-silent Kenosh, who had some re-gard for the truth, looked with wondering eyes at his

associate during his enthusiastic recitals, until finally hehad reached the giddy heights and was throwing out theTitanic trout and then he arose and beat a hasty retreat
into the darkness where he could blush unseen at thefables of has illusive associate, who evidently believed
that imaginative construction was simply "the truth inmasquerade.
Ned, thinking it high time to drop the curtain erePeter s trout outclassed the spouting whale, arose, and inthe most artless manner asked the gilt-edged romancer:
' 'Can you use the lariat?"
"Yes, a little; why?" answered the unsuspicious Peter

that's all
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And then Ned strode away, leaving the demoralise
Peter all in a liinp, who had 'suddenly realized that hewas not only a "cheerful idiot," but that he sLodbranded as the champion bar of the North Shore This
is the second time this tawny half-breed had been knocked
out by us, and we do not suppose that he will ever again

have the hardihood to enter the arena for another contest

while lie sails under our colors.

Early the next morning, Ned, our peep o' day boy, who
was the first to see dawn, announced a beam wind, and

then the entire camp arose and hurriedly prepared for

the advance to Point Brule. While the cook was prepar-

ing breakfast the tents w ere taken down and everything

not in immediate use carried to the beach ready for load-

ing.

Peter was not in his usual high spirits, now that we
were to penetrate into his elaborately advertised domain
where the monarchs of the spotted robes were supposed
to sport in countless numbers. He well knew we had
him down to a very fine point and that he now had no
standing in court. Not a word did he murmur about
trout; not a delight express in our departure; not a hope-
ful smile for our prospective success. He had been so

completely stripped, so deftly exposed, so emphatically
relegated to the rear, and so crestfallen, that he became
an object of pity. He hung his head in very shame, and
had lie have been paid for his services would doubtless

have deserted at the first opportune moment.
The meal over, the dishes washed, and the pots and

pans thoroughly cleaned, we were soon loaded and off

with a brisk wind that made the white swirl from the bow
hiss and frolic in curving lines of glistening beauty.
We were making fine headway and figured to reach our
destins^ion by noon. Blind River, with its ribbon-like
wandering from dizzy heights, was soon reaohed and left

in the distance. Swinging l>y a noble headland of pre-

cipitous cliffs we had Gravel River in view, and then we
saw our friendly Kentuckian and one of his boatmen fish-

ing along a shore of savage crags that were as sharp as a
sabre's edge. We had supposed that he was on his way
to Michipicoten, and wishing to make some inquiries held
our boat to the shore till we were within talking distance
of the twain. The angler doffed his hat to us, and as we
bawled the interrogations he expressed by pantomime
that he was unable to hear on account of the howling
wind and the beating sea. The boys, however, made his

tawny attendant understand, and the information came
that there was no fishing at either Point Brule or Gar-
gantua.
This was a deep disappointment to us, and after an

immediate conference of a few minutes concluded to
return, stopping at Aguawa en route. Peter gathering
renewed courage at this development, at once took a new
and sudden tack, remarking:
"The infernal Indians have netted 'em all out; that's

what's the matter. Three years ago when I was there,
they were in acres."
"And every one a 6-pounder," put in Ned.
"Well, they were big ones, you bet."
"Very like a whale, Peter," I added.
"Monsters, every one of them," he came back un-

abashed.
It was no use to down this monumental liar unless we

took a club to him, and that not then being conveniently
at hand the Point Brule romance was relegated to ob-
livion.

Our boat, having swung around, was headed to the
deep water until she caught the full force of the wind,
which was now blowing very brisk. Her speed was
therefore doubly increased and a lovely sight it was to see
her "walk the water like a thing of life" with the pearl-
like foam rising in rolls from her round bow and stream-
ing from her smooth sides until the frothy seas devoured
them.
We had not gone many miles before the sun came out

and flooded the earth with fervent rays; clouds ever in
harmony with the ardent aurora appeared in prismatic
radiance, while the cool wind bowing to the same in-
fluence rapidly relaxed to a gentle cadence. The cliffs in
jeweled splendor take up the paeans of rejoicing and the
woods in crimson burn, while the fast dying billows with
silvery sparkle on every snowy crest rubbed the Aladdin
lamp, for it was a morn of unalloyed delight, a romance
from the sky that thrilled and gladdened the heart with
overflowing joy

:

"Ferny pastures, beetling rock,

Slopes half-islanded by streams
Glisten in the amber gleams
Of the sunshine—gleams that mock
Shadowed field and cool gray rock."

Our greyhound dash had very materially slackened in
this golden dazzlement, but the enjoyment was doubly
enhanced by the blending of the azure sky and glittering
sun, of mountain pinnacle and rugged crag, of shadowy
wood and silvery sea.

Our boatmen were fully under the inspiration of this
delightful weather, for they chattered like magpies in
French and Chippewa and laughed so heartily as to lead
us to believe they were having a regular circus at some-
body's expense. Ned thought their battery of humor was
aimed at us, but it mattered not, as we were willing to
stand as targets as long as their facetious arms were con-
cealed, as it developed a condition of cheerfulness they
seldom displayed.
We sail along in dreamy indolence, the wind being just

strong enough to fill out sails, while the air, like cham-
pagne, fills the senses with exhilarating delight. At
twelve meridian we round into Aguawa Harbor taking
the inner channel between the islands, and as the last is
reached we turn at right angles, going along a bold and
frowning fortification of nature with a fast expiring breeze
and a sea panting as if in sleep. An horn- more of very
slow sailing brings us to Aguawa River, where we land
and make camp.
After we had taken a wholesome meal, Mr. Schelin°-

the Hudson Bay agent stationed here, who had arrived
from Michipicoten the day before, paid us a visit for a
grand pow-wow, as was his usual custom whenever we
stopped here. He stated during the conversation that the
great storm which occurred while we were at Jackson's
Cove, mention of which I have made in previous pageswas one of the fiercest he ever witnessed, and that a thun-
derbolt struck with appalling violence in the lake at Pilot
Harbor, and as a result thousands of fish were killedAmong them were all varieties, embracing many finebrook trout, whitefish, pike, herring and other edible fish.

«
n
f
reati^u 6? Sathered from all quartersaround the floating fish, but, strange to say, would nottouch one of them, while a fish taken in a *ill net andthrown to them would be snatched up instantly, a dozenor more making for it at the same time. This subtle discrimination was a mystery we were unable to solve, unless

it were that the lightning so poisoned the fUh as to make
them decidedly unpalatable to these scavengers of the I

lake.

About three o'clock, after everything had been made
snug around camp, and an Indian boy engaged to keep
away from our provisions the prowling dogs of which
there were many here now, we took the boat and went
up to the first rapids on the river. Here we landed, and
walking along the shore fished the pools for a mile or
more, resulting in our capturing a lot of small trout that
ran from six to ten inches. They are really more tooth-
some than the larger ones, but the fighting sport, which
so delights an angler, is not from this class of juveniles.
The sun had been exceedingly hot all the afternoon,

and when we reached our tent were received by dense
clouds of vampirish insects singing their direful war
songs, that at once prompted a resort to the fly repellent.
After liberally laving with it we had some comfort, for it

was an unimpenetrable wall to the insectivorous brigades
and a perfume to us the very opposite of fragrant musca-
dine. Ned's cuticle was easily assai able, and when the
brulots had him at a disadvantage, he was a howling
dervish. Lumps as big as acorns would appear on him
from these attacks and they were also exceedingly painful.
In a very little while the acidulous emollient lost its

power over this savage horde and then they were at us
again as viciously as ever. Ned once more went for the
insect preventive, but it was nowhere to be found. It had
either been misplaced by him or by one of the half-breeds
who occasionally used it. He was now in a perfect rage,
for he could neither find the boatmen, who had doubtless
gone to the beach or the woods, nor the desired liquid. As
a dernier ressort he gathered some branches from the
thickets and commenced a vigorous flaggellation of the
air, sweeping them down in brigades at every blow, but
they were so thick everywhere that when he attacked them
in front they took him in the rear, and when on one side
they took him on the other. One minute he was scratch-
ing the back of his head and the next the front; then he
would stoop down to scratch at a sand fly that was
perforating his stocking, and then as suddenly straighten
up to rub his caput, and thus stormed at every available '

point he became perfectly frantic. At last he rushed into
the tent and then rushed out with blood in his eye and a
gun in his hand. Is he resorting to shot and shell to deci-
mate their ranks, or has he gone daft and is about to look
down the barrel of his gun for relief? I was really at a
loss to comprehend his strange actions and at once began
to move toward him to ascertain what it all meant, when
with a gentle motion of his hand he waved me to stop.
This puzzled me more than ever, but when I saw him de-
liberately raise the gun to his shoulder and aim at the top
of an adjacent tree, the enigma was at once solved. It
was game he was after, as an offset, doubtless, to the game
that had been made of him. In a moment the report of i

the discharged gun rang out, and then a rapacious hawk
came tumbling down from his lofty perch, much to the
delight of Ned, who expressed himself a. bitter foe to this
sanguinary bandit of the fields. On replacing his gun hei
stumbled over the repellent, which was under an old straw
hat of mine, and where he had placed it for security. He
was once more serenely happy after he had anointed his
face with the powerful preventive.

"Really, Ned," I said, as he emerged front the tent:
bottle in hand, "I thought you were about to escape
from your tormentors by taking the direct route to cloud-
land."
"I had pretty near reached that climax; but this," hei

smilingly continued, holding aloft the magic mixture,
"saved me."
Supper was soon announced after this little episode and

as the table was near the fire and smoke, where the tor-

mentors never came, we ate in perfect peace, and as soon
as we were through went down to the gravelly beach
where the evening breeze from the lake kept the pirat-'

ical pests away.
Here we were under the shadow of the Aguawa moun-

tains, with the cool air rustling the leaves, the sea ini

delicious rhythm, and a sunset in a mantling sea of color
and fire, with every ripple and wave in unsullied crimson,
and purple. The picture would not be complete without
the silver-faced moon, but it duly came and lit up the
towers and bastions of the ragged faced cliffs, filled the
lake with shimmering spangles and made the forests andi
thickets, as their tops waved to the night breeze, a play
ground of dancing shadows. It was an enchanting scene"
and only required the goblins, owls and elfish sprites to:

make it a fairy land complete.
Under all this spell of bewitching beauty we sat and

planned for our return home, satisfied that the trouting
along the coast and rivers en route was about "played

I

out," and that to further seek the enticement of thel
golden fins would be without reward.

Alex. Starbuck.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

NEWS FROM THE FISHING WATERS.!
Upper Chateaugay Lake.—Mr. R. M. Shults, of the!

Indian Point House at Merrill, N. Y., reports under date!
June 13: "I went fishing yesterday afternoon and caught
nine speckled trout, four of which weighed 3lbs. 2oz , the
largest one weighing lib. 6oz. I fished two hours this
afternoon; caught 32 trout with fly; the largest weighed
31bs. Trout fishing has been very good this season. D.
W. Curtis, of Syracuse, carried away 301bs. Saturday ; he
caught about 501bs. while here."

Thousand Island Park, N. Y., June 11.—Mr. H. W.,
Berlin, of New York, stopping at the Westminster Hotel,
Alexandria Bay, caught in the bay opposite a 22^-pound
muscallonge on a 10-ounce rod and silk line, with small
hook and light leader. He was just one hour and twenty-
five minutes landing him. On the same day Messrs. H.
H. Arthur, J. W. Arthur and B. F. DosPassoi, of New
York, caught 54 large black bass. The fish were expressed
to New York to be distributed among their friends. This
whole party are stopping at the Hotel Westminster. West-
minster Park, Thousand Islands.

Kearneyville, W. Va., June 15,—The black bass fish-
ing in the Potomac at this point is just now very good,,
and many fine strings have been taken. W. H. K.

Clayton, Thousand Islands, N. Y., June 13.—The bass
season here has opened well. The indications are that fish
are .very plentiful. The good work performed by the
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Anglers' Association is now showing splendid results. Up
to this week the weather has been scarcely propitious for

large scores," but now everything is promising for good
catches. Among the arrivals at the Hubbard House this

week are Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bunker, of New York, who
between them, with Steve Leyare as oarsman, caught 34

fine bass on Monday and 31 on Tuesday, Mr. Bunker tak-

ing the honors. Also Mr. and Mrs. Richard King, of New
York, with Frank Fronkier rowing, who on Tuesday
made a showing of 32 good-sized bass. J. G. F.

Tuokerton, N. J., June 15.—"Weakfish are biting well
in Tuckerton Bay now. Parties who went out very
recently pulled in as high as ninety-four some of them.
Fishing very good. Geo. O. Adams.

Toledo, O., June 15.—Both the Brooks and the Visitor,

the American steam yachts captured off Pelee Island by
the Canadian cutter Petrel, on tho 8th ult., have been re-

leased on bond, and have returned to Put-in-Bay.
Jay Beebe.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's

famous "Ducking Scenes" (price $5)—a 89 value for $5.

This offer is to neio subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which

is $3).

0nhf[nlinn mid <$i$h ffrokqtion.

Relations of the Community to the Fisheries.

BY MARSHALL M'DONALD, V. S. FISH COMMISSIONER.

[A paper read before the American Fisheries Society, 1894.]

[Concluded from page 516.]

I hold in my hand a table giving the comparative summary
of the fisheries of the entire United States for the years 1880

and 1892:
NEW ENGLAND STATES,

Capital invested.Persons employed.

1880. 1892*
37,043 37,025

56,853 90,685

7,546 16,138

5,181 12,019

16,803 16,771

5,050 9,738

131,426 182,376

1880. 1892.

19,937,607 19,859,508

MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES.

12,685,331 19.405,151

SOUTH ATLANTIC STATES.

695,160 1,693,076

GULF STATES.

546,584 2,993,080

PACIFIC STATES.

2,748,883 8,873,813

GREAT LAKES REGION.

1,345,975 5,4:

Value of products.

1880.

12,509,071

1692.

12,445,569

16,360,517 19,047,580

1,256,578 1,589,894

1,337,544 2,499,595

5,545,588 7,258,925

1,784,050 2,471,355

38,683,348 45,312,81837,958,040 58,242,708

This table is taken from a report on the statistics of the
fisheries of the United States, prepared in the Division of

Fisheries of the United States Fish Commission, and based
upon field investigations conducted by the employes of the
Commission, in part under the direction of Mr. J. W. Collins

when assistant in charge of the Division of Fisheries of the
Commission and in part by his successor, Mr. H. M. Smith,
now in charge of that work. The data are taken in large

part from the books of the fishermen. They have been col-

lated with care and judgment, and may be relied upon to

furnish as accurate a statistical presentation of the conditions

of the fisheries as can be obtained with the means and re-

sources at the command of the Fish Commission.
By reference to this table you will find that in 1892 the

number of persons employed in all branches of the fisheries

and related industries in all parts of the United States has
increased 38.77 per cent., as compared with the number em-
ployed in 1888. The capital invested bas increased 53.43 per
cent., while the total value of the products of the fisheries

has increased but 17.14 per cent. This indicates in a general

way that the fisheries in 1892, taken as a whole, have not
been so productive in proportion to the number of persons
employed and capital invested as they were in 1880. We are,

however, liable to err if we attempt to apply this general
conclusion to the case of any particular fishery, though the
general fact is broadly emphasized that our fisheries do not
now yield the profitable return to individuals and to invest-

ments that they did in 1880.

Referring to this same table and considering the statistics

of the fisheries by geographical divisions, we find that the
fisheries of the New England States as a whole are practi-

cally unchanged since 1S80. The number of persons employed
is slightly less, the capital has been reduced less than one-
half of one per cent. , while the value of the products has in-

creased one-half of one per cent.

For the Middle Atlantic States we find the number of per-

sons employed has increased 51 per cent. , the capital invested
53 per cent., while the increased value of the products is only
16> a

' per cent. For the South Atlantic States the number of

persons employed has more than doubled, being 113 per cent,

the capital invested has increased 14 per cent., while the
value of the products rises to a little above 26 per cent.

In the Gulf States the percentage of increase in persons
employed is 137.95, the capital invested 82, and the increased
value of the products 103.

In the Pacific States the number of persons employed is

about the same as in 1880, the investment of capital has more
than doubled, while the aggregate increase in value of pro-

ducts amounts to 30 per cent.

In the Great Lake States the percentage of increase in

persons employed is 92.63, of capital invested 232.7, the in-

creased value of the products rising only to 38.52 per cent.

The figures for the Great Lakes are very significant. With
nearly double the number of persons employed in the fish-

eries, and with upward of 50 per cent, increase in the capital

invested, there is but 17 per cent, increase in the total value
of the product. This comparison is more significant when
we consider that the increased production has been brought
about by the utilization for market supply of species of fish

such as the herring and others which constitute but an
insignificant portion of the total products of 1880. Themost
important fishery of 1880—thit of the whitefish—has vastly
deteriorated, the take in 1892 being considerably less than
one-half of the catch of 1880. And this result has arrived in

spite of the fact that artificial propagation of the whitetish
has been carried on on a stupendous scale by the different

State Commissions and by the United States Commission on
all of the Great Lakes. This deterioration in the number of
whitefish is clearly to be attributed to the methods em-

* This year is placed at the head of the columns because it is the
most recent one to which tbe statistics relate, and the one to which
most of the figures apply. The data for the New England, Middle At-
lantic and Pacific States are for that year; those for the South Atlan-
tic States are for 1891, and those for the Gulf region and Great Lakes
are for 1890.

ployed, and the necessity of some restraint upon these

methods is imperatively indicated, not only in the general

interest of tbe consumer, but in the interest of the fisheries

themselves.
I would now call your attention to a table of the compara-

tive statistics of the catcb of certain species of fish in 1880

and 1892, taken from the same report:

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF THE CATCH OF CERTAIN PRODUCTS IN 1880

AND 1892.

1880. 1892. Increase or decrease

'pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value.

Alewives 45,684,333 526,546 59,176,183 554,740+12,491,850 +28,18*
Blueflsh. 14.707,708 366,756 15,957,830 637,305+ 1,850,128 +270,549
Cod .llffil.87:*60 3,475,106 93,643,811 2,990 691—26,493,539 —478,415

Lobsters 30.238,683 631,769 23,301,149 1,050,677+ 3,062,466 +418,908

Mackerel 73,317.563 1,803,910 17,041,736 1,102,651-56,275,827 -761,259

Mullet... 6,701,950 .225,009 21,214,840 387,916+14,512,890 +102,907

Salmon.. 51.033,824 1.086,839 93,826,527 3,730.410+42,192.703+2,644,077'

Sea bass. 2.642,650 113,176 8,401,553 355,602 + 5,758.903 +242,426
Span. Mac. 1,887,423 131,639 1,773,081 129,259 -114,342 —2,380

SQ'teaguel5,463,500 437,022 22,340,433 ' 708,830+6,876,873 +271,808

In this table we have arranged by sections the statistics of

a number of economic species which furnish the basis of im-
portant fisheries. "We will take first the alvewives or river

herring, instituting always comparisons between 1880 and
1892. We find for this species an increased product of

59.000,0001bs. And referring the increase and decrease to the
different geographical sections in which the fishery is prose-

cuted, we find the increase wholly in the Middle and South
Atlantic States, the New England product having fallen off

about 2,500,0001bs. It would appear, therefore, that so far as

this fishery is concerned the methods of fishing have had no
influence upon the product, and that therefore no restrictions

are necessary in regard to this species. As a matter of fact

the capture of the herring is made largely in pound-nets and
in seines. When the fish are taken in the pounds many of

them, both males and females, are ripe, and crowded together
as they are, involuntary reproduction is accomplished, since

the squeezing and crowding of the multitude in the net ac-

complish precisely the same process that we do in artificial

propagation. The eggs under these conditions are fertilized

m vast numbers—being adhesive and floating off with the
tide, they attach themselves not only to the walls of the net,

but to every available object in the tideway—and for this

reason I am inclined to think that so far as the alewives are
concerned the pound-net fishing, instead of working any dis-

advantage, is actually improving the condition of this fishery

all the time.
The next species in order is the blueflsh. The census of

1880 gives the total catch of this species for the entire coast

at 14,707,OOOlbs. The catch of 1892 reaches nearly 16,000,000,

being l,250,0001bs. in excess of the catch of 1880. Considering
the data by geographical sections we find that the decrease

in this species in the New England States since 1880 has
amounted to 4,223,0001bs. The largest increase of 4,321,OOOlbs.

is in the Middle Atlantic States. The increase for the South
Atlantic States is 602,OOOlbs.; for the Gulf States 545,0001bs.,

this being a new fishery for that section. Whether the vast
increase in the New England States is to be attributed to the
methods employed there, or is the result of the larger and
growing catch in the Middle and South Atlantic States, is a
matter about which we cannot at present form a conclusive
opinion.
The cod fishery is prosecuted mainly in the New Englan d

and Middle Atlantic States; there being, however, an import-
ant and growing fishery in the North Pacific. Considering
the fishery as a whole, we find a falling off of 26, 500,OOOlbs. in

product as compared with 1880, the decline being the largest

in the New England States.

It is to be noted in connection with this fishery that the
species is taken almost entirely, if not entirely, by hook and
line, and the greater proportion in off shore waters. The de-

terioration cannot, therefore, in this case be attributed to any
of the different forms of apparatus that are used in our coast

waters.
In the case of the lobsters we find an increase of 3,000,000

pounds in the product of 1892 as compared with 1880, which
is to be attributed probably in part to the stringent laws
regulating this fishery which are now in operation, and in
part to the great increase in the number of persons employed
in the fishery.

The mackerel Is another important fishery to which I wish
to call your attention. We find a decrease in this fishery in
1892 as compared with 1880 of 56,275,000 pounds. The great
fluctuations in this fishey from year to year are inexplicable
at the present time. In the absence of specific knowledge as
to the spawning grounds of the mackerel and the conditions
under which spawning takes place, we are not prepared to at-

tribute any influence to methods as now pursued in affecting

the results of the fisheries.

The mullet fishery, which is more important in the South
Atlantic and Gulf States, shows an increase of 14,000,000

pounds in 1892 as compared with 1880. This increase, how-
ever, has no significance as bearing upon the question of

regulation , from the fact that it has arisen by the development
of new grounds in the South Atlantic and Gulf States, and
by more active fishing in the Middle Atlantic States.

The salmon, you know, is one of the most important eco-

nomic species of the West coast. We find in this case an in-

creased production in 1892 of 3,730,000 pounds as compared
with 1880. This certainly furnishes no argument in favor of

unrestrained fishing so far as it relates to this species. The
increase is due entirely to the development of new grounds,
and has been accompanied by an alarming decrease in those
rivers which in 1880 furnished a large part of the salmon for
market. I refer particularly to the Sacramento and the
Columbia rivers, where there has been a marked deteriora-

tion in the fisheries, clearly the result of the fishing opera-
tions.
The sea bass, or blackfish of New Jersey, shows an in-

creased production of 5,758,0001bs., which is pretty equally
distributed to the three geographical sections of the Atlantic
seaboard. There is no decrease indicated anywhere in either
the New England, the Middle or the South Atlantic States.

The Spanish mackerel is an important economic species,

the greater supplies of which during 1880 were drawn from
the Chesapeake region. Since that time the fisheries have
been extended and largely developed in the South Atlantic
and Gulf States. In spite of the productive fishing grounds
of the Gulf States, we find a diminished production of 114,-

OOOlbs. in 1892 as compared with 1880. The production of the
Middle Atlantic States having fallen from l,852,0001bs. to
976,0001bs. This fishery, I think, furnishes a marked example
of the detrimental influence that unrestrained pound net
fishing may exercise upon a coast species. The larger pro-
portion of the catch of Spanish mackerel in the Middle At-
lantic States is in the Chesapeake Bay by pound nets on the
eastern and western shores. The mackerel enter the bay to
spawn; the pound nets are set in the track of the run; the
fish taken are nearly all spawning fish; and the disposition
of the apparatus of capture is such as to intercept them
almost entirely in their approach to waters in which to
spawn. In this way the great deterioration in the mackerel
fishery of the Chesapeake is clearly to be attributed to the
pound net fishing. This species, however, furnishes a clear
and well defined instance of deterioration which we can
fairly attribute to the operations of the fishermen.
The last species to which I wish to call your attention is

the squeteague. We find for this species an increase of

6,876,0001bs. as compared with 1880; the increase being gen-
eral for all the geographical sections in which the fisheries

are prosecuted.
In considering the question which I have brought to your

attention in this paper, it will be interesting to note the

advance of public sentiment in Great Britain as to the neces

sity of protection to the sea fisheries in territorial waters,

since the publication of the report of the Trawling Commis-
sion of 1863, of which Professor Huxley was president. At
that time there was little or no knowledge of the life history

or the spawning habits of the different species which were
the object of the commercial fisheries. There were no statis-

of the perplexities and embarrassments as to tbe conclusions

to be drawn from the conflicting testimony of the fishermen,

the Commission states as follows:
"Fishermen as a class are exceedingly unobservant of any-

thing about fish which is not absolutely forced upon them
by their daily avocations, and they are consequently not only
prone to adopt every belief which seems to tell in their own
favor, but they are disposed to deprecate a comparison of the

present with the past. Nor in certain localities do they lack

the additional temptation to make the worst of the present,

offered by the hope that strong statements may lead the

State to interfere in their favor with dangerous competitors."

The general conclusion of the Commission, upon which the

advocates of free fishing in this country base their protests

against any interference whatever, by the State in controlling

their operations is as follows:

"I. We advise that all Acts of Parliament which profess

to regulate, or restrict, the modes of fishing pursued in the

open sea be repealed, and that unrestricted freedom of fishing

be permitted hereafter.
"II. With respect to inshore fishing; although the evidence,

so far as it is conclusive, appears to us to prove that the tak-

ing of small and immature fish has not yet produced any
injurious effect upon the fisheries; it is undoubtedly possible,

that by the use of improved engines, the destruction of fry

might reach such a pitch, as to bear a large, instead of, as at

present, an insignificant ratio of the destruction effected by
the natural enemies of fish, and by conditions unfavorable
to their existence.
"The existence of such a state of things, however, could

only be determined by the examination of trustworthy sta-

tistics of the fisheries in question, extending over a consider-

able number of years. Should it ever be satisfactorily

proved to have arisen, we conceive that the best remedial
measure would be to place a restriction upon the size of the
fish permitted to be brought ashore, and subject the possessor

of fish below a certain specified size, to penalties, but to avoid
interfering with the implements of fishermen, or with their

methods of fishing.

"For the present we advise that all acts of Parliament
which profess to regulate or restrict the methods of fishing

pursued inshore be repealed, with the exceptions, purely on
grounds of police, of the local act regulating pilchard fish-

ing at St. Ives, and for that part of Loch Fyne which lies

above Otter Spit, of the act prohibiting trawling for her-

rings in Scotland."
In 1878, fifteen years after the investigation by Professor

Huxley and his associates, a second commission was
appointed to inquire into (1) the use of the trawl net and the
beam trawl in the English seas, and the territorial waters of

England and Wales; (2) into the use of the seine nets and
the ground seine of the coast of Cornell and elsewhere, and
(3) into the alleged destruction of fry and spawn of sea fish

in estuaries of rivers and bays by the above and other modes
of fishing. This Commission, of which Mr. Frank Buekland
was chairman, reached the same general conclusion in
regard to the decrease in the supply of fish arising by means
of fishing operations as did the previous Commission of

1863. They, however, took strong grounds for establishing
legislative restrictions for fixed engines, under which title

is included the different pounds, weirs, traps and. stake
nets, which are in common use on our own shores. The
views of the Commission in reference to this matter are of

sufficient importance to warrant their quotation in full:

Legislative Regulations for Fixed Engines.

"So far as the fish themselves are concerned, it is not a
matter of much importance whether they are taken by a
fixed engine or by a movable net. Provided that the use of

these engines is not injurious to the fishing, they ought ap-
parently to stand or fall together; and we are inclined, in

fact, to arrive at this conclusion with respect to all those en-

gines which are either temporarily fixed to the soil, or which
are merely attached, like the stow net, to an anchored boat.

.

But, as we have already stated, there is another kind of fixed

engine, permanently attached to the soil, which seems to us
to require much more serious consideration.

''From a fishery point of view there is this difference between
a fixed engine and a movable n et. The fixed engine is always
on the spot. It regularly works with every tide, requiring no
rest and keeping no Sabbath. The movable net, on the con-

trary, can only be worked by the active labor of the fisher-

man. Its use, therefore, is intermittent, and its destructive-

ness limited. It is obvious that an engine that is at work
with every tide must, or certainly may, catch more fish than
a net whose use is limised to the capacity of the fishermen for
endurance. The fixed engine, moreover, covers more ground
than the movable engine. The fixed engines in Swansea Bay
reach across the greater portion of the Bay. They frequently
overlap each other. They do not, therefore, like the movable
net, take only a proportion of the fish, but they do, or may,
take all the fish passing up into that portion of the Bay.
"The names which fixed engines bear sufficiently indicate

their antiquity. 'Weirs,' 'garths,' 'goryds,' 'baulks,' 'hangs,'

'butts,' and 'kettle nets,' are corruptions of Saxon, Celtic

and Norman words, and have been handed down by succes-

sive generations of fishermen from their Saxon, Celtic and
Norman ancestors. But, though the engines are certainly

old, their use has never been tolerated. Their erection,

except on the sea coast, was reprobated in Magna Charta;
they have been prohibited by many succeeding statutes; and
fixed engines may be said to exist, not by virtue of the law,
but in defiance of law.
"There were two reasons which the Legislature constantly

gave in the olden time for putting down these engines. In
the first place, they interfered with the navigation; in the
next place they gave one fisherman a monopoly of the fishery

which was nominally open to all the King's subjects. Fixed
engines were, in short, in the first instance, an encroachment
on the public rights. Time has in most cases now given
their owners a prescriptive right in their use, But the
engines were originally an encroachment on the rights of
others. The man who erected a fixed engine usually placed
it on his own shore. He was usually possessed, therefore, of

the soil on which the engine stood. But this is not always
the case; the kettle nets in Rye Bay, and we believe many of

the hose nets in Bridgwater Bay, are fixed on the property of

the Crown; and the same thing is probably true of other
fixed engines.
"We understand that in Rye Bay and on the Sussex coast,

the Board of Trade, acting on the instigation of the Admir-
alty, have positively refused to allow the erection of any new
fixed nets, or to permit the present nets to remain beyond
the lifetime of their present possessors. We see no reason
why the same rule should not be applied to all fixed engines,

wherever situate, standing on the property of the Crown. It

would perhaps be unjust to apply the same rule to fixed en-

gines on private property. Property acquired by prescrip-

tion has a prescriptive right to exist; even in this case we
think that there would be no hardship in compelling the
proprietor of a fixed engine to 3tate the nature of the engines
which he considered he was entitled to use, and to allow him
thenceforward only to use such as had been actually worked
during some time in the previous ten years,"
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The conclusion of the Commission in regard to these forms

of apparatus is stated as follows:
"1. Tbat fixed engines confer a monopoly upon particular

fishermen, which is opposed to the ordinary principles of

legislation.
That those fixed engines which are erected on fore-

shore, the property of the Crown, should be abolished on the

termination of the existing leases or lives on which they are

held.
"3. That no new fixed eugine should be erected on either

public or private property."
Passing now to the Trawling Commission of 18b5 wnicn

pursued the same line of inquiry as the previous Commis-
sion already alluded to, we find the following conclusions

and recommendations based upon the results of their labors:

Summary of Conclusions.

"I. In territorial waters from the Moray Firth to Grimsby
—(a) A falling off of flat 'fish, (b) A decrease of haddock iu

certain places.
"II. In off-shore waters—No decrease in the total take of

fish in the North Sea, except in the case of soles.

"III. The beam trawl is not destructive to cod or haddock.
ThiTe. no proof of injury to the spawn of herrings or other

edible fish.
.

"IV. There is no wasteful or unnecessary destruction of

immature food fishes by the beam trawl.
"V. The number of fish on particular grounds, especially

in narrow waters, may be sensibly diminished by the use of

the beam trawl.
"VI. The injury done by the beam trawl to the food of

fish is insignificant.
"VII. It has not been proved that the use of the beam

trawl is the sole cause of the diminution of fish in territorial

waters.
"VIII. In the absence of a proper system of fishery statis-

tics and scientific observations, it is impossible to discover
the causes or measure the fluctuations of the fisheries.

"IX. Much avoidable damage has been done to drift nets
and haddock lines, particularly by steam trawlers.
"X. Peculiar difficulties attend the recovery by fisher-

men of compensation under the Sea Fisheries Act, or of civil

damages.
Recommendations.

"In consequence of these conclusions and of other facts
brought before us in the course of our inquiry, we submit the
following recommendations to Your Majesty:

"I. That a central authority be created to supervise and
control the fisheries of Great Britain, if not of the United
Kingdom, and that a sum of momy be annually granted to
such authority for the purpose of conducting scientific experi-
ments and for collecting fishery statistics.

"II. That in the meantime powers be given to the Scotch
Fishery Board similar to those of the Irish Board, enabling
them to make by-laws for the regulation or suspension of
beam trawling, or of any other mode of fishing within ter-
ritorial waters: and that a sum of money be granted annu-
ally by the Treasury for the purpose mentioned in the last
paragraph.

"III. That a similar authority with similar powers he
created for England, and that iu the meantime those powers
be conferred upon the Secretary of State or president of the
Board of Trade.
"IV That statutory powers and means be given to the

fishery authorities to enable them to collect adequate statis-
tics.

"V. That the cruisers serving under the Scotch Fishery
Board, whether employed for police or scientific purposes, be
replaced by efficient steam vessels.

'VI. That steam trawlers, besides having their number
and letters painted on the bow, should also have them painted
on the quarter."
Considering this most recent report, it is evident that pub-

lic sentiment in England, so far as it is expressed in the
report of the Trawling Commission of 1885, is far in advance
of public sentiment in this country iu regard to the same
subject.
In conclusion, I desire to say, that iu the discussion of this

subject, I have aimed to avoid questions or occasions of con-
troversy. 1 have sought to lay down the fundamental prin-
ciples upon which it will be necessary to construct such
legislation as may be found requisite to remedy actual or
prevent impending decrease in our fish supply. No one will
dispute the power of the State, having in view the general
interest, to prescribe such regulations as may be found expe-
dient. It will be equally conceded that such power should
be exercised with the utmost conservatism, and with due
regard to the important interests concerned. It will not be
denied, I presume, that the effect of unrestrained fishing in
our rivers is to reduce supply, which it is necessary to com-
pensate for, either by artificial propagation or bv restrictions
in the fishing, or presumably, both combined. This necessity
arises from the fact that it is possible in our rivers to inter-
cept or obstruct the fish on their way to their spawning
grounds. The further conclusion must be drawn that
wherever, in reference, to our coast fishes, it cau be shown
that the methods and locations of the fisheries are such as
to obstruct or materially impede access to their spawning
grounds, the same results must inevitably happen in refer-
ence to these that we have already found to take place in the
case of our river species.
The broad fact! wish to impress upon this audience andupon the fishing interests is this: That the interest of thecommunity is m maintenance of supply, and the interests of

tnensheries cannot m any measure be separated from the
general interest. Whatever measures are required to increase
or maintain production, are. as clearly in the interest of the
fishermen themselves as in that of the communitv of which
they constitute a part. M. McDonald.

A Threatening that Reacted.
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N> Advertiser reports: J. Couatt, theman who threatened btate Game Protector Carr's life at thehead of Cayuga Lake recently, was sentenced Thursday at

ltiiaca by Judge Almy to one year in the Onondaga countv
penitentiary and to pay a fine of $100. The lawless fishermen
of this region who are preparing to threaten the lives of thegame protector and his deputies should beware and notthreaten Carr nor be tried by the district attorney of Tomo-
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Unt% £or aPPear before Judge Almy, for it meanssomething if they do Deputy Fenny Helmer of Montezumahas lately relieved the river of eight nets. Carr has lately

collected tines of parties m Genoa for killing rabbits afterthe law had expired. He also collected fines of parties inIthaca on the same complaint. The Seotts caught twentv-nine lake trout from Owasco Lake Thursday andlhrew backUfteen because they were too small. That's very commenda-
Dte. i^ercn and bass are beginning to bite at various fishing
grounds owing to the warming up of the waters of the lakesana rivers.
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The Dams of English Setters.

BY P. H. BRYSON.

The dams being more numerous than the sires, we cannot

do justice to all in this article. We consider that Gladstone,

Druid-Rubv and Count Noble, as a rule, furnish the blood of

the winning dams. Gladstone's daughters are superior to

his sons in producing winners. It can be truly said, his

daughters are the mothers in Israel of field trial winners, the

great majority having passed to the happy hunting grounds.

Few dams breed on unless rich in his blood. He was the sire

of Peep o' Day, the dam of Carrie J. and Gath, the latter the

sire of Gath's Hope and Gath's Mark, who have a double

cross of Gladstone in them, through their dam, Gem, Gath s

Hope siring Bessie Shoupe, who gets another cross of Glad-

stone through her dam. He was the sire of Twin Maude, the

dam of Roderigo, that breeds on with another infusion of

Gladstone blood, through his daughter, Bo-Peep, the dam of

Orlando, Antonio, etc. He was the sire of Lillian, the dam of

Toledo Blade, Joey B , etc., the best bitch I ever saw, though
the public, judging by her public performances, may not
think so. He was the sire of Gladstone's Girl, the dam of

Rod's Sue and Dot Rogers. The sire of Fate Gladstone, the

dam of Paxtang and also of Bo-Peep, the dam ofRowdy Rod,
etc., and of Florence Gladstone, the dam of White B. and
Rod's Whim. He is the sire of many other producing dams.
The Gladstone blood is the most potent of any to breed on
through the dam. Few winners are now without his blood,

and each year we find them getting less.

Count Noble's sons on the other hand are superior to his

daughters and furnish more winning sires than dams that
breed on. Count is the sire of Bohemian Girl, the dam of

Paul Bo; he is the sire of Katie Noble and some other pro-

ducing dams. I stated in my article on sires, Count Glad-
stone IV., Eugene T., DeSoto and others bred as they, could
be relied on to breed on when judiciously used—Gath and
Roderigo furnishing the object lesson—they being almost
the same blood as Gath and Roderigo. The Druid-Ruby
blood ranking next to Gladstone in producing winning dams
that breed on.
We find also that bitches of this blood are superior to the

dogs. This blood, unless crossed with the Gladstone blood,
is not so prolific in winning sires or dams, confirming what 1

have stated, that tUe Gladstone blood mixes wpII with
almost any other blood.
The Druid-Ruby blood furnished Sue, the dam of Glad -

stone's Boy, the sire of Lora, Vanguard, etc.; Vanguard is

the sire of Maiden Mine, Gleam's Pink, Gleam's Sport, who
ought to breed on, if properly mated. They are the third
generation and winners.
This blood furnished Juno A., the dam of Rowdy Rod and

Nannie S., also Lavalette, the dam of Paul Gladstone. It
furnished Lotta, the dam of Ollie S., the latter bearing a
double cross of it through Paul Gladstone. Combined with
the Gladstone's blood, it produced Gem, Lillian, Florence
Gladstone, Fate Gladstone, Gladstone Girl and other pro-
ducing dams. It will be seen the Druid-Ruby blood is a
very important factor in breeding, when you want level
heads and game finders. Combined with Gladstone it will
.be an important factor in the future, as we have reached
that point in; breeding for high-class dogs where we have
many of too much nervous force. This blood is going to be
the balance wheel that will enable others to breed on.
Roderigo, like his sire, Count Noble, has not produced near

so many winning dams as winning sires. Rod's Sue, Betty
S. and Dot Rodgers are among his winners. They have so
much nervous force, great care should be used in selecting a
sire suitable for them.

It is claimed by some that the blood of Daisy F., the dam
of Daisy Hope and Daisy Hunter, furnished the leaven that
leavened the blood of Daisy Hunter, causing her to breed on.
As Gath's Hope blood furnished more winners than the. Daisy
F. blood, without it, I am of the opinion it is more potent
to breed on.

I showed in my article devoted to "Sires" that the suc-
cessful sires, as a rule, were large dogs; the opposite is the
case, as a rule, with the dams, though not so marked as with
the sires.

I will give some illustrations of both small and large pro-
ducing dams, and my readers ca.nma.ke their own deductions:

Petrel, the dam of Gladstone, was a small bitch; so was
Peep o' Day, the dam of Gath; Twin Maude, the dam of
Roderigo; Sue, the dam of Gladstone's Boy, Lillian, etc.; Lil-
lian, the dam of Toledo Blade, etc.; Bo-Peep, the dam of An-
tonio, Orlando, etc.; Florence Gladstone, the dam of Whyte
B.; Belle of Hatchie, the dam of Bob Gates, Lady C, etc.;
Juno A., the dam of Rowdy Rod, etc.; Dashing Novice, the
dam of Sweetheart, etc.; Ruby's Girl, the dam of Count
Gladstone IV.; Topsey Avent, the dam of Topsey's Rod and
many other producing dams that were either small or of
medium size. Gem, the dam of Gath, was a large bitch, so
was Sanborn's Nellie, the dam of Prince Noble, aud also'Bo-
hemian Girl, the dam of Paul Bo, and Belle Belton, the dam
of King's Mark, was another large bitch.
Otder large producing dams could be named, but I think

the preponderance of producing dams is largely in favor of
the small or medium dams. It may not be amiss to state
that good results have been obtained by breeding large dams
to small sires. I have space to cite only Gath to Gem. pro-
duced Gath's Hope and Gath's Mark; Paul Gladstone to Bo-
hemian Girl, produced Paul Bo.
Small dogs often win the Derbys. I cannot recall where a

small dog won the Aged Stake. It is the medium-sized
dogs that train ou after their Derby form.

"Moss-Back Robber" Rule and "High Class" Dogs.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In answer to Mr. C. E. Buckle allow me to say that each

aud every trial is simply a trial, and not a competition in
which the number of points made by either dog will neces-
sarily count in his favor. Each dog will be given a thorough
test, both as to his finding and pointing qualities, even if the
dog has to be worked alone to reach this result Discretion
is given the judges to run the dogs as ofteu and in what
order as they think best, until they are satisfied which are
the best dogs. The rule requiring the first and second prize
winners to run together before the decisions are announced
is superfluous, as the decisions are usually arrived at before
the two dogs are put down in this trial, and they are often
taken up before the dogs have gone 100yds.; this is done
simply to conform to an unnecessary rule. Heretofore bitches
in heat had no show whatever. How often, Mr. Editor have
you seen magnificent bitches denied the right of competingm trials simply because they were in heat, the owner or hand-
ler thus losing all of his time and money. At this club's
trials at Grand Junction last February, Mr. Rose asked ner-
niission of his brother handlers to start Allene, she beine in
heat. She ran in company with Topsey 's Rod and she causedhim no bother, the judges placing him first in the stake
t>7?
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e nas Proven to me that a bitch in heat is the onethat is handicapped; the good dog pays attention to huntinggame instead of trailing a bitch. " s
P. T, Madison, Sec'y-Treas. U. S. F. T, Club

Indianapolis, Ind., June 10.

I have had bitches in season and have had to wait for an-
other year, but the larger kennels seem to have a special
license to act as they please; their aim is to help the world,
the flesh and the devil, and in helping the latter they inci-
dentally help themselves. The kennel world is too full, and
has always been so, of philanthropists, and when you denude
these philanthropists of their feathers they have no more
luster than the peacock who fell among jackdaws. I think
the judges ought to be allowed to handle the dogs to suit
themselves, whether dogs or bitches in the heat. Pay the
judges and demand justice and have the same judges all
around the circuit. H. S. Bevan.
Somervtlle, Tenn., June 9.

Editor Forest and Stream:
We think this a wise move on their part as it is a great in

justice to an owner to go to the expense of training a bitch
and then not be allowed to enter her.

I would therefore suggest the field trial clubs adopt the
following rule, which I think would prove satisfactory to
all and solve this much talked of trouble:
A bitch in season should take the place of a byedog should

there be one in the first series; if not, then draw her to run
against a bitch in first series and likewise in second and
third if she shows sufficient merit to be taken into these
series, and. finally, if she proves to be good enough to com-
pete for first place and a dog should be her competitor, run
them separately after taking into consideration their speed,
style, range, bird sense and ability to handle game. Experi-
enced judges could easily select the winner.

If allowed to compete on any other basis it would, iu my
opinion prove extremely hazardous and unsatisfactory.

A. M. Young, Sec'y Manchester Kennel Co. (Lim,).
'

Manchester, Tenn., June 14.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have long thought that there ought to be some change

made to protect bitches in season, as the old rule of forbid-
ding their running is unjust, and has a tendency to keep
back bitch entries.

It is just as reasonable to look for improvement to the
English setter through our bitches as through the dogs,
therefore they should be placed upon terms of equality.

I think it necessary, however, that some protection should
be extended to the dog, in case the bitch should interfere with
his chances through undue attraction. It would have been
more to my mind had the matter been left discretionary to
the judges, who could have then kept a*dog that was inter-
fered with from running with the bitch, until the last
moment, at least; and were the objectionable rule, that pro-
vides that first and second prize winners must run together,
eliminated, I think leaving the matter to the discretion of
the judges without trying to control unknown issues by rules
that will only complicate, things, would always regulate
these matters to the satisfaction of all concerned,

I might add, as a precedent, that Rowdy Rod and Daisy
Hope ran their heat together in the four-hour race at the
Central trials, when the bitch showed unmistakable signs of
being in season.

Ightfield Rosalie ran through the Derby at the last Grand
Junction trials in full season, and no one ever would have
known it from any signs in the field.

Allene also ran in season, and that good little dog Topsy's
Rod never paid the slightest attention to her, and I will add,
that I never knew the bitch was in season until after the
trials, neither did I know that Ightfield Rosalie was in season
during the running.
As one of the judges, I would have noticed anything detri-

mental to any dog runuing, had the same happened, I am
certain.
While I am not ready to assert that the great hunting

desire is always developed to the extent that when hunt-
ing, a bitch in season will not be in the way of a dog, yet
I have never seen a case where such was the result, though I
have never made a practice of trying any experiments in this
line.

I think the most satisfactory way to have settled the mat-'
ter would have been to have left the matter to the discretiou
of the judges, and in cases where a bitch in seasou stood to
win first or second, to have suspended the rule providing that
first and second winners should run together, and as it is a
useless provision the elimination altogether could do no
harm. W. W. Titus.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am most decidedly in favor of abolishing the old rule of

prohibiting bitches in season from competing in our trials.
Under the old field trial rules where the judges were simply
machines to carry out the instructions of the club under
which they were judging, there may have been some excuse
for the rule, but with the rules as they are now constructed,
there seems to be no reason whatever why bitches in season
should not compete.
The views expressed by Mr. P. T. Madison on this subject,

seem to me. to cover the ground entirely. I fully agree with
him in all that he. says. C. G. Stoddard.
Davton, Ohio, June 15.

POINTS AND FLUSHES
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

IN a pleasant letter to me from the well known sportsman,
Mr. Jos. H. Hunter, of Washington, D. C, he incidentally
mentions doggy-matters and the pleasant days passed at
Lexington, N. C, at the field trials, where his vivacity made
him the life of the party. He writes: "I will be in the cir-
cuit with two strong dogs this fall—Hoosier Boy and his sis-
ter, Daisy H. II. He is going to make them all get up and
go, and Count Gladstone could never cover any more ground,
than he can. By the way, little Daisy II is no plug."
By the way, I note that the field trial men have lost a deal

of their erstwhile vivacity concerning sure winners. I have
not heard of a sure enough Derby winner this year, aud the
spring time has about passed by. Such a state' of affairs is
without a precedent. Heretofore, at, least, six or eight sure
winners were openly announced, with many more which
privately felt certain that it was merely a ceremonial to take
the prize. Truly, the palmy days of the ante-contest winners
have gone into the sere and yellow-leaf.

A surprising number of complaints have come to this
office, in respect to unfair treatment to patrons by dog
trainers. And one is the other way, namely, dishonest
treatment of a trainer by a patron. It is a source of regret
that such matters occur. There should be reasonable busi-
ness precautions observed in the business transactions of dog
matters as in every other business. Human nature is much
the same everywhere and among every class, it is neither all
good nor all bad.
In any event, the best way to settle differences in business

when a settlement can not be reached by agreement, is to
have the matter in dispute adjudicated by the proper court.
Matters which appear sometimes as unfair from an ex parte
statement, appear entirely different when both sides are
heard, with the necessary legal proof.

Editor Forest and Stream: Cl ., ,

Iu regard to bitches in heat I wish for one rnia ™w strikes, commonweals, riots and anarchy may prevail in
it be, and let it]be adhered to '

whatever 1 the world at large, but harmony and good fellowship bloom
perennial with the noble guild of sportsmen. B. Waters.
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After Wildcats on a Creole Pony.
Btjrntside, La,.—Editor Forest and Stream: In the Forest

and Stream of March 24 1 notice that you say, in answer to
a correspondent, who asks vou if the wildcats in Massachu-
setts could be hunted with hounds like a fox, that wildcats
would tree. Down here in the swamps of Louisiana I don't
find this to be the case, for, out of a dozen wildcats that we
have killed this winter, only one took to a tree; and as this
was at night, I imagined that the dogs must have surprised
him at his supper, and that his only escape was up a tree. It
may be that the wildcats which inhabit our woods and
swamps are different from the wildcats of Massachusetts.
I am only familiar with our wildcat.
The wildcats which we have down here are big, bobtail

fellows with a mottled gray and black fur, and they are very
long and slim-bodied. The last cat we killed measured 36in.
from the tip of nose to the end of tail, and weighed about 25-
lbs. I think that these cats are more than a match for one
dog. Their array of teeth is quite formidable, and their
claws are strong and sharp enough to make some pretty deep
furrows in the hide of the first dogs that run into them, when
brought to bay, while their ability to give a pack a fairly
good race, in our thick southern s'wamps, is unquestionable.

If a man loves the music of the hounds, and a wild rough
and tumble ride through the canebrakes on a wiry Creole
pony, let him come down here and join us in one of our ex-
citing cat hunts next winter. At that season the big swamps
are dry and free from snakes. The early mornings are
frosty, and the canebrakes and brier patches along the edges
of the swamps are full of wildcats, great big fellows, which,
with the natural advantages which the wild cane and briers
afford, give us a fine chase and a rough ride. Of course the
riding would be slow to a man accustomed to an open coun-
try, and to a good hunter. But it is great sport, nevertheless,
to a man who enjoys the pleasure to be gotten from hearing
a pack of hounds in full cry. Then, too, there is the splen-
did exercise to be had from riding an excitable and fiery lit-

tle pony through the thick brush, scrambling over canals
and across bayous full of mud of unknown depth; jumping
logs, and rushing headlong into canebrakes which can only
be gotten through by the main strength of the pony and by
his general ability to kick and struggle through any
sort of thicket or canebrake that you ride him into. And
then, too, a friendly rivalry exists between the hunters as to
who will get a shot at the wildcat as it runs ahead of the
pack, which adds zest to the sport.
It is certainly rough sport, but all the better, I think, for

its roughness. There is no artificiality about a cat hunt. It
is better than our Maryland drag hunts, although the pace
is not so fast, nor is the riding so exciting as in a chase after
a bag, but for me there is more real sport in one of our wild-
cat hunts—though I do not intend to decry drag hunts, which
afford so much pleasure to such numbers of men who have
no other way of getting any sport.
This is my first season of wildcat hunting, although I

have hunted deer for several winters in the swamps down
here. We were driven to hunting cats by necessity, for the
great overflows in the last two years, coupled with the indis-
criminate chasing and shooting of deer, both in and out of
season, have almost exterminated the deer in this section of
Louisiana. We had to have some sort of sport, and we found
cat hunting a great deal of fun. And our deer hunting will
be improved in future if we leave off hunting them, for the
deer are coming back to our swamps again, and in a few
years we may have as many deer as we ever had, provided
the swamps are not overflowed this summer.
At first our great trouble was to get hounds that would

trail a cat, for our hounds were trained only on deer, and
they would never notice a cat track. Finallywebought four
hounds that had been used for hunting wildcats, and after a
few chases under their leadership, we got our whole pack
into cat hunting form.
We have had some glorious chases this past winter. Of

course you will understand that in such thick cover the chase
would not be so very fast. But still it is quite fast enough,
and especially so when you happen to get your pony stuck
fast in a tangle of vines, then the chase seems very fast, for
the music of the pack seems to die away very quickly and it
is soon lost to hearing. Our hunt lasts two or three hours,
for the dogs often have to trail for a mile, before they jump
the cat. Then follows a hot chase, which ends in the cat
being shot, as he runs before the dogs, by some hard riding
hunter; or else the pack runs him down and brings him to
bay; then a lively scrimmage ensues, which ends in the
death of poor puss and a few bites and scratches for his con-
querors. When the cat is jumped, he generally makes a
straight run for some favorite brier patch or thick cane-
brake. After dodging about in his favorite thicket for a
while, and finding that the dogs continue the chase, he makes
for another piece of cover; and keeps up these tactics of
dodging from canebrake to canebrake and from brier patch
to brier patch, until the chase ends as I have described. In
the thickets he has some advantage over the hounds, for
with his slim body he can slip along quickly through wild
canes and briers, where the dogs can scarcely squeeze them-
selves through. But the scent is good, and once the cat is
up and going before the pack, the chase is rarely ever broken
by a check.
We have 18 hounds in all, old and young; but next season

we hope to start our first cat with at least 25 fairly good
hounds. Our hounds are black and tan in color, with very
long drooping "ears that sweep away the morning dew."
These dogs have splendid pluck and endurance, and I have
never heard a more musical cry. To hear this pack of hounds
in full cry after a deer or a wildcat, will make a man forget
all his troubles. In the excitement of such & chase, we can
only rejoice that we have the health and strength to enjoy
the sport.

One day last January, after the tedious and weary season
of sugar making was over, and we were free once more to
shoot and hunt to our heart's content, we decided to openthe
next morning with a wildcat hunt. About 5 o'clock, Ory,
my stableman, rapped on my door and told me that my pony
was saddled and that Blount had the hounds ready. It did
not take us very long to get into our hunting clothes and to
drink a small cup of Creole coffee made by an oldtime Creole
cook. This is the sort of coffee that Millie made for Mr.
Hough, when he was down in Opelousas last year. One tiny
cup of this delicious black coffee is worth a dozen big cups
of the slop that is called coffee in the North and West.
We were soon on our ponies. The moon was just going

down, the stars were shining brightly, and a faint streak of
red in the East heralded the coming day. A glorious white
frost was glistening on the grass in the moonlight, and the
air was cold and still, an ideal morning to listen to the music
of the hounds. Our road to the swamps was across the plan-
tations, a straight stretch for three miles. My pony, a small
one, with a blaze face and a bobtail, was full of fire and ex-
citement, and 1 was soon thoroughly warmed up by the
-efforts to restrain her wild desire to lead the cavalcade
of ponies and the pack of dogs. When we reached the old
fields in the rear of the plantations, the dogs scattered about
.and began to hunt in the patches of blackberry briers, and
to snuff along the old dead logs covered with frost. It is in
these old fields and brier patches that puss spends the night
rambling about in searcn of rabbits and rats, which are its
principal food.
We stopped and watched the hounds as they circled about

the field. Presently old Vic, a black, white and tan hound,
raised her old black muzzle, all scarred by numerous con-
flicts with wildcats, and a soft, mellow whimper floated on
the air. She is one of the hounds we bought, and it was
under her leadership mainly that we taught our pack to
hunt cats. Scarcely had the sound of her first whimpering '

cry
.
died away before all the rest of the dogs came to her,

and then all began to snuff about in the tall, frost-covered
weeds. In a moment or two Ruler, a big, gaunt black and
tan hound, opened on the trail, and his voice sounded deep
and bell-like on the frosty atmosphere as he trotted forward
on the trail with his tail carried well up in the air. There is
no trail so cold that this old dog cannot puzzle it out; and he
can carry a cold trail fast, too. But this time it needed no
cold-trailer to work out the trail, and with a rush the pack
was off. We trotted along behind them holding our excited
ponies well in hand. The trail led into a thick canebrake.
Suddenly there was a perfect crash of hound music and puss
was up and going for dear life before the wild chorus of the
excited pack.
Then every one had to look out for himself. It is the man

that knows the swamp the best who hears and sees the
most of the chase. The cat on this occasion took a straight
line for a big brier patch in an old clearing about half a mile
away from the place where we jumped him. He led the
dogs through some very thick canebrakes, which hindered
them a good deal, but which were almost impassable for
the ponies, so that by the time we had struggled through
some canebrakes and picked our way across a piece of boggy
swamp full of big logs the pack of hounds were almost out
of our hearing. But we could hear Blount's ringing cheers
as he rode through the brush somewhere near the dogs.
Blount knows the swamps by heart and he knows how to
get around all the big canes and so keep near the dogs.
Soon we heard the dogs coming in our direction, so we
headed our ponies into a canebrake, and by good luck and
much plunging and struggling on the part of the ponies, all
the while, however, encouraged to do or die by the ever
increasing music of the fast approaching pack, we got
through; and as we struggled through the brake and came
into the opening, the pack of yelping hounds crossed the
clearing just ahead of us.
We dashed after them on our ponies, and with wild yells

AFTER THE RUN.

cheered them on. This unexpected noise was too much for the
cat, so he bolted into the big brake through which we had
just come, and attempted to leave it on the other side. But
Blount, coming up on that side, headed him back. Soon all
the hunters came up, and as they came in from every direc-
tion the brake was soon quite surrounded by men. Round
and round the brake went the cat, and close behind him
came the dogs, all scattered now; but each dog doing his
best to force nis way through the dense thicket of wire canes.
On the outside of the brake the men were whooping, yell-

ing and laughing, as they madly raced their ponies around
the edge of the canes, each man trying to get a glimpse of
the cat, if by chance it should attempt to break out of the
thicket. Back and forth, round and round went the cat,
and all the while that glorious music was being poured into
our ears. This way and that way the men were going on
their ponies, both ponies and men now thoroughly spotted
with mud, while the dead canes popped and cracked like fire-

crackers under the hoofs of the ponies. Every man was
eager to get a shot and so to end the chase. Suddenly a
piercing yell was heard, followed by a confusing sound of
yelps, snarls and growls; and we knew then, that a glorious
and exciting chase had ended in a victory for the hounds.
Those of us who were nearest jumped from our ponies and
made our way through the wired canes and briers to where
we heard the snarling and growling pack. In a few
moments we were at the spot and there we found that the
dogs were holding poor dead puss up off from the ground,
and each dog tugging away fiercely. After all the dogs had
had their fill of worrying the dead cat, the cat was tied on
behind a saddle, the horn was blown and away we went
home to a good hot breakfast.

I send you a very good photograph of a dead wildcat and
some half-grown hound puppies. This was their first scent
of the game. The photograph was taken by Mr. C. S. Mac
Farland. W. P. M., Jr.
[The wildcat of Louisiana is a form of Lynx rufus, which

is abnndant all through the South.]

Toronto Dog Show.
Editor Forest and Stream:
From present prospects the sixth annual bench show of

the Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, to be held at
Toronto in September, promises to be one of the best ever
held in the city. A large number of exhibitors from Canada
and the United States have signified their intention of
exhibiting. I am now busy compiling my premium lists
and would request that all those intending to donate specials
will communicate with me immediately, so that I can insert
same into the lists. Have just about completed railway and
express arrangements, which I expect to publish next week.

C. A. Stone, Sec'y-Supt. of Bench Show.
Toronto, Can., June 13.

Mr. Noel Money has purchased from Mr. J. C. Johnson's
kennel at Ludlow, England, the foxhound bitch Active.
She came over in charge of Spratts Co. , and is said to be
heavy in whelp. She comes from a good country.

DOG CHAT.

The Seminoje Kennels' new place seems to be admirably
adapted for the increased accommodations' this well-known
kennel now requires. In breeding and raising Irish setters
and collies plenty of room and shade are indispensable. The
kennels, which are situated at the Fairview Farm, Chestnut
Hill, Pa., are now almost finished; they are set in an inclos-
ure 250ft. square and surrounded by a high fence. This is
divided into two sections, one for the Irish setters and the
other for collies. Five houses on the southeast side are
divided into stalls to accommodate four to six Irish setters
and similar buildings are prepared for the collies on the
southwest side of the inclosure. Excellent spring water is
supplied by a windmill on the grounds. The cook house has
been erected in the center of the grounds and this is fitted
up with all the improvements necessary in a large and well
regulated kennel. In this building is also a bath tub. Ad-
joining the main inclosure are two other buildings, which
are reserved for pugs and the more celebrated collies of the
kennel. Near the kennels and facing Mt. Airy avenue an
office has been erected. With "Will" Conners at the wheel,
assisted by Edward Woodley, Seminole Kennels expect to
take a still higher and more important position inkenneldom
than they already have attained.

Mr. James L. Little, of Brookline, Mass , whose kennel of
Scottish terriers promises to be a healthy competitor of the
now facile prineeps Wankie Kennels, has made a good move
in securing a well known young dog, Bellingham Bailiff,
from Mr. C. H. Wood, of Newport, Monmouthshire, Eng.
This dog is but two years old, but his firsts at such shows as
Darlington, Berwick and Bath among several others, pro-
claim his worth. He is said to have a capital head and coat
and great bone and terrier character. He is by Whiustone
out of Glentilt, which shows that with such blood in his
veins he should be very valuable for stud purposes.

Mr. Chas. E. Bunn, the well known mastiff breeder of
Peoria, 111., has just completed a new kennel building
which, from the plans he ha 1* sent us, seems to be a very
practical one. The building is set on top of a hill in the
midst of thirty acres of grass. Under the main roof, which
is amply supplied with light and ventilation, is a passage-
way 10ft. wide, at each side of which are fifteen stalls, each
6 x 8ft. and covered by an inside roof, thus assuring cool,
comfortable kennels for the dogs. There, is also a cook room
20 x 20ft. and an office 16 x 20ft. In front of the stalls, facing
the inside driveway or passage, are wire partitions, the par-
titions between stalls being solid. There is a window in each
stall and the doors open on the outside of the building into
separate yards. Mr. Bunn has reduced his kennel and now
has merely the stock he requires for breeding. He has now
six bitches in whelp. He has also taken up another fancy-
fox-terriers, or, as he puts it in his letter, "Am fooling a lit-

tle with fox-terriers; have two pups I may surprise the boys
with next spring."

The latest recruit to the ranks of the collie fancy is Mr. W.
T. Ford, of Cohoes, N. Y. After Chicago show in March
last, it will be remembered we mentioned the fact of his pur-
chase from Messrs. McEwen & Gibson of the young black
and white dog Scotsman, reserve at that show. This dog
also won first and special at Detroit in 1893. Another stud
dog is Laird by Metchley Wonder II out of Dawn. Owing
to a misunderstanding with a mowing machine, in which he
lost three hind toes, this dog has not faced a judge, though
he is said to be a good one. Mr. Ford has selected several
good brood bitches, and with evident forethought in regard
to their breeding. He has Madge by Highlander ex Floss.
She won as a puppy at Boston. Another is Christine by-
champion Christopher ex Jess. She was second in puppy
class at Toronto in 1892, She now has a nice litter by Yard-
ley Fox that was second to Sefton Hero at Detroit this year.
Helen Douglas is another well-bred matron. She is by
Great Alne Douglas out of Wellesbourne Lady, and was also
a winner in the puppy class at Boston. Mr. Ford has now
about 17 collies in his new kennels, and has registered them
as " Wilford" Kennels. He is a member of the Collie Club, an
Associate of the A. K. C, and with these credentials we wel-
come him to the whirl of dogdom. He will begin the cam-
paign at the Cranston, R. I., show.

The new advertisements that we call attention to this
week are Seminole Kennels fine array of stud dogs, both
collies, Irish setters and pugs, and Charles E. Bunn also has
four mastiffs in the stud. Wilton Kennels offer for sale a
well-bred fox-terrier bitch in whelp; Charles E. Bunn, two
litters of fox-terriers; Edward Booth, two prize winning St.
Bernards; J. H. Whistler, collie pups; Wheatley, Skye ter-
rier pups; Box 43, St. Bernard dog. We also draw attention
to the loss of John H. Steele's English setter.

The outlook for a busy field trial season this fall is not
very promising judging by the Derby entry lists so far
received. It is to be regretted that the Philadelphia Kennel
Club is compelled to cancel its trials this year, the entry
received for their Derby, while not large, is equal to that of
the Eastern Field Trial Club. Fieid trials are more or less
of a luxury to many owners of dogs, and luxuries are only
enjoyed this year by the Senatorial drones. Next year the
dogmen may get a chance.

The New England Kennel Club is considering a change in
its constitution and by-laws, and to this end appointed a
committee at the last monthly meeting.

The following notification of the latest move in the Mercer
vs. Mills case for libel was sent to Dr. Mills by his counsel,
Messrs. O'Gara, MacTavish & Gemmell: "Our counsel ad-
vised us of the judgment in this case, merely stating that the
Common Pleas held that the question determined by the
Chief Justice in your favor was one that, under the practice
of our courts, should have been submitted to a jury, and that
the Chief .Justice erred in withdrawing it from the consider-
ation of the jury." This does not settle the case by any
means, and is not a judgment in favor of the plaintiff further
than that the case must go to a jury. This, we understand,
will be in September next.

Our smooth fox-terrier breeders have not been doing much
importing lately, but we learn, suJj rosa, that one of the
principal kennels not a hundred miles from New York has
given carte blanche for the purchase of two bitches and are
nibbling at a crack young dog that came out this year onthe
other side. If successful these importations will serve to
liven things up a bit at the fall shows.

John Armstrong, brother to "Bob," so well known in con-
nection with Mr. Pierpont Morgan's kennels, now has charge
of Mr. T. G. Davey's field dogs and will prepare them for the
fall trials. Mr. Armstrong came to this country last winter
with a good record as a trainer, and we trust he will meet
with the success his knowledge and correct bearing entitle
him to.

Mr. W. W. Titus expects to start for Dakota, July 1, with
the dogs he has in training.

We are indebted to Dr. Lougest for a full report of the
proceedings in the Fallon—Lougest (Beaufort's Prince)
case. We have, however, already published the main
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features of the case and space forbids its publication.in full

One amusing feature seems to have been that the witnesses

for the plaintiff swore they knew the dog because it licked

the baby's face. Advocates of the mastiff as a »m«7J?£V*
tector and home dog will aver that that is nothing but what

every well-bred and well-behaved mastiff would do.

Rufford Ormonde won the grand challenge trophy at the

Collie show, at the Aquarium, London and thus becomes

entitled to be called champion. Stofc-J|^»|r j£S
him flat in the following terms: "Undoubtedly the best and

most typical sheepdog living."

Seminole Kennels, with a view to encouraging the
s
mem-

bers of the Collie and Irish Better clubs to breed to good

stock and thereby increase the. interest m club competrtions

at shows, announce, in our business columns, a considerable

reduction in stud fees of their•different dogs to members of

these clubs. Times are hard and fees must be reduced all

round, even in pugs, and this kennel puts their well-known

stud dog Attraction at a fee certainly within the reach of any

breeder It will be remembered this little dog beat champion

Bob Ivy at the last New York show.

The Mount Holly Fair show will be held this year Oct. 1 to

5, instead of as announced, Sept. 17 to 21.

The English Bulldog Club Show.

In an excellent report of this show by Vero Shaw in

the SioekrKcever we find much that will prove of interest

to American breeders of the bulldog It shows also the pop •

ularity of the breed, when, though clashing with the import-

ant Preston show, an entry of 217 was secured by the ener-

getic secretary. Mr. Frank Crowther. This is within three

of the record, and the entry of 36 m one class is something

never approached before. The show was a sensational one

in many respects. The president of the club, Mr. Berne,

was the judge, and he seems to have upset the popular ver-

dicts in more than one instance, notably m placing truido

over Dockleaf and then giving to Ruling Passion the pride

of place as being the best in the show.

Another surprising act was his recognition of the Dudley-

nosed Our Dick, of which we shall speak m proper order.

The winner's class opened the ball and four faced the judge

—Guido. King Orry, Aston Lion and Facey Romford, and as

these dogs are so well known it may prove interesting to

read Mr. Shaw's, remarks on the judging: "To commence
with it may be at once said of Mr. Ellis's dog (Guido) that

he has his faults just as every bulldog has had since the

world began or the breed originated, assuming that the two
events were not contemporary, as is darkly hinted at m cer-

tain quarters. Guido, moreover, labors under the misfortune

of possessing two or three imperfections which are perceptible

to the meanest comprehensions even at a distance, for he is a

bit high on the leg, not big enough in his body and quite long

enough in the back, though the latter fault would be ma-
terially neutralized if his middle piece were bigger These

undesirable properties have been made a good deal of—m fact

the very most of—by detractors of the dog, who point them
out with singular unanimity, but at thesame time completely

ignore his magnificent—I use the expression advisedly—head,

grand neck and shoulders, excellent quarters, general bull-

dog character and activity." '.,..„.„.,
King Orry, second, is described as a grand-skulled dog

but too high on the leg, and also shows his lower tusks in an
unsightly manner, and the critic does not like the black

patches on his back. Aston Lion is a red dog, wanting in

lay-back, "and here lies his greatest fault, though at the

same time I think he was fortunate in getting placed over

Facey Romford, a very short-faced, big-skulled, heavily-

boned animal, but, unfortunately, decidedly narrow in the

muzzle and too tapering in his skull, which, instead of pre-

senting a square appearance, is much smaller in circumfer-

ence behind the eyes than further back." Mr. Berrie judged
these dogs by a point system of his own in which Guido
scored one each for skull, eyes, ears, chest and neck, shoul-

ders, forelegs, size, coat, tail and general appearance; total,

10. King Orry's superlative marks were in month, chop,

face, stop, chest and neck, shoulders and coat; total, 7.

Aston Lion excelled in three points—hind legs, coat and tail,

while Facey Romford only secured one point, and that for

body.
About the 351bs. winners' class the critic says: "Cham-

pion Ruling Passion was all alone in her glory and, of

course, won, but she has quite had her day and has become
very gray about the muzzle. I always considered her short

in skull* from eye to ear; her ears are not a pair, one being
almost a button; her forelegs are crooked, and she wants a
deeper chest and proper wheel back. Consequently her
defeat of Guido can only be regarded by me as an extraordi-

nary mistake on the part of Mr. Berrie, for which I can see

not the vestige of an excuse."
In the under 451bs. class Dockleaf beat his only competi-

tor, Don Selano, with the utmost ease. Mr. Shaw describes
Dockleaf as simply grand in skull for his weight, and also

in cushion and stop, but thinks he could be improved in lay-

back. In body he is extremely good, except that he might
be more tucked up about the loins; his bone is very heavy,
Ibis chest wide, while he is as sturdy, cloddy-built a speci-

men of the breed as could be desired—in fact, the best little

one that has been seen for many and many a day.
Open dog classes were in many instances a repetition ofthe

winners, in the under 451bs. class Dockleaf scored again,
beating Monkey Brand this time. This well known dog is

described as big in skull, very heavy in chop, phenomenally
wide in chest and extremely short in back, but his ears are
coarse, his feet not good, while his stem and its setting on
are not at all the thing. Champion Cigarette, winner in
Avinners' and open classes under 351bs., is described as a
good one, not quite filledup asmuch under the eyes as might
ue desired, skull excellent, bone very heavy and a capital
stamp all over.
The limit classes were well filled, but there does not seem

to have been anything above the average. Novice dogs had
an entry of 30, and anew one came out that from all accounts

' seems to have a winning future. This is Domboola, a first-

rate youngster of the Dockleaf type, with a grand skull and
muzzle, a good body aud plenty of timber, who, as Mr.
Shaw remarks, should develop into a champion by and by.
The second prize dog, Lord Harry, is also a real clinker, hav-
ing a capital skull and excellent chop and under jaw.
About the Dudley in this class the critic says: "Our Dick

is a Dudley-fronted one, but in head properties, chest and
bone a real topper; the color of .his nose, however, should
have disqualified him under a club judge; and while upon
the subject of the bilious-looking race, I must say that I was
horrified by seeing a Dudley entered by Mr. Ross, a good
made one of course—but then a Dudley!" This dog was
given vhc. There was nothing out of the common in pup-
pies.
Then after settling a few other unimportant classes, Dock-

leaf and Guido came together for the fifty-guinea challenge
cup for dogs. There was a good deal of excitement round
the ringside, for, though Dockleaf had beaten the bigger dog
many a time before, there seemed to be a something in the
air which proclaimed a coming sensation. The dogs were
put on a table and scored again on Mr. Berrie's quaint score
card. Neither dog behaved well, squatting and drooping
their heads in silent protest to point judging even in this
Jin de siccle manner. The dogs were not required to move, a
dereliction that seems to have surprised the cognoscenti
almost more than the eventual verdict, which was in favor

of Guido by 11 .points to 10, and in what particulars the fol-

lowing table will show:
Gu .

do nockleaf .

Mouth.. 2. 1
Chop _
Face • • •

., 1

Stop

1

_
Skull 1

,

Eyes
i

Ears

.,

_
Chest and neck j
Shoulders 1

1
Body

,

i
Roach back * i

Forelegs 1
i

Hindlegs ~T i
Size • }

1

Coat }
Tail }
General appearance

J_

Total "I? 10

Then came the competition for best bitch in the^how, and

through an oversight champion Cigarette was left out ot

this by the judge, through some misunderstanding regarding

her eligibility, and it was only left for Ruling Passion to

beat Queen of Sheba, which she did by 12 points to 6. The
latter's points only being for face, ears, chest and neck,

body, roach back and forelegs.

When Guido and Ruling Passion came out for the special

for best in show there was little excitement, for every one of

course thought that Dockleaf's vanquisher would win. lne

unexpected, however, happpened this time and the bitch

pulled off the verdict, and "Vero Shaw's" concluding re-

mark, "Mr. Berrie's decision is, to my mind, as unaccount-

able as it is incorrect," according to other reports, describes

exactly the opinion of most of the bulldog men on many of

the decisions Mr. Berrie gave during the club's show, which
will go down as one of the most sensational on record.

Death of Bob.

Those lovers of dogs who know the foxterrier Bob through
Mr. Sumner's charming book, will sympathize with his

owner on hearing of the death of this intelligent terrier by

poison
,
May 24. There is little doubt that the act was one ot

pure malice. In official life Bob was known as Blemton
Vesuvian, and it is needless to say after reading his auto-

biography tbat Bob was his owner's favorite. He had won a

number of prizes and was by Champion Lucifer (as m
PrsBsenti) out of Blemton Vesta.

The Stockton, Cal., show will take place Sept. 20. It is

rumored on the coast that Mr. Mortimer will judge, but
this would be impossible as he is down to judge at the

Rhode Island show that week.

Mr. Mortimer has sailed for England several times this

summer, according to our contemporaries. He really sailed

on the Majestic June 13, and has probably by this time
"landed with both feet" once more.

trial committee was called, and as itwas clearly evidentfrom
the falling off in entries that there would be a heavy deficit

for the club to make good it was decided to abandon the

trials and the treasurer was directed to return the entrance

money to the respective owners of the dogs entered.

The falling off in entrieB is no doubt dne to the present

depression in business, and it was the opinion of the field

trial committee that with the present hard times it would be
an imposition to ask the members of the club to go down
into their pockets and make good a deficit.

FRANCIS G. Taylor, Chairman F. T. Committee.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. Q.

Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.

Communications referring to other matters connected with Kenne.
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

In the prescription given in last week's issue "capsi sulph." should
read "cupri sulph."

Pointer, Chicago. 111.—Wash the dog two or three times a week in a
solution of creolin, loz. to pail of warm water, soak the dog in well,

say for ten minutes. Also give the following mixture:

R Mag. sulph 5»
Ferri. sulph 3i
Acid sulph. dil 3i

Aq. ad 5viii

Mix. Give one tablespoonful twice a day.

Ihving, Montreal, Can.—1. I have a foxhound bitch whose tail was
broken when she was a pup; it is crooked and spoils her looks. Could
it it be straightened? 2. Another one, one year old, has a very thin

coat and the skin is red in spots. It has been this way since having
the distemper last summer. Would flour of sulphur rubbed into her

coat dry be of any benefit to skin and coat? I am trying Spratts
mange cure at present. Ans. 1. Tes. 2. If the mange cure does not
do good, treat for worms, and use the following: Kerosene, cocoanut
oil, castor oil and sperm oil, equal parts of each.

§acffting.

FIXTURES.
JUNK.

20. Cor. Phila.,Jeanes Prize, Hand- 23-24. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,
icap, Delaware River. Sacramento River Return.

21. Rochester, Club Sail,Charlotte, 25. Eastern, An., Marhlehead.
Lake Ontario. 25. Seawanhaka Cor., 21ft. Class.

22. Rhode Island, Spring Regatta, Oyster Bay.
Narragansett Bay. 26-27. Seawanhaka Cor. Race,

23. Cape Cod, Club, East Dennis. Oyster Bay to New London.
23. St. Lawrence, 18ft. Class, third 27. Atlantic City Cor., Trophy

Race, Atlantic City.

23. Sea. Cor., Ann., L. I. Sound
23. Yonkers Cor Ann. Hudson

River.
23. American, "Seaver Cup New

buryport.
23. Douglaston. An. Open. L. I. Sd.
23. Fox Lake, Club, Fox Lake, 111.

23. Winthrop, Open, Boston Har.
23. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn,Mass

Philadelphia Kennel Club Derby Entries.

The entries for the Derby Stake of the Philadelphia Ken-
nel Club closed on June 15 with 38 entries, of which 31 are
English setters and 7 pointers.

ENGLISH SETTEES.

Tory Diomed—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog
(Count Gladstone—Tory Delia), March.
Toey Dell—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch

(Count Gladstone—Tory Delia), March.
Tory Dotlet—F. R. Hitchcock's black.white and tan bitch

(Count Gladstone—Tory Delia), March.
Tory Belle—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch

(Count Gladstone—Tory Antoinette), May.
Tory Luna—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch

(Roi d'Or—Tory Diamond), May.
Tory Laura—F. R. Hitchcock's black, whiteandtan bitch

(Roi d'Or—Tory Diamond), May.
Blendon Dot—Tway & Levering's black, white aud tan

bitch (Chula Light—Dot Noble), May.
Anne of Abbotseord—E. A, Burdett's black and white

bitch (Gladstone's Boy—Bohemian Girl), October.
Lady Mildred—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and

tan bitch (Antonio—Ruby's Girl), March.
TOM BAGGS—Blue Ridge Kennels' black.white and tan dog

Antonio—Ruby's Girl), March.
Nellie Fox—Blue Ridge Kennels' blue belton bitch (An-

tonio—Can Can), February.
Genivieve S.—Blue Ridge Kennels' blue belton and tan

bitch (Antonio—Countess Rush), May.
Tony Boy—Blue Ridge Kennels' blue belton and tan dog

(Antonio—Laundress), January.
Popillon—S. Murray Mitchell's orange and white dog

(Antonio—Lilly Burgess), May.
Lorraine—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch

(Eugene T.—Lora), July
Eugenie—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch

(Eugene T.—Dell), April.
Adversity—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch

(Eugene T.—Dell), April.
Palama—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch

(Eugene T.—Lou), February.
ZerAlda—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch

(Eugene T.—Lou), February.
Shad—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan dog (Eugene

T.—Lou), February.
Cynosure—Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan bitch

(Roderigo—Norah II ), May.
Clementina—Avent& Thayer's black, white and tan bitch

(Roderigo—Norah II.) May.
Columbine—Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan bitch

(Roderigo—Norah II.), May.
Romance—Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan bitch

(Roderigo—Novelist), May.
Dixie's Flag—N. T. Harris's black, white and tan dog

(Wun Lung—White Wing), February.
Mark Belton—H. G. Sinnott's black, white and tan dog

(Edge Mark—Nellie Belton), May.
Princess Eulalie—J. H. Winslow's black, white and tan

bitch (Rowdy Rod—Belle of Kentucky), February.
Arminell—J. H. Winslow's black and white bitch (Duke

of Buckingham—Belle), May.
Free Lance—S. M. Mitchell's black, white and tan dog

(Breeze Gladstone—Edge Mark's Nellie), June.
Dashing Novice II.—Manchester Kennel Co.'s black and

white bitch (Gladstone's Boy—Queen Novice), March.
Ruby's Pearl—Manchester Kennel Co.'s black, white

and tan bitch (Antonio—Ruby's Girl II.), August.
pointers.

Hempstkad Don—Hempstead Farm's white and liver dog
(Sauford Druid—Merry Legs), June,
Jilt's Lad—D. G. Rowland's liver and white dog (Lad of

Rush—Devonshire Jilt), March, 189:3.

TlPPOO—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'
white ^dog (Rip Rap—Monterey), March.
Deltri—Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' liver and white dog

(Rip Rap—Queen II.), April.
Shah—Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' liver and white ticked

dog (Rip Rap—Dolly), May.
Sepoy—Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' liver and white dog

(Hob Nob—Diana), May.
Lucknow—Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' black and white

ticked dog (Rip Rap—Chin Chin), January.
After all the Derby entries were in a meeting of the field

liver and

28. Rochester, Club, Charlotte,
. Lake Ontario.

29-July 8. Phila.,An. Cruise, Ches
apeake Bay.

30. St, Lawrence, A, 30, 25,21ft.

Classes, third Beries.

30-July 1. San Francisco Cor.,
Cruise, McNear's.

*o. jnyiiii, jiii-ijoi u v,uy, i-.juu,«ia.=>=>. 30. Jersey City, An., N. Y. Harbor
23. Columbia, Lake Race, to Michi- 30. Hull, Club, Boston Harbor.

gan City, Lake Michigan. 30. Douglaston, An., L, I. Sound.
23. Phila., Pen., Mos. boats, Dela- 30, Seawanhaka Cor. Race, New

ware River. London to Oyster Bay.

"There are no less than five different measurement rules now in use
by the clubs in our harbor. Such a well-known racer as the sloop
Beatrice, for instance, measures all the way from 24ft. 4in. to 30ft.

llin,"

There is a fruitful text for a sermon on a most interesting phase of

the measurement question in the above remark of the Boston Herald-

The conflict of rules which exists among the clubs of Boston Harbor,

or to put it properly, of Massachusetts Bay, is no worse than about

New York or in other localities; but the case is the more to be de-

plored hecause of the unlimited possibilities which exist about Boston

for building up a strong system of local racing, and which at present,

as in the past, are in no way realized. Adverse local conditions, the

difficulty of passing quickly and safely from the Hudson to the Lower

Bay, or from the Upper Bay to the Sound, must always stand in the

way of interclub racing in New York waters, however much the rules

may be perfected in the future; but about Boston the case is different,

it i» the custom to run from Hull to Marblehead, or even from Glou-

cester to Boston, for a race; and the open waters of Massachusetts

Bay, wide as they are, offer no such obstacle to interclub racing as'

do the East River, Hell ^ate, and the Hudson abreast of New York

city.

The real obstacles to such an extensive system of local racing as is

known nowhere else in the country lie in the lack of unity among the

many interested clubs, and also in the various forms of the length rule

still adhered to by many of the clubs, fostering a type that is unsuit-

able for the open waters which separate the club courses, however

fast they may be over the home courses of their own club. It is a

fact that these sam* boats, small open racing craft, do knock about

the bay, attending the different races, and usually come out all right;

but the type is none the less an undesirable one for the purpose and

locality.

The entire racing fleet of Massachusetts Bay, from Cohasset on the

south to Cape Ann on the north, is a largo one in point of numbers,

but fortuna ely for purposes of a racing classification it is limited to

single-stick craft, there being no schooners to speak of, and the sizes

range from 35ft, l.w.l. down to 15 or even 12ft. There are of course

the large schooners and singlestickers of the Eastern Y. O, but they

are not to be considered, having nothing in common with the many
small craft.

The first step toward the improvement of the existing conditions

alluded to by the Herald is the uniting of all the clubs interested, some

30 at least, in an association on a more or less permanent and elabo-

rate scale, but at the very least uniting in the adoption of one com-

mon code of measurement, classification, allowance table and racing

rules, including methods of starting, signaling, etc. The mere adop-

tion of any one measurement rule and uniform conditions of sailing

and racing would of itself be a great step toward the encouragement

of racing, but to obtain the greatest possible benefit a thoroughly

good and modern system of measurement and classification is abso-

lutely essential.

The problem of the most desirable type of boat for Boston waters

is a most interesting one, and has engaged our attention for a long

time as one generation after another of racers has passed away. To

meet the requirements of the majority of owners in the local clubs,

the yacht, whatever her size, must be of moderate cost, strongly and

staunchly built for something more than a short racing life, capable

of making a safe passage across the Bay in almost any weather, with

good accommodation if over 18ft. l.w.l., and speedy enough for racing

with others of her kind. Though the racing machine has always ex

isted, down to the 21-footers of 1892, the majority of the craft which

race are at the same time in constant use, one season after another,

by the same owner for sailing and cruising.

Under all the rules used for years length has been heavily taxed

and sail has gone free, or nearly so, the heaviest tax on sail being

that of the Seawanhaka rule, with a waterline length classification.!

Under such rules and other favoring conditions the boats are al!

short, broad and over-rigged, the best of a great many different types

tried during the past thirty years being in our opinion the Cape Cod

catboat of the Harbinger type. While fast, safe and seaworthy, these:

boats all suffer from the stunting effects of a length measurement

not only lacking the overhangs which are absolutely demanded by
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the later forms of hull, but haviDg entirely too large a midship sec-

tion and too much sail for the length. It seems to us that the best

possible boat haB not yet been built and cannot be under existing con-

ditions, and that the -way to it lies through a heavier tax on sail and
a greater freedom in the matter of length.

The Seawanhaka rule has been long enough used by some of the
clubs to show that with a waterline classification it does not tax sail

as heavily as is desirable, while severely restricting the length; but
there is good reason to believe that the same rule used both for

measurement and classification would, without leading to any extreme
or undesirable type, create a decidedly better boat than has yet been
seen, of considerable beam and sail area, but still of better model and
less power tban the Cape cat. Whatever is to replace it, the reten-

tion of the length rule, in any of its many forms, can only do harm, a
fact that has been proved again and again by the boats built to race
under it.

Classification by sailing length under the Seawanhaka rule can no
longer be considered an extreme or radical measure, in fact it is as
easy a step as can now be taken toward a uniform and a better rule.

It does not of itself legislate for the fin-keel, but this typemay be dealt
with in one of two ways, either by making a separate class, as was
long done with the keel boats about Boston, or by including displace-
ment or the area of midship section in the formula in a way that will
put a premium on them. Such a rule will not stop outbuilding, or the
construction of comparatively expensive racing craft in the classes
and clubs where the racing might be keenest; but we believe that
throughout the fleet as a whole it would encourage a moderate type
of yacht especially well adapted for local needs.
The possibilities for improvement are so great about Boston, with

plenty of good water, hundreds of keen sailormen, and a large fleet as
the nucleus for a still larger and better one, that there is every in-

ducement for the clubs aud individual?, one and all, to drop any minor
differences and begin at once the work of formulating and adopting
such rules and conditions as may seem best suited to their needs.

Pending the starting of Vigilant and Valkyrie, the racing of Britan-
nia, Satanita and Iverna in the Thames races has been uninteresting,
Britannia winning easily. Satanita has been given a larger sail plan,
bringing her up to 171 rating, but she is still unable to beat Britannia
on even time, much less to give her allowance. Dacotah, the new
Herreshoff boat, is thus far equalling v\ euonah's record, and the
older Herreshoff boats Wee Win, Morwena and Meneen are still doing
well in the Southampton classess.

Prizes in Yachting—Challenge Cups.
The question of cups '-s. cash prizes in yacht racing has lately been

discussed in some of our contemporaries, but with no decisive result'
opinion being divided as it is long likely to be. over the merits of the
two systems. There is one sort of cup, however, which is rapidly
going out. of date, as js pointed out in tue following editorial from the
Yachtsman. There must be always one great international challenge
cup, and can be but one which will bo generally recognized as such by
all yachting nations; as the America's Cup has been and will continu«
to be if held only under perfectly lair conditions; beyond this, there
is little call for challenge cups and trophies, modern methods demand
something that attains its end quickly and finally, giving place to
another novelty ; and yachtsmen are even less disposed than in the
past to sail an interminable series cf races for a single prize. The
Yachtsman says:
"The announcement recently made that Mr. Gordon Bennett has

signified his intention of offering three challenge cups of £500 value
each, naiurally suggests the question: 'Are challenge cups worth
racing for?' When they are accompanied, as those cups will be on
the first competition, by £500 cash, also given by Mr. Bennett, and by
second prizes of £200 each, presented by Baron Arthur de Roths jhild
the answer is unhesitatingly 'yes; 1 btu when the result of winning is
only the responsibility of taking care of a valuable trophy until some-
one else gives relict by winning it again, plus the glory, the reply may
be very different. In former days, challenge cups were common
enough, but have never been really popular, and of late years with
certain notable exceptions, entries could not be obtained for them
among English yachts—as for instance, in the case of one of Mr T
B. C. West s challenge cups and the Victoria Gold Cup. The former
has never yet been ractd for, and the latter would have been in the
same position had Navahoe not visited our shores last summer. Even
in the cases where a challenge cup becomes the absolute property of
the person or of the yacht which wins it a certain number of times
there is but little desire evinced to compete, but when, like the
America Cup, the Royal Victoria Gold Cup and others, they can never
become the absolu 1 e property of the winner, it is not to be wondered
at if yacht owners are, to use an Irishism, 'backward in coming for-
ward,' unless then, as with the America Cup, International rivalry
creates a special interest. It is, doubtless, for this reason that somany challenge cups have of late years been dignified with tne high-
sounding title of 'International,' and have had so many curious and
tangled conditions attached to the competitions for them as to neces-
sitate a trained legal mind to construe tiiem.
"With regard to the valuable cups so liberally offered by Mr. Gordon

Bennett, the conditions under which they are to be raced for are so
far as they have been published, rather vague, but that they are to
become the absolute property of the winners of two successive con-
tests appears to be the case. So far, good; but must each cup be won
by the same yacbt or only by the same person? If the former is the
case the cups are likely to be long 'unowned,' and, without added
money, it may be difficult to get challengers to take up the glove so
that, in. spite of their value, they may not, after all, produce much
spurt. Perhaps, if less valuable challenge cups had been offered and
the balance of casu been funded, so as to make prizes in perpetuity
it would have been better than the proposed system, for the cuds
might then have been trophies to be won on each year, while the
added money would -have provided eacn winner with a substantial
prize. There have been many challenge cups offere,:!, nearly all with
strange conditions attached to the winning of them, but perhaps the
most curious were the Prince of Wales' and the Marquess of Or
monde's Cups. The first-named was offered and first sailed for in 1870
one of the conditions being that it should be won three times by the
same yacht. Egeria eventually won it in lb74, but the race never
created much interest, no douot partly because the course sailed was
from Cowes round the shambles Light and back; but chiefly because
it was tor a challenge cup. The greatest number that ever started
for it was six, in 1871, in which year, by way of contrast, m less than
sixteen large vessels were entered for the Cowes Town Cup sailed on
the previous day. In the first race, in 1870, five vessels competed but
on the other three occasions only three went to the start each time
and there was a strong sense of relief felt when Egeria won the cnn
for good and all. p

"But certainly the most eccentric conditions ever attached to a cud
in modern times were those of the Marquess of Ormonde's Challenge
Cup, first raced tor in 1878. This cup was given to be raced for bv
yachts belonging to the Royal Insu Y, c, and had to be won three
times by the same yacht, and the same owner, in addition to which
it was a sealed handicap. Now the Royal Irish and the Roval St
George, holding, as they do, their regattas at Kingstown on alternate
years, the cups could not, according to these conditions, become the
absolute property of the winner lor six years, which alone made it
very long odds against it ever being won outright at all. It was how
ever, ultimately won by Mr. A. Crawford with Nixie, in 1887 but we
believe, speaking from memory, the conditions were modified so as to
allow him to retain it, and so get rid of what had become somewhat
of a white elephant.
"But the Queen's Cup, won by the famous old Arrow, and which

Mr. Ohamberlayne proposes to offer as an 'International" Challenge
Cup, is likely to surpass all its predecessors in eccentric conditions
if ne carries out his present ideas. This cup, according to a letter Mr
Ohamoerlayne published recently, may be challenged for by any
foreign ciuo or yaci it, Out must be defended by a yacht built at the
port of Southampton, and manned by an Englisn crew, and the chal-
lenger, if American, must be handled by an American crew—with the
exception, in either case, of the pilot. This is encouraging local in-
dustry in a superlative degree, but perhaps at the expense of sport
Fifteen or twenty years ago, when these cups were being raced for'
with but scanty entries, there were not nearly so many regattas aud
races as there are now, when, from the end of May to the end of
August there is scarcely one spare day, aud, if they did not become
popular then, they are not very likely to do so now that the other at-
tractions are so numerous, unless, as we have already said some
stronger inducement than the possible chance of the ultimately secur-
ing the cup is added.

•Tt is ah very well to say that owners of racing yachts do not race for
the sake of the value of the prizes, but it is equally true that they
grumble when only small prizes are given, and it is pretty certain

there would be no racing at all if prizes of adequate values were not
offered.
\ "Yacht racing has ever been a costly amusement, and although no
man, be he never so fortunate and successful, can hope to pay his

racing expenses with his winnings, yet. his prizes, whether in the form
of cash or cups, are so much to place to the credit side of his expen-
diture. The pleasure and the honor of winning a challenge cup may
be, and probably are as great as winning a cash prizB of the same
value, but it is anything but satisfaclory that, after having won the
cup once, it has to be won again, perhaps oftener, before it becomes
really the property of the winner. There is too much of the 'double
event' chance about it to tempt men to compete, and as each year the
numbers of open races increase, so each year the disiike for challenge
cups will also grow."

Southern Y. C. Annual Regatta.
New Orleans (Lake Pontchartrain), June 9.—The Southern Y. C.

of New Orleans held its long deferred annual regatta on June 9. A
reception and the awarding of prizes took place on the following Mon-
day evening. The proper date for the annual regatta was May 12, but
owing to repairs to the club house it was set for May 28. A fire which
destroyed the approach to the clubhouse caused a further postpone-
ment until last Saturday. As a comparative test of the qualities of
the various boats, the event was not a pronounced success, because
the day was one of conflicting calms and rain squalls, such a day as to
try one's patience. When twenty or thirty boats are scattered all over
a fifteen mile triangular course and on one edge of that course one or
Dtore squalls are kicking up a fuss, and within it there is a dead calm,
somebody is going to get the worst of it; and every one is kept guess:

ing as to where the next fluke will strike. On this little lake of ours
the wind is liable to come from every other quarter about every other
minute on such a day. As an example of the variability of the whim-
sical element, some old box may be bursting open the waves for all

she is worth over on one leg of the course, while on the other side some
of the crack wind jammers may be becalmed and without steerageway.
Then again the other boat may be staggering along through the fury
of a sudden squall with clubtopsail aloft, while her competitor had
cautiously taken in a reef for the impending squall, which did not
work round in her direction at all.

The preparatory gun for the race was fired just a few moments be-
fore a blinding squall struck the fleet. A half dozen or more escaped
without a handicap, but 15 or 20 minutes and even half an hour pen-
ary was given some of the more unfortunate. The winners in the
various classes were as follows: Schooners—Viola, S. F. Heaslip;
Class 1, cabin sloops—Nepenthe, C. P. Richardson; Class 2, cabm
sloops—Silence, Peter Labouisse; Class 8, open sloops—Lady Emma,
N. E. Baumgarden; Class 4, open sloops—Mephisto, Jack Brewster;
Class 5, open sloops—Nyanza, J. W Stone; Class 6, open sloops—Alice,
Peter Cooke; Class 7, open sloops—Lady Luckett; Class 8, catboats—
Louise, T. M. Moorman. Frolic, H. H. Frederick, won the steam
yacht race, and Idylle, H. T, Cottam, won the naphtha launch race.
The times were:

SCHOONERS.
Finish.
5 44 56
6 06 53
6 28 13
6 20 25

. 6 37 00

Elapsed.
4 34 56
4 56 53
5 18 13
5 10 35
5 28 35

4 27 14
4 40 18

Corrected.Start.
Viola 1 10 00
Girtie 1 10 00
Wasp 1 10 00
Adrienne 1 10 00
Presto 1 08 25

CLASS 1— CAHIN SLOOPS.
Nepenthe 1 00 56 5 28 10
Montauk 1 08 50 5 58 08

CLASS 2—CABIN SLOOPS.
Silence 1 10 00 6 00 28 4 50 28
Agnes 1 10 00 5 58 37 4 48 37
Florence 1 10 00 5 58 27 4 48 27
Elaine 1 10 00 0 23 11 5 13 11

Zoe 1 10 00 6 32 43 5 22 43
class 3, open sloops, 25ft. and under 30ft.

Lady Emma 1 06 00 5 40 06 4 34 06
CLASS 4, OPEN SLOPPS, 22FT. AND UNDER 25FT.

Mephisto 1 10 00 6 25 04 5 15 04
class 5, open sloops, 20ft. and under 22et.

Nyanza 1 09 36 5 47 09 4 37 33
Varuna 1 10 00 6 01 10 4 51 10
LufkiHunma 1 10 00 6 21 58 5 11 58

class 6, open sloops, 18ft. and under 20ft.
Alice 1 10 00 6 02 50 4 52 59
Nymphiua 1 10 00 6 22 32 5 12 32
Gypsy 1 10 00 6 34 08 5 24 08

CLASS 7, OPEN SLOOPS. UNDER 18FT.
Lady Luckett 1 10 00 6 21 17 5 11 17

CLASS 8, CATBOATS.
Louise 1 10 00 6 06 55 4 56 55
St John 1 10 00 6 06 50 4 56 50
Barton B 1 10 00 6 24 16 5 14 16
Helen M 1 10 00 6 38 18 5 29 18
Gladys Did not finish.

The regatta officials were: Judges, E. L. Cope, T. R.Richardson;
Timers, Blain Jamison, C. L. De Fuentes; Regatta committee, T. O.
Campbell, chairman, P. S. Anderson and H. L. Burton. S.

4 27 18
4 50 07
5 08 50

5 10 25
5 17 31

4 27 14
4 44 51

4 42 35
4 46 36
4 48 27
5 04 44
5 19 05

4 34 06

5 15 04

4 35 59
4 50 24
5 11 58

4 52 59
5 09 15
5 21 40

5 11 17

4 46 14
4 56 50
5 05 52
5 29 18

Philadelphia Corinthian Y. C. Annual Regatta.
ESSINGTON—DELAWARE RIVER.

Saturday, June 9.

The annual regatta of the Corinthian Y. C. of Philadelphia was
sailed on June 9 off the club house, at Essington, on the Delaware
River, the wind being fresh S.W. The times were:

SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected

10 42 00 3 s6 12 4 44 12
THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.

10 42 00 2 38 24 3 51 24 3 44 00
10 42 00 2 28 09 3 46 09 3 46 09
10 42 00 2 30 08 3 48 08
10 42 00 2 51 05 4 09 05
10 42 00 2 57 45 4 15 45 4 03 30

SIXTH CLASS.
10 47 00 1 10 58 2 23 58
10 47 00 1 11 34 2 24 34

EIGHTH CLASS.
10 47 00 Withdrew.

Race committee: Addison F. Bancroft, W. fl. Plummer and Isaac
W. Jeanes.

Winthrop Y. C. Second Regatta.
WINTHROP—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, June 9.

The second race of the Winthrop Y. C. was sailed on June 9 in a
reefing breeze from southwest, the times being.

FIRST CLASS.

Elapsed.
Harbinger, William Daly l 31 58
Mattie, A. T. Bliss , , 1 41 10
Harolde, W. Garratt 1 45 50

SECOND CLASS.
Eclipse, William My 'ick 1 31 30
Little Rogue, E. Carter 1 32 50

THIRD CLASS.
Myth, E. A. Cook 1 24 47
Harriet, L. T. Harrington 1 25 37
Attempt, S. A. Freeman 1 32 40

FOUR'iH CLASS.
Cadet, C. L. Smith , 1 08 55
Magnet, Lyman Gillies 2 05 00
The judges were William Ginn, C. E. Berkniai.'r and F. S. Rideout.

Sprite sprung her mast, and withdrew.

Old Colony Y. C. Open Regatta.
FOX PODST—DORCHESTER BAY.

Saturday, June 9.

The Old Colony Y. O, a young club whose station is on Fox Point,
Savin Hill, sailed its first race of the season on June 9, open to boats
of not over 15ft. over all length, there being 12 starters. The wind
was quite fresh from the west, and several yachts came to grief.
Spook broke he jaws of her gaff, Tucsin broke her rudder and Katy-
did her bowsprit. The times were:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Tantrum, F. Perkins 1 01 00 42 00
Seaweed, S. C. Higgins 1 02 45 43 00
Icurez, Walsh Brothers 1 04 00 45 00
Princess, E. D. Gay 1 04 50 45 50
Kismet, F. A. Lynch 1 06 10 47 06
Spook, Noonan & Andrews 1 08 20 49 16
Shrimp, C. E. Hodges 1 12 10 51 36
Cutty Sark, M. M. Terrance 1 11 30 52 21
Cupid and Transit withdrew.
The judges were W. Fessenden, W. V. Baker and E. K. Pratt,

Pavonia Y. C. 25th Annual Regatta.
COMMUNIPAW—NEW PORK BAY.

Monday, June 18.

The Pavonia Y. C. held its 25th annual regatta on June 18 and cele-

brated the event by silver prizes in all classes, the only exception
beiDg a diamond andtorquoise pin presented by H. C. Roome. The
regular club courses were sailed, from off Communipaw down the
Bay and return. The wind was S.W. and unsteady, strong at times
and then dying down, making a fluky race. The times were:

CLASS E—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS FROM 32 TO 38PT., 25 MILES.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Aliris 11 39 54 4 46 55 5 07 01 3 58 39
CLASS E—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS FROM 27 TO 32FT., 25 MILES.

Forsyth 11 42 47 4 30 30 4 47 43 3 34 00
Pavonia 11 29 00 4 42 55 4 53 55 3-34 16

Madrine 11 41 13 4 44 19 5 03 06 3 51 49
CLASS G—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, UNDER 27FT., 20 MILES.

Nomad 11 42 18 4 00 25 4 18 07 3 08 49
Millie 11 42 47 4 00 55 4 18 08 3 11 21

Souter Johnnie 11 39 18 4 02 35 4 23 17 3 19 35
Vida Vida 11 38 40 Did not finish.

Lurline 11 40 22 Did not finish.

CLASS 1.—OPEN SLOOPS, OVER 27FT., 20 MILES.
Lizzie L 11 50 34 3 50 20 3 59'46 2 57 17

CLASS II,—OP-EN SLOOPS, 23 TO 27FT., 15 MILES.
ClaraS 11 51 19 2 47 22 2 56 03 1 06~48

Elcas 11 59 00 3 40 00 3 41 00 2 49 39
CLASS III.—OPEN SLOOPS, UNDER 23FT., 15 MILES.

Musquito 11 51 02 3 04 00 3 12 E,8 2 15 10
CLASS IV.—CABIN CATS, OVER 23FT., 20 MILES.

Marguerite 11 50 07 3 53 58 4 03 51 2 55 34
Mary 11 57 18 3 52 17 3 54 59 2 56 25
Mary B 11 56 07 Did not finish.

CLASS V.—CABIN CATS UNDER 23FT., 15 MILES.
Win or Lose 11 59 00 3 20 47 3 21 47 2 39 44
Mavolin 11 62 38 3 26 40 3 34 02 2 40 48
Hit or Miss 11 58 52 3 37 47 3 38 55 2 46 58

CLASS VII.— OPEN CATS 20 TO 2oFT., 15 MILES.
Alida 11 57 31 2 49 29 2 51 58 2 01 54
Tempest 11 55 26 2 51 44 2 56 18 2 04 25

CLASS VIII.—OPEN CATS 20FT. AND UNDER, 15 MILES.
Frank 11 56 43 2 59 57 3 03 14 2 05 16
Torment 11 55 10 3 03 59 3 08 49 2 11 11

Doctor ,.11 55 25 3 19 19 3 24 54 2 22 32
H. C. Miner 11 59 00 3 19 23 3 20 23 2 32 35
Emma K 11 51 34 3 40 36 3 49 02 2 46 53
Millie 11 57 52 Did not finish.

Alice 11 59 00 Did not finish.

The winners in the various classes were as follows: Class E—Aliris,

J. A. Constant, Brooklyn Y C. Class F—Forsyth, A. F. Roe, Pavonia
Y. C. Class G—Nomad, W. B. Growtage, Brooklyn Y. C. Class I —
Lizzie L., W. E. Lissenden. Kill Von Kull Y. C. ClaBs Il.-Clara S., J.
W. SMlger, Pavonia Y . C. Class III.—Mosquito, F. H. Heglar, Pavonia
Y. C. Class IV.—Marguerite, F. R. Simmons, Atlantic Y. C. Class
V.—Win or Lose, Vice-Corn. F. M. Randall, Pavonia Y. C. Class VII.—
Alida, W P. & O. P. A7reeland, Greenville Y. C. Class VIII.—Frank,
C. D. McGiehan, Greenville Y. O.
The most interesting class was that in which the new Webber boat

Madrine was entered. At the turn she showed a gain of 6m. 23s. over
Forsyth, in the windward work. On the run home Forsyth worked
the tides better than the Sound boat, and won by a long lead. The
judges were George A. Gartland, New Jersey Y. C , Cora A. J. Prime,
Y'onkers Cor. Y. C and I. H. McDonnell, Harlem Y. C.

Tower Ridge Y. C. Annual Regatta.
HASTINGS—HUDSON RIVER.

Saturday, June 16.

TrtE second annual regatta of the Tower Ridge Y. C. was sailed on
June 16 with a good fleet of starters. The course was a triangle on
the Hudson River. The day was warm, with a light S.W. wind, and a
severe squall at the end, some yachts reefing and some lowering
away until it was over. The times were:

CLASS C—CABIN SLOOPS, 32FT. AND UNDER'—COURSE, 20 MILES.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Henry Ward Beecher. .12 04 58 4 18 55 4 13 37
Lurline 12 05 50 5 10 15 5 01 15 .

Guile 12 11 48 Did not finish.

Bertha ..12 13 24 Did not finish.

CLASS D - CABIN CATS— COURSE, 20 MILES.
Win or Lose 12 02 05 5 07 13 5 05 08
Whileaway 12 05 20 5 09 40 5 04 20
Columbia 12 01 33 Did not finish.

Zora 12 04 23 Did not finish.

CLASS E—OPEN CATS, OVER 22FT.—COURSE, 20 MILE.«.
Edna ....12 13 04 4 56 03 4 42 59
Pauline B 12 11 30 Did not finish.
Irex 12 02 30 Did not finish.
Hester 12 14 35 Did not finish.

CLASS F- OPEN CATS, 22FT. AND UNDER— COURSE, 10 MILES.
Henry C. Miner 12 11 55 2 56 50 2 46 50 2 08 87
Anglesea 12 12 15 3 00 40 2 50 40 2 11 28
Blanche 12 06 37 3 26 05 3 19 48 2 37 22
Nora 12 13 05 Did not finish.

The winners were: Class C—Henry Ward Beecher, Bevers & Tomp-
kins, Yonkers Cor. Y. C. ;

Lurline, Bertram Barnett, Columbia Y. O.
second. Class D—Win or Lose, F. M. Randall, Pavonia Y. C. Class E
—Edna, Dickson & Kellock, Yonkers Cor. Y C. Class F—H. C. Miner,
Charles Roe, Audubon Y. C.

Philadelphia Y. C. Annual Regatta.
TINICUM—DELAWARE RIVER.

Monday, June 11,

The annual regatta of the Philadelphia Y. C. on June 11 had but few
starters, and was sailed in a light wind, the times being:

SCHOONERS AND SLOOPS.
Start. Turn. Finish. Elapsed.

Schemer 11 52 30 1 02 00 2 34 0 ) 2 41 30
Wenoa 11 52 00 1 03 4 5 2 34 05 2 42 45
Nanon 11 53 45 12 59 15 2 35 30 2 41 45
Mascotte 11 54 00 1 12 30 2 42 45 2 48 45

CATBOATS.
Keystone 11 27 00 12 58 00 3 C5 00 3 38 00
Elvia 11 26 00 1 15 30 3 37 00 4 10 00
Schemer won the Ellis cup. The race commiltee included E. Y. Mc-

Curdy, Philip H. Johnson and Chas. S. Warfield.

Savin Hill Y. C. Club Race.
SAVIN HILL—DORCHESTER BAY.

Saturday, June 9.

The Savin Hill Y. C. Eailed a race for cash prizes on June 9 with but
few starters, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Amorita, W. F. Bache 1 31 10 1 31 10
SECOND CLASS

Ageria, L. T. Howard 1 32 30 1 32 30
THIRD CLASS.

Duck, Carl E. Hodges.. 1 30 35 1 29 32
Imp, L. A Horton 1 38 30 1 35 39.
Wiiiett, Percy Hodges........ 1 40 35 1 40 35
The judges were Peicy Hodges, A B. W. Foster, J. E. Robinson, A\_

L. Kidd and W. H. Besarick.

Knickerbocker Y. C. Annual Regatta.
COLLEGE POINT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, June 16.

The annual regatta of the Knickerbocker Y. C. was sailed on June
16 in a light wind until near the finish, when a heavy squall set in.
There was a good fleet of starters. The courses were: Classes A, B,
C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J around all buoys located on Execution Rock
Shoals, leaving all (3) turning buoys on port hand, and return.
Class K to and around Gangway buoy and return, turning from lee-

ward to windward. All yachts must leave all Government marks and
buoys on the proper hand, going and returning, excepting Gangway
buoy, which may be left on either hand.
The principal interest was in the new Dyer boat, Minnetonka. built

for Vice-Corn. Geo Work, Larchmont Y. C, and her competitor, Mr.
W. Butler Duncan, Jr. 's Houri, built by Herreshoff.
The start was from the gun, and the yachts got away smartly.

Minnetonka led off the wind, but to windward she was badly beaten by
Houri, showing a lack of power as compared with the Herreshoff boat.
She finally withdrew. The winners were:
Class B, Penguin; Class C, Sasqua; Class D, Mopsa; Class E, Houri:

Glass F, Madrine; class G, Nanita; Class H, Mary; Class I, Onawav
Class J., J. I. M. , Class K., Violet.
As no measurements had been taken no corrected times were

figured. The regatta committee were E. M. Mcdonald, chairman; J
O. Sinkinson, Edwin C. Wood, 0. L. Strohmenger, and A. H. Funke.
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Vigilant Abroad.
"Thalassa," who is as well known to yachtsmen on both sides of

the Atlantic as "Devoted Yachtsman" once was about New York,

contributes the following to the Yachting World, of June 1; m which

paper/by the way, is a portrait of the gentleman, with a picture of

his new yacht, Pente. designed by him. *..„,., , . ,

-Vigilant comes! Then be vigilant, ob, ye English yachtsmen who
are fortunate in owning 150 or 160-raters! .

'•First and foremost, have your boats carefully measured tor rating

length and the marks affixed so that they 'represent (or exceed) the

extreme length for immersion when the yacht is lying m smooth

water in her usual racing trim, including racing crew on board, at and

about mid-over-aU length.' Be careful to have the number of persons

on board noted and recorded when the yacht is measured by the

official measurer. Let this be a covering number to m chide guests

when racing; never exceed this number, and when Vigilant arrives be

careful to have her measured in a similar manner and strictly m ac-

cordance with the rule just quoted. Remember that \ieilantbeat

Valkyrie principally, if not solely, because she was driven by greater

horse power—by a larger sail area. ,

'•If she be measured properly in racing trim it is evident, that no

extra hands can be carried when racing under our-rules unless these

extra hands be on board when the length is taken. It is a well known
fact that the extra hands she carried m the Cup races gave her ad

ditional length and stability, which her rival, being of smaller beam,

could not effectively obtain in a similar manner.

"She carried no less than 1 ,550 square feet more canvas than Valkyrie,

and to a great extent did so by means of ballast, which was not on

board at measurement. The racing here should be conducted strictly

in accordance with Y. R. a. rules, and the spirit of Rule 15 is antagon-

istic to any form of shifting ballast other than that of a centerboard

and the ordinary crew of a racing yacht. In the smaller classes, 10-

rating and under, this principle has been applied, limits in the total

number of persons on board during a race being laid down for these

classes by Rule 14, and the measurement for length taken accordingly.

The words 'racing trim 1 in Rule 3 can therefore only be translated to

mean, with all persons on board; and this matter, although it may
seem insignificant to some people, will probably have a great bearing

on the success or otherwise of the Vigilant In these, or indeed in any
other, waters. v „ , ,

"The yacht is so good that we cannot afford to give away any points

in the game, and, although there is nothing in our rules to prevent her
putting a very large number of people on board, we can and should
insist upon that number being there when she is measured, and we
can and should insist upon that number never being exceeded in any
of our races or matches.
"Mr. Henry Allan, owner of the Wenonah, wrote to the Field last

week concerning the inconvenience and the difficulty of attaching the
marks for rating length; but the arrival of a foreign yacht for racing
in our water? at once shows the importance of having such marks on
the hulls of all the competitors— marks which can be examined by any
one in a dingy, either before or after a race In the absence of such
marks the. racing trim might be altered very considerably and even
the rating length of a yacht be. increased without the owner being
aware of it or intending to do anything wrong.
"The marks are a great help to those who wish neither to receive

nor to give any advantage; and the small amount of trouble connected
with them is a mere cat's-paw when compared with toe tempest of
worries that continually blows on a racing owner."

! i There is nothing ;u this that any one can object to; the rules are
perfectly clear and fair to all; in fact, such an obvious evasion as that
of Vigilant's ballast crew of last year is not possible under them, in

which respect they are better than the rules of the New York Y. C.

In spite of the conservatism and selfishness of some clubs on both
sides, which not unnaturally look to self-interest first and to the ab
stract principles of fair sport afterward, one of the eucouraging signs
of late years is the marked tendency toward fairer and more liberal

rules and conditions, both between the clubs of one nation and between
any two nations. While there may be some exceptions, we have little

doubt that Vigilant will receive perfectly fair treatment in her races in

British waters.
The following report of Vigilant's arrival was cabled from Gourock

on June 16:

The American yacht Vigilant arrived at Gourock at 3 o'clock this
afternoon, having made the passage from New York in 15 days and 9
hours. All on board are well, and the yacht is in splendid condition.
A representative of the United Press on board the tug Champion

met the Vigilant off Cumbray Head, IS miles from Greenock, at 1:45
o'clock this afternoon. The American yacht presented a beautiful
sight as she sailed majestically up the Firth of Clyde, with all sails

set. The Stars and Stripes flying from her jigger stood as straight as
a steeple. The breeze was from the southwest, about 12 miles an
hour.
The Champion ran close to the Vigilant, and the reporter boarded

her. He was heartily greeted by Capt. Jaffrey and the other officers
of the yacht. Trie rails and life lines of the Vigilant had been removed
last night, and her decks were perfectly clear. The paint on her hull
was hardly scratched ,

Capt. Jaffrey conducted the reporter to the
cabin, where a large floral horseshoe in an excellent state of ureserva-
tion was hanging from a stBnchion.
Everybody on board was well, and there had been no sickness during

the voyage. On the second day out the jigger was altered from the
muttonleg sail to the gaff, finding that it worked better. Though
there was a good deal of fog, the sun always shone at noon, so that
they were able to gei sights every day. The sails were hardly touched
all the way over and the decks were nearly always dry. Capt. Jaffrey
wore slippers the entire voyage.
The Vigilant covered 2,930 miles to Tory Island in 14 days and 8

hours. The course taken was only 25 miles miles longer than the
regular course for steamers. The following are some extracts from
her log:
Friday, June 1—At 9 o'clock in the evening passed South Shoal

Lighthouse.
Saturday, June 2—Saw Anchor liner take a pilot.

Sunday, June 3—Foggy until noon.
Monday, June 4— Signalled steamer west bound at 6:30 o'clock in the

morning.
Tuesday, June 5.— Signalled a steamer at 4 o'clock in the morning;

imrned lights.

Wednesday, June 0—Signalled steamer at 2 o'clock in the morning;
burned lights; she did not answer, although she was close aboard.
At 4 o'clock in the afternoon passed an iceberg 200ft. higli only 50yds.
away; a lovely night.
Thursday, June 7—Calm; heavy sea; took in mainsail, owing to the

rolling of the boat, from 8 to 12 o'clock at night.
Friday, June 8—Carried away topmast at noon; saved sail; made

another topmast from spinaker boom and had it up in five hours.
Spoke tank steamer Standard, bound west; ran close, and conversed;
Standard cheered Vigilant.
Saturday, June 9—Fair sailing.

Sunday, June 10— Fair sailing.

Monday, June 11—Rainy and foggy.
Tuesday, June 12—Fair sailing.

Wednesday, June 13—Fog; occasionally clear.
Thursday, June 14—Foggy most of the time.
Friday, June 15—Sighted Malin Head at- 11:30 o'clock in the morn-

ing, and at noon saw Tory Island due east. At 2 o'clock passed Tory
Island, and reported 14 days 8 hours; fine passage. Tory Island sig-
nalled "Thanks." Shaped course east by south for Innistrahull.
The time actually made by the Vigilant from Sandy Hook Lightship

to Tory Island was 1* days 7 hours and GO minutes. The daily runs,
from noon, were as follows:

First ten hours 88 miles, second 225, third 126, fourth 183, fifth 241
sixth 211, seventh 243, eighth 225, ninth 211, tenth 127, eleventh 256'

twelfth 188, thirteenth 198, fourteenth 143, fifteenth 246, two hours to
Tory Island 13.

Tue yacht Mohican, with a party of Americans, met the Vigilant in
the lower Clyde and cheered her, They afterward sailed in company
with her to Gourock.

Vigilant was towed to Henderson's .yard on Monday, where she will
be fitted out as speedily as possible. Atalanta did not reach Cowes
until Friday, so Capt. Haff arrived at Glasgow only after Vigilant was
in. The steamer Ethiopia, carrying the racing spars and extra crew
was also delayed by collision with an iceberg, the soars of Vigilant
heing used to reinforce the bulkhead after the hows were stove In.
The spars were uninjured, but were not ready ashore, as it was ex-
pected they would be.

The regular events open to Vigilant's class after July 1 are as fol-
lows: July 3, Royal Largs; 4, Royal Western; 5-6, Mudhook; 7-9
Royal Clyde; 10, Clyde Corinthian; 11-12, Royal Northern. From the
Clyde the fleet goes to Ireland, the Royal Ulster Y. C. regatta being
sailed on Belfast Lough on July 16-17, followed by the° Royal St
George, at Kingstown, on July 18-19-21; the Royal Muuster on July
24, and the Royal Cork, at Queenstown, on July 26. Then tie fleet
continues to Cowes, where the "Cowes week" begins on Aug 7 with
tour days1 racing by the Royal Yacht Squadron. On Aug. 11 comes
the Royal Portsmouth Corinthian, on Ang. 14 the Royal Victoria at
Ryde, and on Aug. 20 the Royal Albert, at Southsea.
From the latter port the fleet sails on Aug. 23 for the station of the

Royal Dorset Y. C, at Weymouth, this club giving a prize for the
race, about 55 miles, and on Aug. 25 the same, club will sail a race for
the Queen's Cup given this year, which race has very generously been
thrown opeu to Vigilant. Following the coast to the west, the Torbav
Royal V. C. sails its regatta at Torquay on Aug. 27, then comes the
Royal Torbay, and next the Dartmouth Royal on Aug. 30 and the
Royal Dart on Aug, 31, On Sept. 1 comes the Start Bay y. C also at

Dartmouth, then on Sept. 4 the Royal Western, at Plymouth, on Sept

5 the Port of Plymouth, Sept. 6 the Royal Plymouth Corinthian, and

on Sept, 7 the Royal Southwestern, also at Plymouth This ends the

racing season save for special matches, such as the Cape May cup.

There" will be. some additions or omissions from this list, but it is sub-

stantially correct, and shows the run of the racing. We believe tbat

Vigilant is eligible to all of the events, or at least she may become so

by one of her owners joining a British club. Britannia, Valkyrie and

Satanita will take part in all of this racing, with the older Doats,

Meteor and Iverna.

Valkyrie's Passage.
The Glasgow correspondent of the Bo9ton Herald gives the follow-

ing particulars of Valkyrie's voyage:
The rather lengthy passage of the Valkyrie across the Atlantic was

beginning to excite some little misgiving in the minds of some of her

admirers, therefore some relief was occasioned when she was spoken

outside of the Irish coast early in the week. She arrived at Gourock
Bay at 6:30 A. M. Thursday, the 31st, and proceeded at once to Green-

ock for customs clearance, and again returned to this bay. She pro-

ceeded yesterday morning up the river to Henderson's, at Meadow-
side, for a general tuning-up.

.

Capts. Cranfield and McGavin were well pleased with the boat s

behavior under the adverse weather conditions they had to contend
with, and seemed to think that the Valkyrie in the matter of passage-

making had inherited a double dose of original sin, or rather bad luck.

Only on six days had they anything like leading winds, and then they

put on fairly good records, making an average of 232 miles over that-

period. The rest of the days were either paltry calm or ahead in the

matter of weather, which accounted for the Valkyrie's long delay.

A twenty-eight-day record Capt. Cranfield admitted was a long one,

and did not compare favorably with the Lasca's, hut, taking wind and
weather conditions into consideration, he thought the Valkyrie's run
compared well with that of the American schooner. Her biggest run
was 247, while the Lasca's was 255 miles, and this was explainable by
the fact that off the wiDd a schooner of a similar size to a cutter is

expected to do more leeward work, Taking the Lasca's average for

nine days, when she had the wind aft, she exceeded 200 miles some-
what, but considerably less than an average of 232 miles.

Of course it is difficult to compare different voyages under different

weather conditions, and those who weigh up ocean passages must
await international ocean races, a game that perhaps will never be
worth the candle.
The following is the log of the Valkyrie, as supplied by Capt. Cran-

field: Miles.

May 3. Left Sandy Hook at noon
;
very light winds at start.

May 4 Moderate winds 85

May 5. Light northeasterly winds: southwest swell, with a little

fog 60

May 6. Fog and southwest swell HO
May 7. High southwest swell and easterly winds 236

May 8. South winds and squally, and high southwesterly seas 232

May 9. Fresh breeze: high southwest seas; squally 247

May 10. Fresh winds, high seas and squally 234

May 11. Strong gale, with squalls; rain and high seas 220

May 12. Strong gales and high seas which swept the decks fore and
aft 223

May 13. Strong wind, rain and heavy squalls. The yacht was hove
to this day 112

May 14. Moderate winds and cloudy weather 113

May 15, Moderate breeze, with southwest swell.

.

, 121

May 16. Light winds, cloudy and high swell 46

May 17. Moderate breeze, cloudy weather and high easterly swell. .107

May 18. Strong winds and northeasterly swell 184

May 19. Moderate winds, with northeasterly swell 102

May 20. Light breeze, sky overcast and easterly swell 103

May 21. Squally weather" and high seas 101

May 22. Light breeze, with northeast swell 80

May 23. Fresh breeze; squally; with easterly swell 148

May 24. Squally and high easterly swell 192

May 25. Light winds, fair weather 121

May 26. Heavy squalls 67

May 27. Moderate weather 88
May 28. Light breeze greater part of the day—evening, blew a gale

from the north ,. 62
May 29. Light winds and heavy rain 53
May 30. Light winds, cloudy and hazy; sighted Pladda at 2:30 P.M. 66
May 31. Anchored in Gourock Bay 6:30 AM —
As to future movements, Cranfield i9 reticent. He does not deny

that the boat will he clothed to a greater extent and will be stripped
of her copper, fined down and put into the best fettle that Mr. G. L.
Watson and the Messrs. Henderson can devise, with the view of being
tuned up to perfection and ready to meet the Vigilant, and all comers
in the Clyde carnival.

[Valkyrie crossed with no copper on, the bottom being painted in
New York,]

Owner or Measurer.
Thb usual attitude of the racing owner toward the club and the

measurer is neither fair nor logical, and most of the complaints made
by him display a selfish view- of his side alone. At best the task of
the club in formulating rules is a difficult one, and the work of the
measurer in applying the rules is still more difficult, and in practice
the difficulty is vastly increased by the efforts of the owner, backed
by the designer, to get a little more than any one else ont of the rule.
The efforts of the club and the measurer are for the benefit of the
owners as a body, while the constant end of each owner as an individ-
ual is to circumvent both rule and measurer. While many of Ihe dif-

ficulties of measurement are unavoidable, there are still many others
which are due solely to the desire of the owner to obtain more than
he is entitled to, or at least to get the last tittle of his rights regardless
of other considerations.
The following letter from the owner of the new Dacotah, appeared

in the Field of May 26, and no doubt voices the opinion of many
owners, but to us it appears unreasonable and illogical:

"Allow me to call your attention to the fact that the Y R. A. ar-
rangement for waterliue marks is not only perfectly useless and ab-
surd but very troublesome to yacht owners. In a modern racer the
mark under the counter is invisible when the yacht is afloat. You
might see it by swimming under the counter, but not by any other
means. And in order to fix this useless thing you have to put your
boal ashore, as it cannot be done when she is afloat. Then you prob-
ably find that it has to be altered, and the boat has to be hauled up
again on the slip. It would be far better to give up marks altogether.
The measurer could find the waterline under the counter just as well
as the owner, who now has to do it." Henby Allah.
No. 25 Bothwkll Street, Glasgow.

In all modern methods of measurement it is absolutely necessary to
determine and measure the waterline with considerable'accuracy, and
in doing this it is also very desirable to mark the points of measure-
ment 'or future verification, On this point the clubs are agreed, and
no thinking yachtsman will dissent from it. Under the most favorable
circumstances, it is a matter of some difficulty to make this measure-
ment; and further, as such work is never done without the consent of
the owner, the measurer is often put to a serious inconvenience and
loss of time before he is given the opportunity to board the yacht for
measurement. . The most responsible part of the work is unquestion-
ably the location of the two points of measurement, and the British
rule, as it seems to us, very properly pute the responsibility on the
owner, leaving it to the measurer only to ascertain the distance be-
tween the points as marked. Of the two, the owner is not only better
able to do this than the measurer, knowing the proper trim in which
he desires his boat, and having the opportunity for affixing the marks
when docked; but it is altogether fairer that he should assume the re-
sponsibility, rather than that the measurer should first be compelled
to take his measurement, after which the owner may question it.

The special difficulty which Mr. Allan mentions does certainly exist,
but the reason for its existence is the desire on his part to gain an
extra advantage through an extreme and peculiar form which it is al-
most impossible to measure accurately, air. Allan's right to this form
is unquestioned, but as the form is deliberately intended to increase
the difficulty of measurement by causing the waterline to lengthen as
rapidly as possible, we fail to see why he should throw ail the respon-
sibility for this difficulty on the measurer, If any one is to taste the
chilly waters of the Clyde by swimming under the counter, as he says
is necessary, the measurer certainly should not be called on to do so
but rather the owner or designer of the lin-de siecle freak.
Mr. Allan's letter would have much more weight if it carried any

practical and sensible suggestion for the improvement of the rule, but
it does not; he merely suggests that the club should assume all
trouble and responsibility, relieving him entirely.

It is evident that under all existing rules the waterline must be
measured, and until some better method is proposed the present one
cannot be abandoned entirely. A writer in the following number of
the Field makes the sapient suggestion that in addition to the marks
at the ends of the load line two "Plimpsoll marks" should be placed
one on each side amidships. This would in itself be a very difficult
matter, as compared with merely marking each end, and would be
absolutely useless as a verification of the other measurement. We
would suggest as a practicable remedy the placing of the marks by
the owner in such positions as would make them fairly and unequiv-
ocally clear of the water when in measuring trim, in accordance with
the spirit of the rule, in which positions they would certainly be vis-
ible to the measurer.

The Royal Victoria Cup.
The intention of Mr. Carroll to build a racing single-sticker and to

challenge for the Royal Victoria Cup was first announced at a time
when the chances for a challenge for the America's Cup were most
remote; and yet this project met with decided opposition, not only
within the New York Y. 0., as was to be expected, but among other
American yachtsmen, who were opposed to other than the defensive
position in international racing. It is no wonder that the campaign
planned by Messrs. Gould for their new purchase, Vigilant, should
awaken a still more general opposition when it became known that a
second challenge for the R, V. Y. C. cup was the main feature of the
expedition. This feeling was based on two strong points, the fear that
the continuance of racing for the n^wer trophy while the America's
Cup rested without a challenge would impair the prestige of the latter,
if it did not go so far as to displace it for an indefinite time in favor of
its recognized rival ; and also the chance that Vigilant, the declared
champion of the America's Cup races, might be defeated in an im-
portant international contest in British waters, thus dimming her
achievements of last year. From the standpoint of many American
yachtsmen the proposed contest was in every way to the advantage
of the other side, as we pointed out last week, and the reasons given
are certainly such as should have had weight with the Royal Victoria
Y. O.
The Boston Herald, of June 10, discusses the matter as follows, pre-

senting an extreme American view:
"It is to be hoped that the report that the Vigilant cannot race for

the Victoria cup is true. The club by such action will be doing a great
favor to American yachtsmen, and its decision will be sure to react
upon itself. The Messrs. Gould were evidently willing to race for the
cup; in fact, they had the sanction of the New York Y. C. to challenge
for it. Had the Victoria Y. C. allowed a match to be made its cup
would have grown in importance, and would have been second only to
the America's Cup. The talk made so often by English yachtsmen
that there is no need of a time notice is very inconsistent with their
acts to-day, for now they are insisting on the time notice of eight
months.
"The Victoria Cup has now no place, even as against the Cape May

cup, for the good reason that only the Navahoe tried for it, and that
race should be sufficient for a number of years. Americans in racing
for this cup lower the reputation of their own. So far as international
honors go, the bringing back of the Cape May cup should be all suffi-
cient.
"There is no doubt whatever but that a determined opposition will

hereafter be made by the leading members of the New York Y, C.
against allowing any member to again challenge for the Victoria cup.
The New York Y. C. holds to-day the greatest yachting trophy in the
world, and all other cups should be made to play second fiddle to it,

It is honor enough for any club to hold successfully so long the
America's Cup.
"On the whole, it is a very good thing that the ohances are against

the Vigilant sailing for the Victoria cup. No doubt the members of
the club, when they find out that their action in not allowing the Vigi-
lant to race for their cup meets with much favor on this side may
regret what they have done. If the Gould brothers are wise, they will
give the Victoria cup a wide berth this season."
. The Boston, Globe has strongly opposed the proposed challenge for
some time, as the following extracts will show:
"There are several obvious reasons, though probably they are more

apparent to American than to British eyes, why a challenge for this
cup would not be advisable, and therefore why such a challenge is not
likely to be made.
"In the first place, as was explained at some length in these columns:

at the time when negotiations for the last race for the America's Cup
were in progress, the Royal Victoria cup was offered almost avowedly
as an offset to the America's Cup while the discussion over the fairness
or the unfairness of the terms of the "new deed of gift" was at its,

height. Any American challenge for it would therefore raise it in im-
portance as an international trophy and under some circumstances
would make it of almost equal importance to the America's Cup itself.

The challenge of the Navahoe was regretted by many American
yachtsmen, but since the New York Y. C. sanctioned it they were
compelled to be satisfied with the thought that since the Navahoe'
had no American record she could in no sense be considered an
American champion. Her defeat also put aside the question as to>

which cup the British yachtsmen would consider the most important
should the Royal Victoria as well as the America be in possession of
the New York Y. C. and for which one they would first challenge.
"Navahoe's challenge did not, therefore, materially change the 1

standing of things, but a challenge from Vigilant would put an entirely-
different face on the matter.
"Vigilant is the American champion, and has won the title by a suc-

cessful defense of the America's Cup, a trophy emblematic of the yacht-
ing supremacy of the world, and whose position has only been more-
and more firmly established by repeated contests. A challenge from 1

the American champion for a cup which was offered as an offset to,

the very cup through which she attained her championship, would at
once place the cup for which she challenges on a championship basis,,

which it does not now occupy, which it ought not to occupy while the
America's Cup is in existence, and which the opponents of the 'new
deed of gift' would no doubt be glad to see it occupy.
"In short, a challenge and race for the Royal Victoria cup by the'

defender of the America's Cup would practically place the two on a
par with each other, and would deprive the latter of its well deserved
title of 'the blue ribbon of the sea.' Vigilant's defeat would make this
undesirable position stronger, while victory would place two "world's
championship' cups in possession of the New York V. G, and give
British yachtsmen a chance to try for what by most American yacnts-
men would be deemed the least important one.
"Vigilant will have many chances of proving her speed in British

waters for cups which do not in any way approach the America 's Cup
in importance. Records which she may make in this way will show
her merits or demerits as clearly as if a champiouship cup were in

dispute, while at the same time there is no interference with the posi-
tion of the America's Cup.
"And that is why it is delieved to be extremely doubtful if a chal-

lenge issues for the Royal Victoria cup, or it a challenge would be>
approved by the New York Y. C. if made.

"It is also possible that the action of the New York Y. 0. in sanc-
tioning a challenge was not quite so carefully considered as it should
be, for it is certainly open to criticism on other grounds than those
which have already been set forth against a challenge.
"The club's sanction was given on the condition that a waiver of the

eight months' notice required could be obtained from the Royal Vic-
toria Y. C , the obvious idea being to sanction a race during the
coming season only. It does not seem quite fair or logical, however,
on the part of the New York Y. O. to ask for a waiver of notice from
another club which they would hardly grant themselves under the
same circumstances. In this case the comparative powers of the
challenger and of the defender, which would probably be Britannia,
are fairly well known through Valkyrie, and the result can be foretold
with reasonable accuracy.
"Transfer the situation to the America's Cup aud there can be but

little doubt as to what the action of the New York Y. C. would he -

were it asked to waive the the ten months' notice required by the deed
i

of gift and accept a challenge from a boat whose chances of winning
over open ocean courses were decidedly of the best as compared with,
any defender which could be put against her.
"In the last America's Gup contest the full ten months was insisted!

upon by the New York Y. O, Lord Dunraven was not offered earlier
races as any waiver of that position, but because the American de-
fender could be made ready earlier than was expected, and therefore,
there was no necessity of holding out for the full ten months, sine©
Valkyrie's owner wished to race as soon as possible. The position aa
to no waiver of notice was fully and quite properly maintained.

"If, then, the position was so firmly maintained when the chances
of successful defense were at least even, can any one doubt what
would be the position taken when chances of successful defense were
very small? International cups are not offered to be given away, and
the New York Y. C. would lay itself open to severe criticism from
American yachtsmen should it throw away any chance of retaining a
trophy so highly prized as the Cup won by the America in 1851. Yet
at the same time it asks, through the Messrs. Gould, that the Royal
Victoria Y. C. do just the thing which it would not do itself under
similar circumstances. The position is not a logical one, and it is
hoped, by the decision of the Messrs. Gould not to challenge, the club
may not be forced to maintain it."

From the conditions of the case there is no doubt that both of these
papers have spoken their opinion honestly and frankly, or that they
represent the opinions of many American yachtsmen who are laughing
at the way in which John Bull has again played into the hands of
Brother Jonathan and thrown away another opportunity to better
himself in international racing.

Cape Cod T. C,
The first race of a series of three, under the auspices of the Cap©

Cod Y. C, was sailed at East Dennis on June 9. The times were:
Length. Corrected.

Addie, R. C. Nickerson 25 00 1 06 41
Eclipse, H. H. Sears 25 06 1 09 17
Nobscussett, L. Hall 24 06 1 14 30
NauBett, J. H. (>immings 20 06 1 19 22
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Quincy Y. C. Club Championship.
QUINCY—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, June 9,

The opening race of the Quincy Y. 0. was sailed on June 9 in a fresh
and puffy westerly wind, the times being:

FIRST CL>SS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Beatrice, John Cavanagh 26.00 1 40 10 1 10 58
Mudjekeewis, Davis & Abbott 25.09 1 41 03 1 11 41
Fulalie. R. G. Hunt 21.08 1 48 20 1 14 04
White Fawn. A. E. Jones 25.00 1 44 88 1 14 28
Moondyne, A. J. Shaw 24.10 1 46 51 1 16 32
Adolph, H. Moebs 22.05 Withdrew.
Korban, E. M. Horton 1 50 32

SECOND CLASS.
Magpie, H. Gillis 19.08 1 25 15 0 58 07
Opeechee, H. P. Barker 19.08 1 25 50 0 58 42
Aurisa, H. M. Faxon 19.08 1 27 15 1 00 07

THIRD CLASS.
In It, R. B. Williams 16.09 1 31 01 1 00 36
Wildfire, H. A. Keats 1 38 45

CRUISING CLASS.
Smoke, H. L. Rice 1 31 51
Niobe, A. F. Schenkelberger 20.06 1 33 10 1 07 18
Janette, C.F. White 18.02 1 44 19 1 15 29
Elsie, G. M. Keating 1 44 55
Hester, P. R. Blaekinan Withdrew.
There were cash prizes in each class and the .winners take each a

leg in the club championship. The winners were: First class, Beatrice
and Mudjekeewis; second class, Magpie and Opeechee; third class, In
It; special class, Smoke and Niobe.
White Fawn protested the Beatrice for fouling the buoy on Channel

Rock.

Lynn Y. C. Expert Cup.
Lynn—Lynn Harbor.
Saturday, June 9.

The Lynn Y. C. sailed the first race of the year for the expert cup
on June 9, with four starters, iu addition to which was a special race
between Alpine and Sansparielle. The times were:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Astrea, R. M. Benner, 19.00 1 23 35 55 35
Black Cloud, E. H. Taylor 23.00 1 21 30 57 26
Tyrant Did not finish.
Nellie Farley Did not finish.

SPECIAL RACE.
Alpine, C. Blethen 15.04 44 36 30 37
Sansparielle, R. Auger 11.00 44 31 30 32
The next race for the Expert cup will take place on June 23.
Astrea was disqualified on protest of Black Cloud, for fouling a buoy,

and the latter won the first leg.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The Yorkville Y. C. attempted to sail its tenth annual regatta on

June 10, but met with bad luck, the race being a failure for lack of
wind, while the yacht Stranger was run down by the College Point
ferryboat Weeliawken, and the judges'1 boat. Calamity, ran aground
on the Hog's Back, in Hell Gate. All hands were rescued in each case.
The winners, after a dull drifting match, were: Class B, cabin sloops,
51arine Fox; Class C, open jib and mainsail, over 23ft., St. Elmo; Class
D, under 23ft. Regina; Class G open catboats, Jessie; Class H. open
catboats, 20ft., Pride; Class I, open catboats, under 20ft., H. C. Miner;
Class J, open catboats, under 17ft., Little Dean.
The annual regatta of the Williamsburg Y. C, on June 9, was

spoiled by the light weather, only three yachts out of thirty-seven
starters covering the course in seven hours.

The New Jersey Y. C. sailed its twenty-third annual regatta on June
12, but the starters were few in number, most of those entered failing
to appear. The times were:

CLASS C-CABIN SLOOPS, UNDER 27uT.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Jennie, J. G. Freaney 5 09 20 5 07 17
Wanderer, A. Wenzel Did not finish.
Bertha D., Chas. Dierking 5 12 00 5 09 00

CLASS E—OPEN SLOOPS, 23 TO 30PT.
Charm, F. S. Ketcham 4 14 00 4 14 00

SPECIAL CLASS S.

Reliance. Mr. Sherman 5 24 26 5 21 56
Caroline, Louis Wright. . . •.

, 5 13 14 5 12 12

Ituna, steam yacht, has been sold by August Belmont to A. V. Ar-
mour, of Chicago. Ituna was designed by Mr. Watson and brought to
this country in 1892 by Com. Morgan, who sold her to August Belmont
when he purchased May last year.

What is considered as a radical departure from all precedents in
yacht building has been.received in this city, aud is now in Sargeant's
warehouse. This new craft is expected to take part in the yacht
races that will occur here in June and July. She was built in Fort
Worth, and may be classed as a whaleback yacht. She is such a pro-
nounced departure from marine architecture that her performance
will be eagerly watched by all those who take an interest in yachting
matters. She is a queer-shaped object, too, being about 32ft. in length
by about 6ft. beam. She has no straight lines and is of the shape of a
large cigar, pointed at the forward end, and has a whaleback extend-
ing from the forward part to about 15ft. aft, and she is claimed to be
in all respects absolutely unsubraergible. She has air chambers fitted
inside and her forward bulkheads are airtight; she has a centerboard
which is very heavy, being made of iron, heavily weighted with lead,
and her rudder is as massively constructed. She draws only 2ft. amid-
ships, and will have but little resisting power, compared' with other
yachts, when being propelled through the water. She is lugger-rigged,
and it is understood that but one man will be required to sail her.—
Galveston Stdr.

C. Oliver Iselin, the head of the Vigilant syndicate, and once owner
of the Titania, and at a still earlier date of the sandbagger Mary
Emma, was married on June 9 to Miss Hope Goddard, daughter of
Col. William Goddard, of Providence, a wealthy heiress. Mr. Iselin's
first wife, who was so closely identified with Titania during her first
and second seasons, died in 1890. Mr. Iselin has sold his new 21-footer
to Wm. P. Douglass and will sail shortly for Europe, spending the
summer afloat iu a steam yacht which he will charter"in England.

The first squadron sail of the.Brooklyn Y. C, on June 10, to the
Great Kills, was a very pleasant affair, some twenty yachts taking
part.

Banshee, 40-footer, has been sold to Henry Doscher, owner of
Wacondah.
The new Waterhouse & Chesebrough 21-footer will be a centerboard,

of 30ft. over all, 21ft. l.w.l. and about 6ft. beam, with a Tobin bronze
centerplate of 300, making not over SOOlbs. on the pennant, and about
4001b8. of lead on the keel. Mclntyre & Kirke are building her in the
lightest possible manner.

The firm of Gardner & Mosher has been dissolved, Mr. Mosher re-
tiring from it to continue the steam engineering, in connection with
his boiler. Mr. Irving Cox, who has been associated v. ith the firm
for some time, takes Mr. Mosher's place, the new name being Gardner
&Cox.
What are we coming to? First the Acteon, then the Silvie, and now

the famous schooner Mohican changed into party boats. Sic transit
gloria mundi.—Boston Herald So far as Mohican is concerned she,
like Ambassadress, was built too late, after the day for huge lumber-
ing schooners, of clumsy model and rig, had gone by.

The Country Club, of Westchester, has offered prizes of $75 first,

$50 second aud $25 third (the latter if six or more boats start;. The
prizes will be plate or cash, as winners desire. The course will be
about 6 miles, twice around, on the Sound off the Country Club, on
July 7. Entries may be made to W. D. Thorne, 30 Broad street, N.
Y., not later than noon of July 6.

Dr. W. Whitehead Gilfillan, of the Riverside Y. C, has just sailed
around from Harwichport, Mass, a new Cape cat of 19 t. l.w.l., built
for him and named Arveka.

^mxming.

FIXTURES.
JUNE.

30 Red Dragon, Spring Regatta, 30. Knickerbocker,Spring Regatta
Delaware River.

JULY,

7 21. W. C. A. Meet, Picnic Point, 13-28. A. C. A. Meet, Croton Point.
Lake Mendota, Wis.

AUGUST.

4-11. Owanux Meet,Woodmont,Ct
SEPTEMBER.

3. Holyoke, Ann., Holyoke, Mass. 15. Red Dragon, Fall Regatta, Del-
3-5. Passaic River Meet. aware River.
5. Iantne, An., Passaic River.

The description of Mr. Howard's canoe in the Field dissolves the

mystery which has thus far surrounded the craft, and confirms our
surmises that she is of the conventional American type in dimensions
and lateral plane, and quite unsuited to British rules and conditions.

At the same time it appears that Mr. Howard has a chance for suc-

cess in the fact that he has taken the enemy unawares, few canoes,

old or new, being ready to meet him. The experience of Nautilus

and Peart in America in 1886 show that the quick turning qualities

called for on the Thames are of less value in open courses than the

straightaway speed of the American canoe; but there can be no doubt
that ou the Thames the reverse is the case and that quickness in

handling will be the main factor.

The statement that the New York C. C. had asked for a change of

the rules is news to us and we are inclined to think that the Meld is

in error in this matter. While such a change was not possible under
the circumstances, the R. C. C. has arranged for a series of two out
of three races on open water, for a special cup, to be sailed for at

Burnham-on-Crouch later on. Mr. Howard's intention, in the event
of defeat on the Thames, was to challenge the Royal C. C. to a race
across the Channel, but the offer of the R. C. C. removes the necessity

for such a demonstration of the speed of American canoes on open
courses.

Mr. Howard's Canoe.
From the Meld.

Saturday last was by no means a day one would pick as a fair trial
day for our American visitor to exhibit the paces of his canoe; cold
as December, and a hard wind blowing in savage puffs, whisns of wind
striking the water in every conceivable direction, bar that of the true
wind above the treetops. But Mr. Howard launched his canoe, and
set off down Teddington Reach under whole sail, and had there bewn
other canoes out we think that probably the exhibition would have
still been in favor of the American—at least, from an acrobatic
point of view.
The sailing lasted but an hour, yet five times was he capsized forci-

bly, but each time he hove her upright, and continued sailing .with
little more than wet feet. Knowing where the savage puffs were
likely to be, we had stop watch ready, and we timed him; the shortest
time from over to up again was 5s ,-the longest 24s., but this time he
was securing a paddle, which he had just been using to get her about
on the lee shore.
Righting from a capsize is nothing new to expert canoeists, and we

have often done it on open water in 15s. ; but in a vastly different type
of canoe and without the powerful lever aid of the long sliding-seat
which Mr. Howard uses to heave his boat up with. Also, his sails be-
ing small, i, e., the area, 112sq. ft., divided between two sails of 60ft.
and 52ft., where ours were usually 95ft. and 17ft., he has not the heavy
drag of a 12ft, or 14ft. boom and a big sail full of water to counter-
balance; nor was there any motion on the water such as one meets in
open water when the wind is heavy enough to cause a capsize.

Of the American canoe we may safely say she was extremely fast
between the capsizes; she ran and reached like a hare, but she had
none of the hare's doubling powers; several times the paddle had to
be used to bring her about. She is extremely light, and seemed to
immediately lose all headway and come astern on being put head (

o

wind; but, as we said before, it was a savage day for so light a boat.
It was the kind of wind our old-time sailing canoes would revel in, but
not nice sailing weather for our modern flimsy craft. To look on at
such work is simply enough to drive nine out of ten would-be canoeists
into yawls or half-raters. Sailing there was none; the boat was all
over the water, and the sails scarcely ever trimmed. An acrobatic
performance was trying the staying powers of the sailor, in and out
on the long sliding-seat, the only rest being obtained when a capsize
gave a few seconds in a new position.
But the canoe is of the last type, the type fostered under the late

pinched rule, and things would probably have been very different in
a canoe fully up to date under the new rule -that is to say, so far as
Btandingupto the squalls and handling are in question; but as to
speed on the straightaway, we doubt if any craft shorter and more
beamy, and probably with more displacement, would be anywhere
near the American boat. Her turning powers are faulty to a degree,
except at turning over—at that she is quick enough for any lover of
turtle turning; and a dead peg and many turns in the cup race will
snow this fault badly against her fine speed on the straight.

The canoe, we are informed by the owner, is 16ft. long by 30in.
beam, and, judging solely by eye, we should say her depth would be
not more than lOin. from deck edge to keel. There is no perceptible
rocker to her keel, and her stem and stern posts are about perpen-
dicular; thus she has about 16ft. of l.w.l. The horizontal or water-
fines show a considerable hollow both at bow and stern, as also do the
vertical sections at and toward the ends of her. Aft. the sections
show comparatively round, overhanging quarters: and forward, they
produce a hollow V-sectioned bow. The mid body shows but little

bilge, there being an easy rise of floor, an easy bilge, and but a small
amount of freeboard. Indeed, she is more like the bottom of a boat
with the top forgotten and a deck clapped on.
Her centers are evidently well placed, judging by the waves and

trim, both when sailing upright and heeled in a breeze, but she un-
doubtedly piles up water under the hollow lee bow, and seems to gripe
viciously thereby. The center plate being very far aft, and the mizzen
of 52ft. area, of course assist by their relative placements the mutiny
of the lee bow against the helm, but in moderate and light winds this
would be small matter, and perhaps even useful.

The rig is exactly that known in England for years past as the Bern-
bridge sail—a gaffsail and topsail in one—the sail being hoisted and
held by the topsail luffspar or yard, and spread aft by a gaff, pocketed
iu the sail and jawed to the mast, with boom and battens in the ordi-
nary manner of bafter sails. The spars are a marvel of lightness,
being hollowed white cedar, comparatively thick, but light and stiff.

The sails and gear need not be looked at ; they are rather a "wholesale
sold by the yard" kind of mixture, not likely to raise any looting
desires in the heart of a seaman or bargee.
The structural fittings of the canoe, though not different to ours,

except as to the well floor, are a lesson in neatness, lightness and
strength combined. She was first reported to be a fin bulb keeled
boat, but she proves to be a simple light center-plate craft, with no
keel except at the extreme ends. The sliding seat is about 5ft. 6in, in
length; the slide plank works upon a four-legged stool, which stands
about 3J^in. to 4in. above the center of the deck or coaming level,
clamped to the side decks by its four metal legs.
The well floor, or foot-bath, is barely ankle deep, and appears to give

little or no real foothold; but being above the level of the loadline it
is self-bailing. With such a structure of "well." of course, there is
no below-deck space available, while sailing, for stowing away even a
mackintosh coat, and in case of a breakage of slide-seat or of spars
the canoeman would be in "queer street." However, the craft and all
her fittings form, aud are intended to form, a pure racing machine;
safe, perhaps, for her skipper, but absolutely dangerous to the sport
of canoe sailing; the very type of machine which it is hoped the new
R.O.C. rules have killed off.

On the other hand, we now turn to the English side, to see what the
old country will put against the American challenge craft. We hear
now of two new canoes building in all haste, with a hope of being
afloat in time for the race on June 19. At present they are dark
horses, and the only items of interest reliably reported are that each
has a waterllne of 14ft., is up to limit of 3ft. beam and 16ft. over all
length and of 0.3 Y.R.A. rating. Thus the sail area of each will be
129sq. ft., and in one of the boats this will be all in one balance lug.
Both boats are to have sliding seats; but one, we know, will only

have a plaiu centerplate, possibly novel in shape, but of no persuasive
balancing power; and the other boat, report says, is also to be fitted
with ordinary centerplate. We must hope, therefore, that one of the
bulb-keel canoes from Oxford will come forward to do battle; but
even then she will be deficient in beam under the new allowances, and
not in all parts up to date, unless indeed something quite new is build-
ing at Oxford on the sly.

Referring to the doings in America, we may see what further mon-
strosity we have escaped from by altering our measurement rules.
We are informed that the Milwaukee, which carried all away last year
at the Western meet, is this year to come to the line with 200sq. ft. of
sail and a 7ft. hiking seat—this on a canoe of 16ft. by 30in. beam. With
the rules of the two countries at such opposite poles, it is scarcely to
be expected that any of our men will trouble to mount such a craft
aud visit the States for racing purposes.

A meeting of the committee of the Royal C. C. was held on Wed-
nesday to consider a request from the New York C. C. that the Eng-
lish challenge cup should be subject to three races, two of them on
open salt water. Unfortunately the rules of the club preclude any
alteration in the conditions, except by vote of a special general meet-

ing; and the time for notice of such meeting, and the holding thereof
would place the meeting beyond the time already fixed for holding
the race for the cup. A motion to waive these rules was defeated by
a vote of five against four at the committee, so the cup race will be
sailed on the original day, June 19, in one race at Bourne End.
But the meeting unanimously resolved to vote a special cup to be

raced for on open salt water at Burnham-on-Crouch in two races,
with a third race if necessary, and such race will probably be held
early in August. So that except in the title and value of the cup,
though the old challenge cup will be raced for in one race on the
fluky, confined narrow waters of the Upper Thames, the real inter-
national contest and undoubtable sailing merit will be decided on
comparatively open salt water on the fairest cours« within reasonable
distance of London. The canoe which is too fickle or fragile to sail

the Burnham course is nothing but a snare to the novice and a stand-
ing danger to the sport of canoe sailing.

A. C. A. Membership.
Central Division: Alexander B. McDowell, Rochester, N. Y.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The Knickerbocker C 0. will hold a camp at Egg Beach, on June

30-July 1, with scrub races and other amusements.

fang* mti $aJhrg.

New York Central Sehuetzen Corps
Held its fourth monthly practice shoot of the season at Union Hill
Sehuetzen Park June 14. The weather was clear and it was a good
day for shooting, 45 members were present. The majority having
lost their rifles at the recent fire in Washington Park, the scores were
not as satisfactory as if they had had their own arms:

Champion Class.
F Schmidt , 70 67—137 H Kroeger 60 59—119
H I) Muller 69 61—130 D Meerse 49 48— 97
F Schroeder 66 56—122 J Reitweissner 55 89— 94

First Class.
J Eisenhardt 62 56—118 E Richards 60 44—104
Lippenfeld 63 52- 115 C Pletz 48 46— 94
J Dux 58 56-114

Second Class.
C F Gennerich 63 62—125 F Baumann 55 52-107
EBerkmann 67 57—124 H Grennerman 52 50—102W Koch .62 61—123 Tagen 46 37— 83W Teschnaker .63 56—119 M Teschmakor 44 34— 78
J Jordan 61 52 -113

Third Class.
H Holsten 65 54—119 JFoersch 55 54—109
M Ficken 60 58—118

Fourth Class.
A Riohter 54 34—88 J Tonjes 39 36—75
Following are the scores made on man target: H. Kroeger 59, J.

Reitweissner 56, J. Eisenhardt 56, R. Flerdl 55, F. Schudt 54, H. D.
Muller 53, E. Berkmann 53, W. Koch 52.

Bullseye target: Champion class—F. Schudt 3, H. D, Muller 1, H.
Kroeger 1 ; first class—J. Eisenhardt 2, E. Richards 1 ; second class—
E. Berkmann 3, H. Grennerman 3, F. Baumann 2, J. Jordan 1, W. Koch
1, M. Teschnaker 1; third class—Schneweiss 1, J. Foersch 1; fourth
class—Jutgens 1.

Point target: Champion class—H. D. Muller 54, J. Reitweissner 34,
F. Schroeder 24, F. Schudt 19; second class—E. Berkman 40, W. Koch
40, J. Jordan 26; third class—Schneweiss 65, J. Foersch 26; fourth
class—Jutgens 24.

Class medals: Champion class, F. Schudt; first class, J. Eisenhardt;
second class, E. Berkman; third class, Schneweiss: fourth class,
Jutgens.
Man medals: first man, medal, H. Kroeger; second man, medal, J.

Reitweissner. H. L. Muller.

Brooklyn (E, D.) Sehuetzen Corps.
The annual festival and prize shoot of the Brooklyn CE. D.) Corps,

Louis Dohling captain, was held in the new Glendale Park, Long
Island, on AVednesday and Thursday of last week. This park is one of
the latest of our suburban parks which has been fitted up for picnic
and shooting purposes. It is now under the management of B. Koenig,
who is well known to our local shooters as the late proprietor of
Woodlawn Park, Long Island. The park is pleasantly located for
picnic purposes, and with improved facilities in the matter of trans-
portation to and from the city, will become popular.
The programme for the two days' festival comprised eagle shooting

for the annual king, prize shooting for cash prizes and medals. The
kingship fell to one of the popular members, Wm. F. Hollwedl, who
was crowned with the usual ceremonies. There was a large attend-
ance of riflemen, and the competition for winning scores on the prize
and medal targets was brisk and resulted in the making of some high
totals on the part some of the competing marksmen. • On the prize
target Messrs. Holges and Hamann tied for first and second place,

"

each with 72. Ross was third with 70. On the medal target the first
medal was to go to the marksman making 55 points out of a possible
75 in three shots. The competition resulted in a tie between Messrs.
Mahnken, Marten, Hamann and Holges, each making the required
number of points called for. In shooting off the tie the medal was
won by Mahnken. The second medal was shot for under the same
condition, with the exception that 37 points was the required number
of points called for. There were four ties for this medal, Messrs.
Holges, Hamann, Ross and Omel On the shoot off the medal was '

won by Holges. The third medal was to go to the shooter making the
lowest score in three shots, each shot to count at least one point.
Ross succeeded in grouping three shots in the target whose total was
7, which gave him the medal. Scores: Holges 72, Hamann 72, Ross 70,
Flach 69, Schmitt 69, Elfers 69, Plaisted 68, Krauss 67, Marten 65, Holl-
wedl 65, Horney 63, Worn 63, Feltheus 61, Mahnken 58, Muth 58.

Zettler Rifle Club.
Ten members of the Zettler Rifle Club visited Wissel's Cypress Hills

Park June 17 to participate in the bi-monthly practice shoot. The
weather was clear and the atmosphere decidedly torrid.
Ross was in good form and put up the fine score of 235. This would

be considered a good score if made from the rest. Some of the other
members participating were decidedly off in form. Scores:
F C ROSS , 24 22 23 24 25 22 22 25 23 25-235

22 24 24 23 25 23 19 22 23 23-32,1
21 25 22 23 21 35 22 21 21 20-220

H Holges 24 22 23 23 21 20 22 22 24 23-224
22 24 22 22 22 21 20 20 25 23-221
21 21 25 18 22 22 24 21 22 23—219

L P Hansen 22 19 24 23 2 23 23 18 21 22-,217
24 21 22 19 25 23 15 23 25 16-213
21 22 25 21 23 21 20 22 24 22-228

M BEngel 13 21 22 23 22 23 23 22 23 22-214
C G Zettler 18 19 21 24 18 20 21 22 23 21—207
G Krauss 24 24 24 19 23 22 20 15 12 22-205
F C Heintz 22 19 23 21 24 21 15 18 22 17—202
G AV Downs 17 21 16 17 19 24 22 22 20 20—198
B AValther 19 17 17 17 24 22 19 21 20 20-196
J Giinther.. 16 20 22 19 21 13 17 18 19 19—184

Bullseye, 4in. center, 3 shots, possible 3: Ross 2, Krauss 2, L. P.
Hansen 2, 0 G Zettler 1, Holges 1.

Man target. 3 shots, possible 60: Holges 56, Walther 55, Hansen 55,
Ross 55, C. G. Zettler

5J2.

Columbia Sehuetzen Corps.
The Columbia Sehuetzen Corps, of Brooklyn, N. Y., held its annual

festival and prize shoot at AA7issePs Cypress Hills Park on June 10 and
11. It was intended to have shooting on the Bhort range on the first
day, but the shooting element not being on hand to make the affair a
success the shooting part of the programme was abandoned and the
day was devoted to social enjoyment.
The programme for the second day was shooting on the 200yds.

range, open to all comers, for cash prizes and medals, as well as to
decide the kingship of the Corps for the year 1894. The weather was
clear and warm, but the attendance of riflemen was far from satisfac-
tory, and the result was that there was not sufficient competition to
cover the expenses of the programme. The programme called for 14
cash prizes ranging from S20 to 82. 3 shots per ticket, Germang ring
target.
On the medal target there were two medals up for competition,

3 shots per ticket, German ring target. There was considerable com-
petition for the medals and at the close of the shoot F. C. Ross was
presented with the first on a score of 69 and H. Holges second with a
score of 68.

The scores of the winners of the cash prizes are appended in their
order.
Prize target" 3 shots, possible 75: Ross 71, Krauss 70, Holges 70

Plaisted 69, Hansen 68, Young 66. Eberhardt 65, Langsdorf 64. Weber
63, Horney 61, Rosenbaum 61, AVeikersriter §8, Feldhussen 58, Mosoh 48
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Dominion Off-Hand Rifle Association.

Parry Sound Ont.. June 9.—I here transmit you for publication the

scores made by the members of the Dominion Off-Hand Rifle Assooa-

tion Clubs on their home ranges on the 1st and 2d inst.

:

Parry Sound First Team.
,

100yds. 200yds.

» Morrteh

7

10 10 10 6-43 10 9 10 4 10-43-86

.
•

»-« '2«J
?feEE:::E::1 1 ."8£8 mi***

195 187 382

Parry Sound Second Team.

Ihos wwte: ::::.e 710 9 4 10-40 3023 0-14-54

169 145 314

Midland Team. , ,„ „„

tin^lfPH li' 9 10 8 8-45 10 10 7 10 8-45-90

O^rathern * » 9 0 9 9-42 10 10 10 10 7-47-89

W Stafford 9 9 9 8 9-44 9 9 8 9 8-43-87

T Sod-en 7 7 8 8 10-40 8 5 8 9 7-37-77

gh stokes::::::::::::'.".'.... 7 10 8 s 8-« 6 6 10 6 7-35-70

212 207 419

King City Team.
T W frossbv 9 10 9 9 10-47 10 10 7 10 10-47-94

W J Ross 9 10 10 10 8-47 9 5 10 9 9-42-89

F Rraund 7 7 10 8 8-40 10 5 10 10 10-45-85

^fc'.v:;.v;.;:;;::;: § s
< s 2 g

5 10 io-m
A Carley

9

9 10 8 9-45 7 7 5 6 10—37-8.2

220 213 433

Bradford, First Team.
a Timmons

9

10 8 10 6-43 7 10 9 10 8-44-87

HEMcKee ..7 9 8 10 10-44 10 9 6 9 8-42-8G

TDorjfttle 8 10 10 9 7 - 44 10 7 3 4 10-34-78

A Nielly 7 10 8 9 10-44 4 3 5 10 4-26-70

JasNieUyEE'EE" 8 9 5 9 9-40 6 0 5 10 7-28-68

215 174 389

Bradford. Second Team.
T) Nieiiy

6

9 8 10 10-43 8 10 10 6 10-44-87

H Parker EE. 5 7 9 10 10-41 9 8 5 8 10-41-82

I G Nielly

8

10 9 7 9-43 6 10 8 6 7-37-80

JO'Conneii'V::. 10 3 8 6 8-35 6 8 8 10 10 - 42-77

jNirf°r...;:!:.:.:i:. 9 ° 7 7 8-4° 5550 1-23-63

202 187 389

Clarksburg Team.
W Li Goldsmith 1 9 10 6 7-33 10 8 10 10 10-48-81

R A Longhead

8

8 7 9 7-34 9 9 7 7 4-36-70
CWHartman 8 6 10 8 7-39 5 3 9 10 10-37-76

TG Holmes

8

9 10 10 7-44 8 5 9 5 6-33-77
M Mahony

6

7 2 10 10-38 10 8 10 10 10—48—86

—— 188 202 390

Victoria Square Team.
R Aear

8

10 9 7 9-43 7 7 4 10 9-37-80
AQuartoEE" 9 5 6 10 8-3S 10 7 9 4 6-36-74
J Jenkins

6

6 10 6 7-85 7 6 9 5 9- 36-71

G Brown

8

5 8 9 7-37 10 7 8 3 4-32-69
W Mustard

7

7 8 8 10-40 4 3 5 10 4-26-66

193 167 360
Bradford, Third Team.

AMcWilliams

8

10 5 3 8-40 7 4 10 0 5-26-66
W Probert 6 8 8 9 7-38 10 6 4 6 3-29-67
J Boddv

8

8 4 5 9-27 0 0 4 4 0— 8-35
P Chappie 3 7 4 7 9-30 0 9 7 5 6-27-57
r Nielly 10 10 10 9 8-47 3 3 9 8 9-31—78

182 121 303

Shell Mound Record Breaking.

San Francisco, Junell.-The Columbia Pistol^fl« CI»b'li
bit of record breaking yesterday at Shell Mound ™°Sf; °E\°^
one of the young men of this new but promising organization made a

score of 97 in a pistol competition. Only a few weeks ago A. H Pape,

another of the younger members, registered a score quite as
(

meri-

torious as Daiss's in the total number of credits but of interior

quanty^ the judgment of marksmen who look
"V^onnditioZat

Creedmoor standpoint. Pape score 97 under the same cond twns as

DalSS did yesterday, but unfortunately for the fo^er
f^rA™ĥ

string of Daiss's registering shows a greater number of »o4«B«
the end than the 10 shot scores of Pape. It, is believed that the record

made by Daiss yesterday is the best ever recorded m a pistol compe-

tition on the Pacific Coast. Whether it will continue to be such for

any considerable time is hardly probable, for there are
j
men in the

Columbia Club who are doing some rare target hitting these days.

The Columbia is a new club, but already one of the foremost,)ind

what is more gratifying than anything else is the fact that it is sur-

prisingly fruitful of better results at every monthly meeting. Among
the Columbia Cracks are such meii as Kellogg, Young Kuhnle,

Rodgers, Johnson, Hovev, Heeth and a host of others known as far

m the international prominence of California marksmanship extends.

The score made by Daiss yesterday was shot on the oOyd. range at a

CM
d
D
a
;{Ss

AnleriCan tarS6
!

i
Sh

°.
WS

.WT9$T floloW-W
On the same target and in this contest F. O. Young scored 91, L. O.

Rodgers 91, S. I. Kellogg 88, A. Baumgartner 84, F. Gehret 78, Kennedy

'

in the pistol contest by club members the scores m the champion

class were these: C. M. Daiss 90. S. I. Kellogg 88, Smith Carr 86, %.

Hovey 84 In the first class A. H. Pape registered 89, L. O. Koager&

86, F. Gehret 85, A. Baumgartner 81, and P. Bohr 63. Among the sec-

ond class men and those unclassified D. M. McLaughlin scored 8b, J

.

Kuhnle 82, A. Gehret 72, A. H. Kennedy 68, A. Fetz 59, Vaugh o6.

With the rifle at 200yds. these scores were made by marksmen in the

champion class: L. O. Rodgers 85, D. McLaughlin 84, F. O. ^oung 83.

In the first class F. Baumgartner recorded 86, A. H. Pape 87, A. Gehret

78 F Gehret 71, A. Bohr 75 The men of the second class were suc-

cessful to this extent: C. M. Daiss 65, L. Zimmerman 64, A. Kennedy

59, A. Fetz 57. ,

Between these many contests the Columbians contrived to insert

another of considerable interest for the Boos medal. In this affair F.

O Young scored 89, L. O. Rodgers 84. F. Gehret 80, A. Gehret 78, and

Andv Johnson led the Columbia Club men in a Springfield rifle

match for the Glinderman meoal with 79 rings, Young second with r8,

F. Moulton 60, A. Gehret 59, L. O. Rodgers 56. Roeel.

Spring Branch Tournament.
The following is a list of scores and prize winners of the shoot held

at Spring Branch, Texas, June 10, standard target, 4 shots, 15yds.,

rest, open sights: . „ .

. rt .

1 Wm Remler, Spring Branch. 40 15. Wm Klingor, Twin Sisters. ..35

2. Wm Mueller, Twin Sisters...39 16. F Koch, Twin Sisters. ...... .35

3. H Brunmer, Green Valley. . .39 17. P Remler, Spring Branch.
.
.35

4. A Topperwein, Vogel Valley.39 18. H Ditmar, New Braunfels. .
.35

5. Joe Frev, Green Valley 39 19. A Reininger Green Valley . .35

6 C Pope,'San Antonio 38 20. H. Vogel, Vogel Valley. . . . 85

7. H Syring, Green Valley 88 21. O Neigebauer, Spring Branch35

8. EWickmann, Kuhns Halle.. 38 2a. F Armke, Twin Sisters 85

9 O Vogel, Vogel Valley 38 23. M Liemann, Twin Sisters. . . .84

10 F Kaederie, Spring Branch. .38 24. F Weinstrom, Spring Branch34

11. Wm Pope, Vogel Valley 38 25. F Haag, Vogel Valley 33

12. G Reininger, Green Valiey...38 26. O. Vogel, Spring Branch.... 33

13 Wm Fisher, Twin Sisters. . . .38 27. H Triesch, Twin Sisters -.33

14. H. Knible, Tell Verein 36

There were 168 contestants and some 14 clubs represented.

Schlicht Rifle Club.

Rifle at San Antonio.

At the meeting of the San Antonio Rifle Club held on the last Wed-
nesday in May the following trophies were ordered:

1. A gold medal for the best ten scores of ten shots each, to be shot
within twenty weeks from date at the 200yds. range, muzzle rest, any
sights desired. Second best average, silver medal.

2. A gold medal for the best ten scores of ten shots to be shot
within twenty weeks from date at 200yds. off hand. Second best
average, silver medal.
The following scores were made at the range on June 3, 200yds., off

hand, American standard target:

Texas Field 10 6 6 6 6 6 6 8 10 6— 70
G Altmann • 8 3 6 8 5 10 5 5 5 12— 67
ESeffel 9 6 4 8 9 6 4 4 6 10- 66
Same, rest:

A Altmann 13 7 9 9 10 8 11 11 9 9— 94
AKoebler 7 7 4 7 7 5 9 5 8 7— 66
ESeffel 9 12 9 11 10 9 9 11 8 10— 98
EDosoh 10 7 7 9 6 11 8 7 10 9— 87
A Herff 9 8 8 12 9 12 7 7 8 10- 90

G Altmann 12 9 9 10 12 8 7 8 9 11— 95
Offhand, 150yds.:

Texas Field 7 4 9 9 8 7 10 4 7 8- 78
A Steves 7 6 8 8 9 8 6 7 5 7— 71
G Altman 5 5 4 8 8 8 6 9 4 10— 67
AUhl 5 7 7 4 10 9 8 9 6 8- 73
Same, rest:

Dosch 9 9 9 12 9 9 8 8 9 9— 92
A Steves 9 10 11 7 9 10 10 10 8 10— 93
A DM 10 9 12 11 11 9 12 9 10 7—100
HummeU 8 10 10 10 10 9 9 10 10 9— 95
G Altman 9 10 11 10 10 11 11 9 9 10— 98
AHerfl 11 11 11 10 8 9 12 13 11 9-104

O. C.G.

Newark Shooting Society.
The Newark Shooting Society, after its late reorganization, decided

to hold an opening practice shoot on June 14, in the Schuetzen Park.
Invitations were sent out to our local shooters to come and participate.
Knowing that this old society had been in a state of inactivity for a

long time, our rifle promoters, upon hearing of the proposed opening,
decided to put In an afternoon with the society.
Our arrival in the park had some disappointment in store for us.

We found three members of the Newark society on hand to receive the
visitors.

The visitors outside of the Forest and Stream contingent consisted
Of two enthusiasts from Jersey City, Messrs. Haunen and Varick.
We found many improvements in the park since our last visit. One

of the most prominent features in connection with the park improve-
ments is the improved facilities of transportation to and from the
park. It is now possible for the New York riflemen to reach the park
from New York in less than one hour.
The half-dozen shooters who were gathered in the park on Thursday

devoted their time to practice and pool shooting. A friendly 10 shot
race between Messrs. Hansen and Hayes resulted in the following
scores:
Hansen.. 22 25 22 23 23 21 18 23 20 23-220
Hayes 21 21 20 19 22 20 20 23 20 24-210
Mr. Hayes has not had any off-hand practice for maDy months and

he is consequently off in form.
After the above match three shot pools were indulged in by all hands

present, with the following results: Hansen, 66 68 66 70 : Hayes 64
70 69 63; Plaisted, 64 51 64; Wigman, 64 69; Bernhardt, 56 51 • Dietz
57 52. '

Wilbraham Road Scores.
Springfield, Mass., June 9.—The Smith & Wesson Pistol Club made

the following scores at their range, on Wilbraham road, last night:
Twenty yards:

OSAxtelle 10 9 9 10 9 10 10 9 9 9-94
J Goodrich 9 9 9 10 10 9 8 10 9 10-92
C Clark 8 10 10 999999 9—91F O tf^skins 10 9 8 9 7 9 10 10 8 16-90WO Whiting 6 S 10 9 9 8 8 7 10 7-82
£?EtV*re -- 6 7 8 8 7 10 9 8 10 9-82CEHodskins 6 7 9 3 7 7 9 8 9 9-80

Fifty yards:

9 §
A^1^ 10 9 10 10 9 10 10 8 6 10-92

J Goodrich ..10 S 10 9 10 8 10 6 10 10-93
g Clark 10 8 9 8 8 9 9 8 9 7-85FOHodstaBB 10 10 9 7 10 8 9 9 7 £-83DW Ware.. 5 10 7 7 10 8 9 9 10 9-85CEHodskins 9 10 6 9 10 9 10 7 6 8-84

The weekly gallery shoot, June 12, of the Schlicht developed some
good scores. The medal winners were: C. Meyer champion medal,

Geo Dorr first class medal, J. Schlicht second class medal, J. Dedrick
third class medal. Scores: G. Schlicht 240, G. Dorr 240, C. Meyer 236,

W. Schlicht 227, J. Schlicht 227, E. O. Brellentine 227, A. Meyer 225, J.

Diehl 224, E. Wagner 223. F. Lambrix 221, J. Dedrick 221, J. Bonders
220, Conrad Schlicht 215, G. Richert 214.

Palisade Rifle Club.

The following scores were shot by the members of the Palisade
Club, June 13, 10 shots, possible 250, distance 25yds. Scores: Fred.
Esperer 233, Fred Krobatsch 233, R. Glaser 232. C. Hemberger 221,

Henry Rose 214, Wm. Ahles 213.

RIFLE NOTES.
The thirty-seventh annual festival and prize shoot of the New York

Schuetzen Corps which takes place in the Union Hill Park on Wednes-
day and Thursday of this week, should be the means of bringing to-

gether a large number of our local marksmen. A programme of $500
is decidedly liberal in these hard times. It will certainly give some of
our experts an opportunity to make their carfare.

The. Brooklyn Schuetzen Corps will hold a two-days' festival and
prize shoot in Glendale Park on Wednesday and Thursday of this
week. The shoot is open only to invited guests.

The Greenville Club of Greenville, N. J., will send a team to Port-
chester, N. Y.. June 30, to engage in a team match with the Port-
chester Club.

The return of the members of the New York Independent Corps
from the Adirondacks last week is said to have developed an in-

creased demand for black fly and mosquito remedies. The Jersey
members report a new experience in their acquaintance with the Adi-
rondack species. One of the members has drawn an interesting
word picture of Barney Zettler seated upon a stump on the shore of
Lake Saranac trying to coax a woodchuck out of his home with a
pretzel.

Akmbruster'h Greenville Schuetzen Park has fine facilities for salt-
water bathing. Bath houses are located foot of park, on Newark Bay
shore.—Adv.

i~^hooting.

All tleu divided unless otherwise reported.

If you want your shoot to be announced here
send In notice like the following:

FIXTURES.
June 24-26.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Davenport, Iowa.
June 26.—Union Gun Club tournament in conjunction with monthly

team shoot of New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League, at Springfield, N.J.
June 26.—White Plains (N. Y.) Gun Club bluerock tournament. L

0. Piatt, Sec'y.
June 27-28.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

sixth tournament, under the auspices of the Elwood Gun Club, at
Elwood, Ind. Elwood Gun Club will add $200.
June 27-28.—Springfield ('Ohio) Gun Club first amateur tournament.
June 28.—New England Shooting Association championship tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Colt Hammeriess Gun Club, at Hart-
ford, Conn.
June 28.—Braddock (Pa.) Gun Club tournament.
June 28 29 —South Lima (Ohio) Live Bird and Target Association's

tournament.
June 28-29 —Binghamton (N. Y.) Gun Club's first annual tourna-

ment. H. W. Brown, Sec'y
July 4.—Orangeville (Md.) tournament; open to all. J, A. Hartner

Sec'y.
July 4.—Towanda Rod and Gun Club's sixth annual tournament, at

Towanda, Pa.
July 4.—Townshend (Vt.) Rod and Guu Club tournament. P. E

Howard, Sec'y.
July 4.—Palmetto Gun Club tournament, at Charleston, S, 0.
July 4-5.—Burlington (la.) Gun Club tournament.
July 4 6.—Oregon State Sportsmen's Association tournament, uuder

auspices of Willimette Rod and Gun Club, at Portlaud, Oregon,
July 4 6.—Winner Cartridge Co.'s second tournament, at St. Louis

Blueroclts and sparrows; open to the world. J. L. Winston, Sec'y
July 4-6.—Central City Gun Club tournament, at Duluth.
July 5-6.—Little Rock (Ark.) Shooting Association tournament

open to all. Address Paul R. Litzke, Sec'y, Little Rock.
July 11-12 —Dixie Gun Club tournament, atPensacola, Fia
Julv 16-18—Standard Gun Club tournament, at Baltimore. Md. ; $150

added.

July 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associatiofis's

seventh tournament, under the auspices of the Kentucky GUn Club, at

Louisville. Ky. The Kentucky Gun Club will add from $200 to $400.

i-suly 18-19.—Dr. Wallade's bluerock target and live bird tourna-

ment, at Newport, Mich.
July 24-26.—Lafayette (Ind.) Gun Club tournament.
July 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fourth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse
July 26—New England Shooting Association championship tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Willimantic Rod and Gun Club, at
Willimantic, Conn.
Aug. 13-18.—John Parker's fourth international tournament, blue

rock targets and live birds, at Des-chree-shos-ka Island, near Detroit,

Mich.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Aug. 23.—New England Shooting Association championship tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Atlantic Trap Shooting Association,

at Lynn, Mass.
Aug. 29.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fifth tourna-

ment, at Aubufn.

Sept. 3.—Endeavor GUn Club's annual shoot, Marion, N. J. E. Hol-
lister, Sec'y, Jersey City Heights, N. J.

Sept. 19-20.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
tournament, under auspices of Greensboro Gun Club, at Greensboro,
N. C. The Greensboro Gun Clhb adds $200.

Sept. 20.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, sixth tourna-
ment, at Rochester.
Oct. 3-5.—West Newburgh (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association tourna-

ment. Last day live birds. W. C. Gibbs, Sec'y.

Oct. 10-11.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
tournament, under auspices of the Palmetto Gun Club, at Charleston,

S. C.
Oct. 22-24.- Emerald Gun Club tournament, at Dexter Park. Targets

and live birds. Dr. G V. Hudson, Sec'y, 9 Madison street, New York.
Oct. 24.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, seventh tourna-

ment, at Utica.
Nov. 28.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, eighth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to haveprinted.

Among the members of the Lynchburg Guu Club are a number of
prominent politicians and several clergymen and lawyers, nearly all

the other members being well-known business men. Hon. C. M.
Blackford is the leading lawyer of the city; Dr. S. P. Preston, beside
being a celebrated physician, has traveled extensively and is an ac-
complished linguist; R. D. Yancy is Mayor of the town; Col. John M.
Otey is city auditor; F. P. Christian is Judge-elect to the Corporation
Court; R. L. Lacy is city collector; and L B. Betty, Rev. J. J. Lloyd,
Rev. W. H. Atwell and Rev. Dr. Carson are honorary members and
often visit the grounds, evincing great interest in the club shooting.
Dr. L. W. Wilson, another prominent physician: S. W. Wingfleld,
clerk of the Corporation Council; W- V. Wilson, lawyer, and W. M.
Lile, professor at law in the University of Virginia, are all active
members.
Little Rock, June 15.—Please announce in the next issue of your

paper that -the Little Rock Shooting Association tournament on July
5 and 6, will be open to all. There will be $100 in cash added to the
purses. Shooters will be divided into two classes, experts and ama-
teurs. Experts will shoot known traps, unknown angles; amateurs
will shoot known traps, known angles; American Association rules to
govern; four and five moneys. Bluerock targets and expert traps
will be used. The interstate drill will then be in progress here; this
will give the shooters the benefit of the reduced railroad rate, one fare
for the round trip from nearly all parts of the country. Although the
city will be crowded with visitors, special arrangements have been
made with the Capital Hotel, which will be headquarters for shooters,
for the accommodation of all sportsmen attending the tournament.
For full particulars and programmes address Paul R. Litzke.

Binghamton, N. Y., June 6.—Judging from the numerous inquiries,

we are to have a full house during our tournament on June 28 and 29,

and we can see no reason why not, as facilities for reaching here from
any point are superb. Our grounds are located on electric line, cars
every seven minutes. We have secured special rates for visiting

shooters at the leading hotels. We have a sky background. The
management have decided to give a Lefever hammeriess gun to the
shooter mahing the best average in the two days' shoot. We also

have a number of other merchandise pr izes. The shoot will be under
the personal supervision of Will H. Cruttenden. Price of targets, 2
cents. We have a large club here and what they lack in skiff they
make up in enthusiasm. The management is also trying hard to get a
few hundred good live birds, and if successful they will be used at the
tournament. Winioeld.

Two proof-readers passed an error in the copy of Von Lengerke &
Detmold's advertisement in our last week's issue, whereby 85-cent cans
of Walsrode were erroneously listed at 35 cents. The error has caused
the firm considerable trouble, as there has been a large demand for
the powder. Every one interested in Walsrode should send for a copy
of the circular giving directions for loading, etc.

The monthly team contest of the New Jersey Traf) Shooters'
League will be held at Springfield on June 26 in conjunction with an
all-day tournament of the Union Gun Club. The fun will begin at 10

A M. and continue until dark. The match for the State prizes, for

5-inen teams, will be called at 2 P. M. Take M. & E. Railroad to Mill-

burn, thence by hack to the grounds.

In the match at Dayton, Ohio, on May 28, when Elliott killed 96 to
Heikes' 90, the ioads were: Elliott, 50gr. "E.C." powder, l^oz. No. 7

chilled shot in Winchester "Leader" shells with new system of Win-
chester nitro powder wadding. His gun was a 12-bore, 71b. 2oz.

Greener. Heikes, 3J4dr. American wood powder, IJ-goz. No. 7 chilltd

shot in the U. M. C "Trap" shell. He shot a Winchester 12-bore re-

peater.

Col, R. Stockton Terry has a 12-bore. 7J41b. Greener gun, which with
3dr. of "E.C " powder and lj^oz. Tatham's No. 8 chilled Bhot in a
smokeless shell put 401 pellets in a 30in. circle at 40 measured yards.
There were 453 shot holes on the entire target paper, which was about
42in. square. This is one of tne most remarkable patterns on record

From all over the country comes the cry "Give us a chance to shoot
off ties at tournaments 1" The management of a tournament, no mat-
ter how extensive, could easily provide for this by furnishing an extra
set of say three traps and allowing contestants to decide ties by their

own style of shooting.

The club medal shoot of the Orange Rod and Gun Club took place
on June 10, each member shooting at 25 bluerock targets, 18yds. rise,

under Association rules. The scores were: C. C. Young 20, C. Man-
wood 20, S. S. Beers 19, C. Luhr 19, Wm. Wadams 18, S. Booth 18, T.

Lippe 17, G. Mcintosh 14, C. Jacobus 10.

H. W. Brown and his co-laborers are working hard for the success
of the tournament to be held at Binghamton, N. Y., on June 28 and
29. A large number of those who attended the State shoot signified

their intention of going to Binghamton.

Sportsmen should bear in mind the N. E. championship tournament
at Hartford, Conn., the 28th. The cracks of Connecticut promise the
New England boys a hot reception in the individual and team cham-
pionship races there.

Members of the Lynchburg Gun Club are anxiously awaiting a visit

from W. Tell Milchell. They say any one of six of their members
can outshoot Mr. Mitchell in a friendly shoot at lOO^targets, unknown
angles.

The Meadville (Pa.) Gun Club will hold its second tournament on
July 3 and 4 and everybody is invited. The events will be at 6, 10 and
15 singles, with two at 3 pairs each, the entries varying from 50 cents
to$l.

Next week's shoots at Louis Miller's Dexter Park will be as follows:
Tuesday. Hell Gate Gun Club; Wednesday, Nassau Gun Club; Thurs-
day, Glenmore Rod and Gun Club, annual shoot; Friday, Myrtle Gun
Club.

The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association will have a
big attendance at their tournament at Elwood, Ind., on June 27 and 28.

The Elwood Gun Club will add $200 to the purses.

At the three-days' tournament of the Emerald Gun Club, to be held
at Dexter Park on Oct. 22, 23 and 24, there will be both five bird and
target contests each day.

The White Plains Gun Club will hold a bluerock tournament attheir
grounds at White Plains, N. Y., on Tuesday, June 26. L. C. Piatt is

secretary.

The Townsend (Vt.) Rod and Gun Cluh will bold a tournament on
their club grounds on July 4. P. E. Howard is corresponding secre-
tary.

You are wast ing time, eyesight and patience, unless you have a copy
of our "Trap-Shooters' Ready Reckoner." Only 25 cents a copy.

"Wilmington may possibly attempt another tournament this fall, in
which case we hope they will have better weather conditions.

William Tell Mitchell says there will be plenty of birds iu Virginia
and North Carolina the coming season.
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the 1895 shoot at Knoxville will be held on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, of the third week in May.

, The Lynchburg (Va.) Gun Club will hold a merchandise shoot, open
to members only, on July 4.

The White Plains (N. Y.) Gun Club will hold a tournament on June
26, targets being used.

Don't fail to send for a copy of the "Ready Reckoner." It costs
only 25 cents.

The Braddock (Pa.) Gun Club will hold a target tournament on
June 28.

0. H. Townsend.

Live Birds at Cincinnati.
Cincinnati has had a shooting match; nt)t one Of those matches

heralded all over the country as something to be Classed with the bat-

tle of Waterloo, or even Napoleon crossing the Alps, hilt simply a

hice, genuine, honest little sweep at twenty-five live pigeons, Hurling-
ham rules, and S25 entrapce.. Cincinnati at one time did give old-

tashibhed tournaments, when Fred Kernble, AndyMeadus. Stice, Budd
krid such how almost antedeluvian shooters cohgregated there and re-
lieved the great majority. of their surplus cash, and incidentally taught
sbine of said great majority to shoot. But that is so ions ago that
men of this generation have forgotten all about; it. In those days
men endeavored to learn to shoot in a manner that might on some
subsequent occasion be of service to them afield, i. e., held their guns
in what pre-historic man, had he had one, would presumably have
called a sportsmanlike manner. Furthermore, in these remote ages,
when a man did win a stake he had something to go on. Now all he
has is hope—hope that when next time he wins a purse there won't be
seventy-five other fellows In there with him to divide $5 or less, after
having individually "ponied up" a couple of dollars or more.
Ah me! In thoBe far away times how ignorant we all were. Really

it is dreadful to contemplate. And yet Ned Kimble in those black-
powder - one-man - up - Ave -unknown-traps-guti-below-the-elbow-days,
broke 185 straight Ligowsky clay pigeons, which was a remarkable
feat and one never before or since achieved with all these modern im-
provements. Which leads Us to remark that in this day, i. e., up to
the time he left off shooting, Kimble was cock of the walk—and so
modest with it all

!

Well, when Henry Goodman announced that he would .give a small
sweep, say 25 birds for $25, your correspondent was firmly impressed
with the idea that Henry and Goodman, being one and the same man,
would be the only real live competitor for honors and purse alike, but
behold, when the shoot Came off, which was on June 6, and 14 men
actually planked down their cash and signified their willingness to
commence operations, then chaos vanished* as it were* and a bona fide
shooting match took its place.
The score will show what was done in the aggregate. None but those

who witnessed the shooting will know what pretty kills were made,
notably by Ackley, Wine. Jac Art and one grand, deep field stop by
Modoc. Dr. Carver in his inimitable style snot along with the Cincin
hati Contingent and charmed every spectator by the masterly way in
\vhich he handles a shotgun. The writer is free to confess that never
in his life has lie seen such perfectly easy, graceful, stylish shooting,
added to which the paralyzing effect of that deadly second is some-
thing extraordinary, for it is swift as thought and delivered with such
unerring precision that I don't suppose the riddled pigeon, could he
testify to the fact, could clearly state whether the first barrel had
killed him twice or the second mashed him once or whether both had
basted him instanter. Great shooting, gentlemen, sure.
Then they had at Cincinnati, as they always have at a well-conducted

pigeon match there, Mr. Hall as referee. Indeed, so far back as the
writer can remember, Mr. Hall has always been the referee. If a
man were shooting a match with Mr. Hall himself the proper thing
would by all means be to ask Mr. Hall to umpire it, for that would
save him all further annoyance and assure him a dead sure fair deci-
sion all the way through, and that's the way Cincinnati regards Mr.
Hall as a referee. Of course, Henry Goodman could not shoot, so he
perched himself high and dry away up in air and scored in a most
approved manner. One eye was devoted principally to the score.
While both stole furtive glances at the live and dead pigeons, in spite
of which the boys managed to crib about thirty or more, so that
while as a manager and instigator of the shoot he was a great suc-
cess, yet as a guardian over the living and the dead (pigeons) he was
decidedly a trifle amiss. My innate modesty forbids 1 should say any-
thing about the guns and loads, and how many feet per second each
charge of shot went crashing through the air; nor could I positively
state whether the shells were round or square crimped, whether the
wads were dry or greased; but I do faintly remember some one say-
ing that of the three winning guns two were made by, I believe they
call them Parker Brothers—and that one of these was an old-
fashioned "hammer feller," while the other was one of those straight
stocked, neck-breaking chaps—not the new Whitworth steel that firm
is going to put out, but just an every day gun. So now I trust my
readers know all about it.

The score:
Skinner 1111111210101111022211210-21
Modoc 00.1221202002010212211220—16
Snyder 0121 12221022121 1111 220011—21
Gibson , 10221022002021.100012.201—13
Ackley 111..21011112110121011101—19
Jac Art •012122111111222222211112.-23
Willie 1211111110.112111112211.1-22
Murphy 221021001111112.111.11111-20
DuBray 120111.112121112211111112 23
Stone .2101011210121112201011121—20

.
Dave 02120i30013102il20020«0«8—14
Robinson 12110101200120101.1 121 112—19
Harry 01O0100021110nil0.12O011.-12
Wine 1111201120122122111112121—23
Dr Carver 1122111211211222212.21111—2<

Gaucho.

The Wawasets Beat the Riversides.
Wir,MiNOTON, Del., June 16.—Inclosed please find scores of the team

race between the Wawaset Gun Club, of Wilmington, Del., and the
Riverside Gun Club, of Charlestown, Md., shot on the latter's grounds
June 9. The Riversides certainly made a good showing for a "brand
new" club against the "old veterans" of Delaware. It is only a ques-
tion of time before they will show their heels to some of the best
teams in the country:

Wawaset Gun Club*
T Weldon 1111011111110011011111111—21
S Springs 1111001111111111111110111—22
J Caldwell 1111111111011111011011111—22
JHuber 0001111011100111011010011—15
E Mason 1011101101101111111111111—21
J White 1111111101111000111111100-19
R Miller - 0111111111111110011101111-21

F Martin 1011110100111101101010011—16
E Melchlor 1010101100101100111000111—14
G Miller 0111011111110111111110111—21
H Donaldson 0011111011001101111111100-17
C Springer 1011111111111111111111111—24
LMaiddir 1111111011111011111011111-22
O Buckmaster 0111111101011111111111111-22

G Huber 1111111011101111110111110-21—298
Riverside Gun Club.

JHeisler llOllllllllllllOllllOlOll—21
W Barnes 1111101011111111111111010-21

E Murphy 0100001110110111110010010-13
P Hebern 1111111110111111111111011—23
R Ij Barnes lOiillOlllOlOOlOllOOHOOl—15
R K Barnes 1101111111111111111000111—21
W Hehern ...1110011101101111010110010—16

O B Lamarr 1111001111110110111100111—19
H Barnes 1110111111111011101111111—22
Joseph Murphy 1001101100100110110110010—13
R B Gibson lllllllllOOlllllOOHOlOOl—19
P K Barnes nilOOOllllllOllllOloioil—18
H Richardson lOiOlllilllOOOl0010111110—16
E B Lamarr 0111111011101000101101000-14
J J Murphy 0111011000111001001000111—13—268

The Lynchburg Gun Club.

Lynohburg, Va., June IS.—At the weekly shoot of the Lynchburg
Gun Club, held on their grounds at Rivermount to-day, the following
scores were made:
No. 1, for Silverthorn badge. 9 singles and 3 pairs targets, 5 unknown

traps, known angles: Terry 10, Domain 9, Nelson 11. Known traps
and angles: Cleland 10, Moorman 7, Scott 11, Stearns 10, Christian 9,

Clark 6, Manson 9. Scott won on shoot-off.
No. 2, 25 targets, unknown angles: Nelson 19, Terry 23, Dormin 19,

Moorman 16, Cleland 17. Known angles: Scott 18, Christian 14, Clark
13, Manson 9, Stearns 17, Katz 10.

A heavy rain coming up prevented further shooting. F. M. D.

Catskill Mountain Gun Club.
Haines Falls, N. Y , June 9.—The. Catskill Mountain Gun Club was

organized here this week, with ten members. 0. A. Martin, Pres.; J.

W. Rusk, Sec'y-Treas. Regular shoots every Saturdav afternoon.
John W. Rusk.

Rain Interferes at Wilmington.
Rain, rain again, and then more rain, fell to the lot of the Wil

mington (Del.) Gun Club on the occasion of their annual tournament
held on tneir Union avenue grounds on June 5. 6 and 7. The grounds
of the club are just to the left of Union Park, Wilmington's popular
temperance resort, and give a clear background. The morning was
wet and disagreeable and this kept away many shooters from sur-
rounding towns. In the afternoon it cleared off, but too late to im-
prove the attendance. Among those who braved the elements were
Herbert Alexander, of Oxford Furnace. Pa.; J. M. Taylor, of New
York; John Creighton, of Hockessin; A. H. Cordin, R. C. Holmes and
J. W. Evans, of Camden, Del. The shooting was done at bluerock
targets, thrown from keystone traps, under the rapid firing system.
W|j giye^he, principal scores:

Greiff oiilllllli-,.
„ Marshall 1111111111-10

Evans 1111011111- 9 R C H lllOllllll—
Hartlove 1111011101—8 Bilderbach 1101011011—
Alexander 1111111111—10 Maj Taylor OOOOllUOl-
No. 2, 10 bluerocks: .

, .,AH C.... 1111111111—10 Greiff 1111111111-10
R C H .1111111111—10 Marshall 1101111111—
Evans 1110111010- 7 Bilderbach 1110011111—

No. 1, 10 blherobks;

,

AHC s ljllOlilOl— f

Stolit. OiOllOOlil— f

Stout 1111000110—
Creadon 1111100000— 5

Alexander 1011111111— 9
Hartlove 1111110111— 9
No. 4, 15 bluerocks:
AH C 111111101011111—13 Greiff 111110111111111-14
Alexander 111110111101111—13 R C H 111111111111110-14
Hartlove 111011111101111—13 Marr 111111111111111—15
Stout 011111100101111—11 Creedon 111111010111110—12
Evans 111101111111011—13 Bilderbach 111111111111011—14
No. 5, 10 biuerocks:

Marr 101011llll-:_
Burroughs 1110111111—9
Bilderbach 11 1011 1010-7
Greiff 1101101011-'

Stout 1111101111—9
Alexander 0110011011—6
Evans 1111011110-8
HartloVe llllllHOO-8
AH 0.., 1111101111-9
No. 6, 15 bluerocks:

L White OlllOlillOlllll—12 A H C 000111111111111—12
Marr 1ll1llllllllll0-l4 Hartlove lOllllOOliOllll—11
Stout. ......... ,111111110111111-14 Greiff 111111010011111—12
Evans 111111111011111—14

The Second Day
was stormy throughout, and the shooters were anything but comfort-
able. The only new arrival was Henry David ("Landis"), who Came
down from Germantown, struck a great pace and won the bulk of the
money. The results follow:
No. 16, team races:

Underwood UlllOllll— 9
Evans llllOllllO— 8
Jersey. 0010101010— 4—21
R Barnes OlllOOlOll— 6
Gibbons 1101111111— 9
D Barnes 11H101011— 8—23
Underwood. . ... .0011110001— 5
Evans llllllllll—10

Underwood .0110100011
Evans 1101110111 .

Creeden UllllOlOl— 8-21
R Barnes 0101101001— 5
Gibson llllllOlll— 9
D Barnes 0000111001— 4—18
R Barnes 1110111101-

Barnes 0001001010— 3
CrcecU-n IlOOr.UOl- 7—22 Gibson.,,, 1011010100— 5—16
R Barnes HOlllOlll— 8
Oibson llOiOllOOO— 5
D Barnes llllllOllO- 8-21
Match shoot:

Tie.

D White lllllOllli 11111-14

Underwood 1111111110— 9
Evans 1111011011— _

Creeden 0000110101— 4-21

Tie.
10110—12D Wilson,.... .1111111110

On the Mnal Day
the Bun condescended to show its face for a few hours, and this
started out a trio of shooters from Philadelphia who shot through all

the events. They were W. T. Tredway, F. "Henry" and R. D. Muller,
and right well did they shoot. The sunshine lasted until well along in
the afternoon, but about 3:30 the rain again began to fall, and at 5
o'clock all hands quit in disgust. Every one who knows the Wilming-
ton boys and their generous hospitality regrets exceedingly the shabby
treatment accorded them by the Weather Bureau. Chas. Fehrenbacn,
Harry Hartlove, John Marr and "Jersey" Ducray were the prime
hustlers during the tournament, and they did not allow the condition
of the weather to interfere with their good nature. On Wednesday
evening Mr. Fehrenbach had all arrangements completed for a ban
quet at his house, but the scarcity of visitors resolved the affair foi
local men alone. It is hoped that when the club holds another shoot it

will be blessed with better weather.
Extra, 15 birds, $1:

Tredway llllllllllllOlO—13 Hartlove llOllllllllllll—14
Landis 111011111111111—14 Muller 111010011100111—10
Henry 111111110111111—14 Marr llllllOllllllOl—13

No. 8.

1111111111—10
0111010011— 6
1001110111— 7
1000100111— 5
0010000010— 2
0110001110— 5

Nos. 7 and 8, 10 birds: No. 7.

Tredway 0111111010—7
Landis 1000111111—7
Muller 0011000010-3
Henry llOOllllll—

8

White 0101000011—4
Hartlove
No. 11, 10 bluerocks, $1:

Landis 1111111111—10 Steeleman 0000101011— 4
Muller 1111111110— 9 Fayette 1110010100-
Treadway 1111111110- 9

Henry 1011110010— 6

Wright 1101111111— 9

No. 12, 10 targets, SI:
Henry 0011111111— 8

Landis 1111110110- 8

Tredway 1111111011— 9

Creeden 1111111110— 9

Steelman 0001100010 - 3

No. 13, 10 targets, SI:
Treadway 1011101111— 8
Landis 1111111111-10
Henry ..1100011110— 6

Wright 1100110101— 6
Phillips 0111001011— 6
No. 14, 10 singles, $1:

Treadway 1011 '11111—
Landis.

.

Capt John 1111111101— 9
Phillips 1111110111— 8
Creeden 1011110011— 7

Wright 1110101111— 8
Marr 1011111111— 9
Hartlove 0100111111— 7
Phillips 1111110100- 7

Steelman 1011000101— 5
Marr 1111101111— 9
Creeden 1010100110— 5
Hartlove 1000101111— 6

Creeden 1110111101- ;

1111111111—10 Wright 1111110011—
I

Henry 1111011111—
Phillips 1110111111— 9

Elliott 1110110010— 6

No 15, 10 singles, $1:
Henry 1111001111— 8
Creeden 0110111111— 8

Steelman 1110011001— 6

Treadway 1110111111— 9

Wright 0111111010— 7
Beside the above there were twenty-four miss-and-out contests, 25

cents entry, one money in each. The various shooters were in for
these various pots the following number of times: "Landis'' 11 times,
Marr 10, "Henry" 7, Hartlove 4, Muller 2, Treadway 2. Creeden 1,

Wright 1. C. H. Townsend.

Capt John 1111111111—10
Hartlove 1001101110— 6

Phillips 0110110110- 6
Capt John 1100111111— 8
Landis 1111111111—10
Hartlove 1111111110— 9

Trap at San Antonio.
The regular weekly trophy shoot of the San Antonio Gun Club took

place at the Lakeview grounds on the afternoon of June 9. Following
are the scores:
Tropby shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Vollbrecht , 10111000110100110000
Veith 11110011111111101111
Chabot 01111101001100010010
Phillips 11111111000111001110
Barr 11100010111001011011
Adams 11111111000011110100
Black 11110111111111111100
Tendick 11010111100010111101
Thiele llllllllllllOtOOOlll
Epstein 00111011000001001100
Smith 10111100101110101110
Rothwell 11111001001100111111
Cann 11010100011001001000
Biesenbacb 01101100011101110100
Frank OIIHIOtOIOOOOIOOOII
Newton 10100111110011110001
Prescott 1111100101001 1101011
Shields 0111 1 100001 101101110
France 11 01011111 1011110111
Grossmaun 10111100011111111010
Wagenfuhr llOlOlOOllilOOOOOlll
G C Smith 01111101001011110010
WO Smith 00001010110110001100
Mr. Thiele shot out his confreres in the 23 bunch and won in Class

A, while Mr. Grossman headed the Class B men. O. C. G.

10 00 10 00 00-11
00 10 01 01 00-20
10 11 10 10 11—17
10 10 00 10 10-18
00 10 10 01 00-15
00 11 10 00 00—16
11 10 00 11 00-22
10 00 10 10 10—17
10 10 10 10 11—22
10 10 00 10 10—12
00 11 00 11 10-18
10 11 10 11 11—22
11 00 00 00 01—11
10 10 00 10 01—15
10 00 10 10 01—14
11 10 10 11 10—19
11 10 10 10 00—18
10 11 00 01 10—17
00 00 00 01 10—18
11 11 10 11 00—21
01 10 10 10 10—10
10 00 00 10 00—14
11 10 11 10 10—15

Mt. Kisco Gun Club Tournament.
The fifth annual tournament of the Mt. Kisco Rod and Gun Club was

held at their new grounds on June 7 and 8 The weather during' both
days was beautiful and all that could be asked for. The attendance
was not as large as expected, but it was one of the liveliest tourna-
ments ever held in the county. We had among us such men as T.

Ward, Halpin, Thomas, Wm. Pierce, Rohr, E. Ward, F. Piatt, Hyland,
Halstead, Lent, Rex, Loder, Southard, F. Thompson, Tip Miller

etc., all well-known bluerock smashers. Every moment of the time
was spent at the traps until darkness prevented further firing.

Event No. 1, 10 singles: Hyland 10, Halpin 8, Piatt 8, Wood 7,

Betti 6.

No. 2, same: Hyland 10, Halpin 9, Betti 8, Sutton 7, Wood 7. Piatt 7.

No. 3, 15 singles! Piatt 15, Hyland 14, Sutton 12, Halpin 12, Betti 11,

Wood 10. ,'.
: _

*

No. 4, 10 singles: Hyland 9, Ward 9, Sutton 9, Piatt 8, Wood 7,

Betti 5. .

No, 5, 15 singles: Piatt 14, Wood 13, Halpin 13; Thomas 13, Sutton 13;

Ward 12, Betti 10.

No. 6, 10 singles: Wood 9, Piatt 9, Ward 9, Sutton 9, Halpin 8,Thomas
7, Rohr 6. ,

No. 7, same: Piatt 10, Thomas 10, Sutton 9, Betti 9, Halpin 8,

Wood 6.

No. 8. 20 singles: Sutton 18, Piatt 18, Wood 18, Halpin 17, Hyland 17,

Diehl 14, Betti 13, Ward 10.

No. 9, 10 singles: Hyland 10. Thomas 10, Sutton 9, Piatt 9, Lent 9,

Wood 9. Betti 8, Ward 8. Diehl 6.

No. 10, 10 singles, expert rule: Betti 9, Sutton 9, Halpin 8, Hyland 8,

Thomas 7, Ward 7, Diehl 5, Rohr 3.

No. 11, 15 singles: Halpin 15, Piatt 14, Thomas 12. Betti 12, Sutton 11,

Ward 11, Lent 10, Piatt 6.

No. 12, same: Ward 15, Thomas 14, Halpin 14, Betti 13, Wood 13, Sut-
ton 12, Piatt 12, Rohr 12.

No. 13, 10 singles: Sutton 10, Piatt 9, Ward 9, Wood 9, Betti 9,Thomas
8, Halpin 7, Ward 6.

No. 14, 15 singles: Halpin 15, Piatt 13, Ward 13, Betti 12, Ward 12.

No. 15, 10 singles: T. Ward 10, Betti 9, E. Ward 8, Pelton 8, Piatt 8.

No. 16, 20 singles: Halpin 20, Miller 19, Piatt 18, E. Ward 18, T.Ward
19, Rex 15, Betti 15.

Team shoot, 15 birds per man, entrance $5 per team:
Peekskill Team.

Southard 13 Loder 13
J B Halstead : 14 WH Pierce , 13—51

White Plains Team.
TWard 12 Halpin 14
Piatt 13 EWard 14-53

Mt. Kisco Team.
Sutton 15 Lent 11
Betti 13 Rex 12-51
Five singles and 5 pairs doubles, entrance $1:

Halpin. . ..10110 11 01 01 00 10- 8 E Ward. ..11010 10 10 10 10 00— 7
Betti 11111 11 00 10 11 11—12 TWard.. .11111 11 11 10 11 10-13

Lancewood.

Binghamton Gun Club.
Binghamton, N. Y., June 7.—Club shoot for medal, 25 birds;

Hobbie 1010110111111100111110110-18
Carver 0000101010100100101001101-10
G Kendall 1010010100000110101101101-12
Doolittle 1110100100100010110010110-12
Waldron 001 1 0101 1 1 01 101 1 01 1 01 1 111—17
Rose 0010110101101110011111010-15
Hel ler 0000000001 0001 001 1 0001010— 6
G Kendall 1111011011111101011101100—18

;s. 0011101101011101111011000—17
*Park 1110110111011101111111011—20
*Schermerhorn 1101110111111111111111111-22
Brown 0000100110101010111111111—15
Craver C01 01 01 01 001 00 xOOOl 01 1 001—10
Harding lOllOOiOllOllOlOlOlOHOlO—14
Squires 0000110001000100000101000— 6
Parsons 0010110101010111 000000110—11
lies 0001 10001 01 00001011 010010— 9
In the shoot off for first place Hobbie won. ^Visitors.

June lk—Inclosed please find scores of medal contest shot here
to-day. The medal shoot was at 25 singles:

G Kendall 1101111101111111111011111-22
O ICendall 0100100100001010110100101—10
Waldron 1111011101111110111011011-20
Hobbie 0111111111110111111111110-22

e 0111111111011101101110000—17
Brown 001110101011010101 1 0111 11—16
Parsons 1111011011101011111001110—18
Bennett 0000100100110001001C01011— 9
Stone 1010010101010101010010101—12
Boss 0011110111101011K 1111100—17
In shoot-off for first place Hobbie won.

Calumet Heights Diamond Medal.
Chicago, June 9.—Following are our latest scores in the diamond

medal contest, 40 targets, 5 known traps and angles; June 2:

Class A.
E T Ellicott lOOlllOOOlOOllOlOlllOOOlllOllllOluOlOlOl—22
H A Ferguson 1100011010111101111010110111000100011010- 23
G O Lamphere 1111101111111011111011110111100111111111—34
W Isbell 0101111110110111101111100110010101001111—27
A CPaterson 1111111011111011111111011111011111111011- 3-r,

R A Turtle 1100101011011110001101010010011010101001—21
Cl&ss B

A W Carlisle 0110111111101111111011101100011110101101-29
L L Davis 1111010011110100001000100100100100000001—16
Geo Knowles 1111111010111110011011110000110101001001-25
FS Lewis 1011111011111101101111111101111101111101-33

S M Booth 0011111111111111110111101101111111111111—35
E T Elliott ,-...1110001111111100111011101011111101101111-30
G C Lamphere 1111111111111111111111101110111111111111—38
A CPaterson 0101101111110011111101011111111111111011-32!
R A Turtle 111101101101101010101111100111101 1 110011 - 27
Geo Marshall 0000100001111011111100011101011010011111-23
H A Ferguson 0101101101010010100101111011100101101010-21
F R Bissell 1111100101111110101010010011001010111111—26

Class B.

AW Carlisle 0110101111101010100101111011011110111001-26
Dr AVescott 1001111111101111111011011101011111111111-33
L L Davis 1010101000010101110011101000010110111010- 20
E S Morse 0101100111111111110100111011001110011111- 28

A P Harper 0000110111011100100100101001011100101101-20
J A Morgan .0100001101111000101101111010111101101010—23

Kearneysville Gun Club.

Keakneysville, W. Va., June 15.—The weekly shooting contest of
the Kearneysville Gun Club took place last evening on W. H. Kear-
fott's shooting grounds. The attendance was light as a great many
of the members went fishing. Bass fishing is exceptionally good in
the Potomac River at this place now; a great many fine strings have
been taken lately. Taking the weather into consideration the shoot-
ing was extremely poor. W. H. Kearfott carried off the medal with a
score of nine out of fifteen, after which the usual sweepstake events
were indulged in. Our team is as yet in its infancy but the boys are
ambitious and expect one day to make as fine scores as either Messrs.
Heikes, Tell Mitchell or Bogardus. W. H. K.

Rechristened it Kittanning,
Kittanning, Pa., June 14.—We have changed the name of our club

from the Blank Gun Club of Kittauuiug to the Kittanning Gun (Jlub.

Jas. M. Colwell, Sec'y.

Philmont Rod and Gun Club.

Philmont, N. Y., June 9 —Practice shoot at 20 targets, unknown
angles and known traps:
Ferguson.. 11110111001011111101—15 Ferguson.. lllllOll 111111011111—18
Dingman.. 11111111111111001111—18 Dingman. .111111111,0111100111—17
Baker 11111111111011110101—17 Ames 11101110011111011010-14
Ho wland... 1101 00111 11110010111—14 Powell 11111111011111111111—19
Ames 11110110111001101111—15 Vanderbg.10111110111111111111—18
Spoor 01001111111011011101—14 Howland. ..01001011101111101101—13

Powell 11010111111111111011-17 Spoor 1010001 0100010900001— 6
The boys having made up their minds to go to Utica on Monday

put in Saturday afternoon practicing. G. Vanderburgh, Sec'y.

Copake Gun Club.

Copake, N. Y, June 7.—Match at 25 Empire targets, 20yds. rise, No.
7 shot, 38grs. Schultze E. C. powder, unknown ang;les. 20yds rise:

Burch 1101000011011000111111110—14
Holsapple 0111011001010101001011111—15
Bain 1011110110101011111111000—17
Neiling 11011 100110 11111O10001 011—IB
Bashford. 1111101111011111110111111—22
Kisslebi ack 1111111111111111111101111—25
Williams 0101111011011001011110101—16

Blass 01 10011101 11 111101 1 00100 1—1

6

Fbeo C. Bain, Sec'y.
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THE STATE SHOOT AT UTICA.
Happy indeed are the members of the Oneida County Sportsmen's

Association, and happy are all the true and loyal citizens of Utica
over the unqualified success of the thirty-sixth annual tournament of

the New York State Association for the Protection of Fish and
Oame. which opened June 11 and closed on the 16th. The shoot was
held on the inclosed grounds of the Union Baseball Club, about three
minutes' walk from the New York Central depot. The grounds are
splendidly adapted to the purpose, being almost as level as a barn
floor, the background for the most part being clear. There was a
large grand stand immediately behind the four sets of traps and to

the left of the grand stand was a big refreshment stand. Lined out
to the left of tbis were the tents of the Rochester Rod and Gun Club,
Auburn Gun Club, Oneida County Sportsmen's Association. Saratoga
Gun Club, and last, but not least, the great big canvas house of the
Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club of Syracuse, with the old vet-

eran C. H. Finch as the presiding genius and dispenser of lunch to all

comers. This tent and the figure of "Papa" Fincb are familiar to all

frequenters of the State shoots, and in fact it would not seem a State
shoot without them. In the Oneida County tent white-haired Gustav
Dexter and J. G. Knowlton (he of the broneho-bustin' hat) dispensed
good things to all their visitors. The Rochester tent was supplied
with an abundance and the members were lavish in its dispensing.

The only trade tent on tbe grounds was a marquee of the Hunter Arms
Co. with Harvey McMurchy in charge. This was provided with a gun
table and a. large number of chairs for the use of the shooters in gen-
eral.
The grounds had been put in splendid condition for the shoot,

although all the work had to be done in two days, the grounds being'

in almost constant use by the ball club. There were four "batteries"
of five expert traps each, the North electric pull being used. The king
bird target was used, this being the standard target for the Associa-
tion.
There were two booths for the use of the cashiers, one for State

and one for open events. The division of money in the various events
was quickly made and no one had to wait long for their winnings.
The arrangements for the shoot were in the direct charge of the

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association, the officers and committees
being as below: President, W. H. Booth; Vice President, J. G. Kil-

bourn; Secretary, W. S. French; Treasurer, O. A. Wheeler. Execu-
tive Committee, A. S. Hunter, J. Cummings,' Jr., H. L. Gates. Ground
Committee, Gus Dexter, J. Pfeiffer, 0. A. Wheeler, A. A. Klages. J. G.
Knowlton. Prize committees, local, A. C. Sieboth, H. E. Brewster, T.

S. Parker, F. J. Davis, AY. B. Crouse; out of town, J. G. Kilbourn. W.
C. Harris, H. L. Gates, W. S. French, A. S. Hunter. Printing Com-
mittee. H. L. Gates, W. C. Harris, J. Cummings, Jr., J. G. Kilbourn,
A. S. Hunter. Reception Committee. A. C. Salisbury, E. D. Fulford,
F. A Elliott. E. D. Fuller, F. D. W. Smythe, R. M. Smith, 0. M Felton,
W. L Ralph, H. P. Crouse, J. G. Knowlton. Rex Fincke, J. R. Swan,
Jr., E. J. Millspaugh, A. B. Maynard, Hugh White, A. H. Richardson,
C. R. Mizner, W B. Johnson, J. G. French, E. W. Bortram, C. F.
Marklove, G. M. Jones.
The members of the various committees were untiring in then-

efforts to cater to the comfort and convenience of the shooters, and
succeeded admirably. H. L. Gates, A. S. Hunter, Doctors Booth, Kil-
bourn and Knowlton, W. S. French and Gustavus Dexter were the
hardest workers during tbe week.
"Jack" Parker the Michigan "Boy Wonder" was in charge of the

open to all sweepstakes and succeeded in keeping the trappers busy
and guns warm. Owing to an error in ordering stationery the scorers
were unable to use carbon paper and thus make duplicate scores, but
this was attended to by Mr. Gates, who engaged a typewriter and had
copies made for the press representatives, the latter being grateful
for this, the copies being far better than the ones usually made with
carbon paper, the average scorer seemingly being afraid to press on a
pencil sufficiently hard to carry an impression beyond one or two

On Monday, June 11,
when the shooting portion of the tournament was informally opened,
it was extremely warm and sultry, and the shelter of the tents was
eagerly sought. The attendance was fair when the shooting began,
soon after dinner, and the number of shooters kept increasing with
the arrival of every train. The events shot during the afternoon
were ten in number.
The headquarters of the Oneida County Association had been estab-

lished at Baggs's Hotel, and here in the evening was held the annual
business meeting of the State Association. President Booth opened
the meeting with an address of welcome and then turned the chair
over to Hon. C. W. Hutchinson, pleading indisposition. Mr. Hutch-
inson also delivered a stirring speech of welcome. The following clubs
were represented: Auburn G. O., Buffalo G. G, Canajoharie G. C,
Charlotte G. O, Cortland County G. C, Frankfort Fish and Game
Protective Association, Kashong G. O, Bellona; New York County G.
C, Oneida County Sportsmen's Association, Onondaga County Sports-
men's Club, Peekskil) G. O, Rochester Rod and Gun Club, Spencer G.
C. .Lyons; Philmont Rod and Gun Club, Emerald G. C , of New York,
Sherburne Fish and Game Protective Association. Trojan G. C, Troy;
Saratoga G. O, North Side G. C, Long Island City; Manitou Beach
R. and G. C.,Rome G. C, Iroquois G, C, Utica West End G. C,
Rochester G C , Audubon G. C, Newport G. C, Fish and Game Pro-
tective Association, Syracuse Athletic Association G. C , Union G. C
of Western New York, of East Aurora, West Utica G. C, Whitestown
G. O, Syracuse G. C, Watertown G. C, West Winfield Game and Fish
Protective Association, Oneonta G O. New Berlin G. O, Pierrepout
G. C, Utica; New Utrecht G. C, Richfield G. C. Hell Gate G. O, New
York; Irondequoit G. C.
Immediately following the admission of clubs came the report of the

committee on revision of rules, and for a couple of hours there were
stirring times. The rule providing where a person shall live, how
long he shall have been a bona fide citizen of the State and the length
of time he shall have been a member of a club in order to be eligible
to shoot with his club for the team championship at inanimate targets
passed without much opposition, as did the amendment providing that
in the Dean Richmond trophy contest the gun may be held in any po-
sition. It was when the committee reported in favor of an amend-
ment to the rule governing the selection of teams to compete for the
Dean Richmond trophy, that real war, though of a peaceful nature,
was declared. Ever since this trophy has been an object of competi-
tion it has been allowed that members of a team should all live iu one
county. The committee offered the following as an amendment to
the existing rule: "He shall be an actual bona fide resident of the
town or city in which said club has its principal headquarters, or of a
town or city in the same county immediately adjoining thereto."
The introduction of this amendment brought all the debaters to

their feet, and hot and heavy was the discussion. Amendment after
amendment was offered by various delegates. Finally one amend-
ment was offered to the motion to adopt; then came an amendment to
the amendment and dually a substitute to the whole. On this latter
the ayes and uayes were called and the substitute rejected by a vote
of 47 to 30. Then came a motion to adopt the change in the rule was
put and carried, the result being that some of the best shots iu the
State are shut out from all competition for the Dean Richmond
trophy.
The only other business transacted by the convention was in regard

to the awarding of the 1895 tournament. Saratoga, Buffalo, Brooklyn
and Auburn gave good and sufficient reasons for wanting the tourna-
ment, but when a vote was taken Saratoga was seen to be the favorite,
although Auburn was a dangerously close second. The vote was:
Saratoga Gun Club of Saratoga Spriues, 38; Auburn Gun Club 32-
Buffalo Andubon Club 5, and North Side Guu Club of Maspeth. L. I
1. It was decided that the kingbird target should be used in 1895.

The Formal Opening
of the shooting tournament occurred at 8:30 on Tuesday morning at
which hour there were close to one hundred shooters on the grounds.
The early morning hours were cold and the clouds looked threatening
but along toward noon it grew warmer, the sun came out from behind
the clouds and everybody was happy. "Jack" Parker was here, there
and everywhere, hustling up squads, looking after the scorers iixin^
up traps, etc., and his temper did not show a sign of ruffling even when
being queried by half-a-dozen at one time and on a myriad of subjects
Henry Gates and the rest of the executive committee were also kept
busy keeping affairs in order.

1

Shooters were on hand from all over the State and some well-known
shots troin other States were also there. Among the latter may be
mentioned J. Y. Fairhead, of Jacksonville, Fla-; Ferd. Van Dyke 'andW R. Hobart, of Newark, N. J ; W. K. Park, of Wilkesbarre, Pa. - Ed
Taylor, of Cincinnati; T. H. Keller, of Piainfleld. N. J., and W F
Qulaiby, of Newark, N. J. Among the veterans of the State were
Uncle hammy Goggm, "Uncle Ben" Catchpole, "Uncle Dan" Le-

fever, "Colonel" A. G Courtney, Ed. Hudson, "Dick Swiveller " R DRichmond, Gustavus Dexter and C. H. Finch.
The principal events of the day were State shoots Nos 1 and 3 at 25

targets each, in which the guaranteed purses were $500 and&WO respec-
tively. In the first event there were 9? and in the second event 98 en-
tries. In Event No. 1 Bartlett. Tallett. McMurchy and Kelsey pulled
out clean scores

; and divided first money. In Event No. 3 first money
went to Gates, Norton and Arno, each of whom broke 25. The sweep-
stake events were well patronized and the shooting was lively all day
Of these latter teu event were shot off, and some high averages were
made. The scores uf the first day's shooting will be found appended

^BSS^&i^StSSA^ $m *»»»*•<»•.

Bartlett 11113111111111)1111111111-25
Mayhew 1111010111110111101011111-20

Gates 1111011110111111111111111—23
Beyer 1100111111011111111011011—20
Paddleford Oil 1 01 0 1 Oioon 1 100101 1 1 10—15
Mosher 0111001010110111111111011—18
Bancroft 0011000111101111101111001 -16
0 Lane 01110001 111 1 1 1 1 1101010111—18
Baker 1111101011111111011100111—20
Clover 1111111111111111111111110-24
Talletts 1111111111111111111111111—25
L D Branard 1000111001001111011010010—13
Norton 0111111111111110111111101—22
Livingston 1111111111111111111101111—24
AWS..., 1111111111111111111111011—24
D H Le Fever 110)001111111101111101111—20
Carr 130111110313101 1111111111-22
Wyto 1111111 1 1 1000111111110101—20
B Jones 1110010000000000001000010— 6
Conley. 1 1001 101 11 11 1 1 1 1 3 11111101—21
Weaver 1111111111311113011111111—!.4
Johnson 1010111010111111111111111-21
A L Frazer , 1011111011011111011111111—21
Paddock. 1111111111111101111110111—23
Chas Brown 1 1 000 11 0001 00 1 10110001001—11
Coggen 001 1 1 1 1 1 000001 1 1 1 01000110—13
Ed Fulford 1111111100111111111111111-23
Bergdon 1001111011111111100111111—20
Story 1011111111111101110111011-21
Heinold OllOllOllllllllOOllllOlOl—19
Kent .'. .1111111110111111110111111-23
1 W Smith.. 1101100111111101110101110—18
Pegnin 1011101101110111011011111—19
Amos 1101111111011111110110110-20
W A Dingman 0011111111111111111011110—21
Goodrich 0110101101)10111111101110-18
Le Bean ....1011111111110101111111111—22
Hammond ; 1111111111111111111111110—24
O H Fulton 1111011111111011100101111—20
S A Wessels , 1100110001011101010011111—15
Veller 1110110100010001111101011—15
Corning. 1011011111111111111111111—23
Perkins 101 101 1 1 1 1 10010 1 0001101 01—1
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Meyers 1111111111111110[01111101—22
McMurchy 111111111)111111111111111—25
Pope 0111111110101101111111100-19
Andrews 1111011111111110111111111—23
C H Mann 1111111111111111111110111—24
Arno 1111111111110111101101111-22
Whitney 1111111101111111111111101-23
E Hudson 1110101100110010111101111—17
Holloway OOlllllllllllllllllillllO—22
Courtney OlllOlOOlllOllOlllllOlllO—17
Barlow .1111111111111001110110110-20
King 1000111001101111111111110—18
Williamson llOlOllOOlllOlllllOlOllll—18
Olliver .1111111111110110111111111—23
Krouse 0100001011010001110010101—11
Greener , 0010111011101111100111001—16
B Catchpole 110111011 0101 010001 1 11111—17
M J Mclntyre 1110010100101010111111111—17
Wride 0110110100100101110001101—13
Knowlton..... 1111111111111011111011111-23
Mowry 1111111111111111110101101—22
Palmer 1110111100111101111111111—21
Walters 1111001111101001111011011—18
Hookway 1101111000110111111111011—19
M Williams 0111111011101111111111111—22
Chas Oehmig 1110111101 lOlOlllOlllOlll—19
Kelsey llllllllllll 1111111111111—25
Judson 1011010111111011111110111—20
Scott 1101011111111111111001111—21
A S Smith OlOllOllllllimiOlllllll—21
John Cumings 0111001011110011101011111—17
J B Blauvelt 1111111001011111111111011—21
Talsman 1111111111100010111111111—21
Luther 1111110111111001010101111—19
Slocum 1011111111101111111111111—23
Lewis 0111111011110111111111111—22
L A Borst 1111011111111110111110111—22
Luttl'e 1111101011111111011111111—22
Sweney 111111011)111100110111111—21
Alexander 1001011 1 1 1 1 1 1111111111101—21
Dexter 1110101101011111100110101—17
R N Smith ; 1000101001011110010101110-13
W S French 01 1 0010 1 01 1 1 1 0 1 101 1 010 110—15
O A Wheeler lllUOlOlllllllllllOOllll—21
Richardson llllllOOllllimoilllllll—22
John Fulford .110011011111101)111)1)011—20
Dibble Jar 1111010)01100111011011111—18
Rayland 1111110111011111111111111—23
Harkins 011 100000001 1100100011010—10
Wanda OlllOlOlOlllllliOlOllOlll—18
Rose 0111)11111101101111011111—21
E H K— 0000000101 110001111111100-12
Richmond OlllllOllOOlOOiiillOlllll—18
Grull 1010110111100111111101111—19
Kennedy 1 1101 111001 01 1 1 0001101001—15
P Leifer 101 0101011 11 11 10011100110—16
Rockworth 1101111111111111111111111—24
J B Sanders UOOllllOllOlllllllllllil—21
Boltz 1011111011101111101111111—21
Mizner 1011111011101111010011111—19
Brener 0111111001110101101011110—17

State event No. 2, 25 singles, $4 entry, $400 guaranteed; moneys, 380,
$75, £65, $60, $50, $10 and $30:
Bartlett 1111111111111111111101111—24
Mayhew 111111001lllillillimiil-23
Gates 1111111111111111111111111—25
Boyd 0111011111101110111111111—21
Paddleford llllllllmiOlOlllOHOlOl—20
Mosher OlllOlllllliOlllimilOll—21
Bancroft 1101001010110000101110111—14
C Lane 110111111101 1111011101011—20
Baker nillOlllllllillllOllllll—23
Glover 0111111lllliiiiniiinni_24
Follett 1111111011111111111111111—24
L DBrainard 0101010001111liiinoi0112—17
Norton 1111111111111111111111111-25
Livingston -. UllllllllllllllllllllOll—24
A MS OllllllllliniiiilinoiiO-23
Lefever lllllllllllllllllilllilOl—24
Carr lOlllllllllloilllOlllllll—22
Whyte lllliillOllliiiiiiiiiini—24
Burlingham 1111111111111011101011000—18
Paddock llim01imiilllllinill-24
Kent 1111101111111101111110111—21
Penguin 11101011)1110100110311011—18
Ames 1111111110100110111101010—18
Duguid 1111U 1101 101111010100111—19
Goggin 103 lillli 1 11 01 101 10110100—1
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Ed Fulford lllllllllllllllimmoiO—23
Brigdon 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 100111110001110—18
Story 1 1 1 001 11 1 1 1 1 1000001101011—16
Heinold 0111111110110111111111111-22
McMurchy llOlllimimioimiliii—23
Krouse 1110111103301 110101111011—18
Courtney 111111111111)001111010111—21
E Hudson lllllllOlOlllll 1110101111—21
Hammond 1111111111111111110111011—23
Whitney lOlllllimomoilimill—22
Holloway ioiiiiimiimmmmi_24
Meyer lOOllllimiiomillOlOll—20
Perkins , Ill 00001 11 1 1 1 101 110011100—16
Conley 1101111000001001011001000—11
Corning 1111111111111111111011111—24
Mclntyre lOHOlllOOlllOr 111111011—19
Wride ^ 1011111110101110110011011—18
Luther ~. 1111101111100010111111100-18
Newell OlllllOllOlOOimOlllOllO—16
Mann 1113110110111011111110111-21
Arno 1111111110111111111111111-25
g"ng 1010011111110111)11011111-20
Wagner m0llllimimimil1ll-24
Johnson OlOOimiOllllllnoimiO -19
Andrews lmillllOlimOlllOlllll—22
Eraser iimomimioimiimi-23
Slocum 1311111111111111110011111—23
Hudson 0111111111111111111111111—24
Lewis mmimommomim-23
P°pe lllOlim 110101111)110011—19
Hookway; OllllOimmimmooill—21
J_|«lsey mmmmimiiiiimi—24
Weasel 1011101101101101100001111—16
Richardson 1101010011110111111111111—20
Le ?j>an 01 101 1 1 1 1 1 01 01 11001010001-16

gr
?'f lmmoiomonimiioii—21

Tuttle llllOOllllllimimomO-21
Howell ,0110101111111011011111101—19

Williamson 1111110111111101100111111-31
Barlow 1111111111001101111J011CO-19
Greiner 101 01 01 0001 0000003 01 01 1 ) 0—1

0

Palmer 11101011111011111111011)1-21
Omig 110011000001110001)000111-12
Blauvelt 0111111111111110110101)11-21
Scott 1110111101111111111111111-33
Knowlton 110011)011111131100110101—18
Fairhead 1111111101111)10011011111-21
Oliver lOlOOOllomoiOlllllOHOl—16
Swevey 1011 10101 11001 1 10110011 ) 0 -16
Mowry. 1111111111111111111101111-24
Barnes 11111)0)11111101111111011—23
Borst 1011111111111010011100110—18
Mezner 0101011001111111010111010-16
Cummings 011011 1 1 01 1 0 1 1 1 001 1 1 1 1101—18
Hunter , oioilllllllll) 11111111111—23
Alexander .1001111101111111111011101—19
French 1111001111001101001010111—15RM Smith ,,..1011101110111111111011)00—19
Dexter 0101111)1111110010)111110—19
John Fulford 1111111111111010110111111—22
Eeifer 1131110010101311111000111—18
Wheeler 1010101 11111100111111111 1-20
Dibble 1111111111110111111111111—24
J W Kengey ...0100110011100011300010011-12
Wendell; 0000110110110110130001111-14 -

Hanlon 0111111111011110111111110-21
Rose ....1110111110101101111101111-20
Jackson 1111111011111111101011111-22
Felton 1110111111111)11111111011-23
Sanders 1111111101110111111111111—23
Betts 1111111111110011011110111-21
Rockworth 1111111111111111110111011-23
Rayland 11111111101 111 1001 1111111-22

The Weather on Wednesday
was decidedly changeable, with a cool spell in the early hours, then a
time when it looked as though a slight provocation would induce rain
to fall; next came a few hours of hot, murky and altogether disagree-
able heat, and in the late afternoon another cool spell. Tbe light was
extremely bad aod flighty, and the shooting difficult. Among the
new arrivals were Mr. and Mrs. Al. Heritage of Jersey City. Mr and
Mrs M. F. Lindsley of West Hoboken, H. A. Penrose of New London,
and W. M. Penrose of Bridgeport.
In the afternoon considerable excitement was created by the shoot-

ing of a match between George W. Corning of Auburn, and E. C
Meyer of Rochester, the conditions being 100 targets each, from
known straps, unknown angles, for $100 a side, loser to pay for
the targets. This was a larger stake than is usually risked on a target
race. John Parker was referee and stakeholder. On the first quarter
the race was 21 to 20 in favor of Meyer, who also lead on the half by
one bird. Then Corning put on a spurt, broke 25 straight and led
Meyer by a good margin, when suddenly his gun got out of order,
compelling him to finish with a strange gun. He held out well, how-
ever, and the match resulted in a tie on 85 breaks each. They decided
to shoot off the tie on Friday, by which time Coming's gun will he
repaired.
The principal event to-day was the State event No. 3, at 25 singles

$5 entry, for 100 merchandise prizes, a part of which went begging'
there being only 84 entries. Below will be found the day's recordfand
further along the winners of the more valuable merchandise prizes;
State event No. 3, 25 singles:

Bartlett ; 110imillimimmmi_o4
i^hett mmmiiiiioniimm-24Wm Whyte 1 101 1 101 1 1 1 1 1C3 3 3 3 1011 1 10-20
Dibble 1101011101111001110111111-19
i.athrope 11011 1 111011 30011 1 1001011-18
J T Belts 100010011 1 101 1 111 10010111-16
J B Sanders 1131111111110111111111110-23
Rockworth llOlOlllOOllOiOOlOlOlim-16
Wagner 111110)10111111111)111101-22
Livingston 1111111111111111111111111-25
Glover 1111111111111111110] ])lll-24

gates lllOllllimillllOmilll-23
Norton immiimiimiiimii_25
Byer.. 0111111111111113111111110-23
Rahman 1011111111313311111310110-22

?E^,ulford imiiiiiiimiiiioiiom-23AM S. 1113111111111111111111111-25
McMurchy 11111111111)1 lllllimno-24
Paddock miilllli3iimmmm_25
Le Bean 1111011101101011010110111—18
Bahner 1 11 1 1 1 1 101 1 1011101 1 111000—19JH Blauvelt .1111111110111111111011111-23
WifkR 11101 1111111 31101)1111111-23
Baker millOlliiiiioilll 1)1111-23
Borst 1101100111110011111111110-19
Jnospf imooiniiioiiiiiiiiiiii-22
McVean 1000101301111111101110111—18
Kelsey 101011111)311)11110111111-22
Mosher 1111111111101111111311111-24
Fairhead lllllllllliim 1111101111—24
Scott , ioiimiimioiooimiiii-21
Meyer 3 3 3 11111 1 )mioilllliim_24
Kennedy 3313111131111111101110111-23
Omig 0101010101011111101010111—16
Kent OOOllOOOlOlOOQOlOlinilll—13
C Howell, Jr 1110011101110111111111111—21
B Tolsman 11011111011)1111333111010-21
A C Siebeth 1111111111113011011110101—21W B Johnson lOlOllimJliiOOlllllllll—21Wm Harris ,...01111)0)10011001011001110-15
E Andrews + 1111 111111101 llllllllllll -24Wm Mam 1 01 1 1 01 1 03 3 1 1 1 000001 01 001—14
D M Lefever 1111110)01111111110101111—23
Courtney OlllllOllOlOlllllll]]] 101-20
F A Hallenbeck lllOllllOllllimiilioi )1—23
Felton 1100111133 301011011111101-19
Carr 11101111 llimu 111111111-24OA Wheeler llimOlllilll'0100110111-22
Whitney 10010111)1111111111011011—20
Hunt. 11011)103 3000011 101001111-16
L D Brainard lOlOlllOOOOOlillOOOlOlllO—13
Geo Lewis miimilllllOllllllllll-24W ride Ill 01 1 1 01 1 1 01 111010101001—17YE Story 1100111001111111111010011—18
Slocum 11111111111)1111111111111-25
Lyon.... 1010130313033033001111111—18
A S Hunter 1111111111111111111111110—24
J Cummings, Jr OlOOOlllOlOlOlllOIOllOOlO—12
G H Mann.. moil 1 111111111101111111-23
Arno imommmiimiiuii_24
R Hunter 111011 1100011)1 1)01111110—IPR M Smith 110000)101130101110001111—15
EFHammond 1110111100111131110101111—20
Goggin , 1100110011011110110010001—14
Luther 1101111111100001 1010111 10—17
Hallenbeck 1111111011101113111001101—20
Heinold 1111111101111111011111111—23
Pfeiffer OlOOlOlOlllllimioiOlOll—17
French 1000011 111 110001001100111—14
Millspaugh 000010011101 01001 )000) ] ] i—12
Holloway milOmoimmmimi—22
Mowry 1111111111111111111111111—26
Alexander llllOlimilOilimoillll—23
Mayhew milllimi011liiiiinoi-23
C*Lave 1111111111111101110111011-22
<>eener 1111111111110)11101110111-22
Mizner .... 0111111011111011101110110—19W P Rayland 1011111111011111110111111—22
Ayliug 1110111111110111111100111—21
Davidson 1111010111111111011111111—22
Quirk ioioioimmiioimoiiii-20
Wende 110010100100 1 000111000001—10
Knowlton 1111111101111111101111111-23
Hookway 1111111111111101111111111- 24
Coming 1111111111110111101111011-22
State event No. 4, 25 singles:

Whyte 1111101111111111111111111—24
Lathrope 1010010l0111111lmiiini_20
Barnes 1131113130)1011111)001111—21
Bartlett limilllOimmimiiii—24
Fallett

4 11101111)11111111)0111111-22
Ed Hudson, Jr 11011110111000)0031111033—17
Gates llllllllOmmilllllim—24
Brigdon lOOlllOimiOlllOllllllOl—19
Tattle 11101101011111111)1111111-22WJ Mann )0Oimimimmiimil-23w^gner -1111111011011111111111111-23
Sweney ..1010111111)111)0111110011—20
Livingston 0011110111110)11113111111-21
A M S 11111111111011111)1011111—33
Barlow 1011111111131110301300111-20
Glover 111111111111)111331130111-24
Gniff 1110111101111110101110011-19
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J » Sanders 1011101011111110111111111-21
EDFulford 1111111111111111011111111-24
Perkins 1110101111101101111101111-20
McMurchy 1011111111111111111111111—24
E Andrews 1111111111111111111110111-24
Palmer 1101111111110111111111111-23
Kelsey. 1101111111111111111111111-24
Norton 1111111101111011110111111-22
Byer. 1111111111011111111111111-24
Paddock 1111111111111111111111111—25
GHMann 1101111 111111111111100111—22

£rno 11111111011111H101111111-23

^af - 1111111111111111101111111—24
Kennedy OOlOlllllolOllllliiioilll—19
MoSner 1111011111111011111111111—23
Knowlton lllOlllllllllllHOlOllOll-21
McVean "•! 1110 1 1(11101 0 1

1 1111011—1

9

Fairhead 1111110lllllli0llllllili0-22
Wicks 0111101111111110111101011-20
Courtney 1111111111111011111110011-22
Lefever lllllllllllilllllOlOillll-23
Meyer oiiiiooomoinmimiii-20GH Oliver 1111111010111011101111111-23
Judaon 1111111111101111001111111-22
Whitney oliiiiioiioioiiiioimili-20
LDBrainard 3011111113130030103011101-18
Scott 1111010111111111111111011-22
Carr lilllllll million mill -2t
Baker nminoiommnnmi-23
C Howells, Jr llOOlOlOlllllllllllinoii-20
JFuIford 1111111101110111111011111
Felton 1110111101110111111011111—21
Hookway 1111111 1101 111101001 11010—1
Harris 0001100011111110011111101-16
Scott 1111111111101101111111111-23
AS Hunter 1111111111111111110111111—24
J dimming - Ill 0001001 11 10001 1011 1110—15
Alexander OlOOlllOlllllllimiillOO-19
Dibble...

,
0111111111111111111111011-23

Geo Lewis.. 1111111101111111110111111-23H Y Burhngham 001001 10011 101 1 1 01 1 1001 10-14
Paddleford 1 00001 1 1 101 101 1 1 1 001 ooooo -12EF Hammond 1101111011110101111111111—21
Wheeler . Illllllliooiilliillllllii -23
Dexter 1111101110111111110101111-21
R M Smith 1111100000111101110011111—17
Betts 1110110111101111111000111-20
Luther 1111010010111000111011101—16
Brewer 01 111001 1 101 1 1 301111 1 1 101—19
Heinold 1111111101101 111111111111-23
Goggin 0111111110101111111111111-22
Mizner ....1110101010111111000111111-18WP Rayland lllllillOliliiiiiiiioini-23
Wocum 1111111111011111011111111-23
Corning 11111111110illlimillll0-23
Mowry 1111111111111011111111111-24
B Talsman 110111011111111 1111110111-22
Hayes 0111101101101111111111000-18
Richardson 11111111111011111 noil 111-23
Hunt 1111110111111101111011110-21
Hopson 1101111100110100100111001—15
Wride 1111110110110110110101010-17
Story

. 1101111010101111110011111-19
C Lane 1011111111111111111001100—20
Conley..... 0111111111111101110110111-
Bope 1110111111110111101000011-
John Fulford llOllllliilllOOllOlllllll
Derby 1110111111111101111011110-
Halloway 11111111011 101 1 1 1 11011111—22
Hallenbeck 1101101000011011111101011—16

Thursday was a Warm Day
and everybody perspired to their full bent. The crowl was not as
large as on the previous days, a large number of shooters having ex-
pended all their reserve energy and cash, and leaving for home, while
others declared it too hot to shoot and lolled under the tents.
The event of most interest was the team championship at targets in

which the Syracuse Gun Club pulled out the fine total of 96 of a possi-
ble 100 breaks, winning the championship, a $30 onyx clock, 1,000 car-
tridges and $10 in cash, an aggregate of $61. Right on their trail came
the Oneida County Sportsmen's team No. 1 with 95 breaks, their prize
being $25. The third prize was $20 and the fourth $15.
Beside the regular prizes there were six average prizes offered for

the most aggregate breaks in State events 1, 2, 4 , 5 and 6, shot during
the -week, their value being, in order, $75, $45, $30, $20, $10 and
The day's scores are here shown:

State event No. 5, $400 guaranteed, 25 single*, entry $4:
McMurchy 101 1 010001 i 1 110 1 000001 1 1 1—1

4

Bartlett 1101111011llillil0llliii0-21
A WS 1111110111000101011111110-18EF Hammond I0lllillii000linimilli-2i
Brieden 1101001001111111001010.1,

;

Whyte 1111111111101101111011110-21
Levengston .'....1111101101111011111111111—22
Wagner 1111111111101110110111111—22
Mayhew OllllllOlOHOOllOlllliiii—19
Q'over 1011111111101110011111111—21
Norton - 1101110111111111111011111—22
J T Scott 1110111111111101111111110—22
Paddock ...1111111111111111110111101—23
Perkins HO'UllOOOOOl 111010011 001-13
Oliver lOOlOlOOlllllOllllOOlllll—17
Baker

, 01 lllOllllOOllllOHOlllll—19
Wilde 1011111110010100010101111—16
GreifE 1001001111110111011110110—17
Meyer OllOllllllllliOOlOOiimO-iS
Greener llllOlIOlOOiOOOlOlOllOlll—14
Barlow OlOlOnOlOlllOllimiOllll—17DM Lefever 0111110111010110011110111—18
Courtney llllllll 11110101111 11 101 1—32
E Andrews 111111111111101111 mil II—24
C Howells, Jr OlllOlOOOlllOlOOll 101111 1 16
Pope 1111110100101111011111110-19
Lathrope

, HlOlllOlOlllOllOlllliOll—19
Alexander Illl011101liol01llliiiin-2l
Dibble 1101101111133300331111131—21
K'ng .-

, 1101100001100011110111101-15
G H Mann , imOllllllllllllllliioii—23
Arno 1110111111101101011111111-21
Hookway OllllllOOlOlllllOOllllOll—18
MoBher 1111111111111110111111111-24
E D Fulford 1111111111111131113111111—25
Kelsey UlllllllllOlHOlOllliiii—22
Goggin 1000011011111111110010111-17
Heinold..... 1110111111011110001011010—17
Story 1011011011111111111101011-20
Talsman lllllOlllilllOlllllllioii—22
Pfeiffer 00001 1 1 1 1 01 1 011 1101 llliii_m
Brewer lCXWOlOOOOOOlOllOllllini—13Rickman 1110101110011011110101110-17
Johnson 1101llillllinillliniiii-24
Knowlton OlllllllllOlilOllllOlllii—21
Richardson 1111111111011111110011100-20
A White 1111111111111111110111111—23
Kennedy. 001001 11 lOOiimoiOOllllOO—13
Oar'- I011lllllliiliimiimn_34
Whitney llOiomoioii33inimiii-2l
Holdndge OOOOOllOOOlOOOOOOlllOOOOI— 7CummingB 1 10100001 000010001010001 1— 9Holloway 11010111111 gun broke.

S^SL-V 1111111111111111111111111-25
O A Wheeler llllillllOlOlllililoilOlO-20BM S 1101111111111110111101011—21
Dexter IIOOIIIIIIOIIIIH10101111—20
LevipeB 1111111111011101111111011-22
French 1111101111010010000101100—14
Palmer.... 10lll01110liniiiiii011ll_21
Gates 1111111011111111110101101—21
Pegnin 10J1001001101O01011010001—1

2

Wicks 1111110111111101011001111-20
C S Berkhart OOllOllOlOUllOOOllllllli—16Rockworth 1111111111111011101101011—21
Fairhead lillilmilioilliiiiinoi—23Mowry 1111111113110111111111111-24
G Lewis 1111OIII11011111111101111—22
Luther llOlllllOlliniioiOOOllll—19Ryer OlOOllllliiiiiimoilliiO—20
Judson 1101001111101101111111111—20
Bolton 0111011111111110101111101—20
Rayland lOlllllllliliminimil—24AS Hunter llllllOllllllllmoilllOl-22
OLane 1111111101111101101110110—20
Pawling 1111111010111111110110101—21
Williamson, 11111 11001011110111101111
Bose

1111111101011011101010111-lJ

State event No. 6,^25 singles, $4 entry, $400 guaranteed:
0;

h
„
vte: 1111111111111111110111111-24

McMurchy 0101111111111111101111110—21

.
a£ S 1 01111 111 1 01 1 01 1 101 1 1 1 1 10-20

A M s
- 1111111011100111111101111-21

S f Hammond 1111111111101111011111011-22
Bneden 1111111101111111111100111-22
Norton 1111000111111111111111111-22
J F Scott 1111110111111111111011111—23
Levengston 1111111111111111011111111-24
G°ver 1111011101111111111111111-23
Oliver 1111101010101111111111111—21
Andrews OllllllOllllllllllll mil—23
Pope... 1000011111101011111011100-16
Paddock..^ 1101110111111111101111111—22
G H Mann 1111111110111011001111111—21
Arno 1111111111111111111111111-25
Hookway

1 01 111110111 11 1 111OIIIIOO—20
Gates .1011011111111111111111111-83
Mayhew 1111101101111111111111101-22
Wagner 1111011111111011111111111-23
Lathrop 0011111111111111111111011—22
Wl|d« 1011111101010100110110111-17
Barlow 1111011111111011110010001-18
R Hunter lOllllllllllnoililOlllll—22
Ureeuer 1101101010100110111110101—16
Goggin. . ,

. 0011111011111110110011111—19
Bayland., •. 1110110101111111111011111—21
AS Hunter 1111111101101111110001101—19Meyer OOOllllliOllllllillllllll—21
A- White 1110111011111111111111111-23
Greift 1101011011110111111111111-21
ED Fulford 1111111111111101110011111-22
Lefever 1111111111110101110101111—21
Courtney 0011111 110111011111131111—21
G Mosher 1111111111000111101011111—20
Kelsey 101 llfllOi 101101101 1 1 1 111-20
Kennedy llllllllllllllllOlllUlll-24
Slocum

, Ol1lllinmiiiiiiii0llll—23
Perkins llllOlOllj 1011111111 mil—22
Alexander lOllllllli iiioiOOUl 11101—20
Dibble 1011001010101111111010011—16
Carr.

. lllllllllOIlllllil lllllll—24
Talsma ..... HllllllllllOimilllllll—24
Story., 11111111H10I101111111111-23
Heinold 101101111 1 llllllll 1 11 1 11 1—23
Baker lllllll lllllllllllillini—25
Richardson 1111111111111111111001111-23
Burkhart .1111111111111111111001110-22
Judson 1101111101111111111011111—22
Knowlton 1000011 1 111111 101100111 11—18
Lncher 10010111011111111011101 11—19
Byer lliiillimmilllillll H-25
Mowry llOllllllOlllllllilliiuo-22
Conle y IOOIOJ 1001 lOOOlillOO! 1011—14
Pegnin lOllOOlOOOlOOOllOillOllll—14
Wicks 01 10111111111 llllllliini—23
Whitney Olliilllllllliiiinmui—24
King 1111001110101111110111101—19
O A Wheeler 011010lllllllimoillllll-21
bawling 1101111011111111011111111-22
Fairhead OlllllllllOOlOOlliOllllll—19
Palmer llllllllllllllllllllinil—25RM Smith lOOllllllllliOli 111111111—22
Dexter lllllllllllllllllilliiui_25
Pfeiffer -lOlllOlOlllllUllOlOOllil—19
Betts 1111111110111101101110111—21
Brewer 0111001111010111011100111—17
Mizner.... 1101011111111111131113111-23
Lewis 1101111111101111101111111—22
Cummings 0100011101100101011000110-12
Scott 1111111111111101111111111-24
Hayes OlOOlOHlllllOllllllllOll-19
Rockworth.. lllllllllOlllllllOlllllll—23
C Lane.'. 1111111111111111111111101-24
Harris 1011011 IOIOII1IIIHOOIIIO-I8
Holloway 101llllllliiiniinioiioi-22
J H Blauvelt . .1110111101111111011111100-20
Williams lllllllllOilllllllllOOllO-21
French | 1110001011010111101001011—15
Seiboth. ; 1111011011111111110111101—20
Rose, 1110011000111111110100001—15

State event No. 70 team championship, four-man teams, 25 singles
per man, entry $10 per team:

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association Team No. 1.

E D Fulford llllllllllllllllllllinil—25
Gates 1111111111101111110111110-22
Richardson lllllll lllllllllllillini—25
Mayhew llllHlllllllllllllOllllO-23-95

Oneida County Sportsmen's Association Team No. 2
Scott loiiimioiimouiioiiii—21
Harris IHOlllllllOllOOlloiOllll—19
J W Fulford llllll'milOlllllimiiii—34
Hayes HlOOllOllOllOllllinoiOl—18-82

Syracuse Gun Club.
McMurchy 1111111111110111111111111—24
Ayling 11111111101 Illlllinillll- 24
G H Mann llllllllllllllllllinino - 24CH Mowry ... 1111111111111110111111111—24-96

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Courtney 1110111111010111001011101—18
Holloway OlllllllllllllliiiiuoiOl—22
Lefever HOllllllilliOOllliiiioiO—20
Wagner HllOllllllllOliiOllOllll-21—81

Rochester Rod and Gun Ulub.
Byer 1111111111111101111111111-24
FF Norton lllOllOlllllllllHliOlOOl-20
S Glover lllllllllllllllimiOilll—24H M Stewart , llllOllOOlllOlliilioillll—20-

West Utica Gun Club.
Johnson 111 111 111111 llliiinillll—25
Seibeth 001 1 1 1 1 1 1110100001 1 1 1011 1—17
Dexter 1010101111001011111111110—18
Wheeler OlOlllllOOllllliiioiimo—19—79

Whitestown Gun Olub.
Kilbourn 1011111111101101111111111—22
Smythe 1111011111111)11101111110-22
A 8 Hunter 110111 1 lOOlOHOllllOOlllO—17
Knowlton llllllllllllOlllinilllll—24—85

Auburn Gun Olub.W Stewart ilHOllOOlllOllillioillll-20W Whyte 1011110111110111111001110—19
G Corning 1111011111011010111111H1_21
J JOarr UllOlllllllllOOllliimi—22-82

Friday, the Final Target Day,
was extremely hot and murky and everybody was decidedly uncom-
fortable. The attendance was about the same as on the previous dav
there being new arrivals enough to make up for those who had left for
home.
An interesting event of the morning, though not a part of the tour-

nament proper, was a live bird match shot on the grounds of the
Oneida County Sportsmen's Association, between Geo. Holloway andW. S. Hookway, both of Syracuse. The conditions were 25 birds per
man, for $25 a side and the birds, five traps 30yds. rise, fence bound-
ary on front and sides, gun below the armpit until bird was on the
wing, otherwise Hurlingtiam rules to govern. The officials aud score-,
were as follows: Referee on birds, Jacob Pentz; referee on guns M
F. Lindsley; scorer, C. H. Townsend; judge and handler for Hookwav
Geo. Mann; judge for Holloway, A. G. Courtney, handier, J {*'

Knowlton; trap-puller, Al Heritage; manipulator of the die Dan Le
fever; furnisher and handler of birds, J. W. Fulford.
Start 10:57; finish 11:35:

Trap Score Type—Copyright feu by Forest and Stream Publishing Co

„ ^SSi^S ,?\\^-^T^W.s»v*!rU 1i J.-W-)-Hookway 1 2212011122222222 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2-24

Holloway 2 212221.2112211122211 1^-22
It was the unanimous opinion of all present that Hookwav had the

luck of the birds in his favor, although none of the birds were
"duffers." In fact, they were a good lot for the season, some being
veritable "screamers," and were furnished by John W Fulford who
also provides the birds for to morrow's State and sweepstake eventsSome of the best birds of the race were Holioway's 3d, which made

'

11111
11110
01111

10111
01011

mer; 23d, hit hard with first and got behind target screen to right
or traps before second could have, been fired, but was gathered- if it
had got away he would have been allowed another bird.
To return to the tournament grounds after above digression. Dur- •

ing afternoon the tie between Corning and Meyer was shot off at 25
targets each, Corning winning the tie and the$100 stake by one target.
Ihey will sboot two more matches this month, one at Rochester and
one at Auburn, the stake being $100 a side in each match, with a sidewager of $100 on the best two out of three.
The 50-target race for the State

j
championship was one of the dav,

this having thirty-six entries. The honors were captured by Kelsey, -

of the Union Gun Club of Buffalo, on a clean score, E. D. Fulford and
Glover being warm on his trail with 48 each.
Then came the match at 20 singles and 5 pairs for the Lefever dia-mond medal, for which George Mosher of Syracuse, E. D. Fulford of

Utica and J
.
R. Tallett of Watertown tied on 29 breaks each. Instead

of occupying the traps by shooting off they decided that Mosher take
the medal, Fulford and Tallett dividing the money. Paddock and War-
ner scored 28 each. 6

There is no doubt but the event which attracted the most interest ofany shot during the week was State event No. 10, at 15 targets, open
to representatives of the press only. In this contest Col CharlesMowry of the Sporting Goods Gazette shot at 30yds. rise. The other
entries were C, H. Townsend, trap editor of Forest and Stream;Major J M. Taylor, representing the American Field, and JacobFentz of Shooting and Mshing. When the match began, on BatteryNo 4, all the other traps were deserted and everybody took position
in the grand stand or near the shooters. Col. Mowry opened the balland by the exercise of phenomenal care and superb judgment suc-ceeded in having 10 breaks placed to his credit. The three Others thenshot from the 16yd. mark, Major Taylor winning first with 13 breaksPentz and Townsend tieing with Mowry. They immediately shot off

:

>""; - l
'-

:
-

^K'"-'-
r :

'
: wkmiv.jy.c.: ,-.-,,.<

:,Tifl ,,,„;., - V,,, -,f,;r ,itwo tiemg on 4 each, These latter shot at another 5 each, when the
JJOKBST and Stream man, without any undue flourish or any profuse
Perspiration, "wiped the eye" of the Colonel, breaking 4 to the Tatter's
g, The prizes were a copy of Major Taylor's "Field Trial and BenchBbow Records,' a hat, a Tomlinson gun cleaner and one year's sub-

f^P522 ^"^W^Tie good-natured spectators realized the

~ho. ^CtoSSw ^a»T
,tert

'
and every break was cheered to

Taylor 111111111010111-13 ™ ***
Pentz..

. 011011110111100-10
Townsend 010011110011111-10
Mowry

Vi£""i»' 011110011011110-10
The scores of the State events are here given:
State event No. 8, 50 singles, for State championship:

Slocum "111111111101111111011111111101111100011100011101-40
Levengston 111111111 Uionil 1111 liuioilll 111 lliiiiimoi 1113—47Me

^
er 11001111111011111111011111011011111110011011101111-40

Andrews 11 1 1 1111 11 0 1 11101 1 1 101 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ill 1 ioi 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1—40Glover 111101111111imillllllI01imilllimilllllllllll-48
McMurchy 11110111111111111110111111011111111111101111111111-46
EDFulford iiiiinomiiiiiiiminmiomiimmii 1pyhew 11110111111111111010111111111111111111111111110001-44

felsey 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-50
Pope- 11111110111001111001010111011111111111111100111111-40NL Hayes 11100110111101011001lOllllinmoi0010111111illlioi-36
Bartlett 111110110110101011 1111 1 1 1111 11 1 1 ill 1111 lliot 11 101-48
Norton 10100111 1 1 11 1 11 10101 11 011 111111 1 11 n 01100 1 1111 0 111—40Ar?° iiiiiniioiiiiiioiiiimiioiinmiinpiiiiiiinii-40
Palmer 1111 1 1 01011 1010 1 1 11111 001 1101 01 1 1011 11111 1 U 101111—40Co"" 11* 11111111101111110111111111011111111111111 111111331—47

^
tory .-•11110111110110101100111011101110111111111101101111-39

Jplsuia 00110111111111011111111110111011011111110111111111-4^
Shorty 1111 11 01 10111111 11 1mmn 11 n J0 1 lOllllOlll 11101 1- 44Py«r -- 11101111011110101101011110111111111111011111111011-41
Kennedy .00010010000101 101111 11 11001 100001011 0111 1 ! 101 1 1010—27Judson.... llO'llllOlOlllllllOOlOOlllllll 1110111111111 11111U-40Gates.- ••• .-11111010011111110111111111011111111011111011111111-43
Carr 01110101111111111001110111111 ooiuiiiinmmniJH
J°nnson iiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiioononoiioiomnioiiioiinimi-40

ioiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiino[uiO]oniiiiioniinioiiii-42
Baker 1 imoil 1111111101 1101 1 11 1111110101111101 1 11 11 1 1 i_44Mowry 11011111111111010110111101110111111111111111111111-44
M"sbf 1011111111111101111111111110110010111111111111U11_44Wheeler 1111 11 1

1
lOllOiOOllll-0111 UlllOlOOl 1010101 1 1 3110 01-37GH Munn iiiooin imiiiii 11m 1 looniinoiiioiiiinm nil—44Richardson 111100101 1

1 111111 lllonilOJll I i 1 : ill nnmil 1 nil -45
WatfTier

;
'

I

** 10101011111101110111100111110110010141111010010111-35
:> J

i belli

Paddock inoinoioiiiinioiiminiiiiiioiiiiiininiinoi-44
State event No. 2, for Lefever medal, 20 singles and 5 pairs-

*

Kelsey 111111111 Ullllll 131 11 11 io'oo 11-27Meyer 01101101111010010011
Mosher llUlllllllllinilOl
plover 11111111111101111111
Lane 10110111111101111111
McMurchy 11111111111011111111
Montgomery 01131010111110011111
Paddock 11011111111111111111
Taiiott liniiininniiini
Bartlett 11111111111111111111
Fisher 00101111010111010111
Wagner 11011111111111111111
Richardson 10011111111101111111
Norton 11111111111100011111
Bent 11010101101000101001
^locum 11111111111111111010
Amo 11111111111011100101
Corning 11111111111011101111
gates oniinnininiiiii
Byer linoniioiniiiini
Judson 10110111111111111111
Palmer 11011110111111011110
Whitney 11011111111111101111
Ra3^1and 11111111011011110111
Lefever 01101111011101111010
Whyte 11110100101101110101
Knowlton 10111011111101111111
Mowry 11111111111101011111
E D Fulford 11111111111111111111
Hookway 01111010001 1 31110111
G H Mann 11111111011111011111
Courtney 1111011111 nilOllm
Mayhew 11011011111111111111

10 11 10 10 10-18
11 11 11 11 11-29
11 11 01 10 11-25
11 01 10 31 11- 25
11 10 10 10 10—25
10 11 10 30 01—22
11 11 11 11 10—28
11 11 11 10 11—29
11 00 00 10 11—25
11 11 10 10 11—22
01 11 11 31 10-28
11 11 11 n 11-27
10 11 01 11 11-25
10 10 10 10 11—1G
11 10 11 10 10—25
11 10 10 11 11-24
10 10 10 10 11-24
10 10 11 n 11-27
10 11 11 10 10-25
10 10 10 10 11-24
00 01 00 11 11—21
00 11 10 10 11-24
10 10 01 10 11-23
11 11 10 10 10-21
11 10 11 11 11-22
00 10 11 10 11—23
11 10 10 10 10-24
11 11 10 11 31—29
11 10 11 10 10—23
11 10 10 10 10—24
10 00 10 01 10-22
01 11 11 00 01—24

his 24th; his 22d got both barrels full, got to top of fence and wasperched there, unable to move, two hours later.
Hookway'8 3d was no bird; 5th, a mean circler: 6th, an awful fast

twister which got the first but dodged the second aud went away nthwas hit with first, but missed by second, it made two complete cir
euits of the field, settled in front of traps and was gathered bv f-Jen
Mann; 16th, ugly twisting bird, well stopped: 17th, another '-huml

Saturday was Live Bird Day
and a scorching day it was, a day, however, on which the famous
General, Hugh Midity, released the grip which he had held on theatmosphere during the week and allowed people to breathe more
freely. At noon the mercury marked 88, at 1 P. M. 90 and at 2 P M
it showed 91. There was a brisk breeze, however, during the entireday and this made life bearable. On Friday evening all the target
screens had been removed from the field, and three sets of traps were
also taken away, this giving room for the live bird contests T..earranging of the grounds and the furnishing of the pigeons for tb£
live bird shooting was in charge of John W. Fulford

It was shortly after 9 A. M. before the opening event, at 5 live birds
$3 entry, three moneys, was called, this being ended at 10-10 At 31A M, when the Dean Richmond trophy contest was called.'t-here » erea fair number of spectators on the grounds, and before the race wasended they numbered close to 1,000.
The Dean Richmond trophy, for 3-men teams, is valued at SI.100,and tins together with 60 per cent, of the entry fees, goes to thehf best club, the next m order getting 40 per cent, of the en trance feewhich is |30 per team, each man shooting at 15 pigeons. The shoothad eleven regular entries, and the New York County Gun Club be neallowed to shoot for the birds. 6
The race was close all the way through, first one team and thenanother forgmg to the front. T. H. Keller was referee, Jacob Pent"and C. H. Townsend doing the scoring, The birds were a fine lot of

flyers for the season, and wagers were offered that no team wouldscore better than 40. The members of all the teams were on their
mettle, however, and at the finish it was seen that the Oneida Countvbportsmen s Association and New Utrecht Gun Club teams had scored

^r?^UfmgJ°l flr
1

st
They agreed t0 divide the cash andbhoot off for the trophy at 5 birds per man. The birds used in theshoot-off were all "hummers," and a fine exhibition resulted TheJSew Utrechts lost only one bird, this being Ferguson's fifth birdwhich fell as though dead when the first cracked, was hit hard whileon the ground with the second, and then, much to the surpriie of all

it arose and flopped over the fence, falling dead into the limpid waters
of the romantic Mohawk. The Oneida County team trilled 12 TheWhitestown Gun Club took second prize with 41 kills. In this contestDowns, Glover and Richardson used 10-bores, C. Ferguson 3d a 16
bore, and all the others used;i2-bores. The team of the West' Newburgh Rifle and Gun Association had lost 6 birds up to the seventh
round, when they withdrew. Rayland lost 2 birds dead out of
bounds. One of the features of the team race was the shooting ofyoung Ferguson on the New York County team. Ferguson is twelve
years of age and is a master hand with the gun.
The scores of the live bird events are here shown in detail:
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rules:
Greiff 22111-6
Morton 22122—5
MeMurchy 11111—5

00011—2

12122—5
12121-5
02211-4
22202—4

12101-4
12111—5
22022—4
12121—5

No. 1, 5 live birds, entry $3. N. Y,
Mayhew •0101—2
White 21010-3
Knowlton 21022—4
Bennett 10022—3
Bartlett 20100—2
Fessenden , . . ,

i2112-5
C Ferguson , , . . , 22210—4
C Ferguson, Jr 22122—5
Hudson .....21111-5
Floyd 21012-4
H lyling. 11211—5
Gates 22002-3
Judson 22222-5
Doeinck 12211—5
OldNiek 10222-4
Fulford 22122-5

Dean Richmond Match.

Trap score type—Copyright, /sua, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Onondaga Co. S. C, of Syracuse.

White 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 0 • 1- 9

4-/ N H *3(N \ *\\
Arno 1 0 0 2 0 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2—12

<-v* \S&\ I \ ^i"->\N /<\ /"

Ayling 1 2101210112021 0-10-31

Oneida Co. S. A., of Utica.

^///V\\->/-»H/-*T
Gates ...2 2222222022222 2-14

k'-H-N/ "Si N-> t, /*\
Mayhew ...2 . 1 2 1 1 . 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2-13

->-» \S\ 1 1 -4^ Si->->\
Fulford 1112 1111112 111 1—15-42

Rochester R. and G. C.

Si \\ <-1 / J, \ -4\
Slocum • 2221222121021 1—13

/-)^^(-(-//-»//\\
Norton 1 22201 2 2 200*10 2—10

Glover Jm 'l 'l
~1 2 1~ 1~ 2 2

"0 l^—14-37

New Utrecht G. C, of Brooklyn.

N\*l/-*//T-^H^
Sykes 0 2 1 2 0 2 2 . 1 12212 2—12

Ferguesbn, Jr 1 2122222212221 2—15

\\ WSi-HV< \/ ->W->
Nostrand 1 1111212222122 1—15-42

West Newburgh R. and G. A.

Higginson 0 02222211w

Taylor 2 . 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 w
<-<— vr-»-»j*

Taggart 1 021222.2w
Shoot off for Dean Richmond trophy:

New Utrecht. Oneida County.
Sykes 22222-5 Gates 22202—4
Ferguson, Jr 2222.—4 Mayhew 21100—3
Nostrand 12212—5—14 Fulford 11122-5—12

C. H, TOWNSEND.

Iowa State Association.
Secretary's Office, Independence, Iowa.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The seventeenth annual convention and tournament of the
Iowa State Sportsmen's Association was a success in every way, even
the weather clerk did his best to help us out. The election of officers
was held June 6, and resulted in the re election of N. S.Young as Presi-
dent, by a unanimous vote. Geo. E. Hughes, Vice-President, George
Henderson, of Cedar Rapids, was elected Secretary and A. D. Maxson,
of the same place, as Treasurer. D. H. Miller, Carl Leopold, H. M.
Seevers, L. M. Walker, I. M Lobenstein, directors. An elegant ban-
quet was served at the Gedney Hotel after the business meeting.
Cedar Rapids was selected as the place for holding the next annual
tournament after a hot contest. The scores follow:

First Day, June 6,

No. 1, 15 targets, entrance $2, equitable: Clark 18, Georgeson 12,
Christiansen 13, Bacher 11, Chingren 12, Hughes 13, Bolland 10, Young
9. Prior 10, Esterly 13, Hageman 12, Donovan 10, Nichols 14, Kelly 7,

Frazier 10, Kid 11, Agard 10, Trotter 13.

No. 2, 12 targets, entrance 81.50: Bacher 9, Frazier 12, Jekeln 11,
Chingren 12, Georgeson -8, Christiansen 9, Miller 3, Kid 2, Clark 12,
Hughes 11, Trotter 11, Agard 9, Nichols 10, Bolland 10, Esterly 10, Fol-
stad 4, Young 9, Donovan 10.

No. 3, 8 singles and 2 pairs, 82, equitable: Nichols 10, Saxton 7,

Hocken 9, Georgeson 9,Wilson 9, Grimm 8, Hughes 10, Bioeser 11, Booth
8, Prior 10, Hageman 10, Woodbury 8, Bacher 10. Lammers 6, Trotter
7, Frazier 10, Kid 9, Loby 8, Folstad2, Runge 9, Cleveland 10,VanVieck
4, Clark 9, Leopold 12, Young 6, Hoover 7, Seevers 10, Young 9, Letts
7, Avery 9, Chingren 11, Palmer 8, Christiansen 10, Conrad 8.

No. 4, 20 targets, L. C. Smith cup:
Hughes. . ..11011111010011111111—16 Jekel 10111001101101111100—13
Leopold.. ..10000111111011000110-11 Hover 11101111111011101111—17
Chingren. .10111111111111111011—18 Donavan . .11010101010001011100—10
Palmer .. . .11110010011110111111—15 Ballard. . . .00101011110101010001—10
Georgeson.11111110111111100111—17 Trotter. . . .11111011110111010110—15
Clark 11111111111111111111—20 Backer . . . .11111101110111110111—17
Agard 10111010101111110111—15 Avery 10110111101110111111-16
Hageman,. 11111111111111111111—20 Frazier.. ..11111111111111111111—20
Ransier. . ..10111111111001101111—16 Sobey 10111111101111111110—17
Esterley. . .11111111111111111100-18 Nichols. . . .11111111111111111111-20
Runge 11111111111101111111—19

Tie:
Frazier.... 11111101111110111111-18 Hageman. .11111101111111111111-19
Nichols.., .11111111011010111011—16 Clark 11111111111111101111—19

Kidd 12, Georgeson, Christenson, Baker and Hover 11, Henderson,
Letts and Wallace 10, Nichols 9, Butler 6, Leopold 5.
No. 15, 6 pair, entrance $1.50: Frazier 11, Georgeson and Leopold

10, Palmer, Hover, Avery, Hughes, Esterley, Chingren and Letts 9,
Hageman, Henderson, Donovan, Clark and Chamberlin 8, Souer, Con-
ners, Booth, Cleveland, Runge and Wallace 7, Kid and Gaston 6.
No. 16, 20 singles, entrance $3.50: Everett 20, Thompson and Avery

19, Trotter and Hughes 18, Palmer,;Backer, Chingren, Henderson, Con-
rad and Kidd 17, Letts and Clark 16, Frazier and Grim 15, Esterley 12.

Third Day, June 7.

No. 17, 15 targets, $2.50: Trotter 9, Christianson 9, Hoover 13,
Esterly 13, Hageman 12, Henderson 14, Clark 12, Hughes 14, Wallace
10, Georgeson 12, Everetts 13, Letts 10, Williams 11, Palmer 15, Frazier
14. Chingren 13, Smith 11, Cleveland 13.

No. 18, 12 targets, $2: Leopold 9, Avery 12, Hageman 11, Henderson
12, Esterly 11, Frazier 9, Williams 8, Young 9, Smith 7, Chingren 11,
Cleveland 11, Thompson 11, Hughes 10, Letts 9, Georgeson 12, Hoover 9
Everett 9, Clark 10, Christianson 10, Trotter 10, Ransier 10, Wallace
Palmer 9.

No. 19, 10 live birds, $7.50:
Young 1212001001— 6 Butler 0201201122- 7
Frazier 2211212011— 9 Letts. 1012220111— 8
Clark 1200121111 8 Hoover 1111111222—10
Lammers 2101001000— 4 Esterly 1110212112— 9
Avery ...0111011111— 8 Smith... 0001110111— 6
Hughes 1111111222—10
No. 20, 15 targets, $2.50: Frazier 14,. Hageman 13, Leopold 12, Avery

13, Clark 14, Williams 9, Chingren 14,' Palmer 13, Thompson 12, Hen-
15, Georgeson 14, Trotter 15, Esterly 14, Hughes 9, Hoover 13, Letts 9,
Everett 14, Cleveland 11.

No. 21, 10 targets, $2: Hoover 10, Leopold 7, Avery 10, Hageman 7,
Chingren 7, Everett 9, Cleveland 9, Thompson 7, Frazier 9, Letts 7,
Esterly 8, Hughes 9, Palmer 0, Georgeson 8, Trotter 9, Henderson 9,
Williams 5.

No. 22, 12 targets, $2: Henderson 10, Hageman 10, Esterly 12, Leo-
pold 10, Hughes 10, Chingren 12, Trotter 12, Avery 10, Clark 13, Hum-
mer 4, Palmer 9, Thompson 10, Hoover 11, Cleveland 11, Letts 8,
Georgeson 10.

No. 23, live birds, miss and out, $2: Butler 1, Frazier 5, Williams 0,
Esterly 5, Letts 3, Lammers 1, Burris 3, Georgeson 5, Hoover 1.

No. 24, 20 targets, $2.50: Georgeson 17, Clark 18, Leopold 17, Lam-
mers 1, Chingren 18, Hoover 17, Williams 15, Letts 16, Trotter 16,
Esterly 19, Christiansen 19, Hughes 19, Hageman 18, Everett 16,
Palmer 19, Avery 18.

Chas. C. Ransier, Sec'y.

The Traps at Dexter Park.
Idle Hour G. C, June 11, 7 live birds, A. A. rules:

CLakeman 1111012—4 H Meyer .0102102-4
J Bamberg 2010002 3 0 Hoffman 1002002-3
H Boernnerman 0110101—4 C Hoors 1000022-3
Elfers 2020021—4 H Borroughs 1010202-5

Parkway R. and G. C, June 13, 7 live birds, modified Hnrlingham
rules:

Class A
E Helgans 0221212—6 T Short 2112112-7
J Bennett 0212121—7 H Selover 0210112—5
Meyer 1121222—7 H Brainard 2110221-6

IOWA STATE SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION INDEPENDENCE, JUNE, 1891,

West Utica G. C.

Johnson 2 2001222022222 2—12

Seiboth 1 2122022212 1 12 2—14

Kilbourne 2 02202201221 21 0-11-37

Buffalo—Audubon G. C.

Downs.. .,

Berthardt.

Fischer....

4- \->/^\^/h, tT^h-'i H \
..2 1021210110201 1—11

H \<-<—>\T yS-*Si\\\\ <-
..11111212212101 2—14

T ?f ^->-»-V>^ I ^ 1 Si 1 1
..1 0 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 1—12—37

Doeinck

Vosb ,

Schortemeier

.

Hell Gate G. C, of New York.

,,2 2100021110121 1-11

,.0 0121211121121 2-13

W-»-»->,* t<—>->

..1 2220101111122 2—13—37

Syracuse G C.

Mann

Mowry
,

MeMurchy..

...2 1122120 2 22001 2—12

-»->\T \H->-><-^
...2 . 1 1 0 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 1—12

f\\S-*\i-+->S< ) ) > ) >

,.2 111211221111. 2-14—38

Whitestown G. C, of Whitesboro.

'

Knowlton , .

,

Hunter

Richardson

.

..0 2222222222220 2-14

211112121121 2-15

..0 1011211121202 2—12—41

Emerald G. C. of New York.

Fesseuden.

Floyd

Hudson....

.2 2210221202122 2-13

^ t H->->T-»->->v+\ t /» /*<-
..2 222022.2022 2 2 2-12

..22212222222] 20 2^-14—39

New York Co. G. C.

Greiff

Kennedy

0 Ferguson, 8d.

,

...2 21121121012.1 2—13

vc^^\^*s->'crV/*-rr"->
...1 120110.211211 1—12

.,2 2128202S011.2 1-12—87

Second tie:

Hageman. .11111111111111110111—19 Clark. .... .11111111101111111011—18
No. 5, 12 targets, entrance $2.50: Chingren, Palmer and Runge 12,

Thompson, Georgeson, Esterley and Trotter 11, Hughes, Christenson,
Leopold, Hover and Nichols 10, Bleaser. Bachus. Sobey, Clark and
Booth 6, Kid, Ballard and Frazier 8, Seevers and Edmonds 7.

No. 6, 8 live birds, entrance $6:
Hughes 10212111—7 Kid 11000022-4
Letts 01001111—5 Frazier 10111121—7
Hover 11110210—6 Esterley . 11111112—8
Clark 01112000—4 Conrad 01110222-6
L Young 21112102—7 Georgeson 11002112—6
Chingren 11021211—7 Trotter 11101222—7
Miller 02100001-3 Avery 11112110—7
NS Young 11120102—6
No. 7, 10 singles, entrance $2: Hughes and Letts 10, Clark, Frazier,

Avery, Chingren, Backer. Palmer, Everett, Prior and Esterley 9, Leo-
pold and Cleveland 8, Kid, Sobey and Rausier 6, Conrad, Letts and
Seevers 6, Young 5, Hageman 3.

No. 8, 15 singles, 3 pairs, entrance $2.50: Chingren 19, Hageman 18,
Conrad, Backer, Palmer, Thompson and Cleveland 17, Esterley 15,
Hughes 14.

Second Day, June 6.

No. 9, 15 singles, entrance $2.50:
Clark 111010111111111—13 Hocken 101111111111111—14
Runge 110101111101011—11 Guinn 011111110111100—11
Letts 100110111011100— 9 Conrad 111111111110111—14
Leopold 011110111111111—13 Hover 110111011110111—12
Everetts llllllllOlOlUl—13 Kelley 111101111111111—14
Gaston lllllOllllOlOll—12 Kid 011111111 01111—13
Backer. 111010111110111—12 Hageman 111111111111100-13
Hughes 001101111111111-12 Frazier 011111110111111—13
Christenson . . . .111111110111110—13 Walker 010011011111101- 10
No. 10, 15 targets, entrance $2: Palmer, Conrad, Frazer and Esterly

15, Range, Hughes, Hover, Clark and Thompson 14, Chingren, Nichols
and Backer 13, Agard, Hocken, Kid, Georgeson and Hageman 12.
Everett and Grim 11, Leopold and Christiansen 10, Cleveland and Kelly
9, Letts 6.

No. 11, 10 live birds, $7.50:
Hughes 0111212111—9 Clark 0111111101—8
Esterly 0100212000—4 Hageman 1101100100—5
Georgeson 1102200010—5 Christiansen 0111011010—6
Chingren 1100120212—7 Trotter 0111110011—7
N S Young 1110021202—7 Wallace 0111111100—7
Conrad 1111102111—9 Miller 1101011010-6
Frazer 0111111101—8

No. 12, team shoot for State trophy, 8 live birds, $6 entrance:
Avery 11220211—7 Henderson 1 1 100101-5
Runge 11200201—5—12 Booth 11102212—7—12
Bocker 11210100—5 Esterly 21 1 1 1201 - 7
Nichols 10202112—6—11 Chingren 02212010—5—12
Georgeson 01021102—5 Clark 00221121—6
Christiansen 10111212—7—12 Hughes 11122210—7—13
Jekel 11121200—6 Leopold 10000010—2
Lammers 12101112—7—13 Young 11021111—7— 9
Hathaway 11212101—7 Seevers 21121021—7
Sherewood 00211212—6—13 Hoover 01220102 5-12
Grim 12200100—4 Conrad 01000122—4
Miller 10212112-7—11 Letts 22100110—5— 9
Donovan 121 21112—8 Frazer

, H 211111—

8

Hageman 10212112—7- 15 Buttler 12111220—7—15
Donovan and Hageman won on shoot-off.
No. 13, 10 targets, entrance $1.50: Grimm, Hover, Henderson,

Georgeson, Runge, Hughes and Trotter 10, Frazier, Kid, Palmer,
Chamberlin, Everett and Chingren 9, Esterley, Backer, Clark, Leopold,
Hageman, Thompson, Avery and Letts 8, Walker 7, Woodberg 5,
No, 4, 9 singles and 8 pair, entrance $3.50: Esterley 14, Chingren,

Oonrad, Palmer and Frazier 13, Hughes, Hageman, Avery, Clark and

T Edgerton .

.

J Knowlton ,

,

H Bookman .

H Bramwell

.

H Selover
H Bookman .

,

J Bennett

Class B.
1111211—7 CWissell 1111101 C
0110211-5

Class 0.
0020111-4

No. 2.

220 -2

121- 8
122—3
020—2

No. 1. No. 2. No. l'.

..211—3 012-2 Edgerton 110—2
..111-3 101—2 Helgans 222—3
..210-2 212—3 Meyer 222—8
..111—3 121—3 W Selover 111—3

Unknown G. C,
J Boyd
J Hyde
J Flynn

Erie G. G, June
F Greff
J Schmedieke. . . .

.

M Elsasser
J Plat*

,

H Janskorock....

June 14. 7 live birds, L. I. rules, gun below elbow:
....... 0200212- 4 H Krueble 2102000 - 3

1111111—7 E Vroome 1110010-4
1100102—4 JAkhurst..., 1212121—7

15,7 live birds, modified Hurlingham rules:
0221012-5 D Lynch 0110001—3
0201022—4 JLueson 0222100—4
2122201-6 HBlackley 1011032-5

,.,,.,.1000001—2 H Plate 1200002—:-!
1202111—6 C Mohrman. , , .2112110—6

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of

entertainment, instruction and information between
American sportsmen. The editors invite communiea
tlons on the subjects to which its pages are devoted.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded.
The editors are not responsible for the views of corres-
pondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms: For

single copy 34 per year, $2 for six months. Rates for
clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $io. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter
money-order or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream
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newsdealers throughout the United States, Canada and
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Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents — London

Davies & Co.; Brentano's; Sampson Low & Co. Paris
Brentano's. Foreign terms: 85 per year, $2.50 for six
months.

AD\ ERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line. Special rates

for three, six and twelve months- Seven words to the
line, twelve lines to one inch. Advertisements should
be sent in by Saturday previous to issue in which they
are to be inserted. Transient advertisements must in-
variably be accompanied by the money, or they will not
be inserted. Reading notices S1.00 per line. Only adver-
tisements of an approved character inserted.
Address all communications

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
818 Broadway, New York City,

Chicago Office, 909 Security Building.
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Missoula Bod and Gun Club.
Missoula, Mont.. June 10.—The majority of the members of the

Missoula Bod and Gun Club have been attending the Montana State
tournament, held at Helena during the past three days,- and as they
bad not yet returned when the regular hour of the weekly shoot
arrived, the club was represented in the same by only two shooters in
each class. H. A. Stephens scoring 14, retained the gold medal held
from the previous week. J. F. Sawhill will wear the silver medal as
the result of his score of 12. Conditions as usual, i. e., 15 singles,
known traps and angles, 16 and 18yds. rise:

Class A
H A Stephens . .110111111111111—14 w'p Brayton. . .111111101111101—13

Class B
J T Sawhill 101111111111100—12 F P Kern 010111000111010 - 8
From reports of the scores made by the Missoula contingent in the

Helena event, it seems they made a very poor showing. They were
sure of retaining the individual championship cup in the club, and
expected to show up well in the team of three championship, but
Helena's bracing atmosphere must have been too much for them, or
else they did not recover fully from the effects of having been mixed
up in the wreck in the Iron Ridge Tunnel while en route. To think
that Bob Rogers should only be able to break 80 out of 100 bluerocks
at known angles ! It's too bad I No, the brass band will not be out to
welcome their return. No, not this time, some other time. W. C.

Climax Gun Club's Monthly Shoot.
The following scores were made at the monthly handicap shoot of

the Climax Gun Club, held at Faawood, N. J., on June 7:

C Smith 23 Joe Zeglio ( 8) 25 J Darby (8) 27
Bramingham 24 Pierson (4) 24 Godman (5) 24
DDarby (allowed5).23 S Terry (3; 24 Squires (5) 23
D Terry .2) 24 Swode (10; 2G W Terry (5) 20
Manning (4)........ 25 Van Dyke (8) 21 H Campbell (3) 24

Princeton Prize Shoot*
Princeton, N. J., June 12—After so long a hiatus, the result of

rrgular rains on all regular club days for about a month, the members
were glad to go to work Monday .between showers for the handsome
prizes of No. 2 "Trap" powder, generously donated by the Hazard
Powder Co. The match was a handicap, scratch men shooting at 25
birds, rest of members at 26 to 40 birds, all rapid-firing at known trap
and angle.-

, Scores: Clark shot at 27 birds and broke 15, "Wadhams
26-19, Cresson 28-19, Tiffany 25-19, Wesley 40-13, Schellinger 35-20,

Stout 30-10, Gray 31-19. Margerum 33-25, Hoff 30-24, Stryker 30-17,

Johnson 32-17, Phillips 25-24, Rose 40-15, Zazzelli 37-15, Hankins 32-13.

Margerum won first prize, Hoff and Philips div. second, Schellinger
won third, ties for fourth won by Tiffany. Consolation match for 4

merchandise prize: Wesley 20-10, Stryker 15-5, Johnson 16-9, Rose
20-9, Zazzelli 19-10, Hankins 17-8, Gray 16-7, Wadhams 14-10. Wad-
hams and Wesley div. first, Johnson and Rose div. second, Hawkins
wins third and Gray fourth. Wads.

Baltimore's Outlook.
Baltimore, June 14.—We are assured of one six-man team from

each New Jersey. New York, Virginia and North Carolina; two from
each Pennsylvania and Washington, D. C., and four from Maryland.
This makes us think that our tournament is going to be the best
attended one of the season. The $100 cash prize is what draws them;
of course, there is no entrance fee. W. T. Clements, Capt.

Unions and Maplewoods.
The fourth of the series of team contests between the Union Gun

Club, of Springfield, and Maplewood Gun Club took place at the
former place on May 30. The team comprised seven men each, who
shot at 25 targets per man. The Unions won this, giving them two
victories, the Maplewoods one and one resulting in a tie. The scores
were: Union Gun Club 135; Maplewood Gun Club 115.

Choice Shots of Three Counties.

SCranton, Pa., June 11.—An interesting and closely contested sweep'
stake shooting match took place on the west side Friday, June 8,

Some of the best shooters in Lackawanna, Luzerne and WyomiDg
counties participated in same. Following is the score:
C Marsh, Jr 1111010-5 R Clayton 1110111—6
S Davis 1111110-6 T J Eley 1101111-6
R Grimes 1111101-6 H D Swartz 1011111-6
Shoot off at 3 birds:

Davis 101—1 CJaytoh :
110-2

Grimes 001—1 Swartz 111—3
Eley 111-3

First divided between J. Eley of Kingston and H. D. Swartz of
Scranton. The rules in Lackawanna county in shooting live pigeons
are that the shooter is compelled to hold his gua at hip, and use one
barrel only, rise 21yds., 1M°Z - of shot allowed. H. D. S.

\mww$ to (^omspvndqttte.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

Opportune, Cincinnati.—We do not know who puts up high-grade
roller coasters.

Subscriber, Roscoe, N. Y.—Have people the right to spear eels in
waters inhabited by trout or bass in the States of New York and Penn-
sylvania, and have they the right to set lines for the capture of eels?
Ans. May spear in New York, but set lines are forbidden. In Penn-
sylvania neither is lawful,

TP

Every outfit should

include a box of Yale
Mixture, the choicest

tobacco made.
Marburg- Bros.,

The American Tobacco Co., Successor,
Baltimore, Md.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fLhing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York Cm

Sand Worjas 12.and 15c. per doz. White or Blood Worm", 35c. per doz.

X am with you again wills lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find toy experience that putting; down tlie prices and not elecreas
injf tlie . duality, it increases my business every year.

Oiae lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.19 until all are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, extra tip, complete in wood form and will

give satisfaction. „
Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.

; 9Jft. 6£oz.
;
10ft., 7oz.

; lOJft., 7£oz. ;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8£ft., 9oz. : 9ft., lOoz.
;
9£ft., lloz.

;
10ft., 12oz., 10£ft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

No. H— A. special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Bide Spring Click, 40yds., 63 cts.
;
60yds., 73 cts.

;
80yds., 88 cts. ; 100yds. 98 cts.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

No. E—Special lot Hard Rubber and Nickel Riised Pillar Click Reels, 40yds., 33cts., 60/d3., 48jts. Sent by miil 5cfcs. extr* for postage.

No. C—Nickel-Plated, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels, with click aad drag and screen oil cup, 40 yds., 5Sa; 60/ds., 633.; 80yds., 73c
;
10J/d

j , 833.; 150/ Is., 933. 10 ;. ex.ra For postage.
Single Gut Leaders, mist color, 1yd., 20c. per doz.; 2yds., 40c. per doz.; 3yds , 6O3. doz. Double Gut Leaders, mist col or, 2ydi , 753. doz. Hand Twisted Gab Le.idei-s, 10j. each, 903. doz.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 25 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.

All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, loots, doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Blocks 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mad 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mad 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts. : 300ft.. 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Special 1,1st N0. 3.

Open Evenings until 8 o'clock.
Saturday Evenings it o'clock. J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn. N v.

Shells Loaded with "Walsrode" Smokeless
Powder and Wads Only.

Climax or Blue Rival 12-bore, SI. 90 per 100; $16.00 per M., net.
» « " 10 " $2.25 " " $20.00 "

U. M. C. Co.'s Special, "Walsrode" shell (No. 3 primer) 12 " $2.50 " " $22.50 " "
'• " " 10 " $2.75 " " $25.50 "

.

"

Imported "Walsrode" or "Eley" shells 12 " $3.30 " " $30.00 " "
» " " " 10 " $4.00 " " $35.00 " "

Add for shot to all above shells .60 " " $ 6 00 " "

The "WALSRODE" SMOKELESS POWDER has made thousands of

warm friends in this country who prefer it to any other explosive on the market.

TO SPORTSMEN WHO WISH TO LOAD THEIR OWN SHELLS
we can offer "Walsrode" powder in cans that will load 120 12-gauge shells at 85 cents each.

WALSRODE POWDER MEASURES, which must invariably be used, as

the Walsrode powder is about three*imes stronger than black powder, at 30 cents each.

PAMPHLET with full loading instructions and testimonials from the best known
shooters in England, sent upon application. We can also furnish

WALSRODE SMOKELESS POWDER FOR SPORTING RIFLES.
Price per can containing 3,500 grains avoirdupois, 90 cents. Loads for Sporting Rifles as

recommended by the Walsrode Smokeless Powder Co., furnished upon application.

Address the sole agents,

VON LENCERKE & DETMOLD,
8 Murray St., New York.

"Xessmuls./'
X*rioo. fcl.OO.

FOEEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

FOR GUNS-REVOLVERS-RIFLES
,ND ALL METALS

Lubricant and Rust Preventive
COMBINED.

IT NEVER GUMS OR DRIPS.
an advantage not possessed by any other lubricant in the world.

An indispensable article for all kinds of Fire Arms, Fine Machinery, Gun Locks,
Bicycles, Camp Kits Surgical Instruments, Embalming Instruments, Cutlery, Brass
Work on Yachts, Copper and Steel Plate, etc. In all respects the very best pre-
paration for any metallic surfaces where a non-gumming lubricant and rust pre-
ventive are required

IK YOUR DEALER DOES NOT HAVE IT,
Send 35c. for large Collapsible TUBE by return mail. Address all communications to

The CHARLES WILLEY MFG. CO., BayShore.L.I.,N.Y.,U.S.A.

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
P. O. Box 4102,

CHICOPEE FAIiliS, MASS.
8end for Catalogue, tree of charge.

Ouh Latest Model 1891.

THE NEW IDEAL BIPLE.
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Forest and Stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. All books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 3»8 Broadway, N. Y.

No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

ANGLING. Price.

American Angler's Book. Memorial edition. Norris $5.50
American Fish and How to Catch Them l.OO
American- Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fishing'. Wells 1.00
Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling on Salt Water 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Angling. Francis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone 2.50
Favorite Flies and Their Histories. Mary Orvts Marbury. 5.00
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Eoosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing Tackle, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated 1.50
Fishing with the Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American "Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates 1.50
Fly-Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. Illustrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More Ahout the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters l.OO
Salmon Fishing. Hallock l.OO
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Roosevelt. . . 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish of the Northern States. Roosevelt 2.00
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated 1.00
With Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 147 plated. 5.00

BOATING AM) YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. Illustrated. New edition 5.00
Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. Illus... 1.50
Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated '.

. . 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. F, Stephens 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition 1.00
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian \achtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated 2.50
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen 50
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Four Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop 1.50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1.00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald 1.00
Manual of Naval Architecture. White 9.GO
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated 1.00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth edition 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagrams. Grosvenor 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing. Davies. Illustrated 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated 1.00
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. Illustrated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's .Language. W. Clark Russell. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Manual and Handy Book. Qualtrough 3.50
Sailor's Sea Book. Rosser. New edition 1.25
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third edition, enlarged, 470 pages 10.00
Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations .' O.OO
Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp. ...... 16.SO
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle 1.00
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols 10.OO
Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated l.OO
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 2.0()
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 5.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book

. - 1.50

HOTTING—SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World * 1 .00
American Sportsman. Lewis 2.50
Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big Game of North America. Shields

t ........[....... .. 3.50
Breech-Loader. Greener

,

'

'
\

'

i ]{>0
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition 2 OOFrank Forester's Field Sports, 2 vols 4.00Game Laws in Brief. With pictures from Forest and Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, 376 pages. . . . 2.00Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. Greener 2.50How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow 1.00Hunting in the Great West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1.50Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Roosevelt ' 3 00
Instructions in Rirle Firing. Capt. Blunt 2 00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway 2 50Modern American Rifles 2 OOModern American Pistol and Revolver, illustrated.

'

J*00Modern Shotguns. Greener 1 on
Pistol, The...
Shooting on the Wing *

75Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Sti eaiii. ' Leefingwell. ". 3 50Shore Birds. Paper 75Sport with Gun and Rod. Cloth, handsomely illustrated'
'."

' 5 00Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated'.; 3*.50Still-Hunter. Van Dyke ' *> 00
Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles I 50Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle. H. C. Bliss. I 50Wild Fowl Shooting. Leepingwell. Half morocco, $3.50; cloth'.

.

'. '.

".. £ 2.50

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel. Paper. m rry
Dadtl's Modern Horse Doctor '

'Wl KO
•lorse. The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method". "I 12*Training the Trotting Horse. .... " "i ->"«ftHorse Training Made Easy. Jennings. Illustrated T'o-xHorsemanship for Women. Mead. Illustrated by Parker " 12*Mayhew's Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations

*"
^'7u\Mayhew's Horse Management " '> A)l

MeClure9
s Stable Guide "

fSaddle Horse and Guide to Riding, illustrated 1
'noStonehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo 1 S kf>Stonehenge on the Horse,. American edition, 12mo

J 200

CAMPING AND ADVENTURE. price.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustrated $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray. Illustrated, 2 vols. , each 1.50
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks. Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising in Florida. With map. Henshall 1.50

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth 75
Camping and Camp Outfits : 1.25
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca"... 1.00
Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated l.OO
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
Hints on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 25 cts. ; cloth 1.00
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cahins and How to Build Them 1.50
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition 1.00
Woodcraft. "Nessmue:" 1.00

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS.
Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. Cloth l.OO
Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Farrar. Cloth 1.00
Guide to Adirondack Region. Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region l.OO
Guide to Lake George 50
Map of Lake George 50
Map of St. Lawrence River l.OO
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard l.OO
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1.50
Our New Alaska. Hallock 1.50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar „ 1.00
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farrar. 1.00
Southern California. T. S. Van Dyke , 1.50

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields 3.50
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8.00
Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalziel 2.50
Breeders' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.00
Diseases of the Dog-. Dalziel 80
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. Eighth edition 3.00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Landseer. Illustrated 25
Dogs of Great Britain and America 2.00
Dogs of the Bi-itish Isles. Stonehenge. With 50 plate portraits 6.00
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . 1.00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging. Paper CO
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo 75
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" 2.00
Field Trial Winners 5.00
House and Pet Dogs. Illustrated 50
Modern Dogs of Great Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Lee 6.00
Modern Training. Waters 2.00
Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation and index 2.50
Pocket Kennel Record. Full leather 50
Shaw's Illustrated Book of the Dog 8.00
Stonehenge on the Dog. With portraits 2.50
The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel 1.25
The Mastiff, History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Collie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits 1.00
The Collie. Lee. Illustrated 1.50
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun 2.50
The Sheep Dog. Paper, 50 cts.; cloth l.OO
The St. Bernard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel 1.25
The Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer l.OO
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel l.OO
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition 1.50
Training Trick Dogs. Illustrated, paper 25
Youatt on the Dog 2.50

NATURAE HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore 50
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.50
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols.

, $30: colored,
$60. Water Birds, 2 vols., $21; colored 60.0O

Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 illus., new edition 1.50
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated 8.0O
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2.00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50'
Coues' Check List of North American Birds. Illustrated 3.00
Coues' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated 7.50'
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 5.00'
Holden's Book of Birds. Paper 25
Insects, How to Mount. Manton 50'
Life on the Seashore. Emerton 1.50
Manual of North American Birds. Eidgway 7.50
Names and Portraits of Birds. Trumbull. 90 illustrations 2.50
Naturalist's Guide. Maynard 1.25
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry 20.00
Nests and Eggs of North American Birds. Davies 1.75
Our Common Birds and How to Know Them 1.50
Our Own Birds. New edition 1.50
Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur. Illustrated 1.50
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated 2.50
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. Manton 50
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown. Illustrated; $1; paper 50

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World. l.OO 1

Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell 1 75.
City Boys in the Woods. Wells '

2.50'
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting
Mountain Trails aud Parks in Colorado. Illustrated l 50<
Old St. Augustine, Florida. Reynolds. Illustrated . 1.00'Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales. Grinnell ;': 1.75.Poems of the Rod and Gun. McLellan 1 25
Poultry, Illustrated Book of 5*.0O
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright 1 50
Practical Poultry Keeping. Beals 150

f Sam Lovel's Camps. Robinson 1 OO
Uncle Lisha's Shop. Robinson.. ...... ,; t , ,,,„, ,,,,«,

"""
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

Forest and Stream Water Colors.

We have prepared as premiums a series of four artis-

tic and beautiful reproductions of original water colors,

painted expressly for Forest and Stream. The sul-

jects are:

Jacksnipe Coming; In.

Bass Fishing at Block Island.

"He's Got Them" (Quail Shooting).

Vigilant and Valkyrie.

The plates are 14xl9in. They are done in twelve

colors, and are beautiful and artistic in effect. They

are furnished to old or new subscribers on the follow-

ing terms:

Forest AND Stream one year and the set of four pictures, $5.

Forest and Stream six months and any two of pictures, S3.

Remit by express money order, postal money order,

or postal note. Make orders payable to

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., New York.

SC0U1S FOR PARK POACHERS.

For many years the most important thing to be con-

sidered in connection with the Yellowstone Park was the

securing of a law which should provide punishment for

offenses and should give to government officials in charge

of the reservation the necessary authority to hold offen

ders who have violated the rules provided for its protection

by the Secretary of the Interior. Such a law has at

last been passed and promises to give to the National

Park a protection which shall actually protect. It will

be something more than a mere name—a shadow without

substance. Swift punishment will overtake the offender,

and the regulations will no longer be a laughing stock.

As the Park has an area not much less than that of the

State of Connecticut, it must be evident that to patrol it

effectively requires a considerable force of men, and as

by far the greater portion of this area consists of rough
mountain peaks, deep river valleys and tangled forests,

which often bristle with down-timber, it is essential that

a part of the patrolling force should consist of men who
are accustomed to the mountains, and who through their

long experience among them are able to pick their way
over the roughest country and to measure wits, experi-

ence and mountain skill with other mountain men who
constitute by far the most dangerous class of poachers.

For many years the superintendents of the Park have
begged the Secretary of the Interior to give them a larger

force of scouts. The soldiers do excellent work as guards

in many parts of the Park, but from the very nature of

the case^-froni the conditions of their lives and from their

training—they cannot do the work required of the scouts.

The Secretary of the Interior has invariably declined to

grant requests for a larger force of scouts, giving as a
reason for this refusal that there was no money available

which could be applied to the payment of any additional

men. Yet we know that the Park brings in annually

some small revenue, which by law is to be applied to the

preservation and protection of the reservation, and the

paltry sum of $1,500 would give two scouts, which would
just double the present force. It is evident that two men
can cover twice as much ground as one, but even two
men would be a very small force for a territory so wide as

that under Capt. Anderson's rule.

No one is more intimately acquainted with the needs of

the reservation than the present superintendent, and he
has done everything that any man could do with the

means at his command to protect the Park. If the matter

lay with him, there would be no question about an ade-

quate force of scouts. Such a force is especially needed
at the present time, when it is of the utmost importance

to capture and punish two or three violators of the law.

When this has been done and the fact has been noised

abroad through the surrounding country, the business of

poaching in'the National Park will come to an end so sud-

denly that it will surprise us all.

THE VICTIM OF HIS CHEF.

The proprietor of an eating house on Sixth avenue,

New York, has just been made the victim of his chef in

a way calculated to excite sympathy. The circumstances

came to light in the case of the People of the State of New
York against Samuel F. Burns, for selling game out of

season. The case was tried on Monday of this week, and
its story should be read for instruction and warning by
every restaurant keeper, who, though he may lay a

course to steer clear of the Scylla of the State game pro-

tectors, is liable to be wrecked on the Charybdis of his

cook.

The game law as in force in 1893 forbade the sale of

quail and woodcock after Jan. 31. On Feb. 17 of that

year State Game Protector Kidd was advised that game
was being sold illicitly at Burcs's restaurant, and he came
into possession of a bill of fare taken from the restaurant

on Feb. 11, on which the item of woodcock appeared in

the list of game dishes then served. On Feb. 18 Protector

Kidd visited the Burns place with a companion and
ordered, received and ate four woodcock. On the follow-

ing Monday, Feb. 20, he went back with two friends and
the party was served with six quail. The protector then

entered suit for the recovery of the penalty of $25 for

each bird, and after repeated delays the case was finally

brought to trial last Monday in the City Court.

The fact that the game had been served was abundantly

proved by the testimony of the protector and of those

who had been with him on the occasions referred to. No
attempt whatever was made by the defense to deny this.

Mr. Burns, however, testified that it was his custom at the

beginning of the close season to give directions to his

chef and other employes that no more game should be

sold. That he personally managed the restaurant and
had supervision of the business. That he himself, or his

cashier under his direction, ordered all the supplies

for the establishment. That neither he nor his cashier

would or could have ordered quail or woodcock out

of season. That he personally inspected twice every

day the ice chests where supplies were kept and where
the woodcock and quail would have been stored on the

18th and 20th of February, 1893, if there had been any
in the establishment; and that on those occasions he saw
none there; that he did not know that they were there

;

that he did not know who wrote the entry of woodcock
on the bill of fare of Feb. 11, which had been put in evi-

dence; that if Protector Kidd and his friends had been
given quail and woodcock in his establishment on the
dates alleged, the birds must have been bought for the

restaurant, put on the bill of fare, and served to custom-
ers by the chef without his (Burns's) knowledge or con-

sent, and in contravention of his direct and explicit orders

at the beginning of the close season.

In short Mr. Burns posed on the witness stand as the
innocent and much-injured victim of his wicked cook, an
evil-minded chef who had maliciously persisted in pur-
veying game to guests under his very nose, and much to

his surprise and consternation when he discovered it at
length only through the agency of the complaint served
upon him by the game protector. Mr. Burns played this

role of injured innocence and guileless intent with such
grace and effectiveness that he. won, if not the tears of

the jury, at least their substantial sympathy, for while
they might have brought in a verdict for the entire

amount of the penalty, $250, they took compassion upon
him and fined him only the sum of $100. This we are

inclined to believe was as much cash as Mr. Burns could
in fairness have be<m asked to surrender by any reason-

able person accepting his statement of the case, and
believing that he was innocent and had been made the
victim of his cunning chef.

The protector was represented by Mr. Russell Headley, of

Newburg; the defendant by Mr. Chas. A. Hess, of Hess,

Townsend & McClellan > of this city. Mr. Hess is a sports-

man himself, and at the conclusion of the case, after

having done his duty by his client in the court room, he
expressed to Dr. Kidd his cordial sympathy in the work
of game protection, and volunteered to conduct any
further cases the protector might bring in this city, with-
out fee or reward othe^r than the satisfaction of helping
the cause. Dr. Kidd has expressed an intention of taking
Mr. Hess at his word and enlisting his services in a black
bass suit now on the calendar. Mr. Headley, it should be
added, has given his services gratuitously, and at the
expense of much valuable time taken from his home
practice.

THE FOOLISHNESS OF THE FLASK.
Some folks, who at home are so little given to the use of

strong beverages that they cannot without difficulty dis-

tinguish between whisky and brandy and gin, foolishly

imagine that when they go into the woods for fishing or
ahuutiug tUcjf muot prorido tLioujorrl vca wltll a, UaSK Of

liquor as an essential, conventional and approved part of
their outfit.

It is not necessary to consider this from the standpoint

of temperance or abstinence as such, but purely from that

of personal comfort and common sense, to recognize the
absurdity of such a notion. People who habitually and
with satisfaction to themselves do without liquors at home
can habitually and with just as much satisfaction do with-

out them in the woods and on the water. They can, in

fact, do without them much better than they can do with
them.

For one instance where a flask is brought into useful

service to withstand the effects of exposure or fatigue in

an outing, there are twenty where it demoralizes the
stomach and the head. For one life it has ever saved in

case of ' 'snake bite" it has cost a score of fatal accidents

which without it would never have happened.

Many go shooting and fishing—or declare that they do
—for the benefit of their health; and they talk with con-

viction and enthusiasm of the upbuilding influence of

forest and stream. It is a puny influence indeed that

must needs be pieced out with a flask; and punier still if

with a jug.

That one who uses liquor at home should use it in camp
is quite natural; and with such a use we are not con-
cerned. But that one who is unaccustomed to liquor at

home should consider himself bound to provide himself

with it for' the woods is certainly an illustration of the

foolishness of the flask.

DEATH OF HERR VON DEM BORNE.

Herr Max von dem Borne, the distinguished German
fishculturist, died at his home in Berneuchen on June 14.

Herr von dem Borne was well known in this country
because of his achievements in fishculture, and more par-

ticularly as the pioneer in the introduction of American
game fishes into European waters. He was the first to

transplant the American black basses, and by reason of

his success with them was called the father of the black

bass in Germany. He also imported successfully into his

home waters from America the rock bass, calico bass,

rainbow trout, common sunfish, long-eared sun fish, dog-
fish, common bullhead or bullpout, channel catfish, com-
mon minnow and crayfish. He was the author of

numerous works relating to fishculture, their value being
recognized in Europe and America. By his death the

fishcultural interests of two continents have suffered a
severe loss.

Forest and Stream will go to press on Monday next week,
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A JUNE PASTORAL.
ON my grandfather's plantation in North Alabama

there lives a colored servitor familiarly known as "Ches,"

who is, perhaps, the happiest darkle in Dixie. A patri-

archal family of sons and daughters "hoe de cotton an'

plow de corn," relieving him of all responsibility for the

present, and no well-constituted negro has a future this

side "o' kingdom cum."
But, "what ye shall eat, and wherewithal ye shall be

clothed," is not a serious matter in the South, especially

when one goes barefoot three-fourths of the year and be-

holds in a spread of corn pone and possum a feast for the

gods. The accident of numerous progeny, therefore, is to

Ches only incident to unlimited opportunity for leisure,

wherein to luxuriate in the four-fold popularity he enjoys
anent his prowess as a hunter of "varmints," his skill at

fishing, the voodoo incantations he chants for the relief of

his unfortunate countrymen who are "hurted" (i. e., pois-

oned with that greatest of mysteries, African poison),

and the powerful sermons he preaches for the salvation of

souls.

Previous to the late war, Ches was the most refractory

of slaves, idle to a degree, and sure to run away every
year so soon as blackberries were ripe and it was warm

. enough to sleep comfortably in the woods. During that

memorable sectional struggle, when society was anarchy,
and fear abode an unrelenting guest with his master's
fanily; when slaves were demoralized and insurrection
imminent, none was so faithful 1o every trust. When
peace and freedom came together, Ches married his wife
according to the goppel and remaintd in his cabin. As
his children multiplied and waxed great in stature, he
added other rooms, m a row, each smaller than the last,

until now his dwelling resembles a monster telescope,

long drawn out.

When I was a boy Ches was my oracle. From him I

imbibed the love of field and stream, and learned the
fables and traditions of his race. He held me on my
horse when 1 learned to ride, and also taught me where
to seek for game and how to load and shoot the single-
barreled 6ft. fowling piece of a long-gone age, contemptu-
ously left in the house as worthless by the proscription of
two invading armies. Armed with this antiquated instru-
ment of destruction, supplemented' by a goodly supply of
rocks, in Ches's hands still more deadly weapons, we sal-

lied forth almost daily in search of game, principally rab-
bits, and, as the keen eyes of my dusky comrade seldom
overlooked one crouching in his form, our bags were
usually equal to the number he was willing to "tote."

It was a proud day for us both when I at length suc-
ceeded in tumbling a rabbit running, as from that time
we hunted upon more equal terms—the shot, or throw in
the "bed," belonging to the man who discovered the
game, and as 1 was seldom so fortunate, Ches had a
chauoe at most of the game that we killed, and for many
a year killed most that we bagged.
About the advent of my twelfth year rabbits began to

p.dl upon my taste for sport, and I burned for adventure
with nobler game, but it was long before I could win con-
heill, fiuin Olive, t^Ko rc-tUicoa that roois would otaud bill
little showing there, to plunge into the forests. Many
and gruesome were the stories he told me of savage "var-
mints," and still more fearful "whipsnakes," to deter me
from the venture, and when at length my young imagina-
tion no longer feared a painted devil," dire I ul were the
prognostications of evil with which his prophetic soul
marked our setting forth.
"Sumpin sho guine ter happen, honey, ef we goes in

dar," he said when we reached the woods. "Dun't yer
heayr dat squitch owl holler? Dat's er sho sign er death;
an' sides dat yer did 'n' hab no raid string ter fling ober
yer shoulder when dat rabbit cross de rode. We ain't
guine to hab no luck, de Lord knows."
"Come on, Ches," I pleaded. "Squitch owls can't hurt

us, and you made a cross mark and spit in it when the
rabbit crossed the path—that broke the charm."
"Ah, I'm er guine, honey; but I's pow'lul jubous 'bout

hit."

We had not gone far before a squirrel frisked out of a
brier patch and ran chattering to the top of a tali gum,
where Ches soon espied his shining eyes peering at us
from a leafy covert, and tried in vain to point them out
to me. When my neck would no longer stand the strain
of looking upward I allowed myself to be persuaded that
the rodent would escape, and sadly relinquished the gun
to my companion, who quickly brought him down.

I saw the next squirrel that was found, but missed him.
Ches "turned" him for me again and again, but I missed
him every time, until finally, the poor little fellow, almost
scared to death, took a flying leap for another tree, mis-
calculated the distance and fell to the ground, where he
lay stunned for an instant. I ran to pick him 'up, but he
recovered before 1 could reach him and ran up'a small
willow near by. I insisted I had killed him, or, at least
had wounded him so badly that it was /mpossible for him i o
i scape, and prevailed upon Ches to climb the tree to catch
liim. When he was about half way up the squirrel ran
out, and as he swung upon a pliant branch I blazed away
and Ches hit the ground with a yell and' a thud, his legs
i ull of shot. Fortunately he was more scared than hurt
but that ended the hunt for that day.
For more than a week following this adventure Ches

was too stiff and sore for tramping, and not being allowed
to hunt alone, enforced abstinence from my favorite
amusement was sufficient retribution for my recktessness
and made me so thoroughly careful for the future that no
other accident ever befell us afield; but it is needless to
add that I could never again indue; Cues to climb forgame so long as a loaded gun remained in my hands
l elow.
My departure for college put an end forever to all famil-

iar intercourse between us. For the most part my vaca-
tions were spent from home, or were engrossed bv the
pleasure of society, and when my school days were over
i branched out into the world, and it was not until several
y ears had flown that I located permanently amid the
scenes of my youth. When I did return, however I re-
ceived no more cordial greeting than that accorded meby this much-imposed-upou and long-suffering associate ofmy early sports-.

As I i.ave *aid, Ches has developed into a mighty fisher
of nshea as well as ot men, and it seems that the perfect

advent of the present June brought back to hira, in con-

n ction with his favorite pastime, some tender reminis-

cence of our adventures together, as he tramped several

miles, under some mystic influence, to bring me the joy-

ful tidings that fish were biting at one of our old haunts,
a pond in his neighborhood, famous for the multitude of

its finny denizens, and to urge me to accompany him
upon an excursion thereto on the following day, "des fur

de sake ob ole times."
"Why, boss," he said, "dey fa'rly makes de water bile,

dar's so many ob dein."
"Pond fish are nob good at this season of the year,

Ches," I urged, "and besides, I have no minnows."
"Dat's all right, boss; yer cum, an' I'll fine de minners,

an' eat de fish too ef yer don't want 'em. 'Sides dat, y
rer

don't need no minners; dey bites at craws an' wurms."
"I don't care to fish for that kind, Ches." Some recol-

lection of the piscatorial desire of my boyish days that
was content with anything that could bobble a cork,
evidently flashed through his brain; but he was too polite

to express his astonishment in words—he only said: "I'll

sho hab de minners; you des cum, dat's all I asts yer."
"Very well," I at length consented. "I will go out to

the 'old place' to-night so we can get an early start."

That Ches's idea of early differs materially from mine,
had escaped me, and it was with a malediction upon all

fishermen that I rolled out of bed at daybreak in response
to his announcement that it was time to be off; that he
had routed out the cook, and that breakfast awaited me
in the dining room.
The pond in questic n is a miserable hole, about 100ft.

in diameter, that is supposed, by the negroes, to be bot-
tomless owing to an underground connection that causes
it to rise and fall with the Tennessee River. It is subject
to overflow, and the receding floods leave it teeming
with fish—more, usually, than it can support during the
summer's stagnation. In July and August, countless
numbers come to the surface for air, falling easy victims
to clubs in the hands of those insufficiently epicurean to
eat them, mud and slime betainted as they are.
Early as we were, we found a goodly number of dusky

anglers already reveling in large and rapidly increasing
catches of mud-cat, suckers and perch; and by noon I
counted no less than thirty-nine poles over the water,
upon which rested the hope of twenty individuals. I had
noticed when we started that Ches carried a bundle of
rods that would have burdened a burro, and had silently
wondered how he expected to attend to so many lines if

fish bit as he expected. So soon as he had routed two or
three usurpers, as he seemed to regard them, from a
famous trout hole under a spreading oak and had in-
stalled me in their seat, he proceeded to bait his hooks
and distributed them at regular intervals around the
pond to my increased amazement; but I soon found there
was method in his madness, as will appear. This business
attended to, he seated himself upon a root near my side
and undertook my entertainment and his own by ques-
tioning me upon my travels, and by involving me in theo-
logical disputes upon points as intricate and no less meta-
physical than the heresy of Nestorius.
Every few minutes some bne would yell, "Run, parson,

run! yer got er bite!"

"Des pull 'im out fur me, honey," he would reply, with
never a move unless the catch was of unusual size, in
which event he would boatir himself sufficiently to add
it- to his string in the water, provided always that some
accommodating youngster had placed it in his hands.
At the beginning of this extraordinary exhibition of

ideal still-fishing, I paid but little attention; but as the
day wore on I saw through its frequent recurrence, and
could but admire the ingenuous rascal's cunning expedi-
ents for indulging his constitutional aversion to motion.
I marveled at the stupidity of his friends, thus tamely
submitting to be put upon

; finally concluding that African
good-nature is unlimited, when one of the "sisters." not
20ft. away, drew in for the reverend gentleman a small
cat not more than 3in. long, that flopped from the hook
and went rolling down the bank only to be desperately

r
pursued by the woman, upon all fours, who hardly effected
its capture just at the water's edge, and not until she had
floundered a foot deep in mud and slime. She came up
wet and dripping, but radiant, holding aloft the fish in
triumph and exclaiming with a grin: "Bless de Lord, I
saved 'im fur yer, parsen!''
"Thank yer, Sis' Jane, thank yer! Des' bait de hook an'

set hit out ergin, won't yer?" and then turning to me he
resumed his interrupted conversation: "Yas sah, boss, es
I wuz sayin', dat trout yer des cotch am er buster!' Speck
he am de same one dat broke my line las' week—bran'-
new line at dat. Cos' me ten cents in town, an' de on'list
store lin I had. Ise sho glad yer got 'im fur er fac'. My
king! des look at dat pole ben'. Ef dat ain't er scaly-cat
de ver'st fines' fish dat swim. Sah? Yer don't eat'im!
des teck an' cut 'im up thin, an' fry 'im brown an' yuther
fis ain't in de same bilin' wid 'im. White folks am sho
cur'ous."

I had carried my small-bore rifle along, hoping to kill a
squirrel, and by and by a bullfrog popped up his head
near the middle of the pond. I threw up the gun, intend-
ing to put a bullet between his eyes, but such a chorus of
groans and shrieks, and such a scampering from the
other side of the hole greeted my aim that I did not fire.
"What's the matter with those negroes?" I asked Ches.
"You see, boss, er nigger 's er plum fool erbout powder—don't lack ter smell 'im burn nohow. Las' summer

sum po' white trash wus er projekin' roun' heayr shootin'
mus'rats, an' hit er 'oraan in der laig, an' since den yer
des pint er gun at de water an' dese niggers scatter same
as er gang er pa'tridges when yer fling er rock at 'em."
That reminded me of our old hunting. "Do you still

kill rabbits with rocks, Ches?"
"Who, me? No, sah! I'se got er gun now."

' 'Breechloader?"

bottum.
"Ever been shot for a squirrel, Ches, since I ruined

your pants for you?"
"Now see heayr, boss, I 'lowed yer dun furgot dat.

Twant de shot dat spilt dem breeches, hit war fallen out'n
de tree when yer shot me. I came down so hard dat hit
des natu'ly bus' 'em wide open. Man! I wus sho skeered
dat time—skeered wus den I eber wus in my born davs
ceptonct." J

"When was that, Ches?"
"Dat wus 'fore de wah, honey, 'fore yer wus borned.

I'd dun run erway one sum'er ober heayr in San' Moun-
tin. Ole marster wus rite behin' me wid de dorgs an' I
wus meckin' tracks fur de fur kentry. Folks dun tole
me better stay offen dem mountins at night, dat de var-
mints would ketch me, but huh! I wus fur gitin' plum
erway twell de crap dun laid by, an' night wus my time
fur guine. Wal sah, hit wus er putty night, sho. De
moon wus shinin' same es day, when all ter onct I heard
er fuss right afore me. Yer nebber heard sich er racket.
Seem lak de 'ternal hills wus er tum'lin' in an'' I 'lowed
er catermountin had me sho. I had two ob ole ma rater's
pistols I dun stole, but I wus skeered so bad dat I plum
furgit I had 'em an' I couldn't run ter save me. De
racket cum closer an' closer, an' dar I stood er tremTin'
an' prayin' ter de Lord ter help me, an' what yer reckon
hit wus, boss?"

"Can't imagine, Ches, what was it?"

"Nufen 'tall 'cepin' two ole he coons er fitin' dar in de
rode, an' I des tuck en cotched 'em boff soon es I made
out what dey wus. An', boss, I wus dat skeered dat hit
knocked all de foolin' plum outen me. I wanted ter go
home, crap er no crap, so I des flung dem coons on my
shoulder an' lit out on de back track. 'Bout sun up I met
ole marster an' de oberseer at de foot ob de mountin. Ole
marster lowed, 'Whar yer bin, Ches?'

" 'Bin coon huntin', marster!'
" 'Coon huntin', yer brack raskil! Yer bin gone two

days an' heayr yer es forty mile frum home.'
" 'Yas sab, marster! Yer see de dorg kep'er trailing' 'n'

trailin', an' I kep er guine, twel I cotch 'em 'bout mid-
night las' night.'
" 'Whar yer strack dat trail?'
" 'Down in de botum by de horg pen, marster.'
" 'Look heayr, nigger, how dem coons cross dat riber

an' hit a mile wide?'
" 'I ain't dun think erbout dat, boss,' an' I des had ter

stop an' scratch my haid fore I 'turned de answer. 'Yer
got me dar, marster; I des 'lowed ter ast yer dat, when I
got home.'
"Ole marster laff at dat, he did, an' he neber let dat

oberseer strack me narry lick, sah; narry single lick; but
he up tole me ef eber I foler er nuder coon 'cross dat river
he'd lam me plum home."
During this recital the "parsen's" hooks had many a

bite, so many in fact that he developed sufficient energy
to go upon a collecting tour around the pond, and the
harvest he garnered increased the. length of his string to
more than a yard, and sent his enthusiasm up" to a
hundred in the shade.

"I des tell yer, boss," he exclaimed, exultingly, "dese
niggers goes fishin' an' goes fishiu', but I beats dem all."

"Dat's de truf, parsen, dat's de truf sho," said the
woman who had rescued the cat, "an' I des mirates how
yer does it. I bleves yer cunjurs wid 'em."

"I ain't got er fish, nary single fish," chimed in another
"sister" who had also overheard the "parsen's" boast.
"Does yer spit on yer bait. Sis' Ann?" asked Ches.
"In co'se I spits on my bait, an' I rubs camfire an' asfe-

dity on my hook, too," replied Sis' Ann.
"Anybody step ober yer pole?"
"Yas, parsen; dattriflin' blue gum nigger Sam, he so

figity, lie step ober my pole when I fus' cum."
"I 'lowed sumpin' done sp'iled yer luck— Dar! yer

gittin' er bite now! Run, Sis' Ann, run!"
Sis' Ann made a frantic rush for her pole, and then she

gave a jerk that brought the quinine bottle stopper, that
served her for a float, out of the water with a report like
a yacht cannon, and sent the poor little cat that so unfor-
tunately nibbled 20ft. into the air, tearing the hook from
his mouth and allowing him to fall back with a splash.
"Never mind, Sis' Ann," said Ches, consolingly, "de

'postle Paul ses, 'Unto dem dat hab shall be giben,' but
I'm guine to 'verse de tex' an'- gib yer mos' ob my leetle
ones when I quits."
"Come Ches," I said, "divide with Sis' Ann, and let's

go home. You can have my fish; I don't want them, but
I've had fine sport, and will come with you again some
other June." Will Scribbler.
Greenbrier, Ala.

"Forest and Stream's" Yellowstone

Park Game Exploration.
No. 6.

MIDWINTER IN THE MOUNTAINS.
The morning following our first night at the Cafion was

bright and clear, thermometer 2° above zero. John Fol-
som went upstairs to see about something and took his
skis along, He found it easier to slide out of the second
story window than it was to walk down stairs. The snow
was 25ft. deep on one side of the house, and its level at
the lowest part caught the downstairs windows at about
the middle. Back of the kitchen a great drift 10 or 12ft.
high rose up sharply and we had to cut steps in that to
get over it. Every way from the hotel the sheer white
covering sloped sharply down in steep rolls and pitches of
descent. To the falls of the Cascade Creek, at the bottom
of the hill, was a good mile. To the left of that point the
black line of timber swept, and down in that somewhere
was the Grand Canon of the Yellowstone. From the
hotel top we could see away across the Cafion, could see
the steam of the Falls, and that of the geysers beyond the
river,.the latter rising white and sharp in the winter air.
To the southwest we could see out over the Hayden Val-
ley, and with the glasses could see that it was storming in
the valley, the snow blowing in blinding drifts. We
could see the direction of the great natural game trail
across the Park, which the elk follow in going from the
Hayden Valley to the Soda Butte country in the northeast
corner of the Park. Folsom showed me where the U. S.
troops in the Nez Perce pursuit crossed the Yellowstone,
warping their wagons down into the gorge by ropes.
Some of the trees that were skinned by the ropes can still

be seen scarred up to to-day. To man unskilled in moun-
tain travel it would seem impossible to get any sort of
vehicle through here.

Nature's Cold Storage for Thrills.

The Haynes party were expected to arrive that day
from the Lake, and Billy started out to meet them on
Hayden Valley, hoping to join forces and locate the
buffalo. He went quite alone, not a very desirable thing
to do in that climate and country. I wished to see the
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Canon and the Falls, so took my camera, and accompanied
by Folsom, Larsen and Holte, put in the morning along
the wondrous Yellowstone, a privilege which has been
accorded few travelers of all the world under conditions
such as these.
From the hotel to Lookout Eock, below the Grand

Falls, the distance may be something like a mile, for the
most part a rather easy slide on the skis. After the first
run to the edge of the timber we worked along the little
hills, through the straight young pines, till we came to
what seemed to be a sort of trestle or bridge, over the
gulch near the Point. This was all covered 10ft. deep
under snow. From that point to the jutting crag known
as Lookout Eock there was a succession of gigantic and
irregular drifts of snow. Folsom went all over this
calmly without taking off his skis. I confess that in the
worst places I dismounted and went over on my hands
and knees, with my hands in the toe straps.
Lookout Eock we found to be a great white heap of

snow, standing out over the fathomless and unthinkable
depth of the canon. What the footing was we could not
tell, but supposed it must be solid out to where the ragged
tree was standing on the verge, so we trod a way waist
deep out to that, and stood silent in full view of one of
the wonders of the world.

I suppose thousands have stood grasping the stem of
that same sturdy, ragged tree, and have looked in silence
as we did. They have seen the Canon in summer, and I
wish they might all see it also in the depth of winter.
Now the glorious colors of the walls were gone, but the
peaks and cross and pinnacles were there, free of all
color, but done in a clean, perfect white. It was "frozen
music"—the diapason of nature's might ; est and most mys-
terious anthem all congealed in white, visible, palpable,
authentic. No thinking man could stand there and not
feel the exalted and compelling theme go thrilling to his
heart.

Against the monotone of the snow the evasive bl»e-
white clouds of steam arose from the little hot geyserettes
along the river's brink. Above us the great veil of whitf
mist which shrouds the Great Falls by winter shitted
and swung and halted and paused and towered as the
wind said, rising high up to the level of the forest. The
ice bridge nearly spanned the Falls at the time of our
visit, and down both sides of the Falls, wherever thespray
struck the clinging snow, there were broad columns of
ice, which at our distance, looked white and dull, but
which close at hand must have been prismatic, radiant,
glorious in the bright light of morning. It would have
been worth one's life no doubt to risk the descent into
the Canon, as a snow slide would have been almost cer-
tain. We therefore made the photographs from the
ragged tree, whence I suppose thousands of Kodak shots
have been made by the summer tourists. The white of
the Falls and of the mist made a difficult subject against
the white background of the snow at so great a distance,
and I got only an indifferent view, partly for reasons
which I will later on set forth. There are many fine
summer negatives of the Falls extant, but I believe the
finest amateur negatives I have seen were made by Dr.
Gandy, post surgeon at Fort Yellowstone. Dr. Gandy
has put some of his beautiful Park negatives at the ser-
vice of Forest and Stream, and they speak highly of the
possibilities of this pleasing art. I am not sure that Mr.
Haynes got a winter view of the Falls on his trip, but if

so, it was of course good. I know of no amateur nega-
tive made in winter except the one we got that morning.
There was so much snow piled up on the edge of the
Lookout Eock that it was difficult to get a shot down into
the Cafion. I made one or two exposures over the edge
with the others holding on to me for safety reasons, but
had meagre luck of it.

Leaving Lookout Eock, we skirted along the river hills

and went up the river about a mile and a quarter or more,
to a point directly above the Upper Falls. Here we could
see only a blinding steam of mist coming up through the
reverberant roar of the cataract. The masses of snow
kept us from going very close, but we were able to see
down into the caldron of the Falls. Of the rapids above
the Falls we had a beautiful view, and I stopped to make
some exposures here, of course, though it was coming on
cold and windy. Here, after a shot or two, my camera,
which had been working very badly all the morning,
broke down entirely, the film tearing clear across, for the
second time already on the trip. Nothing was left but to
quit and go home. Folsom told me we could get up a
dark room, and I thought perhaps I could tinker the
camera into something like shape.

It took us something like three-quarters of an hour to
make the mile climb from the Cascade bridge up the
Cafion hill to the hotel. It goes slow on skis, and I
imagine there are folk who couldn't get up it in a hundred
years. It takes about two or three minutes to come
down, according to the condition of the snow.
We all had rude appetites, which John Folsom pro-

ceeded to appease in the small but cosy kitchen. Water
we got out of a barrel full of melting snow.

Re-enforcements Arrive.

At 3 P. M. heavy snow began to fall. At 5 P. M. Billy
got in, and I was glad of it. He had not met the Haynes
party, and had cached his camera in the woods in Hayden
Valley. At 6 P. M. the Haynes party, Mr. Haynes and
two men, Sergeant Morrison and Bobby Burns, a Post
attache, got in, all in fair order except Burns, who had
lost his glasses and was suffering badly from snow blind-
ness, the black handkerchief he had worn across his face
below his eyes not having been efficient. Billy told him
to keep a hot-water compress on his eyes, and by morning
he was much better.

Not an Easv Job.
Mr. Haynes reported only fair luck at photographing

game, as he had met a great deal of stormy, cloudy
weather. It would seem a simple thing to go right into
the Park and begin to photograph buffalo and elk, but it

is really extremely difficult. One must first locate the
game. Second, he must not let it get sight or scent of
him, else it will stampede and leave the country. Third,
he must have a clear day or he will get no sharpness to
his pictures. Added to this he must have a long distance
(or narrow angle) lens, mod lastly he must have a combi-
nation of ready skill and ever-present good lack, for the
chances come only for an instant at a time. Let any one
undertake to arrange this combination, at the end of a
50-mile ski tramp with a heavy sack on his back, and he
will learn, a great deal about the difficulties of (his task.

Mr. Haynes had hard luck at the Lake, and had traveled
60 miles for nothing trying to get a pictuee of the poacher
Howell's tepee and cache. Troike, the private who
attempted to find them, was unable to do so. I offer
this as one more instance of the incredible difficulty of
patrolling this tremendous country in winter. This man
had been with Burgess when Howell was arrested and
was supposed to be abl® to go back to the place. A fall
of snow came and he was three days in finding it, do his
best. How about setting out for a 75-mile jaunt on skis,
and under pack, to find a poacher no one has seen or
located? When people talk to me now about how "Capt.
Anderson ought to be able to stop all the poaching, with
two troops of soldiers and nothing else to do," it makes
me hot clear through. Such people have no idea what
they are talking about. It is easy to be wise and critical
with your feet on a stove. Stick them into skis, and
turn yourself loose in the Yellowstone Park in winter,
and I'll bet a thousand dollars to a last year's banana
peel that you think a whole lot different.

Game in Sight.

Mr. Haynes had seen game as mentioned below: On
March 10, 2 buffalo, 6 foxes, 48 elk, all on the Hayden Val-
ley. On March 13. 1 bull elk, 1 cow elk, 23 elk in herd,
31 buffalo and 6 buffalo, all on Hayden Vallev. On March
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14, 1 black fox, 1 red fox, 3 mink, on Hayden Valley. On
March 16, 19 elk, 2 foxes, 6 buffalo, all on Pelican Valley
(where the Howell killing was). On March 17, along the
Yellowstone, he saw 12 swans, 18 foxes and about 300
ducks. (The Yellowstone does not freeze.) Billy and I
bad not yet gotten into the winter game country, but we
were now right upon the edge of it.

We all concluded to join forces for a day or so in the
matter of trying for big game photographs, so that we
would not hurt each other's chances by frightening away
the game.
Mr. Haynes used a simple 5x7 box—a Waterbury, if I

am not mistaken—but he had a $125 Eo>°s lens, and he
went to all the trouble—a very great one—of taking in
glass plates, which he said far surpassed any film. He got
beautiful results, and thus added largely to his perpetua-
tion of the beauties of the Park, whose skilled and tireless

wait till he gets what he knows will make a good pic-
ture. Then with a good lens, good plates and good care,
he knows he has got his picture when he presses his but-
ton.

"Of course, a short-focus lens is quicker in action than
a long-focus. If you narrow your field, getting a long-
range camera, you get a slower lens. Yet with quick
plates, I should think a machine made on the principle of
Mr. Hofer's here, would be the best for this sort of work,
where you don't want too wide an angle, but want size to
your figures." (Billy had plates also for his machine,
and used some of them.)
As Mr. Haynes is one of the best and best known pho-

tographers of the country, the above advice maybe taken
as ex cathedra.

Tried for Buffalo.

On Monday, March 19, Billy took Larsen and Mr.
Haynes took Morrison, they going over on the Hayden
Valley, six or eight miles, for a try at the buffalo. As
was feared, it came off stormy, and they got no pictures.
The shoeing was sticky and very hard.

*

Progress in Ski Theory.
By this time I was beginning to study into the theory

of ski running still more deeply. I had noticed in coming
up the great Cafion hill, which was largely a case of
"corduroying," that the heels of my skis hung lower than
the toes, and so were always dragging down behind in
the side-step. I held a consultation with John Folsom,
and the result was that we cut 5in. off the heel of each of
my skis, set the straps back 3im, and planed off a lot of
useless wood from the tops of the skis. We took off
about a pound in weight from each shoe. After that I
noticed a startling improvement in my ability to get up
hill. It is only by experience one learns.

I noticed that Folsom's skis were of ash, but channeled
and worn thin by several seasons of hard use. Folsom
told me that Norway pine made the best shoes, as they did
not stick like ash, though they were apt to be brittle if
made too thin. Hickory, he said, made fine, springy skis,
with good grain, but a trifle heavy. Ash was pretty tough
and light, but ne eded more care in waxing. The best wax
for shoes was made of tallow and beeswax, but if you get
in too much beeswax, you would get your skis so slippery
and glassy that you could hardly use them, especially in
going up hill.

Eight Miles For Fun.
On Tuesday Billy was tired and his sore heel hurt him,

so he curled up on the bed in the kitchen and read a novel,
declaring that he had had enough of travel for awhile.
All the rest of us except John Folsom went out for some
fun on the skis. The thermometer continued about zero,
which temperature seemed pleasant. The snow was in
good order and we had a good run, doing perhaps eight
miles or more for the fun of the thing. We had a good
run down the Canon hill—fortunately not running off the
trail at the sharp angle near the bottom, where even so
good a shoer as Folsom has failed to get around and nar-
rowly escaped a headlong plunge into the depths of the
ravine below. We then crossed Cascade Creek, with its
beautiful falls hnried out of sigM nnriojj.Jrko ono^, <*i»J

followed, the Hayden Valley trail out for a mile or so, to a
place where the mountain slopes rose up high and bare,
offering a good place for a long and swift ski run, which
was what we were after. We worked up the slopes for a
mile, perhaps, getting as high as we could, and going for-
ward all the time, until we reached a high peak or point,

BILLY HOFER WAXING UP THE SKIS.

artist he has been for years. He. expresses himself satis-

fied, as well he might be, with the results of his first at-

tempt at photographing wild game. I spent a time to
profit in a talk with him in the hotel kitchen the evening
of his arrival at the Canon.

Valuable Advice To Amateurs.
"It is a very common mistake of amateurs," he said,

"to think they must always have the sun at the back
when making an exposure. If you get to one side and
catch the shadows, you get a Eembrandt-lighted picture
which is much prettier, not so hard and with proper con-
trast.

"Now, if you try to photograph a geyser in action
you will get nothing if you make the picture with the
sun at your back, because you will have no contrast be-
tween the steam and your background. But you make
your exposure right square against the sun and the light
shining in against your cloud of steam will give you a
contrast and you will get a sharp, clear negative.
"Another common bugbear of amateurs is the question

of focus. Now, with the right sort of lens, you don't
need to bother about focus. I never touch my lens, and
it cuts sharp and clear at any distance from 25 feet to
half a mile, It will get relative distances and perspective
into a picture. Cheap lenses will not do this, and they
have to be changed in focus continually to avoid blurring
the

1

negative. Success with one of these must be largely
a matter of success in guessing distances. It pays to get
the best lens possible. Glass is better than film. One
should get out of the habit of snapping at everything,^ ut

bare of timber, and swept with a keen wind, which packed
the snow almost into ice. Below us lay the level of the
valley of the Yellowstone, and on the bank of a little creek
we could see far below us a little cabin, built for the sum-
mer use of the troops, and now just visible above
the level of the snow. The leaders of our snowshoe
brigade thought it would be a good thing to jump
off th$ earth from the top of this bare peak, and
land somewhere down there by the cabin, three-
quarters of a mile or more. For my part I was not
enthusiastic over this proposition, but by this time was
getting sort of resigned. One after another dropped off

over the edge and shot down, and, holy mackerel, how
they did fly. A man seemed to condense and shorten up
like a telescope as he sank down and down, instant after
instant, so that he wasn't over half size when he reached
the foot of the hill. When I let go I had no definite idea
of what was going to happen, but as I wasn't particular
where I went it didn't make much difference anyhow.
Again I experienced the exhilaration of the astonishingly
smooth and easy motion of the swiftness of which the
sfci-runner himself has no just conception at the time.
To my surprise, I kept in the tracks of those ahead and
arrived all standing, with only the temporary disgrace of
having "ridden my pole" on tke last sharp drop, at which
there was loud protest from the others. Then we all

went in for sfci-jumping for an hour or so, making a
lovely jump out of a snow drift on a steep hillside, so
that we could clear 30ft. or so. At this we found our
Skandinavians, Larsen and Holte, easily superior, they
having had long experience in the winter games of
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Minnesota and "Wisconsin, In sM-jumping the jumper
does not carry his pole, as he wotuld almost certainly

injure himself in landing after the jump if he kept hold

of his pole. It is a matter of nerve and equilibrium.

Most of us seemed a little shy on the latter, but we kept

on jumping till we were all in coats of white and a glow
of heat from head to foot. Then we went home and ate

John Folsom out of the place.

Off for a Camp on the Valley.

The next morning, Wednesday, March 21, was keen and
cold, below zero. We all joined forces and started for the

Hayden VaMey, feeling that it would be better to get

closer to the game, in order to take advantage at once of

any bright weather suitable for photographing. (The
light in that country at that altitude and in winter, is

about 20 per cent, "faster" than in this, and is fine for

instantaneous work on any clear day. Such a day is,

however, rare in winter, and when the snow is falling

and the clouds are dense, the light grows too dim for one
to think of photographing, as at best one could not get a
picture with any shaspness or "distance" in it). We con-
cluded to make a camp somewhere on the Hayden Valley,

and to act from there as headquarters.

It was with feelings of the liveliast interest, one may be
sure, that after the sharp five miles or more of slci work
across the hills between the Cation and the Valley, I turned
from the Yellowstone with the party, crossed Alum Creek,
and made out toward the middle of the broad, white,
dazzling expanse of the Hayden Valley. Here we were
no doubt to determine the success or failure of an import-
ant part of out work. Somewhere, behind some of those
long tongues of timber which pierced the five miles square
or more of open whiteness, there were without doubt
numbers of the greatest and the rarestgame of the Ameri-
can continent, which we had come so far to see at home
on the winter range, and to enable others to see, if we
might be so fortunate.

Billy and I went on up to the point of timber toward the
middle of the valley, where he had cached his cameratwo
days before. The. rest of the party kept on up Alum Creek
a little further, it being the understanding that they were
to make as good a camp as they could in the timber or
some one of the slopes making down to that stream. It

was still early in the morning of what was to prove a
very eventful day, followed by a night not less so.

E. Hough.
909 Skcuiuty Building, Chicago.

STORIES OF EZRA.—IV.

A Yankee Trick.

One Sunday Ezra proposed that we go and spend the
day with John and Mac. They lived on Baby Ridge,
some three miles west from town, and as we walked
through the woods Ezra said he was going out there to
get even with Mac for "ruing" him so last fall down in
Adair county. He had formed no plan for getting even,
but was confident that he would find some opportunity.
Thero was no one home but Mac, and Ezra told him we
118,(1 COU-ie l/U gt.-fe-i.lLU aucl Jaixa. -bo join no oli a Balling
trip to Spirit Lake. Mac said he could not go, because
he had to work.
"What has work got to do with it," said Ezra. "TMe

ohief end of man is to shoot and fish. It's all well
enough for a man to take a little recreation at work when
there's no shooting or fishing, but the man who neglects
to improve opportunities for enjoying either of them
don't live up to his privileges."
"I have to work for a living," said Mac, "and don't see

how it is that you fellows get along without working
more than you do."
"Make it by practicing Yankee tricks," said Eara.
"Well, if there is any money in it I'd like to know a

few such tricks myself," said Mac.
"I'll teach you a good one if you will promise to go

with us to Spirit Lake," said Ezra.
Mac promised to go if in his judgment the trick was a

good one, but Ezra declined to teach him the trick till
after we returned from the trip. This did not suit Mac
and they argued the matter until the consuming desire of
Mac's mind was to know the mysterious trick. Finally,
Ezra agreed to teach him the trick before we went horne^
and bound him with many solemn promises never to
divulge the secret, nor even to let any one know he was
in possession of it.

After everything was arranged Ezra still hesitated,
saying he feared to let such an important secret go from
his possession, but Mac by this time felt that he could
not five another hour without knowing the mystery and
begged so hard that Ezra relented. He asked Mac if they
had a barrel of vinegar in the cellar. Mac said they had.
And a small auger? Yes, there was one in the woodshed.
"Get it and we will go to the cellar," said Ezra.
When we got down the cellar Mac was again sworn to

eternal secrecy, and was then told to roll the barrel out
into the middle of the cellar. Then Ezra bored a hole in
the end of the barrel and told Mac to put his finger over
it to keep the vinegar in. Boring a hole in the other end
of the barrel, he told Mac to put a finger over it too, while
he went up and got a couple of plugs to put in the holes.
Leaving Mac stooped over the barrel, with a finger of each
hand closing a hole, we went up-stairs and home. Ezra
said, "I've never known Mac to keep a secret for ten min-
utes after he found somebody he could tell it to, but I
think he will probably keep his promises this time." And
it was evident he did keep it, for, a few days later, Mac's
father met Ezra and me on the road and asked whether
we had noticed anything unusual about Mac. We told
him no, and asked what was the matter.

"Well," said the old gentleman, "last Sunday all of us
but Mac were away from home; and when I came back
about) four o'clock, Mac was down the cellar holding his
fingers over a hole bored in each end of a barrel of vinegar;
and not a word would he say about it, except that if I
ever mentioned ifcto anybody, he would go where none of
us could ever see him again."
Of course we expressed surprise, and asked a number of

questions that might be supposed to bear upon the case
finally suggesting that it might be best not to mention it
to any one. Mac never.mentioned it to us, nor we to him
but it was noticed that his curiosity was harder to arouse'
than it used to be. OH. Hampton.
The Forest and Stream t's put to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for puhli cation shordd reach
usatjhe latest by Monday, andfis much earlier aspracticabl

AN ADVENTURE WITH A SQUIRREL.
Shasta Mountains, California.—In my mountainous

realm I have a small garden and a colony of ground
squirrels occupy premises adjoining it. The rodents
reside in a pile of saw logs, and have been so prosperous
and thrifty as to increase both in numbers and energy
until it is now a crisis. It must be either fewer squirrels

or no garden. The fittest must survive and I am the
court. I say cabbage, peas, corn and potatoes. 1 enforce
my judgment with ordinance, and this morning I popped
over the most opulent and defiant rodent I could -select.

The squirrel was sitting upright on the end of a log
when I blazed away, and with a last defiant quitcliet he
kicked up his heels. I proceeded to get him for the cat,

and thought as I went that he was so fat I would quarter
him and give my dog a portion also. The log was nearly
covered with ferns and I looked around the end of it for
some time without finding my victim.

I reached down at my feet, and bending some ferns
aside almost grasped a huge rattlesnake. He was coiled
in a snug coil, and although I had stepped close to him
number of times, he gave no warning nor moved away
his head was raised and he was in a "striking*' attitude.
He was so near the color of the ground I might not have
noticed him but for the white line beneath his jaws and
throat. As it was, I was about to reach for him, thinking
he was the squirrel.

As soon as I realized where I was and what he was our
sociability ended. I still held my gun, and at the distance
of a few feet, I immediately fired upon his works. The
shot severed his head with about 5in. of his person a,ttached
to it. To show that be was lively and not either asleep
or dreaming, the head, with the fragment attached, actu-
ally squirmed along 4ft. and got under the log, while the
other portion writhed very actively, but did not rattle.
After some moments I got a stick and drawing out the
main part of the reptile, cut off the rattles, 13 in number.
As I did so the headless body reared, coiled and uncoiled
as it tried to strike. I got the head from under the log
and noticed that it became motionless in a few minutes,
while the other portion continued to squirm until I left.

The dart-shaped head was evidently supplied with all
the appliances of a well-equipped rattler. I noticed that
the eyes were unusually bright and clear, and that the
pupils of the eyes resembled very much those of the cat,
their centers being oval and perpendicularly placed. The
fangs were also in proper trim and clung to the stick with
which 1 investigated.

Now, this snake was probably lying in wait for a squir-
rel, but I believe he was ready to strike me, and I know
he did not once sound his rattle. I might take a selfish
view of the value of snakes from the fact that this one
was trying to decimate the enemies of my garden. I will
not, however, form any alliance with rattlesnakes for that
reason. I will continue to smite them and bruise their
keado. I would uao my influence to offer bounty for rat-
tlesnake scalps. I believe it would be a relief to many
people if they were extinct. I have killed many of them
about my immediate premises when in the mountains,
and have found them in the house. They are a constant
menace to life and a constant source of fear to many
people in summer. Hardly a summer passes in this State
without recorded deaths from rattlesnake bites. Many
would find more pleasure and benefit in outings if not for
rattlesnakes. Eansacker.

SANCHO, THE CULPRIT.
"Please stop a minute, auntie," piped five-year old

Alice from the shade of the cherry trees near the farm-
house, "I want to show you something. Be careful when
you lift the cover and don't let him jump out. He pi
tends to be asleep, but he is just as alive as he can be."
"What can it be, a bird or a kitten?" asked auntie,

reaching down from the low phaeton and taking a small
covered basket from the wee girl's chubby hand.
"Won't you guess and see if you guess right, auntie?'
"Oh what a funny little pointed-nosed creature Is it

a bright-eyed fairy in black kid gloves and fur cap and
cape?"
"I didn't believe you could guess. Cousin Frank says

it is a baby woodchuck. He caught its mother in a trap
to-day, and this little thing had five brothers and sisters
all following their mother through the clover; just think
of that."
"What a pity to kill the mother of such an interesting

family," &

"Yes, only you see, auntie, she was so fond of beans and
lettuce and sweet peas, too, she ate them as fast as
they came up. Cousin Frank is up in the clover field
now looking for the rest of the family; he wants to adopt
them all."

"Can a woodchuck be tamed?
"I dare say not," replied Alice's father who had strolled

out and stood with his elbow upon the gate post, "and
they would be even more objectionable than rabbits as
pets, but everything in the way of fur is desirable these
days, and much of the trimmings, called by fancy names
was once the property of little kid-gloved fairies like the
one in the basket."
"That is a new fact in natural history as well as in

popular fashion. I was not aware thai the woodchuck
was so' dark-colored or that he had so many black hairs
in his coat."
"That is the very thing that makes the young ones

worth saving, although I suspect not many experiments
in this direction are made by amateurs, but my father
having been a practical tanner and dresser of hides, I in-
tend, another winter, to clothe my family in real Arctic
style if I have good success with the skunks and weasels
and fox pelts I have already, and with those whose
habitats I have spotted, and shall secure at a seasonable
time. To be honest, this idea opened itself up to me last
winter, when my women folks were paying exorbitant
prices per yard for little strips of skunk skin; I told them
to wait a year and we would have all our garments, even
the buttons of my Sunday trousers trimmed with fur.

~

desirable marmot, you will think of this gratuitous
lecture and, perhaps, be able to profit by it."

"No doubt. Please accept my thanks, I have been very
much interested, at least, but what is Sancho doing out
there in the tall grass, what has he in his mouth?"
"He is solving the problem of supply and demand by

taking a beeline for home with that woodchuck. Sere
Sancho, you rascal!"

"Isn't he a picture now, going stealthily and holding his
head high so the basket shall not drag?"
And isn't he a picture now, as the slim, trim

beagle finding himself detected, dropped the basket an
skulking back to the carriage with an injured a i

stretched himself again by the horse's feet to listen to the
conversation?
"Are those baby woodchucks up at your house, auntie?"

asked little Alice the next morning, running out as the
familiar horse and carriage were driving past to the post-
office.

"Cousin Frank had all six of' them in a box together
when I went to bed, but this morning they are all

gone. I thought, perhaps, Sancho wanted to adopt them
and came after them in the night."
Auntie glanced inquiringly at cousin Frank, Who was

smoking under the cherry tree, and he replied* "If the
pelts of certain animals are soaked in a certain chemical
solution, it fastens in the fur and toughens the tender
skin. Is there any harm in aliowing it to be tacitly Under-
stood that your little dumb friend and constant companion
is the culprit?"

"What is a culprit?" asked Alice, curiously.
"A dog who steals a baby woodchuck and carries it

away in a basket."
"Oh, that was Sancho," nodding her curly head compla-

cently. "I saw him myself." AMiE A. Preston.
Wellington, Contt.

The Rains and the Birds.

Haines Falls, N. Y., June 15.—The long period of rain
which ended here a week ago, was very destructive to
young ruffed grouse, one single woodsman having discov-
ered three broods of dead chicks. There were two hatch-
ings of young ruffed grouse here—under domestic fowl

—

one of 11 chicks and another of 5, but the continuous wet
weather killed them all. We all hoped better results
from Mr. Rusk's experiment, for the birds looked well.

CfiARLES HALLOCK.

' That reminds me."

The Velocity of Shot.

Quite an amusing little incident happened to a party
of hunting men in the fall of '92, while we were en route
to the "Meadows," a beautiful strip of land lying between
the Dan and Smith rivers o& the border of Virginia and
North Carolina.
I had taken the only passenger coach which the little

narrow-gauge road carries between Danville and Martins-
ville, in Henry county. I thought for a time that I would
be the only occupant of this coach, which was partitioned
off in the middle and one end used for baggage; but just
before the time of departure arrived, there came a lot of
men with dogs, guns and a week's supply of ammunition,
As I looked at these men I thought to myself, Well,1

many a bird will tumble during this oUting, for there
wasn't a "dude" sportsman in the lot. No fancy clothes,
but rough-looking, brier-scratched apparel which looked
like "business" and not "show.*' It did not take me long
to discover that the men inside of the frazzled garments
were gentlemen, and leading citizens of the thrifty tobacco
town in Virginia, and like all other good shots in our
cities were born and raised in the country, and had ' 'caught
de hang o" de thing"—shooting on the wing—in their boy-
hood. I am the president of the Virginia Field Sports
Association, and all of these men were on my "roll ' as
members, but they did not know me, while I knew them
from the manner in which they addressed each other by
their first names. The chief among them was Peyton
Gravely, and as soon as they addressed him as "Pate," I
had him spotted. A man who knows nothing about hunt'
ing (or the man who, like a great many people, thinks he
knows but does not), on hearing the marvelous stories told
by these men, would have pronounced th« whole party
"a gang of liars;" but an old stager like myself, who has
been shootingsince 1855 is something of a liar too, if the re-
markable things which in a shooting experience of 35 years
have happened to him are to be inquired into and voted
upon by the fellows whose knowledge of the sport afield
come from owning a high-priced gun, velvetine clothes,
a dog that drops to shot and fur, and was never known to
go out of sight or sound of whistle, a solid silver whisky
flask, consult their watch every ten minutes to see if it
ain't about time for lunch, and bathe their feet in whisky
if they should get wet, consider hunting "work," but
must go because "the doctor tells mu that I must take ex-
ercise."

When I had enjoyed for a time the amusing stories
which one and another of these practical sportsmen had
told, much to my edification, I did what is characteristic
of Virginians when traveling among strangers—put in my '

word too—and in two minutes every man of them wel-
comed me into the fold, and particularly were they
glad to meet their president, whose name was as familiar
to them as any other in the commonwealth, for the
annual dues were collected promptly and seemed (to them)
to come around several times during the year.
There was a stranger in the car who had been a silent

listener to all of the wonderful feats of marksmanship,
exhibitions of dog sense, etc., as told by these sportsmen'
all of whom had once owned a dog, "the like of which
would never be seen again," and thinking this a good
chance to settle a question which had long been puzzling
him, he broke forth as follows: "Gentlemen, seeing that
I am in the midst of a lot of old veterans in the shooting
line, I want to ask you all a question. Do all the shot in

. load, when fired on a dead level, travel with the same
elocity?"
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the shot struck the spot aimed at, yet many fell short, and
after my birds had turned over and were apparently stone
dead, I had seen the water around and beyond the bird
plowed up by what seemed to me to be straggling shot.
The majority were of the opinion, however, that I was
mistaken or that my shot were mixed.
The stranger listened to the discussion with a good deal

of interest and then told us of an experience which he
had that seemed to settle the matter to the entire satisfac-
tion of us all. Said he. "I ain't no huntin' man, never
went huntin' in my life till las' winter. But one day I
was settin' on a store porch in a. little country village in
southwest Virginia, an' a fellow that I kn'owed purty
well, he put at me to go bird huntin' with him. I told
him I knowed nothin' 'bout shootin' an' that I could kill

as many birds with a rock as I could with a gun, but it

"peared like he had done set his heart on my goin' with
him; so to keep the peace I tuk the gun an' went 'long.
The first covey o' birds we skeered up went into a
clump o' bushes, an' he says to me, says he, 'Now you go
right into the left an' I'll go to the right.' We hadn't
gone more 'n 30yds. in the bushes 'fore I heared a bir-d

fly, an' he was a pint 'n straight at him. I never dreamed
that the feller was a gwinter shoot, 'cause I thought sholy
he could see as big a thing as me right befo' 'im, but he
blazed away, and I'll be blanked if he didn't jes' fill me
with shot. There 's two shot now in my chin (here jes'

feel 'em), two in my eyebrows (feel o' them, too), two
went through my right ear, an' there 's no less 'n twenty-
five in the top o' my head that went through my hat.
When I felt 'em hit me, I jes' hollered out, 'John, what
in th' devil are you doin'? You've shot me!' Jes' as that
las' word 'me' come out o' my mouth two mo' shot come
'long an' went right into th' root o' my tongue. Now,
whar did them shot come f'om?"
Upon being told that there was but one shot fired, and

that the ammunition was from the Chamberlin Co., and
No. 8 shot, it was unanimously decided that "experience
was the best teacher" and that we would take his word
for it that they do not travel alike, and that we thought
as he did about going hunting again—the next time we
were asked to go out we would stay at home.
Richmond, Va. POLK MlLLER.

f*g mti

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

Uncertain Laws.

The other morning Col. Felton asked me if I "took out
a license when I was shooting down in Arkansas." I told
him I did not. In the Game Laws in Brief I find no
reference to a license. Mr. Jas. Irwin and other Little
Rock sportsmen informed me and have since repeated it

that none was required. I know many outside shooters
who never heard of any license in Arkansas, except, I be-
lieve, for the shooting and shipping of ducks. So near
as I can learn, no license for non-residents is required.
The usual non-resident State law is a spiteful local affair,

and if observed wbuld cut off the sporting public from
the best grounds of the country. I am not sure that the
sporting press wants to work this hardship, though it

certainly favors the observation of natural game laws
once passed. How about Arkansas?*
Another State of doubtful laws is Wisconsin. Col.

Felton said to me the same morning of the above con-
versation that he '^.ad left the Horicon Club, of Wiscon-
sin, because he could not bring his ducks out of the State
and he didn't like to break the law." Yet thousands of
ducks have been brought from the Horicon marsh by the
dub men and put in cold storage in Chicago. And now
comes the warden of Wisconsin and says there is no law
against shipping or carrying ducks out of the .State, and
that the export law applies only to venison. The Game
Laws in Brief does not state that it is against the Wis-
consin law even to ship venison. How about Wisconsin?

In fact, the game laws of this country are in a terrible

jumble. It is too much to ask of one to keep them all

straight in his head, and for one I do not pretend to do
it. Whenever I go into a new State or section for sport

I always look up the laws in the Brief, after which noth-
ing. But how about these things? If I am shy a license

down in Arkansas I want to take it out. Above all, I

want to know, you know, how we are going to know
about all these things. For my part, I am willing to

stand on the accuracy of the Game Laws in Brief. Ac-
cording to this the Horicon men may bring their ducks
to Chicago, and the Chicago man may shoot in Arkansas;
two points worth remembering.

Friendly Woodcock.
Hon. J. GK Smith, of Algona, la., writes as follows under

date of June 4, about an interesting bit of woodcock his-

tory; "Last evening, about eight o'clock, Mr. Warren, of

the Upper Des Moines of this place, was sitting on his

front porch when an old woodcock and three young ones,

the young ones about half grown, came walking up the
cross street and crossed our main street in front of his

house. They were walking along like an old hen and
chickens. To make sure that they were woodcock Mr.
Warren caught one of the young ones. He let the young
bird go again, and the old bird and the young one3 com-
menced to make a squeaking noise and soon came together
and went over the hill down into the river bottom. They
did not seem to be at all alarmed, and were about as tame
as a hen and chickens. The old bird flew a short distance

when he went near her. It seems somewhat strange that

a woodcock should come into the center of the town with
her young, a town of about 3,500 inhabitants. Mr.Warren
tells me he could easily have caught the whole brood.
We are having very dry weather and the old bird was
without a doubt looking for food." E. Hough.
909 Security Building, Chicago.

*There is no non-resident law in Arkansas, nor any non-export law
in Wisconsin. Whenever such restrictions prevail they are clearly

stated in the Brief.-En.

Communications for publication relating to business

should be. addressed to the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. If

.addressed to an individual they will be subject to delay in

.,hat indi{%'duaVts absence.

To Loot the National Park.
Pending in Congress is an apparently innocent measure

"to establish the boundaries of the Yellowstone National
Park and for other purposes." It is the "for other pur-
poses" that concerns every American who is opposed to
the spoliation of the domain.
The ostensible purpose of the land grabbers is railroad

improvement. Members of Congress are now being im-
portuned with memorials setting forth the crying need of
new lines and the evils of the Yellowstone as a bar to
intercommunication. Thus arguments are found for
tapping the Northern Pacific Railroad so as to carry a
branch down into the Park itself and through the Valley
of the Yellowstone, one of the few grandly picturesque
regions left in the wor-ld . This railroad extension would
then be carried up and around into Montana, with the
result of cutting off a vast region from the Park itself.

This region is then, by a supplementary act, to pass into
the hands of the land speculators, and the Yellowstone
would become a matter of history only.
The hollowness of the pretenses of- the schemers is

evident from the fact that the subject of railroad facili-

ties with reference to the Yellowstone Park has long
since been attended to. There exists now a "panhandle"
through which a right of way could be had for a line of
rails through the Big Horn and thence to Montana,
thereby affording not only means of communication, but
even cheaper transportation, besides saving the Park
itself intact.

Chairman Faulkner, of the Senate Committee on Terri-
tories, together with his colleagues, Hill, White (Califor-
nia), Piatt, Davis, Carey, Hainsborough, Call and Shoup,
have all been approached in the interest of the land grab-
bers with arguments tending to show that the main utility
of the Park is to keep numbers of hotel men prosperous.
Of course, the hotel men do not like to see the beauties of
the Yellowstone pass away, and it seems to be an interest-
ing question as to which class of men will have most influ-

ence. But the real opposition is not solely from these
hotel managers, as is claimed by the speculators. Natur-
alists, tourists and citizens generally are becoming inter-
ested, and it is probable that should the real situation
become known the land lobbyists would fail in their
efforts.

It is likely that, when the significance of the land grab-
bing bill becomes known to the scientific societies through-
out the country, there will be concerted action for the
prevention of the impending spoliation. But if enough
members of Congress cannot be interested, it looks as if

the American people will soon cease to be the possessors
of a tract of Which the value is beyond estimate.

—

Phila-
delphia Press.

Grassy Lake Hunting Club.

Little Eock, Ark., June 15.—We have added another
game preserve to the rapidly increasing list. The Grassy
Lake Hunting Club was organized here a short time ago,
with W. H. Crokson President, and D. A. Gray Secretary.
I was elected attorney and am living in the hope of a
princely salary thereto attached sometime in the future.
We have bought 640 acres of duck marsh, including Big
Grassy Lake, Little Grassy Lake and part of Clear Lake,
and Messrs. Gibb and Breysacher, architects, are drawing
plans for the club house. We have secured one of the
aest marshes in the State, and while it is probably possible

to kill 1,000 ducks a day on it for awhile, we do not pro-
pose to have any hogs in our crowd. We have by severe
penalties limited the score to twenty-five ducks and two
geese a day. We propose to inclose our land, plant it

with wild rice, which will be an experiment as none has
ever succeeded here; and we think we will have the
finest game preserve in the State.

Fishing is said to be very good in Clear Lake and in
parts of Big Grassy, but I have never tried it. The club
aouse will be situated on a hill some little distance from
the marsh, so as to be free from malaria.
The season has been very dry and the waters are very

low. As a consequence, fishing has been better than it

generally is in the spring. Some of our streams have
been badly trapped and netted. It is impossible to secure
any convictions under our fish law, for it is so loose that
about all a court can do with it is to decide under which
exception an offender shall be discharged. May be when
all the fish are gone from the streams we will get a better
one. J. M. Rose.

Deer in the Green Mountains.

Rutland, Vt., June 18.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have noticed from time to time accounts of the deer now
growing so plentiful in our mountains, but I have seen no
account of how they came here.
Fifty years and more ago deer were a-plenty on the east

side of Lake Champlain, and on the west side in the
famed Adirondack wilderness; but over-hunting, espe-
cially in the wrong season, crusting and other objection-
able modes did their perfect work, and the deer disap-
peared from all parts of the State except in the extreme
northeast section, where they were able to maintain them-
selves in that denser wooded and less thickly settled sec-

tion. The last deer which the writer recollects as having
been killed in this section was about 1843, and it was con-
sidered a miracle almost then.
About fifteen years ago one of the keepers at the Danne-

mora State Prison advertised a herd of deer for sale, and a
number of the citizens, sportsmen and others, of this

place, conceived the idea of buying them with the intent
of.turning them loose in the mountains, to see if the State
could be restocked. Most of the money, several hundred
dobars, was raised here, but some was contributed from
other sections. In all about 17 deer were obtained, and in
April were turned loose to take their chances. A close
season of five years was < rdered by the Legislature, and
the law was re-enacted from time to time till lb90, when
it was altered to ten years, extending to 1900.
The experiment has been very satisfactory; the deer

have inci eased even beyond our expectations, and I verily
believe that there are as many deer in a tract of country
fifty miles long and ten miles wide in the center of the
State, as there are on any corresponding tract in the
Adirom acks.

The citizens generally have taken great interest in the
venture, and, so far as I know, very few indeed have been
killed ; personally I know of but two, and one of those I

have reason to believe was not killed intentionally. A
liberal reward was effered for information leading to con-
viction, but we have never been called upon but once;
three years ago a deer was deliberately killed at 8^o'clock

one Sunday morning, and at 9 o'clock on Monday morn-
ing the offender commenced working a three months'
sentence in the State workhouse. Not one of the contrib-
utors to the original fund ever expected to kill a deer in
our State of Vermont, or wanted to; it was all for the
benefit of posterity, but we vowed to fight tooth and nail
before every legislature to keep the law in. Every year
some fellow who never paid a dollar of the expense, but
who has seen, or heard of a deer, is up with a bill for an
open season. They cannot wait. If they could have their
way, deer would be as scarce here in two years as they
were before this stocking was attempted.

If I could have my way, none should be killed before
1910, but I presume we cannot stand, the pressure after
1900, and shall have to allow a short open season.

Verde Mont.

Bear and Mountain Lion.
The following extract from a private letter recently re-

ceived by a member of Forest and Stream's staff gives
some notion of the interest which attends one form of
spring bear hunting in the Rocky Mountains. The writer
says:

"I have been hunting bear and traveled on an average
twenty-five miles a day since April 15. Of course, you
will ask, what success? Well, I have killed four bears
and five lions since April 15, and I have chased about a
dozen bears off this part of the continent. I am hunting
with dogs, and while they are dead medicine on a lion,
they don't take kindly to rare bear. They have stopped
two that I have killed and may improve, but just now I
can't blow on them to any great extent.

"All the bear I have killed are black, and they were
bred for speed and endurance rather than for fighting
qualities. When you follow a bear for forty miles, and
then pack the green hide on your back fifteen more to
camp, and travel over down timber and often on snow-
shoes, you can form some idea of the sport I have had.
"But the season is over and I am again a quiet granger.

The grass is gresn; horses are fat; mosquitoes and flies
are plenty and the weather is warm. I sympathize with
a man who in the pursuit of fame and fortune shuts him-
self up in a great city and lives like a Christian. I be-
lieve though that we are all more or less savages, and
while we may live it down for a while nature will finally
get the better of judgment, and sooner or later you will
have to take to the mountains. I am sorry to learn that
you gave out and went South for change and rest. You
should have come West, and run lions on snowshoes.
You would have found plenty of change, but very little rest.
"I am making arrangements for a hunt this fall on a

large scale. I shall look for bear and trap martin. Could
you not join me during October, November and Decem-
ber? This work does not require any great mental ex-
ertion and it is a little more than self-supporting. We
won't get rich, but appetite! you can get a wealth of
that."

Illinois Game Notes.
Jerseyville, 111., June 18,—I have inquired of a num-

ber of farmers from all sections of Jersey county in re-
gard to quail; tlnoy all ropnrh nltl onoa !n a!>aii<3auuc ImO
no young ones have been seen yet. As we have had a
very dry season so far, there is every prospect of an
abundant supply of birds next fall.

J. M. Page, editor of the Jersey County Democrat, and
a member of our shooting and fishing club,.has received
an offer from Mr. A. B. Harding, an employe of the Santa
Fe Railroad at Canadian Texas, to ship him a brood of
Mexican topknot quail. Mr. J. T. Grimes, residing two
miles west of this city and owning several hundred acres
of good quail ground, has kindly offered to look after
them and see that they are protected on his land. The
question is, will they thrive so far north of their native
home?

Squirrels are reported numerous in the timber a few
miles west. It is lawful to shoot squirrels in Illinois after
June 1, and the law has been generally observed here.
My son Walter has been out three times with his .22
Stevens and has bagged twenty- three, all young, about
two-thirds grown.
Considerable sport is had here with the .22, shooting

young rabbits along the roadsides from a buggy. The
rabbits come out of the fields in the evening to play and
wallow in the dust and are then an easy mark.

I am afraid that trap shooting has seen its best days
here unless new life can be infused into it. Our club
members seem to have lost all interest, yet we have some
good shots among them. L. S. Hansell.

Indians Abated, But Elk Runners at Large. Z

CoRA,Wyo., June 12.

—

Editor Forest a?id Stream: The
Upper Green River, Star Valley and Jackson's Hole people
have cause to rejoice over the fact that the Fort Hall and
Shoshone Indians are to be kept on their reservations in
the future. The settlers have worked hard and persist-

ently for this result and have justly earned a victory,

through their representatives at Washington. I am in
receipt of letters from the district attorneys of Fremont
and Uinta counties in which they say they have positive

assurance that we will be troubled no more with their
depredations. At the same time they ordered the con-
stables in the several precincts to arrest all roving bands
of Indians and bring them to the county seats for prose-
cution.

Elk, antelope and deer are quite plentiful and are not
being molested while rearing their young this year.

Now, if "Mountaineer" will push his plan of stopping
the capture of elk during the winter and spring months
and have that become a law I think he will be the means
of preventing the destruction of thousands of elk that are
now being run by grain-fed horses until many drop dead.
It is estimated by men who are in a position to know
that not one out of ten so captured survive to reach the
corrall. Iba Dodge.
[We should like the facts and statistics of this live elk

capturing business.]

CHAINED
to Business?
Can't go Shooting?
Do the next best thing-

Read the

Forest and Stream.
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FORT MYERS TARPON SEASON, 1894.

That the Caloosahatchie River in Lee county, south-

west Florida, is the home of the tarpon and the place in

all the world where the great fish takes the bait most

readily, is demonstrated by this year's record of the Fort

Myers fishing, which reached me yesterday.
,

In 1887 the first advancing wave of fishermen reached

the salt waters of Charlotte Harbor, and caused the erec-

tion of a most charming little hotel—the San Carlos—on

Pine Island, near the mouth of the harbor, and did not

spend itself until the year 1892, when the comparatively

few fish in the various pools near that hotel disappeared.

Even the patience of a tarpon fisherman can in time be

exhausted. These people, however, were not content to

see their sport destroyed, and in 1890, taking the hint

from certain small creeks which they had stumbled on,

and which yielded fish, tried the great Caloosahatchie

River, which empties Lake Okeechobee into the Harbor,

and has a length of over 100 miles, and for the last

24 is salt, and is from half a mile to two miles wide.

The pretty village of Fort Myers is near the head of this

broad part of the river, which ends at the northern or

eastern end, at "the jetties" and the Beautiful Islands.

These adventurers found the fish obdurate, and tarpon

fishing among the initiated and their subinitiated was
transferred to Myers, which has now become the

headquarters for those who pursue the fish.

The growth of the pursuit is shown by the figures of

the record, which has been kept zealously and with toler-

able accuracy by W. R. Washburn, the local Poo-Bah of

the place—town councilman, cigar maker, newsdealer,

stationer and book seller, tackle dealer and barber. The
fish taken were: For 1891, 152; for 1892, 200; 1893,238,

and 1894, 416, to which I have added 3 taken by others

during my five days' fishing last March, which did not
find a place on the record. I have no doubt no less than
fifty fish were taken which were not recorded—probably
a good many more.
The record for 1894 has just appeared and covers a

whole page of the local paper—the Fort Myers Press—
and shows facts which will be of interest to those

who annually visit the region. Its abstract is that the
number of successful fishermen was 87, of whom there

were 6 women who took 16 fish. The longest fish, 7ft.,

was taken by Arthur M. Mitchell; the heaviest, 1921bs.,

by J. H. Stevenson. In January there were taken 3; in

February 3; in March 65; in April 302, and in May 46.

The names of the captors with the number of fish taken
by them are:

Prof. C. B. Ackley.. 1

G. R. W. Armes 52
Dr. O. T. Baldwin... 1

Henry Belknap 1

E. P. Borden 4
Edward Beadel 11

George S. Bourne... 1

A. W. S. Cochran... 1
i. a rv,l« l
W. J. Oomstoek u

James W. Cooke 6
W. Q. DeWitt 3
H, S. Drinleer, Jr. . . 1

J. L. EUwood 1

Mrs. L. P. Evans 1

L. P. Evans 2
Alva C. Finney 1

James G. de Forest. 1

T. J. Falls 1

John Forde i
2

F. B. Frishmuth....l9
Dr. E. P. George. ... 4
N. M. George 26
M. S. Green 5
F. L. Glezen 34
W. T. Grant 8
F. S. Hodges 5

C. J. Hicks 1

J. H. Hildreth 1

R, T. Holloway 27
Slocum Howland... . 2
Clarence Howland. . 2
Mrs. R. T. Holloway 3
H. S. Hovey 2
Leland Harrison .... 3
Rev. W. K. Imbrie. . 2
Lindley Johnson. , .. 2
Washby Jones 14
»l. S. ivtiiu.uorei- 8
Miss G. Kaminerer., 1

Hartman Kuhn 4
John M. Lakin 1

Setb Low 2
Amos R. Little 13
G. R. Lyon 11
John H Leathers... 2
kf. M. McGregor

, , . . 9
B. M. McGregor .... 2
T. C. Maitson 2
Arthur M. Mitchell . 4
J. R. Moore 7
George Mixter 3
J Boyd Nixon 2
George A. Owen, ... 1
John V. O'Donahue. 4
E. H. Pardee 1

Vernon D. Price 1

Charles Piatt, Jr.... 4

B. O. Quimby 1

B. F. Ray 1

R R. Rand 1

Robert H. Riddle ,,. 1

W. O. Rew 3

J. H. Stevenson 4

Mrs. G. T. Stagg .... 4
F. G. Stagg 7
Nathan O. Scott. . . . 1
T-reu or. »Co i t i

M. Toland 1

E. L. Toland 2
E. H. Tomlinson.... 1

M. L. Voris 3
S B. Voris 2
H. M. Voris 1

P.M. J.VanCorllanilt,15
A. H.R.Woodward. 2
J. H. Woodward .... 3
Bertha Woodward.. 1

George D. Watrous. 2
Mrs. G. A. West .... 1

G. A. West 2
Robert Walpole 12
Mrs. R. Walpole. ... 5
Judge L S. Wood... 2
Col. B. H. Young... 4
D. G. Yates 9
William Zeigler 2

These people are from all over the United States, with a
fair sprinkling of the ubiquitous Englishman, and repre-
sent every profession and trade. There is none of them
who does not expect to return to the pursuit another
season.

Last March, at the end of a two months wandering in
the West Indies and Mexico, I took a side excursion to
my old haunts about Charlotte Harbor to take a tarpon,
and spent five days fishing for him at Fort Myers. One
day I wasted on an old ground opposite the village, and
had no strike. The other four days I had two strikes each
day and savfd two fish, the largest 6ft. 6in., weighing
1341bs. This latter fish was taken on the last day of my
stay and at a place I had never before visited. I had
heard from a Sunday school picnic party, which had been
"up the river" about thirty miles, that the tarpon could
be seen from their steamboat in countless numbers, and
therefore, with two companions and the appropriate
guides and small boats, I chartered a steam launch and
went up the river until we struck a school about six miles
above the village. We found the water alive with the
fish. During the time we fished—from 10 o'clock until 3—there was not a moment when from one to fifty fish
were not visible on the surface. Abundance of fish in
sight by no means insures fishing. The tarpon is a surface
fish, and I doubt that he pays much attention to what lies
on the bottom, I watched with keen interest squad after
squad of these glorious creatures rolling by my boat

—

often so near that I could have speared them—showing in
the sunlight that beautiful rosy glow which I have ob-
served only on the unharmed fish, as their gleaming sides
emerged from the surface of the river, a brilliant hue
which disappears into opalescent paleness when the hook
drives them mad with terror.
My companions anchored in the middle of the stream,

while I placed my boat so that I could cast under the
,
shore in front of the "wallowing herds" which moved
along close to the bushes. In ten minutes one good fish
followed my bait to the bottom and ran out half my line
and then leaped at least 5ft. clear of the water, following
it immediately with the grandest effort I, or my boatman
ever saw, fully 15 ft. clear of the surface.

'

I had him in
This was my19 minutes, after he had made 20 leaps,

largest fish of this season.
I have read with interest the attempts to boom Texas

as a tarpon resort, which have appeared in Forest and
Stream occasionally the past season. I have seen no
communication as yet as to these new resorts from onewho has had experience in southwest Florida. These
writers fall into the natural error of inferring that tarpon

can be taken where the fish abound. There may be a

thousand tarpon in sight, and twenty boats fishing with
all proper appliances, and not a fish touch the bait. Es-

pecially must this be true of a place like Aransas Pass,

described in the Cosmopolitan lately and in Forest and
Stream. Forty-five feet depth of water would rule out bot-

tom fishing, and although a fish might be taken by trolling,

the capture would be at very rare intervals. There is no
feeding ground like the Caloosahatchie. The wide, brack-

ish river is swarming with mullet, catfish and crabs—all

favorite food for tarpon, and the water is rarely more
than 15ft. in depth. The fish are not afraid of boats,

steam or sail. They are more abundant now than ever

before. I do not believe it is possible to materially dimin-
ish the supply, and I find all those of experience with
whom I have talked agree with me. F. S. J. C.

ANGLING NOTES.

Fishways for the Hudson.

As president of the Mohican Rod and Gun Club I have
received many encouraging letters in regard to the action

of the club looking to the opening of the Hudson River
with fishways that salmon may ascend to headwater
spawning grounds.

I am tempted to give a short extract from a personal
letter upon this subject that I received from my friend
Rev. Dr. Anson J. Upson, Chancellor of the University of

the State of New York :
' 'I have read your excellent

paper on 'Salmon in the Hudson' with very great interest

and profit. You have increased my knowledge in a very
interesting way. Your distinction drawn between 'a

sportsman' and 'a sport' is very significant, and your in-

cidental mention of my revered friend, Dr. Bethune,
touched my heart. My father was a sportsman, but un-
fortunately I have not inherited his tastes. What a
glorious sight it would be to see the salmon leaping in
our great river! May you and I live to see it. And if I

do not live long enough, may you enjoy the sight and the
flavor of many a noble fish. I shall keep your article on
the salmon among my treasures in my scrap-book, for the
pleasure of future ages."
The matter of building fishways in the upper Hudson

is, I find, of interest to a great many people, not only in
the State of New York, but to people in other States as
well, but I am amazed to find so many that knew nothing
of the importance of building fishways. Some are sur-
prised to know that salmon have been planted in the
Hudson, but I am satisfied that there is and will be an
awakening upon this subject that will bear fruit.

But there are things, other than fishing, to be considered
and combatted before the Hudson can become a salmon
stream with all that the term implies. The Glens Falls
Star reprinted the editorial in Forest amd Stream of May
26 as being directly to the point of the whole matter, "that
public sentiment must be aroused by educational pro-
cesses." A "gentleman in Lansinburgh, N. Y., who says
he has read my notes in Forest and Stream and is con-
sequently moved to write me, says: "I believe that un-
less some rigorous measures are taken with those who net
and spear the fish in the river here, the lovers of salmon
fishing will find but poor sport on the Hudson. During
the past three years I have seen probably twenty dead
salmon between this village and Mechanicville, and of
these about one-half were examined to learn if possible
the cause of their death. All showed injuries of some
kind and some were undoubtedly caused by spears." The
writer tells me, further, in a second letter, of nets that he
has d<-< troyed above the Troy dam. All that I can say at
preset i is that steps have been taken to see if it be possible
to educate the people down the river in regard to the use
of spears and nets.

Fish Food.

Apparently only a small portion of our anglers realize
how important it is that the trout in our streams should be
well fed. We hear much of stocking waters with fish,
and little about stocking the same waters with food for
the fish to live upon. Any fish to be at its best must do
more than simply exist—it must grow fat, and it cannot do
this on pure water.

I have been surprised this spring to find brook trout
from many different streams in extremely poor condition.
Early in the season I accounted for it by saying that the
food had not hatched out and the trout were much in the
condition that winter finds them after they have wasted
from spawning. That excuse will not answer now that
June is here, and the fact to be confronted is that many
of the streams do not produce enough food for the fish
they contain. I know I have been accused of riding the
fish-food hobby, but I believe it to be a good hobby, and I
would .like to have others join me, for there is plenty of
room for this sort of riding.

A gentleman in Boston, who fishes the trout streams of
Cape Cod, tells me of marking brook trout, as salmon
have been marked, in the stream he fishes. A few days
ago he caught a sea run brook trout (fontinalis) weighing
lib. 6oz. This trout was marked in 1892 and was then
8in. long and weighed probably 2foz. He tells me that
this growth is above the average of trout in the same
stream under similar conditions. The food of trout that
have access to salt water is largely crustacean, judging
from the color of their flesh, and there is no difficulty in
planting trout waters with fresh-water shrimp.
Mr, C. F. Orvis wrote me recently and I quote the fol-

lowing from his letter: "Lots of trout have been taken in
the Ondawa" (this is the Indian name for the Battenkill
River, which rises in Vermont, not far from Equinox
Mountain, and flows through the Bennington Valley and
finally turns west through the mountains, crosses Wash-
ington county, N. Y., and empties into the Hudson).
"There are more trout in our river now than there were
20 years ago, and they are fine and fat. I believe the
shrimp that I put in the stream five years ago are yielding
good results. I do not know this, but do know that the
trout are now plumper and there are lots of them. The
trout fry that I hatched and put in the river, we fed for
some time after the sac was absorbed. I believe these
little fishes were much better for planting than fry with
sacs just or nearly absorbed."
Only a few days after receiving this letter from which I

have quoted, Mr. Charles H. Wilson called upon me after
fishing the Battenkill in Washington county, and he said
that never had he taken such fine fat trout from this stream
as those taken this year.

It is a very simple matter to stock a stream with fresh-
water shrimp, and they cost only $2 a thousand, delivered

at the express- office, if one has to buy them, and at the
Caledonia station of the New York Fish Commission they
have been furnished free, and I presume they are yet
furnished to applicants in a like manner.

Brown Trout.

Mr. W. C. Witherbee, of Port Henry, N. Y., who has
been active in stocking the waters in Essex county, N. Y.

,

also stocked with shrimp, but I cannot tell without over-
hauling his letters. Anyway .he writes me very recently
as follows: "I am a firm believer in stocking our waters
and protecting the fish, for I have seen the good results

of the first ha our local waters which were just about de-

pleted from over-fishing, but are now, thanks to restock-
ing, pretty fair fishing. I was interested in this week's
Forest and Stream article by you on the brown trout in

the Hudson. I stocked pretty liberally with them here,
both streams and ponds, and they have proved a success
in waters not quite suited for fontinalis. One brook has
furnished some first-rate fish, but it is too near the people
at Mineville and Port Henry for the trout to grow very
large—one pound is the largest I have known of being
caught there. But in the ponds they are doing grandly.
"My wife and I caught five one morning from Turner

Pond weighing respectively 4£, 4, 4, 4 and 3flbs., total

20Jlbs. I have tried some of the other ponds since and
while not fishing the best times of the day have had fine

sport, and am glad to see the trout seem to be doing well
in hatching. I have tried not to keep any under 2lbs. in

weight, and have only savpd one under that size, a fish of

lflbs. that was hurt badly and I thought he would not
live.

"I caught three yesterday of 21bs. 3oz., 21bs. lOoz. and
41bs. in a spring-fed pond that gave as good a fight as
any trout I ever handled. We see good results too in
stocking with fontinalis, although they do not grow as
rapidly as the brown trout in size."

There is a disposition on the part of some people to give
the brown trout the cold shoulder, in othpr words not to

plant them, because they may interfere with the native,

brook trout, but the brown trout has its place as well as
the fontinalis, and will, as Mr. Witherbee suggests, thrive
in waters not wholly suited to the native trout. They
should be planted intelligently in selected waters, not
blindly as so many of our fish are planted, and they will

prove a most desirable addition to our list of game fishes.

A. N. Cheney.

REMINISCENCES OF OLD TIMES.
My last, long, bootless tramp to the old trout brooks set

me to dreaming, as I rested with my pipe in my big chair
after I got home, of the old boyhood days before the for-

ests were all cut down, when an afternoon on the same
waters always assured me of two dozen trout, andoftener
of four or five dozen for the family breakfast, and some-
times for dinner the next day.

It brought back a cloud of recollections of many happy
days, and pictures, photographed on the memory, of many
a wooded ravine, with falls and rapids, overshadowed by
old oaks and hemlocks, where the trout lurked beneath
the foam and bubbles; or many a broad grassy meadow,
where the snake-like brook now buried itself undf>r one
bank and now under the other, with as sure find for a fish

at every bend. Well do I recall my first trout, more than
60 years ago, when, a very small boy, I made my first

essay. How, when I went into the old alder swamp
back of the house (now long since cleared and cultivated)
to cut a "fishpole," I lost the new green line for which I

had just paid a "fourpenny bit" at the village store, and
how my mother consoled me by the production from the
depths of her spacious work-basket, of a piece of fine cord
which she had stored for some other purpose, but which
made a very good line for a first one. I even remember
the blue denim jacket and trousers, the "dog's head" on"
the brass buttons, foretelling the future sportsman, which
I wore, as I started for the brook in the morning, with a
two-quart tin pail in my hand to carry my luncheon and
bring back my spoil.

That luncheon was never eaten, for the radiant beauty
of the first fish destroyed my appetite for all else, and I
started home on the run to exhibit him, without waiting
for more. I may have told this story before, but I was
as wild as Christopher North over his first minnow, of
which every one who has read his delightful "Recrea-
tions" will doubtless recall his description.

I can see the whole scene now, the placid mill pond,
the quiet brook, entering it under the old wooden brid go.,

and the bobolinks singing in the meadow above. How
carefully I concealed the hook in the wriggling worm
and then dropped it over the upper side of the little

bridge; how the sudden jerk on the line startled me at
first, and how triumphantly I swung the spangled victim
on to the bridge. He must have been fully five inches
long, if not six, and just went into my pail, and I asked
for no more that morning. I returned to the brook in the
afternoon with an older companion, who gave me my
first lesson in throwing the bait into the head of the
rapids and letting it sweep down with the current and
swing naturally in to the abiding places of the trout.
The first meadow gave us a sufficient string for that

day, for creels were unknown to us, and a willow or alder
stick with a crotch at bottom, run through the gills, was
all our basket.
As I grew older I went up the brook further, and many

a picture of it is yet fresh in memory. In the firstmeadow
it was joined by a larger one, which held larger trout, but
was not so sure fishing, for there was another sawmill,
two miles higher up, on it, and when that was running,
and the water was full of sawdust, we could not get a
bite.

Later in the summer, when the winter's cut of logs was
all sawed up, we used to go up that branch, and I can see
now the big elm which overshadowed a great bend, and
feel the pull with which a ilb. trout seized my hook the
instant it touched the water, just when it drew in under
the roots; and how soon I had him turning somersaults in
the long grass of the meadow!
But I am getting garrulous, and must bring this to a

close with one more picture. Further up the brook a pas-
ture road crossed it, at a shallow ford, and I can recall
one June morning when I came to this road, where the
farmer had just cut a "brush fence" across the brook to
keep his cows from straying up and down. It was a per-
fect day, the sun sprinkled the rippling waters of the ford,
as they broke over the bright pebbles, with splashes of
sunshine, constantly moving as the gentle breeze, swayed
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the branches; the leaves on the young saplings which had
just been cut had not faded, and formed a green wall on
both sides of the path, and on the lower side the water
deepened a little as it drew under the brush.

I cast my bait into the ripple just above the brush, and
it went out of sight instantly to a vigorous pull from
below. When I pulled in return the hook caught in the
brash, and I lost my fish. Three times was this repeated,
and then he would bite no more. He had probably got
pricked.

I lost my fish, but I shall never forget the picture, which
I can see now after the lapse of nearly sixty years when-
ever I choose to close my eyes and recall it. The rippling
water, the swaying branches, and the dancing sunshine
flickering through the leaves, come back to my vision as
clearly as if I stood there now, and remind me in my old
age that I had my share of simple pleasures and pure en-
joyment in my youth, and have no reason to repine if I
have now to fall back on my memories of those happy
days.

I may have a few more bouts with the trout yet and
hope I shall; but I must go far away, where so-called civi-
lization has not despoiled Nature of all her bounties and
pleasures. Von W.
ChablksTown, N. H.

NIAGARA ANGLERS' BANQUET.
Lookport, N. Y., June 20.—A time such as only true

anglers can have was enjoyed by the members of the
Niagara County Anglers' Club at the banquet last evening
given by the defeated but defiant Blues to the triumphant
but timorous Beds. The side beaten at the Youngstown
fishing tournament, as fully detailed in Forest and
Stream this week, provided the spread, and the winners
did the speech making.
The announcement that Forest and Stream would have

a full account of the tournament and banquet was enthusi-
astically received, and the local agent was compelled to
send large extra orders for the paper so highly appreciated
by the banner fishing club of the United States.
Mine host W. W. Stevens, himself an angler and prize

winner, had ransacked the four quarters of the globe in
order to set before his brethren all the delicacies of the
season. A feature of the menu were Chautauqua Lake
pickerel, no specimen weighing less than 151bs. stuffed.
After all had done justice to the feast, Capt. Nicholls of
the Blues arose and in a felicitous speech reviewed the
principal scenes of the annual excursion and tournament.
The following toasts and sentiments were wittily responded
to:

Toastmaster, C. L, Nicholls; "The Victors," Capt. G. L.
Holmes; "The Vanquished," W. H. Case; "The Clam-
bake," H. C. Hulshoff; "The Club Badge," A. L. Smith;
"The Ladies," John Craddock; "Angling vs. Pugilism,"
"Will E. Jenney; "Uses of an Eel Skin," Ed. Brown;
"Youngstown Beverages," W. F. Bennett; "Bass Fishing
and Catching," E. F. Smith; "Death of the Lobsters,"
James Clifford; "Fishing Weather," F. J.Davis; "Ounces
Counted," W. A. Hixson; "How to Cook Clams," Joseph
Dumville; "Deep Lake Fishing," Jerome E. Emerson;
"The Club's Finances," Geo. W. Weaver; "Music on the
Water," Will R. Smith; "A Political Pull," M. O'Connor;
"An Abrupt Departure," F. K. Sweet; "Fish, Flesh, or
Fowl," Tom Eckensperger; "An Empty Creel," J. W.
Peuss; "Hulshoff as a Worker," James Rowe; "The El-
dorado," M. Wendover; "Clams in the Morning." Hon.
John F. Little; "The Niagara County Anglers," Hon. John
A. Merritt; "Our Niagara Falls Members," Hon. F. A.
Dudley: "Fishing at the Falls," Geo. Nye.
The individual prizes as previously published in this

paper were awarded by President W. H. Case with suit-
able words for each winner. The responses were par-
ticularly happy^ M. H. Hoover.

ON THE SALMON RIVERS.
Mossy Cliff Camp, St. Johns River, Gaspe, P. Q., June

14.—Editor Forest and Stream: I am away here on the
north shore, and perhaps a few lines concerning the
salmon fishing hereabouts would not be amiss to some of
your readers. I am with Mr. John Fottler, Jr., who with
Mr. Ivers Adams, control this water. We left Boston on
the evening of June 4, and soon found on the train Mr.
Phillip Moen and Mr. Geo. Blake, of Worcester, Mass.

,

bound for Mr. Moen's preserve on the Little Cascapedia,
our party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Fottler, Miss Pauline
Fottler and myself. Mr. Moen and Mr. Blake made a
royal addition thereto, and we had a splendid time nearly
to our destination. We came by rail via St. John to
Dalhousie, thence by steamer to Gaspe Basin. At Dal-
housie our party was augmented by Miss Dutton and
Swett, of Boston, en route for the Little Parbeau, Mr.
Murdock and friend, of Chicago, for the York River, and
Mr. Tappin, of New York, for the Dartmouth.
We arrived at Gaspe Wednesday night, 6th inst., and

Thursday afternoon saw us safely at Mossy Cliff Camp,
twenty miles up the St. Johns, a most beautiful and
romantic spot.

The salmon had struck the river ahead of us, but Thurs-
day evening's casting failed to raise one.
Friday morning Mr. Fottler had two rises but failed to

hook one. In the evening I secured the first fish, a 17-
pounder, which could not resist my Durham-ranger.
Saturday we killed three fish weighing respectively 19, 10
and 121bs. Tuesday Mr. Fottler killed a handsome fish of
181bs. weight.
Last evening we both had a novel experience. Mr. F.

went up the river and I went below. My first pool pro-
duced no rise, but the second (Still Pool) was a trifle dif-
ferent. I struck a fish a few minutes past 6 o'clock and
it was a quarter to 9 when he was gaffed and laid in the
canoe. We had decided the first half hour that he was
foul-hooked and was a big fish, so we were not surprised
when we found the fly firmly embedded in one of the
small fins back of the throat. It was the greatest fight I
ever had and I wonder that I saved him. When we got
back to camp Mr. Fottler had been there some time, and
what was our surprise to learn that he also had foul-
hooked a large fish and after nearly an hour's fight had
killed him. The two fish lying side by side looked as
near alike as two peas, and each weighed 221bs. I think
this a very curious incident and one worthy to be chron-
icled.

Thirty minutes' walk from our camp, right up the
mountain, and I might say planted fairly on the mountain
top, is a beautiful lake nearly circular in shape and quite
a. mile across. It is alive with the most gorgeous colored

speckled trout I ever saw; and they take the fly in a way
to satisfy the most exacting angler. They are small com-
pared with some of our Maine trout (running from J to
lib. in weight) but they make up in color and gaminess
what they lack in size.

Take it all in all this is an anglers' paradise. The
beautiful river and lake and mountains and woods leave
nothing to be desired.
By way of Gaspe we hear that the season on both the

York and Dartmouth is a trifle early yet, neither Mr.
Murdock nor Mr. Tappin having killed many fish.
Should anything more occur of interest I shall be glad

to apprise you of it. J. W. B.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent,]

Across the Range.
Chicago, 111., June 15.—Heavy tidings come from Ft.

Yellowstone, the announcement of the death of Lieut. L,
Daniels, one of the younger officers on duty there under
the superintendent of the Park. Capt. Anderson, under
date of June 5, states that Lieut. Daniels left the post for
a trip to Gardiner, Sunday, May 27, starting for home
about 11 P. M. At 3 A, M. the following morning he
was found about a mile from Gardiner. He was uncon-
scious, and had apparently been thrown from his horse
and dragged a short distance. He never regained con-
sciousness, and died the Thursday afternoon following.
"This, of course," writes Capt. Anderson, "has cast a
damper over everybody." It well might do so. Lieut.
Daniels was a blithesome, open-hearted soul, a thorough
soldier and a gentleman in the highest sense of the word.
His death leaves it impossible to repay the many courtesies
shown the representative of this paper by him during the
recent visit at the Post, which was his abiding place.

The Majority Claims Another.
Mr. C. C. Lamos, whose recent sudden death by pneu-

monia at his summer place at St. Jo, Mich., so startled
his many friends in this section, was a type of the well-
to-do modern city sportsman, up to date and generous in
his tastes with himself and all around him. He was a
member of the Horicon and other shooting clubs of this
city, where he was known also in business circles as a
successful man.

A Near Thing.

Mr. F. L, Stanton, manager in the West for the Nat-
chaug Silk Co., of Willitnantic, New York and Chicago,
was recently the pilot into Wisconsin wilds of Col. J. D.
Chaffee, president of that company; Mr. O. S. Chaffee, of
Willimantic, Conn., and Mr. D. E. Adams, a manufac-
turer of Boston. Mr. Stanton was anxious to show his
friends some sport, but fortune was against them seriously
from the start, and at lengtn only let them off with what
was a most narrow escape from a fatality. They met
high wind, cold weather and poor sport at Lake Vieux
Desert, and got no 'lunge of consequence. On the day in
question Mr. Stanton saw Mr. Adams strike a heavy fish,
and as the fish left the water twice it was plainly seen to
be a very large one. Mr. Adams went on playing the fish,
and as it was growing cold and the water was very rough,
the other boats left him and went on in to camp. About
an hour afterward repeated calls were heard, and those
on shore at last discovered that Mr. Adams and his oars-
man had met with a capsize. They were two miles out
in a bad sea. Two guides put out to them and found Mr.
Adams's guide on top the overturned boat. The guide
could not swim. Mr. Adams was in the water holding on
to the boat with one hand. He was heavily pressed, had
on hip boots, an overcoat and a mackintosh, He was a
good swimmer and a gritty man. He had been in the
water an hour and a half when the rescuers came up, but
he had hung on to his rod and played his fish all that
time, and moreover had the 'lunge still fast when the
boat came up. He told the men to take his guide aboard,
and they did, and then he told them to land his fish.

They got the 'lunge up alongside the boat, a 401bs. fish,

and instead of gaffing it tried to pick it up with their
hands. Of course the fish struck the side of the boat and
broke away. Mr. Adams then found that the boat would
not carry all four, even if he could have gotten into it,

so he ordered them to tow him ashore, which was done.
He was in the water over two hours. When he got out
where the air struck him he chilled through, became un-
conscious and nearly died. The party worked with him
nearly all night, and at last got him through after a very
near thing of it. Mr. Stanton and Mr. Adams then came
on out of the woods. Mr. Adams writes from the East
that his health has not been hurt by the trip. The inci-
dent leaves us to believe that while the quality of the
Boston sportsman is all that could be asked, the educa-
tion and ability of the Vieux Desert guides might be
largely improved without serious injury.

Will Make the Trap.
Mr. Jas. Irwin has sold out the Hotel Richelieu at Little

Rock, Ark., and was recently in Chicago for a few days
looking around, but slipped away to Kansas City before I
got to see him half as much as I wished. I hope he will
locate in a good game country again when he next settles,
for it would be a shame for so ardent a sportsman to be
cut off from good sport. Mr. Irwin says that his father,
of Kansas Citv, Mo. , is going to patent and manufacture
the minnow trap mentioned in these columns earlier as
his invention. Mr. Irwin, Sr., says he believes it is the
only really practical minnow trap he ever saw.

Go Fishing.

The Sovereign Visitor, of Omaha, Neb., sizes Forest
and Stream up about right when it says:
"The Forest and Stream is the most able and readable

paper of its kind in America. While devoted to the rod
and gun its columns bubble over with bright items of in-
terest to everybody. We clip at random from a recent
issue the following bright item

:

".'Change the subject. Leave off the chit-chat. Break
the chain. Get out from the humdrum. Go fishing.
There are waters persuasively purling for you. There are
violets blowing for you in the meadows, and. anemones
and star-flowers glowing for you in the shade of the hem-
locks. There are fish gleaming for you in the streams.
Go fishing.'

"

The literary editor of Forest and Stream is a corker if
he would only try. You are liable to strike a good thing
any minute in Forest and Stream, and it's a cinch you

get more than $4 worth in a year. The advice to go
fishing is worth more than that, if followed.

Along: the Mississippi.

A Dubuque, la., market-fisherman advises the seining
of the bayous and sloughs left cut off by the receding
waters, and the i-eturning of the cut-off fish to the river.
The old Fish Commission of Illinois knew this before
and annually planted millions of young fish in that way,
which is one of the most practical forms of fishculture
along a stream like the Mississippi.
Fish Commissioner Delevan, of Monticello, writes to the

Dubuque Times and states that the laws of Iowa do not
prohibit fishermen or anybody else from seining in the
Mississippi, or any of its ponds or lakes on the Iowa
shore. He says that Illinois has such laws, but Iowa
has not. No man can be successfully prosecuted for
seining on the Ohio shore.
At Princeton, 111., Monday, thirty-two persons were

arrested by Fish Warden Blow for violating the fish laws
by fishing in an illegal manner in the Illinois River. A
telegram says that Warden Blow notified the proprietors
of the Red Mills that if their dam in Bureau River was
not provided with a fishway inside of ten days he would
blow it up with dynamite.
The Dubuque Times of June 14 says the fishermen are

going to sue Warden Blow for damages for destroying
their nets. Fish Commissioner Langford, of Iowa, is also
threatened similarly. This is the same old bluff. Let
them sue if they want to. It still remains true that a
burned net holds no fish and over burned nets there will
be forty bluffs to one suit, and a very questionable win
in that, as the plaintiff must come into court a confessed
law-breaker. In law he cannot have "clean hands. Let
the warden go on burning the nets and let the fishermen
proceed with their bluffs, if they like.

Judge Hoyt, who tried the Lansing, Iowa, fish cases,
differs from Judge Brannan, of Muscatine. The latter
does not favor the market-fishers. The former does. The
Supreme Court, of Iowa, will decide. E. Hough.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

The Adirondacks.

Upper Saranac Lake, Axton, N. Y., June 18.—Fishing
was never more prosperous or successful in this section of
the country than at the present. From Rustic Lodge as a
center, sorties have been made of late in all directions
with the greatest success. Last week parties from the
house had great success in Round Lake, twenty minutes'
row from here. One alone of the party returned in the
cool of the evening with his basket comfortably filled with
about 401bs. of fierce-biting pickerel, none of which
weighed less than 3 or 41bs., while several weighed 8 and
lOlbs. Another reports the capture of an 18-pounder in
tne same lake at the same time.

la another direction last week eight bouncing trout,
none weighing less than 31bs. and several from 7 to lOlbs.,
from Tolmesby Pond, three hours' comfortable and pic-
turesque ramble by foot and boat from here.
Only yesterday, at the same pond, our party reports the

result of the most interesting fishing of the season. As
the dial of the watch marked one hour from the time of
the iii»t aix>jj v$ tUo h'aib, i5o oa-rege «uu naxa-puiiiug perch
as a reward, not counting the small ones thrown back,
crowned their efforts, each weighing from J to lib. each.
As fast as the line was dropped the fish responded. Vast
schools could be seen gracefully gliding under water,
while here and there swarms would fill the surface.
Eight trout were also caught at this same fish, least weigh-
ing 31bs., heaviest lOlbs,

But of all the fishing grounds the Upper Saranac com-
bines the most pleasure for the lover of fish and nature.
No lake in the Adirondacks seems to be stocked so well
with lake trout. This house reports some of the men
catching trout as high as 20 and. 221bs. each, while one
man has the record of I061bs. in one day.

Samuel Craig Huston.

A "Freak" Goldfish.

There are many kinds of goldfish, and, with the ex-
ception of one shown in Mr. Thos. J. Conway's window,
on Broadway near Forest and Stream, all look alike.

Mr. Conway's fish differs not only from goldfish, but from
all other live fish. He wears no dorsal fin. Years ago a
live fish without a dorsal was discovered and watched
carefully while he lived, When dead his body was
stuffed and put in a musenm. According to Dr.Woodson
(who ought to know for he is in charge of the new
aquarium in Battery Park) it was never believed that a
fish could live and swim without a fin like the dorsal.

This fin is necessary to balance the fish when either rest-

ing or swimming. When swimming it is used as well to
propel the body; when resting, it holds the fish right side
up and keeps the fish from making a clam of itself.

He worries along very comfortably without this bal-

ance fin. ^Four months ago he was floating with a great
herd of brethren in a Fulton Market aquarium. His com-
manding position among freak fish is also dependent upon
his mouth, as it resembles the mouth of a frog. He is a
trifle more than 4in. in length; his breadth from his lower
fin to the place where the upper fin should be, is lin. ; his
color is that of an ordinary goldfish. Along his back are
four ridges, the highest being just back of his head. The
dorsal fin, if started, may have been cut off by an enemy,
but there is nothing to show whether he is a crippled fish

or whether he just grew that way. When swimming he
moves with his head downward, and when rising to the
surface he appears with his tail at the top. The two small
fins under his neck move as fast as the blades of a centri-

fugal snowplow in a northern New York cold spell.

Vermont Lake Trout.

Newport, Vt., June 16.— Notwithstanding the hot
weather this has been the banner week of this season for
lake trout, everybody caught fish who went after them.
The Owl's Head Mountain House is at present the head-
quarters for quite a party of anglers, and they have all

had great luck. One gentleman from Boston caught five

one afternoon which averaged a little over 81bs. each.
Thursday afternoon Mr. Young, of Lowell, Mass., took
four in one hour's fishing which weighed 341bs.

There have been two or three "big ones" taken in the
past few days but I have been unable to get reliable in-
formation as to the exact weight. Yesterday one party
brought in eleven weighing from 6 to 141bs. each.

I hope to be able to report some good catches of base
next week. The open season came on yesterday. Rob.
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SHU-SHUGAR LAKE.

Texas.—For more than a year the writer has been

feasted on the most wonderful of stories about the fish

and game to be found in and around a certain lake away
down in Matagorda county in our State, five miles from

any human habitation and twenty miles from any town
or village, buried in the canebrakes and forests of Caney

Creek and the Barnard River, and the home of the wild

turkey, the deer, the catamount and the bear, and on

more than one occasion he had planned a trip to this won-

derful region with his sportsmen friends, and in imagina-

tion delighted beforehand in the pleasures of a week's

sojourn upon the banks of the hidden pellucid jewel of a

From every person who had ever visited this region had

come the same delightful and wonderful accounts of the

abundance of game, and the size and variety of the fish

to be had without a shadow of. exertion until the sports-

man wearied of the slaughter, and surfeited upon the un-

told number of finny ones caught.

The hps that described this wonderful region were not

those of members of our Annanias Club, either, but most
reputable and well known citizens of Matagorda and
Wharton counties, and as such they compelled implicit

belief.

These parties affirmed that the lake, called by them Jug
Lake, because in the shape of a jug with a little island in

the midst of the handle, had water in it 25ft. deep, cov-

ered eight or ten acres, and was as clear as crystal, and
there all day long the trout of immense size, and goggle-

eyed perch, and toothsome calico bass, disported, and
could be seen and watched easily in their movements in

the clear water. In these counties the inhabitants all call

a black bass a trout.

This lake, it was said, was never fished. The country
round was very sparsely settled, the nearest ranch was
the Duncan ranch. Only negroes lived there and they
caught all the fish they wanted from the Caney Creek,
right at their door, and had no need to go far for fish.

Then the fish inhabiting this lake were entirety ignor-

ant of the fisherman's wiles. They had no acquaintance
with spoons, spinners, phantom minnows, or flies. One
man, who had fished there and caught fish of every vari-

< ty until he was tired, said that they would strike at any
thing, that no kind of lure could be thrown into the
water and taken from it without having strikes from half
a dozen fish, each struggling to be the first to capture the
bait. He said that his little ten year-old boy, fishing in a
little slough or draw running down into the lake, had in
half an hour caught a basketful of splendid goggle-eye
perch that was more than his whole family could eat.

Then these fish did not bite at only stated times and
seasons, nor did the wind or weather have any effect

upon their appetites. Be the time winter or summer,
rainy or dry, windy or still, at early morn, sultry noon or
dewy eve, all times were alike to them, and they were
hungry and ready to be impaled upon the barbed steel at
any time, even in the night. They were the native, wild,
hungry, unsophisticated fish of the untamed wilderness,
and as such afforded the perfection of sport to the fisher-
man, be he f ver so unskillful.
Then the forest was wild and almost impenetrable, and

full of game. No one ever rode through them in the
vicinity of this lake without seeing both deer and turkeys.
Turkeys gobbled numerously from the trees every morn-
ing in the spring, and were so unaccustomed to the sight
of man that his appearance did not alarm them, and the
merest tyro of a hunter could kill them, at which in-
formation the writer hereof brightened wonderfully, for
he has not killed a turkey for many a day, and he resolved
that the rest of the party might kill the deer, but he
wanted a turkey sure.

It was said also that several bears had been killed in the
neighborhood, and that we could not fail to secure several
of those beautiful spotted wildcat skins, that mount so
beautitul in a rag, as they would very likely visit our
camp during the night, and if we had a dog, and he bayed
them, they would mount the first tree and spit defiance at
him, if they did not boldly attack him.

This lake was, however, thirty miles from Wharton
and about the same distance from Matagorda, and the
nearest human habitation was Duncan's Eanch, owned by
Col. A. H. Pierce, the cattle king of Wharton county, a
self-made man who owns about 160,000 acres on both
sides the Colorado River, below Wharton, and down to
Matagorda Bay.

Jug Lake and its charms was early discussed by the
writer and his sportsmen friends many times during the
year, and at last a trip materialized and a number of us
resolved to brave the trials of the unknown region for
the sake of the splendid sport to be had there. For once
in our lives we resolved to go where we could have all
the fishing and hunting the most ardent sportsman could
desire. April was warm and dry, a spare week came to
us in which we could throw aside all business cares and
troubles, and we resolved to do so. The three who
started from Victoria, Texas, were the writer, one who
shall be denominated M. and a certain ardent fisherman
and railroad magnate, who had kindly furnished his
private car for the trip so far as we could go in it.

At Pierce's Station Col. Pierce himself boarded the
train, to whom we told our destination and purpose. "All
right," he said, "you'll find trout down there as long asmy arm and plenty of deer, and you just go to McClosky
he is my manager at the ranch, and tell him I sent you'
and he'll treat you like a white man, he will sure. I was
never down at that lake myself, but they do say that
there's just lots and cords of fish there, and any amount
of game about."
Arrived at Wharton we were joined by three more

sportsmen, who equally with ourselves were consumed
with desire to taste with us the delights of a perfect hunt-
ing and fishing trip, and they were, equally as enthusiastic
and confident as ourselves, as to the certainty of a glorious
time and fine sport, and contributed many thrilling and
authentic additions to our present store of information
and fanned the fire of anticipation in each member of the
party. We could hardly be restrained from endeavoring
to get off that night; but preparations had to be made
and it was deemed best to take an early start the next
morning for the thirty mile trip before us.
On the morning of the 17th, having stowed our boat,

cots, beddmg Jand tent fly and other impedimenta, and
our provisions upon a light road wagon, and provided
ourselves with a top ambulance and driver for the passen-
gers, about nine o'clock, after the usual number of stop-

pages and delays to get some indispensable thing that had

been forgotten, we were at last ready, and a group of

friends gathered at the grocery, from which we bought

our provisions, and from which we made our start, to see

us off. Our accomplished cook, Frank, drove the baggage
wagon, and Brown mounted the high seat of that vehicle

with him, so as to have good wing shooting on the way,
while B., of Wharton, and M. , of Victoria, two fast friends

and cronies, concluded that they would perhaps have
better shooting from a sulky, or two-wheel jolter, owned
by B., than from the covered ambulance, and that they
would lighten the load; so they appeared in the two-wheel
vehicle and proposed to make the trip in that.

The morning was cloudy and threatening, and free and
cheering predictions were made that we would certainly

have plenty of rain before we got back, a prediction

which really seemed likely to be verified, and mea.it many
weary miles over heavy roads before us. The. enthusiasm
of some of the party was perceptibly cooled, and they

would have been willing to compromise upon a nearer

expedition to Peach Creek, a lovely bass-haunted stream
nearer by. But our captain, the railroad magnate,
answered that we had started to Jug Lake, and to Jug
Lake we would go, rain or shine, and as is usually the

case when unfavorable circumstances are bravely and
manfully faced, we did not have a drop of rain upon us

until we were nearly back to Wharton on our return trip,

and that was only a light passing shower.
About 13 miles out, we reached B ty Prairie, a stretch of

open land that reaches nearly or quite to the Matagorda
Bay, and preparations for plover shooting began; guns
were put together, ammunition boxes opened and close

watch kept for the birds. The vehicles spread out over

the prairie, and soon the sound of rapid firing all along
the line announced that the action had beguu. When we
arrived at our nooning place, Diekerson's Point, about 18

miles from Wharton, we had 25 or 30 fat plover, and had
gotten a wing shot or two at ducks, long Bhots, however,
and wild.

These plover, wrhen properly dressed and nicely cooked
by Frank, accompanied with broiled bacon, strong coffee

and the etceteras from the home supplies, made a dinner
to which we all addressed ourselves without preliminary
grace, except that one of the party as he fastened his

teeth in the breast of a juicy bird, found voice to mumble
"Now good digestion wait on appetite, and health on
both," and while we ate and smoked, the unharnessed
horses rested and dozed.
About five miles more of prairie was to be traveled be-

fore we turned to the left to Duncan's ranch and the un-
known forests surrounding Jug Lake. This prairie proved
a better range for plover than above the point, and a good
many birds were bagged, several very pretty wing shots

being made while vehicles were in motion, and now and
then a double cried or a jack rabbit knocked over as he
scampered away.
We then bore to the left and entered Caney timber and

the confines of Duncan's ranch, beyond which no mem-
ber of the party had ever been in this direction, and be-

gan to canvass the expediency of procuring a guide from
among the colored denizens to lead the way to the prom-
ised land. After passing a good many tenant houses and
negroes at work in the fields we at last reached the prin-
cipal dwelling, a large two-story house on the banks of
Caney, and all halted for water.
A mile further on we came to another settlement of

negro cabins, near a queer little church, utilized as a
schoolhouse. Up to this time we had seen no white faces
on Duncan's Ranch except our own, and they began to
show that they "knew the sun and wind." Besides the
church and cabins, we found here a queer old forge, shel-

tered behind the half of an old shingle house roof, set up
slantingly, and near by, and evidently the owner and pro-
prietor and user of the forge, an old, old da--ky, who
looked anywhere between 80 and 100 years old. We called
him up to our wagons and began to question. Yes, he
knew where Jug Lake was; it was over that way, about
four miles, but the water in it was very low and much
fallen timber in it. That was not the fishing lake at all

we wanted to go to, but Shu-Shugar Lake was the place.
There was the largest lake, the most water, the largest
fish. There were all kinds of fish in Shu-Shugar Lake; he
had fished there often; had caught one trout there more
than three people could eat. How far was it? Oh, only
about four miles. "You go up there by the burned gin,
and then it is a straight road to the lake." Could we get
some one to guide us? He would see; there was a George
Jackson in the house, he might go.
Gen. Jackson appeared, lame but game, with a yellow

buckskin jacket garnished with brass buttons, and sad-
dled a gaunt, bony claybank pony staked near by to an
old tumble down chimney. He took his old short-stern
pipe from his mouth, struck a lope, erected his military
person in his saddle, waved his hand, and neither Napo-
leon at Austerlitz or Washington crossing the Delaware,
ever cut so striking and grotesque a figure as did our
Gen. Jackson, now.
We went in a hurry, passed the burned gin, drove in a

trot across an old field, where never a wheel had passed
before, and plunged into the wild canebrake, with cane
on the right of us and cane on the left of us, and a rank
growth of briers and weeds on either side of the doubtful
trail which we had now struck, with nothing to remind
us that we were within a hundred miles of civilization
except the ever present barbed wire fence, along which
we made our difficult way, and which stretched on and
on into the pathless tangle of forest and cane beyond us.
Here and there the stump of a tree which had been cut
out of what was once a road, reminded us that the ax had
been here, and M. hugged B. more closely and convul-
sively, as a wheel of their jumper would mount one of
these stumps, or both wheels strike a fallen log across the
road, and the foliage and growth became more and more
dense as we advanced, the trees taller, the thick under-
growth beneath, the ash and hackberry and elm and
pecan, ranker and more interlaced, and the by-path we
seemed to be following, more and more dim and undistin-
guishable. "This is certainly no thoroughfare," P. mut-
tered disgustedly as one wheel of the ambulance grazed a
fence post and the other barked a tree on the otner side,
and a third bumped and jolted them as it mounted a
fallen log; and his fellow travelers agreed with him in a
few moments when they reached a leaning tree which
had been bent and almost prostrated by some sudden
fury of wind, and stretched across the ruad so low, that
the horses of the first vehicles had to back their ears
to go under and the passengers to duck their heads as low

as the travelers on the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal in Vir-
ginia in olden times, at the cry of "Low bridge!"
The last vehicle, being the top ambulance, with a top

high enough to chamber the longest back man in
Wharton county with the highest stovepipe hat, at this

obstacle incontinently called a halt, and sorrel reached
over and gave bay a vicious bite, as if to say, "It is all

your fault;'' and P. yelled aloud, "Say, you fellows ahead,
aren't you going to camp with us?" and thereupon the
whole cavalcade came to a halt, two hatchets were pro-
duced which luckily had not been forgotten, and a road
was cleared through the thickets, so that by describing a
letter C, we could get around that obstacle.

Our ardor cooled more and more as the difficulties of
the way more and more confronted us as we penetrated
deeper and deeper into the forest. Road there was none.
The winding and twisting that we did in that forest is

impossible to describe. We marked a perfect hieroglyph
of curves, of Us and Ss and Cs and Ms and Ns, and mixed
them up with sharp angles, blindly following General
Jackson with his buckskin jacket and claybank pony, until
we began seriously to doubt, as we traveled mile after
mile of this somber jungle, whether we should ever
sweeten our coffee on tbe wisbed-for banks of Shu-Shugar
Lake, or dip our lines in itsunfished waters. But M. com-
forted us, after he had given out several long-drawn sighs,

by remarking, "It is bound to be a splendid fishing place,
anyway, for it is perfectly evident that nobody ever goes
there over this road."
We remembered too that our guide had not been there

for eighteen months, but had contented himself to catch-
ing the (as he termed them) goggle-mouth perch, of
Caney.

Brown affirmed confidently, with shining eyes, that
there was bound to be plenty of deer and wild turkeys
down in here, for it was evidently the very place for them,
and in the gloom of the forest just then, one of the party,
who was walking, saw a huge black object high up in a
large tree, and with an excited. "Is it a bear?" leaped for
his Winchester, and in a twinkling of an eye had bored
two holes clear through a tremendous old abandoned
eagle's nest.

The straight road that we had been told led to the lake,
developed so many devions and aimless turnings and
twistings, and the fallen timber and decaying logs we
jolted over were so numerous, and the overhanging
boughs were so frequent and familiar with our faces in
passing, and the undergrowth was so dense, and so
crowded and so choked the way, that we began to lose

confidence in our guide. Just then, sure enough, our
guide came to a full stop, and apparently there was no
outlet for us ahead, no way to turn around, and no sign
of a road any where. Two of us sprang out, however,
hatchet in hand, and by direction of General Jackson
began lo hew a road in the direction indicated by him,
through the undergrowth. And now we found that he
had been following all this time a way indicated by
blazed trees, marked several years ago on each side of the
intended road, and seemingly marked without regard to

any course, except that indicated by the comparative
thinness of the growth, and ease of clearing.

From this point to the lake, about two miles, wTe
worked, clearing the road in advance of the teams, and
at last reached a point in the midst of tall trees and dense
undergrowth of bamboo and brush, through which there
was no sign of further way, and here we halted and
General Jackson dismounted and informed us that we
were at our journey's end.
Peering through the thicket and bamboo we could see

a wide opening or clearing where no timber grew and
the banks of what was apparently a lake of about two
acres in extent. Accompanied by the General, and dodg-
ing along through the thickets, we gained the immediate
margin of Shu-Shugar Lake and gazed down in sicken-
ing disappointment into its basin. We saw about fifteen

feet below what was evidently the ordinary water mark
at the roots of the surrounding trees, a still sluggish pool
of water apparently not more than two feet deep and
covered all over with a thick coat of green pollen from
the surrounding trees, with not three feet of open water
visible. "My," said Jackson, "how this lake has dried
up. The water was up to the foot of them trees when I

was here last year." pointing to the trees on the banks,
"but," he added hopefully, "this is not the largest lake,

that is higher up." He led the way about three hundred
yards west, creeping through the bushes along the bank,
until we came at last to the largest of what was evidently
a chain of lakes. This lake was about four or five acres
in extent; when the lake was full the waters had
evidently been twelve or fifteen feet deep, but had been
evaporated by last year's long drought and there remained
now only two or three feet of water in it, but one or two
acres of it seemed clear of moss and pollen, and apparently
drinkable.
As we had no buckets, and nightfall was upon us, and

the teams were too tired to make a return trip to Duncan's
ranch, and as horses and men must have water, and water
could not be brought to where our teams then were, per
force, we resolved to go to water; and with infinite labor
with hands and hatchets, we at last cleared a road up to
the larger lake, then cleared a way for the teams to get
down to the water, and resolved to camp there all night
and postpone further move until morning.
Underbrush was cleared for a camping place, a rope was

drawn tight between two trees about 12ft. from the ground
for a ridgepole, the tent fly was spread across that and
made fast to the ground, cots were unpacked, fire built,

and all preparations made for the night.

We paid General Jackson for his trouble, and engaged
him to return the next morning and pilot us out of the
woods, for we became certain at a glance at the still and
lifeless water remaining in the lake, that there would be
no fishing to keep us here, because in such a drought as
had dried up this lake the gars destroy all the fish, and if

the hunting should also prove nil, we would have nothing
to keep us longer than the morrow.

All camp work done and supper well under way under
the supervision of Frank ,

diligent trial of the lake from
all sides and with every kind of bait and artificial device
begun in the twilight, but none of us was rewarded by a
strike or a bite or a nibble, except our persevering rail-

road captain, who after some straggle landed a sharp-
nosed gar about 2ft- long, which immediately disen-
gaged itself from the hook and rolled down the bank and
tumbled toward the water. As our only catch, however,
it was too precious to be lost, though the vilest of the pis-

catory tribe, so as it rolled and tumbled toward the water
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M., who was sitting by, sprang up and gathered it just
as it got into the edge of the water, and after a struggle
captured it and threw it high up on the bank and dis-
patched it with a club, but in the effort received a stroke
from its fang-like teeth upon one of his hands that drew
blood.
One hope more remained—the hunting. There must

be deer and turkey here. After supper two of our nim-
rods started out with Winchester and gun, while the rest
of us, our ravenous appetites satisfied, sat and lolled on
our camp-chairs and cots about camp and rested. No
sound' of shot heard we during the two long hours of ab-
sence of our hunters, and upon their return they reported
that they had seen no sign of turkeys and but little of
deer, and had failed to catch a glimpse of any kind of
game. About 11 o'clock we retired to rest on our cots
and in our blankets, listening to the melancholy and per-
sistent inquiry of a solitary owl somewhere near of "Who
are you? Who are you?"
Perseverance sometimes brings its own rewards in

hunting and fishing as in other things; so the next morn-
ing, some time before day, several of our best hunters
again started out in search of deer or turkey. They
hunted diligently and long, and once we heard the report
of a gun; but about 9 o'clock they all returned, bringing
a single squirrel, and reported utter and entire failure.
General Jackson having once more made his appearance,

we bestowed the squirrel on him, unanimously voted Shu-
Shugar Lake a delusion and a snare, lifted our wagons
around until their tongues pointed homeward, slowly
retraced our devious way through terra incognita, follow-
ing our yellow-jacket guide and his claybank pony, until
once more the open daylight shone about us, and the free
Gulf breezes cooled us, and timber and canebrake lay all
behind us.

We took what comfort we could in fishing for the goggle-
mouth perch of Caney, but caught only a few, and those
very small; saw one deer as we crossed the timber next to
the prairie; bad lots of fun shooting plover, when once
more on the prairie, and had another first-rate dinner at
Dickerson's Point of fat plover, and in good season that
that evening reached Wharton, less tired than we had
expected to be.
At a subsequent meeting of the party that night in the

private car of our chief and captain, we resolved unan-
imously that never—no, never—no. never, would any one
of us ever visit Shu-Shugar Lake again. After much dis-
cussion we also resolved that about this particular lake,
hereafter, we would tell the whole truth, and not send our
fisherman friends down there, which resolution was not
passed without a great mental struggle, however. But
last, strange as it may seem, to one not acquainted with
the congenial qualities of that fishing party, we further
agreed that after all we had had a glorious time of it, any-
way. Guy.

ON THE NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
(Continued from, Page 5S8.)

We had determined to leave in the morning and make
for Maimaise Point, but when the dawn came there was
a gentle but an adverse wind, so we concluded to re-
main iintil some favored breeze kissed the waters that
would race us along to our destination.
The bright day was before us, and to pass it in dreamy

idleness was not our desire. The river presented some
contemplation for our restless spirits, and though the
trophies we might capture would be of an adolescent
character, there would at least be a modicum of sport in
it after all. Ned being in favor of the trip, the boys were
ordered to the boat and once more we went up the river
with the big sugar-loaf mountains on our right blazing
in the bright light of the ascending sun.
"Here," said Ned, pointing to an abrupt turn of the

river where the channel was undermining a gravelly bank
with the bending thickets laving the waters, "is where I

captured several fine trout some years ago. But then the
water was 2 or 3fi. deeper and the current like a mill
race, but now the famous Aguawa is getting to be a
brawling brook with nothing but infantile trout. Those
were rare trouting days indeed, for during an hour's fish-

ing you had a catch of magnificient trout that would last

the camp an entire day. You will see no more such
halcyon days, for the greedy market purveyor is reaching
out for all the trout obtainable, and has every red-handed
pot-hunter on the North Shore engaged in netting, snar-
ing and jigging them. Not only the matured are engaged
in it, but every boy that can paddle a canoe or haul in a
trout is also engaged in the brigandage. Law and game
wardens are given no consideration at all, for the barbar-
ous work is carried on without any attempt at conceal-
ment. It now matters little to me, as I am nearing the
time allotted to man, but when the new generation comes
along, a Salvelinus fontinalis on the North Shore will be
a rarity indeed. Then the lament will come too late, for
the beautiful fish of dappled robes has years agone been
exterminated and only lives in memory or the annals of
angling literature as the loveliest and most gameful fish

that ever swam in surging rapids or sought the rocky
chasms of the Great Lake. Ah me!" sighed Ned, "the
recollections of my outings on this great reservoir of pure
water will be a comfort and solace to me when I am in

the 'slippered pantaloon.'" And so the white-haired
sportsman continued as if bis honest heart were deeply
mourning for the illegal slaughter of the tinted innocents.
He felt every word he uttered and the maledictions he
heaped upon an indifferent government, the semi-barbaric
tribe and the market-fisherman were as "black as the
damning drops that fell from the denouncing angel's
pen ere mercy wiped them out again."
The rapids being reached, Ned's soliloquy went sighing

with the vernal airs that quietly moved the treetops and
rippled the translucent stream while we prepared for the
warfare on the rose-tinted beauties. Ned, being some-
what of a lotus eater, cared not for toilsome tramp, so I

left him where we had landed, and with my man Friday,
the Ananias of the lake, I began my wandering along the
shady banks for the first favorable pool. Reaching it

after a long and unpleasant walk over a surface of mini-
ature boulders, I cast my first flies, which were ? trifle

larger than a gnat, and caught a trout so infinitely small
that I instantly returned *t to the sinuous stream from
whence it had been taken. After a few casts more I
hung another that required skillful measurement to make
it reach the legal limit. This was all I could entice here,
and again we tramp along until we reach a pool partly
shadowed by some sprawling cedars, from which some

golden-hued "mimic of the woods" was fairly splitting
his little throat warbling his delicious notes. Here re-

poses a trout, thought I, for all this sylvan beauty must
have the spangled naiad of the brook to make the
harmony perfect.
I cast at the edge of a shadow just where a fluttering

butterfly was skimming along, and as quick as thought
the golden gleam and rapid splash came and then a
deceived trout was shooting down for the rippling rapids
below; but I head him off with my little Chubb rod and
make him fight in the half-shaded pool for his life as a
forfeit. Lovely gallant of the jeweled stars, you have a
cruel foeman who will not yield to your Circe-like beauty,
but who will gloat over every mantling spot and every
dash of gold and crimson that beautifies you, as if he were
a Titian or a Tintorete. Ah, ha! he tires, but alas too
soon, for the pleasing emotion of the angler is too short-
lived, the victory too easy. His superhuman efforts at
the start rapidly exhausted his vitality, while his weight
was not sufficient to prolong the struggle. I led him
gently to the shore, where, the bronzed-faced Peter netted
him with an artistic grace, and then laid him with his
golden side to the glinting sun where he soon panted his
life away. He was simply a pound trout and would, I

know, prove the blue ribbon fish of the day.
This seemed to be the only denizen of this picturesque

pool, for not another rise could 1 obtain in any part of it,

no matter what lures I used or how lightly I cast them.
He was undoubtedly the autocrat supreme of that lovely
basin, and for him alone did the shadows fall and the roses
bloom around his isolated retreat.

Onward the march again began, and it was over a bed
of boulders just large enough to make it quite tiresome.
We finally reach a weird and mysterious ravine from
which the purling waters come clear and cool, and

" where the eddies, so pearly white,

Slink away into gloom or wheel into light;

Where the trunk of decaying pine-tree doth throw
Its leaning bridge o'er the current's flow."

Here we take our stand, and with a blue-dun and black-
June the surface of the water breaks in gentle ripples as
they seek the quarry. Once, twice, thrice they drop, and
then some mother's prettily painted pet in glittering dyes
snaps at the blue-dun and suddenly realizes that "all is

not gold that glitters." He was of the genus small, but
the law legalized him and he was accordingly consigned
to the larder. Another Lilliputian of rosy dots and sea-
shell pink was taken by the trunk of an old pine tree, and
then cessation ensued from the lovely nurselings.

I look ahead and a gleaming bed of gravel and boulders,
once part of the river's bed in high water, lies before me
and must be traversed ere we reach another pool. It is a
long distance and the sun is in gleaming scarlet, and every
rock blistering hot and glowing like an agate. But

"We are beastly, subtle as the fox for prey;
Like warlike as the wolf, for what we eat;"

and dash ahead with perspiration moistening the shining
stones at every footfall. An isolated tree here and there
on the river's bank, invites us to grateful shade, while
some little rivulets of cooling water, seeking the parent
stream through leafy ravines, quenches our thirst, and
thereby revives our faded energies. It is tramp, tramp,
tramp, but at last we reach the desired pool, to be greeted
by our old familiar friend of the wandering brook, a
gorgeous kingfisher,who eyes us in wonder from a treetop
that overlooks the waters we propose to fish. It is a
favorable sign, but halt, he may, like us, have had wolfish
aspirations and made the pool tenantless.

We, however, attempt the solution of the aqueous
larder, and are delighted at our first venture, for it yields
us an eight inch trout. The kingfisher has surely not
depleted it, but I have no doubt that he now thinks we
will, as he sees the golden fins leaving their element with
the fly in their reddened jaws. We lure three more here
and then the run on the pool is at an end, and our tree
top beauty in plumage bright sails away with the blazing
rays of the sun displaying his beautiful colors with
heightened effect.

"She rears her young on yonder tree;

She leaves her faithful mate to mind them;
Like us for fish, she sails to sea,

And plunging, shows us where to find 'em."

The pool ahead was too far distant to make that morn-
ing, and particularly under such a glaring sun as prevailed,
so we retraced our steps, and after a tedious tramp came
upon Ned, pipe in mouth, sitting quietly in the boat gaz-
ing upward at the mountain ranges. He seemed to be
deeply enthused with their boundless crests, their knolls
and slopes with rounded woods, their jutting crags with
castle or watch tower, their narrow ravines carpeted with
greensward and haunted by traditions of fairy and gnome,
and the grand and impressive beauty that attach to the
towering hills.

Ned, during my absence, had picked up three of the
infantile class, and had he have not become disgusted
with their dimensions could have doubtless caught many
more. The memory of the big trout he had years ago
impaled here was still with him, and therefore these
juveniles that were just budding into beauty had no
charms for him at all. He would rather solace himself
with the pipe and the loveliness of the grand scenery
with which he was surrounded.

It took but a few minutes to bring us to camp, and
when there we sought the shade under foliaged branches
while the half-breeds busied themselves preparing the
meal.
The noon hour was of a tropic nature, the lake un-

wrinkled, the forest without a moving leaf, while the
trumpeting troop of little blood suckers were around in
armies for their feast of blood. We succeeded as usual in
keeping them at bay with the magic liquid, latigbing at
their futile efforts to stem the torrent of the subtle odor.
After I had cooled off from the morning's work I con-

cluded that a bath in the icy lake with a change of under-
clothes would not only make me very comfortable but
keenly sharpen my appetite for the meal in preparation.
Ned, being in an indolent mood, declined the bath just
then, stating that he would take it toward evening wnen
the sun was less piercing.

I found the water so icy cold as I waded in that it fairly
made me shiver, and as a consequence the soap suds flew
over my anatomy without loss of time, and with a souse
or two I was capering over the slippery boulders which
lined the bottom for the shore and a towel. A good rub
with the rough crash and then after a few finishing

touches with the smooth linen I hastily slipped into clean
clothes, feeling as if I had been electrified with heroic

i strength. In fact, such a bath would have made a beggar
imagine he was a prince of the realm. I reached oamp
just in time for the meal, and I assure you that the table,
after we left it, looked as if a famished wolf had been the
guest at the feast. Peter informed me during dinner that
the Hudson Bay agent was quite sick and suggested that
we go over and see him with a view of givfflg him some
relief. Ned said as I had more knowledge of pharmacy
and diseases than he, that I take the medicine box and go-
down to the sick man's cabin and administer the remedy
to the best of my knowledge. I at once consented, and
as my way lay through the encampment of numerous
Indians, who had but lately arrived at this post to receive
their pensions, I thought it would fee a happy idea to take
a dog or two along, which were over abundant here, on
which to test the virtues of the medicine, d la- "Old
Sport."
On entering the house of the old agent I found him on

a cot moaning and tossing around as if final dissolution
were about to take place. His pulse was beating rapidly,
his head feverish and great pains distressed him at his
stomach. I was. satisfied from all indications that a
cathartic was about what he needed, and so, the dog not
being necessary upon which to test th»s simple remedy,
he was omitted. I immediately gave him the potion,
which he took with a very wry face, and then insisting,

on a i-educing regimen left him with full faith in my pre-
scription and a promise to call again if needed.
As I passed through the encampment of Indians on my

return, with my professional cares in a great measure re-
lieved, I was more impressively struck with the chaotic
scene the camp presented. Men, women, children and
dogs were sprawling in and out of tente in a sort of
medley, a heterogeneous mass, as it were, in rags, tatters
and dirt, looking more like slothful lazzaroni than of
the once noble race of the pathless forest. The dogs,
however, which they used for sledging in the winter,
were getting the worst of the situation, as -they were being
kicked and cuffed on all sides in a very cruel and unfeel-
ing manner. The whole day through these poor brutes
are heard yelping, and altogether they have a very seedy
appearance. Their great object of life is to crawl into
the huts and carry off something eatable; but they are
continually driven out by the women and children, and
recommended by a smart blow, to satisfy themselves with
the fish and beaver bones thrown out for them. But they
soon detect some convenient hole, and—presto! a dozen
of them creep into the hut again. For a while they may
be left in peace, but when one gets in the way, the kicks
and blows begin again, and the dogs bolt with most heart-
rending whines. So it goes the livelong day. If you
speak kindly to him he does not understand what you
mean; he tucks his tail between his legs and slinks off to
a convenient distance, where he begins growling. In
truth, the Indians seem not merely unloving, but even
cruel to their dogs.

I found Ned on my return down where the "bold merry
mermmen are under the sea" undergoing a transformation
with a bar of soap, and shivering as if in the last throes
of a desperate chill. He soon found an ample recompense
in it, and after he had combed out his snow-white locks

Roman, the hero of a hundred combats.
As we were beyond all danger of quarantine, we felt as

if a few games of cribbage would materially aid in pass-
ing the idle hours of the afternoon. So at it we went
with an active shuffle, cut and deal, and then after the

,
discards, the fifteens and the runs came tumbling
over one another with surprising swiftness. The games
ran along quite evenly for a while, when Ned, feeling the
spirit of a gamester dawning upon him, was for doubling .

the stakes, while I not only met him but went him two
better, making it a quadruple ante. There isno friendship
in cards, they say, and it was soon evinced, for we were
arrayed against each other as if a kingdom were at stake,

playing with a Monte Carlo desperation till supper time,

and then jNed cried quits, called me a millionaire, and
went looking for his gun as if it alone could only give him
solace for his terrible losses. My winnings were enormous,
and, of course, gave me great delight and visions of in-

numerable bonds, stocks, etc., began to dance before my
blazing eyes as if there were no end to them. After much
time and trouble in stacking up the huge piles of coin I

ascertainedmy winnings to reach a surprising total of $1. 55.

After supper one of our great delights was in watching
a colony of fan-tailed fly-catchers that made a tall elm,
immediately overlooking our camp, the base of their
evening raids. They would assemble to the number of
twenty or more, and every few minutes a party of them
would sally out and skim along the river and one of its

bayous near the mouth, snapping up the flying insects for
their evening meal. Sometimes they would all start off

together and then divide in small bands, each taking a
different direction. The first that returned would give a
cheery call and then they would all gather once more upon
the same tree. They industriously kept up their search
for the nocturnal insects till the stillness had settled down
and the soft blue shadows were in their fullness, and then
they were off,

"To the solemn shadowy cedars, and ghostly pinea so still."

This bird is one of several species of birds forming the
Linntean genus Muscicapa, and having a bill flattened at
the base, almost triangular, notched or hooked at the
upper mandible and beset with bristles. They are so
named because they feed entirely on flies and other winged
insects.

Peter and Kenosh , after they were through with their

camp duties, went up to comfort and console the sick old
agent. As he was Peter's prospective father-in-law, and
well fixed in wordly goods, the future bridegroom was
doubtless looking to the main chance when he extended
his aid and sympathy. They returned just before we
were to take to our blankets, and r< ported the sick man
much better and in a fair way to soon have a clean bill of

health. I was much pleased at my success, for, be it

known, I practiced without the necessary "sheepskin."
The boatmen declared I was a good medicine man and
would be willing to trust me with their lives if they were
--unfortunate enough to get on the sick list. We were in
hopes, when we retired that night, that we would be
greeted the coming morn with bright skies and a favor-
able and spanking breeze that would soon carry us to our
destination.
Our sleep was unusually sound, and when we arose ia.

the morning felt as refreshed as if we had partaken of an
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invigorating tonic. A glance at the sky, which was steely

and ©old-eyed, satisfied us that we were soon to have a

very radical change in the weather. Determining to go,

rain or shine, storm or calm, the order was given for an
immediate departure after breakfast. The boatmen were
not pleased with our determination to leave, as they were
fearful of a rough time. Not liking to be cowed by land-

lubbers, they, nevertheless, moved around quite lively and
soon had our breakfast served. The meal over we lent

the boys a helping hand and soon had the boat loaded

and were off with a fair breeze filling our sails.

In a very brief time the elements took on an exceedingly

serious aspect. The sun, which had a foreboding look at

the start, had now completely deserted us; clouds edged
with an indigo blue were fast appearing and driving

swiftly along, while the wind came with a sad moan that

told of a troubled sea. The boatmen displayed an anxious
look at this rapid change in the elements, and earnestly

scanned the horizon for indications of the weather, but
stolidly remained quiet as to their conclusions. The mast
now began to bend and creak, the cordage and sails to

rattle and the billows to raise high their curving crests

with snowy froth. Along sped the stanch and plunging
little boat, cleaving the waters as if she rejoiced at their

turbulence, and tossing high in air the columned spray
from the big combers, It was really a delight to thus
glide over the heaving plains, passing in review the bold
cliffs that looked down with dark and sullen frown, the
great forests of spruce and pine, and the towering moun-
tains around whose pinnacles the vapor clouds were fast

forming.
Thus we went dancing along for about six miles, with

the music of tho sea ever in our ear, and the breeze
steadily on the increase. At last the half-breeds spoke up,
stating that the wind was changing and bade fair to soon
blow over our bow with a fierceness and rage that would
evidently puzzle us to find a safe retreat. As Montreal
River was about three miles ahead, we instructed the boys
to hold her direct for that desired port. It was a wild
chase over a wild sea for the coveted haven. We did not
reach it, however, with our sails, for about a half a mile
this side of the stream the wind struck us square in the
face and then it was down with the canvas and in with
the oars, and a vigorous and steady pull against heavy and
vicious seas that constantly dashed over our bows until we
shot into the mouth of the dark river.

We were all glad to make the cheerful harbor, for the
boys declared it would have been impossible to have
pulled much longer against such a heavy wind which was
fast approaching a gale. I suggested a tack at the time,
but the half-breeds would have none of it, so we permitted
them to have their own way about it. How I would liked
to have had one of those Nantucket skippers aboard then.
He would have given these timid half-breeds a lesson in
navigation that perhaps would have availed them in just
such a case as this if they would only take on a little

more daring.
The heavens had now become enshrouded in one vast

funereal pall, a rippling thunder like the roll of a drum
was heard, a sharp flash of red light imprinted itself on a
black cloud and then came a sprinkle of rain, a mere
preface to some grand battle in the rolling clouds that
WUUIU euuuL lxia.Ro 10a fwuc folt wkcn it reached tko
parched earth.
No time was lost in erecting our tents, as both master

and man went to work with willing hands, and in a brief
time the canvas was flapping in the wind and the pro-
visions well under cover. After all this hasty preparation
it showered but little, though the gloomy clouds still held
sway in the celestial canopy as if they would at any
moment give us

"A storm with rival fury heaving,

From land to sea, from sea to land."

Alex Starbuck.
[to be continued.]

BOSTON ANGLERS.
The later returns indicate excellent fishing at Moose-

head Lake. Several Boston fishermen have lately re-
turned, and generally they admit that they have had
the best fishing for a long time. ' Mr. and Mrs. Frank
W. Wise, with Mr. J. P. Woodbury, of Boston, accom-
gmied by his son and his son's wife, were quartered at
eer Island, a rather new fishing resort on, that cele-

brated lake and nearer the lower end. Mr. Wise expresses
himself as never more pleased with his spring trip. Mrs.
Wise, still somewhat of a novice in trout fishing, had ex-
cellent luck, landing a five-pound brook trout, a large
fish of that class for Moosehead, and several lakers of
good size. The Woodburys had excellent sport also, and
were charmed with the trip.
The Harry B. Moore party, of the Inglewood Club, had

good fishing at that resort. The scenery was fine, but the
fishing was not what it would have been had the water
been lower and the season later. Messrs. S. G. Moore
George C. C. Moore, John F. Nickerson, J. Walter San-
born, Dr. J. C. French of Boston were also quartered at
Deer Island a part of the time. Harry Moore expresses
himself as greatly pleased with the fishing, and more
than pleased with the fishing of his father. That gentle-man renewed his boyhood and caught trout again.
Hiverybody was pleased with his enthusiasm. At last he
got hooked on to a big trout. He had a good rod. but in
his excitement he forgot to use it properly. The fish
would suddenly take out a great deal of line, and evenwhen running Mr. Moore would suddenly snub him by
holding on to the singing reel—a great strain on the
tackle. He would work his trout up to the boat, when it
would take out oOft. of line or would dart downward, and
the rod would be stood up on the pointed end, down into
the water, with the big fish sulking at the end. Soon the
fish wrenched the rod under the boat, or somehow, when
it was snapped in several places, and the tip ran down onthe fine to see what the trout was up to. All this timeHarry kept in the boat with his father, lest the old gentle-man, in his excitement, should get overboard, as he did acouple of years ago-the son was laughing at the perform-
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611 haVng great BP°rt at the Belgrade andWmthrop, Me., ponds, notwithstanding there has been a

good deal of broiling sun, as well as days of tremendous
thunder showers. Col. H. T. Rockwell, of the Rockwell
part to Belgrade Mills, reports excellent bass fishing, and
all with the fly. The only drawback to these trout fisher-

men when they catch black bass is what to do with the

bass. Unlike the trout, they are good for nothing to the

lovers of trout. Still there are a few anglers who go to

these ponds who profess to love the muddy taste of a
black bass, and who do have them cooked. These fish

have held their own in the Maine ponds that have been
stocked with them, and they are proving a drawing card
to the railroads and hotels.

Mr J. Walter Sanborn also had excellent fishing at

Moosehead. The weather was rather warm, and the sun
was severe enough to blister his hands and arms to some
extent. One gentleman , who has fished the Rangeleys
for years, says that he has never found anything equal to

a pair of old stocking legs for the hands and arms. These
can be drawn well up under the coat, and with the feet

cut off to let the fingers through, a good sun glove for
fishing is formed. If the sun is very hot, the hands and
arms may occasionally be dipped in the water, with sooth-
ing effect, the stocking legs retaining the moisture for

some time. A silk handkerchief should be used to keep
the sun off the neck, tied well up under the hat. The
brim of the hat should be wide enough to protect the
nose.
Mr. Henry J. Thayer, well-known in Massachusetts fish

and game circles for his efforts in restoring the game
covers of this State, while a member of the restocking
committee of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protec-
tive Association, has just brought out a novel trolling

spoon for bass and other fish. It has a remarkable
feature in that it catches the fish, but does not catch
grass and weeds, though armed with several hooks. The
hooks are put on exactly the reverse of the usual form.

Special.

NEWS FROM THE FISHING WATERS.
Fox Lake, 111., June 16.—C. G. Akam and Robert

Berger, Jr., started from the Howard House this morn-
ing at 10 o'clock with about 50 minnows and returned at
12 o'clock with the following fish in their boat: 22 black
bass, 36lbs. ; 3 wall-eyed pike, 8Jlbs. ; 1 pickerel, 7^1bs.

;

3 pickerel 121bs. ; 3 silver bass and 1 rock bass, 31bs. ; a total

of 66flbs. Ed. C. Howard.
June 17.—If Chicago anglers want good sport and lots

of it now is the time to get it up here. Black bass have
been taken all last week trolling in deep water along the
edge of weeds in the channel connecting Fox Lake and
Grass Lake. The labor of casting with frogs in the
weeds, however, has not been as well rewarded on this
lake as on other lakes very near here and very conven-
ient to get at. Boats may be carted from this point to
good bass grounds in less than three-quarters of an hour.
One member of the Fox Lake Club, C. F. Hills, brought
in a string of 21 black bass last night. The largest
weighed about 41bs. His catch Friday tallied up 31 black
bass.

Pickerel are very hard biters now on almost any bait.
I caught a good string Friday casting from an anchored
boat and using the tail end of aunfish. Yesterday I had
even better luck, casting 4£ Skinner spoon bait from boat
anchored within 300yds. of this hotel. In less than two
hours I landed 20 good-sized pickerel, largest 5|-lbs., and
lost 10 more, being in no hurry to land any of the fish.
All were caught on a light split bamboo 8£ft bait-rod.

C. H. Keogh.

Cranberry Lake Hotel, Cranberry Lake, St. Lawrence
county, N. Y., June 18.—A. B. Blair, of Srranton, Pa.,
caught a lOlbs. basket of trout in Cranberry Lake June
12 of good size, the largest weighiag a|lbs, Fishing is

excellent, and the trout are taking the fly in nice shape.
All game seems to be plenty. Deer are more numerous
than for years, while bruin is still on the increase, and
many are seen on the borders of this lake every week.
Four bears were recently killed, and many more are to be
reported later on. Ava J. Moore.

Twin Lakes, Wis., June 18.—Very fine strings of fish
are being caught here of black bass, pickerel, pike, etc.
Mr. E. D. Kohn of Chicago caught yesterday a pickerel
41in. long, weight 14^1bs., and a pike of 5*lbs

C. H. Paine.

Ray Brook, Essex county, N. Y., June 19.—The honors
of the season so far belong to George Wingfield,' of Moat-
clair, N. J. , he having taken a brook trout one day last
week weighing 2ibs. 2oz. from Ray Brook. Mr. Wingfield
showed his skill as a fisherman by safely landing his
beauty in about 20 minutes; he was using a 5oz. fly-rod.

Duncan Cameron.

TuCkerton, N. J., June 25.—George Burton caught 10
weakfish with hook and line weighing 301bs., in one hour.
S. B. Shourds caught on Wednesday 61 weakfish with
hook and line, weighing 2801bs. Capt. J. Shourds and
party caught on Saturday, June 23, 2001bs. weakfish.

J. W. Lee.

Foxcroet, Me., June 22.—The landlocked salmon fish-
ing has been very good at Sebec Lake the past week.
Steamer Frolic with a party took two salmon June 14,
weight 3 and Tilbs. ; June 16, 4 salmon of 51, 3, 2| and
lilbs.; June 17, 4 salmon of 5±, 5J, 2 and Ulbs.; June 21,
5 salmon of 3, 2, 2, 1£ and lllbs Any one wishing
information regarding Sebec Lake fishing will receive
prompt reply by addressing C. E Pendleton.

Lakota Fishing Grounds, Lakota. Eagle River P. O.,
Wis., June 22.—Mr. Louis F. Swift and Mr. Samuel Coz-
zens, of Chicago, caught on June 16 here 2 muskallonge.
Mr. Swift's weighing 301bs. and Mr. Cozzen's 291bs. They
also caught 50 fine pike the same morning, averaging 3 to
61bs. each. Mr. D. G. Grey, of Chicago, caught 35 pike
single-handed the same morning, also Mr. James Cozzens
and Mr. F. W. Bipper caught 57 wall-eyed pike the same
morning. Harvey L. Goodall.

Greenwood Lake, N. Y., June 23.—During last week
a party of four, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Magovern, Wm.
Magovern and J. Magovern, in three days landed 114 bass
—the largest 31bs. Hoz., the smallest Ulbs. Mr. F Pull-
man, one day, 27; Mr. F. N. White. Wo days, 43; Mr. R.
H.,Moses, two days, 51; Mr. E. Moses, two days, 51. The

Moses Brothers caught each the first day 25, the next each
26—not one fish difference. Mr. P. M. Wilson in one-half
day 14. No fish weighing less than lilbs. brought in.
Mr. William Retsert, brother of Alex. Retsert, the only un-
lucky fisherman at the Windermere, in two days only
landed four fish. a. Gilon.

A Bass with Coal Oil Flavor.
Atlantic City, N. J.—Last Saturday afternoon, among

the lot of fish taken in the pound connected with Young
& McSbea's ocean pier, there was a beautiful striped bass
weighing say lOlbs. This fish was taken home by a gentle-
man and a portion of it was cooked for supper, which
meal was served within three hours of the time the fish
was taken from the ocean.
Now comes the strange part of the story. When the

cooked portion of the fish was being served, an odor of
coal oil was noticed, and whenthe family attempted to eat
it the fish was found to taste so strongly of coal oil, that
it could not be eaten.
On the day following, the remaining portion was pre-

pared for dinner by boiling, the lady of the house taking
the precaution to change the water twice during the pro-
cess of boiling. In spite of the precaution, however, the
fish was still so heavily impregnated with the taste and
smell of the oil, that he needs must be consigned to the
garbage barrel.
The object of this note is to ask if you can give any ex-

planation of the fish being in this condition. Is it not a
rare occurrence? I may add that the gentleman in whose
house the fish was cleaned and cooked assures me that
there is no coal oil used or kept about the premises.

R. M. M.

Delaware River Bass.
Ding-man's Ferry, Pa.—Frank Childs, a guest of the

High Falls Hotel, caught in one hour in the Delaware
River seven bass, heaviest 2 J lbs., lightest lib.; also a sun
fish weighing lib. The bass fishing in the Delaware here
promises better than ever. Our trout streams also are
doing splendidly. Philip F. Fuluer.

The Problem of "Good Riddance."
Oneonta, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: It has been

proposed by parties here to stock a lake near by with trout.
This lake now contains pickerel, perch, bullhead, suckers
and eels. Of course they would have to be exterminated
before the lake could be stocked.
We would like your opinion as to the feasibility of cleaning

out or killing the fish that inhabit the lake. It is impossible
to drain the lake. Dynamite has been proposed, but none of
our members have had any experience in this work, and some
express doubts as to the possibility of thoroughly cleaning
out the fish with explosives. There are about 100 acres in the
lake and the water is from 10 to 60ft. in depth. If any of
your readers have had any experience in ridding such waters
of undesirable fish, we would be glad to hear from them
through the columns of Forest and Stream or pfcherwisp.
The lake would be owned by the local association, but there
has been some doubt expressed as to the right, legally, to use
explosives for clearing out the fish , even then. Any assistance
or advice you can give us upon this point will be gratefully
received. Oneonta Fish and Game Association.

The New York law forbids the use of dynamite. We have
no information of any practicable expedient for accomplish-
ing the desired end. We referred the problem to U. S. Com-
missioner Marshall McDonald, who writes: "There is no
method of fishing known to this office that would entirely
exterminate the fishes you mention. I would advise drawing
off the lake, but that is impractical in a lake of the size and
depth referred to. Should an attempt be made to stock it in
its present condition it would require a very large number of
yearling trout, and even then theresults would bedoubtful."

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
For many years the Dame Cotton has been inseparably con

nected with good maps in this country, and within a year or two we
have called attention to a series of new county maps on a large scale
published by the house of Q. W. & C. B. Colton & Co , 312 Broadway.
The latest issues of this series are maps of Rockland county, New
York and of Sussex county, New Jersey, which are drawn on a
uniform scale of two inches to the mile, and therefore give a great
amount of detail useful to the traveler, whether he goes on horse
back, in a wagon or by bicycle. They should also be of great value to
the angler and to the canoeist. In these maps, which are printed in
colors, the roads are red; the water courses, ponds and their names
in blue, while the other geography, names of towns, villages, hotels,
railroads and so on are in black. Some striking features of the
topography are shown. The maps are put up in neat cases for pocket
use, and are sold at 50 cents each. Among those already issued are
maps of Dutchess, Putnam, Westchester, Staten Island, Long Island,
Kings, Queens and Delaware counties, all of New York. There are
ten maps of portions of New Jersey and one of the western counties
of Connecticut. These will be found very useful to those who hare
occasion to travel through any portions of the country in the neigh-
borhood of New York. Most of these maps seli at 50 cents each.—
Advt.

ietmel.

All those who love a dog- because it is a dog
and not merely a medium for the accumulation of
dollars and cents, are invited by the editor to con-
sider this department as one in which they can
discuss amicably any subject that is of interest
to the canine fancy, without fear of their commu-
nications being subjected to personal comment
or ridicule.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 4 to 7.—Des Moines Kennel Club, at Des Moines, Iowa. M
Bruce, Sec'y.
Sept. 10 to 14.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association, at

Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y.
Sept. 18 to 21.—Rhode Island State Fair Association, at Cranston, R,

I. W. w. Dexter, Sec'y.

FIELD flRIALS.

Sept. 5.—Manitoba Field Trials Club, at Morris, Man. E. J. Gallaug
her, Winnipeg, Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trial Club, at Bicknell, Ind. P. T,

Madison, Indianapolis, Itid., Sec'y.
Nov. 6.—International Field Trials, at Chatham, Out. W. B. Wells.

Sec'y.
Nov. 33.—Eastern Field Trials Club, at Newton, N. C. W. A. Coster,

Saratoga, N. Y., Sec'y.
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"Moss-Back Robber" Rule and "High Class" Dogs.

Editor Forest and Stream:
For the past six or eight years I have seen the necessity of

a change in all field trial "rules, tha,t -will allow bitches in
season to run in these trials, and was one of the committee
which changed the rules in the TJ. S. Club.
This new rule did not fully agree with my views on the

subject, but I was sure a step in that direction was for tbe
best, and if you cannot always get exactly wbat you want,
then I am for tbe next thing to it, and voted for the change
as it now is, believing at the time that by the next meeting
of the U. S. Club they would fully agree with me on the
subject. The owners of bitches in season should have a show
for their money, but beyond a doubt the rules should protect
all dogs and give thenTan equal chance. In case a dog's at-

tention is drawn from his work byrunniag with a bitch in sea-
son, the judges should have power to protect him and at once
order them to be run in some other manner, and I am sure
that no one will suffer in this way by the change of the rules
in the TJ. S, Club. The management and judges 1 do not
believe would allow any injustice of this kind to injure the
chances of a good dog even if they have not got the proper
rule to cover it. The best dog should always have every
opportunity to prove his superiority over his inferior competi-
tor, and it should win, let it be a bitch in season, a high class
stud dog, a pointer or a cross-bred mongrel. High class,

natural qualities are what we need, and they should be fully
tested. Fewer rules and better judges will more fully
demonstrate who has the best dogs. I have always worked
hard to do away with so many rules, All clubs have had too
many, but some of tbe most important clubs have seen their
folly and have cut them down considerably. I have always
argued that if judges were not competent that all the rules
that could be printed will not make them so. If they are not
honest, the more rules they have the more rascality they will
work in and try to cover their rascality by arguing that they
are judging strictly according to rules; but I am glad to say
that these are the exception.
The following is about what I was in favor of in regard to

this rule:

"Bitches in season will be allowed to compete in all stakes,
but in case they are unduly attracting the attention of their
competitors the judges shall at once order them up and run
them alone or change the order of running so as to give
every dog and bitch in the stake a thorough test without
injuring the chances of any dog by the change."
With the above rule no one could have any grounds to

protest or say their stud dog's reputation should not be at
stake by running with bitches in season. Among high class
dogs I will assert that it will not be necessary for tbe judges
to make one change in a hundred, but even if it was the one
hundredth time that dog should be protected, and I see no
reason why every club in the country should not make the
change. It surely cannot injure the club's entry, for the
above rule covers every point that might injure any dog. and
beyond a doubt bitches in season should be allowed to fully
demonstrate what they are capable of.

After an owner has paid, say, .$75 for a pup, $150 to have it

broken and $30 entrance money to start in a stake, which
makes in all $255 actual expense, in addition to the extra ex-
penses of coming perhaps a thousand miles with a view of
seeing the dog start and eventually win, it is not justice to
have a little rule, that cannot benefit field dogs in any way,
exclude such bitch from running and perhaps discourage
her owner, who might be a beginner, and make him quit
field trials forever with disgust. I£ all clubs will only give
the above rule one year's trial I will guarantee they will
never change back to the old rule; they may change it for
something better, which I think they will, as times are im-
proving rapidly every day, and so are all field trial rules and
field trial dogs.
Field trials have many drawbacks and many mistakes are

made, but still they are gradually improving bird dogs, re-
gardless of the many chronic kickers who stay at home and
know more about what is going on and the unjust decisions
that are made, and how Mr. Avent and others handle their
dogs to win. It makes men who make a lifetime study of
dogs and that are in the field with high class field trial dogs
from one year's end to another, laugh to hear many of the
stay-at-home writers' arguments. If they will only follow
the trials one season and see all the work done, and what a
difficult task all judges have, they would know more and
write less about a high class field trial dog not being a first

class snooting dog.
The better field trial dog he is the better shooting dog he

can be made.
If many of such writers will only come to my home after

the field trial season is over I will fully convince them that
such field trial cracks as Count Gladstone, Topsey Rod,
Chevalier, Orlando, Tate and others are the greatest shoot-
ing dogs that they ever pulled a trigger over, and it will not
take a field full of them to give a man all the shooting he
wants. You only need one of such high class dogs to shoot
over, and if nece-sary they will work from sun to sun, and
from week end to week end. The four-hour races have fully
demonstrated that the very highest class field trial dogs are
the dogs with enough heart in them to stay day in and day
out. Look back at the late Four-Hour Stake of the Eastern
Field Trials. At the last cast of the puppy Topsey Rod he
started fast in ice and frost, the whole earth was like needles
of ice from one to three inches high and the grass was white
with frost, but he never let up from start to finish. On his
last cast, even after the judges had ordered him up, he
made a wide cast in an open clover field and could have gone
a mile in it but he saw a likely looking place for birds in a
cornfield, across a running creek, and looked to me for per-
mission to go there. Though at a long distance from me I

gave him the permission to go and the judges said, "Have
mercy on the little fellow and don't send him over that
creek to get wet in that cold water—the time is up." But
Topsey Rod plunged in the ice cold water and swam over
and hunted every inch of the field out before I could stop
him, and he hardly made a mistake on his game throughout
the race. Count Gladstone also stood up and was sick at
the time, but made sixteen good points in the last thirty
minutes and won first easily, with Topsey Rod second. Old
Chance always finished faster than any dog who ran in the
four-hour stake in his day. Orlando won the stake in great
shape and Rowdy Rod also downed his competitors and
walked away with the $1,000. I also won with Antonio in
the same stake. All of the above are Roderigo's get, except-
ing Count Gladstone, and he is half brother to Roderigo.
Old Roderigo himself would hunt from sun to sun. I have
shot over the great old dog Gladstone all day long at a time.
Have seen Count Noble work a day at a time and Gath could
also stay from sun to sun.
The above eleven dogs are in my opinion the eleven best

field trial dogs that have ever been shown in America. There
are but few others that nearly approach them for field trial

dogs, and beyond a doubt every one of them are and were
strictly first-class shooting dogs when put in training for an
all-day's hunt. Any of the chronic kickers on field trial dogs
could take two of these dogs that 1 have mentioned and put
them in proper condition and they could start in for a shoot
and let it last from year to year until the dogs died from old
age, and they would do high class work for good shooting
every time they are taken out. You could hunt one in the
morning, the other in the evening, or one one day and the
other next day, and they would never quit if kept in proper
condition. Such sport and pleasure as -uch a brace would
give and such a bag of game that could be killed over such a
brace, will never be had by your stay-at-homes and "chronic
kickers" on field trial dogs, for they will never see enough of

such high class dogs to really know and appreciate what a
first-class shooting dog is.

In my mind, the very best and highest class field trial dogs
are the very best dogs to make a big bag over, especially if

birds are scarce enough to require a good dog to find them.
The only trouble is, they require a man with experience and
judgment and enough "get up" in him to handle them. No
old "grandmother" should want a first-class dog to shoot
over. I have noticed that whenever I have a friend to visit

me that has had great experience at field trials, he always
wants to shoot over my field trial cracks. Why is this? It
is because they go in the field knowing that they are out
with something that will hunt every inch of the country and
find the birds if they can be found. But take what many
term my plug shooting dogs; they have to help the plugs
hunt, and often fail to find enough birds for a respectable
day's sport. The "don't-know" sportsman will argue that
those plugs of mine will point. That's all true enough; they
will point if you can get them to potter around to where
there is something to point. The high-class field trial dog
will also point just as well as the pottererand hold his points
just as long—that is, if properly broken—and will make fewer
mistakes for the opportunities. Such a dog as Count Glad-
stone, of course, would flush more birds than a plug with the
same nose, for this reason: Count would find at least five

times the number of birds and cover at least ten times the
amount of ground; hence his chances for mistakes are many
more than my ordinary plugs. The stay-at-home kind can
rest assured that I have many of their favorite, plugs, and I

expect I see more work of that kind than they do, and that
is the reason why I am so fully convinced that the old idea
of a high-class field trial dog not being a first-class shooting
dog is all rot.

When I was quite a boy I bad a lot of these plug shooting
dogs, and I could and did kill from 40 to 60 birds a day over
the lot with from three to four in the field at a time, and
hunted regular all the season: in fact, I was a game slaugh-
terer and prided myself in beating every friend whom I shot
with. I thought, like your stay-at-home kind, that my dogs
could easily down old Gladstone, but when I met Mr. Bryson
at Grand Junction with old Gladstone, that was the first

English setter that I ever saw in the field. We hunted him
nearly all day, and I was honest enough to say at once that I
had never before seen anything like a first-class shooting
dog. I honestly believe that I could have taken old Gladstone
and easily killed from 50 to 75 birds a day over him alone.
He could easily have found eight out of ten coveys in the
field with what I then considered four first-class dogs; in
fact, the four dogs I had could hardly have got a point with
him. I was so carried away with his wonderful performance
that I could hardly sleep for thinking about how it could be
possible for a dog* to have the speed, range, style, nose and
staying qualities that he had. At once I fully made up my
mind that I would never give up until 1 had and could breed
dogs his equal. If some of the many "chronic kickers" will
only come and see, they will be convinced like I was. I had
to see before I could believe, although I had heard all about
Gladstone.
They are certainly welcome to their opinions, for the more

that believe in those kind—the plugs—the easier it is for me
to win. J. M. AVENT.
Hickort Valley, Tenn., June 10.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am not in favor of revoking the old rule forbidding

bitches in season to compete at field trials. I differ with the
opinion of those that have been advocating the running of
bitches in season with dogs. I have had twenty-five years'
experience with pointers and setters. I have owned, bred
and handled hundreds in my lifetime and we have at the
present time thirty-five in our kennels and my- cxporitmoe i«

that a dog will not do high class work when he is working
with a bitch in season. He pays no attention to his work,
for his mind always is on the bitch; but I am in favor of

a bitch having a run for the money. I think if all the field

trials would establish the following rules there would not
be a chance for objection: When a bitch is in this condition
let her run with one of her own sex, and should there be no
bitch in the stake let the owner provide one to run with her,

for under the "spotting system" the judges could easily tell

if she was good enough to get in the money; and if she was
of equal merit with a dog for first place the dog should have
the preference. Owners of bitches in season should be com-
pelled to notify the secretary of said bitch's condition, and
he to notify all owners and handlers when dogs are going to

compete with her. I have seen dogs that would get so ex-

cited that they would not work for two or three hours or as
long as the bitch was around. We expect to start two
bitches in the International field trials and should be per-
fectly willing to start them under the above rules

. should
they be in season. H. Milkins AND S. Hallam.
Leamington, Ont.. June 14.

The English Setter—Sires and Dams.
BY P. H. BRYSON.

Winning and non-winning producing dams will first be
considered. Of the producing winning dams we find, Peep
o' Day, the dam of Gath; Sue, the dam of Gladstone's Boy,
Lillian, etc.; Bohemian Girl, the dam of Paul Bo; Florence
Gladstone, the dam of Whyte B.; Lillian, the dam of Toledo
Blade, Joey B., etc.; Daisy F., the dam of Daisy Hope and
Daisy Hunter.
Of the non-winning dams we find Petrel, the dam of Glad-

stone; Twin Maude, the dam of Roderigo; Ranee, the dam
of Gloster; Bo-Peep, the dam of Antonio, Orlando, etc. ; Fate
Gladstone, the dam of Paxtang; Girly Gladstone, the dam of
Rod's Sue, etc.; Juno A., the dam of Rowdy Rod; Ruby's
Girl II., the dam of Count Gladstone IV.; Ruby D., the dam
of Laura and Miss Ruby; Lotta, the dam of OllieS.; Belle
Belton, the dam of King Noble; Belle of Hatchie, the dam of
Bob Gates, Lady O, etc.; Topsy Avent, the dam of Topsy
Rod, and Georgia Belle, the dam of Gleam's Sport, Gleam's
Pink, etc. Many other producing dams could be named
that never won in a field trial.

From my knowledge of the non-winning producing dams
named, many would not be placed in a field trial in ordinary
company. It will be seen the preponderance of producing
dams were non-winners at field trials, still they produced
winners whose blood breeds on. The successful sires on the
other hand are winners at field trials, those not winning
being the exception.
The question is often asked, "Does the sire or the dam con-

trol the progeny?" In some cases the dam does to somesires,
to others not. If we could get sires that would always con-
trol the progeny, that would not throw back, successful
breeding would be reduced to almost a certainty. This
throwing back is the stumbling block successful breeders
have to contend with. We may know the characteristics of
sire and dam, that when mated often throw back several
genei-ations and produce something unlike neither. You
often see liver and white puppies, when neither sires nor
dams had any liver color for several generations. This is

throwing back. In throwing back, the characteristics of
previous sires and dams appear more frequently than the
liver color, accounting for what Ave are sometimes at a loss
to understand, "why the puppies of noted sires and dams are
sometimes so different from either." Gladstone is the only
noted sire I know of that never threw a liver and white,
though he sired one or more lemon and white in almost
every litter—his dam Petrel being lemon and white. Accord-
ing to my observation, the liver and white and lemon and
white of same litter are more apt to live than the black,
white and tans.

The question suggests itself, "Is the same blood that is

prepotent enough to produce liver and white and lemon and
white more vigorous blood than the blood of the black, white
and tans?"
As a rule, you had better stick to families that you know

how they have bred for several generations, than 6reed to a
phenomenal specimen that has as many different bloods as
sires and dams. It is like throwing dice for a winner, to ex-
pect much from such breeding. You may meet with success
the first cross, but when you commence breeding their pro-
duce you do not get satisfactory results; they commence
throwing back. In crossing the setter and pointer, the first

cross gives better results than you get afterward; they com-
mence throwing back after the first cross. Wun Lung was a
phenomenal dog. We have not heard of any of his puppies
that are promising, though we understand that he was bred
to good blood. He is one of many I could cite where the com-
bining of many different bloods does not breed on.
You need not expect every time you breed you will pro-

duce a Gladstone or a Roderigo. The percentage of grand
dogs is greater than the percentage of superior horses or
great men, but all horses are not superior, nor all men
great. It is important to have pure blood in both sires and
dams for many generations to guard against throwing back
to inferior blood. Inferior blood is more difficult than
liver and white to cross out, and it rarely remains dormant.
The proper mating of sire and dam in disposition, size,

nervous force, bird finding and many other qualities is im-
portant as well as blood lines. The breeders of to-day have
confronting them a difficulty that those breeding a few years
ago did not have to contend with, complicating the already
difficult problem of breeding a winner. On the other hand,
the breeders of to-day can profit by the successes and failures
of the past. They can see what blood or combination of
blood produced winners and breeds on and what does not.
The producing blood, Gladstone, Count Noble and Druid-
Ruby, has already one or more crosses of this same blood in
many of them, necessitating the careful mating of sires and
dams that was not so necessary a few years ago, before this
blood had been crossed on itself to the extent we find it in
many cases to-day.
Some of the greatest winning blood has been bred almost

to a standstill as far as producing winners, largelyfrom poor
mating, that ought to be producing blood. Unless great
care is taken in mating, we will breed our English setters to
the level of the Laveracks-of to-day. Of late years the
Laveracks have not proved the successes of years ago. They
are mated simply because they are Laveracks without due
regard as to whether they are suited to each other in size,

disposition, intelligence and many other necessary qualities
where inbreeding is resorted to.

Nervous force is an essential quality in a field trial dog, to
impart snap, willingness and ability to do quickly what he
can do. For the short heats of half an hour and often less at
field trials, necessitating "hustling" from the jump—you
have to combine intelligence in order to train him, so he will
handle game well and be handled also, and not lose his head
at critical moments from undue excitement.
While nervous force is necessary, some dogs have too much

of it. Antevolo is one with too much nervous force. She
will run a first heat in a trial that is difficult to beat; when
she becomes nervous from the excitement of the crowd, etc.
she is liable to lose her head in subsequent heats, and not do
the uniform high class work in the trials that she does in
private. Cincinnatus was another, so was Fred W., so was
Betty S. The strong nervous force is not so essential in a
shooting dog as in a field trial dog, because you have all day
to find your game, and it does not make a material differ-
ence if it does take a trifle longer time in doing it. This is
the essential difference between many field trial dogs and
the shootintr does of vears ae-n
The craze for extreme quickness (snap) and rauge de-

manded of field trial dogs is such that no living or dead dog
could have maintained it in an all day's hunt, thus neces-
sitating the breeding of dogs of very much nervous force, to
the extent that there are many with more nervous force
than can be gotten under control. Many dogs thus bred are
unfit for shooting dogs and even the expert handler cannot
successfully handle them in the trials.

If bred in right lines, they should be both field trial and
shooting dogs. Dogs of extreme snap and range that are
deficient as bird finders are in my opinion rated too high by
the average field trial judge. This class of dogs are catchy
to spectators and catch the eye of many field trial judges,
sometimes to the detriment of other qualities that ought to
rank high in a bird dog, many assuming that those qualities
are the only qualities that a high class dog ought to nave, of
having these qualities they lose sight of equally meritorious
qualities lacking in some dogs of this class.

The extreme range often without judgment that is the
craze of to-day, I contend, is not necessary for bird finding.
No dog can have too much speed for me, if he will find and
handle game. I have seen too many with too much range
without judgment. I will illustrate this point by incidents
happening at the last Southern trial.

Amethyst was the fastest dog that ran in the Derby, if not
in the Southern trials. She had more speed and range than
Bessie Shoupe, still the latter found all the game and did all

the point work when they met.
Gleam's Pink did all the point work on game when he met

Blue Ridge Mark. Mark had the most range at the start.

Antevolo found all the bevies and did the most point work
when she met Kent Elgin, Kent having the most range.
Count Gladstone IV. did not find as many bevies in the
series of three heats he ran as Tremont did in the series of
three heats he ran, Count missing many bevies known to be
on the ground he was hunted over, but Tremont found all

the bevies known to be on the ground he was hunted over,

Count Gladstone IV. having the most range (hunting over
the same ground several times each dog ran over, demon-
strated the number of bevies on same).
We ought to breed to sires and dams that will transmit

bird-finding, with other good qualities. I have heard many
say of a dog "he is a bird-finder, but not a high-class dog."
Some dogs that range out of sight their owners call high
class, though not bird-finders, while others are game-finders,
though not called high class and do not have to range out of
sight to do it.

We have reached the maximum necessary in speed, range
and nervous force; let us find sires and dams that combine,
oird-finding with these and other essential qualities in a
bird dog.
Memt-his, Tenn,, May 8.

Illusion or Shadow.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I wish to call your attention to the peculiar effect pro-
duced in the photograph of Gleam's Sport in June 16 issue.

If you will hold the paper off about 16iu. and look at the dog
you will see that the top line of the baseboard of the fence iu
the background is sharply defined right through the dog,
crossing his chest and to his hips below the hip joint.

It must be an illusion, of course, as I do not see how any
shadow could be deeper there, than above, as the shadows
giving shape to the chest should be rather triangular in
shape, extending higher up under the forearm, as a faint
outline can be traced in the same photo. I suppose the light
was behind the camera and should therefore fall on the side
of the dog equally, subject to the laws of lights and shades
that give shapes and forms. The effect striking me as
peculiar is why I mention it. W. W. Titus.
Wavbrly, Mitss., June 16.

[Some of our "amateurs" can perhaps explain this seeming
illusion.]
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DOG CHAT.

The owner of the Kilmarnock Kennels, of Boston, Mass
,Mr-Faxon, has, we are sorry to learn, got into difficulties

with his employers and his collies and other live stock were
sold by the sheriff of Norfolk county, Mass. The collies in
this kennel, while not of the first water, have won numer-
ous prizes at New England shows, and in former years theKilmarnock Kennels v, as a familiar name iu our cataloguesAs usual at such forced sales the prices realized were ridicu:

lously small. The dog Renown, that has won several timeswas sold for $26. The well known bitch Mother Shipton
that was imported at a cost of something like SgfiiO a couDle
of years since, went for S22. In all, fifteen dogs were soldand buyers had practically their own way about it.

T1^mr!l
Dg ¥ rr

e^Tational beagle Club of America will beheld at the A K. C. rooms, 44 Broadway, New York city
Monday, July 3, at 3 P, M. Members of the executive com-
^It£

e
J"

8 wrntsstlY requested to attend so that arrange-ments may be made for the coming field trials.

Dr. M. Halphide of Mitchell, S. D., intends to start a St,Bernard kennel this season. He has j ust purchased and re-
elved Lany Bull (25,BbT), by Plinlimmon out of Maud He
in thatsection

purchase or obtail1 services of a good stud dog

In a"contemporary we notice a letter primarily caused by
the confusion relative to the title of champion and the errone-

ous idea that the word "challenge" may also be used in front

of a dog's name which is eligible to that class. As there

seems to be a question as to whether one is not perfectly jus-

tified in saying challenge So and So, it may be well to explain
this for the benefit of those who are not well versed in the
titulary order of things under A. K. C. rules, and also for

those who should know better. When a dog has won four
first prizes "in an open class he is compelled to compete in the
challenge class. This, however, conveys no particular dis-

tinction upon the dog except the fact that he is entitled to

compete in presumably better or higher company. In this

class he is expected to win three first prizes, and one of these
first prizes must be won at a show in which there are 500 en-

tries. Upon winning the third prize under the above condi-
tions the dog becomes entitled to be called "champion" with-
out any further competition, and this is the only title a dog
may aspire to under our show rules. Challenge So and So is

meaningless, except that it shows that the dog is in the
challenge class. One might as well say "open So and So" in
distinction to puppy or novice class dogs. A ruling should
be made by the A. K. C. regarding this misuse of the word
"challenge" as a prefix, as its use is apt to put a fictitious

value on a dog with those who are not conversant with the
canine roll of honor.

"(Some people will tell you thot blood is thicker than water,
but if the water is represented by a favorite dog the inten-
tion of this old saying is often reversed—the exception that
proves the rule, probably. Mrs. Kunigunda Kugler was evi-

dently attached to her Skye terrier, Bobby, for when her will
was filed in the Surrogate's office of this city, one day last
week, it was found that while she had cut off some of her
nearest relatives with the proverbial shilling—in this case
represented by $1—$300 was left in trust for the faithful
Bobby. In her will Mrs. Kugler gives her reasons for leav-
ing the relatives in the cold, and goes on to say: "In consid-
eration of keeping my dog Bobby, a Skye terrier, until he
dies a natural death, I give unto Mrs. Caroline Scholl, to
apply for this purpose, the sum of $800 and my wearing
apparel, and I hope she will give him such kind treatment as
the poor animal was accustomed to while in my care."

"What ails you, Tige?" "If there's anything I despise it's

a tramp mean enough to wrear trousers over awooden leg."

—

Life.

On the occasion of the dog show in Paris a French statis-
tician has published an estimate of the number of dogs at
present to be found in that city. After informing the world
-that there are no fewer than 80,000 of them, he proceeds to
speculate on the number of persons who are kept awake by
their barkings. On an average he thinks, one dog in ten
would be restless aud inclined to bark during the night, and
on this basis he arrives at the dreadful conclusion that there
are in Paris, at all times, at least 8,000 persons who cannot
sleep from this cause alone.

Another good dog has gone the way of all flesh, thougb in
this instance his death was hastened. The well-known mas-
tiff champion Merlin has been ailing ever since winter, cold
or injury having affected bis spine and hindquarters so that
he was very much crippled. Mr. Hughes put him out of
misery, June 18. Champion Merlin, as his title denotes, was
a frequent winner at our shows, and was by champion Ilford
Caution out of Bess, and whelped May 18, 1888. Mr. Win-
^.ii v.^ ).;™, „„a r.hnvlew Wallack owned him at the
time of death. Merlin was m every sense a true mastiff,
handsome, companionable and of excellent disposition. Al-
though he was practically helpless and had to be lifted from
his bed, Mr. Hughes remarked "that it was a pleasure to do
all you could for him, as he was such a perfect gentleman in
every way—some people will say that animals cannot be
refined in manners, but I maintain emphatically they can."
Of course they can.

Rufford Ormonde.
There is a well known advertising picture of the boy "that

won't be happy till he gets it," and that is just as "Bob"
Armstrong felt about Rufford Ormonde, the celebrated col
lie. A month hence this grand dog, that has just secured
the title of champion in England, will cross the water and
become one of the lords of the harem at the Cragston Ken-
nels, owned by Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan. The purchase of
this dog, which seems to be generally acknowledged as the
head of the collie fancy in England, places American collie-
dom in the very front rank. Here he will renew the acquaint-
ance of his old antagonist Sefton Hero. Two such grand dogs
as these in onekennel is almost enough to dishearten competi-
tion, but the owners of other kennels will surely admire Mr.
Morgan's pluck and enterprise in securing the very best dogs
of the breed so that American breeders may improve their
stock, for we understand that members of the Collie Club
and others are allowed the services of these dogs to approved
bitches Rufford Ormonde has won pretty nearly all the
honors that he could do in the old country, and ended his show
career there as stated last week by winning the 60 guineas
challenge cup once more at the Collie Club show in London.
He will stand at stud for one month for the good of English
breeders and then sail for America. This dog's career does
not require repetition here, it is so well known to all collie
men, and there has been no importation that will stir up the
fanciers so much since the coming of Sir Bedivere, Christo-
pher, Sefton Hero, etc., Rufford Ormonde has won 120 firsts
specials and cups and is three, times winner of the 60 guinea
challenge cup, He is a young dog yet, and is by Ormskirk
Chnss out of Princess Margaret, whelped June 3 1891He is asableand white dog and bred by Mr. Thos. H Stretch
Forest and Stream has hinted more than once that this
dog had been the subject, of negotiation, and our readers will
be the first to have news of his purchase. That Mr. Arm-
strong will now be still prouder of his team aoes without
saying.

Forest and Stream Pub. Co. has issued in book form
"Field Trial Training" by Luke W. White. This able
treatise on training was, it will be remembered, published
in serial form by the now defunct Fanciers' Journal. This
little book will be found both practical and interesting, and
from Mr. White's large experience in field trial work his
opinions and methods should prove valuable even to the
professional. It also shows the amateur at once the differ-

ence between the training of dogs for field trials as con-
ducted at present and that required for ordinary shooting.
The book is interspersed with sketches of several noted field

dogs, and the low price of 25 cents places it within reach of
any one.

Jos. Lewis, of Moodus, Conn., has sold his winning grey-
hound pup Hattie M., by Gem of the Season out of Wild
Rose, to Dr. Q. Van Hummell, of Indianapolis, Ind. As this
is a more than ordinarily well-built bitch, the Doctor should
bring her well to the front. She won first in open bitches
and puppy class at Boston this year.

We are indebted to Mr. H. G. Trevor, owner of the Meadow-
mere Kennels, for a handsome photograph of his crack poodle
Milo. Mr. Weldy, of Tamaqua, Pa., seems to be going in
for the breed in good earnest, as he has just purchased about
$500 worth of dogs from this kennel, the latest addition to
his kennel being the good bitch Bess, now in the challenge
class. Mr. Weldy expects to show this fall, and, therefore,
the poodle entries promise to be very large, comparatively
speaking. Mr. Trevor has about sold his entire stock of
grown dogs, and has recently sent abroad for a new supply.
We regret to hear that the kennel has had hard luck with
their young stock. Mr. Trevor deserves the thanks of the
faucy in his efforts to place the black poodle so far in the lead
among fancy dogs.

One of the largest deals in St. Bernards ever known in this
country, is that whereby Col. Ruppert has transferred al-
most his entire kennel to Mr. Fred Schmidt, owner of the
Hell Gate Kennels, Astoria, L. I. The list includes such
well-known animals as Kingstonian Count, Kingstonian
Countess, Kingstonian Beauty, which trio, it will be remem-
bered, Col. Ruppert purchased from Mr. George Booth's
kennel in Hull, England; Altonette, the long-priced but dis-
appointing one from Mr. Smith's kennel; Countess Madge,
one of the best shaped headed ones in the country, and only
ruined by her lack of markings; Signa, Miss Amanda, San
Franciscan, and lastly Royal Duchess and Empress of Con-
toocock's well-known daughter Bellegarde. This gives Mr.
Schmidt one of the strongest kennels of breeding stock in
the country, and if they are bred judiciously should turn out
something good. The price paid for the lot is said to be
about $1,300. This sale about clears out Col. Ruppert's ken-
nel, having left only Empress of Contoocock, Miss Anna and
Bellegarde's last litter of puppies. These, we are told, have
been sent up to Col. Ruppert's Poughkeepsie farm.

Mr. Thiman, owner of the Hermitage Kennels, also pur-
chased from the Dutchess Kennels the rough coat Baroness
Cardiff. His smooth dog Chester seems to be doing well in
the stud, having sired one hundred pups in eight litters.
Empress of Contoocock is now heavy in whelp to him, and
she is well known as a shy breeder. Mr. Thiman has also
bought a smooth dog, litter brother to Mr. Link's Ashland
Jumbo, that is said to be the tallest dog going just now, as
his owner avers he is 36in. at shoulder and has a skull meas-
ure of 30in. If the tape did not stretch this is great meas-
urement.

Mr. E. J. Hearle, owner of the Speedway Kennels, writes
us: "Just a few lines to let your many readers know of the
docvtH of uij St. Bcmnrd bitch Princess Alma, formerly of
the Wyoming Kennels. She had been one of our most pro-
lific breeders in her day, and though past her usefulness as a
brood bitch, is still a great loss to me. I attribute her death
to old age mostly, as she was found dead in her kennel,"

until 1895. Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale offered a championship
cup similar to the one given last year to be competed for this
year. A resolution was passed thanking Mr. Lonsdale for
his generous and unsolicited offer, aud asking him to let it
be competed for next year. The principal reasons trials are
not held this year are that Mr. Thomas Johnson, the pio-
neer and leading spirit in field trial competions, announced
his retirement as a competitor, and though earnestly solici-
ted to reconsider his determination, he could not be pre-
vailed upon to do so. Coupled with this the fact that mem-
bers had been very unfortunate in losing by distemper their
Derby entries, it was felt that the trials had best be aban-
doned for this year.

I understand that Mr. W. B. Wells, the secretary of the
International Field Trials Club, will be asked to judge at the
Manitoba field trials this year.

The well-known trainer Mr. Stoddard, who is now in Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, writes me that there is a prospect of a
large entry at the field trials in Manitoba this fall. Messrs.
Avent, Rose, Titus, Smith and Hammond think of coming
from the States and two or three from Ontario, Canada.
Further he says: "The weather is very dry—fine for hatch-
ing birds. All say there were thousands left for seed, so
there should be a big crop. I am getting my dogs together
in the city and will move out later on. The summer sports are
on here in full blast, more to the square inch than any town
of its size in America, I think. There are three gun clubs.
They got me into one, it has over sixty members; shoot
every week day (in squads), all could not shoot same day.
Begin at 7 P. M., but sun does not set until nearly 9, rises a
little after 4 A. M. This, state of affairs hardly gives a
trainer a fair chance, but by beginning early he can get in a
fair day's work."
From a letter from Mr. Tower, I gather that the sportsmen

of North Ontario, Cal., will shortly organize a field trial club
that will hold trials on an amateur basis. The prizes will be
medals instead of cash, to be awarded to dogs handled by
their owners. The club will be composed of men who desire
to have everything of a business nature eliminated from
field trials; men, as Mr. Tower says, "who are in it out of
pure sportsmanship." B. WATERS.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

Mr. Henry Brooks in a chatty letter tells us that Wankie
Freda, first in puppy class at Boston, has just whelped a
nice litter of seven to Tiree. Wankie Gerda, third in pup-
pies at the same show, they have sold to Mrs. Fessenden, of
Chestnut Hill, Mass., also a promising young dog to Mr. G.
Dorr, of Boston, and both these purchasers intend to show.
The youngsters in the kennel are all doing well and there is
said to be a coming champion in a pup by champion Tiree ex
Culblean, and it should be from such "purple" breeding.
The prospects for this breed becoming quite popular are
very bright just now.

POINTS AND FLUSHES
[By a Staff Correspondent]

Dogs and Values.
AN eminent handler and breeder inclosed a letter to me,

which' he had received from a prospective purchaser, and
which he presented as one of many instances in which pur-
chasers desire to get a valuable dog at a cheap figure. I
quote from the letter the following extract:
"If you have a Gordon or an Irish setter thoroughly house

and gun-broken, and warranted thoroughly trained on quail,
and a good retriever for ducks, write to . Price must
not exceed $35, and delivery to be made by express C. O. D.
at once."

It is very probable that the inquirer, who penned the fore-
going, did not kBow the real value of a dog possessing the
nice qualifications which he so frankly desired.
As a retriever, apart from all other considerations, a fairly

good performer would be worth more than $35. It would be
worth more than that to train him. If well-bred and a good
specimen, he would be of more value with no training than
the sum mentioned.

If there is a demand for anything, the labor, skill and ex-
pense of producing the article and excellence of it. are all
factors in the estimate of values. If the standard of value
for trained dogs gets below the cost of living and a fair re-
muneration, handlers would be forced to withdraw from
their profession and engage in other business. Training as
a profession entails many hardships. The itinerant handler
leads largely a life of isolation, hard fare and worse lodging.
All are exposed to the extremes of hot and cold weather
and the work itself is a combination of constant study at-
tention and laborious physical effort. There is a constant
expense to be incurred from day to day in providing food for
dogs, and in a small country town or miles from even such
a town, providing food for a number of dogs is attended
with many more difficulties and greater expense than is the
same in a city. In short, to breed and raise a dog and to
train him well, which takes ordinarily from six months to a
year, give the dog a value of at least $150, if he have the
qualities desirable in a good shooting dog.

It is rather inconsiderate to offer a sum for a trained do°-
which would be but little more than what was expended for
food which he consumed in raising him.

Still, in the laws of trade, if a man purchasers intelli-
gently, he generally gets that for which he pays. The $25dog is generally that grade of a dog, and the same is true of

f
u"?.

A
horses houses and ships. Even an $80 suit of clothes

tor $20 often fails to produce the blissful contentment antici-
pated in the wearing or the adornment. There are extremeswhere one can be foolishly saving or foolishly lavish in ex-
penditure.

Game to the Last.

Editor Forest and Stream:
One hot day last week S. S. Batley, secretary Mitchell

Coursing Club, was out exercising his two greyhounds Bud
and Lady, by Tulu ex Vixen, and which have appeared at
Mitchell and Huron meetings. They were unfortunate
enough to strike one of those real healthy jacks, and the con-
sequence was, before night both dogs died. Mr. Batley
thinks they may have been poisoned, but I do not, as I lost a
good dog some two years ago in the same manner and the
symptoms were the same. Nevertheless his English blood
will not allow him to quit the game, but he will at once
endeavor to secure something still better for the fall meet-
ings. Nominator.
Mitchell, 8. D.

A New Role for Gordons.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mrs. J. E. Montgomery of Memphis, Tenn., had the mis-

fortune to lose by poison a fine Maltese mother cat, leaving
two kittens to perish from hunger. The lady has a warm
heart and clear head for pets, especially in distress and
danger, so ordering her beautiful Gordon setter bitch Olie to
"down charge," she dropped warm milk on Olie's dry breasts
and placed the kittens there to nurse. This was continued a
few days and then the setter's milk came free, and she now
has a fat and frolicsome very "happy family."

W. A. WHEATLET.
Memphis, Tenn., June 13.

KENNEL NOTES.

The Northwestern Field Trial Club has postponed its trials

Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks
(furnisUed free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Scalper, Next, Master Waggles, Drexand Bex K. By J. H. McTague,
Omaha, Neb., for black cocfeer spaniel dogs, whelped Feb. 34, 1894, by
McTague's Cherry (champion Red Jacket—Brantford Bonita) out of
Black Gyp (Hector—Black Meg).
Lord Breckenridge and Lady Bollard. By D. C. Luse, Great Bend,

Kan., for black greyhound dog and bitch, whelped May 25, 1893, by
Norwegian out of Dick's Darling.
.
Netherwood Farm Kennels. By W. Tallman and 8. B. Wheeler,

Plainfleld, N. J., for their training and boarding kennels.

BRED.
I3&~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Nellie L —Mark 'Em. C. H. Lee's (Providence, R. I,) English setter

bitch Nellie L. (Prince L.—Sadie B.) to P. Volker's Mark 'Em (Monk of
Furness—Alxua), March 16.

Careless—Hea ther. J. D. Bush's (Wilmington, Del.) bull bitch Care-
less (Hotspur— Hampshire Nettle) to C. A. J. Smith's Heather (Har-
per—Ashton Belle), May 9.

'
'-ii N. E. D. Huggins's (Peoria, Bl.) Irish

setter bitch Miss Nino (Elcho, Jr.—Nino) to G. O. Smith's Young Sig-
nal (Signal—Woodbine), April 13,

*

Rose Norwood— Young Signal. Burt & Smith's (Wheeling, W. Va.)
Irish setter bitch Rose Norwood (Glencoe—Flora) to G. O. Smith's
Young Signal (Signal—Woodbine), May 30.

Bether Berwyn—Doctor Druid. McCullagh & Smith's OVheeling.W.
Va.) English setter bitch Bether Berwyn (Dashing Berwyn—Dryad) to
G. O. Smith's Doctor Druid (Frank S-—Victoria D ), May 1.

Bet—Duke of Ken t II. Glen Rock Kennels' (Boston, Mass.) pointer
bitch Pet (champion King of Kent—champion Belle Randolph) to their
champion Duke of Kent H., April 19.

Jingle Bells— Motion Banner. Rinada Pointer Kennels1 (Massape-
qua, Li. I,) pointer bitch Jingle Bells (Underwriter—Juno) to Glen Rock
Kennels' Molton Banner (Saddlebags—Molton Broom), Mayo.
Wanda—Molton Broom. G. W. Lovell's (Middleboro, Mass.) pointer

bitch Wanda to Glen Rock Kennels' Molton Banner (Saddlebags—Mol-
ton Broom). May 95.

Janet—Count Noble. Miss S. A. Nickerson's (Providence, R. I

)

Gordon setter bitch Janet (Beaumont—Belle Stephen?) to her Count
Noble (Ben Butler—Belie), April 7.

,

Black Gyp—McTague's Che)~ry. J. H. McTague's (Omaha, Neb.)
cocker spaniel bitch Black Gyp to his McTague's Cherry, Dec. 27.
Fanny K.—Frank Forest. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N. Y.) beaglo

bitch Fanny K. (Don—Goodwood Nellie) to champion Frank Forest
(Riot—Skip), April 18.

Lou—Frank, Forest. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N, Y.) beagle bitch
champion Lou (Keno—Fly) to champion Frank Forest (Riot—Skin )

June 10. •

Lonely—Frank Forest. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle
bitch champion Lonely (Careful—Lovely) to champion Frank Forest
(Riot—Skip), May 2.

Welcome—Boy K. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle bitch
Welcome (Leep—Topsy) to champion Roy K. (champion Rattler HI
—Dora), May 26.

Fanchette—Boy K. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle bitch
Fanchette (Mac—Fanny K ) to champion Roy K. (champion Rattler
IH.—Dora), June 6.

Zillah—Frank Forest. H L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N.Y.) beagle bitch
Zillah (champion Racer, Jr.—Nellie) to his champion Frank Forest
(Riot^Skjp), June 3.

Norah K.—Frank Forest. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle
bitch Norah K. (The Rambler—Emeline) to his champion Frank Forest
(Riot—Skip), June 6.

Gay—Roy K, H L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N.Y.) beagle bitch Gay
(Rover—Kitty) to his champion Roy K. (champion Rattler JJX—Dora)
June 16.

(Jueen, of the Forest—Boy K. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N.Y.) beagle
bitch Queen of the Forest (champion Frank Forest—Ina) to his cham-
pion Roy K. (champion Rattler HI.—Dora), April 14.
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Bella 11-Roy K. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N.Y.) beagle bitch Bella
II. (champion Racer, Jr.—Belle of Rockland) to Lis champion Roy K.
(champion Rattler III.— Dora), April 17.

Burlinoton Diadem -Brittle. K. W. Laey's (New York city) fox-
terrier bitch Burlington Diadem (Suffolk Coronet—Bacchante) to H.
W. Smith s Brittle (Brick-Vamp), April 5
Ruby Bowku -Rowdy Jack, T. W. Stoutenhurgh's (Des Moines,

la.) English better bitch Ruby Bondhu (imported Dick Bondhu—
Field's Cosette) to Gleason's Rowdy Jack (Rowdv Rod—Flame Glad-
stone), April 24.

Jean Beaufort—Strideaway. Mr. Eaton's Jean Beaufort, was bred
to Strideaway April 22, not May 22, as given.

WHELPS.
13&~ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Bessie Kahas. Glen Rock Kennels' (Boston, Mass.) pointer bitch

Bessie Kakas, March 10. sis (four dogs), b\T their champion Duke of
Kent II.

Ridgeview Patch Glen Rock Kennels 1 (Boston, Mass.) pointer bitch
Ridgeview Patch (Beppo HI.—Lady Norrisb H ), April 24, Dine (seven
dogs), by their champion Duke of Kent II.

Beauty. C. B. Rutan's (West Orange, N. J.) Gordon setter bitch
Beauty (Don—Belle), April 22, fourteen (seven dogs), by Miss S. A.
Niekerson's Count Noble (Ren Butler—Belle).
Josephine II. T Dean's (Providence, R. I.) Gordon setter bitch

Josephine II. (Leatherstocking—Josephine), March 25, seven (four
dogs), by MissS A. Nickerson's Count Noble (Ben Butler—Belle).
Lady Maud. E. O Tucker's (Providence, R. I.) Gordon setter hitch

Lady Maud (Ranger B.—Countess Whip), May 23, seven (four dogs), by
Miss S A. Nickerson's Count Noble (Bent Butler—Belle).
Black Gyp. J H. McTague's (Omaha, Neb.) cocker spaniel bitch

Black Gyp (Hector—Black Meg), Feb. 24, eleven (eight dogs), by his
McTague's Cherry (champion Red Jacket- Brantford Bonita).

Zillah. H. L Kreuder's (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle bitch Zillah (cham-
pion Racer, Jr —Nellie), Jan. 10. five (two dogs), by his champion
Frank Forest (Riot - Skip).
Norah K. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle bitch Norah K.

(The. Rambler—Emeline), Jan. 6, six (two dogs), by his champion
Frank Forest (Riot—Skip).
Fanchette. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N. Y .) beagle bitch Fanchette

(Mac—Fanny K.), Jan. 21, five (four dogs), by his champion Roy K.
(champion Rattler III —Dora).
Gay. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle bitch Gay (Rover-

Kitty), Feb. 2, five dogs, by his champion Frank Forest (Blot—Skip).
Daphne. H. L. Kreuder's (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle bitch Daphne

(champion Royal Krueger—Baby W.), April 18, four (two dogs), by
his champion Frank Forest (Riot—Skip).
Burlington Diadem. H. W. Lacy's (New York city) fox-terrier

bitch Burlington Diadem (Suffolk Coronet—Bacchante), June 16, two
bitches, by H. W. Smith's Brittle (Brick—Vamp).

SALES.
1ST" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Duke of Kent III. Blue belton English setter dog.whelped March 26,

1S94, by Kent III. out of Countess Addie, by A. E. Davis, Worcester,
Mass., to Dr. F. S. Hopkins, Boston, Mass.
Duke Noble. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped March 15,

1894, by Count Noble out of Josephine II,, by Miss S. A. Nickerson,
Providence, R. I., to Mrs. O. Wunsch, Pawtucket, R. I.

Malden, Mass , June 19.— Editor Forest and Stream: In your
current, issue in Kennel Notes appears the notice of a visit to King
Bannerman of -leannette, the respective owners Debonair Beagle Ken-
nels and E. L. Bryant. The breeding of Jeanette is given in the notice
as by champion Bannerraan. Is this correct? The breeding given
me at the time of obtaining one of Jeanette's puppies, says she is by
Bannerman II (6,911) ex Constance; also that her registered number is

10,794. Kindly say which is correct. Comedy.
[You are right. Jeannette is registered by Mr. Bryant as by Ban-

nerman II. out of Constance.]

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J, P. M., Erie, Pa.—Give your mastiff proper exercise and good

food. There is no method by which you can bring her in season.

C. O. T., Saratoga Lake, N. Y.—You had better insert a "Kennel
Special," stating what you want. We do not know at present of a
trained setter.

H. G. C, Philadelphia, Pa.—By boarhound we presume you moan
great Dane. You could probably secure a good bitch by stating your
want in a Forest and Stream Kennel Special.

C. F. M., Lansingburgh, N. Y.—Josie H., by Jeff II. out of Vaneta,
by Waller's Race out of Rose, by Rufus out of Stoddard's Duchess.
Jeff II., by Grouse out of Gyp. Dittmar is by Joe out. of Queen, by
Rexford out of Anne Boleyn; Joe, by Ronald out of Nellie B.

J- D. B, Wilmington, Del.—It is a common thing for a bitch tore-
main in poor condition while in whelp, even though she eats a good
deal. It would be best to treat her for worms at once. There is no
danger, providing you do not use very drastic measures. You will
find good vermifuges advertised in our business columns.

H. S. W., Rochester, N. Y.—Sir Bedivere is by Nero III. out of Bena,
by Bayard out of Freda, by St. Nicholas out of Juno H.

; Bayard, by
Bosco out of Juno; Nero HI., by Boniface out of Bessie II.. by Bayard
out of Hebe; Boniface, by Bayard out of Luna. Gundred is by Baron
Cardiff out of Cameo, by Pliniimmon out of Geheimniss, by Rollo out
of Berta; Pliniimmon, by Pilgrim out of Bessie II.; Baron Cardiff, by
Pliniimmon out of Donna Bayard, by Bayard out of Duchess.

J. W. R., Akron, N. Y.—1. Ti.e Laverack setter is a strain of English
setter originated by Mr. Edward Laverack. We cannot of course I ell

you whether your dog is a Laverack unless you give its pedigree. The
color is blue or lemon and white belton, that is, white, with black or
lemon ticks. The Gordon color is black and tan; main color is jet
black, with tan marks over each eye, on muzzle, down part of forelegs
and feather to elbow, inside of thighs, vent and shoulder points and
inside of ears. While is not desirable, though there is often a little

on the chest. 2. One service is generally considered sufficient.

C. E. B., Hyde Park, Mass.—What is the matter with mySt. Bernard
dog and what shall I do for him? Red blotches appear on different
parts of his body and neck and across shoulders. They discharge a
watery matter and he scratches them raw. Ans. Treat for worms.
Give following mixture:

R- Mag. sulph. ,
; i

Pot. earb , ,

"

Sod. carb aaji
Aq. ad 5 viii

Give one tablsspooDful morning and evening. Wash the dbg twice a
week in a solution of creolin (loz. to pail of water).

punting dtjd ^autising.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 23.—New England Beagle Club, at Oxford, Mass. W. S. Clark,

Linden, Mass., See'jr. Nominations close Oct, 1.

Oct. 29.— National Beagle Club. Geo. Laick, Tarrytown, N.Y.. Sec'y.
Nov. 7 —Northwestern Beagle Club, Louis Steffen, Milwaukee,

Wis., Sec'y.

Col. North's Greyhounds.
The most important sale of greyhounds that has taken

place for some time was that of Col. North's noted kennels.
Young Fullerton, counted about the fastest dog in England,
was, we believe, bid in, but not till the price bid reached
$5,250. He will, we learn later, go to the Russian Imperial
Kennels. The Referee, in its account of the sale, says: "The
weather was rather dull when the first saplings were put on
the bench. Lots 6 and 7, a couple by Young Fullerton out
of Myrtle Queen, a brindle and white bitch and brindle dog,
soon set the heads nodding, Mr. Crosse securiug both at 100 gs,
each. Several theu went cheaply, but five out of a litter by
Needham out of Miss Benkwith made 140gs., the highest
being HOgs, The next litter to cause considerable attention
was four by Young Fullerton out of Sparkling Gem, the
highest priced one knocked down being a brindle dog for
49gs.; but it is doubtful if it changed hands. Soon
after these came a litter of six, three of which
are entered for the Produce Stakes, Ridgeway Club,
Latham, in October next. The first two, Hawkesbury
and Ochiltree, were taken for 51gs. and 50gs. respectively by
Mr. H. E. Smith and Mr. Morgan, Mr. Hamar Bass taking
the remainder, for one of which he gave 50gs. Five
followed by Needham out of Mrs. Hutton, Mr. Morgan ob-
taining three—Nata (89gs.), Nineteen. (40gs.), and News
(41gs.). Russley, Found Again and Mongo, by Herschell
on* of Navette, all went to the bids of Mr. Hamar Bass for

40gs., 71ga. and 60gs. Coming to the first season dogs, Nant,
a fawn bitch, by Herschel out of Kate Cuthbert, was taken
by Mr. Brocklebank for 35gs., while Mr. Hamar Bass was
again to the fore when Nadir, a red dog, by Herschell
out of Miss Glendyne, was offered and obtained it for
30gs., Nip the Daisy, out of the same, litter, going to Mr.
Drake for 25gs. Out of Fashion, by Herschell out of Bit
of Fashion (42gs ), was the last in this class. Prices con-
tinued good for the second season dogs, as .El Diablo, by
Troughend out of Miss Glendyne, was bought by Mr. Drake
for 50 gs, and Mr. Brocklebank gave the same price for Must
Go, an own sister; still another, a brindle, by Greentick out
of Bit of Fashion, making 100 gs, and Ny Pensez Plus, a
sister to the above, 150 gs, to Mr. Hamar Bass. The third
and fourth season dogs did not make any big figures, but the
brood bitches were knocked down as follows: In Fashion,
100 gs; Notify (McCaffery), 105 gs; Tick Tick (Jardine),200gs;
Newtyle (McCaffery), 210 gs; Mtm (McCaffery), 80 gs; Nau-
tilus II. (Hamar Bass), 20 gs; and Note Paper (Mr. Le Cre-
miere), 40 gs. These were followed by the stud dogs. Young
Fullerton, a brindled dog by Greentick out of Bit of Fashion,
being knocked down after some spirited bidding to Mr.
McCaffery for 1,050 gs. Old Boots, by the same dog and
bitch, was secured by Mr. Rhodes for 50 gs. Neston, a
brindle dog, by Hershell out of Miss Glendyne, which was
started at 400 gs, wan taken by Mr. Dent for 500 gs, and Gay
City, a red dog, by Mr. Cooke for 20 gs. The sale was indeed
a memorable one."

• • • •

The American Coursing Club.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Since the organization of the American Coursing Club in

1886, there has never been such inactivity in the club as
there is this year. Hardly a mention has been made of a fall
meeting; of course hard times are largely to blame, and
hounds and especially coursing greyhounds are essentially
luxuries. It is natural that, after such hard times as we
have had for the past year, when even the richest have felt
the need of economizing, one of the first methods of reducing
expenses would be the giving up of coursing. But there are
other reasons that have militated strongly against the club.
The idea of changing the coursing grounds is a good one.

If the club holds its meeting at some other place than Great
Beud, why should it be worth so much more to that place?
It is a wrong idea that any town receives much benefit from
a club's meeting, outside of the hotel and livery proprietors.
And the more they subscribe, the more our expenses as
guests and nominators will be. There is no doubt the club
can find proper grounds in Kansas, Nebraska or Dakota, and
I dare say almost any town in Dakota will give from one to
two hundred dollars for a meeting of the A. C. A. If so,
why should the club wait to see which town, can be bled the
hardest?
Of course, a large purse brings a large entry, but more im-

portant features are the judge and ground, and I might say
the executive committee. I have been told innumerable
times, seriously aud humorously, of the difficulties en-
countered and the waste of time by executive committeemen
in attending to their part of the duty. It is not my intention to
go over that well-trodden ground, nor to present any fresh
statistics. A statement of the case in such form as to bring
into prominence the condition of the situation will be suffi-
cient for present purposes.
The next move of the club will be watched with interest.
Where will the eighth annual meeting of the A. C. A. be

held? f

This grand old club should be first to appear with its dates
and should be a reunion of all clubs. If it is properly
handled, the meeting this fall will be the grandest of them
al

|; „ ^ Nominator.
Mitchell, S. D.

faceting.

FIXTURES.
JUNK.

27. Atlantic City Cor., Trophy 30-July 1. San Francisco Cor.,
Race, Atlantic City. Cruise, McNear'a.

28. Rochester, Club, Charlotte, 30. Jersey City, An,, N. Y. Harbor
Lake Ontario. 30. Hull, Club, Boston Harbor.

29July 8. Phila., An. Cruise, Ches 30. Douglaston, An., L. I. Sound.
apeake Bay 30. Seawanhaka Cor, Race, New

30. St Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 21ft. London to Oyster Bay.
Classes, third series.

JULY.

2. Miramichi, Cruise, Wheelbar- 14. Cor. Phila., Evans Cup, Dela-
row Point. ware River.

2. A. M., St. Lawrence, A, 30, 25, 14-15. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,
21ft. Classes, challenge cup; Galinas Creek.
P. M , steam yacht race, 18ft, 14-21. Larchmont, Cruise, Long
fourth series. Island Sound.

2. Cor. Phila., Henry Cup, Dela- 14-30. Columbia, Cruise, Chicago
ware River. to Green Bay, Wis.

2. Rochester, Cruise, Big Sodus, 1C. Riverside, Cruise, L. I. Sound.
L. Y R. A. Meet. 16. Rhode Island, Ann. Cup, Nar-

3. Sea. Cor., Race, Oyster Bay to ragansett Bay.
Larchmont. 16-19. Hempstead Bay, Cruise, G't

3. Southern, Cruise. South Bay.
1. PineLal;.e,01ub.PineLake,Wis. 19. Miramichi. Race, Chatham.
4. Squantum, Cham., Squantum, 19. Pall River, Ladies' Day.

Mass. 19. Rochester. Ladies' Day, Char-
4. Larchmont, Ann., L. I. Sound. iotte, Lake Ontario.
4. City of Boston, Open, Boston 20. Hempstead Bay, Club, Hemp-

Harbor, stead Bay.
4. Beverly, Club Cham., Monu- 20. Phila., Club Race, all Classes,

-ment Beach. Delaware River.
4. Cleveland, Ladies' Day, L.Erie. 21. Squantum, Cham. Squantum
4. Plymouth, Club, Plym. Harbor Mass,
4. Fox Lake. Club, Fox Lake, 111. 21. American, Seaver Cup, New-
4. Columbia,LadiP8'Day,Chicago, buryport.

Lake Michigan. 21. Beverly, Sweeps, West Fal-
4. Plymouth, Club, Plym'th, Mass mouth,
4. Piscataqua,An.,Portsmo'th,Me 21. Fox Lake, Club. Fox Lake, III

4-7. Lake Y. R. A., Race Meet, 21. Plymouth, Club, Plym- Harbor
Sodus Bay. 21. Lynn, Bxpert Cup, Lynn, Mass.

6-20. Philadelphia, Annual Cruise. 21. Mancnester,Minot's Ledge Cup
7. Dorchester Bay Clubs, Union Massachusetts Bay.

Race, Dorchester Bay. 21. Plymouth, Club, Plym'th, Mass
7. St. Lawrence, A, 30. 25, 21ft. 21. Douglaston, Open. L.I.Sound.

Classes, fourth series. 21. Douglaston, Open, L, I. Scund.
7. Riverside, Ann., L. I. Sound. 21. Indian Harbor, 21-footers and
7. Cape Cod, Club, Nobscussett open cats, Greenwich, Conn.

Pier. S6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte,
7. Douglaston, Open, L. I. Sound. Lake Ontario.
7. Lynn, Expert (jup, Lynn, Mass. 26 29. Indian Harbor, Cruise, L. I.

7. Manchester, Open, Mass. Bay. Sound.
7. Eastern, An., Marblehead. 28. Cor. Phila., Jeanes Prize, Del-

12. Schoodic, 1st Cup Race, Club. aware River.
12. Rochester, Squad. Sail and Re- 23. Hull, Open, Boston Harbor.

view, Charlotte, Lake Ontario. 28. Great South Bay, An., Islip
14. St. Lawrence, A, 30. 25, 21ft. 28. Larchmoni, Flint Cup, cabin

Classes, fifth series. cats, Long I-land Sound.
14 Cor. Mus. Fleet, 21ft. and 28. N. Y. Bay, Club, N. Y. Harbor

cabin cats, New Rochelle. 28. South Boston, Club Cruise,
14. Knickerbocker, Club, L. I. S d. Massachusetts Bay.
14. N. Y. Bay, Club, N. Y. Harbor. 28. Squantum, Squantum. Mass.
14. New Bedford, Club Sail, Buz. B. 28-29. San Francisco Cor., Cruise,
14 Phila., Squad. Sail, Del. River. Goat Island.
14. Sea. Cor., 25ft. Class, Bullock 30. Schoodic, 2d Cup Race, Club.

Cup, Oyster Bay.

Our adverse criticisms on the Royal Victoria Y. C. were based on
positive statements, made by cable from England, that Mr. Gould had
availed himself of the permission granted by the New York Y. C. to
challenge in its name for the Royal Victoria gold cup, asking the
waiving of the legal notice; and that the holders of the cup had
declined to accept the challenge. It now appears that so far from this

being the case, Mr. Gould has not yet challenged for the cup, and
consequently the R. V. Y, C. has not been called on to take action in

the matter.

From the action of the club thus far since the cup was established, we
were reluctant to believe that it had declined the challenge of Vigilant,

but the statement was positive and apparently true. We are rejoiced

to find that it was not true, and we can only tender a full apology to
the Royal Victoria Y. C. for a criticism which, it now appears, was
entirely undeserved. The R. V. Y. C. has already come in for a good
deal of hnrsh criticism from the American press, apparently for no
other reason than that it had dared to offer a rival trophy to the
America's Cup at a time when that prize was removed from fair com-
petition by the literal construction of the new deed of gift. So far as
we can see, the criticisms thus directed against the club have been
without foundation, the terms of its deed of trust are not unfair in

themselves, and the first races under them, of Navahoe and Britannia
last year, were certainly carried out most fairly and liberally. In com-
paring the deed of trust of the R. V. Y. C. with the new deed of the
America's Cup, there is one most important point which is always
overlooked—the R. V, Y. C. cup was purchased by the club, which has
consequently a legal right to offer its own property on any terms,
however unfair they might be from a racing standpoint. The New
York Y. C, however, is not, and never has been, the owner of the
America's Cup, but is only a trustee, holding the Cup under certain
definite and known conditions, under which it was dedicated by the
five gentlemen and yachtsmen, now deceased, who won and owned it.

All legal rights of the trustee terminated when the terms of the trust
first were violated, a consideration which is far above any question of
the comparative fairness of the true terms and the false ones.

Columbia Y. C. Lake Race.
CHICAGO—LAKE MICHIGAN.

Saturday, June Id.

The second annual race of the Columbia Y. G, Michigan City, Ind
took place on Saturday, June 16. The race started in a light N.E.
wind and the start was made with balloon jibs and elubtopsaiis set
There were nine entries and starters. The procession was led by
Allie T.. closely followed by the cutter Enola, then in order came Hat-
tie B., Hattie Brad well, Rambler, America, Ellida, Peri and Pinta.
The wind held from N.E. and freshened, causing some clubtopsaHs
and balloon sails to come down and working sails to be set in their
place.
Clouds began to gather in the southeast, and matters looked seri-

ous. Allie T., away off to leeward, was seen to heel heavily and luff
into the squall, and the other boats got ready for a good old blow. It
did not last long, however, and Allie T. soon found herself away to
windward of the entire fleet, owing to the shift of wind, and Peri and
Pinta, which!up to then had been doing splendid windward work, were
to leeward of everything. The squall carried away Enola's mast and
Pinta put about and towed her into South Chicago.
The new cutter America, which w as making her maiden cruise,

sprung a leak around the rudder post and put back to Chicago. The
other boats pegged along and encountered all sorts of squalls, puffs
and showers. In one of the puffs Hattie Bradwell, when leading by
about 8 miles, carried away her topmast, and soon after the wind
lightened considerably, putting her to a great disadvantage. Ellida
suffered from a refractory compass, and being unable to discover the
port went about for Chicago. The race was finished in this order*
Hattie Bradwell, Hattie B., Allie T., Rambler, Peri, and Pinta. Pinta,
after depositing Enola at South Chicago, was sailed after the racers
by her plucky captain and owner, Ole Anderson and came in half an
hour before starting time next -morning. The captain will receive
from a subscription of the club members a fine spirit compass in con-
sideration of his pluck and seamanship.
The official times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Hattie Bradwell 2 18 48 9 36 30 7 17 42 7 17 42
Hattie B 2 17 19 9 56 34 7 39 15 7 05 22
Allie T 2 15 34 10 06 25 7 50 01 7 13 09
Rambler 2 19 31 10 04 09 7 44 38 7 29 11
tub prizes wore mot, 01 aaa uieecmoauiug cannon

j mwono llMn. com-
pass; third, set of code signals.
The weather for the return looked very threatening, and lightning

and squalls loomed up everywhere. Nothing daunted, all the boats
put out, led by Hattie Bradwell, which boat, with her broken topmast,
with pennant floating above it, looked like an overgrown sandbagger.
There were severe squalls, in which canvas had ;to be taken in on the
way back, but all the fleet weathered through splendidly. Hattie
Bradwell came in first, 45m. ahead of Rambler, which was followed
closely by Hattie B., then Pinta, Peri and Allie T. It was a great race
and although everybody got wet through, all were satisfied that they
had had excitement and fun enough to last for some time.

Shackamaxon Y. C.
The seventh annual race was sailed on June 18 in the Delaware

River, from a stakeboat off the club house to the black buoy at the
upper end of White Sheet bar and return, 28 miles, weather clear and
warm, wind southwest, tide flood. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Emma A., Henry Y. Anderson 15.02)^ 4 54 35 4 54 35
Anna, J. J. Brewer ,.15.03 4 56 00 4 56 00
Rex, Henry Scbuerle 15.02 .... 5 04 00
Victor, R L. Binder 15.03 5 08 00
Henrietta, James Slemmer 15.02>£ 5 18 00
Helena, Bert Morris 15.01" 5 19 00
Woodman & Florrie, Jacob Herr 15.02 5 20 15

SECOND CLASS.
Nana, Frederick Weil 15.02££ 5 47 35
Howard G., Wm. Gann , 6 00 00
Helen, R. B. Murphy 6 01 08 .

Rosaline, J. J. Brewer , 6 00 42
Igidious, Ed. Van Thyne
Lizzie, Wm. Cravin , . , , \ \

THIRD CLASS.
Sallie B , Henry Blats 15.03 5 01 45
Maggie, Israel Jones 15.02U 5 15 00
Emma, G. Tuerst. 15.02%
Wm. F. Stewart, D. Ribbitt 15.01
Win. Birch, F Morris,. 15.02 . .,

.'.

Winnprs: First class -Emma A., Anna and Rex; second class—
Nana, Howard G and Helen; third class—Sallie B. and Maggie
The course was 14 miles off the wind, and a beat back against a

strong flood tide and wind First prize in each class was a gold watch,
Elein movement; second prize in each cla«s was a silver pitcher and
tray; third prize for first and second clats. a silver fruit tray. Regatta
committee: Richard L. Binder, Jacob Eschner, Harry Schuerle.
Judges'. Geo. Bartel, Henry Quinn, Thos. McFaddin.

Corinthian Y. C. 77th Regatta.
MAKBLWHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

• Monday, June IS.

Tee Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead opened its racing season on
June 17 with a handicap race for knockabouts and yachts in cruising
rig. The wind was strong S.W. and the weather in every way favor-
able. The times were:

CLASS A.
Elapsed. Handicap Corrected.

Monomoy. Small 1 54 57 0 00 1 54 57
Hiawatha, Chapin 1 59 58 4 00 1 54 58
Keewayden, Burnham , 2 04 22 2 00 2 02 22

class a.
Susie. Keith 1 16 14 0 00 1 16 14
Merena, Follett 1 18 50 2 00 1 16 50
Ariel, Barrett 1 26 31 6 00 1 20 31

class c.

Reaper, Benson 1 15 08 0 00 1 15 08
Edith, Wood 1 30 00 6 00 1 24 00
Weasel, Sutton 1 42 18 8 00 1 34 18
Kraken, Chase Withdrew.
Don, Burlin, Withdrew.

class d—knockabouts.
Esther, Taggard 1 27 54 0 00 1 27 54
Otasu, North 1 25 18 0 00 1 25 18
Jane, Parker 1 26 21 0 00 1 24 21
Trouble, Wheeler 1 29 15 5 00 1 24 15
Betsey, Jones 1 27 52 3 00 1 24 52
Carl, Foster 1 20 55 1 00 . 1 19 55
Hera, Fowle 1 46 00 8 00 1 38 00 J
Nancy, Saltonstall Withdrawn.
The winners were: Class A, Monomoy first; Hiawatha second.

Class B, Susie first; Merena second, Class C, Reaper first; Edith sec-
ond; Weasel third. Class D, Carl first; Trouble second; Jane third.
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Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C. S4th Annual Regatta.
OYSTER BAY—LONG- ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, June 28.

The 24th annual regatta of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. 0., sailed

on June 23, served to open a series of events which will keep the club
busy until July 4 at least; with plenty of racing and cruising. The
full programme is: June 23, annuai regatta, Oyster Bay; 25, special

race for 21-footers, Oyster Bay; 26, cruising race to New Haven; 27,

cruising race, New Haven to New London; 28-29, New London Harbor,
Yale—Harvard rowing race; 30, cruising race, New London to Oyster
Bay; July 3, race from Oyster Bay to Larchmonl, fleet returning after
the Larchmont regatta of July 4.

Saturday proved to be the hottest June day for some years, but
there was enough wind on the Sound to make a very good race,
though from the N.W. and rather iiuky and unsteady. It made a
close reach over the first leg, across the Sound from Oyster Bay to
Shippan's Point; it held nearly on the beam on the next two legs,

across to Matinnicock and oack to Shippan 's Point, with a free reach
in to the finish; there being no windward work and no use for spinakers
all day. At the start it was quite fresh, Wasp showing a strong heel
under jib-header; it fell quickly on the second leg and held light until
near the finish when it left some boats almost becalmed, finally

breezing up a little. It was full of soft spots and patches, and while
on the whole the sailing was quite satisfactory, there were numerous
small fl ukes. The starters were

:

SCHOONERS—90FT. CLASS, PRIZE 8
Length.
.83.53
.89.51

.26.97

.25.50

.24.92
..22.00

Ariel G. H. B. Hill
Emerald J. R. Maxwell

68ft. class, prize $100.
Viator W. Gould Brokaw 65.92
Serkara. .,, N. J. Francis 66.01
Loyal , B. Prank Sutton 65.93

SLOOPS, CUTTERS AND YAWLS —46FT. CLASS, PRIZE $100.
Wasp Lippitt* Bros 54 .97

Gloriana Henry M. Gillig :54.67
40FT. CLASS, PRIZE $75.

Minerva H. W. Bucknell 45.57
Gossoon L. Vaughn Clark 47.83
Awa A. D. Cochrane
*3Q$ 35ft. class, prize $50.
Indolent S. V. R. Cruger 37.02
Daffodil J, R. Whiting 40.81
Rajah W. C. Hubbard
Eurybia Charles Pryer

SPECIAL BETWEEN 25 AND 30FT, PRIZE $25.
Madrine F. M. Freeman
Pyxie

,
O. Sanderson

25FT. RACING LENGTH.
Nameless R. C. Wetmore
Brenda F. M. Scott

2lFT. SPECIAL CLASS, PRIZE $25.
Wahneta Henry E. Doremus
The Leland Cup was offered this year in the 90ft. schooner cla s;

the usual individual prizes were offered for Corinthian crews. The 21-
footers were expected, but of the new ones only Maysie was present,
and she had no spinaker so did not start, leaving the older Wahneta
to sail alone.
The fleet made up some good classes, though each was small in

numbers. Gloriana had a new suit of canvas since her race at Larch-
mont, and Captain Charles Barr was on deck, though under the
Corinthian rule Mr. Irving cox was at the stick. In the 40ft. class was
a new-comer, Awa, the widest of the Burgess forties, a centerboard
boat that has done little racing, though she is presumably quite fast.
The other starters are all well known. All over 35ft. sailed 'the Shippan
course, of 25 miles naut. as mentioned above, the smaller classes ac-
companying them as far as Matinnicock, but coming straight home
from there, an 18 mile journey. The schooners were started at 12:25
and the others at 13:30. The times on the line were:
Ariel 12 26 05 Gossoon 12 32 20
Serkara 12 27 15 Madrine 12 32 21
Viator ..... .12 27 45 Daffodil 12 33 08
Emerald 12 27 49 Minerva 12 33 22
Loyal 12 30 00 Awa 12 84 01
Wasp 12 31 07 Wahneta 12 34 22
Nameless 12 31 35 Brenda 12 35 00
Gloriana 12 31 48 Rajah 12 35 00
Pyxie 12 32 04 Eurybia 12 35 00
Indolent 12 32 12
^Ariel^m^he Jead,^ carried^a small jibtopsail, maintopmaststaysail

jibtopsail and" balloon forestaysail. The ttoesTtrtbTfirs^luark. ffbjD-
pan Point, were:
Ariel 12 44 15 Gloriana 1 05 57
Emerald 12 46 00 Awa 1 1:2 50
Serkara 1 00 27 Gossoon 1 13 25
Viator 1 02 05 Minerva 1 13 45
Loyal 1 04 15 Daffodil '"l 15 10Wasp 1 04 20
Rajah lost her topmast and withdrew.
The eight-mile leg across to Matinnicock promised well, but the wind

was slowly dropping. Emerald was well canvassed, and on the reach
turned the tables on Ariel for the three previous races, gaining stead-
ily and finally sliding by to windward before the jibe at the buoyWasp carried a large jibtopsail and Gloriana a small one, and Wasp
gained over her older sister. Awa made a very good showing on the
first leg, and at the beginning of the second she was holding first place
but she soon began to drop astern, and after a time was out of it en-
tirely. Minerva had the same old topsail as in the Larchmont race or
a close mate to it, and was ata disadvantage in consequence but shehung on to Gossoon all the way. The times at Matinnicock were-
Emerald 1 46 40 Gloriana 2 01 45
Ariel 1 48 35 Loyal 2 02 34
Viator 157 12 Gossoon '"^leosWasp 1 59 08 Minerva 2 17 07
Serkara 1 59 14 Awa. 2 26 30The return trip was slower, the last mark being timed-
Emerald ....2 48 40 Wasp 3 2100
Ariel 2 56 40 Gloriana.

.

\\,\\\.'
" '

3 21 55The wind was very light as Emerald crossed the Sound for the last
time, but. she came along at a good speed compared with Ariel, the
latter bemg in the doldrums for sometime before a merciful breeze sether going again. While the superiority in windward work has plainly
been with Ariel thus far, this race showed that Emerald, in " light
weather at least was more than her equal in a reach; Emerald out-
sailing her very fairly on both stretches between Shippan and Matinni-

»°^V
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*%,

e
'?«

fc !?g t
.
he

l
u
?
k was aeamst Ariel, and is responsible fora part of the 16 minutes between them. The full times were-

SCHOONERS—90FT , CLASS.
Start. Finish.

Emerald 12 27 49 3 26 43
Ariel.; 12 26 05 3 40 54

„ , SCHOONERS—63FT CLASS.
Serkara 12 27 13 4 09 26
Loyal 12 30 00 4 13 48
Viator 12 27 45 4 12 17_ SLOOPS— 46FT. CLASS.
Wasp 12 31 07 4 01 11
Gloriana 12 31 48 4 02 59
_ SLOOPS— 40FT. CLASS.
Gossoon 12 32 20 4 14 1G
Minerva 12 33 22 4 18 02Awa 12 34 01 4 25 57

T , . ,
sloops— 35ft, class.

Indolent 12 38 12 4 02 40
Daffodil 12 38 08 4 01 08
gaiak- 12 35 00 Disabled.
Eurybia 12 35 00 4 09 30
„, , .

SLOOPS—UNDER 30FT. RACING LENGTH
Marine 12 32 21 4 47 23 4

™
02

Pys'e 12 32 04 4 56 24 4 24 20
SLOOPS- 25FT. RACING LENGTH.

Nameless 12 31 35 4 52 23 4 20 48Brenda 12 35 05 Withdrew.
^ „ SLOOPS—20-FOOTERS.
Wahneta ...... 12 34 22 4 58 41 4 24 20 Walk overEmerald wins the class prize and the Leland cup. Since her llttrace with Ariel she has been trimmed by the head, with an improve,ment in speed in reaching. Serkara sailed very fast and b2ather larger rivals easily Gloriana made a very close race withWasp, and with Capt, Chas^Barr in her for the rest of the selsonshe is likely to hurry the newer boat. Gossoon and Minimasailed a very close race, but 9s. apart. Indolent, improvedby herlEU ^ar

'
de^ated

.
of her newer aXmore moS

e % Madrine and Pyxie were too far in the rear for anysight of them alter the first half hour, but the times indicate a streak«U^^meZhet^ lD
.
s^ of tfle speed which Madrine his au-eadyshown; the older boat is known to be very fast, and is of exeelfenr

SUh
tr
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IOn and w
?
llsailed

>
and it Is quite unlikely that KfaMvsuch difference between them as the times show Nameless SWahneta each practically sailed alone. Queen Mab was out all Z?

i^?,Wlt
t
h th$flee

^
but ha™* ns, competitor. Owing"to some ddav

? Hl^L.^ Âyice:
Com. Benedict carried the race committee on bis

being present, Houri, W. Butler DuDcan, Jr.; Vaquero, H B. Duryea,
and Maysie, Wm. Osborn. The race was started at 1:20 P. M , the
course being from off the Cold Spring Lighthouse around Shippan
Point Buoy and return. Vaquero, sailed by Messrs. C. F. and G. O.
Adams, turned the mark at 3:50:00 and finished at 5:15:55. Houri,
sailed by Mr Duncan and Woodburv Kane, turned the mark at 3:39:20

and finished at 5:34:35. Maysie. sailed by her owner and Irving Cox,
withdrew on the first leg:. Houri protests Vaquero for turning the
mark from the wrong side.

Elapsed. Corrected.
No competitor.

Massachutts Y. C. Annual Regatta.
NAHANT—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Monday, June 18.

The annual regatta of the Massachusetts Y. C. was quite a success,
though only the smaller yachts took part, the 30-footer Handsel sail-

ing alone. The day was warm and bright, with a fresh S.W. wind.
The course was from off Nahant past Winthrop Bar Buoy, Graves's
Whistling Buoy, and home, ten miles.
The event of the day was the sailing of the 21ft. fin-keel Vanena,

built for the class in 1892, and handled by Mr. J. F. Brown, who owned
and raced Alpha in that year. The times were

THIRD CLASS.
Length.

Handsel, J. R. Hooper 31.25
FOURTH CLASS.

Vanessa, A. Bigelow, Jr 21.08 1 43 20 1 06 41
Beatrice, J. Cavanagh 95.06 1 51 36 1 20 04
Romance, L. Sears 21 ,08 1 56 20 1 20 15
Amorita, H. F. Bache 24.03 1 53 36 1 20 41
Little Rogue, G, W, Spencer 21.02 1 57 35 1 20 50
Irene, Gordon aud Armstead 22.08 1 56 35 1 21 48
Harolde, A. T. Bliss 24.10 1 54 05 1 21 50
Sibyl, E. P. Sharp 23.00 1 57 03 1 22 41
Black Cloud. Taylor & Putnam 23.08 1 56 51 1 33 16
Korban,E. M.Horton 21.00 2 00 08 1 24 23
Sea Bird, C. L. Joy 22.08 2 00 12 1 25 24
Good Luck, J. B. Farrell 21.08 Disabled.

KNOCKABOUTS.
Hullo, H. Y. C 21.00 1 55 50
Santa Maria, J. J. Souther 21.00 2 00 02
Ruth, P. H. Fox 21.00 2 03 14
Nike, T. E, Jacobs ...Withdrew.

1 50 50
1 55 02
1 58 14

FIFTH CLASS.

Elapsed.
2 58 54
3 14 49

3 42 13
3 43 48
3 44 32

3 30 04
3 31 11

3 41 56
3 44 40
3 51 56

3 30 28
3 28 00

Corrected.
2 58 54
3 12 01

3 34 25
3 43 48
3 44 32

3 30 04
3 30 53

3 41 56
3 42 05

Not meas.

3 26 14
3 28 00

3 34 30 Not meas.

4 15 02
4 21 19

4 20 48

1 52 25 1 14 15
1 57 16 1 14 22
1 57 88 1 14 36
1 58 40 1 15 15
1 59 40 1 15 34

21.05 1 52 08 1 15 43
20.03 1 54 52 1 16 49
17.09 2 00 20 1 18 20
15.00 2 07 49 1 20 30
.20.11 1 58 02 1 20 56
.19.06 2 00 42 1 21 .32

16.06 2 05 .
t6 1 21 50

17.02 2 07 29 1 24 27
18.06 2 05 22 1 24 37
15.00 2 14 25 1 27 06

Auresa, H. M. Faxon
Lorelei, Crane Bros
Alice L., P. W. Lynch Withdrew.
The winners were: Fourth class—Vaness, $20; Beatrice, $15; Ro-

mance, $10. Knockabouts—Hullo, $20; Santa Maria, $10. Fifth class
—Raccoon, $15; Live Yankee, $10; Bonita, $5.
The regatta committee included L. M. Clark, S. P. Perrin, Percy

Hodges, E. P. Sharp and W. S. Crosby.

Weetamoe Y. C. First Regatta.
FALL RIYER—MOUNT HOPE BAY.

Saturday, June 9.

The Weetamoe Y. C. is a new club, just organized at Fall River,
Mass., and chartered on May 24, the membership being 125. The first
regatta was sailed on June 9 in a fresh S.W. wind, and was very suc-
cessful, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Nellie, John Waldron 1 53 12 1 53 12

?r:*pcr
-T*?

obu
,>
0atl

V,
1 2 00 15 1 55 43

Alpha, Wm. Carroll 2 16 11 2 10 56

SECOND CLASS.
Hesper, T. Haggerty Disabled
Idle Hour, Richard Millward 2 05 21
Patience, Chas. Milward

, 2 06 01
Edith, John Wright

; 1 02 33
Coming, John Howarth ....!! ..Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS.
Lalloo, John Whitehead 1 37 53
Dido, Michael Considine ...... 1 37 20
Bella, Thos. Kershaw

. . . ! .
*1 31 36

Etto, John W. Kershaw ....... Withdrew
Lickmulutus, Samuel Chambers Withdrew
Marianna, Thos. Wood 1 28 45 1 27 55

FOURTH CLASS.
Sybil, Chan. Robinson 1 29 80 1 29 30
Jennie, J. A. Labounty 1 34 55 , 1 33 04

2 02 31
2 06 01
1 58 21

1 36 23
1 32 49
1 31 36

Commonwealth Y. C. Regatta.
SOUTH BOSTON—BOSTON HARBOR.

Monday, June 18.

The regatta of the Commonwealth Y. C, on June 18, wassailed in a
strong S.W. wind, the times being:

FIRST CLASS KEELS.
.... . „ Elapsed. Corrected.
Katherraev F. W. Roswell 1 53 20 1 20 08
Saidie, A. Schnitz 1 54 15 1 16 02
Wanda, W. A. Cook Disabled.

SECOND CLASS KEELS.
Nahmeta, Smith & Cobb 1 35 30 1 08 32
Topsy, C. J. Petterson 1 44 30 1 11 39
Pansy, J. Johnson ,1 47 20 1 13 18

SECOND CLASS CE.NTERBOARDS.
Isaline, C. A. Stream

, Disabled.
Wapiti, G. H. Hill ]i 41 00 1 11 09
Tilse, George Loveridge 1 48 00 1 13 38
Helen F. Plummer 1 43 00 1 OS 20
G. F. H.

,
Llbby Barry 1 42 55 1 - 13 48

THIRD CLASS KEELS.
Trio, A. H. Barker 1 56 30 1 32 05
Ada, H Butler 1 57 80 1 32 11
J oma, G. White

. ..2 07 40 1 41 39
Kitty, J. A. Evans 1 51 00 1 27 30
Eva, L.J Long 1 13 15 j 46 44
Oriole, F. Smith 2 06 00 1 40 48
The winners were Saidie, Topsy, Nahmeta, Wapiti and Kitty
The judges Mere C. J. Rushton, Charles Halsfc, Jr., W. McSweeney

L. T. Lunt and J. J. Fleming. 1 J"

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
. 24.10 1 34 44 1 10 33
.24.07 1 35 15 1 11 26
.22.01 1 41 21 1 14 42

1 45 48 1 18 04
1 48 23 1 23 25
1 51 49 1 24 20
1 51 04 1 24 89

steam yacht Oneida. The committee were Messrs Gordon Wende/fWalter C. Kerr, Valentine Mott, E. C. Weeks and Bi A RutherfordI

'

TherBcefortheSl-footers came, off ZXuday.tnrJ thlee boats

Plymouth Y. C. Open Regatta.
PLYMOUTH—PLYMOUTH HARBOR.

Monday, June 18.

The Plymouth Y. C. sailed its second regatta on June 18, in a strong
S.W. wind, making a fine race. Fanny D. parted her headstay early
in the race, but sailed to the finish and won. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length

Future. W. T. Whitman 21,07
Nobscussett, Luther Hall 24.06

SECOND CLASS.
Fanny D., M. McDowell 18.00
Nancy Hanks, P. W. MeGlathlin 18.00
Mildred, A. Holmes 18 00
Straight Tip, Israel Keith 18.03
„. THIRD CLASS— SPRIT.
Vigilant, A. M. Watson, Jr 15 11
Perhaps, T. S. Diman 15 00
Lady May, M. McDowell 16 10
Gypsy Girl, Wm. Steele 15 02
Spray, C. F. Bradford 16' 05
Dolphin, N. Morton 15 03
Eunice Weston, Isaac Symms 16.04
Honest John disqualified. Mayor D. capsized.

i. FOURTH CLASS.
Solitaire G. P. Thresher 17,02 1 57 15
Natalie, H. H. Jones 14.08 2 03 06
Nereid, A E. Walker 16.00 2 01 15
Thelma, F. C. Holmes 15,07 Withdrew.

Elapsed.
1 49 12
1 51 05

1 42 39
1 44 28
1 57 39
1 59 37

1 57-41
2 04 20
2 01 08
2 04 53
2 02 51
2 06 52
2 07 46

Corrected.
1 16 37
1 21 45

1 05 14
1 07 03
1 20 14
1 22 34

1 16 49
1 31 45
1 21 52
1 22 38
1 22 53
1 24 46
1 27 39

1 18 31

1 19 51
1 20 27

.22.08 1 13 58 51 21
1 15 48 54 02

19.20 1 19 10 55 38
19.04 1 21 34 55 57
.22.08 1 19 55 57 18
23.10 1 21 45 1 00 03

1 23 32 1 00 51
1 30 28 1 07 51
1 30 12 1 07 22

.19.08 1 34 18 1 09 04
19.10 1 34 31 1 09 24

Winthrop Y. C. Open Regatta.
WINTHROP—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, June
The Winthrop Y. C. made great preparations for its open race of

June 23, and its expectations were fully realized except in the first
class, in which there was no race, part of the fleet mistaking the
course. Two courses were given in the programme, and a flag was
set on the club house indicating that course No 2 would be sailed, but
it was unnoticed by some of the yachts, which sailed course No. 1.
The wind was fresh from N.W. The times were:

SECOND CLASS.
Lengtl

Harolde, A. T. Bliss 24.10
Moondyne, Shaw Bros 24.07
Ideal, H. B Bailey 22.01
Madcap, H. J. Whorf 21.00
Madge, C. G. Cousins 23.11
Bessie, Billings, et al 21.03
Korban, C. M. Horton 22.04
Little Rogue. C. W. Spencer Withdrew.
Good Luck, J. B. Farre'l Withdrew.

SPECIAL CLASS.
Thrush, Elles & Terelicg. 22 U
Black Cloud, E. H. Taylor 23.09
Eulalie, E. S. Hunt 19.20
Astrea, R. M. Benner 19' 04
Sea Bird, C. J. Joy 22.08
Sibyl, E. P. Sharp 23.10
Romance, L. Sears 22.07
Ariel, J. Barrett 22.08
Oeorgie, A. Eothe 22.05
Nonpareil, C. P. Curtis 19.08
Magic, P. A. Coupal 19.10
Eclipse, W. Merick Withdrew.
White Fawn, A. E. Jones Withdrew

THIRD CLASS.
Harriet. L. T. Harrington 20.10
Arab, W. F. Rod it 19.02
Duck, C. E. Hodges 18 01
Opechee, W. P. Barker 19.07
Attempt, Flynn & Freeman 18.05
Magpie, H. G. Otis 19.08
Aurisa, H. M. Faxon is. 09
Why Not, G. W. Sheverick 20 01
Hagedorn, G V. Souther 20.03
Helen, R W. Sa v tell 20 00
Marion, A. W. Chesterion Withdrew

FOURTH CLASS.
Alpine. C. H. Blethen 16 09
In It, R. R. Williams 18.03
Bonita, C. O. Hood 17.06
Princess, E. D. Gay 14 04
Tantrum, F. D. Perkins 14,07
Katydid, C. B. Pear 13,02
Icurez. Walsh Bros 14 02
Coot, Grant et al ..15!o5
Marigold, W. Greenlaw 14.05
Ry Ty, T. O. Gilliatt 15.05
Oupid, I. H. Greaves 11.00
Imp, L. A: Horton Disabled.
Sunbeam, H. B. Faxon Withdrew.
Good Luck protests Harolde for fouling the buoy off Deer Island.

Little Rogue enters a similar protest. Princess protests In It on
measurement, and Romance protests Eulalie for fouling White Fawn.
The first class boats in the two divisions protest each other, and the
matter will be decided at a meeting on June 26. The winners are,
subject to protest:
Second class—First, $20, Harolde: second, $15, Moondyne; third,

$12, Ideal; fourth, $8, Madcap; fifth, $5, Madge.
Special class—First, $20, Thrush; second, $15, Black Cloud ; third,

$10, Eulalie; fourth, £8. Astrea; fifth, $5, Sea Bird.
Third class—First, $15, Harriet; second, $12, Arab; third, $10, Duck;

fourth, $7, Opechee; fifth, $5, Attempt.
Fourth class—First, $12, Alpine; second, $10, In It; third, 87, Bonita;

fourth, $5, Princess; fifth, S3. Tantrum.
The judges were Ex-Corn. J. Stearns Cushing chairman, Howard C.

Morse secretary, Com. Albert W. Torrey, Com. Lewis J. Bird, H.Y. C ;Com. Frank Ferdinand, S. B. Y. C; Com. Hartford Davenport. D. YO^Com^ Fred T. Clayton, O. Y. C, and ex-Coni. Charles F. Morrill,

The reception committee included Com. Albert W. Torrey, chair-
man, ex-Com. Edgar A. Cook, ex-Com. J. Stearns Cushing, Vice-Corn.
Charles A. Henry, Sec. Charles G. Bird, Treas. George E. Leighton,
Fleet Capt. William A. Garratt and Measurer Harry Hutchinson.A dinner to the visitors was served at the Hotel Winthrop, followed
by a reception in the evening.

1 19 38 55 27
1 21 41 55 54
1 23 02 56 06
1 22 55 57 23
1 24 30 57 56
1 24 12 58 55
1 25 30 59 17
1 26 15 1 01 22
1 26 58 1 02 14
1 27 51

r.

1 02 53

59 53 38 04
59 19 38 44

1 00 55 39 42
1 06 85 42 11
1 09 23 45 16
1 11 12 45 23
1 09 55 45 31
1 10 27 47 14
1 19 50 55 14
1 18 18 55 55
1 17 03 58 15

Beverly Y. C.
The 207th regatta, first sweepstakes, was sailed June 18 at Monu-

ment Beach in a reefing S.W. breeze, though many of the boats car-
ried two reefs till the run home, as it was blowing harder before the
race.
In second class the new Zinotte did well, though she was tied up and

will do better later on. Bernice, the other new boat, did welll, but
could not cope with the old Mist, who was out in fighting trim.
In third class Nobska did better tnan ever; Gilt Edge did well, and

El Paeo, Hanley's new measurement cheater, did nicely; she had bad
luck m carrying away her mast Saturday evening, but was ready
Monday morning.
The surprise came in fourth class, where four new knockabouts,

built on same lines, started against Fin. who, thinking she had a soft
thing, started with an old mainsail that did not balance the jib. She
struck a rock and was delayed a few seconds, the result being that
Turkey beat her 17s.

6

SECOND CLASS CATS.
Length.

Mist, G. H. Lyman, B. Y. C 23.09
Bernice, N. Hacking, Jr., Onset 23 05
Anonyma. F. L. Dabney, B. Y. C 23.08
Zinotte, W. P. Wilson, B. Y. C 23.02%
Come On.W. W. Phinney, Mon. Beach. .23.06
Ulala, W H. Winship, B. Y. 0 23 04
Agawan, J. G. Young, Jr., B Y. C 23 08
Squeteague, W. E. C. Eustis, B. Y. O. .23.04

THIRD CLASS CATS.
Nobska, A. A. Beebe, B. Y. C 19 06
Gilt Edge, D- L. Whitteniore, B. Y. C. 19 07
El Paso, 0. C. HanJey, Wareham 19 01
Puzzle, W. Amory, 2d, B. Y. C 19 10
Doris, J. Parkinson, B Y. C 19 08
Colymbus, H. Winson, B. Y. C 19 11

Kaloola, H. Richards, B. Y. C 19.08
THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.

Nellie, W. D. Turner, Mattapoisett
FOURTH CLASS CATS.

Dawdle, R S. Hardy. B. Y. C 16.03
Dodo, H. Parker, B. Y. 0 16 06
Annie, H. S. Carruth, B. Y. C 16.10

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 47 02 1 33 23
1 49 05 1 35 04
1 49 11 1 35 2fi

1 50 08 1 35 46
1 53 39 1 36 18
1 51 42 1 36 35
1 52 45 1 39 00
1 56 01 1 41 21

1 34 05 . 1 18 24
1 38 00 1 22 26
1 39 45 1 23 33
1 42 22 1 27 07
1 43 55 1 27 28
1 48 17 1 33 OS
1 48 47 1 33 20

1 11 52 39 34
Broke headstay.
Did not start.

FOURTH CLASS JIB AND MAINSAILS.
Turkey, C. S. Dennison, B. Y. C 16.06 1 09 34 57 40
Fin, H. Stockton, B. Y. C 16.02^ 1 10 16 57 58
Kitten, C. H. Jones, B. Y. C 16. 02^ 1 14 39 1 02 21
Tourmaline, E. Hamlin, B. Y.C 16.06k 1 16 15 1 04 12
Dolly, F. W. Downes, B. Y. O 16.09}1 1 20 34 1 08 45
Raccoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr., B. Y. C. 11.05 y3 Withdrew.
Mist won first in second class cats, Bernice second and Anonyma

third. Nobska won first in third class cats, with Gilt Edge second
and El Paso third. In fourth class cats Dawdle won. Turkey won
first in fourth class jib and mainsails, with Fin second and kitten
third.

Judges and regatta committee: N. H. Emmons, H. S. Carruth, W.
Lloyd Jeffries.

Southern Y. C.

WEST END—LAKE PONTCHAItTRAIN.

Saturday, June 16.

The Southern Y. C. of New Orleans held the race for the Walker
cup, open to the Pensacola, Mobile and Southern yacht clubs, on
Saturday, June 16. This eup is for saudbaggers, and has to be won
three times. Nyanza won from Mephisto last year on a foul. Mephisto
won easily this year. Her only dangerous rival was Lufki Humma
and she pushed the winner hard for the first round, but was thereafter
completely handicapped by fickle breeze. The day was squally and
altogether unfavorable to yacht racing.
The Brewster cup, for cabin sloops, will be sailed for on June 26.

The 45ft. Burgess sloop Nepenthe twisted her mast in the annual
regatta, June 9. A new one has been ordered from her builders.
Lawley & Son, Boston. L. D. S.

The annual regatta of the Eastern Y. C, set for June 25, was post-
poned until July 7. Volunteer was not ready to sail, and Navahoe
consequently did not go round the Cape to meet her
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George A. Stewart.
There is a sad parallel between the death of Mr. Burgess just three

years ago and that of his partner and associate, George A. Stewart,

which took place on June 21. In each case death was due to typhoid

fever, and though Mr. Burgess was iU for some time, tbe sad result

was hardly more unexpected than with Mr. Stewart. Both were hard
workers, and their application to a very arduous and trying profes-

sion was no doubt the first cause of the illness which resulted fatally

to each.
Mr. Stewart went through a great deal 6f hard work, worry and ex-

citement last year in designing, building and racing the fin-keel Cup
defender Pilgrim, and in spite of much sailing and outdoor work, to

which he has always been accustomed, he has been unwell for some
time, but not seriously so. In a note to the writ er some two weeks

back he spoke of feeling unwell, but expressed the hope of being all

right in a short time.
.

About ten days ago he found hirnt>elf unfit to attend to business, and
consulted his friend Dr. W. M. Conant, saying that he thought he was
suffering from a dyspeptic weakness of which he had long been a vic-

tim. The Doctor, thinking that a change and rest would be the best

thing, advised him to go at once to the Corinthian Y. C. house at Mar-
blehead, where he always lived during the summer.
The change, however, did not seem to benefit him, and by the latter

part of last week he was sick in bed. Dr. Conant was sent for on June
16, and immediately said that the sick man must be removed from the

club house to the hospital.

On Sunday moraine the steam yacht of a friend brought him from
Marblehead Neck to Boston, and he was taken to the Massachusetts
General Hospital, where his disease was pronounced typhoid fever.

Although he continued to be very sick, he was not considered in a

critical condition until Wednesday night, when serious symptoms de-

veloped, and on Thursday morning Drs. Whittier and Conant realized

that the chances of recovery were very slight.

Through the morning he continued to grow weaker until 11:20, when
he passed away.
George Andrew Stewart was born in South Boston Sept. 26, 1S62.

He received his first education in the Andrew Grammar School and
the Boston Latin School, and entered Harvard College in the fall of

1880. He was graduated in 1884.

Throughout his career in school and college Mr. Stewart made an

excellent record as a student.
In the grammar school he led his class. In the Latin i school he led

his class "and got the first Franklin medal. During his course in the

Latin school he received twenty first and two second prizes.

Tn college, he led his class during the freshman year and was third

man for "the whole course. He received highest second-year honors
in mathematics, highest second-year honors in classics and highest

final honors in classics. During his college course Mr. Stewart was
secretary of the class of '84. He was also president of the class of

'80, Boston Latin School.
In 1885 Mr. Stewart, who was always fond of yachting, became the

yachting editor of the Boston Globe, soon making a reputation as one
of the ablest of American yachting writers. A couple of years later,

while retaining the same position, he entered into partnership with

Mr. Burgess in the yacht brokerage branch of the latter's business.

On the death of Mr. Bursress in 1891 Mr. Stewart, in connection with
Mr Arthur Binney, one of the firm's draftsmen, bought the business

and it has been continued ever since under the name of Stewart &
Binney. Mr. Stewart was devoted to Harvard College and to outdoor
sports, and for some years he has been prominent in connection with
the Harvard football team. He was a very good boat sailor, racing

his own boats and tuning them up successfully. As a member of

the Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead he did much toward tbe present
prosperity of the club and to build up its racing.

A long and intimate acquaintance with him enables us to speak per-

sonally as to his many admirable qualities as a man, as well as his

abilities as a yachting expert and writer. Both of his parents and a
brother survive him. The funeral took place on Saturday.

Lake Minnetonka Racing.
"* The first regular race of the Minnetonka Y. C. takes place this

afternoon. The informal race on Decoration Day could not by any
means be called a test, owing both to its informal character and the
variable winds, and therefore the event to-day will be the first real

opportunity for the saiiors to experience practical work side by side

with other "boats.

With the advent of the sailing season this year, the character of
yachting at Lake Minnetonka is completely chauged. The "good old

pioneer days," when the only boats on the lake were large, roomy,
clumsy, comfortable, heavy catboats with sails of thickest canvas,

are gone, and in their place is the finest fleet o£ sloops on any inland

water in the world. In other words, the old boats are "not in it" any
more. They made their last appearance in the races last year, but

they are now entirely outclassed by the newer and more scientific

creations of local and foreign builders. Even the boats of three years

ago are getting somewhat passe, and then, too, the constant changing

of the club's sailing rules from season to season causes different styles

of boats to be evolved. So, according to the predictions of many
members of the club, the race this afternoon will be oi: the newest and
finest boats and will therefore be more interesting to those concerned

in the scientific advancement of the sport.

The race to-day is to be a cup race, which fact is rather significant.

The truth of the matter is, no one has offered, so far as known, to

present cups to the winning boats this year. For the past two
seasons the club itself has put up cup prizes, but this year there seems
lo be no disposition on the part of either the club or private parties bo

make a move of this kind, but as a member said to day: "If there is

any one who wants to give a cup to any class of boats this year, let

him not. be backward in lettiug us know." Here is a good chance for

some yachting crank to show a little practical enthusiasm. Although
there are no cup prizes the race to-day will be for the season's

championship flag and for the single race prize flag, which is pre-

sented to the winners shortly after each race.

As to the outcome of the races, of course, no one can tell with any
degree of certainty so early in the season. The general opinion seems
to he, however, that Marie, the new sloop built this year for the Wat-
son boys, will be a winner as soon as her crew gets to know better.

Saturday a fickle wind prevented the completion of the yacht race

at Minnetonka, and as a consequence the judges declared the event

off. From the manner in which the yacnts were bu nched after the

first time around the shorter triangle it was evident that the finish

would have been very exciting had the wind held out. Two new 20ft.

cats were in the race for the first time. Mouse, owned by Lew Newell,

and Senorita, by Willett Ankeny. Among second-class sloops and the

big cats Psyche and Ida took the lead, followed by Omega, Columbia
and Pinafore, the latter Mischief of last year, now sailed with a cat

rig. Among the first class, Kite was forced across the line first,

Argot. C. L. C. and Marie leading, with Alpha and Tu'dlewinks in the

rear. On the first tack of the second round the •..hole fleet ran
together, but the wind freshened aud Kite gained. It was on the

home stretch that the breeze played false. The judgns were W. D.

Hale, O. J. Bartleson and Mrs. Fred. Hopkins.—Minneapolis Journal,

June 16-1S. _____

American Y. C. Club and Seaver Cup.
NEWBURYPORT, MASS.

Saturday, June S3.

The race of the American Y. C. on June 23 was the first club race
and also the second for the Seaver cup. The start was made in a
violent S. W. squall, Wizard capsizing; but the weather soon cleared

and a light west wind came up. The times were:
FIRST CLASS.

Length. Elapied. Corrected.

Truant, N. D. Eodigrass. . . 27.00 2 20 50 2 26 50

Vivian, F. E. Breckam 21.00 2 49 00 2 43 19

Augusta, George Hersey 23.06 Withdrew.
SECOND CLASS.

Live Yankee, H. T, Moody 17.00 1 47 32 1 43 59

Spurt. R. D. Pierce 19.08 1 47 19 1 47 19

Pert, Frank Knight 17.02 Withdrew.
THIRD CLASS.

Flirt, W, Hitchcock 15.11 2 03 30 2 02 55

Voodoo, W. Balch 16.04 2 05 55 2 05 55

Wizard, H. G. Batchelder 14.03 Withdrew.
Cheetah, Stone Bros 15.08 Withdrew.

MODEL*! YACHTING.
.v . -t&H

American Model Y. C. Inter-Club Match.
PROSPECT PARK—BROOKLYN'.

Saturday, Jvme S3.

A race was sailed on Saturday for a cup offered by the A. M. Y. C,
Mr. J. Hadden of the Minneapolis M. Y. C. having notified the A. M.
Y. C. of his intention of building a 40in. model, which he would bring
with him on his way to Scotland, stopping over a few days in Brook-
lyn to test her speed with some of the Brooklyn yachts. Mr. Hadden
is very plucky in taking the chances of defeat with an almost untried

yacht, he having only had two opportunities to test her on the lakes

in his State. H>s model is of the English keel type, and in all prob-

ability, even with proper time to develop, would succumb to the mod-
ern fin type of model now in existence, Mr. Hadden expressed his

surprise at the speed of the Brooklyn models as compared to models
of his locality.

.

As Minerva had no means of steering down the wind, Marjorie, H.
Fisher, conceded to a windward course in heats, best two out of three
to decide the race, Marjorie being picked by the regatta committee to

to defend the cup. Mr. Hadden was given about one hour and a
quarter to get his yacht in trim, the race being called at 4:30 P. M.,

Minerva being badly beaten in both heats as below:
FIRST HEAT—COURSE */& MILE TO WINDWARD.

Length. Elapsed, Corrected
Minerva, John Hadden , 40.05 14 50 15 58^
Marjorie, H. Fisher ,41.08 9 33 10 23

SECOND HEAT.
Minerva 15 05 15 03^3
Marjorie 9 49 9 49

Marjorie winner of first heat by 5m. 17s. elapsed, 5m. 25s. corrected.

Second heat and race by 5m. 16s. elapsed, 5m. 14}^s. corrected, light

westerly wind prevailing.

Minerva, John Hadden's new 40in. model yacht, wlrch is to repre-

sent the Minneapolis M. Y. R. A. In the interclub match with the

American M. Y. C, at Brooklyn, was given a builder's trial on Lake
Calhoun on Thursday night. The model was tried under her lower
sails only, her topsails not being quite ready. Though there was but
little wind she moved along very fast, pointing well and holding a

steady course. The trial was very satisfactory to her builders. The
general dimensions of the model, which is a keel boat, are: Length
i
ivpr all, 54in.; length on l.w.l., 40in.; beam, 9in.; draft of water, 10in.;

lowest freeboard, 3J$H. ; weight of keel, 191bs. From the deck to the

tip of her jackvard topsail will measure fully 6ft., while the base of

the sail area will measure about 7ft., giving her a total sail area of

somewhere in the neighborhood of 21 square feet. The model was
built by her owner and E. F. English, and will carry an automatic
steering gear, designed by the latter. The line of construction

adopted was also designed by Mr. English, and has proved very satis-

factory, making a boat with a very fight, yd strong hull. The keel

piece is of five-eighths whitewood, the frames being cut from three-

eighths whitewood. The deck beams and gunwale strips are of 14m.

pine, the same wood being used for the extreme tip of the counter and
the deck, while the planking is of Vsin. cedar. It was originally in-

tended to put up the model of one-sixteenth whitewood, giving her a

double skin, but some difficulty was incurred in obtaining the material.

The mast and bowsprit of the model are of white pine, the remainder

of the spars being of white wood. Lonsdale cambric is the material

us«d for the sails, which were made by Mrs. English, and sit very flat.

To-morrow the Minerva will go up against 0. Mehin's cutter Wasp
for her first race, and she will leave for Brooklyn during the week.

Her owner, who is malting a trip to Scotland, intends taking her across

the water with him, aud races will be arranged with some of the

prominent clubs in Glasgow and the vicinity. This will be the first

time that an American model has crossed the water to compete with

the foreign clubs. Last season there was some talk of trying to get

an English model to visit America during the world's fair, and the

American M. Y. C. sent an invitation to any model yachtsman who
might be visiting the fair to bring a model with him for a series of

races with the A. M. Y. C. The matter was taken up in the English

Model Yachtsman, through which the invitation was sent, but nothing
ever came of it. The Minneapolis M. Y. R. A. will thus be the first

club to send a model across the water, their secretary's visit being

seized as a favorable opportunity to do so without expense to the club.

A race is arranged also with the American M. Y. C. on the way east.

The A. M. Y. C. models of the same class carry somewhat more sail

spread than Minerva will, consequently there will probably be some-
thing in the way of time allowance in her favor. The A. M. Y. C. rule
allows 10s per inch on corrected lnngtli to the omallra boat. Oitbo
other hand, the English models as a rule carry smaller sail spreads,

the allowance for a 10-rater of 40in. l.w.l. being l,500sq. in., so that she

will have to concede time allowance over the water. The measurement
of the Minneapolis M. Y. R. A. and the English clubs differ consider-

ably the sail area in the latter being restricted, while in the American
r, > s there is no limit to sail area. The measurement over the water

differs in the various clubs, the Glasgow club using the old "94" ton-

nave rule, the Alexandria the "L. & S. A." rule, the Dundee club

measuring by weight, l^lhs. to the ton, the Greenock the "94," Port

Glasgow the "94," and the Dumbarton club the Y.R. A. measurement.
These are the clubs against which the Minerva is most likely to race.

—Minneapolis Journal, June 16.

Squantum Y. C.

The first race of the Squantum Y. C. was sailed on June 18 in a
strong S.W. wind, the times being:

FIRST CLASS—CATS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Myrtle, H. F. Burkhardt 20.01 1 20 44 0 54 21

Thrasher, F. J. Stewart 20.01 1 25 14 0 58 27

Payomet, Flood & Snow 21.01 1 28 27 1 02 41

Arcturus, G. S. Halliwell 20.01 1 32 13 1 05 26
SECOND CLASS—SLOOPS.

Eva, H. E Nelson 20.07 1 32 15 1 06 00

Starlight, Barston & Freeman. 20.01 1 31 21 1 04 34

Inez, C. H. Jenkens 20 . 01 Withdrew.
JIB AND MAINSAIL.

West Wind, C L. Mann 16.82 1 38 45 1 07 19

Oleta, J. Burse 16.10 1 43 35 1 13 07

Elsa, M. W. Frolund 18.02 1 51 24 1 22 34
CATS.

Sunbeam, H. B. Faxon 16.01 1 19 15 0 52 14

Esteua, Burrell & Boyden 17.04 1 22 32 0 56 54

Sadie, B Johnson 16.3-12 Withdrew.
FOURTH CLASS -SPECIAL.

1492, A E. Linnue 15.00 0 45 31 0 36 02

Two Jacks, J. Bell 16,00 0 50 16 0 41 13

Eva protested Starlight, for sailing the wrong course, and the protest

was entertained. 1492 sailed a good race, losing her rudder and being

steered by an oar. The judges were F. E. Badger, C. N. Tewksbury,
Jr. and J. E. Drew.

Mosquito rieet Y. C. Open Regatta.
SOUTH BOSTON—BOSTON HARBOR.

Monday, June 18.

The Mosquito Fleet Y. C. sailed an open race on June 18, from
which a privatematch resulted which was immediately sailed off, there
being plenty of good S.W. wind for the races. The owner of Spook
challenged the owner of Kismet to race for £25, the challenger winning.

The times were: Elapsed. Corrected.

Princess, F. D. Gay 1 01 21 1 01 16

Tantrum, F, D, Perkins 1 03 42 1 03 37

Icurez, Walsh Bros 1 05 50 1 05 50

Tuxdene, L W. Greenlaw 1 06 40 1 06 05

Katy Did, C. L. Pear 1 06 35 1 06 30

Kismet, Lynch 1 06 43 1 06 38

Sea Weed, L. C. Higgins 1 07 02 1 06 57

Spook, Noonan 1 11 19 1 11 14

Cutty Sark, M. M. Torrance 1 11 40 1 11 20

Cupid, I. H. Graves 1 16 49 1 16 24
MATCH RACE.

Spook 1 09 25 1 09 20

Kismet 1 10 20 1 10 15

During the afternoon an open boat, Cora Dunu, capsized off Cow
Pasture Bar, her crew of four being rescued by the yacht New Moon,
The judges were E. J. Powers, G. L. Paget and 0. J Driscoll.

Vigilant.

On June 22 both Vigilant and Valkyrie left Henderson's yard at

Partick and towed down the Clyde to Gourock, where spars will be
shipped and sails bent. It is stated that neither will be ready before
the Mudhook regatta of July 5, Mr. Gould has not yet challenged for

the Royal Victoria Gold Cup. but it is stated that a match has been
arranged with the Prince of Wales, owner of Britannia, to be sailed

on July 23 over the R. Y. Squadron course at Cowes. Mr. GoulQ
has sent £20 to the Mayor of Penzance as subscription to the prize

fund of the Penzance and Mount's Bay regatta of July 27, and Vigi-

lant will presumably start there. This will keep her out of some of

the Irish regattas. Mr. N. G. Herreshoff sailed for England on the
Etruria on June 33.

The Indian Harbor Y, C. announces the following fixtures for the
season oi 1894: July 21, first race for the Osborn cup for the new. 21-

foot class and race for the Moller cup for the 20 foot class of open
catboats; both open events. July 26-29, annual cruise; club event.

Aug. 4, annual regatta: open event. Aug. 18. ladies' day race: club
event. Aug. 25. second race for the Osborn cup for 21-footers and
race for naphtha launches; open events. Sept. 3, third race for the
Osborn cup for 21-footers.

The yawl Emerald, of the San Francisco Y C, was once well known
to the readers of Forest and Stream, but of late she has fallen into

disgrace, being neglected and laid up for years, and finally beine
caught in the act of smuggling opium, She has been purchased, how-
ever, by a member of the Eneinal Y. O, and is once more a yacht.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The new club book of the St. Lawrence Y. C. of Montreal shows a

membership of 394, with a fleet of 83 yachts, including 21 steamers.
The club courses are on Lake St. Louis, the St. Lawrence River Mon-
treal. The club uses the Seawanhaka rule for classification,

We are indebted to the Southern Y. C. for a copy of the new book,
containing mnch interesting information about this club, established

in 1849. The membership is now 357, with a fleet of 74 yachts, 11

schooners, 8 steam yachts, 12 launches, 14 decked sloops, 21 open
sloops and 8 catboats. The club races are held on Lake Ponchartrain,
under the Seawanhaka rule. The club has improved very much in

the last few years, and is now in a very flourishing condition.

The year book of the Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead shows a mem-
bership of 423 and a fleet of 153 yachts, probably the largest and finest

fleet of small craft of any American club. The club uses the Seawan-
haka rule.

At last a successful attempt has been made to sell at auction the
wooden steam yacht Norma, originally built for the late Norman L.

Munro and owned for some years by the late Horace Daniels. The
auction took place at Newport on June 20, and after starting at $5,000

the yacht was knocked down to C. H. Merrill, of Exeter, N. H., for
""?,350. Mr. Merrill already owns the steam yacht Myopia.

Norwood, steam launch, is reported as sold by the executors of the
Munro estate to Mrs. Norman L. Munro, who will use the yacht about
the Shrewsbury.

About three weeks ago Charles D. Mosher, engineer of the New
York Shipbuilding and Engineering Company, severed his connection
with the firm of which he was one of the partners. The withdrawal
was due to difference of opinion in regard to certain recent contracts
made by the firm. The other members of the firm are Col. E. A.
Stevens, of Hoboken, president: John D. Cox, vice-president, and
William Gardner, superintending naval architect. The company was
started in 1892 under the name of Gardner & Mosher, naval architects

and engineers, and under tbis title built the twin yachts Feiseen, now
a Brazilian torpedo boat, and Nada, owned by Charles R. Flint, besides
designing the electric launches for the World's Fair. In 1893 the firm
was re-incorporated under the present name and has fulfilled a num-
ber of very satisfactory contracts, making a specialty of small racing
boats, Since Mr. Mosher's withdrawal the firm has organized a sub-
ordinate department under the name of Gardner & Cox, naval archi-

tects and engineers, and the business of the company will be con-
tinued at their office, 1 Broadway. The last contract of the firm is for
a 100-foot racing steam yacht for Richard K. Fox, to be constructed
at Whitestone, L. I.—American Shipbuilder.

A meeting of the New York Y. R. A. was held on June 22, at
O'Neill's. The following clubs were represented:
Columbia Y. C. Harlem Y. C, Hudson River Y. C, Jersey City Y.

C, Newark Y. C , New Jersey Y. C, Pavonia Y. C., Tappan Zee Y. C,
Yonkers Corinthian Y. C, Oceanic Y. C, Kill Von Kull Y. O, Ca,narnie

Y. C, Greenville Y. C , Bayonne City Y. O, Audubon Y. C, New York
A. C. and Newark B. C.
The report of the special committee on admendments to the consti-

tution and sailing rules was discussed and the proposed alterations
adopted. An amendment to Article H. of the constitution was left

over to the next meeting.
The executive committee reported the election of the Newark Bay

B. C. and the New York A. C, to membership. The prizes won in
Labor Day regatta were delivered, and were officially awarded with
the accompanying champion pennants.

The Corinthian Mosquito Fleet, of New Rochelle, will give a special
open regatta for 21-raters and cabin catboats under 25ft. length on
water-line on Saturday afternoon, July 14. The catboats will be
divided into two classes, and first and second prizes will be awarded in

all classes having three or more starters. In addition Commodore
Pryer has offered a handsome silver cup to be raced for by the 21-

raters. Entries will be received by E. H. Sturges, New Rochelle, or
J. D. Sparkman, 80 Broadway, New York.

The Cape Cod Y. C. sailed its second race off East Dennis, June 23,

in a light N.w, wind, the times being:
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Eclipse, H. S. Sears 25.09 2 17 36 1 46 20
Addie, R. C Nickerson 25.00 2 31 03 1 58 59
Nobscussett, Luther Hall 24.06 2 48 50 2 16 18

May, Com. Morgan, New York Y. C, went into commission at
Oyster Bay at 4:30 P. M, on June 23, and sailed for Newport the same
night. Com. Morgan, with his family, will sail in a short time for
Cowes in the yacht.

Satanita has at last beaten Britannia, in the Royal Southern Y. C!_

regatta ot june x-i in ouu-.uuiupum water, _ne Limes ociug: oatamta,
3 04 49; Britannia, 3 08 02. Satanita has lately been canvassed up to

j71 rating, and allows Britannia 2m. 17s.

^noting.

After a careful investigation of the question of a general mess, and

a failure to find any responsible parties who would agree to furnish

one; the executive committee of the A. C. A. has determined on a

radical experiment in providing no camp mess, and leaving it to the

clubs and members to do their own catering. While the absence of

the usual mess, bad as it was, may be disapproved of by some, we
believe that it will be for the good of the Association, on the whole,

to be rid of this element of trouble and dissatisfaction. If there is

anything that a canoeist should be able to do, it is to care for himself

in camp, and it will be better to have 50 men at the meet who live as

canoeists in camp, rather than an attendance of 500 at a hotel camp.

Those who propose to visit Croton Point will do well to look up in

season their neglected camp outfits, and scour up their rusty frying

pans, or they may go hungry. Com. Dorland advises us that he has

the names of several cooks, for those who desire to get up club

messes.

International Canoe Racing-.

From the brief news of Mr. Howard contained in the following cable-

grams to the New York papers, it appears that he did not start in the
challenge cup race, withdrawing at the last moment, and that two
days later he started twice, but withdrew each time before completing
the course. The particulars, so far as given ( are as follows:

London, June 20.—Mr. W. W. Howard, of New York, who came to

England to contest in the fifty guinea challenge cup canoe race on the
Thames, has made an explanation of his reasons for withdrawal from
the contest half an hour before the race yesterday. Mr. Howard
declares that the course at Bourne End was too narrow and devious,

and the winds were too changeable to justify him in taking part in an
international race, where everything was to the advantage of his

opponents. The international race has been postponed in consequence
of Mr. Howard's withdrawal until August, when there will be three
races on the open water of Burnham-on-Crouch, for the Royal C. C.

'london, June 21.—W. W. Howard, who came to England from
America, to take part in the principal canoe contests, withdrew from
two races at Bourne End to day, after falling hopelessly behind in each.

In the first race, for canoes and yawls, Mr. Howard withdrew on the
last round. In the second race, for canoe sailing, he dropped out one
round before the finish of the race, being at the time nearly a ronnd
behind the winner Battledore.
London, June 23.—The withdrawal of Mr. W. W. Howard from the

canoe contests, and especially from the race for the challenge cup, on
the Thames, continues to be the topic of discussion among canoeists.

It is contended here that the agreement with the New York C. O, was
for three matches under the rules of the Royal C. C. ; after the inter-

national race there were to be two matches for a special cup in open
water.
Mr. Howard is regarded as having good ground for complaint

against the winner of the challenge cup, under the foregoing terms of
agreement, for not meeting him in onen water.
The last extract is thoroughly erroneous, and misrepresents the

position of the New York C C, which has from the first avoided mak-
ing any suggestions, or asking for any changes of the established con-
ditions. The Royal C. C. challenge cup is not properly an Interna-

tional cup, like the New York C. C. challenge cup, but is similar to
the A. C. A. sailing trophy, open to free competition without formal
challenge from canoeists.belonging to recognized clubs, without regard
to nationality. The cup' is raced for once every year, but one race
being sailed, though at one time a few years sinne, three races were
necessary to winning it for the season. The difficulty of sailing three
races led to a return to the original conditions, of but one race. The
location for the race is selected some time in advance by Royal C. O,
and with the other conditions can only be changed by a vote of the
club at a special meeting. The competition for the challenge cup has
fallen off of late years, and the races have been of little importance.
This year, in selecting a location, Mr. Howard's intention of chal-

lenging being then unknown to the club, Bourne End was chosen, the
site of the week's camp of the club; though some advocated an open
course down the river at a later date.
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In making his arrangements to race for this cup, Mr. Howard has
acted entirely alone, his intention to race being made known to the
New York C. C. only after his plans had been completed and a new
canoe had been ordered. In conversation with him at tbe time his in-

tention of visiting England was first announced to the club, we learned

that he was not only ignorant of the conditions governing the cup
and the locality of tho coming race, but that he was unaware of the

present rules of th*R. C. 0., allowing a wider canoe with a limit of

rating. His intention, hr then stated, was to take a representative

American canoe to England and start for the R. C. C. cup, failing in

which he would challenge the sailing men of the R, C. C. to a race

across the channel.
The conditions of the cup are such that no formal challenge from a

club, naming a representative, with the subsequent arrangement of

the date, place, number of races, etc., was called for; and the part of

the New York C. C. was limited to a letter vouching for Mr. Howard
as a member of the club in good standing. After bis arrival in

London, Mr. Howard cabled for a formal challenge from the club,

which was sent. In writing to the secretary of the Royal C. G-, noti-

fying him of this challenge and requesting a copy of the R 0. C. rules,

the purser of the New York C. 0. explicitly stated that "it is the wish
of the New York C. C. to comply, icithout objection, to all of their

rules and regulations." Realizing that the R. 0. 0. cup is not strictly

a challenge or an international trophy, and that its conditions were
not framed for the purpose of securing a fair test between inter-

national champions, but solelv to promote racing within the club, the
New York C. C has carefully refrained from requesting special

changes and concessions to meet the case of an unexpected challenge
from this country.
Tbe published reports are unjust to both parties inasmuch as they

represent the New York C. C as asking such favors in the way of a
change of established conditions and waiving of all previous notice of
challenge as thev would not expect to grant in the case of their own
cup, and of the Royal C 0. as refusing to grant a reasonable request
for fairer conditions to a foreign challenger.
That no such compJMnt can be made against the latter club is shown

by its action in promptly and voluntarily offering a special prize to.be
sailed for on open waters, iti a series of three races, as in the case of
the New York C. C. international challenge cup. The present R. C. C.
challenge cup
it as such is i

an international trophy, and the challenging for
nistake which might easily have been avoided. It is

quite likely that the three races at Bunihom-on-Orcuch, in August,
will result in some good sport. Mr. Howard apparently has a fast
canoe, and he is a good sailor.

The Model Yacktsma.n and Co.noeist speaks as follows: "If British
canoeists had known that there was a decent probability of interna-
tional competition, doubtless the number of new canoes built would
have been much larger. As it is, the change of the rules seems to
have been made too late, as most of the canoeing experts of four to
five years ago have drifted into a larger class of boat, and, as yet, the
working of the altered rule is not known, and their places have not
been filled by younger blood. It would, of course, nave been more
satisfactory to us Britishers if we bad had the experience of one season
to act upon, but, as it is, the American challenger takes us to some
extent unawares.
"However, we must do our best to defend the cup. and if wTe fail,we

shall at any rate have the satisfaction of knowing that the challenger
had as good a chance as our own men, which is more than could be
said of most international competitions. As a rule, the challenged
have the advantage of knowing the waters in which they are to sail,

and the most suitable craft for navigating them; but in this case both
sides are equally in the position of going as strangers to sail on strange
waters. We should like to suggest to the executive of the R. C. C.
that it would be only courteous to meet the challenger with one boat
only (as was done by the N. Y. C. C); i. e., to have a trial race or
races, and to select the boat or man who appears most likely to up-
hold the prestige of the club."
"Mayfly," the London correspondent of the same paper, comments

on the challenge as follows:
"We learn on very good authority that a challenge for the Royal 0.

C. £50 challenge cup has been received from America. The challenger
is, we understand, a Mr. Howard, a member of the New York C. C.„
who will have arrived by this time in this country. We further under-
stand that a new canoe has been built for him by the St. Lawrence
Skiff Co.. a sufficient recommendation without saying anything fur-
ther, and that in addition to being, as we might expect it, quite up to
date, she will befitted with a 7-foot slide. Time is all too short for
energetic and patriotic members to build for the race at Bourne End,
but it is to be hoped that attempts will be made to supplement the
lists of canoes ready to do battle, perhaps for the last time in England,^8feW&^^BlW|n^a!Pea!
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"We are by no means sure that this challenge may not be the means
of infusing new life into a sport which has been for some time past
undoubtedly somewhat flagging. It is most sincerely to be hoped
that every effort will be made by the officials of the premier club to
do everything in their power to make the contest a fair and true test
of the merits of the different types. Unquestionably the challenger
will have some distinct advantage in being able in racing to use a
slide for wme time past; an advantage which we cannot but think
was unwisely withheld here in London until the present year. So far
as the writer is aware, the names of the members using slides "n the
Thames at the present time could easily be counted on one hand.
"Whether there will be any great pull-in a long slide on a course like

the Bourne End one, time alone can show; or whether there is any
merit in a (in bulb, with which, we understand, the challenger is also
fitted, is a matter of considerable doubt. We can only hope that there
will be good entries, a good race and a good wind—and may the best
boat win.
"In last month's number we referred to two members who were

building canoes at the present time under the new rules; the one is
being built by Mr. Bathuret, at Tewkesbury, and is, we understand
from him. 16ft. in length, 3ft. in beam, and is fitted with a slide. She
is having both a racing and a cruising suit of canvas made. Her 1 w 1
is 14ft., she has a very rising floor and full lines, and the midship sec-
tion is said to he like the Stella, only wider. The well is of small di-
mensions and her owner is a Mr. Wood.
"The other con^e, to whi:h reference was also made last week, is

also of 16ft length, 3ft. beam and 14ft. l.w.l. She was designed by
Mr. Lmton Hope, of the Thames Yacht Building Co ., and every cr< dit
has been done to her by Mr, Theodore Smith, of Medley, Oxford her
builder. Her rating will of course be .3 in one large balance lug sail
The planking is of J^in. red cedar, stringers of American white cedar'
timbers of red elm and decks of red cedar. The construction is
designed to be specially light and strong. The centerplate will be of
rather novel design and should give great power. Brass drop plate
rudder, wooden brass-mounted yoke and cleat of boxwood

Reside these there should be some, or nil, of the following canoes
also reedy to do their utmost to retain the trophy here, Stella, Lassie
Birdie, Leda, Redwing, Mayola and others, beside those belonging tomembers of the Ulster and Northern C. 0., eeveral of which have been
highly tried and some of which may compete."

Emil C. Knappe.
The following story, from the New York Herald, is one of the sad-
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er^een^,,ed 0n to record ^ our canoeing col-umns, infinitely sadoer than the notices of the death of old canoeistsand friends, which must appear from time to time. Emil 0. Knanpe
has made a most enviable reputation as a racing man, a cruiser agood friend and a pleasant companion in camp, and a constant workerfor the cause of canoeing and the A. C A. Those who have knownhim as a canoeist will be loth to credit the following, which uufortunately. seems to admit of no doubt:

iTcth mZm
devek,Pmeuta ln<"cate M*t the shortage wl not

The discovery of his shortage wasTnade in the first part of theweek by the bank examiner. The bank officials had not the slightestanimation of his crookedness. When the bank examiner made Thed.s<-overy he called the cashier and in the presence of Knapoe theymade the statement that there was a shortage
"""vv w»y

The bookkeeper at once confessed his downfall, and was immedi-ately taken mto custody. He made a confession of hi8 crime"andattributed his dishonesty to speculation, in which he has h^n encasedfor some time. He was 810,000 short a year ago. He had t™e! embezzlmg the funds of the bank for two ' yearefand had covered hisshortage by false entries and by forcing balances
nis arrest has created a great sensation here. His defalcation wasthe last thing that any of the officials nr employes of the ffk wouldhave expected, for Knappe was regarded by ' hem as L exemnUrvyoung man without any extravagances, and the though If hU~flating never entered the minds of his friends He ha« hP«V7 £5 ,
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with the bank for about a dozen jSnf^^fly^fflSSBposition to the responsible one of bookkeeper In one of theMaSnational banks in this section. u largest

An Invitation to the A. C. A.
Nyace June Vi -EdUor Forest, and Stream: Our club would be
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Chicago C. C. Housewarming.
Chicago, 111., June 16. —Chicago C. C. held a house warming in their

new quarters, replacing those destroyed by fire. The event came off

on June 15 in the evening. The entertainment was quiet, ladies
present, and included singing and instrumental music, followed by
refreshments. May better luck attend the new home of the club.

Tbe new house is larger and roomier than the old one. and under
the skillful decorative touch of the entertainment committee looked
gay with numerous Japanese lanterns and flags. Tbe interior of the
house was illuminaten exclusively with these lanterns and the lake
end of the house was also freely' embellished. It was a perfect sum
mer evening end it really was a delightful affair all around.
A quartet of two mandolins and two guitars, consisting of Mr. and

Mrs. C. W. Lee and Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ware, furnished music
"numerous" in quantity and of high altitude in quality. I know it,

for didn't I help "do" it myself? Mr. Harry Waters gave us a song
and Mr. Kitchin also told us again to music about "the little old man"
who died and left as a legacy the queerly-adorned head ge»r. Add to
this numerous W. C. A. camp songs, resurrected from the old camp
fires and sung in chorus, and you have an idea of the evening. There
were ladies present and everybody seemed to have a good time.
Those present, club members and euests were as follows: Mr. and

Mrs. P. F. Munger. Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Kitchin. Mr. and Mrs. C. A,
Tousev, Mr and Mrs. W. M. Dunham, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Cook. Mr,
and Mrs C. W. Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ware
Mr. J. H. Burton, Mr. J. B. Keogb. Mr. W. B. Power. Mr H. C,

Waters, Mr. J. A. Finney, Mr. H. B. Black. E. Hoogh.

The A. C. A. Meet.
Arrangements have been completed with the steamer Lews D.

flack, to make four trips between Sing Sing and the A. C. A. camp to
Croton Point, during the '94 meet, leaving Sing Sing at 9 A.M., 12
noon, and 4 and 6 P. M. every day.
Commodore Dorland wishes to" thank the following ladies who have

contributed prize flags to the regatta committee: Miss Frances L.
Archbald. Point Claire, Province Quebec: Mips Charlotte E. Leigh.
Toronto, Can,; Mrs. Clarence E. Williams, Rome, N. Y.; Mrs. John N
MacICendrick, Toronto, Can.: Mrs Win. H. Allen, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Mrs. Ella H. Yard, Trenton. N. J.; Miss Elizabeth Upham, Claremont,
N. H. ; Miss Edith 0. Winser, Newark, N. J. : Miss E. Pauline Johnson,
Brantford, Ont. ; and the Misses Douglass, Newark, N. J.; and follow-
ing clubs who have also contributed prize flags: Brooklyn C. C.,
Ianthe C C. and the Arlington 0. C.
The camp site committee request all members wishing tent floors or

docks to send word to the chairman, R. J. Wilkin at once.
By a vote of 14 to 3 the executive, committee have decided to make

no arrangements for the usual large general mess, and members and
clubs will make their own arrangements for catering and cooking.

A, C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division: Smith Lysaught, Gerald C. Winser, E. W,

Landes, Newark, N. J. Central Division: George C. Smith, W. H.
Whitehill, Thos. S. Marvel, Jr., Newburgh, N. Y.

the members of ih« American CanoTAssocfa^ten^ brTe t0
any and all times, *g»*£8SSStSKS

Geo. A. Stohtevamt, L'apt. Nyack Rowing Ass'n
Point.

FIXTURES.
July 4.—Orangeville (Md.) tournament; open to all. J. A. Hartner,

Sec'y.
July 4.—Towanda Rod and Gun Club's sixth annual tournament, at

Towanda, Pa.
July 4.—Townshend (Vt.) Rod and Gun Club tournament. P. E.

Howard, Sec'y.
July 4.—Palmetto Gun Club tournament, at Charleston, S. C.
July 4—Maplewood Gun Club, at Orange, N. J., all-day shoot, O.

L Yeomans, Sec'y.
July <i-5.—Burlington (la.) Gun Club tournament.
July 4 0.—Oregon State Sportsmen's Association tournament, under

auspices of Willimette Rod and Gun Club, at Portland, Oregon.
July 4-0.—Winner Cartridge Co.'s second tournament, at St. Louis.

Rl»prnM.-a and Hparrows: open tn the world. J. L. Winston, Sec'y.
July 4-G.—Central City Gun Club tournament, at Duluth.
July 5-6.—Little Rock (Ark.) Shooting Association tournament,

open to all. Address Paul R. Litzke, Sec'y, Little Rock.
July 11-13.—Dixie Gun Club tournament, atPensacola, Fla.
July 16-18—Standard Gun Club tournament, at Baltimore, Md.; $150

added.
July 18-19.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associations's

seventh tournament, under the auspices of the Kentucky Gun Club at
Louisville. Ky. The Kentucky Gun Club will add from $200 to $400
July 18-19.—Dr. Wallade's bluerock target and live bird tourna-

ment, at Newport, Mich.
July 24-26.—Lafayette (Ind.) Gun Club tournament.
July 25.—Central New York Trap-Shooters' League, fourth tourna-

ment, at Syracuse
July 26.—New England Shooting Association championship tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Willimantie Rod and Gun Club at
Williman tic, Conn. '

Aug. 8-10.—Missouri State Amateur Association, at Richmond Mo
$300 added. ' '

'

Aug. 13-18.—John Parker's fourth international tournament, blue
rock targets and live birds, at Des-chree-shos-ka Island, near Detroit
Mich. '

Trap at Watsons Park.
Burnside, 111., June 13.—Scores made here to-day by the South Chi-

cago Gun Club, 20 live birds, for club medal:
A Reeves. 221112121211*2111118-20 G M Sibley.01 22201 1 120222020122 16
FWillard..0082101 11 10 1.0121 1111-15 J Watson. .11122111 12111 1111120-19
I WatSOIl. .2000»222222222220220-15 L WiHard...223lll220]

1 112121111—19Same day, 30 Empire targets, for target medal: A. W. Reeves 17 F
E. Willard 24, John Watson 19, E. M. Sibley 10, L. C. Willard 25 I. Wat-
son 21

June SO—Audubon Gun Club handicap shoot, allowing birds as
handicap, 15 live birds, Illinois State rules:
T Stagg 0010120011 w J McCauley .1222212220020204-4—15
R Wadsw tli, £'.82Q1 !2 10111 -13 C E Felton .2222201 1100RK+3-L
F Bissell 0211020122011024-4—14 C S Wilcox. .12221000120220144-14
F A Place. ...001211110210112-4-4—15 W P Mussey. 20.121221222^224-"-! §L Hamline., 22110222002021045-15 C Morris 11220202221001146-15W Shepard . . 1221221 20222123+5-15

^
W. P. Mussey, W. L Suepard and C. E. Felton were tied for May

shoot and tied again to day, so they shot to-day for both.
First tie on 15:

F A Place. . .
.201220220200 W P Mussey.212212121011 1224-2—15L Hamline. ..22222222*12222245—15 C Morris 122102210122120-4-6—15W Sbepard. .2120110*200101045-14 C E Felton . ..1122002212110004-3-13

J McCauley.,22222122Q012100-f-4- ifi

»™v-to

W L Shepard and 0. E. Felton not arriving at the 15 hole gave theMay shoot to W. P. Mussey.
Tie on is:

L Hamline.. .00221021221111245 -15 W p Mussey. 12*11112122222242—15
J McCauley.. 02*22- 1 -15 C Morris 02110101010021046-14
Tie on 15:

'

L Hamline.
. 22OO22l02O28OOS-f-5-14 W P Mussey. 1222121 12021e2042-15

J McCauley. .2202002200

w

Mussey wins June medal.
June 2L-Soft Mark Gun Club, 10 live birds, for club medal'

FRB.ssell 1221001221—8 0 Sloan.., 1023211121—7
GGfoll 11000110*1-6 £) W Hutchinson'.'.'.".'.'.1002H2121-8H Koehler 2120100102-6 W S Bond 1002011110-6
Five bird sweep:

01212—4 D Huschinson. 02100—2 21220-4
10110-3 WSBond 10222-4 01021-3
01010-2 - Raveuugg.

H Koehler 21001—3
F R Bissell.... 00111—

3

G Groll 00020—1

Lynchburg Gun Club.
Lynchburg, Va., June 20.—The Lynchburg Gun Club shot the fol-lowing scores yesterday at their weekly shoot:
Nine singles and 3 pairs, known traps, unknown angles- Terrv 9Darwin 9, Nelson 9. ^'^"yj
Same, known traps and angles: Scott 11, Cleveltmd 11, Moorman 10Claytou 10, Jenkeus 9, Fleming 9, ManEou 8.

'

Twenty-five singles, known traps, unknown angles: Nelson ISTerry 15, Scott, 1?, Moorman 14. Cleveland 13, Clayton 15
'
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THE CHAMBERLIN TOURNAMENT.
The Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company may well congratu-

late themselves on the success of their first annual tournament held in
Cleveland June 19, 20 and 21. It was the occasion for one of the
largest assemblages of shooters that has ever come together, and up-
wards of 40,000 targets were thrown. Together with the New York
State shoot, and the Knoxville tournament, the Chamberlin tourna-
ment willlong rank high in the annals of trap-shooting.
The management by Paul North and John Parker was above criti-

cism. President Webster of the Chamberlin Company made a model
cashier. The traps and pull as usual worked to perfection. In fact
everything went off so smoothly that there is little further to be said.
The headquarters of tbe shooters were at the Weddell House, though

a number put up at the American just across the street. Both hotels
are in easy communication with the shooting grounds.
Among those present were the genial Courtney and Uncle Dan

Lefever representing th« Lefever Arras Co , Wm. M. Thomas of the
U. M. C. Co., Messrs, Hobart, Heikes. Van Dyke and Parker of the
Winchester Co., W. H. Skinner of the Forehand Arms Co., C A
Young, Dick Swiveller and Dr. Baker of the Raker Gun Co.. Ed. Taylor
of LaQin & Rand, Harvey McMurchy of the Hunter Arms Co., Charlie
Willard of the Colts, Mr. Bartlett of the Burgess Gun Co., George
Moshor of the Syracuse Arms Co , W. K. Park of the Wilkes-Barre
Gun Co., T. H. Keller of the U. S. Cartridge Co., Noel Money of the
American E. C. Powder Co.. Elmer E Shauer of Pittsburgh, Charlie
Budd of Des Moines, Dr. Carver of Cincinnati, C. W. Raymond, E. D.
Rike and W. M. Rike of Dayton, Messrs. Schenck, Schlasher and Mil-
let of Reading, Dick Merrill of Milwaukee, Chas. Grim of Clear Lake.,
F. D. Kelsey of Buffalo, J. W. Hoffman of German Valley, N. J , T T
Mascroft of Worcester, D. C. Smith of Hamilton, Ont.. E. D Fulford
of Utica, Col. J. T. Anthony of Charlotte, N C, Chas. Smith of Plain-
field, N. J„ N. M. Holt of Manchester, JMich , J. P. Haddox, Win-
chester, Va., H. L. Landisand W. T. Tredway of Philadelphia, H. W,
Stuart, Rochester, Will Cruttenden, Cazenovia, Messrs. Avlingof Syra-
cuse and Glover of Rochester.
The shooting took place at Perkin's Track, a private quarter-mile

race course in West Cleveland. The shooting stands faced north and
the grounds were a dead level for about a quarter of a mile, where a
fringe of trees ended the perspective.
Three sets of traps threw one continuous stream of targets which

crumbled to the four winds before the wicked fire of the bronzed and
keen-eyed marksmen. For three days the crack of the nitro was in-
cessant, broken 1 nly when some one with a memory of old days un-
hitched a charge of soft coal to drift down upon the line of spectators
and smother them.

It was a Fourth of July occasion for many small boys, and fire-
cracker-like popping of the nitros with an occasional cannon-like black
powder boom drew them from far and near. They reveled in the
shooting, and whenever a squad was retired pouncad down upon the
score, and appropriated all the shells within reach. At such times
there was a. general scramble by the boys on all fours and where they
did not have pockets the shells were stowed away in their shirt fronts.
The shoot also furnished ammusement for a fox-terrier who spent

an hour on the second day chasing the targets as they were thrown
from the traps and proudly retrieving anything of a suitable size. It
was his special joy to get an unbroken target, and he would prance
around watching one coming his way with a happy disregard of the
hail-storm of shot flying above hia head.
The first day of the shoot a bicyle rider had likewise risked being

shot by riding around the track under fire. Wbat prompted his fool-
ishness does not appear. But neither dog nor rider was seriously in-
jured. It is said that the bicyclist caught one pellet of shot on his
cheek, and that the shot suffered thereby.
Shooting commenced each day at 8:30 A. M. Events Nos. 1, 2, 4 and

5 were shot under the North handicap, except that experts shot at
unknown angles. Event No. 3 was at known traps and known angles,
and No. 6 at known traps and unknown angles. The first and fourth
events each day were at 15 bluerocks, money divided 40, 30,-20 and 10
percent. The second and fifth 20 bluerocks, money divided 30, 25, 20,
15 and 10 per cent. The third and sixth 25 bluerocks, money divided
25, 20, 15, 15, 15 and 10 per cent.; $100 was added each day to the 25
bird events, and from $25 to $40 to the other events.

Tuesday, the First Day,
found a large number of shooters present: 99 shot in the first event.
The day was overcast and a poor one for high scores. In the after-
noon, however, it brightened up considerably, and the sun temporarily
showed its face. '

In the third event Bartlett scored 25 straight and Keller, Parker and
Willard took second money with ,23 kills. In the sixth McMurchy,
Heikes and Pemberthy broke 24, whiie Merrill, Van Dyke GloverUpson and Graham had 23 birds to their credit.

No. 1, 15 targets, $3 entry, $25 added.

Money 111111111110111—14
Anthony 101110000101110- 9
Budd OllllCOlOllllll-ll
Grimm 111111111111111—15
Redwing 111111111101110—13
Van Dyke OlllllimilllO-13
Alkire 111011111011111—13
Hakes Hlllilllllllli-15
Pau 1 Nor th 101 1 1111 111 1 011— 1

3

Rike 111111111111111—15
Young 111111111011111-14
Dock 11111111111 1U1—15
McMurchy 1111 1 01111 01 100—12
Breintnall 111101111001111-12
Keller 110100101110111—10
Dutchy 011011101100001— 8
Merrell 011111111111111-14
Parker 110101 ill 10101 1— 11
Pukaway llOHOUllOllll—12
Penberthy 111110101111010—11
Holt 11100O110111111—11
Skinner 010111P U11011—12
Birtlett 111111111111101—14
Greener 111111111111111-15
Hobart Ill Ullllll 1111—15
Hamline 1"1 101U11 1 1 111—U
Spross 101111111101111—13
Shauer 110111111111101—13
Mellot... 110111001111111-12
Verges 101111111010101-11
Fultord 011111011101111-12
Fasion 111111101011111-13
Glover 111110111111111—14
JP 111000111101111-11
Jones 010101111000U1— 9
Gay 111011111111111—14
Shotty 1 1 11 loi 1 1 1 1 n 1 1—14
Sheldon 101111111110111—13
Retchui u 0001 1 1 11 1 1 0011 1 —1

0

Packard 111111111001111—13
White 111111111111111—15
Courtney OllllOlOllOlHi—

n

Swiveller 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1on 000- 1

0

Kelsey 111111111111110-11
1'PSOii 111111101110111-13
Shabet lion millmi—14
Ray llnnnilillli—15
Teppy 011011101111111—12
Vance 010011100110111 - 9
Nimone 111011111011100—11
Flick 111011111011111—13
DC Smith 111111011110100—11
O'Conneli 101110101101101—10
Bibby OOliOl lOiolllll—10
Schmeck 001111111011111—12
Graham 111110111110101—12
Clover 111101111111111-14
Wave 110111011 111110- 12
Mosher llllllllllOll 11-14
Wherry OllOllllOIlllOl—11
Hall 110111101101111—12
Smith 111110011111111-13
Spear 1111 101111 1 1 101—13
Buckiand 101 lOn 110110)1—11
Frey 111110011101101—11
Heyo 011111111110111—13
J L Smith 011011110111111-12
Blair 010101101110010— 8
Stenger nilllllilinll—15
Hoffman 111111111111111—15
Forest 011110011101101—10
Cathan loioillllOillll—12
G Graham 101111110101110-11
Burton 1 in 11 1001 100010— 8
Dpake 101111111111111—14
Olere 011111111101111—13
Snow 011111101111001—11
Burke 101110001111010— 9
Taylor lllliiinnoill—14
Wale 111111111111111—15
Ritchie 00011 1011000111— 8

No. 2, 20 targets, $3 entry,
$25 added:
11111011111111111101-18
00101111010110011111—13
10111101111111101111—17
11111111111111100110—17
11111111111011110111—18
11111111111111101111—19

01111111111111111111—19
11101101111101111111-18
11011111001110111111—16
10011111.111101101111—16
iniinitiiiiimm_2q
iiinioiinonoiiiii-17
11111101111111000111—16
11101111,111111111111—19
1110110.1101110111011—15
10111101111011010111-15
11111110111111110111—18
01111111111111101111—18
11111111011111111111-19
11111111111111101010-17
10111111111011111110-17
10011 111111100111101—14
11111011111010110111-16
10111011111111011011—16
01110111011100111011—15
11110110111111111101—17
11111111111101111111-19
11101110100111111010-15
lOllllllOllllllinOl-17
11111111011111011101-17
iinioiioijionoino-)4
11111111111111111111-20
111 10111010110111100-14
10100111111111110011-15
11011111111111111111—19
iliiluiiiiinnnii-20
11011011110111110010—14
11111111101101111111—18
11111010111111111111-18
11111110111010101111-16
lllllllOlOOOOlOOOlll—12
11011111111111101111-18
11110111011111111111—18
11111110101110111111—17
11111111111101111101—18
11111110111001101111—16
01011 1 10111111111111—ir
ooicoiiiioooiiinm -13
1101P 11111111110000-14
11001111011010110100—12
101 i 1 n 101 1 1 101 loi 1 1— 15
01001110111101011011-15
01111111111001110111—16
lOOOOlOllOlO'lOGOllO- 9
11111111110111111101-18
11101111111111110110-17
loiiioinoiiiniini—17
11101 inooinoioioio-ia
11111111111110110101—17
nioiioionnniiiii—17
01111101101000010111—12
1101)010011111110011-14
01101111111010111101—15
1111111101.111110101—17

iiioi6iiiiiiiii6iiii-i7
11011011111111110100-15
111001OtOlllllllliiO-14
11111110111111110111-18
oiiiiioniiininoii-i7
1111111 0111110100001—14
11111101100111110110—15
11111111111011011111-18
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01011111 10001 llilOll -14
Oiinilii0ilioiioioi--i5
bnoiioooiioonioioi—

n

i6iooiiiiiiiiii66iio-ii

10111111111111011111,-18
11111110001111010110-14
1)011111111000111101—15
11100111110011001110-13
loooiiiioiooiinloio—12

ifiiidiiiiiioiiiiiiii—17

fttfk.-. idoiiiioiiboibj— 4
Bibby lllllOllOlllOll—12
Sanders. i.lllbl0l00}1001— ,9

Wis'e ; lllioillll0O)Ol-il
Groton llilllOOOOlOlll—10
Osmuh OollOlOlOOttlllO- 7
M Mullah 0J1111110011101-11
Anson 110110111011101—11
Wihhot 1 1 ()l Ollll 011100—10
Lefever 011 1 100,11110111—11

W M Thomas 100111101111111—12
Williams 011110111101111—12
piety lliomiiiimo—13

prieff liQOinooimil—11
Forrester. 11001 11 llillll 1—18
Betsy, . ; iQlioilloOlilol—10
Bradten llOilllllOlll0O-li
Maygo 011111111111110-13 111111111101 11110111—18

Davis nilOlllllllUOlllll—18
Wheeler : lllloimiOlOlllllll—17
Mascroft 01110101110011000110—11
Lerpy 10111111111101111010—16
McCraeken 111111 0111 0111010111-16

No. 3, 25 targets, ?3 entrance, S10 added: No 4. 15 targets,

$3 entry, $2ii added:
Money. 1001iiloOllllllooilli0010-lG OllUllllllllll—14
Anthony 1011 01 1 1 1 OD01 1 01 1 001 101 1 1—16 011001101000000— 5

Budd. lbjoioioiioiiiiniiiioiii-iO iiiiiinniioii-i4
Grimm lllOpillllllloillllOlllll—21 111111110111110-13
Redwing 1111111101011111011111111-22 111111111111111-14
Van Dyke.... inminilllOloiliOllili—21 111111111111011—14
Alkire. ; l'OlooililbrlllllllllllOOO—18 111111111111101-14
Heikes.., 0111111111111111011111111—23 111 1 111 11111111—14

P North lOllllllllllllUlllOlOOll—21 111101011011010-10
Rike ibllllllllllllOlllOllllll—22 011101111101111—12
Young 1111101111001011011011100—18 011111111111111—14
Bock 1101111111011111011110110-20 011111111111111—14
McMurchy 1111111101111110111011111—22 111111111011111—14
Breintnall 1001111101111100111111111—20 111001011111011—11
Keller 1101111111101111111111111—23 111011111111011—13
Dutchy 1011101111101011111111110-20 100111011110111—12
Merrill 1011111111110011111111111—22 101111111111111—14
Parker 1111011111111111111111110—23 111111111111101—14
Piekway 1110110111001111111110100-19 111010101111111—13
Pemberton 1111111101111011110111101—21 llOlllltllllllO-13
Holt 1111111111101111011110100-19 100111011110101—10
Skinner 1011100010001101010111110 -13 010101111011111—11
Bartlett 11 1 11111111111111 11111111—1«5 111111111111110-14
Oreener 1101111111111101011111111—23 111111111111010-13
Hobart 1101010011101101011101111—17 lOlllOlOUlllll—13
Hamline ". 1101111011110110111111101-20 111111111111111—15
Sposa 11111110001110101101110131—18 111111111111111—15
Shaner 1001100110110101111110111—17 111111111111011—14
Melot 0111111101111111101110000—17 011111011011011—11
Verges. ,,,,, 0101111011111111100111110—20 111110011011111—12
Fulford litllOOlllllllOlOllllllll—21 lllllllllilllll—15
Eastbh llllOllOOOOlioillOlllOOll—10 lOlQli II 1111 1 10—12
Glover llOlllOllllllllllioiiilli—22 llliloiiliiii0l-13
JP 1010101001111111111011000-16 1 01111101101111 12

SNAP SHOTS AT TiBE CHAMBERLIN TOURNAMENT,

Jones , .10101101111 10001 1 1 101 OllO—16
Gay 111101l0l0il0lllllll0l0l0-18
Shorty. Illl0ll000llll000ll001100-14
Sheldon....,,,. ii(Jioliloiiiiniiiilliill-23'
feeWhum. . . , ..iiOiioiOiiiiliiliiiillni-^
Packard . ..0011111ilOl010llll01lOllO-17
White .lOOoliiiiiQlooiIioiiiiiioi-jfi
GpurtnBy. QllMlOllOllllfllOOOilOOl—i&
ghftber , , „,„„;... . On ioidOiOOOiOiDlplOllioi—13
Ray. aoinlioooiiiiilililiiiio—20
tepjjy oooiooooiioiimoiliiiioo—14
Vance . . 1 01 101 1 1101101lObOlOOl111—16
Nimon jOjipoioiOiOiliiMiloM—18
Fuck. loiiioioiiioiicttmoiiiil—18
p c Bmith oioiipooiniioiiiioiiiiii-18
iVConhell. llOOlllOlOlllllOlllllllll— iO
Bibby OOOiOlOOOOllOlOOil 1001 101—11
Schmeck OllllOOlOlOlOlllOlllllill—19
Graham .10011001101lOOlpllOllllll—IB
Glover , ...lilojliiiOiilllOliomlio-30
Wftrfe. .-OliiiiiiliiiiioooioniiiO—19
Masher oi i 1 1 Oi 1 1 1 1 0i i i ioi i 1 1ooli— 19
Whterry.^.i lliOiOOlOOlOlOl llllilfJlll—i7
Hull. oinniOioiiilOioiiiiiiio—19
L Smith. OliOOllOllilllillOOOUllO—17
Spear. illOlllOOOilOOlOlOOOllOll—14
R H Smi:h 0001011111111110111011110-18
McMillan ; . . .0111101011101011111110111-19
A G North ,

•. 1011610010000111101010110—13
Forest urn-; OmiillOIOllllOlOllllOll—19
Bandy loioiomoiiioiiiioiioiii—18
Grierf 11100 H1010I 1 1 1 1011001110—16
Deyo ..1101101110101 100011100110-15
Taylor II 100101 1111 111111 1<"»10010— 18

Fry 01 1 10101 1 1 1 1 1 101 001001 111—17
Cathan 1011111111101011111111111—22
Qirton 1101011101000111111010010—15
Oleve. lOOlllOinoOl lOOmiOHOlll—14
Burton..... 01110001100 '0001111011110—14

'
'

I :l 1 r ,,. ,. Ml! 1
'

' . i

1 ' 1 1
'

.' i
1

''

"

Hoffman ......oiloiiioiiiioiioinoilllO—18
Sandus. 1001001 0001 1 OOOloOUlllOO—11
Williams 1101011110111000111101110—17
Bowers lllllOOOlOllOlOllOOOlllll—16
Maygo 11111OO101OHO0011O111111—17
Petty 1110111011101110111110111—20
Snow 1100110101111111101010011—17
Brader 1101001110101010111100010—15
Thomas 0110000111010101111101110-15
Betsey 10011 0011 11 11 1 1 101 0001001—16
Osmun 1111010011001001001111011—15
Forrester 0111110010110111001*30111—15
Blair 1 1 10] 1 1 1n 0 1 01 1 1 1 10011011—19
Bibb 000111011000] 000101111001—12
G Graham 1110111011111101010100111-18
Davis 1 1 11010011 101101111010011—17
Mascroft 1 1 10000101011011110011011—15
Wheeler 0111111101111111111110111—22
Leroy 1101110101011100010111111—17
Willard. 1011111111111111111011111—23
Jackson 01 ClOWU 1 fil 01 1 00 1 1 1 01 10000—11
Burke,,. 1001010001111111111110111-1?
Kelsey..,, 1111111100111111101111110-21
Upson 0111011101111111011011101-19
Wise
Lefever.....,..,,

OllllllOlOlllll—12
111111111111111-15
iiniUiiioiiio-13
111101111111011-13
0011 0010111 0001- 7
lllllllllililll-15
lllllllllilllll—15
loQioiioililiii-ii
lOoouinioiioi—10
111101100111111-12
llOlOll 11101111-12
iillllloililoli-13
ilillliiiuiim-14
llllllllil0llll-14
iOinoiiliioin-12
111111011110111—13
111111101111101—13
10D011010100111— 7
lOllllllllOllll—13
liiioiiiiilini—14
llOlOllllllOllO—11
llllllOlOlllOll—12
iiliiiiiiuoioi-13
lioomomiiii—12
ilOllllllllllll-14
lllllOllOllllOl—12
llllllOllllOOlO—11

llllOilllOOllll—12

iiiiiiiioiiiota—12
100011111111111—12
111110111111111—14

ioiioiiiiiiiii6-i3
011011110111111 -12

111100111011111—11

iioQOiiiiiniii—12
111111111111110-14
110100001101110— 7

101010111111111-12

oiiodoiiiioiiio— 8

oiiioioiiiiiiii—12
110101011011111—11
101111110011000— 9

110111111111111—14

ioiiioiioioiiii—11
001111101111011—11

111011001101111—11
111110111111111—14
111011101111111—13
111111111111111—15

111111111111111-15
111111111111111—15
101001011110101- 9

111011110110101—11

Rice . .. ............... oioiOllOUOlOU-

9

Sherman'.: : ; . ;
lolOOlltillOOOll- 8

Erliardt. OOllOllllOlllli-ll

Walt. ' lCillllllll01Hl-13

Buckland. liOlCOPOllOOOlO— §
Steuger 101111111111111—14

Park ...... 001111111111111-13

Grant. .

.'

,. . .
111111101111011-13

No. 5, 20 targets, $3 entry, $25 added: No. 6, 25 targets, $3 entry,

, ^}00 added: ,

Money 111011111 11110101101—lb I0ll0l00l0ll1l0l0l00ld0l0-13

Anthony 01100110110100100001-9 0i00101lll001010110100ll0-13

Budd... 11110111111111 llblll-18 lllOlOllollllOillOOQlllll-18

Grimm 11111 111111101111011—IB 0011101111111111110111011-20

Redwing llil 1 1 111 lllblOlOll 1—17 1011011 1 1 11 lllQlllQOilllO—19

Van Dyke......llllllllllllllllHll—20 1 1 ll 11 01 1 1 1 1 1 1.11 1,0111 11,11— 23

Alkire 11111110101111101111-17 imdoiimiiooioinnoii—19
Heikes illlllllllllllllllll-20 lllltl 1111 Hot ( 1 1 11111111-24

Paul North 11111111011111111111-19 lOllOllllOllOllOlllllllOl—14

SNAP SHOTS AT TITS CHAMBERUN TOURNAMENT.

Rike 11110110111111110111-17
Young 11111000111111111111—17
Dock llllOOllMllllOOOll 1—15
McMurchy 1111 1111111111101111—19
Brointnall 11101 11 1 11 1001 10H11—10

Keller llOllOlllOlllllOllll—10
Dutchy 11011110111101111111—17
Merrill 11011111110111111111—18
Parker lllOOlllllllllllllOl—17
Piekway loi oil 11 1 1 1011 1 11111—17
Pemberton. ,,, .11101111111101101111-17
Holt 11011111011111010001-14
Skinner 1111011 1 11 01 1011ml1—10
Bartlett , . .01111101111111011111-16
Greener 11111101111110111111-18
Hobart Ill 1 lOHWlllOOlllli—15
Hamline 0101101illllllllllll—17
Spross .liljlOOlllllimllll—18
Shaner. ...... . .lull UlllOlllllOlOl—17
Mellot IbliOlilllObOllllIll—15
Verges lOlllllll 11111011110-17.
Fulford lliOlillllllllOlOlli—17
Easton 11110010111111101101—15
Glover 11111111111111111111—20
J P 01101001111110011011—13
Jones 11111111110111111101-18
Gay 01111101111111011010-15
Shorty 11111111111111111111—20
Sheldon 11110111111111011111—18
Ketchum 11101111111101111111-18
Packard llOlllllllOlllllllll—18
White lllllllllilioillllll—19
Courtney 1 11 1 101 101 1001 1 10111—15
Hoffman llllllllllllllllllll—20
Drake illlllOlllillliOlill—18
Wheeler Olllllll lOllllllllll—18
Davis ; ..OlllOllllllllOlillOl—16
Upson ,..11111110111111111111—19
Shaber lOlllllllllllllOOlU—17
Ray llllllllOOllllqillll-17
Tippy 11111101101100011111—15
Vance 11011111111111,1 1 101 ]—Ifl
Wimon 10001110011111111111—15
Flick 01111111110111111111-18
D C Smith 11110011111011111111—17
O'Connell 11100010100100011101—10
Bibby 11001111111111101000-14
Schmeck 00100101001001110100- 6

Graham 11011110011100111111—15
Lefever , Ill 1111 1 lllllllOllll—19
Ware 0110101 10001 01001100— 9
Mosher ^.iiiOiiiiliilOOiOiilO—18
Wherry .00liOinoo0lll1llW0-l3
Hull lOlOllllllllOlllllOl—Ifi

RH Smith 101110100llllniOllO-l4
Spear iol lilllOOlllOllOllO—14
Deyo 10i0il0lilllllii010l-15
J L Smith...... illlOiOllllllOlOilll—16
Cartan liilO'llloillllblOOOi—1,5W Thomas. . . . , 11IWllilll11WLlllfti—17
Williams llllinilllllOllllll—19
Cleve 11111101011110110000—13
Mayo 11111111101011110111—17
Erhardt 11101111111111111111—19
Grieff 11010111101101101011-14
Girton 01011101111001100111—13
Burke 10111011111110111111—17
Sherman 11101110000110011111—14
Grant 11111111010100111011—15
Braden 11011100111000101100-11
Retsy in 11110010111111110111—16
Leroy 1 111001 1 11 101 1 1 11111—17
Kelsey 11110011010110111111-15
Prety
Forrester,,,.,.,,..,...
Taylor.,.,
MasCroft,,,... .

Clay
Orsinan
North,,,,..,...,.,...,...,...,

1011111111111111101101111-17
0111011111111111110101011—20
1111111111111100000*311111—19
1111111111111011111111111-24

IOIOOOOIOIOIOIIIOIOI—13
0111101111010101011111010—17
1011101011100001001110101—14
1111101111111110111101111-22
1111110111111101111110011-21
1111010001011110101101010-15
1111111011111111111111111-24
0011111111101011001001111—17
1111010110111101110111111—20
IIIIIIIIIIIOIIOOIIIOIIOII-2O
iibioiiiobiiniiioiioiooi-i7
olioolioionioiiiiinoiii—18
1011111111111111111101110-22
iiliiioiuoionioiiiiiooi-i9
1000011111011011(110110011—17
1101100011011111110110001—16
1110011110111111111111111—22
llliQlllllllllOlllllllllO-22
oiiiinoibio'ioiiiiiiliili—20
lllllOlllllllllllllllOlll—23
llllOllllllOlOlOOlllKXIOl—17
0111101011001101100001000—12
1110111111111110110010111-20
1101111011111101011011110-19
1111111010110101111111011-20
1101111100111111111111111-22
111101000111011000001111C—14
1111111011111101001111111-21
1010110110101101111111101—18
1111101011101101111111111-21
iioiioioiiioioiiiniiiiii-20
llllllOllOlllOlllblllllll-21
OiOllilOllllOll 1111111101—20
1011111111111101111111111—23
1110100101111101010011111—17
i 1 111 11 0011 1 1 001 1 1 10(X>1 11—18

Hli*1110lllll001,10llll011—19
0111111101110011101101101—19

iibiioibiiibooioioiboiiol—14
lllllllllllOllllOllOlllll—22

obioiiiiiiiiiH^iiooiiboi—17
lllllllOlllOOllllOlOilllO-19
1111110111111111111101111-23
1010110111101001010010101—14
liiiiiiiicoonoiiiomioo—18
1 00111 1010000111001011011-14
tilloooiiiioonioiiionio-17

I ;,rTni! i 10!niOOiR'0O---.l5

iiioniiiiiioioiooiiiiiii-20
oiiioioiiiiniioiiiiiiiii-21
iiliioiiio'ooiiiiiionnio-20
lllOOlllOOllllOlllOllljLll—IS

1101 00011101001 0011111111-16
] ilVAi JlUOiViOll 11-11111-19
llOOHlilllOllO'llllllllll-21

1 illll000ll0lllllllll-21
nioiiiiiiiio'iiioiiooibii—19

oiiiioiioioiooiiiioooooii—14

iiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiliiiiii-24

iiiiiiiioibiiiiiibiiiiiii—22

0101011011011111111111111-
1011110110111111111011111-
1111110111111111111010111-
0101111111011111101111111-
0011111110111011110101001-
1101001111111111111101101-
1101111101111111001110101-
1001111111101011111010111-
0111111111001111111111111-
1110000000111010110010100

Wednesday Was Clear

and bright, it was windy in the morning, however, but desp te the

wind a number of high scores were made. In the third *vent Glover,

of Rochester, killed 25 straight, and Treadway and Davis each 24. In

the sixth, Upson, of Cleveland, broke his 25 straight, while Van Dyke,
Parker, Wheeler, Cathan and Slocum had 21 to their credit. Among
the visitors were "Uncle" Adrian C. Anson, Pitcher Hutchinson and
Fielder Wllmot, of the Chicago baseball team, and John Clarkson, of

SNAP SHOTS AT THE CHAMBBRLIN TOURNAMENT.

the Olevelands. Anson and Wilmot took part in the shooting. The
old man broke 14 out of 15 in the first event, while Wilmot scored 12.

No. 1, at 15 targets, $3 entry, $35 added. No 2, at 20 targets, S3
entry, $35 added:

McMurchy 11)110111111011-13 11111111111111111111—20

Keller .. .110110100100110— 8 IIIHOIIIO1OOIIIIIIO—18

Dutchy' 011110110011110-10 10011110111111011011—15

Parker 110111111111111—14 10111101011110111111—16

Bartlett 101111111011111—12 11111110101011011111—16

Merrill 111111011101111—13 11111111001011111101-16

Money .
111111101111111—14 11111111111011111111—19

Van Dyke...'.'" 111110101110111-12 11111111111111111111-20

Budd 111111111111111—15 11111011111111111111-19

Grimm 1 mill 11110111—14 10111001111111011111—16

Redwing 111111111110111—15 11111111111111001111—18

Anthony ' 111111111101101—13 11100101011110111001—13

Rike ." 111111111111111-15 11010011111111011111—16

Young 111111111111110—14 11110011111111111110-17

Dock 111111111101111-14 11111111111111101111-19

Alkire , ,
111111101111111-14 U11UU111111111111-20

Spross i lllUlOlllldlll—13

Heikes. lllllllllilllll—15
Hobart lOlGiOooillilil—10
Hamline 11101 Oil Ollllll—12
Willard 10101110011ll.il—ll

Shaner lllllllllilllll—15
Kelsey OlOOllllllllllO—ll
Mosher llllOlllOlOllll—12
Hoffman HlOOllllllllOl—12
Drake IlllOlllOllOllO-ll

J
1

L Smith. .............. .OllUllllllllll—14 .

Wheeler lOlllllllllllll—14
Schmeck 11101 1011010101—11
Penberthy ; lllllllllllllbl—14
Easton, . ! llllOOlllllll 11-13
Fulford ....lOilllOllllllll-lSS

Upson.,. ..lllOlllOlllOlll—12
N Holt llOllOOllllOlll—11
Haddock. . . : illOlllllllOOll—12
Sheldon lllOlllllOilll1—13

Wherm Ill0il0lllllll0-12
Verges .llllllllllllOll—14
Forest OOOllllOOlObOlO- 6

Landis 10101111111Ull-l2
Tredway 10111111100010.1—10
Breintnall 111111101110101—12
Ketcham Ill 101111111101—13
Cathan llOlOllllOlllll—12
Karl lllllllllilllll—15
Glover lllllllllilllll- 15
Davis Oil 111 101110110—11
Skinner 111111111100100-11
Leroy. , . .

,

, , lOlllllllllllll—14
Slocum . . . 1 1001 101 1101 011—10
Courtney 110111001101011— 9

Lefever 001011111111011—11
Shorty 110111011110111— 9
Bibby 111111111101110—13
Park illflllllllllOll—13
Piekway .•..011111111101110—12

Betsy 1101 1 lOllll llll—13

Tamblyn 01110tf011101l!l—10
Jones 111111111111101—14
Burke OlllOlllllOlOlo—lb
Clover 111010011111111—12
P North 111011011111111-13
Anson 111111111110111—14
Wilmot 011111011111011-12
Williams 111011 10011 1 1 10-11
Flick 101111111110111—14
Vance 011110111111110—n
Toppy 111111011111011—13
McDonald 1011O1100110101— 9

C J W 111010100110101— 9

MUScroft 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 011 1 1 00-1

0

Graham 111100101 111011 -11

Frey 111101011111011—12
Whitesides 101111111111111-14

11111111110111111011—18
01111111111110111111-18
11111010101111110111-16
llOOllllllOlilllllll-17
01111100111111111011-10
01O11011010100011O11—11
11111111100111111111— IS
11111110111111011111-18
11011111011111111111-18*
llllOlllllllllllllOl- 18

11001111011101011101-14
11110111111111111111-19
00100000110111000110- 8
lniioniiiiiiniioi—18
illolllllllllO'lOllll-l?
dllOllillllllllll 111-18
liniiiiiiiioiiioiil—18"

llOlllllllllOlllllll—18
iiiinoiiondoiiiiii-10
lllOlOlllOlllOOlllli-15
oiiiliiooioiiiiiino-18
liiniiidoioiiooini— la
01111111111111111010-1?
11111111111010111010-10
11111110000111101111-15
lldlllllllllllOOOlll—10
llOOIlllOlllOlO'lllll—15
01011111110100111101—14
lllllllllOllllOllOll—17
11111111111110011011—17
11101111110111011101-16
10111111011111011101—le
11111111111111011111-19
11111111111111111101-19
10011011101110011000-11
11111111111111111111-20
11110111111111111111—19
11010011001111011111—14
11111011101111111100—16
11011111011110111111—17
01 ) 11011101111111111—17
11110001111110111111—16
11111111000111111101—16
OOlllOllllllllllllOl—16
looioiliiilooimiii-is
11101110111110111111—1?
noioiinoiOiOiiooifl-12'
10111001100011011110-11
11111111111110111111-19
11111111101111011110-17
11101111110111110110-16
11111111110111101111—18

idiiiioioiooiioiioio—12
11111101111011111011—17
11011110111111111111—18
11111011111111001111—17

i iiynnr,oiio:;o-;vm-ifi

SNAP SHOTS AT THE CBAMBKRUN TOURNAMENT.

Pirty , ,111111111111111—15

D C Smith 101111111111111—14
Cochran 111001111111001-11

Speer 111111111110111-14
Mellott 111110111010011-10

Deyo 111010011111101—11

Sprigg ...011110011011111—11

Thomas 110111111010110-11

Chandler 111111100111011—12
.Sanders 110110101101011— 9

Boone 111101011111110—12

R H Smith 111111111111111—15
O'Connell 110011111110101-11
Erhardt 111111111111111—15
Snow 101111111111111—14

A M Smith 011110101101011-10

I esk 111001101011111—11

Osmnm 101101111111101—12
Shaber 111111011111111-14

Ray 111111111111111-15
Packard 111111111110111—14
Taylor 111111111111110-14
Swiveller 000011111111111—11
Greener 101111011011111—12
White 111111111111111-15

Gay 011111111111111—14
War* 110111101010111—11

Cleve 111111111111110-14

JL M
Maytro
Blair

No. 3, 25 targets, $3 entry, $100 added.

McMurchy 11 1011111 111010111101 1001-

Tee Ka> 0011111111100110101111111-

Dutchy 101 11101 101 1 1 011111111001 -

Parker 1111111101111110011111101-

Bartlett 1111110011010111111111101-

Merrill Ill 1111 11 1 01 1 111 11 1100011-

Monev 01m 10101011111101010111-

Van Dyke 0111110111111111011111100-

Budd 1111111111110011011101011-

Grim-m 1001001110110111011110111-
Redwing 1111110111110111111101110-

Anthony 000001 00110111 OH 11000011-

Rike 1110011100110011110111111 -

Young 1111111111111010111110111-

Dock 1111010101111100101111100-

Aikire.... 1111111110110111111111111-

Spross 0111111010110101010111111-

Heikes 1111100100011111111011001-

Hobart 1 1 1 101001 1111101000011101-

HamliDe 1001111111111110111110111-

Willard 1 -01010101000100011100011-

Shaner 1110110111100111111110111-

Kelsey 1111111101111111110111111-

Mosher 1011111111111101101110110-

Hoffman 1101111111110010111101111-

Drake 1010101111111111111101111-

J L Smith 1011111110110101111101111-

Wheeler lOlllllllillOOiillllOllll—

Schmeck 1101000101110110100111000-

Pembertby 1111111111111011001111111-

Easton 0010010010000110000110111-

Fulford 1111110111111011011111011

Upson 1011011101111111010111111-

11111111111111111110— 19
1

11100010110110111101—12
01111100011111011101—14
01110110110101111111—15
10111110110101111110-15
10111011001111110001-13
00100001000000010100— 4

1001 0101 10OT 1 10011 11—13

nHiiiiiiiiiiiioiii—t#
10111110091101111101—14
11101111111111101011-11'
11101000111010001111—12

riioobiibioioiboibiii -10
11011111110011111111—17
11011111111110101011—16
11011011110111011100—14
11011111100111111111—17
11011100101110111111—15
11111101111111111111—19
00111111110111111103-1^
10011111010111010101—IS
11010110101111100111-14
11100010110011011000-1©
10111101110111111010—16
iiiooiioniiiinooio-141

No. 4, 15 targets, $3
entry, $35 addrd.

-19 111111111101111-14
-19 110111111111101-13
-19 100111111111101-12
-21 111010111111111-13
-20 111101111111110 13
21 111111111111111—15
-18 110111111111111-14
-20 111011110111111-13
-20 111111011101111—13
-17 011111111111011—13
-21 111111111011111—14
-12 101111111111111—14
18 111111111111111—15
-22 111111111111110—14
-17 110111111111111-14
-23

' 111111011111111—14
-18 111011111100111—12
-17 111111111111111—15
-16 111111111111111—15
-21 111111111101011—13
12 011011111101011-11
-20 011111110111111—13
28 111111011111111-14
-20 111111111101011—13
-20 111111111111111—15
-21 111011111111011—13
-20 111111110111111—14
21 111111011111111—14
13 000110001010000— 4
22 111111111111111-15
10 111101111111111-14
21
-20 111111111111111-15



B68 FOREST AND STREAM. [June 30, 1894.

N Holt 1111111111111101001111111—22
Haddox OOlOllllluOOOOOlllllOlllO—W
Sheldon 1111011011111111111011111-32
Wherry 0011101110111111111111001—19
Verges 1111101101011111101101011—19
Forest 1001110110111101100100111—16
Landis lOllllllOlUllllllllOllll—23
Tredway 1110111111111111111111111—24
Breintnall 1110111011101100001111011-17
Ketcham 0111111111101011111000111—19
Cathan 010001 1 1 11 1 001011 10111110—16
Karl 1111111111110111101100001—19
Glover 1111111111111111111111111—25
Davis 1111111011111111111111111—24
Skinner 11011111 111 01 11 1 111000001—18
Terry 1101111011001111111111111—21
Slocum 1111101111110111111111111-22
Courtney 0100111011111101111101011—18
Clover 1101010111011001010110111—16
Taylor 1111111110011001111111111-21
Jones 0111101011001110111010111—17
Anson 0001 1 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 001 1 1 1 10101—17
Wilniot 1 0 1 1 1 01001 1 001 001 1 1 1 ni 100—1

4

Shorty 0110110000110001110111110-14
White 1110111111111111111110111—23
Pickway 1111110101010011111101010-17
CJW 0010000001100111001000000— 7
Flick 1010100101011000011111111-15
Tamblyn lOlillllJliOOllllllllllOl—21
Williams .1011100011011000101111101—15
Vance 1111001101010001101001101—14
Mascro ft 1 01 1 1 1 0 1 01 11 1 1 1 1 1 0001 1000—16
Frey 1111110111111100110101110-19
Piety 0111101111101011111111010—19
EE Smith 0111100111011111110010011—17
Burke 1.101111 101 101111100110010—17
Betsy 111011011111011111101 1 1ll—21
Tippy 1100 0 UlOlllllllli 1111 010—19
Whiteside 111011011101111111U11001—SO
Speir 1010011111111111110111001—19
Clere 1111011110111101111001110—19
Blair 0110100101111001101110011-15
O'Connell 0110011011111010110111010—16
Graham 1111111101111011111111101—22
Ware 1011011101110110100111100—16
Shaber 1110100011111110011111111—19
Ray 1111101111111110011011111—21
Mellott 1111101011111110110111110—20
North 1111111010111111111010111—21
Maygo 0101011111011111110111011—19
Cochran
Spn'gg..
Packard
Berger
Swiveller
Snow
Grant ,

Erbardt
Thomas
Lefever
Park
Greene

No. 5, 20 targets, $3 entry, $35 added:

111110110101111—12
011101101110111—11
OlilllllllOllll—13
101111110111111—13
111111111111111—15
1 11 00001 01 10001—
101111111111111—14
110010111111111—12

011011111010111—11
110111110111110—12
111111111101111—14
111110111111100-12
111101110001111—11
111111111111111—1
111111111111111—1;
111011100111111—12
110111110111111—13
111101111111111^14
111011111111111—14

011111111111111—14
111111111011111—14
111110111111111-14

iioiiooiiiiioii—

n

101110110111111-12
111111011111111—14
111110111111001—12
111111111100111—13
110111101101111-12

iooiooiiiiiiiii—

n

H1111111111111-15
011111011111111-13
111111111111111—15
OllOlllllllUll—13
111111011111111—14
111011110001111-11

010111110110011—10
110111010111111-12
101111111111110—13
111101111101111—13
111111111111011—14
110111111111111-14
111100011100100- 8
111111111111111—15
110101101011011—10
101011111011111—12
110111011111111—13
010111111111110—12
111111111111111—15
11111111111011.-14
111110111101111—13
111011111111111—14
010101111110011—10
011111111011111—13
111011110111111—13

entry,

McMurchy 1111111111111 11 1 1 111—20
Tee Kay 01001111111110110111—is
Dutchy 01111111111111011111—18
Parker 11111111111010110111—17
Bartlett 10011101111111111111—17
Merrill 1101 1111011101110111—16
Money 110101011 11101 111111-16
Van Dyke 01111111011101111101—16
Budd 11100011000111110111—13
Grimm 11111111011111111111—16
Redwing 11011111111111111111—19
Anthony 10101 1 11 1011 00001110-12
Rike 11111111110111111110-18
Young 11111111111111111111—20
Dock 11111111111011111111-19
Alkire 01111111111111111101—18

' Spross Ill 10011111101101111—16

SoUarl 1,1 1 1 11 J J Hf- 1 31111 11111—ao

Hamlin'.'',',...*. 11111101101141111111—18
Willard 00110111111111101111—16
Shaner 101101111001101 11110—14
Kelsey 11110111111111011111—18
Mosher 11011001111111111111—17
Hoffman 11 lllOlllOllllOllOlO—15
Drake 11111101110111100111—16
J L Smith 00111111101111111110-17
Karl 11111111101110011110-16
Schmeck 01011100100100010101— 9
PembertoQ 10001111101111001011—13
Easton lllllOllllOOlllOHll-16
Pickway 11111111111111011011—18
Upson 10111111111101111111—18
N Holt 1101001 1110010011111—13
Haddock 1101 11 1 1 101111011111—17
Sheldon lOllllllllllllllliil—19
Wherry 01111101010111100100—12
Verges 11111111001110110100—14
Forest 111011101 1001 1 110101—14
Landis 11111111111111111111-20
Tredway 11111011011111011111-17
Greener 01001111101111111011—15
Clere 11111111011111111110-19
Catham llllllllllllllOlllOO—17
Clover 11011111110111111111—19
Glover 11101111111111111111—19
Davis 11101111011010111111—16
Skinner 11110111111011111111—18
White 11111111111111111111-20
Jones 10110011111111111111—17
Shorty OllOlllllllllllOllll—17
Leroy 11111011111111111111—19
Slocum 10101111111111110110-10
Courtney 11111111101111111101—18
Packard 0111101 11U111111111—18
Park 11111111111111111011—19
Burke 11111111111111110110—18
Swiveller 01110010101111101100—12
P North 11110111111111111101—18
Wheeler 11111111111111111111—20
Williams 11101011011111100001—13
Flick 11110111011000011111—14
Tippy 11111111001111111111—18
Mascroft milllliOllllllllll—19
Frey omiioillllllllOlll—17
Whitesides 0011 1 1 1 1101101111111—10
Thomas 11100101100111110111—14
Lefever llOllUOOlliiiliiiii—17
L C Smith 11111111101101111110-17
Erhardt llllOllOllllllllllOl—17
Betsy 11111111111101011111—18
Shaber 11111111111110111111—19
Maygo 11110001011010111110—13
Grant 11111111101011111111—18
Snow Ill00iillillllinili_i8
Vance 11111111110111111111—19
Sprigg 10100101101110000111—11
Graham 011 11 lOllllOlll 1111 1—17
Tamblyu 1101101 1 111001 1 10111—15
Ware lllllllOlOOlOlllllll—16
D H Smith lllllllllllOllOllili—18
Mellott 10011101101111111111-16
Ray 11111110111111101111—18
Cochran

,ELB
Taylor
Hoit
Berger

Thursday, the Last Day,
saw a considerable falling off in the attendance, though the shootim?was of an extremely high order. In event No. 2 Squad 5 covered
rtself wrth glory. This was an Ohio squad and was composed ofHeikes Rike and Ravmond of Dayton, Alkire of Columbus Pember-thy of Massillon and Young of Springfield. Before these redoubt-

?Pi? 0T,h
kSmenti

V
e
^
fll

;
St score bluerocks crumbled to dusfasK .7rref^ f"r to rap

?- Then Rw™ad dropped oupbut the others went right on pulverizing the prettv little ye low andblack art creations till the traps got tired and quit Five men hadbroaen 100 straight Some one fittingly remarketf: -YouV?got totrot to travel with this crowd to-day » It is only fitting to adl thateight others broke straight in this event.
s tnal

D. O. Smith of Hamilton, live bird champion of Canada, who bad

No. 6, 25 targets,
8100 added:

1011011111001111111111111-21
1101111111101111011111111—22
1001111111111100110011110-18
1111111111111011111101111-23
1110111111111111111111011-23
1011111110011101110011111-21
0111111111110011101111110-20
1111111111101111111111111—24
1011111111111111110111100-21
1110101101111111111111111-22
0111011111111111111111111-23
0111011010111101111011110-18
1111111011111111011111010-21
1111111111111111111111100-23
1101110101100111110111001—17
1111111111111100111111111-23
1111011111011111111101011—21
1101011111111111111111111-23

luuixiiiuimiwL—jy
1111110111011111111111111-23
0010111111110101111110111—19
0111110111111111101111111-22
1011111101111111101011101-20
1111111111111011111111011—23
011111 '1101111 10111111011—31
UlllTlOlllllOOOlll 110111—20
1111111011111101111111110-22

oioioooiiiiiioiooiiooioii—14
1110111111111101111111110-22
0111111101111011011011111—20

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii—25
1111111011101110111111111-22
1001101011111111001000111—16
0101101110111111111101111-20
11111101 11 1 1 11 1011 100111 1—21
1011111101111(00110111011—18
1111101110001010101011110-16
1011011110101110111111111—20
0110111111111101111100110-19
1001110111111111101111100 -19
1001111010010110111111101—17
UllllllllUOllllllllllil -24
1111111111101111111111110-23
1011011101111001111111110-19
0010111111011111111101111—20
lllllllllOlOlllll'lllOlll—22
1111111111111101111110110-22
1111001001111101111111111—20
1010011101101111100101111—17
1111111110011111111111lll_S3
1111111011111111111111111-24

1111111111111011111011111—23

mm'ii6im6ii6im6iii-2i
1111111101111111111111111-24
1100111111010111111111101-20
1111100101010111111111011-19
1111111101101111110011111—21
1111111111001111110000101—18
0101011101011111111111101—19
0111111101111100111111111-21
; Liaijum; . j 'i ii i,-, 'Vifni] _ii
0111010111001110111101101—17
1101011100111111111101111-20

iiiiiiiioiiiooiiiioiioioi-lg
1111011111110111111111011—22

ii6iim6iim'6iiiii6iiii-22

oioiiiooiioioiiooioiioiii—16
1011000001011011100100010—11
1101111111101111111111111-23

1101100011011011101110111-17
1111111111110111111110111-23
1110111011111111111111111—03
0101101011111111110111111-20
1000100011110000111110101—13
1111111011101111001111111—21
1011111111100110111101011-19
1010110111111111110111111-21

been shooting in rather hard luck the first two days, put clean scores
to his credit in the first, fourth and fifth events.
In the third event Merrill, Alkire and Slocum broke 25 straight, and

Budd, Hoffman, Drake, Hamline, Lefever, Cathan, Tippy and Shaaber
broke 24, while in the sixth Heikes put 25 to his credit, and Grimm,
Redwing, Glover, Alkire, Young and North scored 24. In this event
North had a straight score up to his last bird. He was shooting beau-
tifully and had won several rounds of applause by hard kills, includ-
ing one very erratic target that was minus a head. At the last bird,
however, he shot a trifle quick, and left Heikes the undivided glory ot
first place.

No 2, 20 targets, entry
$3, $40 added:

11111111111101111111—19
11111011001011111101—15
10111111111111111111-19
11101111111111011111—18
11111110111110011111-17
11011111110111111111—18
llllltllllllllllllll—20
10111111011111111111—18
11111111111111111111-20
11011111111111111111—19
11111111111111111111—20
11111101101111111111—18
11001111111111111111—18
11111111111111111111-20
11011111111101111011—17
11111111111011111111—19
11111111111111111111—20
11111111110111111111—19
11111111100111111111—18
11111111111101110011—17
11111111111111111111-20
10111110111111111101—17
11111111111111111101-19
01011111111110111111—17
11111111111111111111—20
11111111110111010110—16
11111111111111111111-20
11111111111111111111—20
11111111111111111111—20
11111111111111111111—20
11111110111111111111-19
11101111111111111111— 9

01111111111111001011—16
01011011011111111111—16

No. 1, 15 targets, entry $3, $40 added:

McMurchy 101111111101111—13
Keller 111011101111111-13
Dutchy 011111101111011—12
Parker 111111111101111—14
Bartlett 111111111111111—15
Merrill.

. 101111111111110—18
Money lOlOlllllllllll—13
Anthony 111111111111011-14
Grimm 111111111111111—15
Budd 011111111111111—14
Van Dyke 111111011011111—13
Redwing : 111111111111111—15
Hoffman 110111111111111—14
J L Smith 011110011011011—10
Drake 111111111111111—15
Upson 111111111111111—15
Easton Ill 1 101 101 11110—12
Verges 101111111111101 -13
Hobart 111111111110101—13
Hamlin 111111101 001 111—12
Mellot 100111011111010—10
Glover 111111111111111—15
Kelsey 111111111101111-14
Mosher 111111111H1001—13
Heikes 011111111111101—13
Ray 111011111111111—14
Alkire 111111011111101—13
Penbarthy 111111111110111—14
Young 111111111101111—14
Rike 111011111111100—12
Shorty 111111011111111—14
Sheldon 111111111110111—14
Wherry 110110010111111—11
Park 111111111111111—15
Taylor 111001111101101—11
Lefever 111110011011111—13
Landis 001111111110101—11
Tredway 111110110111111—13
Davis 1 1 01 1 1 1 1 1011111—13
Leroy 111001111111111—13
North 011111000100111— 9
Holt 111111101011101—12
Catham 111001111111111—13
Haddock 111101110111111—13
Shaner 111111010011110—11
Willard OlUlllllllOlll—13
White 111111111110111—14
Slocum 111011111111111—14
Frey 111111101101111—13
Mascroft 111111111111111—15
Grant 110001101110111—10
Erhardt 01 01 1 1 1 1 01 1 1 011—11
Snow 111111111011111—14
Forest 111010001110100— 8
Pirty 101111110111101—12
Gerton 111010101011010— 9
Burke 111111111011111—14
Whiteside 111011111111111—14
Wise 111101011101110-11
Williams 111001110101111—11
DC Smith 111111111111111—15
Hull 010111101110111—11
Schmeck 111111111111011—14
Shafer 111111111111111 -15
Tippy 111111111110111—14
Spross 01 011 1 1 1 1 1 1 1001—11
P/ekway 111111111111111—15
Dock HlllOllOOlOw
OK-to
Wheeler ,.

No. 3, 25 targets, entrance $3, $100 added:

McMurchy 0111111111111110111111101-
Tee Kay 0110111010111101101101111-
Dutchy 1010111111111101111111111-
Parker 111111101111101 lllll ill 11-
Bartlett 0111111111111111110111111-
Merrill llllllll 1111111 lllimill-
Money 1111111101011111101111111-
Anthony 0111111111101101110110111-
Grimm 1111111110111111110001111-
Budd 1111111111101111111111111-
Van Dyke ...1111111110111010101111111-
Redwing 1111111111111111111010111-
Hoffman- 0111111111111111111111111-
J L Smith 1100111111111111110111111-
Drake 11111111101111111111 11111-
Upson 1011111111101011011111001-
Easton IOOIIOIOIOIOOOIIIIOOIOUO-
Verges 1111101011111101111111111-
FCobart 1111001010101111111111101-
Hamline 1101111111111111111111111-
Mellott 0111111111111101111111111
Glover 1111111011011111111111111-
Kelsey ,..1101101111110111111111011-
iloshT 1111101110010111101110100-
Heikes lllll 1 1 1 1 101 1 1 1 1111 101111-
Raymond 0111111110010111111111010-
Alkire 1111111111111111111111111-
Penborthy 1101111111111101101101011-
Young 1111011111011111111110111-
Ribe 1011101000111100101011111-
Sciiick. wiuiiixinoniomnmoi!!-
Sheldon llOOOllOllllllOlllllllllO-
Wherry 0111111100111111111011111-
Landis 1110111101101111101111111 -

Tredway 1011110111111110111111111-
Davis 1111111111111111011111010-
Leroy 11101 101 111 jrlllll 1 111 101 1-
Spross 01110111 11111111101111001-
Holt 1011011110111011101111111-
Plckway 1100101101111111111111111-
Cathan 10111 1 1 111 llllllllilim l-
Lefever

, . . .omilllillllimilimil-
siocum minimum 111 mini-
White 010111 moiimimiiom-
Haddox illOOlOllOllllllOOOlOlHU-
Taylor 1111011111011110111111111-
Sterling 1111011111101011101111011-
North 1111111101111101110011111-
Whiteside 111101 10111101001 11114101-
Mascroft 1101111011111101110111111-
Grant 101 1 1 101 1 11 1 111 11 1 1 1 01 1 11-
Piety moil 1111 lllimoiiim 1-
Burke llOliOlllllliliilliiuilO-
Williams HOi'010111 11100001 1001110-
Huii liiimiioiiiiimmioii
Shaber 1111111111111111111011111-
Schmeck 1101110110111 111 111111111-
Cleve 1111101111000110101111111-
Wbeeler ..1111110111111101111111011-
D C Smith OllOlOlliimil im liilli-
Tippy liiiioimimiimniiii -

Wise 00110100011110101 10011100-
Shorty
Jones

,

"

Snow
'

n
Bake
Park
Sanford
Fry

;

Skinner

11110111111111111111—19
11111111111111111111-20
10111010111111010001—11
11111111111111011111—19
01111110111101111111-17
01111001111011100001-12
11111111010111011111-17
10011101101111001111—14
11101111111111101111-18
00001001101110001000-

"

11111111111110111100—13
11101010111111100111—15
11011011111111011110—16
01001 100

w

01101101111101011110—14
11111100111110110011—15
11111111101111111101—18
11111011101111111111—17
11111001010111111111—16
10011011101111111110-15

mmimiooiiiiiii—18

10110111101111111111-17

iioiiiiiiioiiiiiiiio-r/
11011101111101111111—17
11011010111001111011—14
10111111111101111111—18
11111111110111110111—18
11111111111101111111—19
01111011111111110111-17

iioiiiooouiw""
O0010101111111111011—14
11111111111111111111—20

No. 4, 15 targets,

$3, $40 added:
111111111111111-15
111011000011111—10
010111111111111—13
100111001101111—10
111001110011111—11
011111111111111—14
111111111111111—15
111111111111111—15
111111111111011—14
001110111110101—10
110111111111010—13
111111111111111—15
110111001111111—12
101111111111010-12
110111101011111—12
111111111011111—14
111111110111110-13
111111111011111-14
101000110011000— 6
mmoiioimi—ia
111001001110101— 9
111111111111111-15
111111111111111—15
101111111111101—13moiioimmi—13
101111011111111—13
111111111111011—14

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii—15
110101111111111-13
101100010111100-19
011110111111011—13
010111110101111-11
111111001111110-12
111101111111111-14
110111011001111-11
111111111111010—13
111111111111111-15
111011101111111—13
111111110110111—13
101111110111110—12
010011111011111—11
101111001111111—12
111111111111111—15

No 5, 20 targets, $3 entrance, $40 added:
McMu<-ehy 11111111111101111111—19 Verges
Keller 11111111101101110101-16 Hubart
Outchy.

, . .11111111111111011111 -19 Hamlin
Parker . . .. 11011111011111101111—16 Mellott. ...

Bartlett ...imimiiimonOll-18 Glover...
Merrill . . . .1 milllilimmou-19 Kelsev . .

,

Money llOlllllOlllOlOlllll—16 Mosher
Anthony. ..0110111110101.1010101—13 Heikes

'

Grimm.... 1110111111011111'Hl—is Ray . .Budd llOllOmilinOOUlO—15 Alkire. . ,

,

111100111111101—12
111111111111110—14
111110101111111—13
mi 11111 111111—15
110101111011010-10
111111011111111—14
111110111101110-12
1 11101010011 110—16
1011 110001 10001— 8
010101111111011—11
111111011010111—12
lmoimimii—14
111111110111111—14
1111 iimmm-15
111111110101110-12

i'limiioioiiii—12
ioi<won 101110- 8
1I11<M in 111 101 -13
OOIOIOIOIOIUII— 9
OOHl'llOollllO- 9
000000101111001—17
111101111011011 12
iimommoii-13

,11111111111110110111—18
.10111111111111100101—16
.11111111110111111111—19
.11111110111101011011—16

. .10111111011111111110—17
.11111111111111011111-19
,11001111111101101110—15
.11111111111011111111—19
..11011111111101110101—16
.10011111101110101011-14

Van Dyke. 11111101111101000011-14 Young . . . .01001101111111100011-13
Redwing.

.
1 10111 111 1 11 1 11 011 1 1—IS Rike 01101101111111011111—16

Hoffmann. 11001101101 11 111111 1—16 Tredway...] 1 11000111 1 01 1 01 1011—14
J L Smith., 11111111110101111111—18 Sheldon. ...01011111011110111101-15
Drake 11111111011111101111—18 Wherry. ...OOOmoilOlOOdrirooil— 8
Upson 11111111111111111111—20 Forest 001000110111110^1100-10
Easton ....10110101100100111010—11 Calhan. ... 11110111111111101111—18
Whitesidesmmilllll0iliini-i9 Skinner . . .11110111111011001 100 -14
Landis ...,lllimiliillimioi-19 Slocum. . ..1111111011111011111 1 -18
Tredway... 11101011110111110111—16 Park 11110111110101111111-17
Davis 11111101110111111011-17 Berger ... .01111101110110101011— 14
Leroy 011 111111 1111 1 101111 -18 Williams .. 1111 111 11 1 1 11 1011 111-1

9

Spross 01011100110110101111-13 Hull 111111111111 10111101—18
Holt 11111011111110111111-18 Piety 11111111110111011111-18
Lefever.... 10111011001010100011 11 Wheeler.

. .11111111111111111111-20
Ole-e 11011011111111111111-18 Shaber .... 10101001110001100011-10
Karl 11111011111001001111-15 Schmeck

, .100101 11 101 111100110- 13
Tippy Ill 11 1111 11111110101-18 Grant 11111101110111111 101-17
Schick 11110100100111111110-14 MascroO. , HOI mill 1 100111111-17
Sterling .. 11110011111110111101-16 Grieff OllOlOmiP'11010111—14wh'te miimiimmioii- 19 Dcsmith.mimmiimimi—20
Shorty llllllllllllOHOllll—18 B"-ke 10111111111111111111—19
Percentages of those who sho in a the regular events and scored

above 80 per cent: Glover 91.66. Merrill 90.80. Parker C0.80, Redwing
00.55, Heikes 90.55. McMurchy 90.S8, White 89.72, Alkire 89.16, Young
88.61, Van Dyke 88.61. Kelsey 88.61. Upson 88.61, Grimm 88.05. Bartlett
.87;77, Hamline 86.66, Sheldon 86.66, Hoffman 85.83, Budd 82.77, Drake
82.77, Verges 81 38, J. L, Smith 81.11, Spross 81 11, *Rike 80.55.

*Score for second event June 19 lacking.

Trap at San Antonio.
Requlae weekly practice shoot of the San Antonio Gun Club,

June 16:

No. 1, 15 single targets, unknown angles, known traps: Thiele 12,
Rothwell 10, Veith 9, Shields 11, France 8, McVickar 10, Tendick 8,
Paris 12, Phillips 5, Learn 9, Black 13.
No. 2, trophy shoot, 20 singles and 5 pairs:

Grossman OlOOlOOOOUlOOlOOlll 11 11 01 11 10-17
Shields 00010111011110110111 10 10 10 10 01—18
Vollbrecht 1011011001101 1100111 01 11 10 10 00-18
9«>n ooiiooiioiiiooiioioi 10 10 oo 10 00-14
Jones 000001001 01 101 01 0001 10 00 10 00 00— 9
U^k 01100100111010110101 10 10 10 10 10-16
Thiele. 11110011111111111001 11 10 11 11 11-25
Rothwell 11101111100111101100 II ll 10 11 00—20
France 1101111101 lolmillO 10 10 10 10 11-22
yfifh loiooiiomoomio i oo oo oo 11 10—16
Black OlllOOllOlllOimOll 11 10 10 10 10-20
Rari

f
.
• 10111 10101011 1001111 10 10 10 11 10-20

Tendick 1111)000011111110001 10 10 10 1 0 00—17
Phillips 10011011110011010100 10 00 10 10 01-15
McVickar lOlllllllllOmiim 1110 10 1110 25WS Smith llOlOnriOOlllOlllll 11 10 00 10 10—20
Learn 10100101100101110100 11 10 00 11 10—16
Biesenbach 00111111111111100101 00 01 10 11 11- 19
BaIr 11000101011100111100 00 00 10 00 10-13
Ties on first class won by Thiele.
No. 3, 15 singles; team shoot: Capt. Phillips 11, Thiele 12, France 15,

W. bmith 7, A. Grossman 8, Vollbrecht 9, Shields 11, Fpstein 10;
88. Capt Veith 13, Rothwell 10, McVickar 10, Paris 10. Biesen-

bach 9, Tendick 4, Learn 4, Frank 11 ; total 71.
No. 4, 15 singles: Rothwell 13, France 12, Phillips 10, Paris 8, Veith

13, Epstein 6, Tendick 8, Grossman 8

Team Shooting at Woodlawn Park.
An interesting and well-contested match between teams of two men

each at 25 live birds per man took place at Woodlawn Park, L. I., the
stamping ground of tne New Utrecht Gun Club, on June 23. The day
was the hottest of the year, the mercury showing 99° above zero, but
still there was a slight bref zo which caused the birds to fly well. The
principals were T. W. Morfey and Dr. Wynn, who shot against A. A.
Hegeman and O. Ferguson, Jr., the stake being 8100 aside. Abel
Crook was referee and Jacob Pentz scorer. The shoot began at 2:10
and ended at 3:23 P. M.—lh. 13m. for 100 birds. The Morfey—Wynn
team seemed to have the call, as shown by the following scores:

Trup score !ype—Copyright, /ssw, by Forest and Stream Publishinu Co.

„, „ H\'h.-*-J>->j?l *-^&S'S'-+-t\S'[ \S T<—>«—

»

Morfey 2 2021 12222220212222222 2 2 2- 23

Wynn 2 1 2 1 31112011221120 1 21122 1-23-46

Hegeman 0 2111221211221220 1 212 2 11 1-23

Fergueson, Jr. ,2 22222022220022200202 2 2 2 0-18-41

Live Birds at Yardville.
The following scores were made in a series of live bird sweeps at

Charles ZwirlehTs shooting grounds, Yardville, N J., on June 21.
No. 1 was at 10 birds, $10 entry, two m meys; No. 2, same, best two
guns to win; No. 3, one money; No. 4, one money; Nos. 5 and 6,
"Jersey" sweeps, 4 birds, S3 entry, one money:

-No. 1. No. 2.
CZwirlein 1111111102- 9 1022110111- 8
SHarker 1202222211- 9 02022112*1- 8
G Dubel 0111111122- 9 2101110111 - 8
E Ridgeway 1121112101— 9 1102201122- 8
GGeiberson 1201211122— 9 llllllllll-lO
Elis Howard 1022221221— 9
WycOfl, 1202122220-8
Dr Doyle 1212222111-10

No. 3. No. 4.
C Zwirlein 1121211112—10 0111121102- 8
GGeiberson 1111021221— 9 1111201111- 9
S Hasker 0120120112— 7 1011221222- 9

„ . , . No. 5. No. 6.
Zwirlein 1112-4 1121-4
Hasker 1210-3 1210-3
Ridgeway 1210-3 0011-2
Geiuerson 1212-4 2222-4

Missoula Rod and Gun Club.
Missooia, Mont., June 17—The Missoula Rod and Gun Club is sup-

posed to be composed of about thirty members, who the present
season have developed a brave lack of interest in the weekly shoots,
one third of the above number being the average attendance. Nine
appeared to day at the usual hour, when the usual medal contest con-
ditions were observed by the A and B classes, 15 singles, known
angles, 16 and 18yds. rise. Harry Stevens will wear the gold medal
another week. F. P. Kern won the silver medal. The usual team
shoot then occurred, resulting in the team chosen by F. H. Woody
beating the one chosen by J. T. Sawhill by a score of 48 to 43, 5 men to
each team, 15 singles, unknown angles. Scores of club shoot:

Clflss A.W P Brayton. . .110101011111110-11 H A Stephens., .111111111111111-15
J P Menard 110011111111111-13 Lieut Devol . . . .OiimoilOOllll-ll

Class B.
F Cowee 110101111001111-11 J T Sawhill 111010011001111-10
T S Jones 101111100011110—10 F H Woody 111001111011101—11
F P Kern 110111101011101—11
B class shoot-off of ties for silver medal:FH Woody 11100-3 F Comee , 11000-2

FPKern 10111—4 w C

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Maple Bat, Syracuse, N. Y., June 21.—Fifty birds, known traps,

unknown angles, for the diamond medals:
Class A

A G Courtney. . . 45 G Mann .' 41 AC GInty 39
GHolloway 41 C Dugard 41 G Wilcox! .'

. 38
Class B.

J Cool 31
H Davis 30

A S White 44
H Jones 39
I) Walte s 33

W Morton 29
O Fiske 29

Fallstaff.

"Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner."
There has just come from the Forest and Stream press an ex-

tremely useful pocket reference book for trap-shooters. Its full title
reads: "Trap-Shooter's Ready Reckoner. A series of tables showing
at a glance the division of purses under all conditions, simple and
complex, with entries from one to fifty. For use by individua a, clubs
and tournaments. Compiled by J. C. Clark, Secretary Kaut-as State
Sportsmen's Association." Price 25 cents, postpaid, by Forest and
Stream Pub. Co.
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Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.

Topeka, Kan.—I hand you herewith the scores made in regular
events during the three days of the fifth annual tournament of the
Kansas State Sportsmen's Association, held June 13, 13 and 14. The
attendance was fully up to our expectations, and held up well until
noon of the last day, when quite a number of shooters left in order to
catch afternoon trains for their homes. Good weather prevailed dur-
ing the entire shoot, and at no time did the wind blow hard enough to
seriously interfere with the flight of the targets. The North handicap
was voted a success, and the number of experts in each event during
the second and third days shows that the boys steadily improved in
their shooting to the last. Not much live bird shooting was done, and
on the third day the live bird event was omitted. The birds were a
fairly good lot, not especially hard flyers, but surprising lead carriers;
most of the number marked lost on the scores being dead out of
bounds.
The management did everything possible for the comfort of the vis-

itors, and very little kicking was heard.
The annual business meeting was held on the evening of the second

day, at the National Hotel, and was attended by over forty members
of the Association. A committee was appointed to draft a new game
and fish law and have a large number of copies printed for distribu-
tion over the State, and at the next session of the Legislature endeavor
to have the present law repealed and the new one enacted. The mem-
bers present showed great interest in the game protection question,
and it is to be hoped that, much benefit will result from the proposed
action. It was voted that the State Association become a membar of
the National Game Bird and Pish Protective Association.
Kansas City, Kansas, was chosen as the next place of meeting, and

the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President,
Newton Smock, of Kansas City. Kansas; Vice-President, A. H. Piety, of
Topeka; Secretary. A. W. Peck, of Kansas City, Kansas; Treasurer,
Geo. W. Jenkins, Wamego.
In the medal shoot A. H. Piety, W. F. Keller and C. F. Reust tied on

28 out of 30, and in the shoot off Reust won, and took the medal, a
very handsome badge of solid gold, of appropriate design, and richly
engraved.
A large number of extra sweeps were shot, which are not reported.

It was agreed by every one present that the tournament was the
largest and most successful ever held in the State.

First Day,
No. 1, 15 targets, $2: Lone Jack 15, Erhart 13, Edwards 14, Running

11, Bowron 11, Fulton 12, Clark 14, Martin 10, Jenkins 12, Whitehair 10,
Dinsmore 12, Reust 11. Stockbridge 12, Ruggles 11, Gage 12, Cave 7
Genu IS, Logus 12, Weis 14, Scoville 13, Eldred 10. Kogers

_

12, Audas 12
Gray 13, Allen 8, Elwell 12, Theile 8, Stevens 7.

No. 2, 15 targets, $2. Experts—Lone Jack 9, Weis 12, Edwards 14,
Clark 8. Amateurs—Running 10, Erhart 12, Gage 11, Theile 4, Jenkins
12, Bowron 9, Fulton 10, Stevens 9, Rogers 13, Eldred 11, Ruggles 13
Scoville 14, Logue 9, Hayden 10, Cave 12, Dinsmore 14, Reust 14, Elweli
15, Genn 8, Allen 10, Gray 13, Audas 13, Martin 12, Running 12.
No. 3, 15 targets, $2: Experts—Ruest 12, Scoville 14, Elwell 10, Dins-

more 12, Edwards 12. Amateurs -Gage 9, Erhart 13, Weis 12, Blared
11, Audaa 13, Bowron 8, Whitehair 12, Grav 13, Rogers 13, Genn 12
Running 14, Fulton 13, Cave 10, Logue 12, Ruggles 12, Clark 15, Martin
9, Jenkins 13, Lone Jack 10.

No. 4, 20 targets, $3: Experts—Running 12, Clark 16, Scoville 16
Amateurs—Elwell 17, Weis 12, Jenkins 16, Dinsmore 18, Bogers 15
Seward 17, Logue 11, Reust 17, Martin 15, Gray 16, Erhart 18 Genn 14

-

Fulton 18, Stockbridge 15, Ruggles 14, Lone Jack 14, Edwards 15,
Eldred 12. Audas 12, Thiele 15.

'

No. 5, 15 targets, $2: Experts—Erhart 11, Reust 13, Elwell 12, Ful-
ton 7, Dinsmore 14, Soward 13. Amateurs—Martin 10. Hayden 9
Rogers 9, Cave 9, Theile 12, Bowron 11, Mcllhaney 15, Eicholtz 9, Audas
7, Edwards 13, Running 14, Scoville 12, W. E. Stevens 8, Best 9, Genn 9
Timberlake 10, Stevens 10, Logue 7, Lone Jack 14, Jenkins 13, Gray 14*

Eldred 9, Clark 13, Weiss 13, Ruggles 12, Piety 12.
No. 3, 12 live birds, $8:

Lone Jack 111112211212—12 Dinsmore 112222222021—11
Edwards 111111212101—11 ElweU 001111222112-10
Eldred 111012110210- 9 Running 101110012202- S
Kicholtz 001100011201— 6 Cave 010001221111— 8
Reust 110112101021— 9 Jenkins 111120121212—11
Hershey 110122111011-10 Ruggles...." 111110021010- 8
Theile 110111111212—11 Fulton 101220221101— 9
Gray 011010111111— 9 Stevenson 011011111001— 8
No. 7, 15 targets, $3! Experts—McDhaney 11, Lone Jack 11, Gray 13

Dinsmore 10, Running 10. Amateurs—Skinner 10, Erhart 13, Bowron
11, Timberlake 11, Edwards 12, Reust 13, Bennett 14, Gage 9, Soward 9
Genn 7, Clark 12, Weis 8, Jenkins 14, Elwell 10, Eldred 13, Fulton 14
Rogers 11, Martin 11, Best 12, Scoville 13, Ruggles 11, W. E. SteveuB
10, Hershey 9, Theile 10.

No. 8, 15 targets, $2: Experts—Bennett 15, Reust 12 Fulton 10
Jenkins 12, Eldred 12, Erhart 13, Scoville 10, Gray 18. Amateurs-
Skinner 14, Running 10, Brewer 11, Rogers 13, Edwards 10, Clark 13
Soward 12, Dinsmore 14, Gage 15, Martin 11, Reufro 9, Mcllhaney 13'

W. E. Stevens 10, Best 10, Lone Jack 13, Bowron 11.

No. 9, changed to 15 targets, $2. Experts—Skinner 11, Erhnrt 13,
Gage 13, Dinsmore 13, Bennett 15. Amateurs—Mcllhaney 12, Edwards
14, Jenkins 12, Brewer 5. Clark 12, G-iay 11, Best 14, Eldred 11 Reust
14, Ruggles 11, Martin 13, Cave 9, Rogers 14, Timberlake 11. Scoville 10,
Soward 13, W. E. Stevens 14, Lone Jack 13 Fulton 11, Running 9
No. 2, 15 targets, $2. Experts—Bennett 14, Reust 13, Rogers 14 W

E. Stevens 10, Edwards 14, Best 11. Amateurs—Jenkins 1 1 . Scoville 13
Gage 8, Ruggles 13, Soward 14, Clark 11, Eldred 13, Martin' 13, Brewer
8, Gray 13, Erhart 12, Fulton 12, Mcllhaney 14, Dinsmore 13, Skinner 15
Lone Jack 13, Stevenson 11, Running 12.

Second Day.

No. 1, 15 targets, $2: Jenkins 13, Clark 14, Clary 15, Weis 10, Rest 13
Rogers 12. Fulton 7, Timberlake 12, Reust 13, Soward 13, Edwards 12'
Ferguson 11, Mcllhaney 13, Stevenson 11, Batchellor 11, Dinsmore 8*

Whitehair 12, Martin 9, Gray 13, Scoville 11, Lone Jack 10, Ruggles lo'
Gage 10, Bowron 12.

No. 2, 15 targets, 32. Experte—Mcllhaney IS, Clark 11, Clary 11
Amateurs—Weis 10, Running 12, Ferguson 7, Best 10, Dinsmore 11
Audas 12, Eicholz 9, Senkins 13, Logue 9, Cave 13, Edwards 13, Reust
15, Ruggles 11, Stevenson 10, Timberlake 11, Scoville 12, Bowron 12
Tayloa 11, Soward 14, Batchellor 11. Gray 14, Gage 13, Rogers 12, Lone
Jack 6, Fulton 11, Wobb 10.

No. 3, 15 targets, $2. Experts—Reust 12, Gray 13, Soward 10. Ama-
teurs—Weis 10, Ferguson 13, Gage 14, Running 9, Mcllhaney 13 Sco-
ville 14, Bennett 13, Eldred 14, Jenkins 15, Clark 12, Ruggles 11 E D
Rehfroe 12, Batchellor 14, Erhart 13, Edwards 15, Rogers 12 Clary 12*

Best 12, J. R. Stevenson 11, Cave 11, Timberlake 13.
' '

Jo. 4, 20 targets,
, $3j^ Experts—Jenkins 13, Gage 11, Scoville 12.

No. 5, 15 targets, §2: Experts—Soward 8, Clary 14, Bennett 13 Grav
13. Reust 14, Mcllhaney 13, Batchellor 13, Elliott 12, Best 11 Clark ia
Amateurs—Ferguson 7, Stevenson 8, Crane 9, Martin 12, Ruggles 10"

Timberlake 15, Lone Jack 12, Running 13. Eldred 12, Scoville 11 Hind-
marsh 10, Edwards 12, Whitehair 9, Weis 8, Rogers 12, Jenkins 13 Gae-n
12. Dinsmore 12, Taylor 9.

ge

No. 6, 12 live birds, $8:
Gage 112121101110-10 Bennett 022111111122—11
Dinsmore 122111111122—12 Hindmarsh.,, .1212211llon_ii
Edwards 211011100211- 9 Hershey 120221121121-11
Ferguson 111222100020— 8 Running 2l010111ll"2—10
Den 101112211101-10 Clary. .?.... .222111112110-11
Jenkins 122121100002— 8 Batchellor..,, ' 2112222201'»-11
No. 7, 15 targets, $2: Experts—Reust 13, Timberlake 10, Clarv 13Amateurs—Scoville 12, Running 11, Jenkins 13, Mcllhaney 14 Rii/p4as

10, Marks 10, Elliott 13, Soward 11, Clark 13. Bennett 13 Edwards 12
Batchellor 15, Rogers 14, Horton 15, Cave 13, Gage 12, Gray 13 Best lo'
No. 8, 15 targets, 15 targets, 83; Experts—Horton 11, Batchellor 12

Rogers 14, McBhaney 12. Amateurs—Martin 13, Ferguson 11 Elliott
15, Lone Jack 15, Bennett 15, Gray 14, Best 14, Soward 13, Running 13
Gage 12, Edwards 15, Taylor 11, Clary 14, Timberlake 10, Scoville l'l'
Dinsmore 13, Jenkins 13, Clark 13, Stevenson 10, Reust 14.

'

No. 9, team Bhoot, 20 targets per man, $4:
Jenkins 19 Bennett... 18
Clark 20-39 Eldred. iR_an
Gray 20 McHhany 19
Edwards 18—38 Best I7_qn
Reust 17 Horton J7
Rogers 17—34 Seward 18—35
Scoville 14

di)

Elliott 20—34
No. 10, 15 targets, S3: Experts—Bennett 15, Clary 12, J A. R Elliott

15, Edwards 13, Reust 13, Rogers 10, Gray 11. Amateurs—Runnin- vi
Jan kins 9, Mellhany 12, Timberlake 9, Ferguson 12 Hindmarsh ll"Fl'
dred 12, Soward 14, Hayden 13, Clark 12, Scoville 12, Piety 14.

1

Third Day,
No. 1, 15 targets, 32: Reust 15, Keller 14, Jenkins 14, Mack 5 Roonev

10, Gray 12, Thomas 12, Koolher 13. Erhart 15, Eldred 14 W E Stevens
11, Horton 14, Running 15, Estep 12, Soward 11, Rogers 11, Edwards 14
Clark 15, Bennett 13, Ferguson 12, J, A. R. Elliott 15

'

No. 2, 15 targets, $2: Experts—Erharc 11, Edwards 11 Jen'rina n
Clark 15, Eldred 13, Keller 14, Horton 14, Reust 14, Elliott laf Running
14. Amateurs—Soward 11, Koolber 14, Mack 13, Beck 4 Bennett 13
Rogers 12, Gray 14, Ferguson 12, Estep 8, Thomas 14

'

3. 15 targets, $2: Experts -Reust 15. Elliott 14, Koolher 7 Clark
12, Keller 14, Horton i t, Gray 13, Thomas 12, Running 13, Bennett 12

Mack 12. Amateurs—Rogers 12, Erhart 14, Close 11, Eldred 12, Ed-
wards 14, Jen kins 14, Mills 10, Ferguson 12.
No. 4, 20 targets, 33: Experts-Elliott 19. Keller 17, Jenkins 13, Er-

hart 20, Horton 20, Reust 18, Edwards 18. Amateurs—Running 19,
Bennett. 18, Gray 17, Eldred 13, Koolher 1G, Clark 17, Rogers 17, Mack
17, Ferguson 16.

No. 5, 15 targets, 32: Experts—Erhart 12, Elliott 12, Running 12,
Horton 13. Amateurs—Reust 15, Rooney 10, Arms 11, Rogers 14, Clark
12, Eldred 13, Stevens 10, Bennett 14, Mack 14, Edwards 11, Jenkins 14,
Estep 11, Koolher 15, Keller 14, Gray 13, Ferguson 11.
No. 7, 15 targets, 32: Experts—Reust 14, Jenkins 13, Bennett 18,

Mack 12, Rogers 13, Keller 10. Amateurs—Piety 15, Horton 14, Eldred
15, Ruuning 9, Estep G, Rooney 14, Edwards 12, Elliott 13, Erhart 15,
Gray 15, Brewer 14, Clark 14.

No. 8, medal shoot, 30 targets: Piety 28, Jenkins 27, Gray 24, Hub-
bard 14, Bennett 29, Close 22, George Flagg 22, Mack 26, Pugh 20, Audas
w., Brewer 23, Dibert 86, Erhart 26, Reust 28, Edwards 22, Horton 87,
Elliott 28, Koohler 23, W. E. Stevens 23, Mills 19, J, C. Clark 20, Soward
28, Beightle 26, Thomas 25, Eldred 21, Running 26, Rogers 27, Clark 27,
Estep 19, Sohmelzer 17, Rooney 19, Keller 28, Arms 2G/Hovey 22, Allen
22, Stevenson 20.

No. 9, 15 targets, $2: Experts—Eldred 9, Horton 10, Erhart 15, Reust
13, Gray 12, Clark 15. Amateurs—Running 8, Bennett 15, Running 11,
Jenkins 12, Estep 9, Hubbard 8, Arms 14, Ferguson 10, Beightle 11,
Koohler 12, Mack 11.

No. 10, 15 targets, $2: Experts—Erhart 10, Clark 11, Bennett 10.
Amateurs—Eldred 9, Reust 15, Horton 14, Jenkins 11.

Ex-Secretary.

Exhibition Shoot by Brewer and Class.
The unknowing ones on the local press took their cue from the big

show bdls and announced that with a great flourish "John D. Brewer,
the only champion, and Frank Class, of New Jersey, would shoot a
bird match for ©500 a side, and as a result the general public at once
sized the shoot up as a hippodrome, and when the two men came to-
gether on Wednesday, June 21, on Frank Class's Morristown Driving
Park, the receipts from the attendance did not cover the cost of the
birds. Had the shoot been honestly advertised as an exhibition con-
test, the attendance would undoubtedly have been four times as large
as it was.
Those who did attend certainly got more than their money's worth,

for they saw an exhibition of shooting that was worth traveling many
miles to see, and they saw as well 200 of the finest birds ever trapped
in this country during the summer, and as good a lot as could be
trapped at any season. "Hummers" they were, every one of them,
once they got on the wing, and there were only eight birds that refused
flight when the trap was sprung. The day was extremely warm, but
a stiff breeze blowing diagonally across the line of Are from left to
right, caused the birds to forget the heat and assisted them in their
flight. The rise was 30yds., boundary 50yds., otherwise Hurlingham
rules. Thomas W. Morfey was referee, E. Lewis and C. H, Towusend
scorers. The race started at 2:45 P. M. with a kill by Brewer, Class
following with another.
Brewer killed straight on the first round, but Class struck a hornet's

nest so far as four of his bi ds were concerned, and they got away.
After running up 40 straight, Brewer put two full charges into a nasiy
twister, whicn fell dead just beyond the boundary. His next was
cleanly missed. On the tnird round his 12th fell dead .just over the
fence. On the fourth round his 2d bird fell just beyond the line. On
the second round Class lost his 2d bird by underholding. On the third
round he lost four, and two of these were undershot. He then settled
down and killed 27 straight, finishing with a total of 91 to Brewers'sSO.
On the third round Class's 4th bird was hit hard and fell in the

grass, apparently dead, but just as the dog was about to seize it, up and
off it went and is probably still aiving. The time of the race by quar-
ters was 28m., 3lm., 31m. and 32m., a total of 2h. 2m. Brewer used an
L. C. Smitn 71bs. 14oz., 12-bore gun, 56grs. hard grain Schultze powder
and 134oz. Tatham's No. 7 chilled shot in Winchester shells. Class
used a Francotte V/3 Vob., 12-bore, 3>£drs. Schultze powder and U,oz
No. 7 chilled shot in U. M. C. shells.
The scores of the race are fully shown below:

Trap score type—Copyright /m, by Itorest and Stream'Publishing Co.

Brewer 1 22222222221222221221121 2-25

4 H t-><-<^H-^^^ H->*i111222221222122.02212 12 2 2-23

\\J, \->'V<-<-<—>^-M- ->H<-<-V><V<22222222112.221113113322 2-24

1. 1222221212a.iaaiaj.a3221 2-24—96

% \ \ \i-<r.^^ *
Class 1 22200222222012222112101 2—21

-^'se'-><-i«-H->H r\T<Jv f—>4<-iA'l--V/»'TVX
12 201111111122211122211 2 1-24

^<-<-j"<-^/'^?<-i H T ^<-^<-? IS N.V—

>

112000111221122211 21 1201 1—21

N 1 4- ^ H % *"f-<-*-\ H-> \T*-\^t\/^<-\<-22112 3 2 2 2 2 1 21112 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1-25-91
C. H. TOWNSEND.

Charlotte Gun Club Silver Pitcher Shoot.
Charlotte, N. C, June 19.—We inclose copies of scores for silver

pitcher that have been shot since last reports sent you:
May 29:

J S Anthony -...1011111111111111111111111—24

TtTm JO 1111111111011111111001111—22
John W Todd lllllllllllOlillliiiiini—24

1011110111011111111111110-21
E R Dodge 1010110010101101111111111—18

1010110110111101111111011—19W H Justice ,1101111111100011110001101—17

,
. . 1101111111111011111111001-21

A R Stokes 110101011110milllllllll_21
1111101111111111011111111-23

Chas Cresswell lOllOlOlllllliiiiiiiinoO—20
1111101100111111111111111—32

John Carson 111001110111immilllH_22
, , , .

1110111111111111111101111-23W H Justice (on ola score) 1111100111111110100111111—20
Chas Cresswell 000111111111liimiioiili_2i
June 5:

John W Todd 1111111101111111111000110-20
1111110101111001111010110—18

John Carson 1001000010111111001111111—16

„, „ „ 1100111101111111101011111—20
Chas Cresswell llOlOliniOllOllOOlllllOl—18

1100011100111011101001010-14
E R Dodge 1100111111010010011111111—18

1101111111110111001111111-21
J T Anthony v HHOlllOlllllOllllOllOll—20
, „ ,

1010111111111111111111111—33
A R Stokes OlOllimoOllOlllllllliOl—19
_ „ ... 1111111010111111111011010-20
Chas Cresswell (on old score) OlOOlllOllOlllOHOOlOlOOO-13
June 1%:

J T Anthony 1101011111111101111111101—21

T ^ mm 1111111111111111111111111—25
John W Todd lOlllllilliiiiiimiiini—24
,. t „ 1011011111111011111111111—38
John Carson 1111111011011111101111111—22

^ n 0111101110111111110111101—20
Chas Cresswell 01110111 HilOOllOllOllllO—18

1111111010111110001111011—19
E R Dodge 1111111111111111111110011—23

0111111111110111111111110—22
A R Stokes 1 1 1 11 11 101011 01 1 110111111 ai

1011101101000111111101010—16
June 19:

John W Todd 0111111111111101111011111—22

, . 1111111111101111111110010—21
John Carson OllOOlllOOllOOimilOlllO—16
„ • „ „ 1111110101101111111111101—21
E R Dodge 1111111010111100111011111—20

AT> „t ,
0111101111111111111111100-21

A R Stokes 1111111111111101111111111—24
1101111101101011110111111—20

A. R. Stokes, Sec'y.

Jeannette Gun Club.
Guttekb £cr

q

, N. J.—Medal shoot:
Ch Meyer 1112102201—8 H Kunast 1210122111— 9H Otten 1210201110-7 C M Meyer 1101111210- 8r F Offermann 1102102110-7 C Steffens 1101211120— 8H Winter 1010111101-7 H Rottmann 1112111211—10Wm Rinkhoff 1021220101—7 F Reichard 2202100100— 5H Helmke 0110101002-5 L Lehiug 0102110010— 5A C Chester 1121011201-8 Ch Disch 0012101101— 6CNBrunie 1111110211-9
Rottmanu wins A class medal and Kunast wins B class medai.

Belfast Gun Club Tournament.
Belfast, Me., June 22.—Please find inclosed a few scores made at

Belfast during our first tournament, June 20 and 21:

First Day.
No. 1, 5 men teams, 50 targets each. State of Maine clubs:
Picked Team. Bath Team. Rockland Team. Belfast Team.
Br Rowe 39 Jones 37 Perry 29 Waterman... 35
Huntington.. 44 Thompson. .. 29 Bnkes 31 Howes 42-
Greene 47 Pierce 3G Pendleton... 27 Cook 43
Dr Bates 41 Hi^gins 31 Ingraham

. . . 31 Coombs 35
Merrill 40 Hamm 38 Dr Weld 46 Healey 38

211 171 164 193
No. 2, individual shoot open to all, 50 targets, 13 prizes, value $100:

Francis 36 Jones 41 Wadsworth 43
Greene 46 Pierce 41 Healey 42
Huntingtou 42 Dickey 45 Howes 41
Eager 44 Pickles 39 Bates 33
Thompson 46 Dr Weld 47 Coombs 35
Higgins 41 Snow 44 Chenery "..32
Rowe 46 Waterman 33
Merrill 42 Vague 38

Second Day.
No. 3, 50 birds, free for all, $35 cash:

Rowe 41 Hamm 30 Pickles .....28
Perry 34 Eager 42 Dickey 42
Merrill 32 Vague 29 Higgins 28
DrObeld 45 Thompson 23 Snow 41
Greene 40 Jones 29 Wadsworth 32
No. 4, State of Maine teams of 3 men each, 25 targets, 330,' divided

315, 310 and 35:
Picked Team, Bath Team. Belfast No. L Belfast No. 1.

Merrill 32 Bates 10 Healey 18 Chenery...... 16
Green 19 Thompson . . . .15 Coombs 20 Waterman ... .18

...33. Jones 16 Weshe 15 Howes 16

41 53 50
C. R. O.

The Antediluvian Rules.
The editor of the American Field was the fond parent of the

famous antediluvian rules of the Illinois State Association, by which
all guns, tens, sixteens and all, stand at score the same distance from
the traps. There would seem, therefore, a sad lack of coherence in
the present editorial management of that journal, or the following
taken from its current report, of the Illinois State tournament would
hardly have appeared. It is delightfully frank and naive, and, more-
over, delightfully true, but I thick the highest editor overlooked it, so
I call it to his attention, if he has one. It describes the winning of
the Board of Trade badge (by a 10-gauge gun) as follows:
"Mr. Ehlers, being a much older man than Palmer, shot with appar-

ently more confidence in his ability to win. He also shot a 10-gauge
gun against a 12-gauge used by Palmer—both shooting at the same
rise—and this gave him a slight advantage."
Yes, any shooter knows that the advantage was with the 10-gauge.
The Montgomery Ward live bird medal, the second event in import-

ance at this tournament, was won by another 10-gauge gun under
these same antediluvian rules. Mr. J. J. Smith, the winner, shot in his
duck gun 4drs. of Schultze powder, and was able to beat the cracks of
the entire country. It is doubtful if he could do it with the 12-gauge
or with the 10-gauge properly handicapped. In saying this I do not
wish to discriminate against his excellent shooting, but I believe, with
the naive American Fidd, that he had "a slight advantage." Really
that paper ought to be more careful, or it will accidentally get the
facts some day.
Mr. Herman Meyer, the new secretary of the Illinois Association,

says that he has been talking with Elmer Shaner and a good many
other skillful tournament managers, and that next year the Illinois
State shoot is ?oing to be modern in every particular. "You news-
paper men don't need trouble about getting the scores, either of live
birds or targets," said Mr. Meyer, "for I am going to have them in
manifold, the way they are kept everywhere else over the country
now, and I am going to see that the press boys, daily and sporting,
get a fair show for the news. The papers might as well help this As-
sociation as hurt it." I shall be delighted to see this Forest and
Stream suggestion carried out, and if he will galvanize the Association
into an awakening, he shall have my hearty support, little worth as
that may be. Mr. Shepard, in his new office as president, has an equal
or greater galvanic opportunity awaiting him. He can Derham <-bnr.eothe via AaauuinUou ausimr 10 uae modern question of sportsmanship,
"Does protection protect?" It never has, neretofore, though it has
been the basis of many long and "ringing" speeches. E. Hough.

The San Antonio Gun Club.
San Antonio, Texas.—Editor Forest and Stream: As president Of

the San Antonio Gun Club, I have been instructed by its directors to
refute certain statements reflecting on the honor and integrity of that
club, made by O. C. Guessaz of this place, in an article published over
his signature in your excellent journal of April 28 last, headed "That
Texas Ducking Score." No reply would be necessary here where the
facts are known, but we do not wish sportsmen abroad to he de-
ceived.
In the first place it is difficult to see the relevancy of an old dispute

between this club and Mr. Guessaz to the subject of his communica-
tion. The charges made by Mr. Guessaz are that this club dishonestly
appropriated to its own use some $500 obtained bv a committee com-
posed of him and Mr. Critzer, from the citizens here, to be given to the
shooters as prizes and added moneys during the State tournament
held here in May, 1891, and refused to add to a certain event on the
programme $100, after announcement by an agent of the club that it
would be added.
In reply I say that I appointed the committee alluded to with S. G.

Newton,. Esq., as chairman, for the purpose of soliciting funds by
subscription to aid in defraying the expenses of that very expensive
affair, and for that purpose only was it used, and a full itemized state-
ment of receipts and expenditures was published in the San Antonio
Daily Express, of July 12, 1891, showing a balance in favor of the club
of $82.20, represented by property left over, not cash. It is not neces-
sary to copy from the programme that certain event alluded to, in
order to show that it did not mean added money, for that is admitted
when the claim is based on the announcement of an agent of the club.
That announcement was immediately contradicted by proper author-
ity. No one but the directors of the club had authority to change
that programme after it was issued, and one placed on the grounds
simply to get up the shoots had no such authority.
That programme was strictly carried out to the letter, and the As-

sociation was given one of the finest entertainments in its history, and
I dare say the least appreciated, owing to the conduct of Mr Guessaz
As the result of that dispute, this club withdrew from the Association"
and has since grown to be one of the strongest and best equipped
organizations of the kind in the country. Peter Shields

A Challenge for North Dakota.
Faiigo, N. D., June 15.—The Fargo Gun Club has received the

trophy emblematic of the State championship for target shooting
and sportsmen throughout North Dakota are invited to form gun
clubs and challenge our club to shoot for the cup. Some have already
stated their intention to do so, and a challenge in due form will
receive prompt attention from our club. Our members all own 12-
gauge hammerless guns Scores of to-day:
Ten known singles: Kimmel 3, Lyon 6, Mill 6, Robbins 10.
Ten unknown singles: Kimmel 7, Lyon 6, Mill 5, Robbins 8, Smith

8, Schofield 2.

Five pairs; Kimmel 6, Lyon 3, Mill 2, Robbins 6, Smith3, Schofield 3
Ten unknown singles: Kimmel 5, Lyon 6, Robbing 8, Smith 6, Mill S

Schofield 5.
'

Gold badge shoot, 15 singles, unknown, and 5 pairs: Kimmel 19
Lyon 14, Mill 9, Robbins 20, Schofield 8.

'

Team shoot, 10 singles, unknown: Robbins 8, Lyon 7, Schofield 5—
20. Kimmel 5, Mill 5, Smith 5—15.
Miss and out, unknown: Robbins 5, Lyon 4, Mill L Schofield 0
Ten known singles: Robbins 7, Lyon 6, Mill 5, Schofield 4 c' E R

Shooting at Weir City.
Weir City, Kansas, June 21.—Inclosed find scores made at the last

shoot of the Business Men's Gun Club, at this place. The weather was
fine, except for a rather strong wind. Empire targets were used-
Ten single targets: Calhoun 9, Mcllhany 10, Holmes 8, McKim 8Morrison 7, Doan S, Sowers 7, Abbott 7, Kirk 6.

'

Medal shoot, 25 single targets: Calhoun 19, Mcllhany 24 Holmes
fallowed 5) 33, McKim (2) 20, Morrison (7) 23, Doan (5) 24 Sowers m
20, Abbott (5) 18, Kirk (8) 21. Mcllhany and Doan tied for second-
Doan was allowed 1 bird in Son the shoot off and Mcllhanv won-'
Doan 4, Mcllhany 5.

J
'

Team shoot, 10 targets: McBhany 9. Abbott 6, Doan 9, Sowers 7=3->
Holmes 9, McKim 5, Morrison 5, Kirk 3=22.
Individual match, 20 unknown augles:

Mcllhany. .11111111111111101111-19 Holmes. . ..11111111111111011010-17
Mamaluke.
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Montana State Shoot.

Butte, Mont., June 9.—Editor Forest-and Stream: The first annual
tournament of the Montana State Sportsmen's Association, held at

Helena, June 7, 8 and 9, was in every sense of the word a grand suc-

cess. Every club in the State was represented, aud each representa-

tive wore his shooting clothes and a large-sized smile which betokened
a determination to have a good time, whether they got a piece of the

money or not; and that they had, no one who was present will doubt.

Bob Bodgers. of Missoula, who won ljtst year's bluerock champion-
ship, was caught in the Hoods on the Northern Pacific Railroad, and
the road bed washed out on either side of him for miles, but there was
a shoot on, and be there he would. So he left his engine and walked
40 miles to Missoula the day before the shoot, and when the first squad
was called to the score he was amone them as fresh as a daisy, and
ready for the fray. Jack Fisk, of the Helena team, who used to pile

up straight score's by the hour and dollars by the hatful, but who had
rather deserted the shooting ranks for a year or so, was on hand look-

ing like he "would never miss another." Too much praise cannot be
given the members of the Helena Club for the way in which they
treated the visitors. They were given the freedom of the Montana
Club, wbose quarters are one of the finest in the west, and there the

evenings were pleasantly spent. The business meeting of the Associ-

ation was held on the evening of June 7, and the new officers of the

Association were elected: Jno. F. Cowan, President; J. P. Menard.
Vice-President; C. A. Tuttle, Secretary-Treasurer; Board of Directors,

A J. Fisk, Supt. Finn, C. H. Smith A committee of three were" ap-

pointed to loo-lc after amendments to the game and fish laws at the

meeting of the next legislature, Butte was selected as the place for

the next tournament.
.

The weather for the first forenoon was fine for target shooting, but
just as the team contest was called a violent wind and rain storm
came up, wbicti accounts for the low scores made in this shoot. Fri-

day was cold and raw. but the scores were fairly good.
The Helena Club won the team contest, while Dr. Pleasants, of the

same club, won the individual target championship, with a score of 90

out of 100, making the last 55 birds straight. He shot a Leftver gun
and used black powder,
Saturday was live bird day, and a lively day it was, too. On Friday

night, while the boys were catching the pigeons, a lantern was upset
on a pile of straw in the barn where the pigeons were kept, which set

the whole building in a blaze almost instantly. About 200 of the
pigeons were lo=t, being burned before they could be removed from
the building. There were enough left, however, for the day's shoot.

John F. Cowan, of Butte, came out winner of the individual live bird

championship, with a score of 15 strainght. Messrs. Toohv and
Sheard were second with 14, Mr. Cowan shot a Scott gun and 3;4drs.

5. S. powder. The pigeons a good lot. with now and then a screamer
among them. King traps were used, fitted with an electric pull, which
is an invention of Mr. John F. Cowan. It is a very simple arrange-
ment by which the North pull is adapted to King traps This makes
traps which are just as fast as the King automatic trap, and at a cost
which is within the reach of any club. It has the advantage, too. that
it can be taken up and put down anywhere in a few moments' time.
They certsinly gave gr«at satisfaction at this shoot, and gun clubs can
now secure live bird traps which are in every respect the equal of the
automatic trap.
Below are the scores of the different events:

Ten singles, known angles: Fisk 8, Smith 5, Dennison 9, Menard 7,

Wright 8. S. Kennett 10, Cowan 9, Harrity 7, Jones 8, Manuel 8, Pleas-
ant 10, Cronin 7, Rogers 9, Pickett 8, Perkins 7, Haig 6, O Connor 3, P.
Kennett 4.

Ten singles, unknown angles: Cowan 9, Cronin 8, Fisk 7, B ;cke.tt 7,

Rogers 8. Harrity 8, Smith 10, Dennison 9, Wright 8, Manuel 10, Pleas-
ants 8, Menard 9, P. Kennett 6, S. Kennett 7, Perkins 7, Searles 8, Jones
7, Haig 6, O'Connor 6.

Fifteen singleB: Cowan 14, Dennison 13, Fisk 15, Walker 10, Bickett
12, Menard 15, Haig 10, Norris 13, Smith 13, Pleasants 15, Rogers 14,

Wright 12, Manuel 11, Farmer 13, Perkins 11, Harrity 14, Searles 15,

Cronin 10, H. P. Kennett 11, Jones 12, S. Kennett 8.

Fifteen singles: Harrity 12. Walker 12, Fisk 13, Cowan 12, Dennison
13, Menard 18, Wright 9, S. Kennett 11, Farmer 13, Pleasants 10, Manuel
14, Smith 14, Beckett 12, Perkins 12, Norris 8. Cronin 12, Haig 11, Rogers
14, O'Connor 8, Searles 13, P. Kennett 10, Jones 11.

Team contest, 50 singles per man:
Missoula team: Harrity 39, Rogers 37, Menard 35—111.
Butte team: Cowun 34, Wright 42. Smith 34 -110.
Anaconda team: Dennison 34, Rockefeller 28, Towhy 43—105.
Helena team No. 1: Fisk 40. Pleasants 37, Manuel 41—US.
Helena No. 2' Barbour 37, S. Kennett 39, Cronin 35—111.
Fifteen singles: Menard ;i2, Smith 13, Sheard 10, Fisk 12, Norris 11,

xuariuci is, picmbIo j a, Finn 10, Wright 9. r. Kftnnfttt 11. Searles 12,
Cowan 13, Rogers 13, Harrity 10, Dennison 14, Jones 12, Bickett 8,

Cornin 12, I
1

, Kennett G, Barbour 9, Bryan 6, O'Connor 8.

Ten singles: Cowan 8, P. Kennett 8, Meard 8, Sheard 8, Rogers 9,

Smith 7, Fisk (i. Walker 4, S. Kennett 6, Kessler 3, Norris 5, Reuger 6,
Cronin 6, Dennison 8, Bartlett 7, Towhy 8, Wright 8, Woody 7, Rocke-
feller 6, Jones 8, Tuttle 8, Farmer 6.

Fifteen singles: Cowan 12, Sheard 8, Walker 9, Rockefeller 12, Bart-
lett 12, Rueger 11, Towhy 11, Woody 6, Dennison 11, Rogers 14, Jones
13, S. 'Kennett 13, Fisk 11, Smith 14, Wright 9, Tuttle 10, Searles 13,
Haig 8, Norris 9. Cronin 11, Farmer 12, Perkins 11, P. Kennett 12,
Manuel 13, Pleasant 11, O'Connor 7, Finn 11, Barbour 15.

Twenty singles: Cowan 17, Finn 16, Walker 11, Smith 18, Fisk 19,
Rogers 19. Rockefeller 17, Woody 13, Sheard 10, Wright 15, Menard 12,
Haig 17, B. Smith 12, Dennison 16, Bartlett 14, Rueger 20. Norris 13,
Cronin 14, Bickett 17, Kessler 15, Barbour 17, Farmer 14, S. Kennett 15,
Searles 18, Pleasant 14, Manuel 19. Bartos 16, Tuttle 17, Towhy 18,
Jones 13
Individual bluerock championship at 100 singles: D. D. Towhy 78, C,

A. Tuttle 76, C. E Rueger 81. Dr. Rockefeller 80, A. J. Fisk 83, J .F.
Cowan 83, W. F. Sheard 76. M. Wright 81, N. Barbour 86, Manuel 85,
K. E. Rogers 80, J. Menard 73, S C Dennison 87, Dr. Pleasants 90.

Ten singles: Cowan 9, Rockefeller 8, Walker 8, Woody 5, Menard 5.

Towhy 9, Tuttle 7, Bartlett 10, Dennison]6,|Jones 8, S. Kennett 9, Bartos
7, Morris 6, Rueger 10, Fisk 10, Barbour 8, Searles 8, Andrews 4, Devol
10, Manuel 10, P. Kennett 5, Gunn 9, Tleasauts 7, Haig 5, Rogers 8.

Wright 10, Smith 9.

Team shoot at 10 singles, 2 men to team

:

Rueger ,8 Rockefeller 9 Towby 8
Smith. 9—17 Dennison 10—19 Tuttle , 8—16
Fish , 5 Barbour , . 8 Devol 6
Manuel 7—12 Pleasants 8—16 Wright 8—14
Rogers 9 Menard 8 Bartlett ..9
Cowan 9—18 Jones 8—16 Walker 5—14
Bryan 7 Searles 8 S Kennett 9
Haig .8—15 Firm 4—12 Norris 4—13
Ten singles: Fisk 10, Walker 7, Cowan 7, Manuel 8, Devol 7, Bart-

lett 8, Rockefeller 10, Towhy 9, S, Kennett 10, Andrews 3, Menard 7,
Barbour 9, Woody 6, Rueger 10. Wright 8. Kessler 7, Bryan 3, Bartes
6, Rogers 10, Smith 10, Dennison 8, Gunn 9, Tuttle 7, Jones 6,
Pleasants 9.

Five live birds, entrance $3.25, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:
Rockefeller 01322-4 S Kennett 20101—3
Bartlett 10022—3 Rueger 20221-4
Fisk 11022—4 Dennison 11212-5
Sheard 00221—3
Rogers 02112-4
Cowan 22211—5
H P Kennett 20222-4

Nichols 22112—5
Tuttle 20100—3
Devol 21123-5
Finn 02012-3

Menard,,, 22002—3 Manuel 0210-. ..

Woody 00220- 2 Jones '.
.V.'.'.'.'. 02001-

2

Knight 20110-3 Towby 22002-3
Pleasants 01220—3
Individual live bird championship of Montana, entrance $10, birds

extra; 60 per cent, to winner, 25 to second, 15 to third:
A J Fisk 021S0222210w. — 8 Dr Roekefeller..010121211222ll0-12
J F Cowan 222112213122H 2—15
D D Towhy 111112112222202—14
Bartlett 1102102l20w. — 7
H P Kennett. . „l201102222220w—11

C E Rueger 022221022222221—13
M Manuel 1 012020w. — i
R E Rogers 22221012212010 —II
C A Tuttle 02300 w,

3 H Kennett.
, ,.12t3222011010w-10 W F Sheard.

, . .212131111012122-14
T Knight 11100ll22211Ow—10 L C Dennison

. .2010201110w. — 8
T Nichols OSOlZlOw. _ ,

Dr Pleasants. ..0221100W. —4 O A Devol 121001110w. —6
J P Menard 011102210w. — 6

Calumet Heights Medal Contest.
Chicago, June 6.—Scores made in our diamond medal contest at Calu-

met Heights Club grounds to-day:
Class A.

SMBooth OlllllllllllllllOlOllOlllllOHOllOOlOOOl—29
AOPaterson oiiioonoiimoomoomoimmiiioiiio-29
GCLaoopbere UlllllllliOllO'l llllllOlllOimilllllll-36H Ferguson llUOllOOlOOl 111 llOlilOuOOlQOOllOllOlOll-24

Class B.
A W Carlisle 1 1 0101 0101 1 1 01 1 1 10001 illn 1C0111 1 1010010—26
J E Hmkms 11100111110011001110101)0011001000111011—24
H George 011110101 llluOOOlOOtH 010001 01001 10001001—18
Weseott 01hoi io 1 01 looooi l orxx) ioom 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 01—SI
£ £™'8

- V " • 1100111101111000111100100111111011000010—24
E T Elhcott 1011010111111000010100110011100111111111—i

• „ Class 0.
A P Harper 0011110100000001110110101101000000000100—15W Metcalfe 0000000000000101011000100110001001000010-10

Secretary.

Boiling Springs Fishing and Gun Club.

Rutherford, N. J., June 13—Scores made at our monthly live bird

aud target shoot, also score of 100-blrd race, $5 entrance:
June 13.—Monthly live bird shoot, 7 birds per man:

Paul 1101122—6 James 1100022- 4

Collins 1120010-4 McAlpin 2211012-6
Huck 1110210-5 Richmond 0222002-4
June 9.— Monthly target shoot, 25 single empire targets:

McAlpin 0111100111111111101111111-21
Beam 1111010110111111111111011- 21

Lane 0110100110101101010111001—14
Hollister 1101111101011111101111110-20

E Collins 0011100110011100111111111-17
Walsrode 1011111111110111011111111—23
Griffiths 0011110111110110101100011-16
Krebs 0111011101011010010111101—16
Adams 1111010111011010111011001—17
Lindsley 1101111011111011111111111—22
Huck 1011101110111111011111111—21

James 1111101111111101111111111-23
Paul 1110111011101111011000101—17
Jeannerette 1101111100011101110011111—18
June 16 — 100 target shoot, first half, at single blue rocks:

Rapid Firing, Keystone RuIps. Semi-Expert Rules.
Hollister.... 1011111011100111111111111-21 0111001101111111001011100-16
Beam 0101111111111111111111111-23 1111111010111U0111111011—21
Hyde 1111111101111111111110110—22 mill10llHllllllOOOllll-2l
Paul 0101111011110111110011100—17 1011110011101111111110101—19
James UllllOimiOUlllOOlllOl-20 0100111111001010011111110—16
Richmond.. .11111101011111 11111111111- 23 0111111111111101111111110-23
Huck 1110001111111111111110111-21 0011101100001101101011010—13
W Smith.... 1111101110111111111101011—21 1010000111111011100011101—15
Outwater ...0110010111011111010010101—15 1101101011100100111011011—16
Collins 1111111011110111011111111-23 1101100010101111111110111-18
Hughes 1101111010100110010111001—15 0010101110000100100000000- 7
Lenone UlOlOlllOllllOOOllllOllO-17 0111001110110110101011011—16
Abbott 0111101000100101111010110-14 1111101101010110011101110—17
Second half at single empires:

Known traps, unknown angles. Expert ruhs.
Hollister . . . .0111011111001111111011101- 19 lOOllllllOOlOllOlllOlOOOO—14
Beam 0101111110101001110111111—18 1101110111111111101111100-20
Hyde 1111111111101110110111111-22 1011111101011111111111111—22
Paul 1111111011110111011111101-21 1110111111001011011111110—19
James 1100000010110001111000111—12 OOOIOIOIOIIOIOOIO'00'IOOI—11
Richmond... 1111111111111010011110111-21 1 1 10' 001 1 1110111101011001—17
Huck lllOlllHllOlllilOllOUOO-19 1111101010111101000111101—17
W Smith.... 1111101111110011010011010-17 llllllllOllllipOUOlOlllO-19
Outwater... .1111111101 110100110110001—17 1111011100101000101011110-15
Collins 1111111111110111111111111-24 1111101111111110011111111-22
Hughes 0011100011001001000000011— 9 0111000010001101011000101—11
Lenone 1010101 101010101 101100010—13 000110 withdrew
Abb itt 1010100110101110100011011—14 101101011000101(011101011—12

Central Gun Club's Medal Shoot.
The attendance at the last medal shoot of the Central Gun Club was

very good though the windy weather caused the scores to be much
lower than the standard of those participating. In the A class Dodge
won from Day. In the B class McDonald won from Metcalf, and
Black won from Little in the C class. Had Metcalf in the B class and
Little in the C class won this time, the medals which they lost would
have been their property, but the third time seems to be a hard one to
win. Dodge also won the Hulberg medal at unknown angles from
Moore, who has had it all the season.
The programmes for our second annual tournament on July 4 and 5

have just been issued. They are beauties, and so arranged that no
one need fear to compete, aB the poorest shots are assured a winning
in the distribution of prizes, etc. We are assured a good representa-
tion of shooters, from the outside and locally, and will make it pleas-
ant for all who enjoy this kind of sport.
Medal shoot, 50 singles, known angles:

Class A.
Pearson .1100111110100110101011 1101110101 101000110111111110-33
Day 0010010001011 110001 i001U101tlOtl0111lOOlllllll001-30
Dodge OOilllOllOlllOlllOlOlllllinl 1011 111 llllllll 111010—40
Nelson lilllll01000011illlllll011101011lOlllilOlllli01111-39

Class R.

McDonald.... 1101111111111 II 110111010101 111 1101 lOUOlllOlllOUl—40
Metcalf 011 1010111 1 1 1 1001 11 101 01 0100 10 1 111 111 101 1100101010—33
Moork 1 1 1010110 101001 101 101 1 0000001 1 1 OOOt 001 01 1 1 1 1 100011- 20
Moore liGlOOlOOimoiOOOlOOlll 10111111 11 1110101011000111—32

Oluss C
Tittle lOOHOlOlOOOOOlOOOOloioOOlOOl 110000101011110010011—21
Black 10100100011001100111000011101000100111010111111101—27
Mendenhall lOOlOOlOOOOOOOOllOlOKHOOlOllOl 1010! 11000100100101—21
Williamson 000101 10000000000 1 000080000001 1 00001 0010100 101 1000—12

Meadville Gun Club.

MEADvrLLK, Pa., June 13.—American Association rules:
HA Johnson 1110111111001011111111000—18
Steine 100 101 0001 01 00000001 00010— 7
Clemson 0001010101001 101000100001— 9
Adams 0101111100111111011111010—18
C Miller. 0000101010101 101000010000— 8
Yates 0111001111111110111111101—20
Stein 1011110011011000000110010-12
See 0111111111100011111110100—18
Lafler 0000010010110101100111100—11
Neal 0110001011100001000010111-11
McGouiry llOilllllOlOlliiOOlilOOlO—17
Reisinger 100010001 01 1 1 1 001 00011110—12
Ehrgott 0011001111110011110111011—17
WorBt 1001010011011111110001110—15
Kelso 0101101110100001110010101—13

yes 1111011110111110000101000—15
Boynton 011 1010000010011000001001— 9
T" B Smith OlOlOlOlOOOOiC idlOOOOOO— 6
Baker 101 1 1 10001 1 1000100001001 0-11
H Johnston lOlOllllllOllilOlllllOOll—19
Hodge lOHOlOloOOuOlOlOlOCOOlOO— 9
Dilley OOlOllOOOOllOOOlOMOulOid— 9
Hotchkiss 1011011001000000111111110-14
Boehm 0000001 100101000000100111— 8
J C Boyce 0000000000000010000000000— 1

Clark 01 1 1 1 1 01001 1 1 1 1011 101 1 11l—l 9

Wilmerding Gun Club.

Wilmkrding, Pa., June 22—The Wilmerding Gun Club held their
regular Bhoot to-day, the day being very hot and bluerock targets
hard to break.
No. 1, unknown traps, known angles:

J Mcintosh 00111110110011101111110011110111110110110101011110
01101111111110] _47

McCance OHOlllOiOlllOlllOOllllllOOllOl 1111111011011110111
0001110001 11110 —dp

J Qilm 0100011 11 1011 10100001 101 01 1 07 1001 1 1 1 1 II 11001010110
111110011001110 _40

Boyd 10001 1101011 lOlOOlOle 1 011 11 1 1 00 10 1 1 1 10001 1110 —28
No. 2, novelty, at 10 targets:

Bishop 5 J Mcintosh 6 McCance 8
McNaugher 5 J Gilm u F Jewell .'. ..7.7.4
A Mackert 5 Boyd 6
No. 3, 5 pairs doubles:

JMcEntosh 01 11 01 10 11—7 J Gilm 10 10 11 01 01 -6
McCance 01 10 11 10 00—5 Boyd 00 10 11 10 10-5
McNaugher 11 01 10 10 10-6
No. 4, 20 birds, known traps:

JMcEntosh 14 McCance 15 J Gilm 18
Bishop 16 Jones 13 A Mackert 12
Boyd 15 A. A, M.

Endeavor Gun Club Shoot.
The following scores were made at the mednl shoot of the

Endeavor Gun Club at Marion on June 23, allowance handicap, 25 tar-
gets and upward, Empire targets, 2 bluerock traps:
C W McPeek,, lllllllllllOlllllllllllll —34
Creveling 1111010111 1 1 1 101 1101 nil ni —22
Fry 11110011110111011110011(011111 —22
Polhamus llllOlllllUllllllllllllmni —29
Dr Fletcher llllllliUOmiOOlinitOllliliOl —27
Sealey IlllllOln toil lliOllOlOtOtllll _24
R Strader 0011 1011101011 1 1 )01 101106011 1101 1 1101101-28
R. Strader is but 15 years old and shoots left-handed.

E. Hollister, Sec'y.

Maplewood's Fourth.
Orange, N. J., June 20.—An all-day shoot will be given by the

Maplewood Gun Club on their grounds at Maplewood, N. J , on July
4. Shooting will begin at 10 o'clock A. M. and continue all day. Take
D. L. & W. R. R. to Maplewood. Trains at 10:10 and 11:10 A. M foot
of Barclay street, New York, O. L, Yjjomans, Cor, Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
On Aug. 13 to 18 inclusive, John Parker will hold his fourth annual

iuternatioual tournament at Des-ohree-shcs-ka Island, near Detroit.
The shooting will be under a new system, which is designed effectually
to protect the interests of amateurs againt experts. It is guaranteed
to prevent all pooling and combinations. Instead of shooting against
each other, the contestants will shoot against the management, and a
fixed amount of money will be paid for each place. For instance, in
a ten bird event, $1.50 entrance, those who break straight will be
paid $-,; those breaking 9, ?3 50; 8, S3; 7, $.1.50; 6, 31, The use of both
barrels will be permitted, and the shooting will be [at 21yds. rise, un-
known traps and angles.

Kearnbysville, June 20.—At the regular weekly shoot of the Kear-
neysville Gun Team yesterday N. H. Kearfott carried off the gold
medal for the second time, defeating Marshall by one target. Blue-
rock targets and U. S. traps were used, the attendance was poor and
the shooting bad, but our sporting brethren must remember that we
are just new beginners, yet all are enthusiastic. The wind was blow
ing a pale and' it was very cloudy. The conditions of the medal shoot
were 15 targets, unknown angles. The membership of our team is
limited to ten. We expect to hold a big shoot on my grounds the
first week in August, possibly the 2d and 3d. K.
The "Hollywood Futurity," at 25 birds, $50 entry, handicap rises,

and the "Meet and Chandon" prize, at 5 birds, 30yds, rise, entrance
free, will be shot at Hollywood to-day, June 30. On July 4 the great
atti action will be the "Red Top" prize, same conditions as above, and
the "Independence" handicap, 15 birds, $20 entrance. Next Saturday
will occur one of tbe greateets of the season, the "Hollywood Biennial
Championship," at 50 birds, 30yds. rise, ties at 10 birds.

Some time ago a series ofc advertising challenges were issued by the-
great Dr. Carver. E. D. Fulford promptly accepted one of the chal-
lenges and posted a forfeit. A fortnight ago the forfeit was returned
to Mr. Fulford with the statement that Dr. Carver would shoot against
five of the leading cracks, one after the other, but would not accept a
challenge from one alone. Our opinion is that Carver is more in need
of advertising than of matches.

The enterprising young organization known as the Forester Gum
Club, of Newark, N. e.„ held its regular gold medal shoot on June 9,
3 unknown traps, handicap allowance, all to shoot at 25 targets and
each to be allowed a sufficient number of breaks to make the contest
as even as possible. Fleming (scratch) and Wambold C2) tied on 22
each for the medal and shot off at 5 targets, Fleming being the winner
by 4 breaks to 3.

The grounds of the Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club at Ruther-
ford will be the scene of a hotly contested live bird match to day
between Chas. F. Lenone of Passaic and John H. Outwater of Ruther-
ford. Outwater will shoot at 50 birds and Lenone at 40, the latter being
allowed 10 birds. The stake is $50 a side. The match will begin at
2 P. M., and will be followed by open sweeps at live birds.

The Dixie Gun Cluk>, of Pensacola, Fla , will hold its fourth annual
tournament at Palmetto Beach, on July 11 and 12, and extend an in-
vitation to all sportsmen. The events are at 10, 15, 20 and 25 targets,
with entries ranging from 50 cents to $3. Visiting shooters will be
served with dinner free of charge. The Plaza Hotel ($1.50) and Mer-
chant's ($2) will be shooters headquarters.

The open target events on the Map'ewood (N. J.) Gun Club grounds
on July 4 will be three at 10 targets, $1 entry; five at 15 targets, $1.50
entry; one at 20 targets, $2 entry, and one at 25 targets, $2 50 entry.
Take 10:10 or 11:10 A. M. trains from foot, of Barclay street, New
York, M. & E R. R.

If trap-shooters wish to gain popalarity they will adhere strictly to
tbe truth in announcements of contests in which they are interested.
Those who knew the caliber of Frank Class as compared with J. L.
Brewer simply staled when the fence pastern said they were to shoot
for $500 a side.

The Wilmerding (Pa ) Gun Club announces a target tournament for
July 13. The programme comprises twelve events at 10, 15 and 20 tar-
gets, with entries of $1.20, $l.fcO and $2.40 respectively.

The devotees of the smooth-bore will blow away an immense
quantity of powder and shot in celebrating Independence Day. About
four-fifths of the gun clubs will hold shoots.

Indianapolis, Ind., June 20.—The Limited Grtin Club will give a mer
chandise shoot on their grounds July 4, consisting of six events of 15
clay birds each, ten prizes to each event. M. A. Morris, Sec.

There will be $1,200 added to tbe purses at the next tournament of
the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company, to be held at Cleve-
land, Ohio, June 19, 20 and 21, 1895.

The Washington Park Gun Club, of Kansas City, Mo , Is officered
;

President, L. W. Scot 1-

; Vice-President, A, F. Rickmers; Secretary
and Treasurer, Fred Durrant.

The Memphis (Tenn.) Gun Club will hold another of its popular
tournaments on Aug. 7, 8 and 9, and invites shooters from all over the
country to be present.

The Worcester (Mass.) Gun Club wiirhtive an all-day's shoot on
July 4, and will invite all their lady friends to partake of the hospi-
tality of the club. C. H. Townsend.

$nmver$ to jUsomspandqnts.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

E. B. Jr., Beach Haven, N. J. —We cannot tell how many bricks a
catboat 12ft. keel will float when capsized. Your best plan is to test
the boat by a trial in shoal water.

C. L. R., Houston, Texas.—Will you kindly inform me through your
Correspondence Column what the "now famous 10-gauge rules" are,
as referred to in your report of the Illinois State Shoot in last issue,
Ans. No handicap on gauge, ten-bores shoot on even terms with twelve,

H. D. S., Scranton, Pa.—At our last Bweepstake we had a funny
thing occur, and it was finally decided to leave the Forest and Stream
decide it. There were six entries in the sweepstake shooting match.
The money was divided into three prizes. 50$, 30$ and 20%. Five of the
shooters tied for first money, one got second money. The shooter
that got second money claims there was a certain percentage of the
third money to come to him. You will please remember that five were
compelled to shoot off for the first money, and it was decided to shoot
at 3 birds, th«n a miss and out. We would kindly like your opinion on
this. Ans. It is the unwritten law in cases like the above to add to
first money nil unattached prizes.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Tbe Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of

entertainment, instruction anil Information between
American sportsmen. The editors invite eonimunlca
tlons on the subjects to which its patjes are devoted.
Anonymous communications will not be regarded.
The editors are not responsible for the views of corres-
pondents*
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New York Schuetzen Corps Festival.

The thirty-seventh annual festival of the New York Schuetzen
Corps. Capt. Henry Offerman, was held in the Union Hill Schuetzen
Park, Union Hill, N, J., on Wednesday and Thursday of last week
One hundred and seventy five members assembled at headquarters
Wednesday morning; coaches were in waiting to transport tbem to
the park. The arrival in the park was followed by lunch, after which
the corps was marched to the shooting house, where the festival was
formally opened by the usual ceremonies of saluting the eagle, etc.

The shooting programme, which was open to the general public,
consisted of SJ500, in cash prizes The festival was in the hands of the
following shooting committee: John Q. Thiilke, first shooting master;
B. Zettler, second shooting master; A. W. Lemcke, third shooting
master; Wm. Krumsiek, Aug. Liss, John H. Klee, Henry Strate, Cbas.
Grosch, Fred Schmidt, Alb. Schulenburg, Fred Lange, J. D. Wilkens,
A. H. Sievers, Wm. Hahn, Fred Facompre, Wm. Wessel. This com-
mittee was composed of active shooters, each of whom has had a
large experience in the past in the management of prize shoots
Another element which added to the success of the festival was the
active zeal of Capt. Offerman.
The shooting on Wednesday was confined principally to members of

the corps. The only visitors on that day that we noted were Geb.
Krauss, Louis Flach and M. B. Engel of the Zettler Club.
On Thursday morning visiting riflemen bpgan to arrive. Among the

first arrivals were Harry M. Pope and Fred K. Band, from Hartford,
Conn. These were followed by others during the day. A census of
the group developed the following prominent riflemen: Fred. C.
Boss of Brooklyn, Henry Holges, B. Busse and L. Vogel, New York;
L. P. Hansen, Jersey City; Ueo. Schlicht, Cuttenberg; David Miller
Aug. Meyns, Hoboken; M. Dorrler, G-reenville.
About 4 P. M. on Thursday came large delegations from the New

York City and the New York Central Corps. The shooting was brill-

iant and interesting at times. Band of Hartford had two shots (flags)
on a man ticket. He neglected to put the necessary bullet into the
rifle for the third shot; the result was a miss and another opportunity
lost. Henry Holges, with a 26 and a 24 on the prize ticket, pulled his
third shot ton much to the right; up came the flag (25) giving him 74,
the b*>st score of the festival.

An unusual sight in the shooting house was two veteran riflemen,
who were present and not participating. We refer to Michael Dorrler
and David Miller. They came without their "outfits," and looked on.
The "Harlem Joker" remarked that Michael "appeared like as though
he had come away and forgotten something, and had not time to go
back for it." Both of these riflemen claim that their shooting days
are over.
During the two days that the public and individual members of the

corps had been engaged in competition upon the prize targets, the
corps as a whole had be»»n diligently engaged in shooting into pieces
the eagle from his lofly perch. By 6 P. M. on Thursday the bird had
been denuded of every limb and decoration, from crown to tail, until
there was nothing remaining but the body or center piece. To him
who succeeded in bringing this piece to the ground belonged the
honor and responsibility of kingship for the year 1894-5. Bound after
round was shot by the members in rotation until it was nearly dark,
when the deciding shot was fired by Barney Kumm, the secretary of
the corps, and the body was down. Barney Kumm was King. "Long
live the kin^ ." The settling up of the secretary's accounts developed
a surplus over expenses ot the two days 1 shoot, and Capt Offerman
and his committee felt justly proud of the success of the festival of
1894. Scores:

Ring target, 3 shots per ticket, two best to count for first 5 prizes:
H Holges.. .70 74—144 M B Engel 69 C G Zettler 66
FC Boss.... 70 72-142 L Vogel 69 O Krauss 65
L Flach 70 71—141 H M Pope 69 W Roedel 65
B Busse 69 70—139 B Zettler 68 FFaconpre 61
G Schlicht. ..69 69-13S GWPlaisted 68 Wm Forkel 64
F Schmidt 70 LP Hansen 67 Wm Bosenbaum. . . 63
F K Band 70 A Meyns 67 C Grosch 63
Premiums for 5 best tickets: Holges 347, F. Boss 347, L. Flach 341,

H. M. Pore 340, B. Busse, G. Schlicht 340.
Best bullseye by measurement: H. M. Pope 20 degrees, F. C Ross

24. H. Lahden 31, L. Vogel 31^, L.P.Hansen 32, H. B'ltfer 35)4 J.
Bonn 36J4 G. Schl'cht 37, J. D. Wilk<;ns 37, F. Plump L. Flacn 47,
F. Schmidt 53, J. H. Meyers 54, R. Busse 55, B. Zattler 59, M. B. Engel
70, F. K. Krand 73, J C Tholke 75J/>, H. Holges 79, G. W. Plaisted 88.
Premiums for most buil^eyes: F. C. Boss 40, F. Schmidt 27, Hansen

24, H. M. Pope 2S, L. Flach 20, G. Schlicht 16.

Premium for first flag Wednesday, L. Flach; for last fHg Wednes-
day, W. Roaenbaum; for first flag Thursday, H. M. Pope; for last flag
Thursday, L. P Hansen.
Man target, 3 shots, possible 60: George Schlicht 59, H. Holges 59,

F. C. Boss 58, Aug. Meyns 58, Ph. Feigel 57, L. Flach 56, Dr. Grosch 56,

F. Schmidt 55. R Busse 55, H. M. Pope 55, J. G Bonn 54, L. Vogel 54,

C. Q, Zettler 54, George Plaisted 54, J. Facklamm 54.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati O., June 17.—The Cincinnati Rifla Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to-day aDd made the scores ap-
pended. Conditions, 200yds

,
off-hand, at the standard target:

Oindele 10 10 10 10 9 8 9 8 7 8-89
9 10 8879 10 98 8-86
6 10 10 8 7 8 6 9 10 9-837968998 10 8 7-81

Payne 10 10 8 7 8 10 7 9 8 8-8598876 10 869 7—78
10 9 10 658876 9—7895778 10 68 10 8-78

Wellinger 7 6 9 10 6 6 7 7 7 8-73
6 7 7886776 10-72
49 10 759 10 98 5-76888766885 8—73

Hake 454636585 4-50
69 5 678565 3-6022497 6 589 6-5805334 0 386 3-41

Schmidlin 260752304 6—3=>

6447 3 7449 6—54268536244 0—40
Strickmier 668528246 3—504723454 10 7 4-50

3 48450933 10-49543364762 5—45

Union Grove.
Hartford, Conn., June 23 —I inclose you scores of the Hartford

Rifle Club, made at their regular shoot at Union Grove this afternoon,
German ring target, 200yds., off hand, . Weather conditions were very
hot, harsh light and a fish tail wind. Medal match, oue entry only:
D S Seymour 22 22 22 22 22 25 19 23 21 24—222
H M Pope 24 20 22 22 20 22 20 21 24 19 -214
W J Dunbar 20 24 22 19 21 24 20 21 21 20-212
J H Foote, Jr 25 23 23 14 23 20 23 16 24 18—204

Re entry Match.
Pope (50 shots) 22 22 21 23 24 19 23 20 24 23 -221

24 23 32 22 23 25 24 23 23
22 22 19 18 23 23 11) 31 22 23-312
21 21 23 23 21 21 23 19 24 24—2 0
22 23 23 18 22 21 24 23 22 1.9-217

S J Lyon 25 22 22 23 24 23 23 23 22 21-228
Seymour 23 24 21 22 20 24 22 14 20 20-210
Foote 22 19 20 23 20 18 23 20 22 21-209
Dunbar 20 17 14 20 17 23 20 21 23 16-191
Fox 22 17 24 20 20 20 20 10 34 18-189

H. M. Pope, Secretary.

Good Eye.
Mr. H. R. Wills of Alton, 111., writes me about a string he has just

shot on his friend Mr. Lahee's grounds, at that city. This probably is

intended to frighten the Western office of Forest and Stream about
going into another match with Mr. Wills, but it will fail of that pur-
pose. Mr. Wills has often beaten us, but he hasn't got us scared yet,
nor has he yet wrested away from 909 Security Building the palm of
the championship of Halstead street. The only trouble is, Mr. Wills
has never seen this office fully extended as yet. We will be ready the
next time be comes. He writes:
"Not for publication, I wish to give vou the result of a little 100yd.

shoot I made the other day with a new Marlin .22 which I was sight-
ing up for a friend. Conditions—off-hand, no swearing. The shoot
took place on Mr. Lahee's grounds. Massachusetts target, bullseye
3in. with a 12 center. I simply give the totals of each 10-shot string,
60 consecutive in all, as follows: 106 109 105 109 100 109—638. Aver-
age 10.63. This is the highest that has been made upon our 100yd.
range and is very close shooting, if I do say it. I wish also to impress
upon your mind that I have no ulterior designs upon your nerves in
giving this bit of information, and still insist that you can do me up
to the queen's taste if you wiil try it some time under the right con-
ditions. Yours very truly, H. R. Wills "

Blumenthaler Co. No. 6, N. Y. S. Bund. No. 1

Held their second shoot at their gallery June 23. Thirteen members
were present to compete for silver goblets donated by the company.
The following scores were made:
W Hicks...: 230 228 2?8 226-912 Aigeldinger 230 216 ^446
FNorwicki.240 226 224 220 - 910 WKorner..l66 161 91 ...—418
HDMuller.232 227 225 225—909 DrHKolb..206 203 -409
G Gross . . . .232 227 225 219-903 Heitzmann.,197 —197
FSchill 223 222 232 216-883 A Wild 57 — 57

J Maurer. . .206 195 186 180—767 A Lawrence 41 — 41

WRoebach.185 184 174 106—649
Henry D. Muller.

Greenville Rifle Club.

The extreme hot weather of the past week is having its effect upon
the members of the Greenville Club. At the weekly shoot on Friday
night several of the regulars were prominent by their absence. Win-
ners: First Class—C. Beag first, G. Purkess second. Second Class

—

C. Charlock first, J. Spahn second. Third Class—R Daniels lirst, Holz-
apfel second. Scores: n. Boag 240, Purkess 237, J. Boag 235, Scheeline
235, Collins 225 Spahn 234, Charlock 231, Agneau 231, Chavant 223, Hill

220, Pudson 206, Daniels 226, F. Wuestner 212, E. Wuestner 219.

R. Busse Defeats L. Buss.
There was a well contested gallery match shot off on Zettler Bros.'

ranges, 219 Bowery, New York, on June 18, between R. Busse, of the
New York City Corps, and L Buss, of the Empire Rifle Club, 100 shots
off-hand, for $10 a side. Scores:
R Busse 245 240 238 246 238 243 244 243 242 238—2417
L Buss 241 238 240 240 239 244 245 243 238 240-2408

Schlicht Rifle Club.

At their weekly gallery shoot on June 19, Geo. Dorr won the cham-
pionship medal, J. Diehl the first class medal, A. Meyer the second
class medal and Geo. Richert the third class medal. Scores: G Schlicht
240. G Dorr 236, A. Meyer 236. C Meyer 232, J. Diehl 234, M. Daus 232,
F. Richart 23 1, W. Schlicht 229. G. Liutenberger 225, G. Scholp221, A.
Deubline 220, E. Wagner 215, F. Lambrix 211, J. Bombers 210, J Ded-
rick 218.

Excelsior Rifle Club.
At the weekly gallery shoot, June 19, the following scores were

made: W, J. Hennessey 231, B. H. Duff 231, G. Buland 211, J. Binns
220, G G. Williams 220, W. Hughes 237, J. Hughes 233, E. J. McCarthy
233, Thos. Hughes 228.

RIFLE NOTES.
Our city papers have during the past, week published various cable

reports of wonderful work by Gus Zimmerman with his rifle at the
Interrational shoot in Mainz, Germany. If Zimmerman has secured
one-half of the champion trophies credited to him, he does credit to
himself and the American riflemen, whom he represents.

The Excelsior Club of Jersey City will dedicate its new club house,
No. 54 Oregory street, on Thursday night of this week. Invitations
have been sent out to our prominent clubs and individual riflemen to
be their guests on this occasion. An interesting feature of the
evening's sport will be a team match between the home club and a
team from the Greenville' Rifle Club.

The Zettler Rifle Club will hold its regular bi-monthly shoot at
Wissel's Cypress Hill Park, July 1. Visiting riflemen will be welcome
to participate.

The Newark Shooting Society will hold weekly practice shoots on
Thursdays during the summer arid autumn, at the Newark Schuetzen
Park.

A visit to Armbruster's Park on Saturday of last week brought us
into the presence of one of New York's most enthusiastic riflemen in
the person of Dr. E. R. Chadbourne. The doctor, like many others in
the profession, is an ardent devotee to the rifle. We append two
scores made by Dr. Chadbourne on this occasion, using the .25-10

Stevens, another proof of the efficiency of this small caliber at 200yds.
Scores: 9 10 10 8 10 9 10 9 6 10—91 10 10 9 7 10 9 9 8 10 8—90

Armbruster's Greenville Schuetzen Park, most thoroughly equipped
for rifle shooting. Range open for practice every Saturday.—Adv.

A GENTLEMAN'S SMOKE.

1 WE COULD NOT IMPROVE THE QUALITY

if |>aid double the price. It is the

^choicest 5mokin£ Tobacco that ex-

perience can produce or that moneyl)

|cari buy.

It will give us great pleasure to forward a copy of our catalogue to any

one who "goes a-fishing." Some people charge for their catalogues, some

charge for the postage, some charge for both. We are more than willing to

give away our catalogues and prepay postage on them. No angler, after

looking at the catalogue, can resist buying from us or from our trade-

customers all the fishing-tackle he can afford to pay for. That is where we

get back a good deal more than cost of catalogue and postage.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
1 8 Vesey Street, New York Citv

Sand Worms 12 and 15c. per doz. White or Blood Worm*, 25c. per doz.
I am witu you agrain with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the prices and not decreas

injf the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.19 until all are sold. These rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, extra tip, complete in wood form and will
give satislsotior

.

Length and weight of the Ply Rods are: 9ft., 6oa. ; 9Jft. 6Joz. ;
10ft., 7oz.

;
10£ft., 7£oz.

;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8£ft., 9oz. ; 9ft., lOoz.
; 9Jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

No. H— a. special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 63 cts.
;
60yds., 78 eta. ;

80yds., 88 cts. : 100yds. 98 cts.

Any of the above reels sent by mad for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

No. E—Special lot Hard Rubber and Nickel Raised Pillar Click Reels, 40yds., 38cts., 60yds., 48ats. Sent by mail acts, extra for postage.
No. C—Nickel-Plated, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels, with click and drag and screen oil cup, 40yds., 58c; 60yds., 6So.; 80yds., 78c; 100yds , 83c; 150 >uU, 98c. 10c extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, mist color, 1yd., 30c. per doz.; 2yds., 40c. per doz.; 3yds , 60c doz. Double Gut Lsaders, mist color, 3yds., 75c doz. Hand Twisted Gat Leaders, 10c each, 90c doz.
A special lot of Trout Flies at 25 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for poscage.

A special lot oC Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.

All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, loets. doz.
;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage.

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mad $ cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 ots • 300ft.. 92 nt.a .

• 3 rts. extra for postage.
Send 2-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Special List No. 3.

Open Evenings until 8 o'clock.
Saturday Evenings 11 o'clock. J. F HAMSTERS, 51, 53 and 55 Court Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ideal Biflk Apabt.

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO..
P. O. Box 4102,

CHICOPEE PAIiLS, MASS.
Bend for Catalogue, free of charge. _

Our Latest Model 1894.

THE NEW IDEAL RIFLE.
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Canoeists, Anglers, Hunters,

Miners, Cattlemen, Sportsmen,

Camping or Traveling You Will Want to Use

-4 BUZZACOTT'S *•

Complete C amp Cooking Oitfit.

It is small, simple, compact and durable, giving quick results — absolute

cleanliness and satisfaction. It is the Size, Weight and Shape of

an Ordinary Satchel, yet Contains E*rer\ tftiaer Nec«j*sary
for Cooking any Food, with Dishes, to serve it.

This outfit has been adopted by the United States Army, the National

Guard of several States, and by many Sportsmen, and is soon to be the

Univeisal Camp and Outdoor Cooking Outfit of America

The fact that they are adopted and used exclusively by the entire U. S.

Army is a guarantee of their excellence.

Outfits numbers ia, ib and 2 are furnished in a canvas telescope satchel

with handLs for convenience in transportation.

No. la.—Outfit f >r Boiling-, Stewing, Frying and Broiling.
Size, 8x12x6 in. Weight, iolbs. Outfit contains Coffee Pot, Stew
Pot, Frying Pan (with cover), Broiler, Grate Stand (patented),

Cook's Fork, Spoon, Ladle, Dipper, Strainer, Knife, Steel, Salt,

Pepper and Flour Dredges, and iue<v« outfh ("cups, plates, knives,
forks and spoons) for six persons ffic*1

, JS9.5U

No. 11).—Outfit for Roasting, Baking and Frying, same size and weight (with-
out Cook's Tools, Pots, Kettles or Dishes ) rjt4 f*, $6 50

No 2.—O 'Sfi< Comply for Boiling, Roasting, Baking, Stewing, Broil-
ing, Frying, f 1-1 eludes C'i>mnl«ve Oven and all Tools and
Dishes mentioned in No. ia. Size, 8x12x6 in. Weight, 2olbs.

Warranted Satisfactory Piic^, $15.00
No. «>.— Com j>le* «• Outfit for Ten to Fifteen Persons. Size 12x20x7m.

Weight, 60 lbs. Without Mess Outfit Price, $18.00
No 3, With Mess Outfit »* 25.00

No. 4 — C«»n»1»lt*1 f Oil fi- for Fifty to Sixty Persons. Size 20x30x11 in.

Weight, i75lbs U. S. Army Size. Without Mess Outfit $21 50
For circulars, testimonials, and the fullest information, address

F. H. BUZZACOTT,
P. O. Box 2832, New York, - or - Chicago, Illinois.

FOR GUNS-REVDLVERS-RIFLES
AND ALL METALS

Lubricant and Rust Preventive
COMBINED.

IT NEVER GUMS OR DRIPS,
an advantage not possessed by any other lubricant in the world.

An indispensable article for all kinds of Fire Arms, Fine Machinery, Gun Locks,
Bicycles Camp Kits Surgical Instruments, Embalming Instruments, Cutlery; BrassWork on Yachts, Copper and Steel Plate, etc. In all respects the very best pre-
paration for any metallic surfaces where a non gumming lubricant and rust i>re-
ventive are required

IF VOCR DEALER DOES NOT HAVE IT,
Send 25c. for large CollapsibleTUBE by return mail. Address a 1 communications to

The CHARLES WILLEY MFG. CO., Bay Shore L.I. N V .U.S.A

** Nessmuli.."
Price, «1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK.

FISHERM EN, ATTENTION!

$225 in Sold Given Away!

THE NATCHAUG SILK CO.
will give nine big cash prizes for (he following catches
of fish taken during the season 1894, viz : From the 1st
day of April to the 1st day ot November inclusive, with
the NATCHAUG SILK FISHING LINE:

FIRST PRIZE.— $25 in Gold for the heaviest Muskallonge.

SECOND PRIZE— $25 in Gold for the heaviest small mouth Bass.

TH IRD PRIZE— $25 in Gold for the heaviest large-mouth Bass.

FOURTH PRIZE— $25 in Gold for the heaviest Lake Trout.

FIFTH PRIZE— $25 in Gold for the heaviest Brook or Mountain
Trout caught in other wat< rs than in the State of Maine.

SIXTH PRIZE— $25 in Gold for the greatest variety and largest num-
ber of fresh water fish caught in one day by one person.

SEVENTH PRIZE—$25 in Gold for the greatest weight of any kind of

fresb water fiLh caught in one day by oae p< rson.

EIGHTH PRIZE— $25 in Gold forthe heaviest fish of any kind caught

with ihe Natchaug Silk Line in fresn or salt water.

NINTH PRIZE— $25 in Gold for the heaviest Brook. Trout caught

(Special) in the Slate of Maine.

As tbe Trout caught in the lakes of Maine are acknowledged to be genuine
Brook Trout, o" account of the size of these fish we bar them from our Fifth
Prize, and offer this as a special priza for these wa;ers.

A sample card of our Lines sent free on application

CONDITIONS:
Ail these fish mmt be caught with tbe Natchaug Silk Fishing Line in fresh

water (except Prize 81 and by fair angling.

Competitors must forward to us their full name, P O. address, together with the
description and weight of fish caught, and name of dealer from whom line was purchased,
together with the name of one reputable witness affixed. On November 7th, .1894,
the award will be made, and ihe li t of succes ful competitors announced' in the
Forest and Stream and the American Field.

All successful competitors oefore receiving their prizes will be required to send an
affidavit as to their statement of fish caught.

If your dealer does not keep the Natchaug Silk Fishing Lines, order
direct from

THE NATCHAUG SILK CO., Willimantic, Conn.,
Or 2(3—215 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

Shells Loaded with ''Walsrode" Smokeless
Powder and Wads Only,

Climax or Blue Rival 12-bore, $1.90 per 100; $10.00 per M., net
" " '• 10 " $2.it5 " " $20 00 M

U. M.,0. Co.'s Special, "Walsrode" shell (No. 3 primer) 12 " $2.50 " « $32 50 " "
" " " " 10 " $2.75 " " $25 50 " "

Imported "Walsrode" or "Eley" shells ! 12 " $3.30 " " $30.00 " "
" " " 1 10 " $4.00 " " $35.00 " "

Add for shot to all above shells ,60 " " $ 6 00 " "

The "WALSRODE' SMOKELESS POWDER has made thousands of
warm friends in this country who pnfer it to any other explosive on the market.

TO SPORTSMEN WHOWI'H T • LO\«> THEIR OWN SHELLS
we cau offer "Walsrode" powder in cans that will load 120 12-gauge shells at 85 cents each.

WALSRODE POWDER MEASURES, which must invariably be used, as
the Walsrode powder is about three times stronger than black powder, at 30 cents each.

PAMPHLET with full loading instructions and testimonials from the best known
shooters in England, sent upon application. We can also furnish

WALSRODE SMOKELESS POWDER FOR SPORTING RIFLES.
Price per can containing 8,500 grains avoirdupois, 90 cents. Loads for Spoiting Rifles as
recommended by thu Walsrode Smokeless Powder Co., furnished upon application.

Address the sole agents,

VON LENCERKE & DETMOLD,
8 Murray St., New York.

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HAISLINGTON S.EENE.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING C0M 318 Broadway, N. Y.

nOCE PKEWOMKICTAIi Sfc €3O
made in the New jersey State League Shoots, are due largely to the perfect breaking qualities of the

EMPIRE TARGET
«.—South Side Gun Club.

Rreintnall 1111111011110111111111111—23
Thomas 1111011111111010111111111—2i
Hedden 1111111111111111111111111—25

Wjnnmg Team, May 9 —Maplewood Gun Club.

W Smith 1010110111101101111111111—20
Yeomans 1111111111111111111111111—25
Sickley 1111111111111111111111111—25
Van Dyke 11111 '1011011111111111111—23
Drake 1111111111111111111111111—25—118

Winning Team Feb. 28, 1894,-Maplewood Gun Club. Winning Team, March 22.-Maplewood Gun Club. Winning Team, April|Sns w Smith oioiimimiimmiim-23
VanDvk'e llllilliiii^ iiiimiiiii^

-
?J I.

e?mans 1111111111111111111111110-24

nSke iiiiuffliiiiimSiJiim li !
ickl^v iimmiiiiiiiiuiiiiiu-24

War Smith lllOOOOOllli^iiiimli^?
-

?o no XanI

I» ke iOlHlllliiiiillimillU-24 Geoffroy 1111101111011111111111111-23bmlth ^ 1111111111111111110111110-23-118 Hoffman 1100111111111111111111111-23-^
as a cKiiiAKJiiK, TRAPPER and TRANSPORTER, there is nothing better, and they cost no more-perhaos less-than any other, and can be thrown from all principal traps.

Don't toe tbe I.ast one to Try Tliem Everybody i^ikes Them.
nrhhorrl s™„™, t> ti ff n „, .

OUR DISTRIBUTING AGENTS ARE
^aa&^^^^tOn^C

N^'i1,

J
;

RummeTToTefo
0
0°°TKAr

°' ;^ & %>%^s™>*™s - 5 Thorsen & Ca8sad^ °°- #-1 W-
B

-
Bel]maP & Co- Louteville, Ky

!

1 A / rr J rs. •
i

>
a. j. Kummel, loledo, O.

,
J. P. Lovell Arms Co., Boston, Mass. ; J. C. Porterfield & Co., Columbus, O. ; A. B. E. Kinney, Worcester, Mass. ; Schoverling, Daly & Gales, N Y^AS»- EMPIRE TARGET CO., 294 Broadway, New York.














